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Harold Henderson, Johnnie Remien, T. W. Davis, committee work . 58.40 to following unsuccessful, bidders:
AAA—Agricultural Adjustment AdWAXp]dPERHarley Howard is getting along as Wenda]] filakely, Willard Mueller and Otto Eden, trustee
1.50Mack Electric Co., the Varney Elecministration.
40-f t. roll
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attended the annual 0. D. Funk, township clerk . .
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T
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!
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4.75
P. I. Appleman, Justice . . . 3.50 NOTICE OP APPOINTMENT Of |
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'
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P. P. Edwards, Marshal . .
1.00
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'
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State
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Jeff
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will make itself known for many years
In the District Court of the Stated
be the auctioneer and C. E. Parker quire banks of the state to trv to ! Herman Ortgies, labor
6.00
P. I. Appleman, Justice . . . 3.50
to come in taxes, direct and indirect,
Iowa, in and for Cass County.
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P. P. Edwards, Marshal . .
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™
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'
Ross Walker is spending a few
8.25 To Whom it May Concern:
where he is operating a gasoline covered by sheer accident. It is quite |
Alexander, supplies ..
4.55J. E. Lang, Constable
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days in Valley Junction with his unAtlantic News
Notice is hereby given
filling station.
! wrong, said one banker quoted by
Telegraph, offiAlbert Gilleland, juror ..
cle, Frank Graham and family.
1.00 dersigned has been appoin
•
! Mr. Peel, "to suppose that all owners ' cial P ubl >cations
64.10
Mrs. Marinus Mickelson ..
1.00 qualified as Administratrix ot tte«
Mrs. Jack McClanahan of Fort of unclaimed deposits are dead "
Atlantic Auto Company, rent .' 260.00
Mrs. Pete Fuglsang
A young Atlantic man had been on
H G Ar
tate of Fred R. Switzer, lateoK
Madison, is the owner of a china bowl, | It seems that many New Yorkers ' ' mentrout, committee
G. 0. Mountain
the witness stand in court for a long
!
work
County,
Iowa, deceased. All Peri
which has all the earmarks of being advertised in the list of lost deposi•"
118.45
C. E. Moreland
time, bearing as best he could with the
Ruth
in any manner indebted to saiii
a freak of nature. This dish has a tors are quite unaware that they have
Marshall Bailey, trust
Claude Odem
flippant nagging and prodding of a habit of sweating salt after being
:
funds
ceased or his estate will
money
coming
to
them.
According
59.50
Earl Jenkins, witness . . . .
sarcastic young lawyer, who aimed his washed, the crystals gathering into
.55 ment to the undersigned; a
Geor ia
to
the
writer
in
the
New
York
daily,
&
Byrne,
mileage
27.80
Virt Anderson
shafts of wit mercilessly at the un- strange and weird formations. Mrs.
.55 having claims against said
"failure to balance properly their ac- *~' ^' ^orth, trustee
1.50
fortunate youth:
Ralph Arn
C
o
u
n
t
.55 or his estate will present
McClanahan has tried various solu- f o u n t s is one reason; far from believy
Auditor
Ward,
exLawyer (scathingly)—So, you real- tions in an attempt to rid the bowl
State vs. Mrs. Clarence Suthre
manner and form as by law re
postage and laundry .
9.15
erland:
ly do not believe that you could rout of the substance but each time, with- ing that a bank owes them more' Vt Prn ss,
E
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they
'
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an army of Philistines with the jawP. I. Appleman
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as
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this 30th. day of Deceit
burner
at
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4
50
bone of an ass ?
P. P. Edwards
i'00 A. D., 1933.
the salty particles start forming. No —Literary Digest.
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.
.
.
.
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•
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Margaret R. Switzer,
K. A. Denham, township
with
th
article
when
H.
G.
Armentrout
g IQ
of
this
strange
occurAdministratrii]
Rev.
Hardy
Powers,
w
i
f
e
and
three
clerk
with it.
3.00 Frank Pelzer
5'0o
c h i l d r e n of Council B l u f f s were New J. W. Denney, trustee
Clark,
Byers,
Hutchinson
and Gart
i.50 G. H. Allen
4'00
Year's day v i s i t o r s in the city, guests A. A. Emigh, stamps
Attorneys for Administratrix.
15.00 T. W
at the W. V. Somerville home.
Fidlar & Chambers, supplies
4.55 Herman Ryan
g 39
Roy Hall of Strawberry Point,
The Misses l i n o and Klrna Marde- Griswold American, official
On
motion
and
vote
the
Board
ad- ton county, offers one more
publications
53.89
2
sen returned to t h e i r home in
journed to meet at 9:00 a. m. Decem- to the year's crop of freak ana
Lies Gregersen Drug Store, supber 30th., 1933.
llul
Moines Saturday, a f t e r spending their
stories. Hall has a freak pig"
plies
29.88
(Signed)
C h r i s t m a s v a c a t i o n w i t h their parFrank Pelzer,
rowed in a litter of Ut all the resl
Win. Hasper,
typeents, Frank Mardesen and w i f e , and
Chairman.
which were perfectly normal
writers . . .
52.50 ' Attest:
w i t h other relatives and friends.
healthy. The freak baby has
Maxine Highley, salary
55.00 I
Jennie M. Ward,
distinct bodies, with eight legs, 1
Covered wagon days returned to Glenn 0. Jones,
assisting
County
Auditor.
only one'head, the two bodies
treasurer
Albia, Monroe c o u n t y , the other day
20.00
joined together near the sho
when a dilapidated old wagon with a Klipto Loose Leaf Co., supThe young salesman in a certain Mr. Hail is making efforts to
canopy of canvas came into town
64.68 Anita store was joking with a young the strange little fellow alive, |
w A
mileage
The wagon drawn by a single white 4 , . , Linfor,
1.50 ; woman customer he knew:
u
horse, bore a f a m i l y of five enroute
I-ehmkuhl, trustee .
3.00- Salesman—4Can I show you any- a time at least, although such
strosities rarely live to reach
from Wisconsin to Arkansas. The old- M.'.d(ll(-' Stat«-'s Utilities, toll
.85
Chevrolet owners should insist upon bonafide
We have some extra long ity.
est of the three children was 5 and all Albert Morgan, trustee
11.00 ' stockings—firemen's 'hose.'
five persons were t h i n l y clad, They M a s s e n a Telephone Co., toll
Chevrolet service. That is just what you receive
4.75
Young Woman—No thanks! They
were not asking c h a r i t y , but were A U S U " McFaddl - Jn . weed commight be accompanied by 'ladders.'
at this garage.
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Have You Tried to Learn
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Chevrolet
Service

I
I

Saying It

We are not only interested in selling new Chevrolets, but we are just as vitally interested in keeping every Chevrolet owner entirely satisfied with
his car.
Bring your Chevrolet here for adjustments
and maintenance. Genuine Chevrolet parts and
guaranteed workmanship.

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

missioner
given fo,,d for thenuselve's and horse
4.00;
Then- o n l y hope was that the wagon J . 1 > . McAfee, trustee . . . . . . .
A bank in a town near Storm Lake
3.00 !
assisting county
and horse w o u l d hold together until Zi-ta Neal,
makes it a practice to pay out new
WITH VALUES
worker
they reached their destination.
56.00 "ills when possible. One recent day
A. Odem, boarding prison, when a young woman appeared, the
SIZES AND WIDTHS TO F»l
pa
Jail w i l l be a form of p u n i s h m e n t ,
100.40
>"ne teller apologized because he
A ()(ll
at K s t h e r v i l l e , Kmmet county, from
'
''», criminal expense
74.60 was unable to give her new, clean bills
now on, instead of a sort of vacation i W' K - Proctor, trustee . . . .
3.00 and had to pay her in old and dirty
at the county's expense. Officials i K r u n k 1'elzer,
ones. He asked her if she Wa8 afraid
committee
have decided to make the hoosegow a ' W u r k
100.10 of probes on the bills. "Microbes
Liquid, Tablet*, Salve, Nose
le.ss desirable place. Luxuries are Railway KI'-xpre.ss Agency, exno!" exclaimed the
young woman. Checks Cold? first d»y, Headi
press
out. No more reading matter and no ,
a teacher and you don't think
1.87
Neuralgia in 80 mill, Malaria >«
could live
more playing cards to while away the ! J o h n Kathman, trustee
13.00
H
ri
FINE LAXATIVE AND T^
hours. The bill of fare has been alter- j «-' »an Ryan,
you?"
committee
work
Most Speedy Remedies Kn
ed so that no cream, butter or sugar
110.10
ar v served at any time. Breakfast Casper Schmidt, trustee and
now consists of unsweetened cereal
weed commissioner
23.10
with no cream, two slices of bread
H. Welch Printing Co,
w i t h no butter and a cup of unsweetpoll books
,
•
88.50
ened black coffee, with other meals S. W. ...
Woods, clerk
3 00
similarly cut down. Yes, there's a Western Union, telegrams
8.39

Economy Shoe C

666

1

new deal in force at the Emmet county jail and the chances are ten to one I'KO( EEDINGS OF THE
that crime will be cut down by fifty
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
per cent or more in that county.
Court House,

EGG MASH —-MEAT SCRAP-TANKAGE-^
BRAN^-SHORTS-GRAIN -COALTRUCKING.

Farmers Coop-
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Special!

Interesting News Item
From Different Places

TWO MEN AND ONE
LADY PASS AWAY
(Continued from page 1).

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

M A DUF F

C o m m i t s Suicide..
| Iowa, on Friday, December 29, 1933,
C u m b e r l a n d Charles Herman Hebt]]e ftge of ?3 years and 5 dayg j
January 7, 1904.
!,.-. (;<.). w e a l t h y retired farmer and H j g suf)(Jen and u n t i m e l y death wag |
George W. Marsh is in Illinois this
For a short t i m e we will have
.f Cass county, committed sui- indeed a great shock to his family and
the following prices on Peruosilay of last week at his a large host of neighbors and friends. week on business.
ride
Miss Emma Mclntyre entertained
• I I I
manent Waves.
umlierland by shooting himHe spent the greater part of his
head with a 20-guage life on his farm northwest of Anita, the members of her Sunday School
OUR REGULAR
double barrel shotgun. Despondency but in December, 1922, he retired from class at her home on the evening of
WE DELIVER
over the death of his wife last spring the farm and with his family moved December 31st.
$3.00 Wave. . . .2 for S5.00
M. P. Conway started for Missouri
was believed responsible for his act. to Anita, where he has made his home
$5.00 Wave
$4.00
this week, but was taken suddenly
ever since.
ill on the way, and made a straight
$(i.OO Wave
$.r>.00
Spanish-American Veteran Dies.
On January 10, 1896, at Omaha, Ne- shoot for home.
Atlantic—Charles Harry Scott, 59, braska, he was united in marriage to
•Mrs. Nellie Richards of Chadron,
well known Atlantic man, Spanish- Mrs. Martha E. Anderson,,,and to this
Phone 285 for A p p o i n t m e n t .
American war veteran, died a few union four children were Born. They Nebraska, is spending a few days at
days ago at his home in Atlantic fol- arc Mrs. Genevieve Dement and Carl the home of Father and Mother Johnson, north of town.
lowing a severe heart attack. He had I Shultz
o n u i i z of
01 Anita,
/\nita, John
uoiui Shultz
oziuitz. of
ui nuau,
The Farmers Supply Co. have been
been in poor health for the last three am| On)n g h u l t z of Lafee VJeWi Qre.
busy
the past week moving the bugyears and the heart attack followed ^ O n p stepsorl( Wi ]i iam L. Ande rseveral ailments from which he had s()n ()f No|.th Hollywood> California, gies, wagons and implements from the
been suffering. He had been a resi and three granddaughters, as well as Burkhart & Suplee building to their
1 ,
19:!3's BEST NEWS STORIES.
3-lbs.
dent of Cass county since he was the wife and children, live to mourn the new quarters.
1!
At the regular meeting of the Rural
one year old, and was a son of the passing of this good husband, father
The news editor of the Associated
Telephone Co., held Monday of this
late John W. Scott.
and grandfather.
Press, in discussing the greatest news
week, W. T. Slater and C. D. Robinson
Mr. Shultz was an ardent demostories of 1SKS3, gave first place to the
were re-elected as members of the
Buys Rock Crusher.
! crat and was active in the p o l i t i c a l
P.oosevelt administration. Never, since
Carson—Three towns, Henderson, work of his party. He was also a board of directors.
the close of the World War, has the .Macedonia and Carson, have gone toL. R. Temple will resign from th§
government held the center of news gether and pin-chased a rock crusher member of the Knights of Pythias
position
as deputy county clerk, and
fraternal
order.
He
was
a
fine
type
with such sustained public interest as w h i c h they w i l l put to work in the
lias been the case from the ,ird. of
.
.
,,
, •
, of man, liked by all who knew him, ; w i l l return to Massena to resume the
,.
.
. | s ' . a t c s rock q u a m at Macedonia and and his genial personality and counsel practice of law. His successor has not
March to this moment. It is the opin. ,
..
' . , ,
.
f
I trrind out the mntei'ials for surfacing
|
will be greatly missed in the commun- yet been appointed.
ion of the news editor that this interu n d e r t h e CWA projects
Mrs.
M.
E.
Worth
has
sold
her
resi-'
ity.
est w i l l lie m a i n t a i n e d t h r o u g h o u t the
Th
late furnishes
Funeral services were held on Sun- dence property at the corner of Third
year of 1934.
| the rock but t h e y have to crush it oay afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the and Cherry Streets to Mrs. W. T.
He places (he a t t e m p t e d assassina| a n d h a u l it and the CWA p u t s it on. Congregational church with Rev. E. L. Sm.ither of Lincoln township, the contion of President Roosevelt, and the
It makes a first class surfacing.
fatal s h o o t i n g of Mayor Cermak, toAnperson officiating. A quartette com- sideration being $1,800.00.
gether w i t h the execution of Zanposed of Mrs. G. M. Adair, Mrs. H. E.
About twenty-five of the young
Two Places Robbed.
gara, second as news.
.
„ , , , . . .
,,
Campbell,
i anipocii, Guy
uuy Rasmussen
itasmussen and
ana A. B.
o. friends of Lafe Koob held watch meet- :
a r l a n — T w o Harlan businessfirms,0 ,
.,„
... , . . . _,
Third place is given to the crash of
..
,
„,I ntrcrnrj- an/). ....
.. • Stone sang 'Beautiful Isle of Some- ing at his home in north Grant New
Mnrlnn
\\hiro
— the10 Harlan
'oggery and White
the dirigible Akron; fourth, Wiley
| where," "No Night There" and "In Year's eve, and if you think they
f i l l i n g station—were
Post's flight around the world; fifth, Kagle
the Sweet Bye and Bye." Mrs. Ray- didn't enjoy life in the short space
the California earthquake; sixth, the Saturday night, the thieves escaping mond Lantz accompanied them at the of time they were at it, just ask them
lynching of Holmes and Thurmond for w i t h a considerable amount of cash.
piano.
about it.
the k i l l i n g of Brooke Hart; seventh,
Pallbearers were U. S. Walker,' H. U.
A large posse of the neighbors and
i.Commits
ommiis auicme.
Suicide.
the kidnappings of Urschell, McMath,
Atlantic-Mrs. Erna Lee Ritchie, 38| i S1 'annon John Galiher M. C. Hutchi- friends of G. A. Johnson fell in on him
Extra Fancy
WcElroy, O'Connell, Hamm and Factor
last
Monday
evening,
and
very
fory
j
wife
of
Everett
Red
Emperor
,
,
,
w
e
o
Guy
Ritchie,
farmer
i
,
,
'
.
.
,
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,
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f
with the drive by federal agents; 1 ,. .
west
of F^t^^jln^nnent
was made m beautiful Ever- cibly reminded him that it wag hig
1 1 v niK ~ J•• in lit.'^
\\ L'M UI
r IcLCntrr j
llvlnjr
eighth, sudden death of Ex-President '
~
KTcm eenleterv
birthday, and the evening was one
100-lb.
Coolidge; ninth, Hitler's rise to power,i Chapel
. . , „on highway No. 2, committed '
mme Satu rda
m
n
b
William
Pearson.
continual
round
of
pleasure
until
earin Germany, and his treatment of the'1 *
>' °™ R y shooting
bag
f
u
William Pearson, 59, a well known l.v morning, when the guests departed,
Jews; t e n t h , Huey Long's pugilistic herself in the head with a .12 guage
shotgun. Ill
111 health was blamed
blamed by f a r m e r living in Lincoln township j wishing "Gat" many happy returns
encounter at Sandpoint, New York.
four and one-half miles southwest of of the day.
This last because it was one of the members of her family for the act.
A n i t a , passed away at the 'Campbell
funniest stories of the year.
! 37:16, "0 Lord of hosts, God of Israel HE'LL RECOGNIZE A
Ilarry Jordan of Wiota spent Sun- hospital in this city late Sunday afthat dwellest between the cherubims
GOAT NEXT
In the northwest corner of Jasper day afternoon with friends in Anita. ternoon. Early Thursday morning
thou art the God, even thou alone, o
,,, .„. ..
I he
>>v was
"an brought
uruugui to
LO the
uie local
loca hospital
county, not far from Ira, there is a
all the kingdoms of the earth: thoi
,
, , ,. .
I'l-puty Sheriff
^MUM-HI Nate
jNate Watson
waison 01
Cappers Weekly: Acitynu'l
of At- ; in ft very critkal condition
for an
arge herd of B ,ant cattle owned by l a n l i c was a buginess call
.
hast
made
heaven
and
earth."
in
Mississippi got a job as ap|
mergency operation for a ruptured No creed but Christ,
the Shuman brothers. These cattle , ity Tuesday morni
The
Lesson-Sermon
comprises
quo
for
a federal farm loan o
No book but the Bible,
appendix and bowel tumor, and his
may be the largest and heaviest ever
'
tations from the Bible and from th Knowing nothing about
condition
remained
very
serious
from
No
name
but
the
Divine.
grown in the state. The Shumans
Kd. Halligan and wife'B^ic-holson
Bible School at 10:00 a. m. C. W. Christian Science textbook, "Science rural life, he obtained all the I
had them in the feed lot and already and wife and M. C. Farrell and wife | the time of the operation until his
and Health with Key to the Scrip tare he could get about
Zastrow, Supt; Anita Witte, Asst.
to ship several years ago but could f Des Moines were New Year's eve ! death.
and crammed day and night, t
Communion service at 11:00 a. m. tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
not get a satisfactory price, so held guests of Leo V. Bongers and wife. j He was born on June 10, 1874, on
One
of
the
Bible/
citations
reads
college
boy preparing for
Christian
Endeavor
at
6:30
p.
m.
a ^x"
farm west 01
of nigmana
Highland cnurcn
church in
them.
.num. They
i n e y continued to grow heav"
"Every good gift and every perfec tioh.
iei
Evening service at 7:30 o'clock.
er and heavier until now the hoofs of
Years ago ten boys running togeth- !ienton township, and at the, time of
When he went out to make hit j
Ladies aid meets all day Thursday gift is from above, and cometh down
dome of them have grown out of shape . <•''• at Wind Ridge, Pennsylvania, made, is death was aged 59 years, 6
from the Father of lights, with whom inspection, thefirstanimal In |
from bearing the tremendous burden. ' a solemn promise to each other while ' mon ths and 21 days. He spent most with Mrs. Ray Workman.
The new year starts next Sunday. is no variableness, neither shadow o into was a billygoat. He tried b
Hundreds of people from widely scat- j in the old swimming hole that if any of his life in Brayton, moving to the
one
tPrPfl nn l nt Q c r n f V i o v o f
-fVi^ fn«..-»
n no rtf t Vt ai-» <?Vim il «J nir>->« l-m*. .
i
A n i t a vifimtxr f Vi i r*i netn \mn »«n «™«
recall the description of farm i
Why
not resolve that I will do all in turning" (James 1:17).
Anita
vicinity
thirteen
years
ago.
tered points gather at the farm on I
°f them should ever become wealAmong the selections from th' printed in the books on ag
Sundays to see the cattle. One of the *% beyond his own needs he was to
On May 8, 1901, he was united in my power to do what Jesus wants me
Christian
Science
textbook -is— »the
fol but could not classify the spea'aj
— do,
,,„, „„
as uuuuu
Jesus wants
*i uAiiiia me
me to
\f\J UU
do it,
1L| beL)c~
*
•
.
••»**.«•
animals was butchered recently and show the rest of them the world. One marriage to Miss Clara Parrott, who to
lowln : S irit
^
P
blesses man, but man goat simply didn't fit in.
visitors bought the immense steaks. of the ten, Frank Ross, got rich in with six children are left to mourn cause Jesus wants me to do it this
cann t <te11
Ashamed to display his i
°
whence it cometh.' By i
the tea business in Chicago. He retir- his death. The children are Ross, Er- year. Start that resolve right by be-'
ed not long ago, and one of the first nest, George and Marion, of Anita, ing in your place at the services of the sick are healed> the sorrowing are at headquarters, he telepta
"The ' comforted. and the sinning are reform friend, giving a descriptions/**
things he did was to invite his nine Mrs. Ruth Gipple of Albin, Wyoming, the church next Lord's day
ed. ^"^
These are "
the- -eifects
- - • of- one uni mal, and asking what it
pals of boyhood days to Chicago and Mrs. Hattie Jorgensen of Man- work of our Lord has the right of ^
versal God, the invisible good dwelling
"He had large, sad eyes, t!
where he took them to the world's fair ning, Iowa. One daughter, Marie, way.'
in eternal Science" (p. 78).
and other places of interest at his own preceded him in death. He is also
ly long beard, rough and unke
expense.
and his behind was bare,"
survived by two grandchildren; one
LINCOLN CENTER
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brother, Samuel Pearson of Osmond, +
praiser explained.
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"Hell, man, that wasn't an i
Nebraska, and three sisters, Mrs. +
E, L. Anderson, Minister.
Elwyn Andrews, Minister.
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Gertrude Miesel of Manning, Iowa, +
his friend shouted back.
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Mrs. Ida Atkinson of Exira, Iowa, and + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
(The Church With a Heart and
Church Services at 10:00 a. m.
Mrs. Belle Carey of North Branch,
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an Open Mind.)
Voss Manufacturing Co. Iowa. One brother, James, and one Bible School at 11:00 a. m., with Church School
at 10 a. m. Classes
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superintendent.
sister,
Adaline,
preceded
him
to
the
"IP IT'S MADE OF WOOD,
great beyond.
Lots of people think that repentance for all ages. Frank H. Osen, Super
WE CAN MAKE IT."
intendent.
Deceased was a kind neighbor and is just being sorry for something.
602-4 E. 3rd. St.
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worship —
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friend, a good husband and father, Being
—o sorry
«~"j doesn't
MV/^OH i, necessarily change
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Neff's Hard*
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Specials For Thurs., Fri.,
EXTRA FANCY
Large Size
Qt.

Howard Beauty Shop

Oyster

BEAUTY
55c
Lb.

Macaroni
2!
Pancake Flour GtS.*LlM 23
Peanut B utter Largf8r24M2i|
Black Pepper ^^ 2!
Smoke Salt JftsL U
Dates
*£»*
i!
Marshmallows' V ' 171
Stock Salt

65

n

Happy
New Year

ATLANTIC BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

WANTED!

Tiger Coal

Kunz Grain Co.

• **

"•«*« »» «i

HAUl C

GOOD SHOES
PRICED RIGHT

The Welch Shoe Co.

Colder Weather

nOItt*<lOC> mn

RODELL COAL
ROB'T. SGOTT

|
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Most of the retail stores in Anita
are busy this week with their annual
inventories.
(

ILEARANCE
SALE
of

LEG TRIG
PPLIANCES
In checking over our merchandise We find that we are overstocked on a number of popular
appliances. In order to reduce
our stock we are offering discounts on all overstocked items.
This is your opportunity to buy
the appliance you want at a
saving.

SATURDAY-SUNDAY
JAN. 6-7

A joint installation of the newly
elected officers will be held by the
Knights of Pythias and Pythian Sisters at the K. P. hall this evenng.

Matinee Sunday Afternoon at 2:3O

Joe Vetter, wife and son, Joe, drove
to Nebraska City, Nebraska, Sunday
where they spent New Year's day
with her brother, Frank W. Burkhart
and wife.
. Paul Burkhart, Neil Johnson and
Gorman Wagner have returned to
their school work at the State University in Iowa City* after spending
the holidays with relatives and friends
in Anita.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Borth entertained the members of the Night Owls
bridge club at their home in Lincoln
township last Thursday evening. High
scorers at bridge were Mrs. Frank
Kopp and Henry Aggen.

GOOD TO THE LAST DROP
...and it certainly looks
like

an

early

fa

Mrs.- Joe Vais and son, Joe, visited
a few days the past week near Oreston with their daughter and sister,
Mrs. Win. Cihak and family, and making the acquaintance of their new
granddaughter and niece.
Bernard Houchin, Lincoln township
farmer, is recovering nicely from an
injured eye and other burns which he
suffered a few days ago when a flame
torch exploded while he was heating
the carburetor of his car.

THI

iMDAXrxr"'^ .

Henry Maduff drove to Council
Bluffs Sunday where he spent New
Year's day with relatives and friends.
He was accompanied home by his wife
and son, Irwin, who had been visiting relatives in that city for the past
week.
ARD OF THANKS.

W. R. Spence, wife and three children of Atlantic and Andrew Wiegand
ih to extend our sincere and wife of this city were dinner
our friends for the many guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Glen
hdness at the time when we A. Roe.
6st need of friends.
ra. W. H. Shultz and Family.
James Osen, who had been visiting
here with his parents, Frank H. Osen
)sen returned home Satur- and wife, and with other relatives
i few days' visit with friends and friends, left Tuesday for his home
at points in Illinois.
in New Egypt, New Jersey.
Mrs. Roy N. Scholl enterompany of about fifty neigh•iends at their home southcity last Wednesday even[ evening was spent with
ratingr afte*-whteh*a loach
reunion was held Sunday
>me of Mr. and Mrs. Ed. L.
Those present were H. E.
nd family of Stuart, Emmet
in and family of .Nevada,
imon, wife and daughter of
?e, Ohio, and Alfred Hall,
daughter of Malvern.
l-town people who were here
tfternoon to attend the funices for the late Wm. H.
ere Mrs. Jane Curry of Ins, Indiana, Ivan Curry of Des
Hr. and Mrs. E. W. ICurry of
Frank McVey of Orient,
Merrill of Guthrie Center,
e Daughenbaugh, Miss Chrisen and Mr. and Mrs. L. N.
n of Atlantic.

Mrs. Ada Fryberg and two children,
M5ss Esther, and Charles Fryberg, wife
and two children, left Saturday for
their home in North Platte, Nebraska
Wm. Watson and wife, John 'Mehl- after a week's visit with their sisters
mann and family and Richard Watson and aunts, (Mrs. T. T. Logan and Mrs
and family visited last Thursdaw at Chas. Hettinger, and th,eir husbands
the home of Mr. and Mrs. John Bishop
The members of the U-Trump-It
near Exira. A dinner party in honor bridge club were guests Saturday evof Mrs. W. I. iCrozier of White Wood ening of Miss Hallie Mae Koob. Other
South Dakota, was enjoyed by the as- guests besides the members were Miss
sembled guests.
Norma Knowlton, Miss Irlyn Walker,
Miss
Verlaine Dorsey and Miss Beth
On Thursday evening Dr. and Mrs
A. M'. Mikkelsen entertained a com- Harry. Following the bridge games,
pany of friendds at bridge at their lunch was served by the hostess, ashotme on Walnut Street. High score sisted by her mother, MTS. Lafe Koob.
honors for the evening were won by High scorer for the evening was Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Max Walker. Late in Isabell Biggs, and runner-up was Miss
Ruth Dement.
the evening lunch was served by the
host and hostess.
A New Year's eve party was enjoyed Sunday by the members of the
A bid to furnish jail accommodaLANB dinner and bridge club at the
tions in the Pottawattamie county jai
home of Mr. and Mrs. Walter F. Budd
for Cass county prisoners during the
on East Main Street. The affair was
construction of a new jail in Atlantic
sponsored by the losers of the club
at $2.00 per day per prisoner, has
in the past series of games who enbeen submitted by County Auditor tertained the winners. Following a
William Flood of Council Bluffs. Oth- theatre party the club went to the
er surrounding counties also will sub- Budd home where they witnessed the
mit bids. The Pottawattamie county birth of the New Year. The evening
bid includes board, room and laundry, was spent playing games, after which
an oyster supper was enjoyed.

ublic Sale!
•^•••M^^MV^^HHMM^MMi^MMMMM^^MHPi^^l^^^HV^MMnWiMMlHI^Mi^^^^MMM^^^^^H

he undersigned will hold a closing out sale at his farm, IVi
east of Anita, commencing at 1:00 o'clock, on

'uesday, January 9
the following described property:

4 HEAD OF GOOD HORSES
'- roan team, 7 and 9 years old, weight 3000; 1 black horse,
us old, weight 1600; 1 extra good gentle child's pony.

6 HEAD OF HIGH GRADE CATTLE

Vi are extra good young milch cows. They will all be fresh

ANTITY OF HAY AND STRAW IN BARN
ne

FARM MACHINERY, ETC.

^Coi-mick 7-foot binder; 1 Peters corn planter with 80 rods
International hay loader; 1 Emerson side rake; 1 Ford1
and plow; 1 International 6-shovel cultivator; 1 Overland
'el cultivator; 1 Rock Island manure spreader; one 3-inch Moagon with box; 1 iron wheel low wagon; one 10-foot disc; one
won harrow; 1 grapple fork; 1 harpoon fork; one 16-inch walkPl°w; 2 sets of 1% inch work harness; some collars; feed bunks;
u
"rn sheller; and other articles too numerous to mention.
LUNCH WAGON WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS
• All articles must be settled for before removing
premises.

•EE CRANE
BARBER, Auctioneer.

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Cihak of Creston
had a daughter born to them on
Christmas morning. A day later anc
the Miss could celebrate her birthday
with her Iprother, who was 2 years
old December 26. Mrs. Cihak is a
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Vais.

C. E. PARKER, Clerk.

IBROi
DiCK IOUP
• •

A Paramount Picture

Directed by Leo McCaray

• •

Plus This Array of Added Entertainment

"THE LITTLE BROADCAST"
FEATURING

DONALD NOV1S, ARTHUR TRACY, MILLS BROTHERS,
VINCENT LOPEZ and ROY ATWILL.

ETON BOYS
"I Like Mountain Music"

Latest News
Events

Evenings, lOc and 35c.

Matinee, lOc and 2Sc.

IN A SCREEN SONG

Attorney E. S. Holton was looking
Dennis Pearce and wife are home
A. A. Johnson is home from a visit
after business matters at Indianola, from a week's visit at Moreland, Ok- with relatives and friends at SuperMrs. H. E. Campbell entertained Iowa, last Friday.
lahoma, with her brother, Arthur ior, Wisconsin.
last Thursday afternoon at her home
Crawford and family. They were acat the corner of Fourth and Maple
The Welfare committee wishes to companied to Moreland by Kenenth
Mrs. Mae Koob has been enjoying
Streets the members of the Friday announce that the welfare rooms will Turner and his sister, Miss Maurine a visit the past week with her son,
and Original bridge clubs.
Guests hereafter be open only on Thursday Turner.
Kenneth Koob and family, at Fort
were Mrs. G. M. Adair, Mrs. Ben afternoons from 2:00 to 4:00 o'clock.
Madison.
Kirkham, Mrs. J. T. Monnig, Mrs.
Elmer Brisbine, wife and three
The water level of Spirit Lake, daughters of Kennebec, South Dakota, Graham or Soda Crackers, 2-lbs...20c
Russell Smith, Mrs. Maurice Turner,
Mrs. Floyd Dement, Mrs. George [owa's most popular water resort up were visitors in the city one day last Morton's Smoke Salt, 10-lbs
80c
Shaffer, Mrs. Carl Miller and Mrs. at the northern edge of the state, week, guests at the L. D. Pearson Morton's Smoke Salt, 2 }£ -Ibs.. . . 20c
Raymond Lantz. Mrs. Ben Kenfield is going down, causing considerable home. About thirty years ago the Oyster Shells, Pilot brand, 100-lbs.70c
won high score for the Original club, worry. The water has already gone Brisbine family were residents of the
SCHAAKE'S STORE.
and Mrs. Harold IChampion was high down four inches and still dropping. Anita vicinity.
There is no evaporation at this time
scorer for the Friday club.
A daughter was born on Tuesday
of year and experts say there must
of last week to Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
The
townspeople
of
Milford,
KanWe can wish each other a happy be some other cause, possibly a leak
G. Eilts, at their country home near
and prosperous New Year, and it at the bottom of the lake. Investi- sas, have at last come to the concluWiota. The girl has been christened
sion
that
Doc
Brinkley
is
not
their
.ooks as though we were going to get ations have been made several times
Delores Ardell. Mrs. Eilts was formpatron
saint.
During
the
election
of
it. There is more money going into but the leak has not been located.
last year they cast their vote 100 per erly Ardell Lantz, and is a daughter
circulation all the time, the Iowa Ascent
for him for governor, but never- of Mr. and Mrs. Will Lantz.
iembly is costing about $7,000 per day,
What appeared to be human bones
>re.
Recently the "chislers" went
9
and Jan. 3, 1934, the grand raid of of an unusually large man was found-"
to
work
on the "Brinkley Block" and
law makers start action in Washing- >y county road workers while excavatwhen
they
were through his name did < Better Shoes For Less
ton, and no one knows how much cir- ng for a new bridge near Gravity
NOTHING — $3.98 — OVER
culation they will produce. The farm- ast week. There is some speculation not appear in bold letters thereon. A
large
portrait
of
the
former
Kansas
ers can seal their corn, draw the money as to whether the bones were dumped
and buy a new car or a tractor. There there when workmen cleaned out the doctor that had been used in the elecAtlantic
is no use paying debts with it as it office of a retiring Gravity physician tion and stood near his old hospital
will soon get into the banks and go and included the skeleton of a man was also daubed with yellow paint.
out of circulation. Better send it back there with the other refuse, or whetheast and make some imore millionaires, er a tragedy had been enacted at some
then when we run out again, we can ;ime and the body of a man was conset up a howl to the government— cealed there.
maybe it will work again. Hogs and
meat are so- cheap they say the needy Those folks who believe a drunken
and half starving in some places are motorist turned loose is about the
NECK BONES, fresh, per pound
4c
kicking on being fed so much cheap worst menace imaginable have had to
meat. Maybe it would help in the revise their opinion since a soused airSIDE PORK, fresh, per pound
lOc
long run if you would bring some of man cut some capers over Los Angeles
LARD, home made, 2 pounds
14c
your spring repair work now, then if recently. This flyer, skimming along
you have to farm government land iow, tried to see how near he could
OLEOMARGARINE, 2 pounds
31c
you will be ready. Don't forget the come to housetops without striking
mess you were in this year when you then). He finally crashed into a tall
got your mower repaired where they pepper tree. When the crowd, which
didn't know better than to try to take quickly gathered, learned he was
out a wrist pin with a pipe wrench. drunk, they tried to lynch him. A litWe don't do it that way. Millard's, tle mandandling might have served as
ANITA, IOWA.
a good lesson.
West Main Street.
2t

: Family Shoe Store

Specials for Saturday

Miller's Market

FIFTY

TRIBUNE.

I.'
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CHURCH "Tbe Miiramy" Will Be
BY FIRE Shown at Riaho Theatre
Blaze Last Thursday
Local Church,
kted at $6,000
Insurance.
1st Episcopal church
upletely destroyed by
morning, the blaze
by parties living
.shortly after 6fOO
discovered flames were
the southwest part of
blaze had gained such
eer, that it was imtie firemen to save even
so their attento the protection of
ty.
^thought to have started
of the building beand the belfry, and
(to have been of incenf' There had been no fire
of the church since the
and from where the
' have started, was quite
im the chimney.
no and a few chairs
the burning strucber contents being conblaze; The loss to
contents is estimated at
with insurance of $4ki was modern in every
a kitchen and dinbe basement.
;<9
a Landmark.
al part of the Methodist
id the early '80rs. In
i summer of 1903, under
of D. A. Allen, the
remodelled, very few
been made to it from
its destruction by fife
ay morning. The bell,
fire, at one time stood
at the rear of the Methi tone and ringing, known
' people who have heard
it forty years, will be

iys Fair Is Not
ted to Make Profit
W*. *"%**"£" "V""' H

All the mystery, intriguing beauty,
splendor and spectacle of the days of
the Egyptian Pharaohs will come to
the Rialto theatre when Universal^
amazing drama of reincarnation,
"The Mummy," opens Saturday for a
two-day run.
"The Mummy," conceived by Nina
Wilcox Putnam and Richard Schayer
and adapted to the screen by the emnent British writer of the occult,
John L.-Balderston, deals with an
ancient sacrilege committed by a high
priest of Osiris and a priestess of Isis.
A British archeological expedition
unearths the mummy of the priest
who had been embalmed alive as a
penalty for his crime. When a sacred
scroll is unearthed, the mummy
comes to life, bringing to the modern
world his ancient occult secrets. He
discovers the reincarnated soul of
tils unholy love in a beautiful AngloEgyptian girl, and his efforts to carry
ber back through the ages so that
their love may be consummated provides one of the most singular and
strangely fascinating themes of any
recent screen drama.
The film is replete with spectacular
sets of ancient Egyptian splendor
executed by the noted stage designer
and artist, Willy Pigany. Costumes
and relics of the past enhance the unusual beauty ' and effectiveness of
"The Mummy," which presents the
great makeup artist, Karloff, in the
starring role of the reincarnated
mummy. His uncanny makeup is his
greatest achievement, surpassing the
unforgettable monster of '^Frankenstein." Zita Johann, alluring Hungarian actress, and David Manners
provide the love interest of today,
which struggles against the power
of the past, exemplified by Karloff.
Arthur Byron, Edward Van Sloan and.
Bramwell Fletcher enact the other
important parts in the film under the
direction of Earl Freund, whose artistic camera eye is evident throughout "The Mummy."
Besides the feature play, there will
be two comedies in the program. One
is a two reel funfest, "Hesitating
jLpve," featuring Louise Fazenda, and
the other is an Oswald cartoon, "Wild
and Wooley."

Father of Ma Lady
Dies Monday Evening

BS, Jan. 4.—"We should no
our educational fairs to
than we should expect
Harry H. Baird, 72 years old, a
liools or colleges to show
alph E. Ammon, secretary resident of St. Joseph, Missouri, for
sconsin State Fair, told the twenty-five years, died at .8:00 o'clock
Agricultural Convention Monday evening at the home of his
daughter, Mrs. G. C. Noblitt, in Anita,
lea.
|ire not profit-making insti- where he was brought two weeks ago
|-They cannot very well be from the Missouri Methodist hospital
institutions and educa- in St. Joseph. Three weeks ago he
utions at the same time," suffered a stroke of paralysis.
Mr. Baird was a cattle buyer and
out.
be past five years it has cosl salesman at the St. Joseph stock
'of Wisconsin an average oi yards many years and later was connts per patron bf the fair nected with the Schreiber Milling and
the fair, pay premiums, Grain Company.
ntertainment, etc. I wondez Besides Mrs. Noblitt he leaves anional institution can give other daughter, Mrs. Ed. Theiessen of
ation, more social recrea- St. Joseph, five grandchildren and one
entertainment f or 21 cents, great grandchild. Mrs. Baird passed
the past five years the away last March.- Tuesday would
State Fair has cost the have been the 50th. wedding anniverf average of $68,000 per year, sary of him and.his wife.
amount, the fair has provid- The remains were shipped this
age of $87,000 in cash morning to his former home in
B, which is $24,000 above the Wymore; Nebraska, where short serbe fair to the state; an av- vices will be held at the grave, in
$65,000 spent in labor; has charge of the Masonic order, of which
an average of $20,000 he had been .a member for many
materials; spent an average years.
for advertising which has
•touted to every community
Bte; provided an educational
for an average attendance
ople,"
ares f or Iowa reveal thai
Funeral services for Albert Ehle,
en years the Iowa State 33, well known Lincoln township
own an average surplus ol farmer, were held at 1:00 o'clock Friyear from receipts ol day afternoon at the Roland, Peacock
•11 of which has been in- & Baxter funeral home in Atlantic.
fpermanent improvements Rev. M. J. Rarick, pastor of the Anita
enance of the exposition Methodist Episcopal church, had
Curing the same time the charge of the rites, and interment
Fair has paid out an av- was made in the Atlantic cemetery.
117,372 per year in pre- Music for the services was fur4,590 per year in advertis- nished by a mixed quartet, composed
per year for pay rolls of Chas. H. Hartley, H. 0. Stone, Mrs.
. an' average attendance oi H. E. Campbell and Mrs. G. M. Adair.
They sang "Beautiful Isle of SomeIte fair is one of the great where," "Going Down the Valley"
1
. factors in the state, and "Rock of Ages." Pallbearers were
"We have the finest S. A. Trimmer, H. L. Rhoades, N. 0.
e, sheep, swine and poul- iMIorgan, Wm. Morgan, Henry Simon
husbandry of the state and Glenn Highley.
have the finest displays
products, showing methods
Paul Kelloway, wife and son, Ranon, cost of production, etc ny, of Des Moines visited in the city
" to 1,000 farm boys and the first of the week with relatives
ill week's program of and friends.
ons and contests. This
Lester %M. Heckman, wife and
worth to the state the
le fair."
daughter, Marjorie, have returned to
_._
their home in Kansas City, after a
B. Holton ig confined to pleasant visit with his parents, W. H.
, Walnut Street, and is un- Heckman and wife, and with other
| of the family physician. relatives and friends.

Funeral Services Held For
Lincoln Township Farmer

t

A. R. Kohl

—Pure

fifed**'

'arm Bureau Sponsors
$60,249
Home Garden Project

SAVED IN
COUNTY TAXES

Under the leadership of the women's department of the Cass County
'arm Bureau a series of meetings on Engineer's Office Feels Biggest Slash
lome gardening will be held in the
in Program to Reduce Burden of
county next week beginning Tuesday.
Taxpayer. No Appropriation
Next week's meetings are the first
Made For the County Fair.
of a series of three meetings to be
leld during January, February and
March in which different phases of
Contrary to the popular belief that
the garden will be discussed.
"Everyone on a farm raises garden the Cass county board of supervisors
and at some time or other practically controls about 90 per cent of the tax
everyone who does has trouble of dollar, an accurate survey of the taxMATCHES
some kind, judging from the requests ing system reveals that the board
per carton
we get at the Farm Bureau office controls but 34.4 per cent of the 1933
(6 boxes)
during the summer," says County tax dollar.
A review of the 1933 budget, comAgent Warren Duncan. This first
18c
series of meetings conducted by C. V. pared with the 1932 expenditures, reHolsinger of the Extension Service veals that the taxing boards have
will deal with problems of the vege- pared $60,249.09—nearly all from the
GINGER SNAPS
table garden exclusively, according to road funds—from the taxpayers' bill
or FIG BARS, 2 lbs
Mr. Duncan. Varieties of vegetables for this year. The survey also rebest suited to home gardens and va- veals that nearly half of the tax dolrieties for different purposes will be lar goes to the independent school
TALL CORN COFFEE
among the topics taken up. An im- district.
a wonderful blend
Sums For T. B. Test.
portant part of the discussion will
per pound
The tax is composed of levies made
center on diseases and insects which
23c
affect vegetable crops used in a gar- by independent school boards, city
den. Insect attacks often wipe out councils, levies designated to the
all the hard work of a summer in a board of supervisors by the state, and
CLIMALENE, .
few days when knowing just what to mandatory and optional levies which
do and the time to do it might save are under direct contro1 of.the boafdlarge package .
the situation. These problems will These mandatory and optional levies
which are under direct control of the
all be discussed at the schools.
board are but 35.8 per cent of the
The
plan
of
the
schools
is
for
the
GWC SYRUP
1932 tax dollar and 34.4 of the 1933
morning
meetings
to
start
promptCrystal White
ly at 11:00 o'clock and the afternoon tax dollar.
5-lb. pail
The state directed the Cass supermeetings at 1:00 o'clock. Both morn27c
ing and afternoon meetings will be visors make a levy of three-quarters
held at the same place. Everyone is of a mill to pay for the cattle testwelcome at these schools. While they ing which will be done in the county
CORN MEAL,
are carried on under the leadership late next fall, but the board levied
of the women's department of the but six-tenths of a mill for this pur5 pounds
Farm Bureau, the subject is of vital pose. It is estimated that it will take
interest to everyone and large meet- approximately $10,000 to complete the
ings
are expected. Each person is tuberculin test in the county.
ENGLISH WALNUTS
No Money for County Fair.
asked
to bring his or her own lunch
Baby Emerald
The board made the biggest saving
for noon.
per pound
The meeting places selected for the in the road maintenance and construc15c
tion funds, shaving $38,129.23 in the
first series are:
Tuesday, January 10, Grove town- 1933 budget. The board disregarded
the mandatory levy of 2 mills, thus
ship community house.
Wednesday, January 11, not yet saving the taxpayers $23,000 in this
one item, and pared $15,129 from the
selected.
Thursday, January 12, Flody Blank- road maintenance budget.
No, appropriation was made for the
inship home, 1 mile west and % mile
1933 county fair and the bond and insouth of Cumberland.
Friday, January 13, basement of ' terest fund was reduced approximateOn Monday evening Logan Lodge Presbyterian church in Griswold.
ly $4,000. The board also eliminated
No. 190, Knights of Pythias, and
the general county school levy of 1.1
Anita Ttmple, No. 214, Pythian Sismills, saving another 1?8,261.05 for the
ters, held a joint installation of oftaxpayers.
ficers. The installation ceremonies
School Levies.
were held following a 6:30 o'clock din
It is apparent that the school taxner. Officers installed in the two
ing bodies have not lowered their
Probably not since the disastrous levies in proportion to those conlodges are as follows:
flu of 1918 has there been so many trolled by the board of supervisors.
Knights of Pythias.
Alfred Dement, Chancellor Com people sick in this community over Wh"u7 ^ "county"" school""budget IS
mander; C. E. Parker, Vice Chancel- the same period of time as there have , $20,726.62 lower for 1933 than for
lor; C. G. Hayter, Prelate; H. G been during the past ten days or two 1932, still their percentage of the
Highley, Master of Work; D. R. For- weeks. It seems that there is hardly tax dollar in 1933 is 45.7 per cent
shay, Keeper of Records and Seal; R a family in the country which has not as compared with 44.9 per cent in
W. Forshay, Master of Finance; A. R been hit in some way by the epidemic 1932.
The state le*y is .2 per cent
Robinson, Master of Exchequor; Hen- of sickness which has been spreading lower in 1933 as compared with 1932,
ry Kuehn, Master at Arms; Homer in every community. While the flu revealing that the state budget reBangham, Inner Guard; Elmer Scholl has hit an exceptionally large num- quirements have not been lowered in
Outer Guard; and W. T. Biggs,Trus ber of individuals, the proportion of proportion to those of the county.
tee.
cases running into pneumonia or
Division of 1932 Tax Dollar.
more more serious complications has
Pythian Sisters.
Division
of the 1932 tax dollar, inWilma Forshay, Most Excellent been comparatively small and only a
the purpose, percentage and
Chief; Elva Steinmetz, Excellent few deaths can be traced directly to cluding
amount, follows:
Senior; Dulcie Scholl, Excellent Jun- the present epidemic. In many cases
school disior; Laura Campbell, Manager; Flor- entire families have been stricken at Independent
trict
(44.9)
$332,060.62
ence Kuehn, Mistress of Records and the same time and it is nothing to City levy (9.2)
68,171.58
find
from
one
to
five
members
of
a
Correspondence; Ruby Biggs, (Mstresi
State
levy
(10)
74,349.03
of Finance; Gladys Ames, Protector family down with the disease. Weath- General county levy (6.7) . 49,565.99
and Frankie Mae Bontrager, Guard. er conditions have also been favor- County poor (3.3)
24,783.03
ab,le for contraction of this disease, as
Insane
(1.1)
8,261.05
the changing temperature has made
8,261.05
it easier to catch cold or contract the General school (1.1)
Soldier
relief
(0.6)
4,130.53
flu. Physicians state that they believe
the peak of the epidemic has been Bond and interest fund
(2.8)
20,652.55
reached and that the number of cases
8,261.05
There were seven fires in Anita will gradually become fewer. How- Court (1.1)
845.03
during the year 1932 for a total loss ever, the recuperative stage is a dan- County fair (0.1)
of $13,174.36. $10,874.36 of this loss gerous one, as a relapse is usually of Road maintenance (17) .. 126,328.85
was covered by insurance. In 193 a more severe nature and there is Road construction (2.1) .. 15,521.96
there were 13 fires here in which the greater danger of complications.
Total
$741,192.27
loss amounted to $18,266.00.
Division of 1933 Tax Dollar.
Fires here the past year and the
Division of the 1933 tax dollar, inestimated loss are as follows: Macluding purpose, percentage and
sonic Temple, $2,010.69; W. F. Budd
amount, follows:
residence property occupied by Cole
Independent school district
Musick, $1,685; Kunz Grain Co., $375;
(45.7)
$311,334.00
For the past thirty or more years
Inhofe Garage, $908; R. W. Forshay
60,718.82
residence property occupied by J. R. the Fullerton Lumber Co., who owns City levies (9)
73,860.76
Stuhr, $794.79; J. H. Hill barn, and operates a string of yards in Iowa State levies (10.9)
$1,400.88; and the Methodist Epis- and adjoining states, has maintained General county levy (7.2) . 49,240.51
24,620.25
a yard at Cumberland. In addition to County poor (3.6)
copal church building, $6,000.
handling lumber they also handled all Emergency fund (2.4) ... 16,413.50
Mrs. R. W. Wilbourn underwent an other lines of building material. They Insane (1.2)
8.206.75
operation Tuesday for the removal of had a wonderful business in years Soldier relief (0.6)
4,103.38
her tonsils.
past but in recent years business has Bond and interest fund
(2.4)
,
16,413.50
been growing less each year and with
While enroute to Atlantic Saturday the closing of the present year the Court (1.2)
8,206.75
evening to visit with relatives, Harry yard was closed and the material will Road maintenance (15.2) 103,721.58
E. Weyant, 41, of Des Moines, died be moved to other locations. Gradu- T. B. eradication (0.6)
4,103.38
Sunday morning at the Broadlawns ally the smaller towns are losing some
General hospital, of injuries received of their best enterprises.
Total
$680,943.18
when the car in which he was riding
with his wife and Mr. and Mrs. R. E.
Earl Pottinger and wife of Clarinda
A baby girl, weighing 8 pounds,
Freese, also of Des Moines, plunged visited in the city New Year's day, was born Monday evening to Mr. and
into a ditch four miles west of Casey guests of Robert C. Howard and wife. Mrs. Harold Cooper.
on U. S. highway No. 6. Mrs. Weyant, the former Miss Nellie Pelzer of
Miss Bertha Daubendiek entertainDr. Daniel Shenton of Council
Atlantic, sister of Frank Pelzer of ed a company of young ladies at her Bluffs, district superintendent of the
near Marne, Cass county supervisor, home last Thursday evening at a waf- Council Bluffs district of Methodist
and Mr. and Mrs. Freese are recover- fle super. The evening was tpent churches, called on Rev. M. J. Rarick.
ing from minor injuries and bruises. socially and with different game*.
Monday afternoon.

Phone 43
We Deliver
Anita, Iowa

Specials For
Friday and Saturday
KELLOGG'S PEP
Funny Jungleland book
free with 2 pkgs. for
19c
Santa Clara Prunes
50-60's, 31bs
GWC ROLLED OATS
quick or regular
5-lb. package
15c
SOUP, Briardale
3 cans
LIMA BEANS
choice recleaned
3 pounds
22c

G. W. C. LYE,
3 cans

OC
««W»

TALL CORNSALMON
Select Pink
2 tall cans
21c

9c

Joint Installation Held by
Anita Educator, Passes K. P. and Pythian Sisters
Henry W. Chehock, 55, educator
and former field representative for
the American Red Cross, died at his
home in Iowa City last Wednesday
evening. Death was the result of complications resulting from a stroke of
paralysis which he suffered several
years ago.
Chehock was superintendent of
schools successively at Anita, Clear
Lake, Perry and Marion. He studied
at Iowa State Teachers college, Coe
college and Central Wesleyan college
in Missouri, at Drake University and
at the University of Iowa.
Chehock heldxall offices in the state
declamatory association and several
in the state teachers association. He
taught summers at Drake and Coe,
and traveled with the Redpath-Vawter chautauqua.
Chehock was superintendent of the
Anita schools from the fall of 1S04
until the spring of 1909, five classes
graduating under him. He is survived
by his widow and three sons.
'Funeral services were held in Iowa
City Friday afternoon.

Many People Sick With
Influenza and Bad Colds

Former Anita Auctioneer
Dies in South Dakota Anita's Fire Loss in 1932
Amounted to $13,174.36
Friends in Anita have received the
sad news of the death of A. G. Todhunter, who passed away December
26th. at the home of his son, Curtis
Todhunter, in Mitchell, South Dakota.
Deceased was about 80 years of age,
,and at one time, with his family, was
a resident of Anita. For years he
was engaged in the auctioneering
business here, retiring from the sale
ring on account of his hearing. Later
he was engaged in the produce business for several years. After the death
of his wife he moved to South Dakota
to be near his children, as all of his
children with the exception of J. W.
Todhunter of Atlantic, had moved to
that state. Funeral services and burial were held at Mitchell.

Walnut Without Bakery
First Time in Many Years
Walnut, which has for years enjoyed the services of a good bakery, is'
now without one. The baker who has
been located there for the past several years, has closed his place and
moved to Marshalltown. Lack of patronage was attributed to the decision
to leave town. The larger bakers who
pay no local taxes,'employ no help
and use the paved highways without
cost, are doing their best to drive the
small bakers out of the field.

NUMBER 11

Fullerton Lumber Company
Closes Cumberland Yard

THE TRIBUNE. ANITA, IOWA.
ment due the United States, and Premier Herrlot resigned.
B e l g i u m decided to default Its debt
payment to AmericaDec. 14—Germany returned to the
disarmament conference In Geneva,
Dec. IB—Great Britain, Italy, Latvia,
Lithuania, Finland and Czechoslovakia
paid t h e i r war debt I n s t a l l m e n t s due
the United States. France. Belgium,
Poland, Hungary and Estonia did not

ear
Compiled by

E.W. Pickard

pay.

FOREIGN

1932

INTERNATIONAL
Jan. 2 —Japanese troopa occupied
Cblnchow, Manchuria.
Jan. 9 —Chancellor Bruenlng announced Germany could no longer pay
reparations.
Jan. 20 —Lausanne conference on
reparations postponed.
Jan. 25 —Council of League of Nations met and China demanded firm
action against Japan.
Russia and Poland signed a nonaggrresslon treaty.
Jan. 28 —Japanese marines seized
Chinese Quarter of Shanghai and
bloody battle began.
Jan. 29 —China In League of Nations council Invoked BtronR articles
of covenant against Japan.
Jan. SO—Japanese seized part of foreign section of Shanghai, despite protests of other nations.
United States ordered Asiatic fleet
and regiment of I n f a n t r y to Shanghai.
Feb. 1—Japanese warships shelled
the Nanking forts.
United States, Great Britain, France
and Italy made concerted protest
against Japan's course in China, and
offered plan for peace.
Feb.
2— International disarmament
conference opened In Geneva.
Feb. 4 —Japanese rejected peace
plans of the powers, battle In Shanghai renewed.
Full division of D. S. army ordered
to Shanghai.
Harbin, Manchuria, occupied by
Japanese.
Feb. 6 — D. S. !lst Infantry arrived
in Shanghai.
Feb. 12 —Japanese resumed fierce attack on Woosung forts and Chap«L
China demanded convocation of
League of Nations assembly to conalder the Japanese affair.
Feb. 14—Japan landed 12,000 troops
at Shanghai.
Feb. 16 —League of Nations council
In a sharp note appealed to Japan to
cease hostilities against China, Secretary Stlmson sent another protest to
Tokyo,
Feb. IT—Japan served ultimatum on
China to withdraw her troops from
Shanghai.
Feb. 18—China rejected Japan's ultimatum.
Feb. 22—Great Britain, France and
Italy signed Mediterranean peace
agreement
March 1 —Japan accepted League of
Nations plan for peace parley In
Shanghai, both Japanese and Chinese
armies to withdraw.
March 8—Both Japanese and Chinese
armies were ordered to cease fighting
at Shanghai; Chinese were driven
back about IS miles.
League of Nations assembly met in
Geneva to take up Sino-Japane.ee
trouble.
March 4—Japanese renewed attack
on Chinese; League of Nations assembly demanded withdrawal of Japanese
army at Shanghai.
March 11—League of Nations adopted resolution condemning Japan's actions la China and setting- up commission to deal with the case.
March 19 — International disarmament conference adjourned to April 11.
April 11 —Disarmament conference
reassembled.
April 19 —League of Nations committee called on Japan to evacuate Shanghai "In the near future."
April
20 — Trns- Andean
railway
abandoned because of Argentina-Chile
tariff war.
May 5—Japanese and Chinese signed
peace agreement for Shanghai area,
May is—Austria appealed to League
of Nations to save her from ruin.
May 14—Mexico severed diplomatic
relations with Peru.
June 16—Lausanne reparations conference opened.
June 17 —European moratorium on
Intergovernmental debts during Lausanne conference agreed upon.
June 22—President Hoover offered
Geneva conference plan to cut world
armaments by nearly one-third
July 4 — Italy demanded cancellation
of all reparations and war debts
July 6—Turkey accepted invitation
to Join Leagrue of Nations. ,
July 8—European powers agreed to
end German reparations with payment
by Germany of three billion gold
marks In bonds, but ratification was
made dependant on reduction of war
debta by United States.
July 13 —New entente formed by
France and Great Britain to aid Europe.
July 18— St. Mtwrence seaway treaty
signed by United States and Canada.
July 23 — International disarmament
conference in Geneva adjourned, ten
nations refusing to vote for resolution of "achievement"
July 26—Poland and Russia signed
peace treaty.
J
Germany
S'T..25~
co-British
entente. Joined the FranJuly 29—Bolivian troops attacked
/rontler

/orts

l

31— Paraguay ordered general
mobilization against Bolivia,
Aug. 2— United States accepted Inrltation to participate In world econbarr d conference ' war debts being
United States and South and Central
American nations warned Paraguay
and Bolivia against war.
Aug.81—Germany, In note to France,
demanded equality of armaments.
Sept. B—Conference of Danubian nations opened in Strese Italy
A m P t n ^—France rejected Germany's
demand for arms equality
Japan1' 15 ~ Manchuku ° recognized by

under Chinese sovereignty
a
~
"'ember of the

Jan. J—Mahatma G a n d h i ordered civil disobedience campaign In I n d i a renewed and was arrested.
Jan. 12—French cabinet resigned.
Jan.
14—Laval formed new French
cabinet with Brland l e f t out.
Jan. 21—Japanese diet dissolved,
liebelllon broke out In Catalonia,
Spain.
Jan.
23—Communistic uprising- In
Salvador.
Jan. 24—British convicts In D» r t moor penitentiary, England, m u t i n i e d
and burned part of tlie prison.
Martial law declared In Salvador;
government troops defeated rebels.
Jan.
28—Chiang- Kai-shek became
premier of China.
Jan. SO—Finland repealed Its proh i b i t i o n 'aw.
•'", - Feb. 11—Premier Mussolini paid ni«
flrpt visit to Pope Pius XI.
F60. 14—Rlcardo J I m l n e * elected
president of Costa Rica.
Feb. 16—Pierre Laval's French gove r n m e n t resigned.
De Valera's Fianna Vail party won
Irish election.
Feb. 20—Auguetln B. Justo Inaugurated president of Argentina,
Tardleu formed government for
France.
Feb.
21—Soviet Russia banished
Trotzky and 36 others for all time.
Feb.
24—Spain's first divorce law
paBsed.
Feb.
25—British parliament passed
10 per cent tariff bill.
March 9—Eamon de Valera elected
president of Irish Free State.
Henry Pu-yi Installed as head of
new Manchurtan state of Manchukuo.
March 12—Ivar Krueger, head of
Swedish match trust, committed suicide In Paris.
March 13—President Von Hlndenburg
lead In German election but failed to
get a majority vote; Hitler badly
beaten.
April 1—Ten thousand inhabitants
of Villa Santa Stefano, Italy, fled for
their lives as village dropped into ancient Roman caves.
April t—Mob forced resignation of
Newfoundland government.
April 10—Von Hlndenburg re-elected
president of Germany.
April IS—Germany ordered Hitler to
disband bis 400,000 shock troops.
April 19—British budget Introduced,
continuing heavy taxation for another
year.
April 14—Hitler's National Socialists won in elections In Prussia and
Austria.
May 1—Two British scientists announced they had split the hydrogen
atom and obtained a helium atom.
May 6—Paul Doumer, president of
France, assassinated by a Russian.
May 8—Euseblo Ayala elected president of Paraguay.
Rlcardo Jlmlnei Installed as president of Costa Rica,
Communist revolt In Peruvian navy
quelled.
French elections resulted In wiping
out Premier Tardleu's majority by radical Socialists and Socialists.
Haar 10—Albert Lebrun elected president'of France.
May 16—Premier Inukal of Japan
assassinated by young militarist terrorists.
May 19—Irish Free State Dail Eireann passed bill abolishing oath of allegiance to the klngr.
May 22—Admiral Salto made premier
of Japan.
Premier Venizelos of Greece resigned.
May 26—Alexander Papanastaslou
formed new government for Greece.
May 30—Helnrlch Bruenlng, chancellor of Germany, and his cabinet resigned.
May 31—Franz von Papen made
chancellor of Germany.
Premier Jorga ot Rumania resigned.
June 4—Edouard Herriot became
premier of France and completed formation of a Socialist cabinet
Chilean Socialists and military Junta
overthrew government of President
Montero; Carlos Davlla made president pro tern.
June 6—Dr. HaYmodlo Arias elected
president of Panama.
June 10—Three rich Cubans tried to
assassinate President Machado with
bomb.
June 12—Davlla resigned as head
Of new Chilean government.
June 16—Radical Socialist governJune 24—Slam's army and navy revolted and forced King Prajadhlpok
to accept a constitutional government.
June 28—Irish Free State senate
passed bill abolishing oath to the king
July 4—British government Imposed
retaliatory tariff on imports from Ireland.
July '(—Civilian communist rebels In
Peru captured TruJlUo.
July 10—Brazilian rebels captured
July 11—Peruvian revolt at Trujlllo
suppressed.
uji"u
July 13—Brazilian revolt spread to
two more states.
July 20—German government decreed
dictatorship for Prussia and martial
law in Berlin.
Premier Mussolini revamped Italian
|KI
""* — - " - - "
Minister Dino
July 21—British Imperial economic
conference opened In Ottawa, Canada.
July 31— Hitler's Nazis made big

AUg

.

l

ove
°~s P anlsh
royalists gtarted
m<mt
b u t wera t™

—Pp <»ldent Von Hlndenburg
0

~BrUlBb

weaver,
Hub

ana.

Nov.
"M*™

4—France's new "constru

Nov. 8—Berlin tied up by transportation workers' strike.
Nov. 6—German elections resulted In
reichstaf? majority for no party.
Premier Mussolini of Italy granted
amnesty to political exiles.
Juan B. Sacnsa elected president of
Nicaragua.
Nov. 14—Hundreds nlnln In battles
between Honduran rebels and government troops.
Nov. 17—Chancellor Von Papen of
Germany and h i s c n b l n e t resigned.
Nov.
20—Adolf H i t l e r was offered
chancellorship of Germany under conditions w h i c h he rejected.
Nov. 26—Donnl Buckley made governor general of Irish Free State.
Dec. 2—Gen. Kurt von Schlelcher appointed chancellor of Germany to form
new government.
Dec. 14—Premier Herrlot of France
resigned when parliament voted not to
pay war debt installment dus United
States.
Dec.
IB—Edmund Schultess elected
president of Switzerland,
Dec.
16—Huge plot against Argentina government foiled and prominent
men arrested.
Dec. 18—Joseph Paul-Boncour formed
new French cabinet.
Dec.
24—Arturo Alessandrl inaugurated president of Chile.

DOMESTIC

Jan. 4—Congress reassembled and received message from President Hoover
asking quick action on relief measures.
Jan. 8 — Ambassador Dawes
announced his coming retirement from
diplomacy.
Jan. 9 —Dwight F. Davis resigned as
governor general of the Philippines
and Theodore Roosevelt was named to
succeed him,
Democrats selected Chicago for their
national convention.
Jan. 11—Senate passed Reconstruction Finance corporation bill.
Jan. 12 —Associate Justice O. W.
Holmes of United States Supreme
court resigned.
Mrs.
Hattle Caraway elected U. a
senator from Arkansas.
Jan. 16—House passed Reconstruction Finance corporation bill.
Jan. 18—Joseph C. Grew selected as
ambassador to Japan.
Jan. 19 —Gen. C. G. Dawes selected
as president of Reconstruction Finance
corporation; Secretary Stimson replaced him as chairman of disarmament conference delegation.
Jan. 21 —Wets lost, IB to 66, In test
vote. In senate.
Jan.
28 —Franklin D. Roosevelt
formally declared himself a candidate
for the Democratic Presidential nomination,
Jan.
27 —Department of Agriculture
supply bill passed by house; salary
increases prohibited.
Jan. 28—Senate confirmed Dawes,
Jones and Couch as directors of Reconstruction Finance corporation.
Jan. 81—Hallway presidents and unions signed agreement for 10 per cent
wage reduction for one year.
Feb. g—President Hoover announced
that Secretary of the Treasury Andrew
w. Mellon would retire from the cabinet and become ambassador to Great
Britain.
Feb.
4—Ogden L, Mills appointed
secretary of the treasury.
Feb. 6—Conference to check hoardIng of money opened in Washington.
Alfred B. Smith declared his willingness to be again the Democratic
Presidential candidate.
Winnie Ruth Judd, Arizona trunk
murderer, convicted and sentenced to
death.
Feb. 15—Judge Benjamin N. Cardozo of New Tork appointed associate Justice of the U. S, Supreme court.
House passed Glass-Steagel federal
reserve credit bill.
Feb. 19 —Senate passed reserve credit bill.
Feb. ZZ—President Hoover opened
the Washington bicentennial with address before Joint session of congress.
feb 27—House passed 1132,000,000
federal aid highway bill.
Conviction of Al Capons upheld by
federal court of appeals.
»afc!1 VrSena.te Passed tbe Norrls
anti-Injunction bill,
Col.
Charles A. Lindbergh's baby
was kidnaped from Hopewell, N J
March S—House voted 40 million
bushels of farm board wheat for Jobless and for drought stricken farmers.
March 6—House passed treasury and
e
l>propr auon bm
«i°ntco°,'5?
'
carrying
yi.uo>f,7
1 a,io3.,.?
March 8 —Roosevelt won New Hampshire primaries from Smith.
Anti-injunction bill passed by the
March 14— "Home rule" antl-prohlbltlon motion defeated In house, 187 to
B'enjamln Cardozo sworn In as member of United States Supreme court.
March 19 —Senate subcommittee regorted favorably the Bingham beer
^,,Ma1ch ?2 —House amended revenue
bill to boost estate taxes of the
W6£ilt ny.
Senate ordered department appropriations cut 10 per cent
March 24—House defeated sales tax.
March 26~House voted tax on beer
materials,
Imported coal and oil
1
«„ lii,
~House passed billion dollar
ta
*.bll'. with sales tax eliminated, but
with surtaxes revised
r
D
C c Klng
pl A' J~ £' ' «ff A.D,
°r University
Usburgh Isolated Vitamin
C
voted
April 9—Lindbergh paid ransom, but
kidnapers failed to return his baby
. APr" 21—Gov.
Rolph of California
denied pardon for Thomas J. Mooney,
V
fo r
re
r
f«£
|
?o,.
,
P
Pa
ednes8 day bombIng in 1916 In San Francisco
April 29—Lieut. T. H. Massie, Mrs.
Fortescue and Seamen Lord and Jones
found guilty of manslaughter In Kahahawal murder case In Honolulu
May 2—Supreme court refused to review Al Capone's case; refused to consent to modification of the packers'
by*

"

Aug. 16—Ten thousand Cuban physlclfnTcs
against cheap nervice in
Aug.
18—Spain ordered exlU of 82
nobles for monarchist revolt
Aug.
20— British Imperial economic
conference closed with signing of 1J
trade pacts with the dominions.
8
defect
«'«>»»»•>•«
Z7
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^cago
» « to Atlanta
, penitentiary. from ChiHouse passed
economy bill ««er
after
wrecking
it.

May 11—President Hoover
the Democratic tariff bill
May 12 —Col. Lindbergh's kl
baby found murdered niar the
bergh estate In New Jersey

House passed the veterans* bonus
payment bill.
.
Five hundred million dollar borne
loan bank bill passed by house.
June 16—Hoover and Curtis re-nominated by Republican convention. Everett Sanders elected chairman of national committee.
..«_„.
Jun« 17—Senate rejected the bonus

June 20—House passed 100 million
dollar economy bill, including furlough
plan for federal employees.
June 22—Governor Roosevelt called
on Mayor Walker of New York city
to answer charges against him.
June 23—Senate passed Wagner two
billion dollar relief bill.
June 24—Senate voted farm board
wheat and cotton to Red Cross.
Jan. 23—Hawks flew from Mexico to
June 27—Democratic national con- Canada and return, 2,600 miles, in 1C
vention opened In Chicago.
boura 44 minutes.
June
28—Federal economy
bill
Jan. 26—Eddie Stlmson killed In
passed by the senate.
crash at Chicago.
, .
1P*U *i-*K;*BVan
June
29—Democratic
convention
Marcb 4—Harmon trophy awarded
adopted plank advocating repeal or to Gen. Italo Balbo of Italy M interEighteenth amendment and, pending national aviation champion for 1811.
repeal, legalisation of beer and wine.
May 12—Lou T. Reichers took oft ana. In
Aprtl - . _ - , .
July 1—Democrats nominated Frank- from Harbor Grace, N. F., on «olo
Harrison. N.-T.
lin D. Roosevelt tor President on flight to Dublin and Paris.
fourth ballot.
May 18—Reichers forced down near
July 2—Democrats nominated John Ireland and rescued by steamship
N. Gamer for Vice President. Roose- Roosevelt
velt flew to Chicago and was formally
May 20—Amelia Earbart (Iff*. O. P.
notified of nomination.
Putnam) began solo flight from HarJuly 7—Emergency relief bill passed bor Grace to Paris.
_
by house.
__
May 11—Mra. Amelia Earhart PutProhibition party nominated W. D. nam landed near Londonderry, IreUpshaw for President and F. 8. Regan land, the first woman ever to fly
for Vice President
_
across the Atlantic alone.
July 9—Senate passed Garner-WagJune 1—Array balloon No. I, piloted
ner relief blH.
by Lieutenants Paul and Bishop, won
July 11—President Hoover T«toed national balloon race.
the relief bill.
June S—8. P. Hausner started flight
July It—Senate passed new relief
from New York to Poland.
bill.
June 11—Hausner picked up at «e»
July U—Relief bill passed by the after floating; eight day* on his plan*.
house.
July fi —James Uattern and Bannett
July 18—President Hoover cut sal- Griffin started round-the-world flight
aries of himself and his cabinet.
Harbor Grace, N. F.
July 16—Congress passed home loan from
July 6—Mattern and Grlfflnr crossed
bank bill with Inflation amendment, ocean
In record time, landed at Berand adjourned.
and departed for Moscow.
• July 21—President Hoover signed linJuly
May s—Andrea* oippei,
7—Mattern and Grlffln made
emergency relief measure.
landing BO miles from Minsk.
Interstate commerce commission ap- forced
July 22—Capt Wolfgang von Groproved merger of all eastern railroads, nau
MM 1«—Cant Robert Dollar
Germany and three companions
except those of New England, into flew of
from Germany to Iceland on -way
four systems.
Rafa
** P "* industr
Chicago.
July 22—President signed horn* loan to Aug.
• May 17—ODr. B. J, Clgrand
2
—
Von
Gronan
arrived
at
Chibank bill.
July 23—Federal grain commission cago. 18—Prof. Augusta Plccard rose
ordered Chicago Board of Trade closed In Aug.
to record altitude 'of (5,774
as contract market for 60 days for feetballoon
over Switzerland and Italy.
's
violating grain futures act
Capt
J.
A.
Molllson
began
flight
President Hoover called conference from Ireland across Atlantic in Moth
on shorter work day week.
•
Augusta Gregory, Irish in,
July 26—President Hoover appointed p.lane.
Aug. 19—Molllson landed In New
Atlee Pomerene of Ohio member of
"Star IS—Edward F.. Swift, ata
Brunswick, completing first westward
Reconstruction Finance corporation •olo
flight across the Atlantic.
board and he was made chairman.
Aug.
22
—
Mrs.
Louise
Thaden
and
^May'tO-^Bw
Admiral John EI
July 28—"Bonus army" in WashingFrances- Marsalls set new womton routed by regulars and Its camps Mrs.
en's
endurance
flight
record
of
S
day*,
June
1—Former
Congressman i
burned after flght with police In which 4 hour*.
Mam D. Boles Of Iowa,
'
one veteran was killed and scores of
June
*—Hugh
Chalmers,
Aug.
24
—
Amelia
Earhart
Putnam
set
policemen and veterans were Injured. new women's record* by 19-hour non- tomobll* manufacturer, it
Charles A. Walker of Utica, N. Y.,
"
•-....
flight from Los Angeles to New- *»• i, ' '
appointed to R. F. C. board by Presi- stop
dent Hoover and made president of tbe ark.
A
'
*
.
delphla,
famoui
iargeon.
Aug. 25—Clyde Lee and John Bockcorporation.
,
started flight from Harbor Grace
June 8—Viscount Brentford a
Governor Roosevelt received reply hon
Ham Joynson-HiCki), English
Oslo, Norway.and were lost
of Mayor Walker of New York to the toAug.
J. G. HaUIlp set new coast- n>aa.
Seabury charges, denying all of them. to-coast29—
record of 10 hours, 19 minutes.
June IS-rWtUlam C. ReflfleU MS
Aug. 2—Bonus army, gathered at
Sept S—Major Doollttle set new land tary of commerce under
Johnstown, Pa., ordered disbanded by plane
Wil8on<
. .
• -. • •'.
speed
record
of
292.287
miles
W. W. Waters, Its commander.
hour at National Air races In CleveJuh« Ifr—Robert . goott Lovett, \»
Aug. It—Secretary of Commerce Rob- an
land.
of
Union
Paclflc,
In N«w Tork,
ert P. Lament resigned and Roy D.
Sept H—Mr. and Mrs. G. R. HutehJnae^ >T—<»«n. ,F. .ID. Ba
Chapln of Detroit was appointed to
Inson,
two
daughters
and
crew
of
of
Battle
of
Cantlgny.
In
succeed him.
crashed off coast of Greenland
Aug. 9—U. 8. Attorney O. BJ. <J. ">ur
Vice Admiral DeWItt Coffman,U
Johnson of Chicago made federal dis- while flying to Europe.
Sept it —W. Ulbrlcht and Edna N, retired.
trict Judge.
Jane ft~-Oe.af F. Kun«, gen
Aug. 10—Array exchangee ordered Newcomer, pilots, and Dr. L. M. Pigcull hopped off from New York on non- pert. In W«w Tork.
to stop sales to civilians.
July S—>James N. Gamble, Cta»
Aug. 11—President Hoover delivered stop flight to -Rome and were lost at
•nati manufacturer.
his speech of acceptance and declared
Nov. 14—Roscoe Turner set new
Dr. G. K. Burgess^, director of
himself for change from national prohibition to state liquor control with J.«cord of 12 hours, 83 minutes, for reau of standards. In Washington.
flight from New York to Burbank,
Former Klnar Manuel of
federal safeguards.
.
July »— A. H. fiorlbner,
Aug.
16—Farmers of Iowa and othIn
New Tork.
Nov.
18—
Amy
Johnson
completed
er central west states started "strike"
London to Capetown flight In record
July 6—Kenneth Grahame. Scon
for higher prices for produce.
author.
Aug.
IS—Second son born to Col. """> °f * "ays. < hours. 65 minutes.
-Nov. 19—Memorial to Wilbur and
Dr. Joseph Leldy of
and Mrs. Charles A. Lindbergh.
Aug.
18—Vice President Curtis for- Orville Wright unveiled at Kttty oeurologlst.
N,
C.
July
9—King O. GfUlette. nafetri
mally notified of his renomlnatlon.
«or inventor. In Lo» Angelea.
Senator J. J. Davis of Pennsylvania'
July 10—C. C. Goodrich, tire
and six others Indicted In connection
with fraternity lotteries.
in Torfe Maine.
Jan.
2—Fifty killed In train wreck facturer.
Aug. 24—John Bain, whose twelve near Moscow.
.JttlJr **—Fergus Hume, Britisi i
*
Chicago banks failed, found guilty of
Jan. 26—British submarine lost
conspiracy to defraud depositors.
14—Alic* Barber
near Portland with crew of 16L
A July
Aug. 26—Business leaders, summoned
American
artist.
Feb. 2—Santiago, Cuba, badly damby President Hoover, adopted plan aged by earthquakes; six killed.
July 1ft—Fieia Marshal TIM
tor economic recovery.
Feb. 4—Seventeen killed by explo- Plumer in London.
Aug. 31—John W. Poole resigned as Bl°n of motorshlp at Marcua Hook. Pa. •_ J u v '*«—Countest Beatty, ta*
comptroller of the currency.
Bthel Field of Chicago, in Lonta
Feb. 26—Thirteen persons killed by
Sept 1—Mayor James J. Walker of avalanches near Seattle.
July-i:18—-Jean Jules Jusserani tei
*
New York resigned.
Feb. 27 —Wine explosion at Poca- mer French ambassador to ffuhiii
ton,
:
Hanford McNlder resigned as min- hontas, Va., killed 88 men.
ister to Canada.
a C
1
I 1 ai1 of BandB Nelrft ln
Thorn*; Arkle Clark, former deal
n,?*
fc
Jp'
?T
5
,
*
1
E
st
Ina
ea
n
a
Sept G—Farm board announced It
men in University ofllllnois.
would hold weat and cotton off mar- EnVh 1 8 ' ' « »-Iy destroyed by
July 22—Fioren* Ziegfeid,
foss of life
^leanoes. with great comedy
ket until next year.
producer.
v *
Sept. 8—Ball way executives voted
July
S4—Alberto; Santos-Dumoili
March 2i—Tornadoes In Alabama,
for 20 per cent cut In wages, effec- Georgia, Kentucky, South Carolina and Brasll. aviation pioneer.
tive Feboary 1.
July 28—-Caleb Powers, former M
368
Sept. 11—Central states governors
*nd «*
gressman from Kentucky.
recommended federal financial aid for
Fred
Duesenberg of Indians?)'
--•
-•
--«.
"«»ui/
killed
t.
Infarmers.
60 In Alabama.
pioneer automobile maker.
Sept 12—Democrats won governorAug. 4—James Oppenheim. Ameria
4—Six
dead.
B7
hurt,
In
blast
ship and two congress seats in Maine iumbu's"
office building at Co- novelist and poet.
election.
Aug. 6—Dr. JT. Paul Goode,
American Legion convention opened
April
geographer.
•
In Portland, Ore.Aug. 8—James Francis Burke,!"
Sept. 16—American Legion voted for
«ral
counsel
of
Republican
""*
Immediate cash payment of bonus and
committee.
for repeal of Eighteenth amendment,
Aug. 11—Martin A. Ryerson, Chl»
and elected Louis A. Johnson of West
go
financier and philanthropist
Virginia national commander
f y I6 New F re c
Aug. 18—Junlus 8. Morgan ot
u
T
. " h »tner Georges
Sept. 18—G. A. R. national encamp-- "f^ "i.. ** »»*M»«»* JBfcuU.
e<1 n Gulf of A e
ment opened in Springfield, 111
°
'
° ° "
Aug. >82—Wilton Lackaye, An
Sept.
20—Wisconsin
Republicans
actor.
:
nominated W. J. Kohler for governor
_
Aug.
ZB—Mrs. Edith Rockefeller
rejecting Goy. Philip La Follitte; and
Cormlck
In
Chicago.
^
86 810
f Aug. 27—C. A. Waterman, «en»«
" * «•**«from
Colorado.
•
:J
Sept. 2'2-^Cap7."'w. P. Wright of
Sept. «—Sir Gilbert Parker, Brit*
Chicago elected national commander
novelist. - . - . . : • . ..
o' G. A. R.
Sept «0—-Dr. Frank L. BHUnW *
Sept. 27—Representative C. R. Crisp
mous physician. In Chicago.
Promethe
of Georgia appointed to tariff corn- BBQK
o
sank of
»
Sept 27—Former Senator J»1
coast
mission.
Sharp
Williams ot MisBisaiptii
Oct. 3—Four lake states asked SuOct. 2—David Plngree. w e a l t h y lj»
preme court to appoint commissioner
dollar
flre>
berman
and philanthropist, in saq
to run the Chicago sanitary district
Mass.
'-*
...
Case of Senator Davis of PennsylOot
4—Oen.
Sir Rudolph Slau
trial °" lottery charges ended in mlsPasha, In Vienna.
„. M
Oct. S—Congressman J. Cbarq
,™1-, ^a™.uf.1,..a.n* Mar.tln Insull,
Linthlcum of Maryland.
Oct.
«—Daryin P. Klngsley. .—t
Billed In tt Te,«. New Tork
stoVnf
Ut» Insurance company.
Athens.10~Samuel Insull arrested In
Ocf'U—William Alden Smith, W
mer
senator
from Michi(?an.
J
Oct. 13—Brig. Gen. Harry Burgess
Oct. 18—Maurice Dornier o ' M»W
.signed as governor of the Pan!ml
builder
of
Kiaht-nyms
boat
DO-X.I
«.»".*„ •?„",?, .4eu> CoL J «»an
Oct. 19—Undley M. Uarrlson,
mer secretary of war.
,»uu
Oot Ifr—Marauls
Bonl oe naa
Ca»t«liH
H
in Paris.
'
Oct. 29—Horace Kent Tenney,
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Sept. 8— Spanish cortes confiscated
nmnn^.h' ^rttn?ee<! "> b« distributed

pay-

i°nnf6Tre?" *"\r«au6Ifn"e^e?"

NECROLOGY

C

Nov. 11—Great Britain, Prance and
n atl n
1
B
a
? A,
'Pon
ment °*
of
en f nf
irSavm
Bavmenf
tv, flr"""
| r war P°
,ntere8t
debt
a
revl
\ebia~
""
«lon of the
14
-LFrancela. Plan for dlsarm-

Deo. 18—Mov« by McFaddjn —
Pennsylvania to impeach President
Hoover voted down br th« non»e.
,
Deo. 15—N. W. MacChesney of Ch|«
cago nominated for minister to Canada.
Deo. 17—Senate pawed Philippine*
Independence bill.
,.
Deo. 19—President Hoover toW congress he was going- to name comm»elon on war debts and -would seek opoperation of President-Elect Roosevelt.
Dec. 21—House passed bill legalising
1.8 per cent beer.
.
.
Railway wage reduction continued
for nine months by agreement
Deo. 83—Congress recessed for Cbrlitma*.

year.
Nov.

r Von
t131 —
, , n c e orevolt
n
! Chilean
comi>Aii<ui
F
compelle<1

« n
Sept.
President Davl!a to resign
S ep
,« .t .V 20— Mahatma
Gandhi
U
d

began

21—A
war

May 81 —Senate passed billion /ini

"

on the

war debt

artist.

Mthor

on.

w

was accepted by British governmen
and Oandhi ended his fast vt"umenl'
Sept 27—Dr. Clemente Bello nrealdent^of the Cuban senate. 0aasaasi-

the

Labor."
o
demanded the
8 e n t

Prominent

blog?aph"r7LyU°D
banker **~PaUl Wal>b«">«. New Tork

convicted of vloIatFn'g
Dec. 2— France's eecond note lor

reacted Vartln^". *rmy" «

«

1-000

'"""culated
5—Special meeting of League jf
........M assembly opened to consider
the Manchurlan trouble.
«-"«»«ier
POO. T—British war debt plea aicaln
Kal
rejected by United States.
°
a'-i- .***&-ll—United States. Qreai Brlt|.*-.«Jn, France. Italy and Germany bi,;n.,,i
ft* agreement to work for world dinar ma
|j
p

DM. II—French chamber of ueputle.
.3T»t«<l not to pay the war d.bt InntaU-

Chcago bar.

r
»°-w»"»°>

on „,

-l.et.d
t of
t of

opened in

OWMr
ent

JO—Harold Mac
author.
,,
Field Marshal Lord Uethuen of!
land.
,4
Nov. 1—William Morris, New 'a
theatrical producer and phlianiw
Nov. 2—Will Z^evlngton Cot«
Amorlcan novelist.
Nov. 16—Dr. Fenton B. Tu
nent physician In Hew York. ,j
Nov. 19—United States Sanatw'
ley U Jones of Washington /
Nor. 20—Dr. H. J. Doerman,'
dent of University of Toledo
Delmar W. Call, noted manuP
„ Robert M. Cutting of Chiea««
dent-elect Of United States GO"
elation.
'
IB— Dr. ' F. I*

««••

NOT.
»—Congressman J.
Laughlln of Michigan.
,
NOT. 10—Qwl Melchers. >
artist.
u,
Ofco. t—Lout* J. Petit, »'
capitalist.
Dao. t—Clamant Btndebak«rUle« magnate. In Chicago.
m<rli
C. R. Breoklnrldge, <orm«r A 4,(
ambasaador to Russia, i» "
S.e. «_jr,r. j. a Van ~" °"
gers, art authority.
Xtoo. «—Bugefie Br
dramatist
ift'
D«o. 7—F. T. Ix>wJoy. f o r
Bagpate of Pittsburgh.
)ftt
John B. Nlemeyer, Am«r u ?", r ,t
Dtc. I—<H«nry Kltohell v> '"
•list. In Bvaiwon. HI.
vic«t
D«o. 1ft—R. B, Williams""
• u,n,
ro
man ot federal pofrer co
"v
umn
"' ,ni»V
tp«s. 11—A. CVl*'' S ur
«U«, head of PlUsbury ^° n^i
&"
Deo. 1»—Congressman D"" lel
*»tt of Texas.
„
ri)0 H«. i
Dae. 19—Edmund Vanc6 ^^o

loan operatic baritone.
•feyW
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BROWN

Friday-Saturday

SUGAR

Crawford's

CLOTHES
PINS
40 count

5- i ing between our country and its
$ : southern neijrhborn. But values will
•j' , come back and Latin America will
•{• | perhaps be the greatest single outv
| lot for our goods and the indirect
, source of livelihood for hundreds of |
thousands of our workers. It is a I
land worth watching and understandI ing. Closer inter-American relations
, | will help mold the destinies, not only
C | of the western hemisphere, but of the
Y I entire world.
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Coroner's Jury Decides
Crash Was Unavoidable

Burkhart's

Atlantic, Jan. 4.—A coroner's jury
Saturday morning decided that the
31bs.
death of Miss Lillie Christensen, 17,
popular Atlantic high school junior
ROASTED
PEANUTS,
lOc
21c
and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Nels P.
per pound
8c
Christensen, 603 Elm street, at the
overhead bridge, east of Atlantic on
U. S. highway No. 6, late Thursday
SUGAR, granulated, 10 pounds
49c
/ f-^t
.
i
x~*
i
/"i
1
\
-i*
•
night, was accidental and unavoidj
1932
RETROSPECT.
SEEDLESS RAISINS, 2 pounds
(Saturday Only—Cash.)
13t
able.
The inquest was held by Coroner
Despite the severe depression, the
GOLD DUST, large package
lgc
79c )! public
FLOUR, White Rose, 49-pound bag
health has seemingly been but Burdette L. Roland and the jury was
l i t t l e affected, and compared with five composed of Wilbur Dallinger, W. J.
LIMA BEANS, large Calif ornia? 2 pounds
^
45c i years
TEXAS GRAPE FRUIT, seedless,'per dozen.
ago has been much improved. Deering and John W. Blake.
PRUNES, 60 to 70 size, 3 pounds
Iowa has just past a year of low
Report of Jury.
]9c
SOAP, Kirk's Hard Water, large bar
5c : morbidity
(sick) and mortality
The report of the jury follows:
ROLLED OATS, 5-pound bag
^
(death) rates; during the year just "We do find that the deceased came
BROOMS, a good one, each
25c
past we recorded 63 deaths from diph- to her death by being accidentally
DILL PICKLES, quart jar
,.,,
15t
theria, 1,760 from pneumonia and 706 killed when thrown from a car, when
RED CUP COFFEE, per pound
21c
from tuberculosis compared with 196 the Chrysler coupe in which she was
OPAL YEAST, per package
5c
deaths from diphtheria, 2,288 from riding, struck the guard rail of the
1-2-3 BISCUIT FLOUR, per package
27c
pneumonia and 2,148 from tubercu- overhead bridge after skidding on icy
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE, No. 2 can, 2 cans for .2*
losis during the year 1927.
planks. In our opinion, the accident!
This remarkable condition has main- was unavoidable.
HYGIENE TOILET PAPER, 5 roll s .'\,
24C
Delivery Hours 8:30 & 10:00, A. M., 2:00 & 4:00 P M
tained because of the high degree of
The witnesses were Raymond AnHARD MIXED CANDY, 3 pounds .....-.
efficiency of public health organiza- derson and 'Franklin Wolf of Exira
25C
PHONE FOR FOOD—ITS THE BETTER WAY
tions, and public appreciation and and Miss Helen Hattesen of AtlanLAUNDRY SOAP, Big Ben, 6 bars .,
25C
application of scientific facts related tic, who were companions with Miss
to the hygiene of life.
Christensen in the tragic accident.
BOYER'S STOOL CLEANER, per can
igc
The depression will affect the finan- There were no other witnesses to the
cial support of public health activi- accident and it is believed the driver
ties; it therefort behooves those in- of the oncoming car, the lights of
SCIENCE AND CRIME.
terested to reduce expenditures to the which blinded young Anderson, who
very lowest; commensurate with ef- was driving, did not see the accident.'
The federal radio commissioner's ficient service. Let us use every enPublished Every Thursday by the
annual report to congress says that deavor to keep our organizations The driver of the other car did not
stop. The Chrysler car is owned by
use of radio by police is a success. Ac- functioning.
We must exert careful Andrew Anderson of Exira, brother
W. P. BUDD
Editor cording to the report, police radio scrutiny of all expenditures, and,of Raymond Anderson.
stations in only 50 cities transmitted
Blinded by Lights.
Subscription if paid in advance. .$1.50 155,656 emergency calls, resulting in bear in mind that the full effect of
According to the testimony of AnIf not paid in advance
$2.00 12,676 arrests in a year. Presumably this depression may not appear for a
year or more.
derson, he was blinded by the lights
Entered at the post office at Anita, these arrests would not have been
No
governmental
expenditure
brings
of the car coming west on the highmade without the radio, and the 12,Iowa, as second class mail matter.
such large returns upon the invest- way. He said he was traveling at
076 suspects would have escaped.
ment as do moneys expended for pubTHURSDAY, JANUARY 5, 1933.
Use of the radio by police is one lic health. The health of our people 35 or 40 miles per hour and that he
did not jam on the brakes of the
of the first steps in the use of science
RECIPE FOR HAPPY NEW YEAR. on the side of the law to catch up with is fundamental to their happiness and car until he was blinded on the bridge.
well-being and its maintenance is now Anderson said he believed the car
Take twelve fine, full - grown criminals. The criminals often are recognized as a very important func- swerved to the left, striking the north
months, see that these are thoroughly the first to make use of new scientific tion of government.
railing of the span and that the mofree from all old memories of bitter- developments. This was notably the
Any community may, within rea- tion of the skidding machine carried
case
in
employment
of
automobiles
i
ness, rancor, hate and jealousy; clean
it backwards along the edge of tb£
them completely from every clinging for the "get-away." Ease of motor!
bridge.
travel
and
construction
of
good
roads
i
spite, pick off all specks of pettiness
It was not brought out at the inCHEAPER THAN CHARITY.
and littleness; in short, see that these make the apprehension of suspects a j
quest
whether Miss Christensen was
tremendously
difficult
task.
Police
|
months are freed from all the past
thrown through the windshield, the
cars
equipped
with
radios
are
one
of
This
is
addressed
to
the
millions
of
—have them as fresh and clean as
glass on the right door or the open
•when they first came from the great the methods of overcoming the law's Americans who have jobs and in- door.
handicap. No doubt their use has comes and money to spend. Perhaps
storehouse of time.
The young people said they were
Cut these months into thirty or only just begun, and the future will they haven't as much income as they
dazed
by the terrific impact and did
see
a
still
further
successful
use
of
did
a
few
years
ago—but
the
chances
thirty-one equal parts. This batch
are that drops in the cost of living not see Miss Christensen as she was
will keep for just one year. Do not tt.em. ,
The. forces of the law may let the have compensated for their salary hurled from the coupe.
attempt to make up the whole batch
Arranged "Date" Previously.
The Methodist Episcopal church, pictured above, was completely destroyed!
at one time (so many persons spoil criminals get the jump on them as cuts and lowered dividends.
The
youths said they" started a by fire last Thursday morning. The. blaze had gained such headway when]
invention
changes
the
mode
of
transThese
millions
owe
an
obligation
to
the entire lot in this way), but preportation and communication, but those other millions who are unem- search for Miss Christensen as soon discovered about 6:15 o'clock, that only a few articles were saved from to
pare one day at a time, as follows:
Into each day put twelve parts of can be counted on to catch up when ployed, but are facing a winter of dis- as they discovered she was missing building. To the left of the church caii be seen'the ol£ parsonage *tt
tress and poverty. That obligation but could not see her battered body was destroyed by fire in September, 1929. The new parsonage, damage! I
faith, ten of courage, nine of work the necessity arises.
can be partially—but only partially— from the bridge. They found her on very little from the church blaze, is at the rear of the church site
(some people omit this ingredient
WATCH
LATIN
AMERICA.
met by contributions to charity. Of the gravel of the Rock Island railand so spoil the flavor of the rest),
greater moment is the obligation to road tracks only after going dawn
tight of hope, seven of fidelity, six
Today American industries of all
WHY NOTT
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
of'liberality, five of kindness, four of kinds are looking forward—to Latin give their less fortunate fellows jobs. the 35-foot ice encrusted embankment.
They
said
that
they
were
unAll over the country there are
rest (leaving this out is like leaving America. Here is the world's greatSpeaking of words, the hopeless
H. L. Bell and. wife to D. C. Bel
the oil out of the salad—don't do it), est storehouse of raw materials that homes in need of repair. People have able to bring the girl up the icy bank inconsistencies of the English lanwd, w 25 feet of east 27% feet lot 111
until
Dr.
H.
M.
Sash,
a
passerby,
three of prayer, two of meditation! enter daily into our lives. Here, too, been holding back and refusing to
guage, in matters of tense, gender
and one well-selected resolution. If is a "buying" population of 104,000,- spend—waiting for better times. came to their aid. Dr. Sash pro- and number especially, are interest- block 9 Anita, $5,000.
Heirs of G. E. Stone estate to
you have no conscientious scruples, 000 people, spread through eighteen And yet, it's as obvious as the multi- nounced the girl dead when he ar- ing—even appalling. We say swim,
tilda
M. Stone, wd, und 4-5 int ine!|
rived
at
the
bridge,
about
ten
minplication table that better times will
put in about a teaspoonful of good countries.
swam, swum; why not skim, skam, sw4 sec 25-76-84, $J.
never come until money again flows utes after the accident.
spirits, a sprinkling of play, and a
Here is a vast land, whose products
Heirs of G. E, Stone estate toAlThe testimony also brought out skum ? Or if get, got, gotten, why
heaping cupful of good humor.
we must have, and to whose people through the business arteries, and that the youths had arranged the not let, lot, lotten? If the masculine dula M. Stone, wd, und 4-5 int inn2|
into
the
channels
of
trade.
Today
Pour into the whole ad libitum and we must sell our goods; it is a land
of goose is gander, why shouldn't the
mix with a vim. Cook thoroughly in in which 200,000 of our citizens in we can do some needed re-roofing, re- "date" with the girls a week previous masculine of moose be mander? And ne4 sec 25-76-34, |1.
and
that
they
had
been
at
the
home
Joyce McDermott and wf to L<
pair
the
bathroom,
build
a
new
room,
a fervent heat; garnish with a few all walks of life have invested $1,if the plural pf mouse is mice, why G. Voorhees, wd, s2 ne4 and nc4
repaint the home, fix the heating of Mrs. Christine Hattesen, 605 Oak
smiles and a sprig of joy; then serve 700,00,000.
street, mother of Miss Hattesen, for shouldn't the plural of house be hice? 25-77-34 also w2 sw4 sec 1 and
with quietness, unselfishness and
At the moment, depreciated values plant and a hundred other necessary some time prior to going on the jov-' (But don't continue this line of spec- nw4 sw4 sec 12 all in 77-35, $1.
cheerfulness, and a Happy New Year are the bugbear of Latin America and improvements for a fraction of what
J y
'• ulation too far, unless you are crazy
ride.
*- a certainty.
James T. Furman to Louie Peter-1
they
cost
in
the
past—and
a
fraction
I already.)
a barrier to mutually profitable tradNo Liquor Involved.
sen, wd, pt of It 3 of It 5 of sf4 n«V|
of what they will cost in the future
When Sheriff W. A. McKee and
sec 28-77-34, $1200.
when better times actually do appear.
wnr i. JA
the
James T. Funnan to Louie PeterBy doing these things now, we are Coroner Roland
*
"""
""
PM<mtS f
° * 10-P°und b°y. born Sat- sen, qcd, e2 sw4 and w2 st>4 sec 8putting money into our own pockets, they made a search Tor Vvidence^f
urday morning.
76-34, $1.
as well as into pockets that are liquor. They reported that there was
empty.
no odor of liquor on the breath of
Weimer Pearson and wife spent
Increased purchasing power is the the young people, who denied they
'Miss Jane Scholl visited the pas')
New Year's day at Adair with her week in Omaha, a guest of IHI ->is
vital need of the hour. 'More payrolls had been drinking.
Anderson, Wolf and Miss Hattesen, parents, W. H. Wesack and wife.
—more employed workers — more
Miss Freda Scholl.
busy industries. Look around your were bruised and shaken up and are
property, see what improvements you suffering from shock.
need—and act, it's cheaper and better than charity.
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ELECTRICITY
YOUR SERVANT
for 1933
Plan now to make 1933a
happier, easier year. Make
careful preparation for the
work that is before you.
Make use of every tool that
will increase the efficiency
of your efforts. Electricity,
the cheapest power for all
kinds of work, will help you
immeasurably if you give it
the chance. Electrify for
better living in 1933.

IOWA COMPANY-OWNED AND OPERATED

BY

,OWAN»

Cass Treasurer Postpones
Ta* Sale Two Months

SEEK TO CURTAIL EXPENSE OF COUNTY POOR
Fremont county is attempting to
cut down the expenses of poor relief
As the last official duty as county
for the coming winter, to keep from treasurer, Carl Vedane Monday morngrowing beyond the ability of the ing postponed the delinquent property
county to meet the bills. In the first tax sale until March 1. No bids were
place, automobiles and dogs will be made on the several properties which
outlawed in families that receive were offered for sale and the treasurcounty aid. In the second place, the er promptly announced postponement.
merchandise purchased with county
Although a large number of
allowances will be regulated by issu- i sons have paid their taxes within the"
|! 'ing
a "pauper men\j" to all _ stores ! last ifew
days,
the. delinquent
li«t
i . . t- U *.^..., ,1 i _ . T* ,
i
..
*
* v ual.
authorized to sell to county charges, I muc « larger than in 1931. It is hoped
and this list will include only the j lhat with the extension of two more
necessities, and exclude some of the months, all of the delinquent taxes
luxuries that have been purchased by will be paid.
county charts in the past. While
At noon.. Tuesday
—' there*- had been
perhaps this may seem harsh to' ,
car licenses sold. The sale is
some of the people who are county about 1,000 smaller than a year ago
charges without any fault on their County Treasurer L. A. Breeling re-'
part, it is necessary to get the most ported. Penalty on delinquent licenpossible good out of the funds that ses started January 1.
are available for that purpose.
The amount of property taxes collected by the county treasurer will
OAKO OP THANKS.
not be available for several days.
We wish to thank our friends and
Mrs. Rose Miles of Atlantic spent
neighbors for their many acts of symlast
week with her parents and other
pathy and kindness extended to us
during the sickness and death of our relatives and friends.
husband, son and brother.
Roy Taylor, farmer living southMrs. Albert Ehle and Children.
east of Anita, lost a valuable horse
Barney Ehle.
uy lockjaw a few days ago.
Brothers and Sisters.
n

The families, of Earl Stone, Frank
Ira Welch and Max Bullock of Atlantic were business callers in the city Kopp and Joe Denny have been havMonday afternoon.

time the past

Chevrolet owners should insist upon bonafide
Chevrolet service. That is just what you receive
at this garage.
We are not only interested in selling new Chevrolets, but we are just as vitally interested in keeping every Chevrolet owner entirely satisfied with
his car.
'Bring your Chevrolet here for adjustments
and maintenance. Genuine Chevrolet parts and
guaranteed workmanship.

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

THE TRIBUNE, ANITA. IOWA.
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What Girl in
Teens Should
for Good He

N JAM IN FRANKLIN
The Greatest
merican

USE SURPLUS FEED
IS EXPERT'S ADVICE
Skimmilk Saves on the Protein Supplements.
Br A. R. Winter, Poultryman, College of
Agriculture, University of Illlnota.—
WNU Service.

FrankliWthe Scientist
The Apotheosis of
Benjamin Franklin
MURAL Of N.C-WVCT

Bust of Franklm
in t>ie Hall of Fame
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON

I ANUAJRY 17 Is the anniversary of the
birth of the greatest American—Benjamin Franklin. Insofar as the memory of last year's bicentennial celebrations, honoring the birth of
George Washington, Is still fresh in
the minds of most Americans, there
may be those who read this article
who will exclaim: "What! Benjamin Franklin a greater American
than George Washington?"
Several years ago a historian answered that question in the affirmative and gave
as his reasons the following:
1. The expression of Franklin's greatness did
Dot depend on events beyond his control.
2. He would have been a great man In any
period of world's history, In any land.
3. He would have been among the great even
If Ills endeavors had been confined to one only
of sereval lines of activity In which his achievements were of the highest rank.
4. He would be a great man if he were living
today.
5. Franklin was known throughout the world
as a great man long before the Revolution, in
which he played a part as big as that of any
other great man of the period. Washington's
greatness began with the Revolution.
C. There is no exact standard by which human
greatness can be measured or compared. But
one criterion Is the opinion of citizens of other
nations-free from the prejudices, either for or
against, held by the fellow-citizens of a great
man. Outside the United States Franklin would
be named more than any other American as the
greatest American and as one of the few greatest
men of nil time.
And in comparing these two great Americans
what finer tribute could be paid to the greatness
of Benjamin Franklin than was once paid by
Washington himself? Writing from New York
on September 23, 1789, to express his sympathy
for nn Illness which had struck Franklin down
Washington said: "Would to God, my dear
bir, that I could congratulate you upon the removal of that excruciating pain, under which you
labor, and that your existence might close with
as much ease to yourself as its continuance has
been beneficial to our country an,! use f u | to manUnd ; or, if ti, e united wishes of a free people
Joined w,,h the earnest prayers of everv friend
«f f-CH-nce and humanity, could relieve the body
from „„!„„ (,r infirmities; t h a t you could claim
an exemption on this score. K,n this cannot be
and y,,,, have within yourself the only resource
to which we cnn confidently apply for relief a
philosophic mind. . . . If to be venerated for
benevolence. If to he admired for talents If
to he esteemed for patriotism, if to ' be
loved for philanthropy, can gratify the human
miml, you must have the pleasing consolation
to know that you have not lived In v a i n "
Hut, dispensing with any Invidious comparison between two great men, the listing of the
following outstanding achievements of Benjamin
Franklin should be ample proof of the Justness
of characterizing him as "The Greatest
American":
He discovered that lightning Is electricity
proved It first by observation and logic and sec'
ond by actual test with his kite; also'Invented"
the lightning rod which Dr. Charles Stelnmetz
•aid Is still the best and most reliable protection
we have against lightning.
He was the first to discover that a current of
electricity has a magnetic effect, 1 e that It can
magnetize a piece of steel. This Is the fundamental principle on which the telegraph, the telephone and the electric motor are based
He gave the world the best theory'of electricity and modern science has adopted his early
conclusions. These were that electricity consists
of very minute particles, so small that they can
•pass between the atoms or ordinary raflt ter
They are now called electrons, und have made
possible the radio.
He Invented the Franklin stove, the flrst sue
cessful wood-burning stove used la this country
and he Invented the Invaluable contrivance bv
which a fire consumes Us own smoke, and made
the flrst smoke-consuming stove or furnace
He helped establish the first chartered tire In
•urance company In America.
Among his many Inventions should be included a three-wheel clock, a library chair that

Franklins Printing tVess
could be converted Into a stepladder, an artificial arm for taking books down from high
shelves In a library, a one-arm chair that could
be used like a desk or table for writing; the
pulse glass, an electric Jack for turning a roast
of meat over the fire, the laundry mangle, a
copying press for taking copies of letters or
other writing, and double spectacles—near and
farsight glasses.
Although not the discoverer, he was the flrst
to demonstrate the production of cold by evaporation, a fact up to that time unknown to
science.
He was the originator of the modern science
of the art of ventilation. He was the flrst to
discover the poisonous quality which repeated
respirations impart to the air In a room. He
was the first to call attention to the folly of
excluding fresh air from hospitals and sick
rooms.
He pointed out the advantage, later adopted
throughout the universe, of building ships with
water-tight compartments, taking the hint from
the Chinese.
He was the flrst to discover that the temperature of the Gulf stream Is higher than that of
the surrounding water, and the flrst to have the
Gulf stream charted.
He was the first to demonstrate that oil on the
water will still the waves.
He was the flrst to discover that northwest
storms come out of the southwest, In other

Poor Richard, 175 j.
AH
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Ing material than (iups'i'i!
woman. That-fuel and hl ,i],
terlal mast come from the,]
which mmt be selected „
and common sense so ;;s to
, all the elements the ti't.ai,h!;"
need*. .
lotir breakfast
fresh frnlt or fruit ]uic,, ,
'wltb 'milk or cream, h r nii ed !
eggs, tw& or three tii
toart, chocolate, coffee or t Pn i
wtob. Always tociude a
milk.
Your luncheon should IM!
sabid made from fresh v(.s,
fruit; a sandwich and a a,
milk.
Yo«r dinner should include n
Bah; at least two groen V p m j
cooked ...oir;| fresh, prefor;\w 5
leafy variety; a'salad mm o,u
or chocolate. Make your ife
fruit or'Ice-cream, and t(11,~
meal with a glass of min,.
Macaroni or spaghetti S,T\Hj
cheese and tomato eauce m,n t,J
stltuted for meat or Ush
times each week. Be si,rc nj
plenty of vegetables and f n m j
drink at least a quart of mi
day. Don't starve yourself i
have weakened your boiiy in ij
tempt to attain a "boyisii
is better for your health, pi
in the adolescent years, t» hcsij
overweight rather than tliin.
Dr. Fierce's Pleasant Pellets aretJ
inal little liver pills put up 60 re
They regulate liver and Web.-]
Begoniai

Cultivation, of begonias is
back to 1717, when some of i
plants were Introduced into!
from Jamaica,,

*

Valuable Formula for
Homemade Laying Mash
The old ration constating of 100
pounds each of ground corn, ground
oats, bran, middlings and meat scraps
Is still a useful formula for a homemade laying mash. The addition of 2
per cent ground limestone, 2 per cent
bone meal and .1 per cent fine table
salt makes the ration better, as the
minerals help In the production of
strong shells. When home-grown wheat
Is available It pays to substitute 200
pounds ground wheat for the 100
pounds of bran and 100 pounds of middlings In the above ration.
Another good laying mash consists
of 150 pounds corn meal, 100 pounds
ground oats, 100 pounds bran, 100
pounds middlings, 50 pounds meat
scraps, 50 pounds alfalfa leaf meal,
15 pounds bone meal and 5 pounds
fine table salt In that ration the corn
meal can be reduced to 100 pounds.—
Indiana Farmer's Guide.

Substitute for Sunshine
The reason poultry experts often
recommend cod liver oil as a substitute for sunshine Is because It Is rich
In vitamin D. a growth and vigor
factor with great tonic properties.
This Is explained by the fact that
the codfish from which It Is obtained
lives In northern seas where the sun
shines for long periods. It obtains Its
food from micro-organisms and plants
that absorb ultra-violet rays of the
sun and the fish stores up the vitamins In Its vital organs, principally
the liver. No other flsh is able to
store equal quantities, It Is said. Ood
liver oil fed to breeding hens Increases
fertility and hatchablllty. When fed
to young stock, stronger and quicker
growth results.

Prevent Chick Scares
Shadows In the colony house will
scare baby chicks and cause them to
crowd. Shades over the windows will
prevent the moon from casting shadows which frighten the young chicks.

Advise Direct Sunlight

Authorities In Wisconsin firmly advise plenty of direct sunlight or its
best substitute. It IB better for the
birds, more convenient for the caretaker and more efficient for production. Ample glass areas to admit light
rays, or a^lass substitute that Is coanewspaper articles, to promote the InteresTs of structed on ehemlcal principles, to adhis city or bis country, or the good of n anklnd mit the ultra-violet rays of the sunHis methods were always the same In Dromofhi shine while barring drafts, must be
a cause: To develop informed public onfi considered for the flock's welfare la
the winter season.-^wisconsln Agrf.
on the question he first wrote something for nub culturlst
Hcatlon that would attract public attonii >n P
Of all the patriots, Franklin was the
v
to sign all flve of the great state
Declaration of Independence, the T
The value of charcoal In poultry
Amity and Commerce with France the T r u
feeding
Is frequently overlooked. Good
Alliance with France, the Treat,"ot"p
wimples of charcoal are -rich In minanu u,e Constitut.o/of
erals such as phosphoric acid, "lime.
He waa the originator ot the Idea of a Lea*™ magnesia and potash, which play an
o Nations. H e suggested "a united party o important part In the growth and development of young stock and are ot
especial benefit to the blood-stream.
on which health and production so
largely depend. By giving B per cent
of powdered or granulated charcoal
daily in the soft or wet mash, much
trouble can be averted.
<© by Western New.o.pe, Uuioo.j
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"The American people «iwaji(l
fair."—MaJ. Gen. Smedley Bute.

End Cold* Qui

HBwsa an es*y victim to o*b-»
** hong go totart—untilshe sungistrt"
of NR tablet*. He* seldom catches ad*
When he does they ate quickly brota <£»
safe^ dependable. all-veBetaule
Natnte'a stanMdy~"Stf^R£tbcns a
bowel action «• no Other laxative c
•way Poisonous Wastes which make j
tible to cold*, fltejr spells,
ousneis.T"

TO-NICHI

:$&!
Bronchial Trou

Need Creomulsii

Bronchial troubles may lead »
thing serlota. You can stop them i
with CreomuUion, an emulsified creo
that bnleawat to take. C«umiii««»
n«r nodical discovery «>th'wo.'d
tton;TMoattTand heaJs the i
memhranM and inhibits germ

of throat troubles, vjw-—
in addition to creosote, other
menu which soothe and heal the
membranes sndstopthe irritsuon«-|
flammstlon, while toe creosote g<W|
tho stomach, is absorbed into '"JjJI
attacks the sort of the trouble and^
the growth of the germs.
. .if
Creomnlslon Is guaranteed sam
In the trottment of persistent COQ
colds, brondUal asthma, bron*,(
other formi of respiratory ii
is wcdlent for building "P
after colds or in. Moneyreil-,)
coughor«iM,B»matterofho^ «
in«.lsnotr*Ue«d after takmg««
Upward Mov« - ,
A noble deed ia a step t<'»"
-J. O, Holland,

Value of Charcoal

t»«n from

PHILADELPHIA,
»«a foM by J. FA4KX£/K «lh, Ncw
P»i«ung. Office tnsr ike Mwlxt
yean ago.

words, that storms travel In an opposite direction to the winds. His Investigations concerning
the weather resulted In the establishment of our
United States weather bureau of which he Is today acknowledged to be the father.
- He conceived and organized the Junto, the
forerunner of all Rotary, Klwanls, Lions and
Clvltan clubs of today. The Junto developed
Into the American Philosophical society, America's flrst organization of scientists, In which he
took great Interest and pride and of which he
Is Justly acknowledged to be the founder.
He conceived the Idea and established In Philadelphia the first successful circulating library,
the mother of all our free circulating libraries of
today.
He founded the University of Pennsylvania
and originated the elective system of' college
studies and also the so-called "group system,
adopted later by many .of America's leading universities. He was the flrst writer on education
to recommend the teaching of modern lanugages
such as French and German, In.preference to the
exclusive study of Latin and Greek. He was
the first American educator to appreciate the importance of advanced teaching of history, political economy, and the science of -government,
also of technical training In agriculture and In
the arts and • sciences. He was likewise the first
to prescribe athletics as an adjunct to college
education.
He Introduced the following useful plants or
grains Into America : Scotch kale, the kohlrabi,
Chinese rhubarb and Swiss barley. He promoted silk culture In Pennsylvania. He Introduced the yellow willow Into America for basket
making. He taught the farmers of Pennsylvania to plaster their land. He Introduced
broom corn Into Pennsylvania from Virginia.
. . . He was probably the first American to direct attention In a published writing to the
value of education In agricultural science; and
probably the flrst also to suggest the Insurance
of crops against storms, plant diseases and Insect
pests.
He was the flrst American economist. He was
the first president of the Society for Political
Inquiries of Philadelphia, the first society In the
United States Interested In promoting the study
of political economy.
He started the flrst thrift campaign. Hla
maxims of "Poor Richard" did more to encourage
thrift and Industry In the Colonies than any
other one thing and they were circulated all
over the world. They have been more often
translated and printed than any other work of
an American author.
He was the first to propose daylight saving
He devised a reformed alphabet which was
based on simplified or phonetic spelling
He devised the first scheme for unitlns the
Colonies, more than 20 years before the Revolutlon, and his plan of confederation was finally
adopted la all its essential features and binds
our Union together today.
He organized our postal service and was our
first postmaster general.
He helped Jefferson write the Declaration of
Independence.
He was our greatest diplomat and secured for
us the aid of Prance In the Revolution and millions in money without which our Independence
at that time could not have been established
He edited the best newspaper and the most
successful newspaper In the Colonies H e was
the first to attempt to Illustrate the news In an
American newspaper, and also the flrst to n,,h11* questions and answers In a newspaper He
to said to have drawn the first newspaper' car
toon, the picture of a snake cut In seoUons to
represent the Colonies before the Revolution
He waa ..the flm to turn
,^,2 'the
to
engine of advertising, now an Indispensable ele
e
ment In modern business "
"
ln
"82 the Philadelphia zel

The present plentiful supplies of
feed can be used up profitably by
chickens If they are .propertly fed.
Right now, there are few better ways
for farmers to Improve their Income
on this feed than to use It for chickens.
At current egg prices it takes only
about ten eggs to pay for the 25
pounds of feed eaten daily by 100 hens.
Consequently, anything better than 10
per cent production means extra cash
Income from the grain that goes to
poultry.
One farm adviser reports A farmer
who Is making a gross income of $30
a week on the sale of eggs from his
600-hlrd flock. It Is fairly safe to assume that the weekly feed cost on
this flock Is not .more than $8.75, allowing 25 pounds of feed dally for
each 100 hens.
The farm poultry flock also can provide a profitable outlet for some of the
surplus milk which Is a problem In
certain areas. A flock of 500 hens
can use 140 gallons of sklmmllk a
week when the milk Is used as the
chief source of protein In the ration.
There Is no particular value In the
fat content of milk for poultry, so the
dairy farmer can separate bis cream
and sell It more profitably than he can
feed It to chickens. On the other hand,
the surplus skimmilk should make It
possible to save on the common pro*
teln supplements, which are generally
the most expensive part of the poultry
ration.
A good mash mixture to use with
sklmmllk can be made from 200 pounds
ground yellow corn, 100 pounds ground
wheat, 100 pounds ground oats, 20
pounds meat scrap, 8 pounds steamed
bonemeal, 4 pounds ground limestone
and 4 pounds salt, with milk to drink
instead of water.
.

By AMEUA H.GRANT M l (
Director, Bureau of Ku r s i ,
York City Department n n
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GASOLINE ALLEY
Another Price Cut!

Iowa Land Carries Debt
of $1,082,882,000.00

JANUARY

5, 1935.

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

Keeping a mortgage debt of twice
that of 1914 in good standing with the
January 8th., 1903.
9c PLUS TAX FOR QUALITY GASOLINE.
average prices of farm products about
Tom Dement, farmer living north
half what they were in 1914 is the dif- of Anita, began the new year by shellThis is not 3rd. pump quality but a good
ficult task that many farm owners in ing corn.
regular gasoline.
Iowa are facing as the year 1933 be- Miss Mattie Harrison returned Mongins.
day to her school work at Cornell ColThe fourth bulletin in a series being lege in Mount Vernon.
published by tne Agriculture EcoEXPLANATION OF NEW
The Wiota bank has purchased a
FARM RELIEF PLAN nomics Department of Iowa State lot in that town and will build a fine
College on the agriculture emergency brick building in the spring.
in Iowa makes this statement. The
The
domestic
allotment
plan
of
Miss Anita Bruce returned to Lake
For expert radio and electric serfarm
relief
which
is
to
be
considered
bulletin is on the Iowa Farm 'Mort- Forest, Illinois, Monday morning,
*
vice, call Jake Lindblom, phone 120.
in the current session of Congress gage Situation from 1915 to 1932 and where she will resume her studies at
FOR RENT:—House, partly mod- differs from the McNary-Haugen bill is written by William G. Murry and Ferry Hall.
rn. Enquire of E. S. Holton. It
and the export debenture plan in that Ronald C. Bently. A radio talk on
M. C. Hutchison had a car load of
it definitely recognizes the need for the mortgage situation was given last choice hogs on the Chicago market
LOST:—Two bags of tankage be- control of production of agricultural Tuesday by Professor Murray.
Seedless
last Monday, averaging 278 pounds,
ween town and Will Bangham's. products, Dr. Theodore W. Schultz,
The total debt on farm land today and which sold for $6.55.
2-lb. package
Please return to Bartley's.
It
of the Agricultural Economics De- in Iowa is estimated at $1,082,882,000.
Mrs. Nellie Richards returned last
SPECIAL:— Until Jan. 10, brakes partment of Iowa State College, said This amounts to a debt per acre of the Saturday to her home in Chadron,
adjusted on any make of car for 25c. in a talk explaining the plan over land mortgaged of $71. About 45 Nebraska, after a pleasant visit with
radio station WOI Tuesday.
per cent of the land in the state is her parents, J. S. Johnson and wife.
All work guaranteed.
Professor Schultz's talk is the third mortgaged.
Jeff's
Garage.
It
Chas. Hettinger, who has been in
in a series which is being given by
The debt problem of 1933 can be
MEN wanted for Rawleigh routes the Agricultural Economics Depart- traced directly to the land purchase Idaho the past year, returned to Anof 800 customers in and near cities of ment on the agricultural emergency activity of the 1917-1920 period, the ita last week, and will remain in Cass
county during the year with his parAnita, Griswold, Greenfield and in Iowa.
bulletin says.
During these years
ents.
Values Up To
4 nI
county west of Guthrie. Reliable husThe voluntary domestic allotment farm products prices were moving up
Ed. L.'Newton was a county seat
tler can start earning $25 weekly and plan proposes to do two things: give rapidly. Increased returns encouraged
35c
Ib.—per
Ib.
J>9C1
increase every month. Write immed- farmers the benefit of the tariff on farmers to buy land and to mortgage visitor last Monday, where he -went
to attend the annual meeting of couniately. Rawleigh Co., Dept. IA-170-S, the part of their production consumed it heavily.
Libby's
ty assessors, but getting tangled up
Btp
Freeport, 111.
in the United States and provide the
During the next decade farm prices
Tall
Cays
necessary control measures to keep decreased steadily. The debt burden, in a number of real estate deals, it is
E. S. HOLTON, Lawyer.
doubtful whether he took much part
Practice in all courts. Opinion on producers from expanding production. as a consequence, bore more and more in the proceedings of his associate ofThe
plan
rests
on
the
fact
that
it
is
heavily upon the land owners who
Land Titles; and Settlement of estates
ficers.
a Specialty.
County Attorney. a voluntary agreement among pro- were forced to meet large payments
The official board of the M. E.
ducers not to increase their produc- of principal and interest (contracted
" ANITA MILLING CO.
tion and to decrease output if the for when prices were high) with a church have been considering the adCHADWICK TRANSFER
control board set up by the govern- steadily decreasing income. Between visability of remodelling the church
Ground oats
lOc ment deems it advisable.
1922 and 1929 forced sales and re- building in Anita, and at a recent
When you can get Brown Beauty or City Club,
Oats hulled
lOc
Under the plan, the pamphlet says, newals were frequent. For a short meeting the matter took definite
(really good coffees) at no advance in price?
Ear corn ground
5c processors of the products which are period in 1928 and 1929 there wasform, and as soon as spring opens,
•work
will
be
commenced,
and
the
old
Culled for and delivered
included, hogs, wheat, cotton, tobacco a let-up in this process due to slightly
BROWN BEAUTY COFFEE* per Ib.
23c
building transformed into a model
5c per cwt.
and rice, would have to pay the tariff higher prices.
CITY
CLUB
COFFEE,
per
Ib
..,
27c
edifice.'
No bother. You lose no time.
charge on the various items. In the
But in 1931 and 1932 the price deLet Us Do It
case of hogs this would mean that all bacle again brought on extensive liFRESH! We grind it when you buy it!
packers would have to pay 2 cents quidation by means of forced sales 4 4 4 4 4 + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - 4 4
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
per pound. This 2 cents Is then re- and assignment of land to the mort- 4
MARRIED HIS OPPONENT.
4444444444444444
HEINZ BAKED BEANS, new 15c cans
Ifc
turned to the producer as a separate gage holder.
"Sacrament" will be the subject of
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE, 9 oz. cans, 2 for
15c
Insurance companies are the largSpeaker Garner, now vice-president- payment. Each farmer 1receives his
elect, is quite modest, and his biog- pro rata share, according to the al- est holders of mortgages on farm land •the Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
BROWN OR POWDERED SUGAR, 3 Ibs. . . 21c
in the state of Iowa with* private Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, January
raphies in the Congressional Direc- lotments he has been given.
MONARCH TOMATO SOUP, 3 cans,
I9e
The control board set up under this investors ranking next, deposit banks 8tory and in Who's Who are very meaThe
Golden
Text
is
from
Hebrews
ger. Neither mentions the fact, re- plan would make yearly estimates third and land banks fourth. A knowcently related by the Pathfinder, tha of the total quantities of the com- ledge of the relative proportions of 13:16, "To do good and to communihis first public office was a mino modities that would be required for mortgages held by these different j f t e l°rfe* not,' f°r wi*h, such sacriGenuine
judgeship for which place he wa domestic use. Each producer who kinds of creditors is necessary in deal- fices God is well pleased."
uine O'Cedar Mop, . ;. . • ....... ;78Pi«
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quoopposed by Miss Ettie Rheiner, whorr voluntarily entered the plan would ing with the situation, the bulletin
4
oz.
Bottle O'Cedar Polish, ....... SOc
he later married. During his 30 year then be allotted a proportion of this i says. it ;s important to know, for tations from the Bible and from the
$1.05 Value while they last
in Congress Mrs. Garner has been hi total, according to the average pro- instance, that 40 per cent of the Christian Science textbook, "Science!
and
Health
with
Key
to
the
Scripduction
of
his
farm
for
the
past
five
secretary.
mortgages (almost as much as that
years.
MONARCH BAKING POWDER, 16 oz. can . . .Ifc
held by the insurance companies) are tures," by Mary Baker Eddy.
"The domestic allotment plan will held by private investors and deposit
One of the Bible citations reads:
Edgar D. Vernon, formerly an em
FOOD OF WHEAT, (like cream of wheat) . . . .15c
"Then came the day of unleavened
ployee of the Casey Vindicator, ha not result in the charge of 'dumping' banks.
CRANBERRIES, very fancy, per pound.
Ife
secured a job with the Monticello Ex by foreign nations and a consequent
Private investors furnished the ma- bread, when the passover must be
PRUNES,
fancy
40
to
50
size,
2
pounds....
.
press at Monticello, Iowa. His fam retaliation with trade restrictions," jor portion of the huge increase that killed. And he sent Peter and John,
ily will remain in Casey for awhile. Professor Schultz said. "It is super- took place in the years 1915 to 1920, saying, Go and prepare us the passior to plans that attempt to raise do- the bulletin points out. When these over, that we may eat. And when the
mestic prices above the world prices land purchase loans came due from hour was come, he sat down and the training school for Christian living, from a former pastor wishes for MI)
in this respect," he said.
3 to 10 years later, the insurance twelve apostles with him. And he with classes for all ages. Mrs. Lydia emulation of the spirit manif
The plan provides that if farm companies and the land banks were said unto them, With desire I have Brown, Superintendent.
when the church was remodeled,
prices reach a parity with other com- on hand to make the renewal loans. desired to eat this passover with you
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. trustees voted unanimously to it
modity prices (the 1910-1914 aver- This bulletin may be obtained by before I suffer: For I say unto you, I Special appropriate music. Sermon
build and are already busy with*
Voss Manufacturing Co. age), it will be discontinued. This writing to the Bulletin Office, Iowa will not any more eat thereof, until subject, "Can Christianity Save Us in preliminary
Work.
"IF IT'S M'ADE OP WOOD,
provision is to protect the consumer. State College, Ames, Iowa.
it be fulfilled in the kingdom of God" 1933?"
WE CAN MAKE IT."
(Luke 22:7, 8, 14-16).
Beginning with a basket dinner at WHITE LEAD PROVES POOR
602-4 E. 3rd. St.
CASS COULD SAVE LOT OF
Among the selections from the 6:30 o'clock, the annual church meetFROM DR. E. E. MAJOR.
DIET FOR FATTENING
MONEY ON GOPHER CLAIMS
Christian Science textbook is the ing will be held Sunday evening, JanSwan, Martin & Martin
Robert Hansen, who lives M
Los Angeles, California, following: "Our Eucharist is spiritual uary 8th. Reports of the year's work
Attorneys-at-Law
Cass county, like a great many othcommunion with the one God. Our by organizations, societies and com- Dike, Grundy county, has filed >
December 29, 1932.
General Law Business Transacted er counties, has been paying a bjur:tj
bread, 'which cometh down from mittees will be given. Officers for the claim against the county for $41A
Mr. Walter F. Budd,
of ten cent? each for all gophers
heaven,' is Truth. Our cup is the coming year will be elected. All mem- the loss of a steer, A bridge on i
Anita, Iowa.
Ask For
caught by people who took the front
cross. Our wine tne inspiration of bers and friends having financial obli- county road skirting the Hansen p»
My
Dear
Mr.
Budd:—
Primrose Ice Cream
claws to the court house and made
I am enclosing my check in pay- Love, the draught our Master drank gations to the church for 1932 out- ture had Keen painted and one of ft
The Cream Supreme
affidavits that they were caught inment
of my subscription for the Tri- and commended to his followers' standing will please pay same on or painters threw a can which bad <
At Most Dealers
side the limits of the county. The
bune
from
January 1, 1933 to Jan- (p. 35).
before next Sunday, so that the church tained white lead into the pas
money paid on these claims has
uary
1,
1934.
Although I am supposZurfluh Greenhouses
may close their boks without a deficit. The steer found the can and th
mounted each year. Cass county is
Cut Flowers, Funeral Designs t
4
4
.
4
4
4
^
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
ing,
from
all
reports,
that
in
dear
A
church obligation to the Christian is the white lead was good to eat.'
no different than other counties and
Plants of AH Kinds.
we believe that the man who has a Iowa, as here and everywhere, old + CHRISTIAN CHURCH NOTES 4 as real as a grocer bill. Let us sacri- was enough of it left in the can
8th. & Pine Sts.
Phone 569
Elwyn Andrews, Pastor.
4 fice some pleasure if necessary to kill the animal. Hansen believes I
field infested by these rodents should Mr. Hard Times still is holding on +
with terrifying determination not to + + + + + + + + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 meet our obligation to our church. God county should be held responsible 1
take
enough
personal
pride
in
eradiOsborne-Tomlinson
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m, Mrs. cannot bless us if we do less. We the loss.
cating them rather than ask the tax- let go, yet I am hoping and believFuneral Home
ing that you and all our friends, and E. C. Dorsey, superintendent.
count on every member and friend to
payers
to
do
the
job
that
should
do
Sixth & Oak Streets
Phone 397
Mrs. Anna Malone of Atlantic •
Communion Service at 11:00 a. m. do their part, and do it well.
everyone, have been finding much joy
himself.
Rats
do
thousands
of
dolEst. 1866 Ambulance Service
visiting
with friends in the city r
Christian
Endeavor
at
6:80
p.
m.
and
good
fellowship
during
the
1932
The Missionary Society will meet
lars more damage than do gophers
holiday
.season,
Evening
services
at
7:30
o'clock.
day
afternoon.
Here is hoping that
with Mrs. W. H. Wagner Friday afLARSON—The Eye Man and yet the county is not a^ked to better financial conditions,
The new year has begun and time ternoon at 2:00 o'clock. Mrs. J. A.
and all
radicate them. Let's take off the
Op-tom-e-trist
The Dorcas class of the Cong
bounty on gophers and it will be the that is best, will bring hope and glad- rolls on. How much are you living? Wagner will be the leader. All ladies
For Better Results
tional church Sunday School will i
Do
you
make
Christ
first
or
last
or
ness
to
all
the
world
some
fine
day
neans of saving- a lot of money. The
of the church are cordially invited.
Established 20 Years
Apparently do you care ? A Christian is one who A good meeting is in store for you. at the home of Mrs. Ralph FOR
oard removed the bounty on ground ere too awfully Jong.
on Tuesday afternoon, January »
all most of us can do about believes with all his heart that Jesus Plan to attend.
Roland, PeacocF^Baxter ogs and we believe they will be able about
it
is
to
hope
and
work
and
keep
our
is
the
Christ,
the
son
of
the
Living
Funeral Directors
•} remove the bounty on gophers,
The senior ladies aid society will
God, and will do what Jesus wants hold their regular meeting Thursday,
;? All calls answered promptly day or hey do hundreds of times the dam- faith in the God of the universe.
With every kindest regards and him to do, as Jesus wants him to do with a 12:00 o'clock pot luck dinner «•
C. D. MILLARD
night, regardless of distance.
ge the gophers do in a year's time
good wishes for all, I am
it, because Jesus wants him to do it. for the public, at the home of Mrs. *•
General
nd yet they are protected.
Very sincerely yours,
This church is open to all at any time. Maggie Scholl.
BULLOCK'S
+
Blackamithing.
Southwest Iowa's Foremost
You are always welcome.
E. E. Major.
The members of the Dinner Bridge
44 4-44-4V+ + + + + +
Department Store.
Ladies aid meets at the home of + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
ub held a New Year's party SatNOTICE.
Mrs. Roy Baker on Thursday.
44- +
rday evening at the home of Mr. and
+
M. E. CHURCH NOTES
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Atlantic Sheet Metal Works Irs.
H.
S.
CAMPBELL
('has.
E.
Faulkner.
A
covered
Monroe J. Rarick, Pastor
4
Guy Fulks, Prop.
The Anita Volunteer Fire Depart- + + + + + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 +
PhyaklaB
and Surgeon
h dinner was enjoyed at 6:30
+
+
+
+
+
+
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4
4
4
4
4
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Heating and Ventilating
LINCOLN CENTER
-f
'•lock, and the evening was spent in ment wishes to advise the people of +
Office to Campbell block <*«"
Sunday
School
at
10:00
a.
m.
Dr.
Expert Radio Repairing.
this community why, upon the occur- +
COMMUNITY CHURCH
4 C. H. Johnson, General Supt.
laying contract bridg
Cindy'* Hardware. Ron*"
ance of a fire, their phone calls are +
Elwyn Andrews, Pastor.
-f
8
block, north of M. K J;;
Morning
worship
a
11:00
o'clock
in
nut answered at once. Through the V + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 +
Calta promptly attended «
the Masonic Temple.
fine cooperation of the West Iowa
Church services at 10:00 a. m.
Our
services
moved
along
nicely
or
night
Telephone Co., the bell is rung by Sunday School at 11:00 a. m./with
last
Sunday
morning
with
everyone
electricity from their office, and im- Mrs. Everett Luman as Superintendcooperating in making the adjustment
mediately upon receiving an alarm, ent.
with the least possible confusion.
each and every member of the fire
A Christian is one who believes with
ANITA TRANSFER
The young people will meet in the
department is called before the bell all his heart that Jesus is the Christ,
*•
B.
B. Wltoon, Pr°P'
parsonage
for
their
evening
service.
is rung. The department wishes to the son of the Living God, and will
+
Local
and
long distance tot
urge the people of Anita to refrain do what Jesus wants him to do as Leader, Harold Barber.
But Needed Repairs Added to Your Property
+
Any
tin*,
anywhere
The choir will meet at the parsonfrom culling central while the bell is Jesus want3 him to do it, because
Now, Will Make the Job Easier For You.
age
for
practice
on
Wednesday
evenPhone*—Office
ringing, us it gives her time in which Jesus wants him to do it. Are you
RaTra Feed of all
to notify all members of the depart- a Christian according to this defini- ing at 7:30 o'clock.
1
COME IN AND LET US PLAN
The
W.
F
,
M.
S.
will
meet
Thursday
ment and thus "get at the fire" in
and help us make
th fastest possible time.
Amer- afternoon with Mrs. C. W. Crandall.
—*
j.«fM
TOGETHER.
ica Christian,
are always welWe are most grateful to the firemen *«••*•«•«• + •* + •»••* + + *
Robert Scott, Chief.
come.
ANITA PUMP CO.
who worked BO faithfully to keep the f
01
The losers of the Double Eight f 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 4 + * * «. + + parsonage from catching on fire when f Plumbing and Hot Air H" *!
the church was burning.
bridge club entertained the winners
*
Pomp*, Mito,
»• CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4
ut
a
6-.30
o'clock
dinner
last
ThursThe church burning down is a great f
ANITA LUMBER CO.
E. L. Anderson, Pastor.
day evening at the home of Mr and
loss to the congregation. To rebuild
44 +4 4 4 + + 4 +
PHONES: Office 20; Rea. 11
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS
Mrs. Robert C. Howard. Following (The Church With a Heart
will take sacrificial giving by every- v fJoyM fa} frpd
and °ne. It ia history that these folks
the dinner hour, the evening was
f
Ftnt door we«t ot
an Open Hind.)
spent in playing bridge.
have
always
responded
whole
heart¥
CafeChurch School at 10:00 a. m.
to any emergency.
A letter

Food

WANT ADS

Specials For Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Oyster Shell
89c
pound
Black Pepper Fullbox
19c
Raisins
14c
Advo Oats

Stock Salt
Cookies
Milk

25c
60c

3 for 19c

Our Reg. Price
-IA.J
Advo Large Package 'Wl

Why Use Cheap Coffee

EXTRA SPECIAL

ATLANTIC BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

We Cannot Renew
Your Loan!

ROB'T. SCOTT

pv'^fPW^

THE TRflBUKfi. ANITA. IOWA.
p'

R

-

'

/***S*\\ /?/*""« C*T*S"** • 'T/*NV T
COMIC SECTION
"Uneasy Lie» the Head-'

World's Rubber Supply
Matter of Importance

RADIOTIC

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

(Br REV. P. B. FITZWATBR, D. D., Membar of Faculty. Moody Bible
Institute of Chicago.)
0,19S3, Western Newspaper Union.

Lesson for January 8

'—AMP I ONLY AJPPtAR.
*

THURSDAY. JANUARY 5,1933.

AMD

JE8U3 BEGINS HIS WORK

OH/

NOTlOW TO QOifi! j| fco'tMAt,
pLBAStt

W

Mark 1:12-20.
GOLDEN TEXT—The time la fulfilled, and the kingdom of God IB at
hand: repent ye, and believe the go»pel. Mark 1:15.
PRIMARY TOPIC—Jesus' First Helpers.

JUNIOR TOPIC—Jesus Winning a
Victory.
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOPIC—Making a Good Beginning.
TOtJNQ PEOPLE
AND
ADULT
TOPIC—Jesus Facing His Task.
I. The Divine Servant Meeting and
Overcoming the Devil (vv. 12, 13).

_ c*«—

I*"-'

NIGHT—

BI014T

PROMPTLY—

I tlNP

WHAT Vfcy
EXPECTT

OH MV

.

HAMPS— »<bll KMOW I
CAMf
ABOUT
ALL- THIS'!

«TS

LUCKY VOU HAVE
NOTHING ELSE.
TO 1>0— SO"
CAN
OAY

The temptation In the wilderness
was Messianic. It was not a preparation of Jesus for his work but the first
conflict. Since he had come to destroy the derll (Heb. 2:14), he at
once engaged In that struggle which
was to Issue In Satan's defeat.
1. The Spirit drlveth him (v. 12).
This shows how really Christ was under the control of the Spirit. "Drlveth" Is the same Greek word which la
used In connection with Christ casting
oat devils (See Mark 1:34, 39).
2. He was In the wilderness fort;
days, tempted of Satan (v. 13). Not
that he fasted forty days and was
then tempted, but that the struggle
with the devil lasted forty days.
3. He was with the wild beasts (v.
IB). -The clear Implication Is that he
not'only overcame the devil but had
dominion over the wild beasts also.
4. The angels ministered unto him
(T. 13). These superhuman messengers doubtless ministered to him all
through the forty days.
II. The Divine Servant Preaching
(VY. 14, 15).

OF SHE FORCE

—or Try to Collect Them

HK*El HUPBll WHAT

UAUB I 'WetU/SiR, I WAS
--.- -LV.V.J I OMl-Y fRVlNG:TO .
SOT 1b SAY / HELr^'flHE PBtfPtE
i-l JU«T
To MAKB

I OH VBAH.H WHAT
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(LOST IN SECURITIES

|his money

In

CERTAINLY ODD

securities,

Wlfle—l bought and paid for a dozen handkerchiefs, but find they've
[ insecurities, I should say." given me thirteen.
J*"-—
:
Hubby—That's odd, isn't it?

PROVOKING

SUFFICIENT

Jesus does not first present himself
as a miracle worker, bnt as a preacher, a bearer of a message. Miracles
were bnt the credentials of the messenger.
L. Where he preached—In Galilee
(T. 14). Galilee was particularly his
own country. His ministry there was
some distance removed from Jerusalem, and there less opposition would
likely be manifest
2. What he preached—the gospel of
the Kingdom of God (v. 14). Since
"gospel" means "good news," the essential content of bis message was
that God had sent him to announce
the good news of the near approach
of the Kingdom of God, or the rule of
God upon the earth.
3. What he demanded—repentance
and beUef of the gospel (v. 15). He
showed that the way to get ready for
the coming of the Kingdom Is to repent and believe the gospel of Christ's
death for sin, and bis coming to administer the affairs of righteousness
upon the earth.
III. The Divine Servant Calling As•oclatea (rv. 16-20).

Knowing that his ministry would be
short, he called to definite fellowship
men to continue the work after he
was gone.
L Who they were (w. 16,19). Simon
and Andrew, James and John—two
pairs of brothers. It Is usually wise
to engage in the Lord's service In
fellowship—In pairs. This Is not only
necessary for effective testimony, but
for protection of the witnesses. These
men had become Christ's disciples, for
at the word of John the Baptist they
had beheld the "Lamb of God which
taketh away the .sin of the world"
(John 1:36-42). This Is always the
Lord's way. He calls men and women
to be his disciples and then calls them
to have fellowship with him in service,
2. From what they were called (vv.
16-20). They were called from business and family connections. In" lookNO BARRIER TO SIGHT
Ing for men worth while, we should
expect to find them busily engaged.
James and John left their father and
his servants. The call of God Involves
sacrifice and separation.
3. To what they were called (v. 17)
To become fishers of men. These men
no doubt, had been successful as fish
ers. The qualities which made them
good fishermen; namely: patience
bravery which led them to face the
storm at nlghtt and perseverance
which led him to toll all night though
no fish were caught, would make them
good fishers of men. Winning souls
for Christ requires patience, bravery
and perseverence.
4. Obedience of the disciples (vr
"The hosiery shops are offering 18-20). Obedience to Christ's call
nothing but filmy stockings this sea- meant sacrifice, painful separation. I
son."
means to give up business Interests.
"Their scheme's easily seen through, They yielded prompt obedience. They
I'd say."
put their trust In him who called them
believing that he was able to supply
all their needs.
AH, HA I
B. Their reward (T. 17). These foui
men have wielded wondrous Influence
In the world. Their names have become Immortalized. Had they remained at their business they wouli
only have been humble fishermen.
God Doe* Nothing Am!»
However bitter the cup we have to
drink, we are sure It contains nothlnj
unnecessary or unkind; and we shoul
take It from his band with as much
meekness as we accept of eternal llf<
with thankfulness.—William GoodeU,

"Your wife Is an excellent cook."
"What makes you say that, you have
never had a meal In our house In your
j»ere'a that fool rooster hoi- life?"
od morning" when its Jnst
'That's right, but the other day I
overheard her roasting you to a torn."

Dumb ChrUtian*
Hostess—Miss Itobl) has no partner
If you had a child that was dea
for this number. Would you mind and dumb, you would think It a grea
dancing with her Instead of me.
misfortune. Do yon ever think ho
The Quest—On the contrary, I shall many dumb children God hnsT—D. L.
be delightedMoody.
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Corn Bread That
Will Please All
Delicacies Sure of Warm
Welcome at Any Meal
They Are Offered.
Different kinds of hot breads made
of cornmeal are having a popular
vogue just now among those who go
In for all grades of elaborate or slm
pie food. How It Is to be made and
whether the meal shall be yellow or
white depends, In many homes, upon
traditions and which section of geography the family came from.
Since most members of the aver
age family, especially the men, like
luscious Lot bread at some stage o
a meal, the relish with which corn
bread Is received Is pretty sure to
be ample reward for the amateu
cook's bread-making bother, Sallj
MacDougall writes, In the New York
World-Telegram.
Western Corn Bread.

Melt two rounding tablespoonfuls
of Jard In a frying pan. Dissolve one
level teaspoonful of soda In two cupfuls sour milk. Make a batter by
mixing this milk and two beaten eggs
with two cupfuls of corn meal, then
stir half the melted lard Into the bat
ter. Beat well and pour the batter
Into the hot frying pan. Cover th
pan and set it over slow heat. When
the top begins to get firm turn pan
upside down on a tin plate, then pu
the corn bread back and let the oth
er side brown.

The electrical Industry, probably
more than any other, is dependent
upon rubber and without 11 the telephone company would be compelled
o go out of business or find some
adequate substitute. The rubber sup)ly comes from Brazil, East Indies
and Indo-Chlna. The rubber plantalons cover many square miles and
are divided like great cities Into
ilocks. Just as houses on city blocks
are numbered, the trees, In many
cases, are numbered. Each of the
mndreds of workers on the planta:ions cares for about 450 caoutchouc
rees daily, collecting the sap from
cups under spouts In each tree In a
real latex pail. The tapper has to
be an expert with his knife in attachng the small zinc spout through
which the white latex flows Into the
small cup. The scar in the bark
must be kept fresh with the dexterous handling of the knife, but the
:apper must be extremely cautious
not to Injure the cambium, or forma:lve tissue of the wood beneath, for
that might kill the tree. On some of
the plantations the annual yield of
rubber Is about 350 pounds to the
acre. The juice, or latex, Is transformed Into crude rubber by curdling
It with chemicals and rolling the
curds Into sheets, which are then
smoked over a fire.

Backache
bother you.
A nagging backache, with
bladder irregularities and
a tired, nervous,'depressed
feeling may warn of some disordered kidney or bladder condition. Users everywhere rely
on Doom's Pills. Praised for
more than 50 years by grateful
users the country over. Sold by
all druggists.

DDAN'S
PI

Beauty of Solitude
Solitude's great charm is that it Is
out of reach of talk.
ERE IT IS THE WORLD'S BEST
For Conght—CoUm—Bronchitis

Angele&T
•old MI inaranc** er moiwy tack—
>/4MIUION BOTTLES SOLD LAST YEAR

BRACE UP!

" Corn Meal Pudding.

Sprinkle three tablespoonfuls corn
meal Into a quart of milk that has
been heated to the boiling point, stirring constantly, then let It cook for
15 minutes in a double boiler. Add
three tablespoonfuls molasses and let
It cook five minutes longer. Take
It from the fire and stir In a piece of
butter the size of an egg, one-half
teaspoonful each of cinnamon, ginger and salt, one tablespoonful sugar
and an egg that has been well beaten. Pour into a buttered baking dish
and bake In a slow oven for an hour
and a half. Serve hot with hard
sauce.

Lazy mraclM mean that
poisonous Intestinal
wastes ar« sapping your
•nsrcy. Why continue
feeling run-down end
BluKcUhT A"nlKhtcap>> of
OarfieM Tea, for several
weeks will put you "on yo«r
feet." <A« all druggf»U).

AT THE FIRST SNEEZE
UK

Stop the Fain.

The hurt of a burn or a cut stops
when Cole's Carbollsalve Is applied. It
heals quickly without scars. 30c and
60o by all druggists, or send 30c to
J. W. Cola Co., Rockford. 111.—Adv.
Angler Reicuei Cat
When Arthur .Wallis' cat fell down
the chimney of his house at Weymouth, England, recently, and was
wedged there, Wallis, an ardent
angler, dropped a line from the roof
to the fireplace below. Next a bundle of straw was tied to the line,
which was then pulled up. With It
came pussy perched precariously on
the bundle. A crowd of spectators
cheered the rescue.—Montreal Herald.

A FAMOUS MAN

ON YOUR HANDKERCHIEF
AND PILLOW',
IT'S NEW

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

iRcnomDudroff-StopuHalrPiUIm
I
Impute Color and
I Beentr to Gray and Faded Hail
I
80omndW.o5«tDrn?gi.U.
SHAMPOO—Ideal for OBO la
connection wlthParker'aHatoBnlmim.Makeathei
hair soft and fluffy. (0 cent* by mail or at dnucglats. Hlacox Chemical Worka, Patchoarue. N.Y.

VER sixty years
O
ago Dr. Pierce,
whose picture ap-

pears here, placed in
all the drug stores
of this country his
Fayorite Prescription for women suffering from weakening cramps, monthly
sickness, headaches, backaches, hot
flashes. Women of all ages testify to
its merits. What it has done for
others, it should do for you. Try it
npwl This is one of Nature's remedies composed of roots and herbs and
contains no alcohol.
If yon wonl free medliml advice, writ* to
Dr. Pierce'. Clinic In Duff.lo, N. V.

BL^

TROUBLE
It your bladder is irritated, either because
your urine is too acid or because inflammation is present, just try Gold Medal
Haarlem Oil Capsules. This fine, old preparation has been used for this purpose for
237 yearn. That its popularity continues is
the best proof that it works. But be sure
you get GOLD MEDAL. Accept no substitute.
85c&75c.

GOLD MEDAL
HAARLEM OIL CAPSULES

OINTMENT

Provides quick relief and soon heals burns, scratches, pimples,
rashes, and all forma of itching, burning akin troubles.
No medicine cabinet complete without it.
Price 25c and SOc. Proprietors:
Potter Drug & Chemical Corp*
Maiden. Maaa.

Try Cuticura
Shaving Cream
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ho Am I ?

NIGHT BLINDNESS AFFECTS
SOME AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS
He could see well in daylight, but
he could not see at night. Many
thought he was "kidding" them. But
it is true. He was night blind. Lights
which glare . increased his blindness.
A few persons are afflicted this way.
t is a condition which cannot be
changed although several aids may be.
used.' Some of these are:.
i. Place a strip of blue or green
fibre or perforated metal on the windshield to eliminate the glare.
b. When meeting a car with bright
ights, go slower and look .down at
your left front wheel. This will keep
;he light from coming directly into
the eye.,
c. Squint the eyes when a bright
light shows up on the highway ahead.
In certain persons a light at night
acts upon the eyes as daylight acts
upon the eye of an owl. Vision is
greatly impaired. If you do not have
this condition, see that you safeguard
yourself by.keeping the lights oh
your car properly focused. The
"night blind" driver may become ^excited by glare and tun into any bright
light car he meets. Do not take a
risk. Adjust those headlights.

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES

THEATRE

Anita

Schools Opened Monday.
The Anita public schools reopened
YOU to the far corners of the
Monday after having been closed for
remain in the memories of man long
ne week for the Christmas vacation.
re forgotten—I can aid you in every 'enJoth pupils and teachers seemed to be '
nthusiastic about getting back to
>r I can cause the finger of doubt or sus->
chool
work again and everything is j
e turned toward you.
regressing nicely. There are very
ew absent due to sickness, in fact
he attendance this week is about normal for this time of the year. There
just two weeks remaining in the
nothing can hold you back—I will reirst
semester so examinations will be
clearly as a mirror throws back a candle
given next week, and the second semId Me Right—guard me carefully and I
ster will begin Monday, January
le strong, powerful and full of vitality,
16th.
Exira Coming Here Friday.
lect Me and I become a sight unpleasant to
The basketball squad are back to
Now they offer you
lard practicing again in preparation
Me and I will contribute to your honor
the
weirdest picture
'or the hard fast games ahead. They
itation.
ever
conceived — a
are putting forth good effort and we
mummy
come to life
M*™f£ and I become
a
millstone
about
your
lope to see them start out 1933 with,
%i
'
•
flying colors;
to *eek hit lost love.
Two games that should attract a
more than the ability to purchase merconsiderable
local interest will be
on time-—I am a cdmposit part of your
jlayed on the local floor this Friday
evening. Exira will be here with both !
first and second, teams which from!
last experience assures two very hot-1
iy contested games. These are also]
TRAP FOR CHICKEN THIEF
conference
games which should add
SHOOTS:WRPNG
PERSON
me wefl and keep me spotless for the
much zest to the battles, and will
3ST HANDICAP, the BIGGEST LIABILSomewhere in classic literature make them well worth seeing. The j
wWi
i roughest UPHELL route is ^St DUE inthere is.a story about a marvelous first game will begin at 7:30 o'clock. 1
robot or mechanical man which finally
Band Recital.
j
ss. Don't let DEBT drag YOU down—even
turned on its inventor and killed him
There will be a concert recital by j
Is remaining unpaid, makes a person feel
That is something like what happened the two younger bands of the Anita
near Forest City, Winnebago county schools. The Tyro band is composed
DAVID MANNERS
recently. Glenn Hanna devised a trap of pupils who began the study of
YOUR VERY BEST EFFORT TO
which would shoot chicken thieves th their instrument last September or
Edward Van Sloan,
ALL YOUR BILLS PROMPTLY
moment they set foot inside his chick October. The Novice band is comArthur Byron. Story by Nina
en house. Hanna found out too late posed mostly of pupils who began
Witcox Putnam and Richard
that the scheme was a complete sue their study last July or August. The
Schaycr. Produced by Carl
Lacmmle, Jr. Directed by
cess. He forgot to .disconnect th program will contain twelve selecKarl Frcund. Presented by
device before going into the building tions played by one or both bands, and
Carl Lacmmle.
himself, and received the charge o quite a number of solos. Several seshot in his legs. Reports state tha lections are included which illustrate
his condition is critical and little hop the progressive nature of the .course
is held for his recovery.
which has been followed. The public
Mrs. Frank Linn and daughter, Mis:
NOTICE.
is invited to attend this program.
Mrs. Floyd Spry, who has been verj Admission is free. Come to the high
Martha, of Menlo spent New Year'i
|;ajl.parties knowing them- day in the city with their daughte sick the past six weeks, has recovem school room Thursday evening at 8:00
" >d to us, would call and and sister,
John Osen and hus and is able to mingle with her friend o'clock.
THE UNCANNY
ory settlement.
once more.
band.
The piano accompaniments will be
Barnhdldt & Black.
by 'Frances Way, 'Mrs. KenRex Weber and wife of Counci played
Miss Jane Gotch returned to he:
field and Mrs. Blue. The following
et Listoxt, home eco- home in Iowa City Saturday evening Bluffs came to Anita Saturday even students will play solos:1 Lucille Henlier in the Missouri. State after a pleasant visit' in the city with ing to visit her parents, Cole Music! derson, saxophone; Helen Johnson,
at Columbia, has been her uncle .and aunt, Dr. G. M. Adair and wife. Mrs. Weber remained her flute; Millard Ruggles, clarinet; Merfor the week.
mid-winter vacation at and wife.
ritt Dill, trumpet; Marjorie Kenfield,
her parents, Ghas. Listen
AL PICTURE
Mrs. Albert Ehle will hold a closin; clarinet; Alline Christensen, clarinet;
| In Lincoln township.
Mrs. 0. W. Shaffer was hostess at
Joe Vetter, trombone; Ruth Koob,
out
sale
at
her
farm
southwest
o
her home on East Main Street Friday
Special Added Attractions
cornet; and a trombone duet by Marriff sales involving Anita afternoon to the members of the .Quilt the city in a few days. A complet garet Black and Joan Faulkner.
; held a few days ago at club. Late in the afternoon a lunch list of the articles to be sold will ap
pear in next week's Tribune.
"office i» Atlantic. The was served by the hostess.
Miss Mary Lodwig of Griswold visand
»nt and property inSugar, 10-lb. bag
50 ited with friends in Anita over the
i as follows: Leon G. Voor- The Cass county board of super- Oyster Shell, 100-lb. bag
week
end.
89
D. Yoong, property «n visors have .sold $28,000 worth of May Day coffee, pound
25
Ed. Thiessen and wife of St. Joseph,
POPULAR ADMISSION
lOc and 25c
Street, ?754.06; A. D. county poor bonds to the Carleton Good Luck flour, guaranteed
79 Missouri, were called to Anita MonH. E. Newton, property D. Beh company of Des Moinesi The
SCHAAKE'S STORE.
day night by the death of her father,
Main Street, $800.00; and bonds bear interest at 5 per cent.
Paulkner, executor of the
Mrs. Maggie Scholl visited Frida Harry H. Baird.
Fred Weatherby, who has been
Anderson estate, vs. Ed. L. At the annual meeting of the Cass afternoon with her husband, Cbas
working on the section in Casey,
Dr.
and
Mrs.
A.
D.
James
and
sons,
fguardian of Wm. Storey, county board of supervisors on Fri- Scholl, who is a patient at the stat
Quentin, Keith and Rodger, of. Des spent Saturday with friends in Anita.
|of land at the east edge of day afternoon, Guy Canon was re- hospital in Clarinda. Mr. Scholl
hired for the year 1933 at a salary of in very poor health,^ and is confine Moines Were over Sunday guests of
1,600.00.
Fred Herbert and wife and Henry
Rev. and Mrs. M. J. Rarick.
$2,100.00. The assistant county en- to his bed all the time.
Dacken and wife of Atlantic spent
gineer, Darrell Blake, was hired for
Rev. and Mrs. M. J. Rarick drove New Year's day in the city, guests
one year at- a salary of $100.00 per
Miss Gretchen Budd was hostes to Des Moines Tuesday to attend the of Dr. G. 'Ml. Adair and wife.
An inexpensive prescription that
last Wednesday evening to the mem funeral service of the Rev. N. A. Ormonth.
starts to drive excess uric acid
bers of the U-Trump-It bridge club cutt, pastor of Gatchel Memorial
Otto Wheatley topped the Valley
poisons from body in 24 hours.
On Wednesday evening the mem- Miss Bertha Daubendiek was a gues church.
Junction market one day last week
bers of the Pinochle club were guests At the bridge session, Miss Margare
FILMS
with 55 head of May pigs. The pigs
Allenru, the prescription so much in
of Mrs. Bessie Myers Lowell. Be- Biggs held high score and Miss Isabe
DEVELOPED
Mrs. H. R. Johnson has gone to averaged 240 pounds, and Mr. Wheat- demand by wise people, is safe, harmsides the members present, other Biggs was runner-up.
Burlington, Iowa, to assist with the ley received $2.80 a hundred for them. less and speedy—it .absolutely conHD for PRICES
/guests were Mts. Nellie Richards,
care of her daughter-in-law, Mrs.
quers the pain and agony in 48 hours.
L.
K.
Nichols
and
wife
and
W.
R
Miss Vera B. Hook, Mrs. Andy Miller,
Walter Johnson, who is suffering from
M.
L.
Noland,
superintendent
of
the
It goes further—being a scientific
Paul Bartley and Sherman Lowell. Spence and family of Atlantic an cancer.
service
department
of
the
Iowa
Elecformula,
it drives from your joints,
[Atlantic, Iowa
High score was held by Mrs. Rich- G-. A. Roe and family enjoyed an oy
tric
Co.
with
headquarters
in
the
muscles
and
blood the excess uric acid
ster supper at the Andrew Wiegan
Martin F. Eden, 73, bachelor and home office in Cedar Rapids, and deposits-—it overcomes and removea
ards.
home last Friday evening. Miss Mar resident of the Cumberland vicinity Frank Johnston, manager of the Atjorie Spence was home from the Stat for more than 50 years, committed lantic branch of the company, were from your entire body this cause of
rheumatic pain.
Teachers college at Cedar Falls.
suicide by hanging himself at the business callers in the city last
People suffering from terrible athome of his nephew, J.-R. Eden, near Thursday afternoon.
tacks of Rheumatism, Sciatica, NeuWORDS IN THE BIBLE.
Cumberland, last Thursday.
ritis or Lumbago that prevents them
John P. Hansen, manager of the from doing their daily labor can be
i In the Bible the word Lord is foun
The Main Street Dinner and Bridge
1,583 times; the _word Jehovah 6,85 club enjoyed a New Year's party Sat- Neff Clothing Co. store in Atlantic, free from agony in 48 hours.
Allenru guarantees this joyful retimes; and the Word Reverend bu urday evening at the home of Mr. and suffered scalp injuries last Tuesday
once, and that is in the ninth vers Mrs. H. C. Faulkner on West Main evening when a bandit hit him over sult so why not get one 85 cent bottle
of the lllth Psalm; the middle vers Street. High scorers at the bridge the head with a revolver. Dick Neff, from Bongers Bros. Druggists or any
of the 118th Psalm is the middle vers session were Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Hoi- his business associate, was forced to modern druggist with the distinct ungive the bandit $77 in cash, currency derstanding that it must do just as
GRAIN—COAL—FEED—FENCE
of Bible; the ninth verse of the eight ton.
and checks from the cash register this notice states or money back.
chapter of Esther is the longest
—TRUCKING
verse; the thirtyyfifth verse of the
The price of corn fed at the Nation- and safe. Hansen was taken to the
Henry Wiegand of Oakland spent
llth chapter of St. John is the short- al Stock Yards to livestock consigned Atlantic hospital where it was necesFresh Supply of Lime and Sulphur Dip.
six stitches to close the New Year's day in the city with his
est; in the 107th Psalm four verses to that market, was reduced from 95c sary to take
:
parents, Andrew Wiegand and wife.
are alike, the 8th, 15th, 21st and 31st. a bushel to 50c a bushel by the Na- wound.
Each verse of the 136th Psalm end tional Stock Yards Company, effecalike. No words or names of more tive December 30th. This was a point
than six syllables are found in the of controversy, of using the terminal
bible. The 37th chapter of Isaiah and market. It is expected to attract an
ce Phone 49
... Residence Phone 127
the 19th chapter of II Kings are alike. increased volume of livestock.
The word Girl occurs but once in the
Bible and that in the 3rd verse of the
The Lincoln Center P. T. A. met
3rd chapter of Joel. There are found at the township hell Monday evening.
in both books of the Bible 3,586,483 The meeting opened with community
letters, 773,693 words, 31,373 verses, singing. Mrs. Lester Scholl gave a
IS LABELED
1,180 chapters and 66 books. The 26th report, "Your Child's School," which
chapter of the Acts of the Apostles is was very interesting. Following Mrs.
the finest chapter to read; the most ScholPs report, the evening's enterbeautiful chapter in the Bible is the tainment was completed by everyone
23rd Psalm; vthe four most inspiring participating in a spelling match. At
Try a ton on your next order.
SIDE PORK, per pound
8c 'promises are John 14:2, John 6:37, the conclusion of the meeting, refreshMatthew 11:18, and Psalm 37:3. The
You will be convinced there is
, per pound.
6c
10 Ibs
55c first verse of the 60th chapter of ments were served.
a difference.
Eugene F. Consigny, former Des
Isaiah is one for the new converts.
ROASTS, per pound
8c
All who flatter themselves with vain Moines financier who ended his life
IF YOU BURN IOWA COAL
'boastings of their perfections should while on trial in Los Angeles for
BURN THE BEST
learn the 6th chapter of Matthew. All grand theft in the promotion of sevSATURDAY ONLY
humanity should learn the 6th chap- eral finance companies, bequeathed
ter of Luke from the 20th verse to the his entire estate to his widow, Anita
STEAK, corn fed, per pound
15c
ending, and every human being should Bruce Consigny, the petition for prov
do as is written in the second verse bate of his will disclosed when filed
of the 1st Psalm; then a great prom- for probate in Los Angeles a few
V. C. McCoy, Manager.
ise would be surely obtained. Read days ago. The estate was estimated
Quality and Service
Phone 14
Psalms 1:3, Joshua 1:8, Isaiah 48:18, at less than $10,000 and was said to
i John 5:39, and II Timothy 3:1-17.
consist of stocks of doubtful value.

Use Me Right

Am Your Credit

Sat.-Sun.-Jan. 7-8

THE P R O D U C E R S OF
FRANK
THE DIFF

ZITA
JOHANN

ass County Credit
Association, Inc.

Louise Fazenda in "Hesitating Love"

OSWALD CARTOON, "WILD AND WOOLY'

How Sensible Folks
Stop Rheumatic Pains
For 85 Cents

M. Alexander

Live Stock Market
Information

ie Partners Coop.
RID AY-SATURDAY
SPECIALS

Sunshine Coal

For Your Protection

FULLERTON LUMBER CO.

[tiler's Market

IOWA.

of Curtent
the World Over
Killed by Roosevelt's Opposition—
|of Balancing the Budget Sought-—
i Ineull Freed by Greek Court.
EDWARD W. PICKARD
ROOSEVELT '
Bales tax,
at least,
W. Collier,
f the house
Sand means cornis trying to
some other
|od of balancing
adget In this ef1s being earnRaided by Speak" 'ner and the othQocratlc leaders
They
emphasis on
in approprlgovernment
examining
pendltures, that
one. billion dolnewed .their fight
legalization and

bama, would limit the hours of labor
on goods produced for interstate shipment to 80 a week; with six hours a
day for five days. Norris, Robinson,
Borah, Walsh and Black are the subcommittee, and they will take extensive testimony as to both the desirability of the legislation and its constitutionality.
work on the major approQ UICK
priation bills went on in the house

'TpHOUGH Japan, like all otter na'* tions, is hard up, its budget is the
largest In its history, and in a statement to the diet the army office sought
to explain why the military expenditures must be Increased. The military system is to be readjusted and
Improved in four ways. The forces
in Manchuria will be augmented, while
those In Japan win be reduced as
much as possible. Supplementary military education will be extended and
improved. Army organizations are to
be bettered in various . ways. Supplies, such as munitions and uniforms,
must be replenished.
•
Probably the only important business the diet will transact is the adoption of the budget. The disgruntled
Seiyukal party hesitates to oust Premier Salto, though it could do so, and
that gentleman is careful to propose
a minimum of legislation. Koreklyo
Takahashi, finance minister, has announced his intention to ask power
to control the exchanges, but has not
Indicated the method of control he proposes to adopt The flight of capital
takes the form of export of goods,
the value of which is left abroad to
cover purchases of raw materials.
How this can be checked unless export
trade Is controlled is not clear.

of representatives. The Interior department bill carrying $48,652,904 for
the fiscal year 1904 was passed after
$460,000 had been added for a heatIng plant at Howard university, the
ORMAN H. DAVIS, chief Amerifederally supported institution for necan delegate to the disarmament
groes in Washington. In doing this 26 conference and himself a Democrat,
northern Democrats overrode the Dem- was one of Mr. Roosevelt's most Imcjratlc leadership and voted with the.
portant callers during
Republicans for the amendment The
the week. ' For two'
house then went on to consider the
days the two men disAgriculture department supply bill. .
cussed privately and
ilt was told in AlThe senate" was in recess until Friexhaustively the subon reports said he day, but attempts were, made to begin
jects of disarmament,
Sales tax he ex- formal consideration of the Collier
war debts and world
spokesman, his beer bill ~by the judiciary committee
economics, In all of
go Mr. Garner headed by Senator Norris*
which Mr. Davis is an
atlc leaders, who
expert In the course
approve such a
HILE the congressmen were
of the conversations
to balance
struggling with their problems,
Mr. Davis told the
the plan. The President Hoover and bis party were
President-Elect that he
7 indicated that sailing down the Florida coast, trying
Davl« believed disarmament
r exert pressure on to find good fishing, but with smau •
Is necessary to a
.the scheme if it success. They made various stops restoration of world confidence and
considers'sales but did not go ashore, receiving local credit and said he thought Important
to two cate- dignitaries at the docks. At St Au- steps had been taken toward reduction
mannfacturers* gustine Mayor Mlckler and a lot of of armament This, in turn, he preopposes, and* the other officials greeted the Chief Exec- dicted, would have a favorable effect
omoditles such as utive at the boat's rail and Mrs. Hoo- on efforts for a successful world ecobeing collected ver received lovely bouquets, one sent nomic conference.
I, tobacco, which he by Governor Carlton and the other preThe first step, he said, would be to
continued for the sented by Girl Scouts. Mail and tele- persuade France and Italy to Indorse
./
grams that came aboard from time to the terms of the London naval agreeand means commit-: time, some of them relating to the ment of 1930, particularly, regarding
on January 8 an war debts, gave the President occa- submarine construction. Disarmament
of federal financing sional work and took his mind off the advocates, he stated, believed they
of the treasury poor angling until the vicinity of could ban submarines In spite of the
to give'his views. \Mlami was reached, where the big fish objections of France and- Japan, or at
President Hoover were biting better.
least limit them to coastal defense.
sales tax to bal
Then, by outlawing offensive weapAMUEL INSULL, the fallen utilities ons, poison gas, mobile heavy artillery
atlc leaders, however,
magnate, was set free by the Greek and bombing airplanes and banning
oubt that such a levy Court of Appeals that considered the the manufacture of aerial bombs, the
'in that branch, and request of the American government world would be ready to work toward
to make no efforts
that he be extradited, restoration of confidence.
dal legislation to the
and he. is at liberty to
Mr. Roosevelt expressed the view
:
as a rider.
remain In Greece or that world security would return as
go to any other coun- the deadly Instruments of war were
•been frequent that
try he may prefer. reduced and mentioned that the late
ver would veto the
After deliberating two Premier Clemenceau of France had
and farm relief leghours the court in once told -him that "the one essential
.'this connection Senator
Athens held that no for France out of the World war was
bcratic leader of the
evidence had been security."
said In a statement
presented that Insull
"I asked him for his definition of
bllcan administration
was guilty of the security," Mr, Roosevelt said. "He rea policy of partisan
'offenses of grand lar- plied that for a thousand years no
:Ion to prevent the enceny and embezzle- French babies had been born and gone
atlon, apparently with
Sam Insull
ment of $172,000, for through life to three score and ten
ilng the incoming Pres'which he was indict- without knowing some kind of trouble
speclal session."
ed by the grand jury In Chicago. It with Germany. Since that was true,
of fact, observers In ruled that the'money he was alleged be said, the guaranty of no war with
re of the opinion that to have taken might be considered,a Germany would constitute security for
on cannot now be loan contracted for the benefit of the: the French. I think that belief is still
corporations Involved, and that Insull there."
obtained from it no personal profit but
? HARRISON of Mis- acted in good faith. Greek lawyers /CANADA'S sensational libel case
ing Democrat on the and officials of the American legation, ^-* came to an end^ In Montreal with
committee, announced said the decision was absolutely bind- the conviction of James J. Harpell,
i holidays he would Intro- ing, and the latter indicated that the publisher of the Journal of Commerce,
ion providing that a sen- United States government would make on charges of defamatory libel of T.
: should hold a confer- no further efforts to extradite Insull B. Macauley, the aged president of
i nation's best economists, oh the evidence at hand.
the Sun Life Assurance Company of
Statesmen, to find the
The people of Athens rejoiced in the Canada, largest organization of Its
economic order,
verdict of the Appeals court, loudly kind In the British empire. Harpell
idea would include a cheering Insull and "Greek justice." was sentenced to three months in jail
whole economic situa- They felt that the Incident was a fine and to pay the costs of the prosecu:
view primarily of obtain- example of a small nation refusing tion. Harpell filed an appeal and was
ive suggestions from lead- to knuckle down to one of the great released on ball.
financiers and states- powers.
Chief Justice Greehshlelds, who pretods and policies to resided at the trial, pointed out that
A LARMED by the flight of money four Of the five days of the trial were
ilcstability."
as currency stabilize- **• from the Union of South Africa, give to the defense to prove the
and sliver would be In- which has increased greatly of late, charges against Macauley. He also
) investigation by the Mls- the government at Pretoria tpok emer- recalled how Harpell had declared In
pho has discussed his pro- gency steps to remain on the gold opera court that Macauley was a
pally with members of the standard. The cabinet, headed by "crook."
pmlttee. He believes the Premier J. B. M. Hertzog, Issued a . "Ton," said the chief justice to the
decree forbidding all export of gold. accused, "absolutely failed In one
favor prompt action.
It also withdrew sovereigns from cir- scintilla of proof in your attempt to
prove that he was a crook, not to
(GUARDIA, the Insurgent culation to prevent hoarding.
Premier Hertzog has waged a steady say a swindler. Ton had no justifirepresentative from
ntrodnced In the 'house a fight to bold South Africa to gold for cation, not the slightest for the pubprovide for the placing more than a year, declaring that the lication of those atrocious libels
country would • resemble a ship In a against a man who has occupied an
a fivestormy sea wlthouruin anchor If It honorable position In Montreal for well
's by redeparted from the yellow metal. He nigh half a century."
pegal ln.maintains that inflation would depretheDIsciate gold to its pure commodity value,
NE of the major mining disasters
nbla and
thereby benefiting the mines, but not
i to 8
of the year occurred at Moweaqua,
the rest of the country.
I1L, when an explosion Imprisoned 04
reduce
rate on
coal miners beyond all hope of rescue.
ROMINENT among those taken by For a week their fellow workers dug
liecurldeath during the week was Brig. frantically to get to the doomed men.
cent,?
Gen. John J. Carty. retired, vice pres- nut all they found were lifeless bodies.
the dlsident and chief engineer of the Amer- At the time of writing the corpses of
ican Telephone and Telegraph com- all but seven of the men had been
to a
pany. He died in Baltimore at the age brought to the surface. The little town
2% per
Rep. P. H.
of seventy-one years. General Carty was .stricken by the tragedy, which
.
La Guardla
was credited with many Important de- left there 83 widows with a total of 76
pork repI'malntains taterest rates velopments In the fields of telephonic, children.
itenably high when com- telegraphic and radio communication.
be earning power of the During the war he was director of
AUL RBDFERN, an American avit they must conje down, telephone and telegraph communicaator who In August, 1927, left Fort
drafted his res- tions for the American army in France. Brunswick, Ga., on a nonstop flight to
Norman E. Mack, New York mem- Rio de Janeiro and disappeared. Is now
iple language -and bad
week Illustration "so ber of the Democratic national com- said to have been discovered in the
bankers could under- mittee for 82 years and former pub- upper Amazon region. Charles Haslisher of the Buffalo Times, died in ler, an American engineer who recentBuffalo, aged seventy-four. He was ly arrived from the hinterlands at a
of the senate Judlcl- one of the best loved of all Demo-' locality on the Tapajoz river near the
ilttee have been appointed cratlc leaders.
Ford concession, said Redfern Is now
CoL Richard 8. Hooker, commander in the Rio Malor zone near Bumayta
Norris to consider the
work week bill, and of the American marines stationed in village on the right shore of the MaShanghai, died suddenly at his home derla river and Is enjoying perfect
announced to begin d
•" measure, which was in that city while playing with his health among the Parantln Indians.
Senator Black of Ala- children.
,
*. HJ3. Western Ncmpaper Union.
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Pigs on Pastuie
and on Dry Lot
Results of Feeding Trials
Conducted in North

Carolina.
By EARt, H. HOSTBTLBR. Animal Husbandry Department, North Carolina
Experiment Station—WNU Service.

The "White Hou«e» of Denmark.
Prepared by National Geographic society.
Washington, D. C.—WNU Service.
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OPENHAGEN (Kobenhavn), to
Which Leon Trotsky, exiled
Russian leader, recently was
transported
almost "in bond"
to lecture1 before Copenhagen university students, Is a modern city, in
many ways ultra-modern. But it has
a long history. It was a sizable fishIng village 800 years before Columbus' transatlantic voyage.
Once it was mostly wood, and It
burned down, here and there, time and
again, and stone was utilized, until
now a train entering the city seems to
be.gliding through tunnels—tunnels of
buildings made of rock—until It
emerges in a station called "one of
the finest in Europe." Certainly it is
among the neatest
One of the city's numerous towers,
the tower which remains of St. Nicholas church, though the church is gone,
is a reminder of the days, or nights,
of frequent fires. There a king stationed a watchman, who, like our rangers, scanned the forest of timber
structures, and when he saw a blaze
he would cry, "Brand brand 1" All
over the town nocturnal windows
would go up, heads come poking out
and cries of "Where, where?" would
be answered by pedestrian Paul Reveres, who gave the fire's location.
Residents of the vicinity of the blaze
would place tubs of water before their
doors, each ready to save his own
home, while those beyond the danger
zone would go hack to bed.
The new town hall, stalwart and
Impressive, sixth In the succession of
the town's municipal buildings, typifies Copenhagen's new architecture.
It is a" conglomerate mass of rust-red
brick, granite, limestone, and terra
cotta—a strange blending of ancient
Danish and Italian touches. Its flv«
tiers of windows, for example, are
each of a different design; there are
additional casual oriels that would be
at home In Nuremberg, and battlements on the roof suggest the peak
line of a modern New Tork skyscraper.
Implanted upon Its facade Is a
bronze relief of Bishop Absalon, the
Romulus of Copenhagen. Along Its
roof are figures of the town's ancient
watchmen, flanked by polar bears. An
ornate pigeon-cote houses the birds
that flutter about its "musselshell"
mosaic pavements.
A lofty tower, 342 feet high, which
seems to have no bearing whatsoever
upon its accompanying building, is proclaimed "highest of Its kind" In northern Europe, which may well be true,
since its design approaches the unique.
To the layman's eye the strange ensemble achieves a surprising dignity
'and charm. As for an architect
"Well, It was worth doing once, but
I hope no one but a Dane tries it
again; then It would be a mess."
View From Town Hall Tower.
It Is worth while climbing the 300
steps of the town hall's tower, because from Its lofty platform, armed
with a few facts of Denmark's history
and geography, one may catch a bird'seye summary of Copenhagen's reason
for being.
Fanwlse to the northeast spread
acres of bronze and copper domes,
steeples, and towers—towers of hotels,
business buildings, even the railway
station, as well as churches—and an
expanse of "fish-tile" gabled roofs
with dormer windows that make the
city's roof surface look like a choppy
sea. To the right Is the Sound, narrowing into the channel that gives Copenhagen a "downtown" harbor central as an American union station.
Beyond the smokestacks and masts
In the harbor curves a promenade—
one of Europe's most famous and
beautiful promenades—to the Citadel,
the city's one complete survival from
the era of America's Plymouth and
Jamestown, and beyond the Citadel Is
a city within the city, the famous Free
Port, key to present-day Copenhagen's
commercial prosperity.
Some 10,000 or so years ago all the
area one's eye now scans was a submerged reef of chalf and lime. About
that time, the Glacial Period, mammoth ice sheets a mile or more thick,
like those of Denmark's Greenland today, thrust ponderously south from
Norway. They piled up their earth
and stones as they crunched and
ground upon this reef, gradually forming the Island of Zealand to the west
and Amager to the east
The channel which cuts through the
heart of Copenhagen today is merely
a fortunate furrow in the wake of
these glaciers.
This happy whim of the glaciers
carved a water passage to the great
Baltic sea—opening to world trade the
present-day Sweden, Finland, Russia,
Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania, Poland,

and even part of north Germany; also,
It cut an outlet to the south of the
Baltic, not to the north, as In our
Hudson bay, which was a mighty factor In the progress of all the Baltic
lands, and most especially of Copenhagen.
Copenhagen means "Merchants' Haven." For centuries It fattened upon
the toll of passing ships by levying a
tax known as Sound dues—a tariff so
profitable that it was called "Denmark's gold mine." Naturally, such
payment became Irksome to maritime
powers, and in 1857 the practice was
abolished. Opening the Kiel canal
brought further-loss to Copenhagen's
shipping, but the city found a way
out in Its Free Port
The Free Port.

It requires considerable explaining,
even In this least formal of all European capitals, to procure permission to
pass the sentries, who guard every entrance, even the railroad tracks, into
the Free Port
Once Inside, the visitor stands
amazed at the compact conglomeration
of docks, derricks, grain elevators,
gaunt cranes, ships, enormous warehouses, and puffing little engines scurrying about amid incredible mounds
of goods.
Here Is an array of American harvesters, piles of plows, harrows, farm
tools, odorous resin timber, mountains
of coal, wheat and corn, soybeans
from Manchuria, sunflower-seed cake
from Russia, cotton-seed meal from
our South, and heaps of nuto parts
of a familiar American make. These
are assembled within the Free Port
"Five basins here, sir; 128 acres of
land, 82 acres of water; three miles
of piers, 40 electric cranes, seven
steam cranes, seven coal elevators,'
reels off your guide, which Is the polite Free Port euphemism for the
watchman who guards against smuggling.
"Those elevators and pneumatic
tubes can unload 1,200 or 1,300 tons
in an eight-hour day, from that side,
while that ship on the other side Is
discharging a 100 tons of wheat an
hour."
There ore 40 warehouses here,
grain silo that dominates them all,
a floating crane that can toy with 5(
tons.
The Free Port is a complete com
munlty. It has Its own power plant
banking branches, police, postal, am
telegraph stations, restaurants, telephone booths, display rooms, and trad
Ing sheds. The rest rooms that look
like clubhouses are waiting rooms for
workmen awaiting jobs.
Trams and liners are disgorging
goods and grains and machinery from
England, the Americas, even from Australia, while others loading cargoes
consigned to all the great Baltic ports
Trains of laden freight cars, pygmy
size to the American eye, halt for In
spectlon at the iron gates; then steam
away on direct hauls to Central Eu
rope, Uven to Sweden, by way of ttv
short ferry crossing to Malmo. •

Four feeding trials Indicate that
when young pigs have access to' grass
nd pasture before they are put In
the feeding lot, the pasture Is not so
necessary for gains and profits thereafter.
Our tests show that a well-balanced
ration will produce Just AS satlsfacory results when pigs are fed In a
dry lot as when fed to comparable
Igs on pasture. However, we want It
kept In mind that the pigs we used in
hese trials had access to nutritious
pasture grasses from soon after birth
until they were started on the tests,
'f pasture had not been supplied durng this period. It Is likely that the
)igs in the dry lot would hardly have
lad sufficient vitamin A to carry them
:hrough the fattening period.
The pigs full-fed a balanced ration
on pasture did make slightly more
rapid gains and were ready for market
ive days earlier than those In the dry
ot. When this pasture was changed
at Its actual cost, however, the pigs
n the dry lot were more profitable.
This test was conducted to learn If
>astures are more valuable to the
>reeding herd, to young pigs or to fattening pigs; or, are they essential
:o the well being of all three groups.
The results seem to Indicate that they
are valuable to the breeding herd and
:o young pigs but not so vital to those
animals which have been selected for
finishing and market at an average
weight of about 200 pounds.

Values of Corn Silage
Depend on Conditions
The usual method of estimating the
value of corn silage, says Hoard's
Dairyman, Is to compare It with hay
on the basis that one ton of hay Is
equal In feeding value to three tons
of silage. In other words, If hay In
the mow Is worth $18 a ton, then silage
In the Bllo would be worth $6 a ton.
Another method of estimate Is to use
a comparison that a ton of corn silage
Is equal In feeding value to 3 bushels
of corn and 320 pounds of hay. With
corn at 85 cents and hay at $20 a
ton, this would Indicate a value of
$5.75 a ton for corn silage. It Is to
be remembered that this comparison
Is based upon the silage In the silo
and the hay and corn In the barn and
ready for feeding. If the silage must
be hauled away from the farm. It Is
possible that some discount should be
allowed for the cost of the hauling.
There Is no accurate method of arriving at the value of silage, because
It Is not a product that Is bought and
sold on the market. The estimates
given above are only a rough approximation and might need some amendment to meet local conditions. There
Is also the problem involved as to the
quality of the hay and the quality of
the silage that are used In the comparison. Consideration should be given to this when arriving at an agreement as to the price to be paid.

Feeding Soybean Oilmeal

That soybeans fed to market hogs
are likely to produce soft pork, which
sells at a discount of from 1 to 3 cents
per pound, was a fact brought out at
swine feeders' day at the Minnesota
University farm. The general conclusion is that it is doubtful If there are
sufficient advantages In the feeding of
soybeans to hogs to make It worth
while to use the crop for this purpose
at all. Extracting the oil from soybeans in the making of soybean oil-1
meal removes the softening fat, and ,
leaves a valuable hog protein. Therefore the most logical plan is to feed'
soybean ollmeal to market hogs, rather
than include soybeans In the ration.
Soybeans, however, are well adapted
to use for breeding stock, and may be
Citadel and Park.
this way when the price Is
Emerging from the bustling, moderi used In
Whole soybeans give better reFree Port one comes upon the state- low.
ly, mellow Citadel, remnant of the for sults than ground soybeans.
tiflcatlons King Frederick III built i
' Control of Hog Cholera
the sixties of 160ft
Around It is the mosaic of lagoon
The ultimate objective of hog choland gardens that compose Copen era control Is the suppression of hog
hagen's beautiful park, sloping towar cholera virus. This Job depends upon
the famous Langellnle (Long Line Improved sanitary measures voluntarithat bends gracefully from the Fre ly applied by every farmer raising hogs.
Port to the city's own harbor to th It Is a community effort and at no
time in the last 20 years has there
south.
Seaward lies the Sound, with ocea: been great need for co-ordination in
liners and pleasure yachts, ferries an< the suppression of hog cholera. The
freight boats, and in the distance th procedure Is simple. Initiative on the
shores of Sweden. The Dane shoul part of community leaders In the apbe cosmopolitan; he can scarcely tuk plication of simple procedures will go
a walk or scan the view from his wid a long way in checking the spread of
apartment window without seeing the hog cholera.
Obviously, much depends upon a
flags of many nations and the shores
of another land. Landwlse a long line correct diagnosis, and veterinary asof automobiles—American, French, sistance is Important In this technical
German, and an occasional Italian car service. A prompt diagnosis, plus
among them—punctuated by hordes of proper treatment, plus sanitary measbicycles, glide over the level road with ures means a potential protection
scarcely perceptible rises where It against loss in every community.—
crosses the viaducts that knit the Prairie Farmer.
patches of land.
If one stops in a downtown CopenState Lamb Contest
hagen hotel he will surely be awak- Wins
Frank
Pass!,
Pitt, Lake of Woods
ened Sundays by the outpouring of native and noisy citizens seeking the county, Is winner of first place and
outdoors and the sun. Week days the th« title of "Champion Flockiimster"
Dane goes to work quietly, sedately in the 1932 Minnesota Iamb producpedaling a bicycle, which, after all, is tion contest, which set a new record
not a boisterous vehicle; but Sundays for the number of contestants finishone will be awakened by the shouts of ing, says a bulletin Issued by the Minboys and girls cycling to the country, nesota agricultural experiment station.
hiking to picnics, or going in groups Mr. Paesl'a BO ewes produced an avto railway stations for the cheap ex- erage of 154 pounds of lamb apiece.
• curslous on that day. The city sees It was Mr. Passl also who set the preto It that even the poor children get vious record of 150.8 pounds of lamb
oer ewe when he was 1930 champion.
an outing.
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'One Way Passage" Is
Enacted on Pacific Liner

"One Way Passage," the Warner
Iroa. production which comes to the
ty Treasurer of Cass lialto Theatre for a two days' showing
aturday and -Sunday, marks the sixth
Six Years Charged
ime that ^William Powell and Kay
nent of County
rancis have been teamed, to the deFree Under Bonds.
ight of their thousands of admirers
11 over the country.
Seldom Kas the popularity of two
| V«dane, treasurer of Cass
tars grown as steadily with each sucthe past six years, is at eeding story in which they have play$10,000 bonds, after be- d together, as has been the case with
r , and charged with embez'owell and Miss Francis. "Behind
l foods from the county he Make-up" and "Street of Chance"
<;dfflee., .
marked' their first appearances, folarrested last Wednes- owed by "For the Defense" and "Ladat Marshalltown by Sheriff es' Man." For more than a year aftMarshall county on orders er that there were no Powell-Francis
• Attorney E. S. Holton of pictures.
Then, Warner Bros, decided that
I of a shortage of funds in 'Jewel Robbery," the sparkling Vien|waa revealed by Vedane to nese romance woven around a gentleling, new county treasurer man robber and a capricious baroness
under him, during his ten- would be an ideal vehicle for the comBreeling, dazed by the jined talents of these two stars. So
gave the information to decisive was their success that "One
who in turn notified the Way Passage", was immediately se|of the county board of sup- ected as another Powell-Francis prowere in session ' Wed- duction.
The unusual drama of "One Way
Bank Slip.
Passage" is enacted on a Pacific liner
. laegan an investigation enroute from the Orient to San Fran-and found alleged false cisco, with a brief land interlude at
the .books, that being on Honolulu, where the transoceanic
1933, The stub at the steamers put in for a day.
office shows a deposit of
In the supporting cast are such
on that date but the bank capable players as Aline McMahon,
p of the Atlantic Nationa Warren Hymer, Frank McHugh, Hers that only $2,316.52 was bert Mundin, Douglas Gerrard and
in the bank, making a dis Frederick Burton. Tay Garnett diof $10,600. Vedane is al rected the picture from the screen
have altered the figures on play by Robert Lord, the adaptation
; which he handed the super and dialogue being the work of Wilmorning when to son iMizner and Joseph Jackson.
the affairs < of the office
Musical Shorts.
treasurer,
Included in Saturday and Sunday's
surer Breeling and Coun program will be thirty minutes of
• Holton were checking the musical entertainment. "Contact,"
in other banks in the a Pepper Pot musical, and "Tip, Tap,
"discovered a shortage o: Toe," a two reel Broadway brevity.
f $10,500 at the Anita BanK
Ed. Wynn Coming.
books were altered
The feature attraction at the Rialto
deposits of $10,905.92 whil Theatr6 in a few days will be Ed.'
deposit is only $405.92. Th Wynn, the Texaco fire chief, who will
account is approximately appear in the leading role of "Follow
at the Whitney Loan an the .Leader."
;
in Atlantic, and approxi
Other numbers at the Rialto in the
111,600 long at the treasurer' next few weeks w411 be "Fatty" Arbuckle in "Hey Pop;" Marie Dressier
«f Oil Burner Company.
and Polly Moran in "Dangerous FeIB president of the Morto males;" Eddie Cantor in "Midnight
Co. of Marshalltown, for Frolic;" Joe E. Brown in "You Said
ated in Atlantic, and whethe a Mouthful;" and Slim Summerville
he took were used in th and Zasu Pitts in "They Just Had to
r*s business is not known a Get Married."
4

-Pure Rod-'

A. R. Kohl
Phone 43
We Deliver
Anita, Iowa

BRIARDALE SODA CRACKERS are made from
the best materials obtainable, and with the determination to make the best cracker possible regardless of price. If you want a good fr*esh cracker, that you will enjoy eating, call for BRIARDALE.

Specials For
Friday and Saturday
SOAP CHIPS, Crystal White, large 5-lb. b o x . . . .29c
Large
Package
VANILLA, 8-ounce bottle Tall Corn
24c

lOc

Post Toasties

If you like good pancakes, try our Briardale
Buckwheat compound.
CORN or GLOSS STARCH, 2 packages
PINEAPPLE, Briardale, large 25c cans

13c
19c

COCOA; GWC, quart jars
TOILET SOAP, 3 large bars Cocoa, Lemon,
Rose or Varigated

15c

Navy Beans Hancdhopidced3 Ibs. 9c

20c

Masons and Eastern Stars
Hold Joint Installation

PETIT AND GRAND
JURORS DRAWN

Newly elected and appointive officers for Obedience Lodge, No. 380,
A. F. & A. M., and 'Columbia Chap- John Daume and Carl Holland Will Be
ter, No. 127, Order of Eastern Star,
Grand Jurors For the Year. Glen
were inducted into office Tuesday
Steinmetz and Homer Bangevening at a joint installation held
ham Drawn as Petit Jurors.
at the Masonic Temple. The installation services were held following a
6:30 o'clock dinner. Officers for the
The list of petit jurors for the Jantwo lodges for the coming year apuary term of the Cass county dispear below.
trict court which convenes on JanuMasonic Lodge.
ary 24 has been drawn by Cecil SkipJames McCosh, worshipful master;
Tom Burns, senior warden; Chris ton, clerk of court. The petit jurors
are to report for duty at the AtlanHolland, junior warden; W. T. Biggs,
secretary; H. 0. Stone, treasurer; tic Legion Memorial building, where
Glenn Soper, senior deacon; Lyman the court sessions will be held at 9:00
'Wahlert, junior deacon; Chas. Liston, o'clock Monday morning, January 30.
The ,list follows: Walter Ulbrich,
senior steward; Raymond Laartz,
George
Knox, Fred C. Larson, Mary
junior steward; John Scott, tyler; and
Curry,
Mrs.
Fred Geiger, John PipRev. E. L. Anderson, chaplain.
grass,
and
Mrs.
Anna Anderson. AtEastern Star.
lantic; Mabel Buckley, C. 0. Michael
Mrs. Lydia Brown, worthy matron;
Ed. Reimers, worthy patron; Mrs. and John Brahms, Union township;
Glen Steinmetz and Homer Bangham,
Ada Fletcher, associate matron; W.
Biggs, associate patron; Mrs. Ger- Grant township; R. S. Campbell and
rude Hartley, secretary; Mrs. Fannie Chris Fuglsang, Washington township; Charles Templeman and S. L.
oung, treasurer; Mrs. Wilma JohnSmith, Pymosa township; Rube Smith,
on, conductress; Mrs. Frances Harry,
C. E. Curtis and Hildred ftosera,
ssociate conductress; Mrs. Rosetta
Anderson, chaplain; Mrs. Flora Stone, Brighton township; H. R. Pervy, Massena township; Mrs. Theresa Baker
rganist; Mrs. Madeline
Carlton,
and Mrs. Forest Warne, Bear Grove
marshal; "Mrs. Fannie Scott, Ada;
Mrs. Minnie Liston, Ruth; Mrs. Alta township.
Miss Minnie Johnson, Benton townScholl, Esther; Mrs. Inez Stone, Marship; F. P. Behrends, Harvey Morgan
,ha; IMrs. Mabel Gissibl, Electa; Mrs.
and William Euken, Franklin townMary Smith, warder; Grover C. King,
ship; Jesse J. Everhardt, A. T. Holste
sentinel.
and Arthur Krauth, Victoria town-

Morton Smoked Salt will cure your meat
exactly as you like it.
GOLDEN, Whole Wheat pancake flour, 4-lbs.1.. .23c

Officers Installed by
Local Rebekah Lodge

ship; F. L. Forsyth, Clara Nelson and
Lela Knop, Pleasant township; Mrs.
George Riedeman, Noble township;
Harold Turner and IMIrs. Herbert
Joyce, Grove township; Veryle Smiley,
Cass township; Floyd Penfold and
Edna Curry, Edna township.
Twelve grand jurors selected for
the January term are to report for
duty at 9:00 a. m. Tuesday morning,
January 24. They are John Daume
and Carl Holland, Anita; Hugh
Heer'en and William F. Sandhorst,
Wiota; John Shaw, H. K. Worthington and Ross Eppelshei.mer, Cumberland; Ernest Hosfelt, Massena; Vernon J. Hayes, Griswold; M. 0. Trailer,
Marne; and H. P. Weatherby and Arch
Prall, Atlantic.

At the regular meeting of Juanita
Rebekah lodge, No. 206, held at the
O. F. hall on Friday evening,
the newly elected and appointive ofTOMATOES, GWC, large No. 2V2 cans
lie
icers for the coming year were installed. Special Deputy President
KIDNEY BEANS, No. 2 cans, Briardale dark
Mary Lowden and Special Grand Marred, per can
9c
shal Lulu Alvord and their installing
staff had charge of the installation.
Officers installed were Helen Fay Zastrow, noble grand; Anna Davey, vice
grand; Bertha Lewis, secretary; Vera
B. Hook, treasurer; Anna Christensen,
warden; Dosha Scholl, conductor;
At the annual meeting of the Cas£ Mary Reed, right support noble grand;
To the skeptical taxpayer of Anita
who has been in doubt about his taxes county assessors one day. last week Netha Hutchinson, left support noble
being less this year than last, that the schedule for assessments on live- grand; Mary Lowden, .right support
question is removed now since it is stock was drawn up. The schedule vice grand; Adella Stuart, left suptime to pay taxes again, and a visit .vas drafted upon the same equaliza- port vice grand; Lena Schaake, inside
to the county treasurer's office will ion rate basis as suggested by the guardian; Anna Dorale, outside guarGeorge W. Slater, 79, a resident of
prove to him that his taxes are less. tate board of assessment and review. dian; Lucy Galiher, chaplain; Jean- Vnita more than thirty years ago,
Sam R. Green of Council Bluffs, nette Miller, musician; Lulu Alvord, assed away a few days ago at his
A residence property in Anita on
which the taxes last year were $148.22 leld assessor, presided at the session nstructor. Lunch was served follow- ome in Grinnell, Iowa. Mr. Slater,
ations of the irregularitie
will pay $113.39 this year. Other re- and held a course of instruction. In ng the close of lodge.
[the people of the county wit
hen a resident of Anita, wa,s enductions on local property follow: all but four items, the rates are much
(Feet of a terrific thunderbo
aged in the harness shop business,
$94.96 last .sear compared with $72.65 ower than last year.
ired upon the series of unfor
ince the death of his wife a nvmiber
A comparison of the 1932 schedule
this year; $44.88 against $34.73;
vents which have befallen th
f years ago, he and his daughter,
' of late. Mr. Vedane enjoye
Helen Steffens, et al., are named de- $53.25 against $40.74; $.71.0.Q against ,vith the 1933 figures follows:
rtiss Beulah Slater, had been making
1932
1933
endants in a foreclosure action, $54.32; $88.74 against $67.90; $33.92
:le of friends who were daze
home together. After moving20.08
16.00
nouncement.
1 jrought for the January term of the against $25.80. Another residence pro- olts, 1 year
Grinnell he was engaged in the
Two
men
held
as
auto
theft
sus30.45
26.00
|edane, as county treasurer, j&aa county district court by the Met- perty here the owner will pay $48.89 iolts, 2 years
arness shop business for a number
39.71
36.00 pects dug their way to freedom from f years, and was later employed in
for $10,000. He waived •opolitan Life Insurance Co. on prom- in taxes this year, while the tax last Horses
the
county
jail
in
Atlantic
early
Sat58.26
58.26
_• hearing and was bound ssory notes given on 160 arces of year was $63.90. These properties Stallions
glove factory in that city. He is
24.79
20.00 urday after threatening to shoot any urvived by several children. Two
Judg- were taken at random over the city, Mules, 1 year
| the grand jury. He was .'arm
re- land south of Wiota.
prisoner
who
gave
the
alarm.
32.50
28.00
. Jer a $10,000 bond which was ment «of $15,695.70 is asked on the, but will form a basis on which you can Vlules, 2 years
They were Joe White, 37, of Butte, f his children, Mrs. Chas. E. Budd
44.37
40.00
1 by relatives. Checkers from notes which were given on January figure your taxes until you are able Mules, 3 years
Mont.,
and Joe Jordan, 33, of Joliet, if Grinnell, and Rolland Slater of
40.00
40.00
•nditotjsofflee are at the 21, 1927. iCosts of the case also are to get the exact figures from the acks
111.,
whe
were arrested in Atlantic Sioux City, are well known in Anita.
battle in feeding
28.25
28.00
county treasurer's office.
jaaurer's office now making a asked.
At Harlan, Iowa, on February 29,
Christmas
night in an auto belonging
Heifers, i year
14.72
10.00
Lincoln Township Higher.
Foreclosure on 160 acres of farm
> check of the books, but it is
879, he was united in marriage to
to
E.
J.
Kuhl,
Atlantic
oil
man.
20.46
16.00
Taxes on land in Lincoln township Heifers, 2 years
It will take them from four and near Massena is asked in a suit
The pair used an iron bar, found Wary L. Burr, and to this union eight
28.52
22.00
.,__. to complete their work. iled by the same company against will be slightly higher this year com- !ows
in
the jail, to pry a steel plate from children were born, four sons and four
19.04
16.0
Bridget E. Galvin, et al., on a promis- pared with last. A 160 acre farm in Steers, 1 year
Confesses Theft.
the
wall of their cell, then dug through daughters, all of whom are living and
29.74
24.00
I being returned to Atlantic sory note for $8,260.72 which was ;hat township on which the taxes last Steers, 2 years
more
than a foot of brick to free- were in attendance at the funeral.
34.34
34.34
lltown, Sheriff
Odem given on November 13, 1926, to secure year were $191.02 has taxes against it Bulls
dom
about
4:00 a. m. The brick hac VIrs. Slater preceded him in death ten.
6.66
3.0C
at the home of County At- a mortgage on the property. Costs ;his year amounting to $193.01, an in- Swine
been
used
to seal a place where a years ago. On 'Christmas day he sut'3.07
2.0
crease of $1.99 on the quarter sec- Sheep
lotton in Anita. Mr. Vedane of the suit also are sought.
iered a severe stroke, having effected
Goats
3.93
3.9,. window had been.
tion.
.the embezzlement to the
his entire right side, after which he
As
they
dug,
the
pair
repeatedly
Kennel dogs
31.01
24.0
never recovered his speech. The other
attorney, stating that he be'orn
5
cent threatened the other five prisoners hildren, besides those mentioned
shortage was around $20,who
reported,
however,
that
White
Oats
5 cent
being questioned by the
above, are Mrs. E. G. Goff and Mrs.
Wheat
18
cent and Jordan showed no guns. None o H. L. Plum of Grinnell, Frank G. Slaorney, he did not state v-hen
the
others
made
an
effort
to
ge
The board of supervisors set th
ter of Sioux City, and Harold 1!. Slapy was taken nor for what
number
of assessment days as fol away.
Approximately
40
per
cent
of
the
ter and Eber G. Slater of Des Moincs.
J, was used. He 'told Mr. HolThe Cass County Taxpayers league
Funeral services were held at the
| had he had two weeks,farm
he lands in the United States are is contemplating requesting the board lows: Atlantic, 150; Griswold, 4C
M. E. church in Grinnell on Satunlay
ave returned the entire under mortgages. This was the es- of supervisors to reconsider its action Anita, 40; Massena, 24; Cumberland,)
24; Lewis, 24; Marne, 15; Wiota, 15;
timate of Eric Englund, assistant chief
afternoon and burial was made in the
• the county.
in rehiring Guy Canon as county en- townships, 32.
of
the
bureau
of
agricultural
econoGrinnell cemetery.
ttd for office was $10,000
gineer at a salary of $2,100 for this
The board set the tax on clogs at
fixed by the Iowa law and mics, to the house appropriations sub- year, a reduction of $400 in his salary
$1, compared with $2 for 19H2. The
Miss Gwenevier Kedburn was slight
he board of supervisors, al- committee at hearings on the annual from last year.
tax en females will be $3 compared ly injured Sunday evening when thi
agriculture
department
supply
bill.
he board sets the bonds of
At the time Mr. Cannon was rehired, with $4.50 for 1932.
About 5 per cent of these farms,
car in which sfce' was returning t<
[ other county officers. HowHoward Williams, former county enEnglund
said,
have
mortgage
debts
her home in Anita with three othe
to does not mean that Cass
gineer; C. H. Mattox, resident enginA
baby
boy,
weighing
7
pounds
and
in
excess
of
their
value;
about
10
per
young people overturned on U. S
fill lose all of the amount
eer for the state highway commission
In today's Tribune will be found a
fiOOO. The loss above $10,000 cent debts from 75 to 100 per cent of and Mr. 'Higham, graduate engineer, 5 ounces, was born January 6th. to highway No. 6 in the east edge
statement of condition of the Anita
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
G.
Clifford
of
Detheir
value
and
21
per
cent
debts
50
Atlantic.
According
to
reports
of
thi
oned among all of'the other
put in bids for the position. Mr. Wil- troit, Michigan. He has been named accident, the driver was blinded b; Bunk at the close of business on Dethe state, including Cass to 75 per cent.
The statement
Much of this indebtedness is be- liams at first put in a bid of $2,100 Leland Thomas. Mrs. Clifford, before lights of an oncoming car and los cember 31, 1932.
i county bond for Vedt»ne
and later submitted a second bid foi her marriage, was Miss Maurine AI- control of the machine when it go shows deposits of $454,963.44, with
ing
wiped
out
through
the'
drastic
American Surety Com
foreclosure method, he said. He put $1,500. Mr. Mattox offered his service lanson, and is a daughter of E. G. Al- onto the shoulder of the highway cash on hand and due from banl<*
I
for $1,800 and Mr. Higham's bid was lanson, well known Lincoln township plunging into the south ditch afte amounting to $102,620.70. Loans ami
I will be represented by the into the record figures on the loss of for $2,100.
farmer.
farms
through
indebtedness
in
15
rolling over twice. She was uncon discounts amount to $228,34}!.10.
f of Swan, Martin & Martin
At a meeting of the tax league a
scious for a short time but was re Bonds and warrants total $183,630.00
Under the Iowa law, be states in 1931-32, which showed 2.16 resolution was adopted requesting the
Insurance on the Methodist church, vivied after being taken to the At but from this they have deducted $31,per
cent
of
Ohio
farms
changed
to a" maximum penalty o:
supervisors to reconsider their action destroyed by tire a few days ago, was
707.92 for depreciation, leaving: the
' term in- the state peniten ownership because of inability to pay; in hiring Mr. Canon at a salary oJ paid in full by the company Satur- lantic hospital. The companions, t
amount
on their books at $151,922.08.
2.83
in
Wisconsin;
4.29
in
Minnesota;
boys
and
a
girl,
escaped
with
mino
"a fine equal to the amount
$2,100. As yet, the league has not day. The cost of the building was bruises. The car, a Chevrolet coach The cash reserve is twenty-three per
5.25 in Iowa; 5.40 in North Dakota.
made a formal demand of the board to figured at $10,554.29, and after allow- was quite badly damaged.
cent of their deposits, with no boring for depreciation, left an actual
Lawrence Battey and wife of Shelby reconsider its action.
rowed money or bills payable. Theao
npaon, representative o
valuation of $6,332.57; and replaceRev. Paul Becker of Des Moines facts should be taken into considera^department of the 'Mutua visited Sunday with her parents, Jas.
The members of the Helping Ham ment on furniture and fixtures was a former Anita boy and graduate o tion by the public when selecting a
i Insurance Co. of New B. Herriman and wife."
club of Lincoln Center were guests $1,821.90 with an actual valuation of the local high school, offered the open bank in which to deposit your funds.
L in Anita the past week
Paul Henderson and wife are the last Wednesday of Mrs. August Cron $1,093.14. On these figures the net ing prayer at the convening of th
business pertaining t
happy
parents of a baby girl, who At 1:00 o'clock a covered dish dinner loss was. $7,425.71, covered by $4,000 forty-fifth general assembly in th
W. K. Carey of Atlantic was a
and leasing of farn
insurance.
was served.
was born to them on January 3rd.
itor in the city Friday.
capitol city Monday morning.
to the company.
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Anita Taxes Are Lower; County Assessors Draft
Lincoln Township Higher. Schedule For Assessments

Two Foreclosures Filed
For January Court Term

Former Anita Man Dies
at His Home in Grinnell

Auto Theft Suspects Dig
Way to Freedom From Jail

40 Per Cent of Farms in Tax League May Demand
U. S. Are Mortgaged Reconsideration of Engineer

Anita Girl Injured Sunday
in an Automobile Accident

The Anita Bank Statement
Shows $454,963 Deposits

THE TRIBUNE, ANITA. IOWA.

News Review of Current
Events the World Over
Nation Mourns Death of Former President Coolidge-—
Japan Again Attacks China—Democrats Push
Domestic Allotment Bill Through House.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
ALVIN COOLIDGE, former PresiC
dent of the United States, has
passed away, and the whole country

gun, rifles and revolvers were used
freely. Two persons were killed, one
a United miner and the other a woman. The wounded were numerous.
The superintendent of the mine Insisted that operations would not be
suspended, and the authorities were
expecting further trouble there and
at other points In the coal belt The
new union Is strong In that particular
locality, though It has not made much
headway in the southern Illinois coal
fields. The fighting broke out again
the second day, two men being wounded. The sheriff of the county ordered
picketing stopped and forbade public
meetings of the Progressive union
Five companies of state troops were
sent to the scene.

mourns his going. Thursday noon he
was found dead by
Mrs
- Coolidge at their
home In Northampton, Mass. He had
not been seriously ill,
and his demise was a
terrible shock to bis
family and friends.
Swiftly as the wires
could carry t h e m ,
messages of condolence came from President Hoover, President-Elect Roosevelt,
Calvin
countless other men
Coolidge
and women of prominence, and the governments of many
ARM relief as conceived by the
foreign nations.
Democratic majority of the house
Funeral services, simple and unos- was being hurried to a vote In the
tentatious, were held Saturday In house. It was In tee form of the doNorthampton, President Hoover and mestic allotment bill
many other dignitaries attending, and Introduced by Marvin
the body was then taken by automo- Jones of Texas, chairbile to Plymouth, Vt, and laid In the man of the committee
Coolidge plot In the old cemetery.
on agriculture, and
The grief of the nation was ex- In plain language It
pressed by the President In a proc- calls for a sales tax
lamation ordering 30 days of public on necessities for the
mourning.
benefit of the farmer
Mr. Coolidge, who was sixty years and, according to Its
old last July, had been In the public sponsors, of the naservice nearly all of hia adult life, tion at large. Its four
advancing from councilman of North- main provisions are:
ampton In 1899 to the highest position
L To levy on the Marvin Jonet
In the nation In 1023. when be suc- four basic farm comceeded to the Presidency after the modities of wheat, bogs, cotton, and
death of President Harding. He was tobacco, and on silk and rayon a manelected President the following year, ufacturers* sales tax which, In the
and declined to be a candidate for a case of wheat will amount to 200 per
second elective term. He first became cent of the present farm price and
nationally prominent while serving as which, In the case of hogs, will amount
governor of Massachusetts, which to nearly 50 per cent of the current
place he held for two terms; he was price of pork.
then chosen Vice President on the
2. To give power to the secretary
Harding ticket Though never con- of agriculture to fix the prices of the
sidered "brilliant," Mr. Coolidge was four commodities by determining their
one of the ablest and wisest of our "fair exchange value" and to deterPresidents and was unflagging in his mine the "fair exchange allowance"
devotion to his high duties. Since necessary to restore the purchasing
leaving the White House be bad en- power of the commodities to their
gaged In the Insurance business but 1909-14 level.
also had found time to act as head of
8. To bring about Inflation by handthe commission named to study the Ing to the farmer In the shape of "adproblems of transportation, especially justment certificates" a negotiable certhe railroads.
tificate of government Indebtedness
secured by the tax revenues and reAPAN has resumed Its ruthless deemable by the government
course against China, and the rest
4. To give to the secretary of agriof the world thinks It can do nothing culture power to control the producabout It except to express regrets. As tion of wheat hogs, cotton, and tobaca matter of fact there
cu by granting him authority to deIB little or nothing
termine the percentage of production
that can be dona Milirequired for domestic consumption; to
tary Intervention la
disburse adjustment certificates only
cut of the question,
to those farmers who cut production
and financiers, mer20 per cent; to decide how this curchants and munition
tailment of production shall be demakers would make
termined, and to decide what use the
loud and probably effarmer shall make of lands so taken
fective walls If an
out of production.
economic boycott of
Dairy products were not included ID
Japan were proposed.
the measure, though a hard fight for
The League of Nations has already dem- Chang Hsueh- this was made In committee. It is
provided that the measure be In effect
onstrated Its comparHang
for one year, with the President given
atlve helplessness In
authority to continue it for an addi*ueh International emergencies.
Resumption of hostilities between tional year.
President Elect-Roosevelt, as Is well
the two Oriental nations began at
Shanhalkwan, the gateway city be- known now, is opposed to a general
tween China and Manchuria at the sales tax, but the domestic allotment
end of the Great Wall Marshal Chang bill suits him. The manufacturers afHsneh-llang, former war lord of Man- fected have Insisted that their Induschuria, according to the Japanese, was tries cannot absorb the tax called for
gathering there troops, arms and and that It must be passed on to the
munitions and transporting them consumer and the farmer.
thence Into Jehol province, which Japan Intends to add to Manchukuo. JV/JR. ROOSEVELT, having turned
Furthermore the Japanese conveni- i¥J the state of New York over to
ently found two bombs In their gen- Governor Lehman, is devoting most
darmerie station In Shanhalkwan. of his time to preparations for asThis was enough escnse for them, so suming the office of President. Thursthey first bombed the city from air- day evening he conferred in New York
planes and then occupied It after with the Democratic leaders In conmaking three assaults by sea and gress and a program for balancing the
land. Qhang's troops resisted brave- budget was decided upon. The Treasly but were forced to retreat after ury department figures fixing the 1933
losing from 500 to 1,000 men. Large deficit at 492 millions were accepted
numbers of civilians also were killed and It was agreed to effect an addior wounded and the city was badly tional saving In the budget estimate
battered. The Japanese losses were of 100 millions, to enact a beer bill
officially reported as eight dead and estimated to produce 125 millions, to
18 seriously wounded.
continue the gasoline tax t cent per
Marshal Chang reformed his soldiers gallon to produce 137 millions, and
at Changll under protection of three to Increase the Income tax rates to
armored trains and defied the Jap- produce 150 millions.
aneee. He advised their commander
at Tientsin. General Nakamura, to ad- DRESIDENT HOOVER'S program
drew all communications to Nanking, » for reorganization of the federal
not to him, rejecting the Japanese government Is being absolutely blocked
contention that the Shankalkwan by the house Democrats, who Intend
fighting was a local Incident that could that Mr. Roosevelt shall be empowb« settled by local negotiation.
ered to make such changes as he
Quo Tal-cht, Chinese minister to thinks fit after his inauguration. This
Great Britain, announced In London development angered the President and
that the Chinese delegates to the on bis return from Florida he told the
League of Nations would deliver an correspondents that all recent reultimatum demanding a league verdict organization moves on the part of conon Japan's action. If this is Insisted gress were merely make-believe and
upon Japan may carry out Its threat the proposals of the Democratic leadto withdraw from the league.
ers a backward step. He asserted
that any real reorganization "sensibly
IN ILLINOIS, too, warfare long carried out" will sooner or later em* smoldering was resumed, this con brace the very executive orders which
fllct being between the United Mine be Issued lately and which the DemWorkers and the rebel union Uuown ocrats In the bouse planned to veto
as the Progressive Miners or America. These would regroup 58 separate agenChairman
The scene of the encounter was a coal cies into nine dlvlslona
mine at KIncatd, a small town near C.ochran of the bouse expenditures
TaylorvUle, A body of Progressive committee was unmoved by Mr Boo
miners met an equal number of United ver's protest He said it would be
Jtinc Workers coming from the shaft ' unjust and most unfair" to Mr. Roose«nd la the resulting clash a machine velt to make so many changes only
a few weeks before he takes office
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Dismal

WENTY-NINE of the distinguished
Spanish monarchists who were
T
exiled by the republican government
after the August uprising escaped
from the prison colony at Villa Clsneros, Spanish West Africa, In a
French sailing vessel Among those
who got away were Capt Alfonso de
Bourbon, a distant cousin of the exking; Capt Manuel SUvestre, Col.
RIcardo Serrador, and Jaime Arteaga,
son of Duke Infantado.
/CONGRESS was asked by President
*-* Hoover to provide another $150,000 for the American delegation at the
Geneva disarmament conference. In
this connection It Is
Interesting to read, In
the current Issue of
the Pictorial Review,
an Interview with
Prof. Albert Einstein
bad by Konrad Bercovlcl shortly after
the famous mathematician had unexpectedly appeared In Geneva. Einstein bitterly
denounced the con'ference as a farce and Prof. Einstein
as "the greatest tragedy of modern times." He said It was
"a travesty of Justice and of the will
of the peoples of the world. It Is not
only that this conference of peace Is
a failure, but that these delegates
have come here under the guise of
peace to foster war."
"If you want peace In America," he
continued, "then yon must Join us In
Europe, and together we shall ask the
workers to refuse to manufacture and
transport any military weapons, and
also to refuse to serve any military
organization. Then we will have no
more conscriptions; we will have no
more 'war I Governments could go on
talking from now to doomsday. The
militarists could lay any plans they
wish.
"I have absolute Information that if
a war should break out today anywhere In Europe so many eonscien
tlous objectors would throw away or
refuse to shoulder arms that one-half
of every army would be busy putting
down the revolt of the other half before going to fight the enemy.
Dr. Carlos Armenteros, Cuban delegate to the League of Nations, baa
reported to bis government that the
disarmament conference Is a complete
failure, for the present at least
hundred angry farmers of
S EVERAL
Plymouth county, Iowa, gathered

In Le Mars and by force prevented a
farm mortgage foreclosure sale, seizing the Judge and sheriff and threatening to bang an attorney who was
bidding In the property as representative of the New York Life Insurance
company, holder of the mortgage. Tbe
lawyer had offered only $30,000, considerably less than the total debt of
the owner of the farm, but saved bis
life by obtaining from the Insurance
company authority to increase the bid.
The Judge sent to Governor-Elect
Herring a message urging that the legislature enact laws to remove foreclosure suits from Iowa court Jurisdiction until measures for relief can
be taken.

A FTEH three years of thorough In
** veatlgation the President's research committee on social trends has
made Its report and Americans found
that Its conclusions
are not widely different from those of
t e c h n o c r a c y that
have caused such ardent debate, though
the committee does
not predict the total
collapse which the
technocrats piofess to
foresee. Instead, It
sees no Imminence of
failure of civilization,
Dr. Wesley C. but rather a gradual
Mitchell
readjustment to a
new scale of living.
Both this report and that of technocracy has advanced at such an alarmIng speed that the development of social and cultural factors has been left
far behind, and neither offers any definite remedies. Many o'f the country's
Ills are attributed .'n the report to a
"cultural lag," or the failure of
changes In economic life, education,
government religion and science to
move forward at the same rate The
great problem Is for the man to catch
up with the machine.
New inventions, the committee believes, are at hand that will be factors In creating employment; the electric eye, the electron tube, light weight
storage batteries and other devices
may duplicate the part played by the
automobile, the radio and the movies
a few years ago In making jobs for
workmen.
On the other hand, the committee
declares that there is no assurance
that "violent revolution and dark periods" can be averted "unless there
can be a more impressive Integration
of social skills and fusing of social
purposes that Is revealed by recent
social trends."
Dr. Wesley C. Mitchell, professor of
economics at Columbia university Is
chairman of the committee, and Dr
William F. Ogburn, professor of sociology at the University of Chicago, Is
Its director of research. The committee bad the aid of more than 500 Investigators.
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A Hunter of the Dismal Swamp.
frep»red by National Geographic Socletr.
Washington. D. C.—WNO Service.

W

HEN the eastern banting
season la at its height, the
usual quiet of the Dismal
Swamp, one of the famous
hunting grounds of the eastern seaboard, is broken by the crack of
sportsmen's guns.
Since it waa first explored, Dismal
Swamp has remained a mystery place.
Its last Indian disappeared around the
1790s, but in its depth it is almost as
wild today as It was then. Neither
fire nor ax has tamed it Though it
has yielded about a third of its original area to the plow, much of the remainder is an unbroken wilderness on
the Virginia-North Carolina border.
George 'Washington's name is permanently linked with Dismal Swamp
and Lake Drummond. Soon after the
French and Indian war, Washington
and others, attracted by the wealth of
"juniper" in this region, obtained a
grant of land and organized the Dismal Swamp Land company. Washington made at least six visits to the
great wilderness, to which he refers in
correspondence as a "glorious paradise."
One of the six ditches connecting
Lake Drummond with the outer world
bears his name. It extends five and a
half miles from the northwest shore
of the lake to a point on the White
Marsh road, and waa dug to get timber from the swamp to the Nansemond river, near Suffolk. Thence the
timber went by ship to Its destination. Some went to England.
A hamlet known as "Dismal Town
grew up at the White Marsh road end
of the ditch. It has disappeared completely and the rdad's course has been
slightly changed.
In his will Washington valued his
4,000 acres of Dismal Swamp holdings
at about $20,000.
Today, to all except a very few, the
swamp's interior is as much of a mystery as Yucatan. Men are born, live,
and die in towns that touch Dismal
Swamp's very edges without ever having entered It
Has a Bad Reputation.

The name given to the swamp by
CoL William Byrd In 1728; stories of
the ghosts of Lake Drummond; of
venomous serpents and poisonous
plants; of savage descendants of runaway slaves still roaming its depths;
of fugitives hiding out and. In recent
years, of moonshiners that kill on
sight; of wild beasts and "the noxious
vapors that infest the air"—all have
created a feeling of fear that has contributed to the grim atmosphere that
enshrouds Great Dismal.
There are miles of dry forest around
Lake Drummond, but here and there
along the west "shore" are holes that
would mire you to the waist. Near
the headwaters of Pasquotank river
are holes that would engulf you;
quicksands, also. AH over the peat
areas are deep fire-holes. When the
swamp Is full of water and covered
with vines, travel Is difficult and dangerous.
Dismal Swamp canal, connecting
Hampton roads with Pasquotank
river and Albemarle sound, begins at
the village of Deep Creek, six miles
southwest of Portsmouth. It is 60
feet wide and navigable for vessels
with a seven-foot draft.
However forbidding many people
regard Dismal Swamp's exterior few
can view the mouth of the Feeder
Ditch from the George Washington
highway without becoming enthusiastic. While It passes through the wide
reedy, treeless, and vine matted ex*
panse, the Feeder's banks are lined
with stately trees for most of its three
miles.
In springtime there are Jasmine
honeysuckle, and other fragrant flow^
era. In places it resembles a sylvan
tunnel, as, enchanting and allurlne it
runs straight as an arrow into the
mysterious and romantic depths
toward Lake Drummond. Otter slides
DISSIDENT ALBSSANDRi of Chile along the banks, and bear trails, where
1
has fulfilled expectations by order- old Bruin swims the canal in passing
Ing the liquidation of the Cosach ni- from open space to open space add
trate combine, a J375,000,000 concern zest to the Journey. In summer the
that controlled the world's largest ni- logs and roots that Jut from the banks
trate plant The principal private own- and often the overhanging limbs'
ers of Cosach are the Guggenheim in swarra with snakes, most of them
terests In the Dnlted States. It is un- harmless, however.
The Feeder is 30 feet wide. Clogged
derstood they agreed that the liquidawith debris from years of log rafttion was necessary.
O. mi. Wwtern New.papcr Uoloii.
Injf, the former seven-foot normal stage

has dwindled to three, and with low
water the ditch is almost Impassable.
The so-called "juniper water" of the
Feeder and Lake Drummond Is to
reality a blend of the teachings of
water from gum, cypress, maple, and
"juniper" (southern white cedar)
peatland, which covered several hundred square miles.
The occasional visitor to Dismal
Swamp cannot distinguish between the
various waters or the blends; but a
small amount of juniper teachings Is
required to make other swamp waters
palatable. Pure gum water Is dark
in color and causes a feeling of distress after drinking. Cypress water Is
palatable and of a lighter color and
will keep longer than gum water, which
will not remain sweet an entire summer. Pure Juniper water, however, is
smooth, healthful, and palatable. It Is
of a beautiful, sparkling color, between rich chrome yellow and orange.
Given the same kind of food, timber
workers who drink other swamp waters never look as healthy as those
who work In the cedar forests and
drink pure juniper water. Formerly
Juniper tea, made from steeped cedar
"8traw,E?was a standard beverage in
swamp lumber camps.
Journeying up the Feeder In seasons
of low water, where underlying roots
are exposed, the traveler gets an Idea
of the source of the swamp's rich
amber-colored waters. There are places
In the cedar and - cypress growths
where roots, logs, limbs, stumps, and
snags are lapped and tied and twisted
to a depth of 17 to 20 feet Such a
natural laboratory will produce juniper
or cypress water for years.
Jungle Hard to Conquer,
The ax means little to Great Dismal, It was wild before the lumberman came, and after be passes it reverts to Its former state. The Jungle,
with Its claws and thorns, returns,
and the bear, the deer, the panther,
the raccoon, again come Into their

own.

One lumber company operates more
than 30 miles of «narrow-gauge log
railroad In the section lying southeast
of Lake Drummond and extending
well into North Carolina.
There is little high-grade timber
left The greater portion lies south of
Lake Drummond. There are Immense
areas of hardwoods in which most of
the trees are worthless; still others
where the never-falling cedar will appear and the slow-growing cypress;
and miles ot scorched standing timber
of all kinds, unfit for any use except
firewood. Then there are the square
miles of scattered clearings, where, in
places, the peat has burned eight and
ten feet, down to the sand and clay.
Tbe only permanent human habitation In the Lake Drummond wilderness Is the house of the governmentemployed lock tender at the Waste
Weir clearing, two and three-quarter
miles west of Dismal Swamp canal
and a quarter of a mile from Lake
Drummond
Sir gates, or wickets, regulate the
flow from the lake. Until the government obtained possession, in 1929, the
Feeder and canal were privately operated. Now the lake and canals are
controlled by the Dnlted States army
engineers, whose orderly methods are
bringing a new day to Dismal Swamp.
Indian Relics on Band Bars.
During the abnormally low water
of the winter of 193<X3i many sand
bars were exposed along the shores of
Lake Drummond. In places the water
receded more than a thousand feet
One can find Indian arrow-heads, hammers, and other weapons and Implements along the north shore, where
the Indians had hunted and fished 'for
generations.
Few Indian relics are ever found
ashore. They were soon covered by
the decaying vegetation that forms
the peat, while acids In Rome of the
woods disintegrate the very bones of
men and animals.
Only three of the swamp's many
canals and ditches are now In nse-Dismal Swamp canal, the Feeder and
the Albemarle and Chesapeake canaL
All the rest have been abandoned.
Many of them were dug by slaves.
The Jericho canal for the most part
passes through clearlnga Near the
lake its banks are lined with stately
trees whose tops lean Inward. Bast of
the J«!rtcho ditch deer abound.

Manure saved by a 8n
ment program at the b a m , , enough more crops to P a v , '"*
stallment oft Ohio's tarn,
leave money In the bank
J. A. Sllpher, specialist' i n
the agricultural extension s,
the Ohio State university.
Ohio farmers, he says 0
terested In building the B0n
or no cost In cash outlay •,
no place or no device by W;
can do this better than byt- *
management of the farm 9
manure.
Much manure can be SUM <„
feeding by using a lot of the,,!
possible sl«e. to this way it JJ
ble to eliminate hundreds ot 1
rain water which otherwise »0ai
its .way. through the thin b^
manure'and .remove its soluble to
valuable'nutrients. Most lots™
reduced to One-half or one-fonrti J
oftentimes one-fifth, their origj
with gain for the value ot
The area, Sllpher believes
•o small that the depth of n™
cumulated tor the season wiiit«|]
8 feet. This can be done by i
Ing each head of cattle t
than 00 square feet of area.
By shifting livestock to inside J
tera It Is possible to preserve tbt|
nure through the addition «f (
superphosphate, which is till
tilhter commonly applied in tht[
for crops, It can be applied It]
stable at the rate of
pound per day, or 6 pounds pert
for each 1,000 pounds of Ik,
ofanlmaL
Manure so treated Is the '
anced fertilizer the farmer cm nil
application of six to ten loads tfq
manure per acre means the i
of about 200 pounds of s«i....
phate per acre for land going is a
which is the crop that Is
sponslble for Its use.

Soybean Seed
aluable Part oil
Brought here from the OrtaJ
soybean has proved a valuable
tlon to American crop plants.
ever, the problem of developing II
Its full possibilities is complicate
will take long and patient stud;,
The oil that Is pressed from tin
la one ot the'most valuable]
of the soybean crop and naturall/l
received part otthje. major itlttt
of lnvestIgatorsr"'*Stud(eshmtf
Ilshed that in breeding for quil
and quality of oil In the soyba
best procedure seems to be to i
adapted varieties and then IsoMi
best line from the best variety, 1
the best line has been isolated, H
selection Is Ineffective.
In on content are believed to tola
Ited, but attempts to obtain typed
Increased oil content by crossiDjI
from the same variety were a
cessfnL

Hog Ration
At the Illinois experiment
florae years ago, two lots o f '
Pigs were fed in dri tot til)
reached a weight of *t .
head. Lot 1 was fed shelled
falfa meal and tankage, ffb;
was fed corn, soybean oil DIM'. a"
meal and a mineral mixture coup
of equal quantities by weight of pi
limestone, steamed bone meal an"
These two lots both con
actly the same amound of
hundred pounds of gnln. —
880 pounds .corn, 24 pounds of"
age and 8 pounds alfalfa m<*
l
hundredweight of gain. wlllle
ate 862 pounds corn, 56 I'«unlja
bean oil meal, 13 pounds alfalfa j
and one pound of mineral.
oil meal contains about 40
of protein while tankage contt
per 'cent. Thus while tanfc
heretofore been considered sa
a protein supplement for n<
test shows soybean oil meal, cos i
aldered, more valuable when it »i
with a mineral mixture.-E«wl

Intercepting Ditchjj
Where high land discharg^f
erable flood water onto '
often possible to cut off
an open ditch at or near
the bill and carry it av«J
nearby outlet stream, thus
the flooding of the lowl""
ditches are usually made _ ,,
shallow. Tbe excavated m" .,l
thrown to the lower side." ,
creasing the capacity <> ltt>i
The bank and sides of t"e to!4
then smoothed off and Sl'"" tii|
As the capacity of such a ' <|
quired only occasionally »' ,
periods, no crops win be n' lieu
land Is wasted by the diK»

Value of Mixed Far
The treat lesson of t h e « B
utter condemnation of <"' (
tatton. If the objection i»
beasts, poultry and 4*™^
not fetching a better pH<' ^
thej do at least con
measure to balance ""-' ,(1|JI1[. |
by reducing the expense ""^p (
farming population m»k
a(u
•ett-OTfferlng. The P r( * rt ,Uai*|
ta this direction win be pr a
may avert other crises Quads.
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changed tax policy must IIP a major FROM A N I T A B1UTE CONSIGNY.
factor.
Kvt'vy i n d u s t r y feels the
Rrverly Hills, California,
Friday-Saturday
w e i g h t of excessive t a x a t i o n , every- i
SOAP
January
5, 1933.
CRACKERS
one realizes t lie need for rigid govern- '
To
the
Editor
of
the
Anita Tribune:
ment e c o n o m y — a n d the railroads nrp
Cryst. While
fresh
1
have
just
finished
a letter to the
in one of (he worst position? of all. <
editor
of
the
Avoca
Journal-Hearld
giant bars
2-Jb. hox
asking him to tell something of the
IOWA FARMERS MARKET
situation which has
PEAS.
Xo.
2
6
for
25c
1(132 truth of the
12.000,000
HOGS
IN
19c
brought such sorrow and tragedy to
lOc
tin
The postmasters and their rural us, for I feel I must say a word in
m
a
i l carriers of Iowa have just re- Gene's boyhood home, and my girlPINEAPPLE, sliced, No. 2< •> cans, 2 for
RICE FLAKES, regular size package ......... ,
cently complete the service of assem- YtooA home, which will in a measure
bling livestock reports from their bring to our old friends some underPRUNES, larpe 30 to 40 size, 2 pounds
19c
LARD, home rendered, per pound ........... .
farm patrons for the annual livestock standing of an unjust and unbearable
(Bring your own pails)
RAISINS, bulk seedless, 2 pounds
13c
survey of the United States Depart- situation which came upon us out of a
ment of Agriculture. Each rural mail c i car s ky last June, and over which
CRACKERS, fresh, 2-pound box
.............. 19c
CATSUP, 14-ounce bottle
lOc
carrier distributed inquiry blanks to a we had no control.
selected n u m b e r of patrons, a total
These are perilous times for any
SUGAR, Saturday only, cash, 10 pounds
49c
SUGAR, 10 pounds (Saturday only), cash ...... 4^
of :!.ri,000 patrons receiving blanks. business man, and as values in BevA b o u t t h i r t y p e r c e n t of these patrons erly Hills real estate were extravaBEANS, navy, hand picked, o pounds
lOc
LYE, Lewis, 2 f or . . 25c
American, 3 f or 25c
cooperated by supplying the desired gantly high, and the money of the
FLOUR, White Rose, 49-pound bag
79c
livestock information. These reports , companies 'MV. Consigny owned and
BULK.DATES, 2 pounds .
....................
16c
form the basic data from which the l was interested in was invested in
PALMOLIVE SOAP, 3 bars
19c
ECONOMY OATS, 5-pound package ........ 15cv
Department prepares estimates of reai estate loans, it was inevitable
numbers of livestock on farms.
tna t the tremendous depreciation in
POST BRAN, regular lOc package, 2 for
16c
SMOKED SALT, Morton's Sugar Cure ........ 9^
The first section of the report in- values should
cause
extravagant
cludes the estimates of the number of iosses. Added to those losses came
,1-2-3 BISCUIT FLOUR, package ....... ....... 2?c
sows on farms and which farrowed the blow of-the
failure in June of
Delivery Hours 8:30 & 10:00, A. M., 2:00 & 4:00 P M
in the six months June 1 to December It h e First National Bank of Beverly
FLOUR, guaranteed, 49-poun'd sack ........... 7g{
1, the number pigs saved in this per- Hills, the bank which handled the
PHONE FOR FOOD—IT'S THE BETTER WAY j iod,
and the expected number of sows principal business of our companies,
BROOMS, an extra good one for ..... ......... 25c
to farrow in the spring of 1933. These | am] tnis greater misfortune seemed
estimates also form the basis of fore-j to throw two stockholders of the
TOILET PAPER, 5 large rolls . . . ............. 24c
casting future hog marketings and j Beverly Bond and Mortgage Company j
pork supply and inform the producer j into a f renzy Of fear an <j copdemna- j
of expected changes in the industry j t i 0 n, which sought to place the blame |
or just at the brow of a steep hil
requiring adjustments in the produc- on the executive in charge, my splen-1 „ ., T nx
where I cannot see what is coming.
FIRE AIDS
ftion
i n n nplans.
lanc
j • i i __ i
_i
» * _ _ *~>
_•_.___»_ _i_i
D. R. Forshay, Alfred Dementi
did
husband.
Mr.
Consigny
had done_ , oAljl VJlN
Published Every Thursday hy the
1 will not forget to allow for t
IN TIME OF DANGER W. T. Biggs were business calkn
Iowa farmers marketed about 12,- everything in his power to protect the
swerve of a car on rough roads, giv- 000,000 head of hogs in 1932. Records
Des Moines last Friday.
company which had stockholders,
ing all vehicles plenty of room.
Now that many are burning green
of receipts at public markets, pack- even to
I will not forget when I drive how ing houses and buying stations give
. ..jod there is danger from burning
W. F. BUDD
Editor
Mrs, Eva AtWood baa moved]
into i t . (For this statement w e have > t chimneys< Creosote forms o n t h e produce station to the Harding |
I feel when I am walking.
a fairly complete report of the total ample proof.)
Subscription if paid in advance. .$1.50
Follow these instructions and be
inside of the flue and when an extra ing just north of the Farmers
head number of each class of livestock
It not paid in advance
$2.00 "safe walker."
The court did not reach the defense j h o t f i r e there jg dflnger rf much erative Elevator Co.
marketed from farms. These records
Entered at the post office at Anita,
, £ '„ °n Monda y- December damage when the hot sparks light on
of marketing serve as an index to the ?n
THE
RAILROAD
AND
TAXES.
19th. Mr. Consigny was asking for jthe roof> espedaU tf there is a wind
Iowa, as second (class mail matter.
There, will be a county meeting i
reliability of the livestock surveys a weeks continuance to enable his j
and the roof u of wooden M
]eg
the
American Legion and Legion An
each
year.
THURSDAY, J A N U A R Y 12, 1933
No smaller contributor to the preauditor to prepare some additional; About one of the begt thj
iliary in Cumberland on Thunfy
The December 1932 survey indicates proofs from the
sent plight of the railroads is their
the
when
.s
evening, January 19th.
NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS FOR tax bill. It has grown constantly, dur- 654,000 sows farrowing in the six Judge told him (and ,t ,s ,n the throw a ,ot of comon y
ft
THE PEDESTRIAN.
ing long years of small and declining months period June 1 to December 1, court record), that he wanted h,m to flre in the stove Qr furnace ftnd then
Nelson Hewitt Of Liveraore, Ha,
earnings, until now it is an intolerable or the same number as in the corres- know that even though he proved,
^,1
close
the
drafts
t
j
h
t
This
form
bolt
county, has been taking: a con*
While this is a good season for th burden on the lines and increases the ponding period of 1931. The number
motorist to determine that he wii price of all commodities which are of pigs per litter from these sows ^Lh?..P"t H'L°r ™T* !.nt°i» •«• that will soon deaden .the fire pondence course, in hypnotism andi
drive more carefully during 1933, i shipped by rail.
Do not put water on the proud possessor «f a diploma. Tij
is estimated at an average of six
is also proper time for the pedestrian
is danger of one get- other night he put on his first poMe
Between 1900 and . 1913 railroad pips, making- the total pig- crop for
That statement broke his courage,' t m _
to resolve that he will avoid those taxes increased 150 per cent—from Iowa this fall to be 3,937,000 pigs
burns
when steam rushes performance in the opera how it
LuVerne. He got along fairly wety
errors which in 1931 killed 14.50C $48,000,000 to $122,000,000. This was >r slightly more than one per cent for he saw the injustice planned, and \
his fine, sensitive nature could n o t '
'
but with certain notable exceptions,
walkers and injured nearly 300,000.
nore
pigs
than
the
total
pig
crop
in
largely offset by increased earnings.
Frank Miller, who lives on a farm At one point in the entertainueatfiy
Maxwell Helsey, Traffic Engineer of In 1913 taxes represented 3.8 per cent he fall of 1931. The expected num- stand the lies and the cruelty of the
the National Bureau of Casualty and of gross revenues and 15.J per cent ber of sows to farrow in the spring persecution to him and his loved girls. near Casey, was a business caller in witt cast the "evfl eye" on the robSurety Underwriters, has drawn up a of the net. Between 1913 and 1931 of 1933, as based upon reports of He made the supreme sacrifice for: the city 'Friday.
ject until he thought that theWto
set of resolutions for the man-a-foot. taxes took another 15 per cent jump, breeding plans, is placed at 1,897,000 us, and it was an heroic decision j
should be sufficiently stupefied.
which took great courage, for h e j Claude Spry, Wiota rural mail car- then laid a half dollar on the i
They are:
and in the latter year aggregated sows, the same number estimated farloved life, and could never let any- ; rier, was a business caller in the city and told the subject he could hart a
City.
$307,000,000—7.3 per"cent of the gross rowing in the spring of 1932. On the thing take him from our side.
|™--...
Friday afternoon.
1 will not cross a street when traffic and 57. 8 per cent of the net.
if he could stoop and pick it
basis of an average number of pigs
He is a soldier—fallen in battle—|
lights are against me, nor will I cross
In the first six months of the cur- farrowed per litter, and generally fa- one of God's noblemen, and there is { Th^ winners of the Original bridge Something was wrong somewb
diagonally or between intersections.
The chap- didn't do a tiling but I
rent year taxes accounted for 9 per vorable conditions for caring for sows
c ub wer
^
e entertained by the lasers over, gather the coin.-op.and put iti
I will not cross at intersections cent of the gross, and the government through the winter, it is reasonable to no blot on his escutcheon. We are jat
a 1:
00 o'clock luncheon at the his pocket. It TO* rather
where there are no signals without •eceived 32 per cent more railroad expect a total pig crop next spring utterly desolate and heartbroken, but j
we have comfort in the memory of j Candleglow Cafe Friday. Following the ing, as the door receipts were i
looking to traffic.
money than the lines had to spend for of about ten and one-half million pigs. years of happiness and devotion, and luncheon the afternoon was spent in
I will not come from behind parked meeting interest charges.
and the expenses high. "Some
the joy in his example of a radiant Play>ng bridge at the home of Mrs.. have a bigger eye for half »
cars without observing what is before
HAPPY NEW YEAR.
A
business
which
has
to
pay
sixty
arl s
me,
life. "Greater love hath no man than j ^
- Holton on Mars Avenue. Mrs. than they have fox advancing
(By Mrs. J. B. H.)
>r more per cent of its net in taxes
this—that he lay down his life for his j **. C. Faulkner won the prize for
I will not get off a street car with- 'ffers little attraction to the investor,
cause of science, anyway/' Hewitt p»|
friends."
out satisfying myself that my way t is an industry which cannot find As we enter the year of 1933,
holding high score and consolation tests. Rumor has it that
Our daughters, Jean Marie, Anita prize was awarded to Mrs. Mike Faris clear and I will not take it for he funds necessary for expansion and
And as to its prosperity we may not
the young hypnotist Trill practice rill
and Clarissa, join me in asking you rell.
all agree,
granted that all motorists always obey improvement. It is an industry which
his
smaller change first.
all rules.
to use whatever you Can of this letter,
nust cut its payroll to the bone, not But one view we can plainly see,
to have our friends and our families'
I will not take a chance any place .'illingly but because it simply hasn't
That God is true to you and me.
against a dangerous driver.
friends know the truth. With our
'ot the money. When this occurs, I'or his heart is sad for those who are
Country.
appreciation of your helpfulness, beT an industry of such great importin oppression,
lieve me.
1 will not forget to walk on the
nee as the railroads, every citizen
Caused by the world depression,
left side of road so that 1 can face L'els the unfortunate result.
Very sincerely yours,
And what we sadly need today,
on-coming cars.
Anita Bruce Consigny.
There is much talk of a new transIs to restore confidence and faith 257 So. Arden Boulevard,
1 will not cross at a .-harp curve
ortation policy nowadays in which a
we say.
Los Angeles, California.
For there are those we do admit,
On t h e i r brothers misfortune reap BLAST INJURES IOWA
FARMER NEAR GRISWOLD
benefit,
•, comHut let us stand a loyal band,
o'clock, on
Ervin Kuester, son of Mr. and Mrs.
And m a k e this a happy year in our
J. A. Kuester of near Griswold, was
land.
seriously injured Saturday while dyn9c PLUS TAX FOR QUALITY GASOLINE
Mrs. Robert Scott called at this of- amiting stumps at the farm of his
the following described property:
lhls ls not 3rd
fice
Tuesday afternoon and ordered uncle, Carl Kuester, eight miles south- P«mp Quality but a good
east
of
Griswold.
the Tribune sent to her brother, Fred
regular gasoline.
Kuester was tamping potash and
E. Stauffer, at Payosa Springs, Colosugar into a hole in a stump when
rado.
the explosive was set off premature-
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Public Sale!

GASOLINE ALLEY
Another Price Cut!

Thursday, Jan. 19
2 Head of Good Horses

lyHis eyes were seriously injured and
his face, hands and legs were cut
and burned.
In an Atlantic hospital, attempts
are being made to save his eyes.
STATEMENT OF CONDITION

THE ANITA

OF

BANK

KESOURCES
$228,343.10

Banking House, Furniture' and Fixtures
Bonds and Warrants

'—K-rve for ,>e;,;;;-;,;;;

%™,w>M

1

Cash and Due From B a n k , . . .

Il.-707.a2

N NE
°
22,077.66

151,922.08
102,020.70
$504,963.44

Capital Stock
DEPOSITS

LIABILITIES
.$ 50,000.00
..454,963.44
Total Liabilities

Insanity is very common. The Ohio '
State Medical Association reported)
figures last year showing that one!
person out of every 329 receives 1
treatment for some mental troubles
in some hospital or asylum. But insanity varies. Few persons become 1
dangerously insane. Many become'
nervously unstable and lose their
health because of their men tal condition.
One disturbing mental disease is :
called paranoia. The patient believes
everyone is trying to belittle him or
get the best of him. Such persons
are accident hazards, since they take
every move of the other driver a s a
direct personal thrust at themselves,
They speed up to keep a man from
going around, fail to s|ow u p when
another starts aroun,!, and otherwise
create unnecessary dangers in, traf-

ui.iv.il V U W S : D SIOCK POUTS' Q

lf,r

™^f&^s&*&5&

DRIVERS' ACTIONS MAY
BE DUE TO INSANITY j

ANITA, IOWA
At t h e ,•!,,..,. ,,f business December lilst., 1932.
T
,^
Loans and Discounts
Overdrafts

23 Head of Cattle
«.

Six
with 18

45 Head of Hogs
th
hogs. ° «

i

15 Ewes and 15 Bucks
2,500 BUSHELS OP CORN
85 ACR

ES OP CORN'STALKS.

Farm Machinery, Etc.

$504,<)6'3.44

The above Statement is true and correct.
HARRY C. FAULKNER, Cashier.

Whtn on the road give such persons wide berth. If you are mildly af- ,
fei;U'd yourself, use mure care. Para-'
noia is very common and is not dan- '
111 llself
- U ^uses a certain
of accidents.
,
Ward Hatrield and wife of Orient
M'l-nt Luesday in the c ) t y , fe , Uests of
Kev. and Mrs. M. J. Uurii-U

ILKMS:-CASH. All articles must be settled for before
irom the premises.
LUNCH WAGON WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS

CHAS. KOPP

Frank Uarber and Henry Baier, Auctioneers.

C. B. Parker,

A Neii/ Prei/ldeivi
• * is Elected

FOOLS FAKM HENS
INTO LAYING MORE
Egg Production Increased
by Artificial Lights.
Br R. E. Oray, Poultrr Specialist. Agrlenl
tural Extension Service, Ohio StaU
University.—WND Serrlc*.

Fooling the farm flock into work
Ing overtime by the use of nrtiflcla
lights Is a sound, profitable practice.
Experiments with the use of art
aclal lights Indicate that they do no
materially increase' the total yearly
production, but hate a tendency to pro
duce a more even production through
out the year. The winter egg prodne
tlon Is Increased at the expense o
spring production. The principal vfll
ae of this change in the distribution o
production la that It Induces an In
creased egg yield during the winter
months when eggs are high In price.
In this way the use of artificial lights
will result In a greater labor incom
for the year, even though there Is nc
rise In annual production.
Lights belp the poultry man In sev
eral ways. With early batched pullets
the use of artificial lights aid* In main
talnlng pallets In production through
out the whiter without loss of weigh
and the subsequent molt Today, It 1
not an uncommon thing to find a flocl
of January batched pullets going Int
production about July 1 and continuing
with an egg yield at about 60 per cen
or better during fall and winter.
In brief, the use of artificial lights
Increases winter egg production, boosts
the labor Income, stimulates production during periods of high prices, Is
not detrimental to the health of the
flock, and does not reduce the hatch
ability of eggs produced by the flock

A Joiivt Session, of Congress

By ELMO SCOT? WATSON
N FEBRUARY 8, 1933, a new President and Vice President of the
United States will be elected.
"What!" yon exclaim, as you
read that statement, "Why, I
thought we attended to that two
months ago—on November 8, 1932,
to be exact, when the American
- -.
people voted Franklin D. Roosevelt of New York Into office as President and
John N. Garner of Texas as Vice President."
As a matter of fact, they did nothing of the
sort They only voted for a group of men called
Presidential electors and these men presumably
have already voted for Roosevelt and Garner
for those offices. But the actual election does
not become official until the afternoon of February 8 when the two houses of congress meet
In Joint session and go through the ceremony
of counting the electoral votes and the Vice
President proclaims the fact that the Democratic candidates ID the 1932 election had the
largest number of electoral votes and therefore will be Inducted Into office on March 4.
Like so many other official ceremonies In government, the February 8 "election" Is nothing but a make-believe and, under Its 145-yearold load of tradition and custom, Vice President Charles Curtis and Speaker John N. Garner
(he's speaker one minute and the next minute
he's Vice President!) become companions In a
hollow, but official, pretense. Side by side and
In the presence of several hundred people, the
two leading candidates for Vice President will
act for 30 minutes as though the result of their
contest had not already been known for four
months and everybody else will help lend a
solemn dignity to the empty ceremony.
The only new thing about the whole business
will be two new boxes which a carpenter, an
employee of the United States senate, has begun preparing soon after the November election.
They are made of the finest mahogany and
have brass handles. As soon as they are finished they are sent to the office of Vice President Curtis, where they will rest until it Is time
to receive 48 huge envelopes which have arrived in Washington some time during January.
These envelopes contain the votes of members
of the electoral college chosen on November 8
by citizens in the states from which the envelopes came.
The only person In the United States who has
the authority to open those envelopes Is the
president of the senate (the Vice President of
the United States) and even he Is not allowed
to learn their "secret" until the second Wednesday In February and then only In the nresence
of the members of the two houses of congress.
But the legislative mill must grind out a
certain piece of legislation before even this can
be accomplished. So the first step necessary
to the election is taken when a minor senate
committee labors and brings forth a resolution
which provides for the Joint session at which
the ballots are to be counted. Then the senate
adopts the resolution.
Soon thereafter, members of the senate line
«P, two abreast and In the order of seniority.
Then, w ,th dignity setting the pace, they start
the march from their chamber to that of the
Louse of representatives, located 500 feet in
the distance.
Grim adherence to the letter of the rules
would call f o r ttie Vice President to carry the
two hanot boxes at the head of the p7rade
with t,,e secretary of the senate and the sergeant
a-arms of the senate a step or so behind IS
The theory |8 that the ballots must be in the
custody of the Vice President, as president of
the senate, and in his custody only, from th,
time t h.y arrive at the Capitol. In practice, bow
ever, the vote-laden boxes are carried bv tw
boys-chosen from among the senate pages-who
march at the head of the double line of senator?
Four years ago the procession began to move
at 54 minutes past noon, wU(l arr(val
™
house chamber by 1 o'c.oc, Imperative. Sin e
the affair has many years of guidance and ex?^'Lb<Lhlnd !<• «>• ""-""nute interval fcl
may be regarded a
The votes and their very consequential escort cause un initial stir at the entrance to tht
house c . hamber when a aoorte^/™^
to the B,>ettker that the 8enate awaits. The lei
islative equivalent of "Tell them to come In*
brings the visiting contingent to occupy of
seats wal* are assigned under preclseiyTordel
This stage of the proceedings w i u flud Mr
Curtis mounting the dals at l o'clock on *>, '
ruary 8, there to take his pWe ttt the right
Of the speaker. Thirty feet above, eyes of the
press and the gallerled public win gai" at JJ*
pair of men who went into November „ on
posing political candidates and came out of that
month as victor and vanquished.
Election of the President and Vice President
for the next term of four years should be completed within half an hour. In 1029, the Job
waa completed and the senate was back la lt»

"Pressure Necrosis" Is
Name of Chick Disease
The March, of the Elect or-s

President -Elect
Franklin D.Roosevelt
own hall 38 minutes after the Joint session
opened.
At the rate less than one minute will be devoted to consideration of the votes cast by the
electors chosen In each state. Within that minute Is to be Included the time required to move
the envelopes from the mahogany boxes and
to place them In the hands of the Vice President, as well as the seconds which will pass
while the presiding officer opens the envelopes
and while official tellers scan the contents and
tell what they see.
Under the venerable plan the tellers finally
"discover" the Identities of the men who next
are to be President and Vice President The
names of those men are then announced by the
president of the senate. Only when no candidate receives a majority of the votes cast does
this procedure go awry.
But to return to the "official pretense" of electIng a President February 8: Connected with Its
early history are two significant "Ifs." If the
roads between Georgia and Philadelphia back
In 1787 hadn't been so rough and If a certain
delegate to the constitutional convention from
Georgia named William Houston hadn't suffered
so much discomfort from the condition of the
roads, the whole system might have been different
The convention had almost decided to have
electors chosen by the people of each state Journey once every four years to the National Capital
to meet for the purpose of voting among themselves to decide who should hold the two high
positions.
But Mr. Houston rose to his feet during a
session on a hot July afternoon and, with memories of the road still fresh In his mind, told the
assembled delegates what he thought about the
Idea. He directed the convention's attention
to the "expense and extreme Inconvenience, of
drawing together, men from all states for the
single purpose of electing the chief executive."
He said also It seemed Improbable to him that
capable men would undertake the service under the penalty of having to travel far from
home, only to turn right around and go back
to the Journey's starting point
A suggestion was made that called for electors
of each state to travel only to their state capital
to cast their votes. Mr. Houston approved of
that Development of the plan then progressed
producing the proposal that each state appoint
a messenger to bring the votes of Its electors to
the sent of the national government. The delegates, worn out after many weeks of debate welcomed the compromise.
'
These periodical trips were continued for more
than 130 years. The messengers, usually relatives of the leading campaign contributors, statehouse employees, political newswrlters and such
received 25 cents a mile for their travels to
Washington.
About four years ago. It was found that this
quadrennial sending of messengers was costing
the national government more than $14,000 Econ
omy demanded a change so a law was passed
providing that the electoral votes or "certffl
cates" as they are formally called', be sent by
mall Instead of by messenger.
follows - UCt ' aPPr°Ve(1 May ™- 19-8, reads as
"The electors of President and Vice Presl
dent of each state shall meet and give their
votes on the first Wednesday i n jannar*
following their appointment at such

flcate of such ascertainment of the electors appointed, setting forth the names of such electors
and the canvass or other ascertainment under
the laws of such state of the number of votes
given or cast for each person for whose appointment any and all votes have been given
or cast; and It shall also thereupon be the duty
of the executive of each sjate to deliver to the
electors of such state, on or before the day on
which they are required' by section 1 of this
act to meet, she duplicates original of the same
certificate under the seal of the state; and If
there shall have been any final determination In
a state In the manner provided for by law of a
controversy or contest concerning the appointment of aU or any of the electors of such state,
It shall be the duty of the executive of snch
state, as soon as practicable after snch determination, to communicate under the seal of the
state to the secretary of state of the United
States a certificate of such determination In
form and manner as' the same shall have been
made; and the certificate or certificates so received by the secretary of state shall be preserved by him for one year and shall be a part
of the public records of his office and shall be
open to public Inspection; and the secretary of
state of the United States at the first meeting
of congress thereafter shall transmit to the
two houses of congress copies In full of each and
every such certificate so received at the State
department
"The electors shall make and sign six certificates of all the votes given by them, each of
which certificates shall contain two distinct lists
one of the votes for President and the other of
the votes for Vice President, and shall annex
to each of the certificates one of the lists of the
electors which shall have been furnished to them
by direction of the executive of the stata
•The electors shall dispose of the certificates
so made by them and the lists attached thereto
In the following manner:
"First They shall forthwith forward by reglsthe 8ame t0 the
StT?'
T7'
P^ldent of
the senate at
the seat of government

offlce

•**«!££

the district In which
th electors
!, .
tte
shall have assembled.
"When no certificate of vote and iut
tloned in this act from any sta?e shal h,?""
been received by the president of the
°
or by the secretary of state by the third
day in the month of Jannarj^ a ter he
of the electors shall have been held
dent of the senate or, if he be absent ro
seat of government, the secretaryTf «r!?
request, by the most expedition? m«*h J"
able the secretary of state o theSe t
«P the certificate and list lodged with hi by
K the
electors of such state; and U sh«,
upon receipt of such

secretary of state of tha United

aha,, h a v e b e e l thT X'nt'ot
ate. or. if he be a^eot f ' ,^ ' hen Of
ernment. the secretarv of It^ ^,*e&t
°f
cl.l messenger " "fte is ,
*"" 8end a
custody a ^^\
has been lodged anrl nun, ? .
transmit thaMist b, t ^ a ^ 8ha"
WCh
to tin, Beat of government "

really Were very ordinary nnrl ,-i
hired * ball and Invited Wa ^
to cm» and niton to him
polite note asking them to
anldde the next day. if tt
come he locked the doors upon tiTI
n,en be would play kJ^J
hour*, happy In the steady 8D '
and the ahouts of approval
were wrong from his listener. ^1
one ^cautfoa It la reported thst,
member of the audience was i
'
perately bored that he
through a window and
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Affects Size of Egg

One thing that affects the size of
"Third, On the day thereafter they shall for the egg laid by a pullet Is the age at
mal1 two of
which she begins to lay. In breeds
and lists to the secretary of state at the seat that have a tendency to mature at an
'
>e
early age It Is not advisable to select
the order of the president of the senate exceptionally early maturing IndividuThe other shall be preserved by the secrpte^ als as breeders since they are likely
of state for one year and shall L a parf of tnl to be undersized and the females wfl!
usually lay a small egg throughout
^

3 Vsts^th^

0of

Feed Values Compared

Four lots of cockerels with eight tn
each tot were used at the Dominion
Experimental station, at Scott, Sask.,
to compare the following mixtures and
systems of fattening: 1—Equal parts
of wheat, oats, barley and potatoes.
2—Wheat alone. 8—Wheat oats and
barley In equal part 4—Same mixture
as lot three. Lots 1. 2 and 3 were
fed in standard fattening crates but
lot 4 was fed In a pen 8 by 14 feet
The test continued for 20 days and
the total gains per lot of eight birds
were as follows: 1—Wheat oats, barley, potatoes, grain, 18.8 pounds. 2—
Wheat alone, 12.8 pounds. 8—Wheat
oats, barley (crate fed), 12.8 pounds.
4—Wheat oats, barley (pen fed), m
pounds. The total cost Of feed was
48, and 46 cents, respectively
"Second. Two of the same shall be dellv- 68, 53,
pen fed lot made slightly greater
ered to the secretary of state of the state, one The
gains than the crate fed lot getting
of which shall be held subject to the Order of the
same feed.
8enate the
year' and other
8haH to be

us the

each*
stall! T
°f "'e ^utives
of
each state,
us **
soon^
as practicable
after the
conclusion of the appointment of the electors in

Not long ago a correspondent Inquired relative to a peculiar "disease*
among four-weeks-old baby chicks.
The mouth of the chick showed accumulations In the roof and also under the tongue. Severe Inflammation
had set In and swelling of the affectei
party occurred. Apparently the trou
ble had progressed so that losses were
occurring.
This peculiar trouble Is known as
"Pressure Necrosis." It Is not a disease but follows the feeding of rations
which are too pasty and whlcti are
ground too fine. Due to the pulver
Ized condition of the feed some of I1
becomes Impacted In the roof of the
mouth. Additional feed accumulate!
and the Impactlon of food shuts ol
the circulation so that the poorl;
nourished organs degenerate.
Obviously the prevention of such
trouble Is to avoid feeding rations
which are too finely pulverized or
which contain too much pasty food
stuffs.—Missouri Farmer.

expression, «GO
apparent^ had its be
Clent Borne at the time of
cording to th, research
of ttrletaing. moving
ducera, who adored
in preparation for the
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Have to Get Up

at Night?

Poultry Notes
Sour sklmmllk or buttermilk u a
very desirable food to give turkeys.
and the feeding of dry mashes with
greens Is also desirable.
• * •
Peed, which Is approximately CO per
cent of the brooding cost, should he
bought In large quantities at cash
prices to take advantage of all savings. Store the feed carefully, away
from rats and mice. Eliminate waste
by using efficient feed hoppers.
• • *
Poultrymen producing eggs for setting purposes with the help of artlaclal lamplight should provide a ration containing green feed, cod-liver oil
»nd milk In Borne form. The green
• eed may be alfalfa-leaf meal, alfalfa
la
y. or soybeans.
• • *
Thirty-seven and one-half pounds of
i-fegs were laid by the winning pullet
« the western New York egg-taytng
contest That is equivalentVjKO
esss, welt-bin* 24 ounces to tfc
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Notice
The West Iowa Telephone Co. has decided
to make a substantial
contribution to t h e
community, realizing
that we now face a
desperate
financial
situation with the farmers and residences.
We will donate 1-2 of
the service fee for the
months of January,
February and March.
This will apply to all
resident and farm service.
West Iowa Tel. Co.
W. H. Daubendiek,
Sec.-Treas.
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TAX-FREE TOWNS
.NEW bait is now being used to sell

A

the public

on municipal

ownership.

The Public Ownership League of America
has recently
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by
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other 35
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served towns.

a town's expenses through
tric

rates is possible but the

the bill either w a y .
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to
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taxes is to reduce expenses instead of devising new methods of collection.
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E. L. Anderson, Pastor.
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(The Church With • Heart and
an Open Mind.)
Church School at 10:00 a. m. A
training school for Christian living,
with classes for all ages. Mrs. Lydia
Brown, Superintendent.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
Special appropriate music.
Sermon
subject, "Christian Life Service."
Evening service at 7:30 o'clock.
Special music. Sermon subject, "A
Religion of Love."
Youth Forum at 6:30 p. m.
A
worthwhile program for youth. All
young people not attending elsewhere
are invited.
The annual church meeting was
held Sunday evening with an attendance of more than 75. Reports for
the year were given and all showed
a very satisfactory gain in spite of
the economic condition which is facing all of us. Although retrenchments had been made all along the
line financially, the year closed with
all bills paid. The pastor reported
a net gain in membership of 22, and a
net gain for the past three years of
his pastorate of 80 new members.
The pastor was pjeasantly surprised
when B. D. Forshay, in behalf of
the church, presented him and his
wife with a substantial purse for valuable service rendered the church. Mr.
Forshay made a very complimentary
speech to which the pastor appropriately responded. This gift from
the church came wholly unexpected.
The pastor and his wife assure the
church members that it is greatly appreciated, and we will endeavor to
merit the confidence expressed for the
coming year.
The officers for the coming year
were elected as follows: trustees for
three years, Dr. C. E. Harry and W.
T. Biggs; treasurer, A. R. Robinson;
financial secretary, Dr. P. T. Williams;
deacons, H. 0. Stone and Walter Wise;
deaconesses, Mrs. W. H. Wagner and
Miss Vera B. Hook; music committee,
Mrs. H. E. Campbell and Mrs. G. C.
Noblitt; pianist, Mrs. H. O. Stone;
assistant pianist, 'Mlrs. Jeannette Miller; clerk, Miss Geraldine Cleaver.
The trustees who hold over are C. W.
Hockenberry, chairman, C. Henneberg,
Chas. Listen and J. A. Wagner. The
deacons who carry over are Val. Wie?and and Chris Bohning. Mrs. Lydia
Brown was confirmed as superintendent of the Sunday School.
And this closes the chapter of another year and we are ready to begin the new one. With loyalty and
cooperation we will move forward under the guidance of God though it
may envolve sacrifice and hard work.

Concerts Were Good.
The band concerts given by the novice and beginning bands under the
direction of Earl R. Blue last Thursday evening at the school house was
well attended and proved a delightful inovation. It was very interesting
AN IOWA COMPANY — OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWANS
to notice the progress that each pupil
had made during the few months of
j practice. Some had only been playing
rived to Townsend & Russell on Tues- for two or three months but they
day.
It went like hot cakes at a took their part in both solo and enboarding house,
semble work. Each participant showed
T. J. Woods and Gus Hunter loaded marked progress and the whole proITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
cars last week and shipped their goods ! gram consisting of solos, duets, and
to Missouri where with their families ensemble playing was enthusiastically
they will make their future home,! received by those in attendance.
Divide Games With Exira.
One of Frank Lee's boys is quite each having purchased a farm. Waiter Hunter went down with them to
The high school basketball teams
sick with pneumonia.
divided games with Exira on the loDr. H. E. Campbell reports scarlet remain for a short time
Anita is just bumping along hit- i cal court Friday evening. The Anita
fever in the homes of Nick Welter
and Wm. Brown who live up near ting the high places near "easy : second team lead Exira all the way
Adair.
street" so far as the coal famine is and won a good close game by a score
At a meeting of the township trus- concerned. Another car of the prac- of 11 to 8. This game was marked
tees last week, Lou Anderson was Sous stuff arrived in the city this by strong defense work on the part
elected road supervisor for the com- morning, consigned to John Schaake.; of each team but offensively the Anita
ing year.
More is expected on every train.
'boys 'had
~ J some advantage.
j The first team game was hotly conMr. and Mrs. Chas. E. Faulkner
Friscilla Kirkham, infant daughter tested throughout and was a very inwill entertain Mr. Faulkner's Sunday
School class at their home on East of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kirkham, is teresting game down to the close,
seriously ill with an attack of the Both teams threw in all they had at
Main Street this evening.
fll1
'
the start and there did not seem to
Mr. and Mrs. Nelse Johnson are
—
be a lull in the game but it consisted
rejoicing over the arrival of a baby
LINCOLN CENTER
Mrs. Cole Musick, who has been ! of hard, fast, playing, all the time.
girl at their home last Sunday. Of
COMMUNITY CHURCH
course Grandpa and Grandma Han- suffering with neuralgia, was taken to ; Exira led practically all the way in •f
Elwyn Andrews, Pastor.
Omaha last Thursday to consult a this game but the score several times f ' 4 4 4 - f - f - f 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - 4 4 *
sen also share in the rejoicing.
| was so close that it looked like anyS. H. McMurray sold his fine 160 specialist about her condition.
Church services at 10:00 a. m.
one's game. At the half the score
acre farm the first of the week to
Sunday School at 11:00 a. m., with
Fred Dittman of Atlantic for $75.00
was 11 to 9 in Exira's favor, then Mrs. Everett Luman as Superintend
per acre. This is one of the best
near the last of the third quarter ent.
farms in Lincoln township, and Mr.
was only one point difference which
Special music at evey service. We
Dittman certainly got it at a reasonadded zest to the contest.. Near the want you all to come and do your
able figure.
WANTED:— 187 sets of harness to; close of the fourth quarter Exira com part to advance the cause of Christ
The coal famine in Anita was re- repair and oil.
pleted two long shots which gave in this place. Help us do what Jesus
G. M. DeCamp.
lieved somewhat last Saturday by the
them sufficient lead to win by a 2i wants us all to do.
arrival of a car of coal consigned to
Tea and Coffee Route Men-Big re- ', l°n!'J "I"*™'.
J. A. Irving, and two cars which ar- liable national company needs 3 more '
' A"'ta b°ys sh°Wed marked im'
*• CHRISTIAN CHURCH NOTES +
men immediately. -Previous experience
T6m ^ th°Ugh +
bv'" a sma11
Elwyn Andrews, Pastor.
-f
*rgin they
unnecessary but must be physically
d Sh Wing and showed
+•
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
•»••»•
+
+
•»•
+
•»•«.
able and willing to service 200 steady
" °°
°
re ma
a IIng
n g progress
pro
in a11
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Mrs.
consumers on regular route and work '
f re
, m*
de artments of the
E. C. Dorsey, superintendent.
8 hours a day for about $37.50 weekly.
P
Same.
Casey Here Friday.
Communion Service at 11:00 a. m.
Write Albert Mills, Route Mgr., 2222
This Friday evening the basketball
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m.
Monmouth, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Itp
teams will play a double-header" game
Evening
services at 7:30 o'clock.
MEN wanted for Rawleigh routes with Casey. These games promise to
We have new officers for the Bible
)e one
of 800 customers in and near cities of "
°f the thrilling type. A few School. Every man, woman and child
Mrs. Mae West of St. Louis, Mo., Anita, Griswold, Greenfield and j weeks ago when we were at Casey is expected to do all they can to adwrites: "I'm only 28 yrs. old andcounty west of Guthrie. Reliable hus-' one of the games ended in a deadlock vance and grow into the nature of
weighed 170 Ibs. until taking one box tier can start earning $25 weekly and ' and an extra overtime period was Christ. Let us do what we can, in
of your Kruschen Salts just 4 weeks increase every month. Write immed- j necessary to decide it. It is safe to every way we can.
ago. 1 now weigh 150 Ibs. I also lately. Rawleigh Co., Dept. IA-170-S,! say f rom the prospects that these will
Ladies aid meets at the home of
have more energy and further more Freeport, 111.
be battles royal. The first game will Mrs. Vernon Jeffries on Thursday.
Btp
I've never had a hungry moment."
begin at 7:30 o'clock.
You are welcome at all of our serE. 8. HOLTOtN, Lawyer.
Fat folks should take one half teavices.
Practice in all courts. Opinion on SHOULD HAVE GIVEN
spoonful of Kruschen Salts in a glass
of hot water in UK- m o r n i n g before Land Titles; and Settlement of estates
THE MAN THE LIMIT
County Attorney
breakfast- if s the S A K E , harmless' a Specialty.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
*
J. T. Maiden of Tama, Tama counway to reduce as tens of thousands
ANITA MILLING CO.
of men and women know.
I ty, is in bad and the poor folks and
i "Life" will be the subject of the
CHADWICK TRANSFER
! unemployed of the city are enjoying
For your health's sake ask for and (Iround oats
iQc
all Churches of
: Lesson-Sermon in
get Kruschen at Mongers Bros, or any Oats hulled
IQ C a treat. Maiden is accused of killing ; Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, Janudrug store— the i-ost for a buttle that Ear corn ground
5C tish with dynamite and his case is to ary 15.
be tried soon. Edward Lane, who
lasts 4 weeks is but a trifle and itCalled for and delivered
I works at the sand pump south of i The Golden Text is from Psalms
after the first bottle you are not joy6c per cwt,
50:1, 2, "The mighty God, even the
I Tama, noticed dead fish floating on
fully satisfied w i t h results -money
No
bother.
You
lose
no
time.
|
back.
I the water when he went to work one Lord, hath spoken, and called the
Let Us Do It
earth from the rising of the sun unj morning. Me notified authorities who (
I to the going down thereof, Out of
| began an investigation. About oiiethe perfection of beauty, (;olj
j half mile from the pump they found ; '/Aon,
hath shined."
300 pounds of fish, mostly pike and
'The Lesson-Sermon comprises quocatfish, hidden in a barn. Other fish
tations
from the Bible and from the
were found concealed in sacks near
Christian
Science textbook, "Science
the sand pump. Officials believe
and
Health
with Key to the Scriptures"
Maiden put the dynamite on a board, by Mary Baker
Eddy.
lit the fuse and then let it float down
One
of
the
Bible
citations readsthe river. The blast is thought to
But Needed Repairs Added to Your Property
have killed about 2,000 pounds of fish. If iniquity be in thine hand, put it
Mrs. Mary Thompson, overseer of the far away, and not let wickedness
Now, Will Make the Job Easier For You.
county, was called to the scene of the dwell m thy tabernacles. For then
COME IN AND LET US PLAN
crime and the fish were turned over shall thou lift up thy face without
to her. She distributed them among spot; yea, thou shalt be stedfast, and
TOGETHER.
the needy and there were enough for shalt not fear: And thine age shall
each family to have a good supply. be clearer than the noonday; thou
shalt shine forth, thou shalt be
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Correll en- as the morning" (Job 11:14, IB, 17).
Among the selections from the.
tertained the members of the Jolly
ANITA LUMBER CO.
Uozen club at a 1:00 o'clock dinner Christian Science textbook is the fol
PHONES: Office 20; Res. 11
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS
at their home northeast of the city lowing: "Except for the error of
last Thursday. The afternoon was measuring and limiting all that is
good and beautiful, man would enjoy
spent socially.
more than threescore years and ten
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WANT ADS

20 POUNDS
IN 4 WEEKS

We Cannot Renew
Your Loan!

ROB'T. SCOTT
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M A DO
Specials For Thurs.,Fri., Sat,
«*i
Peanut Butter Pt.lieJar Qt.
Jar 1/C
ExtraPtae
Brooms Ones at ... ..49c, 35c,
P. & 6. or Large, 6 for.. 25c
Cr. White Small, 10 bars...

Beans
FLOUR

Is Going Up! Stock Up
at These Low Prices.
Omar, 49-lbs $1.09
Iowa Best
85c
Atlantic
75c
Sweet Tooth
98c

5 Ibs. 16(
BROWN
BEAUTY

COFFEE
pound

Extra Fine
Butter Armour's
26clb. Country Batter
Country
Lard Pure
Ib.
Rendered
Brand
Oyster Shell Pilot
100-lb.bag
Blue
Rice
5 Ibs. 17c|
Rose
Per
Apples Washington
Winesaps
Box $1.69
Pan. Flour 10-lb.bag
35c

(Advo Brand)
American
Hi-Test
LETTUCES extra fancy, solid heads
Ik,
MUSTARD, prepared, quart jar .
tit
ORANGES, per dozen
.23c, 33c,39c
BROWN and POWDERED SUGAR^ 3-lbs
21c
POP CORN, Yellow Jumbo or White Rice, 4-lbs..lfc
PEACHES, No. 21/2 can, heavy syrup
15el
MEAT SALT, 35-lb. bag.. 65c
70-lb. bag $1.151

Lye

3 cans 25cl

and still maintain his vigor, freshCOUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
ness, and promise. Man,tgoverned by
immortal Mind, is always beautiful
Town Hall, Anita,
January 2, 1933.
and grand. Each succeeding year unThe town council met in
folds wisdom, beauty, and holiness.
Life is eternal. We should find this session with the following mem
out, and begin the demonstration present: Mayor Harry, and
thereof" (p. 246).
'
men Burke, Marsh, Miller, Shi
and Wagner.
The following bills were al
+
M. E. CHURCH NOTES
4 and ordered paid:
+•
Monroe J. Rarick, Pastor.
-t The Anita Bank, bonds and
^--f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f^-f-f-f
interest
?
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Dr. Burke & Dorsey, salt
C. H. Johnson, General Supt.
W. T. Parker, services
We are glad to see an increase in Clardy's Hardware, supplies
the attendance at Sunday School with Wagner Filling Station, gasoseveral new scholars.
line .....
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock in Wilson Parrott, services
the Masonic Temple.
Solon A. Karns, services —
Epworth League at 6:30 in the par- City Water Department, resonage. We had a good service last
fund
Sunday evening, followed by a fellow- Carl Millard; supplies
ship hour, with several radio num- L. B. Trumbull, services
bers.
Iowa Electric Co., lights
Raymond Barber, who was out of Fullerton Lumber Co., suptown last Sunday, will be our leader
plies
next Sunday evening. Topic, "Why
Tribune Publishing Co, P™tShare the Christian Religion."
ing .
,
Choir practice Wednesday evening Glen Lindblom, services
at the home of Mrs. Earl Blue.
Globe Machinery Co., supThe W. H. IMI. S. will meet Thursplies
'•••
day afternoon with Mrs. F. A. Black. L. E. Redburn, services
CARD OF THANKS.
We wish to express the deepest
gratitude to all the kind friends and
neighbors who were so wonderful to
us during the illness and death of our
dear father; also the "L-A-N-B" club
for the beautiful floral offering.
"Some friends shine out like
Stars in winter nights,
And make the very darkness beautiful."—Robert Hale.
Mr. and Mrs. Noblitt and Family.
Mr. and Mrs. Thiessen and (Family.
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.

Howard Millhollin, services
Felix Scott, services
John Scott, services
Dement Implement Co., battery
Motor Sales Co., storage
Moved by Shaffer, and secoj
Marsh, to set poll tax fur
$3.00. All Ayes.
<
Petitiqn of Mary E. McVei*
sented to the council and the r
resolution adopted.
Resolved, by the town '»'
Anita, Iowa, that the petition*
E. McVey for suspension of
hereby approved and recount
the board of supervisors. ^
' No further business apP e
motion to adjourn carried

Eugene P. Allanson to Edward E.
Allanson, wd, e2 ne4 sec 3 and w2
nw4 sec 2 all in twp 76 rg 34, $1.
United Evangelical
Church of
North America to the Rt. Rev. T. W. Attest:
Solon A. Karns,
Drumm, wd, Its 5 and 6 of o p It
Town Clerk.
^ of nw4 sec 28-77-34, $1.

c K

- ' Vi

George Shaffer and
Mrs. Claudia Brown attended a D.
A. R. meeting at the home of Mrs. E. were business callers
4
Tuesday.
I1. Chase in Atlantic Monday.
Mrs. Chas. Campbell was hostess
t" the members of the W. P. G. club
at their recent meeting. Mrs. Chas.
•Salmon of Cambridge, Ohio, assisted
the hostess in serving a 1:00 o'clock
dinner. Guests were Mrs. Ed. L Newtun and Mru. Gene Yates of Chicago.

S?

Mrs. Hugh Paige was lu'
home in the Highland
Thursday to the member*
tual Benefit club. A 1:00
ner was served by the ho* i M»« !
for the meeting were
and Miss Beulah

y
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and combed the Hair so as to cover
up the Hazard between the Rough and
the Fairway, Our Hero was ready to
go In front of a Camera and play the
tt*s Kurd for me to sit
Lead in a Movie Version of that ten^
der and wholesome Drama known as
«j\d Unit
88
"The Great Lover."
Or
.sew up endless!
Papa's One Glorious Inning.
By GEORGE ADE
He kept his Hat down and hid In(®, Bell Syndicate.)—WNTJ Service.
side of his Overcoat, so the anxious
Ill ra.tHer sit in
worried members of his Flock
HERB Is an old saying that and
did
not
get
a
square
Flash
of
him
idUne.9»
every old Nag slips the Halter until he sauntered out on the Ball
SiT RIGHT
at least Once during the Clover Room Floor and then they realized
Just
weaving little.
AMD HAVB WHATEVER
Season. Suggesting that even that Oscar Shaw, in the Second Act
VOU WISH—IT'S ONl
the most docile Work Animal some- of the Revue, had merely been preTHE HOUSE V0U
times' gets tired of tugging away In tending to wear something Snappy
KNOW!
the Harness and having all sorts of In the way of Evening Habiliments.
Drivers yelling Glddaps at him.
made the Lilies of the Field
In the Case of Mr. Irving J. Whamm Father
like Weeds. All who saw him, and
It would be difficult to find a more look
especially those who were near enough
domesticated and tamed Old Dobbin. to smell him, agreed that he was the
It Just seemed that he bad been
of the Occasion.
dropped down to the Earth In order He-Belle
'<
He didn't go near any of the Bats Still Feared in
to do all of the Heavy Pulling for Whamms
during
the
long
Night.
He
Old English Villages
Elvira and the two Debs and the soft- was too busy telling the other Boys
The story of the Mexican village
collared Argentine Prince who was that Congress shouldn't have passed of the blind, and the suggestion that
Heir Apparent and didn't work at
the affliction Is indirectly caused by
In the first Place.
anything else, seldom calling for his theHeLaw
did
not
know
any
of
the
new
the presence of bats In houses, reCoffee before 10 A. M.
so he mastered all of them In minds a correspondent In HuntlngAny down-trodden Money-Grubber Dances,
about Ten Minutes and after that
that there still lingers In
who has three Glmmles to keep In everything was Hotsy-Totsy until tonshire
that
county
belief that bats "sew
fine Raiment and Lavender Water and about 4:30 when he Sent Word to the up your eyes awhile
sleep," write!
high-powered Cars and whatever One Whamms to beat it, as he \vas booked a columnist in the yon
London Morning
I vVAS HOPUJQ- VbO'D
happens to see In Shop Windows, se> for Ham and Eggs at a Dump down
THE t?OAST
dom Is Inclined to learn the Saxo- near the Railway Tracks. He had Post
YOU DONf HAVE
"I am not surprised that any anD'lMMeR- IK/
phone, eat Welsh Rarebits at 2 g. m. been reading up and he knew that
WELL.
IM
THAT
cient belief should persist in that
MORE P AN/
FACT IVB BEBM SAVIH/fr
or
devote
Hours
and
Hours
to
peneCASE, Oi'U TAKE
all Nice People must welcome the
A WHOLB CHICK6M
trating the hidden Mysteries of the Dawn In a Beanery kept open for pleasant but very Isolated and little
IT HOME TD
OUST FOR
known county. Its widely separated
Charleston.
MISSUS
Taxi. Drivers.
villages, many of them but little'
Therefore,
Mr.
Whamm,
aside
from
AS SOO/ AS 0\
The Day after the Party was the
being a Meal Ticket, was, so far as Happiest Day of his Life In spite of changed by the corrupted currents
the other Whammaa were concerned the Fact that the Inside of his mouth of the times, are among the last
Just a Comic Strip. They figured that felt like an Oriental Rug and he strongholds In England of such lore
he had only two Accomplishments. He could hear Bells ringing. Not one of of antiquity. It Is not Impossible, Incould make Money and Social Errors. the Beloved Ones would speak to him. deed, that this belief has come down
from a time when the dwellers In
His place was In the Background exAfter years of timid Yearning, he
cept when It was time to write checks. had succeeded In being a Disgrace. It these villages were themselves the
The Ideal Arrangement would have was all to the Good. Better be a Rone victims of blindness due to the same
cause as Is suspected in the case of
been to keep him In a Cage some- than a Rube.
the Mexicans."
where and let him pass out the NeedOn the Second Day the good Womful through the Bars.
an did step out of the Snow Bank
Grooming Up Papa.
long enough to tell him that suchYou can Imagine the Consternation and-such Didoes were bad enough for
which prevailed among the Whamms a Young man, but for a crumbling
as the time drew near for Mrs. Chaun- Wreck about to be condemned by
cey Walnwrlght's annual Bid for Pub- the Building Department, they were
licity. Every Mid-Winter, about the unspeakable.
Taking the Count Time
that Folks were recovering from
Whereupon he said that a Man Is
the Holidays, Mrs. W. threw a Party Just as old as his Arteries and, speakMCLLO,
NOT SO WOOD.
COURTMPY,
which was a combination of Recep- ing for Himself, he had Arteries that
M*. cpusorumY,
You—
i Hope You 'Re
tion, Dance, Street Carnival and In- were as pliable as cooked Macaroni
- MB
IT'S fmS INSOMNIA
dian Uprising. The principal Idea was and as elastic as Rubber Bands, and,
WORN OUT— Hfc
She thoofihtshewas just unlucky when he caDed
CBR.TAIML.V HAS
OF MINE — »
to make the World sit up and take if there was such a thing as Reincaron her once— avoided her thereafter. But no otu
WORKED HARD
BARELY suwp
notice and she got her Wish.
nation, possibly he was a Second Ediadmires pimply, blemished skin. Marc and mora
women arereaiiiing that pimples and blotche*
It was the kind of Party which no tion of Peter Pan.
are often danger gtg»aij of clou&l bowels—
Woman could attend unless she had
The upshot of the whole Scandal
poisonous wastes ravaging the system. LetNR
(Nature's Remedy) afford complete, thorough
Everything new Including that which has been that, so far as he Is conelimination and promptly ease away beauty.
matter.. Fine foruck bead.
does not show; intentionally. It was cerned, Rough Parties are out and
aEbifiousconditiooa,dtefae«8. try this safci
the sort of Celebration for which the Son Is using the form-fitting Soup and
dependable, allvegetable ooneo
Participants go Into training, usually Fish Outfit
tive.AtaU.drug-'
MORAL—You can teach an Old Dog
sleeping all of the Day before. It was
gists'—only 2Sc.
organized to turn Night into Day. New Tricks, but It's Dangerous.
What you might designate as a Wow.
What worried the Whamms was that
Papa would be compelled to attend Pupils in Flying Must
Learn Full-Flight First
the Doings, because Mrs. Chauncey
It may seem rather like putting the
Wainwrlght's Mother had been a
Whamm and the Hostess had exacted cart before the horse that the pupil
a solemn Promise that Irving would in flying Is taught thoroughly *9f to
be brought along, she evidently labor- handle a machine In full flight before
Ing under the Delusion that he was a he even knows how to take off or to
Human Being. He told Serena, other- land, writes Alan Warwick, In Pearyes,
wise known as Mrs. Walnwright, that son's Magazine. The point Is. of
RAKICH•THOUSANDS AND
he would check In early, wearing a course, that at several thousand feet
Cuficura Healed
A
Boyish Bob and some Sleigh Bells. In the air errors of control can be
RANCH?
The Wife and the two Lip-Stickers made more or less with Impunity.
"Eczema began with small pimples
and the proud Aristocrat with Gluet There Is ample time for the pupil to breaking out on my hands. It grew
on his Hair started In two Weeks correct them or. If he gets himself worse until my hands were covered
ahead to warn him and prepare him. tied up Into knots, the Instructor can with large, wet, sore eruptions which
They told him that this was going to straighten things out
Landing a machine, or taklng-off, later spread to my wrists and arms.
be a real Party, with Palms In. the
Itched and burned, and was very
Corner, Chicken Salad, Punch Bowl on the other hand, gives no such lati- It
painful
of the time. I could
and Everything like that The Guests tude. The machine Is very near the not sleepmost
use my hands at allwere not expected to pull Taffy, pop hard, hard ground. Wherefore, both could not nor
even feed myself.
Corn or play Kissing Games. It was these phases of flying an airplane—
"My
mother
purchased Outicura
suggested to Mr. Whamm that he had more particularly the landing—call
better not wear his Comforter and for a precision of Judgment that the Soap and Ointment and they relieved
Yarn Mittens and to be sure and re- pupil obviously cannot possess until the burning, and after using one
move his Ear-Muffs before entering he has become thoroughly familiar box of the Ointment and part of a
with the controls, a familiarity he cake of Cutlcura Soap I was comthe Ball Room.
pletely healed." (Signed) Miss Fleeta
Straw That Broke the Nag's Back. only acquires In mid-air.
To the beginner It may well seem Smith, Kt 1, Nabb, Ind.
Susie, the elder of the two Junior
Cutlcura Soap 25c. Ointment 25«
Feminine Liabilities, asked him if he that the delicate work of landing a
Naw*papar OVUM
knew what kind of Tie went with machine—achieving the Ideal three- and 60c. Talcum 25c. Sold everyFull Dress and did he have any Studs point landing, tall-skid and two wheels where. One sample each frea AdOUT
TO
STAY
NATURALLY
other than the Little Wooden Ones setting gently on the ground together dress "Outicura Laboratories, Dept.
VARIETY OF PEACH
gent back by the Laundry? Chlorine, —is something far too difficult for B, Maiden, Mass.—Adv.
the younger, begged him, for the Love him ever to accomplish. But as his
of St Patrick, not to wear heavy lessons proceed he soon modifies his
Street Shoes with the conventional views. Such Is the confidence and selfRegalia and if he had to appear in the reliance he acquires that, when at
old Dress Suit, purchased when the last he comes to mastering the takeReception was given to President oft and landing, the control-column
Taft, for the Sake of his Family, to has become almost part of himself,
remain backed up against the Wall and he finds they are problems well
within his compass.
all during the Proceedings.
Before taking the tests for his "A"
"You know, of course," said the
Son, looking down at him from license, the new pilot must have flown
Heights above, "that there will be no at least three hours solo. The tests
To quickly relieve
square Dances—not even a Virginia themselves. In addition to showing flychapping, roughness,
ing
skill,
include
a
simple
medical
exReel. If you are wise you will take
cracking, apply soothing,
that new Sabatlnl Book with you and amination. The additional questions
cooling Mentholatum.
remain In the Upper Apartment where put by the medical examiner are
the Gentlemen leave their Things." searching enough.
The qualifying pilot must also disThey hopped him Just once too often. They rode him ragged and finally1 play knowledge of the elementary
Pencil—Gee, you're skinny.
be Bucked. As he retreated to his rules relating to air traffic. For Intwice as heavy as you are.
Pen—No wonder, you're full
Den, followed by Peals of Scornful stance, be must know the correct
there came to his Face a method of approaching a landing
lead!
Wlfe's Friend—Has your wife taken Laughter,
stern and set Expression of Resolve ground, and what he has to do when
any recipes out of that cook book I such as David wore Just before step- meeting another machine In mld-alr.
SETTLED
gave her?
As one quickly realizes, the "rule
ping into the Roadway to face Goliath,
Hubby (rather shortly)—Yes, and such ae Spartacus showed to the hud- of road" in mld-alr Is as important
a peach and I'm going
'If you are one <rf th« tnuliona
I'm going to see they stay out as long dled Gladiators In the basement of for the safety of aircraft as are rules
this diamond,
who moat get up tevenl tfaaee
as she cooks for me I
and
regulations
for
road
traffic.
Bethe Colosseum, such as you see on
ngly)—She's a cllnga night, your trouble to probing
of
a
three-dimensional
nature
they
the face of Washington In the Steel
ably due to an irritation of the
HAPPENS THAT WAY
Engraving of Crossing the Delaware are rather more complicated.
bladder and iktaeye which
and such as Charley Dawes used to
«an be corrected. Jutt try
OF BORROWING
Land Elevationi
taking Gold Medal Haarlem
assume Just before entering the SenOil Capralea regularhr. For
A mountain Is any elevation of land
ate Chamber.
23ft year* thb fine, old prepOn the Night of Nights, the Stranger high enough to be very conspicuous In
aration hw been widely prewho came early In the evening, osten- Its surroundings. In general, an elevascribed for ihia very purpose.
sibly to see Mr. Whamm on a Matter tion higher than a hill and often rising
It has helped mMons of
of Business, was none other than a with a comparative abruptness, but
others; why not yon? 35c ft
without
great
extent
of
surface
at
Its
trained Valet and Dresser who Had
devoted his Life to the Impossible summit Popularly, the term Is variously used; hills which rise 100 to 200
Task of making men beautiful.
A generoua (ample, (rca, I' you
After he had backed Mr. Wharain In- feet above essentially flat surroundprint your name and addreM
•oroM thl* «dvertltiment aoo
to the new Garb turned out by a Tail- ings are sometimes called "mountains,"
mall II to Department M
as
In
southern
New
Jersey
and
the
or
who
caters
to
Young
Men,
and
had
'•When he made that bet you say he
GOLD MEDAL
plains
of
Texas,
while
In
a
mountaintied
the
Bows
on
the
Glossy
Pumps,
ttbor of mine spends all
did so on Inside dope?"
HAARLEM OIL COMPANY
and Inserted the sure-enough Pearls ous region, as near the Rocky mounthlnga."
"Yes."
ttO-Mtb St., areeMyn, H.Y.
elevations of 1,000 or 2,000 or
"I'm going out, If you don't mind."
do you do?"
"Then why does he find himself so and put the Butterfly effect on the tains,
Choker and touched up the Eye-brows, more feet are called bKla.
-And
If
I
do
mind?"
my time trying to get
much
out?"
Tin going out"

[R COMIC SECTION

OF THE FORCE

The Fable of the
Bust-Over

Don't Bite the Hand-

T

FEATHERHEADS

fa

"Complexion Curse'

Hands Covered
With
Large Eruptions

CHAPPED*

LIPS

MENTHOLATUM

rWhyGetU|

At Night?
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[(DAY-SATURDAY
SPECIALS
SIDE PORK, per pound ..'
per pound.
6c
10 Ibs.
^ROASTS, per pound

8c
55c
8c

SATURDAY ONLY
STEAK, corn fed, per pound

.15c

filler's Market
iirkhart and wife drove to
|City, Nebraska, Sunday
here they, spent the day
her, Frank W. Burkhart
*

esday, January 17
V».i- !'.'•-"•..

the following described property:

4 Head of Good Horses

.gelding, weight 1370; 1 brown mare, weight 1360; 1
e, weight 1525; 1 brown mare, weight 1260.

15 Head of Cattle

s«nijchcows, 4 giving milk arid the others fresh soon; 3 heifers:
calves; 3 fall calves, 2 heifers and 1 bull; 1 yearling

tead Brood Sows and 40 Fall Pigs
1

1200 BUSHELS OF CORN IN CRIB.
3DO BUSHELS OF OATS.
10 TONS OF CLOVER HAY IN BARN.
.

Binn Machinery, Etc.

i International 5-foot disc; .one 6-foot E. B. mower; one 4-secw*;'!l John Deere corn planter with 80 rods of wire; one 13.g gang plow; 1 New Century cultivator; 1 Jenny Lind cultiL hay rake; 2 wagons; 1 hay rack; 6 galvanized chicken coops;
,der house; 2 sets of -work harness; 1 shop vise, drill and other
and other articles too numerous to mention.
IS:—CASH. AH articles must be settled for before removing
the premises.

LUNCH WAGON WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS

Mrs. Albert Ehle
C. E. PARKER, Clerk.

ublic Sale!
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••i
I ^intend to quit farming on account of my health, I will sell
,-ic sale at my residence, 4 miles west of Anita and 3 miles east
ota, on highway No. 6, commencing at 12:30 o'clock, on

ednesday, Jan. 18
the following described property:

6 Head of Good Horses

s -team of mares, bay and grey, weight 2400; 1 brown horse,
1200; 1 grey horse, weight 1550; 1 black horse, weight 1500;
|horse, weight 1200.

20 Head of Cattle
cows, giving milk; 3 pows, to be fresh in February; 2 cows
es by
Hives
. their side; 6 spring calves, 3 heifers and 3 steers; 3
VOd
alves.

of Duroc Jersey Brood Sows
Some Hay and Straw in Barn.
Farm Machinery, Etc.

'

_

ASH. All articles must be settled for before removing
the premises.
LUNCH WA,GON WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS

fames Morgan
C. E. PARKER, Clerk.

H. A. Rouse, 40 years of age,
Stuart night watch, died a few days
ago from pneumonia following an attack of the flu. . Mr. Rouse gained
considerable notoriety last July 4,
when he was attacked by Fort Crook
soldiers.
'

SAT-SUN.

JAN. 14-15

Mrs. H. E. Campbell and Mrs. V
C. McCoy were at Villisca last Wed
nesday to attend the funeral services
for UMTS. Campbell's a'ljpfr, Mrs. Amy
Lester.

Pilot oyster shells, 100-lb. bag
89.
Sugar, 10-lb. cloth bag
49
R. N, Bissell and wife spent Thurs- Good Luck flour, 49-lb. bag
79
dey at Bedford, Iowa, with his sister, Oatmeal, large barrel
12
Mrs. R. E. Hatfield and family. They
jitive from the noose and a daughter of
SCHAAKE'S STORE.
were accompanied home by another
doom, daring to love as they dared to die... recksister, Miss IMaude Bissell, who had
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McMahon an.
lessly, dangerously, glamorously! How fate flung
been visiting for a couple of months sons, James and Robert, of Norfolk
them together, tore them apart; how they drained
at Bedford.
Nebraska, and Mrs. Eva Gaylord o
life's
cup under the eyes of Fate, is "the best
Atlantic have been .visiting here th
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. E. Faulkner past week with Mr. and Mrs. B. L
picture this team has made", says Silver Screen I
were pleasantly surprised at their Scarlett.
home last Wednesday evening by a
With
KflV
number of 'friends, the occasion beThe members of the Original Sun
ALINE MacMAHON
ing their wedding anniversary. The shine club were the guests last Thurs
WARREN HYMER
evening was spent in playing bridge, day of Mrs. Wm. Wahlert at her home
FRANK McHUGH
after which lunch was served.
east of the city. The ladies spem
most of the day quilting. A covere<
The first program of the Literary dish dinner was served at noon.
Society of Lincoln Center was held
at the community hall Friday evening,
Mrs. A. J. Kopp entertained a few
and was sponsored by Mr. and Mrs. friends at a bridge party at her home
In Warner Brot.' Latest Bit
Rollie Way and Mr. and Mrs. Beryle on Mars Avenue last Wednesday afShannon. A very interesting program ternoon complimentary to Mrs. Chas
was given. There was a large number Salmon of Cambridge, Ohio, who was
of people in attendance.
visiting in the city. Late in the afternoon lunch was served by the hos
The members of the Bide-a-Wee tess.
Special Added Attractions
bridge club were guests last Wednesday afternoon of Mrs. Elmer Scholl at
H. G. McCoy, wife and children
her home northeast of the city. Be- Harley, Dorothy and Marjqrie, of Viland
sides the
present, other • lisca, Iowa, visited in the city Sun— members
...~...»~.u {S....OC1II.,
guests were Mrs. Ed. F. Carlton, Mrs. • day with his brother, V. C. McCoy and
Solon A. Karns, Mrs. C. E. 'Harry and ' wife. They were accompanied home
Mrs. Earl Brown. Mrs. Karns was j by his father, A. W. McCoy, who had
POPULAR ADMISSION
lOc and 25c
high scorer for the afternoon.
been visiting in the city for several
•
! days.
A meeting of the W. W. club was
T. T. Saunders and Miss Nettie
held last Thursday at the home of
The members of the ladies aid soArthur 'Winder and wife of Guthria
Mrs. J. B. McDermott, west of the ! ciety of the Massena township Bap- Steinmetz were Des M'oines visitors Center spent Sunday in the city with
his brother, C. T. Winder and wife.
city. Dinner was served at noon by | tist church met last Wednesday af- Monday.
the hostess. The afternoon was spent ternoon at the home of Mrs. Win.
Don L. Thomas and wife of UnderWm. Krumm, wife and daughter,
socially and at the business meeting' Watson. The afternoon was spent by
wood
visited in the city over the week Iroline, visited Sunday with his
the following officers were elected f o r , the ladies in sewing carpet rags, afJ
which '••••—*•
the ensuing year: Mrs. Roy Crabb, fter
"" "'*•'"*•
'—
-- >nd with her parents, George Biggs mother, Mrs. George Krumm, in
lunch "••>••
was served
by i1the
and wife.
Adair.
president; Mrs. Wm. Richter, vice hostess.
president; Mrs. Ralph Richter, secreThe regular meeting of the Anita
C. W. <Clardy and wife drove to
The Anita Literary Club will meet
tary; Mrs. Roy Derry, treasurer; and
fire department was held at he town Council Bluffs Sunday morning where
Thursday
afternoon
at
2:30
o'clock
at
Mrs. M. A. Poleson, reporter.
the home of Mrs. Robert Scott. The .all Friday evening. Robert Scott, fire they spent the day at the home of her
» niece, Mrs. R. C. Meneray and family.
'W. F. Hafele of Atlantic has filed program will be a review on the hief, presided at the meeting.
"Footsteps
of
Lincoln,"
by
Mrs.
an $82 damage suit against N. T. Rice
of Lincoln township, the action re- George Denne and a paper, "Is the
sulting from an automobile accident Home Losing Its Influence," by Mrs.
on highway No. 6, near Valley Junc- Ben Kenfield.
tion, last June 12. The plaintiff alWord has been received here of the
leges that the defendant was negligent in backing his truck into the ice death of Mrs. Elnora Johnson, 64,
machine which was parked on the widow of the late Lark Johnson. She
shoulder of the highway. Hafele asks died December 24th. in Long Beach,
$62 for repairs to his car and $20 for California. She is survived by her
loss of time. No one was injured in mother, Mrs. Frances EJ. Folsom, of
Trucking rate, live stock, to Omaha,
Long Beach; a son, Oliver Johnson;
the mishap.
15c per hundred.
and two brothers, Fred Dwiggins of
The regular meeting of the Ladies Orchard, Nebraska, and George DwigTANKAGE . . . $1.00
Union club was held at the home of j Bms- Funeral services were held in
OIL MEAL
,
$1.40
Mrs. Zate Biggs last Wednesday, with | Long Beach, after which the remains
the newly elected officers in charge. were cremated.
The new officers are Mrs. Tom Burns,
Open season in Iowa will close in
president; Mrs. Chas. Campbell, vice
both
zones on foxes, mink, otters, civit
president; Mrs. H. U. Shannon, secretary; Mrs. S. E. Goodrich, assistant cats, and skunks on January 15, acOffice Phone 49
Residence Phone 127
secretary; and Mrs. R. R. Suplee, cording to a statement issued this
treasurer. The retiring secretary re- week by the State Fish and Game Deported nineteen members and over partment. Within the succeeding ten
$50.00 paid out for benefits during the days after the close of the season,
past year. At the noon hour a three each trapper, if he wants to hold the
course dinner was served by the hos- furs longer than ten days, is required
tess, and the afternoon was spent in to file with the department an inventory, under oath, describing each
quilting.
of the animals caught by him during
the season. Before selling or shipping
the hides, a permit must be obtained
authorizing the same from the departIS LABELED
ment.

BROADWAY BREVITY MUSICAL
PEPPER POT MUSICAL

Live Stock Market
Information

The Farmers Coop.

The Truth About
Rheumatism

= Hayes com planter, with 80 rods of new wire; one 8-foot
le, 4-section lever harrow; one 2-section lever harrow; i ridiivators, John Deere and Overland; 1 John Deere gang plow;
rrmick mower; 1 hay rake; 3 wagons; 1 low wagon anJ hay
I endgate seeder; one 16-inch walking plow; 1 bob sled; 2 self
I; 2 sets of work harness; 1 large iron kettle; 1 DeLaval No. 12
•Separator; and other articles too numerous to mention.

[BARBER, Auctioneer.

Rialto Anita

OKI UlflY

OF SEED CORN.

IK BARBER, Auctioneer.

THEATRE

Sheriff A. Odem and Deputy Sheriff
An all day meeting of the Silver
Thread club was held at the home of P. P. Edwards of Atlantic were busiMrs. Glen Taylor last Thursday. At ness callers in the city Tuesday after1:00 o'clock a covered dish dinner was noon.
Emmei R. Newton, wife and baby, enjoyed and the afternoon was spent
John Dill, well known farmer livDonna Joyce, returned home 'Friday by th'e ladies in quilting.
ing south of Anita, is seriously il.
from a two weeks' visit in Malvern,
Iowa, with her parents, Alfred Hall On Thursday afternoon the Foreign at his home suffering from an attack
and wife.
Missionary Society of the M. E. church of pneumonia.
held their monthly meeting at the
Mrs. Carl Goetche has returned to
home of Mrs. C. "W. .Crandall. Mrs. her home in Omaha, after a visit in
Crandall led the devotions and the les- the city with her sister, (Mrs. Cole
son was presented by Mrs. W. S. Reed. Musick and family.

|ng to the death of my husband, Albert Ehle, I will sell at
le at my residence, 4 miles south of Anita, 1 mile west and
orth of Lincoln Center, commencing at 1:00 o'clock, on

yr* y>ji'

Win. Wahlert and wife spent SunMrs. Elmira Ziegler of Des Moines
day in Shenandoah with their daugh- spent the week end with friends in
ter, Mrs. Harold Johnson and family, the city.
and made the acquaintance of a new
grandson, -who was born about a month
Otto Borth is confined to his home
ago.
in Lincoln township, suffering from
intestinal flu.
The members of the Original Sunshine club and their families enjoyed
Come to the Rialto Theatre this
a social evening and dance Saturday week end and enjoy thirty minutes ol
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. John musical entertainment.
Baylor. Late in the evening a lunch
was enjoyed.
Roland King of the Cumberland vicinity visited Saturday with his
Chas. Salmon, wife and daughter, mother, Mrs. S. G. Jewett.
Margaret Jean, returned to their
home in Cambridge, Ohio, the lastl Mrs. Lee Bills returned to her home
of the -week, after a few days' visit in Omaha Sunday, after a few days
in the city with her parents, Ed. L. visit with relatives and friends in
Anita.
Newton and wife.

.

The truth is that within 24 hours
after you start taking the 'efficient
prescription called Allenru excess uric
acid poison starts to leave your body.
, Within 48 hours pain, agony, and
distress are gone-^-you're happy again
t—and back soon on the job.
. You're simply fooling yourself when
you stick to makeshift pain deadeners
and relievers—unless excess uric acid
goes—Rheumatism stays with you.
One bottle of Allenru is guaranteed
by Bongers Bros, and druggists everywhere to do just as this notice states
or money back—a generous bottle for
85 cents.

Sunshine Coal

Howard Gissibl was very pleasantly
surprised at his home southeast of
Anita a few days ago, the event being in honor of his birthday. A large
group of relatives, neighbors and
friends were present, and took with
them many good things to eat, including oysters and chili. The evening was spent in playing cards.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Steele and son, Paul; Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Weaver; Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Gissibl and family; Mr. und Mrs. Herman Baier and family; Mr. and Mrs.
Bruce Wilbourn and family; Chas. Gisr
sibl; James Donlin; John Rorick;
George Miller; J. F. Gissibl; and Mrs.
Howard Gissibl.

For Your Protection
;t

Try a ton on your next order.
You will be convinced there is
a difference.
IF YOU BURN IOWA COAL
BURN THE BEST

FULLERTON LUMBER CO.
V. C. McCoy, Manager.
Quality and Service
Phone 14

THE TRIBUNE, ANITA, IOWA.

Catota.

1033
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UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL
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UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

(Br KDV. P. B. FITZWATBR. D. D.. lira*
b«r of Faculty, Moody B1W»
Institute of Chicago.)
9, IMS, WelUrn Newspaper Colon.
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EDDIE, THE AD MAN
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Lesson for January 15
JESUS AT WORK

Hark 1:21-46.

GOLJ3BN TEXT—But Jesus answered
them. My Father worketh hitherto, and

I work. John 6:17.
PRIMARY TOPIC—Jesu« Making a
Sick Mother Well.

JUNIOR TOPIC—How Jesus Spent
His Time.

INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOPIC—Busy at Great Tasks.
YOTJNO PBOPUB AND ADULT
TOPIC—Jesus Meeting; Human Needs.

Mark's purpose In writing his treatise should steadHy be borne In mind;
namely,: the presentation of Jesus
Christ as the divine Servant energetically performing the will of God. The
purpose In this section Is to show the
divine Servant bearing God's message
to, and clothed with power to save, lost
souls. Coupled with his superhuman
strength is the unwearied sympathy,
giving Itself out In helpful and saving
service.

i RITES AT
IDGE'SBIER
Laid to Rest in the
Plot as Nation
Ex-President..
Vt—Without a display of
^ostentatious ceremony, but
dignity' such as charac|;Ufe former President Calwas on Saturday, Jan-to-rest In the little cemeVermont village beside
i;;Of his parents*, his son and
of several generations,
of the former President
:• 'from bis home at Northfollowing funeral servI'were marked by the same
at attended his burial.
tbe .unpofitentiousr. Coolldge's nature and his
/Coolldge decided that he
preferred. If he had been
press his opinion, funeral
the utmost simplicity, find
^thelr nature.
of having the body taken
ton or to Boston, to lie
the places-where he ex|ie power of government as
of the United States and
1
as governor of the commonMassachusetts, Mrs. Coolthat her husband's body
his home In this city, where
? before and after his preslservlces were held at 10:30
Saturday morning In the
Congregational church on
et In this city, a historic
lamed after Jonathan fidbe great divide, who lived

EVENTS IN CAREER
OF COOLIDGE
Born July 4,1872, at Plymouth, Vt
Received preliminary education In
ungraded school at Plymouth and
at Black River academy at, Lndlow
and St. Johnsburg academy.
Was graduated at Amherst college In 1885. In senior year won
gold medal in national competition
for best essay on causes of the
Revolutionary war.
(
Studied law at Northampton,
Mass., and began practice there.
Entered politics as member of
Northampton common council, 19001901.
City clerk of Northampton, 1804.
Married Grace A. Goodhue of
Burlington, tt, October 4, 1905.
Member Massachusetts house of
representatives, Ift07-'08.
Mayor of Northampton, 1910-11.
Member of Massachusetts state
senate, 1912-'15; president of the
senate in 1914 and 1915.
Lieutenant governor of Massachusetts, WlG-'lT-ia
Elected governor of Massachusetts, two terms, 1919 and 1920.
Elected Vice President of the
United States In November, 1920.
Became President of the United
States August 8, 1928, upon the
death of Warren G. Harding.
Son Calvin, Jr., died July 7,1924.
Elected President of the United
States In November, 1924.
While on vacation August 2,1927,
Issued famous statement "I do not
choose to run for President in 1928."
Retired from Presidency March
4, 1929, and resumed residence at
Northampton, Mass.
Died January 5, 1933, at Northampton.

standing was the deed of the radio
Instant Response to
operator, who locked himself In bis
room to broadcast appeals for help
Call of Human Need for
the sinking Nevada, remaining at
Welldiggers felt queer as they dug
down in excavating a new well near
Vancouver, Wash. They ascended to
the top.
J. A. Winston, a professional welldigger, later had himself lowered Into
the well. Soon he shouted for those
at the surface to draw him up. Halfway up his limp hands slipped from
the rope, and he fell, a victim of deadly monoxide gas.
Arthur Ames, twenty-five, -volunteered to go down to bring the unconscious victim out He attached a
rope to Winston and gave the signal
to be raised. He clung to the rope,
and when half-way up, he, too,
was overcome by the gas, which
snuffed out his life.
"The, whole story of the wreck,"
says a description of the lost Nevada,
"Is one of outstanding seamanship
and heroism," marred only by loss of
the Nevada and most of her crew. In
a terrific gale boatmen from the President Madison strove to rescue. Out-

G. IMS. Western Newspaper Union.

I. Jesus Teaching With Authority
(W. 21, 22).

Cherry Trees Gift of
Tokyo to Washington

1. The place (v. 21). It was in the
synagogue in Capernaum to which ha
with four disciples repaired "straightway" upon his entrance Into the village. He availed himself of the regular channel of Instruction. Though
many abuses had crept into the synagogue service, he chose to associate
the new with the old order.
2. The time (v. 21). It was on the
Sabbath day. His faithfulness In observing the Sabbath brought him to the
place where the people assembled to
worship and to hear the Scriptures expounded. He came not to destroy but
to fulfill the law, even the law of the
Sabbath day.
8. The impression made (v. 22). The
people were astonished. Two things
about his teaching Impressed his
hearers.
a. The substance of bis message.
b. The authority of Its deliverance.
The scribes, the professional teachers
of the law, merely quoted the authorities, but Jesus with first band knowledge set forth the truth with the enthusiasm of freshness and personal
conviction.

In November, 1909, the municipality of Tokyo, Japan, presented to the
city of Washington 2,000 Japanese
cherry trees as a token of the high
esteem which was held by the people
of Tokyo for the people of the United
States. The trees arrived In Washington in .January, 1910, but upon
careful Inspection by experts In the
United States Department of Agriculture were found to be Infected
with the rootgall worms and other
insect pests and with certain, fungus
diseases; this necessitated, their being destroyed, which was: done by
burning. In February, 1912, another
shipment of trees was made from
Tokyo to replace those destroyed.
This shipment arrived in Washington in March, 1912. The trees were
In splendid condition and were Immediately planted. The first tree
was planted by Mrs. Taft personally
in the presence of the Japanese ambassador. At the invitation of Mrs.
Taft the Viscountess Chinda planted
the second tree.

II. Jesus Conquering Demons (w.
23-28).

LOOK WHO'S HERE

1. 'The outcry of the demon-possessed man (v. 23). When the power
of God is manifested In the presence
of evil spirits, there Is bound to be
an outcry from them.
2. The demon's confession (r. 24).
"Thou art the Holy One of God." The
one whose chief business It was to
waste and destroy human life was In
such miserable state as to desire to
have nothing to do with Christ and
yet was forced to confess him as the
Holy One.
8. Christ's attitude toward the demon (v. 25). Christ neither asked for
nor accepted testimony from the demon, but sternly rebuked and cast out
the foul spirit Christ la not only
himself pure, but Is also able to deliver others from Impurity.
4. The obedience of the demon
(T. 26). The evil spirit was reluctant to leave the man and displayed
his maliciousness to the very end, for
he tore the man whom he was forced
to leave,
6. The Impression made upon the
people (w. 27, 28). The news of
Christ's power spread rapidly over
Galilee. The people were startled by
two things:
a. The new doctrine which he
brought
b. The authority over demons.

Chocolate Cascorets, an old favorite with a new flavor, baa come to
supplement the candy laxative which
baa been consistently advertised
since the early 80*8. The slogan
They Work While Yon Sleep" will
be maintained for both old and new
standards.—Adv.
Sensible Women

Women, unlike men, refuse to be
sullen, because they are not pretty
that way.
Dr. Pierce'* Efevorite Prescription makes

weak women strong. No alcohol. Sold
by druggist* in tablets or liquid.—Adv.

Poor Humanity

Humanity being as infirm as it is,
there will always be automobile accident*.
Cole's CarbollsalTe (tnioklr Relieve*

and heal* burning; Itching and torturing akin diseases. It instantly stops
the pain of burns. Heals without acars.
80o and «0o. Ask your druggist, or send
tOo to The J. W. Goto Co., Rocktord, m.,
tor a package.—Advertisement.
Cynical Thought

his post, and was among the lost.
There's your story of the real heart
of man. In the moment of peril, when
help Is needed, there is always the
hero—young Ames, who went down
Into the gas-ridden well; the radio
operator, who locked bis door and
stayed with the ship.
In these days of crime, rackets and
disrespect for law, days of bootlegging and graft, these acts of heroism
stand out as a beautiful Isle In a
murky sea.—Portland (Ore.) Journal.

Sinus Trouble
Makes Life Unbearable

List ytu s prominent New York fodc*
sod his wife committed suicide becsiue sinus
trouble nude life unbearable. Prerent sinus
infection. If nose is stuffed, head hurts
across the front, throat is lined with
phlegm, use SINAS1PTEC, the marvelous
discovery of a St. Louis doctor. SINASIPTEC makes breathing easy, keeps head and
throat clear and protects aninit colds,
catarrh, hay ferer and sinus infection. Teat
this oat. Get s large bottle of SINASIPTEC
from your druggist and use it in warm
water as directed. Say it:—Sina-sip-tec.

HOW TO STOP A COLD
QUICK AS YOU CAUGHT IT
A New Method Doctors Everywhere Are Advising
FOLLOW DIRECTIONS PICTURED BELOW

If throat is tore,
crush and dissolve
3 Bayer Aspirin
Tablets in a half
glass of warm water
and gargle accord'
ing to directions.

Take 1 or 2 Eager
Aspirin Tablet*.

Almost Instant Relief In This Way
If you have a cold—don't take
chances with "cold killers" and
nostrums. A cold is too dangerous
to take chances on.
The simple method pictured
above is the way doctors throughout the world now treat colds.
It is recognized as the QUICKEST, safest, surest way. For it will
check an ordinary cold almost as
fast as you caught it
That is because the real BAYER
Aspirin embodies certain medical
qualities that strike at the base of
a cold almost INSTANTLY.

and dissolved in a half glass of
warm water, repeating every 2 or
3 hours as necessary. Sore throat
eases this way in a few minutes, incredible as this may seem.
Ask your doctor about this. And
when you buy, see that you get the
real BAYER Aspirin Tablets. They
dissolve almost instantly. And thus
work almost instantly when you
take them. And for a gargle, Genuine Bayer Aspirin Tablets dissolve with sufficient speed and
completeness, leaving no irritating:
particles or grittiness. Get a box off
12 or bottle of 100 at any drug store.

You can combat nearly any cold
you get simply by taking BAYER
Aspirin and drinking plenty of
water every 2 to 4 hours the first
day and 3 or 4 times daily thereafter. If throat is sore, gargle with
3 BAYER Aspirin Tablets crushed

NO TABLETS ARE GENUINE BAYER ASPIRIN WITHOUT THIS CROSS

Coldness In love Is a sure means of
Ing of slight attacks of Indigestion.
being beloved.
•
"About 10 o'clock he said to me:
the church which the Cool- •Well, I guess we'll go up to the
attends and where the bouse.'
^resident worshiped only the
"We drove out to The Beeches and
I11. Jesus Heals Peter'a Mother-lnt Sunday.
went Into his study on the ground
Ices were attended by Pres- floor. Mrs. Coolldge was getting ready Law of Fever (w. 29-31).
Jesus went home with Simon and
Mrs. Hoover, representa- to go downtown for her regular
-AND JUST SEE HOW
IW'D NEVER GET
senate and house, and a morning shopping. She came Into the Andrew. While hi that home he
ANYTHING WHITE
learned
of
the
condition
of
Peter's
number of distinguished study and chatted with us a while.
IN THOSE SUDS,
many sections of the As she got up to go out the door with- mother-in-law. He came at once and
AUNT ROSE
lifted
her
up
and
the
fever
departed.
out calling.the car, Mr. Coolldge said:
ates.
Divine
healing
Is
characterized
by
sermon was preached 'Don't you want to take the car?'
completeness and Immediacy. Divine
Albert J. Penner, pastor
"'No,' she replied, 'it's such a nice healing Is, In this respect to be conIjphnrch, and there was an day, I'd rather walk than ride.'
with so-called faith healing,
ad a choir.
"These were their last words to- trasted
which Is merely the exercise of the
|on Thursday, January >.
gether.
power of mind over the body.
Bth of Calvin Coolldge, thlr"After Mrs. Coolldge left, Mr.
IV. Jesus Ministering to Many (w.
ddent of the United States, Coolldge and I continued to chat We
[about noon on January 5, ol did not talk about anything In particu- 82-34).
Though the day was strenuous In
heart attack In his dressing lar, nothing at all about public quesIts labors, he came unwearied even
his modest estate, The tions.
when the sun had set, to meet the
|He was sixty years old.
Left for Upstairs.
Mrs. Grace Goodhue Cool"About 11:80 o'clock he got up and needs of the multitudes who had gathhad Just returned from went upstairs. I did not see or hear ered from all parts of the city. He
| found the body when him
she agata. Between 11:30 and 12 healed many of diseases, and cast out
to call Mr. Coolldge o'clock, however, he went down Into many demons. The demons knew him,
He was lying on his the cellar, and the chauffeur and the but the poor blind people knew him
a calm expression" on bis gardener, Robert S. Smith, saw him not
V. Jesus Cleansing a Leper (T*.
he had died without pain there.
Bis coat and vest were
"He stopped and talked for a mo- 85-45).
As Jesus preached In the synagogues
ment with Smith, who was stoking the
NEXT WASHDAY
lldge bad been complaln- furnace, and Smith fixes the time at of Galilee and cast out demons, his
BETTY TOLD ME
power became widely known. A leper
veral days of what he re- 10 minutes to 12.
XX) WERE GOING
: slight attacks of IndlgesTO TRY RINSO.
JUST I00K AT THIS 10VELY,
"Mrs. Coolldge returned home from therefore came to him saying, "If
waji not known that be her shopping at about 12:25 o'clock. thon wilt thou canst make me clean."
rft WONDERFUL
SHEET, WHITE WASH! NOT
ROSE. ISNT IT?
ng from heart disease. He She went right upstairs without tak- Jesus put forth bis hand and touched
AN INCH OF rr WAS
YOU'LL LIKE IT
SCRUBBED EITHER. ALL
a periodic physical exam- ing off her hat or coat She was him saying, "I will, be thon clean,"
FOR DISHES, TOO
THE DKT SOAKED RIGHT
ntly and no organic tron- going to call Mr. Coolldge for lunch- and Immediately the leprosy departed
OUT W RlKSCfe
nnd at that time,
eon. First, she looked in Ms bed- and he was cleansed.
RICH SUDS
umatanc** of Death,
room and then across a little corrinmstances of Mr. Coolldge's dor. In his combination 'dressing room
Look for His Loading
related by his secretary, «nd* bathroom. There she saw him
As a general rule, those truths
who was the last person lying on the floor. She Immediately Which we highly relish, and which
former President alive.
ran downstairs and called me from shed a degree of practical light upon
got up about the us- the study and I ran upstairs with her. the things which we are required to
o'clock," said Mr. Koas.
"Mr. Ooolldge was lying on his back ftte up for God, are leadings of Dibad breakfast his chaufon
the floor, with his arms out- vine grace, which we should follow
Bokosky, drove him
etretclied,
and with a calm look upon without he»ltnUon.—-F«nelon.
to the office. He arrived
his
face.
; 8:80 o'clock, and I met
Thy Kingdom Coma
"I sensed at once that he was dead;
If you do not wifh his kingdom,
there
was
no
sign
that
he
had
sufto be all right during
pray for It But If you do. you
and did not complain of fered any pata. His death must bay* don't
do more than pray for It, you
•11 today, although for come immediately and painlessly, Judg- must
must work for It—John Busklm.
; be tad been complaln- ing by his appearance."

XL/
THEY'RE FLAT AS A ^
PANCAKE! YOU OUGHT
TO SEE THE THICK
SUDS MOTHER GETS
WITH RINSO. SHE
NEVER USES A WASHBOARD ANYMORE-

WHAT! NO WASHBOARD?
GLORY BE! IF THAT'S
TRUE » CERTAINLY Wia
TRY RINSO

Why don't YOU change to
safe, scrubless washdays?
TTTHY WASTE TOUT strength and ruin your hands
YV tcrobblog dixbet—when the new kind of tuds
j»*i them 4 to Jaliade* whiter?
%
Why make dothes old and shabby before tbeii
time, cubbing them against a board, boiling them

ores a hot Move—when the new tafe way make*
them latt to much longer?
Change to Rlntol See for younelf how b JMA*

oat dirt—nfilj* See how it tave* your band*.
Cup for cup, Rinto tjhrea twin at much cadi at
Ughtwelgbt, pnjfrd-op soaps. Latdog tuda. Maker* of

40 famou* wathett
recommend Kioto..

Great for dittoes, too,
TryRlntoNOW.
A MODOCr 01 UHm HO*.

The biggest selling package soap In America

FIFTY
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Constance Bennett Has
lead Role in "Rockabye"

A. R. Kohl

NUMBER 13

Several Court Actions
CIVIL WAR
From This Part of County

VETERAN
DIES OF INFLUENZA

A large number of suits were filed
Constance Bennett fulfills one of
Saturday with Clerk of Courts Cecil
her greatest ambitions in portraying
Phone 43
We Deliver
M. Skipton, the last day of filing for Julius Peters, 90, Passes Away Moniiton Township Seventy the fascinating temperamental charAnita, Iowa
the
January term of district court.
acter
of
Judy
Carroll
in
"Rockabye."
day Morning at the Home of His
Spending His Whole
Court
convenes
in
Atlantic
on
Janu'this
coupled
with
the
utar'*
own
glaSon, Myron J. Peters. FunFuneral Sendees
ary 24 with Judge Ernest M. MKller
morous personality and .ristridnic taleral Will Be Held Today.
Held Today.
of Harlan on the bench. One of the
ents, gives promise that the RKOlargest dockets in the history of the
PatKe picture appearing Saturday and
county faces this term.
Sunday at the Rialto Theatre will be
Julius Peters, 90, a veteran of the
McDermptt, 70, a native her finest achievement.
In a suit to collect rent on a town civil war, passed away about 6:00
nty and a" resident of tills , "Rockabye" tells of a giddy actress'
property in Anita, Earl, S. Holton, o'clock Monday morning at the home
1 of his life, passed away deep love for children and a clean
collection agent, has filed action of his son, Myron J. Peters, on Rose
two miles east of AnitB love for a man who tears at her equl.
CORN or TOMATOES, 2 tio. 2 cans . . . . : . . . . ...15c
against Herbert E. Hartley, et al. The Hill Avenue, death being due to com>'clock Monday afternootij Her difficulties ^re magnified when
plaintiff .asks judgment of $108 and plications from influenza from which
from pneumonia and as a witness in the. embezzlement trial
costs of the case.
he had been suffering for the past
was. 'While not in the of Commissioner Howard, she becomes
In a petition at law, Maria C. six weeks.
> for more than a year, part'of the scandal and loses a little,
Laartz has filed action against Cass
Obituarybedfast only during the girl whom she wishes to adopt.
SOAP, GWC white laundry, 16 bars
29c
county, asking judgment of $2,000 for
Julius Peters, son of James Peters
reeks,
alleged damage to her 40-acre farm and Alice Giles Peters, was born in
Conquers an Author.
Obituary.
BETTY BROWN
east of Atlantic, as a result of bring- Peoria, Illinois, on February 17, 1843,
After a vacation abroad she renlow McDeraott, son of turns with renewed enthusiasm. She
49-lb.
sack
ing highway K to grade and installa- and passed away at the home of his
Jenry and Elizabeth Mc- has found a marvelous play—''Rocktion of a tube culvert. The plaintiff son, Myron J. Peters, in Anita, on
born in Benton town* abye"—but the author, does not want
alleges that the improvement has January 16, 1933; aged.89 years, 10
Fresh Frozen Strawberries in 1-lb. container 25c
• county, on November 16, her to play it. At first sight he thinks
permitted overflow water to run on months and 29 days.
[passed away on Monday, her too lacking in fire and underwith 4 Short Cakes absolutely FREE!
her property and seeks damages.
At the age of seven years his par1938, at the age of 70 standing to play his trollop of the
Seek to Collect Rent.
ents
moved to Peoria Heights, where
aths and 1 day.
In a suit to collect $600 in rent on he lived until he was 18 years old,
streets who is redeemed through love
MILK, Briardale brand, 3 large or 6 small cans. .19c
bis boyhood on the farm for her baby. He soon changes his
a 120-acre farm near Cumberland at which time, with his parents, he
I township, and at the 'age mind. Their first meeting is a clash
John Riebesell is plaintiff in an action moved to Princeville, Illinois. He repurchased and moved on- of strong wills that ends in a conagainst Herlnan Tibken, et al. .Earl mained in Princeville until February
east of Anita where he fession of love after a night life
S. Holton is attorney for the plain- 1865, wheji he enlisted in the Union
lived continuously for round of pleasure-seeking.
V7.
'
• I forces as a member of Co. "H" IlliVANILLA, 8-ounce bottle Tall Corn
24c
ty-one years on the one A great, tremendous, clean love has
In an attachment case, William nois Infantry, and served with that
. BEANS, Van Camp's, 3 medium size cans
15c
Guttenfelder is plaintiff in an action company until the close of the civil
at last come to Judy, but can she
27,1884, he was united in accept it at the price attached to it?
against V. W. Nolte. Judgment of war, -being given an honorable disElla May Van Slyke. What is the ruling passion of her
$1,300 is asked. Attachment of crops charge.
COD FISH! New shipment in, and it is
c"born to this, union four tempestuous heart—love for a man,
and household goods on a 160-acre At the close of the war he came
very fine.
of whom are living, her man, or that miraculous somefarm near Anita is sought. The action to Iowa, buying a farm south of
'"'having died in infancy, thing that makes her lullaby singing
is brought to collect rent said to be Stuart, where he spent most of the
aott 'passed away on a glorious love paean ?
due on the farm.
BONDER
CHOCOLATE
DROPS,
pound...
.
,12c
remainder of his life. At Peoria, Illi21. '^He is survived by
Earl Rogler asks judgment of nois, in the spring of 1873 he was
"Rockabye" provides two leading
Mrs. Veva Holton and men for Miss Bennett, Joel McCrea
$8,192 against W. K. Carey, et al, on united in marriage to Antoinette Robaott of Anita, and Guy in the role of the playwright and Paul
If 21KI n 9 r 0WO 61
pound can •' / C a promissory note which was given to inson, and to this union one son was
•«'.,• <Five grandchildren are Lucas as her manager, both" devoted
the Wiota Savings bank, now closed, born, Myron J. Peters, of Anita.
jKmourn the passing of their lovers. The part of "SnookSj" the
on July 15, 1920. The petition also A step-daughter, Mrs. Eva Robinson,
RAISINS, 2-pounds fancy seedless —
.15c
asks
interest and costs of the action. died in 1897. His wife passed away
actress's disreputable but likable
PEACHES, No. 21/2 cans in heavy syrup, 2 cans. .29c
i survived by a sister, Mrs. mother, is ideally suited to Jobyna
G. C. Dalton is counsel for the plain- in September 1911. Besides his son,
er, of this city, and three Howard's talents. Others in the cast
GELATINE, Briardale, any flavor, 3 packages.. 17c tiff.
who has always made his home with
David McDermott of Benton are Clare Blandick, Hazel Jones and
Real Estate Foreclosure.
his father, he is survived by six grand£tu+.m*mf*
AH
2-oz.
cannisters
. McDermott of BridgeLeon G. Voorhees asks foreclosure children, also three brothers and two
J.
'M.
Kerrigan.
^plCeS
Briardale, 2 for
va, and Charles D. McDeron a real estate mortgage in a suit sisters. The brothers are George
The story provides a background
iJreeley, (Colorado. Another of the theatre and is lavishly staged
filed against Mrs. Isabell Dougherty. Peters of San Diego, California, Wiliiomas iMcDermott, passed and mounted, Constance Bennett
The petition states that installments liam Peters of Sac City, Iowa, and
.years ago.
on a promissory note, given July t>, Thomas Peters of Ravenwood, Miswearing a bewildering array of beaua member of all branches tiful costumes. George Cukor direc1931, as security on a mortgage on souri, and the sisters are Mary and
lite Masonry, belonging to ted "Rockabye," an .adaptation of
240 acres of land southeast of Wiota, Sarah Peters of San Diego, Califor; lodge, No. 880, A. F. & Lucia Bronder's play by Jane Murfin
have become delinquent and judgment nia.
iid Gyrene Chapter, No. 126, and Kubec Glasmon.
of $3,350 is asked.
He came to Anita in March 1932,
Receipts of the local post office
Grand and petit jurors for the Janch Masons, of this city, and
when
the son, Myron J. Peters and
showed
a
small
decrease
in
1932
comary term of the federal district court
and "Select Masters and
his family, moved here.
pared with 1931, according to an an- lave been announced by the clerk of
ry in Atlantic. He held
Funeral services will be held at the
nouncement made a few days ago by he federal court. Terms of the
iiip in Za-Ga-Zig, Knights of
home this (Wednesday) afternoon at
.Postmaster
Ed.
L.
Newton.
Receipts
ourt
will
begin
in
Council
Bluffs
on
; Shrine, at Des Moines. He
1:00 o'clock, and will be conducted by
for last year were $4,862.20 and in anuary 24. Grand jurors drawn from
i a member of Columbia Chaplev. O. R. Jones, pastor of the M. E.
Dale
Hansen,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
1931
they
were
$5,311.01,
or
a
deCass county are Floyd Dement of
127, Order of Eastern Star, The salary of the assessors of Cass
lurch at Menlo. Burial will be made
Fred
Hansen,
is
Florida's
heavyAnita, W. R. Remein of Atlantic, and
young man he became a mem- county for 1933.-has been slashed more crease of $448.81
the Jefferson township cemetery
weight
wrestling
champion,
and
is
Other
post
offices
in
the
county
also
W. White of 'Cumberland. Petit
the local Methodist Episcopal than $420 by the 'Cass county board
outhwest
of Stuart.
making
quite
a
name
for
himself
all
;iarid remained faithful to the of supervisors through the reduction show decreases in their receipts.^ At- urors are Cecil Scholl of Anita,
through
the
south.
He
is
wrestling
lantic
fell
from
$34,000
in
1931
to
herman Beebe of Wiota, Orlo Billof that denomination all of the amount of the days permitted
life. He was a regular at- for the assessment work. The asses- $30,000 in 1932, Cumberland from $3,- ngsley of Massena, Paul Denham of several times every week. Thursday
K at the meetings of the church sors are paid $4 for each day they 253.95 to $2,911.11, Griswold remained riswold, J. H. Herbert of Atlantic, he appears in Brandenton, Friday in
'different societies, and did all work and 105 assessing days have about the same at $7,800, Mas- Fred Skow of Marne, and J. O. Stahl Lakeland and the following day in his
home town of Orlando. A week from
sena from $3,600 to , $3,400, Marne f Cumberland.
ower to advance the teachings been pared for this year.
next Monday he appears in the main
from
$1,267.09
to
$1,176.98,
Wiota
from
Mrs. John C. Jenkins received a
and the Christian religion. It was reliably stated that the rematch at Birmingham, Alabama. Dale, message the last of the week conveyjMcDermott was in every duction would exceed the $420 mark $1,744.75 to $1,328.62, and at Lewis
before leaving Anita for Florida, had ng the sad news of the death of her
at man. He was a good hus- by many dollars as most of the as- the receipts were $1,781.86 last year,
made quite a reputation here as a rother, Dr. Arthur Jordan, who •
I father, a congenial neighbor sessors will not require the full num- about the same as in 1931.
wrestler. Florida sport writers are lassed away at his home in Helena,
and his passing will be ber of days set by the board.
claiming that he is the coming heavy- Montana. Dr. Jordan, who was 63
a large circle of acquain• Names of Assessors.
The open season on red fox has weight champion of the world.
.rears of age, suffered a stroke last
nd friends. He was a 'cora- 'The assessors for the towns and
>een
extended 30 days in Cass county,
August from which he failed to refbooster, and did his part at all townships follow: John B. Jipsen, j
according to an announcement reover. Deceased was born in Benton:
promoting things that would Atlantic; W. A. Linfor, Anita; James
ceived from I. T. Bode, state fish and
ownship, Cass county, but after
neflt to this part of the state, H. Lary, Griswold; Mrs. Minnie Watr
jraduating from the medical school,
falways willing to lend a help- son, Lewis; Ivan Brown, Cumberland; Cost to the state of sending a pupil game warden.
ocated in Montana where he built up
The open season on red foxes closes
ad, and his money, for any W. R. Cruise, Massena; Ben Skow, to a secondary or elimentary school
large practice, and at the time of
The Whitney Loan and Trust Co.
cause.
Marne; Joe B. 'Cannon, Wiota; George for one year has decreased more than n the county February 16.
al services will be held this L. Riggs, Bear Grove township; Will $10 since 1930, Miss Agnes Samuel- Extension of the open season pro- bank in Atlantic, Which declared a us death was a state physician. Betin at 2:30 o'clock at the Con- Haman, Benton; Oliver Pelzer, Brigh- son, superintendent of public instruc- rably will be granted in Audubon, holiday on December 12, opened sides Mrs. Jenkins he is survived by
tion, said Friday.
(mal church. Rev. E. O. Doug- ton,
Montgomery, Pottawattamie, Adair, Monday morning following a meeting another sister and brother, Mrs. L. R.
v
Shelby will have charge of
John A. Breckerbaumer, Cass; W. The average cost for each pupil in jtuthrie, Harrison and other counties Sunday night of a committee repre- Galiher of Atlantic, and Warren Jor/ices, and will be assisted by A. Lehman, Edna; Glen H. Welton, 1932 was $91.30; in 1930 the cost was n the southwestern section of the senting the bank's depositors. The dan of Benton township. He is also
bank is headed by James G. Whitney survived by three children, all living
f j, Rarick, pastor of tne local Franklin; Frank H. Osen, Grant; T. $102.17. The 1931 cost was»$100.69. state.
Lower operating expenses of schools
Wisconsin.
and has deposits of more than one
[lurch. Burial will be made in L. Smith, Grove; Thomas Bailey, LinFoxes
have
been
killing
large
numL cemetery by the side of his coln; George Hosfelt, Massena; E. H. and increased daily attendance dur- jers of poultry and game birds in the million dollars.
Approximately 98 per cent of the
wife and companion.
Pelzer, Noble; Clarence Baughman; ing these two years are responsible county and every sportsman is urged
Pleasant; Peter F. Hansen, Pymosa; for the average pupil decrease cost ;o do his bit toward exterminating bank's depositors signed the waivers
J. IW. Welton, Union; Bert Hollen, to the taxpayer, Miss Samuelson said. Sir Reynard. The fox also have been so that the bank might reopen. They
Records in her office show that oprepresent 97.4 per cent of the deposVictoria; Otto Stamp, Washington.
erating
expenses of schools were killing hundreds of rabbits and are its. It is stated, however, that deposComparison of Figures.
believed
to
be
partly
responsible
for
Several hundred Cass county taxA comparison of the 1933 assessing about $4,400,000 less in 1932 than in the rabbit shortage in the county this itors who refused to sign the waiver:
payers
attended a meeting of the Casa
1931,
and
that
during
the
last
two
will be treated the same as those who
days with the 1931-1932 days of asCounty Taxpayers League at the city
January meeting of the Parentyears daily attendance has increased year.
signed.
hall in Atlantic Monday afternoon.
Association will be held at sessment follows:
1933
1931-32 about 13,000.
A motion was passed asking county
school auditorium on ThursNumerous school boards
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Swartz enter
142
162
officials
to cut their salaries in half',
ening. The evening's enter- Atlantic
nation,
particularly
in
the
Chicago
tained
the
members
of
the
Doubl<
40
60
donating the other half of their salIt will begin at 7:30 o'clock Anita
50 district, plan to petition congress for
Eight
dinner
and
bridge
club
at
their
40
:' concert by sthe high school Griswold
home last Thursday evening. At aries to the poor fund of the county.
24
29 an' amendment to the reconstruction
finance act permitting school districts
jio will play for thirty minutes, Cumberland
7:00 o'clock a covered dish dinner The board of supervisors were also*
24
29
•
Installation ceremonies were held was served. Besides the members asked to reconsider the hiring of Guy
iiness meeting will follow the Lewis
to borrow, Miss Samuelson also an
24
29
Friday evening by the Royal Neigh- present, other guests for the evening F. Canon as county engineer for the
After the business meeting Massena
I
l5
20 nounced.
bors lodge at their regular meeting were IMtr. and Mrs. Eric Osen. Follow year.
The
economic
crisis
has
developec
ill be a cornet solo by Howard (Marne
1B
20
Wiota
in the I. O. O. F. hall. The officers ing the dinner hour, the evening was
Carl Zellmer made a motion to petia talk by Supt. C. W. Gar- Townships
need
for
such/an
amendment
in
many
35
30
were installed by Mrs. Susie Bell, in- spent in playing bridge, at which high tion Judge Ernest M. Miller of Harjtaurprise number by (M5ss Ruth
sections of the country she. said.
stalling officer, and Mrs. Florence scorers were Mrs. Elmer Scholl ant lan, who will preside at the January
i and Miss Elaine Smlther; and The Women's Home Missionary
dance by twelve girls trained Society of the M. E, church held
The January meeting of the Create Osen, ceremonial marshal. The new Eric Osen.
term of district court, to postpone acH. E. Campbell.
tion on all farm foreclosures during
their regular meeting last Thursday Anita Club will be held Friday even officers are Mrs. Rosetta Anderson,
H. T. Vernon, who has been cashie the coming term of court. It was
afternoon at the home of Mrs, Frank ing in the dining room at the Chris oracle; Mrs. Hazel Miller, vice oracle;
i, well known farmer living A. Black. An interesting program tian church. The dinner will b Mrs. Frankie Moracle, chancellor; of the First National Bank in Ard unanimously approved and a moment
the city, and who has been occupied the attention of those pre- served by the ladies aid society 6 Mrs. Elvira Rickel, recorder; Mrs. more, Oklahoma, for the past eigh later petitions were in circulation in
past wo weeks with pneuOllie Yeater, receiver; Mrs. Mary years, has resigned his position an the auditorium, demanding the action.
the M. E. church.
Is reported to be getting sent.
Smith, marshal; Mrs. Mable Spiker, with his wife has moved to Oklahom Nearly every person signed the petiery nicely now.
assistant
marshal; (Mrs. Lulu Wilson, City, Oklahoma, where he has opene tion.
Walter
F.
Budd,
wife
and
two
sons
The members of the Main Street
Cecil and Frank, spent Sunday in inner sentinel; Mrs. Ida Mutendam, up a fire and life insurance agency
were,
guests
dinner
and
bridge
club
Kohl of Fontanelle, a forThe Golden Rule Department Store
Bagley, Iowa, with her niece, Mrs musician; Mrs. Cenia Sandbeck, flag Leon G. Voorhees of Oklahoma Cit
lent of the Anita vicinity, last Friday evening of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn McCall and family, and wit] bearer; and Dr. H. E. Campbell, phy- is the owner of the Ardmore bank company, with headquarters, in HarRalph
Forshay
at
their
home
on
West
from Iowa City where he
Mrs. Budd's mother, Mrs. Isabel Joy sician. Following the close of lodge where Ted worked, and before moving lan, and the owners of several stores,
al weeks at the State Uni- Main Street. Following a covered who is spending the winter in tha a social hour was enjoyed and also to Ardmore Ted was employed by Mr. are closing their store at GrJswold.
dish
dinner
at
Ulall
**••##*«* served
ox.* «***• •—
— 7:00
- - - — o'clock
— •__ » the
.»
.. -- —
«.
w
•pital. While in the hospia lunch.
This company owns a store in Anita,
Voorheea in the Anita Bank.
evening
was
spent
in
playing
bridge.[town
with
her
granddaughter,
bmitted to an operation.

Specials For
Friday and Saturday

Cheese

Mi

%^tttag 19c

79c

FLOUR

Hominy

siSns

19c

Anita Postal Receipts Show loyd Dement and Cecil
1932
Scholl Drawn as Jurors
Decrease

Dale Hansen Is Florida's
Heavyweight Mat Champion

Salaries of Cass County
Assessors Are Slashed

Ir. Arthur Jordan, 63,
Dies at Helena/Montana

)pen Season on Fox
Extended For 30 Days

Student Cost in Iowa
Is $10 Lower in 1932

Whhney Bank in Atlantic
Reopens After Holiday

Ask That No Foreclosures
Be Given at January Term

A. Meeting WiD Be

New Officers Installed by
Royal Neighbors Lodge

vv

v

v

THE TRIBUNE. ANITA, IOWA.

News Review of Current
Events the World Over
Congress Not Accomplishing Anything ImportantBudget Balancing Likely to Be Postponed—Johnson
Assails Borah in Senate Debate.

THURSDAY. JANUARY 19.1933.

N RESPONSE to a special message
Igency
from the President urging "emeraction" to stave off wholesale
forced foreclosures, congressional leaders promised a partial revision of the
bankruptcy laws at this session. The
house Judiciary committee began consideration of a bill embodying the principles suggested by Mr. Hoover to ease
the debt situation during the present
period of depression.
COOLIDGB'S will was
CALVIN
found among bis personal papers

and filed for probate. In a few words
the document, drawn by Mr. Coolldge
himself, leaves his entire estate to
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
Mrs. Coolldge. The property was estiP ANYTHING of moment Is accom- the "facts" known to him when the mated by friends at ibout $250,000.
plished by the present session of moratorium was before that body In John Coolldge, the former President's
congress, almost certainly the last 1931. Toe exchange of personalities son, was provided for in a trust fund
"lame duck" session that ever will be between the two erstwhile close estimated at $100,000, created by Mr.
Coolldge a short time after his son's
held, political observ friends was acrimonious.
Though Mr. Roosevelt declined to marriage to Florence TrumbulL
era will be aston
That Mr. Coolldge bad known for a
ished. The Democrats, co-operate with President Hoover on
In numerical control the war debt question, he Is getting year or so that he was In danger of
of the bouse, seem be- ready to tackle this and other Inter-, sudden death was 'ndlcated by a story
wildered and uncer national matters Immediately after from New York to lie effect that bis
tain; the Republicans his inauguration. In pursuance of this application for $200,000 life insurance
gleefully assist In dis- plan he held long conferences In New had been rejected because of the contracting their oppo- York with Secretary Stlmson, CoL Ed- dition of his heart.
nents and complicating ward M. Bouse, who Is an authority on
Skilled
their attempts at leg- foreign affairs; James W. Gerard, ILLINOIS Democrats victorious In
Art
of Trepta
*
the
November
election
gave
the
islation ; the more rad- American ambassador to Germany at
ical members of both the time the United States entered country a lesson on how to get elected
an advanced an ln the
Where Old Tire* Replace Leathtr for Shoemaklng, In Tirana.
Rep. Rafney parties slash right and the war; Sumner Welles, who was at small cost Figures submitted by
b<ow tb* coming Of Coi "'
the
candidates
In
that
left and add to the assistant secretary of state In the WilPrepared by the National Geographic SocUty.
The
horse
giarket,
Albania'*
larg»P«»tIon 'or
state to the clerks of
confusion. The senate doesn't espe- son administration, nnd Senator SwanWashington, D. G—WNU Serrlc*.
the senate and house
cially like the house's beer bill, and son of Virginia, one of our delegates
LBANIA, which recently cele- est, Is closely packed with stamping skull, known as trephim^
showed that William
the house doesn't approve of the re- to the disarmament conference.
brated the twentieth anniver- beasts and gesticulating men. Every the conclusion of Dr. AI« i
H. Dleterich spent onpeal resolution before the senate. ProOver In France there Is a growing
sary of Its freedom, Is Europe's trick or test known to a county-fair curator of physical anth
the Smithsonian Institution
ly $272 In winning the
ceedings In the upper chamber at this belief that Mr. Roosevelt secretly ennewest kingdom. During the hone deal Is to be witnessed here.
Among advanced civilisations an Intensive study of the "
United States senator- first Balkan war, on November 28,
writing are held up by afilibustercon-gaged himself to a drastic revision of
ship; the expenses of 1912, Albania notified the world that automobile thief may possibly get a skull* la th* National mus
ducted by Senator Hney Long of the war debts, and the public also rehis defeated
rival. It no longer was a Turkish province. Jail sentence. In more primitive Al- tfons. In the Andes, he „
Louisiana for the purpose of defeating fuses to accept Laval's denial that
the Glass banking bill. And over all President Hoover promised him a reSenator Otis F. Glenn, The Turkish flag was furled after bania, where social conditions often war* Skilled "specialists" u/t
ca those of the pioneer West, horse Who perfected their techn
recall
bangs the prospect that President duction.
were $5,838. Martin waving over the Albanians for 4004
_,_, ........
l'f "",,.
Hoover will veto certain of the most
A. "frennan expended years. Since Its Independence Albania F«ew«»8 means sudden death. And .so.
i' then operated
Important measures if they reach the
A S LAED before the senate, the resoonly $2 In his success- has been, successively, a protectorate, deals In Albanian horse markets are tram* boldness and rather i
White House.
William H. ful race for the place a republic and a kingdom. The king concluded trader the eye/ of a civic of- •access on fee living. FOM
** lutlon for repeal of the Eightficial, who Issues to the purchaser a part they were surgeons atte
Dletarlch
As for balancing the budget, that eenth amendment was a compromise
of congressman - at - was crowned In 1928.
probably will have to wait for the between the drys and wets on the
large.
Not long ago Albania's 17,374 square certificate which' attests to his bona tne wounded after a battle."
special session of the new congress. Judiciary committee and satisfied no
The most expensive victory In Illi- miles were without modern highways flde -buy."
BrdUcka believes that the I
President Hoover apparently has aban- one. It is designed to bar the saloon, nois—the contested victory of James and railroads. Even Tirana, the capAlbania's mountain complex defies of fbts surgical art may
doned hope that It can be accom- retains for the federal government a Simpson, JrM Tenth Illinois District ital, could be reached only by travers- adequate description. To say that the brought from Asia by somei
plished at this session, and the Dem- certain amount of control over the Republican congressman-elect, cost $3,- ing almost Impassable roads. Then Dalmatian Alpine' system prolongs original migrants and that
ocrats, including President-Elect Roose- liquor traffic, alms to protect .dry 050. Personal, exempted expenses came the war. Ruinous war creates, Itself Into southward-stretching ranges beets With 4he neolithic
velt, give no Indication that they have states from Importations of liquor brought the total up to $18,914. His «t least, roads. When In 1918 the big that form three of Albania's bound* of Europe and northern
decided how It should be done. They from wet neighbors, and provides for election was contested by 0. H. Web- guns' thunder died away Albania, aries, and that this small kingdom,
now deny that they plan to raise the submission of the amendment to state er, Democrat, who spent $1,525.
which had been at once a battlefield not as large as New Hampshire and
income tar, the leaders who conferred legislatures rather than to special
and a military corridor, found that Vermont together, contains numerous
with Mr, Roosevelt repudiating their state conventlona Speaker Garner and "ITHOSE Iowa farmers who conduct- she bad accumulated the nucleus of a mountain chains. Is td Indicate the
first statements that such was their Representative Ralney said the reso* ed the "strike" of last year are mak- well-engineered road system and a veriest elements of her topography.
Intention. Representative Henry T. lution In that form would not even be ing rather successful attempts to stop knowledge of motor transport. Thus,
ret it Is an "open-and-shut" counfialney of Illinois, majority lender, Introduced In the house If it were the sales of property for delinquent Instead of having slowly evolved try, to borrow the native name for a
Children taA\
declares congress can balance the fed- passed by the senate, because It does taxes and unpaid mortgages. In sev- through the steam' age and Into the certain rug pattern. <n>|« consists of
djnarlly tabfoa
eral budget without the Imposition of not conform to the Democratic plat- eral localities they gathered In large gasoline era, like the rest of Europe, rows- of diamond-shaped diagrams,
Idnssi
additional taxes, except a tax on beer, form.
crowds and saved the properties of In a little more than a decade she end to end, running across the fabric. ,
that
i
and bis statement Is greeted with genfarmers, at least temporarily. Their leaped from medievalism to .modern- In likening It to Albania's topography,
tofe. I
eral expressions of approval from the I DRESIDENT HOOVER In a special demonstrations were orderly.
the diamonds may be said to repreIsm, from horses to horsepower.
shouldn't to i
taxpayers and many members of con- * message asked congress to ratify
sent her "open" spaces, while the
Today
the
Albania
government
a medicine i
the
long-pending
international
arms
gress. He snys the budget should be
touching
apexes
represent
the
almost
CMVE THOUSAND Indiana farmers
It's more IVKit
balanced by cutting down the cost of convention or to enact legislation at 1 met in their annual conference at spends $200,000 annually In angment- "shut" defiles through which one JourJconcentrated fi|
government—a proceeding that has the this session, giving the Chief Execu- Purdue university nd adopted a pro- Ing those war-born highways. The Al- neys froip luxuriant plain to plain,
nominal approval of both parties—and tive wider powers In placing embar- gram developed by: the farm manage- banian lowlander Is being stirred to
Albania once was Shkuperia, the It's pure,^r1p*ome, nra
that the imposition of a heavier tax goes on shipments of arms to belliger- ment experts of that Institution. The road-consciousness by a law which Land of the Men of the Eagle. If taste and sweet In your cbi
burden on the people would be to "In- ents. Neither request is likely to be fourteen point plan, worthy of the makes him personally responsible, some ancient Greek or Roman tourist stomach. It builds up and
vite revolution." All of which sounds granted. Chairman Borah of the sen- attention of agriculturists of other either In labor or money, for the had exclaimed, "So this Is Albania r ens Weak, 1pony, underweight I
fine, but so far congress has failed to ate foreign relations committee has op- states. Includes a policy of "pay as you upkeep of 20 feet Profound social Shkupetars wouldn't have known what dren, aalces tliem eat heartlly.lf
changes confront him—bun and the
posed the arms convention for years
reduce governmental costs in any ap
country he was talking about Ap- the roses back to their
go, reduction in coats especially those
preciable degree. The amount It will and is still against It, be and others for outside labor, production of concen- traveler. "I reined In my horse" Is proximately nine centuries ago some makes them playful, energtttii
save in this session may not be as holding that It would not Interfere trated products to reduce marketing by way of being Junked In favor of foreigner, possibly finding "Shkuperia" of life. And Do bilious, hi
much as $100,000,000.
with the enterprises of the greater costs, production of high quality "I shut off the motor."
constipated, feverish, fretful I
an awkward mouthful, expanded "alp" child,
Picture of Transition.
Senator Pat Harrison of Mississippi, powers, but would discriminate against goods, taking advantage of marketing
ever failed to respond i
or
"alb"
Into
"Albania,"
as
a
name
Korea, which falls .with Scutari,
ene of the mosf astute of the Demo- small nations. Senator Shlpstead of short cuts, increased intensity of opgentle
Influence of
of the country's white or
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Teachers meetings this year so if you
have not attended you are missing
^^****«**«^^
something. The January meeting will
Friday-Saturday
BUTTER
convene at the school building this
RAISINS
Thursday evening, January 19th. at
American
First Semester Over.
Thompson
8:00 o'clock. A good program has
Maid
Last week marked the close of the been arranged and the general public
Seedless
first semester of school so the school is cordially invited to attend.
fresh, cr'm'y
year is now half over. Semester ex21bs.
Powdered Sugar,
aminations were given last week, with
Lb.
23c
15c
3 pounds
23c
the usual number excused from ex.••• '•••:'«
,
' •' '
'!"•" fT\ • ^ aminations on account of high grades
BABO,for enatiiel and porcewm;2iiansfor.... 25C
SUGAR, 10 pounds, Saturday only (cash) . . . . . . . 4 7 c
Final reports of the first semester's
work will go forth to parents this
SAUER KRAUT, 2 large pins
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
19c
RED CUP COFFEE, per pound
19c
week. We hope that parents will
TOILET
PAPER,
3
large
rolls
a.'
Uc
these reports the attention that
January 22, 1903.
PRUNES, large size, 2 pounds
19c give
|
they
merit realizing that a proper
COFFEE, Santos Peaberry, per pound
W. K. Carey took another chase off
22t
reaction to them may be helpful in down into Missouri yesterday.
POST TOASTIES, large size, per package
He |
SORGHUM, pure country, person
spurring your child on to greater en69c
John Pearce expects to have a load
GREEN CUP COFFEE,finequality, p o u n d . . . .25c |
deavor.
of cattle ready for the market in a
PEACHES, halves, No. 10 cans CgtiBon)
39,,
Win Double Header.
few weeks.
PEACHES, Blue Ribbon, 1-pound packages
12c
The basketball teams hit a good
SUGAR, 10 pounds, Saturday dBty f<iash)
H. A. Dieatrick has moved onto a
48c
stride
last
Friday
evening
on
the
farm
north
of
town
recently
vacated
WHOLE WHEAT BISCUITS, Kellogg's, pkge... lOc
BLUING,
Tone's
non-f
reezing,
per
bottle
gc
local floor and captured a double- by W. Thornburg.
header victory from the Casey teams
CATSUP, large 14-ounce bottle
10c
Mrs. A. C. Henick was called to
CRAB MEAT, for salads, per can .
20c
The second team game was an up Belle Plairie, Iowa, last week by the
PANCAKE FLOUR, Goqches or Victor
i5c
and down affair during the first hab announcement that her brother was
FLORIDA ORANGES, 10 pounds
43c
and ended 8 to 7 in Casey's favor. In seriously ill.
SMOKED SALT, Morton's Sugar.Cttre; 10 Ibs.. .89C
the second half the Anita boys hit
The Tribune is pleased to learn that
Delivery Hours 8:30 & 10:00, A. M., 2:00 & 4:00 P M
a stiffer pace and soon took the lead its old friend, D. C. Reed of Lincoln
GRAPE FRUIT, 126 size, per ^ozeii
39,,
widened the gap as the game pro- township, who has been quite ill for
PHONE FOR FOOD—ITS THE BETTER WAY
FLOUIt, Crete Champion, 49-lb. sack
95,,
ceeded and came out with a nice 20 several weeks with pneumonia, is
to 14 victory.
slowly recovering.
SWEET POTATOES, whole, in fffifob, No. 2i/2
In the first string game the method
One of Frank Lees' little boys is
cans.
,.,.
20c
of procedure was just about the oppo- quite ill with pneumonia, and last
site as the Anita boys went into the Sunday it was feared he could not live
game fast and furious and did their
with a rifle, shot down the drunk man. best scoring in the first half of the through the day, but we are pleased
THIS CO!
WAS
Such cases could be multiplied with- game. Both teams played aggressive- to hear he is now in a fair way to re- MALVERN POST OFFICE TO
cover.
GO
BACK
TO
THIRD
CLASS
BKALLY
A GOOD ON
out number in the United States dur- ly and the ball shuttled back and
Published Every Thursday by the
R. R. Bell of (Franklin township was
ing the reign of prohibition. Under fourth in rapid succession, making it
The post office at Malvern, which
When the Vegetable Growers asstJ
the open saloon system, however, they a very interesting game. Each team in the city today, attending to county business, he being the northeast for the past five years has been in ciation held ite annual convention i,|
were
so
prevalent
that
even
today,
in
used a different style of defense but
W. P. BUDD
Editor
the midst of the great drive to abolish the Anita boys had the advantage and corner member of the board of super- the second class, will on the first of Garner, they invited farmers to briiJ
Subscription if paid in advance. .$1.50 present laws, no respectable citizen were able to work the ball through visors of this county, and is prov- the coming July, which is the end of their wives with them to take part hi
If not paid in advance
(2.00 stands up to defend the bar room. Un- Casey's defense with greater ease ing himself a very efficient and val- the fiscal year, go back to third class. the novel contest. The women wal
The loss of postal receipts for the instructed to bring with them thai|
Entered-at the post office at Anita, der either system, the individual which gave 'them more shots at the uable official.
Roscoe Blue, son of C. P. Blue and past year was the cause of the best paring knives and their lat
should remember that strong drink loop. The score at the half was 15
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
poisons the minds of me*n and women, to 6 in Anita's favor and the final wife, and Miss. Ethel Gochanour, change. It was on this account that handkerchiefs. • The women were til
THURSDAY, JANUARY 19, 1933. causing them to forget responsibility
daughter of A. C. Gochanour and wife, the Anita post office went back a few vie in a contest to see who among tin I
score 25 to 17.
and arousing all that is beastly and
Both the Anita teams are improving were united in marriage Wednesday years ago. When a post office goes spouses of the state's vegetable gro?. I
TEMPERANCE WILL WIN.
evening at 5:00 o'clock at the home of back to the third class the postmas- ers was the champion potato peeld
brutal in their natures.
with each game which along with the
Hester ter has a reduction in salary and the A second contest—and this is w
This paper does not attempt to prp- change in the rules which makes for a the bride's grandmother, Mrs.
:3
In the midst of the welter of dis- dict the fate of prohibition but it
Parker,
in
South
Anita.
"
^
loss of one clerk. There is also a the hankies came in—was to
faster game is giving the crowds
cussion which now agitates the pub- does not mind prophesying that the
Roy A. Stacey is organizing a class lower range of salaries for all other the best onion peeler in the crowt
something worth seeing. Those in atlic mind on the subject of prohibition, time will come when the people of this
in penmanship and in a week or so clerks.
Prizes were offered, and the contest! |
let us not lose sight of the ultimate country will unite against liquor and tendance thoroughly enjoyed these will begin giving lessons. He has arcreated much merriment.
games and come away greatly engoal which is in the heart of every insist upon actual temperance. Those thused.
ranged with the school board for the
Miss Cora Daughenbaugh has been
right-thinking man and woman in this who now seek repeal will have a heavy
use of the high school, where the les- ill the past few days at Her home in
Mrs. B. D. Forsljay fell at 1
Adair Here Friday.
country.
sons will be given in the evenings 'Wiota with infection caused from an Saturday morning, injuring her m,-,.
responsibility upon them if they sucAdair will play on the local floor from 7:00 to 8:00 o'clock. Anyone,
While this paper is not now expres- ceed because the only justification of
extracted tooth.
and shoulder quit* badly. , •
sing any opinion on the subject of such procedure will be the improve- this Friday. They usually try and young or old, who may desire to improhibition, it is well for all to re- ment of conditions and the lessftning jreak the hoax we have held over prove their penmanship should avail
About 89,000,000 Japanese electric
Ed. M. Blakesley and family ton
them in basketball for a good many hemselves of this opportunity.
cognize that neither the eighteenth of drinking and debauchery.
lamps
were
imported
into
this
counmoved
from Independence, Ion,
years. Better come up and see how it
amendment nor the Volstead law is an
try by the end of 19812. Since these where they have been living the patJ
is
done.
end in itself but that they were adoptDO YOU WANT PRE-WAR
Mrs. Edna Russell of Chicago put lamps use 20.5 per cent more current year, to Iowa City, where he has been
ed as a means to promote temperance
P. T. A. Meeting.
ELECTRIC RATES 7
two letters in the wrong envelope than American-made lamps, the sup- employed by thexboard of supervisors
and secure sobriety on the part of
We have been having exceptionally while she was on a vacation and as a posedly-cheap imports are costing
of'Johnson county as a collector of
Recently, according to Frank A. good attendance at our Parent- result her husband got a divorce.
our people. Regardless of the disusers an extra $11,000,000 annually. delinquent taxes.
putes which rage concerning the ef- Newton of the National Electric Light
fectiveness of the attempt to prohibit Association', the Common Council of
the sale of intoxicating beverages, a large city asked that pre-war prices
good people throughout the United for electricity be restored. It instructed
States should be able to get together its attorney to bring a proceeding beand make effective the fight on such fore the state public utilities commisbeverages.
sion for this purpose.
No man who has come in contact
Then the city council discovered
with a family which has been cursed that if the petition were granted, the
by the effects of strong drink can re- average rate paid by the residence
sist strong feeling on the subject of customers of the community would
control. Examples are many but none advance 90 per cent, and that the
more powerful than the spectacle oi city's total bill would be increased
two Chicago boys who spent Christ- $1,500,000!
WEST MAIN STREET, ANITA, IOWA
mas day in jail because of family
It's probable that other cities in the
quarrels in which each had been forced country are sighing for pre-war electo kill one of their own family.
tric rates, in blind ignorance of what
OLDSMOBILE • CHEVROLET DEALER
One boy, 17, sobbed in his cell be- that would mean. In 1913 the domes
cause his father was dead, a victim of tic users of electricity in the United
his hand, which had stabbed him with States paid an average of 8.7 cents
a carving knife. The other, 16, pon- per kilowatt hour. In 1931 they paid
dered his fate because his brother, 5.78 cents, and another drop has been
Charles, 33, was dead, shot through registered this year. On the basis
the brain with a rifle held by the of pre-war costs, the domestic cusyoungster. The explanations, verified tomers of the country saved $343,in both cases, were that the victims 000,000 last year in electric rates.
were drunk.
It's interesting to compare electric
In the case of the father, who was costs of other items that make up
beating his wife, the boy "couldn't the expense of living. At the end of
stand it and struck a knife into him.' 1931—a year of abnormally low prices
In his cell, the boy murmurs, "I loved —cost of living was 40 per cent above
my Dad in every respect." In the oth- the 1913 level. Electric costs were
STYLE LEADKBS FOB 1933
ar ease, the older brother, drunk, in- 33 per cent below. As a consequence
vaded the family-owned dancehall to electric rates are really 77 per cent
"get another brother," with a shot- less than they would have been ^
gun. His father grappled with him they stayed with the general trend o
the gun discharged and the small boy community prices.
The most advantageous electric
rate any community can have is not
take great pleasure in
entire speed range. Fisher
C. D. MILLARD
announcing our appointment
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General
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Physician and Surgeon
1
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closed
body,
ia built into all 19'&
more luxurious Eight at $845-are now on display
Office in Campbell block over •<
A man standing in a Chicago depot
Oldsmobile closed cars.
Clardy's Hardware. Residence •« thought he would devil a kid standing
at our salesrooms, where we cordially invite you
2 blocks north of M. E. church. < by, so he said:
to see them and have a demonstration.
In addition to oar display of the new OldsmobileV
Calls promptly attended day •*
"Johnny, if a train leavo, in 15
we
invite you to inspect our facilities for servicing
They are entirely different from anything you ever
or night.
y minutes for St. Paul, another in half
Oldamobile
cars. Our service department ia already
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 ^ an hour for Minneapolis, and a third
saw. New Fbher bodies-radiators-lamps-hoods.
stocked
with
genuine Oldsmobile parts and equipped
New fenders and wheels. New rear contours
in 45 minutes for Buluth, how old
+ 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 + +TT7 am I?"
with
factory-approved
machines and tool* in
Everywhere, a striking new smartness that would
•
ANITA TRANSFER
4
The kid looked him over from head
charge
of
expert
mechanics,
assuring a high atandwin acclaim at double the price.
E. R. Wilson, Prop.
4 to foot, then remarked dryly: "You rt
ard
of
prompt,
efficient
service.
Wo will also
Local and long distance moving. 4
And with all this style appeal, the 1933 Oldsmobiles
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owners
with the
Any time, anywhere.
4
"That's a good guess, lad, but how
arebnmant,dependableperforme
,greatly
advanced
eame
complete
service
they
have
enjoyed
in
the past,
Phones—Office 202; house 207. 4
re
i you arrive at it?" asked the quesIn engmcenng. Both the 80 h.p. Six engine and
Raven Feed of all kinds
4 tioner.
See the new Oldsmobiles at your earliest eonrea*
the 90 h.p Straight Eight engine are cradled in
4-H-4- + 44.
4 4 4 4 4. 4
"Well," says the boy, "I've got a
lence, and arrange a trial ride for « demonstration
rubber
with
a
three-point
mounting
of
new
scien'"•other at home who is 19, and he's
of the bqkmced excellence now available in these
HAU' V 'nuts'."
tofic des,gn, making these inherently smooth power
ANITA PUMP CO.
4
care at the lowest prices hi ten ye*rs—1745 and
plants sull quieter and smoother
*• Plumbing and Hot Air Heating. 4
A meeting of the Pythian Sisters
"P. f. o. b. Lansuag-j-bumpers and spare tire extnu
+
Pumps, Mills, Tanks.
4 was held Munday evening at the K P
hall.
+
Plumbing Supplies.
4
+
Pump and HOI Work Done.
4
Merle Robison and Lyle Redburn
TWO GENEB4I. MOTOIW
< ,'Jome in and figure with me. -4
visitors in Audubon Tuesday uf+• Vint door west of Stager's •» twere
noon
- While ^ere Mr. Robison
*
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4 !f
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Surplus Cream
for Butter Supply

, troubles of

Bmnt one has observed ,k

May Be Stored in Jars or in
One-Pound Prints.

play, love,
business,
antt blood rci
By JOHN A. AKBT. K«t» CtroUO* *»•*• all Uw little pieces
OollW-WNU »rvle».
_ .
ttmperament, our
DISCOVERS WAY TO
Farm butter, made from sweet our
Inbred Ukea and
cream,
may
b«
packed
in
salt
brlM
REDUCE EGG COSTS and kept la the cold room for osa tM**l «nd Beamingslater when the supply may be low. of
of the low price of bntterfat, a
Cod Liver Oil Recommended reason
number of housewives with a ««nto»
by Expert Poultryman.
of cream have been making Inquiry *•
to the possibilities of making np the
87 A. B, Winter. Poultrym»n, Collao 0* cream Into butter and storing It for *ho«J*w. We grow u
Agriculture, University or Illlnota.—
use later. This plan has been prac- tngto a radio which
WNTJ Service.
Better egg production, less feed re ticed by some North Carolina families
when there
qulrement per dozen eggs, and less for a number of years. The first conthings
to which
sideration
Is
that
the
butter
b«
mad*
mortality will result from feeding the
Ustett-tf
permitted,
from sweet cream. Given thte condifarm poultry flock cod liver oil.
In a test, 220 Rhode Island pullets tion, the resulting products may b*
were divided equally In two pens and stored In Jars, packed solidly or to
> ^ *** to remembef'
started on test on October 1,1929. Both one-pound prints. In either case tha
to
important to one ,J
pens were fed the same basal all- container must be thoroughly and cartmash ration, housed under similar fully scalded to kill all bacterial •elves accordingly, "w/t
conditions, and managed the same. spores. "
s
and steal new t
If packed solidly In such Jars, fb* poetical
They were given rape pasture yards
•"vwry
dawn
and make
during the fall and cindered yards on packed butter needs to be covered when the die.
the south side of the house daring the with a clean and sterile white cloth
*H» Has achieved success,"
winter months. The small hen doors and salt placed over this at least 1-82 philosopher,
"who has Uv«
were always open so that the, birds of an Inch deep.
often and loved mod).
It prints are used, a salt brine suffi- laogfiad
could go outside the building at any
time Irrespective of weather conditions. ciently strong to float an egg Is pr*T baa pOnMLfhe respect of inn'
One pen was fed cod liver oil and the pared. This will take about ooe- men and |b* love of uttte ._
Who has filled his niche and i
fourth as much salt as Water., Boned pUshed
other pen was not
bis task; who has
The birds receiving the cod liver oil water should be used. Then the one*
world
better
than he t0
produced 7,142 eggs from October 1 pound prints wrapped In clean white
to April L Birds In the pen not re- cloth are placed In the Jar with a whether by an Improved
ceiving cod liver oil laid 6,091 eggs,In string around «ach print so that It perfect poem, or a rescued i
the same period. The feed required may be recovered easily. A stone has never lacked appreciation!
per dozen eggs for birds receiving cod plate or follower of some kind should earth's beauty, or failed to
liver oil from October to the next be placed on the butter to keep It la it; who has looked for the ,
October was 7.37 pounds. Those not the brine and then the brine Is poured others and who has given tbel
getting the oil required 7.46 pounds over the whole thing. From time to he bad; whose life Is an inspitiL
, of feed per dozen eggs. The loss In time it may ba necessary to add addi- and whose memory a benedictlotl
Indianapolis News.
weight for birds fed cod liver oil was tional brine.

11

1
assAaa.
-*
jaswr— -

210 pounds, and for birds not getting
the oH 272.5 pounds.
Benenclal results are obtained by
feeding cod liver oil In the spring,
summer, and fall months as well as
Without the new test for available
during, the winter.
phosphorus developed by the college
of agriculture, University of Illinois,
U. S. Is Keeping Tab on
many Illinois farmers could not decrease their grain acreage and Increase
Tuberculosis Eradication their legume acreage to cope with
A summary of'progress In eradicat- present low prices, It is pointed out
ing tuberculosis from poultry IB being by C. M. Llndsley, soils extension speIssued monthly by the bureau of ani- cialist
'
mal Industry, United States DepartMany farmers are not fl"an«?lflHy
ment of Agriculture. The summary able, he explained, to make the relaIncludes the results of Inspection of tively heavy Investments In limestone
poultry flocks In the 11 states doing and phosphate for land that is too add
systematic work in detecting and erad- or too low in available phosphorus for
icating tuberculosis of poultry. These the growing of these legumes. It Is
states are Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, necessary that they locate land In their
Kansas; Michigan, Minnesota, Mis- fields already containing enough lime
souri, Nebraska, Ohio, South Dakota, and available phosphorus. A previousand Wisconsin. In addition there are ly developed test of the college's took
reports for 10 other states In which care of the limestone problem,, and I
veterinarians engaged In testing cattle now the more recently perfected I
for the disease also Inspected poultry phosphorus test gives farmers a prac- I
The report Includes the tabulated ^a- tlcal means of overcoming the other
sults of post-mortem examinations of Important barrier In adjusting their
flocks and fowls affected with tuber- crop acreage.
culosis, as shown by clinical testThousands of farms throughout
Wisconsin Agriculturist.
central and northern Illinois have
areas of soil varying from a few acres
to entire fields which naturally conCrooked Breastbones
The cause of crooked breastbone'Is tain enough limestone and available
to be due to lack of lime and phos- phosphorus so that they can betaken
phorous In the rations, which aVe said out of grain and pot Into alfalfa, sweet
to make bone or give It strength. clover or red clover.
Fanners seldom recognize these
Others say that making birds go on
the roost too young will cause the de- areas. What Is more serious Is that
formity. The probability Is that both without applying the two tests, they
conditions contribute to the defect; so often attempt to grow legumes on land
teed given young birds should contain that Is too low In available phosa sufficiency of these elements which phorus and lime. The result Is a wast?
should be contained In most commer- of seed and time.
cial chick rations.

New Soil Test Shifting
Land Out of Grain Crop

The Unveiling of Finney

HNNEY OF THE FORCE

i t»oM*r MIND THAT
so MUCH —PUT HIS

\
Cop

ARC

HE*E SO MUCH—
M6 WANTS TO
PAT HERE SEVERAL.
TIMES A

NOT EXACTLY
Uk/IMPeACHABUE

SHAVE OR HAIRCUT?

JUST WATCH
ME"!

Fatten Before Marketing

19 Wt»t»ra M«vn»(wr Onto*

JUST THE SAME

PLEASURE

TERRIBLE

Chickens and turkeys grow In relation to the amount of feed they consume. Large frame, good body bloom
and healthy condition are'essential to
successful fattening. Worthless birds
should not be sent to market, but
should be destroyed whenever they
are found In the flock. Hold the birds
until they are fully feathered. If possible. Fatten all poultry tor two to
three weeks before marketing.

Late Chicks Handicapped
Chicks hatched after the first of
May are usually a poor Investment
Especially Is this true of the slower
maturing, heavy breeds. At this season the parasites of the chicken have
had an opportunity to multiply. The
chick is handicapped by becoming Infested with these parasites early. AB
earlier hatched chick gains resistance
with age before the parasites become
so numerous.

"Congratulations! I bear you're
going to be married Boon."
"No. it's all aff."
"Congratulations."

MODERN

went out
Verne,
And had fun for which they had
yearned,
Now they're writhing In pain,
Were they struck by a train?
No I they bathed at the shore and got
burned.

DRAWS NOTHING SOBER

Warm Hen House Needed
"Oh, Heavens!"
"Now what's happenedT"
"My new gown's gotten mixed up
with my step-ins and I can't tell then?
apart."

THE PRETTIEST

Old Biddy and her tribe can help
out a lot If they are provided with
proper housing and are properly fed.
If you want to keep up egg production
during the winter you need a warm
and well-ventilated poultry house. To
maintain such a hen house requires
tight walls, doors and windows; ventilating flues; and limited overhead
space. A straw loft Is an excellent
way to get rid of the air space overhead and may be the means of saving
many of your flock.

Limestone Valuable

"Jack's a good artist, but too much
of a six>rt. Why doesn't he druw a
sober picture?"
"Becmise he never draws a sober
breath."

,nd healed b? (
iv«s no «can. L
complete vrltkogtl
SOoaaaeOoat Arnvgiata, or j. w,d

CO* Bookford. IU.,—AavertlsemeiHl

{U^iir* PUyt Fait
Bverythlng I» displaying its i
Ings It yon bare sharp eyes.

of Won
*i
M
whji moothry. btat•ff-.j-v-if-r-- ~

adwor udMtchQ.and
nervouioeis, they,
•hottld "take Dr.
Pierce'i^svorite
u

WHt« »• Dr.
W. ». f«r tar

•drlM.

Th«n U« Joy F.de.
' It Is no pleasure being a
man when the people are mad.
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Bee-Keeping
It has lately been discovered that
bees have preferences among the
honey plants. Whether this Is due to
the fact that they like some nectars
better than others, or whether they
simply go where nectar Is most abundant or most easily obtained, Is a question which none can yet answer. The
fact that they will not touch honey*
dew, even though It may be In great
abundance, as long as nectar Is avail,
able In quantities from flowers, Indicates clearly their preference for floral
nectar. In the case of clovers, bees apparently prefer to work on white
clover rather than alslke If both are
yielding abundantly. When white
clover Is abundant and yields heavily,
alslke clover Is often poorly pollinated,
even If near a large apiary. On the
other hand If white clover Is scarce
or is yielding poorly, alslke clover It
well pollinated.

ile
with

Clean the Seed Wheat
The treatment of seed wheat with
copper carbonate or with formaldehyde is a common practice In all grain
districts. Frequently, however, seed
treatment Is reported to be Ineffective
In the control of smut Experiment*
which have been conducted by the
United States Department of Agriculture indicate that the removal of
smut balls In the seed wheat Is absolutely essential to satisfactory results.
.The smut balls are composed of millions of spores which are not entirely
destroyed by the common method of
seed treatment These smut balls
should be removed either by fanning
or other cleaning machines.

Limestone grit which Is rich In calduin or lime carbouate Is valuable und
Uncle Ab says he foresees a new era
will prove a good Investment It supplies the mineral salts and feeds the of art In every field.
• • *
lime ducts for shelling the eggs uud
Slieep
were
sold
recently In Abergaenrlc-lUnj? the yolk, [t Is responsible
Scotland, for 4 cents each.
for stronger limbs and more ranld
growth of baby chicks when regularly
A yam yield at the rate of 420 bushfed the parent birds. When hens are
per acre was grown at Hickory,
N
"Who la the prettiest girl at the deprived of calcium they often draw els
. C., by J. p. Allen.
party. Jack? I'd like to look at her." on their bodily reserves and layer's
* * •
"Well, trot out the old pocket mir- cramp follows, aa well as weakly
chickens.
Two
agricultural
experts supplied by
ror."
«»e League of Nations will study tht
agricultural reconstruction of China.

Agricultural Briefs

Helen^I'm afraid you can't support
JBBe In the s^yle to which I have been
[accustomed.
.: Harrys-Well, styles are always
Changing, aren't they?

SU« DUcoMt

nolek!

v&XS^ff^; da-
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supplies
11.95
Koob, Miss Norms Knowlton and Miss nor doeth evil to his neighbour, norl Joyce
Lumber
Company,
taketh
up
a
reproach
against
his
Hallie Mae Koob, primary teachers;
(Lewis)
43.40
Mrs. C. W. Crandall and Mrs. Earl neighbor. He that putteth not out J. H. Keesee, labor and parts . 10.06
40.70
IHue, junior teachers; Thomas Ander- his money to usury, nor taketh re- Joe Kopp, hauling
Levine Auto Exchange, 2 door
son, teacher junior boys; Mrs. F. A. ward against the innocent. He that
glasses
;
6.00
13.17
i?lack, teacher junior girls; Miss doeth these things shall never be H. E. Marlowe, hardware ...
moved"
(Psalms
15:1-3,
5).
Kdith King, teacher intermediate
C. D. Millard, repair work .. 45.75
Among the selections from the Cliff Miller Tractor & Equipgirls; Mrs. Frank Bontrager, teacher
Company, equipment . 221.29
high school students; Mrs. W. S. Reed, Christian Science textbook is the fol- H.ment
3.76
L. Nettz, gas
lowing:
"Evasion
of
Truth
cripples
teacher young people's class; Mrs. M.
Robinson Hardware, supplies . 20.29
2.00
Just ask for Allcnru—"Within 24 J. Rarick, teacher Loyal Circle class. integrity, and casts thee down from G. E. Warren, posts
A dishonest posi- Wilken Machine Shop, labor .
15.06
hours after you start to take this safe Women's class will elect their teacher, the pinnacle
yet powerful medicine excess uric acid and the men's class will meet Thurs- tition is far from Christianly scien- Harry Allen, assisting engi- 40.50
day evening with G. W. Yeater to tific. 'He that covereth his sins shall D.neer
poisons starts to leave your body.
N. Blake, assisting enginot prosper: but whoso confesseth
In 48 hours pain, agony and swell elect a teacher.
92.33
neer
and
forsaketh
them
shall
have
mercy.'
E. C. Dreager, fencing and
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock
ing are gone—we guarantee this pre
It is Christian Science to do right,
damage
41.26
scription — if one bottle of Allenru in the Masonic Temple.
and Oscar Lugeland,
doesn't do as stated—money back.
Epworth League in the parsonage and nothing short of right-doing has Andrew
land for road
7.00
Bongers Bros., Druggists.
at 6:30 p. m. We had a fine meet- any claim to the name" (p. 448).
J. W. Peed & Sons, excavaing Sunday evening with Raymond
tion contract
3,334.72
Mark W. Smith, land for road
Barber as leader. Miss Hallie Mae PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
and damages
."..-. 9BO.OO
Koob will lead the League Sunday
Fred Westfall and Lon O.
4 CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4 evening. The devotional hour will be
Hines, land for road
37.60
t
EL L. Anderson, Pastor.
Court House,
Harold Brehmer, labor
4.80
Atlantic, Iowa,
4444444444444444 followed by election of officers.
12.16
It is time for the renewal of subDecember 30th., 1932. Ed. F. Carlton, labor
Church School at iO:00 a. m.
12.60
scriptions to the Epworth League
The Board of Supervisors of Cass T. H. Darrow, labor
training school for Christian living Herald Single subscriptions $1.25, in' Countv, Iowa met pursuant to ad- H. W. Eilts, dragging and
labor
63.00
with classes for all ages. Mrs. Lydi
journment with the following memclub
$1.00.
Vn, of ten,
* L '.""""V
. m , ,
bers present, Herman Kyan, Cnair- Henry Eggerling, labor ..... 72.00
Brown, Superintendent.
The choir will meet Wednesday ( man £ H AHen> rf G. ArmemTout, Shelva M. Gibson, dragging . 8.25
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock
P. J. Hercbenbach, Jr. dragevening
with Mr. and Mrs. Earl Blue. T w Davis and Frank Pelzer.
Special appropriate music. Sermo
ging ............ ...... ... 67.10
The
Loyal
Circle
class
will
meet'
Minutes
of
December
15
read
and
subject, "The Upper Room." Als with Mrs. M. J. Rarick on Tuesday' approved as read.
J. J. Heck, dragging
........
67.90
Johnson, dragging ---- 14.00
communion service.
: Moved by Pelzer, seconded by Davis, Peter
afternoon, January 24.
Kitelinger, dragl
Evening service at 7:30 o'clock
I that the certificate of completion of Kenneth
!
....................
40.50
2
J. W. Peed & Son's contract dated ging
Sermon subject, "Finding a Religio
Keith
Kitelinger,
labor
.....
4.05
June 15th., 1932 as prepared by the E. B. Luman, drawing ..... 71.60
to Live By."
f CHRISTIAN CHURCH
engineer be accepted.
Youth Forum at 6:30 p. m. A pro •f
Albert Morgan, labor ....... 7.05
Elwyn Andrews, Pastor.
+
Motion carried.
gram of inspiration and training. Yp f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - i - f - f - f - f - f - f *
Moved by Allen, seconded by Davis, Gilbert Mass, labor ....... •. 16.00
are invited.
that the auditor be authorized to J. W. Morgan, dragging . . . 11.45
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
issue transfer for the following items W. C. Richter, dragging ---- 9.45
Coming Events.
Communion Sen-ice at 11:00 a. m. of expense, transfering $7,544.26 Andrew Smith, labor ....... 6.45
The Youth Forum will have charg
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m.
from the construction fund to the Jim Williamson, labor ...... 8.10
of the evening service on Januarv
Evening services at 7:30 o'clock.
maintenance fund, said items having Richard Watson, dragging . . 60.85
Barnholdt, labor ..... 3.00
29. The topic for their program wi
The Bible School and church ser- [ been paid from the maintenance fund Peter
Boyd Bailey, labor
19.20
be "Youth in Action." Short speeche vice? have been gradually improving
Guy
Butler,
labor
14.85
and special music by the young peopl all the time. We are very grateful
H. C. Clausen, dragging
73.80
claim
number
3
for
piling
and
lumwill feature the program. Music wi! for the interest shown.
ber $2,516.37; claims number 16, 82 R. M. Davidson, dragging ... 12.95
be both vocal and instrumental. Plan
Clarence Dimig, labor
17.70
Next Sunday evening we start a and 249 for labor, total of $3,802.10: J.
J. Davis, labor
49.50
to atend.
series- of sermons on the books of claims number 440, 702, 704 for total Peter Hansen, dragging
71;55
.
, „ . .,.
„,
of $974.45;
.
claim number 14 for
Our February Good Fellowship and second Corinthians. There j $251.25 for hardware, total in all of George F. Hansen, draggin™ . 46.20
night will be Sunday evening, Febru first
H. M. Kuehl, dragging
16.40
is probably no other books in the i $7,544.26.
ary 5, at 6:30 o'clock, with refresh New Testament better written to help ! Motion carried.
Fred Laartz, labor ....'.....
.60
ments, after which a program of in solve many of the problems of the
10.90
Moved by Armentrout, seconded by D. J. Lee, repair work
20.65
spiration and profit will be presented modern church. We ask you to bring Allen, that Ellen Goodpasture be ad- J. W. Luke & Son, gas
P. Meredith, hardware ..
9.69
aW
Program will be a drama entitlec your bibles and we shall all study to- mitted to county farm/ and sheriff C.
Carl R. Miller Tractor Cominstructed
to
carry
out
this
motion.
"The Lost Church," presented by ou gether. The minister has been asked
pany, parts
46.93
Motion carried.
young people. Also special music several questions which these studies
1.50
Moved by Allen, seconded by Davis, Ray Muzzy, chain
both vocal and instrumental, will fea will clearly answer. He feels that I *° -f"6?1 the bi^ °f <*« 'Carleton D. Northwestern Bell Telephone
Company,
3.50
, . ,.
...
„,
,,
i Beh Company of Des Moines to exture the program of the evening. You
chnstian will profit greatly and [ chanRe funding bonds for outstand- P. C. Sorensen, repair work .. 20.70
cannot afford to miss these Good t'el every
earnestly desires that the community ing poor warrants amounting to ap- J. W. White, repair work ... 6.51
lowship programs.
proximately $28,000.00 at par plus. Woodward & Gates, hardtake advantage of it.
Sunday evening, February 12, our
ware
4.20
The Bible School under the very $150.00.
Adair County Auditor, half
splendid chorus under the direction of able leaderdship of Brother Zastrow i Motion carried.
cost of concrete culvert .. 116.70
Mrs. H. E. Campbell and Mrs. G. C.
Following suspensions of taxes Guy
F. Canon, salary and
Myrtle Williams,
Noblitt will present an evening of is growing. Come next Lord's day)
mileage
122.74
and be convinced we are alive and $38.74 on N75' N. 183' Lot 7, M. &
music, both vocal and instrumental.
producing ideals among our people C. Atlantic; Myrtle I. IFanck,' $36.90 Federal Land Bank, expense
If you love good and inspiring music,
on easement
12.60
;hat are fundamental. Of course you on Lots 8, 9 and N% of 10, Block Oscar Ostrus, land for road . 7.00
you will want to hear this program.
26, Atlantic; Dr. J. W. Macklin,
are
welcome
always,
and
at
all
the
serPhelps, assisting engi$63.75 on Lot 23, Block 10, Anita. John
Church Institute Coming March 5.
neer
25.20
vices too.
Rebates granted: V. S. Hansen,
Sunday evening, March 5, we will
Claude Waggoner, moving
$.93
on
soldier's
exemption:
Hansen
begin -our Church Institute. You wil
80.00
G. Liston $83.08 on error making fence
want to attend every session. We wil
double assessment; Ralph Pollock, George L. White, land for
LINCOLN CENTER
100.90
hold six sessions this year, one each
$17.11 soldier's exemption; Chas. V. road
COMMUNITY CHURCH
F. Bontrager, labor
28.65
Vetterick,
$4.00
poll
tax
paid
twice.
Sunday evening until Easter Sunday
Elwyn Andrews, Pastor.
Tom Clausen, dragging
36.18
Bonds
approved,
E.
S.
Holton,
The pastor is busy shaping the proCountv Attorney, $5,000.00; George E. Grover Darling, dragging ... 16.1B
gram, and has already secured some
25.40 Clayton Green, labor ....
Pennell, Justice of the Peace $500.00; Henry Eilts, dragging
Church services at 10:00 a. m.
65.00
Eggerling, labor
25.00 Archie Johnson, dragging
very able talent, among which are
Sunday School at 11:00 a. m., with P. I. Appleman, Justice of the Peace. John
4.76
John Greenwalt, dragging .. 50.00
, Calvin Lindeman, labor . .
Dr. Montgomery of Grinnell, youth
15.60
Clyde
L.
Heck,
labor
Mrs.
Everett
Luman
as
Superintendj^^
^^;
CoSabta.%.Sj
4.65
C. Meyer, labor . .
director of our fellowship, Rev. G. B.
1.80
72.00 William,
each: James H. Lang, J. Frank Berry, G. Jordan, labor
George B. Proctor, dragging % 34.40
Wilder of Red Oak, and Rev. Peter ""^
Frank
Just,
labor
1.80
Man does not live by bread alone, W. R. Krause, F. Bontrager; AssesMaurice Proctor, dragging
100.25
Jacobs of Shenandoah. The plan in and except one die he abideth by him- i ??rs. $500.00 each: Ivan Brown, E. H. C. Kitelinger, labor
2.70 Lester Smith, dragging . .
6.12
Ben
G.
Kirkham,
dragging
..
44.20
mind is to have one outstanding self alone. The more we give up for Pelzer, W. R. Krause, J. A. BreckerFrank O. Will, dragging . .
6.00
M.
N.
Lambertson,
dragging
.
7.BO T. A. Albers, labor ......
speaker each evening. Also drama Him and give to Him, the more we baumer, Peter F. Hansen; Clerk13.20
Harvey
IMbrgan,
dragging
..
41.95
Wm.
Watson,
$500.00.
Harold
Bacon,
dragging
,..
and music for the older folk, as well Decome like Him and the more last31.50
1:00 o'clock p. m. the time set John W. Mehlmann, dragChas. J. Dougherty, labor .
34.65
a; illustrated stories for the children. ing becomes our work. This group forAthearing
ging
5.60 Charlie Casteel, dragging
objections to assessment
25.90
This year we anticipate the best pro- meets every Lord's day to study their of cost of cutting weeds on certain J. P. Neins, labor
1.80 Roy W. Holaday, dragging
Wm. J. Sager; dragging
24.40 Emanuel Jensen, labor ..... 104.75
gram our institute has ever featured. Bibles and hear God's word preached,!
10.80
Merle Turner, dragging
92.30 Anton Jensen, labor
Notice—Watch for complete pro.......
15.22
Lyman Wahlert, labor
hat
they
may
become
more
like
the
j
upon
motion
and'vote'the'audito'r
2.70
Jensen, labor
......
grams from time to time of coming Master. They invite you to help in authorized to charge the costs against Julius Andersen, dragging . '.
2.70
49 50 KennetW
Leon Jensen, labor
......
ley
dra
1.50
events in the Tribune. The public is the task set before them. Make your ff!e aforesaid Property as provided in ,oy5 L
>
•• ••• • 115.25 Fred Lassen, labor ..... '.'.'.
>
i
n
•
"*
i the
T no Tirtri/>*»
38.10
Clvde Bailey, labor
........
27.30
notice.
cordially invited to all of our services life count for good for Jesus Christ.
Ned C. Murray, dragging . . . 48.00
S- B le tine
» dragging . . 30.80 Kussell .Symonds, dragging . .
and activities.
Moved by Pelzer, seconded by Al- «' rve ^ "Derrv
We are having special music every
52.80
^ ^.ln
. drawing .. 40.00 Henry Steffens, labor
Senior ladies aid society will meet Lord's day, and we know you will be len, to hire Guy F. Canon as county] S?
74.60
Edward
P
«e.
dragging . . . 45.90 R. A; Turner, dragging ......
engineer
for
the
year
1933
at
a
sal-I
Thursday at the home of Mrs. W H
100.46
17,40
the loser if you do not come. You are ary of $2,100.00 per year and mileage Leo Dimig, labor
4.05
Wagner, with a 12:00 o'clock lunch welcome.
Henrv O. Hansen, labor
16.'20 Glaus J. Anderson, labor . . .'
as provided by law.
5.47
19.95 P«rry Morrison, labor ......
for the public.
Yes. Allen, Davis, Pelzer and Jesse Hansen, labor
.....
4.05
George lebsen, dragging .... 17^95 Carl Laartz, labor
Ryan.
+ + + + "-t- * > 4- -f -f 4- -T* =»• + +
Carl Laartz, labor
'90 Howard K. Schuler, labor . ! '. 6.30
No. Armentrout.
b01
William H. Richter, labor ...
2.40
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
-f
Motion
carried.
+
M. E. CHURCH NOTES
4 + •»• + + + + + + 4 + + + + + + 4.
Bridge Payroll
lMbv«d by Davis,'seconded by Pel77.00
u
l
,
T
'
g
.
.
Herman
Anderson,
labor
.
.
+
Monroe J. Rarick, Pastor.
*
53.55
____ 4 80
"Truth" will be the subject of the zer, to hire Darrell N. Blake as as- Delbert McFadden, labor .......
.........
72*60 Leo Harris, , labor20.47
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 jesson-Sermon in all Churches of sistant engineer for the year 1933 C. C. Morrison, labor
W.F.
Smith,
labor
.......
Clark M. Trailer, dragging . . 32^0
63.29
at a salary of $100.00 per month.
Sunday School at 10:00 a. ra. Dr.
'hrist, Scientist, on Sunday, January
K. L. Tanner, labor
.........
27 30 Lawrence Ward, labor .
67.12
Motion carried.
C. H. Johnson, General Supt.
22.
Dale P. Will, labor
.........
3300 Frank Bannister, labor ...'.'. 51.82
Pelzer
and
Allen
were
appointed
to
Herbert Spear, labor
The Sunday School board met »'
W. E. White,
67.12
The Golden Text is from Psalms
sams count
, the cash in hands of treasurer
Elmer IWatson,, labor and
the parsonage Monday evening and
Se
f b
ness
hauling
.......
10, "I will praise thee, O LordJ ?932
° ™
December 31,
72.89
elected officers and teachers for this
- '
.... 11.90 W. E. (Wise, foreman .'.'.','
135.00
year. Those elected were Dr. C H mong the people: I will sing unto j andThe following claims were allowed Peter Chnstensen, labor ____ 22 20
(To
be
continued.)
auditor authorized to write G. Clifton Acker, dragging . .
3.15
Johnson, superintendent; V. C. McCoy hee among the nations. For thy | warrathe
lts
Raymond Beisser, dragging . 30.50
icrcy
is
great
unto
the
heavens,
and
i
l
for
same:
assistant superintendent; Mrs Albert hy fruit unto the clouds."
J D
50.85
' - Adams Company, equipKarns, superintendent primary departA
,. . . . . . . .98-00
61181
v
92 92
Albert Eshelman, dragging . 30.75
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo-! ('a^ltf A^trim
^ 'l
' '
ment; Mrs. H. P. KieKleri ass ^ tlint
2 95
Frank, labor
........
7 65
superintendent primary department- ations from the Bible and from the | Austin-Western *" Road* Ma- °' Glenn
Leo Harris, labor . .
'
10 00
Christian
Science
textbook,
"Science!
chinery,
parts
20.01
Walt
Mrs J0, V,H<.r, superintendent jun0 R
«r Kirchoff, dragging' '. '. 3^00
repairs ....
4J5 Arnold
ior department; Mrs. V. C. M«,Coy nd Health \vilh Key to the Scrip-] - - Billingsley,
Meyer, dragging .... 11335
& Bond> nard
uri-s," by Mary Baker Eddy
j ,i /j^
ware . . 5.69 George Nelson, dragging ... 3450
superintendent of home department;
One of the Bible citations reads: A! K Choate^TaC/XstoV
^ Chester Proctor, dragging .. 40.8B
M, S H Marg-a,et Bla.k, secretary; Mi.ss
n ic
Lord, who shall abide in thy tabor- | age yard .'.
*" 95 10 Carl Rothe, labor . .
Nora Harris, assistant secretary; Mrs.
(
P. W. Schuler, labor ..'.'''''
who
shall
dwell
in
thy
holy'
'°unty
Auditor
Ward,
ex£. K. Kohl, treasurer; Mrs. Herbert
Don Wohlenhaus, labor
Gain Physical Vigor - Youthfulness
press
3.96 H. M. Bacon, labor ...
He that walketh uprightly,
hartley, assistant treasurer- Mrs Karl
1sy'A n With Clear Skin and Vivacious Eyes
Employers Mutual Casualty
rid
worketh
righte9usness,
and
J. H. Bacon, labor
-°°
Blue, pianist; C. H. Hartley, choristerCompany, premium on pol1
That Sparkle With Glorious Health.
Otis Cruin, labor
G.45
Donald Crandall, librarian; Mrs. I. a fe hat bai-kbiteth not with his tongue,
*cy. - y , ' .
•
250.00 ~vvm am Holaday, labor
peaketh the truth in his heart. He Frank Games, hauling
75 »f? „
9.60
Here's the recipe that banishes fat
Hansen Hardware
Hnrrlwnra rv^vmo.,..
'
fvay. Hyndman, hauling
Company
2.70
Lawrence Jensen, labor
wire
and brings into blossom all the natur7.20
Floyd Jensen, labor
o',55 al attractiveness that every woman
Herring's Service Station
Ivan Jensen, dragging
gas
possesses.
38 79 Ray Krauth, labor
WHAT A WHALE OF A DIFFERENCE COLOR
Hoegh Oil Company, gas '.'."
17 22 L. V. Lewis, labor
Every morning take one half teaFred Hoyt, clearing brush
7.80
1000 C. B. Pen-in, labor
MAKES!
spoonful
of Kruschen Salts in a glass
Joyce
Lumber Company,
63.00
E. J. Symonds, labor
(Wiota)
l l i s n of hot water before breakfast — cut
fester Tracy, labor . ' . ' . \ [ ' " ^
Anita Lumber Companv, maLet Me Show You
terial
'_
J. D. Walters, dragging '" 17
170'^ down on pastry and fatty meats—go
3.76
Louis Stoll, hauling .
"' '
^ light on potatoes, butter, cream and
ATTRACTIVE COLOR SCHEMES FOR
Atlantic Motors, Inc.' 'storGrote, labor
H" sugar—in 4 weeks get on the scales
age
6.50 Glen
YOUR HOME.
Fred Laartz, labor
y ™ and note how many pounds of fat
D. N. Blake, salary and mileage
Fred M. Schuler, labor
^7° have vanished.
32.67 Tony
Surely You
Richter, labor
Bojens Hardware, supplies .'.
Want
8.78
Get a bottle of Kruschen Salts—4he
Guy
p.
Canon,
salary
and
MONARCH PRODUCTS-THE PIONEERS
cost is trifling and it lasts 4 weeks.
mileaore
88 67
John Christensen, use of' de« even this first bottle doesn't con*
OF 100% PURE PAINTSAND VARNISHES
tour
10.00
vmce
you this is the easiest, safest
Clardy's Hardware, supplies .
4.45
and surest way to lose fat-if you
Creston Auto Company, Inc.
^ prestone
dont feel a superb improvement in
6.80
«• B. Wright labor
"^ health-so gloriously energetic-vigFullerton Lumber Company
Zellmer. 1»>^'
$™
material
_
.Zellmer,
or.
67.00 Ernest rF.
5.40
ANITA LUMBER CO.
Green Bay Lumber Company
A. H. Chnstensen, labor
tuvned' aliVfr~y°Ur money Skdy «22.20
coal
10.00
PHONES: Office 20; Res. 11
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS
63.72
Hansen & Lowe, hardware '. '
„
But be sure for your health's sake
3.00 that
you asfe for and fc
Maxine Highley, salar"
Q6.13
2'00
11.00
Hoffman Hardware Company
8t B n er
ddrugstore
\ them
°*
in the world.

Swift and Best

Rheumatic
Prescription
85 Cents

Food

Specials For

Butter

Armour's
Cloverbloom
ATLANTIC
.40-itoto&
IOWA'S PEST,
85c
25c
Rolls

lb.2;
——_,

7!

Wax Paper
Green
Japan
Tea

/ -pound package

15c

1!

Beauty
(Coffee

21c
per pound

Baking

. cans
LEWIS
AMERtCANQ IAH
2caits25c
HI-TEST & TOl
Big ' Pound Bars 6 for 25c
Chief Small Bars 10 for.
P & G or MOHAWK, large bars, 6 for
Brown or
Ji*** «vT
IPS, 2 1(
p dered
Whole Kernel
Ill
ISccans
Beans Michigan
_
Navies
Full Cream
per pound
AH
Advo Jell Flavors
or AiQmonia
large 25c bottles
Libby»s
7
Tall Cans

Cheese

BLUING
Milk

l»-\

f\l\f\

f\t\

T1

TIB-

TX

•

. .

*

_

.

—»».b t

v»» t*&g *ltg

• • .

tU.tflf
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HOW MODERN
WOMEN LOSE
FATSAFELY

SCOTT

. M. Prank, labor . .;;;;;

'

m

ISci

4 for

3 cans I9<
OUT-WEST.

(By Raymond A. Stone.)]
Today I've been thinking
,
Of a place I'm longing to In]
Where the* pines grow out of taw
And the wind is whistling fret]
A place where heaven and earths
A garden'that God planted!
With bunchgrass and cactus,
And oceans of pure fresh ut.|
It's out in the wild west,
Where the purple sage grows,
Where you go and what you do,
Nobody always knows.
Where the coyotes howl
Out under the starry sky.
And the far off call of the
Or the wild* cats dismal cry
Where the prairie chickens b—
At feeding or roosting time,
Where rocks are thickly strew
O'er prairies of sand and §W.
Where the COWS graze contented
And by their side the caves
Where the lack rabbits nibble ate
And'dost »tOnns rise in a squ*|
Where the sand gets white hot,
With the sun's scorching heat,
U teU the world you people,
The old west is hard to beat
The cowbov rises early,
,
Daybreak finds him on his waj,{
ashing his herd to the prune,
With a heart so light and gay.
Merrily he sings as he rides aW
Or whistling some lively tuwj
He never stons his lazy &a '
Until it draws high noon.
Here he1 stops to eat his b»«' i
•Feeds anifonsaddles his ho*
He finds a rock for his loo^ '
All neatly padded with
He pulls oat his tobacco and I
And deftly he rolls his sn«
Contentedly he gazes into si><m
Clad to be a rambling t'
After his rest he saddles ;
And the herd again he d
Out to a water hole for a
Then back to the char
mesquite bush.
Slowly he pushes his herd
J
Back to the ranch for tin ^ i
rt
'Whistling in his own ca ." M '
As he trods on feet so M ' ^
He is met at the gate by i > s t j
Who always comes to '"
She kisses his lips m " u
brace. '
f,
As the twlight gathers u
It's always like this in ""
Tto God's own country >
J«a* way ont west on tin i , ,
Wbjutetbe
•—"
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24 It IB exactly 85
since a crew of workmen, enIn the prosaic task of build*
I sawmill on a western river, no, some glittering particles In the
and picked them up to carry
back to" tbelr employer. From
) circumstance grew one of
JT most romantic episodes In the
ils-of our nation and before the
[ links In the chain of cause and
had been forged the discovery
that day had profoundly afpolltlcal and economic history
Jnlted States. For January 24, .
beginning of "the oldea days,
the days of '49," the beginning
rush In America, the baepic .migration which has few
i It may sound, the "Days of '49"
In 184?. But, considering the
»dest Interpretation, the title of
Forty-Niners" may justly be
men—Johann August Sutter,
ball aqd Sam Brannan. Conof the movement which
hey should hav» come to the end
i "full of ;years And honors." But
i joke on ttds trio, and the end
i. almost a literal proof of the old
that "He who finds gold will
use." ' .
their careers In the order of
on the stage of this romantic
lohann August Sutter, the Swiss
o, had emigrated to America In
> and to Jnljr, 1839,, was stranded
terba Bneqa (now San Francisco).
* journey Into the Interior, where
[.Impressed with the possibilities of
'" conceived the scheme of foundIn the Sacramento valley. Callowned
; by Mexico and Monterey
••'iv,

•

* '- -

•

-

|.:&ere Sutter laid his plan before
He would establish a cori and check the Incursions of hosfrom the north, he. would gather
Indians of California .together and
nployment and he? would bring Kanl»e Sandwich Islands also to work
Impressed was Alvaredo with Butt that he gave him a grant of eleven
So In 1841 Sutter established
; Which he named New Helvetia or
•years Sutter had wrought a marprmation In the raw country.
built over the streams, roads
i drained, wells and ditches
other Improvements made. The
nt had appointed him goverCallfornla and he reigned In
in feudal splendor over nearly
(for Sutter had been very generous
In surveying his "eleven square
f$rf land, tended by several hundred
and Indian retainers. In his pas12,000 bead of cattle, 15,000 sheep.
and mules. Establishing stores
|;from Canada to Mexico and as far,
Louis. Governor Mlcheltorena, Alr, presented him with an addlsqnare leagues.
. point that James Wilson Marshall
the picture. Born in New Jersey,
originally a wagonmaker by trade
heard the -call, of the West and had
Serer over a large part of the transregion tntll finally he became an
f Sutter, a sort of a foreman.
i had persuaded Sutter that It was high
to quit getting out the lumber
needed by hewing and whlpsawlng
that they build a sawmill Ac• sent Marshall to build a mill on
an river about 40 miles above the
i morning of January 24 he went
the mill race and noticed some giltdeles In the sand. It hmight be gold,
be only mica. Mam "^i who knew
about the common tests for gold, subartlcles to these tests, and as the reto believe that he had actually dlsof the precious metal He does
have been very much excited over
for It was not until two or three
that he made a trip back to the fort
' of the discovery he had made. The
[immediately set to work testing the
with nitric; acid, then by balancing
. with an equal weight of silver and
•cales under water. In water, the
"having more specific gravity than the
" , down the scales. There was no
• doubt in their minds as to what these
were.
Bt Butter, as he later said, "felt the
>, thing upon htm." He and Marshall
the matter secret until they could
I mill and Until they could establish
i surrounding hinds. So Sutter called
Indians who had a nominal title to

1he'49erMemoriaHTiLosAjiqeles
these lands and from them leased twelve square
mlle^s of the surrounding country. Then he sent
an employee named Charles Bennett to Monterey
to have the 'lease confirmed by Colonel Mason,
the American'military governor of California.
On the way Bennett,"Stopping at Benlcla, revealed the purpose of his Journey. Curiously
enough, few who beard his story believed It and
only a few went to the American river to- Investigate.
Make way now for Sam Brannan 1 Who Sntter and Marshall were and what they did Is
known to virtually every American school child.
But history has strangely neglected this flamboyant character, Sam Brannan, who was, if anything, the most romantic figure of the three.
Back In the late'thirties and early forties Brannan was a journeyman printer, a free-lance
writer, an editor and "a natural born promoter."
Also he'Joined the Mormon church, when that
sect began to flourish, and from^an editorial job
on the Messenger, a Mormon propagandist newspaper, he soon blossomed out into a full-fledged
elder In the Church of the Latter Day Saints.
About the time of the exodus of the Mormons
from Nanvoo, HL, under the leadership of Brigham Young for their journey westward
to find
the promised land, Brannan chartered1 the little
ship Brooklyn, filled It with gome 800 Mormons
and set sail from New York via Cape Horn for
California. Late in July, ISM, the Brooklyn
passed through the Golden Gate and Brannan's
Mormons were the first American colonists to
reach Yerba Buena, the little Spanish settlement
on San Francisco bay.
It Is doubtful whether Sam was at heart a
Mormon, or anything else In a religious way. He
was an opportunist of the first water and Mormonlsm, for his'purposes, was as good as any
other religion. At any rate, it gave the rover
a sort of clerical standing and a chance for leadership which he was not the man to overlook.
In the hold of his ship he had brought with
him a newspaper punt, the machinery for a
flour mill, plows, harrows and other pioneer necessities. He assumed leadership from the day
of his landing. He preached the first EJngllsh
sermon ever heard there, solemnized the first
American marriage on the soil, set up the first
flour mill and gave the little settlement its first
newspaper, the California Star. It wasn't long
before he cut loose from the Saints. Or, rather,
the Saints got rid of him. A Mormon sketch of
his life says, "His course and habits were not
consistent with the life of a Latter Day Saint
and he was disconnected from the church."
But If his career as a Mormon had ended, his
career as a California promoter (perhaps another
historic "first") had just begun. He got out a
special edition of his Star, within a few months
after his arrival at Yerba Buena, and sent two
thousand copies of the paper overland to the
Mississippi valley and the.eastern states, extolling the virtues bl the country to prospective
settlers.
Then came March, 1848, bringing with, it to
Yerba Buena the first news of the discovery of
gold on General Butter's lands. A brief account
of the fact was published In a rival paper, but
Brannan's editor was Inclined to discredit the
news, as were also most of the new colonists.
But to Sam Brannan it was a bugle call to.new
adventure. He went to the scene of the alleged
find and In a few weeks he came galloping back
to San Francisco, rushed through the PUtza hat-

Lesson for January 22
JESUS FORGIVING SIN

wonders and storehouse of the interesting, was asked by a tourist on an
Mark 1:1-11.
occasion what the purpose of the InGOLDEN TEXT—Th« Son of maa
hath
power on earth to forgive line.
stitution was. His reply epitomized
Mark
2:10.
the place In these words: It shows
PRIMARY TOPIC—Jeiui Forgtvln*
what people have done."
* Man.
JUNIOR TOPIC—Jesu« Forgiving ft
' I am Indebted to him, therefore, for Man.
the thought that the bureau of standINTERMEDIATE) AND SENIOR TOPards shows what people 'are doing. IC—How We May Be Forgiven.
TOUNO PEOPLE AND ADULT
And there can be no more accurate
description, albeit; to state fully its TOPIC—Je»u»' Power Over Sin.
meaning and to comprehend its scope
I. Jesus Preaching th« Word (w.
It must be expanded and expanded 1, 2). .
/
until one's mental processes grow
1. To whom (v. 2). It was to the)
foggy.
surging crowd which was gathered
Some years ago. a friend of mine about the house where Jesus was stopwho has devoted many years to the ping. So great was the crowd that
public service as an expert in the bu- there was no room to receive them,
reau of standards, invited me to ride even about the door. This house may
in his car to my destination at an- have been the home of Peter where he
other point In the city. Upon enter- had healed his wife's mother of a
ing his automobile I was surprised to fever. As soon as It was noised about
find a veritable battery of taxlcab that Jesus was in the house, the multimeters operating in the tonneau of tudes gathered. It Is always so, that
the machine. His explanation of their the multitudes gather where Jesus Is.
presence may be used to Illustrate
2. What Jesus preached (v. 2). He
the type of work performed by the preached the Word before he wrought
bureau:
miracles, for his supreme mission was
"We never have known whether to make known God's will. Miracles
taxi meters are accurate. In other were not an end In themselves, but to
words, we have been nnable to say authenticate his work. The people
positively whether persons hiring came, some to be healed, and some out
taxlcabs are cheated by the machines of curiosity. The Word of God should
that register the fare. By installing be preached to all so that the will of
f or Pay-Diit
these meters and using this car nor- God may be known even though the
mally, we get a test of them under all hearers gather with an unworthy moless and travel stained, waving In his hand a sorts and conditions of operation. The tive.
flask of gold dust as he shouted, "Gold, Gold, speedometer on the car Is tested reguII. Jesus Forgiving 81ns (w. 3-5).
Gold from the American river." Again Sam larly so that we can check against It
The man brought to him was sufferBrannan was a "nrst<-the first to bring to San We will know In about two months ing from the dread disease of palsy,
Francisco authentic news of the gold discovery. whether any or all of these meters but his deadly affliction was that of
There was a rush to the diggings, Sam's Mor- give the public a square deal."
sin. Palsy was a type of sin. The
mons following his lead again, "as If he had been
Such Is one phase of the work done miracle was wrought by Jesus In conthe^ Pled Piper," says one chronicler. Within a at the bureau of standards and all of firmation of bis message. It was vitalfew days only seven men out of three hundred it has as Its end and aim, the making ly connected with faith. Observe:
were left In the town. By June 2,000 miners of this a better world In which to live.
1. Faith coming to Jesus (v. 3).
were at work near the sawmill, now called Its accomplishments in this direction The actuating Impulse of the palsied
Goloma. By July 4,000 were there.
are endless, because those scientists man and his four friends who carried
The earliest arrivals were of the better class are tireless In their pursuit of knowl- him was faith. They believed that
and Sutter had no trouble with them. They edge.
Jesus had power to save.
patronized his stores and purchased all of their
It will be impossible in a brief
2. Faith overcoming difficulties (v.
supplies from him. But when the gold lure drew space to set out even a small portion 4). Though prevented by the crowd
to California an Influx of men from all corners or outline of the work done In the bu- from coming to Jesus, they ascended
of the earth, there came more bad men than reau, a place that to my humble mind the outer stairway and let the afflicted
good, who corrupted his Indians with their dead- contains more thrills than ever have man down through the roof Into his
ly firewater and Influenced his hitherto faithful been concentrated under one roof any- presence. They disregarded convenemployees to desert him. Squatters settled on where else. In the world. But when tionalities, knowing that the all-Imhis lands and Jeered at his efforts to dislodge one recalls that by persistent effort portant thing was to go to the Lord
them. His vineyards were trampled to the bureau experts have persuaded scores with their need.
ground; his livestock stolen, his 'stores looted of commercial lines to do away with
3. Faith rewarded (v. B). No word
and the Improvements which he had made ap- countless styles and types of products was uttered by either the paralytic or
propriated for the use ,of the maddened gold and to concentrate on standardized his hearers. No words were needed.
designs, all as means of reducing the Their action was enough. The paralytseekers.
The titles to his lands received under the cost to the consumer, some Idea is giv- ic got more than he expected. He degrants from the Mexican government were not en of the dollars and cents value of • sired healing of the body and he rerespected and Sutter appealed In vain to the the work accomplished. Take for ex- ceived forgiveness of sins—the healing
American authorities. He brought suit against ample, bolts and nuts. One can buy of the body plus forgiveness of sins.
more than 17,000 persons and spent more than them anywhere In this land and if he
III.
Jesus Answering the Scribe*
$200,000 in prosecuting his claims. From being calls for a certain type, that type will (w. 6-10).
the greatest man In that country he found him- be supplied whether It Is manufac1. Their objections (w. 6. 7).
self becoming the most hated because of the liti- tured in the city of Pittsburgh or San
a. Why does he thus speak? '
gation in which he was involved, and eventually Francisco.
b. Who can forgive sin? They were
the hatred resulted In the destruction of his
Experiments have been carried on entirely right lu their reasonings that
home, the Hermitage, to which he had retired at the bureau for years respecting only God can forgive sins.1 Their blunbefore the onrush of the argonauts. \After sev- the best methods of heating homes der was In not perceiving him as God.
eral years of litigation In which he was repeat- and the best methods for steam pro- The very one who was speaking and
edly defeated Butter, the former "king," found duction, always with the Idea of eco- acting was the living God.
himself a ruined man. The state of California nomical operation in view. The same
2. Jesus' answer (w. 8-10). Knowgranted him a pension of $250 a month but statement may be made concerning the
after receiving It for 14 years he voluntarily re- manufacture of paper—writing paper, Ing their Inner thoughts and reason-linquished that bounty.
**
wrapping paper, paper for other spe- Ings, he manifested unto them his essential deity In that he had power to
In 1872 he sent his two daughters to Bethle- cific uses.
know their thoughts. He Inquired,
hem, Pa., to enter a Moravian school and later
A chemistry division operates one "Which Is easier, to say, Thy sins be
transferred them to another school In Lltltz. of the great laboratories of the counThere he made his home and spent his declining try, testing, testing, testing. Thou- forgiven thee; or to say. Arise and
years In numerous visits to Washington and In sands of chemicals that reach the pnb- take up thy bed, and walk? But that
futile attempts to secure justice from the fed- llc, ready for economical use and pre- ye may know that the Son of man hath
eral government, which he claimed had allowed pared to meet the everyday needs of power on earth to forgive sins, (he
him to be robbed during the gold rush. He died one unskilled in handling delicate In- salth to the sick of the palsy), I say
In Washington on June 17, 1880, and he died struments, are better today because unto thee, Arise, and take up thy bed.
In poverty.
the scientist of the bureau of stand- and go thy way Into thine house." He
As for Marshall, he received the same treat- ards' devoted many months to experi- was willing that his power In the Invisible realm should be tested by his
ment from the gold seekers that bad been Sut- mentation.
power In the visible.
ler's portion. California gave him a pension of
Development of the airplane has
IV. Jesus Healing the Paralytic
$14iOO a year, then withdrew It because the leg- brought with It many and varied probislature believed the money was spent In drink lems. The bureau has set about solv- (w. 11, 12).
1. His method (v. 11). He spoke
to which he had become addicted. In August, ing them. Some of them are mechani1885, five years after Sutler's death, a lonely, cal, purely; others deal with natural the word and It was done. Christ's
embittered, poverty-stricken old man died In a forces. That explains why there is a words were enough. This man was
ramshackle hut In the dying town of Coloma. It gigantic wind tunnel In operation at helpless and nnable of himself to
was James W. Marshall, "the man who discov- the bureau. Air la forced through at move, but with the command was
ered gold In California."
every speed and at every angle and given the strength to obey. It is
As for Sam Brannan, he enjoyed a period of against propellers operated with cer- always so, that when Christ commands
glory and of prosperity for a time, then the tain horsepower behind them. The he gives the strength to perform.
curse of gold overtook him.
2. The obedience of the man (v.
calculations arrived at enable engiWith the Incoming flood tides of adventurers neers to know what weaknesses to 12). He Immediately arose, took up
his bed and went forth among them
and settlers, Sutler's fort expanded Into Sacra- avoid In plane construction.
mento'City and San Francisco became a metropAnd so It Is, too, with tests made all. The poor helpless man walked
olis of many races—the most cosmopolitan and of such commonplace things as elec- away with his bed upon his shoulder.
the most lawless city In the world. Between the tric light bulbs. They are actually At the words of Christ, disease and
two cities as his bases of operations Brannan burned out Tests are made with fila- death flee away. This was a flne exgrew rich and prosperous. There was no species ments of every known substance used ample again of divine healing.
8. The people were amazed, and
of industry beyond bis exploitation. He was for that purpose, and combinations of
gambler and banker, merchant and hotel owner, substances are tried. Manufacturers glorified God (v. 12). They said, "We
Importer and exporter, gold digger and real es- have the direct benefit of these ex- never saw It on this fashion."
tate speculator, shipowner and perhaps a bit of pertinents, of course, but the ultimate
a smuggler. Everything was grist for Sam's mill. consumer gains eventually through
World MoT««nent»
The great commercial house of xOsborn & Bran- lower prices on quality products.
God dwells In the great movements
nan, specializing In oriental merchandise, beAlmost constantly experiments arc of the world, In the great Ideas which
came one of San Francisco's biggest Institutions. carried on at the bureau with ma- act in the human race. Find him
And Sam Brannan ruled the city like a man- terials used for dyes, dyes for cloth, there In the Interests of man. Find
darin. He spent money like a prince, entertained colors for paints, for Inside and out- him by sharing in those interests, by
lavishly, drank deeply, played for high stakes side decorative purposes, for metals, helping all who are striving for truth,
and became the most spectacular figure In a de- etc. Their fastness must be known; for education, for progress, for liberty
lirious city of magic and madness.
the conditions under which they will
This lasted for a while, then came the turn fade are developed conclusively If all over the world.
In his fortunes. Misfortunes began to rain down they fade at all, and means of corConEda In Him
upon him and he sought solace In drink. The recting that weakness are looked for.
usual thing happened. Friends deserted him. The scientists experiment with the " Confide to God that which thon last
Business men whose enterprises he had financed cloth or the metal or wood, or what- from him, O thon soul weary of wanout of his own pocket looked askance at him ever other base Is used, to ascertain dering I Confide to tne truth that
or passed him by wlthoul recoghlllon. His wife what results are brought about by a which is from the truth within thee,
divorced him and took his children from him. different foundation for the colors. and thou ahalt lose nothing.—St AuAfter that there were more "ups and downs." When they get through with one Job gustine.
during which he "reformed," quit drinking by of testing, those men and women can
The Pitcipk* Sent Forth
force of his will power and eventually lived to be said to know the truth. But It
Go your ways; behold, \ send you
the age of seventy before death claimed him ID seems that Instead of the truth mak1889—not in such poverty as had been the lot ing them free, l,t merely startf them forth as lambs among wolves. Carry
of Sutter and Marshall but far from being the off again In search of something else neither purse, nor script, tor shoes;
and salute no man by the vay.—Luk«
"mandarin" who had once ruled the "mad, bad that will be helpful In your lift
10:8 and 4.
city" of San Francisco In the Golden Days of '40. mine.
(C by Western Newspaper Union.)
O. m
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Garden Meeting Well
Attended Last

IMIDMCIW

Dr. C. E. Harry, wife and daughr, Miss Beth, were visitors in Des
loines Sunday.

THEATRE

Otto Borth, well known Lincoln';
"Every farm should have an acre of ownship farmer, is Tecovering nicely
ground set aside for fruit and garden rom an attack of the flu.
Ttt IXIMPT
WIMXNOII
purposes," said C. V. Bqlsinger this
week in introducing his series of home
C. H. Kime and wife of Guthrie
garden talks in a project being spon- ienter visited in. the city Sunday,
sored by the Cass County Farm guests of Robert Scott and wife.
Bureau. "If given at least half way
attention it will be the most profit- Water rates at Guthrie Center have
able acre on the farm," said (Mr. Hoi- jeen reduced from a minimum of $12
>er year to a new minimum of $10.
singer.
:For the arrangement of the plot,
Mr. Holsinger recommended about „ Lloyd Cassill has been confined to
fifteen apple trees, several trees of lis home in Lincoln township the
cherries, plums, pears, some peaches; ast week with an attack of the flu.
grapes, raspberries, both black arid M. L. Hilton, and wife of Walnut
red, an4 strawberries. He stated that spent Sunday in the city at the home
this should .take about three-fourths of-her sister, Mrs. G. W. Clardy and
he political demagogs who advocate govof the ground in the plot and that msband.
at ownership of utilities claim that,
the
remainder should be used for garenterprises can serve the people cheaper,
den,
except potatoes and sweet corn .Fred Herbert and wife of Atlantic
tax exempt, they would have an advanwhich
cannot be grown continuously were Sunday visitors in the city,
which should^ save the customers . poson,the same ground with any success. guests of her sister, Mrs. G. M. Adair
10 per cent. But the average domestic
Other points emphasized in his talks and family.
Pm no angel. I've ,
fet bill'is less than $3. This would be a
around.,My wjmwtion ..-about the farm garden were, location,
of only 30c. The average family grobeai drafted from Second
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs. J.
drainage and fertility. The location
Avenue
to Broadway, y*f*e
bill is nearly $30. A similar saving here
T.
Monnig,
who
has
been
very
sick
that could be worked' with horse
they tpett my name inUghU.
amount to $8 per": month. Politicians
drawn machinery he suggested was with, intestinal flu for the last two
They've got mt laMUd to
that electricity had become a necessity
it won't vxuh off. They've
much better than one that could not weeks, is somewhat improved.
away every decent
which profits should be removed. So
be .so worked. He particularly em
groceries necessities. The idea of maMrs.
^.;H;
Wagner
was
hostess
phasized the need of good drainage
ifcom. -But this I*
grocery stores seems absurd and yet
They can't g«t
for all vegetable crops except aspara last Wednesday afternoon to the
as logical as some of the other proposals
gus, and this he said could be planted members of, the Quilt club. Late in
being advocated by those who disguise
the afternoon' a lunch was served by
in wet ground. '' .
Jism with new and high sounding names,
In speaking of the fertility, Mr the-hostess.
ave you considered the possibility that if
Holsinger said that it was hardly
Adair county taxpayers paid $4
utilities ate disposed of, your business
possible to get ground too rich, for 538.13 on delinquent taxes between
ay be next?
most crops, and that in order to ge December 5 and December 24. Mr.
the best quality and the largest quan Louk, county treasurer, estimates
tity a large amount of plant food wa that about $10,000 in delinquent taxes
needed. For the farm garden he reGlamorous. ...Glaritnts...in the story
commended barnyard manure as being are yet unpaid in the county.
of the girl who fought for love.,. and lost I
probably the best fertilizer.
The members of the Helping Hand
Fall plowing to enable early plant- club of Lincoln 'Center enjoyed an all
ing was another point which Mr. Hol- day meeting last Thursday at the
The heart-cr} of a million mothers
3MPANY -*• OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWANS
singer emphasized.
home of Mrs. EFrank Kopp. At noon
wah
250' people attended the five meet- a covered dish dinner was enjoyed.
JOEL M«CREA • PAUL LUKAS
•"•"fed I* G*v<M (Mar Ima U» ofar to IIKJO Brandtr
ings in the county beginning Tues- Most of the day was spent by the
^APPOINTMENT OF THERE IS MONEY IN COUNTRY
day, January 12.
ladies
in
quilting.
Special Added Attractions
ACCORDING TO THIS
)RS.
Headliner Comedy — "House Dick"
Three hundred 'dollars in bank notes William Duff and wife left the last
Mrs. Irvin Joy was hostess last
of the State of lay undisturbed in an envelope in a of the week for Colorado Springs, Wednesday evening at the home of
,
and
for Cass county, in gutter at Nashua for"~I2 nours re- Colorado, to spend a few days with her sister, Mrs. C. A. Robison, to the
AESOP'S FABLE
cently. Its owner drove to . Cedar; their son, Darrell Duff, wno sub- members of the pinochle club. BePOPULAR* ADMISSION...... lOc and 25c
the Estate of J. D. Rapids before he discovered his loss. mitted to an .operation for appendicitis sides the members, other guests were
ased.
Then he turned about and drove back a few days ago.
Mrs. Robison and ,Mrs. W. T. Biggs,
»y Concern:
to Nashua. He found the envelope
the latter being high scorer for the
given that the un- just where it had apparently dropped
evening.
been appointed and fro«i his pocket near the place at
Executors of the es- which he had parked his truck. BeThe ladies of the Congregational
"They Just Had To Get Married*
McDermott, late of sides the $300 in currency it contained
church enjoyed a kensington last
deceased. All per- about $500 worth of checks.
WANTED:—187 sets of harness to Thursday afternoon at the home of
SLIM SUMMERVILLE —Zasu Pitts
er indebted to said
Mirs. H. L. Bell on West Main Street.
repair and oil.
testate will make pay- A baby girl was born Saturday tf
G. M. DeCamp. The ladies spent the afternoon work"Three On A Match"
with Warren
igned; and those morning to Mr. and Mrs. Jake Neiens.
ing on quilt blocks for the junior
William - Bondell - Dvorak - Davis
Rasmussen Hatchery, Anita, Iowa. ladies aid society. The affair was
ainst-said deceased
A counterfeit $10 bill was .passed re- Custom hatching, 2c per egg. First the first of several social events
present them in
Follow
orm as by law required cently in the county treasurer's office setting February 4th. If you want to planned by the church society.
sell hatching eggs, better ;get iin touch
the
at Atlantic.
and payment. '
The regular monthly meeting of the
with us immediately.
3tp
Leader
, day <Sf January, A.
Mrs. W. T. Wilson, aged resident
W. >C. T. U. was held Tuesday at the
of
Anita, has been ,111 the past week MEN wanted for Rawleigh' routes home of Mrs. C. W. Zastrow. A very
J. B. McDermott and
of 800 customers in and near -cities of interesting talk was given by the
with an attack of the flu.
Nora JMCcDermott,
Anita, Griswold, Greenfield and
Mrs. Chas. Hettinger underwent a
S. >W. Taylor, wife and daughter,
' Executors of said estate. Miss Mullen of Clearfield, Iowa, is county west of Guthrie. Reliable hus- county president, Mrs. D. F. Rogers,
of Massena. At the close of the meet- Miss Maxine, were Atlantic visitors minor operation at the Atlantic hosvisiting in the city at. the home of tler-can start earning $25 weekly and ing refreshments were'lserve^Jjy, the Friday afternoon.
pital Monday morning.
13-3t
her niece, Mrs. Lester Leyi and fam- increase every month. Write immed- hostess. The next meeting will be
Rex Weber and wife of Council
iately. Rawleigh Co., Dept. IA-170-S, held at the home of Mrs. H. H. TurMrs. Ben Bell has gone to Alda,
. .
•
was being drilled at ily. .
Bluffs spent Sunday in the city with
Freeport,
HI.
5tp
Nebraska,
to
spend
a
few
weeks
with
nouth county,, pieces of
ner.
Misa Ella Reynolds has returned to
her parents, Cole Musick and wife.
her parents, Porter White and wife.
shaped, were found 65 her home in Atlantic, after a pleasE. a HOLTON, Lawyer.
Mrs.
Fred
Pieper
was
hostess
last
surface of the ground, ant visit in the city with her sisterPractice in all courts. Opinion on
Lyle Madson and wife of Bancroft,
The Misses Christena Hollen, Wicurious about the in-law, IMts. Carrie Reynolds.
Land Titles; and Settlement of estates Thursday afternoon at her home north nona Kyle and Cleaves Laun were in Iowa, were week end visitors in the
nght it to the attention
a Specialty.
Connty Attorney of the city to the members of the Des Moines Saturday to attend the city with A. R. Robinson and wife.
O. D. 0. club. The ladies spent the
• versed in such matters,
W. H. Harrison of Des Moines,
afternoon
sewing for the hostess. concert given by Sir Harry Lauder. Pilot oyster shells, 100-lb. bag
ANITA
MILLING
CO.
i to:be forwarded to the state agent of the National Fire In89c
Officers
for
the ensuing year were
CHADWICK
(TRANSFER
ogical society for study. surance Co., was an over night visSugar, 10-lb. cloth bags
480
U.
S.
Walker
and
wife
and
their
...................
10c ejected as follows: Mrs. Ella Morgan, son, Max Walker, wife and baby, vis- Peaberry coffee, pound
20o
itor in the city last Thursday at the Ground oats
Oats hulled ..„
................
-10c president, and Mrs. Alva Heck, sec- ited Sunday in Walnut with their Oatmeal, large barrel
12c
R. W. Forshay home.
Ear corn ground
...............
5c retary. All members of the club were daughter and sister, Mrs. H. J. iFitzSCHAAKE'S STORE.
Culled for and delivered
present.
Mrs. B. R. Gochanour was in Adair
gerald and family.
6c per cwt.
a few days last week at the home
Mrs. C. H. Johnson was hostess FriPurity
lodge,
A.
F.
&
A.
M.
of
No bother. You lose no time.
of her brother, Frank Benham, asday
afternoon to the members of the
Six
car
load
of
hogs
were
shipped
Casey
entertained
the
Atlantic
MasonLet Us Do It
sisting1 in the care of Mrs. Benham
to eastern markets last Thursday night Friday bridge club. Mrs. Earl B^rown
ic
group
at
the
regular
monthly
meetand little son, who were both ill -with
ing last .Wednesday evening. The by Burke & Dorsey, local stock buy- won the high score for the afternoon.
the flu.
on
group meetings are held for instruc- ers. In the shipment were 393 hogs, Membership was perfect in attenAND REPAIRING
dance.
tion of the officers in the work of the averaging 250 pounds in weight.
It cost Dallas county $890 for petit
HARNESS
order.
Lodges
at
Anita,
Atlantic,
j'urors' fees during the November
Adair, Casey, Audubon and Exira are
Oiling Harness for
term of court, although only one case
was tried and that occupied but a Voss Manufacturing Co. included in the Atlantic group. A'
LIVE STOCK MARKET INFORMATION
lunch was served by Purity lodge af7
"IF IT'S M1ADE OF WOOD,
short time. Postponement on settleTrucking rate, live stock, to Omaha
ter the instructions.
WE CAN MAKE IT."
and using the best
ment in a large number of cases
Agrafe of oil.
60244
Ei
3>&
St.
15c per hundred
caused the unusual situation. The
Chas. E. Malone of Atlantic, Cass
jurors were dismissed on three sep$1^5
Swan, Martin & Martin county's representative in the state TANKAGE
arate occasions and later summoned
OIL MEAL
$1-40
Attorneys-at-Law
legislature, stopped in the city for a
back again, only to learn their ser- General Law ;Business 'Transacted short time F^iq^y afternoon while on
vices, were not needed after all. Judge
his way hojttifcfti jspend a few days.
Harness Parts
Dingwell finally dismissed them for
Ask For
• \ ( Mr. Mblone has been named chairman
faced in Price,
v
good and carried actions slated for
Primrose Ice Cream
of the tax reduction committee of the
trial over to the January term. Fees
Harness i-NOW!,
The Creanv Supreme
house, .and the :. number of demands
and traveling expenses went on just
At Most Dealers
that will be made of him and his comthe same as though it had been a
mittee will keep him a very busy man
busy term for the jurors. Warrants
Zurfluh Greenhouses
during the whole session.
cashed by Treasurer F. C. Gengston Cut Flowers, Funeral Designs and
Plants of All Kinds.
totalled $890.
On Thursday evening the members
8th. & Pine Sts.
Phone 569 of the "L-A-N-B" dinner and bridge
club were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Osborne-Tomlinson
M. M. Burkhart at their home on
Funeral Home
North Chestnut Street. Other guests
IS LABELED
Sixth & Oak Streets
Phone 397 for the evening were 'Mir. and Mrs.
Est. 1866
Ambulance Service
Hugo Wiese. A covered dish dinner
was enjoyed at 7:00 o'clock, after
LARSON—The Eye Man which
the evening was spent in playOp-tom-e-trist
Try a ton on your next order.
ing bridge. High scorers at bridge
,
For Better Results
8c
were
Mrs.
Burkhart
and
Chester
A.
SIDE PORK, per pound
Established 20 Years
You will be convinced there is
Long.

Anita

SAT-SUN.

NICIPAL

JAN. 21-22

The Dramatic Heart-cry
of a Million Mothers—

_

STORES/'

TAKE

BENN

ROCKABYE

WANT ADS

Coming Attractions

Ed. Wyim -

ED
ES

ATLANTIC BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

50c

Prices Are
luced 25%

The Farmers Coop.

Sunshine Coal

RIDAY-$ATURDAY
SPECIALS

), per pound....... 6c
ROASTS, per pound

10 Ibs

SATURDAY ONLY
STEAK, com fed, per pound

For Your Protection

55c
8c

.I5c

tiller's Market

Roland, Peacock & Baxter

The annual meeting of the stockFuneral Directors
holders and officers of the Walnut
•AM calls answered promptly day or Grove Products Co. was held a few
night, regardless of distance.
days ago at the company's office in
Atlantic.
All old officers were reBULLOCK'S
elected. Reports revealed that the
Southwest Iowa's Foremost
concern is in a sound financial conDepartment Store. /
dition and the company had a fairly
Atlantic Sheet Metal Works good business during 1932, considering the economic distress. B. D. ForGuy Folks, Prop.
shay of Anita is one of the directors
Heating and ^Ventilating
of the company.
Expert Radio Repairing.

a difference.
IF YOU BURN IOWA COAL
BURN THE BEST

FULLERTON LUMBER CO.
V. C. McCoy, Manager.
Quality and Service
Phone 14

i
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IUTHS
Itjr of EviThem.
fish stories,
tare lies, afhose
Eskimos are
assistant
i Field museum,
om his desk to

The Fable of the
Teeble Squawk
88
By GEORGE ADE
(G. Bell Srndlot*.)—WKD Serrloa.

O

NOB there was a Parent who
was so heated under the NeckBand that he laid back bis
Bars and lifted bis Bristles
could learn les- and vowed that he wouldn't stand for
tbe Labrador any more Bough Comedy. He had
(teed. "He tells been the Angora long enough. Papa
tales with a was fed np. Old Reliable was ready
en back* It np to put on bis War Paint and Feathers and lift a few Scalps.
ifftuthorlty.
Of course, you have guessed the
for Instance.
ter cod Nobody Plot It deals with the lounger Gen''
or bis listen- eration. Once It was known as the
esh-water cod In Rising Generation, but that was be^ that salty favorite fore It Rose to such an Eminence of
far from fresh Cnssednees that it bit all of the High'of his fellow Bos- Spots and could not be expected-to establish any more Altitude Records
no will assure without completely blowing the Ud:
. ' • . • „ • ,'•".'.'. . •'
• •• :
ilntance of his has o«.
All of us know that any old-fashcod as long as
boats are ioned Dad who;.hops Into the Arena,
hteen feet long. and engages In a Battle with a handBsh stories quite some and well-groomed Hound about
whoppers. What If 10 years old or a" night-blooming Deb
of a fish that re- Is licked before the Gong sounds. .The
! coral covered with Old Folks have not a single Decision
s; that these In the Western Hemisphere during the
of bis own body, last Five Years. Every time a Verbal
pike the animal and Champion goes against a bewildered
fonnd attached to Haft-Been, the, result Is a Foregone
growths on the fish Conclusion.
Notwithstanding which, Mr, Grlvlike the growths
iand wave about in ets, still nursing' the Delusion that
the same way? there was such a Thing left In the
to tell you that World as Parental Authority, got Wainpdii one of these lie and Edna up on the Carpet and
| especially If he stepsproceeded to lay down the Law.
Is apt to sicken as
Barking Words That Do^t Bite.
lie welre bitten by a
He tried to win his Argument by
tr Yet that story Is making a lot of Noise. This is Faded
Material. The more big vociferated
•and healthy take D». the more helpless he felt. In the Presence of the titled. Nose and the scornPvllete. llicy
i ttouich.—
.— Adr.
ful Bye-Brow. He started out as
Caesar and finished up as a mere
Splutter.
: thought he bad more
He pulled a lot of new Regulations
on the Offspring. For Instance:
No More Late Hours.
No More Using 'the Gar Without
Permission.
No More Charge Accounts.
Severance of Diplomatic Relations
with all of the Calclmlned Cuties and
and colds lead U
desperate flIp-Toters who frequent
Boa can stop them no*
Hooflng-Bmporlums.
ut£emulsified creosote
No more Attacks on the Ice Box
•take. Creomnlsionisa
at 4 A. M.
> -with twofold aoNo more Inviting up to the House
uV*e inflamed
those Jejvlal Acquaintances who look
\ gem growth;
^<areototei«TCcogas if they were wanted by the Police.
1 authorities w one
No more Breakfasts served at
tdetforperP. M.
,
1 other forms
No more setting fire to the Bed
ISJI HBdlimi
Clothes with Cigarets.
V other healing cle. In brief, the Program which Mr.
> and heal the Infected
Olivets outlined with scathing Diction
inthe irritation andiniflethe«i«OM)t«goesento
contemplated a Return to Sanity,
jabsorfjed Into the blood,
.Sobriety and Simple Living, iwfth an
tot the tibuble and checks
Incidental Endorsement of the Coolftgenns.
idge Doctrines of Economy. . )
uaranteedsatisfacl
After be had Just about talked him-.^—^
self hoarse without getting any ReI asthma, bronchitis
and
sults except a- few'pained Looks, Edna
~"—*~">iy disease*, and
took a long Pull at Her Cork Tip, and
f'up the system
refunded Jf any
said: "Well, Pop, ^on are barking
rofhowlongitano>
very well this Morning, but you
after taking according
haven't spilled anything except a Lot
•' Ask your druggist (Adv.)!
of Words. You must have been
?
;
—. brought np back of a Barn or Some
Place like that 1 never saw. such a
Doodle Heck. The Jaws keep moving and it sounds like somebody sayIng Something, but the Whole Thing
is
just Gooseberry Marmalade. As an
•himpooing rub
Orator you are a total Bust Just a
"- ttnent gently
Wlbble, that's all. 1 advise you to
Then make a
wash up and get off the Lot"

Ids

•Your Hair with

iCntltnimS<»ap
i 'water an*! shampoo,
5 the scalp well to
circulation. Rinse

(andEOe. ProprietomJ

San** Count*
sensible man not to be

A RR H
rB« Washed Away

Hot Zizzer Obtains New Coat.

Manchurian Spotted Pox. It will
make all the other Laddies burst into
Tears and I am getting It for Four.
Hundred Bucks.?
"Europe will have all of the War
Debts paid before yon earn that much
Money," said Mr. Orivets. "Ton talk
about Four Hundred Dollars as If It
were Something to be picked off a
Bush. If you . don't mind, I should
like to have yon two Birds of Paradise remember that I do not get my
Money at a Pump. I am jnst an old
Frazzle, brought np under the Prehistoric Conditions of the Mid-Victorian
Era, but if t didn't get out and rustic
a new Bank Account every week, yon
would starve to Death before Spring.
Having attended all of the Movies,
read all of the Books, and seen all
of the Plays, yon are now making a
Frantic Attempt to make all of the
other Sheiks and Shebas look like
Second-Raters from PokevlUe. The only
reason I am -so interested in your
Criminal Ambitious is that I am supposed to finance all your delightful littie Expeditions into the Underworld.
Sometimes I wonder what the Finish
will be. Probably your Mother and T
won't live to see It"
Fooling the Slickers.
"Oh, many Pishes and a couple of
Tushes I" exclaimed Edna. "Any poor
Gillie who expects his Daughter to
braid her Hair down the Back and
play the Cottage Organ in these hoopla Days, doesn't deserve to have One.
What would you rheumatic Relics do
these Days if you didn't have the
young People to talk about? And
did you ever stop to think that If we
stayed .home Evenings and played Authors, Crokinole, Jack Straws, and
Tiddledy-Winks, all the Saxophone
Players would be out of Work, and
there would be a lot of Suffering?
"We are the busy little Life-Savers
of this transitional Period. If it wasn't
for us, the Earth would have a Crust
on It A lot of you doddering Dummies who are sticking around after
your licenses have expired ought to
be tickled, to Death to pay the Expenses. We are giving yon real Entertainment but the Trouble Is yon
are not keyed np to it It is too bad
that we find in our Cities so many
small-town Rubes who got In by mbv
take. We'd love to take yon and Ma
with us If yon ' could keep up and
maintain the .Pace and exhibit come
Class, but Us no use trying to show
yon any Touches of High Life, because
neither one of yon is galted to be a
Stepper/*
,
'"The Situation Is clearing up somewhat" said Mr. Grlvets. "I can begin
to see that your Mother and I are
wholly to blame. Either that, or we
should have sent both of you to the
Reform School about Ten yean ago.'
"You old Wlckies and Diladads
make me plumb tired," said Wallle.
"Whenever several of our typical Parents get together these Days, they sit
In a Back Room licking up Scotch
guaranteed to be a Week or Ten Days'
old, and worrying for fear that the
Young People are not getting a goot
Quality of Gin. Those who haven'i
Fallen Arches still try to Dance and
most of those not running for Office
seem to be making a Joke of some
Good Law. And yet they are alwayi
roasting us Kids. You are a lot oi
. Jabbernowls."
"What's a Jabbernowl?"
"I don't know. I'm simply trying to
protect the Author. He writes his
Stuff at'least a Month before it is
-printed, and of course, any Juvenile
Slang that he put in would be out oi
date, cold and discredited before the
Time of Publication. So the only Safe
Plan is to coin a few Words which
mean Nothing and put them In and
then the Slickers may think that he
has dug up some New Ones which
they have not heard."
This unexpected Reply put Father
on the Ropes. 6y the time he recovered, the two Moderns had picked his
Pockets, cranked up the Bus, and
Started for a Nice Place known as
The Purple Bulldog.
MORAL—As long as it does not
really Interfere with any Arrangements made by the Children, why not
let the Old Fogies rave,?

"And If this Pickle Juice you are
serving Is ; meant for your perfectly
wonderfu) Son, you can deliver my
Share of it to some Poor Family,
spoke up Walter. "What a Fibgrottle you turned out to be! Standing
there, right on top of a Rug. and tryIng to tell me how to loosen a Parachute and make a Jump. Boy, I've got
Medals and Speed Records that you King's Verger to Retire;
never even read about. You're just
Has Served Sixty Years
a Man that lives up at our House.
John
Crisp,
verger at SandringYou're what we hove to explain to bam church, Istheretiring
on a pension
our Friends. You are Just the Scale granted by the king after 60 years of
on our Family Tree. We have a righl
with royalty.
to be annoyed by you, but were not servicehas
shown probably nearly half
because you are the unfortunate Vic- a He
million people from all parts over
tim of Flannel Pajamas and too much the beautiful church, with its solid
Cereal Food. You have the Boobltls, silver altar table and pulpit, precious
which means that there is no Circula- stones, and memorial windows and
tion above the Adam's Apple."
plaques of past members of the royal
"For the first time in the History family.
of the World, the Grlvets Family is
For 44 years he has held the posimaking the First Page," suggested tion, and was known to nearly all the
Edna. "Wallle and I are putting It crowned heads of the world.
over, In spite of you and the other
Before, becoming verger Mr. Crisp
Handicaps. We are crashing Into was an attendant at the skittle alleys
Swell Dumps where You and Ma at Sandringham house, where kings
couldn't break In with a Jimmy. We and emperors used to play. He reare a couple of hot little Zlzzers and marked in connection with that work:
you ought to be rooting for us Instead "I have picked np the pins (skittles)
of trying to check in before Midnight for nearly all the monarchs of fifty
Why. the Bamblnos we travel with to sixty years."
dont get their Eyes wide open until
He is seventy-three years of age,
about 11 P. M."
and probably the oldest employee of
"What's more," chimed In Wallle, the king, who Is now pensioning off
"this loud yelp about using that brofr his workers at sixty-five.
en-down Taxi Is jnst a Giggle. If you
Mr. Crisp Is rather sad at retiring,
wasn't such an Oof, you wouldn't ex- and feels the wrench after so many
pect two Headllners to travel around years' service. He will also receive
In an old 1031 Model Why don't you the national pension and the many adcome out of your Doze and buy each vantages the king'so generously gives
one of us a Racer—something Snappy to bis pensioners.—Montreal Herald.
with real Lines to It?"
"You want something that goes with
Need Wid. Spread
a Raccoon Coat." suggested Father,
Hotel Guest—Table ready for a partrying to be Sarcastic.
ty, eh? But why have yon set the
•The Raccoon Coat is about six plates and tableware five feet apart?
weeks out of Date," replied Son, with
Proprietor—It's an anglers' associaa weary shake of the Head, suggest- tion dinner and we alwayi like to
ing that Dad was an Incurable Yap. give each guest room to tell his flab
"I have just ordered one made of stories.
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Romantic Origin of
Package Medicines

Tradition Busy About

British Mystery City

towers, and the defenses were 6 feet
In thickness. It was in this city on
the heights of Snowdon that the ancient Britons believed that many dragons were concealed, and that one of
the Druid goddesses used to drive
through .this mystery city with-dragons harnessed to her car.

Some of the most Interesting romances will be found in the march
Many adventurous people sigh with
of Industry; for back of nearly ev- >nvy when they read of ancient cities
ery product which gains public ac- )eing discovered in -the sands of farceptance Is the very human 'story of off deserts. But there is at least one
somebody's ideal, ambition, ingenu- mystery ?lty to be found in Britain,
ity, enterprise, disappointment strug- says flu Item in Pearson's Weekly.
gle and final achievement
In the old Celtic lore of Britain there
The privations and hardships are many references to the city of
which accompanied the early years Bmrys, where a Druid brotherhood,
of the development of package medi- skilled In all the marvels of alchemy
cines are an important part of the and ancient magic, had their headhistory of our nation. The public quarters. This city of Emrys is supseldom appreciates the doubt, the posed to lie somewhere in the neighridicule, the ostracism and the enor- borhood of Snowdon, the famous
Splittinq" Headaches
mous financial risks which were suf- Welsh mountain. One old writer asUntil
fered by the early pioneers in medi- serted that it occupied the summit of HRT»Mtt»(N«ture'«R«n«dy).N<mihejet»
along
fine with everybody. Tab aafe, dependcines. Their faith, determination "the panting cliff" on Snowdon itself.
all-vegetable laxative brought guide ^'
and pioneering spirit were responsi- Another writer says that it stood able,
and quiet nervei because It cleared ner tyttem
ble for developing and bringing to 'upon the road from the promontory of poisonous wattes—made bowel action
and regular. Thomanda take NR <
our medicine shelves those well of Lleyn to that part of the coast easy
It's toch a^ture. pleasant cotrecUre. '
lujuknown package medicines which af- which Is opposite Mona" (Anglesey). non-banntag-No bod afterford economy and convenience, and The city was originally surrounded effects. At your I
which are so essential to our every- by three walls and built on an emi- dratxMV-25c.
day, lives.
nence called Brolch y Ddlnaa WithToday we take our family reme- in the walls were at least a hundred "TUNIS''
dies fpr granted as naturally as We
accept;the air or sunshine.
Most package ntediclnes were originally prescribed by that beloved individual, the memory of whose selfsacrificing life is most beautiful—
the old family physician. Being prescriptions of merit which produced
results, they survived. They became
much In demand and consequently
much prescribed by their originators. Perhaps the demand grew so
Feel Rawness, Irritation, Go At Once
rapidly, that the old doctor found
/
himself unable, with his limited
T7i«» Pictures Tell You What To Do
equipment his modest kit to fill
the need. Often be, sometimes assisted by bis kinsmen or friends, prepared, to meet the demand by a
quantity production, that the meritorious prescriptions might receive
the widespread use which their popularity Justified. Then came years of
toll, hardships, risks, struggles; with
life's earnings and life's efforts Invested. Eventually the laboratory
and the machine entered the picture,
and every..Invention of a 'modern
world was utilized to increase perfection, production and distribution.
Whether an Individual package
medicine has been on the market for
Repeat Gargle and
Korea of years, or whether It Is the
GARGLE ThorDo Not Rinte
more recent product of medical reoughly— Throw
Mouth, Allow Garsearch, a large proportion of pack
Crush and Dissolve
Your Head Wag
gle to Remain on
age medicines In general are based
S Eager Aspirin
Back, AttOming a
Membranes of the
Tablets in Half a
upon solid scientific knowledge, and
Little to Trickle
Throat for ProGlass of Water.
Down Your Throat.
longed Effect.
deserve the confidence of the public.
Proprietary remedies which can ease
human suffering, mitigate human
Remember Only Medians Helps A Sore Throat
distress, or add to human health and
physical efficiency, at a price within
Modern medical science now throws Reduces Infection, Eases Pain
the reach of the poor man's pocketan entirely new light on sore throat Instantly. Gargling with Bayer
book, are Indeed worthy adjuncts to
A way that eases the pain, rawness Aspirin will do three things: Relieve
American life, as well as American
and irritation in as little as two or soreness at once. Allay inflammacommerce. 'They can be safely retion. AND—reduce infection; which
three minutes.
lied upon," as Lord Bacon expressed
is the important thing in fighting a
Results
are
among
the
most
sore throat
it "to tune the curious harp of man's
extraordinary
in
medical
science.
body."
It requires medicine—like BAYOn doctors' advice, millions are fol- ER
ASPIRIN—to do these thingsl
•
lowing
this
way...
discarding
oldHot Towel Unknown to
That is why throat specialists
time washes and "antiseptics." throughout America are prescribChinese Street Barber For U has been found that only medi- ing
tills BAYER gargle in place of
cine can help a sore throat.
One of the coldest jobs in Shangold-time ways. Results are quick
hai is that of the Itinerant boy barSimple To Do. All you do is and amazing.
bers who hang out their poles at any
Be careful, however, that you
crush and dissolve three BAYER
street corner and minister to their
Aspirin Tablets in half a .glass of get real BAYER Aspirin Tablets
clients on tile spot The only point
water. Gargle with it twice—as for this purpose. For: they dissolve*
pictured above. If you have any completely enough to gargle withof dissension lies In the possibility
indication of a cold—before gar- out leaving irritating particles.
that the client Is colder than the bargling take. 2.Bayer Aspirin Tablets Watch this when you buy.
ber. Icy cold water rubbed into the
with a full glass of water. This is to
beard and the pate, the rude scrapcombat any signs of cold that have
ing of an old-fashioned Chinese ragone into your system. Keep en
zor—something like an Inverted chistaking if cold has a "hold." For
el—while the thermometer stands at
GenuineBayer Aspirin will not harm
freezing point and wind and sleet
you. Your doctor will tell you, it
whistle around the client's ears, must
does not depress the heart. Get a
be an unpleasant experience.
box of 12 or a bottle of 100 at any
drug store.
Still, most of these boys, who earn
a very meager living, treat their clients to the semblance of a nice, clean
towel or sheet around the neck,
which is an improvement on the days
NO TABLETS ARE GENUINE BAYER ASPIRIN WITHOUT THIS CROSS
when water was never used at all.—
North China Herald.

NOW! EASE A SORE THROAT
INSTANTLY

I HAVE THE SAME
I'M CRAZY ABOUT MY
NEW WASHER-BUT
I WISH I COULD GET
MY CLOTHES WHITER.
SOMETHING
MUST BE
WRONG T-

KIND OF WASHER
— MINE'S O.K.

/YOUR CLOTHES
I ARE ALWAYS

I so WHITE!
1 HOW DO YOU
I DOIT?

i KNOW i COULDN'T oo IT
WITH SUDS AS FLAT AS
THESE. I USE RINSO—
ITS SUDS ARE RICH
AND CREAMY

NEXT WASHDAY

IMAGINE SOAP MAKING SUCH A
DIFFERENCE! I'M THROUGH IN.
I HALF THE TIME, AND MY WASH '
I IS WHITE AS SNOW. RIMSO'S SO
EASY ON THE HANDS,TOO

So economical— TRY IT
in tub, washer, dishpan
V7OU11. say in economical, too, when you see how
I long one big box of Rinio lastfe That's became
you only have to use a little Rinso to get a lot of
the thickest^ liveliest cuds you ever uwucin any
Rinso to equally good in tub or washer.* Dirt
loosens and floats tight off in its creamy, cleansing
suds. Youdon'th«vetosciuborbollthewash. Rinso
doe* a complete. Job-Just by soaking: This saves the
clothes frombetagscnibbed threadbare; saves your
handsfromgetting nd and washworo, too. Rlnso's
active suds (jtoed updlih*
Ing caste Try Rinso fa),
your tub or washer—and
di*hp«n,a«ttb.BlOboi.
At*

VSBOS.

Th« bl00*st soiling package soap in America

riFTY

FATAL
REED
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g Comedy Riot Coming
to Local Theatre Saturday
Just Had To Get/Married,"
the Universal comedy which opens a
two day engagement at the Rialto
Theatre in Anita on Saturday evening,
is what is commonly known as a riot.
It is one of the funniest pictures of the
season, and will cause audiences to
shriek, with laughter., ,_ : : ' •
This .picture serves to bring together again as stars of the'picture,
that clever comedy pair—Sinn Summerville and. Zasu 'Pitts. Summerville's awkwardness is a perfect foil
for Miss Pitt's sentimental nervousness, and as man and wife they are
the center of a swift succession of
hilarious situations. Miss Pitts has
never before been given such an. opportunity for the display of her dumb.-

A. R. Kohl

NUMBER 14

teuton Township Woman SWANSON
Dies After a Long Illness

WRITES
FROM WASHINGTON

Mrs. Dora May Toepfer, 45, wife of
Toepfer, and a well known lady
[Resident Since 1890
f
Benton
township, died at 4:00 Seventh District Representative Tells
Anita, Iowa
Saturday Morning
'Clock last .Friday morning at the
of the Activities in Congress. PhilAtlantic hospital, following an extend^Illness. Funeral
ippine Independence Bill Car|
d illness.
»y Afternoon.
ries
Over
President's
Veto.
Mrs. Toepfer/ was stricken with
leart trouble last March and had been
. patient at the hospital since last
ty was shocked about
, (By Congressman Swanson)
une.
aturday morning when
Senator Huey Long of Louisiana,
Obituary.
gthat William S. Reed,
who calls himself "Kingfish" and
Dora (May ToWler was born near wants everybody else to refer to him
MACARONI, Creamettes, large 3-lb. pkgs., . . . .27c
and long time resiLewis, Cass county, February 3, 1888, in that way, has been conducting a
passed away at his
MALTED MILK, Thompsbn's or, C'ocomalt,
and passed away at the Atlantic hos- filibuster in the Senate for the past
Avenue, for very
pital in Atlantic, Iowa, JariSary 20, two w«eks against the Glass banking
1-pound
.cans
......................
...
.
.
.43c
.had even'heard that
1933; aged 44 years, 11 months and bill. A real feud has developed behad acted as a pallCI
ftllD
BETTY
riROWN
TQ^
17 days.
ay at the funeral
tween Senator Long and several of
In early childhood she went with the democratic leaders in the Senate,
riA/yK
49-Ib.'sack '
/5JC
(E. McDermott, and
icr parents to Pocetella, Idaho, where including not only Senator Glass of
next day with pneu- .0888.
SARDINES, large oval cans packed in mustard. 9c
they resided for one year, later re- Virginia but also Senator Robinson
b«ing Weak, he was ' The; supporting cast is excellent inturning to Lewis, and to spend the of Arkansas, the democratic floor
'this dreaded disease, cluding as it does such accomplished
remainder
of her life in Cass county. leader, and Senator Pat Harrison of
Saturday morning he players as Roland Young, Fifi D'Orsay,
Fresh Frozen Strawberries in 1-fib. container 25c
She was united in marriage to Fred Mississippi. Present indications are
away.
with 4 Short Cakes absolutely FREE!
Verree Teasdale, C. Aubrey Smith ana
Toepfer February 22, 1910. To this that this filibuster will prevent pass'Obituary.
many others, who make up a company
union six children were born, three age of much important legislation by
was born near Ot- which is well nigh perfectly cast.
joys, Harold F., Bernard 'W. and Don- the Senate in this short session of
ion March 14, 1866, and
SOAP,
GWC
white
laundry,
10
bars
29c
What would you think if you were
ald J., and three girls, Evelyn C., Congress. In fact it is now generally
I at his home in Anita, the hostess at a sedate; party and the
[sabelle J. and Vera Margaret.
COCOANUT, long threads in bulk, y2 pound .. .12c
ury 21, 1933; aged 66 shadow on a glass door leading to a
conceded that there will have to beShe joined the Methodist church in a special session of the new Congress.
and 1 days;
balcony plainly 'showed a man in the
Lewis at an early age, later placing By a strictly party vote the House
Cass county when a act of removing a woman's stockings?
her membership with the Church of Ways and Means Committee on Friispending a number of That is exactly what Zasu Pitts wonChrist
in Anita.
[arm hand in Franklin ders, and that is why she asks the
day of the past week decided not to
SALT, 10-pound sack, table salt
21c
After her marriage to Mr. Toepfer, consider a new revenue measure at
|ter he came to the Anita startled question of Roland Young,
she lived on a farm six miles north- the present session. It does now apftsing a farm east of the with whom she is conversing in the
east
of Atlantic for sixteen years, the pear likely that the Senate will act
ch 5,1890, he was united drawing .room. But if she had only
rest of her life, with the exception upon the farm measure known as
Mary Galiher, and to realized at the time that the man
of a few months, was spent on a farm the domestic allotment plan which was
born three sons. The whose shadow she saw Was her husOATME^L,'best grade bulk, 4 pounds
lOc
near Anita.
on the farm until fif- band, Slim Summerville!
passed by the House several weeks
And if
She leaves to mourn her death the ago.
—
-*—
!
!
.
.
U
..
,.
.
.
—
!
when they moved, to Young had known that the woman was
children and husband, a daughter-inOne sack Buttercup Pancake Flour, and one
Vote Philippine Independence.
Verree Teasdale, the blonde married
law, Mrs. Harold Toepfer, and many
The veto of the Philippine Indeaves to mourn his death, charmer with whom he himself was
bottle cane and maple syrup for 25c,
other relatives and a host of friends pendence bill was overridden in the
three sons, James A. then carrying on an affair! But they
A husband has lost his best earthly House last week by more than the
on, and William H. iReed found it out later, and then the firehelper,
six children have lost' t^eir necessary two-thirds vote. A day or
SUGAR,,granulated,
10
pounds
(must
be
cash).
.47c
I T*. Reed of Omaha. He works began.
>.,
* ' );
dearest
and
best earthly friend. The two later the banking bill was laid
by five grandchildren,
This is one of the! anfinsing situachurch
has
lost
a faithful worker, ant aside in the Senate long enough to
JDWARFIES,
regular
2Qc
package
15c
Grant Heed of Ot- tions in '^hey Just HadjfciTo Get Marthe
community
has
lost a good citizen pass the independence bill over the
and Samuel Reed, who ried." If you fail .tpSfeee; this, you
A nnlae fancy Black Twigs, Ganos or OC*i
But heaven has been brought closer. veto so that this measure becomes a
fcW
are' denying yourself '• the greatest
Heaven is dearer and our treasure law, the objection of the President
•*IP|M™
Willow Twigs, 6-lbs.
i a good Christian man comedy treat, in years. Don't miss it!
is
in His keeping.
notwithstanding.
This means that
•[served in the- Methodist
Added Short Subjects.
SORGHUM, pure country, % gallon pails
35c
IFuneral services were conducted ai after a period of ten years the Philiprch. He had been a
On Saturday and Sunday's program
the Church of 'Christ in Anita by pine Islands will become an indepen(local Odd Fellows lodge' Frank Albertson appears in the leadthe Rev. Elwyn Andrews on Sunday dent nation provided the islanders
I- had served the lodjfe ing- role in a two reel comedy, "Boys
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock. Intermenf adopt a constitution and so accept
"""'
including Noble Will Be Boys." Also a trip !arounc
was made in Evergreen cemetery.
their independence. It is of course
time of his death he the world in the novelty, "Strange
Mrs. E. 'C. Dorsey, Mrs. H. I& Red popsible that they will not want inof the lodge. He was As It Seems?'
burn, Guy Rasmussen and A. B. Stom dependence now that the way is open
of Evergreen Cemetery
furnished the music for the funera to them but will prefer to remain unMrs. Euphemia Brown, 79, former
A social hour was enjoyed by the services, being accompanied at the
prominent and long time resident of members of, the Odd Fellows lodge piano by Mrs. Eric Osen. They sang der the protecting care of the United
an active part in the
the Anita vicinity, passed away last last Thursday evening following th< "Will There Be Any Stars," "Ivory States. Time will tell.
olitical life of the coraAn Urgent Message.
Wednesday afternoon at 6:00 o'clock close of lodge, the guest of honor be Palaces" and "The Old Rugged Cross.'
an active member of
President Hoover last week sent
at the home of her daughter, Mrs. ing Val. Wiegand, who was celebrat Pallbearers were two sons, Harold anc
an party arid during' his
erous political offices. He Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Clark, well Bessie Nelson, in Harlan. Leakage ng his 78th. birthday that day, an< Bernard Toepfer, and four nephews an urgent message to Congress askinterested in the. welfare known an'd long time residents oi of the heart was given as the cause i member of the local lodge since Leland, Gerald, Cecil and Lloyd Mc- ng immediate consideration of legisation designed to ease the burdens
1890.
Several interesting talks were
li'ty, and could «lwayp be Anita, quietly observed their fiftieth of her death.
Cord.
f hard pressed individual debtors.
made
by
'different
members
and
Mrs.
Brown
was
born
August
2,
to do his full •hare in or golden wedding anniversary a
The Judiciary Committee of the House
that meant for good for their home in this city Monday, re- 1853, at Fort Williams, Ohio, and was unch, furnished by Mr. Wiegand, was
ms just reported out a measure which
he called home.
ceiving the congratulations of .the few married in Poweshiek county, Iowa, on enjoyed. Chas. W. Hook of Cedar
would enable a debtor, with the apDecember 25, 1880, to Charles Brown. Elapids, a member of the local lodg'
will not only be friends who knew of the event.
iroval of the courts, to.be given an
''.the relatives but by a
Shelby W. Clark and Miss Henriet- Shortly after their marriage they 'or forty-four years, told of the early
extension of time in which to pay his
of friends and acquain- ta Butler were united in marriage a moved to Anita, settling on a farm. days in the lodge. Rev. E. L. Ander
Starting this week the Anita Bak- lebts. A somewhat similar measure
|p during his long residence Vandalia, Missouri, on January 23 Mr.'Brown passed away in 1883, forty- son, a member of the order at Shen
arned to love him as a 1883. They made their home in that nine years ago. Mrs. Brown made ahdoah, on behalf of the lodge con ery, owned by C. A. -Pool, is baking ms been introduced in the Senate.
I «nd brother.
community for eight years when they tier home on her farm west of the city ratulated Mr. Wiegand on reaching a loaf of bread that retails to the The Senate bill, if it becomes a law,
as- he was known to moved to Cass county, locating on a until three years ago, when on ac- his seventy-eighth birthday and the public at 5c per loaf. Thi* bread can will delay farm foreclosurers and profor settlements or extension's with,
fltimate friends, was a man farm south of Anita.
Later they count of infirmities of age, moved to faithful member he had been to the be obtained at the bakery or the vide
the
assistance
of conciliation commislocal
order,
and
also
extended
thank
stores
and
will
be
known
as
'^Ci-eamy
Harlan
to
make
her
home
with
her
and high standing in purchased a farm north of Anita
to him for the lunch served. Mr Crust." Mr. Pool is giving the people sioners appointed in each county. It
jajnity which he has served, where they lived until twenty years daughter.
Besides her daughter, she is sur- Wiegand was born at Vacha, Saxony of this vicinity a first class bakery s the hope that some law can be enevoted. husband and father ago when they moved into town
, true friend and neighbor, They are the parents of one cfiild vived by four grandchildren and a Germany on January 19, 1855, coming and is deserving of the patronage of acted having the best features of both
^services were held at the a son, William Errett Clark, of Casey great grandson. A son died in infancy. to the United States and Anita on the community. His bread is in the >ills so that the hard pressed debtors
opinion of many satisfied customers can get some vital protection and
Mrs. Brown was a woman of strong May 22, 1881.
Christ on Monday after- The Tribune takes this opportunity
the best bread sold in Anita. The avoid bankruptcy and the loss of their
o'clock. Rev. M. J. Rar- of extending congratulations to this character, intellectual, and one who
bakery, to remain in business, must properties. This is the most urgent
followed
a
direct
line:
to
her
goal.
She
of the M. E. church, offi- worthy couple, and our hope is tha
have the patronage of the people of emergency legislation which has a
interment was made in they may live to celebrate many more was attached to her grandchildren and
this community, and the Tribune chance of passage at this session of
longed
to
know
the
one
little
great
^ cemetery. Val. Wiegand, wedding anniversaries.,
urges everv user of bakery bread to Congress.
grandson whom she, had never seen.
i grand, and L. W. Martin,
(
Economy Measure Defeated.
The
remains
were
brought
to
Anita
ave the ritualistic service
A checker tournament was held a give "CreamV Crust" a trial. It is
where funeral services were held on the Wilson Cafe in Anita last Thurs far more important that we patronize The reorganization, consolidation,
pFellows lodge at the chuch.
Friday afternoon at 2:00 o'clock at the day afternoon, at which twelve play a home industry'Iike the Anita Bakery and regrouping of fifty-eight govern' the services was furnished
Congregational church. Rev. E. L. ers participated. Those representin than to spend ou» money to keep bak- ment bureaus made by President
quartet composed of Guy
eries running in Des IMioines and Hoover pursuant to the provisions of
Anderson, pastor of the church, had
C. H. Hartley, Carl Miller
the Economy act of the last session
The January term of the Cass coun charge of the services, and burial was Anita were H. U, Shannon, Dalla Omaha.
,; Bontrager, with Mrs. Earl
Gather, W. H. Shultz, H. O. Ston
was disapproved by the House of Rety
district
court
convened
in
Atlanti
made in Evergreen cemetery.
piano. They sang "Rock
and''Frank Masching. Visitors wen
presentatives this week by a strictly
Tuesday
with
Judge
Ernest
M.
MineMusic
for
the
services
was
furJ"Come Unto Me When
Jesse Thompson of Walnut, Ralph an
party vote of 202 to 176. In disapDarkly Gather" and "Jesus of Harlan on the bench. There are 29 nished by a mixed quartette com- Charley Jewell and Walter Nelson
proving the executive order for these
cases
on
the
docket,
the
largest
num
posed
of
Mrs.
H.
E.
Campbell,
Mrs.
Soul." Pallbearers were
Brayton, Harry Brooks of Elkhorn
economies the democrats claimed the
f>f the local Odd Fellows' her in the history of the local court. G. M. Adair, A. B. Stone and Guy and the LaMaster brothers of Harlan.
amount of saving was not certain and
|Were Andrew Wiegand, M. Petit jurors who will report for duty Rasmussen, accompanied at the piano A total of 92 games were played with
The Youth Forum will have charge
'. Robert Wilson, C. W. on Tuesday, Jan. 31, are as follows by Mrs. H. O. Stone. They sang "The a score of 102 points for the local of the services at the Congregational gave assurance that they would attempt a reorganization under the in.Wilson and J. P. Chris- George Knox, Fred C. Larson, Mary Haven of Rest," "Face to Face" and men and 42 points for the visitors. church next Sunday evening. The fol- coming administration.
Curry, Mrs. Fred Geiger, John;Pip "Asleep in Jesus." Pallbearers were,
grass, and Mrs. Anna Anderson, At Ed. L. Newton, H. L. Bell, W. T. Sla- H. U. Shannon had -high score with lowing program will begin at 7:3C
31 points and Dallas Galiher with o'clock:
John Dill, who has been ill for sever of girls were entertained lantic; Mabel Buckley, C. O. Michae ter, R. R. Suplee, A. A. Hayter and 29 points was runner-up. Score keeperal weeks with pneumonia, is getting
Invocation,
Miss
Gretchen
Budd.
and
John
Brahms,
Union
township
Chris Nelson, the last named being er for the tournament was George
party Saturday evening
Scripture Reading, Mark 1:1, Miss along- very nicely at the present time.
Mae, Lois and Dorothy Glen Steimnetz and Homer Bangham from Harlan.
Parker.
Virginia Carlton.
Grant
township;
R.
S.
Campbell
an
La^e in the evening a
C. W. Zastrow and wife left Monday
Announcements.
C. E. Willey, former editor of the
served by the hostesses. Chris Fuglsang, Washington town
for
Fort Dodge where the'y will attend
Offertory, Robert Nelson.
ship; Charles Templeman and S. L
Lewis Standard, wants to know if
a meeting of the Iowa Grain Dealers
Topic,
"Youth
in
Action."
Speakers.
er has been rehired by the Smith, Pymosa township; Rube Smith
Carl Vedane, former county treasurer, Edward Ruggles, Duane Zastrow, Mrs. Association.
ty board of supervisors as C. E. Curtis and Hildred Rosers
will be compelled by Uncle Sam to Harold Toepfer and Miss Gay Nichols,
Out-of-town relatives and friends
night watchman of the Brighton township; H. R. Perry, Mas
pay an income tax on the $20,000 he
Music, duet by Miss Gretchen Bud<i
Seven teacher^ in Benton township is alleged to have embezzled from Cass
present at the funeral services in
Pees at the Atlantic Motors sena township; Mrs. Theresa Bake
and
Miss
Mary
Jane
Nichols.
Atlantic. His salary is and Mrs. Forest^Warne, Bear Grov have agreed to a reduction in salary county.
Music, quartet, composed of Miss Anita Saturday afternoon for the late
for the rest of the school year, a joint
per month. Twenty-four townshipMargaret
Biggs, (Miss Gretchen Budd Mrs. Euphemia Brown were L. C.
R. W. Forshay and G. C. Noblitt
made applications for the1 Miss Minnie Johnson, Benton town meeting of the teachers and direcDuane Zastrow and Edward Ruggles Bangham and wife, Mrs. F. C. Upton,
were H. C. Mueller, Wil- ship; F. P. Behrends, Harvey Morga tors having been held Friday after- were in Des IMioines,, 'Friday evening with Miss Elaine Smither at the piano H. Thompson and son and Miss Mary
ken, Steve Moore, Frank and William Euken, Franklin town noon at the Benton Center school to attend a group meeting of farm
Thompson of Des Moines; Clyde Keith
Benediction.
Roe, L. C. Ream, R. L. ship; Jesse J. Everhardt, A. T. Hoist house. The cut in salary will save and loan borne agents and farm supand wife and Wallie Petersen and
!MlcDermott, Frank and Arthur Krauth, Victoria town the township $416.25. The teachers ervisors, the meeting being held at
Mrs. John Brookner is in a serious wife of Audubon; 'Clifford Dent and
rles Langly, Clair W. Dar- ship; F. L. Forsyth, Clara Nelson an voluntary agreed to the wage reduc- 1;he Kirkwood Hotel. Mr. Forshay has condition with strangulated hernia am wife, Mrs. Evans Marquesen, Mis3
G. Miller,' Charles Pelzer, Lela Knop, Pleasant township; Mr tion. Six of the teachers who have charge of the land interests of the other complications.
Thelma Marquesen and IMlrs. Harvey
|jordan, John Smith, Dave George Riedeman, Noble township been receiving $80.00 per month will Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co. of
Jacobsen of Harlan; Harry Traum and
]Ham Baste!, Oscar Soren- Harold Turner and IMlrs. Herbert receive $60.00 a month for the resl Newark, New Jersey, in Cass county,
Leland Jewett has gone to San wife, Mrs. J. C. Nelson, L. R. Nelson
P, Gillette, Horace B. Joyce, Grove township; Veryle Smiley of the year, and another teacher who and Mr. Noblitt has a big territory Francisco, California, where he ha and wife, Roy Chaffee and wife, Mrs.
r V. Seaman, L. C. Schu- Cass township; Floyd Penfold ar has been receiving $75.00 per month in Iowa and Nebraska for the Nation- secured employment with a compan; Roy Hedges and Mrs. Brady MdClelEdna Curry, Edna township.
1 will receive $56.25.
al Life Insurance Co. of Vermont.
and E. L. Henke.
that is engaged in building bridges.
land of Atlantic.
••••MM

—Pure Rod-**

Phone 43

We Deliver

Specials For
Friday and Saturday

Johnson's Wax '^r 69c
n

Gooseberries *^;;;r 15c

Wrs. Euphemia Brown, 79, Lodge Honors Birthday
Passes Away at Harlan of One of Its Members

Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Clark
Married 50 Years Monday

Anita Bakery Is Making
a 5c Loaf of Bread

Checker Tournament Held
in Anita Last Thursda;

January Term of District
Court Opened Tuesday

Youth Forum Will Give
Program Sunday Evening

Benton Township Teachers
Take Deduction in Salary
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buthful Lincoln

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson
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V

Initttut* of Chloco.)
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Lesson for January 29

:

t^
•ON

JESUS AND THE SABBATH
%

music tox ;
It tell* of
Oaed to

V

tinkles out
•JojtsowvJ .30
tour*.
•
-

it

Mark J.-23-3:8.

GOLDEN TEXT—The Mbbatb was
mad* for man, and not man (or the
sabbath; therefore' th* Bon of man Is
Lord also of th» sabbath. Mark S:I7,
18.
PRIMARY TOPIC—Jeiu» Keepln*
Ood'e Day.
JUNIOR TOPIC—Keeping God'e Dar.

s^sS

w

INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOP-

IC—How to Use Sunday.
YOUNQ
PEOPLE
AND
TOPIC—The Lord's Day.

HELPING THE ELEPHANT

ADULT

Vlsltor-l* It true that the
pliant never forgets a face?
Keeper--Well,of course, so
pie ma*^ It easy for him.Answers. .

1. Jesus Eating With Publicans and
Sinners (2:13-17).
L The call of Levl (T. 14). Levl
was a tax gatherer under the Roman
government As Jeans passed by he
commanded him to leave his business
and follow him.
2. Jesus "dining^ In LevTs house
(T. 15). It seems that when Levl
found the Saviour, he Invited many of
Leroy Young, ml
his business associates to eat with
Georgia St, Los J
him. This gave a fine opportunity for
geles, is a
Jesus to come Into touch with some
fellow," active
of tfcese sinners.
Sports, and at t|J
x
8. The perplexed scribes and Pharltop In his
sees (v. 16). They asked, "How is It
school To look i
that he eateth and drlnketh with pubhim now, you'd thin
licans and sinners?" The question
he never 1
carried with It the charge that Christ sickness but his mother says:
was having fellowship with sinning Leroy we* Just- a little fellow i
men.
found hit stomach and bowels v
4. Jeans' reply (v. 17). "They that weak. Ha kept Buffering from
are whole have no need of the phy- •tipation. Nothing he ate
sician: I came not to call the right* with him. B» was fretful, fevei
eons, but sinners to repentance." The and puny.
veiled charge of moral carelessness on
"When we started giving him t
the part of the Lord could not be de- fornla Elc Syrup bis conditional
nied If Jesus was a mere man. Jesus proved quickly. His constipation u|
recognized the moral condition of hit biliousness stopped and he has u|
associates and declared that he had no more trouble of that kind. I hm|
come as the divine Physician to heal since used California Fig Sympma I
their spiritual maladies. Surely no him for colds and upset spells. |l
physician could cure sick folk without likes It because It tastes so good ml
coming Into contact with them.
I like It because It helps him*)
wonderfully P
II. Jesus and Fasting (2:18-22).
L The question asked (v. 18). They '- California Big Syrup has been tit I
asked why Christ's disciples did not trusted standby of mothers (or ore I
fast. This objection suggests a lack 00 yean. Leading; physicians mm-1
of seriousness of purpose on the part mend It tt Is purely vegetable at \
of the dlsclfles. The fast Indicated works with Nature .to regular row
solemnity aHd seriousness of purpose. and strengthen the stomiti uj
John the .Baptist was now in prison, bowels of children so they j* ML I
therefore his disciples would naturally nourishment from their food ul I
mourn and fast for him.
.wast* to eliminated In a normal «j,|
ltoue"inimQn' bottles used
2. Christ's answer (w. 19-20). "Can
the children of the bride chamber fast •howl hOW toothers depend on it ill
while the bridegroom Is with them?" ways look for-.the word "Caiifonit'l
The Joy of Christ's disciples In -pres- on the carton to be sure o f ,
ent congenial companionship prevent- the genuine.
ed their fasting. He declared, however, that the time would come when
they would fast
8. New wine In old bottles (w. 21,
22). He proceeded to illustrate this
by figures of cloth and wine skin. The
Don't let thorn cot a strangle boUl
Lord's purpose was to show the folly, Rgitt gorau.qtticldy. Creoaulsion c«»l
of imposing old customs on the new
bhtM the 7 beit helps known to modal

Los Angeles Bo

Lincoln, the Captain in the
BlacKHawKWar

Lincoln., the Rail-Splitter
(Tn Garfield Park., Chicago)

Lincoln., the Hoosier '
.
(m. FortWayne,Ind)
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON

N SCORES of cities and villages
throughout the United States and
In several foreign countries stand
statues and other memorials to the
great American whose birthday we
will celebrate on February 12. Most
of them, having been erected to
commemorate his services as President during a critical period In the
nation's history and his world-wide renown as a
great humanitarian, portray him as the bearded
man of mature years and benign countenance,
the Great Emancipator, the "Man of Sorrows",
the martyr.
In recent years, however, there has been a
tendency to perpetuate In bronze and stone certain Incidents in his earlier life which will memorialize those formative years when the character of the future American Immortal was being shaped and molded. So we have the "RailSplitter" statue In Garfleld park in Chicago, the
"Black Hawk War Captain" statue in Dlion, I1L,
th« "candidate" statue In Cincinnati, Ohio, and
the "Young Statesman" statue in Louisville, Ky.
The newest of these "youthful Lincoln" statues is the one which was erected last year on
the plaza of the Lincoln National Life Insurance
company at Fort Wayne, Ind., and which portrays "Lincoln, the Hoosier Youth." It is the
work of the famous sculptor, Paul Manshlp.
. The main facts of Lincoln's earlier years are
well known to most Americans, thanks to the
painstaking labor of such biographers as Rev.
William E. Barton, Senator Albert J. Beveridge
and Carl Sandburg and others who seem to '
have brought to light every single fact which
was significant In making Lincoln the man that
he became. But It Is doubtful If anything more
Interesting has ever been written about that period of Lincoln's life than the report of an
"overlooked Interview" with Dennis F. Hanks,
a cousin and close companion of Lincoln, which
was set down by Robert Mclntyre, an attorney
of Mattoon, III., in May, 1892, a copy of which
has recently come Into the hands of the author
of this article. The Interview in part follows:
I found him hale and erect, ready to recount
for the benefit of a younger generation, the Incidents which marked the youth of the martyred
President. His name Is Dennis F. Hanks, and
be Is a cousin to Lincoln. Uncle Dennis, as he
1s called, Is a typical Kentucklan, born In Har•dln county, 1799. His face Is sun-bronzed and
plowed with furrows of tlnje; a resolute mouth
with firm grip of the Jaw; broad forehead above
• pair of unwearlable eyes. The eyes seem out
of place, In the weary, faded face; they glow
and flash like two diamond sparks, set in ridges
of dull gold. The fuce Is a serious one, but
the play of light In the eyes, unquenchable by
time, betrays the nature full of sunshine and
elate life. A sldewlse glance at the profile shows
a face strikingly Lincoln-like, prominent cheek
bones, temples, nose and chin; but best of all
that twinkling drollery In the eye that flashed
In the White House during the dark days of
the Civil war. To my query he replied cheerily:
"Certainly, certainly, sir, I'll talk to you ubout
Abe. I kin talk, too, beln' as I am the only llvln'
man that knows all about him."
"How old was Mr. Clucoln when you first
wet him?"
"About 24 hours, hardly that; I rekolect I ran
all the way, over two miles, to see Nancy Hanks'
boy baby. 'Twus common then for connexion to
gether In them days to see new babies. Her
name warf Nancy Hanks before she married
Thomas Lincoln. I held the wee one a mlimlt. I
was ten years old, uiid it tickled me to hold the
pulpy, red, little Lincoln."
"When did you move to Indiana V"
"When Abe was about nine. Mr. Lincoln moved
first, and built a camp of brush lu Spencer county. We came out a year later, and he then hud
a cabin up, and he gave us the shanty. On this
spot Abe grew to manhood."
"How far apart were your cabins?"
"About fifteen roda Abe killed a turkey the
day we got there, an' couldn't get thro tellln'
about It The name was pronounced LInkhorn
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Lincoln, the Candidate

UTL CincinTLati,Ohio)

>y the folks then. We was all unedducated. After a spell we learned better."
"In the 'Life of Lincoln,' published after his
nomination, it is stated that you taught him to
read."
"Yes, sir, I did. I taught him to spell, read
and cipher. He knew his letters pretty welllsh;
but no more. His mother taught him his letters. If ever there was a good woman on earth
she was one, a true Christian of the Baptist
church; but she died soon after we arrived, and
left him without a teacher; his father couldn't
read a word."
"Is it possible he had no schooling?"
"Only about one-quarter; scarcely that I then
set in to help him; I didn't know much, but I
did the best I could."
"What books did he read first?"
"Webster's speller. When I got him through
that, I only had a copy of Indiana statutes. Then
he got hold of a book; I can't rlkkolect the name;
maybe you kin If I tell you somethln' et was
in It It told a yarn about a feller, a nigger or
suthln', that sailed a flatboat up to a rock, and
the rock was magnetized and drawed the nails
out of his boat, and he got a duckln', or drowned,
or suthln', I forgot now."
"That Is the story of SInbad, in the 'Arabian
Nights'."
"That's It; that's the book. Abe would lay on
the floor with a chair under his head and laugh
over them Rablan Nights by the hour. I told
him it was likely lies from end to end, but lie
learned to read right well In It"
"Had he any other books?"
"Yes, I borrowed for him the 'Life of Washington' and the 'Speeches of Henry Clay.' They
had a powerful Influence on him. He told me
afterwards, In the White House, he wanted to
live like Washington. His speeches show that;
but the other book did the most amazing work'
He was a Democrat, like big father and all of
us, when he began to read It When he closed
It he was a Whig, heart and soul, and he went
step by step till he became lender of the Republicans."
"Will you describe him when u boy?"
"Well, be was at this time not grown only
6 feet 2 Inches high. He was 6 feet 4% 'when
grown—tall, lathy and gangling—not much appearance, not handsome, not ugly, but peculiar
This kind of a feller: If a man rode dp horse^
buck, Abe would be the first one out up on the
fence asking questions, till his father would give
him a knock side o' his head; then he'd go
and throw at snowbirds or suthln', but ponderiu'
all the while."
"Was he active mid strongV"
"He WUH that. I w lls ten years older, but I
couldn't russle h i m down. His l^s was too lon c
for me to throw him. He would (ling one foot

upon my shoulder and make me swing corners
swift, and his arms so long and strong 1 My I
how he could chop! His ax would flash and bite
into a sugar tree or sycamore, and down It
would come. If you heard him fallin' trees In a
clearln' you would say there was three men at
work by the way trees fell. But he never was
sassy or quarrelsome, I've seen him walk Into a
crowd of sawln' rowdies, and tell some drole
yarn, and bust them all up. It was the same
when he was a lawyer; all eyes, whenever he
ri« were on him; there was a suthln' peculiarsome abouj him."
"What did you teach him to write with?"
"Sometimes he would write with a piece of
charcoal or the p'lnt of a burnt stick on the
fence or floor. We got a little paper at the
country town, and I made ink out of blackbury briar-root and a little copperas in 1^ It
was black; but the copperas would eat the paper
after awhile. I made his first pen out of a turkey
buzzard feather; them's good for pens. We had
no geese them days. After he learned to write
he was scrawlin' his name everywhere; sometimes he would write It in the white sand down
on the crick bank, and leave it till the freshet
would blot it out"
"Did you have any Idea of his future greatness r
"No; It was a new country, and he was a raw
boy; rather a bright an' likely tad, but the big
world seemed far ahead of him. We were alow
goln' folks, but he had It In him, though we
never suspected It"
"Did he take to books eagerly?"
"No, we had to hire him at first But when
he got a taste. It was the old story—we had to
pull the sow's ears to git her to the trough, and
pull her tall to git her away. He read a great
deal and had a wonderful memory, wonderful
Never forgot anything."
"How did the lad fare for food and clothinjr?"
"Plenty, such as It was-corn dodger, bacon
and game, some flsh, and wild fruits. I've often'
seen him take a dodger to the field and gnaw at
It when plowing. We had very little wheat flour
The nearest mill was 18 miles; a boss mill it
was, with a plug pullln' a sweep around; and
Abe used to say his hound could stand and eat
the flour all day as fast as It was made and
then be ready for his supper. For clothing he
had Jeans; he was grown before he wore »ii
wool pants."
"'
"Did you move with him to Illinois?"
"Yes; I bought a little improvement near him
six miles from Decatur. Here the famous raUs
were split that were carried around In the
palgn. They were called his rails- but
can tell about that I split some of 'em
.
had a rail frolic and folks came and helped u«
split H. was a master-hand maulln rafbf T
heard him say In a speech one day about th
ralls-'K I didn't make these, I haw made ™
Just as good.' Then the crowd yeC"
. ^ n ° m ° re qU.e8t!°n: "Dld »«e P* his '
H'.'S

''"

End Serious Cou
With Creomulsio!

age.

III. Jesus and the Sabbath (2:283:6).
1. The disciples plucking ears of
corn on the Sabbath (w. 23-28).
a. Charge made against the disciples (vv. 23,24). That they had violated the Sabbath law. For this act
the Pharisees accused them of lawlessness. The Pharisees ha>] glossed
over the Sabbath law with so many
regulations that It became a burden.
b. Jesus defends them (w. 25-28).
(1) He cites a precedent (w.
25, 26). David, the great king of Israel, had gone Into the house of God
and eaten the bread which should be
eaten only by the priests. The 'higher
lafo of human need warranted David's
breaking the law in this case.
(2) He shows the nature of the
Sabbath law (v. 27). The Sabbath
was made for man, therefore Its right
use Is to be determined by the good

of man.

(3) Jesus Is the Lord of the Sabbath (v. 28). It was Jesus who instituted It when creation was finished.
Therefore,,he had a right to use It as
It pleased him for man's good.
2. Jesus healing a man's withered
band on the Sabbath (3:1-6).
a. The place (v. i). it wa'8 ta ae
synagogue, the place of worship.
b. The Pharisees watching (v 2)
The motive which actuated their
watching was an evil one.
c. The man an example (v. 8)'
Jesus wanted the case to be open to
all, so he commanded the man to
stand forth where all could see him.
d. The question asked (v. 4). «ia
it lawful to do good on the Sabbath
days, or to do evil, to save life or to
kllir He plainly showed them that
to fall, to do good, to show works of
mercy, to save life. Is to be guilty of
wrongdoing, even of murder.
e. The man healed (v. 6). Christ
healed him by speaking the word.
f. The result (w. 4, 6). The Pharisees were silenced. They sought how
they might put him to death.
The Spirit's Power
If ever we rise again to conscious
life, it will be by no native power but
by the operation of the Spirit of God:
and, unless the Spirit dwell in us, superstition may have an idol"^conscience a law. philosophy a name, bat
the heart has no God.—F. H. Hedge,
I-

In His Nam*
I win strengthen them in the
they .ha,, walk up
salth th.

science. Powerful but harmless. Pleudl
to Uke. No narcotic*. Yotirdruggistirll
refund ysjir jnoner if any cough or oM I
BO nudter how long standing i> not»I
IfamdVCreomoblon.

Sinus Trouble!
MakMUf* Unbearable
last mr * Komlaent New York i«JI
•od
ndhb^oSK ~i.ddebec.uK.*;I

troub . nudi Ufii ^bemble. P""
Infection. If now 1* stuffed, bad
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doctor.
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protects -

d sinus 10
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Excellent Advice
Don't believe all that you hear.i
If yon do, don't repeat it.

iirea.. Nervous)
Wife
[Wins Boi|
Pepl

> « f i 1 li1

bladder irt*
...-, gettlnVup at ni8
»nd tugging backache. "
m«y wSi Of some disorder
Wney «r bladder cond.t^
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Palmolive
Soap
3
bars
17c

Friday-Saturday

Crawford'S
CRACKERS, Soda,
2 pounds
19c

SUGAR
granulated
Sat. only
(cash)

OF APPOINTMENT OF
EXECUTORS.

ing
Miss Barbara Linn.
Mrs. Don Woodward and son of
Cherokee, Iowa, visited here Sunday
i with her sister, Mrs. Frank Dorsey
'' and family.

10 Ibs. 48c

George Wild expects to leave some
time this week for Iowa City where
he will enter the University hospital
for treatment.

PINEAPPLE, No. 2'/2 broken slices, 2 cans for. .35c
RICE, choice Blue Rose, 6 pounds
25c
Arthur Anderson and wife and
and wife
Wayne
RED CUP COFFEE, per pound . . . :
21c
i
„_
«;. ; spent ounuu.v <**• "«= ««""• »•
t GREEN CUP COFFEE, per pound
^c <,• jderson-s sistcr> Mrs. c. B. christenI

MALTED MILK, 1-pOUnd Cans

NAVY BEANS, 6 pounds
GOLDEN CORN SYRUP, No. 10 cans
| PINEA'PPLE, No. 10 cans, crushed
PEACHES, extra fancy heavy syrup, large
No. 21/2 cans, 2 cans for

39C | j -n and ^mily.
19c
Dr. P. T. Williams, wife and children, Patricia and John, were in Atlantic Tuesday afternoon and evening D., 1933.
49c
her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
47c helping
R. R. Bell, celebrate their BOth. wedding anniversary.

32c

Delivery Hours 8:30 & 10:00, A. M., 2:00 & 4:00 P M
PHOfrE FOR FOOD—ITS THE BETTER WAY

PHONE 29
body as he emphasized the importance
and advantages of educational training.
His talk was one of the best
Published Every Thursday by the
that we have had along this line for
sometime, and judging from reactions
W. F. BUDD
Editor and comments it did much to awaken
ambitions.
Subscription if paid in advance. .$1.50
If not paid in advance
$2.00
CARD OF THANKS.
Entered at the post office at Anita, .. We wish to express our sincere and
Iowa, as second class mail matter.'
heartfelt thanks to the dear neigh-

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Tribune Publishing Co.

THURSDAY, . J A N U A R Y 26, 193*. bors and friends for the many acts
ortindness and words of sympathy extended to us in our sorrow and for the
beautiful floral offerings, and wish to
assure all that we deeply appreciate
the same.
We especially thank the American
Anita Wins From Adair.
Legion
Auxiliary and Rebekah lodge
Our basketball team added another
fine victory to the list last Friday for their wonderful service which will
evening when they defeated Adair by always live in our memory.
Mrs. W. S. Reed.
a score of 31 to 15, on the local floor.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Reed.
The Anita boys led the game all the
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Reed.
way through and Coach Boren had
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Reed.
an opportunity to use a good many

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES

substitutes which kept the game fairly close until the last few minutes of
play. Near the close of the game
most of the regulars were thrown
back in and they widened the gap
considerably in the last three minutes
of play.
Adair has not been playing a regular schedule thus far and were at a
disadvantage on this account. They
are now., going ahead with basketball
and plan on playing several games.
The Anita boys are improving with
each game and are playing some fast,
shifty basketball that is very interesting to watch. The crowds seem to
enjoy very much the songs, pep yells
and enthusiasm that is given forth in
support of the team at each game.
A preliminary game was played between the third and fourth team
which was played with almost as
much vim as the main attraction. The
boys on both these teams did mighty
well and showed that there was plenty
of material coming on. The third
team held their »place in the ladder
by winning 16 to 9 although the first
part of the gamelwas much closer
than this.
Menlo Here Friday.
On Friday night Menlo will play
on the local floor. From all indication this will be the best game on
the schedule and one that a person
should see if possible. Menlo is a
basketball town and have an exceptionally fast team. The last time our
boys played them two years ago, at
close of the season, Menlo had not
Deen defeated and our boys took them
on their own floor. They are still
alking about the game and it is safe
say the fur will be flying here Friayi night. Both teams are fast so
vhdn they clash there will be plenty
pf thrills and excitement.
Start Declamatory Work.
An unusual amount of interest is
eing manifested in declamatory work
the high school at this time. The
jest number we have ever had
entered this line of development,
ich will assure some very good conts. Each individual have selected
jieir reading and are in the process of
ling it. Intensive training will be: soon and the contests will be given
ring the first part of February.
P. T. A. Meeting.
The January meeting of the ParentTeachers association which was held
Jast Thursday evening attracted as
•Usual a very large audience. There
were few vacant seats which is a
good indication that people are still
interested in good schools for the development of their children. The
junior band played a preliminary con«ert which was followed by a short
business meeting and a program which
audience seemed to enjoy.
Speaks to Students.
John 'l>. Horsley, alumni secretary
«f Simeon College, called at the high
school QlSt Tuesday morning and gave
m very:; inspiring; talk before the
student-, bodjr on "Shingle Nails and
Hairsprings." He had no difficulty in
holdinjT'the attention of the student

In the District Court of the State of
Iowa, in and for Cass county, in
Probate.
In the matter of the Estate of J. D.
McDermott, Deceased.
To Whom It May Concern:
Notice is hereby given that the undersigned have been appointed and
iave qualified as Executors of the estate of J. D. McDermott, late of
Cass County, Iowa, deceased. All persons in any manner indebted to said
deceased or his estate will make payment to the undersigned; and those
laving claims against said deceased
or his estate will present them in
manner and form as by law required
for allowance and payment. ,
Dated this 10th. dajr of January, A.

CARD OF THANKS.
We wish to thank our neighbors and
friends for their many acts of sympathy and kindness extended to us
during the illness and death of our
wife and mother. We also want to
thank those who sent flowers and assisted with the funeral services.
Fred Toepfer and Family.
CARD OF THANKS.
To all whose sympathy and friendship were so beautifully shown, both
in flowers and many other kindnesses,
to the minister, Rev. E. L. Anderson
of the Anita Congregational church,
to the choir, the pallbearers, and especially to Mrs. Evans Marquesen
and daughters who stood by so faithfully through the long heart breaking
illness of our mother and grandmother.
Bessie B. Nelson
and Children.
John McDermott and wife of Bridgewater were in the city last Wednesday afternoon to attend the funeral
services for his brother, George E.
McDermott.

J. B. McDermott and
Nora McDermott,
Executors of said estate.
"They Just Had to Get Married," By E. M. "Willard,
13-3t
their attorney.
starring Slim Summerville and Zasu
Pitts, a big comedy riot, is making its
FROM MR. FORSHAY.
first showing in this part of the state
at the Rialto Theatre in Anita. ReAbout one year ago the Tax Reducleased January 5, it is here on Saturday and Sunday evenings. See it! tion Committee of Cass County petitioned the Board of Supervisors to reduce the expense of Secondary Road
Maintenance, by having the work done
*
ANITA
on a competitive basis, and thereby
f
E. R. Wilson, Prop.
4 save at least $50,000.00 for use in
f Local and long distance moving. 4 paying the deficit in the Poor Fund
f Any time, anywhere.
4 as one of the major necessities. Our
f Phones—Office 202; house 207. 4 petition landed in the waste basket
*
Raven Feed of all kinds
4 and as a resul^, the Board of Supervisors have lately sold $28,000.00 in
f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f*
bonds to pay outstanding Poor Fund
warrants. As these bonds draw 5%
interest, their cumulative cost to taxpayers will be far more than $28,000.
The Board of Supervisors fail to
mention the fact in their newspaper
articles, that in addition to the tax
dollar received from Real Estate, they
also receive from the State Funds
as part of Gasoline Tax, etc., the sum
AT ATLANTIC, IA., STOCK YARDS of $53,500.00 for use on Secondary
Roads, which amount forms part of
the tax dollar spent by Supervisors.
Every dollar spent by the Supervisors
must be paid by some poor unfortunAT 1:30 O'CLOCK
ate taxpayer under some form of taxation.
Everyone now realizes that the coming session of the Legislature will
make mandatory levies optional, and
Tax Reduction Committees are hoping
the Legislature will give Supervisors
the? power to change all Mandatory
24 head of good big rugged heavy
levies in the 1933 budgat.*" If this
boned, good broke hones and mares,
should prove true, there is no reason
all young and a good kind, right fresh
why the Board of Supervisors canfront the ranch front western Nebraska.
not eliminate all real estate levies for
This is by tar the best lot of horses 1
Secondary Roads from the 1933 budhave had for sale for a long time. Some
get,
thereby saving Taxpayers of
matched teams, several single horses,
Cass County over $109,000.00. Supgood colors. I know they will suit yon.
ervisors would still have the $53,6<K
for work on Secondary Roads, as one
of the main bills presented to the
Legislature gives Supervisors full auPiper Bros., Aucts. R. L, Nelson, Clerk thority to use the $50,000 Construction money, for Maintenance work
instead, during the years, 1933, 1934

Mon., Jan. 30

24 Head of
Work Horses

MILT OVERMAN

Public Sale!
Having decided to quit farming, I will sell at public sale, at my
residence, 4 miles west and % mile north of Adair, 7 miles northeast
of Anita, commencing at 1:00 o'clbck, on

Monday, January 3O
the following described property:

3 HEAD OF GOOD HORSES

I will hold a closing out sale at my
residence, \<z mile east and 1M> miles
north of Wiota, on county "K" road,
commencing at 1:00 o'clock, on

Wednesday, February 1

One bay horse, smooth mouth, weight 1300; 2 good work horses.

17 HEAD OF CATTLE
Four milch cows, one fresh now, two
coming fresh in February, and one
fresh in March; '> stock cows, with
calves at side; 4 heifers, to be fresh
soon; 1 Hereford bull, 2 years old; 3
.small calves.

FARM MACHINERY

One 14-inch John Deere stag trang
plow; 1 Dain hay loader; one 4-seotion
lever harrow; 1 nearly new Rock Island
seeder; one 5-foot McCormick-iDeeririK mower; one 8-foot Sterling disc;
1 hitfh wheel wagon with box; this
machinery
is all in good shape; 1 set
"I I 1 - - i n c h harness and collars; and
other articles too numerous to mention.
Lunch \Va B on Will Be On Grounds

Herman Nau, Auct. Mike Metz, Clk.

BIG BEN SOAP, 6—1 lb. bars

i8c
89C
i4c
25c

TONE'S SPICES, 3—lOc packages.

25C

PEANUTS, in shell, 3 pounds

25C

SUGAR, (must be cask) Saturday only, 10 Ibs.. .48c
VANILLA, 8-ounce jug

23c

MALT, Blue Ribbon, 3-lb. cans

45c

CASTILE SOAP, Kirk's Hardwater, bar
MIXED NUTS, 2 pounds

...'.'

5C
25c

ROLLED OATS, Quaker, 6-pound bag..;

15C

We wish to announce to the public that we are
baking a loaf of bread retailing at the above price.
This bnead, to be known as "CREAMY <3RUST,'<
can be secured at our bakery, and also at t}i$ stores.
Try a loaf and be convinced that it is the best 5c loaf
of bread you ever used. .
SATURDAY SPECIALS
Tea Rolls, regular 15c dozen .......
Glazed Doughnuts, regular 25c, dozen
Fig Coffee Cakes, regular 15c, each ...

.12c
.20c
. 9c

ANITA BAKERY
G. A. POOL, Proprietor.
and 1935.

overwhelming condition of bankruptcy.
Any one paying 1932 taxes will It is a condition that calls for the
have the amount of the change made truest'kind of patriotism, and I am
in the Mandatory levies refunded to sure that if a real effort is made by
him.
the Board of Supervisors to help the
The people of Iowa appear to, still home owner keep his property, the
be in a dazed state of mind and un- Supervisors can call for and be sure
able to realize that what has always of receiving an amount of voluntary
been the richest agricultural part of work that will surprise them.
the world is now in a complete and
B. D. Forshay.

Public Sale!
As I expect toc|uit farming, I will sell at public sale, at my residence, 2 miles west and*% mile south of Anita, 4 niiles east and 'i
mile south of Wiota, commencing at 1:00 o'clock, on

Tuesday, January 31

Five milch cows, one fresh now; 6 stock cows; 3 veanln
vearline heifers10 roan calves; 1 Short Horn bull, 3 years old.
g neuers,

5 HEAD OF GOOD HORSES

50 HEAD OF HOGS

One bay gelding, weight 1600; 1 bay horse weight 1300; 1 grey
r°irS%Wiei?ht "M!.1 W«* mare, „ foaf toJalfc.^efght 1500; 1 sorrel saddle horse, weight 1100, a very good worker.

Seven sows, due to farrow in February; 43 summer and fall shoats

20 HEAD OF CATTLE

1200 BUSHELS OF CORN IN CRIB.
ABOUT 1100 BUSHELS OF OATS.
25 TONS OF TIMOTHY HAY.
8 BUSHELS OF SEED CORN.
2 STRAW STACKS, TO BE FED ON PLACE

'

FARM MACHINERY, ETC.

FARM MACHINERY, ETC.

Deere 16-inch walkPlow; , John Deere ma^re
tank heater; on78V8-bWod7r"houMTrho'B cS^'leTof •' °°WbOy
>>*Z !ia™; }l™ w»»eel wagon and box; 1 John Deere hieh v
to

This is aboul as good a line of machinery and stock ,i« v,,,, -n
hnd in any sale this winter, as this is a closing out s a l B e t t e r come
and use your judgment.
11 «fl

V f \ 1 I •»

1 1 1 rlii.nn „ n4-

«•***,.

6 y€arling

1300 BUSHELS OF YEX44>W CORN.
800 BUSHELS OF OLD CORN, SHELLED.

UCH^^

CUIllC

TERMS-.-CASH. All articles must be settled for before
from the premises.
u«.iun removing

One Fordson tractor with 2-bottom
- m Oliver
v e plow;
r o 1 Cushman 8
e n i with saw and belt
horsee engine
e complete;
compee; 1 Letz
e z feed
e grinder
grner - c
Janesville gang PPloow;
,
ew Century
enury cultivator;
cuvar; 1
w ; i New
cultivator; 1 Tower surface c
cultivator:
one
uvaor: o
n e6-stection
- s c o n Burkhart
u r a har
row; one 2-section , lever harrow; 1 Hayea corn planter with 160 rod
01
/^i« H*nma nin»4. AU ___ ji .*-_. ____ A . __ «• M __ ^ mr.i^j'i
L;,
' t •»"""«"»ery rane; i large size fanning mill, with comi'screens for all seed and grain; 1 Tloosier seeder, wjtn Rrass attai-h1 b x
i^^vL.LfTl^^L
m i • i i JT v
was*"1; 1 «ck
rac wagon;
wagon; 1 kitchen
cen tab e;
? ^K??:
moividual hog houses, size 10x10 feet; 3 self feeders; hog
some seasoned oak posts; some woven wire; set of harness; sail'"1;
some old harness; road scraper; Martin ditcher;, incubator, 800-7*
sue; incubator, 60-egg size; 30 bushels of potatoes; stock fields; l> '
grass pasture; straw in barn; gas engine and pump jack; some !»•>
wed oats; and other articles too numerous to mention.
TERMS:—CASH. All articles must be settled for Wore 'removing
'rom the premises.
__ _ ___ _ ___

\

GOOD FREE LUNCH WILL HE SERVED AT "11-30"

LUNCH WAGON WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS

W. J. BLAKE

HTcTbASHER

Terms:—Cash.

Ed. Ballenslefer

BEANS, M4chigan hand picked, 5 powtfs
SMOKE SALT, Morton's Sugar Cur6,10! Ibs
TOILET PAPER, 3 large rolls ....

the following described property:

5 Ouroc Jersey Brood Sows, 2 years
old, will farrow in April.
6(11 Bales of Timothy Hay in Barn.
4 Tons of Loose Timothy Hay in Barn.
Some Baled Straw.
4 Dozen White Leghorn Hens.

Phone 30o

Friday-Saturday Specials

25 HEAD OF CATTLE

5 HEAD OF HORSES

One roan Belgian mare, 8 years old,
in foal, weight 1700; 1 iron grey gelding, coming 4 years old, broke, weight
1P60; 1 iron grey mare, coming 3 years
old, weight 1510—this team is well
matched; 1 bay mare, 10 years old
weight 1540; 1 sorrel horse, smooth
mouth, weight 1480.

We Deliver

Work Horse
Sale

Public Sale!!
the following described property:

Burkhart's

FRANK BARBER, Auctioneer.

C. E. PARKER, Clerk.

FRANK BARBER, Auctioneer.

C. B. PARKER, Clerk.

THE TRIBUNE. •"'-' """»•

News Review of Current
Events the World Over
Congress Votes Independence for the Philippines Over
Hoover's Veto—President Again Calls for
Balancing of the National Budget.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
AVING re-written the Collier beer
between 1943 and 194C
S OMETIME
the American flag will be lowered H bill so that It would allow the
manufacture and sale of beer, porter,

In the Philippine islands and the natives of the archipelago whom we have
fostered and protected since 1898 will be
left to their own resources. The United
States senate, following the' example of
the house of representatives, overrode
President Hoover's
veto of the Independence bill by a vote of
66 to 26. The arguments a g a i n s t the
Sen. J. H.
measure, presented by
Lewi*
the Chief Executive
and based on the
opinions of Secretaries Stlmson, Bur
ley, Chapln and Hyde, were rejected.
Therefore the act will go Into effect,
provided the Philippines legislature
accepts It within one year. Dispatches
from Manila indicate that It may be
accepted, although it is far from be. ing what the leaders there desired.
They assert .that In passing It congress is actuated by selfish motives,
and in a way this was borne out by
the argument of Senator James Hamilton Lewis of Illinois In his argument
In favor of the measure. .
"The United States occupies the
place of danger today," he said. "It
Is the most Imperiled of any nation in
the world."
He reviewed the grievances held
against the United States by Russia,
China, and Japan. .He predicted that
British Interests in the Orient and the
French possession of Indo-Chinese territory would make them cold to any
plea for help should this country become Involved in a trans-Pacific conflict He claimed to see'the formation of an Asiatic Monroe doctrine
"They will not come to America,"
said the Illinois senator. "We did not
go to Spain. We seized Cuba and the
Philippines and told Spain to come and
get them. While we bold the Philippines, these nations may seize them
at any time and say to us, 'Come and
get them.'
"I place my defense of this measure," the senator concluded, "squarely upon the defense of America."
Senators Borah and Cutting, who
with eighteen other Republicans
helped the Democrats to override the
veto, argued that the United States
should redeem Its promise of independence for the islands. Privately,
some of these Republicans had said
they would vote for the measure because a worse one mlgnt be'passed
by the next congress—though this
seems almost Impossible. Only one
Democrat, Copeland x>f New York, voted to sustain the veto, holding thai
congress *ias no constitutional right
to alienate f territory once acquired.
•117HAT the nation thinks of the
*» failure of congress to balance
the budget was expressed forcibly
though politely by President Hoover
in a special message which chided the
legislators and urged them to bring
about economies In government and
to adopt a low general sales tax. Ue
warned them that insolvency will follow If the budget continues Indefinitely
out of balance, for It Is a question bow
much longer the banks will or can carry the government by purchasing Its
treasury obligations.
The President proposed that the
sales tax blanket all commodities except food and cheap clothing. He
said there probably would be a deficit
between $500,000,000 and 5700,000,000
for the next fiscal year, even with reduced appropriations, unless new revenues are obtained.
Since the President's criticisms
concerning appropriations were aimed
chiefly at the Democrat-controlled lower bouse. Chairman Joseph W. Byrns
of the appropriations committee felt
called upon to reply.
"Was there anything more amazing." said Mr. Byrns, "than that the
President, who has been urging economles since the Democrats came Into
control, ehould complain that maximum appropriations and economies
have not been adhered to? Do we un
derstand that he Is out In the position
of saying that congress should not
attempt to reduce the estimates he
has sent up here? That Is what the
message means; It can't be construed
In any other way.
"You have been President nearly
four years and secretary of commerce
years before that," Mr. Byrns shouted lu un Imaginary address to the
President. - H u t for more t h a n three
•"<» one-luilf years;you have wt in ,,le
White House tntjjli.v oM-ivlous to tl le
necessity of oonsnlhhHm,, ,,f ^OV.TM
ment agencies for the pur,,,,*,. ()f m,H
omy."
Representative Mapcs <>r Miri.k-in
answered this by insisting U l i ,i, ,,s
Becretary of commerce ami n-i^an-a
ly is President, Mr. Hoover has urged
consolidation of agencies niui has sub
mitted "a dozen messages" nion K ti,. u
line, but has been opposed hy l e a d i n g
members of the Democratic p a r t y .
There is no Indication t h a i M,Hoover'* message vould spur t h i s ties
•Ion to any commendable action.

wine and fruit juices with alcoholic
contents of not to exceed 8.05 per
cent, the senate Judiciary committee
delayed action on It for one week. Altbough tbe backers of the senate
amended bill expressed confidence It
would be reported out In time for passage at this session, house wets expressed apprehension that the bottling
up of the measure In the Judiciary
committee might subject it to a filibuster by the drys.
Monday, January 16. was the thirteenth anniversary of natlonaJ^prohlbltion, and Senator Morris Sheppard
of Texas, autjfioX
amendment succeeded < In \breabing
through the tong flllbus/er long
enough to deliver his annual speech
on prohibition.
D RESIDENT-ELECT ROOSEVELT,
» having bad a long talk with Secretary of State Stlmson on International policies, paid another visit to
President Hoover Friday at the White
House, and while the subject of discussion was not announced In •advance, it was taken for granted that
they would again study tbe world situation and perhaps give special attention to the war debt problem. Mr.
Roosevelt also met tbe leaders of bis
party in congress, and then was to
proceed to Muscle Shoals with Senators Norrls, Black and McKellar to
inspect that huge project.
/"\NE Democratic senator at least
^-* la thoroughly disgusted with the
tactics of some of his colleagues of
the same party. This Is Mlllard Tydings of Maryland,
who declared that if
tbe Hney Long filibuster in the senate
were tolerated much
longer, and If bis resolution to cut more
than a billion dollars
from the costs of the
government were not
acted on, he would resign for the remainder of the session as
a protest He would Sen. TyditiQr
begin bis new term
on March 4, having been re-elected.
"I don't want my constituents," he
said, "to assume that I condone or
even passively accept what Is going
on here, that 1 am indifferent to the
crying needs of this nation. Let some
one else from Maryland come here to
look on If he wants to."
The Louisiana "Kingflsh" and his
radical associates suspended their filibuster only long enough for the senate to vote on the Philippines bill
Then they resumed their obstructive
tactics aimed at the Glass banking bill.
The Democratic leaders, however, took
the extreme step of filing a petition
for cloture. It was signed by 22 Democratic senators. They also filed
three amendments to tbe rules designed to prevent a recurrence of the
Long performance In debate on other
measures.
Senator Glass opened the vials of his
sarcasm and told the "Klngfish" what he
thought of him. Taking exception to
remarks by Long implicating that
the Glass measure had been railroaded onto the senate floor, the Virginia
senator asserted the Implication was
"as false as any ever uttered by any
human tips." He followed this with
asserting that Long's attack on the
bill was made up of "oratorical rubbish and misrepresentations."
FOLLOWING his Intensive prepar1
atlon for assuming his office. Mr.
Roosevelt made the Interesting announcement that he would stand by
the American policy of the sanctity
of International agreements. In Washington and the other world capitals
this was taken as meaning that the
United States, under his administration, would continue to refuse recognition of the territorial gains made by
Japan In aggression against China.
Tokyo wus neither surprised nor agitated by this declaration of policy. A
foreign office spokesman said: "We
are hopeful, however, that, while the
substance of the American policy will
be unchanged, the manner of Its presentation will be altered under Mr.
Roosevelt und that Irritations growing
out of Washington's 'spur of the moment' Judgments will be removed. That
will count for a great deal.""
Japanese statesmen were hopeful
Un\t the Manchurian issue would be
nuilcnhly settled In Geneva, but net
(her their forces In the Held nor tho
Chinese armies wert helping toward
Ihul end. ,/apanese military planes
bombed u concentration of Chinese sol•liers at Kalluhsen. riwtr the northern
ix'i-der of Jehol province, k i l l i n g an
iiutstlumled number and doing lienvj
Umimne lo Hie town. Japanese milit a r y headquarters In Mukden claimed
' b u t Hie lioiTiliiu-dinent was ordered
it had been learned Chinese
s t u t i n n e d ut Kallutislen wen»K t" a t t a c k the town of Tim
ulin . whidi is across the border In
Mm c h u r m , and is uu ImiKiriunt mill
tary position.

ANY. Republican politicians erpect that President Hoover will
attempt a comeback and vindication
In 1936 and consequently believe that
he seeks to retain control of the
party. The "old line" element In the
party Intends to stop this If possible,
and hence schemed to prevent a plan
to hold a meeting of the national
committee before March 4, feeling
that after Mr. Hoover has left office
he will not so easily dominate that
body. More than a majority of the
committee were said to have gone
on record against a meeting before
the close of the administration. In
Washington it was eald that the national and congressional committees
would be reorganized and that probably National Chairman
Everett
Sanders would be forced out or resign.
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Deserves Title of
New Income _
"Master of Words" for Nation's

M

ENDING congressional action on
P
the recommendation that 63 per
cent of the disability allowances now
received by veterans for nonservice
connected Injuries be
discontinued, administrative steps have
been taken to carry
out that plan.
Brig. Gen. Frank T.
HInes, head of the
veterans' bureau, recently ordered a complete review of all
disability allowance
claims, with the statement that It was a
Gen. Hlnea
purely " r o u t i n e "
move. The review order, it was revealed, however, followed the adoption of changes in the
disability allowance regulations, under
which veterans whose claims have
been allowed heretofore, no longer
will be eligible for the federal benefits.
Under the old regulations disability allowance has been paid to veterans who could prove permanent disability of 25 per cent or more, and
they were permitted to add up their
disabilities to make the minimum.
Now they must prove a single disability of 20 per cent, though the minimum remains at 25 per cent General
Hlnes has recommended that the minimum be raised to 50 per cent disability, stating that such a move would
eliminate 63 per cent of the veterans
now receiving benefits for disability
In no way connected with military
services and would save more than
$51,000,000 a year.
AMES A. STILLMAN, former New
York banker whose marital troubles filled so much newspaper space
ten years ago, Is again in the limelight Luc Roehefort a French-Canadian who once ran for mayor of Montreal, accuses Stillman of alienating
his wife's affections and has brought
suit against him in a Brooklyn court
for $1,000,000 damages.
The suit came to light when Rochefort's attorney filed a motion in the
court In connection with another suit
he was prepared to file against Stillman—-a 525,000 libel action resulting
from blackmail accusations.
Stlllman's counsel, Malcolm Sumner. said that his client had refused
a suggestion by Rochefort's lawyer
that the alienation case be settled for
$25.000; that "he did not regard his
relations with Mrs. Roehefort warranted any claim being made against
him." and that he would fight both
actions, If necessary. In open court
In an affidavit presented to t,he
court Stlllman's counsel charged the
libel action had been brought "for the
deliberate ulterior purpose of using
and abusing the process of the court
In a scandalous. Improper and unprofessional manner In order to harass
and Intimidate the defendant, a man
of wealth and prominence."

J

DOPE PIUS XI Issued the bull be
promised some time ago, proclaiming an extraordinary holy year of
prayer, penance and
Pilgrimage to Rome
to bring peace and
quiet to a distracted
world. This holy year,
the pope said, Is In
commemoration of the
nineteenth centenary
of Christ's redemption
of mankind. He urged
prayer and penance,
not only for the faithful, but for "all manPope Plus
kind led astray by so
many errors, torn by
so many discords and hostility, laborIng under so many miseries and fearful of so many dangers."
FINANCE MINISTER CHEUON sub1
mitted his budget to the French
chamber of deputies, and in it no
mention was made of the war debts
France owes to the United States. It
was stated in Paris political circles
that thki does not necessarily mean
the French government Is Ignoring
them, as experts say It Is always
possible to Introduce special enabling
legislation to handle the situation
the basis of later developments.

The most agile tongue In the world
belongs to Dr. C. H.Irwln, editor and;
general secretary of the Religious
Tract society. He can speak and
read more languages than any other
living man. French, Spanish, ItalCAPON PRODUCTION
ian, Portuguese, Hungarian, Dutch,
INCREASES PROFITS Russian and German come to him. almost as easily as English. In addito this, he ba* -edltofl the go*
An Added Amount of Flesh tion
pels In nine different languages, Including Finnish, Serbian, Polish,
Makes Market Demand.
Czech, Hungarian and modern Gr«e*.
By L. P. Brumfleia. Farm Agent YadWn
These are living languages; but he
County, North Carolina.—WNU Service.
The capon retains the tender. Juicy Is thoroughly conversant with dead
and sweet quality of flesh that was languages, such as Latin, Greek and
possessed la its younger itfe and finds Hebrew. • •
a ready market when there Is -a scarcity of other market fowls.
The production of capons win add
profits to any poultryman's annual Income. The Increased amount of flesh
on the body, especially the breast, and
the Improved quality of the meat gives
to the capon Its high value and market demand. The percentage of edible meat on the capon will average
62 per cent as compared with about
50 per cent for the cockerels and 59
per cent for the fattened fowl. Properly fed, the capon uses a good part
of the ration, to make body growth
and a large, strong frame is needed
to support the Increased amount of
flesh which the bird puts on. The
capon also has the ranging ability of
the turkey.
Tbe best method In producing
capons is to select cockerels weighing
about 1% pounds at eight weeks of
age. These are caponlzed in the late
spring and early summer when broiler prices are low. The birds are then
fed so as.to develop body growth and
are fattened to be sold when about
ten months of age. When choosing
cockerels for caponizing, get only
those which show good vigor and vitality and have a tendency to produce
large bones. An Individual of this type
will recover from the operation very
quickly and with the least halting In
growth.
The grain produced on the farm and
free range supplemented with some
p.nlmaj protein and a mineral mixture
may be used as feed. Rye, oats, rape,
soybeans, peas, lespedeza, alfalfa and
clover will furnish range pickings
through the entire period of growth.

Don* Be
***.
Keep Cole's Carboll«alv« in the boas*.
It stops pain from burn or cut qujcklj
and heals •without BCMB. At fell good
druggists, SOo and «0o, or J. W. Cote
Co., RocMord. Hi—Advertisement.
Listen to Her
"Wisdom crleth without; she ut
tereth her voice in the street"

to flght
are plant poisons. o ne i."
double-action P0|son "
Insects ot life quicker tL
ttavMMbM pyrethi
and shows qualities that ^

yet.

advantagw it is wit?**1
man or beast

be grown In some secti™,?'1
United States, „ 80 |j lo; «'
It tw« to reduce the cost of
bat would directly aQd

dollar* of Income to Am
tog. And adding new nm.,
tlve crop* Is one sound ^
tng Wllef to farmers,Fanner.

WttEUPSI
••• -•*•*«•<. *(-*."".

T

HE
healt

tog.to
day wit
her lips. lf,i
your day I
nerves fray!
sour stomach J
haps a p i m "
__Jc«13nHim&' Mr*. S, L. Hoi.
MB E, Sth St. North Platte, Neb, t
nttteVGd&n Medial DUamty L_
to be excellent te the blood, aid ml
in CMC*'Of debility it gave »«*<
•alt*. W« lWM «l«o found it to ben
tonic tor the children,"
Dr. MwM't

HERE'S QUICKEST, SIMPLE!
WAY TO STOP A COLD
FOLLOW DIRECTIONS PICTURED BELOW
3

Trapnesting Turkeys Is
Found to Be Good Plan
There Is nothing new about trapnesting turkeys, but there Is a great
deal of profit to be derived from heavy
laying hens capable of producing highly fertile eggs of known hatchability.
Pedigreed breeders in a turkey flock
are as Important as pedigreed chickens, and the turkey specialist recognizes this to the same degree as does
the hen egg producer.
Turkey hens, when left to their own
resources, will lay enough eggs to
make a setting, go broody and proceed .to reproduce their kind; they
may possess ability to lay and will
transmit this ability through their
sons to their granddaughters.
Trapnesting determines which turkey bens possess ability to lay. When
this ability Is found, the possessors of
it should be mated to a male similarly
endowed for transmission purposes.
This simple genetic 'practice will work
wonders In Improving any flock, but
the wise turkey farmer will select
breeders of large size and good health.

Profitable Broilers
If broilers and pullets are to be
raised at a cost that will yield a profit
Important factors will have to be
carefully weighed by the producer.
These are, the quality and efficiency of
the brooding equipment, the feed used,
and the sanitation. Quality of chicks
comes first because nothing gives a
poorer start toward low production
costs than cheap chicks from untested
stock. Brooding equipment Is next In
line and quality and efficiency rather
than low price should govern one's
choice.

Take I or 2 Bagtf
Aspirin Tablett.

Drink Full Glatttf
Water.

JJ throat is
crash and dia
• • Bayer Aim
Tablets in o I
glass of warm u
find gargle act
faff to diredionij

Almost Instant Relief In This Way
If you have a_cold—don't take and dissolved in a half
chances with "cold killers" and warm water, repeating every Jj
nostrums. A cold is too dangeroua 3 hours as necessary. Sort I'
to take chances on.
eases this way in a few minute,^
credible as this may seem.
The, simple method pictured
Ask yduj doctor about thki
above is the way doctors throughwhan you pay, see that you m
out the world now treat colds.
real BAYER Aspirin Tablets.!"
It is recognized as the QUICK- 'dissolve almost instantly. Audi)
EST, safest, surest way. For it will work almost instantly when)
check an ordinary cold almost as take them. And for a gargle, C
fast as you caught it
uiuft Bayer Aspirin Tablets i
That is because the real BAYER solve With sufficient speed I
Aspirin embodies certain medical completeness, leaving no >
qualities that strike at the base of particles or grittiness. Get a t
12 or bottle of 100 at any «si
a cold almost INSTANTLY.
You can combat nearly any cold
you get simply by taking BAYER
Aspirin and drinking plenty of
water every 2 to 4 hours the first
day and 3 or 4 times daily, thereafter. If throat is sore, gargle with
3 BAYER Aspirin Tablets crushed

Balanced Ration Necessary
H Is getting to be more and more
accepted that poultrymen have wasted
lots of time arguing about methods
of feeding Instead of making sure that
the rations were complete. Modern
chick rearing methods practically demand a bnlanced ration 0ue to the
fact that chicks are raised earlier in
the season and raised In large groups
so they find but Uttle free feed.

NO TABLETTARE CEMIIIUF p n r a

Poultry Hints

It la not always the lack of grit and
oyster shell that causes hens to lay
*oft-8helled eggs, for In many cases It
is due to the bird being abnormally
fat. .
*
• • *
Disinfected drinking vessels are an
aid to flock health. A mild sort of
material that win not cut down the
rate of water drinking Is potassium
JEAN MERMOZ, eminent French permanganate. It need not be used
** aviator, and six comrades estab- In the milk vessel.
• • *
lished a new record by flying from
SL Louis. French port In West Affoultry can withstand colder tern
rica, to Brazil, in 14 hours and 2 min- peratures than animals, but cannot tolutes. They breakfasted In Africa and erate drafts.
dined In South America. From Natal
the airmen continued In their trlEggs from hens fed cod-liver oil
motored plane to Rio de Janeiro and contain much of vitamin D, which nnthence to Buenos Aires, Argentina
trltlon experts say Is essential for the
proper growth und maintenance of
A MONO notable persons taken by teeth and bone.
• • *
death were Mrs. Jessie Wilson
Suyre, daughter of the late President
Montana poultry farm demonstrators
Woodrow Wilson and wife of i'rof F have an average annual egg producH. Sayre of Harvard law school • and tion per hen about double that of the
Sir Robert Jones of Wales, great average for the state. The secret Is
record keening.
orthopedic surgeon.
<D. 1933. Western N e w a p u p e i U u l u u .

Nor are bis linguistic attainment*
confined to Europe and the Near
Bast He knows enough of many
native African tongues to be able to
correct proofs or translations of the
Bible.
As general secretary of the Religious Tract society he has had to correspond during his 85 years' service
with people in most parts of the
world, and seldom has he been
floored by a letter written In even
the most out-of-the-way language.
Most of us who know only English
have but 5,000 or 6,000 words at our
command. Doctor Irwln is master
at at least 4,000,000 words.

Cbwalsts and

^ DON'T

GETNightUP
uu mm oa
• " "'"""
it «et up
_ probtbhr
,.
•I your trouble is
duatoan
_ vntation of tbe

MMMJEHOILCAMUUS

arch of success
chandfeing. Let

you how to
your business.
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H. L. Carlton, groceries, to:
wrath: for it is written, Vengeance 'KOCEEDINGS OP THE
Sadie Colson
BOARD
OF
SUPERVISORS
Christensen Brothers, to:
•»• CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH * is mine; I will repay, saith the Lord,
Lee Berry, groceries
•»
E. L. Anderson, Pastor.
•* Therefore if thine enemy hunger, feed
Court House,
Maude Walton
4 4 t 4 4 . 4 . 4 4 . 4 . > 4 * - f - f - f t him; if he thirst, give him drink: for
Atlantic, Iowa,
Donald Baker
in
so
doing
thou
shalt
heap
coals
of
|
December
30th.,
1932.
Church School at ;0:00 a. m. A
Jim Johnson
(continued
from
last
week)
A. E. Clark
training school for Christian living, fire on his head. Be not overcome of I
Bode, labor
4.05
John Morgan
with classes for all ages. Mrs. Lydia evil, but overcome evil with good", Emil
8.10
F. W. Schuler, labor
W. G. Taylor
(Rom. 12: 17-20).
Brown, Superintendent.
1.35
R. M. Mercer, labor
, -t
Mrs. rf. Sauer
from
the
Among
the
selections
3.60
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock
Chas. J. Dougherty, labor
Henry Miller
1.35 R, D. Finnell, groceries, to:
Special appropriate music. Sermon Christian Science textbook is the fol- joe Baughman, labor
County and Poor Funds.
James Logue
subject, "Doing the Impossible." Phili lowing: "At all times and under all,
overcome
evil
with
j
Acres-Blackmar
Company,
Fullerton Lumber Company,
circumstances,
«,^.^«...^
~
,
4:13.
S
to:
God will, A^°rfc an" ^eg{on Building
Youth Forum at fi:30 p. m. Al good. Know thyself, and God
Jake Wharton
60.00
young people invited who tio not at supply the wisdom land the occasion: Association, rent
William Clavton
for a victory over evil. Clad in the H. G. Armentrout, committee
tend elsewhere.
Doc Lee
76.61
work
. . ..... ..
Mrs. Dougherty
Evening service in charge of th panoply of Love, human, hatred canTelegraph,
Green Bay Lumber ComYouth Forum at 7:30 p. m. Topic not reach you. The cement of a high- AttanUc
pany; to:
er
humanity
will
unite
all
interests
in
"Youth in Action." Complete pro
Georgia Byrne, mileage vis(Mike Kloppenberg
the one divinity" (p. 671).
iting schools
.............
20.79
gram found elsewhere in this issue.
Mrs. Helmer
County Auditor Ward, express
Church Calendar of Coming
Don Woolsey
2.68
and
postage
Mrs. Ed. Smith
Events at Our Church.
Mrs.
C.
E.
Crow,
advertiseMrs. H. Rasmussen
James Dyer, Armenian student * CHRISTIAN CHURCH NOTES 4
.70
ment
A. E. Clark
Elwyn Andrews, Pastor.
4 County Treasurer Vedane, gowill give a talk, "Armenian an 4
Stanley Agnew
117.60
pher
bounties
paid
out
.
.
.
.
Christian Martyrs," at the Congre
Bud Clark
32.39
T. W. Davis, committee work.
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m.
Myron Stormer
gational church Monday evening
1.75
Frank
Gaines,
hauling
Communion Service at 11:00 a. TO.
John Johnson
Taken as a slave at 9 years of age, he
Oil Company, distil?
W. D. Miller
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m. Hoegh
will tell of his own experiences.
78.42
late
Frank Jensen
Evening
services
at
7:30
o'clock.
J. I. Holcomb Manufacturing
Good Fellowship night Sunday, Feb
Clyde Gaines
,
Next Sunday evening the Youth
Company, janitors supplies.
15.00 i
ruary 5. Refreshments at 0:30, after
Roy Luke
Maxine
Highley,
assisting
Forum
will
have
charge
of
the
union
Vincent
which a program of music and
clerK
28.00 A. Ira
clerk • • •
R. Kohl, groceries, to:
drama entitled, "The Lost Church,' service at the Congregational church. I „
Jones,
making
C. Daughenbaugh
will be presented by the young people Be sure to attend and see what ad30.00
plats
Minnie Millhollin
'...
under the direction of Mrs. P. T. Wil vancement is being made by o u r J K l i p t o Loose Leaf Company,
Dr. George A. Alliband, care
6.58
supplies
liams. Pftn to attend these Gooc young people.
of R. A. Kuhl
1.61
Bible School as usual under Brother Laurel Book Company, books
Fellowship programs. The public
2.00 Atlantic Hospital CorporaEdd
Logrue,
clerk
Zastrow.
tion, to:
invited.
Massena Independent TeleNoel Smith, care
Ladies aid will meet at the home of
7.6,
phone Company . . . .
Sunday evening, February 12. A
George Woodbury
V. D. McMartin, clerk .
4.00
program of inspiring music will he Mrs. H. R. Redburn on Thursday.
Ruby Keffer
4.00
Harold
Ostrus,
clerk
"The
Kitchen
Cabinet
Sinkopatters"
given by the chorus under the direcMrs. Delilah Witt
Perkins
Brothers
Company,
tion of Mrs. H. E. Campbell and Mrs are coming. Watch church notes for
Mrs. Hilma Paulsen
supplies
94.60
Mrs. May Toepfer
G. C. Noblitt. If you love good mus- further announcement.
C. S. Relyea Company, supMrs. Minnie Moore
plies
56.26
ic, you will want to hear this proOtis Kelloway
Casper Schmidt, Weed Comgram.
Max Luke
missioner, expenses
8.67
LINCOLN CENTER
As we are approaching the Lenten
Robert Luke
Glen Shields, bounty
.50
COMMUNITY CHURCH
season, let us renew our devotion to
Everett Gustin
W. H. Wohlenhaus, trustee . 2.00
Eiwyn Andrews, Pastor.
Mrs, Evada Weatherby . . .
spiritual things, and not neglect the
G. H. Allen, committee work . 99.03
Almon (A. A.) Gaylord . .
Anita Tribune, official printduty we owe to God during these tryBeulah M. Cue
ing ' . v
264.53
Church services at 10:00 a. m.
ing times, as God will only bless _us in
Holshuh Baby
Atlantic
Auto
Company,
Sunday School at 11:00 a. m., with
proportion to our loyalty and devoHarley Luke
rent
200.00
tion to Him and His kingdom.
Mrs. Everett Luman as Superintend- Emil A. Brehmer, putting up
Atlantic Shoe Company, to:
quarantine signs
The senior ladies' aid will hold their ent.
1.06
W. S. Campbell
4.00
Carroll Fudge
"The days are each divine; they Fred Brahms, trustee
regular Thursday meeting at the
N. Collier, burning balM. M. Burkhart, groceries, to:
home of Mrs. W. H. Wagner, with a come and go like muffled and veiled G.lots
.75
Mrs. W. G. Ruggles
figures but they say nothing. If we Chas. I. Connor, trustee . . . .
12:00 o'clock lunch for the public.
4.00 Bull Creek Grocery, groceries,
do not use the gifts they bring, they Charles A. Donahoe, watchto:
• f - f ^ - f - f - f - f - f «••»• + •»•*•»•
man
13.50
carry them as silently away."—EmerHarry Paulsen
Fidlar & Chambers, supplies . 12.63
+
M. E. CHURCH NOTES
Hannah Parker
son.
E. S. Holton, commission on
Art Rool
+
Monroe J. Rarick, Pastor.
'We shall have special music again
fines and expense
122.52
Ella gwolley
;his Lord's day.
j Sam Hoffman & Son, premium
Stanley Agnew
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Dr. Why not join this group that meets
on policy
64.36
John Johnson
C. H. Johnson, General Supt,
4.00 J. Burnea, groceries, to:
every Lord's* day to study and hear I g0/ Herbert, trustee
I Peter Johnson, trustee
2.00
Mrs. HeJmer
Those of our folks who are unable rod's word preached.
I Koch Brothers, tax receipts
S. E. Wert
to attend the Sunday School are inand supplies
684.12
Pearl Keffer
vited to become members of the home
K. P. Lodge, Anita, rent for
Dryden Pell
department. The supplies have been
election room
2.00
Grant Jones ._
Laidlaw Brothers, books . .. 8.04 Earl Beech, groceries, to:
ordered and the superintendent elecMatt Parrott & Sons ComEd. Paulsen
ted, As soon as the supplies come,
pany, books and supplies . 174.60
Oscar Noe/
Mrs. V. C. McCoy will deliver them
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
W. A. MdKee, expense
127.00
Peter Peterson
and enroll all who are willing to join
Northwestern Bell Telephone
George Johnson
this department.
Company,
rent
and
toll
.
..
75.15
Mrs. I. E. Robinson
January 29, 1903.
Charles
Overman,
wolf
bounJ. C. Dugan
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock in
Mrs. J. C. Calkins was an Atlantic
ty
10.00
Earl Jacobs
the Masonic Temple.
visitor today.
Frank
Pelzer,
committee
Mrs. Manriquez
'.
Epworth League at 6:30 p. m. We
work
35.gs
Miss Vera B. Hook is spending the
C. 0. B. Grocery, groceries,
had a fine service again Sunday even- w.eek with friends at Guthrie Center. Railway Express Company,
to:
express
1.53
ing with Miss Hallie Mae Koob as
Frank Chase
Mrs. B. D. Forshay was in Des j Silver
Joe Landon
leader. Miss Koob presided during Moines last week visiting her sister, I books Burdette Company, 202.24
D. A. Landon
the business session. The League of- Mrs. Strater.
| E. J. Symonds, trustee
4.00
John Buckley
Welch
ficers for the coming year are RayPrinting Company,
H. G. Evans '
..!."
Dr. H. E. Campbell has been having
supplies
mond Barber, president; Margaret some improvements made about his
Elim Children's Home, care:
Z i o n O j c e Supply,supplies'.'.'
Black, 1st. vice president; Hallie Mae residence property.
Guy and Clifford Wilkens .
Widows' Pension Per Month.
Farmers Co-Operative Grain
Koob, 2nd. vice president; Ruth Koob,
Joe M. Garside and S. G. Daughen-. Lulu Brown
16.00
Company, to:
3rd. vice president; Thomas Ander- baugh of Lincoln township will hold a j faille
ker
Lucille rJ:,,?*
I. Baker
30.00
Mr. Eksman, coal
son, 4th. vice president; and Agness joint public sale on February 16th.
Louise Dillion
16.00
Mrs. Petty .,
I Lillian E. Ford
16.00 Frank & Morton, hauling:
Lindblom, secretary and treasurer.
W. E. Sisler went to Idaho last i Dolly Hood
12^00
R. A. Rupp . . . .
Mr. Barber will lead the service next week, where he has secured a
per- j Effie Marsh
30.00 Dr. >W. S. Greenleaf,' X-'ray,
Sunday evening, giving a brief outline manent position at good wages. Mrs i f ' reta Rourick
24.00
to:
of plans for the year's work.
e Smile
Sisler will not go until some
time
I ?^therir\\v
V
6.00
Harry Paulsen, hand
some
timej
t
on
16.00
Mlnnle
a S
Choir practice Wednesday evening later.
James Johnson, finger
Genevieve Turner
8.00
with Mrs. Earl Blue.
Mrs. Mabel Carley, thumb .'
Louis Anderson has been elected Rose A. Young
40.QO
Hoffman Hardware, to:
An all day meeting and quilting
14.00
township road supervisor for the year Lulu Ashbaugh
County Farm, supplies ..
will be held at the home of Mrs.
10.00 Herring's Super Service, to:
1903, succeeding John Heck, who has Celia Butcher
Frank Black on Friday. A 25c dinner
Thelma
Cobb
ie.00
Transients, gas
ably filled the position for several Alice Hover . .
'.. 24^00 L. M. Hodges, funeral exwill be served at noon, to which the years past.
Alma
Howey
10
00
public is cordially invited.
penses, to:
C. W. McDermott of Benton town- Vera Lewis
35.0o
James J. Logue . . .
Elsie
Prall
20.00
ship sold six head of purebred Duroe
Hall, medical'care
Rowley
10 00 Dr. Harry
to:
''
Jersey hogs this week to be delivered Jessie
4
Mamie
Wright
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
A. Hagen
,
to a gentleman at Neola, Iowa. East- Catherine
4
A. Worley
.~--»»~ «...
«• «*»^jf
^U.UU
20.00
Orville
Grinstead
.......'.'.
ern
Cass.
county
stock
raisers
always
Bessie yernon
18 00
"Love" will be the subject of the
«V' Jon,es Ho8P»tal, care, to:
Blind Pensions Per Month.
a great demand for their surMrs.
Everett Breach
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of have
Carl Anderson . .
o on
plus stock.
Eloise Ingram
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, JanT. S. Ellia
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
1Z50
Babe Joan Sylvester
'
J. N. Reynolds, manager of the j George Forrester
uary 29.
2s!oO Hanson
& Lowe, coal, to:
Postal
Telegraph
Company's
business
C.
Livingston
'
......
'
'
12!so
.
'The Golden Text is from 1 John
Mrs. Kd. Smith . .
in Anita, has been quite ill with pneu-1 M ^rtha Rae
'_ _\ 16'_66
George A. McNary
'.'.'.
4:7,
"BeJoved, let us love one an16.66
A. Qanton
,;
other: for love is of God; and every moni. in the hospital at Des Moines j g
10.00
John Wood
one that loveth is born of God, 'and the past two weeks, but the Tribune Jennie A. Page
8.00
Gertrude Welton
learns today that he is much improved Wihelmine Bonnet ".'.'.'.".'"
833
knoweth God."
Mrs. Lafe Lewis
•irw4fr<.kttik-ifv«1rin»«lt—;_i-i
I . 1 f t f*nt\ It^tlinlr
'
. _ " _
Jacob Ellick
and getting along all right.
ir•',
iO.UO
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quoArt
Welch
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
.
Kincaid
i
efifi
There's a new firm in town, and
1
n:iD.OO
John Johnson
tations from the Bible and from the
12.50
Roy Luke
Christian Science textbook, "Science hereafter it will be Ed. L. Newton & j He'm'y '
12.50
William Pekin
Son,
the
junior
member
of
the
firm
j
C.
C.
AppleVate,
Vent
and Health with Key to the Scrip10.00
Mrs. H. Rasmussen
having put in an appearance at the; Atlantic Building Supply Corntures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
Max Woolsey
1
pany to:
home
of
Ed.
and
his
wife
last
night.
'
^ One of the Bible citations reads:
Joyce Lumber Company,'coal',
Carroll Fudge, coal
3.15
The
new
arrival
is
boss
of
the
ranch
"Recompense to no man evil for evil
Don Woolsey
3.15
_ Flora Hook,
Hoy I-.uke
Provide things honest in the sight of at the present time, and in order to
4.00
John Buckley . . . .
keep
peaiiin
the
family
he
is
being
W, Prall
.'.'.'.".''.'"
all men. If it be possible, as much
3.15
Frank Chase
John
Morgan
.',..'.'.'."'
allowed
to
have
his
own
way.
7.50
as heth in you, live peaceably with all
Jim Johnson, ....'.'.'.'.'"'
John Broson
3.15
Hattie Johnson
men. Dearly beloved, avenge not
S. E. Wi-rt . . . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' .
J < e SLelfens of Atlantic was a vis9.45
Frank Chase
yourselves, but rather give place unto itor iu the city Tuesday afternoon.
C.15
John Morgan
Win. Pekin
3.15
A. P..Clark . . ' . ' .
J. 1. Lewis
-if> AX
Hannah Parker
W. D. Miller
Mrs. A. Clantori
.q' 1R
R. Rupp , . . .
Wm. Turk . . . . . .
1.55
WHAT A WHALE OF A DIFFERENCE COLOR
Sarah Sullivan'(Wiota j'.'"
Atlantic Lumber & Coal Company, to:
W ^T' ^wies, to ' '
MAKES!
W. S. Campbell
Mrs. j. W. Reeves
6.50
A. Irish
Hans Aggard
3.25
Let Me Show You
Harvey Peterson . . '
9.75
Maude Walton
„.,..
9.75
ATTRACTIVE COLOR SCHEMES FOR
A. Hagen .
Gertrude Welton . ' . ' . ' .
650
S. Foster . . .
Mrs. N. H i l l
;
g™
YOUR HOME.
May,
Estella Bailey
"
6 'c n
William Gleuson "
Andrew
Jfatlsen
32^
.Surely You Want
Mussena Grain Com
/•<
Beadle Grain & Feed, to- "
coal, to
"
Paay,
Ira
Vail,
coal
MONARCH PRODUCTS-THE PIONEERS
4.25
Mrs. Keith
Allen Uhoades . . ' . ' . ' . ' . [ ' . .
1.60
OF 100% PURE PAINTS AND VARNISHES
Boiciis Hardware, to:
Supplies, County Farm
1 «
16.08
John
Wood
James A. Bopp, milk, to:
A J. Preiijnger''.'.
1' lora Hook
o ,Q
larence Flathers
Art Welch
«'*"
I'M. Lane . .
Pearl Keffer
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
4 ge
I'elbert Anderson
ii7 IT n^y Company, to-.
ANITA LUMBER CO.
Uuttie Johnson
W. H. Maker
7.77
'
aul Bailey .
J. T. Lewis
PHONES: Office 20; Rea. 11
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS
17.58
Merritt Boggs
Howard
Parrott
5.12
< het Stormer
J. C. Armstrong
Mrs. John Pieken,' ca ,. e ' to! ' '
J'ross Boys (2)
'

FROM OUR OLD FILES

j. w. Wright..:::;

1

fp

T

.

j. F. McGnff

O.iU

:;;;•••

g^

'

ROBT. SCOTT

9.79
7.15

3.60

1.78

8.80
12.10
I 6.85
9.63
7.95
2.09

MAD

F'

•^

7.70

10.00
5.35
4.05
4.80

6.50
9.75
3.25
S.25
3.25
9.75
3.25
6.5(1
3.21
6.6
3.2E
3.2£
3.2E
3.25
3.25

BUTTER
MUSTARD

19.98
2.1

13.5C
75.0C
60.00
60.00
60.00
75.00
30.00
9.50
61.25
9.50
6.75
35.00
45.00
21.75
31.00
60.00

8.35
8.58
8.03
12.37
5.67
10.10
5.45
9.60

Soap
Soup

31.00
4.00

90.75
35.00
24.30
3.25
3.25
3.25
3.25
3.25
3.25
3.25
3.25
3.25
3.25
6.50
3.25
4.00
4.00
3.25
3.25
3.25
3.25
3.25
3.25
3.26
3.25
1.30
4.15
9.45
8.02
15.00
5.00
4.00

9.20
1.98
2.29
1.73
7.90
18.61
8.35
5.00
6.84
7.29
13.91

81 c
per pound

Pound Bars 6 for 25c
Small Bars 10 for..
Vegetable or
Tomato

2 cans 1

Pan. Flour
OUR

MOTHER'S
2-lb.can

Peanut Butter Quart
1
Jar
Rice
5 Ibs. 18
Oatmeal
Ibs. 13<
Prunes Large
2 Ibs. 1!
Size

10.03 C. B. Parkinson & Son, groceries, to:
9.30
J. H. Lee . . . .
............
11.10
13.70 Robert Beason, milk, to:
Mrs. 0. W. Talbott
.......
14.28
Mrs. Norgard
...........
'.
240.00 Robinson Hardware, to:
A. Hagen, repair shoes . . .
Sanitary Market, meat, to:
22.1
39 families . : . ..... . . . .
1.20 Sauer & Dahlberg, meat, to:
County iFarm
............
58 families .......... " "
10.00
Mrs. Eliza Scoville, care, to: '
Mrs. Sarah Helmer
......
6.00 Stier Grocery, groceries, to:
5.00
County Farm
........
5.00
Estelle Bailey . .
Wallie Kline
......
.......
10.40
H. G. Evans
..........
'. '. '.
J. W. Reeves ......... \',\\
.56 Waters Grain Company, coal,

50.00

quart

Monarch
<•
large package * '
"Gallon" can
43(
Blackberries

Berries

9.07

*

per

Cake Flour

1.95
2.25

9.34
11.20
.18.89
2.13
2.08

country

IOWA'S BEST,
85c
OMAR,
$1.15
49-lb. bag

20.0C

26.38
4.11
4.27
12,51
4.08
15.55

large
package

DWARFIES
"

A. Hagan
...........
Mrs. W. S. Poster ..... ! "
White Way Grocery, groceries, to:
Walter Henke
........
J. W. Peterman ...... ,
Richard Keller ....... .'.-."
Val. Wiegand, repair shoes,
for:
C.

D

_______

7.48

1.36
3.76

.75

20.35
3.95
47.95
8.21

92.03
89.22
37.71
11.60
3.40
15.35
6.55

42.49
17.81
3.65
1.35
.85

H. Millhollin

Harry Paulsen
Ed. Lane ...
John Johnson
Andrei Paulsen Grocery, groceries, to: , ' • '
A. J. Freilinger ......... ,
A. A. Gaylord .'
...........
Clyde Gaines
............
Reed & Banvholdt, groceries,
to:
A. Hagen, . .............
E. Seaman
...............
Mrs. Sarah Sullivan ......
Mrs. "W. S. Foster
........
Orville Grinstead
........
Tony Sorensen, opening grave
B. F. Madsen
............
P. C. Sorensen, repairs at
Gounty Farm
............
Steinke & Butler, clothing, to:
Frank Drake
.............
J. R. Stuhr, shoes, to:
Neien's <3hfld
............
Jap Taylo^ milk to Hagens .
L. 0. Wfaefttley, groceries, to:
B^F.Madrtn
.............
Jens Norgard
............
R.D. Beeves
.............
Joe Sexton
..............
Floyd Peterson ..... <
Matt Voggesser ........ .

Worml«»y ifliHg Company, to:
Ralph Davis, Anti-toxin
be continued.)

Grocery

'
'Court House, supplies . . .
Henry Miller
Mike Kloppenburg
W. t>. Miller . .
J. F. McGriff . . . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' "
Oscar Johnson
\" '
John Ayrea
Charles Henry . . .
Bud Clark
.'
Alice Hover
Floyd Gordon
'.'.'.""
Ira Vincent
G. L. Hensley
Roy Henry
."
Mrs. Gena Rasmussen
Arthur Lee, drugs, to: " "
^County Farm
W. D. Miller . . . .
R. A. Rupp
'.'.'.'.'"
John Johnson
Fran* Jensen . . .
Ella Swolley
'.'.
Don Woolsey . . . . . ! ' .
D. A. Landon
Lewis
Mrs. M. B. Watson .
• P . Meredith, coal, to: .....
Mrs. H. B. Barnett . .
Flora Hook . .
---J. C. Dugan . . .
........

Mrs. H. Sauer

.....

.....

Hannah, Parker '.'.'.
.......
nattfe Johnson .
..........
A. A. Gaylord
.....
"'
Mrs. E. RimUy '.
.........
H Ma
ha
:
™
ing,
to: « & Son, clothJohn Johnson . . .
Harry Paulsen . . . .'
.......
Carroll Fudge . . .
.......
Nord's Grocery, groceries' 'toAugust Anderson . .
Win. Pekin
.....
......
rrank Jensen . . .
.......
Gertrude Welton ."
.......
Maude Walton . . . .
......
W nn?5k Parker • • • ' • " " "
W-H.O'Donnell.milk.to;""

.55
1.18
11.99
11,88
6.76
12.17
6.49
9.28
5.64
5.80
6.18
1.85
2,10
6.10
10.48
10.44
1.00
.50
.25
.50
.35
1.70
.90
15.00

3.25
9.75
3.25
3.25
7.00
6.60
6.50
1.50

SHERIFTFS SAI.fi NOTICE J

State of Iowa, Cass county, ss.
Notice is hereby given, that (HI
13th. day of February, A. D..f
at 11:00 o'clock, A. M., at tMJ
lantjc Automobile Company
located at'3rd. and Poplar
in the City of Atlantic, and'
aforesaid, will be sold at Pi*
tion to the highest bidder, «
the following described Ke^t
levied upon and taken by vi%,|
special execution issued fro*' *
of the Clerk of the Distn*
within and for the county
State of Iowa, in favor
cut General Life Insurance w j
and against'the prope't.v «
Christenaen to-wit:
j|
All the right, title ami mt f
Harry E. Williamson ; '
M
Williamson, his wife; P.
sen and Mrs. P. M.
wife; and Chris Frederick
to the following described
to-wit: •
The West Half of H'1
Quarter of Sectian 25, 'J M ,
North, Range 34, West <>
.
P. M., containing in »» h° tt(

4.4Q land, more or less, according
(Ub9
.50 eminent Survey thereof,
1.28 Iowa, or as much thereof »b f £

necessary to satisfy said \v >

18.10
1
*'
11.01 t|on and all accruingA.c°*
Od<'l"'
8.98
18.89
•• Sheriff of C*ss ^'1'"
10.11
'Dated at the Sheriff's ^'
4.42 tic, Iowa, January 9th, i ; j
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hood. I had mislaid the recipe and the roll, of course, should be sliced. butter. Stir in sugar and add waten
bad to do a little experimenting be- Whole wheat bread spread with Beat a half minute; add chocolate
fore I got a result on which the mem- roquefort cheese mixed with butter, (melted). Add nuts to flour, salt and
I ID MTftOUtXtt
bers of my family gathered for or with cottage cheese mixed with baking powder which have been siftChristmas would put their sign of minced olives and a bit of onion, Is ed together, and add to first mixture.
Out of the Dark Ages
Useful Suggestions About approval. When- you look at the another suggestion. Crabmeat with Bake in greased cake pan twenty-five
yon may .say to yourself, "that minced celery, onion and mayonnaise to thirty minutes In a slow oven, 820
Preparation of Cakes larecipe
The'Womeh Problem
degrees Fahrenheit. Remove from
nothing but a macaroon." It is on white bread is even better.
and Sandwiches.
quite different in texture, however, With salted nuts and candles and oven; cool slightly and cut into
Mrs. Mencken
probably because of the flour. This well-made coffee and tea, besides the squares.
By ED HOWE
When I have, a tea I like to make the mixture Is dropped by the teaspoon- above mentioned food, or something
Sandwiches as they are made
OSEPH McOABB, who has spent sandwiches and the little cakes my- ful on a well-greased sheet In little of their nature, you will have satis- should either be wrapped hi paper
more than forty years In studying self. Of course, I can't do It every rounds which should be at least an fled guests who may like to come and put hi the 'refrigerator, or put on
science M teacher and writer,,Is con- time a few people drop In for a cup Inch apart By the way, If you again when you ask them.
a slightly damp cloth in a pan and
siderably encouraged. .Indeed, bis fan-' of tea, but when I plan ahead to.atflc •re buying cookie sheets I advise the
covered with a damp cloth.
BROWNIES
era! conclusion is admiration f»r the a number of my friends I try to find .light tin rather than the dark, as for . 1 Kfg.
<c»P jn«U«d butter.
human race, and he goes so far as to time to make one of "the specialties some good physical reason .wJtlch I • -J4
1 cup -granulated sugar (or 1%
predict the disappearance of Igno- of the house" myself.
have quite forgotten they do not al- cups
brown sugar).
"I was awfully tick
rance and poverty by the year 2,000,
For my usual holiday tea I make low the cookie to burn as quickly 2 tablespoons water.
and mother called the
2
squares
chocolate.
only 68 years in the future. ',
ahead—several days ahead, because on the bottom as do the dark pans
% cup pastry flour (or % cup doctor. He said I had ]
Being a leader, he of course^ gives they improve with age—two or three The nuts for these little cakes, by bread
the credit to leaders. For su^k Im- different kinds of little cakes. This the way, must be cut finer than for starch).floor and 2 tablespoons of corn bronchitis and told
mother to get some |
provement as we have made in the year I chose brownies, and made up the brownies. These cakes need an
% teaspoon nalt.
Bronchl-Lyptut."
H
teaspoon
baking
powder.
United States, t give credit to the four times the usual recipe, enough even slower* oven than the brownies—
At your druggist's. Pot- FREE •ample,
%
cup
cut
nuts.
genius of 120,000,000 people, and not to fill three medium sized and one 800 degrees Fahrenheit—and take
write to 732 Ceres Ave., Lo« Angela*.
to a few leaders who usually make large pan.. These could be baked all about twenty-five minutes to bake. Beat egg slightly, stir in melted
more trouble than they do good. Real at one tune on the two shelves of If yon hurry them they will stick to
progress comes from the farms, shops, my oven. They took about twenty- the pan and break when yon try to
offices, and not from the rostrum.
minutes, at 825 degrees Fahren- take them off. 'Use a spatula to reMy opinion Is that leaders led the Are,
YOU OUGHT TO USE RINSO. IT'S
heit
bake. A moment or two after move them and begin as soon as they
people into the dark ages, and' that they to
come out of the oven. If they get
came
out
of
the
oven
I
cut
them
THICK
SUDS SOAK OFF GREASE IN
the people finally had to lead them- In squares with a sharp knife, which hard, put the pan back into the oven
A FtASH AND IT'S SO EASY ON
selves out, after much unnecessary I have found cuts better and leaves a moment
suffering and trouble.
HANDS
no ragged edge If It Is wet A long
Now for sandwiches. I am espeera N«w»paper Union.
*'•'*'-.
'
"
knife Is better than a short one. It cially fond of flavored butter for fill.Ton say there is no sense in It 1 to little points of this sort'which ing. Equal parts of butter and
*EL GOSSIP
say there Is, and another fool argu- make results of cooking certain. Per- crushed watercress flavored discreethaps I had better mention that using ly with Onion juice and lemon Juice
low did Scottle know ment is on. • • *
.
melted butter for greasing the pan Is ma^e a perfect filling. Mustard anyour bones?
"I have noted among my ' male best, and that the slow oven is nec- chovy paste, chill sauce or horseradoust have barked In my friends
generally,";an old married man essary. You will notice that my ish are l|pther suggestions, which
writes me, "a shifting attitude to- brownie recipe uses a method of mix- should be added to taste. If you like
Pellets, are best, for liver, ward women In general, as 1? the fe- Ing unlike those of other recipes. 'I to have some especially attractive
^iiach; One little Pellet tot male of our species had not lived up I find this method of combining the sandwiches, cut all crusts except the
ee for a cathartic.—Adv. to its reputation for being earthly
ingredients makes a soft cake which bottom from the loaf of bread, spread
seraphim and cherubim, but had dem- will remain soft Jf.lt Js kept over a the filling lengthwise of the loaf, and
Birdonstrated unsuspected traits ofdJeMsti
yflU can easily slice. Put this spread
ie does not: want to scheming and unbridled €on«plrlng. I number of weeks. I have .some left .slice
on a damp cloth and roll U
over
.which
are
in
a
tightly
covered
ants to be let alone.
have-bften wo»4ertng M the women tin box .aad .which, will remain soft flulekly; If,bread is very fresh, you
problem Is not weightier, more prew- until I use them.
The biggest selling
can do rolling without the cloth. Seal
Ing, than Capital vs. Labor. InternaI also made up some little nut the edge with butter, wrap In oiled
package soap in America
tional Peace, War vs. Peace, Internawhich always were part of the or parchment paper and put In the
tional Debts, and the like. . . . " A cakes
refrigerator
until
ready
-to
use,
when
long time.ago an old monk wrote: "It Christmas preparation In, my childis less misery to possess the unshapely wife than to guard the shapely,
N O . B :IM T H 1
OOLD MEDAL NATIONAL E X H I B I T I O N OF F O O D S MEN L I K E
for nothing Is safe when all men sigh
for It It Is hard to keep a thing that
many men covet. A married woman
hath many needs, and whether she be
wrathful, foolish, deformed, unsavory,
we learn her faults first when we have
married her. A horse or an ox, even
the commonest slaves, are tried before we choose*to buy, them; so also
I«B*lievin'"IsA
with clothes, kettles, chair and cups—
[RuleTo Follow
a wife alone is not to be had on approval, lest she be found wanting before, we marry her. I, poor wretch,
hang my .head among my felI'fplks, yu know, it's eome- muaf
. . ." It Is sufficient refutation
hardest £er a feller to see lows.
of this writing to say old monks and
lunold married men know nothing about
women. That blessed knowledge 1*
•possessed, only by young men who,
armed with gallantry, go forth to seek
Say 326 Out of 329 Wives Who Served This Christmas Breakfast Bread To Their Husbands
them.
1
V ..
.' • • • . - • •
'I am hearing that H. L. Mencken,
long noted as a brilliant writer and
bachelor with a bad disposition, Is
now very happily married. A New
,.
York preacher who called on me reilwuz
,Tha
cently talked about It, and Joseph
me a WitfoL— Who
...
Hergeshelmer, who called on the
Accept SIMPLIFIED Recipe for
Never • Went To
Menckens on the occasion of their seci[iBbUa
ik..j 1T
Colltga
:.-••' - '
annlvenwra, says the husband Is
It and 14 Others FREE Inside
very same gadget I wuz ond
the
politest
and
most
cheerful
man
In
rifer. An'then Lem comes up.
Every Sack of Gold Medal Flour.
to Lem, "Lem, how come America.
I asked the preacher about Mrs.
gadgets in here. Didn't Mencken.
"Oh, she la a nice woman;
Or, Send lOfi With Coupon Below
dy roun' these parts bad she does her
part,"
he
answered.
"But
An'..."
I have never seen a greater change
i jus' it," Jed," Lem sez, "Yu In a man."
Due to a New Milling Developmentink But I don't know as I
What
did
Mrs.
Mencken
do
that
so
linpetickaler, becuz that's th' pleased her husband? I have heard of
Gold Medal "Kitchen-tested" Flour
i most folks. They just don't only one thing: During Mr. Mencken's
—It's Very Easy To Make
that they c'n come in
he was constantly maki get pretty nigh anything they bachelorhood
a row because American women
"maybe after they seen it, ing
quit baking bread, which fs
y wouldn't want it, F'r in- have
F you would like to hear your husband say—
cheaper and better when made at
n, yu take this here gadget home.
"My wife is the greatest cook in the world"—
Soon after his marriage (the
then you are urged to try the remarkable new
rtory goes) Mr. Mencken passed
2 folks, I wuz sure some sur- through the kitchen, and saw his wife
set of 15 Simplified Recipes For Foods Men
' i gits out a hull case an'lays stirring'up a batch; she had learned
Like, now given free inside every sack of famous
. dozen different kinds o' the art from an old-fashioned mother,
Gold Medal Flour. Or—sent for lOc and the
i the counter an' says, "Now and has been baking bread ever since.
coupon below.
yu to pick 'em up and No doubt Mrs. Mencken learned other
»< An' then 111 leave it up to yu good old-fashioned ways from a good
The
recipes are the selection of famous magazine
' e's the one yu oughta have." old-fashioned mother, so no ( wonder
cookingeditors
collaborating withBetty Crocker,
coulda knocked me over H. I*. Mencken Is very happily marworld-noted Gold Medal expert. Then given to
r. Per the first 3 I picked ried.
wives throughout the United States to try on
s' no good to me atall. Nosskl
their husbands.
|:4th one wuz a daisy. So I
"I have little use for Plans," writes
; right then and there. An' I James
Truslow
Adams,
"but
If
we
For instance, men can't get enough of Betty
[hty happy with it ever since.
could
put
Into
force
a
Five
Year
Plan
Crocker's Stollen, say 826 out of 329 wives who
: now there's a moral to this by which Individual Americans would
served it to their husbands.
there is to everything. An' order their lives better for five years,
ir-"Seein' is believin'" is th' America might become a nation of
Try this recipe on your husband. What happens
y. Becuz yu ain't so likely to which we could be proud. Our claim
will delight you both. And—you'll find Betty/
I none.
to morality has collapsed,. and pur
Crocker's Stollen surprisingly easy to make.
|ys it's kfada unfair to fellers complete failure to do anything about
A PURE FOOD. HONESTLY ADVERTISED
i not to stop in an' look over it has swept away any possibility of
The Seal of Acceptance of The Committee On Foods of The
Home
Baking
Now
Greatly
Simplified
American Medical Association is your beat guarantee of the
. got Spesbully considerin' our giving other nations any better, or
of any product and the truthfulness of the advertisn's kind always goes to so much Indeed as good, a standard of raBy the development of a new type of flour— quality
ing claims made for it. Look for it on every food you buy.
*o please. An' gives yu a chance tional or International morality as
GOLD MEDAL "Kitchen-tested" Flop—baking GOLD MEDAL "Kitchen-tuted" Flour has this acceptance.
1 heft things before yu buys, they already possess."
has been remarkably simplified for the house- experts directed by the noted cooking authority,
f !ain't (right yu c'n always take
wife.
And the cause of moat baking diaappoint•
•
•
* > Lena. An' Lem, well, Lem he
tnente banished—lack of uniformity hi the flour Betty Crocker.
After my writing ls In print I coni good—with a smile,
used; the chance of two sacks of the same brand "Kitchen-tested" Recipes are likewise "Kitchenf I reckon the world's a lot bet- clude It isn't very good. Occasionally
tested" scientifically the same way. Thus the
varying greatly in results.
avin' fellers like Lem around.' I decide a sentence Is somewhat promIN Betty Crocker's Cooking School over NBC Netto
Improve
It;
flour acts the game way, the recipe the same way TUNE
In
trying
Islng,
but
work. WednesdaysandFridays, 10:45 A.M., E.S.T.; 9:45 A.M.,
Vopkins' Homely Philosophy Is
GOLD
MEDAL
"Kitchen-tested"
Flour
means
flour
C.S.T.—Pacific
Coast. Columbia System, 9:30A.M..P.S.T.
every
tune
you
bake.
No
guesswork,
no
uncertoo.
! In Tht Interests of American spoil that.
that has .been tested in a home oven, just like tainty. Results are unvarying. Baking simpliits By Central Mills,'*Inc.,
yours, for uniformity of results, before it goes to fied amazingly.
An old editor in Michigan says:
B R I N G S "15 WAYS TO A MAN'S HEART"
of Gold Medal "Kitchen-tested"
you.
Every batch tested for home baking of
"Some
people
accuse
me
of
repeating;
Gold Medal "Farm-tested"
INCLUDING RECIPE FOR
cakes, pies, pastries, breads, by a number of For the Great Kitchen Thrill, try this way
of writing the same old things. Well,

Howe About:

Tea Dainties That
Are "All Your Own"

J

BUY
'UGH Yd
SIQREFQRH

EN CAN'T GET ENOUGH OF

I

NASAL

pttTKriON
___ >«H drjraeu and

(irritation by applying
M«ntholatum night
and morning.

NTHOLATUM
Des MolnM, No. 4--1933

political graft and waste keep repeatIng Crimes that might be cured keep
repeating, don't thfy? Repeating seems
to be the big thing, so I repeat facts,
warnings;-1 repeat and repeat. Just
as the banks fail, and statesmen fail
to keep their promises after they gel
In office."
* * *
One of the sandy, shiftless states
has a clever, active man In the United
States senate. By adroit trading and
public speaking he has managed to
get from the general government seven dollars for every dollar citizens
of his state pay In federal taxes. . . .
Another instance of majority rule overcome by the active minority.
9, llll. B«ll Syndicate.—WNU Bwrto*.

THE BEST BAKERS today are making fine caket
en which you can rely when company cornea, when
you entertain, or when you want a fine cake in a
hurry. And remember, baker'* bread it still the
"staff of life."

today. Get GOLD MEDAL "Kitchen-tested" Flour
at any grocery store. The "Kitchen-tested" Recipes For Foods Men Like—including the one for
Betty Crocker's Stollen—are inside the sack.

WABBBUBN CROSBY COMPANY
Of

COM. l*a». b> Q«unl Mill.. Inc.

GENERAL MILLS, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Sam. ridpt HI «>'«» FREE iosltlt mty sadt
Cold Utdal "Kilclutt-uiud" Flour. If you buy
Cold Medal "Kilchtu-tultd" flour you do
NOT ntfd lUi coupon.

Betty Crocker. Gold Medal Flour.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Dear Betty Crocker: Enclosed please find lOc for the "IS
Waya To A Man's Heart* Recipe Set containing IS simplified
recipes.

COffa HmiHd to U. S. A. Only)

Gold Medal "Farm-tested" Feeds are high in digestibility, rich in vitamins and feed nutrients—they are
guaranteed to satisfy. Ask your Gold Medal Dealer.

Name-

City,
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Mrs. George Smither spent the w£ek
Joe Martin of Broken Bow, Nebrasjnd with relatives and friends in Des ca, is visiting here with relatives and
Moines.
friends.

THEATRE

James Henick and family of the
Olin G. Shepherd, wife and children
Sxira vicinity visited Saturday at the of Oakland spent the week end in the
iiome of his sister, Mrs. James Rose :ity with her parents, L. B. Trumand family.
bull and wife.
Junior Hayter, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Russell Mclntyre, who is working
!. G. Hayter, fell on the icy pavement n Omaha, visited in the city over
last Wednesday and broke his right Sunday with his parents, W. H. Mcshoulder bone.
!ntyre and wife.

Anita
SAT-SUN.

JAN. 28-29

Mrs. Peter Voorhees, of Des Moines,
Miss Louise Luman, a student at
spent a few days the past week, in Drake University in Des Moines,
the city, a guest of her sister, Mrs. spent the week end with her parents,
Csabell Dougherty.
. -H. Luman and wife.
Miss Freda Scholl'of Omaha spent
Miss Margaret Kopp entertained a
the week end in the city with her number of little girl friends at a dinmother and sister, Mrs. Dosha Scholl ner party on Tuesday evening of last
and Miss Jane Scholl.
week, the occassion being -in honor of
The ordinary meaning of "a tax-free town"
ler llth. birthday.
Chas. W'. Hook, who had been visitis that no direct levy is made for the general
ing here for several weeks with his
The members of the- Double Eight
fund, although the citizens must still pay state
mother and sister, Mrs. Flavia Hook, club enjoyed a dance at the Voorhees
and school taxes. No municipality can be
and Miss Vera B. Hook, left Tuesday lodge west of the city Saturday evenmaintained without cost. Police and fire defor his home in Cedar Rapids.
ing. Sixteen other couples were guests
partments, street maintenance and lighting
for the evning. At a late hour lunch
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Dorsey enter- was served.
all cost money. The suggestion that any mutained eight young ladies at dinner
nicipal plant could pay its own way and make
Sunday in honor of-the 15,th. birthday , Mrs. Chris Jensen was hostess last
enough extra to cover J&e costs of operating a
of their 'daughter, iJiss Zella> Tfoe Thursday to the members of the Oriafternoon was spent socially by the ginal Sunshine club at an all day
city is only suggesting another way to collect
girls.
meeting. The ladies spent the day in
taxes. , In such a town, rates must necessarily
be high. And in that case the excess in rates
T. T. Saunders, accompanied by his quilting. A covered dish dinner was
nephew, Joe Martin of Broken Bow, enjoyed at noon.
is nothing but a tax in disguise. "Changing
Nebraska, drove to Corning Friday
the spiciest, speediest,
the label doesn't make poison safe—taxes in
An all day meeting of the ladies aid
morning where they spent the day society of the iMassena township Bapsnappiest feature comthe light bill are still taxes.
with Mr. Saunders' sister', Mrs. Dora tist church was held last Wednesday
edy that ever came
Brink and family.
at the home of Mrs. Frank Schwenke.
along to knock Old Man
At 1:00 o'clock a covered dish dinner
Gloom positively cuckoo!
Benjamin M. Rogers, 69, justice of was enjoyed. The ladies spent most
the peace at Massena and candidate of the day in quilting.
for mayor at the last town election,
died a few evenings ago while on his
Mrs. H. H. Elliott entertained a
way to the Odd Fellows hall in,thai number of friends at bridge at her
town to attend lodge. •
home on West Main Street last .ThursTA COMPANY — OWNED^AND OPERATED BY IOWANS
day afternoon. Mrs. Ollie Townsend
Good Luck Flour, 49-lb. sack
79c of Princetown, Illinois, was a guest.
"This is northern flour."
binson of Wiota was looking
Glen Highley and family have movec Pilot oyster shells, 100-lb. bag ...89; Following the bridge session, a lunch
matters and visiting from Cumberland, where they have Peaberry Coffee, Snappy, pound . . 20c was served by the hostess.
- in; the city last Thursday been living the past year, to Massena Sugar, KHrlb. cloth bags
48c
Mrs. Lafe Parker was hostess last
-where they will make; fiheir future
SCHAAKE'S
STOR&
Wednesday afternoon at the home of
home.
• , :
boll ,was hostess SatMaxwell Smith of Ames spent Sun- Mrs. 'Floyd Dement to the members
her home on East
A meeting of the Anita Literary day in the/city at the home of his of the Bide-a-Wee bridge club. Guests
to the members'.; of the' Club will be held on Thursday evening aunt, Mrs. H. E. Campbell and fam- were Mrs. Albert Karns and Miss
Abridge club, together with at 7:30 o'clock at the home of Mrs. ily. ' He was accompanied home by his Odetta Parker, Mrs. Karns also being
, Miss. Dorothy Bang- L. B. Trumbull. The program will be daughter, Delia' Jean, who had been high scorer for the afternoon.
With Roland YounS, FIB D'Orny, Vcrrcc TeaidaU, C. Aubrey
Freda Scholl.
an> "America .Drama" by Mrs. Earl visjting here for several days.
JH^•HlT7wA,rn*lla' Cor* $S* Colllnfc s«««»Pl«y by Gladys Lehman
H. H. Elliott, auditor of the Fullerand H. M. Walker. From a play by Cyril Hareourt. Produced by Carl
Blue, Mrs. Eric psen, Mrs. Floyd DeLacmmlc, Jr. Directed by Edward Ludwig. Presented by Carl Lacmmle.
The annual banquet of the Knights ton Lumber Co., returned home the
fer has an ad in today's ment and Miss Florence'Buthweg.
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
of Pythias and Pythian Sisters lodges last of the week from Minneapolis,
sing a closing out, sale
where he had been visiting the home
mile east and 1% miles
H. C. Dasher is holding a public sale will be held on the evening of Wed- office of the company. While in MinAdded Short Subjects
on Wednesday, Feb- at "his farm 2- miles west and % mile nesday, February 16. Committees neapolis he attended a meeting of the
have
-been
appointed
by
the
two
lodges
ded in the,offering will south t>f Anita on Tuesday, January
Northwestern Lumberman's Associa-31^ Be will sell 5 head of horses, 20 to look after the differnt details.
tion.
entitled
head of: cattle, 2,100 bushels of corn, Levi 'Walker of Audubon township
"Boys
Will
Be Boys"
chinery. Herman Nan will besides a full line of farm machinery.
Mary Lou Bell, daughter of Mr. and
and
ioneer and'the clerk win Frank Barber is the auctioneer and has been drawn as a grand juror for Mrs. D. C. Bell, entertained a number
Audubon county for the year 1933
C.-B: ^arfcer-tiw clerk.
"STRANGE AS IT SEEMS" in Technicolor
Harry Tibben and Frank S'chlater, of of girl friends Thursday afternoon,
the
occasion
being
in
honor
of
her
POPULAR ADMISSION...... We and 25c
the same township, will be petit jurors
The girls enjoyed
for the term of court which convenes 10th. birthday.
themselves in playing games, after
'in Audubon on' February 14.
which a lunch was served by Mrs.
At the request of the sheriff of Elk Bell.
Horn county, Wisconsin/Harry DeniThe K. J. U. club met at the home
son, employed on the L. 'W. (Bud)
of
Mrs. Fred Knowlton Friday with
Martin farm east of Anita, was ar18
members
and 6 visitors present. The
last. Thursday morning by
J1F ROASTS, per pound
9c rested
afternoon
was
spent embroidering dish
Sheriff A. Odem on a charge of rape towels. A dainty
lunch was served
Denison
has
been
returned
to
Wiscon3F STEAK, any kind, per pound
15c
by
the
hostess,
who
was assisted by
sin by the sheriff of Elk Horn county
Mrs. Henry Karns and Miss Esther
This is home killed, corn fed Beef.
A Chevrolet sedan, owned by an Lowden.
Not shipped in for sale price.
Adair man, skidded into a ditch on U
Miss Maxine Taylor was hostess one
S. highway No: . <?, a mile east oJ
SSH SIDE PORK, per pound
* 8c
Wiota, 'about midnight Wednesday. evening last week to the members
Q Gbnzmount Cftctun
The car was slightly damaged. The of the M. Q. C. pinochle club. Guests
tD, per pound . . . . . .
'.
6c owner,
accompanied by two men com- for the evening, besides the members,
panions, escaped with minor bruises. were Mrs. Thorle Robison and the
The names of the occupants could not Misses Jetta and Marjorie Knowlton.
High scorer for the evening was Miss
be learned.
"
Jetta Knowlton.
Mr. and Mrs. George Denne enterThe members of the Parent-Teachtained a number of relatives and
Saturday-Sunday
February 11-12
friends at dinner at their home Sun- ers association at Lincoln Center were
day.1 Guests were Ed. Hansen and the guests last Wednesday evening
wife and Mrs. Irma Reeves and child- of the association at the White Clnud
ren, Glen and Dick, of Casper, Wyom- school, two miles south of Lincolr
iMrs. H. G. Highley is home from a
James Rose and W. H. Mclntyre
ing; Percy Denne and wife, Asa Center. There was a large crowd prj- visit with her son, Glen Highley and were Des Moines visitors Friday.
sent
to
enjoy
the
interesting
program
Brown and wife, Mrs. Amy Gale and
family, at Massena.
Charles Denne of Atlantic; and Merle and the lunch served following the
''
Denne, wife and children of Lincoln program.
Chas. Dorsey of Stuart, a former
township.
resident
of the Berea vicinity, was
The members of the Mutual Benefit
a
visitor
in the city last Thursday afclub o;f the Highland vicinity enjoyed
lin all' day• m^etjng last Thursday at ternoon.
the home of Mrs. Joe Morgan. A
A. C. James, who is employed by
three course dinner was served ,by the
Miss Rea M. Haines of Dayton,
the
Northwestern Life Insurance .Co.
WANTED-:—187 sets of harness to hostess at 1:00 o'clock. Besides the of Omaha as their land representa- Ohio writes: "I weighed 180 so started
to take Kruschen. I never was so
members';' there were four other
repair and oil.
s'
•
'
•
as when I weighed myself
guests, (Mrs. Frank Sisler, Mrs. tive, spent the week end with his fam- surprised
tf
G.
M.
DeCamp.
the first week—I lost 7 pounds. I
levrolet owners should insist upon bonafide
Charles Huff, Miss Hazel Smith and ily in Anita.
just bought my 3rd jar and am down
Rasmussen Hatchery, Anita, Iowa. Mrs. Everett IMtorgan of Atlantic.
to 145—am still taking them and
Net service. That is just what you receive
L.
B.
Trumbull
and
wife
have
moved
Custom hatching, 2c per egg. First
never felt better in my life." (June
setting February 4th. If you want to
The January meeting of the Greater from the A. A. Miller property on 17, 1932).
' garage.
i
To take off fat—take one half teasell hatching eggs, better get in touch Anita Club was held last Friday even- East Main Street to a property on
Elm
Street
belonging
to
the
estate
of
spoonful
of Kruschen Salts in a
ing in the dining room at the Chriswith us Immediately.
3tp
glass of hot water in- the morning
' are not only interested in selling new Chevtian church. A 6:80 o'clock dinner the late Benj. Wagner.
WANTED:—Men with sedan cars to was served by the ladies aid society
before breakfast—one bottle that
deliver mail order house catalogues in of the M. E. church. The business
I but we are just as vitally interested in keepJohn Wahe, a former resident of lasts 4 weeks costs but a few cents
Cass county. Absolutely no selling. session of the club was taken up with this vicinity, but who has been living —get it at any drugstore in America.
hry Chevrolet owner entirely satisfied with
Must be. familiar with rural routes of routine matters. The next meeting at Olmitz, Kansas, for a number of If this first bottle fails to convince
your own towns. See Mr. Martin, will be held at the same place on Feb- years, is in the St. Rose hospital at you this is the SAFE and harmless
Saturday, January 28, at 3:30 p. m. ruary 17, and the committee in charge Great Bend, Kansas, where he sub- way to Idse fat—your money gladly
at, the city hall in Atlantic.
It
will be F. A. Black and C. H. Bartley. mitted a few days ago to an operation returned.
Iring your Chevrolet here for adjustments
for gall stones. His condition is reDon't accept anything but KrusE.8. HOLTON, Lawyer.
ported
to
be
serious.
chen
because you must reduce safely.
W.
J.
Blake,
living
7
miles
northPractice in all courts. Opinion ot
aintenance> Genuine Chevrolet parts and
Land Titles; and Settlement of estate* east of Anita, will hold a closing
a Specialty.
County AttoriAy out sale at his farm on Monday, Jantiteed workmanship.
uary 30. He will sell 3 head of horses,
ANITA MILLING co.
LIVE STOCK MARKET INFORMATION
25 head of cattle, 50 head of hogs,
CHADWICK TRANSFER
1,200 bushels of corn, 1,100 bushels of
Trucking rate, live stock, to Omaha
Groqnd oats .
lOc oats, 25 tons of hay, farm machinery,
15c per hundred
Oats hulled
;
lOc harness and other numerous articles.
.TANKAGE
$1.15
Bar corn ground
5c A free lunch will be served at 11:30
OIL
MEAL
$1.40
Culled for and delivered
o'clock. Frank Barber will be the
6c per cwt
auctioneer and C. E. Parker will clerk
ANITA, IOWA
No bother. You lose no time.
the sale. An ad of the sale will be
Let Ua Do It
found in today's Tribune.

HAD TO GET

Frank Albertson Comedy

lATURDAY SPECIALS

Come on Folks
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RIALTO THEATRE
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W. Shaffer & Son

The Farmers Coop.
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For Sunday Night
Our Government Supper, or Lunch
—How It Operates
By William Bruchart
THE DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE

Events in the Lives of Little Men
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Whether you keep house seriously
or "kitchenettily," as some put It, you
HERE Is one characteristic of the are. almost certain to keep a supply
American people that constitutes of canned crab meat, tuna fish, salsomething of a puzzle to me< When- mon and lobster meat on band. They
ever they have dealings with their are called on then for main dishes
government that result In disagree- and, salad, for lunch and for Sunday
ment, they simply rebel against a night supper and for canapes and for
compromise. They want to go to entrees—if you go in for formal dincourt and fight It,
ners.
That reference, of course, Is to
Of these four foods, lobster per1 tablespoons butter
civil matters. Criminal charges of haps has the more distinct flavor. A
2 tablespoons flour
which the government necessarily Is very good brand of canned lobster
1 cup milk
the prosecutor occupy a different must be selected on this account.
H teaspoon salt
% teaspoon chopped parsley
status. In theory, there may be no Packs of lobster vary more than
1
% teaspoon onion juice
compromise In this respect
packs of the other fish unless it is
tt teaspoon white pepper
Since 'the government must protect the crab meat, which is of two disI slices pimento
Its own rights as well as prosecute In- tinctly different kinds. The Japanese . H cup ripe olives, minced
1 cup flaked salmon
dividuals who violate the rights of crab meat comes In larger pieces,
cup bread crumbs
others, It Is readily seen that It re- keeps Its natural flavor, and is • 11 tablespoon
butter
quires a great law office to look after • packed in such quantities that it is
the. business of the] distinguished used largely. It is particularly good
Heat two tablespoons butter and
Client, Uncle Sam. He really has an for salad whenever large pieces are add the flour, gradually add milk and
Immense amount of litigation'and In desirable. Personally, a household stir until It thickens. Add salt, parsview of that fact he has his lawyers authority says, I like both lobster ley, onion Juice, pepper, olives, pimscattered in every Important city In and crab left in "airly large pieces entos and salmon to mixture.-.Pour
every state in the Union. They are when a salad, Is prepared. At least. into buttered ramekins, cover with
so distributed as to make them avail- a third as much celery as fish is used crumbs over which one tablespoon
able to the greatest number of peo- for these salads, and mayonnaise is of melted butter has been poured.
ple and thus avoid as much expense mixed with them. Tiny capers or Place ramekins In a pan of hot wato the Individuals and to the govern- minced green olives Improve these ter and bake In a hot oven (450 dement as m&y be, since It would be Im- salads. Tuna may be used the same grees Fahrenheit) until the crumbs
possible to place them In every com- way. When salmon Is used as a have browned. Garnish with parsley.
munity.
This recipe may be doubled for a
salad. It Is better left In larger pieces
The government's law office, the De- —as It comes from the can. Plenty luncheon dish.
partment of Justice with a cabinet of mayonnaise should be arranged,
.member, the attorney general of the with hard-cooked eggs—cut Into Spinach Ring Filled With Lobster
and Crab.
United States, at its head, naturally lengthwise eighths—around the sal9 cups cooked or canned spinach
has to have Its headquarters In Wash- mon. Eggs are, of course, of ten, used
I teaspoon grated onion
ington. The attorney general Is Just to garnish the other fish salads. Any
1 tablespoon butter
1 teaspoon salt
like the general attorney for a rail- one of these fish may be put Into an
1
% teaspoon black pepper
road or a bank or any other organi- aspic jelly with celery and sliced
H teaspoon paprika
i
zation. He Is the legal adviser to stuffed olives. A ring of salad of this
2 eggs
.•!
the President of the United States, sort may be served with cucumbers
S cups cream sauce
%
cup
flne
bread
crumbs
among his other duties, and repre- cut Into dices and mixed with may1 cup flaked lobster meat
sents the United States In every mat- onnaise or with a mixed vegetable
1 cup flaked crab meat
ter In which the United States has salad dressed In the same way.
Chop spinach «ne and add grated
an Interest He, or one of his repreFor canapes, the fish Is usually onion, which has been browned In
sentatives, represents the United finely'minced and well seasoned be- butter. Season with salt, black pepEstates likewise whenever penal stat- fore it is spread on rounds of toast per, paprika and add the well-beaten
utes 'are Invoked against anyone who •or fried bread. Sometimes the salad egg yolks. Mix the spinach with one
transgresses the law of the land.
mentioned above Is molded In tiny and one-half cups of cream sauce
There Is no better way to show the molds not more than one Inch In di- and fold In the well-beaten egg
varied Interests with which this im- ameter. When these are turned out whites. Place In a buttered ring mold
mense law office Is concerned than to of the mold they are put on tooth- and dust with bread crumbs. Place
set out Its administrative organiza- picks and eaten with canapes, as an in a pan of hot water and bake In a
tion for handling the vast amount of appetizer.
moderate oven (850 degrees Fahrenwork.
For a creamed dish, or for Its rich- heit) for twenty minutes. Loosen the
The attorney general, of course, is er relation the Newburg, lobster and spinach by pressing.from the side of
the boss. His Tight-hand man is the - crab are the favorites. The creamed the mold with a knife, turn out on a
solicitor general of the United States, fish Is served on toast In patty cases, hot platter and fill the center with
who appears In behalf of the attorney or is put in ramekins or In a large bak- lobster meat and crab meat heated
general at all times in the Supreme ing dish, covered with crumbs and with rest of white sauce. Garnish
Court of the United States. There is browned in a hot oven. When high with strips of pimento or slices of
an assistant to the attorney general, seasonings and pimentos and green lemon or hard-cooked egg.
an office created especially to deal peppers are added to a creamed dish
©. 1933. Ball Syndicate.—WNU Service.
with one type of prosecution, namely,
the anti-trust law violator.
Seven assistant attorney generals
serve in their respective fields with
more or less limited subjects that
they may become specialists In their
work. One of them deals exclusively with questions involving tax laws
and enforcement of prohibition; a
second devotes 'his time to defending
the government's Interests In the
United States court of claims where
Uncle Sam Is always a defendant and
never a complainant In suits for
money; a third has an assignment of
work In connection with admiralty
litigation and foreign relations as
well as much of the financial controversies In which the government is
concerned; a fourth does nothing but
consider the government's rights In
land matters, and with the memory
of oil scandals still In mind the job
embraces great detail; a fifth assistant attorney general Is the official
criminal prosecutor ot the great law
office; a sixth is a highly trained lawyer In matters of customs, the laying
of duties at the customs houses, appraisements of merchandise and such
like, and the other official of this
class seems to be the general superintendent, for It Is he who watches
He doesn't look a day over fifty. shape, feel fit the year 'round, take
a spoonful of Dr. Caldwell's syrup
over the scores of United States atAnd feels like forty.
pepsin every few days. You'll eat
torneys who represent Uncle Sam In
At
the
age
of
62.
belter, sleep better and feel better
their respective Jurisdictions throughThat's the happy state of health in every way. You will never neeif to
out the country.
and pep a man enjoys when he gives take another laxative.
It must be remembered, however,
his vital organs a little stimulant!
Give the children a little of this
that before the automobile thief or
delicious syrup two or three times a
When
your
system
is
stagnant
the bootlegger Is convicted, there must
end you feel sluggish, headachy, week. A gentle, natural stimulant
be evidence to satisfy a court and a
half-alive—don't waste money on that makes them eat and keeps the
jury that the defendant is guilty. So
ftoriics" or "regulators" or similar bowels from clogging. And saves
this law office has a group of highly
patent medicines. Stimulate the them from so many sick spells and
Over and bowels. Use a famous colds.
trained Investigators who do nothing
physician's prescription every drug
Have a sound stomach, active
but run down criminals and gather
etore keeps. Just ask them for Dr. liver and strong bowel muscles that
evidence.
Caldwell's syrup pepsin.
expel every bit of waste and poison
The Department of Justice now has
This appetizing syrup is made every day I Just keep a bottle of
charge of enforcement of the prohibifrom fresh laxative herbs, active Dr. Caldwell's syrup pepsin on
tion laws, too.
senna, and pure pepsin. One dose hand; take a stimulating spoonful
But the policy of the government is
will clear up almost any case of every now and then. See if you
headache, biliousness, constipation. don't feel new vigor in every way.
to look after Its citizens who have
But if you want to keep in fine Syrup pepsin isn't expensive.
been found guilty of law violation,
and the attorney general is charged
with that duty as well. He manages, through his subordinates, of
course, every penal and correctional
institution operated by the federal
government, and In connection with
them carries out the national policy
of trying to make better citizens out
of violators before they are released
again into society. There is a parole
system anil an arrangement for pardons, the latter a matter left to the
President, and constant attention Is
Our merchants are here to please you. It is to
given to means of Improving those
prisoners who will accept instruction
their advantage to do so, and to your advanas a means of equipping them to earn
a livelihood without resorting to
tage to first try to buy in your home town. The
crime.
advertisements in our columns are an indication
The courts, of course, provide the
machinery through which much of the,
of what can be bought in our own community/
Department of Justice work Is accomplished, but the judiciary constitutes
of our own merchants; Let them show you.
the third branch of the government
and ought to be treated aside from
the executive establishment of which
the government's law office Is a part."
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Well to Keep Supply of
Canned Delicacies on
Shelves.

It Is sometimes known as "deviled."
Any of these fish make delicious
tlmbales and souffles. One Is as good
as the other! Sometimes a Hollandalse or a Tartar sauce Is served
with these hot dishes.
One other delicious use for these
sea foods should be mentioned. They
make such delicious cream soups as
"bisques," as they are called. Of
course, they are a little heavy for
dinner, but I know of one household
where this Is a specialty of the hostess and where guests are always
hopeful of having a meal begin with
her famous lobster bisque.
In either of the recipes given, of
product can be used to better advantage, but we are quite likely to find
good use for them often in their
canned form.
Salmon Tlmbales.
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IRS CUT Four Star Feature at the
PER DIEM Rialto Saturday-Sunday

A.
R.
Kohl
-PureRo*-*

NUMBER 15

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES FORMER ANITA MAN

DIES DTDE MOMS

Declamatory Contest.
Declamatory training is now engagPhone 43
We Deliver
ing the best efforts of a large number Thomas W. Curry, 67, Passes Away in
.
Anita, Iowa
of students, in preparation for the
That City Friday Morning:. Funcontests soon to take place. The largeral Services Held in Anita
I
est and best array of talent in recent
Sunday
Afternoon.
on
The ,driled fruit season is with us again. We
years has entered each of the three
divisions and there are many unusual
have a fine assortment of very fancy dried fruits, at
readings. From present indications
Thomas W. Curry, 67, for manyreasonably low prices. 'Apricots (2) ; Raisins (2) ;
we expect to' have, the privilege of
hearing some exceptionally strong years a resident of Benton township,
Peaches (2) ; Prunes (3).
contests that will bring to light talent was found dead early Friday morning
at his home in Des Moines, where he
ability.
had
lived for a number of years. DeInterest in this activity is increasing each year and the work is going ceased was a brother-in-law of Mrs.
steadily ahead under, the coaching of Louis Anderson and Mrs. Wm. jShultz
Mrs. W. T. Biggs. With the large of Anita. The remains were brought
number out it will be necessary to to Anita and funeral services were
have two preliminary contests to select held at 2:00 o'clock Sunday afternoon
COCOA, GWC Breakfast Cocoa, i/2-lb. can ..... 9c
the best talent, who will then appear at the Church of Christ. The services
in the final contests before the public. were in chrage of Rev. M. J. Rarick,
4* **•«•*
3—No. 2 cans
<f O**
The final contest in the oratorical pastor of the local M. E. church. InVOril
standard pack
**JC
and dramatic divisions will be given terment was made in Evergreen cemeon Wednesday evening, February 8, tery.
FLOUR, Betty Brown, 49-lb/sack ............. 79cv at the school building at 7:30 o'clock. Deceased was born November 22,
The public is invited and will want 1867, at Conway, Taylor county, Iowa,
to attend. There will be an admission and moved to 'Cass county at the age
charge of lOc, 15c and 25c to defray of 14 years. He was united in marriage to Uretta Jane Brown of Anita
expenses.
PEARS, No. 10 (gallon) cans, in syrup. . . ....... 47c
on February 1, 1888. To this union
One Point Margin.
The basketball game with Menlo on ten children were born, four having
TOILET PAPER, GWC natural tissue, 1000
the
local floor last Friday evening j preceded their father in death, Eva,
sheets, 3 rolls for
........................
17c
proved to be exactly the kind of a ^ len, Clair and Raleigh. His wife and
game that it had been doped to be. six children, Ernest W., Arch L., Loyal
It was a fast, close, hard fought bat- VI., Ivan M., Lillian and Lola, surtle to the last ditch, with the results vive him.
Mr. Curry united with the Methoin doubt until the whistle sounded,
SAL SODA, 2 2V2-lb. packages . . . . ........... 17c
giving the Anita boys a 11 to 10 vic- dist church in Anita thirty-eight years
ago. By vocation he was first a farmtory.
l***tt*m
Tall Corn
O^tf*
er in Cass county, then in business
This
was
by
far
the
fastest
and
VOT™t? freshly ground—per lb. A«*V
in
Dexter, Bridgewater and Creston,
most clashy game that we have had
and
lived the last fourteen years in
SOAP, hard water toilet, 4 large bars .......... 19c
on the local floor this season and the
crowd was kept on edge most of the Des Moines.
WHQLE WHEAT CEREAL, Briardale, 5-lbs.. .27c
He was well liked and highly retime and received more than their
spected by all who came in contact
money's
worth
in
thrills.
whole grain
Both teams were keyed to the high- with him. He was a staunch suppor^*
est pitch at the very outset and at ter of all movements intended for the
no time was there a lull or let up. betterment of a community.
CAULIFLOWER, large fancy heads .......... 19c
Music for the services Sunday was
Both teams displayed an air tight defurnished
by- Mrs. George Smither,
fense which made it exceedingly difCABBAGE, new crop, very fine, per pound ..... 4c
ficult for either team to break through Mrs. H. R. Redburn, A. B. Stone and
SUGAR, granulated, 10 pounds (must be cash) . .47c
and get a short shot at the loop. Field Guy Rasmussen. They sang "Rock of
goals were few and far between and Ages," "Asleep in Jesus" and "Nearit was a long uphill pull all the way. er Still Nearer." They were accomHowever 'throughout it all the Anita panied at the piano by Mrs. Eric Osen.
boys led by a few points practically Pallbearers were nephews of' the deIted scale of salaries in
all the way. They took the lead soon ceased and were Ollie Saxton, Carl
'county .population is
after the game begun and had an 8 to Shultz and Floyd Dement of 'Anita,
ounties of 80,000 or mpre
5 lead at the half. During the third Ralph Anderson of Council Bluffs,
each supervisor $1,500. a
Small fruits,> grapes, strawberries, quarter Menlo gained two points mak- Rex Curry of Creston, and John
Through his attorney, Earl S. HoiCounty Treasurer L. A. (Dick)
icounties of less than 25,000 ton, H. 'A. McDermott, executor for Breeling has announced that delin- raspberries and blackberries will be
Shultz of Adair.
isors would get $1,000 a the estate of his.late father, George quent taxes on town" and rural real the subject of the next series of ing it 8 to 7 in Anita's favor. In the
fourth quarter Menlo brought it up to
E. McDermott, who died on January estate for 1931, payable in 1932, total meetings in the home garden work a dead tie and then went one point
19, has filed an amendment to an $34,494.06. The delinquency is much being carried out by the Farm Bureau, in the lead on free throws. Anita
and which will be held during the boys opened the throttle and soon
amendment in a foreclosure action larger than in the previous year.
brought in the Cass county district
Taxes collectable from all sources week of February 13. C. V. Holsinger followed with a field goal placing them
court by the 'Chicago Joint Stock in 1931, including personal, real estate will again have charge of the work as one point in the lead. Near the close
The Board of Supervisors of Casa
Land bank.
i and poll tax, total $778,028.45, the he did in the first series of meetings of the game Menlo tied the score again
county, who usually enter into an
After
starting
the
action
several,
held
during
January.
treasurer
reported.
The
treasurer
rewith a free throw and the Anita boys
owa's five day marriage law
In dealing with the various kinds countered with a free throw to hold agreement with the physicians of the
ago, the petition sets forth, ports that the delinquency here is
\ot the county seats of Iowa months
county fo'r the care of the poor at
of fruits, Mr. Holsinger will discuss,
for the county seats of the Chicago company entered into an much smaller than in most of the among other things, the pruning and the lead. Near the close of the game their January session, are still workMenlo resorted to some long shots
tig states, is demonstrated agreement whereby Mr. McDermott other counties in the state.
Figures for the total amount of care of them. Pruning will be dem- which bounded around on the ring ng on a plan for a contract. The phyollowing from the Maryville, would release a second mortgage upon his .farm near Anita at a cost of delinquency, including property, per- onstrated in the garden at the various dangerously near, but none were ef- sicians are organized and in their efim:
turn over the deed to the pro- sonal and poll tax, are not yet avail- locations for the meetings if the fective so the game ended a well fort to contract with the board they
ille citizens have had one $1,000,
state that they have been "doing the
weather permits.
perty and move off the place on March
earned victory for Anita, 11 to 10.
|be thankful for the last two 1. According to the petition, the able. The property tax^gale has been
work at a losing price and want to
As
with
the
first
series
of
meetings
Two Games This Week.
the depression, the Iowa plaintiff agreed to make certain im-f postponed twice by the county treas- those in the schedule this time will
adopt a schedule of prices at about
urer.
The
tax
sale
is
scheduled
to
The basketball teams played at half the prices paid by individuals
law requiring five days' no- p'rovements and clear some indebtedcommence
at
11:00
o'clock
and
close
Exira on Tuesday evening and this
ntentions to marry. Couples ness on other farm property. Mr. be held March 6.
The treasurer reports that 3,554 by 3:30. A full schedule of the meet- Friday evening they will journey to for the same work. The matter has
Hundreds have come to north McDermott lived up to his argeement
license plates have been ings will be announced from the Farm Wiota. One of the high school bands been a hard one to work out, but it
counties to get marriage li- but the petition states that the plain-1 automobile
is supposed that this will be accomBureau office next week.
gojd tnug far The saie is mucn smallplan on accompanying them to Wiota. plished at an early date.
Maryville has been one of tiff failed to carry out any of its
er than in previous years.
Better go along.
ty seats favored. Never in
promises.
Tap Dances.
of the recorder's office has
Since the agreement was made, the
The girls from Miss Baker's physien so many marriage licenses Chicago concern has passed into recal training classes gave an unusual
in 1932. The number will ceivership and the defendant alleges
variety of tap dances before the asto 500. Prior to Iowa's that it will be impossible for the comlaw the average number of pany to make good its part of the conC. W. Clardy, who has been engaged sembly for the Friday morning program. They were dressed in different
The premium list and seed directory
licenses here was about 200; tract. xThe Chicago bank has sold the
Mrs. Anna Chadwick, 72, passed in business in Anita for the past
have in a small way con- farm to Mike Parrott of Adair. The away last Thursday morning at the twenty-^wo years, fifteen of which as costumes which harmonized with the which is issued by the Iowa Corn and
to the local coffers, and the executor seeks an injunction restrain- home of her son, H. J. Chadwick, with proprietor of Clardy's Hardware, has respective dance and made the inter- Small Grain Grower Association ia
opped here and there by the ing any persons from taking posses- whom she had made her home during decided to quit business, and in today's pretation more real. They all did ex- now available to all interested parties.
\ is nothing to be sneered at. sion of the property and alleges that the past year. She had been an invalid Tribune will be found an advertise- ceptionally well, much to the pleasur* The annual corn show will be' held at
jibtful *hat th« condition will the deed to the farm was obtained for the past six years. She is survived ment announcing a closing out sale. of the student body and those pre Ames on February 6 to 10 during
Farm and Home Week.
t, because of the agitation to through fraud and misrepresentation by her husband, three sons and one The store will be closed all day Thurs- sent.
In addition to giving the list of prelie intentions law in Iowa.
day
in
order
to
get
ready
for
the
sale
A hearing on the injunction will j daughter, also thirteen grandchildren,
Bruce Robinson of Wiota was a vis- miums, the catalog provides a seed
which
starts
on
Friday
morning.
Evbe held before District Judge Ernest | The remains were taken to Greenfield
itor in the city Saturday.
directory of high yielding varieties
M. Miller at the Legion Memorial where the funeral services were held erything in the store must be sold in
the
next
two
or
three
wekes,
and
in
|
A baby girl was born Tuesday which may be purchased from the
building in Atlantic next Friday morn- on Sunday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at
growers, thereby saving on the cost
the Ewing funeral home. Rev. Moss- order to move the merchandise it morning to Mr. and Mrs. Theodore of purchases.
ing at 9:00 o'clock.
will
be
sold
at
cost
or
below
cost.
Grins tead.
man, pastor of the M. E. church at ElA feature of the annual corn show
The closing of this store will leave
services for Donald Dean Walter Inhofe and family enjoyed a dora, Iowa, had charge of the services. Anita without a hardware store, un- Mrs. G. W. Wilson is improving af- is the records from the high yielding
'-months-old son of Mr. and visit the, past week from his brotherter a long sickness of flu and other varieties of corn from all the test plota
less some one else should open one.
DUCKS WINTER IN IOWA.
Irence Miller of near Adair, in-law and sister, Charles Schultz and
of the state. The state yield testa
complications.
i suddenly at a doctor's office wife, of Cleveland, Ohio.
have resulted in developing types of
A flock of ducks, numbering about
DIPHTHERIA PREVENTION.
ast (Wednesday while sufseed which make it possible to grow
Chas.
F.
Karns
and
wife
have
been
4,000,
have
been
making
their
winter
attention is called this week
tith influenza, were held to Your
During the first eleven months of visiting the past week in Kansas City, more bushels per acre, thereby requarters on Round lake, near Hartan
advertisement
for
the
J.
R.
Anita at the home of his
ley, Iowa. Among them are some of 1932, 56 Iowa children died of diph- Missouri, with their daughter, Mrs.leasing other legume's or other soil
her, Mrs. Etta Miller. Rev. Stuhr store, in which this establish- the biggest mallards ever seen in that theria. This number is considerably E. F. Reynolds and family.
building crops.
ment
is
offering
the
public
some
big
•ick of the M. E. church ofThe premium list may be obtained
in
excess
of
the
44
diphtheria
deaths
district.
By
keeping
the
water
of
merchandise,
nd burial was made in the savings in seasonable merchandise the lake constantly stirred up the which occurred in 1930 and the 41 B. D. Forshay is spending the week by writing to Joe L. Robinson, Secrenetery. Music for the ser- The ad says prices on
ducks prevent it from freezing. They deaths during 1931. That these young at Excelsior Springs, 'Missouri, where tary, Ames, Iowa.
f furnished by IMtrs. Earl Blue have "been slashed without regard to have in this way kept a small area lives should be thus removed from our he is taking the baths hoping that
Mrs. S. E. Adair and daughter,
. Bartley, with Mrs. Rarick the original cost. Here is a chance about 75 feet long and 35 feet wide midst, seems the more regrettable they will be beneficial to his health.
Miss Margaret, and John Baker and
o. They sang, "Jesus Loves to get quality merchandise at a big open, although the rest of the lake when we consider that for the past
Hugh Farrell, living six miles north
"Precious Jewels." Pall- discount.
is heavily frozen over. Except when number of years trustworthy and safe of Anita on county road "J," will son, Adair, were here from Des Moines
Sunday to spend the day with their
vere Leroy Erickson, Roy
L A. Gipple, 60, resident of Bridge- feeding the ducks remain jammed }n means have been available for entireRichard Keller and John water for the past twenty-five years, their hole in the ice nearly all the ly preventing this scourge of child- hold a closing out sale on Tuesday, son and brother, Dr. G. M, Adair and
The child is survived by and a former resident of the Anita vi- time. Game officials are providing hood. It is only the message of dis- February 7, at which time he will sell family.
s, a brother, Leroy, and two cinity, passed away Tuesday morning feed.
ease prevention and its wider appli- 4 head of horses, 27 head of Hereford
Mrs. H. L. Bell was hostess Friidolyn Mae and Patsy at his home in that town. Deceased
cation in home and school that will cattle, 83 head of hogs, 7 tons of
timothy hay, besides a full line of day afternoon to the members of the
An
all
day
meeting
of
the
W.
rob
diphtheria
of
its
power
to
exact
had suffered for several years with
farm machinery. Frank Barber and Friday bridge club at her home on
brother of C. O. club was held last Wednesday at the a toll of human lives.
Phil McAndrews will be the auction- West Main Street. Besides the memBurke, who is attending cancer. He was a
who
Poleson
M.
A.
home
of
Mrs.
farmer living
eers and C. E. Parker will clerk the bers there was one guest, Mrs. Ralph
the Des M'oines Catholic Gipple, well known
Wm.
Cryer
and
wife
of
Morris,
IlliFrank Gipple of lives west of Anita. Dinner was
sale. An ad for the sale will be found Forshay. Mrs. C. H. Johnson won tha
ent the week end in the north of Anita.
nois,
have
been
visiting
here
the
past
served
at
noon
by
the
hostess.
The
his parents, Ernest Burke Adair is also a brother. His wife is ladies quilted during the day.
elsewhere in today's Tribune.
high score for the afternoon.
week with relatives and friends.
I a sister of Mrs. C. E. Parker.
The engrossing story of three girls,
starting as classmates in the same
Pay From $5.00 to public school, and the varying fortunes that cause their paths through
Reported Other
life to intersect ten years later, is
i Will Male Retold in a fascinating manner in
i'in Their Salaries.
"Three OR A Match," featuring Joan
Blondell, Warren WillianyAnn Dvorak and Bette Davis which opens Satof Marne, chairman urday at the Rialto theatre for a two
^county board of super- days' engagement.
Monday that the Three more widely differing girls
had made a voluntary than.the trio portrayed in this vivid
110 per cent in per diem. drama would be hard to imagine.
|per diem will be $4.50 in- One is the class beauty, a girl of
wealth and position. A second is the
that the per diem honor girl of her class. The third
the taxpayers of Cass is the school 'bad girl* tomboy, hoyi :a year. .
den and mischief maker.
ature has pared the mile- When they meet again, the class
f'to 5 cents and it is esta- beauty is the spoiled wife of a'
te cut will make a furth- wealthy lawyer'lyho adores her. The
the taxpayers of $1,190 student has becbme a successful secretary. The tomboy, after a checkered
f Officers to Cut Pay.
career that has taken her through a
reports from authori- refdrhi school, is a vivid creature of
heads of the various Broadway's night life.
are preparing to make ' How the destinies of the three work
duction- in their salaries, themselves out is the drama that
the source of informa- "Three On A Match'.' unfolds. Merty- officers are waiting vyn LeRoy directed the production
general assembly be- from the original story by Kubec Glasng their, voluntary cut mon and John Hubbard. The unusually large cast includes Lyle Talbot,
|ty officers refused to be Hale Hamilton, Grant Mitchell, Humthe matter but it is De- phrey Bogart, John 'Marsden, Buster
duction will be at least Phelps, Prankie JJarrow, Dawn O'Day
and Clara Blandick.
Salary Basis.
Musical Numbers.
to place members of
A special treat in musical enteri of supervisors on a flat tainment is on the.program for Sat|;of from $1,000 to $1,560 urday and Sunday evenings. This
been introduced in the consists of "C'est Paree" in techniI of Mahaska.
color, featuring some excellent sings one of the eighteen in- ing by men, good dancirig numbers,
8 house during Satur- and a cyclonic banjo act. .Also a Pep1 in the list were six per Pot musical, "King Salmon."
and Weise, of Scott, Thirty minutes of high class musical
to. special charter cities, entertainment that is easily worth the
isors bill does away en- price of .admission; all of this in adhmileage allowed super- dition to the four star feature, "Three
as the per diem basis On A Match."
county is required to
oard members with auto-

Specials For
Friday and Saturday

2 for 25c

Soap Chips

Tea

GrSpan

1-2 Ib. 19c

3-lbs.

C

Injunction Sought Against Delinquent Taxes in Cass Small Fruits Subject of
Possession of Local Farm County Amounts to $34,494
Next Garden Meeting

Supervisors Still Dickering
With County Physicians

>e Law Has
lelped Neighbor States

Mrs. Anna Chadwick, 72,
Dies at Son's Home Here

*^

Held in Anita
)r Donald Dean Miller

1

—

^ _•

j^-«

IT*

Wil

_

. . .

» ! • ! _ »

Clardy's Hardware Store
Staging Closing Out Sale

Premium List Is Ready
For State Corn Show
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She Might Have
Explained

OUR COMIC SECTION

67 ALICE DUANE

LIVER'S HIGH VALUE
IN ANEMIA CASES

should be appreciated because Of
Urge "cdnteatljtf Iron and vl(°' •
and should b« toed <x*aslon« 7"'
Othe* foods high in iron, ihu
Reasons for Its Use in the guard
against staple anemia
eggs, «pln«ch, bran, lentils iL
General Diet
totatoes, meat, prunes, raising.

Pernicious anemia 10 a disease
quite different from simple anemia,
Cairn
Salt.
HEN
Mrs.
Hanford
managed
to
from
which
we
can
be
protected
by
OF
COURSE,
ON6 OP -THOSE rAPLEWAWS
P«PP«B.
get
Terry
alone
In
their
tiny
a
diet
high
In
iron
salts.
In
perniHIN\-lT
SAW us WATCHIW<5- HIM ToDAV AfID
I tablespoon* flour.
HIS lsieR«/6 WITH
stateroom, crowded almost to over- cious anemia the red blood cells are
WAS
I onion* sliced.
DROPPED HIS SWAG-— A PREAD
THE FLOOR AMD CLAIMED
flowing with handbags, cameras, golf
destroyed too rapidly by some, at
S tablespoons m«lt«d fat.
ALIBI MKTe THAT/
KWOCKTED IT OPF
bags, magazines, boxes of candy, flow- present, unknown toxin In the blood.
Wash, trim and akin calfs liver,
TABLE
ers and books, she looked at her There is always accompanying the
daughter Intently and suggested firm- disease a condition of low hydro- sprinkle all over with seasoning and
ly that she had on altogether too much chloric acid In the, stomach, which floor. Place In * baking pan with
melted fat and onions. Spread s'oZ
rouge. "Ton know your father and I may be a cause or an effect
don't object to a little, but you look
A specialist on this disease states of melted fat orer top of liver. COT.
that In tracing the history of the er pan closely and place In a hot oven
positively theatrical."
degrees Fahrenheit) n f t Z
Terry assured her mother that her cases of pernicious anemia which he (460
face was rougeless and rubbed the has treated, he has invariably found minutes. Uncover, reduce heat and
flawless skin of her pretty cheeks that this condition of hypo-acidity bake slowly until tender and well
with her handkerchief to prove her has existed for some time, some- browned.
C. mt. BtU Syndic***.—WNU s<
Innocence.
times as long as ten years before
"Then you must have a fever," de- pernicious anemia develops, and even
cided Mrs. Hanford.
after the disease Is cured, the non"Just excitement—" Terry told her acid condition continues. Although
and dear Mrs. Hanford believed that we are uncertain of the exact relathe excitement was due entirely to the tionship between the two conditions,
fact that now after all these years of
f Fyou're
let me remind you that every digesanticipation they were finally going tive disturbance that is more than
jiT™1 8t
outreM, gas, and
abroad. Not Just going for a few temporary should be diagnosed by a
yottf blood needs
summer months, bnt for over a year physician and not self-treated. Someenriching t h e r e'i
of gorgeous adventure, made possible times the symptoms of hyper-acidity
nothing so good ai
by the fact that Terry's first year out
and hypo-acidity are much alike and
Dry Kerce's Goldof college coincided with Professor the home dosage of soda which la
en Medical DiscovHanford's year's leave of absence.
harmless and possibly helpful In the
ery. > Mrs. Chas.
And aa they hurried out of the state- first case, has the opposite results In
Trainer of 302 West
room to rejoin their friends who, had
the second case.
10th St. McGook, Nebr., said: 1
come to sea them off, Mrs. Hanford
The treatment which has produced WH not ftellna wdl about four nan am
wat
troubled with Indication, hid no met.
reflected that- among all the good peo- cures of pernicious anemia consist gf and
leaned to be. anaemic, but Or.
ple who had come to wish them a "bon
especially of liver which apparently Pkice't Golden Medical Ditcorety rid mo
the indteestion and .toned up my emfn
voyage" not one had come on Terry's has the property of stimulating the of
•yrtem." SoMby aU dmggUtt.
Invitation.
building of red blood cells. Other
Writ* M D*. M***V OinU,
"I'm sorry," she told her daughter, organs of animals show this property B. », fee few Mated •driw.
"you didn't have some of your own
to some extent. A diet high In red
friends here."
meat of various kinds Is recommend"Oh, well," said Terry, "you know
ed. Becently a liver extract has been
father doesn't like to have young peodeveloped, which allows the diet to
ple around very much, and there's be less monotonous.
hardly anyone here In the city anyAt the University of Michigan
way."
hospital, where a complete plant is
"But you expected Bob Taylor—
devoted to the treatment and study
didn't yon?" Bob Taylor was one of
of pernicious anemia, It has been
Terry's friends of whom her parents
found that dried hog's stomach Is
entirely approved.
fully as effective as liver In the
Terry was about to explain away
treatment of this disease.
PutMe
latnmlnthel
her disappointment at Bob Taylor's
The publicity given to the cure ot
nortrilaJo-teUeve
nonappearance when they reached the anemia by means of liver has caused
congestion and clear the
deck and found the young man In, it to be used In general diet to a
breatfelncMMages.
question In the circle assembled ronnd
much greater extent than ever bethe beaming professor. Seeing Terry,
fore. While it is not known to be a
ffj THE NIGHT Of
he broke away, greeted Mrs. Hanford
THE: BIG AMATEUR
and accepted Terry's Invitation to
make a tour of Inspection.
SHOW STAGED BY
"We'll be back—soon," she called
fHt WOMENfc CLUB
back. "There's half an hour more bej|Ht CURTAIN
fore people have to go ashore."
GOES UP AND V/E
Terry hurried Bob to a secluded
COME TO THE TIME
corner of the writing room. "Some.WHEN FELIX MAKES
thing rather terrible has happened,"
HIS ENTRANCE.
she told him, "I left my passport and
ticket at the hotel. I wouldn't dare
tell father. HetJ be furious. But If
1 take a taxi I can go to the hotel and
get back."
FOLLOW DIRECTIONS PICTURED BELOW ..
Bob Insisted at first on going with
her but yielded to her second plan.
'Tll'have to go at once. You stay
_
Re
FBL/X—YOU
HIST—
here and explain. Tell them everyTHE MISSINGDON'T SAY THAT
thing will be all right. And If It comes
-MIX-/
I FOUND -THEM cm THE
NEXT
time for visitors to go ashpre, you
FLOOR OF ME COACH."
ACT' - THEY
come ashore and wait for me. Don't
let them come ashore, whatever else
you do. Tell them you'll arrange to
get me at the last minute."
Once on the dock Terry sped with
all haste back toward West street
Bob made some unsuccessful attempts to explain to the Hanfords who
were too absorbed In their friends to
think much about their daughter. It
was not until the first signal for visiRepeat Gargle and
tors to go ashore that Bob managed
Do Not Rinse
GARGLE Thorto make them understand.
Mouth, Allow Garoughlu—Throw
An hour later Bob watched the last
gle to Remain on
Crush andTJissobe
Your Head Wag
glimpse of the liner going down the
Membranes of the
3 Bayer Aspirin
Back, Allowing a
bay.
And then quietly, from some'Throat for ProTablets in Half a
Little to Trickle
where, appeared Terry, looking entirelonged Effect.
Glass of Water.
DownYbur Throat.
ly serene and unhurried.
O WMtun N»w«p«n«r Onion
"Here I am," she told him. "But
don't do anything about It till I exProves Only Medicine Helps A Sore Tfcroaf
plain."
AGE OF DRESS SUITS
WISH WE COULD
WILD GEESE
"But maybe we can charter a tugModern medical science now throws Reduce* Infection, Eases Pata
. „ • _ _ , . _ . - ^j, gayer
an entirely new light on sore throat. .
boat or something," he said. "I promA way that eases the pain, rawness
ised them I'd—and It's all right about
and irritation in as little as two or soreness at once. Allay inflammayour passport and ticket Tour father
three minutes.
tion. AND—reduce infection; wmcn
had them all the time."
fa the important thing infightinga
Results
are
t
"Of course he did." Terry told him.
the most
AV
extraordinary in me al science. •ore throat
"I didn't go to the hotel. I Just stood
medicin^like BAYOn
doctors'
advice,
out on West street until the boat had
lowing this way
gone. It waa just out of the question
- fa why, throat sp
time "washes" and "antiseptics."
ar
any way you put it Father's a dear
For it has been found that onlg medl- throughout America , ? 'n,~re10,
ing Uua BAYER garg'e WP ^
and I admire him, but being together,
cuie can help a sore throat.
oia-time ways. Results are <JUJCK
morning, noon and night for over a
Bug—It must be terrjble In hoi
Simple To Do. All you do is and amazing.
year
would
be
unthinkable."
weather carrying your house around
Be carefnL however,, that jou
crush and dissolve three BAYER
"Well, of course I'm glad, Terry—
on your back.
Aspirin Tablets in half a class of get real BAYER Asp1011
that Is, I couldn't endure the thought
Snail—Think of the rent I save!
water. Gargle with it twice—as for this purpose. For they
of not seeing you for so long, and I
pictured above. If you have any completely enough to garg
wouldn't be able to get over even next
indication of a cold—before aar- out leaving Irritating (
BAD ADJUSTMENT
summer—but what are you going to
glmg take 21 Bayer Aspirin Tablets Watch this when you buy.
with a full glass of water. Thfa fa to
do? I mean, you'll have to send a
combat any signs of cold that have
wifeless aa soon as possible to let
"Henry, i want five dollars."
gone into ypur system. Keep on
"It must be great to be a man I One
"Won't two do?"
them know you're safe and what you
taking if cold has a "hold." For
dress suit win last you for years and
are going to do—"
"No, I want nve."
GenumeBayer Aspirin will not harm
years, and a woman must have a new
"All right. Money seems to be fly
"Maybe you better figure that out"
you. Your doctor will tell you, it
gown for every party."
tng (n a V shape. I guess wlnter'i Terry told him. "You tell them I'm
does not depress the heart. Get a
about due."
"That's why one dress suit lasts a
safe and everything is OK and I'll
box of 12 or a bottle of 100 at any
man for years and years."
write them so they'll have a letter bv
drug store.
BUDGET ISN'T BALANCED the time they land."
THE MODE
Bob drew a notebook from his nock"So you demanded an apology.
P cket
Well, what happened?"
°
NO TABLETS ARE GENUIMg RAVCD a«»>.,.mmcSl
"The supply wasn't equal to the
"Terry safe. We have decided to be
demand."
married at once. Letter following."

The 30 Pieces of Silver

FINNEY OF THE FORCE

C. br McClure Newspaper Syndlcat*.
WNV Service

W

bKlgestlon, GasAnaemia

Head
COLDS

THE FEATHERHEADS

He Would Ruin the Show

UERE VIE ACT, FOLKS-

MENTHOLATUM

THEY HAVE FOUND A 3-MBHITE
WAY TO RELIEVE SORE THROAT
All Pain And Soreness Eased In
Few Minutes This Simple Way

A DISCOVERY

"Why did you have your dress made
•o abort T"
"To match my husband'*
condition."

Bug—Uow wonderful. Here !• another Niagara rail*

Howdy, old man I Have you qult<
recovered from your accident?"
"No, not fully."
"Why you look as weil as ever"

"doctot

Goldfi.h Production
Goldfish are the product of long
years of selective breeding The
f
Dalive nsh. from W |,ich go|dnsu were
developed, belong to the carp family
and are still numerous In the si,
streams
of China. They do nor naturally have"
th« golden hue but are dark in color
«Jin.-h like ordinary carp. Centuries
<•«,'« U,e Chinese nsh cultures Interbred light colored specimens and produc-ed beautiful varieties. Kane
fanclers
further induced and strengthened the
golden and silvery colors by regulatIng the quantity of mineral In th«
wutex.

Give your ekin the
protection of the best
and safest soap. The
experience of mil.
lions, during the past
fifty years, tells yon
that your best choice

ft Wgularly
cl
h<

in good coaditi<"[j
^
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GIGANTIC MONEY

STARTING FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 3
In order to raise money QUICKLY, we are forced to sacrifice our entire
line of Dry Goods, Shoes and Ready-to-Wear.
•
We are marking prices for this Sale without any regard to original Cost,
as we must move merchandise and move it fast

• Every item of our large sftock is included in this offering to the people of this community. It is
impofflto iS items-thlre are too many-but a visit to our storew.11 ^onvmce YOU Aat we are
offering you seasonable merchandise at a price never before heard of. DON T MISS THIS SALE!

Anita, Iowa
^

J. R. S T U H R
'

'

_»____:___.J^^,

during the past week, been going PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
about their affairs as usual. Visitors
Friday-Saturday
from Illinois, Minnesota, Nebraska,
SUGAR
GRAPE
Court House,
Hell's Neck, and points north, south,
Atlantic, Iowa,
granulated
FRUIT
east and west are in this country
December 30th., 1932.
right now having a good time, and
Sat. only
(continued from last week)
extra fancy
our own people are scattered all over Wright's Grocery, groceries,
(cash)
to:
large size TANGERINES,
the map.
Harry Paulsen ........... 5.04
All kinds of people have entertain10
Ibs.
47c
Mrs. E. Cue
.............
6.38
4 for 19c
per dozen
15c
ed everbody else; church sociables
Catherine Smiley ....... .
5.22
are not a thing of the past; the
Don 'Woolsey ............ 19.65
BANANAS, yellow fruit, 3 pounds
19c schools go on as usual, and athletes Paul Pross .............. 1.92
BLACKBERRIES, No. 10 (gallon) cans
39c
cavort and break bones and necks Young Furniture Company,
to:
DWARFIES, large package
15c before admiring crowds; all •the oil Floyd
Weatherby Babe, funHORSE RADISH, fresh ground, bottle ..
Ife
pumps are in the pink of condition;
eral
...............
...
20.00
SOAP, Big Ben, 6—1 pound bars
25c |
lubricants are still served from long- Yarger Market, groceries,
to
CRACKED HOMINY, per pound .
3'/2c
RED CUP COFFEE, per pound
21c necked bottles and a steaming radi- Jake
Wharton ........... 11.90
ator is as frequent as the dodo; even J. W. Zike,
groceries, to:
19c
GREEN CUP COFFEE, per pound
25c a crap game could, one imagines, be J. R. Conley, ............. 17.00 SAUER KRAUT, 2 No. 2i/2 cans
James Samson
...........
8.00
dug up if one were real hungry for
E. B. Willoughby
.........
96
PEANUT BUTTER, 2-pound jar
19c craps.
ORANGES, medium size1, 2 dozen
33c
One might, if he were on the in- Domestic Animals killed by dogs or
BROWN SUGAR, 3 pounds
21c side of a bank, notice that there is a wolves:
PEACHES, No. 10 (gallon) cans
39c
Henry Aggen, 1 sheep ...... 4.00
difference;
the
sheriff
may
have
PEACHES, Blue Ribbon, extra fancy, 2 pounds. .23c noticed it too; the lawyers' offices J. S. Blakely, 1 sheep ...... 3.60 FLOUR, guaranteed, 49-pound sack .... •
79c
John D. Devore, 8 sheep ---- 31.60
ORANGES, medium size, 2 dozen
35c may have had some intimation of a Lillian F. Ford, 1 goat ...... 3.00
4.60LYE, Lewis, 2 cans.. 25c
American, 3 cans.. 25c
change; you can, yourself, perhaps Wray Greenwalt, 1 sheep . . .
.......
47.25
notice some lack of advertising in the Axel Lantz, 14 sheep
Willis A. Miller, 2 lambs . . .
5.40
Delivery Hours 8:30 & 10:00, A. M., 2:00 & 4:00 P M
columns of local papers.
WHITE KING, 25c package
19c
Cliff T. Way, 3 sheep ....... 10.13
Other than these, however, things W. A. Adams, 2 sheep
......
7.b4
PHONE FOR FOOD—IT'S THE BETTER WAY
19.14
on the surface look much as usual. J. M. Dealey & Son, 6 sheep .
FIG BARS or GINGER SNAPS, fresh, 2 Ibs.. 23c
The poor devil who can't pay his in- L. L. Dorsey, 1 horse, 5 hogs . 50.00
Grulke, 1 calf ......
7.60
terest, likewise the rich devil who Henry
CRACKERS, salted soda, 2-pound box
19c
E. F. Krauth, 1 sheen .....
4.76
also can't, knows only to well "where Willis A. Miller, 1 sheep . . .
4.00
we are at."
Joe Quinlin, 7 sheep, 12
SMOKED SALT, Morton's Sugar Cure, 10-lbs.. .89c
lambs
...........
........
35.00
But after all aren't all of us more
J. E. Zellmer, 4 sheep .....
10.00
ting foundations, leaky plumbing, or less surprised at just how well we Crescent Printing Co., LanThere is hash
worn out heating plants, crumbling are getting along.
guage Books
.............
40.57 State vs. Tom Yeanos
2.00 W. A. McrKee, expenses to
Published Every Thursday by the
chimneys and a thousand and one oth- and coffee on the table; last year's F. W. Hanton, soldiers' revs. Ed. Turneure
3.00
Clarinda
1
lief fund
................
32.00 State
hat and coat, thank God, can be worn
er things which have been let go.
State vs. Elmer Nelson
1J50
Session and mileage claims.
R.
W.
Cockshoot,
soldiers'
reyet;
life
is
life,
friends
are
friends,
Never in years could repair work or
3.50 H. 6. Armentrout
,
lief fund
................
400.00 State vs. Fred Beems
6."1
W. P. BUDD
Editor new construction be done as cheaply time is passing, and so, ultimately, Grand and Petit Jury Witness fees State vs. C. A. Larson ... 1.50 Frank Pelzer ...•
State vs. Feme Woolsey .. 3.50 G. H. Allen
like time, the depression, such as it is,
5.0«l
as today.
and mileage, paid by treasurer:
Subscription if paid in advance. .$1.50 I There are millions of individuals "will wrap the drapery of his couch Marjorie Bean, witness ..... 3.50 State vs. W. A. Walker ... 3.50 T. W. Davis
State
vs.
C.
L.
Lazarad
.
1
.
6
0
Herman Ryan
.
If not paid in advance
$2.00 and industries in this country that about him and silently steal away." Frank Daughenbaugh, witState vs. Dr. S. A. Monday
1.50
On motion and vote the board ad-1
ness
....................
3.70 State
vs.
Martin
Jensen
..
1
.
5
0
Entered at the post office at Anita, have savings and are well able to carHawes, witness .....
2.10 State vs. Frank Bramsch . 1.50 journed.
Mrs. Jennie Patten and daughter, LaRoy
(Signed)
Herman Ryan,
ry on necessary improvements now.
Iowa, as seobnd class mail matter.
Frank K, Johnson, witness . '.
2.10
Chairman
........
2.10 State vs. Charlie Porter . 2.50
Starting a few million jobs, vary- Ada, of Adair spent Friday in the Helen King, witness
vs. Zane Scott
4.50 Attest:
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1933. ing in amounts from ten dollars to a city, guests of their sister and aunt, Ross- Lapham, witness
.....
3.70 State
W. H. O'Donnell, witness . . .
Jennie M. Ward,
2.10 State vs. R. D. Taylor .. 5.00
few thousand dollars each, would re- Mrs. W. H. Wagner.
1.50
County Auditor.
Ed. Petersen, witness
......
2.10 State vs. Harrison Turner
IS AMERICAN INITIATIVE AND lease an avalanche of money and start
State
vs.
Lela
Talty
3.5o
Helen
Sweet,
witness
......
2.10
Miss
Gladys
Joy
was
hostess
one
ENTERPRISE A MYTH?
1.50 NOTICE OP APPOINTMENT OF |
the wheels of industry.
Billie Young, witness
......
____
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News Review of Current
Events the World Over
Chancellor Chamberlain Says Great Britain Wants War
Debt Cancellation—Inflationists Lose in Senate—
Lame Duck Amendment Ratified.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
BRITAIN has been invited
G REAT
to discuss with the United States

the war debts with a view to revision
and possible reduction, the Invitation
having been extended
by the Hoover administration with the almost certain concurrence of PresidentElect Roosevelt The
conference, if the British accept, will be
held In March; and It
will be followed Immediately by similar
conferences with the
nations that are not
Chancellor In default In payment
Chamberlain to this country, namely, Italy, Lithuania,
Czechoslovakia, Finland and Latvia.
But Secretary of State Stlmson, In
sending out the invitations, omitted
France, Belgium, Poland, Hungary
and Esthonla, the nations that have defaulted; and this, too, it Is underetood, met with the approval of Mr.
Eoosevelt, who will be President when
the negotiations are under way.
However, there were indications in
Washington that Mr. Roosevelt will
have arranged separate conferences
•with the defaulters. England Is especially interested fn havinn France Included in such arrangements as may
be made, believing a final settlement
of debt and economic subjects cannot
•well be reached unless France is taken
into account
Representative Ralney of Illinois,
Democratic floor leader In tie bouse,
eeemed to be roused by the news.
"The conferences won't amount to
anything, in my opinion," Ralney said,
"because the American people are not
going to stand for a reduction In the
debts.
"The debt conferences should be
linked with the world economic conference. The thing to do is to bring
about a removal of International trade
barriers so that trade can be revived.
The conferences already projected
hold only a possibility of opening up
trade routes and giving the debtors a
chance to pay."
England accepted the invitation,
and her stand on the war debt question was stated plainly by Chancellor
Neville Chamberlain in an address before the Leeds Chamber of Commerce.
Briefly, the British government will
ask either cancelJatlon or reduction
so drastic that it will almost amount
to the same thing. If this cannot be
obtained, said Chamberlain, the settlement reached must be final and must
not Involve resumption of the German
reparations. "To disturb the Lausanne
agreement," he said, "would be to reopen old wounds and to destroy for
an indefinite period all prospect of
agreement on matters affecting the
happiness and prosperity not merely
of Europe but of the whole world."
Undertaking to explain the matter
to "the farmer of the Middle West,"
the chancellor said that If the war
debts payments were to be resumed
they could not be made by loans or
by further shipments of gold. "Eflective means of paying," be continued, "would have to be found and they
could only be found by increasing
sales of foreign goods to America or,
what would come to the same thing]
by diminishing purchases from America."
will be no more lame duck
sessions of congress, for the Twentieth amendment to the Constitution
has now been ratified by more than 36
states and will go
into effect October 16
next Action by the
Missouri legislature
clinched it, and several other legislatures
came into line the
same day. Under thU
amendment both senators and representatives assume office on
January 3 following
their election. The
President and Vice Sen. Morris
President take office
on January 20 following election. The
newly elected congress Is automatically called into session on January
8 and on the same date one year
later. The changes do not affect the
terms of Hoover and Curtis or any
member of the present congress.
Adoption of the amendment is something of a personal victory for Senator
Norria of Nebraska who fought for It
through many years. It was passed
by the senate several times but always previously was blocked in the
bouse.
INFLATIONISTS are becoming more
•• vociferous and nppnremly more
numerous dally In Washington, but at
this writing they have not got any .
Where. Tberr first bl« effort wan IW
forth during debate on ttie (jiass bankIng bill In the senate. Wheeler (if
Montana, independent Democrat, of
fared an amendment providing for me
free coinage of silver at llu> nitio o(
sixteen to one—the old formula of
William Jennings Bryan—and Huey
Long of Louisiana proposed another
amendment authorizing the govern-

purchase of sliver and stabilization at approximately 14.38 to 1.
After violent discussion both these
schemes were defeated, by a vote of
56 to 18 in each case.
During tie debate Senator Tom Connally of Texas Increased the perplexity
of tbe senate by announcing he was
preparing a measure to debase the
gold content of the dollar by onethird and perhaps, If It were constitutional, to forbid Individuals making
contracts calling for payment in dollars of current weight and flnenesa
Both Senator Glass and Senator Fess
argued strongly against all the Inflation proposals, as did Reed of Pennsylvania.
After being badly mangled by
amendments the Glass banking bill
was passed by the senate. Its fate
In the house is problematical.
ARMERS are to have the opportunity of borrowing $90,000,000
from Uncle Sam with which to produce
this year's crops, unless the bill passed
by congress Is killed by a Presidential
veto. The measure makes available
the sum named of the unused balance
of $200,000,000 of R. F. O. funds allocated to agriculture Tbe loans will
be made for planting, fallowing and
cultivation, and the secretary of agriculture is empowered to, exact from
borrowers agreements to reduce acreage not to exceed 30 per cent One
million dollars Is allocated for feed'
for farm live stock in drought and
storm stricken areas.
Farm bloc members of congress defended the bill, asserting there would
be widespread suffering on the farms
unless such loans were authorized.
Many member, however, attacked it
as paternalistic, socialistic and bound
to increase farm product surpluses.
Snell of New York, minority leader,
declared It was utterly Inconsistent
with the. pending domestic allotment
measure, the purpose of which is to
Increase farm product prices and decrease acreage.
The senate agriculture committee
began hearings on the domestic allotment bill Wednesday, hoping they
would be completed in a week or so.
The same arguments for and against
It that were heard In the house were
repeated.
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Howe About:

pLANS for the inaugural of Mr.
• Roosevelt are rapidly nearlng completion nnd the stand from which the
new President and other dignitaries
will review the parade Is being constructed. The Inaugural committee, Another Stingy Story
headed by Rear Admiral Gary D. Grayson, Is really arranging for quite a big Rise of the Poor Boys
show despite the request of Mr. Roose- People in the Audience
velt that the affair be simple and InexBy ED HOWE
pensive. The committee decided that
the parade should be limited to about
F TOO many "stories'' were not
10,000 marchers who will take two
printed already, I would write anhours to pass the stand. As now other, and It would be a true one.
planned it will be In four divisions led
It is being said of a man I know
by General Pershing as grand marshal. well that he has-given away more
than any other citizen of his town. He
ANADA scored a victory In a rum became a philanthropist:
running case that was ruled on
For forty years he has been a merby the Supreme court. It grew out chant and banker, known as stingy,
of the seizure of the Nova Scotlan and a hard worker. Also for forty
rum ship Mazel Tov. The court held years It has been admitted he has paid
that in cases of vessels of British and his debts, educated his children and
Canadian registry, the 1924 treaty with built a comfortable home for his famGreat Britain superseded the provi- ily.
sions of the 1922 and 1930 tariff acts.
Always he has had brisk compeThe opinion declared therefore that tition, and, In greedily meeting It has
coast guardsmen may board, search, been forced to be liberal In extending
and seize British and Canadian ves- credit. In the course of forty years
sels only when they are less than one he has been beaten out of so much
hour's sailing distance from the Amer- that It Is gossip among the town men
ican shore. Instead of within a 12-mile who know most about Its affairs that
limit as provided by the tariff act
no other citizen has helped an equal
number of poor people.
A LEXANDER, the handsome young
About all he has left now at seventy,
** king of. Jugoslavia, accompanied the men further say, ts a good home,
by Queen Marie and his foreign minis- a bank and general store he. is able
ter, Bosko Jeftlch, spent the week 111 to keep open with difficulty, credit,
Rumania visiting King and .the reputation of being his town'
Carol at the letter's greatest philanthropist.
country place, Slnaia
Moral: A man cannot give away
palace. Officially It anything, or be robbed of anything
was Just a family vis- until he works hard, and saves some'
it, Marie being Carol's thing.
sister, but the correspondents said it was
Nothing Impresses roe more In
for the purpose of reading the history of the human. ra6e
seeking a c o m m o n than the great number of poor boy
front on the question who have become useful, respectec
of equal armaments, and famous. Stephen A. Douglas I
due to come up for an example; Abraham Lincoln, wh<
King
discussion in Geneva was a poorer boy, and became a great
Alexander
on January 31. Tbe er man, Is another.
little entente powers,
I have never lived In a town wher
which Include these two nations and Its most useful and respected citizen
Czechoslovakia, did not like the action had not started as poor boys. Th
of the great powers In giving Germany poverty of 'man Is never so great 1
Judicial equality in armaments with- Is not natural and easy to somewha
out consulting the little entente, and work out of It
they propose now to demand more conThe world Is very old; Einstein
sideration when important matters said to be the greatest living salen
come up at Geneva.
list, lately added seven billion year
King Alexander was especially anx- to Its age. And through It all the poo
ious to .get Rumania's backing on a boy story persists. Look at history as
protest which Jugoslavia plans to raise far back as we have record, and nine
against Italy's alleged pouring of ma- out of ten of Its conspicuous figures
chine guns and munitions into Hun- have been" poor boys who wouldn'l
gary through Austria.
tamely submit to unnecessary poverty
Diplomats In Bucharest said an Im- and ignorance.
portant side-issue of the royal visit (
would be a private conference conA reporter wandering about looking
cerned with the problem of restoration
of former King George as the ruler for the unusual ran Into three riotei
picture people. A man In '_
of Greece, Such restoration. It was moving
party
had
been on the screen
explained, would be immensely valu- yet to his never
"story"
sal
able to Jugoslavia, since a friendly this man was by farthethereporter
most Inter
Greek government would secure use estlng personality in the group.
of Salonlkl harbor for Jugoslavia
Another compliment for the peopl
should circumstances demand.
In the audience.
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OUTH AMERICA'S two unofficial
Shoals, was busy studying the probattracted considerable attenlems that will come before him and tionwars
during the week. Colombia sent
conferred with many a Joint note to signers of the Kellogg
notable men of his pact asking that they call upon Peru
party and a few who
to violate the treaty at Leticia,
are not of that per- not
toward
which a Colombian flotilla
suasion. Among his was steaming
to recapture the town
callers were several from the Peruvian Nationalists who
who, according to the seized it some time ago. The place
cabinet makers, bave was ceded to Colombia by Peru ungood chances of being der a treaty signed in 1922. The Peruoffered p o r t f o l i o s . vian government asked the League of
A m o n g these was Nations to order suspension of "all
Bronson Cutting, the
of force" In the Leticia
senator from N e w measures
Sen. Cutting Mexico who bolted area.
Secretary of State Stlmson hurriedly
the Republican ticket
last fall and helped elect Roosevelt called to his home the diplomatic
The gossip was that he would be made representatives of the powers signasecretary of the interior if he were tory to the Kellogg pact to consider
willing to accept the place. Senator this critical situation. He then sent
note to Peru invoking the pact and
Cutting was accompanied on his visit amalting
it plain that the United States
by Senator La Follette of Wisconsin. considered
Bernard M. Baruch of New York, the dispute.Peru was In the wrong in
chairman of the emergency national
Bolivians and Paraguayans were
transportation committee, also was In
fighting
desperately for possession of
Warm Springs helping the PresidentElect orepare his program and giving Fort Nanawa In the disputed Gran
advice especially on the railroad sit- Chaco and both sides claimed the aduation. Ther*. was talk that he might vantage. The battle lasted for days
be appointed secretary of state, prob- and the casualties were numerous.
ably the only cabinet position he woul*
take, though many still thought that O EPORTS from Tokyo said the Japposition would go to either Senator *> anese cabinet had decided that JaWalsh of Montana, Owen D. Young or pan's withdrawal from the League of
Norman Davis. Mr. Roosevelt told Nations was Inevitable and had Inthe correspondents he might announce structed Yosuke Matsuoka to restate
one cabinet choice before going on his hit, country's position In regard to
and then leave Geneva for
yacht trip, but no more than one. Pre- Manchuria
sumably that will be Jim Farley, who home.
Foreign Minister Yasuya Uchlda
it is conceded will be postmaster genwas understood to have informed the
eral.
cabinet that application of paragraph
PRESIDENT HOOVER vetoed the four of article fifteen by the league,
* first deficiency bill, carrying appro- under which recommendation for defipriations of $31,000,000 and the house nite action In the Manchurlan dispute
upheld his action, the vote being 192 to can be made, appeared almost certain.
158. The President disapproved of The cabinet. It was said, agreed that
tbe measure because he and Attorney this step would be followed by conGeneral Mitchell held unconstitutional demnation of Japan's action in recoga provision placing control of all sub- nizing the Manchukno Independent
stantial refunds from Income, gift and government headed by Henry pu Yl
'
Inheritance taxes In the hands of a the former emperor.
Joint congressional committee. Sena"oT^unoie is losing
tor McKellar Indicated that he would UNIVERSITY.
v
its accomplished president Dr
make another attempt to remove conBury VVoedburn Chase, who has been
trol over refunds from the treasury.
at the head of the big institution only
of the citizens' mill- about two years. Doctor Chase has
tary training cani[,a as an economy presented his resignation, effective at
move was rejected by the house which the end of the current school year, and
inMed $2,500,000 to the War depart- will become chancellor of New York
ment appropriation bill to Insure their university, succeeding Chancellor
Brown. He went to the University
continuance. Also $.100,000 was add
«f Illinois from the University of
oil to the appropriation
for
the
re
serve officers 1 corps. The measure North Cnrolliin, where he already bad
wade a flue reputation.
was then passed.
The senate finance committee re
l»"-i«-<l ,he fumse beer bill amended to PRESIDENT EAMON DE VALE1U
wou u swashing victory |n the
include wine and to provide 805 per
••eut al.M.hi.lk- content. This measure Irish Free State elections, tils 1)Ur(v
KHlnlriK votes everywhere at the ex
"'"* Kt-l t b r o u K h coUJ;n.s8 befl)re „,,
i'lirmm.,,, bu. probably «-||| D(, ve(ocl, nense of that of William Cosgnur
If it uaes.
Ills chief opponent.
<0. 11)33, Wtmurn N « w ,

In every entertainment there are
people In the audience smarter tha
the entertainers; every book IB read b
men smarter than the writer.
If the people In the audience coul
somehow effectively organize, the.,
could get more for their money I:
everything.
I have been reading accounts of riot
Ing all my life, and noted that when
It begins good citizens lock their shut
ters and doors, and hide, . . . This
Is a mistaken policy. Nearly always
rioting Is engaged In by the most mistaken and useless of the minority
When It begins, good citizens representing the majority should promptly
engage In and suppress It, Instead o
hiding.
So far as my poor Judgment Is able
to direct me Bernard Shaw Is a man
of very unusual intelligence, and of al
the men now writing he Is very near
the top in use of the pen. Thus be
drew In the lottery of life not only ona
talent, but two; he is like a doublepurpose horse which trots In harness,
single-foots under the saddle, and sells
for an extra price.
Mr. Shaw lately confessed, at the
age of seventy-three, that he has accomplished nothing with his writing
and that the world Is now In more danger than it was when he began giving
It advice.
His weakness is he has never written simply, candidly and truthfully.
He has used his terrific power of Invective to unjustly abuse, sell his
writing, and make a fortune; he Is one
of the worst of the money grabbers he
denounces so Incessantly, and usuallv
so unjustly.
He Is weakening B little, as a result of old age, but before the world
finally quits him, I wish he would
write his Confessions as candidly as
Rousseau promised to do In the first
pages of his famous book, simw
might thus wash up and quit work
with a burst of usefulness he has
long been capable of and as long ne«
lected. And to accomplish this ereat
success in old age he need only tell the
truth everybody knows-Shaw a little
better than anyone else. Let him wr «
as honestly as he thinks in every one
of three hundred pages, and he w°n

Improperly Fitted
Collars on Horses
Harness Too Tight Stops
Normal Breathing.
By It. R. BBBD. D«p«rtm«i>t of
tnral Bn»ln»«rln*, Cnlvcndtr - •(
lUlnol*—WNO BenrJo*

Bow long can • horse bold It*
breath)
The question lent as pointless and
useless as it would seem at flrtt
glance. With the Improperly fitted collars now used on far too many 'hornet,
the question of bow long they can bold
their breath determines bow long they
can keep pulling when they ar* trying
to move a heavy load, be explained.
This has been demonstrated at numerous horse and mule polling contests which the extension gerrlce of
the agricultural college has held over
the state to determine what relation
size, type, aonndnen, condition, training, driving, qboelng and style and fit
of collars And harness have to pulling
ability of horses.
When a team which Is fitted with
collars which are too tight is polling
at a load which Is lighter, not heavier,
than Its real ability, the dynamometer
is pulled about the same distance each
of the three trials at the particular
load. If a team which pulls In this
manner is observed closely, it becomes
evident that the collars have hindered
or stopped normal breathing, and that
the horses have pulled as long as they
could hold their breath,
At some contests competent men
have examined the teams and found
that as many as three out of four
/were equipped with collars which prevented the horses from pulling to the
best advantage.
The average properly harnessed
team which is attempting to pull a
load, even greater than its ability will
pull the dynamometer a shorter distance on each of its three triala This
Is natural when it is considered that
a great deal of energy must be expended In pulling the heavier loads.

WRONG STATISTICS

In tbe conrae of the trial,
turned to tbe negro woman
stand and asked:
"How old: are you?"
•T«e leventy-three, Judge."
"Are yon sure?"
Ta*, Mb"
"Handy, you. don't look in
Were seventy-three."
Tse sure, Judge."
After a few moments the trial i
interrupted by Handy.
"Judge, Foe mistaken about BJIJ
beta' seventy-three; that's
measure, Bun,"—-Wallaces' Fanml

Packing in Lard Good
IT ' ieMaesss108
Way to Keep Sausage flERE
B-iSlSF" ' *!

To keep sausage daring the cool
months, Miss Alice M. Child, home
economist, Minnesota University farm,
suggests two methods. One method
is to make the sausage Into patties and
fry until a delicate brown and thoroughly cooked. Pack In a sterilized
crock and cover well with hot lard.
Beef patties may also be handled1 la
the same manner.
The second method IB as follows:
Pack a small crock or a two-quart Jar
with raw sausage, pressing meat down
firmly. Bake In a slow oven (300
degrees P.), two and one-half houra
for Jars, or three hojirs for crocks.
The fat which rises to the top will
form a seal when it cooks and s»Hdifles. If the fat is not two Inches thick
add a little hot lard. This method
sterilizes the container, cooks the meal
and renders some of tbe lard for seal
ing. Miss Child cautions that thf
sausage should be thoroughly cooked.
Some interesting uses for sausage
suggested by Miss Child, Include
Baked squash stuffed with sausage
or green peppers stuffed with sausage, or cottage pie with sausage
Cottage pie Is made by placing tht
cooked sausage In a baking dish, cov
erlng it with mashed potatoes and
browning In the oven, or until thf
sausage and potato are thoroughly
heated.
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Watch Growing Pigs
More pigs suffer from a lack of
protein and minerals in their rations
than is generally realised. This would
not be the case If more attention were
paid to their feed. A pig that Is selffed—and all pigs Intended for the market should be self-fed-* ration of
corn or other farm grains, supplementVert of St. Louis. M
ed with a mixture of tankage, soybean
• m. old and wt>f>><
___
oil meal and linseed or cottonseed
meal, and given free access to salt and
a simple mineral mixture, will not
suffer from mineral deficiencies.
ifnl of1
Kruschen
baits
P
Where sklmmllk and buttermilk Is glass of ^
hot water in the mor
available for supplementing the farm before breakfast-it's ^ s/
grown grains, consider that two gallons are equal in protein and mineral
content to one pound of the usual
trinity protein mixture. The mistake
is too often made when milk is fed to
assume that most any amount is sumclent for balancing a grain ration.
Milk is one of the very best protein
supplements because its protein has a
very high nutritive value, but never
forget that mjlk carries only 18 per
cent of solid matter. _ Wallaces'
Farmer.

20 POUNDS
IN 4 WEEK!

Should Keep Books

For those who sby at the Idea of
keeping books on the entire farm business, let us suggest that they at least
ry to check the Income and outgo
»n the main farm enterprise, such as
nog raising. One of the main essenlals Is a scale, although this is not abolutely necessary. Keep track of
number of bushels of feed put Into
self-feeders and know amount paW
or purchased feed.—Wallaces'Farmer.

Agricultural Notes

When.I w a s a child It was said of
m our neighborhood he ate
sothin
machboy
lt fflade h(w ^ to ca he a
.
(g
with moat adults and nation* now.
• . .
During my life ] h «ve encountered
few downright villains, but man, shift
less careless rneu wno lmv e causea .
villainous lot of trouble.
*. HII. Bell BjrnalcM..— WNU B«n»».

The amount of flour from a bushel
f wheat Is enough to make from 48
o 57 one-pound loaves of bread.
* • •
The average farm family accumu•ites more wealth and lives longer
"an does the average city family.
• • *
N'-w fork city used a greater bulk
'•eatables thnn of any other food
your, or 220.SOS carloads of vege'"« compared to 148,318 carloads of

W. N. U 'Dem Molnes,

No.
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AT HAND

Come on Folks

If it isn't one thing it is another.
Income tax return blanks on which
reports on 1932 income must be filed
by individuals by midnight March 15
are now available through collectors
and deputy collectors of internal revenue throughout the country.
"Returns are required of every single person who for the year 1932 had
a gross income of $5,000 or more or
a net income of $1,000 or more, and
for every husband and wife living together who had an aggregate gross
income of $5,000 or more or an aggregate net income of $2,500 or more,"
the bureau says, explaining the new
income tax law.
Approximately 1,500,000 persons reported taxable incomes last year under the laws then existing, and the
February 11-12
new income tax provisions included
the revenue act of 1932 will add
about 1,700,000 persons to the list of
NOTICE.
those reporting taxable incomes this
coming year, according to treasury
To Whom It May Concern:
I have this day given my son, How- estimates. The announcement follows
ard Stonebreaker, his time, and I will in full text:
not be responsible for any debts he
Forms for filing returns of income
may contract on and after this date. for the year 1932 may now be obtainTake notice and govern yourself ac- ed in the offices of the collectors of internal revenue and the deputy colleccordingly.
Dated at Anita, this 25th. day of tors throughout the United States.
Persons whose net income for the
January, A. D., 1933.
fhas. Stonebreaker.
year was derived chiefly from salaries
or wages and was not in excess of
Lyle Hayter was in Atlantic Satur- $5,000 should make their returns on
day evening, where he appeared in a Form 1040-A. Persons whose net inmusical recital given by Mrs. E. A. come even though less than $5,000,
Taylor.
was derived from a business or profession, including farming, or from renGood Luck Flour, 49-lb. sack
79c
Pilot oyster shells, 100-lb. bag ...89; tals or sales of property, are required
Sugar, 10-lb. cloth bags
46c to use Form 1040.

WYNN

to

RIALTO THEATRE

Saturday-Sunday
The local Eastern Star chapter will
observe their anniversary next Tuesday evening with a 6:30 o'clock covered dish dinner for the members and
their families. There will be a program following the dinner.

WANT-ADS
FOR RENT:—Desirable residence
property, modern except furnace.
Room for garden. G. W. Marsh. tf
FOR SALE OR TRADE:—1929
Ford coach, an extra good one; 1929
Chevrolet coach. Open evenings and
Sundays. Phone 244. O. W. Shaffer
tf
& Son, Anita Iowa.

Rasmussen Hatchery, Anita, Iowa.
18c
Custom hatching, 2c per egg. First Peaberry Coffee, per pound
SCHAAKE'S
STORE.
setting February 4th. If you want to
sell hatching eggs, better get in touch
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Carter celebratwith us immediately.
3tp
ed their golden wedding anniversary
at the home of their daughter, Mrs.
E. S. HOLTON, Lawyer.
Practice in all courts. Opinion on J. D. Needles, in Hartford, South
Land Titles; and Settlement of estates Dakota, on January 24. Mrs. Carter
a Specialty.
County Attorney. is a sister of George S. Daughenbaugh, well known Wiota man.
ANITA MILLING CO.
CHADWICK TRANSFER
Adair county paid out $2,389.70 in
Ground oats
lOc bounties on ground hogs, gophers anc
Oats hulled
lOc wolves in 1932, according to Don L
Ear corn ground
6c Simpson, county auditor. The records
Called for and delivered
show that $332 was paid out for
5c per cwt.
wolves during the year and $2,057.70
No bother. Yon lose no time.
for bounties on ground hogs and
Let Us Do It
gophers.

I Public Sale!
As I intend to quit farming, I will sell at public sale, at my residence, 6 miles north of Anita on county road "J," 6 miles west and 1
mile north of Adair, 10 miles southeast of Exira, 6 miles east of Brayton, commencing at 11:30 o'clock, on

Tuesday, February 7
the following described property:

4 HEAD OF GOOD HORSES
These are good work horses, weighing around 1450 each.

27 HEAD OF HIGH GRADE HEREFORD GUTTLE
19 cows, some with calves at side, 9 of these are registered Hereford cows sired by Beau Gaston; 1 Hereford bull, 1 year old- 4 steer
calves; 3 young calves.
'
•

83 HEAD OF HOGS
SeV6

broo d sows with 50

1™
1 each.
,
100 pounds

y° un £ Pig8! 26 fal1 P>&s weighing about

FARM MACHINERY, ETC.

Two wagons, one with box; 1 hay rack; 1 John Deere 50-bushel
manure spreader; 1 McCormick mower; one 14-inch John Deere high
lift gang plow; one 6-section harrow; one 9-foot disc; one 4-shovel
Overland cultivator; 1 John Deere corn planter, with 80 rods of wire1 fanning mill; 2 sets of harness; one 2-hole corn shelter- 1 power
foTn^ °nf 2,5-busJlel self feeder; 1 grind stone; several tin cnS
coops; hay tools; 1 Monarchndcook stove; 2 beds and springs; 1 dresser'

7 TONS OF TIMOTHY HAY IN BARN
ONE LARGE STRAW STACK.
removing
L U N C H WAGON WILL HE ON THE GROUNDS

HUGH FARRELL
Frank Barber and Phil McAndrews, Aucts.

C. E. Parker, Clerk.

WHAT A WHALE OF A DIFFERENCE COLOR
MAKES!
Let Me Show You
ATTRACTIVE COLOR SCHEMES FOR
YOUR HOME.
Surely You Want
MONARCH PRODUCTS-THE PIONEERS
OF 100% PURE PAINTS^AND VARNISHES

ROB'T. SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
PHONES: Office 20; Res. 11

DEPENDABLE ALWAYS

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

February 5, 1903.
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
H. A. Karns is quite ill this week.
Local elevators are bidding 46c for
shelled corn and 26c a bushel for oats.
Ham Campbell and family will
move from Anita to their farm March
1.
The thermometer seems to enjoy
coasting down and around in the vicinity of zero, and the only thing
shivering humanity can do is to let on
and make believe they can enjoy it
A little daughter has taken up her
permanent abode at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Homer Koob, and the proud
parents Wouldn't take seventy-five
cents for the bunch of sweetness.
Ed. Armstrong of Berea will carry
the mail between Anita and Berea for
the four year term beginning July 1,
1903, having been awarded the contract by the post office department
this week.
date Carey was over in Adair
county last Friday and sold the old
Dan Heaton farm north of Greenfield, to John Mulchay of Fontanelle.
The farm consists of 160 acres and
the price was $10,330.
The action of the Rural Telephone
Co. in .raising the price of telephones
from $10.00 to $12.00 per year is causing quite a commotion among the patrons, and numerous murmurs of dissatisfaction are heard all along the
line.
George Haver has purchased the vacant lot belonging to G. W. Lattdg
on Main Street, opposite the Hotel
AN IDEA FOR THE
UNEMPLOYED FELLOW Reynolds, and during the early summer will erect a brick building to be
There are people who have no idea occupied by Stocking & Winder as a
as to some manner to make money blacksmith shop.
during these times when a dime looks
as big as a dollar used to look. We
read of one fellow who conceived the f CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4
E. L. Anderson, Pastor.
4
idea of making bird houses. He start- »
ed with just an ordinary little one for
wrens, wh_ich he sold for a dime. (The Church With a Heart and
an Open Mind.)
Later he was asked to build larger
Church School* at 10:00 a. m. A
houses and as a result he is now kept
busy making bird houses and expects training school for Christian living,
to branch into other business that will with classes for all ages. Mrs. Lydia
Brown, Superintendent.
make at least a living.
Morning worship at 11:00 'clock.
FARMER SAVES LIFE OF
Special appropriate music. Sermon,
BUCK DEER NEAR AVOCA subject, "The Potter's Wheel."
Good Fellowship Program at
A few days ago some farmer boys
6:30 Sunday Evening.
were out hunting fox with three or
Refreshments at 6:30.
four hounds. The dogs chased up a
A program of music and drama at
buck deer, and took after it. After 7:30.
running the deer for some time, the
This is the third of the Good Feldeer ran into the barn yard on the lowship nights this season and
Harry Greene farm, going past where open to the public. A drama by
the hired man was working. The young people entitled, "The Lost
hired man saw the deer was all in, Church," under the direction of Mrs.
and the dogs soon had it down. He P. T. Williams, with the following
drove the dogs away with a shovel, cast, will be presented:
put a rope about the deer's neck and
"The Lost Church."
put it where the dogs could not bother A 'Man of the World
Lyle Hayter
it, and gave it water and feed.
His Wife
.Isabelle Biggs
Mr. Greene called the game warden Their Son
Jimmie Smith
who came out, and inquired into the Their Little Daughter.Mary Lou Bell
case. The boys were questioned and Her S. S. Teacher. .Meta Christensen
all said they were hunting fox with A Neighbor
Norman Wagner
dogs and saw the deer jump up and A Poor Woman
Mary E. Osen
the dogs after it. They called some Spirit of the Church.. Odetta Parker
of the dogs back while others con- Spirit of Ignorance.... Ruth Dement
tinued after the deer. They said they Spirit of Social Injustice. Marie Wise
were not hunting deer, and claimed Spirit of Sin
Geraldine Parker
they did not know the dogs had caught Spirit of Spiritual Darkness
it until informed by the game wardVerlaine Dorsey
en.
Special music by a mixed quartette
Mr. Greene says the deer is pretty composed by James
badly cut up, but is getting along Biggs, Doris Zastrow Osen, Marie
and Norman
nicely. He will turn it loose as soon Wagner.
as it is able to take care of itself.
The program for the GoodfellowThere is a heavy penalty on killing ship night Sunday evening will be
deer, or having any deer meat in your one of f he best yet given. You canpossession.—Avoca Journal-Hearld.
not afford to miss this inspiration.
The senior ladies aid will meet on
SHERIFFS SALE NOTICE.
Thursday with Mrs. Isola Bangham
and Mrs. Claudia Brown, and a 12:00
State of Iowa, Cass county, ss.
Notice is hereby given, that on the o'clock lunch will be served to the
13th. day of February, A. D., 1933, public. Come and eat with us. A 35c
at 11:00 o'clock, A. M., at the At- lunch for 15c.
The missionary society will meet
antic Automobile Company building
ocated at 3rd. and Poplar Streets, Friday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at
n the City of Atlantic, and county tfie parsonage with Mrs: E. L. Anaforesaid, will be sold at Public Auc- derson as hostess, Mrs. C. E. Harry
ion to the highest bidder, for cash, will be the leader, All ladies of the
;he following described Real Estate, church are invited.
Coming Events.
evied upon and taken by virtue of a
Sacred concert by the chorus Sunspecial execution issued from the office
of the Clerk of the District Court, day evening, February 12, at 7:30
within and for the county of Cass, o'clock.
Church Institute will be^in this
State of Iowa, in favor of Connecticut General Life Insurance Company year on Sunday evening, March 5.
and against the property of P. M. Plan to attend. A stronger program
Christensen to-wit:
than ever is being planned this year.
Prepare and plan for Lent by atAll the right, title and interest of
Harry E. Williamson and Alma B. tending church. Loyalty to God and
Williamson, his wife; P. M. Chriaten- the church should be our watchword
sen and Mrs. P. M. Christensen, his The public is cordially invited to all
wife; and Chris Frederickson, in and of our services and activities.
to the following described Real Estate,
to-wit:
4-4-4-4-4-4-4-4 f 4-4-4-»
M. E. CHURCH NOTES
The West Half of the Northwest *•
Quarter of Section 25, Township 77 *•
Monroe J. Rarick, Pastor
f
North, Range 34, West of the 6th. «• «• + 4- -f 4- 4- 4- 4 + 4- + -f + *• +
P. M., containing in all 80 acres of
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Dr.
land, more or less, according to Gov- C. H. Johnson, General Supt.
ernment Survey thereof, Cass County,
In the opening exercises of the
Iowa, or as much thereof as may be Sunday School last Sunday, several
necessary to satisfy said writ of execu- selections played by the Methodist
tion and all accruing costs.
band, under the direction of Earl
A. Odem,
Blue, were thoroughly enjoyed by the
Sheriff of Cass County, Iowa. school.
Dated at the Sheriff's office, AtlanMorning worship' at 11:00 o'clock
tic, Iowa, January 9th., 1933.
in the Masonic Temple.
Ep worth League at 6:30 in the parMrs. Jeanette Miller and son, Byron, sonage. Leader, Donald Crandall
were Omaha visitors the last of the lopic, "An Evening f Bible Reado
week.
ing." All Epworthians are request-

Specials For Thurs., Fri., Sat,
Soap

A real good 10 bars 45c
hardwater soap per bar
Iowa's Be«t-r49 H>. bag
absolutely guaranteed
Armour's
Clorerbloom
BROWN BEAUTY
can't be beat
Thompson Seedless
2-lbs.

BUTTER

COFFEE

RAISINS
Prunes
Apricots

14cl

2 Ibs. I5c
? Ibs.9c
medium size per
SUNKIST doz.

ITc

5 Ibs. 23c
Cocoa

Hershey's—1 Ib. can 17c
'/2lb.can

Girl A I
Baking Powder Clabber
10-oz. cans Ov|
5
25cl
BROOMS TieA good
Broom

Beans

Lettuce

Michigan
Navies
very best
quality

Ad VO Jell

. 16c
Urge
head 9c
4&T 1M

Salted Peanuts
9c
1CJ
Food of Wheat CreamLike
of Wheat IW

Sugar

Brown or
Powdered

ed to read the Book of Jonah before
coming to League next Sunday evening,
Choir practice (Wednesday evening
with Mrs. Earl Blue.
The W. F. M. S. will meet with
Mrs. Fred Dibtman Thursday afternoon.

4 Ibs. 21c

'God is arSpirit: and they thati
ship,him must worship him in!
and in truth."
The Lesson-Sermon comprises q
wtipns from the Bible and from!
Christian Science textbook, "Set
and Health with Key to the
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
One of the Bible citations
'God that made the world ai
hings therein, seeing that he is I
of heaven and earth, dwelleth
temples made .with hands; Neitherij
worshipped with men's hands,
hough he needed anything, seeing"
giveth to all life, and breath,;
things; Forasmuch then as we are»
offspring of God, we ought
think that the Godhead is like
gold or silver, or stone, graven"
art and man's device" (Acts 17:'
25, 29).
Among selections from the
tian Science textbook is the follow
The" Scriptures imply that
All-in-alL Prom this it follows i
nothing possesses reality nor exis
except the divine Mind and His :
He fills all space, and it is
to conceive of such omnipresence!
ndividuality except as infinite &
or Mind. -Hence all is Spirit
spiritual" (p. 331).

f CHRISTIAN CHURCH NOTES 4
4Elwyn Andrews, Pastor.
41
4-4'4-4-4-4-4-4-4:4-4-4-4-4-4'4Bible School at 10:00 a. m. C. W.
Zastrow, Superintendent.
Communion Service at 11:00 a. m.
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m.
Evening services at 7:30 o'clock.
Ladies aid meets Thursday at the
home of Mrs. Homer Kirkham.
Watch for our first church night
program. It will not be held on some
Sunday evening. We believe that the
Lord's day belongs to the serious mind
and the thoughtful, helpful, spiritual
development. If you want to be entertained, the picture show can beat
us. If you want to fill your stomach,
go to the restaurant, that is their
business. But if you want to know
God, worship him and do his will, then
come and worship with us. You are
always welcome. You will always be
treated with the utmost Christian
courtesy and love.
C D . MILLARO
On Sunday evening we are studying
General
Paul's letter to the church at Corinth.
Blacksmithing.
Bring your bibles. Read the 5th. chapter of I. Cor. before you come. Many
problems of the church will find a so*• 4- 4 - 4 - 4 4 4
lution through this study.
H. B. CAMPBELL
Physician and Surg<*
Office fa Campbell block J^
*•
LINCOLN CENTER
4Clardy's
Hardware. » e ''^»|
+
COMMUNITY CHURCH
-f
+f
Elwyn Andrews, Pastor.
42 blocks north of M. E. cn ,.« 4|
+ > + + + 4-4-4-4-44.4.f4-4Calls promptly atten ded
Church services at 10:00 a. m.
or night.
Sunday School at 11:00 a. m.,with
+ 4Mrs. Everett Luman as Superintend
ent.
ANITA TRANSFER
Regular services next Lord's day.
B. B. Wllwn, Pr°*
We had a special number last Lord's +
f
Loeal
Md
long distance •»»
day.
It was real good. There will
f Any time, anywhere.
be special numbers every Sunday.
The ladies aid will meet this week 4- Phones-Office 202; house
on Friday. Bring thimble, needle and
come ready for work.
Then come out next Lord's day for
the services. You are welcome.

*
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
4 4 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - + 4> •*• 4"Spirit" will be the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
first door west
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, Ftbru- f
ary 5.
f
Caf«
The Golden Text is from John 4:24 f - f
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Government
Operates

The Fable of How
to Be One
88

Bntcktrt

IL JUDICIARY
I*IMMMIWM>

mistake for persons
the title Of the head of
udlciary. He Is chief
United States, not the
of the Supreme conrIN
States, for his duties
e vastly broader than
presiding over the naJudicial tribunal
tution. provided for our
bat It established
Court of the United
power to congress,
create the entire system
tates courts as It might
to that end the legislative
^government established
|! of original Jurisdiction,
District courts, and Apwhich are known; as
of Appeals, of which
with a varying number
depending upon the amount
In the circuit
onrts, of course, are nearople. It Is Into that court
rnlted States attorneys go
tctment and prosecution of
federal statutes, and It
' court corporations and Into seek abjudication of
when their claims arise nnal law or when the def endIn another state. The Dlstherefore, provide the dta means of reaching those
om he has a grievance even
Individual or corporation
across the continent
e of the Circuit Court of
efines Its place In the Juucture. It is Just that, and
t majority of the cases that
from the District court, It
the court of last resort as a
the power Which the Supreme
the United States has. The
ourt can say and, Indeed, It
in the bulk of the cases dethe several Courts of Appeals,
lI not consider them further.
It The question then Is
icata, to employ the legal

By GEORGE ADE
«, Bill Syndicate.—WNU Swrtt*.

o

NOB there were two Side
Kicks named Zebulon and Elijah, both of whom are now beginning to show Engine Wear
and loosening of the Rivets. ZJbnlon.
Is regarded as an overwhelming Success, and Elijah is voted a terrible
Flop, and to understand the Why of
these Verdicts, all you have to do Is
to run over the Scenarios of their Life
Dramas and do a little Character
Reading.
. . ,
Zeb was always large for bis Age
and veiiy slow, especially above the
Shoulde&Blades, so he • acquired a
Rep for being dignified and cautions.
Llje was quick on the Trigger and
could Bee through any Proposition in
two Shakes and answer any Question
right off the Reel, so all of the DumbBells, constituting 99.4 of the entire
Population, hated-him for his CockBareness and were always hoping that
be would stub his Toe and fall down
and break his Leg.
Zeb had spent all his Life In one
Congressional District, conserving the
Property which his Wife Inherited,
and telling the Natives every few Mln-'
ntes that they are Nature's Noblemen
and snow-white Patriots, and they eat
It up.
Getting By on Very Little.
Llje has been all over the Map.
spending, his Coin on Railway Fare
and Gambling Enterprises connected
with new and hopeful Towns. He Is
wise to every Turn in the Road and
his got the Number of every Species
of False Alarm, Tight-Wad and Lunkhead. -He has cultivated a Contempt
for all of the Whispering Conservatives who wear Arctic Overshoes and
never let go of Two Bits unless they
see something worth Four Bits. When
be gets back home he builds a Fire
under Sleepy Hollow and tells the
Residents that they are simply a lot
of Warts on the Cuticle of the Twentieth Century, the Result being that
he Is Just as popular as Poison.
. If you were to lock Zebulon and
Elijah in a Room together and give
each one of them 'a Set of Questions
relating to American History, Current
court cannot avoid Events, Political Economy, Psychic
ion of all of the cases, how- Phenomena, Farming Geography and
if they involve a question of Sporting Data, It Is probable that
the Constitution,' those Lije would give Correct Replies to
reach the highest tribunal. Everything while, Zeb would comproIn a dispute between two mise by saying that this Broad Dothe Union, the Supreme court main, sanctified by the Blood of our
of "the matter, because In Fathers, must ever be kept inviolate
ance it becomes a court bf against Foreign Influences and Eurorisdiction and can have a pean Alliances.
If you asked Zebulon in .a Hurry,
ear the testimony if It so
he
couldn^t give you his Street
•
...
.ite courts operate In some- 'dress or tell what size Hat he wears,
the same fashion, -except that yet Zebulon Is In Congress. Why?
lously have to examine every Because to get Into Congress, one does
it is appealed from the Dls- not have to pass any Civil Service
ere all of the evidence was Examination.
You wouldn't believe, sitting where
Very frequently, it Is true,
you
are now, this beautiful Morning,
cot go far with the cases • sent
from the court of original Jur- surrounded by Steam Heat, that, there
because a very great nnm- was any benighted Region in the
a large but decorative
dismissed when the Circuit World where
containing nothing but Artifiave satisfied themselves that Blimp,
cial Gas, could get by on Whiskers, a
as done in the court below. wide
soft Hat, the Clergyman's tie, a
even then the litigants In starched
Vest, a Prince Albert Suit
can ask the Supreme court with'a Sheet-Iron
Finish, and a few
the matter, but that court Chest Note's trained to give Expresmay not let the cases come sion to all of those Applesauce Platl
t as it sees fit It never re- tudes which were in Style up to the
owever, If there is a Consti- Days of Theodore Roosevelt and
question Involved, or If seri- Woodrow Wilson.
nbt is shown as to rights of
It is a safe 1,000 to 1 Bet that Zebu
under the statutes of their Ion never has said Anything which
ates.
will be sealed up In the Memory of
this it becomes evident that his Countrymen and Preserved for
preme court transacts an enor- Posterity.
amount. of business!
A Ponderous Pipe-Organ.
is been said that the Supreme
On the other Hand, this Llje is a
s never able to catch up with wise-cracking Whiz, with a side-hold
rk. That Js true. In a sense, on the Anglo-Saxon Tongue and a
•always has cases on its docket Philosopher's Point of View and the
ig decision. In another respect Gift of Originality. If he has no
tement is untrue, however, for Friends, It Is because he digs up the
ays allows Itself time in which unwelcome Truth and spreads it over
dy the questions before it and the Landscape, while Zebnlon always
ine the far-reaching conse- tells the Mush-Tops exactly what they
s of its rulings, a condition of want to hear, so what a Nice Feller he
every Justice Is mindful at all Is to be sure. And yet the CopyIts reputed' slowness, there- Books tell us that Knowledge Is
a; be said to be in the inter- Power.
Zebulon never figured anything out
Ijustlce to all.
T mentioned at the outset that In his life, because the Wheels In his
'ef justice had other work to Gearing do not connect at all, but he
ithout attempting to recite his Just happened to take advantage of
in detail, it may suffice to show the Supreme Truth that One who
racter of his duties by calling wishes to stand Ace High with the
>nof to the fact that it is an obll- Public must appeal to the Bye without
his to see that the/Circuit regard to the Understanding.
For proof of this Interesting Fact
up ^th their work. It IB
Nous that circuit Judges sit- we have only to check up on Hollylike the plains states, wood, and any good Beach In Florida.
a Movie Star can get $18 a second
>e population Is scattered, have forIf having
ruby-red Lips and beauamount of work to do that tiful Belledonna
Eyes, after being
those sitting In a populous
lost In the Desert for Days and
k< The Chief
why should He or She be comthe status of the dock- Days
pelled to know the Multiplication
the nations, and If, for
the judges get behind in TableT
And the one-piece Bathing Suit, Im*• one or more of the Judges properly filled can give Cards and
ewhere in the nation Is or- Spades to Culture, Refinement and
New York to belpi out
Nobility of Character.
are two other courts which
Zebulon has always been Great In
e mentioned in any discussion the same way that the Redwood Trees,
Court Niagara Falls and the Washington
of the United States and Monument are entitled to respectful
ted States Court of Customs Attention. Architecturally, he has
t Appeals. Both are In been so Impressive that no one ever
on; both have limited Jurls- cared a Darn about the Contents of
. The Court of Claims is the the massive Work of Art.
unal where only the United A Speed Demon Who Doesn't Get
n be the defendant In other
There.
hears only suits against the
CommonZeb can take"a third-rate
nt
like part of
The
Court
of
Customs
and
nt
Appeals deals only with the President's message to Congress.
technical questions relating He Is a Pipe" Organ uud Llje is a
uties and patent righto un- Piccolo, out of tune.
'

' '

•

."

'

' '

Tea, It Is better to have « Cavalry
Moustache and a Saint Bernard Voice
than to fathom the Mysteries of Science .or explore the Beauties of Literature. Every time that Zeb repeat!
something which he Just read In the
Indianapolis Paper, all the Bystanders
•hake their Heads and admit that the
Geeeer sure Is Deep.
The only Approach to real Wisdom
that Zeb has shown Is in keeping the
Trap closed for Days at a time. He
has a positive Genius for long and
eloquent Bursts of Silence.
While this Vesuvius of Statesman;
ship Is merely smoldering Instead of
Spouting, he Is still majestic, aweinspiring and suggestive of an Immense Reserve Power.
Always the Brow Is furrowed like a
Wash-Board, and those who timidly
gaze up at the Giant in repose know
that Zebulon is meditating, which Is
true. He is trying to decide whether
to go up to the HouSe and partake of
Ham and Eggs or drift over to the
Bon Ton Cafeteria and order an Oyster Stew. Zeb figures • carefully on
every momentous Issue until he knows
he is right
L1J1, as a single-handed worker, is
a Ball of Fire1 and a Demon for
Speed. Zeb has learned, by consistent
Avoidance of Dangerous Responsibilities, to let his Associates saw all of
the Wood, and take all of the Risks.
In his Political Maneuvers, Legal Battles and Business Transactions he
permits his humble Henchmen to wield
the Pick and Shovel while he provides the Scenic Background. Then,
if anybody pulls a Boner, he is there
with a Bushel of Regrets and a complete Alibi. In all of his Career he
never got Into such a tight Corner
that he couldn't pass the Buck. Proving that a Celebrity may be an Intellectual Lightweight and yet have
some useful Animal Instincts.
Zebulon Is a positive Wow when It
comes to delivering an Address of
Welcome. One does not have to know
anything In order to hand out a few
well-chose Words of {Greeting. In
fact, any Speaker who Is loaded up
with Facts and an elementary Sense
of Humor probably could not make
good in serving all of that hot Hokum
and Gravy to a bunch of Eloodles
wearing Badges.
Llje believes In bawling out the
Boobs and Zeb has made It a Rule
to massage them with perfumed Ointment So Llje Is trying to get a Job
as Traveling Salesman and Zeb Is having his Portrait painted by a City
Artist and after the Thing Is done
the Federated Clubs are going to buy
it and hang It In the Public Library
between Washington and Lincoln, but
Zeb will have a larger and more
glided Frame than those accorded the
other two Eminent Americans.
MORAL—There are a lot of Things
some Folks won't believe until they
go to Washington and sit In the Gallery.

Rickets, Disease Known
to Medicine for Years
That the light and heat of the sun
directly or indirectly provide the basis
of all life has been appreciated by
mankind for countless ages.
With the development of modern
science, man's Intuitive appreciation
of the sun has been validated by important discoveries.
Thus it was early shown that plants
take nonliving substances and with
the aid of sunlight build out of them
living or organic compounds upon
which all animals ultimately depend
for their food.
More recently, that Is, during the
last ten or twelve years, it has been
further shown that the sun's radiations have a direct and specific effect
on the nutrition of animals and humans.
This effect Is seen In the promotion
of growth and development as well
as, on the negative side, certain disease conditions.
The recent discoveries of the effects
of the sun upon nutrition center about
the disease rickets.
Rickets is a disease with which medicine has been acquainted for more
than a century. It has been recognized as a condition affecting the utilisation of mineral substances by the
body.
More specifically, there Is a disturbance during the period of development In what Is technically known as
the calcification of the bony tissues.
The skeletal frame of the child and
young animal Is not bony in character, but cartilaginous. As the child
or animal develops, the cartilage disappears and in Its place bone Is developed.
A significant portion of bone structure la made out of calcium and phosphorus. In rickets there Is a failure
in the deposition of calcium In the
skeletal tissue.
This, however, is not due to a lack
of calcium. It is due, rather, to the
lack of some essential element, now
designated as vitamin D, which in nature Is produced by the effect of the
sun-on certain chemical substances.—
St Louis Post-Dispatch.
Famous Author'* Piano
A Robert Louis Stevenson relic of
more than usual Interest Stevenson's
piano, was recently discovered in a
Devonport (England) home. The
piano, which is definitely authenticated,
was made specially for Stevenson to
withstand safely the tropical conditions of Samoa. It is of black ebony
with ornamental patterns in Inlaid
gold, and both the candlesticks and
the handles are of massive and elaborate design. Screws are used throughout the framework in place of the
usual glue, and so strongly Is the Instrument built that its weight is nearly twice that of an ordinary piano.

Nothing Appealing in
Soviet Idea of "Taking
Women Out of Hitchen"

CALENDAR TO KEEP
TAB ON EGG YIELD
Complete Record of Production Is Object.
Higher quality, which would heighten the $30,000,000 value of Illinois' egg
crop, will be brought home to flock
owners every month of the coming
year by means of the new 1933 poultry calendar Issued by the extension
service of the College of Agriculture,
University of Illinois.
A different phase of quality egg production, such as feeding for egg quality and care of eggs during warm
weather, will be put before flock'owners each month by means of the calendar.
Eggs are being bought on grade in a
number of places in Illinois, and the
Information contained in the calendar
should be of help to farm flock owners in getting the premium price paid
for top grade eggs, it was pointed out
by Hi H. Alp, poultry extension specialist who designed the calendar.
In addition to be|ng an aid to quality egg production, the calendar is a
serviceable device designed to help
flock owners In more accurate record
keeping. By means of it the poultry
raiser can tell from day to day, week
to, week and month to month just
where be stands. Without some such
device as the calendar, many flock
owners would not keep the records so
necessary as guides to better methods,
Alp said.
The calendar Is so arranged that under each date there are spaces to
.record the number of eggs, the Income
and the expense for that day. Spaces
also are provided for recording the
weekly totals as well as the monthly
totals.

A Young Communist newspaper In
lussla recently featured a photograph of four girls in red scarfs and
short skirts carrying miners' lamps.
They were members of a "shock brigade" In a Soviet coal mine. And
above the picture was printed In
large type, "Women's Work hi the
Soviet"
We knew, of course, that In Russia
women were working as bricklayers,
motocmen, soldiers and militiamen,
as well as In many physically exacting
'actory Jobs. Now the coal mines.
The employment of women there Is
part of the Communist campaign to
'get women out of the kitchen"—
meaning the home. But If there Is
anything more edifying about the
coal pit than the kitchen it has yet
to be shown, says one of the most
noted women writers.
Some of my readers may thrill to
this "proof that women can do any
kind of men's work. Personally, I
do not
For my part I see nothing thrilling
or inspiring In the spectacle of men
laboring in the bowels of the earth
to dig out coal. The thought of
women doing It affects me less agreeably. Then I have never been an
exponent of that.great human sport
which might be called fooling ourselves. And for women to compete
with men on a basis of brute strength
seems to me so obviously trying to
fool ourselves.
The claim that women can do
everything as well as men will never
have my vote. But I believe they
can do a good many things better
than men. Home making, education,
sociology, certain kinds of literature,
science, and art open to them fields
In which the feminine understanding

can offer something that men Mo not
have to give. And naturally working
In these fields where they have something exceptional to offer must bring
them the highest form of self-expression. What a pity that a whole national culture should be devoted to
stamping or crushing out this
uniqueness In the creative ability of
women and making them simply a
poor Imitation of men. And we have
not mentioned the loss to the family I
e, J933, Bell Syndicate. —WNU Barrio*.

Softer Fain
from a cut or burnt Cole'a Carbolisalve stops pain instantly and heals
quickly without a scar. Keep It handy.
AH druggists, 30o and 60c, .or J. W. Col*
Co., Rockford, 111.—Advertisement.
Weakness Somewhere
You are not "tempted" unless there
Is a weak spot In yon.

Beware the Cough or
Cold that Hangs On
Persistent coughs and colds lead to
serious trouble. You can stop them now
with Creomulsion, an emulsified creosote
that is pleasant to take. Creomul|ion is a
new medical discovery with two-fold action; it soothes and heals the inflamed
membranes and inhibits germ growth.
Of all known drugs, creosote is recognized by high medical authorities as one
of the greatest healing agencies for persistent coughs and colds and other forms
of throat troubles. Creomulsion contains,
in addition to creosote, other healing elements which soothe and heal the infected
membranes and stop the irritation and inflammation, while the creosote goes on to
the stomach, is absorbed into the blood,
attacks the seat of the trouble and checks
the growth of the germs.
Creomulsion is guaranteed satisfactory
in the treatment of persistent coughs and
colds, bronchial asthma, bronchitis and
other forms of respiratory diseases, and
is excellent for building up the system
after colds or flu. Money refunded if any
cough orcold, no matter of how longstanding, is not relieved after taking according
todirections. Ask your druggist. (Adv.)

Mother of 7—Still Young

Art in Selecting Eggs
for the Hatching Season
' A warning to poultrymen, urging
greater care in the selection of eggs
for hatching, was recently issued by
A. C. Smith, chief of the poultry di
vision of the department of agriculture, University of Minnesota. In this
warning Mr. Smith laid down certain
rules to be observed, which are timely
now because the hatching season Is
rapidly approaching.
Mr. Smith's
rules for the selection of eggs for
hatching are summarized as follows
Eggs weighing less than two ounces
tinted white, cracked, or dirty eggs
and eggs which have been held over
one week, should not be set; If brown
eggs are used, they should match as
nearly as possible In color.
Two reasons are given for these
rules. Those as to weight and color
look to the production of eggs such
as the market pays most for, and
those as to cracked and dirty eggs
have to do with hatchabillty.
Mr. Smith insists, also, that eggs for
hatching must not be chilled and during freezing weather should be collected hourly; that for keeping eggs, pending getting, temperature should be
below 68 degrees, and, better still, between 50 and 60 degrees.

Fright Harms Pullets
The taming and companionship 01
the pullets is best accomplished by the
frequent Inspection of the pullets the
first few weeks after they are transferred to the laying house. Inspection
In Itself may mean only time wasted
What really counts is how and what
Is done. Too often a caretaker goes
bursting right into the laying house
•without giving any warning. That Is
the first thing to avoid. If the pullets are to be protected against needless fright some sort of warning (the
same each time) should always be
given before entering the pen. A light
knock on the door or a thumb door
latch can generally be made to give
the desired warning. Then wait a
few moments before opening the door
and you will find all the birds standIng at your attention awaiting and
welcoming your expected entrance
without any thought of fright. Emphasizing this simple precaution with
such detail may seem needless although Its Importance is unquestionable.—Farm Journal.

Sanitation Plan Pays
In Woody county, Wisconsin, 120 club
members followed the poultry sanlta
tlon program during 1032. The points
of this program are: 1, buy healthy
chicks; 2, keep houses clean; 3, supply clean range; 4, use complete ration; 5, keep all feed clean; 6, clean
equipment. " As a result, the healthy
chicks raised on clean ground made
an average Weight of three pounds
compared to one and a half pounds
average weight for those raised on In
fected ground.—Hoard's Dairyman.

To Heat Poultry House
If yon wish to experiment with heatIng a poultry house at little expense,
try using a large-size coal-burning
brooder stove with a metal jacket
around the stove to keep the hens and
straw little away from the fire. When
using a stove In a large poultry house,
remember that the chances of a heavy
loss by fire are greater than In a small
colony house. A stove In a laying
house need not be burned all the time
to keep the hens warm.—Indiana
Fanner's Guide.

HE woman who gives her
organs the right stimulant
T
need not worry about growing old.
Her system, doesn't stagnate; her
face doesn't age. She has the health
and "pep" that come from a lively
liver and strong, active bowels.
When you're sluggish and the
system need? help, don't take a lot
of "patent medicines." There's a
famous doctor's prescription for
just such cases, and every druggist
keeps this standard preparation. It
is made from fresh laxative herbs,
active senna, and pure pepsin. Just
ask for Dr. Caldwell's syrup pepsin.
Take a little every day or so, until
every organ in your body feels the
big improvement.
The next time you have a bilious
headache, or feel all bound-up, take
this delicious syrup instead of the

^ THAT M R T O F )
HOUSEKEEPING ISN'T I i
SO PLEASANT,
ISIT, MILDRED?! J

TELL ME
ABOUT IT
-I HATE
DISHWASHING

| I DON'T MIND IT, MOTHER.
I I WASH DISHESftNEW
WAY. ITS SO QUICK

USB THIS SOAP—IT
SOAKS OFF
IN A JIFFYANO IT'S
SO EASY

usual cathartic. You'll be rid of all
that poisonous waste, and you
haven t weakened the bowels.You'll
have a better appetite, and feel
better in every way. The constant
use of cathartics is often the cause of
a sallow complexion and lines in the
face. And so unnecessary I
Would you like to break yourself
of the cathartic habit? At the sametime building health and vigor that
protects you from frequent sick
spells, headaches, and colds? Get a
big bottle of Dr. Caldwell's syrup
pepsin today. Use often enough to
avoid those attacks of constipation.
When you feel weak and run-down
or a coated tongue or bad breath
warns you the bowels need to be
stimulated. Give it to children
instead of strong laxatives that sap
their strength, ft isn't expensive.

MILDRED'S RIGHT. RINSO
MAKES DISHWASHING MUCH
CASIER. AND DOESN'T IT
MAKE THESE OLD
POTS SHINE

ON HANDS

"How these suds save work!"
... she tells mother
. — I can't understand why anyone still bothers with old*
fashioned' soaps! See what thick, creamy suds Rinso gives. Grauo
soaks loose from the dishes without any help from me. All I need to
do is to rinse them in hot water—and let them drain dry. The dirtiest
dbhcs—dae grassiest pott and pani—soak spotless this easy way."
Cup for cup, Rinso gives twice as much 1041 a* lightweight
puficd-up soaps—MV» m banha tmatn Mil.
lions of women use it on washday for whiter
clothes without scrubbing or boiling. Wonderful suds for glassware, ponxlida, tile.
woodwork— and M <&«•/•£. St
Get die BIG thrifty package.

The biggest selling package soap in America
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OUT SALE
BUSINESS

BUS1N
ld wil1
S.UT
u°F W
<>ffer to the Public our en«re stock of Hardware at ABSOLUTE
wh
ay^S'c^
» *"S T £! £°?T ™ "lean JU* that This is not "JUST ANOTHER SALE»_it is positively a
™ - i ? r ? 0 8 e •*J«IU1*«¥ *"»"»es«. It would be impossible for us to list the thousands of items and the
space, but just one glance at our prices will convince you that we mean just what we say. Here's some items.
Mar $1.25 4-tine fork....... ____85c
Regular $1.OO 3-tine fork__________.73c
Regular $1.5O lanterns
96c
Cloth, re& 25c y«L,per yd..___14c
Regular $1.OO Axel.__..._________:._69c
Regular 9Oc Clothes Basket
65c
spring work not far away, here is the chance for you to get what you will need at the lowest prices you ever bought at
»e and see for yourself. First come, first served.
Sale ends February 18.
Store will be closed all day Thufsday!

Ld^Febl 3rd. CLAR0Y»S HARDWARE ***£:%£. 3rd.
Shoes for Leas
Ll

ply Shoe Store

M. C. Hansen and wife of St.
Joseph, Missouri, visited in the city
over the week-end with his parents,
O. C. Hansen-and wife, and with other
relatives and friends.

Atlantic

The Helping Hand club of Lincoln
Center held an all day meeting last
Thursday at. the home of Mrs. Frank
nbers of the Quilt club were Schwenke. At 1:00 o'clock a covered
last Wednesday afternoon dish dinner was enjoyed. The ladies
0. Stone at her home on spent the day in quilting.
eet.
A meeting of the members of the
of friends were enter- Jolly Dozen club was held Thursday
jiursday evening by Mr. and at the,home of Mr. and DVJts. Charles
Kopp 'at their home on Carlson at their home northeast of
aue. The evening was spent the city. It was an, all day affair,
and dancing. Late in the with dinner/ being Served at 1:00
nch was served.
o'clock by the hostess.

fit fetter fear
SAVE MONEY
iomy Shoe Co.

The members of the Double Eight
club enjoyed a covered dish dinner
last Thursday evening at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Howard. The
evening was spent in playing bridge.
High scorer honors were won "by Mrs.
Carl Millard and Guy Steirrmetz.

TURDAY SPECIALS
2F ROASTS, per pound
.'
DP STEAK, any kind, per pound
This is home killed, corn fed Beef.
Not shipped in for sale price.

9c
15c

SH SIDE PORK, per pound
D, per pound

8c
6c

iMiller's Market

LOW RATES
Sometimes COSTLY
It has been repeatedly proven that
municipal utility rates average higher
than those of private companies. Recently, however, and for political purposes,
a small number of municipal plants have
made reductions in their rates. Aside
from the fact that municipal rates are usually made by guesswork and do not necessarily represent any return on the public's investment, low rates today have in
general been made possible by high rates
in the past. Having paid for a plant
through excessive rates and high taxes, it
is now possible to lower rates until such
time as maintenance is necessary or the
plant is worn out. Then comes a day of
reckoning. Low rates today are mort-

Paul Burkhart, who is attending
Mrs. Mfable Sutton of Glenwood,
school at the State University in Iowa sister of the late L. P. Hadley, is
City, visited In the city from Thurs- spending the week with friends in
day evening until Monday with his Anita.
parents, M. M. Burkhart and wife.
Mrs. J. B. Smith has been confineGlen Holmes, son of Mrs. Nellie to her home at Berea the past wee]
Holmes, and a former Anita man, has with heart trouble and other compli
been appointed a director of the cations.
schools at Guthrie Cem#r, to fill the
Olaf Hansen and wife of Waterloo
unexpired term of Bernard Holsman
Iowa, were here over the week end t!
resigned.
visit his grandparents, O. C. Hanse
Guy Hayter and Wm. Hayter wen and wife.
to Iowa City Saturday night, being
Robert Archie and wife of Sidne;
called their by the illness of thei
mbther, Mrs. Lillian Greazel, who sub were visitors in the city last Wednes
mitted to a major operation Monday day at the home of Dr. A. M. Mikkel
Word from there states that she ii sen and family.
getting along as nicely as could be ex
Mrs. Henry Maduff entertained one
pected.
afternoon last week at a benefit party
The Lewis Standard, a weekly for the junior ladies aid society o:
paper published in Lewis for the pas' the Congregational church.
53 years, made its final appearance
Ben. F. Brodersen, wife and two
with last week's issue. The paper
children
spent Sunday in Denison
owned by F. W. Hanton, editor am
publisher of the Griswold American Iowa, visiting at the home of his
parents, B. Brodersen and wife.
will be consolidated with the
'wold paper.
A marriage license, was issued a
few days ago at Maryville, Missouri
The members of the Knot-a-Kare to Price L. Childers, 32, of Atlantic
'bridge club were the guests last Wed and Miss Hallie G. Wilbourn, 24, o:
nesday afternoon of Mrs. 0. E. Faulk Anita.
ner at her home on North Chestnut
Street. Present besides the members
Miss Louise Dittman, who is emwere two guests, (Mtrs. H. E. Camp- ployed as a teacher in the schools at
bell and Mrs. Leo V. Bongers. Mrs 'Council Bluffs, spent the week end in
H. H. Elliott was high scorer for the the city with her. parents, Fred Dittafternoon.
man and wife.
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Noblitt entertained the members of the "L-A-N^B*
dinner and bridge club -at their home
on North Walnut street last Thursday
evening. A covered dish dinner was
served at 7:00 o'clock. The evening was spent in playing bridge at
which high scorers were Mrs. Chester
A. Long and Harry L. Bell.

THEATRE

Rialto Anita
SAT-SUN.

One wanted to
know about Iirr
A thrill^Urved wife rack,
eteering for surreptitious
kisaea!

•

One wanted to
know about t nil f
A sweet young innocent
naively .offering all, asking
only for happiness!
•

The other took
BOTH they came
A hard-boiled graduate of
life's university who knew
what she wanted . . . . and
how to get it!

Three daring girls tempt
the gods of chance, casting their lives into fate's
roulette wheel. What
happens when they set
their love snares for the
same man makes a fourstar picture you must
not miss!
See—

Thorle Robison and wife have rented the Dr. J. W. Macklin residence
property at the corner of Third and
Chestnut Streets, and will take possession this week.

A company of friends were entertained one evening last week by Miss
Doris Zastrow. The evening was
spent in playing bridge, after which
Peter White of Atlantic, a state a lunch was served by the hostess.
dairy and food inspector for a num- Sigh scorers at bridge were Dr. and
ber of years, has been discharged by Mrs. A. M. Mikkelsen.
the new secretary of agriculture, Ray
On Friday evening Miss Virginia
Murray. Cliff S. Plumb of Anderson
has been appointed to fill the posi- !arlton entertained a number of girl
tion, inspector for the thirteenth "dis- friends at her home in honor of her
trict, composed of Cass, Mills, Mont- 15th. birthday anniversary. The girls
gomery, Fremont and Page counties. :njoyed the evening playing bridge,
after which a lunch was served by
Mrs. B. D. Forsh'ay, Miss Minnie Virginia's mother, Mrs. Ed. L. CarlForshay and Mrs. R. W. Forshay were ion.
hostesses last Thursday afternoon at
a stork shower for Mrs. C. H. Johnson. On Wednesday evening the members
The party was held at the home of of the Pinochle club were guests of
Mrs. B. D. Forshay and guests were Mrs. C. A. Robison at her home on
members of the Friday bridge club Sast Main* Street. Other guests were
and members of the evening bridge Mrs. A. J. Kopp, Mrs. H. R. Redburn,
club of which Mrs. Johnson is a mem- Mrs. W. T. Biggs and Mrs. Andy Milber. Out-of-town guests were Mrs. er. High scorer for the evening was
Alv<
George Anflerson-Ojf; Atlantic and Mrs.
W. E. Sohojm of: Exira. Other-quests
rH. ElHottRaild wife, who have
were Mrs. Ralph Forshay, Mrs.":'V. C.
McCoy and Miss Christina Hollen. The >een living in Anita the past year,
afternoon was.spent in playing bridge, will leave in (a few days for Sioux
after which a two course luncheon was "ity, where they will malce their fuserved by the hostesses. After t)he ure home. Mr. Elliott is an auditor
luncheon the guest of honor was pre- 'or the Fullerton Lumber Co. and his
erritory has been changed from
sented with numerous gifts.
southwestern Iowa to northwestern
owa. The Elliotts during their resilence here have many friends who
l be sorry to learn that they are
eaving, but will wish them success
nd happiness in their new home.

WOMEN LOST 10
IBS. IN A WEEK

FEB. 4 - 5

Musical Entertainment
"C'EST PAREE," in technicolor, featuring some
excellent group singing by men, good dancing numbers, and a cyclonic banjo act. Also a PEPPER POT
^musical, "KING SALMON."
POPULAR ADMISSION

lOc and 25e

COMING—Saturday and Sunday, Feb. 11 and 12—
ED. WYNN, the Perfect Fool, in "FOLLOW THE
LEADER." Mark this date for the Rialto at Anita.
W. H. Wagner is spending the week
Ross Hewlett, former Anita resit Excelsior Springs, Missouri, for the dent, is working in a cafe at Bridgeenefit of his health.
water.
Mrs. R. S. Purkiser of Morris, IlliH. H. Mortensen of Exira has selois, is spending the week at the home cured a position as auditor in the cigarf her daughter, Mrs. Kenneth Woods ette tax division of the office of Leo
nd husband, near Berea.
J. Wegman, state treasurer.

gaging the future.

Word has been received here by
A miscellaneous shower was held
H. J. Chadwick, wife and son, Drexel,
Mrs. Betty Luedeke of Dayton ast Thursday afternoon at the home tlrs. Albert Evinger from her son, were in Greenfield last Thursday aftwrites: "I am using Kruschen to re- f Mrs. Peter Scott in Cumberland for 5ert Smith, who owns a suburban ernoon to attend the funeral services
duce weight—I lost 10 pounds in one
neat market in Chicago, that his place of Mr. Chadwick's uncle, N. D. Chadweek and cannot say too much to re- her daughter, Mrs. Harold Toepfer.
The shower was sponsored by Arlene f business was held up a short time wick. Deceased, who was 86 years
commend it."
To take off fat easily, SAFELY and Berry, Helena Spieker and Mary Hil- go by burglars who got about $65.00 old, had been a resident of Adair counHARMLESSLY—take one half tea- •ard. Mrs. J. W. Johnson superin- or their efforts.
ty for fifty years.
spoonful of Kruschen in a glass of ended the delicious three course
lot water in the morning before uncheon, which followed the color
jreakfast—it is the safe way to lose cheme of pink and white. The afterunsighty fat and one bottle that lasts noon was spent by giving advice and
LIVE STOCK MARKET INFORMATION
4 weeks costs but a trifle. Get it at ecipes to the bride. Mrs. ToepTrucking rate, live stock, to Omaha
any drugstore in America. If this er received
many
useful
and
15c per hundred
fast bottle fails to convince you this jeautiful gifts from the thirty guests
TANKAGE
...
$115
s the safest way to lose fat—money •resent. Mrs. Toepfer, a recent bride,

COMPANY — OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWANS

jack.
was formerly Miss Anna Mae Scott,
But be sure and get Kruschen Salts a popular Cumberland girl and a
—imitations are numerous and you graduate of the 'Cumberland high
must safeguard your health.
chool with the class of '32.

OIL MEAL..

':::::::::::$i'.4o

The Farmers Coop.
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IMPROVED • .
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY!
CHOOL Lesson

WITTY KITTY
By NINA WILCOX PUTNAM

S

<B7 REV. P. B. FITZWATER, D. D.. UMnber of Faculty, Moody Blbte
Inatltuta of Chicago.)
O, 1(13, Western Nswspaptr Union.

Lesson for February 5

sa&ff-

JE8U8 CHOOSES THE TWELVE

Mark S:7-J5.
GOLDEN TEXT—T« have not chosen
me, but I have chosen you, and or*
dallied you. that ye should go and
bring forth fruit, and that your fruit
should remain: that whatsoever y«
Bhall aak of the Father In my name,
he may glv» It you. John 16:18.
PRIMARY TOPIC—Jesus Choosing"
Special Helpers.
JUNIOR TOPIC-i-Taken Into Partnership.
The girl-friend says that she knows
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOPIC—Our Call to Friendship and Service. i 200-pound woman who has taken
YOUNG PEOPLE
AND ADUI/T up horseback riding to reduce, and
TOPIC—Dlsclpleshlp and Its Meaning. the hone has lost ten pounds in less

than a week.

we

1. The Divine Servant Ministering
by the Sea (vv. 7-12).

ngtorv

«B. Bell Syndicate.)—WNTJ Servto*.

GO FAR TO SCHOOL

L Why he withdrew (v. 6). It waa
because of the murderous plotting of
Eight high school pupils living
the Pharisees against his life. Their (he Clearwater and Queens rivers in
opposltldn began when Jesus'claimed Jefferson county, Washington, will
to have power on earth to forgive slna have 50,400 miles of travel to their
(2:10); grew In Intensity whan he credit at the end of their high school
mingled with publicans and sinners course. The pupils travel by school
(2:16); was fanned Into a violent bus to and from .their classes 70
flame when he set at naught their miles a day. So far, not one of the
false Interpretations of the Sabbath pupils has been tardy or absent
law (2:23-28).
2. To whom he ministered (w. 7,8), Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are the origIt was to a great multitude represent- nal little liver pilla put up 60 years ago.
"hey regulate liver and bowels.—Adv.
ing a wide stretch of territory.
3. The results (w. 9-12).
"Lay Not Up Treasures"
a. The disciples prepared a small
He who values his gold more than
ship (v. 9). So great was the pressure of the thronging multitudes that Is God Is accursed.—James Ellis.
he commanded the disciples to provide the ship so that he might be
saved from them.
b. Unclean spirits fell down before
him (vv. 11, 12). They not only bowed
before him, but confessed him as the
very Son of God. This testimony he
refused, doubtless for two reasons:
<1) The time was not ripe to proclaim him publicly as the Son of God.
(2) They were not the beings to
make him known. Jesus consistently
refused the testimony of those who
were not In moral accord with him.
II. The Divine Servant Calling Associates (w. 13-19).
In this way he made provision for The youngster who has no appetite,
the carrying forward of his work after probably has stasis. A little syrup of
he was gone. Before choosing the flgs will soon correct this condition
twelve he spent a whole night In prayer —then watch the child eat—andgaln I
Mothers should never coax a child
(v. 13), (cf. Luke 6:12). From among
his disciples he choose twelve whom to eat Nature knows best Eemova
the cause of a youngster's poor aphe ordained for a twofold purpose:
1. "That they might be with him" petite—get rid of stasis. Children
(v. 14). Fellowship with the Lord la who don't eat are sluggish. Bead
not only the highest privilege of the what the "California treatment" la
disciples, but it is an Indispensable doing for sluggish, listless children
qualification for witnessing. It Is need- In every part of the country!
A "POUND A WEEK. Tour child
ful to be with him to catch his spirit.
2. "That he might send them forth will eat well from the day and hour
to preach" (v. 14), To proclaim the you conquer sluggishness. But that
good news of salvation was the su- girl or boy with furry tongue and a
preme mission of the disciples. Con- bad breath should not be dosed with
cerning those who were to be the salts!
Begin tonight, with enough pure
messengers of Jesus Christ, note:
syrup
of flgs to cleanse the colon,
a. Twelve were ordained (v. 14).
This was the beginning of the' process thoroughly. Less tomorrow, then
by which the Triune God was to make every other day, or twice a week,
manifest his grace to the whole world. until the appetite, digestion, weight,
The number twelve Is the product <it complexion, tell you the stasis la
the heavenly three and the earthly 0one.-When a cold or other ailment
four, thus Indicating the purpose of has again clogged the system, syrup
the Triune God to reveal himself unto of flgs will soon set things to right
When appetite falls, tongue la
the four quarters of the earth.
b. Their char^tertstlcs (w. 17-19). coated white, eyes are a bilioua
(1) They were from the middle yellow, California syrup of flgs will
ranks of society, the common walks of gently stimulate the colon muscles
—and the child you used to coax to
life.
(2) Men of average ability. Christ eat will fairly devour his food.
The claims made for California
did not go to the schools for bis aposof Figi are true and it will do
tles and yet he chose men of mental Syrup
the
same
for you—IF you get genuine
grasp and efficiency.
CALIFORNIA Syrup of Figs. Don't
(3) Men of diverse temperamental accept any substitute.
gifts. The grouping of the apostles
shows.men of Impulse and leadership,
Highest of All Card*
of the reflective and Inquisitive type,
A clear conscience Is the trump
and men of practical business abilities. card In the game of life.

TRY THIS!
When children

won't eal

Air View ofMoufitVernon.

of "Washington.
ELMO 8COTT WAT8ON

.RING the year Just passed the vart'OUB ceremonies connected with the
I Washington bi-centennial celebration
1 have revived in the memories of all
Americans our debt to "The Father
ft of Hla Country." Monuments and
I memorials of all kinds, names of
j towns, cities, counties, a state and
I the capital of the nation all serve
1 to remind us of Washington, the
soldier, the statesman, the President
I the first American, the world figure,
fill of these he remains In our minds
if a dim and legendary figure, the
son who is just outside the realm
erlence.
/
,j best way to get an adequate idea
ington, the man, the human being, and
I some of the awe which surrounds an
I Is to pay a visit to his beautiful estate,
|ernon on the Potomac river, Virginia.
;ory of Mount Vernon goes back to the
" the Seventeenth century. In 1657 or.
aln John Washington, who had been
n England during the Cromwelllan
— his brother Lawrence crossed the
j Virginia, the refuge of so many Koy•Ing the .Puritan regime In England.
.Washington made' his home at Popes
* Westmoreland county Bnd there mar\ Pope. In 1674 Lord Culpeper sold a
5,000 acres on the west bank of the
J river, about 15 miles below what Is
•District of Columbia, -to Nicholas Spen1 John Washington and on that tract
ishlngton buift his home (now known
field) at Bridges Creek, about a mile
Pope home. He saw some military
plnst the Indians and held the rank
' He lived the Ufe of a gentleman' twenty years, death coming In 1677.
'Bwrence was the grandfather of the
| George.
'• son of Lawrence, married twice,
death, in 1743, left a widow and
- 'en. There had been three other chll' hy the first marriage and six by the
.awrence. first born of Augustine by hla
I Jane Butler. Inherited the estate soon
°wn as Mount Vernon. George, first
' surviving children born to Augustine
.ond wife, Mary Ball, inherited an e»Btafford county, Va., nearly opposite
Wxirg, in which estate, however, his
ad an administrative interest during
?lty, as Indeed she had in the estates
'her children.
r

as born on February 22, 1732 (ae-

- the so-called new style of caleu
his father's plantation at Bridges
1
the parish of Washington (now
Westmoreland county, Va. In the
"B father built a brick barn on his
., Jek (Mount Vernon) property, and
I a little earlier, seems to have erected
[bouse also, for tha record ahowv that

George Washington lived a few of his childhood years there, He was about eight years old
when the family took up residence on the Stafford county estate which George Inherited In
1743; His father was a man of landed wealth,
and evidently enterprising. He made several
trading voyages to England, sent his two eldest
sons, Lawrence and Augustine (Austlne). to
<school In England, profited by the sale of Iron
ore deposits on his Stafford county estate to a
smelting company. and the carrying of cargoes
of pig Iron to England.
All of the children of Augustine Washington
received a good inheritance, but Inasmuch as
the Hunting Creek estate was bequeathed to
the eldest son Lawrence, it seems likely that
their father looked upon it as his principal
estate, though he lived on the Fredertcksbnrg
plantation. Lawrence Washington served as a
captain under Admiral Vernon in the expedition against Cartagena, in 1740, and never recovered from the effects of that brief campaign,
though death did not come to him until another
twelve years had passed. Lord Fairfax, whose
estate adjoined that of the Washlngtons, was
also at Cartagena, and this war-time friendship
between the two families was to grow closer in
later years through the marriage of Lawrence
Washington lnt« the Fairfax family and the
fondness of Lord- Fairfax for George.
In 1743, after inheriting the Hunting Creek
estate, Lawrence Washington built a house that
was in keeping with his station, and renamed
the estate Mount Vernon, In honor of the British admiral under whom he had served. Wealthy
and of good family, Capt Lawrence Washington lived In gentlemanly state at Mount Vernon.
Lawrence was fond of his half-brother George,
this fondness developing almost Into guardianship. George loved his brother, and was fond
of Mount Vernon, too; BO, much of his time in
adolescent years was spent at Mount Vernon.
In 1751 he accompanied his half-brother
Lawrence to Barbados, whither the latter bad
been ordered by the family physician. But
Lawrence did not regain his health, and George
himself contracted smallpox. This slightly
pitted his face for life. Lawrence died In 1752,
and at his death George became responsible
for the administration of Mount Vernon and
also for the care of his niece, Lawrence's only
child. The daughter did not long survive her
father, and at her death George Washington,
by the terms of her father's will, Inherited
Mount Vernon.
During the period of peace—the calm before
the storm—Colonel Washington saw much of
Mount Vernon. In 1759, be married the richest
woman In the Potomac region, Martha, the
widow of Daniel Parke Custls. Of the next few
years I" Washington's life one historian has
written:
-His style of life as the lord of Mount Vernon
was almost baronlaL He had a chariot and four,
with black postilions In livery, for the use of his
.. w iiiie he himself always appeared on horseback', the Hnest rider In Virginia. His house wan

filled with aristocratic visitors. He had his stud
of the highest breed, his fox hounds, and all
the luxuries of a prosperous country gentleman.
His kitchens, his smoke houses, his stables, his
stewards, his tobacco sheds, his fields of wheat
and corn, his hundred cows, his vast poultry
yards, his barges, all Indicated great wealth, and
that generous hospitality which Is now a tradition. Hla time was passed In overseeing his
large estate and In out-of-door sports, following
the hounds or fishing, exchanging visits with
prominent Virginia families, amusing himself
with card playing, dancing and the social frivolities of the day."
It was this luxury which Washington was
willing to give up In response to the call of
duty when the fight for American liberties began. After he had successfully led that fight
he retired to Mount Vernon, only to be called
upon again In 1789 to exchange his role of Virginia planter for that of President of a new
nation. When he was ready to lay down the
cares of state In 1797 and retire once more to
Mount Vernon, only two more years of life remained for him, for he died on December
14, 1799.
At bis death Mount Vernon passed as a life
Interest to his widow, Martha Washington. Under the terms of Washington's will some of his
effects had been disposed of and by his widow's
will most of the household belongings passed
to her fpur grandchildren. Thus the original
furniture of Mount Vernon became scattered.
Mount Vernon, Itself, passed, In succession, to
Bushrod Washington, John Augustine Washington and John A. Washington, Jr., changes taking
place In the furnishings and Interior decorations
of the house, as convenience or inclination
prompted the, respective owners.
The Washington family, In the generation of
John A. Washington, Jr., were desirous that the
historic estate should, for better preservation,
pass into the possession of the nation. He offered to sell Mount Vernon to the United States,
and later to the commonwealth of Virginia.
Both projects failed.
But what legislatures could nbt accomplish
private patriotic agencies could achieve. Miss
Pamela Cunningham of South Carolina appealed
to American women, and In 1856 she was able
to organize the Mount Vernon Ladles' Association of the Union. One great American, Edward Everett, took up the cause, toured the
country, and gathered $68,294.59 for the Mount
Vernon fund. In 1858, therefore, the ladles'
association was able to buy from John A. Washington, Jr., 202 acres of the Mount Vernon estate. Including the residence and attendant
buildings, the gardens, etc., and also the tomb
of our revered first President. The price paid
was $200,000 and interest. Subsequently,
through the generosity of Jay Gould, In 1887;
Christian Heurlch of Washington, D. O., In 1898,
and Hugh McK. London. In 1925, the total area
owned by the association has been Increased to
approximately 200 acres.
(9 by Western Newipap«r Uuloa.>

and won't gain
weight

III. The Servant's Increasing Difficulties (vv. 20-35).

L The suspicion of his friends (w.
20, 21). The needy people pressed
upon htm so that he bad no time to
eat When bis friends saw his zeal
eating him up, they suspected that he
was losing his mind.
2. The violent opposition (v. 22-30)
Added to the embarrassment of the
suspicion of his friends, the Lord now
had to face the sneers of the scribes.
3. Visited by his mother and brothers (vv. 31-35). We are left to conjecture as to the motive to this visit
Perhaps they likewise suspicloned his
mental balance. It may be that they
desired to take him home and nurse
him back to normalcy.

HISPERED
Great Complexion
Secret!
mo her friend she cooJL fessedthesecretof her
flawless clear white skin.
Long ago she learned
that no coenetic would
hide blotches, pimples or
sallownesa. She found
the secret of real complexion beauty in NM
Tablets (Nature'sRemdeared the eliminative tract—corrected sluggish bowel action—drove out the poisonous
wistes?She felt better, too. full of pep, ttagUng
with vitality. Try this mild, safe, dependable,
all-vegetable corrective tonight. See your complexion improve,
see headaches,
dullness vanish.
At all druggist**.
—only25c.

Be Still Then

When you go alone In the quiet time
and place with the Book, quietly pray
"Blessed Prayer-Spirit, Master-Spirit,
teach me how to "pray"; and he will.
Do not be nervous or agitated, wondering If you will understand. Study to
be quiet—mind-quiet, body-quiet. Remember Luther's version of David's
words: "Be silent to God and let him
mold thee."—Dr. S. D. Gordon.
God Behind Nature

No man can stand In the tropic forests without feeling that they are temples filled with the various productions of the God of nature, and that
there Is more In man than the breath
of his body.—Darwin.
Scepticism
They that deny a God destroy man's
nobility; for certainly man la of Ui
to the beasts by hla body; and If ha
be not of kin to God by his spirit, ha
la an Ignoble crearuifc—Bac«

Backiichc
bother you.
A nagging backache, •
bladder irregularities and I
tired, nervous,- depressed I
feeling may warn of some dis-1
ordered kidney or bladder condition. Users everywhere rely I
on Doan's Pills. Praised for!
more than SO years by grateful I
users the country over. Sold by [
all druggists.

IDANS

r

i FIFTY
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Picture at the
CO. Ed. Wynn's
RATES Rialto Saturday-Sunday

A. R. Kohl

County Board Studies
Medical Care of Poor

NUMBER 16

ARMERS FORGE
ACTIONJ)N CLAIM

The Rialto Theatre has a real
The Cass county board of superPhone
treat in store for the people of this
visors is wrestling with the problem
-^
43
We
Deliver
Manager States New community on Saturday and Sunday
of medical care for the poor of the feighbors and Friends of Chris Chris-Anita, Iowa
evenings, when Ed Wynh, "The Per(Make a Saving of $400
county. Members of the Cass County
tensen Gather Here Monday Mornfect Fool," appears in the lead role
Medical association, in conformity
for the Consumers
ing to Help With Settlement
,
hi "Follow the Leader." f ou hear
with a policy determined on by others
in Thia -Town.
Against T. T. Saundera.
him over the radio every week as
in this territory recently notified the
the ''Fire Chief" in the Texaco proboard that the old method of contractgram, and now 'you are privileged to
ing for medical service for the poor at
atives of the Iowa Elec- see him oh the screen.
A law suit scheduled for hearing itt
'
a stipulated price per year could not
iii the city last Friday V Ed. Wynn won the title, "The Perhe
court of Justice J. C. Jenkins Monbe renewed, and that the physicians
• with the members of fect Fool," from his own stage proCal
ay morning between 'Chris Christenof
the
county
would
care
foj:
the
poor
f\ M o ttcy AO
- Sunkist Navels,
uncil in a special meeting duction of that name. The self-imat a schedule of prices amounting to en, Lincoln township farmer, and T.
WICIIlgCJa
very
fine, 2 dozen
posed name fitted him so well that,
approximately one-third of the regu- '. Saunders of this city was settled
of Guthrie 'Center, man- eve.n after the show closed, the name
compromise without going to>
lar price. The doctors made tjhe proBULK DATES, fancy Hallowii,; 2 pounds
17c
division of the electric stuck. And in "Follow the Leader,"
rial, although the case had been postposal
because
they
say
under
the
old
. a schedule of new rates he is at his rib-tickling best; supportdeal they never did get paid for many poned until a later'date.
SAUER KRAUT, GWC, No. 2y2 cans
9c
• for the patrons of Anita, ed by two well known and widely
Mr. Christensen has been living on
things they furnished the poor pat would reduce the total loved screen juveniles, Ginger Rogers
a
farm'belonging
to Mr. Saunders the
tients whose care they undertook, and
BIITTCD
CREAMERY
|^_
fin tnis city by 20 per cent and Stanley Smith.
>ast year, and it is reported had setfound
the
county
contract
a
losing
DU I I Eilf
i4b.prints
I /C
to consumers amounting •"Follow the Leader" is based oh
led with Mr. Saunders a few weeks
proposition.
per nfonth. A suggestion the stage hit, "Manhattan Mary." It
ago
for the year's rent. Later Mr.
The board has not yet approved a
COFFEE, Mid-West Peaberry, per pound
19c
ouncilmar* George F. Shftf- was one of Wynn's greatest successes
launders
had purchased from Mr.
contract on the new basis, but the bill
;*ate on .electricity on the stage when produced at the
Christensen
some hogs and hay, and
for the care of the poor for the month
CHILI CON CARNE, Briardale, per can
lOc
. ROW, with a 'discount Appolo Theatre in New York.
t
was
for
this
money, together with
of January, amounting to $778, has
^^ made from the
lis
rent
notes,
that
he brought action
Wynn, the timid chef in a restaubeen filed, although not yet allowed.
CANDY BARS, regular 5c value, 3 for
lOc
upon favorably rant hang-out for the czars of the unBoard members were uncertain of n Justice Jenkin's court.
other members of derworld, unwittingly becomes a hero
their action Thursday afternoon when iMbnday morning between seventyRather than give the dis- is projected into the leadership of the
they assembled to confer on the pro- ive and one hundred neighbors and
Morton's
Sausage
Seasoning—You
can
make
preferred to put in effect moat dangerous gang in New York
'riends of Mr. Christensen came to
position.
just one pound at a time, and it is delicious.
of rates.
His first assignment requires him to
The members of the county boarc Anita, and remained in front of the
New Rates.
frighten a stage manager into giving
feel that the new schedule will mean Victoria Hotel while a settlement was
tie new rates: will be effec- the queen of the gang, Ginger Rogers
a bill for poor care of something like jeing made between the two parties.
BRIARDALE PURE BUCKWHEAT FLOUR,
ts month's bills, payable be- a silage engagement. He accomplishes
$10,000 a year, if the expense for the Sheriff A. Odem and Deputy Sheriff
5-pound sack
23c
Ist. • and $0th. of March, that by a ruse, and further assignmonth of January is any criterion, anc P. P. Ewdards of Atlantic were called
i ffijw in effect that carry a ments follow thick and fast, while
with so much talk of economy in th< and remained in the hotel while the
BRIARDALE BISCUIT FLOUR, package
23c
chedule can be left in force, Wynn struggles frantically to relieve
air and a demand for cutting publii conference was in session. By the
• "to the statement made by •himself of his unwanted reaponsibil
expense, the board members ar terms of the. settlement Mr. Saundera
Betty Brown
i Friday evening's meeting. ity.
frankly puzzled as to what course t< paid $126.09 which included Mr. Chris49-lbvbag
schedule calls for lOc ; "Follow the Leader" is hilarious
pursue. Physicians of the county sub tensen's claim and also the costs of
fpn the first 25 KWH, 8c farce comedy all the way through, th
mitted the new proposition after an the action.
Once while the conference was beSALT, 10-pound sack table salt
19c
' ' 25, 6.4c for the next 60, merriment enhanced by the Wynn
agreement among themselves and con
ing
held, Deputy Sheriff Edwards
over 110 KWH at 3.4c. personality, the "Wynn floppy hat anc
tend that they can not afford to do th
came to the front of the hotel and
STRING BEANS, GWC green, No. 2 cans
9c
barge of $1.00 per month the Wynn "lucky shoes." In bringing
work on the old plan.
farmers to disband and
v
"Follow the Leader" to the Rialto
As yet the supervisors have reache. asked the
on, but he was advised that
MUSTARD SARDINES, 3 large oval cans
25c
rates calls for 16 KWH Theatre, Anita theatre patrons are
no final decision in the matter bu move
per at 8c per KWH, the in for a joy 'treat, with a famous
hope to arrive at a compromise o they intended to remain right where
,. i wid over-45 KWH at 4c. stage and radio character in a popu
Ao+mAal targe round tubes
Ifl^
some sort which will result in keepin they were until Mr. Christensen told
them that a satisfactory settlement
UailTieai
ick
and
regular
I^C
a^minimum charge of $1.00 lar stage comedy on the talking
qu
the expense down as much as possible had
made. And they did re6' 'power on this rate.
screen.
At the meeting last week some of th mainbeen
right
there until the settlement
ouse contract rate there is
SUGAR, granulated, 10 pounds (must be cash). .47c
Added Attractions.
members expressed themselves a was made. Another time during the
change. . The minimum Included in Saturday and Sunday'
favoring a return to the old plan an conference it was necessary for Mr.
' will, be $5.00, which gives program there will be a two-reel
said that 'in their opinion it would be Saunders to go to his home for some
, for the next 60 you will comedy starring Jtfmes . Gleasoii jn
possible to secure county physician papers, and he was accompanied from
i everything over liO KWH "Lights Out." There will also be a
to do the work on the old contrae the hotel to his home by the sheriff
ten minute visit to the radio stations
basis. The problem is one of the man and deputy.
schedule of rates for corn- of the country, giving you a chance
which beset the supervisors thes
Attending the conference Monday
purposes will make very little to see and hear radio entertainers' as
At the ..monthly meeting Wednesmorning besides the two principals
There will -be an increased demand days.
je with the monthly bills paid they appear before the microphone.
and the sheriff and his deputy were
verage business house. The old One of these pictures known as day, the Cass county board of super- and prices paid for work horses and
H. P. Ziegler, attorney for Mr. Chrisf 1.00 service charge* 60 KWH "Rambling Around Radio Row," was visors appointed Edward Wagner mules in the coming season, accordtensen, Justice Jenkins and two witwith all .current above 50 shown at the Rialto a number of justice of the peace at Massena. The ing to Harry Linn, field representanesses, Chris Holland and Fred ScarKWH, can still be used by weeks ago, and to many it was worth action was taken after a petition had tive of the Iowa Horse and Mule
lett.
been
presented
to
the
board,
recomBreeders'
Association.
if he so desires.
the price of the whole show.
To Investigate Sales.
mending the appointment. The vac- "Horse buyers indicate that the
Six indictments were returned by
ent at (Friday's meeting besides
Meetings
were held Sunday afterancy
was
caused
by
the
recent
death
shortage
of
horses
makes
buying
difthe
Cass
county
grand
jury
Monday.
f»rd were Frank P. Johnston of
noon
at
three
different school houses
ficult
in
most
sections
of
the
state,"
Carl
L.
Vedane,
former
Cass
county
of
B.
M.
Rogers.
fie, general manager of .the Iowa
in
Lincoln
township
at whtch an orMir.
Wagner
has
filed
bond
and
has
declared
Mr.
Linn.
"Common
and
treasurer,
was
indicted
for
embezzleCo. for southwestern. Iowa,
ganization was formed to investigate
taken
over
the
duties
as
justice.
Mascheap
grades
of
draft
horses
continue
He
was
given
ment
of
public
funds.
c Thomas of the Guthrie Center
sena now has two justices of. the to advance in price at farm sales and 24 hours to enter a plea when ar- all public sales of farm chattels in
Following is the program of a sa- peace, the other being E. E. Hosfelt. central markets until they are now raigned. Bond was set at $5,000, this vicinity, also foreclosures, on farm
.and. A committee representing this
The board voted to transfer $1,650 Bringing from $25 to $75. This type which he furnished.
cred concert .to be given next Sunday
evening at the Congregational church from the domestic animal fund to the of horses was selling to killer buyers
Zane Scott and R. W. Bixby were organization will interview in the fua few years ago for $8 to $12. The indicted for illegal possession of li- ture any farmer advertising a public
commencing at 7:30 o'clbck:
general county fund.
A short prelude by the junior band. The Whitney Loan and Trust Com- demand of eastern market exceeded quor. 'Bixby pleaded guilty and was sale to see whether he is holding the
pany bank in Atlantic was designated the supply at recent sales.
sentenced to three months in jail and sale of his own free will or is being ,
Prelude, Mrs. H. O, Stone.
'orced by creditors to make the salts.
Sales of a number of young stal- fined $300.
sena, Feb. '8.—Little hopes are Hymn, "Sweet Hour of Prayer," as the depository for the county clerk,
auditor, sheriff and recorder by the lions have been reported recently. C.
Scott pleaded not guilty. His trial
lor the recovery of Will Haines, Congregation.
board. The supervisors also increased M. Rear of Saskatoon, Canada, has will be held during the April term of
I near Fontanelle and son of'Mrs. Scripture Reading.
the amount of deposits from $31,108 been in the state for -several weeks the Cass county district court.
ooley of Massena, who was
Prayer.
at the Whitney bank to $50,000. The buying a shipmenlt of Percheron stalResponse by Choir.
(frozen in a pool of blood in hia
shed car at 5 o'clock Saturday Anthem, "Lead IMte in Love," Choir. board also increased the deposits in lions for his Canadian market. He
Duet, Selected, by Guy Rassmussen the Citizens State bank at Griswold states, "The Canadian market in the
near the Maurice Ludman
The agricultural statistics of Iowa .
future must look to the states "to fill
from $14,000 to $25,000.
: two and one-half miles east of and'Carl Miller.
are the best in the United States, de. Ladies Quartette, "Just For Today," The supervisors also directed all their orders rather than to Europe
Ion primary highway No. 2.
clared W. F. Callender, Chairman of
Moon, Miss Wilma Ray- depositories in the county to change as in the past."
| Ludman was attracted toMiss
theAdria
;he Crop Reporting Board of the U.
Charles
Russell
of
Aberdeen,
South
"Farmers can remedy the horse
nore, Mrs.1 Joe Vetter and Mrs. M. J. funds in the name of Carl L. Vedane,
| by the glare of headlights from
S. Government at Washington, D. C.,
Dakota;
has
been
appointed
by
the
former county treasurer, to that of shortage if ifchey will buy one or two
ar which was overturned in a Rarick.
while paying an official visit to Mr.
Solo, "Dear Lord, Remember iMe," his successor, L. A. Breeling, who young mares and raise at least one pew democratic governor of that state [lay Mturray, Secretary of the Iowa
near the farm. Haines was
as
secretary
of
agriculture
for
the
took over the duties of the treasurer's colt per. farm during the next few
jscious when found and his legs A. B. Stone.
next two years. While in office he and Department of Argriculture, Charles
years," declared Mr. Linn.
Trio, "Tn His Name," Mrs. G. C, office on January .3.
us were badly frozen.
his wife will make their home in D. Reed, Director of the Iowa Weath-1
as rushed,to Fontanelle by Mr. Noblitt, Guy Rassmussen and Carl
Pierre, the capitol. Mr. Russell is well er and Crop Bureau and Leslie M .
|an and E. E. Wohlenhaupt and Miller.
known
by the older residents of Anita, larl, Iowa Agricultural Statistician of
Anthem, "Till Night Is O'er," Choir.
ken to a iCreston hospital. It
and
is
a son-in-law of the late C. E. the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
Solo, "O Divine Redeemer, "Miss
known at what time the misThis comes about from the loyal
Townsend. He lived here for a numAdria Moon.
J ,or what caused it.
ber of years, being associated with and efficient work of the Iowa asses: Haines came here Friday eve- Announcements.
Henry Minerman, 83, a pioneer of
Saturday evening the managers, Mr. Townsend in the lumber business. sors in collecting the annual agriculOffertory, Violin Duet, "Hoffman's Audubon county, died Friday afternoon in On
purchase a new dog and was
this part of the state, of several He is prominent in the Knights of tural statistics under the supervision
ute home. The dog was badly Barcarolle," Mrs. G. C. Noblitt and at his home in Exira following a short lumber yards belonging to the Fuller- Pythias order, and at one time was and coordination of the Weather and
Miss Jane Scholl.
' the shattered glass. '.;, '
from heart trouble. Mr. Min- ton Lumber Co. gathered in Anita to Grand Chancellor of the South Da- Crop Bureau. About twelve other
Anthem, "Savior Again to Thy illness
pes has a wife and daughter.
states collect agricultural statistics
erman was born January 30, 1850, at stage a farewell party for Mr. and kota domain.
t
.
!'*'.:•< . '.
Dear Name,'' Choir.
by assessors but in no other state
Germany, and Mrs. H. H. Elliott, who leave in a few
Osnabruck,
Hanover,
. —. finery :of Neosha,^MisBenediction.
Earl Anderson will hold a closing has this work reached the perfection
States in 1868, days for their new home in Sioux City.
came
to
the
United
Postlude, Mrs. H. O. Stone.
[has come' to. Anita to visit her
landing at New Orleans the day fol- Mr. Elliott has been the auditor of the out sale at his farm 3 Mi miles south- that it has in Iowa where the results
. Alfred "Sfeinmetz and wife,
lowing the election of President Grant. company in this section of the state. east of Anita on Friday, February 17, for the questions asked are the equal
A.
D.
Bullock
of
Anita
has
purassist with the care of her
On October 18, 1877, he was united A 7:00 o'clock dinner was enjoyed at at which time he will sell 6 head of or superior of the federal census.
has been sick for several chased the building in Atlantic occu- in marriage to Elizabeth Watson in Bell's Cafe, after which the evening horses, 24 head of cattle, 71 head of
Recent fine weather and good roads
pied by the Bullock store. The purhogs, grain and a full line of farm have enabled the assessors to make
was
spent
socially
at
the
home
of
Mr.
Johnson
county,
and
in
the
spring
of
chase price was not made public but
1882 they came to Audubon county, and Mrs. V. C. McCoy. Present be- machinery. -An ad carrying the de- excellent progress with the work
-ass County Taxpayers League is understood to have been $22,500.
v
settling
in Greeley township. In 1892 sides the honored guests and Mr. and scription of everything will be found this year and the statistical books are
' oted to renew its demand on
already beginning to arrive in Mr.
r(
he
bought
120 acres of land in that Mrs. McCoy were Kenneth Barnes and in next week's Tribune.
A
company
of
friends
surprised
Mr.
i of supervisors to discharge
Reed's office. The general cooperawife
of
Griswold,
Everett
Van
Meter
county.
Seventeen
years,
ago
he
moved
Engineer Guy Canon and his and Mrs. Irvin Joy at their home in
A local Boy Scout Troop has been tion of farmers in giving the statisand
wife
of
Massena,
Arlie
Graham
near
Exira
and
in
1925
he
moved
into
Lincoln
township
last
Wednesday
at this year. It was also proand wife of Macksburg, Dennis McCoy organized sponsored by the Greater tics to assessors is a large factor in
Ithat a reduction of 80 per cent evening. The evening was spent in town.
Besides the aged widow he is sur- and wife of Greenfield, Wilton Willey Anita Club, with Dr. C. H. Johnson the success of the work. Mr. Calis of county and city employes dancing, and about midnight lunch
vived by five children, Charles, Walter and wife of Menlo and Marion T. In- as Scoutmaster, and Homer Bangham lender says that if the domestic alsame amount in tax levies be was served.
and Gail Wiese assistants. The troop lotrrient plan is adopted the execellent
and Mrs. Bertha Baker of Exira, Mrs. gold and wife of Adair.
has been organized a little over a statistical background that has been,
If some fellow comes along and Minnie Wahlert of Anita, and William
William Steele and wife are spend- month, and there are now nine Ten- laid in Iowa wil make it very easy to
wants
to
take
your
vacuum
cleaner
or
Minerman
of
Blythe,
California.
[Atlantic National Bank suring the week in Ames where they are derfoot Scouts, four Second Class and put the plan into effect.
their charter one day last something else to his workshop to adMts. A. H. Marsh returned to her attending the corn\and small grain six Recruits. Regular meetings are
iust
it,
don't
let
him
have
it.
Such
a
a national bank, opening up
The members of the Mutual Benehome in Omaha Friday. She had been show at Iowa State College. Mr. held on Tuesday evenings at the Con' later as a state banlt and un- fellow was at Mt. Pleasant recently. at the home of her sister, Mrs. Mary Steele has on exhibition in the corn gregational church dining room at fit club of the Highland vicinity enHe
claimed
to
be
checking
the
ma' name of the Atlantic State
Reed, since the death of Mr. Reed a division several selections consisting 7:30 p. m. Some time is spent in joyed an all day meeting last ThursBy going into a state bank chines for the factory to see that they couple of weeks ago. Miss Lucy Gal- of a 10-ear collection, a 30-ear collec- learning Knot Tying, 'First Aid, Sigr day at the home of Mrs. Wayne Sisler.
were
working
properly
and
always
mng the institution over to the
iher of this city and Gordon Galiher tion and a half bushel of shelled corn. naling and Woodcraft. Also a part Dinner was served by the hostess at
nkmg department, all deposits seemed to find something wrong. of Atlantic accompanied Mrs. Marsh He also entered 10 ears in the junior of each evening is allotted to boxing noon, and the ladies spent the day
former national bank are not Those who let him take the machines to Omaha to spend a couple of days. department for his son, Paul.
and games.
quilting.
have
not seen them since.
| to withdrawal
•

Specials For
Friday and Saturday

79c

Board Increases SCounty Strong Demand For Farm
Deposits in Two Banks
Work Horses and Mules

Cass County Grand Jury
Returns Six Indictment

Will Hold Sacred Concert
at Congregational Church

Anfta Man Found
Frozen in Wrecked Auto

Gets Political Appointment
by South Dakota Governor

Fullerton Managers Stage
Father of Local "Woman
Passes Away at Exira Farewell Party For Elliotts

!

Assessors' Agricultural
Statistics Are Completed

TOWA.
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RANCE'S new premier Is Edouard

News Review of Current
Affairs the World Over

F Dalndler, and his cabinet, In which
he Is also minister of war, is very

much the same ns the Pnul-Boncour
ministry which the
Socialist party overthrew. Paul-Boncour
is foreign minister,
Cam! lie Ohautemps
minister of the Interior, George Bonnet
War Debt Parleys to Open in Washington Early in March;
has the finance portMore Cabinet Speculation; Hitler Becomes
folio and Lamouraux
that of the budget.
Chancellor of Germany.
Daladier presented
his cabinet to the
chamber of deputies
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
Friday and Is schedEdouard
uled soon to lay beDaladier
folio.
Bernard
M.
Baruch
of
New
AR debts, cabinets and econfore that body his
York
continued
a
favorite
for
a
cabomies—or the lack of them —
financial program. Since that is subdrew much of the public attention inet place, but the speculators were stantially the same as that of his
guessing
that
he
would
be
appointed
during the week. Sir Ronald Lindsay,
predecessor, the political sharps in
the British ambassa- secretary of commerce. Mr. Baruch Paris predicted that his ministry
dor, spent four hours has been very active in devising Dem- would soon be overthrown.
talking with Presi- ocratic measures to reduce the cost of| The revolt against'excessive taxadent-Elect Roosevelt the federal government and was the ; tion, in evidence in most countries of
at Warm Springs, and author of the plank In his party's
the civilized World, was marked in
then started home In platform that pledged a 25 per cent
France by two enormous demonstraa hurry to tell his gov- reduction. He thinks the limit of tax-1
ernment what he had ing power has been reached and has tions during the week. The first was
or had not learned furnished Mr. Roosevelt with an esti- a meeting of nearly 15,000 substanabout the nest admin- mate of possible economies aggregat- ] tial business men representing 750
istration's Intentions. Ing nearly $1,200,000,000 by which to syndicates and commercial and Industrial Interests throughout the counN e i t h e r gentleman balance the budget
Mr. Baruch Is opposed to current try. A resolution was adopted declarwou)d inform tbe people concerning their plans for Inflation, saying: "It Is not ing that taxation IB strangling the
Sir Ronald
conversation, though money that is scarce; It is confidence country's business and announcing
Lindsay
Sir Ronald said he In money. If the stability of money that If the new government attempts
was hopeful that his country and the and credit were established beyond to Increase the burden of taxation' all
United States might reach an accord perad venture in the eyes of the world, Interests represented will shut down
on their economic problems. Mr. timid money would rush from hiding their shops and plants.
A second meeting was held by
Roosevelt's spokesman said little be- seeking Investment
"There would be more sound money smaller merchants, artisans and Indusyond the statement that the meetings
In Washington probably would begin asking to work than all the Inflated trials not Included In the above assoearly in March. It was understood In money we purpose to create. It Is ciation. They adopted a similar resoLondon that Prime Minister MacDon- the key to recovery, and It depends lution.
ald would be invited to come over and upon the simple expedient of balancing
take part In the negotiations. The the budget In the only way left, for EfMPEROR HIROHITO and Prince
British also were convinced that they us—by reducing spending by about *-• SalonJI, last of the elder statesmen of Japan, have approved the dewould be required to give something one billion dollars,"
termination of Foreign Minister Dchlsubstantial In return for even a reNSTEAD of trying to get a compre- da to recall the Japanese delegates
duction of the war debt and gloomily
they contended this could not be done.
hensive farm relief program through from Geneva when the report of the
Return to the gold standard, tariff the short session, the Democratic lead- committee of 10 Is accepted by the
preferences to American goods and ers In congress are now concentrating League of Nations and article 15, paraceding of territory vere all declared on legislation to prevent farm fore- graph 4, of the covenant is applied.
out of the question.
closures. This was made plain by Sen- Nevertheless, to strengthen her posiItaly and Czechoslovakia were the ator Joseph T. Robinson of Arkansas tion, Japan has withdrawn certain
first nations to follow England's ex- In testimony before a senate subcom- of her objections to the league's formample and accept the Invitation to mittee that was considering various ula for conciliation of the Manchuria
the Washington conferences.
farm mortgage relief bills. The bill dispute provided the league makes
Our own statesmen, of both par- which Senator Robinson thought some concessions. The foreign office
ties, were dubious concerning the wis- should be taken as the basis of a In Tokyo was not hopeful that Its
dom of the course Mr. Roosevelt has measure to halt foreclosures Is the terms would be accepted, and admitembarked upon. Senator James Ham- Hull bill, which would give the R. F. ted that Japan's withdrawal from the
ilton Lewis of Illinois, Democrat, In a C. $1,000,000,000 of federal money to league was probable.
speech In the senate warned tbe In- be used In paying off farm mortgage
Small powers on the committee of
coming President not to emulate tbe holders, the farmer then agreeing to 19 defeated the British in drafting
"mistake" of President Wilson In un- pay the government on easier terms. the final two findings In the report on
dertaking to be his own ambassador.
the Chlno-Japanese conflict. Over the
Senator David Heed of Pennsylvania,
OTH Germany and France have protests of Anthony Eden. English
Republican, supported the position of
new governments, the former be- member, who was mildly supported
Senator Lewis and Indicated he would ing likely to last Indefinitely and the by the French, It was agreed In princonsider It "going over the head of latter probably doomed to an early ciple to declare that the Chinese boycongress" for Mr. Roosevelt to arrive
demise, Adolf tinier, cott since September 18, 1831. when
at debt agreements or understandings
leader of the National Japan started military operations In
with the foreign delegates Invited here
Socialists of Uermany, Manchuria, should be considered as a
to discuss the question.
was appointed chan- reprisal. The small powers consldv
Replying to Reed, Senator Lewis
cellor by President ered that this amounted to Justifying
said he could not believe that PresiVon Hlndenburg, who tbe boycott
dent-Elect Roosevelt had gone over
Regarding the other finding. It was
was In a dilemma aftthe bead of President Hoover and coner the resignation of agreed In prlnclpls to declare not
gress to negotiate on the debts with
Gen. Kurt von Scblel- merely that the Japanese actions of
Sir Ronald. He asserted that It was
cher. The Nazi chief, September 18, 1931, but also since then,
his opinion that Europe was attempthowever, was com- could not be regarded as legitimate
Ing to maneuver this country Into a
pelled to accept as measures of self-defense. Moreover,
position where It could repudiate Its
members of his cab- Sweden finally got this amended to
eleven billions of debts.
Adolf Hitler inet enough of his op- add that the league alone, and not
"I cannot believe," Senator Lewis
ponents to leave ac- Japan, as that nation claimed, had
said, "that President- Elect Roosevelt tual control lu the hands of the aged the right to determine In such cases
would tolerate the British ambassador president, and to promise to observe what constituted legitimate self-degoing to him to deal directly when the constitution of the republic. For- fense.
he knows that If he reaches a Judg- mer Chancellor Von Papen, one of Von
ment It must be approved by the Hfndenburg's favorites, was made vice CHARMERS of middle western states
r
senate.
continued their efforts to balk
chancellor, and four members of the
"I will say to the senator from Von Schlelcher ministry were re- mortgage foreclosures on farm lands
Pennsylvania that If the President- tained. They are Baron Konstantln and property, and In many Instances
Elect were so to fall from his plane vou Neurath, foreign minister; Count they were successful, either preventof high character, his sense of obliga- Lutz von Schwerln-Kroslgk, finance ing the sales or buying In the proption, his knowledge of statecraft, and minister; Baron Eltz von Heubenach, erties for a few cents and returning
his allegiance to the American people minister of post and communications, them to the owners.
as to deal directly over the beads of and Guenther Gereke, employment
Responding to a request from the
the President and congress, then 1 minister.
governor of Iowa, the New York Life
say that would be a folly he will reDr. Alfred Hugenberg, leader of the Insurance company .announced that It
gret"
Nationalist party, was made minister had suspended foreclosures on farm
of economics and agriculture. He Is | properties in that state. Other comVjOMENTARILI aroused to meet a monarchist and a warm friend of panies took similar action. In Nebras1YJ
its responsibilities, the house the former kaiser. Capt. Herman ka Governor Bryan named a board of
passed one Important measure de. Goering, Hitler's right-hand man, be- conciliation to attempt to bring debtBlgned to provide -ellef In the depres- came a minister without portfolio, ors and -realtors together and obtain
• slon, and sent It on to the senate. This acting minister of the Interior for fair settlements. Farm leaders said
was the bankruptcy bill to aid debtors Prussia and commissar of aviation, this plan was no good.
in procuring reduction of their finan- and Is In control of all police forces
cial obligations or extension of time In more than half the republic.
OLANS for protracted hearings on
in which to pay. Its provisions apply
President Von Hlndenburg dissolved 1 the beer and wine bill were canceled
to Individuals and corporations, and the reichstag Wednesday and ordered by the senate finance committee, deit Is believed to be of especial help new elections for March 5. The Nazis spite the urglngs of Chairman Smoot
to the railroads.
are confident that they will then ob- Nevertheless Its chances for passage
Chairman Pomerene of the Recon- tain a clear majority In the parlia- at this session were considered restruction Finance corporation told a ment. Speaking over the radio. Hitler mote as both the repeal resolution and
senate subcommittee that the corpora- promised his government would save
appropriation bills have precedence
tlon would have to continue to finance the farmer nod provide Jobs for the over It. Senator Walsh of Massa: the railroads of the country unless the "army of Idle created In fourteen chusetts said he would lead a flght
i banks came to their assistance. He years of Marxist mismanagement In
to knock out of the bill all provisions
declared the banks were not doing Germany."
for federal control over the sale and
their share, adding: "They get the
The Socialists and Communists manufacture of beer; and Senator
country's money, and then treat It as planned a united front against Hitler
BIngham of Connecticut said be would
If It were In cold storage."
and threatened a general strike. Of work to replace the senate bill with
course there were many encounters the house measure. Representative
EXPERT cabinet makers continued between the elated Nazis and their Fred Britten of Illinois came to the
*-• to put forth lists of names that foes, with a few deaths and consid- front again with a bill for the repeal
I, would be found Ju President-Elect erable bloodshed. Dr. Wllhelm ITrlck, of the Jones 5 and 10 law which he
|: Boosevelt's official family, if their the new Nazi minister of the Interior,'
declared was now "thoroughly disP; guesses were correct ;
said the government would oppose the credited."
but Mr. Roosevelt,
strike plans with the sharpest measIn the Canadian parliament two sep: Just before leaving
ures.
arate
moves were made to kill the law
Warm Springs for
Since the Nazis nre mostly antl- passed by the old Liberal government
Jacksonville to em
semUes an exodus of Jews from Ger- prohibiting liquor exports to the UnitHfj' bark on the Astor
many U predicted. Indeed many Jews ed States so long as prohibition Is the
yacht Nourmahal, of
already are leaving the country on law of this land.
fered to bet the cor
various pretexta When FrlcU was
respondents thut 8u
asked whether he would move to ex- JOHN GALSWORTHY, one ot the
per cent of their sto
tradite any of them he replied: "If •^ best of modern English novelists,
rles on the cabinet
these people leave, that 1s something died at his home In Hampstead after
would be wrong. An
which we can only desire."
an illness of several weeks. Author
other name was add
Continuation of .Hitler's rule depends of the notable "Forsyte Saga" among
ed to tbe possibilities
Bernard M.
largely on whether he can obtain the many other works. h« was awarded
when Senator Cordel!
Baruch
support of the Catholic Centrists who the Nobel prize for literature for 1032.
Hull was summoned
to Georgia for a conference. It was at have 70 members of the relchstag. Three days before his death England
once asserted by the wise ones thut They ure especially antagonistic to lost another eminent nan of letters,
Hugenberg. Von I'upen and Seldte
Bull might be made secretary of state chief of the Steel Helmet war vet- the veterai George Snintsbury. Sara
or. If another man was found for that erans' association, all of whom are Teasdale, well-known American poet
was found dead In her bath U New
post, would be given some other port- considered "reactionary."
York.
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Our Government
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Three Bears and
Goldilocks

—How It Operates

.
In

By MARY CARR

By William Brxckart

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
HERE Is every evidence that when,
T
in 1913, congress passed a law creating the Department of Labor, that few

NCE upon a time there were tbr*«
bears—a great big bear, a middleO
steed bear and a Uttle bear. . . . '
The great big bear war John Holman. He was twenty-four, and he was
an exceedingly attractive young man.
He was a bear. Barbara said so.
The middle-sized bear was Hollla
Holman. Be was Bfty-flve, and an
exceedingly attractive middle-age*
man. But he was a bear—Barbara
said he .was.
The Uttle bear was Darius Holman,
He was seventy-nine, and he was a
most lovable old man. Barbara, said
he was. But she also said he was a
bear. And Barbara knew.
'
i Colombia
Barbara was the Goldilocks of this
«C afemadmate
story, and she lived In the house 'of
%«a ftelr
the three bears. She had recently ever, make them
come there to live, as the wife of tbe nelen.
great big bear. Now, on a soft June
morning, she sat at breakfast lookttig
most tantallelngly attractive.
"You're just bears, all of you," said
Barbara. "And I'm not going to pay
a bit of 'attention to what any of
you say. rm going to take John's car,
' 111** «0 Be Con,ider
If yqa don't know a great i
and father Hollls' raincoat, because I
haven't any and I might have to get have .fewer problems.
oiit, and grandfather Darius' money,
•' '.i' •
—
-.--^Si
and I'm going right straight over that
mountain all by myself, no matter
what you think. Give me ten dollars,
graridfather, will you, because John's
so cross I don't like to ask him for
any."
.
,(
in some
„ j Cold* and bronchitii,
Grandfather Holman chuckled as he
bowdangeraas it is to let them
reached for his wallet "I think you're
Croomnuion with ctfnum
a stubborn young lady, Barbara," he
other
highly important
said, "but as you'd go whether I
meats, quickly and effective!?.,
helped you out or not, why here
Cough* «tt cold* that otherm*
It is." He took out a twenty-dollar
lead to serious trouble.
bill and handed it to his grandson's
Qeooralsjon is powerful in 4
wife
nent of •& eolds and couglu ui
how JOnf standing, yet it fc
"I wish you wouldn't. Goldilocks,"
said young John. "It'll be sklddy as
Your own druggist
the .dickens on those high hills. Why
mnhion Iff refunding your ,
can't you telephone—send 'em a check
'are not fettered after takingd
and telephone yon can\ come?"
don at directed Beware the H,
"It isn't just the money th'ey wantcold thai' hang* on. Always M
though grandfather was a darling to
rnuUon «Q hind for instant OK, (i
give me all this. But It's that they
want me. too. I've got to go."
In the end both Jim and Hollls Hoi.
man gave money to Barbara for Harvest Home day at her pet charity, the
Children's ^hospital at Brompton. '
"But be careful,** cautioned her husband as he and his father got into bis
car to drive to business. "What .w^i^-wiiiwriw-/^1
time'H you be home?"
"Oh. by five o'clock, anyway, Don'l
worry. John, I'll be careful."
M t«U«r In mj ]
When John and his father got home
tatake off fat—take one in
that night from work they entered the
warm, lighted house with anticipation. spoonful of Kruschen Salt! i
glssr 0Mwt~wirtier in the i
A howling storm raged outside
breakfast—one bottlaj
"Here's grandfather." called John before
lasts 4 Weeks costs but a ia\
from the living room. "So yon won'i -^-fet
4t at *ny drugstore in I.
have to take tbe car down to meet the ica. If this first bottle fails til
bus for him. Too bad. grandfather vince you this is the SAFE]
we didn't get home earlier to meei
harmless, way to lose fatyou. Slow traveling, though. In tills money gladly returned.
But be sure and get
weather. Where's Goldilocks?"
are numerals
"I don't know.'' said the old man.
"1 just got In three minutes ago—and yoq must «if efruard yourhewj
stopped here to warm my bones on
the way upstairs."
John dashed'upstairs. Their room
was empty. And Just at that-moment
Wl*«SlJf»Unbe.ribl«
his father came running breathlessly
NewY«H
In from the garage. "Just ran the
car In." he said, "to get It out of the
I»OM is
storm. Goldilocks' car Isn't there"
front, tbroit » l>
3INAS1PTBC, tbe
"I know," said John. Grandfather
lVSt. Louis doctor.
Darius Joined them In the hall. The
Br:dM* *od prottcu ,
three men looked at each other.
CMWttittur fcrtt «nd sinus '"''
"Those slippery roads," said Darius
tU* oat <M • Urge bottle ofSI
feo» ycM« dnucTst i.nd UK it
"What'll we do?" demanded John.
5
"I'll telephone the hospital." said WlttTM dinctca. Siyit:— SiM'
Hollls.
Both Fa.t Moven
"Fll go upstairs and get my rainThe thing that travels next tw
coat on." said John—"so If I have to
to light seems to be bad news.
drive over that way. you know—"
Hollls had trouble with the telephone But finally he was told that
the wires to Brompton were down.
"Well," John said—"guess I'll have
to go over to Brompton—over the road
she took."
"I'm going too." said grandfather
Holman. "I'm not going to sit home
here and wonder what's happening"
And grandfather Holmnn started'up.
stairs. "I'm going to get my
overcoat." he said, "it's In a
bag In my closet"
A moment later a hoarse shout came
on, upstairs. "Holman I John I" he
called. 'Come here,"
When John and Holman precipitateIy answered his hurried call thev tin
toed behind him. at the Sbeft £
ISf
t»,hegfjest
I2 'WarnlD
*1>' in»w
Into the
room,
the W»
beam«ps.
of
the flashlight with which !£ $S man
had armed himself to help ta the
search of Barbara they

of those who were most vociferous In
support of the proposal had any conception of what the new department
of the government was to do. A review of the debates of the time indicates rather clearly that somebody
wanted to do something for labor, but
they did not know exactly what that
something should be.
So I am prepared to say that it was
the administrative officers who have
filled the several posts from secretary
of labor down the line of rank who
have made the Department of- Labor
something of value. Some of those observers who watched proceedings when
congress enacted tbe law tells me
that tbe movement had every appearBJBca of a "sop" to organized labor, and
If their conclusion be true, It certainly
can be said now that the legislators
bullded much better than they knew.
The law, which those legislators
passed said the Department of Labor
was to promote the Interests of labor,
of the working people of the country,
that their working conditions might
be Improved and that their opportunities might be advanced. While I
still entertain some doubt concerning
what congress thought this would
mean. It has become quite evident that
it Is possible for the great Intangible
thing, called government, to act In a
very personal capacity when occasions
require. It has so acted through the
Department of Labor.
Here Is an illustration:
In a great textile mill of New England, the workers clamored for better
conditions; they wanted shorter workIng hours; they wanted assurance that
they would not be dismissed without
notice; they wanted certain agreements with the owners as to tbe rates
of pay, and they sought an agreement
with their employers to reach these
understandings through a committee
of their own numbers. The employers turned a deaf ear to the proposals
and would not even discuss them. A
strike was the alternative which the
workers offered.
One might say that was a private
matter and that the government had
no right to mix Into It But tbe Constitution's preamble says that the government Is, among other things, "for
the people." Surely, here was ,an Instance where something could be done
for the people, for workers and em
ployers alike.
The Department of Labor did mix
Into the controversy. It sent severa
men to the scene. They listened t<
the grievances of the workers and
to the statements of the employers
They suggested ways out, one after
another, until they were able to ge
a committee from the workers an<
a committee from the owners to si
In the same room. Eventually, these
secret discussions, always with aeon
dilator from the Department of Labor participating, developed a compromise on which each side bad yielded certain concessions.
The terms are not material here,
but suffice It to say there was ns
strike In that mill and there probably never will be one for tbe reason
that each side learned something aboul
fairness and the rights of the other
fellow.
That controversy was simple compared with some that arise and with
which the department has to deal In
order to do what Its officials regard
as their public duty that there may
be peace in commerce and industry.
It shows, nevertheless, how the multlple eye of the government is upon
ns all.
And In connection with this last reference, one must recall that in this
same department there Is what has
come to be known as the children's
bureau. It goes beyond tbe working
man la Its course of duty. The welfare of children of all classes come
within Its surveillance, and throughout the country one now finds Juvenila
courts, orphanages and other Institutions having to do with children who
are receiving constant advice from the
bureau to Washington, D.C. It watches
Industry, too, that there may be no undue dangers developed, that conditions
conducive to disease may not be continued and that every aid within the
power of the national government is
extended to correct them.
Another phase of the department's
work gives It control of the entry into
the United States of foreigners our
immigration law is perhaps the most
bed. under a warm comstringent In tbe world, because It Is forter.
our policy to conserve our racial stand
"Oh-» aaid Goldilocks, sleepily,
ard.8. The "melting pot" i
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Cumberland, 24 days.
Massena, 24 days.
Lewis, 24 days.
Friday-Saturday
Marne, 15 days.
Red Cup
Matches
Court House,
Wiota, 15 days.
Atlantic, Iowa,
Townships, 32 days.
Coffee
January 3rd., 1933.
Swan
Motion carried.
The board of supervisors of Cass
Moved by Ryan, seconded by Davis,
per Ib.
county, Iowa, met in regular session to reduce the dog license to one dol6 boxes
at 9:00 o'clock a. m., with the fol- lar ($1.00) on male dogs and three
TOMATOES, No. 2,
lowing members present: Herman dollars ($3.00) on female dogs.
19c
19c
Ryan, chairman, G. H. Allen, H. G.
Motion carried.
2 tans for
19c
Armentrout, T. W. Davis and Frank
Upon motion and vote, W. E. Wise
Pelzer.
was hired as bridge foreman for 1933
Bonds of the re-elected members at « 12 o.OO per month.
SUGAR, Saturday only, (cash) 10 pounds
47c
from the third and fifth supervisor 1 M o v e j by Armentrout, seconded by
2
districts having been approved by and D • that ^ Atlantic News-TeleFANCY RED SALMON, No. 1 tall cans
19c
filed with the Clerk of the District graph, Griswold American and Anita
Court, the county attorney adminis- Tribune be selected as the official
MILK, large cans, 3 cans for
19c
2
tered the oath of office to G. H. Allen newspapers of Cass county for 1933.
GOLD DUST, large size package
19c I ami Herman Ryan.
.Motion carried.
j Supervisor Frank Pelzer was electUpon investigation, the Board of
NAVY BEANS, Michigan hand picked, 6 Ibs... .-19c
ed chairman for 19.'!3.
supervisors find that Carl L. Vedane,
The minutes of December 30 were county treasurer of Cass county, Ioread and approved as read.
PALMOLIVE SOAP, 3 bars
19c
wa, is short in his accounts about
County ollicers and deputies took ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00). It
SANTA CLARA PRUNES, large size, 2 Ibs
19c
oath of office after appointments and is moved by Allen, seconded by Da_vis.
bonds had been approved as follows: that the county attorney be advised
FANCY SLICED PINEAPPLE, No. 2\i> cans .19c
County Auditor Jennie M.
of said shortage.
Ward
$10,000.00
AYES:—Allen, Davis, Armentrout,
2
2
Deputy Auditor Fred W.
POST TOASTIES or CORN FLAKES,
Ryan.
Herbert
2,000.00 ] Absent:—Pelzer.
2 large packages
19c
18c
Auditor's Clerk Doris DonaMotion carried.
hoe
Upon motion and vote the board
County Treasurer L. A.
2
adjourned to meet January 5th.,
Breeling
10,000.00 1933.
Delivery Hours 8:30 & 10:00, A. M., 2:00 & 4:00 P M
Deputy Treasurer Eugene
(Signed)
Herman Ryan,
F. Newlin
2,000|00
Chairman Pro Tern.
PHONE FOR FOOD—ITS THE BETTER WAY
County Recorder O. M.
Attest:
Hobart
10,000.00
Jennie M. Ward,
Deputy Recorder Anna McCounty Auditor.
Grath
2,000.00
County Sheriff A. Odem ... 10,000.00 PROCEEDINGS OF THE
Deputy Sheriff R. N. WatBOARD OF SUPERVISORS
son
5,000.00
The House last week passed the County Attornew E. S. HoiCourt House,
ton
5,000.00
Independent Offices appropriation bill Clerk
Atlantic, Iowa,
Austin'MdFadden, weed comof the District Court,
January 6, 1938.
missioner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Published Every Thursday by the
3.00
which provides funds for the InterC. ML Skipton
10,000,00
The board met per adjournment E. C. Smith, trustee . . . . . . . .
2.00
state Commerce 'Commission, Farm Deputy Clerk Boyd Cam'
with all members present. Pelzer in Western Telephone Corporabridge
2,000.00
Board, Veterans Bureau and other inthe chair. Minutes of January 3rd.
.20
tion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7...
County Coroner Burdette L.
W. P. BUDD
Editor dependent branches of the governRoland
1,000.00 and 4th. read and approved as read. J. H. Welch Printing ComWhereas Section 7404 of the Code
ment. A determined effort was made
pany, blanks
18.45
Subscription if paid in advance. .$1.50 by some southern and eastern mem- Semi-annual Settlement With County of 1927 requires that -the board of Buiillock
& Sons, goods to:
Treasurer.
If not paid in advance
$2.00 bers to dispense with the Federal
Ella Swolley
.89
Assets in hands of County Treas- supervisors approve the banks named
by the county treasurer as depositorHarry Paulsen . . . . . . . . . . .
1.66
Entered at the post office at Anita, Farm Board but it failed although urer at close of business December ies for county funds and to fix a limMrs. E. Rimby
.38
31, 1932:
Iowa, aa second class mail matter.
provisions was made to carry on the Cash in safe:
Miss ML Katner of Brooklyn N rl
it on the amount to be deposited in Community Store, groceries,
each, now
work of the Board only until the end
to:
writes:
"Haw used tfruschen for'J
Currency
$7,493.00
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 9, 1933.
Therefore Be It Resolved, that the • Art Schimmilie
1.28 past 4 months and liave not only i* I
of the calendar year. Included in the
Silver
101.86
following
named
banks
be
designatGillettes, clothing, to:
Nickels
1.00
appropriation for the chief executive
Ed. Lane
.76 35 pounds bat fed so much betttrj,
Checks
26,370.37 ed and approved as depositories for
was $50,000 for repairs to the White
the
funds
of
this
municipality.
up
to
every way. Even for people whod«i
Gregersen's
Drug
Store,
to:
Cash Items
49.40 but not exceeding the amount shown
House, $30,000 of which is to be exDon 'Woolsey
1.60 care to reduce, Kraschen is wondntf '
pended for the construction of a
Harry Paulsen ...;
Total
$34,015.62 opposite the name of each bank and
(From Congressman Swanson)
3.76 to keep the system healthy. I L
Balance in depository banks at authorize the treasurer to make de- Burroughs Adding Machine
Last week the House of Represen- swimming pool adjacent to the White
a nurse should know for I've trieiV
posit of this municipality's funds acribbons
1.75
tatives pased the Sumners bill amend- House. On account of his physical close of business December 31, 1932, cordingly, all such funds to draw A. A.Company,
many things bnt only Kruschen i
Emigh,
postage
10.00
as shown by Treasurer's books:
ing the bankruptcy law so that a affliction swimming is about the only I
such interest as ma-" be agreed upon O. D. Funk, township clerk ..
2.05 swered all pntpos*^ (May 12,1931),;!
between the treasurer and the banks Hoffman Transfer, express
debtor who is insolvent or unable to kind of exercise that president-elect Farmers Savings Bank, AtTO lose fat SAJEELY and HA
and storage
18.18 LESSLY, take a half teaspoonft
lantic (closed)
36,273.72 named, provided that such interest
pay his debts as they mature can file Roosevelt can take, hence the swimshall
in
no
event
be
less
than
two
Whitney Loan and Trust
Koch Brothers, supplies . . . . 101,25
a petition in (Federal court and ask ming pool.
Company (closed)
30,136.08 and one half percent (2%%) as pro- Alvin Lehmkuhl. trustee . . . . 4.00 Kruschen in a glass of hot water I
for an extension of time. The measure
vided
by
statute:
in the morning before breakfast-!
The Anita Bank
20,796.50
W. A. McKee, boarding priAtlantic National Bank,
as it passed the House gives the NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF Farmers
Savings
Bank,
soners
129.30 -don't miss a morning-** bottle tbkl
$175
000.00
EXECUTRIX.
court jurisdiction to grant an extenMassena
14,369.60
Lillian Russell, trust fund .
17.76 lasts 4 weeks costs but a trifle-to]
Cumberland Savings Bank. 13,748.68 The Anita Bank. Anita..! IQO',000.00 C. P. Shearer, Agent, premium
sion of time so that an adjustment can
Cumberland Savings Bank,
In
the
District
Court
of
the
State
)
Citizens
State
Bank,
Grisoh treasurer's bond
200.00 don't take chances—be sure ifij
be effected that will give the debtor
Cumberland
75,000 00 Western Union, time service
wold (closed)
14,672.69
Kruschen—your health comes first-]
Iowa,
in
and
for
Cass
county,'
in'
a chance to save his property at the
Farmers Savings Bank,
Citizens State Bank, Lewis
onClock...
4.60 get ft at any drugstore in Amerittl
Probate.
75,000.00 Bill's Lunch Room, meals to
same time protecting creditors in an
(closed)
11,667.55 'JSjssena
If not joyfully satisfied after the fell
Whitney Loan & Trust Company
equitable manner. At the present time In the matter of the Estate of William
transients
2.60
Atlantic, for the amount of W. W. Brown, groceries, to:
bottle—money back.
S. Reed, Deceased.
$206,540.36 Bank,
the Senate has a jam of appropria$31,136.08, plus interest, being the
Atlantic, Iowa,
C. M. Bobbins
12.60
tion bills but when that body gets to To Whom It May 'Concern:
December 31, 1932. amount now on deposit in said bank Mrs. M. C. Cardio, rent for
Notice
is
hereby
given
that
the
unfunctioning at top speed it can disunder
its
closed
condition.
i We, the committee appointed by
Red Cross supply room ...
60.00
Citizens State Bank of Griswold for Fullerton
I
t
al a io t
pose of these rapidly, and there is a dersigned has been appointed and the board of supervisors to count the
Lumber Company,
i ^ , *damage to
• • 12MI
the
sum
of
$14,672.69,
plus
interest,
. w
W.v?
Cuykendall,
coal, to:
fair chance that the Sumners bill will has qualified as Executrix of the es- cash do hereby certify that the fore- being the amount now on deposit in
corn .....,.....:.
tate of William S. Reed, late of Cass going statement correctly shows the
65.W|
C. Daughenbaugh
2.60
yet receive consideration.
assets in the hands of C. L. Veda,ne, said bank under its closid condition.
Session and mileage claims for
George Wilds
3.55
On Friday the Senate was engaged County, Iowa, deceased. All persons Treasurer of Cass county, as counted
Upon motion of Armentrout, sec- Lena Schaake
3.35
in consideration of the case of its in any manner indebted to said deon the 31st. day of December, onded by Davis, that the above and Joy H. Kinney, room, meals:
foregoing resolution be adopted, the
Sergeant at Arms, David S. Barry. ceased or his estate will make pay- 1932.
To transients
.90
22.MJ
chair polled the vote. All votes being Joyce Lumber Company, coal,
(Signed) G. H. Allen.
22.15,1
Mr. Barry had written a magazine ment to the undersigned; and those
in
the
affirmative
the
resolution
was
(Signed) Frank Pelzer.
to:
Frank Peteer, (8
16.401
article for which he received $250 and having claims against said deceased
Committee appointed to declared adopted.
Mrs. C. A. Mickelson
8 25 Herman Ryan
in which he said, among other things, or his estate will present them in
Moved
by
Ryan,
seconded
by
Davis
count cash in Treasurer's
Frank Jensen
3 50
On motion and Vote the board ad-i
to instruct auditor to ask for bids on
"Contrary to popular belief there are manner and form as by law required
office December 31, 1932.
Frank Drake
jj 50 journed to meet January 16,1933.
for
allowance
and
payment.
printing
financial
report
and
all
counThe chair appointed Allen and Arnot many crooks in Congress. Not
(Signed)
Prank Pelzer,
Lee Berry
' 3J50
Dated this 6th. day of February A mentrout to audit the school fund ty supplies.
A. Irish
350 . . . .
Chairman.
many will sell their votes for money
Motion
carried.
loans and all supervisors were to
Attest: i
L.
C.
Baker
'.
.
$'75
and it is pretty well known who these D., 1933.
serve on county farm and court house lo Suspension of tax granted as folJ. W. Reeves
3'OK
Jennie M. Ward,
Mary E. Reed,
ws: To May Prall Meyer, $48.42 on
few are."
In the proceedings before
committees.
John Buckley
"I
£25
County Auditor.
Executrix of said estate.
Moved by Allen, seconded by Da- B. 100' of N. 300' W% Block 9, C. &
the Senate, the Sergeant at Arms
Oscar Johnson
3 JJ5
M.
Atlantic;
to
Mary
C.
and
A
A
By
E.
S.
Holton,
vis,
to
authorize
auditor
to
write
said his purpose was to defend the
Floyd Gordon
'
3 25 PROCEEDINGS OF THE
warrants for salaries of all elected Gaylord, $9.73 on S% Lot 3, Block 9o! J.C.Dugan
her attorney.
16-3t
3;25
Congress, and when asked he could
to Mary E. McVey, $7544
BOARD OF SUPERVISOR*officers and appointed officers, blind Atlantic;
Minor Outfitting, cot, to:
T
not name any individual who had ever
- ~ 9 & 10, Block E, Whitney's CountyFarm
Mrs. C. H. Bartley and son, Her- pensions, widows' pensions, doctor's 3.55
Anita.
sold his vote for money or anything
contracts, postage, freight, express
Court House,
Porter, Jr. repairing
were Des Moines visitors Fri-phone rent as provided by law
9:00 a. m. January H. *shoe,
else. By unanimous vote he was re- bert,
'Atlantic,, Iowa,
to:
day.
Motion
carried.
_,
January 16, 1933.
moved from the office he had filled for
Maude Walton ...
i in
(Signed)
Frank Pelzer,
Moved by Ryan, seconded by Davis
'
Ihe Board of Supervisors met per
Gertrude
Welton
..
many years. Mr. Barry of course was
Chairman.
On account of the bad weather that no member be authorized to ex- Attest:
with all members preMike Kloppenburg
85 adjournment
writing for money and he had to say Tuesday, it was necp«;<tarv ff\-v t-Tn^i, — , more
sent.
.,, than $150.00
•
— on
— any
—j proM*V/Joe
Landon
'QQ
Jennie M. Ward,
something that would sell. Congress
Minutes of January 3, 4, 5 and 6th.
F. R. Studyvin, groceries, to':'
Parrel,topostpone £3/5.^ , nTeUerS fc^** *' ^
County Auditor.
gets much criticism, some of whic]
read,
corrected and approved.
Wm.
Nagle
6
01
that day until next Monday, Febru-1 Motion carried.
On motion and vote the follow-in?
is justified, but much of which
Stemke & Butler, clothing, to:
ary 13. Remember the date, Monday ., °-u.arterly reports approved and or- PROCEEDINGS OF THE
Chas. Henry
eg bonds were approved: H. L. Kettz,
just. Taken all in all, the membership February 13, at which time he will f-l,^ fi'fd; County Recorder's; SherBOARD OF SUPERVISORS
Jim Page
' "*
i 'n/» Justice of the Peace, $500.00; Herman
of both houses is composed of goo
Mueller, Steward of County Farm,
Turner Brothers, coal,'to':" '
Court House,
and honest men. Some, it is true -.114 head of horses, 27 head of He™ C^nty^ IZa^JuS^f ^f
h6
James Logue
o 13 ?1,000,00; Thomas W. Bailey, assesford cattle, 83 head of hogs,, and a full j Peace as follows: Jas'.. ~
o
Atlantic,
Iowa,
sor, $500.00; IW>. A. Lehman, assessor,
think more of their own political forJ. L.Jaylor, milk to Hagan's''.
4.96 $500.00; J. D. Cannon, assessor,
line of farm machinery. The Farrell W' Marsh. R. B. Johnston, Geo E
TU u
j January 6, 1933.
W. G. Port, Vet. Tub. Intunes than of the welfare of the
Ihe board reconvened with all mem Dr.spection
$500.00; Clarence Baujrhman, assesbers present.
try, and may properly be called dem- farm is located 6 miles north of Anita '
board adjourned to
27.96 sor, $500.00; Austin McFadden, townJanuTage
Laursen,
milk,
to:
ary
4th.,
1933.
Moved by Davis, seconded by Ryan,
agogues, but I am pressed with the
T 1? »/r_n' //»
'
,
J.
F. McGriff .7
.:"
488 ship clerk. $500.00
to set wage scale as follows(Signed)
Frank Pelzer,
patriotism and high purposes of the
Quarterly reports of County audJohn
Johnson
7
Grader
and
Tractor
men,
per
Chairman.
itor
Jennie
Ward
approved;
of
Franklarge majority of them.
hour
A. A. Gaylord
'.'.'.'.'.'.
4
Attest:
45c Metcalf's
Perry, Steward of County Farm, apInc., clothini?
tn'-'''
'
On-February 6th there will be a
ng> tO
Jennie M. Ward,
w
- i
our.c
Art Welch "°V"
"
. „_ proved.
, .,
joint session of the House and Senate
Road Boss, with team,
per hour . . .35c
a>
County
Auditor.
Moved by Armentrout seconded by
Anita, Iowa.
'.
22
r W. D. Miller
Extra
Man
and
Team,
per
hour
.
.35c
as a memorial to ex-president Calvin
Davis to authorise the auditor to have
J. H. Marshall & Son, clothl
Single man, per hour . . .
o
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
Coohdge. President Hoover and his
town piat book completed
See Us For
ing, to:
Bridge
Crew,
per
hour
....'.
......
3
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
cabinet, the Supreme Court, diploJohn Johnson
i *a
Motion carried.
Motion carried.
.....
:ondedbr*:j
BABY CHICKS AND CUSTOM
Paulsen
'. "
'£?
Moved by Annantrout
matic corps, and representatives of
Moved by Armentrout, seconded bv W Harry
.95
Court
House,
seirv
A
vln
HATCHING.
Ryan,
to
renWschool
loan
on land.-;
ing
notices.
Allen,
that
not
more
than
one
member
|^he army, navy and marine corps will
M »ofTi""' °« K nonces.
6.00 OMmed by Minnie; Anderson.
Atlantic, Iowa,
Neff
Clothing
Company,
clothof
any
one
immediate
family
be
alAttend the exercises. The Chi<°f Jus- 1st HATCH OFF MARCH 1st.
Th H A Janu.afy 4. 1933. v
ing, to:
on the road payroll at the same
The board met in adjourned ses- lowed
ace of the Supreme Court of Mastime.
Befttiia granted to Florence H ^
Harrv Paulsen ......
th the
1.50
CUSTOM HATCHING AT
n
T u
Allowing members
chusetts will deliver the memorial
Motion carried.
Roland, Peacock and Baxter,
present
:
Herman
Ryan,
acting
chairclaim allowed'
dress.
2c PER EGG.
Moved by Davis, seconded by
funeral expense, to:
T w
n' •' Armen * ru t, G. H. Allen, ' mentrout, that no county
lnnn
,1.
W. Davis.
™
u ' 11 - - y- county road
road nn
patrol- Alice Davis
jV seconded
°
u rbyp
The following bonds were ap- man be allowed to work his own or Stone's Fuel Service, coaf to-'
Mrs. Elmer Gordon ....
KO
other person's hired man oT the
66
proved: Justices of the Peace, each any
Mrs. 'Mkmie Wright ....
° - , J as janitor an'd mi
for $500; C. G. Hayter and J. C Jen S
county"
Motion carried.
man fqr the yj»r 1938 at a
Mrs. Catherine Smiley ..
tow nship; Jas
Sorenson,
u
Harry Paulsen
$75.00 permonth.
r
tin
Brighton township;
R. B. Johnston Rvan
'
°
John Wright
Motion carried.
Mueller was
d.
Pleasant township; C. S. Camp, Lew- uyan,
Session and mileage claims • we
E.Cue . . . .
is; Constables, $500.00 each; j
E steward of the county farm H, „„
3.00 G. H. Allen'.. . • . . . . :
"^
1
91
7
Lang Atlantic; L. H. Kistler Noble nual salary of $700.00, co un ty to fur"
F
"
H. G. Armentrout
township; Geo. A. Rnoke, Pleasant msh help as found advisable
7 45
e!go
Motion
carried.
T.
W.
Davis
»
:
S
Yur er
own±
?'
'
^
MaSSS
The
following
Frank
Pelzer
township Assessors, $500.00 each- -uties and extra
3:25 Herman Ryan . , •»
M
- 0- Trailer, milk, to: .....
W. Hosfelt, W. Deputy Auditor
A : Hollen, George
Board adjourned to meet 1'
Matt Voggessor ..
Osen, Oliver E. Pel- Auditor's 'Clerk
4.96 1st.,
1933.
Shannon, 12 sheep' .' ." '
and Deputy Treasurer
54.00
, OOA
3 for 10c
Deputy
Clerk
1,320.00
At 10:00 o'clock a. m. the board
Deputy Recorder
, ®™M
R. Krause"
Attest:
CINNAMON ROLLS
tv,,, -f the
u ,--r~~Mrs of the county
Dozen 24c
J'080.00
Jennie M. Ward,
the city hall m annual meeting. S. Deputy Sheriff
County Auditor.
,, . - —
o the State Extra help, per da.
ol Assessment and Review was
2.50
Following claim
Ihe schedule of assess
NOTICE.
8
6.60
* e r therefor^:' W. A. L i n o r
on live stock and real es- auditorJo write warrant.,
F.
H.
Osen
iau. as suggested by the state board
We have installed a slicing machine in our
To Whom It May Concern:
was adopted without change.
38.20 G. H. Welton'
Atlantic; «
I have this day given my s°" "m
Moved by Armentrout, seconded by City of
current
^»kery,andnowyouare able to secure either
41.82
L
arid Stonebreaker, his time, and ' ^
Allen, to set the wage scale for as ^L,
'
^ncolly,
township
1.50
bls
white or dark bread sliced as well as in whole
seasons at $4.00 per day and the numl ' clerk
a o n
2.00
Griswold Americ
47.03 not be responsible for any ^ ilaWay all Wed f r
may contract on and after this
on
On sale at the stores as well as the bakery
follows ? " °
° «»«»ing as
nty car
litL
Chft'^^Prfn^?"'
20.00 Take notice and govern yours '
W. N
Atlantic, 150 days.
Ui „ Jacobson, trustee .? ' '
eedles,
Anita, 40 days.
Iowa
2.49 cordingly.
XB8^SWS'U trustee
3.68
Dated at Anita, this 26th. <i»>
.60
.
Airencv
January, A. D., 1933.
Premium on car insurance
Chas. Stonebruukt-'i24.80
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WHITE SUGAR SACKS, 6 for.
FARINA, 2-lb. bags
12c 4-lb. bag
^
BUTTER, made from sweet cream, per pound 20
COFFEE, Chase & Sanborn's Break-o-Morn, lb. 95
FLOUR, absolutely guaranteed, 49-lb. sack. . 7 9
RAISINS, 2-lbs. seedless. .15c" 2-lbs. seeded. 19
SAL SODA7£-2y pound packages.;
5c
CLOTHES PINS, 6 dozen
:
BIG BEN SOAP, 6—1-pound bars
5c
SUGAR, 10 pounds (must be cash) Sat. only. .^
BRING US YOUR
MARKET

PHONE 29

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Tribune Publishing: Co.

Washington News Letter.

.

Ifiasmnssen

-

—

-W . — w , »PM*A* VOU.

Hatchery

out, r '-^

Saturday Specials at
Anita Bakery

ICREAM PUFFS

cierk's Assistant':::::

SLICED BREAD
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Custe^
"The Boy General
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
T WAS Just 100 years ago, on February 6, 1833, that James Ewell Brown
Stuart was born in Patrick county,
Virginia.
Taken alone, that statement Is a mere
biographical detail with little special
meaning. But for the name "James
Ewell Brown Stuart" substitute "Gen.
Jeb Stuart of the Confederate army,"
and what pictures of one of the most
romantic figures In American history
are conjured up by that name I
Consider, for Instance, these words by a recent biographer—Capt John W. Thomason, Jr.,
of the United States marine corps in his "Jeb
Stuart," published by Scrlbners:
"Jeb Stuart filled the eye. He was strong and
ruddy, and In late 1862, commissioned major
general in the Confederate army with a year
and a few months left to live, he was Just under thirty. He had a dark brown flaring beard
and wide mustaches that showed bronze lights
In the sun. He was 5 feet 11 Inches tall and he
rode at 175 pounds.
"He was large boned, long in the arms and
the legs and short In the body, and he looked
best on a horse. He had a blue and merry
eye, which turned dark and piercing when battle warned him or his temper flamed. His nose
was chiseled and adventurous, the kind of nose
Napoleon admired In generals.
"Also, there was an elegance about him. He
wore gauntlets of white buckskin, and.rode In
a gray shell Jacket, double-breasted, buttoned
back to show a close gray vest His sword, a light
French saber—for he never carried, in the Confederate army, the United States officers' sword
of the old service—was belted over a cavalry
sash of golden silk with tasseled ends.
"His gray horseman's cloak was lined with
scarlet; his wife made it. General Lee, he wrote
her, admired It; and he deplored to her the bullet which whipped away Its fur collar at Frederlcksburg. His horse furniture and equipment
were polished leather and bright metal, and he
liked to wear a red rose In his Jacket when the
roses bloomed, and a loveknot of red ribbon when
flowers were out of season.
"His soft, fawn-colored hat was looped up
on the right with a gold star, and adorned with
a curling ostrich feather. His boots sported little
knightly spurs of gold—admiring ladles, even
those who never saw him in their lives, sent
him such things. He went conspicuous, all gold
and glitter, In the front of great battles and
In a hundred little cavalry fights which killed
men Just as dead as Gettysburg.
"He wore out his horses and he wore out his
men. He rode big animals of the hunter type,
blood bays with black points for choice, and
his brother, William Alexander, was kept on
the lookout for such mounts. Admirers gave
him horses, splendid blooded creatures like Star
of the East from Farquler, and Skylark from
Maryland; none of them lasted long under the
^ervlce he exacted.
"He was a social type, loving people, laughing
much and leading out In song; for he had a
rich and golden voice. He was fond of charades
and wrote execrable poetry and affected anagrams. There was never any sadness where he
was.
" 'Tessir, Ah'll tell you one t'lng,' soys General Lee's old camp servant after the war. 'It
mek no dlffence how qntet our headquartehs
wut'—and I think General Lee's headquarters
were usually quiet—"wld'ln ten minutes nv de
time Glneral Stua't ride up to visit us everybody would be a-lafflnl And Ah'll tell you another thing, sab, Glnerul Stua't wur de only
one of dem big glneruls whut neveh did tech a
drapl'
"And Lee says, coming out of his tent to the
campfire where the young officers of his staff,
and some of the old ones, too, sat singing with
Stuart, and a large stone Jug, such as applejack, sat on a stone: 'Gentlemen, am I to thank
General Stuart or the Jug for this fine music?'
The remark Is close to the point, like everything I«e says; Stuart was a strong stimulant
to all who tasted of his quality, and not a stimulus that died out and let you down.
"He gathered to himself a train of oddities.
When the cavalry commands were forming into
regiments at the opening of the war, he came
upon Joseph Sweeny, a fellow apt upon the banJo, furnished with all the tunes, who sprang to
arms from a minstrel troupe, electing to serve
mounted. Sweeny was at once detailed to the

I

Ouster Statue 'in
New Rum\ev-j,Ohio
escort, and where Stuart went, he went, with
Ms banjo and his ditties.
"The by-ways of Virginia heard old Joyous
snatches ringing above the thudding of the
horses' hoofs. Small country towns awoke at
night, and the girls turned out In their stored
finery for Impromptu dances, where Sweeny's
banjo pitched the measure and Jeb Stuart led
the rout But If It chanced to be Saturday night,
everything stopped at 12 o'clock. Jeb Stuart had
serious Ideas about Sunday."
Theatrical as Jeb Stuart was, he was much
more. He was a truly great cavalryman. Of him
General Lee once said, "He never sent me a
piece of false Information," and In Civil war
days military leaders had to depend upon their
cavalry for Information and accurate Information was all-Important As an adored commander
of the horsemen In gray ("Jeb, he never says
"Go on." He says "Come on!" they used to remark,) he led them In some of the wildest cavalry escapades of the war.
Of bis right to a place among the great American cavalry leaders another historian, Joseph
Hergeshelmer, in "Swords and Roses," has said:
"He was a born, an Ideal, leader of cavalry.
His perceptions there were faultless; he was
never known to make a tactical error. His plans
were formed instantly with no more than a
single sweeping view of a complicated battlefield. At times, however, nothing but his unconquerable resolution, a cold desperation, saved
him from destruction. General Stuart was often
forced to depend upon sharpshootlng, but he
enormously preferred pure cavalry fighting; but
when his men were dismounted in skirmishes
he remained stubbornly beside them, buoyant
with encouragement and songs.
"His great ability was In raiding, In rapid
flank movements, charging and falling back with
horse. His extraordinary energy was practically
Inexhaustible; Stuart almost never slept He
needed, It seemed, little If any rest On the night
of the second battle of Munassas he gave comprehensible orders when he was asleep. After
days and nights without Interruption in the saddle, he would stop by any roadside and lie down,
safe or In the enemy's country, without pickets
or vldettes. He did this at Carlisle, Pa.; wrapped
In his cloak he rested for an hour against a
tree, and then he remounted, completely refreshed. Through moments of extreme peril he
aat with a leg thrown over the pommel of his
saddle, drumming with his fingers on a knee.
He was often begged not to expose himself so
recklessly; he must. It was pointed out, be killed,
but his invariable response was that be reckoned not His life did appear to be charmed; be
lived untouched in a rain of shell, canister, round
shot and bullets until he was hit fatally at Tellow Tavern.
"He died, happily, at the moment of his greatest glory, at the last glorious moment of the
Confederacy; he suffered none of the ignominy,
the poverty and sadness, of defeat. For that reason he was the most satisfactory, the most
wholly romantic soldier of the Civil war. Nothing about him, nothing In his career, was disappointing ; it was all handsome, all Ingratiating,
like his yellow sash with its graceful, fringed
ends."
No more appropriate "Taps" could be sounded
for this Beau Sabreur of the Gray than by a
fellow fighting man, Captain Thomasoi., who
writes:
"All bis life he was fortunate. It was given
him to toll greatly, and to enjoy greatly, to
taste no little fame from the works of his hands.
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HIGH SCHOOL NOTES

p. m. which will be followed by the
girls finals at 8:30 p. m. and the boys
finals at 9:30 p. m.
The admission for the tourney has
been reduced in accordance with the
times. The admission for the first two
sessions will be 15c and 25c and the
finals will be 25c and 35c.
We hope that our team will have the
usual suport when they meet Cumberland in the first round of the tourney
on Friday evening at 8:00 o'clock.
Cumberland has a veteran team that
is undefeated thus far. They will be
very strong contenders for the honors
so our boys will need plenty of support.

F

J
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Declamatory Contests.
I Last Tuesday evening two of the
i strongest preliminary declamatory
! contests we have had in recent years
took place behind closed doors, with
five high school teachers acting as
judges. Twenty-four contestants in
ft
• i
r»
, *WLJt'*±i-"< • "•*' w •
,Ti
the oratorical and dramatic division
OUR CLOSING OUT SALE is still going full
appeared in the contests and did unI I
-. . . . .— ---i----^--,
blast. We mean just what we say—WE ARE GOusually well.
Those who ranked high enough to
ING OUT OF BUSINESS. We have our entire stock
gain places in the final contest were
marked at cost and below cost. One glance at our
as follows: Oratorical, "The 'Finger of
prices will convince you that we mean business.
God," by Gretchen Budd; "Call to
Arms," by Gail Burke; "How Long
Iowa's Beet— 49 Ib. bag •.,
It was impossible for us to display our entire
Must War Go On," by Arnold Dresabsolutely guaranteed
/!
' stock in the start of the sale but as goods move out
sier; "Message to Garcia," by Weswe are displaying more merchandise. EVERYley Garlock; "The Unknown Soldier,"
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS A60
by Byron Miller; and "Antonio MacTHING MUST GO. First come, first served. No
eo," by Mary Jane Nichols.
additional merchandise is being brought in for this
February 12, 1903.
Dramatic, "The Least of These,"
A company of young ladies were
sale.
by Margaret Biggs; "The Wife of Dr. entertained Saturday evening at thfe
Camber," by Wintha Deeming; "A
So come now and get your choice at these unhome of Miss Marie Wiegand.
Kitty Goes Adopting," by Helen DeEdward D. Weatherby and Miss
heard of prices.
ment; "On His Honor," by Ruth Koob;
Emily
G. Horton of Lincoln township
Full Cream
"The Boy," by Esther Mae Mclntyre;
were
granted
a
license
to
wed
last
"The Valiant," by Elaine Smither; and
"The Unseen Witness," by Robert week.
Mrs. Carrie Rasmussen was in Des
Stuhr.
Moines
this week, attending the state
The above winners will compete in
ANITA, IOWA.
the final contest at the high school meeting of Royal Neighbors as the
this Wednesday evening at 7:30 representative of the Anita Camp.
large bar
The Musson Telephone Co. have
o'clock. The public is invited to come
hardwater
completed
their
connections
with
Des
costs, the deficit has been paid from and enjoy this contest.
KEEP POSTAL SERVICE
The humorous division, which in- Moines, which will be a great imFOR THE FARMER funds derived from taxation.
Quart
When there has been too great a cludes the largest number we have provement to -their already good service.
The proposal in Washington to cut difference between the receipts and ex- ever had, will begin training the midMiss Bessie Weston, who has been
down rural mail delivery in the in- penses, congress has at times revised dle of thi£ week. The preliminary
at
Drake University in Des Moines
Fresh
terests of economy will not meet with the postal rates to raise revenue. The contest will be held on Monday, Febfavor in farming communities. The i-cent stamp which came into use last ruary 13 and the final contest, which for several weeks, was brought home
Bulk
plan would consolidate thousands of July was introduced to increase re- will be open to the public will be on last week on account of a very severe
attack of rheumatism.
routes, eliminate some, and reduce venue but it has not done the thing Wednesday, February 22.
100-lb.
Ten car loads of stock were shipped
daily delivery to three times a week. for which it was intended. Fewer
Win Two Games at Exira.
Even in the spirit of economy, a pro- .etters have been going through the
Our basketball teams kept up their 'from this point to Chicago last Satgram which would deprive the farmer mails and other means of evading the winning streaks last week and brought urday, as follows: Carey & Young,
of receiving his daily mail is unfair additional postage have tended to de- home several nice victories. On Tues- two cars; S. H. McMurray, two cars;
and unjust.
crease rather than increase the postal day evening both teams went to Exira W. S. Reed, two cars; H. C. Bangham,
The postal service is an expensive revenue. The result is that a bill has and came out of both games with fly- one car; and George Voorhees, three
35-lb.
cars.
function of the government. Over been introduced to restore the 2-cent ing colors.
At the annual meeting of the Anita
a 12 months' period it costs between postage on first class matter with the
The first team game was very hotly
six hundred million and seven hundred hope that the former postal rate will contested and Exira held a substan- Cemetery Assiciation, held last week,
million. The rural mail service has increase the revenue again.
tial lead during the first two quarters. the following officers for the ensuing
been extended to the point of daily
The postal service may be justified Exira's offense found holes in our de- year were elected: Mrs. B. D. ForBuckeye
deliveries on 45,000 routes, serving in reducing its expense but it should fense and Hansen, their star forward, shay, president; Mrs. Adam Haist,
about 32,000,000 people. Through not do so at the expense of rural ser- was especially delusive and difficult to vice president; Miss Grace (Calkins,
Brown or
this service the farmer has been kept vice to the millions of farmers. The guard. Exira held a 6 to 1 lead dur- secretary; and Mrs. Mattie HenderPowdered
in daily touch with the world, his military and naval expenses of the ng the first quarter and had the game son, treasurer.
home has been filled with good read- government exceeded $800,000,000 in 12 to 7 at the half. However, the
Clarence Campbell and Ernest YOBS,
Fancy
ing matter and he has enjoyed a 1931.
If we need an extra $100,000,- Anita boys went into counsel unbeaten two of Anita's popular men, will enDried
broader and richer community life.
gage
in
business
soon,
000 for postal service we might re- and came into the third quarter with
having purThe postal service never has been duce military expense by this amount plenty of steam, soon bringing the chased a resturant in Exira. The
self sustaining. It has never paid its and apply to postal service. The score up to a dead tie, 12 all. They good people of Exira and vicinity will
way but at the same time it never mails should be kept going without were successful in stopping Hansen find "Shorty" and "Jack" all right
has been an excessive drain on the interrupted service to all people.
and in fact exhibited a complete de- boys, and the Tribune wishes ttiem
government in view of the service it
fense that was about air tight. Exira all kinds of substantial' success in
gives. First and foremost the prinMrs. Guy Gill of Winterset spent gained three points in the third quart- their business venture.
ciple behind the organization has been the week end with relatives a
er while the Anita boys added 8. This
The board of supervisors at their
one of government service, not profit friends in this vicinity.
still gave Exira a 15 to 14 lead, but meeting last Saturday elected Mrs.
Congress has always maintained thai
the Anita boys took complete posses- I. B. Johnson to the position of county
the postal service should serve its
A meeting of the P. E. O. chapter sion of the fourth quarter and held superintendent of schools to fill the tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
.JANUARY MILDEST SINCE I
constituents as cheaply as possible in was held Tuesday afternoon at the their opponents scoreless, while they vacancy caused by the death of her
One of the Bible citations reads:
order that our people might enjoy the home of Mrs. A. R. Kohl. Mrs. Kohl, themselves garnered four points and husband. There were'.several appli- "And when Jesus departed thence,
January, 1988, was the milda*]
privileges of communications without Mrs. Fred Joy and IMts. Maurice nosed them out in a splendid 18 to 15 cants for the position, but when it two blind men followed him, crying, that month since the year 1
hardship. If the receipts fell behind Turner had charge of the program.
victory.
was found that Mrs. Johnson was and saying, Thou son of David, have cording to Charles D. Reed,
The second team had no difficulty a1 qualified for the position, the board mercy on us. And when he was come of the weather and crop bu
all in disposing of Exira's seconds thought it the proper thing to do was into the house, the blind men came Iowa. The month closed with u|
to him; and Jesus saith unto them, erage temperature of 32 dei
They led all the way and the longer to appoint her.
Believe ye that I am able to do this? which is nearly 14 degrees
they played the more lop-sided the
score became. They found the loop a
They said unto him, Yea, Lord. Then mal.
Heretofore when January has I
both short and long range and won »• CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4 touched he their eyes, saying, Accord>
E. L. Anderson, Pastor.
4 ing to your faith be it unto you. And so abnormally warm, it has beenll
by a 23 to 9 score.
*• + + + + + + + + + 4 4 + + + 4 their eyes were opened; and Jesus lowed in every case by a Feb:
Close Game at Wiota.
DEPARTMENT STORE
On Friday evening our first team (The Church With a Heart and straitly charged them, saying, See everaging above normal in ten
an Open Mind.)
•ture with precipitation below n«
had a battle royal with Wiota on their
that no man know it."
The Best For Less
Anita, Iowa
Church School at 10:00 a. m. A
floor, which had to be decided in an
Among the selections from the The mildness has saved much
overtime period. The Wiota boys were training school for Christian living, Christian Science textbook is the fol- and fuel and everted much
evidently heavily loaded for Anita and with classes for all ages. Mrs. Lydia lowing: "Knowing that Soul and its on; the part of the jobless.
put up a stiff, hard, game all the way Brown, Superintendent.
attributes were forever manifested
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.through man, the Master healed the
through. Both teams defense work
was especially good and there were Special appropriate music. Sermon sick, gave sight to the blind, hearing
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So he conferred with some of those
HYMN WRITER HONORED
wise Insiders who did not know how
IMPROVED
to talk above a Whisper. They were
In many churches In Britain on
shrewd Tipsters who got all of the UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL a recent Sunday the hymn "Abide
good Information within a Day or two
With Me" was sung with special
after, It came out in the Newspapers.
meaning, for It was the eighty-fifth
They asked Mr. Dawdell If he had
anniversary of the death of the
come in Contact with the Rumor that (By REV. P. B. FITZWATER, D. D.. Mem- author, Henry Francis Lyte. Lytfl
the Inert Motor Co. Intended to douwas vicar of Lower Brixhnm, Engber of Faculty. Moody Bible
Institute of Chicago.)
By GEORGE ADE
ble Production, Declare a Stock Diviland,1 and retired In 1847 to writ*
©. 191], Western Newspaper Union.
dend, absorb the Dlnkns Interests and
and compose. Every night at 8
O, Bel) Syndicate.—WNU Senrlce.
close a Ten Year Contract with the
o'clock the bells of All Saints', Brlxham, a memorial church on the site
Lesson for February 12
NOB there was a Man
Man who Bazlnsky Factory.
No, It seemed that Mr. Dawdell had
of Lyte's old church, ring out the
played safe. He preferred to
not lay down a bet unless tbe not succeeded In dreaming any of JESUS TEACHING BY PARABLES well known tune. Twice has "Abide
With Me" been sung on the battle—FOUR KINDS OF HEARERS
Odds were approximately 1,000 these Pipe Dreams, but they were
field—after Kitchener's victory at
to 1 in his Favor. Before he. tackled right In Line with the general OptiLESSON TEXT—Mark 4:1-20.
Omdurman and when Lord Allenby
any Proposition he liked to gaze at It mism of the Market and helped to
GOLDEN TEXT—Herein la my Fa- captured Jerusalem.
from all Angles and get the outward confirm his Belief that Inert Motors ther
glorified, that ye bear much fruit;
would continue to Jump, possibly for •o shall
Aspects and Inside Dope.
ye be my disciples. John 15:8.
Years
to
come.
PRIMARY TOPIC—A Story Jesus
All of that Bunk about "Nothing
On the very Day on which he de- Told.
venture, Nothing gain" had not been\
JUNIOR TOPIC—The Rigrht Way to
In his Copy Book but he remembered cided to set In his Stack, about 10,000 Hear.
a luminous Page devoted to "Be sure other, cautious Gamblers, every one of
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOPyou're Right and then go Into the whom. had a Head shaped exactly like IC—How to Hear.
YOUNG PEOPLE AND ADULT TOPthe Citrus Growth, which, was bal•High."
IC—Fruitful Christian Living:.
; Mr. Dawdell had always been cau- anced on Mr. DawdelVs Shoulders, arwhose children won't
tious that way. He was not an am- rived at the same Conclusion by the
In order to understand why Christ
Exercise
of
the
same
kind
of
Almost'
bitions Explorer, a reckless Experlat this time began teaching In par•inenter or an Intrepid Pioneer. For Reasoning Powers.
ables, we must consider the nature
An Expensive Walt
instance, be didn't go In for any newof the hour In his ministry. OppoThere conies a Time In every spec- sition to him was becoming more defifangled Didoes until' they were five
or six Tears old and had been thor- tacular Orgy of Inflation when a vast nite and hostile. The parabolic methNature knows best. Never coax a
oughly tested and approved* by all the Flock of Lambs appears on the High- od was not employed by Jesus until
child to eat! Remove the cause of
way, capering gaily and bleating In the rulers had set their hearts against
Neighbors.
a youngster's poor appetite. When
Unison
as
It
heads
for
the
Slaughter
He never bought a Bicycle until afthim. When In the light of his wonappetite falls, tongue Is coated
er Autos came in. He wanted to be House. The Appearance on the Scene derful works they turned against him
white, eyes are a bilious yellow,
sure that they were safe to use and of these Innocent and trusting Fauna and attributed his works to the devil
don't give small children a constiIs
always
a
Cue
for
the
Thimble-Rigwould stand the Wear and Tear.
(Mark 3:22), he denounced them In
pating
cathartic that drains the sys-.' tip to last Fail he wore a Derby. gers, Manipulators, Banditti, Second- scathing terms and began to teach In
tem. California syrup of figs Is all
He didn't want to buy tne Soft Kind Story-'Men and Yeggs, who are car- parables In fulfillment of Isaiah 6:10.
the "medicine" they require.
until certain that the Fedora was more rying big Lines which cost practically
A great multitude gathered to hear
Specialists will tell you that a
Nothing,
to
slip
the
Green
Goods
to
than a transitory Fad.
him at the seaside (v. 1), so that In
sluggish appetite almost always
His Excuse for wearing Detachable the Yokels, get from under and hot- order to escape the pressure of the
means the child has a sluggish
Cuffs is that the Style may change foot to. the Woods ' with the Swag. crowd he was obliged to enter a boat.
colon. Correct this condition called
The
Idea
being
to
Cop
while
the
Copback at any time from Attached Cuffs
From the boat as a pulpit, he taught
stasis, and see how quickly a listto Detachable Cuffs and If It does be ping Is good.
many things In parables. In the parless, drooping boy or girl begins to
How happy were all of those eager able now under consideration, the sowwants to have a tot of Detachable
eat—and gain! The only "medicine"
Doodle
Bugs
when
they
learned
that
Cuffs all ready to wear. Here we
er and the seed are the same In all
such children seem to need Is pure,
have a Brand of Intelligence often en- they could still purchase some of the Instances, but the results are entirely
unadulterated fig syrup.
countered but seldom understood and desirable Stock! They took It as rap- different The difference lies in the
Children who get syrup of figs,
Idly
as
the
polite
and
respectable.Burappreciated.
condition of the soil. The central purnow and then, soon have the appeOnce he served on a Jury and held glars could shovel It out to them.
pose of the teaching of this parable Is
tite and energy of young animals I
Came.a Day when those who had to show that the results of preaching
up the -Verdict for Two Days because
Scene In Gra*, Styrla.
They keep well and avoid colds and
once
owned
the
beautiful
lithographed
he felt sure that all of the Witnesses
the Word of God depend upon the consluggish spells.
Geographic I Boetotr. urally this practice Is frowned npon on. Both Sides bad perjured Them- Certificates were In the dreamy South- dition of the human heart.
., _. a—WNO Service.
Nature never made a finer laxaland listening to cracked Ice, raving
selves,
consequently
he
was
not
In
posand
discouraged
by
physicians.
•
I.
The
Wayside
(w.
4:15).
•problem is not confined
tive
for children; and they all love
Promoters
and
moaning
Jazz,
while
session
of
any
accurate
Information
' The murmuring Mur winds across
The wayside means not the road but
Recently farmers of
the wholesome, fruity flavor of the
the would-be Walllngfords were In the tract between the fields beaten
the
length
and
breadth
of
Styrla.
Its
•
upon
which
to
base
a
definite
ConreBiqiue, Ansreal California syrup of figs. It's
their respective Cellars counting the down by the hoofs of animals and the
reaches, especially near the neck clusion.
jr,. Were unable to pay upper
purely vegetable, but every druggist
Lumps of Coal and wondering If there feet of men. Because the soil was
of
Austria's
"panhandle,"
where
It
is
Hatching
Out
H|s
Roll.
used to allow auchas It all bottled, with directions.
by glacial brooks,. look on a map
The only 'Reason he Is alive now would be plenty of Reading Matter at unbroken and uncultivated the seed
jjelr,property. .Tax col* fed
Begin., with it at once. The very
the Poor House.
or
to
the
high-altitude
airman
like
the
Is
that
so
many.
Drivers
are
good
could
not
get
underneath
the
surface,
ed to satisfy the goy- backbone of some gigantic fish. Along
next day, your child will be eating
When
the
Dirigible
exploded
and
Dodgers because, when Mr. Dawdell
and therefore was devoured by the
by selling farm stock
better and feeling better. Keep on
the
light-hearted
Passengers
were
fowls that came along (v. 4). The
' ' • " '.'V . . r
"' • Its course and slender "fishbone" tribu- gets out Into the Street and it becomes
with the syrup of figs a few days
strewn all over the Landscape, it was great truth taught here Is tbat the
taries
cluster
the
villages
and
prina
Question
as
to
whether
he
shall
hurShenandoah valand
see amazing improvements In
then
that
Mr.
Dawdell,
following
his
cipal
cities,
which
seem
to
grow
In
size
alngham of Austria, as the river widens, as in the case of ry on across or beat It back to the usual deliberate Methods, refused to heart unbroken and hard is not fit
appetite,
color, weight, and spirits.
whose borders Murau and Teufenbach, the industrial Sidewalk, that Is a Problem which believe what he had seen until there soil for the gospel. Such a heart It
The promises made 6j/ the "bottler*
cannot
be
settled
offhand.
He
has
to
penetrates
not,
but
lies
loosely
upon
water. Austria's city
of California Syrup of Figs are true,
of Leoben, and farther south, Just get out a Pencil and a Pad of Paper had been .more or less Corroboratlon. Its surface. The gospel Is not given
|jb the grassy slopes, of city
ana it will do the same for you, IF
After the Stock dropped about two recognition by such hearts as God's
before
the
river
leaves
Austria,
Graz,
and
work
on
it
for
quite
a
While.
B, or to Jrural ylV the nation's second largest city and
it'i genuine CALIFORNIA. • Don't
Miles and the Parachute refused to means for restoring them unto himself.
Possibly
you,
have
heard
of
his
faIn smiling valleys,
accept substitutes.
mous Wager. On a certain Wednes- open, Mr. Dawdell, ever controlled by Because of this condition the evil one
Iftimual playtime rolls Styrla's official seat of government
an
Instinctive
Caution,
said
to
himTowns Along the Mur.
day he laid Odds of 2 to 1 that the
finds some way to snatch away the
Straddling the Mur, Graz seems a next Day would be Thursday but tbat self, "This may be Just a temporary truth (v. 15).
ng winding mountain
Slump, so I had better not do anyII. The Stony Ground (vv. 5, 6, 16,
deerskin or chamois veritable combination of Venice and Evening be heard a Rumor that the thing rash now or I may regret It
17).
L-trJmnied Athens In miniature. Its ancient World was coming to an End, so at Week after next"
This means not stones mixed with
ats plumed with a trophy bouses rise abruptly from the rlverTa 11:30 P. M. be hedged.
He decided to watch the Market for soil, but stones with a thin layer of
Even from this Blue Print yon may
STOPPED-UP
year's outing; hunting edge, suggesting the Grand canal of
a couple of Months and then. If there
he-wood or other game; the romantic Italian city; while Us be able to corral a correct Line on was no Recovery, be would know for soil on top of them. With such conIn the rnrai festivals .of Schlossberg and square clock tower, Mr. Dawdell, otherwise known as sure that the Bears had controj of the dition the seed springs up quickly and
f where young and old don perched high over the city's head, dom- Safety First All he wanted at any Situation and it would be time to duck likewise scorches quickly because It
of their home town-and inate the skyline as the Acropolis does time was a lead-pipe Cinch which did and, afterward, take a Lead Pencil has not depth of earth. The great
lesson Is that hearts superficially Im< not Involve any Element of Risk.
oik songs and dances; and at Athens.
The Bull Market and the Real Es- and figure how he stood, If at all.'
Yet, unlike either of these, Graz Is
pressed --receive the word with joy, but
limbing to dizzy heights on
To openthenostrilaand
So he carefully avoided any headIne sentinels, are some primarily a manufacturing city. Here tate Boom were simply, made to Or-, long or hasty Procedure, waiting until when affliction or persecution arises,
promote
clear breathing
etions which crowd the are made bicycles, wagons, machinery, der for Birds of his general Descrip- Inert Motors had tobogganed from 181 for the word's sake immediately they
- use Mentholatum
tion,
it
being
a
well-known
zoological
Styrian
champagne
and
beer,
linen,
are
offended.
They
wither
away
and
night and morning.,
fltyjcian hostelrles with city
leather goods, and Iron and steel prod- : Fact that the Village Miser who Is to 64 before sending Word to the die.
ollday bent
Broker.
III.
The Thorny Ground (vv. 7, 18,
.7. chamois Is the favorite ucts; and here work and live many afraid to put any Coin Into the BuildHe Is now saving up another Roll,
I city dwelling Austrian and of those vacationers who frequent tbe ing and Loan will always go to the but when he gets It be Is going to be 19).
In this case the ground is good but
•Isitors. Living in mountain country villages of the Mur valley In County Fair and fall for the Shell more careful and not go against any
COAST ACREAGE. Suitable (or
has thorns In It It is mellow enough GULF
difficult of approach, the summer and take delight In "going na- Game.
oil. pecans, miscellaneous fruit, truckGame of Chance unless he has a sure- and has sufficient depth but has not tung
It
Is
the
Concern
promising
Ten
Per
ing,
turkeys.
(5 per acre up. O. Jf. LEE,
tive"
by
donning
rural
costumes.
|re perhaps the most agile of
!
been cleared of the thorns. Such Buz 117, Ocean Springs, Silas.
In Graz there is a museum In which Cent a Month that brings all of that fire System.
pe'Sr Alpine animals. Their
MORAL: If you want to buy Somein furnished the original many a youngster would delight to mildewed Money out of the Stockings. thing and Somebody Else Is willing really hear the Word, but "the cares
To
the
Sure-Thlngers
all
that
Is
Real
linger
on
a
rainy
afternoon.
Within
the
of this world, and the deceltfulness of
tbat name, and the stiff
to sell It to you, look out!
riches, and the lusts of other things
i tipped with creamy yellow, landeszeughaus, or arsenal, there la looksN Counterfeit whereas the Phonies
entering in, choke the word, and It
r on tbe back of- the anl- preserved in perfect condition enough seem to be not only plausible but abbecometh unfruitful" (v. 19). The
are worn In the hat as a medieval armor to outfit completely solutely gilt-edged.
U. S. May Adopt One More
Mr. Dawdey had pinched out a
ground hearers of this world
hunting prowess. , Quail, an army of 14,000 men. Spears,
Hardwoods From Over-Seas 'thorny
are those,
he-wood, pheasant, partridge, swords, helmets, chain mail, battle- Bank Roll and he was sitting on It to
Immigration to the United States
1. Who are so Immersed In worldllother game birds are found axes, complete suits of armor—In fact, keep it warm. He was waiting for a States has not been limited to people
When intestinal poison*
Chance
to
double
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over
all
of
the
equipment
a
well-appointed
ness, business and anxious cares that
•nd accumulations olo«
: and neighboring Tyrol. Tall
but has extended to trees as well, ac- tbe good seed cannot come to fruithis system, your child to
Night
but
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propose
to
rush
knight
could
desire—are
kept
ready
to
Dm the cock-of-the-wood also
likely to fall down In hi*
cording to J. A. Cope of the departstudies, lose needed oneras bat plumes to supple- hand. But, strange as It may seem, into any speculative Deal until he ment of forestry at Cornell univer- age.
gy, grow anaemic. Keep
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it
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alr-tlght,
sound
and
2.
Who
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rich.
Anxious
care
in
not
a
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suit
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armor
In
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muItastrlan costumes, and silver
him
dean
Inside—
and yon keep him
sity.
Three Important European
vitally fit. Garflfld Tea. at least licit*
ich hold the feathers in place seum would fit a six-footer of today, guaranteed. In the meantime he was cone-bearers have already taken a business brings riches and the effect
•
tNwfc,
i*
a
pleasant,
harmless uay to
Itsmen's heirlooms, often hand- nor could an average modern man watching the Stock Market and the prominent place In the American for- of riches Is to blunt the' spiritual perebanw Internal^. MtaildruMists).
Guardian
Angel
supposed
to
take
care
ception
of
men
and
women,
thereby
wield
with
ease
the
cumbersome
. . | .
for generations.
est of the future.
weapons of that bygone age. Austrian of Suckers was on a Vacation.
rendering them unsusceptible to God's
Norway spruce Is a natlye' of Eu- call to higher things in life.
bn and Water Power.
Everything had been going up and
mercenaries wore some of this armor,
. . a aahuml lomffim dttnk
a Who are running after the pleasnark, as tbe Austrjans call and much of It saw service against the up. He watched the Ticker and the rope and Is a dominant part of the
i province astride the Nledere Turk when Graz was one of Europe's Black Board and the Newspaper Quo- forest landscape of the highlands and ures of Ufa Many of the enjoyments
tations and he could not refrain from lower mountain slopes of central Eu- of the world may be Innocent in themstraggling eastern outpost of bulwarks against Moslem Invaders.
rope. Scotch pine, which has been used selves but they attract so much atThe unchanging charm of Styrla lies making Mind Bets.
mighty Alpine range, supr
exclusively for reforestation work In tention and consume so much energy
per cent of the Republic's in her small rural villages, each with
All Sat for a Killing.
New
York
state,
Is
not
a
native
of
Its
steepled
church
or
turrented
castle
and
time
that
Bible
reading,
meditaeds; and, by harnessing the
As, for Instance, If he had bought Scotland but is found In vast areas
tion, and prayer are crowded out. AH
roter power IB Its mountain perched high on some rocky crag. 1,000 Shares of Milk Can Preferred In
Prussia and Scandinavia. The im- these things choke the Word.
It provides a substitute for Nestling in the lonely valleys at the on July 1st and held It until Septem- ported
Scotch
pine
sheds
snow
better
IV. The Good Ground (vv. 8. 20).
ting link In Austria's chain of feet of giant sentinels of the eastern ber 15th, he would have cleared than the native kinds, he says., EuroThis ground Is different from all the
|erlals—coal deposits which the Alps, these little towns are a world enough to permit him to take on 5,000 pean larch Is also largely used In New
bat after the reorganization of to themselves.
Shares of Bohunkus Steel Coll Com- York state. It Is extremely fast grow- rest. It Is soft and mellow, and deep
tro-Hungarlan empire.
mon at tbe Low Point and hpld It un- ing. The greatest volume of timber and moist. Therefore, It Is capable of
Dairying and Farming.
bringing forth fruit—some one hunthe .; Vordernberg-Elsenerz
While dairying has been the prin- til just before the Holidays and then, growing on an acre of land In all
the north of Styrla, comes cipal industry of rural Styrla for by slapping all of the Velvet Into Gil- Europe Is a stand of larch planted 240 dred, some sixty, and some thlrtyfold.
of the raw material 'for the many generations, farm
has been booley OH, Gas and Vapor he could years ago, located In southeast Fin- This Indicates that even the good
ground, the honest hearers, gives forth
*ks of Grai Leoben, and Dona- encouraged,
because Austria today has nave closed out early in February,
different degrees of frultfulness. In
|lnce the outcropping ore is of to import large quantities of food. Just before the Break, with a total land.
Professor Cope predicts that more
Iron content U Is mined Agricultural schools are scattered Profit of, say $680,000. or In Round Importanfhardwood may be added to the measure that tbe heart IB kept free
|>e surface, not through deep throughout the province. Timber cov- Numbers $650.000, if not more. Mak- the list of Imported trees from Europe. from worldllness, riches, and pleasnd chambers as is the general en, over half of Styrla's area and gives ing the Whole Thing well worth his The European beech, he says, Is faster ure, the good seed matures.
wi&Bbddcr
to other parts of the world, work to many lumbermen, who make time.
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growing, more decay resistant, has
UMgUtmfttHBm
Continuing
LOT*
be mines have been worked for telegraph poles and railroad ties for
The only Reason in the World that better form and habit and Us lumber
One cannot think that any holy
twelve'Centuries and were
he hadn't Played his Hunches and commands a far higher price than that
Are you bothered with bladearthly love will cease, when we shall
sldered as the largest known
der irregularities; burning,
n.w"=» the rich bottom lands stretch cleaned up a Ton of Jack was that from the American beech.
be like the angels of God In heaven.
scanty or too frequent passage
their total production for all rows'oTstrange haystacks with cross- be wanted to watch the Market for a
Love here must shadow our love there,
and getting up at night? Heed
pas than* third of the world's arms which resemble grotesque scare- considerable Period of Time and make
The Educated One
promptly these symptoms.
deeper because spiritual.
I output today.
crows As soon as the snow leaves, in sure that tbe Bull Movement was to
There are four requisites of the eduThey may warn of some dis*
Iron-mountain regions espe- parly 'spring, the dairy herds are be continuous and perpetual Instead
ordered kidney or bladder conjwhere arsenic Is a, by-product turned into these fields. Then, as the of a Spasmodic Reaction to certain cated man. He must know the genTrust in God
dition.' Users everywhere rely
eral
history
of
the
world,
the
history
evanescent
Conditions,
if
you
know
smelting, some peasants eat
God will not take away our Immorbecomes warmer and the snow
Von
Doon'* Pills. Recommended
of
human
Ideas,
one
science,
one
lanulent. poison. It is taken In
tality, because we have BO little enthe cattle are driven to high- what tbat means.'- If you don't the
r 50 yean. Sold everywhere.
which are gradually In- er pastures. The meadows are then Author will be unable to give you any guage—preferably his own. Yet even joyed the hope of it Rest your head,
with these essentials somewhere safe childlike, on the one visible arm of
i the system becomes used to nsed to grow hay and farm crops.
Help.
Well, the upward Trend had been so iu the back of his head, a man might the Paternal Deity, though you cannot
may be taken dally, wlthROVS and glrU. usually children of
that even Mr. Dawdell remain half educated.
ilble 111 effect, in a quantity
e owners, tend the herds, milk the continuous
Without humility we are uneducated. see distinctly where the other and outfinally
knew
that the Psychological
to kill an average person, th
stretched arm Is pointing. That leads
make clieese, and in summer
enlc Is supposed to clear tbe COWB|' imr cabins or flimsy chalets pro- Moment had arrived and that every- To become perfectly educated Is im- not wrong.—W. Smith.
n
possible,
but
to
try
to
become
eduwas set for a Killing. As nearn. Increase the appetite, and
!?JTfo? them in mountain retreats. thing
ly as he could learn Every One Else cated Is education—as nearly perfect
breathing, especially for
luir
pheese
and
butter
an
Th*> Sfcbbath
e
milk,
cheesy
^
^
^
^
in the World had been loading It Into education as anyone can have. Th«
climbers. Horse handlers Th
I
feel
as
U
God bad, by giving tb«
well-educated
man
tries
to
know
someTracks
and
carting
It
away
and
now
put small quantities to a
are sent to the local
Sabbath, given fifty-two springs 1»
thing about himself and others.
It was Time for him to get His.
food or In his mouth to make
every year.—8. T. Ooltridga,
Uleek and glossy and Improve
on mountain slopes. Nat- ern appliances.

The Fable of Riding
the Skyrocket
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A baby girl was born last Thurs- CUMBERLAND BOYS, GIRLS
day to Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Bullock
LEAD NISHNA VALLEY
f Atlantic.
,
Boys.
Mrs. Nellie Eneix is visiting in Eagle
W. L. Pet.
Jrove, Iowa, with her son, Roy H. Cumberland
4
0 1.000
Eneix and wife.
Exira
2
2 .500
Anita
2
3 .400
A. J. Kopp- and wife, Mrs. Ted Walk- JLewis
2
3 .400
er and Mrs. C. A. Robison were Des Elliott
0
1 tOOO
Aoines visitors Friday.
Adair
0
1 .000
Massena
0
0 .000
Henry (Mfaduff, wife and two sons,
Girls. .
Sydney and Irwin, spent Sunday with Cumberland
3
0 1.000
relatives and friends in 'Council Bluffs. Exira
1
1 .500
Lewis
1
3
.260
B. D. Forshay and W. H. Wagner
0
1 .000
returned home the first of the week Slliott
0
0 .000
:rom a visit at Excelsior Springs, Mis- Anita
Adair
0
0 .000
souri.
Massena
0
0 .000
Cumberland boys and girls conC. H. Eckles, manager of the Smiley Music Store in Atlantic, was a tinue their winning ways, having both
business caller in the city last Thurs- run up 4 consecutive victories. This
marks both teams as serious cqntenday afternoon. .
;
ders for honors in county-and state
Hear Ethel Merman, singing star in series.
"Girl Crazy/V sing "Satan's Holiday," .Last week they defeated Exira, unin "Follow the Leader,'' at the Riarto jeaten up to then, the boys winning
Theatre Saturday and Sunday even- W to 14 and the girls 29 to 17.
ings.
Exira takes second place in the
elyt followed by Lewis
•Mrs. Alfred IS/
bitter's percentage
to the I»ous6 this
fc;as a result of beating
falling and injuring o?ne ioif ner
while working in the yard at her torn?,
one'day' IaBt'%eel&- - • ' • : >.' : -'>- •••' • :-.?'•! i;
an Omaha visitor

Regulation
Protection
Nearly everyone will agree that there is a
emand for additional regulation of public
tilities.*.. At a time when there'is a strong
bppoaition. to ( any additional centralization of
overnnjifDjtj and demands are being made for
elimination of government bureaus and
^commissions of all kinds, the inconsistency of
be. above proposal has apparently, been overoked. Regulation of essential industries is
loot aA unmixed blessing.' The right to regu*te implies the duty to protect Having regated the railroads into their present predic, it is now apparent, that they most;,
|have: help-which of 'course means at public exBefore extending too much additional
[regulation to the utility induntry, it is well to
that such a'coarse may easily
; create a public liability. No business can lead
S the'way to financial "recovery if it is hampered
fby restrictive regulation. The utility indus| try is no exception.

E. G. Johnson anid wife, o'wners pjj
of Adair was a busithe filling station at die west end o|
Main Street, visited friends Friday ness caller in Anita. Friday.
at Manilla, Iowa. They lived in Mar
!
A. J. Joy is home from a three
nilla before locating here.
'
months' visit with relatives at Winter•:
A meeting of the ladies aid society set.
of the Massena township Baptist
Here he is folks! ED. WYNN, th<
church was held last Wednesday at
the home of Mrs. Beryl Shannon. A Texaco Fire Chief, in "Follow th
covered dish dinner -was enjoyed a Leader," showing at the Rialto Theatre
this Saturday and Sunday.
noon.

eioy.a

.COMPANY — OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWANS
:
the Foreign Missionf the M. E. church was
ay afternoon at the
pittman. A short
ollowed by a program

Bide-a-Wce bridge
last Wednesday af.^A. ;V. 'Robinson, Befttexs there was one
Brown. Mrs. Azel
eh scorer fer the af-

to quit farming I
ublic sale at my resi' 1C. E. Aldrich farm, 4
1 % mile west of Adair,
£ht east of Anita, com;J2:00 o'clock, on

Feb, 15th.
WORK HORSES
OFHIGHGRADE
IORN CATTLE
young stock cows; 1
fer; 18 good spring calves.

SAD OF HOGS
Juroc sows, to farrow in
otted Poland China boar.

15 TONS TIMOTHY
LY IN BARN
MACHINERY

Members of the Original Sunshine
club, together with a few invitee
A meeting of the Dorcas class o. guests, spent the day last Thursday
the Congregational church will be hel< at the home of Mrs. Clyde* Falconer
next Tuesday afternoon, at the hom< Dinner was served at 1:00 o'clock. The
day was spent by the ladies in quiltOf Mrs. P. T. Williams.
ing.
Rev. E. O. Douglass and son, Rus
The members of the Main Streel
sell, of Shelby, Iowa, were visitors
dinner
and bridge club enjoyed a covin the city last Thursday. A number
of years ago Rev. Douglass was pastor ered dish dinner last'Thursday evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
of the local M. E. church.
Kenfield. The evening was spent in
Good Luck Flour, 49-lb. sack ,
79 playing bridge, at which high scorers
Pilot oyster shells, 100-lb. bag . . .89 were Mrs. V. C. McCoy and Mr. KenSugar, 10-lb. cloth bags
46< field.
Peafoerry Coffee, per pound
18
Mrs. Andy Miller was hostess on<
SCHAAKE-S STORE.
evening last week to the members o:
An all day meeting of the Self Im the Pinochle club. Other guests beprovement club was held last Wednes^ sides the members were Mrs. Car
day at the home of Mrs. Henry Roed Millard, Mrs. Nellie Richards, Mrs. C
north of Anita. A three course din A. Robison and Mrs. A. J. Kopp. High
ner was served at noon by the hostess score for the' evening was held by
Mrs. Solon A. Earns.
The ladies spent the day in quilting.
Supervisor H. G. Armentrout me
with an automobile accident Saturday
afternoon while on his way to Anita
from his; home in Lincoln township
When near the J. J. Dill farm his ca
wheels caught in a rut in the roac
and in pulling out he lost control o
the machine. The car plunged ove
the embankment and tipped over ir
the ditch along the road. Mr. Armen
trout escaped injury but his car wa
damaged considerably.

It's a Long Time
Since John Had

Rheumatism
Happy Now—No More Idle Days—Hi
Wife Joyfully Asserts.

As long as you have an excess o
uric acid and other circulating poisons
in the joints, blood and tissues yo\
are going to have rheumatic pains
aches, twinges ^and joint swellings—
you can't help but have them.
So start today with this swift, safe
popular prescription to get rid of an
noying rheumatic troubles—
Just ask Bongers Bros, or any drug
gist for one 85 cent bottle of Allenru
Terms:—cash
—a sensible scientific formula free
from opiates »or nerve deadening
unch on Grounds.
drugs—it drives out pain and agons
in 48 hours—or money back.
Excess uric acid poison starts to
leave body in 24 hours—the same
4rews*and Frank Barber, guarantee holds good for Sciatica
Auctioneers.
Neuritis and Lumbago from the sam
«t Freewv Clerk.
cause—why not start to get well to
day.

on; low wagon; hay rack;
/manure' spreader; John
planter, and about 90 rods
fin Deree gang plow: John
„. tion harrow; harrow cart;
|Deering mower; Overland
iltivator; walking cultiva,! cultivator: low down seedfof 1% inch harness; feed
heater; 8-ft. galvanized
ther articles too numerous

TURD AY SPECIALS
ROASTS, per pound
STEAK, any kind, per pound
This is home killed, corn fed Beef.
, Not shipped in for sale price.

. 9c
.15c

SIDE PORK, per pound
per pound . . . .

filler's Market

8c
6c

Claude Smfth'er, 20-year-old son o:
Mr. and Mrs. George Smither, receive*
a bad injury to his right hand abou
6:00 o'clock Friday evening when he
got his hand caught in the gears o:
a gasoline engine. 'Flesh was torn
from the hand, but fortunately no
tendons were cut or bones broken. •
A group of friend's were entertained
Friday af ternon by Mrs. Harold Cham
pion at her home on West Main Streel
at a farewell party for Mrs. H. H.
Elliott, who leaves in a few days for
Sioux City where she will make her
future home. The afternoon was spent
by the ladies in playing bridge, after
which a lunch was served by the hostess. ,

A meeting of the Anita Literary
Club will be held Thursday afternoon
at 2:30 o'clock at the home of Mrs
H. H. Elliott. Mrs. G. M. DeCamp
will have a paper on "What constitutes a good American," and Mrs. Nellie Richards will give a review, her
subject to be selected.
On last Wednesday afternon Mrs
H. C. 'Faulkner was hostess to the
members of the Original bridge club
at her home on West Main Street
Guests, besides the members, were
Mrs. G. C. Noblitt, Mrs. Fred Bpren
and Mrs. H. H. Elliott. High score
for the afternoon was Mrs. Ben Ken
field.

ANITA MILLING CO.
CHADWICK TRANSFER
Ground oats
lOc
Oats hulled
lOc
Bar corn ground
5c
Culled for and deliveykl
6c per cwt.
No bother. You lose no time.
Let Us Do It.

SAT-SUN.

FEB. 11-12

"Everybody Says I'm Crazy —

AND HOW!"

But Ypu're Headed For Laughs
with
In A Great Big Way
(Texaco Fire Chief)

Follow the Leader"
Special Added Attractions

JIMMIE GLEASON
in

"LIGHTS OUT*
Plus

A Trip Around Radio Row
With Your Favorite Stars.

Iowa has a ninety-foot waterfal
300 feet below the surface of the.
POPULAR ADMISSION
lOc and 25c
ground, according 'to a recent discov
ery. The subterranean passageway
was found by some boys south o;
Raymond Lantz and Homer BangLake Bear received a bad injury W
Harmony, Minn., and men have ex
ham were Des Moines visitors last one of his fingers on the right hand
plored it. The waterfall is twenty
Thursday.
a few days ago when he got it caught
feet wide. With ropes the men dein a gasoline engine. The injury
scended to the bottom of the falls am
iMelvin and Jane Hack well are home keeps him from work in the shop at
they say it is a very pretty sight.
from a visit with the Jerry Josephson the Motor Sales Co.
•
The ynemployed League at Grin family in Greenfield.
nell, Poweshiek county, has worke<
out a new plan for relief of the work
less, John Garwood reports. The or
ganization will purchase a 10 acre
tract of timber. The unemployed wil
finance the purchase by selling th<
wood in advance. Each worker, after
selling the two tons of wood and re
ceiving the money for it, will buy on<
share of stock in the, project. Al
ready 65 of the 90 shares are sold, be
tween 80 and 90 men will receive two
days work per week until the tract
is cleared. It is believed it will then
be possible to sell it at a higher figure
than the purchase price when the expected rise in farm property, prices
comes.

WANT-ADS

E. S. HOLTON, Lawyer.
Practice in all courts. Opinion on
Land Titles; and Settlement of estate*
a Specialty.
County Attorney

Anita

Lester Levi and family have movei
from the Lulu Alvord property on
Maple Street to the A. A. Miller property on East Main Street.

Sale of the stock and equipment of
the Morton Oil Burner Co. of Marshalltown to the Grinnell Washing
Machine Co. of Grinnell was authorized by Judge B. 0. Tankersley in
Marshalltown Saturday. The Morton
company formerly was located in Atlantic. Carl Vedane, former Cass
county treasurer who. faces embezzlePetitions are being circulated
ment charges in Atlantic, was its presAtlantic which will be presented
ident.
the school board and voted upon at
the annual school election on March
7^h. .for1 free te$t books for the dis1t^ict.' j^ccording. to the law when ten
lier^'een*. of Nihe voters sign petitions
:
FOB BENT:—Desirable residence the matter; o'ari be voted upon. It is
property, 'Modern except " furnace. estimated that _the cost of providing
Room for garden." G. W. Marsh, tf feee sehfipl 'bfidKs"'jR)r the pupils ol
Atlfiiiti(r'''tnife^endent District wil
FOB SALE:—Cobs, $2.26 a load de- $dst the taxp*y*rs about $5,500. Durlivered. Ph^pne 2 B 27.
It
ing the past year the school board has
FOR S.$LE:—Electric range, i used a considerable sum of money to
pay for the books, of pupils whose
good condition. H.H.Elliott. Itp
parents were-unable to buy books am
FOR SALE:—Cobbler potatoes, 40c this was one of the factors that startbushel; Rurals, extra good, tiOc; high ed the movement for free books for
yielding seed oats, 12c. Merle Denne. all pupils.
FOB SALE OR TRADE:—1929
Ford coach, an extra good one; 1929
'Chevrolet coach; 1932 Chevrolet sedan.
Open evenings and Sundays.
Phone 244. O. W, Shaffer & Son,
Anita, Iowa.
tf

THEATRE

One of Iowa's best loved shrines
"The Little Brown Church in the
Vale" near Nashua in Chickasaw
county, is feeling the effect of the current economic difficulties. During
1930, 60,000 people visited the famous
spot, around which the popular hymn
was written. In 1931 the number f
to 40,000. Last year only 25,000 people trekked to the beautiful little
church. The number of marriages
performed there was dropped, too,
'evidently due, in part at least to the
five day law. In 1931, 592 people
took the matrimonial plunge before
the altar of the Little Brown Church
Last year only 218 persons stcollec
the aisles. The sharpest decrease was
noticed after the five day law went into effect.
'

Forrest Smith and wife are the happy parents of a baby girl, who came
to their home last Thursday morning.

Better Shoes For Less $
NOTHING — $2.98 — OVER

:: Family Shoe Store

Mrs. Cole Musick has been visiting the past week in Council Bluffs
with her daughter, Mrs. Rex Weber
and husband.

Atlantic

The members of the Ladies Union
club held an all day meeting last Wednesday at the home of Mrs. Tom
Burns. A covered dish dinner was
served at noon. The ladies quilted during the day.

Better Fit Better Wear
SAVEM6NEY
Economy Shoe Co.

LIVE STOCK MARKET INFORMATION
Trucking rate, live stock, to Omaha
15c per hundred
TANKAGE
...............................
$1.15
'>
.............................
$1.40

The Farmers Coop.

Hard Coal
While It Lasts
Special

PerTon

You Can Get It At

Fuller-Ton
FULLERTON LUMBER CO.
V. C. McCoy, Manager.
Quality and Service
Phone 14

f
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Howe About:
Giving Good Advice1

War

D

Events in the Lives of Little Men

(HEADS

A Matter Opened by Mistake

vnitt UP
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Free Mealiiu
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Those Who Paid
By ED HOWE
EW Ibrk people have laughed
at us farmers a long time because.
of our mortgage* O. O. Mclntyre, a
farmer from MiBSOurl, ta'notC'ln New
York, looking up the records there, arid
has discovered so far that every build*
Ing oh Fifth avenue la mortgaged, except St Patrick'- cathedral and Tiffany's Jewelry store.
The only rich man 1 know now recently called on me; he used to work
in my shop for eight dollars a week,
and I recall thinking occasionally it
was too much. He is at present getting fifty dollars a week in the mechanical department of a big town
newspaper.
His aim in calling on me was to get
help in saving his little home. A building association has a email mortgage
on It, and it obligates my friend to pay
thirty dollars a month through a term
of years, such payment to include his
rent and a gradual reduction of the
principal sum.
"Joe, I have long known you to be
a good worker and an honest man," I
said to him. "Do yon mean to tell me
that with wages ot fifty dollars a week
continuing over -eight years, you have
not been able to pay thirty dollars a
month rent, when this sum Included
six dollars to apply on your mortgager*,
He thought awhile before answering,
as men do when stumped, anl I noticed that look of despair I have so
often seen lately on the faces of other
good men and good fellows.
"Well," he answered finally, "1
didn't"
Many a good man has made the
same reply, when be knew he was to
blame; I have been guilty so often myself I hadn't the heart to say anything
further, although I did ask him if he
had never heard of the old advice to
steadily save something for a rainy
dayv~~ . ; '
"Yes," he replied, "I was brought up
on It; mother always fussed at father
about that, and I burled him."
It's another American tragedy; I
don't know what to do about It
There was excuse after excuse to
this good man's case; for one thing,
he had four daughters, and loved them
devotedly, i for they were good girls,
and three of them married shiftless
husbands. Still, excuses are usually
urged for neglected doty; some of
them are eloquent and true enough,
but they don't count much when a
mortgage is due.

N

Electricity Urged in
War on Streptococcus

Streptococcus germs are found in
people having colds, sore throats, Influenza, and Infantile paralysis ; they
all look so much alike that an exact
and certain diagnosis Is often difficult
Mow Doctor Rosenow of the Mayo
foundation believes be has found the
way of certainty, and, incidentally,
perhaps, the way of prevention. The
Rosenow test is based on reactions of
germs to electricity. All bacteria
have a "egative electric charge and
thus, when placed in an electric field,
they always' move toward the positive pole. The greater the charge
the faster they move. Doctor Rosenow says he has found that the electric charge of the germs varies according to the disease with which
they are associated, and that, therefore, the speed with' which they move
toward the positive pole varies.
He believes it will become possible
to detect the presence 'of these diseases before they assume epidemic
proportions, and so prevent spreading.—London Tit-Bits.

Mlstres^—Mary, you've done no
Work again today. Whenever your
sweetheart comes to see you tbe only
part of the house that Is cleaned out
Is tbe larder.—Die Woche 1m Bild
(Allen, Switzerland).

My birthday party was spoiled

when my cough got M
bid that I had to go
to bed. Mother aaya
after this •he'll *l.
,Waya keep • bottle of
Bronohl-Lyptui for
cough* and colda."
At your druggist'*. For FREE aampl*
write to 788 Cere* Ave.. toe Angela*.

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription maket
weak •women strong. No alcohol. Sold
by druggists in tablets or liquid.—Adv.

I have often wondered what would
have happened had Woodrow Wilson
been a brave and true man before he
entered the World war, and said : "We
have not sufficient cause to engage in
this conflict, which will cost us billions
In money, and. hundreds of thousands
of tragical deaths. There has been
popular expression on the question;
the people elected me President because I kept them out of it I will resign, ,but I will not enter the war In
response to clamor of a mistaken minority."
Probably there would have been so
much indignation from the mistaken
that Mr. Wilson would have resigned:
probably his successor would have
plunged In.
But today Woodrow Wilson's memory would have been blessed by the
majority as the' memory of no President has been blessed in the history of
the Republic.
In the early sixties Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes, while sitting in bis home
in Boston, received a telegram saying
his son had been shot through the neck
at the battle of Antietam. The distressed father at once started for the
battlefield.
The Atlantic reprints an account of
the journey Doctor Holmes wrote
while its events were fresh in his memory, and the horrors of war have never
been more powerfully depicted. He
walked through many hospitals. lookIng for his son; Inspected many wagons carrying dead and wounded;
talked with soldiers who had burled
unknown dead In long trenches like
cattle; met other frantic fathers who
were looking for dead or mangled
sons ; saw the wreck of the battlefield ;
/heard tnte screams of wounded ; wept
at sight of thousands of good-looking
boy 'soldiers horribly mangled.
All through my reading of the story
I kept thinking. And the people who
fought and paid for the war never
wanted It, never asked for it; it was
ordered by a few men who never suffered; some of whom profited by the
carnage. Out of this unnecessary
fighting came Abraham Lincoln, who
was never in a battle, lost no sons;
Lincoln as President issued the first
call for troops.
• * •
Probably no man ever had a friend
he did not hate a little; we are all so
constituted by nature no one can possibly entirely approve of us.
* • •
I greatly admire the better class
scientists, for this reason: There IB
no such thing as a first-class man of
science who wishes to fool anyone;
bis ambition Is to learn, and, through
learning, make life more endurable.
These men are th'e one class5 who'al-'
ways wish to tell the truth; who always believe honesty is the best policy.
Statesmen, writers, doctors,
preachers, lawyers, business men, occasionally wish to fool us, but the
scientists never do; honesty Is their
trade.
A. 1131. Be!) Syndicate. — WNU Service.

HUNGRY SWEETHEART

Why Invite Trouble?
Because yon disagree wltb a .man.
it isn't necessary to tell him so.

How importantit is to complete
the toilet with a fragrant, antiseptic powder 1 After a cleansing with Cnttenra Soap, a
light application of Cuticnra
Talcum will add the finishing
touch to your toilet.
Price 25c.
Proprietors: Potter Drag & Chemical
Corporation, Maiden, Maas.

HOW TO STOP A COLD
QUICK AS YOU CAUGHT IT
A New Method Doctors Everywhere Are Advising
FOLLOW DIRECTIONS POURED BELOW

Take 1 or 2 Bayer
Aspirin Tablets.

Drink Full Glass of
Water.

If throat is sore,
crush and dissolve
3 Bauer Aspirin
Tablets in a hay
glass of warm water
and gargle according to directions.

Almosf Insfanf Relief fn This Way
If you have a cold—don't take
chances with "cold killers" and
nostrums. A cold is too dangerous
to take chances on.
The simple method, pictured
above is the way doctors throughout the world now treat colds.
It is recognized as the QUICKEST, safest, surest way. For it will
check an ordinary cold almost as
fast as you caught it
That is because the real BAYER
Aspirin embodies certain medical
qualities that strike at the base of
a cold almost INSTANTLY.

and dissolved in a half glass of
warm water, repeating every 2 or
3 hours as necessary. Sore throat
eases this way in a few minutes, in*
credible as this may seem.
Ask your doctor about this. And
when you buy, see that you get the
real BAYER Aspirin Tablets. They
dissolve almost instantly. And thu«
work almost instantly when yon
take them. And for a gargle, Genuine Bayer Aspirin Tablets dissolve with sufficient speed and
completeness, leaving no irritating
particles or grittiness. Get a box of
12 or bottle of 100 at any drug store.

'\

You can combat nearly any cold
you get simply by taking BAYER
Aspirin and drinking plenty of
water every 2 to 4 ,houra the first
day and 3 or 4 times daily thereafter. If throat is sore, gargle with
3 BAYER Aspirin Tablets crushed

HO TABLETS ARE GENUINE BAYER ASPIRIN WITHOUT THIS CROSS

I CAN THANK RINSO

.IT GETS CLOTHES/s- s\
WHITER WITHOUT -*t*T
SCRUBBING

NEXT WASHDAY
I TRIED RINSO.?
AND IT GOT

MY WASH
WHITER
[THAN

NO SCRUBBING I
NO BOILING
I CAN HARDLY .. EITHER.. RINSO
BELIEVE n I/I IS A RICHER
SOAP

Such LASTING suds
UP for cup, Rlnso givea twice aa
C
much BUda aa lightweight,
pnffed-np aoapa. Nothing elie

needed, even in nardat water. Safe
for finest eottona and linena, white
or colon. Maker* of 40 famoo*
waahera recommend Rinao. Try
ltfordUhe«,too.,
Get the BIG/
package.
The blMMt-Mlllna package nap In

AT THE FIRST SNEEZE
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VOTE ON Michaelson Divorce Action
TRUSTEES Finished in District Court

A. R. Kohl

Rialto Theatre Damaged
by Fire Saturday Afternoon

MANY ACTIVITIES
AT LOCAL SCHOOL

Fire, thought to have been caused
Mrs. Mary N. Michaelson of Anitoa
from an overheated furnace, damaged
was granted a divorcevlate* Friday afPhone 43
We Deliver
the stage and rear of the Rialtto Humorous Contest Will Be Held oit
Will Be Held Here ternoon in the Cass counyt district
Anita, Iowa
Theatre building about 2:30 o'clock
February 22; P. T. A. Meeting on
court
from
her
husbshd'\)tto
A.
Michtore OH Question of
Saturday afternoon. By prompt work
aelson,
temporary
alimony
of
$500
and
Thursday Evening; Basketball
',
sterworks in the
of the Anita fire department the fire
permanent alimony .for a like amount.
Game
With
Wiota
Friday.
f Three Trustees.
was confined to the rear of the buildShe also was granted a clear deed to
ing. At one time three strings of water
the residence property,at the corner
were being played onto the blaze.
of Main and Locust Streets, occupied
The preliminary declamatory conis • informed through by them as a home, and also the houseThe building and contents are the
test
for the humorous division was
, that during ithe pre- hold furnishings. The plairttiff was
property of W.. F. Budd. Pictures are
held on Monday night with a splendid
ition will be circulated restored her former name of Mary N.
shown at the theatre on Saturday and
MACARONI or SPAGHETTI, bulk, 2-lbs
19c
array of talent participating. 'Beideate of Anita, peti- Petersen and the defendant was orSunday evenings, and about 9:00
cause of the large number trying out
. council to call a dered to pay $250 for fees of attorCANDY BARS, 3—5c bars for
lOc
o'clock that morning a fire was built
it was necessary to have a session both
t to vote on the question neys. . • ' . . . . .
in
the
furnace.
Several
times
during
: ' .
.. '
' "
before and after supper. Twenty'Anita Water Works
the day Mr. Budd's son, Cecil Budd,
Doorman & Whitmpfe represented
Tall Corn brand
eight in all participated which made a
.under the management the plaintiff and Mr. Michaelson was
had visited the theatre building to
'great variety of selections and work
No. 10 cans
a board of three trus- represented by Attorney E. S. Holton
artitend the fire, and it had not been
to choose from.
Five high school
more
than
thirty
minutes
from
his
of Anita and 'Attorney Charles S.
teachers
acted
as
judges.
The four5 of tho 1931 iCode of, 'White of Audubon. Mr. Michaelson
last visit there that the fire was disBEETS, G. W. C., No. 21/2 can
15c
teen individuals and selections who
provision for the calling contested the alimony but did not concovered.
Loss to building and contents will received the highest rankings and
ion for this purpose, test ,the decree.
BORAX, 20 Mule Team, per pound
15c
aon signed by ten per
probably run close to $1,000 which is qualified for the final contest were
During th^ progress of the trial
piualifled electors shall be Mrs. Michaelson gave some highly
fully covered by insurance with the as follows: "An Aspiring DishwashPerfection
49-lb.
Sack
town council.
f orshay agency of this city. Work- er," by Dorothy Bangham; "Naughty
sensational testimony. She testified
Every Sack Guaranteed
men are busy this week repairing the Zell," by Evangeline Carlton; "The
in the circulation on the stand Ithat her husband, the
damage, and it is thought ,tihat every- Other Cheek," by Joan Faulkner;
: have investigated the father of eleven children by a former
thing will be in readiness for the re- "Brothers in Love," by Eula Garlock;
l.might be incurred in the marriage, had confessed to her that
TOMATOES,
extra
standard,
2
cans
for
.......
19c
opening of the theatre to the public "Over the Banister," by Irene Hayter;
olding of such an elec- he was the father of two of his
by Saturday evening, February 25th. "Mother Goes Athletic," by Beth Harr'it can be kept to a mini- daughter's children. She also said on
RED KIDNEY BEANS, Brjardale, 2 cans for . .15c
ry; "Junior's First Shave," by Glenbly not exceeding $35.00. the stand What she was a niece of her
dale Hawk; "Back at Four," by Beth
.include publication of husband by marriage.
Knowlton; "Ma at P. T A.," by Lois
Sweet and Juicy
ing/of ballots, legal serThe plaintiff also told of being
Mclntyre; "At Our School on Decoraif expenses incident to the knocked down by Mr. (Michaelson in
Medium Size, Per Dozen
tion Day," by James Nelson; "At the
their home in Anita during one of hi&
School Exhibition," by Gay Nichols;
special election for such fits of anger. Mrs. Michaelson is the
County
Attorney
E.
S.
Holton
and
'Jane," by Ruth Parker; "Dotty
CORN, No. 2 cans, 2 cans for
...............
-15c
means that the publica- mother of three children by a former
Sheriff A. Odem, as well as every Drives a Bargain," by Frances Way,
i required and the prinjt- marriage.
other county attorney and sheriff in and "Robert Makes Love," by Duane
ENGLISH WALNUTS, per pound ............ 15c
will be at actual
She said that the first rift in their
the state, have received a letter from Zastrow.
and clerks will serve marital bliss started in an Elk Horn
Attorney General Edward L. O'ConThese individuals will appear in a.
aon and attorney H. church while they were attending
GWC Light or Dark
nor, calling upon them to rigidly en- strictly, humorous, final .contest at
consented to attend to evening services. Mrs. IMSehaelson said
No. 5 cans
force the law prohibiting circulation the high school on Wednesday even[Hiirenients for a very they were singing from,the same hymn
of false rumors concerning the finan- ing, February 22nd. From all indicabook and that her husband refused *o
cial condition of solvent banking in- tions this will be one of the very best
MUSTARD,
English
style,
per
quart
15c
age to the town in plac-. hold, the book, saying that it was too
contests in this division that we have
stitutions.
rks Utility in the dark for him to see the words. Mrs.
He called attention to the maxi- been privileged to offer for years.
LAUNDRY
SOAP,
P.
&
G.,
6
bars
17c
trustees, is that it Michaelson testified thalt she then ofmum penalty of $5,000 fine or five There will be fun and humor all the
uent and control fered to let ariother man, whom she
years imprisonment for violation of way through and some very pleasant
.places it upon a stricfc- said was a stranger to her, sing from
Pilot Brand
the law, and also asked that the pub- surprises. There will be an admission
and keeps a public the book with her. She said thatt her
lic furnish these officials with any of lOc, 15c and 25c to help defray
100-Ib.
bags
oming a political foot- husband objected to this action in
information concerning such viola- expenses of the activity.
iced about by each new abusive language,
tion.
P. T. A. Meeting.
tion. The first trus"Information has come to this ofMr. Michaelson, on the stand, gave
The February meeting of the Parent
, one for two years, very little testimony in his own defice that many false rumors are be- Teachers Association will meet att the
years arid one for six fense. He said that two of his farms
ing circulated concerning the finan*- school building this Thursday evening,
at the expiration of their were mortgaged for more than their
cial conditions of solvent banks in February 16, at 8:00 o'clock.
The
their successors are ap- value and that a third farm was clear
this state," the letter said. "In th American Legion Auxiliary will have
Csix year periods. This al- with the exception of a $1,700 ditch
In the Cass county district court majority of instances these rumors charge of the program which will conThe deadline for the, use of 1932
i (two old members on the tax against it. He did not discuss his
last week, Ernest M. Miller overruled are repeated' by well-intentioned peo sist of community singing, led by
license
plates
in
the
state
was
set
for
one member's term ex- private life.'
pie thoughtlessly. Nevertheless, th<
Saturday, February 20, by Lew Wal- a demurrer filed by Carl L. Vedane, effect of such rumors, whether mali Miss Adria Moon; talk on Founders
the present system the
lace, superintendent of the state motor former Cass county treasurer, to an cious or otherwise, is to crea|te more Day, by Mrs. Russell Smith; and an
Iks utility- is in the hands
illustrated lecture, by Dr. P. T. Wilndictment returned by .the grand
vehicle bureau.
who appoint two of
ury on charges of embezzlement. distrust and fear in the minds of the liams. We have been having large
Iowa
cars
as
well
as
cars
bearing
a committee to manage
people toward the banks and all finan crowds at these meetings, so if you
foreign licenses subject to reciprocal 'hrough his attorney, R. Kent Martin, cial institutions.
Under the law the terms
have not been attending you have been
f
the
law
firm
of
Swan,
Martin
&
agreement between states will be
STOT and councilmen all ex"This condition of the public mind losing out on something worthwhile.
Martin, .Vedane pleaded not guilty to
picked
up
at
that
time
under
the'dihe same time, and as is often
The increasingly perplexing probis a direct contributing factor to the A cordial invitation is extended and
he charges.
jja new mayor and new council lem of transferring farms from large rection of state forces, Mr. Wallace
continuance
of the present depressed it includes you.
The case probably will be tried durwho have no knowledge investment institutions to individual stated.
economic state.
Every legitimate
Lincoln Program.
ng
the
April
term
of
the
district
Wallace said no effort had been
gement and operation of owners who will work the land ocmeans
should
be
employed
to turn
On Friday morning a program comourt. Mr. Mai-tin declined to reveal
made
heretofore
to
outlaw
old
license
utility, with the result that cupied the attention of representatives
this psychological tide of sentiment memorating Lincoln was presented in
lis defense plans.
made which prove ex- of companies which hold more than plates because of the financial diffihe high schol assembly. The program
State checkers have not yet com- in favor of economic recovery.
"The public should be informed that pened with a cornet solo, "Melody in
• the taxpayer. Other towns $1,000,000,000 in Nebraska and Iowa culties of people owning cars and the leted an audit of the county records
fact
that
many
people
hard
pressed
utilities which sell their pro- farm mortgages, who met last week
by Howard Campbell. Russell
and the amount alleged to have been the'instigation and repetition of such
the consumer, find the trus- in Omaha. G. C. Noblitt of this city, financially needed, their cars for busi- aken from the county treasurer's of- rumors is not only bad economic psy- iangham then gave a talk on Lincoln
ness
purposes.
chology but also is a violation of the hich stressed his humor, sincerity
the most satisfactory to the a representative of the National Life
"It now becomes necessary to place fice is not definitely known.
law of this state."
om the standpoint of effici- Insurance Co. of Montpelier, Vermont,
nd bigness of mind. The talk was
a limit on the use of old plates beeconomy.
was present at the meeting.
well
arranged and proved very interThe meeting was called to organize cause the revenue is needed in the
usteea are appointed by the
sting. This was followed by the
state,"
Wallace
said.
confirmed by the council the Iowa-Nebraska 'Farm Real Estate
eading of two poems in apprecia"It is also desired to clean up the
interested in having the association, but much of the meeting
tion of Lincoln, the first "O Captain!
licensing
of
automobiles
as
early
as
tjplan adopted say that good, was devoted to devising some plan to
My Captain," by Walt Whitman was
i-men will accept appointments meet the "no foreclosure" wave that possible so tax collection work in the
Fontanelle, Feb. 15.—Will Haines,
Reworking of old orchards and more ead by Mary Jane Nichols; Itihe sectreasurer's
office
will
not
become
conI serve for a very nominal con- has swept the middle west in recent
40, farmer east of Bridgewater and careful management of young trees md portraying a farmer's admirai»n, and
perhaps without months. The new organization, will gested," Wallace said.
son of Mrs. John Cooley of Massena, to the end that they may make a ion of Lincoln was read by Gretchen
In many counties county officers
displace the Iowa Real Estate assowho was found frozen in a pool of larger contribution to the farm food Budd.
number of years Anita's ciation, which was organized about have already attempted to speed up blood in his demolished car one day supply without much cash outlay is
Cumberland Wins Tournament.
automobile licensing, but the fixing
last week near Massena, died Thurs- the object of the series of orchard
ave been managed and conl- two years ago to include all comOur boys basketball team drew theof a definite date throughout the state
day morning at 4:00 o'clock at the
a board of park commis- panies having large farm loans in
means a general effort on the part Community hospital in Creston. He management meetings to be spon- strongest competition in the first
and the results accomplished Iowa. Deane W. Trick of Cedar
sored by the farm bureau during the round of the county tournament when
of all authorities in the state," Walhad been unconscious since the acci- week of 'February 27 to March 3.
. very gratifying to the pub- Rapids, manager of the farm loan dethey played Cumberland. The dope
partment of the Bankers Life Insur- lace declared.
dent with the exception of a few minThe meetings, of which there wil had it right. 'Cumberland went through
utes the afternon before he died.
ribune believes if the plan of ance company of Des Moinea, prebe ten in the county, will be helc the tournament handily, defeating
our waterworks under the sided.
Mr. Haines' was found by Maurice mornings and afternoons and the work Anita 27 to 14, Griswold in the semiApproximately 120 loan representalent and control of a board
Ludman on his farm two and one-half will be under the charge of H. E finals 24 to 18, and Lewis in the finals
is adopted by the voters, tives attended the meeting. They repmiles east of M'assena, on primary Nichols.
30 to 11.
es will carry out their wprk resent insurance companies, land
Wiota Here Friday.
highway No. 2. Mr. Ludman was atMr. Nichols will demonstrate meth
|and efficiently as the board of banks, commercial banks, trust comOur basketball team will play Wiota
The Tribune received a telephone tracted to the scene by the glare of ods of cleaning out old fruit trees
nmissioners have performed panies and other institutions owning call Saturday afternoon from the As- headlights from the car which was particularly apples, and also will dis- on the local floor this Friday evening.
farms and farm mortgage invest- sociated Press at Omaha asking if a overturned in a pasture near the farm. cuss the training of young trees. The We played at Wiota two weeks ago
;ies.
ments.
person by the name of "C. A. Brooks' Haines was unconscious when found purpose of these meetings, according one of the clashiest games of the seaThe consensus among delegates ap- was living in or near Anita, and if and his legs and arms were badly to County Agent Warren Duncan, i son which ended in a tie score and
|. Bongers was in Des Moines
Tuesday attending a peared to lean toward suggestions so was he here at that time. They frozen. He had motored to Massena to furnish information which, if used went into an overtime period. Our
; and
that boards of conciliation, similar to informed us that a man registering Friday evening to purchase a new will give the orchard a chance to help boys were plenty glad to come out
eeting of Rexall druggists.
that recently appointed by Governor under that name and giving his ad- dog and was enroute home.
with the living. They are noit intend on top as it was anybody's game all
Mr. Haines is survived by a wife ed, Mr. Duncan points out, to mak< the way through. The game here
[Wahe, a former resident of Bryan of Nebraska, be established. dress as Anita, Iowa, was registered
' vicinity who recently under- These boards, to be set up in all coun- at the Millard Hotel in Omaha alt the and daughter.
commercial orchardists out of peopl< Friday is apt to be a hair raiser so>
Mr. Haines was a former resident but to help increase the amount am if your system is in need of tonic it
\ major operation at a Great ties would decide what foreclosures time that place was destroyed by fire
nsas, hospital, has been mak- are'just and what farmers should be last Wednesday evening, and tha of the Anita vicinity, and was a mem- variety of fruit enjoyed by the faru will be a good opportunity. There
Btisfactory recovery and has given postponements.
family and at little or no cash ex will be a preliminary game beginning
since the fire no trace of him could ber of the Anita Masonic lodge.
at 7:30 o'clock.
to his home at Olmitz, Kanbe found. We have been unable to
pense.
The farm home of Mr. and Mrs.
What is technocracy ? asks a subAll morning meetings will begin al
find anyone in Anita that knows any
John McQuillen caught fire just beMr. and Mrs. J. E. Turner and sons,
scriber. We could not tell him. Some 9:30 o'clock and the afternoon sessions
man by that name.
bird figured out a scheme to get a at 1:15. A complete schedule of the Wendell and Eric, who have been resisuit of a redistricting of the fore noon last Thursday. An overhighway- commission for heated stove pipe burning out started
A. C. Ramsey and wife have re- little publicity and it was successful. meetings which will begin Monda; dents of Adair and vicinity for many
the
fire
in
the
wall
between
the
dmlilding and maintenance purturned to their home in Dea Moines Perhaps someone who can take worda morning, 'February 27, will be an years are moving *o a farm near Lineville, Wayne county, March 1st.
e offices of district highway ng room and kitchen. With the help after a week's visit in the city with apart and tell where the different nounced next week.
of
neighbors
the
fire
was
soon
under
parts
came
from
could
give
you
an
M. Maittin will be moved
her mother, Mrs. Edna Nichols.
At her home on Walnut Street last
Thursday was Mrs. Andrew Wieidea. But it would not be worth the
uncil Bluffs to Atlantic. In- control.
Wednesday, Mrs. Ross Kohl was hosgand's
80th.
birthday
and
shft
wa
effort.
For
want
of
a
better
definitwelve counties in the disMrs. Leo V. Bongers was hostes
M - Lawrence Baltitey of Shelby
tess to the members of the Knot-aheretofore, there will be camerSto Anita Tuesday to visit her Friday afternoon to the members o tion, you might describe a technocrat1 well remembered by cards and tokens
Kare bridge club, together with three
and
late
in
the
afternoon
Mrs.
G.
ft
as
a
democrat
who
had
unexpectedly
They are Harrison, Shelby,
t« Tnn H Herriman and wife. the Friday bridge club at her home on
Gutthrie, Pottawatamie, Ct — 'en for Denver Satu. North 'Chestnut Street. Guests were been elected to office in a republican Adair and 'Mrs. O. H. Johnson too guests, Mrs. R. W. Forshay, Mrs. D.
stronghold and is having a duce of a her a delicious lunch.
Cm Frida R. Forshay and Mrs. Chester A. Long.
air, Madison, Mills, Montwin-re he was selected Mrs. Joe Vetter, Mrs. G. M. Adair
evening
the
Neighborhood
Quiltin The afternoon was spent in playing
time
making
appointments
to
please
Fremont, Adams, Union,
C.
E
training at Fort Logan. Mrs. V. C. McCoy and Mtrs.
bridge, at which high scorer was Mrs.
|Page, Taylor, Ringgold and
your ugo and was a Faulkner. Mrs. Faulkner won the hig his democratic brothers and his re- club surprised her with another Chas. E. Faulkner.
publican
step-brothers.
luncheon.
Mr. Martin's salary at the
I score for the afternoon.
lieutenaat'at that time.
" i a $4,200 a year.

-Pure Rod-'

Specials For
Friday and Saturday

Red Cherries

43c

Flour

89c

False Rumors About Banks
Subject to a Heavy Fine

SYRUP

Oyster Shells

85c

License Plate Deadline Yedane Pleads Not Guilty
Set For February 20 to Embezzlement Charge

Loan Men Meet to Talk
of Farm Mortgages

Mam Haines, 40, Dies Orchard Meetings to Be
Following Auto Accident
Held in Atlantic Soon

"C. A. Brooks" Was at
Omaha Hotel During Fire

THE uminir
NEW BOW FOR VIOLIN
For centuries past the violin bow
has been made of horsehlde. It la
perhaps a lucky thing that, Just aa
the horse Is disappearing, a German
fiddler has Invented ft bow string
•with silver wires. Those wires are
of about the same thickness as
horsehair, and as they are slightly
roughened on the surface they vibrate the strings perfectly without
the use of resin. The tone. It Is
claimed, Is far better than is given
by the ordinary bow.
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INAUGURATION

the
have been sent to
in eleven states in
tory to develop tin
bllea u an aid to rural
estate, in w h i c h " / '
b» undertaken are th
England, Pennsylvania ' "'
York, Mew Jersey ana r

^

To make Chilcj r6|

',<*!

EAT

-i*r

C^V,^

.COLDS,

:v:

Dont force children to
•M or boy who has nc
«ftifl*-which means the" ^
Sluggish, But cathartics ^
more constipation than the,
cured! The "California tri
10 best—Just pure syrup Ot \
thli for a few days, then seeu
jBRgcny >our youngster win «tl
Stimulate the colon and tiro*
With, a finicky appetite win i
everything set before him.
the •tuple treatment that aw
tot babies or older children t
the diets, fad foods, or tonics

s^H*

Put Mentholatum in
nostrils to open them,
rub on cheat to
reduce congestion.

MENTHOLATUM

WOMAN LOST 10
, IBS. _IN A WEEK
• i

•v;/l

PRESIDENT-ELECJ
ROOSEVELT

Mra. Betty laedeke at Dayton writwl
"1 am nslnic Krosohen to reduce weUcht—
I lort 10 rounds In one week and cannot
Mr too much to recommend it."

TH6

To take off fat easily, SAFELY
and HARMLESSLY—take one half
teaspoonful of Kruschen in a glass
of hot water in the morning1 before
breakfast—it is the safe way to lose
unsightly fat and one bottle that
lasts 4 weeks costs but a trifle. Get
It at any drugstore in America. If
this first bottle fails to convince
you this is the safest way to lose
iat—money back.
"But be sure and get Kruschen
Salts—imitations are numerous and
you must safeguard your health.

.

Add "Co«t of Living"
Everything costs more if bill collectors have to be employed.

AN AWFUL COUGH!
.. MID BACKACHE..

Davenport, Iowa—
"I was afflicted with
a terrible cough—
would cough myself
out of breath, especially at night, and
nothing I tried gave
me permanent relief.
I also had a severe
pain in my back
which was almost constant, and from
thto I could get no relief," said Mrs. Violet

Loving of 1529 West 6th St "Finally, I decided to trr Dr. Pierce'a Golden Medical

Discovery. I took four bottles but before I
bad taken half thai quantity I was well, my
cough was all gone and I have had DO
trouble of (be kind since."
Write to Dr. Ptfrce'i Clinic, Bofalo,

H. T, for In, nmttoal adrtoe.

f ortali on« or two ovp« of
Oorfteld TM. Your •pprtH*
•on «ood MbHm wWratm

, FIGHT
COLDS 2 WAYS

Mistol
FOR NOSE AND T H R O A T

\ Essence of Mistol j
. k ON H A N D K E R C H I E F
AND PILLOW

.•

fMiserable
with Backache?

It MayWarn of Kidney or
Bladder Irregularities
A persistent backache, with
bladder irregularities and
a tired, nervous, depressed
feeling may warn of some disordered kidney or bladder condition. Users everywhere rely
on Doon'j Pills. Praised for
more than 50 years by grateful
[users the country over. Sold by
".druggists.

THE INAUGURAL PARADE
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
ALTHOUGH President-Elect Roosevelt has
announced his desire for a simple
Inauguration ceremony on March 4,
the fact remains that the capital
of the nation on that day will be
. the scene of a celebration which Is
always Impressive, no matter how
many of the spectacular elements
which have characterized past Presdentlal Inaugurations may be discarded because
Jf the demand of the present times for economy
n all things.
For whether the ceremony Is simple or elaborate and whether the weather Is fair or stormy
and It has become almost a tradition that It's
?retty likely to be stormy), Inauguration day
a a red-letter day for the nation and as many
of our citizens who can go to the National
Capital to take part In It and usually do their
best to make the most of that day.
There has been a sameness to all Inauguration day ceremonies and yet there has always
been some new element to make each one different. Undoubtedly this year's ceremony will
be different from the last three In that It will
witness thousands of Jubilant Democrats flocking to Washington to celebrate the fact that
they are the "Ins" after long years of being
the "outs," Just as they did when Orover Cleveland and Woodrow Wilson were Inaugurated.
But the outstanding fact about this year's Inauguration, so far as It Is possible to characterlee It In advance, Is that more Americans will
hear the new President take the oath of office
and deliver his Inaugural address than have ever
before listened to those spoken words In our
144 years of history.
The radio hook-ups which will carry the new
President's words to every corner of the country, and perhaps even around the world, are
responsible for that fact
The first Inauguration ceremony, that of
George Washington, was held neither in the
city of Washington (which did not then exist)
nor on the traditional March 4. Instead It took
place In New York city, which was then the
capital of the nation, on April 30, 1789. In the
case of the first President there was an "Inaugural parade" which preceded the Inauguration
ceremony instead of following It, as became
the custom from the time of Andrew Jackson
on down through the years.
The actual Inauguration took place on a stage
which had been built on the steps of the federal building (where the present subtreasury
building In Wall street now stands, and the
Washington statue there Is believed to stand
upon the exact spot where Washington stood
when he took oath of office). The first congress
of the United States of America took Its place
on the stage. Escorted by Gen. Morgan Lewis
a distinguished figure ascended the steps—the
man who had led the Continental armies to
victory and who had been chosen the first leader In peace—Gen. George Washington. A great
cheer went up from the people who were watchIng the scene.
Then took place one of those curious Incidents wnlch often happen to mar the luipresslveness of historic occasions. Over the throng
came a mighty stillness and heads were baredChancellor Livingston was about to rise to administer the oath. Instead he kept his seat.
There followed a whispered conference with
Gen. Jacob Morton, marshal of the day. At the
conclusion, General Morton hurried out Into the
street to the old coffee house at Wall and Water
Streets, the meeting place of St. John's lodge
of Masons, of which he was muster.
The marshal was absent only a few seconds
but when he returned he WHS r n r r v l n K ,Ul <>iwn
Bible resting on a cushion of <-rlnis.,n velvet
from the altar of St. John's lodge. Then It WHS
known t,, those OI1 l n o plutfor,,. at least tli.it
while the oUwr details had been curried out no

HOOVER AND COOLIDGE
Sacred Book had been provided for the oath.
Washington's second Inauguration, In Philadelphia, was less spectacular than the first. 'When
John Adams'was inaugurated In the same city In
1797 Washington was the dominant figure. He
was retiring from public life, and the people had
eyes only for Mm. Many of them cried. Adams,
notoriously vain and jealous, was much embarrassed. And Just as Adams' Presidential career began in disappointment, so It ended. He
was so enraged by his defeat In the election that
he refused to attend UVe inauguration of Jefferson, but left the White House and started
for Massachusetts early on the morning of Inauguration day.
Jefferson was the first President Inaugurated
at Washington. Despite the picturesque tradition
of his horseback ride to the Capitol, critical research discloses that the author of the Declaration of Independence did not ride. He went afoot,
which was Democratic enough.
The Installation of James Madison in 1809
was attended by much more ceremony than
attended the Inauguration of Jefferson. The day
was ushered In with salutes of 'cannon. Madison
rode to the Capitol In a richly appointed carriage
escorted by troops of mllltla.
The first Inauguration, to be held outdoors
was that of Monroe. Two reasons are assigned
for the change: the enormous crowd that attended, from 5,000 to 8,000 (In contrast, 250,000 are thought to have attended Wilson's In
1013, which was the largest crowd at an Inauguration), and the fact that the house and
the senate could not agree over the distribution
of seats In the house, where it had been cus
ternary to hold the ceremony.
John Qulncy Adams refused to attend the In„ auguration of his successor. Andrew Jackson
the two men being on the worst possible terms
Jackson was In Washington for two weeks be^
fore his Inauguration, but didn't go near Adams
Frontiersmen, Indian fighters and thousands of
humble citizens crowded around the Capitol to
see Jackson sworn In. Washington had never beheld such a horde of visitors.
After Jackson's hectic day, Van Btiren restored dignity to the Inauguration H nd It Is re-

corded that champagne flowed most bounteous!*
at the reception. Jackson and Van Huren rortf,
together from the White House to the Gunltoi
In 1837 in a phaeton made fro,, «he timbers 0
the old frigate Constitution.
timbers of
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Harrison read his Inaugural address—the longest on record—from the eastern portico of the
Capitol Standing for an hour without bat or
topcoat, he contracted a cold and., died within
a month after he became President When John
Tyler was sworn in a month later he had to
borrow money to make the trip from his home
In WUllamsburg, where he was playing game*
with his children, when the news of his succession to the Presidency came.
Tyler refused to take any part In the Inauguration of President Polk, but left Washington
on the morning of March 4, 1845.
Polk had the distinction of being the first
President to take the oath of office under an
umbrella.
Franklin Pierce, the only President ever to
deliver an Inaugural address without the. aid of
notes, had a squad of fire engines In his parade.
Buchanan's inauguration was nnlmpostng, except
for spectacular floats and a great dinner.
The most momentous and impressive Inaugural
parade that ever moved through the street* of
Washington was when Lincoln first took office.
Buchanan, an old man .In swallow-tailed coat,
hobbled along with Lincoln to the carriage. Lincoln was attired In a new black suit and a shining high hat He carried a gold-headed cane.
Between double files of cavalry the Presidential carriage moved along Pennsylvania avenue
while soldiers marched in front and behind.
Riflemen were stationed on roofs commanding
the thoroughfare and cavalry guarded every approach to the Capitol. The Journey was made In
safety. Stephen A. Douglas, Lincoln's life-long
rival, held the hat of the new President as he
read the Inaugural.
At Lincoln's second Inaugural procession there
was shown a model of the Monitor, with Its turret revolving and Its guns firing at Intervals. A
battalion of negro soldiers had an honorable
place In the long procession. It had been raining
and the day was gloomy. AA Lincoln was about
to take the oath, however, the sun burst through
the clouds, an omen which he said made his
heart Jump.
With the Inauguration of Grant, the military
display continued because the friends of Mrs.
Surra tt had threatened to attack him. His Inauguration drew the biggest crowd that had yet
gathered. Many bad to walk the streets of Washington all night because they could obtain no
lodging. Grant "laid aside his cigar for the ceremony but disappointed the crowd by not wearIng his uniform.
Hayes' inauguration was uneventful except
for the failure to reach a final decision on who
had been elected until March 2, but at Garfleld's
the crowd grew to the unheard of proportions
of 50,000, many of whom brought their lunch
baskets with them. A yellow dog that Garfleld
had once befriended and fed followed behind
him in the parade and was given a home at
the White House.
The Cleveland parade was memorable for the
large number of Tammany braves, fancifully
dressed and carrying tomahawks, who marched
In it
Benjamin Harrison Is the President who read
his inaugural address to the glistening tops of
red, white and blue umbrellas, but with the
coming of Roosevelt glamour re-entered. Innumerable cowboys were In the parade and used
their lariats freely In the crowd. There was
also a corps of former Rough Riders and agrono
of Indian chiefs. Harvard students gave a Ion*
yell for Teddy. The ovation waa one of the
greatest and the parade one of the most spectacular in the history of this Quadrennial political carnival
The Taft and Wilson Inaugurations are the
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the other
for the atmosphere
of tension, which had not been equaled sfawethe
first installation of Lincoln.
The Taft bllznard, as It Is called, descended
upon Washington without warning. The previous
day had been warm and foggy and fair weather
was promised for March 4. But in the morning
Washington woke up to find a heavy blanket of
snow and more falling with blinding fore*
Wilson's first Inaugural was little more than
an outpouring of Democrats to celebrate their
first victory since Cleveland, but was marked by
the presence of suffragists In the parade. His
second however, taking place in the critical days
just before the declaration of war upon (tarmany, was one of the most notable ever held,
Hardlng'g inaugural was notable for the tragic
passage of the shattered and broken figure of the
retiring Pre8taent( who came ^
*£<
to last time on that day and went from there
street home without even glancing at
House as he passed It for
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2,744.44
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
Tom Peterson, labor
^~>**x-x^>.^^
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS Atlantic Printing Company,
20.25
supplies
• • • • •; •
Friday-Saturday
Tangerines
Court
House,
Atlantic
Machine
&
Auto
Grape Fruit
Atlantic, Iowa,
Company, repairs at jail . 20.50
Per
February
1,
1933.
Atlantic
News Telegraph,
Medium
The Board of Supervisors of Cass
board proceedings
..••
Couny, Iowa met at 9:00 au m. H. G. Armentrout, committee
Dozen
Size
with all members present: Frank
City of Atlantic, current ... 31.b4
Pelzer, chairman, G, H. Allen, H.
15c
BANANAS,
Dozen—39c
^^
Armentrout, T. W. Davis and Her- Charles A. Donahoe, watch.19c
3-lbs
man Ryan, Minutes read and apA "A" Emigh, postage . . . . . . 90.38
proved.
On mdtion and vote the follow- Ginn & Company, text books . ZO.Brf
FLOUR, Gooclies Best, 49-pputtd bag....
ing bonds were approved: Guy F. A. A. Hayter, clerk
<>.UV
SUGAR, Sat. only (CASH) 10-lbs
47c |
M Kn
o Canon, $2,000; Edward Wagner Jus- E. S. Holton, commission,
COFFEE, Chase & Sanborn's Break-o-Morn, ib.
of the Peace, $500; Burt Stone,
rent and expenses
COFFEE, Green Cup, per pound
25c ;<; tice
Justice of the Peace, $500; Minnie Julius Anderson, dragging
Watson, Assessor, ?500; A. A. Hayter, Clyde Bailey, labor
PANCAKE FLOUR, 2r-Sy2 Ib. sacks . . .
••-.25e
Clerk, ?500.
H.' C. Clausen, dragging
ORANGES, medium size, 2 dozen
35c X Township
Moved by Ryan, 'seconded by Ar- Edward Dimig, dragging ..
HERSHEY'S
COCOA,
1-pound
packages
.
mentrout, to appoint E. E. Hosfelt J.
•-..20C
15c
J. J.
0. Davis,
JUWV1O. labor
10UV*
DWARFIES, per package
24.70
Justice of the Peace m Massena George F. Hansen, dragging
ORANGES, good size, per dozen
7.80
H. Ml Kuehl, dragging
••••lot
lOc Township.
4855
Motion carried.
Ora Moeller, dragging
CHOCOLATE CANDY, per pound
Moved by Davis, seconded by Ar-1 Austin McFadden, dragging
8.70
.SALMON, fancy pi»(k, 2 cans for
mentrout, to buy grader and main- Herman Peterson, dragging .
6.00
29c
PEACHES, No. 21/0 tins in syrup, 2 for
tainer blades from the J. D. Adams Clark M. Trailer, dragging .
30.40
LARD, pure country, 10 Ibs. (bring your pails) 55i
Company for the year 1933.
F. W. Weise, dragging
6.4ft
49c
Motion carried.
APRICOTS, No. 10 Van Nays
W. E. White, dragging
11.S5W
FIG BARS and GINGER SNAPS, per .pound
Moved by Allen, seconded by Davis, Ray Krauth, labor
Ilk
18.00
to transfer $1,650.00 from the Do- E. J. Symonds, dragging
25.66
CHOCOLATES, cream centers, 2 pounds
mestic Animal Fund to the General Albert Eshelman, dragging
10.00
Frank O. Will, dragging ....
1.85
Delivery Hours 8:30 & 10:00, A. M., 2:00 & 4:00 P M Fund.
Motion carried.
BIG BEN SOAP, full pound bars, 6 bars
Frank Bannister, labor
20.77
Moved by Armentrout, seconded Bill Smith, labor
46.68
by
Ryan,
to
name
the
Whitney
Loan
PHONE FOR FOOD—ITS THE BETTER WAY & Trust Company Bank as the de- Lawrence Ward, labor
46.83
CARNATION MILK, 3 large cans
J. D. Adams Company, repository bank for the four county
pairs
27.28
BRING US YOUR EGGS-HIGHEST
officers named, in the amount here- D. N. Blake, salary
62.00
inafter set out as provided under Fullerton Lummber Co., maMARKET PR^CK PAID.
Section 7420-dl Code of 1931: County
terial
28.26
Auditor, $5,000.00; County Clerk, Green Bay Lumber Co., ma$5,000.00; Sheriff, $5,000.00; County
terial
14.80
Recorder, $5,000.00.
Herring's Super Service, gas . 19.04
Motion carried.
s really wasteful in the long run.
Inhofe Garage, storage and
2.48
Flora Hook
Moved by Davis, seconded by Al\-> , 1,,
^f ~
'v.
Time and effort expended to effect
labor
10.26 Earl Beech, board of health
len,
to
increase
the
treasurer's
desigthe saving of a penny here and a nated depository amounts as follows Mona Motor Oil Company,
50.41
Published Every Thursday by the
orders
gas
4.02 Atlantic Hospital Corporalickel there often is a source of loss subject to approval of state treasNorthwestern Bell Telephone,
tion, to:
nstead of gain. Shopping around for urer:
rent
3.50
Mrs. Hilma Paulsen
75.25
Whitney
Loan
&
Trust
Company
an
hour
in
the
hope
of
saving
a
few
Standard Blue Print Company,
W. F. BUDD
Editor
Mrs. Delilah IWitt
75.75
cents on a trivial purchase is one ex- Bank of Atlantic to $50,000.00;
3.01 Geortre Woodbury
60.00
Citizens State Bank of Griswold, J. prints
Subscription if paid in advance. .$1.50 ample of this. Another is to buy an
H. Welch Printing ComMrs. May Toepfer
42.26
to
$25,000.00.
If not paid in advance
$2.00 nferior article when a good one
pany, forms
12.69
Mrs. Evade Weatherby .. 13.50
Motion carried.
D. N. Blake, salary
38.00
J. D. Kelly
61.85
Entered at the post office at Anita, would cost but a little more.
RESOLUTION.
Guy F. Canon, salary
185.50
Harley Luke
76.60
The same principle applies in busiIowa, as second class mail matter.
WHEREAS the Public Funds in Sadie E. Daft, land for road . 88.25
Ruby Keffer
21.76
he
hands
of
Carl
L.
Vedane,
Cass
Hoegh
Oil
Company,
gas
18.08
less
management.
To
deny
oneself
Frank Johns
14.36 ASSORTED SWEET ROLLS
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1933.
1.65
he use of a reasonable amount of up- bounty Treasurer, on deposit in C. W. Needles, repairs
Almon Gaylord
18.25
Oounty
Depositories
were
not'
turned
John
J.
Pettinger,
making
per dozen
Bernice Irish
34:26
o-date
equipment
in
an
effort
to
curver
to
his
successor,
L.
A.
Breeling,
MAKE 1933 A SAFE YEAR.
fence
6.50
Baby Holshuh
32.00
ail expenditures is not economy be- who became Cass County Treasurer j P. <X Sorensen, labor
19.10
48.45 APPLE TURNOVERS,
Mrs. Meta Christenaen
F. M. Alexander, supplies . 12.00
A publication of the National Safe- ause such equipment will usually pay anuary 3rd, 1933, and
Mrs..
Ruth
Dishong
46.76
said funds still appear Atlartbic
8 for
Auto
Company,
ty Council carries an excellent New 'or itself many times over in the n WHEREAS
Cecil Duskin
36.60
the name of Carl L. Vedane,
rent
200.00
Martha
iMcCue
35.95
Year wish: "Three hundred and sixty- ime and labor saving.
lounty Treasurer, on the records of G. H. Allen,
committee
Merton Seymour
24.76
Spending money wisely is one of aid Depository Agents, now,
five safe and happy days to you for
work
104.88
Mrs. Minnie Moore
61.26
he surest means of making more
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED Chris Burke, trustee
1933."
3.00
Brown Grocery, groceries, to:
1,946.67 Atlantic Shoe Company, reIf that wish could bear fruit, it noney. Skimping is not always econ- y the Board of Supervisors of Cass E. A. Clark, trust funds
pairs, to:
Iowa, that all Depository T. W. Davis, copmittee work. 34.77
J.C.Armstrong:
Ml
would be a magnificent thing for the my, and stinginess is not always County,
Elba Swolley
lJ
gents holding public funds in the Griswold American, bar dockW, H. Baker
1UI|
hrift.
Too
many
of
us
are
"penny
country. It would save thousands of
August Anderson
1.96
ame of Carl L. Vedane,' County
Merritt Boggs .\~
et and proceedings
' 160.45
Mrs. E. Cue
2.96
lives which would otherwise be need- rise and pound foolish."
'reasurer, are hereby authorized and Maxine Highley, office work . 32.50
Dryden Pefl
H. G. Evans
2.45 J. T. Lewfc
irected to transfer such funds to Hoegh Oil Company, distillessly destroyed—it would keep for
John
Johnson
2,96
he account of L. A. Breeling, Counr
J. Burnea, groceries, to:
late
,...
53.60
useful purposes the billion or so dolFred Blattner, board of health
y Treasurer of Cass County, Iowa, Industrial Chemical LaborMrs. Sarah Helmer
lars that is wasted annually through
supplies
.93
nd the county auditor is hereby
. D. MILLARD
tory, supplies
7.00
S. E. Wert
Bull
Creek
Grocery,
groceries,
accidents—it would make for happier
•rdered to notify each Depository Glenn 0. Jones, city plat and
Grant Jones.
General
to:
Agent of this resolution.
and better working conditions, and
extra help
55.00
Pearl Keffer
Blacksmithing.
Stanley Agnew
17.47 M. M. Burkhart, groceries,
It was moved by Armentrout, sec- Middle States Utilities, toll . • 3.05
•more efficient industries. Nothing is
Ella Swolley
16.15
onded by Allen, to adopt the above Metropolitan Supply Comso destructive to the morale of the
John Johnson
20.32
and foregoing resolution. The chair
pany, supplies
29.60
Mrs.'-^ G. Ruggles . . . . . .
worker as a series of serious accidents
Art Roll ................ 8.68 Mnr.
Dolled the vote. All votes being in Austin McFadden, clerk ... 8.00
George-Berry, care of:
Harry
Paulsen
13.52
in his plant.
:he
affirmative,
the
resolution
was
A. Odem, board and lodging
H. E. CAMPBELL
«
'Mjrs. Sarah Hilmer
Earl
Beech,
groceries,
to:
declared
adopted.
prisoners
131.80
The safety movement has been
Christensen Brothers, groPhysician and Surgeon
1
A. Clanton
11.63
Quarterly report of Clerk of the J. H. Pressnall, repairing
ceries, to:
making good progress for a long time.
Office in Campbell block over •* District Court was approved and
J.
W.
Wright
8.15
jail
2.10
1,1!
J. C. Boyd
There has been a general decrease in
Myron
Stormer
9.00
ordered
filed.
Annual
report
of
Burt
(Hardy's Hardware. Residence •*
C. S. Relyea Company, supMrs. A. Silvey
the number and severity of accidents
'Flora
Hook
9.96
Justice of the Peace, was applies
28.65
Harold Stfflian
2 blocks north of M. E. church. •* Stone,
proved.
Frank Coffelt
8.33 John N. Morgan
—aside from those caused by automoHerman Ryan,
committee
Calls
promptly
attended
day
-1
Refund of $1.00 allowed to F. A.
Arnold Jacobs
2.00
work
68.28
biles.
Lee Berry
or night.
4 Daughenbaugh.
Ben King
50
William Wahlert, trustee ... 3.00
Maude Walton
lUj!
The careless, reckless and irre- *- + +-»--f-»- + + 4 - - f - f 4 - * - f - f + -»
The following claims were allowed Ruth Woodward, conducting
Lafe Lewis
2.90
W. G. Taylor
U*
sponsible driver kills about 33,000
and auditor authorized to write war10.95 Jim
examinations at Lewis ... 3.75 Homer Gainea
Johnson
W•"
people a year nowadays.
Roy Luke
18.77
Lincoln School .Supply Co.,
t t- •»••*•*•»• + + + •»• + + + + •»• -f •» rants for same:
J. W. Beeves
Maintenance
Pay
Roll.
Jack
Riggs
10.36
31.08
We can make 1933 the greatest »•
A. E. Clark
15*
ANITA TRANSFER
4 Harold Brehmer, labor . . . . $ 27.90 J. supplies
W. C. Page
7.98
E. Morgan, trustee
3.00
safety year in our time. We can do *•
Rex Stillian
'•»
E. R. Wilson, Prop.
4 Tom Clausen, dragging . . . . 24.10 Matt Parrott & Sons Co.,
3
Frank
Drake
14.80
Earl
Jacobs
^
it by giving the little effort, the little
Grover
Darling,
dragging
.
..
7.05
4Z
Mrs. E. Rimby
".
8.02
Local and long distance moving. 4
supplies
5.17
Henry
Miller
*
thought, the little care, that is needec
Harry
Darling,
labor
1.50
Chas. Drake
16.23 Farmers Co-Operative Grain
Northwestern Bell Telephone
Any time, anywhere.
H L
Henry Eilts, dragging
9.45
to make our homes, our places of busi
Co.,
rent
and
toll
76.25!
Carlton,
groceries,
to:
Co., to:,
,,,.
Phones—Office 202; house 207. 4 H. W. Eilts, drageing
20.70 Frank Perry, salary
Sadie Colson
9.42
131.52
ness and the public highways safer
P. C. Eksman
»
John Eggerling, dragging ...
17.10
»•
Raven
Feed
of
all
kinds
4
1495
Otis
Gustin
4.42
Frank
Pelzer,
committee
We can do it by giving consideration
N. Lambertaon
Johannes Eilts, dragging.
- „ „ — „ -..
..
15.40
work
54.39
»•
44
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4Tony
Winteretein
2.72
Family Shoe Company, to:
to the rights of the other fellow. A;
Henry Eggerling, labor
25.65 James Russ, repairs
1.00 C. O. B. Grocery, groceries,
2.33
D. A. Landon
J. J. Heck, dragging
17.10 Simmons & Jobes, supplies . 5.25
individuals, we have the power to »• 4to:
Ben
King
Peter Johnson, dragging . .. 12.15 J. H. Welch Printing Comsave thousands of irreplaceable live;
John Buckley
17.60
ANITA PUMP CO.
Clanton
Kenneth Kitelinger, dragpany, supplies
5.31 D. A. Landon
11.31 A.
this year—let's do it!
Clyde
Games
ging
33.30
Plumbing and Hot Air Heating. 4
H. G. Evans
17.96
Widows' Pensions per Month.
Ben G. Kirkham, dragging . 34.05
Wallie Kline
Dr.
H.
E.
Campbell,
care,
to:
Pumps, Mills, Tanks.
.
Celia
Butcher
10.00
FALSE ECONOMY.
Joe Kopp, labor
5.25
John Buckley
1.37
Mrs. Jacob Neiens
22.05
16^00
Plumbing Supplies.
M. N. Lambertson, dragging . 3.75 Thelma Cobb
Harry
Paulsen
;
1.63
Peter Bererttsen's daughLillian Ford
16.00
True economy is entirely praise
Harvey Morgan, dragging . .
14.80
Pump and Mill Work Done.
John Ayers
30.55
2.22
Alma Howey
10.00 v ter
John
W.
Mehlman,
dragging
.
14.40
Jim
Johnson
worthy, particularly for those wh
'Jome in and figure with me.
35.00 i ernon L. Dean, serving noW. A. Rold, dragging
6.00 Vera Lewis . : . . . . ' . . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' .
City of Atlantic, to:
have difficulty in making ends mee
1.00
• First door west of Stager's
20.00 tice
1.00
Wm. Sager, dragging
15.75 Elsie Prall
J. F. McGriff, current
Economy
Shoe
Store,
to:
3.99
but there is a pretty sort of skimp •
10.00
Cafe.
Richard Watson, dragging . . 35.10 Jessie Rowley
County Farm
............
2 75
2.39
g!oO County 'Farm
ing which is not economy, and whic
Ted Knowlton, labor
1.40 Geneyieve Turner
Hoegh Oil Company, pns
25.00
.......
16.00 W. D. Miller
2 98
Art Lett, labor
3^5 Minnie Watson
Frank Perry, seeder
Floyd Weatherby
18.00
George Parker, labor
3^251 Bessie Vernon
F. L. Gaylord, pjumbiiw v 11.00
Roy Luke ..... *
..........
14.00
E B. Luman, dragging
25.20 Lulu Ashbaugh
D. A. Landon
............
5^37 Gregersen's Drug Cumi>«". '
Brown
16 00
John Greenwalt, dragging
17.15 Lulu
to:
A
Ella Swolley
'
Lucille I. Baker
'.'.'.'.'.
30.00
| Andrew H. Christensen, laBoard of Health, suppl"'ans
Louise
Dillon
16.00
j bor
17.50 Alice Hover
J. I. Lewis
.............
2 49 Green Bay Lumber Oonip y>
21 00
I Peter Christensen, labor . . . .
17.50 Dolly Hood
'.['.'.
12.00
Maude
Walton
..........
'.
2
98
T C^il^M:
3*|
F. J. Herchenback, Jr., dragJ.
C. Dugan
80»
John
Bucklev
'
~
Effie
Marsh
21
00
j
ging:
24.75 Greta Rourick
24^00
August C. Anderson ....
i 59 Mrs. Louise Dillon Johannes Eilts, dragging
31.25 Catherine Smiley
Mrs. Hill
g 00
Gertrude Welton ....... '.
4*57
Reg. E. Gouchanour, labor ..
1.20 Mamie Wright
Mrs. Ed. Smith •
'.
30.00
Don
Hendrick
............
3
98
Dewey
Stickle,
labor
1.20
nin > T win sel1
Mle at m
Mamie WrigWt . Chas. Henry
'
A. Worley
20 00
G. Clifton Acker, dragging . .
? west of Anita,
^ Public
. yat^«ence, 4 miles north and mile
4.50 Catherine
Sarah Helmer —
commencing
1:00
Flora
Hood
Rose
A.
Young
40^0
Roy
I.
Bailey,
dragging
.
.
.
.
ft'clock, on
53.75
Mrs. Elmer Gordon
Ed. Lane
A. S. Ballentine, dragging
Blind Pensions per Month.
17.90
J. N. Pratfrtr
John
Johnson
Ernest Christensen, labor
6.75 Carl Anderson
B 00
Hannah Parker . ••
James Newburn
Harvey D. Derry, dragging . 19.80 T. S. Ellis
i^o 'Max
Iowa
State HMpftal,
Woolse"
Peter Hansen, dragging
26.00 George Forrester
25.00 Heath's Grocery,
to Ernqat Dxager -••
George lebsen, dragging
groceries,
9.60 J. C. Livingston
12 50
the following described property:
Joyce
Lumber'Company coal,
to:
C. C. Morrison, labor
1.40 Martha Rae
to:
1
.........
20 86
Claude
McFadden,
33.35 lI vjnaries
Charles Winger
C",
.
"•••"
duucn, dragging
uiaggmg . oo.ao
winger
I f i r r ! County
M-I—A-i Farm
2U.HO
Sarah Sttllivan
Neils Petersen, dragging . . . .
8.20 j Jennie A. Page
a nn rn! KJpPPenburg
14.53
8 HEAD OF GOOD HORSES
,
Mrs. Bourne
C. 1. Scherick, labor
2.25 Wilhelmine Bonnet ..'.
R ^ I £has. ™*™Tf
13 23
Adolph
Hfcgen
1
ab r
G L
•o mares, weight about 1600 each; 1 mare, weight 1400 1 horse,
8
l
e
y
7
65
Jacob
Ellick
i
c
'n^
I
5" ^JS "?^ ? ' '.'
7-«6 Jacob Ellick
.'.' \ '
,1O.UO
%% \
; T- Hensley
3.55
Frank Jensen
> i
, LI 111 cii Co, wtMgnL iiitoiit 11^50 oiich* 2 biiv colM **
Frank O. will, dragging".'.: 33.65 C. «r
W. TT-.
Kmcaid
1G66 ]
z Miller ...... i"": ,
Mike Kloppenburg • •
OKI, wciI niiitcntHi. iut nn(l fine* colts
Charlie Casteel, dragging . .
21.40
W
,
D
.
Mildred Piearson
12 50
Harry Paulsen
! C. B. Pen-in, labor
13.00 Henry Turk
John Ayers
..............
9 99
'
i.i'r,,
W.
G Page
J
alt rs> dra
Cena
Rasmussen
......
'
14*50
.'.'.';' '
i' P,' 15[ ? , «?ging . . . .
10^0 H. M. Wallace
10.00
W. D. Miller
ONE CALF.
NINE PIGS.
J. M. Frank, labor . . .
330 Atlantic
Building Supply
John Brasum
W. E. Wise, Bridge Fo'reJ- C. Bovd
.............
g'jg
Company, coal, toOscar Johnson
800 BUSHELS SEED OATS.
Oscar
Johnson
......
"
i
c'on
„ "\an • •
•
120.00
Board of Health .
q
y
John Johnson
Herbert Spear, labor . . . .
50 10 L. C. Baker .
Floyd Gordon
" ''
'
™
Frank Drake
3.00
Elmer Watson, labor
1565
Roy Henry
700
S. E. Wert .
John Buckley
9.30
Atlantic Motors, Inc. storAlice Hover ....
Roy Luke . .
FARM MACHINERY, ETC.
J. C. Dugan
age and repairs
7.50
......
A'?S
J. F. MIcGriff .
£•'£ t BudClark ........ '.
One manure spreader; one 4-horse d i - - l> h
Homer Gainee
Babbit & Homan, wire . . .
2 10
corn
A. Clanton .
^ X x Hansen & Lowe, coal, to: .....
ee r
w
.
Gena Rasmussen
ke l' m
• l I f , ' «igon and huy rack; 2 good wago
County Sheriff, chauffeur's li. hay
J. N. Prather '. '. '. \
3.00
John Wood ...... .
o
3.25
G. A. McNary
cense for county truck
2.00
E- Rimby
['
£.30
Ella
Swolley
.......
'
3.25
E. Rimby
; 4 sets of harness; and other articles
R. D. Finnell, material
.69
Flora Hook .
numerous to mention.
3.25 Mack's Grocery,
Hansen & Lowe, hardware
75.98
George Carr
to:
Interstate Machinery & SupArt Welch ....... .
Lumber and Coal
Clarence Flathers
ply Company, repairs
5.00 Atlantic
Company,
coal,
toHannah
Parker
....
.....
305
8eUled
A, J. Freilinger
J. W. Luke & Son, gas
27.06
Wm. Pekin
John Johnson
.....
Jim Newburn . . .
Motor Sales, labor
9.00
3.25
Mrs. J. w. Reeves'
A.
Clanton
..
Catherine Smiley
Reynolds Super Service, gas .
639
John Buckley
Wilkin Machine Shop, labor
Harold Stillian .
LUNCH WAGON WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS
J N PraS°Uth • • • • • " • • • •
Gertrude
Welton
and parts
53 25
Hattie Johnson .
8<2B
Maude
Walton
Atlantic Machine & Auto Co.,
Howard Parrott .
9.50 C. R^Jones Hospita'^ ' 'caVe,
Mrs.
H.
South
10.7
parts and labor
21.15
Delbert Anderson
3.00
9.32
Charles Cramer .,:.'"....... 2780
Burlington Savings Bank, land
Paul Baile/ . . . .
3.00
Henry Brosott, . ..
.....
7506
15.SI
for road
147 50
John
Wood
6.25
City of Atlantic, current . . .
i 25 C ; A N. leHill
Chet Stormer . •
6.00
Pl? eat«, rent,'to''
Maxine
Highley,
office
work
.
12
50 'ni:
Ed Lane
' to
FRANK BARBER, Auctioneer,
M'iss
Brown
C. E. PARKER, Clerk.
Joyce
Lumber
Company
Minor Outfitting, furnitun
10.00
posts
'
5 25 James A Bopp, mi'l'k'/to-'
County Farm
Pearl Keffer
J. ,W. Peed & Sons, excavaO. P. Nord, groceries to:
4.96
Art Welch
John Buckley
County Farm
2.48
t>)
Frank Jensen
(continued on
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News Review of Current
Events the World Over
Economy in Government Gets a Boost-Senate Ousts
Sergeant at Arms Barry for Traducing It-Roosevelt
"»
Invites Governors to Parley.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD

TRIBUNE,

™*

THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 16.1933.

HAI flurry over -he activities of
William C. Bullitt, who wac reported In Europe as being a secret representative of Ar. Roosevelt sent over
to (leal with the governments of nations
thnt owe war debts to
the United Statps.
probably has blown
over for good. Bullitt,
who was a State department representative under Woodrow
W i l s o n , also was
t h o u g h t by some
French officials to be
an emissary of CoL
W. C. Bullitt Edward M. House. He
visited London, Paris
and other capitals and conferred with
various high personages, and our State
department called on Ambassador
Edge for Information. The ambassador replied that Bnllltt was acting on
his own respons'bllity as a writer interested in foreign affairs and was
representing no one in the United
States.
Mr. Edge, It is understood, reported
that this is only one of many similar
Incidents. Ever since Mr. Roosevelt's
nomination, the embassy has had reports of a long succesion of such "emissaries."

T

Long Flight of Tern
TAKE UP WAYS OF
Made Official Record
ONCE HATED GRINGO
Mexican Feeling Influenced by
American IdeaB.
In view of the common frontier of
1,800 miles between Mexico and the
United States It Is Inevitable that
both countries should strongly fee>
the influence of the other on its
ways of life.
Before the United States Initiated
Its present administrative policy of
restricting Immigration, large numbers of Mexicans went north, though
many of them were merely birds of
passage and soon became tired of
the cold northern climes, yearning
for the rancho or pueblo, under
southern skies, where they were
born.
So many returned, with a smattering of English and a broken-down
Fotingo (Ford), some new clothes
and kitchen utensils, and perhaps a
perambulator, a ukulele or a bathtub. Official statistics show that 10
per cent of the returning Mexican
immigrants during 1927 brought
bathtubs with them, while 31 per
cent brought guitars.
Belsbal (baseball), aischln (Ice
cream), coptal (efocktall) and mltln
(meeting) have passed Into current
speech. In Jill parts of the country
one finds Mexicans who have at
some time lived In the United States,
and many others have received free
technical education from large American corporations operating In Mexico. The list of officials educated In
American schools Includes prominent names.
In spite of the strong pressure
of Americanization, Mexico Is determined to keep her own Individuality.
Mexico's outstanding Intellectuals
declare that they do not want a
"jazz civilization." The new nationalism, which has been purified in
the fires ot revolution, has set its
face against cultural encroachments.
But there are unfortunately many
divergent tendencies In the Mexican
life of today, racial, cultural, economic and political, and many who
look askance at Americanism nevertheless proceed to become American
Ized as rapidly as possible.—Zoe
Wythe, In Current History.

From northern Michigan to Pern,
South America, In nine month* Is
the record of a common tern reported at a recent meeting of the
Inland Bird Banding association In
Chicago. Official record* snow that
the tern was banded at Lone Tree
Island, near Sebewalnft. Mich., on
July 11, 1931, and in leu than nine
months had turned up at TraJIUo,
Peru, 600 miles south of the equator.
. R. Ford, secretary of v the awoation, has expressed the' belief that
this Is the farthest south recovery
ver made of a bird banded In North
merlca.
The tern In question was banded
y a graduate student at University
Michigan. Both tender and find-

reports to
e
at !!" bur?,

In the words of Senator David Reed
of Pennsylvania, the senate "made a
holy show of itself." Barry did not
lack defenders, the warmest of these
Into the measure provisions giving the being Senator Otis Glenn of Illinois
Incoming President almost dictatorial pow- and Senator M. M. Logan of Kentucky.
er in reorganizing the Mr. Glenn, being a lame duck, was
structure of the fed- not afraid to say what he thought,
eral government, co- and he had a lot of hot thoughts on
ordinating, consolidat- the matter. He pointed out that what
ing or reducing the Barry had written was but one small
number of agencies voice In a chorus of criticism of the
and eliminating over- senate, and continued:
"I cannot distinguish very materiallapping and duplication of duties, "in or- ly between attacking a body of this
der to further reduce kind, as has been done In the present
ARIOUS plans for the regeneration
expenditures and In- Instance, and the privilege which is
of the Republican party have been
Sen. Bratton crease efficiency in exercised nearly every day in commitg o v e r n m e n t " T h e tee rooms of the senate of browbeat- discussed, and one already has been
measure withholds authority to abolish ing a witness, accusing him, attacking started. This Is the organization of
or transfer an executive department in him as he sits there, called in response the National Republican league, with
Vice President Charles Curtis at Its
its entirety, though Senator Morris to a summons.
"I do not distinguish between the head and headquarters In Washington.
urged that this privilege also be given
the Chief Executive. His proposal was attacks made upon this body and the Three vice chairmen have been named
rejected because senators feared It attacks made in this body day after —Senators Felix Hebert of Rhode Ismight lead to the combining of the day by distinguished members of this land and Daniel O. Hastings of Delaarmy and navy into one department body, attacking, abusing, condemning, ware and former Representative John
of national defense, as has often been blackening people's names and reputa- Q. Tilson of Connecticut. The make-up
suggested. The bill as approved by the tions, knowing that the next morning of the league appears to be strictly
senate grants the new President much upon the front pages of the responsi- regular Republican.
greater latitude than was asked by ble newspapers of this country those
The new organization announced by
President Hoover for the same pur- charges, unsustained, will be broadcast John A. Campbell of White Plains, N.
pose. The executive orders wHl not to the world."
e., who will be Its director, Is designed
The debate was lively and rather
become effective until sixty days after
o carry on a vigorous campaign for a
being submitted to eongfess unless vituperative, and was immensely en- :omeback not only In the 1036 Presicongress itself provides by law for an Joyed by the occupants of the galleries. dential election but In next year's conOne of Jiese was heard to quote: gressional races also. It is professedearlier effective date.
Besides this grant of power to reor- "The lady doth protest too mucb, me- y neither for nor against the interests
MAN is as old—or as young— fM sitooiuTC TOaft all you neei
.
ganize the federal establishment the thlnks."
of any one candidate.
as his organs.
to drive away .the dullness
senate moved toward further econThe senate Republican organization
of Mibilious spell, and 4
At fifty, you can be In goaf headache
HILE the President-Elect was seems determined to continue in good
omies by adopting an amendment ofthe
system
ot that alow poison thji
prime.
cruising about the Caribbean. try- standing In the party caucus the Insurfered by Senator Sam G. Bratton of
sapt'yoot
strength.
It's better than
Why go along with "fairly good a tonic for tiWd bowels, and unite
New Mexico, one of the leading Demo- Ing to catch fish the amateur cabinet gents who supported Roosevelt last
health when you might be enjoying habiMorming laxatives you cai
crats In the matter of savings. It re- builders kept right on working. Late falL Senator Charles L. McNary of
vigor you haven't felt lor years?
•take it treely or give it to any chill
quires all department heads to cut
gossip was that Wil- Oregon, the probable new Republican
There's a simple little thing any- And it isaH expensive.
their expenditures for 1934 by 5 per
liam H. Woodin of leader of the senate, declared that a
one can do to keep the vital organs
Get some syrup pepsin today, aid
cent, though this must be done withNew York would be proposal to read out of the party Senstimulated, and feel fit all the time. take a Bttto ...„." Don't wait
Col«'« CubolUalTe Quickly Rellevoi
out cutting wages—this being insisted
secretary
of com- ators George W. Norris of Nebraska,
People don't .realize bow sluggish
heals burning, itching and tortur__ :ttt give your system
upon by Senator Costigan of Colorado.
merce ; Henry L. Stev- Robert M. La Follette of Wisconsin, and
they've grown until they've tried it. this vondjkfnl help. You can ami
ing skin diseases. It Instantly stops
Mr. Bratton estimated that his plan
ens of North Carolina, Hiram Johnson of California, and the pain ot burns. Heals without scars
The stimulant that wul stir .your those spelMol biliousness or constiand 600. Ask your druggist, or send
•would result In the saving of about
former commander of Bronson Cutting of New Mexico, had 80c
system to new life is Dr. CaldweU's pation. Av'fipoonful every now and
SOc to The 3. W. Cole Co., Rockford, 111.
$140,000,000 in the cost of operating
syrup, pepsin. It will make a most then is better th^i* constant worry
the American Legion, "not a chance In the world" to suc- (or a package.—Advertisement.
amazing difference in many tOags. about the condition of your bowels,
the government during the next fiscal
secretary of war, and ceed.
year. Other economy measures atArchibald McNeil of
This famous doctor's prescription or fear of aatoiintodcation as you
Suggestions were heard recently
Such 1» Human Nature
is
a delicious syrup made with iresh grow older. Dr. Caldweu's syrup
tached tto the bill. It was said, would
Connecticut or O. Max that Secretary of the Treasury Mills
Fifty per cent ot your affectlo
herbs, active senna, and pure pep* protects the system. All
realize some 20 millions of additional
Gardner of North would be made chairman of the Re- dies at your friend's first rebuke.
• '
preparation.
sin. It starts its good work with toe
savings. One of these Includes the enCarolina secretary of publican national committee, but he
listed personnel of the army, navy and
Jesse H.
the navy. Jesse I. said he would not accept the place.
marine corps In the present 8% per
Jones
Straus, New York "I've had a lot of politics in the last
cent salary cut affecting all other fed
merchant, also was 25 years and I don't intend to step out
eral employees.
put In the running for the commerce of here into the chairmanship of any
In the house all kinds of attempts portfolio. More definite than these political committee," Mills said.
to economize were beaten during con- rumors was the report that Jesse H.
sideration of supply bills. The rep- Jones, eminent Democrat and business
BRITAIN'S cabinet In three
resentatives even declined, by an over- man of Houston, Texas, would be
sessions gave final approval to
whelming vote, to reduce their own made head of the Reconstruction Fi- the British policy for negotiations with
salaries to $7,500 or $5,000, opponents nance corporation. He would succeed Mr. Roosevelt in the debt conference
of the proposal arguing that they Atlee Pomerene, whose appointment to be held- In Washington. Of course
could not afford the cut and that low- as chairman by President Hoover was the cabinet's conclusions were not
ering the pay would make the house blocked, with all other nominations, made public, but It was understood
a "rich man's club" and make It Im- in the senate. Mr. Roosevelt will rely Ambassador Sir Ronald Lindsay would
possible for a poor man to enter con- greatly on the Reconstruction Finance bring back a plan providing for a
gress. The proponents of the reduc- corporation and Its vast credit in car- lump sum payment of between $1,250,tion were denounced as demagogues. rying out his plans In the "new deal" 000,000 and $2,000,000,000 as settleand would receive strong and able ment for the entire debt of about $11,ITH grave formality the senate support from Mr. Jones as its chair- 000,000,000
which the European naand house met together in the man.
tions
owe
the
United States. This,
house chamber and watched their offidebtor nations think, would be In
cial tellers extract from a mahogany DLENTY of expert advice on ways the
chest the reports of state electors on * of pulling the nation out of the accord with their own Lausanne agreelast fall's election. The reading clerk slough of despond is to be offered ment on German reparations.
Representative Rainey of Illinois deloudly announced the state totals, and soon. First the senate finance commit•when these had been set down on big tee invited more than half a hundred clared: "The United States will not
tally sheets and added up, the con- of the nation's leading men in all lines accept any such slash," and opinion In
gress was solemnly Informed that to present their views on the causes congressional circles upheld this view.
Franklin D. Boosevelt and John N. Gar- of the economic depression and the Moreover, Mr. Roosevelt's plan of
ner bad been elected President and needed legislative remedies, and those dealipg with each nation separately
Vice President of the United States views presumably are now being for- will give the British small opportuby a vote of 472 against 59 for Hoover mulated. Then President-Elect RooBe- nity to put forward a proposal for all
of them.
and Curtis.
velt sent to the, governors of the 48
states invitations to meet him in the
new government unSENATORS, despite their rules, can White House on March 6 to discuss
«er Chancellor Hitler is not to
^ find ways to say some mighty mean means of solving national problems
things about one another; but an out- in which the governments of the states have smooth sailing by any means and
sider mustn't cast aspersions on their and the nation have a common vital may be upset at the coming elections.
The Socialists and Communists were
integrity. D a v i d S.
interest »fc '
trying strenuously to lay aside their
Barry, who has been
In his letter Mr. Roosevelt said:
differences and Join in the flght against
sergeant at arms of
"It is my thought that we should the Nazis.
the senate for 14
discuss for our mutual benefit certain
Vice Chancellor Von Papen, armed
years, has found this
subjects, such as:
with a decree signed by President Von
out and has lost his
"(a) Conflicting taxation by federal Hlndenberg, assumed the premiership
job. The seventy-threeand state governments;
of Prussia, dissolved the diet of that
year-old official wrote
"(b) Federal aid for unemployment state and ordered new elections on
an a r t i c l e for Al
relief;
March 5. Premier Braun and the other
Smith's New Outlook,
"(c) Mortgage foreclosures, especial- old Prussian ministers were summarily
the opening paragraph
ly on farm lands, and
The government also Issued
of which was:
"(d) Better land use by afforesta- ousted.
a
new
set
severe laws curtailing
"Contrary, perhaps,
tion, elimination of marginal agricul- the right ofof assembly
and of free
to the popular belief, D. S. Barry
tural land, flood prevention, etc.;
speech and gagging the press.
there are not many
"(e) Reorganization and consolidacrooks in congress—that is, out and tion of local government to decrease
DREMIER DALADIER postponed
out grafters, or those who are willing tax costs."
to be such;. there are not many senIt Is believed all or nearly all of T the downfall of his new French
ators or representatives who sell the governors will accept Mr. Roose- government for a time by temporarily
their votes for money, and It is pretty velt's Invitation gladly. All but ten abandoning the attempt to balance the
well known who those few are; but of them are Democrats and might be budget The cabinet rejected a proJUITWIITE I POSTCARD
there are many demagogues of the expected to be in Washington for the posal to reduce the pay of employees
>-pODAY treat your family to PREMIUM FLAKES
of the state, and approved measures
kind that will vote for legislation sole- inaugural ceremonies.
THIS IEW MOIET.SAVII6
which would slightly Increase the
ly because they think that It will help
their political uud social fortunes."
\ I 7 I T H considerable Democratic taxes on gasoline and bank checks:
8akd8 £
MTW MdpM fct
Indignant senators were swift to
ti^PS*kT0ritea<^
' **°^te ****«&"*
d«W
» » support, the government's pro- All told, it approved measures dee
call Barry to account. Sitting us a gram
signed
to
provide
$232,000,000,
half
of
' K jl- °"^ ^ ^ °f *befinestingredients
for aid to the unemployed was
art fci
trial court, they heard him admit he
« a s by skilful bakers . • « in spodess bakeries;
greatly broadened. It provides, among which would be in new taxes and half
,«*. cook book*
was unable to prove that there were other tilings, for an additional $300,- resulting from economies IP civil exPacked oven-fresh. DeUvered ovVn-fresh.
JOT* to «Wint«f Meau M*
bribe takers and grafters In congress; 000,000 direct relief loans to states, penditures. This measure will be op"0
and they refused to consider his [>ieas and In Washington there was a belief erative until another budget project
. j
" o * |"*uuu or A-pOttl
that Senator Glass had said about us that It had a good chance of passage can be drafted.
'- And don't miss the money-saving j
much concerning the light ugainst the during the present session. The bill as
t come with it! Cook book free if you „
McFadden banking bill, and that in drafted also would liberalize the law n ECENT deaths of note were those
lv
reality his article was meant to ile- under which the It. P\ C. makes loans
of Dr. Lawrence F. Abbott, forNATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
fend the reputation of congress de- for self liquidating construction proj- mer president and publisher of the
HHHMMMBi^
spite Its inept wording. By a vote of ects; and It makes provision for loans Outlook and close friend of Theodore
83 to 17 the senate deprived Hurry of to p r i v a t e corporations for the devel- Uoosevelt; and Count Albert Appouyl
his' post on the ground that he hiu! opment of community farming imd of Hungary, the oldest statesman of
traduced that body uud could not oceiin air transportation If such proj- the League of Nations and a powerful
SfcS
prove his charge.
political figure in his country.
ects are self l i q u i d a t i n g .
CONOMY was given a real boost by
E
the senate when It passed the
treasury-post office bill, for it Inserted

V
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Tbafs why millions
prefer these celebrated crackers

®. 1933 Weutern Newspaper Uulou.
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PROrFEDINGS OF TIIK
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

Stop

Listen!

(continued from page 4)

Cert rude \Vclton
August, Anderson
H a n n a h Parker

15.46
20.05
10.08

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

February 19, 1903.
14.52
Henry Karns was a Cumberland vis4.25
!
Floyd W e n t h e r h y
11. (U itor Tuesday.
Frank Jensen
• ••
Ed. Wagner will take the place of
Osbourne-Tomlinsnn,
litinal,
to:
Shorty Campbell in the restaurant of
50.00
Mrs. Fred Toepfev
J. A. Wagner.
I'aulsen Grocery, groceries,
If that Benton township coal find
to:
proves rich enough to work, Wiota
Clyde ( I n i n e s
A. A. Gaylord
will undoubtedly build a branch railGencvieve K o t h o r h a m , care,
road to it, and proceed to put on her
to:
long
panties.
5.00
,
Mrs. Helmer
Our CLOSING OUT SALE is still going at TOP
Chairman L. C. Campbell has called
Roland, Peacock & Baxter, to:
SPEED. We have sold a lot of merchandise, but
James F. Kagan
<>U- ()U a meeting of the Republican county
Win. Kinen, cobs, to:
still have a good supply on hand. OUR PRICES
2.00 central committee for Thursday of
Mrs. Bourne
next week, at which time the date for
are moving the goods at a fast rate.
A. R. Kohl, groceries, to:
io.5f>i holding the prinfaries will be fixed.
CariTH'l Daughenbaugh . . .
Steinke & Butler, clothing, -to:
Once you look at OUR PRICES you can not reA meeting of the business men and
r,,
John Buckley
""Ij farmers of Anita and vicinity has been
sist buying. We mean just what we say, WE ARE
Sauer & Dahlberg, meat, to:
9.25 ] called for Saturday at the city hall
Board of Health orders . .
QUITTING BUSINESS.
74 families
<*>'r>.45 for the purpose of discussing the matWaters Grain Company, coal,
ter of establishing a creamery in
Come in and be convinced.
Adolph Hagen
10.30 Anita.
The little 8-months-old daughter of
Mrs. \V. S. Foster
6.10
Sarah Sullivan
6.10 Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Galiher has been
Ellery Seaman
C.10 dangerously ill for several weeks with
L. (). W'heatley, groceries, to:
Joe Sexton
2.29 catarrhal fever, but Dr. H. E. CampJens N'oorgard
15.22 bell reports her as being greatly im1.58 proved.
M a r y Nelson
Anita, Iowa.
3.3b
Floyd Peitersen
For the first time in over two
11.24
R. D. Reeves
10.91 months, D. C. Reed was able to leave
Nis I.ambertson
30.68 his home and come to town last MonMatt Voggesser
8.25 day, having been seriously ill with
Miss Lola .Mario Oscn of Creston Cenrge A. Railsback, labor . .
KOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF
M'iss
Lou
Shepherd,
.study
pneumonia. Dave is not as fat as he
spout
Sunday
in
tho
city,
a
guest
of
EXECUTRIX.
24.17 used to be, but he is on the high road
center work
LostiT Ix'vi and wife.
Dr. W. G. Port, expense veIn the District Court of the State of
terinary work
18.75 to recovery, and of course is happy.
Iowa, in and for Cass county, in
.Miss Ethel Hear was hostess one Cass County Fair AssociaHis many friends are pleased to see
tion, appropriation
405.26 him out again.
Probate.
evening last week to the members of
59.70
In the matter of the Estate of William the M. Q. ('. pinochle club.
High Ira Arch, court reporter . . . .
Real estate transfers have broken
W. Blake, bailiff
18.00
S. Reed, Deceased.
poorer for the evening was Miss Zil- John
Frank Beekman, bailiff
15.00 loose again and as usual Dan Dilts is
To Whom It May 'Concern:
pha Campbell, and guests were Mrs. The Lawyers' Co-Operative
to blame for it. Yesterday he made
Notice is hereby given that the un- Thorle Kobison, 'Miss Marjorie KnowlPublishing Company, 3 vola bluff at Vol Wilson to trade resi30.00 dent properties, and the bluff was
umes
dersigned has been appointed and ton and Miss Marie Biggs.
52.50
A. Odem, criminal expense . .
has qualified as Executrix of the escalled by Wilson, who gets the Dilts
West Publishing Company,
tate of William S. Reed, late of Cass
N. W. Reporter, 2 volumes .
10.00 home on Walnut Street by paying
County, Iowa, deceased. All persons
C. P. Meredith, coal, to:
?900 to boot. Old Dan wandered
in any manner indebted to said deMrs. Lafe Lewis
2.35 around town awhile, looking blue, and
9.75
A. A. Gaylord
ceased or his estate will make payHannah Parker
3.25 blundered into Conley & Rasmussen's,
ment to the undersigned; and those
Flora Hook
6.50 looking for a trade, and before he
having claims against said deceased
John Johnson
3.25 really knew what he was doing, had
or his estate will present them in
Moon's Grocery, groceries,
swapped places with Ollie Conley,
manner and form as by law required
to:
;
W. S. Campbell
11.55 paying $200 difference.
for allowance and payment.
A.
Irish
10.75
Dated this Cth. day of February, A.
t-f-f-f-f-f-f-f^-ft-f^-f-f-f
Lost Her Prominent Hips— J. H. Marshall's Son, clothing,
D., 1933.
to:
f
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH -f
Double Chin—Sluggishness Chet Stormer
Mary E. Reed,
1.63 >
E. L. Anderson, Pastor.
+
John Johnson
1.28 f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f *
Executrix of said estate.
Gained Physical Vigor—
Nis
Claneous
'
1.12
By E. S. Holton,
A Shapely Figure.
(The Church With a Heart and
E. G. McClusky, milk, to:
her attorney.
16-3t
Sadie Colson
4.88
an Open Mind.)
If you're fat—first remove the Norwa- Center Station, groChurch
School at 10:00 a. m. A
NOTICE.
ceries, to:
cause!
training
school
for Christian living,
Bert Wilson
8.59
Take one half teaspoonful of Krus- W. H. O'Donnell, milk, to:
with classes for all ages. Mrs. Lydia
To Whom It May Concern:
7.49 Brown, Superintendent.
I have this day given my son, How- chen Salts in a glass of hot water in' Board of Health orders . ..
Harrv Paulsen . .'.
5.58
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
ard Stonebreaker, his time, and I will the morning—in 3 weeks get on the
Don Hedrick
.48
not be responsible for any debts he scales and note how many pounds of
Special
appropriate music. Sermon
Ed. Lane
3.72
may contract on and after this date. fat have vanished.
John Johnson
3.72 subject, "The Christian Citizen."
Notice also that you have gained in •Mts. John Pieken, Jr. care:
Take notice and govern yourself acYouth Forum at 6:30 p. m. A proenergy—your skin is clearer—you
Two Pross Boys
18.00 gram for youth. Plan to attend.
cordingly.
& Barnholdt, groceries,
Dated at Anita, this 25th. day of feel younger in body—Kruschen will Reedto:
Evening service at 7:30 o'plock.
give any fat person a joyous surprise. I
January, A. D., 1933.
Sermon subject, "A World Christian."
Mrs. Bourne
.45
But be sure it's Kruschen — your • Adolph Hagen
Chas. Stonebreaker.
25.59
The public is invited to attend all
health comes first—and SAFETY! Mrs. Sarah Sullivan
12.73 of our services and activities.
7.50
| Mrs. W. S. Foster
C. E. Robinson, iWiota hardware first is the Kruschen promise.
The Church Institute begins SunSeaman
20.00
merchant, was an Anita visitor SaturGet a bottle of Kruschen Salts I
day evening, March 5, at 6:30 o'clock.
!
day afternoon.
from any leading druggist anywhere Mrs!
Plan to attend every session.
in America (lasts 4 weeks) and the j Mrs. Funk
'.
.'.".".'..
30.00
Senior ladies aid meets at the home
Harold Ruggles left Friday for his cost is but little. If this first bottle j Square Deal Grocerv, grocerof
Mrs. J. A. Wagner Thursday, with
e
s
home in Davenport, Iowa, after a doesn't convince you this is the easi- i
' . 'to: ,
!
Earl Heath
15.94 a 12:00 o'clock lunch for the public.
pleasant' visit with his parents, Ira est, SAFEST and surest way to lose
F. R. Studyvin, groceries, to:
j Notice—The sacred concert was
Ruggles and wife.
fat—your money gladly returned.
Wm. Nagle
8.28 j postponed last Sunday evening on acSanitary Market, meat, to:
40 families
24.05 i count of the absence of the pastor,
and will be given at a later date.
Jan Taylor, milk, to:
Hagens
4.95 | Watch for announcement.
Wright's Grocery, groceries,
to:
Don Woolsey
24.03 f CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Harley Cue
9.43
Elwyn Andrews, Pastor.
-f
Mrs. E. Cue
6.46 +
Steve Moore
2.25 * + + + + + + + + -f + + > 4 - f 4
Women's Reformatory, bedJust now we are revising the Credit ratings in our files and bringBible School at 10:00 a. m. C. W,
ding for county farm
3.90 Zastrow, Superintendent.
ing them up to date. "Every person makes his (or her) own rating"
S. C. Wagler, ambulance, to:
—we simply record them.
Communion Service at 11:00 a. m.
Tom
Kelly
4.00
1
Christian Endeavor at 6:80 p. m.
J.
W.
Zike.
groceries,
to:
If you have any reason to believe that your Credit rating (where
James Samson
7.90
Evening services at 7:30 o'clock.
you have or have had a-charge account) might be reported other than
George Shindley
1.2T
Ladies aid meets all day Thursday
you would wish it reported.-see this party at once and state your reAvon Gaddie
.45 with Mrs. Eric Osen.
quest to them.
J. R. Conley
7.00
The K. J. U. club meets this (Wed
E. B. Willoughby . . . .
1.94
Mrs.
'Flora
Graybill
nesday)
afternoon at the home o:
.65
CREDIT
IS
FAITH
IN
fc
IJmil Murda
2.44 Mrs. Frank Lowden. There will be i
Muriel Morgan, clerk
HUMANITY
4.00 business session.
Shepard's
Citations, subscription
10.00
faith CR fa^ T ~ <ieriV r i f''"m thC Lati " ered0 ' We believers based on
faith-fa.th m people-hmh in their character and determination to,
Domestic Animal Claims.
LINCOLN CENTER
as Lmerson says, "pay every debt as if ~
Fred W. Cornell, 1 calf
11.50
Albert H. Knop, 5 hogs
12.00
COMMUNITY CHURCH
Wm. Lehnhardt, 4 sheep . . . . 14.60
f a i t h , who pays his bills according to
Elwyn Andrews, Pastor.
Wm. Lehnhardt, 3 sheep . . . .
1L25
I ' u i l d s a Credit record that is priceless.
Session and Mileage for One and OneCredit never akised, is never refused.
Church services at 10:00 a. m.
I'ay every bill promptly.
half Days.
Sunday School at 11:00 a. m.,with
0. H. Allen
(; 75
H. G. Armentrout
9.G9 i Mrs. Everett Luman as SuperintendFrank Pelzer
8 15 i ent.
T. W. Davis
9 20 i
Ladies aid meets all day Friday at
Herman Ryan
9 97 ]
Adjourned to February 2nd., 1933 I the church. There will be a coverec
at 1:00 o'clock, p. m.
dish luncheon. Bring a dime for the
(Signed)
Frank Pelzer,
lunch. Everyone welcome.
Chairman.
Oscar Peterson
Win. P e k i n

Only a Few
DaysLeft

Clardy'ss Hardware

WOMAN LOST
20 POUNDS
OFFAT

Notice!

Cass County Credit
Association

Attest:

Jennie M. Ward,

County Auditor.

Cold Weather Special
WONDER LUMP COAL, per ton
CAR RODELL COAL ROLLING
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
YOUR COAL ORDERS ARE SAFE
WITH US.
-^^

$6.75

ROB'T. SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
PHONES: Office 20; Res. 11
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS

SCHOOL TEACHERS ARE
P A I D WITH W A R R A N T S
On account of the closing of the
bank at Macedonia a short time ago
the school board found itself without
money to pay the teachers in the
schools.
Arrangements were finally
made for paying a part of the salary
in cash and the balance, in warrants.
This situation prevails 'in a number
of places where school money is tied
up in closed banks.
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
D. H. McDermott to J. W. McDermott, s2 se4 18-77-34, $1.
Charles D. Robinson to Mary A
Wilson, wd, s2 se4 ex 1 A for school
m twp 76 rg 34, $5250.

«•
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
* + -*- + + + > + + -f + - f . f > 4 i
".Mind" will be the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches Of
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, February
19.
The Golden
from Isaiah
14:24, "The
„ .Lord of hosts hath
— sworn,
saying, Surely as 1 have thought, so
shall it come to Pass; and as I have
purposed, so shall it stand.
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quoChri"^ f l '° m . t h e Uibl « a »d from the
an Science textbook, "Science
and Health with Key to the Scriplures" by Mary Baker Eddy
One of the Bible citations reads:
O the depth of the riches both of
the wisdom and knowledge of God'
how unsearchable are his judgments!
and his ways past fi nding out, p
who hath known the mind of the
or who hath been his counsel-

MADWF
Specials For Thurs., Fit, Sat
With $1 Purchase 1A Ih*
(not including flour) "y IUS.

FLOUR
IOWA BEST, 49-pound bag . . .
SWEET TOOTH, 49-pound bag
OMAR, 49-pound bag

Pan. Flour 31/2 Advq
Ib. bag 2 for 25C
Red
Salmon J. M.Fancy
Brand—6 cans
J- M. Brand

FUM Pound

LEWIS LYE
2 for 23t|
100% Pure
LARD
4-lb. Carton
Medium Size
Oranges Sunkist—Dozen
IT
J.M. Brand
Sweet Potatoes 2 Large Cans
J. M.—Glass Jar
Coffee Regular
Price 35c
100-Ib.
Stock Salt
bag
60e
lOcSlze
Tablets
Big Chief
Beans
Slbs. 16cl
Brown or
Sugar Powdered
3 Ibs. 21c
RAISINS, M. B. seedless
PRUNES, J. M. fancy ..
APRICOTS, J . M . fancy
PEACHES, J. M. Muir .
DATES, fancy Hallowii .

lb. W
-lb. loc
-lb. 19c|
-lb. 18t
16c
l

lor? Or who hath first given to him, CLAIMS TO BE THE
and it shall be recompensed unto him
^•CHAMPION OF IOH1
again? For of him, and through him, The champion eater of Eldon)
and to him, are all things: to whom after new laurels. He is Ray "Hi
be glory forever. Amen" (Rom. 11: ry" Wilcox and he has issued i
33-36).
lehge to all new comers in
Among the selections from the eafting contest to be held there.
Christian Science textbook is the fol- cox is assistant chief of Eldorai
lowing: "Divine metaphysics, as re- department. He has establisl
vealed to spiritual understanding, claim to the championship a nni
shows clearly that all is Mind, and of times. Among his more nota
that Mind is God, omnipotence, omni- accomplishments is that of last 1
science,—that is, all power, all pre- Sunday when he celebrated the i
sense, all Science. Hence all is in by putting, away 36 hard boiled i
reality the manifestation of Mind" The contestants in the pancake i
(p. 275).
derby in which IWilcox is a heavfl
vorjbe will be limited to five.
E. M. Owens and wife of 'Glearfield, contest will be of two hours dun
Iowa, visited in the city Sunday at The person eating the largest
the home of their daughter, Mrs. Les- ber of pancakes will be awarded i
ter Levi and family.
able merchandise prizes.

The Golden Rule
DEPARTMENT STORE
For Less
'
Anita, Iowa

Specials For Saturday
GENUINE
OUTING
Fine Nainsook
HOPE MUSLIN BIAS TAPE Extra heavy
in 8-yard bolts quality, fancy'[
very special
with 50 yards o*
thread to match wbtte, special

7k

Per Yard

lOc

New,Kantrun
HOSE
Regular $1.35
value, very special for this one
day only at

Girls'
All Leather
Patent Straps

$1.10
Knitted Dish
Cloths
Extra special
value

3 for lOc

Sizes 5y2 to 2

$1.19
KOTEX
special
3Boxes63c
KLEENEX
new large box
23c

' 8c
SWEATERS
Ladies, men'
a n d chilli^ 8 'I
values to $•*
very special at

78c
Extra heavy <'
full cut

45c

THE TRIBUNE. ANITA, IOWA.

wernment
ft Operates
Bntckart
OF

ULTURE

Capital City
seldom receive sugof Washington
the Department
The native here will
places to Me and the
a tourist "should
t' the suggestions almost
the Department of A«rl-

•

,• • • • • ' :

easily understood than
cept for the gardens
nse or two over which
has supervision, there
for the tourist In that
department located in
' as that section real, simply stated, to- the
that the Department
operates the greatest
jj In the world, but they
throughout the nation
.t>e near to the problems
solve. The experimental :
to Illustrate; the point
n your state Is located
or a Very practical reason.
that It is attempting
kind of agricultural
al fitness for the con-i sol and climate under
.
. ..
not have yon nnder. the department has only
of serving the farmers.
lr work lacks the appeal
to attract sightseers,
of the department in
are thoroughly filled with
dknen and with equipone of them proceeds to
new factor In connectlant and animal life. Peo6 prone to think of the debnly In connection with
T cotton and corn 'and cattle
i etc.- As a matter of fact, its
Is more basic.
the circumstance of
an illustration. Presiding
small man, a German by
immigrant to America at
He Is highly educated,
r, terms In conversation that
W Bumble head, and plods
studies.
does he study? Peat, peat
peat, how to use peat
ognlzed throughout the
authority on peat, and
Sorely out of the vast reKat h^e has made and is makInformation that will relzatlon of millions' of acres
at Is looked upon now by
ding near as not worth the
owners have to pay. It may
to note in this connecthis peat 'expert has. estabe value of peat as a ferd that in consequence It
many years until truck farmbe buying peat to mix with
of their farms the better to
'their crops.
ndlvidnal about whom I have
above Is Just one cog in a
achine, known in the departthe bureau of chemistry and
agency of earnest men and
Seeking facts. Scientists, they
scientists they will remain,
ie superficially their work may
the subject of laughter and
, agricultural life of America
ch to them.
tance out of the constant Inting that goes on by that group,
ady know that certain kinds of
will produce in greater valume
than formerly could, be
in that bread basket of the nae know that their soil studies
olved Ways of fertilizing that
ak up "hardpan" and subsoils
.the farmer despises, and we
ed from them that crops resoils free from acid can be
in sections hitherto held to be
where such crops were nne.
er words, the work the sclenis of the sort that the farmer
see its value until he sudIdlscovers through bis farm pat the experiments have shown
ble to plant a certain type of
do some other thing that opens
avenue of profit to him. The
examinations, the soil inlons, and the studies of ferto mention a few, all lead dl
benefits for those who till the
with their produce feed the
:

only a step In one's survey of
artment activities from the bn
. chemistry and soils to another
bureaq of entomology—
he investigations are directed
means of saving the crops
e other scientists have found
Produced to better advantage.
entlsts In the bureau of encan tell yon about the life
of the potato bug or any other
been discovered as a para
American plant life. And what
Important to the agricultural
those scientists can tell
to defeat th«j ravages of the
that ace known to be Injurious
op*.
lly, too. since they study Inhe same scientists provide the
bee-keepers with Information
honey bees, and how to profrom
dangers that
them.
»«. W

IMPROVED
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LeMon for February 19
J««kja,TEACHINQ BY PARABLESTHE GROWTH OF THE KINGDOM
IJ1SSOK TEXT—Mark 4:21-84.
GOLDEN TEXT—They shall not hurt
nor destroy In all my holy mountain:
tor the earth shall be full of the
knowledge, of the Lord, as the waters
cover the sea. Isaiah 11:9.
PRIMARY TOPIC — Sharing Our
Stories for Jesus.
>
JUNIOR TOPHV-Into Ail the World.
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOP1C—Great Growth From Small Beginnings,
YOUNG PEOPLE AND ADULT TOPIC—The Spread of Christianity.
I. Th4 Parable of the Candle (vv.
21-25).
The Word which is sown in the parable of the Sower (vv. 1-20) Is not
only to bear fruit, but to shine forth
In testimony. This obligation Is enforced by a solemn command and
warning. ''Take,heed -what ye hear"
(v. 24) means that there should not
only be attention to what is taught,
but whole hearted reception of It
II. The Parable .of the Growing
Grain (vv. 26-20).
This parable Is peculiar to Mark.
In the light of the purpose of Murk,
it is clear why It should appear here.
It is. the parable for the servant. In
the previous parables (w. 24-25, cf.
vv. 1-21), the responsibility of the
hearer is set forth. The responsibility
here is that which devolves upon the
servant who proclaims the message.
1. The attitude of mind of the gospel preacher (vv. 26, 27). Be should
With the utmost fidelity "cast seed
into the ground," preach the Word,
and leave,the results with God. The
spiritual processes of God's Word In
the soul of man are shrouded In the
deepest mystery. The seed should
'spring and grow up, be knoweth not
how" (v. 27). When the sowing has
been Intelligently and faithfully done,
the sower should not be burdened
with anxiety. He can "sleep and rise
night and day," confident that the Almighty will take care of the processes
and results.
2. The processes, of the spiritual
life are gradual (v. 28). "First the
blade, then the ear, after that the full
corn In the ear." We should not expect maturity of Christian character
at once any more than the farmer
should expect the crops to mature a.t
once. The farmer has a time of sowing, of growing, and of harvest.
8. The consummation of the spiritual processes (v. 29). Though the
sowing of the seed be done under difficulties and the processes of development long drawn out, the harvest will
surely come.
III. The Parable of the Mustard
Seed (w. 30-34).
In this parable the plant with Its
great branches, called a tree In Matthew 18:82, which springs out of the
small seed, exhibits the Kingdom In
its mystery form, Matthew 13:11. ,It
shows the condition of things in the
world in the Interval between Christ's
going away and his coming again. In
this parable three things claim our
attention.
1. The unimportant beginning (v,
81). It begins as the least of all seeds
but grows to be the greatest among
herbs. The parentage and humble circumstances of Jesus greatly perplexed the people. That twelve unlettered men, most of them fishermen,
should be selected as his royal advisors was still more amazing. The
prophet had said of him that he would
be despised, rejected, forsaken, cut
off, having nothing.
2. The vigorous growth (v. 82).
From the very beginning of the movement Inaugurated by Christ his influence has gone forth so that there is
no power or Influence today In the
earth so great as that which calls Itself Christian.
8. The lodging capacity. The birds
which find lodgment In the branches
do not represent, as Is commonly Interpreted, the children of men who
find safety and salvation In the
church, because church truth is not
now under consideration. It is the
mystery of the Kingdom which was
proclaimed as at hand by John the
Baptist This Kingdom passed into
abeyance when Jesus was crucified
and it shall come Into realization
when Jesus comes back to earth
again. The believer In Christ becomes
a vital part of his body and even Is
necessary to Its strength and fruitfulness. The bird In the branches la
something foreign to and Independent
of the tree. The branches Increase
the growth of the tree but birds are
injurious and burdensome to it They
are predatory—waiting to pluck off
the tender buds or to prey upon the
ripened fruit The effect of such lodging Is evil and blighting to the tree.
Love
Love IB known by Its gifts, not by its
receipts "God BO loved the world,
that he gave bis only-begotten Son."
God loved; be gave. If we love, we
will rive. Christ said. -It ye love me.
keen my commandments." Then If
welove him, we will demonstrate our
And
lo ve primarily by obeying Win.
when we obey him. we will fully realue the meaning of giving because we
wlllje anxlouB to tell others of Ohrtat
Only by obedience and self-sacrifice
caj, we watt in WB 8tn*
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the oven as it does on top of the
Practical Ways to Steam the Pudding stove.
If you keep the temperature

Of Couree Steam Pressure Cookers Are Ideal Time Savers, but There Are Several Other Devices That
Will Be Found Quite Serviceable.
Several questions have come to
me recently in regard to the problem of steaming puddings and fruit
cakes, says an authority on this subject In the small quarters which
serve some of us as kitchens we do
not always have room to store a
utensil which is not used every day,
and tt Is necebsary to improvise a
steamer.
Fortunately this is possible and
often gives better results than a
patent steamer Uke one we once had
in our household which was supposed to whistle when it needed water. It was such, a contrary utensil,
however, that it usually did Just the
opposite and the consequence was
that it spent most of its time at the
tinsmith's getting mended after boilIng dry without warning.
Of course, there are some excellent steamers on the market—and

most of them have been designed to
have a number of different uses so
that we may put them to good use
daily. There are the steam-pressure
cookers which cut down time of
cooking Immeasurably. There art
the cookers which can be so tightly
Sealed that practically no water
evaporates and which, therefore,
need little watching.
One of the most practical ways to
steam, however, is to use the oven
of the stove, to set your molds or
pans in large pans of hot water and
to put over them a tightly fitting
cover. A small roaster is the ideal
pan to use for this purpose, although any two pans of the same
size may be put together. If you
keep the temperature of your oven
moderately hot—about 400 degrees
Fahrenheit, it will take Just about
the same length of time to steam in

low—275 degrees Fahrenheit, it will
take about three times as long. It Is
not necessary to cover pudding and
fruit cakes tightly with oiled paper,
as it is when actually steaming. It
Is necessary, however, in finishing
fruit cake to remove the pan of
water for the final hour of cooking
so as to dry the cake. Boston brown
bread is steamed in tightly covered
utensils whether it is cooked in the
oven or on top of the stove.
A double boiler can also be used
for steaming if yon remember to replenish the water in the lower part
I have used this satisfactorily for
steamed puddings and brown bread.
There are steamer tops which can
be purchased to fit on top of one of
the utensils you probably have on
hand. Any of the heavy aluminum
utensils which have covers which
fit closely will also serve the purpose
of-a steamer if you have a rack on
which to set your mold.
The winter months are the time
when steamed puddings are most
popular. There is nothing more delicious than a hot fruit or chocolate
pudding, served with a hard sauce

5 GREAT CON

Savor. The sherry and rum flavorings are especially good in sauces
of this sort
Hard sauce, which Is merely
creamed butter and sugar flavored,
can be varied In any number of different ways. Brown sugar gives a
very different flavor. The addition
of browned almonds Is another
change. A crushed fruit beaten Into
the hard sauce makes it quite different For a sauce there is nothing better than the one which I have
printed several times—called Christmas sauce.
BOSTON BROWN BREAD
1 tablespoon sugar
1 cup yellow cornmeal
1 cup white flour
1 cup whole wheat flour
1 teapsoon soda
I teaspoons baking powder
tt teaspoon salt
% cup molasses
1% nuns milk
Mix the dry Ingredients together.
Add the molasses and milk. Mix
thoroughly and pour Into wellgreased molda Cover tightly and
place them in on uncovered roaster
with boiling water surrounding them.
Steam at 275 degrees Fahrenheit for
three hours, or at 400 degrees Fahrenheit for one and one-half hours.
C, 1133, Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.

PRIZES EACH!

THIS WEEK'S CONTEST
CLOSES FEB. 26. 1933
HOn rVU. DCTMLS OP CON1MT
IN LOWOI HMHT HAND COMIC*

$500.00 In Gold, The First Of 217 Gold Coin Prizes Being Awarded Winners Of Each
Of Five Of The Simplest Yet Most Fascinating Contests Ever Presented To The People Of America

5

EXCITING WORD-BUILDING CONTESTS

Presented Solely to Attract Your Attention
to Gold Medal "Kitchen-tested" Flour,
These Novel 3-Letter Word-Building Contests Not Only Bring an Opportunity to
Test the Extent of Your Vocabulary in the
Hope of Winning One of 217 Prizes in Gold
Coin Offered in Each Contest, But Introduce
What Millions of Women Have Found to be
the Simplest, Easiest Way to Baking Success

WHAT GOLD PRIZES ARE AND WHAT THEY WILL BUY

Thit WeeVe Contest Close* Feb. 39, 1933; Start
Your Lilt of Word* Now—Not* Rule* Below At Right
Standard Dictionaries To Be Used In Judging
This is to bring to your attention what we believe is one
of the most spectacular, the most thrilling series of contests ever presented, to the people of America. Each
contest with $2,000 in gold prizes. Each contest with
$500 in gold as first prize and 216 other gold prizes. All
offered solely to. attract your attention to an easier,
simpler way of baking, the GOLD MEDAL "Kitchen-tested"
Flour Way.

Banishes Bad Luck
By the development of a new type of flour—GOLD
MEDAL "Kilchen-tested" Flour—baking has been remarkably simplified in this way: By,banishing the causi of most
baking disappointments—lack of uniformity in the flour
used; the chance pf two sacks of the same brand varying
greatly in results.
GOLD MEDAL "Kitchen-tested" Flour means flour that has
been tested in an oven just like yours, for uniformity cf
results, before it goes to you. Every batch tested for
baking of cakes, pies, pastries, breads, by a number of
experts directed by the noted cooking authority, Betty
Crocker.
"Kilchen-tested" recipes are also developed under the
direction of Betty Crocker. Thus, the flour acts the same
way, the recipe the same way, every time you bake—no
guesswork, no uncertainty. Results are amazing. Baking
simplified amazingly.
These "Kitchen-tested" redpes are for "Foods Men Like."
So you can't go wrong serving them to your husband.
Set of 15 now given free inside every sack of GOLD MEDAL
"Kitchen-tested" Flour. (Changed every 3 months.) Try
them. Your husband will be delighted.

Enter Contest Today
Enter the new novel word-building contest described
above today. You may win $500 in GOLD. Or—one of
the 216 other GOLD cash money prizes.
nit

WASHBURN

CROSBY
of

COMPANY

Ont.MMtoOniiainfc.iM.

GENERAL MILLS. INC., MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.

STATIONERY

CONTEST
RULES

ALL YOU DO

START

NOW

To Enter This Simple Contest To Win $500.00 In Gold or— One of 216 Other Prizes in Gold
ln this simple, fascinating contest, simply see how
Ralph Dennis. Dean of the School of Speech of Northmany standard English 3-letter words you can western University) will receive the first prize of $500
make from the letters in the words G-O-L-D M-E-D- in gold. The person sending in the next longest, most
A-L F-L-O-U-R B-R-I-N-G-S B-A-K-I-N-G S-U-C- accurate list will receive second prise of $200 in gold.
C-E-S-S. For example, G-E-M is a standard English The 5 persons sending in the next 5 longest, most accuword containing 3 letters and la made up of G
rate lists will each receive $50 in gold. The 10 persons
from GOLDYE and M from MEDAL. B-I-N
sending in the next 10 longest, moat accurate lists will
from BRINGS. O-R-E from gOld. flouR. mEdaL
each receive $20 in gold. The 20 persons sending in the
next 20 longest, most accurate list* will each receive
In making a word you can use a letter only as
many times as it appears in the words GOLD $10 in gold. The 80 persona sending in the next 80
longest,
most accurate lists will each receive $5 in
MEDAL FLOUR BRINGS BAKING SUCCESS.
gold. The 100 persons sending in the next 100 longest,
Words spelled exactly alike but having different
most accurate lists will each receive $2.50 in gold.
meanings will not be counted separate words.
f In tl» event of ties tor any prize offered, a prire
• identical with that tied for will be awarded to each
Standard English words snail be interpreted aa
actual English words shown in any standard Eng- tying contestant. Each contestant, in submitting his
lish dictionary.* Words indicated by symbols in your or her entry does so with the understanding that the
dictionary as Foreign, Obsolete. Archaic, Poetic or as opinion of the Judges is to be accepted as final in any
Proper Names 9r Proper Nouns or aa Prefixes or Suf- or all matters pertaining to the contest, and that no
fixes or Abbreviations or Contractions will not count. entries will be returned.
Prize winners agree to accept notification by mail
Make a list of all the standard English 3-letter
as soon as possible after contest closes.
words as defined above, number the words in the
order in which you set them down. Count the words 9 O»ly on* prize will be awarded in any one family.
and put the number of your count on the first page of
which are postmarked before midyour list Put your nun* and addrasa and tit*
»w Only
nig entries
night,
Sunday. February 26, 1933. will be
nama and address of your (roear on the list
and send it in. to«ath*r with tha raelpa foldar
which you find Inilda a sack of Gold Madal
be sure to mail your list of standard
"KUekmn-l»tt»d" Flam, to Gold Medal Flour REMEMBER—
3-letter words conforming to the above rules,,
Contest Editor. Minneapolis, Minn. (If you are English
with
your
and addrau and th« name and
unable to obtain • redpe folder, simply write Dent. A.
Gold Medal Contest Editor. Minneapolis, Minn.
requesting one: d it will be sent free and postpaid
—you don'-t have to buy to enter this con test.)
Flour Contest Editor, Minneapolis, Minn. (Ifj
The person sending in the longest, most accurst* unable to obtain a nape folder, simply write ene A.
list of correct standard EnglishS-letter words (that Gold Medal Contest Editor, Mlnmpous, Minn:,
is, the longest, most accurate and correct in UM requesting one and it will be sent free and postpaid
opinion of the judges who are James Weber Unn, —you don't have to buy to enter this contest) Send
|W«ssor of.Englisfi ta the University of Chicago: all to Gold Medal Flour Contest Editor, ™
before midnight, Sunday, Fel
W.J. Christian of the Encyclopaedia Brltannica. and
PLEASE NOTEi Tha raaaon w* ask you to sand tha nanta and addm* of you*
sjroear la that ajroossa will sUao t>a awardad pttswa In thla sjn«t contact
• Wtbrter1. sad Punk and WacaaV dlcttooaito will ba ned bar Uw todies

I
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SAVE THE RECIPE
FOLDER WHICH
COMES IN EVERY
IMPOHTANTl

B« Sw* To S»nd Th«
lUciiM FoM«r Which
You Will Find ln«id«
EwyS«ekaf GOLD

MEDAL "JCHcAcn-

«Mf«<f" Flour With
Your LUt of Word*.

Whwn you balu *t horn*, by all mean*
tit* GOLD MROAL "Kitchen-totted" Hour
and follow Batty Crocker's famoua recipa*. Then you ara sura to avoid disappointments.
A still aaslar way, however, when you
want delicious cakes, pastries, rolls, and
bread, Is to simply order them from your
baker direct or through your grocer. With

truly prof assional skill, your baker transforms whaat, our basic c*r«al food, from
nourlshins;, body-buUdinc grain into
tasty, appetising, wholesome, mealtime
delights. CUt acquainted with your baker
and his products.
Whaat provide* an infinite variety of
tempting, delicious baked foods whioh
add health and joy to every meal.

THB ANITA TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1933.

ITEMIZED
ELECTRIC
BILL

Agricultural Meeting Is
Planned For Cass Comity

JANUARY MOTOR TAX
DIVIDED BY COUNTIES

Public Sale!)

A total of $17,914.04 has been allo:ated by the state board of railroad
The Cass County Agricultural Out- ommissioners to counties through
ook and Adjusting meeting will be which motor carriers operate as the
leld in Atlantic on February 22, ac- anuary quota, it was announced here
As I intend to quit farming, I will sell at public sale, at my resicording to County Agent, W. O. Dundence, 3 miles east and % mile south of Anita, on the Cass-Adair
can.
Under provisions of the state law
county line, commencing at 12:00 o'clock, sharp, on
The latest information as to the hese funds will be used for highway
business situation and the probable maintenance, the commission said. The
jroduction and demand for Iowa farm total in ton-miles (taxes collected from
products during 1933 will be discussed motor carriers during the month was
the following described property:
with the farmers attending this meet- >22,392.56, of which 20 per cent was
ing. "The long-time trend in. farm retained by the commission for adminproduction and possible adjustments stration of the act.
6 HEAD OF GOOD HORSES
which will be led by I. W. Arthur and
One bay team, mare and horse, 10 and 11 years old, weight 3500,
Courttdes receiving funds from the
Cleon Herriott, extension specialists commission are Adair, $48.26; Adams,
mare is heavy in foal; 1 grey mare, 12 years old, weight 1500, heavy
in foal; 1 bay team, mare and horse, 10 and 12 years old, weight 3400;
in farm management and marketing [56.26; Appanoose, $11.93; Cass, $207.1 good child's pony.
from Iowa State College.
23; Clarke, $257.31; Fremont, $162.30;
The report of the National Agri- luthrie, $240.69; Mills, $261.84; Montcultural Outlook Conference, which gomery, $97.79; Page, $147.37; Ring24 HEAD OF HIGH GRADE CATTLE
was held at "Washington, D. C., Janu- gold, $4.08; Taylor, $12.45; Union,
Eight good milch cows, 6 fresh now and others should be fresh
ary 23-27, have been adapted to Iowa $50.69.
by sale day; 15 fall and winter calves; 1 Short Horn bull.
conditions and will be presented at
this meeting. This meeting is one of LARGE RANCH ABANDONS
16 Head of Brood Sows and 55 Head of Fall Pigs.
a series which is being held throughUSE OF TRACTOR POWER
out Iowa from February 13 to March
700 BUSHELS OF CORN IN CRIB. 10 BUSHELS OF GOOD DRIED
10.
Horses and mules are coming back
SEED CORN. QUANTITY OF HAY IN BARN. 30 BUSHELS
on,Iowa farms. One indication of the
OF GOOD POTATOES. ABOUT 100 HENS:
washing, ironing, cleaning, and
ptxtti trend comes from one of the
w^S* littes in Iowa, the R. «.
many cases the refrigeration, cookAdams '.ranch near Odebolt, Sac counFARM MACHINERY, ETC.
dty. Mr. Adams is putting away his
One nearly knew U. S. Standard John Deere scale with cattle
j, water heating and radio are all
rack; 3 box wagons; 1 hay rack and wagon; 1 bob sled; one 7-foot
fleet rxaf 15 tractors. He will operate
Frank K. Johnson, Atlantic clothier, his 6,000 acre farm with the aid of
John Deere binder; 2 scrapers; one 4-hole Marseilles corn sheller;
in the so-called "Light BilV
two 5-horse lever harrows; one 10-foot Sterling ' disc; one 4 H. P.
was killed shortly after midnight Son- horses and mules this year. "Horsesi
Cushman binder engine; one 1% H. P. Monitor engine with pump jack;
day
when
the
car
in
which
he
was
icity today is the lowest priced
convert cheap grain and roughage inone 10 H. P. International engine with wood saw and 3 blades; 1 John '
riding plnnged from the pavement am to power for field work," Mr. Adams
Deere corn binder; 1 hay rake; 1 John Deere corn planter with 120
Mnmodity that you buy.
overturned on the railroad tracks says. "Moreover, they'll do it with a
rods of wire; 1 Emerson gang plow; 1 John Deere sulky plow; 1 walknorth of Exira. Johnson's neck was minimum of cash and overhead exing plow; one 6-footb New Ideal Deering mower; 1 John Deere riding
cultivator; 1 Emerson riding cultivator; 1 Pattee walking cultivator;
broken. Returning to his home from pense. Running 15 tractors is al
1 potato digger; 1 potato sorter; 1 nearly new endgate seeder with
a visit in Audubon he must have mis right in good times, but when things
box; 1 road drag; one 35-foot corn elevator; 1 double cider mill; 1
taken the railroad tracks for the^high tighten up 111 take the more old
Stover feed grinder; 2 piles of oak wood—see this wood at Hans
way, travelling the tracks at least fashioned methods."
Thompson's; 1 nearly new brooder house, 10x10; one 42-inch automatic oil brooder; 3 good sets of harness; I saddle; one 1928 4-door
200 yards before his car turned over
Ford; 1 disc sharpener, good as new; 2 good ptinips; 1 nearly new cook
Nels Hansen, Atlantic real estate
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
sltove; 1 good wood stove; all household furniture; and other articles
man
riding
with
Johnson,
suffered
a
to 'numerous to mention.
COMPANY — OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWANS
Mayor's Offce,
ruptured bladder, dislocated shouldei
Anita, Iowa,
and a broken hip. He died Tuesda;
TERMS:—CASH. All articles must be settled for before removing
February 6, 1933.
afternoon
at
the
Atlantic
hospital.
from the premises.
on and wife of Audubon
Dennis P. Hogan, formerly of MasThe
town
council
met
in
regula
Johnson is survived by Mrs. Johnson
! city Sunday at the home sena, was re-elected president of the
session with the following members
and one son, Francis.
1.UNCH WAGON WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS
J. C. Jenkins and Federal Land Bank of Omaha, at the
present: Mayor Harry and Council
annual meelting of directors held there
John Mallory, long time resident o: men Burke, Marsh, Miller, Shaffer anc
last week.
Anita, is quite sick at his home with Wagner.
'off the Home Missionary
influenza.
The following bills were allowe*
M. E. church was held
The Lincoln Center P. T. A. met at
and
ordered paid:
ly afternoon at the home the township hall one evening last
A company of friends were guests
FRANK BARBER, Auctioneer.
C. E. PARKER, Clerk.
Denne on Rose Hill week. The association from the White Sunday evening of Mr. and Mrs. John Iowa Electric Co., hall lights. .$ 1.71
Wagner
Filling
Station,
gasoi interesting program and Cloud district were invited guests. Heck, at their home north of *he city
line
.'. 10.55
occupied the atten- A musical program, four repoitts and A social evening was followed by the
Wilson
Parrott,
services
50.00
jfpresent.
a pageant commemorating Founder's serving of refreshments.
A house on a farm near Wiota beMrs. C. A. Pool was called to Des
Chas. Wilson, services
1.50 longing to Mrs. Peter Anderson was Moines last 'Friday evening by the
Day were given. A covered dish dincovered dish dinner ner was enjoyed by all.
Good Luck Flour, 49-lb. sack
79c Barnholdt & Black, gasoline .. 6.46 destroyed by fire one night last week. serious illness of her father, F. Fredto Thursday evening
The place was tenanted by Bert Hed- erickson.
Sugar, 10-lb. cloth bags
46c Tribune Publishing Co., printing
3.60 rick and family.
of the L-A-N-B dinThere will be no town election in Package Victor Cake Flour, with
Solon A. Karns, services and
club at the home of Anita this spring, but a school election
Mrs. Frank Daughenbaugh was hosMeasuring Cup free
.20c
supplies
16.5(
,,will
be
held
on
the
second
Monday
in
tess last Thursday to an all day meetQjester-A-.Lo.ng. JTfae
Peaberry Coffee, per pound
18<
Glen Lindblom, services
6.8'
spent in playing bridge March to elect two directors to sucing of the Helping Hand club of LinSCHAAKETS STORE.
Iowa
Electric
Co.,
lights
65.00
High /.scorer for the ceed Dr. C. E. Barry and M. M. Barkcoln 'Center. The day was spenlt by
lie "bridge session was Mrs. hart, whose terms expire. H. C. 'Faulkthe ladies in quilting. At noon a covMrs. C.. W. Craridall was hostess Motor Sales Co., storage 10.00
and for the men H. "L. ner, school treasurer, was elected a Saturday afternoon ito the members Anita Fire Department, equipered dish dinner was enjoyed.
ment
32.07
year ago for a two year term.
off the "honors.
of the King's Heralds of the M. E
A company of neighbors and friends
church. Ten members and three The Anita Bank, interest 15.10
Committee reports were read an< An Inexpensive Prescription that gathered at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
guests were present. Late in the af
Starts to Drive Excess Uric Acid
accepted.
Richard Watson Wednesday, the octernoon a lunch was served.
from Body in 24 Hours.
Other business was taken -up am
casion being a farewell party for the
Byron Wheatley, son of Mr. aiM discussed, but no action taken.
Allenru, the prescription so much Watson family, who are moving in a
No further business appearing, e
Mrs. John Wheatley, caught his thumb
in demand by wise people, is safe, few weeks to a farm south of Lincoln
in a drill a few days ago and smashec motion to adjourn carried.
Center. The evening was spent in
"V,
harmless and speedy—it conquers the
Solon A. Karns,
and fractured the bone of his left
dancing and visiting. At a late hour
pain and agony in 48 hours.
Town Clerk.
hand. He was brought to the Camplunch was served.
It goes further—being a scientific
ROASTS, per pound
9c
bell hospital for X-ray and treatment.
Sheriff A. Odem and his deputy, P. formula, it drives from your joints,
1
STEAK, any kind, per pound
15c^ j The members of the W. C. T. U. en- P. Edwards, of Atlantic were business muscles and blood the excess uric acid
joyed a meeting Tuesday afternoon at callers in the city Monday afternoon. and other poisons that shouldn't be
Better Shoes For Less
This is home killed, corn fed Beef.
there—it overcomes and removes from
NOTHING — $2.98 — OVER
the home of Mrs. L. B. Trumbull
Late reports from Darrell Duff, who your entire body this cause of rheuNot shipped in for sale price.
There was a good attendance. The
hostess had charge of the devotions. is confined to a hospital at Norton, matic pain.
People suffering from terrible atThe next meeting.will be at the home Kansas, are that his condition remains
3H SIDE PORK, per pound
8c
Atlantic
aboult the same.
acks of Rheumatism, Sciatica, Neuof Mrs. Fred Dittman.
ritis or Lumbago that prevents them
>, per pound
—
6c
'Charles M. Baxter, 73, well known 'rom doing their daily labor can be
Franklin ID. Roosevelt, 32-degree
Mason, and President-elect, will raise Atlantic man, suffered severe body 'ree from agony in 48 hours.
Allenru guarantees this joyful rehis son, James, in Architect Lodge, bruises one day last week when the
No, 519, A. F. & A. M., grand lodge car he was driving plunged into a sult so why not get one 85 cent bottle
room, Masonic Temple, 71 West 23rd. ditch on U. S. highway No. 6, three 'rom Bongers Bros, or any modern
SAVE MONEY
Street, New York City, on Friday eve- and one-half miles west of Anita. Mr. druggist with the distinct understandBaxter lost control of the car while ng that it must do just as this notice
Economy Shoe Co.
ning, February 17, 1933.
lie was attempting to avoid striking states or money back.
Raymond Gardner, truck driver, another car driven by Max Wlalker of
was taking a load of merchandise Anita at an intersection. The Baxter
from Council Bluffs to Sidney and the machine overturned in the ditch and
next morning discovered that about was quite badly- damaged.
LIVE STOCK MARKET INFORMATION
$50 worth of goods-had been stolen
Trucking rate, live stock, to Omaha
from the truck. It is thought so^pie15c per hundred
one climbed on the truck and threw
TANKAGE
$1.15
the goods off and later were picked
U
OIL
MEAL
$1.40
P./»»,•• b..\*;wA•,'
l*}.;'i <•"•
s FOR .EBji^:—Desirable residence
:
H. H. Elliott, auditor for the" Fuller- property, nicfdern except furnace.
ton Lumber -Co. during the past year loom "for garden. G. W. Marsh, tf
in
this part of the state, with his famMan with car wanted for local tea
NOT LAtJK OF FUNDS OR LACK OF
ily left tlie test 'pf the week for their and coffe6 route. No experience
RESOURCES BUT LACK OF
new home at 3316 Jackson Street, needed. Must be satisfied to make
Sioux City, Iowa.- Mr. Elliott is still 532.50 a week at start. Write Albert
CIRCULATION!
in the employ of the company as an Mfills, Route Mgr., 2280 Monmouth,
auditor in northwestern Iowa. Dur- Cincinnati, Ohio.
Itp
|We do business in Nine Banks in our territory,
ing their year's residence in Anita
FOR SALE:—Cobbler potatoes, 40c
total deposits as listed below:
they made a legion of friends.
bushel; Rurals, extra good, 50c; high
Rertrand Stauffer, one of the few ielding seed oats, 12c. Merle Denne.
ftal Deposits, Savings
$ 949,678.33
remaining civil war veterans of this
FOR SALE OR TRADE:—1929
Wai Deposits, subject to check.
1,533,219.29
vicinity, celebrated his 89th. birthday
on February 4th., having been born ^ord coach, an extra good one; 1929
in 1844. He was the honored guest Chevrolet coach; 1932 Chevrolet sedan.
Open evenings and Sundays.
j>tal Deposits, January 1, 1933. .$2,482,897.62
at a dinnerparty given by his daughSpecial
Per Ton
'hone
244.
0. W. Shaffer & Son,
O«5O
ters, Mrs. Robert Scott and Mrs. AlAnita,
Iowa.
tf
pha Nelson, at the Scott home. Guests
[The Telephone Company is one of the best medincluded his nephews, Willis and C. O.
E. S. HOLTON, Lawyer.
You Can Get It At
to get money in circulation because all of their
Gipple, also Mrs. C. O. Gipple; A. D.
Practice in all courts. Opinion on
ne is s"pent for labor and betterments. Pay
Bullock and Hamilton Campbell, civil Land Titles; and Settlement of ertatos
war
veterans; O. D. Aldrich, John
Specialty.
County Attorney
telephone bills and we will do the rest.
and Peter Scott, John Caliber and
ANITA MILLING CO,
G. . W. Yeater. Three grandsons,
CHADWICK TRANSFER
James, Robert and Glen Nelson, en< i.
lOc
tertained the company during the af- Iround oats
•i
,
lOe
ternoon with readings and musical Oats hulled
5c
selections. Mf. Stauffer has one sister, Car corn ground
Culled for and delivered
Mrs. Maggie Wyckoff, living at ArV. C. McCoy, Manager.
6c per cwt.
rowsmith, Illinois, who is 93 years
Quality and Service
Phone 14
No bother. You lose no time.
old. Mr. Stauffer received many greetLet Ua Do It.
ings and gifts.

Friday, February 17

Many Services
Besides Light!

Atlantic Clothier KilkJ

Earl Anderson

How Sensible Folks
Stop Rheumatic Pains
For 85 Cents

EATURDAY SPECIALS

Family Shoe

iller's Market

Better Fit Better Wear

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

igi Weather!

WANTADS

The Farmers Coop.

Hard Coal
While It Lasts

Fuller-Ton

est Iowa Telephone

FULLERTON LUMBER CO.

THE TRIBUTE. AMTA, IOWA.

!R COMIC SECT
Events in the Lives of Little Men

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 16,1933.

Howe About:
The Conservative Side
Waterloo
Idealism
By ED HOWE
C. mi, BeU Syndicate.—VfrNU Berries,

a widow who has long been
I KNOW
poor, and very bitter and unfair

CANINE INTELLIGENCE

Their MEDICINE
CHEST

An extraordinary example of
canine sagacity was vouched for by
Sir James Carmichael at a recent
function held in connection with the
Bolingbroke hospital, in South London. One morning a large dog
pushed open the front door of the
hospital and made his way straight
through the hall, to the out patients'
department Arrived here, he held
up an Injured paw to the nurse on
duty, who promptly fetched the
casualty officer. The wound was
cleaned and bandaged, and the dog—
whose bloodstained footmarks were
subsequently traced to a point 200
yards from the hospital—was sent
away.

For 20 Years!

night and be healthier, happier;
tomorrow became of it. Many
"of them are men and
women past three (core
and ten.who have made
.imtneirmedkiDe cheat
lor SO yon or more.
fHRhubeenaa dependable a« their family doctor during thost trying
yean when aje threatens to slow op vital or- ;
.••"......••!•.....™i i.
.n,a-veEe*
table laxative and corrective has kept them
regular—(tOl keep* them well, vigorous and
eager for more happy days to come. That's because NR tafHf train* sluggish bowels to regularity—tones the liver anddean the intestinal
tract of poisons that came hmdm-hts. coldly
biliousness, etc.
Non-habit -form To keep clean and healthy take Dr. ing.GetaZScbox
at your druggist's.

In denunciations of the wrongs of the
poor. At the last election a fanner
candidate for a little office (bat still
big enough to provide a dishonest
salary and appropriation for at. assistant) promised her the deputyshlp.
She at once plunged Into tbe campaign and did her best to rob the poor
because she expected to share In the Pierce'* Pleaumt Pellet*. They regulate
rubbery.
liver, bowels and stomach.—Adv.
That Is the trouble: even the poor,
the women, the farmers, the working
Too Fierce a Fire
men, are willing to engage In the speYouth that Is flaming Is the sooner
cial robbery of the people against v. cinder.
W. N. U., Des Molnes, No. 7-1933
which we have most cause of complaint, If given a chance to share In It.
The farmer candidate was elected.
The last time I saw tbe widow she
said he had promised nine other people the deputyshlp, and that she would
bring suit against him If he did not
keep his word to ber.
» * »
John D. Rockefeller should write
and publish his own biography; no
Feel Rawness, Irritation, Go At Once
ghost writer can equal him In the
truth and candor a task of this kind
Then Picture* Tell You What To Do
requires.
Jean Jacques Rousseau gave such
apology as there Is for tbe radical; I
should like to bear, with equal candor
displayed, from the world's greatest
business man and conservative,
The conservative side of the argument has never been adequately presented. It should be; we specially need
such 9 book now, not only for onr own
use, but for the use of future generations.

"TUMS"

NOW! EASE A SORE THROAT
INSTANTLY

OFTHEF6RCE
BEEM
RICH foOO AND AR6
*XC»S*ES—. HOW
MAN/V MEALS t>O foil BAT
A CAY ?

Fooling the Doctor
I

rS^'cUT'iT DOWM To TWO
A PAY—.AND LI<5HT
MEALS AT THAT-HOW
MANY CaPS Of COFfES.
T7RiM< "DAiCy?
-pa-

01 SHUKB POOLTO
TH*?N —01
SMOKt* TMRem A
•PAY- BUT WM»/ HE ASK1B&
MB 01 SAID»SlX"—AND

HT '•fOURW.F TO
MORE THAW
/ MAMY CIS-AR*
SMOKB.A

ser MB—*CUT 'BM

EEATHERHEADS
HID6MC.

(FAHKYI-HIDE

i COOSHSD,
, A MANS

W)OULDWT CO

And the Chase at His Heels
IVIAS TALKIM 10 .
MWSBLF AN'

'VUA* IM m MOOTM \r-^i
I caOSHED IT,
FANNY f -HD&MC!-

The great Napoleon suffered Intensely at Waterloo; ruin was never more
humiliating or complete. But millions
of less noted suffer the anguish of a
Waterloo; I rarely pick up a newspaper without reading of a Waterloo
for some poor deytl.
Waterloo Is a good word to remember; perhaps It te fortunate we so frequently see It In print
I beg you to remember Its significance—which Is to avoid such a fate
when you have lived only half your
life and-have equipment to win.
• • •
Most men, and all women, say IdealIsm Is the first standard by which men
may Judge their action and enterprise.
This Is pleasant sounding, but actually
foolish. Idealism means visionary;
the opposite of realism. The worst
mistakes of men have been due to
neglecting the good that may be accomplished In attempting good far beyond their powers. Our first standard of endeavor should bo Intelligent
realism: selection of the best of two
evils, and training and harnessing It
to do God's work.
• * *
Everyone who believes In a Cause
supports It fanatically; no one Is exactly Just In his advocacy of, or opposition to. the great controversies
which make up life. . . . I am a
fanatic, too, but on the side of conservatism, of safety, if caution; of
looking longer before we leap.
• * •
Joseph McCabe Is not one of the
most famous of historians, but In
many ways one of the most Intelligent,
Industrious, fair and capable.
He
lately paid a compliment to the tradIng middle class. This class, he says,
has been the great nursery of thinkers through all history. We have
books written by middle class men In
Egypt from four to five thousand years
ago, and they are generally moral
treatises; manuals of rules of conduct
telling the best way to betiaye In
every position of life. These books
were used In the ancient schools; In
opening tombs It was found young
people had been buried with sucTi
books In their coffins. The writers had
reached a purely natural and social
conception of the meaning of moral
conduct; no speculation beyond that
It results In most happiness, progress
and comfort for mankind.
A majority of the early philosophers
recommended good behavior for the
same reason; it Is a mistake to beUeve that materialism Is of late
growth. The Stoics In Greece were
noted materialists; we have no such
famous unbelievers now as history
notes long before the time of Moses,
and records up to the time of Robert
O. Ihgersoll when the agitation almost
ceased as a public question.
Already we are beginning to wonder if the ancient Babylonians were
not more ferocious puritans than the
New Englanders of two hundred years
ago.
And tbe ancient Babylonians
were not at all concerned about a
future life. Their laws severely punished several sex offenses not punished at all In America or Europe today; and entirely because such offenses were not nice or best for those
practicing and witnessing them.
I have lately had occasion to visit
two neighboring towns. In both of
them are belnts built school houses palatial and unnecessary. Both Include
theaters, restaurants, athletic fields,
mus'c departments, etc., that would
be an outrage on common sense In
good tluies. but are specially outrageous In the midst of the greatest depression In history. .
Have you
not noted thai lately Indignation Includes extravagant and unnecessary
waste In education? England has never been half as wasteful In this respect
as* we are, but has called a halt

Crush and Dissolve
3 Bayer Aspirin
Tablets in Half a
Glass of Water.

GARGLE Thoroughly— Throw
Your Head Way
Back, Allowing a
Little to Trickle
Down Your Throat.

Repeat Gargle and
Do Not Rinse
Mouth, Allow Gar.gle to Remain on
Membranes of the
Throat for Prolonged Effect.

Remember Only Medicine Helps A Sore Throat
Modern medical science now throws
an entirely new light on sore throat.
A way that eases the pain, rawness
and irritation in as little as two or
three minutes.
Results are among tbe most
extraordinary in medical science.
On doctors' advice, millions are following this way... discarding oldtime washes and "antiseptics."
For it hat been found that only medicine can help a sore throat.
Simple To Do. All yon do is
crush and dissolve three BAYER
Aspirin TableU in half a glass .of
water. Gargle with it twice—as
pictured above. If you have any
indication of a cold—before gargling take 2 Bayer Aspirin Tablets
with a full glass of water. This is to
combat any signs of cold that have
gone into your system. Keep on
taking if cold has a "hold." For
Genuine Bayer Aspirin will not harm
you. Your doctor will tell you, it
does not depress the heart. Get a
box of 12 or a bottle of 24 or 100
at any drug store.

Reduces Infection, Eases Pain
Instantly. Gargling with Bayer
Aspirin will do three things: Relieve
soreness at once. Allay inflammation. AND—reduce infection; which
is the important thing in fighting a
sore throat
It requires medicine—like BAYER ASPIRIN—to do these things!
That is why throat specialists
throughout America are prescribing this BAYER gargle in place of
old-time ways. Results are quick
and amazing.
Be careful, however, that you
get real BAYER Aspirin Tablets
For this purpose. For they dissolve
completely enough to gargle without leaving irritating particies.
Watch this when you buy.

Ask your druggist about the recent price reduction on the
100 tablet size Bayer Aspirin.
MO TABLETS ARE GENUINE BAYER ASPIRIN WITHOUT THIS CROSS

ALL THESE DISHES!
IT WILL TAKE ME
AN HOURTO
DO THEM

CAN I HELP
YOU, GRACE?

LATER /HELLO. GRACE-STILL AT IT ?
YOU OUGHT TO USE RINSO-IT
WASHES DISHES_LIKE LIGHTNING
-AND ITS
EASYONYOURte
HANDS

NO THANKS, JIM. I'M USING RINSO. IT

!LOOSENS CREASE IN A FLASH. ttL BE
THROUGH IN NO TIME

Much easier to wash dishes
in these creamy suds
ON'T TAKE our word for It—try Rinso and ail Dishes almost wash
themselves. Grease goes in a jiffy, even from, pott and pans. Chin*
D
and glassware shine like new. You'll say there never were auds like
Rimo iuJi—fot dishes, for household cleaning, (at the week's waahl
Cup for cup, Rinso.gives twice as much suds as
lightweight, puffed-up soaps — in any kind of
water. On washday these lively auda MM out dirt
— save scrubbing. Clothes come 4 or 5 shades
whiter — last longer, too, this "sctabless" way.,
Wonderful in washers. Get the BIG package.

The biggest-selling package soap in America

FIFTY
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Rialto Theatre Will Open
on

A. R. Kohl

NUMBER 18

County Has $162,472.63 TO
Dejpts in Closed Banks

HOLD PRUNING
DEMONSTRATIONS

The damage to the Rialto Theatre
County, Treasurer Lester Breeling
wilding and equipment by fire a week
announces' that Cass county has funds
Phone 43
We Deliver
Are Sell- ago Saturday afternoon is being re;ied up in county banks, operating Orchardist .With the Extension Service
Anita, Iowa
laired by workmen, and the play
toltt** Seat.
under trast agreement or closed by
louse will be open to the public again
receivership, to the extent of more at Iowa State Collego Will Hold
>n Saturday evening , of this week,
9 Meetings in Ctttnty. First
than $162,000. The funds include
npof IndialkS.
when the feature attraction will be,
!71,960.08 in the Atlantic National
One at Merle Denne Firm.
"They Call It Sin," starring Loretta
>ank which has surrendered its naYoung, George Brent and David Mantional bank charter and is operating
sman Swanson)
ners.
Nine meetings scattered over the
as a state bank under the new bankof the capitol, the
The story is based on the popular
ing- law; $36,273,72 in the Farmers county will make up the series of oritution Avenue and novel
by the same name by Alberta
Savings bank of Atlantic, which is chard management and pruning demAvenue are being rapidStedman
Eagen, and w«s adapted for
closed by receivership, and $11,667.55 onstrations to be held in Cass coun' " • seats for those who the screen
by Lillian Hayward and
in the bank at Lewisy which has been ty from February 27 to March 3, acBEANS, hand picked navy's, 4 pounds
.12c
i;,. inauguration,, pgrito
Howard
Green.
blending Of draclosed similarly. The total in these cording to an announcement made by.
|?-'Most of the seats have ma, comedy and The
music is made posCAKE FIAHIR, Briardale, reg. size package 19c three banks is $119,901.35. In banks County Agent Warren DuAcat^ The
gsold. The price ranges
which are operating under a trust meetings will be in charge^ H. E.
$7,00 per »ea\. The sible by the story, "Oliey Call It Sin,"
which takes its character behind the
agreement, with old deposits tied up, Nichols, orchardist with the Extension
seats are located on scenes of musical comedy production,
M*** Finest quality pure country
the county has $30,017.98 in the Whit- Service at Ames, who will demonylvania Avenue in night club and pent-house party life,
ney Loan and 'Trust company bank and strate pruning of orchard trees and
to iricinity of the White md portrays the love of three men
$12,563.30 in tthe Citizens State bank discuss the care which should be given
^ft|d^twnfare that 'or, one girl who, in turn, loves a man
at
Griswold. The total tied up in to the home orchard.
> usual crowd in Wash- she can not. have.
COFFEE, Mid-West Peaberry, per pound
19c
these two- banks is $42,571.21. The The morning meetings will begin at
i ^i3)e tnaugurtll cere- An important role played by Una
county has on deposit in banks which 9:30 o'clock and the afternoon sesJth^ parade from the Merkel provides the picture with fine
SOAP, GWC white laundry, 10 bars.
29c
are operating the sum of $6(2,017.90. sions at 1:15 each day. The first
cOmedy touches delivered in that
meeting will be held on Monday afhii»ngural address
roung comedienne's unique style. As
Betty Brown
ternoon, February 27, at the Merle
eleborate the country an
essential part of the musical show
Denne farm, 3% miles southwest of
49-pound sack
Tammany will be re- setting of part of the picture, several
Anita. The schedule of other meeta group of Indians as songs were specially written and beings will be AS follows:
the|r organization and come integral parts of the production,
OATMEAL, large round tube, each
12c
Tuesday, February 28.
I >e in full attendance.
Atlantic, Feb. 22.-jWhen William
fhese songs are fast becoming popu'''
9:30
a,
m. J. D. Amdor farm, 1V&
CHEESE, Mt. Hope soft cutting, per pound
15c
Harrison, 50, decided he wanted a per- miles west and 2% miles south of
lar hits.
of Repremanent lodging place, he forced Massena.
"Rambling Round Radio Row."
[':' top for consideration
speedy action.
In audition to the feature, there
1:15 p. m. Harold Spies farm, 3
Fancy Florida's
take up the.ques- will be a two reel Broadway Brevity,
Evicted Friday night from his miles east and 3 Ms miles north of
per dozen ,
effect of depreciated 'Passing the Buck," with Alexander
temporary quarters in the garage of Cumberland.
cy upon our American
a transfer company, he carried two
y, Dorothy Dell and Nina Ma?
Wednesday, March 1.
fonal campaign to "buy WcKinley. Also a twelve minute
pairs of pliers with him to the Hotel
RICE, whoje grain, 3 pounds
.lie
9:30 a. m. A. N. Downer farm, 2
I being conducted by some visit to the broadcasting station,
Whitney.
metropolitan news- where you will see and hear Jay C.
One he tossed through a large miles south of Lewis.
SUGAR, 10 pounds (must be cash)
.44c
1:15 p. m. Lester Forsythe farm 4
of the fact that Plippen, the Four Lombardos, Aunt
window, shattering the glass. The
miles
east and 1 % miles south of GrisDuntries which have de- Temima, Baby Rose Marie, and other
other he tossed (through another large
wold.
Fancy Sun-Kist
ncy are able to ship radio Stars.
window, with similar results.
Thursday, March 2.
into this country, pay
2 dozen
He waited a few minutes for some
Junior Band Saturday.
9:30
a.
m. John Shaw farm, 4 miles
still greatly undersell
one
to
come
along
and
arrest
him,
There will be a special musical atproducers. Up to the traction on the program for Saturwhich some one shortly did. At his west and 1% miles south of CumberPEANUT BUTTER, 2-pound quart jar
19c
only certain industries day evening, when the Anita Junior
hearing Saturday on a charge of ma- land.
1:15 p. m. 'Chas. Denne farm, 4
^affected by products Sand, under the direction of Prof.
licious injury to a public building, he
KELLOGG'S
WHOLE
WHEAT
FLAKES,
miles
south of Atlantic on highway
guilty. He will appear ;jn disthe countries with Sari R. Blue, will appear between the
2 packages,
16c pleaded
trict court this week for sentence. No. 71.
The effect is irst and second shows in a 25 minFriday, March 3.
noticed in dairy pro- ute concert. There are thirty memHe faces a maximum of five years
9:30 a. m. Carl Schwartz farm, 5V&
in the state penitentiary at Fort
' by a partisan vote the >ers in the band, and you will enjoy
miles west and 1 mile north of AtlanMadison.
to consider the ques- ;he program being prepared by them
tic.
lor Saturday evening.
1:15. p. m. Henry Arp farm, 5 miles>j;For Outright Repeal
.,. The regular admission of lOc and
northeast
of Atlantic on highway No.
effort to repeal the 18th 25c will be charged for this big pro71.
f was defeated in the House gram. The program Sunday evening
Two local couples went to MaryThe February meeting of the Great) day of the present session will be the same as Saturday evenally supposed that this ing, with the exception of the Junior ville, Missouri, Saturday where they er Anita Club was held last Friday
The 'Fullerton Lumber Co., who
disposed of so far as Band, who will appear but the one were united in marriage. Miss Merle evening in the dining room of the have been in business in Anita for the
Borth, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Church of Christ. A 6:30 o'clock
|. Congress was concerned. night.
Borth, became the bride olf Dale Dres- dinner was served by the ladies ai< past thirty-five years, have sold their
Ed. Wynn Will Be Here.
Ate unexpectedly took up
stock of merchandise and business to
ttion the Blaine resolu- To the many people who were dis- sier, son of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Dres- society of the church. At the business the Anita Lumber Co., giving them
A race of prehistoric mound buildsier.
The
bride
and
groom
are
well
meeting,
held
following
the
dinner
,ght repeal during the past appointed because they were unable to
ers
inhabited northeastern Iowa many
possession
of
the
stock
on
the
first
(T 'adopted it on last Thurs- see Ed. Wynn, the Texaco fire chief, known in this vicinity, having spent several matters of importance to the of March, at which time the Fullerton years before the coming of Joliet" and
their
whole
lives
in
Lincoln
township,
town
and
community
were
discussed
|yote of 63 to 23, which was in his picture, "Follow the Leader,"
company will cease operations here. Marquette in 1673. They formed part
the necessary two-thirds! at the Rialto Theatre on the evening where they were born. 'For the pre- Several talks were made regarding V. C. McCoy, who has been the local of an Indian stock which left evisent
they
will
make
their
home
with
the placing of the local water works
tit was brought about by the the theatre was damaged by fire, the
utility in the hands of a board of trus manager of the 'Fullerton company dences of its culture in Wisconsin,
position taken by Senator management wishes to inform you the groom's parents.
for the past eight years, will be trans- southeastern Minnesota, northeastern
Of Arkansas, democratic that the Paramount Film 'Co., own- The other couple who took the mat- tees, practically everyone present ex ferred to Pacific Junction, Iowa, about Iowa, and northern Illinois.!' Flanked
r, whose lead was followed ers of the picture, have given them rimony vows were 'Miss Aline Hayter, pressing themselves in favor of thi the 15th. of March, where he will as they are by scenes of rare natural
the entire strength of another date, and the picture will be daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Hay- proposition. A committee was ap- manage their lumber yard which is beauty, the preservation of these
I in the Senalte. Speaker Gar- shown here on Saturday ana Sunday, ter, living southeast of Anita in Grant pointed to circulate a petition asking located in that town.
mounds in Iowa has given^tise to a
| announced that he willApril
re- 1 and 2. The picture is in township, and Merritt Steele, soil of the town council to call an election on
movem»nt to secure the establishMr.
and
Mrs.
Win.
Steele,
well
known
the
proposition.
Another
committee
|the democratic floor leader, such a big demand that all dates were
ment of one or more national monuresidents of the Berea community. was appointed to secure signers to i
[key, to call up the Senate re- taken until that time.
ments in this region. The question is
They
are
also
well
known
in
this
competition
requesting
the
town
counci.
i the House on next Monday
presented by Dr. Charles Reuben
munity where they have always lived. to demand a further reduction in elecats .in the House had a
Keyes in the January, 1933, number
The
Tribune
joins
with
the
friends
tric
rates.
More
than
forty
members
on this question and
of the "Iowa Journal of History and
of these two couples in extending and visitors were present at the meetThe city of Independence has found Politics."
and the democratic members
'
congratulations
and
bes*
wjahesv'^.''••
ing.
:.
a way to keep large city bakeries The great majority of mounds are
the resolution and they
from competing with the local bakers. "conicals," rising in a gentle curve
' will have the required twoThe city council of Independence re- from a round base to a rqunded apex.
It looks now as When * Clyde Edwards, postmaster
cently passed an ordinance prohibiting Their height varies from two to sevresolution will carry and at Adair, loses his job 1fa » democrat
trucks or busses weighing more than enty feet and their base diameter
aitted to the states. Be- he will go out of voffice owing money
1,000 pounds from parking on the from twenty to two hundred feet and
' proposal can become effec- to the federal government unless the
ill have to be approved by U. S, senate passes before March 4 a
The twentieth anniversary 'of the The annual extension summer sohoo streets of that city. The new ordin- more. The best examples of conical
organization of the Ladies Union club of the extension service of Iowa State ance was aimed directly at the large mounds are to be found in Ohio.
onal conventions in 36 of the bill now pending before it.
Several years ago Edwards, in his was celebrated Saturday evening at Teachers college in Cedar Falls wil trucks that bring bread into Indepen|If the resolution passes the
The most notable mounds are of
will be the first time in his- capacity as postmaster, deposited in the home of Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Sup- be held at the Atlantic high schoo dence every day. The new law invites the animal-shaped or effigy type.
a constitutional amendmen the First National bank of Adair, pos- lee. A 6:30 o'clock dinner was for twelve weeks, June 5 to August these trucks to keep moving if they These are strictly confined to the four
to state constitutional con- tal funds amountiJDg to $762. A few served to the members and their fam- 25, inclusive, it waa formally announc- are using the streetts of Independence. states of the Upper Mississippi Vali instead of to state legisla- days later the bank' closed and $448.83 ilies, after which a short program was ed a few days ago. Prof. A. C. Ful In other words,' they will be violat- ley. They are built up of earth like
ing a city ordinance if they stop to great cameos from seventy to three
Blaine resohition passei of this money hass never been recov- given. Following the program the ler will be in charge of the school.
peddle
bread.
ered.
•
rest
of
the
evening
was
spenlt
socially.
hundred feet or more in length and
Monday by a vote of 289
Atlantic has had two extension
Other Iowa cities have noted with from two to six feet high, representBill Passes House.
This club was organized at the schools previously. The school was
The $448.83 will remain charged school house in district No. 3 in Lin- held at Creston last year. This wil interest the action of the city council ing a variety of animals, birds and
|ttle For Speakership.
against
Edwards until he pays it off coln township on February 19, 1913. be the only summer school in the state of Independence. At Indianola, 65 reptiles. Accompanying the effigies
i is on among the democrat!
or
until
congress
authorizes its cancel- The purpose of the club at that time this year and the one at Creslbon was business men petitioned their city in the' same mound group are fre.the House for the speakerlation.
was to help with the support of the the only one in the state last year. council to pass an ordinance similar quently found conical and linear
next Congress. The prin
Congressman
CharleS
E.
Swanson
mounds, these last being straight emminister and Sunday School which In previous years, four summer to the Independence regulation.
ers are Rainey of Illi
introduced
a
bill
Juth'orizing
the
canr
bankments from sixty to four hunwas
held at the school. Later when schools were held in Iowa each year
of Tennesee, McDuflfie of
A
baby
girl
was
born
last
Thursand Rankin of fflffissisaippi collation of the,debt and that bill has the services were abandoned at the but .these have been cut to one in the day evening to Mr. and Mrs. Oscar dred feet in length, fifteen to twenty
feet in diameter, and from two to four.
i Probabilities in favor of Mr passed the house' and is now on the school, the ladies voted to send their iriterest of economy.
Wedemeyer.
senate calendar. Because of the legis- money and contributions to the Chrisfeet high.
It is expected that between 225 and
lative Itangle in 'the senate and the tian Home in Council Bluffs.
Originally these mounds were very
250 teachers will attend the sessions. The seven teachers in the country
The club was organized with ten The school will be open to teachers in schools of Grant township have taken numerous, but the number of mound
marriage was performed apparent disposition of the body to
a voluntary reduction in their salar- groups containing effigies is now com[;Little Brown Church in the pass no legislation during the pre- Charter members, only one of whom, Iowa and other states.
Nashua, Iowa, during the sent session it is doubtful if the mea- Mrs. Chas. E. Campbell, being a memies for the remainder of the school paratively small, many having been
Clardy's Hardware, which has been year. Six teachers who have been re- defaced or obliterated by the plow
sure will get through.
ber at the present time. Other char'January.
Demo Will Take Place.
ter members were Mrs: Chas. Rod-staging a closing out sale for the ceiving $70 per month will receive and other agencies. The groups that
Edwards'
appointment
as
postmasgers, Mrs. James Jones, Mrs. Ross past three weeks, will sell the re- $60 from now on, and the other remain in Iowa are among the most
I*. Stone, son of H. 0. Stone
ter
has
expired
and
a
democrat
will
Howletfc, Mrs. R, H. Storer, Mrs. W. mainder of their stock of merchandise teacher will receive $55. She had interesting and important antiquities
jty, was recently elected presi
still preserved within the boundaries
|"The Toastmasters" club i: be named to take his place soon after W. Templeman, Mrs. M. C. White, at public auction on Thursday after- been receiving $65.
of the United States. The acquisition
' :o, California,, and hi March 4. It is doubtful, however, if Mrs. Walter Turner, Mrs. Chas. Chap- noon and Saturday afternoon and
At a recent conference held by the and transfer to the national govern, , in great demand in tha the postoffice department will try to man, and the late Mirs. Gay Nichols. evening.
school directors of Lincoln township ment of the lands on which the mound*
.public speaker. Paul is ai collect the account against him since At the present time the club has
There will be a free lecture on with the nine teachers employed in lie, a matter involving only a few/
Ithe State Mutual Life As it was apparent the loss was not his eighteen members, but at one time
Bo., and in 1932 led the stafe fault, and it is expected that the1 item since its organization it had a mem- Christian Science by Richard J. Davis, the different schools of the district, thousand dollars, would practically
0. S. B., of Chicago, Illinois, and a a voluntary reduction of. twenty-ftve insure for Iowa its only national
I, premiums and lives. Ever will merely remain on the books until bership of twenty-seven.
member
of the board of lectureship per cent was made by all of the teach- monument.
congress
finally
authorizes
its
cancel'owaj* another former Anit
The Literary Society of the White of the First Church of Christ, Scien- ers from their present wages. Seven
e ataite agent of the com lation.
Cloud school held a meeting at the tist, in Boston, Massachusetts, in the of the teachers have been drawing
Mrs. C. E. Parker and two daughul's picture appeared in i
township
hall
in
Lincoln
township
on
local
Christian
Science
church
edifice
The
members
of
the
H.
H.
club,
toters,
Odetta and Geraldine, spent
$80
per
month
and
hereafter
will
get
» of the San Francisc
[along with pictures of eigh gether with their husbands, were Friday evening. An interesting pro- on Sunday afternoon, February 26, at $60, while the other two, who have Tuesday in Walnut with their sister
•ranee men, under the title guests recently <>f Mrs. A. A. Miller gram was given, several people from 2:30 o'clock. The public is cordially been receiving $70, will be paid and aunt, Mrs. W. S. Moore and famAnita appearing on the program. invited to attend the lecture.
$52.50 per month.
fly.
~ of a great profession. at a 12:00 o'clock diuner.

Specials For
Friday and Saturday

um

29c

FLOUR

79c

Grape Fruit

35c

Oranges

29c

How to Fmd a Homein One Very Easy Lesson

Two Local Couples Wed Greater Anita Club Holds
at Maryville, Mo., Saturday Regular Monthly Meeting Fullertons Sell Local Yard
to Anita Lumber Company

Iowa May Secure Some
National Monuments

Independence Keeps
Bread Trucks Moving

Adair Nasby May Owe
U. S. When Term Expire

20th. Anniversany Observed Will Hold Summer School
by the Ladies Union Club
in Atlantic This Year

THE TRIBUNE, ANITA. IOWA.

News Review of Current
Events the World Over
Roosevelt Escapes Assassin's Bullets but Mayor Cermak
Is Wounded—Experts Tell Senators Many
Ways to End the Depression.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
fit five times by an anarchist
SHOT
In Miami, President-Elect Frank-

lin D. Rooserelt narrowly escaped being added to the list of America's illustrious victims of assassins. Not one of
t h e bullets struck
him, but Mayor Anton Cermak of Chicago, who was talking
with Mr. Roosevelt,
was seriously wounded. Two other men
and two women In the
throng that was gathered In Bay Front
park to welcome the
, Franklin D.
President-Elect a l s o
j Roosevelt
were hit by the assassin's bullets and It
was feared one of the women
would not survive. Mr. Roosevelt
had Just landed after his fishing
cruise, had made a brief talk to the
thousands In the park and was being
greeted by personal friends when the
anarchist. Identified as Giuseppe Zangara of Hackensack, N. J., fired at
him from a distance of 20 feet. In
the great excitement and turmoil Mr.
Roosevelt remained calm and insisted
on taking Mr. Cermak to a hospital
In his car. He remained over night
on the yacht Nonrmahal and visited
the wounded mayor nest morning before leaving by train for New York.
All the world was shocked by the
attempted assassination and messages
of congratulation on his escape poured
In on Mr. Roosevelt, one of the first
received being from President Hoover.
. Mrs. Roosevelt heard the news as she
returned home from a club where she
had made aa address. Her only comment on learning that her husband
WHS not Injured was: "I am thankful." She did not change her plans,
which took her next day to Utica to
speak at a home and farm week celebration.
Secret service operatives In Miami
said Zangara, the assassin, was a member of an anarchist group of Paterson, N. J., and that he declared be
had no accomplices, acting entirely on
his own initiative. He was severely
beaten by the crowd after the shootIng and some 500 men threatened to
raid the city Jail and lynch him. The
authorities therefore put him in the
county courthouse for safekeeping.
the efforts of Brazil and
D ESPITE
other South American nations,
backed up by our State department,
real war has broken out between Colombia and Peru and the former conntry has severed diplomatic relations
and declared that mediation Is finished. This rupture resulted from aa
air attack by Peru on a Colombian
flotilla on the Putumayo river which
was repulsed by Colombian planes
and was followed by an engagement
at the town of Tarapaca, on the Braclllan border. The Colombian flotilla
had gone up the Amazon to reach the
Leticia area, over the possession of
which the two nations have been quarreling. This area, as has been explained before, was ceded to Colombia by Peru in 1922. Last fall Peruvians In the region seized the river
port of Leticia, claiming Colombia had
not compiled with the cession treaty.
Both nations have strong forces In
the area.
Ambassador Sir Ronald
WHILE
Lindsay was starting back to
Washington with the British proposals
for the war debt discussion scheduled
for March, Senator
Key Pittman Introduced a bill that
would seem to have
some merit, though
our expert financiers
may tear It to pieces.
The measure would
permit Great Britain
to make the payment
on her debt due In
June In silver, and
this, according to Mr.
Pittman, would oper- Sen. Pittman
ate to the advantage
of the United States, would „„„„,
enable
England to avoid transfer of gold to
meet the next war debt payment and
would make possible acceptance by
-Great Britain of sliver in payment of
a large sum due from India before the
June war debt payment
The Pittman bill would authorize
the acceptance by this government of
any sum up to $100,000,000 due from
Great Britain In silver at current market value.
Its purpose was explained as follows by Mr. Pittman:
-The government of India owes
Great Britain approximately $85,000,000. It baa been reported with some
authority that India desires to pay this
debt to Great Britain with sliver. The
acceptance by the United States of
$74,050,000 worth of silver at the world
market price of silver of approximately 28 cents an ounce, which IB prob
ably lower than It will ever be again,
would not only be profitable to the
i United States but advantageous to
{both the United States and Great Britain.
"Under such a settlement the Unit«d States would receive 290,800,000
In*

RITING with restraint concernof the present
What the house
does in the way of economy, If anything, is speedily undone by the senate, and vice versa, or else both sides
agree on some legislation which they
well Know will not get by with President Hoover. Probably all economies
that might hit the constituencies or
the favorites of any members will be
left for Mr. Roosevelt to put into effect through the extraordinary powers which the Democrats propose to
confer on him. In the language of
the street, they are passing the buck.
Senator Eratton's amendment to
the treasury-post office supply bill providing for a 5 per cent cut in appropriations, and the Navy department's plans for maintaining the fleet
efficiency by shutting down the pork
barrel shore establishments caused a
hurried lineup of the congressional
supporters of the useless navy yards.
But the two propositions put Chairman Carl Vlnson of the house uaval
affairs committee in a quandary. He
announced he would fight the Bratton
plan in so far as it concerned the
navy, and If It carried, he would fight
to hnve the navy yards at Boston,
Charleston and Portsmouth closed
down at once.
ing the antics
W
congress is difficult.

ounces of sliver at the present market
price of around 25 cents an ounce.
Under the provisions of the act our
government out of such silver would
coin 74,950,000 standard silver dollars.
It would deposit them in the treasury
and issue and circulate against them
$74,950,000 In silver certificates similar
to those now in circulation In the
United States,
"As it requires only seventy-eight
one-hundredtbs of an ounce of silver
in the coinage of standard sliver dollars, there would remain, therefore,
in the treasury, In addition to such
74,950,000 standard silver dollars, 241.339,000 ounces of silver to be held In
the treasury as security for the mainOMETHING concrete In the way of
tenance of the parity of the silver cerunemployment relief was done by
tificates so Issued."
the senate when it voted to add $22,000,000 to the War department supply
NE of the eminent men called on
bill for 1934 for the
to advise the senatefinancecompurpose of enrolling
mittee, Dr. Herman F. Arendtz, a Bosand training 88,000
ton economist, condemning any plan
h o m e l e s s and Idle
for "internationally managed curyoung men in yearrency," such as may be expected to be
round citizens' miliput forth at the coming International
tary training camps.
economic conference, declared that
Senator Couzens of
what we need is less credit and more
M i c h i g a n was the
hard cash. Silver is the salvation. In
; originator of the part
this hard money campaign, he mainof the plan which Is
tained. Its remonetization would be
designed to provide a
the engine priming that would. In six
home, food and somemonths, enable America to sell to the
Sen. Couzens thing to do for a conOrient between 600 and 650 million
siderable part of the
dollars' worth of lumber, wheat, cotton 800,000 boys who are said to be
and copper.
tramping about the country. The
First of the advisers heard by the clauses providing" that the lads Be
committee was Bernard M, Baruch, placed under discipline, required to
who Is likely to be In the Roosevelt drill, and limiting those received to
cabinet. He argued vigorously against Americans physically and mentally fit
currency Inflation and In favor of a for community life were introduced at
speedy balancing ^of the budget, and ths Instance of Senator David Reed of
urged the adoption\pf a beer tax and Pensylvanla. As the bill was drawn,
the repeal of the/Eighteenth amend- boys between fifteen and twenty-one
ment. He also advised the federal years old will be admissible provided
leasing of farm acreage to curtail pro- they can show, that they have been
duction, and this plan was Indorsed by without work for six months or more,
C. C. Teague, former member of the and provided they can meet the C. M.
farm board. Mr. Teague, asserting T. C. entrance requirements as to citithat the collapse of the credit struc- zenship and health.
ture of the country was the fundamental cause of the depression, urged fed- INVESTIGATION of the election of
eral guarantee of bank deposts, and In * John H. Overton as senator from
this he ha ; the full support of Speaker Louisiana by a senate committee that
Garner.
went to New Orleans gave Senator
George N. Peek, a manufacturer of Huey Long opportunity for many charMoline, ni., set forth, his objections acteristic outbreaks, and though he
to the domestic allotment bill, which apologized frequently to the commitIs doomed to death either in the sen- tee. Chairman Howell threatened him
ate or in the White House, and pro- with action for contempt Long's
posed a modification of the plan brother, now his bitter enemy, and
whereby curtailment of acreage would various other witnesses told of many
come after planting and before har- instances of alleged corruption, graft
vest, since "the variation In yield of and extortion, In Louisiana, and the
all growing crops from year to year retort of the "Klngflsh" In nearjy
depends 75 per cent on weather and every case was "You're'a liar"—with
pests, largely beyond human control, profane trimmings. The charges In
and only 25 per cent on the acreage volved both Overton and Long.
planted."
APAN Informed the world that Its
E»INANCIAL troubles of the Union
negotiations with the League of
™ Guardian Trust company, an Invest- Nations in the Manchurlan dispute
ment concern of Detroit, led Gov, Wil- had come to an end. The foreign ofliam A, Comstock of Michigan to take fice In Tokyo said It
the courageous step
would offer no further
of proclaiming an
concessions and would
eight-day bank holistand firmly by its deday, and his drastic
termination to mainaction received the
tain the government
approval and legal
of Manchukuo. Yosanction of the legissuke Matsuoka, Jalature. The legislapan's able representtors also got busy at
ative at Geneva, was
once with the enactgiven Instructions to
ment of measures covthis effect and told to
ering the situation and
withdraw from the
b e a r i n g retroactive
l e a g u e and return
Yosuke
clauses.
Gov.Com»tock home as soon aa the
MaUuoka
Except for the upleague adopted the
per peninsula, which is separated both report of the committee of nineteen
geographically and economically from which reasserts the principle of Chithe remainder of the state, the banks nese sovereignty In Manchuria and dewere abiding by the holiday order. clines to recognize Manchukuo. All
The upper peninsula Is In a different this was formulated by the cabinet
federal reserve bank district and, al- and approved by the emperor.
though the governor of the Federal
Dispatches from Tokyo said the govReserve bank of Minneapolis said he ernment feels that withdrawal from
was keeping hands off In the situation the League of Nations will be the turnmost banks above the Straits of Mack- Ing point In the empire's history. BeInac were doing business as usual.
fore the ultimate decision la made. It
The Federal Reserve bank of De- was announced, there would be an extroit remained open and received mil- traordinary conference of the council
lions of dollars from Chicago and New of elders, the heads of branches of the
Tork, and the Detroit Clearing House Imperial family, all living former preassociation made arrangements where- miers and other distinguished personby 125,000,000 was made available to ages.
depositors, the latter being permitted
Meanwhile plans for a general Japto withdraw not In excess of 5 per anese offensive against the Chinese
cent of their balances for emergency province of Jenol, which Japan claims
purposes before the expiration of the IB a part of Manchukuo, were reported
holiday. Several of the biggest De- well under way, and It was expected
troit corporations announced that they a campaign would soon begin to drive
were continuing to pay their workers out several hundred thousands of MarIn cash, and all business concerns ex- shal Chang's troops. If this movement
cept the financial houses carried on starts before Japan actually quits the
as usual The governor held confer- League of Nations the league might
ences with Secretary of Commerce apply sanctions under Article 18 of
Chapln and leading financial authori- the covenant, and the results of this
ties, and Mr. Comstock said he did wuld well Involve many nations.
not seek to prohibit any bank from
making a sensible arrangement to OO FAR as the courts and prosecnpermit withdrawals to meet family *-> tors of Hawaii are concerned the
necessities or to allow the cashlns of Masfiie case has been closed with the
pay checks.
dlgmlssal of charges against four
Mixed up In the Michigan bank sit- Hawaiian youths of mixed blood who
uation was euld to be a difference of had been accused of attacking Mrs.
opinion as to methods nnd transac- Thomas H. Massle, wife of a naval
tions between Senator James Couzeug lieutenant This action was taken
'inJ Henry Ford. The Union Guard- on recommendation of Public Prose|»n Trust Is controlled by the Guard- cutor J. O. Kelley, who made public
«ifl Detroit Union group. Edsel Ford a report of a detective agency on an
sou of the founder of the Ford Motor Investigation of the case made at th<>
company, la one of the heaviest stock- Instance of Gov. Lawrence M. j,, a <i
holders la that group.
and Attorney General Harry Hewiit
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OF POWER
Howe About: WORDS
FOUND IN DIALECT
Henpecking
Credit's Near Collapse
Actors and Writers
Br ED HOWE
T»HERE may be a suggestion In tne
1 following paragraph to women who
are students of men: I do not believe I have ever known a man at all
intimately who did not say sometime
during our acquaintance: "There
isn't another man In the world who
dislikes henpecking as much as I do."
In a recent reading of the memoirs of
Silerius, who lived two thousand year*
ago, I found this old Roman felt the
same way about henpecklng; It may
be depended upon that all men dislike
it 1 once bad a friend who •was a
conspicuous victim of henpecklng. I
Intimated as much to him, and have
never seen an angrier man; I wondered he did not strike,me. . . . I
suppose women will never give np the
practice; but they should at least be
warned that men universally dislike it;
and I have known some Quite brutal
cases of rebellion.
* • •
Everyone has remarked the frequent
arrests of negro men for slight offenses, and their severe punishment
At Atlanta, Ga., the treasurer of
a white Baptist Missionary society,
drew three years for stealing $953,000.
;n the next cell was a negro man who
bad drawn four years for chicken
stealing.
For centuries civilized men have
been trying to build np Credit, as a
convenience In living our ordinary
lives. The National Association of
Credit Men lately met in convention,
and their disclosures were startling:
Millions of people "beat" their way;
the convenient thing called Credit may
be abandoned through necessity. . . .
Bankers tell an equally startling story;
hundreds of thousands of bad checks
are given every day. Each one represents a penitentiary offense, and often another penitentiary offense Is committed In trying to collect them; in
compounding a felony. The people
complain bitterly of dishonesty In public affairs, and are disgracefully dishonest In their own lives.
* * •
My bell rang today, and, on going
down, I found a man there who asked
If 1 would permit him to talk half an
hour about the Bible. (He was not a
good man; I can tell a good man as
far as I can see biro.) The Bible Is
an Important book, and everyone
should know about It; but I know
more about It than this fellow knows.
He was a nuisance; I had no respect
for his attempt to do good, and quickly disposed of him with discouragement he should have met with at other doors.
• • *
Handling a dollar, as common, human experience as there is, requires
all the Judgment a man may acquire.
To throw It away is not proper; to
hold onto It too long Is equally objectionable. One should acquire a dollar like a gentleman, and let go of It
In the same way.

U* Bay8tate

There will «x>n be much ringing
of doorbells In New England. The
Of
ringers will not be persons in search .With
of work bat of Yankee dialect Col*
lectors for the New England part of
the "Linguistic Atlas of the United wont- The poetry
States and Canada," undertaken by
expressed
the American Cotnrefl of Learned Societies and certain colleges and .uniInfant
versities, will soon be on the road.
rip**
The
Three eastern Massachusetts coonaes will be gone over with a fineclassifyin
tootb comb. There are no more country stores. They have been driven "pan
out by the chain stores. The old
«re liable o
settler* and sitters that used to
abound in them hare to be hunted
up. Will "the old resident," not talkIng Informally In the free and eaay
society of the •cracker barrel, be aa
the
natural and expressive in presence
of the hunters as he would be the
side of the big cheese under ita cov- ftr. Pwrea't Pelleta are
er on the counter) Let as hope so. bowels and ttomach. One
The country Is rich in people who W l*CrtiV«~ihre« for
have stores of dialect bat use It only
In the company of their family and*
.
Jn.t Wei Fe«(
intimates.
•
'
"Honey, Tm knee deep
Sometimes one feels that dialect with yott."
la the best speech, though the canned
*Att right Til put you on
written stuff Is so artificial and tedi- Ing llrt."-Ilt-Blts.
ous. The eastern excavators have
already dug out words of power. A
writer in the Boston Transcript tells
as that a thunderstorm la called a
"tempest" in some parts of Maine,
on Cape Cod, and here and there In
Rhode Island. "Pantry" and "battery" are rival usages. Too knowing
youth on the cape prefers the former; the latter is dearer to the
Berkshire*. Fishermen generally say
"angle worm." That seems queer,
since "bait" Is still In use; and
lyielievt
"worm," "dirt worm," "fish worm"
roughaess,'
are also found. Central and western
Connecticut are more poetical. They
are said to say "night crawler" and!
"night walker." Connecticut and
MENTHOLATII!

I wish I had tried to learn to be an
actor, Instead of a. writer. If an actor
gives a bad performance, he may be
consoled with the thought that he will
play the same part the following night,
and thus have a chance to Improve it
. . . But I, poor wretch, am for
ever giving a rough first performance;
when I write anything, and do not like
it In print, I cannot better It . . .
Also note the performance of a musician; he has played the same thing
so many times he can remember every note. No wonder Frita Krelsler Is
good.
* • •
I have long known a very nice woman, and she has been generally ad
mired. Lately noting a falling off In
her popularity, I inquired around as to
the cause, A woman gave me the best
answer: "She has overloaded me with
her eccentrlcltlea . . ." Men do it,
too, so 1 send out a general warning.
Everyone Is entitled to a certain number of eccentricities, and there Is always a certain amount of charity for
them, but eccentricities must be managed with care, or they will result In
damaging grumbling.

'

't Do Thii

APPY little girl,
H
•with pep, and
tasted a "tomcr
Every child's stomach, fiver, and
bowels need stimulating at tones,
but give children something you
know all about.
Follow the advice of that famous
family physician who gave tho
world Syrup Pepsin. Stimulate Om
tndlfs vital croon*. Dr. CaldwelTs
prescription of pun pepsin, activo
senna, and fresh herbs is a mOd
stimulant that keeps the system
from getting sluggish.
If your youngsters don't do well
at school, don't play as hard or eat
as well as-other children do,"
this evening with Dr. ~

This gentle s
Bright things!The 1
win move with better rego
and thoroughness. Therei wonj
so many sick spells or cotii. w
find it just as wonderful fora"
too, In larger spoonfuls!
Gtt some Syrup Pepsin; i
your household from those i
days, frequent headaches, an.
atuggish state of half-health
roeanstb« bowels need stimuli
Keep this nreoaration in the i
that eame chronic coasupauj
taken too often. You can
g*tnr,Caldwell's Syrup W
any drug store; they have
ready in big bottles-

I doubt that Old Soldiers realize the
mean talk behind their backs, "i am
having trouble with my stomach due
to carelessness in eating," a man
writes me, "but so far have not followed the example of a neighbor who
put in a claim to the government and
now draws a pension of $20 a month.
This man wore the uniform three
months, and was not injured I was
In France and Germany nearly two
years, but still think 1 would be a
grafter If I put In a claim."
Is8unfrl8ay my attltude toward women
"My life Is a more useful one tecaw
of you. l suffered most from laztnes&
and no one had the courage to teU ™
so. I had nothing to do but pity mysen, and actually pitted myself tntn
serious illness, r was unreasonabS
wiin my good father and brothers- I
hope and believe they are better

MILLIOIIS PREFER THIS
CRACKER OF QUALlH

I have great respect for maxims, as
they include philosophy. leornlnTWt
japerienca One of the best to- *Work
mrd and behave." Were It not longer

-iiTSf hre:lty "very i-w

Make the best use of your
would be almost equally good.
» »»3i. B«U Simdtoau.—WMU S«rvU

, • .
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Friday-Saturday
RICE
MATCHES
Fancy Blue
Diamond
Rose
6 boxes
6 Ibs. 19c
RAISINS,
25c
15c
2 pounds

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES

PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

Burkhart's

Court House,
Atlantic, Iowa,
Will Hold Contest Here.
February 2, 1933.
The final humorous declamatory
The board of Supervisors met in
contest will be held at the high school
adjourned session at 1:00 p. m. witti
this Wednesday evening at 7:3C
all
members present.
o'clock. An unusual array of talent
Resolution.
will appear on this program anc
We, the undersigned Board of Supthere will be at least a hundred good
of Cass County, Iowa, now in
SUGAR, 10 pounds, Saturday only, cash
47c
do ' '
.25cl
The state series
pass.,the following resolution, to-wit:
RED CUP COFFEE, per pound
^ ^:21c 3 contests
ASPARAGUS, grteen cut, 2-cans
will soon be in progress and
•25e|
That Whereas, it now appears to
high school will entertain one
SWEET
PICKLES,
quart
jar
GREEN CUP COFFEE, per pound
^ .'|..25c ofAnita
the
Board
of
Supervisors
of
Cass
these contests between Atlantic
•*
MACARONI,
6
packages
Lewis, and Anita, on Wednesday even- County, Iowa, that Carl L. Vedane is
SYRUP, Golden, No. 10 pails
49c
•25cl
ing, March 1st., at 7:30 o'clock. This short in his account as former County
Treasurer
of
Cass
County,
Iowa,
in
CORN FLAKES, large size package
10c
will offer the community the oppor•19c|
tunity of hearing the best talent in the sum of $19,900..00 and that he has
PORK
AND
BEANS,
3
large
cam
TOMATOES, No. 2V2 cans, extra, 2 for
25c
•25e
these three schools in a contest that retained funds unlawfully which beSUGAR,
Saturday
only
(must
be
cash)
10
Ibs.
will be just about the right length long to Cass County, Iowa, and it is
.47e!
PINK SALMON, No. 1 tall cans
10c for the maximum enjoyment.
the desire of this Board at this time
COFFEE,
Chase
&
Sanborn's
Break-o-Morn,
lb.
that
the
said
Carl
L.
Vedane
return
•25c
Anita will be very well represented
SOAP CHIPS, large size package
»
15c
by Gail Burke in the oratorical divi- to Cass County, Iowa, the said funds,
FLOUR,
guaranteed,
49-pound
sack.
ORANGES, medium size, 2 dozen
35c sion giving, "The Call to Arms;" by andid
It is Hereby Further Resolved that
CRACKERS, Salted Sodas, 2-jx>und caddy,..
Elaine Smither in the dramatic division giving, "The Valiant;" and by the this resolution is a demand for the
SARDINES, round or flat cans, in oil, 6 cans 25c
i : Delivery Hours 8:30 & 10:00, A. M., 2:00 & 4:00 P M winner of the above humorous con- return of the said funds by the said
Carl
L.
Vedane.
And
that
it
is
the
test which is certain to bring forth
SALT, Morton's Sugar Cure, 10-pound can
PHONE FOR FOOD—ITS THE BETTER WAY some unusual ability. AH of these desire of this Board that A. Odem,
BRING US
contestants are receiving intensive Sheriff of Cass County, Iowa, be and
training and will be ready to give a he is hereby appointed agent for the
said Board and •Cass County to make
V
good account of themselves.
.>x-c~>-:~x->'X^M^~>>'X~x~:~>x~x-:~c~:~M-x«x~>«>.
The contest will be held at the high a demand of and from the said Carl
school building with" an admission L. Vedane for the return of the said
seriously shaken.
charge of IBc and 25c to defray ex- money.
It is moved by Supervisor Herman dered in the District Court of lowav
The wisdom of Washington warn- penses.
•
^^^^^^^H
Ryan, and seconded by Supervisor H. in and for Cass County, lowm,
ings and admonitions to the young
Defeats Wiota.
Published Every Thursday by the
Republic of which he was the first
The high school basketball team de- S. Armentrout, that the above reso- by the Court on the 0ft day of FebPresident become more and more feated Wiota on the local floor last ution be adopted and that A. Odem, ruary, 1983 and duly filed on record
W. F. BUDD
Editor clearly apparent as time goes on. Friday evening by a 18 to 8 score. Sheriff of Cass County, Iowa, be ap- n the .office of the Clerk of the DisParticularly at this time we are im- The Anita boys got away to a good pointed as agent for Cass County, trict Court of Oass, County, Iowa,
Subscription if paid in advance. .$1.60 pressed with his warnings to the start and led all the way, widening Iowa, and the Board of Supervisors of on the 9th day of February, 1988, said
If not paid in advance
$2.00 young nation to avoid entangling al- the gap""as the game continued. Wiota 3ass County, Iowa, to make a per- udgment being LAW Cause No. 11888,
Entered at the post office at Anita, liances with Europe. That was not in- played pluckily but were unable to sonal demand on Carl L. Vedane to which indebtedness incurred prior to
tended, of course, as an admonition to 'make it the close game that it was return to the, present Treasurer of January 1, 1933, is now outstanding, FIG ROLLS,
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
detach America from the rest of the two weeks ago, while at Wiota.
Cass County, Iowa, all of the money payable and due, and
per doxen ...
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1933.
world; it was rather an admonition
As a curtain riser for the above which he is unlawfully holding and
WHEREAS, it is deemed advisable
that we should maintain friendly re- game the 7th. and 8th. grade boys las taken from Cass County, and in to fund said outstanding valid in- PRUNE BREAD,
GEORGE WASHINGTON.
per loaf . . . . . . . . . .
lations with all nations and not be played a team from the B squad in the sum of $19,900.00.
debtedness evidenced by said judgallied
with
some
in
opposition
to
high
school.
The
grade
team
had
a
On
motion
and
vote
the
following
ment, with interest, as aforesaid. In CREAM PIU.FFS,
The one heroic figure in our naltional hall of fame, whose memory others. We think this an opportune strong defense and led the game for members voted yes: 'Frank Pelzer, H'. the amount of $32,500.00, which
8 for . . . . . . . . .
transcends all partisanship and sec- time to remind our political leaders the first three quarters by a 10 to G. Armertrout, G. H. Allen, T. W. amount has not heretofore been fundtionalism, is that of George Wash- and the people of America again of j 4 score. In the fourth quarter the Davis, Herman Ryan. Nays None. ed, and
Motion carried.
ington. It will be many years before Washington's warning against foreign defense of the grade team cracked
WHEREAS, it is proposed to issue
and the more experienced high schoolOn motion and' vote the Board ad- Funding Bonds of said County in the
any other great American soldier or entanglements.
- ; • • • ; • ; • - . ; • , - . - • County Auditor!
ers nosed them out by a close mar- journed to meet at 9:00 a. m. Febru- amount of $32,600.00, said bonds to
statesman becomes such a figure of
Passed
and approved this 15th daj|
AN EMPTY BOTTLE.
gin of 13 to 10.
ary 13th., 1933.
national honor. Indeed, we doubt
bear date of January 1, 1988, for the of February, 1988.
Grade Teams Play Casey.
whether, even after the lapse of ages,
(Signed)
Frank PeJzer,
purpose of funding a like amount of
When the cornerstone of the RobFrank Pelzer,
On this Friday evening the 7th. and
our nation will ever have produced ertson county court house at SpringChairman.
said indebtedness evidenced by the
Chairman,
Board
of Supervisonl
another character commanding such field, Tennessee, was opened some 8th. grade team will play the grade Attest:
judgment as aforesaid, and it is neOn
motion
and
vote
the board ail
universal respect and esteem.
Jennie M. Ward,
cessary to fix a date of meeting
time ago, due' to a remodeling of the school team from Casey on the local
journed until 9:00 o'clock a. m. ci|
Yet Washington in his lifetime was structure, many articles deposited in court. Both teams are looking forCounty Auditor.
the Board of Supervisors of said March 1st, 1933.
the target for abuse and vilification it a half century ago were brought ward to this game and it promises to
County at which it is proposed to take
(Signed) . '. Frank Pelzer,
be interesting to all who enjoy see- PROCEEDINGS OF THE
such as few Presidents since his day to light.
action for the issuance of said bonds
' !
..
Chairman |
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS and give notice thereof as required
have had to bear. A British traveler
One of the items known to have ing boys of tthis age play. Our boys
Attest:
and author, writing in 1795, told how been placed therein was a bottle of defeated this group in football last
by Chapter 23, Code of Iowa, 1927.
Jennie M. Ward,
Court House,
many men refused to drink to the whiskey, and onlookers at the opening fall so the Casey boys are coming
NOW THEREFORE BE FT RE
Atlantic, Iowa,
County Auditor.
President's health at the celebration of the cornerstone may have had down to return that defeat on the
SOLVED by the Board of Supervisors
February 13, 1933.
of his birthday. When Washington hopes of sampling the famous pro- basketball floor. Don't miss seeing
of County of Cass, Iowa:
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
The Board met in adjourned session
retired to private life at the end of duct. But if so, they were doomed this. The game will begin at 7:3(
Section 1. That this Board of Sup
EXECUTRIX.
with all members present. Minutes
his second term as President, one of to disappointment. The bottle was o'clock.
ervisors shall meet on the 1st day o:
of-February
1
and
2
read
and
ap
the foremost of the newspapers then found, but it was empty, the conBasketball Season Closes. •
March, 1933, at the Auditor's Office In the District Court of the State otl
in existence declared this was a time tents having presumably disappeared
On Tuesday evening, February 28th. proved-as read.
Court House, within the city of At
Iowa, in and .for Cass county, ill
for public rejoicing, "for the man who by evaporation. On the bottle was there
i...c.c will
win be
UK aa. double-header
uouuie-neaaer basketoasKet- >Mbved by Armentrout, seconded b>
lantic, County of Cass, State of
A en
Probate.
I
is the source of all the misfortunes of the inscription:
ball game between Lewis and Anita N . to buy 15 tons of Iowa coa
Iowa,
at
1:00
o'clock
p.
m.,
at
which
rom
In
the
matter
of
the
Estate
of
Wilaa|
our country is this day reduced to a
the Green Bay Lumber Com
"This whiskey was made at the high school. This will be the closing f
S. Reed, Deceased.
'level with his fellow citizens and is distillery of Wiley Woodard—and de- game of the season and it promises Pany of Atlantic, to be delivered aft time and place proceedings may be
u
iu :
instituted
and
action
taken
for
the
isTo
Whom It May Concern:
no longer possessed of a power to posited by J. S. Brown, September *~
- -a thriller.
- ""•It 'is also a confer
the county farm for $5.92 per ton.
to be
suance of $32,500.00 'Funding Bonds
Notice is hereby given that the m-l
multiply evils upon the United Sltates 26, 1879; whiskey was three years ence game and both teams will bend
Motion carried.
... if ever a nation was deceived by old when deposited."
Discussion of the proposition o of said County, to bear and draw in- dersigned baa been appointed dl
every effort to finish the season with
a man the American nation has been
providing
medical aid for the poor terest from January 1, 1933, for the has qualified as Executrix of the »|
flying colors and add to their con
Many
bther
interesting
relics
were
deceived by Washington."
and the proposed project of the purpose of funding the outstanding tate of William S,Heed, late of CfU»|
found in the stone, including news- ference rating.
Very few men in high place escape
county trying out the trade certi indebtedness evidenced by a judgment County, Iowa, deceased. All persomj
papers, minutes of official proceedsuch calamity. There is something ings, lists of fraternal society mem
Earl Brown and wife returned home ficate plan as a measure to relieve duly rendered against said County in in any manner indebted to said de-j
in human nature which resents the bers, a history of the old Ku Klux last week from a visit with relatives unemployment, held the attention of Law Cause No. 11883, said judgment ceased or his estate will make pay I
having been signed bj the Court on raeiit to the,undersigned; and those I
and friends at Ft. Wayne, Indiana.
idea that one man is superior to
the Board for the day.
others. But it did not take the Amer- Klan, a bank statement and other
On motion and vote the Board ad February 9th, 1933 and duly entered having claims against said deceased I
The Misses Imo and Elma (Mkrde- journed to meet February 15th a of record in the office of the Clerk or his estate will present them jjj
ican people long to realize that in documents. There was also a coin
is now 191 years old, one $100 sen and Lyle Dawson of Des Moines
of the District Court of Cass County manner and form as by law required j
George Washington they had had a which
1:00 p. m.
bill and two $200 bills.
spent Sunday at the Frank Mardesen
Iowa, on the 9th day of February for allowance and payment.
leader who was probably the only
(Signed)
Frank Pelzer,
The bills were no more valuable home.
1933, said judgment being rendera
man who could have successfully led
Dated this 6th. day of February, A.
Chairman.
than the empty bottle, however, as
in the District Court of Iowa in ant D., 1933.
the revolt against British domination
Attest:
they
were
Confederate
currency.
I Mrs. Mae Wilson of Randolph,
for Cass County.
and establish our nation on an inde
Mary E.
Jennie M. Ward,
| Nebraska, was called to Anita a few
pendent basis so sound that the found
Section 2. The County Auditor is
Executrix of said estate |
Leo V. Bongers and family were days aso by the illness of her mother
County Auditor.
ations laid by him have never been Sunday visitors in Omaha.
hereby directed to give notice to the By E. S. Holton,
Mrs. W. T. Wilson.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
16-3t
proposed action for the issuance of
her attorney.
BOARD
OF
SUPERVISORS
said
bonds,
setting
forth
the
amount
! Miss Marian Dougherty of Ames
and purpose thereof, the time when
NOTICE.
and John Dougherty of Des Moines
Court House,
and the place where said meeting will
visited Sunday in the city with their
Atlantic, Iowa,
be held, by publication, at least once, To Whom It May Concern.
mother, Mrs. Isabel! Dougherty.
February 15, 1933.
I have'this day given my son, Hoff;|
at least ten days before said meeting]
The Board of Supervisors of th in the Atlantic News Telegraph,
ard Stonebreaker, his time, and I n
H. R. Brink, wife and daughter,
Ritabelle, of Corning spent Sunday in County of Cass, State of Iowa, me. newspaper published in and having not be responsible for any debts
the city wkh his aunt a«d uncle Mrs pursuant to law, to proper legal no general circulation within the County may contract on and after this ds» i
of Cass, Iowa, and said notice shall Take notice and govern yourself »M
Dosha Scho,, and T. T. Saundts ""' tice and rules of said Board in reg
lar adjourned session at 1:00 p. m.
J
be in substarttially the following cordingly.
The meeting was called to order by form:
Dated at Anita, this 25th. day'J
On Friday evening the neighbors
surprised Mr. and Mrs. Will Blake and the Chairman, and the roll being
January, A. D^ 1933.
"
NOTICE OF MEETING FOR
' 'Chas. Stonebreaker.
children at their home near Oak Ridge called> th.ere were Present Frank PelISSUANCE OF FUNDING
and spent the evening playing cards !Zer' Cnairman> in the chair, and the
BONDS.
! following named
A meeting of the Rebekah 1«
after which ice cream and cake were
supervisors: H. G
The
Board
of
Supervisors of the was held Friday evening at the
Armentrout, G. H. Allen, T. W. Davis
County of Cass, Iowa, will meet withChevrolet owners should insist upon bonafide
and Herman Ryan.
O. F. hall
in said city of Atlantic, on the first
Absent: None.
The K. J. U. club met at the home
Chevrolet service. That is just what you receive
of 'Mrs. Frank Lowden last Friday
Supervisor Davis introduced and day of March, 1933, at the county
at this garage.
with twenty members and two visitors read the resolution next hereinafitei auditor's office in Atlantic, Iowa, at
present.
The afternoon was spent set out and moved its adoption, sec l o clock, p. m., atr which time and
socially.
served onded
„ A
_ _ delicious
,—^«t. lunch
iuiiv.ii was
wtto otirvcQ
—
«*-j*-*** *I.JUA Armentrout,
,n.iuiciitrout ftnd
by' Supervisor
and Place, proceedings wilj be instituted
We are not only interested in selling new Chevby the hostess, who was assisted by after due consideration thereof bv and action taken for the issuance
M
Mrs.
Frank Lees and Miss Lena
Board, the Chairman put the ques- of $32,500.00 Funding*Bonds of said
rolets, but we are just as vitally interested in keep-'
Schaake.
tion upon the adoption of the said Bounty, to bear date' and draw inirom iat day of January
resolution and, the roll being called
ing every Chevrolet owner entirely satisfied with
Mrs. Cole Musick returned home the following Supervisors votedat the rate of 6% for the purhis car.
=««_««
Friday from the Nebraska Miethodist
Mrs. Mae West of St. Louis'.
Aye:
Allen, •Armentrout, Davis Pose of funding a like amount of
&<«aBa3BK!ffli
hospital in Omaha, where she recently Pelzer and Ryan.
' outstanding indebtedness evidenced writes: "I'm only 28 yrs. o)U boX
submitt-d to an operation for an inNay: None.
a judgment duly rendered against weighed 170 Ibs. until taking o"^,
Bring your Chevrolet here for adjustments
fected nerve of the face. She was ac^
Whereupon the Chairman duly
de- said county in Law Cause No. 11888 of your Kruschen Salts j"»'
u
y
companied home by her husband, who clared said resolution duly adopted
in the District Court of Iowa in and ago. I now weigh 150 Ibs. '
and maintenance. Genuine Chevrolet parts and
as
had been spending a few days with follows, to-wit:
for C«8S County, said judgment hav- have more energy and fur t h c „
her in Omaha.
guaranteed workmanship.
ing been signed by the Court on the I've never had a hungry nl°"'el[, teaResolution.
Fat folks should take one ha
To fix a date of meeting at
. 1988
,
At her home on North Chestnut
m^^^."^'.
the office of the Clerk.'^^
of the ^poonful of Knwchen Salts m " *
proposed to take
Street laslt Wednesday afternoon, Mrs.
District Court on the Oth day of Feb- of hot water In the morning
e i88Uance of
Leo V. Bongers was hostess to the
F
n
*32,ruary, 1933, said Funding Bonds to bwakfait-ifa the SAFE, har
Funding
Bonds
members of the Original bridge club
WHEREAS, the County Of Cass renew but will not increase the in- way to reduce as tens of »>"
together with five other guests, Mrs.'
State of Iowa, has outstanding
uebtedness of the County.
of men and women-know.
women-know
anllj
G. M. Adair, Mrs. €. E. Faulkner tat
Fpr
your
health's
sake
ask
i
At
any
time
before
tiie
date
of
raid
"Samst
it,
a
valid
indebtedness
Mrs. G. C. Noblitt, Mrs. Fred M.'
ANITA, IOWA
neetmg , f i v e or mon<^yna
any drug- *w
J3
f0v ^a******"*****^ ^rv "•-,* -Sheley and Mrs. Hugo Wiese. Mrs amount of $32,762.95 with
a petltl
the
coat
for
a
bottle
that
lasts <t ;' b(lt.
at the rate of
°n in th« office of the
.Faulkner had the honor of holding
,
of the Budget, setting
but a trifle and if after the m
high score for the afternoon.
objections thereto.
tie you are not joyfully
a valid judg men t duly renwith results—money back
Jennie Mi Ward,

Crawford's

We Deliver

Phone 30o

Friday-Saturday Specials

TUNAFISH, white meat, 2 flat cans

GOLD DUST, large package —

!

PHONE 29

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

I

Tribune Publishing Co.

Special*

Anita Bakei

Chevrolet
Service

t ft »'/l.> i

0. W. Shaffer & Son

fff\VYl

"1

*

J

_L

A

WOMAN LOSt
20 POUNDS
IN 4 WEEKS
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, e Sunset Glow on the Jnngfrau and the Grand Oanyonjmt never
rplcanic
before7 have I been so awestrlcken. I
"When," asks western
am not. good enough to wear wch a
Collar. I will slntply tie my Handkerchief around my neck and let It go «
that"
.
.»_,»«.
No wonder that those who dealt wlttt
him In Retail Kstabllshmtotll to*
because th
pected that he drank, or wwd^Oplnn* neighbor to western Samoa foi.
By GEORGE ADE
or had been overcome by the Heat, or German colony now under New i
possibly the Nurse had let him fan land mandate, la American .
©. Bell Syndicate.—WNO S»nrlc».
Uncle Sam's only possession
on his Head while he w*B young.
Among his Chronic Ailments were 0f the equator.
NOB there was a man named
•Of the little cluster of
Alfred Cumback who thought Treasuritus, Porterene and Walterpholie*
lomf 4200 miles s<
bia.
The
boy
In
the
Box-Offlce
wonld
that he had a Patent Eight on
Physical Pain, Nervous Ten- begin -We have nothing^* and then Baa ttrandfceo, western Samoa i
sion and all other forms of Agony. Up Alfred would Interrupt and take the dndet the two largest islands.
to the time that he began to feel Words out of hit nrfnth, taylng: «1 other
of the a:
Rocky there never had been any genu- get you. Yon have nothing ahead ot
which
la
also
known
as the
the
18th
Bow.
Did
yon
ever
figure
that
ine deep-seated Suffering on the part
" " \ l» In the
of any Member of the Human Family. you could save a lot of Wear and '
• State*," gays a
Whenever he was burning low and Tear on yonr Vocal Oorda by Installthe whole Universe was heavily fes- ing a Phonograph here In the lobby cation front tat National c
d**.^ sWaAlngton,
tooned with Crape and the only Flow- and have It repeat over.and oror
^Vblcante npheavals in
•Nothing
ahead
of
the
IStii
Bwrf
too
ers blooming were the Lilies used at
first class Funerals, and no Birds sang have a Hit to yonr Show-Shop and X
^ ^*^
'• tte °W bWS11
except the Hoot-Owl and the Whip- am only a poor Goof Who waitta_to and eroderl cbnea form rigid JT
poor-Will, It waa then that Mr. Cum- buy a Pair at the advertised Prices, «*«* W^»V Wands, and
so that
that nu
makes me Just as welcome as
and fiavali the crests t|»
back found his only Relief In cussing so
tn* height of from 2,000
uralgla.
audibly and making dreadfully sarcas- Neuralgia,
Before departing, I wish to say abOT* tiW wam Pacific Caters QK
tic Remarks to the Imbeciles who were
deliberately Intent upon driving him that I have had Visions of Alexander lay* thelf palm-fringed shores. ,
on a Throne of Porphyry and OoM,
"Nature haa dealt bountifuiir *J
to the Foolish House.
The only Joy that he could ex- sighing for more Worlds to conquer; Samoa. A plentiful supply 0( m TI
tract from a drab Existence was that of Imperial Caesar entering Borne at ton apllla Omr the rich volcanic M I
of toasting, panning, bawling out and the bead of his Legions, afld of Na- during the rainy months from
harpooning those who got his Goat poleon contemplating a conquered Eu- ber to April and produces an
an abnjl
and stuck pins Into his Inmost SouL rope, bnt never In my wildest Imagin- dance of loin tropical growth."
"Unfortunately, however, these J
The average American la long-suffer- ings have I pictured anything *> overing and doesn't at all object to be- whelmingly royal and Indescribably lands, which are often called tin I
ing kicked thirty or forty Times In magnificent as you, sitting back to Pearls ot the South Seas; lie 1D J
the same Place, but not so with Mr. your Cage, gazing down at the Worma track of cyclones, and f
Cumback. He held to the Theory that who come crawling np here, begging atormi do much damage to
It was the Duty of every public-spir- for Tickets of Admission. Hoping that and crop*. Old rusted hulks <
ited Citizen to fight unceasingly for you fall down and break both Lega, lying in ft*-harbors are reminders i|
all of the Bights guaranteed by the as yon are being led toward the Elec- •ever* "blows' that have left
Constitution before It was patched up. tric Chair, I will bid you a cheery wreckage strewn In their <
In other words not to let Anybody •Good Afternoon,' bnt be sore and Earthquake tremors, too, are notitl
let me know when yon are going to be frequent, although no major voicuiJ
get away with Anything.
In a way he was a Reformer. He buried, as I want to send some action baa been recorded since tJ
believed that many of the Abuses Flowers."
Seventeenth or Eighteenth cental
Enthusiastic Pall-Bearers.
which have grown up In this so-called
The foregoing la a specimen of
Paradise known as the U. S. A. could
be blamed upon the spineless and un- Rough BtoiC as distinguished from Poresisting Common People who were, lite Satire, bnt Mr. Oumback discovas you might say, hollow below the ered Years ago, that to jar a TicketDooY let them nt a strangle 14
Ribs. Mr. Oumback probably under- Seller one must rue a Blnnt Instru- Fight
gjBnae qokidy. Creomulaioa «
ment
stood that he could not right all the
Unas
the
7 M}* nelp» known to moli
Very often In bestowing a Tip at a sdewAv Pewwalbnt harmless. Ple«
Wrongs while he had no Assists from
the other Players, bnt he had the Restaurant, Mr. Oumback wonld say to take. Noaarootic*. Yonrdruggutd
glorious Satisfaction of knowing that to the grasping Menial: "I hand yon nfatd your money if any conghwctU
he put up a Battle when anyone tried this money, not because yon have renr bow long standing i» ut»\
'
to sew Buttons on him. He probably dered Intelligent Service, but so that tend by Creonwffion.
couldn't make honest-to-goodness Men yon may be enabled to purchase at
and Women out of Whippets and some good Book Store a Volume enSnoofs bnt he got his only pleasant titled 'How to Walfon the Table.'"
He puttied many a Pullman Porter
Thrills out of giving them the Medicine they needed, viz., the old and who came, Whisk Broom in Hand, by
asking, "Have we met before?" A dirty
brutal Truth,
Dig like this always sounded ImprompTwo Prominent Clubmen at Work.
For instance, he was the only Per-, tu, but of a Matter of Fact, he had
who had the sublime Courage to thought It out long beforehand and
hop onto the Greek God with the nursed It until the Time came.
The Chambermaids could have writSquare Shoulders and gummy Hair
who had consented to act as salesman ten a Book about Alfred Cumback. Not
in a Haberdashery, pending his Mar- that he ever called them Names. He
riage to some well known Heiress. simply asked questions. He was trying,
This He-Sparrow was meat for Mr. as an amateur Psychologist, to disCumback. He had observed that when cover the Mental Processes which Ina would-be Customer walks Into a duced them to remove Everything
Gents' Furnishing Establishment to from his Writing Table and make the
Pajama himself or lay In a new flock Ratio between Bath Towels and Hand 1LE88LY, take a half teaspoonfuld
of Studs, usually he Is compelled to Towels four to one.
Krnschen in * klass of hot wato
Alfred passed on not long ago. He In the morning1 before breakiast-l
wait until the two prominent Clubmen
behind the Show-Case get through dis- was carried to his last Resting Place dont miss a morning—a bottle till
cussing some urgent Scandal which Is by six hired Pall-Bearers recruited lasta 4 weeks costs but a trifle-bill
dont take chances—be sure fll
agitating their Set Mr. Cumback had from the Deaf and Dumb Asylum.
MORAL: If you don't mind being Kraschen—yonr health comes first-1
vowed that they would never stand
itat • drugstore in Amatol
him up, like an old Umbrella, without a Social Outcast, always stand np for
~f satisfied after thj
not
your
rights.
getting a few Keepsakes In return.
oney back.
first
He never Interrupted Cutbbert and
Llewellyn while they were at It, but
after they had concluded, and one of Tea Selection Matter
them came to Mr. Cumback and asked,
of Prime Importance
as he lifted the Eyebrow, "Yes, what
An amber beverage of unbelievable
Is it?" that was when the molten fragrance, served without either sugar
Lava began to flow.
or cream to mar its perfection—that
Mr. Cumback, like the Cat which is the most vivid of the memories I
plays with the Mouse before breaking have of my first meeting with old HI
tux* I
all of the Bones, always began In a Chang, writes a correspondent In the
very suave Manner.
Cape Argue. It was a revelation to
"Before Introducing any sordid Busi- see him buy his precious tea.
ness Topics into a Morning which
First he rubbed the leaves between
seems more or Jess devoted to Social his fingers. The crisp crackling carIntercourse, I should like to ask a ried a definite message to his sensiQuestion, if I am not presuming," he tive ear. Inferior tea—mud, he wonld
would say. "May I ask the Question?" have called It, contemptuously—Is soft
drink
"Certainly," the Salesman would re- and flabby to the touch.
ply, wondering what new kind of
Then he raised a pinch to his deliCuckoo had come In from the Street cate nostrils, sniffing long and attento avoid the Crowds.
tively. As all true disciples of Doctor "Otter little glrl> I
"I should like to know if, when you Johnson know, a faint elusive scent •lay hom«froin»cho°l I
whin tMyhavta cold
are discussing your Private Affairs always clings to a perfect tea.
I mW do.
with some other Man about Town, It
I was unprepared for the next step, but
nether at««t
annoys you or disturbs your Temper- I admit He lifted a few leaves and BronohUCyptu* for]
ament to nave some Outsider come In began to chew them thoroughly. A ooldcandooual" '
and want to buy Goods? You see, western expert would have brewed
Geoffrey, I want to be considerate. I the tea with a sample of the particular
would rather cut off my Right Hand water for which It was destined, but
than rudely interrupt a male Tete-a- the taste of the raw leaf against the
Tete which does not concern me. I palate was sufficient for this fastidican, If necessary, do my ordering by ous mandarin.
Mall. Certainly I don't wish to InThe test of toueh; taste and smell
flict my rude Presence upon a scene concluded, the purchasing commenced.
with which I do not, as you might say, Long and patiently, buyer and seller
harmonize."
bargained before this miracle of the
It would have meant Just as much tea plantation changed bauds at what
to the Listener If Mr. Cumback had appeared to me the tremendously high
recited the Greek Alphabet He didn't price of $25.00 per pound.
mind, even If bis Satire was too subAs a parting gift, he gave me a tiny
tle for the Victim. Usually he would tin containing enough for a single Incontinue, looking straight Into the fusion of this precious tea; not for
baby-blue eyes of the Salesman: "I worlds would he have committed the
take It that you cherish a Hope to sacrilege of dropping these leaves Into
own this Place some day. You cer- the more convenient envelope. " That
tainly have my Best Wishes"
would have Imparted a "papery" taste.
Chummy Pattsr With the Salesman
He would then make his Selections
Tough on Bulldog*
^. dTrt' trustlu K that- , ^me time
Though
the faults to which the bullduring the Afteruoou, It might soak In
on the Party
of the
the Second Part that dog is subject are many, judge* are
arty of
not disposed to show leniency In Judghe had been grossly Insulted
So long as Murder was prohibited by ing this breed. It makes no difference
Statute, Mr. Cumback had to adopt whether the dog be merely "wryBentler Methods with the other Type faced," or obviously unsound In gait
of Salesman who said "I'm wearing or shape, the defect Is subject to peno«e myself." The beaming Employee alty in rating. The Judges turn a deaf
who exhibited a new style of Collar ear to those owners of "wry-faced"
on his owu Person, demonstrating as dogs who protest that the out-of-trne
It were, to prove that It had Class appearance of their dog's face la net
aroused In Our Hero a kind of Rabies' due to a structural defect of the Jaw
Ah. let me put OU my Smoked but to something In the nature of a
•asses and look at you." would be misplaced tooth, declaring that even
his ejaculation, "i have seen Niagara such minor' unsonndneas is not per
)». H. U.O. •">""••
mlsslble in a first-class bulldog.

The Fable of the
Cross Word for
Every Hour

OUR COMIC SECTION
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Events in the Lives of Little Men

nO

tort Trifle Witi

A Sure-Fire Recipe

THE FEATHERHEADS
Illllllir

WHO'S1 BEEN
CUT1-|N<5 UP MV
PAPER AG-AIN?

DO YOU
DID IT? I ONLY
CLIPPED A lOVELY
RBCIP& OUT

— ( WAS THINKING- OP YOU If
I OWLY CUP RECIPES OP
I TV4IMK VdU'lL LIKE:— *«

OH-OF COURS&!

you DIDMY IHINK
I MKSHT WAMT
REAO
OH "THE OTHER.
SID&— NO
CONSIDERATION
FOR. ME II

PDRK AMP BEANf
MiA»Nft A 900KOF F»C«PBS AMD
PINNER OUT, OP
TIN CANS I//

DAWDY BOOK I
-THEM ALL IM

r

:

IELD

F1NNEY OF THE FORCE
SHLlRE AKl' OIM
SORRY- BUT 01
OVERSLEPT

An Alarming Situation
OVERS LCPTJi

HUH!
THE: MATTER.
WITH
ALARM CLOCK?

'M

SHE
HERS&LF, Too

AK/D I
SHE MEVHR USES'
ALARM

to TeLL, VfcX TH1
HONBST TR.U-TH—
Ol DOlJ'T HAV/E.
WAN OP THlM—
ME MISSUS
WAKErS MR

THAT'S IT CXACTL
POR. Two DAYS
THER.E AiM'T
WO SALBSMETN RlM6Ik' BtLU
WAKlKI' HER UP IN
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Auction! Auction!
Auction!

Des Moines, Iowa,
February 20, 1933.

FROM OUR OLD FILES
HEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

The Anita Tribune,
February 26, 1903.
Anita, Iowa,
H.
G.
Highley
has been practicing
To the Editor:
the
art
of
limping
the past week, the
The Iowa Legislature is now in session for its seventh week. During result of a badly sprained ankle.
N W. Way was in Delaware county,
this time a number of relief measures
have been acted upon. A great num- Iowa, last week, having been called to
ber of bills pertaining to the reduc- the old home on account of the illness
tion of governmental expenditures and of his mother.
__|_______^_u_u .H
1 1 1 i"-Tr-rTf-r^Our lease expires March 1,1933. We must vaJenkins Bros, have almost finished
tax reductions have been enacted.
cate our room by that time. In order to cioje out
I am trying Ito impress upon the the harvesting of the ice crop for
minds of every legislator not to per- their own trade, and are now cutting
y i' Vi
mit any lobbyist to influence them in and shipping several car loads to
their voting. We must not lose sight Adair parties.
FFRRUARY23 also on SATURDAY AFTERBusiness appears to be booming
of the issues that are before us or
NOON and llTURDAY EVENING, FEBRUARY
the promises we have given to our within the ranks of the Knights of
25. Auction will start each day at 1:00 o clock.
Pythias lodge of this city. Nineteen
people at home.
creamery
Representatives of the New York candidates were given a shock into the
EVERYTHING MUST GO. NOTHING REper pound
Sun came to Des Moines last Friday mysteries of the first degree at their
SERVED. NO BYE BH)S. We still have a lot of
by plane to hold a conference with last regular meeting.
good merclmndise, and will absolutely sell every sinMr. Zylstra, author of the script plan, On acount of illness, Miss Marguerand who spoke in Atlantic on this ite Miller was unable to attend her
lie item at auction. YOUR PRICE WILL BE OUR
subject. We are acting upon this bill duties as "hello" girl at ceritral last
PRICE.
this afternoon and it sounds favor- Friday, and Mrs. Lillian Fish very
able for passage. This bill has just kindly filled the position to the satisgone to a vote and passed by a vote faction of the patrons.
Tuesday was moving day for a numof 84 to 15.
I shall be home during the March >er of our good people who are bound
Karo—dark
vacation at which time I shall be glad lor other states, and the railroad
No. 10 can
to meet with any group and discuss yards was the scene of great activity
Anita, Iowa.
any measure which is before the Iowa during the day. Eight cars of stock,
Full Cream
Legislature and to receive any sug- mplemertts and household goods were
per pound
gestions. Should anyone desire to oaded and shipped out
GARNER DUE AT TWO
hold public meetings of any group or
M. P. Conway returned Sunday
PLACES ON MARCH 4 organization in Cass county, I shall be evening from Missouri. While 6n ttois
glad to cooperate with them during trip Mike purchased a tract of land
Speaker John Nance Garner, who the vacation from February 24 to :ontaining 357 acres, on which there
3*rss*
is the Vice President elect, has gone
is ten acres of rich coal lands, for
water softener
Voss Manufacturing Co. in training in order to travel from March 6.
Respectfully,
which he was offered $100.00 per^acre
"IF IT'S M1ADE OF WOOD,
lOc
cans—2 for
the Speaker's chair in the House of
C. E. Malone.
before leaving for home.
WE CAN MAKE IT."
Representatives to the Senate chamThe town council have passed an or*
602-4 E. 3rd. St.
ber in nothing flat. Speaker Garner SCRIP MONEY PLAN
dinance ordering the building of
adjourn the House promptly at
IS ADOPTED AT AOEL sidewalk on the south side of West
Swan, Martin & Martin will
noon March 4 when the Seventy-seAttorneys-at-Law
The town council at Adel, Dallas Main Street west from the Netae John*
Medium Size
General Law Business Transacted cond Congress ends. At the same county, met in special session last son residence property to the corportime he is supposed to be in the
California—Doz.
;*-V»
Ask For
Senalte chamber to be sworn in as week to pass a resolution putting that ation line, and we understand the walk 1
I^T
Vice
President of the United States. town on the "scrip money" basis. will be continued on west as far as|
Primrose Ice Cream
the
S.
V.
Jenkins'
place.
As he can not be in two places at Three hundred dollars in scrip was isThe Cream Supreme
Obedience Lodge, No. 380, A. F. &|
one time on that most important sued and sixteen unemployed men
At Most Dealers
A.
M., and Columbia Chapter, No: 127,
day in his life, the Senate will have were put to work for the town.
0.
£. S., at their meeting held recentBusiness
houses
there
accept
the
to stand by until he can walk from
Zurfluh Greenhouses
Cut Flowers, Funeral Designs I
the House across to the Senate wing scrip for purchases. Every time a ly, appointed a committee composed
Plants of All Kinds.
of the 'Capitol, a distance of about dollar scrip changes hands it requires of iChas. P. Lattig and G. E. Town8th. & Pine Sts.
Phone I
a three cent stamp which is secured send to purchase a piano for the me
175 yards.
from the town clerk. Each dollar will of the lodges, and last Thursday it
KEEP DUST FROM
Osborne-Tomlinson
pay for the original scrip value and was received and placed in the Masonic Temple. Dt is a beautiful piece
Funeral Home
SHADES AND BULBS costs of administration.
I5c
of furniture, sweet toned, with manSixth & Oak Streets
Phone 397
value
Dust on electric lamp shades and
Est. 1866
Ambulance Service
dolin attachment, and the committee
RYDL--WEDEMEYER.
bulbs will absorb as much as 50 per
succeeded in getting it at a price that
10Mb.
LARSON—The Eye Man cent of the available light and is one Miss Anna Rydl, daughter of Mr was right.
Op-tom-e-trist
of the most common causes of eye- and Mrs. Joseph Rydl, and Harry L
teg
For Better Results
strain, says Mrs. Louise J. Peet, head Wedemeyer of Adair were united in
Established 20 Years
of the household equipment depart- marriage at 5:00 o'clock Tuesday
No. 2'/2 cans in heavy
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
ment, Iowa State college.
morning at St. IMlary's Catholic church,
E. L. Anderson, Pastor. ,
syrup
, 6 cans
Roland, Peacock & Baxter Electric, bulbs should nolt be put in the Rev. Fr. M. J. QlConnor officiating.
Funeral Directors
water, but should be cleaned at least Altar boys w.ere Joe Rydl, brother of (The Church With a Heart and
All calls answered promptly day or
once a month by wiping with a damp the bride, and Gail Burke. The couan Open Blind.)
night, regardless of distance.
cloth. Fixtures that are open at the ple were unattended.
SHERIFFS SALE NOTICE)
Church School at iO:00 a. m. A ent.
bottom should be cleaned once a month
Lohengrin's wedding march was training school for Christian living, There will be special music at the
BULLOCK'S
State of Iowa, Cass County, ss.
and those that are inverted once every played as the couple approached the with classes for all ages. Mrs. Lydia services.
Southwest Iowa's Foremost
Notice ia hereby given, that a|
two weeks, Mrs. Peet says.
altar.
"I
Love
You
Truly"
was
sung
Brown, Superintendent.
Department Store.
Fixtures should be cleaned with a jy Mrs. Leo V. Bongers during the Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
13th. day of March, A. D., "
cloth and wiped dry. Acid clean- ceremony. Blue and yellow flowers Special appropriate music. Sermon
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
+ 11:00 o'clock A. M., at the At!
Atlantic Sheet Metal Works damp
ers are likely to destroy the lacquer furnished the decorations for the subject, "Thank God.For Trials."
Automobile Company building 1
Guy Fulks, Prop.
on the metal and cause rusting.
church.
Youth Forum at 6:30 p. m. All I "Christ Jesus" will be the subject at 3rd. and Poplar Streets in.l
Heating and Ventilating
The bride is a graduate of the Anita young people • not attending elsewhere of the Lesson-Sermon in all Churches City of Atlantic, and County i
Expert Radio Repairing.
Henry Wiegand of Oakland spent high school and also attended schoo are invited.
of Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, Feb- 'said, will be sold at Public Anl
Sunday with his parents, Andrew for awhile in Omaha. The groom i
•the highestrbidder, for casbj
Evening program at 7:30 o'clock.ruary 26.
Viegand and wife.
a graduate of the Adair high schoo' Special music by the Congregational
The Golden Text ia from Hebrews following described Real Estate,
C. D. MILLARD
•»
Following the ceremony the youn;
General
•»
Bert Pine has rented a farm one couple left on a short honeymoo Junior Band. Stereopticon lecture on 1:1, 2, "God, who at sundry times and upon and taken by virtue of a i
the "Gateway to the Rockies." A in divers manners spake in time past execution issued from the office*
Blacksmithing.
4 mile northeast of Casey and will take
trip in northern Iowa, and will spen< beautiful and inspiring message of unto the fathers by the prophets, haitfa lerk of the District Court,
jossession the first of March.
a few days with her sister, Mrs. Ralp God in Nature as he builds through in these days spoken unto us by his and for the County of Cass, S
Mrs. Rex Weber of 'Council Bluffs Schwab, a/t Rockwell City. On their man his Kingdom of righteousness. Son, ,whom he hath appointed heir Iowa, in favor of Leon G. V<
4H. *E. CAMPBELL
•» and Mrs. Dick Johnson of Omaha return to Anita they will make their You will want to see and hear this of all things, by whom also he made- and against (the property of
•f
Physician and Surgeon
4 spent the week end in the city at the home on a farm north of the city.
message.
Dougherty, to-wit:
the worlds."
•f
Office in Campbell block over •» Cole Musick home.
The
public
is
cordially
invited
to
atAll the Tight, title and
The
Lesson-Sermon
comprises
quoHear the Junior Band at the Rialto
•f Clardy's Hardware. Residence •*
tend all of the services and activities tations from the Bible and from the Isabell Dougherty in and to tM
Theatre
Saturday
evening.
Orville Wheeler Brown, 80, a pro•f 2 blocks north of M. E. church.
of this church.
Christian Science textbook, "Science owing described Real Estate, 4- Calls promptly attended day 4 minent business man at Atlantic and
Notice—As the Lenten season is and Health with Key to the Scrip- The Southeast Quarter of the
Vern
and
Chas.
Cooper
of
Stuart
vis•f or night
H Lewis for the past 54 years, died a ited in the city Friday, guests of L, D. drawing near we are completing plans tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
east Quarter of Section *
01
for the Church Institute which will
•*"»"f4--f-f-f-f-f-f'f + - f 4 " f 4 ' 4 few days ago at his home in Atlantic. Pearson and wife.
One of the Bible citations reads: and the Southwest Quarter
For a good many years he and his
begin March 5 at 6:30 o'clock, and con- "And there were in the same country Southwest Quarter of Section
son, Roscoe L. Brown, conducted a
teen (17) and the Northwest
Mrs. Alice Burnwell returned to her tinue every Sunday evening until
grocery store in the county seat town. home in Griswpld Friday, after a Easter Sunday. Dr. Royal J. Mont- shepherds abiding in the field, keeping of the Northwest Quarter of
+
ANITA TRANSFER
watch over their flock by night And,
wmty (20) allin Township Se
+
E. R. Wilson. Prop.
A pint shower was given Monday pleasant visit with her sisters, Mrs.gomery will be with us the first session lo, the angel of the Lord came upon
6
• Local and long distance moving. •
on
March
5,
with
messages
of
inspiraG.
W.
Yeater
and
Mrs.
Ira
Ruggles.
them, and the glory of the Lord shone Six (78) North, Rang
I Any tune, anywhere.
4 afternoon by Miss Evalyn Stager, in
tion.
Plan
to
attend
church
every
(86)
West
of
the
5th.
P
round about them: and they were sore
A meeting of farmers was held on Sunday morning and evening during afraid. And the angel said unto them, County,'Iowa, or as much t
[Phones—Office 202; house 207. 4 honor of Miss Anna Rydl, who is soon
s
Raven Feed of all kinds
4 to become the bride of Harry Wede- Monday evening at the railroad school the Lenten season.
Fear not: for, behold, I bring you good may be necessary to &w v
meyer of Adair. Sixteen young ladies house east of the city, at which time
Senior ladies aid will meet Thurs- tidings of great joy, which shall, be to of execution and all accruing
were present. The home was beauti- a farmers' holiday association was
A. Odern,
day at the home of Mrs. J. A. Wagner, all people. For unto you is born this
fully decorated in green and white. formed.
with
a
12:00
o'clock
lunch
for
the
pubSheriff
of
Cass
County,
day in the city of David a Saviour,
ANITA PUMP CO.
4 The gifts were presented to the bridelic.
Dated
at
the
Sheriff's
offl» •
elect
in
a
daintily
decorated
green
and
which
is
Christ
the
Lord"
(Luke
2:8Mrs. J. B. Smith, a well known and
lambing and Hot Air Heating. 4
tic, Iowa, February llth, liw
white
basket.
The
afternoon
was
11).
long
time
resident
of
the
Berea
comPumps, Mills, Tanks.
4
Among the selections from the
Plumbing Supplies.
4 spent in playing games and working munity, is seriously ill at her home *• CHRISTIAN CHURCH NOTES
Azel S. .Ames, wife and tjj
jig saw puzzles, and giving advise to
Christian Science textbook is the folPump and Mill Work Done. 4 the guest of honor. A dainty lunch with heart trouble and other com- +
Elwyn
Andrews,
Pastor.
-f
Billie
and Bobbie, spent
lowing: "Jesus was the son of a virCome in and figure with me. 4 was served by the hostess. Out-of- plications.
f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f * gin. He was appointed to speak God's Sunday in Kansas City w»,„
Pint door west of Stager's 4 town guests were the Misses Freida,
Bible School at 10:00 a. m. C. W.
Last Thursday the M. E. Woman's
word and to appear to mortals in such ter, Mrs.' Evan Reynolds*
Cafe.
4 Loreftta and Florence Wedemeyer of Home 'Mfissionary Society met at the Zastrow, Superintendent.
Communion Service at 11:00 a. m. a form of humanity as they could un- ily.
Adair.
home of Mrs. A. A. Miller, with a
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m. derstand as well as perceive. Mary's
large attendance. An interesting lesconception of him was spiritual, for
Evening services at 7:30 o'clock.
son on brotherhood and the Indians
Ladies aid all day Thursday at the only purity could reflect Truth and
and their needs was given. At the
Love, which were plainly incarnate in
home
of Mrs. Elvira Rickel.
close a lOc lunch was served.
the good and pure Christ Jesus" (p
Our church night has been post- 332).
poned
until
Friday,
March
3,
at
6:30
Lige McCoy, 21, of Hazard, Ky.,
claims he has robbed between 800 and when supper will be served. At 8:00
Is Necessary to Raise Baby Chicks Successfully
1,000 churches and schools since the o'clock a program will be given The
M. E. CHURCH NOTES
latter part of last November. He says program will include a play called, +
t
Monroe
J. Rarick. Pastor.
he has nothing to show for it. Either Country School." Come and have a
A double floor Insulated sidewalls and
the picking in churches and schools is good laugh.
Paln-ATonT*^10
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Dr
not so good or McCoy is a good pipe
The Kitchen Kabinet Sinkopaters
proper ventilation are worthwhile.
Leave in 24 H«^
dreamer.
will give an evening's entertainment C. H. Johnson, General Supt.
Morning
worship
at
11:00
o'clock
in
at the Church of Christ on March 24.
Just ask for Allen'-". t»wMAY I HELP YOU PLAN?
the Masonic Temple.
Last Thursday the members of the lOc admission to every one.
hours
after you start w
Epworth League at 6:30 p, m.
Oak Ridge club held their regular
safe y»t powerful •"
meeting at the William Kirkham home 4- + + •»•-f •»• + + + + 4.+ + + + + 4 the home of Mrs. Frank Bontrager.
uric acid and oti»edy
north of Anita. The men folks were +
No choir practice this week.
'
LINCOLN CENTER
-f
sons start to leave your ^,
invited for the day. It was also a fare- +
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COMMUNITY CHURCH
-f
In 48 hours pain, a«° •_
well gathering for one of the charter +
Elwyn Andrews, Pastor
-f aid will serve dinner at the home o
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ing
are usually ff»ne "l bottle
members, Mrs. John E. Turner, who f 4 - f 4 - - f > ^ > ^ 4 4 4 . 4 > ' ^ t t Mrs. Ed. L. Newton on Friday. There
this
prescription-if °' sUlte^
is moving in a few days to a farm
will be quilting all day.
PHONES: Office 20; Be*. 11
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS
Church services at 10:00 a. m
lenru
doesn't do a>
in Wayne county. The members preSunday School at 11:00 a. m.,with
Hoy (Bill) Forshay spent the week badesented Mra. Turner with a mirror.
11,-uL'tf
Mrs. Everett Luman as Superintend- end with friends in Kansas City.
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Clardy'ss Hardware

ATLANTIC BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

Specials For Than., Fri., Sat
SUGAR
^UvbMMikttiL.

Salmon
Butter

20d

FLOUR 1S3i

79c

Bananas

lOc

3-lbs.

19cl

49t

Syrup

Cheese
Oatmeal

17,

Flakes

Bran Flakes
Cleanser ^ 3
Mop Sticks

Stock Salt

A Warm Brooder House

2 for 1
2 for

lOi
60i

Rheumatic

ROB'T. SCOTT

.

THE

MOUNTAIN

ANITA. lOWAr
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Dally drill and discipline are necessary to the formation of right habIta Every man has undeveloped and
unsuspected qualities In himself
which can be cultivated In a mar(By REV. P. B. FITZWATER, D. D.. Mem- velous way through systematic pracber o' Faculty. Moody Bible
luitltute of Chicago.)
tice. Timidity can be replaced by
A lltl. Western Newipaper Union.
confidence, indolence by industry,
almlesly by concentration, and limitation by perseverance, all by means
Lesson for February 26
of dally exercise. Self-control Is a
pre-eminent quality in ideal characJESUS SHOWS HIS POWER
ter and large' personal success.
What most men need Is vigorous
LESSON TEXT—Mark 4:35-5:20.
GOLDEN TEXT—For the which cause training in self-discipline, self-conI also suffer these things: neverthe- trol, self-respect, and self-governless I am not ashamed: for I know ment When a man has cultivated
whom I have believed, and am persuaded'that he la able to keep that these qualities as unconscious habits,
which I have committed unto him he'may assume his rightful place in
against that day. II Timothy 1:11.
PRIMARY TOPIC—Jesus Stilling a society, and feel assured that he Is
dally progressing toward a great
Storm.
JUNIOR TOPIC—With Jesus on a goal.—Exchange.

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

—How It Operates
By William Bruckart
FACTS FOR THE FARMER

SELF-DISCIPLINE NEEDED

FINDS ANCESTRY O'F
POULTRY IMPORTANT

o

NB of the senators created quite
a furore In the recent session of Inherited Weaknesses Cut
congress by his criticism of the DeEgg Production.
partment of Agriculture for what he
called a woeful waste of money In Prepared by Poultry Department. Ohio
printing pamphlets and documents for
State University.—WNU Service.
the Information of agriculture. The
The ancestry of chicks may make
senator, suddenly seized by a desire them profitable additions to the farm
for economy, selected a pamphlet flock or total losses, according to O. 8.
which he described as "The Love Life Vlckers of the Ohio Poultry Improveof a Bullfrog," On which,to make his ment association, who says that among
own: play for publicity.
the factors inherited by chicks : are
It was true that the Department early maturity, tendency to winter Stormy Night.
of Agriculture had Issued a pamphlet rest, bloodiness. Intensity and persistINTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOPIC—The Power of Jesus to Help.
concerning bullfrogs, although I failed ence of production, and egg size.
YOUJ*Q PEOPLE AND ADULT TOPto find in it any reference to his love
It has been shown clearly' that the IC—The
Power of Jesus In the World
tn « Back Room of Which Calvin Coolldo* W*« Born. life. On the other hand, that docu- birds laying first or earliest other Today.
ment
contained
the
results
of
a
study
things
equal,
are
the
best
birds
and
Oeoi raphte. Society. the thousands in the great cities withI. Jesus Calms the Storm (4:35-41).
of that little friend of man In order lay the most eggs. The factor of early
H*WN0 Service.
which the nation in a few hours' ride.
1. Crossing the sea (w. 35, 36).
to show how greatly he helped by maturity in chickens is inherited and
Today Vermont is a cheerful, sunny, his Insatiable appetite for certain
• as the last resta chick IS hatched with certain poten- Weary with the teaching of the day,
Calvin Coolidge, Independent little state, In which life kinds of insects, protecting the health tialities along this line, which no Jesus proposed that they take a ship
^different from that admittedly presents more difficulties of the nation and the crops the farm- amount of care or feeding can change. to the other side of the sea, doubtless
states. Its story than In the lands wherein one may ers grow.
Certain hens rest during the winter to escape the crush of the multitude.
2. Overtaken by a storm (v. 37).
iital of statistics; live on breadfruit But it hi more
Obviously, it seems like a waste of when eggs are high. They transmit
lew of the number worth while. It is distinctly not given money until you know how farreach- this tendency to their offspring. If It Violent storms are of frequent occurlies'; manufactured to hero worship, and it has a pawky ing the Investigations of the depart- is present there Is a cut In egg pro- rence on the Sea of Galilee. Even
far more interest- humor that might,trace to Its Cale- ment prove to be. It Is, however, duction. . Another factor inherited by though Jesus was In the boat with the
of the number donian pioneers.
proper to point out that without all the birds Is the tendency to broodt- disciples they were overtaken by a
A calm, clear-vlsloned common- of these scientific studies, farming ness.
|lc buildings which
Now with the help of scientific storm. It Is not God's will that we
i year with Its mar- wealth it is, too, with a distaste for would not be what it has proved to investigations, broodlness Is being hould escape the storms, but those
rebellion
against
constituted
authority,
who have Christ In their boat are safe
roofed with Its
be, a gigantic resource of a great bred out of certain' birds.
In any storm.
oil a,drama, but with a fine capacity for it on nation. That statement Is made, notBy
intensity
is
meant
the
number
3. Jesus asleep In the storm-tossed
seven, but seventy, occasion; willing that each shall wor- withstanding the recognized fact that of eggs a bird lays each month. This
ship God in his own way; Intent upon farmers, as everyone else, have suf- ability of the hens to lay fast or slow boat (v. 38).) In the midst of the
getting the dollar's worth, but not
years from 1850 to falsely valuing the dollar; hospitable fered in the worst depression of mod- is of the greatest Importance In de- urbulent elements he was resting In
show that the as are few states in these days of the ern history. It is my deliberate con- termining profits. It is Inherited. sleep. He who made the sea could
clusion that farmers would have been Chicks have It or they don't have It well lie down and sleep, though the
1 only from 31,4,120
road. '
worse off except for the help of their and nothing can change their funda- storm violently raged. The believer
little more than easy
/ • Every Town Has Its Peak.
who has committed his life, his time
government In .this connection.
mental qualities.
this same period
Not a single town in Vermont Is
and eternity to the will <jf God should
There
are
not
thousands,
'but
millie United States as without its eminence. There are aplie able to be at peace In the midst
I than 360 per cent proximately 900 peaks whose summits lions of these pamphlets, documents, Mate One Goose and One
of all disturbances.
1910 to 1920 the are 2,000 feet or more above sea leveL books, leaflets and printed material for
4. The terrified disciples (v. 38). Tn
Gander for Best Results their
nters actually de- The northeast corner, an area perhaps newspaper publication sent out each
minds disaster and death await> future seems bright 00 miles by 60, is in effect a wilder- year by the department If its work is
The best success in mating geese Is ed them. They were not only terriand women of the ness. Bears roam there and deer; and to be of aid to those for whom It Is likely to follow the practice of mating fied but chlded Jesus for sleeping while
Intended, they must be made acquaintlandlocked -salmon are to be caught ed with it So, it does seem that gov- one goose with one gander. If two all were In such great danger.
geese run with one gander one of them
nay, perhaps, be for- in hikes rarely seen by man.
5. Christ's rebuke (w. 39, 40).
ernment expenditures of this kind
that its prosperity
Elsewhere the mountains, seem more are justifiable up to a certain point; Is likely to be neglected and her eggs
a. To the wind (v. 89). The ceaswill be Infertile. If you have several ing of the wind demonstrated his
Ithah modest, and that hospitable. The tallest. Mount MansJust
as
valuable,
indeed,
as
are
other
geese and an equal number of gan- power over the elements of nature.
B greatly vpith Ver* field, 4,893 feet high, can be reached
For it is today by automobile over good'though steep funds spent by the department in the ders allow them to pa off by their
b. The disciples (v. 40). He reAmerican of our roads and all are accessible to hikers. thousands of studies, researches, ex- own choice and you wllfllkely have no buked them for their lack of faith.
periments
and
administrative'
directrouble. One breed of geese may be
ave hardly changed
6. The effect upon the disciples (v.
This Is a state of lakes; too; for
of its work.
considered as good as another. The 41). A little while ago they were
elements In a cen- there are approximately 400—from tion
It
Is
readily
understandable
how
main
thing
Is
to
get
birds
of
good
type
k Jn njne Is forelgn- Lake Champlaln, 118 miles long, begains from scientific work of any breed. The Toulouse Is the afraid in the face of the storm; now
'•'•••""" of these are tween the Green mountains and the agriculture
they are afraid In the presence of the
that
results
In prevention of cholera
common breed In many localities Lord.
American.
Adlrondacks; to mere potholes gleam- among hogs,, hoof and mouth disease most
and
should
be
easy
to
get
and
satisfacIs rooted In that ing In hill fastnesses; and of little
II. Jesus Heals the Gadarene Decattle, rust In wheat and oth- tory to raise. The male bird has a
9 a dynamic lot— rapid rivers, which slow down here among
ers of that character. Likewise, the louder voice than the female; he leads moniac (5:1-20).
ul, energetic, .and there'into placid reaches where experiment station in your state, If
Having calmed.the storm-tossed sea,
the way when they go on parade or he now proceeds to calm the stormof 1790 It was •the hungry trout leap at dawn.
yon
have
happened
to
visit
It
gives
foraging.
He
Is
the
guardian
and
Is
total population of
As one rides through the state, the yon a clear idea of results to be always on the lookout for danger tossed soul.
ely 81,200 were of
L Met by a demon-possessed man
of old water mills are to be gained from doing things a certain
sounds the alarm. He is not like- (w. 2-5). This man was In a desKSeetet*
.moss-grown, picturesque, a way, but It is not so easy for the and
ly
to
be
as
large
as
the
female
but
he
Men Left
wheel clattering in a ruined person who has not traced each oper- carries himself In dignified and com- perate condition. He was so fierce
that travelers could not safely pass
years brought few race! Now they are an invitation to ation through to Its ultimate conclu- manding style.—Montreal Herald.
that way. He wore no clothes (Luke
The names one. finds the artist With them are weathered sion to see where some expenditures
8:27). No chains were strong enough
t>nt were on the earliest gray houses clustered about by for- are Justified.
to hold him and no one was able to
All the while and in countless ways, Wyandotte Bantam Makes
' was little, to be can- gotten orchards and dim roads that
tame him. In the night time his bidVermont, to tempt 1m- seem, to lead nowhere through tangled the scientists of the department are
Bow as Newest Variety eons cries could be heard while he
seeking to find facts, facts of value
: last fifty years of the woods.
The
newest thing in chickens is the vented his rage by cutting himself
One of these days, one fears, there to the farmer, and when they have
There was everything
Wyandotte bantam, a small chicken
apt emigration. The will be humming turbines where the helped the farmer they 1have likewise large enough to lay good sized eggs and with stones. Demon possession Is comjust as young Scots- little old mills are now, falling into performed a service for the man In for the table, yet small enough to fit mon today. As the coming of the
decay. Factories will replace the sag- the city, since agriculture is funda- into any town or city dweller's back Lord draweth nigh these things will
Qdon.
Increase (I Tim. 4:1).
Lprairlea called the farm- ging roof trees of the old houses. mental In our economic life.
yard. What will interest a lot of folks
2. What the demon knew about
Whether
we
like
It
or
not,
this
is
an
Thus,
we
find
In
the
Department
of
[ 'stumbled over Vermont's
Is that it requires only about a third
: Once famed for merino age of progress, and these hillside Agriculture, bureaus of animal Indus- of the food an ordinary sized hen eats. Christ (w. 5-9). He knew that Christ
was the Son of God and that he had
EUne the inheritor of the rills and spring-fed mountain lakes try and dairy Industry, of agricultural
As the name Implies the Wyandotte come to destroy the devil and his
economics and home economics, one bantam
when the royal flocks will ultimately be harnessed.
is
a
cross
between
the
WyanFor thirteen years Vermont was an relating to plants, and another relat- dotte and bantam. It was originated works. Among the demons there Is
1 under the threat of
Independent
republic, making its own ing to control of foods and drugs In In England. These new chicks, shown no doubt as to Christ's deity and the
ttvaslon—It saw themdlslaws,
maintaining
Its own army, coin- Interest of people's health, to men- at the twenty-fourth annual exhibi- coming Judgment, facts which many
'f the pressure of necessity,
theologians and preachers say they
costly land and fed ing Its own money. It was a con- .tion a few of them. Each has Its tion of the Chicago Coliseum Poultry do not believe.
place
and
purpose.
Each
has
been
tumacious
and
stiff-necked
community,
In the year cannot comExposition association, weigh from two
3. Christ's power to deliver from
pose grazed on free kind for during this period It was not only created by a congress that saw a to five and a half pounds and lay eggs the devil (w. 10-13). He cast out the
need
for
the
work
that
it
was
to
do.
In rebellion against England, but was
weighing
14
ounces
to
the
dozen.
Regad.
demon from the man (v. 8). The deIt may seem strange, at first thought
located in rich bottom carrying on a lively private fight of that the weather bureau and the bu- ular sized hen eggs weigh about 24 mons quailed before Christ, not daring
Its
own
with
the
state
of
New
York
held, of course, but In the
to dispute his power, and begged to be
reau of public roads should have been ounces per dozen.
fanners built cabins on and the Continental congress.
permitted to enter the swine. As soon
lodged In the Department of AgriculA
historian
records
that
"Vermont
for the sake of the
Clean Feed Is Important as the Lord gave them permission,
ture. But the functions they performed
; reassurance of a nelgh- was never anything but free. Never at the time they were organized were
Clean
feed Is an. important part of they entered the swine and hurled
a
crown
colony,
never
yielding
alle>f smoke across the valmore Intimately related to agriculture the whole scheme of poultry raising them to destruction. In this destrucgiance
to
any
province,
state,
or
kingthese hill farms became
It is not sufficient to mix or to buy tion of the swine la a rebuke to the
dom."' When she was admitted as the than to any other economic effort
impossible.
The
vast
annual
expenditures
of
clean feed. The entire ration must be Jews for Indulging In a forbidden
dairy cow Is taking the fourteenth state to the American the federal government, in co-oper- kept clean until eaten by the chickens traffic.
Union,
after
the
Revolution
had
been
once held In Vermont's won by her loyal aid, It was upon her ation with the statea, for construc- It Is well to have an absblute rule that
4. The effect upon the people of the
pbings. The cow must be
city (w. 14-17). The keepers of the
tion
of
public
roads
had
their
Incepno
feed
of
any
kind
Is
to
be
thrown
'•long but she abundantly own terms.
tion from a desire to enable farmers In the litter, on the floor, or on the swine fled to the city and reported
Champlaln's Voyage.
: trains squeak through the
to reach markets. Right on top of this ground where It can be eaten by the what had occurred. This miracle
Her written history begins on July 'came
to gather cans at every
the desire to enable farmers to chicks. Of course, If a small number brought the people out, but when they
Ulk trains roar through 4, some say July 14, 1609, on which receive their mall through the farflung of chicks Is being raised and ample realized their hogs had been destroyed
awn, bound for the great debatable date Samuel de Champlaln system of rural mall routes, and so range Is avallable^so that the grain they besought Christ to leave their
discovered the lake which bears hfs that agency has gone along, year aftcoasts. This Is Indeed a sad picture,
BS.'. ,. '
•
-name
which is our largest body of er year, In development of the great- can be thrown on a new spot each
5. The man who was healed was
ileyement has only lately fresh and
time
the
chickens
are
fed,
there
can
water outside the Great Lakes. est system of public highways exby the creation of
be no serious objection to this prac- sent home to testify (w. 18-20). No
On
that
voyage
the
Sleur
de
Chamisting In any nation on earth.
loo facilities. Her
tice. Rarely, are conditions so favor- doubt It would have been safe and
fought with his Algonquin hosts
It was the same with the weather able; so, the best practice Is to feed pleasant to abide with Jesus, but the
(•industry—one shrinks plain
the Iroquols, and so assured bureau. Farmers, with perishable
man's friends needed his testimony.
altlve Statements, but Ver- against
the
friendship
of the latter powerful crops, needed Information as far hi all grain as well as mash In hoppera The best witness for' Christ Is one
certftln there can be no tribe to the British,
were to come advance as possible and the governwho has been saved by him. The best
ble quarries In the world- later. It has been who
argued that this ment tried to arrange It for them. Of
place to begin . that testimony Is at
thought of.
may have decided the future overhome where one Is best known.
•tatehouse at Mont- lording of this continent. Who knows? course, in later years, the "weather
One-day chicks sent by air from the
man" has come to be a vital factor In
toapltal,rwas built of granThe first French settlements on Isle
United States to Panama arrived in
GEMS OF THOUGHT
ge famous quarries which La Motte were.not permanent White the life of the air pilot and In commer- perfect condition.
cial
and
industrial
effort
as
well,
but
.'Vermont the leader among men did not come to stay until 1724,
•
•
•
tin the value of this atone when settlers Who had seeped In from it remains in the Department of AgriOne man's bit la as necessary as anLong Island duck farms have sandy
monumental and struc- the Massachusetts Bay colony built a culture for the good and sufficient yards
other's.
which are cleaned by the rise
reason that It can be administered
es.
If one part sickens or falls the whole
blockhouse at Fort Duramer. near the better there than in any other branch and fall of the tide.
body suffers.
• * •
site of the present city of Brattle- of the government and the purpose
Marble and Granite,
We are all parts of the same body,
Male turkeys two -to four years o
sees nothing else in Ver- bora Here Timothy Dwlght was born of its Inception remains as Its fundalike
hands and feet.
In
1726.
Three
of
his
descendants
age mated to second-year hens wll
he should see the marble
mental basis of operation.
Some persons of fluent speech have
usually breed strong, virile younj
C, 1952. Western Newspaper Union.
W the granite works, where through his marriage with Mary,
a serious Impediment in their thoughts.
stock.
^skilled men, equipped with daughter of Rev. Jonathan Edwards,
Gold adulterates one thing only—
What
Will
You
Do?
were
to
become
presidents
of
Yale.
•
•
•
Qglneering appliances, wrest
the
human heart.—Marguerite de VaGod
gives
us
a
place
to
work,
energy
of stone from the state's This is worth noting, because Vermont
At the present prices of feed grains
talks more of her men than of her to work with, and capacity to do the poultry products offer the best marke lols. .
in sides.
The trouble with easy-going people
job. We also have something to work for the farmer's labor.
lies were literally starved marble or slate or granite.
Is that they make it bard-going for
with—some
of
us
play
the
piano,
oth"More
than
once,"
is
the
cautious
village of Lowell in north• • •
others.
it In the early day,. Wagon atatement, "Vermont has furnished a ers have good voices, another has a
Hens
may
be
culled on the basl
They are the weakest-minded and
talent
for
leadership.
Whatever
the
Ireater
number
of
men
to
Who's
Who.
|for Kentucky and the Westof past production; that basis Is much the hardest hearted men that most love
gift
may
be,
the
Important
thing
Is:
felative
to
population,
than
any
other
No one then knew of
change,—Ruskln.
"What are you going
to do with ItT" more accurate than pullet culling.
of asbestos In that part
x
• • *
:
Fault-finding should be regarded as
T'one begins to name the distin- Do you Intend to use your tools to
a fine art. For It Is the necessary aid
The up-to-date farmer's poultry
build and strengthen the highway of
guished
sons
of
the
state,
one
fears
to
tic and shite and the other
overwhelmed; yet it mart be re- life over which your brothers must house Is one with plenty of room, llgh of every other art.
which are now being be
The reason why fault-finding is in
membered
that for decades they wer. pass, or are you going to use them to and sunshine, fresh air wlthou
oped.
Nor did anyone sussuch bad repute Is because ft is usualmake the ruts and holes deeper? Our draughts, movable fixtures, convenient
1
.Cost
the
only
exportable
product
rounded hills and lovely
ly destructive rather than constructalent should be used to make the built for comfort according to modern
some time offer a prom- anThave left their traces everywhere world a better me,—Grit.
tive
plans
to
suit
his
purse.
on ground—at a profit—to through American history.

Poultry Facts

Do this for

Your Child In

TWO
WEEKS
flow to rid any boy or _
or constipation and build a big appetite.
The trouble with children who will
not eat Is usual stasis. The symptoms are a tongue that's always
coated, bad breath, poor color, dull
eyes that are often a bilious yellow.
No appetite, no ambition—even for
play. Hard to get to sleep, hard to
wake in the morning.
There's an absolute remedy for
this condition. It 'gives listless
youngsters the appetite and energies of a young animal I They eat I
They gain I They keep well I
It's not the stomach, but the
bowel condition that keeps children
from eating. But the trouble is in
the lower bowel—the colon. California syrup of figs Is the only
"medicine" that is needed to stimulate the colon muscles. The very
next day, your child Is eating better and feeling better. Keep on with
the syrup of .figs a few days and
yon will see) amazing improvement
in appetite, color, weight and spirits.
Any drug store has the real California syrup of figs, all bottled, with
directions. Nature never made a
nicer acting or nicer tasting laxative. (It is purely vegetable.) Remember California syrup of flga
when sickness, a cold or any upset
has clogged a child's bowels.
"WARNING: Even when Wt tomething to give children, tome stores
will try to substitute. 80 be sun th«
bottle sayt CALIFORNIA. Syrup
of Figt.
Make Today Count
Be wise today; 'tis madness to
defer.—Young.

Found ANSWER
TO UGLY PIMPLES

tonight
babft-f
At all
—ZSc.

TfVEN when she kiu»
•*-• that unsightly, blerafaiy^ ukin was hurting
her popularity she could
find ndluHf that helped
—until a tnend hinted
•^constipation" and advised NR Tablets (Nature's Remedy). They
the mtin eliminative tract
—rid her system of poisonous wastes thoroughly, naturally. Soon skin blotches van*
{shed, pale cheeks glowed again.
Try
' • this safe, dependable, au., able laxative and corrective

WHY WEAR CUSSES?
Are
You a Slave to Custom •
K so we eu show yon and yonr children bow •
to discard your glasses and arold a nuisance •
and nnaeeessaryexpense. ^^^^ .
•_•
^gaiLVV-i^iViiD^^luaiMmluaa I
uponreceiptox 1MB which will be refunded •
nfthe end ot sixty dan « not aatUfled.
•

mnnuu. ream co. to pa, ••»». tunshj

Sinus Trouble
Makes Uf« Unboarabl*

last rear a prominent New York lode*
and bii wife committed suidde because sinus
trouble nude life unbearable. Prevent sums
infection. If nose it stuffed, head huts
across the front, throat is lined with
phlegm, use SINASIPTEC, the marvelous
discovery ofa St. Louis doctor. SINASIPTEC nukes breadline easy, keeps bead and
throat clear and protects against colds,
catarrh, hay ferer and sinus ln?ectlon. Teae
this out. Get a lane bottle of SINASIPTEC
from jour dnwaut and use it in wana
water as directed. Say it:—Slna-sip-tec.

Kid ne vs
bother
Heed promptly bladder irreg-1
ularities, getting up at night
and nagging backache. They
may warn of some disordered
ddney or bladder condition.
Users everywhere rely on I
loan's Pills. Praised for more
than 50 yean by grateful users
the country over. Sold by all ]
"its.
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and
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EttCTRICITY/
RTVATE utilities could also give grand
'; (stand gifts of free current to their cusif they were tax-free like municipal
^emitting a month's bill is a gift,
also be -considered
van., * - ' :es fcKould
t
generous act.
Insltead of patting themselves on the back
their generosity to themselves, these
>s who have enjoyed free current should
lUblish a testimonial of appreciation to the
st majority of overburdened taxpayers of
who by paying a double share have
le it possible for them to get their elecity for nothing. ' There is approximately $52,000,000 worth
municipal utility property in Iowa which
is escaping its share of the tax burden.

W. -K. Carey and •wife of Atlantic
There will be a meeting of the
visited in the dty Friday with rela- American Legion and Legion Auxtives and friends.
iliary at the I. O. O. F. hall on Friday
evening.
Ralph Forshay has accepted a position with, the Iowa Securities Co. of Pilot Brand Oyster Shell, 100-lba..75c
Des Moines to look after their pro- Good Luck Flour, 49-lb. sack . . . . .79c
perty interests in northeastern Iowa. Sugar, 10-lb. cloth bags
46c
He commenced work for them Mon- Oranges, each
le
day morning.
SCH A ARE'S STORE.
A small amount of money was taken
Mrs. Harry Dasher was hostess last
from the Waters Grain Co. offices at Wednesday to an all day meeting of
'Wiota Friday by thieves, who gained the Ladies Union club. A three course
entrance to the elevator by prying dinner was served at 1:00 o'clock.
open the front door. • The money was The afternoon was spent by the lataken from a small safe.
dies in quilting.
The A»ita Literary Club will meet
Thursday evening at 7:30 o'clock at
the home of Mrs. C. E. Harry. The
program will be, "American Drama,"
and will be in charge of Miss Wihona
Kyle, Mrs. P. T. Williams, Miss Minnie Wild and Mrs, Jeannette Miller.
.Alden, Ingraham of Wortland,
Wyoming, visited,in the city over the
.week end at _the home of his uncle,
B}d. L. Newton and family. (Mr. Ingraham is . manager of the experiment station of *he state college at
Wortland, And, had been to Omaha
with a shipment of 900 head of sheep.
A civil case of H. E.*- Erickson of
south of Atlantic against Arthur Anderson of near- Anita was dismissed
in the justice court of P. 1. Appleman in Atlantic Saturday morning
when the two men settled their difficulties of a boarding bill. Costs of
the action were paid by tthe plaintiff.

Mrs. Guy Steinmetz was hostess
Friday afternoon to the members of
the Bide-a-Wee bridge club at her
home on Chestnut Street. Besides
the" members present, there was one
other guest, Mrs. Earl Brown. Mtrs
Azel S. Ames was high scorer for the
afternoon.
An all day meeting of the Original
Sunshine club was held last Thursday
at the home of Mrs. R. H. Lantz. A
covered dish dinner was enjoyed at
noerti. The day was spent by the ladies
in quilting for the hostess. Mrs.
Axel Jensen will be hostess to the
next meeting of the club.

filler's Market

riday, February 24

WANT-ADS
FOR RENT:—-Desirable residence
property, modern except furnace.
Room for garden. G. W. Marsh. ,£f
FOR SALE:—Goart's milk, lOc per
quart. See Lester Levi.

4 HEAD OF GOOD HORSES

FOR SALE:— Good clover hay, in
barn. Phone 62 R 13.
Itp
Bert Pine.

Mrs. S, W. Clark celebrated her
birthday anniversary Thursday and
was surprised during the afternoon by
a number of relatives and friends. Present were her son and daughter-inlaw; Mr. and Mrs. "W. E. Clark of
Menlo, and the Misses Mae a'nd Bertha and Billie Metheny and Miss Nettie Steinmetz of this city. A few
weeks ago Mr. and IMirs. Clark celebrated their golden wedding anniversary.

FOR SALE:—About 30 Barred
Mike Mdtz, well known man, ob
Rock pullets, purebred. Phone 4 R
served
the anniversay. of his birth
14.
Mrs. Frank L. Smith.
head of stock cows; 20 head of last spring Shorthorn calves,
last Thursday evening at his home in
FOR SALE:—Cobbler potatoes, 40c Wiota. Mrs. Metz entertained a smal
of grain.
bushel; Rurals, extra good, 50c; high group of relatives and friends in hon
yielding seed oats, 12c. Merle Denne. or of the occasion. Those attending
HJT15TONSALFAIJFA HAY IN BARN
the aifair besides the family were Mr
FOR SALE OR TRADED—1929 and Mrs. Clair Maddox and daughter
Ford
coach,
an
extra
good
one;
1929
FARM MACHINERY, ETC.
Jeanne, and Troy Rhody of Atlantic
'Chevrolet coach; 1932 Chevrolet se- After the dinner several friends drop
f wheel scraper; 1 wagon: one 20-foot harrow, a good1 one; 1
dan.
Open
evenings
and
Sundays.
ped in to wish 'Mr. Metz a happy birth
fcart; one 7-&>t disc; 2 John Deere cultivators,I te seeder' 1
Phone 244. O,v..W, Shaffer & Son, day. The evening was spent playing
[l Oliver gang pW; 1 potato planter; 1 end gate seeder^i
liter; some oak barrels; 1 steel gas barrel, 1 kerosene tans,
Anita, Iowa.
tf
cards.
*k; l Urge iron kettle; 1 mail box; 1waf ^f^je* too
| harness; 1 double tub Haag washer; and other articles TOO
E. S. HOLTON, Lawyer. .
The F. M. A. auction bridge club
Practice in all court?, Opinion on
1 to mention.
_____
of
Menlo staged a surprise party on
Land Titles; and Settlement of ««t»t«s
-CASH. AH articles musTb^ «*tled for before remoying
• Specialty.
County Attorney Mrs. O. A. Gamett in honor of her
birthday anniversary at the home o:
> the premises.
ANITA MILLING CO.
Mrs. D. L. Spiker in Anita one af
'CHADWICK
TRANSFER
ternoon
last week. Following a three
LUNCH WAGON WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS
^
Ground oats
lOc course dinner served at 1,:00 o'clock
Oats hulled
lOc the afternoon was spent playing
Eat corn ground
5c bridge. Those receiving prizes were
Mrs. Gamett, high score; Miss lola
Called for and delivered
Karlin, runner-up; Mrs. Dan Boyd
6c per cwt.
consolation; and Mrs. Spiker, travel
No bother. Yon lose no time.
C.
E.
PARKER,
Clerk.
tRBER, Auctioneer.
ing prize.
Let Ua Do It

j$0 HE AD OF HIGH GRADE CATTLE

•old A. McDermott

FEB. 25-26

IAPPEALTOYOU!
Am I off bad for taking, not
what 1 wanted, but what Fate
gave? See my ttocy and toll me
—are they right when...

(A Tml National Pkt

SPECIAL
MUSICAL
ATTRACTION
The Anita Junior Band, under
the direction of Prof. Earl R. Blue,
will appear about 9 o'clock Saturday
evening, between the first and second
shows, in a 25 minute concert. Come
and hear them.

SPECIAL SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS
"Passing the Buck"
Broadway Brevity Musical
and

"RAMBLING ROUND RADIO ROW"
with
4 Lontbardos — Aunt Jemima — Baby Rose Marie
POPULAR ADMISSION

lOc and 25c

John Osen and wife spent Sunday
On Friday afternoon DVRrs. J. A.
in 'Menlo with her parents, Frank Wagner was hostess to the members
of the Quilt club at her home on
Linn and wife.
North Chestnut Street. Late in the
Chas. Dressier and wife drove to afternoon refreshments were served
Bagley, Iowa, Sunday morning where by the hostess.
they spent the day at the home of
her niece, Mrs. Glenn McCall and
family.
Better Shoes For Less
NOTHING — $2.98 — OVER
V. C. McCoy and wife spent Saturday in Pacific Junction, Iowa, where
they will move in a few weeks, and
while there rented a very desirable
Atlantic
residence property.

Family Shoe Store

Mrs. Anna Possehl was hostess last
Thursday, at her home west of the
city, to an all day meeting of the
W. W.. club. A covered dish dinner
was served at 1:00 o'clock, and most
of the day was spent by the ladies
in1 quilting.

Better Fit Better Wear
SAVE MONEY
Economy Shoe Co.

and C. E. Parker will be the clerk.

the following described property:

j team of roan mares, 8 arid 9 years old, weight 3200; 1 roan
bears old, weight 1700; 1 pony.

SAT-SUN.

A meeting of the ladies aid society of the Massena township Baptisl; church was held last Wednesday
afternoon at the home of Mrs. H. G.
Armentrout. A social afternoon was
.enjoyed by those present, followed by
the. servipg of refreshments by the
hostess.

>cials For Saturday

fl am going to move to a smaller farm I will sell at public
I my residence, 2% miles northeast of .Awta, 5 miles] southfAdair, juslt off highway No. 6, commencing at 12:30 o clock, on

Anita

The members of the Mutual Benefit
club enjoyed an all day meeting last
Thursday at the home of Mrs. Guy
Smith. The day was spent by the
ladies in quilting. A covered dish
dinner was enjoyed at noon.

Miss Zilpha .Campbell entertained
a number of girl friends at a Valentine party at her home one evening
last week. The evening was spent
playing Pinochle, at which high scorer was 'Mrs. Thorle Robison and run^COMPANY — OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWANS
ner-up was Miss Dorothy Wiese. Late
in the evening a lunch was served by
J. W. Petersen and wife, who have
the
hostess.
on was in Des IMbines
Mrs. Adelia Sullivan has returned
been in the cafe business in Audubon
ek attending tone an- to her home in Massena from Lincoln,
Rev. E, L. Anderson returned home for the past two years, have gone to
the Iowa Hardware Nebraska, where she has been spend- Saturday evening from York, Nebras- Iowa City to assume management o:
ing the winter.
ka, where he had been called to see a similar establishment. Walter Monhis
father, Nels Anderson, who is a ger and his sister, Miss Maurine MonW. T. Biggs and wife, G. M. Deett has returned to
patient
in the hospital in that city. ger, of Ottuma, Iowa, have assume*
onsin, .to make , her Camp and wife, Mrs. Russell Smith
Mr.
Anderson,
who is 77 years of age, .management of the Audubon cafe
W. P. Barrett and W. A. Linfor attended an Amer- is in a very critical condition, and it for the Petersens.
: been spending the ican Legion and Legion Auxiliary is thought by the attending physician
iita with her grand- meeting in Des Moines Monday.
The teachers in <the local schools
will be able Ito live only a few days.
and wife.
-entertained the members of the boarc
Almost one hundred people were
The members of the "L-A-N-B" din- and the secretary, together with
a special meeting of in attendance last Wednesday even- ner and bridge club enjoyed a social their wives, at a 6:30 o'clock dinner
kflfc the ,'MJasonic Tern- ing at the annual banquet of the K. evening last Thursday at the home of at the school house on Tuesday evenay evening, Febru- P. lodge. A 7:00 o'clock dinner -was Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Bell, when the ing of last week. The table decoraSrand Master of Iowa enjoyed, after which an interesting six members of the club holding low tions were in Valentine colors and
lison lodges to be in program was given. The rest of the scores in the past series of bridge two course dinner was served. A socia
time, as matters of evening was. spent with cards, dancing games entertained the six winners at evening was enjoyed.
.
'•
ce wifl be brought up. and visiting.
a 7:00 o'clock chili dinner. The evenOn last Thursday afternoon at th<
ing was spent in playing .bridge and
Kopp home, Mrs. Joe Kopp and Miss
visiting.
Beatta Rydl, were hostesses at
The Walnut Telephone company will kitchen shower for Miss Anna Rydl
give its telephone subscribers free who'is soon to become the bride o:
telephones from April 1 to June 30. Harry Wedemeyer. Valentine decoraAll long-distance tolls must be paid tions were carried out ,in the home
every thirty days. The subscriber and in the delicious two course lunch
whose telephone has been discontinued which was served. About thirty
or removed and who wishes to take guests were present.
of the free offer, may do
ROASTS, per pound
lOc advantage
C. C. Moeller, R. B. Shepard and
so by paying six months' rental in adt). O. Herbert, all of Atlantic, were
vance
in
order
to
get
the
telephone
STEAK, per pound
15c
recently appointed members of the
connected up.
j Cass county inheritance tax board by
is corn fed, home killed beef, and we
Confronted with the necessity of District Judge Ernest M. Miller oi
know it is good.
providing funds to take up registered Harlan. The members appraise propoor fund warrants, the Cass county perty of estates where inheritance tax
MADE LARD, per pound
— €c
board of supervisors, acting under the is involved and in this manner the
authority of the law provided in such state determines the amounlt of tax
cases, will receive bids on $32,500 to be levied against the property.
worth of bonds at 1 o'clock p. m.
Harold A. McDermott, who is movMarch 1. The official notice /of the ing to a smaller farm the first of
bond sale appears elsewhere in the March, will hold a public sale at hi
Tribune today. The poor fund war- farm, 2% miles northeast of Anita,
rants which the revenue from the on Friday of this week. Included in
bonds, will take up are those cashed the sale will be 4 head of horses, 30
by banks over a period of several head of cattle, 15 tons of alfalfa hay,
years. They bear 5 per cent interest besides numerous farm implements
from the time of issuance.
Frank Barber will be the auctioneer,

(ublic Sale!

THEATRE

LIVE STOCK MARKET INFORMATION
Trucking rate, live stock, to Omaha
15c per hundred
TANKAGE
$1.15
OIL MEAL
$1.40

The Farmers Coop.

NOTICE,
As we have sold our business in Anita to the
Anita Lumber Co. and will cease operations here on
March 1st, we wish all parties knowing themselves
indebted to us, would call at our office and make settlement of their accounts.
We also wish to thank the hundreds of customers who have extended to us their patronage during
the thirty-five years we have been in business in
Anita, assuring you that we have Appreciated it very
much. Business conditions at the present, time are
such, however, that we believe one lumber yard in
Anita can serve the community.

FULLERTON LUMBER CO.
v. C. McCoy, Manager.
Quality and Service
Phone 14 ,

T^TRffiUNJBi,AfflTA» JQWA.
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POLICE WORK MADE
EASY BY "PRINTS'1
Impressions Aid in Solution of
Crime Mysteries.

IIEF"

ijoraxlo
ELMO SCOTT WATSON

of the "Vanishing American"
at once you think of «!Lo, the
£oor Indian." While It is true that
! number of Indians in the.Unlt^
States has greatly decreased
SM>ce the caravels of Columbus first
trached the shores of the New
Pic-rid, yet the presence of nearly
I;* quarter of a million red men
ithin our borders Is testimony to
|the fact that poor Lp has far from
cached the vanishing point.
But there Is another type of Inllan that is truly a "Vanishing
Is the1 cigar store Indian, the
jj|iind guardian angel of the cigar
rwas a time when no tobacco shop
^without the figure of a stalwart
" mp Indian princess standing In
'. today, with but few exceptions,
> go to i museum or. an antique
nch ah aboriginal "symbol «jt trade
l^earllest American commodities,
yon wish to own one, you'd
t to pay from;|200 up for It
Indian Is;now "Americana"
i to Inverse ratio to his scarcity,
he paradoxes of history that this
,|Wcan" was not of American orbacco was introduced, to the Old
panlsh physician in 1558 and In
Bcls Drake brought the equipment
fo; Slir Walter Raleigh who made.
(idtfabTe'TirEngland: When England.
" gland under James I (1608-1626)
)den Indian trade- signs In that
Pocahontas died, in 1617, the
was no strange sight
rly Indians seen In Europe were
i, made by carvers who had not
Indians. As one writer has ob1

•'

'

'

'

.

ndlans showed that Europe had set; !to the belief that American Indians
Slothes except a kilt of tobacco leaves
al triad of Utility when one thinks
; Once nether apparel, currency and
to be drawn upon up to the limit
London types resembled negroes,
f (years were known as 'black boys.'"
Indian figure as a trade sign started
^ it reached grandeur and true charie United States. American sculptors
;,Indian, bis features,and characterisresultlng figures were astounding,
dps of designs for wooden tobacco
figures developed In the United
i squaws, Roman figures and white
'last named Included such figures as
Walter Raleigh, policemen, "fortysmoking girls.
Pocahontas—the squaw type—was
as early as 1730. In 1770, when
1
Demutn opened a little tobacco shop
eir, , Pa., a dainty wooden gentleman
snuff box Instead of the traditional
|Baltlmore claims to have had cigar
'before 1770.
is not until shortly before the Civil
i Of this race of red men appeared
"lean scene. According to one cbronirboqea Itodlan was first introduced to
i guardian angel of cigar stores by a
Qhlcbester, about 1850. The sculptor
earliest specimens was Tom Mlllard.
days of the fad some of the more
Jc chiefs were made of metal cast in
type, however, was soon abandoned;
the first most of/the figures were of
were all made by hand, generally
Iplne, and considerable skill was re|thelr shaping. Logs were first blocked
an ax for the body, after which the
.attached and) the features marked
chisel, Finer carving tools gave the
t touches. They were then painted and
[on wheels for delivery.
final'', sculptors were carvers of ship's
Ms. With; the decay of American sblp~ here, finding their occupation slipfrom them, made the wooden Indian
a part-time Job. They turned to him
Jnstay. One of theee carvers, perf most fibious of them all, was Louis
jSte. Anne de Beanpre In Quebec.
|obin died there a few years ago at the
hty-slx he was given wide publicity
Iginator of the cigar-store Indian,"
[Jt is doubtful If that characterisation
be applied to any one man. But bis
In this field is Indicated by the
^•xcerpta from bbj obituary notices in
at the time of ,hls death:
s family name does not rest e«bis blBarre production. Be was
fjaa the greatest wood carver In the
tcarved wood for seventy years, though
] Hgbt had failed and he had laid away
store Indians are becoming en
.created by Jobln In his early days

CHIEF
SEMLOH,

San Francisco-

The fcast C&prStote 1 ndian
In the Industry are In deep demand by collectors.
One of the masterpieces of St Nicotine stands
today at the front door of a tobacconist's shop
on the Rue .St Jean, -In Quebec city, where it
was placed fifty years ago. The owner has refused $500 for it
"Jobln was a humble artist, who never talked
of art for art's sakt?, but did whatever his band
found to do. yhat was Jn demand sixty and
seventy years ago was figureheads for ships.
Canada was a center of the wooden shipbuilding industry.. So the young Jobin, although he
went for a brief period to New York, found
more ample scope for his talents at home.
'"Forty years I carved for ships,' Jobln said:
Then the steamers came in and iron had no use
for wood. I hafi long carved Indians. I also
carved the figure of a notary for a notary's door
in Montreal. But for years I have done mostly
angels and apostles and saints.'
"Jobin's art will not altogether die with him.
He leaves behind him a nephew, Edouard Marcotte, trained in his craft, and Ste. Anne, though
the great master of wood carving is no more,
will not be deprived of sacred Iconography."
While some dealers "commissioned" home
talent carvers to "execute" their Indians, the
wide demand gave birth to a new trade. Research has failed to disclose any evidence of
a factory for making wooden Indians, but the
braves were carried as a line by the "drummers" for wholesale tobacco houses and pictures of Indians graced their catalogues.
Edward Hen, one of the leaders in the tobacco business in the East, found profit in the
propagation of the new Indian race and advertised the braves for sale as early as 1850.
In 1871 Hen assembled In an old five-story
building in New York city a 'congress of wooden
Indians, certainly a fearful sight. Hundreds of
red men, squaws 'and white figures, all freshly
and daringly painted, lined the walls.
Twenty-five dollars was the average price for
the commonest variety1 of wooden Indian— often
braves which bad been traded for other figures,
and repainted. But what a difference time has
made in the cigar store Indian market! It might
be possible to buy one for $25 in these depressed
times, but It's very doubtful
Several years ago the Cleveland Plain Dealer
conducted a "wooden Indian contest," which
brought to light a number of these interesting
relics and as a result one of them, "Seneca
John," alias "The Tiffin Tecnmseh," achieved
a lasting place in the annals of American antiquities when he was sold by Albinus Elehert,
a farmer living near New Rlegel, Ohio, for $100
to Henry Ford, who has given the redskin a
permanent home In his museum of American
antiques at Dearborn, Mich. Mr. Ford had had
a "squaw" for some time, but desiring a mate
for- her, be Instituted a search for one which
resulted in bis acquiring "Seneca John."
A year or so ago Mark Sullivan, writing In
the New York Herald Tribune on the many
signs of a rapidly changing America, said "Another news Item that makes vivid the quick passing of recently familiar features of American
life is this in 'the New York Herald Tribune:
" 'Penn Yen, N. Y.—-One of the last members
of a vanishing tribe of wooden Indians -has been
purchased for $100 by an antique dealer here.
A year ago the hand-carved Indian was sold by
a Muntour Falls tobacconist for $10.'
»A 1.000 per cent increase In value within' a
year suggests extreme rapidity In the process
O r uutlquatlon. So quickly does change come In

"BLACK H/W:M Galena, III.

Picking the fingerprints of a single
criminal out of a collection of more
than 250,000 might seem a huge undertaking, but it can be done in
from one to three minutes.
Nor Is there any Hindu magic or
legerdemain involved, according to
Detective Lieut N. F. Hopkins, head
of the Los Angeles police Identification bureau. Under his direction a
staff of IS experts la on duty 24
hours a day and the seemingly impossible Is accomplished by a crossfiling system under which the Impressions are grouped, classified and
sub-classified until a trained observer can determine, almost at a glance,
the Identity of the subject provided,
of course, a prior arrest record is
available.
This was strikingly Illustrated recently when a bandit was shot and
killed by Detective Lieut Jack Malena In a gun battle. Fingerprint impressions were taken at the county
morgue, rushed to the identification
bureau and the dead man was Identified In less'than two minutes from
prints taken nearly ten years before.
Fingerprints, like handwriting,
Hopkins pointed out, have certain
individual peculiarities which make
them easy to recognize and trained
observers develop an uncanny memory.
* "It depends largely, of course, upon the individual's powers of observation," Hopkins said. "Some students are more apt than others and
develop a greater Interest' in the
work. A keen eye is very essential
in the study of fingerprints and experience In handling thousands of
prints helps to develop the memory.
"Fingerprints are particularly val-

America that (before one knows it an institution
or a familiar detail of the surface of life becomes antique."
As a matter of fact It. would seem that both
Mr. Ford and the antique dealer in Penn Yan,
N. Y., got , real bargains when they paid onlj
$100 for their wooden Indiana For M. L. Blum
enthal, writing In the Saturday Evening Post
only a short time ago, reported finding "a much
battered wooden Indian of the sort withou
which no cigar store was considered an fait ov
even de rigueur twenty-five years ago" in a Junk
shop and the dealer asked $350 for It declaring
that the price was "not out of the way at all
It's a male Indian—squaws are cheaper—and it'i
a good example of early American carving."
But his statement that squaws are cheape
Is not borne out by the following Item which
appeared soon afterwards In the Paris (Mo,
Mercury: "It is not generally known, but cigar
Indians, formerly the outdoor sign of cigar
stores, have .become valuable antiques, and gooc
specimens bring as high as $500. A firm of dealers has been negotiating with the Paris Cigar
company for the very plump and handsome
squaw that has graced Main street Paris, now
for more than forty years, but Frank Jones,
owner and manager, Is a man of sentiment, and
has. It is said, turned down an' offer of $300 for
her. 'You see,' he said, 'she's been here so long
and never knocked about either the conversation or the weather, never so much as taken a
trip, or changed the cut of her clothes, that it
would be cruel to uproot her and sell her either
down the river or up. I have known her since
a small boy, and am downright attached to her
Some things mean more than money. My squaw
la»not for sale. She knows too much about Paris
past and present to risk .out of sight and in
addition I know of no other- man who can boas
of that rarest of all earthly blessings, a wooden
squaw who cannot talk. You have no idea how
satisfactory she is at times."'
Consider also the case of "Chief," who stands
In front of a cigar store In Colorado Springs,
Colo. Frank and Clinton Osborn, proprietors
of the store, say that they have had frequent
offers ranging all the way from $500 up to $1,000
for this 600-pound metal warrior whom they obtained at an auction sale of unclaimed goods
In a storage warehouse In that city some 20
years ago. But tbey have steadfastly refused all
offers for "Chief."
Like the Osborns there are other owners of
cigar store Indians who won't part with their
prizes for any price. There's Bob Parsons, pioneer tobacco dealer at Ashland, Wls., whose
store still is guarded, after 40 years, by fierceeyed Chief Sitting Bull Parsons is Intensely
proud of his Indian. Thousands of tourists have
visited his store to view the brave. Indians, too,
come sometimes, but reverently.
"Sitting Bull Is an exact model of the great
chief who ruled the Dakota plains when white
men first pushed beyond the Mississippi river,"
says Parsons. "He was carved for me by band
from white pine by Herman Kruske, a woodworker at Ashland, half a century ago."
Sitting Bull, a tall, bright yellowfigure,dominates the drab street that is his tribal domain.
•The black, braided hair, that holds a single
upright feather, falls over the shoulders of his
fringed buckskin coat His left hand grips his
tomahawk; his right supports the end of a huge
cigar. He Is the glorified realization of memories of cigar store Indians.
Each morning Sitting Bull Is rolled to his
position before Parson's shop, which clings to
traditions of the past and sells tobacco only.
Each night he's rolled back into his tepee to
keep a vigil over the darkened shop.
Parsons has refused several offers for Sit
ting Bull and declares he'll never sell him. He
hopes that when he's gone, the old chief will be
cared for by the Chequamegon Bay Old Settlers'
association.
Chief Semlob, California's oldest Indian and
a veteran of the gold rush, stands before the
shop of S. B. Holmes In San Francisco. Thlt
wooden brave was shipped around Cape Horn
on a sailing vessel In 1850 from New York, consigned to a pioneer tobacconist In Marysville,
Calif. Marysvllle, 140 miles from San Francisco,
then was thronged with prospectors.
Chief
Semloh did duty for 60 years In this town.
Ten years ago, new owners Irreverently committed Chief Semloh to the basement Resnr
reeted by his present owner, the old chief underwent surgery a year ago and now Is perhaps the
most modern Indian In the United States. At a
cost of several hundred dollars, Chief Semloh
was equipped with a speaking voice and the
faculty of smoking cigars. Now he puffs away
and gives advice to smokers as he keeps- guard
before Holmes' shop.
An .eighty-two-year vigil before, the door of the
Maltzberger cigar store, in Reading, Pa., ended
in 1820 for Old Eagle Eye, a blue-eyed wooden
Indian cut from a solid block of wood by a
New York carver. He was purchased by cigar
store proprietors of the city and placed In the
Reading museum.
(£> by W«»teru N«wui>ap«r Union.)

uable In automobile theft Investigations and we have a case now In
which a man accused as a burglar
was Identified by a thumbprlnt on
the label of a whisky bottle. Tho
Impression was not visible until
treated -by a chemical process but
when developed it made a tremendously Important clew. We made a
photographic enlargement of thej
print together with one taken from
the man on the occasion of another
arrest and the Jury can draw Its
own conclusions."
Old-timers in the police department recall, with a chuckle, the safe
robber who operated in Los Angeles
for nearly a year before he was captured. He always carried half a
grapefruit with which he erased hla
fingerprints after a Job—only to
leave a thumbprlnt on a porcelain
doorknob as he departed from his
last one!—Los Angeles Times.
Burning Skin Dlieniea

quickly relieved and healed by Cole"*
Carbollialve. Leaves no scars. No
medicine chest complete without it.
BOc and 60c at druggists, or J. W. Col*
Co., Rockford, 111.—Advertisement,
Too Much of a Good Thing

Variety is the spice' of life, but
fancy life that Is all spice I

ARE YOU NERVOUS?
ANY women
M
who s u f f e r
from nervousness, fe-

male complaints, from.
weakening drains,
side-ache and headache, can find relief
and benefit from using Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
.• m^aaj^-wRead what Mrs. Joseph Edmombon of 1959
In>
I:
Dr Plerce
«L
'» Favor.
Ite &J^2S?
Prescription ••£*T
helpedJ me-wonderfully
and
Tarn dad to recommend it Some yeaii ago
when I wai nerrotn and anaemic and in »

m e n e "V e
syttem." Sold by druggists eveiywhere.
Writ* to Dr. Homft CUnlft
P. T.. for In* medleal adriee.

HERE'S QUICKEST, SIMPLEST
WAY TO STOP A COLD
FOLLOW DIRECTIONS PICTURED BELOW

Take Bayer Aspirin
according to directions in package.

Drink Full Glass
of Water.

throat is sore,
crush anddissolve 8
Bayer Aspirin Tablet* in a half glass
of warm water and
gargle according to
directions.

Almost Instant Relief In This Way
If you have a cold—don't take
chances with "cold killers" and
nostrums. A cold is too dangerous
to take chances on.
The simple method pictured
above is the way doctors throughout the world now treat colds.
It is recognized as the QUICKEST, safest, surest way. For It will
check an ordinary cold almost as
fast as you caught it
That Is because the real BAYER
Aspirin embodies certain medical
qualities that strike at the base of
a cold almost INSTANTLY.
You can combat nearly any cold
you get simply,by taking BAYER
Aspirin and drinking plenty of
water every 2 to 4 hours the first
day and 3 or 4 times daily thereafter. If throat is sore, gargle with.
3 BAYER Aspirin Tablets crushed

and dissolved In a half glass of
warm water, repeating every 2 or
3 hours as necessary. Sore throat
eases this way In a few minutes,
incredible as this may seem.
Ask your doctor about this. And
when you buy, see that you get th«
real BAYER Aspirin Tablets. They
dissolve almost Instantly.. And
thus work almost instantly when
you take them. And for a gargle.
Genuine Bayer Aspirin Tablets
dissolve with speed and completeness, leaving no irritating particles
or grlttlness. Get a box of 12 or bottle of 24 or 100 at any drug store*.

Ask your druggist about the recent price redaction on tha
100 tablet eize Bayer Aspirin.

_
MO TABLETS ARE GENUINE BAYER ASPIRIN WITHOUT THIS CROSS

WHAT I SCRUBBING CLOTHES)
WHY DONT YOU USE
RINSO_ IT
SOAKS OUT
THE DIRT ?

THESE CREAMY
RINSO SUDS MAKE
DISHWASHING
CASICR TOO

NEXT WASHDAY
ANN WAS RIGHT.
RINSO SOAKS THE
CLOTHES WHITER
THAN WHEN I
SCRUBBED
THEM

No more flat suds
PT> APT** tM*r. Rlra
«*•»*•<•. M orach mfe, cup
a4 far
vU*r, brighter

Rinso

FIFTY

TRIBUNE.
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_. 75, Outstanding Program at
IN TUESDAY Kialto on Saturday-Sunday
v

A. R. Kohl

Balance of Clardy's Store
Was Sold at Auction

NUMBER 19

GRIS WOLD HAN IS
BOUND AND GAGGED

Like "Union Depot," "Grand Hotel
and "Life Begins," all of the action
Saturday evening witnessed the
ident of This Vicinity of the First National picture'"Cen*« Phone 43
We Deliver
closing of KJlardy's Hardware store in
Hospital Funeral
Anita, when the remainder of the More Than $30 Taken From Cash Reg.
tral Park," scheduled for showing at
Anita, Iowa
stock was sold under the auctioneer's
the Riatto Theatre next Saturday and
Will Be Held at
ister in Daring Robbery Monday
hammer. C. W. Clardy, owner of the
Sunday, takes place in one centra:
ttional Church.
Morning. Atlantic Place Robstore for many years, will retire from
location. The place, as the title inbusiness, but he and his wife will conbed Early That Morning.
dicates, is the great playground sittinue to make Anita their future
75, passed away about uated in the hear* of New York City
home. Clardy's Hardware, formerly
All of its thrilling, drama, its exmorning at the
known as the Farmers Supply Co., was
Griswold, la., March 1.—Albert
in Clarinda, where he citing scenes, its comedy and its rostarted
in
Anita
more
than
thirty
Viestenz,
24, proprietor of the West
mance,
take
place
also
in
twenty-four
atient f or the past ten
CHOCOLATE CREAM WHIPS, "Just fresh"
years ago in the room now occupied End pool hall, was bound and gagged
^condition, since entering hours. It begins with the meeting of
by Maduff's Food Market, and for a and robbed of more than $30 about
per pound
.I9e
been such that his a boy and girl, broke and stranded
good many years the firm not only 8:30 Monday morning by two men as
and hungry, on a bench in a shaded
GINGER
SNAPS,
2-pounds
.19
handled
hardware butt also carried a he opened the establishment for busin*ok
in
the
park.
It
carries
the
specC
Obituary.
large stock of furniture and farm imr ness.
11, son of the latte Leo tator to an exciting episode at a hot
plements. Mr. Clardy disposed of the
Mr. Viestenz was met at the door
GWC, per pound
.27c
0 j'Scholl, was born in dog stand, through the zoo from which
by
two strangers, one tall and slender
furniture
and
implements
about
five
a
ferocious
lion
escapes,
to
the
faslphia, Pennsylvania,
TALL CORN, per pound . .23c
years ago, at which time he moved the and the other shoitt and heavy set. The
, and passed away oi mous park Casino, and through the
hardware stock to the location which local man thought they were farmers
8, at (the age of 7 roadways and bypaths in a mad thief
MID WEST, per pound . . . 19c it has been occupying in the Dr. H. E. as they followed him into the store.
chase.
i and 25 days.
Campbell building. The 'store was As soon as the door was closed one
Joan Blondell and Wallace Ford
PS^jhe wa$,> child II
originally
started as a stock company, of the men drew a revolver and forced
head
an
.unusually
strong
cast
oi
^parents left' Bhlladeiphia
a
goodly
portion
of the stock being him to go to the basement where he
players
which
includes:
Guy
Kibbee,
near Sheffield^ Illinois
owned by the farmers of this vicinity, was bound with wire and gagged with
lived until the spring 0J Patricia Ellis, Henry B. Walthall
and was headed as president by the a piece of cloth.
6-ounce cans, regular 25c size,
hi6jr moved to Cass coun- Charles Setton, Spencer Charters,
Nearly Chocked to Death.
late James E. Bruce. The store later
John
Wray
and
Harold
Huber.
|m Lincoln township where
special at
The money, cash and currency, was
passed
into
the
hands
of
G.
A.
Pegau,
The
story
waa
written
by
the
f
am»ed a farm, the place now
who in turn sold it to the late James taken from the cash register. Mr.
^ Cecil Schpll and famUy ong Broadway dramatic critic and
12-ounce
cans,
regular
50c
size,
Sheley and Mr. Clardy. After the Viestenz said he did not know just
Columnist,'Ward
Morehouse,
who
has
r2.,l#8i;.he was unitec
death of Mr. Sheley, Mr. Clardy be- how much was in the till but he bespecial
at
spent
Tears
in
and
around
Central
"Vft^jrgie; -Keiner, anc
came the sole owner of the establish- lieved the amount would exceed $30.
g—-j Qi^fren'were born. Park.' He has hit upon a romantic
ment. It is with the regret of many Harry Mueller, proprietor of the.
phase
of
park
life
with
which
the
Ifcdied in Infancy and anpeople here that the word "finis" has (tfueller grocery, adjoining the pool
BETTY
BROWN,
49-lb.
sack
.
.
.
.79c
famous
playground
is
teeming.
His
NjfclMrB; Effle King, passed
been written to the story of this long hall, heard cries for help and investistory
picturizes
with
thrilling
inten& 1980. Besides the widPERFECTION,
49rlb.
sack
93c
time
and well known establishment. gated. He found Mr. Viestenz in the
by five children, sity the heart throb of life that daily
damp basement in a very weakened
purges
through
its
confines.
s v. k Scholl of Washburn,
condition
and suffering from shock and
TOILET PAPER, 3 7-oz. rolls crepe ...
15C
"The screen play was handled by Mr.
Pi George Scholl of Long
exposure. He nearly chocked to death
'Mbrehouse
and
Earl
Baldwin
and
diB; Dr. Walter H. Scholl
KIDNEY BEANS, Heinz oven baked, per can .. 5c
before being able to spit out the wad
a; and Mrs. Maude rected by John Adolfi.
of cloth.
Extra
Good
Shorts.
No.
10
Ipncoln township. He is
No Clues Found.
On Saturday and Sunday evening's
T by- twenty-seven grandcans
Des Moines, March 1.—Complete reHe was taken to his home and medprogram
will
be
found
three
extra
three great grandchildports from 106 temperature observing ical aid was summoned. The local
CL
good shorts. Henry Annette stars
EANER,
3
cans
Climax
.
.
.
.25c
stations in Iowa in January, 1933, man said the two men were strangers
SUGAR,
(must
be
cash)
10-lbs.
43
Burns, a sister, is left in a two reel comedy, "Family Troubshow
that the average temperature to him.
i
C
Then there will be, a Merry
death. One other sister les."
of
that
month
was
52.5
degrees,
or
Sheriff
A.
(Dick)
Odem was sumORANGES,
California
navels,
Sunkist,
2-doz.''
'29c
goners have preceded him in Melody cartoon entitled, "Great Big
14.2 degrees above the established nor- moned and with the aid of local police,
PRUNES, best Santa Clara, med. size, 3-lbs.
25c
Bunch of You;" and Small'a Paradise
mal, and 9.3 degrees warmer than the made an investigation but no clues
Band will appear in a musical entitled,
CANNED PEAS, No. 2 size, each . . . .
9C
of Charley Scholl re- "Smash
warmest January in the preceding 60 were found. So far as could be learned,
Your Baggage."
GWC WHITE LAUNDRY SOAP, 3 bars
8c
liliar figure for the past
years of record which was in 1880.
no local persons saw the robbers.
'Jifrom our midst. He was Just think of it, the big feature,
Atlantic Place Robbed.
Among the other freaks were num"Central
Park"
together
with
the
TO in civic affairs of the
Atlantic,
March 1.—Between $35erous
thunderstorms
in
various
places
three short subjects* at the
and never left any doubt above
on several dates. Most unusual of all and $40 in change and currency waa
regular
admission
price
of
lOc
and
he stood on any public 26e.
was the occurance of moon rainbows stolen from the cash register at the
'•years'he was a member
about 9:30 p. m. of the 31st, observed Wilken Machine shop, 414 Chestnut
r
directors of the Anita Inin the vicinity of LeGrand and Dun- street, early Monday morning. The
! School District, and after
bar.
Moon rainbows are exceeding- robber gained entrance to the building
R is estimated that there are sevThree men, described by J. B. Tim
wife left the farm, where
ly
rare.
Reports were received by by prying open a rear door.
eral hundred motorists- in Cass county mons as being about 25 or 30 years
Jior. many years, moving to
A padlock on the till was broken
who are driving automobiles on last of age, drove up to the Canby store the Weather & Crop Bureau of the
|served the municipality for
year's number plates. February 25 about 11:30 .o'clock one night laslfc Iowa Department of Agriculture from off. The cash register was tossed
i as a councilman. He also
The humorous division in the .high was set by the state automobile de- week and calling Mr. Timmons out of many persons thinking they had seen on an ash pile at the rear of the buildeen Cemetery Associa- school declamatory contest appeared partment as the date by which a bed asked to have their car filled with a moon rainbow which proved to be ing. Nothing else of value was reported missing from (the place.
|trustee for many years.
in final competition at the high school nipst secure 1933 licenses, but as ye gasoline. They tendered him a $10 some variety of halo phenomena in-i Police have been unable to find any
_• man he became a mem- auditorium last Wednesday evening. the local sheriff's office has receive bill in payment for the gas and when stead of a rainbow in most cases.
bedience Lodge, No. 380, A Winners, and their selections, were no word from the state department a he went into the store for their Rainbows can never be seen on the clues to the culprits.
L, retaining his membership James Nelson, "At Our School on to the likely activity on the part o change, the men followed him inside same side of /the sky as the sun or
up to. the time of his Decoration Day," first; Gay Nichols, that department since the date ha When Mr. Timmons turned on the moon. They must always be on the
< was an active member of "At the School Exhibition," second; passed.
lights he found himself facing the opposite side. Even then, circles and
and for more than twenty and Lois Mclntyre, "Ma at the P. T. In 1932 there were registered i men armed with guns, demanding him arcs having rainbow colors are not
1 the office of treasurer,
Cass county 5,508 automobiles an to turn over what money he had. One always rainbows. Halo phenomena
A.," third.
his long residence in this
This evening at the high school au- 640 trucks. Thus far this year the'r of the men tore out the telephone con- consisting of large and small circles
Adair, la., March 1.—Robert Hearn,
formed a large acquain- ditorium a three school contest will have been registered 4,091 cars an< nections on the lines to Fontanelle Tossing and interlacing in the sky 69, well known pioneer resident of
people over the whole be staged with contestants from 402 trucks. Allowing for the possibl and Casey, and seemed to go about may be observed on this side of the Adair, died unexpectedly about 9:00
.made many friends, who Anita, Lewis and Atlantic appearing junking or removal of 800 to 1,000 of the job like one skilled in that line of iky opposite the sun or moon But are o'clock Friday morning at his home
' to learn of his death. He on the program. Those representing ;hese motor vehicles there are some- work. The robbers secured about $35 always associated with small needles here, a victim of a heart attack.
husband and father, a Anita will be Gail Burke in the ora- where around seven or eight hundrec in money and in addition took a quan- of ice suspended in the air which acts
After conversing a few minutes
ghbor and companion. He torical division with the selection, delinquent at the present (time in al tity of overalls, shirts, tobacco and as prisms to separate the light into with Dr. James (Mhynard, a neighbor,
| home, his wife and children,
other merchandise. The robbers were various bands of color. On the other Mr. Hearn returned to his home and
"The Call to Arms;" Elaine Smither probability.
ays willing to lend a help- n the dramatic division giving "The Those who did not pay their 193? driving a Chevrolet car but Mr. fTim- land rainbows- result from reflection sat down in a rocking chair. He sucrefraction of light from falling cumbed a few minutes later. Al|to a friend in need.
Valiant;" and James Nelson will speak icense by Feb. 20 are liable to prose- mons did not notice the license num- and
raindrops.
1 services will be held at the n the humorous division, his selection cution and fine for a misdemeanor bers.
though he had complained of feeling
Another freak was a "mud storm" ill in1 recent weeks, his condition was
onal church and will be >eing, "At Our School on Decoration Cars on which the licenses' have no
observed at Oskaloosa, Clinton, Des not believed to be critical.
by the pastor, Rev. E. L. Day."
been paid by 'M(ay 15 can be seize*
Mbines and other places in the staJte
Members of the Masonic
and sold under the law to satisfy the
Mr. Hearn came to Adair in 1875
m January 22nd. It appears that a and had since made his home in this
delinquency.
attend in a body and give
arge general storm centered in Kan- community. For a long period of
ilistic service' at the church
sas on the morning of the 22nd, had years he farmed near here, retiring
; at the grave in ' Evergreen
Atlantic, March 1.—Establishment >icked up large quantities of dusit several years ago. He was married
While not definitely decidlere of one of the largest experimen- from the far west and the rain that here.
time we went to press, it
tal game management areas in the descended over Iowa washed this dust
ht the services would be at Following is the program' to be
Surviving besides the widow are
state
t was announced a few days ago. iut and left it on all exposed objects. three daughters, Mrs. Peter Hogan
: on Thursday afternoon. given Sunday evening at the Church A double wedding ceremony was
institute services of the Congrega- performed on Friday afternoon at the Included in the 8,000 acre tract is
of Menlo, Mrs. L. C. Barry and Mrs.
several hundred acres of timber. The
Lantz, wife and children, ;ional church:
L. E. Mulher of Des Moines; one son,
Methodist Episcopal church in MaryJean, of Woodbine, Iowa,
Refreshments at 6:30 with socialville, Missouri, for two young couples ^ishnabotna river and Turkey creek
Pat Hearn of Adair; two brothers,
flows through the area, providing
in the city with his par- half hour.
Frank and Vincent Hearn of Valley
from the Anita and Adair vicinities.
Lantz and wife.
Violin duet, Mrs. O. C. Noblitt and The ceremonies were performed by water'for the birds.
Junction, and one sister, Mrs. P. J.
Stocking of the area with ringneck
i
Hiss Jane Scholl.
Rev. V. C. Clark. The couples were )heasants will soon be started, the
The first coating of crushed rock Grace of Des Moines.
Departmental
Session
at
7:15.
Smith spent Sunday in Iowa
Miss Frankie iMae Bontrager, daughhas been spread on primary road No.
Neighbors and friends of Mr. and
Adult group. "A Christian's Ob- ter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Ira Bon- fish and game department said. The 100 from Griswold to Lyman, a dishis father, Frank Smith,
;ract
will
be
posted
and
patrolled
by
Mrs. Beryl Shannon gathered at their
igations,"
Chas.
W.
Hockenberry,
and
ent at the state hospital
trager, and a granddaughter of Mr.
tance of about eight miles.
home Friday evening at a farewell
Sty. Mr. Smith is suffering 'Music an Inspiration to Worship," and Mrs. John Mallory, and Glenard deputy game wardens.
The second coat now is being spread dancing party, as the Shannon familyShelters
will
be
built
next
summer
ncer.
tfiss Adria Moon.
H. Heckman of Adair. The other
on the road which connects Griswold
Young people's group. "Discover- couple was Miss June Heckman of and food provided when necessary, with U. S. highway No. 71. About are moving to another farm this week.
fame
officials
said.
Pheasants
for
Late in the evening refreshments were:.,
gtate examiners, H. <X Han- ng Jesus," Miss Margaret Biggs, and Adair and Clair W. Huff of Exira.
tocking are being trapped in north- two miles of the second coating has served.
• Duffy and L. I. Traux, an address, "Youth and the Church," On their return to Anita that even- ern
been spread.
Iowa.
1
an audit of all the books >r. R. J. Montgomery.
The work started several weeks ago
ing a wedding dinner was served at
If
the
"birds
adapt
themselves
to
The members of the Jolly Dozen
*y offices Saturday morn- Junior group. Topic, "The Message 8:00 o'clock at the home of Mr. and outhern Iowa conditions, it is plan- but was held up for some time on club were guests last Thursday of Mr.
urned their report over to of Jesus." Leaders, Mrs. Russell Mrs. Clyde V. East, uncle and aunt ned to make the area a permanent account of inclement weather and un- and Mrs. Fred Kuehn at their home
ditor C. W. Storms. .The Smith and Miss Mary Osen.
of Mrs. Heckman, with whom she had >ne. Other experimental tracts in favorable conditions.
east of the ctty. A covered dish din|the audit will be returned to Primary group. Topic, "The Friend- made her home for the lasfc five years. outhern Iowa are locatbed near Yale
A number of farmers along- the ner was served at 1:00 o'clock. The
ship
of
Jesus."
Leaders,
Misses
Greftboard of supervisors in a
Mr. and Mrs. Heckman will make n Guthrie county and at Clarinda in highway have surfaced their drive- ladies spent the afternoon piecing
• The auditors declined to •hen Budd and Isabelle Biggs.
ways with the crushed rock and the quilt blocks. Mr. and Mrs. Harry
their
home in Adair, and Mr. and Mrs. 'age county.
lc any
_ P ? 0 1 1 of their find- Closing assembly of all groups at Huff will live on a farm near Exira.
farms present an attractive appear- Huff will entertaiin the club at their
!:00 o'clock.
Herman F. Nau, of the Nau Auc- ance.
next meeting.
Reading, "The Finger of God," Miss
W. E. Clark of Casey was in the tion Co. in Atlantic, was a business
—'
Gretchen
Budd.
1 meeting of Obedience
city Saturday afternoon and evening, aller in Anita last Thursday,
On Saturday, March 4, the Berea
Hamilton Campbell will celebrate
380, A. F. & A. M, was Address, "The Task of the Church assisting Frank Barber with the aucstandard school, of which Miss Ermine his 90th. birthday anniversary next
For
Today,"
Dr.
Royal
J.
Montgomery.
At her home on North Walnut Brown is teacher, will be dedicated as
• Masonic Temple Monday
tion sale alt Clardy's Hardware.
|flus meeting was held in The public is cordially invited.
Itreet last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. the 16th. Superior School in Iowa, and Sunday, March 5, and during the afThe members of the W. P. G. club G. C. Noblitt was hostess to (the mem- the first in Adair county. Dinner ternoon will be pleased to have his
^Proclamation issued
A dancing party was enjoyed by a were guests last IFriday of Mrs. J. C. >ers of the Knot-a-Kare bridge club, will be served at noon in the basement friends call and see him at his home
Master of Masons in
arge
company of friends last Friday Calkins at a 1:00 o'clock dinner at the -ogether with four other guests, Mrs. of the gospel hall, and the program on East Main Street. 'Mr. Campbell
r upon all Mason* m Iowa
is a long time resident of Anita and
heir lodge room, on the •vening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Candleglow Cafe. Following the din- *o V. Bongers, Mra. G. M. Adair, will be given at 2:00 o'clock at the vicinity, and for one of his age is enner
the
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were
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the
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Hackwell.
The
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was
a
, to ite-obligate
Mrs. Ben Kenfield and Mrs. H. E. school. All friends, former students,
i
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good
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He
arewell party for the Hackwell fam- kins home on West Main Street where 'ampbell. High score honors for the
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superintendents
and
teachers
is
one
of
the
few
civil
war
veterans
M
*
the
afternoon
was
spent.
ly who are moving from that vicinity.
afternoon went to Mrs. A. R. KohL
Masonry.
are cordially invited.
| still living in Anita.

for
Friday and Saturday

Royal Baking Powder
21c
39c

Flour

January Was an Unusual
Month; Wannest in Years

Many Delinquent Auto
Canby Merchant Robbed
Licenses in Cass County by Three Men Last Week

Three School Declamatory
Contest to Be Held Here

Well Known Adair Han
Drops Dead Friday Horning

]ood Program Arranged
For Church Institute Local Girl Married Friday
at Maryville to Adair Man

Game Management Area
to Be Established in Cass

frst Coating of Crushed
Rock Spread on No. 100

u
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No Santa Glaus
for the Grownup once jfc do place them there

enturt
ec ra
ren ion

~ "~ ---- •• — f«*»v:e in

thing, revealing in how w '
"
A prominent minister the other day them. : It merits the gift ot
deplored the sort of faith that be- thing In ourselves. It is not
lieves In a "wonder-working God"— faith or a cheap- faith. The
that expects miracles. I believe he not only, to have faith, but to
'
meant that It Is a cheap sort of faith faith.
because It makes things easy for the
"«™«_
one who believes. It lifts the responsibility for life right off one's shoulders and places It upon one's faith.
This seems to me a strikingly revealing point, which, aside from the
ftesUtent cough* and colds j ,to
religious reference, \t applicable to
trouble. You can sto
much In our dally lives.
tnonu
There Is the tremendous faith of
some of us In our frlends-^wblch Is
blasted at the first suggestion of disappointment or disillusionment
And the faith In an Idea—In Its
perfection—until It strikes the first
snag In the process of working ont
And the faith of some people In
themselves—until they find the first
Job that is too big, when they lose
all self-confidence.
goes ont,
That sort of faith is like a child'*
to the'
faith In Santa Claus. He believes because he wants to believe. To gej||
what he wants he needs only to pin
a letter to his stocking the night before Christmas. It's up to Santa to coldi, hroncWal atthms, hronSSj
other forms of respiratory diseases, mi
work the miracle.
is excellent for bonding up the mZ
But for us grownups there Is no after coldVor flu. Money refunded if 2
Santa Claus. And In this day and con|h«eol4»,tott«ofhowIong8tM!
age there are no miracles—except fafeitnotwHewd after taldngaccorf™
those we work for ourselves. Our todirections. Askyour druggist. (Adi]

End Coughs

••••••^i—•rn^^Mi

THEY HAVE FOUND A 3-MINUTE
WAY TO RELIEVE SORE THROAT

The Pertsion Building

All Pain And Soreness Eased In
Few Minutes This Simple Way

By ELMO SCOTT WATSON

HAT la the most expensive thing
In the world?
No, It Is not a rare metal, nor
a precious stone, nor any of the
other things which we commonly think of when the adjectives
"expensive" or "costly" are applied to them.
The most expensive thing In
the world Is war!
For war, while It Is In progress, not only exacts a fearful
toll of lives, careers and money,
but long after the last gun has been flred and
the battle flags have been furled, a nation engaged In It continues to pay and pay and pay!
The occasion for these reflections upon the
costs of war Is the fact that March 12 of this
year marks the one hundredth anniversary of
the establishment of the United States pension
bureau and during that Institution's career of
nearly a century, It was the medium through
which there were paid out staggering sums of
money In pensions to veterans, their widows and
their dependents. And these staggering sums
were only a small part of the actual expense of
the wars In which Uncle Sam has been engaged.
Here are the latest available figures on the
amounts of pensions paid out from 1790 to 1032,
but as will be seen later In this article even
these figures do not tell all the story:
War of revolution
War of 1812
Indian wars
War with Mexico
Ctvll war
War with Spain
Regular establishment
World war
Unclassified
Total

$

70,000,000.00
46.203.720.40
63,587,996.88
60,139,128.29
7,600,321,525.34
686,613,689.71
102,912,871.61
295,265.42
16,513,426.64

18,636,487,623.19

It will be noticed that unbelievably small figures are cited for the World war pensioners.
Obviously this does not include the vast sums
that have been paid out In one form or another
to these veterans and the explanation Is that
there was a different set-up for compensating
those who served in this conflict.
Since the close of the World war the government has paid out approximately $6,31S,108,733 on account of relief of World war veterans and their dependents—an average of about
$451,300,000 annually. Some of this money was
paid in insurance premiums by the veterans
themselves, but the greater portion came from
the treasury. Appropriations made by congress
for the financing of veterans' relief in the fiscal
year 1933 total $927,849,000.
Seven forms of relief have been provided and
all are In operation. They are: Adjusted service
compensation, medical care and treatment, disability compensation. United States insurance,
term Insurance paid for permanent and total
disability, disability allowances, and emergency
officers' retirement pay.
i On June 30, 1931, the veterans administration
was set up, the old pension bureau was absorbed
In It and all veterans' activities and operation of
homes for veterans are now concentrated in this
federal organization which is headed by Brig.
Gen. Frank T. Hines as administrator.
The adjusted compensation law, changed by
the act of 1931, made It possible that compensation certificates, maturing in 20 years, should be
available to all below the rank of captain who
had served In the military service more than
60 dayi. At maturity these certificates will vary
in value from $160 to $1,595, depending on the
length of the veterans' service, and meantime
money may be borrowed on them. Certificates
Issued up to March 1, 1931, totaled 3,498,370,
and had a total maturity value of $3,528,022,777.
Loans made upon them approximated about
$248,000,000 during the same period.
Under the hospltalizatlon plan all veterans
are entitled to free treatment of hospital nature
either In or out of government hospitals, 51
hospital* being operated In 1931, five more being built and ten more authorized by congress.
The cost of operating these Institutions and carIng for the patients Is In excess of $450,000,000
to January 1, 1931.
The government relief program Includes death
and disability compensation, disabled emergency
officers' retirement pay and disability allowance
which bare cost 92,205,210,059 up to July 1, 1932.
Another relief activity Is the grant of low-cost
Insurance against death or permanent disability
in any multiple of $000 from $1,000 to $10,000 to
any healthy veteran who has previously applied
tot or has bean eligible to apply for annually
renewable war-time Insurance or United States

FOLLOW DIRECTIONS PICTURED BaOW

—

James Monroe
series of pension acts In favor of the widows
of soldiers of the Revolution, restricted at first
to those who had married before the close of the
Revolution. These grew more liberal Utter until
pensions were granted to all widows, regardless
of the date of marriage. Out of these pensions,
government life (converted) Insurance. The
and similar ones for widows of veterans of latM
total amount paid on these Items Is $.1,070,157,wars, grew many abuses of the pension system,
409.
for It became a practice for young women to
marry aged veterans In order to benefit by a
Many thousands of claims have been filed ungovernment pension after the death of their husder the law providing monthly payment of term
bands.
Insurance and government life Insurance for total
and permanent disability, and relief was being
The pension rolls of the Revolution had scarcegiven In 20,196 cases on June SO, 1932.
ly grown to their peak when the United State!
became engaged In another war—the War of
The disability allowance plan, which went Into
1812—to add to Its list of veterans and depend'
effect July 1, 1930, provides monthly payments
ents drawing pensions. And the same thing was
to veterans permanently disabled to the extent
of 26 per cent or more, even though their disrepeated later at Interval) of two decades with
ability was not Incurred In or as a result of
the Mexican war and the Civil war. The first
their terms of service. Another new relief law
law pensioning soldiers of the Civil war was a
provides for the pensioning of emergency offidisability pension act of July 14, 1862, which
cers who are 80 per cent or more disabled or Inprovided for the disabled survivors, for the
capacitated as a result of their World war servwidows, orphan children and dependent members
' Ice on the same basis as retired officers of the
of those who died because of wounds received or
regular army.
disease contracted while In the service of the
United States and In line of duty. Rates for
The history of pensions for veterans of Amertotal disability ranged from $8 to $30 a month,
ican wars goes back to the earliest days of the
according to rank, and these same rates were
republic. On June 20, 1770, even before the
Declaration of Independence had been adopted,
applied to the widows of the soldiers. Successive
the Continental congress appointed a committee
• laws, beginning July 4, 1864, and culminating hi
to "Consider what provision ought to be made
the recent act which Increased the pensions of
for such as are wounded or disabled in the land
Civil war widows more than seventy-five years
or sea service."
old, have Increased the rates, setting fixed rates
for various kinds of disability.
This committee made a prompt report, and on
August 26, 1770, the first national pension act In
The Civil war changed a number of things as
America was passed by th« Continental conregards the pension treatment of war veterans.
gress. That part of the law fixing the amount
In the first place, the veterans of that war were
was as follows: "That every commissioned offinumerically of large political Importance. They
cer, non-commissioned officer, and private soldier
were able to make their Influence felt hi Washwho shall lose a limb In any engagement, or be
ington; consequently the march of pension legso disabled In the service of the United States
islation quickened after the close of the war.
of America as to render him Incapable afterThe passage of the arrears act In 1870 added
wards of getting a livelihood, shall receive, durgreatly to the burden of debt which Uncle Sam
ing his life or the continuance of such disabilbears because of the wars in which he has enity, the one-half of his monthly pay from and
gaged. This act provided that all pensions which
after the time that his pay as an officer or
had been granted or might hereafter be granted
soldier ceases."
should date from the time of disability, provided
After the Constitution had been adopted and
application were made before January 1, 1880.
the new government had been organized, It conThe effect of that law Is shown by the fact that
tinued for a time the pensions which had been
the total sum paid for pensions jumped from
previously granted and assumed their payment.
$32,000,000 In 1879 to $50,000,000 In 1880, the
Soon, however, a strong demand arose for a
greatest Increase In any one year In the history
new pension law, and on March 23, 1792, the
of our pension system.
first pension law passed by the new government
From time to time during the course of the
went Into effect.
pension history of the country various Presidents
Later there grew a demand for a pension law
have attempted to stem the tide of pension pay.
not based upon disability incurred In the service
ments. Outstanding in this effort was President
and In his annual message to congress on DeOrover Cleveland. A bill to establish service
cember 2, 1817, President Monroe recommended
pensions for persons in dependent circumstances
such a law. A bill was passed by the house on
was vetoed by President Cleveland In 1880. A
December 24, as a sort of a Christmas present
similar bill was passed June 27, 1890, providing
to the veterans of the Revolution, passed by
that all persons who had served 90 days In the
the senate Immediately afterwards and approved
war and who were suffering from any mental or
by President Monroe on March 18, 1818.
physical disability of a permanent character
The loose wording of this law, however, made
which Incapacitated them from performing manfrauds easy and the grant of pensions became
ual labor might receive pensions ranging from
a public scandal. A law passed In 1820 required
$6 to $12 a month, according to the degree of
all pensioners already on the rolls and future
disability. Widows of soldiers who served 90
applicants to file a statement of property as
days who were dependent upon their daily labor
proof of their alleged dependence upon governfor support could receive $8 a month
ment bounty for a livelihood. As a result, the
The most carefully worked out attempt to forenames of many pensioners were stricken from
stall
the expensive and sometimes wasteful rethe rolls.
sults of the pension system was made when we
In the early days of the Republic, pensions
entered the World war. It was the first tlml
were distributed by the secretaries of war and
that our government had ever tried to find a svs
navy. But on March 12, 1833, a commission
tern at the outbreak of a war to deal with £
of pensions was set up under the direction of
abled veteran* In some manner other than oy
bv
the secretary of war. ID 1840 the pensions dispensioning them.
bursed by the secretary of the navy were also
After the war, too, efforts were made to preplaced under the administration of the commisvent the beslnnlng of a pension system by «JT
sion of pensions, which In the same year was
Ing the veteran some government assistance in
transferred to the department of Interior and beestabilshing ,Uu 18 eif. What the result has beencame the pensions bureau. There It remained
In the loiiB-drnwuout dispute over bonus leRlsla
until 1031 when the United States veterans' adtlon and other mutters connected with veteran,
ministration was established and absorbed the
compensation-is too well known from repen,
pensions bureau.
events to require further comment in this article
In 1886 there began the enactment of a long

.eveland
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Crush amfDisspfoe
3 Bauer Aspirin
Tablets in Half a
Clou of Water.

GARGLE Thoroughly—Throw
Your Bead Way
B<»*, Allowing a
Little to TruJtle
DoamYow'

Repeal Gargle and
Do Not Rinse
Mouth, Allow Gargle to Remain on
Membranes of the
Throat _jor P«Jed.

Proves On// Medicine Helps A Sore Throat
tyodera medical science now throws
an entirely new light on sore throat.
A way that eases the pain, rawness
and irritation in as little as two or
three minutes.
Results are among the most
extraordinary in medical science.
On doctors' advice, millions are following this way... discarding oldtime ^washes and "antiseptics."
For it has been found that only medicine can help a sore throat.
Simple To Do. All yon do is

crush and dissolve three BAYER
Aspirin Tablets in half a glass of
water. Gargle with it twice—as
pictured above. If yon have any
indication of a cold—before gargling take 2 Bayer Aspirin Tablets
with a full glass of water. This is to
combat any signs of cold that have
gone into your system. Keep on
taking if cold has a "hold." For
GenuineBayer Aspirin will not harm
you. Your doctor will tell you, it
does not depress the heart Get a
box of 12 or a bottle of 24 or 100
at any drug store.

Reduces Infection, Eases Palo
Instantly. Gargling with Bayer
Aspirin will do tbraethings: Rehevt
soreness at once. Allay inflammation. AND—reduce infection; which
is the important thing infightinga
sore throat
It requires medicine—like BAYER ASPIRIN—to do these thine!
That is why throat specialist!
throughout America are present)ing this BAYER_gargle in placed
old-time ways. Results are quick
and amazing.
Be careful, however, that you
get real BAYER Aspirin Tablets
For this purpose. For they dlssoN
completely enough to gargle without leaving irritating particles,
Watch this when you buy.

Ask your druggist about the recent price reduction on
100 tablet sire Bayer Aspirin.
MO TABLETS ARE GENUINE BAYER ASMMN1MTHOUTTHjSCROg

I WISH I NEVER HAD
TO FACE ANOTHER
WASHDAY

WWONDER-VOUSnilUSEOlD
FASHIONED SOAR TtfMNSO FOR SNOW;
WASHES WITHOUT HARD WORK.
IT* SO EASY ON
THE HANDS, TOO ) 2t

Soaks out dirt
No scrubbing*-w
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Friday-Saturday

Palmolive

Crawford'S

Soap
3 bars
19c

PINK SALMON,
No. 1 tall can

Miss Stella Wilbourn has been confined to her home in Lincoln township
the past week with an aittack of appendicitis.

lOc

SEEDLESS RAISINS, 2 pounds.
NAVY BEANS, 6 pounds
SARDINES, in oil, 4 cans
MUSTARD, quart jar
MILK, tall cans, 3 for
NAPTHA SOAP, giant size, 6 bars for
TOMATOES, No. 2 size cans, 3 cans for
SUGAR, (Saturday only), 10 pounds
| FLOUR, White Rose, 49-pound bag

15c
v•

Bobbie, 3-year-old son of Mr. and
Mire. Robert Butler of the Berea vicinity, is ill with the flu.

19c
17c
15c
19c

23c
25c
47c
79c

Delivery Hours 8:30 & 10:00, A. M., 2:00 & 4:00 P M
PHONE FOR FOOD—ITS THE BETTER WAY

Mrs. Leo V. Bongers and children
went to Des Moines Friday where they
visited over the week end with relatives and friends.
Ernest Burke and wife of this city,
accompanied by her sister, Mrs. Lena
Earl of Wiota, attended the funeral of
Mrs. Frank Cain at the Caltholic
church in Atlantic Friday morning,
Wrs. Cain was the mother of Mrs. Wm
Zuch, Sr.
Mrs. Eric Osen served a three
course dinner at her home last Thursday evening in honor of the birthday
anniversaries of her husband and her
mother-in-law, Mrs. Frank Osen. Outof-town guests present were Mrs.
Jesse Phillips of Atlantic and Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Graham of Lewis.

COMES BACK
AT BIG CITY TRUCKS
The members of the city council
at Osceola recently enacted an ordinance in which out of town trucks
delivering bread, meat and other food
stuffs in the city will be compelled
to pay a license fee of $3.00 per day.
This will certainly assist very materially in keeping out of town trucks
from working in Osceola. This was
brought about from the acts of the
larger cities of the state prohibiting
people from taking their produce to
the cities and selling it on the streets.
One of the things that has put many
of the business men of the smaller
places at a disadvantage is the fact
hat the large wholesalers of the
rties have done a lot of peddling.
Another act of the Osceola city
ouncil was the ordering of the Iowa
outhern Utilities to show why the
ght rates should not be reduced.
City water rates have been lowered
greatly and assessment rates were
lashed 40 per cent The salary of
e mayor was cut in half.

Burkhart's
Phone 3OQ

We Deliver

Friday-Saturday
LEMONS, fancy Sunkist, per dozen
30c
TOILET PAPER, large 1,000 sheet rolls, 6 for.. .25C

GLOSS STARCH, 3-pound package
20t
FRUITS, halves and sliced peaches, J>ears, apricots, sliced pineapple, No, 2y2 canfe, one of
each, 5 cans for
98c
BABY CHICK STARTED, Victor, 100-lbs. . .$2.00
EXTRA SPECIAL, Calumet Baking Powder,
one cake pan and package shredded cocoanut
....... v . . . . . . . . . . .v.......~...29c
BLACK PEPPER, pure, %-lb,

.15c

,

1-lb. .25C

SAL SODA, three 2y2-poun4 packages ..
BLUING or AMMONIA, Tones, per bottle
CLOTHES PINS, 6 dozen ..........v
BRING US YOUR
MARKET PttlCE PAID,

25c
9c
18c

LEGION AUXILIARY NOTES.
A. B. Jones has sold the White Front
Coffee Shop, which he has owned the
Anita Unit, No. 210, American
past year, to Art F. Taylor, who
;gion Auxiliary, met in regular sescomes here from Pititsburg, Kansas. ion at the I. O. 0. F. hall on Friday
Mrs. Taylor will assist her husband vening.
in operating the place. The Taylors
Mrs. Kathryn DeCamp, state Amertook possession of the place Tuesday canism chairman, gave excerpts from
James Rose and family and Mrs.
morning. Years ago Mr. Taylor lived er paper which she gave at the Des
^l
_
Albert Henick visited Sunday near
in the Menlo vicinity, where he was -toines convention.
Exira at the James Henick home.
Published Every Thursday by the
born and spent his boyhood days.
The poppy chairman reported the
B. F. Ehle and family have moved
oppies
to be here. These poppies
On Thursday evening, at their home
We had two interesting games, of
from a farm noifth of the city to a
re
for
our
annual poppy sale in May.
W. F. BUDD
Editor farm one mile west of Lincoln Cen- north of the city, Mr. and Mrs. Ben
basketball
here on Friday evening beThe secretary reported 20 pounds of
Kirkham entertained the members of
fore a packed house. The grade boys
arpet
rags
sent
to
the
Veterans
hosSubscription if paid in advance. .$1.50 ter.
the Double Eight bridge and dinner
basketball team played a similar
If not paid in advance
$2.00
ital at Knoxville.
/
Ivan Welcher and wife and Mrs. club at a 6:30 o'clock covered dish dingroup from Casey and outclassed
Mrs.
DeCamp
reported
on
the
dinEntered at the post office at Anita, Lillie Owens of Fontanelle were Sun- ner. Following the dinner the even- ler which is annually sent to G. A. R. them in most departments of the game. Assorted Danish Butter Rolls,
per dozen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
lay guests at the Dennis Pearce ing was sepnt in playing bridge, at members, their wives and widows.
The score at the half was 14 to 1 and
Mrs.
Carl
which
high
scorers
were
wme.
$1.00 was sent to our non-compen- at the close 23 to fl in the Anita boys Pecan Butterscotch Cookies,
Millard and Elmer Scholl.
THURSDAY, MARCH 2, 1933.
favor. Both teams played nicely toper dozen
sated soldier.
Harold Winder of Des Moines visgether and got quite a thrill out of it.
Several
prizes
are
to
be
sent
to
'The
Thursday
Kensington
«lub
2 dozen for , .".
25c
ited in the city or e day last week at
SMALLEST HAZARDS CAUSE
Following this game the high school
the home of his parents, C. T. Winder meeting was held at the home of Mrs. VIrs. P. A. Lainson, Council Bluffs, girls played the alumni girls and it
LARGEST LOSSES.
Frank Roberts northwesit of the city or distribution at the carnival which
and wife.
last
Thursday. Fourteen members will be held for Knoxville patients proved a very close game in the first
The greatest destruction of property
half but in the last half condition
James T. Furman, well known and two visitors, Mrs. Will Stockham on March 15.
Chas. Bartley and wife spent Sunby fire in Iowa during 1931 was caused
showed and the high school girls day with Wallace Tobias and wife at
Mrs.
Mary
E.
Smith
gave
a
report
and
Mrs.
Carl
Holland,
were
present.
Anita
man,
has
been
taken
to
a
priby the careless use of the smallest
!
hazards—matches and smoking ma- vate sanitarium in Des Moines for Mrs. Clair Aldrich and Mrs. Grace of Departmental Secretaries and Pre- stepped out ahead and won by a 16 to Menlo.
7
score.
sidents'
conference
held
in
Des
Moines
Jordan
were
winners
in
the
contest
treatment.
terials. Fire destruction from this
The closing basketball games on the
Chester A. Long and wife were in
held. The next meeting will be held on February 20.
source amounted to $626,093, accordhigh
school schedule were played on Des Moines one day last week when j
Miss
Dorothy
Wiese,
accompanied
Two
new
members
reported.
in
two
weeks
with
Mrs.
Fred
Stuteling to the Actuarial Bureau of the
A delicious lunch was served by the the local court with Lewis Tuesday he attended a meeting of Iowa mor.
National Board of Fire Underwriters. ay Lloyd Kleuver of Exira, and Law- berg. Lunch was served by the hosrence
Battey
and
wife
of
Shelby,
were
evening.
ommittee.
ticians.
.
tess.
This is not a tirade against
The time for the sectional basketthoughtless smokers. The idea is Des Moines visitors Sunday.
On Saturday evening Mr. and Mrs T E L L S H O W T O
ball tournament has rolled around
merely to suggest a few precautions
Mrs. Zoe Cartter and daughter, Dix- D. C. Reed celebrated their twentyM A K E H O M I N Y once more and will take place this
in the interest of greater safety for
week end. Our team is entered in 'the
life and property.
To begin with, ie, of Omaha spent Sunday in the third wedding anniversary, when they
Iowa is again turning to corn as tourney at Greenfield which will begin
why do smokers discard matches in city with their father-in-law and entertained a company of fritnds a
FOR RENT:—Desirable residencjl
grandfather, Frank E. Carter.
their home at a card and dancing par one of the major sources of food on Thursday. Our boys are matched
unsafe places? Usually because no
property,
• modern except furnac<|
much
as
did
the
pioneers
in
the
midty. At midnight a lunch was serve
against Earlham in the first round
receptacle is handy. If ashtrays or
Willis Gipple left the first of the by the host and hostess. Out-of-town dle of the past century. Low prices and will play at 10:00 o'clock Thurs- Room for garden. G. W. Marsh.
other receptacles were provided, many week for his home in Albin, Wyomof the fires caused in this way wouk ing, after an extended visit in this guests present were Wm. Jones an for this crop have induced the Iowa day evening. There will be four
WANTED TO BUY:—Kitchen cabi.|
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Spencer and E. housewife to utilize as much of it as games played on Thursday evening, net and heater. Phone 249.
be prevented. (What is the poor smok vicinity with relatives and friends.
It
Ellsworth of Oskaloosa, Iowa, De she can at the home table.
the first one beginning at 7:00 o'clock.
er to do when no ashtray is handy?
One of the most popular methods of The admission for a single session will
FOR SALE:—240 egg size 014
Make certain thatt the discard match
Harold Brehmer and Henry Eggerl- Hadley and family of JGreenfiel* an
or "butt" is out. It has been suggeste< ing were in Council Bluffs Monday Jack Ellenwood, wife aid daughte preparing corn is to make hominy, be 25c and 35c; season tickets for Trusty incubator. Phone 1. C. H. |
since it can be served in so many pal- $1.25.
Daubendiek.
It
that the match be broken in two be attending a caterpillar school conduct- from Mt. Etna.
atable ways. The Foods and NutriEarlham is reported to have a good
fore it is dropped, in order to be sun ed by the Cliff Miller Tractor Co.
FOR SALE OR TRADE:—192H
In a Buena Vista county pastur tion Department at Iowa State Col- team so our boys are apt to meet
that it has been extinguished. Step
Ford coach, an extra good one; 19291
a
man
and
a
bull
played
a
two
hou
lege
recommends
the
following
ping on the discard "butt" will do th<
Mrs. H. Wedemeyer, who underwent!
plenty of competition. We wish them
Chevrolet coach; 1982 Chevrolet se-J
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Lesson for March S
LEAIINED when I was attending
a country school and studied "The
Principles of Civil Government," that JESUS GIVING LIFE AND HEALTH
the secretary of state was the rankLESSON TEXT—Mark »:»!-«. .
Ing official of the President's cabinet,
GO1.DEN TEXT—Th« Lord hath flon«
and that he would succeed to the Pres- great things for Of, wb«r«of w« *r»
Psalm \2«:8.
Idency In event of the death or dis- glafl.
PRIMARY TOPIO-J«U» M*kln* •
qualification of the President and the Little
Girl Live Again.
Vice President. The worthy textbook
JUNIOR TOPIC—JMu» Raising «lalso gave some meager Ideas of now
SENIOR TOPthe secretary of state handled all of 1C—Life and HealthAND
Through *MU»
the foreign relations of our governTOUNQ PEOPLE AND AJDUW TOPment, and that he was the keeper ot IC—Christianity and Human Suffering.
the great seal of the Union.
The accounts of the raising of the
The fact that the secretary of state
is the Intermediary between the Unit- damsel and the healing of the woman
ed States and other government* are so interwoven as almost to con*
somehow was clear enough, but It was stltute one narrative, but since the
not until years later that I became principles are diverse and the places
aware of the Important functions h« separate, and the one an Interruption
performs In matters appertaining to of the other, they should be treated
separately.
purely domestic affairs.
I. Jairus' Dauflhter Raised From
Nearly all of the governments oT
the world maintain an office, usually the Dead (vv. 22-24, 85-43). '
1. Jairus' urgent mission, (vv. 22,
designated as the ministry of foreign
affairs, which considers and acts on 23). His only daughter (Luke 8:42).
nothing excepting questions between Perhaps his only child lay dying. In
governments. Our Department of this time of utter helplessness he came
State does that, but its other worts is to Jesus for he bad faith In his abilequally Important It is because of ity to raise her. up. In the providence
the form of our government and the of God sorrow, sickness and death are
fact that our nation is made up of often used to bring needy men and
sovereign states that it is better to women Into contact with Jesus. He
correlate the functions in one agency. showed the proper attitude toward
No better Illustration can be found Jesus, "he fell at his feet" (v. 22).
2. Jesus goes with Jairus (v. 24).
perhaps of how the Department of
States serves In domestic affairs than Jairus believed that If Jesus would
the fact that the secretary of state lay his hand upon his daughter she
formally publishes all laws and reso- would live. Such faith always geta
lutions enacted by congress. It may a response from Jesus. No one desbe Just a formality after all, but nev- titute of faith can receive his blessertheless every act of congress passes ing.
8. News of his daughter's death
across the desk of the secretary, of
some one acting for him, before be- (r. 85). This was a most startling
message. The messenger who brought
coming the law of the land.
In order to make this phase of his the news of her death suggested that
work clear, consider the course fol- Jesus should be excused from going
lowed by a resolution of congress further as It was now too late.
amending the Constitution. It never
4. Jairus' faltli strengthened (T. 88).
goes to the President at all; the sec- As soon as Jesus heard the word spokretary of state receives It direct from en concerning the death of this girl,
congress, and In tnrn transmits It to he said to the father, "Be not afraid,
the secretaries of state of each of the only believe" This Is the message
states. After the respective state leg- still to every distressed sonL
islatures have acted, their secretary
fl. The mourners rebuked (w. 87of state advises the secretary of state 39). He dismissed the crowd and alof the federal government and when lowed only three of his disciples and
36 of the 48 states have approved of the parents of the damsel to enter this
it, the secretary of state announces chamber of death with him. The tuH as a part of the Constitution.
multuous walling showed the despair
In correspondence which the Presi- of the friends. In connection with
dent has with the governors of the this death-wall the Lord was ridiculed.
several states, the communications but he declared that the girl could be
pass through the hands of the secre- awakened from her sleep of death.
tary of state so that he stands actual6. Jairus' faith rewarded (w, 4V
ly as the medium by which the states 43). Be took the damsel by the hand
and the federal government are In and commanded her to arise. The excontact.
pression "Talltha cuml" In the AramaMention was made earlier of the ic may be freely translated, "Wake
great seal of the Union. 'It Is care- up, little girl." She straightway arose
fully protected by the secretary of and walked and partook of food. Her
state and Its preservation Is just as walking was proof of the reality of
Important as are the copies of treaties •the miracle. There was no sign of-the
with foreign governments, executive weakness which usually follows a seproclamations and commissions to vere sickness.
which that seal Is affixed after they
II. The Woman With an Issue of
have been signed by the secretary of Blood (vv. 25-34).
state. Whenever a fugitive from Jus1. Her helpless condition (w. 25,
tice—a criminal or one charged with 26, cf. Luke 8:43). She had been a
a crime who has escaped to a foreign great sufferer for twelve long years,
land—Is sought to be returned to the In addition to physical suffering her
United States, the warrant for extra- malady Involved ceremonial uncleandition from the land of his refuge must ness which was perhaps harder to
bear the signature of the secretary bear than the physical suffering. This
of state and have the great seal af- ceremonial uncleanness meant her exflxed.
clusion from the places of worship
Now as to the other phase of the and divorce from her husband, as well
dual Job handled by the Department as social isolation.
of State: that agency Is the fountain2. Her faith (w. 27, 28). She poshead of the nation's foreign policy. sessed
a real and earnest faith. HavIn other words, It Is the place In which
the views of the United States, as a ing heard of the fame of Jesus as a
nation, on all questions affecting an- healer, she likely Journeyed a considother government, are formulated, be- erable distance. For a poor emacicause foreign policy after all Is noth- ated woman after twelve years of sufing bat settled opinion pursuant to fering to press her way through a
those views. They have their origin thronging multitude, shows that she
among the men who are conversant possessed a determined purpose. The
with all details of the problem and test of the actuality and quality of
while they require the sanction of the one.'a faith Is the determined activity
President always, and of the senate which It engenders. Her faith was BO
when there is an agreement, or n con- strong that she believed that contact
tract, arranged between the nations, with the Master's garments would sethe fundamentals always are Worked cure the needed help.
a. Her healing (vv. 29-32). As soon
out under the supervision of the secretary of state.
as she touched the hem of his garment,
From this it is easy to understand she experienced in her body his healwhy there Is a necessity for the far- ! lng power- Jesus was conscious of the
flung service of diplomats who offi- outgoing of virtue from himself.
cially represent the United States in
4. Her confession (T. 33, cf. Luke
every nation of the world. The high- 8:47). She thought secretly to get the
est rank of these, of course, is the blesslnB ot healing, but Jesus perambassador extraordinary and plenl- ! ceived tna * virtue had gone out from
potentlary. After that rank Is the en- him and bad
......her make a public convoy extraordinary and minister plenl fession.
potentiary. Then come the consul genB. Jesus' words of encouragement
eral, the vice consul and consuls so (v. 34). With the communication of
that throughout the world a citizen bis healing virtue he spoke most graof the United States need travel onlv cious and comforting words to this
short distances anywhere until he l« poor woman. Be told her that It was
In touch with an official of his own
her faith, not- her touch that had
wn
nationality.
saved her. Faith does not need to
It Is equally easy to comprehend face danger and to erhaust Itself In
how the relations between the United active endeaVor In order to gain
States and any other government are Christ's blessing. AD that Is required
maintained, for any one of the nm
off)- Is a trusting prayer. She obtained the
dais mentioned above overtop noT blessing Immediately.
ing that will engender good w,,° for
ft
his government
'
There are treaties Of
"Hccrenly Viiiont"
"1 was not disobedient to the neav*nly vision." Thrice unhappy are they
who have never had a heavenly vision,
l. e., a vision of something higher and
ice deep waterway to
better than the life they have been
lantlc. Every
leading. It may have come In a ser.
betfhiuinpg in
won, a biography, a holy life, a face,
a deathbed scene Illuminated with the
llK«t of another world. HOW U
n «>f u tn-at.v.
il. rebuked, cast down with In
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regret, then raised to a new
and determination. A.ct, act. In
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To keep akin and scalp clean
and healthy, and to lav the
foundation for skin health in
later life. The Soap protect*}
as well aa cleanses, the oint»:
meat soothes and he
itcbings an4 irritations.
Soap tSe* Ointment 25 and 50c.
Proprietor*: Potter Drug & Chemicd
Corporation. Maiden, Miss.
" Poor Humanity
One act of courage makes crowd
flock around a man. It Is so ram

relieve
roughness,
toothing,
eniholatum.

Lost Her Prominent Hips-,
Double Gbin^Sluggisbneti
Gained Physical VigorA Shapely Figure
If you're fat—first remove
cause!
.
Take one half teaspoonful or
f h
Kruschen Salts in a glass ° *
water in the morning—in 3 wee0
get on the scales and note howmanr
pounds of fat have vanished.
Notice also that you have gain*
to energy—yo«w skin is cleareryou feel younger in body—KroscW
•will give any fat person a
*UiuTbe sure it's KroMhe
health comes first—and S
fin* is the Kruschen promise.
•
Get a bottle of Kruschen SaJ
from any leading druggist anp
where fcfAmerica (lasts 4 wedj
and the cost is but little. If W
first bottle doesn't convince y
this is the easiest, SAFEST
Barest way to lose labour
gladly returned.
AT THE FIRST SNEEZE
uajt

a tired, nervous,
feeling may warn of t
ordered kidney or blad
dition. Users everywhere'
oo Doon't Pills.
more than 50 years W B/Y, w i
users the country over »' I
all druggists.
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Notice.
I wish to thank the people of
this vicinity for the patronage
extended me while engaged in
business here. Mrs. Clardy and
I own our home here and expect
to make this city our home as
long as we live. It is also my
intentions, as soon as economic
conditions will permit, to open
up another harware store in
Anita, and as soon as I think a
store can be operated without
a loss, regardless of a profit for
myself, you will find me re-engaging in the nardware business
here.

C. W. Clardy

OUTDOOR

fish, 14,250 pounds of bullheads
have been distributed to relief organizations. In the preparation of Diamond and Welch lakes in Dickinson
counlty to receive wall-eyed pike from
the Department's pike hatchery at
Spirit Lake, the bullheads had to be
removed and it was these fish that
were given to various relief organizations in various towns.
Deer Released To The Wild.
Four White-Tail deer were turned
out of their pens at the Ledges State
Park near Boone by the state Board
of Conservation. The deer have remained in the vicinity of the park for
the past few days but it is thought
that they will gradually wander away.
Persons living near the park are asked
to be on the look-out for the deer so
that they may have every protection
and to prohibit, if possible, the running of the deer by dogs which may
be roaming over the countryside. It
is hoped that the deer will increase
and if protected will ajways have the
State Park for their headquarters but
may range into other lands in quest
of food.

IOWA

FEW PEOPLE KNOW THE
HISTORY OF COMMON NAILS
Recently a man at Red Oak gave a
talk before the Rotary Club and his
.opic was "Nails." The younger people of today do not remember the old
cut nails" as used by their grandfathers. They were awkward, rough
and had sharp edges and were cut
from flat sheets of iron. They were
not even steel and it was a hard job
to drive them into wood wijthout spliting it. It was about 1889 that the
first wire nails made their appearance
on the market. At that time there
were seventeen sizes of nails. Today
there are about 460 sizes manufactured and most any kind of work has
a special nail that is used. The average hardware stock today would have
something like fifty sizes and kinds
of nails to meet the demand, not
counting the staples. In the olden
days nails were made by hand and
they were designated by pennyweight
Vlany are of the opinion that so many
were sold for a penny but rt/his is not
the fact. A nail was made to a size
and weighed so many pennyweights,
thus a ten penny nail weighed ten
pennyweights and so on. Few know
hat since 1889 there has been a
change in (the shape of nails. They
see the usual kind to be found in
iardware stores and boxes, but not
ong ago there was another kind of
wire nail brought out that is oval in
hape. It can be driven in wood Ito
a better advantage and will not split
he wood as easily as the old round
nails. Few know that nails are also
reated with various substances to
>revent them from rusting and also
o make them stay in place. One
lould write a very interesting story
ibout nails if time was taken to get
he data.

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
March 5, 1903.
C. P. Blue has purchased E. Farewell's farm north of Anilta.
Dennis O'Leary has taken the place
of Billie Davis in L. V. Wilson's livery
barn.
M. Kohl and family went to Lisbon, Iowa, this week to spend several
weeks among relatives and friends.
On account of the horrible condition of the roads, Henry Metcalf was
unable to get through to Massena last
Saturday.
Mrs. E. M. Bonney returned to her
lome near Greenfield yesterday, after
a pleasant visit with her daughter,
Mrs. Chester Winder.
It is proposed to open a bowling
alley in Anita, if everything is favorable. If a bowling alley comes to
town, why not a billiard hall?
Samuel Chafee and Geo. L. Fancher
caded their cars last week, and set
out for their new home near Parsons,
Kansas, where they have each purchased a farm.
The Christian Endeavor Society of
he Congregational church added a
net sum of $25 to their treasury last
Friday evening, being the proceeds
rom the "County Fair."
Prof. 'W. J. Cattell, principal of the
Anita public schools, is considering
the matter of entering the race for
he republican nomination for superintendent of schools of Cass county.
J. M. Reason, who recently purchased the Wm. Scott farm on the
hill south of town, arrived in the city
ast week with his family and house*
hold goods, and is getting things In
shape to live and enjoy the living in
his new home.
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15ns

Butter

Pork and Beans
select pink
Salmon
tall cans

Cub . . . . . . . . .
Brown Beauty, per
fine
heads—per Ib.
large
»•• *• crisp
—

10c

Report Many Ruffed Grouse.
'Thirteen pair of ruffed grouse were
solid
flushed in one day by deputy warden
Little StorUiof Oatdovr
George Kaufman while patrolling the
Ltf« Fran lowm'i Wood*
territory along the Mississippi River
u4 WiUn.
in Allamakee county, according to his
report to the Fish and Game DepartIf R. J. ••tal
fen M
ment. Quail also seemed to be plentiful. Kaufman reports flushing five
coveys on the same day as sighting
Information Service To Aid
the ruffed grouse. All (the coveys
Fur Industry.
contained a good number of birds,
According to T. J. Biggins, chief there being 10, 17, 19, 21 and 23 in
of the fur section of the textiles di- the coveys flushed.
vision of the Bureau of Foreign and
Wall-Eyed Pike Placed in Lakes.
Domestic Commerce, Department of
In preparing Diamond Lake in
Commerce, in an article in the Louisiana Conservation Review, avail- Dickinson County to receive some of
able information to the fur dealer the output of the Spirit Lake pike BUSINESS MEN WERE
regarding the developments and hatchery to be raised to a size large
LOCKED IN CITY JAIL 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 ^ 4 4 4
market data has been made possible. enough to distribute to lakes and
With the increased demand for fur streams throughout the state, 27,000
At Sheldon, Iowa, three business 4 CHRISTIAN CHURCH NOTES 4
Elwyn Andrews, Pastor.
4
as an important style factor, the four inch pike were removed and men recently went inside the city jail 4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
demand for information relative to placed in various waters throughout to make an inspection. One of the
100-Ib.
A Christian is one who believes with
the developments and scientific data the state. From Welch Lake 78,000 three was a city employee and as a
all
his
heart
that
Jesus
is
the
Christ,
bag
has also increased.
Through the five inch wall-eyed pike were seined joke a fellow on the outside slippec
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic and placed in the waters of Spirit up and slammed the door shut anc the Son of the Living God, and will
Commerce, fur dealers everywhere and West Okoboji Lakes. With the fled. When the men were ready to do WHAT JESUS wants him to do
now can obtain such information as pike were seined also 14,500 Perch leave the place they had no way oi AS Jesus wants him to do it BE- Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, March
aid society.
wanted, regarding important phas- which were placed in the two lakes getting out. They set up a terrible CAUSE Jesus wants him to do it.
6.
A meeting of the church sten
Jesus
came
into
the
world
to
make
es of the fur industry. As the use named.
racket and after a time someone was
The Golden Text is from 1 Cor. will be held in the parsonage
well
the
sick
and
the
well
into
his
likeof fur has increased, particularly
found who could open the door anc
2:11, "What man knoweth the things Thursday evening.
Birds Slow To Mature.
fur coats and fur trimmings, the acliberate them. It was a fine test ol ness. A church that does not endeavor of a man, save the spirit of man which
On March 9 each member is
Throughout
the
world
are
various
tivities of "trappers and fur farmers
the retaining qualities of the jail, bu1 to cure the sins of the world is like
quested to bring in a report of
and /the importation of raw furs has species of birds that can fly and have from now on means' will be available a man who builds a house of straw is in him?"
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo- has been done for the first half oft
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Now Joyously Happy

A Warm Brooder House

ROBT. SCOTT
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THE TRIBUNE.'ANITA, IOWA.
HOOVER, rather negPRESIDENT
lected In the news of late, sur-

Iveiits tha World Over
Head the Roosevelt Cabinet—Congress
Prohibition Repeal Up to the States—Japan Invades Jehol.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
••'administration might
start in the negowar debts, world
/other related matters
that are worrying the
[^nations, P r e s i d e n t . Elect Roosevelt made
public two of his sei lections for his cab-'
I''' Inet These were Senator Cordell Hull of
Tennessee as secretary
of state and William
H. Woodin, New York
capitalist, as secretary of the treasury.
These gentlemen, who,
Mr. feoosevelt said,
were "drafted" against
pere at once associated
the preliminaries of dei policies of the incoming
,ln its relations with
They became memr. Roosevelt has called
committee • to advise
economic problems, and
$t group, which includes
Ben, Prof. Raymond Holey

or struck and might have resulted
fatally.
RONALD LINDSAY, British
Smambassador,
immediately after bis

: considered one of the
. the Democratic party,
ator or an accomplished
1
studious, resourceful
red his country ably for
(In the house and the sen|entering congress he was
ee legislature/and he
lie Spanish-American war
of volunteer Infantry;
to the policy of tariffs
only, and believes that
isle causes of the business
as beem nationalist isblaby the United States In
lie erection of tariff walls
'nations were quick to
bitive tariffs, he holds,
' stagnate trade by creative capacity In excess of
oand.
•
ter Glass of Virginia
osevelt's first choice "for
the treasury but he dest solely because he bebetter
bnntry in
So the
Beet p e rI close jjer|d, William
'to accept
lollo. Mr.
aerly was
but he
Roosevelt
i last Bumatlon and
William H.
"was treasWoodin
speclal flnmlttee that
fund for the Democratic, has an International repa manufacturer of railway
and as a banker and is
Bdent
of the American Car
yy1 company. His Interests
In business, for he is an
bed musician and composer,
atlst and an art collector,
y-flve years old, married and
illdren.

return from London held conferences
with Mr. Roosevelt—Secretary of
State Stlmson approving—and reported to Sir John Simon, foreign secretary, that the conversations had been
"useful." What was said was not revealed, but Sir John said:
"The conversations are, of course,
at present In a wholly preliminary
stage and of an entirely general character, but It Is not too soon to say
that we believe that by a frank and
Intimate Interchange of views between ourselves and the United
States over the whole field of current
economic problems, the way will be
best prepared for the effort which the
countries of the world must make together to assist In promoting world
recovery."
Mr. Roosevelt also conferred at
length with Paul Claudel, the French
ambassador, and William Duncan Herrldge, the minister from Canada. In
Paris Foreign Minister Paul-Boncour
said war debt negotiations between
France and the United States -would
be resumed after the inauguration of
Mr. Roosevelt but did not explain
what form the negotiations would take.

IGIAIiLY, the other members
i Roosevelt cabinet were anbe these:
jjeorge H. Dern of Utah.
r .general—Thomas J. Walsh
aa.
iter general—James A. FarYork,
laude A. Swanson of Vlr-Harold I* Ickes of Illinois.
nre^-Henry A. Wallace of
-Daniel C. Roper of South
i-Frances Perkins

of New

PPB ZANQARA, the brick
Immigrant who tried in
''assassinate the Presldentliaml, must spend 80 years
at hard labor, if ne lives so
pleaded guilty to deadly
Mr. Roosevelt and on
) whom his bullets reached,
sentenced by Judge E. 0.
|Tw« of the victims of his
Mayor Germak of Chicago
Joseph H. GUI of Miami,
[lying in the hospital severe, and BO there was a
Zlngara, should the vlcmad act die, would be put
murder. .
evelt wrote a graceful letpreclatlon to Mrs. W. F.
Ilaml, who probably saved
! seizing Zlngara'a arm as he
and Representative
'lorlda introduced a resoluave congress vote a gold
honor to the courageous
|ent agents in Washington
legating a second apparon the Hfe of- the Presl; following the discovery of
| addressed to him contalnwrapped shotgun shell,
from Watertown, N. Y...
nd In the Washington ppst
al inspectors thought it
*• of a crank but said the
to explode If Jarred

prised congress by sending In a special message urging action on eight
subjects of legislation
which he t h o u g h t
would aid In economic
recovery. He asked
that the present congress pass the. bankruptcy bill, the Glass
banking bill, a measure to Increase the
amount of Reconstruction Finance corporation funds for state
relief loans, a federal
President
farm lease bill and the
Hoover
repeal of the publicity clause In the R. F.
C. act The President also advised
the ratification of the St. Lawrence
waterway treaty, the adoption of the
arms embargo resolution and the
starting of study looking to the expansion of the home loan banks Into
a general mortgage discount system.
Mr. Hoover advocated the Hyde farm
leasing plan as a substitute for the
domestic
allotment scheme, declaring
the ( latter', seemed "wholly unworkable" and calculated to do far greater
harm than good to agriculture.
The senate did take up the bank.ruptcy bill, which had passed the
house, and it also passed the Wagner,
relief bill, which increases the R. F.
C. funds for state relief and goes
farther than the President contemplated. It was generally agreed that
his other recommendations 'would
meet with no response during the
short session.

"DBPBAL of the Eighteenth amend*•*• ment is now up to the states, for
the senate's Elaine resolution submitting the action to state conventions
was passed by the
house by a vote of 289
to 121, or 15 in excess
of the required twothirds of those present and voting. For
the repealer were 108
Republicans, 180 Democrats, and 1 FarmerLaborite.' Against it
were 89 Republicans
and 32 Democrats. The
action of the house
was a reversal of its Rep. Ralney
attitude of the first
day of the session, when a resolution
to submit unqualified repeal failed of
adoption by 6 votes. It was In a way
a personal victory for Representative
Henry T» Ralney of Illinois, Democratic leader, who moved the adoption of
the senate resolution and argued
warmly and effectively in its behalf.
Though immediate steps toward the
calling of conventions were taken In
many of the states, the battle for repeal was by no means won when the
submission resolution was adopted.
Ratification by thirty-six states Is necessary, and If this is not obtained
within seven years the whole matter
lapses and prohibition remains. Of
course' the wets are confident that repeal will win In. the required number
of states within at the most four years
and possibly In much less time, and It
may be they are right. Wet leaders
assert that only Kansas, Mississippi,
Oklahoma, Arkansas and Nebraska can
be counted on as certainly dry, and
Alabama, Vermont, Idaho and Maine
as doubtful. On the other hand Bishop
James Cannon, Jr., asserts that thirty
to thirty-three states will refuse to validate the Blalne amendment.
Disagreement as to the method by
which states' conventions may be set
up may delay tfce functioning of the
machinery of ratification. Some congressmen thought congress should prescribe the procedure, but Senator
Walsh of Idaho held that all connection which congress has with prohibition repeal ended with submission of
the new amendment to the states. This
view also was taken by Representative
James Beck of Pennsylvania, who, like
Senator Walsh, Is an eminent constitutional authority.
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EXPERT LAYS DOWN
RULES FOR HUMOR

responds to It "God bless you," and
Medical Men Puzzled
the German promptly ejaculate*
Over Cause of Sneeze 'Gesundhett," or health.
A sneeze, says an authority, Is an
involuntary reflex respiratory act,
caused by irritation of the nerve
endings of the mucous membrane of
the nose. This, It is further explained, Is due to the presence of
nasal catarrh, or of foreign substances in the nasal cavities. As
such things happen to everybody
at times, everybody occasionally
sneezes, and the number of sneezes,
at one attack, the tone pitch and
londness are said to be very distinguishing personal features.
But usually a few explosions dispel whatever Is the' cause of the
sneeze, and the violence of the disturbance at once subsldea The Hln<
dns and other people associate good
fortune with the sneeze. The Hindu

A funny story is a test In logic,
humorous as it may seem. The Joker is that, after deceiving our minds
into hunting for probable endings, it
snaps us up short with a ridiculous
conclusion.
And Improbable 'as the final point
may seem under usual circumstances,
it must seem logical enough to fit the
facts of the anecdote.
This, says R. F. Maier of the University of Michigan psychology department, is what psychology finds
when It examines our thinking during the progress of an after-dinner
speaker's tales. To quote a recent
news-bulletin of the university:
"When the comedy hero in the
movies Is thrown through a window
by the villain, we laugh because it Is
an 'unexpected solution from any we
might have been subconsciously
working-out ourselves. At the same
time we see it as perfectly logical,
so far ae the villain Is concerned, according to Doctor Maler's theory. As
titi humorous experience is without
emotion, the humorous situation must
not arouse our tender feelings.
"Authors and tellers of stories Intended to arouse hilarity will be
more sure of hoped-for results If
they will make sure of the following
points," says Doctor Maier. "The listener's mind has been subconsciously
busy looking for a conclusion, so no
bint must be given If he Is to be
properly astonished; second, the
final humorous shock must appear
PEAKER. GARNER dropped his suddenly and bring with it a re-arplan to make Roosevelt a constitu- rangement of the facts of the story
tional dictator for two years, and the In an unexpected way; third, the
house accepted the senate provision 'point* must be experienced momenof the treasury and post office appro- tarily as disconnected with the perpriation bill conferring limited auto- sonal experience of the listener, lest
cratic power on the incoming Presi- It bring up emotional memories that
dent to reorganize the administrative might spoil the humor; fourth, the
branch of the federal government By final trick,' though unexpected, must
Its terms be may consolidate or abol- •till grow logically out of the facts
ish any administrative agencies and In the story and explain them; and
their functions, but may not abolish last, It must have the characteristics
or consolidate entire departments.
of the ridiculous In that its logic Is
The house rejected the senate limited only to the facts of the
amendment directing the head of each •tory.*'—Literary Digest
department and Independent estabDon't Be Dl»fl«rnred.
lishment to effect a 5 per cent reducCole'a Carbollsalve In the house.
tion in expenditures from appropria- ItKeep
stops pain from burn or cut quickly
tions for the fiscal year 1934.
•nd heals without scars. At all good
druggists, 30o and 60c, or J. W. Cole
Without debate the house accepted Co.,
Kockford, III.—Advertisement.
the "Buy American" amendment sponsored by Senator Johnson of CaliGone for Ever
fornia. It provides that the heads of
Jupiter himself cannot bring back
all government departments must buy lost
opportunity.—Phaodrus.
for government use only goods made
or produced in the United States or
Fierce's Pleasant Pellets are the origsubstantially composed of domestic Dr.
inal little liver pills put up 60 years ago.
material. Every contract for construc- They regulate liver and bowels.—Adv.
tion, alteration or repair of public
buildings or public works must conMust Be Encouraged
tain a clause requiring the contractor
One, can't feel Important, if he
to abide by the "Buy American" Isn't treated as if he were.
policy.

But from the nature of Its cause
and its mode of action, the sneeze
usually works its own end. Not so
with the case of a fifteen-year-old
girl at Cblppewa Falls, Wls., who
sneezed with a few Interludes produced by the administration of sedatives, for daysy The medical men
there said they must work in the
dark in the case. Medical records
contain no instance of trouble of
this kind.—Columbus Dispatch.
|ERE IT IS THE WORLD'S BEST
For Coorfo—CoVi—AnmeJUfU

i BRONCHI-LYPTUS for Coughs

No Naraotto—No Aloohol—No OUarafonn.
Made from the Baealjrptu, » wohder In
Bronchial Troubles.A»jourdn3ggl«tonrjH«
for FREE maple. BBONOHI-I>YPT0S
IiAB., 781 Cere* AT*., la» Angelm, CftUt.
**M an (MnntM or moMy tMk—
1/4MIIUON BOTTLES SOLD LAST YEA*

Stronger than He Was at Twenty

S

years old. and still
FIFTY-FIVE
going strong!
Do you want the secret of such
vitality? It isn't what you eat, or
any tonic you take. It's something
anyone can do—something you can
start today and see results in a
week! All you do. is give your vital
organs the right stimulant.
A famous doctor discovered the
way to stimulate a sluggish system
to new energy. It brings fresh vigor
to eoeru organs Being a physician's
prescription, it's quite harmless.
Tell your druggist you want a bottle
of Dr. CaldweU's syrup pepsin. Get
the benefit of its fresh laxative
herbs, active senna, and that pure
pepsin. Get that lazy liver
those stagnant bo-wels into action,
Get rid of waste matter that is slow

poison so long as it is permitted to
remain in the system.
The new energy men and women
feel before one bottle of Dr. CafdwelFs
syrup pepsin has been used up is
proof of how much the system needs
this help,
Get a bottle of this delicious
syrup and let it end that constant
worry about the condition of the
bowels. Spare the children thosa
bilious days that make them miserable. Save your household from th»
use of cathartics which lead to
chronic constipation. And guard
against auto-intoxication as you)
grow older.
Dr. CaldweU's syrup pepsin is
such a well known preparation you
can get it wherever drugs are sold
and it isn't expensive. >

OR the first time the navy now has
F
a vessel designed and built as an
aircraft carrier. It was launched at
Newport News, Va., and Mrs. Herbert
Hoover christened it
Ranger in honor of
the ship of the same
name that was commanded by John Paul
Jones. Our other airp l a n e carriers, the
Langley, S a r a t o g a
and Lexington, were
designed for o t h e r
uses and were converted. The authorized design Intended
the Ranger to be of Mrs. Hooover
the "flush deck" type,
but the navy Is now trying to get a
bill passed through congress to authorize a change in the plans to construct with an "island deck." In the
first type of construction no superstructure is provided except a smokestack which swings out of the way so
that the entire deck is available for
taking off and landing.
The "island deck" type has a superStructure at the extreme side of the
vessel, leaving practically the entire
deck free for the use of the airplanes.
The change, if authorized by congress,
would entail an extra expenditure of
$2,000,000.
USTRIA was greatly disturbed by
A
a request from France and Great
Britain that a shipment of 50,000 rifles

and 200 machine guns shipped there
OLLOWING a demand on China to from Italy be returned or destroyed,
withdraw Its troops voluntarily but after some Indignant protests
from Jehol, actually by Japan but Chancellor Engelbert Dollfuss annominally by the government of the nounced his government would compuppet state of Manchukuo, the main ply with the demand and the arms rebody of the Japanese army in Manchu- turned. Sir John Simon told the
kuo crossed the border of the prov- house of commons that he hoped the
ince and advanced rapidly toward .matter might be considered a closed
Chaoyang, second largest city of Jehol. Incident. The guns, or at least a part
The opposing Chinese were reported of them, were believed to be destined
to have fled, but immediately there- for Hungary, and the French and Engafter regular Chinese troops crossed lish were Inclined to hold Mussolini
into Manchukuo to join irregulars in responsible for the seeming violation
an attack on the Japanese positions of the peace treaty. The Italian verat Tungllao. The Japanese high com- sion was that the arms were sent to
mand in Manchuria announced that Austria by private citizens merely to
it was determined to "annihilate" the be repaired and returned..
100,000 regular troops in the army of
Marshal Chang Hsueh-llang. and that
ORE woe for President Machado
It mlcht become necessary to occupy
of Cuba Is at hand, for the exPelplng and Tienteln. As Is Its cus- pected revolt against his rule baa
tom, the Japanese foreign office de- broken out In many widely separated
clared that Japan regarded the Jehol parts of the island. Skirmishes beinvasion as purely a local affair.
tween the rebels and government
The Japanese delegation In Geneva troops were reported at^ various points
maintained Its uncompromising attl- and there were some fatalities.
Se as the assembly of the League Groups of armed men were said to
of Nations began general discussion be starting fires in the sugar cane
£ the report of the committee of nine- fields and driving away the workers.
teen o« Manchuria. Tliis
This report
report Is
utter variance
ECENT deaths Included those.of
most
respects
at
In
James J. Corbett, former heavyof jupan, and the
weight champion, and MaJ. Gen. Wilwould arise if liam H. Johnston, an American comassembly. Such mander In the World war, who won
'they' su^esHHl, might upset fame and decorations for his "extraorrelations between nations, dinary heroism In action."
"frle
4J. 1983. Wutera Newspaper Union.
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T IS the uniform high quality of Premium Flake
Crackers that has made them so popular—so
famous—for so many years; They are the largestselling crackers in the world! They're so good that
s.; well, you'll want to buy them in the big 1-pound
or 2-pound package to have enough for your family;
And for the thrifty new dishes you can cook with
them. You'll find some new recipes on the package
and more inside. Time-and-money-savers; ideas that
save work. Just another reason why Premium Flakes j
are so popular!

I

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

R

Uneeda

COOK BOOK FREE
Just out! The latest "Menu
Magic" book of cracker cookery. It's brimming over with
helpful ideas you won't find in
other cook books*
Your copy is free. Just
•end your name and*
address on a penny
postcard to tho
National Biscuit Com*
pany, 449 We»« 14th

TRIE ANITA TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, MARCH 2, 1988.
W. H. Mclntyre was a business call- Bristol county, Rhode Island, ig the
er in Adair Monday afternoon.
smallest county in the United States,
having
Leslie Hansen, wife and daughter, miles. an area of only 24 square
Lola Mae, of Odebolt, Iowa, are spending the week in the city, guests of
C. E. Robinson of Wiota was visitFred Boren and wife.
Ing with friends and looking after
business matters in the city last
Lawrence Reed, wife and two sons, Thursday.
Norman and Lowell, were here from
Omaha to visit over Sunday with his R. 0. Bibb, wife and daughter,
mother, Mrs. Mary Reed.
Theodora, of Stanton, Iowa, were Sunvisitors in the city at the Ben P.
Mrs. Arline Von Blohn was hostess day
Brodersen home.
last Thursday at her home northwest
of the city to an all day meeting of i*ilot Brand Oyster Shell, 100-lbs..75c
the Mutual Benefit club. The ladies Good Luck Flour, 49-lb. sack
79c
spent the day quilting. Dinner was Sngar, 10-lb. cloth bags
46c
served at noon by the hostess.
Oranges, each
ic
SCHAAKE'S
STORE.
A three act play, "Second Story
P«g«y," was presented last Thursday
On Saturday evening the members
and Friday evenings at the commun- of the U-Trump-It bridge club were
ity hall at Lincoln Center by the mem- guests of the (Misses Isabelle and Marbers of the literary society of the garet Biggs. Thenf was also one othWhite Cloud school district. There er guest, Miss Elaine Sniither. High
was a good attendance both evenings scorer for the Evening was Miss'Jane
at the play.
Scholl and rurfner-up wag Miss Isabelle Biggs.
Beryl Horswell and wife and his
mother, Mrs. Lillie Horsewell, of ArmA large number of friends gathered
strong, Iowa, visited in the city over at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Gha».
1 6t
the week, end with G. M, DeCamp and ~
? Wednesday evening, the ocwife, and with other friends. The
k-being a farewell party for Mr.
Horswells are. former residents of
Vs. Kopp, who are moving to
Anita, and while here'Mr. Horswell Seattle, Washington. The evening was
was engaged as a teacher in the high spent in dancing, and at a late hour
school.
lunch was served.

'free
One of the biggest expenses of public utilities is the interest charges on
the miflions of dollars invested in
generating and distributing equipment. After capital hag been buried
in a municipal utility property, it is
never admitted that this money is
entitled t^any return. If citizens
in municipal ownership towns demanded that their electric plant
payptulm a reasonable return on
the invested capital, the stories of
public ownership profits would
vanish overnight. If this company
could finance its power' plants and
distribution systems with free money, it could donate four months'
free current to its customers every
year.

Chas. Ragan, who has been living
on his farm northwest of the city the
past year, held a closing out sale Monday and with his wife will return to
Anita this week to make their future
home. They will live in their property on Rose Hill Avenue, where M. J.
Peters and family have been living
the past year.

AN IOWA COMPANY — OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWANS

As I have purchased the White
Front Coffee Shop from A. B. Jones, I
wish to announce to the people of Anita
and vicinity that I will appreciate a
share of your patronage.
I will serve lunches at any hour of
the day or evening, will handle a full
Kne of soft drinks and tobacco, also
candy bars and gum.
I wiH be glad to have you drop in
and make an acquaintance.

Art F. Taylor
ANITA, IOWA.

Wall Paper
We have numerous patterns ranging in price
from 5c to 12 .^c per single roll.

Paints and Varnishes
At a savings as we are closing out two lines ati
cost or below.

Extra Specials
Wax, 1-pound cans
iquid Wax, 1-quart cans

49c
98c

SAV]B WITH SAFETY AT YOUR
REXALL DRUG STORE

Mongers Bros.
Anita, Iowa.

Specials For Saturday
ROASTS, per pound
...................
BEEF STEAK, per pound
....................
This is corn fed, home killed beef, and we
i ,,„ u
know it is good.
HQME
[
MADE LARD, per pound .............

10c
15c

Miller's Market

*

A large portion of the firewall on
the building belonging to Mrs. Fred
F. Joy was pushed over about 8:00
o'clock last Wednesday evening. The
crash of the falling brick could be
heard for several blocks. A few minutes before the crash, a person could
be beard walking on the roof of the
building.

THEATRE

Anita
SAT-SUN.
March 4-5
Folks You're Going to
THRILLwhen you see a maniac fceding men to the wild beasra of
the zoo!

SIGHwhen John Law locks up the
lovers for a daring crime they
didn't commit!

SCREAMM this ewaped lion charges the
guett* at the swanky Casino
Night Club!

ASPwhen you watch crooks In an
armored car turning the machine guns on the copsl

Miss Norine Kuester was hostess
to the members of the M. Q. C. pinochle club at her home on West Main
Street on Tuesday evening of last
week. Besides the members, other
guests were Mrs. Thorle Robison, -Miss
Marjorie Knowlton and Miss Marie
Biggs. Mrs. Robison held high score
for the evening.

About twenty-five members were
present at the meeting of the Anita
Literary club last Thursday evening
aft the home of Mrs. 'C. E. Harry on
West 'Main Street. Miss Winona Kyle,
Miss Minnie Wild, Mrs. Jeanette Miller and Mrs. P. T. Williams had charge
of the program, presenting an "American Drama." A solo was sung by
Miss Adria 'Moon and Max Harry
A man's battle for life with an en- played a violin solo.
JoANBLONDELL
raged lion in its cage, a_ panic on a
WALLACE
FORD
ball room floor when the ferocious Hundreds of relatives and friends
G
U
Y
K
I
B
B E E
beast leaps into the midst of the attended the funeral services at 2:00
dancers, a chase for the escaped ani- o'clock Friday afternoon at the RoAnother AB-Actlon Pint Nitfoml hit—u
Arablu Night', ale ol today by But
mal in the darkness of a park forest, land, Peacock & Baxter funeral home
Baldwin ud Ward MorahonMl
are among the exciting incidents in in Atlantic for the late John J. Rapp,
'"Central Park," feature attraction at 55, assistant postmaster in Atlantic,
the Rialto Theatre on Saturday anc and a well known man of the county.
Sunday evenings.
He was a Spanish-American war veteran and was prominent in civic afHarley L. 'Carlton, proprietor of the fairs. He was accidentally killed last
'Tamily Troubles"
with Henry Armetta
H-. L. Carlton grocery store at Gris- Wednesday morning by a revolver at
wold, has filed a voluntary petition his home in the county sealt town.
"Great Big Bunch of You" — Merry Melody Cartoon
of assignment with Clerk of COUP
"Smash Your Baggage" — Small's Paradise Band
Cecil M. Skipton. The petition states Mrs. Cora Evans, daughter of
that Mr. Carlton is . insolvent anc Rosa Rogge of Lincoln township, has
POPULAR ADMISSION
10c and 25c
names Ronald Forsyth of Griswold as filed suit for divorce against her
the assignee. All property, real and band, Ray C. Evans. The petition
personal, is to be liquidated and the was filed with Clerk of Court Cecil
George Schwenneker, wife and son,
proceeds distributed equally among M. Skipton for the April term of the
Mick Porshay was a business callall creditors.
'Cass county district court. The peti- Lynn, of Guthrie Center visited in the er in Council Bluffs last Thursday.
tion states that Mr. and Mrs. Evans city Saturday with relatives and
Last Friday evening Mr. and Mrs. were married at Mason City, Iowa, on friends.
W. K, Carey and wife of Atlantic
L. W. (Bud) Martin were pleasantly April 27, 1927, and separated in May,
visited in the city Sunday at the home
Mrs.
E.
0.
Patterson
of
Tulsa,
Oklasurprised at their home northeast of 1929. Mrs. Evans asks a decree on
of his brother, C. A. Carey and wife.
the city when a large number of the grounds of desertion and also asks homa, was called here the last of the
week
by
the
serious
illness
of
her
neighbors and friends called at their that the cost of the action be paid by
mother, Mrs. J. B. Smith.
home to spend the evening, the occa- the defendant.
sion being a farewell party for Mr.
Better Shoes For Less
An all day meeting of the 'Helping
and Mrs. Martin, who are moving to
NOTHING — $2.98 — OVER
A group of young people met at Hand club of Lincoln Center'was held
a farm southeast of Anita. • The even- the Joe Morgan home on the evening
ing was spent socially, and at a late of February 20th., in honor of Merle's last Thursday at the home of Mrs.
hour lunch, which had been brought birthday anniversary, which occurred Lester Scholl. Dinner was served at
Atlantic
noon. Most of the day was spent by
by the friends, was served.
that day. Cards furnished the even- the ladies in quilting.
ing-'s entertainment. Later a lunch
There was a good attendance alt the was served. 'Those present were
'Mrs. J. W. Budd was hostess last
P. T. A. meeting at Grant school No. \ Marie and Robert Henneberg, Elmer Friday afternoon to the members of
7 last Thursday evening. The pro- jand Arthur Jensen, Thomas and Ray- the Friday bridge club at her home on
gram was in honor of Washington's ' mom j Nelson, Max, Simon, Roscoe Maple Street. Guests were Mrs. H.
SAVE MONEY
birthday. Mrs. Lillian Turner gave a j a n j Hazel Smith, Lowell Kohl, Wdl- E. 'Campbell and Mrs. A. R. Kohl.
reading
the .life of Washington, j bur Dorsey, Bud and Milt Smith, Leola Mrs. Earl Brown won the high score
Economy Shoe Co.
Other readings were given by Bert j Schlee, Mr. and Mrs. Will Stockham, for the afternoon.
Johnson and Eugene Allanson. The ! Mir. and Mrs. Ralph Curry and family.
school children put on drills and gavej and Mr. and Mrs."Everett Morgan and
recitations which were enjoyed very j daughter, Beverly Ann, of Atlantic.
much by those present. Music for
LIVE STOCK MARKET INFORMATION
the evening was furnished by Mrs. The Grant township teachers met
Trucking rate, live stock, to Omaha
Lillian Turner, Roy Scholl and Eugene with Miss Gertrude Ellick on Tuesday
15c per hundred
Allanson.
evening. Miss • Ellick gave a report
TANKAGE
$1.15
, on "Supervised Play." A business aesA group of neighbors gave a fare- j sjon was held, and the secretary's reOIL MEAL
$1.40
well surprise party one evening last port of the last meeting was read by
week at the home of Mr. and Mrs. | Miss Hazel Van Aernam. Miss Edna
Marion Cassill. Each guest took aliJolladay was elected vice president.
jasket of good things which contri- After the business meeting and conjuted to a dinner enjoyed by all. tests, a delicious luncheon was served
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Roy by the hostess. Those present were
Enfield and family, Mr. and Mrs. John Edna Holladay, Hazel Van Aernam,
Heck and family, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Leola Schlee, Anita Willison, and BerWohlleber and family, Mt. and Mrs. tha Kjar and Georgia Byrne from AtCarsifcen Henneberg and family, Mr. j iantic. The next meeting will be held
and Mrs. Hans Nelson and family,, on March 21 with Miss Anita WilliMr. and Mrs. Chris Jensen and family,; son as hostess at her school in disAs we have sold our business in Anita to the
Wr. and Mrs. Aage Mikkelsen and 1 trict No. 7.
Anita
Lumber Co. and will cease operations here on
Miss Beulah Pierce.
March
1st., we wish all parties knowing themselves
Corn, hogs and economy paid for
indebted to us, would call at our office and make setA prominent Red Oak physician this community once, and will do it
ividently is well schooled in the Bibli- again if we have the grit and gumptlement of their accounts.
cal phrase about an "eye for an eye, tion our forefathers had. Corn and
and a tooth for a tooth." The other, hogs are staple products of Iowa, and
We also wish to thank the hundreds of customday he received six pairs of socks will remain so. The talk of mixing:
ers who have extended to us their patronage during
'rom an eastern mail order house with alcohol with gas is just dust in your
the thirty-five years we have been in business in
the following letter: "Dear Doctor: eyes to make us buy more cars, and
Anita,
assuring you that we have appreciated it very
We are taking the liberty of sending even the chimera of beer by Christmuch.
Business conditions at the present time are ;
you six pairs of exceptionally fine mas wont help. It will take brains
iose. Because these hose have the out of your own head, not outt oi the
such, however, that we believe one lumber yard in
ipproval of thousands of discriminat- other fellows, to pull the trick. EconAnita can serve the community.
ng dressers we know you'll like them. omy don't mean doing withoult things
a
lease send $2." The doctor replied: you really need, but getting your dol'1 am taking the liberty of sending lar's worth for your dollar. Prices
you $2 worth of extra fine pills. These on most all r-nair work and repairs
jills have helped thousands and I'm are down this spring. We are quotV. C. McCoy, Manager.
sure you will appreciate my thought- j ing prices lower than for years and
Quality
and
Service
Phone 14
'ulness in sending them. Please ac- ' some lower than they have ever been.
eept them in payment of the hose."
Millard's, W*st M'ain Street.
It

3 Extra Good Shorts

Family Shoe Store

Better Fit Better Wear ]

The Farmers Coop.

NOTICE.

FULLERTON LUMBER CO.
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Howe About:
Your Servants
Handling Lawsuits
Meanness

THURSDAY. MARCH 2, 1933

The Fable of Her
Folks and His
Folks
8

By ED HOWE
By GEORGE ADE
V|OST people, when they wit* to
O. Bell Syndicate.—WNU Bert-Ice,
t, £ve a man a present, give it to
ma wife. An Incident In a recent diNCE there was a man who had
vorce case In my neighborhood was
a wife and each of them had,
that the wife took all the wedding
as might have been feared,
presents, although certainly half of
Relatives. The Man lived in a
them were Intended for the husband. comlng-Along Town and had an InI object to a lot of things, and re- come and knew how to put up a Front
ceive little encouragement; but when He had made himself a Personage not
I like a man, and have a present for to be sneezed at.
him, I give It to him.
The Missus knew how to Superin• • *
tend a Home and regulate the two
I was once making a Journey on a* Olive Branches and wear Clothes and
ocean steamship, and an Idle fellow talk at Club Meetings, so that she
estimated there were seven servants co"uld have been designated, without
Exaggeration, as Some Punklns.
to wait dn every passenger.
Now, because Ralph and Jessie had
I have often wondered how many
servants are necessary to supply the both qualified for the Majors and were
battling above .300 the Kin on both
Wants of the ordinary citizen.
To attend him when he IB born and sides of the Fence paid them some Atwhen he Is burled; to teach him his tention, often dropping In at the House
letters, and later details of education; to spend a few minutes and then
to bring him luxuries and necessities hanging around for two or three days.
It Is a well-known Fact that when a
from near and distant place; to preach
to him; to doctor him; to regulate his Person gets married nowadays and
conduct at street crossings and at later finds out that he has married
other dangerous places; to supply his Only One, It is almost a Miracle. If
clothing, food, fuel, and entertainment we were to omit from the Social RegIn love, literature, art, and beverages; ister the Names of those who become
to pump water for his bath; to build Important by reason of Somebody Else,
his house and keep It In repair, etc. there would be many vacant Pages.
Ralph didn't like to open up on her
Probably the average man has two
or three servants In his private em- Family and she would have preferred
ploy, if we count the seconds, min- to spare his Feelings and not dig any
utes, or hours thousands devote to him. Dirt regarding his low-down ConnecA farmer waits on himself a good tions, but sometimes Forbearance
deal. I saw a statement lately tnat ceases to be convenient.
Passing the Icy Stare.
there are thirty million persons In this
It was at Breakfast and Ralph Just
country earning their living from the
production of food supplies, as against happened to ask, in a nice Way, If her
fifty million earning their living from Brother Lem, who was visiting them,
supplying the various wants of the had come up for Air.
Lem had recently severed all confarmers. So even every farmer has
two servants to feed and pay, and nections with one of our leading Unifuss with because they do not earn versities. He had been In such a
Hurry to get an Education that he had
their money.
1
These servants we all have are not waited to take his Degree but had
Working Men so much heard about; boarded a Train after learning pracparticularly In connection with twelve tically all that there was to be learned,
million -of them being out of Job* at the Faculty concurring, heartily.
Several of the learned Professions
present
• « •
were bidding for his Services and In
It Is charged against writers that the meantime he was boarding with
there are very few good ones. For Sister because she set an awful good
nine hundred years, from the time Table and the Rate was Nothing per
when Augustine wrote his "City of week and be liked the large Guest
God" until Dante wrote the "Divine Chamber and the kind of Cigarettes
Comedy," not a single writer appeared that Ralph smoked.
Hubby precipitated the Armageddon
In Europe whom any person reads toby expressing Regret that he was comday or should read.
The fallow period was longer, so far pelled to hurry away to his Office,
as I am concerned. I have been a knowing, as he did, that it would be
reader many years without seeing a Etiquette for him to stick around uncopy of Augustine's "City of God," or til about 11:30 G. M. so as to take
hearing anyone mention It So far as Breakfast with the Honored Guest
"If my Brother's Presence in this
Dante's "Divine Comody" Is concerned,
I know what it Is about and have tried House IsMlstasteful to you, I shall ask
him to leave," said Jessie, bestowing a Constant Changes Made
to read It, and failed.
There Is excuse for Shakespeare; he frigid look on the Bruta
"Not all," he replied. "It wouldn't
in "Word Laboratories"
Is an undoubted genius no one baa negIt is because of precious souvenirs
lected to appreciate. I have heard the seem like Home without him. Only, I
commonest men quote him all my life, am wondering If, when you accepted of language that every one experias he wrote about real things real men me, you were Influenced by the Fact ences the real difference between "book
can understand and may benefit from, that practically Everything I wear will talk" and "real talk," between the
words used In conversation and those
but millions of his imitators deserve fit your Brother and often does."
"Lem Is a Dear Boy," said Jessie, used In writing.
the fire. The ancients burned worthEvery one knows that scarcely anyless books; If the present winter is a with a tinge of Feeling. "It Is a
hard one we might Imitate them, and Pleasure to have Some One around one writes as he talks. Every one uses
use our worthless books for heating this House who does not put in all of colloquial expressions and construcand cooking Instead of more useful his Time hanging Crepe. And while tions In conversation which he by no
you are panning my Kl'd Brother don't means would use In a letter or article,
corn.
forget that I had your Sister on my or at least In only the most Informal
• * *
I would not be meanly suspicions so Hands for Six Weeks up In the Coun- and Intimate letters.
This gap, as It were; this "strange
frequently if my suspicions did not so try last Summer and I'll tell the squinteyed World It was Some Contract I interlude" between speech as spoken
frequently turn out well founded.
am not saying that Rowena Is shy any ordinarily and as written Is the
• • *
Buttons or should be locked up, or place where language experimentation
I am of the opinion that lawyers, anything like that, but I do know that goes on.
Judges and courthouses combined make anyone who goes blooey on SpiritualOur business world Is one of the
up one of our greatest Ills. Lawyers Ism and wants to turn down the busiest experimental word laboratories
probably rank highest as the class pro- Lights and pull a Seance every few In the world. New products demand
ducing our smartest average men, but Minutes Is no Playmate for Yours new names. Old products need new
they have built up a system that has Truly."
words to call renewed attention to
become very burdensome, and In most
them. If this process occasionally Irricases unnecessarily so. The system la Homeless Skeleton With a Waist Line. tates the person sensitive to words, It
"Speaking of Sisters," said Ralph,
specially mischievous In that It enIs no more than he ought to expect
courages and cultivates our natural pouring a third Cup of Coffee, "It Is In a chemical laboratory he would not
about time for Mlrabelle to check In
habit of quarreling.
and give us a lot of trade. I long to foam at the mouth because some test
Is there any remedy? I once found have
tell me how she enjoys Con- tube or other gave off noxious fumes
one. A man said I had damaged hla certs her
and the Opera. The mere Fact before the distilled product was ready.
adjoining lot with a building I was that she does not know the Difference
One should feel the same way about
erecting. I thought he was unreason- between The Melsterslnger and the new words and expressions, solely for
able, and made this'proposition to him: Marx Brothers does not seem to cramp his own peace of mind. Out of these
We would ask the Judge of the district her Eloquence at all. I never have new coinages a few will find their way
court during the noon hour to walk met Any One who could talk, at such Into the dictionaries. One popular adover the ground. I would present my great Length, on Topics of which she vertising word, for Instance, Is not In
side of the case in five minutes; my Is totally In the Dark."
the dictionaries of a few years ago,
neighbor to do the same. He agreed,
"Let us have an Understanding," but we understand that It Is In the
and the Judge walked over the ground said Jessie, planting her Elbows on the latest editions.
with us as proposed. The Judge said Table. "If this Is to be a Battle to a
It should be realized by those who
that In his Judgment there was no Finish, and we are going to permit are not sympathetic to any but the
cause of action. We thanked him; hitting in the Clinches, I will call at- words and expressions with which they
and a case that might have cost thou- tention to the Fact that you have an are familiar that by these strange
sands of dollars, much 111 feeling and Uncle Robert, from the West, who words—or so they seem to them—the
loss of time, was settled Infivemin-came as near as anyone could to mak- language grows and keeps Its vigor.—
utes.
ing a Dump of our supposedly respect- Washington Star.
The judge was a good man; he la- able Home. When I married you, Unter became chief Justice of the Su- cle was not In the Contract a'tall. He
Paraguay
preme court of Kansas.
Paraguay Is one of the two Inland
Is, I take It, your Family Skeleton, al• » •
though It is hard to think of a Skele- countries of South America, having an
Every man Is a fool, and very few ton weighing 220 Pounds. When the area of about 97,700 square miles. ExSaloons closed up he was left prac- cellent grazing land Is aboundant and
Vnow what to do about It
tically homeless. I like your Uncle pastoral Industries have advanced
• • •
in recent years. The chief exThe most prominent characteristic Bob and will always try to make greatly
ports are hides, yerba mate (Paraguay
Things
pleasant
for
him
but
I
think
It
•it men, women and children Is mean- Is only fair that you should notify me tea) oranges, tobacco, timber, meat
ness; I am sorry to admit It, but long when he la coming, so that I can have cattle and tannin extract The chief
experience has forced me to that con- a lot of Sawdust on the Floor."
Imports are textiles, provisions, hardclusion. . . . Still, our constant
"My uncle Robert comes of a fine ware and fancy goods. There are less
clam9r that all should be good, nice, old New England Family," said Ralph. than 'MO miles of railways. Principal
respectable, has had an Influence; I "His Progenitors were riding In Car- cities are Asuncion, the capital and
know many mischievous persons to be riages when your Ancestors were com- chief river port; Villa Rica, the center
so Influenced by the talk against them ing across in the Steerage and living of tobacco growing; Villa Concepclon,
that try to be mean In a nice way.
on Garlic. I will admit that he Is the a trading center of the Paraguay river.
• • •
Custodian of a very tidy Thirst but, at
A man never has all he wants, but least, when he drops In at the Office
Age of the Earth
asually he may pick up enough to get he Is not going to try to sell me anyA formula, based on measurements
thing. If I were to choose, I believe of the constant disintegration of radio
along with.
I might prefer Relatives who were active elements, shows the1 earth to be
Formerly the great effort of men and convivial to those who were On the at least 1,852,000,000 years .old, accordwomen was to attain wealth, distinc- Make?"
Ing to a professor of the Yale Physics
tion, education, gentility, usefulness;
"What do you uieun, 'on the make,'" department. An astronomer of Yale
now It IB to get notoriety In the newa- demanded Jessie, a dangerous Look university estimates 3,000,000,OW years
coming Into her Eyes. "Are you re- as the earth's age.

O

Preparing Frog Legs for Epicures.
„ by National Geographic sbolr'-r,
bington, D. O.)—WNTJ Service.

3S, once famous only for their
nd legs, but whose skins now
ake book covers and fine glue,
jhnunlly add more than $130,000
fIndustrial census figures of
ha. Frog raising and the colfrogs from streams, ponds,
amps are therefore becoming
ht activities.
,
bulrcs from four to five years
|~frog whose legs are edible to
ttdult .size. When the warm
feun tempers the water In our
Jit Is matlng-tlme tor frogs, A
['frog may lay aa jn'any aa 240
The eggs are deposited In small
: on water plants or on sticks
jes lying In shallow water. .An
nslsts o f ' the yolk—the round
Icenter—and the vltelline en•the surrounding1 transparent
^ne—which begins to absorb
, soon as the egg Is laid, and
[mediately swells to be several
i original size.
^
fclready danger besets the germ
(growing there. A gray, fungus
Id may penetrate the envelope,
jupon the yolk, and thus cut off
! of the little frog before it has
gun. But If fate Is kind and
bns are favorable, the central
fit first a single cell, begins at
grow, dividing Into two cells,
nto four, these Into eight, and
i the typical way.
favorable conditions, the tadatches on- the4 fourth day. At
Irs amTnute, *ihrft«re*j~yellowIject, with conspicuous branchfiments, Its gllla, at one end and
e, ruddetlike 'appendage, the
: the other.
| little creature at this stage can
I wriggle away from Its cast-off
e, to squirm upward to the.surthe water, where it Instlncthe shelter of foliage and
. shallow water, for at this age
fly becomes the prey of small
pd other ever-hungry enemies,
[Development of Tadpole.
few days, when Its mouth parts
begun to develop, It nibbles the
I" of green algae which forms a
i mat over every submerged stone
pble in the stagnant pond.
mouth of the tadpole Is not at
lie that of the adult frog. A
>y hooked beak, suggesting that
Carrot, but almost microscopic In
adorns the front of th» tadpole's
and is useful as a means of
ng and tearing at the minute
plants and animals which It
for food.
this stage tadpoles are scavenand fortunate are they to find
rumba that fall from the rich
table in the form of fragments
li or other food left by larger
nore careless banqueters In Nastorehouae. This rich fare fattadpole's body to ridiculous
'• His tlny.Jldless eyes stare
upward at the water surface,
he must now rush every few
fts for a lungful of air, as his
beginning to be absorbed and
had since to depend largely on
" nostrlla, equipped with valves
them closed anjd water-tight
h'a submarine ercurslonlng,
:d b
y a splraculum, or breathon the left side of hla body.
fill has developed fo a thing of
strength and pliability, for
°wer alone hla safety depends
[Increasingly bitter struggle to
L%,
" countless enemies.
:l
'e tadpole is many weeks
k°' budlike growths sprouts
of the tall, and shortly
a Into a pair of hind
%ed with five toea, which
those of the adult
e a marvelous power of
may take place, for If a
a
'eg IB nipped off, anaumi 'I' erow ln the Plac«. an

-arrzr^s
»*=;.«7itxrr
' °"t of the

Kl
hl
now he °

are
t on
^

breathe the air freely ; for, as we have
seen, his nostrils have been functioning for some time as air-breathing
organs.
With the formation of his legs his
head structure has likewise changed.
The scraping blsck beak gave place to
the wide mouth characteristic of the
adult frog, the staring eyes acquired
lids and nictitating membrane, a
tympanum appeared, a definite color
pattern showed on the skin, and some
glandular cells arranged themselves In
characteristic roughened areas all over
the back.
Only the tall remains to tell of his
former aquatic habits. Day by day It,
too, Is absorbed Into the body, Just as
were the gills In the very early stages,
until at last our little frog Is completely metamorphosed and can go freely
on shore with hla brothers to catch
flies among the plants bordering his
ancestral pooL
1
It Is now the end of July, and for
the next two or three months hla only
occupation Is eating, and preventing
himself from being eaten—enough to
keep him busy and on the alert every
Instant
At the approach of the sharp autumn
weather he is about half an Inch In
length and half -grown. While he has
no voice as yet, the mating call of his
elders may occasionally be heard In
the pool as late as September, for
frogs are active over a long period of
the year and the breeding season may
be said to last from April to September, reaching a peak at several different times, as warm weather and
heavy rainfall favor It.
At the onset of winter everything Is
silent, but with sleep, not death. Near
the borders of the pond, burled under
logs and stones In the mud, the little
frogs have begun hibernation for the
winter. .A wise provision of nature
slows down their life processes to salt
them to this complete Inactivity and
apparent Inanition.
Many Species) Are Known.
While there are about two thousand
species of tailless amphibians, we lack
a corresponding number of common
names for them. We must perforce
call everything by the name of "frog"
or "toad," although the several families grouped together as "toads," for
Instance, may be as different structurally and In habits from the true
toad, as the lion Is different from the
camel, although both are mammals.
While most tailless amphibians deposit their eggs In water, with the
tailed aquatic tadpole stage intervening between egg and adult, there la
one tropical American genus, Eleutherodactylus, in which the young frog
completes his metamorphosis entirely
Inside the egg-capsule, and when it Is
finally time for him to sally forth he
comes out and hops away among the
tree tops with no tall to Impede him.
Other tropical frogs lay their eggs
In the raln-fllled axils of giant palm
leaves perhaps a hundred feet high In
the air. Here It is truly a case of
rock-a-bye baby on the tree top to
the little frog baby.
In his wind-rocked cradle of rainwater he may have strange bedfellows.
Such a bromellad reservoir from
Jamaica yielded a young Bleutherodactylus and tadpoles belonging to two
species of frogs, some small crabs,
grasshoppers, arboreal cockroaches, a
tarantula, and some earthworms,
which live high In the air in the quart
or two of soil and water which collects
In the Junctions of leaves with stem.
"Showers" of frogs and toads have
been mentioned In the literature of
very early times, and, while some of
the tales are exaggerated, we know
that showers of organic matter actually do occur when the entire contents
of a pond are sucked up by a whirlwind and dropped perhaps miles away
from their point of origin.
Peculiar superstitions exist about
toads and frogs In many countries.
Since moat races of men observe closely only those creatures which are
either directly useful to them or potentially injurious, the majority of the
amphibians escaped anything resembling close and protracted study until
Svely recent year. It was not
until about two centuries ago that the
of hibernation were definitely

trlona Aristotle himself.

ferring to my Father letting you In on
that Florida Deal?"
It's Different Away From Home.
"I'll permit you to get away with
that 'letting In' Stuff, if you say It
without Laughing. I don't object to
your Dad having lovely Dreams, but
why should I be selected for the Honor
of financing them?"
"That Deal he put you in on will
make all of you rich In time. He says
so. At least It won't be any more
of a Flop than financing your Aunt
Emma's Farm. Anyone who backs
Aunt Emma as a Farm Manager la
certainly due to have the Old Head
examined.'"
By the time the Breakfast got good
and cold, a Stranger might have figured that a Divorce was Impending
but here is what really happened.
Along in the afternoon the one Woman to whom Jessie could unfold herself, viz. Mrs. Flitter, came In for a
Shot of Orange Pekoe and got the
whole Tarn. '
"My husband Is as smart as they
turn them out and fee is Self-Made,"
she explained. "I don't blame him for
objecting to Lem coming here and
sponging for Weeks at a time. The
.lazy Hulk ought to be doing something for himself. He certainly called
the Turn on Mlrabelle, too. She has
listened to a couple of Lectures and
now she's got so much Culture It
makes her stoop-shouldered to carry
It around. As for Pa, he has some
Good Points but I don't believe he has
any more business sense than a Rabbit His Idea of being an Important
Figure In the World of Speculative
Finance is to borrow a lot of Money
from Ralph. How true it Is that you
can order almost anything at a Store
but you have to take your Relatives
as you find them."
Almost at the same Hour there was
a Meeting at the Club and Ralph
was giving the Low Down and Inside
to Walter Tilllnghast.
"I've got the Best Little Woman In
the World," said Ralph, "and I can't
blame her for being put out by some
of the Things that happened to grow
on our Family Tree. For Instance,
there's Rowena. She's gone plumb
dippy on Psychic Phenomena. I don't
know of anything I wouldn't rather
have around the House than Psychic
•Phenomena. What's more, Jessie Is
dead right about Aunt Emma. If I
had all the Coin I ever slipped to that
Old Girl it would make a pretty
penny. As for Uncle Bob, he really
should be compelled to live in the
Garage. Anything as .woolly as he Is
should not be permitted In a Refined
Home. I'm afraid my People have got
on Jessie's Nerves lately. Without
making any Explanations, I think I'll
send her some Flowers."
At the Dinner Hour they were still
cool and distant but she did quite a
bit of Cooing aronnd Brother Lem.
MORAL: We are the Only Ones
who have a right to open up on them

Immense Benefits of
Research Work Shown
Research Is continually giving us
new uses for old products and la
placing within the reach of the average American goods whose production cost was once prohibitive, says
Dr. Julius Klein, assistant secretary
of commerce. We are accustomed
to the use of aluminum as an Inexpensive material, but less than 50
years ago its price was $12 a pound.
Twenty-five years before that, allumInum was classed as a "rare" metal
and was worth $90 a pound! That
amazing reduction In cost which has
brought aluminum ware Into even
the humblest kitchen Is pre-eminently an achievement of tireless research.

To improve Any child's

APPETITE
A sluggish appetite means a sluggish colon. Correct this condition
called atasit, and see how quickly a
listless, drooping boy or girl begins
to eat—and gain 1 The only "medicine" such children need Is pure,
unadulterated fig syrup.
California syrup of figs Is doing
wonderful things for ailing, sickly
children all over the United States.
If your baby, boy or girl, Is bilious
—-pale-faced and dull-eyed from
constipation—breath bad mornings,
tongue coated all the time—don't
give cathartics that weaken twenty
feet of bowels! Instead, a little
syrup of figs that doesn't disturb
either stomach or bowels, but does
act on the lower colon—where the
trouble lies.
Nature never has made a finer
laxative for children; they all love)
the wholesome, fruity flavor of the
real California syrup of figs. It's
purely vegetable, but every druggist
has it all bottled, with directions.
Begin with It at once. Your child
will soon be eating better and feelIng better. Keep on with the syrup
of figs a few days and see amazing
Improvement In appetite, color,
weight, and spirits.
Children who get syrup of figs,
now and then, keep well and avoid
colds.
NOTICE: The 1>ottlers*of California Syrup of Figs respectfully warn
mothers that the promises made
"here apply only to the genuine product in bottles plainly marked CALIFORNIA.
Not Blinded by Success

A lot of men give up Just when
success Is in sight, because they
don't care very much for success.

NO MORE COUGHS!
Cedar Falls, Iowa
-/'I had the 'flu' and
did not get along
well afterward; at
the least provocation
I would catch a cold
and it would settle in
my bronchial tubes,
setting up an irritation, followed by a , ,„.,
severe cough. Every winter I would
have these spells and would have to give up
my work for a time," said A. Wagner of
515 Lincoln St, "But since I have taken Dr
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery I have
net had any of these spells, it has so
strengthened'my bronchials and built me up
In health that I go all through the winter
without having any attacks of colds or
coughs." Sold by all druggists.
Writ* to Dr. Plane'. CUnle,
n. »„ for frao nodical advice.

Buffalo,

CATARRH
Can Now Be) Washed Away

Get a little nasal douche tad »n econbmIcsl bottle of SINASIPTEC from yourdru£
•ist and in • few minutes yon an start
to wash «w»y every ttmce of nutter caused
by nasal catarrh. Keep using SINASIPTEC
in warm water and soon aa stuffiness disappears, catarrh pressure is cone and your
nose, head and throat feel marveloiulr dear.
Tear
this out. SINASIPTEC is pronounced
Sina-jip-tek.
—™.

/TROUBLE,
If your bladder is irritated, either,
because your, urine la too acid or'
| because of inflammation, just try |
COLD MEDAL
HAARLEM OIL CAPSULES
iThia fine, old preparation has been I
| used for thia purposefor237 yean, i
-That Ha popularity continue*; if
•the beat proof that it works. ButJ
| be oure you get oou> ICSDAI* Ao-1
oept no substitute. 86)!.
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. Fad» In laxatives may come and)
«o, but Grandma knows the
•luickest, (intlttt war to cleanse the

like Gufield Tn'^'lt
*nd"sU',
1
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'"PF* You U llr'"
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Joe E. Brown and Fatty
Arbnckle at the Rialt

BE
of Placing Water Works in
: of a Board of Trustee*
Be Voted Upon at Eleeiion on March 81, 1938.
ecial election will be held in
Friday, March 31, at which
rs of this city wiir vote on
oposition of placing the city
f works under a board qf truant the present tim* the water
isystem is under the control of
iy council. Under the present
aw, towns and cities can place
utility plants under boards
|VCl£S*

•

•:

,

• •

he meeting of the council Monning, a petition bearing the
S6veniy-f par residents of
« •— **^i|n$«&$!>^ th* council
r that body *o cilia %ecial
elec;

6 the projRajiaL ';:."•.; :

ladvaritage of the town in placi Waterworks Utility in the
Jof three trustees, is that it
•the management and control
IpoliticB^jaMl^^poh a strict
^nes,s-:;b^|i^^^epB .a: public
be ki«c»4 aTxJut by each new
.dministJwtion.1 The first: trusre appointed, one for two years,
ir four years and'!'one for six
and at the expiration of their
if office their successors are apd for six year periods. This alleaVes two old members on the
when one member's term ex*
Under the, present system the
works utility is in the hands
e council who appoint two of
number a committee to manage
ime. Under 'the lav the terms
1
mayor and councilmen all ext the same time, and as is often
ae, a new mayor and new council
ected, who have no knowledge
i management and operation of
blic utility, with, the result that
res are made which prove exe to the taxpayer. Other towns
utilities which sell their pro*
o the consumer, find the trusan the most satisfactory to the
from the standpoint of effici1 economy,
i trustees are appointed by the
and confirmed by the council
lose interested in having the
plan adopted say that good,
at men will accept appointments
ill serve for a very nominal contion. and perhaps without

Lueckart, Former
in
•is Lueckert, a resident of this
wnity many years ago, died in
a few'days ago, and the
ins were shipped to Anita for inent in Evergreen cemetery. Short
«es were held at the grave Sunafternoon, in charge of the local
°- P. lodge, in which order he
membership.Those from a dis* or the burial service were Scott
and wife, son-in-law and daugh* the deceased, and another
nter, Miss Jeanette Leuckert, also
Albert and Chris Lueckert,
>m Kansas City, Missouri. While
[amily were residents of Anita a
son of the deceased was smoth*" death in an oats bin in an
belonging to the late John
> which stood on the present
f
the Dement Implement Co.
~>g the services, the Lueckert
s
!>ent a few hours at the An'egand home, and on thei* reKansas City that evening stopAtlantic for.a ihortviBit.witb
T
Bullock
- - - •

to
Row.« April 1
.rece"t meeting of the board
of the Community Welsamzation it was decided to
06
room at the K. P. hall af* • The room is now open
fcin \:edne8day aftettfb6n from
Lt0rs

|<-iock until d-ftiv _.-i-j.

enefltt

during

«nj08e

•*«*»-

«> Anita

More hilarious original gags an
cqmedy stunts are said to be involve
in Joe E. Brown's latest First Nation
al picture, "You/Said a Mouthful,
than any production which has bee
shown on the screen in many years
The entire story, which, will bfe un
folded at the Rialto Theatre on Sat
urday and Sunday is based on a serie
of grotesque errors which lead to th
most surprising and laughable inc
dents. '•• . . • • ' • . - , "' •. • .:
Joe, in the character role of an artless boob, is both afraid of the watef
aiid Unable to swim. Mistaken for
champion swimmer, he is forced int<
a marathon race and cornea, out a victor through the most unusual lucky
breaks imaginable. The scene*, whic
were taken in the icy waters at Catalina bland, near Log Angeles, lend
themselves to man; new and aston
ishingly funny water stunts,.
Brown is said to be at his funniest,
and has as his co-worker, mascot an<
swim, mentor, that roguish imp of th
"Our Gang" comedies. Farina. Ginge
Rogers, the redhaired and peppery
musical comedy and screen star, wh
played in a similar capacity opposite
Brown in "Thft tenderfoot," i* agai
the leading lady, ,with Prestdn FOB
ter, Shelia Terry, Guinh Williams an
Harry Gribbon heading a strong sup
porting cast.
' '
The story was written 4>y William
B. Dover and adapted into screen form
by Robert Lord and Bolton Mallory
It was directed by Lloyd Bacon.
Fatty Arbnckle Comedy.
Fatty Arbuckle, the favorite coin
edian of the screen several years ago
has been brought back into pictures
this season, and will be seen in a tw
reel comedy entitled, "Hey Pop!" T
those who remember Arbuckle yoi
will get a big kick out of this comedy
and to the younger people yon wil
winder why he hasn't been,making
pictures right along.
On this program the Rialto is start
ing a news reel, released by Universa
and" presided over by Graham Me
Namee, the world's greatest radio an
ijouncefc The Rialto has secured quic
playing time on the news reel, an
will show news events here while it i
still news.

A. R. Kohl
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Decrease in Fire
ELECTRIC
Loss Dnring the Year 1932

RATES
LOWERJN ANITA

Iowa's fire loss in 1932 was $6,626,965, a Deduction of $1,967,001 below the loss for the previous year Bills Received From Iowa Electric Co.
the annual report of State Fire MarFor Past Month's Service Shows
shal John Strohm shows.
•Nice Reduction From ForOf the total of 6,593 fires during
mer Rate Charged Here.
1932, 3,429 were in city dwelling
houses, which had the largest number
of 8res of any type of structure. The
The Iowa Electric Company, who
most damage, however, was done by
fires in farm dwellings, to which furnishes electricity for Anita and
numerous tonws in this section of the
group the loss was $1,831,032.
CRACKERS, Graham, Briardat, 2-b. pkg. .:.. .25c
state, has placed in effect in Anita
Strohm's
list
of
the
structures
in
t% "' •"'"'•^ifl
•
•*
*•
'
'
'
can an
which the most disastrous fires oc- a new residence and commercial
Mftnl^FiUSn
«H»ghaiuUe
ot
lighting rate, which is a substantial
'
,
• isrusn.
top
M Ji%«* curred, showing the number of fires reduction
over the old rates. One rate
and the loss resulting, follows:
Barns on farms, 254 fires, $596,318; has been designed that will eliminPORK and BEANS, Van Gamp's, per can
5C
churches, 27, $118,927; farm dwell- ate all other rates, with the exception
ings, 702, $1,831,032; town dwellings, of the residence contract.
The Iowa Electric Company, the
3;429, $1,069,562; elevators and seed
houses, 14, $97,679; factories, 36, same a» every business concern and
$101,059; private garages, 64, $108,- individual, has had a big shrinkage •
BANANAS, 3 pounds
.19C
217? apartment houses, 73, 1(63,658; in their business, and the total amount
lumber yards, 7, $55,904; produce sta- of electricity consumed over its diftions, 8, $56,460; restaurants, 91, ferent divisions has dropped' around
$106,164; schools, 40, $168,077; stores, twenty-five per cent from its normal
361, $1,161,273; theatres, 17, $171,177; consumption. However, to keep up
EITHER PEARL OR INSTANT
warehouses and storage, 63, $143,313., the service, so those needing electripackage
"There was a decrease of 46 in the city could hare it when they want it,
number of farm barn fires and the loss day or Might; they have had to keep
was $177,300 less than in 1931," ;heir generating plants running- just
Strohm said. "There were 702 farm the same as when conditions were
dwelling fires in 1932 with a loss Of normal, and pattons were.using the
Quaker Puffed Wheat.... lie Puffed Rice.... 13c $1,831,032, as compared with 588 farm larger amount of current. In the face
dwelling fires in 1931 and a loss of of these conditions, by the reduction
APPLES, fancy Black Twigs, 6 pounds
27c
$1,622,262. This Is an increase of of wages and other overhead ex$208,770 for 1932 over the year 1931. penses, the company has come for^9PflinAC
Packed in Oil
<f tf\^
There were 365 more town dwelling ward now with a reduction in electric
^CiruinfSS
3 cans
1UC
fires in 1932 than in 1931. However, rates, which in most cases reduces
the loss for 1932 was $60,513 lessone's electric bill approximately
GOLD DUST, large package :
i9c
than in 1931. Twenty-five more^res- twenty per cent.
The new rate schedule is 25 kilotaurant fires occurred in 1932 than in
PITTED RED CHERRIES, No. 10 cans
39c
1931, and the loss increased by $27,- watts at lOc, the next 25 kilowatts at
747.
School fires resulted in a loss 8c, the next 60 kilowats at 6.4c and
of $22,731 more in 1932 than in 1931. all over 110 kilowatts at 3.4c. This
There were 17 more store fires in rate is based on what is known as the
1932 than in 1931. However, the loss one kilowatt load. If your electric reFRENCH'S BIRD SEED, 2 packages
,25c
was $1,000,614 less than in 1931. There quirements places you in the one and
was a reduction in the amount of fire one-half load, then the 60 kilowatts
Also Specials on SUGAR, FLOUR, COFFEJE, and
loss in warehouses and storage build- increases to 90 kilowatts at 6.4c. rf
Many Other Items.
ings and rooms in 1932 amounting to your demand is a two kilowatt load,
$34,111.
your consumption must be 120 kiloTwelve of the state's 18 largest Ci- watts in this class, before your 3.4c
ties showed considerable reduction in rate takes effect. The old rate was
their fire loss, according to the fire 40 kilowatts at 12c and the balance
marshal. These were Mason City, at 7c per kilowatt.
The company has put into effect
Burlington, Dubuque, Fort Madison,
Keokuk, Cedar Rapids, Oskaloosa, a new residence contract rate that is
Although, almost every bank in the
About 100 friends of Hamilto- Muscatine, Des Moines, 'Council Bluffs, cheaper than the rate in most cities.
state of Iowa was closed for business Campbell called at his home on Eas Fort Dodge and Sioux Oty. As a The new contract rate gives you 60
last Saturday by a proclamation is- Main Street'Sunday afternoon to offe group, the 12 cities reduced their fire kilowatts for $4.90 and all kilowatts
sued by Lieutenant •Governor Nelson him congratulations on reaching hi loss by abou$ half—from $1,730,539 over 60 at 3c. This rate will save the
G. Kraschel, calling a bank holiday 90th. birthday. Mr. Campbell is one in 1931 to $885,639 in 1932.
average contract user from $1.00 to
f»r the state, the Anita Bank re- of the five remaining civil war vet
>2.50 per month.
Iowa births in 1932 exceeded death mained open for the transaction of
erans living in Anita, and is in th
The above rates are now in effect
by nearly 14,000, figures released by business, limiting withdrawals to small
enjoyment of the best of health.
and
all bills sent into Anita for electhe bureau.of vital statistics of the amounts.
At 1:00 o'clock he was the guest
tricity
consumed during the month of
state health department disclose.
The local banking institution, how- of honor at a birthday dinner at the
February carried the reduced rate.
The report just completed by R<eg ever, was closed for business Monday. home of his son and daughter-in-law
The company is straining every
istrar B. L. McLaren of the bureau The bank was ordered by Mr. Kraschel Mr. and IMlrs. Clarence Campbell. PreAtlantic, March 8.—Wallace Harri- nerve to maintain a solvent position
placed the number of births in to observe the state proclamation, and sent at the dinner was 'Fred Yaeger son, transient, who threw two pairs of
financially. Their situation is more
;he state during the year at 39,388 anc not open for business Monday morn- and wife, Roy Edwards, wife anc pliers through two large plate glass favorable than some other companies
the total deaths at 25,396.
windows recently at Hotel Whitney because it is an Iowa corporation,
ing. One other bank in the state, the children, Harold Stetzell, wife
May Lose Position.
Moriticello State Bank, was also or- children, and dair and Gifford Yae- 'to attract attention and get a perma- owned locally, and not connected with
Records indicated Iowa may lose its dered by Mr. Kraschel not to open for ger and their families, all from Viola nent place of abode," has been granted any holding company. Considering
aosition as -having the lowest infancy susinesa Monday morning.
Center; Max Campbell and wife of iis wishes.
the value of their property, their
mortality rate. Deaths of children
District Judge Ernest M. Miller bonded indebtedness is low. No diviDes Moines; Andy Patterson and wife
under 1 year old in 1932 numberec
of Streator, Illinois; Lloyd Harris. Monday morning at the Legion Me- dends are being paid on the preferred
1,906, or a rate of 48.3 for each 1,000
wife and children of Massena town- morial building sentenced the trans- or common stock, which means that
ive births.
ship; Chas. Campbell and wife, Bert- ent to five years in the state peni- the stockholders of the company are
In 1931 Iowa' was low in infant morrand Stauffer, A. D. Bullock, 0. D. entiary at Fort Madison when he contributing their earnings to im•leaded guilty to a charge of destruc- prove the cash position of'the comtality, the 1,681 deaths under one
Adair, la., March 8.—Grandma Aldrich and Mrs. Ralph Forshay of ion of public property.
year giving the state a rate of only
pany.
Anita;
and
Mrs.
Jennie
Hemphill
of
A few minutes after he was ejected
(0.4.
Oregon last year was next to Bain, 81, early settler of Audubon Des 'Moines.
rom the Frank & Morton Transfer
ow with a rate of 44.1 and 'Washing- township, died Wednesday at the home
Mr. Campbell was born March 5, ompany garage here for conduct uhof her daughter, Mrs. George Parkinton third with 47.7.
son in Adair. She had been ill for 1843 at Uniontown, Pennsylvania. In ecpming a "guest," Harrison smashed
Continued Trend.
1852 with his parents he moved to he big windows of the hotel. He was
A decline in the birth rate in the some time.
Streator, Illinois, and in 1862 enlisted rrested a short distance from the
IFuneral
services
were
held
at
the
state continued a state and national
in the 104th. Illinois Infantry of the
For the past several months jig saw
trend of the last several years. The ocal Presbyterian church Friday af- Union forces, remaining a member cene and confessed to the crime.
ternoon
at
2
o'clock.
The
Rev.
J.
M.
Kept in County Jail.
puzzles
have been going onto the mar1932 rate for the state was 15.9 per
of that company until the close of the
Harrison had been making his home ket and many who used to devote their
1,000 population as compared with JeBerg officiated and burial was in war in 1865.
;he Sunny Hill cemetery.
t the garage for some time and the
16.8 in 1931 and 17.3 in 1930.
On October 9, 1867, he was united ight of the crime he became angry entire spare time to bridge are now
She was born on Oct. 9, 1851, at
putting in long hours on these puzzles
In number births dropped from
in marriage to Miss Mary Overmire.
41,633 in 1931 to the 39,388 figure of Pauton, Bristol, England, and came They came to Iowa in 1869, settling ver some little incident and chopped as a means of taking up .their time.
1932, for Iowa. Still births, not in- o' the United States with her parents in Tama county, where they lived un- p a pair of overalls and his dishes The Murphy Calendar company of Red
cluded in this figure, in 1932 num- n 1860, settling at Auburn, N. Y.til 1892 when they became residents vith an axe. He was ordered from j Oak recently hit upon the plan of makbuilding and warned not to re- ing the puzzles and recently the plant
>ered 1,078 or a rate of 2.7 per 100 She was married at Auburn to George Of Cass county, locating in Lincoln
ive births, as compared with 1,628Bain in 1870 and in 1881 they moved township. In 1901 they moved to urn. He refused to divulge his for- has been going at its full capacity to
o Adair, living here until tb!eir remer place of abode but said he had fill orders that are coming in. People
and a rate of 2.9 in 1931.
pective deaths. Mr. Bain died several Anita. Mrs. Campbell passed awaybeen a telephone lineman for more must have some sort of entertain173 Die.
several years ago.
than 20 years. He had been making •ment and the jig saw puzzle seems to
Mothers who lost their lives in child- years ago.
Mr. 'Campbell is the father of three his home here for some time.
Surviving
are
three
daughters,
Mrs.
be one thing that all delight in taking
birth in 1932 numbered 173, while
children, Mrs. Ella Yeager of Viola
He has been kept at the county up. The Murphy people are digging
the 1931 total/was 178, the rates for "arkinson, Mrs. E. E. Mooney and Center, and Charles and Clarence
jail since his arrest and will be taken out some of the old plates that were
the two years being 6.9 and 7.2, re- tfrs. George Graham of Adair, and Campbell of Anita.
wo sons, Robert Bain of Adair and
to Fort M'adison by Sheriff A. (Dick) used years ago in their calender work
spectively.
Archibald
Bain
of
West
Virginia.
Odem.
and are thus able to make extra good
The total nuniber of deaths for the
Tom Healey Sentenced.
colored pictures that appeal to the jigstate was 106 less than the 1931 fiMrs. Lillian Greazel of Iowa City
•
Tom Healey, Cumberland cafe pro- sawer.
gure of 25,502. This placed the state
s a guest this week of her sons, C. G.,
prietor, who was recently convicted
death rate for 1,000 population at
A. A. and Louis Hayter, and their
by a district court jury of illegal posAzel S. Ames and'son, Billie, were
10.2. In 1931 the rate was 10.4, amilies.
session
of
intoxicating
liquor,
was
week
end visitors with relatives and
Milo
Reno,
national
president
of
the
while in 1930 it was 10.6 and in 1929.
sentenced to three months in the Casa friends at Osceola, Iowa.
Holiday
association,
has
called
a
state
it was 10.4.
About four inches of snow fell in
county jail and fined $500 by Judge
.nita over the week end. fThe storm convention of the members of Iowa to Miller Monday afternoon. Judge MS1Yes, these are hard times.
We
NOTICE TO WATER PATRONS.
tarted with a chilling wind and light be held at Des Moines March 12. The ler passed sentence after he had over- throw away ashes and buy soap. We
plan is in reality a move toward a
•Water bills are payable at the G. ain late Saturday night, the rain af- national farm strike. Mr. Reno said, ruled a motion for a new trial. The raise dogs and buy hogs. We grow
jrwords
changing
to
anow
and
sleet.
weeds and buy vegetables. We catch
M. DeCamp harness shop instead of
"With new farm crops at hand and jail sentence is to be suspended upon
fish from a four dollar rod, and there
payment
of
the
fine.
the Anita Bank.
Harry Scholl and Ruben Scholl, little prospects of any but a continuaisn't four dollars' worth of fish in all
Healey
announced
he
would
appeal
G. M. DelCamp,
tion of present bankrupt prices for
Water Clerk. ;ife and daughter, Miss Marie, of farm products the time has' come for the case to the supreme court. Ap- Turkey Creek. We build school houses
It
/ashburn, North Dakota; George
and send our children away from home
determined action on the part of the peal bond was set at $750.
to be educated. And last but not
Members of the MahTstreet dinner choll, wife and their daughter and farmers of the country. We do not
er husband of Long Island, Kansas;
Headquarters for baby chicks,
least, we send our boya out with &
and bridge club were, the guests Sat- nd Dr. Walter H. Scholl and wife propose to go through another year
tf
Hartley's Produce.
forty dollar gun and a twenty dollar
urday evening of Mr. and Mrs E. S. C Linton, Indiana, were here a few such as 1932 without a real showdog to hunt ten cent game. Yes, these
Holton at their home on Mars Avenue ays the past week, coming to attend down." Quite a number from this
Henry Maduff and wife visited Sun- are hard times, but whose fault is
Following the serving of a covered ie funeral services for their father, part of the state are planning on atday and Monday with relatives and it? Don't place all the blame on the
dish dinner at 7:00 o'clock, the eventending.
Charles Scholl.
friends in Omaha and Council Bluffs. president and your state senator.
ing waa spent" in playing bridge..

[-* Phone 43
We Deliver
Anita, Iowa

Specials For
and Saturday

Cocoa-Malt

lcai

^S|Saw 47c

TAPIOCA
9c

Navy Beans Stt 3 Ibs. 9c

State Holiday Forces The
to

Hamilton Campbell Was
90 Years_01d Sundaj

Infant Death Rate Higher
in Iowa Dora Past Year

Window Smasher Given
Five Years in Penitentiary

Pioneer Lady of Audubon
Township Passes Away

Jig Saw Pozzies Taking
The Country By Storm

Holiday Association Will
Hold a State Convention
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Steel Now Tested by
Common Soap Bubbles

fl Some Early Painteri
of the American, Indian

By mapping the contour of a flimsy soap film over the cut-out model
of a cross section of machine or skyscraper beam, engineers can determine quickly Just how much twisting
or bending stress will affect the original of the model. The apparatus, as
described In Popular Mechanics Magazine, by Dr. P. Allerton Cnshman,
of the college of engineering at the
University of Michigan, consists of a
square box halfway down In which
is a brass sheet sealed with a portion of the metal cut ont in copy of
the cross section of the article to be
tested. Topping the box la a glass
plate, inset with a depth gauge.
A film of soap solution is drawn
across the cut-out design, and water
Is forced into the lower part of the
to*, causing the confined air beneath
the plate to push up the film, and
with the depth gauge the varying
level of the film Is measured from
the glass top.
Many readings are taken, curves
are plotted between points, and. a
contour map results, which locates
stress points easily Interpreted by
the designer of metal work.

Indians of the Northern Plains
b^ Carl Bodmer '-
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Not Always the Cat*
Hearts can be won with laughter At your draflfltsttk. For FREE sampi.
wrH> to TSaCxro Avfc, Los Angela
but don't be too sure of It

Portrait of Geortje Cat!in
in. the Famous Explorer, feasting With
D-toh-pa of theNVandan TYibeFfi>m Cotitnb own stetch made, about 1634

HOW TO STOP A
QUICK AS YOU CAUGHT IT
A New Method Doctors Even/when) An Advising
FOLLOW DIRECTIONS PICTURED BELOW
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*A CrowHuntinq Camp"

ty WWamdc fa M.&ry

By ELMO SCOTT WATSON

DECENT exhibitions of native artdrawings, paintings and other examples of handicraft—In various parts
of the country have not only served
to revive toe interest of the people
of the United States In the original
Inhabitants of this continent, the
North American Indians, but they
have also served to recall the services of a group of men whose work
deserves a better fate than the partial oblivion which has been theirs.
These are the early painters of the
Indians to vrhom we are Indebted
for most of our pictorial evidence
•bout the red man while he was still comparatively untouched by the so-called "civilizing" Influences of the white man.
Foremost among the names of these artists
Is that of George Catlln and mention of him
Is singularly appropriate at this time because
It was just 100 years ago that Catlln had started
•n his work of recording the appearance, social
life and customs of the tribes of the trans-Mis•issippl West ,Catlln was born In Wyoming,
Pa., in 1706 and in accordance with his father's
•Wishes studied for the profession of law, which
be began practicing In Philadelphia. But, being fond of excitement and adventure, he found
It difficult to stick to his business and he deyoted almost as much time to his avocation of
drawing and painting, In which he was selftaught, as he did to his vocation of law.
One day in 1830 a party of Indians from the
"Far West" who were on their way to a cpuncll with the Great White Father In Washington
•topped over In Philadelphia. Catlln saw them
on the streets and was so delighted with their
fine forms and noble bearing that he determined
to give up his law practice and devote his life
to making a collection of paintings of Indians
•which would show, after they were gone, how
they looked and how they lived.
The result was his first Journey to the Indian
? country in 1882 and for the next eight years he
l-devoted himself to the work. He traveled many
f thousands of miles by canoe and on horseback
among tribes which were still as wild and untamed as they had been In pre-Columbian days
and he found plenty of excitement, difficulty and
danger In his work. He made painting* everywhere, portraits of chiefs and warriors, paintIngs of the scenery of the West, of herds of buffalo, of hunting life, of Indian games, ceremonies, social customs—everything that would
Illustrate the life and country of the wild tribes
of the West More than that, he painted scenes
of old trading posts and United States forts,
upon whose sites now stand Important American
cities, so that even If he had not left an InTaluable record of the Indian, the historical
value • of this other phase of his work would be
srreat enough to place Americans under a heavy
debt of gratitude to him.
Catlln not only painted hundreds of pictures
but he made a big collection of Indian objects
—dress, weapons, scalps, objects used In games,
articles of clothing, ornaments, etc. With all
of these he made a tour of the Bast, exhibiting
his collections In the larger cities and everywhere attracting large crowds.
It seems unfortunate that Cutlln could not
have profited more from his work while he lived.
For In bis old age he lost the fortune which he
had built up, became a bankrupt, ID fact, until
•11 he had left was his gallery of some 500 or
more of hi* Indian paintings. These he would not
••11 but gave them to the Smithsonian institution for safekeeping as an Imperishable record
«f his life work and of a vanishing race. Some
•if them were destroyed or Injured in a Ore which
sm*pt the Institution In January, 1865, but the
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Bayer Aspirin Tablet* to a naif glass
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gargle according to
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A/most Instant Relief In This Way

An Osage Scalp Dance"
remainder which are still preserved In the Smithsonian are valued at not less than $1,000,000,
which, If anything, la an undervaluation, considering their Importance. Oatlln died In 1872
at the age of seventy-six.
The same fete overtook most of the paintings
of another famous artist, John Mix Stanley. For
the same fire In the Smithsonian destroyed all
but five of Stanley's collection of more than 100
paintings which represented 10 years of work
among 43 different tribes on the southwestern
prairies, In New Mexico. California and Oregon.
Stanley was born In Oanadalgua, N. Y., In
1814 and died In Detroit the same year that saw
the death of Catlln—1872. At the age of fourteen he became an orphan and was apprenticed
to a wagon maker In Naples, N. Y., where he
spent his boyhood. In 1884 he moved to Detroit and the next year his latent genius began to show Itself In a series of portraits and
landscapes. In 1838-39 he made his home In
Chicago and Galena, the famous lead mining
center in Illinois, and at this time he first became Interested In Indians, making trips to Fort
Snelllng, Minn., to paint them. From 1839 to
1842 he made his home again In the East and
continued with his painting.
His first Important work among the Indians
was done In 1842 when he visited the Indian
couptry In Arkansas and New Mexico and made
many pictures of Indians and Indian scenes.
The next year he was in what Is now Oklahoma, painting among the Cherokees, the Creeks,
and the Delawares as well as some of the tribes
In Texas. The year 1846 found him again In
New Mexico and by this time he had painted
83 canvases which he exhibited In Cincinnati
and Louisville.
In May, 1840, Stanley returned to the West and
painted the famous Sac chief, Keokuk, the wife
of Black Hawk and other notables of that tribe.
In October of that year he visited Santa Fe to
paint some more pictures but instead he joined
the famous march of General Kearney and his
dragoons from Santa Fe to San Diego, taking
part In several engagements which marked the
phase of the Mexican war that was fought In
California.
Going north the next year Stanley found some
more excitement awaiting him, for he narrowly
escaped being in the Whitman massacre when
that famous missionary, hlg wife and 11 others
were killed by malcontents of the Cayuse tribe.
He had another narrow escape from death a
abort time later when he returned to San Francisco to take a certain ship for the return to
New York via Cape Horn. He barely missed
the ship before It sailed and it was lost at sea
and never heard of again. Next Stanley went to
Hawaii where he painted the portrait* of the
famous King Kamahameha HI and his queen,

by

which now hang In the government museum,
formerly the royal palace, In Honolulu.
Returning to this country In 1850 Stanley exhibited his pictures in various eastern cities
and In 1853 he was appointed artist to the expedition sent by the government to explore a
route for a Pacific railroad from St Paul to
Pnget sound. Before starting on this expedition he deposited his collection of Indian paintings In the Smithsonian Institution. Various attempts were made to have congress purchase the
collection for the nation but nothing came of
them. The pictures remained the property of
the artist, so when all of them except five were
destroyed In the January, 1865, fire hi the Smithsonian, Stanley suffered a great personal loss.
A list of early painters of the Indiana would
not be complete without Including In It the name
of Carl Bodmer, a Swiss artist who accompanied
Prince Maximilian of Wied-Neuwted, when that
distinguished German scientist made his Journey
up the Missouri In 1832-34. Bodmer not only
"left posterity a priceless heritage of Indian portraits and pictures" but he also, like Oatlln,
made drawings of forts, fur trading posts, battle scenes, etc., which are Invaluable historical
records. In the picture by Bodmer which Is reproduced above are shown three typical warriors of the plains (from left to right) a Missouri, an Oto and a Ponca.
Until a few years ago there was living In New
York city another early painter of the Indian
whose work takes rank with that of the artists
previously mentioned. He was William De La
Montagne Cary, a New Yorker, who In 1861 with
two companions made his way up the Missouri
river from St Louis and during the next 13
years put down on canvas scenes from the fastvanishing frontier which are among the most
valuable records of life in those days which we
have.
Others who might be listed, even if lack of
space prevents discussion of their contributions.
are: Oapt Seth Eastman, a teacher of drawing
at the United States Military academy at West
PoUrt, who saw service In the Indian country
and was chosen to illustrate "Historical imi
Statistical lnformat.cnttespect.ngS. S,lS?
Condition and Future Prospect, of theTnS
Tribes of the United states." Usued by the «ov

in his adopte.1 c . t y . ,
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C. H. Kime and wife of Guthrie
Center spent Saturday with friends
in Anita.

Washington News Letter.

(From Congressman Swanson)
The 72nd Congress has passed into
C. S. Ford and Carl Ferry of Guth- history. This is the end of "lame
3
rie Center were business callers in ducks." The 73rd Congress will be
the city last Friday.
pounds
called into session by President Roose4 packages
velt
on Thursday of this week. Since
Henry Wiegand of Oakland and L.
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19c
K. Nichols and wife of Atlantic vis- the 20th amendment to the constitu6 for
l»c
ited Sunday with Andrew Wiegand tion has already been ratified the life
of the new Congress will be only
and wife.
25c
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braska, spent a few days the past 3, 1935.
week at the Chas. Dressier home in The closing days of the session have
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APPLE BUTTER, quart jar
19c
been so strenuous and so many conLincoln township.
ference reports, suspensions of rules,
COFFEE, Chase & Sanborn's Break-o-Mom, ib. 25c
KIDNEY BEANS, 3 cans for
25c
Mrs. H. L. Bell will be hostess to and other legislative steps have been
PANCAKE FLOUR, 2 packages
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25C
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19c althechurch
on Tuesday af temoon, March cuss them in detail. All of the approSMOKED SALT, Mortons Sugar Cure, 10-lbs.. 89C
14, at 2:30 o'clock.
priation bills affecting all branches of
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government have been passed. As a
10c
N. L. Eby of Stuart visited in the rule this is about all that the short
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city a few days the past week at the
k
of Congress does. The reduc?
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47c home of his brother-in-law, L. B. session
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with
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for private debtors without their goMrs. Dan Moore returned to her ng into bankruptcy have finally been
BRING US YOUR EGGS-HIGHEST
home at Dolliver, Iowa, the first of enacted, which' will be beneficial to
the week, after a few days' visit with ome individual debtors.
w***^****^*********'!"************ her brother, Elmer C. Sheakley.
Early last week the South demonstrated its power in the House of RepA. G. Koohtz/ former manager of resentatives. Since the allotment bill
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Atlantic,
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of
bill solely in the interest of cotton.
Published Every Thursday by the
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Notice is hereby given to the duly
a bill for $2,300 was submitted by meeting of the local Rebekah lodge acreage. This bill was apparently deEntered at the post office at Anita, a hospital there for services to Lane Friday evening.
qualified electors of the Town of ASSORTED DOUGHNUTS,
feated but at the last minute enough Anita, Iowa, that the following pubIowa, as second class mail matter.
county needy during December, 1932.
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George F. Shaffer was in Des
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Mrs. S. G. Houston.
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Ed. Klemish spent several days the Ford coach, an extra good one;
The members of the Pidelis clasi Wilson.
past week with friends in Panorar Chevrolet coach; 1932 Chevrolet i
BEEF STEAK, per pound
15c
Senator Cordell Hull of Tennessee Iowa.
of the Congregational Sunday Schoo
as
dan. Open evenings and Sun
This is corn fed, home killed beef, and we
gave a pint shower last 'Thursday j Secretary of State, and Mr. Wilt
liam
Ohas, Dressier and wife and Fred Phone J244. 0. W. Shaffer & tf
evening at the home of Miss Beth
N. Woodin as Secretary of the
know it is good.
.'
<
Harry for Mrs. Prankie Mae Heck- Treasury are well known in their re- F. Joy and wife were Omaha visitors Anita, low*.
HOME MADE LARD, per pound
,. 6c
man, a recent bride. The guest of spective fields. James A. Farley of one day last week.
E. 8. HOLTON, Lawy«.
honor was the recipient of many pints New York, chairman of the democratic
Practice
mil courts. C.
In a community not so far from Land Tttlea;inand
of fruits and vegetables. At a late i national committee, is Postmaster
Settlement of «
Afton, says the Star-Enterprise, one
hour a lunch • was served.
General.
a
Specialty.
County At
During my service in Congress I of the democratic wheelhorses in the
Montgomery county newspapers an- have written these letters occasion- democratic party decided that he would
MILLING CO.
nounce that suit had been filed against; ally in the hope that I might throw be a candidate for the local post office.
CHADWICK TRANSFER
Fred Smith for $1,850 damages result- j a little additional light on the pro- He consulted the new democratic con- Ground ,oat«
ing from an auto accident. Trouble' ceedings of Congress and that they gressman elect who suggested that he Oats hulled ,.
began at once for Fred Smith, resi- might prove of some interest to the circulate a petition among the demo- Ear com ground
dent of Griffithville, a suburb of Red' people at home. Necessarily they crats in the community. He said it
Culled for and delivered
Oak.
He was kept busy answering I have been brief. If they have con- would not work, that he had tried it
Sepercwt.
his telephone since the publication j veyed any information or have been and each one of them expected to be
No bother. Yon lose no time.
of the story about the case, although of some interest I am satisfied.
a candidate for the post office.
Let U. Do It
he has never been in an automobile ac•, ..
cident. He is not the Fred Smith
Andy Patterson and wife of Strea
against whom the suit is directed.
tor, Illinois, have been visiting in the
VBMHHMHMI
city the past week with her uncle
"The Gods help those who help Hamilton Campbell, and with other
themselves. There is a man down at ( relatives and friends
During recent months a number of
Oskaloosa, Mahaska county, who be-i
lieves thoroughly in the truth of that Pilot Brand Oyster Shell, I00-lbs,.75c
municipal electric plants have made
old proverb. Seven months ago he Good Luck Flour, 49-lb. sack
79c
drastic reductions in their rates. Others
was a homeless tramp. Now he is a I Sugar, 10-lb. cloth bags
...46c
prosperous business man. It was in j Oranges, each
ic
have donated one or two months "free"
August that he applied for a place to
SCHAAKE'S STORE.
sleep at the rooming house maintainelectricity. All this has been accompaned by the Salvation Army at OskaThe members of the board of diloosa. He noticed that the town did rectors of the Farmers Co-Operative
ied by generous publicity and a great
not have a fruit store. After diligent |Elev&tor Co. and their wives were ensearching he finally found a man who i tertained last ^Wednesday evening at
deal of propaganda. It is easy to furwould let him have $35 with which to the home of Mr- and 'Mrs. C. W. Zastrow at a 7:0
' ' \\ *•: ,;,-,*., ...t.
nish electric service below cost if your
buy a stock of fruit. Ever since that!fair
° o'clock dinner, the aftime he has been running a prosperbeing a farewell party for K a y
losses are guaranteed by tax subsidies.
ous business. He happened to stum-j Smitn> who is leaving for Colorado to
ble
on to something the Oskaloosans make his f«t«r« home. Mr. Smith has
Many municipal plants might just as
wanted and now he has a fine source been an employ*. a,t the local elevator
of
income.
for a number of years.
well "give away" six months' "free"

JELLY
POWDER

RICE

Crawford's

Phone

We Deliver

Spec!

£HONE FOR FOOD—ITS THE BETTER WAY
PHONE 29

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Tribune Publishing Co.

WANT-AD!

Specials For Saturday

Miller's Market

SOMETHING
FOR NOTHING?

GA

7c rws lax
at Station in 50 Gallon Lots

current. Taxes may be levied to make
up deficits incurred in the operation of
municipal plants. You can't get something for nothing and electricity is no
exception.

A* K>W« COMPANY- OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWAN*

Corn, hogs and economy paid for
this community once, and will do it
again if we have the grit and gumption our forefathers had. Corn and
hogs are staple products of Iowa, and
will remain so. The talk of mixing
alcohol with gas is just dust in your
eyes to make us buy more ears, and
even the chimera of beer by Christmas wont help. It will take brains
out of your own head, not out of the
other fellows, to pull the trick. Economy don't mean doing without things
you really need, but getting your dollar's worth for your dollar. Prices
on most all repair work and repairs
are down this spring. We are quoting prices lower than for years and
some lower than they have ever been.
Alillard's, West Main Street.
it

STOP GETTING UP NIGHTS
Physic the Bladder With
Juniper Oil

bladder physic, also containing buchu
eaves, e «c. Work on the blajer , .£
itei to castor oil on the ^^ G
25c
store. After
o u vbox
d from any drug
,
if

See Us About Your Motor
and Tractor
,'. * Oil.

We Have
a ' Special
_
. <\* , . , .Price on
Tractor Kerosene

vedofi

phu go back and get your money
you a,-e bothered with backache or
'«•* Pam. caused from bladder disoryou are bound to feel better afIn, cleansing and you get your
lar *!«*. Bongers Bros., Drug.
, S «y BUKETS is u best eller

0. W; Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

OUR COMIC SECTION

IMPRQVfO ^ 4 4
UNIFORM INtEllNATlONAt

Wil

S

and

Hum

Lesson for March 12
JESUS
A TENSE MOMENT
Teacher was Instructing bis class to
past, present, and future tenses.
"Now I will give you an example,"
he said, "Supposing I said 'I am a very
handsome man.' What tense would
that be?"
Jackie Brown, to whom the question
was addressed, rose to bis feet, with an
artful smile on bis face.
"Please, teacher, that would be "pretence'," he replied.—Boston Herald,

$
i-;-'

ii

He Didn't Tax His Tact

U SHOULD BE

HOHUWj—

\ G L A O T M A T WE

ANOTHER I eve* SBT

ONE OP
TWESE, .

r

T

HeSfr APFAIftS

twt

ALWAYS

OUR
HOSTESS NOW

PLEASE Do
CAREFUL. AND
r>ONY MAKE-

I'LL BE
MODEL OF
TACT—•

BREAKS

th n

UNDAY!
CHOOL Lesson

Events in the Lives of Little Men

THE FEATHERHEADS

people are tnn

MINISTERING TO
MULTITUDE

THB

LESSON TEXT-~Mark «:80-44.
GOLDEN TEXT—Even »• the BOB 01
man came not to b« rtlnl«ter«<l unto,
but to mtntet«r, ana to «lv« W« «» *
ransom for m»ny. Matthew tOr28.
PRIMARY TOPIC—JM«» H*lp»«

JTJNIOR* TOPIC—J*»w» *•••««>» ,»
H

INTERM'BDIATB AND SENIOR TOP1C—Meeting Everyday ««•«• with
*YOUNG PHSOPljB AND ADtJW TOPIC—Jesus MlnlsUrlng- to Human N«*d.

Nature knows best)
Bemovi
.

.._

Poor

of .atoli*. Children
are *toggiBh, Not to
yon will only u8e the
trectHMnt" Bead what
for
littles* children m '
• *—. .». '• •' • c -ii '. , .
M

I. Th« Apostles Maklns R«P«* *»
\yTk«n
Ite falls,
Jesus (v. 80).
JUST AS EASY
,itOMB)(IE
™
eyes
are a biiw,|
They had Jost returned from * «»on low,
»ve small chlifeJ
strenuous campaign of preaching and
'•cathartic that 7*
healing. Their ministry bad occaana •tcttfc
•—'• /'TW^JTT-«•»*•
sioned a great stir. This waa ac- feet
pfjteiider bowels!
centuated by tbe continued ministry
of Jesus. They reported to Jesus
what they had taught and what they --^B^lfe. ^rl or boy with t i
had wrought
tonfueland a bad breath i
II. Jesus Alone WltH-the Apostle* b«7dOi>ad 'With salts! .
(vV. 81. 82).
•y^np 'of flgs will gently i
The result of the combined min- tb* ;eolon muscles—and ttj^
istries of Jesus and the apostles war yon used to coax to eat i
such a commotion, with the people deroor his food, digest
coming and going, that there,was no, wel«nt
opportunity for resting or eating. In
Try the California tread
this time of stress and strain Jesus §in tPBlcht, with enough of {
invited the disciples to retire from Cyrtip Of DCS to cleanse Ui«J
"Edna, I don't see how you can be the crowd and rest Periods of with- thonmgbly. Give less
drawal from the crowds in fellowship then «very other day, on
so naughty."
"Why, auntie, It Isn't a bit difficult" with tbe Lord are frequently desirable *veek until the child's ap
and necessary. Tbe benefits of such gestlon, -weight, complain |
retreats are:
yon tbe stasis is gone.
Her Mark
1. Physical recuperation. We nave
Be fore to get the real (
The local carrier delivered a parcel
this treasure Sn earthen vessels. It •yrnp Of figs. Any dragglstt
at the home of Miss Simpson.
"Will you sign for It?" said the car- Is absolutely imperative that there aU botUeA, -with
be periodical retirement for physical aatiiralt vegetable laxative, j
rier.
recuperation.
good for babes of two yeara«
"Sign for itr she exclaimed. "What
2. Spiritual refreshment
Even of ten. They all love itst
shall I dor
JTktfrsortflinUa^oniff/t
"Sign the book," said the carrier. those who are engaged In witnessing
"We've got to have proof of your hav- for Christ need constant renewal of fiynv o/ Fifr* and <ftoie vkt|
their spirits by personal contact with «eR you *om« tubttitute etal
ing received the parcel"
a cVifcr* TieoHTi <»
She took the book and commence)) the Lord.
S. To get one's eyes off of self la ewr- *a*fr any bottle (hit!
to write.
Later, when tbe carrier's man case of either success or failure and pla«nI»KA«Ied CMLIFOR
opened his book, he saw what she had fixed upon Jesus Christ
written. Obviously she bad. never , III. Jesus Teaching the Ignorant
signed for anything before, for all she Multitude (vv. 83, 84).
1. Thronged by the people (y. 36).
had entered In the book were the
words: "I got It"—Answers Maga- The wonderful words and works of
the Lord and the disciples, brought the
zine.
multitudes to them. To escape the
throng they took departure to a desert
Fkilure
» fV^-S *t
'_A
Teacher—Willie, have you no gooc place (v. 82). Seeing the l^ord and his
excuse for staying away from achoo disciples leaving, the people from the
surrounding cities anticipated their
yesterday?
landing place so that upon the arrival
Willie—It ain't my fault
Wort of St. Lonfc1
of the ship they were already there.
KM.
Teacher—It Isn't? Why?
n. old and wfll
2. Jesus moved with compassion
one box of joflH
Willie—'Cause I done my best to
weeks
OKU. I oM
think of a good one.—Globe, Toronto. (v. 34). Instead of becoming Irrimore entrrf
tated by the Intrusion of the crowd,
._ . ,_
hod a honpf|
Fiat folks should take
Ms personal interests were forgotten
Juicier D«te
as the needs of the shepherdless sheep teaspoonfal of Kruschen
Brown (proud of his lineage)—If
pressed upon his notice. Therefore, glass of hot water in the
you can pop In tomorrow evening I'll he began to teach them many things.
before breakfast-it's
show you my family tree.
harmless way to reduce i>
IV. Jesus Feeding the Hungry Mul- thonaands of men and
Smith—Sorry, but Tve promised to
For yonr health's sake
look at Robinson's cabbages.—Wash- titude (vv. 35-44).
1. Conference with the disciples get Krnschen at any
ington Labor.
(w. 35-38).
the cort for a bottle flat,
«eek» fa but a trifle and
a.
The
disciples
requested
that
the
An Early RUer
multitude be sent to the surrounding the fin* bottle you are not
Despairing employer (engaging villages to buy bread (v. 86). Accord- Mttafied with results——"
fourth typist within a month)—Can
Ing to Matthew Jesus made the propoyou punctuate?
sition that the multitude be fed
Typist (brightly)—Oh, jes I I'm al- (Matt 14:18).
ways early In tbe morning.
b. Jesus commanded them to feed
the multitude (v. 87).
POPULAR PLACE
c. The disciples' perplexity (v. 37).
Their perplexity was due to the fact
that they were depending upon their
own resources instead of Christ To
come face to face with the humanly
Impossible has a threefold benefit:
(1) It makes us realize our dependence upon Christ
(2.) It drives us to him for help.
(3) It .leads us to give him the
glory for the results. Though our
ability to teach, preach, or to give be
meager, when coupled with the Lond'a
ability, it Is equal to any demand
which may be made.
2. Jesus' method In feeding the
"¥ou gay you lost your money on multitude (vv. 39-44).
a. The Lord's part. This was to
Wall Street?"
"Yes, there waa a hole In my give Instruction as to the method of
procedure and to create the provision.
pocket"
He so increased five loaves and two
fishes that the need of the hungry
Fatal Accuracy
"How did you lose your position?" multitude was met
b. The disciples' part They were
"For being too accurate," replied tbe
typist "1 took down the hoas' gram- to have the people sit down In companlen so as to facilitate distribution.
mar exactly as be spoke It"
They then took that which the Master
bad blessed and distributed It The
CroMiog Her Finger*
disciples' responsibility was not for
-I shall miss you while you are on the creation of the provision, but for
your hunting trip, dear." said the Its distribution to the people.
young wife affectionately, "and I ghall
c. The peoples' part Their part was
pray that the hunters you are going not to create, nor to distribute, but to
with will do the same."-Laugh8 Mae- partake of the provision. Unless peoailce.
ple receive Jesus Christ and the salvation which he has provided, they win
WanUd a Choice
eternally starve.
Small Boy-I'm afra j d ot
,
the hospital, mother. I'll be brave and
Stand* For«y«r
take my medicine, but I ala't going to
Tbe grass withered), the flower fadlet them palm off a baby on me like eth; but the word of oor God sha»
they did on you. I want a pup."
stand forever.—Isaiah 40:8.
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HOW STARTLING*!
AND •WE^ VOUR
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IT
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Ca»h and Carry
First Futieiu (i,, doctor's offlce)rtiat was a wonderful cure. You went
In with a large swelling on th« left
side mid huve come out without IL
Secoud-Ves, I have paid ujy bill—
Blaetler, Munich.
Tbe Non-Render
Does that saleamun read all the
WMIWB M***p*Mr Dmtoa

• "^w^i*^j

*

Wait Upo« Go4
That life is moat holy in which there
Is least of petition and desire, and
most of waiting upon God. that in
which petition most often passes Into
thanksgiving. Pray till prayer makes
you forget your wish, and leave it or
merge it in God's will.—P. W. Robertson.
Furaac. of Affliction
The furnace of attictlon refines as
from earthly drosaneas and softens us
(or the Impression of God's own stamp.

"ts^S
-•ftss^i
sfssr-ts-a
wS>«"'S</P
«SJK,«"^
50 years.
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BIRDS WILL SOON BE
RETURNING TO IOWA

FROM OUR OLD FILES

Now that spring is not far away the
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
birds that spend their summers in
Iowa will soon be with us. Already
the meadow larks are here and while
March 12, 1903.
they are not out every morning with
'Fred Woods and wife have moved
their joyful singing, several have seen to the farm.
them. They are now in flocks and the
Miss Bessie Myers is spending the
writer saw at least fifty in a field week with friends in Atlantic,
north of town a short time ago. UsThe raising of the buildings along
ually they do not arive until the 15th. the south side of Main Street will be
About that time the killdeer, plover, i great improvement.
pintail, phoebe, cow bird, cedar wax
Thos. Dement and Peter Smith are
wing, junco, mourning dove, black he newly elected directors in districts
duck, baldpate and mallard duck ar- No. 5 and 6, Grant township.
rive. By the end of March another
Benton Bell and Miss Ida White
group begins to come. This includes were married at the Congregational
10-pound
tag
33c
the purple finch, sparrow hawk, ves- hurch parsonage in this city Tuesper sparrow, grebe, kingfisher and lay evening.
A good 5
ilue heron.
Tie Broom
George W. Preston is in Chicago
The first five days of April will his week buying the new spring stock
if the weather is good, bring the fol- f clothing for the popular firm of
lowing birds: coot, field sparrow, 'reston Bros.
.jreen-winged teal, woodcock, yellow•v
Bert Stauffer was called to Missouri
jellied sapsuckers, flickers and some ast week to straighten out some matFirm
special ducks. Between April 6 and ers in connection with his recently
Fraii
April 10, we might expect to greet cquired real estate interests in that
such birds as tree-swallow, blue-wing- tate.
Armour's
ed teal, winter wren, osprey and bitDenison Pearce, one of the promin,ern.
Between April 6 and 20, we nt and rustling young farmers of
Clover-bloom
might expect to greet the goldfinch, ureka township, was married last
red-crowned kinglet, barn swallow, week .to Miss Mamie Crawford of Des
PEANUT BUTTER, quart jar
andpiper and waterthrush. April 21 rloines.
Wolverine Horaehide Work
o April 26 should bring the followMUSTARD, quart jar
Shoes, all leather soles and
Miss Maggie Miller's cherrful "helng:
myrtle-warbler, towhee, chimheels
. . .
. . .
" was in evidence at the Musson
ney swift, Virginia rail and green
MILK, Libby's tall cans, 3 for
central last Friday, the first time in
heron. Before the end of the month
everal weeks; her absence from duty,
irou should see the house wren, brown
Wolverine 1OOO Mile Shoes
$2.98
MOPSTICKS, 15c value
eing due to illness.
}
Brasher, black and white warbler,
These shoes are made from the best shell horse hide and all have arch
What was formerly used as a sameery and whippoorwill.
OATMEAL, Quaker Buckeye, 5-lbs. ".
supports.
ile room in the west end of the Hotel
.Ifc
The first five days of May brings
teynolds has been partitioned off into
ome of our most known birds. The
RAISINS, Thompson Seedless, 2-Ibs.
redstark, catbird, crested fly catcher, a parlor and two bed rooms. The new
ample
room
will
be
in
the
east
end
of
obolink, baltimore oriole, scarlet tanPlRUNES, 2-lb. box : . . . . ' , . . J . . . • ' . . ;
ager, king bird, rose breasted gros- he building.
School
election
in
Anita
last
Mon, Selling for CASH and Selling for Less
>eak, red-headed woodpecker and nut1
PEACHES, extra fancy, 2-lbs.
iatch. From May 6 to 10 we will see isy was a very tame affair, there beng
no
opposition
to
J.
€.
Voorhees
he thrush, bittern, purple martin and
ADVO JELL, all flavors, 4 for
ruby throated humming bird. There nd J. D. Young, both of whom will
CARD OF THANKS.
remain
on
the
board
of
education
for
may be a few later arrivals but most
MARSHMALLQWS, fancy 1-lb. box
another three years.
We wish to thank our friends and of the birds are in by that time, even
The
Order
of
the
Eastern
Star
conneighbors for their many acts of sym- be little sassy wren that persists in vened in regular communication last
pathy and kindness extended to us juilding a nest in anything in the line Monday evening, and exemplified the
during our recent bereavement, the of a can or box near the kitchen door. leautiful and impressive work to six
CORN, lOc cans Evergreen, 3 for
If you happen to know the history
death of our husband and father; also
andidates;
after
which
the
usual
those who sent flowers and assisted jf the birds and where they spend the lountiful banquet was enjoyed by all.
winter you have some idea of how far
with the funeral services.
One of the Bible citations reads:
Mrs. Chas. Scholl and Family. hey come each spring—perhaps one,
The storm does hot keep this J
wo or even three thousand miles.
"And he commanded the people to from church when they wanttoad
f
CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH
+
Shampoo and Finger Wave. .50c
A new oil burner has been installed Some even take a flight of five hunE. L. Anderson, Pastor.
4 sit down on the ground: and he took It is a gre«t .pleasure to see sud|
in
the large oven at the Anita Bak- Ired miles over the Gulf of iMexico,
the seven loaves,, and gave thanks, terest on such a day. When it u<
Finger Wave (Dried)
35c
ery.
>ver mountains, rivers, cities and des- h 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - + + 4 - f 4 4 > 4 > + -f + and brake, and gave to his disciples lets see what we can do. Youi
Finger Wave (Wet)
25c
irts to be with us during the sum- (The Church With a Heart and to set before them; and they did set ways welcome.
an Open Mind.)
A meeting of the Anita Literary mer.
Church School at iO:00 a. m. A them before the people, And they
Club will be held on Thursday aftertraining school for Christian living, had a few small fishes: and he blessed,
noon at 2:S^O o'clock at the home of WHAT'S THE €ORN PRICE
and commanded to set them also beMrs. Eric Osen. 'Mrs. Zate Biggs will
PROSPECT FOR THE COUNTRY with classes for all ages. Mrs. Lydia fore them. So they did eat, and were
$3.00
$5.00
$6.00
Brown, Superintendent.
read a paper, "Alaska the Eighth
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. filled: and they took up of the broken
Is the price of corn likely to rise
Wonder of the World," and Miss Alsaaaaaajsa;
=-.
Special appropriate music. Sermon meat that was left seven baskets. Am
dula Stone will give a review on "The during 1933 ?
Three School Contest Heli]
they
that
had
eaten
were
.about
four
Alaskan."
Geoffrey Shepherd of the Agricul subject, "Christianity in Action." Plan
Phone 285 for Appointment
The three school declamatory i
tural Economics Department, Iowa to attend church every Sunday dur- thousand: and he sent them away' test held in the high school audit!
(Mark
8:6-9).
State Colege, says this question musi ing Lent.
Among the selection from the Chris, last Wednesday evening, between^
be divided into two questions in ordInstitute Program.
tian
Science textbook is the following: testants from Atlantic, Lewis i
George Schwenneker of Guthrie
ir to answer it adequately.. First, are
Refreshments at 6:30. Mr. and
"In the scientific relation of God' to Anita, was an unusually good «
Center was a business caller in the
corn prices likely to improve from Mrs. Ben Kenfield in charge.
city Monday.
now until April 1? Second, are prices
Assembly devotional service at 7:00 man, we find that whatever blesses one test and the competition was
blesses all, as Jesus showed with the close throughout.
Voss Manufacturing Co. likely to increase from April to Sep- o'clock. .
v
A large crowd was present,
loaves and the fishes,—Spirit, not matCecil Malone of Atlantic, a son of
"IP IT'S MADE OF WOOD,
tember ?
Piano Solo, Lyle Hayter. the
assembly room to capacity \
ter,
being
the
source
of
supply"
(p,
Representative C. E. Malone, was a
WE CAN MAKE IT."
In answering the first question, Mr
Departmental Session at 7:15
206).
presented a splendid audience for j
visitor in the city Friday morning.
602-4 E. 3rd. St.
Shepherd, who has been making a
Adult Group.
contestants to deliver their
special study of corn prices for sev
Addresses, "Training for Chris+ t + 4 - 4 - 4 4 4 4 4 * 4 4 4 to. The whole program in
Swan, Martin & Martin eral years, points out that at presen tian
Leadership," Mrs. L. 3. Hofmeis
4
C D . MILLARD
4
M. E. CHURCH NOTES
4 music provided by different
Attorneys-at-Law
there is a large amount of corn stores ter, and "What the Church Means to
4
General
4 General Law Business Transacted in open cribs. Most of this corn Youth," Mrs. Alpha Nelson.
Monroe J. Rarick, Pastor.
4 in the school proceeded smootblfl
*
Blacksmithing.
4
seemed to be very much apprw
should be moved before May because
Young People's Group.
Ask For
Sunday
School
at
10:00
a.
m.
Dr.
V4 4444444444444 4 4
Each contestant had been wellt
after May deterioration, will be heavy
Topic, "When Is Friendship ChrisPrimrose Ice Cream
C. H. Johnson, General Supt
ed for the vent and needless
If
this
open
crib
corn
is
sent
to
th
tian,"
Miss
Mildred
IWiese.
444--t-t-4-f44444-*-4444
The Cream Supreme
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock in showed by the effective rendii«l
market before summer, as it shouL.
Address, "Christian Character,'
+
H. E. CAMPBELL
4
At Most Dealers
the Masonic Temple.'
their selection that they had i
be,
heavy
receipts
of
corn
are
likelj
Miss
Esther
Then.
4
Physician and Surgeon
•»
Epworth League at 7:00 p. m. in the training that would be abiding
to
keep
the
price
from
rising.
There
Junior
Group.
Zurfluh Greenhouses
+ Office in Campbell block over 4
Atlantic received threefirstsM
is very little price rise from Decembe
Topic, "The Message of Jesus.' parsonage. Leader, Miss .Margaret
+ Clardy's Hardware. Residence 4 Cut Flowers, Funeral Designs and to April in ordinary years, and thi.
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Michigan's bank trou- I •» T
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COMMON SENSE WINS
Jumbling of Old and
an epidemic offinancialwoes JN6W Ki6Clp6S lOT
broke out In many parts of the counNew Found in Penia Almost any silly thing can be pop*
try. The state authorities, however,
nlar for a while, but common sens*
were on the alert and
and relentlessly crushes It to
steps to save the
.Asia presents to the traveler a slowly
death.
banks and their deBscalloped vegetables make good Jumbled picture of age-old customs
positors were taken luncheon or supper dishes substan- side by side with modernity, Dr.
quickly. Bank holi- tial enough for the main part of the Maynard Owen Williams, only Amerdays were declared meaL In cold weather some hot food ican with the Citroen-Haardt TransD. Rooaeyelt Inaugurated President—Thomas
by the governors of Is desirable for each menu of a day Asiatic expedition, told members of
several states of the and these escalloped dishes are the National Geographic society in
falsh Diea Suddenly—Japan Pushing China Out
Middle West, and In hearty, tasty, an,d hot There is wide an address at Washington.
Don't let them get a strangle'hold.
of Jehbl—Turmoil in Germany.
Ohio, Indiana and variety in them. Pieces of bread or
Modern ways and machines, he degerms quickly. Creomulaion, comelsewhere many banks crumbs which are not fresh are usual clared, have worked their ways with Fight
bine* the 7 beat helps known to modern
placed restrictions on Ingredients, making the cost small in Persia, and the. traditional blooded tcienco. Powerful but harmlesa. Plauanfc
Henry Ford withdrawals. Penn- proportion to the amount If rice, horses upon which, Persians once to take. No narcotics. Your druggist wfll
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
sylvania and West
etc., are used these are In- journeyed,, have given way to auto- refund your money if any cough or cold
Virginia also were affected but the macaroni,
expensive
also. What is needed Is mobiles and buses. Trucks have no nutter how long standing i* not re, the oath of office * admin- conditions and drcnmstances that er- legislatures got busy with remedial
(adv.)]
enough of the vegetable to permeate usurped the caravan routes, once lieved by Creomuldon.
by Cnief Justice Hughes of 1st." The British openly hoped that I measures.
^Supreme court and bowing his the United States would Join In the I While Governor Comstock was try- the bread to supply a rich flavor to traveled exclusively by camels, and
to kiss a three^hundred-year-old embargo policy, but there Is strong I lnK to speed up the Michigan leglsla- the whole. The more pronounced the mall and passenger planes roar overhead. But adhering to age-old cusDntj«h Bible, Franklin opposltlon to this among the members ture,
*""" Henry
™~~~~ Ford
*""•* and
"'" his
"~ son
~ ~ Bdsel
"""" flavor of the vegetable the less of tt
Delano Boosevelt be- of congress. Senator James Hamilton came to the rescue of the First Na- will be needed, while with a delicate tom, Persian women still appear pubMakes UI• Unbearable
came the thirty-sets Lewis of Illinois voiced this opposition tional and Guardian National banks flavored vegetable more will be need- licly only under heavy veils. Afghanlast year a prominent New Yotk fads*
istan
was
less
marked
by
western
ed.
Some
delicious
escalloped
vegeond President of the In a speech In the senate, warning the of Detroit with a plan to put up $8,ad hi* wife committed suidde because!'
troubl* made life unbearable. Prvreat
influences.
United States. His lips nation that application of an embargo 260,000 of their private funds and table dishes are given today.
infection..
If.ooi* if miffed, head
Crossing the Himalayas, he said, it
were^pressed on the against both China and Japan or create two new banks that would take/ Escajlopod Cauliflower With Cheese.
1
Freshly
boiled
cauliflower
or
leftwas necessary for the party to aban- ducOTcnr of* St. tool
' open page where was against Japan alone" might involve us over the two mentioned, enabling their
T?C man* bteuhiac euy, keepi head andi
Paul's admonition to In another disastrous foreign war. depositors to receive immediately 30 overt can be used. If the latter Is don Its modern mode of travel and thtoat
and .piotect* imintt coldi.
the Corinthians clos- He told his colleagues that "Britain per cent of their deposits. It was ex- not Sufficient It can be increased by .take to ponies, yaks and camels, Catarrh,cleat
bar ferer and lion* infection. Tout
the addition of cabbage chopped, but crossing the Chinese Turkestan bor- thia oat. Get a luxe bottle of SINASIPTEC
ing
i
"And
now
abldpected
that
New
York
bankers
would
already
has
sold.all
the
arms
to
both
£rom year diaglin
' i n and
tad n»e
ate it
it.in
in wi
1
eth faith, hope and nations they can pay for, and In ad- grant a loan of $20,000,000 to the not too fine. Put a layer of finely der.
Sar it:—Slna-aip -tec.
broken
pieces
of
bread
In
the
bottom
charity, these three; dition has sold them the machinery First National and that thereupon it
but the greatest of with which munitions can be manu- would receive $54,000,000 from the Re- of a buttered baking dish. Dot with
these la charity."
factured." •
construction Finance corporation. But butter and sprinkle with salt, pepper,
Turning then to face
One of the peculiar angles of the the New Yorkers—who never did like and celery salt Dot with small bits
[cheering thousands of his fellow Japanese invasion of Jehol Is that If Ford—held back and the result was of ordinary cheese. On this, put a
, mostly pemocrata, Mr. Boose- it succeeds It may prove disastrous to that the plan was delayed In execu- layer of cauliflower. Continue with
told them "briefly why he had the cause of Communism In China. It tion and material changes were neces- layers of seasoned bread crumbs and
and hope In hla plans for the would threaten Russia's last Impor- sary. The two new banks were given cheese alternating with cauliflower,
Only Catfonr* Shaving
deal" that'he had promised the tant channel of transport and com- the names of People's National and cauliflower and cabbage, or Just cabbage;
Moisten
well
with
rich
milk.
Cream contains the emollient
ptry.1 The charity that "never munication with China and virtually Manufacturers' National.
The top layer, of fine bread crumbs,
will combine with the trust of close the Communist Internationale's
properties of Cutlenra which
[people in their new Chief Bxecu- connections with the Chinese Beds.
LANS for recapturing control of should have extra bits of butter on
soothe and heal the skin while you shave, doing
i in the movement .upward from the Dispatches, from Latvia say the Ruscongress In 1934 were laid by the It and no cheese. Bake for 20 minaway with the necessity of using lotions. And
utes
or
until
the
top
Is
a
delicate
:
sian munition plants at Leningrad are executive committee of the Republican brown. Serve hot
bs.
. '' -',^\'' ' •
:'-'•'••
what a wonderful after-shave feeling! A skin
i his demeanor-'and words the new working day and night to produce national committee at a meeting In
that is smooth, cool, refreshed and invigorated.
Escalloped Italian Onions.
lident showed how deeply he was guns and munitions for the Chinese Washington, and Herbert Hoover was
Line the bottom of a buttered baktold that his party would continue to
ited by the midden' death" of the government
At jtrar dealer* or cent postpaid on receipt of SSc.
Addna: Cnticnra Laboratories, Maiden, Maaaw
look to him for leadership In the days ing dish with bread crumbs seasoned
he had named as bis attorney
al—Thomas J. Walsh, the vetEVERAL days before the inaugura- to come. As the meeting was held be- with salt and pepper, and dotted
senator from Montana,
tion Mr. Roosevelt formally com- fore Mr. Hoover retired from the with butter. Over this put a layer
bough fairly colorful, the In- pleted his cabinet, the appointments White Bouse there was no attempt to of boiled Italian onions cut into
al ceremonies were somewhat re- being as given In this column pftvious- make anyone else leader or to displace small pieces. If the onions are cut
eled by Mr. Boosevelt's determlna- ly. •, The last names given out were Chairman Everett Sanders. The op- before boiling they will take less
that ecoh6my should be prac- those of Daniel a Boner as secretary ponents of those two gentlemen in the time to get done. Dot the onion
The parade, for Instance, was of commerce and Frances Perkins as national committee, however, may be layer lightly with minced celery and
silvers of sweet pepper. Fill the dish
down so that It passed the re- secretary of 'labor. Miss Perkins, who expected to get Into action later.
In a message to the committee Mr. with these alternate layers, having
sing stand ,ln about two hours. in private life to Mrs. Paul Wilson, Is
It was a fine procession, led by the first woman to be a member of an Hoover outlined the fundamental pol- the last one fine bread crumbs well
MacArthur, chief of staff, as American 'cabinet, but Mr. Roosevelt icies which he asserted Republicans seasoned and dotted with butter.
marshal. He acted In that ca- In selecting her was not bidding for as well as Democrats should follow. Moisten with soup stock or mills.
(ity because.General Pershlng was feminine political support, according These Included a demand for economy Bake 20 minutes or until a light
t in Arizona by Illness,
to bis friends. Be regards her as he in government and protection for gov- brown. Serve hot Fresh baked corn
the evening the Inaugural ball, would a man, highly capable for the ernment obligations. He urged the bread and peas make a good comsocial event though unofficial, post Some time ago William Green, necessity of maintaining sound cur- bination to go with these escalloped
Italian onions. If these are not oba gorgeous affair. It was man- president of the American Federation rencies and sound national credit
tainable any other onions can be
by Mrs. John J. Dougherty and of Labor," said that organization was
used.
large proceeds were turned over deeply disappointed by Mr. Boosevelt's
*• to prosecute the Impeachment of Tomatoes and Corn With Spaghetti.
rity. President Eoosevelt was selection of Miss Perkins.
[present, but 'his wife and daughBreak spaghetti Into small pieces.
Cordell Hull, secretary of state, Federal Judge Harold K. Louderback
Anna graced the occasion.
resigned his seat in the senate. of San Francisco, 'which was voted by Boll In salted water until tender.
i. Hoover and Mr. Boosevelt drove Governor McAllister of Tennessee ap- the house recently.
Drain. Put a layer of this spaghetti
her from the White House to the 'pointed Nathan L. Bachman of Chat- They were all memInto a buttered baking dish. Season
iltol In an open car for the Inaugu- tanooga to succeed Hull. Bachman bers of the Judiciary
with salt pepper, celery salt and
, and theiTvWives followed in an-^ was formerly Justice of the Tennessee committee In the confinely minced parsley. Cover with
gress that is now
machine. The /first event was Supreme court
slices of ripe tomato or with solid
dead and gone. .Two
I swearing In of John Nance Garner
pieces of stewed or canned tomato.
of them, La Gnardla
Vice President, .this taking place In
Sprinkle verjr lightly with fine bread
NCLE SAM has been for months of New York and
i senate chamber. Then everybody
crumbs. Cover them with canned
Investigating the collapse of the Sparks of K a n s a s ,
at out to the stands in front of the Insull public utilities concerns, anil
corn highly seasoned with salt pep'tol where Mr. Boosevelt took the finally the federal grand 'Jury in Chi- were tame ducks, so
per and dot with butter. Fill the
their places will be
of office. When this was over,
dish with layers of spaghetti, tomacago indicted Samuel filled lay others. The
, and Mrs. Hoover drove quickly to
Insull, his son Samuel, r e s t a r e G o r d o n Judge H. K. toes, and corn as given, having bread
crumbs on top. Moisten with a thin
i Union station** and took train for
his brother Martin, Browning of Tennes- Louderfaack
WAYS TENDER. Always FRESH J No
white sauce. Dot top with butter.
York.
and sixteen others. see, Malcolm Tarver
wonder millions prefer Premium Flakes!
The latter Include of Georgia and H. W. Summers of Brown in oven. Just before serving
RECIPES THAT SAVE!
Tender and flaky because they're made of
sprinkle finely minced fresh parsley
GSIDENT BQOSBVELT'S cabinet
Stanley Field, banker Texas, all Democrats.
selected ingredient* and scientifically baJced.
Printed on the packaft. Mora*
sprigs
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top
and
put
one
large
wns invaded by death even before
and president of the
Judge Louderback was impeached
iuide. And a brand-new book- ,
Preib because they're packed oven-fresh, and
of ripe tomato In center of top.
ntered upon Its duties., Thomas j".
Field museum ; Har- for distributing lucrative receiverships slice
foil
free if you write. Aakfbr
delivered oven-fresh; Buy them in the small
A 1>». Bell Syndicate.—WND Service.
fcteh of Montana, who had Just re"Menu Magic." Send TOOT
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packages.
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are
real
bar*
name on • penny postcard
ned as senator to become the new
dent of Halsey, Stuart under him to friends and political al- Dr. Pierce'i Favorite Prescription makes
gains in quality food.
Co National Biscuit Company*
ney general, passed away on an
& Co., -internationally lies. Be will be tried by the senate weak women strong. No alcohol. Sold
449 We* 14th St. New Yotk.
ntlc Coast line train near Wilson,
by druggists in tablets or liquid.—Adv.
NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
known bond house, during the special session.
3., as he was on his way from Florand
8am
Insull
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*•
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to Washington. His death was
Fruits of Labor
president, of the ComERMANY moved back to the first
flden and was a great shock to his monwealth Edison company. Mr. Field
Every
bit
of money you get repreagain when some Commu* :lal associates and his multitude of was a director of the Corporation Se- nists page
sents somebody's hard labor—genertried
to
burn
down
the
huge
Bends. He was married only a few curities company, one of the Insnil reichstag building in Berlin and did ally your own.
|ys before In Havana, Cuba, to concerns.
succeed In ruining the main session
nora Nleves Chaumont de Truffln, a
The defendants are charged with hall and the glass and gold cupola.
althy widow, and she was with him using the malls to defraud. The In- One young Dutch Bed was arrested
TUERES A SOAP CALLED R1NSO.
: the time of hi* demise.
I LEARNED SOMETHING THIS MORNING
dictment is based on alleged "false and confessed to setting the blaze.
USE IT NEXT WASHDAY AND VOO
|Senator Walsh, whp was seventy- pretenses, representations and prom- The occurrence was seized upon by
THAT'S GOING TO GIVE ME HOURS OF
WON'T NEED TO SCRUB OR BOIL
> years old. was born In Two Blv- ises" made to prospective Investors in Chancellor Hitler and his government
FREEDOM EVERY MONDAY
—RINSO DOES YOUR WASH
., Wls. When he resigned he was the common stock of the Corporation as an opportunity to destroy the ComWHILE YOU TAKE IT EASY
tvtag his fourth term In the senate, Securities company. The defendants munist party, add action was swift and
i which body he served his country engaged In a nation-wide campaign of drastic. Capt. William Goering, Nazi
LET ME IN ON THE J
and faithfully. He was consld- selling this stock through Halsey, minister without portfolio and virtual
SECRET, BARBARA! j
', one of the leading authorities on Stuart & Co., Utility Securitlea.com. ruler of Prussia, first ordered the arConstitution. Walsh, was penna- pany, Insull, Son & Co., Corporation rest of one hundred Bed members of
nt chairman of the Democratic na- Syndicate company and others, the in- the reichstag ijnd suppressed the enal conventions of 1924 and 1032.
dictment charges.
tire Leftist press. Then, as rumors
It is charged that the defendants of a Communist plot to overthrow the
[OST immediate of the problems represented to investors that they government spread. President Von Hlnbefore Secretary of State Cordell would find a safety of principal in denburg Issued a decree annulling all
la the Slno-Japanese embrogllo, their Investment because of the great constitutional liberties of private citiBch now is really a war. With bis physical properties of the company zens, Including free speech and free
i approval the State
when, in fact, there were no great press, the right of assembly and the
nent already
physical properties and the security secrecy of postal, telegraphic and telea note to
back of the common stock was worth- phonic communications.
|neva expressing
The decree empowered the federal
less.
neral accord" with
The investors were told, according government to take over executive
League of Nato the true bill, that the yield on the power in states that fall to enforce
action In constock would be 6 per cent or more law and order; and the death penalty
ng the Japanese
when, in fact, there could be no In- waa ordered for attempts on the lives
«ry Policy in Man-!
come on the stock "by reason of the of tie President and members of the
Though thtt
fact that the company operated at a federal and state cabinets, carrying
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"w profound*
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End Serious Coughs
With Creomulsioa
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While You Shave
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Fred Saemisch of Atlantic was a
Business caller in the city Friday.

THEATRE

Wm. Cryer of Morris, Illinois,
ted from Saturday until Monday at
;he home of his uncle, Win. Steele and
wife, near Berea.
R. D. Vernon and wife have gone
Lewis to visit a few weeks at the
lome of their daughter, Mrs. Bert
Beebe and family.
Emerson Correll and wife, who have
been living on the Harry Huff farm
northeast of Anita, have moved to a
'arm one mile west of Casey.

Anita
Sat-Sun.

March 11-12

Dive in with...

Mrs. Weimer Pearson, who has been
confined to her home for three weeks
suffering from kidney trouble, is reported to be somewhat improved.

TO OUR ANITA CUSTOMERS:

We guarantee you the lowest prices
anywhere on merchandise of equal
quality at our 8th Anniversary Sale
—Begins 'March llth. 30x3% E. S.
tire, $2.85. Gamble Stores.
It

**5JJ Electric Company has placed in effect in Anita a new
u 4*JI:?n<Fwmercdal lighting and power rate, which is a
substantial reduction over the present rates now in effect. One
rate has been designed that will eliminate all other rates, with
the exception of the residence contract. The new rate schedule
is as follows:

There Was a good attendance at the
meeting of the Women's Foreign
Missionary Society of the M. E.
church at the home of Mrs. C. W.
Crandall last Thursday afternoon.

The first 25 kilowatt hours used per month at lOc
per kilowatt hour.
Thie next 25 kilowatt hours used per month at 8c
, per kilowatt hour.
The next 60 hours use of maximum demand at 6.4c
per kilowatt hour.
Balance at 3.4c per kilowatt hour.
Minimum monthly bill $1.00.

IB he'funny? Is he fast? Will
you howl? Can he make love? Will
love him ? See "You Said A
Mouthful," with Joe E. Brown at the
Rialto Saturday and Sunday evenings.

above rate is net. In order to avoid discrimination and
tQ cover the extra cost of collecting delinquent bills an addition^! charge of 10% on the first $10.00 and 2% on all in excess
of $10.00 will be added to all bills not paid by the 10th of the
month.
The old rate for the smaller customer was as follows :
-~'•"
:

The first 40 kilowatt hours at 12c per kilowatt hour.
Balance at 7c per kilowatt hour.
Minimum monthly bffl $1.00.

The new rate is a reduction of 2c per kilowatt hour on the
top step and this reduction affects all customers in Anita that
are on this 'rate. "
., --"'The old r-ate schedule also provided for an optional rate as
follows:
A service charge of 75c per month for which no energy is furnished, plus an energy; charge of the first
100 kilowatt hours at 8c per kilowatt hour. Balance
' at 6c per kilowatt hour.
•

'

'

"

'

,

•

'

<

^

The new rate will also eliminate this rate. Larger commercial users are subject to an individual analysis, and if they do not
understand the application of the new rate they should call at
the office where complete information is available on their particular case.
-

'

'

k

•

All residence contract users in the past have been billed on
the following rate:
The first 60 kilowatt hours used per month at $5.00
per month.
All in excess of 60 kilowatt hours used per month
at 4c per kilowatt hour.
The new rate is as follows :
The first 60 kilowatt hours used per month at $4.90
per month.
.
All in excess of 60 kilowatt hours used per month
at 3c per kilowatt hour.
Please note particularly that all customers using over 60 kilowatt hours will receive a reduction of Ic per kilowatt hour.
not expect any immediate increase in the use of electricity^as a result of the adoption of these new rates, which will
amount to a direct cut in our revenues, but we feel that when
times improve somewhat the schedule will assist in building business faster than the rates now in effect.
Our revenues have shown a marked decrease during the past
year, but we must maintain service regardless of that fact. Reducing rates during a period of falling revenues is always a serious' problem. It has been impossible to reduce operating costs
in keeping with the decline in revenues, for the major part of the
operating expense comes under the heading of fixed costs, such
as bond interest, taxes and coal. The latter twuitems are in
fact higher now than formerly. The only item that shows a decrease is labor, and that is a small part of the total expense.
Our Company is straining every nerve to maintain a solvent
position financially. Our situation is more favorable than some
other companies because it is an Iowa corporation, owned locally, and not connected with any holding company Considering
the value of our property, our bonded indebtedness is low. No
dividends are being paid on the preferred or common stock, which

John Mallory and wife have moved
from the property on West Main
Street belonging to the estate of the
late H. W. Budd to the Morgan property just south of the Christian
church.
The members of the Biae-a-Wee
club were the guests last Wednesday
afternoon of Mrs. Karl Brown at her
home east of the city Mrs. Herbert
Bartley was high scorer for the afternoon.

He's a champ in a sea of marcel wave*...but
when he enters the Catalina dtrhy he's just a
long-distance chump! If you want the thrill of a
lafftime, don't miss this First National hit with

GINGER ROGERS and "FARINA"
of Our Gang fame.

Wm. Steele, well known farmer of
Eureka township, Adair county, has
been drawn as a petit juror for the
'March term of the Adair county district court, which convenes in Greenfield on March 14.
Housewives—here are a few ol
Gamble's March Sale specials—Gen
nine .Cannon "Turkish" towels, 9c,
Copper bottom Wash Boiler, 98c; Willow Clothes Basket, 55c.
Begins
March llth. Gamble Stores. It
Ed. F. Carlton has bought from his
father, B. D. Carlton of Atlantic, 16C
acres of the Carlton farm northeas
of Anita. The farm Ed. gets is lo
cated on the west side of the road
Ed. and his family will move from
Anita to the farm in a few days.
Greenfield will issue ?300 in scrip as
an employment and poor relief measure. This action was taken by the
town council when a petition containing the signatures of 90 business anc
professional men agreed to take the
scrip in exchange for merchandise
services at its face value.
Joe Gissibl has received an announcement from Mr. and Mrs. Chester Thrailkill of Earlham that on February 24, a 10V& pound boy was born
to them. The little fellow has been
named Chester Junior. Mrs. Thrailkill was formerly Arlene Willison.
Not only is Joe a great grandfather,
but Bert and Nancy Willison of Norwalk, Iowa, are a proud grandpa and
grandma.
A company of twenty-four boys
and girls were entertained Friday evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Porshay on West Main Street,
in honor of the 15th. birthday of Miss
Dorothy Forshay. The evening was
spent in playing different games, followed by a two course lunch served
by Mrs. Forshay. The decorations \
of the home and lunch tables were in
pink and white.
The annual school election of the
independent district of Anita will be
held next Monday] The polls will be
open from noon until 7:00 o'clock in
the evening:. Two directors will be
elected to succeed Dr. C. E. Harry
and M. M. Burkhart. Candidates
whose names have been filed with the
secretary for the two positions are
Dr. Harry, H. L. Bell, J. T. Mormig
and Ralph Cochran.
Mrs. S. G. Jewett entertained a
company of ladies at her home recently at a miscellaneous shower for
Mrs. Merritt Steele, who before her
marriage was Miss Aline Hayter. A
social afternoon and the presenting
of gifts to the guest of honor was followed by the serving of a two course
lunch by the hostess, who was assisted by Mrs. Guy Hayter, Mrs. Robert
Wilson and Miss Inez Wilson.
Fire starting in the furnace room
at the H. H. Turner home on East
Main Street, and discovered about
3:00 o'clock last Wednesday afternoon,
did some damage to the basement of
the house. The fire was discovered
by H. L. Patterson of Atlantic, a representative of the Jewel Tea Co.,
when he called at the Turner home.
No one was home at the time it was
discovered, Mrs. Turner being at a
neighbor's home.

SPECIAL SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS

"Fatty" ARBUCKLE
in

"HEY, POP!"
also

Latest Universal News Events
with GRAHAM McNAMEE
POPULAR ADMISSION

Farmer's attention? 100 ft. % inch
Pure Manilla Rope, 98c. Motor oil,
7%c qt. in 50 gal. lots. Galv. Wash
tub, 49c. Long life "B" Batteries, 69c.
Sale begins March 11. Gamble
Stores.
It
The members of the Original Sunshine club were guests last Thursday
of Mrs. Axel Jensen at an all day
meeting. A covered dish diner was
served at 1:00 o'clock. Mrs. Lee Crane
will be hostess at the next meeting of
the club.
The annual banquet of the Modern
Woodmen and Royal Neighbors lodges
was held at the I. O. O. F. hall Saturday evening. A two course dinner
was served at 6:30 o'clock to the
members and their families, after
which an interesting program was
given. The rest of the evening was
spent socially.

lOc and 25c

An all day meeting of the W. WL
club was held last Thursday at the
home of Mrs. Ralph Eichter. A covered dish dinner was served at noon.
The ladies spent most of the day in
quilting.

Better Shoes For Less
NOTHING — $2.98 — OVER

Family Shoe Store
Atlantic

Better Fit Better Wear j
SAVE MONEY
!4
Economy Shoe Co. J

LIVE STOCK MARKET INFORMATION
Trucking rate, live stock, to Omaha
15c per hundred
TANKAGE
..............
.................
$1.15
OIL MEAL
................................
$1.40

Farmers Coop.

.. .

A.

^™-

NOTICE.
We wish everyone knowing themselves indebted
to us would eall at our office in Anita and verify their
account before V. C. McCoy leaves the city. This is
necessary for your protection as well as ours, so
there will be no disputes later on. Whether you are
able to pay your account or not, please call at the
, office and verify the amount of your account with
Mr. McCoy.

FULLERTON LUMBER CO.
V. C. McCoy, Manager.
Quality and Service
Phone 14
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KPOSEVELT

Ick Action Is Pledge
of President Roosevelt
ral Address He Criticizes Banking Methods, Demands
Sound Mpney in Sufficient Quantity and Indicates
Increased Government Employment.
ton.—With impressive cere|anklln Delano Roosevelt was
as President of the
ntes on Saturday, March 4.
i of office was administered
Justice^ Hughes IB the (nanon the' east steps of the
112:30 p. m., following which
ildent' delivered bis InanWhen the address was
former • President Hoover
loovef were driven to the
ake the train for New fork
|dent and Mrs. Roosevelt
i to the White House where
|ved some 1500 specially tolls and reviewed the Inanade. Just previous to the
on of President Roosevelt.
aldent John Nance Garner
the oath of office In the
amber. The President's in[adress was as follows;
ertaln that my fellow Amerjsct that on my Induction Into
dency I will address them
and a decision which
nt situation ot our nation
pre-eminently the time to
truth, the whole truth,
nfl boldly. Nor need we
i honestly facing conditions
nntry today. This great naf endure as It baa endured,
and will prosper. So. first

[PRESIDENT GARNER
assert my firm belief
My thing we have to fear
lf— namejess, unreasoning,
. terror which paralyse*
fort* to convert retreat into
dark hour of oar national
of frankness and
with thai understandPart of the people them1
is essential to victory. I
that yon will «gaJn give
to leadership In these
Nation Ficet.
spirit on my part and
s we face onr common dlffiy concern, thank Ood, only
nes. Values have shrunken
levels. 5 taxes bare risen;
fen t,pay ha" Mien; -governI" kinds la faced by. serious
*,11"*™: the means of
«,« currents
rr
ta
">« withered leave* of tofor

her toll with little return. Only a foolish optimist .can deny the dark realities of the moment
"Yet our distress comes from no
failure of substance. We are stricken
by no plague of tqcusta Compared
with the perils which our forefather*
conauered because they believed and
were not afraid, we have still much
to be thankful for. Nature still offers
her bounty and human efforts have
multiplied It Plenty ts at onr doorstep, but a generous use of It languishes In the very sight of the supply.
Indicts Money Changer*.
"Primarily, this is because the rulers of the exchange of mankind's
goods have failed through their own
stubbornness and their own Incompetence, have admitted their failure and
abdicated. Practices of the unscrupulous money changers stand Indicted
In the court of public opinion, rejected by the hearts and minds of
men.
"True, they have tried, but their efforts have been cast In the pattern
of an outworn tradition. Faced by
failure -of credit they have .proposed
only the lending of more money.
"Stripped of the lure of profit by
which to Induce onr people to follow
their false leadership they have resorted to exhortations, pleading tearfully for restored confidence. They
know only the rules of a generation
of self-Beckers. They have no vision,
and when there Is no vision the people perish.
"The money changers have fled from
their high seats In the temple of our
civilization. We may now restore that
temple to the ancient truths. The
measure of the restoration lies In the
extent to which we apply social values more noble than mere monetary
profit.
HapptMM Not In Money. '
"Happiness lies not In the mere possession of money; It lies In the Joy
of achievement, In the thrill of creative effort The joy and moral stimulation of work no longer must be
forgotten In the mad chase of evanescent profits. These dark days will
be worth all they cost us If they teach
us that onr true destiny is not to be
ministered unto, but to minister to
ourselves and to our fellovf men.
"Recognition of the falsity of material wealth as the standard of success goes hand In hand with the abandonment of the false belief that public
office and high political position are
to be valued only by the standards
of pride of place and personal profit;
and there most be an end to a conduct
in banking and In business which too
often has given to a sacred trust the
likeness of callous and selfish wrongdoing. Small wonder that confidence
languishes, for It thrives only on honesty, on honor, on the sacredness of
obligations, on faithful protection on
unsSsh^erformance; without them
It cannot live.
Nation A«k» for Action.
calls, however, not for
ethlcfl alone. This aaOon

aTrrJ'jsts^
Ss.T35a.M2
would treat

"Hand in hand with this we must
frankly recognize the overbalance of
Population in onr Industrial centers
and, by engaging on a national scale
In a redistribution, endeavor to provide & better use of the land for those
best fitted for the land.
' Quick Action Neeewary.
"The task can be helped by definite
efforts to raise the values of agricultural products and with this the power1
to purchase the output of our cities.
It can be helped by preventing realistically the tragedy of the growing loss
through foreclosure of oar email
homes anr" our farms. It can be helped
by Insistence that the federal, state
and local governments act forthwith
on the demand that their cost be drastically reduced. It can be helped by
the unifying of relief activities which
today are often scattered, uneconomical and unequal. It can be helped by
national planning for and supervision
vf all forms of transportation and ot
communications and other utilities
which have a definitely public character. "There are many ways in which It
can be helped, but it can never be
helped merely by talking about It We
must act and act quickly.
-/'Finally, in our progress toward a
resumption of work we require two
safeguards against a return «>f the
*vlls of the old order; there must be
a strict supervision of all banking and
credits and Investments; there must
be an end to speculation with other
people's money, and there must be provision for an adequate but sound currency.
Lines of Attack.
"These are the lines of attack. 1
shall presently urge upon a new congress In special session detailed measures for their fulfillment and I shall
seek the Immediate assistance of the
several states.
"Through this program ot action we
address ourselves to putting our own
national house in order and making
Income balance outgo. Onr International trade relations , though , vastly
Important, are In point of time and
necessity secondary to the establishment of a sound national economy. I
favor as a practical policy the putting
of first things first I shall spare no
effort to restore world trade by International economic readjustment,
but the emergency at home cannot
wait on that accomplishment
"The basic thought that guides these
specific means of national recovery Is
not narrowly nationalistic. It Is the
Insistence, as a first consideration,
upon the Interdependence of the various elements in and parts of. the United States—a recognition of the old

MRS. ROOSEVELT
and permanently Important manifestation of the American spirit of the pioneer. It la the way to recovery. It
Is the Immediate way. It Is the strongest assurance that the recovery will
endure.
Policy of Good Neighbor.
"la the field of world policy I would
dedicate this nation to the policy of
the good neighbor—the neighbor 'who
resolutely respects himself and, because he does so, respects the rights
ot others—the neighbor who respects
his obligations and respects the sanctity of his agreements In and with a
world of neighbor*
, "If I read the temper of onr people correctly we now realize as we
have never realized before onr Interdependence on each other; that we
cannot-merely take, but we must give
as well; that If we are to go forward
we must move as a trained and loyal
army, willing to sacrifice for the good
of a. common discipline, because without such discipline no progress la
made, no leadership necomes effective.
"We are, 1 know, ready and willing
to submit our Uves and property to
such discipline because It makes possible a leadership which alms at a
larger good. This I propose to offer,
pledging that the larger purposes will
bind upon us all as a sacred obligation with a unity of duty hitherto
evoked only In time of armed strife.
Assumes Leadership.
"With this pledge taken. I assume
unhesitatingly the leadership of this
great army of our people dedicated to
a disciplined attack upon our common problems.
"Action In this Image and to this
end '3 feasible under the form of government which we have Inherited from
our ancestors. Our Constitution la so
simple and practical that It is possible always to meet extraordinary
needs by changes In emphasis and arrangement without loss of essential
form. That la why our constitutional
system has proved itself the most superbly enduring political mechanism
the modern world has produced. It
baa met every stress of vast expan•Ion of territory, of fcrelgn wars, of

bitter Internal strife, of world relations.
"It Is to be hoped that the normal
balance of executive and legislative
authority may be wholly adequate to
meet the unprecedented task before
us. But It may be that an unprecedented demand and need for undelayed action may call for temporary
departure from that normal balance
of public procedure.
Prepared to Do Duty,
"I am prepared under my constitutional duty to recommend the measures that a stricken nation In the midst
or a stricken world may require. These
measures, or such other measures as
tho congress may build out of Its experience and wisdom, I shall seek,
within my constitutional authority, to
bring to'speedy adoption;
"But In ttie event that the congress
shall fall to take one of these two
courses and In the event that the national emergency la still critical, 1
shall not evade the clear course of
duty that will then confront me. J
shall ask the congress for the one remaining Instrument to meet the crisis
—broad executive power to wage a
war against the emergency, as great
as the .power that would be given to
me If we were In fact Invaded by a
foreign foe.
"For tbr trust reposed In me I will
return the couraje and the devotion
that befit the time. I can do no less.
People Have Not Failed.
"We face the arduous days that lie
before us In the warm courage of
national unity; with the clear consciousness of seeking old and precious
moral values; with the clean, satisfaction that conies from the stern performance of duty by old and young
alike. We aim at the assurance of a
rounded and permanent national life.
"We do not distrust the future of
essential democracy. The people of
the United States have not failed. In
their need they have registered a mandate that they want direct vigorous
action. They have asked for discipline, and direction under leadership.
They have made me the present In
strument of their wishes. In the spirit
of the gift I take It
"In this dedication of a nation we
humbly ask the blessing of Qod. May
he protect each and every one of us.
May he guide me In the days to
come."

Our Government Howe About:
— How It Operates
By William Bruckart
TREATY NEGOTIATIONS

Political Extravagance
Two Books to Read
Your Job

By ED HOWE
•pHH United States and Canada T TNTO, the people admit the plain,
••• have just lately concluded a treaty *"' simple truth, we cannot hope to
that represents an agreement between better conditions in public affairs.
our government and that of our neigh- Thla truth is that-the racketeering In
bor on the north whereby a deep wa- government affairs In Washington la
terway will be constructed connecting much more expensive and dangerous
the Great Lakes and the Atlantic than the racketeering of Al Oapone.
ocean. It Is a gigantic engineering The charges against Capone have nevproject that Is contemplated; It has er been proven; he Is In Jail now bevast potentialities for our people and cause of special government prosecutheir commerce, and it will stand tion on a charge of falling to pay a .
through the years as a monument to shadowy Income tax, but there ar«
the genius of two .peoples who desire official records open to everyone to
to see opportunities utilized for the substantiate the charges against the
politicians.
good of alL
The Associated Press has Just broadBut behind* the formal signing of Cast
the fact that a high official at
that treaty which took place In the Washington
bought a new $3,900 autoDepartment of State here In the Capi- mobile
because the roof of the one altal city lies many ramifications and ready provided
not high enough
maneuvers. They are called "negoti- to accommodate awas
plug
hat he had purations" at the end, and they repre- chased to wear In attending
official
sent as well as any In history the functions.
processes through which nations must
A nationally known magazine Is exgo in reaching agreement on the terms posing
the extravagance and dishonof a contract, for a treaty, after all, esty of congressmen In the small Items.
Is only a contract Treaty negotia- It Includes an Item of $20,000 for burytions, however, are not unlike swap- ing a member and an added gift of
ping of horses In the old days. It Is $10,000 to his relatives. A senator
a matter of give and take, and each (named) spent $800 for tips when he
fellow looks out for himself.
visited a hunting camp where he had
It seldom takes as much time to ac- no official business. Two waitresses,
complish an understanding respecting a cook and utility boy received $70;
treaty terms as has elapsed since the three cowboys received tips of $20
deep waterway proposal first was ad- each, and two others $10 each. With
vanced more than fifty years ago. amazing effrontery and dishonesty, It
Commercial Interests saw the need of was paid out of the public taxes the
It long before our government could- people pay with so much difficulty.
be Interested In . the project The
And nobody seems to care much
same was true among the Canadians, about it, or realize that here Is the
except that they did not regard devel- root of our present difficulty. The sysopment of the waterway as Important tem has spread to every hamlet, where
until recent years because their com- It has paid supporters, and become an
merce began expanding later than American Institution.
ours.
* • *
Yet through all of those years, two
I
lately
made
the statement that the
peoples were slowly but surely moving average man may
educate himself by
to the point where their governments correctly considering his own expericould agree as to what was necessary ences, and reading half a dozen books.
In a treaty under which the channel A good many have written to ask what
could be constructed. There had to these books are. The flrsi Is Wells'
be a treaty, of course, because the "Outline of History"; the second Durrights of each nation were involved ant's "Story of Philosophy." These
and each nation had to give up some two will suggest the other four; as to
Breaks in Friendship
of those rights when the contract was supplementary reading, everyone must
With Foreign Powers made.
be his own Judge. I specially recomWashington.—President Hoover and
Active movements by our govern- mend biography, travel; the books of
members of his cabinet cleared their ment, looking to the treaty and the
desks preparatory to turning the ship waterway project to be built under Its the best men of science who write
of state over to the new Roosevelt ad- terms, were Instituted almost ten most simply. Newspaper reading is
excellent; In the course of daily newsministration.
years ago. At that time, however,
A glance at the status ot American some of the statesmen at the head of paper reading one gets a suggestion
foreign relations on the eve of the de- the Dominion government were not of everything of value In magazines
parture of President Hoover revealed friendly to the Idea. There was oppo- and books,- and may pursue it further.
that relations between the United sition as well among certain Interests . . . I never read anything that
not entertain me, and recommend
States anr* three major foreign powers In this country. For example, many does
"course; any reading that la a
Great Britain, Japan and France of the railroads serving the northern that
task,
or duty. Is not good reading.
—are not as friendly as they were half of the United States and draw-*
• • *
when the outgoing administration took Ing traffic from the regions around
There never was a man satisfied
office four years ago.
and west of the Great Lakes are opWar debts and the nation's Far East- posed to the waterway for the very with his wages. The man who gets
ern policies are held to be responsible obvious reason that they fear It will $10 a day is as dissatisfied, as greatly
In part for the rifts in International take away some of their traffic. And wronged, as much of a slave, as the
man who gets but $5, and talks as
friendships.
so It goes. Opposition and support
Great Britain's action In del caring for the plan may be found every- bitterly of economic injustice. And
after the workman becomes an emah arms embargo against both Japan where In areas affected by it
ployer,
and earns $5,000 a year, he says
and China, after the League of NaFrom thla It Is easily deduced that
tions had named Japan as the aggres- a considerable amount of preliminary that but for unjust laws he would be
sor, came as a startling surprise and work had to be done to acquaint the earning $15,000, or $50,000, as his taldisappointment to American diplo- peoples of the merit of the project. ents warrant. When a man talks of
liberty, the rights of man. Justice, etc.,
mats.
It has now been formally signed beGreat Britain's failure to offer suf- cause the ruling political group In he Is really talking about his Job, and
under oath.
ficient economic Inducements also Canada believe It Is practicable and Is not to be believed
• * *
cooled thf relations between President valuable, and the administration of
It seems a pity that as beautiful and
Franklin D. Roosevelt and British of- our government has fostered the Idea
fruitful a country as ours undeniably
ficials. Within the last few days, the throughout.
plans for a Joint British-American war
But the treaty is not yet operative. Is, should be so ruthlessly destroyed
debt conference have appreciably It has another stage to pass here and by Its Inhabitants. Lately I made on •
slowed down. Reports are current that another nt Ottawa. While Its accept- automobile trip through my- section.
the negotiations may be delayed In- ance by the Dominion government Is The driver was an old mechanic, and
I sat on the front seat with him. The
definitely.
little more than a formality, ratificaDifficulties over war debt payments tion of the agreement by the senate machine we were riding In bad great
which led to French default of its $20,- of the United States Is another mat- possibilities when well managed, and
000,000 December 15 payments did not ter. The Constitution provides for ne- the old driver said: "I love a good
aid the good relations between the gotiation of the treaty by the Presi- machine, and when I realize how the
automobile is abused, it hurts my feeltwo government.
dent, by and with the advice and con- ings." I feel that way about my counsent of the senate. So It has to take try.
a hurdle of some consquence before it
• • •
Mrs. Roosevelt Attends
becomes a binding agreement and one
I do not care for gossip, and rejoice
Great Inaugural Ball that Is fully operative.
that thousands of indiscreet persons
Washington.—Except for a family
When the President transmits the escape without my hearing of their Indinner at 8:00 p. m, the first enjoyed St Lawrence waterway treaty to the discretions, providing they have been
officially by the Roosevelt family In senate for Its consideration, he will sufficiently scared to make them more
their new home, the-duties of Mr. send with It a letter from the secre- careful and worthy in future.
Roosevelt were over for the day with tary of state explaining the benefits
• • *
the reception. He was free to watch hoped to be derived. But the senate
Some
women
do not believe it is
the fireworks display In the monu- will not be content with that. It will
turn the treaty oVer to its committee ladylike to get along cordially with
ment grounds.
Not so for Mrs. Roosevelt, however. on foreign relations, and that group men, and constantly engage In efforts
At night she was escorted to Wash- will hold hearings to which It will In- to keep them In their places.
• • •
ington's >large convention ball where vite spokesmen for the various groups
Put
the
average
man on a Jury, and
the usual Inaugural ball was held. nterested In Its ratification or rejecbe will, In seven cases out of ten, give
There she occupied a box for a short tion. It will listen to both sides.
time and was the center of attraction
In addition. It will Invite the secre- an excess verdict for damages, from
for 8,000 persons who had purchased tary of state and the American minis- a mere spirit of deviltry; he loves to
tickets for the occasion, the proceeds ter to Ottawa and experts who partici- safely exercise the power of the mob
pated in the actual writing of the doc- and the outlaw. Men have never been
of which will be devoted to charity.
Mrs. Roosevelt had Intended to ab- ument to come before It and tell what able to learn the Importance of tamstain from appearing at the ball, out he treaty does. These men probably ing their old savage streak; monkey
of respect to the memory of Senator will testify In private, however, for It nature Is still strong In them. Note
Thomas J.Walsh of Montana, attorney- must be remembered that all Interna- how they turn out to see a fire: they
general designate, but changed her lonal negotiations are carried on •till find a thrill In destruction.
• • •
program on bearing that many who argely In secrecy. That Is necessary
At a shop where I go to buy bread
had planned to attend were turning because It Is frequently Inadvisable
.o make public the basis of horse there are two girl clerks who are evback their ticket*
swapping. Some people will think erything women should be, and, In adheir government gave too much and dition, exceptionally polite and effecCabinet Member* Preient
tive clerks. They Impress me so faWashington.—Surrounding the Roose- hey will complain.
vorably I would refer to them at greatIf
a
majority
of
the
committee
favelt Inaugural group were the new
members of the Roosevelt cabinet In- vor ratification, they will vote to sub- er length did I not know that la their
cluding Cordell Bull of Tennessee, mit It to the senate with that recom- reading people prefer references to
atateswomen, actresses,
secretary of state; William H. Woodln, mendation, and eventually action Is policewomen,
and.
the
like.
iad
there,
leaving
then
only
the
act
secretary of the treasury; George H.
• • •
Dern, secretary of war; Claude A. if notifying the other government, to
The world demands certain things
Swanson, secretary of the navy; James be performed.
In outlining the course of the wa- of the people, and It punishes men as
A. Farley, postmaster general; Henry
Wallace, secretary of agriculture; Har- erway treaty, I have attempted to freely as It punishes women: there 1»
•aid to be a double standard, but
old L. Ickes of Chicago, secretary of picture the usual processes. They are there
Isn't
much
the
same
In
all
treaties,
exceptthe Interior; Daniel C. Roper, secre• • *
ng
those
ending
a
war.
With
that
tary of commerce, and Miss Frances
If
an
agent
does
not expect to rob
kind
of
a
treaty,
It
Is
unnecessary
to
Perkins, secretary of labor. Miss Perme,
why
doesn't
he
let
me aloneT Why
deal,
for
the
victor
dictates
the
terms
kins Is the only woman ever appointdot* he take, the trouble to call?
and
the
loser
signs.
ed to a cabinet post
•. Mil, B*U •yn41oM«.-~WNU ••trie*, '
e. l*tl. WwUra Nwncam* XMMk
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HAY GET Use of Scrip Started by
F. C. LOAN the Board of Supervisors

NUMBER 21

Rep. Charles L Malone
NO
Visftfejjhe_ Bread Line

RESTRICTIONS
ON LOCAL BANK

The Cass county board of superDuring his stay in Des Moines,
visors has begun the task of putting
Rep. Chas. E. Malone, of this district,
Ira Counties Have Secured the initial issue of ?500 in stamp monhas been having a lot of interesting 'he Anita Bank Opened For Business
om Uncle Sim to Relieve ey into circulation. The first job asexperiences when the opportunity pre- Tuesday Morning With Privilege
signed to unemployed men was the
Jons.
Local Board
sents itself. A short time ago he
to Do Business the Same as
plastering of a large room at the counmade a night trip to Valley Junction
Apply For a .Loan.
Before Banking Holiday.
ty farm last Thursday, The superviwhere he visited the large repair shops
sors are figuring on other improveof the Rock Island. Here he got a lot
ment jobs but have not reached a
FRIDAY-SATURDAY, MARCH 17-18
of first hand information as to the
of j-tto Mpvrrbor*
WM made definite decision as to just how work
the work is being done by the The Anita Bank, local pioneer bankTALL CORN SALMON, 2 Mb. cans
21c manner
will be provided for the jobless.
railroads to keep the motive power ng institution, opened for business
The supervisors have been doing
in condition to keep the freight trains as usual" Tuesday morning, after bea. possibility that Cam
PEANUT BUTTER, Briardale, 2-lb. Mason jar .21c
moving. It was indeed a surprise to ng closed since March 4 by the naget a loan from, the Re- everything possible this year to cut
down expenses. Frank Pelzer, chairhim to note that of the 67 or more ional and state banking holiday.
Corporation to man of the board, said a few days ago
54bs. G. W. C. Rolled Oats and 5-lbs. Briardale
engines housed there, but few of them The local bank, owing to the splendid
unemployment conditions.
Corn M<eal, both for
21c
that
there
probably
would
be
a
small
are in condition to go out on the road ondition its assets are in, was pert leading citizens of the counto open without any restricamount
of
road
work
to
take
care
of
and pull a train. For months the mitted
orabk) ito the board of sa- later this month.
1
CAan
GWC Laundry, 6 bars and 1 bar 91
tions
being
placed on it as to the payrailroad officials have been operating
a loan for differ*
UU4|>
of Cocoa Hardwater Soap
£1C
ment
of
deposits
to its customers. Any
The
board
has
been
considering
the
shops
with
just
as
few
men
as
Bvement projects
depositor
has
the
privilege of using
tearing
down
the
tattered
walls
of
possible in order to keep, the operaton business
|in Dei
BRIARDALE CAKE FLOUR, 1 pkg. and l-5c
all the funds they have in the bank
the
'Cass
county
court
house
which
ing
expenses
down
to
the
smallest
, Attorney Eoscoe Jones of
candy bar for
21c
cost. On the night the place was vis- if they care to. State banks, howI called on. Walph Kittinger, was gutted by flames a year ago. However,
they
have
not
announced
•
defir
ited by Mr. Malone only a few men ever, were not given this privilege,
; of the emergency relief com- nite plans on this work. Tearing
QLDDl/TCH CLEANSER, 2 cans and 2-5c
were
working and they told him that 'hey must operate under what is
lowa. Mr. KJfctinger exMouse traps
,
21c
down the old court house will projust
the
engines actually needed were mown as Senate File 111, which limits
ihint:
$U|jt_w)nd£ fofyseveral weeks, for a
being
looked
after. The others were the amount of withdrawals of depoty totals to secure
MATCHES, G. W. C., per carton (6 boxes)
21c
number of men and this has been adnot in condition to be operated. The ita.
vocated .for some time by George
force used to have several hundred It was with .welcome news- that the
COCOA,
G.
W.
C.
pure
breakfast,
2-lbs
21c
mey must be used for con- Voas of Atlantic and several other
report was received here Monday evenmen at work, but not now.
jects and leading citizens of the county seat
ng.that the Anita Bank was given
CLIMALINE,
large
package
21c
Visiting
the
shops
gave
him
an
to do the ,town.
permission
to reopen Tuesday morning
idea and a few nights later he got in
^granted, ^he
and that they would be permitted to
At a special meeting of the board
line
and
visited
one
of
the
nine
soup
.
.
m Monday, 'a resolution was passed to
VvrF r EC
A pleasing blend
kitchens that are being operated in carry on a banking business the same
,ent: Mt it will be sent have printed f 1,500 more in scrip for
Des Moines this year. He wanted to as they had been doing before the naDes Moines, the county, making the total issue in
3-lbs. Blue Rose Rice and 3-lbs. Choice Navy
know first hand just what was being ional banking holiday was declared.
i to Case as it hi needed. scrip for'the county $2,000.
The people of this vicinity have
Beans,
all
64bs.
for
21c
done to feed the hungry. With Mrs
t Local Committee.
much
confidence in the Anita Bank.
I Malone they fell in line and after a
fconbnittee is to be appointed!
There was no withdrawals that wasn't
G. W. C. STARCH, 2-1 lb; pkgs. and 2y2 Ibs. GWC
time
were
admitted
to
the
large
of the construction work
Sal Soda
21c
room. At the time there were over necessary Tuesday for tftie regular
of the laborers, subject to
three
hundred men in the room. The; transaction of business, but on the
of the state committee,
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE, Cubanita, 7 oz. size,
were given as many bowls of soup as other hand at the close of business
aum wage is $2 for an eight
2 cans and 1 pkg. Gelatine Dessert
21c
they wanted and then the room was that evening it was found that deposits
For the past five years the Cass
cleared and another bunch admitted had been increased by several thous! committee sends put to the County Farm Bureau in cooperation
Briardale,
2
lOc
tins
and
Mr. Malone learned that the cost o; and dollars.
»a blank book of forms- antr with the Extension Service has offered
feeding
the men was 2 and 5-16 cents Under a ruling of the treasury de2 small cans Briardale Milk
and so many, dollars in a "spray notice" service to the farmper meal. Pork and beans is serve< partment at Washington, it is necgiven to, men employed on ers of Cass County. "This service .has
essary for a depositor in any bank,
1
Can
Soup,
1
Large
Can
Milk
and
1
Can
Cream
four times a week. Since the i
Under the plan, the la- been much in demand," says Courtty
opened up November 10 there ha( withdrawing any large amount of
Corn all 3 cans for
21c
jiot paid in cash but is given Agent, iWarren Duncan. In a 'survey
been used ten tons of beans. Froir money from a bank in currency, to
: the number of hours he has conducted this winter among the users
three to five hundred men were serve* sign an affidavit to the effect that the
2 Cans of Wall Paper Cleaner and "1 Package of
As only destitute laborers of the service 81 replies were redaily. On that particular day ther money is not being withdrawn for
Gupi all for
21c
, Itihe credit must.be used ceived to tbe questionnaire which was
had been served 392 men and the; the purpose of hoarding.
either fuel, food or cloth- sent out. All but two of those replypartook of 697 bowls of soup. In al
ing to the letter were well pleased
there has been served 142,207 meals
Credit Blank.
.with the service and asked to have it
During the time the kitchen had- bee
w given a credit blank sent to them during 1933, according
in operation one bakery had donate
al committee and if he par- to County Agent Duncan.
.
over 25,000 loaves of bread. This wa
ticles of food, the grocer is
Anyone applying for the service
bread that came back from the route
The rule of the grasshoppers, which
i the back of the credit; sheet will receive, a few days prior to the All the laughs, tears, comedy and cesses on Broadway to Hollywood. He and was considered stale.
caused consternation among the farmer of articles purchased and time for spraying, a card giving the tragedy of the olive drab doughboy is suported by Gloria Stuart, Berton
ers of the western portions of the
punt. If clothing or coal are materials to be used and the strength days are due to come to audiences at Churchill, Russell Gleason, Prank Mcstate last year when they became
1, the tlothier or coal dealer of solutions used for sprays to be put the Rialto Theatre on Saturday and Hugh, Donald 'Cook, and. Emma Dunn
numerous enough to threaten the delikewise. Merchants are to on at that particular time. "Work Sunday evenings, when "Private in other leading roles under the exstruction of crops, appears to be on
dr bilk to the local com- with frui* is wasted, if all sorts of Jones," featuring the inimitable Lee pert translation of Director Russell
the wane.
the .1st and 15th of each diseases and insects are allowed to Tracy opens there.
Mack.
Natural conditions and the thorough
Directly on the heels of the most co-operation of the farm men of these
bd the local committee for- come in and destroy the stuff before
Morton Downey Musical.
This
picture,
like
several
others
: statement to the state oom- it can be used," says Mr. Duncan in
In addition to the feature, this successful new car program since sections have affected the "hoppers"
|The state committee makes urging wider use of spraying mater- shown at the local play house during week's program includes Morton 1929, the Chevrolet Motor company adversely until this season, it is preidual checks for the amount ials as protection from insects and the past few months, has just been Downey's new 25 minute musical en- announced Saturday that a companion dicted that there will be no recurreleased by the Universal Film Co. for titled "The Broadcast Train." This car to the present series, to be called
|bill and sends, them to the diseases,
rence of their depredations.
(imibtee which distributes the This service is only one of the many showing, and the Rialto was fortunate novelty features, besides Downey, the the "standard six" Chevrolet and
Dr. Carl J. Drake, state entomoin
getting
a
"hot"
date
on
it,
bringing
I the merchants.
ways in which the Farm Bureau serves it here for one. of the first exhibitions noted composers Ray Henderson and priced considerably below the present logist, and his assistant, A. M. PearLew Brown, also Nofman Brokenshire, range, would be shown throughout the ] son, who spent the greater part of
timber of the committee which the entire community and a letter,
nationally famous radio announcer, nation this week.
ed by the governor, must be card or phone call to the Farm Bureau in the country.
last summer in the infested districts
Tracy, who has gained unusual pop- the Four Eaton boys, Stepin Fetchit, About 15,000 of the new models will conducting surveys and instructing
• of the board of supervisors, office will bring the service to anyone
ularity through his recent fast talk- stage, screen and radio star, and Jac- have been built and dispatched to farmers in the distribution of poison
ayment Starts in 1935.
in the county.
ing characterizations which live on the ques Renard and his orchestra. Some Chevrolet dealers for a simultaneous bran mash, believe that the plague is
had been considerscreen, as no other recent actor has of the numbers featured include showing, W. S. Knudsen, president over. They temporize the statement,
F. C. loan to take care of
been able to make them do, plays the "Wabash Moon," "Songs for Sale," and general manager stated.
but this will be inlhowever, by saying that nothing abCompany,"
"Cecelia," The new "standard six" is built for solutely definite can be known until
title role in the widely discussed play "Keeping
ander present arrangements,
which was especially revamped for the "Wanna Sing ,Aboul You" and "Me business use and for that group of the actual time for hatching comes in
aum loan for each month
private owners who want a car with- April and May.
screen. Originally presented at the and My Shadow."
ild be secured for the county
out
the de luxe fixtures and exfcra long
Tom
Dement
of
this
city
has
reGraham
McNamee
will
also
enterexclusive
Hollywood
Writers'
Club
by
exceed $14 per family,
Heavy rains during the early sument of the loan will start in ceived word of the death of his broth- Richard Schayer, Universal scenario tain you for ten minutes with the wheelbase of the Chevrolet master six, mer months last year aided greatly
be government deducting one- er-in-law, Francis M. Gaskill, 81, a chief, the play attracted so much at- latest news events of the day. One he stated. He emphasized that the by killing many of the pests shortly
he amount due in federal former Anita resident, who died re- tention that it was re-written into a of the news events takes you to the new line would offer the lowest-priced, after hatching. Once the insect is
beauty contest staged recently at full-size, six cylinder enclosed models well started towards maturity the
laid to the state during the cently at his home in Burke, South screenplay.
Dakota, following a stroke of pa- The picture is said to provide the Coral Gables, Florida. It also shows the industry has yeit seen—and would ain will not harm him, but if it
lyears.
ralysis.
. . . . . . dynamic actor with his greatest role Londos retaining the wrestliing crown be ideal for severe utility use.
atches him as he hatches, it is quite
Slightly Smaller.
Deceased was born November 24, since coming from sensational suc- in Los Angeles.
eadly. The weather'this winter has
A new and slightly smaller Chev- tot been severe enough to destroy
1851, near Indianoapolis, Indiana. He
rolet has been rumored in trade circles he eggs laid last fall, but if several
was in the Seventh U. S. calvary durperiodically since April of 1932, a cir- eavy showers occur in April or May
ing the civil war, and acted as percumstance which Mr. Knudsen attri- t is certain the numbers will be
sonal teamster for (jieneral and Mrs.
buted to the fact that the new line greatly reduced and the danger
a larfa,vote polled at the George A. Custer.
of cars has been under development esse.ned.
__
,for the He was married to Sarah Margaret
for
two years. It will be a quality
Impendent School District held Dement on February 8, 1880, and for The report of the audit of all of
The Cass county spelling contest
line
throughout, machined to the same
.votes -were, a number of years they lived on a
NOTICE.
afternoon.
the county offices, recently completed will be held at the Jackson grade
of the Jarro north of the city. From here by H. O. Hansen, W. B. Duffy and school building in Atlantic on Satur- close limits of the same raw materials,
I have had a number of complaints
tney moved to Sutherland, Iowa, where L. I. Truax, has been returned to day morning, April 8, according to although it will have a slightly shorter
;
ton,
Mrs Gaskill died in 1926. Following the Cass county board of supervisors an announcement made a few days wheelbase and will lack some of the about chickens running at large. The
Coehran was her death he made his home with his, by State Auditor C. W. Storms.
Ralph
ago by Miss Georgia Byrne, county 'eatures and improvements of the own ordinance provides chickens shall
present master six line.
not run at large, and if any one files
take, th* |«a«e^0* M. M, children.
...
The audit reveals a shortage of superintendent of schools. The conIn bringing out the new car, Mr. omplaint, you will be subject to a
He is survived by four children, $19,049.65 in the accounts of Carl L. test will be conducted by Roy Eaton
Knudsen said his company is simply fine. This ordinance will be enforced.
Mary G. Dek of Arnolds Park, Vedane, former county treasurer, and of Omaha.
andidates were H.
C. E. Harry,
Ona
0.
Gaskill
of
Colome,
[JMkmnig. The vote was as lowa;
The oral and written contests will producing a supplementary line which
now under indictment on charges of
tf
Mayor.
ochran, 892; Harry, 282; South Dakota; Lewis D. Gaskill of embezzlement.
be held on that date and the oral and will open up a new market and further
entrench
the
company
in
its
position
Monnig, 68.
Burke, South Dakota; and Mrs. Alma
There were no other discrepancies written examinations in the state con- of leadership. He added that he exRoy Millard and wife of Creston.
as several hptiy contested Kramer of Washington, D. C.
found in any of the other depart- test will be held in Des Moines on pects the new standard' six to account ,nd N. A. Maggard and wife of Ting't the country school diflr
ments and everything was reported in Saturday morning, iMiay 6.
ey visited in the city Sunday at the
Elimination contests have been held for about one-fourth of the company's home of the brother, Carl Millard, Jr.
PUS part" of the country. One NOTICE'OF EXTENSION OF DIS- commendable shape.
total
production
and
sales
in
1933.
COUNT
FOR
WATER
SERVICE
in some of the city and rural schools
' Center,drew a recojrd break"Automobiles," said Mr. Knudsen, and wife.
BILLS.
j when 27 votes' were cast.
You can get oil stoves, stove pipe in the county, while a number of "like almost everything else, are worth
was re-elected director . On account oflheTank holiday, *e and galvanized ware at Johnson's other schools are making arrange- just about so much a pound. Naturally, Miss Lillian Kellner of Rolfe and
ments to hold the examinations to
<M>nd Kleuver by a vote of
tf
time for allowing discoun on pay- Plumbing and Heating Shop.
select champions. The contest in the with a shorter and lighter car, we can Sylvester IFi Davidson of Storm Lake
were united in marriage Saturday afment of water service bills will be
Carl D. Millard is getting around Anita schools was held one day last reduce the first cost as well as the ternoon at 4:00 o'clock at the Methocost
of
operation.
received Tuesday morning Sni *> March ^ willACC
°UntS this week by the aid of a cane, the week, being won by Betty Burns,
subject
dist Episcopal parsonage in Atlantic,
that date
jjbune from Mrs. Ella Worthresult of injuring one of his feet daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Burns, Headquarters for baby chicks,
with the Rev. L. M. Grigsby officiatis spending the winter at
at the blacksmith shop Saturday af- and an 8th. grade student.
ing. Mr. Davidson is owner and optf
Bartley's
Produce.
Iowa, states that .be has
ternoon.
erator of the White Eagle Oil ComThe five department was called to
* from Long Beach,,.<GW1- are
pany in Guthrie Center and the newly
Dr.
C.
H.
Johnson
and
wife
are
rethe
Clyde
Falconer
home
about
12:80
Miss Ruth Dement entertained the
Ira. MaeiConley andfam- Shop.
G. M. DeCamp,
members of the U-Trump-It bridge o'clock last Thursday afternoon, ceiving the congratulations of friends married couple will make their home
• Delia Giyiord escaped
Water Clerk. club at her home Friday evening. All sparks from tbe chimney having this week over the arrival of a baby in Guthrie Center. Miss Geraldine
*U^
It
members were present. High scorer started a fire on the roof. The blaze daughter, who -was born to them, a Cleaver, chief telephone operator at
.
L.
K.
«,«»»
of
Atlantic
visMrs
for the evening was Miss Jane Scholl was extinguished by the use of the the Atlantic hospital Monday after the Anita exchange, accompanied them,
. all former Anita people
last Thursday with her
to Atlantic.
,
noon.
and Miss Beth Harry was runner-up, chemical tank.
' Long Beach and Lo. Anl
Wiegand ami wife.
<* escaped injury. «

Sale

Lb. 21c

Farm Bureau
Spray Service Notice

Spices

21c

Grasshoppers But Slight
Menace to Crops in 1933

Lee Tracy Is Coming to Town as Cocky, Audacious
Private Jones in Thrilling Drama of the A. E. F.

Chevrolet Company Puts
New Car on the Marke

Former Local Resident
Dies in South Dakota

and Harry Win

State Audit Shows Vedane County Spelling Bee Will
Accounts_$19,949 Short Be Held April 8 in Atlantic

-

THE TRIBUNE. ANITA. IOWA.

News Review of Current
Events the World Over
Congress Passes Legislation Asked by President to End the
Banking Crisis—Japanese Complete the
Conquest of Jehol.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD

E XPANSION
the extent

at the currency to
of billions or dollars
will result from the legislation which
President Roosevelt asked of the
extraordinary session
of congress and which
was enacted within a
few hours after the
new c o n g r e s s was
convened on Thursday, March 0. The
new currency Is based
not on gold, but on
the liquid assets of

k

'^jjglJP^B
;?^^s^H
!£.,„**»-!.»-*;•••»
Sec'y Woodm

the banks. The plan
.wns d e v i s e d after
l~ng hours of conference by ftfl Presldent<

Secretary of the Treasury William H.
"Woodin and a number of financial adj Tigers of the administration, and It
i was the main feature of their solution
of the banking crisis thai was paralyzing the nation.
The other chief points In the legislation which the President called for In
his brief but spirited message were:
Continued suspension of gold payments and embargo OD exports of gold.
Clothing of the President with the
powers of a financial dictator.
Continuation of the national banking holiday, wholly or In part, pending
complete reopening of the banks.
Legalization of the bank holiday
proclamation of March 5 and all measures adopted by the treasury to carry
Jt into effect
Becnnse the new currency is not
backed by gold It Is called federal reserve bank notes to distinguish It from
federal reserve notes which are backed
by gold.
To what extent If any, Inflation of
the currency wilt be produced by this
Increase In the volume of money was
me of the big questions involved In
the Roosevelt plan.
That Inflation will be the consequence was a conclusion widely
reached in financial and commercial
circles, with the result that a leap up•ward of commodity and security prices
was looked for the moment the exchanges reopen.
The act creating the new currency
liberalizes the provisions of the GlassSteagall act by allowing banks to Issue
uoles wHh no gold reserve behind
them. The notes thus Issued are
barked only by United States bonds In
the same manner as national bank
rotes Issued by national banks. It further liberalizes section lOa of the federal reserve act as amended by the
Glass-Steagall act so as to enable banks
to obtain currency on "liquid assets"
of a character not previously eligible.
One of the effects of the legislation
will be to produce a unified banking
system. Only member banks of the
federal reserve system are able to
avail themselves of the privileges afforded by this legislation to convert
assets previously Ineligible into currency. State banks are compelled to
Join the federal system In order to obtain the funds that will enable them
to reopen.
Another foreseen effect Is the weedIng out of weak banks. Institutions
unable to furnish liquid assets for currency will be unable to reopen. Others
Will be able to remain open to the
extent of their liquidity pending at
Jeast a recovery of general public confidence In banks.
' Legislation to stop hoarding also
was considered by congress and measures for reaching and punishing the
boarders of currency whose withdrawal
of deposits brought on the panic and
caused the closing of the bunks were
discussed by the administration and
leaders of the senate and house. As
a preliminary move In this direction
the federal reserve board sxt the inEtunce of Mr. Roosevelt, sent telegraphic orders to all federal reserve
bunks to furnish by March 13, lists of
persons who have withdrawn gold
since February 1, and had not by that
time redeposlted their gold withdrawals.

venience, the American public remained fairly calm and appeared to
have confidence in President Roosevelt and his advisers. The general
feeling was that the vigorous new
Chief Executive would be able to devise competent measures for temporary relief of the situation and to
force their adoption by congress.
Following the enactment of the legislation for the reopening of the banks
the President asked congress for authority to cut an estimated $500,000,000 out of government expenditures
by cutting government salaries up to
15 per cent, and by drastic reductions
ID payments to veterans. It Is expected that another $200.000,000 will
be saved by the reorganization and
combining of many government departments, authorization for which
was passed In the closing days of the
last congress.
EMOCRATIC membership of 313
In the house of representatives
D
gives them an unwieldy majority, and
the certain consequence Is Intra-party
wrangling. At present
the control seems to
be In the bands of
Speaker Henry Ralney
and two allies, Floor
Leader Byrns and
Representative Cullen,
leader of the Tammany delegation from
New York. Opposed
to them Is a faction
needed by McDuffle of
Alabama, who sought
Speaker
vainly to be elected
Ralney
speakeu. It was said
several of the Alabaman's most active
supporters were quietly informed that
they would be punished by being shifted from Important committees to minor
assignments.
Senator James Hamilton Lewis of
Illinois was elected whip of the Democratic majority in the senate, and
Senator Joe Robinson of Arkansas was
chosen to be senate leader. Also
party authority was made stronger
than It has been for many years. The
caucus agreed that the vote of any future caucus upon nny measure recommended by the President should be
binding upon all except those who excused themselves from voting for
cause. It was further agreed that a
simple majority, Instead of the more
customary two-thirds majority, should
make the action of the caucus binding and that two-thirds of the whole
number of Democratic senators should
constitute a caucus.
The caucus further chose Senator
Kendrtck of Wyoming as assistant
leader. Senator Key Plttman as Democratic candidate for president pro ternpore, Edward Halsey as candidate for
secretary of the senate, Chesley W.
Jurney as candidate for sergeant at
arms, and L. U. Biffle as secretary to
the majority.
POURING its brief special session
*~r that convened on Inaugural day
the senate confirmed these appoint
ments by the President:
Prof. Raymond Moley of Columbia
as an assistant secretary of state.
William Phillips of Massachusetts,
as undersecretary of state, who will be
directly in charge and accountable to
Secretary Hull.
Wilbur J. Carr of New York, reap
pointed as assistant secretary of state.
Henry Morgenthau, Jr., of New York
member of the federal farm board.
William F. Stevenson of South
Carolina, member of the federal home
loan bunk board.
T. Dwight Webb of Tennessee, mem
her of the home loan board.

HALLOWING out the campaign plan
* devised by Lieut. Gen. Kunlakl
Koiso, the Japanese armies virtually
completed tut conquest of the province
of Jehol. The Chinese
governor fled and all
the Chinese troops
were forced out after
FfOK days there was considerable con- a last defensive strugP fusion concerning the banklug situ- gle at Koupelkow, a
ation mainly because of differences be- pass in the Great
tween the President's proclamation Wall. Japanese planes
and the orders Issued by governors of first bombed the ChiVarious states. This was especially nese positions there,
true In New York and 1111 nola. Uuy and then G e n e r a l
by day Secretary Woodin Issued or- Kawahara's brigade
ders modifying those In the govern- took the place. The
ment's proclamation closing down all Japanese thus com- Gen. Kuniakl
Koiso
btnks, but there was much misunder- pleted the seizure of
standing of hla regulations regarding 250 miles of the Great Wall, extending
limiting opening of the Institutions. from the Inner Mongolia to the Yellow
Clearing houses were busy holding sea..
meetings but failed to live up to their
The Chinese fled toward Helping and
naire by clearing up the situation and the confusion and fright tn that city
thf bauks were uncertain of both their led the authorities to establish martial
powers and their responsibilities.
law. The Japanese said they would
In many cities and towns bunks not push on to Pelplng unless forced
wsre open tc carry ou limited activl- to by reprisals against their countryt'es that were required to provide men In that city. Marslml Chung
faod, foodstuffs and medicines and for Hsueh-llanj; was severely criticized for
the meeting of pay rolls. Throughout the loss of Jeliol and resigned as mili^he country preparations were made tary overlord of North China, acceptfor the issuance of scrip, pending the ing the bbirne and asking that the nareceipt of the necessary authority tional government relieve him of all
from Washington. Secretary \Voodln, posts.
nowaver, ruled aguiust scrip, though
Maxim Litvluov. foreign commissar
he sanctioned the Issuance In various of Uussla. bluntly Informed the League
localities at clearing bouse certifies lea of Nations that the Soviet government
•gainst sound assets of banks for use would not participate in the doings f
O
AS an emergency circulating medium. the league committee set up to tiaudle
i Despite all the confusion and incon- the SIDO-Japanese quarrel.

HE Los Angeles section of Southern California, covering nn area
from Ventura on the north to San
Diego on the south nnd extending inland for some SO miles, suffered severe
earthquake shocks on Friday evening,
March 10. causing J23 deaths, Injury
to more than 4,500 and property loss
running Into the millions.
Between 5:53 ami 10:59 14 distinctly
violent shocks hnd occurred, the first
one of which did the greater part of
the damage and caused all the loss of
life.
, .
Long Beach suffered the greatest
loss of life and proportionately the
greatest property damage. At that
point 65 people were killed nnd 1,000
Injured. At Los Angeles 12 people
were killed nnd some 3.000 were Injured. Other towns suffering severely
and at which deaths occurred were
Watts, 4 dead; Campton, 13 dead;
Santa Ana, 3 dead; Hiintington Turk,
12 dead; San Pedro, 2 dead; Wilmington, 1 bead; Bellflower, 3 fiend; Artesia, 4 dead; Hermosa Bench. 1 dead;
Garden Grove, 1 dead; Walnut I'ark,
1 dead; Norwalk, 1 dead.
Fire In many of the towns, and es
peclnlly Long Beach and Los Angeles,
added to the terror, but fortunately
the water mains were not seriously
damaged and the firemen were able to
cope with the flames.
Regular army troops at Fort McArthur were ordered to co-operate with
the police In preserving order, and
ships of the navy from San Diego
were dispatched to points along the
coast to render nld, nnval surgeons
providing aid and medicines for the
Injured. The governor of California
ordered National Guard troops to the
scene to assist In the work of rescue,
and to maintain order.
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Italy Makes Progress
in Educational Reform

T

Tbe educational reforms Introduced
by the Fascist government during the
ten years of Itu existence are farreaching. It Is enough to read the
history of Italy since 1815 to regard
with Intense sympathy her straggle
for nationhood, writes Howard E,
Marraro In Current History.
After fighting for the right to become a united nation for more than
fifty years she began her effort to
build a nation from a heterogeneous
population that was more than 75 per
cent Illiterate, with no money, no Industry, no railroads and very limited
natural resources. In spite of the
shock of the World war and the
series of economic and social disturbances which followed, the Italians have reduced illiteracy to 21 per
cent, and they have created a school
system which endows the new generation with energy of thought and
will, and seeks to develop a culture
that truly represents the manifold
powers of the Italian race.
Because Fascism exalts and enobles
those qualities which assure the
greatness of Italy, and since the problem of greatness is above all a problem of- education and culture, Mussolini has rightly denned Gentile's
educational reforms as "the most
fascist of all the Fascist reforms."

YOUTHFUL NATURALIST
At the age of thirteen ft boy
the Quarks, Guy Greenwell,
Mo., can identify 760 birds and
mala from pictures, and des
their habtta, saya a writer In tn«
Golden Age. He la In «reat demand
every summer as an instructor Of
Boy Scout and Y. M. 0. A. groups
and is able to answer immediately
and learnedly about 88 per cent of
all the questions put to him regard'
ing bird life. HI* father is In th«
poultry business, and the boy himself seems to be a natural-born enthusiast on bird life in all Its aspects.

1 But

Stop the Pate.
The hurt of a burn or a cut stops
when Cole's Carbollsalve is applied. It
heals quickly without scars. 80o and
60c by all druggists, or send lOc to
3. W. Cole Co.. Rockford. III.—Adv.

City'* Dii«dv«nt»ge»
Don't expect to keep your chickens
in the city, any more than you can
HOJOH It was generally admitted keep your umbrellas.
that the world disarmament conference In Geneva was tn a bad way.
keep clean and healthy take Dr.
the British started to make a last ef- To
pierce*! PleoMuit Pellet*. They regulate
fort to revive It or at
liver, bowels and stomach.—Adv.
least to salvage something from Its work.
Orel-diluted
With this In mind.
The trouble with milk of human
Prime Minister Mackindness is that it's skimmed too
Donald and Sir John
often.
Simon, foreign secretary, went to the
Swiss city to see what
could be dona They
denied they had any
definite plan of action, but they hoped
Premier
to gel Premier Dnla- MacDonald
dler of France and
The medicinal «nd healing proper*
Chancellor Hitler of Germany toties of the Soap not only thoroughly
;ether on some arrangement that
cleanse the akin, but are most beoefi*
would prevent the utter breakdown of
jcial and helpful to it. Ifyonuatnu*
the conference.
bled with pimple* or other «kin crop*
Sir John Simon »ald before leaving
tion the Ointment will quickly heaL
London that one of the first issues ha
Write far tpeddl folder am
and Mr. MacDonald would take up In
the care of the «Wn
Geneva would be the fact that no
AddKta: -Cartcar*," DepUSS;
other nations had followed Great
Maiden. Mm.
Britain's lead In Imposing an arms
embargo against China and Japan,
which, as he remarked, "leaves Britain In a situation which cannot be allowed to continue."
The British recognized that the
financial situation In the United
States might well delay any disarmament action and certainly would cause
postponement of the war debts conferences. In the latter matter, however. Sir Ronald Lindsay, British ambassador, did find opportunity to talk
with President Roosevelt's advisers,

T

CuticuraCares

The quickest relief for a headache is two tablets of Baya
Aspirin. The tablet bearing the Bayer cross dissolves
very rapidly and brings rapid relief. There is no known
medicine that works quite like Bayer Aspirin for th«
awful head and face pains of neuralgia. There is nothing
with quite the same effectiveness in relieving rheumatism.
Bayer Aspirin does not depress the heart, does not
upset the stomach, does not have any ill effect. Its purity
and uniformity are tested thirty-six times!
Time counts when you're in pain. Stick to genm»
Bayer Aspirin!

And Bayer mean* Safe!

seated In power by victory
FInIRML'X
the relchstag elections, Chancel-

lor Adolf Hitler now plans to rule
Germany without parliamentary aid for
about two years. His National Socialists hold about 44 per cent of the votes
in the new relchstag and the Nationalists, his present allies, have 8 per
cent. The election passed off quietly
Instead of being the bloody affair the
foes of the .azls had predicted. The
chancellor believes that democracy Is
a failure in Germany and now has the
legal tools to annihilate It. There
were many Indications that the country Is on the way to restoration of the
monarchy. One superficial sign of thla
•was the rapid disappearance of the
flags of the republic, the flags of the
Nazis and of the old empire being substituted. Hitler, however, feels that
the restoration must be postponed until conditions are improved, and In
this the monarchists agree with him.
An evidence of the trend toward conservatism was the order of Hermann
Goering, Nazi minister without portfolio, suppressing, the nudist movement.

fc'7^ -<'•"•<• f f + f r .
•>'<*

HEN c o n g r e s s
W $8,440,000
for the

appropriated
annual expenses of the bureau of prohibition
enforcement it stipulated that none of
the money was to be spent on wire
tapping or the purchase of liquor as
evidence. These provisions do not become effective until July i, but Amoa
W. W. Woodcock has ordered them Into effect now, pointing out that "cases
made contrary to them now probably
will be tried after these provisions become law."
The result of the order. Mr Woodcock said, will mean a complete
change In enforcement methods and
"will cause this bureau to operate almost exclusively against the manufacturers and transporters" of liquor.
This, naturally. Is good news to the
operators of night clubs and speakeasies.
days after completing hla
•* ulntb consecutive term |n the
house of representatives, Will R. Wooe!
of Indiana died quite unexpectedly in
New York. He was about to sail on i
two months' cruise of the Mediterranean for a complete rest after his long
and arduous labors ID Washington
Mr. Wood was one of the most active
and Influential of the Republic-dug |n
the bouse and In the last congress wo*
chairman of the appropriations com
mlttee. He was seventy-two years old
C. Itll. WMlero NBW.UUP., UnU,o.

FREE HELP*!
HURRIED

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
•••^•^•..•i

ALneed
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Friday-Saturday

MATCHES
6 box
carton
CLOROX,
19c
quart bottle

Crawford'S
29c

A.NIMAL CLAIMS MUST
BE FILED CORRECTLY

SOAP
Big Ben
6 for
25c

(From Congressman Otha D. Wearin)

BROOM, an extra good one
29c
SUGAR, Saturday only, cash, 10 pounds
49c
PALMOLIVE SOAP, 3 bars
17c
PEACHES, No. 2'^ can, in syrup, 2 cans for. . . .29c
HEAD LETTUCE, 2 for
15c
AMERICAN SARDINES, 4 cans for

17c

GRANULATED SOAP, Crystal White, large
size package

25c

PINK SALMON, No. 1 tall can

lOc

Delivery Hours 8:30 & 10:00, A. M., 2:00 & 4:00 P M
PHONE FOR FOOD—IT'S THE BETTER WAY

PHONE 29
THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Published Every Thursday by the

C. W. Clardy and wife spent Sunday
in Walnut at the home of her sister,
Mrs. M. L. Tilton and husband.

Tribune Publishing Co.

Washington News Letter

Mrs. Frank Bontrager and her
brother,
C. Ross Wiley of Atlantic, reW. F. BUDD
Editor
turned Sunday from a two weeks' visit
Subscription if paid in advance. .$1.50 with their sister at Malcolm, Iowa.
If not paid in advance
$2.00
Clyde Tobias, wife and two children
Entered at the post office at Anita, have moved from the Atlantic vicinity
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
to the tenant house on the Harry
Huff farm, and will work for Mr. Huff
THURSDAY, MARCH 16, 1933.
this year.
A meeting of the Eastern Star
The regular monthly meeting of
chapter was held Monday evening.
the Greater Anita Club will be held
Miss Lillian Kellner of Rolfe, Iowa in the dining room at the Congregahas been the guest the past week ol tional church on Friday evening of
her friend, Miss Geraldine Cleaver.
this week. A 6:30 o'clock dinner will
be served by the ladies aid society of
G. W. Marsh and wife and Mrs. that church.
Edna Nichols and daughter, Miss Mary
Jane, visited Sunday in Audubon, the
Walking into the court room at
guests of 'Mlrs. Myrtle Marsh.
Cresco, Wenzel Jestrab, 60, went to
the judge's desk and handing Judge
Anita Father—Young man, I de- H. E. Taylor a paper written in Bomand an explanation. What was the hemian, demanded $3500 together
idea of kissing my daughter in the with eight per cent interest on some
dark hallway last night?
property. The judge tried to reason
Young Man (very calmly)—Now with him and learn more about the
that I have seen her by daylight, sir, case when Jestrab whipped out a reI wonder myself.
volver, sat down in the witness chair,
covering the officers of the court and
Last Friday the patrons in the spectators. When the sheriff and
school in Lincoln township taught by deputy appeared he ordered them out.
Mrs. Dale Dressier calledv at the Finally someone handed him a paper
school, surprising Mrs. Dressier and requesting him to sign it and he sat
the pupils. Dinner, taken by the pa- down at a table to look it over. John
trons, was served at noon. UVtrs. Dres- Hodina rushed up and grabbed him
sier was the recipient of many pres- and he was overpowered and taken
ents from the guests.
.o jail.

Considerable misunderstanding has
Franklin D. Roosevelt waa inaugarisen in Hhe county over the filing j
urated
President of the United States
of domestic animal claims.
!
This matter was presented to the; in the midst of one of the largest
attorney general of Iowa recently by j crowds that ever attended such a funcanother county and his opinion is j tion. His address to the people was
definite on the subject and permits of characteristically short and to the
no leeway by the county auditors or point indicating that he intended to
boards of supervisors in the adminis- act immediately. He held his first
cabinet meeting within a few hours
tration of this part of their work.
The opinion follows:
j after he took the oath of office. A
"Is it a sufficient filing: of a claim ; light burned late in the executive offor injury to domestic animals by fices the first night of his adminisdogs, that a claim be filed within the tration as the new president assumed
ten day period contemplated in Sec-, his tremendous duties.
Mr. Roosevelt reviewed a mammoth
tion 5452 of the Code, without veriparade
in front of the White House.
fication, or should the same be verified within that ten day period?," was Delegation after delegation marched'
by his station while innumberable
the question asked.
Section 5452 of the 1927 Code pro- bands played, "Hail to the Chief.'
Crowds cheered madly all along the
vides as follows:
"Claims. Any person damaged by line from Capitol Hill to the end of
the killing or injury of any domestic Pennsylvania Avenue as Al Smith
animal or fowl by wolves, or dogs not went marching by walking "with the
owned by said person, may within 10 boys" from New York. Great and
days from the time he or his agent humble flocked to Washington to pay
has knowledge of such killing or in- respects to the Nation's new leader.
The first day of the • Roosevelt adjury file with the county auditor of
the county in which such killing or ministration marked the beginning
injury occurred a claim for such dam- of action on the part of the new President "Washington did not seem
age."
Section 5453 of said Code, provides: surprised to see him order a nation
"Forms of Claims. Claims afore- wide bank holiday the first day he
said shall state the amount of dam- was in office and call Congress into
ages, a detailed statement of the facts extra session the first week.
There was no hesitancy on the part
attending the killing or injury and
be verified by affidavit of at least two of Congress in passing the adminisdisinterested persons not related to tration's first measure entitled "A
bill to provide relief in the existing
claimant."
"It will be noted that Section 5453 National emergency in banking, and
Joe Byrns of
requires that the claim be verified for other purposes."
by affidavit, and it is the opinion of Tennessee who leads the majority
this department that in case such veri- sponsored the measure. The Republification of claim is not attached there- can leader, Mr. Snell rose in his place
to the same is not a claim and within and urged his colleagues to support
the riteaning of the statute and a fail- it saying, "Our house is on fire, the
ure to file such claim with verifica- President says this is the way to put
tion of claim in the ten-day period it out so I shall not stand in the way."
He was loudly cheered on both sides
would be fatal to the claim."

Burkhart's
We Deliver

Phone 300

Friday-Saturday Specials
SAUER KRAUT,2 No. 21/2 cans,.".......
19c
PORK and BEANS, 2 No. 2i/2 cans.,.,
19(,
VANILLA, 8-ounce jug or bottle *
2,3C
PEACHES, PEARS or APRICOTS, heavy syrup,
per can
..._ :
'2oc
ONION SETS, red, yellow or white, pound
ioc
BROOMS, an extra good one .....
23C
BACON SQUARES, per pound
9c
LARD, home rendered, 10 bs., (bring pafl)
55,,
MARSHMALLOWS, fresh, 1-pound box ;
i5c
GOLD DUST, large package
18c
SANJ FLUSH, and stool brush free
; 22C
PALMOLIVESOAP,3bars .'..:...,.,..
i9c
BRING US YOUR
MARKET PRICE P.
TOWN COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.

Town Hall,
Anita, Iowa,
March 6, 1933.
The town council met in regular
session with the following members
present: Mayor Harry, and Councilmen Burke, Marsh, Miller, Shaffer
and Wagner.
1 dozen tea rollty regular price l&J
The following bills were allowed and
and one 25c Black Walnut oQ
ordered paid.
cake, total value 40c, special J£|
J. A. iWagner, repair
$ 5.00
Solon A. Karns) services
15.26
FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIAl
Wilson Parrot, services
50.00 Hot OOSB Edna, with plenty A i |
of the Chamber with the permission Ernest Burke, services
3.0C of fruit, per dozen.
vrt?<
Miss Katie Cron is home from a of Henry T. Rainey of Illinois, who
G. W. Marsh, services
4.00
hospital in Omaha, where she had been presides over the 73rd. Congress. The
Carl Miller, services
-4.0C
for several weeks receiving treatment latter's snow-white hair, his impres^
George Shaffer, services
4.0C
for sinus trouble.
sive bearing dominates the chamber J.~~A. Wagner, services
4.0C
Mrs. Andrew IWlefcarid has been"oaj
when he is in the chair and he has
the sick list the paat week.
Miss Gertrude Ellick, teacher of been there consistently during these Tribune Publishing Co., printing
2.25
Grant school No. 6, has been quite ill first days of the session.
Cass County, prisoner expense. 11.20
Brooder houses and brooder stova]
for the past week with pluerisy at
In general the bill provided for contf
the home of her sister, Mrs. Fred Cor- trolled inflation with additional super- Matt Parrott & Sons, supplies.. 3.85 at Hartley's Produce.
Wagner Filling Station, gasonell, northeast of Atlantic.
vision of National and federal reserve
line
6.71
Harold Travers and wife return*]
Pilot Brand Oyster Shell, I00-lbs..75c banks. In reality the United States Barnholdt & Black, hotshot ... 1.65 to their home in Dee Moines today,
Butternut Coffee, pound
34c is off the Gold Standard and strange! Iowa Electric Co.,,hall Ijghts .. 1.10 after a 'few days' visit in the e
Good Flour, 49-lb. sack
79c as it may seem to some people the L. B. Trumbull, services
2.00 with her mother, Mfcs. Eliza
Oatmeal, large barrel
I2c nation still lives and has its being.
0. W. Shaffer, supplies
11.86
The President's message to Con- Iowa Electric Co., street lights. 65.00
SCHAAKE'S STORE.
Howard Saunders and wife of Ne-j
gress a few days ago asked for auMotor Sales Co., storage
10.00 vada, Missouri, visited in the city tej
thority
to
begin
executive
action
in
Mr. and Mrs. V. C. M'cCoy were the
O. W. Shaffer, supplies . . .
3;65 a short time lastfViday with friends.!
honored guests at a party recently at the matter of reducing the cost of
Reports
of
committees
were
read
They stopped here while on their win
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ma- Government. Out-go has so com-and approved.
to Des Moines. Mr. and Mrs. Sam-]
duff, when a company of friends were pletely surpassed income at WashingA petition carrying 71 names was ders are former residents of AniUJ
ton
that
the
U.
S.
government
will
entertained at an evening bridge paron file asking the council to •call a leaving here more than thirty yemj
ty. Late in the evening a lunch was be bankrupt in the course of a short special election for the purpose of
ago for Nevada, where they have sinet]
time
Unless
action
is
taken
immedserved.
submitting the following question to lived.
iately.
It seems to be the opinion
Stamp collecting is increasing. It of political leaders here that sufficient the voters: "Shall the Town of Anita,
is said there are now fully two mil- executive authority will insure an im- Iowa, place the management and conlion American philatelists, with 50,- medite reduction in expenses that is trol of its waterworks plant in the
000 new collectors a year taking up so imperative in this national emer- hands of a board of trustees?"
Physic the EHadder With
the hobby. Professional and amateur gency. Only once in the second day's ! The council set Friday, March 31,
Jnniper Oil
1933,
for
date
of
election.
collectors bought 4,000,000 copies of session did Congress pause in its de-,
Drive out the' impurities and exceal
Several
business
men
were
present
last year's George Washington Bi- liberations and then only for a moacids that cause irritation, burning srfl
centennial stamps on the first day ment to greet Eddie Cantor who has' and discussed with the council the
frequent desire. Juniper oil is pleasant I
advisability
of
issuing
scrip,
but
no
they were available. With many come down to Washington.
{
to take in the form of BUKBTS, ft»J
action
was
taken.
stamp collectors it has become almost j If the President's relief measures '•
bladder physic, also containing badul
A
motion
to
adjourn
carried.
a matter of business. They regard pass the two houses of Congress with i
leaves, etc. Works on the bladdtfl
Solon
A.
Karns,
their growing collections as invest- but little debate it is possible that I
similar to castor oil on the bowels. &*J
Town Clerk.
ments of high order, paying good re- Congress may recess for a short time \
a
25c box from any drug store. AftJ.1
turns and, what is more appealing to- while the administration completes j There was an automobile accident
four
days if not relieved of "getting"?!
day, safe. It is said that prices pai4 i the program that is being mapped out at the west edge of Anita on highnights"
go back and get your mon«M
for rare stamp collections have j for the reconstruction of our coun-' way No. 6 about 7:00 o'clock Sunday
If you are bothered with backache «J
lumped far less than prices of stocks • try.
evening, in which the occupants of leg pains caused from bladder disoi-1
and bonds, antique furniture, old
both cars escaped with minor injuries.
paintings, glassware and other colNOTICE.
i The cars, driven by Mike Woodall of dera you are bound to feel better afWj
this cleansing and you get your wffi
lectors' items.
Notice of holding an Election to Sub-' this city, and a Mr. Jones of Atlan- ular sleep. Bongers Bros., druggisHj
tic, were damaged quite badly. .
say BUKETS Is a best seller.
Three Davis county men, with four
ntit the Question of Placing the

' Specials
*
i

Anita BakeryI

DONT GET UP MIS

TRACTOR
FUEL
BETTER THAN KEROSENE
F. A. Black Oil Co.
PHONE 160 or 258

IOWA'S SHARE
of the Boulder Dam project will be
nearly $4,000,000. This amount
will be collected from you in taxes
to furnish a water supply for Los
Angeles and to reclaim farm land
that will eventually compete with
your own. In addition, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation has
loaned $28,000,000 of the people's
money to build a transmission line
to carry electricity to the municipal
plant of the city of Los Angeles.
This is a typical example of government ownership.

** Wm COMPANY ~ OWNCD AND OPERATED BY ,OWAH«

hounds, a 12-gauge shotgun and a
Water Works Plant in the hands of
knife bagged a 35-pound gray timber
a Board of Trustees.
j
wolf in a thrilling episode reminiscent
To the Legal Electors of the Towif
of the exploits of dime novel heroes. of Anita, Iowa:
j
Forest Cruikshank sighted the wolf
Notice is hereby given to the duly I
and immediately organized a party to qualified electors of the Town o f f
hunt it down. At the first shot the Anita, Iowa, that the following pub-;
animal's_ „„
leg was
broken, but
he man- ••«•
,.„„ „,un.cn,
uui ne
"icoouie will
win be
oe suDmvttea
the j
lie measure
submitted to the
aged to escape, so the trio secured the ' duly qualified electors of said town ,
hounds and set them on the trail. The at a special election to be held o n '
wolf was finally cornered but in such Friday, March 31, 1933, to-wit:
a position that a clear shot could not
"Shall the Town of Anita,
be had. So 'Cruikshank took the knife
Iowa, place the management
and started toward him. The wolf
and control of its water works
exhausted, weakened by loss of blood'
plant in the hands of a board
and unable to retreat any farther!
of trustees?"
awaited him. Man -"«
and beast
grap"•caoo jji«tp*"«*i. said
DOIU polling
tuning place
piace where
wnere said
That
pied. Cruikshank, after several breath- measure may be voted upon is as fol
less moments, plunged his knife into i lows, to-wit:
a vital spot and won the hand-to-hand
building locombat.
cated at the corner of Third
and Chestnut Streets in the
According to a decision handed
Town of Anita, Iowa.
down by Glair E. Hamilton, assistant
That said polls will- be
~~ ooen
"i"-n from
iiuiu
attorney general of Iowa, county
the hours of 8:00 o'clock, a m to
boards of supervisors are required byy O8:00
.uu „
cl,
o'clock,
p. m. on
he present law to make appropria- 1 31, 1933

-

r—e~u for payment
- membership by members of the'(Seal)
„
i . L. Harry,
county farm bureau in 1932 constitute
Mayor of Anita, Iowa.
proof of membership for 1933. In ad- Attest:
Solon A. Karns,
dition the assistant attorney general
3t
Town Clerk.
has held that membership lists need
not be filed with Ithe board of superH_ C. Faulkner, cashier of the Anita
visors m making application for aid
under the law nor shall a copy of that
11
list be made public or furnished the
bo»rd. The board shall have a right
Mrs. George Thorpe and daughter
however, to inspect the list to niV '
Mmam
returned to their home in Des'
sure that the organization is comu
in*r w \ 4 V » * V , , 1 . ,
mi
.
"
Mo i es Sunday, after a pleasant visit
Jn (lie city with her mother Mrs
*>ven at the request of a nun.be,
county attorney, in the state
I, J!e 7Hol"les' and h« water', Mrs!
»• ¥ Ziegler and husband.

Gallon
See Us About Your Motor
and Tractor Oil.
We Have a Special
Price on
MSK--'.':; |, \
Tractor Kerosene

0. W;

& Son
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Our Government

OUR COMIC SECTION

D

— How It Operates
By William Bruckart

D

Events in the Lives of Little Men
HlNA IN PEP 3MUBPAV AMU
ANP BY MONPAY HE WILL 0E
ENOUGH Tp.ATTfeNP SCHOOL

t

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

S

UNDAY I / • .
CHOOL Lesson
Institute of
, 1193, WMUrn Na«*pap*r Dolao.

OUR FOREIGN SERVICE
UBLICISTS and teachers and lead-

iP' ers everywhere agree, 1 believe,

Lesson for March 19
ALCOHOLIC

OF
that the demand of our age is for THE EFFECTS
DRINKS
tlie specialist The farmer has to
l)e a specialist In the several lines he
LESSON TEXT—Proverbs M:W-M|
follows; the professional man or Isaiah 28:1-4; DunUl 6:1-4.
GOLDEN TEXT—At th» last It bitwoman can hardly rise above a minieth .like a serpent and •Ung«th like
mum level without concentrating on an
adder. Proverbs SStlt
a particular subject, and the indusPRIMARY TOPIC—The HouM I
trialist who does not understand all
JUNIOR TOPIC—A Boy Who Rule*
Bd or breast-frf
phases of the business that Is his
Hlmaelf. •
_
to be constipate?
flnda the road full of ruts.
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOP*
wcei
_
Our government la a leader In this 1C—A Dangerous Enemy.
YOUNG PEOPIiB AND ADUW TOPfield of specialization. It has experts IC—Tb«
Cttri* of InUmperano*.
here, there and everywhere and for
this and that and the other subject,
I. The Effect of Alcohol Upon th«
but I believe few of them receive Individual
(Prov. 23:29-82).
more thorough training than do
L Woes of'those who Indulge In
those who are classified as foreign wine
(vr. 29, 80). No more graphic
pepsin
service officers. I do not mean that description
,
».JI.»
w 5>
of
the
evils
of
the
winej-^y
^3ia.* * doctor.
. f°uForty.
/"W
they have the technical training re- bibber has ever been given. It porowrf
tfafainotu
quired of the scientist, or the legal trays In the moat impressive manner •even yeani'Oi'pnictice taught him
learning of the law divisions, or the the miseries that mark the drunkard'* lust wfiatbatHHteed to keep theij
skill and training of the type who
""*i l»wej|. axjttve, regular; keen
There are six of them.
• •-*- •*=*"««• Healthy. Fo?
draft plans for a battleship or a great life.
a.
Awful
pain,
causing
them
to
cry
_ _.
„ _ ~t7, -,
in the treatpost office building. It Is another
ment of wontea-and little ones. Ha
type of training, but just as intensive. out.
b. Bitter remorse. Many are the attended ant^tSSOO births without
It has been less than a score of expressions of bitter regret upon the kMof«MQio$erarbaby.
years since congress finally was will- lips of the drunkard.
Ing to enact legislation to make our
OK. W. B. CAtOWELL'S
c. Strife and quarreling. The drunkforeign service one of a career type, en man Is always ready for a fight.
a service in which capable individ- He takes offense as well as gives It
uals might properly expect promod. Complaining. The wineblbber
Laxative
tion. That has been done and now complains of everything, 111 luck, broonly our ambassadors and ministers ken fortune, rained health, loss of
to foreign capitals remain as polit- friends, and even of God.
ical plums to be picked by the vica Wounds without cause. He has
torious party each four years. It many
wounds which might have been
p^ >v
seems to me that they, toB, ought to avoided—from
fights in which a sober
be "career" men, but it has not hap- man would not
been engaged
pened. ,Some of the foreign nations and from accidentshave
which result from
maintain their ambassadors and min- Intoxication.
*
isters In that classification and It has
f. Redness of eyes, the bloodshot
long been the conviction of students
of the subject that such diplomats eyes of the tippler.
2. The drunkard's bitter end (vr.
are among the best to be found In
82-35).
the corps at Washington.
Pntlla
linthell
a. Acute miseries (v. 32.) "It blteth
I to relieve
To get Into the foreign service like
a serpent, and stlngeth like an
I And clear the
now, It is first necessary for the ap- adder."
Strong drink, like the poison
plicant to pass a stiff examinatioa of the serpent,
permeates the whole.
It Is not a test of grade school naMENTHOLATUM
ture. The applicant has to know one being, causing suffering and death.
b. Perversion of the moral, senses
or more foreign languages; he has
to have a rather broad acquaintance (v. 33.) This excitement causes the
with business and finance and he has eyes to behold strange things, fantasto satisfy a board of examiners that tic Images which are produced on the
he knows how to conduct himself brain of the drunkard. The heart also
when he meets people whether on the utters perverse things.
c. He Is Insensible to danger. The
business of his government or In a
drunkard
Is foolhardy In his acts.
social way.
of Dnyton, Obit
d. He is Insensible to pain (v. 85)
10 started to tib
After he has done all of these
things satisfactorily, he starts to He has many bruises and wounds tor
"school" under guidance of the De- which he cannot account.
e. He Is In abject bondage (v. 35). IQ JMffQP lUfum BWBIW MB •••* «»«• »-•—
partment of State which has a group
of men who have been through the He la a bond slave to the ways of
'T6take off fat—take one half te&experience necessary to enable them sin.
spoonful of Kruschen Salts in i
f.
Hell
at
last,
for
no
drunkard
shall
to teach the newcomers what to do.
Class of hot water in the morning •
The course of study entails not only enter the kingdom of heaven (I Cor. >efore breakfast—one bottle that:
study but work In the various di- 6:10).
asto 4 weeiaotfrts but a few cents
3. The attitude enjoined (v. 31). It —«et it at any drugstore in Amervisions of the department where the
applicant can see what is done and Is "look not at it" Total abstinence la ica, If this first bottle fails to conhow and why It Is dona He learns the only safe attitude toward strong vince, you tti»' is the SAFE and
harmless,way to lose fat-yoar
there all of the questions that have drink. .
arisen between his government and
II. Effect of Alcohol Upon the Na- money gladly returned.
Bat be sure, and get Kruschei
others; he learns how they were tion (Isa. 28:1-4).
Salts—imitations are numerous ar
handled and the results, and he Is
Just as indulgence in Intoxicating you
must safeguard your health.
Informed of how pending matters are drinks brings ruin to the'Individual,
viewed. In other words, 'the course so it destroys the nation. God pro,
Work* Both Way.
provides a perspective of American nounced Judgment upon Israel because
policy respecting International af- of the sin of drunkenness (v. 1). Labor sweetens rest Rest can»
fairs, and if he IB good timber, the Samaria was the capital city, there- tlprocate, too.
training he has received fits him to fore stands for the nation. Drunken.
start shaping policy on his own Initi- ness seems to have been a national
ative once he Is assigned to a post in sin at this time (Isa. 6:11, 12; 7:5;
a foreign land. He has become a Amos 2:8, 8. 12; 4:1; 6:6). Samaria's
diplomat, equipped to look after the position was an enviable one; the
Interests of his government and pro- whole nation was proud of her. The
mote good will.
crown of pride whose beauty had been
; help for delicate o f ;
*' ua by taking Dft ;
so marked was now fading through
-. ie.rce's Favonte
The young diplomat who goes the blighting effects of drunkenness.
•prescription.
Ar '
Even
as
ruin
came
upon
Israel,
so
abroad enters on his duties with spewin
God
visit
Judgment
upon
America
cial Instructions • concerning questions
"^'u^S
acne, bearing •<»- ,
concerning the particular peoples and for its drunkenness. The Instrument
«un» and the we*
by
which
the
punishment
of
Israel
government where he is detailed. It
is obvious that there are different was effected was the Assyrian (v. 2).
questions to be considered In western The Imagery of this verse shows that
Europe than in Latin-America. Like- destruction was sudden, swift, and Ir- _-..-— Ja *
wise, they are different In the Near resistible.
SS^fCf
Bast than In the Far Bast The DeIII. The Effect of Alcohol Upon Napartment of State, therefore, baa di- tional Ruler* (Daniel 5:1-4).
vided Its work so that one section
Belshazzar's impious feast Is an
supervises relations with a particu- outstanding example of the effect of
^u-i^ Ou**!"' *•" I
TrtM D*.
lar part of the world where the prob- alcohol upon rulers. Note—
lems and the people have some com1. The attendants at the feast ITT.
mon basis.
1, 2). There were present Belshazzar
To accomplish this end and sim- the king, his wife and concubines, and
plify administration, six divisions a thousand of his lords.
2. Their behavior (w. 8, 4).
have been created In the department.
a. They drank wine.
They are the divisions of Far Eastern
affairs, Latin-American affairs, Westb. They committed sacrilege. They
ern European affairs. Near Eastern drank wine out of sacred vessels
affairs, Mexican affairs and Eastern which had been taken out of the TentEuropean affairs. It will suffice to pie, the house of God at Jerusalem.
show the scope of these groups to
c. They worshiped idols. They prayed
point out that China and Japan are to gods of gold and silver, of brass,
among the nations Included In the Far or Iron, wood, and atone, and chalPersoaal Touch
Eastern division; that all of South lenged the rule-of-the living God.
Gonfldencea contribute wo«
and Central America are Included in With the repeal of the Eighteenth
the Latin-American list; that Great amendment will come not only nation- wit to conTenatlon.
Britain and France are among those al disgrace but the loss of that high
under Western European supervision; standard which has as a rule characthat Albania and Bulgaria are Hated terized American rulershlp from the
as Near Eastern; that Finland ana President to the humblest civil officer,
Poland are termed Eastern European One shrinks from the contemplation
and that Mexico Is dealt with alone of what awaits our nation In Its deIn one division.
termination to legalize, the lotoxlcatr
Acting under the general super- lug cup.
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vision of the secretary, or the under
secretary, the chiefs Of these divisions ure the direct contacts of the
foreign service personnel with their
government ut home. Of course. In a
time of crisis, the secretary or the
under secretary la kept constantly lned of every development, but the
r o u t i n e guidance of our foreign pol'ifter all Is .julte generally conceived mid executed In those divisions
'•• conjunction with the diplomat at
hi* post of duty, l,e It a few hundred
miles from Washington, such as in
Cuiiuda, or lu fur-away Sumatra.
«. ISJZ. Wualaru Nu

^il
rbSjl
*» M
««Sw^

J

WORDS OF WISDOM
The greatest firmness Is the greatest
mercy.-—Longfellow.
We cannot be Just unless we an
klmi hearted.—Vauvenargues.
O heaven! were man but constant.
he were perfect—Shakespeare.
u«w few, like Daniel, have God and
gold together—George VllUera.
Trust reposed in noble nature*
obliges them the more.—Dryden.
Fame i it Is the flower of a day. tfcftt
Hies when the next sun risefc-Ouldft.
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E. L. Anderson, Pastor.
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(The Church With a Heart and'
an Open Mind.)
EVERY WEDNESDAY
Church School at iO:00 a. m. A
March 19, 1903.
W. K. Carey is home from Missouri, .raining school for Christian living,
Custom Hatching 2c per egg. Some room left for
with classes for all ages. Mrs. Lydia
where he went on a business trip.
next Monday.
D. M. James is building a large Brown, Superintendent.
'Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
barn on his farm in Lincoln townWe buy Cream, Eggs and Poultry, and sell Baby
WE DELIVER
Special appropriate music. Sermon
ship.
Chicks, Starting Mash, Brooder Stoves and
AT ANY TIME
subject,
"Behold
the
Man."
Claude Hansen and Maurice BurkInstitute Program.
Feeders.
hart were Atlantic visitors Saturday
Refreshments at 6:30, in charge of
evening.
WE DO FREE CULLING
Clate Carey returned Sunday from Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Campbell.
Assembly devotional service at 7:00
a seven days' business trip in northo'clock.
Vocal duets by Dorothy Mcwestern Nebraska.
Fintt Ripe
Our good friend, J. F. Gissibl of Intyre and Norman Hofmeister and
Lowell
and
Lyle
Kuehn.
Fruit
Lincoln township, is getting ready to
Departmental session at 7:15.
add greatly to the value and appearAdult Group.
Armour's
ance of his farm by the erection of a
Address, "Christianity and the
Cloverbloom
new dwelling house. The old building will be utilized in the construction, State," E. S. Holton, and "A ChrisPure Country
and a new part, 16x28, will be added. tian's Duty," Val Wiegand.
Young People's Group.
Hico Red Anti-Knock
In view of the reports that have
Rendered
been in circulation recently to the ef- Topic, "Jesus' Estimate of Human
gas
8c plus
large bar
fect that a number of vacancies will Life," Russell Bangham.
P. T. A. Meeting.
Address, "Ideals of Christianity,"
Quality Kerosene — 8c
occur this spring in the public schools,
hardwater
The March meeting of the Parent the members of the board are leading Miss Winona Kyle.
Teachers Association will convene in quite a strenuous life in their attempt
I ReM Tractor Fuel, no
Junior Group.
PEPPER, 1-lb. box
.23c
tax
lVzc the high school auditorium this Thurs- to dodge the many applicants for the Topic, "The Message of Jesus."
day evening, beginning at 8:00 o'clock. prospective vacancies.
Leaders, Mrs. Russell Smith and Miss
PEANUT BUTTER, Pint jar. .lie
Quart ]
Quality oils and greases We have been having unusually good A vote at the town election on Mon- Mary Osen.
Primary Group.
at prices you can af- attendance and want each parent and day, March 30, in favor of the propOYSTER SHELL, 100-lb. bag .............
all
those
interested
in
the
full
developTopic,
"The
Friendship of Jesus."
•5
osition, empowering the town council
ford to pay.
ment of our youth, to feel that a to establish" a gas plant for the town Leaders, Miss Gretchen Budd and Miss
CLEANSER,
Sunbrite,
3
for
.14c
Please make your truck cordial invitation is always extended of Anita, will be a vote in the interest Isabelle Biggs.
them.
Closing assembly of all groups at
delivery 50 gallons or to The
of the town and its people, and ought
SALMON, select pink, tall cans
.10c
school is the most demo- to carry in view of the fact that the 8:00 o'clock.
over. Prices are cash cratic public
institution we have, founded business men, especially, have petiSacred concert by the choir under
RAISINS, Thompson Seedless, 2-lbs. ........ _i4c
on delivery.
on high standards of unselfishness. tioned for it.
the direction of, Mrs. G. C. Noblitt A
[t is a place where we can come to- IThe Bank of Anita, conducted in program of sacred music for lovers
LETTUCE, large solid heads, 2 for
I5c
gether on an equal footing and show Anita by C. -ML Myers for many years, of good music.
our interest in some of the most
These
programs
and
services
are
has been sold by Mr. Myers to J. C.
PANCAKE FLOUR, Buckwheat,
worthwhile things in life.
.12«/2c
Anita, Iowa
Voorheea and 1C. E. Faulkner, who planned for your inspiration and proThe program committee have an will take possession April 1. The fit
Plan to attend. The public is
PINEAPPLE, Broken Slice, No. 2 can
evening arranged that is certain to name of the bank will be changed to invited.
.14c
please. The high school orchestra The Anita Bank, and will be capitalThe senior ladies aid will mee
will play which will be a feature
MUSTARD, quart jar
THIEVES NOW ROBBING
ized at a personal responsibility of Thursday with Mrs. 'Rachel Millhollin,
COUNTRY SCHOOL HOUSES along with several other good num- $125,000.00.
with
a
12:00
o'clock
dinner
for
the
Mr. Voorhees will be
bers as follows:
SALTED PEANUTS, 2-lbs.
.15e.
president and Mr. Faulkner cashier public for 25c. You are invited to ea'
When Miss Edna Rubsam, school
Vocal Solo, Russell Bangham.
with
us.
of
the
institution.
teacher, arrived at her country school
Newsboy Tap Dance, Marie Burns.
STOCK SALT, 100-lb. bag
The Institute program Sunday even
near Sibley one morning recently she
Military Tap, Mildred 'Crane and
MAKE NEW CEREAL.
ing was enjoyed by a large and apdiscovered that the coal shed had been Evangeline Carlton.
CHICK STARTER, 100-lb. bag
preciative audience, and the closing ademptied over night of a ton and a
Irish Lilt, Jane Scholl.
A homemade cereal which is both dress by Rev. Peter Jacobs of Shenhalf of coal. Investigation by officers
Irish Song and Dance, Dorothy inexpensive and delicious, according andoah on the subject, "A Man's Job,'
according to 'W. W. Overholser, re- Bangham, Gretchen Budd, Dorothy to Miss Lulu Tregoning, girls' club was a challenge to men to enter into
vealed that a truck had been backed Smith and Elaine Smither.
NO DIVIDENDS TO
leader in the Extension Service at the struggle for righteousness by be- The orchestra is composed of twelve
to the door of the coal shed. The inIrish Songs on the Trombone, Miss Iowa State College, is "wheat nuts," coming the leaders in the great morai members. Eleven numbers will be
STOCKHOLDERS.
truders had wrenched the padlock. Esther Thon.
developed by a 4-H bread demonstra- and religious issues. ' Rev. Jacobs given, all instalments being made
Apparently they did not use a shovel
The Weatt Iowa Telephone Con
One Act Play, Mlargaret Biggs, Beth tion team from Johnson county.
charged that the great moral and re- from kitchen utensils.
but threw the largest pieces into the Harry, Raymond Barber and Russell
is advising its.stockholders th.
Wheat nuts are made by sifting to- ligious issues were greatly in the
truck and drove off.
Bangham.
gether 3% cups of whole wheat flour, hands of women, and that unless we 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - + + +_•»• + * + this medium that no dividends
Tri-School
Declamatory
Contest.
1 teaspoon of soda and 1 teaspoon of returned these responsibilities to the 4
LINCOLN CENTER
4 be paid April 1st, on its Prefei
A baby girl was born last Friday
Stock. This is due to the pn
salt.
One
cup
of
honey
and
enough
Last
Wednesday
evening
OUT
de4
COMMUNITY
CHURCH
4
manhood
of
the
nation
we
would
sufmorning to Mr. and Mrs. Dean Armfinancial stringency and the loss*
clamatory
contestants
competed
in
a
buttermilk
are
added
to
moisten
the
4
Elwyn
Andrews,
Pastor.
+
fer further demoralization in the ranks
strong.
subscribers.
Tri-School contest between Atlantic, mixture. The mixture is baked like of civic and religious life. It is reThe Company has had a hatdl
Church services at 10:00 ft. m.
Mrs. Isola Bangham and Mrs Harlan, and Anita and succeeded in a cake in a moderate oven, broken in- grettable that every man in Anita
tie
to keep up interest payn
bringing
back
some
of
the
honors.
to
small
pieces,
ground
in
the
fooc
Sunday
School
at
11:00
a.
m.,witb
could
not
have
heard
this
timely
and
Claudia Brown were in attendance at
Mrs. Everett Luman as Superintend' taxes, insurance, wages to emplo
a D. A. R. meeting at the home of James Nelson won first place in the grinder and browned in the oven. 11 important message.
and all other necessary ex.
ent.
Mrs. Hardenburg Miller in La Vista humorous division with the selection is stored in a covered jar in a cool
According to all reports, Lincoln tuxes that must be met in order t
place Atlantic on Monday afternoon. he has been giving, "At Our School dry place.
on Decoration Day." He did an ex4
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
4 Center is issuing a challenge to all for keep up the service.
Mrs. W. G. Wilson is seriously ill at
We hope that all of our stock
THANKS—We wish to thank our ceptional piece of work and was
perfect attendance. Let us all be inher home on Cherry Street.
"Matter" will be the subject of the spired by their enthusiasm.
ers will-be patient. This beingi
good friends and neighbors who came clearly a winner in this class.
In bhe oratorical division, Donald
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
to our assistance last Thursday when
OUT interest in Christ is noit waning all Iowa owned company all
Starting and growing mash anc Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, March
the roof of our house caught fire. We Curtis of Harlan won first place with
but increasing. Come and worship holders will realize the seriousneeajf
19.
especially thank the fire boys for their the selection, "The Cost of War;" scratch feed. Hartley's Produce, tf
God with us. Special music has been the situation and we hope, at
and "The Supreme Menace," given by
The Golden Text is from Isaiah arranged for every service. Let US- ture time, we shall be again abkj
quick, skillful work.
Miss Zilpha 'Campbell was hostess
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Falconer John Henderson of Atlantic was last Tuesday evening to the members 26:13, "0 Lord our God, other lords cooperate in God's work, ask His pay dividends.
,
awarded second honors. In the drabeside thee have had dominion over blessing and through Him march on
WEST IOWA TELEPHONE!
matic division, Robert Booth of Har- of the M. Q. C. pinochle club, together us: but by thee only will we make to victory.
COMPANY.
lan received first place with the selec- with two other guests, Miss Marie mention of thy name."
C. D. MILLARD
4
Ladies aid meets Friday all day.
Biggs
and
Miss
Jetta
Knowlton.
High
tion "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," and
Wilbur F. Worthing, a reside^
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo- Everyone invited to attend. Bring a
4General
4 second place was awarded to Mary score for the evening was held by
Anita
many years ago, passed i
tations
from
the
Bible
and
from
the
•*•
Blacksmithing.
4 Jane Bell of Atlantic who gave, "The Miss Biggs and Miss Norine Keuster
dime for lunch, and bring all tttie famrecently
at his home in Han
Christian
Science
textbook,
"Science
ily.
was runner-up.
Inmate of the Dungeon."
and Health with Key to the ScripCalifornia.
+ 44444444444444-44
Spelling Contest.
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
H«v. B. JU Anderson was call«tj
Last Wednesday afternoon the final
One of the Bible citations reads: 4
+
H. B. CAMPBELL
4
M. F, CHURCH NOTES
4 Y<n*rWebr8sks, Monday by thef
spelling contest in the grade school
"And, behold, there was a woman f
+
Physician and Surgeon
Monroe J. Rariek, Pastor.
-t
took place in order to determine bhe
which had a spirit of infirmity eigh- 4 4 4 4 4 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 4 - 4 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 4 of his father, Nels Anderson,
+ Office in Campbell block over
passed aw*y Sunday evening at »»
best oral speller in the school. The
Buy fresh tested bulk garden seed teen years, and was bowed together,
4 Clardy'a Hardware. Residence
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Dr. pttal in that city. Mr. Anderson*
1
Malone's,
Atlantic.
it
twelve
contestants
who
had
withstood
and could in no wise lift up herself. C. H: Johnson. General Supt
•*• 2 blocks north of H. E, church.
And when Jesus saw her, he called We are pleased to announce that mttted to m major operation sen
4 Calls promptly attended day 4 all previous competition and who had
Stove
pipe,
galvanized
ware,
Perearned the right to participate in this
weeks ago,
her to him, and said unto her, Woman,
4 or night
final contest were: Betty Burns, Max fection and Florence oil stoves, also thou art loosed from thine infirmity. another name will be added to our
all
kinds
of
new
and
used
plumbing
cradle
roll,
Janet
Sue
Johnson,
the
Harry, Marjorie Kenfield, Phil MonAnd he laid his hands on her: and
nig,
Argyle Stone, Marion Miller, and furnace supplies. Johnson Plumb- immediately she was made straight, little daughter of Dr. and Mte. C. H.
4-f4-t-44444444444-4/4
ing
and
Hearting
Shop.
tf
Johnson.
•*•
and glorified God" (Luke 13:11-13).
ANITA TRANSFER
4 Howard Campbell, tMaxine Stager,
worship at 11:00 o'clock in
4
Jenny
Nelson,
Amy
Knowlbon,
Robert
E. R. Wilson, Prop.
4
Among the selection from the theMorning
Sweet clover from $2.10 to $2.50
Masonic
Temple.
per bushel. Malone's, Atlantic, it
Christian Science textbook is the fol4 Local and long distance moving. 4 Crawford and Gladys Turner.
Epworth
League
at 7:00 p. m. YOBS Manufacturing
It
proved
a
very
good
contest
and
lowing: "Inasmuch as God is good and
4 Anytime,anywhere.
4
FOR SALE:—Medium red clover the fount of all being, He does not Leader, Miss Hallie Mae Koob. Topic,
"IP IT'S MADE OF WO
took
one
hour
and
thirty
minutes
of
* Phones—Office 202; house 207. 4
seed. Phone 151 R 35. Ralph A, produce moral or physical deformity; "An Evening of Bible Appreciation.''
WE CAN MAKE IT.
*
Raven Peed of all kinds
4 continuous spelling to determine the Cochran.
2tp
Choir
practice
Wednesday
evening
602-4 E. 3rd. St.
winner. Betty Burns withstood all
therefore such deformity is not real,
+ + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 competition and received first place,
at the home of Mrs. Earl Blue,
but
is
illusion,
the
mirage
of
error.
LADIES—Bring this ad with you.
Swan,
The stewards are requested to comT~+ -f -f 4^T4TT4=fT4~+ 4^4 Max Harry received second and Mar- "Save this ifl bill." Apply it on your Divine Science reveals these grand
Attwneys-at-Law
plete
the
canvass
of
their
lists
and
jorie
Kenfield
was
third.
*4
ANITA PUMP CO.
4
next permanent wave. Good for $1 on facts. On their basis Jesus demonGeneral
Law Business Tr
be
prepared
to
give
a
report
on
ThursThe
word
assessor
was
the
final
4 Plumbing and Hot Air Heating. 4
any wave—$2.50, $3.50, $5.00 and up strated Life, never fearing nor obey4
•*•
Pumps, Mills, Tanks.
4 word that determined the contest. Other waves $1, $1.50 and up. All ing error in any form" (pgs. 243 and day evening, March 23.
Ask For
4
Plumbing Supplies.
4 Other words that contestants went methods given here. Rake Marinello 244).
Primrose
Ice Creai
Mrs.
Nellie
Holmes
is
spending
the
4
Pump and Mill Work Done.
4 down on were: dissimilar, cautions, Shop, Atlantic, Iowa, Phone 2i>4. it
Th* Cream Supreme
week in Guthrie Center at the home
.
v 'Jom« in and figure with me. 4 condemned, florists, cistern, meddling,
At Most Dealers
We have the seed and we have the *• CHRISTIAN CHURCH NOTES + of her son, Glenn Holmes and family.
4 First door west of Stager's 4 reservoir, almanac, dried, course.
price.
Malone's,
Atlantic.
n
*
Elwyn Andrews, Pastor
-f
4
Zurfluh Greenhousji
Cafe.
4
Did you hear about the old Buick
Oil stoves at Johnson's Plumbing
f - f + ' f - f + .H..^.^^^
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 4 - f + + + « and Heating Shop.
Cot
Flower*. Funeral D&
car
that
drove
down
to
the
depot
the
FOR RENT:—Residence property
tf
Bible School at 10:00 a. m. C. W
.
Plant* of AH Kind,.
where Ed. Carlton and family have
other
day?
An
engine
was
switchZastrow, Superintendent.
pho
been living. Good house, garage and
ing, and let out a shrill whistle and 8th. & Pine St».
Communion Service at 11:00 a. m
1
garden spot. Enquire at this office.
seared
the
old
Buick.
It
run
down
the
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m.
Osborne-Tomlinsoi
road a mile and a half, got stuck in
Evening services at 7:30 o'clock
^FOR SALE OR TRADE:—1929
:
Funeral Home
Preaching service at 11:00 o'clock « cattle guard. They sent out the Sixth ft Oak Streets
Ford coach, an extra good one; 1929
section
gang.
They
got
there
in
time
Chevrolet coach; 1932 Chevrolet se- Communion service.
Ambula»ce
to see no one was in the car, and the Ett 1996
dan.
evenings and Sundays
Evening worship at 7-.30 o'clock If
Phone 244. O. W. Shaffer & Son, you are not attending services any flyer was coming, BO there was Ho
LARSON-The Eye!
Op-tqm-e-tnst
Anita, Iowa
Place else, come and study wife us time to do anything. The flyer hit
For Better Results^
from the Book of Ut. CorinthianB. her, knocked her 200 feet over into
E. S. HOLTON, Lawyer.
You are welcome. We have had some a corn field, lit right side up, and let
Established 20 " ""
Practice in all courts. Opinion on interesting lessons so far and much out a snort and started for home. Joe
Forum is a very truthful man, maybe,
Land Titles; and Settlement of estates enthusiasm has been shown
P«c*ck&
* Specialty.
County Attorney
Ladies aid meets all day Thursday and he vouches for this story, almoftt,
but one tiling is sure, if you will come AH «b Mdwered
at the home of Mrs. C. Wjfastrow.
ANITA MILLING CO.
down to our shop, you will ftnd «U
wordless
K.
J.
U.
club
meets
Friday
at
the
CHADWICK TRANSFER
Prices are down in the repair line,
home of Mrs. Eric Osen
Ground oats
10c
The Kitchen Kabinet Sinkopaters Plow sharpening, points, and repairs
Oats hulled
••.......Vk
Southwest Iowa'
Ear corn ground
5, w.ll g.ve a concert at the church on of all kinds; and we have axe handles,
fork
handles,
doubletrees,
singletrees,
ANITA LUMBER CO.
Friday evening, March 24, at 8-.00
Called for and delivered
o dock. lOc admission to everyone neck yokes, and a lot of other staff
6c per cwt
PHONES: Office 20; R«. 11
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS
Pu> and coffee will be served at the you will have to have. And we din
No bother. You lose no time
dose
of the concert f o r 10c. This ia order John Deere repairs for your
Lot Us Do It
a benefit put on by fee K. J. U club machinery. Millard's, West Ifhto
Street
•
Expert B»diio

ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

Specials For Tbors., Fri., Sat

Rasmussen Hatchery

Bananas

and Produce Station

Butter

ill. 19c

Lard
Soap

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES

Gasoline Alley

WANT ADS

ATLANTIC BUSi!
DIRECTORY

We Have a Large
Brooder House

for sale cheap for cash
ROBTTSCOTT
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So he passed up the new Wonder
AND THEN HE STRUTS
of the World. When the Addicts told
ARABS LIBERAL IN
An
Intellectual Is one who likes flchim that Improvements were being
IDEAS OF DIVORCE tloh that he can't enjoy at all.
made and the Amplifier was learning
to bring the Stuff In so that It soundlan Being
ed like Something and the Programs
were better, then Mr. Jelby laughed
Simple Formula, With a Gift,
scornfully and said there would be
Severs the Tie.
frong
nothing doing, as he had investigated
and decided that the Plaything would
HOWE
HOWS AND WHYS IN
never be more thau a Passing Fad.
In the Oara mountains of southBy GEORGE ADE
human being I have
Even when the Newspapers began
RAISING CHICKENS ern Arabia divorce Is supremely easy
_____ turned up today
to have Special Departments with
for the man, as throughout all Ara^operator In a depart*
®, Ball Syndicate.—WNTJ Strvlca. '
funny-looking Pictures and ponderous
bia. He has only to tire of his wife
girl of nineteen and
and long Programs! Mr. Questions and Answers That and say so in the usual formula and
T" WILL be remembered that Mr. Explanations
TM floor WftnJelby
was
unmoved.
she must go home to her father, with
Jelby stood in front of the Drug
received $8 a week.
Cover Many Points.
Then, at a Party one night he saw
a parting gift of half a cow. Divorce
Store in 1900 and said that when
of her pride? proba new-fangled one that had Bulbs By H. H. ALP, Poultry Extension Specialist, by the woman la also easy, though
he
started
somewhere
behind
a
love In moving picand Dials all over It and looked like
Collet* of Agriculture, University
financially more onerous, for she
In magazine storlea; Horse he knew he would get there the Apparatus that might be used for
,of Illinois.—WNU Service.
must return to him half the marriage
compliments the man and, besides, you didn't have to crank purposes of Electrocution. It had a
Twenty-four questions and answer* price, which may amount to ten cows,
up
a
Horse
and
it
never
had
Tire
i when trying to entrap
Loud Speaker which looked like the cover most of (he stumbling blocks
nit with the girl; she Trouble. lea, indeed, Mr. Jelby was entrance to the Hoosac Tunnel. The Which Dllnola farmers will hare to Both are Immediately free to marry
• an age in which ev- alick toough to see that the Horse- proud Owner did a little jiggling and clear In the successful brooding and again. Divorce does not require a
qadhl'a sanction, so marriage and
wrong policies: prob- less Carriage waa merely a futile Ex- out came a Niagara of Grand Opera. feeding of chicks this spring.
divorces are-frequent. If a wife has
i aa proud because he periment and countless Generations The Operator said that Boston was
Samples of the questions and an- borne
her husband children, he Is
daughter 'la -because yet to arrive; would have to depend coming in very well. Mr. Jelby •werg placed In the hands of aU counA persistent backache, with
usually
unwilling to divorce her, but
upon
Old
Dobbin.
Now
he
wants
to
am not proud- about
couldn't believe it was Boston. It ty farm advisers, are:
bladder irregularities and
when
he
marries
again,
inevitably
a
alap
the
Speedometer
in
the
Face
If
acre are w> many mlstoo nearby. Then the quiverQ. What are the essential require- young girl, it is customary for him to
a tired, nervous, depressed
It doesn't register 50 and when he sounded
ommodated.
Ing
Crank
who
was
at
the
Wheel
defeeling may warn of some disment*
for successful rearing of chicks! pacify the older woman with a gift
goes around a Family Party huddled clared that he could get Hastings,
ordered kidney or bladder conA. Healthy, vigorous chicks In a equivalent to the new bride's mar• •'. '
in a Fllv he does it on Two Wheel* Nebraska, and he did so. He said
dition. Users everywhere rely
mistaken notion la and shouts Insulting Cracks at the
clean ventilated house on a clean riage price. Thus women acquire
on Boon's Pills. Praised for
pie, after living many Slow Pokes who are impeding Traffic. thai Atlanta was a Cinch for him and range, not overcrowded, good feed, wealth; indeed the Independent posmore than 50 yean by grateful
ars, have failed to find
It was Mr. Jelby who opposed the In two seconds Mr. Jelby was listening plenty of feeder space and the liberal session of property by man and wife
^ users the country over. Sold by
best way, and attU formation of the Country Club, al- to an Educational Talk in Atlanta. use of good common sense.
la regarded in a favorable light.
".druggists.
Q. How much floor space should a
; meanly persist In trav- lowing'that Golf was an effeminate The Subject Matter was not very
"How many children have yon got,
; road. I have Scarcely Diversion Intended for White Rabbits .thrilling, but in getting Atlanta the chick have?
A. There should be at least one Instahall?" I asked of one of my
ho did not, make this and Inmates of the Old People's Home, feverish Fan had proven that his old
Machine
had
Selectivity.
square
foot of floor space for every Oara escorts.
a remedy. One Dr. but a sad Imitation of Something to
"Three," he said, "a girl and two
That word "Selectivity" impressed three chicks.
m," at-ftfe* Tork dty, Do for a robust Athlete who bad been
Q. What should the room tempera- boys."
r strongly, and wrote brought up on baseball and Draw Mr. Jelby. He used it Next Morning
"From the same wife?"
f lt Speaking of Russia Poker. And now. Mr. Jelby has -more. when he went Into a Department Store ture of the brooder house be?
"No, the girl is old and Is the womA Diuretic
A.
Generally
the
room
temperature
ago, he said: "It la the Clubs than Hagen and at Night hla to purchase a Superola, the same as
forth*
of the brooder house will vary some- an of Fadhlallah here. Her mother
^ which holds aloft a bea- Wife will hear him murmuring In his he had heard at the Party.
Kidneys
[
divorced."
what
with
the
age
of
the
chicks.
For
hopej the only coun- sleep. "The head down and come back Getting In Good With the Neighbor*.
"Why?" I asked.
brooder stove method of brooding
|taking mankind out of Us slowly." Yon' know, one of these terThe Salesman said there was no the
"She bore me nothing (that Is, no
there
should
be
little
reason
for
the
:ing it on another track rible Cases.
need of spending all that money. For room temperature to be higher than sons). But Is was she who asked for
.
it has been following
Oh, how he ridiculed the folks who $45 he could get a dandy little Pazola
WHITER? YOU BET?
the divorce."
tupldly for these thou- put in their time Dancing! He was which would pick up almost any sta- 75 to 80 degrees. Too many brooder
IT WASHES CLOTHES
"And did you claim half your galhouses
are
kept
too
hot
Hover
temsince It emerged from one of the first to denounce Jazz. He tion and provide many happy Hours
4 OR 5 SHADES WHITER
lap (wedding price) back?
perature
-recommendations
do
notWITHOUT SCRUBBING
said that the old-fashioned Waltz and for the Je}by Tribe.
"More, I gave six cows for her, and
room temperatures.
i past summer. Doctor Bob* Mazurka had some sense to them and
The dandy little Pazola lasted Just mean
demanded and got eight for her diQ.
When
should
chicks
receive
their
> Russia, and on his re- be even defended the bop-sklp-and- two Sessions. When Jelby found that
vorce."
feeding?
entlrely different story. jump Polka, but the modern Trots, It brought In only a Squeak from first
He laughed. "\Vallahll 1 was a
A. As soon as they are put In the
jds of workmen in Lenin- and Toddles and Walks had no Rela- xOmaha and not a Flicker from Los brooder house. Long delayed feeding fool, for she married Bir Zald and
bg from their summer va- tion to Terpslchorean Art and were Angeles, he was off Of It for Life. la likely to be followed by bad results bore him four sons."—From "Arabia
wrote of;-«hen>5. "Our merely lazy Forms of Indoor Exercise. He went to an Expert and laid In a
Q. What are the most common mis- Felix," by Bertram Thomas.
age Immigrant arriving at And how Mr. Jelby wants to go out Trlple-Super-S6metblng that had to takes made by the flock owner In rear
looks like a prosperous every Night and wriggle until the Sax- be turned sideways when brought In(jparlson. ; The Impression ophone Players pass out, and the to the house. After It was all keyed up IngA. chicks?
Not providing enough hopper
ressing, iand It was interi- waiters begin putting chairs on the then Mr. Jelby worked out his Log apace, keeping the brooder house too
and brought in the neighbors.
• 1 went" iHe found the Tables.
hot and losing Interest after the
able; the hotels and rall- ; He is the Kind that will make Fun
Now he sits at the Key-Board and chicks are six weeks old.
Ijlike pig pens, because of of a new style or some novel Diver- .Jumps from Springfield, Mass., to Dalinefficiency. In the rail- sion until It becomes Universal and> las, Texas, via Chicago and St. Louis.
there was always a auf- then he will wake up some Morning He Is still -strong on Selectivity. Just Cost Sheet Shows Egg
irerpowerlng stench; mobs and discover it with a Cry of Sur- as the Guests are beginning to enjoy
Profits in Year 1932
—don't gain weight
refoot people lying on the prise. He wouldn't wear these Baggy WEtAF, he demonstrates his versatilEvery poultry flock owner keeping
sited the largest and best Trousers until after they had been ity by hopping to WLS and as soon
—don't grow strong
Leningrad and said an adopted by all the Walters at the as they begin to sit up and listen to cost records for the poultry extension
—don't
keep well
WLS with eyes asparkle, he shows off office at North Carolina State college
og would hot eat the food Bon Ton Cafe.
during
the
year
1932
made
a
profit
again
by
working
on
his
Prize
Stunt,
ents. -- " .;.; •
Those Who Get MaSdett Fall Hardest.
above feed cost of $1.27 a bird, accordnamely, trying to get Mexico City.
he visited the dining
His offspring ^ got many a raspy
ing to figures submitted by the own- The stomach Is not to blame when
In
the
last
month
he
has
picked
up
workers In a textile fac- Grilling Just a short time ago because
ers and recently tabulated by C, J. a child Is finicky about food. Nor.Is "OINCB I stopped abusing my clothes
over
800
stations
and
never
remained
jleir meals, and says the they wasted so much time on a preevery sluggish girl or boy constipoultry specialist
O every week—since I began mating out
1; Sing Sing have better and vailing Type of Idiocy known as the over eight seconds on any one. For Maupln,
There were 214 flock owners who pated. Instead of a lot of medicine, the dirt instead of scrubbing it out against
the distracted Listeners this Life has
Cross Wprtf Puzzle. He advanced the become Just a series of unfinished Bal- kept these records through the year give a little pure syrup of figs. a metal washboard—I must have saved at
i In the factory was highly original Opinion that It didn't
and made a careful report month by You'll see a change In twenty-four least $100. For clothes washed the safe
month;* the purchasing make any-'difference how many let- lads, interrupted Orchestral Selections month
of the results being secured. hours I In a couple of weeks, your 'scrubless' Rinso way last 2 or 3 times
and
dislocated
Operas.
The
Neighbors
I ruble varies from 2 to 10 ters were in'a Certain word- or what
The
average.for
each month shows 40,- youngster will have the appetite of longer. And they come shades whiter,
have
called
a
meetlqg
and
there
is
yhere he saw long lines the last tliree Letters might be or
coo—even without boiling!"
868
birds
from
which records were a young animal!
waiting to purchase sup- what the Word meant. If the new no Question as to what will happen secured. This was
It's true, mothers, for It's Nature.
an average of 188
The Rinso way of washing clothes is
to
Mr.
Jelby.
The
only
Problem
now
nan had been waiting six Graze was going to teach Folks a
birds for each farm for each month. California syrup of figs Is bottled the modern way. So easy on you—so easy
Is to dispose of the Body.
lot of new Words, "he was agin It, beon your hands—so wonderfully easy on the
MORAL: Every new Accomplish- In October, the number of birds per health for the little ones.
had had 18 changes cause most of them knew too many
farm reached 238 and the lowest was
Pale, sickly children whose tongues clothes!
ment
should
be
practiced
In
Secret
for
ation In,-tw* yearai each words already'and used them too fre- the first Nine Months.
In August when records were received are always coated, and who are
Cup for cup, Rinso gives twice as much
'the other In the work
of quently. Besides, after you had solved
from 137 birds per farm. This Indi- never really hungry, are suffering suds as pufied-up soaps—even in bardot
:
He declares the Soviet the Fool Thing out to all the corners
cates that some careful culling was from stasis. That means a sluggish •water. Great in
an Intolerable tyranny; and had used up a couple of Erasers, Great Minds That Saw
done and that the average farm flock colon; a colon clogged with waste. washers.too—and
a terrible plight "I re- what had yon really done to make
been reduced more than 40 per They need the "California treat- simply grand for
Blessing in Adversity had
bnclude," he writes, "that the World brighter and happier and
cent in the first eleven months of the ment," You can give this treatment dishes! Get the
However much pessimists, like
item la wrong; 9Q per better?
yourself, any time, anywhere; .it's BIG package.
Schopenhauer and Hartmann, may rail year.
mm^*^m***mt^m
? people of Russia are now
The gross Income from the eggs re- simple. Every druggist has CaliforOne day he happened to pick up one at
the suffering, as distinct from the ceived from the flocks reported upon nia syrup of figs all bottled, with
•Ison, a hopeless hell, be- of the,Teasers and began to fool with
THE BIGGEST-SELLING
attempt to make the it, in a Spirit of Contempt. The first sin, that is In the world, It Is an In- amounted to $102,281.20 or $477.94 a full directions for a babe of two
PACKAGE SOAP IN AMERICA
contestable
fact
of
experience
that
suffarm. The gross value of eggs for years or child in his teens. Its deconform to the rules of Horizontal Word was something In
Communism."' He went six Letters meaning to arrive or de- fering can fashion human character each bird was $2.53. The average licious taste makes It delightful to
wrote at great length part or go up an Alley, or something as nothing' else can be. Bacon and price received for eggs was 19.9 cents use; no child ever tired of It
sit, but found nothing to like that You know, one of those Shakespeare are no mean authorities a dozen and the average feed cost for
Start tonight, giving enough to
where a knowledge of human nature each dozen eggs was about 10 cents.
' QUICK '
Short One,s that a Small Child who is
cleanse the colon of every bit of
concerned;
and
we
are
all
familiar
artlng on bin trip he had Is mentally defective should guess In with Shakespeare's "Sweet are the
poisonous waste. Then a spoonful
RELIEF FROM COLDS
at Russia was the one Three Seconds or whatever happens uses of adversity," while Bacon forcior so, every other day, until the
What
Pullets
Cost
:h the relations between to be Bogey. After two hours Mr. bly says "Prosperity Is the blessing of
child's appetite, color, weight, and
Records on 46,121 pullets, kept dur- general health tell you all sluggishad been put on a healthy, Jelby was up on the Table with the the Old Testament; adversity Is the
1
; on hla return he said newspaper under one Knee, gnash- blessing of the New." "That misery ing a period of three years In six lead- ness or constipation has been coning
poultry
producing
counties
In
Cali! a single happy woman's ing his Teeth and rubbing the thing does not make all virtuous," says Docquered.
FOR NO5L A N D T H R O A T
a decent, comfortable out for the 47th time. Those who get tor Johnson, "experience too clearly fornia, give the net cash cost of raisWhen a cold or severe sickness
ing
pullets
to
six
months
of
age
as
70
the
maddest
fall
the
hardest
He
went
has
sapped
a
child's
strength
and
fcontented man.
. Essence of IVf istol
informs us; but It Is no less certain
out and bought the largest Dictionary that of what virtue there Is,' misery cents. When labor, depreciation, and stamina, remember California syrup
ON H A M C K •
. * . ••';'.'
Interest
on
Investment
were
added,
^something wrong with the to be had, also a Book of Synonyms; produces far the greater part." These the net cost of raising each pullet of figs.
If you want to get real results,
Ames are go04 when farm- an Atlas, Who's Who, and the History are not the words of morose fanatics', Increased to 99 cents. The total cost
ihlgh prfc«jp*rifei|:helr pro- of the World. And now, if he stays up but -of thoughtful men of the world. was $1.86, but there was an Income of get the real California syrup of figs.
j!uB8lft,eggis sell at 10 cents late enough he can'worry out a dinky And an equally Impartial modern 88 cents from sale of cockerels and Do not accept any Dottle which does
at $1.5ft aSpfliiajBd; butter Little One of about Thirty Words moralist makes the striking observa- pullets, of three cents from sale of not say CALIFORNIA. Syrup of Figs. W. N. U., Dea Moine*, No. 11-1931
Pund. te/t tiinw are very which the Children cleaned up before tion that "the older the men grow In eggs, and a miscellaneous Income of
life, the more work becomes their real
ussla; the farm .problem starting for the Movies.
cent. These figures, according to
Since you have a correct line on play, and -suffering their real work."—- one
ie tha%,^ygi:' United This
L. D. Sanborn, assistant farm adviser
rugged
and
typical
American
J. R. nilngworth.
lately I paid 17 cents
in Los Angeles county, were gathered
you will understand that thev
| of boiling bWtPfnd K pro- Citizen,
by the agricultural extension service
Radio
had
him
marked
as
a
Victim
plent soup an4 meat for
of the University of California.—Los
Wadding Ring Long Used
from
the
very
start
When
the
first
! days. (I toldi tbj^ atory to crude Outfits were being advertised,
The origin of the wedding ring Is Angeles Times.
from 100 mile* awray, and and a few Amateurs were building unknown. The Egyptians were probcent with * "tory about
Own Sets, and sitting around ably the first to use rings and In their Kind of Chicks That Pay
boiling mntton.) With us their
for
Hours
wearing Bar-MuffB and try- hieroglyphics a circle represents eterThe chicks that grow without a
Icents each ;(bntt*ir 2B cant* Init to strain
a few connected Sounds nity. The Romans used a plain Iron check from hatching to maturity are
Theat and corn so plentiful through the Buzzing
it was ring, which was placed upon the finger those that pay best The profltdble[that corn la being burned then toat Mr. Jelby Effects,
of the bride by the bridegroom. Among nea« of any lot of chicks raised deshowed
Id wheat fed to cattle and Scorn for-the whole Game, Onceutter
the Anglo-Saxons the groom gave a pends on bow many such there are In
he
p is also aome^bing wrong visited a Bug who was working hard pledge or "wed" to the bride at the It
When the.parent stock Is all carelory of Maithua,'an ancient
Eesults. He even con- betrothal and this pledge was a ring fully selected for type and vitality,
to
get
some
ladmlred for great wisdom. sented to put on the Receivers and placed on the right band. It was worn and any weakly looking chicks are
" 't waa Inevitable that pop- finally he heard Something that soun- on the right hand until the wedding. killed when taken from the Incubator,
fled to overtake and outrun «l like a three-piece Orchestra playing when It was changed to the other. It growing good, healthy chickens Is en°f subsistence, In the Onlt- at the bottom of a Well In the nert Is recorded that the wedding ring was tirely a matter of proper care and
WOC DAVKNPOM . .10:15 A.M.
bere is a surfeit of food; so Block. The Fact that the music was used by Christians aa early as SCO considerate feeding at every stage of
WHO Dm MOINM. .10:1; A.M.
that manufacturer! are
A. D.
WOW OUAHA
11:15 A.M.
growth.
shut down. The people
TunoATt:
rccipei,
menus,
iced too much food, the
Hauling in st Shark
houtchold manage*
now say the remedy la to Vou'nded almost that far away.
The average shark that a surf fish- Many Like Turkey-Growing
meat
No
Pawlno
Fad.
for
Jelby.
ople as a meant) of n
When the revival of Interest In turTBDUPATI: home baking
He admitted that possibly one could erman can handle successfully Is key growing began shortly after the
and higher priced,
about 350 to 400 pounds and a great
• Cooking and baking demonstrawar.
authorities
on
poultry
agreed
that
get a
Long-distance Phone deal depends on skill and plenty of it was a passing fad—a rich man's
tions are given right at the microImperfect
line.
Nine
hundred
feet
la
not
too
an
hearing old things of no
being received
phone by Mrs. Barton.
which
game.
So
fnr
events
have
discredited
much
line
If
one
hopes
to
conquer
300
at talked about over and
Become an carolled listener!
their Judgment. Hlch men who took
young man reaches adult
be didn't pounds of fighting "lightning" on a It
Then you will receive two bulleup have not tired of It as was ex12-ounce
surf
rod.
To
those
who
have
*gin» thinking of mating."
bis Head
tins a week. New recipes... helpa Clamp
t0
never hooked a flsh large enough to pected, and their success encourages
[thing has been going on
ful, completely detailed direction*
waiting for some
Others
to
grow
turkeys.
Turkey
growmake them doubtful of their physical
PM of years, but we talk
• i • menus 4 • • plans for saving
FKANCBS Ln BA»TON nr
ers
generally
find
a
certain
fascination
ability to land him there Is a thrill
as though such a thing
time, work and money.
GENUAL FOOD* RADIO Krrona*
about
the
birds—In
uuiny
ways
so
difas
well
as
a
lot
of
real
hard
work
'd before, and watch the
coming when a big shark Is hooked ferent from other poultry.—Boston
""'" in hope of
*^ crank
Needle and
V
a"" get
B«^ «a with a linen line which has a break- Herald.
Tuni in .. .Tuesdays and Thursdays!
'
. ~ that WOUl d rattle ing test of only 80 pound*.
-WNU Sorvlo*.
tb« Windows.

The Fable of the
Monarch of Western
Hemisphere
. ffi.

Miserable
with Backache?

r

When

CHILDREN

Now my clothes
last 2 or 3 times
longer

Mistbl

Practical, modern cooking!
by

F R A N C E S L E E BARTON

General foods Cooking
School of the Air

THE ANITA TRIBUNE, THUfcSDAY, MARCH 16, 1933.
Sorghum, gallon 556, at Hartley's
John Stuhr, Jr. and Jesse Gardner
Produce.
tf
were visitors in 'Dea Moines last Friday.
Henry Wiegand of Oakland visited
in the city Sunday with his parents,
A meeting of Obedience Lodge, No.
c Andrew Wiegand and wife.
380, A. F. & A. 'Mi, was held at the
Masonic Temple Tuesday evening.
JEEF STEAK, per pound '.
15C
Mrs. Lillian Greazel left Saturday
for her home in Iowa City, after a
Frank W. Burkhart and wife of
This is corn fed, home killed beef, and we
visit here with relatives and friends. Nebraska City, Nebraska, were week
r know it is good.
end visitors with relatives and friends
A company of neighbors and friends in Anita.
IOME MADE LARD, per pound
6c enjoyed a dancing party Friday evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Will
Ed. Wilson and wife of Randolph,
Garside in Massena township.
Nebraska, are visiting here with her
mother, Mrs. W. G. Walson, and with
W. W. Troxell, owner of the motion other relatives and friends.
picture theatre at Wilbur, Nebraska,
and an officer of the Allied Theatres
George Voss and Guy Canon of AtAssociation, was a business caller in antic were in the city Friday aftersse Logue and wife of CamberPeter Scott of Cumberland was vis- the" city last Friday.
noon, giving local merchants informawere callers in the city Satur- iting with relatives and friends and
aon about the scrip money being islooking after business malttera in the Wayne and Lawrence Jewett have sued by the county.
city Saturday afternoon.
bought the Sweet Shop Cafe in Auduws. Blakesley and wife of Atlanbon from D. C. Bell of Anita. J. W. ' Mrs. J. D. Peterson returned home
vere Sunday visits in the city
Mrs. C. A. Pool returned home Sun- Peterson and wife operated the cafe Friday from a visit with her sons,
ie Mick Forsfaay
day from Des Mtoines, where she had until recently when they went to Iowa Ross Peterson and family, at Hendbeen spending a few days assisting City to manage another cafe.
rum, Minnesota, and Leland Peterson
rs. D. C. Bell andUJJkughter, Mary with the care of 'her father, P. Fredd .family, at Postville, Iowa. She
were week endvisitors In Audu- erickson, who is ill.
Mrs. HoT*ard Gissibi was hostess spent about four months with her
•with their parents and .grandlast (Thursday at an all day meeting sons.
nts, G. W. Preston and wife.
Walter Inhofe and wife were in Des of the Helping Hand club of Lincoln
Monies last Friday to attend the fun- Center. Dinner was served at noon
American Legion will hold a
rs. Nellie Holmes waa hostess last eral services for his niece, Mrs. Allen by the hostess, and most of the day
sub-district
meeting of the members
nesday afternoon at her home on Connor. Deceased was a former resiwas spent by the ladies in quilting. from Adair, Guthrie, Cass, Audubon
Main Street to the members of dent of the Cumberland vicinity, and
and Shelby counties on Sunday afterQuilt clnb. -lit* hi the afternoon before her marriage to Mr. Connor
W'. L. Morgan and wife have moved noon, March 19, at the K. P. hall in
nch was served by the hostess.
was Misa Frances Durham.
from Austin, Minnesota, and will Anita. All Legion members are inmake then-, home on the S. E. Good- vited to attend.
ie ladies aid society of the MasMrs. Isaac Brown entertained the rich acreage southwest of the city.
township Baptist church met last members of the Friday bridge club
Frank Smith returned home Friday
nesday afternoon at the home of last Friday afternoon at the home of The Morgans are former residents
of this vieiiihy, but for the past nine from the University hospital in Iowa
Misses Clara and Mary Borth. her mother, Mrs. Hansine Johnson, on years have been living at Austin.
City, where he had been receiving
afternoon was spent by the ladies Rose Hill Avenue. Guests were Mrs.
treatment. It was feared that he had
lilting. A two^otirse lunch was Ben H. Kenfield and Mrs. G. C. Nobmembres of the O. D. O. club a cancer, but his affliction was diaged by the "
Htt. Mrs. Fred Boren won the high were guests of Mrs. Will Christensen, nosed by specialists at the hospital as
score for the afternoon.
at her home»northwest of the city, at not being cancerous.
i Thursday evening a company of
an all day meeting last Thursday.
ds were entertained at dinner by
A number of friends were enter- A 1:00 o'clock dinner was served by
The members of the Knot-a-Kare
d Mrs. Joe Vetter at their home tainqd Friday evening by Mr. and Mrs. the • hostess. Besides the members bridge club were entertained at bridge
Vest Main ' Street complimentary C. E. Faulkner at their home on North there was two other guests, Miss last Wednesday afternoon at the home
' . and Mrs. V. iC. McCoy, who Chestnut Street, the guests of honor Maxine Peiper and Miss Elsie Klem- of 'Mrs. C. E. Harry on West (Main
aving- this week for their new being Mr. and Mrs. V. C. MdCoy. The ish.
Thfe ladies spent the day in Street. High scorer for the afternoon
it Pacific Junction, Iowa. Fol- evening was spent in playing contract hemming tea towels and visiting. The was Mrs. A. M. Mikkelsen, and guests
the dinner the evening was bridge. Lunch was served following next meeting of the club will be held were Mrs. C. H. Johnson, Mrs. Free
~caiid£ '""/•'"'
the close of the.card games.
at the home of Mrs. John rfeek.
Boren and Mrs. Guy Steinmetz.

Specials For Saturday

IEEF ROASTS, per pound

THEATRE

;io

Anita
Sat-Sun.

March 18-19

Miller's Market

The Screen's
Outstanding
Personality,
in his
greatest
role—

HP cUspised th« army
and hated discipline ....
H« was cocky and quick
tempered ... wanted to
fight everybody but the
enemy... But there came
the day he went from
Mell to Hero—And Howl
With GLORIA STUART, Don-W Cook,
Emm* Dunn, .Shirley Grey, Frank McHuatt,
JtuucH Gfason, W«IUr Gftktt Story by
Rfcbtrd ScMycr. Adcptcd by SOTMM! Sp«w«efc, Bdh Cohtn, G«org« J«u«l. Produced
by C«rf Ucmmk, Jr. Directed by Rumll Mack.
Pru«ittcd by C«rl Utmmlc.
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE.

also

"The Broadcast Train,"

featuring

MORTON DOWNEY
with Ray Henderson—Lew Brown—Jacques Renard
singing & playing "Wabash Moon" "Songs for Sale"
"Keeping Company" "Cecelia" "Me and My Shadow"
UNIVERSAL NEWS with GRAHAM McNAMEE
POPULAR ADMISSION

THE WORLD'S LOWEST-PRICED
FULL-SIZE SIX-CYLINDER ENCLOSED CARS
A NEW AND ADDITIONAL LINE OF CHEVROLET SIXES

Another treat new line of cats from the
loader! Chevrolet introduces, as an addition to ita present Master Six, the new
P Standard Six Hoc. Big, full-size, full-length
tomobaet. Built to Chevrolet standards
quality . t _. performance , . . dependAnd selling
the lowest prices *ver placed on sixenclosed motor can.
L The styling it modern, aer-arreaxn styling
I <.. ultra-smart ff»d up-to-the-minute. The
[bodies are Rsher wood-and-«teel bodies•Pacious, tastefully finiahed—>and featuring
No Draft Ventilation. The windhave safety plate glass. The trant-

COACH

$455
COUPE

with rumble seat

$475
M jrfa. t
Serial ttul
«W jrfaH a*
JDrtnA

mission has an easy, clashless shift and a
silent second gear. The engine is a smooth,
fast, responsive six. And Chevrolet engineers
have made economy an outstanding feature I
Engineering tests show that the Standard
Six goes more miles on a gallon of gas, more
on a filling of oil, than wfil any other full-size
car on the road. As for reliability—remember, it's a Chevrolet.
Introduction of this new Standard Six opens
the way for new thousands of people to enjoy
the advantages of Chevrolet quality. It gives
the public, for the first time, a fuH-eize automobile combining maximum quality and
maximum all-round economy.

CHEVROLET STANDARD SIX

Oi W. Shaffer & Son
Phone 244

Anita, Iowa

lOc and 25c

G. C. Noblitt and wife were vis- DON'T SUFFER FROM SOUR
itors Friday at Dows City, Iowa.
STOMACH, INDIGESTION
Indigestion, acidity, heartburn and
Henry Maduff and wife were in sour stomach often lead to serious
Council Bluffs last Thursday to attend sitomach trouble. Dr. Emil's Adla
the funeral services for his uncle, H. Tablets counteract these conditions.
Trochtenberg.
Give quick relief.
Bongers Bros.,
Druggists.
it
Keith Chinn of West Palm Beach,
Florida, sends us the cash to pay his
Mrs. A. A. Johnson returned home
subscription to the Tribune ahead a (Monday from a few days' visit with
couple of notches.
relatives and friends at Harlan.
Ed. L. Newton and Frank Black I An all day meelting of the Jolly
were Des Moines visitors one day last Dozen club was held last Thursday
week, and while there visited the at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
state capitol building where the legis- Huff. Dinner was served at noon.
lature is in session.
Mrs. Rachel iMSllhollin entertained
Mrs. Azel S. Ames was hostess last the members of the H. H. club at a
Wednesday evening at her home on 1:00 o'clock dinner at her home last
'hestnurt Street to the members of the Wednesday. The afternoon was spent
fjnochle club. Besides the members, by the ladies in quilting. Mrs. John
there was one other guest, Mrs. Cole Dill and Mrs. Howard Millhollin asMusick. High score for the evening sisted Mrs. Millhollin in serving the
dinner.
was won by IMrs. Ames.
A covered dish dinner was enjoyed
aft 7:00 o'clock last Thursday evening
by the members of the L-A-N-B dinner and bridge club at the home of
Mrs. and Mrs. H. L. Bell on West
Main Street. The evening was spent
n playing; bridge, at which Mrs.
. M. Adair held high score for the
adies and G. C. Noblitt Was high
corer for the men.
At a recent meeting of.'Chapter EZ,
E. O., held at the home of Mrs.
H. C. Faulkner, officers for the enuing year were elected and installed.
Officers for the coming year are Mrs.
'W. Budd, president; Mrs. H. 0.
Stone, vice president; Mrs. C. E. Hary, recording secretary; Mrs. Harvey
Richter, corresponding secretary; Mrs.
Maurice Turner, treasurer; Mrs. B. D.
'orshay, chaplain; (Mrs. Joe Vetter,
ijuard; Mrs. Eric Osen, organist; and
itrs. O. W. Shaffer, custodian. Mrs.
Budd was elected as the delegate to
he state 'convention, with Mrs. Stone
aa alternate.

Mr. -and Mrs. A. V. Robinson entertained the members of the Double
Eight dinner and bridge club at their
home last Thursday evening. Guests,
besides the members, were Mr. and
Mrs.
Tom Burns. Following the
covered dish dinner Ithe evening was
spent in playing bridge, at which high
scorers were Mrs. Robert Howard and
Mr. Burns.

Better Shoes For Less
NOTHING — $2.98 — OVER

Family Shoe Store
Atlantic

Better Fit Better Wear
SAVE MONEY
Economy Shoe Co.

LIVE STOCK OUARKET INFORMATION
Trucking rate, live stock, to Omaha
15c per hundred
TANKAGE
$1.40
OIL MEAL
..'
.....'
.$1.40

The Farmers Coop.
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Many "Meat Extras" Add Vitamins
as Well as Variety to the Menu

rains. You will find nny number of mougti to allow for baking potatoes
ersons who have never tasted yon can get all the other things
rains who would like them very ready In the time you have. Of
much If they were Introduced to course, the oven must be lighted as
hem under the guise of sweetbreads. soon as you get Into the house. As
Tripe, especially honeycomb tripe, soon as it is very hot (about fifteen
has Us devotees, but It is not as well minutes) put the potatoes, which
Have You Ever Tried These Tempting Ways of Pre- nown in general as some of the have been scrubbed, into It Then
other "meat extras."
prepare your scalloped tomatoes,
paring Kidneys, Hearts, and Brains, and
While calves' hearts are consid- seasoning them with onion, sugar
Sweetbreads in Sauce?
ered the choicest, the hearts of beef and a few cloves, If yon like, besides
and lamb are also used. They need salt and pepper. If you brown cubes
' I wonder If yon use In your meal have not become as popular and comparatively long cooking and of bread In butter before adding, yon
plans many of what are known as they can still be obtained at a com- should be well seasoned. Stuffed will have an especially good flavor.
Scalloped tomatoes will bake in thir"meat extras." Almost every one, of paratively low price. If yon like kid- hearts are particularly popular.
It Is hardly necessary to mention ty minutes.
course, uses liver, especially since It ney you usually like it very much
The hamburg steak should be well
has become so well known as a Indeed, and consequently kidney en tongue In connection with this group
of
meats,
because
1t
Is
more
generseasoned
with salt pepper and onion,
source of vitamins and of iron. Opin- brochette and kidney stew are among
ion has certainly turned over In a the real delicacies. Just writing ally used and more popular than any If you like, or*with crumbled, bread
generation to regard to this meat as about, them makes me want to go to of the others. Fresh, corned, smoked rubbed with garlic. It Is then made
pickled tongues are all avail- Into a flat cake and sprinkled with
a constituent to a child's diet
the telephone to order some Immedl and
able and yon can take your choice salt, pepper and mustard. It will
It used to be considered no food ately, a household expert writes.
is usually served with some bake In twenty minutes at 400 defor children, and consequently many
We find sweetbreads are more pop- Tongue
grees Fahrenheit.
sort
of
a
sour sauce.
people never learned to like It One ular generally than the other meats
After the potatoes have baked fifpoint about Its Increased popularity of this type. They are, of course
QUICK HEAL
teen to twenty minutes the temperIs deplored by Its older devotees, and more delicate In flavor and are usual
Baked hamburg- steak
ature should be lowered to 375 ot
that is the fact that Increased de- ly among the most expensive meats Baked potatoes Scalloped tomatoes 400 degrees Fahrenheit. The tomaHot
rolls
mand for it has made it Increase in Brains, either of calves or of lambs,
Cheese dressing toes will bake equally well in a modprice.
may be used In any recipe which Lettuce salad Grapefruit
erate or a hot oven, as will the meat
Kidneys,
although
they
deserve
at
calls for sweetbreads, and als
If It Is put under the broiling flam<
Part of Colorado's $24,000,000 Sugar- But Crop.
least part of the consideration given sweetbreads can be used In any rec
For the quick meal I am suggest for a moment to sear it.
*Y»psr«d by National Osomphlo Society, penetrating the roughest terrain. .The to liver, from the food value angle. Ipe that calls for calves' or lambs ing an oven meal. If you have time
ffi. 1933 Bell Syndicate.—WNTJ Sorvlcp
Washing-ton, J>. CC—WNU Service.
additional " p r i m i t i v e state's mountain highway system has
I areas" hare lost been set aside opened up this region ,of tumbled
by the federal government in the peaks only In recent years., Twenty
mountains of Colorado to serve years ago the state's "summer land"
as vacation feglonsfor those who wish consisted almost exclusively .of the
to enjoy outings to the 'real wllder- foothill country and the eastern slopes
ness. The designation has been made of the front range.
Now, with four excellent main high110 that there will remain, even after
[further development of highways and ways crossing the Continental divide
f railways, parts of 'the rugged moun- and with a network of minor roads
f tains untouched by the hand of man, and trails available, increasing numU region free from concrete, steel, and bers of the holiday crowds are pushfeven the wires of power lines and tele- Ing into the back country, where the
Each of the districts will in scenic beauties are more marked,
f addition, ba a natural preserv* for where the fishing is better, where the
highways are less crowded, and where,
animal; life.'
Seventy-five years ago all of Colo- If one wishes to penetrate still farther, x
Irado was a wliaernets through which he can leave civilization Itself behind
[only a handful of trappers had wan- arid live for a time in an unspoiled
t tiered. The region which is now the wilderness.
Gold was only the curtain-raiser for
[state wnsttoteS a jreal barrier. Its
[vast eastern plains formed a typical the amazing drama of minerals that
part of 'the Great America^ desert, has unfolded In Colorado. Silver was
that geographic Ubel thrust onto discovered in paying quantities six
THIS WEEK'S CONTEST
I American maps by forest-minded pio- years after the gold rush. Four years
CLOSES MAR. 26, 1933
neers, there to jstay for two genera- later, In 1868, more ounces of silver
were
produced
than
gold,
and
this
has
NOn nlUL DtTAILS OP CONTCST
[tlons.
'"*""""
IN LOWEK RIGHT HANO COMNOI
And beyond the "desert" rose an 1m- been the case in every year since.
OF THIS PACE
When Leadvllle's bonanza silver
lrnen.se rampart of ^Impenetrable"
I peaks with barren, ro<*y crowns. Ap- mines "came into heavy production, In
[ palling sights; they were to men who 1879, the dollar value of the silver
Phad grown iftTpf '#mong |he 'friendly, mined each .year actually passed that
rounded, verdure-blanketed mountains of gold. Colorado bad become primarily a sliver state. One reason for
[of the Bast
_,
So It came about that the early the tremendous production of sliver In
I rush of trade arid emigration that beat Colorado—an average of more than
out paths to the'West passed Colora- 900'tons of It a year—Is the complex
do by. Its mountain barrier split this nature of the state's ores. Many con$300.00 In Cold, The First Of 217 Gold Coin Prizes Being Awarded Winners Of Each
westward-faring tide of numanity as tain mixtures of gold, silver, copper,
Of Five Of The Simplest Yet Most Fascinating Contests Ever Presented To The People Of America
[a huge bowlder in midstream cleaves lead, and zinc. Thus silver has been
[the waters of a river. The Santa Fe a by-product in numerous properties
trail turned to the south, traversing and has often paid the freight for
NEW E X C I T I N G W O R D - B U I L D I N G C O N T E S T S
[only the southeast corner, of the area gold.
Tin
and
titanium,
cadmium
and
co[that was to become Colorado. The
covered wagons of emigrants Oregon- balt, manganese, mercury, and molybPresented Solely to Attract Your Attention
j bound in the early, ;fprtl(es, the great denum, antimony and arsenic, Bine
COLLECT THIS BEAUTIFUL SILVERWARE
[heglra of thousands of Mormons In and zircon.—dip almost where you will
to The Valuable New Coupons Redeemable
(Wm. Rogers & Son, 35 Year Guaranteed)
'47 and '48, and this rush of the.Call-' Into the alphabet of minerals and you
For
Wm.
Rogers
&
Son
35
Year
Guaranteed
BY
SAVING
COLD MEDAL COUPONS
ifornla forty-niners passed chiefly to will find substances mined or minable
Silverware Now Packed Inside Every Size
the north. Save to* a handful of white Colorado. Some deposits are awaiting
trappers, Colorado was left to Its few a turn in economic conditions before
Sack of Gold Medal "Kitchen-tested"
they can be touched. Others have had
1 bands of wandering* savages.'
Flour. These Novel 3-Letter Word-Building
But not for long. Gold, always a their day.
Contests
Bring an Opportunity to Test the
[magnet for men, dragged a horde of ' Just now Colorado is sitting on top
Extent of Your Vocabulary in the Hope of
fortune seekers to the edge of the of the molybdenum world. A mine at
mountains almost over night In '58 Climax, near Leadville, Is turning out
Winning One of 217 Prizes in Gold Coin
SINGLE VALUE COUPON IN ALL SACKS
and '59, and sopn sent restless pros- .ore that 'produces each 'year several
DUPON FROM 10 TO M% LB. SACKS INOffered
in
Each
Contest.
pectors with picks and pahs scurrying million pounds of this rare metal that
CLUSIVE;
4
VALUE
COUPON IN 24 AND 24# LB. SACKS
makes
the
steel
of
our
steel
age
tough(like ants over the whole mountain
Thii WeeVt Content Clotei March 26,1933
10 VALUE COUPON
[area. They <ound the mountain re- er, stronger and harder. From this
Standard Dictionaries To B« Used In Judging
I glon was not a land of arctic wastes one mine comes more than four-fifths
[and ley solitudes. On the slopes of of the entire world output of molybThis ia to bring to your attention what we believe is one
of the most spectacular, the most thrilling series of conI bare-topped peaks were noble forests; denum. Vanadium, another rare and
tests ever presented to the people of America. Each con[between were: smiling valleys with valuable metal used In steel manufactest with $2,000 in gold prizes. Each contest with $500 in
ture, Is flowing from a mine at Rifle,
[grassy meadows.
gold'as first prize and 216 other] gold prizes. All offered
In
western
Colorado.
This
Is
one
of
"Desert" Now a Rich Region.
solely to attract your attention to the wonderful new
largest vanadium mines in existHere and there the valleys widened the
Gold Medal Coupons which now come inside every sack
ence and yields one-fifth of the world
I Into spacious-parks; Streams gurgled
of famous GOLD MEDAL "Kitchen-tested" Flour. Save and
supply.
I on every side, olive with fish. The
redeem these coupons for Wm. Rogers & Son 35 year
Beside precious and rare metals,
[forests teemed with game.
guaranteed silverware shown here in the smart, new
coal may seem a grimy Interloper, but
Into this land of • unexpected beauty It Is mineral king of Colorado. It
Friendship Pattern.
[trickled the van of 'the emigrants, passed gold a few years ago. Close
You'll be glad you did. And you'll find in GOLD MEDAL
I Borne to find other goods than gold. to three-quarters of a billion dollars'
"Kitchen-tested" Flour the simplest, surest, easiest way to
[The barrier had had Its first real worth has been dug during the state's
baking success.
START
(breach.
CONTEST
Banishes Bad Luck
NOW
The "desert" now Is a land of grow- life.
RULES
By
the
development
of
a
new
type
of
flour—GOLD
MEDAL
Saved by Irrigation.
ling crops and fat cattle, criss-crossed
"Kitchen-tested" Flour—baking has been remarkably
ToEnler This Simple ConlestToWin $500.00 In Gold or—One of 2160ther Prizes in Gold
[by highways and railroads. Farther
Irrigation was the savior of Colosimplified. By banishing the cause of 'most baking disI west the vigorous pioneers and their rado. Most of the treasure seekers
Ralph Dennis, Dean of the School of Speech of Norththis simple, fascinating contest, simply see how
appointments—lack of uniformity in the flour used.
western University) will receive the first prize of $500
I lnmany
rords you can
standard English 3-letter w;
[brothers In spirit who, have followed who went out In '59 and '60 had only
in gold. The person sending in the next longest, most
make from the letters in~the words G-E-T S-l-L-V-EGOLD
MEDAL
"Kitchen-tested"
Flour
means
flour
that
has
|after have thrust railways through the desire to collect gold quickly and
accurate list will receive second prize of $200 in gold.
R-W-A-R-E W-I-T-H G-O-L-D M-E-D-A-L C-O-Ubeen tested in an oven just like yours, for uniformity of
The 5 persons sending in the next 5 longest, most accuP-O-N-S. For example, G-E-M is a standard English
8, even hanging them on artl- return to the East. It was believed
rate jists will each receive $50 in gold. The 10 persons
word containing 3 letters and ia made up of G from
results,
before
it
goes
to
you.
Every
batch
tested
for
bakthat the country could not .support a
Bending in the next-10 longest, most accurate lists will
jflciui shelves from sheer precipices.
GOLD.
E
and
M
from
MEDAL.
W-I-T
from
WITH.
ing of cakes, pies, pastries, breads, by a number of experts
each receive $20 in gold. The 20 persons sending in the
C-U-P from COUPONS. E-N-D from gEt, couThey have gouged their way through permanent population. But a few men
next 20 longest, moat accurate lists will each receive
poNs, meDal.
directed by the noted cooking authority, Betty Crocker.
|the Continental divide and lesser planted' gardens In the river bottoms,
"Kitchen-tested"
recipes
are
likewise
tested.
Thus,
the
led
water
to
them
in
crude
ditches,
•ranges to construct long tunnels; and
flour acts the same way, the recipe the same way, every
lover the great sea of mountains, along and obtained astonishing yields.
« Words spelled exactly alike but having different
.
'
time you bake—rib uncertainty. Results are amazing.
Co-operative groups built larger
|the routes of Indian trails and the
O meanings will not be counted as separate words.
f In the event of ties for any prize offered, a prize
Set
of
15
"Kitchen-tested"
recipes
for
"Foods
Men
Like"
m
c.._A.^>
u».ii=f.
«,„„».
.hail
h.
W.,™,..H
a.
T
identical
with
that
tied
for
will
be
awarded
to
each
English words shall be interpreted aa
early roads of the miners, that ditches at higher levels and threw up
tying contestant. Each contestant, in submitting his
4 Standard
actual English words shown in any standard Enggiven free inside every sack of GOLD MEDAL Flour.
or her entry does so with the understanding that the
precariously to steep slopes, diversion dams. Development has
lish dictionary.* Words indicated by symbols in your
opinion of the judges is to be accepted as final in any
(Changed
every
3
months.)
Each
set
contains
a
Gold
dictionary as Foreign, Obsolete, Archaic, Poetic or aa
have flung an amaclng network gone on untilxnow every one of the
or all matters pertaining to the contest, and that no
Proper
Names
or
Proper
Nouns
or
as
Prefixes
or
SufMedal
coupon.
Look
for
it
many streams .that flow from tlie
of modern highways,
fixes or Abbreviations or Contractions will not count. entries will be returned.
Prize winners agree to accept notification by mail
Enter Contest Today
Now, on any mmmer's day, on the mountains Is-taken bodily over by Irria list of all the standard English 3-letter
SMake
words as denned above, number the words in the 8as soon as possible after contest closes.
"eights which early pessimists called gators as soon as It reaches the footEnter the new novel word-building contest described
order in which you set them down. Count the words
9 Only one prize will be awarded in any one family.
and put the number of your count on the first page of
above today. You may win $500 in GOLD. Or-one of
peerless
polar solitudes, one may see bills.
he
your list. Put your nun* and addrau and OM
4 A Only entries which are postmarked before midAs one drives through the highly dethe 216 other GOLD cash money prizes.
tui
gayly colored frocks of women and
iwnw and addreu of your trocar,, on the list
*w night, Sunday, March 26,1933, will be accepted.
and send It in, toMthw with tha nclpa folder
MMren fluttering from scurrying au- veloped Irrigated region north and
WASHBURN
CROSBY
COMPANY
which you find Inild* a sack of Gold Modal
REMEMBER—be
sure to mail your list of standard
»mohiieg. They belong to visiting west of Denver, one comes every few
Gone. IMS br Omul Mllu. la«.
Oj
"KUehtn-tttlftf
Flour, to Gold Medal Flour
English 3-letter words conforming to the above rules,
Contest
Editor,
Minneapolis,
Minn.
(If
you
are
with
your
naraa
and
addrau and tha nama and
totally parties, on picnicking bent, who miles to great factories of steel and
GENERAL MILLS, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
unable to obtain a recipe (older, simply write Dept. A. 'addraa* of your grooar,, together with a recipe
"" whisked over the mountain roads glass' each dominated by a tall smokeGold Medal Contest Editor, Minneapolis, Minn..
f
oldar
which
you
will
find Inilda any siza sack of
1
requesting one and it will be sent free and postpaid
Gold Madal "KUeh*n-t»tt»d" Flour, to Gold Medal
a continuous stream. The once un- stack These, one learns, are one ol
—you don't have to buy to enter this contest.)
Flour Contest Editor, Minneapolis, Minn. (Ifydu are
able mountains are a fair mark the fruits of Irrigation. In them milunable to obtain a recipe folder, simply write Debt. A,
The person sending in the longest, most accurate
6
Gold Medal Contest Editor, Minneapolis, Minn.,
Ustofcorrect standard English 3-letter words (that
lions Of tons of beets that grow In the
for the wheezlest flivver.
requesting one and it will be sent free and postpaid
is, the longest,
most accurate and correct in the
ngest, m
The story of Colorado's swift devel- surrounding fields are turned each
f the fud
in the short space of one life- year into, hundreds of millions of
is crammed with romance, trag- Jounds Of eugar. In 1930 Colorado
PLEASE NOTEiTha raaaon wa a*k you to Mnd tha name and addraw of your
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REAPER CAIIS
AT ANITA

Am a Fugitive From a
Chain Gang'1 Coming Here

A. R. Kohl

NUMBER 22

Former Lincoln Township GREETINGS SENT
Dies in Idaho

TO
ANITA BANK OWNER

One of the most heralded motion
pictures to be presented in Anita, in
(Mrs. Amelia King received word
V. Yeater Pas«e«r Away Thursday many a moon, will be shown Saturday,
W Phone 43
We Deliver
Friday of the death of her brother,
orning, and Mrs. W. G. Wilson
Fred W. Griep of Fruitland, Idaho. Greater Anita Club Sends Telegram
Sunday and Monday at the Riatto
Anita, Iowa
Theatre. It is "I Am a Fugitive From
Complications following an operation
ies the Following Day. Burto Leon G. Voorhees Expressing
were given as the cause of death.
a Chain Gang," starring Paul Muni,
ied in Evergreen Cemetery.
Gratitude of Community Over
Mr. Griep, 72, died at noon on Monwith Helen Vinaon, Glenda Farrell,
Condition of Local Bank.
'
day, March 13, in an Ontario, Oregon,
Preston Foster, David Landau, Sally
hospital.
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•n the death of loved ones. G. W. than 2,000 extras.
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Not
only
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"I
Am
a
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From
er, a well known man, passed
Mr. Griep and his family moved meeting at the office of the president.
Thursday morning, and Mrs. W. a 'Chain Gang," said to carry more
p
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the Anita vicinity to Fruitland Cheater A. Long, last Tuesday and in.
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backGeorge Washington Yeater.
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; his boyh»4 days, moving from
been allotted^ another car load of flour without restrictions. Our people are
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time ago and will soon be distributed Faulkner, have put forth to give this
4,'1882i he was united in mar- breath-taking episodes of the current
to the various welfare boards. Each community sound banking facilities.
season.
'
town gets a supply and then it is given We wish to assure you that the busito 1^^ ^ WpBlis^n. Mrs. Wil*
There is no more touching figure
out when needed. The flour is milled ness men and this community as a
if Mtocii'"14; 1927, iind on
from wheat owned by the Farm Board whole are back of you and the bank
,^ 1£29. !he was married to than this fugitive, a man yearning
for love and home, an ex-service man
SUGAR, granulated (must be cash), 10 pounds. .47c
and is gradually ridding the country one hundred per cent in the trying
OUie;Thornburg.
of a lot of wheat that was bought times now prevailing.
>r awhile Mr. Yeater was engaged skulking from place to place, not darVanilla
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OO~
some time back at a price that was
usiaesB in Anita, but years ago ing' to show his face, unable to marry
Greater Anita Club,
Vcimiia
s-oz .Bottle
Z3C
so high it could not be sold without
ed to Pleasantville, Iowa, where the girl he loves devotedly. He is
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esided until 1929, when he and his
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purchased property and moved Paul Muni, who left the New York
Mr. Voorhees Replies.
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At
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hees sent the following letter to Mr.
cans,
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Ziegler:
lister, Mrs. Ira Vanderlin of Pella, Chain Gang" for Warner Bros.
. Added Attractions.
..and a brother, J. Yeater of La
Oklahoma City, Okla.,
POTATOES,
good
eating
Ohios,
There will be a red hot musical
t, Missouri.
March 14, 1933.
per
peck
Mrs. Anna Ehrman, 74, pioneer of Mr. H. P. Ziegler,
iring his residence in Anita the number called the "Municipal Band
Cass county and wife of ,Fred Ehrr
Anita, Iowa.
four years, Mr. Yeater formed a Wagon," in addition to the outstandSOAP, GWC White Laundry,
ing
feature.
There
will
also
be
one
man of Wiota, died Saturday even- Dear Zig:
e acquaintance and made many
10
bars
........................
29c
'
ing at 7:40 at her home following a
Received your telegram sent by you
jds, who will ,be sorry to learn reel covering the recent inauguration
ceremonies at (Washington, D. C.
stroke of apoplexy which she suffered as Secretary of the Greater Anita
is death. He was a member of
last Monday evening.
Club, about an hour ago. I hardly
Methodist Episcopal church, and
Mrs. Ehrman was born in Peru, know how to express my appreciation
a very active part in church acIII. March 1 1859, the daughter of jof the sentiments incorporated in that
ies and Sunday School work,
Gerhardt and Elizabeth Richter. She wire. The past two years have cerineral services were held at 2:00
grew to womanhood in Peru. She tainly been trying' times, and have
ck on Saturday afternoon at the
came to Wiota St. Patrick's day, 1876, worked hardships on individuals and
•ch of Christ, with JEev. M. J.
The March meeting of the Greater .Rudy-faced,
white-haired
Isaac
Clerk of Court Cecil M. Skipton has and had lived there since. November institutions alike. Many of the diffick of the Methodist church offi- Anita Club was held last 'Friday even- Sacks of iChicago, 79 years of age
announced the list of petit jurors se- 5, 1878 she maried Fred Erhman in
ng. Interment was made in Ever- ing in the dining room at the Congre- and spry as a kitten, drove into Anita lected for the April term of the Cass Atlantic. Mrs. Ehrman was a mem- culties encountered by all of us haye
cemetery.
gational church. A 6:30 o'clock din- Thursday in his covered wagon, drawn county district court. The jurors are ber of St. Joseph's Catholic church been brought on by forces beyond
our control; however, the consensus
Irs. Mary Elizabeth Wilson.
ner was served by the junior ladies by two French Shetland ponies anc to report for duty at 9:00 o'clock on in Wiota.
of opinion in this city seettils to be
try Elizabeth Wright, daughter aid society of that church 'to more created considerable interest.
Seven Children.
the morning of April 10.
r
that we have now reached rock botm. and Margaret Wright, "was than thirty members in attendance.
Mr. Sacks left Chicago, where he
. She is survived by her husband and tom, and there is no way to go except
They are:
November 5,1848, at iMt. Vernon, Following the dinner several matters had made his home for 64 years, in
Glen Allen, Mrs. Virt Anderson, C, seven children: Mrs. Henry Mailan- up.
After an illness of nearly three of importance to the town and com- 1926 and since then has traveled near- H. Bills, Greta Daniels, J. L. Fritz, der, Holyoke, Colo.; Mrs. Will MaiThis bank opened on an unrestricts, which was borne with the munity were discussed. Some discus- ly 15,000 miles in the ancient wagon John P. Hansen, J. A. Lamb, Claude lander, Wiota; Theodore Ehrman,
ed
it of Christian faith and forti- sion took place relative to the com- and drawn all that distance by the Lang, Mrs. Lucy Lynch, John iMSnor, WHota,; Mrs. Ray McConnell, Hax- basis this morning, and pur entire
force was on duty at 7:30 a. m., workshe entered triumphantly into ing election on the question of plac- faithful ponies. He is heading for the Charles Needles, V. O. Olney, Mbude tum., Colo.; Fred Ehrman, Anita, and
ing continuously without taking time
ivenly home, passing away at ing the local waterworks utility in world's fair at Chicago and hopes to Payne, Bert. Pellet*, Floyd Peterson, Misses Elizabeth and Susie Ehrman,
off for lunch until closingi,, They
iome in Anita on IMarch 17th. at the hands of a board of trustees. Mem- arrive there on the opening day, May J. M. Peterson, Gail Prall, Mrs. J. H. at home. Twelve grandchildren and
have poured the money in iiere not
ige of 84 years, 5 months and 12 bership of the club is practically 1.
Pressnall, Cecil Williams and Mrs. four great grandchildren also survive. only in currency and gold, but thousunanimous in favor of the proposiHe was accompanied by his faith- Claude Williams, Atlantic; George
Funeral services were held Tues- ands of checks, until our facilities are
March 10, 1867, she was united tion. J. T. 'Mbnnig, chairman of -the ful dog, "King." He averages between Bode, Gladys Conn, Dorothy Kennedy, day morning at 10 o'clock at the being worked to their utmost. I sinarriage to Wm. Benson. To this committee appointed at the February 25 and 30 miles per day and makes S. Morrison, Charles Sanders Sr., and Wiota Catholic church. The Rev. M. cerely trust that when general busifour children were born, (Curtis meeting to secure signers to a petition expenses by selling cards and trink- Fred Upson, Lewis; Mrs. Herman J. O'Connor officiated and burial was ness over the country is resumed on
enson of Anita, Mrs. Mae Wilson asking the town council to secure low- ets at the various towns which he vis- Eilts, Mrs. Max Walker and Williams in the Wiota Catholic cemetery.
a normal basis, and the stock and
andolph, Nebraska, Ellsworth er electric rates from the Iowa Elec- its.
He has crossed the western IWaters, 'Wiota; D. F. Casey, Harry I
grain exchanges are operating again,
bn of McLean, Nebraska, and tric Co., reported that the petition mountain ranges and deserts in his Cole, W. H. Langworthy and Eddie
we will see substantially higher prices
Benson, deaceased. Mr. Ben- was being circulated and would be coverd weagon, decorated with orna- Reichardt, Massena; Art Hartness,
for commodities than when the exSeptember 23,1880, at Mech- presented to the council later. The ments of many kinds.
John Lehmkuhl and Gladys Sterlon,
change was closed at the beginning
matter of using county scrip in Anita
One of his prize possessions is a Griswold; iFred'Prinkey, Cumberland;
e, Iowa.
of the bank holiday.
April 10, ,1882, at Des Moines, was discussed at some length, County book, signed by scores of mayors of Frank Roberts and iC. A. Robison,
Please convey my appreciation and
Darrell
Alvin
Duff,
son
of
Mr.
and
j Mrs. Benson was united in mar- Attorney E. S. Holton explaining the the various cities which he has visited, Anita; and Ruth Sampson, Marne.
very best wishes to the other memMrs.
William
Duff,
was
born
in
Adair
I to Wm. G. Wilson of Anita. To proposition to the club members. The and notables in the United States.
county, Iowa, May 9, ,1906, and de- bers
. of the Greater Anita Club for the
lion one child was born, Mrs. next meeting of the club will be held
parted this life March 19, 1933, aged iklnd exPres8l°n <>f your confidence, and
cob, who lived with and tender- at the Church of Christ on Friday
with kindest personal regards, I re26 years, 10 months and 10 days.
lovingly cared for her mother evening, April 21.
main
His death came after a lingering
declining years. Mr. Wilson
Yours very truly,
illness extending over a period of
On
Friday
the
pupils
and
the
teach' away October 6, 1929.
•Leon G. Voorhees_
Cass county is nicely started on the seven months, which he bore patientJHI a girl eleven years of age she er, Miss Emma Jean Lyle, of the Oak
ly
and
uncomplainingly.
He
was
one
On August 11, 1932, the U. S. task of putting scrip into use to help
ed Christ as. her Savior, was Ridge school northeast of Anita enweather bureau sent up a weather re- stimulate business/conditions and help of twelve children. One brother,
1 and united with the Methodist joyed a party in honor of the birthcording instrument by balloon from its relieve critical unemployment condi- George R., preceded him in death
Pal church, *nd has been an ex- days of three of the pupils, Eileen
nine years ago.
office
at the Omaha airport. Oharlea tions.
' followertrf Christ. Her cheer- Wedemeyer, LeVere Vokt and Ralph,
Brothers and sister left to mourn
D. Reed, section director of the weathEdwards.
Visitors
at
the
school
for
A
crew
of
eight
men
started
Thursand her joyous disposition
his
death are Mrs. Daisy Cochran of j A sub-district meeting of the Amerer
bureau
for
Iowa,
believes
that
the
the afternoon were Miss Johnston,
day to remove the wood and floors
gladness* iotb. every place she
instrument was let down by its little of the old Cass county courthouse, Marshfield, Wisconsin, Mrs. Pearl' ican Legion Posts in Cass, Adair, AuMrs.
Earl
Hammond
and
Mrs.
Robert
[and othera, felt the power of
red silk parachute somewhere in Cass destroyed by fire a year ago, prepara- Oaks of Los Angeles, California, Ver- dubon, Guthrie and Shelby counties
ristian optiiniem. She was a Edwards.
tory to tearing down the walls of the non Duff of Wakenda, Missouri, Mrs. was held at the K. P. hall in Anita
worker in'(Hie missionary so- knew her, to a greater zeal in the county.
Mayme Anderson of Council iBluffs, Sunday afternoon, with about sixty
Farmers are clearing cornstalks ancient building, Frank Pelzer, chair*e ladies aid- society of the Christian work.
Mrs. Irma Patterson of Greeley, Colo- members of the Legion present. Every
man
of
the
county
board
of
supervifrom fields, disking fall plowing and
j»id she was a life member
rado,
Frank Duff, Mrs. Ruth Root, county in the district, and almost
The funeral service was held Sunsors, announced Friday.
*". C. T. -U^ She, loved to day afternoon in the Church of Christ, going over their land carefully preRoy, Harold and Bruce Duff of this every Post had representatives here.
Road Gang at Work.
> childreit and" the little folks conducted by her pastor, the Rev. M. paring for the new crop. They should
vicinity, together with his parents
keep a sharp lookout for the red paraThe
county
supervisors also are and fiance, Miss Faye McDougall, of Interesting talks were made by State
neighborhood knew her as J. Rarick. Interment was made in
chute and instrument. All trees and considering several other projects up- Atwood, Kansas, also a number of Commander Earl (Hall of Mason,
Wilson^
Evergreen cemetery.
City, State Adjutant Skin Laird of
uncultivated land should be carefully on which to find work for unemployed nieces and nephews.
i last few years, ill health preMusic for the services was furnished searched. The instrument should be men.
Des Moines, and Frank Miles, editor
The supervisors plan to build
Funeral services will be held this of the Iowa Legionnaire. Several of
["ei from keeping up her church by Mrs. G. M. Adair, Mrs. H. R. Redreturned to V. E. Jakl at Omaha who several culverts at different places in
f es but it never lessened her burn, Guy Rasmussen and A. B. Stone,
(Wednesday)
afternoon at the Pres- the district chairmen also gave interwill arrange for a reward of $5.00.
the county.
Christ nor her love for His with Mrs. Eric Osen at the piano.
byterian
church
in Adair. Rev. E. L. | esting talks. The meeting was called
Mr. Pelzer said that a crew of six
• ' ' • . ' •
I - .- '
Anderson,
pastor
the Anita Con- to order by Wm. Linfor, who turned
Songs rendered were "In the Cityen started work of grading roads gregational church,ofwill
J. A. Wagner and Solon A. Karns
have charge.
her illness those who watch- Four Square," "Face to Face" and
were Omaha visitors one day last and painting bridges 'Friday morning Burial will be made in the Adair •the chair over to James Laundry of
|ner bedside and those who vis- "Down the Valley." Pallbearers were
Stuart, District Commander. All exnear Marne. More men will be added cemetery.
week.
T"i her were impressed by the C H Hartley, B. D. Forshay, Robert
service men who did not attend, missas soon as possible. Mr. Pelzer re•Patience, the sublime faith, and Scott, James Rickel, S. G. Jewett and
ed a real interesting meeting.
Bertrand Stauffer has received an ports that the men are more than glad
John Budd, Jr. of this city and W.
«8ti«n fortitude with which she Dr. C. E. Harry.
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first
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work
for
stamp
money.
Carey
Martin
of
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were
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Des
»se trying days.
E. S. Holton was confined to his
great grandchild, Wbyne Leroy, to his
Moines last Thursday to attend the home the first of the week with an atCARD OF THANKS.
e last hours, knowing she was
grandson and grand daughter-in-law
A meeting of the Anita Literary state high school basketball tournatack of theflu..
*Vlh? loved o^, .he beckof Pagosa Springs, Colorado. The Club will be held on Thursday evening ment.
friends
and
neighbors
who
To our
„. kind to us during the illness proud grandfather, Lewis A. Stauffer, at 7:30 o'clock at the home of Mrs.
While you was unable to attend the
then
wclc so
> an affectionate were
Mrs. George Morgan and daughter,' inaugural ceremonies at Washington
,ui
death
of our beloved mother, we a former resident of Anita, has been Henry Maduff on West Main Sltreet.
a
to extend our most smcere engaged in farming and the dairying The topic will be "American Drama," Miss Geraldme, of Holyoke, Colorado, Ion March 4, you can see and hear t
submission to the want
to thank those business at that place for. a number and the committee in charge are Miss are visiting here with their parents; about it at the Rialto Theatre on this
thanks. We also want
ud assisted with the of years. Mrs. Alpha Nelson and Mtrs. Adria Moon, Miss Lillie Lentfer, Miss and grandparents, R. C. Pratt and' week's program. And master of cereRobert Scott are great aunts to the Jetta Knowlton, Miss Gladys MoKin- wife, and with Mrs. Morgan's sister, monies will be Graham McNamee, well
of
services
her godly funeral
little fellow.
ney and Mrs. J. R. Stuhr.
Mrs. A. R. Kohl and family.
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Soap Chips ^alge lie

Cass Pioneer Dies at Her
Home in Wiota Saturday

Greater Anita Club Holds Hardy Traveler, 79 Years Petit Jurors For April
Regular Monthly Meeting Old, Makes Visit in Anita Term of Court Selected

Darrell Duff, 26, Dies
After Seven Months Illness

Valuable Instrument Lost Sta/t Work of Tearing
Down Old Court House
Somewhere in Cass County

American Legion Holds
. Sub-District Meeting Here
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Cavalry Chante

UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

SCHOOL Lesson
"
Lesson for March 26
REVIEW: JE8U8 OUR EXAMPLE
IN SERVICE.

GOLDEN TEXT-HOW God anoinua
Jesu. of Naxareth with the Holy
Ghost and with power: who went^about
doing good, and heallH *" ^TJJJ
oppressed of the devil; tor GoO WM
Im. Acti 10:88.
r^JART TOPIC-StorlM of JMU..
JUNIOR TOPIC—Je»u» Shows us
^INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOP-

Cevalru Horseback Redio Set

A Modern. Troop of Cavalrxj
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON

HE other day there took place at
Fort D. A. Russell, near Mnrfa,
Tex., a ceremony which marked a
revolutionary step in our military
history. Out on the parade ground
marched the oldest cavalry regiment
In the United States army, the
"Dandy- First," where the officers
and troopers were to say farewell
to their horses. For this regiment
was to be "mechanized," that Is,
Its members were to replace their traditional
mounts, the cavalry chargers, with tanks and
fast armored motor cars.
As the column proceeded across the parade
ground, swung Into line and dismounted, a horse
was led out to the "front and center" position
of honor. He was "Old Louie," the oldest horse
of the regiment, veteran of 28 years of service
In every part of the country, and he was arrayed In funeral trappings to show the regiment's sorrow at parting from its four-legged
comrades.
At the ceremony Col. W. A. Austin, commander of the regiment, voiced the feelings of the
officers and men when he said: "Tomorrow we
begin in earnest our preparations for that change
which means farewell to the horse. For almost
a century this regiment, which It has been our
privilege to serve with, has contributed a conspicuous part toward the security, progress and
stability of the nation. The First Dragoons came
into existence to meet the rigorous demands
of a great emergency. And ever sfnce, during
every crisis and danger confronting the country,
'the First cavalry has ridden 1- the vanguard
and has been among those first to render protection, defense and service to the country.
"No other regiment In our army has such a
wealth of tradition, such an abundance of honorable, brilliant achievements. . . . We bid at
this hour farewell to our faithful, willing and
noble companions of march, maneuver and garrison—our beloved horses. Patient, silent, dependable comrades, they have carried the standards of the First Dragoons through a century of
heroic hardships and enduring accomplishments."
It was a just tribute to a gallant regiment for,
as Colonel Austin said, "no other regiment has
such a wealth of tradition, such an abundance
of honorable, brilliant achievements." Except for
various loosely organized "rangers" the United
States army had no regularly constituted cavalry- arm of the service from the close of the
Revolution to 1833. In March 3 of that year
there was created by an act of congress "The
United States Ilegiment of Dragoons" and the
"Dandy First" traces its history in an unbroken
line back to that outfit
The newly organized regiment was organized
and concentrated first at Jefferson Barracks, Mo.
Its first commanding officer was Col. Henry
Dodge, who resigned his commission in 1836 to
become governor of Wisconsin. The first regimental adjutant was a young Mlssisslppian, fresh
from West Point, flamed Lieut. Jefferson Davis,
destined for fame as the first and only president
of the Confederate States of America.
At that time Jefferson Barracks was on the
"frontier" of this country and the flve companies
of dragoons first recruited were soon dispatched
on the duty for which they were primarily created—to suppress tribes of marauding Indians.
In October; 1833, the five companies under Colonel Dodge left Jefferson Barracks and set out
for Camp Jackson, Arkansas territory. There
they spent the winter, practically In sight of the
hostlles. In June, 1834, after having suffered
many hardships during the winter months, the
dragoons were sent out on the Pawnee erpedltion. The command remained In the field only
until September of that year, bnt In that short
time one-fourth of the officers and men died,
principally from fever.
For the ensuing winter, part of the regiment
was sent to Fort Leavenworth, Kan., while the
remainder went into the Indian country on the
right bank of the Mississippi, near the mouth
of the Des Moines river. The following summer,
1835, the entire command waa kept In the field.
As no engagements with the Indiana are recorded, It Is probable that all the marchings and
counter-marchings were done in the interest of
exploration of our outlying territory to the west
Of the Mississippi.
The whole of the regiment's service from its
organization until the outbreak of the Mexican
war In 38-10 was devoted to activities In the
Middle Southwest—alternately lighting Indians
and exploring the new territory. Outstanding
events ure recorded (luring those years, notable
for the results (iccouipllslieil w i t h o u t bloodshed
and for the sustained endurance and hardihood
displayed by the soldiers. On May 18, 1838,
Colonel Kearney, with five companies, left Kort
Leavenworth and set out fur Smith TUNS in tltc
Rocky mountains. The command reached that
point and returned to its starting place by August JJ4 of the same year, having marched over
strange and generally hostile territory, about
2,000 miles in less than 100 days.
In reporting upon the 'expedition, Oolonel
Kearney said: "In the length of the march, the

The Old First Cavalryman
rapidity of movement, and the sacrifices made,
the expedition is supposed to be wholly unprecedented." Whether or not It was unprecedented, is not known. It is however, worthy
of mention that a command of cavalry, moving
as a large body, maintained a rate of march of
20 miles a day for so long a period.
In the Mexican war the First Dragoons—
there had been a Second Regiment organized In
1836—took a glorious part Companies A and E
fought with Taylor In his vigorous campaign.
Company F escorted General Scott from Vera
Cruz to the City of Mexico, and was present
at the battle fought before that city. Companies
D and K, also saw service In Scott's line. The
remaining companies In the United States carried on as before the war, helping keep the
Indians under control up and down the western
Mississippi valley.
The period from the close of the Mexico war
to the outbreak of the war between the states
was In all respects similar to the period preceding the former contest. The dragoons were
on Indian duty in the West Headquarters were
moved to Fort Union, New Mexico Territory,
In 1854, and with that as a base of operations,
companies of the command operated against
hostile Indians all the way from the Rio Grande
to the Canadian border on the one hand and
from the Mississippi to the Pacific on the other.
Engagements with the Utah, Apache, Navajo,
Spokane, and other Indians are recorded.
At the outbreak of the Civil war the designation of the command was changed from "First
Regiment of Dragoons" to "First Regiment of
Cavalry," without any change of Internal organization or shifting of personnel other than
what was necessary for expansion to war
strength.
During the latter part of 1861, the regiment,
less Companies D and G, was transferred from
the Pacific coast to Washington, D. O., to become a part of the line of Union defenses around
that city. And while the regiment, minus its two
companies, was taking part In various tactical
movements around the Federal Capital, the two
companies left in the West were making history.
In January, 1862, they acted as escort for
General Canby; on February 19, Company D
engaged Confederate troops In a skirmish near
Fort Craig; the two companies took part in the
battle of Valverde on February 21; and Company
D took part in engagements nt Pigeon's Ranch,
March 30; Albuquerque, April 25, and Peralto,
April 27. In June, 1863, the two companies were
broken up, the officers and noncommissioned
officers being transferred to Carlisle Barracks,
Pennsylvania. There the two units were reorganized and Joined the regiment at Camp Enford, Maryland, October, 1863.
From this time until the end of the war, the
First regiment was destined to see action on
many fronts, tramp many miles up and down
the valleys of Virginia, and finally to be present
at the closing scene at Appomattox In April. 1885.
It was attached to Sheridan's famous cavalry
corps which on the march and in the attacic
was second only to Jackson's in point of swiff
ness.
When "Little Phil" swung around Richmond
the First cavalry was with him, taking part in
the following engagements: Beaver Dam station, Yellow Tavern, Meadow Bridge, Mechanicsvllle, Tuustall's station, Hawe's Shop, and Old
Church. Other important engagements in which
the command took part were Cold Harbor, Peninsula Campaign, Antietam, Chancellorsville,
Gettysburg, Wilderness, Spottsylvunla, Petersburg, arid Appotuattor.
After the surrender of both Lee and Johnston,
the regiment returned to Washington, escorting
General Sherman, and was present for the "Great
iUfvlew" on May 24 and 25, 1865, when 05,000
of the victorious troops paraded through 'the
etreeU of the city.
AlLuotit Immediately thereafter the command
left for the South to aid In the work of recou
Ktructlon, taking station In the vicinity of New
Orleans. There it remained until December, 1865
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1C—Jesus Our
The method of review mnst always
be determined by the genius of the
teacher, the grade of the class, and
the aptitude of the pupils. Three
methods for the Senior, Young People and Adult classes are suggested,
the second and third of which are
_daptations of the method suggested
by the Lutheran Lesson committee.
I. T>ie Summary Method.
In the nse of this method the principal facts of each lesson will be
brought out with the leading teachwhen It left for California, via the Isthmus of ings. Assignments should be made a
Panama. It took station at the Presidio of San week In advance.
Francisco on January 22, 1866.
II. The Key Note of the First Six
From this time until the outbreak of the war Chapters of Mark From Which the
with Spain In 1898, the regiment remained In the Lessons of the Quarter Have Been
•West, scouting and fighting Indians from the Taken.
Pacific coast to Oklahoma, Its duties practically
Chapter 1: Jesus as the Gospel
the same as they had been during the Interval Preacher. His preparation was In the
between the Mexican and Civil wars. Engage- wilderness alone with God. It was In
ments were fought with every Important tribe Galilee that he called his first dls*
of red men'—and at times the troopers were clples and began to preach. While the
even engaged In rounding up horse thieves who synagogue was the best place, natpracticed their trade along the Rio Grande.
urally when the leaders became hosIn the Spanish-American war, the reglmem tile, the desert, the mountain, and
took part in the Battle of Santiago, and later i even a fishing boat was his pulpit
rendered a glorious acfount of itself In the
Chapter 2: Jesus as the Teacher. He
Philippines during the Insurrections.
gave them a new conception of the
Since the war with Spain, the command has forgiveness of sins, fasting, and the
soldiered extensively In the Philippine islands Sabbath.
and the western United States. It was on borChapter 8: Jesus as the Messiah.
der duty during 1916, 1917, and 1918. Its service He chose twelve of his ambassadors,
during the period has been generally without being somewhat analogous to the
striking historical significance, but the organiza- twelve tribes In the old dispensation.
tion has nevertheless occupied an Important
Chapter 4: Jesus as the Interpreter
place In our national defense system. In the of the Kingdom of God. Three outperformance of Its routine garrison duty and standing parables reveal Its characteron maneuvers, it has upon many occasions drawn istics.
the praise of high commanders and Inspectors.
Chapter C: Jesus as the Great PhyAfter the sad ceremony which took place at sician. The healing of the demoniac,
Fort D. A. Russell, this historic regiment was the woman with the Issue of blood,
transferred to Fort Knox, Ky., to become a part restoring to life of the daughter of
of the mechanized force of the army •fchlch for Jalnn are outstanding examples.
some time has been experimenting at Fort EnChapter 6: Jesus as the Greater Prostls, Va., with the latest developments In tanks vider. An outstanding example of bis
and armored cars. This was in line with the ability to provide for the disciples Is
War department's desire to maintain the cavalry seen in the feeding of the five thouIn Its role as the fastest-moving fighting force sand.
and it was believed that it could best be done by
III. A Method Which Embraces the
replacing horses with high-speed cars.
Grouping of the Quarter's Lessons UnThis does not necessarily mean, however, that der Significant Headings.
the cavalry charger will be entirely eliminated
1. Some helpers of Jesus (Lessons
from our military establishment of the future. 1 and 6). The helpers indicated are
In fact, it would appear from a study of past ex- John the Baptist who is the first reperience that there will always be special sit- corded helper, and the twelve apostles.
uations in which the mounted soldier will be It Is strikingly significant that though
needed. Man and horse can get through and Jesus possessed all power he chose to
gain Information when other means are blocked. place in the bands of ordinary men'
The airplane is helpless In a fog, for Instance. the continuance of his work. He IB
Nor can thoroughly effective reconnaissance "be able to use men of varied gifts and
accomplished without the aid of the horse In temperaments, as shown in the twelve.
exceedingly mountainous terrain. AH this would
2. Some works of Jesus (Lessons
Indicate the retention of the horse for some 2, 8 and 4). He met and overcame the
military purposes and that mounted troops. In Devil in the wilderness. He east out
smaller numbers, will be available for scouting, demons. He healed the sick and he
at any rate.
forgave sins.
In the broader field of tactical usefulness,
8. Some teachings of Jesus (Lessons
however, the horse cannot compete with the D, 7 and 8). Because the traditions of
newer mechanical weapons. The speeding ar- the Jews had obscured the law, he
mored car, for ground reconnaissance, can cover taught the higher meaning of the law,
much greater distances in quicker time.
especially as it pertained to the SabWith the development of more effective weap- bath. By means of parables, he took
ons, the horse has lost its "shock power" In the common things of life and clothed
operating against either mounted or dismounted them wjth vital and profound sigenemies. There are too many machine guns, auto- nificance.
matic rifles and quick firing artillery guns to
4. The power of Jesus (Lessons 9,
permit such close contact, and the horse offers 10 and 11). This power was exhibited
a larger target than the man on foot. Gas, over the forces of nature, demons,
too, Is a potent weapon against the horse. It Is physical ailments, and even death Ittoo expensive to completely cover an animal self.
with gas-proof cloj:h and there are gases now
5. An enemy of Jesus (Lesson 12).
which inflict deep burns at the slightest exposure. The Devil is the supreme enemy of
Ever since the British launched the first land- Jesus. Anything that hinders the progships or "tanks" (as they were originally named ress of the gospel may be considered
to mislead spies) many military experts have as an enemy. In this light he has
been looking toward a mechanized cavalry, many enemies, among which may be
mounted on mechanical steeds, still carrying mentioned alcohol and narcotics. The
on its traditional roles of distant reconnaissance, drinking of Intoxicating liquors and
pursuit, surprise attack and last-minute reserve' smoking of cigarettes, etc., dull man's
but covering more ground in less time, striking moral and spiritual natures and Inwith more force and power and with fewer risks capacitate him for the highest and
and greater protection than the horse offered.
most efficient service.
But the World war tanks were Incapable of
carrying out such assignments. Some power they
GEMS OF THOUGHT
enjoyed, but mobility, the prime essential of
cavalry, they lacked. The light tank, f or instance, maneuvered across country at the rate
The world crowns success; God
of three to four miles an hour. After ten miles crowns faithfulness.
• '• •
It ran out of gasoline, and, what was even worse
It usually had to go back to the shop for over'
It Is better that we know "The Rock
haul after a comparatively short trip. The heavy of Ages" than "the age of rocks.1*
' • • •
tank, carrying the tremendous weight of 44
tons, lumbered along at a maximum rute of
He that will be angry, and not sin,
flve and a half miles an hour, and often
must not be angry but for sin.—
down In its own tracks.
John Trapp.
• • •
Today, however, the ordnance department has
given the American fighting forces a lleht PT
In spite of what God knows about
perimental tank capable of operating on the us, and that is more than we know
road
at 25 miles an hour, across country
at IS about ourselves, he loves us.—Revernllau U K !>»,... ni\ — . i , _
" n j Ul 10
miles an hour; 00 miles m one fl,,,ng
lation.
o,
• • •
line and more than 2,000 miles before
overhaul becomes necessary. And al) this
Though 1 am always In haste. I am
been accomplished without Increasing the
never In a hurry.—John Wesley.
• » •
• ank of seven and a half tons by a single
"Religion does not consist in being
Besides tanks and vehicles of Its tyne »
mechanized force calls for armored cars, wheeled good; that is only a result, religion Is
vehicles armored and armed with machine LM n! knowing God."
» • *
only. For long-distance reconnaissance "a
"Uevival would break out If we
trols and raids, such vehicles are held Indlsnen"
Christians got rid of sin in our lives."
sable, and the time may not be far distant
U>ey will replace entirely that faithful c o m n —Bishop Unton.
• • •
o» of our troopers, the cavalry charger
We praise God at intervals with our
words, but our whole life should be a
ceaseless song of praise to him.—Au(«torW«Ura Mr«p«j>«r Union.)
gustine,
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in Your bowels!
Poisons absorbed into the
from souring waste in the I
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bilious condition; coat the I
foul the breath; sap energy, 4
and nerve-force. A little i
CaldwelTs Syrup Pepsin wilt
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Friday-iSaturday

City of Atlantic, Cass County, Iowa.
PROCEED1NGS OF THE
Said bonds shall become due and payBOARD OF SUPERVISORS able in their numerical order as foi-

APPLES
Ben Davis
71bs.
25c

Burkharfs

10
Bonds Nos. 1 to 4, $3,500.00 Nov.
Court House,
Atlantic, Iowa,
I iQ^fi
Bond's Nos. B to 8, $4,000.00 Nov.
March 1, 1933.
The Board of Supervisors of Cass II
Bonds Nos. 9 to 13, $5,000.00 Nov.
County, Iowa, met at 9:00 o'clock
a. m. with all members present.
I I 1Q40
Minutes of February 13th apd l&tti | Bonds Nos. 14 to 18, $5,000.00 Nov.
TABLE SALT,
read and approved.
10 pounds
19c
Moved by Ryan, seconded by Allen II Bond's Nos. 19 to 23, $5,000.00 Nov.
to increase the treasurer's designated i 1 1042
ITALIAN PRUNES, No. 10 (gallon cans).
depository bank amounts as follows,; Bonds Nos. 24 to 28, $5,000.00 Nov.
35c
CORN, Cloverdale Standard, No. 2 cans, 3 f o r . . .20c
subject to the approval of the stetel
BLACKBERRIES,
No.
10
(gallon)
cans
*'
Bonds
Nos.
29
to
33,
$6,000.00
Nov.
treasurer: Atlantic State Bank, Imtft
35c
STARCH, corn or gloss, 3 packages for
:. -23c
of amount $76,000.00; Whitney Loan i 1944
CRACKERS,
Salted
Sodas,
2
pounds
and Trust Company Bank, limit ot 'Section 2. The Funding Bonds
17c
CORN FLAKES, large size package
.! 10c
hereby authorized shall be in form,
amount $75,000.00.
substantially as follows:
Motion carried.
SOAP CHiP& Crystal White, 5-J>ound box.
29C
PINK SALMON, No. 1 tall can, 2 cans for
19c
At 1:00 o'clock p. m. the Board met
(Form of Bond)
pursuant to prior action of said Board I UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BAKING POWDER, Clabfer 0irl, 12-ounee
and to law, for the purpose of insti- STATE OF IOWA-COUNTY OF CASS
ORANGES, size 288, 2 dozen for
31c
tuting proceedings and taking action
FUNDING BOND
PEANUT BUTTER, pin^vjar,^-pound . . . . . . nc
for the issuance of $32,600.00 FundONION SETS, per pound
10c
ing Bonds to fund a like amount of
The County of Cass, in the State of
Calumet Baking Powder, Cake Pan and package
outstanding indebtedness evidenced by Iowa, for value received, promises to
JELLY POWDER, assorted flavors, 4 packages. 19c
a judgment, duly rendered against , pay to bearer
Dollars,
Cocoanut, all 3 for ortly .-.
29C
said county in Law (Cause No. 11,883 i lawful money of the United States
POWDERED SUGAR, 3 pounds for
21c
in the District Court of Iowa in and of America, on the first day of NoyJELL, any flavor, and 4 jellmolds, 4 packages.. .20c
for Cass County, said judgment sign- ! ember, 19—, with interest on said
ed by the Court on the 9th day of | sum from date thereof, until paid, at
PEACHES, in syrup, No. 2V2 size, 2 cans for—29c
PRUNES, large size, 3 pounds.....'
February, 1933 and duly filed in the i the rate of five per cent, per annum,
25C
office of the Clerk of £he District payable on the first day of May, 1933
Court of Cass County, Iowa, on the and semi-annually thereafter on the
PEACHES, peeled, 2 pounds
25c
Delivery Hours 8:30 & 10:00, A. M., 2:00 & 4:00 P M
9th day of February, 1933 and to i first days of May and November in
transact such other business as might each year on presentation and surrenAPRICOTS, fancy, 2 pounds
25c
PHONE FOR FOOD—IT'S THE BETTER WAY
come before said meeting.
der of the interest coupons hereto atThe meeting was called to order tached, both principal and interest
BRING US YOUR EGGS--RICHEST
by the Chairman and, the roll being 'payable with Chicago Exchange,
called, there were present, Frank Pel- i at the office of the County Treasurer
MARKET
zer, Chairman, in the chair, and the in the City of Atlantic, State of
following named Supervisors:
Iowa.
G. H. Allen, H. G. Armentrout, T.
This bond is issued by the County
W. Davis, Herman Ryan.
of Cass, pursuant to and in strict
Absent: None.
of est and principal as the same ma-. E m U : _ . . . . . . _ . . .
compliance with the provisions
^
Prank 0. Will,
The Board of Supervisors investi- Section 5275 et seq., Chapter 266,iture:
.
gated and found that notice of the Code of Iowa, 1927, and in conform- j Year Levied Year Collected Amount Charge ~
Published Every Thursday by the
13,260.00 Anton J
^
1934
proposed action of the Board of the i ity to a resolution of the Board of I 1933
1,626.00 A.:. 'H.
H. Kaufmmn, labor
1935
issuance of $32,600.00 Funding Bonds , Supervisors of said County, duly pass- j 1934
1
1,625.00 C. B. Perrini repair work
1936
Des Moines, March 22.—Iowa farm- of said County to bear date and draw ed and approved, for the purpose ov i 1936
89J|1
1,625.00 Henry Steffeiw. dragging .
1937
W. F. BUDD
Editor ers intend to turn from corn to other interest from January 1, 1933 for the i funding a like amount of legal in- 1936
243»!
5,125.00 J. D. (Walters, dragging ...
1938
purpose of funding a like amount of 1 debtedness of said County, evidenced
1937
sot
5,450.00 Grover Darling, dragenn^ .
Subscription if paid in advance. .$1.50 crops this year tto the extent of de- outstanding indebtedness evidenced by I by a valid judgment and outstanding
J939
1938
3,50
creasing
their
corn
acreage
of
last
6,260.00
A.
H.
Kaufman,
labor
a
judgment
duly
rendered
against
1940
1939
If not paid in advance
.$2.00
at the time of the adoption of said
;
Nels
Berg,
labor
.........
6,000.00
said
County
in
Law
Cause
No.
11,883
1941
season by 6 per cent, figures obtained
1940
resolution and until the issuance of
5,750.00 H. W. Eilts, dragging ....
1942
1941
Entered at the post office at Anita, from Lesie M. Carl, agricultural stat- in the District Court of Iowa in and ; this bond.
8.1J
5,500.00 John Eggerling, dragging .
for
Cass
County,
said
judgment
en1943
1942
And
It
is
Hereby
Represented
and
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
istician, indicate.
5,250.00 John Greenwalt, dragging
try being signed by the Court on the
1944
1943
That all sets, conditions
17*
The estimated Iowa acreage for i gth. day of February, 1933 and duly Certified:
Section 5. The County Auditor Ben G. Kirkham, dragging
and things requisite according to the
2m
THURSDAY, MARCH 23, 1933.
corn in 1933, according to Carl, is 11,-! filed in the office of the Clerk of the j Laws and Constitution of the State of | shall, annually, in due time, manner t. E. Luman, dragging ..
;
028,000 acres as against
11,732,000
District
Court-J of Cass
County, Iowa,
] Iowa,
to_ be
done
precedent
to and
in! and ;season,
certify
the taxes
herein John Mehlman, dragging .
^°
'
'
I -—
*•!-"*-!—f
tn_l
irtoo
.,
,'
,
.
.
* ....
i f _ j
,
. l _ j *__
:„. «J^:A.S
*.« *».«. Y~« »
dragging
.
on the
9th.
day of
February,
1933;
tne lawful issue of this bond, have \ provided for, in addition to the levy C. W. Morgata,
acres planted to corn last year.
J
T
—
and according to law, and as directed i been properly done, happened and, authorized for other purposes, and the Wm. Sager,
Should the yield in 1933 equal the by the Board of Supervisors, had been j )jeen performed in regular and due j moneys arising from such tax levies Richard 'Wataon, . _ ^ _^,
2U5,
(From Congressman Otha D. Wearin) 10-year average production of 38 published on the 16th. day of Feb- form,, as required by law; that the i shall be used for the payment of said Clifton G. Acker, dragging
m
ruary,
1933
in
the
Atlantic
News
Teleindebtedness
funded
by
the
issue
of
Hans
<X
Clausen,
dragging
interest coupons and bonds and for
2m:
Nufmerous test votes this week in- bushels to the acre, the corn producgraph,
a
legal
newspaper
printed
and
Richard Davidson, dragging
this bond was a valid, subsisting and no other purpose whatever'.
6.3d
this
year would
be 419,000,000
dicate that Congress is still backing tion
,
.
,
, ,
,,
,
• published
IJUUllZMldl whollv
W1IU11V
l i t the
l/llc English
i^lLKtlOll
tailin
lanlegal indebtedness of said County
Section 6. The interest falling due Edward Dimig, dragging
12.60
the President. Almost the universal bushels, compared to the record crop j ^uage in fche County of Cass, Iowa, evidenced by a valid judgment and! during the year 1933 and the interest Peter Hansen,
feeling among members seems to be of 539,000,000 bushels in 1932, Carl j and of general circulation within said that the total indebtedness of said i or principal and both of them falling H. M. Kuehl,<
of Cass, Iowa, and that no pe-1 County, including this bond, does noc; due any subsequent year or years C. C. Morrison, repair Work .. 41£i
that the nation, at the recent elec- said. The estimated 1933 corn acre- j County
tltlon
setting forth objections to said jnow and did not at the time of the 1 shall, if necessary, be paid promptly F. W. Wiese, '
5.K
tion, indicated an overwhelming con- age is lower than in any crop year Ij proposed
action has been filed m the incurring of the indebtedness fund- j from current funds on hand, in a<I- Clark iM. Trailer, dragging .. 26.!
fidence in Roosevelt and therefore the since 1927.
j office of the 'County Clerk and thaft, ed by this bond including such indeb- < vance of the taxes levied, and when George Reidemaix, labor
LIN
legislative branch of the government
Increases in the proposed produc- the issuance of said bonds in said i tedness, exceed the constitutional or | said taxes shall have been collected, Harold Bacon, dragging
25.K
should advance his program. Much tion of tame hay, flaxseed, oats and amount, as published, may now be statutory limitations.
I reimbursements shall be made to such William Holaday, dragging . 28.M
rized by the Board o£ Super
In Testimony Whereof, said Coun-' current funds in the sum thus ad- Ray Krauth, repair work
89.1»
of the cloakroom conversation insists j potatoes, indicate the farmers, influ- j f^°
"
by its Board of Supervisors, has | vanced.
Ned C. Murray, dragging ... 26,7)
that to thwart it would be breaking enced by the big corn surplus and the . visors.
Supervisor H. G. Armentrout m- ty,
this bond to be signed by its I Section 7. This resolution shall be E. J. Symonds, dragging — 23,85
faith with the people. That thought poor corn price and by the need for! troduced and read the resolution next caused
Chairman and attested by the County i irrepealable until all the aforesaid R. A. Turner, dragging
m
is undoubtedly correct from the stand- soil renewal, plan to turn much of | hereinafter set out and moved Ms Auditor with the seal of said County', bonds, both principal and interest, are A. S. .Ballentine, dragging ..
op
ed
of
the
First
da
of
seconded
by
point of plaltform pledges.
Oran Hoyt, labor
U
the
J?' ?S^ **
^ January, fully paid and discharged.
a ^Jr^t**? ^^f^A
. corn
. land to
,. hay
. and
., pasture
. ,. .. . and!;^... ^-'
Davis,
and, after due considera: section g_ All resolutions ot or. F. J. Herchenback, Jr.^ dragOne of the interesting sessions last te
oats, according to the statistician, j tton of ^id resolution by the Board, 1933.(Signed)
Frank Pejzer,
1 ders or parts of resolutions and or- ging .:. ..-.."-;•..7•*•.".... m
week occurred when the beer bill
A decrease of slightly more than j the Chairman put the question upon
Chairman. [ ders in conflict herewith be and the Gus Manann, labor
6.»
passed the House with an overwhelm- 1 per cent in the total land in produc-' the ad°Ption of said resolution and, Attest:
| same are hereby repealed,
Neils Peterson, dragging . . . . 4J»<
the ro
bein
ing majority. The galleries were tion
? called,
the following
j Section 9. A certified copy of this Arnold Meyer, dragging — 23,#
uon is
is indicated
maicaiea in
in irhe
tne rr«n
crop ronm-f
report. I
j "Supervisors
voted:
County Auditor.
packed and quiet. Debate was not ex- The total estimated crop acreage for'i namw
j resolution shall be filed with the CounBridge Payroll.
Aye: Allen, Armentrout, Davis,
(Form of Coupon)
ty Auditor of said County who shall W. E. Wise, foreman
1005;
tended nor was it vicious. The senate 1933 is 21,701,000 acres, compared to Ryan, and Pelzer.
Cass
County,
enter, annually the herein-provided W. F. Smith, labor
amendments will probably have been 21,954,000 in 1932.
Nay: None.
Iowa.
for levy for collection until said bonds Frank Bannister, labor
the Chairman declared ;' No.
considered by the time this article
For crops other than corn the 1933
. 2155
and the interest theron have been paid Lawrence Ward, labor
On
goes to press and it appears now that acreage estimates are:
tihe i in full.
3i#:
j lows: to-wit:
Elmer Watson, labor
I Treasurer of the County of Cass, I Passed and approved this 1st day of Herbert Spear, labor
the measure will become a law next
. 23.8
Oats, 6,274,000 acres, 1 per cent!
RESOLUTION
I Iowa, will pay to Bearer
i March, 1933.
County,'Poor, and Court Claims.
•week. The sale of beer in states above 1932; barley, 558,000 acres, 71
To Provide for the Issuance
| Dollars and
Cents, with ChiThe following claims were allowed George W. Adams, unclaimed
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Our Government

OUR COMIC SECTION

By William Bruckart

D

Events in the Lives of Little Men
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— How It Operates
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OUR POSTAL SERVICE

TRAGEDY BORN'OF
PEACE OF UTRECHT

one, some families Were x^
A.cadians Unfortunate Pawns op, and
many friends an«] IN
on War's Chessboard.
were parted never to D
Acadla was the name of the old
French colony which embraced Nova
Scotia and most of New Brunswick.
Colonization began early In the Seventeenth century, but in 1713 France
ceded Acadla to Britain. This was
one of the many provisions of the
Peace of Utrecht, which ended the
War of the Spanish Succession—a
war In which there were prizes for
everybody.
Following the transfer, the Acadlans asked permission to leave the
country, but were refused. They
took thereafter a conditional oath of
allegiance to the British crown, and
for the next forty years went on
pledging a measure of fealty, bat declining roll allegiance. Claiming no
homeland bnt Acadla, they gave aid
to neither side In the subsequent
quarrels of France and England In
the New world, and they were known,
as "the French neutrals."
When the French invaded Acadla
In 1742 they got no help from the
Acadlans; bnt when Cornwallls, In
1749, insisted on full allegiance to
Britain, they again refused the oath.
Again they asked to be allowed to
quit the country and seek new homes
beyond the reach of European politics, bnt without avalL
This situation continued until 1755.
In the siege of Fort Beausejonr in
that year several hundred Acadlans
assisted the French—under compulsion. It has been said. The British
were convinced of the disloyalty of
the Acadiana and decided to disperse
their colony—bnt not to let them go
together to some place where they
might prove anew a source of annoyance.
In December, 1755, they were herded on ship and scattered arbitrarily

T IS possible that you felt you had
_ some complaint to make last July
when you had to place a three-cent
stamp on your letters Instead of the
red two-center that sufficed prior to
that time, but I will wager you did
not make much noise about It after
all. I think that I can tell you the
reasons why yon complained so little
about that Increase of one-third In
the postal rates: there Is nothing that
gives you so much for so little as
does the postal service.
Had the landlord Increased your
rent by a third, you would have moved
right out; had the grocer raised any
price that much, you would have gone
Immediately to his competitor, and
had you been told by your bank that
the Interest rate yon were paying was
to be raised 33% per cent, you would
have sworn vengenance.
I have wondered since that rate
Increase went Into effect whether possibly It was not a good thing from
the standpoint of patrons of the postal service as well as assuring to the
federal government something near
the amount of funds It has to have to
pay'operating expenses. The fact that
there was an Increase In rates, especially on letters, brought to the attention of all of us the benefits we
had been enjoying through years and
years of that service which we accept as a matter of course.
It costs between $600,000,000 and
1700,000,000 to operate that farflung
system known as the postal service
each 12 months. The principle was Inculcated In onr governmental structure when the nation was formed
that this service should be self-snstalnlng, though It Is run by the federal government. It never has been
quite able to pay Its own way, bnt
at the same time It never has been
much of a charge on the government
Itself.
The reason postal rates never have
quite succeeded In producing sufficient
revenue to pay all expenses of the
great organization that serves. Is that
fundamental belief that It should
not be an agency for profit. In other
words, congress always has clung to
the Idea of having the postal service
do Its Job Just as cheaply (for the
people) as It can and that It Is better
for It to fall Just a little short of
making expenses than to take from
those who use that service more than
Is needed. If there Is a deficit at the
end of the. year, as there nearly always has been, congress has been
willing to take care of It with an appropriation from funds received bjr
general taxation.
,
But In the last several years when
the volume of letters fell off as It
always does when there Is not much
business, the amount of the deficit
grew to a size which congress decided was a little too large. So It
turned to the Increase In the postage
rate on letters to make up part of the
loss. That one-cent Increase probably
will not be enough to offset the anticipated deficit completely, but It will
reduce the difference between the Income and the expenses to a comparatively small sum. If there had been
no rate Increase, I am told that the
deficit from last July to the end of
next June would have approached
$200,000,000.
And that brings another thought.
As a people. Americans have always stood against the government
engaging In business. Of course, there
are exceptions, yet that has been our
general conception. We have always
eald as a people that government was
not created for any other purpose
than to govern. It was not a business Institution as we know business.
Yet, there are not many greater businesses than the postal service, and
It Is not an agency that governs our
conduct or our relations with our
neighbors except Indirectly.
Why,
then, should not private capital and
private Industry perform the service
and enjoy the profits therefrom?
The answer Is simple. The reason
Is that those who conceived our form
of government and envisioned the
magnitude of our nation, at the same
time, saw the necessity for a uniform
system of handling Its written communications.
Those men recognized more than
a century and a half ago that the Individual states must not be allowed
to control the means of communication; that when a letter was once
started on Us way, , t must go J
and that only os» agenc, c»uld £
made responsible if success WWe to
be attained.
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The popularity of flayer Aspirin is doe in large measure
to its speed. There is no quicker fbraa of relief for a bad
headache, neuralgia, neuritis, or other severe pain. But
even more important is its safety. Anyone can take
Bayer Aspirin. It does not depress the heart. It does
not upset the stomach.
No one need ever hesitate to take Bayer Aspirin because of its speedy action. Its rapid relief is due to the
rapidity with which tablets of Bayer manufacture
dissolve. You could take them every day in the year
without any ill effects.
Foryourpocket, buy the tin of 12 tablets, Foreconomy,
bottles of 100 at the new reduced price.

And Bayer has

Tim post roaster general
the post of head of the post
department. Embodied [„ ,t are doze™
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MOST POPULAR TEACHER! Frances Lee Barton has m<^
than the largest university. Last year more than 150,000 wo"lt:"
i* the General Poods Cooking School of the far to hear her w\
&&Z talk*. Tune in—Tuesdays and Thursdays—WHO V<*
WOC Davenport at 10:15 A. M.—WOW Omaha at

stud
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BABY CHICKS
EVERY WEDNESDAY
Custom Hatching 2c per egg. Some room left for
next Monday.
We buy Cream, Eggs and Poultry, and sell Baby
Chicks, Starting Mash, Brooder Stoves and
Feeders.
WE DO FREE CULLING

Rasmussen Hatchery
and Produce Station
NOTICE.

Hico Red Anti-Knock
gas
Scplus
Quality Kerosene — 8c
Red Tractor Fuel, no
tax
7'/2c
Quality oils and greases
at prices you can afford to pay.
Please make your truck
delivery 50 gallons or
over. Prices are cash
on delivery.

Gasoline Alley
Anita, Iowa
ACID STOMACH BIG FACTOR
IN CAUSING ULCERS
Don't let too much acid ruin your
stomach. Take Dr. Emil's Adla Tablets
and quickly overcome add condinoi
heartburn, sour stomach, indigestion.
Bongers Bros., Druggists.
Ralph and Mick Forshay were business callers in Council Bluffs and
Omaha Monday.
Mrs. O. W. Shaffer was in Casey
one day last week to attend a meeting of the Zetetic club of that city.
W. B. (Ben) Wilken, 47, business
partner in the 'Wilken Monument
Works and the Wilken Machine Shop
in Atlantic, committed suicide by asphyxiation last Thursday morning at
the machine shop in that city. Despondency over ill health was blatoed
for his act.

E. R. Wilson delivered a truck load
of hogs a few days ago to the market
at Peoria, Illinois, for Van Underwood, well known farmer living southeast of Anita. On his return to Anita
he brought a load of household furniture from that city for Mrs. Laura
Buerkin, who will make her home with
her father, John Row, on the farm
north of the city.
C D . M1LLARD
General
Blacksmithing.

•f
H. E. CAMPBELL
•*•
Physician and Surgeon
4
Office in Campbell block over
•»• Clardy's Hardware. Residence
4 2 blocks north of M. E. church,
4 Calls promptly attended day
4 or night,
4- -f 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 -

4
•*
•»
•*
•»
4
4
4

*
ANITA TRANSFER
4
+
E. R. Wilson, Prop.
4
4 Local and long distance moving. 4
+ Any time, anywhere.
. 4
+ Phones—Office 202; house 207, 4
•*•
Raven Feed of all kinds
4
•»" + - » - 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
*
ANITA PUMP CO.
4 Plumbing and Hot Air Heating.
Pumps, Mills, Tanks.
Plumbing Supplies.
Pump and Mill Work Done.
Come in and figure with me.
First door west of Stager's
Cafe.

4
4
4
4
4
4
•»
4

Big Crowd at P. T. A.
The largest crowd that has been
in the school building this year attended the P. T. A. meeting last
Thursday evening. The high school
auditorium was packed to capacity,
with about all available standing
room occupied.
The program committee, composed
of Miss Wilma Raynor and Miss Lilith Baker, had arranged and coached
an unusual program that seemed to
please the audience very much, and
afforded the needed recreation and
refreshing enjoyment for all.
The high schol orchestra under the
direction of 'Miss Adria Moon gave
an opening concert which showed the
marked progress made by those in
the orchestra and prepared a pleasing atmosphere for the other following numbers on the program. Vocal
solo by Russell Bangham, Newsboy
Tap Dance by Marie Burns, Military
Tap Dance by Evangeline Carlton and
Mildred Crane, Irish Lilt by Jane
Scholl, Irish Song and Dance by
Gretchen Budd, Dorothy .Bangham,
Dorothy Smith, and Elaine Smither,
Irish Songs on the Trombone by Miss
Esther Thon, and a one act play
"Jerry" by Margaret Biggs, Beth
Harry, Raymond Barber, and Russell
Bangham.
Each one on the program did very
creditable work which reflects credit
upon them as well as those in charge
of the program. We hope that people
will continue to flock to • the school
and that we may be able to work
and serve together.
Friday Morning Program.
The above program was also presented before the high schol assembly on Friday 'morning which gave
participants an additional appearance

Notice of holding an Election to Submit the Question of Placing the
Water Works Plant in the hands of
a Board of Trustees.
To the Legal Electors of the Town
of Anita, Iowa:
Notice is hereby given to the duly
qualified electors of the Town of
Anita, Iowa, that the following public measure will be submitted to the
duly qualified electors of said town
at a special election to be held on
Friday, March 31, 1933, to-wit:
"Shall the Town of Anita,
Iowa, place the management
and control of its water works
plant in the hands of a board
of trustees?"
That said polling place where said
measure may be voted upon is as follows, to-wit:
The town hall building located at the corner of Third
and Chestnut Streets in the
Town of Anita, Iowa.
That said polls will be open from) before an audience and gave all high
~t o .An — t_.t-, _!_.
the._ i.,...__
hours of
8:00 o'clock, _a. __m. j._
to i schoolers an opportunity to receive
8:00 o'clock, p. m. on Friday, March the stimulus that such programs
31, 1933.
give.
Given under my hand and seal this
Class Basketball Tournaments.
6th day of March, 1933.
The class basketball tournaments,
(Seal)
C. E. Harry, , both boys and girls basketball has
Mayor of Anita, Iowa. been attracting much interest within
Attest:
Solon A. Karns,
the school during the past week and
3t
Town Clerk. has been providing wholesome recreation for a good many different indiA baby boy was born Tuesday viduals and cementing their affections
morning to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur A. a little more closely .to the school.
Armentrout.
In the girls tourney in the first
round
the sophomores defeated the
Mrs. D. R. Donohoe of Walnut spent j
the week end with relatives and freshman 16 to 2 and the seniors defeated the juniors 29 to 14. In the
friends in Anita.
j final game the seniors took the honC. E. Robinson, well known Wiotal ors over the sophomores by a score
merchant, suffered a heart attack a of 15 to 2 makin» them clearly the
few days ago. He is reported to be ivlctors of the ^urney. The freshresting easy at his home in thati men glrls also defea^d the 7th and
8th grade girls 14 to 3.
town.
The boys class teams are playing
Coming at you out of a living hell! ] a round robin tourney and thus far
The picture that put a price on its' the Juniors are making a strong bid
author's head! "I Am a Fugitive," ifor the honors, The results thus far
one of the greatest pictures of the' a r e : freshman 21, sophomores 18;
year at Rialto 3 days starting SAT. i Juniors 31, seniors 16; juniors 29,
.—
j freshman 16; seniors 19, sophomores
In a move to cut down expenditures j 13and save on medical expenses for: "*"he freshman and seniors will play
county charges, the Cass county board! this Wednesday evening and the junof supervisors announced Thursday | 'ors anc' sophomores on Friday evenit has established two wards at the ing. Games beginning in each incounty farm, south of Atlantic. A ^ance at about 4:00 o'clock.
nurse will 'take care of the patients.
lss Freda
Five patients were moved from the
Scholl of Omaha spent
Sunda
Atlantic hospital to the new wards!
y in th« c >ty with her mother,
Wednesday, and Thursday two more
?osha Scho11' and her sister,
Miss Jane.
patients were added.
Did you hear about the old Buick
car that drove down to the depot the
other day? An engine was switching, and let out a shrill whistle and
Buy fresh tested bulk garden seed.
scared the old Buick. It run down the j Malone's, Atlantic.
It
road a mile and a half, got stuck in ; '
•———
—
a cattle guard. They sent out the]
oALE:—Red clover, sweet
section gang. They got there in time ' £oveT and timothy seed, all recleaned.
to see no one was in the car, and the Phone 4 R 36. A. L. Harris.
2tp
flyer was coming, so there was no
FOR SALE:- -Velvet barley for seed.
time to do anything. The flyer hit Phone 3 R 34. H. J. Kuehn.
it
her, knocked her 200 feet over into
a corn field, lit right side up, and let
Sweet clover from $2.10 to $2.50
out a snort and started for home. Joe P<*r bushel. Malone's, Atlantic. It
Forum is a very truthful man, maybe, \ ~^Q
SALE:—Medium red clover
and he vouches for this story, almost,'1 seed.
j
CU
Ph ne 151 R 35
but one thing is sure, if you will come I c0 ,
°
' IlalPh A.
2tp
down to our shop, you will find all' ' ° "*"'
prices are down in the repair line,
Repairs for any make STOVE
plow sharpening, points, and repairs FURNACE.
When in need
of all kinds; and we have axe handles, SPOUTING or TIN WORK, see Johnfork handles, doubletrees, singletrees, son's Plumbing Shop. Phone No.
neck yokes, and a lot of other stuif 12.
tf
you will have to have. And we can
We
have
the
seed
and
we
have
the
order John Deere repairs for your
it
machinery. Millard's, West Main price. Malone's, Atlantic.
Street.
tf
FOR RENT-Residence property
where Ed. Carlton and family have
been living. Good house, garage and
garden spot. Enquire at this office.

WANT ADS

Leaks in Roofs Neglected
Are Expensive
REPAIR-REROOF NOW
While Skilled Labor Is Available.
NELSON'S MASTER ROOFINGS
TOPS THEM ALL.

ROBT. SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
PHONES: Office 20; R«B. 11

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES FROM OUR OLD FILES

DEPENDABLE ALWAYS

ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

March 26, 1903.
Mrs. Val. Wiegand is recovering
from a very severe attack of la
grippe.
W. L. Overman, who for several
years past has served the Rock Island as local agent, has resigned hia
position, and has entered the employ
of the 'Citizens Bank as assistant
cashier.
In the United States court recently,
Judge Smith McPherson presiding, an
order was signed giving to the creditors of the Elgin Creamery Company
forty per cent of the amount due
them. The claims of the people in
Iowa amount to $10,000.00.
Our good friend, Harry P. Harrison, who has been attending Cornell
college for several years, has been
winning laurels unto hisself in numerous debates with some of the "best
o'n "em." As often before suggested,
keep your eye on that Harry boy!
The Tribune does not believe that
the voters of Anita are going to be
influenced at the polls next Monday,
in casting their votes against establishing a gas plant, simply on the wild
eyed statements and foundationlesa
assertions of some irresponsible person who is too cowardly to come out
in the public print over his own signature.
Anita's corps of excellent teachers,
under the superintendency of W. J.
Cattell, are to be congratulated on the
able manner in which the educational
interests of Anita are being looked
after and pushed forward. There is
every evidence of improvement and
advancement in every department,
and we are proud of the statewide
reputation by which the Anita public
schools are known.

TO OUR CUSTOMERS:
Due to the recent sharp rise in commodity
and the strong indications of higher prices, we \m\
to warn you that our present low prices cannon!
guaranteed for any definite time in the future o
in today and protect yourself against sharp advan

Specials For Thuri
'JBgB&Ji^M
Dull.!?!

Armour's
Cloverbloom

11%
LDB

Pineapple StE,

Sweet Potatoes
PEACHES
Cooking Oil $1.05 gal.
Bring Jar—-per qt.
PEANUT BUTTER, quart jar ....
MOPSTICKS, 15c value
ONION SETS, all kinds, per Ib
OATMEAL, small package, reg. 8c
RAISINS, seedless, 2:lbs
.,,..
OATMEAL FOR CHICKS, 10-lbs.

Mazola

U F F'

f CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4
»
E. L. Anderson, Pastor.
H
4-4- + -f4"f + -f + + 4 - f + -f-H

(The Church With a Heart and
an Open Mind.)
Church School at iO:00 a. m. A
training school for Christian living, Christian Science textbook is the folwith classes for all ages. Mrs. Lydia lowing: "The Scriptures imply that
God is All-in-all. . . . He is divine
Brown, Superintendent.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. Principle, Love, the universal cause,
Special appropriate music. Sermon the only creator, and there is no other
self-existence. ' He is all-inclusive,
subject, "The "Crown of Thorns."
There will be baptisms and admis- and is reflected by all that is real and
sion of new members on Easter Sun- eternal and by nothing else" (p. 331).
day. Notify the pastor if you are interested.
Church Institute.
*• CHRISTIAN CHURCH NOTES •*•
Refreshments at 6:30, with Mr. and +
Elwyn Andrews, Pastor.
-f
Mrs. Carl Miller in charge.
+ + + + + -f + + - f - f - f - f - f - f - f
Assembly devotional service at 7:00
Bible School at 10:00 a. m. C. W.
o'clock.
Zastrow, Superintendent.
Violin solo, Max Harry.
Communion Service at 11:00 a. m.
Reading, "Antino Maceo," Mary
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m.
Jane Nichols.
Evening services at 7:30 o'clock.
Departmental Sessions at 7:15.
No creed but Christ;
Adult Group.
No book but the Bible;
Addresses, "Christ and World
No name but the Divine.
Brotherhood," Mrs. Fred M. Sheley
This church endeavors^ do God's
and "A Woman's Task," Mrs. F. H. will in God's way, because God wants
Osen.
them to, and also because they love
Young People's Group.
God and His church. God gives the
Topic, "Is it Practical to Live With- increase. The church is a working
out Worry," Russell Bangham.
church.
Address, "Practical Christianity"
Our Bible School under the fine
Mrs. P. T. Williams.
leadership of G. W. Zastrow is a growJunior Group.
ing school. A teacher for every class
Topic, "The Message of Jesus." and a class for every pupil. You are
Leaders, Mrs. Russell Smith and Miss always welcome and invited to any or
Mary Osen.
all the services.
Primary Group.
Ladies aid meets Thursday at the
Topic, "The Friendship of Jesus." home of Mrs. C. W. Zastrow.
Leaders, Miss Gretchen Budd and
Kitchen Kabinet Sinkopaters conM5ss Isabella Biggs.
cert at the church on Friday night at
• Closing assembly of all groups at 8:00 o'clock. Admission lOc. Pie and
8:00 o'clock.
coffee lOc. Everyone welcome.
Brass Quartette, by Junior boys.
Piano Solo, Patricia Williams.
Reading, "The Unseen Witness"
LINCOLN CENTER
Robert Stuhr.
COMMUNITY CHURCH
Missionary Drama by the Ladies
Elwyn Andrews, Pastor.
Missionary Society.
Plan your Sundays during the LenChurch services at 10:00 a. m.
ten season so that you and yours may
Sunday School at 11:00 a. m.,with
attend all the services and Institute Mrs. Everett Luman as Superintendsessions.
ent
The public is cordially invited'.
It can't always be bad weather so
The ladies aid will meet Thursday there will very likely be services next
at the home of Mrs. H. 0. Stone with Lord's day. We shall hope for a good
a 12:00 o'clock lunch for the public
day and a goodly audience. Special
music.
All are welcome to attend.
*•
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
+

"Reality" will be the subject of the
M. E, CHURCH NOTES
•#>
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of *
Monroe J. Rarick, Pastor.
-t
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, March *•
26.
Sunday School at 10:00 a. in. Dr.
The Golden Text is from Psalms
C. H. Johnson, General Supt.
The C UnSel f the Lord
«! V' '
°
°
*tandMorning worship at 11:00 o'clock in
eth for ever, the thoughts of his heart
the Masonic Temple.
FOR SALE OR TRADfc:-1929 to all generations."
Epworth League at 7:00 p. m. at
Chevrolet coach; 1932 Chevrolet seThe lesson-Sermon comprises quo
dan.
Open evenings and Sundays tations from the Bible and from the the parsonage. Leader, Miss MarPhone 244. 0. W. Shaffer & SOIL Ghnstmn Science textbook, "SciencI garet Black. Topic, "My Idea About
Anita, Iowa.
y
and Health with Key to thS " God." (i. Corinthians 13:9-12; John
lures" by Mary « aker Edd e CTlp - 4:23-24.)
E. 8. HOLTON, Lawyer.
Choir practice Wednesday evening
Practice in all courts. Opinion OB One of the Bible citation. read8; at the home of Mrs. Earl Blue.
Land Titles; and Settlement of estate* forThTprais^ L0ni> ° ^ ri<rhte°U8'
The stewards are requested to com.-,
comely for the Jup* Specialty.
County Attorney
plete
the canvass of their lists and be
i-or the word of the Lor •
present at the parsonage to give a reANITA MILLING CO.
: and his works are done in t
port on Thursday evening, March 23.
CHADWICK TRANSFER
»>ent: bhe earth is JJJ8^ "^
'"7:30 o'clock.
Ground oats
lOc
The Methodist ladies will serve a
Oats hulled
'•'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'." lOc
-5c dinner to the public on Friday at
Ear corn ground
'he h om e of Mrs. Prank Bontracer
Culled for and delivered
here will be quilting.
6c per cwt.
m
There will he a rally of the MethoNo bother. You lose no time.
j /* <;° manded,' art it st^d
'"t churches in the Atlantic group
Let #• Do It
(Psalms 33:1, 4-6, 9)
Among/,
•e the
xic KB-l^f-;
b«»lt!<:tlomj frmn
fk« '" the Atlantic Methodist church on
*4U«1
LtlG
I
""1- of this week. The minuter.

will have a conference
4:00 p. m. The laymen ate in
to attend the social hour and 1
at 6:00 o'clock. Bring cowred^j
sandwiches, dUbes and silvei
you cannot attend the
sure to attend the evening
7:30 o'clock. Mr. Bancroft, u
layman, who has .been attending
district group meetings, will btp
ent to deliver the evening mean
REAL ESTATE TRANSFER]
Frank J.Cihak and wf toMJ
Hays, wd, sw4 sec 14 and wst
23-77-34 120 A, $1.
B. D. (Carlton and wf to Ed. U
ton, wd, e2 nw4 and w2 ne4 «ci
34,$5600.
H. L. Bell and wf to John B.(
gher, receiver of Chicago Joint j
Land Bank of Illinois, deed,:
12-77-84, |1.
Mr. and Wire. Ivan R. C«M
rowly escaped serious injury «J
sible death at their home at f
Clay county. They had just 1
milk house on their place
cream separator suddenly "eij
The room was showered
pieces of metal. Some of ttej
ments were driven with
Many of them were imb
walla. Some of the discs
almost doable by the force of
plosion. The machine was r
beyond repair.

ATLANTIC BUS!
D$ECTORY
Voss Manufacturin
"IP IT'S MADE OF W
WE 'CAN MAKE
602-4 E. 3rd. St.

Swan, Martin &

Attorneys-st-L*^
General Law Business "1~

Ask For

Primrose Ice Cr

The Oeam Supre
At Most Dealer

Zurfluh GreenJifljS

Cut Flowers, Funeral
Plants of All Kii* i
8th. & Pine Sts.
*

Osborne-Tomi
Funeral Horn*
Sixth & Oak Streets
Eat 1866
Ambulant

For Better K««!»
Established 20

RoIand,"Pe«ock &
10
Funeral
All calls answered
nlght, regardless ot

Southwest
Department * ^

0

Heating »"<*

airii*|

THE TRIBUNE. ANITA. IOWA.

est. • •^:/,jSteMW:.\
Flying
Field of
;W
.
:.:.!i'):-.'r.i','(iV!>;v,'.' :..."..'<-: ' . 1 ' '

the Army

THURSDAY, MARCH 23,1933.

Howe About:

As Month after Month passed by
and the number of Victims increased
and Rumor had It that Elsie Janls,
Carrie Chapman Catt, Elsie Ferguson,
Ethel Barrymore, Bebe Daniels, Queen
Mary, Glenna Collett and Galll-Curcl Spending Public Money
had succumbed, the situation began to
look serious. It seemed that a good One Critic's End
many Girls who were no longer Kit- O. O. Mclntyre
88
tens and who In the Old Days, would
By ED HOWE
have been knitting Instead of JazzBy GEORGE ADE
MAN growled at me lately beJumping, had been clipped and were
cause I so frequently denounce
shamelessly exhibiting their Necks for
0). Bell Syndicate.—W"NU Service.
river Improvement "Look at the
the first time.
Rhine," he said ; "Improvement has unSign* of Wobbling.
NCQ there was a Good Woman
doubtedly been profitable there." And
who, next to Mary Queen of
Mr. Wambo began to notice that the I replied: 'The Germans have been
Scots, probably suffered more Missus, instead of saying that any practically using the Rhine more than
than any other Prominent Woman beyond SO who got shingled
years. I have lived on the MisLady of whom we have Record. It was a Hussy, began to stall and ask fifty
souri river longer ' than that, seen
will be recalled that Mary started out Questions. She wanted to know of money wasted on its improvement
as a proud Monarch, and finished up him If he thought It was Dignified of every year, and not a single steamas a Martyr, while Mrs. Wambo start- a Woman who had a Daughter In boat. That's what I grumble about:
ed out as a Democratic Fixture and Smith College to trim herself up like the American plan of spending pubfinished up as a Gazelle. The unfor- a Soubrette and try to step out when lic money, and getting nothing out
tunate Queen of Scots bad her head she should have no ambition except to of It"
cut off. Mrs. Wambo did not go quite create a Home Atmosphere for her
• • •
that far, but she underwent a Major Husband and Children. Mr. Wambo
The most merciless critic I ever
This Fanner Has No. 13
Operation, which seemed just as Im- was twice foxy and said he thought
—and, I may add, the ablest—
With Him Constantly portant, and which was preceded by that the Modern Woman had a Right knew
has been a charge ou the county many
is an air vW of Hamilton field at the Martn county bombing base
as
much
'Suspense,
Doubt
and
Trepidato
00
Anything
which
would,
not
be
NoblesvlUe. tad.—The dreaded No.
years as an Inmate of the poor house
inny In California, showing It neatly completed with paved street*,
tion as that which racked the Royal stopped by the Police. He had read ... And not one of those he criticised
stalled and quarters ready for the officers. The hangar will house 16 18 Is a constant companion of Perry Prisoner.
*
the Signs and seen the Handwriting so severely Is in the poor house with
Wheeler, Hamilton county farmer.
planes.
Mrs. Wambo, before she got Into the on the Wall. He knew that Friend him. There was a dull man named
On Friday the 13th last be celebrated his forty-third birthday. He was Jam, had been married so many Years Wife was getting ready to Fall and, Lem Whalen the critic was particularone Of a family of thirteen, attended that she had concealed all the Records when the Time came, she wanted to ly severe with, but Lem kept at work
school for thirteen years, entered Val- and changed the Subject when some be pushed and make out that she had In bis dull way, and Is now a leading
paraiso university September 13 and careless Friend began to dig up Dates. been talked Into It
She showed him In the paper where citizen.
then took a thirteen-week course In a She owned up to remembering the
Spanish-American War, but the De- Mrs. Pillsbury of Rockfill, Pa., had
university In Vermont.
A lesson with which I have been
Identification tag No. 13 was given tails were all blurred, because she been Bobbed at the age of eighty-two greatly Impressed Is that everything
was
so
young
at
the
Time.
and
said
It
made
her
look
and
feel
him when he Joined the army during
while requires hard work and
Whatever may have been her Vin- Forty Years Younger and she wanted worth
the World war. Be lives on a thlrenthusiasm, no man can succeed at
to
know
If
he
didn't
think
It
was
ridictage,
she
had
a
holy
Horror
of
looking
teen-acre plot and recently bad thirand be Idle, shiftless and
tebels Find Good Old launched, the captain dismayed them teen teeth knocked out In an automo- old, or feeling old, or acting as If on ulous but he said that If Mrs. Pills- anything
thoughtless.
Is a man In New
by an order to sail north along the
the Retired List She referred to the bury was satisfied, he thought It was York named There
O. O. Mclntyre who has
)ays Gone Forever.
west coast of South America, The bile accident. His farm Is on State other Brldgers as "Girls" and would Great
men warned him that they could not Road 13.
Then there came a Day when she succeeded as a writer. That he Is
warn any Bachelor, on the slightest
must be admitted, but It degton. — The crew of the nope to avol<j capture by the SpanProvocation, that her Husband was pulled a False Giggle and said that unusual
presses
me
to read of his great inttleshlp, De Zeven provlncl- I lards, but he .persisted, driving them Glacier Park Model to
Jealous.
Lib and Gert were both after her to
ivered to Its sorrow that mu- I m the end to mutiny. They sailed
She had a Pair of Scales In her Bath go to a Place In the Union Central dustry. When he walks about, goe»
Be Seen at World's Fair Room and had tried a Facial Mask Building where there was a man who to a theater, or to a dinner, he Is at
not what it used to be In the • south
an
without him, and after Incredidays of square riggers and ble adventures, and a perilous, month
Glacier Park, Mont—A model of and six or seven Years ago had had learned it in New York and who work; looking for something to writ*
seas. In protest against a spent in navigating the Straits of Glacier National park and the Grand learned to walk loose and slouchy, could advise one as to which Style about It Is said of the poor farmer*
! wage cat, the ship was seized Magellan, reached Brazil, and thence Teton range of mountains will be ex- like a Leading Lady In a $3 show. would be most becoming. She had no that they work from sun to sun. Mcat Kutaraja, Sumatra, and England.
hibited at a Century of Progress fair Also she wore a one-piece Contraption Intention of going but it was a Fact lntyre does It, and, In addition, work«
to sea while the commander
"One of the most dramatic chapters In Chicago this summer. The model which concealed her Knee Caps unless that a great many Women ever go half the night
Some one has recently written of
shore. Twentieth-century sci- in the history of the South seas was will be a part of the national park she had to sit in a Steamer Chair.
much older than She had been done
the real Thos. A. Edison, who became
however, weighed the balance the mutiny on the Bounty. Under service display. The feature of the
over
and
you'd
be
surprised
what
a
against the rebels, and after Oapt William Bllgb the Bounty sailed exhibit will be a model of . Mount Exit for the Seven Sutherland Sisters. Change It made. Mr. Wambo, a Dip- so famous the entire world paid him
She had a perfectly laudable Ambi- lomat of the First Water, said that tribute. He turns out to have been
flay race•, through the Indian from England In December, 1787, Rainier, in Washington, 9 feet high
. were brought to swift BUT- bound for Tahiti to collect breadfruit and 20 feet wide, set in a frame of tion to keep on looking an Ingenue no matter what she did to the Hir- quite an ordinary man; very untidy,
by one seaplane and a single for Introduction into the West Indies. live trees transplanted from Mount until they chopped her down. When sute Crop she would always look like often unreasonable, chewing tobacco
1-pound bomb. But the ship She reached Tahiti In October of the Rainier park. Visitors may create a she got red In the face after dancing a Million Dollars to him and If she constantly and spitting wildly, but he
ased by a squadron which num- following year, shipped her cargo of 'miniature blizzard by pressing a but- continuously for about forty Minutes, wanted to make the Supreme Venture was a great worker. He moved a bed
she kidded herself that the High Color to go ahead and he hoped that her Into his shop that he might economize
less than two destroyers, plants, and set sail for home. Ever ton at the side of the booth.
was the Flush of Girlhood Instead of Conscience would be her Guide.
on the time required for rest ; and had
tiser, two submarines, one mine- since leaving England dissatisfaction
a
warning against Apoplexy.
a better time working than others
: seaplanes, a cable ship, and had prevailed among the men, caused
Battle* to Succeii
No
Ether
Used.
She wore Beads and took a swing at
have playing. Good work provides the ,
'by Bllgh's harsh treatment.
Columbus, Ohio.—When Leslie Lo- a Golf Ball once In a while and used
Weeks before the big Event every
mutinies occurring in recent
vass came to this country 11 years to sit- out In the Evening and sing with one but Mrs. Wambo knew that she good times we hear of, and are alMutiny Breaks Out.
ways looking for vainly In vacations,
ppear to have met with greater
"In April, as the ship . lay In the ago and settled here, he was unable
was slipping. She kept on protesting In night clubs, at card tables and on
i only because they were organ- Friendly islands, matters reached a to read or write English. Now he is the College Boys before the Ukulele that
the Whole Thing was silly but golf fields.
ttw concerted action of an en- crisis, and mutiny broke out. Bllgb a graduate assistant in economics and was pushed aside by the Saxophone the Fact
that she couldn't talk about
and'
Cross-Word
Puzzle.
• • *
t," says a bulletin from tfye Na- and 18 men remaining loyal.to him an honor student at Ohio State unianything else proved that she was a
From
this
Preamble
It
will
be
eviI believe In a fight when It becomes
; Geographic society. "During were cast adrift In an open boat with versity.
dent that her name should have been Marked Woman.
necessary to effectively reseat wrong.
later of 1915-17 mutiny broke out
Finally she hung the whole Respon- The most absurd, useless and unnatMrs. Ponce de Leon. If there was any
German fleet, disorders were
sibility
on
to
Wambo.
She
said
that
If
Fountain of Youth, she wanted to hunt
ural sentence ever written was the
; with difficulty, and in,October,
he insisted on It, she would go ahead advice to love our enemies. No one
It up and dive in, headfirst.
he whole fleet refused to sail
It happened that one morning Mrs. and have It done.
does it; no one should do It. From
They remained In revolt
Then came the tense Weeks during the beginning of time men have, on
Wambo awoke and discovered that
he end of the World war, aurthe Seven Sutherland Sisters had be- which she was trying to decide wheth- proper occasion, hanged enemies for
at Scapa Flow, following
come a Joke. It may be remembered er to have a Boyish Bob or a Shingle the common good, but some one (who
nlstice.
that these Girls had Tresses which or a Terrace Effect or the Fish-Hook hated his enemies) did not neglect
year 1831 witnessed two
swept the Ground and were copious Dingle-Dangles or some Scallops.
as a literary novelty, to advise others
mutinies.' The British fleet Ekes Out Precarious Living in the Moselle; piece_by piece, his prop- all the way down. When all of the
On the Day when she went to the to love them. I have never been able
erty
was
lost
and
In
recent
months
he
be Chilean navy each went on
were bunched, the View from Onion Central Building the Sun'stood to understand why more than half
Luxembourg.
has kept himself from starving by seven
{against redactions In pay, forcbehind
was like that of Niagara Falls. still and Traffic was suspended. She that Is written or spoken today Is
working as a walUr, or dishwasher, In
respective governments to
Mrs.
Wambo recalled that, in her refused to take any Anesthetics and wrong, useless and unnatural.
Paris.—Penniless, hungry/ Jobless, Luxembourg restaurants, as a sandlie demands of the men. Once
Seminary Days, it was the longing of went through the Ordeal absolutely
* * •
Alexander
Zoubkoff,
one-time
brotherwich
man
in
the
public
parks,
or
as
a
[the British fleet had found this
every Sub-Deb to be a Sutherland, so alone except for Lib and Gert Ella
The
most
Important
and profitable
successful in the naval mu- in-law of the former Kaiser Wllhelm, chauffeur of taxlcabs.
that when the Mop was let down It and Jess. After it was over she didn't
Today be Is Jobless, penniless, and would reach to the Ankles. In fact, know whether to go and sit In Pea- work a man may engage In ls« managlct 1797, during the Napoleonic is anxious tc quit the tiny refuge of
Luxembourg, where he went when looks hungry. His eyes, which won
ing himself as efficiently as possible;
German and French police told him for him many romantic conquests, are It seemed that Long Hair had been cock Alley or hurry Home and hide In Intelligent endeavor to avoid harmful
a
closet.
Fleet Ran Amuck,
he was an undesirable. Bearing only as bright as ever, but they stare from the Rage from the Days of Eve, CleoJust after she took the Fatal Step mistakes. A mistake Is a terrible
patra and Lady Godiva. The last
the counter-revolution in a Nansen passport, which the League a pale and thin face.
a
Convention of Hair-Dressers In At- thing; a careless man may blunder
named,
for
Instance,
certainly
would
following the Russo-Japanese of Nations accorded to Russian and
The ex-kalser will do nothing for his have caught cold If the Modern Style lantic City decreed aga&st the Bob, Into one that will punish him all .his
rlous mutinies occurred in both other homeless exiles, he must be In- brother-in-law. Zoubkoff tried several
but It was a False Alarm. Mrs. Wam- life—a mild one frequently humiliates
find navy. The battleship Po- vited by a foreign government before times to get word to the kaiser In Hol- had been in Vogue in Coventry in the bo. Is now High Priestess of the Cult for months or years.
llth
Century.
A noted man named Haldane, constatloned in the Black sea. he can go abroad.
land of his situation and wrote many
Imagine the Shock which came to and will tell you what a Relief It is nected
Zoubkoff has In mind the publica- letters, all of which were unanswered.
with the most famous of Engthe red flag after a bloody
not
to
be
compelled
to
hang
your
head
Wambo when she learned that
i in which most of ber officers tion of his memoirs and a series of The ex-kaiser let It be known that he Mrs.
out of the Bath-Room Window for land's universities, once wrote that
the
Flappers,
Instead
of
wearing
It
the most Interesting study he knew
sd. She was Joined shortly conferences embroidering the romance, never had approved of the marriage, down to the Ankles, had decided to Hours at a time.
by the sailors of the Wba- of his many love affairs, but has In- and that If his sister had made a mis- wear it only as far as the first CervMORAL: A woman Is as old as ber anything about was his own body. Although familiar with all the science*.
later by five other vessels of sisted that neither the story nor the take he, Wllhelm, could not be expect- ical Vertebra. Some modern Joan of Husband tells ber she Is.
the details of which awe us so much,
:k sea squadron. For a time talks will mention the name of his ed to pay for it
Arc,
residing
In
Paris,
had
taken
a
this highly educated man confesses
badron terrorized the city of former royal spouse, the kaiser's sisHis own family, while not wealthy, Tip from the Dutch Kids and Buster
Pioneers
in
Movement
no
scientific experiment Interests him
ter, Princess Victoria.
Is In fair circumstances and his mothThe young Russian, who Is thirty- er is understood to have promised to Brown and had. amputated the whole
as much, or pays as well, as study
fmore romantic are the Elghtfor
Total
Abstinence
Works
just
below
the
Ears.
It
seemed
of his own body.
ntury accounts of 'mutiny on one, but who appears aged far be- pay his hotel bills regularly, so long that within 24 hours all the Cutles in
The year 1932 marked the centenary
It la a statement that should sober
i seas,' when gentlemen pirates yond his years, has known the vagaries as he stays In Luxembourg. There the world were throbbing with Excitethe seven men of Preston (Lanca- the careless and Illiterate.
be Spanish main,, and Captain of fortune. When he first came to were stories In the newspapers that ment and wondering If they would of
shire).
These
men
were
pioneers
of
plored the perilous Islands of Luxembourg, he lived In a castle along Zoubkoff had gone over Europe on dare to follow Suit
the modern total-abstinence moveseas. Such an account was
Every day I am ashamed because
travels and to make speeches, but that
ment. Joseph Llvesey drafted the first
The Situation Looks Grave.
by the gunner and carpenter
the ancients knew so much I have not
is proven wrong by the police records,
total-abstinence
pledge
In
England
In
CHERRY
PIE
CHAMP
answer was not long delayed.
majesty's ship the Wager,
yet discovered. They warned us of the
which show that except for occasional AllThe
of the Young Ones fell for the September, 1832, and Its terms, and importance of temperance, but we
out from England in 1740
short trips over the border, he never
those who signed their names to It,
Fad.
Within
a
short
time
the
Village
have interpreted It as warning against
Cape Born Into the South
has left Luxembourg.
Barber Shop ceased to be the Place are as follows: "We agree to abstain rum; and manufactured a more vil[ distress the Spaniards In those
from
all
liquors
of
an
Intoxicating
at which the local Bootlegger studied
lainous rum to show contempt for the
[Badly damaged by the passage
Kreuger's Yacht Motor
the Pictures In the Police Gazette. It quality, whether ale, porter, wine, or nuisance of the ancients.
| the Horn, she was wrecked on
ardent
spirits,
except
as
medicines:
• • •
to Chase Rum Smugglers became a Salon—the Social Center of John Gratrix, Edward Dickinson, John
Island off the Pacific coast of
Henslngfors, Finland.—'ihe expen- the Community, congested, for Hours Broadbelt, John Smith, Joseph Llvelargely owing to the IncomOld
men
are
not always wise, but
a time, with the very Pick and
sive motor which the late match king, at
I of her captain.
sey, David Anderton, John King." most apt to acquire wisdom. An old
Flower
of
young
Womanhood.
Prom[five months the crew suffered
Ivar Kreuger, had fitted to hla private inent Citizens who did not know how These are the historic Seven Men of farmer, an old mechanic, an old trapyacht will now do service against Fin- to shave themselves began to resemble Preston. To Preston also belongs the per, an old doctor, has had oppor[hardships on the Island, while
to build a crude schooner
nish liquor smugglers.
Ernest Torrence, all bushed up for a origin of the word "teetotal." At one tunities he has sometimes taken adthey hoped to return to HtogAfter the financier's suicide his per- Western.
of Llvesey's meetings an Intemperate, vantage of.
• • •
hen the boat was finally
sonal effects were sold In order to reHairpins and Side Combs suddenly Illiterate man, Dick Turner, wandered
I made a few resolutions for the new
cover some small part of the loss to became a Drug on the Market but all In, and before the meeting ended had
investors. At the sales It was noted the Factories making Toilet Soap be- signed the new pledge. He' became an year, and hope to accomplish a little
that small articles like neckties were gan to work Night Shifts.
evangelist and a popular advocate of with some of them. I am actually a
Unmerciful, .
bought at many times their real
When the new Craze begun to sweep the cause. Speaking at a meeting In better man now than I was ten yean
worth by souvenir hunters. But highly the Woodlands and Prairies, Mrs. the celebrated Preston "cockpit," he ago, because of my poor attempts to
Driver Complains
valued items such as works of art Wambo spoke right up and said it was coined a new word to suit his purpose, Improve a very much better man than
| Antonio.—Like father, like
fetched only a fraction of their true Terrible. She pulled the Old One saying "I'll be reel down and out I was twenty, thirty or forty years
when her Justice of
worth due to the depression.
a Woman's Chief Glory being t-t-total for ever." The phrase imme- ago, although still ashamed. A doctor
[father was not at home the
Among these was the engine from about
Hair and she couldn't Imagine diately caught on, and the name for once said to me: "The trouble with,
held court and did the
Kreuger's splendid motor yacht May- her
men who say they will cut down on
what some of the Young Girls were the new movement was born.
bach. The motor had cost more than thinking of when they sacrificed a
their smoking, which would be enough,
was the report of Herman
$10,000. It has now been purchased Top-Knot on which they had been
Is that they never do It." I actually
Give*
Up
Own
People
ba, president of the San Anby Finnish coast guard authorities for
cut down a little on my bad habits as
In
arranging
the
marriage
of
a
for Years.
|Chamber of Commerce, In a
about one-tenth its original price. It working
Mrs. VVaiubo stuck to her Waves daughter a profitable exchange la the a result of my worthy resolves.
against
mistreatment
of
will be fitted to a smuggler chasing and Frizzes and the artificial Stuffing prime consideration, because the sub• • •
B
8 tourists.
speedboat
The
African
bushmen of today are
sequent
separation
after
her
deparand
any
suggestion
that
some
day
she
said that a Chicago motormight Join the great Sisterhood of ture is so complete. Thereafter the said to be almost exactly like the very
escorted to the residence
Negr«M Die* at 126
Bobs would have given her the Hibby- young girl owes to her parents-in-law earliest races of men. They have no
atlce of peace. The justice
Lynchburg, Va,—Aunt Lucy Rose, be- Jibbles. Besides, she and the other the obedience and respect she former- Idea whatever of what we call morals,
there, "so his daughter
lieved to have' been the oldest citizen young Matrons who tolled at the Card ly gave her own parents. jShe no long- but behave better than higher people*
«n out there by toe side
of Virginia, died recently in her shack Tables every day predicted that the er pays worship to the ancestors of or nations, as a mere matter of conroad and fined the man
In Amherst county. The venerable ne- whole Thing was Just a temporary her family, but severs her relations venience. We should all be encourOchs protested.
gro woman, who has two living sons, Craze and some of those who had with the dead as with the living. aged that our earliest ancestors had
8 1
tte
"*
n>«n'« feelings
aged ninety-five and ninety, respective- fallen would be in an awful Hole Henceforth she can worship only at so much natural oenie and decency,
Och
« wid. "and he dely, was approximately one hundred when the Styles shifted back and they the shrine of her husband's family.and try to get back to It.
ne
would advise all hl»
and twenty-six years old at the time ol tried to wear It long again.
e> 1139. Be"
to steer clear f thl«
Fu-Jen, Helping.
O
her death.
Bund competed.
i

1

,-

•»

a few provisions. After an unbelievable .voyage of nearly 4,000 miles
across open seas, BUgb reached Timor,
without the loss of a single man. Upon his return to England the ship Pandora was dispatched to capture the
mutineers. A tew men were taken
prisoners on Tahiti, but the fate of the
Bounty with Its ring-leaders, remained
a mystery.
"Eighteen years later a Boston sea
captain discovered a little colony of
strangely primitive, English-speaking
people on the supposedly uninhabited
Pltcalrn Island, In the South Pacific.
It was here that the nine mutineers
together with six Polynesian men and
twelve women, had landed In 1789,
burning the Bounty in the harbor, lest
she betray their'refuge. The Inhabitants of this Island today are descenda^s of the Bounty mutineers, and
Adamstown, the principal settlement,
Is named for John Adams, the last survivor of that little band of nine."

Etence rianaicaps
Modern Mutineers

Relative of Former Kaiser
Is Now Wording as Waiter

The Fable of the
Unflinching
Heroine

A
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Bertrand Stauffer, civil war veteran,
O. W. Wheatley of Atlantic was a
who has been real sick the past week, business caller in the city last Thursis reported some better at the time day afternoon.
we went to press.
A meeting of the W. :W. club was
Mrs. 'Wm. Shultz, who had been, held last Thursday at the home of Mrs.
spending the past year with relatives j Frank Smith, west of the city. A
in California, returned to* her home in' 1:00 o'clock dinner was served by the
Anita last Friday.
hostess.

JQO

Month/

[you are an
rage conyour

it bill hv

ad of bem|.$2,8Q* would have been over $7.00
1929 had ejlpic rates all gone up like the cost
living. Irtlfudh a case you would also be due a
ttrp
reduction in rates today. But electric rates
1
not go up in good times! They have been
dily reduced for the last 25 years. How then,
i anyone seriously argue that the price of elecIcity should come down just because other
Bees have dropped ? If your electric bill isn't
*er today than ever before, it is because you
! using more electricity and getting more for
•money.
'Remember that you may not be an average user.
If it happened that in 1929 your monthly electric bill
was $7.00 ijt would have been f 17.60 if electricity
had gone 9P like other commodities.

IOWA COMPANY — OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWANS

>pecials For Saturday
RQASTS, per pound
lOc
2F STEAK, per pound
15c
This is corn f.ed, home killed beef, and we
know it is good.
JIME MADE LARD, per pound
6c

iller's Market
relay Specials
at

|ita Bakery
TED SWEET ROLLS
en
ED PIES,

Mick Forshay was a business caller
in Des 'Mlojnea last Thursday.
C. S. Ford of Guthrie Center, manager of this division of the Iowa Electric Co., was a business caller in the
city Monday.
Art Taylor, who recently purchased
the White Front Coffee Shop, has
rented the Jared Blattner residence
property on Rose Hill Avenue.

22c

Hugo Wiese, well known Anita man
and at one time engaged in the bakery business here, submitted to a major operation at the Atlantic hospiI Scott, Sr., a well known man tal Saturday. He is reported to be
|vicinity, celebrated his 74th. getting along as nicely as. could be
[ a few days ago.
expected.

'RACTOR
FUEL
BETTER THAN KEROSENE
F. A. Black Oil Co.
PHONE 160 or 258

Mayor C. E. Harry has. appointed
At the recent school election* in
William Linfor as night watchman for Guthrie Center, Glenn Holmes, former
the city. Mr. Linfor assumed the Anita boy and a son of Mire. Nellieoffice a few evenings ago.
Holmes, was elected director for the
ensuing term.
Earl Thornburg and wife of Minneapolis, Minnesota, were called to
Gerald Bell and Miss Pauline BeatAnita the last of the week by the ty of Des Moines spent the week end
death of his step-father, G. W. Yea- in the city with his parents, Anderter.
son Bell and wife. Miss Gladys Bell,
who had been visiting in Des Moines,
(M|erle Robison visited in Des Moines accompanied them home.
a few days last week with his uncle,
Lynn B. Robison and wife, and also
An all day meeting of the Ladies
attended fche state basketball tourna- Union club was held 'last Wednesday
ment.
at, the home of Mrs. R. R. Suplee,
A three course«dinner was served at
Mrs. Harrison Spangler, 91, a for- noon by the hostess. The day was
mer resident -of Anita, died at her spent by the ladies in quilting.
home in Long Bench, California, last
Saturday. The remains will be shipWalter Inhofe and family have*
ped to Anita for burial
moved fromi the Mrs. Anna Porch property on Walnut Street to the G. W.
Pilot brand oyster shell, 100-lbs. . 75c 'garah property on Maple Street, Mrs.
;
Butternut coffee, pound ,....'.. : ;34c Porch is moving from, the farm to
Oranges, each
lc Anita, ^and will occupy her own proSugar, cloth bags, 10-pounds
48c perty.
SCHAAKE'S STORE.
A meeting of Chapter EZ, P. E. O.,
The Kitchen Kabinet Sinkopalters was held Tuesday afternoon at the
will give asconcert at the Church of home of Mrs. C. E. Harry. Roll Call
Christ, Friday, March 24, at 8:00 was answered by "Leaks in the use
o'clock. This is a 12-piece band, all of tax money." The topic was "Tax
instruments made from kitchen uten- Problems," and the leaders were Mrs.
sils. lOc admission. Pie and coffee' lOc. H. E. Campbell and Mrs. Grace PhilA meeting of the Anita school
board was held Monday evening, at
The K. J. U. club met at the home
which time Dr. C. E. Harry and Bfclph i of Mrs. Eric Osen Friday afternoon
A. lOochran, newly elected members, ' with twenty-one members and three
were sworn into office. The board or- [ visitors present. The afternoon was
ganized for the year by electing W. F. j spent in visiting. ., A delicious lunch
Crawford president.
was served by the hostess, assisted by
I Mrs. Roy Madson and Mrs. Ray PolThe members of the W. C. T. U. enjoyed a very interesting meeting Tuesday afternoon at the home of Mrs. In Adair county district court at
Fred Dittman. _ Following the meet- Greenfield last Wednesday, Mrs. Aging refreshments were served by the ness Dement was granted a divorce
hostess. The next meeting will be from her husband, Richard Dement,
held at the home of Mrs. H. H. Tur- on the grounds of cruel and inhuman
ner.
treatment. Attorney H. P. Ziegler of
Anita represented the plaintiff in the
Mrs. Mike Woodall was hostess last action.
Wednesday afternoon to the members
of the Bide-a-Wee bridge club at her I The -losers of the U-Trump-It
home on Elm Street. Mrs. Azel S.! bridge club entertained the winners,
Ames was high scorer for the after- I together with eight young men, at the
noon, and guests were Mrs. Earl 1 home of Miss G'retchen Budd last FriBrown and Mrs. Harry Barnholdt of | day evening . The evening was spent
Wiota.
in playing cards and dancing. At a
late hour lunch was served by the hosYou have read in the newspapers i tess' mother, Mrs. J. W. Budd.
about Robert Burns escaping from a
Georgia chain gang, and how Georgia
The members of the Original Sunauthorities tried to return him to that { shine club enjoyed an all day meetstate from New Jersey. ' Now see the ing last Thursday at the home of Mrs
picture made from his book, "I Ami Lee Crane, east of the city. Dinner
a Fugitive," shdwing at the Rialto ! was served ait noon by the hostess.
Theatre on Saturday, Sunday and j The ladies spent most of the day. quiltMonday.
ing. Mrs. Myra Turner will be hostess at the next meeing of the club.
D. R. Wright of Northfield, Minnesota, and C. W. Wright of Waseca, i E. T. Broadfoot, living near GreenMinnesota, were here Sunday to attend j field, had the misfortune to break one
the funeral services for their sister, ! finger and injuring the others of his
the late Mrs. W. G. Wilson. E. E. | right hand last Wednesday evening.
Benson, a\son, of McLean, Nebraska, ! Mr. Broadfoot untied the halter preand Ed. Wilson and wife, son-in-law | paratory to .leading the horse out of
and daughter of Randolph, Nebraska, the bam when it pulled back suddenwere also here for the funeral.
ly breaking the finger. Mr. Broadfoot formerly lived in the Berea vicMiss Maxihe Stager entertained inity.
thirteen girls at a birthday party
Tuesday evening, March 14. The
Dr. H. E. Cappbell, wife and daughevening was spent in playing games ter, Dora Jean, went to Ames Friand working jig. saw puzzles. Lunch day evening where they spent a few
was served by her sister, Miss Eyalyn days with relatives and friends. On
Stager. Maxine received a beautiful Saturday morning, at the Mary
gift from the girls. Those present Greeley hospital in that city, Dr.
were .Betty Burns, Dorothy Forshay, Campbell performed an operation for
Marguerite Davey, Dorothy Suiter, appendicitis on Claude Smith, young
Shirley Raswussen; Dora Jean Camp- son of Mr. and Mrs. Claude Smith of
bell, Patricia Williams, Ruth Ruggles, that city.
Zella Dorsey, Clara Wiese, Jane DeThe members of the Original bridge
ment, Dorothy Mclntyre and Leona
club
were the guests last Wednesday
Rasmussen.
afternoon of Mrs. H. E. Campbell at
her home on Maple Street. One extra
table of players were present. Guests
were Mrs. Russell Smith, Mrs. Harold
Champion,. Mrs".' G. €. Noblitt, Mrs.
! Fred M. Sheley; Mrs, B. D. Forshay,
j Mrs. J. W. Budd, Mrs. Joe Vetter, Mrs.
j.iM. M. Burkhart and Mrs. ,Carl Miller.
The last named lady was high scorer
for the afternoon.

l|og Owners!

All dog licenses hecome due and payable on January 1 of each year, and
|pire on January 1 of the year following.
I
I All licenses not paid by April 1 of the year in which they are due and payI* become delinquent and a penalty of $1 attaches to the license. On that
"k the auditor certifies to the treasurer the number of unlicensed dogs, their
Tiers, and the amount of license delinquent, plus one dollar for each delmg
nt license.
License for mate and spayed female is $1 each and for females $3 Get
r license paid before April 1 and avoid penalty. After that date it will
- you $1 extra.

To Farmers and Stock Owners
This fund is used to Dav claims for domestic animals killed by dogs. Each
to must be reportedI at once to a member of the board of supervisors and
a
within ten days with county auditor.

Jennie M. Ward, County Auditor

V. C. MdCoy and wife, residents
i of Anita for the past eight years,
| left last Thursday for their new home
I in Pacific Junction, Iowa, where he
; will manage a lumber yard for the
Fullerton Lumber Co. While here he
was the manager of the Fullerton
j business, until the place was sold to
! the Anita Lumber 'Co. Mr. and Mrs.
' McCoy, during their residence here,
made many close friends who will
wish them well in their new home.
When a dog upsets &• man's car it's
news. And that's what happened
near Oakland, Pottawattamie county,
in December. At least that is the
basis for a damage suit filed by Harold Reason at Council Bluffs, also in
Pbttawattamie county, against Geo.
and Harry Eyberg. Reason asks $1,600. He received a broken colla* bone
in the accident. "A large dog owned
and harbored by the defendents,"
says the petition, "came onto the
highway in such a manner as to
strike and cause the car to overturn."

THEATRE

Anita
Saturday Sunday Monday
MARCH

25, 26, 27.

Come with the many
who are seeing it
again and again
IK LASH HAT mm ACROSS us FLESI

NOW TEMS TIE NEUT OF JMEMCI1

SPECIAL SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS
MUNICIPAL BAND WAGON
Red Hot Music
and

Complete News Reel With Graham McNamee Showing Inaugural Ceremonies iFor Pres. Roosevelt.
Popular Admission

lOc and 25c

COMING NEXT WEEK—RADIO'S FAVORITE

ED.WYNN
OTHER COMING ATTRACTIONS
SILVER DOLLAR
EDWARD G. ROBINSON
DRESSLER & MORAN
Dangerous Females
VAS YOU DERE' SHARLIE
JACK PEARL
20,000 YEARS IN SING SING
Warden Lawes
Come in and see our line of HARDH. P. Ziegler was a business caller
WARE. Johnson's Plumbing Shop, tf in Des Moines Saturday.
Mrs. Mary McVey, aged lady of this
H. E. Newton, wife and children of
city, fell on the back steps of her Stuart were Sunday visitors in tha
home a few days ago breaking a bone city at the home of his parents, Ed.
in one of her wrists.
L. Newton and wife. Sunday was tha
42nd. anniversary of the marriage of
Allanson Cecil, who is attending Ed. and his wife.
school at Iowa State College in Ames,
spent Sunday at the home of his parBert Willison and wife of Norwalk,
ents, Ben Cecil and wife.
Iowa, were called to Anita last Thursday morning by the death . o f his
The Fullerton Lumber Co. have sold brother-in-law, G. W. Yeater. They
their yard in Exira, which they have remained here for the funeral servowned for many years, to the Green ices which were held Saturday afterBay Lu'miber Co., who have also been noon.
operating a yard in Exira.
Russell Smith and wife, Mrs. H. E.
W. T. Biggs and wife, Chas. Lis- Campbell and Mrs. Herbert Bartley
ten and wife, Fred Scholl and wife were in Marne last Thusrday evenand Mrs. Earl Brown were jn Atlantic ing to visit the Eastern Star chapter
Friday to attend the Eastern Star dis- of that town. A school of instruction
trict school of instruction at the At- was being held by the Marne chapter,
lantic Masonic Temple.
in charge of Mrs. Irene Dowd of Guthrie Center.
Mrs. S. E. Turner of Manilla, Iowa,
is visiting in the city at the home of
Dr. C. H. Johnson went to Paulina,
her son, H^H. Turner and family, and Iowa, Monday to attend the funeral
also with Mrs. J. D. Peterson. Be- services for his brother-in-law, S. D.
fore returning home she will go to Jacobsen, who passed away a few
Adair to visit another son, Roscoedays ago at his home in LeMars, Iowa,
Turner and family.
from a heart attack. Deceased, who
was 31 years old, had visited in Anita
on numerous occasions, and had made
a number of friends here who will be
sorry to learn of his death.
Physic the Bladder With
Juniper,J01|L>
Drive out the impurities and excess
acids that cause irritationyburning and
Better Shoes For Less
frequent desire. Juniper oil is pleasant
NOTHING — $2.98 — OVER
to taAe in the form of BUKETS, the
bladder physic, also containing buchu
leaves, etc. Works on the bladder
Atlantic
3
similar to castor oil on the bowels. Get
a 25c box from any drug store. After
four days if not relieved of "getting up
nights" go back and get your money.
If you are bothered with backache or
leg pains caused from bladder disorders you are bound to feel better after
SAVE MONEY
this cleansing and you get your regEconomy Shoe Co.
ular sleep. Bongers Bros., druggists,
say BUKETS is a best seller.

IF YOU GET BP NIGHTS

Family Shoe Store

Better Fit Better Wear

LIVE STOCK MARKET INFORMATION
Trucking rate, live stock, to Omaha
15c per hundred
TANKAGE
$1.50
OIL MEAL
$1.50

The Farmers Coop.
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Review of Current
Events the World Over
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68 Quickly Acts on President Roosevelt's Request
f'Ncw Le^isl«ion-T-Reopening of Banks Spurs
Upturn in Business Activities.
1

BOOSEVELTS-request
resa that he be given auke cuts In the salaries
employees up to 15 pec
cent, and to make re( S u c t i o n s in the
amounts paid to veterans, that authority
to Include practically
an entire revamping
of the government
.policy as It applies
to government expendltures, as it applies to veterans of
the World war and
other wars, met with
a quick response on
lit the
part of the house
entatives and the senate.
I passed the senate by a vote
'ia, , Forty-three Democrats
jteen .Republicans voted for
5; four Democrats and nine
bs against it
In the house was 266 for
and 138 against It That
not achieved without difflthe difficulty came In the
he President's party, and Its
onld not have been possible
aid of Republican memhe house. In. a party caucus
cratic members bolted the
leadership and voted
be measure, their opposition
f that portion of the bill glvPresldent dictatorial powers
fttter of expenditures for vet; the final roll call, 197 Demnd 69 Republicans voted for
and 92 Democrats, 41 Repuband five Farmer-Laborltes
Several members who were
[to the bill but who did not
be recorded as against an
measure, decided not to
alysis of the vote shows that
ent of the Democrats voting
per cent of the Republicans
[.it, but leaders said that the
tic percentage for th* meashave been much lower bad
irllamentary maneuver been
I to prevent rebellious membe party caucus from going
vlth their plans.
Dother factor was credited
of the favorable vote, and
I the word passed around the
oafcroomB tbidtr" 1>resldent
planned to denounce the
in a nation-wide radio
if the bill had failed of ap-

credit agencies, all of which are to
be consolidated under the direction
of Henry Morgenthau, Jr.
DANKS -began opening for business
*-* on March IS. On that date only
banks connected wllth the Federal Reserve system and located In Federal
Reserve bank cities opened their
doors under licenses from 'the Treasury department Banks In all clearing house cities that bad applied for
and been Issued licenses either by the
federal treasury or, In the case of
state banks, by state banking departments, began opening on Tuesday,
and those .In the smaller cities and:
towns on Wednesday.
There were no restrictions placed on
the banks In the way of limiting with-,
drawals, except where the depositor
was attempting to secure sums that
would Indicate hoarding, when the person making the withdrawal was required to state his purpose and give
his name and address.
The banks were also required not
to pay out gold or gold certificates,
the embargo the President had placed
on gold being continued, and vast
amounts of the metal were being returned to the banks. Up to March 13
it was estimated the Federal Reserve
bank lit New York had received more
than $100,000,000 of hoarded gold and
in Chicago 'more than $23,000,000 had
been returned. The returns throughout the nation Indicated a larger
amount of gold brought back to the
banks than the total withdrawal of
the metal qlnce February 1, though
tbe government did not give out any
definite statement on the subject.
It was after the President had repeated and ' emphasized the embargo
he had placed on gold payments that
Governor Blood of Utah signed a bill
passed by the legislature requiring
"the treasurer of the state of Utah
and of each taxing subdivision within
the state to pay all public employees
under their Jurisdiction In gold coin."
Where will Utah get the gold?
The President, In a published statement and also In a national broadcast, detailed In simple language the
reasons for the national bank holiday
and the plans for opening. He was
careful to emphasize the point that
the time of opening any bank was
not determined by Its relative condltlon, but by the ability of the officials
of the Federal Reserve banks and of
the Treasury department to make the
proper check for the Issuing of licenses.
He explained that banks that were not
sound: would not be permitted to open
except under government supervision
for the purpose of reorganizing them.
The reopened banks were supplied
with a liberal allowance of the new
currency based on bank assets, 'but In
practically no case was any of this
needed as the deposits exceeded the
withdrawals, and In many cases the
new currency was returned to the Federal Reserve banks.

|belleved the President wHI
aving of approximately $385,the expenditures for vetby catting ont all men
|sablllty, on which claims for
baaed, was not the result
vice. The reduction in the
government employees is
save approximately an0,000,000.
|senate an effort was made to
passage of the act by pronendments and the senate
RESIDENT ROOSEVELT t o o k
[resounded to the oratory of
time out from the urging of new
the veteran and of federal legislation to give some consideration
battling, against certain to the filling of Important diplomatic
vhelming odds, to win some posts. He has sent to
nt to the bllL
the senate the names
of Robert WortB Bing1 the President has received ham, p u b l i s h e r of
ublican aid In securing de- Louisville, Ky., as am-*
jslatlon for his banking, econ- bassadpr to G r e a t
[ beer program, he will prob- Britain; Jesse Isador
be able to
Straus, president of
pon it to the
R. H, Macy & Co.,
New T8rk department
ent at least
program,
store, as ambassador
to Prance, and Joseemplates glvphus, Daniels, war sec- Je,
, -. .
f resident dlcretary of the navy, »" '• Strau8
owers In so
under whom Mr. Roosevelt served as
: the price
assistant secretary, as ambassador to
[ products to
i up to what
Mexico.
v
At least one of these will meet with
a "parity"''
some opposition In the senate. Senahe contenttor Arthur Robinson (Rep., Ind.) anwould anSecretary
nounced that he would offer evidence
• President
Wallace
that Mr. Bingbam bad made speeches
trough the
' agriculture, to fix a parity In England which caused him to be
lach farm product; that is, a labeled as "apologetic American."
Advisers of tbe President however,
[which the producer of the
ould be placed on a parity declared that he was fully satisfied
producer of manufactured that Mr. Blngham will assert and dell'or example, the secretary fend America's position on all Issues
ure might declare $1 a emphatically and patriotically.
the parity price of wheat
ORLD war veterans, the U. 8.
then would be to manlpuSupreme court decided, are withrice of wheat upward until
parity price should be out priority over other depositors In
the claims against Insolvent banks for
> raise the prices of farm the money received from the United
secretary of agriculture States. Tbe ruling was handed down
[terms of the bill would In- In a case involving a deposit of approx°us devices. He might em- imately $6.000 which Sam Splcer had
Idoiuestlc allotment plan to in the Hargls Bank and Trust com•the prices of one group of pany of Breathltt county, Kentucky,
|es and the government land when U became Insolvent.
The assets of the bank were not sufIn the case of another
ficient to pay all depositors, and It
Wallace Insists that It was contended that money received
from the United States by veterans for
| be a pricefixinglaw for the
no price would be fixed by insurance and disability allowances
O, a price would be declared wZ money of the Dclted States while
ana the measures adopted on deposit in banks to the credit of
•those Judged most likely to veterans imd was therefore entitled to
priority- me Supreme court decided
*
to the point desired.
covered In the con- otherwise.
wheat, corn, cotton.
* TOKNADO swept the Tennessee-

P

W

A

Kentucky border from the Mis-

,

- down of faria
"
™»«Uon m the to68
through agricultural mated at 51,000,000.

«*•

\\7ITH a Special message of only
v V 72 words—the shortest Presidential message ever written—the
President secured legislation amending the Volstead act and making 8.05
per cent beer legal In the United
States. The President's 72 words
were:
"I recommend to the congress the
passage of legislation for the Immediate modification of the Volstead
act. In order to legalize the manufacture and sale of beer and other beverages of such alcoholic content as IB
permissible under the Constitution;
and to provide through such manufacture and sale, by substantial taxes,
a proper and much needed revenue
for the government
"I deem action at this time to be
of the highest Importance."
The beer bill provides for an alcoholic content of not over 3.05 per cent
for a tax of $5 a barrel, for a license
fee of $1,000 for each brewery, and
the law to be effective 15 days after
ft Is signed by the President, which
means beer will be on sale shortly
after the first of AprlL
The bill was passed by a strictly
non-partisan vote. In the house 238
Democrats voted for it and 68 against;
73 Republicans for and 39 against and
5 Farmer-Labor for. Twenty members
did not vote, and tnere are two vacancies.
Kansas was the only state whose
representatives voted solidly against
the bill, while the representatives of
18 states voted all wet
The senate amended the house bill
to Include wine, to make the alcoholic
content of both 3.05 Instead of 3.2 and
to prohibit sale to children under sixteen years of age. The vote In the
senate was 43 for the bill and 30
against also along strictly non-partisan lines.
It Is estimated the $5 a barrel tax
on beer will produce about $125,000,000 additional revenue.
SPECIAL Interest to Roman
OFCatholics
is the allocution delivered by Pope Plus at the secret consistory inaugurating the holy year.
His holiness issued a
warning that communism Is attempting to
exploit • the world'*
political and economic
d i s o r d e r s and expressed a fervent wish
for disarmament and
settlement of war
debts. The pontiff bestowed the Roman
purple on six new
cardinals of tbe
Pope Plu*
church and announced
that two others would be elevated
later. The six elevated were: Pletro
Fnmasonl-BIondl, former apostolic
delegate at Washington; Archbishop
Villeneauve of Quebec, Angelo Dolcl,
Archbishop Innltzer of Vienna, Archbishop Costa of Florence and Archbishop Fossatl of Turin.
Second only to the "nefarious
propaganda of communists" which, he
said, threatens Christian civilization,
the pontiff deplored proselyting activities of Protestant sects in Italy and
Roma He describes these activities
as being "impudently pursued" and
urged all the faithful to co-operate
against "this menace and defend the
•treasured riches of city and nation."

iving Variety to
Fish on the Menu

"IS

WOMEN "STARS" ON
FIELD AND TRACK

Since fish is now served more or
ess frequently, it Is important for
he housewife to know how to prepare and serve It In a variety of
ways. It is thus that she provides
menus free from monotony even
ftongh such food appears often.
Fish that Is of fine rich flavor
Should not have Its taste Impaired by
too highly seasoned sauces, while
those that are rather lacking In
Savor should be accompanied by fish
sauces. Salmon, once a choice fish,
lias lost prestige somewhat through
Its prevalence In canned goods. It
lends itself to so many different ways
of preparation, that homemakers are
apt to use It too often. This should
be guarded against, and other kinds
of fish be more frequently Introduced.
F,ln« Fish Sauce*.
For fish which require added zest
try some of the following sauces of
excellence such as lobster, shrimp,
and oyster sauce and lobster hollandalse. A simple way to make lobster
sauce Is to add % cup of chopped
lobster meat the Juice of half
lemon and a dash of mace to a gooc
white sauce. Or a richer sauce Is
made by adding tbe same extras as
given, to1 hollandalse sauce, in which
case the name Is lobster hollandalse.
Shrimp sauce Is made by adding an
egg to the white sauce, and % cup
cooked shrimps broken into bits.
Omit mace and lemon Juice.

No doubt about It, the feminine
Ide of the Olympic track and field
competition added a touch to this
great international spectacle that was
acklng until the bars were let down
at Amsterdam four years ago. Seventeen countries sent women athletes
o compete in track and field, swimming, fencing and gymnastics at Los
Angeles, and thousands wondered heore the games were finished why
:hese modern Amazons have been
classified as the weaker sex.
China, Turkey and India still
cloister their womenfolk, but there
was a sprinkling of entrants from
European countries, and Japan marshaled a formidable array for tbe
feminine activities. The United
States has lagged hi Its development
ft DISHRAN DRUDGE —•
THAT'S WHAT I DISHES. POTS
PflNS-»-THREE
TIMES A DAY

Fish Pudding.

Two cups of finely minced fish,
previously boiled atd having sltln
and bones removed, 1 cup highly
seasoned white sauce, % cup mashed
potato, also highly seasoned with
salt and pepper, % teaspoon onion
juice, 1 teaspoon minced parsley, 3
tablespoon grated carrot 1 tablespoon minced celery, 3 eggs. Mix
all ingredients except the eggs. Bea
the mixture well. Add the beaten
egg yolks, and lastly fold In th
stiffly beaten egg whites. Pour Into
buttered baking dish, and bake In
moderate oven for 20 minutes. Brow
under tbe heat Orated cheese ca
be sprinkled on top of the pudding.
This Is an unusual dish, and a
welcome change from escalloped fish
Baked fish Is Improved In flavor
If It has a well-seasoned stuffing
pressed into the cavity and then secured with a few stitches taken In
the cut edges of the fish. Oysters
may bo-added to tbe crumbs. They
Improve the flavor.
An Interesting garnish for whole
fish is made of circles of lemon slices
dipped In minced parsley. Put radish
roses with these parsley lemons.
©. 1933. Bell Syndicate.—WOTT Service.

of women's sports, aside from swinv
mlng, but tbe rise of such a superstar as Mildred Dldrlkson, of Dallas,
Texas, promises to make up for'lost
time. Miss Dldrlkson, who prefers to
be called "Babe," qualified to compete In three track and field events
—the 80-meter hurdles, Javelin and
discus throws.
And yet there Is a physical side
to the women's track andfieldcompetition at Los Angeles which
arouses serious doubt as to the wisdom of their participation. Olympic
rules are strict, and no alternates
are allowed. Thus tbe three girls
chosen In the various events could
not be expected to step aside, even
though the rules of health and common sense should dictate their withdrawal. Regardless of the,physical
side, however, It is quite clear that
women's athletics have come to
stay, even though some of us would
have it otherwise.—Boston Transcript
J MAKE SUCH HARD WORK.
»T— SCRUBBING AWAY AT
E
YOU USE
RINSO?

DOES RINSO MAKE
DISHWASHING ANY EASIER?

YOU BET! GREASE JUST
VANISHES IN THOSE SUDS.
PRESTO! AND THEY'RE
DONE. SAVES
YOUR HANDS, TOO

No more dishpan blues!
T)UT your dishes to soak In thick Rinso suds. Let the grease and
A food particles float off. Rinse in hot watei^-and let diem drain
dry. There you ate 1 Sparkling clear dishes in no time. So easily I
Even greasy pots and pans come clean as a whistle—quickly!
Rinso suds are so rich they loosen the most stubborn grease, yet
they are kind to the hands—keep them from
getting red and rough-looking.
A little Rinso gives a lot of suds—even in
hardest water. Soaks clothes whiter without
•crabbing or boiling. Get the BIG package.

The biggest selling package soap in America

AMERICA'S FAVORITE!

LANS for Immediate reconstruction
Pand
rehabilitation are well under

way In Los Angeles and Its suburbs,
where earth tremors caused 115 deaths
and property damage estimated at
$75,000,000. An appeal has been made
to the federal government and the
Reconstruction Finance corporation for
the majority of funds needed for rebuilding. Congress passed a bill, introduced by Senator William O. McAdoo of Los Angeles, for an emefgency appropriation of $5,000,000 to
relieve immediate distress ift the
stricken area.
The earthquake will probably give
to science the first accurate records
of just bow the earth shakes during
Such a disaster, Information which'
may be highly valuable In construcing buildings to withstand earthquakes
in the future.
HK French cabinet Is sounding
T
out tbe members of the chamber
of deputies la an attempt to whip up
a majority In favor of paying the
$19.261.432 war debt
installment t o t h e
United States which
was defaulted on December 15.
Former P r e m i e r
Herrlot has been lobbying In the government's behalf, seeking pledges to vote
favorably In case Premier Daladler should
d'eclde to bring the
Premier
matter to a vote. HerDaladler
rlot has been telling
the deputies that it is necessary to
act quickly, as the government would
like to have the payment coincide
with the departure of the new French
ambassador to Washington.
HpHE new administration refuses to
A allow the United States to be bound
by any action that Is taken, but agrees
to Join the League of Nations members in a discussion of what the world
should do about Japanese military Inroads In northern China.
Hugh R. Wilson, minister to Switzerland, has been named to sit at the
council table with the league's special
advisory committee oil the undeclared
war In the Far Bast, with two Important reservations: The United States,
u uonmeuiber of the league, will not
vote. H will not agree in advance to
bow to the committee's decision,
•which uiuy call for an economic boy»
cott or other coercive measures.
C, 1931. Western New»p»per Union.

makes Premium Flakes so popular in
millions of homes? Fine ingredients, the best
money can buy i;: skilful baking in the world's
finest bakeries ::: oven-f^esh packing, heavy wax
wrapping, and speedy store delivery;.. and a price
so reasonable that these famous crackers are a real
food bargain for any purse! Ever so useful, too, not
only for soups, salads and with milk, but in dozens
of other money-saving ways. Recipes right on the
big 1-pound and 2-pound package. More inside.
Aad a whole bookful free if you write;

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

Uneeda

THIS FREE BOOK
"Menu Magic" is packed with
helpful menus and recipes foe
meals that save. For your free
copy of this brand-new
cook book just writ*
your name and address
on « penny postcard and
•end it to the National
Biscuit Company, 449
W.Uth St. New Yorlu

ANITA
FIFTY
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Ed. Wynn's Picture at the
Rialto on Saturday-Sunday
The Rialto Theatre has a real treat
in store for the people of this comVway at Atlantic Hospital of munity on Saturday and Sunday evenlications Following an Operings, when Ed. iWjmn, "The Perfect
Fool," appears in the lead in "Follow
Faneral Services Held
the Leader." You hear .him over the
Tuesday Afternoon.
radio every week as the "Fire Chief"
in the Texaco program, and now you
are
privileged ,to see him on the
, 45, a mil Known Anita
a resident of this vicinity screen.
"Follow the Leader" is based on the
at twenty-five years, passed
but 7:30 . o'clock Saturday stage hit, "Manhattan Mary." It wag
at tne 'Atlantic hospital, one of Wynn's greatest successes on
had been a patient for a the stage when produced at the ApV
r.Wiese had been in fail* polo Theatre in New York.
Wynn, the timid chef in a restaur.for the past' two or three
of the undera short time ago his con- ant hang-out for czars
1
world,
unwittingly
becomes
a hero,
i such that it was deemed
• to perfortn an operation. He is projected into the leadership of
to th« hospital for the the. most dangerous gang in New
n but he failed to show any York. His first assignment requires
-neat, graduallygrowing him to frighten a stage manager inI until the end clime Saturday to giving the queen of the gang, Ginger Rogers, a stage engagement. He
accomplishes that by a ruse, and furObituary.
Wiese, son of MT. and Mrs. ther assignments follow thick and
while Wynn struggles franticalPiese, was born in Iowa City,
. August 26,! 1887, and passed ly to relieve himself of his unwanted
Atlantic, Iowa, on March 26, responsibilities.
"Fojlbw'the Leader" is a hilarious
ed 46 years, 6 months and
farce comedy all the way through,
at his boyhood days in Iowa the merriment enhanced by the Wynn
living there twenty-six years personality, the Wynn floppy hat and
|Atlantic,iWhere he engaged in, the Wynn "lucky shoes." In bringtry business. The following ing "Follow the Leader" to the Rialto
|came to Anita and became as- Theatre, Anita theatre patrons are
with his brother, the late in for a joy treat, with a famous
|ese, in a bakery. Shortly af- stage and radio character in a popu_ here he bought the inter- lar stage comedy on the talking
brother in the bakery, and screen.
Added Attractions.
I it until a couple of years ago,
Included
in Saturday and Sunday's
account of ill health, disprogram
there
will be a musical feait.
nber 14, 1909, he was unit- ture called, "Babe O' Mine," a Pepper
i to Miss Hattie Swartz, Pot number. Also Graham McNamee
is union were born six child- with his Universal news. News events
daughter, Margaret, died include President Roosevelt asking
. Be is survived by his the nation for full confidence in his
five children, all at home. banking law; union men asked to supPresident Roosevelt in the presDorothy, Gail, 'Mildred, port
ent crisis; and the recent earthquake
Clark. He is also survived
parents, 'Mr. and "Mlrs. Albert wrecking cities in southern California,
^20 people, injuring 5,000, and
Iowa City, a sister, Miss killing
causing $50,000,000 in property damof Iowa City, and three age. '.:
- ...•••.:..•• •
Albert;' William and Anton,
City.
: his residence here he formed
quaintance and made many
He was a good husband and
[ enjoyed the companionship
rife and children. He loved
The following, communication from
and to him the greatest prominent citizens of Harlan regard[of his life .was his loved ones, ing the operation of its municipal
a good neighbor and friend, plant by three trustees, or commisassing will be deeply mourned sioners, is of interest to the people
circle of friends and ac- here in connection with the proposal,
es, as well as the immediate to be voted on at the special election
here this Friday, that such a plan be
ame a member of Obedience put in effect in Anita.
The statement follows:
ffo. 380, A. F. & A. M., of
Harlan, la., March 16.
number of years ago, being
er at the time of his death. To Whom It May Concern:
October 20, 1920, the citizens ol
of the order attended the
ervices, giving their ritualis- Harlan voted to place the managemenl
e, with, Robert Scott acting of the water and light municipal
Mpful Master, at the grave. plants in the hands of three trustees
so a member of Columbia to be appointed by the mayor with the
127, Order of Eastern consent of the council for terms of
two, four and six years, and upon exservices were held at the piration of such terms to be appointed
Christ, on Tuesday after- for terms of six years. January 1,
!:30 o'clock, and were con- 1921, such trustees took charge of the
Rev. Elwyn Andrews, the plants and have been managing them
was made in Ever- continuously ever since.
Our experience with the trustee
Hfor the services was fur- plan is that the management, is di,MTB. G. M. Adair, Mrs. vorced from politics; that it permits
dburn, A.' B. Stone and Guy a continuing board to be in charge,
with iMrs, Eric Osen at who are able to plan for the future
They sang "Face to Face," without the possibility of plans,being
Rugged Cross" and "Going interrupted by a change of. man> Valley." Pallbearers were agement and of policy.
[ist, M. M. Burkhart, J. P. We formerly had an old direct curpn, Ralph A. Cochran and rent light plant which gave very in|>ngers of this city and J. W. different service. We now have the
most modern alternating current
ewis.
esteem in which the do- plant; our service is the best and at
ss held in this community rates that are as low or lower than
fested by the large number in cities of the same class.. We have
at the funeral, the no tax for lighting purposes.
The following officers as well as
ling filled, to capacity.
our citizens are entirely satisfied with
fayter was in South Omaha the trustee plan; it has been most
a
»t week, having a truck successful and no one would think of
changing it.
*P on the market.
J. H. Frederickson,
Mayor.
"bers of the LrA-N-J3 dinW. B. Friend
club enjoyed a 7:00
Jaimes Lauretsen ,
1 dish dinner hist ThursC. R. Swinehart
at the home of 'Mr. and
L. H. Rasmussen
• F. Budd on East Main
J.
J. Nogaard
following the ' dinner, the
Hans Broderseii
spent in playing bridge,
Members of city council.
i for the evening were
J
J. W. Bailey,
el\ and Chester A. Long.
City clerk.
G. J. Woodhouse,
I Suplee of this city celeSupt. light and water plants.
^Ntt. birthday last SaturMr. Suplee is in very
A number of neighboTTand friends
r one of his yews, but
an injury to hw hip in called at the Glen Sope,-home, Satur-

Harlan Citizens Endorse
Plant Commission Control

»«• He walks about his

»• Etri-s =a

0
«eofthe
»r veterans in Anita,
served.

A. R. Kohl
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Several Cases Filed For
TO
April Term of Court

HELP FARMERS
APPLYJOR LOANS

There was a general rush at the
county clerk's office Friday to get
cases filed, that being the last day Application For Crop Production Loansi
of filing for the April term of the
in Cass County Can Be Made
'ass county district court. Several
Thorugh Farm Bureau Ofcases of interest to people Of this viBRIARDALE DRIEfr FRUIT COMPOTE—A two
fice in A t l a n t i c .
cinity are filed for the coming term of
pound package of assorted dried apricots, pears,
court.
. peaches and prunes, wrapped in cellophane.
Foreclosure Action.
Regulations for 1933 governing crop>
Try one with your next order.
Foreclosure of a real estate mortgage on a 320-acre farm south of production loans have been issued by
Anita is asked in an action filed for the Secretary of Agriculture and are*
There never was a better time to lay in a supply
the April term of the Cass county now available to farmers in this counof canned Fruits and Vegetables. Prices are surely
district court by the Bankers Life ty upon request to Arthur J. Petit,
at the bottom. Make out your list, and see how
company of Des Moines against Hir- Field Inspector of the Crop Produccheaply you can buy them. .
tion Loan Office. Mr. Petit's office isam G. Highley, et al.
The plaintiff alleges that on March in Denison, Iowa. Applications lo31, 1925, the defendants gave promis- cally should be made to the Farm
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
sory notes for a $25,000 loan and to Bureau office in Atlantic.
Applications will then be reviewed
secure this amount grave a mortgage
ORANGES, Sunkist,
upon the land. The petition states by the county advisory committee,
- 2 dozen . . ;
29c
that installments on the loan are past then certified and forwarded to the
due and judgment of $24,394:34, ap- regional office at Minneapolis for fiGELATINE, Briardale, any
pointment of a receiver, costs of the nal approval and action.
flavor, 3 packages
17c
action and interest at 8 per cent is IThe regulations this year specify
asked. George A. Wilson of Des that only those who cannot get loans
CATSUP, GWC, regular lOc
Moines is attorney for the plaintiff. elsewhere are eligible for loans from
bottles for
6c
the 990,000,000 fund authorized byAnother Foreclosure Suit.
In another foreclosure action, the Congress. Loans can be used only
SWEET POTATOES, Briardale, No. 2V2 cans . .15c
Bankers Life company is plaintiff in for crop production, and require the
VAN CAMP'S BEANS, Reg. size, per can
5c
a suit, filed for the April term, against borrower to reduce his acreage of
T. T. Saunders, et al, asking judg- cash crops 30 per cent under last year,
PEAS, Mid-west brand, 2 cans
23c
ment on $12,000 in promissory notes, unless he does not intend to plant
COFFEE, Tall Corn, per Ib
23c 2 for ... .45c
alleged to have been given by the de- more than 20 acres of corn, 8 acres of
SARDINES, Oval cans, mustard or tomato sauce 9c
fendants to the plaintiff on March 8, potatoes, or 40 acres of wheat.
The maximum permitted to any one
SALMON, tall No. 1 cans, pink
9c
19^7, to secure a real estate mortgage
borrower
this year is $300; or, in the
on a'140-acre farm south of Anita.
GOLD DUST, washing powder, Ig. pkg
17c
The plaintiff alleges that payments case of tenants, the total of all loans
on the note are past due and judg- to tenants of any one landlord within
Roast Beef, Corned Beef, Veal Loaf,
ment of $12,851.65 is sought. The a single county cannot exceed $1200.
(Corned Beef and Cabbage, per c a n . . . .
plaintiff also asks interest on the prin- The actual amount advanced by the
cipal at 8 per cent, attorneys' fees authorities will depend upon the borrower's requirements. A first lein or
and that a receiver be appointed.
mortgage on the crop will be required.
SUGAR, granulated, (must be cash),
Wants a Divorce.
10 pounds
47c
Mrs. Ruth Lewis of Atlantic, in an The regulations require that loans be
action filed Friday for the April term repaid on or before October 31, 1933.
POST TOASTIES, large size
of the Cass county district court by Interest at 5% per cent, deducted in
package
lOc
her attorney, R. D. Rudolph, asks a advance, will be charged.
Since the loans call for a first lien
divorce from her husband, Lafe Lewis.
on
the crop as security, the borrower
BRIARDALE CHOCOLATE,
The plaintiff, in the petition, charges
%-pound cake
15c
that her husband has supported lewd frequently has to procure waivers
and immoral women and has neglect- from prior mortgages or rights. If
ed his family. The plaintiff also the applicant is a tenant, or is farmcharges that in recent months the de- ing land under contract for deed or
fendant has refused to provide for her so-called crop contract, or has given
or her two minor children, Marjorie, a prior mortgage on his 1933 crops,
the regulations state he must secure
7, and Jack, 2.
the
waivers of the actual owners of
The plaintiff asks temporary aliShort services for tyfrs. Belle SpangThorbjorn Nelson Rice was born mony of $100, $50 for attorneys' fees, the land, and from all prior mortgage
3 the ownler, 91, wife of the late Harrison March 4, 1846, at Arendal, Norway custody of the two minor children and ^f^. ^_*?e_
Spangler, who passed away at her and passed away at the home of his permanent alimony of $25 per month. er of the land and farms it with tenants or share croppers, waivers of
home, in Long Beach, California, on son, Nels Rice, on the morning oJ
such tenants or share croppers must
March 17, were held at the grave in March 23, 1933, aged 87 years and
be
secured. The regulations further
Evergreen cemetery Tuesday after- 19 days.
specify that the person waiving his
noon at 2:00 o'clock. Rev. E. L. AnOn October 30, 1872, he was united
prior rights must agree not to dispose
derson, pastor of the Congregational in marriage to Kerstine Jenson. Sevof his rent note, mortgage, or other
church, had charge of the services. en children were born to this union,
When you awaken some balmy security without first having obtained
Pallbearers were H. O. Stone, B. D. two daughters and three sons having
Forshay, Val. Wiegand, H. L. Bell, passed on in death. The wife and spring morning there will come to the written consent of a duly authorW, H. Wagner and J. A. Wagner.
mother passed away May 9, 1888. In you through the open window the ized agent of the Secretary of AgriDeceased was born in Scotland on 1899 Mr. Rice left Norway, coming "per-chic-o-ree" of the goldfinch, culture.
March 30,1842, and at the age of nine to America, and locating in Cass which recently was designated the of- The regulations make it unlawful
for any person to dispose of or assist
years came to the United States. In county, Iowa, Where he has resided ficial bird of Iowa.
1867 she was united in marriage to for the past thirty-four years, mak- The eastern goldfinch, or more gen- in disposing of any crops given as sethe late Harrison Spangler and after ing his home most of the time with erally the; American goldfinch, is curity for any crop loan, except for
termed By Bird lovers the most com- the account of the Secretary of Agritheir marriage made their home in his son, Nels Rice.
culture and provide for fine ,and imHe is survived by his two sons, panionable bird in America.
the state of Indiana until 1880 when
prisonment for violation of such reguflumed in Bright Yellow.
they moved to Adair county, Iowa. Nels and Martin, of Massena, one
It is small, scarcely measuring more lation. The regulations also require
Later they purchased property and brother, G. N. Rice, and one sister,
moved to Anita, where they lived un- Emma Rice, both of Ponca City, Okla- than five inches, and the male in early that each borrower agree to plant a
spring and during the mating season, garden for his home use and suffitil the death of Mr. Spangler. For homa.
Mr. Rice had been in failing health is richly plumed in bright yellow, with cient acreage to furnish feed for hia
the^ past twelve years she has been
livestock.
for a number of years, becoming dark brown wings and topknot.
living in Long Beach.
As
the
season
progresses,
however,
much
worse
about
three
weeks
ago,
She is survived by two sons, J. E.
Spangler of Long Beach and T. R. and gradually grew weaker until the male's plumage darkens until in
fall it resembles the olive-green of the
Spangler of Orient, Iowa, and one death ended his suffering.
daughter, Mrs. L. B. Sale of Geneseo, Funeral services were held Satur- female.
Because of the clear, musical qualday afternoon at the Norway church,
Illinois.
north of Cumberland, and were con- ity of his song, the goldfinch is comThe Anita Lumber Co., cooperating
ducted by the Rev. Lawrence Siers- monly known as the wild canary. And with the extension department of the
beck of St. Paul's Lutheran church the resemblance is carried out in many Keystone Steel & Wire Co. of Peoria,
in Atlantic. Burial was in the nearby of its habits.
Illinois, are giving a free show for
It is readily recognized in flight be- farmers and farm owners at the Rialto
cemetery. Music was furnished by
Mr. and Mrs. Byrl Root, Clayton, cause of its sweeping, arc-like dip, Theatre in this city on Thursday even•The building on the south side of Mountain and Miss Doris Baker, with and the constant repetition of its can- ing, April 6, at 7:30 o'clock. A real
Main Street belonging to the heirs of Olin Bissell at the organ. They sang, ary-like call.
farm picture entitled, "Health, HapThe "per-chic-o-ree" call of early piness and Hogs," the best hog picthe late H. W. Budd, and formerly "Rock of Ages," "What a Friend We
occupied by Rasmussen's Cafe, has Have in Jesus" and "Sweet Bye and spring and the mating season changes ture ever taken, shows the McLean.
been rented by Mr. Neff of Stuart, Bye."
Pallbearers were Robert Shav- to notes which some bird experts in- County System of hog sanitation in
who will open a hardware store here. er, Mike Huddleson, R. N. Bissell, sist sounds like "ba-bee."
actual operation, and other farm
In the fall, the goldfinch follows his management problems. Free prizes
Mir. Neff is not a stranger in this vi- Eino Behrends, Oliver Ostrus and Elnatural instinct of companionship. will be given away to which adult
cinity, having been employed at one ven Ostrus.
Then it is that small bands of them, farmers and farm owners will be elitime in the Burr hardware store in
Adair. Later he was engaged for a
Mrs. John Heck and son, Clyde, and sometimes numbering 25 or 30, sweep gible.
number of years in the hardware Mrs. Lou Pieper spent Tuesday visit- over Iowa fields, pausing here and
there to feed upon the ripening seed
Members of the Double Eight
business in Earlham and lately has ing in Des Moines.
of the thistle, alders and weeds.
been conducting a store in Stuart. He
bridge club were entertained last
George Dorale and wife of Platt
Valuable to Farmers.
Thursday evening by Mir. and Mrs.
is moving his stock and fixtures from
It is in feeding, too, that the gold- Carl Millard at their home on West
Stuart to this city, and expects to City, Missouri, are spending the week
in the city with his parents, W. H. finch resembles the domesticated can- Main Street. At 7:00 o'clock a covopen for business in a few days.
Dorale and wife. They came here ary. For it will slit the outer shell ered dish dinner was served, after
The members of the W. P. G. club from Rochester, Minnesota, where of the seed, extract the meat within which bridge was enjoyed. High
were 1:00 o'clock dinner guests last Mi's. Dorale had been receiving treat- and drop the husks to the ground.
scorers at bridge were Mrs. Elmer
The goldfinch is valuable to farmers Scholl and Mr. Millard.
Friday of Mrs. R. R. Suplee. A social ment at the Mayo Bros, clinic.
because of the great quantity of weed
afternoon was spent by the ladies.
Last Tuesday evening the Misses seed they consume during a season
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Petersen enOn Tuesday of last week a party Madelene and Lillian Metheny enter- and the war they wage upon canker- tertained a company of neighbors and
was given by the losers of the Bide- tained the teachers of Lincoln town- worms, plant lice, small grasshoppers friends at 'their home one evening last
a-Wee bridge club at the home of Mr. ship at the Candleglow Tea Room in and beetles.
week. Those present were Floyd Giaand Mrs. Mike Woodall on Elm Street. Anita. A shower was given for iMrs. While the goldfinch is not officially sibl and family, Cal Darrow and famGuests were the winners of the club, Dale Dressier, a recent bride, and due in Iowa until the middle of April, ily, Edgar N. Petersen and family,
husbands of club members, and Rob- former teacher in the township. The a few warm, spring days will bring Clyde Moore and family and Merle
ert C. Howard and wife and Russell social evening was spent workfng flocks up from the gulf states where Turner and family. The evening was
Smith and wife. Bridge was enjoyed jig-saw puzzles, and playing cards. they migrate in winter.
'
•spent playing cards and visiting. At
during the evening. Mrs. Guy Stein- 'Mass Beulah Gissibl gave a very ina late hour a two course lunch was
metz and Russell Smith held high teresting report on, "A Work-Type Several Purple Martins put in their! served by the host and hostess. Everyscores, while low scores went to Mrs. Reading Lesson." Refreshments were appearance in Anita Monday - after- [ one present had a very enjoyabla
served at a late hour.
Andy ' Miller and Herbert Bartley.
noon, a sure sign that spring is here, evening.

Phone 43
We Deliver
Anita, Iowa

Mrs. Belle Spangler, 91, Martin Rice, Well Known
Brought Here For Burial in Massena Vicinity, Dies

Goldfinch, Iowa's Official
Bird, Aid to Farmers

Anita Lumber Co. Will
Stage Free Picture Show

Stuart Man Will Open
Hardware Store in Anita

THE

Fable of Tetley's
Treatise on
Women
88
By GEORGE ADE
Cj. Boll Syndicate.—WNU Servlc*.

her Favor was that she was a Good
fstener. She encouraged the cultured
•oung Aristocrat from Sycamore to
go ahead and blate about Himself for
iours at a Time and when she learned
hat he had been Manager of the
Glee Club she got" all worked up and
said he must have got many a Thrill
ut of the Job.
She asked him where he had his
Ualr Cut and If that was a Real
earl In his Stick-Pin, and did they
mve Movies In Sycamore and had
he ever thought of going on the Stage
and If so, Why? It didn't take Herm
ohg to size ber up as Cute but Shallow
—Beautiful but Dumb. He never read
any of the Letters she wrote back to
Madge and Ethel and Lora, telling
about the GooBe she had been strlngng. It Is very difficult for an Intellectual Giant to realize that he is being joshed by some Baby-Face whose
Brain seems to be absolutely at Rest
In every Large City on the Other
Side the educated Greenle went into
Shops and permitted hypnotic SalesGirls to load him up with Junk he
didn't need and didn't want And yet,
It seemed to him. all of the time, that
they were a lot of deferring Menials
who simply wanted to learn his Royal
Pleasure.
Becoming a Trained Seal.
He came back Home with a busted
Letter of Credit but the Complex of
Superiority was working overtime. He
still suspected that the Creator had
put aside all other Engagements and
devoted a Week to working out the
Plans and Specifications for Herman
Wyckoff Tetley Blngham, 'SZ. It's certainly great If you can feel that Way.
It helps one to get through many a
Rainy Afternoon—you know, Just get
In front of a Mirror and wallow In
your own Personality.
It was about Christmas Time, 1983,
that the handsome Young Gentleman
with the best Speaking Voice ever
heard at his Alma Mater, first met the
Grass Widow known as Geraldlne.
When Herman got a Flash at the
vivacious Shoulder-Blades and. the
carefully-blended Complexion and the
Third Act Costume, he should have
crossed his Fingers and run Two
Miles In the Opposite Direction, but he
was rather Intrigued, tf the Reader
will permit us to get away with that
Word. He felt that Geraldlne might
prove to be an Interesting Study. She
turned out to' be Nothing Else But
Never having attended Blngham College she had to rely on some Practical
Knowledge she had picked up on the
Side. She sized up the cocky Valedictorian and speared him as If he had
been a Fish. She took the proud
Patrician and made him a Trained
Seal
Long after, when the Lawyer showed
him the Letters which had been purchased for $10,000 and asked him
where he got such words as "Babyola,"
"Snoopklns," and "Honey-Bunch," he
said he sent her the notes to keep her
from dying of a Broken Heart or committing Suicide, as per Threat
It required the Services of all the
high-priced Attorneys in Sycamore to
side-track the Breach of Promise Suit
The Fact that the expensive Detectives from the City dug up on Geraldlne almost enough to send her to the
Chair, did not alter the Fact that an
old respected Family, such as the
Tetleys, dating away back to the
Time of the Spanish-American .War,
could not afford to be Involved In an
unsavory Scandal.
The local Bank received a Crimp
from which It will not recover for
many a Moon. Geraldlne started for
Atlantic City to work at her Trade.
Herman kept under Cover for Weeks.
Most of the time he was In his Room,
reading, over and over again, his Masterpiece entitled.' "Certain Phases of
Feminism." When he came to that
Part about Woman being the Weaker
Vessel and condemned by the immutable Laws of Creation to remain
such, he would tear out another
Handful of Hair and carefully deposit
It on the Table.
MORAL: An Oration will do no
Harm unless prepared and delivered.

f « • iHQSB of you who were so For
I tunate as to attend the Literary
I Exercises In connection with the
Graduating of the Class of '22
from Blngham College, no doubt will
recall the masterly Oration delivered
by Herman Tetley. It was the only
Speech made by any Graduate and
Herm was selected for this Signal
Honor because he resembled William
Jennings Bryan when the Latter was
the Boy Orator of the Platte, Instead
of the Folly Matured Real Estate
Booster of Florida. Herm had a
flashing eye, an aquallne Beak and his
Balr met the Collar. You could tell,
by looking at this Laddy-Buck that he
bad been Incarnated for the Special
Purpose of making Speeches.
It was a very hot Day and a great
many sons of Old Blngham, wearing
Facial Decorations of Ivy and Alfalfa,
bad come from as far away as Rock
Island, 111., and Chilllcothe, Ohio. In
aplte of the tropical Humidity, the
Orator of the Day was fully clad In
the Habiliments which must be adopted by anyone who hopes to put over
an Oration.
He wore a long-tailed, pall-bearing
Suit of Winter Clothes and had a
little white Hlckey Inside the Wesklt,
than which nothing could be more
JUarmadale. Also he was shod with
Patent Leathers of dazzling Radiance.
Ejjghe YPl8tead Enactment has made
'Claret Cup an Equivalent of Arson,
but the Bird who wears Patent
Leather Shoes In the morning goes
scot free. Yet there are those who
prate of Justice.
No doubt the Reader wll be Interested to learn what Herman Tetley
talked about Well, he talked about
25 minutes and his Subject was "Cer
tain Phases of Feminism." Read It
over again and read It slowly and you
will perceive that the Hero who
started across the Atlantic Ocean In a
Dinghy was a Piker when compared
with Herman.
Not only did he sum up, briefly, the
whole Significance of Woman's recent
Itch to hold Office, Invade the Professions and pot Nan back Into the
Ulne-Hole, but be went ahead and
proved that It was all contrary to the
Basic Laws of Nature, When he
allowed that there were certain fundamental and biological Differences between He and She, which would forever disqualify the Gentler Sex from
tackling any rugged Task, he though
be had stumbled upon a new and gilt
terlng Truth. He even went so far as
to advance the novel Theory that
Woman's True Sphere Is within the
Home.
He did not know that Adam said
exactly the same Thing two Days
after He lost the Rib, and kept on
saying It up to the Day of the Fruit
Episode. Adam continued to refer
to Himself as the Head of the Housebold even after he was taking Orders. The Records are not complete
but undoubtedly he used to say to
Cain and Abel: "What I say goes,
but I don't like to have any Argument with your Ma."
Not long after Commencement Day
we find Herman back In Sycamore,
where his Dad owned the principal
Bank. For a great many years the
Male Parent of the Class Orator had
been engaged In helping Farmers who
were up against It and sometimes he
collected no more than the Legal Rate
of Interest Tetley, Sr., had quite a
Sense of Humor, for he often said that
the Lord had prospered him. He had
a rating which gave the Son a local
Importance not to be attained by putting the Hand Inside the Coat and
spieling a lot of Websterlan Observations.
<• Berman had read In a Folder that Leap Year Devised to
Overtake Father Time
Travel has a Broadening Influence, so
he talked the Guvnor Into letting him
Every leap year laymen and scigo to Europe before he settled down entists alike have the opportunity of
and used his Algebra In running the watching the efforts of the calendar
Bank.
to catch up with Father Time, Once In
Herman started for the Old World, four years our antiquated calendar
accompanied by the vast Store of must somehow gain a day to make
Knowledge which he had acquired at up the six hours lost each year. This
Blngham. He was still strong In the It does partially by adding a day on
Belief that Woman should not attempt what we know as leap year. Still the
anything more Intricate than knitting calendar does not quite catch up In
a Sweater for some Male Relative. He the race. There Is still eleven minutes
liked the Type of Girl rwho admired and fourteen seconds left unaccounted
him and his whole Attitude toward for each year. Thus there exists centhe Inferior Sex was one of god-like turlal leap years, where another day
Forbearance and Patience, tinctured la added. These leap years, now alwith mild Amusement, but Old Tet, most forgotten, are those centuries
•22, didn't believe that any Flapper eractly divisible by 400. Three out of
could tell him anything he hadn't four century years, 1700. 1800 and 1000
known for three or four years.
are common years, but 2000 is a
leap year. This plan matches the solar
Baby-Face Kid* Him Along.
On the Train he met an Actress who year within 26 seconds.
had washed up and walked out, leaving Hollywood flat, because the DirecGreat Salt Lako
tors were not Genteel She had lost
The Great Salt lake la almost deber Purse and borrowed $40 from the void of life on account of the salinity
Class Orator. He gave her his New of Its water and Its surface Is almost
York Address but up to the time of devoid of boats because of its specific
bla Sailing the Letter had not ar- gravity which makes It difficult to hanrived, probably because the Postal dle craft The atudeuta of the Utah
Service la so unreliable to a crowded university have recently built a boat
City. So many Letters are being sent adapted for passage about the Great
to so many different People, It Is small take and in this they will uiuke
Wonder that some of them are mis- certain observations as to the movelaid.
ment of the water. Observations oil
On the Liner It happened that his the lake during the past summer apDeck Chair adjoined one on which re- peared to indicate that wind causes
clined a Young Thing with Roly-Poly tides, similar to ocean tides, which
eyes and Lips of supernatural Red- run across the lake in conformity with
ness. He classified ber at once, bring- the natural period of Its oscillation.
ing to bear all of the Paychology'he This and other research work will be
bad mastered daring hi* Senior Year. continued, using the student-built
Abort, to* only Thing to be Mid la craft.—Washington Star.
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One Way to Have
Better Pastures Our Government
Select Fertile Soil, Proper
Mixtures and More Seed
BRANDED EGGS ARE
to the Acre.
OF HIGHEST GRADE

—How It Operates
By Willia* Bruckart
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people, are most likely t
reasons for choosing to
they live. Ur'
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HANDLING THE MAIL

«

Florida.
"This « a town apart
T IS a far cry from stage coaches to world of Its time,
College Class Makes Study
transocean mall planes, but this dty reminds me of the
A fertile soil, adapted seed mixtures
entury
has witnessed that develop- England communities hair
of Various Types.
and more seed per acre are three esment There are regular mails now
sentials
In
successful,
permanent
pasBy O. O. OLK8ON. Bxtinilon Editor. UUMirders of the
ture building. These three factors are between North and Central and South town of the »™-, .
obUMtti State OolUie.—WNTJ Servlo«.
America,
service
operating
with
much
1L lorl
A wide difference between the price too often overlooked by those attemptand value In eggs and the superiority ing to balance their farm operations more frequency than did the transcon- whose Interest Is chiefly th,
he
of values represented by branded or through the addition of lire stock. It Inental malls a Httle more than half Yerlttes-Tftrt, beauty,,trade-marked eggs were found by a is foolish to attempt to establish a a century ago. And there is the pro- living and the love of u,
class In poultry marketing recently, good pasture on land that Is too poor ected transatlantic mall, something Civic pride Is here. One
when the students made a study of to produce a crop profitably. If the much nearer realization than Is gen- the evidence of that in
awns and gardens, in
several different grades of eggs. The land is not fertile enough to produce erally anticipated.
These facts are cited merely to show homes set In artistic
students, under the supervision of a good crop of corn, It will not proJohn H. Vondell, their Instructor, pre- duce a good crop of desired pasture that the postal service n$ver stands plans for the future...
pared a score card, assigning values to grasses.
still, either literally or figuratively. It ershlp can accomplish
such characteristics as weight, cleanIn securing adapted grasses the best is growing at all times, even as oar any town, ft can banish
ness, Internal quality, sice of air cell, plan Is to find out which grasses have nation expands. I believe Its history
which Is an indication of freshness, survived in previous plantings. In justifies the assertion that no M*™-*
and uniformity of alse and color. Eggs many North Carolina counties, the or- of our government has greater flexiwhich could not be faulted on any of chard, herds, Kentucky Blue and Del- bility, none'that can adapt Itself so
these characteristics were assigned a Us grasses have outlived other*. Les- quickly to conditions, as can this
value of 58 cents, which was the re- pedesa and white Dutch clovers are agency of government Credit for, the
•Tie; Great S*cr»t
tall price of Massachusetts Special the two legumed which seem to be gen- development must go. In a tautge meas*
I suppose we shall never
nre, to those men and women who
eggs at tbat tima
erally adapted.
The students examined eggs of each
Given a fertile soil and adapted make up the rank and file of the serv- the capacity to Imagine how
go on apart from a body as a »
grade, scoring them carefully and rat- grasses the next factor Is to seed heav- ice.
ing them on the basis of the total ily enough to secure a sod. The usual
More than 90 per cent of the work- rler of owr personality and as the*
score. The results Indicated the wide plan Is to make a thin sprinkling of era of the postal service hold their gan of owr values. AS Emersouil
variation between price and quality In seed which takes too much time to places by reason of having met civil well pat it: "No sociable awl
eggs handled by some stores.
cover the ground. When the hot sum- service tests, making their appoint- ever breathes an early syitablj|l
satisfy the longings of saints or hi
The highest quality eggs available mer sun comes along, the grasses an ment one of permanency.
were those sold an Massachusetts killed. A sufficient stand of grass and
So much attention has been devoted fears of mortals. The secret is h]
Specials, bearing the label provided legumes to completely cover the land to this class, the bulk of the postal The mystery Is unsolved." And \\
by the State Department of Agricul- before being killed by summer heat service, as a means of contrasting as It should be. I should be s»f
ture. These eggs had a quality rating is rarely ever secured.
them with the political appointees who If we had prospectuses of "tii,T
of 62 cents, while priced at 58 cents.
Use not less than BO to 00 pounds of hold higher posts by title but whose yond," If the secrets were alll
Perhaps the best values for price were grass seed an acre. A good mixture Importance to you and to me is not rolled and we could "calculate"*
trade-marked brands of cold storage for'one acre is as follows: Fifteen nearly so great I believe that the advance. It Is enough to know t
eggs, handled by a local store. These pounds of orchard grass; ten pounds .majority of the political appointees "It must tally" Wjth what Is I
eggs were priced at S3 cents and had of herds grass or red top; eight pounds among the postmasters throughout the Nature. It cannot be Inferior intc
a quality value of 43 cents. Another of Kentucky Blue grass; five pounds country render a patriotic service. It to the already known works oft
lot of trade-marked cold storage eggs of Dallls grass; five pounds of White is unfair to criticize all of them for Artist who writes the moral
sold at the same price and had a qual- Dutch clover and fifteen pounds ol the shortcomings of some of their num- Dr. Burns Jones.
ity value of 89 cents.
common lespedeza.
ber, but too often has It been found
that a postmaster, supported by the
political leaders of a community, Is
Livestock Industry
Helpful Hints on How
not the person whom the majority of
to Run the Incubator
Aided by New Order the patrons of that office would select
Chick raisers will find it worthwhile
More fully to safeguard the lire But in our country, the spoils of a
to select a really good place for the in- stock Industry of the United States political victory go to the winning
cubator, says Miss Cora Cooke, exten- against the Introduction of rinderpest party at the polls, and postmastersion specialist in poultry, University and foot-and-mouth disease from ships constitute no small part of the
farm, St Paul. "A well-ventilated abroad the secretary of agriculture patronage that can be used to pay
basement," she explains, "is best The hits issued an amendment to a prevl political debts.
next b'est place Is a north room. Any ous order, which prohibits the importa
The flexibility of the postal service
room must be well-ventilated and free tlon of cattle, sheep, or other do- has permitted It to operate on a basis
from odors and gases, such as come mestic ruminants or'swine from conn as nearly like private business as posfrom decaying vegetables.
tries where either of these diseases sible. It has to have general rules,
"A good scrubbing and disinfecting exists. This action has been taken of course, and these have to be rather
of the incubator before putting in the under provisions of an act of con- rigid, but consider how a .postmaster
eggs will help prevent pullorum dis- gress, approved June IT, 1080. The is authorized to arrange for the reease. Dry and air out the machine regulation which became effective Feb- ceipt of letters from an established
with the tamp going. Here are some ruary 15, 19S3, also applies to fresh, firm without requiring them to be
dro's and don'ts:
chilled, or frozen beef, veal, mutton, stamped and how It receives the news"Set up the Incubator and run it lamb, and pork. Known as Amend- papers without payment of the postagi
several days before the eggs should ment 1 to B. A. L Order 884, the regu- 'In advance. Private business would
be set
lation names additional countries that
that way; It would "extend pure ,
"Supply moisture regularly, every are considered as affected with one or 'operate
credit," so to speak to reputable pat- wuZQvuU •!• j»w»» •»»»•••» ...™ ——•"•
day, if needed at all.
both of these diseases.
rons. So the postmaster Is permitted organism. It is the prescriptioaoUl
•Test the eggs before setting to
The effect of the amendment is to to arrange for "metered" mail, avoid old family doctor who has titHI
weed out those with very porous Include Bechuanaland, Belgian Congo, ing the use of stamps, and for collec- thousands of women patienUr
who made a special study of r
shells.
French West Africa, Indo-Chtna, Iraq,
"Don't crowd eggs In trays so they Union of South Africa, and Yugo- tion of the postage at stated times. troubles.
Newspapers are handled the same
It is fine for children, too.'.
stand on end.
slavia among the countries in which
love its taste. l*A them have iU
"Don't run the incubator In an air- it has been determined that either way.
The "metering" of mail Is a comtight room.
rinderpest or foot-and-mouth disease
"Dont open the machine oftener exists and to remove Latvia and Portu- paratively new practice. Arrangeis, made from fresh 1
ments having been made by the firm
than absolutely necessary after the guese East Africa.
pepsin and other i
or individual who desires to use the
eighteenth day—not even for visitors.
privilege, the letters are received a1
When you've a sick
"Don't fall to keep the lamp clean.
designated points, either the math or can't eat. are bilious or slu|
Value of Blood Tests
at the times when you are B
The veterinary department of the branch office, and they are run through and
apt
to
be constipated, take a W
Use Cod Liver Oil
a
meter
for
counting
and
cancellation
Wisconsin experiment station advises
this famous prescription (aU i
With dajrk, gloomy days at band It that 66 per cent of the positive reac- of the place where the stamps are stores keep it readv in big H
is time to provide the laying bens with tors In their experimental herd became placed by individuals posting only one and you'll know why Dr. Ci
cod liver oil to take the place of sun- negative within a year without the or a few letters. That machine stamps Svruo Penein is the favonU 1
shine. The value of this vitamin D administration of any sort of treat- a cancellation that avers that the rewomenl
is that It stimulates better utilization ment, while a smaller percentage be- quired postage has been paid, which,
of the minerals In the feed, enabling came negative In the course of 90 days of course, It has not been, but the postDa, W. B. CAIDWEU'I
the birds to use the surplus materials after they had reacted positive to the master knows it will be. Millions of
not needed for body maintenance and blood test
pieces of first-class mall are sent thai
for production of egg shells. The best
It Is well known that negative cows way each year and the practice Is inADoctor*Runty .'-*
method Is to add two quarts to each in a herd Infected with contagious creasing because It does away with
100 pounds of feed, or to use a good abortion are Just as apt to abort as labor to attach the stamps, it avoids
commercial feed that already contains those that react positive to the test losses from theft or destruetion ol
the vitamin In proper proportion. If This being the case It is difficult to stamps, and It saves money for the
mixed at home, put the oil with a see the practical value of the laws government in printing stamps.
small amount of feed and then mix that have recently been enacted by
In handling newspapers, weight Is
this in the larger supply.
many states setting up the blood test the governing factor, and the postmasas a criterion of entrance require- ter requires periodical reweighlng to
ments. For example a cow that re- arrive at a .determination of postage
Breeding From Pullets
Although breeding from pullets Is acts positive to the test is not allowed due. It avoids weighing every shipnot generally recommended frequent- to enter Wisconsin, while one from ment, thus saving time, and the postly very good chicks may be obtained the same herd showing a negative re- age is paid at intervals, thus avoiding
bookkeeping and transfer of smallei
from them. On an average old hens action may come In.—-Exchange.
"Mfr sixteen months old
amounts of money.'
will probably give thriftier chicks, but
bothered with salt rheum. »
Congress has kept its finger on the with a rash and then
pullets which have not been greatly
More Milkings
pulse of the postal service by retain- blister, and the more
forced for egg production should give
When Jersey cows are milked three ing the right to fix the rates that shall the more it itched until V
satisfactory results. If pullets are used
only the best matured ones having times daily in place of twice daily, be charged, except with respect to the was broken. Then it
they show a greater increase in pro- airmail service, it has granted many out In another place.
good sized eggs should be selected.
duction than do Holstelu cows sub- privileges, such as those mentioned his Bight clothes on be
jected to the same change. When above, however, to meet everyday busiAmount Hen Will Eat
Jerseys and Holstelns are milked four ness requirement*. Control of the Steady whine and could i
A Leghorn hen will eat from 70 to times dally Instead of three times, the rates, it must be said, properly re- Affected his whole body
7B pounds of feed a year, while a Red Holstelns show the greater production mains in congress because the federal a sight
«1*y druggtot told me
or Rock will eat from 80 to 86 pounds. Increase.
legislators are supposed to represent
This will usually be about half mash
These results were secured In a their constituents, and rate changes cum Soap and Ointment
•nd half grain. If all of the grain study recently completed at Iowa state have such a far reaching effect thai some and after using *
or two my baby was healed
Is yellow corn and 40 per cent of the college.
the power to make them should real
mash ration Is corn, this will make 70
The study revealed that Holstelns with the representatives of those whi Mrs. Doris Hardy, M
per cent of the total ration corn. This milked three times dally Increase their pay the toll
cawen, N. O, August
70 per cent amounts to one bushel of fat and milk production one-sirth over
Oatlcur* Soap 25c.
With
the
airmail,
a
different
circumcorn to the ben which can be bought their two-time records, and when they stance exists. It is in the nature of i and Me. Talcum 25c, SoUf
at present for the price of one dozen are milked four times Instead of twice special service. It must be done bj where, One wn
egg*, says a writer in Hoard's Dairy- their fat production Is Increased a lit- special contract, and none knew whei drea.: -Cutfcura
man.
tle less than one-half. — Wallaces' it was initiated how successful It coul< B. Maiden. Mass."
Farmer.
be made or what the cost would hav<
to be. So the postmaster general flzM
Add Linseed Meal
the rate we all pay when we want to
Five per cent of Unseed meal added
Krug Corn Yields High
send a letter or package In such a
to the mash IB useful In promoting the
Krug cora was the highest yleldlue hurry that we mark It for dispatch
growth of feathers and In adding lug
ter to the plumage of fowla More di- open-Doiiinuted variety of corn in tests t>y airplane. This delegation of power
rect results can be obtained by pre- conducted liy the Nebraska Agricul to the postmaster general has enable*
paring a linseed Jelly. Just ordinary t u r u l college last summer in co-opera- the gradual expansion of the air mat
Unseed—not the meal—la allowed to tion with farmers in four different service until now it not only reachei
simmer slowly until It "Jella." <}|v«.n ( n counties of the state. The Krug va- from coast to coaat, from Canada t
wet mash In small quantities, It bene- rleiy produced an average yield of the Gulf of Mexico, and doeens of Infits growing chickens or adults. The 5-J..V.' bushels per acre while the aver- termediate lines, but from North Amertreatment should not be overdone since UK« of the other open-pollinated vari- ican cities to the Argentine. And the
It may be the cause of crop trouble eties was only 50.20 bushels per acre end of this expansion U far off. for
It U claimed.
Six standard varieties In addition to wore and more air companies are seekthe Krug variety were used In th* ing contracts to transport the
"*•
* 1111.
By A. O. Klmr»y, Dairy Bxtcnitmi Sp»clalix. North Ou-alln* state Oolltf*
WKU Stnrlo*.
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CORN
Standard
2 for
15c

Friday-Saturday

Cfawford'S
BROWN SUGER,
3-lbs

.21c

to:
Mrs. Sarah Helmer
Pearl Keffer
W. H. Baker
Court House,
Dryden PeJl
Atlantic, Iowa,
Mrs. S. E. W«ert
March 1, 1933.
Grant Jones
(continued from last week)
J. C. Armstrong:
County Attorney Holton, ofMerritt Bpggs
fice rent
20.00
J. T. Lewis
..............
Hoffman Hardware, supplies .
1-05 James A. Bopp, milk to:
A. H. Jorgensen, unclaimed
Art Welch
...............
3.45
Flora Hook
..............
fee
J. C. Kennedy, weed commisPearl Keffer
.............
12.10
sioner
Roy Graver, cobs to:
4.00
! Alvin Lehmkuhl, trustee ...
Mrs. Elmer Gordon
.......
^ W. A. Lackey, Estate, un- 2.00 Earl Beech Store, groceries
claimed fee
to:
$ J. H. Marshall & Son, supEd. Paulsen
.............
1.50
plies
Jack Riggs
..............
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

Nottingham
Gingerale
large bottles
2 for 27c

PEANUT BUTTER, quart jar
19c
GOLD DUST, large size
19c
SOAP CHIPS, large size
15c
SOAP, large bars, 7 for
25c
JELL POWDER, Glendale, per package
5c
FLOUR, White Rose, 49-pound bag
79c
MARSHMALLOWS, bulk, per pound
17c
GRANULATED SOAP, large package
19c
| MILK, large cans, 3 for
17c
Early Ohio and Cobbler Seed Potatoes
' at Market Price.

We Deliver
2.Z4
2.24
4.48

2.00
8.07
9.01
8.82
12:25
16.48
9.03
17.00
3.66
9.60
7.76
6.34
2.88
14.08
8.97
9.7
16.60

Friday-Saturday Specials
CLOROX, full quart bottles
23c
PRUNES, Italian, No. 10 (gallon) cans
35t
CHERRIES, red pitted, No. 10 (gallon) cans.. .55,,
CORN, extra standard, 2 cans» .13c
4 cans. ,25C
BACON SQUARES, per pound
"...."
^
BEANS, Michigan hand picked, 4 pounds
12c
OATMEAL, 9-pound bag eating oats
25c
SALMON, fancy pink Alaska, 1-pound can
1(lt
APPLES, fancy Delicious, per dozen
3^
CRACKERS, Salted Sodas, 2-pound box
17c
GRAPE FRUIT, Florida, per dozen.
39t

Metropolitan Supply Co., supJ. C. Dugan
.............
plies
43.76 Myron Stormer
..........
J. W. Morgan, trustee
2.00 Roy Luke
................
Massena Independent TelePeter Petersen
...........
phone Company, toll
3.30 Chas. Drake
.............
Matt Parrott & S6ns ComFrank Coffelt
............
pany
21-11 Lafe Lewis
..............
J. D. McAfee, trustee
2.50 Mrs. E. Rimby
...........
L. R. Nelson, (clerk) 2 cows
E. D. Gochanour
.........
for county farm
89.00 Delbert Anderson
........
Pratt Paper Company, supMax Woolsey
............
plies
24.76 Oscar Noe
...............
Railway Express Agency ...
.39 Homer Gaines
...........
H. C. Robinson, trustee
4.00 Frank Drake
............
Herman Ryan, committee
Darroe (Chemical Company,
work
72.68 supplies County Farm ---- 44.47
Delivery Hours 8:30 & 10:00, A. M., 2:00 & 4:00 P M
N. W. Smith, clerk
4.00 Economy Shoe Company, to:
Simmins & Jobes, supplies .. 5.25 Clyde Gaines
1.98
............
HEAD LETTUCE, CELERY, RADISHES,
PHONE FOR FOOD—ITS THE BETTER WAY
Vital Statistic Registrars.
1.59
Gena Rastnussen
........
Miss Vera B. Hook, fees .... 3.25 Oscar .Johnson
2.39
RHUBARB.
...........
George E. Pennell, fees
11.75 Maude Walton
2.98
...........
5.00
Mrs. Ella Forsylthe, fees
1.59
Gertrude Welton
.........
Bring Us Your Eggs—Higheg; Market
Price
2.00
Mrs. Ida Yarger, fees
2.98
Wihna
Cankle
...........
"' - • . '•'•:' :i&;feAJ£S"&£ v.- • •
1.40 Family Shoe Company, to:
John Weppler, mileage
3.36
Wray Wilson, mileage
3.25
Maude Walton ......... .
2.76
2.98
Frank
Jensen
............
through the experiment with the scrip Mrs. Cora Blake, fees
2.25
Mrs. Emma Metz, fees1.77 R. C. Howard,
Stanley
Agnew
..........
money since its inauguration in Ha- Mrs. M. M. DeLean, fees ...
2.25
2.00
H. G. Evans
.............
county farm
3.75
Mrs. Frank Weimer, fees ...
Published Every Thursday by the warden last October.
Hannah Parker
..
4.50 Albert Johnson & Son, to:
J. C. Dugan
..............
11.00
Of course, the $300 scrip issue in Jesse Vail, unclaimed fees ..
3.47
August Anderson
",
1.15
Wm. Pekin
..............
Frank Drake, clothing ....
4.00
Fred
Wollenhaupt,
trustee
..
'Frank Jensen
'.
Hawarden was not large enough to
1.88
1.20
Roy Luke
...............
Clyde Gaines
• ••
G. H. Allen, transportation
Oscar Johnson
1.59 Chas. Henry
Delbert Anderson
........
1.60
W. F. BUDD
Editor hurt any individual seriously, but if
16.55
expense
1.88
Merritt Boggs
...........
J-.-N. Prather
.69
Flora Hook
this were multiplied many times as
Widows' Pensions per Month.
•Cb-Operatiive Com4.04 H. F. Porter, Jr., shoe repairs
J. T. Lewis
Subscription if paid in advance. .$1.50 would be contemplated under the Lulu Brown
16.00 Farmers
to:
pany, coal to:
.7b
Harry Paulsen
16.00
If not paid in advance
$2.00 county issue plan of the Zylstra bill, Thelma Cobb
12.36
Sabra
Logue
.....
.......
Wm.
Vorti •'.
.76
Peter
Phillips
16.00 Frank Gaines, hauling wood
Lillian Ford
Ella
Swolley
..
it
could
very
readily
become
an
un2.25
Art
Welch
Entered at the post office at Anita,
Dolly Hood
12.00
John
Johnson
and
coal
to:
Ina
Jones,
cook
at
county
bearable burden to those retail deal- Vera Lewis
35.00
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
County Flarm
............ 15.09
25.71 A. E.Clark .....
farm
ers in a county who would be called Elsie Prall
20.00 Gillettes, clothing to:
D, W. Dean .
Mrs. H. Kinney, meals and
10.00
upon to retire the major portion of Jessie Rowley
THURSDAY, MARCH 30, 1933.
County Farm
............ 11.07
Harry Patilsen
lodging to Sidney Nichols
18.00
Bessie
Vernon
such scrip. The plan is purely a sales
Ella Swolley
.............
.50 family
W. S. Campbell
6.15
Catherine A. Worley
20.00 Green
Bay Lumber Company,
WE URGE YOU TO VOTE FOR
tax inflicted on a very small part of Lulu Ashbaugh
Mrs. Art Kirchoff, care of
14.00
coal to:
28.00 A. Irish
Mrs. Newton Funk
THE TRUSTEE PLAN.
the public with practically no compen- Celia Butcher
10.00
County Farm
............ 74.25 A; R. Kohl, groceries:
"Robert Reason, milk to:
16.00
sation advantages. It seems almost | Louise Dillon
Harry Paulsen
...........
6.50
Mrs. Norgard
15.05
€. Daughenbaugh
The proposal to be presented to the inconceivable that any legislative Alma Howey
10.00
Stanley Agnew
..........
3.28
Joe Luf ord -.
3.54
Minnie Millhollin
21.00
voters of Anita at a special election body should enact such a measure, yet Alice Hover
J. N. Prather
............ 13.00
2.28 M. J. Sorensen, repair harJake Neiens
21.00
Effie Marsh
on Friday of this week, that the afMrs. Sarah Helmer
......
9.75 Lillian Landmesser, Linn
ness ....;.>.....
legislatures sometimes do some very J Greta Rourick
24.00
Mrs. Ed. Smith
..........
6.60
fairs of the municipal waterworks peculiar things.
R. M. Sorensen, balance doccount overseer of poor for
j Catherine Smiley
6.00
Mis. Lizzie Hartshorn ---3.25
15,
system be vested in three commis32.48 tor's contract ..
Earl Cox family .,
Minnie Watson
16.00
Bud Clark
...............
6.50 Tage Laursen, milk to:
Stone's Fuel Service, to:
sioners or trustees, to be named by
Mamie Wrig-ht
30.00
NOT A SAFE CHAIN.
Paul Pross
..............
3.25
iMrs. B. Cue
2.48
J. F. McGriff
Genevieye Turner
8.00
the mayor and confirmed by the town
Hattie Johnson
........
3.25
Barley Cue
2.48
A.
A.
Gaylord
Blind
Pensions
per
Month.
council, it seems to us is worthy of
A peculiarly vicious type of 'chain' Carl Anderson
Mrs. Elmer Gordon
.......
3.25 Mack's Grocery, to:
Bud Clark ..
8.00
Mrs. E. Rimby
..........
3.25 Delbert Anderson
the support of every friend of muni- scheme is now going around, and the Wilhelmine Bonnet
Floyd Gordon ,..
8.56
8.33
Billy
McCue
.............
1.76
Donald Hedrick
cipal ownership in the city. The sta- public ought to be warned about it. Jacob Ellick
10.81
Paul Bailey
'
15.00
Frank Drake ..... ........
3.25
A. B. Koontz
7.33
Clarence Flathers
bilization of the utility plant control Some friend writes you and asks you j £.^ W. ^ Kincaid
16.66 Heath's
Grocery,
groceries
Roy Luke ...,.,
9.02
A. J. Freilinger
12.50
would seem to be assured by the to buy a fountain pen, for $3 plus
to:
12.50
Hattie Johnson
4.75 Harry Pfculsen ..
adoption of such a plan. The trus- postage. You are tempted to put up H. M. Wallace
John
Ayers
..............
8.43
Mrs. Maud "Rector
10.00 Hans Aagard
19.30
Ed. Lane
............
3.65
tees will not receive more than $1.00 the $3, an account of friendship, even T. S. Ellis
Jack
12.50
2.25
Jim
Newburn
J.
C.
Boyd»
...............
7.15 Howard Parrott
a month according to a communica- though you haven't got it to spend George Forrester
25.00
7.62
Myrtle; _ _ _ _ _ _
Clark
...............
6.18
12.50 Bud
Mamie Wright
Catherine
Smiley
.88
tion printed in last week's Tribune and you don't need a fountain pen any J. C. Livingston
Gordon
............
8.43
Martha Rae
16.66 Floyd
,J.
VIT. Wjright
Chet
Stornier
11,95
from Mayor C. E. Harry. The plan more than a cat needs a washcloth.
Henry
............. 11.00
Charles Winger
16.66 Chas.
Floyd Weatherby
' 2.40 Don Wos*
Mike
Kloppenburg
.......
is in operation in many -cities, and
8.20
Your friend writes you that after Jennie A. Page
8.00
Grocery, to:
Mrs. C, !
J. F. McGriff
...........
6.90 Moon's
towns in Iowa, among them Harlan, he has sold three pens he can begin Frank Wells
8.00
County Farm
12.22
Ira Vincent
Roy
Henry
..............
5.53
where it has been found to be 'most to draw a commission on the sales Applegate, C. C., rent ....... 10.00
Gena Rasmussen
W. S. Campbell
8.02
Don Hedrick
............
1.35
John, Johnson
A. Irish
8.89
satisfactory. Council Bluffs has also and also if you wish to go into the Atlantic Building andv Supply
Oscar
Johnson
...........
11.78
Company,
coal to "
Com
' ,
Mike Kloppenburg
A. G. Koontz
7.66
their waterworks under a board of scheme you can sell pens to your
W. D. Miller ...
........... 11.35 Ray
Celia Butcher
'.^ 3M
Nelson,
gas
county
farm.
Lizzie
Hartshorn
2.20
Gena'
Rasmuss'en
.........
trustees, and at the regular city elec- friends, and you can draw a rake-off
' 9.08 Neff Clothing 'Company, to:
John Brosam
3.00
(to be contiued)
G.
L.
Hensley
.......
....
9.80
tion in Atlantic Monday the voters after you have sold three pens. The
Frank Drake
3.00
Paul
Pross
.90
Alice
Hover
........
____
2.10
Carrol Fudge
3.75
of that municipality voted to put their point is that the concern which puts
W. D.'Miller
.80
CABD OP THANKS.
T. F. Johns
..............
6.73
Mrs. Elmer Gordon
3.00
Mike Kloppenburg
1.35
electric and waterworks plants in the out the scheme makes a big profit, as
C. R. Jones Hospital, care
Oscar Johnson
3.00
A. Odem, sheriff investigahands of trustees. The Tribune be- they get $9 for three pens which cost
We wish to thank our neigh!
to:
Frank Jensen
3.00
expense
, 59.60
......
........ 95.05 W.tion
lieves that the commission plan should only a few cents each.
J. T. Lewis
..............
15.75 (Mel Moore
and friends for your many
H. O'Connell, milk, to:
Roy Luke
...............
3.00 Mrs. Everett Breach ...... 66.00 Ed. Lane
be adopted here. Vesting the city
Their scheme is to use you and
3.36 sympathy and kindness extended]
...........
S. E. Wert
..............
10.00 Donald 'Hagen
2.50
plant's affairs in the commission is others to provide rich pickings for
John Johnson
3.36 us in our recent bereavement,
Harry
C.
Connors
........
J. F. McGriff
13.65
8.00
Harry
Paulsen
.....
5.04 death of our son and brother,
in line with modern business methods. themselves—by holding out the lure
Donald
Keffer
.
..
........
Hannah Parker
.........
3:00
10.00
Don Hedrick
2.24 Duff. We also want to thank I
It is the way to take the plant out of to you that after a while, when the Atlantic Shoe Company, to:
Eleanor Formhals
......
61.35 Mrs. John Pieken, Jr., care
Frank Whitcomb
......... 136.35
Harry Paulsen
.........
politics. In the nature of things the business has rolled up to a certain
3.43
two Pross boys
16.00 who sent flowers and assisted <
D. A. Landon
...........
.98 Community Store, groceries,
average councilman is not equipped to point, you will also be drawing huge
Andrew
Paulsen,
groceries:
the funeral services.
to:
Chas. Drake
............
1.95
act as a director of the utility. As he profits from the efforts of others.
Richard Anderson
8.60
"Wtn. Duff and Family.]
John Johnson
..........
George Cavenaugh
.......
2.95
1.40
A. A. Gaylord
8.40
learns by contact with its business
It is the old chain scheme in a new
Paul Pross
.............
County Farm
............
1.95
8.92
Clyde Gaines
13.65
his term of service goes by and he guise. All such schemes are against
Stanley Agnew
.........
CARD OF THANKS.
1.95 'C. 0. B. Grocery, groceries to :
C. B. Parkinson & Son:
Grant Jones
............
D. A. Landon
............
2.49
is out of office. Then someone else the laws, as it is plain that a point
15.40
J.
Lee,
groceries
12.00
G. L. Hensley
John Buckley
......
1.00
13.25
We wish to take this means ^
has to learn the proposition all over would be reached where there would
Reed & Barnholdt, to:
Atlantic Mill and Elevator,
H. G. Evans ........ '.'.'.'.'.
15.71
A.
Hagen,
groceries
again. Members of a commission, on not be enough victims to go around.
press our sincere and heartfelt t
25.74
coal to:
Christensen Brothers, grocerEllery Seaman
19.99 and gratitude for the many a
the other hand, would have an oppor- Then those who got into the racket
J. R. Conley
.............
g.55
ies to:
Sarah Sullivan
11.98 kindness shown to us as cxpr«
Babe
Rhodes
.............
tunity to become familiar with the af- late would be left to hold the bag1.90
Transients
...............
.35
W. C. Page
2.80
Mrs. Edna Dewey
........
3.70
Cecil Bagley
.......
fairs of the local utility and could while the people who put the scheme
1.65
Roscoe- Cannon
1.00 words, deeds and floral
Mrs. Maude Troope
.......
.
4.35
Celia
Butcher
.......
"
"
]
'
.
.give a business administration of its over would have cleaned up and "flew
6.08
Mrs. W. S. Foster
Mrs. Hattie Wiese and I
'5.89
Ira Vail
.................
2L15
Lee
Berry
..............
6.63
Orville Grinstead
|affairs unhampered by the whims of de coop."—The Pathfinder.
Mrs. Graybill
............
1^70
22.95
George Cavanaueh .
2.70 Steinke & Butler, clothing:
John Heck and son, Clyde, i
|local politics. As we see it, there is
Mrs. Millie Roughten . . . .
11.65
A. E. Clark . . .
" " 12.10
John Johnson
1.80 IMeper were Des Moines visitors'
Mr. Stornier
.............
2.65
|every reason why the voters of Anita
HEAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
D. W. Dean ..... '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
6.10
Wm.
Peiken
Bull Creek Grocery, groceries
2.30 Friday.
Jim Johnson .
•should adopt the commission form of
8.03 Bill Smith, hauling wood, to:
to:
J. T. Lewis ...... '.','.'.'.'.'.'
T. T. Saunders to Frank Choate and
13.76
Icontrol of their utility at the special
Pearl Keffer
John Johnson
.....
15 75
3.50
John Morgan
5.45 Sauer & Dahlberg, meat to:
Mrs. Fred Dennison is >
^election on Friday. Every voter should wf, wd, Its 7 and 8 blk 1 H L Brown
Ella Swolley
............
12^05
Harold Stillian . .". ......
2.90
94 families
home in South Anita with
Stanley Agnew
..........
17.67
86,90
study this question fully as it is an add Anita w 128^4 ft of n 181% ft
Rex Stillian
..........
2.90 Sanitary Meat Market, meat
Art Roll
................
g'25
jjiwi/portant thing. Every citizen de- of It 14 2nd add Massena, $1.
Maude Walton
trouble.
12.10
to:
Harry Paulsen
...........
23!55
Frank Coffelt ...... '.'.'.'.'.'
Isires to see it handled in the most ef.85
40
families
M.
M.
Burkhart,
groceries
to:
21.55
Earl Jacobs
.........
G. C. Noblitt, wife and children
Faye Plowman, who recently"
5.23
Ificient manner possible, and we beCounty Farm
Mrs. W. G. Ruggles ...... 10.77
1.35
Al Koontz
.......
spent
Saturday
and
Sunday
visiting
.80
to
Casey, was a business calle'
W.
W.
Brown,
groceries
to:
Tyler
Brothers,
2
barrels'to
Jlieve that the commission plan is the
Henry Miller . .
5.95
with relatives and friends in St. JosCounty Farm ...
Wm. H. Dean
...........
\ 5g J. W. Reeves ...... '.'.'.'.'.'.
I answer.
2.00
city
Friday.
8.85 M. 0. Trailer, milk to:
eph, Missouri.
Tom Winterstein ...... '.'.'.
4^3
A. Silvey ....
8.25
Otis Gustin
.............
'
5*57
R. D. Reeves
1.68
Mrs. J. B. Smith and son,
W. G. Taylor . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' .
HAWARDEN DOESN'T LIKE
9.25
C. M. Robbins
............
24 78 Farmers
Matt Voggesser
'.'.'.',
Say, isn't it about time you were
11.12 rented a residence property «J
Co-Operative
Grain
THIS HOT MONEY.
Sadie Colson
...........
g Q^
Kunz Grain Company, coal to:
Company, coal to:
beginning to think about moving that Mrs. M. C. iCardio, rent for
Alf Steinmetz
49.10 moving there last week from'
Peter Eksman
.........
pile of winter's accumulation of ashes,
13.90 R. Lorenzen, butchering for
Red Cross supply room ---- 50.00 Fullerton Lumber Company,
near Serea, Mrs. Smith, "
Many people have read about the trash and other rubbish?
Atlantic Hospital Corporation
County Farm
4,67
been ill for'several weeks a
[Hawarden scrip plan and commented
to:
'
Lewis Cash Store, groceries
W.°G. Clayton
.......
the care of a nurse, was
f on its success- The people of that
9.40
i
Meta Christensen
........
60 25
to:
Nearly every day the people have
Oren Hoyt
..........
Louie Strong
...........
15 50
8.40
I
county elected Zylstra, the originator an opportunity to learn the same old
Joe
Walker
Doc. Lee
...........
.....
3.74 Adair in an ambulance.
4.95 J Frank Wells
Holshuh Baby
........
/
28 50 Mrs. Daugherty . .
of the Hawarden scrip, to the Iowa lesson, that it pays 365 days in the
........
.20
Mrs. Cuma Stormer
999*,
fi.85
,' Mrs. Roughton
Mrs. Augusta Anderson
Mrs. Tracy
.........
.....
legislature and he sold the idea to the year to patronize home merchants,
4.88
Martha McCue ....... '.'.'.'.
35 35 R. D. Finnell, groceries to • '
4.50 ; Babe Rhodes
j.
3.97 resident of the Adair vu
General Assembly and plans are now in preference to traveling fakes and
Nels Hansen
.........
13 85
Walter Stormer
.,,'
Gene McMullen
4.53 last Thursday morning "'
being made to permit counties to is- fakirs.
Mrs. Minnie Moore . '." "
Gl 00
Mrs. Maude Troupe
5k«'
F
L.
Gaylord,
repairs'
'
at
2.77
sue scrip.
Mrs. A. W. Sidebottom . . .' 7o'50
northwest of that town_ «n*
John
Rector
.'
".'
County Farm .
1
11.36
' '
-Merton Seymour . . . .
60 25
21.88
Win. Sweets
Here is a story taken from the Ha.90 been HLJfor two weeks, w *1»?
Members of American Legion Post
Delphia Stitt . . . .
""
7'nn
Joe Walker
.'..'.'.'
warden Independent which indicates No. 408 of Griswold will entertain
5.18 in Germany in 1837, «"'""
Mrs. Hilma Paulsen . .
60 25
Mrs. Roughton
County Farm . .
2.78 United Statesfifty-fi^x^
that thre is a question of the success members of the various Legion posts
George Wood bury .
'
RQQQ
11.05 ( J. H. Marshall & Son, to:
Gregersen Drug Store to' '
116
of the plan:
Mrs
R
u
t
h
Dishong
.
.
'
.
'
.
'
.
'
.
28.25
Harry Paulsen
of the county at their hall on ThursCounty Farm .
.76 is survived by two s^
Harley Luke . . . .
RQ KA
8.70 j John Johnson
Senator Roelofs and Representative day evening of this week. Harry JorHarry
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News Review of Current
Events the World Over
President's Farm Relief Bill Passes the House; Lahor
Unions Oppose Unemployment Relief Bill;
Puhlic Works Next on Program.
*T*HB President's form relief bill to the federal grand Jury at once with
A passed the house wltli both Demo- a view to an early trial.
crats and Republicans voting for and
against it. During the hours of ora- 'TTV7B passage of the economy bin
•*• puts the question of gweraaKfflt
tory, confined almost
exclusively to expla- economies squarely up to the Presination on the part of dent That law and the one paswd by
members as to why the last congress putting into Ms*
they would tote for or hands of the President the r«w$Mifia»against the bill, many tlon of government deparCBteots «a*a
Interesting statements bureaus, give to the Pwsidiecit <a5rt*torial powers over gs>veraiasffit exwere made.
"In ordinary times penditures for salaries op to flw JWDI
1 wouldn't support a of a 15 per cent redaction, tib* BTIE>measure of this kind," ber of departments and bozwss m>3
was the statement of the employees needed to opera!* tt*«a.
T 5
..
, .
Chairman Jones of and the amounts to be paid » * '
Marvin Jones tfae agricuUure com- erana, and to what reter-sms.
It is expected that sach ructions
mittee after a ballot had prohibited
amendments. "But we are at war. as are made in the salaries of governAnd while this war is on I'm going to ment departments will be affective
follow the man at the other end of April 1, but the savings made in the
the avenue who has the flag In his payments to veterans cannot, under
band. I don't think this bill can make the law, be effective until July 1. For
things any worse. God knows we all the next fiscal year, beginning July
1, It Is predicted the economies effecthope It will make things better."
"This Is a child of the jig-saw puzzle ed by the President will amount to a
•ge," said Representative Clarke of total of $508,652,000, divided as folNew York, the agriculture committee's lows :
ranking Republican. "Butfilledwith 1. Elimination of nonservlce
horrors and helllshness as It Is I'm
connected disability allowances to World war
going to follow the President."
veterans
Representative Hope (Rep., Kan.) J. Reduction In pay of gov- $201.052,000
•aid he could not support It "You are
ernment employees.... 125,000,000
putting Into the hands of one man con- I. Reduction of S p a n i s h Amerlcan war pensions. 95,000,000
trol of the lives of 30,000,000 people
of uniform
who live on farms," he said. "If you 4. Establishment
schedules for disability
iwrte for this bill, you're simply voting
payments to veterans.. 40,000,000
5. Limitation on retroactive
(or a bigger and better farm board."
payments
25,000,000
In the senate the bill will not have t. Miscellaneous
22,000,000
•neb. clear sailing as It had In the
boose, and It Is expected It will pass
Total
}508,652,ODO
Only after being amended to take out
The
plan
for
the
reorganization
and
of it provisions many members of both
consolidation
of
government
departthe senate and house object to. It Is
not Bafe to predict what the bill will ments and bureaus has not yet been
provide for by the time It gets back announced, but there will undoubtedto the White House for the President's ly be an additional saving of from
$300,000,000 to half a billion dollars
denature.
effected In that way.
The entire matter of economies In
/niONORESS now has before It the the administrative end of the governVJ final two, of three, steps In the ment Is now In the hands of the PresPresident's unemployment relief pro- ident.
gram. The first of these provides for
the Immediate enrollment of workers
to the extent of approximately 250,000 TN RESPONSE to complaints by
ifor concentration In government es- *• American Jews of the persecution
tablished camps, the men to be em- and excesses committed against their
ployed In flood control, prevention ol co-rellgionlsts by the, Hitlerites In Germ a n y Secretary of
•oil erosion, building of roads In govState C o r d e l l Hull
ernment forest reserves, In forestry
asked the embassy In
*nd In any other work which the PresBerlin to make a comident may direct
plete report on the
The men congregated In these camps
situation.
are to be provided with housing, food,
This action was takclothing, medical attendance, and to be
en as a result of the
paid a cash wage of not more than $1
representations made
jper day. In the case of men with famto the State departilies a portion of the cash wage is to be
ment by a delegation
•Hotted for the support of the families.
from the American
The recruiting of this "civilian conservation force" Is to be on the basis Cordell Hull Jewish congress, headed by Rabbi Stephen
of the number of unemployed In the
different states In so far as that Is S. Wise of New York.
The department Issued the followpossible.
The expense, for the present at least, ing statement:
"Following the visit of Rabbi Wise
Is to be met, by diverting from the
treasury unexpended balances of ap- the department has Informed the
propriations made by previous sessions American embassy In Berlin of the
of congress for other purposes. It is press reports of mistreatment of Jews
•aid that about $40,000,000 Is avail- In Germany.
"The department also Informed the
able through such a source, and It is
expected this sum will maintain this embassy of the deep concern these reports are causing in this country.
plan for ab6ut~te'iKweeks.
"The department has Instructed the
There IB. much opposition to this
proposed law on the part of labor embassy to make. In collaboration with
unions because of the low wage of $1 the consuls, a complete report on the
per day. Representative Connery, situation,"
{Democratic chairman of the house labor committee, refused to Introduce TJEBR of 8.2 per cent by weight and
the bill because of the labor union •t* 4 per cent by volume alcoholic
content will be on sale legally in 14
opposition.
The second step Is an appropria- states on April 7. The house of reption through which further grants for resentatives refused to accept the
unemployment relief may be made to senate amendment providing for 8.05
per cent, and the conference committhe states.
The third step, which the President tee decided to accept the house persubmit Jater, "extends to a broad centage; the committee also killed the
public works labor creating program," Borah amendment providing that the
including the operation of Muscle beverage could not be sold to children
Bhoals, the development of other pow- under sixteen years of age.
or projects, vast reforestation plans,
As soon as the new law becomes opand a public building program In- erative and beer Is actually on sale
volving the expenditure of $250,000,- the <Mrys" plan to bring a test case
000. The cost of carrying out the to be rushed through to the Supreme
"three steps" will be about two bil- court for the purpose of determining
lion dollars, and It Is expected the the constitutionality of the law, and
President will propose to cover half they believe the court will find that
of that amount with a bond Issue.
3.2 beer is intoxicating and that the
law Is unconstitutional.
It was to minimize this possibility
Hi MITCHELL, former
VJ chairman of the National (3ty that the senate reduced the alcoholic
bank of New York, was arrested at content to conform with a finding of
fcls home charged with willfully evad- a British commission which had deing payment of an Incided the highest alcoholic content poscome tax of $857,152
sible In a non-intoxicating beverage
would be 3.05.
for the year 1929. He
wa> released on bond.
Under the new law the sale of the
The w a r r a n t was
beverage will be regulated by states,
based on an affidavit
counties or municipalities as was true
and c o m p l a i n t by
before the days of prohibition. There
Thomas E. Dewey,
Is nothing In the law to prohibit the
chief assistant Unitsale in saloons In states or counties or
Ad States attorney,
municipalities where saloons may be
Which charged that
wanted, and where such method of
the financier attemptsale may be authorized.
ed to evade the tax
Hom
The sale of beer has been legalized
doe on an Income of
«r 8.
In only 14 states effective on April 7
Cumr
$2,823,406.83 In 1929.
"">0»
The prohibition laws have been re^
Th« return filed by Mr. Mitchell for pealed In five other Btates, but the
3919 showed a purported loss of $48,- repeal In these states does not become
000, which, of course, resulted la big effective until after April 7, and In
pajrliqc jpto tax for that year.
one state not until July 1. The other
In Washington, It was reported, At- 29 states are dry either because of
torney General Homer Cummlngs bad legislation enacted after the adoption
conferred with President Roosevelt, of the Eighteenth amendment, or were
and that Mr. Roosevelt "fully ap- dry previous to that enactment. Some
proved of tb* action."
of these states will possibly repea,
The Washington antborttie* have di- their dry laws before the present »e»rected Mr. Uodalle to preoent the caw alon of itaU legislature* adjourn.
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by the people Is
dead In Germany. The reichstag
has abdicated in favor of a dictatorship by the Hitler government, which
means that Adolph
Hitler, former Austrian painter, Is In supreme power. The
session of the reichstag at which this momentous decision was
ratified, was attended
by all the pomp and
circumstance of monarchlal days. The
former crown prince
..^, ^ ._.:..
«>nli oOier members of
Adolph Hitler tnftHonenzo ii e rn family were saluted with all the formality
of the pre-war court.
Ton Hindenburg In his address
lains the session of the reichstag
jwled an appeal to the people "for a
national rebirth of the soul for the
of a unified, free and proud Germany."
Hitler, standing before a golden
reading desk, responded. He appealed
fw foreign amity. He rejected the
charge of German war guilt as a He,
and asserted that neither the former
taiser nor the government desired the
conflict He promised to restore "true
unity to all Germany, all states, all
professions and classes.
We want to be sincere friends to
the world at large," the chancellor
said, "and to possess a real peace
which will help heal the wounds from
which we are suffering. For years
heavy burdens have pressed upon our
people. After a period of proud revival, poverty and distress have visited
us once more.
"Millions of Germans seek their
dally bread In vain. Our economy 1>
desolated, our finances shattered. For
2,000 years this faith has clung to onr
people; ever against our ascent cornea
our fall. The German—victim of inner disintegration, disunited In spirit,
and divided In will and thus helpless
in action—becomes powerless to maintain his own existence."
The new order of things awoke Germany to a pitch ol enthusiasm not
witnessed in many years. Bonfires
flared and torchlight processions were
held in every city and village. Eighty
thousand cheering persons paraded in
Berlin.

T

O ASSURE an era of world peace
the general lines of a solid European front in the form of a pact
by the .four chief powers were evolved
at a conference in
Rome between Prime
Minister MacDonald
of Great Britain, and
his foreign secretary
Sir John Simon, and
Premier Mussolini of
Italy. The project,
which calls for the
collaboration of Great
Britain, France, Germany and Italy, Is described as founded on
Mussolini
the spirit of the Kellogg pact and as an international
agreement to outlaw war.
The plan was put forth by Mussolini, according to the following official communique:
"After a full and exhaustive exchange of Ideas of the general situation the ministers examined In these
conversations a plan put forward by
the head of the Italian governmenl
for an understanding on larger political questions, with the object of securing collaboration of the four western powers In an effort to promote. In
the spirit of the Kellogg pact and a
'no force' declaration, a long period
of peace for Europe and the world.
The solid front of the four powers,
It Is implied, would be for collaboration In European affairs, but such an
understanding would also promote a
more unified action In dealing with
other International problems confronting Europe.
The collaborative agreement, It Is
Inferred, Is to be complementary to
MacDonald's plan for disarmament
Premier Daladler of France declared
that before France can accept the
scheme Important modifications most
be made. He said France would accept the plan In principle. Among the
modifications the premier had in mind
was one that Poland and the little entente (Rumania, Czechoslovakia, and
Jugo-Slavla) be Included In the agreement as equals.
The hopes of Europe to enmesh the
United States In the plan to keep
peace on the continent were revealed
by Premier MacDonald. He said that
the "moral support" of America U
"ardently desired."
"We are thinking as Europeans,"
he said, "but we feel that there are
many open ears in Washington and
throughout the United States listening
to what It being said In Europe about
disarmament and peace.
"I am sure that many of these
people would gladly spring to our assistance In what we are trying to do
In a peaceful spirit, consistent with
American policies."

HB flood In the Ohio river valley
Thas
taken at least ten lives and
caused millions of dollar*' worth of
property damage. The Red Crosa la
caring for thousands of refugees
forced from their homes by the flood
waters. Their Buffering was Intensified by a return of winter. New
Richmond, Ohio, to one of the hardeat
hit of the flooded towns. There were
only five bulldinga in the town of
1,500 left dry and every road leading
from the town but one wa* impassable.
On the Kentucky shore acroM from
Cincinnati water crept across the
river flats to leave some 8,000 homeless and Isolate their towns of New.
port, Bellevue, Dayton, Fort Thomas
and Southgate from Covington.
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FROM OUR OLD FILES

SUITS

ITEMS OF mm

For Graduation

$12.95

Dark Oxford,
Blues,
Greys

With Either 2O or 22 Inch Pant Bottoms

Roe

Co.

Selling For CASH and Selling For Less

Hico Red Anti-Knock
gas
8c plus
Quality Kerosene—8c
Red Tractor Fuel, no
tax
7'/2c
Quality oils and greases
at prices you can afford to pay.
Please make your truck
delivery 50 gallons or
over. Prices are cash
on delivery.

Washington News Letter.

AN ACT.

YEARS AGO

April 2, 1903.
This is the week of vacation in the
Anita public schools.
A number of new telephones have
been put in farmer's homes along the
Musson line to Berea.
Mrs. S. W. Clark has gone to Vandalia, Missouri, to see a sister who
is dangerously ill with pneumonia.
Miss Laura Row has been engaged
to teach the spring term of school
in district No. 2, Lincoln township.
The report is that the Tom Smith
farm over in Adair county which recently brought $60.00 per acre, has
just been sold by R. E. King for
§80.00.
C. H. Brown resigned his position with the Citizens Bank last week,
and for the neJtt few weeks will look
after business interests in the vicinity of Massena.
That Anita is a go-ahead and upto-date town, we have only to state
that at the present time there is not
a vacant house to be had, and every
business house is occupied.
G. B. McLennan has sold his northwest forty acres across the road
from his residence to L. G. Butcher,
who will move the old "Grove House"
out there and fit it up for a dwelling.
Miss Florence Joy, who has been
spending a short vacation with her
parents in Lincoln township, returned
to DCS Homes Tuesday, where she
will continue her studies at Drake
University.
The earnest and hearty congratulations of their many friends will be
extended to Chas. S. Baker, son of
Hon. and 'Mrs. M. N. Baker, and Miss
Ena Call, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
J. -R. Call, who were united in the
holy bonds of matrimony at the M. E.
parsonage in this city on Wednesday
of last week, Rev. J. F. Davis officiating. (Mir. and Mrs. Baker are already
at home on their farm north of the
city.

~™^^""1^B^^

Specials For Thursv Fri., Sat,
Omar Flour
BUTTER
lb
!_N
Butternut
COFFEE
perlb.
Itok
Karo Syrup GaLcwi
49i

~~m

FIDELITY PANCAKE FLOIIR^ ^5c bagTT~
CORN FLAKES large package, 2 for
PEANUT BUTTER, quart jar
PALMOLIVE SOAP, 3 bars . ..
DRIED PEAQBffiS, fancy Muir, 2-lbs.
DRIED 'APRICOTS, fancy California, 2-lbs
DATES, fresh bulk, 2-lbs. .............
BANANAS, firm ripe fruit, '3-lbs. .......
FRESH TOMATOES, 15e lb., 2-lbs.
FRESH CARROTS, large bunches, 2 for . . . . " '
DWARFIES, large package .............
Jij|
OATMEAL, Quaker Buckeye, 5-lbs.
SEEDS, 5c packets, 3 for
ONION- SETS, all kino!s, per pound ..
I]
PEACHES, No. 10 "gallon" cans ..,...-...!!! jfcj
Special prices on "gal." cans Strawberries, Logaal
berries, Red Cherries, Royal Anne Cherrisl
Blackberries, Pears, Apricots, Prunes, Appkl
Sliced Pineapple and Crushed Pineapple.

TO AMEND CHAPTER SIXTY(From Congressman Otha D. Wearin]
SEVEN (67), CODE 1931, REThe state banking bill, or the
LATING TO MILEAGE AND
measure to provide for direct loans by
TRAVELLING EXPENSE CLAIMS
Federal reserve banks to state banks
OF PEACE OFFICERS.
and trust companies in certain cases BE FT ENACTED BY THE GENERthat passed both Houses of Congress
AL ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE
last week seems to have met a long
OF IOWA:
felt need if one can judge from the
SECTION 1. That Chapter sixtyresponse thereto. It indicated thai seven (67), Code 1931, be amended by
the administration is anxious to dea adding the following section:
with the entire banking situation thai
SECTION 1225-el. The Board of
has undoubtedly been a factor in the Supervisors shall not approve any
continued agricultural depression.
claim for mileage or other travelling
On Tuesday of this week the House expenses presented by any peace ofbegan consideration of the farm bil ficer including the sheriff and his
under a special rule that limited de- deputies and municipal court bailiffs
bate to four hours the first day (ex- and deputy bailiffs, unless the destintended one hour and thirty minutes ations, and number of miles covered *•
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
+
on Tuesday) and prevented the intro- in each trip are given, or, in the case 4 4 - 4 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 ' 4 - 4 - 4 ' 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - f Leaders, Miss Gretchen Budd and Miss sunrise service to which the _
Anita, Iowa
duction of amendments. It is gen- of extended trips, unless railroad, hois invited. Make the resurrectta!
"Unreality" will be the subject of Isabella Biggs.
erally known now that the measure tel, and other travelling expenses ex- the Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
Closing assembly of all groups a of Our Lord one to be remembi
passed with a considerable majority cepting 'nveals are verified by receipts. Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, April 2. 8:00 o'clock.
and an understanding that it will
Reading, "Mansions," by Miss Wil + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 ^
SECTION 2. This act being deemed
The Golden Text is from Jeremiah
LEGION AUXILIARY NOTES.
come back from the Senate in differ- of immediate importance shall be in 2:5, "Thus saith the Lord, What iniq- ma Raynor.
4>
LINCOLN CENTER
ent
form
after
that
body
debates
it.
Address,
"The
Pilgrim
Religion,'
+
COMMUNITY
CHURCH
full
force
and
effect
after
its
passage
uity have your fathers found in me,
The American Legion Auxiliary met
Ebrjm Andrews, Pastor.
The matter of raising farm prices and publication in The Anita Tribune, and have walked after vanity, and are Rev. G. B. Wilder of Red Oak, Iowa. 4Friday evening at the I. 0. O. F. hal
You should hear this message by Rev 4 4- + + +• +• + + + + > + *f <
with Mrs. Leah Mehlmann, 1st. viceis what Congres is interested in do- a newspaper published at Anita, become vain?"
Church services at 10:00 a.i|
president, presiding, as the president ing; in fact it is what must be done Iowa, and in The Garner Leader, a
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo- Wilder.
Postlude, by the junior band.
Sunday. School at 11:00 a. i
Mrs. Kathryn DeCamp, was absent on in order to prevent wholesale failure newspaper published at Garner, Iowa. tations from the Bible and from the
of farmers. There is still some quesThe Institute program last Sunday Mrs. Everett Luman as Sup
Geo. E. Miller,
account of illness.
Christian Science textbook, "Science
Speaker of the House.
The secretary was instructed to tion on Capitol Hill as to whether or
and Health with Key to the Scrip- evening was ably presented to a large ent.
and appreciative audience. Only two
Ladies aid meets this weekitf
N. G. Kraschel,
send $1.00 to our non-compensatec not that can be done better by retures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
ducing the production of things of
veteran.
President of the Senate.
One of the Bible citations reads: more Institute programs will be given church all day. From all rego*!
I hereby certify that this Bill ori- "Rest in the Lord, and wait patiently this season. If you have not attendee hear the dinner is a real bask
The Auxiliary will sponsor a "Pint value or by opening trade channels
and Pound Shower" from March 25 in such a way that food will start on ginated in the House and is known for him: fret not thyself because of these inspiring programs, you have ner and it costs only a dime.
to April 1. The shower will be in its trail to hungry stomachs where as House File No. 28, 45th. G. A.
him who prospereth in his way be- missed much. Plan to attend the two want a real good dinner, bri
charge of Mrs. Elva Steinmetz, com- it belongs.
Lloyd Ellis,
cause of the man who bringeth wicked remaining ones. Come with your family, and come.
The other proposed emergency promunity service chairman. Anyone
!We are looking for you ooti
Chief Clerk of the House. devices to pass. For evildoers shall friends next Sunday.
Notice—Beginning next Sunday, Lord's day. Don't disappoint us, f
wishing to donate articles for the wel gram involves farm mortgage relief Approved March 22, 1933.
be ctft off: but those that wait upon
fore work will please leave them at in the form of refinancing at a much
Clyde L. Herring,
the Lord, they shall inherit the earth. this church will promote a Churcl
lower rate of interest than is now
Hartley's Produce or the post office.
Governor.
For yet a little while, and the wicked Crucible program for the purpose oi 4-4- 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4- 4 4-f •
M. E. CHURCH NOTES
Our Americanism contest will soon common to such obligations. The latshall not be: yea, thou shalt diligent- gathering gold andjalver, for which 4ter suggestion is meeting with apO. G. Shepherd, wife and children ly consider his place, and it shall not the crucible service ^organization will 4be started.
Monroe J. Rariek, Ptstor.
Articles worth $1.00 were sent to proval and may be considered before of Oakland were Sunday visitors in be" (Psalms 37:7, 9-10).
pay the church cash. Thousands oJ 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4- 4 4 444*4
the Veterans hospital at Knoxville, to the final deliberations on the Domes- the city at the home of her parents,
Sunday School at 10:00 t.»]
churches have realized handsome sums
Among
the
selections
from
the
be used as prizes at the March carni- tic Allotment plan that incorporates L. B. Trumbull and wife.
C.
H. Johnson, General Supt
on
such
projects.
The
money
will
go
Christian Science textbook is the folthe Smith cotton bill.
val.
Morning worship at 11.00 o'c1
lowing: "Evil is a negation, because to the church. May we depend on
There will be a county meeting of
A Roosevelt farm relief bill will
it is the absence of truth. It is noth- your 100 per cent cooperation. Further the Masonic Temple.
the Legion and Auxiliary at Griswold pass both houses of Congress and be
ing, because it is the absence of some- notice will be given from the pulpit
THE EDITOR ANSWERED
on March 30. There will be election signed in the very near future. It is
thing. It is unreal, because it presup- next Sunday. Plan to be present.
of county committeewoman and every believed in some democratic circles
The senior ladies aid will meet
Buy fresh tested bulk garden seed. poses the absence of God, the omnipoA subscriber wrote an editor I
member is urged to attend.
that the bill should not involve fea- Malone's, Atlantic.
it
tent and omnipresent, Every mortal Thursday at the home of Mrs. Chas. lows: ^Mister Editor: You thiik|
Lunch was served by the commit- tures permitting the government to
must learn that there is neither power Campbell with a 12:00 o'clock lunch have an answer for ever;
tee.
continue as a competitor in produce
FOR SALE:—Red clover, sweet nor reality in evil" (p, 186).
for the public. Plan to eat with us
swer these trifling question* j
markets. If it is decided that the clover and timothy seed, all recleaned.
Thursday.
THERE ARE HONEST
oblige: How long is a piece of*'
limiting of production is the only pos- Phone 4 R 36. A. L. Harris.
2tp
44 + + + 44 + 4 4 . ^ , . + + .J,
of ice
PEOPLE IN THE WORLD sible emergency program it can, of
> + 4- + + + + + + 4 4 4 4 < 4 4 How much does a piece
'
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4
FOR SALE—Tally eards, 10 for 6c.
"Why
do
they
call
it
a
new
course, supervise such processes with4
CHRISTIAN
CHURCH
NOTES
+
Tribune
office,
Anita.
jf
»
E. L. Anderson, Pastor.
4
A few days ago a salesman was out becoming a broker.
f +++++44444++++^
Hwyn AndrewB, Pastor.
+ What makes water wet?
calling on the farmers in the vicinThe passage of the D. C. beer bill
qntekt—Albert"
4
4
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
4
+
4
+
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LOST
OR
STRAYED:—Dark
grey
ity of Little Rock, Iowa. One of his on Thursday completed the program
(The Church With a Heart and
And the editor replied to'
police
dog.
Reward.
Notify
Carl
Bible School at 10:00 a, m. C W
customers tendered him what he sup- of legislation pertaining to the Vol•«• Open Mind.)
follows: "Twice the distance
Kaminkv,
Rt.
2A,
Anita,
Iowa.
Up
Zastrow,
Superintendent
posed was a ten dollar bill. The sales- stead Act until such time as the peoChurch School at iO:00 a. m. A
Communion Service at 11:00 a. m. middle to the end. Half as i
man took the bill and went his way. ple indicate their wishes in the matter
Sweet clover from $2.10 to $2.50 training school for Christian living,
you think it does. Because 1
That night he found in going over the of the retention of the 18th amend- per bushel. Malone's, Atlantic. It
with classes for all ages. Mrs. Lydia Christian Endeavor at 8:30 p. m.
torn every month who neverj
Evening services at 7:30 o'clock.
day's business that the farmer who ment. Contrary to opinion in some
Brown, Superintendent.
before.
Two parts of hy*"*
Ladies aid meets at the home of
FOR SALE:—Medium red clover
handed him the money gave him a quarters Congress has not confined itMorning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
one part of oxygen.—Exchs
$100 bill instead of a $10 bill. The self to such legislation but has already seed. Phone 151 R 35. Ralph A. Special appropriate music. Sermon Mrs. J. p. Christensen on Thursday
.
salesman went back and returned the delivered to the country a construc- Cochran.
Come to any or all of the services.
subject, "What Shall I Do With Je^
.
^
^
Sheriff.A. Odem and Depn*j|
sus?"
money to the man, who was as much tive program that should contribute
iney are for you and your best interP. P. Edwards of Atlantic
Repairs
for
any
make
STOVE^'or
astonished as was the salesman. Just to general agricultural and industrial
You should attend every service and ests. You are always assured of a iness callers in the city
FURNACE.
When in need of
another depression story.
welcome and will be treated with the
church
activity during Lent.
mprovement.
SPOUTING or TIN WORK, see Johnday.
utmost Christian courtesy.
son's
Plumbing
Shop.
Phone
No.
Claire Johnston, wife and sons,
We believe in Christ as God's eon
Mrs. Flavia Hook, well known and
o'clock, communion service will
On Sunday Mr. and Mr&|
'
tf
Merle and Wayne, and Paul Johnston, !ong time resident of Anita, suffered
be observed. Admission of new mem- and the Saviour of the world. No Walker entertained at th
all from Menlo, spent Sunday with i severe heart attack early last SatWe have the seed and we have the bers into our fellowship and baptism Person can live without Him. We can- north of Anita, having as i
their parents and grandparents, Earl urday morning, but at this time seems price. Malone's, Atlantic.
it
will be the order of the morning sc? not bear to live without Him and we and Mrs. Levi Walker, M
Johnston and wife.
to be getting along very nicely.
vice together with an Easter message" cannot bear to; think of others living George Graham, and Mr.
FOR RENT:—Residence property An Easter cantata will be presented without Him.
N
Charley Graham and dauga
where Ed. Carlton and family have by the cho.r in the evening. All wish
We are going to have an Easter Marie.
been living. Good house, garage and
mg to unite with the church or
rarden s P ot - Enquire at this office.
children to be baptized will pl(
FOR SALE OR TRADE:—1929 notrfy the pastor at an early date.
'hevrolet coach; 1932 Chevrolet seChurch Institute.
dan.
Open evenings and Sundays
Phone 244. 0. W. Shaffer & Son,
Anita, Iowa.
^
EVERY WEDNESDAY
RIALTO THEATRE- 7:30 O'CLOCK
E. S. HOLTON, Lawyer.
Departmental session at
Custom Hatching 2c per egg. Some room M
Practice in all courts. Opinion on
Adult Croup.
Land Titles; and Settlement of estate*
next Monday.
Addresses
a Specialty.
County Attorney

Gasoline Alley

WANT ADS

ATTENTION FARMERS

BABY

Free Show

Thursday, April 6th.

ENJOV

ROB'T. SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
PHONES: Office 20; Res. 11

DEPENDABLE ALWAYS

ANITA MILLING CO.
CHADWICK TRANSFER
g People's Group.
Topic,
Ground oata
..............
1<)c
"Should
We Lo ve Our Ene
Oats hulled ............ ........ C mies?" Address to be .upp£d
Ear corn ground
...............
Junior Group
5e
Called lor and delivered
6c per cwt
No bother. You lose no time
Let Us Do It,
Primary Group.
Topic, "The
of Jesus."

We buy Cream, Eggs and Poultry, and sell
Chicks, Starting Mash, Brooder Stoves
Feeders.
WE DO FREE CULLING

Rasmussen Hatch^1
and Produce Station
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LIBRARIES KEPT BUSY
Few of us realize how Important
the public libraries have become.
The fruit of the Increased reading,
ascribed to the depression, on toe
part of thousands of citizens who
otherwise might never have gone to
the libraries will be borne later and

In more normal times. It la one of
the great boons to masses of toe
people; and governmental, financial,
and civic leaders should take pride
In continuing their efforts to Insure
to the public those Invaluable facilities offered by the public libraries.
—Richmond (Va.) Times-Dispatch.

The quickest relief for a headache is two tablets of Bayer
Aspirin. The tablet bearing the Bayer cross dissolves
very rapidly and brings rapid relief. There is no known
medicine that works quite like Bayer Aspirin for the
awful head and face pains of neuralgia. There is nothing
with quite the same effectiveness in relieving rheumatism.
Bayer Aspirin does not depress the heart, does not
upset the stomach, does not have any il^effect. Its purity
and uniformity are tested thirty-six tunes I
Time counts when you're in pain. Stick to genuine
Bayer Aspirin!

And Bayer means Safe f

fey ELMO SCOTT WATSON
f'.TH the possible exception of Christmas, there is ;no other red letter day
in oar calendar which has associated
with It so many different symbols as
I has Easter. Back of all these symbols, of, coarse, IB the one essential
fact that Easter day is the anniversary of the resurrection of Jesus,; and
the spirit of Easter is the reassurance that there la life after death.
that the soul of man Is Immortal.
But even though Easter is a Chrisal It has Its parallels In paganism and
pllgm of Easter shows a curious mixhe Christian and the pagan. To the
; conscious of the true meaning and
[significance of Easier, It Is a matter
that many persons are seemingly
IHar with the pagan symbols, which
pme associated with Easter tncldentthey are with the true symbols of
tHowever, the association of some of
niliar Easter symbols, pagan though
havy been In origin with a Christian
as a certain Inherent Interest
ation of the egg with Easter goes
rtain beUejCs of the ancients. Egg a
I associated with the worship of Ash|.the Astarte of the Phoenicians. Isis
Ptlans, Diana of the Greeks and BojEostre, whom the Teutons worshipped
incidentally, the name Easter
some to be derived from the name
utonlc goddess, although others aswaa named for an old pagan spring
honor of the sun's new birth In the
j regarded the egg as an emblem
«tlon of things and of man's regena, too, the egg with its life germ
produce a living creature when
' the mother hen is easily associated
•Idea of the earth blossoming forth
[warm rays of the sun in the spring,
~ akin to the general idea of resurKesurrecUon of Christ occurred In
it Is easy to see how the symbols
and all revived Ufe in the sprlng;to be associated with this event In
of Christianity. The egg as a
taken over by the Hebrews as an
neir delivery from bondage and next
nriattens took It over as their symbol
trectlon,
*atloB of toe rabbit or hare with
I ..*^au<"»ln *"« ancleilt belle'
Asiatic countries that the bar*
~ the moon. The moon u tot

youn of tbe bar£
opea

«

««<» «• said

is eaaliy

bow the

rabbit, which la the symbol for the moon, came
to be an Easter symbol also.
The more Intimate association of the rabbit
and the egg is probably due to a pretty little
legend which comes from Germany. It Is as follows :
"It was a lovely day In early springtime and
Mrs. Babbit was hurrying along the woodland
path, taking some wild flowers to a sick woodchuck friend. Suddenly she came upon a, lot
of loose feathers In the path. She looked about
her and then discovered a nest full of eggs.
" 'Oh, dear me,' exclaimed Mrs. Bunny, 'a
fox must have stolen the mother chicken. And
there are her eggs, getting chilled. I'll just sit
on them to keep them warm.' So saying, she put
down her baskets and sat upon the nest
"Imagine Mrs. Babbit's surprise, when she
got up from the nest, the next morning and
found that a family of chicks had hatched from,
the eggs. 'Since their mother Is gone I presume
I shall have to take care of the poor little
things,' said the tender-hearted Mrs. Babbit.
This she did. Ever since then the rabbit has been
associated with Easter and Easter eggs."
In some parts of northern Germany the children hang eggs on treejj similar to Christmas
trees and candy favors, gifts and all sorts of
Easter novelties are placed on tbe tree around
which the children gather, and sing happy songs
on Easter morning. Peasants hi other European
countries were accustomed to hang festoons of
eggs over the chimney piece and to hand them
down as heirlooms, for they were regarded as
treasures to be kept and not as baubles to be
destroyed or thrown away.
In England, under the old ecclesiastical laws,
rent was payable in Easter eggs; games were
played with them (a fact which was probably
the forerunner of Easter "egg-rollings," such
as that observed each year on the White House
Iqwn In Washington), especially by the children
In north England, StlU another association of
the egg with Easter lay in the fact that it was
contrary to religious tenets to eat eggs during
Lent but when Easter marked the end of that
period they were the first fleshly nourishment after the fast to sanctify the body.
The custom of dyeing Easter eggs goes back
for many centuries. Peasants in the European
countries dyed them red, as a symbol of Christ's
blood, but the lords and ladles covered theirs
with nold leaf. Later more elaborate decorations wore used. Sometimes they bore cuplds
and love knots, flaming hearta and the signs
of the zodiac. Sometimes, they were halved! and
the shells hinged together. with ribbon and lined
with gilt pap« and religious picture* Among
Se Venetians It was the custom to give a friend
a Klft egg bearing the giver's portrait, and
m «nv other variations on egg decoration were
common In France, Spain and Belgium.
Half a century ago Easter- eggs were made
of porcelain, ivory, mother-of-pearl, bronw, • 1ver or gold in the form of little cases to hold

various trinkets. But the modern child, favoring
something useful as well as ornamental, prefer)
an Easter egg which he can first admire and
then eat
The lily, as a symbol of Easter, has a double
significance. It is one of the earliest spring
flowers.' It typifies the rebirth of nature after
the long winter sleep. In its dry, brown bulb
life lies dormant during the winter and then
when spring comes, this life begins to stir
First it pushes out the tender green leaves, and
then the buds appear. Finally the white blossom
comes forth in all Us glory as the perfect em
blem of resurrected life.
Its other significance Is a religious one, Its
snow-white purity being emblematic of the flawless life of Christ whose resurrection from the
tomb we commemorate on Easter day. In fact,
no other flower has a place In the religious life
and literature of the Christian world to compare to the lily. Yet its glory is not so new .as
Christianity, ancient though the beginnings of
that religion may seem to us.
The Greeks and the Bomans prized It above
all flowers and In their earlier civilizations It
had already come to symbolize purity and virtue.
It was because of tbe place lilies had won In
the popular esteem that they found place in
the early paintings of the Virgin. The angel
Gabriel was depicted carrying them In annunciation pictures and It Is because of this that the
most beautiful of these flowers, Llllum condldam, most used at Easter, Is called the madonna
Uly.
The custom of wearing new clothes at Easter
time was both pagan and Christian in origin.
Nature bedecked herself In fresh and attractive raiment and It was thought only fitting that
the people, too, should signalize the great change.
The Christian conception of "newness of life"
here and hereafter was symbolized appropriately by tbe white robes worn on the occasion of
their baptism by converts to the faith. These
robes also had reference to the garb of the
angels seen at Christ's tomb.
Daring later years the custom of donning
new clothes on Easter Sunday became such a
fixed and universal one that nonobservance was
considered not only to be a sign of eccentricity,
but also a forerunner of bad luck.
One does not commonly think of fire as an
Easter symbol, yet fires and the burning of
effigies were features of Easter celebrations In
some parts of tbe world. Bonfires were lighted
in Great Britain In the early spring to honor
the sun, while In Athens Judas was burned In
effigy on Easter Sunday. Such effigies also
were burned elsewhere and the practice continned for many years, although It Is a custom
that has not been followed for a long time and
never was universal.
Tbe custom of sending Easter cards Is on*
that has grown tremendously, particularly la
very recent years. Cards are of every style and
kind, and range from plain, Inexpensive onea to
those which represent considerable hand labor
and are costly In proportion.
Perhaps nothing associated with Easter Is a
better example of Christian adaptation of a
pagan symbol than the eating of hot cross buns
on toe Good Friday, preceding Easter.
In Egypt, where the moon goddess was believed to have horns representing toe crescent
moon, sacred cakes were offered to her, each
cake cut with horns. The Greeks adopted toe
Egyptian custom, and they also offered horned
cakes to the moon goddess on the altar where
the ox, her sacred animal, was sacrificed.
In fact, the custom of eating cross-marked
cake* In honor of toe aun or moon god, especially at the time- of the spring equinox, was
found by toe early Christian missionaries In
many parts of the world, especially Britain,
Mexico and Peru. It has been suggested that
toe crossmark on tbe cakes was Intended to
represent toe four phases of the moon, but In
toe Christian symbolism, this mark, of course,
represents the cross upon which toe Christ
died.
I
(• Vjr WwUra N*wi|Mi>«r UuUa.)

YOUNG BRIDES BAKE CAKES that beat mother's after
listening to Frances Lee Barton's baking broadcasts in the
General Foods Cooking School of the Air. 150,000 enthusiastic listeners enrolled last year and received her helpful weekly bulletins.
Tune in—Tuesdays and Thursdays—WHO DCS Moines and
WOC Davenport at 10:i5 A.M.—WOW Omaha at 11.15 A.M.

TnVBRYBODY likes PREMIUM
JL^ ELAK.ES. Everyone recognizes their high standard of quality. Theseflavor-famouscrackers
appeal to all appetites! For soup*
and salads and in-between bites,
they're the Nation's favorite;
. Baked of the best. Packed oven.
fresh. A real yitality./ooj bargain
in the big 1-pound or 2-pound
package.
NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

FREE
RECIPES

4

Printed on the package. Mor« inside*
And • whole book*
ful free if yon writ*
for "Menu Magic/'
Send name and addrew on peony post*
card foWariffflal B|jcuil Company, 449
West Htb Street.
New York City.
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GET UP NIGHTS?
,ic the BI«dd*r With
Juniper Ofy
put the imparities and excess
I cause irritation, burning and
desire. Juniper oil is pleasant
i the form of BUKETS, the
ysic, also containing btichu
Works on the bladder
i castor oil on the bowels. Get
i from any drug store. After
i if not relieved of "getting up
> back and get your money,
j bothered with backache or
caused from bladder disor|are bound to feel better after
osing and you get your reg. Bongers Bros., druggists,
ETS is a best seller.
oyster shell, 100-lbs. .75c
coffee, pound . . . . . . . .34c
each . . . . .
coffee, per mad, ....... I8e
'

Fred Knowlton and wife have rented and taken possession of the Keasey property at the corner of Fourth
and Maple Streets.
Lawrence Jewett, who with his
brother, Wayne Jewett, is engaged in
the cafe business in Audubon, spent
Sunday with relatives and friends in
Anita.
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Your Last Chance To See
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Mrs. Robert Howard was hostess
last Wednesday evening to the members of the Pinochle club at her home
on West Main Street, High scorer
for the evening was Mrs. Andy Miller,
and guests were Mrs. Carl Millard
of this city and Mrs. D,, R. Donohoe
of Walnut.

"THE PERFECT FOOL"

At her home on North Chestnut
Street last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs.
M. M. Burkhart was hostess to the
members of the Knot-a-Kare bridge
club, together with four other guests,
Mrs. E. S. Holton, Mrs. H. C. Faulkner, Mrs. Chester A. Long and Mrs.
Lester Scholl. Mrs. Scholl had the
honor of winning the high score for
the afternoon*

iij

"FOLLOW THE LEADER"

Saturday & Sunday

nbers of the C. O. Z. club
80 o'clock diner guests last
APRIL 1 & 2
Adm. lOc & 25c
ay of Mrs. Eliza Biggs- at
on East Main Street. The According to a dispatch from Cres>was spent by the ladies in ton, Union county expenditures for
the current year have been reduced
between $65,000 and $70,000. All
I Vernon has traded his resi- deputies, stenographers and road
"* acreage on East maintenance men have felt the econ, wheWhe and his family omy movement through reductions in
for tiie past forty years, wages. The total reduction in salaraunders, taking as part pay- ies so far amounts to $23,000. Other
esidence property at the cor- cuts in expenditures of the county inRex Weber and wife of Council
|Sixth and Chestnut Streets, clude a $43,000 cut in secondary road Bluffs visited in the city Sunday with
R. Gochanour and family funds, including, however the payroll her parents, 'Cole Mtusick and wife.
|n living. Mr. and Mrs. Ver- reduction. The road expense for
move to their new home in, 1932 was $121,000 and the expense for
The members of the Birthday club
Musical Concert.
vs.
/
1933 has been estimated at $78,000. were guests Monday of Mrs. Claudia
The high school orchestra and the
Brown at her home on Chestnut
combined boys and girls glee clubs
Street.
Dress Prints, per yard
ioc, 12c, 15c, 17c, I9c
have been preparing for sometime a
.Pique Dress Material, per yard
25c
Mrs. George Morgan and daughter, spring musical concert which will be
Cretones, per yard
'..'.'...'.'.'.Vsc' to'39c
given
this
Friday
evening
in
the
high
Miss Geraldine, left Friday for their
Non^Clmg Slip Cloth, per yard
25c
Children's Dresses
3gC( 49^ 59C> 98c
home at Holyoke, Colorado, after a school auditorium. The program will
.Ladies' House Dresses
sgc to $1 00
pleasant visit in the city with their be varied beginning with a concert by
Ladies' All Silk Hose
'.59C, 69c, 89c, 98c
parents and grandparents, R. C. Pratt the orchestra. The boys glee club will
Ladies and Misses Cotton and Silk Bloomers
lOc to 69c
render a male concert in the midand wife.
Ladies' Cotton and Silk Princess Slips
39c, 49c, 59c, 69c
part of the program and the combined
Leatherwear Overalls and Jackets
85c
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Forshay enter- girls glee clubs will put on the finishMen's Work and Dress Hose
iflc, 15c, 19c, 25c
tained two tables of bridge players ing touches when they give a cantata,
at their home on West Main Street "The Childhood of Hiawatha."
last Friday evening. Late in the even
Taking everything as a whole it
One lot Dress Prints, per yard
9c
ing a delicious lunch was served by should make a delightful evening for
One lot Towels, values to 25c
lOc
the hostess.
the music lovers of the community.
All ladies' Felt Hats at
'. \Z5c
It will be well worth hearing and
One lot Ruffled Curtains, per pair
49c
If you enjoy the Ed. Wynn pro- .judging from the large numbers that
Girls' Union Suits, 2 to 8 years
17c
Child's Flannel Sleepers, sizes, 2, 4, 5 and 6
.33c
grams over the radio, be sure and see have been coming out to our musical
Women's medium weight Union Suits, BOc value at
19c
his .picture, "Follow the Leader," at programs we are expecting a large
Women's Pants and Vests, fleeced, 50c value
19c
the Rialto Theatre on Saturday am number to take advantage of this
WE BUY EGGS
Sunday evenings. After seeing the opportunity. The program will begin
picture you will get more enjoymen at 8:00 o'clock. There will be a small
from his radio broadcast.
charge of lOc and 20c to help defray
the expenses of this important activMrs. Fred Boren was hostess las ity of the school. In .coming you
Friday afternoon to the members o: will not only hear something good
the Friday bridge club at her honn but will help us to continue one of
1C. T. Wambold of Stuart was visitH. L. Bell and wife were Des
on Rose Bill Avenue. Guests were our most important activities.
T ATEST available figures show that
ing with friends and looking after Moines visitors last Thursday.
Mrs.
Ralph
Forshay,
Mrs.
H.
C.
Faulk*-',the average American family pays
Basketball Games Are Over.
business matters in the city one day
ner, Mrs. C. E. Harry and Mrs. Carl
The class basketball games are now last week.
only 9 cents a day for electric service.
A meeting of Columbia Chapter,
Miller. Mrs. Harry won the high over but they created a great deal of
No.
127, O. E. S., was held at the MaThese same American families pay an
score for the afternoon.
fun for both those who played and the
Road and bridge material contracts sonic Temple Monday evening.
' average of over $1.50 a day for the
totaling $10,000 were let last Friday
The members of the O. D. 0. club spectators as well.
purchase and upkeep of automobiles;
On Tuesday evening the two losing by the Adair county board of superG. M. DeCamp and wife were in
and seveial friends took well filled
26c a day for tobacco; 9c for cosmetDes Moines Monday to consult a specbaskets and spent Sunday at the home girls teams played each other and visors.
ialist about about the health and conics. Surely on a basis of comparative
of Marinus Jensen, north of the city, the Jqniors showed there superiority
Last Thursday Mr. and Mrs. Hen- dition of 'Mrs. DeCamp. Mrs. DeCamp
the occasion being in honor of Mr. over the freshman by a 21 to 12 score.
value, 9c a day for electricity is very
Jensen's birthday. The day was spent The senior girls won the girls tour- ry Kuehn entertained the members of has not been feeling very well for
reasonable. Remember too that this
the Jolly Dozen club at their home several weeks.
socially. Those present were Lou ney by substantial margins.
northeast of the city. A noon day
small sum buys comfort and convenOn
Wednesday
evening
the
senior
Pieper and family, Fred Wohlleber
dinner was enjoyed.
boys
defeated
the
freshman
handily
A. Marcus, wife and two daughters,
ience; not for one person, but the enand family, Mrs. Mary Rydl and by a 38 to 10 score and on 'Friday evBeverly and Darlene, of Omaha, Nedaughters, Harold Nelson and family,
tire family.
A baby girl was born on Tuesday, braska, spent Sunday in the city with
ening the junior boys defeated the
John Heck and family, Andrew Jacob- sophomores
33 to 15. The junior March 21, to Mr. and Mrs. Glen her sister, Mrs. Henry Maduff and)
sen and family, Joe Morgan and wife, boys went through the round robin Newton of Nevada, Iowa. She has
family. Mrs. H. Saltzman of Council
Milt and Andrew Smith, and Verril
undefeated which gave them been named Janet Sue. The child is Bluffs, mother of Mrs. Maduff, accomWilliams of Casey and IMSss Kathryn tourney
clear title to the honors. It also a granddaughter of Postmaster and panied them here for the day.
Sherman of Exira.
shows that there should be some very Mrs. Ed. L. Newton.
»ood basketball 'material for next year
An all day meeting of the ladies
which is gratifying.
aid
society of Lincoln Center was held
Better Shoes For Less
IOWA COMPANY — OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWANS
Conference Teams Selected.
last Thursday at the home of Mrs.
NOTHING — $2.98 — OVER
On last Saturday evening, repre- Will McCrory. A covered dish dinsentatives of the various schools in ner was enjoyed at noon. Mpst of the
the Nishna Valley Athletic Confer- day was spent by the ladies in quiltAtlantic
snce met at the Whitney Hotel in At- ing.
antic to conduct the usual business
of the association. Cumberland was IF YOU SMOKE TOO MUCH
presented with basketball trophies in
WATCH YOUR STOMACH
x>th the girls and boys divisions. All
For quick relief from indigestion
teams were selected as fol- and upset stomach due to excessive
Another discount allowed conference
ows:
try Dr. Emil's Adla TabSAVE MONEY
rural and residence tele- Girls First Team — forwards: Latti- smoking
lets. Don't stop smoking, just use
meri.iCumberlandi&£unze,
Lewis;
cenphone subscribers.
Economy Shoe Co.
Adla Tablets. • Bongers Bros., Drugirr Farstrup, Exira; side center: gists.
3
For the three months of oughlin, Cumberland;
guards:
April, May and June, anoth- 'larke, Cumberland; Dorothy Persels,
er extra discount of 75c will Cumberland.
Second Team-—forwards: Dorbe allowed from the regular 8 Girjs
Persels, Cumberland; Christensen,
net bill, and may be paid as Cxira; center: Lassen, Cumberland;
follows:
ide center: Sasse, Lewis; guards:
Carper, Elliott; Miller, Exira.
For the quarter of April, Boys First Team —forwards: HanBEEF ROASTS, home killed, per pound
lOc
May and June, in advance, sen, Exira; Proehl, Cumberland; cenBEEF STEAK, home killed, per pound
15c
$3.75 for wall phones. Or ter: Krouth, Cumberland; guards:
Wilson,
Lewis;
Healey,
Cumberland.
subscribers, w i t h w a l l Boys Second Team —forwards: DorVEAL ROASTS, per pound
8c
phones, may pay $1.50 net sey, Anita; Gere, Lewis; center: McVEAL STEAK, per pound
13c
for April, $1.50 for May, and Cauley, Lewis; guards: Parker, Anita; J. Worthington, Cumberland.
75c for June.
Honorable Mention—Wilson, Anita;
So far this year the Tele- McOue, Elliott; Dughman, Elliott;
phone Company has allowed Carlson, Lewis; Finerty, Exira.

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES

New Merchandise at
Stuhr's

Friday and Saturday Specials

Is 9<a Day

J. R. STUHR

Family Shoe Store :|

Better Fit Better Wear

Specials on Beef For
Saturday Only

it Station in 50 Gallon Lots
See Us About Your Motor
and Tractor Oil.

Miller's Market

r

e Have a Special Price on
Tractor Kerosene

W. Shaffer & Son
, IOWA

discounts of 75c per month
for three months on rural
and residence wall phones.
This, the fourth discount,
will mean a saving of $3.00
from the net bill for the year
1933.
West Iowa Telephone
Company

The members of the O. D. O. club
were guests Monday evening of Mrs.
Lew Rydl, the occasion being Mrs.
Rydl's birthday. The evening was
spent in playing cards and at a late
hour lunch was served. Those present
were Marinus Jensen and family, Andrew Jacobsen and family, Fred Wohlleber and family, Harold Nelson and
family, Lou Pieper and family, Wendell Scott, George Largey tand Elsie
and Floyd Klemish.

LIVE STOCK MARKET INFORMATION
Trucking rate, live stock, to Omaha
15c per hundred
TANKAGE
$1.60
Let Us Tell You About Our Chick Starter

The Farmers Coop.

THE TRIBUNE. ANITA, IOWA.
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UA Howe Abouti

|

Majority Rule Best
Clash Over Windows
Patriotism and Politics

"The" Sally
Whitcomb

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

By ALICE DUANE

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

O. by McCluro Newspaper Syndicate.
WNU Service

S

(By REV. f. B. JTTZWATER, D. D.. Hem-

Silly Old Beliefs
Hard to Overcome
Even Women of Intelligence Cling to Their
Fond Superstitions.

to «• of Faculty, Moody Bible
Sy ED HOWE
Institute ot Chicago.)
AJLLr Whitcomb, from her high
C, IMS, Western Newspaper Union,
A friend of mine, a short time ago,
A NYONB who reads a good deal
window, watched the guests gathsays a woman writer of note, voiced
* * must have noted that the world's ering on the terrace above the lake bethe following complaint:
progress seems to have been a succes- fore dinner with- unexpected resentLesson for April 2
"One of the most intelligent womsion of great outrages, not one of ment.
en In our dab—or BO I thought until
which need have occurred had the peoJE8U8
MINISTERING
TO
JEW8
"I'll cheat," she said. "I'll cheat If
I found this out—will start nothing
ple exercised their Just right to ma- I have to."
AND GENTILES
on a Friday. A friend whom I prejority rule. A handful of men were
(World
Friendship
Lesson)
Depression had struck Sally a double
sented, at Christmas, with an exQnlsresponsible for every great outrage In blow. First It had killed her well-toIte pair of silver grape shears, Insisthistory; the prompt hanging of a few do father, after he had lost all bis
LESSON TEXT—Mark 7:1-87.
ed on giving me a penny for them—
GOLDEN
TEXT—And
other
sheep
I
would have prevented the rivers of money In one of the financial crashes.
have, which are not of this fold: them as the gift of a scissors was certain
blood, the great famines and Buffering, She -had plucklly looked about for a also
I must bring-, and they iball bear to 'cut friendship.' And she wasn't
of which we hear so much.
means of making money. As a result my vote*; and there shall be on* fold, Joking.
I sincerely believe In majority rule. of her college diploma, natural taste and 'one Ihepherd. John 10:18.
"Can you explain the survival of
PRIMARY TOPIC—tittle Neighbor*.
If a President orders us to take pari and aptitude, she had landed a job
JUNIOR TOPIC—A Foreign Womam «uch barbarisms among supposedly
In a foreign war a majority of as do teaching smart young girls In a fash- Meeting
Jesus.
not believe In, it Is our right to shake ionable school. But smart young girls,
INTERMEDIATB AND SENIOR TOP- rational, educated, cultured people?"
Explain? Page a Solomon to ex1C—Our
Attitude to Other Racei.
oar fists under his nose and tell him like everybody else, were feeling the
TOUNO PEOPLE AND ADULT TOP- plain the quirks and turns of perwe will not do It
Nicaragua!) Soys Robbing an Alligator's Ne«t.
depression, and the Rosecllff school IC—The Ministry of J**u* to All Race*. verse humans.
Once when traveling 1 visited a place found It necessary to curtail expenses.
But I can go you one better, my
I. Jesus Dealing With the Pharl.
National Gtoosraphle Sootsty
to the south, which constitute the lead- where was exhibited millions of bones Sally, being the last teacher taken on,
friend. I can reveal a barbarism
on. D. O.)—Wire Swrlo*.
MM
and
Scribe*
(vv.
1-23).
of
children.
Inquiry
revealed
that
the
bad been the first laid off. And no
has been promised to ing coffee section of the republic!
The Pharisees and scribes zealously •till less reasonable that la practiced
An ancient Indian village existed on bones were of children who had en- other work seemed to be open to her.
with the signing of a
gaged
in
a
children's
crusade
to
ressought
to preserve Judaism from the in this day and age—and by those as
So, after several months when the
ntly between the rebels the site of Managua when the Span- cue the holy sepulchre from Infidels.
encroachments of heathenism. In this scornful as we of those who admit to
we caused turmoil for sev- lards arrived. The town was of little Some foolish man recommended the shreds of her old fortune had been her effort they built up a wall of tradi- superstitions.
That Is the barbarism of Intolerand the central govern- Importance until 1858 when the fili- crusade, and foolish parents responded, only means of support, she had grate- tions which In turn obscured the very
bustering expedition of William Walkfully accepted employment from the
ance. For If there ever was a growth
Instead of hanging the man,who made
law of God. As they gathered to- straight out of the soil of the most
? peace, Nicaragua's greatest er strangely improved Its lot. The ri- the recommendation. It was one of the mother of one of her old friends—now gether unto Christ, he taught them:
benighted Ignorance and stupidity It
Improved means of trans- val cities of Leon and Granada had great horrors of history, and recollec- married and living abroad.
1. The emptiness of formal wor- Is distrust and hatred of those of dif"It may be a bit trying, Sally," Mrs.
arid communication. At been capitals alternately. Walker's in- tion of it has remained In my mind
Van Arsdale had said. "Aunt Jane Is a ship (vv. 1-7). The tendency of the ferent races or nationalities, because
national railway system vasion united the factions and Man- ever since.
'
'
bit of a trial, and you may get awfully human heart Is to depart from the they are different
' B. line, some 150 miles long, agua became the compromise capital.
I was reminded of it recently by bored. There's a trained nurse, of life and rest in the form which was
J»nd speaking of that most ancient
Making Managua Better.
om the principal Pacific
seeing a recommendation of radicals course, to look after her, but she calculated to express the life. Christ superstition, Intolerance of those
j of Corlnto, via Leon, to the
The town is laid out In squares. Ex- that parents send their children this
declared that worship which centered
Managua, and on to Gra- cept for the National palace (the winter to march on Washington, and wants someone young and attractive In forms was as empty and meaning- whose beliefs or habits and customs
as
a
sort
of
companion."
are different from our own—la this)
Diriamba. A 24-mile line Capitol building) and the president's starve and suffer on the way, that
So Sally went to the AdlronJacks less as Up service while the heart Is not even more amazing In an enlightke Nicaragua with San Juan residence, most of the buildings In something may be kept going on to adwith the Van Aradales aa Aunt Jane's away from God. This kind of service ened person than fear of scissors or
few private lines, and a .Managua were small and low/They vance the cause of human folly.
companion. It wasn't so bad. She he calls "hypocrisy," and ft Is com- the number thirteen? In such matsteam tramway swell the were constructed for the most part of
• * •
ters the fear, Irrational as It Is, ta
read to the crotchety old Invalid, she mon today.
f total railway mileage to 196 a soft volcanic stone or of mud bricks
My favorite "notion" la that hus- wrote letters for her, she helped her
2. It made the Word of God of yet of something supernatural, of the
wet weather most of the (adobe). These large, crude bricks bands and wives always clash over
none effect (w. 8-13). A case In point
lie country are traversable are laid In a wooden frame and are keeping windows up or down, and that do crossword and jigsaw puzzles. was the consecration of earthly goods Unknown, while the fear and hatred
of Intolerance Is fear of other peoAunt
Jane
always
went
to
her
room
at
K-cnrt, but some 3,000 miles plastered inside and ont These build- it is the women who demand more
to escape the responsibilities of caring
highways have been com- ings were not highly inflammable when fresh air than the men want I heard six, and the nurse took charge of her for one's parents. This made It pos- ple, people who dream and hope and
work and love, people about whom
then, so Sally's evenings were free.
pare under construction.
standing and fires have been confined two old people fussing about the subsible for a man to be living In luxury In this day and age every child baa
She
bad
been
swimming
In
the
lake
Nicaragua is the .largest usually to single structures.
ject lately, and the husband bad
while his parents were In the poor- learned enough to realize that we are
America—about equal
Until recently Managua has had dirt moved to another part of the house, while Aunt Jane had her usual after- house.
all brothers and sisters "under the
noon
nap
when
she
first
saw
him.
She
New York state—its popu- streets—alternately dusty and muddy where he could arrange the windows
8. The real source of defilement skin."
hadn't
seen
htm
eater
the
lake.
But
only equal to that of Pitts-. —and has lacked sanitary conveni- to Suit him. They'didn't say much
9. 1933. Bell Syndicate.—WND Service.
there he was, sitting on the float when (vv. 14-23). Sin Is moral and spiritual
Three-fourths of the In- ences. During the last few years
about the controversy in my presence, she came up from a dive.
A man Is denied by that which springs
Dr. Pierce'* Pellets are best for liver,
Ive in the mountainous and mllllon-dollar-Improvement campaign but acted as though a good deal had
"Nice work," he said, lazily, admir- out of his soul and not that which bowela and stomach. One little Pellet for
has been carried oat under the super- been said about it in private. On gotern half of the country.
enters his mouth. The deliberate choice a laxative—three for a cathartic.—Adv.
ingly.
Story of the republic Is a vision of American contractors and en- Ing oat I met another old fellow, and
Sally pulled herself deftly up beside of the will Is the source of defilement
(v. 20).
ot the sufferings of the gineers. The town has been famished told him about the incident, which I him.
Query
•Inclpally of mixed Spanish with electric lights, waterworks, sew- thought amusing. "My wife and I have
II. Jesus Healing the Daughter of
Has one learned how to live who
"Nice
water,"
she
sa_Id.
"When
did
i descent, under kaleidoscop- ers, and paving. Approximately one- had trouble about the same thing forty you come? Today?"
the Syrophentclan Woman (w. 24-30). Is unhappy when he Is alone?
In sharp contrast with the apostasy
of government It is re- third of the streets have been paved. years," he said. The natural habits of
"Yes. I'm Jack Barnwell. Ever hear
There Is a good sized American col- men and women do not suit each oth- of me?"
of Israel and their rejection of the
It In one period of 16 years
i In succession exercised Bu- ony In Managua, probably several hun- er, and no one is to blama The only
Sally racked her brain. "No." she Savior, we see In the Syropbentclan
yer—an average period of dred civilians. A modern airport built remedy is for them to be as patient as said, after a minute. "I'm Sally Whit- woman the foregleam of the offer of
the Savior to the Gentiles.
• more than two weeks by the, United States marine forces they can. And If one does more than comb."
has helped Managua to become one IB fair and reasonable in exercising
1. The mother's awful distress. Her
"Oh!" said Jack. "The Sally Whitdaughter was grievously vexed with
be most dramatic incidents of the leading air terminals in Latin patience, there will be trouble; both comb?"
a's past was the William America. Here passengers en route men and women are very "touchy"
Sally laughed. "Well, I'm Sally the devil. The daughter was the one
Wins Back
•which in a measure to or from South America must change about their rights.
Whitcomb.
I don't suppose there are afflicted, but the mother carried the
• • •'
burden. Doubtless, this Gentile womPepl
Jtiie Maximilian tragedy In planes.
two of me."
TIER raw nerve*
Leon and Granada are centuries-old
There Is lately appearing in print
of hla.temThey sat silent, content, for a few an had heard of the fame of Jesus, his
** were soothed.
rivals for the distinction of being Nica- a summary of' the pension scandal fol- minutes.
power to heal, and many times longed
She banished that
:this young American
1
"dead tired" feelbecame in turn "liberator," ragua's capital. Each city was found- lowing the Civil war. At first the
"Come on," he said suddenly, Jump- for him to come that way that her
* ing. Won new youthfttor, president, and a ref- ed in 1523, and in the succeeding two Grand Army of the Republic had only Ing up and reaching out a hand to help daughter might be healed. She now ful eofaf—restful nights, active days—all because she rid her system of bowel-dogging
a total membership of twenty-seven Sally to her feet. 'It's time to go came straightway to him.
Twice arrested and a half centuries the seat of govwastes that were sapping her vitality. Nil Tabv
thousand, bat, as the pension bait was dress. Race you to the dock."
2. Her fervent appeal for help (w. lets (Nature'* Remedy)—the mild, safe, allJnited States forces, ernment alternated between 'them.
vegetable
laxative—worked the transformation.
Leon has been second In population displayed by greedy agents, >the num.lly made a prisoner by an
They plunged together Into the cold 25, 26). She humbly fell at Jesus' feet Try it (or constipation, biliousness, head1
aches,
duzy
spells,
in
Nicaragua
since
Managua's
rise
to
and
besought
him
to
cast
the
devil
out
ber
increased
to
458,000.
A
man
named
lie British navy and was
water and swam silently to the house.
See how re3. Her faith rewarded (w. 27-30). colds.
to Honduran authorities, power. Located on the railroad that George E. Lemon established the Nafreshed you feel.
Sally liked him, and sensed he liked
a. Jesus' apparent refusal (v. 27). At all druggists'—
and condemned him to be connects, Managua and Granada with tional Tribune to glorlfjr the old sol- her, too.
According
to Matthew he answered 25 cents.
Corinto,
the
country's
principal
seadier,
and
he
once
admitted
to
a'bouse
|was executed September 12,
She had looked for him again the
her
not
a
word.
The reason for his "TUMS"
port, Leon has enjoyed a consistent Investigating committee that he then next afternoon when she went for her
silence
was
that
she
appealed to him
flow
of
trade
and
has
become
one
of
had
in
hla
office
125,000
claims
for
penNicaragua felt the punswim. But he hadn't been there.
on the wrong basis, addressing him as
of European powers—in the transportation centers of Central lions on which he hoped to collect a
Today
Aunt
Jane
had
been
particuI Germany blockaded the re- America. In the fertile mountain commission of $26 each. Thousands larly trying, and Sally had missed her the Son of David (Matt. 15:22). An
Qclpal ports to 'force the country surrounding Leon corn, sugar of these clients were bounty jumpers; swim. "I'm not going to take a nap," Israelite only had a right to seek his
an indemnity of $80,000 cane, cattle and dairy products are there were many thousands'of these in Aunt Jane had said. "It's such a nice blessing as the Son of David. He was
the war, and many of them were paid day I'm just going to stay awake and sent to the lost sheep of the house
ged insult to a German con- the principal sources of wealth.
of Israel Jesus said, "Let the chilThe
town
itself
is
typical
of
many
$700
each for enlisting when more
1896, when Great Britain
work out that new crocheted mat"
dren first be filled; for It Is not meet
15,000 damages for the ar- small cities in Latin America. Low timid men ware drafted. Many of
"I'll
cheat,"
said
Sally
to
her
reflecon of one of its con- houses of adobe, covered with red them were deserters—there were 125,- tion In the mirror, as she brushed her to take the children's bread, and cast
at Blueflelds, who had tiles, line the cobblestone streets. 000'deserters daring the Civil war— burnished hair, "I'll make him like It unto the dogs."
b. The woman's quick response
by Nicaragua with con- Leon's cathedral, started In 1010, is who sold their sen-Ice* over and over. me."
(v. 28). As soon as she perceived the
one of the show places of Nicaragua. The politicians entered greedily into
alnst the government •
After dinner that night she wan- real difficulty she addressed him as
The dtp shows the effect of numerous the movement as a means of securing
Prosper With Peace.
Bib* M. Kateer of Brooklyn. V. Y.,
revolutions, but its plaza Is still one Grand Army votes and soon it was a dered away from the other guests In Lord and cried for help (Matt. 15:25- tnrlteei
"Have used Knueben for the part
common saying the pension scandal quest of Jack. She fqund him smok- 27). Only an Israelite conld approach 4 month*
States has repeatedly of the handsomest in the country.
and hava not only lost 39 pound*
ing
under
the
pine
trees
at
the
edge
bat
fed
so much better In everyway. Bven
was
so
rotten
no
'editor
or
public
man
him as the Son of David, but all could for people
to bring peace out. of the
who dont care to reduce*
Leon Makes Lots of Soap.
of the little beach. He jumped to his come to him and own him as Lord. Knuehen Is wonderful
to keep the arstem
dared expose it.
chaos, and: /United Stateshealthy.
I
beinr
none should know for
Leon's
manufacturing
establishTh* subject is of special interest feet as she came toward him. "It's She willingly took her place as a Gen- I've tried *o manyathin**
but only Knuoheo
re stationed In the repnbments Include a large soap factory, now that veterans of the World war you, Isn't It? I was Just going up to tile, showing her willingness to re- swiswered all purposes." (Mar U, IBM).
Qtly for many years.
TO lose fat SAFELY and HARMwhich'Is said to supply 80 per cent of
the house." And he started to walk
[Jearagua's political parties the laundry soap used on the west are beginning the same thing. And away toward the voices on the ter- ceive but the crumbs from the chil- LESSLY, take a half teaspoonful of
dren's
table.
the
fact
that
there
aro
millions
more
[/permit, or are coerced into coast, a candle factory, two bottling
Eruschen In a glass of not water
race and the lights of the house.
c. The glorious Issue of her faith In the morning before breakfast—
j| the populace to settle down works, three tanneries, and a water- of them renders the subject vastly
"Well,
you're
not
very
polite,"
eald
more serious. Thousands of the more
(vv. 29, 30). Jesus said, "Go thy way, don't miss a morning—a bottle that
fling the country's, rich bapower electric light plant
Intelligent World war veterans them- Sally. He turned toward her suddenly the devil Is gone out of thy daughter." \ lasts 4 weeks costs but a trifle—but
, her coffee -plantations, her
Granada, the oldest, by a few
and took both her hands In a strong,
III. Jesus Healing a Deaf-mute | don't take chances—be sure it's
jres, and her cotton fields, months, and perhaps the wealthiest selves recognize this, and are openly nervous grasp. "I came out specially
i Kruschen—your health comes first—
reason why this largest of city In Nicaragua, was founded by opposing the scandal. I hope their to find you. Anything the matter with (vv. 31-37).
!1 get it at any drugstore in America,
Influence
will
prevail;
the
people
1.
The
place
(«.
31).
This
Is
the
American republics should Francisco Fernandez de Oordoba as
If not.joyfully satisfied after the
me?" Sally went on.
region where he had healed the first
one ot .the most prosper- an Inland port at the western end of themselves are helpless in the presence
bottle—money back.
"Yes,"
said
Jack
sternly.
"You're
Gadarene
demoniac
and
where
the
of patriotism and politics.
Lake Nicaragua. During Spanish Cotoo darned—attractive. I'm sorry. I've people had requested his withdrawal
• • •
cultural wealth of Nlcara- lonial days boats from the Caribbean
Becomes Monotonous
There never was universal love; tried to avoid you. But I can't help It. from this country (Mark 5:20), beutes only a part of her nat- sea came up the San Juan river and
A mau does not please long when
I knew, the minute I saw you, like a cause of the loss of their swine.
there
never
will
be;
It
la
doubtful
if
ces, for there- is a magnl- across Lake Nicaragua directly to the
he has only one species of wit.
million dollars there on the float, and
2. The method (w. 33, 34).
i of mahogany and of oth- docks of Granada. While this acces- such a state would be desirable.
now, you doll yourself up so you look
a. "He took him aside from the
Men
hustling
to
do
better
than
r woods in her forests, and sibility made Granada an Important
like a princess and follow me out here. multitude" v. 33). He did this to
rich In gold and silver, trading center, It also left it a target competitors they hate have done What do you think I'm made of?"
•void publicity.
much
more
for
the
world
than
the
be upland plains there is for early pirate attacks, and It was
Sally giggled In the dark. "It's two
b. "Put his fingers In his ears, and
great
souli
who
dream
of
universal
storage for thousands of several times sadsed, bat always reyears old," she said. "Are you rich?" he spit, and touched, his tongue" (v.
love.
TF yon want cheeks
• • •
"No," said Jack, gruffly. "I'm poor 33). This was a sign language de- JL like velvet, sparkbuilt.
• striking; physical features
Granada is the terminus of the PaIt is possible to reduce one's phi- and I'm nobody. And coming up on signed to objectify to the man what ling eyes, a fair,
»a are her chain of volca- cific railroad, which connects the city losophy of life to three words: Be a the train Mr. Van Arsdale said I'd Jesus was going to do for him.
akin, take the advice 1
parallel to the Pacific sea- with Managua, Leon, and Corlnto. a gentleman. Provocation li so fre- meet Sally Whitcomb here—The Sally
c. "He looked up to heaven" (v. of Mrs. F. E. Roll-1
her two great lakes, Man- oTsVance of in mil* The railroad quently offered by the rude that a Wbltcomb. Said your father was an 34), to show to the man that bia help er pf 2104 W. 6th
I Nicaragua, the totter be- operates a small steamer on Lake gentleman is occasionally required to old friend—"
was from God.
St_ North Platte,
eest sheet of fresh water Nicaragua connecting Granada twice a fight; he must strike no foul blows.
d. • A command Issued (v. 34). The Neor., who says:^
"Yes," said Sally quietly. "Is that
south ot Lake Mlchl- week with the other towns on the lake.
• » •
cure was Immediate and complete ^About two yeart)
all be said?"
ago I was not {eeli of take Tlticaca la the Granada's principal trade is in coffee,
Stephen I/eacock, a noted man,
"All? It was more than enough, (v. 85).
well, I had no api
t Bolivia and Peru.
8. The effect (vv. 86, 87). Though Ing
sugar cane, cattle and dairy products. writes: "Mark Twain had little school when I went to South America two
dull and listless all the while, seemed
enjoys the advantage of It is the smallest of the threa princi- and no college. He thus acquired that years ago, with the vain and mistaken he charged them to "tell no man," so to be anaemic and my complexion beI0
»t at her door an eager pal cities, having only 22,000 popnta- peculiar sharpness of mind which Idea that that continent needed me to much the more they a great deal pub- came quite sallow. Dr. Pierce's Golden
, ' all her agricultural prod- tlon. Granada has always supported comes from not going to school, and gather up a fortune, I knew all about lished It
Medical Discovery gave me splendid
, United States buja; two- the so-called "conservative" Ideas In the power of Independent thought ob- you. I'd fallen for you then—your
relief, my appetite improved. I had
more energy and felt better in every
I the republic's exports, and government, while Leon has favored tained by not entering collega" This picture ID the rotogravures. One of
Larger Comprehension
Sold by all druggists.
>J>e latter purchases three- the "liberal" side.
If the message Is to come to men .way."
treason has appeared before: H. G. the richest, most popular girls In
JTrli* Or. Plow's CttaU, Bafslo. N. X,
ber Imports from us.
with most effect, there Is need for
Wells says that Genghis Kahn, who town—"
larger comprehension on the part of
could not read, and who always lived
Nicaragua's cities have
"VVell? Didn't you make good?"
Electrical Wind Indicator
those who proclaim It, as well as of
half wild, was the greatest statesman
asked in the news spot"No.
I
lost
what
little
I
had.
And
An electrical wind Indicator at the and general who ever lived.
the present capital,
now I'm sort of a secretary for Van those who lay plans for its release.—
John R. Molt,
I Granada, each of which NatUmal Academy of Sciences in
Arsdale.
It is said quite generally the presto become the first city, WasWngton will tell you which way
"But so aui 1. I mean, 1 haven't a
L wlud i« blowing. This interesting ent depression Is economic. It Is real- cent In the world but what the Van
the
Oovastating
The Master Light
Is connected above the ly intellectual; the men have all gone
—Ida*! for use in
In our world of the Inner life we eoimwttonirtthPaTte'iHalrBslssm.Makestha
ng
an anemometer and a crazy. We should turn control of af- Aredul^s pay me to umuse their fuany
old
aunt,
anil
I
thought
you
were—
hair
soft
and
naffr.
CO
eents
fay
null ormtdnurgratefully
acknowledge
Christ
as
the
vane By pressing on a Button fairs over to the women and children ; well, anyway—you see—we match,
Master light of all our seeing, in •tota. HiscoxCbeuiics) Works. F«Ubo«-na. NT?.
Indicating the velocity the men have failed.
don't we?"
whose radiant presence our problems W. N. U., Dei Maine*, No. 13-1933
m. list. B«il Syndics**,—WHU swvlos.
And Jack decided that they did.
It* is the dlstrlb- Of til
ire solved and our faith made plain.
coffee from th
Is blowing.

S

Tired.. Nervous
Wife

THIS WOMAN
LOST 35 IBS.
OF FAT

A LOVELY SKIN

nearly wlped ut

°

FIFTY
si.
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GETS Job
LOAN

W. Rork, 71, Dies
From a Heart Attack

A. R. Kohl

NUMBER 24

Washington News Letter.

MAYOR APPOINTS
WATER TRUSTEES

From Congressman Otha D. Wearin)
The -.House has been in session a
John W. Rork, 71, a well known
very short' titoe during the past week
resident of this Vicinity, passed aw»y
onsidering principally the emergency
Phone 43
We Deliver
$6,255 Given County by the last Wednesday morning at his home
relief
bill to employ 250,000 men in George F. Shaffer, Carl H. Miller and!
Anita, Iowa
Finance Corpora- northeast of the city, death being
ome forestry work that will not come Win. T. Biggs Appointed Trusdue to heart trouble.
Monty to Be Uaed to
nto competition with labor gainfully
tees. H. L. Bell and A. R. ,
John Wesley Rork, son of Daniel
>ccnpied at present. The measure met
Distress Here.
and Charlotte Rork, was bora in
Kohl Elected to Council
with but little opposition on the floor
Douglass county, Illinois, on March
except for a few of the republican
22,1862, and passed away at his home
eaders. The thought 'in mind of
Jennie Ward, iCasa county northeast of Anita, Iowa,' on March
course to relieve a little of the acute George F. Shaffer, (Carl H. Miller
received word Friday from
1933; aged 71 years and 7 days.
unemployment situation in some of and William T. Biggs were appointed;
|Kfttinger of Des Moines, sec- 9,When
a lad his parents moved to
the large centers of the population. trustees of the local water work*
of the Iowa emergency relief Tazwell county, Illinois, where he lived
BRIARDALE
CORN
FLAKES,
2
packages
19c
The medicinal liquor bill also passed system by Mayor C. E. Harry at the
that 'the application of the until he was married to Ella Goldsthe
House on Thursday with but little' meeting of the town council Monday
! supervisors- had been honored brough onfflfflay9, 1899. To this unCOFFEE, Rriardale Vacuum Pack, now reduced
debate other than Congressman Blan- evening, the appointments being made
fchingtoh,. D. C., and that the ion six children were born, three-of
to per pound
35c
ton of Texas who led the opposition. as a result of the special election held
; is to receive a loan of $6,255 whom preceded him in death, two dyThe important committees of both here last Friday, when the voters deSOAP,
GWC
white
laundry,
10
bars
29c
he Reconstruction Finance cor- ing in infancy, Mary Ethel and Wal;he
House and Senate have been in cided to place the water works system
u.
lace Allen, and Leslie N.f who died
session
a considerable portion of time iq the hands of a board,of trustees
he amount $2,215 is for poor May 24,1923. Surviving children or*
during
the
last few days. The Sen- by a vote of 137 tp 21.
prk in "March and $4,040 for Wilbur G, Rork of Abingdon, Illinois,
Before their appointment, Shaffer?
ate
agricultural
committee has been
The money is to be used for and Chauncy and 'Leonard Rork of
deliberating and consulting with the and Miller, members of the town coundestitute families and must this vicinity. -He is also survived by
administration in an effort to improve cil, handed in their resignations, which
PITTED RED CHERRIES, No. 2 cans
12c
to purchase food, fuel and six grandchildren, and a brother, Win.
the Domestic Allotment bill and add were accepted, and upon vote of theBLACKBERRIES,
Briardale,
heavy
syrup.
12c
6. Rork, of Peoria, Illinois.
some feature that will give more di- remaining council members their
GOOSEBERRIES, Briardale, No. 2 cans... .19c
Pare Down Request,
After their marriage Mr. and Mrs.
rect and, prompt relief to American places on the town council were filled
original application of the Rork moved to Peoria, Illinois, where
APRICOTS, Briardale, No. 2i/2 cans
21c
farmers, with as little machinery as by H. L. Bell and A. R. Kohl. Mr,
|was for $8,470 for relief pur- they lived for ten years, then moved
APRICOTS, GWC, No. 2y2 cans
19c
possible. It is hoped in many circles Bell and Mr. Kohl were called to ther
At the end o{ next month, if to a i farm south of Keithsburg, Illiof officials who are close to the farm council chamber, and accepting the
PEACHES, GWC, No. 2y2 cans
19c
; apropriation is not enough nois. In 1916, with his family, he
problem that in so doing it will be appointments, were sworn into office
care of all of the needs, the moved to a farm east of Anita, where
possible to keep the federal govern- t>y Mayor Harry. The mayor then
i May make toother applica- he made %fo home until his death. His
GWC LYE, 3 cans for . •.
......................
23c
ment out of the brokerage business announced the appointment of Shaf• an additional amount.
wife preceded him in death on Febwhich was such an objectionable and fer, Miller and Biggs as water work*
Thursday announced ruary 2, 1919.
disastrous feature of the Farm trustees, and upon motion and vote,
ointment of Dr. L. -ML Gets Mr. Rork was a loving husband, a
the council confirmed the appointBoard.
v
atic as chairman of the county kind Indulgent father, and a good
It is rumored that the'agricultural ment. -Shaffer was appointed for the
MARSHMALLOWS, Briardale, Mb. package. . .17c
to take care of distribution neighbor. He made many friends durmeasure, when it comes back to the- six year term, Miller for four y&irs,
8. Other members appoint- ing his seventeen years residence in
House will contain a provision for re- and Bigg's for the two year term.
GWC COFFEE, now reduced to ....... ........ 29c
he committee are H. G. Anrien- this community.
financing farm mortgages at a lower
Shaffer and Miller have been the
Anita, A. A. Gillette of At- Funeral services were held at the
rate of interest which is so funda- committee of the town council who
J. Bode of Griswold, and •Church of Christ on Friday afternoon
mental to the rehabilitation of- agri- have had charge of the water works
obinson of Wiota.
at 2:30 o'clock, and were conducted
culture. TJie American farmer doesn't system during the past year, and unby Rev. M. 3. Rarick, pastor of the
want to borrow more money, but he der their supervision the water system,
PEANUT BUTTER, Mrs. Winston's, in pint jar.ISc
Hire Overseer of Poor,
would like to be placed in a position in Anita is showing a nice profit over
supervisors are busy working Methodist Episcopal church. Burial
where he can pay his interest on what operating costs. Biggs, the other
and means to get the much was made in Evergreen cemetery.
he owes regardless of the moneyed in. member of the board of trustees', is
: funds into circulation in the Mrs. H. E. Campbell, Mrs. G. M
terests in the East. Giving the man well qualified for the position, having:
relieve some of the dis- Adair, Guy Raaorassen and A. B
CORN, No. 2 cans Standard, 2 for .............. lie
on the farm a chance to breathe while had much experience with the water
Stone, with Mrs. H. 0. Stone at the
he gets back on his feet with increased system while serving as town clerk
the terms of the loan, the piano, furnished the music for the
WE NOW HAVE CHIMNEYS AND MANTLES
prices is "farm relief." If someone a number of years ago.
must hire a county over- funeral services. They sang, "Going
has their foot on a man's neck you
FOR ALADDIN LAMPS.
The two new council members
\ the poor. Those receiving aid Down the Valley," "Saved by Grace'
can't improve his condition by rub- should give good service to the town.
! emergency loan will be given and "Asleep in Jesus/' Pallbearers
bing salve on his stomach'rio matter Mr. Bell has served the town in years
; order for. the amount of worjt were W. H. Heckman, !Wm. Wahlert,
how good the salve is. The first job gone by, both as mayor and councilhey have done on various pro- Fred Kuehn, E. W. Reimers, Henry
is to fix it so he can breathe.
Robson and IClaud IWtlson.
man. Mr. Kohl, one of Anita's sucthe county.
Congressional committees are also cessful merchants, has spent his whole
How It IB Done.
planning a program of public works life here, and is well qualified by busiCARD OF THANKS.
I laborer may purchase only
that will be considered on the floors ness experience to fill a place on the
' and fuel with the credit We wish to take this means in Miss Georgia Byrne, superintendent
Some of the most romantic char of the two Houses in the near future.
om merchants. Merchants thanking our neighbors and friends for of schools of Cass county, is very acters in the history of the gold rust The administration is cooperating, in council.
The members of the town council
\ their bills to the county com- your acts of sympathy and kindness much interested in the coming spell- days of the early West, characters
fact leading, in that direction. At the and Mayor Harry are meeting even|on the 1st and 15th of each extended to us during our recent b«v ing contest, which will be held in the dazzling as those of the most engag same time the point is being stressed ings this week with W. A. Linfor, asIf approved by the county reavement, the death of our father, Jackson School in Atlantic on April ing fiction, are emblazoned in the that projects must be self liquidating. sessor, as a board of review.
, the bills are forwarded to John W. Rork. We also wish to thank 8th. The contest will start promptly First National picture, "Silver Dol In other words enterprises must effect
committee at Des Moines those who sent flowers and assisted at nine in the morning to get the iar," which plays at the Rialto Thea such a saving over present practices
turn makes out the checks with the funeral services.
many contestant* through the work. tre on Saturday and Sunday.
that a residue will remain which is
iirns them to ttie county com- 1
The picture is based on the nove only good business.
Wilbur G. Rork and 'Family. For the past several weeks various
distribution among the
schools of the county have been by David Karsner, which delves infc
Last week a number of committees,
Chauncy K. Rork.
^merchants.
Leonard Rork and Family. grooming their pupils and holding the life stories of the pioneers and including Rivers & Harbors, and Flood
1,255 loan is advanced to the
elimination contests among the pupils adventurers who swarmed the <nvin Control from the House were in conOttumwa, la., April 5.—Judge R.
littee and held in trust for
and when the eventful day arrives ing camps of Colorado during thi ference with the President discussing W. Smith Saturday upheld,, the, conr
ty. No money is advanced
there will be an array of boys and richest silver strike in the history o: ways and means of effecting the above ititutionality of the Iowa emergency
committee by the state
girls to contest for the honor of rep- the world. The central figure is tha results. The spirit of cooperation be- lebtors relief act, passed by the presof Yates Martin who strugglec tween the executive and legislative mt general assembly.
resenting Cass county.
i in Circulation.
Ray Eaton, of Omaha, will be pres- through days of starvation as a pros branches is still complete and harmonAttorneys for the mortgage holdounty's initial issue of $1,600 The walls and tower of the old ent to conduct the contest. At the pector to rise to fame as the riches ious as the effort is continued to meet rs, who sought to institute foreclosure
arrived Friday and nearly court house biulding in Atlantic, present time he is holding contests of the millionaires after he strucl the various emergencies before the proceedings on two pieces of Ottumwa.
country which insures results.
|rth was paid to laborers for which was destroyed by fire a year in various localities and is a man who "pay dirt."
city property, indicated they would
Edward G. Robinson plays the part
ago, have been torn down by work- lias been engaged in the work for
seek a review of the decision before
various county jobs.
man under the supervision of H. G. some time, hence he will soon have of this Silver King who slapped a drj
a full bench of the Iowa supreme court
Dr. Getz Resigns,
meeting of the supervisors Armentrout and G. H. Allen, mem- the winners picked. In addition to president on the back and asked him
in September.
Court Given Custody.
Dr. Getz resigned as a bers of the board of supervisors. The the state contest, which will, be ^ield to have a drink, ruled a State Legis
The emergency law gives the court
[of the relief committee, stat- supervisors had a bid from a Des in Des Moines on May 6th., the win- lature in a barroom to the popptng
it would be impossible for Moines contractor offering to tear the ner of the Cass county contest will of champagne corks, embarrassei
An order prescribing maximum ustody of property against which
building down for $3,600, but they have an opportunity of competing in General Grant by making such a dis resonable rates for selling and buying foreclosure proceedings are started
at the present time.
considered it too high, so they decided the inter-state contest at Omaha on turbance in his own opera house th livestock on commission at National until March 1, 1935, but the title reprinm donna quit in a huff, and scan
to let W. E. Wise, county bridge fore- April 21st.
mains with the original holder.
dalized a nation with his divorce an Stockyards, Chicago, effective March The mortgage holders contended
man, and a crew of men do the work
The pupil who is so fortunate as remarriage. "
30, has been issued by the U. S. DeThe cost of razing the building this to even attend the county contest is
Market that the law violated both the state
Other picturesque personages in partment of Agriculture.
way was $300, the laborers being paid to be congratulated and we know that
agencies
have
been
ordered
to
file
tar- and federal constitutions, impaired tha
in scrip, a neat saving for the county if they win the county contest and are elude the horde of adventurers of th iffs containing rates "not in excess of obligations of contracts, and caused
decrease in the value of property.
drama entitled,
over the bid asked by the Des Moines entered in the interstate and state mining camps, the gambling rooms those found to be reasonable."
Remedy.
«
Cross," will be presented firm. AH of the good brick is being contests they certainly deserve a great dance halls, and political forums. Beb
The rates now charged by Exchange
Daniels has the leading feminine rol
"It is apparent that the purpose of
Junior Dramatic ctnb, under sorted and piled, and will be used amount qf credit.
members
for
selling
straight
carloads
of Mra. P. T. Williams, later by the county or sold. The Miss Betty Burns, daughter of Mr. opposite Robinson, that of the secon of cattle are reduced from a (minimum the legislature in the passage of the
ongregational church at 8:00 broken brick will be used in making and Mrs. Tom Burns, will represent wife of the Silver King, while Alin of $15 and a maximum of $18 to a act was to enact a remedial measure,"
MacMahon plays the part of the firs
Judge Smith's opinion read. "If the act
Sunday evening. The a permanent road from primary No. 6 the Anita schools in the contest.
wife
whom he deserted for the young minimum of $12 and a maximum of is merely of that character and in its
the characters 'and those southwest of Atlantic to the county
$16
per
car.
The
new
rates
for
a
er and more beautiful woman.
effect does not operate to impair to
Miss Ruth Champion, a teacher in
; follow:
• farm. The farm is a mile and a hajf
The supporting cast is exceptional, single deck of hogs are a minimum
(Magdalene, Helen Dement, from the highway, and we understand the public schools at Long Beach, Cal- including such players as Jobyna of $9 and a maximum of $11 as com- any degree or extent pre-existing conher friend, Esther Mae, Mc- the supervisors intend to pave <*«jif orn i a visited here a few days the Howland, as Poker Annie, DeWitt pared with a minimum1 of $12 and a tracts, it is not prohibited by the fedremaining portion of the road that is past week with her father and• step•
eral constitution.
Jennings, Robert Warwick, Russell maximum of $13 in existing tatriffs.
From a legal viewpoint it may with
not
covered
with
the
broken
brick.
i servant, Wyn Walker.
mother, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cham- Simpson, Harry Holman ond Charles The rates on single deck cars of sheep
Gorman Hofmeiater.
' * The Tribune believes that Supervisors pion. She left Monday for Lakehurst, Middleton. The story was adapted are reduced from a minimum of $9 as much force be said that during the
Armentrout and Allen and Bridge New Jersey, to be with her sister, by Carl Erickson and Harvey Thew and a maximum of $13 to a minimum intervening period the security of
i of Arjjaathea, Millard Rug- Foreman Wise are to be congratulat- Mrs. Morgan Redfield, whose husband, and directed by Alfred E. Green.
of $9 and a maximum of $11, and plaintiff will be preserved and enhanced as that its value will be lessened
ed in the good work they did in raz- Lt. Redfield, was a member of the
those on a double deck car from
Trip Around Radio Row,
or
diminished."
court
house
walls
and
crew
of
the
Akron
dirigible,
and
who
[ Margaret Biggs.
ing the old
Short subjects in Saturday and minimum of ^$13 and a" maximum of
Judge Smith indicated, however,
lost his life when the ship was de- Sunday's program includes a trip $20 to a minimum of $11 and a maxiVirginia Carlton.
tower.
that the question of the law's legalitystroyed early Tuesday morning.
soothsayer, Gay Nichols.
round radio row, where you will see mum of $15 per car.
and 59c; Publix
was not clear in every way.
Dorothy Bangham, Byron Work shirts, 49c men's
fast color Farm owners and operators should and hear Lois Whiteman, Harry BarRobert
Scott
and
wife
were
Des
Closely Watched.
dress
shirts,
96c;
'th Parker and Irving Walkris, Art Jarrett, Rudy Wielofft, Benny
"Th« claim that the act in quesdress shirts, 69c. Stuhr's.
be sure to attend the free motion Kreuger and other radio stars. Also Moines visitors Saturday.
tion,* his opinion said, "is unconstipicture entitled, "Health, Happiness the Universal news reel with Graham
of Mary (Magdalene, Beth
T W Long of Des Moines is spendPaul Burkhart, son of Mr. and Mrs tutional is not free from doubt and
Pis Mclntyre, Gaylord Nob- ing the week in the city at the home and Hogs," at the Rialto Theatre at McNamee.
M. M. Burkhart of this city, and
uncertainty, and having in mind the
Ruggles and Robert rfhis son, Chester A- Long and fam- 7:30 o'clock on Thursday evening. The
student
at
the
State
University
in
settled.rule of law that the power of
program is being sponsored by Robert
^
NOTICE.
Iowa City, has been awarded a mill a court tp hold an act unconstitutional
Scott
of
the
Anita
Lumber
iCo.
The
Annabelle Wise.
ily.
A list of all accounts due the Ful- tary scholastic medal for fulfilling the should not be resorted to unless the
Hayter.
George'Hosfield, glTpaased away a educational, instructive features told
Scholl.
few days ago at his home near Beac- in an entertaining way, suggest ways lerton Lumber Co. can be found at requirements of members hi the Re- case is clear, decisive and unavoid1
for you to help supervise your own the office of the Anita Lumber Co., serve Officers Training Cor^s. Medal able, it will be ordered that the mobe no admission charge, onsfield, Iowa, death being due
farm relief, and how you can give the where you can call and make settle- are given students for a disciplinary tions for continuance be sustained, and
had
Wic is cordially invited to heart trouble from wh.ch
"A" rating in military, a final semes the same continued under the proviold farm a good shaking up, making ment.
sions of the legislature's act."
it turn out better crops with more
It
Fullerton Lumber Co. ter grade of "A" in military, and
three point grade average in academi
The test cases here have been
money, more leisure and a more in/. James and daughter,
dependent life for you and your fam- Hiss Laura Millhollin of Des Moines work. Paul was one of the nine firs watched closely by attorneys, debtors
Omaha Friday to spend
Anita.
their husband and
One son, Guy ily. Prizes will be awarded to adult spent Sunday in the city at the home year boys to win the award, which in and mortgage holders for an interof her mother, Mrs. Rachel Millhollin. deed is an honor to be very proud oi pretation of the new statute.
with other relatives and [and
with his parents.

Specials For
Friday and

CANNED FRUITS

Sardines

andmp

Sldacks

?^

19c

Sugar Wafers ****£+*- «™ 2lc
Gum Drops

10c

County Spelling Contest Romantic Figures of Gold
WiD Bejfeld Saturday Rush rajlfflver Dollar'

lebtor Relief Law Upheld
in Hearing at Ottawa

Court House Walls and
Tower Are Torn Down

New Lower Rates to Sell
Livestock in Chicago

THE TRIBUNE, ANITA, IOWA.

News Review of Current
Events the World Over
•President Scraps Farm Board and Combines Several
Bureaus Into One Agency; Wins First Round
With British on Debts.
HAT the President terms the
W
"farm credit
administration"
(was created by executive order which,
U It meets with congressional approval, as Is expected,
will become operative
May 27.
The "farm credit
administration" replaces the f e d e r a l
farm board, the federal farm loan board,
and the farm credit
activities that have
been scattered through
I seven different governmental agencies.
Henry Morgan. The "administration11
I thau, Jr.
will be headed by
Henry Morgenthan, Jr., with the title
of governor, and an assistant, for the
present at least, Pan! Bestor, with the
title of commissioner.
( Governor Morgenthan said, after 1sananee of the order, that the activities
of the government In granting loans
lto farmers and farm organizations
(.will be fnlly co-ordinated. In the past,
With the government making loans
through the Department of Agrtcul(tnrft, the R. F. C., the farm board and
jbther agencies, varying rates of Inter'«st were charged and different purposes and conditions were set np, and
fonder ffie new regime, Governor Morgenthau said, unity of purpose and
treatment will be observed strictly.
He also declared that all employees
Of the new credit administration will
t* placed nnder civil service. Instead
of trader a patronage system as exists In many 6f the bureaus at present.
The executive order Issued by the
President directed the abolishment of
the farm stabilization activities of the
farm board which have resulted In
losses of three hundred million dollars, except that he provided they
ahould be continued only to liquidate
- the left over holdings of the board.
This consists of thirty million bushels
at wheat and twenty-eight thousand
bales of cotton.
In a message to congress accompanying the order President Roosevelt said his purpose was to "malnitaln and strengthen a sound and permanent system of co-operative agricultural credit subject to federal
supervision and operated on the basis
of providing the maximum of security
to present and prospective Investors
In bonds and debentures resting on
farm mortgages or other agricultural
securities—all for the purpose of
meeting the credit needs of agriculture at minimum cost."
The consolidation of these various
activities nnder one head Is expected
to result In an administrative saving
«f approximately two million dollars
• year.
efforts of European nations to
THEcancel
or greatly reduce the war
debts owed to the United States are
on, and It Is said President Roosevelt
has won the fl r s t
skirmish to the extent of considering
world economic conditions before a n y
d i s c u s s i o n of war
debts.
As a result of Mr.
Roosevelt's insistence
it Is reported the
B r i t i s h government
has b a c k e d d o w n
from the position an- Sir Ronald
nounced by Austen
Lindsay
Chamberlain, chancellor of the exchequer, when he said
that Britain would not swap economic
concessions for revision of the debt
) The British are now willing to discuss economic concessions before the
debt question Is taken np. By virtue
ttf this sudden change of front on the
part of the MaeDonald ministry, the
world economic conference is likely to
be held In April or Ma; Instead of
next summer or autumn, as the European powers were planning.
The British ambassador, Sir Ronald
Lindsay, has discussed with Secretary
M State Cordell Bull, the questions
to come tofore the economic conference before the debt question la considered.
The French are also willing to dis
cos* economic questions before considering wsr debts. Following a
iWhlt* House conference between President Roosevelt and M. Jacques Stern,
Tie* chairman of the finance commute* of the French chamber of deputies,
M. Stern said that he had not discussed war debts with the President;
that their conversation had been confined to the economic conference which
the deputy thought "it would be very
Important to hold as soon as can be
made possible."
Asked about the debt, be said "it
would be very Important for France to
pay the December installment as a
nark of respect to President Roosevelt Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. Hull have
taken the position from the start that
the war debts are secondary In Importance to the removal of tariff, embargo, quota, exchange and other restrictions on international trade.
A preparatory commission named
for the purpose of preparing an agenda for the economic conference has
listed the following subject* for- conaidera Uon :

A NATION-WIDB boycott on all
**• Jewish business and professional
men In Germany has been clamped
down by Chancellor Hitler's National
Socialist party. The announcement
states that it will last "until Jewish
life in Germany is paralyzed." Hitler's government, while not officially
countenancing the boycott, 1s not expected to Intervene.
At Nazi headquarters It was said
that the boycott "Is a purely defensive
measure solely directed against German Jewry as retaliation for the antiGerman campaign In foreign countries."
All over Germany Jewish owned
shops and department stores closed
their doors and were picketed by
storm troopers.
•
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Woman in High Place
in Primitive Society
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson
M<m

S

institute at Chicago.)
$, 1«33, Wantera New»pa.P»r UiUoo.

"
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Lesson for April 9
•JESUS

REQUIRES CONFESSION
AND LOYALTY

LESSON TEXT—Mark 8i27-38.
GOLDEN TEXT—And when he ha«
called,,th» people unto him with bis
disciples also, h« satd onto them.
Whosoever will come after roe, let him
deny himself, and take up his cross,
HE, President's bill providing for and follow me. Mark 8:34.
PRIMARY TOPIC—Being- Tru» to
the employment of 250,000 men
.
for the purpose of reforestation and Jesus,
JUNIOR TOPIC—Passing * HarS
other work in government forest re- Test.
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOPserves and along the rivers,
to Christ.
congress with some amendments made IC—Loyalty
YOUNG PEOPLE AND ADUt/T TOPby the senate. One of these amend- IC—What Jesu* Expeoti ot His Folments removes the state quota re- owars.
strictions on the sixty-eight million
The time had now come for Jesus to
dollars remaining of the relief funds
In the hands of the Reconstruction take account of his ministry. Having
Finance corporation. This makes it been rejected by the rulers he went
possible for states that have borrowed nto retirement with his disciples. The
up to the quota previously provided primary object in his teaching at this
to continue to borrow until the sixty- ;lme was to prepare the disciples for
the tragic hour of the cross which h«
eight million Is exhausted.
In the house the bill was adopted knew was so near. His teaching cenwithout a roll call, but with the Re- tered In the great cardinal doctrines
pROGRBSS of the farm relief bill In publican members In opposition. This of the Christian faith. He Instructed
*• the senate has been slow. Sena- opposition was not directed at the bill them, touching his atoning death, restorial dignity would not permit of the but at the methods of ruling the house urrection, and glorious coming again.
speeding np of the ponderous machin- by the Democratic majority. It was He knew that in the measure that they
ery of the upper house regardless of the first of the administration bills Intelligently apprehended these things
the plea of Secretary of Agriculture that had not received non-partisan they would be able to pass through
Wallace for speed and for the passage support The bill was strongly op- the ordeal before then.
of the bill as originally written by the posed by President Green of the AmerI. Peter's Confession of Christ (w.
President and his advisors. There just ican Federation of Labor.
27-30).
had to be hearings on the bill* and
This confession was provoked by
everybody, for and against, must have
EXICAN Communists object to two questions of Jesus.
a chance to talk, and they have talked.
I. "Whom do men say that I am'
Josephus Daniels as American
At this writing It seems that "a" ambassador at Mexico City. Posters* (vv. 27, 28)? This question referred
bill will eventually pass but whether captloned "Out with Daniels" have to the opinions of the people regardit will be the bill that passed the
appeared on walls In Ing JeSus. Some believed him.to be
house, and Is acceptable to the adminthe capital. They call John the Baptist; some Elijah, an<
istration,, or whether It will be so radhim "the murderer of some, one of the prophets. They all
ically changed as to be unrecognized
Azueta and Urlbe." recognized him to be a teacher or
by Its proponents, or unacceptable at
These men were Mex- prophet with more than human an
the White House, is for the future to
icans who were killed thorlty and power.
reveal.
2.' "Whom say ye that I am" (w
In the fighting when
United States forces 29, 30)? Jesus persistently claimed
C'ARM relief In other directions
landed at Vera Cruz to be the God-man, the very Son ol
" moved along more rapidly. The
In 1914. At that time God, Incarnate. He wanted the dls
proposal for refinancing' farm mortMr. Daniels was sec- clples to know him personally as the
gages has taken form and the proporetary of the navy.
Son of God.
sition Is for the selling of farm mortThe posters were
II. Jesus* Teaching Concerning the
Josephus
gage bonds to the extent of from nine
signed "The Central Cross (w. 31-33).
Daniels
to ten billion dollars on which the*
Committee of t h e
He charged the disciples not to make
government will guarantee the Inter- Communist Party of Mexico, section public his Messlahship as that would
est, 'but not the principal. It is ex- of the Communist International." They precipitate a crisis.
pected the government's guarantee of call upon workers, farmers, students,
1, What be taught (v. 31).
interest will make the bonds market- soldiers and sailors, and "all anti-ima. "The Son of man must suffer
able at a comparatively low Interest perialists in general" to rise up and
many
things." He suffered weariness
rate.
force Daniels from Mexico. The overFarm leaders have urged a govern- throw of the present government for hunger, ridicule, contempt; and even
ment guarantee of the principal on permitting Daniels to serve as ambas- misunderstanding and lack of appreciation on the part of his friends am
such a bond Issue, but such a guar- sador was urged.
disciples.
antee would make them a direct obliMr. Daniels, the authors of the
b. "Be rejected of the elders, chle
gation of the government, and mean posters asserted, is coming to Mexico
simply an increase in the national debt to organize the Mexican army and priests, and scribes." These were tb<
of nine or ten billion dollars. Guar- navy to fight ah Imperialistic war for nation's official representatives, wh<
should have known and receive*
anteeing the Interest only means that the United States.
Christ and recommended his reception
should there be a complete default
on the part of the nation.
on the part of the farmers, which Is
AMUEL T. ANSELL, counsel for
c. "Be killed." Jesus now state
never probable, the treasury would
the senate elections committee In
have from three hundred to four hun- the Broussard-Overton contest, has with deflntteness that he must die ol
dred million dollars to ,pay annually brought suit against Senator Huey the cross. The disciples bad not ye
come to know that redemption was
until the bonds had matured.
Long of Louisiana for libel, and asks be accomplished through the passion
of the cross.
'"pHERE Is a growing belief In Wash- $500,000 damages.
The suit Is the second brought
d. "Else again." Though this was
* Ington that the budget will not be
balanced during the next fiscal year against the Louisiana senator by Mr. utterly Incomprehensible to the disbeginning July 1, regardless of the Ansell. It is the result of an attack ciples, he showed them that this would
economies made by cutting the pay of made on him by Long on the floor be the glorious Issue of his death.
government employees, reorganization of the senate. In the first suit the
2. How the disciples received bis
of bureaus and departments, and re- senator invoked congressional immu- teaching (v. 32). So unwelcome was
nity.
ductions In payments to veterans,
The new action is based on the his teaching, touching the cross, thai
amounting to an expected total of
transmission
of copies of the speech Peter, the spokesman of the disciples,
some seven hundred millions, and rethrough
the
malls.
According to An- rebuked him.
gardless of an added revenue from the
3. Jesus rebukes Peter (v. 33). He
sell's
brief,
Long
had
bis remarks retax on beer, estimated at about one
told Peter plainly that his attitude
printed
in
pamphlet
form
for
distrihundred and fifty million.
was due to his being under the influ
The relief grant of five hundred mil- bution to persons In Louisiana and ence of the devil,
lions provided for In a bill now before other parts of the tountry. He deIII. Jesus Going to Jerusalem to Die
congress, and the two hundred millions clared that, while Long was able to (Mark
10:32-34).
evade
slander
action
by
taking
refuge
for the reforestation plans, will'alone
He went to Jerusalem with the con
off-set the economies. It Is probable in his congressional Immunity for a
that the more ambitious plans of the speech delivered in congress, the act sclousness of the awful tragedy before
President will be financed through new of sending the objectionable matter him, the treachery of Judas, the flery
bond issues, but there will be Increased through the malls constituted ground persecutions of the priests and scribes,
the unjust Judgment, the delivery to
interest charges and a sinking fond to for libel.
Pontius Pilate, the mocking and
provide for which will run into hunNDER the authority granted him scourging, the crown of thorns, the
dreds of millions annually.
by congress the President has or- cross between malefactors, the nails
Along with these things tax yields
are falling short of estimates because of dered a 15 per cent cut in the pay of and the spear—all were spread before
the continued prostration of business. all federal employees, effective April 1. him. He had not only come to mln
The order affects the employees In all Ister but to give his life a ransom for
IVE hundred million dollars to be departments including officers and en- many. The Joyous outlook of the vicprovided by the federal govera- listed men in the army and navy, Post tory which waa to be accomplished
meafr and distributed as unemploy- Office department, and all others on through the shedding of his blood let
the government pay rolls, a total of lilm forward (Heb. 12:2).
ment relief by the states Is called for approximately
800,000.
, W, The Cost of Diacjpleshlp (Mark
in a bill Introduced In
The authority given by congress 8:34).
the senate by Senators
provided for such cut as reduced livThe law of the Christian life Is sufWagner of New fork,
ing expenses might warrant up to a fering. To follow Christ means to
Costigan of Colorado,
total of 15 per cent. An investigation turn one's back upon the world and
and La FoUette oi
of living costs made by the Depart- share bis sufferings.
Wisconsin.
ment of Labor showed a decrease from
1. There must be denial of self (v
The bill provides
June SO of last year to the present 34). There Is a vast difference bethat the huge snm
time of 21.7 per cent. On the strength twcen self-denial and denial of self
shall be given outof that report the President ordered All people practice self-denial but onlv
right to such states
the cut in pay to the limit of that al- Christians deny self.
as shall apply for aid,
lowed by the terms of the economy
2. The cross must be taken un
and places the relaw. It Is estimated the saving to the (v. 84). This means that suffering
sponsibility for seegovernment will be approximately and shame will lie In fre pathway ol
ing that the money LaSenator
Folletto
1125,000,000 annually.
the one who is loyal to God (a Urn,
Is given wisely In the
8 tl2).
hands of a "federal relief adminisr^EDERAL regulation of new stock
8. Christ must be followed (v ™,
trator."
This official would be appointed by * and bond Issues is proposed by the The blessed is8Ue Of flowing Cnrl8t
the President, with the consent of the President. He asks the passage of leg- Is a life of freedom here and now
senate, and carry on his duties lade- islation that will require the organiz- and eternal life hereafter.
ers, promoters, and sellers of the Is
pendent of any other department.
Slu4y Bring. Light
The Reconstruction Finance cor- sues to submit for public information
1 have never Ul my Ufe b
poration Is given authority, under the a complete financial statement con
bill, to borrow the five hundred mill- cernlng the stocks and bonds offered. study oue single part of divine
The proposed law would provide without
- --. gaiuliiK
„
„ some
P.U.UC li
n Ss ht
ni about it.
ion dollars, but will have no powers
beyond turning the money over to the that full information be given on ev- when I have been able rwtl | y to , ;
relief administrator. Ten days after ery prospectus offering securities for myself to pmyer and meditation "J
the appointment of the relief execu- public Bale, and similar Information u.—George Muller.
tive J the Reconstruction Finance cor- be made available at other sources.
poration would cease to have any con- Bonuses and commissions paid to
trol over the granting of loans to sellers would also be revealed to the
The power
of d<
the Bluo'd'avaU* for
states or municipalities for relief pur- public.
tat au<J
No serious objection to the terms
,
*i««it 8,Mi UI1(1
poses, and thus all of the governmui Is beyund the reach of
ment's relief financing would be under of the bill is expected In either the
house or the senate.
till the gates of hell have
the one jurisdiction.
'•wed U()t»H })i;j|."
A 1*11, W«*t«rn N«w»i>»p,r Union.

"The original and present weight of
debt and Interest obligations.
"Price of primary commodities and
price of manufactured goods, both
wholesale and retail
"The existing volume of production
In different staple commodities enterIng in world trade.
"The willingness of creditors to
make international loans and their unwillingness to receive payment In
goods and services.
"The distribution In different countries of the available gold supplies of
the world.
"The disharmony between the stable
and fluctuating rates of exchange."
Prime Minister Ramsay MacDonald,
of England, will preside at the economic conference and wDl name the date
for Its convening.

T

M

Primitive societies, as often as not,
gave women a good position, especlally where they depended upon agriculture. Anthropologists believe
that women were the first farmers,
domesticating wild plants, husbanding seed and tilling the soil. In
many tribes women were deemed to
exert a uniquely fertile spell over
the fields and planting thus was left
to them.
,. .
Women In all early times clothed
ihe race. Without doubt, they developed the primitive textile arts.
The goddesses Penelope and Arachne
In Greece, Minerva In Rome, were
regarded as especially proficient In
spinning.
Although women were repressed In
Greece and In Israel, the "pagan" natlona all about worshiped various
faces of the Great Mother. And In
Egypt, during Its highest civilization,
women ranked higher than men In
certain respects. They could divorce
at will; own and dispose of property,
and men were required to bring
dowries at marriage.
"In the greatest times of ancient
Egypt," Olga Knopf points out to
"The Art of Being a Woman," "men
and women were on an equal footing; and there is no period in history
which better Illustrates how full of
charm, friendliness and ease, the relations of the sexes may be.
"Women had their own part In
business, In the priesthood and in social offices. We tan still read of the
career of a woman who started as a
clerk In her father's office and rose
to be governor of a district and commander In chief of the western
innles."
Somewhat Involved
Dropping Into the oldt Ed Howe
atyle: Do you fool anyone when
you praise some one that everybody
knows you hare cause to dislike?—
Exchange.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are the original little liver pilla put up 60 years ago
They, regulate liver and bowels.—Adv

need watching
-E-MPt^Sirf**
child
is feverish or **«ww
upset; ot yo
£»w
caught cold;
•
**
^H& simplej>rewnption will mako
that bilious, headachy, cross bonaM
girl comfortable, happy ""r,
—•
well m -just
a few hours. It' Moon restores the
bowels to healthy re
«?ty- It helps
^breakup" a cold , keeping the
bowel* free from all lat sickening
caucus waste*
Yo« haeea fmwiu doctor's word
tw thu J«atae,T>r. Caldwell's record
ol having attended over 3500 birth*
without loss of one mother or babv
Is believed unique in American
medical history.
Get a botfla of Dr. CaldweU'a
Syrup Pensin ftpm your drugstore
and have it ready. Then you won't
have to worry when any member of
your family to headachy, biiiom.
gassy or constipated. Syrup Pepsin
is good for all ages. It sweetens the
bowels; increases ——••digestion more torn
Da. %V. 8. CM.OWCI.CS

SYRUP PEPSIN
A Doctor* family laxative

DM* FOOT Mtmr Reflect
Rough, Pimply Skin?

Cntienra

and hope a dear aldn
Anoint the atfeeted parts with
after • abort time with Cotienra
Soap and bot.water and continua
. bathing for SCTimsl mimites. Pimplea,
nines and all farms of skin troubles
quickly yield to this treatment.
SoapSSc. Otetjntont25«nd50c. ,
Sample each fr*& Addntt: "Cnticnra,"
Pcpfe 5 8,

Sidcitep the Bores
Every day one must encounte
boring experiences and nuisances
Learn how to meet them or elude
WNU—N
them.

S

EASTER EGGS AREN'T ALWAYS EGGSJ
Frances Lee Barton will show you how to make new Easter-tgg surpr
of sponge cake, candy and bright-hued Jell-O in her IS-minute radio t
Tuesday morning, April 11, in the General Foods Cooking School of t
Air. Coining: lessons on Coconut Custard Pie, April 13; Souffles, Apnl 1
Quick Chocolate Cake, April 20. Tune in every Tuesday and Thursday a
enroll to receive helpful recipe bulletins. Tuesdays (desserts, salads <
menus) and Thuwdays (baking day). WHOiDesMoineiandWOCDav
port at 10:15 A.M.—WOW Omaha, at 11:15 AJW.

U

F

like Premium Rake*
1 foe the same reason dial mil.
lions of others prefer dies* tender, faky
crackers* That's qiutUyt The vsty U
Made of selected ingredl
,
baked. Packed /mfc Delivered frtA Buy
(he 1-pound or 2-pound packag*.- Your
money's worth in real food-rain*

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMKBW

Uneed

Mot*1

awte-fti

ftWr^Si^
J«*«S£>

•SstfHtt**-
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THSJ A«ITA

W. R. Remien, witness . . . .
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS Mrs.or Theresa Baker, petit jur- J4.UU
F. P. Behrends, juror
21.00
Court House,
Mabel Buckley, juror
25.60
Atlantic, Iowa,
Sarah Collate, juror
o.W
March 1, 1933.
Mary Curry, juror
18.40
(continued from last week)
Jess J. Everhardt, juror
25.00
Dr. 'M. B. Weir, care of MTS.
Chris Englsang, juror
12.<W
A. E. Ecternacht
14.75 Ethel Henderson, juror
20.80
Waters Grain Company, coal
F. R. Hunt, juror . . . _
12.20
to:
Mrs. Herbert Boyce, juror ..
22.80
13.20
A. Hagen
George Knox, juror
16.d«
13.45
Mrs. W. S. Foster
Fred C. Larson, juror
IO.M
ONION SETS, red, yellow or white, 3 pounds... .25C
Sarah Sullivan
. 50
..n Harvey Morgan, juror
19-00
4
Ellery Seaman
Floyd Penfold, juror
22.60
Elmer Watson,
labor
at
ASPARAGUS, fancy green cut, 2 cans
25C
John Pipgrass, juror
16.30
13.83 Elmer Roberts, juror
Farm
10.40
19.78 Rube Schmidt, juror
W. E. Wise, labor at Farm .
17-40
SALT, table, 10-pound bag
i9c
(White Way Grocery, grocerVeryle Smiley, juror
17.70
ies to:
19.40
Chas. Templeman, juror
SOAP, Big Ben, full 1-pound bars, 6 for.
25C
County Farm
13.38
15.30
fift Walter Ulbrick, Juror
Wesley Taylor
2.10
•^n i Dr. Geo. Alliband, witness .
PALMOLIVE SOAP, 3 bars and 1 box beads... .20C
J. W. Peterman
2.10
8.4.J, p p Edwards, witness . . .
Walter Henke
29.51 Mrs. Myrtle Grover, witness
4.10
O the American public, pre-war prices
Wright's Grocery, groceries
4.10
GOLD DUST, large package
nc
William Madsen, witness . •
have come to represent a supposedly deto:
11.00
P. 'Malcolm, witness
5.18 Erna
Mrs.
E.
Cue
4.10
witness
MARSHMALLOWS, soft and fluffy, per pound.. l?c
sirable low level. It is natural therefore,
25
Harry Miles
4.10
f/
, j Mrs. Perry Shaffer, witness
4-10
that in these days of reduced budgets, the
Harley Cue
4.10
Jack Van Oasten, witness
PITTED DATES, 1-pound package
igc
5.40 i On motion and vote the Board adSteve flVBoore
desire for pre-war prices is heard repeated' Don Woolsey
16.77 journed to meet March 2nd., .1933.
MOR-KIK CHICK MASH, 100-pound bag $1.85
ly. The error of this desire is easily demonJ. W. Zike, groceries to:
(Signed)
Frank Pelzer,
Jas.
Samson
':
12.25
Chairman.
strated. Nearly all products have been
J. R. Conley
3.42 Attest:
OYSTER SHELL, Pilot Brand, 100-pound bag. .79c
greatly improved in the last 20 years and
Walter Stormer
5.52
Jennie M. Ward,
Emil Mudra
4.72
County Auditor.
yet prices today compare very favorably
LYE, 3—13 ounce cans
—25c
Mrs. M. Roughton
7.48
with those of 1913. As applied to electric
Edna Dewey ....
••* PROCEEDINGS OF THE
COCOANUT, long shreds, per pound
23C
Geo. Shindley
3.78
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
service, a return to the good old days would
Allen Rhodes
3.17
be decidedly costly. The average domestic
Joe Walker
1.92
Court House,
Bring Us Your Eggs—Highest Market Price Paid
E. B. Willoughby
10.10
Atlantic, Iowa,
consumer now pays approximately $4.90 for
Welch-Moore Shoe Company,
March 2, 1933.
60 kilowatt Jiours. Before the war (1912)
to:
The Board of Supervisors met purJ. C. Dugan
3.50 suant to adjournment at 9:00 a. m.
the same amount of current cost about $7.50.
J. T. Lewis
2.45 with all members present.
situation, was referred to the county State vs. Otto Paul, Insane:
The history of the electric industry is markGertrude Welton
1.00
On motion and vote the application attorney and laid over for future conR. A. Becker, Physician
3.00 i
W. H. Baker
2.94 of Frank Wells for a blind pension sideration.
ed by consistently reduced prices and a conR. I/. Barnett, Physician
3.00
Walter Henke
1.44 was granted in the sum of $8.00 per
Claims
Allowed.
Torn
C.
Smith,
Attorney
3.00
stant improvement in service.
W. D. Miller
5.24 month beginning March 1st., 1933.' John W. Blake, court bailiff . 6.00
Joe Fudge, witness ....
2.10 j
Mrs. E.
3.95
„,.,
,,, Rimby
.
....
Following bonds were approved: Roscoe S. Jones, attorney
Perry Cousins, witness .
2.101
.85
Mike Kloppenburg
Kloppenburg
.85 Ida Yarger, Massena, $500.00 deposifees defending criminals ..
10.00R. W. Cockshoot. witness
2.10
Lee Delaney
1.191 tory bond. pnrA L Gordineer, Cum- Session (one half day) and Mileage
. Session and Mileage Claims.
Flora Hook
1.95 berland> $50o.OO depository bond;
G. H.Allen
Claims.
Chet Stormer
Will Hamann, assessor, $500.00; J.
H. Allen
2.25 H. G. Armentrout
2.50 w Weitoll) assessor, $500.00; D. N. G.
Oscar Johnson
6.19 T. W. Davis
H. G. Armentrout
6.95
L. 0. Wheatley, groceries to:
Blake, assistant engineer, $2,000.00;
Ryan
5.47 Frank Pelzer
5.90
Floyd Peterson
e.iu | W. E. Wise, bridge foreman, ?500.00. Herman
Herman Ryan
4.70
T.
W.
Davis
7.72
Jens Noorgard
13-31
Suspension of tax granted:
3.65
Frank Pelzer
On motion and vote the Board adMary Nelson .
AN IOWA COMPANY — OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWANS
Mrs. Amelia Formhals, $18.56.
On
motion
and
vote
the
Board
adjourned
to
meet
at
9:00
a.
m.
March
R. D. Reeves .
Moved by Davisj seconded by Allen journed to meet March 13th., 1933.
14, 1933.
Joe Linfor ...
: to grant an extension of contract time
(Signed)
(Signed)
Frank Pelzer,
Prank Pelzer,
Porter Hazard
to the Cresoted Products Company
Chairman.
Chairman.
NO WONDER CANADIAN
Nis Lambertsen
'
of
Kansas
City,
Missouri
and
to
inAttest:
Attest:
Joe
4.i
BANKS HOLD UP GOOD
,. .. Sexton
*xton
*•"' struct the engineer to furnish them
Jennie M. Ward,
Jennie M. Ward,
Matt Voggesser . . . . . . . . . 23.37; shippinr lists and dates.
Published Every Thursday by the
County Auditor.
County. Auditor.
groceries to:
| Motion carried.
You hear every once in a while some ; v
* aTrj»er
Jake
Wharton
23.56
Moved
by
Allen
to
issue
$500.00
of
one ranting about the Canadian banks j
PROCEEDINGS OP THJE~
Soldier's Relief Fund.
scrip under the Zylstra law. Lost PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OP SUPERVISORS |
T. Biggs
50.00
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
want Of a
W. F. BUDD
Editor never going broke. There is a reason.
Read the following:
R. W. Cockshoot
400.00 o n g
claimwere allowed:
Court Qonse,
You heard it—"No Canadian banks ; F. W. Hanton
150.00 jstate vg- L T Plumley:
Subscription if paid in advance. .$1.50
Court Home,
Atlantic, Iowa,
Dr R C Bailey test!ng
J.
C.
Jenkins,
j'ustice
fees
If not paid ki advance
$2.00 have failed"—but you don't hear the | ;,
2.00
Atlantic,
Iowa.
'
'
^^
"
'
,,
,„
,
8fi
tle
St G
Marth 14,1933.
.
'
'
P. Kief:
March 13, 1933.
rest of it. Every Canadian bank must
The Board of Supervisors of Cassl
testing cat| J. C. »Entered at the post office at Anita, nave a capitaliof not lew than $250,000 D r L
3.00
The Board of Supervisors met i County, Iowa, met in adjourned ses-l
tie
14.70 i state 'Vs^
adjourned session at 9:00 a. m. wit sion with all members present.
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
all paid up; this capital must be back-1 Wra
Domestic Animal Fund.
J
Frank Beekman, constable
3.50 all members present.
Minutes o
RESOLUTION.
ed up dollar for dollar by gold. If :
.y Bnsler, 1 heifer
7.501 state vs. Bud Clark:
THURSDAY, APRIL 6, 1933.
j proceeding meetings read and ap
WHEREAS, there are many ne
.
.
.
.
Marie
Carey,
3
goats
12.00
Frank
Beekman,
constable
.
2.00
proved.
those
were obtained cjjas -persons in this county and its j
— Lillie Christensen:
RESOLUTION FOR SALE OF
here, how many banks would be op- Fred F. Joy, 1 sheep ....... 3.38 Inquisition
tical subdivisions -Who are suffei
Burdette L. Roland, coroREAL
ESTATE.
many hardshjps.resulting from ui
erating in your town? In your coun- | A, W. Lehman, 2 sheep
7.88
ner
10.00
Now on this 13th. day of Marc ployment and other causes; and
25.00
ty? And besides, Canadian banks !c- B- Lowell, 4 hogs
Wilbur Dallinger, juror ..
2.00 A. D. 1933, the same being one o
moneys now availabl
(Wilbur Deering, juror . . . .
(not many of them) failed— nine fail- ! °?
V J V1
2.001 the regular meetings of the Board o orWHEREAS,
may be made available '
i
nnn
TT
j
^
,
!
Ralph
shepherd,
3
sheep
John
W.
Blake,
juror
„«.«, c,n^
ionn
2.00 ! Supervisors of 'Cass County, Iowa, be the that
ures
since
1900.
Under
the
above
'
•
nT'Sl.
Weber,*
2
sheep"^.'.'.'.'.
S.'
O
O
relief of the suffering of the nei
Musical Contest Was Good.
Virgil F. Moore, witness
2.00 j it resolved that:
12.00 Session and Mileage for Two Days.
and distressed, from all public fun
The musical concert given last Fri- Canadian laws, there are only, ten' J. L. Woodall, 3 hogs
WHEREAS, one John A. Carlson,
supplemented by private contrite
all Canada today;; Peter Cullen, 3 pigs^
4.50 H. G. Armentrout
day evening by the orchestra and the
tions, are inadequate to meet
combined girls' and boys' glee clubs
immediate needs: now therefore
BE IT RESOLVED, by the B
under the direction of Miss Adria
of Supervisors of Cass County, Sti
Moon was one of the very best that
1116 8
1
f4 sheep
13.50" On motion and vote the Board ad- j WHEREAS, Cass County, Iowa of Iowa, convened at Atlantic, Ion
we have had along this line in re- would attack these banks as wicked '•Jj? . J.tjuinlan,
Spies, 2 sheep :...
10.25
this 14th. day of March, 1933, f
chain
menaces
to
the
common
people.
cent years. All three organizations
Lloyd Schrier, 3 sheep
10.80 journed to meet March 6th., 1983 at | contributed to the said support of the the requirements of the county
—Spring Valley Sun.
m.
said John A. tCarfton out of its poor relief of destitution for the montl
Cleo Worthington, 1 sheep .. 3.38 1:00 p.Session
did exceptionally welj and demonClaims Allowed.
fund; and
Then tell some of the rest. Checks American Legion, Memorial
of March and April, 1933, in additioi
strated that they had acquired skills
G. H. Allen
WHEREAS, the said John A. Carl to
4.50
building, 15 days rent for
G
all local funds applicable to
and a love for music that will proba- issued on one bank and cashed at
court
nurnospo
utt
ftft'
§'
\
Armentrout
4.50
son
was
unable
to
repay
the
sa
court pjurposes _.__„
lUo.UU Frank Pelzer
4.5f
purpose will be 1 ,470.00; and
bly live with them, longer than they another bank of the same chain is
and that he did on
RESOLVE
BE IT FUR
T. W.
February, 1932,
even imagine. About eighty partici- charged 15 cents for exchange, even
to jurjur
that Frank Pelzer. Chairman of th
Herman Ryan
though
the
bank
is
located
in
the
next
4.50
pose
of
repaying
the
said
county
for
ors
81.40
•patej} in the music fest which impressbe and hereby is directed to i
(Signed)
Frank Pelzer,
money so expended make and execute Board,
quest the Governor of the State_
ed one with the fact that this develop- town. The minimum fee for drafts Muriel Morgan, c l e r k of
Chairman.
and
deliver
to
the
said
Cass
County
is 15 cents; anH interest rates f or j grand jury
4.00 Attest:
Iowa, to make application to the
ment in our school is being given to
Iowa, Quit Claim Deed conveying t< construction
Wes e n U on tele
ams
Corporation
short
time
loans
are,
not
Ipwer
than
i
*
/
!"
'
«T
.
2.09
Jennie
M.
Ward,
the said county the following de that amount Finance
many and thus is being conducted on
A. Odem, transportation eximmediately
for reli
12 per cent, twith
County
Auditor.
*
managej
scribed real estate, to-wit: . Lot 21 for this county and to prepare
penses
a very democratic basis. There were
43.85
B ock 3 f
ment
banks
in
this
country
could
have
Ira
Arch,
reporter
143.90
Third
Addition
in
J"
'
about fifty girls in the girls' glee
submit the necessary request thei
Iowa,
9.00
and to verify same; and
oljUb which made a very impressive piled up a handsome balance and Frank Beekman
ttt
deed as J
tided over someVough seas on those R°s«>e_S. Jones, defending
BE IT FTJHTHER RESOLV
niinibeV and a beautiful blending of
criminals
10.00
TinTTVn^. - person; and that
that this Board agrees for itself i
Court House,
voices in the cantata they gave, "The rates.—Luck, Wis., Enterprise.
WHEREAS the said count* accept^ for a County Emergency Relief C<
Postal Telegraph Cable ComAtlantic, Iowa,
ed the said deed and filed the same mittee acting as its agent that ta
pany
38
Chijdhood of Hiawatha."
March 6, 1933.
CHICKEN TAKES JOY
for record on March 22, 1932, which funds
Ed.
Waters,
criminal
investi.jTbe orchestra and boys' glee club
The
Board
<
requested hereunder, or ar
of Cass was recorded in Book 287 on Page part thereof
RIDE IN UNUSUAL WAY
gation for attorney
10.00 County, Iowa,
which may be made ava
should have their share of the honors
.
adj
S s
8
f
Grand Juror and Witness Fees.
^ T™lu l ; £ ° ^e Official Records of Cass able will be distributed and accountt
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The Fable of Mr.
Eatmore's Diet
SB
By GEORGE ADE

D

©. Bell Syndicate.—WNXI Service.

Events in the Lives of Little Men
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NUK there was a Respected
Citizen named George Eatmore who should have tafeen
off his Hat to his Tummy.
For the humble pear-shaped Organ
had been through many « War. The
Fact that It was not worn out, but
was still trying to stay on the Job,
proves that Nature is more wonderful
than Art; when It comes to all-round
toughness the Rhinoceros runs second
to Man.
Before the stomach finally went on
strike It earned many a Service Stripe.
Through years of gormandizing and
guzzling It was a True Pal of George,
always right there when needed and
doing its Duty cheerfully under the
most trying Circumstances.
And yet, for several Decades, Mr.
Eatmore never referred to his faithful Gizzard except in Language of
Complaint. And he would not have
dreamed of introducing his Stomach
as a Topic of Conversation in Polite
Society. He adhered to the old-fashioned Belief that the Alimentary Canal
ts entirely a private Affair.
It would be tmposatbie to produce
a Novel. Play or Movie without featuring the Heart The Cardiacal
Mechanism is put In the Center of the
Stage and flooded with Sp*t-L!gbts
while the hard-working and reliable
stomach, situated only about Bight
Inches to the Southwest, is permitted
to toll at the most menial tasks In
ntter Darkness, with never a word of
Sympathy or Encouragement The
prudes say that One who becomes too
specific regarding' the old Food-Trap
Is immodest and guilty of a Soi4Ul
Error.
The Lungs often receive Honorable
Mention and many a Vermiform Appendix, with little to be Bald for It
in the" way of Looks, Is carefully preserved ID a Bottler and shown to Callera, but the Stomach has been and
continues' to be. as you might say, the
Step-Child of the Human Organism.
It endures all of the Hardships and
gets most of the Blame.
For Instance, take the Case of
'George Eatmore. Even while he was
very Young and on the Milk, be would
often ask his Digestive Apparatus to
take on such Odds and Ends as Buttons. Pins, small Pieces of Coal, CallIng Cards and Lint. Soon after be
was weaned he put Into the handy
Receptacle a most varied Assortment,
Including Green Apples. Raw Turnips.
Molasses Candy, Strawberry Pop and
all of the dye-stuff Berries and oleaginous Nuts growing In the Wildwood.
Did the Craw rebel when It was
bombarded at all hours? On the Contrary, It stood up and never was devoid of Pep. Bach Morning it would
look up at George and say, "Well, my
Hearty, what's the Program for Today?"
College Lads Learned SomethingIt was while George was In High
School that be got quite a Giggle one
day from reading In his Physiology
that the Stomach of Man contains
about Three Pints. Very often he had
eaten as many as two Watermelons at
a Sitting and anyone who says that
two Watermelons are not more tban
three pints has never studied Botany.
It Just goes to show how little the Au
thorities really know.
After George entered College he and
the Receiving Station took many a
hard Trip together. Ail this happened
when Keg Parties were considered Polite Functions and a string of Weenies
smothered with Mustard was called a
Light Luncheon. Lads who attended
Institutions of Learning really learned
something.
Between the catch-as-catch-'can Beanerr which specialized on dried Prunes
•which had been outer-cased by the
Goodyear Company, and those Jolly
Midnight Pick-ups consisting largely
of Umburger and Rye Bread, it
seemed at times that George should
have been supplied with several Stduiachs, the same as a-Cow.
Once in a while the hard-worked
Pouch would try to suggest to George
that It was not a Waste-Basket, but
he seemed to think that the Proper
time to eat was between meals. Whenever there was a complaint he would
Ignore it and urge the patient Slave
to keep on working overtime.
We now discover Our Hero as a
struggling Law Student, trying to live
on Nothing per Week. It was during
these Lean Days, after Dad had discontinued the sendlns of Checks, that
George seemed to regard the Doughnut as Vitamin B. He frequented the
old-style Lunch Counter and subsisted
on so-called Food which was turned
out by Foundries Instead of belnc
cooked. When he hoisted a Cup Of
Coffee which had been twenty-four
hours in the Urn. it )s | lttle Wo nder
that the Stomach would look up at
him in Surprise and emit a low Growl
of Protest.

TO HER 11=
CAM HELP IT II

About the Tl,ne that he got a foothold be married a very Bweet Uttle
Apricotina who had been taking Mus e
Lessons and cooked according
George could have played Eighteen
Holes with one of her Soda Blsculu
It was truly said of her that she coul.l
not boll Water without giving H
Scorched Taste. Hut she could tea
the Lining out of Tostl's "Good-live"
For a long t i m e they couldn't uff,,,,)
a Swede ami I. „„„ aurln ttl|(j ,
when the Lluu. Woman was tryl n ,, ,,!
turn out AIIKH K, M *J ,vllk.,, „„„ f '"
<-ut with a K n i f e intend of u P a i r „,
Scissors, that Mr. Eulwore and ^

alimentary Side-Kick earned a conple
of Carnegie Medals tor Heroism. You
say that Anybody can make Tea.
Even a roan. Well, Sweetie could do
something to It which made It taste
tike Sheep-Dip. And not the best
Quality of Sheep-pip at that
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OurG(
—How It

Every Known Variety of Chow.

At last the Sun of Prosperity began
to shine on the Eatmores and they bad
a Lot of Servants. They had only
Two at one Time, but they bad a lot
in the course of a tear. The colored
Mammies would .prepare everything
Southern Style, while the Transients
imported from Ireland favored Corned
Beef burled in Cabbage, and several
who had escaped from Germany to
avoid Military Service put Caraway
Seed In every Viand and then laid a
Dill Pickle on top of tt. Just when
the Gullet thought It had transported
every known variety of Chow, along
would come a pleasing Novelty, auch
as Bavlola, or Tripe with Apple*
chopped up In It. or Olives stuffed
with Torpedoes, or Hungarian Goulash, or Chicken Livers wearing Peatoons of Garlic, or Gutta Percba Podding dashed with Shellac, or the Beductlve Alligator Pear swimming In
the Lubricant which you see advertised at every Filling Station.
•When a good Doctor goes over a
Man he always listens to the Heart
Sooner or later Science will devise a
Dingus which will enable Doc to listen'
to the Stomach and In that Event the
Specialists will get many an EarfuL
For Instance, the Stomach which accompanied Mr. Eatmore could have
written quite a large Volume on "Unexpected Guests,"
Not until George became a Prominent Citizen and be§an to attend
Formal Dinners did be put his Digestion to the Supreme Test, and start
In to lean heavily on Bl-Carbonate of
Soda. We are referring to the Age of
Gustatory Miracles when every DinerOut found an Exhibit of Glassware In
front of his plate and was supposed to
fly at every kind of red< white and
blue Fluid during the prolonged Battle
with the heavy Courses. A real Dinner, in the old days of cheap Liquor
and the deadly Toast List, made, Belshazzar's Feast look like a Cafeteria
Snack. The Boys had to get Into a
State of Coma In order to put np with
the Speeches.
When Mr. Eatmore took his Stomach
away with him after one of those
three-hour Feeds he didn't have to be
told that his Stomach was present
He would throw It a little Pepsin and
tell tt to behave. During all his years
of Alimentary Acrobatics. George nev
er took any Blame on himself. He
would curse his Stomach and feel that
he was the Injured Party.
Late this Season Mr. Eatmore was
entertained a great deal by Friends
who had Pre-War Stuff. It was made
before the War between Hoover and
the Senate. At the Hospital he told
the Nurses and Everybody that it was
Gastritis. The Stomach bad no opportunity to speak up and say "I went
Into the Ring once too oftea
As some of his old-time Associates
were driving back from the Cemetery
they removed the Black Gloves and
said -they couldn't understand why
George had to check In at the Early
Age of 62, because the Old Scout certainly had taken the Best of Care of
himself at all Times.
MORAL: One may listen to a
dio Station 5,000 Miles away.

POSTAL SAVINGS
HB old maxim toneernin,
Tthat
if yon watch thi....
dollars will care for
have had some reference to th.'
service, for a vast amount «
nual income Which exceeds a.
000 an^uallr is In the tot**\
lowly one-cent piece.
'
But I like to think of

06
lgantlc C T
f^l
*1* *,
ing branches
In every »
city,V°^
town»i
hamlet in the United states.
Imagine It as an enterprise, i
not for profit but for
Interest and; in yours.
It mlgit be mentioned in this,
nectloa tbatJao better evidence of
faith of a people In an institution
been recorded than has been
the last two years by the gr0*
deposits in the postal savings (
That Is Just as much a panel
postal system now as is the i
send money through the mail
form of a postal money order.
Respecting this evidence of L
the figures reveal that more thanj
000.000 of funds, mainly from fe
uals. Is held by the postal
banks.
The postal service, whether i
ered in its correct light
ment agency .or visualized as a i
private corporation, has to l
agement, supervision, guidance, i
out detracting one whit froa|
splendid type of service rend
those workers which constitottl
vast machine, it must have
formulated and purposes pit
its future equals its past Hei
postmaster general sits as a
her of the President's cabinet to|
counsel as he serves as the
head of the service, and the l
flee department exists for the i
of supervision of the machinery |
handles our mails.
The chief deterrent to a clear |
ception of the postal service
alee. It is so vast that compn
of its various activities at
difficult, yet an Idea may be i
of its various ramifications by i
Inlng the structure at the top 1
purpose of seeing how super
Oie work Is divided.
The postmaster general has I
ststanta, each with allotted
administer. He has his legal i
the solicitor and another atton
is a special assistant to the attj
general of the United States, i
has a chief inspector and
Inspector? to Bee that the \m
observed, to look after those i
To the first assistant
general la assigned supervision {
service rendered; that Is, be Is r
Bible for maintenance of a sen
meet the needs of the public, auj
includes management of postn
In the last analysis, it is he
termlnes whether a rural
be extended or whether a unit
carrier shall be assigned to
mall In tae new development of]
at the edge of town. This offl
the one also who theoreticallj
poses of letters and papers an]
Energy Received From Sun
eels Improperly addressed orj
Measured by Pyrhelimeter called for at the local post offl
The energy received from the sun which eventually are classed asj
is measured by means of a device letter*.1*
known as the "pyrhellmeter." It con
Railway mall, Internatiou
slsts of a small tube, at the bottom of
which Is a blackened disk of silver. and air mail are supervised
Tbe disk contains a tiny reservoir of second assistant postmaster
water In which a thermometer bulb Is With the aid of the InterstaM
Immersed. The tube U pointed at the merce commission, he de<
sun and the rate at which the water much money the railways v»
heats Is measured. From this, the for hauling the malls, and
amount of solar energy can be cal- ule of payments has to he revi
quentty because of changer
culated.
The "solar constant," that Is, the ttons and expanding operatto
average amount of bent received each International mail involves
minute upon a square centimeter oi and conventions with forelgaj
the earth's surface, turns out to be and its complexities are :
All of the finances of
1.04 calories. (A calorie Is the amount
of heat needed to raise the tempera- service are assigned to tt
ture of « cubic centimeter of water tlon and control ,of the u
one degree. A centimeter Is about a ant postmaster general.
Tbe third assistant is
third of an inch.)
for
determination of the incoi
As has been pointed out. 1.94 calories seems a small figure. But it Is postal Mi-vice. In other
necessary to remember the size of the seeks to work out policies
earth. We are asked to Imagine a sil- grams to keep income and ow
ver disk one mile square enclosing 75C where near even, though it'
in I
tons of water. The sunlight falling on pened In very few years
this disk, we are told, would raise the To do that, the third R»
temperature of the water from the seek to find the cost of
freezing point to the boiling point in various kinds of mall a
formance of the mao.v
one minute.
Imbedded in the postal sf
example, the parcel post,
About Haiti
package from «
The Island contained the first Euro- pound
Kansas
should be i
pean settlement In the New world; it the sam«City
aa
it
to
was the headquarters of a band of port and delivercosts
that pt
French buccaneers In the Seventeenth addressee. It is a nice rr°Dl
century, and it was defended against without the answer or i
the British by the negroes under Tous1 ftlU
'
salnt VOuverture In 179&., Since then figure, the postal - of
hand.
,,,
the Island has had a variety of rul'<"•
In the hands of
ers, including a French general who postmaster
general
ur
declared himself emperor; a negro all of the mechanical »
fi
emperor. Chrlstophe; two negro presi8(ir>K
"tl,rl
dents of a republic; a third negro lor phases of the
shop for « > > > " , , J
president named Soulouque, who de- gljantlc
bataand other eau i-'»« .1
clared himself emperor under the title the
equipment which
of Faustln I. and a number of rulers
does
make. " ls
Oflc
wbo have risen on the crest of more visionnot
that
the new irecent revolutions.
Ing In your town »'
,
Instructed
(if
°*"™
,,
ie
Wordi M*d« by the Mow*
ment) and he "'" e' . \ a
A recent volume which takes the t^cts If the buiid"'K • e
nature of a guide book to the movie as though be n«<i ""',,„
studios and movie processes, contains the fourth asBletu"' ^^^r
an appendix devoted to words Which fenr" and garope
were bora in the studios and there are chanlc for the tho"••-^ ^
•several hundred of them. Moat of hides which i»e P"
i hem are not exactly elegant, but they «nrt uses.
ure expressive and have found theJr
«ay into somewhat general UM.
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The Golden Rule

Standard Oil Co. to Show
Unusual Picture About 03
Instead of having an exhibit of products at the Century of Progress Exposition in Chicago this year, Standard Oil is preparing to dramatize in
motion pictures on four screens at
once, accompanied by sound and color displays, the part oil has played in
creating modern civilization.
The whole upper part of the dome
of the Travel and Transport Building,
said to be the largest dome in the
world, has been leased for the Standard Oil show. This dome is part of
one of the most striking buildings the
exposition has produced. It has been
constructed practically inside out, with
its ribs showing and the Smooth surface on the inside. As it has no windows, all interior lighting will be electrical.
The roof is hung by sky hooks and
cables from steel columns outside the
building. Because it moves upward
thirty inches and horizontally twenty
inches with the expansion caused by
heat and cold, it is known as "the
roof that breathes,"
The dome is 208 feet in diameter
and 125 feet high. In the center,
about thirty feet from the floor there
will be a 28-ton red crown to serve
as projection room for the pictures,
light, voices, and music which will
fill the great structure. The walls
themselves will be the screens for pictures and embroidering color harmonies.
A motion picture company has been
at work for several months preparing the sound films which are to be
used. One will tell by dramatized
steps the story of oil's uses from early
times to the present, and will picture
the stages through which oil passes
today between well and actual use.
Another film will show the hundreds
of ways in which oil now literally
smooths the way for all business and
commerce.
In striving to make the show
unique, the sponsors have sought out
advanced thinkers in the arts involved
and given them free rein to apply new
ideas. Electrical wizards are taxing
their brains to provide a display of
lighting and color effects on the red
crown and on the walls of the dome
that will astonish all who see it. (Miss
Ida Paula Lustganten, a talented composer, is writing special and unusual
music which is to provide the prelude
and background for1 the drama of oil.
Arrangements have already been
made for use of a new machine called
a controlophone to control the display.
More dependable than any human director it will turn on every light at
just the moment it is needed or wanted, bring in the sound as required,
start and stop the motion pictures,
and weave everything together into a
complete pattern, -without failure of
any actor on his cue.
The whole show is to run only
twenty to twenty-five minutes, but
those minutes, a statement from
Standard Oil promises, will be packed
with thrills for the millions who will
watch it from the floor or the "royal
gallery" of the great dome.

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

MADUfF'S

April 9, 1903.
Harold Ziegler entertained a company of his friends one evening last
week.
Dr. H. E. Campbell reports two
cases of measles in the family of
Henry Dieatrick.
A number of improvements will be
made on the Congregational church
parsonage this-spring.
Earl Holton's school in the WagCorn Starch
ner district northeast of town was
Mb. pkg.
visited last Thursday by a number
of students from the high school.
j
It would seem that the proposition
to secure permission to run a billiard
hall or bowling alley in Anita is up
5—cent
against a stone-wall proposition.
Evergreen Cemetery officials have
Loaves
purchased twenty-six White Birch
trees to take the place of those which
f»t ATTD OMAR, 494b.«^ -•-..$109
failed to pull through the last seaF LUUK SWEET-T00^ ( . J>ag...98cf
son.
Kotex
Men's
Wash
IOWA'S BEST, 4
«*>ag -...85c
The remains of the little baby, that
Men's
Cloths
were
picked
up
in
the
alley
a
few
15c
Athletic
Armour's
mornings ago has been disposed of,
Shorts
regular 5c
Limit
Shirts
Cloverbloom
in
accordance
with
the
rules
and
regvalues*
15c
ulations in such cases made and pro3 boxes
15c
2for5c
Giant size stalks
vided.
H. E. Boatright, for a number of
fresh & crisp
years station agent at Van Meter, has
been transferred to Anita to be the
R. W. Forshay and wife spent SunREAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
or PEACHES
local agent for the Rock Island lines,
day with friends in Des Moines.
No.
10 "gallon" cans
G. W. Yeater to Ollie L. Yeater,
taking the place of W. L. Overman,
Mrs. Albert Ehle has rented the qcd, w 50 ft of e 100 ft of It 1
who resigned to become assistant
DATES, fresh, 2-pound package. . ..,
...........
cottage at the corner of Third and of o p It 1 in sub div ne4 ne4 sec
cashier at the Citizens Bank.
Main Streets, belonging to W. P. Budd, 28-77-34, $900.
CRUSHED
PINEAPPLE,
9-oz.
C«BS,
2
for
......
Ralph Bohning, son of Chris Bohnand with her children are moving to Frank Barber and wf to John B.
ing of Lincoln township, is laid up
MALT, 2V2-lb. cans, lite, med. or dark, 3 for .....
Anita to make their future home.
Gallagher, receiver of Chicago Jt Stk
with a broken leg, the result of getMUSTARD, spicy hot, quart jar . ..... .. / ........
bank, wd, n2 ne4 sec 11-77-34, $1.
ting it caught in the wheels of a seedMrs. Isola Bangham was hostess
er. Dr. H. E. Campbell reports it a
STOCK SALT, 100-pound bag .......... ....... 60c
Monday afternoon to the members of
Wayne Jewett of Audubon visited
very bad fracture, and will retire the
BLOCK SALT, pure white
the Birthday club at her home on with Anita friends Sunday.
young man from general circulation
Chestnut Street. Late in the afterRAISINS,
seedless, 2-pound package ........... lie
for several weeks.
C. W. Clardy and wife visited Sunnoon a lunch was served by the hosAnother
real
estate
deal
was
conSUGAR, brown or powdered, 3 pounds. . ........ 21c|
day afternoon in Cumberland with her
tess.
summated this week, whereby Wm.
sister, Mrs. A. Weaver and husband.
Wagner transfers to Mrs. J. J. HenP. P. Edwards, forjner Anita man
Northern Grown
derson
80 acres of land situated northand deputy sheriff of Cass county
Miss Dora McElfresh returned home
Ohios or
east of Anita, at $60.00 per acre, and
Cobblers 7Q-I
Q
for a number of years, has been ap- last Thursday Jrom a winter's soreceives
a's
part
poyment
the
Henderpointed chief of police in Atlantic by journ in southern California. She had
son residence property in this city at
Joseph Burnea, who was recently a most delighful time, but says she
$2,800.00. Mrs. Henderson and daughelected mayor of that city.
is glad to be home again.
ters will move to Atlantic, where they
recently purchased a residence pro- who will call upon you for your con- cures require the same method]
tribution to the cause of the King- are inseparable in Truth. Huti
perty.'
dom of *God. The Crucible organiza- vy, dishonesty, fear, and so
tion
will pay cash for your,,fragments, make a man sick, and neither i
f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-t-t^-f-ff
and this money will go to the church. ial medicine nor Mind can help]
4- CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
May we count on your cooperation
*
E. L. Anderson, Pastor.
•+ 100%. Further announcement next permanently, even in body, unls
makes him better mentally, am
*• + + » + + + -f + + -f + - f - f Sunday, also bring your fragments tc delivers him 'from his destroyera"!
(The Church With a Heart and church and deposit in the crucibl
404).
an Open Mind.)
which
will
be
awaiting
your
offering
Church School at iO:00 a. m. A
+ + + -f > -f + -f *• + + + » *
We wish to announce to the people of
training school for Christian living
+
M. E. CHURCH NOTES
Anita and vicinity that we are opening a
with classes for all ages. Mrs. Lydia *• CHRISTIAN CHURCH NOTES + *•
Monroe
J» Rarick, Pastor.
Brown, Superintendent.
+
Elwyn Andrews, Pastor.
hardware store in Anita, in the room on the
f * + + -f - f + + -f -f 4 4
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock > + + + + -»• + •»••»••*•> + + +
Sunday School at 10:00 a. nj
south side of Main Street, formerly occuSpecial apropriate music. Sermon sub- Bible School at 10:00 a. m. C. W
C.
H. Johnson, General Supt
ject, "The Challenge of the Cross." Zastrow, Superintendent
pied by Rasmussen's Cafe.
Morning
worship at 11:00 o'cl
Notice—This is the last of the In- Communion Service at 11:00 a. m.
the
Masonic
Temple.
stitute programs.
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m.
Epworth
League
at 7:00 p.
We will carry a complete line ef shelf
Institute Program.
Evening services at 7:30 o'clock.,
the parsonage.
Refreshments
at
6:30,
with
Mr.
and
and heavy hardware, and everything else
No creed but Christ, no book bu
A fine group of young fo
Mrs. Guy Hayter in charge.
the Bible, no name but the divine.
usually found in a first class hardware
been attending the League
Assembly devotional service at 7:00 Our Sunday School attendance
lessons have been most inter*
store.
o'clock.
gradually and surely increasing, an
Clarinet Duet, Jack Long and Mil- der the capable leadership of Brothe Our former League president, ]
Bertha Daubendiek, has been '
lard iRuggles.
We will be glad to have you call and inZastrow.
Plans
are
underway
f»r
a
Reading, "The Least of Those," sunrise prayer meeting Easter morn two Sundays during her college \
Men's Tootle overall's, 85c. Stuhr's. Miss Margaret Biggs.
tion. It is always a pleasure to I
spect our store and merchandise.
ing
to
which
everyone
is
cordially
in
her with' us.
Departmental Session at 7:15.
The members of the Oak Ridge
vited. Come and bring a friend to
The topic lor next Sunday'
Adult
Group.
club held their regular meeting at the
this
service.
Breakfast
will
be
serven
ing
is, "Jesus' Idea of God." i
Addresses, "The Business of the
Mrs. John Daume home west of Adair
io the members of the church afte Glen Johnston.
Church,"
Dr.
C.
E.
Harry.
"What the service. You will be solicited lat- (Choir practice Wednesday
last Thursday. Miss Lucy Johnston
the Church Means to Me," H. O* er.
was a guest.
at the home of (Mrs. Ear! Bit
Stone; and "A Christian's Obligation,'
Ladies aid meets all day Thursday good attendance is desired as'
C.
W.
Hockenberry.
ANITA, IOWA.
J. D. Young and wife returned
at the home of Mrs. J. P. Christen preparing a musical program fa
Young People's Group.
home the last of the week from West
sen.
ter service.
Topic,
"What
Decision
for
Christ
Liberty, Iowa, where they had been
The W. -P. M, S. will
Means
to
Me."
Address
to
be
supplied.
spending the winter with their daughMrs. Frank Bontrager Thur
Junior
Group.
ter, Mrs. C. H. McDermott and famLINCOLN CENTER
ternoon.
Topic, "The Message of Jesus."
ily.
COMMUNITY CHURCH
A meeting of the church
Leaders, Mrs. Russell Smith and Miss
Elwyn Andrews, Pastor.
ia called for Thursday eveni
Marie E. Osen.
the parsonage. Business of
Primary Group.
Church services at 10:00 a. m.
Topic, "The Friendship of Jesus." Sunday School at 11:00 a. m,with ance to transact
CUSTOM HATCHING
360 EGGS FOR $6.00
Leaders, Misses Gretchen Budd and
Mrs. Everett Luman as SuperintendBuy fresh tested bulk garden seed, Isabelle Biggs.
An all day meeting of
ent.
, SMALLER AMOUNTS
2c PER EGG
Malone's, Atlantic.
n
aid society of Lincoln Center f
Closing assembly for all groups at
There will be special music at the last Friday at the community i
TOR SALE:-^Mammouth Bronze 8:00 o'clock.
church
service.
covered dish dinner was
WE get in fresh MILLED CHICK STARTER
Clarinet Duet, Byron Miller and
turkey eggs. 10 cents each. Phone 52
noon.
Jack
Roe.
every week. No chance to get moldy and stale.
R 1. Mrs. R. N. Way, Anita, Iowa. 3
Reading,
"Salvage,"
Edward
RugWill also have some Peat Moss in this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Forshaf J
<•
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
FOR SALE—Tally cards, 10 for 5e. gles.
•
+
•
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
ained
the members of
Tribune office, Anita.
tf
A religious drama entitled, "The
Street dinner and bridge- club J
"Are
Sin,
Disease,
and
Death
Sweet clover from $2.10 to ?2.50 Light of the Cross," to be presented Real?" will be the subject of the home on West Main Street
by the Junior Dramatic club under
per bushel. Malone's, Atlantic. It
evening. Mrs. Hazel
the direction of Mrs. P. T. Williams Lesson-Sermon in all Churches
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, April an out-of-town guest. A of
Repairs for any make STOVE or Complete program found elsewhere in y,
dinner was served at 7.00 o'o
FURNACE.
When in need of this issue.
Phone 106
Anita, Iowa
;he evening was spent
The
Golden
Text
is
from
Psalms
SPOUTING or TIN WORK, see JohnPlan to attend all services and ac
son's Plumbing Shop. Phone No. tivities on Eaater Sunday A great 103:2, 3, "Bless the Lord, O my 8oul, bridge.
day is in store for you. Complete and forget not all his benefits: who
tf
forgiveth all thine iniquities; who
program next week.
We have the seed and we have the
Senior ladies aid will hold their ne healeth all thy dieases."
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo«» church tations from the Bible and from the
dining
room,
and
will
FOR SALE OR TRADE:—1929
serve a 12:00
Chevrolet coach; 1982 Chevrolet se- o'clock lunch for the public'." You are Christian Science textbook, "Science
and Health with Key to the Scripdan.
Open evenings and Sundays invited.
•Anita, Iowa
Phone 244. 0. W. Shaffer & Son! The missionary society will hold tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
their regular monthly
One of the Bible citations reads:
Anita, Iowa.
meeting FriOILS AND
in the church.
"Blessed
is the man unto whom, the
RIALTO THEATRI
-7:30 O'CLOCK
This will be an
E. 8. HOLTON, Lawyer.
LOWEST
Lord
imputeth
not
iniquity,
and
in
Eaater thank offering _,, Mrs.
Practice in all courts. Opinion on A. B Stone will be theservice.
leader All whose spirit there is no guile. I acLand Titles; and Settlement of estatei members and friends of the
lots.
knowledge my sin unto thee, and mine
Gawritee, 100
> Specialty.
County AUora*? are invited. Bring your than church iniquity have I not hid. I said, I
,7'j"
FIVE REELS OP MOTION PICTURES THAT YOU WILL ENJOY
delivered
will
confess
my
transgressions
unto
»ng
into
the
House
of
God
ANITA MILLING CO.
FREE PRIZES FOR FARMERS
s °r
Garnllne, 50
Next Sunday the Crucible will be the Lord; and thou forgavest the InCHADWICK TRANSFER
,8cl
open to receive your offering of old "luity of my sin. Thou art my hidGround oats
leu, delivered
discarded jewelry and other articles »ng place; thou shalt compass me
Oats hulled
'..'.'.'.'.'. '
Station .prices, per
contauung gold and silver. It is 0" about with songs of deliverance"
Ear corn ground
U r
,8cl
ANITA LUMBER CO.
purpose to gather up the fragment s (Psalms 32:2, 5, 7).
Culled for and delivered
Station prices, per t'a
Among the selections from the
to reclaun the prec, UUs metal in them
6c per cwt
PHONES: Officw 20; Re*. 11
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS
PRICES CASH ON
Science textbook ia the foland thus, give them a new life in u"j
No bother. You lose no time.
DELIVER^m chnstian service. You are called
the sick and reformLet Us Do It
ape one and th
upon to cooperate w lth the commie tv,i
„
® •»"»*
fong m Christian Science. Both

DEPARTMENT STORE
The Best For less
.
Anita, Iowa
HATS
WASH
FROCKS
special
many
prices
CLEVER STYLES IN
different
89c
SILK DRESSES
styles
to
59c and $1
$2.95
HOSE
Blouses
Chiffon
and
extremely
or
smart
Service
d*£
rn
style
$1 value
$1.00
79c

Spring Frocks

$3.95

$6.50

Specials for Saturday

Announcement

Food

Specials For Thurs., Fri., Sat
STARCH
Prince Albert

BUTTER
Celery
Pears

|o

Ib. 19C

• "01

Neff Hardware
BABY CHICKS

WANT-ADS

Rasmussen Hatchery
and Produce Station

ATTENTION FARMERS

Free Show

Thursday, April 6th.

ROBT.~SCOTT

Gasoline Alley5

THE TRIBUNfe. ANITA. IOWA.

>eru s
Gets New Bress
jnia, Ancient City of the
j>izarros, Is Transformed
Into Modern Metropolis.
by National O«dira.t>hlo Soelcty,
'aabJngton'. D. • C.)-B"-WWU SVrfleaii

BMOLTSHINO here, building
1
there; Installing modern water
and sewerage system*; tearing
op rough, age-worn cobbletores patting down smooth modern
Lcrete and asphalt In their itead;
penlng up new highways both to the
lountains and the sea; and develop-,* motor routes to the outlying reEons of the plain: thus the makers of
Lima are transforming* tie PerD capital, city of the Ptearros.
The older portion of the city, as
ell as tbe newer region which clrimscrlbeB it, Is sharing In the modnlzation. Trae the older section 1*
I must remain an area:of one-way
«ts, for its thoroughfares are so
u row that even street cars mast
iserve tbe one-way law. Likewise, the
Idewalks are so lacking In 'elbow
iom that only two people can pass
> another at a time, and'the one
the outside must keep a close
Etch lest he be struck by a passing
|0ld and new fight for 'supremacy.
! blue-necked turkey buzzards have
their role as the official scavens; the ox-cart has 'given place
ely to the motor truck; the old
ouche has abandoned the streets
[the modern automobile; and the
tlent, pannlered donkey Is making
I last stand.
.
vcn Plzarro's stern old palace Is
tllng the urge toward modernlzaIn days gone by, there was no
: in Lima that had a. single name
icughout its length. Bach block had
own particular designation. The
i streets that lead from the Phua
Martin to the National Palace
i sli blocks long. Bach possessed
different names, one for each
i municipal authorities wanted to
ge all this and gave each street
•single designation for Its entire
Itfh. Tbe one they called the Olron
|ls Union and the other the Qlron
labaya.
'
lot the populace would bare' none
•It. The man who did business on
" northwest side of the PUua de
i still wanted to have bis store

i of shoes In a Peruvian Market
srlbanos, and the one who held
i on the next block still Insisted
ru doing business on Mercaderes,
[ftey continue to do so. Gonsethe Qlron de la Union Is swaiI IP by the several calles which
"B It.

' may be named, without modrhyme or reason, and they
y are without alphabetical or
'Indication of their sequences;
people ding to them, despite
»w coQfaslon it costs the post
. however much it may perplex
ltor, ana 'whatever harvest it
the taxi drivers.
How the System Works.

•

interesting stories are told
'ting how this mysterious sys|«orks. One concerns a stranger
"en a taxi In Calle La Merced
the chauffeur to drive him
ijano velnte cinco." The
aid not bat an eye» but drove
" > up Jesus JYazareno, skidded
wheels into Qlron oarabaya,
I wound Plasa San Martin, and
»P through Boca, landing his
i Passenger at the address giv
»e same street, but simply
•next block from when he
["toe Mercaderas tells ns of
»« that block wan the Wall
L»? Uma and Escrlbanos or
" letter writers who were
T?f the Portal* on the
the piaza. CalieMantaa
iiZ 8Quare where *»•' tadle»
JWden past "spent their bus»«ai>ce in riotous purchase
esptma, Indian textiles,
fc of L"aa's past is writ*
[streets, in names that the
•J >ong has wanted to wipe

°tb)

. But the people
"« l° their streetiwtth
o«*t will not permit conovcr

"

oue

of

more

gar.

'

ceramfc

°*-

fPrtngttme, where the blues of
m and lupine, the yellow It
and the gold of colchlcum.
WWt8
« arabta an* the
, OTbrie«a. blend into the
fresh foliage of the overhanging trees

Howe About:
Making a Fortune
Problem for Stenographers
Reading

skies.** <UUre °* *"*' new-walfll*>
.The charm of the story of the origin
of this porcelain garden almost equals
By ED HOWE
the beauty of the ceramic triumph IttJOW
la
a fortune made? In seven
self. On a November morning In
*
*
out
of
ten this Is the process: A
1619 a vast crowd had gathered in
the Plaza de Armas, for there was young man finda himself with a wife
to be a public hanging, and these on his- hands, and a family of children
events were Roman holidays for the coming on. (How universally children
keep coming onl) He works and savea
populace.
The public crier .had announced: ,wlth a view of providing for them.
^The Warrantable and Boyal Audl£n- From an expert workman he become*
cla of this City of tfae Kings has con- foreman, superintendent, proprietor In
demned to suffer a shameful death a small way, and works long hour*
on the gallows AlonsO Godlnez, native He discovers that the more reliable
of Guadalajara, In Spain, for the mur- he to, the more he helps in community
der of Marta Villoslada without fear affairs, the more his business prospers
of Judgment human or divine. Let him I In course of time his little business bewho did so pay the penalty I This comes a big business, if be continue*
sentence is to be read in the presence to manage it welL Finally, along toof all lest they meet a like end! Let ward old age, he become* well-to-do
occasionally rich. And at forty, fifty
Justice be done!"
or sixty he is more reliable than hi
Came « Reprieve.
was at twenty or at thirty, when a
The condemned man had taken his •mall business man, foreman or superstand beneath the noose and the hang, intendent There la nothing in the
man was nervously adjusting the fatal general belief that as soon as a good
knot Suddenly a monk pushed his way •workman is advanced, he becomes
through the throng, climbed the gal- more careless in his morale. lows platform, and handed a parch* * «
ment to the captain Of the guard.
A man in Florida, separated from
1
After the latter had read it, the two his wife, employed a woman as his secengaged In a moment .of animated retary. One day when the secretary
conversation, after which the padre came out of her office she was «hol
led the condemned man" away and and killed by the wife; five balls were
Into the portals of the monastery of fired, and although women are supSan Francisco. The crowd, disappoint- posed to be poor pistol shots, every one
ed, hung about the Plazuela de San was deadly. Was the trouble between
Francisco discussing this strange over- the husband and wife due to the bad
throw of justice and' berating those acts of the secretary? if the secrewho had denied them their holiday.
tary was actually an honest woman
But-later the reason for reprieve seven newspaper readers out of tea
became known. That morning the> con- and the twelve Jurymen to be callet
demned man bad made what he later to decide the case, will believe
thought would be bis last confession she was not It Is an exhibition o
on earth, to the prior of the monastery. human unfairness that the millions o
He said that he was a potter by trade good girl* who study stenography at
and that he bad learned the art both business colleges mutt consider.
of .making and setting tiles.
* • •
Tears before. Dona Gatalina Huanca
Books,
'newspapers,
magazines and
bad brought from Spain a magnificent
pamphlets
have
become
so numerous
collection of tiles for the decoration
of the hew cloisters at San Francisco; many ray they are a pest
Still, in the stream of print Is all
but neither plan nor a tile setter had
come with them, and Lima had no the wisdom the race has accumulated
tile setters. 80 for years the tiles had and)all the good writing; the problem
been piled up in a corner of the mon- is to find it in the pile of rnbblsb,
I have a friend of reasonable taste
astery; many were stolen and more
were broken.. Would Providence ever , who is an enormous reader. He gets
bis start in selecting books of possible
open a way for their setting?
Here seemed to b« the answer; value by belonging to book clubs In
the prior saw an opportunity to let New York, and has accumulated a
the man who had murdered a woman great number of such selections. I
In a drunken brawl repent his sins lately visited him, and came away
In a lifelong- task of setting these with ten he specially recommended.
splendid tilesr So be hastened to the Only three of then* actually: interested
Viceroy to Implore the pardon of the me, although I looked over the others"
murderer, afed tn> Viceroy, a descend- and found some curious things In the
ant of the Borglas, seeing poetic jus- process.
Books are like men: so many o:
tice in remitting the penalty of the
scaffold and Imposing a task of serv- them do not amount to anything. '.
ice that would require a lifetime, know an. old fellow who walks occa
granted the commutation of sentence. slonally, for the benefit of the exerOne can see today the wisdom of cise and fresh air, and during these
that act of mercy-tempered Justice. walks he looks straight ahead, that he
Alonso Godlnez was a true artist, who may see as few men as possible.
* •• «
loved bis work and threw his soul into
It Today "the walls blossom with pic"The English." says a Canadian writtures, which In their .mellowness, rich- er, "seem to have a world perspective,
ness, and seductive beauty rival those a world outlook and world philosophy,
of the Alhambra Itself; and It Is doubt- unequaled by any other people on
ful If outside of Spain there Is to be earth." I neither deny nor accept the
Found a finer example of porcelain en- statement, but It causes me to wonder
tablature in the heyday of Its art than just how much truth there is In it I
here."
should say France and Germany are
a is peculiarly a city of close rivals of England as possessing,
churches, with some 70 in its limits; on an average, the wisest and most efand, with nearly four centuries of out- ficient inhabitants. Up to the time of
standing ecclesiastical tradition be- the war Germany was crowding Engilnd them, the people are much given land for first place; since the war
to buying religious objects. The Ca- France has shown Itself smarter than
thedral Is a magnificent structure, either of its rivals. The United States
much larger than Plzarro built, but la entirely out of the competition, not
still not so grand as the one erected because of lack of efficiency, but beduring the early years of the viceregal cause lack of common sense has beregime and destroyed by the great come our national misfortune. Somt
earthquake that wiped out Callao, the say the island of Java Is the Garden
nearby seaport
of Eden so far as ease of making a
The high altar la of massive silver living is concerned, and that the rule
construction. In the chapel of the Vir- of the Hollanders comes near being the
gin is. a celebrated Image presented wisest and best. Denmark, Sweden,
>y tfae Emperor Charles V of Spain, Norway, should be considered in pickand In1 the Chapel Arcedlano an orig- ing out the country best managed.
inal painting attributed to -Murlllo, Switzerland, although it has far better
scenery than soil, baa long .attracted
representing Jesus and Veronica.
Here rests a glass-and-marble casket attention as specially well managed so
which Is most interesting of all, for far as public affairs are concerned.
* • •
it contains the half-mummy, halfskeleton reputed vtp be the remains of
In reading sea stories I have obthe great conquerer.
served that when there is a strong
wind, a good captain drive* his ship,
Fashionable Hats Taboo.
The attire for church occasions is and takes risks. Occasionally he
perhaps the most conservative in the meets disaster from driving too hard
New world. Even those women wbo In a roaring gale; at best the decks,
dress In the latest Parisian modes the cook bouse and life boats are
elsewhere put on their plain black afloat, and the sailors get little rest
mantillas when going to church. Iri The best captains take chances In
iome congregations those wbo come everything, to get along. Still, a man
In fashionable headgear are told po- wbo drives bis ship in a hurricane,
litely to remove them and substitute to make up for the days he Is betheir mantillas before they are allowed calmed, must have sound judgment;
sound knowledge as to the strength of
to be seated.
sails.
Among the fine old residences of ropes, masts and
* • •
Lima one of the most Impressively
In my home In the country I have
beautiful Is the famous palace of Torre-Tagle, once the home of the mar- heard no show commended as much as
quises of that name, but now the "Of Thee I Slag." The show has not
headquarters of the Ministry of For- come within two or three hundred
miles of me, but traveler* to the big
eign Relations.
towns
have seen It, and told me of Us
The City of the Kings long has been
cleverness.
(ambus for its brilliant social We, unusual
writer* of the play have made
with a constant succession of lunch- a The
great fortuna Soon we will be
eons teas, dinners, dances, champan- Hearing
of their yachts, their string*
adas! and receptions. Nearly four cen- of race horses, of their being sued
turies of wealth, leisure, and opporalimony.
tunity' have written their Impress of (orCan
anyone doubt they have won
culture on the descendants of the no- their distinction and money honestly?
bility and official clauses of the co- Any poor man who abuses them belonial regime.
cause they do not dlvMe with him, or
Most of the higher class residents charges we need a new form of govso to speak, board with their cooks. ernment because these men have sucThe latter are given speclfled allow- ceeded, Is unfair and mean.
ancw each day, and out of that are
These meu spent many a day and
expected to keep their masters' ta- dollar In drilling dry boles; now that
bles up to tue eiiifted stnmlara. ami they have struck oil, they are fairly
to keep the market men wllli whom entitled to all a gusher muy bring la.
they deal happy through grutultlus
C. I««. W Syndicate.—WNU SMVlo*.
doled out to them.
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Good Bread High in Food Values
.Contains Large Percentage
of Calories Needed for
One's Health.
Bread In some form or another
nas been from the beginning of civilization nn Important contribution
to the nutrition of mankind. After
man discovered that he could grind
wild grain Into meal, mix this with
water and bake, bread between hot
stones, be began the cultivation of
grain for food and the establishment
of a settled home.
It was centuries later that the
tise of "leaven", was discovered.
Bread Iri anything like Its modern
form is said to have been first
made by the Egyptians. The first
bread was merely cakes of coarsely
ground meal held together by water. A great variety of grain was
and is used for bread. In this country we find wheat bread is used almost to the exclusion of other
grains. Most of this bread Is made
from refined wheat flour, known as
"white" flour. In France and Bngland this is the favorite bread. In
the other countries of Europe we
find rye bread, known In some places
as black bread, used largely.
"A fine white loaf wag a symbol
of luxury food, and used only by
the great until the last centuries,
when large scale milling operations
began to produce fine white flour In
large quantities, within a much
shorter space of time commercial
bakeries turning out thousands of
loaves of bread each day have taken
over tfte task of baking bread for
large communities. The majority of
this bread is made from white flour
and the quality produced .is often
excellent, sometimes much better
than the average loaf of homemade bread. Large scale-, operations
has put the loaf on the market at a
coat which little more than covers
the cost of the material and fuel
tor a home-bake^! loaf. Prices per
pound differ, depending largely upon
the other ingredients besides flour
nsed in its preparation. "Milk"
bread is preferable from the food
value standpoint
We depend upon bread for a goodly percentage of the calories needed
daily in our diet We get from it an
appreciable amount of protein. Bread,
made as it Is from a good quality
wheat, with the addition of shortening, milk and yeast, is a valuable
foofl f6r the- sake of its "fuel" and
protein. It is also so easy fbr digestion that It is completely utilized.
At the same time It Is an Inexpensive source of food.
Bread must, of course, be supplemented by other foods which provide more protein, minerals and
vitamins. In a well-varied diet we
will get the supplements easily
from extra milk, meat, eggs and
vegetables and fruits. Whole wheat
bread Is of higher value in minerals,
especially iron, and in vitamin B,
than white bread. It Is not so generally popular as white bread, but
it is a good plan to use it to some
extent in the weekly meal plan.
Where the money to be spent for
food Is too limited in amount to allow of the purchase of liberal
amounts of the more expensive
foods, whole wheat bread should be
counted upon to provide Iron and
vitamin B.
From the nutritive points of
menus w& should not discount the
contribution of bread to the diet.
We hear so much about the value of
fruits, vegetables and milk that we

Pineapple Betty.

1 can crushed pineapple
Z cups flry fine bread crumbi
2 tablespoons butter
Vt cup sugar
Drain pineapple and reserve
juice. Grate or roll crumbs and
cook in butter until yellow. Add
sugar to crumbs and mix well.
Sprinkle greased baking dish with
one-third of the crumbs. Arrange
pineapple and rest of crumbs In alternate layers' and pour Juice over
pudding. Bake in a hot oven (4BO
degrees Fahrenheit) twenty to thirty minutes. Serve with hard sauce.

headaches, s i d e
aches, and women of
middle age who suffer from heat flashes,
nervousness, or from
catarrhal d r a i n s ,
should take Dr.
r _-Pierre's Favorite Prescription. Miss
Celeste M. FJvecott of 1817 No. 17lh St.
Omabs, lays: "Some time ago I wu way
nervous, had headaches Mid n* appetite w«
very poor, I never left like eating? I hid
no energy and did not rest well at night I
took ong ofae bottle rf Dr. Pierce'. Favorite
Prescription and it made tte feel betterta
wety way. It drove away that nervous, deprewed condWon, I Mt stronger, anj 3£
nervous headaches disappeared."
Dr. rim,; citato. Boffalo, H, R

HISPERED
Great Complexion

Meat Tlmbales.

1 cup soft bread crumb*
1 cup milk
4 tablespoons butter
1 cup finely minced chicken, veal
or ham
Salt and pepper
i egg -whites
Cook bread crumbs and milk to a
smooth paste over a low flre, stirring coastaptly. Add butter, meat
and seasoning to taste. Fold In the
beaten whites of eggs. Fill small
greased individual molds two-thirds
full. Set In pan of hot water and
bake until firm In a moderate oven
(375 degrees Fahrenheit) for about
twenty minutes. Turn out on serving dish and surround with eggs,
mushroom or cheese sauce and
garnish with sprigs of parsley.

BAYER

Secret!

-white
Ung ago ihe
''that no cosmetic would
iudeblotcbea,pimple*or
wneBaae found
the secret ol real comj
. eo»-They cleaned and
cleared the etiminative tract— corrected sluggish bowel action — drove out the poisonojw
wastes. She felt better,
ofjJJRl ' "
•with vitality. Try this
rafedepei
all-vegetable corrective
ht. See your con*plexkm improve,
ace headaches,
dullness vanish.
At all druggists'
—onJyaSt

SAFE!

BAYER

The popularity of Bayer Aspirin is due in large measure
to its speed. There is no quicker form of relief for a bad
headache, neuralgia, neuritis, or other severe pain. But
even more important is its safety. Anyone can take
Bayer Aspirin. It does not depress the heart. It doea
not upset the stomach.
No one need ever hesitate to take Bayer Aspirin because of its speedy action. Its rapid relief is due to the
rapidity with which tablets of Bayer manufacture
dissolve. You could take them every day in the year
without any ill effects.
For your pocket, buy the tin of 12 tablets. For economy,
bottles of 100 at the new reduced price.

YOU'D BE TIREO.TOO —
IF YOU HAD TO SCRUB
THE WASH

OH, BETTY. YOU WERE
RIGHT! RINSOGETS
CLOTHES 40R 5 SHADES
WHITER-WITHOUT ABIT
OF HARD WORK,

OUNG women
Y
who suffer from
monthly pains, or

somehow forget the Importance of
this inexpensive food.

WHAT'S WRONG WltH YOU/]
LATELY, MARIAN? YOU'RE
ALWAYS TOO TIRCO
TO GO ANYWHERE

NEXT WASHDAY

ADVICE TO DAUGHTERS

ASK HER IP SHE
JIM WANT TO GO
WITH US
TONIGHT

And Bayer has

THERES NOTHING
TO CRT ABOUT. GET
SOME RINSO AND END
WASHDAY DRUDGERY

This way makes clothes
last twice as long I
B-UODEU^thfOTkWByyoarwMbboud! Why
B
•anb when Riaso soaki elothw 4 or 5 «h^kt
witter? Safely, of couae. The bome-ouktag ex

of 3 1 6 leading newspaper* recommend Rinao. Clothe*
washed this "Krublctt" w»jr last 2 or 3 times longest
Rioso'f • gttod cotp for wuhing ""fMtift. too.
The qukett of 40 famous wuhen lay^Bimo Cot
wfety—*>i whiter washes—fiat brighter colon 1"
Cup for cup, Efaso |tves twice u modi sods at
lightweight, puffed-up «otps— in hib tint tout uft
wattr. Kicb, toting iud»—nfc for. the fioett cottons end lioeos. Wonderful also for dlahet

The biggest-selling package soap in America
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$1.00 house dresses, 79c, 2 for $1.50.
Children's dresses 49c. Stuhr's.

Cass

Payers,
\

Tax Penalty Is Extended 30 Days
•
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The Cass County Board of Supervisors Saturday afternoon passed a resolution extending for
irty dayj9 the period of grace on payment of the
•installment of 1932 taxes. Penalty on unpaid
taxes will hot attach until May 1st.
The bill in the Iowa legislature to extend the
*
.
time limit ninety days.. or until July 1st.. awaits
concurrence by the senate of the amended measure
passed by the house, and doubtless will be enacted
into law.
s

However, the action was taken by the Cass
county board to give; Cass county taxpayers immediate relief from anxiety, and this announcement
is made for the information of hundreds who have
besieged our office within recent days.

Earl Westering of Harlan, owner of
th« Golden Rule department store in
this city, was a visitor in Anita one
evening last week.
Mrs. Mary 1C. Black returned home
the last of'the week from Long Beach,
California, where she had been spending1 the winter months.
Mrs. Luella B. Sales of Geneseo,
Illinois, was in the city last week,
coining here to attend the burial services for her mother, Mrs. Belle
Spangler. /x
Ed. Wahlert and Fred Bartlett of
Atydubon township will serve as petit
jurors at the April term of the Audubon county district court, which convenes in Audubon on April 25.
Mrs. Albert Wiese and children, William and Holdine, have returned to
their home in Iowa City. They were
here to attend the funeral services
for their son and brother, Hugo Wiese.
K*v. Wm. Mack, for the past eleven
years pastor of the First Presbyterian
church in Atlantic, has tendered .his
resignation effective May 1, at which
time he goes to Des Moines to become
pastor of the Union Park Presbyterian church.
A saving of 33%% in the Massena
school system has been effected by the
Massena school board during the present year. The cost per pupil has been
reduced $32.50 under last year's level
In 1932 the cost was $93.50 per pupil
and this year it is approximately $62

Treasurer of Cass County
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GAS
7c Phis Tax
at Station in 50 Gallon Lots
See Us About Your Motor
and Tractor Oil.
'

"

"

Tj»

Have a Special Price on
Tractor Kerosene

W, Shaffer & Son
, IOWA

Anita

C. E. Faulkner and wife left last
Friday for Excelsior Springs, Missouri, where they will spend a week
or'ten days.

L.
Wilbur G.; Rprk of Abingdon, Illiline bloomers at 16c to 69c at
s. Also Serval clear crepe nois, was called to Anita last week
by the death of his father, John W.
|4t25c.
:'
' . •";
Rork.
| G. Mi Adair, wife and daughter,
The Boreas class of the Congrega[spent Sunday in Atlantic with
or, Mrs. Fred Herbert and fam- tional church Sunday School will meet
next Tuesday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
at the home of Mrs. Gay Steinmetz.
t Benson and family are moving
Sen. Chas, D, Booth of Harlan .-was
eek to a property in the southa
visitor in the city for a short time
|part of the city belonging to
Saturday morning, stopping here to
Stuart.
call on friends while en route from
id" Kaskey has 'been visiting the Des Mloines to his home, where he
»eek in Manson, Iowa, with his was going to,spend Sunday.
T, Carl Kaskey and family, and
Henry Maduff and family are movrther friends.
ing this week from the Miss Dora
and oyster shell, 100-lbs. .75c McElf resh residence property on West
peaberry coffee, pound... .18c Main Street to a property belonging
i seeds, 3 packages.
10c to the S. V. Jenkins estate, just west
[sets, red or white, 3 IDS,. . .25c of the McElfresh property.
SCHAAKE'S STORE.
100 PEOPLE OUT OF EVERY
100 HAVE STOMACH TROUBLE
day meeting of the W. W
Acidity,
indigestion, heartburn, sour
as held last Thursday at the
Mrs. J. H. Trimmer, west of stomach often lead to ulcers. Don't
'. A 1:00 o'clock dinner was ruin your stomach 'Counteract these
| by the hostess. The ladies conditions with Dr. Emil's Adla Tablets. Bongers Bros., Druggists.
4
' day in quilting.

THEATRE

Carl H. Miller, wife and son, Rex,
spent Sunday in Adair, guests of M.
T. Ingold and wife.

A few days ago Antone Nelson
found one of his horses in an ok
abandoned well at his farm northeaafc
of Anita. The horse had fallen to the
bottom of the well, which was twenty
feet deep, and it was necessary to
move a lot of dirt to rescue him. The
horse was not injured in any way by
the accident.

Lou Soper, 46, at one time a resident of the Anita vicinity, passed
away a few days ago at an Omaha
yarB .lengths toweling at 20c. hospital from complications of an illness of more than a year. He is surStuhr's.
vived by two sisters, Mts. Addie
•C. E. Robinson, Wiota hardware Frail and Mrs. Myrtle Lowe of Atmerchant, was a business caller in lantic, and one brother, Ira H. Soper
he city Saturday.
of San Francisco, California.

Mighty c

DANIELS

SPECIAL SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS
"RAMBLING ROUND RADIO ROW"
with
LOIS WHITEMAN — HARRY B ARRIS —ART
JARRETT — RUDY WIEDOEFT — BENNY
KREUGER AND OTHERS
and
UNIVERSAL NEWS with GRAHAM McNAMEE
Popular Admission
lOc and 25c

M. Dorn of Menlo was visiting with
CliflSord L. Niles, who operates a
riends and looking after business theatre at Anamosa and former chairmatters in the city Monday.
man of the Iowa state highway commission, and H. A. Darting of GlenC. Ross Wiley, at one time owner wood, former member of the commisf the local hotel, and later employed sion, stopped in Anitta a short time
Child's light weight U-Suits, 19c;
NOTICE.
n an Omaha hotel, has come to Anita last Thursday afternoon, while en
ladies sleeveless vests, lOc. Stuhr's.
o spend a few weeks with his broth- route from Omaha to Des Mbines, and
A list of all accounts due the Fulr-in-law and sister, Frank Bontrager made the Tribune a welcome call.
A meeting of the ladies aid society
lerton Lumber Co. can be found at
hd wife.
the office of the Anita Lumber Co., of the Massena township Baptist
Audubon county's emergency allowance of $4,000 for unemployment
relief from the Reconstruction Finance
Corporation is to increased to $8,700.
In addition to the original advance of
$2,000 each for March and April, the
county will receive $2,200 for May and
$2,500 for June. F. W. Sarvis, county
L. Larson of Harlan was a visitor engineer, heads the relief committee
n the city last Thursday, and while in Audubon county.

Miss Bertha Daubendiek returned
o her school work at Griimell college
n Grinnell Monday evening, after
pending the spring vacation of the
chool at the home of her parents,
H. Daubendiek and wife.

where you can call and make settle- church was held last Wednesday afternoon at the home of Mrs. Chas.
ment.
It
Fullerton Lumber Co. Dressier.
C. W. Garlock was a business caller „ M. C. Hansen and wife of St. Josin Des Moines Saturday.
eph, Missouri, and Olaf Hansen and)
wife of Waterloo, Iowa, spent SunFREE! 5 gallons 100% Pure Penn. day in the city with their parents and
with pair G & J Tires—April only. grandparents; O. C. Hansen and wife.
Gamble Stores.
It

icre was a welcome caller at the
Mrs. Clyde H. Bowen was hostess
A deal was closed last week where'ribune office. Mr. Larson owns a
arm north of town, occupied at the by Mrs. Cap Oaks and J. C. Daume last Thursday at her home northwest
Dresent time by Nels Anderson- and exchanged properties. Mrs. Oaks be-', of the city to an all day meeting of
comeTowner'ofthe property in Adair i the Mutual Benefit club. A covered
amily.
A baby son was born to Mr. and
Mrs. George Wedemeyer, living just
west of Adair, at the Atlantic hospial last Friday. A Caesarian operaion was performed. Mother and baby
are getting along as well as can be
expected.
•'
The district office of the Iowa state
highway commission for the district
of which Cass county is a part, has
been moved from Council Bluffs to'
Atlantic. The office will occupy the
room formerly occupied by the Farmers Savings Bank.
The Adair Commercial Club gave;
party at the opera house in that,
town Tuesday evening in honor of W.
H. Burr, who has been actively engaged in the hardware business there
for the past fifty years. A basket
dinner was served at 6:30 o'clock.
Sherman Lowell was hostess at his
.ome Friday evening to a number
of young men in honor of his 19th.
the
>irthday anniversary, which
flowing day. The evening was spent
in playing cards, after which a lunch
was served by his mother and grandmother, Mrs. Bessie Lowell and Mrs.
Mamie Myers.
A company of friends cal.ed at the
John Heck home Sunday mormng, the
of the
at "con dinners
rC. -d family,
N e n a n d family a n d Mannus Jensen and family.

that was until recently the home of
John Daume, Sr., and Mr. Daume becomes the owner of the Oaks farm
west of Adair. Mrs. Oaks and son,
Merle and family, will remain on the
farm until next spring.

' At their home northeast of the city,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sam entertained
a company of relatives ait dinner Sunday. Those present were George Parkinson, wife and sons, Roy and Phil;
='Miss Lucy Johnston; Arch Bain;
George Graham and wife; Bert Mooney and wife; Gordon and Elbert Mooney; Charley Graham, wife and daughter, Betty Marie; and Frank Baird,
wife and daughters.
Farm relief, what a word to cunger
with. It worked all right till they
had relieved the farmers of about all
they had, then they got to quarreling over the spoils among themselves,
and someone, like kids, tried to lay
the blame on someone else, and told
'the truth that exposed" the rotten
bank situation. If we get rid of the
and fix it so crooks and
confidence men don't run banks, we
will havt- gone a long way to better
times. Then if we get hep to ourselves and quit sending twice as 'much
money back east for gasoline as the
total circulating medium of Iowa, the
western bunks will have some money
to do business on. Also repair up your
old machinery that was dumped in
the fence corner, which will do the
work as well with a little repair as
ever and when you think that repairs
don4 cost as much as they have for
years, it is real economy. 'MWards,
West Main Street.
«

dish dinner was enjoyed at noon. Most
of the day was spent by the ladies
in hemming tea towels.

A meeting of the dry forces in
Anita will be held at the Church of
•Christ in Anita next Sunday afternoon, April 9, at 2:30 o'clock. This
meeting is very important and all interested are expected to attend. This
meeting is being he,ld at the request
of the county .organization.

Better Shoes For Less
NOTHING — $2.98 — OVER

Family Shoe Store
Atlantic

Better Fit Better Wear
SAVE MONEY
Economy Shoe Co.

Specials on Beef For
$ ^Saturday Only
BEEF ROASTS, home killed, per pound
lOc
BEEF STEAK, home killed, per pound
, 15c
We will have a nice assortment of Cured Hams
and Leg of Lamb for Easter.

Miller's Market
LIVE STOCK MARKET INFORMATION
Trucking rate, live stock, to Omaha
15c per hundred
TANKAGE
Let Us Tell You About Our Chick Starter

The Fanners Coop.

ANITA. IOWA.
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Warns Farmers to
Test Seed Supply
Five Suggestions Offered by
U. S. Department of
WATCH GOOD LAYER
Agriculture.
TO PICK BEST EGGS

Shape of Body and Head Is
Not Reliable Guide.

patriotic

Fireplace in Monti cello

Sriirvs at tAohticello

Memorial

,_

Services at Jefferson's Tomb

TriomSwr
By ELMO 8COTT VVATSON

PEAK of Mount Vernon and It Is
probable that every American will
immediately associate that name
with the name of George Washington. Speak of Montlcello and
It is likely that fewer Americans
will Immediately associate that
with the name of Thomas Jefferson. And yet of the two homes of
> great Virginians, Montlcello has, If 'any| more Inherent Interest than has Mount
i for the American who visits a national
I to recreate in his mind the past
jough Mount Vernon Is rich-In associations
J» "Father of His Country" and Its flgisters the feeling of awe which the men' the natne of Washington Inspires, these
tend to prevent the visitor from get"feel" of the place from being acutely
f us of the Impression that "Here LIVED
< Washington, the MAN.1"'Very different
Is the sense of "common experience"
[one gains at Montlcello. The reason is,'
due ,tp the fact that Jefferson built
that he put so much of his person[to it and the sense of that personality
there these hundred and more years
|nave elapsed since he lived there.
silo
was Jefferson's residence from 1770
!
death In 1826, Built under his personal
after his Ideas the house took more
years for completion. He selected Use
the clearing- away of the billt™ the plans and designs for the house,
f*e stone and timber, directed the prepa1°'1 the former and the dressing of, the
<*ed after the manufacture of the nails
servants, devised Ingentons contrlv•conifort and convenience, designed the
[decorations and personally selected the
P«s and ornaments and laid out tbe
[about the honse.
of his work was pointed to In the
s one of the few examples of beauwtecture of which America could boast
traveling in this country during the
and afterwards, often commented
8
beauty of the mansion. The marquis of
'wrote after a visit to Montlcello: "Jef'™e first American who has consulted
^ t° know how he would shelter
the weather." The doc de la Bochewancourt who visited Jefferson In 1797,
•wtlcelio, according to its first plans,
" superior to all other houses In
| twint of taste and convenience."
is two-faced. That Is,, there Is no
I* as far as appearances go. The
land " ha* th« same type of portico,
as the
I'ornnv rea80D8
*nt««nce. Whether to
f'« hi,,
> the statesman-architect
UK.'I! f l v e ^'Imptwuton that It Is a
' "™ty ^"ki0' ""»three !t really l8'
"i"!',*?'"8 an example for the set*mi»8 1^t>rt'('('""«» buildings by slmllarl

«>"iile of Vesta.
: or m s '^_ls r«nlete with mechanism extfAnlitB IPh* Bli^pii nf
'""ntfi^nanlcjj]
i,, .1B 6eulu
»- *"• siaea 01
"ii-r,
dining* hall conceal
11 1
„!•" i'^ " " "luor from the cellar,
which opens trolley
the
same service for
111
f a past generaapparatus which slm-

Thomas .Jefferson

portrait by Rembrandt Peale

ultaneously opens double glass doots to an Inclosed side porch. In fact, the government some
time ago refused a patent on a similar arrangement because of this Idea of Jefferson's.
Over the main entrance Is a doublefaced clock,
observable from without and within, with the
winding weights so arranged on the Inside to
denote the days of the week. To reach the face
of the clock Jefferson developed perhaps his
most Interesting Invention—his so-called "forand-geese" ladder. This, still shown to visitors,
Is a hinged affair that folds up Into what looks
to be a long anS naftow piece of mahogany.
To avoid having to go outside to observe the
wind, the inventor rigged up on the celling of
his front portico a vane easily viewed from a
hall window. And speaking of windows reminds
us that Jefferson possibly gave the idea for the
metal window frames so popular today. The
basement windows at Montlcello are so equipped.
"Perhaps no other public man this country
has ever had, not even the many-sided Roosevelt, nor the much gifted Franklin, was so actively and so practically Interested in so many and
much varied matters," writes a recent historian.
"He did not merely play, dilettante-wise, with
these things, but went Into each of them, whether It was some matter of science, agriculture,
art, literature, history, or what not, with active
Interest and, usually, achieved something worthwhile with It."
Philosopher, scientist, artist and writer were
roles he played to his own greatest satisfaction,
according to another historian. "I was always
fond of Philosophy even in Us drier form" he
wrote while still a youth. At other times his letters declare- "Nature Intended me for the tranquil pursuits of science by rendering them my
Supreme delight;" science "is my passion.' pol™ mr dutr"; *** he said nothing lured
from such studies but his "revolut.onary
ct the list of Ws Juterests and activities
ta « amalng one and recent historical researches h v e brought to light a g-at number of

his Virginia plantation he practiced rotation of
crops long before this basic principle of scientific
agriculture was thought of by a people who
were to build a nation deeply rooted in tho
products of the soil. As a patron of the improvement of live stock In this country and the
Introduction of new fruits and vegetables he was
In constant communication with men Interested
In these subjects, both In America and Europe.
Rotation of crops and other forms of scientific
agriculture, however, are not the only things
for which the agriculture of today Is Indebted to
Thomas Jefferson. When the farmer plows up
an old meadow, turning the sod over upon Itself,
he can thank Thomas Jefferson, the Inventor.
For it was this man who Invented the plow moldboard which makes modern grass-land plowing
possible. When the motorist folds down the top
of his car to get the full benefit of the cool
breeze, he can thank Jefferson for the Invention
which makes it possible to do so. When the desk
worker tilts back In his comfortable swivel chair
or swings around easily Instead of getting up
and turning the chair, he should remember gratefully the name of Thomas Jefferson, for it was
this Virginian who Invented the only improvement' In seating devices since the time of the
early Egyptians. In fact, all inventors should
look upon Jefferson as their patron saint. For
when a man devises something new and establishes in court his right to It against those who
would Imitate It and profit thereby, he Is indebted to Jefferson for laying down the principle
upon which the United States patent office Is
founded.
No less Interesting than Jefferson the scientist,
and the inventor, Is Jefferson the patron of fine
arts. He was keenly Interested In literature and
was himself a writer of note. He was a musician
and an accomplished violinist. It Is recorded
that wben his early home, the house of his father at Shadwell, was burned in 1770, although
he lost all of his books and papers, he rejoiced
In the fact that his violin was saved by a negro
servant. As an artist he expressed himself best
In architecture, and monuments to his architectural taste are to be found today In the beautiful buildings of Georgian style on the campus
of the University of Virginia at Charlottesvllle,
but more particularly on his estate nearby, the
famous Montlcello.
Such was the man whose birthday we celebrate on April 13. When Jefferson was approachIng the end of his long and varied career, he
composed the epitaph which'he wished to have
inscribed upou his tomb. It read: "Here was
burled Thomas Jefferson, author of the Declaration of American Independence, of the Statute
of Virginia for Religious Freedom, and the Father of the University of Virginia." If Jefferson
were to be remembered for nothing more than
those three things, his fame would be secure.
But history has written these other achievements under Ms name. He was a member of the
Continental congress, 1775-70 and a signer of the
Declaration. In 1776 he was a member of the
legislature of Virginia nnd a leader It Important legal reforms. In 177!) he wus governor of
Virginia- I" 1783 a member of congress; from
1784 to 1789 he wus United States minister to
France; he was the first secretary of state, serving la Washington's cabinet 1TOM4; he was Vice
President 1797-1801 and he was the third Presl2 or the United States. 1801-1809 During
his Presidency he made the famous Louisiana
purchase from France, which carried the Amercaa flag In one giant leap from the Mississippi
to the summit of the Rockies and paved the way
for the ertenslou of this country from sea t..
(8> by Western NuvvnuaP" UuJ°u.)

The United States Department of
Agriculture gives farmers and seed
dealers five suggestions for protecting
themselves In the purchase of seed.
With the need for economy greater
this year than ever, the department
offers these pointers to help farmers
make sure that the seed they get will
grow. The department administers
the Federal Seed Act, which forbids
the sale of fraudulently mlsbraaded
•eed In Interstate commerce.
The five protective pointers are:
1. Buy seed early enough to allow
for testing at home w at the state seed
laboratory before planting.
2. Insist on a statement of the germination and the date tested. The
test date should be within two months
of the date of purchase, because some
seeds fall off In germination' rapidly.
8. Where variety Is Important, InBlBt on a statement as to variety by
the seller, or state certification.
4. Make sure of the quality of seed,
particularly that offered at abnormally
low prices.
• 5. Save all tags, Invoices, advertisements and correspondence about the
seed and report anything wrong to the
state seed office.
The department reports the case of
a Midwestern farmer as an example
of what not to do. Be bought a tnlxture of alfalfa and clover seed from
• distant seed house. The seller asserted that the seed, one-third alfalfa
and two-thirds red clover, was high In
germination. The farmer complained
that he did not get a single alfalfa
plant Late In the sammer the case
was reported to the state officials.
Some remaining seed was tested and
found of poor quality, but It was too
late for anything to be done. Testing
of the seed before planting could have
prevented the partial crop failure, the
department says. The department
urges reporting sales of mlsbranded
seed to state authorities.

Science blasted a persistent myth
of the American barnyard when Department of Agriculture Investigators
announced that there Is no mathematical relationship between the shape
Of a hen's egg and her potential egg
production.
Months of delicate measuring, weighing, counting, tabulating and cross-Indexing were required to demonstrate
the scientific truth that "neither the
shape of a hen's body nor the shape of
her head bears any relation to her egg
production."
"Apparently," the scientific Inquiry
concluded, "a hen's ability to lay depends upon egg-laying ancestry."
To gather the information upon
which these general conclusions were
based, the department's Investigators
devised a trap nest Under the general direction of 3. P. Qulnft, a poultry specialist In the bureau of animal
Industry, the government test was
checked on two widely divergent types
of chickens.
'
"Investigators measured the live
birds, the dressed carcasses, and the
bones of about 400 trapnested White
Leghorn and Rhode Island Red hens,"
the report says. "They could find no
relationship between egg production or
egg size and the shape of the hen's
body. They conclude that the shape
of the body, as Indicated by length
of keel and the width and depth of
the body, have been much overemphasized In culling practices. Similarly, the shape of the head, often
regarded as an Indicator of laying capacity, was not a safe guide. Head
and skull measurements revealed no
factor—length, breadth, or depth of
skull—associated with high capacity
for egg production. The weight of
the brains was not a criterion as to
the number, total weight, or average Food for Wild Fowl Is
weight of the eggs the bird had laid."
Improving, Say Reports
The surest way to pick out good
Eelgrass, the staple food of sea brant
• producers, the bulletin suggests, Is by
the empirical method—that Is, by and an Important forage plant for
watching the suspected good layers Canada geese and black ducks, seems
and counting their eggs.
to be coming back In some sections
of Its Atlantic coast range, where
serious shortages have occurred reBlood Spot in an Egg
cently, reports the bureau of biological
of the United States DepartDoes Not Indicate Age survey,
ment
of
Agriculture. Eelgrass has In
A small blond spot In an egg does
past regained its abundance after
not Indicate that the egg Is stale or the
bad, says the United States Depart- similar shortages.
In some parts of Its range from
ment of Agriculture, tn response to
Labrador to North Carolina, the eelfrequent Inquiries.
Blood spots are found occasionally grass apparently disappeared during
in fresh eggs, although Oils Imperfec- 1931 and 1932, and In other sections
tion seldom occurs In the best grades 'the supply dwindled seriously. Efof eggs that are candled and sold on fects of this shortage on wild fowl,
the marketa Eggs from farm flocks however, have not been so severe as
are not so likely to contain blood was feared, the birds having turned
spots as those from commercial flocks to some extent to other sources of
that are fed for maximum production. food. Brant populations may have
The seasons when blood spots are been reduced by decreases In the nummost likely to occur are late spring ber of young, raised the last two sumwhen the hens are laying heavily, and mers, but adults wintering In most
In the fall when the pullets begin to parts of the eastern seacoast this year
are In "fair to good" condition.
lay.
Because of the great Importance of
Poultrymen who desire to remove
all questionable eggs from tboae mar- eelgrass to wild fowl, the biological
keted should candle their entire pro- survey and the Canadian National
duction and use such eggs at home. parks branch have both made studies
Less forcing for egg production and of the shortage, but the cause has not
liberal feeding of green feed will tend yet been determined. These agencies
to reduce the formation of blood spots are charged with the protection of
waterfowl In accordance with the
In eggs.—Scientific American.
migratory bird treaty between the
the United States and Great Britain.

Vigorous Fowls for Breeding

Only the most vigorous fowla should
be used In the breeding pens. The vigorous bird bas a well-curved beak,
prominent clear eyes, a relatively
deep, broad head, with a bright color
in comb and wattles. The back la
broad and carries level to the tail
A full breast and well-developed abdomen give, the body a rectangular
appearance. The legs are squarely
placed and stand wide apart at the
knees. This description applies to
both males and females. The appearance alone may be deceptive, however,
and it cannot always be relied upon to
measure vigor. The number of chicks
that hatch and live to three weeks of
age from 100* eggs set la a better
measure of the Inherent strength of
a pair of Individuals.—Los Angelef
Times.

Poultry Facts
In the 100 departments of vocational
agriculture In Wisconsin there are
4,277 students enrolled.
• • •
About 92 per cent of all farms In
Wisconsin have chicks, 17 per cent
raise geese or ducks, and 8 per cent
keep turkeys.
• • •
England has a few big things tn
poultry Including a single-unit Incubator holdlnp 70,000 egga and taming
out 20,000 chicks a week.
• • •
Egg production la lower this year
to Wisconsin. There are 4 per cent
fewer hens and nearly 0 per cent fewer egg* per hundred birds.
• • •
A white Wyandotte pullet, owned by
Mlsa K. Newman, of Drlmadaly, has
broken Ireland's egg-laying record by
producing SOI egga In 49 weeks.
• • •
From England Is announced the registration In the patent office of an electrical device called the "Egg-o-scope,"
aald to be capable of determining the
quality of egga In sealed carton*.

Heavy Pigs Grow Faster
The birth weight of pigs bas an Important bearing on the gains they
make In weight for the first six
months, the Onlted States Department
of Agriculture found after observing
1,429 hogs at its experiment station at
Miles City, Mont, during the five-year
period, beginning In 1927 and ending
in 1931.
The department found that the pigs
varied In weight at birth from one and
a half pounds to four pounds, with
most of them weighing from two au<)
a half to three pounds.

Agricultural Hints
There are 4,500 vocational agriculture schools la the United States employing 8,000 teachers.
• * *
Twenty million pounds of wool were
•hipped through the port of Portland during the past year.
• • •
Remove diagonal rows of trees tn
crowded orchards, poor varieties, and
high, old trees to save fertilizer, spray,
and pruning costs; and have some
cheap fuel.
• • •
A peach tree that bears two crops
a season, with some fruit measuring
ten Inches In circumference, grows on
the property of J. W. Ferguson, at Alpine, Texas.
• • *
Government support of wheat farmers has caused an Increase of 52 per
cent la wheat acreage in the Netherlands.
• • •
A high quality of starch Is extracted
from sweet potato culls, which ordinarily make up from 10 to SO per cent
of the entire crop.
/
*' '
Nebraska boys and glrla have a new
4-H project called "Fix It," which Includes not only repair work about the
farm, but making game boards and
recreation equipment.

TRIBUNE.
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Marie Dressier Comedy
Riaito Theatre This Week
The Riaito Theatre of this city is
bringing here on this week's program
117,096.23 Is Pared From vCaas Bud- for the entertainment of its patrons
get in 1933 Compared with 1932. a comedy starring Marie Dressier and
Polly Moran entitled, "Dangerous
Ask For Second Loan From
Females." This pair will give you
the Federal Government
plenty of laughs in this comedy according to advance information given
The Cass county board of super- the management of the local play
isors Thursday wielded the economy house. This big comedy is being
in merciless manner and set the played in addition to "Laughter in
one of Uhiversal's big releases
833 budget at $273,696.77, a reduc- Hell,"
of the year.
i of $117,096.28 from the 1982 bud"Laughter in Hell."
jet. The appropriations were a little
The
right
kind of- woman is the
bore than $4,000 lower than the
greatest
gift
to life, but the wrong
nounts aaked.
kind
makes
"Laughter in Hell"—
ie greatest redaction was in the
points
out
Universal's
powerful drama
Bee of iConnty Engineer Guy. F. Cani where $114,612.00 .was pared from of that name which is playing an en1932 budget. The board appro- gagement at the Riaito Theatre Satated $113,200.00 foir the secondary urday and Sunday. It is impressive
with its intensely'human theme and
; program this year, compared characterizations.
j
...i $222,963.80 last year. The greatLaid
In
a
mining
town
in
the
South
fet amount spent for road work in the
bunty was in 1929 when the cost was at the close of the 19th Century, the
film traces the youth of a young Irish^7,358.31.
man who marries a faithless girl and
Hire County Farm Cook.
finds his life blasted when he dis. request for $10,760 for the court covers her in the arms of his enemy
_j cut to $7,000 by the supervisors.
since childhood. His passionate crime
I The supervisors passed a resolution sends him to prison whose warden
ithorizing County. Treasurer L, A. is the brother of the man he killed.
Reeling to sign the agreement of the The brutalities of these penal organijtlantic State and the Whitney Loan zations are graphically portrayed as
I Trust company banks, which are the warden attempts to make life
positories for county funds.
more than miserable for the killer
[Approximately $102,000 in county of his brother. Interest is heightened
nds are tied up in the two banks, when the prisoner makes a break for
operating under senate file 111. life, and his efforts to evade the
lervisors G. 'H. Allen, H. G. Ar- reaches of the law provide the tense
!ntrout,T. W. Davis and Frank film with unlimited suspense.
:er voted for the resolution and
A fascinating and entirely differIpervisor Herman Ryan dissented. ent background lends the film a
Mrs. Mabel Smith was hired to as- unique atmosphere. The action was
the matron at the county poor filmed for the most part in an old
at $5 per week. She succeeds section of California w&ich remained
•s. Inez Jones who resigned follow- virtually unchanged since the days
• disagreements with Mr. and Mrs. of its settlement and the odd fashions
prman C. Mueller, in charge of the of the "Nineties" aid the picturesque
pinty farm.
mood the film boasts.
Supervisors Busy.!
Pat O'Brien is authentically cast
'he supervisors unanimously, ap- in "Laughter in Hell," as the young
joved a resolution for,appointment Irishman who- pays for his passions
I Miss Mary M. McVey as county in the fullest measure. (Merna Kenfor the Caw C!ounty..Enierg- nedy gives * bewitching -performance
[cy Relief committee, appointed to as the faithless wife who finds her
care of the Reconstruction Fi- flirtations lead to tragedy. Gloria
corporation loan of $6,265.
Stuart, Berton Churchill and Tom
[The supervisors have been busy Brown are seen in the remaining feastling with problems which have tured roles with Arthur Vinton, Lew
i from the R. F. C. loan and the Kelly, Clarence Muse, Tommy Conlon
issue. They are considering and other screen artists included in
prent projects on which to put un- the exceptionally large and established
ployed men to work and relieve cast.
fie of the distress in. the county.
The film marks the latest literary
Apply For Second Loan.
effort of the great Irish realist, Jim
he supervisors have made appli- Tully, and like all TullyV works is
jion for a second loan'of $6,619.42 unusually powerful and penetrating.
i the Reconstruction Finance CorBtion for relief work during May
1 June. The estimates were made
|Miss Jennie M. Ward, county au, and Miss McVey, and approved
•the supervisors, It is planned to
"Since the first announcement of
[for a third relief loan in June.
|- H. Allen of Atlantic, a member the lamb grading and marketing prohe board of supervisors, has been ject was made, a considerable number
ointed and has accepted the chair- of people have called at our office or
iship of the county emergency re- talked to us in the field about the
work," says County Agent Warren
I commission.
,
Duncan. Folks are interested in most
indictments were returned by anything these days that looks as if
ss county grand jury a few days it might promise some additional cash
Members of the jury were John money, hence the interest in the marprick of Atlantic, foreman, Clyde keting of graded lambs on the early
of Anita, Eugene Cburcier of June market, according to 'Mr. Dun, Bert Upson of Lewis, Al- can.
. Mueller of Cumberland and The project was popular and proflt-s
Goeken and G. V. Vedane of able in the counties where it was tried
ttic.
last year and instead of three counties this year it is being offered in
THE AMERICAN FLAG.
eleven counties with Cass and Ringgold being the only counties in south1
following questions, which are western Iowa.
on the back page Of this ediLambs ready for market by the first
e been furnished by the week in June will be assembled at a
Flcan Legion AuxUiary of this central point, graded and marketed
campaign of education on cooperatively. The grading will be
ican Flag. , Another set of done by a man from the stock yards
»» will be printed 'next week, and one from the college and each
week until all have been pub- grade labeled with a uniform mark
They will be numbered con- which has been decided upon by marv
'>'• The first queattoSTare:- keting men. The grades used are
L, *hat authority was our first prime, choice, medium and culls. Anylag established f
one interested is urged to get in touch
the
«xact language of the with County Agent Duncan.
JJ flag law 9
was
Mrs. Mary Worthing, a well known
our state first repreand aged lady of this city, is recoverthe Uniol> £ t
°
ing nicely from bruises suffered last

Grading and Marketing of
Lambs Proves Successful

Jat"i' the

ori

«rinal states repre- week when she fell down a flight of
stairs. She bruised her chest and
the
,,heWas fes
law passed ihat side in the fall.
P ent desigii of The
Mrs. Mamie P. Myers of this city
received .word the ttrst of the week
tw
earl
I *hich" 88e8tedparto
°
y Americas
of the death of her sister, Mrs. M. J.
V11(
t.. - Present Flair
Willard, who passed away a few days
•"hut u,,,,. t, _ B>
ago at her home in Madison, South
September 8, Dakota. Mrs. Willard's husband preceded her in death four weeks. BeBetween
r * i Jii o « j * ,.
•
l April 4, 1818,
sides Mrs. Myers, Mrs. Willard is survived by two other sisters, Mrs. R. J.
Yates of Dubuque, Iowa, and Mrs. 0.
P. Russell of Lawrence, Kansas. Mrs.
Willard had visited in Anita at different times and had a number of
friends here who will be sorry to
the
learn of her death.
answer*,)

Kin^

«««»^-

Rj.-«m™3 .

.

A. R. Kohl
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Long Time Cass Resident LOCAL
Dies at His Wiota Home

GIRL WINS
SPELLING CONTESr

John C. Ufken, 83, native of Germany, passed away at 4:00 o'clock»
Friday afternoon at his home in Wiota Miss Betty, Burns Wins First Place
following an illness- extending over in Both Oral and Written Contests
period of several weeks.
in County Spelling Bee Held
We are again handling nothing but reliable garden
He was born at Witmund, Germany,
Saturday in Atlantic.
on
September
16,
1850,
being
a
son
and flower seeds. Sioux City's, Brown's and Ferof the late Ulbrich and Emine Ufry's. A complete assortment.
ken. He came to Illinois in 1872 from
Miss Betty Burns,
12-year-old!
Germany and was married there to
Miss Johanna Janssed on October 6, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. T. W.
Regular U. S. No. 1 Ohio and Cobbler seed
Burns, and an eighth grade pupil in
1876.
potatoes from Red river valley district
the Anita schools, won the oral and
Came to Iowa in 1895.
In 1895 he came to Iowa with his written contests in the Cass county
family and had made his home in the spelling bee held in Atlantic Saturday
Hawkeye state since. For many years morning. Miss Burns is a pupil of
he 'made his home in Atlantic and Miss Christina Hollen.
BETT
Second place in the oral contest
moved from there to Wiota.
FLOUR
Y
BROWN,
49-lb.
sack..
79c
rfc
Surviving are his wife, three child- was won by Joseph Rold, 13, eighth
"VVI1 PERFECTION, 49-lb. sack ...99c
ren, Ulbrich Ufken and Mrs. Emma grade pupil at Grant township school
Bannick of Cumberland and Mrs. Mary No. 7, and a son of Mr. and Mrs. WilBULK ROLLED OATS, best
Suhrbier of Palmer, Iowa, ten grand- liam Rold. His teacher is Miss 'Milgrade, 10-lbs
...............
21c
children and six great grandchildren. dred Frederickson.
Two children, Mrs. Henrietta Behn- In the written contest, Miss Wilma
JELL POWDER, Briardale, per
ken and John A. Ufken, preceded him Yarger, 13, a daughter of Mr. and
package
...................
5C
Mrs. Harley Yarger of Massena, and
in death.
Short services were held at 1:30 an eighth grade pupil in the MasCAKE FLOUR, Briardale, makes
Sunday afternoon at his late home sena school, was runner-up. Earl
and the main services were at 2:30 Herrick is her teacher. In the spellwonderful cakes ........... 19c
o'clock at the Franklin Township down, Miss Yarger defeated youngRold as alternate to Miss Burns in the
BRIARDALE, Vacuum pack . . 33c Lutheran church. The Rev. E. J. tri-state
spelling bee which will bet
Stelling,
pastor,
officiated
and
interTALL CORN, per Ib. . ...... 23c
ment was in the Franklin township held at Omaha on April 21.
Miss Burns will also compete in th«
TOILET PAPER, GWC 1000 sheet tissue, 3 f or . . 17c cemetery.
state contest at Des Moined on May
6. There is no alternate for the state
SUGAR, 10-lbs. granulated (must be cash) ..... 48c
bee.
In the oral contest, young Rold falThe House devoted most of it's time tered on the word "velocity," spellingq
this week to a consideration of the it "valocity." Miss Burns spelled it
Full.Quart Jar Sweet's ....... 23c
District of Columbia appropriation correctly and hence was crowned as
bill, a detailed measure, and passed Cass county's spelling champion for
SPICES, 2-oz. Briardale cannisters, 2 for ....... 17c
it. Such bills usually provoke con- the year 1933. In the written contest,
siderable discussion and when you do Miss Yarger erred on three words
1—75cpt. Johnson Liquid Wax,,,, 9K , , 0.
that in the midst of 435 members it while the local girl spelled every word
and 1—50c Double Duster*1-25 vaL for 84c
means complications.
correctly.
The
Senate
seems
to
be
greatly
conOther contestants from this part
1—75c can Johnson's Glo-Coatci$L5^val, for
f
no
98c
cerned over the Domestic Allotment pf the county were Dale Armstrongand 1—75c Glo-Coat Applier °
bill and other measurers pertaining of the Wiota consolidated school and
to agriculture. At this time the for- Miss Anita Christensen, a pupil in one
mer proposition is still a subject of of the Grant schools.
PA AS, Easter Egg Dyes, per pkg
lOc
debate and amendment. An effort is The contest was supervised by Roy
being made to include the administra- Eaton of Omaha and Miss Georgia
tion's mortgage refinancing bill in the Byrne, county superintendent of
proposal which improves it as emerg- schools, and the judges w«re Mrs. R.
ency legislation.
L. Barnett, Richard D. Rudolph and
I was quoted in the press of last C. S. Fynboe, all of Atlantic. There
week as being in favor of some plan was a good attendance of parents and
Des Moines, April 12.—The Iowa
An Easter cantata entitled, "Life to refinance farm mortgages. That friends at the contest which was one
supreme court has upheld the Cass Everlasting," will be given at the Con- statement was correct. Now my of the most successful ever held in the
county district court in its directed gregational church next Sunday even- great concern is to see that the in- county.
verdict for Dr. R. M. Sorensen of ing at 7:30 o'clock by the church choir terest rate thereon is not too high. In
Cumberland, against whom a suit for under the direction of Mrs. Harriett order for higher prices to help the
damages had been brought on behalf Noblitt and Mrs. Laura Campbell, with farmer his fixed charges, meaning inof Paul Hair, Cumberland boy.
Mrs. Flora Stone at the piano. Fol- terest and taxes, must be low enough
The boy suffered a broken leg May lowing is the program:
that he can meet the payments on his
12, 1930, at Cumberland when the
Easter Hymn, Invocation and An- obligations.
The Sunday School of the 'Ml B.
seating supports at a tent show col- nouncements.
A more or less private conference
lapsed. His parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Opening chorus by choir, "Darkness was held this week to consider the church have prepared an interesting
David Hair of Cumberland, asked Dr. Reigned," with soprano solo by Mrs. original Frazier bill, or some similar program which will be given Sunday
Sorensen td treat him. The lad was Gladys Ames.
measure to refinance by issuing cur- morning at 10:00 o'clock at the
taken to an Atlantic hospital. The
Duet, soprano and contralto, "Come, rency. Our present reserve base is Masonic Temple. The program folinjured leg did not respond to treat- Only Salvation," Mrs. Harriett Nob- broad enough to permit it but the pos- lows:
Recitation, "Welcome," Shirley Linment to the satisfaction of the boy's litt and Mrs. Laura Campbell.
sibility of geting it through is very
for.
father, and the latter took the patient
Chorus by choir, "Easter Dawning." doubtful.
Duet, 'J3aster Day Is Here," DarAnother interesting and unreported
from Dr. Sorensen and turned him
Soprano solo and chorus by choir,
over to Dr. C. R. • Jones at the Jones "The Easter Tidings," Miss Adria conference this week was one of mid- lene Blue and Junior Karns.
Recitation, "God's Love," William
western congressmen for the purpose
Moon.
hospital.
The state court upheld the lower Tenor solo and chorus by choir, of devising legislation to authorize the Boren.
court in the opinion which said: "In "Ye Slow of Heart," Guy Rasmus- use of corn alcohol as a fuel for com- Dialogue, "A Story," Carol Ziegler
)ustion engines. I attended it and ex- and Betty Karns.
the case at bar a complete recovery sen.
Recitation, Ruby Miller.
finally resulted and the plaintiff's only Chorus by choir, "Life Everlast- pressed myself as being anxious to see
Exercise, "Easter Lilies," four pri;he
product
used
universally
as
a
claim for damages as shown by his ing."
petition is for pain, mental anguish
Contralto solo, "Earth Could Not means of consuming corn. Practically mary girls.
Recitation, "Easter," Francis Linall members from the states in that
and nervousness, and for such, result- Hold Him," Mrs. Laura 'Campbell.
ing from his injury, the appellant
Quartet, "Crown the Risen King," region seem to feel the same way for.
Exercise, "The Light of God's
Miss Wilma Raynor, 'Mrs. Jeanette about it.
can not recover."
Love,"
three junior boys.
Congress
has
been
greatly
exercised,
Miller, Guy Rasmussen and Carl MilDuet,
"It's Springtime," Leona Rasand justly so over the crash of the
ler.
mussen
and
Dorothy Suiter.
Akron.
An
investigation
has
been
orSoprano solo and chorus by choir,
Exercise, "Springtime Voices," five
dered and will be all right if the naPraise Him," Mrs. Anna Roe.
tion gets the truth out of it. We had junior girls.
Offering.
Song, "Christ Arose," junior girls.
Trio, "Teach Me to Love Him," Mrs. an investigation of the Akron once
One Act Play, "Death and Life,"
The annual meeting of the members Harriett Noblitt, Guy Rasmussen and before that availed us nothing, posof the Anita (Fire Department was Carl Miller.
sibly because of too 'much secrecy, eight intermediate girls.
Drama, "Bread of Tears," Norene
held Friday evening at the town hall,
Bass solo and male chorus, "The f there is something wrong in the
with about twenty-five members pres- Great Example," Alfred Stone.
deal let's know it so we can correct Kuester and Edith King.
ent. At the election of officers for
Finale by choir, "Joy to the World." t hereafter. The price of human life
the coming year, all officials were res too dear to lose any 'more of it in Mrs. C. L. Thomas of iCarl, Iowa,
elected. They are Robert Scott, fire
such crashes. In my opinion the test- and a former Anita woman, is a
chief; B. D. Forshay, assistant chief
imony of the survivors should be made patient at the present time at the
and treasurer; and Mick Forshay, secpublic. If there was sabotage while Methodist hospital in Des Moines, acretary. Three new members, Carl
the ship was being constructed we cording to word received here by
Millard, Jr., Robert €. Howard and D.
must be more cautious. If dirigible friends.
W. Chadwick, were admitted into the
Miss Helen Scarlett, daughter of construction is not practical let's stop
Mrs. George Parkinson left Sunday
Fred Scarlett, and Gerald Redburn, son spending taxpayers' money on them for a visit with her daughter, Mrs.
department.
A salvage and ventilation crew of Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Redburn, were and devote our energies to planes. The Lester iM'arean and family, in Kansas
were named by the fire chief, who united in marriage at 4:00 o'clock above are some of the things that City. Arch Bain, who had been visitwill have the same power during a last Thursday afternoon at the par- should be brought out and made pub- ing during the past month with relafire as any police officer, and Mayor sonage of the Congregational church lic in the investigation.
tives in the Oak Ridge neighborhood,
C. E. Harry, who was present at the in Atlantic, the Rev. Ralph B. Noyce,
A small amount of corn will be accompanied her to Kansas City, and
meeting, empowered all fireman with pastor of the church, pronouncing the
will return to his home in Elizabeth,
authority to take charge of a build- words that made them man and wife. packed this season by the Atlantic West Virginia, from there.
ing during and after a fire, and to see They were accompanied by Miss Cath- Canning Co.
that the public do not enter the struc- rine Worley of Atlantic, cousin of the
The Sweet Shop Cafe in Audubon,
ture, as they might cause further bride, and John Stuhr, Jr. of Anita. Glen A. Roe, of the Roe Clothing operated by Wayne and Lawrenc»
Co.,
was
a
business
caller
inDes
damage to the property. The mayor They will make their home in 'Anita
Jewett of Anita, was damaged byand fire chief have requested the Tri- where they will have the best wishes Moines Tuesday.
smoke early Saturday morning when
bune to ask the public to obey this of a host of friends.
On Thursday evening Mr. and Mrs. rafters in the basement of the buildmandate, for by so doing the fireman
George S. Daughenbaugh of Wiota M. M. Burkhart were hostess to the ing occupied by the cafe caught fire>
will not be hindered when fighting a
was visiting with friends and looking members of the L-A-N-B dinner and from an overheated furnace. Mrs.
fire.
bridge club at their home on North John Jones, employed in the cafe, disFollowing the meeting a lunch was after business matters in the city last Chestnut Street. A covered dish din- covered the fire when she went to
Thursday.
enjoyed by the fire boys.
ner was served at 7:00 o'clock, and the work about 6:00 o'clock that morning.
evening
was spent in playing bridge. The basement of the building was
Ta Ta Pochon campfire girls enBe sure to see Marie Dressier and
Mrs. G. C. Noblitt was high scorer badly damaged by the fire, and the'
joyed
a
steak
fry
last
Wednesday
Polly Moran in "Dangerous Females"
at bridge for the ladies and H. L. Bell fixtures and stock in the cafe suffered
at the Riaito Theatre on Saturday and evening at the home of Miss Odetta held high score for the 'men.
much damage from smoke.
Parker, assistant guardian.
Sunday evenings.

*•» Phone 43
We Deliver
Anita, Iowa

Friday and Saturday Specials

KOSHER DILLS, t jar ......

Washington News Letter.

Supreme Court Upholds Easter Cantata Will Be
Decision in Cass Action Given at^Congo" Church

Methodist Sunday School
to Present Easter Program

Anita Fire Department
Holds Annual Meeting

Local Couple Married in
Atlantic Last Thursday

THE TRIBUNE, ANITA, IOWA.

News Review of Current
Events the World Over
'Roosevelt Plan on Farm Loans Calls for Two Billion Bond
Issue—30-Hour Week Proposed for Workers—
The Akron Disaster.
the reading of a brief
'•^ special message on the subject from
•the President, Senator Robinson of
'Arkansas Introduced the administration's farm mortgage
refinancing bill which,
with the farm relief
bill. Is designed to lift
the farmers out of
the slough of depression.
The bill provides
for issuing by the
farm loan banks of
bonds to the extent
of $2,000,000,000, on
which the government
Senator
guarantees the InterRobinson
eat payments. The
bonds, or the money derived from their
sale, are to be used by the farm loan
banks for the purpose of taking over
the farm mortgages on which the Interest rates cannot be more than 4%
per cent
The expectation Is that with money
.available to settle with his creditor
the farmer can scale down the principal of his debt to a considerable extent Henry Morgenthau, Jr., governor of the new farm credit administration, believes mortgage Indebtedness may be scaled down in two ways.
A mortgagee, willing to settle for cash
or bonds at 70 or 80 per cent of the
principal, could exchange the mortgage on that basis for land bank
bonds. The bank then would refinance
the farmer at 4% per cent. Or a
farmer making a composition with his
creditor could borrow the funds for
settlement from the land bank.
Opposition to the legislation revolves
around two arguments. One is that
It will be an inducement to farmers to
default in the payments on their present mortgages in order to persuade
mortgagees to settle at less than face
value. The other is that such a vast
flotation of 4 per cent bonds would
tend to demoralize the bond market
and react unfavorably on banks and
Insurance companies with large bond
portfolios. The maturity of the bonds
Is to be fixed by the land banks and
probably will be 30 or 40 years.
Stated briefly, the main provisions
of the farm finance bill are as follows:
Federal land banks are authorized to
Issue up to $2,000,000,000 in 4 per cent
bonds, interest guaranteed by government.
The same banks could purchase first
mortgages on farm land or exchange
bonds for them.
The treasury Is authorized to subscribe $50,000,000 to the paid-in surplus of the banks.
Interest rate on loans on mortgages
•hall not exceed 4% per cent.
A total of *15,000,000 would be available from the treasury to compensate
banks for Interest reduction.
The limit on mortgage loans would
be raised from $25,000 to $50,000.
Voluntary liquidation of Joint stock
land banks Is provided.
A total of $100,000,000 of Reconstruction Finance corporation's funds IB
made available for loans to farmers
for refinancing their debts In accordance with provisions of tha new bankruptcy relief act.
Reconstruction Finance corporation
Is authorized to loan $50,000,000 to
drainage, levee and irrigation districts
to reduce and refinance their debts.
Increases the lending power of the
Reconstruction Finance corporation by
1300,000,000.

dustry to adopt the thirty-hour week
and penalize interstate movement of
products made by labor working longer hours.
Black expressed confidence the bill
would be upheld by the United States
Supreme court
The Alabama senator said the bill
would not accomplish ita purpose If
It resulted In reduction of wage levels
as well as hours and expressed the
belief that, If Industry attempted to
reduce wages, congress would act "Labor has been underpaid and capital
overpaid," he said.
Borah said he was "In thorough accord with the principle of this bill and
I'm not so sure that we're not going to
have to come to It" His argument
revolved around whether congress had
the power to take action.
T^HE country's great loss in the de•*• structlon of the Akron is not the
loss of the navy's great dirigible, but
of the 74 officers and men who went
down with her in the
storm off the coast of
New Jersey. Rear Admiral Moffett, chief of
the aeronautic bureau
of the navy, who was
a passenger on board,
with his shipmates upheld to the end the
finest traditions of the
navy.
The wreck of the
Akron, largest of /its
Admiral
kind In the world, was
Moffett
the worst airship disaster in history. The airship crashed
off the New Jersey coast, twenty miles
off Baraegat lightship, during a violent electric storm, accompanied by
heavy winds and high seas, dense fog
and thick rain.
Lieutenant Commander Wiley, second in command of the airship, and
the two men who were saved owed
their lives to the chance that brought
the German oil tanker Phoebus close
to the scene of the accident a few minutes after it happened. They were
picked up immediately by the Phoebus,
whose crew saw others disappear beneath the waves before rescuers could
reach them. The Phoebus cruised
about the scene until dawn, but was
unable to find any more survivors or
to keep track of the wreckage, which
was carried swiftly away by the seas.
First report of the disaster was received In radio messages from the
Phoebus. Both coast guard and naval
vessels were Immediately dispatched
to the scene of the wreck and cruised
around for hours in the hope of finding other survivors. The navy blimp
J-3, taking part in the search, fell into
the sea. Five of its crew were rescued.
The search was fruitless, and. In the
case of the accident to the blimp J-3,
was ill fated also.

pVBTERMlNATION to end naval air•*--' ship construction la mounting
through a congress Intent upon finding the real causes of the Akron's
plunge into the Atlantic.
In the senate King
(Dem., Utah), prep a r e d a resolution
calling for an invesHE number of veterans to be aftigation of the Akron
fected by the President's order redisaster and the conducing veterans' benefits will not be
sideration of the adknown for some time. In one way or
visability of spending
another it will be felt by practically
more than the $20,all of the Spanish-American and
000,000 that the navy
World war veterans, and the widows
already has Invested
of veterans of these wars now on the
in llghter-than-alr
government pension rolls, because It
reduces the rates on the greater part craft Chairman Trammel of the senof such pensions as will continue to ate naval committee also was considbe paid. These reductions and those ering a study of the accident
Chairman VInson of the house naval
to be dropped from the pension rolls
will be affected after July 1 of this committee has declared emphatically
year. In brief, the order makes the "there won't be any more airships
built."
following provisions:
There were some, however, not so
Payment of pensions authorized to
ready to yield beliefs founded during
veterans disabled by disease or Injury
many years In congress. Many had
Incurred or aggravated In line of duty
followed Representative Britten of
In active service.
Rates to be paid for service connectIllinois, who as Republican chairman
ed disabilities are: 10 per cent disof the naval committee for years had
abled, $8 a month; 15 per cent, $20; 60
charge of most of the recent legislaper cent. $40; 75 per cent, $60; 100 per
tion for airships, particularly that aucent, $80. These are 20 per cent reductions under present aids.
thorizing the $8,000,000 Akron-Macon
Pensions authorized to widows, chilsister
ship team. Mr. Britten has aldren, and dependent parents of vet•rana who died from disease or Injuries ways declined to support those who
Incurred or aggravated In line of duty
thought llghter-than-alr craft should
In active service. Rates continue as at
be abandoned.
present.
Many members were undecided how
Payments authorized for non-service connected disabilities and deaths
far they wanted to go In their ban on
of veterans who lerved 90 days In the
(Spanish-American war. Boxer rebellion. airships. VInson said he thought
Philippine Insurrection, and World war. nothing should be done to prevent opprovided disability was total and not
eration of the Macon, which Is to take
due to personal misconduct.
the air toward the end of the month.
Latter allowance will not be made
Nor did he think that the «ew dirigible
to unmarried persons with Income of
base at Sunnyvllle, Calif., where
more than 11,000 a year or to any married person or one with minor children
$4,000,000 had been expended, should
whose Income exceeds $2,500.
be shut down.
Pensions of widows and children of

T

Spanish-American war veterans cut 60
per cent.
Excludes peace-time veteran* f r o m
domiciliary care.
Limits sharply emergency officers'
pensions.

the senate and house are conBOTH
sidering a bill, of which Senator
Black of Alabama Is the author, that
would establish a thirty-hour work
week. As the bill Is presumed to have
the endorsement of the President and
the special approval of Secretary of
Labor, Mis* Perkins, It Is expected to
pass both houses.
Xb« bill would compel print* la-

ICHIGAN Is the first state to vote
In favor of the repeal of the
Eighteenth amendment. Wisconsin is
second with a decisive vote of 4 to 1
for repeal. Town and country a iik e
turned out thumping wet majorities.
Milwaukee, where the breweries are
huiumiug to turn out 3.2 beer, went
wet by more than 10 to 1. Wisconsin's
constitutional amendment convention
will be held in Madison, April 25. It
is predicted that practically all the
delegates will be committed to repeal.
In Michigan, but one county elected
a dry delegate.

P. MORGAN ft CO., New To*
• banker*, are In tor an InveeUfa-,
tlon by a commute* of the Unite*
States icnate, and a commltte* badwdj
by all the authority which that augnit
:
body can give.
Without debate, the upper chambe*
adopted the Fletcher resolution extending; vide power to the banking
committee to make the Inquiry lota
private banking which President
Roosevelt has sponsored.
The resolution was drafted by Ferdinand Pecora, committee counsel,
with a view to obtaining all the senate's constitutional power over Interstate commerce, banking and tax matters for the committee.
'
Pecora told the committee he had
submitted twenty-three questions to th«
Morgan firm and that on advice of
John W. Davis, Its counsel, the banking house had refused to answer one
and taken several others under consideration.

J

ESPITE the Hitler government'!
D
dropping of the boycott against
German Jewry, the National Socialist
party will keep Its boycott machine.
Intact Disappointed at being deprived of the boycott, Nazi auxiliary,
police raided a Jewish quarter In Berlin. Accompanied by regular police,
they searched everywhere for weapons
and papers. Streets were closed and
pedestrians were stopped. Even worshippers leaving synagogues were
halted. Persons not carrying donbla
Identification cards were arrested.
The Nazi boycott committee headquarters at Munich announced that
"all German stores In the near futura
will be supplied with big placards
Identifying them as such." In this
way the Nazis will distinguish between
German and Jewish stores.
A measure forbidding kosher slaughtering throughout the nation has been
approved by the relch's cabinet
suggestion for a prelimiA NEW
nary conference of experts to b«
held In the United States to prepare
for the world economic conference developed at a meeting
In Paris between Norman H. Davis, President Roosevelt's ambassador-at-large, and
Joseph Paul-Boncour,
French foreign minister. In this the French
see their opportunity
of talking over war
debts.
Like the British, the
French want to wanNprrnjn ,
gle a debt settlement
Davis ' <
before the economic
conference convenes. So fervid Is this
desire that Davis expressed hl» dU-,
pleasure that Europe, with Its very existence at stake, should think of nothing else.
Mr. Davis feels that the Washington
administration has made It clear that
there are bigger jobs to be done—removal of trade barriers, for example.
So with hopes of calling the economic conference at an early data
abandoned, the idea of a preliminary
meeting to agree on what Is to b«
done and how to go about it is making
headway.
When the new French ambassador
to the United States, Andre Lefevra
de la Boulaye, sailed for America ha
was accompanied by a treasury expert
to prepare the ground for what Paris
hopes will be a general debts discussion.
Responsible officials of the State department in Washington declared that
reports from London that Mr. Davis
had presented an offer to scale down
Britain's debt to the United States by
$692,000,000 were absolutely without
foundation.
Premier Ramsay MacDonald plans
to sail for the United States about
April 15 for a conference with President Roosevelt regarding war debts,
world economics and armament
EVEREST at last has been
MOUNT
conquered. Two airplanes have
flown across the summit and for tha
first time In history men looked down
upon the highest mountain In tha
world. The feat was accomplished
by the British expedition headed by
the marquis of Clydesdale. A photographer succeeded In taking a number of pictures which, It is hoped, will
provide an authentic record of the conquest of the 20,002-foot mountain, on
the sides of which numerous men hava
perished attempting by old-fashioned
methods to gain the honor of being tha
first to reach the top.
Although exhaustive preparations
had been made for the flight over
Mount Everest, the actual carrying out
of the feat was in a measure accidental. When the two shlpg went up
the purpose of the flyers was only to
make a test. But they found conditions BO ideal that they turned the
test Into the real business. The two
planes flew at an altitude of approxfmately 6.0 miles and the flight over
the peak required three and a half
hours.
Is growing In Great Brlt" aln. Every manifestation of the
Fascist movement In Italy and Germany can be seen In and around the
house where Sir Oswald Mosley, millionaire would-be dictator, has based
the British Union of Fascists. The
waiting room Is a small gymnasium.
Physical training la compulsory. The
Mosley black shirts, who are the beginnings of the British storm troops.
are required to box, fence or wrestle
twice weekly.
The black shirts form the nucleus
of Mosley's "army." They have u n
auxiliary in the gray shirts, who can
not give as much time to physical
training as the black shirts but who
have a big place In tha strong arm
branch of the organization.
A mi. WMUnNmcwpu- Union.
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Time Big Factor
Our Government in Cooking Pork
— How It Operates
By William Bruckart

DEPARTMENT OP
INTERIOR
NDER our system of government,
predicated on alignment of tha
citizens into two major political parties, changes are effected very slowly In the matter of expanding, or accomplishing a shrinkage. In any establishment or Its functions. Some politician rises up and makes "an Issue" of every proposal of that kind,
and quite obviously he has his following. Thus, oftentimes functions of
government go on long after their
necessity has ceased.
But I am going to discuss changes
that have come about whether the
political parties desired or not
changes that were accomplished In a
manner comparable In reverse to the
history of the memorable character,
Topsy, who "Just growed." They are
centered In the Department of the
Interior, and I say without fear of
contradiction that no department of
the government has experienced such
changes with respect to Importance
of Its several units.
It was not so many years ago, less
than half a century, that the country
looked to the Department of the Interior In connection with the grave
Indian problem ; it looked to the same
agency concerning disposition of the
vast public lands, and the same agency
was In charge of all veterans' pensions, though the number was small
as compared to now.
In the meantime, the West was developing. Public lands were being absorbed and the number of Indians was
decreasing and the blood was being
diffused. Far-seeing statesmen recognized that conservation of the beauty
spots required early action, and preservation of them as national parks
got under way.
The course of the times carried with
It the constituent elements of new
problems, such as administration of
Irrigation projects, as the arid states
received the overflow of population.
Reclamation of lands was the premise
from which the movement had to proceed.
Thus, the Department of the Interior saw Its Influence wane In some
sections of the country «nd on some
matters of national Import, and observed It expanding In others. The
public domain has declined in size
and Importance until the general land
office Is only a fraction of Its former
self, though still an office of consequence, and the office of commissioner of Indian affairs, once among the
powerful offices of the government,
has declined In Importance correspondingly with the shrinkage of Indian population and problems. •
Through the years, of course, the
department has received additions,
such as the office of education, and the
national park service has been built
up as the nation sought to conserve
for the future the beauty spots and
recreational grounds naturally presented In virgin form. The development of the great resources of Alaska
to a large extent Is under the direction of the secretary of the Interior
who has the Alaska railroad under
his administration. There Is also the
geological survey, an agency for study
of the notion's geologic map.
As to the changes that have come
In the department since Us Inception,
however, none stand out more than
does the expansion of Influence through
construction and management of Irrigation projects. Actually, none bear
more Importantly on the economic and
physical well-being of what was the
West of yore. The director of reclammatlon has been exerting this Influence of the federal government for
80 years, and if one may use the
constant calls for additional legislation as a criterion, the limit of power
and Influence of that office Is yet afar
off. Irrigation Is only in Its Infancy.
As the work In connection with
educating the Indians and providing
for their future welfare and protection of their funds grows less, and as
the area of the public domain declines,
the functions of government decline
there, but In another part of the great
building that houses the department
the functions of government are ex- \
panding that the national parks may i
be protected and preserved for future I
generations. And so it IB, too, with I
the commissioner of education who la !
the llason between the state school '
systems and the federal government I
as well as serving In co-operatlou with
all educational Institutions throughout the country.
It Is not Intended In this discussion
to depreciate the value of the work
done by any of the units making up
the Department of the Interior The
purpose Is to show how a changing
of conditions, resulting from growth
of the nation itself, has brought about
modification of the work and the demands upon government. None can
say that the Benenil ,„„„ o ™ can
example, la,ks consequence when It
IB r^uHed thu, ever da
every day and
where there
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Pork Is a term which actually
eovers nil the meat which cornea
from the pig. We usually, however,
think of It as the unrated and uasalted products of this animal Bacon and ham are usually thought of
as a different sort of meat, although
a century or two ago the term "bacon" was used to cover all port'
products. I have often heard persons say "we never eat pork to our
household." Perhaps at that very moment we would be eating bacon at
breakfast
Of course, the term "ham" was
originally applied to the hind portion
of the pig, but It has come to mean
either the ham or the shoulder,
sometimes known aa "picnic" ham
after It is cured. "Fresh ham," on
the contrary, actually refers to this
cut
Fresh pork Is a delicious, meat
when properly cooked. It should always be thoroughly cooked, and
even the thin cuts such as chop's
and steak need a comparatively long
cooking. You may choose your beef
or your lamb well done or rare, but
pork must be well done. It will be
perfectly wholesome as well aa delicious under this treatment Pork
digests more slowly than other
meats because of the streaks of fat
which are found between the fibers,
and for this reason it is excluded
from the diet of little children and
of persons who have digestive disturbance. Bacon, however, Is usually to be found on the diet list of children and Invalids.
In some household the spare ribs
are considered one of the choicest
delicacies among meats. There Is
nothing more appetizing than this
cut which takes, however, a good
deal of effort in getting the dainty
crisp morsels from the bone Fingers
rather than forks are In order when
eating spare ribs in epicurean fashIon.
Stuffed Pork Steak.
Select six pork steaks cut one and
one-half to two inches thick. From
the side cut a slit in the middle to
form a pocket
Fill this with a
bread dressing, using the following
proportions:
Hi cups soft bread crumbs
% cup chopped celery
14 cup chopped olives
1 teaspoon salt
M, teaspoon pepper
H teaspoon paprika
1 small onion, chopped
2 tablespoons bacon fat
% to H cup water
Brown the onion lightly in the bacon fat Add to the bread crumbs,
celery, olives, salt, pepper and pap-

?^d "?«L'««?S:«? W' 5;

ing. which will take

on* hour. Mak. . g t a v y f
in the pan, allowing
each cap o< Ufoud, Season
,
ion Juice, Worcestershire sauce

and pepper.

Pork t*aittrtolii, Mushroom
Have . .two large
pork split lengthwise so that
may be flattened out
DredB
floor, salt and pepper, cut
maahrooms In thin slices. S
butter and spread over one
loin, lay tl* otter one on
sewjUl around th»,edges. Brown
both sides, the***! two tabi
water, cover and cook slowly
least one hour. Serve with a thin
cream grary.
"
Baked Pork. Chop*.
« pork -sboutdAt chop*
t onion*, chopped
% teaspoon *<«•
1 teaspoon salt
14 teaspoon p»pp»r
* t&bteipoons chopped green P6DD(,,
H teaspoon carry powder
% cui> fine bread crumb*
2 cups tomato pnr««
. Fat dripping's
Roll chops In a mixture of th«
bread crumbs, salt, pepper, sage and
curry powder. Sttrte them in hot
drippings until brown. piace the
chops In a casserole with the onion
and green pepper chopped. Add thi
tomato puree, cover and cook in ,
Blow oven, 800 degrees Fahrenheit
for two hours.
& 1M3.

"Dr. Pierce's Ifarorite Prescription
weak women strong. No alcohol. o
by druggist* in. tabfete or liquid.-Adr,
Exp*n*iv* Schooling
Experience, acquired by faults, li
a very costly master.
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BAYER

The quickest relief for a headache is two tablets of Bayer
Aspirin. The tablet bearing the JBayvr ctoas dissolves
very rapidly and brings rapid relief . There ia no known
medicine that works quite 1|ifa> Bayer Aspirin for the
awful head and face pains of neuralgia. There is nothing
with quite the same effectiveness in relieving rheumatismBayer Aspirin does not depress the heart, does not
upset the stomach, does not have any ill effect. Its purity
and uniformity are tested thirty-six times!
Time counts when you're in pain. Stick to genuial
Bayer Aspirin!

And Bayer
means
v.
> -,

Is reliable for skin trouble*. H*d,ionA
ekin, sore, itching, burning feet. *%nif%_chapping, rashes, irritaoons, eats and

,

ithout it.
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clamoring to gain a leasehold on p u
««• l»..d to exp.o,t mitral resources
• o i l , of copper, of . dozen other
"Ings.
Those are
federal government owned by the
and proper ad«f them 18 just UJJ v U a (
sound
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Meat Absolutely Must Be
Well Done, and Then
It Is Delicious.

rika. M01
*W,JH» "Wat stock
Of
waw* ji* •QnvBAry, fend HUT
ougtty. SMwer the steak*
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We Are Open and
Ready to Serve
Your Needs
We have our stock of hardware now placed and
will be glad to serve your needs. Our stock is complete and our prices are as low or lower than you
can find anywhere for the same quality merchandise. When in need of anything in the hardware
line, come in and look our stock over.••v . •..- -w

Specials This Week
Enamel Range, a bargain at
Coleman Instant Light Range
240-Egg Successful Incubator

$55.00
$50.00
$15.00

Neff Hardware
ANITA, IOWA.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Published Every Thursday by the

Tribune Publishing Co.
W. F. BUDD
Editor
Subscription if paid in advance. .$1.50
If not paid in advance
$2.00
Entered at the post office at Anita,
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
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FOR FUTURE INDEPENDENCE.
One of the great human desires has
always been to insure financial independence in later life. This is especially true in times such as these.
This month a week will be devoted
to showing one way to attain, this.
The week is sponsored by the life insurance industry.
Various other
agencies will cooperate in the interest
of the public welfare. During the
week the public will have a chance to
gain a genuine insight into life insurance—into its stability, safety and
permanence—into the hundreds of policies, covering almost every possible
exigency, that it offers.
It is easy to say that the week simply represents a drive by the industry
to increase its business. Naturally,
the companies hope that the work
done will lead to the sale of policies.
But the main point is that every life
insurance policy sold is in the interest
of everyone of us. It makes for a
stabler nation, for a more responsible people. It brings us closer to
the goal sought for—financial independence.
An adequately insured people would
be a practically depression-proof
people. Those who invest their surplus in life insurance can face the
future with equanimity. Their money
is as safe as is humanly possible.
Only an inconceivable national financial disaster could imperil it.
Financial Independence Week should
be a landmark in our economic history.

HUMAN NATURE.

natdre cannot avoid undue optimism
when things are going well, just as
it cannot escape undue fear when
things are going badly.
Just now we are still under the rule
of unreasoning fear. That is going to
delay recovery, until the rays of hope
which are beginning to appear on the
horizon grow brighter. Then, as we
recover from our fear we shall go on
again, with increasing hopefulness, to
another boom, and that in its turn will
collapse and ruin millions who have
not tempered their optimism with caution.
That is human nature.
C. M. T. C. CAMPS ARE
TO BE HELD AGAIN
Although the filing of applications
for enrollment in the Citizens3 Military Training Camps to be held next
summer was not officially opened until 'March 1st, Major General Johnson Hagood, 'Commanding the Seventh
Corps Area, announces that several
thousand applications have already
been received, On account of the reapportionment of quotas under the
new census of population, only 5,000
young men will be trained -this year
in the states of Minnesota, North
Dakota, South Dakota, Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas.
Camps will be held from August
1 to August 30 at Fort 'Crook, Nebraska, Fort Des Moines, Iowa, and
Camp Pike, Arkansas; from June 15
to July 14 at Fort Lincoln, North Dakota, and Fort Leavenworth, Kansas;
from July 6 to August 4 at 'Fort Snelling, Minnesota; from July 7 to August
5 at Jefferson Barracks, Missouri, and,
fov colored candidates* from June 16
to July 15 at Fort Riley, Kansas.
The object of the C. M. T. Camps,
General Hagood states, is to develop
the manhood of the nation by bringing together young men of high type
from all walks of life, in the same uniform, on a common basis of equality,
and under the most favorable conditions of outdoor life; to teach them
the privileges, duties and responsibilities of American citizenship; to inculcate self-discipline and obedience;
and to develop these young men physically, mentally and morally.
All applicants are examined physically, and those who meet the requirements are considered for on« of
the training camps mentioned. Travel
expenses to the camps are refunded
by paying candidates, upon arrival
at camp, the travel allowance of five
cents per mile for the distance from
their homes to the nearest camp. The
same allowance is paid for the return
travel the day the candidates leave
camp. All necessary expenses at the
camp are paid by the Government.
Food, uniforms, lodging, athletic
equipment, laundry service and medical care are furnished without -efcjiense
to the candidate.' '••"
No obligation for future military
service of any kind is incurred by
those who attend these camps.

It is difficult to escape the conclusion that the principal cause of hard
times is over optimism in good times.
If that is true, if economic depressions
are due to causes inherent in human
nature, we confess that we cannot see
•much hope for that millenium in which
there will always be prosperity for
everybody. We certainly do not see
how it is possible for legislation to
correct evils which are sure to recur
whenever conditions are ripe for them.
That is not to say that we do not
think the Government at Washington
and the State government should not
do all in their power to make dishonesty unprofitable.
We think it
would be a salutory thing for the country to put a few big bankers and
stock promoters in jail and keep them
there as a warning to others. But we
haven't much sympathy with the idea
that all, or the major part, of our
troubles are the result of the machinations of unscrupulous crooks.
On the contrary, we think we got
ourselves into trouble by believing
that boom times would never end. We
mortgage our homes and our farms
when it was easy to borrow on them,
because it seemed so easy to get money to pay off the mortgages when we
needed it. And when we say "we"
we are speaking of everybody. Big
manufacturers and business 'men were
just as simple as the smallest. They
built up great plants on bond issues,
because they could not see far enough
ahead to realize that the market for
their product was not going to keep
on growing, but would some day slack
The case of the state of Iowa vs.
off.
Carl L. Vedane, on a charge of emWe do not think the people who bezzlement of county funds while he
indulged in what now seems like wild was county treasurer, is scheduled for
dreams of increasing profits were dis- trial Thursday.
honest; not most of them, any way.
We think they,—all of us—built too
A. C. James and wife were at Weimuch hope and not enough on pru- don, Iowa, Monday to attend the fundent common-sense. And, lookingeral services for his brother-in-law,
back over the history of other depres- Sam P. James, who passed away last
sions, it seemed" to us that they all Friday night. Deceased, who was 70
happened for the same reason. Human years old, was a former resident of
the Anita vicinity.

Where
the Dark
Begins —
MORE CRIMES - ACCIDENTS - THEFTS -

T N every town much activity continues
^ after sundown, and proper street illumination is necessary. Where the dark begins
you find more crimes and accidents, poor
business and low property values. The city
of Detroit offers definite proof of the false
fconomyof reduced street lighting. In
oof .Detroit .street lighting was reduced
66 < to curtail expenses. During the following months, fatal automobile accidents
at night increased over 23%
There was
an unparalleled increase in crime Within
a year the full lighting system was restored at popular request.

AW IOWA COMPANY — OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWANS

HAVE VEGETABLE
GARDEN

PLANNED

Make a canning budget now and
avoid an under or oversupply of vegetables in the garden.
That is the suggestion of Miss
Ruth Cessna, of the'home economics
Extension Service at Iowa State College.
The average family of five or six
should plan to can the following
fruits and vegetables, Miss Cessna
said: 40 quarts of greens to be used
twice a week for 4 months; 150 quarts
of tomatoes to be used twice a week
for 9 months; 90 quarts of other vegetables to be used three times a -week
for 7 months; 300 quarts of fruit and
fruit juices to be used ten times a
week for 8 months.
If sufficient oranges and other citrus
are used the amount of tomatoes may
be reduced to 110 quarts. Apples also
should be stored to supplement the
fruit supply if the family wishes to
have a supply last through the winter
The individual requirement for adults
or children over 6 years of age for one
year is 8 quarts of greens, 13 quarts
of tomatoes, 18 quarts of other vegetables, 43 quarts of fruit. Children
under 6 years need half those
amounts.
College horticulturists recommenc
a garden 60 by 200 feet for the
average family of five or six which
wishes to raise a reasonable supply
of several kinds of vegetables for
summer use and also for canning
and storing. In this garden may be
grown four rows of onions 50 feet
long, a row of radishes followed with
Chinese cabbage, a row of lettuce
followed by turnips, 6 rows of peas
2 rows of early cabbage, 4 rows o1
late cabbage, 6 rows of carrots, 4 rows
of beets and .a row of parsnips,
rows of beans, 3 rows of lima beans
9 rows of tomatoes grown from both
plants and seed, 12 rows of sweet
corn, 19 rows of Irish Cobbler potatoes, a row of squash, a row of cu
cumbers, and 4 rows of pole beans.
The rows are 50 feet long and the
planting of most crops is made on two
or three different dates to provide a
succession of vegetables.
A garden calendar printed by the
Extension Service gives suggested
plans for gardens ranging from 50
feet by 50 feet up to 200 by 50 feet,
recommended varieties, time of planting and other information. A copy
of this calendar may be secured from
the county agent, local garden committee or by writing to the Extension
Service, Ames.
DIDN'T KNOW ABOUT
HIS MONEY IN BANK

Burkhart's
We Deliver

Phone 300

Friday-Saturday
DRIED FRUIT COMPOTE, peachfes, pears,
prunes and apricots, 2-lb. celo pack.
-25c
BLUING and AMMONIA, fuUpfet bottles.... •10c
SANI-FLUSH, with stool brash, both for
•23c
BANANAS, nice yellow fruit, 3 pounds.
• 19c
NAVY BEANS, hand picked, 4 pounds
• 12c
FLOUR, Farmer's Friend/ 49-pound sack
• 79c
CORN, No. 2 can, per can
• 6c
COFFEE, Chase & Sanborn's Break-o-Morn.. -23c
ONION PLANTS, Bermuda, 2 bunches.',
.15c
OXYDOL, large size, with jig saw juzzle free. .23c
Strawberries, Radishes, Head Lettuce, Celery,
Cucumbers—fresh for your Easier dinner.
Bring Us Your Eggfr—Highest Market Price Paid

New Merchandise at
Stuhr's
Overalls, full cut
Me and 85c
Feather Ticking, per yard
igc
Bleached Muslin, per yard
.6c, 8c and lOc
Unbleached Muslin, per yard
5c, 6c, 8c and lOc
See our new Plaid Prints, per yard
15C
New Prints, spring patterns, per yard
lOc
Ladies' all Silk Hose, per pair
59c
Ladies' Chiffon Hose, per pair
98c
Ladies' Clear Crepe Hose, per pair .. „
25c
School Hose, per pair
:
.lOc and 15c
Women's Cotton Hose, per pair
'.
lOc
Shorts and Shirts, new patterns, each
25e
Boys' Play Suits, 2 to 8 years
'.-,
49c,
White Outing, 36-inches wide, per yard
13c
Men's Knit Union Suits, short sleeve ..:
50c
WE BUY EGGS

J. R. STUHR

In the midst of diverse financial
ANITA,
conditions there is a man at Red Oak
who had ?1,500 in the bank and didn't
even know it.
He was discovered,
D. R. Donohoe, wife and son, Billy,
says Ralph Overholser, by a volunteer
of Walnut spent Sunday in the city
solicitor for signing of waivers.
"I would be glad to sign a waiver, with relatives and friends.
the gentleman told the visitor, "but I
On Friday evening, Lyle Hayter enhave no money in any bank in Red
Oak.
I haven't had for almost a tertained the boys belonging to his
lass of the Congregational Sunday
year."
The canvasser told him he must be School, at the home of his parents,
mistaken as the bank would not have -Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Hayter on East
solicited his signature to the waiver Fourth Street. The evening was spent
if he had not had an account. In the n playing games, after which a lunch
end the man in question accompanied was served by Mrs. Hayter.
the solicitor to the bank, where they
-Mrs. Isabell Joy returned home Sundiscovered he had a trifle over $1,500
lay from Bagley, Iowa, where she had
on deposit.
The gentlemen, whose name was been spending the winter at the home
withheld, said that last fall when in >f her granddaughter, Mrs. Glenn Mcneed of money he had borrowed $300! Call and family. Mr. and Mrs. Mefrom the bank, not knowing that Call and daughter, Margaret, accomthere was 81,500 there that belonged panied her here and spent the day
to him. He could not recall where with Mrs. McCall's mother, Mrs. Oren
the money came from, but he signed Sullivan and husband, in Lincoln township.
the waiver with a smile.

The members of the 0. D. 0. club
and their families took well filled
dinner baskets and spent Sunday at
the home of Mr. and .Mrs. Lou Pieper,
north of Anita, the occasion being
| Mrs. Pieper's birthday. The day was
spent visiting and with games. Those
See the Baron at the Rialto Theatre
present were Joe Kiemish and famon
Saturday—Sunday, April 22—23.
i ily, Lew Rydl and family, Harold
: Nelson and family, Andrew Jacobsen
Olll HIGHEST COURT.
' a r i d family, John Heck and family
Fred Wohlleber and f a m i l y , Marinus j !t is interesting to note that while
Jensen and family and Olie iiief and j 3l citizens of the United States have
fam
'ly! be«n elevated to the presidency, only
.
; :
ju hav « been appointed chief justice
A man may be tired of living but since the foundation of our governhe prefers to choose his own method ment-Jay, Rutledge, Ellsworth Warof dying, .n case he decided to take shall, Taney, Chase, Waite Full"
the matter in his own hands, says the White, Taft and Hughes
'
Afton-Star Enterprise. Recently a
One of these, John Rutledge
man jumped from the Brooklyn bridge, I never
confirmed by the Senat'
, hoping to end his worries. A
A Ppolice<f
'1 evidences
'of approaching insanity de- i
1
and saw
saw! |sloped
velopt-d about
aboutthe
the time
timeof
ofhis
his api
,man
. , heard
, , . him hitJ the water
•'' and
appoint-'
h , m b o b h , n g around. He throw a rope ment by President Washing
in
e l drown.
Q W refU
and
0 - in h i s !
, and
, ,E1>—
tryingh f to
* aldthe
^ °n 1795
policeman
stead a few months later.
drew his rusty service gun and told
John Marshall .served longer than
the fellow to either swim ashore or any other chief justice, 34 year,, and
he would start shooting at h i m . And died in office at the atrt> of 80 T
strange as it may seem the fellow did served 28 years u n t i l his death at the
swim in and the policeman locked him age of 87. Jay, the first ehief £™
up.
was the youngest at the time of his
E. E. Worrell, a mail carrier on a appointment, being u n r y 4i Marshall
was appointed at the
Of
i route out of New Market, Taylor counAmong former associate
- - . ~ v v . J U » L i C f . S 01
, ty, uncovered an antique of real his- tl, r,
of
1 toncal interest—and it cost him thirty the Supreme Court, Joseph Story, ap _
, cents. Worrell attended a farm sale pointed at the age of r> W1
was the
recently and bid on a sewing machine. youngest, while William Johnsson was
J 4t the
. / » » « of his appointement
After unsuccessful efforts to raise the 1
Associate
Justice Brandeis, still in
''
ante, the auctioneer knocked the maactive
service
at
the
age
of
70,
is
chine off to Worrell for 30 cents.
the oldest member oi the present
When ht got the machine home and court.
uncovered it, Worrell discovered it
The high ability an undisputed inwas over 100 years old. Worrell later
n
of our highesl
_
received an offer from a sewing mabeen
chine manufacturer of a brand new ays een a source of pride to
machine in exchange for the old one American c-.tizen. The court main
s the best traditions of the
,3o he will get a new machine for just
u
»*
three dimes.
„., i;
,
" strved in the
earlier days of the- Re-public.
•J'J

<

.t
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IOWA
Andrew Nelson, wife and child
visited a few days the past week i
her parents, Francis Kohl and
near Bridgewater.
The I. E. Lasley family of near i
ma, Van Buren county, believe
mother love is the same the «
over. The Lasleys missed a pet <
the other evening1 and instituted I
search. They found the cat,
family of six kittens, tucked na
away in a hen's nest. The next moi
ing members of the family approacl
the nest to have a look at the kill
To their great surprise neither i
mother cat nor the kittens were!
be seen. Instead the nest was
pied by a hen. The hen sho
inclination to move, so the
gently lifted her off the nest. U»
neath they found the six kittens
an egg.

SPECI
Pure 100% ilim Oil

$1.19
Per 2-Gallon Can

YVO.S

Tax Paid

0. W. Shaffer &
ANITA, IOWA
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The Fable of 1875
and 1925
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By GEORGE ADE
why 700 should be a CoLan? fl
ery'ttoe/yon.dimce? iT r>
NCE upon a time an esteemed neceasary that you shouu
^
Old Lady who had been crawl into th*Gentleraanv
a reigning Belle during Grant's et? And Is it because you
Second Administration, sat of catcWng Cold that you m ke
, •
"*
back watching the Antics of a re- posalWe -fpr any Draf t
formed and purified World, wondering tween ,yont -l am a peti0;1
©. Bell Syndicate.—WNU 8«rv»C«t
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Gen, Georqe Washington
(rOOM"THE SAVIOR OF THE STATES,"
COUBTESY WM. MOBROW COMP/SKV/

By ELMO SCOTT WATSON

T WAS Just 150 years ago that the eurtaln was rung down on the last act of
the mighty drama known as the American Revolution and, appropriately
enough, the stage setting for this act
was along the Hudson river, -which
had been the scene of so many Important events daring that straggle. Mora
particularly the locale was the town
of Newburgh, N. Y.
It was here that Washington and his
Continental army, after the victory over Cornwallls at Torktown, had .settled down on their
last camp ground of the war. In the Hasbronck
mansion, a small, sloping-roofed stone farmbouse, Washington had established his headquarters and here were living with him Martha
Washington and members of his military family, officers who had followed his fortunes faithfully during the war—Col. Tench Tllghman, Col.
Dartd Humphries, MaJ. Benjamin Walker, Col.
William Stevens Smith, Hedljah Baylies and
Jonathan Trumbull, Jr., son of the famous
"Brother Jonathan" Trumbull, governor of Connecticut
The camp of the soldiers was pitched In a
semi-circle extending from four miles southwest
of Newburgh to the village of New Windsor on
the west bank of the Hudson, now a suburb
of Newburgh. On the summit of a high, treeless hill overlooking the valley had been erected
e big, oblong wooden building, known as the
-Temple or the New Public building which was
used for holding religious services for the Continentals.
On April 19, 1783 (the anniversary of the Battle of Lexington), a courier rode hastily through
the streets of Newburgh and drew op before the
Hasbrouck mansion. The burden of his despatches was the proclamation of congress for
the cessation of hostilities. At noon of the same
day the proclamation was read to the officers
of the army who were assembled in the Temple
for that purpose and In the evening It was read
to every regiment In the army. Although the
signing of the treaty of peace was still several
months In the future (It was not signed until
September 3, 1783) the American Revolution
was at an end.
Now began the work of demobilization and
as the officers prepared to take leave of each
other, perhaps forever, It occurred to Gen. Henry Knoi, commander at West Point, to whom
tad been given the delicate task of disbanding the army, that there should be some way
of perpetuating the ties that had bound them
together during the dark days of their struggle
for liberty. Then, too, there was the idea of
paying tribute to their fellow officers who had
lost their llvea In the struggle and of finding
some method of support for the widows and
orphans of the dead heroes.
The proposal of Knoi to found a patriotic
and memorial society met with the Instant approval of the other officers of the army and It
also had "the acquiescence and hearty approbation" of Washington. A meeting to organize
•uch a society was held at Verplanck house, the
headquarters of Baron von Steuben near Fishkill, with that doughty German soldier presiding and Knox serving as «ecretary-generaL
The name chosen for the organization was
the Society of the Cincinnati and the selection
of that name is easily explained. The colonists were mostly agriculturists and manv of
them bad been educated In England where Roman
history was ever the inspiration of the scholar.
Bo the name of Society of the Cincinnati waa
appropriate for them "because they, like the
dnclnnatus of Roman legend, had left the plow
l»r their country's service and like him, now
that their service was over, were returning to
the plow again.
The order, or medal, of the society was also
In keeping with this idea. It is a baldheaded
eagle, suspended on a blue ribbon with white
borders, typifying the union of France and America. On the eagle's breast Is shown Ctncinnatua
receiving a sword and insignia from the Roman
•enate and in the background Is his home, his
wife and hie plow. Around this scene are displayed the wards "Omnia relinquit servare rerupublk-ao"—Ue left all to serve the republic. On
the reverse of the order ts Fame crowning Oinclnnatus w i t h a wreath, inscribed "Vlrtutls
Praemiuar—Kit rewar.l of valor. In the background is a seaiM.rt ,-ity ivit>. 0(>en gates anJ
(hips entering llje harbor and f^low this are
lolned hands supporting a heart inscrUxMi "rito
Perpetna"—Be tl-.ou Faithful, the command of
the society. The design for this medal was the
K-ork of Major L'Knfnnt, o>>ni>e<) f,, r future
taroe AS the man who vrns to plan the new Oapi
tel of the Nation, Washington, I), c.
The membership of the society w a s ooin^«seil
it officers of the Continental army, native <ir
foreign, who bad served thrve years or been
honorably discharged and to their direct male
descendants by order of birth, through females
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what It was all about. She was like
every other living Person beyond Six* erated because I own Q »^3l
ty. It seemed to her that all the hon- tate and I am 22
ored Traditions had been hit In the Parade, bat I am
Head, that Civilization was being same."
"There la no use trying ,n
vamped by frivolous Innovations and
that the whole Works had gone blooey. It, to a Ha«-Been," said H°.'
One of her Important Discoveries evieve, wearily, "i
was that Young People are not what all wear something
they used to be. She didn't suppose bottom and Sit by Ourselves
that any one else had noticed lt,.but a .Corner waiting for the L
she simply couldn't get over the Way to bring jBftjatme Chicken „
In which the Jimmies and Janes were them Days are gone forever
taking It for granted that they owned probably remember when
Instrument In an Orchestra'
the Universe,
Washinqtons Headquarters
This honored Hold-Over had a Plate and The Blue Danube was i
at New burgh
Grand-Daughter and Namesake who Digglty-pog. Likewise the i
was a mere Slip of a Thing 19 years which I would classify as the a
old, who was endeavoring to estab- Indoor Sports."
"Everything which h Rppenea ,
lish a World's Record for Speed and
Endurance, Very often Grandmother this year is evidently Antlquat
wouia ask, "Haven't her Parents any NrG«" said Grandmother, "i,
Control over her?" The correct An^ mlt tbAt the Orchestra which i.
swer to the above question was: "NO!" play for our Dances did not hav?J
It happened that One Day the Old Steamboat Whistle or Derby t
l^dy couldn't stand It any longer. Lit- they made lovely Mustc. And
tle Genevieve, the Child Wonder, had say Music, I mean Music, r 4
been to an all-night Party. Along mean an Imitation of a dying m. j
about 4 G. M. she had brought a Pa«k busy Day'at the Insane Asylum.
of Comnnches Into the House and had thermore, any Gentleman who(
shown the Ice-box how to take a Joke, a Party all lit up like a
She came up for Air at Noon and was wonld have been given the L
propped op In her theatrical Pajamas, adaya all of our Best Yonngl
having the whole House wait on her, gather around him and give <
while she found Fault with the eggs, Hearty Cheers and then follow to
the Toast, the Coffee, the Weather and the Cloak Room. It's a terribfel
all of her Relatives. For one thing uatlon."
Grandma Takes the
the Service was not np to the RHz
"It rare Is," agreed
and she didn't like to have the Curtains lifted so high and her Name was "Most of the Stuff Is synthetic. 8/1
mis-spelled In the Paper and every- way. Granny, now that you are|
wonnd np, why don't you
thing looked dark for the Princess.
out for being a Bob? Go on stall
Queen of the Flappers.
The Old Lady sat In fixed Amaze- about the Good Old Days whene
ment for a while, surveying the Eighth Gal had a Horse's Tail hanging J
her Back, and when she did it i
Wonder of the World, and. then she
said: "When I was a Girl and went put In a 'couple of Soft
then wore a Rhine-Stone Cornel
to a Party, 1 always came down to
Breakfast next morning and, what's to make, the Whole Thing more (
Then, after, she got an iSincii ]
more, 1 came down early and helped
with a Kitchen Garden
Mother."
The Queen of the Flappers gave her Terrace and a Velvet Bow
iind clasped on her rameo liroccil
respected Grandmother the cold Oncenulled oat her Puff Sleeves, i!|
Over and then said, "Ton were a
wasnt a Gawk you're crazy. At
Simp."
"Possibly so, from the Standpoint an had so much Junk above herS
of a modern Snipe who has become so ders In those days, it gave
Neck-Ache to carry it around, I
superficial and self-centered and sel
fish that she regards her Parents as indeed] the.Snappy nays of Yowl|
House-Servants, In my Day It was the Sweet''.Young Thing a
an Imperative Rule that Young People and a Ball of Pop-Corn and i
contented • for several Days.
should respect their Elders."
Order-of the
that,
to please the superami
"Mebbe you had a better Bunch to sles, all.of us blue-eyed
Cincinnati
work on," said little Genevieve. go back to playing Charades and j
"When they were giving out Relatives ing card-Board Mottoes. Alwf
billty," set themselves and their posterity apart
from their fellow citizens of the Republic in an 1 almost drew a Blank. I've tried t« Victorias, have a Taffy I'ull i
exclusive order Invested with all the privileges put up with Mom and Pop, but you')) a while and take Lessons OD the|
have to adtnlt that they're a couple We moat be- rather Rough 1
and insignia of aristocracy.
Knox
Probably the most influential enemy of the of Gifiles. Both of them can sleep I learn that we are being
new order was Samuel Adams, the ttfather of standing up. They don't seem to, be severely by all those who arec
in default of males and then by collaterals If
the Revolution." While his views were states- hep to what's Transpiring. I told them the Old People's Home by
Judged acceptable by the society. Individuals dismanlike, they were severe. No man, he said, a Month ago I wanted a Roadster Just around on the Outside. The
tinguished for their patriotism were to be adwas
more ready to remember gratefully and re- like Bernice is driving. It Is one Duck talked Incessantly for a
mitted aa honorary members for life and the
ward the services of the army In the great strag- and the price Is only $4600. Do you Years but they have not, so i
state branches were always to meet on the
gle, but It was astounding that any set of men think 1 can get those two Swozzles to can learn, headed off a singiefl
Fourth of July, while the general society was
should Imagine that a people who had freely buy one for met The old Tight-Wads Party. I must now leave you«
to meet every third year on the anniversary of
spent blood and treasure In support of equal keep talking about the money. Don't
Its founding, May 13, 1783,
18 holes, attend a couple of W
rights should, the moment the struggle was over, they know that a Cutle can't hold the In a'shake-up Party at a Mr"
It was agreed at the first meeting that In orbe "reconciled to the odious hereditary distinc- Boys any more unless she has her own roent, dine at a Road-House
der to secure the fund for the desired relief of
tion of familiea" He looked upon the Society Bus? And yon know how these flat- all night at the Cross Eyed
the widows and orphans that all the officers
of the Cincinnati "as a stride toward a heredi- haired Papas are. They don't like to the Police don't get me. Ill"
should contribute a full month's salary, as soon
tary military nobility as rapid as ever was made ride in a Lizzie. Yon can't blame Tomorrow at this hour."
as congress appropriated an equal amount This
In so short a time, and he could not but lament, them, can you? No. I want somewould make a very considerable pension fund,
Saying' Which she departed, i
as a grievous misfortune to the states, that so thing that will cut across Lots and Grandma on the Ropes.
the interest on which alone was to be expended.
Illustrious a man as Washington sanctioned it." climb a Tree and If those two Kloodles
MORAL: Do not repressJ
Strange as It may seem, the organization of
John Adams added his voice to the general think they can work off a Fliv on me. on* criminal Instincts of Jo
this patriotic and fraternal organization soon
clamor against the Cincinnati. The legislators of they've got another Guess coming."
became the object of bitter denunciation by a
All during this Rave the kind-faced
Massachusetts, inspired by resolutions from Camlarge number of citizens of the new natioa The
Florida Sponge Field*
bridge, the university center, denounced the so- Belie of by-gone Days stared at her
first mistake on the part of its founders had
Controlled by I
dainty
little
Grand-Daughter
and
ciety
as
"dangerous
to
the
peace,
liberty
and
been In limiting the membership to officers, botb
sighed
Deeply.
The
'Greeks
discovered.
safety of the Union." A flood of pamphleteers
native and foreign. Unlike the G. A. R., which
Joined the chorus of condemnation.
The Coy Debutante and the Bustle.
followed the Civil war, and the American LeSprtnga; Fto.. Prlor fn° 'I
One of these. Aedanus Burke, a Revolutionary
gion, which followed the World war, the Society
"1 am wondering," she said at lasjt. of St Petersburg, a nr
veteran and a judge of the Supreme Court of "if there is left, anywhere In the They also discovered
of the Cincinnati did not Include In Its membership the common soldier.
Sooth Carolina, wrote a bitter pamphlet over World, such a thing as a Chaperon. West Spongers were liar"
the signature of "Cassias" denouncing the aris- I saw one last Season and »he was, spongea with prong hoott
Then the memberships were made hereditary
tocratic tendencies of the society, which put the if you will pardon the Modernism, a bow of a dinghy- Tberai
to pass down to posterity by the rule of primogeniture, and In this provision the patriots
capsheaf on the condemnatory movement The i'ip. She was a Grass Widow, aged moved In with mode™ J»l
detected a move toward the perpetuation of a
pamphlet was reprinted in every state and found '-'8, painted a Creamy White, with a meat and eea-going vessew
"military aristocracy." And then, to cap rhe
its way across the Atlantic. A copy fell into the shingled Nob and she wore about eight a cleaning In the sponge
climax, there was the golden "decoration" which
hands of Mirabeau, who translated it into French Ounces of clothing. As a Guardian only were they able t o o
and published it in England.
went with a membership. Were not such decofor Young Girls I would say that she old beda more success
rations of the very essence of the Old world feaWashington tried to stem the tide of opposi
was hand-picked. In 1875, when I had yond the depths of tn'
dal aristocracy?
tion to the child of his sponsorship by advocat
my Coming Out Party, the Glrla were foand new fields d filled
su!>er
Ing the repeal of the provision making the mem
So, In spite of the fact that the great "Fiuher
brought by their Parents and no limited wpply an
berehips hereditary. But It was too late I> ub "
of Our Country" vouched for the patriotic spirit
Voung Gentleman even asked for Per- sponge.
lie suspicion had been aroused and the patriots mission to Call until he talked with
of the new society and honored it by becoming
The
of
the
"rank
and
file"
had
placed
their
taboo
Its first president, the tribunes of the people
the Mother and bad Bashed his'Ore Greeks,
on
the
order.
°
raged against It and declaimed against it as an
before they reach
dentials."
insidious influence, to such an extent that the
One of the most Interesting results of the
"I get you," said Genevieva "You Greek*, and sold ny
time came when it was as much as a man's
feeling against the Cincinnati was the found
After cleaning, they
are now going to pull a line of Chat
political life wag worth to appear in public
of Tammany Hall, a counter movement i u N- * ter about the Good Old Days of 1875.
(i»4
with the insignia of the Cincinnati pinned to
York, nucleating in a society organized on I h
but you will never get away with It la called a "bunch'1
his bosom. France, Just swinging into its bloody
alleged basis of "pure democracy " S,
i have studied Ancient History and I catch Is tallied in »r """
revolutionary period, took a band i n the fight
lur aid the Cincinnati heroine that',"
am
wise to that Golden Age of Chlv- es," Before they " <-\
for. public office curried f a v o r bv '
and even the great Mirabeau thundered against
ulry, when every popular Bachelor had erasing . deficit fn<«>
the Cincinnati and warned the young Republic
"the aristocrats" from the stump U M
mopping a wlndsh..-i,i. tw
the map covered with Trailing Arbttagainst its dangerous tendencies.
are related where men n u M l r l v divested* tllff
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i
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Debutante
wore
a
The young Republic was quite H i l l i n g to believe
selves of the eagle and the rib'l,,,,, ... ,,
The aponges t<»> '•'- ( , ( , 8 ^
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Hustle
which
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It
practically
Imhim. It was not only the tavern orators and
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Jefferson who viewed It as a dangerous menace
ganization and one l,y <„ ,. u
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societies on the Holy Land. You think I am a
to the Republic's new institutions—some of the
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Hussy because I don't want to alt In
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Jefferson was publicly hostile to It. Benjamin
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Franklin, then representing the republic at the
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Stitch.
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court of France, wrote home ridiculing the purbefore popular upiireheiiMon i
poses of the society as an attempt to form an
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The Golden Rule
DEPARTMENT STORE
The Best For Less
Anita, Iowa

FOR EASTER SUNDAY
New Easter
HATS
for as low as Now is the time to buy
89c
Spring Coats at midsummer sale prices.
Corticelli
HOSIERY
This hose has
already proven our big
popular sellAlways a large selection
er.
to choose from. Your
79c
new dress now for as
little as
SILK
STEPINS
29c to 59c

COATS

SHOES
Many different styles to
choose from.
$2.95

$5.95 to $10.95
DRESSES

LINEN
CASINO
SANDALS
$1

WHITE KID
CUTOUT
SANDALS
$1.89

EASTER
SPECIALS

Answers to the questions printed
on the first page of this edition in the
American Legion Auxiliary campaign
of education on the American Flag
are printed below. Other questions
and answers will be printed next week
in the Tribune.
1. Authorized by the Continental
Congress.
2. "Resolved that The Flag of the
United States be thirteen stripes, alternate red and white; that the union
t>e thirteen stars, white in a blue field,
representing a new constellation."
3. December 28, 1846.
4. New Hafe'pshire, Massachusetts,
Connecticut, Rhode Island, New York,
Delaware, Pennsylvania, Maryland,
Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia and New Jersey.
5. April 4, 1818.
6. Naval ensign 1776-1777. Striped
union 1776-1777.
7. Flag of 13 stars and 13 stripes.
Flag of 15 stars and 15 stripes.
8. Col. Kerrick in his authoritative
book, The Flag of the United States,
says, "To secure best effect and appearance a flag pole, in height above
the ground, should be three or four
times the length of the flag to be displayed."
PEAR OF DEATH IS ALL
WRONG SAYS DR. STERN
Observations at hundreds of deathbeds convince Dr. Erich Stern, noted
German scientist, that there is no
reason to fear death from natural
causes. The doctor believes the socalled "grim fight" made against
death is all imagination.
Dr. Stern declares death is more
gruesome and torturous to those
around deathbeds than to the dying
persons themselves. Consciousness is
lost long before death actually comes,
the doctor asserts in a medical journal article on "Psychology of Death."
It is in very rare cases only, Dr.
Stern has found, that men fight with
all that is left in them to remain conscious and defeat death. A strange
calmness or even a -feeling of happiness befalls human beings in their
dying moments, this death psychologist has learned from1 his experience
at deathbeds.
During his last hours man does not
reflect over serious wordly problems,
the doctor has observed. The nearer
death comes the more pathetic he
grows, until he even forgets about
his loved ones. It is an exception
rather than a rule that dying persons remember and confess their sins
or crimes. A significant fact, how
ever, is that religious persons seem
to die more peacefully than those not
believing in God.

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
April 16, 1903.

Mike Tiemey shipped a car load of
eleven months old hogs to Omaha
Monday that averaged 333 pounds
each.
W. T. Parker is taking numerous
orders from the farmers in this vicinty for stock from the Capitol City
Vurseries.
J. A. Wagner has greatly improved
he appearance of his residence prop•rty on East Main Street by a porch
and addition.
One of the neatly decorated show
windows in town this week is Val.
Wiegand's, the work of Miss Bertha
Wiegand and Miss Bessie Myers.
Mrs. J. D. Young and Mrs. Joseph
Kaiser are under the care of Dr. H. E.
Campbell this week, both suffering
from a severe attack of tonsilitis.
After a few fungus weeds have
been uprooted and consigned to the
carbage patch, perhaps Anita will be
able to trot right along with the balance of the procession without being
molested.
It is quite likely that the city council will soon pass what is known as
a "permanent sidewalk ordinance,"
providing that no walk shall be built
within the corporate limits of any
material but brick, stone or cement.
Hasten the ordinance and its passage
thereof.
After several years spent as a student at Barnes Medical College in St.
Louis, Robert Weston returned to
Anita last week, a graduate from that
popular institution, and is now qualified and entitled to write M. D. after
his name. He has not yet decided
on a location for the practice of his
chosen profession.

MADU
Food

Specials For Than., Fri., Sat.
10-lb. bag
Sugar
48C
15c Box
Oatmeal
or Regular
1 J,()
Armour's
Butter Cloverbloom
. 20c
1C BOX

ri«l**ISi>%f
Fidelity

Apples
corn
f*Apn

Oranges

Salmon

* -

Pancake Floor
Regular 29c bag
Gano for Eating or
Cooking —- 6-lbs.
Bran or

Grape Nuts 10.

2 for 1 9c

SUNKKT
2-Dozen

27c

2 for ttc

BACON SQUARES, per pound . .
------"
STOCK SALT, 100-lb. bag ------ . . , .... ..... ; 60c
OATMEAL FOR CHIX, 10-lb. .... '&. ......
FOOD OF WHEAT, like Cream of Wheat 2 for 25c
DATES, fresh, 2-lbs
............
............
15,
MARSHMALLOWS, fancy 1-lb. box .......... ',\^
CABBAGE, new Texas, per pound
........
&
BUTTER-NUT COFFEE, per Ib.
..........
3^
MUSTARD, quart jar ........... . ......... i^
RAISINS, seedless, 2-lbs
..........
............
ifc

f CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4
*
E. L. Anderson, Pastor.
4
5c packets
4-444444444444444
YOUNG MEN'S HATS
$1.95, $2.45 and $2.95
Flower & Vegetable
(The Church With a Heart and
SPORT OXFORDS
$1.98 to $3.95
an Open Mind.)
Church School at 10:00 a. m. A
SHIRTS, with tie to match
$1.00
training: school for Christian living, and rejected of men,' returning blesRAIN COATS, trench models
$2.75
with classes for all ages. Mrs. Lydia sing for cursing, he taught mortals fast will, be served to those
been solicited and wish to stay,
Brown, Superintendent.
YOUNG MEN'S SUITS
$12.95
the opposite of themselves, even the
At 7:30 o'clock in the evening«
Morning worship and communion
nature
of
God;
and
when
error
felt
young
people are giving a p
service 11:00 o'clock. Special Easter
WORK SHOES, HORSE HIDE
$1.98
music. Also baptism and admission the power of Truth, the scourge and to which everyone is invited.
of new members. Sermon subject. the cross awaited the great Teacher" nests with colored eggs will be \
(All leather soles and heels)
(p. 20).
vided for the young people.
"The Power of the Resurrection."
eggs for coloring to Mrs. VernonJ
WOLVERINE 1000 MILE SHOES
$2.98, $3.48
\ Evening musical program at 7:30
fries before Friday.
o clock./An Easter cantata entitled, +
M. E. CHURCH NOTES
4
LION BRAND WORK SHOES
$2.95
Ladies aid meets all day Tha:
"Life Everlasting," will be presented 4
Monroe J. Rarick. Pastor.
4
by a chorus of more than twenty V 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 at the home of Mta. Ralph Hawk, I
(This is one of the best fitting shoes made
voices. Complete program will be
in the work shoe class.)
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Dr. <*• 4 4 4 + f>"+4 4 4 4 *
found elsewhere in this issue.
C. H. Johnson, General Supt.
*
LINCOLN CENTER
Youth Forum at 6:30 p. m. with an
The
Sunday
School
Easter
program
+
COMMUNITY
CHURCH
LADIES' SPORT OXFORDS
About
forty-eight
patrons
and
.$1.45
interesting program for youth.
will be given Sunday morning at the +
Ehryn
Andrews,
Pastor.
friends
of
district
No.
9
in
Audubon
Notice—Those wishing to unite with
(In white and colors)
township assembled at the home of the church will please notify the pas- regular Sunday School hour begin- f + - f - f - f - * - ' 4 - f 4 - f - f - f O
Church Services at 10:00 a. m.
Clarence Davis last Thursday even- tor as soon as possible, also those ning at 10:00 o'clock. See the full
program elsewhere.
Bible School at 11:00 a. m,,
ing in honor of their teacher, Miss having children to be baptized.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock in
Helen Hansen, whose birthday was
Make Easter a great day by attend- the Masonic Temple, at which time Walter Storer as superintendent.]
that day. The evening was spent in ing church.
Our attendance has been ina
the following program will be given: the last few Sundays. Let's
playing games and dancing. Supper
The last session of the Church InstiPrelude, choral.
was served at a late hour.
the good work. You are always 1
tute was greatly appreciated by a caHymn,
"Adoration and Praise," by come. Everyone enjoyed the
ANITA, IOWA
pacity audience last Sunday evening,
the congregation.
quartet last Sunday, and we hav
climaxed by a beautiful and impresSelling For CASH and Selling For Less
Prayer by the pastor.
promise of special music for i
sive Easter drama entitled, "The Light
Response.
Easter* services. So come and i
of the Cross," ably presented by the
Announcements.
Plant Certified Seed Potatoes. Ma Junior Dramatic club of the Congreship with us.
Offertory,
"The Prayer of an An- Ladies aid meets this
lone's,
Atlantic.
it
gational church. The attendance this
day evening, which was an organizagel."
Everyone come, • bringing a
tion meeting for the new year. Gail
FOR SALE:—Mammouth Bronzi year exceeded that of last year even
Easter musical program, directed dish and lOc for lunch.
Burke was elected as the new member turkey eggs. 10 cents each. Phone 5'. though roads and weather were not alto the board of control and Gretchen R 1. Mrs. R. N. Way, Anita, Iowa. 3 ways the best. Much inspiration and by Mrs. Earl Blue, with Miss Winona
REAL ESTATE TRANSFE
profit no doubt was the result of these Kyle aS accompanist.
Budd was chosen as the secretary.
Bands to Give Concert.
"The
Pahns,"
Miss
Goldie
McFOR SALE:—Seed potatoes, both Lenten services and programs, and we
The band classes are making excel- Plans were made for a membership
John 3. Gallagher, receiver (
Laughlin.
lent progress. Mr. Blue has combined drive to get funds to improve the Early Ohios and Banners. These were trust it will linger long with those
Joint
Stock-Land bank, to C.BJ
"Gethsemane,"
choir.
the Novice and Junior Bands in the court and carry on the activity for from certified seed last year. Price who attended.
rott,
d
sw4 and s2 nw4 sec
"Jesus
Our
Lord
Is
Crucified,"
male
50c
per
bushel.
Senior ladies aid meets Thursday
study of a collection of band pieces. the year. The dues for the year were
quartet.
116,000.
Itp
Clyde Falconer.
at the church, with a 12:00 o'clock
The results of this combined classes set at BOc which is lower than last
T. T. Saunders to R. D. Vernoi
"Saviour Take Thy Rest and Sleep,"
dinner for the public.
study will be shown in a concert to be year and the lowest figure that would
FOR SALE—Tally cards, 10 for 6c.
It 6 and se2 It 5 in blk B Haskirtl
ladies trio.
provide
needed
funds
to
keep
the
acRemember
the
crucible
service
progiven at the high school room Friday
Tribune office, Anita.
tf
"Tis Midnight," mixed quartet.
ject sponsored by the junior ladies aid
evening, April 14th., at 8:00 o'clock. tivity going. If a large number join,
B. D. Vernon and wf to T.
"Angels Rolled the Stone Away."
a
better
court
can
be
arranged
and
this
month
for
the
benefit
of
the
The first part of the program will be
Fruit trees! Yes! We have them
ders.
wd, It 9 of It S all of I t » I
Earl
Blue.
a combination of the Novice and (Tyro all will receive more than adequate 5 to 7 feet high, 2 for 25c; apple, church. Save and give your frag8
ex
a 800ft of It 10 of It3»|
"Jesus
Comes
This
Holy
Mornvalue
out
of
the
small
investment.
Bands who are completing the "Founcherry and peach. Senator Dunlap ments of discarded articles containing
div of »e4 se4 21-77-34, $1
dation" course. Many solos and duets
strawberry plants, 40c per hundred gold and silver for the crucible. 'May ing," choir.
Will Nelson and wife of Stuart postpaid. Come and haul them away. all members and friends cooperate 100
Sermon, Rev. M. J. Rarick.
•will add variety to the program. This
R. D. Vernon, well known i
Benediction.
will be in the nature of a band bene- spent the week end at the home of his ' Other nursery stock. Ed. Snyder per cent.
time
resident of Anita,
mother,
Mrs.
Stena
Nelson
and
famDoxology.
fit program.
Nursery, East 7th. Street, Conoco Oil
heart
attack Sunday. His
ily.
Station.
Postlude,
"Jerusalem
the
Golden."
The admission will be for 5c and
*-»-444 + 4 « - 4 4 4 4 * 4 4 +
at
the
present time shows
Epworth League at 7:00 p. m.
15c; the family ticket at 2oc which
*•
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
4
Edward Allanson of Chicago is
WANTED:—
To
trade
baby
chicks
provement.
Topic,
"Finding
God."
Leader,
Donwill admit the whole family. This is spending the week here with his fathf+444444444444+f
for hog suitable for butchering. Rasthe first occasion this year for which
"Doctrine of Atonement" will be the ald Crandall.
' An all day meeting of the 1
er, E, G. Allanson, and with other I mussen Hatchery and Produce Staa charge has been made for the band. relatives and friends.
subject
of the Lesson-Sermon in all j A call for workers who will donate Hand club** Lincoln Center
tion.
I*
The proceeds will be used for the
Churches of Christ, Scientist, oh Sun- j their services to clean the brick and last ThUTWhy at the hon«'
music fund.
The band merits this
I t'le in the church basement, also do 'Chaa. BorthT At 1:00 o'doj
Repairs for any make STOVE or day, April 1C.
Miss Mary Jane Nichols, a patient
support.
some excavating, was announced Sun- ered dish dinner was servei
at the Campbell hospital where she FURNACE.
When in need of
The Golden Text is f,- om [ Timothy I da
v
Organize Tennis Association.
submitted to an operation several SPOUTING or TIN WORK, see John- 2:5, "There is one Cod, and one med- ji - morning. W« want the basement ladies spent most of the day
The tennis association had their days ago for appendicitis, is still in son's Plumbing Shop. Phone No lator between God and men, the man ! in shape for masons to begin work in
first meeting for this year last Thurs- a very weak condition.
12.
the near future. If you have time
tf ' Christ Jesus.
to
help in this worthy project your
The Lesson Sermon comprises quo
Buy fresh bulk garden seed and
tations from the Bible an.! from the service will be appreciated.
save 20 to 40 per cent. Malone's, AtChristian Science textbook "Science 'Hum practice Wednesday evening
lantic.
and Health w i t h K, y to U,e Sc " ,- at 7.-30 o'clock with Mr. and Mrs.
Karl Blue.
j FOR SALE OR TRADE:—1929 tares" by Mary Baker ^jjy
T
One
of
the
Bible
»e W. H. M. S. will meet Thursj Chevrolet coach; 1932 Chevrolet ne'•nations reads:
has been sold in Anita for more than 20 years.
Anita, Iowa
day afternoon with Mrs. E. E. Morj dan. Open evenings and Sundays. "Wherefore seeing we also are
l
°n
An
interesting
program
will
be
j Phone 244. 0. W. Shaffer & Son, passed about w i t h so K reat a doud
IT IS DEPENDABLE :8
of witnesses, let u.s l ay aside
j Anita, Iowa.
y
given by the Queen Easthers, who
OILS AND GREASE At|
W
Your job deserves the best!
weight, and the , m which d o t h i
"H also serve a lunch. You are corLOWEST
E. 8. HOLTON. Lawyer.
easily beset us, and ]e Us
Don't be fooled on QUALITY, buy
dially invited to attend.
run
with
<
Practice
in
all
courts.
Opinion
on
patience the race that is set before'
Monarch it is GUARANTEED 100% Pure.
Land Titles; and Settlement of estates us, Looking unto Jesus the
Gasoline, 100 g a l l '
author
a Specialty.
County Attorney miaher of our faith; who for the jov
I will estimate your needs and recommend a
CHRISTIAN CHURCH NOTES 4
delivered
Andrew*, Putor.
+
reliable painter to do your work.
that was set before him endured the
ANITA MILLING CO.
Gasoline, 50 fc'"!l
cross, despising the shame, and i s 8et
CHADWICK TRANSFER
Ie«s, delivered
Bible School at 10:00 a. m. C, W.
Ground oats
ioc
trow,
Superintendent.
Oats hulled
10c
Station prices, pet
Amoil
Communion Service at 11:00 a. m.
fc' the M-K-ctions
Ear corn ground ,
5, ,
Christian Science t e x t b o o k
Christian Endeavor at 8:80 p. m.
ANITA LUMBER CO.
Station prices, v*r
Called for and delivered
lowing •. "Jesus
Evening
servicea
at
7:80
o'clock.
6c per cwt
PHONES: Office 20; Bea. 11
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS
PRICES
he knew the
,
' h u e will be a sunrise devotional
No bother. You lose no time
and ' w i t h his
DELIVER^i
vice
Easter
morning
at
5:20
Let Us Do It
d Hk
'
Baptismal service at the
<"* O f the devotional hour. Break-

Seeds

3 for 10c

Roe Clothing Co.

WANT ADS

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES)

Gasoline Alley

Monarch W0% Pure Paint

ROB'T. SCOTT

ofTod* me£* iV1:'.;?of th < th ^

FHE TRIBUNE. ANITA, IOWA.

Vile and flower Bridal Ensembles
By CHERIE NICHOLAS

AKE way for the Easter bride—
she comes 1 Pretty as a picture,
for never has a springtime bride
more lovely array at her disposal
thnt which present-day style creare placing at her command!
ow that the wedding preparations
on you can feel romance in the
air.

You note It 13 tho billowy

?s of tulle which are floating In
v whiteness across the horizon of
workrooms.

> problem confronting the forth
ing bride is as to whether her
itlnl v«n shall be daringly modern
Quaintly picturesque, or perhaps
discreetly conventlpnaL
The
id ibis spring leans In the direction
novelty. For a real thrill we reMiss Bride-to-be, who has gone
•nj modern in her ideas, to -the
ure herewith. The uniwnnJness of
headdress stamps it as a decided!>to the-moment creatioaC These
or rigor flares of tulle are very
nnd ehlc^
'he little wreath of orange blossoms
the crown—adorable! The tiny
which the bride carries wnicn Is
fnshioned of orange blossoms,
it m»re enchanting In the way of
adornment could a, springtime
le lonu for i Won'ierlnK aboot the
serial for the gown? The acswer
bile dull crepe with peou d'ange
for Hi- bodice and the sleeves.
If course, no self-esteeming brtdesIs Kding to allow the bride to
? eclipse her. At least, the maid
'i»>r smiling at the'bride In the
lure, has seen to it that she share

[SMART THREE-PIECE

I

BY CUERIB NICHpLA*

I

II

'{II

tlir
««-nl«:« traveling
and white, The.threecos ,"ew- Th» tot U related
" me ln that It. la crated

woven

r

"•

emphacolor-natch* Imt

-], ' """> rac' ofother
•*»'•
the Jacket
«

P emeDte<1

'

it extreme-
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Howe About: UNIFORMIMPROVED
INTERNATIONAL
Husbands and Wives
Squatter Rights
The Specialist

UNDAY
UNDAY!
; CHOOL uesson
L<

S

By REV. P. B. FITZWATBB. D. D.. K«mbar of Faculty, Hoodr BlbU
Injtltut* 61 Chlcaco.)
C,19S3, Western Newspaper Union.

By ED HOWE
A MAN la disposed to believe that
* whea he fights a woman, he
Lesson for April 16
should tie one hand behind him, because he Is the biggest
JESUS TRANSFIGURED
He is mistaken; the woman Is able
to care for herself.
IESSON TEXT—Mark 9:2-29.
GOLDEN TEXT-,And the Word wag
The most natural controversy of all
mada
flesh, and dwelt among UB, (and
Is that between men and women, and ve beheld
hla glory, the glory as ot
the condition of women has steadily he only begotten of the Father,) full
unproved since the dawn of history. I grace and truth. John 1:14.
PRIMARY TOPIC—Jesus God'« Son.
What rule, custom or law Is best for
'.JUNIOR TOPIC—With Jesus on a
them? They have fought for it steadi- fountain
Top.
ly, and won. If an old savage could be
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOPO—The
Glory
of Jesus.
resurrected today, become twenty-flv«
TOTING PEOPLE AND ADULT TOPyears old Instead of a thousand, and C—The
Meaning of the Transflirurabe turned loose with the present ton.
crowds of manicured and perfumed
In H Peter 1:18-18 Is given an Inwomesu the other men would hang
him In an hour because of his bad iplred interpretation of the transfigiratlon by one who was present and
manners.
Anyone who reads of the past must :new all that transpired. When Christ
constantly note the steady march of announced his death which was to
subjugation of men; anyone who looks ake place on the cross, the dlsclplea
about him now must note the same were greatly perplexed as to how vie-.
thing.
ory could issue from death. Peter,
* • *
ames, and John accompanied Jesus
In the early days of the West squat- nto the mountain. They went there
ter sovereignty was a recognized prin- o pray (Luke 9:28).
In order to revive their drooping
ciple, to-wlt: Settlers rushed Into the
country before It was organized, and spirits and restore their confidence he
squatted on the land. When it wan was transfigured before them. Two
formally opened to settlement, the set- men were sent from the realms above
tiers armed themselves, collected at o talk with Jesus about his appronchthe land office, and saw to It that every ng death at Jerusalem (Luke 9:31)—
squatter had the first and only bid on he very thing about which the dlscliles had refused to talk (Mark 8:31the land he had settled on.
Squatter sovereignty la being prac- 13). The transfiguration Is, therefore,
foregleam of the coming Kingdom.
ticed now In paying taxes. At tax
paying time taxes are not paid, but It gives the outline of the order and
when the properties are offered for method of the establishment of Messale by the sheriff for taxes, the owner siah's Kingdom.
I. Jesus the King Glorified on the
of each tract Is protected In his right
to be the only bidder; sometimes the Mountain (vv. 2, 3).
He took the disciples "by themtaxes and penalties on his property
amount to a thousand dollars, and tha selves" and wag "transfigured before
owner gets a sheriff's deed to it for a them." This shows .that the purpose
trifle. It Is being done In my commu- of the transfiguration terminated upon
nity; look around, and you'll see It Is the disciples and not upon Christ
Christ's rebuke to Peter for his unbeing done in yours.
willingness to hear concerning- his
* • •
death seemed for a time to estrange
The ordinary man cannot become a the disciples from him. His shining
specialist, and devote yean of study raiment was typical of that glory
to figuring ont how far the more re- Which shall be manifest when Christ
mote jtars are from the earth. The comes back to earth. His appearance
citizen' who makes an ordinary good on the mountain typifies his visible
living, achieves respectability In his appearance on the Mount of Olives
neighborhood, rears and educates a (Zech, 14:4, 0).
family, and helps support the many
II. Peter, James, and John Represpecialists, must know many things, sent Israel In the Fleeh In Connection
and know them well. A man of my With the Kingdom (v. 2).
acquaintance Is not only able to mak«
Christ Is peculiarly the King of
a respectable living as a farmer but Israel According to Bzeklel 37:21-27,
cures hams and bacon better than the the Israelites are to be the central
well-paid 'Specialists of the packing people In Messiah's Kingdom.
houses. He can cut hair as well as a
III. Moses and Elijah Appeared In
barber, and knows automobiles so well Glory With Jesus (TV. 4-13).
he not only fixes his own, but town
These men In the glorified state are
men come to him for advice. People typical of the state of the saints In
send for him from miles around to top glory. Moses who was once denied
their hay and wheat stacks, and, dur an entrance into Palestine now apIng the winter, he does very good work
pears in glory. He represented the
as a blacksmith at about half .town redeemed of the Lord who shall pass
prices. In addition, he reads enough through death into the Kingdom.
to get about all there Is of value in Elijah represents the redeemed who
print, and has very excellent practical shall pass Into the Kingdom through
sense.
translation. Some shall be living upon
The specialists are well enough In the earth when the Lord comes, who
their Way, but should not be permitted without dying shall be changed and
to make laws for those who from ne- thus pass Into the Kingdom (I Cor.
cessity are all-around workers.
15:00, 63; I Thess. 4:14-18).

In the glory. Her .gown IB "of pink
lace In thrt Insterless chalky flnlah
•fthlch is so satisfying to the eye. Her
love-or-a-chapeaa IB of pink malioeo
with pink Satiny rose petals enwreathIng it, her generously farm muff being fashioned of the same—a symphony in pink la she.
And have yon heard about the canning ruffled tulle muffs many bridesmaids will be carrying this spring?
They are In delectable pastel tones,
either monotone or In rainbow tints,
tn fact, l-i the opinion of some, muffs
of tulle are newer than those of Bow
era, for the bride as well as her attenflanta The happy thought In this
connection is that the prospective
bride may. If she choose, be entirely
relieved of the trying ordeal of working out In detail with her dressmaker,
or whoever-has her trousseau in band,
the matter of these perfectly lovely
tulle fantasies, for all leading .specialty departments and shops carry the
-most captivating ensembles of this
sort aud In every conceivable color
scheme,'-- And so, whereas In olden
days the hurried, flurried bride-to-be
must needs spend weary days tn conference with those who were planning
a "picture wedding" for-her. nowadays
all one has to do Is to ask to be shown
the latest Ir hats, veils and muff accessories. The beautiful ensembles which
the dealer will bring forth will be a
revelation—the entire plan worked ont
I was out In company lately, and
to a nicety and Inexpensively, often among the guests was a husband with
at less cost than could be worked out a deaf wife. Every little while he
at home
would go up to her, and bawl in her
©i 1189. Western Newipaper Union.
ear: "You are the sweetest thing In
the world; you suit me," and the wife
would seem pleased. Once he roarec
In her ear: "I just told Joe Holt I
DRESS PRINTS USE
am not the sort of husband who fusses
ANCIENT PATTERNS about being married., I like It; we get
along, don't we?1 Other guests told
Dame fashion constantly borrows me the man was noted for appreciatfrom the past along with all the rest ing his wife, and making a disturbof the world. Now It's the smartest ance about' it If a man marries the
of the new spring fabrics which simu- right sort of woman, and she likes
late in the most modern of weaves the him and submits to him gracefully
patterns dear to the hearts of our he'll like her, whether she Is old, stout,
feminine ancestors several genera- thin, wise or ordinary. It is the wife
tions ago. There's the herringbone naturally opposed to everything her
linen which looks like wool, to name husband does that complains he no
just one of the many spring fancies longer loves her.
which hark back to the days of crinoline and hoops for inspiration In
When a widow writes a letter to kin
design.
•begging for assistance In feeding her
Particularly popular with women hungry children, she Is compelled to
these days are the new prints, many pay an extra cent for the stamp, that
of which employ the small figuring so this sort of waste may continue In
popular In our grandmothers' day. thousands of other places. I wonder
These vie for favor with the chalky statesmen are not aakgmed, Instead of
prints seen frequently In variously being the proud creatures they are.
colored plaids combined with white.
* • *
The correct and moving reason for
good behavior Is because it Is profitEgyptian Motif Is Seen
able • the surest way to avoid punishin Latest Parb Styles ment Any other teaching of good beFashions with an Egyptian leaning havior Is complicated, and less effechave suddenly appeared In Paris. For tive than sound teaching should be.
some reason—unaccountable to the
Everyone occasionally remarks the
stylists—many of the newest spring
modes appearing In the French capi- rapJd flight of time. It becomes more
tal soem to have come from some noticeable after one becomes old; anc
Egyptian origin. Oriental colors and an old man gets very much less out of
designs are noticeable in the printed the hours as they harry by.
* • •
Silks, in handbags, In decorative scarfs
—in any phase of fashion which c»lls
A man named (Lecky is a famous hisfor patterr or combinations of color. torian, and quotes St Jerome as sayIn Jewelry especially Is this new ten- ing that In olden times one man slept
naked In a marsh to court the stings
dency in evldenca
One of the most frequently seen In- of poisonous Insects. This he kept up
dications o: the Egyptian Is In color for six months. A disciple slept at
schemes—bright green Me and tur- the bottom of a well, and when he
quolse used against backgrounds of walked about, carried on his back »
hundred and fifty pounds of iron.
.yellowish gold.
Lecky fully documents these stories,
and wonders what the erptanaUon Is.
Sport* Costume
Boldly striped bluck and white Many volumes have been written to
explanations, but I can explain
tweed makes a stunning sport suit. provWe
Kiories in five words: They never
Tbe^skirt is divided, but you never
Most wonders are made up,
would guess It because It Is all cut
generally know what really
In gores and Hares out In Just the
right Places to make It alluring.
There Is. a little close fitting Jacket
that goes with It.

1. Peter's proposal (w. 6, 6). So
definitely was the method of the Kingdom unfolded before Peter that he
proposed to erect tabernacles, one for
Christ one for Moses, and one for
Elijah. It Is true that the unveiling of
the majestic person of Christ somewhat., disconcerted Peter, yet he
grasped Its central meaning and proposed to celebrate the advent of his
Kingdom which had been prefigured
in this tangible way.
2. The divine voice out of the cloud
(vv. 7, 8). God declared Jesus to be
hi* beloved Son In whom he was wel)
pleased. The way to know what la
pleasing to God Is to study Jesus.
S. Christ's charge (vv. 9-13). He
charged them that they should tell no
man concerning the things which they
had seen until he had risen from the
dead.
IV. The Purpose of the Establishment of the Kingdom Demonstrated
(vv. 14-29).
When they descended from the
Mount of Transfiguration they witnessed a great multitude in a state
of perplexity. The immediate cause
of this state was the grievous condition of a young man possessed with a
demon (v. 18), whose father had ai>
pealed to the disciples to cast out the
demon, but they were unable to do so.
When they brought blin unto Jesus,
the foul spirit was rebuked and came
forth. This young man's state is representative of the nations who are
p-ievously oppressed by the devil.
Just as this young man was grievously oppressed, causing him to cast himself Into the fire and Into the waters,
so the nations even today in their
great perplexity are doing the things
which will result In their own destruction. The devil will be peculiarly active in the oppression of ineu imd uatlous In the last days.
Confen Christ

There cannot be a secret Christian.
Grace is like ointment hid In the
hand; It betrayeth Itself. If you truly
feel the sweetness of the cross of
Christ, you will be constrained to confess Christ before men.—Kobert Mo
Oiieyue.

Amnesia in Some Form
Seems the Common Lot
Writes Waldenmr Kaempffert In
the New Tork Times:
"Since January, 1030, the New
Tork Times has reported 04 cases of
memory lapses as serious as that of
Colonel Raymond Robins. There
must have been hundreds more of
which the press never heard. Men
and women who forget who they
are, and who wander about pathetically—totally new personalities so
far as the world is concerned—are
commoner than many of us suppose.
"The truth Is that we all suffer a
little from amnesia or loss of inemOJJT. Who has not had the experience of trying to recall the name of
a person or place, apparently In
vain, only to have It flash up vividly
In the mind hours later and for no
apparent reason? 'Normal amnesia'
the physicians call the phenomenon.
"Luckily we have the power of reconstructing and synthesizing, mental
records of past events. It Is only
when the blankness covers long periods that amnesia Is dangerous.
"Although they know little enough
about the mind and its vagaries,
psychiatrists
classify
annesias.
There are localized amnesias, which
affect only certain groups of memories. A man may forget how to
walk, for example, but not how to
crawl or hop; his memory of writing
may have gone-, but he will still be
able to talk.
"Then there are retrograde amnesias, In which It is impossible to
remember what occurred immediately before some mental or physical
shock. The victim of anterograde
amnesia forgets experlenctes almost
as fast as they occur. Paramnesiacs
try to fill the gaps In the memory by
Illusions."

Even greasy pots
and pans come
clean in a jiffy
always known how wonderful
X Rinso is on washday — bow it gets
clothes 4 or 3 shades whiter without
scrubbing or boiling. But I never dreamed
it made dishwashing so much easier, toot
Why, with Rinso, dishwashing seems
almost no work at all. Greasefloatsright
off. Even greasy pots and pans come;
bright as new. This way is so easy on my
hands."
Why don't you change to Rinso and
easier dishwashing! You'll like Rinso'*
gentle, creamy suds. Cup for cup, Rinso
gives twice as much suds as lightweight;
puffed-up soaps—twn in hardest water. Get
the B I G package — use it for the wash,
dishes,/ar all cltaning.
AMERICA'S
BIGGEST-SELLING
PACKAGE SOAP

Rinso

A QUICK CHOCOLATE CARE for a busy day—delicious and easy
—will be demonstrated by Frances Lee Barton Thursday morning, April
20, in the General Foods Cooking School of the Air. Tuesday morning,
April 18, Souffles that won't fall. Lessons in jelly-and-jam-making start
May 9. Tune in every Tuesday and Thursday and get acquainted with*
this wonderful course. Enroll for recipe bulletins. Tuesdays (desserts,
salads and menus) Thursdays (baking day) WHO, Des Moines and WOC*.
Davenport, at 10:15 AM.—WOW, Omaha, at 11:15 A.M.

Winners in 2nd $2,000 fold Medal Flour Contest
General Mills, Inc., world's leading floor millers and millers of Gold
Medal "Kitchen-tested" Flour report an, amazingly widespread interest in their aeries of five word-Building contests offering a total of
$10,000 in gold prizes. Entries from every State and Canada,also
from such remote places as the West Indies, have been received at
the offices in Minneapolis.
The motor frit* winner* in (h* 2nd tmUtt which ran during (he vnfk of Feb. 20 wtm
Mrs. L D. Goldsbeny. MerchanUllle, K. J
$600

MlM BaUmrlne M. Brack, Milwaukee. Wise.
»200
Thomas GUbcrtoon.. Minneapolis. Minn.
(50
Morcu A. Gleae. Clinton, Iowa
$50
Mrs. Frank Cook. IndlaoapolU, Ind
$ 50
Jennie C. Muncnmtcr. Chicago. 111.
S 5O
Knth H. Hoce, CUcajro. 111.
* SO
• There were ibo 210 other euh ptfae wfanen ud • toUl of $1000 wu distributed.

THEY MUST BE GOOD!
AND THEY ARE GOOD!

Delicious
tender
flaky
Why, everybody
seems to be ordering these famous
PREMIUM FLAKES
by the 1-pound or
2-pound package;
Their unfailing
high quality is the one big reason for their
tremendous popularity. Find out for your*
•elf how good PREMIUM FLAKES really area
Just say to your grocer what millions are
saving :;; "I want those famous PREMIUM
FLAKES! I hear they're the very best."!
NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY

God'i Revelation

Unless we muse much on God's revelation of his word, no fires of zeal
for his glory will glow 1" oar souls.D O Sneltou lu The Bible Today.

THROUGH IN HflLF THE TIME!
RINSO IS AS WONDERFUL KK
TUB DISHES AS
IT IS FOR W
WEEK'S WASH

Uneeda

FREI RECIPES
Xlcbt on the reduce. More ta•id*. And • whole bookful fie*.
Jut write for du bust "Menu
Mute." Addtui N.riontl Bl*.
cult Company. 44$ W. I4lb Su
New York City.

Bake ITS
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Kenneth Turner was an Omaha vistor last Friday.

THEATRE

Ed. L. Newton and Ben H. Kenneld
rere business callers in Des Moines
Saturday.
Wayne and Lawrence Jewett of AUubon visited Sunday with relatives
nd friends in Anita.
Evan P. Reynolds of Kansas City,
USssouri, spent Sunday in the city
with relatives and friends.
Robert F. Graham and wife of Lewis
pent Sunday in the city with their
ephew, John Osen and wife.

Anita
SAT-SUN. April 15-16
"There's a Woman Back
Every Crime I "

Jack Pearl, known to the radio audiences as Baron Munchausen, will
visit Anita in a few days in his talking
>icture, ."The Meal Ticket."
Mrs. R. W. Forshay and daughter,
Alanna, Visited a few days the past
week with their father and grandather, D. L. Murrow, at Corydon,
owa.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Schwenke en«rtained a company of neighbors and
Wends at their home in Lincoln township Friday evening at a dancing
party.

for Iowa Motorists

ED CROWN

— no increase jn price
It has always been a great gasoline... die best nonEthyl motor fuel you could buy\ Now it's still better.
It's up in anti-knock! What doea that mean? What
advantages will you enjoy when yW use this higher
anti-knock gasoline? The answer to that... more
convincing than any claims you might read here
. . . is the result you'll get when you\ actually drive
your car with Standard Red CrownYin the tank*

Joe Steffens, manager of the Atlantic exchange of the Bell Telephone
Co,, was a visitor in the city Friday
afternoon, and made . the Tribune a
pleasant call.
.The members of the Jolly Dozen
club were guests last Thursday of Mr.
and Mrs. Mason Linderman at their
home northeast of the city. Dinner
was enjoyed at noon.
SPECIALS FOR ONE DAY ONLY—
.FRIDAY, APRIL 14
Fresh Cookies, per pound
19«
Brooms, very good ones
19
SCHAAKE'S STORE.
Several neighbors and friends en
joyed a dance last Wednesday evening
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Irwin
Joy in Lincoln township. Refresh
ments were served late in the even
ing.

HELl
r'S sensational novel
quivering life on the
.The story of a hunted
lose soul was seared In
lames of siren kisses and
iled In the arms of true love*

According to word from G/uthri<
(Center, the. office of the Guthrie coun
ty welfare worker has been close<
there. Social work in that county wil
be carried on through township trustees and city officials in the variou
communities.

TRY IT.. .Try 5 gallons In youtf\own car!
Drive in where yon see the
famtlfar Bed Crown globe
and get 5 gallons or more of
this ADVANCED Standard
Bed Crown Gasoline. Then
pot it to the test! Try it for
quicker-get-away in traffic.
Try it for «pHMtli*ng power in
the hills. Try it for greater
amoothneja and longer mileage out on the big highways.'
At •• Standard Oil
Stations and D«af*t*

UTER

<Pria* «ppdM to city proper.
tUy vmrf •UitOf «fruirfc»i»J

TANDARD OIL SERVICE
ALSO DISTRIBUTORS OF ATLAS TIRES
Mrs. Jap Taylor and Mrs. Ed. Shue, wife and son, Charles, J. R. Stuhr and wife went to Omaha maker of Wiota were Thursday visitfrom Des Moinea Sunday, last Friday morning where they spent ors in the city at the home of Mrs.
the day with his parents, the day.
Mike Woodall and family.
and wife.
.-. »
Fred Weatherby, employed by the
Hunting and fishing~~ikense8 for
Rock Island on the section, has been
1933-34 went on sale the first of April
land Mrs. Ralph Curry enter- transferred from Casey to Anita.
at the office of County Recorder 0. M.
lt!>e members of the Night
Hobart,
and already permits have been
Ke club at their home last
At their home northeast of the city,
evening. High scorers for last Thursday evening, Mr. and Mrs. purchased by more than fifty Cass
"HR were Mrs. Chaa. Jewett Elmer Scholl entertained the members county sportsmen. The licenses are
Morgan. Late in the even- of the Double Eight dinner and bridge good from April 1, 1933, to April 1
was served by the hostess. club together with three other guests, 1934. The recorder's office sold 1,488
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Brown and Mrs. hunting and fishing licenses last year
at who has been making Guy Rasmussen. A covered dish din- 144 trapping licenses were also sold
under a sidewalk on one ner was served at 7:00 o'clock, and in this county.
1 Usit st
' corners in Cherokee, the evening was spent in playing
Lake Mills, Winnebago county,
nty, resisted efforts of bridge. High scorers at bridge were thought it h,ad solved its transient proJohn Hoist and Mar- Mrs. A. V. Robinson and Mr. Scholl.
blem when it established a municipal
Hurd to return- him to
woodpile where the unemployed could
Forty per cent of the country's work for their meals. But ttey found
u home' Th« creature
*h a break in a concrete farms are mortgaged. Farm mort- the transients so hard working and
gages are held-30 per cent by indi- willing that it was impossible to keep
Under the walk For
i •*.< ^ has
'
viduals, 23 per cent by insurance com- them supplied with enough wood to
amuaed
panies, and 19 per cent by federal cut. Chfps new and piles of sawdust
n' • He seemed tame, foar- and joint stock land banks, 11 per
mounted. One big wood-pile after
lu u
' well satisfied with his cent by commercial banks, 10 per cent "nether disappeared. The Lake M.Us
lh
by mortgage companies and 7 per authorities hit on a plan. They sup
flic «ty. The officers took
Sioux
river and cent by other firms and agencies. The pUed the workers with dull saws and
1933 farm indebtedness is estimated J"es Now the jobless work just as
at $12,000,000,000 of which $8,500,- hard as ever but don't get as much
000 is personal and other debts. I he wood ^t, and the woodpile, last much
annual
interest charges on mortgages
to
M*
longer.
1 are estimated at $500,000,000.

The Anita Literary club meet
Thursday afternoon with Mrs. P.
Williams as hostess. The program
will be Iowa history with a review o
"Iowa to Iowa," by Mrs. Russe
Smith, and "The Grotto of Redemp
tion," by Mrs. "Fred M. Sheley.

ALSO
Marie

Polly

Dressier & Moran
in

"Dangerous Females"

•Mrs. Ralph Forshay was hostess las
Wednesday afternoon to the members
of the Original bridge club at her
home on West Main Street. Mrs, Lester Scholl held high score for the afternoon, and guests were Mrs. Fred
Matt Brendel and wife of Council
Boren, Mrs. J. W. Budd, Mrs. Joe Bluffs are visiting here with her parKopp, Mrs. Alfred Dement, 'M>rs. Azel ents, W. T. Parker and wife.
Ames and Mrs. Bessie Lowell.
Bert Beebe and wife spent Sunday
About fifty members and friends in the city with her parents, R. D.
were present last; Thursday at the ( Vernon and wife. They returned to
home of Mrs. Myra Turner to attend ' their home in Lewis that evening.
a meeting of the Original Sunshine
club, and to enjoy a covered dish dinLeo V. Bongers and wife and Joe
ner, which was served at 1:00 o'clock. Vetter and wife drove to Excelsior
At the election of officers for the com- Springs, Missouri, Sunday and spent
ing year Mrs. Clyde Falconer was re- the day with C. E. Faulkner and wife,
elected president, and Mrs.'Wm. Wah- who are spending a few days at the
lert was re-elected secretary and; health resort.
treasurer. The secretary's report
Mrs. George Denne was hostess last
showed that during the past year
nineteen meetings had been held and Wednesday at her home on Rose Hill
J12 guests, besides the members, had, Avenue to an all day meeting of the
Ladies Union club. A 1:00 o'clock
been entertained.
dinner was enjoyed, and the ladies
Every seat in the Rialto Theatre spent the afternoon in quilting.
was occupied last Thursday evening
The members of the Knot-a-Kare
by farmers and farm owners to see
the picture, "Health, Happiness and bridge club were guests last WednesHogs," put on by Robert Scott, man- day afternoon of Mrs. Walter F. Budd
ager of the Anita Lumber Co. Every- at her home on East Main Street.
one present enjoyed the pictures. Other guests were Mrs. J. D. Young,
Prizes were given to the following Mrs. A. J. Kopp, Mrs. 'Fred M. Sheley,
people: a 20 rod roll of Red Brand Mrs. Glen A. Roe and Mrs. G. M.
woven wire fence to C. O. Gipple; Adair. High scorer for the afternoon
Ollie. Saxton, Lester Scholl, Ed. L. was Mrs. A'. M. Mikkelsen.
Newton and A. B. White were each
given a sack of cement; Chris Nelson won a half ton of Parco coal; and
George W. Miller, Wm. Wahlert and
Pete Kopp were each given a pail o
paint.

QUICK RELIEF FROM SOUR
STOMACH, HEARTBURN

Stomach pains after eating and gas
disturbances can be stopped quickly
with Dr. Emil's Adla Tablets. Banish heartburn, sour stomach.
Give
quick relief.
Bongers Bros., Druggists.
B
A number of friends were entertained at a dancing party at the Voorhees Lodge west of the city last Friday evening, hosts being Mr. and Mrs.
William Stockham and Merle Morgan.

Better Shoes For Less
NOTHING — $2.98 — OVER

Family Shoe Store
Atlantic

Better Fit Better Wear
SAVE MONEY
Economy Shoe Co.

Specials For Your Easter
Sunday Dinners

Farm relief, what a word to cunger
with. It worked all right till they
had relieved the farmers of about all
they had, then they got to quarreling over the spoils among themselves,
and someone, like kids, tried,to lay
the blame on someone else, and told
the truth that exposed the rotten
bank situation. If we get rid of the
rotten banks and fix it so crooks and
confidence men don't run banks, we
will have gone a long way to better.
times. Then if we get hep to ourselves and quit sending twice as much
money back east for gasoline as the
total circulating medium of Iowa, the
western banks will have some money
to do business on. Also repair up your
old machinery that was dumped in
the fence corner, which will do the
work as well with a little repair as
ever and when you think that repairs
don't cost as much as they have for
years, it is real economy. 'Mallard's,
West Main Street.
«.-•
tf

CURED HAMS, whole or half, per pound
14c
CURED HAM, center cuts, to bake, per pound.. 20c
CURED HAM, center cuts, to fry, per pound.. .22c
• LEG OF LAMB, to roast, per pound
16c
LEG OF LAMB, to fry, per pound
19c

Miller's Market
LIVE STOCK MARKET INFORMATION
Trucking rate, live stock, to Omaha
15c per hundred
TANKAGE
$1.60
Let Us Tell You About Our Chick Starter

The Farmers Coop.
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the great seal of England. This Obstacles in Path of
royal grant gave to Sir Heller
and hl« successors almost unlimited
Stamping Out Slavery
powers on condition that he colonize
Of the four principal slave nations,
the Island with forty families, to each Abyssinia is the only one to make
of whom he allotted a portion of the even a start for better things. China,
land to farm. Bach man was equipped Arabia and Liberia have done little
Once Haunt of Pirates, Now with a musket for the defense of the to end slavery, despite protests from
Island; so that to this day it la often the League of Nations and most of
a Peaceful Place With
spoken of as "the Island of the forty," Its signatory powers.
and
even now, when a farm changes
That fact Is the principal reason
Ancient Customs.
hands, it IB still cited as one of the why Abyssinia was chosen as tha
(Pr*par«d by National Geographic Society. conditions of the deed of conveyance •pot for the British Anti-Slavery sothat a man with a musket shall be ciety's first great campaign against
Washington. D. C.)—WNU Service.
HEN the Dame of Sark re- kept on the farm.
an institution which baa persisted
Though the De Carteret family still since the dawn of civilization.
cently went shopping In Lonowns
the
Manor
of
Salnt-Onen,
In
Jerdon^ the event waa news In
Has Tafart, the Abyssinian ruler,
at least two continents; tor sey, Sark passed out of Its hands Is undoubtedly trying to rid hia naLa Dame De Sark Is the first lady of when. In 1732, It waa sold, with all 1U tion of its 2,000,000 slaves, but there
the only purely feudal state remaining rights and privileges, and eventually are many obstacles in his path. ,
In the world, the Island of Sark In the came to the great-grandmother of the
Abyssinia Is half-way between
present Dame of Sark, in 1852. For feudalism and barbarism. Many of
English channel.
Bark ia the fourth largest of the many years an artillery militia was the chiefs, while recognizing the auChannel islands. It lies 70 miles maintained, consisting of about one thority of the king, maintain their
south of England and 22 miles from hundred men; now all that remains own small armies and hold the power
the coast of France. It Is three and are a few old cannon, lying disused of life "and death over all their suba half miles long and one and a half and half hidden In bracken and gorse jects. Many of their soldiers art
miles wide; and yet, because of Its on the cliffs, while In the grounds of slaves, and to free them would greatnumerous bays and coves, It has 35 the Dame's house is a fine old bronze ly weaken tbelr owners' power.
miles of coast It Is the highest land cannon which was presented to the
Some of the most powerful chief*
first Seigneur of Sark In 1572 by own as many as 15,000 slaves. To
In the Channel Islands.
The cliffs, rising on all sides almost Queen Elizabeth, and bears an Inacrlp- free them at one stroke wonld pracperpendicularly, are covered with In- lon to that effect
tically bankrupt the slave owners.
The Dame's house, or "Selgneurle,"
numerable varieties of rock plants and
One strange angle Is that the price
flowers, while below are sandy baya les In a sheltered part of the Island of slaves is still constantly going up,
and wonderful caves, whose sea-hewn and, like all the old houses, Is built despite the depression and the fear
walls are covered with seaweeds and of gray granite. The original or main that slavery will be abolished.
sea anemones of every color of the part of the house, dating from 1565,
Another difficulty Is the fact that
rainbow. On the beaches may be found Stands on the site of the old monas- slaves are still smuggled Into Abyssemiprecious stones, such as ame- :ery, and no doubt many of .the stones sinia by traders who buy them In
thysts, cats-eyes, and moonstones. The used to build It were taken from the the British-controlled territory vest
Island is not without minerals; at one ruins. The fireplace In the hall bears of Has Tafarl's kingdom.
time mines were worked which pro- he date 1675 and the sundial on the
Protests made to the British govduced copper, silver, antimony, and outside 1685. The gardens are opened ernment, it is hoped, will result in
to the general public, free of any the stamping out of this practice in
galena.
The Interior of the Island Is undu- charge, every Monday.
the near future.
lating, with valleys full of wild nowAppeal to the Dame.
era, and in the spring the whole Is
Great privileges are always accomcovered with a blaze of golden gorse, panied by grave responsibilities; so
blue bells, and primroses. No veno- that the Dame's home may be demous beasts live In Sark, not even scribed as the clearing house of all
a toadt
island controversy. It Is open at any
On landing at the Sark harbor, time to any Inhabitant of the Island
which is one of the smallest in the who wishes to see her for any reason,
world, the visitor finds himself en- and she sometimes longs for the leistirely surrounded by steep cliffs, and ure of the "tired business man" when
the only means of access to the Island often both sides of a difficulty are
from there Is by a road passing brought to her for final Judgment. Disthrough a tunnel 200 feet long, pierced cussions take place on subjects which
In the cliff, and thence by a steep, range from whether bathers shall wear
winding road which leads to the cen- beach pajamas or whether the Chief
ter of the Island, where there are a Pleas shall pass a measure to deal
few small shops and four hotels.
with the prevention of Infectious disThe highway continues, to La Cou- eases among cattle.
pee, where the Island is divided into
The Sark parliament Is called the
bowel trouble
two parts, Great Sark and Little Sark, Chief Pleas, and It sits three times a
Joined by a huge natural causeway of year unless called by the Dame In an
rock nearly 800 feet high and 415 feet emergency. The forty hplders of the Constipation may very easily become
And any continued
long, across which runs a road Just farms allotted originally In 1505, plus chronic after forty.
at that time of life may
wide enough for one cart and horse twelve deputies elected among the rest constipation
bring attacks of piles and a host of
of the Inhabitants, who now number other unpleasant disorders.
675, are members of tte parliament.
Watch your bowels at any age.
To "Sarkltes" the king of England Guard them with particular care after
Is their feudal lord, the duke of Nor- forty.-Whenever they need any help,
mandy, and he has no worts loyal and remember a doctor should know what
devoted subjects than they, who have b best for them.
CaldweU's Syrup Pepsin''
from tlJie Immemorial been part of is "Dr.
a doctor's prescription for the bowels.
the Duchy of Normandj, whose duke, Tested by 47 years' practice, it has
William the Conqueror, Invaded and been found thoroughly effective in
took England and was thereafter rec- relieving constipation and its ills for
ognized as king of Engtand, but to men, women and children of all ages.
them bus always remalLed duke of It has proven perfectly safe even for
babies. Made from fresh laxative
Normandy.
herbs, pure pepsin and other harmless
In point of fact, the Channel Islands ingredients,
it cannot gripe; will not
were never a part of England, but part sicken you or weaken you; can be used
and parcel of the Duchy of Normandy, without harm as often as your breath
and as such, no doubt, took part In is bad, or when your tongue is coated;
the conquest of England. Sark Is the whenever a headachy, bilious, gassy
smallest self-governing part of the condition warns of constipation.
British empire and the only part which
DR. W. B. CALDWELL'S
has no public debt; In fact, It has a
substantial credit balance.
The language of the Island officially
Is French, though everyone speaks
A Doctor's Family Laxative
English, which is taught equally with
French In the schools, so that everyone Is bilingual. Among themselves
Secret of Greatneu
the Islanders always speak their own
To be a great man one must know
"patois," which Is a survival of the
how to profit by the whole of one's
A Sark Windmill,Built by "the Grace" old Norman French as spoken at the fortune.
time
of
the
Conquest.
It
Is
never
of Queen Elizabeth In 1571.
written and cannot be understood by
to cross at a time. On one side of anyone not brought up In Its midst.
this causeway is a sheer cliff; on the Sark has a boys' and a girls' school,
other a sloping way' down to beautlfu In regard to which It Is Interesting to
Kalona, Iowa —
sands. In spite of Its minute size note that Sark was the first part of "About
30 years ago
Sark has a history of no little Inter the British empire to adopt compul- I was bothered a
eat, as its written records begin In A. sory education. The Dame Inspects great deal with boils
D. 563, and there Is ample evidence both schools at examination time and and I suffered with
of occupation In the Stone age. In asks the children questions In French a n infection j u s t
the Sixth century Saint Maglolre, and English and satisfies herself as to above the a n k l e ,
which the physician
bishop of Dol, In Brittany, established their general mental progress.
called an ulcer. After
a monastery here, the ruins of which,
Motor Can Barred.
doctoring and suffer_
__
including an old wall and two chapels,
ing for quite a while, the sore getting ;
A law against the Importation of
stand Just beside the Dame's house.
steadily wane, I started taking Dr. Fierce'*
Golden Medical Discovery," said C. C.
Here an order of 62 monks flourished motor cars has been passed and this Swartzendruber
of Route 4. "Before I had
Is
strictly
enforced.
The
Dame
beuntil 1412, when they were withdrawn
nnuhed the fiat book I noticed an Imand continued using It until I
to the Abbey of Montebourg, in lieves there should be one spot left provement
on earth where modern transportation had taken sir bottles. The ton steadily
France.
healed until I was entirely rid at trouble. I
can be forgotten and where peace and haven't
had a boil since that time."
One* Pirate Haunt.
quiet are undisturbed. She also reSold by druggists everywhere.
Wrlu «• Or. PUraa'i CUatm.
Years rolled on and Sark became fuses to allow the Importation of any
the haunt of pirates, said to be from female dog, the ownership of such, N. Y, for free, medlral
Scotland, who were a constant menace except by the Seigneur, being forbidto shipping In the channel and against den under an old custom upheld by
whom expeditions from England were law for centuries. It Is also the old
that STAYS fresh In DRY formt
sent dut. The Island was cleared of right of the Seigneur alone to keep
HouaevlTM everywhere an changing quickly to
the pure Red KiihrM Yasot. Entirely unlike orditheir presence, but ruin was left in pigeons—an excellent law, as !n this
nary jess*. Mo fltler, no adulterant 100* puce.
way
their
number
Is
controlled
and
Neea*i no refrigeration. Doean't (poll. Band Ida
their wake. It was occupied by the
with dealer's name (or big trial paakag*. Bbar*
French some time early In the Six- damage to crops Is minimized The
now In two cub prise contest.
large
stone
pigeon
cote
Is
an
esaeatlal
INTERNATIONAL PURE YEAST CO.
teenth century, and it was wrested from
CMouulCa«m.BU*. Mlmnwolk. Min*.
them by a ruse, the details of which part of any feudal selgneurle.
It Is also a selgneurlal prlvi\t»je
were recorded by Sir Walter Raleigh
himself, who waa governor of Jersey that none but he may grind corn »t Salesmen. Women. Ajrents. Fast selling;
low priced articles. 100% profit. FnetanA
build a mill, and although the old Distributing
some fifty years later, as follows:
8ervlce,B-lS19,Cru»lf» Cit?,In.
A Flemish vessel arrived off the windmill Is now no longer used, he
eoaat, and the sailors pretended that Still grinds all corn brought to tha AGENTS. Sell safety waah stick. Autotheir captain waa dead and asked selgneurle, by the more modern meth- matic roller-end. Avoids •wringer accidents.
No competition. Housewives buy quickly.
leave to bring his body ashore for ods of motor and machine, charging Blndali
Salea, 1520 BertMtn Ave.. Chicago.
burlul. On permission being granted, each farmer a small fee for grinding.
All cereals grown In Sark are subthey carried the coffin up the hill to
the little church of Saint Maglolre, ject to selgneurlal tithes, and no man
ICO; »ma)lerpl»nU»oQoi. OMIOMsetaKp qi.;
and there, closing the door, they opened may harvest his crops until these H.K,
everything prepaid. 100J aatUtaetlon guaranteed.
the coffin, which was full of arms, tithes, called "dimes," have been col- Orders tbrongh your local Dealers open account.
turned on the French garrison und lected. The farmer has to notify the EAOLE CeOjrY CO.. lUUwmroo, Mlchlgaa
surprised them, killing some and tak- seigneur 48 hours before he Intends
carting, so that some one may be sent
ing the rest prisoners.
Soon after ihls the Island was again to the fields to see that every tenth
Impute Color w
.
deserted until from the Island of Jer- sheaf is set aside for the seigneur,
and Faded Hau
sey arose a wiui who was finally to who also has a tithe of elder, lambs,
establish the future constitution of wools, and a royalty on all minerals.
Sark This was Sir Heller de Car- Each of the forty pays a yearly tithe ^n^U^withPaVker.&airB.l^.Make.tb.
teret'tne fifty-eighth seigneur of Saint or ground rent on his property, and ball soft and fluffy, to cents by mail or atonigOuen In Jersey, to whom, in 1585, the old chimney tax, or ppulage, as It (IsU. Hlsoox Gnomical Works. PatcboguftN.Y.
Queen Elizabeth granted the Island Is called, Is still In force, paid in live
15—M
conditionally by letters patent under chickens every year to the seigneur, WNTJ—N

Island of Sark
Is Feudal State
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Baton Munchausen at the
ON Kalto Saturday-Sunday
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A. R. Kohl

NUMBER 26

Carl L Vedane &«, 10 HIGH SCHOOL GIRL
Years» Sale Pemtentoy DttS ON TUESDAY

_ One of the big short features of
W» Tear appears at the Rialto
iCarl L. Vedane, 34, former Cass
ngressman From This District Says Theatre on the program Saturday
Phone 43
We Deliver
county treasurer, pleaded guilty last
i There Is Much Interest Over and Sunday, when Jack Pearl,
Wednesday afternoon of embezzle- Mary J»ne Nichols Passes Away After
Anita, Iowa
Coming International Conferknown, to the radio audiences as
ment of $12,000 of the county funds
Two Days' Illness With PneuBaron Munchausen, makes his first
ence About Tariff Rates.
and was sentenced to one to ten years
appearance on the screen. If you enmonia Following an Operain the state. penitentiary at Fort
joy the Baron in his weekly broadtion For Appendicitis.
Madison. He also, was fined .$12,000.
rom Congressman Otha D. Wearin) casts, be sure and see him in hi*
Tedane, whose' term expired JanuIThe House devoted a considerable picture entitled, "The fflfeal Ticket."
ary 1, 1933, was formerly president
•kgs. at regular price and one
Miss Mary Jane Nichols, 17, a
tion of its time during the week The bewildering Baron is funnier
of the Morton Oil Burner Co. at
to a consideration of the bill to than, hra radio broadcasts. Peggy
c Skippy Beetleware bowl free
Marshalltown, where he was arrested daughter of Mrs. Edna Nichols aad a
ance farm mortgages. The feel- Shannon appears with the Baron in
a few days after leaving the treas- member of the senior class of the
among many members of Gon- the teg comedy riot.
urer's office last January. He was Anita high school, passed away about
FRESH
FROZEN
RED
RASPBERRIES,
'•Employees'
Entrance."
,
.
treasurer
of Cass county for six 10:30 o'clock Tuesday morning at the
gs myself included was that the
very fine, in 1-lb. containers, each
Campbell hospital. Two weeks ago
..15c
years.
erest rate provided therein should "Employees' Entrance," on the
Monday
she submitted to an operation
same
program,
is
the
story
of
a
man
Within an hour after pleading
been much lower. UnfortunateSWANS DOWN CAKE FLOUR,
guilty and being sentenced by Judge for appendicitis, and was doing fairly
lour group was. not sufficiently large who rises to success by trampling
per package ... ....... ....... 21c
H. J. Mantz, he was en route to the well up until two days ago when pneuf put over the idea. The measure ruthlessly and unscrupulously on the
penitentiary to start serving the sen- monia developed, and in her weakened
jits final form constitutes a con- loves and lives of others.
SOAP, GWC white laundry,
tence. He was accompanied by condition was not able to overcome the
erable improvement, however, over According to advance reports, it
Is a most unusually strong picture,
8 bars
.......................
22c
Sheriff A. Odem, his attorney, K. illness.
iting conditions.
-.-.'••
Obituary.
with
an
air
star
cast
that
features
Kent Martin, and County Attorney
ate on the floor brought out
Mary
Jane
Nichols,
daughter of Mrs.
CHOCOLATE
DROPS,
Vanilla,
no
less
than
five
great
screen
stars.
E.
S.
Holton,
who
prosecuted
the
interesting trends that are
per pound
...................
IQC
Warren William, who has the role
case. Appeal bond was set at $7,500. Edna Nichols, was born near Lewis,
•loping in (Washington chief
The peculations, totaling around Iowa, on August 25, 1915, and passed
ong which was the sentiment for of a successful manager of a great
CHEESE, Mt. Hope, soft cutting Long Horns . 16c
$20,000, took place during 1932 and away in Anita, Iowa, April 18, 1933;
i inflation of the currency, tt is department store, is as ruthless in
TOMATOES, GWC, No. 2i/2 cans. ... ........ ^c
were not discovered until Mr. Vedane aged 17 years, 7 months and 23 days.
rising how many members of his romances as he is in his work,
When a young girl shi moved with,
making
love
to
women'and
tossing
confessed the embezzlement to L. A.
ss express/ ft;willingness to
COFFEE, Mid-West peaberry, per pound. . . . . . .19c
her
parents from Lewis to Murray,
them
aside
or
discharging
lifelong
Breeling, his successor and deputy
vote for a fifteen or sixteen to
Iowa, later living at New Virginia,
SALMON,
pink,
tall
cans
.................
.
.
.
.
.
g
employees
without
the
least
considerc
during
his
term
of
office.
Mr.
Breelj
i bill. Even greater numbers have ation.
ing promptly informed the county where her father, the late Rev. G.
| hesitancy in private conversation
It
is
not
a
pretty
character,
but
BRIARDALE
CREAM
CORN,
attorney, who with other county of- E. Nichols, passed away. After the
ay they would, like (to see the U. S.
one
that
holds
by
the
fascination
of
ficials, gradually unwound the finan- death of Mr. Nichols, the family
a real special at 2 cans for ....... 25c
nment' issue enough currency to
»
dominating
personality;
that
never
cial mess and got the records of the moved to Anita to make their home.
: some of its present obligations.
Besides her mother she is survived
for
a
moment
weakens
or
softens.
PORK
AND
BEANS,
Van
Camp's,
treasurer's office straightened out.
|l have said before oar reserve
by two sisters and one brother, Gay,
The
story
has
a
central
or
single
3
cans
.................
The
county
will
recover
the
entire
is sufficiently broad to permit
amount taken. Of the amount, $10,- Virginia and Robert, all at home; also
a thing up to a certain point setting as in "Union 'Depot" and
CHORE
GIRLS,
you
can
not
get
"Grand
Hotel,"
with
almost
the
en000 is covered by his bond and the by three half-brothers, John Nichols
jch is still a long way off.
remainder of the amount will be paid of Chicago, George Nichols of Glenn
along without one at ............. 9C
has been said that such talk is tire action taking place under the
roof
of
the
mammoth
store
employing
by the other counties in the state, as Flora, Wisconsin, and Lloyd Nichols
| moving spirit; of an urge on the
of Anita, and two half-sisters, Mrs.
apportioned by the Iowa law.
BANANAS, nice yellow fruit, 4 pounds ......... 25c
; of some to change the House thousands of people. It reveals the
Myrtle Green of Ankeny, Iowa, and
life
behind
the
scenes
of
the
great
Mrs.
Vedane
accompanied
her
husrequiring a majority of ( the
band when he appeared before Judge Mrs. Mftrie Raimfeey of Dallas, Texas.
Fresh Tomatoes, Fresh Asparagus, Fresh Onions,
'. membership to take a bill away family that go .to make up the emMantz to plead guilty and to receive Her death will also be mourned by
a committee in place of 145 as ployees, with their loves and hates,
Lettuce,
Celery,
Cabbage,
Cucumbers,
New
sentence. She clasped his arm and her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
ow the fase. It seems to many ;heir ambitions and disappointments,
Potatoes
and
Cauliflower.*
wept softly as the sentence was George W. Marsh, and by a large
the latter number is sufficient their joys and tragedies.
passed, but rapidly regained her com- circle of friends and acquaintances.
Loretta Young takes the leading
a small group should connive
She was a member of the senior
Frost
Proof
Cabbage,
Tomato
and
Onion
Plants—
posure. The former treasurer stifled
leliberately obstruct the adminis- role opposite Mr. 'Williams, as a store
ml, white and yellow sets.
any outward emotions and appeared class of the Anita high school and
model
who
is
the
selected
victim
of
on in its effort to promote a proto be stunned by the stiff sentence. would have graduated in a few weeks.
ihe General Manager's heartless
She was also a member of the Conof relief legislation which treatment.
Red River Ohio and Cobbler Seed Potaoes.
He was calm and said nothing.
gregational church and Fidelis class
Dd certainly not meet with the apal of the rank and file of people. Alice White, the diminutive blonde
Mrs. Chris Nelson, a medical patient! °f *he Sunday SchooL
ashingtonis looking forward with star who has been out of pictures
for
a few days at the Atlantic hospi- L f un f al *e™ce* W>U be held at
2:8
on
fderable interest, to the forth- for two. years, makes her return to
tat was discharged Saturday and was' the
°Con
° cltock
T*"1™**? afternWm at
re atl
international conference. Not ;he screen in "Employees' Entrance."
able
to
return
to
her
home
near
i
£
£
°nal
church, and will
Anita.
| be conducted by the pastor, Rev E.
people are anxious to see if Her role as the department store
L. Anderson. Interment will be made
Juteome will be ill gossip as has vamp who is the only employee not
of the boss, affords her the Work in the 4-H Pig Club officially
Lou Jordan of Wiota was bound
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin W. Joy enter- in Evergreen cemetery.
| the case with many others. A afraid
opportunity for getting off some of gets under way May 1 to 15, but over to the grand jury Saturday tained a number of friends at their
ght is prevalent that perhaps all
smartest lines in the picture, and many of the members already have morning when he pleaded not guilty home in Lincoln township Sunday. A
Ins are getting sick and tired of the
supplies the great comedy in the their stock and are at work, accord- to a charge of breaking and enter- covered dish dinner was enjoyed at
i wars of the variety we are' now film.
ing to County Agent Warren Duncan, ing before Justice P. I. Appleman in 1:00 o'clock.
encing. If the world keeps on
under whose supervision the work i: Atlantic. The charge was filed by
ossible that it could almost stifdone.
Mrs. Ellery V. Seaman of Wiota,
Edward Morton and wife of Des
nternational trade completely
The cash drawer at the Fanners
There has already been more in- formerly of Atlantic. Bond was fixed Moines and Harold Haselton and wife
would naturally preclude the
terest shown in 4-H pig clubs than at $500, which Jordan furnished for of Glidden spent Easter in the city Coop, was broken open about 12:30
it of international debts.
for several years and the final date his release.
at the home of their parents, Dr. E. o'clock Tuesday afternoon and robbed
ermore present tariffs can conof $26.00. Mr. Zastrow, the manager,
for enrollment is a morith away. The According to Mrs. Seaman's testi- E. Morton and wife.
| to clog up the streams of trade Checks for amounts ranging from club will be limited to the market
was at home at the time, and Mr.
sary to a healthy condition of two to four cents per pound were re- class this year and the class will be mony in Justice Appleman's court,
Miss Matilda Stone, aged resident Heckman, employed at the elevator,
she
was
awakened
by
a
noise
in
her
ess. Many prominent members ceived this week by Class county wool split into divisions, according to
and saw a man standing of this city, has been seriously ill was out of the office attending to some
parties are anticipating that growers who pooled their 1932 woo] weight of the finished product. This bedroom
near her bed. Mrs. Seaman said she the past week, suffering from shock work. .Mr. Heckman discovered the
wt conference under the Roose- clip with the Iowa Sheep and Wool will, enable the boy or girl whose pig called her mother, Mrs. <F. M. Huff,' and body bruises received in a fall theft upon returning to the office.
ninistration will lead to re- Growers Association. The checks re- is smaller but in good condition to Wiota postmistress, who turned a at her home a few d*ys
'The front of Bongers Bros, drug
pi agreements at the coming ceived this week by 83 Cass county compete on. an equal basis with others flashlight on the intruder and found
store
has been brightened up. with a
The
Anita
B.
B.
baseball
team
de~ conference to be held in men were the final settlement for the in the same class and follows the him to be Jordan.
feated the Crooked Creek nine on the coat or fresh paint.
|>n resulting in universally lower L932 clip which was shipped last plan of practically all other clubs.
Mrs. Seaman said that she and her local diamond Sunday afternoon. The
rial tariffs and trade agree- June.
Henry Maduff, wife and two sons,
1 The pigs must have been farrowed mother persuaded Jordan to leave the score was 20 to 7. This was the first
The initial price advance last June after March 1, 1933. Either gitts house peacefully. Mrs. Seaman asSydney
and Irwin, spent Sunday with
amounted to approximately 7% cents or barrows uray be used but barrows serted that Jordan was in a badly in- game of the season for. both teams.
relatives in Council Bluffs.
Marilda Trimmer, who fe per pound and final settlement boost- preferable.
condition at the home.
B. Brodersen and wife and their
in Kansas City, visited here ed this to about 11 cents. Some lots Any boy or girl over ten years old toxicated
Dr. D. Secord, wife and son, Dixie,
Jordan told the justice that he was daughter, Miss Hedwig Brodersen, of
* week end with her parents, sold for more and some less depend- on January 1, 1933, is eligible to join drunk and did not remember anyof Omaha were Sunday visitors in the
IDenison
were
yisifcprs
here
one
day
j Trimmer and wife, and with ing on the kind and grade of the the 4-H Fig Club. Enrollments should thing that happened.
last week at the home of their son city at the Fre\i H. Bell home.
relatives and friends.
wool, of course.
be made at the office of the County iMr. Seaman is in the "west on busi- and brother, Ben Brodersen and famVern Lambertson of the Anita viWool handled in these cooperative Agent in Atlantic.
ness.
ily.
THE AMERICAN FLAG.
cinity underwent a major operation
shipments is graded at the receiving
Miss Freda Scholl of Omaha visited
Paul Heirs, wife and two children, at the Atlantic hospital Sunday night.
[following questions, which are Station in Des Moines and sold on a
graded
basis,
being
fed
into
the
trade
over
the
week
end
with
her
mother,
Patsy and Carol, of Carroll, Iowa, Miss Maratha Linn of Menlo spent
ed on the back page of this edias needed and wanted. It ia truly
Mrs. Do»ha Scholl, and her sister, spent Sunday in the city with her
*ve been furnished by the
Saturday night and Sunday at the
cooperative in that the producer
Vliss Jane Scholl.
sister and brother, Mrs. John Schaake home of her sister, Mrs. John Osen
f"» Legion Auxiliary of this carries the burden of marketing the
and husband and F. W. Stager and and husband.
campaign of education on product and receives the profits, if
Last Wednesday evening the local
Fourteen members of the Silver
rican Flag-. Another »t of any. Since marketing was started Knights of Pythias lodge entertained Thread club, together with eight other family.
wil1
Pete Petersen and family, Curt
!» Printed next week, under the set-up by which it is now a number of Knights from the lodge guests, were entertained last Thurs- John Hoehne, step-son of Ole Hief,
week until ml! have been pub- Handled, the returns have been satis- at Oakland. The evening was spent day afternoon by Mrs. S. G. Jewett at farmer living north of the city, broke Benson and family and Chas. Heck
, Th«y will be numbered cbn- factory even in face of a falling enjoying several reels of motion pic- icr home in the north part of the a bone in his right ankle Sunday af- and wife visited Sunday at the Wm.
e
'V- The next question* are:
tures, playing Pinochle and visiting. city. A dainty lunch was served by ternoon while playing baseball. He Gilpatrick home.
[ration four contemporary flag price.
was brought to the Campbell hospiIn case there should be a substan- A lunch was also enjoyed. In the the hostess.
John Heck, wife and children, Mar• other than the Stan and tial advance in the price of wool af- Pinochle games the visiting Knights
tal for X-ray and treatment.
ian
and Gael, spent Sunday at Walnut
J. A. Wagner and Solon A. Karns
• *hich have been established ter shipping time the grower benefits defeated the local members.
with Mr. and Mrs. Marion 'Cassill, who
«ss.
were
in
Des
Moines
Monday,
consultThose present from Oakland were
Isaac Brown, Sr., a long time and recently moved from this locali/ty.
to an additional extent. As an exam«t date do we observe as the ple of this, take the wool market last Ed. Shiffert, Claire Flesher, Joe Hum- ng state officials relative to the issu- well known resident of the Berea vi**y of The Flag? men, and rammer. Shortly after the Cass coun- bert, Guy Hart, Ernest Leslie, Mal- ng of beer permits to applicants in cinity, was taken to Omaha Monday
Walter Inhofe and wife were viswas this anniversary pro- ty pool had been shipped the market colm Turner, Carl Jefferson, Ed. Anita. It is reported that there are to consult a specialist about his itors in Des Moiives one day last week,
ive applications on file with Mr. health. He has an infection in one spending the day with his mother
went to pieces and wool could hardly Hardiman, G. G. Harris, Ben Gallup, tarns, who is town clerk.
foot, caused from kidney trouble.
statement ae sold. Later it recovered and those Olin Shepherd, Carl Aldrich, Drexel
who was celebrating her 73rd. birthto
&
George Washington, what men who shipped at that time and Woodrow, Bud Moore, C. J. Woodday.
H. O. Stone, W. H. Shultz, Dallas
The Fidelis class of the Congregaof each
co1 who got an initial advance of only row, Glen Hannah, Dr. R. W. JohnCaliber, H. U. Shannon, Frank Masch- tional Sunday School enjoyed a social
* *• Miss Marion Dougherty of Ames
four to aix cents per pound got their son, D. D. Drmyer and C. I. White. ng and Maurice Shannon were in evening last Thursday at the home and Mrs. Bessie Crossland and childitt
'5LT
p, *"" Onth»»»ttle«*Pt«* « extra money along with everyone
Mrs. 'Ghas. DSettinger, well known Audubon last Thursday participating of Miss Doris Zastrow. Miss Jane ren of Des Moines were visitors in
me Flag?
else.
lady living pouthweat of the city, sub- n a checker contest with a group of Scholl presided at the business meet- the city over the week end. Mrs. Belle
e fna
l a , ln what colony did each
Shipping dates, for the 1933 clipmitted to a major operation Monday men fro>m Gray. The Anita men won ing, held under the supervision of the Dougherty, who had been visiting in
. ss originate?
have not yet been determined but will
;he contest, getting 87 points to 57 teacher, Mrs. P. T. Williams. Lunch Des Moines, returned to Anita with
Proportions of probably be about the same time as morning at the Atlantic hospital.
poirtts for the Gray menf
was served late in the evening.
them. A grandson of Mrs. Dougherty
last year—early June.
The monthly meeting of the Cass
will spend a few weeks with her.
Leon G. Voorhees of Oklahoma City,
were the
William H. Egan, -a well known
County Medical Society was held
established T
C. W. Clardy and wife spent Sat- Tuesday evening in Anita. Dinner Oklahoma, was looking after business farmer of Lincoln township, celebrat- The members of the O. D. 0. club
should The (Fla? urday and Sunday in 'Council Bluffs
matters and visiting with friends in ed his 58th. birthday anniversary last were entertained by Mrs. John Heck
was served by the junior ladies aid
Slut
with her niece, Mra. R. C. Menarey society of the Congregational church Anita the last of the week. He Friday, He received many cards from at her h«m« north of Anita last Thursal commander
flrat and family.
in the church dining room. Follow- stopped here while en route home his numerous friends. Mr. Egan was! day. A 1:00 o'clock dinner was served
ing the dinner the business meeting from a business trip to Chicago and born near Iowa City on April 14,! by the hostess and the day was spent
Miss Lena Rogge, who has been liv- of the society was .held at the office of other points in the east. Mr. Vbor- 1875, and spent his early manhood in quilting. Miss Maxine Pieper, Miss
by'!
salute to ing in Dexter since the first of last Dr H E. Campbell. Dr. H. A. John- lees is the owner of the local bank, days in Audubon county, moving to Elsie Klemish and Mrs. Margaret Hief
June, visited here a few days the past
and is also vice president of the hia present home in 1907.
At the were visitors. The next meeting will
son of Atlantic, president, presided Tradesman National Bank of Okla- present time he
week with her mother, Mrs. Rosa
is in very poor be at the home of Mrs. Margaret
on at the meeting. A paper was read
Rogge. Lena owns a property
loma iCdty.
health.
' Hief.
I by Dr. Agnes Wilder of Atlantic.
highway No. 6 in Dexter.

and Saturday Specials

Loo Jordan of Wiota Is
Beginning in Cass County Bound Over to Grand Jury

Fanners Coop. Robbed of
$26 Tuesday Afternoon

HTool Growers Receive Final
Payment For 1932 Clip

Local K. P. Lodge Host
to Members From Oakland

""**
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Howe About:

"The Army Engineers
Built It
~

America
Wisdom
Thrift a Blessing
By ED HOWS
HAVE been reading Hendrlk Van
I Loon's new geography In which
oceans seem only magnified big creeks,
made in the same way a. the^Httle
creeks in every neighborhood the children flsh and swim In. and the county commissioners bridge. The book
is devoted mainly to the physical characteristics of the world: to toe good
or bad luck the people of different
countries drew as the mountains and
rivers finally settled down, and became
fit for human habitation.
'
"From a geographical point of view,
gays the writer, a foreigner, "America
IB almost everything that could possibly be desired, and bad most luck ot
all"
Nothing is lacking. Climate and soil
the best; the rivers, mountains and
plains happened to fall Into the best
possible arrangement for the convenience of men. Times are hard, but so
far as nature could oblige us in its
huge haphazard and careless way, It
did better In America than elsewhere.
So that Is settled again: if we go
to the devil we should at least be
fair enough to admit that we had a
better chance than any other people.

CUUEBRA CUT-IN THE PANAMA CANAL

COX..GCO.VV:
<50ETHALS

By ELMO SCOTT WATSON

I ROM the earliest days of the Republic, In speaking of some great construction project, to say that "the
army engineers built It" has been
equivalent to saying that here was
a piece of work accomplished with
the utmost In efficiency, economy
and honesty. Therefore, during the
last administration, when it was proI posed to transfer river and harbor
Improvement projects from the
' corps of engineers In the War department to a division of public works In another executive department, there was an Immediate protest from those who had the best
reason to know how valuable were the services
of the army engineers In this work and what
the result of such a transfer might be upon
those very factors of efficiency, economy and
honesty.
To many Americans "rivers and harbors work"
la synonymous with "pork barrel legislation"
by congress. What they do not realize Is that
for more than a quarter of a century the corps
of engineers of the United States army has
been the watchdog which has kept rivers and
harbors projects .from being Just that. Its
board of engineers on rivers and harbors functions as a sort of supreme court In waterway
matters submitted to them by congress. From
June 13, 1902, to March 31, 1928, this board of
engineers has reported on 2,377 waterway projects. Of these only 805 reports were favorable
as compared to 1,572 that were unfavorable.
In other words, these army engineers turned
down two out of every three projects submitted to them. And the degree of confidence which
congress has In the Integrity and Judgment of
the army engineers Is shown by the fact that
during the last 10 years in less than half a
dozen cases has congress authorized the projects upon which the board of engineers on rivers
and harbors had presented an adverse report.
Perhaps one reason why the corps of engineers stands so high in the estimation of both
government officials and the public lies in the
fact that the efficiency and the honesty of the
army engineer has become proverbial Millions
and millions of dollars of public money have
been expended under their direction without the
slightest breath of scandal or question as to
their ability. And perhaps another reason for
this confidence lies In the close association of
the corps of engineers with the United States
Military academy at West Point where the motto is "Duty-Honor-Country"—Duty—the bedrock upon which their character is founded and
their careers are built; Honor—the barrier, invisible but Invincible, which sets the bounds
to their activities; Country—that august, godlike mistress to whose service their lives are
dedicated and for whose safety they would lay
down their lives in case of need.
The academy at West Point was founded in
1802 as a school for engineers of the United
States army, it being the first engineering school
In this country. And from the beginning it has
been those who have won honors, "the cream
of the crop" of new officers, who have been
given the privilege of entering the corps of
engineer* In the army. So there has grown up
• set of traditions and an esprit du corps that
IB difficult to duplicate anywhere in the world.
Of the corps It has been said "One of the most
•wonderful records In the history of the human
race la that out of all the thousands of men
who bare served In the corps of engineers during Its century of existence, only one urn a has
•ver broken through that invisible barrier of
fconor."
The contribution of the corps to public service covers a multiplicity of things: Mapping, explorations and surveys; public buildings and city
engineering; roads; railways; bridges; siege
works; explosives; camouflage and decorative
arts; chemical engineering; mechanical and elec-
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trlcal engineering; power plants; fleld engineering; seacoast defenses and shipping; marine design and operation of boat lines and waterways.
It would be Impossible within the space of this
article to list all of the projects which stand
as enduring monuments to the engineer corps
of the army, but here are some of their outstanding achievements:
The Panama canal—At first it was under the
control of civilian engineers but the men who
conquered difficulties which seemed almost insuperable and pushed through to a triumphant
conclusion the greatest engineering project the
world has ever seen were army engineers. In
the inlnds of Americans there will forever be
associated with the name of the Panama canal
the name of an army engineer. Col. George W.
Goethals, who organized the work, solved complicated engineering problems and problems of
supply, personnel and finance and completed
the construction of the canal ahead of the estimated time.
The work was organized In three divisions
as follows: the Atlantic division under Slbert
where was built the Gatun dam, the world's
largest earth dam, and the Gatun locks, also
the world's largest; the Pacific division under
Williamson, which Included three locks of the
same size but requiring less concrete; and the
Central division under Gaillard, which Included
the Culebra (now Galllard) cut, the world's
largest single excavation.
The total cost of the Panama canal was $370,000,000. The total amount of concrete placed
was 5,000,000 cubic yards, the equivalent of a
wall 8 feet high and 3 feet wide running clear
across the continent, from New York to San
Francisco. The total excavation work was 2-10 000,000 cubic yards.
Another big Job which the army engineers
did and did with their accustomed thoroughness was in connection with the American Expeditionary Force in the World war. Under the
leadership of Langntt, Taylor, Patrick and Jadwln, here are some of the enormous engineering problems of construction and supply which
the corps was called upou to solve-, the buildIng of 907 miles of railways; the construction
of 600 miles of light railways and the operation
of 2,000 more miles of the same class; the
maintenance and repair of 1,750 miles of roads;
building and operating 107 lumber mills, pro^
duclng ties, poles, cord wood and over 1,000,000
board feet of lumber per day ; erection of l(i,000
barracks, equivalent to 311 miles aud providing
space for 280,000 beds lu hospitals, of which 1-17
miles of wards were new construction ; buildIng storage warehouses, covering the equivalent
of 500 acres under roof; building wharves the
equivalent of seven miles of berthing space for
ships; making Improvements aud additions to
existing water supplies and sewerage,

which was a system supplying 4,000,000 gallons
of water per day: receiving, storing and Issuing
3,250,000 tons of engineer supplies.
The famous epitaph of Sir Christopher Wren,
builder of St. Paul's cathedral, might well be
paraphrased for the corps of engineers, and the
visitor to the National Capital might well be
told "If you would see their monument, look
around you." The City of Washington was laid
out by Major L'Enfant of the French engineers,
but it was surveyed by Andrew Elllcott, professor of mathematics at West Point, and the
development of the city plan was continued
thereafter by army engineers. One of them was
T. L. Casey, who in 1867 found the Washington
monument 156 feet high and unfinished by civilians In charge. He put a new foundation under
the existing monument—an Intricate and difficult Job, albeit—and finished It to its full height
of 555 feet. But the Washington monument ia
not the only work of the army engineers in
Washington. The public bulldjngp there which
they constructed include the Capitol, the Library
of Congress, the Government Printing office,
the State, War and Navy building, the Post Office building and the Lincoln memorial. Moreover the water supply of Washington (the Washington aqueduct) was built and IB now being
operated under the direction of army engineers.
In the vicinity of Washington are three bridges
which are outstanding engineering accomplishments, all built by this corps. They are the
Cabin John bridge, completed In 1855, by Meifis
which was the longest masonry arch bridge in
the world (single span, 228 feet) for nearly 50
years; the Francis Scott Key bridge, built in
1920 by Tyler to replace the old Aqueduct
bridge connecting Georgetown with Virginia, and
the Arlington Memorial bridge, which Is being
constructed under the direction of Mehaffey
which is to cost $15,000,000 and which will connect the Mail with the Virginia side lending to
the Arlington memorial.
The imprint of the army engineers Is strooz
upon both the highway and railway systems
of the country. The famous old Cumberland
road, from Cumberland, Md., to St. Louis the
first national highway, was constructed ' and
maintained by officers of the corps of engineers
frou, 1824 to 1840. The A)as k « ^ co 2S u™'
consisting of three army olncers, has constructed
and maintained l.ioo miles of *,„„„
miles or 8l«J roads and 4.*.u „,,,„
Mention of river „,,,! ) >arhor
fc
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Civil

There are all sorts of opinions about
me. O. O. Mclntyre even goes so far
as to say: "His publication Is filled
with tolerance and wisdom and not
with Indignation."
I'm not very Indignant; I've finally
discovered that whatever Is happening
has happened before, and was Intended to happen. A good gentleman who
edits the most foolish of all such publications writes: "Never does the human soul appear so strong and noble
as when It foregoes revenge, and dares
forgive an Injury." I have no soul but
I forego revenge, and forgive injuries,
every day. Did I not, I ahonld have
by this time shot a good many people.
As to wisdom, there Is not much of
It Such as there is Is available to
all, and consists In admitting human
and world faults, and doing a little1
better with them.
• • *
What Is the object of saving? Nearly always to provide for sickness, oW
age; to educate children;'to provide
the comforts of life; to build better
homes, business houses, schools and
roads. Can there be honest objection
to any such efforts? Is not a man
with savings a better and more useful citizen than his neighbor who Is
always a community problem? Why,
then, the general disposition to criticize the frugal, thrifty man? Is not
such course denial of a worthy principle we teach our children? In every mother's talk to her children she
Includes the Importance of thrift, Life
Is a very serious business; we know
saving Is as Important as industry, or
politeness, or fairness, or temperance.
Every useful development In the community or nation Is due to men who
work diligently, and save something.
When parents say to a boy: "Become
a good man," they mean thrift also.

The very best convert.ti™
only occur between two
"""
have proved each
trust It can then
lows of Intellect and piunee ,„,
deeps of personality fffe 7 ""
short for beating around HIP \ to°
When at last I meet a soul L "*•
that it can be trusted in <ieep(?° nr*
sequence, I am wasting wv time C°n'
his also, if we do not dine nVW
disguises and talk, not about ii?/"
people pretend that it |9 i!vJ V"
about life as It is lived reaiw \ "'
conversation almost disqualifies
•who have enjoyed it for any r,,
rich. This Is why old friS'
such gold mines of Ideas, imeiie
ally they may not strike casual
oa
qualntancea as being stars of
magnitude; actually they are the !nf
persons with whom we can bec
pletely ourselves and to whom?
dare say exactly what we think
Hence with them conversation
with an Immeasurably
head start over that chilly i
terchange with which comparand
stranger* are obliged to content
themselves and which may send on»
home with a full head but an empty
heart.
For really good conversation gi«
ns an old friend. Then there aw
no rules.—"Uncle Dudley," in th«
Boston Globa
'

Sunday School Class Wins
$50 Prize in Big CODM
Names of winners In the Fourth
big Gold Medal Floor, $2,000 Contest
that closed March 26 have just be
announced and the judges award
one of the five $50 cash prizes to t
Square Class of St. Paul's Sunday
School of Northampton, Pa., who had ]
sent In a joint entry.
Other winners of major prizes were
aa follows:
$500
Mrs. J.Kerr Falson, Bennettsville, S.QI
$200
May Fitzgerald, Denver, Colorado,
$50—Louis Nagel, Baltimore, Md.
$50—Mrs. O. Newman, Jr., Aiken, s, a
$50—Mrs. Kate Slyker, Huron, OWj j
$60—Mrs. Bob Behr, Oberlln, Ohio
General Mills, millers of Gold Mod-1
al "Kitchen-tested" Flour, and spon.
eors of these thrilling cash prize con. I
tests, has announced that the flttij
and last contest in the series will)
run from April 3 to 9th.—Adv.
Qualitfe* Compared

Ambition Is working for some-]
thing; Indolence Is wishing for it
To keep clean and healthy take
Plerce>> Pleiuwnt Pellet.. They r
liver, bowels and stomach.—Adv.

Founded in Judgment
Good taste springs more froo|
judgment than from Intellect.

Most writers claim only a few men
are intelligent, but I have never been
of that opinion; If men did not have
a good deal of intelligence, they would
walk into the fire, Into the river, and
be destroyed.
The great number of the race proves
that men know enough, and once a
man has life, it is only a question of What a joy to have the bowels
every day!
Improving It. History proves this may like
IUU> clockwork,
VlWUWVUk, *i»**.f
—-J
not only be done, but has been, from if yon mind these simple n
old doctor:
century to century; I have known famous
1. Drink a big tumblerfuj1 of
many men called fools to astonish othbefore breakfast, —
ers called wise.
a day.
Intelligence Is no more than the cun- 2. times
Get plenty of outdoor e;
ning exhibited by a fox: knowledge
without unduly fatiguing
Inherited and acquired from long expeself.
rience. A fox, celebrated as smartest 3. Try for a bowel movi
of dumb .brutes, uses all the sense he
eSctly the same hour every
has, which men will not do. If a fox
Everyone's bowels need w
encounters suspicious tracks, he doesn't tbSrUtliM thing to use i
stop to argue he is entitled to range Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. Y<»
that territory, but makes off; never yet - thorough, deaniag-out, and u
has there been a fox urging that foxes
and men should love each other.
We are all more idle, Intemperate,
unfair and Impolite than we are igno- couldn't hurt a
rant. Nature looks after its creatures; somewhere In blood and brain
there is education when It is needed; of all that poisonous waste
Inheritance from a long line of learning.
PR. W. B.
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Recently 1 was watching a Salvation
army service on the streets, and noted
that all the participants were young.
One fellow in uniform was about twenGif* Overworked
ty-two years old and a perfect physical
specimen. Most of the women were
If a man talks well,
young also, and there was little talk gives anyone else a chance.
about religion—most of It was about
putting a dollar on the drum.
* • •
When an old woman is In the company of a young and pretty girl, she
is disposed to hover around the younger woman, and hear ugaln the sweet
things men once said to her.
When I visit a theater I do not care
for scenes from maternity wards qt
other gross incidents in the story pf
l*>ve. . . . Later, however, motherhood la u floe sentiment, and fits well

era are gentler, or wiser, or more patlent timu ancient maidens, but there
are more old mothers than old maids,
aud more of them to admire. I am
1.000,- unfaithful to my own sex to the ex11
"-lug $20,000,000 a
••'•» now lias charge teut that I believe that in natural
goodness women average a little bet««<! 53 canals.
ter than men.
tt
l»*-'r U n i o n 1

Best Conversion in

C. llll, Ball SyndlOkt*.—'
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TBK JtNITA TMBONR THOKSDAT, APRIL 80,
3.44

40.00
John Rector • • • • • •
;:
County, Conrt and Poor Claims.
| Association, rent
38.90 Ralph Hunter, potatoes to
6.00
Herman Anderson, wolf
10.00 | Ira Arch, reporter
1 02 ,Countv Farm
.42
Acres-Blaekmar
Company
| Western Union, telegrams
Herring's
Super
Service,
gas
.
1,25
'Published Every Thursday by the
supnlies
- • • 60-08 Stat« vs- Wm Vernon
Hedrick,
trucking
.
.
Anita Tribune, printing
56.60
P. I. Appleman, justice
3.00 Ideal Grocery, groceries to:
3.90
fees
Allen, committee work
Paul Bailey
Jack
Moore
2.30
and mileage
.............
128.98 State vs.
A. J, Freelinger
6.55
.....
14.14 i P. I. Appleman, justice
W. F. BUDD
^ Editor Georgie Byrne, mileage
3.00
idarence Flathers
4,02
fees
Chas. A. Donahoe, watchman . 13.50
.82
Hattie
Johnson
J. E. Lang, constable . . . .
8.10
Subscription if paid in advance. .$1.50 J. M. Dahlberg, repairs ..... H-50 State
Howard
Parrcft
vs. Mrs. Estella Bailey
13.70
A. Emigh, postage ...... 10.00
Chet
Stormer
If not paid in advance
$2.00 A.
P. I. Appleman, justice
Green Bay Lumber Co., sup3.00 Joyce Lumber Company, grocfees
plies
....................
26.00
cries to:
Entered at the post office at Anita, Heath's Grocery, supplies...
Elmo Enarson, constable . ) 3.00
6.50
.70
John Buckley
6.50
: Iowa, as second class mail matter.
Emil C. Anderson, wolf ..... 10.00 State vs. Harold Johnson
>
J.
C.
Dugan
P. 1. Appleman,
3.25
F. M. Alexander, supplies.^. 1.26
3.00
Frank
Drake
fees
:>.,...,<<.. ^
6.50
Atlantic
News-Teleg%i«ijj,
THURSDAY, APRIL 20, 1933.
1.82
Clyde
Gaines
15c
Elmo Enarson, mafshal ..
4.90
printing ........... V.7. .'.
33.45
A.
A.
Gaylord
State vs. R. W. Bixby
6.50
H. G. Armentrout, committee
2.00
Frank Jensen
MIOCEEDINGS OF THE
P. I. Appleman, justice ...
1.66
work and mileage
........
98.42
.89
Mrs. A. Clanton
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS C. M. Skipton, fees
Elmo Enarson, marshal ..
.........
1.60
3.26
27c
Ella Swolley
State
vs.
T.
F.
Healey
Mabel Daume, gophers
.....
.60
3.25
2.50
Madge
Rector
Burt
Stone,
justice
fees
..
T. W. Davis, committee work
3.25
Court House,
C
.82
Mike Kloppenburg
Ed. Roberts, constable
and mileage
.............
38.11
Atlantic, Iowa,
8.16
Steve
Moore
9c
Griswold American, printing. 168.03 State vs. A. K. Morgan
April 1, 1933.
3.25
6.25
Billy McCue
Burt Stone, justice fees ...
6.50
The Board of Supervisors of C-ass Hansen & Lowe, sunnlies . . . 5.20
2.93
Gena
Rasmussen
Ed. Roberts, constable
County met pursuant to adjourn- Hoegh Oil Company, gas . . . 18.66
1.65
1.00
Gertrude
Welton
G. F. Gordinier, juror
Hoegh Oil Company, distil3.25
ment.
1.00
I
Chet
SJtormer
Ivan Brown, juror
late
....................
29.28
Members all present.
3.25
1.00
Ben King
Wm. Bond, juror
The minutes of the previous meet- Dr. W. U. Hammer, dental
50c
3.26
1.00
W.
D.
Miller
C. H. Spencer, juror
ing were read and there being no obwork
....................
2.00
1.65
1.00
Jack
Riggs
Mrs. Chas. Weimer, juror .
13c
jections the chairman declared the J. I. Holcomb Manufactur3.25
Mrs. Fred Hebinw. juror .. ' 1.00 J. W. Reeves
ing Company, supplies . . 15.63
same approved.
.60 Tage Laursen, milk to:
c
Dr. A. Weaver, witness ...
The quarterly reports of A. Odem, Hoffman Insurance Agency,
2.24
J. F. McGriff
Mrs. J. E. Conkley, witinsurance premium ....... 71.33
Sheriff; Jennie M. Ward, Auditor;
2.24
.60
A. A. Gaylord
ness
.60
O. M. Hobart, Recorder and P. I. Hoffman Transfer, hauling . .
.60) Moon's Grocery, groceries to:
Jennie Gerlach, witness ...
Appleman, Justice of the Peace were E. S. Holton, supplies, rent
8.55
.60
W. S. Campbell
Effie Gerlach, witness . . . .
examined and placed on file.
etc
......................
82.12
8.05
A.
Irish
Mrs.
Hanna
Hansen,
wit......
2.50
The following claims were allowed Roy Herbert, trustee
3.15
'< • ,
,60
A.
G.
Koontz
ness
and the Auditor authorized to issue Koch Bros., supplies
........
55.72
.60; J. H. Marshall & Son, clothGeorge
Holshoe, witness ..
Laurel Book Company, text
warrants for same.
w
.601
ing ta:
Ra Hyndman, witness . . .
2.26
Road Claims.
books
8.69
I County Farm
Mrs. Ray Hyndman, wit1.50
Frank Bannister, labor
$ 65.95 Minor Outfitting, supplies ..
.75
.60
Chet Stormer
ness
6.30 i Northwestern Bell Telephone
Ted Timberman, labor
.35
.60
Flora Hook
Perry Crum, witness
62.60
55.45 j Company, toll
Bill Smith, labor
.60 Minor Outfitting, furniture to
Kenneth Taylor, witness ..
66.50
54.20 I A. Odem, criminal expense ..
Lawrence Ward, labor
D. Kelly, ambulance ...... 1.60
60.85
i
County Farm
Anita Lumber Company, coal
Harold Brehmer, labor
31.55 j Pacific Carbon & Ribbon
Harry Templeman, ambuMetcalf's, Inc., clothing to
to:
18.501 Manufacturing Company,
Johannas Eilts, dragging ...
1.50
1.70
lance
.................
9.35
Gertrude Welton
Minnie Millhollin
9.00
Henry Eggerling, dragging .
26.45
supplies
3.00
6.50
Transients
.............
•
3.00
H.
C.
Mehlman,
grinding
feed
C. L. Daughenbaugh
33.601 Frank
Pelzer, committee
J. J. Heck, dragging
Harry Templeman, funeral
3.10 E. G. McClusky, milk to SaiCurtis Benson
19.601 work and mileage
81.65
John Greenwalt, dragging ..
4.72
expense
............... 50.00
die Colson
Last P. T. A. Meeting.
C. C. Applegate, rent to Miss
9.00; Railway Express Agency, exPeter Kitelinger, dragging ..
A. G. Retallic, hay to County
10.00
Neff Clothing Co., clothing to
28.35 I press
Brown
Ben G. Kirkham, dragging .
The April meeting of the P. T. A.I
-75
1.70
Farm
...................
27.69
| Art Welch
9.00 | State Auditor, examination . 1,256.21 Bull Creek Grocery, groHarvey Morgan, dragging ..
will be held at the high school and.]
Sauer & Dahlberg, quaranNorway Center Station, groc' cenes to:
John W. Mehlman, dragJ. H. Welch Manufacturing
itorium on Friday evening at 8;04J
tine
supplies
........
.
---«-w
17.25
cries
to:
Stanley
Agnew
9.60
Company,
supplies
16.21
ging
15.62
Sauer
&
Dahlberg,
meat
to
1.76
1
Bert
Wilson
o'clock, instead of Thursday evening.!
John
Larsen
12.60
Merle Turner, dragging
J. R. Saunders, unclaimed
92 families
..............
73.90 This will be the last meeting of tj»|
15.98! Inez Jones, cook at County
4.80
Ella Swolley
5.83
Clifton G. Acker, dragging .
fees
2.14 J. R. Stuhr, shoes to Jake
19.30 j Farm
Harry Paulsen
.62 Ira Welch, reporter
18.20
Guy Butler, labor
Neiens
..................
3-28 school year and a large crowd is«. I
4.43 Inez Jones, cook at County
32.62 John Blake, bailiff
9.00
Ben King
H. C. Clausen, dragging
22.14
Fred
R.
Studyvin,
groceries
pected. A very good program has been!
20.351
Farm
John
Johnson
J. J. Davis, labor
72.77 P. I. Appleman, Justice Fees:
to:
7.60 i A. R. Kohl, groceries to:
arranged. There will also be a geneml I
Harvey Derry, dragging ... 10.80
1.50
Art Roll
State vs. Merrill Walsh ...
6.61
Wm, Nagle
..............
14.85 school exhibit of the pupils workiaj
i Jake Neiens
1.50 Bill's Lunch Room, meals to
G. F. Hansen, dragging
29.80
State vs. E. L. Potts
3.56 Square Deal Grocery, grocer2.10; Homer Millhollin
4.001 transients
H. M. Kuehl, dragging
7.20
State vs, Joseph Jordan ..
the various grades, which is always!
ies to:
15.40
Carmel Daughenbaugh
1.50 J. Burnea, groceries to:
C. 1C. Morrison, labor
75.60
State vs. Charlie Porter ..
Earl Heath
..............
20.09 a most interesting factor. Election!
1.65 Mrs. Art Kirchoff, care to
1.50
Merritt Bogg-s
Niels Peterson, dragging ...
6.30
State vs. Ruth Thompson .
15.00
F. W. Schuler, phone calls . . 5.60 of officers :for the coming year will!
Mrs. Newton Funk
2.15
L. M. Moore
3.50
Harry Stier, labor
.62
State vs. Wms Kelly
Sanitary Market, meat to 41
8.85 Willard Keller, taxi to CounJ. C. Armstrong
Frank O. Will, labor
6.50
5.00
State vs. Perry Mundell ..
take place. The junior band will;
1.50
families
.................
18.16
23.801 ty Farm
Pearl Keffer
4.00
H. E. White, dragging
19.00
State vs. Carl L. Vedane ..
a
short concent; from 7:30 to 8:001
Jap Taylor, milk to:
3.50
Dryden Pell
6.73'Lewis Cash Store, groceries
Ernest Christensen, labor ..
.60
State vs. Ralph C. Welton .
7.05
A. Hagan
...............
6.81 o'clock and the P. T. A. meeting wi|
Delbert Anderson
to:
Chris Dreager, dragging ...
4.50
State • vs. Mrs. Clarence
2.83 Dr. M. B. Wier, medical aid
14.40
Avon Gaddis
Calvin Lindeman, labor .... 1.75
2.00
Ed. Lane
follow. The band program will inch
Sutherland
4.94
12.75
Bill Sweets
W. H. Baker
F. W. Schuler, labor
5.10 £. E. Pennell, Justice Fees:
to:
a
medley of favorite compositions front
4.62
14.93
T. Winterstien
...........
6.00
John McCauley, labor
S. E. Wert
Babe Rhoads
1.15 State vs. Wayne and Gail
Victor Herbert and "Just an Echo"!
5.87 Hazel Barnes Woolsey, nurse
9.70
4.50 ' Sisler
C. A. Conrad, dragging ..
John Rector
3.50
Grant Jones
3.26
9.07
2.70
at County Farm
.........
26.00 by Harry Woods.
J. D. Walters, dragging ..
Mrs. S. Helmer
A. Hagan
State vs. Clarence Suther9.00 L. O. Wheatley, groceries
Charlie Casteel, dragging
14.40
Walter Stormer
4.00' W. W. Brown, groceries to:
Senior Class Play.
land
4.51 Lee's Drug Store, drugs to:
Emanuel Jensen, labor ...
15.35 Burdette L. Roland, Coro,Wm. H. Dean
to:
The
school
year is fast coming I
4.77
.35
Gene McMullen, labor ...
5.80
Tom Winterstien
John Ayres
Jens Norgard ........ ... 13.47
ner:
a
close
and
the
time is about
8.92
.25
C. B, Perrin, labor
23.85
Chet
Stormer
5.00
Sadie Colson
Ben Wilfcen Inquest
Joe Sexton
.............
4.02
9.711 Ira'Vincent
R. A. Turner, dragging ..
26.85
.35
C. Mi. Robbins
6.00
Mary Nelson
............
5.52 when the activities of the gradual!
John J. Rapp Inquest
5.17
11.05
Anton Jensen, dragging .
Otis Gustin
Don Woolsey
27.901 Atlantic Building & Supply
R. D. Reeves
.............
4.33 class will have the right of way.
0. E. Brawdy, labor
16.45
4.08
34.00
Grover Sours
Company, coal to:
Board of Health
Nis Lamberty
...........
5.83
The senior class .play cast have)
Herbert Spear, labor
57.57
7.00 C. O. B. Grocery, groceries
Mrs.
Elmer Gordon
C. P. Meredith, coal to:
Matt Vogesser ...... ..... 29.15 working for Somdtfcne very intensta
Elmer Watson, labor
43.95
A. G. Koontz
3.00 I
3.25 Welch Shoe Company, shoes - . .
to:
A. A. Gaylord
W. E. Wise, bridge fore7.50
11.55
to:
- : - b"n "their "play^'The"Adventures'
J. T. Lewis
John Buckley
9.75
Flora Hook
man
101.00
7.50
11.52
J. F. McGriff
H. G. Evans
3.25
Peter Petersen
August Anderson
........
2.45 Grandpa," and it promises to be i
Tom Clausen, draggine
17.60
3.001 D. A. Landon
8.48
3.25
Wm. Pieken
,..
Hannah Parker
John Buckley
............
6.75 delightful occasion. Everything
John Eggerling, dragging
13.50
3.50 Davis & Palmer, groceries
J. W. Peterman
Madge Rector
3,25
J. T. Lewis
...............
8(/
Wm. G. Gillpatrick, labor ...
1.50
9.001
S. E. Went
to:
Dr. E. C. Montgomery, medD. A. Landon
............
2.25 be in readiness to stage the play<
F. J. Herchenbach, Jr., drag.35!
County Farm, material . . . ' 19.90' Edna Dewey
ical'examination
Maude Walton ---- ....... 3.96 Friday, April 28th., in the high scb
22.50 Atlantic Lumber & Coal Com.35
ging
George Shindley,
2.00, White Way Grocery, groGeorge M. Anderson
auditorium. There will also be a i
Peter Johnson, dragging . . . .
17.55
1.80
pany, coal to:
James Samson '.V.'!'.'....'.
Jennie Page •'..'.
2.00
ceries to:
nee
for school children on Thun
Joe Kopp, dragging
2.50
6.00
1.30
H. Hill
Babe Rhoads
2.00
Frank Wells
Walter Henke
...........
13.83 afternoon, April 27th.
E. B. Luma'n, dragging
24.30
4.00
John Buckley
John Rector
1.10' Nords Grocery,
groceries
J. W. Peterman
..........
3.90
C. W. Morgan, dragging
9.10
Mrs. Helmer
6.00
.101
Mrs. Troup
The stage of the high school am
to:
Wesley Taylor
............
60
Wm. J. Sager, dragging
9.90
1.50
Earl Jacobs
1.151
A. Hagan
County Farm
26.16 J. W. Zike Grocery, groceries
torium
is being enlarged and anpl
Julius Anderson, dragging ..
37.30
W. D. Miller
7.001 Mrs. M. Roughton
2.351 Hannah Parker
7.35
to:
scenery
is being provided. Va
Art Anderson, labor
.62
10.00
j
J. W. Reeves
Walter Stormer
.90
Gertrude Welton
13.90
J. R. Conley
.............
7.00 other improvements are being
Roy I. Bailey, labor
10.50
J. E. Prather
12.00 Peter Eksman, shoe repair
Wlm. Pieken
12.24
John
Rector
.............
1.87
Richard
Davidson,
drag2.00:
Peron Meredith
to:
Floyd Weatherby
.80
E. B. Willoughby
........
2.30 which will add to the comfort of I
ging
8.40', Mrs. E. H. South
3.00! R. D. Reeves
1.25
August Anderson
11.00
audience and the beauty of the
James
Samson
...........
10.24
Edward Dimig, labor
25.00 ! Maude Walton
7.00 Green Bay Lumber Company,
Oscar Peterson
2.30
Walter Stormer
..........
6.50 Everything is progressing justfine.|
Peter Hansen, dragging . . . .
11.25'.Atlantic Shoe Company, shoes
coal to:
Frank Jensen
10.69
A. Hagan
...............
6.54
George lebsen, dragging
Improving Tennis Conrt.
.„„-„...
14.10
to:
Abe Clanton
3.25
J. N. Prather
5.31 Millie Roughton
..........
10.98
Ora Moller, dragging
70.95 j Bud Clark
1.95
Bud Clark
3.25 W. H. O'Donnell, milk to:
The tennis association have:
George
Shindley
.........
2.46
Claude McFadden, dragging . 42.151 A. J. Freelinger
1.95! John Johnson
6.50
Don Woolsey
1.50
Maude Troup
............
4.89 carried out their plans of moving t
Clark M. Trailer, dragging . 25.50 | John Johnson
.98 j Frank Drake
3.25
Stanley Agnew
1.86
1
Emil Madra
.............
5.33 backstops further back which matoj
F. W. Wiese, dragging
10.80! Ben King
1.95
E. Rimby
3.26
M. Kloppenburg
1.20
Edna Dewey
............
1.29 ample space for a regulation sir
Art Christensen, labor
.75 j Rov Luke
2.19
Ella Swolley
3.25
Lou Moore
1.02
Allyn Rhodes
............
4.43 court. Wire is also being replaced o
Emil Bode, dragging
3.37! Howard Parrott
1.00
M. Kloppenburg
1.75
Ted Lewis
.84
R. Mi Atwood
...........
3.66
J. M1. Frank, dragging
6.30' Myron Stormer
2.25| Art Welch
3.50
Don Hedrick
1.86
the backstops and the surface oft
Ray
Wells
..............
7.64
Arnold Meyer, labor
13.10; W. G. Taylor
1.95
Chet Stormer
3.25
John Johnson
3.72
Joe
Walker
..............
7.58
Joe Walker, labor
1.65 1 Ait Welch
court
is being improved. The er"
3.87
County Farm, material . . .
.35
Ed Lane
3.72
Widows' Pensions per Month.*
Frank Ellis, labor
9.65 ' James A. Bopp, milk to:
of this work is paid out of men*
Heath's Grocery, groceries
Harry
Paulsen
5.58
Lulu Ashbaugh
............
14.00
Clayton Green, labor
6J75 j Art Welch
2.48
to:
Andrew Paulsen Grocery, groLulu Brown
...............
16.00 ship dues which is 50c for the r
Harold Bacon, dragging . . . .
14.40 ' Flora Hook
2.48
John Ayers
9.30 i
ceries
to:
Celia
Butcher
.............
10.00 Anyone who expects to play *
Jim Hudd|eson, labor
11.85
Pearl Keffer
4.96
J. C. Boyd
7.08
A. J. Freelinger
4.30 Thelma Cobb
Ray Krauth, labor
21.15 M. M. Burkhart, groceries
..............
16.00 should join and help pay as "
| Merritt Boggs
5.72
Richard
Anderson
6.65 Louise Dillon
Ned C. Murray, dragging . . . . 25.42 1
..............
16.00 about the only way a person can t
to:
i Bud Clark
7.03
A. A. Gaylord
8.70 Lillian Ford
E, J. Symonds, dragging . . .
19.50; Mrs. W. G. Ruggles
...............
16.00 tain their self respect as well as,
10.70 | G. L. Hensley
11.08
Clyde Gaines
10.45 Alice Hover
J. D. Walters, dragging
49.55
................
2l!oO
A If Steinmetz
9.19
Rov Henry
3.05
Reed & Barnholdt, groceries
J. D. Adams Co., repairs . . 29.38 Earl Beech, quarantine supAlma Howey
.............
loiflO respect of others. We invite »U»
Oscar Johnson
12.43
to:
Darrell N. Blake, assisting
\1 plies
Dolly Hood
................
12.00 terested persons to join and
19.671 C. A. Jameson
5.61
Ellery Seaman
10.05 Vera Lewis
engineer
100.60 Mrs.
...............
36,'flO the benefits and responsibilities of*
Earl Beech, groceries
Mike Kloppenburg
14.94
Sarah Sullivan
16.54 Effie Marsh
Guy. F. Canon, engineer
161.16 ,
...............
21 00
to:
J. F. McGriff
6.59
Orville
Grimsted
27.11
J. M. Dahlberg, repairs . . . . 1.20 | Transients
Elsie Prall
................
20ioO membership.
2.46
Chas. Henry
11.72
Mrs. W. S. Foster .'
Bands Give Concert
7.56 Greta Rouriek
Frank Gaines, hauling
1.50 | Delbert Anderson
.............
24.00
19.92
Eli Jones
2.95
Roscoe Cannon
1.35 Jessie Rowley
Hansen & Lowe, material . 35.52
The
combined
bands of the
Donald Baker
.............
10.00
6.26
T. F. Johns
c 40
6.96
u
Mrs. David Bourne
Hoegh Oil Co., gas
83.22
-"*o i Catherine
^amci jut; Smiley
A. Clanton
10.51
..........
g.OO gave a very interesting anli
W. D. Miller
11.30
W.
C.
Page
'..'.'.'.'.'.
Interstate Machine Supply
8.40 i Genevieve_ Turner
Chas. Drake
7.67
.........
8.00 able concert in the high school'
Gena Rasmussen
1.55
A. Hagan
19.44 Bessie Vernon
Company, repairs
3.28
Ed. Gochanour
3.77 Christensen Bros., groceries
.......
18 00
Stone's
Fuel
Service,
coal
J. W. Luke & Son, gas and
Flora Hook
19.68
to:
Mamie Wright
...........
\ 3o!oO torium last Friday evening.
to:
repairs
47.70
Earl Jacobs
2.20
'Celia Butcher
Minnie
Watson
............
16 00 cert consisted of both solo
6.75
Lizzie Hartshorn
Northwestern Bell Telephone
1.65 Catherine A. Worley
Ben King
5.28
Lee Berry
.......
20,00 semble playing. A fairly g»
7.55
Mike
Kloppenburg
Company, rent
15.15
3.25
Manriquez
5.44
George Cavenaugh
Blind Pensions per Month.
6.95
audience wa» in attendance,
Lafe
Lewis
Reed & Barnholdt, supplies .
.50
3.25
Nora Roe
2.20
A. E. Clark
on
.............
g.OO
it.81
Harry
Paulsen
Sidles-Duda Meyers Company,
3.25
Chet Stormer
3.38
D. W. Dean
6.61
Bonnet
........
8.33 seemed to enjoy the music.
Jack Riggs
supplies
37.06
3.25
Max Woolsey
20.26
Jim Johnson
EUis
.
................
12.50
8.45
Catherine Smiley
W. E. Wise, expense
1.00
5.15 Jacob Elhck
George Johnson
8.88
Theodore Knop
The Odd Fellows and
..............
15.00
1.15, Don Woolsey
J. H. Phelps, assisting en6.75 Oeorge Forrester
Oscar Knop
3.32
Earl
Jacobs
3.10| J. W. Wright
..........
25.00
enjoy
a social evening at t»
'.'.'.'.'.'.''.
gineer
1 00 Roy Luke
3.50 <-. W. Kincaid
22.12 i J. T. Lewis
16.95, Mamie Wright
............
16.66 Fellows hall on Friday
Joyce Lumber Company, ma3.50
W.'C. Page
8.75| Henry Miller
6.30' Bud Clark
.
.
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
terial
.90
1.65 ,; Mildred
Mrs. I. E. Robinson
12.17
John
Morgan
2.89
Piearson
..........
12.50 covered dish dinner will be
Waters
Grain
Company,
coal
Earl Beech, supplies
.95
J. W. Wright
16.71
Billy McCue
1.35;
i Martha Rae
..........
16 66 6:30 o'clock, which will l
to:
Chastina Swiger, land for
l Meredith Peron
Dr. C. L. Hammer, dental
! Henry Turk
'
8.70. A. Hagan
by a program.
road
50.00
work
2.t;o
l.OOi J im Page
1.90 i Mrs. W. S. Foster .'
nge
Atlantic Building and SupJ. 1. Holcomb Manufacturing
6.10
H
>i
w^,'
J. W. Reeves
8.20 I Ellery Seaman
H. M. TVallace
ply Company, material . . . 27.60
Company, sullies
5.00
3.25
A. Silvey
enni e
7.81 i Mrs. David Bourne
J,
A. Page
............
8.00
Austin-Western M a c h i n e
D. O. Herbert, insurance pre05 Frank, Wells
Hex Stillian
e.io!
...............
Sarah
Sullivan
Company, repairs
2.38
miums
33.40 ! M. Thompson
3.35
7.90
Session and Mileage!
C. R. Billingsley, repairs . . . . 9.65 Herring Super Service, gas .
A. L. Wright Grocery, gro6.58 j W. G. Taylor
5.75;
G. H. Allen
...........
450
ceries to:
Buff & Buff ManufacturingWalter Hoegh, trustee
8.00; Maude Walton
rmentrout
9.80'
Company, repairs
1.75 Maxine Highley, assisting
Steve Moore
T
'
w
£
.....
..'.'.
e.'eo
Griswold
Merchantile
Com5.70
1 . W. Davis
C. R. I. & P. Railroad, rent . . 13.00
Catherine Smiley
clerk
32.50 i
pany, groceries to:
1.20 Frank Pelzer
E.
Cue
Fullerton Lumber Company,
Glenn O. Jones, assisting
G. S. Sours
2.75 "erman Ryan
5.82
coal
' 15.35
.............
.
Don Woolsey
''
treasurer
30.00 i W. H. Dean
\
16.19
4.49 W
Green Bay Lumber Co., maOn
motion
and
vote
the
Board
adT.
Bi
£
,
soldier's
'reKlipto Loose Leaf Company,
B
S
i Sadie Colson
.72
lief
terial
103.65
to meet April 6th., 1933 at
supplies
3.96] Tom Winterstien
more, delivered
3.33 K W
52.00 journed
9 a. m.
Herring's Super Service, gas.
17.54 Ralph D. Miller, township
'li
- Cockshoot, soldier's reOtis
Gustin
.
.
.
2.67
International Harvester Co.,
(Signed)
Frank
Pelter,
clerk
2.50; C. M. Robbins
'...'.
200.00
3.75 Atlantic 1'rinting
KEROSENE, 100 g«""«* ° r .
repairs
.99 V. D. 'Mt-Martin, township
j Gre-erson Drugs, quarantine
ompany,
Attest:
Chairman.
Inhofe Garage, repairs
23 3o
_ supplies
more, delivered
clerk .
4.95 j supplies
4.25
CHiff Miller Tractor Co., re<-•• 1). J'arkinson &
Jennie M. Ward,
A. Odem, board and lodging
Hansen & Lowe, coal to:
gropairs
118.70
Aeries toprisoners
County Auditor.
Water "White Oderl^ l^ (
149.40
Hattie Johnson
1.65
Ed. Pardee, repairs
U75 E. H. Pelzer, assessor
J.
Lee
5.50
Mike Kloppenburg
3.25 : Ben Scott
7.50
tillate
P. C. Sorensen, repairs
6.35 Perkins Bros., supplies
Harold Nelson, wife and son, David
2.15
Billy McCue
1.63
3.45
W ni (
J. H, Welch Printing Co.,
C. S. Rtlyea Company, sup.
>>'ton
.'
.'.'
.'
Harvey Petersen
H
'
%
c per gallon extra" 1 " 1 1
Harold,
and
Veryl
Williams
spent
Son3.25 .
1.48
supplies
8.37
plies
r.
I'orter,
Jr.,
4.00
s)loe
Gena Rasmussen
I.C3
day at Casey with MrB. Nelson's
er quantities.
Wilken Machine Shop, repair toHerman Ryan,
committee
£-. Rimby
3.25
parents.
pairs
34.74
>'• H. Haker
work and mileage
63.18
Mrs. Ed. Smith
.20
Our guaranteed ( ' 1<•" (^nlc
Linke Chevrolet Co., repairs. 6.05 Silver Burdw.te & Company,
Ella owollev
.65
Lindvey Machine Shop, retext books
18.85 Mrs. N. A. Harvey, milk to:
gallon ip 5 gal'""* l
Mrs. S. E. Goodrich WM hostess
1.00
pairs
3.50 Waldron Manufacturing ComHia.s.
Drake
'Mb'llie Roughton
4.40
.75 Wednesday afternoon to the members
PRICES CASH 0.
Hoffman Transfer Co., haul"oy Luke
pany, supplies
2.00
Walter Stormer
3.04
"f the Quilt club at her home on Cb^r1.25
.
ing
2.84 American Legion Building
Peat
otk
James Samson

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Tribune Publishing Co.

We Deliver

TT

Phone 30o

Friday-Saturday Specials

SEED POTATOES—Chios and Cobblers.
Peas, Beans and Corn in balk.
ONION PLANTS, 2 bunches
APPLES, Beri Davis, 6 pounds
25c
SALMON, Alaska Pink, 3—1Ib. cans.
COFFEE, Chase & Sanborn Break-OrMorn, lb.. .23
PEANUT BUTTER, full quart j%r
i
PRETZELS, fresh, per pound.
25c
BLACK RASPBERRIES, No. 10 (gallon) cans. .47c
MALT, Blue Ribbon, 3-pound can..;....
RAISINS, seedless, 3-pound package.
BROOMS, an extra good one..,
2l
Strawberries, Radishes, Head Lettuce, Celery,
Cucumbers—fresh for your Sunday dinner.

Bring Us Your Eggs—Highest Market Price Paid

I

Gasoline Alley
Anita, Iowa

GASOLINE; 100

4.W

ry Street. Following the meeting the
hostess served a two course lunch.

THE TRIBUNE. ANITA, IOWA.

OUR COMIC SECTION
Events in the Lives of Little Men

THE FEATHERHEADS
NNHATS 1MB
EVENT OF THE
AT

Social Eclat to the Proceedings. flo
she up and told Hiram that she guessed
Europe would have to wait because
she didn't want to chase away and
turn all the Arrangements over to a
Bunch of Female NU-Wtts who would
get everything balled up.
Hiram heaved a couple of Sizable
Sighs and* said It was all for the best
88
because he felt It his Duty to stick
By GEORGE ADE
around for the Animal Tournament
out at the Country Club. He had gone BALANCED FEr
0, Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.
to the Finals In the Third Flight the
GOOD FOR
MCE there was a well-to-do and rear before and then had been robbed
well-mated couple, known as of the Cup because be was burled In
Mr. and Mrs. Sangwin, living the Sand, got a Cuppy Lie, looked up
In a nifty Residence Street on all of his Pitch Shots, suffered
HatchableEg;"
and always planning to hie to the far- from Heart-Bum because the Steward
away Show-Places. These two did a should have had It analyzed, and an
O. ft OP-FORD. B,,,n..
j lot of Summer Traveling early every Angle Worm stopped his Putt The
1
Spring. They never had been to Eu- Third Flight Championship bad gone
rope or the White Mountains or Tel- to old Mr. Dlbblts, who had been a
, lowstone Park except by listening to Slacker during the Civil War and had to Insure
Burton Holmes and reading Folders. become venerable without achieving
yet they had a Knowledge of Geog- Respectability. Venice or no Venice, St**"* «**>ve a 111
ft
raphy which was a great Help when Mr. Sangwln wanted to be on Hand ration a month to 8|, r".
they tackled a cross-eyed Puzzle.
in July to trim the everlasting pay- egg. are saved for hatching"
j Probably no one In the World knew . lights out of the doddering Wreck.
Turkey raisers are
more about Beauty Spots which they It seemed that Mr. Dlbblts had been thit there is very
had failed to visit. If they were well suffering from Inflammatory Rheuma- the mechanics of nrnn,, „ "
Ct D
Informed regarding Switzerland and tism all Winter and looked to be about tb» turkey and ch.c P ke hen;
Dh ° '
the Golden Gate and the Piney Woods, Twenty minutes from a Rosewood need the same nutrients
for i
It was because they had dreamed Casket Mr. Sangwln didn't want him production.
about them with so much regulatory. to get well but he did want him to
A well-balanced ration
They had been nil over the Map with- live until July and have Strength stored up in the bodies
out putting a Nick In the Letter of enough to get to the First Tee. He ers the necessary elements'«
said It would be a Crime to traipse the production of eggs thai •
Credit
Next to picking out a Pearl Neck- oft to Europe on a mere Pleasure and poults that win iive. «„»
lace in a Show Window and then •Jaunt when he bad a Chance to keep tlon should consist of grain ?5
•walking rapidly up the Street, this working on his Approach, lengthen the
of ground grains,
'
Chautauqua Method of visiting Africa Drive and cop the terrible $8 Piece mixture
In the form of meat scraps
by Proxy and going to the Mediter- of Silverware.
green feed, minerals and
ranean by rending the Ads in the
That was one. Tear. No Longer fresh water.
Sunday Paper, is probably the least ago than 1926 tbey departed from their
Growers should feed a R,i.|
expensive of all Dissipations.
usual Habit of taking a Mid-Summer Decomposed of one or „£,,
It just seemed as If -the Dande- Jburney through Europe in April ,and such as corn, wheat, oats or
lions and the Puss-Willows and the May. That Year they were all set morning and evening.
hopping Robins, all of them Harbing- for a Motor Tour which was to InKeep a mash mixture bei
ers of Spring and gay Advance Agents clude all the Best Hotels and the flock
all the time. A
for glorious Summer, seemed to work Scenic Splendors of the North Amer- mixture consists of equal
on the Sangwlns and produce a Form ican Continent
Mrs. Sangwin had Hnely ground corn, bran,
of emotional Squlffles.
the Blue Book practically memorized, ground oats or barley, and i
You could bank on It that every and Mr. Sangwln had bought his GogVernal Equinox, about the Time for gles and tested the Thermos Bottles or meat scraps. Ground «
changing from Heavy to Light, Mr. and everything seemed Ipskalorious be substituted for the
Sangwln would look out on a new when suddenly Mrs. S. remembered and milk may be entirely or
Crop of tender Leaflets, basking In that If she rode too far In a Car she' substituted for the meat [
the Sunshine, and remark, with an would get the darndest Case of Nerv- when an adequate supply of t
Air of Finality, "No two Ways about ous Headache, so In 1926 the Inveter- is available.
It may be necessary to
It, I'm going to arrange my Affairs ate travelers compromised by attendso we can go Somewhere this Sum- ing a Street Carnival pulled off by freen feed early in the seax
falfa Is an excellent form.
mer."
the B. P. O. B.
such as bone meal and oj-gta|
Everything Sitting Pretty.
For several Years before that War
"Attaboy 1" the Good Wife would was the Alibi. They would tell all ire most Important and i
exclaim. She was glad to know that Callers that they were Just crazy to j be available. Don't neglect tl«|
at last they would cut out the Stalling take In the Sights on the Other Side, ng water!
and tak£ a long, dandy Trip. She but they were waiting for Conditions
had everything doped for the Get- to get back to Normalcy. Not once Causes Leading to and j
away. Clarice could be sent to visit did they ever Confess, even to ThemHow to Stop I
her Aunt Loretta In Springfield. Rob- selves, that they were scared to Death
ert was old enough to be placed at a when they saw a Storm at Sea In a
There are many causes wbl
Summer Camp for Bo.vs, and she had News B.eel, and they had no real lead to tfte egg-eating habit lap
the Address of one recommended by Longing to be among Foreign Bar- and the chief of these Is the ace
the Hlgglnses. The Gentleman who barians who spoke strange Languages, breaking of an egg, for once !t*|
mowed the Lawns and manicured the and they were secretly In Love with have tasted "hen fruit," they i
Porches could be Installed In the Room the Corned Beef Hash, the Griddle ceed. to break the eggs themgelij
above the Garage as a Caretaker, and Cakes and the Double Mattresses of til they are made to stop It, i
the oldest Clancy Girl could come their own comfortable Shack.
us not altogether an easy mattw
over and give the House a good Airoften
the want of proper
Off on a Wild Excursion.
Ing every few Days.
Ing material Is the cause ofi
This
Year
they
are
at
It
again.
Not to be outdone In the Matter of
breaking In the flrst place anit)
painful Preparations, the other Half They are just as het up as they ever ural desire for lime win
of the Sketch would then explain how were. For several Weeks they have to eat its shell as well as itsc
he had been organizing Things down been standing in awed Silence In Hence the Importance nf kc
at the Oflice until the Business was Westminster. They have supped at a forming material before ii
practically running itself.
He said famous Night Joint In Paris, where at all times.
that He, Himself, that is to say, Mr. all of the Ladies were not what they
A good remedy for the
Sangwin, was the only One connected might have been but, evidently, were habits Is to make the nestsas^
whnt
they
seemed
to
be.
They
have
with the Shebang who was worth a
possible, so that the hens i
Hoot when It came to dealing with looked down from dizzy Alpine Heights to see the eggs after they atj
an Emergency or facing an important at the smiling Valleys. They have soft hay placed In the nest i
Crisis, but he would have the Routine lenrned how to pronounce Salle a the eggs to sink out nf sight aft
laid out so that even his Associates, Manger! They have lolled back In are laid. Another remedy Is t
with their ossified Turrets and Sec- Gondolas, hiking at the Moon, and an ordinary egg. remove Its <
ondary Intelligencer could worry along stood in the Colliseum, trying to vis- and fill it with mustard
ualize the spectacular Immensity of a although the fowl may tackle ij
or else consult him by Cahle.
Everything seemed to be Sitting Roman Holiday. They have visited flrst time, fill another one f
Pretty. Stimulated by the Coffee, and Battle-Fields and purchased Souvenirs will find she has had enough.
with the Ham and Ej:gs between them, and Mrs. Sangwln has seen the big- plan is to fill an egg with aut]
they would build Castles In the Air eyed Manikins parade In their hoop-la- Los Angeles Times.
which made the Equitable Building Fineries.
Gosh, but they have been going at
look like a Woodman'8 Hut. Before
Mr. Sangwln left the House they some Clip since about April the first 1 Germinated Oats, Bar!
would have their Tickets bought and What's more, they really and truly
Makes Good Green]
be walking up the Gangway, bound believe that they are going to sail on
Germinated oats or barley«
for Europe, Romance and Adventure. the Mastodonlc Just as soon as Clarice
—
Many and many a crowded Hour did graduates from High School. If they good green feed for poultry.
Mrs. Sangwin devote' to the blissful were not so wrought up they would ually fed when the sprouts!
ln
j Task of picking out the Liner on which pause In their Pipe-Dreaming and re- an Inch long, being put '
they would plough across the Atlantic call that Mrs. S. has a lot of Fruit hoppers on top of the mask 1
j Without ever seeing the Ocean, she to put up this Summer and that the mlnated grain can be very r
, came to know more about Vessels Chamber of Commerce has made Hi- ly fed the flrst thinn m <"
than any one on the Shipping Roard ram Chairman of the Committee on The amount varies from
ever knew. She wrote to every Com- Arrangements for the Celebration of pounds per 100 birds <W
pany and got Bales of Printed'.Mutter the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Or- appetite and production
; Including Diagrams, Indicating all of Knnlzatton of the Fire Department, tlon increases, the unions
1
the Staterooms, Social Hall, i,if e the dates being July 9th, 10th and nated grain is incrwisw1
Boats, Dining Saloon, Funnels.' Drink llth. So the big Vacation Will go grade of oats should n«J
; Parlors, etc., etc. These had to be blooey.
same rule applies t
1
spread out on the Floor and slip would
However, the Sangwlns will not be pound of dry oats t
devote happy Days to fussin B over deprived of their usual Outing. Some three-fourths pounds
the Lay-Out and trying to decide nay nest month she will fry two oats. Grain can be suf<
where they would have their Steumer Chickens and stuff some Eggs and mlnated by laying i>
i Chairs placed. She and Friend H, ls
harpoon them with Tooth-Picks and and covering it with "
band had quite a n u n - l n „,-„ the wrap them In Tissue Paper, and the »8 kept moist.—Los An«ei

The Fable of
Stationary
Touring

0O

There's a Trick in Everything

- THAT CLEVER.

is.
fo DO SOME
TRICKS'

WOW/,
KiexT
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TRICK

VJEJ.L—• HE'S MO
MB CAM'T CtfBN PINO HIS OWM
<5-ARDEM TOOLS HALF THE TiME—
BORKSOWlW<J- MIMH A.MOBY J'V\
ME MASN'f
MV J.AWM MOWER SINCE XAST
FAlLl

NO Slf? J NOT Til.t_
THAT VpU
LAST

•rn N*w>p*p«r Union

FINNEY OF THE FORCE

Not Up on the News

Eating Arrangements. Ho WIII1 , ed ,„
take the Regular Meals and she Wllnt .
ed to go to the I t i t z Canton
rant because she had read In ih Papers that Constance Bt-rme
' r '«et und the
Marquis and Charley Sdnv;i|,
had small Tables In the Cafe
of patronizing the mniri Gorge
,v. A p ou P le o' Obstacles.
When the Time came thev
ting Cold snack* |n t n e l r ow ,

whole Tribe win motor up the River
ns far as the old Peters Mill; where
Hiram will do some Still Pishing
while Mother takes a good Nap, with
the Black Cushion under her Head
and Q Handkerchief over her Pace.
MOIUL: There is only one Long
Trip which cannot be side-tracked.
Invented Oil Lamp

We moderns who nightly obtain
our Illumination from incandescent
bulbs are Inclined to forget that the
oil lamp in its day was an Imnorianl Improvement over older methods
overtook*! ,!,, , ,'., ,*»*"*"'" "*" of Illumination. Poland, however, has
not forgotten, for It Is to a Pole, I.
Lukasiewicz. H chemist from Lemberg
to whom they give the credit for the
Production of the flrst modern oil lamp
training the State l-Vd-nn
"" says the Scientific American. Poland
«•« third u-eet In .Inn, 'n I
'"'" celebrated recently the fiftieth anni18
'"" '
™
"" versary of the death of this benefacbooked for Venk-e June
tor of mankind and the eightieth anthe poor ,V()Irm n
niversary of his development of the'
forgotten all t t l m
,,„ .
oil lump. According to Dr. Kazlmlerz
Mitslnnkiewicz. who supplied thin Inknew th«
formation. Mr. Lukasiewicz also was
te" • ..
" "'" discoverer of means of purifying
to lend (jra,.e H|1(,
'""r 1 distilling petroleum.—Detroit
' *>- Press.

,

, „. '
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Poultry '
Only strong vigorous

are typical of thenhave fieen bred from HIS''
large egg damr shoi
from which to select t h e '
are worth while.
Hens must have

stiell '

rials to their ratl<»<* "^
cannot put shells <"'
\S»'J
some form I
rt
shell Is recommeiK led «s
caL
•

Although the
cents for quality
wo years ago. '
cent IB greater
•

Cutawba coin"
growers Iw* Sl1 '
capons to eastern

By the act " f '"
wner will '<'« "
No piece of
arm will sh«
CHI

rlllW

•i l>'
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THE AMERICAN FLAG.

FROM OUR OLD FILES

MADUFF'S

Answers to the questions printec
on the first page of this edition in the
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
American Legion Auxiliary campaign
of education on the American Flag
are printed below. Other questions
April 23, 1903.
DEPARTMENT STORE
and answers will be printed next week
Measles are reported in the family
in the Tribune.
of Ben Swartz.
The Best For Less
Anita, Iowa
9. Yacht ensign, Revenue Flag
Lew Anderson has treated himself
President's Flag, Navy Union Jack.
to a new set of buggy harness.
10. June 14. President Wilson, in
Val. Wiegand contemplates a pleas1915.
ure trip through the western country
11. We take the stars and blue this summer.
union from Heaven, the red from our Miss Dosha Saunders has been
Work Shirts
Voiles
Mother Country, separating it by quite ill at her home in Lincoln towneach
Batistes and
white stripes, thus showing that we ship the past week.
Full fashioned, first
Flaxons
have separted from her, and the white
45c
President Roosevelt's visit to Des
stripes shall* go down to posterity Moines next week will draw quite
quality,
sheer chiffon or
per yard
representing liberty.
a crowd of people from Anita and
19c to 29c service weight; all the
Socks
12.
"An
appeal
to
Heaven."
"Don''
vicinity.
wanted shades.
tread on me." 'Massachusetts anc
plain colors
The startling information is at
North
Carolina.
Anklets
last
given out that the steel stand
5c
13. Width 1; length 1.9; width of pipe which the city ordered from G.
All sizes and
union, 7-13; length of union, 0.76S. Hunter several months ago, is soon
colors
width of each stripe, 1-13; diameter to be put up, to take the place of
Men's
2 pairs
of each star .0616.
Work Shoes
the old wooden affair which has about
14. President Taft, 1912; Revoked outlived its usefulness.
25c
Armour's
and republished by President Wilson
French Marquisette Genuine redate iCarey's new brown stone
Cloverbloom
tanned up1916.
front in South Anita is rising proudpanels
Toweling
15. On all days of patriotic ob- ly and spreading itself over considerpers.
Fall Cream
3 PAIRS
servance and on the occasion of visits able territory- The question is, what
Guaranteed
part Linen
Per pound;
from high government officials does Clate want of a dwelling house
per yard
all leather.
Schools and public buildings shoulc unless he has serious intentions of
ABGO
& i
7c
$1.79
display it every day.
breaking away from the ranks of
16. John Paul Jones. Ranger, July bachelorhood ?
LB. PKG
OC
2, 1777.
The old Bank of Anita building is
17. Remove hat and hold it at the being remodelled, in order to give
POSTMASTER MUST
left shoulder with right hand over the the new management more room
DISCHARGE RELATIVES heart.. Right hand over the heart.
down stairs, and also to accommoBIG CHIEF SOAP, full pound b*r> 4 for
An order recently issued by Firs ASK PARTITION OP McELFRESH date the tenants on the second floor,
PORK & BEANS, Libby's Ib. can .....
Assistant Postmaster General Josepl
PROPERTY AT HARLAN, IOWA A new stairway will be built, running
on
the
outside
and
an
entrance
PEANUT BUTTER, fancy quart jar
C. Mahoney in which he instructec
all third class postmasters that the Belle Carlton, sister of the deceas made to the bank proper at the corOATMEAL, Quaker Buckeye, 5-1& bag .
Gay new Prints and employment of members of their fam ed Franklin Pierce McElfresh, and ner.
Miss
Maggie
Miller
has
resigned
PEACHES, "gar can sh'ced. ......
3
living under the same roof mus other heirs, have entered suit in displain Crepes. Lovely ilies
terminate May 1st., is a move to give trict court asking the partition o: her position as day operator at the
CHICK
STARTER,
100-lb.
bag
.
.
.
......
new Sheers in all pastel wider distribution of employmen- the property of decedent McElfresh Musson telephone exchange in this
shades, and the season's throughout the country.
It will be recalled that the City o: city to take effect May 1. The many
Sunkist, extra Ig. size OO J
The order directs postmasters tc Harlan was supposed, at one time, to patrons of the Musson exchange will
newer stylings.
45c value — per doz. <£9C
select "competent, deserving unem be the beneficiary of Mr. McElfresh regret the fact that they are to lose
Maggie
from
the
service,
for
the
ployed persons, preference being when he left a will -bequeathing his
RI11 It ^ A Aff C..We have * number of
property for a hospital in Harlan reason that since the establishment
given to those with dependents."
DUIK OeeqS—varieties of fresh testej
The terms of the will were so ambig of the exchange she has been at cenbulk
garden seeds at real savings.
tral
in
the
discharge
of
her
duties,
uous
that
suit
was
brought
to
estab'
Harley Howard and wife are mov
and
at
all
times
has
given
the
very
We reserve the right to limit quantities.
lish
a
court
interpretation
of
the
will
ing this week to a property in south
According to the decision, the wil best of satisfaction.
east Anita, where Ross Brookner am
was declared to have failed to dewife have been living.
scribe, convey or bequeath any of the
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
4 greater appreciation of good music. the Masonic Temple.
Miss Elaine Smither, a daughter oi decedent's property. An appeal was
This cantata, although a heavy and
Anita, Iowa
Mr. and Mrs. George Smither and a taken, but was without bond.—Harlan "Probation After Death" will be difficult one, showed careful and able Special music for this service t
be furnished by a mixed quartet j
Republican.
member of the senior class of the
the subject of the Lesson-Sermon in training, and was rendered in a mas- Robinson of Wioto, who celeL
Anita high school, submitted to an
L. K. Nichols of Atlantic was an all Churches of Christ, Scientist, on terful manner.
his 71st. birthday next Sunday,!
appendix operation ait the Atlantic
Notice—Remember the Crucible be one of the singers.
Sunday, April 23.
Anita
visitor Monday afternoon.
D. L. McDermott and wife of Corn- hospital Tuesday morning. She is reThe Golden Text is from Matthew services which are being conducted
Epworth League at 7:00 p. |
ing spent Sunday in the city with his ported to be recovering nicely from
The
April
meeting
of
the
Greater
24:13,
"He that shall endure unfa during the month of Anriil by the Leader, Agnes Lindblom. Topic,*
mother, Mrs. Nora McDermott.
the operation.
Anita Olub will be held in the dining the end, the same shall be saved." junior ladies aid for the benefit of sonality and5 Property."
room of the Church of Christ on Fri
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo the church. We solicit your cooperaOur Easter services were roost]
day evening. The dinner will be tations from the Bible and from th tion 100 per cent. Last Sunday in joyable. A fine audience wasp!
served by the ladies aid society oi Christian Science textbook, "Sciene April is the closing day.
ent to enjoy the splendid proganl
the M. E. church.
and Health with Key to the Scrip
the children and (the young fob
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
the Sunday School, staying to via
C. H. Keeler, wife and son, Thomas,
CHRISTIAN CHURCH NOTES + the baptismal service and ra
One of the Bible citations reads
of Des Moines spent Easter in the "And after eight days again his dis
Elwyn Andrews, Pastor.
4 of members into the church, L
city with their daughter and sister, ciples were within, and Thomas with
hear the Easter music rendered]
Mrs. Leo V. 'Bongers and family. them: then came Jesus, the door_
Bible School at 10:00 a. m. C. W. the choir.
Other guests at the Bongers home being shut, and stood in the midst Zastrow, Superintendent
' A group of faithful workes j
Sunday were Fr. Walsh and Miss and said, Peace be unto you. Then
Communion Service at 11:00 a. m. soon have the church base
Louise Boiler of Des Moines and Fr, said he to Thomas, Reach hither thy
Christian Endeavor at 6:80 p. m. cleaned, ready for excavation.
M. J. O'Connor of Wiota.
finger, and behold my hands; and Evening services at 7:30 o'clock.
show their appreciation of wiutj
K. J. U. club meets at the home of men are doing, the ladies of j
reach hither thy hand, and thrust i
into my side: and be not faithless Mrs. H. R. Redburn on Friday. Every- church served a fine dinner ~~
but believing. And Thomas answerec one bring their own work.
to all the men who were
Ladies aid meets at the home of The dinner was served at the i
and said unto him, My Lord and my
Mrs. Prank Brown all day -Thurs- of Mrs. Chaa. Rodgers.
Plant Certified Seed Potatoes. Ma God" (John 20:26-28).
lone's, Atlantic.
it
Among selections from the Chris- day. Come and bring your thimble.
JT IS common knowledge that many sotian Science textbook is the followThe Dorcas class of the
FOE SALE:—Mammouth Bronze ing: "The Master said plainly that
«• 4 4 4 4 4
gational Sunday School will:
called price reductions have been accomturkey eggs. 10 cents each. Phone 52 physique was not Spirit, and after
LINCOLN CENTER
4 Mother-Daughter tea at the cb
1
Rl. Mrs. R. N. "Way, Anita, Iowa. 3 his resurrection he proved to the
COMMUNITY CHURCH
«• Tuesday, Way 9.
plished at the expens6 of quality. Many
Elwyn Andrews, Pastor.
4
FOR SALE:—Meyer's Yellow Dent physical senses that his body was not
merchants have been forced to stock cheap
Harold Brehmer and wife
seed corn, highest yield in Iowa state changed until he himself ascended,— 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - + 4-4-H-4-4
rented the R. D. Vernon
test plot past four years. Shelled or, in other words, rose even higher Church Services at 10:00 a. m.
merchandise hi order to meet the demand
and graded. See the corn at Farmers in the understanding of Spirit, God. Bible School at 11:00 a. m., with property on ,West Main Street!
for low prices. This is something your powwill take posession sometin*[
Co-Operative Elevator Co.
Stp To convince Thomas of this, Jesus Walter Storer as superintendent.
caused him to examine the nailprints There •will be special music at the week.
er company cannot do. It cannot produce a
FOR SALE—Tally cards,'10 for 5c. and the spear-wound" (p. 46).
church hour.
Tribune office, Anita.
tf
Mrs. Roy Taylor suffered t\
second grade kilowatt hour for the low price
+ + + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 * * - f 4 attack in a local store Satuw
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
*
4
4
4
Now is the time to repair your
trade. From the very beginning of the in«•
M, E. CHURCH NOTES
* ening. She was given medial'
spouting. Come in and let us figure 4 CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4
+
Monroe
J.
Rarick,
Pastor.
•» tion and removed to the n
>
E.
L.
Anderson,
Pastor.
4
dustry the price of electricity has steadily
with you. Johnson's Plumbing
4444444444444444 *• 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4- 4 44 brother, E. C. Dorsey. She «<|
Shop. Phone No. 12.
tf
gone down. It will continue to go down slow(The Church With a Heart and
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Dr. to return to her home sou
C. H. Johnson, General Supt
>
an Open Hind.)
WANTED: - Lawn mowers to
the city Sunday, and is rep
ly and steadily but never by jumps because
sharpen at 60c each. Jeff's Garage.
Church School at 10:00 a. m. A
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock in be getting along very nicely.
training school for Christian living,
90% of its costs are fixed and independent of
WANTED.-—To trade baby chicks with classes for all ages. Mrs. Lydia*
for load of wood or cobs. Rasmussen 3rown, Superintendent.
changes in commodity prices.
Hatchery.
jt
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
WANTED :_Mare that has foaled Special appropriate music. Sermon
or will foal soon. Phone 151 R 35. subject, "And He Shall Be Like a
U
Tree." Psalms 1:3. A springtime
P
Ralph A. Cochran.
sermon.
Repairs for any make STOVE or Youth Forum at 7:00 p m A
FURNACE.
When in need of special program for young ' e
ANITA, IOWA
SPOUTING or TIN WORK, see John- You are invited.
AN IOWA COMPANY - OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWANS
son's Plumbing Shop. Phone No.
Evening service at 8:00 o'clock
tf
Special appropriate music. Sermon
A LARGE LINE OF GALVANIZED TUBS,
"There
, lH
„
--v, Go
^i\j the
1,1 ic Shin,
oillps." P
I s 111
Buy fresh bulk garden seed and subject,
104:26..
On
the
voyage
of
life
save 20 to 40 per cent. Malotie's, AtBASKETS AND PAILS.
lantic.
..
As spring is ushered in we solicit
t
your cooperation and attendance at
FOR SALE OR TRADE :-1929 all of our services and activities, so
A COMPLETE LINE OP GARDEN TOOLS
Chevrolet coach; 1932 Chevrolet se- that we may more fully enjoy all the
has been sold in Anita for more than 20 years.
dan. Open evenings and Sundays
GASOLINE AND KEROSENE RANGES
IT IS DEPENDABLE:—
Phone 244. 0. W. Shaffer & Son,'
Anita, Iowa.
^

The Golden Rule
Specials for Saturday

Specials For Thart., Fri..Sah
Omar Flour

Hose

Iowa's Best Flour
Yeast Foam
Clorox
Butter
Cheese

49c

Curtains

$1

Corn Starch
Sugar
lOlbs.

Banquet and
Graduation Dresses

Oranges

$3.95 to $6.50
THE GOLDEN
RULE

. .

,-,'

• • .j"c^ ',•••

;

-.

THERE'S ONLY ONE
GRADE OF

ELECTRICITY

WANT ADS

Monarch 100% Pure Paint

Your job deserves the best!
Don t be fooled on QUALITY, buy
Monarch it is GUARANTEED 100% Pure.
I will estimate your needs and recommend a
reliable painter to do your work.

ROB'T. SCOTT

ANITA LUMBER CO.
PHONES: Office 20; Ke«. 11
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS

E, S. HOLTCXN, Lawyer.
"
Practice in all courts. Opinion on
Land Titles; and Settlement of estate*
• Specialty.
County Attorney

taster Sunday was a great day ^
ANITA MILLING CO "
the Congregational church with a
CHADWICK TRANSFER
round oats
ln
Oats hulled
'.[[]
lOc
Ear corn ground
Culled for and delivered
6c per cwt.
No bother. You lose no time,
Let U» Do It

We handle the
IOWA CREAM SEPARATOR

A Few S
in Our Stock
GARDEN PLOWS, all steel
WAGON SINGLE TREES..,

THE TRIBUNE. ANITA. IOWA.

lews Review of Current
Events the World Over
ecretary Roper Offers Plan for Big Cut in Commerce
Department teipenses; Congress Gets President's
Tennessee River Valley Development.

A OTION on the farm relief bill wa«
** delayed by a controversy aroused
over the Simpson price-fixing plan
which has been written Into the administration bill. This developed at
i time when the Roosevelt program
tor increasing the farmers' Income and
iftlng the burden of mortgages was
ramping along on a rough road sprlntled with demands for currency expansion as a means of restoring agriculture.
The mortgage section of the adminstratlon bill la almost certain to hava
the approval of the house.
In anticipation of the passage of tha
Jill, Henry Morgenthau, chairman of
the federal farm board, is getting hi*
department fully prepared to speed the.
actual application of the relief.
Some delays Jn putting into effect
all the credit relief facilities planned
by President Roosevelt and Mr. Morgenthau will be occasioned by reason
of the fact that the consolidation order under which the President Joined
all farm credit activities doesn't become effective for some six weeks yet.
But Mr. Morgenthau has reached ont
into the other agencies which soon
will come under his head, and as soon
as the credit bill becomes law he expects to bring about a prompt organization of the work of issuing 4% per
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IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

S. CHOOL Lesson
UNDAY I

(By REV. P. B. FITZWATBR, D. D.. Member of Faculty, Moody BlbU
_

Institute of Chicago.)

©. 1938, Western Hemspaper Union.

Always Time for Jams and Jellies
Housewife No Longer Has
Special Season for
Preparation.

ot paraffin. Roll glass to spread
nraffln on sides. Sets very slowly.
Dried Apricot Jam.
Vi pound dried apricots
S% cups water
7 cups sugar
1 bottle pectin

Jelly and Jam season used to be
confined almost entirely to summer
Add water to washed fruit and let
and early fall. Nowadays, however,
JESUS REBUKES SELF-SEEKING the housewife is almost as likely to stand four hours or overnight Simmake up a few glasses at a time in mer, covered, thirty minutes. Drain
(Temperance Lesson.)
one season as another. She uses the 'rult, crush thoroughly, and mix with
SECRETARY of Commerce Roper Shoals, which to date but cost the
fruits which are Inexpensive at the nice. Measure fruit into large kettffiSBON TEXT—Mark 9:30-50.
has laid before Ptfcrident Roose- American taxpayers some $150,000,000.
GOLDEN TEXT—love worketh no 111 moment or perhaps makes use of le. Add sugar, mix and bring to a
ilt o plan to make drastic reductions In the house a bill similar to the Norto bia neighbour: therefore love Is tb« bottled grape or pineapple juice or full rolling boll over hottest fire. Stir
the expense of hit department rls bill was introduced by Representfulfilling of the law. Romans 18:10.
canned or dried fruit, to which she constantly before and while boiling.
which has long been ative" McSwaln, Democrat, of South
PRIMARY TOPIC—My Playmaten.
JUNIOR TOPIC—Jesus' Test of Great- adds the' bottled pectin which sup- Soil hard one minute. Remove from
pointed to u an out- Carolina.
ness.
fire and stir In pectin. Skim; pour
standing example of
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOP- plies so surely and so easily the quickly Into hot glasses. Cover hot
Jelly-making quality which is necesthe extravagant buIC—Others First.
legislation for a 30-hour
Jam with film of hot paraffin.
YOUNG PEOPLE AND ADULT TOP- sary to make Jam and Jelly "set"
reaucracy of Washworking week in industry was as£>. 1033. Bell Syndicate.—WNU Serrlc*.
IC—The
Sin
of
Selfishness.
At
the
present
moment
the
fresh
ing.
mred when the administration placed
fruits
which
are
cheap
and
good
are
Mr. Roper proposes Itself squarely behind the measure.
I. The Stupidity of Self-Seeking oranges, grapefruit and apples. This
to slash the expendi- The bill has already passed the sen(vv. 80-32).
is certainly the moment to make cittures of the Commerce ate, and It Is expected to be quickly
Jesus* with' hla disciples was on his rus marmalade either of orange or
department from $45,- approved by the house and signed by
way to Capernaum for the last time. grapefruit alone or combined. There
000,000 In the current the President
He sought a way of retirement In or- is also that well-known combination
year to $26,000,000 In
The bill, regarded as one of the most
der to be alone with his disciples so of one lemon, one grapefruit and
the next fiscal year, a radical labor measures to win the adas to lead them to apprehend the one orange which Is pungent In flaSecretary
reduction of $19,000,- ministration support, provides in its
meaning
of the cross. The teaching vor which some people like especialRoper
000,' or 42 per cent
present form that for an emergency
J!_ f-I50 _anged _f°-J-* f which was Interrupted at Caesarea by ly well.
the report is approved, and Sec- period of two years no articles may !SLJ?"
present farm mortgages averaging Peter's rebuke is now resumed and
All of these fruits contain their
fcry Roper Is successful in operat- be received in Interstate shipment higher than 6% per cent
with
deflnlteness
he
declares
the
fuown
supply of pectin, so that It Is
i his department at such a saving, which have been manufactured or proPresident Roosevelt Is reported to
unnecessary to add any extra amount
believed he will proportionately duced by labor working more than six be firmly of the opinion that the big- ture event as already present
1. "The Son of man Is delivered In- unless you want to cut down your
outdistance in economy promo- hours in any day, or more than five gest help that can be given to the
time of cooking. Apples also cnrry
o
the hands of men" (v. 31).
any of the other departments.
days in any week.
farmers at this time is a loosening of
their own supply of pectin. In fact
2.
"They
shall
kill
him"
(v.
31).
he secretary plans to consolidate
The bill covers output of any "mine, their credit Once the farmers' debts
3. "He shall rise the third day" the commercial pectin Is merely a
ny activities of the department quarry, mill, cannery, workshop, fac- are erased, debts contracted when land
concentrate of apple juice. Apple
to abandon others. 'The figure tory, or manufacturing establishment," values were high and crop prices up, (v. 31). While pressing continually Jelly Is rather flavorless but with the
upon
them
<the
fact
and
necessity
of
[$26,000,000, which he proposes but it exempts the producers of milk it may not be necessary, In the opins cross, he always showed them the addition of spices or of mint flavoring
fcding in the 1984 fiscal year, be- and other perishable foods, and news- ion of many of the administration adbright
side—his triumphant victory we can get a product which will Everyone accepts the fact that Bayer
next July 1* is not only 42 papers.
visers outside the group ttontrolled by
over
death
In the resurrection from blend delightfully with meat dishes. Aspirin is the swiftest form of relief
j cent under the 1938 figure, but
Violators of, the law would be pun- Secretary of Agriculture Wallace, to
Cranberry jelly and "sauce," which
nearly $11,000,000 under the ishable by a fine of not less than $200, resort to price fixing and allotment the dead. The hearts of the disciples Is actually marmalade, is also high for headaches, neuralgia, neuritis,
were
so
steeped
In
selfishness
that
periodic pain, and other suffering.
al appropriations made for 1934 or Imprisonment for not more than schemes, to help the farmer to a comthey failed to grasp the meaning of In pectin and needs no addition. A If you've tried it, you know. But no
he last congress. The appropria- three months, or both. The bill would fortable economic existence,
combination of cranberries wltl
his
teaching.
i
one need hesitate to take these
carry an expenditure of take effect thirty days after its enactII. The Wranaling of Self-Seekln B ?™"fe «f ^ell-liked. A new com- tablets because of their speed. They
5,465 for the Commerce de- ment
2-CENT postal rate within cities,
bination
Is
of
cranberries
with
bana
i
ore perfectly safe. They will not
retaining the 3-cent rate for in- (vv. 33-37).
Dent In 1934.
1. The searching question (v. 33). 1 nas. In this case some pectin is add depress the heart. They have no ill
Is the first time In the hls- OBCRETARY of the Treasury terdlstrlct postage, is recommended in
ed because bananas are not so wel effect of any kind. The rapid relief
[ of the government, according to P. Woodln has laid down the law to a plan for balancing the post office Because Christ was omniscient he j supplied as cranberries. Any of the
etary Roper, that an admlnistra- the New. York clearing house, com- budget submitted to President Roose- knew the secrets of their hearts. The dried fruits alone or combined wit] they bring is due to the rapidity
|has suggested it is not wise tor posed of twenty of the biggest banks velt by Postmaster General Farley. fact that the disciples were wrangling each other or with canned fruit o with which they dissolve.
to use money which congress in the city. He has
It is Mr. Farley's hope that by in- about official position while the Lord oranges can be manufactured Int
So, keep these tablets handy, and
has appropriated, but be de- told the clearing house
creased postal revenues and a program was facing humiliation and death for jam which Is especially good fo
keep your engagements—free from
tbat the administration in- banks, in diplomatic
of economy, tp balance the budget, them and for the whole world, shows sandwich spread.
pain or discomfort. Carry the pocket
tin for emergencies; buy the bottle
to carry ont faithfully Its language, that they
which at the present rate is running how completely alone he was in his
In making Jams and jellies, b
of 100 for its economy. The new
aign pledges of economy.
Into an annual deficit of $132,000,000. sorrow.
must keep their word
whatever method, do not try to mak
2. The silent disciples (v. 34). They large quantities at a time. Six or reduced price has removed the last
Roper plans to establish six and make good the det .The postmaster general said he had
bus to take /over the work hereto- posits of the Harrlreceived opinions that if the postal were ashamed in his presence when twelve glasses can be made with reason for trying any substitute for
rate is cut the volume of business will the selfishness of their hearts was re- much greater satisfaction than large genuine Bayer Aspirin—each tablet
jdone by ten. The six bureaus man National Bank
stamped with this cross:
be so restored as to yield greatly In- vealed.
[be the transportation, patents," and Trust- company,
quantities.
3. The stinglng^eebuke (v. 35). "If Jellied relishes are appetizing with
, standards, fisheries and for- now In the hands of a
creased revenues, and he added that
some advisers felt that a flat 2-cent any man desire to be first, the same meat Tomatoes or peppers are the
nd domestic commerce.
federal
conservator.
letter postal rate over the country shall be last of all." The greatest favor i te flavors. They can be spiced
bureau of transportation will The pressure brought
would bring in enough revenue to bal- men are those who are willing to take ln any way you like to bring out thp
fly a supervision of the govern- by Woodin, it is exSecretary
the lowest place and serve others.
ance the postal .budget.
[ over all forms of transportation, pected, will cost the
flavor.
Woodln
4. The striking Illustration (w. 36,
The postmaster general also disIn making marmalades and Jams
and water. The Roper plan clearing house banks
closed a study Is being made on wheth- 37). He took a child and set him In without additional pectin, no exact
nplates merging under one sub- in the vicinity of $6,000,000.
late to become the new assistant
The firm stand of the secretary was er .the department shall continue the the midst of them, thus In a ;oncrete directions can be given aliout the
No Entire Eicape
Incy of commerce for transporta- made known simultaneously with the heretofore somewhat farcical practice way enforcing his teaching. The child i time of boiling the fruit with the
Retribution always comes, even If
Isupervlslon{over the" interstate arraignment In court of Joseph W. of giving examinations to first and was an illustration of Ignorance and 8ugar. Fruit differs in "jellying" it is only satiety.
dependence. By example and word he q ua ii ry . The Jam or Jelly must be
fierce commission, and the activi- Harrlman, former chairman and presi- second-class postmasters.
showed that true greatness Is ex- boiled until you get the jelly test.
of the United States shipping dent of the bank bearing his name,
DUCATION, literature and religion pressed by willingness to aid the To make this test dip spoon in boilthe Agriculture department's Mr. Harrlman, ill since his arrest, was
lost one ot its most distinguished weak, to enlighten the Ignorant, and Ing mixture and then hold it "on
of weather and public roads; brought Into court In a wheel chair.
leaders
In the death of Dr. Henry Van to serve those In need. All who ren- edge" above kettle— when two drops
jderal radio commission, the Com' The indictment charges that he caused
department's bureau, of aero< false entries to be made in the bank's Dyke, war-time ambassador to the der such service do It, not merely lo will hnng side by side on ed^e of
For 20 Years !
geodetic survey, lighthouses books, covering the use of $1,713,225 Netherlands and Luxemburg. He died the needy ones, but to Christ and SpOOn the crucial moment lias arGod.
True
greatness,
therefore,
conrived.
Remove
from
the
fire
at
once
in
his
sleep
at
Avalon,
his
home
In
aviation, steamboat inspection; of the depositors' money for speculaTV/TORE than a million peopla
J VJ
- - wUl take an NR Tablet to1'rlnceton, N. J. He was eighty years sists not In self-seeking, but In ren- and pour into glass.
department's Inland wnter- tion in the bank's stock.'
night and be healthier, happier*
dering
cheerful
service
to
the
needy
tomorrow because of it. Many
Secretary Woodiri's action Is based of age.
To cover Jelly with paraffin It has
orporation; the naval observaof them are men and
Dr. Van Dyke had succeeded, as one In the name of Christ
been found that it is best to coat It
the national advisory com- on a pledge given to the controller of
women past three scorn
I I I . The Intolerance of Self-Seeking thinly as soon as jelly Is in the
and teDf who have made
| for aeronautics.
the treasury at a time when the bank of his friends said as "poet-crltlc-esNR
their medicine chest
glasses. When it is cold and set add
was In financial difficulties, that the saylst-novellst, educator-lecturer-flsher- (vv. 38-41).
jf or 20 years or more.
:
1.
John's
guilty
conscience
(v.
38).
NR
has been as dependman-pulplteer."
Dr.
Van
Dyke
resigned
another layer and roll glass from
ambitious scheme, conceived clearing house would support the
able as their family dochis diplomatic post In 1917 so that he In the light of the teaching of Jesus, side to side to seal perfectly.
[President Roosevjelt, to make bank.
tor during those trying
years when age threatmight say what he thought about the John was disturbed over having fornnessee river valley the scene
ens to slow up vital orTomato Relish.
bidden a worker for Christ who did
gans.Thismild, all-vegeCOMPLETE program for a huge World war.
Industrial, economical rtnd f»orlal
3 cups cooked tomatoes and lemon table laxative and corrective has kept them
Holding degrees from several Amer- not follow after him. Doubtless, this
transportation regulation agency
ner>t, has been
regular—still keeps them well, vigorous and
6^4 cups sugar
eager for more happy days to come. That'* beunder the Department of Commerce ican universities, be also had been hon- Intolerance was In part due to jealefore congress
1 bottle pectin
NR safely trains sluggish bowels to reguH teaspoon each of ground all- cause
has been laid before President Roose- ored by Oxford and the University of ousy for Christ, but also for selfish
Met message,
larity—tones the liver and clears the intestinal
spice, cloves and cinnamon.
tract of poisons that cause headaches, colds,
velt by Secretary of Commerce Roper. Geneva. He was commander of the ambition. Many times bigotry Is misfeoosevelt's hope
biliousness, etc.
--tnken iui
for *•=<»
zeal for Christ
„
,
.
Under the new setup the Interstate Legion of Honor, had been presldenl IURCU
Scald,
peel. and, crush. tomatoes.
Non-habit -form•demonstrate in
i TO,-NIGHT
ing.Geta25ctxK
of
the
National
Institute
of
Arts
and
2. Whom to tolerate (vv. 39-41).
' Boi, SI,ice v v l t n four Cup3 crushed, at your druggist's.
Commerce commission would remain
' T O M O R R O W AI1IICI
fnnessee valley
a. Those who are casting out devils tomntoes (fresh or canned) ten mm
in a separate unit retaining its quasi- Letters, was moderator of the general
treat economic,
judicial functions, while Its adminis- assembly of the Presbyterian church (v. 39). We should really satisfy our- . uteg uncoveredf stirring occasionally, ;
i for the better
TUMS"
trative activities would be transferred in America in 1902 and 1903, and from selves that supernatural works are be- i Add ju,ce and grated rlnd of one
made by con1!KX) to 1923 held the chair of English Ing done. Are demons being cast out? lemon Measure cooked mixture Into
and developto a new agency.
However, this Is not final, for there large kettle Add sugar, mix, and
An assistant secretary of commerce literature at Princeton university.
|ural resources,
is a supernatural work not of God brlng to a ^ roning D0u over not.
would preside over the transportause, if enHE immense Importance attached (Matt 7:21-23).
tion division, with four separate units
test fire. Stir constantly before and that STAYS freah In DRY formal
ln its en- Sen. Morris
Housewivee eTeiywhere arc changing quickly to
to the Washington conference by
b. Those who are doing supernat- while boiling. Boll hard two minutes. the
under him, each headed by a director.
I said the Prespure R«4 KnUrht Y«a«t. Entlrtly unlike ordiyeavt. No tiller, no adulterant. 100% pure.
The proposed four divisions in the the British is indicated in the person- ural works In Christ's name (v. 41). Remove from fire and stir In pectin. nary
I tils message, "transcends mere
Neeoo no refrigeration. Doesn't spoil. Send loo
nel
of
the
party
accompanying
Premier
with dealer*e name (or big trial package, fibara
All
workers
going
forth
In
the
name
Skim,
pour
quickly
Into
glasses.
Commerce
department
section
would
j development; it enters the
In U60 caih price contest.
MacDonald. No more of Christ and for the glory of Christ Cover with film of hot paraffin, when now
INTERNATIONAL PURE YEAST CO.
]M of flood control, soil erosion, be Divided as follows: Land trans1
Ciric
and Comm. Bldl. Minneapolis Minn.
Important
group
of
should
be
given
Godspeed,
even
though
relish Is cold, cover with % inch of
pon, elimination from agnlcul- portation ; waterways; aeronautics and
British
officials
has
not
members
of
our
church
or
school.
communications.
marglnal lands, and dlsever gone abroad, and "Forbid him not."
Under the first would be railroads,
and diversification of IndusIt Is evident that much
IV. The Awful Issue of Self-Seeking
motor transportation and pipe lines;
Is expected from the (vv. 42-50).
or
under
the
second,
inland
waterways
t. this power development
meeting between the
1. Ruin to others (v. 42). Self-seekl»ys leads logically to national transferred from the War department,
British prime minister ing usually results In ruin to ottu-rs.
for a complete river water- the bureau of navigation and part of
and
President
Roose2. Uuin to the Individual (vv. 43, 45,
hiving many states and the the functions of the shipping board;
velt.
)
47). In both cases the Issue is eternal
fves and welfare of millions. under the third aeronautics, with the
The chief delegate torment. Selfishness Is opposed to
s and gives life to all forms weather bureau moved from the Agafter MacDonald him- God; and that which Is opposed to
:
riculture
department;
under
the
fourth,
concerns.
self la Sir Robert Mm'must be eternally separated f r o m
ef
Premier
«re, suggest to the congress the radio commission and regulative
Vanslttart, permanent him. Self-renunciation should be so
functions
of
the
Interstate
Commerce
MacDonald
o create a Tennessee valundersecretary of the
•y—a corporation clothed commission applying to telephones and foreign office. Sir Kobert Is the per- complete that we should he willing
to abandon the most necessary and
[Power of government but pos- telegraph.
Another possible division would em- manent chief of the foreign office, no lawful things In life—hands, feet,
• the flexibility and initiative
brace maps and surveys. Including the matter what foreign secretaries come eves when they become occasions for
" • enterprise.
and go, and all the threads of British
"<l be charged with the coast and geodetic survey and perhaps diplomacy are In his hands. He stumbling either for ourselves or others. No matter how dear or how necthe
naval
observatory.
[«uty of planning for the
knows America well, his first wife essary the friendship, faculty, or posA second division of the Commerce
conservation and develophaving been an American.
session, If It leads to disloyalty to
e natural resources of the department, headed by another asThe next member of the party la Sir Christ,'it must be forsaken. Spiritual
fiver drainage basin and sistant secretary, would Include the Frederick Lelth-Ross, treasury expert, surgery must be employed even when
*- territory for the general bureau of foreign and domestic com- who has represented Great "Britain at the loss Is as great as the sacrifice
J economic welfare of the na- merce, the census bureau and the all financial meetings for some years. of a band or foot. Better suffer the
authorlty should also be bureau of fisheries.
The third member Is A. B. Overton, asNU thenecessary
The bureau of mines would be sistant secretary of the board of trade, temporary loss and pain of such sepf ^
power to
aration than to suffer eternally.
moved to the Interior department
whose specialty is tariffs and Intertl!,,plan8 lnt° "effect"
national trade relations.
plan includes
Leaving the Go.pel f
Y A vote of 99 to 1 Michigan's
power Into
,
"Wrong views of Divine truth
r
constitutional convention went on
RESIDENT ROOSEVELT'S Invita- among the people of God are always
<" crop productions, to
tion to Japan to Join the trade and the Immediate forerunners of a total
'"'a Promote forestatlon record as favoring the abolition of the
>,', '""erest of relieving Eighteenth amendment, and so Michi- political conferences In Washington departure from the Gospel on the part
TWO-PENNY DESSERTS,- Tuesday, April 25. Pocketbook Rolls,
• u 'a a far-reaching gan has the distinction of being the has caused a complete change In the of a great body of professors of re' take years to work first state to ratify the Twenty-first, or attitude of Japan toward America ligion."— Kobert Haldane.
made a new way, on Thursday, April 27. Don't miss Frances Lee Barton's
repealer, amendment submitted by con- practically overnight. Friends of Amerdemonstrations and recipes every Tuesday and Thursday in the General
ica express jubilation, seeing the first
Foods Cooking School of the Air. Recipe bulletins with complete instrucAngel Feet Nearby
were great cheers and hand ray 'bf hope for the return of relations
tions and menu suggestions go out to enrolled members after each talk.
The dusty road is far more likely to
clapping when the roll was called on between the two nations to the friendCourse in jelly-and-jam-making starts May 9. Tune in and join! Tuesdays
ly
state
existing
before
the
Mukden
be trodden by angel feet than the re
the ratification of the Twenty-first
(desserts, salads, and meal planning) Thursdays (baking) WHO, DCS
L > » U t Ule
incident
on
September
18,
1031.
summits
of
Hie
mountains
where
amendment.
The
lone
dry
vote
was
rr
Moines
and \yOC, Davenport, at 10:15 A.M.—WOW, Omaha, at 11:15 A.M.
'a of ' 1 ent'8 «*•"•
Japan
not
only
Is
gladly
accepting
sometimes
lulu
would
go.-Scast by Eugene Davenport of Hastings,
"'•'.ate a bill for govern- Barry county, former dean of the col- the Invitation but the question is being
made of the greatest Importance.
L
,u tlle hus« war-tlme Xe of agriculture of the University
fl. 1»3>. WMtern N«»w»p«p«r Union.
of
Illinois.
Muscle
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MVs. Sam Wood and Mrs. Claude
Spry of Wiota were visitors in the)
city Friday afternoon.

Iowa

A marriage license was issued a '
few days ago at Clarinda to Kenneth
Wright of Menlo and Mamie Lymes
of Anita.
Now—You can drive at least 6000
Miles on Free Oil. 5 gallon DeLuxe
Oil FREE with pair G & J Tires.
Gamble Stores.
it
•Miss Jane Gotch.of Iowa City visited in the city over the week end at
the home of her aunt, Mrs. G. M.
Adair and family.

there IS a

"Bud" Kaakey returned home the
last of the week from a visit with
Ms brother, 'Carl Kaskey and family, at Mbnson, Iowa.
Mrs. H. H. Turner returned home
Saturday evening from a week's visit at. Lenox, Iowa, with her sister,
Mrs. Wm. Schaake and husband.

is UP in Anti-Knock
—no increase in price
It was Announced only recently—Standard
Red CiWn'e higher anti-knock quality.
Already ^thousands of motorists have approved itV- enthusiastically! They've found
there is a Difference in the way their cars
behave. They're coming back for more—and
more—of tbuamoother, livelier motor fueL

GALLONS
TAX
PAID

0

TRY IT—M 5 gallons in your own car!

<Prie» »pfU»» to utyptopfT.
Ibp TW> •Kifefcr«to*irJkM»)

I It M Start** OB StatiM* and Deafen

THEATRE

Ed. L. Newton and R. W. Forshay j
were looking after business matters!
in Council Staffs last Thursday.
j

Find out for yonrtelf! Drive in where you see the
familiar Red Crowk globe. Get 5 gallons or more.
Then put it to the test. Try it for quick pick-up
in traffic. Try it for \Umbing power in the hills.
Try it for long-run eVonomy on the open road.
You'll like the difference!

TANDARD OIL SERVICE
ALSO DISTRIBUTORS OF ATLAS TIRES

Miss Louise Ditttnan, a teacher in
the public schools at Council Bluffs,
visited in the city over the week end
and Easter with her parents, Fred
Dittman and wife.

Anita
SAT-SUN. April 22-23
BARON MUNCHAUSEN
The Bewildering Jack Pearl, the Baron
Himself, Funnier Than His Radio
Broadcasts, with Peggy Shannon.

IT'S HIS FIRST SCREEN APPEARANCE
"THE MEAL TICKET"
The Show With 2945 Laughs

Vas
You Dere
Sharlie?
Pins This Big 5-Star Feature

<Jhas. Miller, who is attending high
school in Omaha, visited in the city
last week with his mother, Mrs. Jeanette Miller, and with his grandparents, Val. Wiegand and wife.
Mrs. Ed. L. Newton was hostess
last Wednesday to the members of
the C. O. Z. club. A 1:00 o'clock
dinner was served by the hostess, and
the afternoon was spent socially.
An all day meeting of the W. W.
club wes held last Thursday at the
home of Miss Inez Armstrong west of
the city. The ladies spent most of
the day quilting. A covered dish dinner was enjoyed at noon.
The schools at Casey, Menlo,
Stuart and Dexter have formed a kittenball league. Games will be played
on Tuesday and Thursday during the
rest of the school year, with a round
robin tournament at the end of the
season.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Turner entertained the members of a recently
organized bridge club at their home
last Thursday evening. High scorers
for the evening were Mrs. Solon A.
Karns and Max Walker. Lunch was
served following the bridge session.

H. E. Newton, wife and children,
Marilee and Charles, of Stuart spent
Sunday in the city with his parents,
UNIVERSAL NEWS with GRAHAM McNAMEE
Ed. L. Newton and wife. "Kobe" returned to his home in Stuart a few
NO ADVANCE IN ADMISSION
lOc and 25c
Deputy Sheriff R. N. Watson of
days ago from 'Chattanooga, TennesMary Agnes Bongers, who is at- see, where he had been on legal busiHansen and wife and their Atlantic was a business caller in the
tending school in Des 'Mbines, spent ness for a" client.
Hansen and' wife, from St. city Friday..
Dr. G. M. Adair, wife and daughter,
Ed. Shannon of Atlantic was a
the Easter vacation with her parents,
i Missouri, spent the week end
The ladies aid society of the Mas- Leo V. Bongers and wife.
city with their parents and
The regular monthly meeting of the Gail, spent Easter in Des Moines at business caller in the city Saturday
arents, 0. C. Hansen and wife. sena township Baptist church met
W. C. T. U. was held on Tuesday af- the home of his mother, Mrs. S. E. afternoon.
'Frank E. Carter went to Omaha ternoon of last week at the home of Adair.
Wednesday afternoon^at the home of
Mrs. W. I. Darrow. Lunch was served Saturday morning where he spent (Mrs. Elmira Rickel. At this meetFRIDAY AND
George Eble and Lawrence Battey
Ernest Wagner, a student at the and wife of Shelby were visitors in
Easter with his daughter-in-law and
by the hostess.
SATURDAY.
ing plans were made to attend the State University in Iowa City, spent
granddaughter, Mrs. Zoe Carter and
jnit Coffee, pound
29c
county institute of the W. C. T. U. |the Easter vacatjon in the city with the city Thursday, guesfts of Jas. B.
Raymond
Burke,
who
is
attending
Dixie.
Herriman and wife.
[cloth bag, 10 pounds
47c
to be held in Atlantic on Wednesday i his parents> j. A. Wagner and wife,
school at the Des Moines Catholic
" SCHAAKE-S STORE.
of
next
week.
At
the
close
of
the
j
Russell Cryer, wife and. children,
college, spent Saturday and Sunday
Eight members of the Pinochle club
meeting the hostess served refreshMrs. Alta Pratt has rented a house were guests last Wednesday evening
[Burkhart was home from his in Anita with his parents, Ernest Betty and Russell, of Morris, Illinois, ments.
on West Main Street belonging to of Mrs. Leslie Bean at her home in
are visiting at the home of her moth(work at the State University Burke and wife.
the estate of the late H. W. Budd, Atlantic. High scorer for the evener, Mrs. Amanda Cassill, in Lincoln
• City to spend the Easter vaMrs. Ollie Long and two sons, Wai- iand wi ,j take possession in a few
township.
ing was Mrs. Guy Rasmussen.
The
Misses
Lucille
and
Janet
with his parents, M. M. Burkter and Harold, are visiting here with
!
wife. Ray Andrews of Ca- Abrahamsen, who had been visiting
The 'members of the Birthday club their sister and aunt, Mtrs. Mame
lowa, his roommate at Iowa -in the city with Itheir uncle, A. A.
Miss Mayfred Stone returned to
were
guests Monday afternoon of Miss Peer-man, and with other relatives
Johnson and wife, left Sunday even«ompanied him here.
and friends; They are on their way Cedar Rapids Sunday, after a week's
Better Shoes For Less
Vera
B.
Hook
at
her
home
on
Maple
ing for their home in Duluth, Minfrom Neosha, Missouri, where they visit in the city with her parents,
NOTHING — $2.98 — OVER
Street.
A
two
course
lunch
was
served
ACID STOMACH
nesota.
have been living for a number of A. B. Stone and wife. Miss Stone is
by
the
hostess.
[THIS SIMPLE, EASY WAY
years, to Seattle, Washington, where a teacher in the Cedar Rapids schools.
Joe Vais and wife and James Rose
* Ae joy of freedom from
they expect to make their future
Claude
Harris
and
family
have
Atlantic
f distress. Enjoy your meals. went to Creston Saturday to visit M!r.
The regular meeting of the Woman's
home.
moved
to
Anita
from
a
farm
near
and
Mrs.
Vais'
daughter,
Mrs.
Wm.
1's Adla Tablets banish acid
Home Missionary Society of the M.
•i indigestion and gas. Bring Cihak and husband.- They remained Berea, and are making their home in
County Treasurer L. A. Breeling E. church was held at the home of
plief. Bongers Bros., Dtug- over Sunday to attend funeral services the H. U. Shannon property at the reports that the sale of 1933 license Mrs. E. E. Morton on West Main
corner of Third and Maph? Streets.
plates is about 500 behind the num- Street last Thursday afternoon. A
6 for Mr. Cihak's mother.
ber sold at this time last year
Mrs Ralnh Curry was hostess last!
" To j Program given by the Queen Esthers,
date,
4,467
automobile
and
464
truck under the direction of Mrs. Frank
SAVE MONEY
Thursday afternoon at her home
licenses
have
been
sold
at
the
treasBlack, was etiJQyed. by those present.
northwest of the city to the members
Economy Shoe Co.
of the Mutual Benefit club. Late in urer's office. According to word from At the close of the meeting refreshDes
Moines,
days
of
grace
given
j
ments
were
served.
the afternoon lunch was served by
drivers of cars with 1932 plates on |
the hostess.
account of the banking holiday and
other state economic difficulties will
Mrs. Herbert Hartley was hostess end May 1, the secretary of the i
to
last Wednesday -"«"— ~ "~ state-s offlce said Saturday. May day
members of the B,de-a-Wee bridge
^ ^ ^ auto
and
•••-* »'•' **>,
club. Mrs. Earl Brown, who was a with an estimated 50,000 cars still
. . . .
c
+v,«
RIB BOIL, per pound
4c
guest, was also h.gh scorer for the 1 running with
andy, 45-inch, permanent finish, per yard.. .59c
Id plates, a lively
a
afternoon. Mrs. Lester Levi is a new j time is anticipated by authorities
HAMBURGER, per pound
lOc
ndy Ruffling, white, per yard
•-JJc
member of the club.
| who plan the arrest of drivers still
s Handkerchiefs
5c, lOc and 25c
BEEF ROASTS, per pound
8c
Chapter EZ, P. E. O., jnet Tues- i delinquent after the beginning of
B'
Hose,
all
silk,
full
fashion,
per
pair
59c
day afternoon at the B. D. Forshay j next month^
HOME KILLED MEATS ARE
f r yrepe Hose, spring shades, per pair
f&c
home with Mrs. IForshay and Miss
10c
Miss
Marjorie
M.
Dorsey,
teacher;
ALWAYS BETTER.
Nn Cotton Hosef per pair
Minnie Forshay as hostesses. Roll call in a rural school near Walnut and
P and Silk Vests, Panties and Bloomers,
was answered with "Things I Find daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey E. |
|a large line to select from at
25c to 69c
in My Garden." Mrs. O. W. Shaffer Dorsey of Independence, Mo., and
" and Boys' Track Pants, broadcloth
25c had a paper on, "Trees That I Like" formerly of Anita, and Herman R.
'Mrs. W. F. Kirkham had a paper Anderson, furrier and son of Mr. and
>5 Oxfords, black or tan, per pair
v!?'i5 and
entitled, "Relation of a Garden to a Mrs. Andrew C. Anderson of near
Work Shoes, per pair
$1-43 and $1.98
Home."
Lewis, were united in marriage at
; Knit Union Suits
••£?
5:00
o'clock Friday afternoon at the
The members of the water works
* Sleeveless Vests
lOc and 25c commission
parsonage of the Methodist Episcopal
fal s
recently
appointed
by
! > per pair
69c and 85c
Mayor C. E. Harry met a few days church in Atlantic. The Rev. L. M.
S1
83c
Trucking rate, live stock, to Omaha
"' Union Suits, per pair
ago and organized for their work Grigsby, pastor of the church, read
the
single
ring
ceremony.
They
were
15c per hundred
by electing Carl H. Miller chairman
unattended.
The
newlyweds
left
imTANKAGE
.$1.60
WE BUY EGGS
and G. M. DeCamp, secretary. Mr.
DeCamp is also water clerk, part of mediately for Independence to visit
Let
Us
Tell
You
About
Our
Chick
Starter
his duties being the reading of the with the bride's parents. They plan
to make their home in Atlantic. Mr.
water meters. Other members of the
Anderson was born at Grove City and
Leo V. Bongers and Joe Vetter
Hubbard of Adair visited in
a few days the past week were business callers in Des Moines
> grandparents, A. B. Stone Monday.

For some real hearty laughs,
see Baron Munchausen at the,
Rialto Theatre' on 'Saturday and
Sunday. Vas You Dere Sharlie?

Family Shoe Store

Better Fit Better Wear |
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[Outstanding Items of
the Season
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Specials For Saturday Only

M

Miller's Market
LIVE STOCK MARKET INFORMATION

R. STUHR
ANITA, IOWA

The Farmers Coop.

THE TRIBUNE. ANITA. 1O\VA.

ng Ho Called
hina's Sorrow'
jjous River Has Cost
[llions of Lives and
lillions in Wealth;
• nine- Japanese military
forces have advanced westtnrd In Jehol, bringing the
upper Hwang Ho of Yellow
1
cl)inn closer to international.
Jcfttlons, life on the tprtuons
i has gone on In its own loimlt^Hwang Ho Is one of the most
dinary rivers of the world. Its
flooding has cost the Chi(iiflions of lives and millions In
through the destruction of
and farm lands, and because
ft has earned such titles as
s Sorrow," the "Ungovernable,"
"Scourge of the Sons of Han."
|es It has changed its course
much as 250 miles In a single
season. Today it empties infYellow sen north of the Shanenlnsula, but before 1852 It deI its loess-laden waters through
el south of that peninsula.
the second largest river in
[.yet in all Its course, from Its
high up In the Kunlun
;in Tibet, all along its 2,500,'h to the sea, It Is not navlgp.- steamships or other deepaft. Its course la alternately
[too swift and broken .by turIwpids or widens and becomes
fellow and filled with sand bars
the use of large boats.
[over some TOO miles of Its
as It winds through Kansu
be and along the edge of Inner
|lB, fr»m Slnlng to Paotow, piles
.resting raft traffic that has
arrled on for centuries. Chllurature confirms the fact that
te earlier Sons of Han 2,000
fo were using sheepskin and
rafts Identical with those
one finds in use today.
are two types of rafts, one
as buoys inflated sheepskins
other large orhldes which
bled with wool and then tied
Jkeop them wafer-tight The
|in rafts vary in size, accordhe use for which they are in[ ringing from as few as 12 or
i on the small one-man rafts to
as 500 In the large freight
lor the large oxhide rafts some
"es are used.
1
being used,, the raw oxhides
nted on the Inside with' salt
to preserve and waterproof
well as keep them flexible.

Sheepskins
K««p
wang Ho Raft Afloat.

This

es cost about $10 In the local
(SL'.'/o gold) and are consldjout twice as valuable after
IVB been properly prepared.
fatly, the large freight rafts
valued at as much as $600
[ ttie hides are useful as buoys
years and are then sold In
ow market for shoe leather.
, Rafts Easily Mad*.
Inking is a comparatively easy
* a simple framework of poles
L
cureiy together are fastened
or sheepskins. Even the
' the hides with Tibetan wool
|'e process, but when It comes
500 sheepskins oh one
>re a voyage, that is a Job!
|d»ui)t, the industrious rafts! w«ke strong claim for the
the windiest of all ship
legation of the rafts in the
trade la entirely In the
Hie Moslem Chinese, who
[ffislderable percentage of the
of
the Kansu district. Life
y on the rafts, wit* all the
I 0 ' ''eat and cold and the
labor involved In manlpuclumsy transports through
" or In freeing them, once
siranded on a sand bar;
Ihurdy mftsmen are a happy

• lot.

iat

. irregular, S-shaped por£ course of the Hwang Ho
7 and Mongolia, over
|Wts operate, is carved for
" of ttie way through the
J«*s(>luln region.
Here
»el Valley, whose trlbuFS are gathered unto the
'"'"ut 40 miles west of
'j18 Uie cradie of the Chitllr
i,,.,"'
°ugh the centuries
f""1'* of loess, or sandy
'"''King
numerous cities
ll
"*i>rt Muny wWe MeM
f* ""''B fertile farming dls, M I | I | W loess, carried in
'^ water, has given
Ulul
sea their
II,, u,1"'1-' OUJ* a f«w fertile
V.s, uro
' Uw f"8 Ho valley.
L'. ««ul Unchow and
^^l!::1?*^ ^ItlvateU
1

....

•

•

"««VH»C

i , UI . "' uutl »n their dls'"i «» eoiuiMA,.«i.i- j£

£L ? P°rt °f ve*etflM*». dates, watermelons, and grain to the city markets. The long-distance freighting on
the large rafts, however, is largely
devoted to transport of quantities of
wool, skins, hides, and other produce
of the Tibetan region down to the
caravan center and railhead village
of Paotow, whence these articles of
commerce can be sent by rail to Tientsin and ultimately find distribution
to world markets.
The majority of the large cargo
rafts start from Sining, some distance
upstream on the Slnlng Ho, a'tributary of the Hwang Ho; but to these
are also added other cargo which
leaves from the Important, caravan
center of Lanchow, that lies on the
historic "old silk road" between China,
Turkestan, and the West,
Hard Work Up Stream.
. The rafts can be managed with comparative ease as they float downstream, but their great resistance and
their clumsiness make It practically
Impossible for them to be poled upstream, even In quiet water. They
are taken apart'at the end of the
voyage and the skins are carried back
overland to the place of departure.
In the springtime, as soon as the
Ice has cleared from the river, which
is frozen from tbe end of November
to the beginning of March, the rafts
are assembled.
Oxhide buoys stuffed with wool no
doubt originated through the scheme
of crafty raftsmen to "bootleg" wool
past the customs officials and thereby
escape duty. Today, although the authorities know that It win be sold at
the end of the trip, the wool still
rides on down to Paotow, escaping all
ot the tolls and duties Imposed on
the other cargo.
Cargoes loaded, .farewells said, the,
rafts push off on the first of the two
Journeys that are made each year.
They slip past water wheels that line
the river banks, which are raising
water to the thirsty fields In the
Lanchow region; then past the city's
walls, and under the only steel bridge
that spans the river for many hundreds of miles.
Some fifteen miles below Laocbow,
where the village of Hslashnitsn la
perched on a rocky cliff, the current
Is swift and all hands are called to
man the large tillers, as the rafts
head down through the granite gorge,
where the river makes an abrupt carve
and then follows a northwesterly
course.
All the way downstream to Chungwel the raftsmen must navigate
through rapid after rapid. Below
Chungwel the course widens as It enters the Ordos, and, except for the
passage through the fertile district
around Nlngsla, becomes a monotonous passage through desolate yellow
wastes all the way to Paotow.
Grilling VoyaQe.
The great loop around the Ordosdesert is a slow, grilling voyage during the summer months, when the
sun throughout the day beats down
relentlessly In a blinding glare on the
water and on the shimmering' sand
banks.
The raftsmen share the tasks of
guiding tbe craft, repairing punctured
.skins, releasing the ungainly floats
when stranded on sand bars, and cookIng their > meager meals, on deck.
After weeks on the way, everyone
Is glad When the rafts are brought
safely to Paotow, the Journey's end.
The caravan town sprawls on a
barren, dun-colored hillside of sand,
some little distance from the river.
Low, squat adobe and brick build1
Ings line the narrow streets and windIng alleys that find outlet through
the guarded gateways of the rambling
city walls. Caravansaries and homes
are concealed behind closed gateways"
and high earthen walla,
Here, In the bazaars and In the
cases of Itinerant venders, the raftsmen find many oddments of western
produce for which they can bargain
to take back to their families. Trains,
that come whistling out to this outpost, bring many things from Tientsin and Pelplng marts that are not
readily available farther Inland.
At last, when all of tbe cargoes
have been turned over to the wool
.and hide merchants, the rafts are
taken apart and the bides folded up
and packed on donkeys or camels for
the long Journey home by caravan.

Breaking an Apple Easy
if You Know tbe Secret
Have you ever seen an.4>ne grasp
an apple In his or her hands and
break It cleanly in half without apparent effort? It you have, notes a
writer In the Washington Star, you'll
remember how strong yoii thought the
breaker was, and how you wished you
could do It. Maybe you tried it, and
found your finger-tips digging holes In
the apple, or possibly breaking It, but
the break never was clean.
This stunt is like almost every other
athletic feat-you have to know how
to do It before you can succeed. Then,
when you know how, you have to practice. Here's the way to break an ap-

ple:

Grasp the apple with both bunds,
closing your palms over it, so that the
fingers of one hand are pointing in
the opposite direction from the fingers
of the other. When you are holding
the apple this way your elbows should
be pointing outward and your wo
forearms should make a straight ne
Get the apple as close to your chest
af p Sb" then roll your shoulders
forward, getting your elbows as far In
front of you as you can.
Now roll your shoulders back br ng
your elbows In again, and twist he
Lnds out. If you have ^pped htne
aSfe tightly enough, you'll find It has
broken cleanly In half, and you'll be
holding half in each handl
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Former President Hoover Back Home

Hunt for Gold in
Old Mining Camps
Helena, Mont.—The search for
gold has carried many present-day
prospectors back to the boom
camps of early Montana.
The Dexter lode, on which a survey was filed In 1808, baa been the
scene of extensive prospecting
lately.
Many other camps, long since
abandoned and their buildings destroyed or moved away, are busy
with new gold seekers these days.

foreign governments. At one time It
. Is reputed to hare held as much as a
billion of United States Steel corporation money. Other so-called Morgan
banks, like the Guaranty Trust company, Bankers' Trust company, and
the First National also attract big deposits and wield tremendous power In
the financial world.
Obviously the "Morgan crowd*' will
not lack ammunition for any defense
It may be called upon to make of Its
politics, at least none that money can
command.
Backed by Rockefeller.
Nor will Its opponents go Into the
fray—if one there Is to be—shabbily
equipped. In l£s last annual statement,
the Chase National bank reported reFormer President Hoover Is shown with hla wife and son, Allen, at his sources totaling $1,856,290,000 as of
December 31 last, with deposits to the
home in Palo Alto, Calif., where he will seek a long rest.
amount of $1,466,000,000.
In addition to these mighty- resources of tbe bank Itself must be
reckoned the vast wealth of the Rockefellers, Including their holdings in the
great Standard Oil concerns.
Wall Street gossip has It that the
Rockefellers have been girding "for
eventualities," such as that envisioned
in the present situation for the last
New "Man of Hour" Defies of their securities which in the past two years. They have been liquidathave been of such tremendous impor- ing doubtful assets and converting the
Power of Morgan.
tance. 3. By removing all private bank- proceeds into good hard cash or govers from their positions as directors of ernment bonds.
New York.—It looks like the bank- the commercial banks the changes
On the other hand the value of the
er's "battle of the century" may be would greatly reduce the prestige, In- so-called "Morgan stocks," have been
brewing in the Wall Street financial fluence, and "Inside information" avail- melting down steadily in the long redistrict
able to the partners of Investment ceding sweep of the share market for
A new "man of the hour" has arisen houses at present.'"
the last two and one-half years.
to challenge the supremacy of the
Well Informed students of the situaWiuthrop Aldrich was born in the
great house of Morgan, long klng-pln tion say that legislation applying these purple In America's plutocracy. His
of the country's banking system and innovations to Morgan & Co. and sim- father was the late Nelson W. Aidnearby observers are predicting the ilar private bankers would virtually rich, senator from Rhode Island from
greatest struggle of money titans In strip them of the control they have so 1881 to 1911 and popularly rated as
the history of American finance before long wielded over the commercial the senatorial custodian of capitalistic
the smoke of battle has cleared away. banking system.
enterprise. Among other klnfolk rated
A "fight to a finish" Is the foreword.
J. P. Morgan & Co. does not accept In the financial who's who of the time
The author of the startling defl Is Individual deposits but specializes are John D. Rockefeller, Jr., a brotherWlnthrop W. Aldrlch, chairman of the rather In big corporation accounts for in-law.
governing board of the biggest Individual bank In the world, the Chase National, and a front rank captain of
the Rockefeller Industrial-financial dynasty, generally acknowledged as the
only worthy competitors of the Morgans on this side of the Atlantic. The New Devices Add to Horrors,
civilian population as a cat laps up
challenge was couched In the form of
cream, and perhaps the worst of all
Says
Noted
General.
a program designed to purge the comthese devils will be the civilian plane
mercial banking business of the taint
laden with chemicals.
London.—Tne next war will take as
of speculative leadership, • aiming at
"Now, you watch this disarmament
the complete separation of deposit many weeks as the last war took years conference. If any nation, your own
banking and Investment banking even and civilization will be blotted out.
or any other, begins to haw and hum
That Is the picture Gen. Sir Ian and make excuses to obviate Inspecto the extent of forbidding private
Hamilton,
a
famous
British
military
bankers to take deposits or to be direction and control by the League of
leader and chief of the British legion, Nations for Its civil aviation—then
tors of banks of deposit.
drew In a speech to the British vet- we are 'for war.'
Aimed at Morgan.
erans of the World war.
"No nation is going to talk economIt did not take a second-glance for
"As you, being soldiers, probably
Wall Street to recognize the Aldrlch know," he reminded them, "I made— ics whilst death, for all it knows, la
program which was promulgated di- first after the South African war and hanging over it behind the curtain ot
rectly In the wake of some of the most next after the Manchurlan war— the clouds. Unless this concrete act
sensational exposures of the senate's some pretty good shots about the Is taken by the disarmament, conferInvestigation Into banking practices World war and foreshadowed big guns, ence before it breaks up no amount of
here as a blow aimed directly at the trench warfare, tanks, and the disap- slip-slop idealism Is likely to save the
position of J. P. Morgan & Co., the pearance from European battlefields world."
members of which are directors of of shock cavalry.
s.ome of the largest commercial banks
"So now, " he said, "I hope to gain Detective's 4-Year-Old
of the city and who hold Important your credence for my forecast of the
Son Bags Two Thieves
foreign and domestic deposits.
course of the next war which won't
Birmingham, Ala.—Dan Bodecker,
Three measures for curbing the pow- be long In coming If the disarmament
Jr., four years old, realized his ambier of the large private Investment conference breaks down.
tion to be "a detectuff like daddy"
banking firms were proposed by Aid"The war will be over In as many here recently, causing the arrest ol
rich. 1. By depriving private Invest- weeks as your war took years. The
ment banking firms of .the right to huge masses of Infantry on either side two automobile thieves.
The child's father, Dan Bodecker ol
accept deposits, make It necessary for will never get Into contact
the Bodecker National Detective agenthe private banks to obtain credit from
"The whole of the mechanized mothe commercial banks In financing tor-driven forces of either side will cy was guarding a jewelry display in
their security flotations. 2. By doing meet at once under the sea. In the a theater lobby. Nearby stood young
Dan.
away with the security affiliates of the air, and on the land.
Tiring of his play, the youngster
commercial banks, the proposed regu"Each will be, must be, rushing forlations would take away from the prj- ward to seize an advanced base for rambled. He passed his father's parked
vate banks outlets for the syndicating their airdromes and oil depots on automobile. In it were two men—
strungera He summoned his father,
enemy soil. That first encounter will who marched the two to Jail.
almost certainly decide the war. The
"Ghost" of Anne Boleyn
victorious tanks and airplanes will eat
Fly in Pop Colt* $1,000
Seen in London Tower up tbe hostile Infantry and artillery as
Valparaiso,
Ind.—A Jury awarded
London.—The ghost 'of Anne Bo- half a dozen heavily armored knights Mrs. Eulah Harvey $1,000 damages
of
the
wars
of
the
Jacquerie
could
and
leyn, It Is whispered, is walking again
a bottling company because
did eat up a thousand armed, but nn- against
she found a bottled fly In a bottle of
In the Tower of London.
A sentry fainted at his post a few armored, peasants.
pop. She testified that her health
"Then they will begin to lap up the soda
nights ago. A comrade, patrolling a
had been "ruined."
short distance from the Martin tower,
' suddenly beard a scream and ran to- Slump Bring* Out Rare
FINANCIAL EXPERT
' ward tbe spot. He found the young
Pennies, Good and Bad
sentry had collapsed. The guard was
New York.—Penny wisdom among
called out, but the sentry was tounemployed here, plus the help of
j capable of resuming Ills post.
; In the ,face of strict questioning, he two young men, has resulted In one
maintained that he hud seen, with of the most unusual depression sports
overwhelming horror, the shadowy on record. Tbe young men have given
! figure of a headless woman approach- the game a trick monicker, numlsIng. He mistrusted his vision in the manla.
The game began some months ago
darkness, so be challenged the figure. when W. T. Dudley and Francis Plrle,
There was no reply. The rifle with cashiers at one of the three penny
Its bayonet fixed fell from the sen- restaurants run for unemployed and
try's hands, cluttering on the paving. needy discovered that some of the
With a scream, he fell unconscious.
money turned In was unusual. The
Anne Boleyn, black-haired twenty- cashiers started collecting these pieces
nine-year-old wife of Henry VIH, went until now they have more than 400,
gaily to her death on Tower Green, many worthless, some of nominal nuwhere the ravens still croak out their mismatic value, but all interesting.
aoiig of ill-omen today. She smiled
The collectors ttre the most proud
up at the executioner as he raised of two coins that are of no commerthe heavy sword over her head, and cial worth. One Is an imitation peacomplimented him on his akin-thinkuy duted 1803, and a perfect Indian
ing perhaps, of five lovers whom he head In design, wive that on Us back
dispatched three days before.
to the frank legend. "Not One Cent."
There have been endless stories The other Is un l»<"un head penny
since that day of how her
whose top design has been obliteratBDlrlt hauuts tUe gloomy,
ed to be replaced by the etched figand people who live in the ure of u Chinese mandarin beneath
Norman H. Davis, financial expert
,orhoou firmly insist they Have whose feet are the words. "So Long"
__ it. So do umuy sentries who -some one's good luck piece that the of the American delegation to the
have patrolled the tower.
depression brought into general cir- League f Muttony armaments conference.
The* superior olbcers laugh-but culation.
they change the sentries often.

Big Battle of Bankers
Looming in Wall Street

Next War Will End Speedily

Uur \jovernmmt
— How It Operates
By William Bruckart
TO CHANGE
INAUGURATION DATE
'TUIOSE of us whose span of life
••• carries us beyond the end of 1935
are almost certain to witness an
epochal change In our governmentAfter more than 150 years, our nation
Is about to alter a basic date in our
system of government, namely, the
date upon which the terms of our
Presidents, Vice Presidents and senators and representatives In congress
begin. la all probability the change
will have been ordered in advance of
1»36, but ft will not take effect until
early In 1937.
This fundamental revision Is to take
place through adoption, or ratification, by the several states of the socalled "Lame Duck Amendment" to the
federal Constitution. It Is the consensus now that Its ratification as a
part of the organic law Is only a
question of time.
So, in a few years then we will witness the convening of our congress In
January of each year for sessions of
no fixed duration or life up Co one
year, and "each four years, we will see
a President Inducted Into office In the
same month. Congress now meets In
December, of course, but Its sessions,
started In the odd years, end automatically on March 4 of the succeeding
even year; the sessions beginning In
December of the even years may run
through to the following December, If
the legislative, body so choose. The
new amendment will start the sessions
on January 3, of every year and they
mny continue until thnt date of the
next year If the worlt has not been
done in Uie meantime.
In the case of the Chief Executive,
he will take office on January 20. of
the year following his election. The
term of office beginning next March 4,
therefore, appears certain to be the
one hrealt In a steady succession of
four-year terms for President since
the formation of our government, for
It wlU he reduced by the difference of
time from January 20 to March 4, In
order thnt the succeeding Presidential
terms mny he for four full years.
The purpose of the amendment Is,
in the words of Its author, Senator
George W. Norris. of Nebraska, "to
bring congress closer to the people."
And there Is not a great dfial of disagreement about thnt. It will make
congress a body more' responsive to
the people, because senators and representatives who are elected In November will take office In Just two
months thereafter Those who are defeated by the ele<torate will not serve
again, unless perchance a session continues past the da|e of the election.
At any rate, the will of the people as
expressed at the polls In November
can be carried Into the halls of congress within two months Instead of
being delayed, as is the case at present, from November of one year to December of the next year.
Considerable research has failed fo
disclose how the term. "I>ame iMiclt 1 '
had Its origin. It has long heen applied to the unfortunate politician who
guessed wrong as to what his constituents wanted, and was defeated. He
has served through another session of
congress, however, before surrendering
office to n successor.
• While the new amendment will make
congress more responsive, and closer
to, the people, there Is and probably
always will be some lack of unanimity
of opinion as to its value. The school
of thought In congress that opposed
the amendment felt there was danger
that congress would he too responsive
to public will; that there were such
things as whims and public demand
based upon misinformation, und thnt
the present period of delay afforded
time for the electorate to "cool off."
Those who look at both sides of the
question see that danger. They recognize It Is possible for a majority of
the citizens of the Republic to be
swayed by demagoguery from a
raucous minority. Some act of a foreign nation might possibly engender
such steaming hatred Just in advance
of an election as to cause the selection
of a majority of congress willing to
rush into war. Or there may be some
domestic issvie ahout which the flames
of public sentiment may be fanned, with
a subsequent action hy congress that
would be regretted in later years.
On the other hand, those who fostered the change and who pressed It
through congress have contended that
this new responsiveness will work
both ways. It Is their view that senators and representatives will "bear
from home" more quickly than ever
before If sentiment swings back from
the point that It reached at the polls.
Plenty of safeguards are said to exist,
and tills observer Is inclined to the
opinion that they do exist In force.
After watching the performance of
congresses through more than a
decade, I bold the conviction that they
represent a rather good cross section
of the population that elects them.
The voters now and then get one who
Is better than the average and now
and then put one In office who does no
credit to the district or state from
"which he or she comes. But tbe average of anything (s the sum total of
all, divided by that number. Representatives and senators, as I have seen
them, make up a congress representative of the public which usually, therefore, has hud Just about what It Is
willing and entitled to receive.
<ZL U32. Wwtora N«WKWU»r Union.
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"lie little Giant" Presents
in Comedy Role

A. R. Kohl

NUMBER 44

Iowa State Fair Opens
WHEAT
Today at Des Moines

PROGRAM
IS PROGRESSING

When an underworld big shot decides to turn gentleman, give up rte*
The final eight-day program of
Phone 43
running f or tea dances, exchange life
We Deliver
educational and entertainment events
machine guns for Woks on philosophy
Anita, Iowa
which will welcome vacation-seekers County Has Been Divided Into Seven
and expensive etchings, trade in his
of the midwest to Iowa's 79th. annual
Districts. This End of the Counhquor trunks for polo ponies; when
State Fair next week, was announcty Will Re Known as
he begins to talk with a broad A
ed Monday by exposition executives.
lapsing into a bit of French now and
District Number 2.
Here are the highlights:
here will be a .two daya celebra- then—when, in,short, he makes up
National livestock show, comprisin Anita on Tuesday and Wed- his mind.to "muscle in" on society
ing over a million dollars worth of
Meetings held this week in the orpurebred herds from all parts of the
lay, August 29 and 80, sponsored and be a,millionaire among the milnation; Iowa corn and small grain ganization of the county wheat pro[Anita Post 210 American Legion lionaires* the result is likely to be
hilariously funnyi
SOUPS, Briardale, ILdelicious varieties, 3 cans.25c
I Auxiliary.
show; Iowa boys and girls 4-H Club gram have indicated that the men
It would be funny, even in real
congress;
"Back to Fundamentals" who have been growing wheat regucommittees in charge of the
BUTTER, creamery, per pound:
20c
farm show depicting the "new deal" larly are interested in the plan and
pt are busy making the different life. But when the gangster turns
for agriculture; state women's expo- are going to cooperate with it.
and arrangements to make the out to be Edward G. Robinson, as he
GOLD DUST, large package
nc
sition; national machinery and farm' Meetings were held during the past
jbration one that will be full of does in his latest picture, "The Little
Giant,"
which
comes
to
the
Rialto
equipment
show; Iowa public schools week in the northwest district and in
CHOCOLATE, Baker's, i/2-pound cake
20c
[and pleasure for all who attend,
exposition; state fish and game ex- Pleasant township. Discussions of the
will be a great many conces- Theatre Saturday and Sunday, you
COCOANUT, fresh long threads, Mi-pound
14c
hibit; Iowa art salon; state floral and plan were held and Questions anahere and they' will be located :an settle back in your seat to follow
garden clubs show; state fruit show iwered- One of the most frequent
UTalnut Street from First to Third his adventures with the prospect of
SOAP, GWC white laundry, 10 bars
29c
an amusing hour ahead.
and apiary show, state poultry show. questions has been that of landlord
"The Little Giant," may be regardAnd among the eight days of en- and tenant relationships. For an ex[feature of the first day will be
CLOROX, full quart bottle
23c
planation of this we are indebted to
tertainment
features will be:
3d
as
prophetic
picture
of
what
those
,ke contest, in charge of the
Mr. Murl McDonald who is in charge
Racing
events—national
circuit
bootlegger
leaders
who
have
survived
rican Legion Auxiliary. Prizes
BANANAS, 4 pounds
;
25c
of the educational program in the
auto
races
August
26
and
Septemthe
bullets
of
gangland,
and
who
|the cakes will be $1.60, • $1.00,
ber 1; night horse racing every night state. It is as follows:
may have held on to their illgotten
YEAST FOAM, per package
8c
nd 50c.
When a tenant and landlord using
from
August 26 through 31; harness
3:00 o'clock on the first after,- health, may do now that real beer
a share lease sign the wheat allotNEW
EXTRACTED
HONEY,
gallon
pails
85c
races
four
afternoons
from
August
iis
become
legal
in
the
United
there will be dog races, and
28 through 31; "Derby Day" running ment contract, each will receive hia
^-gallon pails..45c
|00 o'clock that -afternoon there States.
proportinate share of the,adjustment
races Saturday, August 26.
It
is
a
very
well
established
fact
(be a tug-o'-war between Wiota
payment.
If, the landlord receives
APRICOTS,
GWC,
No.
2y
cans,
2
for
37c
First
State
Pair
Rodeo
and
Stam2
jUnta. The winners will be given that so called "big shots" of the unpede every night from August 25 one-half of 'the farm income as rent,
derworld, after they have amassed
through 31; exhibition bull fight every he would receive one-half of the ad| horse pulling contest at 9:30their pile, have tried to break into
Mr. Lantz's watermelons and muskmelons are delicnight, August 25 through 31; twenty justment payment on wheat, the rest
society;
have
taken
to
golf,
polo,
on the -morning of the secbands and orchestras; "Century of going to the tenant. If the lease is
ious. Let us send one up with your next order.
Bay should 'create much interest. yachting and generally vacationing at
Progress" fireworks; open air circus on a cash basis the tenant will reJ>wner of the team winning the resorts patronized by the social elite.
and
hippodrome show every after- ceive the full adjustment payment.
It is such a character that Edward
et will be given $25.00. Second
All allotments attach to the farm
noon
and evening; old fiddler's conRobinson as "The Little Giant,"
i is $16,00; third prize $10.00}
on
which the wheat is produced and
test August 25 and 26; horseshoe
plays.
fourth prize $5.00.
wath the land not with the indivi
pitching
tournament
August
28!
*°
'
Robinson's First Comedy.
10:00 o'clock each , morning
through 30; state checker tournament d"al Tfrower' Mr" McD°naW explainThe
picture
is
not
a
gangster
story
| will, be a horse shoe pitching
Auguat 28 and 29; society horse!,
"« tenant moves away from the
One 25c package Magic Washer, 1 bar Health Soap,
he
Prizes are $1.00, 76c, 60c n the ordinary sense of the world.!
showa
August
28
through
31;
new
*?™
™U not be able to grow
Far
from
being
the
deadly
menace!
W
r th
1
bar
fancy
Toilet
Soap,
1
Shopping
Bag,
and
1
T^e winners of the first
midway of 48 different sideshows and'
*
* allotment Plan un'
less he secures another farm on
ot compete the second day. of society, Robinson plays the sucker
rides.
free sample of Magic Washer, for only
Jre will be a baseball game at o a family of alleged society folks
Admission prices have been re- which a ,contract
,. , has
, been signed this
to
such
a
marked
degree,
that
"The
year and whlch ha3 a wheat allot
fo'clock each afternoon. The
duced for this year's fair, and a 120 i
Casey will meet Anita, and .ittle Giant," may well be called
acre camp ground will be thrown op- ment. The contract on the farm
lobinson's
first
comedy.
Advance
re: day the local team will cross
en free of charge for those desiring which he leaves also will be binding
ports from Hollywood, refer to the
rith the Wiota Bearcats.
to camp out while visiting the ex- on any tenant operating that land.
picture as being "Novel, as lively as j
Allotment rights may not be trans1 be band concerts, afterposition.
ferred
^Tid evening, boxing matches, a bunch of exploiting firecrackers, full
The
State
Fair
grounds
opens
Aug-.
.
. from
. . . .one
. farm to another. A
of laughs and as comedy entertain-1
ust 23, continuing through Septem,, te«an ^ho takes over a farm having
nee at the K. P. hall. '
ment «f the most pleasing type, with
i will be * show at the Rialto
ber 1. Officials are expecting larger ?"
/"?
,' ^^ °f th"
1
both evenings. The feature cleverly constructed drama."
crowds than at any time in recL ,,™J*"±™>.<™_
«*_^J««
ad usfcnit
After proving a boob in the hands
J
Payment made this
>n will be the musical comedy,
years, due to the greatly reduced ' fff,
al1
)f these society gyp artists, Robinson
spring, Mr. McDonald
*
Cruise," with Charlie Bugprices and the enlarged program of
s taken for his bank roll. How he
explained. He will, however, share
bil Harris, Greta Nissen, Marboth
entertainment
and
educational
The* annual family reunion of the
Iowa produces nearly one-fifth of
eacts after he discovers he has been
in the adjustment payment made in
features.
Bateson, Helen Mack, Chick
trimmed, forms the basis for some of Demming descendants was held Sun- all the hogs in the United States, and
the fall of 1934 and the spring of
June firewater and Shirley
1935 on the 1934 crop.
he most hilarious sequences ever day in Anita. There was sixty-two sells 27% per cent of all hogs marketi. Also a 2-reel comedy, ihown on the screen.
present to enjoy the fried chicken and ed in this country, agricultural officials
Landlords renting farms for which
Mugg," starring Jimmie
in this state said recently.
an allotment contract has been signed
Mary Astor as Robinson's leading its trimmings for dinner.
and a 1-reel cartoon,
_
_
. Those present were Wm. Lawless
There were 10,813,000 hogs of all
must insist that the new tenant comyour plans now to spend
and famil
ply with the provisions of the con,nce more to~indW*i»MbeW and!
y of Council BIuffa; Daniel ages on Iowa farms as of January 1,
uesday and Wednesday in harms.
Lawless and wife of Omaha; Felix 1933, according to Leslie M. Carl,
Atlantic, Aug. 23.—A man giving' tract and the acreage reduction
i will enjoy yourself, and
Russell Hopton, well known for his Scott and family, Robert Scott and agricultural statistician of the United his name as Bert Duncan was shot ! clause- W during the life of the conill be plenty of entertain- vivid characterizations on the stage wife, Peter Scott, Sr. and family, Fred States Department of Agriculture lo- and critically wounded early Satur-' tract a new tenant comes on the
day and night.
,nd the screen, will be seen as Robin- Wohlleber and family, Mrs. Esa An- cated at Des 'Moines.
day morning when he tried to escape! Iand and refus«s to abide by the
Of that number, 3,980,000 were pigs from Officer Joseph Fudge, who found terms of the contract, no future payson's right-hand man. Helen Vinson, derson and son, Thomas, David AlexDonald Dillaway, Kenneth Thomson, ander and John Scott, all of Anita; six months old or younger; 2,100,000, him looting a Catholic church here )ments. will be made. All payments
a d
Mjke Fay .g janjtor at gt p^^ already made will become an obligawere sows and gilts and 4,733,000 were
Berton Churchill and a la'rge cast of ] £°h^Buek_le/_^d
"
hogs more than six months old.
and Paul church. Friday night he! tion a£ainst the outgoing tenant and
supporting players work together to
Carl said the spring pig crop would couldn't sleep. So shortly after mid-' a»ainst the landlord who was a party
make "The Little Giant" one of the Scott, Jr. and wife of Cumberland;
Orville
Grimstead
and
family
of
just
about balance the number of Iowa night he decided to go to the church; of J*e contract.
most unusual comedies of the seasday and Wednesday even- ion.
Wiota; Frank' Alexander and family hogs marketed annually. He was un- and sit in his easy chair by the furCass county has been divided by
and Joe Strickland and wife of Exira; able to estimate the effect of the new nace in the basement.
next week, during /the celethe temporary county committee into
and Avery Stephenson and family of program on Iowa, as no means was
sponsored by the American
seven districts as follows: No. 1,
Heard Footsteps.
Adair. One visitor, Glen Nelson of announced for pro-rating the slaughtand Auxiliary, the Rialto
A short time after he had settled Bri»hton, Pymosa, Washington and
Anita, was present.
of this city will present one
er of hogs among the swine produc- himself there, he heard stealthy foot-', Grove; No. 2, Benton, Grant, FrankThe business meeting was held in ing states.
[big musical comedies of the
steps in the auditorium above. He Iin and Lincoln: No- 3, Union, MasThe
following
officers
the
afternoon.
On
a
basis
of
actual
number
of
hogs
["Melody Cruise."
slipped out and called Officer Fudge, isena- Edna ™d Victoria; No. 4, Noble;
Cruise" marks the first
Fudge, carrying a sawed off shot- No- 5l Peasant; No. 6, Cass; and No.
Mary Jane Sheumaker, 64, a life were elected: Bernice Alexander, on farms, Iowa would be called on to
furnish
nearly
a
million
pigs
and
sows
of Phil Harris as a full- ong resident of Cass county and wife president; Mrs. Esa Anderson, vice
gun, and Fay stole into the auditor- I7' Bear Groveyer in a full-fledged fea- if Edward Sheumaker of Wiota, died j president; Laura Marie Buckley, sec- for the slaughter program, it was ium. There in the
me darkness
(rareness lighted
ugnteu
j
nown to millions of radio fans at 8:lfi Friday 'morning at her home retary and treasurer; Thomas Ander- stated.
I only by the altar flames above the leaders CaH Apply For
*V said
RAlri they
i.n*iv found
TmiTirt DunHim. i
•» »
However, if the program is based. sanctuary, they
es of visitors through his n Wiota after a lengthly illness. Mrs. son, Ross Stephenson and Herbert
[music and singing at the Co- Sheumaker had been in poor health Wohlleber, entertainment committee; upon scarcity of feed, Iowa would i can, who had collected valuable altar
JGrove in Los Angeles, he was 'or about two years and had been | and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Toepfer, re- furnish very few of the total, as the articles and was making ready to
Iowa agricultural department says carry them away.
' porters.
> play in "(Melody Cruise." bedfast for the last three weeks.
Application blanks and directions
Before leaving for their different virtually all of the state will have a
Duncan ducked as a sharp beam for securing the new form of teachCruise" is lavishly mounted
She was bora Oct. 31, 1869,at
normal corn crop this year.
of the officer's flashlight stabbed his ers' certificate on the basis of five
rilliantly produced.
Fishes ,orah, being a daughter of the late homes, ice cream was served.
The. next picnic will be held the
H. C. Aaberg, assistant secretary eyes.
trots on the ocean waves. William and Anna Cannon, pioneers
yeara of experience as a teacher,
"Stop!"
i animated music bars and of that section. M!rs. Sheumaker, the first Sunday in August, 1934, at Sun- of agriculture, estimated that not
supervisor, principal or superintendmore than six or eight counties will
"Keep him covered," officer Fudge ent, have been received at the county
notes in, the heavens. A mother of nine children, eight of nyside Park in Atlantic.
fail to show their average corn pro- told Fay, handing him the shotgun superintendent's office in Atlantic, acwhom are
ocean liner rears up on its WnOIH
«i«s living,
iiviMB, was
«**" a
« member
...-...»— of
—
IIMll
duction.
as he approached Duncan to search cording to Miss Georgia Byrne, counthe
Wiota
Methodist
Episcopal
church,
i
M
P
(,0nW<lV
Will
waltzes out .of New York
him.
»
T _ JI
AiJ
.n-:afvr rt-f flia pVlllfY»h
*
*
ty superintendent.
Ladies
Aid
society
of the church
'Multi-tpned steamship whis- the
Duncan leaped in front of Fudge
A law passed by the last Iowa gen»n a stirring, vivid melo- and the Wiota Rebekah lodge.
so that the officer was between him eral assembly permits the issuance
B
She was married in Atlantic on
r lyrics are made consisand Fay. Then he started to run.
of the new form of certificate for
of the story dialogue. No March 16, 1890 to Mr. Sheumaker.
M. P. Conway of Atlantic, a mem"Stop, or I'll shoot!" shouted Fudge, those with five years experience.
They
resided
on
farms
in
that
comcorines
ber
of
the
state
railroad
commission,
stiff numbers
his voice reverberating through the Miss Byrne said she had no definite
the picture. The ensemble munity until 26 years ago when they j w j jj be on the program in Anita durGlen A. Roe, president of the NRA empty auditorium. He drew his re- list of teachers affected and that
retired
and
moved
to
Wiota,
living
J
.
American
Legion
and
Auxing the
right into the story with
organization in Anita, and Ernest volver and the gun roared twice as those who are affected should call at
ase.
ihere since.
iliary celebration next week, and will Burke were in Atlantic Monday eventhe man fled to the dooz%. Duncan her office.
Survivors.
g j ve an address on Tuesday afternoon
Ruggles as Pete Wells is
ing to attend a county meeting, a t ' pitched forward on his face, a bullet
The law provides that the applicaSurviving are her husband; eight j f 0 u ow i ng the band concert. Mr. Con- which t'rme J. W. Skipton, county
treat. Phil Harris a& the
in his neck.
tion
for exchange of certificates be
[reveals the ingratiating and children, Mrs. Otto Hartkopf of At- • way gave an address at the Wiota chairman, was selected as the deleNo Home.
on
file
with the board of examiners
Vo
lantic,
Mrs.
Roy
Keasey
of
Lewis,
|
Homecoming
last
week,
and
those
>ce he has been broadcaatgate from Cass county to attend the
Doctors at the Jones hospital where before July 1, 1934. Miss Agues
tl
>e air for the last four _.. Sheumaker of Elliott, Mrs. Mike who heard him say that he has a district meeting in Council Bluffs on the man was taken, said he has a
Samuelson of the state department of
Los Angeles' Cocoanut Woodall and Gerald Sheumaker of message that you will enjoy hearing. Tuesday.
chance to recover. Barely able to public instruction in a letter to Miss
supporting roles Gretp Anita and Mrs. Harry Barnholdt, Earl
At a meeting in Anita last Friday speak, Duncan said he had no home, Byrne says, "the new certificates are
The members of the Sunshine club
Mack, June Brewster, Sheumaker and Mrs. J. L. Taylor of
evening to perfect a local organiza- but that he was born in Atlantic 40 not yet printed but the applications
Shirley Chambers, Wiota; fifteen grandchildren; four Were dinner guests last Friday ot tion, Mr. Roe wes elected president, years ago.
can be filed at any time now with
Bert and Will Cannon of , Mrs. Wm. Bangham at her home south and A. R. Robinso'n was elected secand Florence Bo- hrothers
Dro
the board of educational examiners."
ni
"bute excellent perform- Wiota, Ray Cannon of Gravity and" of Anita. The afternoon was spent retary. The naming of a complaints
Mr. and Mrs. M. Dorn, newlyweds,
socially
by
the
ladies.
John Cannon of Reuben, Idaho, and
committee was laid over until a later were the honored guests Sunday at a
Fred Herbert, wife and daughter
reception and family dinner at the were over from Atlantic Sunday,
heard the "Melody wo sisters, Mrs. A. L. 'Fisher of ReuA meeting of the school board was date.
„„. and Mrs. Bert Erickson of Mithome of Mrs. Dorn's son, Robert C. spending the day at the Dr. G. M.
numbers—"He's Not ben
died i n ' held Monday evening at which time
Miss Evelyn Metz and her brother, Howard and wife, on West Main Adair home.
S Kind," "Here Comes chell, Nebraska. One child
i
the
budget,
as
printed
in
the
Tribune
18
William Metz, of Wiota have returned Street. Others present besides the
Is the Hour," "Isn't
! 1,1 .
«t ^
?'00
was^adopted,
;
serves were held
00i na couple
cc, p of weeks ago,
^^
^^ home from Masonville, Colorado, honored guests, the host and hostess,
^r Love?"—you shortly
Rev. Paul Becker, wife and son, EdThere was no object
* are becoming increas- o'clock Sunday afternoon at the Wiota It was also decided to start the Anita where they spent several days with were C. C. Pletcher and wife, Everett win, of Des Moines came to Anita.
Methodist Episcopal church
Ihe schools on Monday, September 4 but their brother-in-law and sister, Mr. Luman and wife, Ted Darrow and Monday to visit"his sister, Mrs. R. H.
Rev
L
M.
Grigsby,
pastor
of
the
At- on account of the county fair there and Mrs. Ray Smith. Misa Metz ia wife, Harley Howard and wife, Robert Lantz and husband. Rev. Becker is
n to
J
the feature, Jimmie
1
appear in a 2-reel com- lantic Methodist church, officiated wi ll be no school on the following deputy county superintendent of Pletcher and wife, and Glen Ander- pastor of the University Church of
schools.
"lUfrtf » rm_^___ _ », .
interment was made in the Wiota
son and wife of Oneida, Illinois.
Christ in the capitol city.
j
There will also and
day.
1 la
' «-toon.
cemetery.
Herican Legion and Auxiliary
onsoring Two Day Celebration on Tuesday and Wednesday of Ntart Week.

Friday and Saturday
Specials

Magic Washer Deal

3k

Demming Family Hold
Iowa Raises Fifth of the
Annual Reunion in Anita
United States Hog Crop

Church Robber Shot at
Catholic Church in Atlantic

Cruise" First Film

flother of Anita People
Passes Away in Wiota

New Form of Certificate

nn

Here During Celebration Glen A. Roe President of
Local NRA Organization
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^20,000 Years in Sing
Sing" to Appear in Anita
Unmarried Men With Dependents Hare Preference on .Congerration Project, According to
Word Received Here.
0. H. Allen of Atlantic, county
npervisor and chairman of the COM
nty emergency reHef conttnittee,
received infontattonJfroov Ralph
Kittinger of .Del' Homes, after*,
try of the low* :»mergeney relief
bmmittee, regarding selection of men
the reforestation.work. Can
unty'a quota is thirty-five men.
[The task of seteobbifc men for the
nservatibn wb^: paa been assigned
the state and ConhtsTemergency
committew.and it will be the
ity of the Caw county committee to
ilect the thirt^|«siB»n who ate to
i given employment: under this plan.
|ie men get ft ijtpaV and board.
Must Be Wtninfr to Work.
[The men who will lie selected for this
are to b» between 18 and 25
are old, nnnvifcried, with'dependents
physically 'qualified for ordinary
or and free, from active diseases,
i county emergency relief commitdesignated aa agents' by the
pited States department of labor,
first select from among those aldy receiving relief and who are
Uing to work. If there are not
jough such men t fill the quota asto a county, then consideration
[ be given to those men not receivrelief, who are qualified as proabove.
om those men having the above
jalifications, preference for enrollnt will be given to those who make
quate allotment from their earnto their., dependents. County
jergency relief committees will have
. information concerning the enpment shortly before the end of
Special Meeting.
Jen are asked oat to come to nor
I candidates to the, Des Moines ofto any recruiting office,. nor to
nty offices as selection will be made
from those* already on relief
If the county quota is not filled
> this source, the committees will
[for further applications.
H. Mulock of Des (Moines, state
frman, is asking the chairman of
i county committee and 'the connCorker to attend a special meeting
will be held at the statehouse
Moines at 1:30 p. m. today.
he meeting full information conthis plan is to be given and
uctions, printed forma and other
[•lies will be issued for the guid> of the county committees intfthe
airman Allen and County Work'ary M. McVey are planning to
this meeting.
35 Men For Casa,
county allowance of recruits
|be 35 men. The number of men
chosen from other counties in
fwest Iowa follow: Pottawat160, Adair 25, Adams 20, Audu" Carroll 40, <0rawford 40, Fre30, Guthrie 80, Harrison 45,
130, Monona 36, Montgomery 30,
I 50, Shelby 30, and Taylor 25.

Thursday
Nichols
er

al services for Mary Jane
<
7, daughter of Mrs. Edna
»e held at the GongregeI cl>urch Uiat Thursday. . afterland were conducted, by the pasE
- L. Anderson. Music for
was furniatied by Mrs.
[Adair, Mrs. H. E.
smussen and 4.. B, Stone, wit;h
P-0. Stone at the piano,
ers were her cUwmates,
. of the Senior claw of the
|h'gh school. They were Duane
Nelson, Russell Bang°nald Rhoads, Roy Parker and
llson
- Six girl*, drerted in
n^
and acting aa honorary pallPj *«» Wintha Deeming, MarMargaret Biggs, Norma
Scholl and Beth Harclass and the Fidelia
Sunday
cemetery,

*****

A thousand stories concentrated into one drama will be unfolded on the
screen at the Rialto Theatre on Satur,
day and Sunday. It is a First National picture, "Twenty Thousand Years
in Sing Sing," said to be in many
ways the most remarkable dramatization of human emotions ever attempted.
The screen play fa taken from ifte
book by Warden Lewis E. Law*, of
Sing Sing prison, at Ossining, New
York, and while it deals with grim
facte, has been hailed as a realistic
document that is far more fascuutting
than the moat colorful fiction.
Warden Lawes is the one and probably only man who has looked so
deeply into the innermost hearts of
prison inmates that he could draw so
vivid a picture beyond the law. He
has been sitting on the lid of a human volcano at Sing Sing for many
years and knows from intimate association the powerful passions that
star the criminal soul. His is a story
of 1,000 men without women and
1,000 women that wait without for
their men they can't live without.
'Dramatic Story.
The picture condenses into one story
the most dramatic and spectacular incidents in his career as warden. These
include the humorous and the romantic side of the prisoners as well as
thrilling episodes and the grim tragedies in the lives of the leading personalities whom Sing Sing has housed.
Every phase of the life of the convicts of Sing Sing is touched upon,
including their personal loves, their
friendships and their loyalties. It includes their daily routine and their
contact with the outside world, and it
includes the extraordinary incidents
of prison life, such as riots and killings and escapes, and executions.
It is a picture that plays on the
heart strings and brings the tears to
the eyes; it also brings laughter and
thrills.
Spencer Tracy, who set Broadway
by the ears in his role of Killer
Mieara in "The Last Mile," takes the
leading role of Convict Tom Connors, a "big shot" of the underworld,
whose love and loyalty eventually
•aond him to the chair for a crime he
had not committed. Bette Davis has
the leading feminine role opposite
Tracy, as the little gunman's moll,
who was faithful to "her man" to the
end.
There is an exceptionally strong
supporting cast which includes such
famous players of both stage and
screen as Arthur Byron, Lyle Talbot,
Grant Mitchell, Warren Hymer, Louis
Oalhern, Edward J. McNamara, Shelia
Terry, Spencer Charters, Harold Huber and Nella Walker.
Musical Selection.
In addition to the feature, there
will be a two reel Broadway Brevity
entitled, "Poor Little Rich Boy," starring Phil Baker. Also Universal
News with Graham McNamee.

A. R. Kohl
We Deliver
III TjyT"**1 I - . . - .'-
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There was never a more opportune time to lay in a
fugPly of good canned Fruits and Vegetables.
tfmrdale quality at today's low prices should
attract.
.
^_

•

;

Friday and Saturday Specials
LIMA BEANS, baby limas, 2-lbs.
isc
GRAHAM
CRACKERS, fresh from oven, per
cad(J
y
...25c

Peaches
WAX PAPER, reg. 25c rolls, 125 feet
19C
BAB-O, for cleaning bath room fixtures, 2 cans 25c
GRAPE FRUIT, No. 2 cans, Briardale, 2 for ... .25c
Otf%f*Aa
Briardale
<i •v^

vocoa

i.lb. cans

17c

SUGAR, (must be cash) 10-lbs
48C
BANANAS, 4-lbs. nice yellow fruit . ,
25c
Plf*IrlAC
G. W. C. Sweets
OC^.
VcUctn Jars
fln^^%^
SALT, 3-lb. sacks, reg. lOc value, each
7C
SODA,
of CORN or GLOSS STARCH, your choice
two
;
15c
POTATOES, good eating varieties,
Per peck
isc
CALUMET BAKING POWDER,
1-pound cans
23c
LIME RICKEY, Briardale,
quart bottles
14C
ORANGES, Sun-Kist, each
ic
^B
^

I
•^^^
^^ ^I^L
• W•
• ^k^Z
^^ ^^^
%^

f\iff n «•«•
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I
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Committees Are Named
Alumni Banquet
' At a meeting of the officers of the
Anita high school alumni association
held a few days ago, plans werekstarted for the annual banquet of the association, at ^rhich time the graduation class of the high school will be
special guests. A committee was
named to make arrangements for the
dinner, which will be held on Friday
evening, May 19, the next day after
commencement. The evening's program and entertainment will be hald
at the K. P. hall, but where the dinner
will be held is not known at this
time.'
Miss Vera B. Hook, president of the
association, has named the following
committees to look after the different
details:
Banquet—Mrs. Hazel Forshay, Mrs.
Esther Vetter, Mrs. Katherine Main,
Eric Osen, Miss Neva Turner, Mrs.
Maude Suplee and Ross Kohl.
Legislation—(Mrs. Ruby Biggs, Mrs.
Mattie Champion, Mrs. 'Fannie Scott,
Jetta Knowlton and Walter F.
Budd.
Finance—Harry Swartz, William
Crawford and Mrs. Madeline Kirkham.
Decorating—Robert Howard, Miss
Doris Zastrow, Miss Zilpha Campbell,
Miss Beulah Gissibl, Raymond Lantz
and Mick Forshay.
Reception—Mrs. 'Margaret Trumbull, Mrs. Anna Bell, Miss Irmine
Brown, Mrs. Zela Robinson, Miss
Goldie McLaughlin, Max Walker,
Cecil Budd, Thorle Robison, Wendell
Scott, Roy Forshay and Tom Burns.
Program—Gerald Redburn, Miss
Marie Biggs, Mrs. Helen Turner, Sherman Lowell, 'Mrs. Marian Karns, Miss
Evelyn Stager, Mrs. Alpha Nelson,
Norman Wagner and Mrs. Veva Hoiton.

Entertainment—Homer Bangham,
Harold Ziegler, John Budd, Gail
Wiese, Fred Posseh.1, Miss Geraldine
Parker and Mrs. Reba Rasmussen.
Tickets and Music—Ross Kohl, Walter Budd and Mick Forshay.
Membership—Walter Budd.

Lincoln Township Schools Monthly Meeting of Greater Repeal Amendment Status
Held Track Meet Friday
Anita Club^Held Friday
in the Different States

The annual track meet of the different schools in Lincoln township
was held at Lincoln :Center last Friday. A basket dinner was enjoyed
at noon with the different events in
the track meet taking place in the
afternoon. Results of the meet gave
Lincoln Center 33 points with school
No. 3 second with 29 points. Miss
Lillian Metheny is teacher at Lincoln
Center and Miss Kathryn Bengard is
the teacher at No. 3. School No. 2
was third with 20 points.
In the ball throwing contest, Sylvia
Nasser of school, N^o. 5 won for the
girls and in the boys' competition,
George Scarlett, No. 3, was the victor.
Winners in the running races were
Marjorie Clausen, No. 6; Betty White,
No. 6; Sylvia Nasser, No. 5; Virgil
'Mrs. Chas. Listen was hostess last Greenwalt, No. 6; Jerome Ware, Nov
Wednesday to an all day meeting of 7; George Scarlett, No. 3.
the Helping Hand club of Lincoln
Winners of the broad jump were
Center. The ladies enjoyed a covered Marion Ehle, No. 6; Janice Scholl,
dish dinner at 1:00 o'clock. The af- No. 5; Billie Scholl, No, 6; Raymond
ternoon was spent in quilting. ~
Gissibl, No. 1.
(Winners in the high jump were
THE AMERICAN FLAG.
Irma Fowble, No. 2; Olive Buckner,
No. 5; Janice Scholl, No. 5; Russell
The following questions, which are Rhoads, No. 3; Jerome Ware, No. 7;
answered on the back page of this edi- Dale McCroy, No. 2.
tion, have been furnished by the
In the relay races school No. 3
American Legion Auxiliary of this won first and school No. 5 won seccity in a campaign of education on ond.
the American Flag. Another set of
questions will be printed next week,
and each week until all have been published. They will be numbered consecutively. The next questions are:
18. What is our National Anthem?
In a communication from the atBy whom was it written?
Under
torney
generaj of Iowa it was stated,
what conditions?
19. How is The Flag displayed on County Treasurer L. A. Breeling said,
a revision had been made in the penMemorial Day?
20. .When a Flag becomes faded, alties on special taxes.
The law provides for no release on
frayed or otherwise damaged, how
penalties
on special taxes except from
should we dispose of it?
21. During what part of the day April 1 for 1932. After that they will
should The 'Flag be displayed when be assessed three-fourths of 1 per
cent in place of 1 per cent.
it is flown from a halyard?
The bill provides that general taxes
22. Who gave the name of "Old
shall
be released from the penalty of
Glory" to The Flag?
23. Is The Flag of the United 1 per cent up until July 1, and if not
States ever dipped in salute to any paid on or before that date they shall
be assessed a penalty of three-fourths
individual?
. of 1 per cent, reverting to April 1.
24. How may The Flag be used in
connection with the unveiling of a
Glenn Holmes, wife and daughter,
monument?
Arlene,
of Guthrie Center visited in
25. Is it correct to use The Hag
for a merely decorative purpose in the city Sunday with her parents, J.
any printed, painted or embroidered C. Jenkins and wife, and with his
mother, Mrs. Nellie Holmea.
design?
26. When The Flag is suspended
Robert Funston and daughter,
from a cord or wire over the center Mary, Kathryn and Ruth Read, and
of a street, what should be the posi- ,Mavtha Irwin, all from New Virginia,
tion of the union?
.
Iowa attended the funeral services
27. Describe the Striped . Union for the late 'Mary Jane Nichols m
! Anita last Thursday. The girls are
(Turn to the back page of this 1 former schoolmatea of Mary Jane.
edition to find *&« answer*.)

Revision Hade in Penalty
on Special Taxes in State

The April meeting of the Greater
Anita Club was held in the dining
room of the Church of 'Christ last
Friday evening, the dinner being
served by the ladies aid society of the
M. E. church. W. H. Daubendiek of
West Bend, Iowa, who was visiting
in the city, was a guest of the club,
and in a very interesting talk told of
a trip he made through Europe last
summer. His talk was enjoyed very
much by everyone in attendance, as
he gathered much information in his
travels and has a way of telling it
that makes a very interesting story.
At the business meeting it was decided to have band concerts in Anita
on Tuesday evenings during the
months of June, July and August, the
music to be furnished by the junior
band under the direction of Earl Blue.
The club voted to pay Mr. Blue $20.00
a week for his services, and a committee composed of Robert Scott and
J. A. Wagner were appointed to solicit the business men of Anita to raise
that amount.

Brother-Maw of Dr. H.
E, Campbell Passes Away
Dr. H. E. Campbell received word
Saturday evening of the sudden death
of Richard 'Findlan, 62, a brother-inlaw, at his home in iManitowoc, Wisconsin, that afternoon. Mr. Findlan
was secretary and treasurer of the
Aluminum company of Manitowoc
and was formerly bookkeeper of the
U. S. Aluminum company of America
at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. He waa
a close friend of Andrew Mellon, former secretary of the treasury. Mrs.
Findlan was the former Martha Campbell, and with her husband has visited
in Anita several times. The 4x>dy
was taken to Pittsburgh for burial.
Dr. Campbell was unable to attend
the services.
Several hundred evergreen trees
and shrubs are being planted in Evergreen cemetery under the direction
of Ray Warick, a landscape artist
from Des 'Mbines. Crushed rock will
be put on the unpaved drives in the
cemetery.
W. H. Wagner and wife returned
home Monday evening from a visit
in Stockton, Illinois, with their daughter, Mrs. Harold A.Heman and husband. They were accompanied home
by Mrs. Alleman, also their son,
Wayne Wagner, who is a marine in
the U. S. Navy and at the present
time is in the naval training school
at Chicago. Wayne has a 19 day furlough.

The status of the Repeal Amendment passed by Congress February
20, 1933:
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WEARIN BELIEVES
INFLATION TO HELP
y

Seventh District Representative Say*
East Was Pleased With President's Announcement of
an Inflation PrograJn.
(From Congressman Otha D. Wearin)
The Congress as well as the Nation was startled at the President's
announcement of an inflation program last week. Many members of
the former body were highly pleased.
His statements were followed by an
immediately rise in commodity prices
and even an increase in stock market
values.
The reaction toward the move in,
this section of the east was favorable. The public seemed to be encouraged and to feel that the future
looked better.
The above action and subsequent
trends in the business world only goes
to bear out my often repeated statements,from the platform and to press
that the U. S. does not require a lot
of complicated panaceas to lift us out
of the mire. We just need some common sense in the operation of economic affairs such as the maintenance
in circulation of an adequate medium
of exchange to carry on our volume
of business. I have been confident all
along that President Roosevelt would
follow such a program. He indicated
by his plan of controlled inflation that
he intends to do that very thing which
will result in honest to goodness farm
relief, unemployment relief and improvement of general business conditions. The only way to solve economic
problems is tp get at the base of the
trouble.
When the controlled inflation program is followed by an opening of international trade channels through reciprocal trade agreements and lower
tariffs this Nation will again be on
a safe and sound foundation from a
business standpoint. It is generally
understood that the latter proposal
will eventually be laid before Congress.
By the time this article goes to
press the House will have considered
and probably will have passed the
Muscle Shoals bill sponsored by Senator Norris and endorsed by the President. It is thought that the operation of the existing plant will result
in a material benefit to the consumers
of electrical energy through reduced
rates. Furthermore it is maintained
in many circles that such action will
aid in checking the development of
the power trust that has become
dangerously dominant in many localities. It is of course the .dujty. of the
U. S. Government to protect the
rights of its citizens from the domination of trusts or monopolies.

ALABAMA—Election July 11. Convention date to be set.
ARKANSAS—Election July 18.
Convention August 1.
IDAHO—Governor to fix date of
election. Convention 28 days thereafter.
INDIANA—Governor to fix date of
election. Convention 28 days thereafter.
IOWA—Election June 20. Convention meets on July 10.
MICHIGAN—Election April 3, favored repeal by approximately 3 to 1
vote. Convention April 10, vote faC. W. Clardy and wife spent Sunvored repeal. First state to ratify day and Monday with friends, at Otrepeal.
tumwa, Iowa.
MONTANA—Governor to fix date
for election and convention.
Mrs. Hazel Lee of Craig, Colorado,
NEW MEXICO—Election Sept. 19. is visiting in the city at the home'of
Governor to fix convention date.
ler mother, Mrs. Fred Dennison.
NEW JERSEY—Election May 16.
C. E. Faulkner and wife returned
Convention June 5.
OHIO—Governor to fix 'date for icme Friday evening from a three
election. •Convention 28 days there- weeks' visit at Excelsior Springs,
Missouri.
after.
OREGON—Election June 21. GovDr. H. E. Idampbell left Tuesday
ernor to fix date for convention.
SOUTH DAKOTA—Candidates to evening for Rochester, Minnesota,
be nominated as delegates in primary where he will spend a few days at
in 1934 and voted on in November, the Mayo Bros, clinic.
1934, general election. Convention
Miss Betty Burns, 12, 8th. grade
January 17, 1935.
student
in the local schools and Cass
VERMONT—Governor to set date
county spelling champion, won second
for election and convention.
WASHINGTON—Governor to fix place in the written tests of the tristate spelling contest which was held
date for election and convention.
WEST VIRGINIA—Election June ast Friday in Omaha. She placed
27, 1933. Convention July 24, 1933. ifteenth in the oral event. Miss
WISCONSIN—Election April 4, Burns will compete in the state confavored repeal by approximately 4 to test to be held in Des Moines in a
short
time.
\
1 vote. Convention April 26.
L
WYOMING—No general, election.
The
Cass
county
board
of superConvention May 25, 1933, with delevisors
wants
it
known
to
the
public
gates elected at precinct elections.
Herman Mueller, steward at the
In all other states special legis- that
lation providing for elections and con- Casa county farm, has not been disventions either has not passed both charged and that there has been no
of the matter. How- Houses or has not yet been intro- consideration
ever, the supervisors said that them
duced.
had been some difficulty with the
Miss Ruth Welch, English instruct- cooks hired to take care of the work
or in the school at Shelby, was a at the farm and assist Mrs. Mueller.
caller at the Jas. B. Herri man home It is believed that the rumor ia being
peddled by persons objecting to somet
last Friday.
of the board's recent actions on difMiss Elaine Smither, who submitted ferent matters. Another rumor which
to an appendix operation at the At- ia unfounded is that the inmates at
lantic hospital last week, ia getting the farm are not receiving enough,
along very nicely and will be able to to eat. Supervisor G. H. Allen reports^
that he has made an investigation off
return home in a few days.
the report and says that the elderly
See what happens in the city with- people are being well treated and
out women—and to the love starved that they are getting good food. Mta.
women locked outside! Only Warden George Berry is the new cook at the*
Lewis E. Lawes knows the facts in farm. Mra. George Slater and Mrs.
the stirring drama, 20,000 Years in Ina Jones, who had been hired earlier
Sing Sing at the Rialto SAT. & SUN. in the year, have resigned.
,
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A. BUTLER RANGER
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
OR a century and a half he has
been written down In presumably
accurate histories as the "arch-fiend
of the Revolution." With Simon
Qlrty, "the notorious renegade," he
has shared the unenviable reputation of being (the words are those
of a well-known historian) "mlacreants who present no redeeming
quality to plead for excuse." Still
another historian characterizes htm
!
as "a man of enterprising boldness, whose heart was a compound of ferocious
hate, Insatiable cruelty and unappeasable re.venge."
But the novelists more than the historians
have made his name a word of loathing almost
as much as the name of Benedict Arnold. One
of them writes of "Cherry Valley, where, through
the wintry dawn, young Walter Butler damned
his soul for all eternity while men, women and
children, old and young, died horribly amid the
dripping knives and bayonets of his painted
fiends, or fell under the butchering hatchets of
WB Senecas."
So, after reading for so long that Walter Butler was a villain of the deepest dye, It Is all the
more amazing to pick up a book and read that
"Obviously he was no scoundrel, and certainly
no murderer of women and children as all the
books have said. He is the typical, proud, restless, unhappy, luckless figure of romance, who
throws away his life for a lost cause"—obviously the stuff of which heroes are made. The
book is "War Out of Niagara—Walter Butler
and the Tory Rangers," published recently by
the Columbia University Press for the New York
State Historical association, and Che man who baa
painted a new portrait of the "Infamous Walter
Butler" Is Howard Swlggett, author of a carefully-documented biography, baaed upon source
material hitherto untouched by the historians.
Why has the name of Walter Butler for BO
long been tarnished with 111 fame? There
ere two reasons, closely associated. Even before
the outbreak of the Revolution there was enmity between some of the "half-feudal aristocracy" of the Mohawk valley, notably the Johnsons and the Butlers, and the Dutch and German peasantry of that region.
So when the conflict came and Walter Butler
cast his fortunes with the logical cause for
him to espouse, U is small wonder that these
commoners should refuse to credit him with being actuated by as much sincerity and high principle as they were in making their choice. His
father, John Butler, was an assistant to the
great Sir William Johnson, the King's superintendent of Indian affairs in the Northern department and a lieutenant-colonel In a Colonial
militia regiment. Brought up In the belief that
the greatest chance for honorable advancement
lay In "the King's service," what more natural
than that this young aristocrat should choose
the side of His Majesty rather than that of the
"rebels"?
It must be remembered that the Revolution
,was more than a conflict between a stubborn
foreign king and his rebellious subjects. It was
also a civil war In which one group of native
Americans, called Patriots, was pitted against
another group of native Americans, called Tories
or Loyalists. There Is no war more bitter than
«lvil war and no crime too black for one side
to charge against the other, when families are
divided among themselves and friend turns
against friend.
So the legends of Tory Infamy began growing
early among the Patriots and the first historians who gathered their material among the survivors of the Revolution and who do not seem to
have been animated by any too-scrupulous regard for accuracy, accepted most of these legends as facts. Then, too, they seem to have had
the quite-understandable desire (a desire still
In evidence among some Americans of today,
even though It Is not so understandable) to try
to make the Patriots and their cause seem all
the whiter and purer by painting the Tories and
their cause all the blacker and more Infamous.
Unfortunately for Walter Butler they made
him the scapegoat for most of their Tory hatreds. No doubt the particular reason for this
was that the Butlers, father and son, were Inetrumental In winning the Iroquola Indians to
the British side and became leaders of the partisan forces with which these Indians co-operated. So they were bitterly hated because they
"enlisted red savages as their allies, loosed them
on the frontiers and encouraged their atrocities
by imitation and a horrible commerce In scalps
of men. women and children."
But the indignation of the early historians
against the use of the Indians by the British
and the Tories would be more convincing If they
did not overlook or Ignore these facts: that these
•ame Patriots, as English colonists during the
wan with the French, had been glad enough to
ftava the Iroquois as allies against the French,
that early In the Revolution they had tried to
win the warriors of the Long House to THEIR
•dde and that during the Revolution some of
the Continental commanders, as well as the British, did use Indians as allies.
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By ED HOWE
* 1029 the President appointed • W* nwy Continue their 1, eve
rtB£th* moulting season ' * »
«• Research Committee on Social
Trends. The members were the most o* September when other L >« e
notable of the college professors; sev- WfcOlyilfcat ThefemaTcs ! ,"
-n In number, and their report bas_te- specie, tf** as well as t l e *
cently been mada With one exception but thet song, are al " ,g
everything in It might hare been rec- ttoUL Fea»le cardinals '
n
ommended by a similar commission finches, and a number Of 0tr«Dlcal
appointed by Joseph Stalin, the scoun- American wren. B|ng opert,(u .
drel who beads the Soviet government wlto the mles during ?„"'£**
Farmer.
°*
In Russia. The one exception is that season—Mlswurt
*

the members express faith In private
.erty. but the belief Is also expressed that violent revolution In
America Is probable, if not Inevitable,
and that the injustices we practice
warrant such revolution,
Arthur Schopenhauer is, I believe,
accepted as one of the ten most intelligent and best educated men In all history. He contended steadily throughout bis best years that college professors are the least reliable of all advisers, because of their seclusion from
practical affairs, and their enormous
prejudices and over education.
The President must have known this.
I wonder he did not appoint on the
MARINUS, WILUETT
commission some of the more notable
men of practical sense and education,
and save us from this humiliating
broadcast The report comes at a
time when the Soviet doctrine is fallIng to pieces of its own weight, from
having been put Into effect It comes
at a time, also, when the Intelligent
world Is most Interested In attempts
to confine the Russian plague to Its
own borders.
A report encouraging renewed efforts of the respectable majority everywhere to more courageously attack
the Russian monster would have been
wiser, and more in accord with the
decent lessons of history. The Russians are being starved out of the
THE CASTLE AT
false doctrines founded by their own
FOUT NIAGARA
professors; that we should be placed
on record as encouraging their ghastly
error, and call It another noble experiment, Is not only humiliating, but astounding. The report of the commission is an exhibition of old folly the
more Intelligent of the savages, themselves, warned us against; more to be
ashamed of.
* • •
Every twenty years there is a new
crop of young men, of whom so much
has been expected. Aa a matter of
practical fact young men, with their
Immature, rebellious notions, are a
drag on sound progress. By the time
a generation gets things reasonably
well settled and Is preparing to proceed with greater peace and intelligence, along comes another lot of
young men to dispute all that has been
THE BUTLER BADGE
decided upon, and the row starts all
THE BUTLECRfcME: AT BUTLERSBURY, N.Y.
over again.
* * »
Since Walter Butler was the apotheosis of the
Next we find Walter Butler as an ensign In
worst type of tnemy to the cause of liberty,
The feats of the geniuses have never
the Eighth regiment, the King's Own, In the
It would seem natural that our Information about
fighting around Montreal and Quebec. From greatly astonished me; I have been
him should be fairly complete. And yet, as the
there he goes to Fort Niagara, which la to be j more interested In the amazing manner
author of "War Out of Niagara" says: "There
his principal headquarters as leader of the But- in which common men have been able
la an absorbing mystery about his life and charler Rangers from that time on. In 1777 he ac- to get along with no greater effort
acter. The date of his birth Is unknown. . . .
companies St Leger in the expedition which, than the practice of natural habits.
There IB no physical description of him except
with Burgoyne coming down from the north
I have concluded there is no such
In fiction. Letters about him In catalogues, even
and Howe coming up from the south, Is to end thing as genius, unless it is determiof the Schuyler Papers, the Gates Papers, the
the war In one campaign. At old Fort Stanwix nation and ability to steadily follow
Library of Congress and many other papers are
(renamed Fort Schuyler) the stubborn defense the simple rules of morality. History
mysteriously marked missing. Timothy Dwlght,
of Colonels Gansevoort and Marlnus Wlllett hold ! tells of a people who were once slaves,
the President of Tale university, Invented a
up St Leger's advance and the bloody Battle of but able to overcome their masters by
great myth about him that got Into every AmerOrlskany results finally in Us defeat
patient practice of Industry, efficiency,
ican history In the Nineteenth century. 'LafaySoon afterwards Walter Butler starts down reliability, saving. Such information
ette Is said to have been his friend but there
the Mohawk river toward German Flats to raise as the masters bad, the slaves acquired
is no authority for It Haldlmand (British comrecruits for the British army. He la captured, and improved. The rowdy masters
mander In Canada) Is said to have refused to
tried as a spy before a court martial, over which disappeared from the face of the earth,
receive him after Cherry Valley and this book
Colonel Wlllett sits as Judge advocate, and Is but the slaves survived because of betcontains an original letter from Haldlmand apsentenced to be hanged. Bat General Schuyler ter habits.
proving of his conduct that November day. He
Intercedes for him and he is taken to the AlI wonder an American is not
appears plainly to have broken his parole as a
bany Jail from which he soon escapes to Quebec ashamed to fall in a country where
prisoner but, with every horror of massacre and
The next year he goes again to Niagara and a good living Is so easily made.
rapine laid at his door, for some reason that
leads the expedition against Cherry Valley, from
• * *
seems to have escaped notice. Brant, the Inwhich he Is to return with "the most hated
dian, IB portrayed as a noble paladin, horrified
Women believe men hover around
name In New y0rtt for a hundred and fifty them because they need the counsel,
at Butler'» excesses, ret SImms, the gossip of
years."
the Revolution, In 'The Frontiersmen of New
wisdom and morality of the sex. . . ,
York,' tiresome In the multiplicity of Its detail,
Most of the historians who have written of Men are not attracted to women by
never places Walter Butler at the scene of any
this affair, making Butler the villain and Brant nny of these things; women themof the atrocities In the North. Thousands of
the protector of the captured women and chil- selves say men are famous for hovermen are mentioned by name but young Butler
dren, lay emphasis upon the 31 people who were ing around silly women, and will.not
ts mentioned only at Cherry Valley."
killed in the massacre. But Swlggett brings out marry women of real worth.
Bat, thanks to the researches of this historithe fact that It was Butler who protected seven• * *
an, come of the mystery of Walter Butler Is dlseighths of the inhabitants, the 173 survivors
At a time when many of the Romans
solted and we see him, not as the "bloody monand offers strong evidence that It was Brant had statues erected in their honor, »'
ster," painted by the early historians. Instead
who Incited the Indians to the killing of at least man asked Cato, the elder, why he had
a part of the 31.
there stands forth "An amazing figure—a young
none. He answered: "I much prefer
man who could not have been over twentyThe next two years find Walter Butler as cap- that men ask and wonder why I have
eight when he was killed, to the rejoicing of all
New York, a most dauntless and enterprising
leader, eager, ambitious, tireless, offering to
to smash the power of the „,.,..
U ls always W1B
cover Albany. Fort Pitt and Detroit for Haldl« *° "member that
1
™!.8^lon.to Detro1* and "wain- 1 >'our ml°l '« as much a part of your
mand, grasping early In the war the grand stratbo<ly
and
needa
tts
cold and lonely
egy of the long Northwestern flank, Impatient
'
»«<* beuTand man.
west of Detroit
of olde* meu, defending his every action at Cheror
ry Valley, scotalng to make war on women and
y°nr eyes; your mind is not a noat Niagara and
tami"^"^;^^^.'^.
children, while pointing out tee treatment of
out upon his last expedition. As second ,u com
his mother and sister held as hostages In Almand under Major Ross, the raiding for™ ^f
bany. He Is condemned for his red allies and
about 700 Is within 12 miles of
°
was himself killed and scalped by an Indian ally
October 25, 1781. They have left
of the Continental army and the newspapers anWhen I hear men are steeped in Sin,
ing farmhouses, mills and „.„„
»
nouncing his death say, 'The Onelda Indians beit wcurs to me they have done rather
as they turn to retreat toward
haved well In the action and deserve much
" wen in spite of it. Of twenty discovcredit'"
But Marlnus Wlllett and his
er IPS of greatest use to mankind, thirhot on their trail ami 1,1 t>So In "War Out of Niagara" we see Wulter
f
teen
were made in the last hundred
town, Ross and Butler are (
Butler as a boy at Butlersbury, seeing his fa
T» dl8of
,
years, as against seven la all precedganized
raiders
must
retreat
t
*
~
ther and Sir William Johnson returning In triing time.
ness toward the north. They r,;l,n .
umph at the head of Colonial troops from the
cre
In the early days of the republic
<*
wars with the French. We see him busy at his
covering one Cotton Mather believed Amerilaw studies In Albany and as a rising young
ca us were ao sinful they were likely
lawyer at the outbreak of the Revolution Then
°ne'dtt to be destroyed at any time, and he
when the break comes In 1775 and those who
'-'ipeeled no Improvement. Since nil
live In New York province must choose between
will take you to historic old St fip,>™ •""". '""' day the country has shown a developKing and thftlr native land, he casts his lot with
ment that the men of aU time will
the Loyalists (who were decidedly In the mai««r«-ei
about What Cotton Mather
)Ut
V ry P6W
jority In that province). But the Patriot forces
which his body br(in5tif
"^ "
^l^^^^^^Z
from the fnrrf , ! ™ >.' l. SCCT^ b* the believed the people needed moot, they
under General Schuyler gain temporary ascendIs sup- "live paid least attention to.
ancy and Guy Johnson and Sir John Johnson
buried,
A good many flirt with the devil,
doubts
"U set._. u n l i k e l y
nephew and aon of Sir William and his success-'
sayi. "Wolves but every morning there are sufficient
closing (n on the
ora In charge of Indian affairs. Col John Butler
And on that sober men at deslu, benches, and
'lute t
and Walter Butler and J««eph Brant of the Moof \Va). flows to carry on a creditable
Butler ends.
hawks go to Oswegowork.
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Get some genuine tablets of Bayer]
Aspirin and take them freely u
you are entirely free from pain.
The tablets of Bayer manufactiw i
cannot hurt you. They do not deprea '•
the heart. And they have been provea •
twice as effective as salicylates in,
relief of rheumatic pain at any stay.}
Don't go through another season 1
of suffering from rheumatism, or J
anjr neoritio pain. And never suffer
needlessly bom neuralgia, neuritis,»]
other conditions which" Bayer Aspiria'l
will relieve to surely and so swi%
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Back to Hi* Youth
It is remarkable how little it I
to make a romantic man feel ron
tic at forty.

Woman's Weakness
OTHING
a woman such I
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.wan, pale, tired-

look as p e r i o d i
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no need for the j
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will overcome these <

Read what Mrs. Mary J. Hardoan
lOSS-fcfa Ave, Des Moines, to
•am: "When I used to suffer so a
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The greatest miracle of
the cure of coquetry.
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COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
tage as it is giving them more time following officers were elected for
next
year:
president,
Mrs.
Russell
Town Hall, Anita, Iowa,
than usual to become accustomed to
April 3, 1933.
it. Excellent progress is being made Smith; first vice president, Mrs. Wm.
Published Every Thursday by the
The. Town Council met in regular
and it is safe to say that they will Crawford; second vice president, Mrs. session with the following members
stage a play that will provide an un- P. T. Williams; secretary, Miss Lilith present: Mayor Harry, and Council-1
Baker; treasurer, Leo Bongers.
men Burke, Marsh, Miller, Shaffer
. F. BUDD
Editor usual amount of enjoyment and measThe audience was very enthusiastic
ure up to every expectation.
8I
a
Subscription if paid in advance. .$1.50
Their play, "The Adventures of and seemed to enjoy the program, the The m?nutefe of the last meeting:
read and approved.
„„„„.
If not paid in advance ...'
$2.00 Grandpa," is a clever three act comedy band concert, and the general school were
The following bills were allowed
exhibit
which
followed.
They
spent
with plenty of action, humor, and perordered paid.
Entered at the post office at Anita, plexing situations. It will be given much time after the meeting visit- and
Lawrence Christensen, d u m p , 1 f t 0 f l
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
ground
i c'nn
at the high school this Friday even- ing about and examining the work of
BABY CHICK MASH, 100-pound bag
$185
Wm. Linfor, services
lo.W
the
various
grades
that
was
on
exhiing,
April
28th.,
at
8
:OQ<-o'clock.
THURSDAY, APRIL 27, 1933.
H.
P.
Ziegler,
services
20.W
POST TOASTIES, with cut out pictures
10c
We have an additional amount of bit.
^olon A. Karns, services
15.W
Anita Lumber Co., supplies... 10.00
very comfortable steel 'iseats %nd will
WHEATIES,
2
packages
and
Skippy
bowl
^5
C
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. Tribune Publishing Company,
be prepared to amply provide for the
BANANAS,
yellow
and
ripe,
STpptf^-.
George Jensen, east of Anita, on April
19c
printing
•
comfort and enjoyment of a good
12. The little one has been named Forshay Loan and Insurance
BISCUIT
FLOUR,
1-2-3,
for
short
cakes....
27C
sized audience. Seats are being reAgency, insurance
31.16
Vs
'
• ••- ,
• ' ~"'=s served at Bongers Drug Store at 15c Dale William.
Iowa
Electric
Co.,
lights...
'*•
DRIED FRUIT COMPOTE, 2 pounds.
Senior Class Play.
25C
7.50
and 25c, so the public should avail
Lloyd Wheatley returned home Wagner Filling Station, gas
'The high school auditorium does themselves of this opportunity in or50.00
Wilson Parrott, services...
SANDWICH
SPREAD,
Mrs.
Clark's,
pint
jar.
.!&
not look like the same place since so der to be sure of a seat. We will be Thursday morning from Iowa City, W. B. Inhofe, repairs
i&.lo
KRAUT or HOMINY, No. 2J/2 cans
9c
many improvements have been made prepared to seat about 230 comfort- where he had spent a few days at the Forshay Loan and Insurance
Agency, insurance
16.55
University hospital.in preparation for the senior class
LYE,
for
soap
making,
3
etuis'.;....-...25
C
Anita Lumber Co., supplies
5.60
play. The stage has been greatly en- ably.
10.75
We will also give the play Thurs- NOTICE FOR DESTRUCTION OF Motor Sales Co., storage
CRACKERS,
salted,
2-pound
box
Wc
larged, drop curtains installed, and day afternoon at 3:30 o'clock for NOXIOUS WEEDS AND MOWIowa Electric Co., street lightthe interior scenery just sets the room grade and high school pupils only, for
GINGER SNAPS, oven fresh, 2 pounds
2lc
ing
65.00
ING OF HIGHWAYS.
Reports of committees were heard
off in marked contrast to what it used an admission of lOc. This will be ex
SOAP,
Big-4
White
Naptha,
id
fours
25c
Notice to property owners and and approved.
to be. A person can harly believe actly the same in everyway as the
Moved by Wagner and seconded by
those in control thereof:
MILK CHOCOATES, per pound
irjc
their eyes. Those who attended school
Friday evening performance and afYou and each of you are hereby no- Marsh that the resignation of Carl H.
here the past years will be glad to see fords the opportunity to see and hear tified that the Board of Supervisors Miller and George F. Shaffer as prec
the improvements that have been it at a greatly reduced price. We of Cass County, Iowa, did on the 17th. sented to the mayor be accepted by
the
council.
day
of
April,
1933,
pass
the
following
made and will look with pride upon are doing this in an effort to help
Motion carried.
resolution:
Bring Us Your Eggs—Highest Market JPrice
the change* There are still the finishJ. A. Wagner submitted H. L. Bell's
economize and for the good it may do.
Be
It
Resolved
by
the
Board
of
Suing touches to be applied but everyname
and
George
'Marsh
submitted
pervisors of Cass County, Iowa,
thing will be in readiness this Friday
P. T. A. Elects Officers.
That in accord with the provisions Ross Kohl's name to fill the two vaand we hope that all who can will
The largest crowd of the school of Sec. 4821-Cl, Code of Iowa, it is cancies. Upon secret ballot Bell received three votes and Kohl received
wait and then come and enjoy it with year packed the building to capacity hereby ordered:
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
SHERIFFS SALE NOTICE.
1. That all weeds growing in the three votes. The mayor then declarus.
last Friday evening, for the closing highway
shall be cut at least twice ed Bell and Kohl elected.
Town Hall, Anita, Iowa, State of Iowa,
The seniors are making good use of meeting of the parent teacher's as- during the growing season, the first
Being present the mayor gave them
April 19, 1933.
the stage which is a decided advan- sociation for this school year. The cutting to be not later than June 15th, the oath of office and the- assumed
The Town Council met in special
1933, and the second cutting not later their duties at once.
Moved by B_ell and seconded by session upon call of the Mayor.
9:30 o'clock,^ »., at the
than July 15th., 1933, and all noxclerk had on file an application Automobile Company building locatl
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
The minutes of the previous meet- ious weeds shall be cut and destroyed Wagner to adjourn as a council and forThe
a class B beer permit from C. Ar- ed at 3rd. and Poplar Streets in t)J
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS ing were read and there being no ob- bv the owner or occupant, whether on convene as a board of health.
Motion carried.
| thur Beaver, accompanied by suffic- City of .Atlantic, and County afo*
jections the chairman declared the the property or on the adjoining highNo business appearing it was moved ; ient bonds and $100.00 fee. Also ap- said, will be sold at Public Auction!
way, between the dates named, tosame approved.
Court House,
by Burke and seconded by Marsh to j plications of D. C. Bell, Bongers to the higheait. bidder, for cash, the
wit:
The
County
Budget
for
1933
was
Atlantic, Iowa,
a. Wild Mustard, Sour or Curled adjourn as a board of health and con-! Bros., and Frank Stager for class B following described Real Estate lev-l
taken up for consideration, and upon
April 5, 1933.
beer permits and W. B. Inhofe for a ied upon and taken by virtue of 1 1
the completion thereof it was moved Dock, Smooth Dock, Buckhorn or Rib- vene as a board of review.
The Board of Supervisors of Cass by Davis and seconded by Armen- bed Plaintain, Wild Parsnip, Velvetclass C beer permit.
Motion carried.
special execution issued from the of. j
County met pursuant to adjourn- trout that the same be approved and weed or Buttonweed, and Shoofly, on
Wm. Linfor, assessor, being pres-| Moved by Bell and seconded by fice of the Clerk of the District
ment.
or before the 15th. day of June, 1933. ent, reviewing was started at once, j Wagner that a class B beer permit be Court, within and for.^he County of!
adopted.
b. Quack Grass, Canada Thistle,
Members all present.
Moved bv Wagner and seconded by -. granted to C. Arthur Beaver and Cass, State of Iowa, in favor of I
Motion carried.
Cocklebur, Horse Nettle, Burdock, Burke to adjourn until April 4th. at j clerk ordered to issue same.
Metropolitan Life Insurance Coo. I
SUMMARY OF BUDGET.
Wild Carrot, Sow Thistle, Russian
All Ayes. Motion carried.
P. M.
pany of the City of Ntew York, a an. \
Funds
Appropriated Department Expended Expended Thistle, Wild Sunflower and European /7:30
Moved by Bell and seconded by Deration, and. against the property of]
Motion
carried.
for 1933
askings
1932
1931
Bind Weed, on or before the 15th. day
Town Hall, Anita, Iowa, Marsh that mayor and clerk be em- Effle M. Bear, et al, to-wit:
I
for 1933
of July, 1933.
April
4, 1933.
i powered to issue class B beer perGeneral County
$ 66471.77
The Southeast Quarter of Section]
66886.77
? 67336.79 $ 58990.20
c.
Wild
Flower,
Velvet
Weed
and
mits
to
D.
C.
Bell,
Bongers
Bros.,
The
Town
Council
met
and
resumed
j
, Poor
46000.00
46000.00
45228.11
34831.51 Cocklebur on or before the 15th. day their work as a board of review, ad-1 and Frank Stager, and a class C beer 86, Township 77, Range 34 West off
Court
7000.00
the 5th. P. 1% Cass County, Iowa, or]
10750.00
6002.96
6560.30 of August, 1933.
journing at 10:45 until April 5th. at' permit to W. B. Inhofe as soon as as
County" School
3000.00
3000.00
much thereof as may .be necessaiyl
11678.01
15073.56
2. That if the oivner or person in 7:30 P. M.
each
have
complied
with
tbe
law.
Bond
^ ... 12225.00
12225.00
to* satisfy said writ of execution andf
12411.36
10910.00 control of any real estate fails to mow
Town
Hall,
Anita,
Iowa,
All
Ayes.
Motion
carried.
Insane
12500.00
12500.00
12151.25
12873.04 all weeds from the roadside as hereApril 5, 1933.
No further business appearing a all accruing costs.
Bovine T. B. Eradication
8000.00
8000.00
23.54
2393.47 inbefore provided, or fails to cut,
A. Odem,
The
Town
Council
met
and
resumed
motion
to adjourn carried.
Soldier's Relief
4100.00
4100.00
3724.25
3185.76 burn, or otherwise destroy all noxious their work as a board of review, adSheriff of Cass County, lowtj
Solon
A.
Karns,
Domestic Animal
1200.00
1200.00
1194.37
1417.37 weeds during the period hereinbefore journing at 10:30 to a called meeting
Town Clerk."'
By R. N. Watson,
Secondary Roads
113200.00
113200.00
222963.80
217843.37 set out, the Weed Commissioner will by the mayor.
Deputy. '•;••'-;..;,
cause the highwa^ to be mowed, and
Total
Town Hall, Anita, Iowa,
Carl Millard, Jr. and wife visited
Dated' at the Sheriff's office, At- 1
$273696.77 $277861.77 $382714.44
$364079.10 —or the noxious weeds to be cut and
April 19, 1933.
Sunday in Carbon with relatives and lantic, Iowa, April: 8th., 1933.
Moved by Allen and seconded by Orval H. Lowden, rebate solddestroyed and—the expense of said
The Town Council met to continue friends.
Davis to instruct the County Treasier's exemption
8.16 mowing and or destruction, including their work as a board of review.
urer to place an order with the State
costs of serving notice and other
H. Pop, Jr., rebate
Moved by Bell and seconded by
Treasurer for Stamp Notes in the Frank
costs, if any, to be taxed against the Wagner that the assessor's books be
Richard D. Rudolph of Atlantic
soldier's
exemption
2.37
sum of $2000, ?1500 of said notes to
land
and
the
owners
thereof.
accepted
and
clerk
be
instructed
to,
was
looking after business matters
R.
S.
Deeming,
rebate
soldier's
be delivered to the City of Atlantic,
3. And that the county auditor be sign them.
exemption
17.76
in Anita Saturday morning.
and ?500 to be used by Cass county.
and is hereby directed to cause notice
Motion carried.
Motion carried.
O. R. Dayison, rebate soldier's
of the making and entering of the
Moved by Wagner and seconded by
exemption
23.06 foregoing order to be published once
The following suspensions, rebates
Mrs. Wm. Henricksen of this viciniBell that we adjourn as a board of
and refunds were approved:
Anita, Iowa
Mrs. Amelia Formhals, suspenin each of the official newspapers of review and convene as a regular coun- ty was admitted to the Atlantic hosNed Murray, refund poll tax. .$ 4.00
sion
ig.56 the county.
pital
Friday
morning
for
medical
cil.
P. J. W. Martin, refund dog
Mrs. A, S. Bourns, suspension. 24.21
Dated this 17th., day.pf AeriJ, 1933.. ^.Motion carried.
GASOLINE,100 gallons or
license
1 00 Permelia
B. Foster, suspension 15.14
JeltefeI-'M. mtrtf,•-' ?. '-The 'mayor then appointed H. L. treatment.
Harry C. Highley, refund dog
more, delivered
7c plus
Sophia Skow Estate, suspenIt
County Auditor.
Bell as chairman of the sewer comlicense ..,
1-0o
Mrs.
Arnold
Tibben
has
been
consion
19.65
mittee and A. R. Kohl as chairman of
KEROSENE, 100 gallons or
fined to her home north of Anita, sufthe fire committee to fill vacancies.
more, delivered
No further business appearing a fering from muscular rheumatism.
motion to adjourn carried.
Elaine Tibben is assisting with the
Water White Oderless DisSolon A. Karns,
JUNE 1, 1932 TO DECEMBER 31, 1932.
household duties.
Town Clerk.
tillate ..'....:
i
Funds
Balance
Receipts
Total
Disburse- Receipts
W.
H.
Daubendiek
and
daughter,
ments
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
'
%c per gallon extra on small- j
General State Revenue
$22,268.56
$32,897.89 $55,166.45 $52,278.32 $ 2,888.13
BOARD OP SUPERVISORS i Miss Leitha, of West Bend, Iowa,
er
quantities.
State Institutions
6,670.05
6,670.05
6,663.62
6.43
visited in the city a couple of days
Soldier's Bonus
5,447.41
5,380.75
11,038.16
10,411.62
626.54
Court
House,
the
past
week
with
their
son
and
Oar guaranteed Oils 44c .
General County
9^032.67
42,692.19
51,724.86
40,699.76
11,025.10
Atlantic, Iowa,
brother, Carl H. Daubendiek and famgallon in 5 gallons or more.
Gpvri.
1,380.41
4,060.66
5,441.07
8,777.66
1,663.41
April
6,
1933.
Poor
3,471.43
14,088.74
17,560.17
ily. Miss Daubendiek returned to her
16,734.64
825.53
The
Board
of
Supervisors
of
Cass
Insane
4,598.66
PRICES CASH ON
5,408.57
10,407.23
5,876.66
4,530.57
county met as per adjournment. home in West Bend a few weeks ago
Bovine T. B. Eradication
5,812.70
5,812.70
5,812.70
Members
all
present.
DBatlVERY.
from India, where she had been a misRoad Construction
43,260.93
36,524.63
79,785.56
71,323.09
8,462.47
The minutes of the precedinc meet- sionary for several years.
Road Maintenance
3l'987.11
73,020.88 104,987.99
89,131.39
15,956.60
ing were read and there being no!
County School
119!75
6,075.99
6,195.74
5,749.72
446.02
objections, the chairman declared
Soldier's Relief
931 27
2,026.75
2,958.02
2,218.32
739.70
the same approved.
County Fair
448.33
405.35
853.68
.09
853.59
Moved bv Davis and seconded by
Bond
1,440 92
10,133.71
11,574.63
5,403.61
6,171.02
Armentrout to approve the appointCourt House Fund
41^500.00
5,000.00
46,500.00
46,500.00
ment made by the Reconstruction FiPrimary Road Bond Interest Redemption. . 4',98o!oO
177.50
5,157.50
4,242.50
9,115.00
nance Corporation committee of Miss
Primary Road Bond Fund
375.50
375.50
375.00
Mary McVey to the position of Coun-'
Motor Vehicle
17 842.87
58,997.25
76,840.12
22,751.32
54,088.80
ty Worker at the salary of $70.00 per
Principal of School
' 51.20
157.50
208.70
208.70
month.
Interest of School
1,305.48
?59.50
2,064.98
1,299.66
765.32
Motion carried.
Library Fund
'874!63
874.63
834.01
40.62
Teachers' Institute
559.92
Resolution.
98.50
658.42
169.43
488.99
Tax Paid in Advance
802.09
Be It Resolved, by the Board of
384.72
1,186.81
449.82
736.99
Domestic. Animal
2,580^02
Supervisors of Cass County, Iowa
176.00
2,756.02
37.42
2,718.60
Depository Interest
that whereas, That the Atlantic
4,372.86
4,372.86
4,372.86
City Special Assessments
453.20
State Bank of Atlantic, Iowa, and
3,445.38
3,898.58
2,765.95
1,132.95
Corporation Funds
7,087.77
Whitney Loan & Trust Company
32,845.11
39,432.88
29,177.63
10,255.25
School District Funds
42*647 06
Bank of Atlantic, Iowa, are now op166,659.98 209,307.04 157,932.81
51,374.23
Township Funds
2^6L53
erating under Senate Pile No. Ill
648.33
3,009.86
240.40
2,769.46
Indian Creek Drainage No. 1
137.52
and that whereas there is approxi137.52
137.52
Indian Creek Drainage No. 3
2,185.33
mately $102,000.00 on deposit in said
2,185.33
2,185.33
Cass-Pottawattamie Drainage
*418 52
Banks belonging to Cass County
418.52
37.60
380.92
Nishna 'Botna Drainage No. 5
1.64&05
Iowa, and Whereas, the said Banks'
13.91
1,661.96
872.00
789.96
Nishna 'Botna Drainage No. 6
3,'218!o6
are now securing Depositors Agree160.33
3,378.39
3,378.39
Nishna 'Botna Drainage No. 7
'.'
' 68 87
ments and it is deemed advisable that
1,186.76
1,255.63
1,253.63
Highway Drainage No. 1
'.['_'_
S55 63
the Board of Supervisors agree to
20.62
376.25
355.63
20.62
Long and Short
'
2s!96
the terms of said Depositors Agree.75
29.71
.32
29.39
Refunds and Delinquents
129 23
ments, and hereby authorize the
449.95
579.18
Treasurer of Cass County to sign the
Total
.................................
$261,791.59 $515,151.11 $776,842.70 $536,286.72 $240,555.98
d^ositors agreements of both of the
above Banks as provided by law
RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS.
N Electric Refrigerator more than
Providing that the Board of Super'
RECEIPTS.
DISBURSEMENTS.
visors have the option of claiming
L
Amount.
pays
for itself in reduced food
Amount.
offset in the amount of Poor Fund
On hand June 1, 1932
..................
$261,791 59
State Treasurer's Receipts
costs.
First
of all it makes it^possible
.$ 94,540.36
Warrants held by said Banks, p ™
From Current Taxes, 1931
..............
364,126.56
County Auditor's Warrants
vidmg said offset is allowed by the
. 216,930.43
for
you
to
buy
an extra supply of food
Drainage Bonds Redeemed
'From Delinquent Taxes
................
307.51
800.00
™.e Bankine Department.
Interest
on
Drainage
Bonds
at
special
sales
when
prices are low. An
72.00
Penalty, Interest and Costs
............
3,982.77
±^y,£h", a"d «*<"xM ^
County Bonds Redeemed
2,000.00
Drainage Taxes
.......................
1,381 62
electric refrigerator will keep the food
Interest on County Bonds
3,401.26
City Special Assessments
..............
3,445.38
Interest on Primary Road Bonds.
4,242.50
in perfect condition until you are ready
City Specials
Interest on Bank Deposits
..............
4 372 86
2,765.63
to use it. Left-overs which once reprePaid
to
Cities
and
Towns
. 29,153.91
Automobile Numbers and License ....... 58,997.25
- ,. H. Allen, H G Ar
Paid
to
School
Districts
...,.-'....
sented a great waste can now be saved
mentrout,T.
W.Davis
and
F!
H.'
PeK
.
157,809.01
Fees From Auto License
...............
1,874.50
Paid to Townships
240.32
Miscellaneous Receipts
.................
53,783.41
until you are ready to serve them in
Receipts for Auto Licenses
Nay vote- Herman Kvan
48.90
Long Account
.........................
_75
Short Account
some
new and different form. Food
.32
Automobile Fees
Dog License From Treasurer
........
99.50
1,874.60
spoilage
is practically eliminated, thereTax Paid in Advance
'." "
44^.82
968.00
Transfers
to
Funds
[
by reducing food costs to a minimuiri
. 21,897.77
Transfers From Funds
21,771.00
Balance on hand Dec. 31, 1932 ' \ . 240,556.98
Session Claims.
Actual tests have shown that these savTotal Receipts
........................
$776,842.70
Total Disbursement*
ings will pay for your electric refng[re.$776,842.70
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L. A. Breeling, County Treasurer.
OB motion and vote the Board adjourned to meet April 6th., 1933, at 9-00 o'clock A M
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labor hard to extract a plaltf yw «
no from him. "Was the apple, CTOR,
large this yearr Sou ask. His da*
sic reply is: "Well, for a" good apple
year, It is not too good; but for a bad
apple year, It Is not too bad!1*
The tendency to avail himself of
distinctions may account for the
; Greets Spring With Quaint Age- subtle
Norman's reputation: as a somewhat
Old Ceremonies.
grasping character, and his fondness
for legal forms and lawsuits has
SoclctT,
Prepared by National Oeopraphlc
earned for him and his fellows the
Washington. D. C.—VVNU Service.
ORMANDY is planning for ap- title of "the lawyers of France"
For all that, the Norman has bis
ple blossom time. Like Winchester, in the Valley of Vir- own traditions of fun and good felets 41
ginia, and other great apple- lowship. Remember, Jie likes his elgrowing regions of America, Xor- der l And never Norman more so than
;
i rob]e
' znandy fares forth In festival attire one Oliver Basselln, be of the red nose,
i when the buds of Its famous apple who sang songs in praise of hard el- , "Penguin" poultry
der long before Villon roistered and; over, a two-foot fence
trees burst in the spring.
j Although the French are largely a recited in Paris wine shops. Basselln time the Quarrels
wine-Imbibing people, the natives of ran a fulling mill near the little valley between people who
Normandy drink apple cider. There, known as Vaux de Vlre. From It his their gardening
,, (
you can't eat a meal without cider, songs took their name, and these, In W possibility is due to the
I you can't be born without cider, and rurn, gave rise to the corrupted term Of an Inherited character
"self-clipping."
:
; you can't get married or die without "•vaudeville."
Dr. D. a Warren of ti,e cider. The old duchy, slightly smaller
Natural Curiosity.
rtculrnral experiment
| than the state of Maryland, is one
Thirty miles southwest of Vlre, as atttdted the Inherltan station,,
huge orchard.
Even "When it's apple blossom time the crow flies, on the border between •Bter, finds that the night i
in Normandy," however, the duchy has Normandy and Brittany, towers' the
, and |
duchy's most Imposing natural curlmany world-famous spots lhat also
',80
that
the
wing,
'Clipped." T
attract the attention of the traveler- osity and its finest coastal monument
of
the
Middle
ages—stupendous
Uont
Rouen, Deauvilie, Cherbourg, Havre.
Bayeux, Honfleur, Dieppe, Falaise, Saint Michel. It is a granite islet
3,000 feet in circumference, girt with
AJencon.
Northmen swooping down, raiding, Immense walls and towers, plastered
destroying, but finally "settling on the with houses climbing up its sides, and Which produce onlyflightlessc.
land and giving it a softened form of the whole crowned with an ancient It to"a rather easy matter tot
their name; stalwart son of duke and abbey, shrine of the Archangel Mich- Hi!* character to any Of the,
tanner's daughter crossing the chan- ael, saint of high places. Ixovers of breeds of poultry.
While,.poultry breeders
nel to make world history at Hastings; the unique find In Its historical assoNorman dukes reigning in England; ciations, In the grandeur of Its out- dnce this characteristic
the king of the English reigning In ward aspect an appeal and a fascina- flocks will not need high f e
Normandy. Armored knights clanking tion similar to those of Carcassonne. may hare to rearrange their t
East of Vire Is Falalse, where Bob- Sleeping quarters, for many Ml
( about, In London, Sicily, Naples, at the
ert
the Devil, the Magnificent, looked *pnld be .altogether out of j
tomb of Christ The Maid burnt at
I the stake. Daring sons of Normandy out of the castle window and saw Ar- penguin poultry.
A tew months ago a sosr.,n
roaming the seas to fish, to explore Ictte, the tanner's daughter. Another
liar mutation to the guinea!
and colonize unknown lands, from
reported. In this, while thee
Newfoundland to the Antarctic, to the
was the same, It was ani
South Seas, around the world. Nornature In a different way.
mans building lordly castles, chateaux,
cathedrals, and abbeys of distinctive
feathers.do not develop atifl'j
"Norman architecture," painting pic"Bawl* guinea, and the c
tures, writing poetry, plays, and novels
Inherited aa a recessive eta
er than a dominant.
of enduring fame. Poussin and Millet,
Pierre Cornetlle, Alain Chartier and
Malherbe, Flaubert, De Maupassant,
and others—a Norman galaxy.
Normandy does more than sit
around and dream of the long ago.
Strict sanitation is the onlyb
j Through Havre, second seaport of
checking the new poultry
I France; through Cherbourg, it saw
leucosis or lencemia, which it j
i some of the legions pass to the westIng as a threat to the S37,o<
j era front It has greeted kings and
of poultry raised on Illinois f
(queens, admirals and generals, and
cording to the animal paihi
I heard the roar of cannon salutes, the
hygiene division at the college]
. hum of sky craft. Through these
rlculture. University of J
j ports today pass travelers from the
No specific treatment for I
I western world, and processions of conease Is known at this time
t suls, agents, buyers, salesmen, ambasOf it most be attempted thi
j sadors of commerce of every kind—
era! sanitary measures,
Norman Women Astroll.
I hunters all, scenting the romance and
the disinfection of premises b
, adventure in foreign trade, in anything story goes that he first saw her wash- stock is Introduced. It also 111
from anchovies to antiques.
Ing clothes at the fountain one day able to avoid breeding from!
Dress designers, looking to Paris for when he was returning from the chase. flocks.
the first and last word on fashions, However, It was, her "pretty feet twinLencemla Is a fatal dls
; send "scouts" to the golden beaches kling In the brook" led to her becom- f ested by blood changes. AW
I of Deanville and its less aristocratic ing the mother of the Conqueror.
has not- been definitely proved]
I vis-a-vis, Tronville. Here, where the
North of Falalse Is Caen, a Norman la carried through the e
, beau monde disports Itself In season Athens and unrivaled center for the dence Indicates that this I
I beneath gaily striped tents, at the ca- study of Norman art Here the Nor- Of the disease on many farm.]
• Binos, along the promenades, and at mans' extraordinary faculty for adap- - Symptoms may be maul
the races, the gods and goddesses of tation appears at Its best Though Cowls'four to* sis months of I
, style display their latest creations on they Invented little that was new, they the disease may continue toil
beautiful women.
adopted from other countries, devel- form to cause heavy losses. Ill
j Bach from white chalk cliffs and oped and Improved. French language fowls the disease Is marked f
, sandy beaches stretches a green and and literature, French feudal doc- egg production, nnthriftinea^J
pleasant hind of winding streams, fer- •trines, and Romanesque architecture,
ness,' large livers and part
: tile grain fields and pastures, nedgein particular bear the stamp of their
1C auspicious symptoms of f
, rows, orchards, well-kept farms, and genius. In Norman bands this archi- ease appear, flock owners art|
j villages of thatched cottages. There tectural form from northern Italy be! are hills and dales and glens, forests came a distinctive, living thing, marked to frVff typically affected to
, and waterfalls, and the typically Xor- by great size, simplicity, and massive- local veterinarian for
diagnosis.
man long, straight roads.
ness, and love of geometric ornament.
The two abbeys founded here by the
Famous for Cattle.
And cows! Innumerable herds spot Conqueror and his wife are superb exit. has been found that [
, the lush meadows everywhere, but es- amples of the architecture which prepecially In the Contentin, the penin- ceded the rise of the early Gothic in the same batch, the .
sula which points toward England. It the Thirteenth century, and which also and raised under the
has given its name to a Norman breed crossed the channel even before the during the growing period!
as much as several weeks toj
of cattle famous for beef, but more Conquest
The Conqueror was buried In one they start laying.
so for mills production. Paris drinks
Normandy's milk and cream, and both of these abbeys, and Matilda, his cous- thing* being equal,
. London and Paris eat its fresh but- in-wife, In the other. Both were built an the best winter layers, 1
ter and cheese—Camembert, Neuf- with the hope of conciliating the pope Intensive spring producers'
most persistent layers into . j
chatel, Pont L'Eveque-with histories regarding their marriage.
What a courtship was William's 1 A lag sommer-fail period. *•
, as distinguished as the duchy's own.
In one field men In blue smocks are seven-year siege of Matilda's hand, disloading hay into carts drawn by pon- dain from the lady, slights not to be wlU be found auwug tt
derous horses. "They're percherons!" endured, and anally a wrathy lover era. Mark the precocious
eiclaims the horse lover from the Mid- rushing into Matilda's presence, selling order to identify them _ ft*]
dle West "My Indiana neighbor used her by the hair, dragging her about the beginners next yew
to Import carloads of them. Don't room, striking her, flinging her to the laying year draws to a '
question of keep"'? f
they remind yon of Rosa Bunheur's floor. After that she said yesl
comes np. To do t f l i s
Horse Fair?' As a matter of fact
Gathered Hie Hosta.
fag. the dates of eacb
most of her models for that Mcture
Still farther north is Dives. Here, simplest means of
were percherons."
in those stirring days of 1006, the fu- different toe punch fur i
Another Normandy product Is lts
v
patois; one's school book Fr t -m-u will ture victor at Hastings gathered to- chicks, although m»«.
gether
"an
Innumerable
host
of
horseprefer
to
wlng-bami
not serve here. In the daiiv ivmmon
men, sllngers, and foot soldiers," wild, their . pedigree i-ortcpeeoh one authority has c.u'nuni s,
adventurous spirits, the war Strength Times.
of northern Europe, eager for the battle over the sea. In the river's mouth
Buying <
future Conqueror found Nurm.'at ^ lay some 700 shlpa. The largest could
The
number
of ^
.erywhere. There were - .WIuau prel. hold fifty knights with all their horses
bay
In
the
spring
sheu
and
men;
the
smallest
boats
were
not
, ates in the blshaprlcs. Norman
lords
an
the
number
of
p<>
, and soldiers to lhe fortr
«*
even decked over and were loaded to
the gunwales with stores and pro- house next winter.
est ltse]f aff
visions, including small grinding mills sore of having iirdinS (Ml
pallets after
for the grain.
that
For pictorial history of the Conquest. three times
go to Bayeui and look at the fifty-eight Cockerels
scenes embroidered on llnen—th* fa- IQ a lot aa
mous Bayeux tapestry. Probably BO OB 09 per cent
can
.i
other fabric anywhere In the world •at toss that
estimates
la
10
i"if u
surpasses It In interest and Importa

Normandy Dons
Festival Attire

DEVELOPS

D

WHICH

Events in the Lives of Little Men

N

Penguin Variety G J
v ^FromFenc p
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FINNEY OF THE FORCE

A Recipe She Should Know
—AM' HE Does.
IT LOIKC THAT?
SHURE
BE GLAJ?
„
GiWE. THiS PASS
-to ME WIFE —•WANK Htez

JE THEATRE:

AN" 0« WANT VBX To
PAY FERmCKlAR.

MAtfCHIN At

HE:

TAKE a A AlG- AM' A
O'FAXXJR.
AM' HAKES SI* VOZri

Sanitation Urged for
Checking New]

Laying Time for!

THE FEATHERHEADS
SHOULD

HIM SOME

CHEER HIM UP
t>OvWKl AT DOC

The Messenger of Cheer
HELLO, £00>E/ BOV— HO\W

You ' THOUGHT
AMD

BRiMG-

You

"

Ivo's

"t
proof

"iucJosure,"

let l
It i

t hat
M

must

Crude though U; is in design, and partly defaced, It nevertheless recreates
a momentous period In world history.
But all Norman roads lead to Boaea
at last Bouen. "Gothic Queen of
France" and the duchy's ancient capital, where "each monument Is a book.
each stone a souvenir." Yet, 'more
than architecture, more tfaaa antta.nl.
tles, Joan of Arc Is the strongest lore;
for Rouen is her town, saturated with
glorious and tragic memories of her.
Her spirit still hovers over UM market
Place where, condemned tor •%avtas
fallen back Into the errors." so'
to flery martyrdom.

an expert

Feeding Moist I
mash en"
to dry nm^
production. •

fetter preferr«->i
It ahould not '"'
f»d in the m»*t>!:
dry mash. <" '
birds as theyr *
ntes. It is "''
that It be f"'
afternoon. T!"t1r
i to li>
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The Golden Rule

tandard Has New Motor
Oil At Lower Price

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

Standard Oil is introducing a new
motor oil claimed to have remarkable
April 30, 1903.
erformance characteristics made posFrank Van Slyke went to Omaha
DEPARTMENT STORE
ible by recently developed refining last week to consult an oculist.
The Best For Less
Anita, Iowa
Miss Jennie Wiegand has been unirocesses.
The processes are known as pro- der the care of Dr. H. E. Campbell
pane dewaxing and chlorex extrac- the past week.
ion. In the first, complete dewaxing
B. D. Forshay is combining a tew
jf the oils is accomplished by dissolv- days pleasure with business in Des
ng them in liquefied petroleum gases Moines this week.
Men's
LOVELY NEW
Pillow
leld under high pressure. In the
The April term of the district court
Cases
Union Suits
second, the undesirable fractions of for this county opened at Atlantic
Size 42x36
;he motor oil base stock are dissolved 'uesday morning with Judge Macey
Size 36-46
out with chemicals, leaving only the presiding.
each
49c
choice fractions.
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Blue have decidlOc
Addition of these processes to pre- ed that Iowa is good enough for them
viously known methods has resulted and they will not move to Oregon as
NWkties
Curtains
A™ V'V'lm. v 4^*J
n an oil which the company States ;hey had anticipated.
Panels, Rufexhibits on test an amazing durabilMany differThe report is that the Rural Telefles and cotty. This is attributed to its excep- phone Co. will have exchange headent patterns.
TABLE SALT, 34b. bag
tional resistance to heat and cold as quarters on the second floor of the
tage sets.
Specially Priced
well as to oxidation. In the language Major .drug store building.
25c
Hardwater {Mftr
Pair
of the.layman, it is "long lasting"
Contemplating a number of changfor this one day.
Large Bars ft IMF
39c to $1
and "stands up" even under the most es from the original plans, the buildMen's Rayon
••^
adverse driving conditions.
RICE FLAKES, per pkg.
ing committee of the M. E. church
Because of its durability the new will not let a contract for some time
Ladies'
Athletic
BRAN FLAKES, per pkg.
motor oil is heralded as virtually free yet.
Rayon Hose
Per Pair
Shirts
from any tendency to deposit sludge.
IGream separators are becoming
CORN FLAKES, Ige. pkff.
Pair
On this account it will be sold as the popular among the farming fraternity
25c
All Shades
Sizes 7-10
lOc
first "anti-sludge" motor oil ever as evidenced from the fact that Supmade generally available bo meet the lee & Burkhart sold and delivered
severe driving conditions prevalent to- five this week, with a large number
VERY SPECIAL THIS DAY ONLY
day.
of other orders in sight.
A Special Purchase Sale of
The new oil will be known as "IsoMayor Young and Councilmen C. E.
MEN'S SHORTS AND ATHLETIC SHIRTS
Vis-D," the letter distinguishing it Townsend and J. A. Irving were pasfrom the Iso-Vis previously sold.
sengers Tuesday morning for BrookMeeting the demand of the times lyn, Iowa, where they go to make
for low prices, the company has al- further investigation of the gas light
PORK & BEANS,
ready announced that, in spite of the plant which is in successful operation
Libby's, Ib. cans, 4 for
improvements, the new oil will sell at in that town. It is quite probable
five cents a quart less than the old, or that before many weeks the neces25 cents. Polarine, the second-price
sary steps will be taken and a plant
oil, has also been lowered to 20 cents
OATMEAL, for ehix, 10-lbs...
put in operation in Anita, as the
a quart.
voters at the recent town* election
TABLE SALT, 10-lb. bag .
An extensive advertising and edu
Con:! > : r i j - , l i i i < cast a majority vote in favor of
cational program has been undertaken
CORN STARCH, Ib. pkg., 3 for
establishing a plant here.
in connection with introduction of the
Evergreen Q f AI*
product. Motorists will be shown the
1ft<» ran*
& lUi
nature of sludge deposits in engine
*•
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
and the unique manner in which the
PAN. FLOUR 3i/2-lb. bag
new oil prevents sludging troubles.
Buckwheat
..-....
"Everlasting Punishment" 'will be
The mixture of road grit,, .water
the subject of the Lesson-Sermon in
and worn-out oil which accumulate
in crankcases has long been known all Churches of Christ, Scientist, on
as the enemy of motors and the cause Sunday, April 30.
COUNTY AUDITOR'S!;,!
The Golden Text is from Job 31:3
of engines wearing out before thei
CALL.
f
M.
E.
CHURCH
NOTES
+j
time. The company will use in its "Is not destruction to the wicked' *•
Monroe
J.
Rarick,
Pwtor.
*
Of County .Convention to _
advertising a sculptured figure o: and a strange punishment to the
County Superintendent of L
"Old Joe Sludge" to personify th workers of iniquity?"
Sunday
School
at
10:00
B.
m.
Dr.
and Three ^Members of thtl
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quostealthy enemy at work in the dark
Board of'Education, and Nij
C. H. Johnson, General Snpt.
tations
from
the
Bible
and
from
the
of the engine crankcase. "Old Joe'
the President and the Seen
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock in
Christian
Science
textbook,
"Science
School Corporation of the 1
will be seen in a series of advertise
the
Masonic
Temple.
Holding Convention.
ments that will appear in leading and Health with Key to the ScripDr. David Shenton, superintendent
Atlantic, Iowa, April M
newspapers in the thirteen states in tures," by Mary Baker Eddy.
of the Council Bluffs district, will be To the Presidents and Secret)
One
of
the
Bible
citations
reads:
which the company does its principa
the School Corporations oi|
"Therefore I will judge you, O house with us next Sunday morning to demarketing.
County, Iowa.
of Israel, every one according to his liver the morning sermon. This will
You tax hereby notified i
be
a
good
time
for
those
who
have
not
ways, saith the Lord God. Repent and
will be a Convention of School]
CARD OF THANKS.
turn yourselves from all your trans- met Dr. Shenton to get acquainted denta of the various School T
042 All Leather Soles and Heels
$1.98
with him. All members of the church of C»B8 County, State of loi
To the kind and sympathetic friends gressions; so iniquity shall not be
are urged to attend the services. 'Vis- at $he: iCbuncil Room, Cityl
Other Outstanding Values at
$2.25 to $3.48
who assisted us in the recent sick- your ruin. For I have no pleasure in
Atlantic, in said County, on {•
itors
are welcome.
day of ;May, A. D. 1933 at l:00f
ness and death of our beloved daugh- the death of him that dieth, saith the
Our special music for Sunday morn- P. M., 'for the purpose of ek
ter and sister, Mary Jane, by their Lord God: wherefore turn yourselves,
ing will be a solo by iMiss Goldie Mc- County Superintendent of Scho
and
live
ye"
(Ezek.
18:80,
32).
many helpful acts and manifestaof the County]
Among the selections from the Laughlin, with Miss Winona Kyle as three-members
tions of comfort and sympathy, we ofof Education.
accompanist.
Christian
Science
textbook
is
the
folfer our heartfelt thanks.
It to your duty to see '
Epworth League at 7:00 p. m. in School District is represented j
lowing: "Evil is sometimes a man's
Mrs.
Edna
Nichols
and
Family
Wonderful Values at
$1.98, $2.48, $2.95, $3.50
highest conception of right, until his the parsonage. Leader, (Miss Edith Convention by your Presiden
grasp on good grows stronger. Then King. Topic, "The Why and How of his inability to attend, then]
member of your School BoaiJ|
he loses pleasure in wickedness and Business."
ed by the Board as an alteir
The Loyal Circle class met Tues- manner prescribed by Sec. <
it becomes his torment. The way to
escape the misery of sin is to cease day afternoon with Mrs. Edna New- of Iowa.
You .will therefore govern?
SEED CORN:—Early picked am sinning. There is no other way" (p ton. Some of the ladies worked on
tea towels that are to be given to the accordingly.
fire dried. 75c per bushel. Malom 327).
Given this 25th. day of Api
Seed Co., Atlantic.
It
aid society. Others embroidered quilt 1938.
ANITA, IOWA
. „,
Blocks.
Jennie M. i
(FOR
SALE: —Mammoth White
it
County Selling For CASH and Selling For Less
Pekin duck eggs. 35c per setting «• CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4
George
Schwenneker
of
Guthrie
>
E. L. Anderson, Pastor.
+
Phone Anita 2 R 29.
2tp
Bounties on grown
Center was a business caller in the
cityMonday.
doced
from $10 to $5 by 111
FOR SALE:—Meyer's Yellow Den
(The Church With a Heart and
THE AMERICAN FLAG.
the statue, but should be flung
of the state legislature,
seed corn, highest yield in Iowa state
•n Open Hind.)
to the right of it.
Robert Stuhr spent the week end in cob wolves were reduced 1
test plot past four years.
Shelled
Church School at iO:00 a. m. A
Answers to the questions printed
25. No.
Minden
visiting at the home of his 12, Bounties on gophers we»I
and
graded.
See
the
corn
at
Farmer:
training school for Christian living,
on the first page of this edition in the
from ten cents to five cents, i
26. The union should be to th
3tp
with classes for all ages. Mrs. Lydia uncle, Julius Stuhr and wife.
American Legion Auxiliary campaign north in an east and west street o Co-Operative Elevator Co.
Brown, Superintendent.
of education on the American Flag to the east in a north and sout
WANTED:—Wool, for which we
are printed below. Other questions street.
Notice—President's day will be apwill pay the highest market price
and answers will be printed next week
propriately observed at all of our
ut
27. Thirteen horizontal stripes al Hartley's Produce.
in the Tribune.
services next Sunday.
ternate red and white with the En
18. The Star Spangled Banner. glish union cantoned in the corner.
Now is the time to repair you.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
Francis Scott Key. Written while a
spouting. Come in and let us figure Special appropriate music. Sermon
captive of the British during a night
Johnson's
Plumbing subject, "The Church and Civic RightJackson Linn, wife and three sons with you.
attack on Fort McHenry, September and Chester Enright, wife and son of Shop. Phone No. 12.
tf
eousness." May all attend divine ser13, 1814.
vice next Sunday with prayer for the
Menlo visited here Sunday with their
WANTED: — Lawn mowers to
19. Half mast until noon, then sister and aunt, Mrs. John Osen and
president and the nation's welfare.
sharpen at 50c each. Jeff's Garage.
raised to full staff until sunset.
husband.
No evening service due to the youth
20. It should be destroyed privately,
STOLEN:—Someone stole 250 2- conference at Atlantic Sunday afterpreferably by burning, or some other
Dr. Roy Lantz, wife and children week old chickens from my home Sun- noon and evening-.
VALVE GRIDING AND MOTOR
method in harmony with reverence of Woodbine, Iowa, spent Sunday with day night. I will give a reward to
A youth conference will be held at
and respect we owe to the emblem his parents, R. H. Lantz and wife, anyone furnishing me information re the Congregational church in Atlantic
ON CHEVROET SIXES
representing our country.
and with other relatives and friends. garding them. They are Rhoade next Sunday beginning promptly at
21. Sunrise to sunset.
Mrs. Ella Worthing, who had been Island Reds.
2:30 o'clock with a 15c lunch at 6'00
22. Capt. William Driver.
spending the winter in Woodbine, reLABOR
o clock. Adjournment at 7:00 n m
Rasmussen.
23. No.
turned to Anita with them, and will
Millard Rubles of our society will be
Repairs for any make STOVE
24. It should never be used to cover spend the summer here.
among the speake,.s. Allywng peo.
FURNACE.
When in need 01
Pie of h,gh school age and over
SPOUTING or TIN WORK, see John- urged to attend. Meet promptlyare
at
son's Plumbing Shop
Phone
n
1
12.
V,l° !7fI !-' ">««'» * 2:00

Specials for Saturday

Specials For

Voile Dresses
$1 and $1.98
Anklets

Salmon

7C

CatSUp

jo;Oranges

lOc Per Garment

WOlYVRINi:

Medium Size
Sweet, each

li

Cocoa

No Other
Work Shoe
in the
World Like
Wloverine
Shell
Horsehides!

V - f >

+ +

4-

+

+ + - f - f

+ »•»•+;

Wolverine Shell Horse Hide Work
Shoes Dry Out Soft and Pliable

OXFORDS

Roe Clothing Co.

WANT-ADS

SPECIA

Monarch 100% Pure Paint

has been sold in Anita for more than 20 years.
IT IS DEPENDABLE:—
Your job deserves the best!
Don't be fooled on QUALITY, buy
Monarch it is GUARANTEED 100% Pure.
I will estimate your needs and recommend a
reliable painter to do your work.

ROBT. SCOTT
.

ANITA LUMBER CO.

PHONES: Office 20; EM. 11

DEPENDABLE ALWAYS

FOR SALE OR TRADE:—1928
Whippet coach; 1932 Chevrolet «>.
dan. Open evenings and Sundays
Phone 244. 0. W. Shaffer & Son,
Anita, Iowa.
tf
E. S. HOLTON. Lawyer.
Practice in all court*. Opinion on
Land Titles; and Settlement of estatei
a Specialty.
County Attorney

'*

UNTIL MAY 10
in

A
B o i n j r 1)lease

Hughes, the president

tf

«»

•This is the
the l rudll

ni

ANITA MILLING CO
'
f* <* <* P«*ct anTnert
"1 be the last day
CHADWICK TRANSFER
Ground oats
,„ '" , y o u r discard^ jewelry
Oats hulled
,„ and silver trinkets for tht
****•*•«•
10c
Ear corn ground
. "^ "us p^t 100 p<?r cent ^
Culled for and delivered
Be per cwt
No bother. You lose no time
"f the Cong
Let U« Do It
w
church. May
»
>-- fount on you.

We Use Only Genuu*
Parts
NEW SPECIAL VAtVE
TRAINED MECHANICS

0. W. Staffer &
ANITA, IOWA

THE TRIBUNE. ANITA. IOWA.

Jews Revfow of Current
Events the World Over
La States Goes Off the Gold Standard—Secretary
f Perkins Offer* Plan for Federal Control of
Industr^lEcononiic Talks Begin.
By EDWARD W. PICKABD
ABB off the gold standard,"
the terse but momentous
nncement by Secretary «t the
ury Woodln as he returned to
his office from a
conference With President Roosevelt; and
at the same time the
White House gave out
the news that -the
Chief Executive had
placed an embargo on
the further export of.
gold, permitting _ the
dollar to depreciate
k/f^
in foreign exchange,
and was ready to ask
»ldent
congfe|»«»aTditJKHrlty
swelt
tQ pnt toto action his
of "controlled inflation." Mr.
velt himself calls this policy a
for control of commodity
hovels and says it is designed
je prices bat to keep them from
[too far up. He gave assurance
here would be .no resort to
press money.*\ .
etary Woodln drew up the orjmcernlng gold exportation. Un[no gold is allowed to leave the
except that earmarked for
account before April 15 and
Amounts as are required to save
an business men from loss on
jtments in foreign trade incurred
(to the proclamation of the new
Was

r\EMOCRATIO leaders of the house
*-'• are concerned over the delays in
carrying out the administration's
Plans, these delays being especially
notable in committees and one of tho
most annoying being in the handling
of banking legislation;. Not long ago
Speaker Balney and Floor Leader
Byrns thought congress could adjourn
by May 15 or at latest June 15. Now
both, are predicting that the session
will not end before August 1 if present tactics are not abandoned. Evidently they were of the opinion that
it would be necessary to force some
bills out of committee by suspending
the rules.

(CUBA'S political disorders, murders
^-* and bombings, of which much has
been written in recent months, have
finally engaged the attention of the administration in Wash1 n g t o n. Representative Hamilton Fish of
New York has been
urging our government to employ diplomatic Intervention to
end the "reign of terror," and said he
would formally demand that Secretary
Hull take such a step
unless the adminisRep. Fish
tration gqt busy very
speedily. For a time Mi. Hull seemed
averse to any interference, but Mr.
Roosevelt started things by calling the
Cuban ambassador, Don Oscar B. Cmtas, to the White House for a discussion of the situation. The ambassador
also conferred with Sumner Welles,
assistant secretary of state, and then
Mr. Welles went to the White House
for instructions.
Mr. Roosevelt has no desire to order military intervention In the affairs
of Cuba, which he could do under the
Platt amendment, holding that this
Would-cost us a lot of money and besides would enrage president Machado
and create an unpleasant diplomatic
situation. Therefore his present plan
is to take steps to redeem the island's
financial situation, which Is wretched,
and to relieve the unemployment and
discontent that are at the bottom of
Cuba's difficulties. He and the State
department wish to Increase the sugar
imports from Cuba by granting substantial reductions to the Island on
the sugar tariff. Thjs, 'naturally, will
not please the domestic cane and beet
sugar industries.
There is a genuine fear among some
officials in Washington that opponents
to President Machado will, In their efforts to overthrow his regime, perpetrate some outrage against American
interests in Cuba, thus raising a situation in which the United States
might be compelled to intervene.

WIGHT now the eyes of the world
**• are turned on Washington, for
the series of talks between President
Roosevelt and representatives of many
other nations have begun, and if the
hopes of the Chief Executive are realized they will result in the finding of
a way out of the world depression.
Prime Minister J. Bamsay MacDonald was the first of the visitors
to arrive and the flrst to confer with
Mr. Roosevelt and Secretary of State
HulL Edouard Herrlot, former premier of France, was close on MacDonald's heels, and the others are
scheduled to follow rapidly. No one
of the "conversationalists" is empowered to really decide anything, but all
of them are free to express the views
[united States, thus has placed of their respective governments on
on the same footing as Great economic matters. It was understood
AMBASSADOR JOSBPHUS DANand many other foreign na- that MacDonaid would not talk much
tlts money Is unstable in value about the war debts, but Herrlot was **• lels- reached Mexico City under
jrnatlonal trade. It was pointed authorized to state France's position heavy military guard and after one
|t Mr. Roosevelt could now with on that subject as well as on monetary attempt was made to wreck his train.
propriety propose thai; all' policy, tariffs, disarmament and Euro- Immediately after his arrival in the
.capital the unofficial critics there of
go back to the gold standard pean peace.
his appointment let it be known that
*•
'. .•,; • ' " ' - - .' ' ' '••.
The whole series of conversations ta
its of our plunge into the Infla- Washington is a preliminary to the they had had a change of heart and
ol were Immediate. Prices on «comlng world economic conference, no longer were hostile. Mr. Daniels was
ok exchanges and especially In and the hope of President Roosevelt formally received by Foreign Minister
nmodlty markets went up with and Secretary Hull is that the way Casauranc, with whom he had a long
j and trading was: heavier than can be paved for rehabilitation of the and pleasant chat, and later presented
|ny months. Millions of dollars world by the lowering of trade bar- his credentials to President Rodriguez.
"Mr. Daniels made a magnificent imdried to the farm value of all riers and monetary stabilization. They
and cotton and-sugar also will gladly abandon America's tradi- pression on me," Casauranc said.
upward, as did provisions. The tional high tariff policy if the other "While it was simply a courtesy call,
|the price of silver was spectac- nations are willing to co-operate and we had a very agreeable chat, discussing topics of general interest in ecoriiis was the first reaction of reciprocate.
nomic, educational, and social fields."
tkets to the Inflation announce"I had a very interesting and dejlany traders expected a severe T> EPTJBLICAN postmasters who have lightful
visit," Mr. Daniels said. "The
fO follow. ''
, : \;':'*\ demonstrated their efficiency are foreign minister was very gracious,
i London and Paris exchanges to be permitted to complete their
to avail myself of his hospiar sank decidedly. Neither the terms. So announces Postmaster Gen- propose
tality often."
| nor the French were pleased eral James A. Farley,
i President's action. The Eon-. to the Joy of several
OSCOW'S famous trial of six Britlly Telegraph said: ""Following thousand Q. O. P. of*
ish engineers and eleven Russians
fa latest action a demand will flee holders and the
on charges of espionage, sabotage and
every country for fresh de- corresponding dismay
bribery ended in the conviction of five
jon so that exporters may not of a great army of
of the Britons and ten of the Rusplr power Of competition in Democrats who'would
sians. It. C. Thornton was sentenced
arkets. The neWtaslf of the like the jobs. Mr.
to three years in prison; W. H. Maci is to prevent a chaotic proo Farley says his party
Donald, who pleaded guilty, to two
jDinpetltlve depreciation of cur- has long stood for the
years; Allan Monkhouse, John Cushny
civil service system
and Charles Nordwall were ordered
prs Byrnes, Flttman endThom- of competitive examdeported; A. W. Gregory was acquitthe inflation bill to be of- inations and "will not
ted. "The ten Russians were given
* p.Piaw
' the administration* A modi- abandon that high
'^
*
prison terms up to ten years. There
lot Thomas' preyions measure, ground," so he gives out this message: was nothing surprising in the^outcome
Ithe President authority to Is"No incumbent whose term has not unless it were the mildness of the pen"abacks, to revalue the dollar,
yet
expired and who has been render- alties inflicted.
accept payments on; the war
The British government, which had
Ing
loyal and efficient service to the
silver at a value of CO cents
government need have the slightest been watching the case with intense
fear of removal. It will be the policy interest, struck back at the Soviet
union promptly. King George and the
ES of the Boosevelt admlnls- of the Post Office department to allow privy council declared an 80 per cent
every
efficient
postmaster
to
fill
out
> are being expanded and exembargo on Russian imports and the.
fast and so farthat con- his term."
Metropolitan Vickers Electrical EquipDistrict attorneys, marshals and ment company, employer of the conbd the country
collectors are not under civil service victed men, ordered an immediate ap(keep up with /
and in time these places probably will peal in behalf of the two defendants
1 set. One of '
be filled with deserving Democrats. who were sent to prison.
pest and most
Also there are hundreds of vacancies
of its
In the postmastershfps to be filled Imi was submit-'
YRON O. TAYLOR, chairman of
mediately, and these will be filled as
s house comthe United States Steel corpora
Boon as Mr. Farley's department has tlon, has added his voice to the chorus
bo labor by
completed
a
study
of
examination
of Labor
of industrial executives who believe
methods.
Perkins in
the course of the deThe postmaster general makes the pression has turned.
of a draft
welcome assertion that the United At the annual meetus a subStates post office is going to pay Its Ing of stockholders In
fur senator
way hereafter. He alms to save $72,- Hoboken, Mr. Taylor,
ur week
Secretary
000,000 in the coming fiscal year, and who is noted In the
I which was
Perkins
this, he believes, wfll suffice to bal- financial district for
the senate
almost identical Connery ance the postal budget,
tho cautiousness of
It is designed to give the
his utterances, de'vernment full control not
APAN'S armies In China continued clared:
the hours of labor but also
"Better times are
their advance south of the great
P'rlai production and prices. wall, driving before them disorganized ahead."
"e of this legislation and of or traitorous Chinese troops. The
And fn support of M c Taylor
: farm mcrketlng bill would Japanese at latest reports had occu- this belief be cited
i Perkins and Wallace pied the entire triangle between tho the fact that the corporation was opi over the economic wall and the Lwan river, with Its base erating at 21 per cent of capacity, the
Ration.
on the gulf of Pohal, and were moving first time that operations have reached
PI basis of the labor bffl Is onward toward Tientsin. They crossed this level since March, 1932.
Following his address Mr. Taylor
^in the interstate commerce the river near Lwanchow and bom^ Coustltutlqn and in the barded that city and the surrounding presented to the meeting a motion by
petition" sections of the region. There was great alarm In a stockholder for a vote of confidence
~> act.
Tientsin, where some 400 Americans, In the Roosevelt administration. It
these legal powers that mostly business men and their fam- was carried without dissent by a standIng vote.
y of labor la to depend ilies, reside.
**the
When the Japanese started their
^ Allowing authority:,
UTH BRYAN OWEN, the new mln
nush into the undisputed Chinese terister to Denmark and the flrai
ritory south of the great wall the
by
l^nr^?.™;^'^^*"than 10 Lwan river was set as the limit. But Amerlcan woman to be given such a
the Japanese command now has an- diplomatic post, has told the newspa
and
nounced that they will continue the per men that she Intends to serve beer
pursuit
as far as the Chinese con- In the legation in Copenhagen, which
exemption* are
or oth- ttnue to set up defenses. The Jap- ia something for the daughter of WU
t up to anese authorities deny, however, that 11am Jennings Bryan, lifelong advocate
they intend to occupy Peiplng and of prohibition.
hit
-Yes " she said. "I will serve 3.2 per
lot a
the Tientsin. Their apparent plan Is to
fch ,,
create a buffer area out of the triangle cent beer. It Is In keeping with the
of my own country and the custom
to facilitate the consolidation of the law
£ the Sd to which I au. going. But
I don't consider that Important. I am
really Interested In the progressive deDroh!
velopment in Denmark which I hope
tte gates have been sealed and heavy t o B t n d y f o r m y c o u u t r y "
guards placed at them.
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CHOOL Lesson

S

By HBV. P. B. FITZWATBR, D. »., lumber of Faculty. Moody BlbU
_ ,..!»«*UuU of ChJca«o.)
ft 1933. WeafVrn Newspaper Onion.

Lesson for April 30
E8U8 SETS NEW STANDARDS OP

LIVING
(Stewardship Lesson)

LESSON TEXT—Mark 10:1-81.
GOLDEN TEXT—And aa ye would
bat men should do to you, do y» also
o them likewise. Luke 6:31.
PRIMARY TOPIC—Jesus and th«
Children.
JUNIOR TOPIC—Choosing Time.
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOP1C—Making the Right Choice.
YOUNQ PEOPLE AND ADULT TOP1C—All for Christ. ,
I. Concerning Marriage (w. 1-12).
The question touching divorce which
he Pharisees temptingly put to Christ
brought forth teaching which exhibits
marriage in its true light
1. Marriage should not he degraded
•y divorce (w. 1-5). Marriage waa
nstltuted by God and was Intended
o be Indissoluble. Moses suffered divorce, limited and regulated It Its
existence indicates the coarseness and
>erverseness of man. Its real cause
s sin. Perhaps the most outstanding
evidence of the blighting effects of
sin is seen In the Increasing number
of divorces.
2. Marriage God's primal law (w.
6-8). The Ideal law of life for the
subjects of Christ's kingdom Is marriage. This Is proved by the fundamental fact of sex. "God made them
male and female." (v. 6). The union
of the male and female natures la
physical, mental, and spiritual. In
marriage the male and female natures
are mutually complemented—"They
twain shall be one flesh: so then they
are no more twain, but one flesh"
(v. 8).
3. Marriage has God's sanction
(v, 9). When God created Eve and
brought her unto Adam, he declared
that man should leave his father and
mother and cleave unto his wife and
that they shall be one flesh. God performed the flrst marriage ceremony.
4. Remarriage of the dlvorcer is adultery (w. 10-12). The marriage relation can only be dissolved by death
and sin. Marriage Is for life. Divorce
for other than marital infidelity does
not give the right to remarriage.
II. Concerning Children (vv. 13-16).
The union of the male and female
natures according to God's primal law
of marriage, lays the foundation for
family life. The normal issue of such
union Is children. It was fitting that
Jesus In connection with the divine
law of marriage should set forth his
estimate of children. Christian men
and women will regard children as the
property of the Lord and will esteem
it a high and holy privilege to train
them for him. Observe:
1. Children brought for the touch
of Jesus (v. 13).
2. Parents rebuked by the dlsclplei
for bringing their children (v. 13). 8. Jesus' reply (vv. 14, 15).
a. "Suffer the little children to
come unto me, and forbid them not:
for of such Is the kingdom of God"
(v. 14).
b. "Whosoever shall not receive the
kingdom of God as a little child, hd
shall not enter therein" (v. 15).
4. Jesus' action (v. 16). He took the
children up In his arms and blessed
them. Where Christ rules, childhood
Is sacred.
III.

Concerning Rlchee (w. 17-31).

1. The young ruler's question (v.
17). This young man was In earnest.
He came running and kneeled to
Jesus. He was a young man with a
lovable personality. Jesus loved him.
While moral, earnest, and courageous,
he had a defective theology. He
thought that eternal life could be
obtained by good works.
2. Jesus' reply (vv. 18-20). He put
his finger on the weak spot In the
young man's life. He knew that possessions gripped his heart, revealing
the fact that he was a covetous man, a
violator of the tenth commandment.
3. Lacking one thing, and yet lost
(vv. 21, 22). When the Lord pointed
out to him that the love of money was
the defect of his life, he chose wealth
rather than Christ, and perhaps parted
company with the Lord forever.
4. The peril of riches (vv. 23-27).
Jesus said, "How hardly shall they
that have riches enter Into the kingdom of God!" Discerning the astonishment of the disciples he said further, "How hard Is It for them that
trust In riches to enter Into the kingdom of God!" The difficulty does not
lie In the fact that a man possesses
riches, but that riches possess him.
Wealth Is a mighty power and In Itself
Is good. It will provide bread for the
hungry, and send the Gospel to the
ends of the earth. It Is a short step
from the possession of riches to trustIng in them.

Egg's High Value on Daily Menu
Nutritionally speaking, the fact and bake In a moderate oven (375
that eggs are so low In price this degrees Fahrenheit) until the eggs
season Is most Important. Eggs are are set and the crumbs are brown.
<B. 1938. Bell Syndicate.—WNC Service.
recognized as one of the foods which
contribute the most to the diet, bePierce's Pellets are beet for liver,
cause they are so well balanced Or.
rowels and stomach". One little Pellet for
themselves, In comparison to most a laxative—three for a cathartic.—Adv.
foods. They are equaled and exceeded perhaps'onlj^. by milk.
Human Nature
We would expect this to be the
Most men follow the calling they
case because If the egg Is allowed to want to whether It pays or not
develop Into a chicken, from It must
be taken all the material necessary
to form bones, muscles and blood. It
must, therefore, contain minerals and
vitamins as well as protein for this
purpose. All these except calcium
and vitamin 0 we get from the egg
white and yolks when we eat It Calcium Is provided by the eggshell,
which Is absorbed In the formation
of the chicken but which Is not as
eatable for human consumption.
Most of the Important constituents
of the egg can be found In the yolk.
Here are concentrated Iron, phosphorus, some calcium, vitamins A, B
and -D, as well as protein. Prom the
egg white we get protein and sulphur, as you have found out from the How to train BABY'S
way silver spoons are blackened by
contact with egg whites.
The protein In the egg is of excellent quality and In this respect eggs
Babies, botUe-fed or breast-fed,
can take the place of meat or othpr
protein food. In combination with with any tendency to be constipated,
would thrive if they received daily
milk egg furnishes a safeguard to half
a teaspoonful of this old family
the diet of Infants and young chil- doctor's prescription for the bowels.
dren. The egg yolk Is more often
That is one sure -way to train tiny
put Into the milk given to small bowels to healthy regularity. To
babies. This Is particularly on ac- avoid the fretfulness, vomiting,
count of the Iron and vitamin D crying, failure to gain, and other ins
content. Milk Is low In Iron and of constipated babies.
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is
needs to be supplemented by a food
which Is an efficient source of this good for any baby. For this, you have
word of a famous doctor. FortyImportant mineral. The Iron In eggs the
seven years of practice taught him
Is in a form which Is completely 1'ust what babies need to keep their
utilized. In a recent piece of re- ittle bowels active, regular; keep
search work In regard to the diet of little bodies plump and healthy. For
children it has heen found that epics Dr. Caldwell specialized in the treathave a distinctively favorable Infln ment oi women and little ones. He
attended over 3500 births without
ence upon the physical well-being.
loss of one mother or baby.
Vitamin D is a safeguard against
rickets and It has been found that
OR. W. B. CALDWELL'S
there Is enough In one egg yolk to
protect a child from this disease In
the winter months when little Is proA Doctor's Family Laxative
vided by the sun. Eggs provide a
higher concentrate of vitamin D than
any other food unless we admit cod
liver oil as a memher of the food
WHW— i DON'T
category. This food-medicine Is, o1
NEED TO HELP ?
course, many times as rich In vita
mln D as egg yolk.
Eggs can be eaten raw or cooked.
NO DEAR—I
WASH PISHES
as far as their nutritive qualities
A NEW WAY.
are concerned. Our opinion In reNOW. I'LL BE
gard to them has changed materially
THROUGH IN
In the last year. Once hard-boiled
A JIFFY I
eggs were considered difficult to digest and raw eggs were considered
high In the diet list. It has been
found that there Is merely a difference in the time of digestion which
may be in favor of the flrst.
Because most of the food value of
the egg Is in the yolk, Infants are
often given egg yolk without the
white, which supplies the same kind
of protein as the milk which is already In the diet. This Is an especially advantageous custom when
eggs are expensive, as the housekeeper can always find a good use
—she tells husband
for egg whites In the preparation of
"QBEI
It's really easy with Rinso. Thesa
souffles, cakes and desserts for the
O lively suds swish off the grease in a
family table.
Eggs find a place at other meals jiffy. I can do all out dinner dishes—pots
besides breakfast, with which they and pans and everything!—in 15 minute*.
are so closely associated. Omelets, It used to take me at least twice as long
poached eggs with various savory before I changed to Rinso."
You've used Rinso for washing clothes.
sauces, deviled eggs and salads are
all popular luncheon dishes. With You know how it soaks out dirt—saves
dinner the egg serves often as a scrubbing—gets clothes 4 or 3 shades
garnish for canapes or vegetables whiter—safely. Now try it for washing
See bow it mokes even greasy
and Is one of the Ingredients often dishes!
pots and pans come shining blight in •>
used for sauces. An egg does Its jiffy.
will save you time and wotk
part In the.diet plan no matter how three Rinso
times
a day. It will save your
It Is served.
bands. You'll be so thrilled, you'll use it
Shirred Eggs With Cheese.
for all other cleaning!
4 to 6 essn
Cup for cup, Rinso gives twice as
4 to 6 tablespoons cream
much suds as lightweight, puffcd-up soaps
Salt
1 cup strained cheese
— even in hardest water. Get the BIG
J cup fine dry bread crumbs
household package today.
Break the e^gs Into a shallow buttered baking dish. Add the cream
AMERICA'S
and enough salt to season, then sprinBIGGEST-SELLING
kle with a mixture of strained
PACKAGE SOAP
cheese and bread crumbs. Set the
baking dish In a pan of hot water

BOWELS

SVRUP PEPSIN

"Now dishwashing
is no job at all"

The Beit Proof

The best evidence of the Inspiration
of the Word of God Is found in the
word Itself. When studied, loved,
obeyed, and trusted. It never dlsappoints, never misleads, never falls.
It satisfies— J. Hudson Taylor.
The Nobleit Life

The noblest life Is to live as bis
children that we may reveal to other,
the blessings of his presence, his guidance aud his peace-Thomas J. GarUtud.

THICK OR THIN? Which should it be? Frances Lee Barton tells you
just how each kind of cake batter ought to look—saves you uncertainty and
disappointments. Shows you how to prepare baking pans—how to frost and
decorate your cakea. Coming: Chocolate Roll, May 4; course in jelly-andjam-making starts May 9. Tune in wery Tuesday and Thursday and learn how
to enroll for weekly recipe bulletins. Thursdays (baking) and Tuesdays (desserts,
salads and jelly-making) General Foods Cooking School of the Air. WHO Dea
Moincs and WOC Davenport at 10:15 A.M.—WOW Omaha at 11:15 A.M.

iniiBUKifi, THURSDAY, APEIL 27, im
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY.
Yellow Cling Peaches, gallon.... 35c
Red Pitted Cherries, gallon
45c
SCHAAKE'S STORE.

THEATRE

Anita

M. M. Burkhart and wife and Cheater A. Long and wife were visitors in
Des Moines Tuesday.
Rex Weber and wife of Council
Bluffs visited in the city Sunday with
her parents, Cole Musick and wife.
Peters' Cafe closed up their shop
one day last week, moving their fixtures to their residence in the west
part ol town. The room occupied by
the cafe has been rented by F. W.
Stager, who will use it in connection
with his restaurant business.

SAT-SUN.

April 29-30

She wanted his NAME . . . .
ma<
N!

The K. J. U. club met last Friday
at the' home of Mrs. H. R. Redburn,
•with twenty-two members and one
visitor present. The afternoon was
spent in visiting. A delicious lunch
was served by the hostess, assisted
by Miss Velma Parker and Mrs. Lester Levi.

HERE COMES NEWS OF
REDUCED MOTORING COSTS!

The Standard Oil Company
announces Reduced Motor
Oil Prices —Effective /mme«/;ate/y/

ISO-VIS

The members of the Double Eight
bridge club were guests last Thursday evening of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
C. Howard at their home on West
Main Street. A covered dish dinner
was served at 7:00 o'clock and the
evening was spent in playing bridge.
High scorers at bridge were Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Millard.
The members of the L-A-N-B dinner and bridge club were entertained
last Thursday evening by Mr. and
Mrs. Chester A. Long at their home
at the corner of Third and Locust
Streets. A covered dish dinner was
served at 7:30 o'clock. Mrs. G. .C.
Noblitt and H^ L. Bell were high
scorers for the bridge session which
followed the dinner.
On Thursday evening of this week
the pupils and patrons in school district No. 6 in Lincoln township will
enjoy a program and supper at the
community hall. The program will
commence at 8:00 o'clock and the supper will be served at the close of the
program. Miss Madeline Metheny is
the teacher of the school and is sponsoring the program and supper.
The 114th. anniversary of the
founding of the Independent Order
of Odd Fellows was celebrated by the
local Odd Fellows and Rebekah lodges
at a party held at their hall Friday
evening. A covered dish dinner was
served to the members of both orders
and their families at 7:00 o'clock. A
program and different games were
enjoyed during the evening. Several
visitors from out-of-town were present.

IKPlum Tfczj

The Standard Oil Company will disclose an important achievement in automotive lubrication. • Watch this newspaper for
facts about a new product that will lengthen the life of yoar car.

Mrs. Bertha Krumm of Adair and
Mrs. Wm. Krumm and Mra. Roy
Powers of Anita were joint hostesses
at a miscellaneous shower given at
the home of the former last Saturday,
as a post nuptial courtesy to Miss
Frances Krutmm, whose secret marriage to Amos Spangler on December
24, 1932, was revealed last week. The
newlyweds left Sunday' morning for
San Francisco, where they will make
their home.

PICTURES
vHOW L I K E T i H S :

,OOO
YEARS IN
First National's greatest hit with

SPENCER TRACY . BETTE
DAVIS . A R T H U R BYRON
^ LOUSS C A L H E R N ^
"what happen* in the
City Without Women —and to the lovestarved women locked outside! Told by the
one man who knows the frenzied facts—

WARDEN LEWIS E. LAWES
SPECIAL SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS
featuring

PHIL BAKER

IN

"Poor Little Rich Boy"
and

UNIVERSAL NEWS with GRAHAM McNAMEE
Admission lOc and 25c
Mrs. A. A. Johnson visited a few
Frank A. Choate and wife and
days the past week with relatives and Nettie Steinmetz were visitors
friends at Harlan.
Shenandoah last Saturday.

in

Mrs. M. C. Hutchison was hostess The Pythian Sitters are (riving a beneFriday afternoon to a number of fit card party at the K. P. hall on Tuetfriends at her home on Elm Street. day evening, May 2, to which the pubLunch was served late in the after- lic i* invited. Admitiion lOc.
On Thursday evening the regular j noon
An all day faceting of the Jolly
meeting of the Parent-Teachers AsMrs. B. D. Forshay was hostess at Dozen club was held last Thursday
sociation of the White Cloud district
was held at the school house in Lin-' her home on Chestnut Street last Fri- at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Poor. 1MB. BUodird Oil Of,
coln township. All officers for the' da y afternoon to the members of the McDermott east of the city. A cov-ALSO DISTRIBUTORS OF ATLAS TIRES
coming year were re-elected as fol- Friday bridge club and three guests, ered dish dinner was served at noon.
lows: Mrs. Ernest Harris, president; Mrs. H. E. Campbell, Mrs. Henry MaEdward Quinn and wife of Lenox, Ted Darrow, vice president; and Mrs. jduff and Miss Minnie Forshay. High
V. C. tMcCoy and wife of Pacific
:«ns Holland, living northwest
Iowa,
spent Sunday in the city at the Harry Highley, secretary and treas- scorer for the afternoon was Mrs.
submitted to an operation Junction, Iowa, were visiting with
Better Shoes For Less
home
of his sister, Mrs. Robert C. urer. A very interesting program Fred M. Sheley.
friends
in
Anita
the
first
of
the
week.
«moval of her tonsils at the
NOTHING — $2.98 — OVER
Howard
and
husband.
was enjoyed during the evening. Folhospital last Thursday.
According to word received by
lowing the program lunch was served.
The Ladies Union club held an all
Alfred Hall and family of Malvern,
Kalph
W. Cockshoot of Atlantic,
Williamson of Strasburg, day meeting last Wednesday at the Iowa, spent Sunday in the city, guests
Atlantic
A jersey cow belonging to Jess county chairman of the C. M. T. C.,
home
of
Mrs.
Amanda
King.
The
visited in the city one day
at the Ed. L. Newton home. Mrs. Gladfelder of near Moravia, Appa- from Major Harding Polk of Des
*eek with friends. He is ladies spent ttnost of the day quilting. Emmett Newton, daughter of Mr. and noose county, seems to be shooting at Moines, in charge of the Iowa C. M.
resident of Anita, leaving A covered dish dinner was served at Mrs. Hall, and who had been visiting Igome sort of ft record The other day. jT. c.. Ca8s county's quota of twelve
noon.
l«06 for Colorado.
at Malvern, returned to Anita with with the thermometer registering 22 for the annual camp to be held at
them.
;
• •'"•,*;..;,,
v.w::
below zero, a pair of twin calves were Fort Des Moines, Iowa, and Fort
Crook, Nebraska, from August 1 to
„
.
invoke.
<-«
the toSAVE MONEY
Mrs. Max Petersen was hostess toborn to the cow.
^ This brings
^ ^
^
August 30, has been oversubscribed.
a group of friends at the home of j
four
The Cass quota is 12 and 15 applicaEconomy Shoe Co.
Mrs. Russell Smith last Wednesday,
tions have been, "received.
afternoon at a benefit kensmgtoji lor
singly. All of this has happened in
the junior ladies aid society of the the life of a cow ithat will not celewas
Congregational church. Lunch
brate her seventh birthday anniversserved late in the afternoon.
ary until this spring.
The calves
Mrs. Chas. Miller entertained the were all normal, all lived, and were
members of the S. O. S. club at her! either raised to maturity or sold for
RIB BOIL, per pound
4c
home
west of the city last Thursday veal.
' Stripe Overalls, 8 to 14 years
50c in honor
of her birthday anniversary.
we have got the beer quesHAMBURGER, per pound
lOc
s Overall Pants, per pair
• ™c The afternoon was spent in quilting, tionNowsettled
for
the
time
being,
let's
s Blue Overalls
69c and 85c after which a two course lunch was farm. We have got to raise a crop
BEEF ROASTS, per pound
8c
ached Muslin, per yard
«>c served by the hostess.
of corn, that is the main Iowa crop
HOME KILLED MEATS ARE
ed Muslin, extra line, per yard.
»c
Dr. A. M. Mikkelsen and wife were and it has to be. But we have got
lln e
to
raise
stuff
to
eat
it.
There
is
only
ALWAYS BETTER.
, of Voile Dresses, new sleeve
$l.w in Atlantic Sunday afternoon attendway you can inflate the corn crop,
$1.00 Print Dresses at.'
59c ing a social and business session of one
^ Ladies' Fine Cotton Hose, 18c, or 2 for.33c the chiropractors of western Iowa. and that is give it good cultivation,
valu 8 at
C
Dr. and Mrs. Floyd Sniith, where a flate it for you, you will have enough
r^weight
'leFular $U9
«
'
?S
to carry you through and a few galUnion Suits
• • • • We basket
dinner was served at noon.
lons besides. You will need good
Wwk Pants
$1.19 and $1.49
95c
tools, and start in now to get them
At
her
home
on
Walnut
Street
last
Shirts, at
repaired.
Don't wait until the day
Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. A. M.
before
you
want to use them. We
Mikkelsen
was
hostess
to
the
mem10c
will
sharpen,
point, or get you new
Soles, per pair
BULK AXLE GREASE
bers of the Knot-a-Kare bridge club
at their regular bi-weekly meeting. shovels, for less money than you have
CHICK STARTER
WE BUY EGGS
Other guests were Mrs. Thorle Robi- had it done in years. Get you any
kind
of
a
shovel
you
want,
or
any
sort
n
Mrs.
Alfred
Dement,
Mrs.
Azel
80
OMAHA TRUCKING, 15c.
Ames, Mrs. Fred M. Sheley, Mrs of a repair you want. We will sharpen
yo\ir
lawn
mowers
and
repair
Royce Forshay, Mfrs. Joe Kopp and
Miss Minnie Forshay. High scorer them, but we don't have' any 50c
C. E. sharps—don't keep that kind. MilANITA, IOWA
for the afternoon was Mrs.
lard'a, West Main Street.
2t
Harry.
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Fable of
r. Whippl
| Dress Suit
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S»tt -*lth more
had been seen
Stage, He wanted

n
v
V han ever
Vau evllle

l

,
to connect the
nt and he wantcd
'E there was a Kid who lived
°
down the Trousers. The Tailor
a tall-grass Settlement Just
^
S
h
e r m a n that Evening
»wo miles this side of. the
or Full Dress, or Formal Dress,
|umping-0ff Place. There was
one may choose
through the Town but no
, 'antastlc «arb, should be
Bin ever stopped at Wimptls- *h
lt had a Hot Box. Sherr characterized by an unobtrusive me«ance and not Complicated by those
blpple spent his early
benighted Burg where the Innovations which seem to be favored
fot the most exclusive Set by Song-and-Dance Hicks and former
at the Hardware and Imple- Soda. Clerks who have lately begun to
ore, put Goose-Oil on his impersonate European Aristocrat* on
thought he *as dressed up the Screen.
on his White MutQer. The
No Quiet Raiment
bular Belle in the place had ^. All that Stuff about Cutting out the
and would sing "In Decprauye Effects went for Sweeney.
xlng""at the slightest; Provo- Mr. Whlpple had waited nearly 80
bless requested jjtot to do so. years for arrival of The Day and now
nly three years old Sherman that he was about to back Into a real
his Environment and knew Set of Nifties and carry his own Scenas ID Dutch. After that he ery, he didn't want any Vestments that
Interested in anything except were quiet and sedate. He wanted a
;s. It may be true Chat the Dress Suit that would sound like a
_ Sociology, wlio cannot .an- Saxophone.
/
il why Lads leave the Villages
He had his Wish. After the Hot
to the Bright Lights, never Raiment was delivered he spent many
iTerm in one Of these out-of» an Hour In front of the Mirror and had
Hamlets where the only regn- a great many imaginary Chats with
iors, in the old* Days, were Members of the Opposite Sex who
i Sparrows and Drummers. were not unknown to the Haute
picture Palace smiles where Monde, whatever that is.
Feed Store Was. The Sky
He could hardly wait to flash the
Antennae and the Honk of proud Apparel. His first Chance came
Is heard at 2 a. m.
when he was Invited to attend a Smokhowever, when the Earthly er given by the Members of the
Sherman Whlpple was still Twelfth Ward -Bowling Club. When
Flngtime. The Town of Wim- he showed up at the Function he bad
had a complicated Case of on everything except Lip Rouge.
Chidders. It had been There were 400 present and 338 of
Hook-Worm. It was Head- thein had committed Social Errors by
[for the Kot-80-Muches. It appearing in Sack Suits, although it
la only fair to add that one of them
jimp.
-'••'•.-'. .•/: ' :
ened that when Our Hero .wore a Sweater also. Mr. Whlpple
8 years of Age he saw in had to pull the Old One about going
iaper, which his Ma read with to a Party later ln;the Evening. Some
iilarity, a beautiful Wood-Cut one asked him If it was going to be a
Fancy Dress Party and he said It
[a Scene in High Life,
i a Conservatory with Palms wasn't, whereupon several of the Boys
Place. There was a Lady shook their Heads and couldn't seem
[very Slender at the Waist to understand it
He thought he was safe when he ati less slender Just Below, and
iin complete Low-Neck and tended a Banquet given by the Alumni
nond Ear-Bobs -and had two of his Alma Mater, which happened
of Hair and was, accord- - to be a Short-Hand1 Collega The La(Standards of Pre-Golf Days, dles were present and the Toastmas| Beauty of the Statuesque ter had the names of 20 tongue-tied
name was Alys. It was Morons who were to be called upon to
ue. Up to the time that Speak. It was that Kind. Sherman
[icing Managers moved the did not feel so lonesome at this Affair,
Flight up from the Draw- as all the Walters had Spike-Tails, bat
j It was Impossible to put on the Toastmaster wore the only dounthout having at least one ble-breasted Prince Albert Frock Coat
to be found on Earth outside of the
Embalming Profession. >
Correct Soup and Fish.*
Bad News for the Drest-Sult
Picture It seemed that Alys
One/Day,
after the beautiful BalJed over some Proposition
put up to bet. by the ment had been in the Camphor for a
| In the Long Tall, who was month, Mr. Whlpple found something
than Geoffrey Durante. In a .Magazine which- almost froze his
ay have been the Private Blood. The Piece went on to say* that
the Man of Fashion who wished to be
| Geoffrey, he was certainly
far as Looks and Get-Up En Rapport with all the late Wrinkles,
ned. He had a wavy Mop could now be de Rlgeur, a la Mode and
al Moustache, and his Re- absolutely Razmagash even if he wore
he Correct Soup and Fish a Dinner Coat at Gatherings attended
hree Studs of Bows on his by Ladles. It Is uatd' that the snowy
amps. He was the Cat's Wesklt, the expensive Pearls, the tall
Elephant's. Bye-Lashes, Dicer and the White Mittens which
Elbows, the Panther's Pa- can seldom be buttoned, would con|any other Words to the tinue to Be Au Fait at the MetropoliI so long as they don't mean tan Opera House or at Weddings, but
for Dinner Parties which were more or
. it showed in the Picture less En Famllle the Dinner Jacket
•was shrinking away from Combination was to the Mustard, beTim only a clever lllostra- cause the Prince of Wales was doing
forevent her from doing a It and what more was there to say?
fclthough the Beading Mat- It .was lust like sticking a Knife in*ed that Geoffrey hissed to the Heart of Sherman Whlpple. He
per when Alys hinted that couldn't scoop up all of the French but
Ned of bis Secret Marriage lie surmised that the Money which he
mirston—even .though the bad tied up In the Swell Harness was
fim Evidence indicated that going to be a Total Loss. He had no
i a terrible Pap, his Ward- CThance to be among those present at
Iliim. Evidently he was a the 'Metropolitan Opera House, and
the Weddings were out because the
I still a Gentleman.
i was fascinated by only Friends he had In the World bad
fart Costume. It was his jeen married for years.
Little remains to be told. Sherman
s with the Sonp-and
N
«ver, in Real ilfe, still has the Dress Suit but it binds
1
any one all diked oat in across the Shoulders and the Pants are
so tight In the Legs that they no longer
the Odd.
conform to the Rules laid down in that
k
l From the Home-Town.
sparkling Department headed "Styles
fa-Cut practically ' deter- for Men."
Often,' as he sits by the Radiator,
Career, He made a
[that some Day he would waiting for Spring to show up, SherJole Smear, including Silk man wishes that he had saved his
land a Monogram on his Coin and bought a Radio Set with a
You might say tna,t a Loud Speaker.
MORAL: Those destined to wear
a the Lode Star of his
• steered his whole SQb- Royal Robes are born with them al- °f Life toward a Con- ready on.
1
which he might have a
'nation with some Heiress Proper Treatment of
|» Van and used good PerPlant* in the House
that the Distance
to Social Eminence
House plants which have become
least Five Million dull and lifeless can be made to perk
dishearten little Sher- up and take on new beauty. Cleanso
M learned that any Ono the plants either by dipping the foli1
Jack and a sunny Na- age into a tub of soapy water and
the Inner Circle of then rinsing thoroughly In clean water, or by spraying with a small plane
his Wicker suit
After the foliage thoroughly dries.
the
feed thfl plants with a complete plant
food at the rate of one teaspoonful
for each 6-lnch pot. using more or
less according to size of the pot
Plants are accustomed to air which
80me
is quite humid. Most homes are dry
during winter. To overcome this drynesa humidifiers should be used in connection with the heating system, but
« this 18 not practical a pun of water
placed near the heating unit will be
ot considerable help In adding moisture to the air. Humidifying the air
of your home will benefit the memtwrs of your household as well as th«

Own Story ot His Lite
Museum Claims Hieroglyphs
Bear His Signature.
Washington, D. a-Curlous documents relating to Sitting Bull, the
celebrated chieftain who generally Is
held responsible for the so-called
Ouster massacre," are being studied
by the bureau of American ethnology
of the Smithsonian institution.
The story of this colorful Indian
leader Is now arousing exceptional toterest in Europe. Numerous inquiries
have lately been received from France
England, and Germany.
, The bureau has one manuscript
which bears strong Internal evidence
of being an original and hitherto unknqwn hieroglyph autobiography pre-

TYPICAL1934 BEAUTY

son with the signatures on the drawings shows that if the bitter are
forgeries they are very clever onesreproducing minute mannerisms. But,
asks Mr. Stirling, why should anybody bave gone to such trouble to
forge the name of Sitting Bull in
1882? At that time he was "Just another Indian." It would have been a
very far-sighted person who could
have predicted that some day an authentic autobiography by him would
constitute an almost priceless historical document On the whole, It Is
believed, the evidence points to the
authenticity of the newly discovered
document

Mothers Baby Rats
With Her Kittens
Henryetta, Okla.—An ordinary
black and yellow speckled house
cat has adopted two rats to raise
along with her brood of four kittens at the Miracle Sweet Feed
mill here.
B. A. Groom, part owner of the
mill, found a nest of young rats
In the building. Intending to furnish a wholesome meal for the
mother cat and her four young
ones, Croom placed the baby rats
in the cat's pen.
Instead of devouring them, however, the sympathetic cat promptly
began to mother them.

Our (jrovernment
—How It Operates
By William Bruckart

SPIRIT OF THE HOUSE

A NYONE who observes the course
** followed by a public official who
is elected to office can hardly fall to
arrive at the conclusion, eventually,
that there is one characteristic common to all of them, namely, a desire,
an insatiable determination, to be vindicated for what they have done.
That really Is the Important factor In
the career of any politician, and he or
New Spanish Justice Is
she charts a course accordingly.
Slow, Records Indicate There Is no higher exemplification of
Madrid.—Justice moves unusually this spirit to be found anywhere than
slowly In Spain and there are persons among the representatives who conPolice Arrest Woman,
who have been under arrest since the stitute the house. There may be a
Individuals, Indeed, there must be
71, as Reckless Driver proclamation of the republic, April few
some, who fail to keep a weather-eye
14,
1031,
without
trial.
Pueblo, Colo.—Police Judge O. V.
The principal prisoner of this type on the trend of the sentiment in their
Marmaduke Isn't so sure that it Is all
Is
Gen. Dameso Berenguer y Fuste, districts, but the number Is negligible
the "younger generation" when it
premier of Spain from January 28, when compared with the total house
comes to Joy rides.
membership of 435. Frequently, one
Officers arrested H. R. Newhouse, 1930, to February 14, 1931. He Is hears loud pronouncements of Indesixty-nine, and Mrs. Ellen Ogden, held In connection with the "responsi- pendence on the floor of the house,
seventy-one, and charged the couple bility" Investigation of the execution vociferous declarations that the folks
with drunkenness. In addition they of Capts. Fermln Galan and Garcia "back home" have been misled by
charged Mrs. Ogden with reckless Hernandez at Jaca In the December, propaganda or by preachments from
1930, republican uprising. Berenguer
driving.
the opposition for ulterior purposes.
Officers said the automobile driven has been held on various occasions In But that very Independence Is the finby the elderly woman narrowly avoided the Madrid military Jail in a castle at est sort of an appeal for vindication
crashing into a police car, and did Segovia, and has also been allowed because It is a simple attempt to Jusfinally collide with a parked automo- to remain under arrest at his home, tify the course followed, or to be folwhere he now Is.
bile.
lowed.
In their cells In the Madrid Jail
But there really ought to be no
still are the three MIralles brothers,
Wife Investigates; Is
ardent monarchists, who were arrest- quarrel with that procedure. Look
Knocked Out by Burglar ed during the excitement around the behind it. Certainly, after all, the
Stockton, Calif.—When Charles H. ABC building on May 10, 1931. On majority of voters in a congressional
Huston arrived home early in the that occasion a mob attempted to burn district sent that Individual to conmorning, he found his wife uncon- the monarchical newspaper. Police gress. He IB responsible to them.
scious on the floor with a swollen Jaw. and civil guards Intervened. Shots They know It, as well as he. When
When she regained consciousness she were fired. Two persons were killed. he goes wrong on the "burning Issue,"
related that, hearing a noise, she arose Various monarchists were arrested they retire him. Thus, they attain a
to investigate and encountered a burg- and all eventually released except the responsiveness to their will. The replar, who struck her. She had been MIralles brothers, although there are resentative's vain desire for vindica"out" for about fifteen minutes, she no definite charges docked against tion of his acts results In exactly the
thing for which the house was creestimated.
them.
ated, a proper reflection of sectional
and local viewpoints, a melting pot
from which emerges that thing which
is called "the will of the people."
All of the above is by way of sayIng that the house Is a highly sensiMore Than $200,000,000 Was are still in session, making additional tive body, politically. Receipt of mail
from the home district over a period
reductions.
Lopped From Budgets.
Favorite methods of making savings of a week, mall that deals with some
were consolidating and abolishing particular question, has been known
Washington, D. O.—Legislatures in state
bureaus and commissions, reduc- to change enough votes in the honsa
44 states which met this year cost taxing
salaries
of employees retained and to overthrow an apparent strong mapayers $5,875,230 In salaries and ef- slowing up expenditures
such as road- jority. Take for example the upset
fected savings estimated at more than building and construction of state in- through which the house passed when
$200,000,000, a survey revealed.
stitutions. When the entire legisla- It was considering the revenue act of
The salaries were paid to 6,687 legis- tive season Is completed, experts esti- 1832—the tax bill. Under most cirlators. Incidental expenses for legis- mated that the present figure would be cumstances, party leadership controls
lative sessions bring the total above at least doubled.
firmly, although rather easily. But
$11,000,000. In four states—Kentucky,
New York's legislators plan to save party lenders meant nothing to the
Louisiana, Mississippi and Virginia— $60,000,000, Oklahoma $15,000,000 ard house after scores of Its members began hearing from "back home" in opno legislative sessions were held.
Iowa $6,000,000.
Twenty-four states paid legislators
Efforts to Increase declining rev- position to the sales tax that had been
on a work-day basis ranging from $3 enues constituted one of the prob- recommended for passage by its ways
to $15 per day. The larger figure Is lems before legislatures this depres- and means committee. Representapaid In Arizona and the lower In Kan- sion year. Typical means of expand- tives of all shades of opinion were
sas, Michigan, and Oregon. The re- ing receipts were through passage of panicky. Why? Because they wanted to have the voters vindicate them
maining twenty states paid their rep- sales, gift and inheritance taxes.
at the polls in the next election and
resentatives a set amount a session,
they were not sure they could convince
ranging from $200 for New Hampshire Idle Filipinos Go Home
the electorate of the propriety of their
to $3,500 for nilnois and $3,000 for
Seeking Work on Farms course had they supported a direct
Pennsylvania.
San Francisco.—Large numbers of tax on things we buy.
Legislative experts computed that
A representative's term is only two
$100,000,000 had already been saved Filipinos are leaving the United States
to taxpayers, although 32 legislatures tc replace Japanese workers on Min- years. Once he Is elected, he necesdanao Island, southern Philippines, sarily must start solidifying the poaccording to Gabriel Q. Arellano, preei- sition thus gained. He knows that op- .
Ident of the Filipino national conven- position will be out thera in the field
Nuisance May Become
tion In America.
all of the time, making hay while ha
Source of New Industry
Many of the Japanese farmers on stays In Washington. It may be in
Minneapolis, Minn. — The aspen Mindanao Island have left at the In- his own political party or In another
growth of the Northwest, hitherto re- vitation of their government to settle party. But it usually Is there. Just
garded as a nuisance by farmers, may in Manchuria, Arellano said. Their waiting for an opportunity.
become the source of a new Industry places are being taken by Fliplnos,
Thus, the successful candidate must
and give Minnesota a new source of who have had to leave the United look to his laurels from the start, and
Income.
States because of unemployment con- he usually does so by fostering leglsExperiments conducted at the Uni- ditions, be said.
Intlon of particular benefit to his disversity of Minnesota under the aus"Of the 45,200 Filipinos In the conti- trict. He has to choose a side, howpices of Ralph E. Montonna, associ- nental United States, about 20,000 are ever, on questions of Importance to
ate professor of chemistry, show that unemployed and eager to return to the whole nation, and on these his
a high grade of alpha cellulose can their homeland," Arellano said.
ordinary course—and easiest—Is to
be made from the aspen. Alpha celMany of them have been advanced align himself with his political party.
lulose is used In the manufacture of money by the Mindanao Development Yet oftentimes that course proves fatal.
cellophane and rayon fabric.
corporation, a Filipino organization of
So the life of representatives durThe research was conducted as part ^Sacramento, Calif., he revealed. Th« ing his two-year term is Just one atof the rehabilitation program insti- company sells them land on Mindanao tempt after another to guess what the
tuted last summer by Lotus D. Coff- Island on easy terms and aids them In majority In his district desires.
man, president of the University of developing the production of rubber,
The desire for power seems to go
copra, and sugar.
Minnesota.
hand In hand with the desire for vindication. It always has been said
that, In politics, as In war, the spoils
go to the victor, and the spoils accompanying control of the house ara
worth considering from the standpoint
of well-built political fences out in the
home district. The majority party in
the house, as In the senate, gains the
chairmanships of all committees. It
means control of legislation; It means
appointment of dozens of Job seekers,
and it means a voice In management
of the party throughout the nation.
With that control goes the speakership of the house, an honor of greatest consequence to some member of
the majority party. It Is all a part
of a great game called politics.
When all things are considered,
however; when all factors and Influences and causes and effects are
weighed, the scales appear to balanca
In the side of benefit to the people.
This spirit that seems to grip every
man or woman sent to the bouse cannot be eliminated In our two party system of government, but why should
It be destroyed when the sum total of
Its effect Is to make representation
possible for a people too numerous to
get together in a town hall meeting,

44 Legislatures Reduce Expenses

This favored young lady, June Glory,
Is said to fit perfectly the requirements laid down by beauty experts
who attended the International beauty
convention at Hollywood, Calif. Her
measurements are: Height, 5 feet 5
Inches; weight, 116 pounds; neck, 12
Inches.; shoulders, 39 inches; waist,
25 inches; bust, 35 Inches; hips, 30
Inches; thigh, 20% inches; and calf,
13% inches.
pared by Sitting Bull himself. Matthew
W. Stirling, chief of the bureau, Is
how investigating the authenticity of
this manuscript which, If It actually
was prepared by the chief, shows him
to have been a skillful artist
Autobiography In Pictures.
It la well known that the great
Sioux leader wished to leave an authentic story of his life. Shortly after
the Civil war he prepared his first
"autobiography" In pictures. He could
not write his name at this time but
authenticated each drawing with his
hieroglyph signature, a conventionalized picture of a sitting bull. He gave
the original manuscript to his brother,
Jumping Bull, who—as the story
reaches Mr. Stirling—allowed two
copies to be made of It by an Indian
named Four Horns.
The bureau of American ethnology
has one of these reputed copies. The
other is believed to bave been destroyed In the San Francisco fire. No
trace ever has been found of the original. The copy owned by the Smithsonian is mounted on sheets of an
1868 muster roll of the Thirty-first Infantry regiment and evidently was
made for one of its officers. It consists of 65 pictures, each Illustrating
some Incident In Sitting Bull's life
from his first fight to his leadership
of the Band of Strong Hearts.
The bureau also has Sitting Bull's
own interpretation of these pictures,
given to Rev. J. C. Williamson, a
missionary, in which he vouched that
all but a few of them were copies of
his originals. He believed at that time
that Jumping Bull had interpolated a
few Incidents out of his own life.
Sitting Bull's "Coups."
The character of the man himself
stands out In these pictures. Nearly
all of''them relate to personal combats
with Crow or Gros Ventre Indians or
white soldiers. Many of these fights
ended with the scalp of his opponent
hanging from Sitting Bull's saddle.
But he was even prouder of his
"coups" than of the scalps he had
taken. His object was to touch the
enemy with his "coup stick" and get
away. In accord with the tradition of
his people, this life of constant killing
and scalping was a game for Sitting
Bull and every "coup" added one to
his score. He esteemed a "coup" about
as much as a scalp.
It Is as an object of comparison
that the bureau's manuscript stands
out It bears the dote of 1882. Instead of the hieroglyphic signature
the pictures bear the written signature of Sitting Bull—a peculiar, childlike scrawl. It has been verified that
before 1882 Sitting Bull had learned
to write bis name and was rather
nroud of the accomplishment.
Specimens of the old chiefs signature have been preserved. ^™'-

Catching Sap on Coolidge Sugar Lot

s

C. 1931. Western Newsp*p«r Utalon.

The cowiug of spring is the signal for the maple trees to begin yielding
their maple augur sap. And so the old sugar lot of the late Calvin Coolidge
once more takes cm uu nctlve appearance. It was at this same old sugar lot
that the lute President und his father, Col. John Coolidge, worked year after
year gathering the sup u»d boiling it down Into maple sugar. It may be spring
but still three feet of snow covers the ground. Here are the oxen dragging
the maple sap to tliu sugar house for boiling down.

Ancient Graak City
Byzantium was a Greek city on the
•bore of the Bosporous, occupying the
most easterly of the seven hills of
the modern Constantinople or Istanbul It was founded about 667 B, C,
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Sxtra Numbers on Rialto
m This Week End

The Rialto Theatre of thia city has
a real treat in store for the people
neneement Exercises For the of Anita and its patrons in this vidusting Class Win Be Held at
cinity next Saturday and Sunday
evenings, when in addition to the
e
Church
of
Christ
on
t
wgular screen program, two w«H
[Thursday Evening., .Hay 18.
mown radio stars will appear In person, -and the whole program will be
ty-one members of the Anita at the regular admission, lOc and
| school senior 'class will receive 25c.
Radio Stars in Person.
[diplomas at the 'commencement
"Sam"
the accordian man and
es to be held at the Church of
on Thursday evening, May 13. radio star from stations KPNP and
El. J. Cornell, former resident of WNAX and "Rocky Mountain Jack,"
{county, and a son-in-law of (Mrs. cowboy singer of radio and, stage,
Holmes, will give the com- will appear in person and entertain
with their music. They will appear
nent address.
! class play, "The Adventures of twice each evening.
The feature screen attraction is
pa," was given at the high
auditorium last Friday eve- 'Nagana," one of the most amazing
[and was -enjoyed by a capacity wild animal pictures ever screened.
"Nagana."
e. The Junior-Senior banquet
''Nagana," with the atmosphere of
i held on Friday evening of this
it the Voorhees Lodge, west of the African jungle, shows the hellcala
of the jungle in the most thrilling
\. E. L. Anderson, pastor of the scenes ever dared; on the screen.
Never before has this theatre shown
egational church, will give the
a
picture
so colorful, so full of actual
aureate sermon at the Church
; on Sunday evening, May 14. dangers, so stepped in the ajtanos{night exercises will be held at >here of its locale and the same
gh school auditorium on Wed- ime having so dramatic a love story
fr 'May 17, , at 8:00 aa its main point of interest. Wild
savages and wild beasts form the
', alumni banquet, in honor of background of a story heightened by
aduat^ class, will be held on a tempestuous love affair between the
I evening, May 19, the day fol- doctor in charge of a scientific exjedition and a notorious woman of
commencement.
at the Top, But Climbing," ;he world.
"Nagana" will thrill you with the
Iclass motto, colors are blue and
most
dangerous animal sequences in
and the white rose is the class
he history of the,screen, with the
Margaret Biggs, daughter of ruthless cruelties of African savages,
Mrs. Zate Biggs, is the val- with its highly dramatic story and
an of the class. IClass officers with the appearance of Tala Birell,
ill W, Bangham, president; Viennese beauty who is one of the
0. Barber, vice president; screen's most exotic and alluring aconald Rhoads, secretary and tresses. 'Featured with Miss Birell
s Melvyn Douglass, former stage favorite.
Class Roll
Walter Winchell Musical.
[thirty-one boys and girls who
On
this program will be the first
given diplomas at the comWalter
Winchell radio musical enent exercises by Wl F. Craw*
;itledf
"I
Know Everybody and^Everysident of tile school board,
jpdy's
Racket."
The story which
slyn L. Darrow, M. Marie
1
LaVay E. Jewett, Margaret irings the world .famous Broadway
[Eunice B. Scott; Raymond O. columnist to the screen for the first
Ben 'Wilson, Ronald A. Lin- :ime, has a cleverly contrived story,
Russell W. Bangham, iMar- which brings in very naturally many
Biggs, M. IWlntha Deeming, iamous stage and radio personalities
B. Dressier, Beth M. Harry, in the course of its unreeling. Among
1 Jensen, Nornta E. Knowlton, these are Paul Whiteman and his orMiller, Ida L. Miller, James chestra, playing at the Hotel Bilton, Edward E. Boggles, Elaine more in New York, the Rhythm Boys,
Corwin Wilson, Roy Parker, Ruth fitting, Joan Castle, Jack Ful|0sen, Hazel N. Sager, Neva A. ton and Irene Taylor, and seen inJane K. Scholl, Lyle Scholl, cidentally in tihe picture are also Art
Jarrett, Arthur Tracy, Nick Kenny,
"B. Shipman, Duane W. Zasonald Rhoads and Virgil and Joe Smiley, real pioneer of the
old Imp days. The musical numbers
Jane Nichols, a member of comprise "Three on a Match," "You
Were So Beautiful,"
"Underneath
i and who passed away a few
the Harlem Moon," "Sylvia," . "Lieis carried in the class roll,
bestraum," "How Am I Doing" and
1 be graduated with the class,
joma being given to her moth- "Spanish."
And hist but not least, Universal
Edna Nichols.
news reel with Graham McNaimee.
! AMERICAN FLAG.
Allowing questions, which are
1 on the back page of thia edibeen furnished by the
Legion Auxiliary of this
campaign of education on
an Flag. Another set of
be printed next week,
[week until all nave been pub"" ey will be numbered conThe next questions are:
is crepe used with The
ndicate mourning? By whose
The Flag be worn as
ny costume or uniform?
what war did the Stars ant
s
* replace regimental colors
ial
flag of the army of the
a

t is the meaning of a Flag
the union down?
r
'be the coat of arms of
States.'
a Flag be hoisted rapr
ly and ceremoniously?
t be lowered?'
the pledge of allegiance
5 the pledge of allegiance
f given?
len
used to cover the casket
«. what should be the posi
Bunion of the Flag?
position in a parad<
' the United States
. T h e Flag
V

V
u
WorW

of the United

fr nt lin
°
* *«»?*
over
what
Wftr?

flown after

Made For
Annual Iowa State Fair

Admission charges for this year's
Iowa State IFair will be reduced in a
number of classifications, according
to action taken by the Iowa State
Fair Board.
Automobiles will be admitted to
the fair grounds free of charge this
season. Further concessions have
been voted in the admission charge
for children, .giving free admission at
the outside gates to boys and to girls
under 12 years of age, and half price
for children over 12 and under 16. A
reduced price campers' ticket will also be sold this year, at a rate of five
tickets for $2. The general admission
to the fair will be 60 cents for adults.
1
Grandstand admission prices were
also reduced from former levels of
60 cents, 76 cents and $1, to new rates
of 26 cents, 60 cents and 75 cents.
The 1933 Iowa State Fair will be
held from August 23 through September 1.
A budget reduction 44 per cent below the amount expended for the fair
two years ago, was voted at the meeting of the board. The total budget
this year will be $169,000, plus approximately $8,000 in donated premiums. This is $66,000 less than, the
budget of last year, and $119,000 less
than the 1931 budget. Under action
taken by the board, the operating expenses of the fair must be kept within
the receipts of the fair plus $30,000
from state appropriation and surplus

^ shouw be done by al
Active preparations for the 1938
l w h l l e The Flag of th<
ls b
exposition
were started this week.
'
eing hoisted or
Officials announced that the complete
list of premium offerings would be
of this
ready for free distribution to the pubanswers.)
lic within a few weeks. Copies may
• • •,
council was be had by writing the Secretary, Iowa
State Fair, Des Moines.

A. R. Kohl
Phone 43
We Deliver
Anita, Iowa
WE HAVE A WONDERFUL LIST OF SPECIALS
FOR OUR CUSTOMERS FOR THIS FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY. ALL FIRST QUALITY
MERCHANDISE AT PRICES NO HIGHER
THAN YOU PAY FOR LOWER GRADE
GOODS. HERE ARE ONLY A FEW OF THE
MANY SPECIALS AWAITING YOU.

Friday and Saturday Specials
ORANGES, fancy medium Sunkist, each
LAUNDRY SOAP, Sunny Monday, 10 bars
CATSUP, GWC, per bottle
MILK, Briardale, 3 large or 6 small cans
BRIARDALE GELATINE,
any flavor, per package
PORK AND BEANS,
Van Camp's, per can

lc
25c
5C
15c
5c
5c

GWC BAKING POWDER,
1-pound can
19c
CHEESE, Mt. Hope, (nothing better), per lb... .16c
MARSHMALLOWS, Briardale, 1-lb. package.. .15c
MATCHES, 6 box carton
23c
BEETS, GWG, large No. 2i/2 cans
9c
MUSTARD, GWC, 2-pound quart jar
15c
COCOA, GWC, 2-pound tube
23c
KIDNEY BEANS, Briardale, 2 No. 2 cans
16c
PINEAPPLE, GWC, No. 2i/2 cans, broken
slices, 2 cans for
35c

Fred M. Aldrich, 59, Dies Taxes Become Delinquent
in Des Moines Thursday
on First Day of July
Fred M. Aldrich, 59, passed away
at his home in Des Moines at 2:00
o'clock last Thursday morning, death
being' caused by an attack of pneumonia.
Deceased was a son of the Jate Mr.
and Mrs. John H. Aldrich and was
born in Tampico, Illinois, on June 8,
1873. When a small child he came to
Iowa with his parents and settled in
Guthrie Center, later moving to Anita.
On November 25, 1896, he was
united in marriage to IM&ss Vinnie
Thompson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Thompson, also former Anita
residents but now living in Des Moines. He ia survived by his wife and
three children, Max Aldrich of St.
Joseph, 'Missouri, John Aldrich of Des
Moines, and Mrs. Freda Slayman of
Des Moines. A sister, Mrs, Maude
Davies, of Spokane, Washington, also
survives. The late George M. Aidrich was a brother.
Mr. Aldrich was an undertaker and
at one time was located in Anita. Until a few years ago he was employed
in a furniture, store in Des Mbines.
Funeral services were held at 10:00
o'clock Saturday morning at the Dunn
funeral home in Des Moines, and the
remains were brought to Evergreen
cemetery for interment.

Rialto to Have Bargain
Show Tuesday-Wednesday
The Rialto Theatre of this city will
stage a number of shows at bargain
prices during the month of May. These
ahowa will be given on Tuesday and
Wednesday evenings, the first one being on May 9 and 10, at which time
the feature attraction will be Tom
Mix and his wonder horse Tony in
"My Pal the King." There are thrills
galore as the peer of all the western
stars gives a full circfes performance
of shooting, riding and roping before
your very eyes, and there is romance
to suit your taste as the beautiful
princess entreats the cowpuncher to
save her little nephew. There will
also be a 20 minute comedy starring
Louise Fazenda in "Hunting Trouble."
The admission for this show as stated
above will be at bargain prices,
10c and 15c.
There was a large attendance at
the benefit social held Wednesday
evening at Highland church in Benton township by the Mutual Benefit
club A quilt given away by the club
was won by Mrs. C. D. Rhoads of
the Atlantic vicinity. The receipts
from the quilt netted the club about
$17.00. Lunch was served late m the
evening.

Through a measure passed by the
forty-fifth general assembly, Cass
county taxpayers were granted until
July 1 to pay taxes for 1932 and payable in 1933.
The taxes were due January 1 and
the regular delinquent date was
March 1, but the legislature extended
the date of payment until the first of
July. Taxes for 1982 will become delinquent on July 1.
May 1 was set as the final date for
payment without penalty by the county but the time has been extended until July 1, in accordance with the
Iowa law.
County Treasurer L. A. (Dick)
Breeling reports that property owners
in the county are far behind this year
in payment of their taxes. Economic
conditions are responsible, he says.

Several Cases Filed For
September Term of Court
Several cases have been filed for
the September term of the Cass county district court.
In an account case, Dr. H. E. Ckm
bell of Anita asks judgment of $317.30
against Harry Dasher, et al, for medical services claimed to have been
given by the defendant. The physician also asks interest on the amount
and costs of the case.
Foreclosure on a first mortgage on
40 acres of farm land is asked in an
action brought by M;-. and Mrs. John
Rexroade against Mr. and iMrs. S. W.
Carney. The plaintiffs claim that the
defendants gave a promissory note for
$3,000 on March 19, 1928, to secure
a mortgage on the property and that
the payments on the note are delinquent. Judgment of $3,165, costs of
the case and attorneys fees are asked
in the petition.
0. C. Hansen, a well known and
long time resident of Anita, has been
confined to his home the past week,
suffering from indigestion.
Mrs. Margaret Gregory left this
morning for Detroit, Michigan, where
she will spend a few weeks with her
son, John S. Gregory.
Rev. W. E, Shugg has returned to
the United States after a two years'
visit with relatives and friends in
England, and at the present time is
visiting with friunds in Anita. Rev.
Shugg wus pastor of the local M. E.
church about twenty-five years ago,
but for the past few years has been
retired from the ministry. He enjoyed his visit in England, but is glad
to be here again.
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Snpt. C. W. Garlock Signs CONVENTION
Contract Fdr Another Year
C. W. Garlock, superintendent of
Anita schools for the past ten years,
will remain at the head of the schools
for another year, having accepted a
contract tendered him by the school
)oard. His salary for next year will
>e $2|200, a reduction of $900 from
lis present salary. While his contact for this year calls for $3,100
he is only receiving $2,700, having
cut his salary voluntarily $400. Other
teachers in the schools have been tendered contracts for next year at approximately a 30 per cent reduction,
but only a few of them have signed
the contracts to date.

ON
REPEAL^ MAY 8

Elect Delegates to Be Voted on at
Special Election to Be Held June
20. Both Dries and Wets
Will Meet in Atlantic.

Iowa is approaching another question of prohibition change.
Within a few days candidates for
delegates to the state convention to
ratify or reject national prohibition
repeal will be chosen at mass county
conventions.
Wet and Dry Meetings.
Methods of selecting the candidates
for delegates are outlined in the bill
passed by the general assembly.
Each county will have two mass
conventions. Voters who favor reThe county convention to select a peal will constitute one group and
county superintendent of schools, for voters opposed to repeal will constithe three year term will be held on tute the other. County auditors will
Tuesday afternoon, May 9, at 1:00 designate the meeting places and pubo'clock at the city hall in Atlantic. lish notice at least three days before
Miss Georgia Byrne is a candidate the conventions.
;.
for re-election for the position. No
When one of the mass conventions
other candidates have entered the meets and elects its chairman and
field against her. The president of secretary, candidates for delegates
each school board in the county casts must file a statement with the chairone vote for the selection of the super- man saying either that they are for
intendent. If the president of any or are against repeal of the eightdistrict is unable to attend the conven- eenth amendment.
tion, an alternate should be sent in
Two Candidates.
his place. Terms of three members
The bounty convention then will
of the county board of education exelect its delegate. The same procedpire this spring. They are Mrs. J. F.
ure will be followed in the other counTye of Griswold, Mrs. R. L. Barnett
of Atlantic, and Guy Howard of Lew- ty convention, and the county will
have selected two candidates for deleis. The terms are for six years and gate, one for repeal and one against,
all are candidates for re-election.
whose names will go on the official
ballot for the special election June 20.
FOR SALE—Tally cards, 10 for 5c.
Only qualified electors of the counTribune office, Anita.
tf
ty can take part in the convention or
G. M. DeCamp and wife and Mrs. be candidates for delegate.
The
chairman
and
secretary
of each
Robert Scott were Des Moines visitors
county convention will select a judge
Monday.
and two clerks of election for each
Dr. H. E. Campbell, who has been precinct, thus forming from both conat the Mayo Bros, clinic in Rochester, ventions a precinct election board of
Minnesota, the past week, is expected two judges and four clerks without
pay in the special election.
to return home in a few days.
How Ballot is Cast.
James Furman returned home the
After receipt of the names of the
first of the week from Des Moines candidates for delegate, ths secretary
where he had been receiving medical of state will draw up a. ballot grouptreatment for several months.
ing the names of those favoring repeal in one column and those opposMiss Elaine Smither was discharg- ing it in another. A third column will
ed from the Atlantic hospital Satur- be composed of blanks in which the
day, where she had been a patient names of unofficial candidates may be
following an operation for appendici- written, if the voter desires.
tis.
At the head of each column is a
circle. The voter may cast his ballot
A teacher in one of our schools for, repeal by putting a cross in the
caught the janitor in a lie and asked circle over the names of the delegates
him: "Where do you suppose you'll favoring ratification of the repeal
go if you tell lies?" "Well I don't amendment.
know; but wherever I do go, I supHe may vote against repeal by putpose I will be making fires for school ting a cross in the second circle.
teachers."
Usual Election Rules.
As few voters are expected to write
Miss Margaret Listen, daughter of in names of unofficial delegates, the
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Liston of Lincoln special election will be practically a
township, is one of the ten members referendum. This is due to the fact
recently initiated into Pi Lambda that the voter must cast his ballot for
Theta, honorary sorority for women one or the other group of candidates
in the School of Education of the as a unit.
University of Missouri at Columbia.
This election will be held June 20
under
the rules usually relating to
C. E. Russell and J. M. McCoy of
the state motor vehicle department elections.
Delegates are not to receive comwere in the city Tuesday, checking up
pensation.
The election will decide
automobiles with last year's license
plates. They notified local authori- whether Iowa will be one of the states
ties to arrest anyone found driving to ratify national repeal.
State Has Dry Laws.
a car without a 1933 license plate on
Technically,
this will not affect the
their car.
actual prohibition regulation in Iowa
Ed. L. Newton and wife went to where state laws forbid the selling of
Nevada, Iowa, Sunday to visit their any intoxicating liquor, 3.2 per cent
son, Glenn R. Newton and family, beer being defined as non-intoxiand to make the acquaintance of their cating.
Actually, the results of the election
granddaughter, who is six weeks old.
Mr. Newton returned home that even- probably will be taken into consideraing but Mrs. Newton remained there ) tion by legislators in the August special session to determine whether a
to spend the week.
liquor control act, other than beer,
Mr. and Mrs. Win. Stockham en- should be passed.
As Iowa has no state constitutional
tertained the members of the Night
Hawks club last Thursday evening at amendment against liquor, the legistheir home northwest of the city. Mrs. lature has final authority to prescribe
Charles Jewett and Mr. Stockham terms, if any, of sale and manufacheld high scores at the evening ses- ture of liquor in the state.
Formalities.
sion of bridge. Lunch was served
The
actual
campaign for and against
at a late hour.
national repeal in the state will be
Electric refrigerator salesmen have held before the June 20 special elecbeen doing a good business in'Anita tion. The selection of candidates for
during the past few days. Bongers delegate by county conventions and
Bros., local Majestic dealers, sold six the actual meeting of the elected deleboxes the last of the week, and on gates at Des Moines July 10 to record,
Monday, Rex Thomas of Guthrie Cen- the state's decision for or against reter, a salesman for the Iowa Eledtric peal will be formalities.
State conventions in three-fourths
Co., sold six 'Frigidaires.
of the states must ratify repeal beAssistant Attorney General Rader fore the eighteenth amendment is
has announced that signing of waivers repealed. This means that 13 states
by public bodies on public funds in can prevent repeal.
closed banks does not waive their
A rally will be held at the Church
right to participate in the state sinking fund. He also stated that where of 'Christ on Sunday evening at 8:00
a national bank had changed to a o'clock for the .purpose of forming an
state bank it would be necessary for organization for the retaining of the
public bodies to pass a new resolution 18th. amendment. There will be spedesignating the reorganized bank as cial 'music and speakers, and everyone
a depository.
interested ia urged 'to attend.

County Superintendent to
Be Elected on Hay 9
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Our Government
— How It Operates
Bruckart

By
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THE SENATE?

HE senate, through the years, hat

been termed the greatest deliberaT
te body in the worli That Is be-

Belgian administrat
rectly against
natives. Wives
Congo, often betore „,„,
becoming effective on i v »
turns out to be a girl » „ the,
be got for ?60, animu^""
higher In, some district '
are obtainable, but thn
afterward repronch hp r
not loving her, tts ne Paid i
for her.

cause Us own rules allow unlimited
debate. Once a senator Is recognized
by the presiding officer, he can go on
and on with his speech: be can talk
about anything he desires to discuss,
except to cast aspersions on fellow
senators or members of the house, and
his statements may not be challenged
In a court of law.
Senators are Jealous of their prerogatives.
They are constantly on
watch against any move that threatens to limit debate. Though they appear to waste hours or days, and even
weeks by ceaseless discussion and
repetition, every effort has failed to
change the basic formula of unlimited
debate. And It Is well that no change
ever has been accomplished, for in
that very fact there fa a measure ot
Bafety for the country that Is often
forgotten.
Whereas the house of repre'sentatlves, partly because of its great num.
bers but more particularly because of
the shorter term of members. Is quite
susceptible to public reaction on
whatever public question absorbs attention at the moment, the contrary There seems to be no safer i
a headache—and there c
is generally the. case In the senate. 1 end
is no *qf<r way—than twoi
do not mean that the senate goes Bayer Aspirin.
against the will of the people, or that
"You've heard doctors \
It stands out against apparent needs Aspinn is soft. If you've t
of the nation. It Is responsive al- know it's tfedwe. You
ways In the end, but It moves more these tablets every day in t
any ill effects. An,
slowly because traditionally It haa without
time you take them, you i
given more thorough consideration to desired relief.
every Question In an open exchange
Stick to Bayer Aspirin.]
of views than Is ever possible ID the It gets results. Quick ri
headaches, colds, or other i
house with Its larger membership.
Thus. It can be seen readily that discomfort.
the senate acts as a check against
too hasty action. Legislation cannot
possibly be rushed through the senate
without extensive debate unless everybody Is In accord as to the need therefor. And If there Is such an unanimity of sentiment, the conclusion assuredly is one of which none need
have fear.
But consider how the unlimited' debate arrangement operates, or may operate, for your good and mine. Take
the matter of a declaration of war.
The house would receive a message
Toot Your Horn
from the President would refer the
Shout It loud only when)
matter to a committee, and would and people "will think you t
have the necessary resolution back
before It and act on It possibly within two or three days. Not so In the
senate. Its committee might quickly
March 15. 1781, "the battle that won the Revo- report its findings and recommend
lution," since Cornwallls' costly victory there passage of the resolution declaring
QHEowWhavtn
led directly to Yorktown and his surrender. Gen- a state of war In existence. Senators,
O (or
(or hisfitsof t.
fa" complaints. Boti
eral Greene' Is said to have tied his horse to however, who doubted the advisabil•aw
in hisfreqiuota
ity of the course would not allow
this tree during the battle.
-tigged out." "°n <*
precipitate
action.
Such
was
the
case
tton
the
very Wanes
Kentucky Coffee tree In front of the V'er
bad whipped. Coor—
Planck mansion at Flshkill-oh-Hudson. occupied In the declaration of war against GerTOT morning alter taking NR
by Baron Steuben during the Revolution. The many In T917. There were the "wilful
'(Natwe't ROTtwelve,"
you
will
recall.
They
thought
first meeting of the Society of the Cincinnati
•drl as ahe ada declaration of war was Improper,
yfiel he felt lite
was held under this tree.
himself again
Live oak at Pomona, Calif., marking the spot and they blocked action. In that Inwhere In 1837 the first white settlers camped stance, however, the sentiment of the
..jfeMssttiveiadcoRie'
country was overwhelming and vote
In the Pomona valley.
-wxta gently, thorwas
reached
more
quickly
than
ordi.
,Or.
naturally.It stimAbraham Lincoln tree In Decorah, lown, a
ulate* tb* eJiminative
backberry planted by Hohn Finn In memory of narily happens.
In the case of the treaty of Verthe martyred President on April 27, 1865. the
formlM. Try a
day which the governor of Iowa had designated sailles and the covenant of the League box. 25c — atj
as a day of mourning for Lincoln. The tree Is of Nations, the situation was different President Wilson recommended
now 110 feet high and nearly 12 feet around.
The Donegal oak at the Donegal church In ratification of the treaty and adherNevertheless,
Pennsylvania. Here in 1777 the congregation ence to the League.
was Interrupted by an express rider who roused some of the senators thought the senthe countryside with the Information that the timent of the country had not crysBritish army under Lord Howe had left New tallized. Debate proceeded, unlimited
York to Invade Pennsylvania. Tree and church debate. It continued for weeks. Newspapers of the country took sides. The
are In an excellent state of preservation.
country was fully Informed, and eventThe Bath horse-chestnut near Bath, I'a., given
ually the proposal to Join the League
to Gen. Robert Brown by George Washington
Healed
of
was so qualified that It
as a token of friendship. Fruit from this tree, wasNations
a nullity.
known as the Friendship tree, has been planted
"I was troubled
So the senate moves slowly.
It
on the White House grounds and In each state
over
my face, neck
wastes
a
lot
of
time;
of
that
there
to establish "Washington Friendship Oroves."
They were hard, large
can
be
no
doubt
Moreover,
at
times
The Brandywine sycamore near the Brandyhurt when I touched tb*j
wine Baptist church at Chadds Ford. Pa. Under it appears almost stubborn, because tend and scaled over a»
of
Its
apparent
do-nothing
attitude.
Its wide brunches is the stone house used by
General Lafayette as his headquarters before Yet therein is strength for the nation could hardly stand to W»
the Battle of Brandywine In 1777. The French and its citizens for the possibility tquch my back and an»'1
general was laid under this tree after having of Ill-considered action la eliminated. no rest or sleep and was"]
i' ,i
been wounded, and since that time the tree
Another reason may be mentioned, dltion about tcu orrtlseffl"!
"IM. Aread
VBU an
«*" advert!
—"
i.]
explanatory of the slow-moving prohas been known as the Lafayette sycamore.
cnra Soap and Ointment*
"The Lone Sentinel," a giant cotton wood by cedure In the senate. Senators are
the river bridge In Dodge City, Kan. The tree elected by the entire votln« popula- • free sample of
was there when the settlers came In 1871 and tion of their state, and for a term of more, and after i
CuOcura Soap and
1872. It was one of three trees for miles alone six years. They are not quite aa etoae eent
boxes of OintnientJJ
the river. This tree Is nearly a century old for to the rank and file of the citizens
(Signed)
Mrs.
as
are
the
representatives.
It
was
Chief Satanta told the late A. J. Anthony 'that
B<*125,LaGrange,
his tribe had named it "The Lone Sentinel" and contemplated by the Constitution's
Cutlcura Soap S*
had record of It for years. Tradition h aa lt that framers that they should have more
and
80c. Talcum Jf
several horse thieves were hanged from this tree of a national viewpoint. They are
and the old cowboys and gunmen used to tack United States senators, despite the where. One aamplej
targets on It for pistol practice. The trunk is fact that frequently one of them be- dress: "Cutlcura U
full of lead.
comes nothing more than a state sen- B. Maiden, Mass."The General Sherman Sequoia, declared to be ator in iris efforts to do things bis
the oldest thing now living. It wai of
" state or a section of his state desires.
growth at the time of the birth of Christ al
One-third of the senate always has
six years to plan for re-election; onethird of the membership need not
worry about campaigning for four
years, and the remainder faces elecas a
tion two years hence. Prom this it Is
man, as well us tht
to be seen that the, election la far
ages.
enough away for a majority of the
The Naturallzatio
senators that they can put aside much
of the necessary political fencebuilding. Not that any of them ever
overlook politics. That would be aa
Impossible as a (light to the moon,
unless the Individual decided,to re- In physical
!„,„ ,„„ ri,,,t, ,, t , lle
tire voluntarily, but the game of po- spirited a"'1
litics in the senate la oblvously on tea»pooniu! '
the basis of longer range, and states* hot water I '
MW- .
., ,
uianshlp often dominates.
A jar tl-"-

a

By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
E HAVE a national anthem—"The
Star Spangled Banner." We have
a national flag—the Stars and
Stripes. The eagle Is our national
bird (with the turkey as the "unofficial national bird" on Thanksgiving and Christmas!). Several
years ago a nation-wide referendum to choose a national flower,
conducted by the American Nature
association, resulted In the wild
rose polling the greatest number
of votes, getting almost twice as many as the
columbine, the nearest contender, and three
times as many as the violet, which placed third.
And now there Is a plan on foot for holding
a national referendum to choose a national tree,
thus giving us another symbol around which to
center our loyalty to our country. Between now
and January, 1934, the people will register their
will as to what tree has the greatest appeal to
Americans, best typifies the American spirit and
has been an Important factor In our history.
The result of the poll will then be presented to
congress for whatever action It chooses to take
in making the choice official.
It Is difficult to predict what the result will
be. Undoubtedly there will be many votes for
the elm because there is still fresh In our memories the thousands of elm trees which were planted last year, during the Washington bl-centennlal, in commemoration of Washington and of
the historic elm In Cambridge, Mass.. nnder
which he took command of the Continental army.
No doubt some of the states will hope that
their official state tree will be honored by being made the national tree Bat that rather
limits the choice, for there are only six which
have such official state trees or trees so characteristic of those commonwealths as to be state
trees. South Carolina Is the Palmetto state, but
it is doubtful if the palmetto is likely to be
the national choice. For the national tree should
be one which can be found in every section
of the country and the palmetto is found only
in the south. The same consideration may prevail against Indiana's official state tree, the tulip tree, and against that variety of the horsechestnut which has given to Ohio Its popular
name of the Buckeye state. California, no doubt,
would be well pleased to have Its giant sequoias
or redwoods thus honored, but there again rises
the objection that they are Indigenous to only
one part of the country.
Illinois' state tree Is the oak and the oak is
found In one form or another in nearly every
part of the United States. But objection already
has been raised to this as the national tree because It is "hard-hearted" and such a tree could
not very well typify the American people.
If historic association is to play a part In
the selection of a national tree, there are Innumerable Individuals of several different species
which will demand consideration for their particular kind.
Several years ago the American Tree association, under the leadership of Charles Lathrop
Pack, embarked upon the laudable enterprise of
establishing a hall of fame for trees and Inviting citizens In all parts of the country to nominate historic trees In their communities for
places In this gallery of honor. The following la
by DO means a complete list of those which have
been registered In the hall of fame (some still
standing and others'long since passed away) but
It will give an idea of the Intimate association
of some monarch of the forest with some history-making event:
Washington elm near Palmer, Mass., on the
Springfield-Boston highway, of which It is recorded that "beneath this tree Washington
rested and refreshed himself and delivered a
short address only three days previous to taking command of the army at Cambridge."
Liberty tree, ao elm which stood on Boston
Common and under which meetings to protest
against the Stamp act and other oppressions by
England were held by the patriots. It was cot
down in 1775, while the British army occupied
Boston, for firewood and for revenge upon the
"rebels."
Treaty tree, near Vlnceuuea. Ind.. sole survlvor of a walnut grove In which Gen, William
Henry Harrison held a council with the great
Indian chief. Tecumseh, August 12-16, 1810.
Booue's "Bar" tree, on Boone's creek, a small
tributary of the Wautaugu ID eastern Tennessee,
which while still standing bore the Inscription,
carved by the noted pioneer, "U. Boon cilled A
BAR on this tree year 17(50."
Joliu Brown's tree, a white ouk near Barkhamstetl, Conn., under whose brunches John
Brown of Osawatouile and Harper's Ferry fume
played us a child, calling It "my tree" and revlsltiug it every time lie returned to the ancestrul home in Connecticut. It la also culled the
Council tree, because of Its use for that purpose
by Indians of that vicinity.
Morse elm in Washington, D. C., named for
Suiuuel F. B. Morse, Inventor of the telegraph.

WWSHE
WORN-OUT HIS

1. The Washington elm In Cambridge, Mass.
2. A forest of redwoods In California.
3. Tablet In Athens, Ga., which proves that
an oak tree "owns Itself." It reads "For and In
consideration of the great love I bear this tree
and the great desire I have for Its protection
for all time, I convey entire possession of Itself
and all land within eight feet of the tree on all
sides. William H. Jackson." This unique deed
was recorded early In the Nineteenth century by
Col. W. H. Jackson, at one time chief justice of
the Georgia Supreme court.
4. The Pan-American peace tree In Havana,
Cuba, which was planted In soil gathered from
the 21 American nations represented at a PanAmerican conference held In that city In 1928.
It Is to be a shrine of peace and good wilt for
the peoples of the countries represented at the
conference.
5. The last living horse-chestnut tree planted
In a row of thirteen by George Washington In
Frederlcksburg, Va., representing the thirteen
original colonies.

who often sat beneath it and related to interested listeners the wonders of the telegraph.
Standing at the corner of Pennsylvania avenue
and Fourteenth street, this elm had looked down
upon every Inaugural parade ever held In the
Capital.
Scythe tree, in Waterloo, N. Y. When Wyburn
Johnson enlisted In the Union army In 18(il, he
hung his scythe In a crotch of a small tree, to
be left there until his return. He was killed In
battle and the tree In Its growth enveloped the
scythe until now It Is flrmly embedded In the
trunk with only the point showing.
Wesley oak on St Simon's Island, Ga. Under
this tree both John and Charles Wesley, founders of the Methodist church In America, preached
their Brst sermons on this continent
Webster tree near Franklin, N. H. Ou this
tree Daniel Webster dung his scythe when he
decided to go to Dartmouth college and "the
path from this tree led Webster to congress and
to the office of the secretary of state. He never
reached the Presidency, but he twice refused
the nomination for Vice President und In both
cases the head or the ticket on which he would
have been elected died In otlice."
Council ouk in Sioux City, IOWH. beneath which
Lewis und Clark cumpcd and held one of tht-lr
first councils with the Indians after leaving .St
Louis.
Battle Ground oak at Gullford Court House
N. C., also called the Liberty tree. It stands mi
the battle ground of Gullford Court House, foujjhr
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Washington News Letter.
(From Congressman Otha D. Wearin)
Once again the House of Representatives has decided upon a policy for
the future operation of 'Muscle Shoals.
After 6 hours debate a big: majority
voted to permit government operation.
The passage of the bill was a blow
to the power interests as the operation of the existing plant owned by
the government at Muscle Shoals will
mean cheaper power to the consumer.
Furthermore it will constitute a yardstick for use all over the country in
determining a proper charge to be
made for electric energy.
There seems to be no question but
what the government should safeguard the consumer from injustices
in the way of charges for a commodity
that is as universally indispensable as
electricity. The Roosevelt administration indicated during the campaign
that some action would be taken in
the matter of regulating the development and practices of public utility
and power trusts that have become
so dominant. Muscle Shoals is a step
in that direction.
Fortunately we were also able to
insert in the bill provisions for tthe
amortization in 60 years, not only of
any future construction costs but also
the cost of the Wilson Dam constructed as a part of Muscle Shoals and as
a great war measure. That should
sound good to taxpayers who have
been paying for public projects prior
to this time without a hope for financial recovery on the part of the
Treasury. The new President believes
in making public enterprises selfliquidating as far as possible.
This week we saw the rise of some
of the first evidences of pronounced
party strife in the House occasioned
by a recent statement on the part of
the Mills leadership in the present
minority party condemning the democratic proposal for controlled infla-

tion subscribed to by many progressive republicans at both ends of the
Capitol.
Congressman Rankin attacked the
Mills statement in a speech before the
House and Snell of N. Y., the republican floor leader, defended.
An interesting scene along the same
line developed during the debate on
Muscle Shoals when- a number of the
members tried to get Congressman
Eaton of New Jersey who was against
the bill to tell the House if he was
in the employ of the General Electric
Company as a welfare worker which
he refused to do.
In commenting upon the refusal
Congressman Lee of Missouri commended Harold McGugin, republican,
who he said only votes with the
minority party occasionally. One of
their own members, said Mr. Lee, told
me they would be glad to trade him
off for a gingersnap but as far as I'm
ooncerned I wouldn't trade him for
the whole darned caboodle of you.
Don't forget the lOc and 15c show
at the Riafto next Tuesday and Wednesday. Tom Mix in JM|y Pal the King.'
Rev. Hugh Mitchell of Dexter was
bothered a great deal with tramps
who ask for something to eat. Then
one day someone brought the minister
a large amount of wood and dumped
it on the lawn between the parsonage
and church and he has not been bothered with tramps since.
Hospitality generously extended by
the Joe Groves family at Winterset,
Madison county, was repaid with robbery. A youthful stranger appeared
in Winterset about 5:30 one morning,
went into a restaurant and called the
Groves home, getting them out of bed
to tell them he was coming up to
breakfast. When he got to the Groves
home, Mr. Groves says, he gave a
name, but they failed to remember it.
He said he had been released from the
Anamosa reformatory only a short
time before and that while there he
was a buddy of a grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Groves. The Groves family
therefore gave him food and lodging.
He spent two whole days as a guest
in the home. Then in the evening of
the second day he suddenly came
downstairs to face the family with a
gun, demanding their money. When
Mrs. Groves refused, the thug tore the
phone from the wall and started to
smash the lights. Obtaining between
$3 and $4 he went out of the house
and disappeared.

Your
Telephone
F, EVERY time the use of your
telephone saves you time, money
and hard work, you would put the
equivalent of its service in money into
a home savings bank, you would find
at the end of the year that the sum
would prove your telephone one of the
most valuable investments you ever
made. Of course, there are times
when the telephone performs services
for you which cannot be estimated in
dollars and cents, for a few minutes
often mean the saving of a life or
averting a fire that might wipe out
the work and sacrifices of a lifetime.
Don't let anything stop your telephone service—

I

WEST IOWA
TELEPHONE
COMPANY
Allen Hayter, well known farmer
living southeast of Anita, received
some bad cuts on the face a few days
ago, when driving along the highway
a pheasantt flew into the windshield
of the car he was driving, breaking
it and throwing glass into Mr. Hayter's face.
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MAY 6-7 f

THl BATTLE-ROYAL OF THE JUNGLE HORDE/

One of the never-to-be forgotten thrills in a never-to-be forgotten picture!
Plus

Walter Winched Radio Musical
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featuring Paul Whiteman and his orchestra — the Rhythm Boys — Jack Fulton
in the songs "Three on a Match," "You Were So Beautiful," "Underneath Y
the Harlem Moon," "Sylvia," "How Am I Doing," "Liebestraum" and others. X
UNIVERSAL NEWS with GRAHAM McNAMEE

Added Attractions

On the Stage in Person

"SAM, the Accordion Man"
THE RADIO ARTIST FROM KFNF AND WNAX
and

t
T
T
t
f
The Famous Cowboy Singer of Radio and Stage
T
; Both of these well known artists will appear in person twice each evening. t
t
T
NO ADVANCE IN ADMISSION FOR
T
THIS BIG 4 FEATURE PROGRAM
T
T
TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY, MAY 9-10.
BARGAIN ADMISSION, 10c-15c T
T

"Rocky Mountain Jack"

1 Oc and 25c

TOM MIX

in

" My Pal the King" f

Thrills galore as Tom gives a full circus performance of shooting ridine^nd
roping. A romance to suit your taste as the beautiful princess entreats the
cowpuncher to save the life of her little nephew. You will enjoy Tom Mix
COMEDY
LOUISE FAZENDA in "HUNTING TROUBLE "

Burkhart's

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES

The Most Valuable
thin$ in-

A

T
T
t
*>

State Spelling Contest.
The state spelling contest will be
held at Des Moines this coming Saturday, May 9th. Betty Burns, eighth
grade pupil in the local schools, will
have- the honor of representing Cass
county and the local schools in this
contest.
The contest this year will include
both oral and written spelling, while
in past years it has been strictly an
oral spelling contest. The winner of
the state contest will represent Iowa
the national spelling contest and
both the contestant and their teacher
will have all expenses paid to Washington, D. C.
In the state contest each county
champion will receive an appropriate
medal and there will also be fifteen
cash prizes. In the national contest
there'will be cash prizes to the,amount
of $2,500 in gold.
Bdtty Burns, our representative, is
a very good speller and has demonstrated this by the splendid record
that she is making. She won first
place in both the oral and written
contest in 'Cass county and won second
place in the written division of the
Interstate contest when competing
against 130 of the best grade school
spellers in the middlewest.
We look with pride upon recent
accomplishments in this activity and
certainly hope that they will be used
only as footstools to reach higher.
Pupils from our school have represented Cass county in these contests
so often that it has almost become
a tradition. They usually make a very
good showing and it is only natural
to hope that this may be the year
when they will reach the top.
Our best wishes and united support
accompany Betty and her teacher,
Miss Christina Hollen, when they enter the state contest this Saturday.
Senior Class Play.
The senior class play, "The Adventures of Grandpa," proved a decided
success when it was staged last
Thursday afternoon and Friday evening. Over three hundred and fifty
persons saw the play and were very
enthusiastic in their appreciation of
the way it was given. Each member of the cast played their part well
and everything worked out in such a
way as to make it an unusually fine
production. Much credit is due Miss
Winona Kyle who coached the play
so faithfully and so well.
The financial returns were sufficient to pay for improvements made
in the stage and scenery and the
usual commencement expenses. These
improvements are of a permanent
nature which will be very helpful in
the years to come.
i
' Junior-Senior Banquet. •
The junior-senior banquet is having the right of way this week and
most individuals in these classes are
looking forward with great expectancy. The banquet will be held at
the iVoorhees Lodge on this Friday
evening.
Bert Beebe and wife of Lewis visited in the city Sunday with her parents, R. D. Vernon and wife.
Mrs. John Osen went to Menlo Monday evening to spend a few days with
her parents, Prank Linn and wife.
Friends here will be sorry to learn
that Bert Forrester of Evans, Colorado, and a former resident of the
Ani'ta vicinity, suffered a paralytic
stroke a few days ago. The stroke
effected his eyesight so that he is
nearly blind.
TOWN COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
Town Hall,
Anita, Iowa,
May 1, 1933.
The town council met in regular
session with the following members
present: Mayor Harry and Councilmen Bell, Burke, Kohl, Marsh and
Wagner.
Minutes of last meeting were read
and approved.
The following bills were read and
ordered paid.
L. B. Trumbull, services . . . . $ 2 . 0 0
Wilson Parrott, services
50 00
Wm. Linfor, services and tile 31.50
Solon A. Karns, services and
toll
15.15
Iowa Electric Co., hall lights
2.50
Tribune Publishing Co., printing
'
Carpenter Skill i,,g Publishing
Co., printing beer permits
4.50
W. S. Darley, supplies
12.02
S. G. Adams C«., supplies
1.92
Clardy's Hardware, Applies
.supplies . .
.<J5
Iowa Electric C,
ti'eet light65.00
Moved by Bell an,
seconded by
Burke that the bill f t
half of beer permits b« 0. K'd. and
flerk instructed to hold warrant
.,
until ordered paid by mayor
All Ayes.
T. Monnig was present and
a petition on behalf of the

BARGAIN ADMISSION lOc and I5c.
Watch For More Bargain Shows on Tuesdays and Wednesdays at the Rialto
A. Karns,
Town Clerk.

We Deliver

Phone

Friday-Saturday Specials
CORN, No. 2 can fancy
7c
SOAP CHIPS, Crystal White, 5-pound box...
MEAT LOAF, Kitchenette, per pound.
MACARONI CREAMETTES, six 8-oz. pkgs •25c
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE, No. 10 cans.... ..47
C
AMMONIA or BLUING, full pint
• 10c
CORN FLAKES, Iowa Maid, 2 packages... ..19
C
ONION-PLANTS, per bunch
- 5c
CLOROX, pint bottle ......:
PICKLES, bread and butter, per jar
CHEESE WAFERS, per pound
• •-29c
BREAD, cracked wheat; soniething new
ROYAL GOLD SOAP, 10 fears.....,
•25c
CAKE FLOUR, Swans Down, and green cake
dish FREE
•25c|
Bring Us Your Eggs—Highest Market Price Paid
Ross Hewlett of Bridgewater
Sam Marshall, Atlantic
spent Sunday in (the city with rela- was, in the city Tuesday af
tives and friends.
distributing advertising matter i
interest of the teachers summer s
Miss Merle Clure, daughter of Mr. to be held in that cfty.
and Mrs. Ona Clure of the "Wlota
vicinity, is quite ill with intestinal
11 Better Shoes For L
flu.
J ; NOTHING •— $2.98 — OVER
Fred Exline and wife were called
to Council Bluffs the first of the
week by the serious 'illness of his
Atlantic
brother, Scott Exline.

;: Family Shoe Store]

Street Lighting:
Miscellaneous ..->,•..
From April 1st., 1932 to March 31st, Miscellaneous: " '•'*
1933.
Salaries and Wages
ANITA FINANCIAL REPORT.

RECEIPTS.
County Tax.
General Government
Independent Divisions
Special Assessments

Total

General Bonds.

$10,439.73 General City Bonds:
3,336.07
Bonds Paid
8,423.04
Interest Paid

•Miscellaneous

$22,198.84 Municipal Industry Bonds:

Total

141

Office Receipts.
Bonds Paid
5,OM
Poll Tax
177.00
Interest Paid
1,1(8
Business License
10.00 Special Assessments:
Cigarette License
262.50
Bonds Paid
15,51
Fines, Fees and Forfeitures
104.00
Interest Paid
Rent of Municipal Property
40.00
Miscellaneous
Transfers
1,027.07
Other Office Receipts
15.48 Total
?
Grand total of ExpendiTotal
$ 1,636.05
tures for year ending
Street Department.
March 31st., 1933
$34,651.11
Miscellaneous
490.00 W a r r a n t s
outstanding
April 1st., 1932
Total
$ 4SO.OO Balance of cash on hand
Municipal Industries.
March 31st., 1933
17,01
Water Works:
Rentals
4,419.66 Grand total for year endElectric Light Works
46.75
ing March 31st., 1933. ...?51,75f
Miscellaneous
51.38
REPORT OF MUNICIPAL
Total
$ 4,517.79
INDEBTEDNESS.
Sale of Bonds.
General Bond:
General Bonds
5,500.00
Total amount outstanding
Grand total of receipts for
April 1st., 1932
W
year ending March 31st.,
Amount issued during the
1933
$34,342.68
year
Balance of cash on hand
Amount paid during year
April 1st., 1932
17,413.43
Amount
outstanding
March 31st., 1933
Grand total for year ending
'Municipal Industry Bonds:
March 31st., 1933
$51,756.11 Park— '
Total amount outstandins
April 1st, 1932
EXPENDITURES.
Amount -outstanding on
From April 1st,, 1932 to March 31st.,
2,01
1933.
March 31st., 1933
General Government.
Warrants Outstanding:
City Officials:
Total amount outstanding
Salaries and Wages
260.30
April 1st., 1932
Printing and Stationery:
Awuount paid during year
Miscellaneous
121.46
?
Elections:
Sub Total
Salaries and 'Wages and
Special Assessment Bonds:
Total amount outstanding
Miscellaneous
84 10
City Hall and Other BuildApril 1st., 1932
ings:
Miscellaneous
66.86 Grand total outstanding
Municipal League Expense:
March 31st., 1933
Miscellaneous
46.00
VALUATION OF PROPERTY I
Other Expense:
JECT TO TAXATION
Miscellaneous
110.79
T

°tal

$ 689.61
Municipal Industries.
Real Property
»
Water Works:
Personal Property
Salaries and Wages
804.23 Railroad Property
:
Miscellaneous
2,498.63 Telephone, Telegraph and
Cemetery, Perpefcual Care:
Express Companies
•
Miscellaneous ..,
246.25 Total Taxable Value of
Parks and Bathing Beaches:
Moneys and Credits
Miscellaneous
272.32
Total
T tal
Number of acres of
°
•;
$ 3,821.53
lands in corporation, su
Protection of Life and Property.
Police Department:
tax only, 450.88.
Salaries and Wages
305.50 Assessed valuation of agricultural lands in corporarire Department:
tion subject to road tax
Miscellaneous445.95
only
•
Total
••
$ 751.45 Taxable valuation of air";
cultural
lands
in
corpor
Street Department.
(-•eneral Expense:
Salaries and Wages ....
707.92 Nutber^miils- levied on i
lands (for Road Tax onls
Miscellaneous
609.04
TAX LEVIJ
Made in August, 1932.
FOR WHAT PURPOSE LEVIED
General Fund
Grading
Light ......... '.'.
Sewer
City Improvement
City Road.
Cemetery
''"ire Maintenance
Park
Bond Fund
Bond Interest Fund
Refunding Bond 'Fund
Water Bond

Levy m
Mills

1 •-

4 t5

.l.T
15
99
.5.3
.11

Total
SOLON
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Lesson for May 7
JE8U3 FACES THE CROSS
LESSON TEXTN—Mark 10:3!-5Z.
GOLDEN TE1XT—And it cam*
pas*, when th« tlm« was coma that
•hould be received up, he steadfastly
•et hit f*c» to go to Jerusalem. " -

HflfclSMtf
IT 00UNCE.

, 1HOMA-S, MYBOY

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

PRIMAKT TOPIC — Doing Hart
Things.
JUNIOR TOPIC—Doing Hard Thing-*.
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOPIC—The Coat of True Greatness.
YOUNG PEOPLE AND ADULT TOP
1C—Greatness Through Sacrificial serv

Tour best talker Is he who can
make others talk their best. Originating in generosity, this can also
serve self-interest; for anybody, If
made to talk of what he best knows
and most lores, is sure to Bay something worthy to be remembered. The
tyro prefers to do all the talking
himself. Next, he discovers this to
be bad manners. Finally he learns
feat to bring out the best In anothers' experience not only give*

Cure* Blind

Though already bearing the weight
of his cross, he had time for gracious
deeds. Blind Bartlmaeus received his
sight
1. Bartlmaeus' request (w. 46 47)
As soon as lie heard that Jesus was
passing by he cried to him for help
The fact that he addressed him as the
Son of David showed that he recognized his Messiahship.
2. Rebuked by the multitude (v 48)
This rebuke provoked even a mor*
earnest cry from Bartlmaeua
8. The blessing granted <VT 49-5->>
Though Jesus knew his desire, he
wished him definitely to commit himself. Note the progress In the expertence »f Bartlmaeus.
a. A blind beggur (v. 40 b „.
cry for mercy ( v . 47). a The m>r
slstence in lila cry ( v 48) d His r
-P^ to the call of Je8U8 ' (vv . *

.
.
.
t
Well,
and though you utter not
yon shall get the credit of
intelligent! But good listening, Ver>
DOSMble to feign. -BieCrS lni
be sincere, the sympathy Jneil,™n8t
Boston Globe.
S >uine.,

!

listeners win prizes
for their jams
and jellies!

!i

•fcyf ANY women who have won
JLVJ. prize* fa tote fiun leuned
die fine points of miking jams and
jelliet in die Genet*! Foods Cooking School of the Air.
FnncesLee BtrcongiTesderaonjtrationi of jelly making, cooking and
btking.. .right at die microphone.
Enrolled listeners receive two
bulletins » week. New recipes...
menus... ways to s«ve money.
Jelly-making course starts May 9.

I

*

$
t

1. Jews Foretell* His Death and
RMiirrectlon (w. 32-84).
This is the third time he makes this
prediction. This time It was while on
his way to Jerusalem.
1. Jeans going before the dlsclpla
(v. 82). Jesus was going with the ful
consciousness of the awful tragedy o:
the cross before him, the treachery of
Judas, the fiery persecutions of the
priests and scribes, the unjust Judg
ment, the delivery to Pontius Pilate,
the mocking, the scourging, the crown
of thorns, the cross between malefactors, the nails, the spear—all were
spread before him. The notion that
the death of Christ was Incidental to
his career Is most fallacious. The very
purpose of the Incarnation was the
vicarious death (Heb. 2:14).
2. The amazed disciples (v. 32). His
utterances and demeanor filled their
minds with perplexity and their
hearts with awe.
8. The crowd followed In fear (v
82, R. V.). The strange atmosphere
and happenings struck them with awe
and fear.
4. Jesus Instructed the twelve (w
83, 84). In this state of confusion
Jesus called them to himself and pa
tlently Instructed them as to "what
things should happen unto him."
a. "Delivered unto the chief priests
and scribes."
b. "They shall condemn him to
death and deliver him to the Gentiles."
c. "They shall mock, scourge, spit
upon, and kill him."
d. "The third day he shall rlsa
again,"
II. The Ambitious Request of James
•nd John (w. 35-45).
1. What It was (w. 35-37). It was
for a place of pre-eminence In thi
Kingdom. According to Matthew, their
mother was the Intercessor (Matt
20:20). Christ had told them of the
awful agony of the cross and also
the glory which should follow. It was
not entirely for their glory that they
made this request, but because of their
personal desire to be with their Lord.
2. Jesus' reply (vv. 38-45).
a. To James and John (w. 38-40).
(1) Their misconception rebuked.
"Ye know not what ye ask."
(2) Positions of glory In Christ's
Kingdom are earned, not obtained
through favor or arbitrary assignment
The way to honor Is through suffering. The cup which they were to drink
was all that they were to suffer because of his crucifixion.
b. To the ten disciples (w. 41-45).
(1) Their displeasure (v. 41). They
were displeased with the request of
James and John, because they were
not free from selfish ambition.
(2) True greatness declared (w.
42-45). To minister to others la greater than to be ministered unto (v. 43).
Among the Gentile nations greatness
was conceded to those who exercised
authority over others. The highest
standard of Christ's Kingdom Is to forget self In devoted service to others,
even to the giving of one's life.

talent tells me that on the « *
yon listen well the au«He 'T klf
at you instead of at the
°>
Their ears can tell them
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Mn. Barton brotdcuriog from
tbeCeaetUFoodl Radio Kitchen

TUNE IN!
WHODesMoines
WOC Davenport
WOWOmah*

TUESDAYS: recipes, menus, household management
THURSDAYS: home baking

9:15 A. M. CENTRAL STANDARD TIME
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TAKES
AT'SIXTY"

• You wouldn't dare pat an ordinary car
through a test like this! But day after da/, week
after week,this bignew Dodge Six goes through
every test that engineers can deviae... through
mud, sand and water, struggling up steep hills
. . . heart-breaking trials that put every part of
the car under terrific strain.

But the big new Dodge Six comes through
every step with flying colors! Lesser cars quit
cold after as little as II minutes of such torture.
Dodge is still going strong after 600 hours of it!
MAZING ECONOMY... COSTS LESS TO RUM
NowonderthianewDodgeSixgivesyoorecordweakingeconomy.Excess weight is efimfciafcif
.. .lighter, stronger materials make this car safe
and economical. So of course it gives you more
miles per gallon. That's one reason why it costs
less to run—and why it outperforms its rivals
in traffic, up hill, or 'cross country. Yet this
tough conqueror of the test pit... this car of
amazing economy on the highway . . . is the
same Dodge Sue that stone Mfomi and other
smart places with its beauty. See thi* sensational new Dodge today Drive it Teat it Compare it with any others. Any way you figure
u, Dodge gives yon most for your mowy.

FIND

MONEY
Hypocriiy

thraw

Show Them Chri.t

JUST A FEW DOUARS MOM THAN LOWEST PRICED <

DODGE "SIX
595
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+ CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH +
E. L. Anderson, Pastor.
+
OF COUNTY CONVENTIONS TO, ,
BE HELD FOR THE PURPOSE (
OF NOMINATING CANDIDATES, (The Chnrch With > Heart Mid
an Open Mind.)
•FOR THE STATE C 0 N V E N - j
Church
School at iO:00 ^ ». m.
A
TION
TO
BE
HELD
PURSUANT!
± IVJiN , A, \S *J i-J *»..•_«.•-«-- — •— —-•—
i
vy i* »-»*--1* " r»
TO A PROCLAMATION OF THEi train ing school for Christian living.
GOVERNOR OP THE STATE OF with classes for all ages. Mrs. Lydia
ANNOUNCES
IOWA, FOR THE PURPOSE OF Brown, Superintendent.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
VOTING FOR OR AGAINST THE
RATIFICATION OF AN AMEND- j Special appropriate music. Sermon
MENT TO THE CONSTITUTION j subject, "Misplaced Emphasis." Luke
10:20.
OF THE UNITED STATES
Youth Forum at 6:30 p. m. ReTO ALL QUALIFIED ELECTORS
freshments and social hour, after
OF CASS COUNTY, IOWA:—
You and each of you are hereby which an interesting program for al
notified that, pursuant to a procla- young people with discussions will
mation issued on April 14, 1933, by follow. Plan to attend.
More than thirty young people
the Hon. Clyde L. Herring, Governor
of the State of Iowa, under the au- from our society attended the youtt
thority of Senate 'File 477 of the 45th conference last Sunday afternoon and
General Assembly, there will be held evening. Millard Ruggles gave
One of the greatest savings events ever attempted
in Atlantic, Iowa, at 11:00 o'clock A. splendid talk, after which he led
by this store. Prices are crashed to the limit. No
M. on Monday, May 8, 1933, County group in a 45 iminute discussion. (Miss
Conventions for the purpose of nomi- Isabelle Biggs-gave a reading enti
one should miss this event right in the heart of the
nating candidates to the State Con- tied, "The Christ of Youth," by Bruc<
season.
vention to be held under the authority Barton, and a clarinet trio by Millard
Ruggles, Byron Miller and Jack Long
of the said Senate File 477.
You are further notified that all with Miss Gretchen Budd at the, piano
qualified voters of Cass County, Iowa, was the contribution of the Anita
who are in favor of ratifying the Youth Forum to the conference pro
Amendment to the Constitution of gram. The Anita society had the
DEPARTMENT STORE
the United States, as proposed by largest delegation of any society pres
the Congress of the United States, ent. More than 100 young peopli
The Best For Less
Anita, Iowa
which Amendment repeals the 18th were in attendance. Anita ICongre
Amendment to the said Constitution gational church has a wide awake
of the United States, will meet at young people's society of which it i
11:00 o'clock in the forenoon on Mon- very proud. One of the major em
THE AMERICAN FLAG.
day, May 8, 1933, at the Legion phasis of this church is the develop
Answers to the questions printed
Memorial building in the city of At- ment of self expression through re
on the first page of this edition in the
lantic and that all persons opposing ligious drama and participation
American Legion Auxiliary campaign
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
the ratification of the said Amend- the services and activities of th
of education on the American Flag
ment will meet at 11:00 o'clock in the church. All young people not attend
are printed below. Other questions
forenoon on the said 8th day of May, ing elsewhere are invited to join u
May 7, 1903.
and answers will be printed next week
A large number of evergreens have A. D. 1933, at the City Hall, in the in the youth movement toward
in the Tribune.
been set out in Evergreen cemetery city of Atlanltic.
higher ideals.
28. On the flagstaff by attaching this week.
That each group shall select one
Union evening service at 8:0
two streamers of black crepe to the
J. D. Young is in Des Moines this candidate, who is a qualified elector o'clock at the Church of Christ, f
spearhead. By order of the Presi- week, attending the state convention of Cass County, Iowa, for the office temperance rally will be held with a
dent.
of delegate at large to the State Con- outside speaker. The public is invit&
of Modern Woodmen.
29. No.
Miss M'argaret Miller is spending vention, as provided in said Senate
The missionary society will mee'
30. Mexican War in 1846-47.
the week with friends at Adair, Com- File 477.
Friday afternoon at the home o
31. Sign of distress.
You are further notified that no Mrs. G. C. Noblitt. Mrs. H. 0. Ston
merce and Des Moines.
32. Chief figure of an American'
Ed. Wagner has secured a position person shall be nominated for the of- will be the leader. Topic, "The Ame
Eagle holding an olive branch in his as traveling salesman for some whole- fice of delegate to the said State Con- ican Indian." All ladies of the churc
right t talon and a bundle of 13 arrows sale house. His field of operation vention, to be held on July 10, 1933,
are invited.
in his left. Superimposed on him is a will be throughout the state of Kansas. until he has executed and delivered
The senior ladies aid will hold the
blue shield bearing thirteen vertical
Shorty Campbell was reported quite to the Chairman of such County <Gon- regular meeting Thursday afternoo
etripes, alternate red and white with ill last week, but his many friends vention a statement signed by him
at the church. All ladies of the soc
a plain blue chief. In the beak of iiope the ailment is nothing serious, and attested by the Chairman and
ety are urged to attend.
the eagle is a scroll with the motto: especially to the extent of crippling Secretary of the Convention, as proE. Pluribus Unusm.
tiis usefulness.
vided in Section 8 of Senate File 477
33. Rapidly. Slowly and ceremonJohn Budd has resigned his position of the 46>th General Assembly:"
f CHRISTIAN CHURCH NOTES
iously.
with C. M. Blakesley, and during the
Dated at Atlantic, Iowa,
this •f
Elwyn Andrews, Pastor.
34. "I pledge allegiance to The summer months will be found at J. A. 1st. day of May, A. D. 1933.
^•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-t-f-f-f
Flag of the United States of America, Wagner's fountain, jerking ice / cold
Jennie M. Ward,
"No creed but 'Christ,
and to the republic for which it stands, wind and fizz.
County Auditor,
No book but the Bible,
one nation indivisible, with liberty and
A socail dancing party was inIt
Cass County, Iowa. No name but the Divine."
justice for all."
dulged in last Saturday evening at
Bible School at 10:00 a. m. C. W.
35. Standing with right hand over the home of D. C. Reed in Lincoln
Everything on the new 1933 autoZastrow,
Superintendent.
heart. At the words "to The Flag" township. Prof. Rasmussen's orches- mobiles is automatic except the sixCommunion Service at 11:00 a. m.
the right hand is extended palm up- tra furnished the music.
teen more payments.
Christian Endeavor at 7:00 p. m.
ward toward The Flag, this position
The coal find recently reported from
Union services here at 8:00 p. m.
to be held to the end.
Benton township is to be thoroughly
Joe Steffens, manager of the Bell
Please note change of the time of
36. Union of The Flag is placed investigated by experts from Des Telephone Co. in Atlantic, was a visthe evening service. Union services.
over the left shoulder of the body.
Moines, and if found to exist in pay- itor in the city Tuesday afternoon.
Rev. A. Breeling will be on the pro37. In front and at the right of a ing quantities, the work of developgram
for the evening services.
column or section. If other flags are ment will begin at once. Should the
Mrs. Ollie Saxton was hostess last
Our Christian Endeavor has been
carried it may go before them at cen- bonanza prove satisfactory, a railroad Thursday to the members of the W.
ter of line.
will be built out there from Anita in W. club at an all day meeting. A organized with Duane Zastrow, presi38. No. Germany.
covered dish dinner was served at 1:00 dent; Ben Wilson, vice president; Mila week or two.
39. They should stand at attention,
The present enrollment in the Anita o'clock. Most of the day was spent dred Wiese, secretary and treasurer.
We believe with our whole heart in
the man uncovering.
schools is 279. 64 are in high school, by the ladies in quilting.
Jesus Christ, the Son of the Living
22 in the grammar ' department, 45
God, and will endeavor to do whart
LEGION AUXILIARY NOTES.
in the second intermediate departJesus wants us to do because Jesus
ment, 52 in the first intermediate deThe American Legion Auxiliary, partment, 43 in the second primary dewants us to do it.
Anita Unit No. 210, met in regular partment, 36 in the first primary deHere is a definition of temperance
session Friday evening at the I. O. O. partment, and 27 in the south side
FOR SALE:—Cabbage and tomato that a farmer lady gave me the other
P. hall.
plants; vegetables delivered in town. day and believe it is worth passing
primary department.
Committees were appointed for
tf
Jas. B. Herriwian.
on: "Temperance is the moderate use
Decoration Day and Memorial church
of useful things and total abstinence
SHERIFF'S SALE NOTICE.
FOR SALE:—Mammoth White
services. Services will be held Meof things harmful." Do you have a
Pekin duck eggs. 35c per setting. better.
morial Sunday at the Congregational State of Iowa, Cass County, ss.
Phone
Anita 2 R 29.
2tp
church.
Notice is hereby eiven, that on the
We look for you to be present next
Mrs. Ella Biggs, welfare chairman 15th. day of May, A. D., 1933, at
Lord's day. All who are without a
FOR
SALE:—Used
ice
box.
Johnthanked the Auxiliary for the "pint 9:30 o'clock, A. M., at the Atlantic son's Plumbing Shop. Phone 12. tf church home are invited and welcome.
and pound" shower donated to wel- Automobile Company building locatCome and worship with us.
ed at 3rd. and Poplar Streets in the
fare.
FOR SALE:—1,400 White WyanCity of Atlantic, and 'County aforeOne nem member reported.
said, will be sold at Public Auction dottes, some White Rocks and Barred
?1.00 was sent to our non-compen- to the highest bidder, for cash, the Rocks for May 10th. Rasmussen's
LINCOLN CENTER
n
sated veteran. The surety bond was following described Real Estate, lev- Hatchery.
COMMUNITY
CHURCH
ied
upon
and
taken
by
virtue
of
a
ordered paid.
special execution issued from the ofElwyn Andrews, Pastor.
FOR
SALE:—Meyer's
Yellow
Dent
The county chairman has been in- fice of the Clerk of the District
vited to attend the May meeting.
Court, within and for the County of seed corn, highest yield in Iowa state
Church Services at 10:00 a. m.
Shelled
Cass,
State of Iowa, in favor of test plot past four years.
The spring district meeting will be
Bible School at 11:00 a. m., with
Metropolitan Life Insurance Com- and graded. See the corn at Farmers
held in Glenwood May 10. All mem- pany
of the City of New York, a cor- Co-Operative Elevator Co.
Walter
Storer as superintendent.
3tp
bers are urged to attend.
poration, and against the property of
Special
music again next Sunday.
Unit No. 210 will entertain the Gold Effie M. Bear, et al, to-wit:
FOR SALE:—Team of good work
The Southeast Quarter of Section mares, also some farm machinery. Last Sunday we had a real nice group.
Star mothers and sisters at the home
Did you ever see 'more young men
of Mrs. Genevieve Dement on Satur- 36, Township 77, Range 34 West of Cheap for cash. G. P. Jewertt.
the 5th. P. M., Cass County, Iowa, or
in a mixed choir at church than young
day, May 13. All Auxiliary members as much thereof as may be necessary
are invited to attend.
PUBLIC SALE:— On Saturday af- girls? Come out to Lincoln Center
to satisfy said writ of execution and
ternoon at 2:00 o'clock, all household and see for yourself. It really hapThe Auxiliary is preparing for the all accruing costs.
furniture belonging to the late Mrs. pens here. Don't come for curiosity
annual poppy sale.
A. Odem,
Sheriff of Cass County, Iowa. W. G. Wilson at the residence on sake but to worship God in spirit and
truth.
By R. N. Watson,
Cherry Street.
Mrs. L. D. Pearson and son, WeiDeputy.
You are always welcome.
iner, were Des 'Moines visitors o
We have plenty of fruit trees and
Dated at the Sheriff's office, Atday last week.
lantic, Iowa, April 8th., 1933.
2t shrubs, strawberry plants, grape
vines, asparagus roots, rhubarb, and *
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
cabbage and tomato plants. Also > 4 - 4 4 4 > - » - > f f 4 - - f 4 - - .
geraniums and pansies, and other
"Adam and Fallen Man" will be the
COMING SOON!
nursery items. Snyder'a Nursery,
THAT PEST!
subject of the Lesson-Sermon in all
East 7th. Street, Atlantic, Conoco oil' Churches of Christ, Scientist, on Sunstation.
.
*.
day, May 1.
The Golden Text is from Hosea 14•!
WANTED: — Lawn mowera to
0
Israel, return unto the Lord thy
sharpen
at
50c
each.
Jeff's
Garage.
YOU MAY NEED SOME NEW SCREEN WIRE
t-od; for thou hast fallen by thine
-WE HAVE IT!
FOR SALE OR TRADE-—1928 iniquity."
Whippet coach; li>32 Chevrolet seThe Lesson-Sermon comprises quoSCREENS PAINTED WITH MONARCH
dan.
Open evenings and Sundays tauons from the Bible and from the
PAINT WILL LAST YEARS LONGER
Phone 244. 0. W. Shaffer & Son] (-hrisuan Science textbook, "Science
Anita, Iowa.
t
and Health with Key to the ScripREPAIR YOUR SCREENS NOW!
lures" by Mary Baker Eddy
ANITA MILLING CO.
One of the Bible citations readsCHADWICK TRANSFER
And
God said, Let us make man in
Ground oata
K)C
url
^ after our likeness: «nd let
Oats hulled
.....lOc J
ANITA LUMBER CO.
Ear corn ground
ge •em have dominion over the fish of
Culled for and delivered
PHONES: Office 20; Bet. 11
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS
6c per cwt.
No bother. You lose no time,

The Golden Rule

Li <*">*"&

Gigantic

Starting Friday

WATCH FOR
CIRCULAR

9A.M.

PRICES NEVER
LOWER

The Golden Rule

FROM OUR OLD FILES

WANT ADS

THE HOUSE FLY

ROBT. SCOTT

s

w~~

.

MADUFF'S
Food

_

Specials For Thurs., Fri.,Sat.
Quality
Brooms Real Good
5-tte
Big
Soap Chief
10 bars 2lc
lobby's
3or
Milk Tall
Cans
Tomato saucfe
Sardines
13-oz. cans
e
Fancy
5 Lbs. 19c
Rice Blue
Rose
3 for 25c
Lye American
Hi-Test

Cheese

Fancy Longhorn
per pound

14ci
13<
Lb. lOi

Minced Ham
Wieners

OATMEAL, for chicks, 10 pounds.
BANANAS, firm ripe fruit, 3 pounds.
COCOA, Mothers, 2-pound can.
RAISINS, fancy seedless, 2 pounds.
PRUNES, fancy Santa Clara, 2 pounds
LETTUCE, large solid heads
So God created man in his own image,
in the image of God he created
him; male and female created he
them" (Gen. 1:26, 27).
Among the selections from the
Christian Science textbook is the following: "The Scriptures inform us
that man is made in the image and
likeness of God. Matter is not that
likeness. The likeness of Spirit cannot be so unlike Spirit. Man is spiritual and perfect; and he must be so
understood in Christian Science"
(p. 475).
t - f - f - f - f - f - f - t - f - f - f - f - **•»••»•
4M. E. CHURCH NOTES
4
f
Monroe J. Rariek, Pastor.
+
f + + + -f + - f + + - f ' f - f + 4- + -f
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Dr.
C. H. Johnson, General Snpt.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock in
the Masonic Temple.
Epworth League at the parsonage
at 7:00 p. m. The topic for discussion is, "Jesus and Prosperity." Miss
Gail Johnson is the leader.
The union meeting in the interest
of prohibition will be held at the
Church of iChrist Sunday evening at
8:00 o'clock. Rev. Alphonso Breeling of Lewis will be the speaker.
The W. F. M. S. meets Thursday
afternoon at 2:00 o'clock with Mrs.
George Denne. A special program is
to be given. You are to come and
bring a friend.

.2*1

lOc]

NOTICE.
In compliance with instructe]
ceiyed from the state motor
department, all
children
automobiles and who do not
driver's licenses are hereby
that they- are violating the la
our instructions are to place I
under arrest. Parents should i
that their children comply witij
law. .
C. E. Harry,
It
About twenty^five members
local Knights of Pythias lodgi
in Oakland Monday evening,
guests of the lodge in that city.
' Mrs. C. A, Robison went to 1
Springs, Missouri, Tuesday
she will spend a few weeks at t
health resort. She is suffering f
rheumatism.
Frank E. Carter and Mick Foi
were in Des Moines Monday toitt
the concert at the Shrine Au
given by Paul WhJteanan andtoj
chestra, Baron Munchausen
Boswell Sisters.

ACID STOMACH BIG FAC
IN CAUSING ULCERS
Don't let too much acid rmjj
stomach. Take Dr. Emil's Adla
and quickly overcome acid co
heartburn, aour stomach, i
The Pythian Sisters met Monday. Bongers Bros., Druggists.

SPECIAL
VALVE GRIDING AND MOTOR TUNE
ON CHEVROLET SIXES
LABOR

UNTIL MAY 10

We Use Only Genuine
Parts
NEW SPECIAL VALVE EQUIPMENT
TRAINED MECHANICS

0. W. Shaffer &
ANITA, IOWA

THE TRIBUNE. ANITA, IOWA.

Heralds
Doming Circus

THURSDAY, MAY 4, 1933.

friendly elephants and a curious armored rhinoceros from jndla; the
more familiar rhino from Africa, together with hyenas, dromedaries, zebras, and water buffaloes. Australia
contributes the kangaroo.
rhinoceros, despite bis perpet'otato Insects Cost Growers
I Actual Geography Seen ualThe
grouch and his amazing ugliness,
Four Million Dollars
Is one of the most valuable beasts In
I in Sawdust Ring.
the circus, costing about $10,000 by
in Past Year.
D«««mw»l the time he has been purchased from POULTRY BUSINESS
nnttwJ
Leslie B. Daniel*, Deputy State Bnt«exporter and raised to maturity.
LEADS MANY OTHERS BymoloirUt,
circus, land of sawdust and an
Colorado Agricultural Colloid
While
the
more
Impressive
rhino
halls
WNU Service.
ingles, pink lemonade, ana pea- from India, a dwindling species, the
Colorado's potato crop was damaged
a is about to emerge" from African, is a formidable fellow of
,t'er quarters. The magfc turn- steam-roller disposition. Rhinoceros, Gross Value Exceeded Only o the extent of $3,702,000 during 1932
by two destructive Insects, the potato
wagons and the" footstep* of
by Corn, Hogs, Milk.
or water buffalo can whip
psyllld and the potato flea beetle.
* spangled battalions have aelephant,
tiger or at least discourage him In
This estimate of damage Is based on
tdown the corrldori of many most Instances. In contrast to the
Feeding and care of chicks from the ow
prices paid for potatoes produced
; yet few really know the
start
In
a
manner
to
keep
them
going
evil-tempered pachyderm, with the,
'white city, a nomadic world, deadly horn and the tiny, plgllke eyes, right ahead toward their fall Job of aat year. In normal years, the loss
,phic marvel and a mystery Is the1 good-natured hippopotamus, as filling egg baskets next fall and winter, o producers would have been much
heavier. The psyllld damage totaled
Inning t o end. ' . . . , ' '
or fitting them for dining table decora- $2,700,000.
genial as he is fat
is more actual geography
tion In as short time as possible brings
Elephants Prom India.
Serious Outbreaks of psyllld disease
ie narrow borders of Spanout the best skill and knowledge pos- his past season also have occurred
Circus
elephants,
almost
without
exr
,an In any similar apace on
sessed
by
the
poultryman
and
his
wrfe.
n Utah) Wyoming, Nebraska, Arizona
of the earth. From the shores ception, come from India. Their AfriAmerican hens produce less than one
iven seas come Its citizens, can cousins, though larger, are much egg a day for the entire population, and New Mexico. Common perennial
ground cherries furnish probably the
harder
to
handle
and
have
proved
pret>ea turned toward the open
yet the total la 2,700,000,000 dozen, greatest menace as a host to psylllds.
lies the winding trail of .ty generally useless In circuses except eggs each year. The poultry Industry These
plants harbor millions of the Intops. Dainty equestriennes for display purposes. Jumbo was an of the United States is estimated at sects from
spring till falL
African
and
he
was
stubborn,
like
the
ce and handsome Russians
$1,833,000,000 In value.
Farmers of Colorado have been gamsteppes; pink-cheeked athletes rest of his four-footed countrymen.
American hens and their products bling with psylllds for the past thirty
it Britain and Scandinavia; One night years ago, In St Thomas, exceed In value all the cows and calves rears. The enormous number of these
brunettes from Italy, Argen- Ont., Jumbo got Into an argument with In the country—six times the value of nsects present throughout the state in
[co, and sunny Spain; blond a freight train on the wrong track, all sheep and lambs, five times the -032 would indicate that we are close
with iron bodies; suave, with the result that his funeral was va,lue of all farm machinery—half the to a peak in numbers. When such
value of all the motor cars we ride in. peaks occur there are ordinarily natAustrlans; almond - eyed held the following morning.
Indian elephants are natural actors
mi Yokohama,, Tokyo, and
Yes, the poultry business Is one of ural forces such as parasites that enand from the seething land and enjoy doing tricks In the big show. the principal agricultural industries ter to reduce the population for the
'agon; sun-tanned sheiks from They are quick to learn, once they In the country. Its gross value is ex- coming season.
ing sands of- Araby; whlp- realize what Is expected of them, and ceeded only by com, hogs and milk
We know that a specific parasite
from Australia and bard-rid-, their ears are tuned to applause like among the farm products. This husky was doing effective work In destroythose
of
a
born
trouper.
Most
of
them
farm Industry nearly equals the value ing psyllids last season, although it did
jys from the western plains;
acrobats, aerlatists, riders, are surprisingly good-natured, and they of all -the metals produced in the Unit- not become active early enough to efutives and laborers from ev- are so anxious about a firm footing ed States in a year.
In most cases they will not vol- , It is greater than the value of all fect the course of the disease.
In the Union—all owe alle- that
It Is highly possible that the psyllia
untarily
on a man. Giraffes are the soft coal and is more than three
the transient country of captured step
Insects
be so reduced In numbers
by means of a lasso, and oft- times the value of hard coal produced. by this will
parasite that they may not do
en
an
Africa-born
giraffe
will
be
seen
It Is double the total of all postal revof checkers In the' circus
damage this year. Although
bave about two Inches of hair miss- enues, Including stamps, money orders much
" between a genial young to
this
is
highly possible we cannot pre| tumbler, heir to half a mil- ing from his stubby mane—evidence and postal savings. It is more than dict it with absolute certainty because
one-seventh of the total stock of money we sttll have much to learn about the
bra, and an old clown Who
In the United States.r Certainly poul- psyllid.
' from his home .In the Middle
try raising Is a leading Industry.
As to control of this Insect through
; ago, lured by the spangled
Cull the flock carefully, so that only the use of insecticides there IB very litr and his steel throated calproducers are left Start with strong tle that I can say. We did treat fields
lows how the big top draws
chicks of your favorite breed. Fee< in Morgan county with lime-sulphur
he ends of the earth. Such
and tend them with best skill and care and oil sprays, but neither controlled
pulatton of Spangleiand,
The markets will always call for best the condition.
from nearly every counpoultry products, and will be ready to
We are expecting to continue rather
Jthe sun are fed Into the hoppay for them.—Wisconsin Agrlcultnr extensive Investigations on control this
|hlghly organized machine to
1st
season, providing funds are made
nly woven Into the brilliant
available.
. fast-moving performance,
; without reservation .to the
"Henocracy" Plan Not
ne law of the trouper—<"The
Needed in Illinois Too Many Branches Cut
: go on."
.
Technocracy, or perhaps It might
Off Trees First Season
us Is organized socially, but
better be termed "henocracy," has apMany orchard growers. In an effort
t's geographical background
peared In the poultry Industry, but the to make their trees appear properly
pg to do with his qualification
owners of Illinois' 200,000 flocks need pruned, remove entirely too many
Trained Circus Elephants
ershlp hi the circus golf club,
not resort to It In order to get the ben branches the first year, says T. J. Tallearn, clown society, women's
[circus chapter,of the Amerl- that the lasso was Instrumental In his eflts, says H. H. Alp, poultry exten bert, chairman of the horticulture deslbn specialist of the college of agri partment of the Missouri College of
1 Cross. Above all else, the capture.
The 'big circus cats, unless born on culture, University of Illinois. All they Agriculture. This usually happens
i of this nomadic melting pot
erauce, and It's what, a per- the show, are captured In the jungle need do Is follow the Illinois poultr; when growers take possession of an
her than where' he came from regions with traps and pits covered sanitation plan as outlined and advo- orchard in which pruning has been
with jangle foliage and baited with cated by the college, he said.
badly neglected, or when they appremost
young goats. A new method of cap"Henocracy''
Is'
Alp's
name
for
th<
ciate too late the value of pruning In
Start In Circus.•
turing wild beasts alive Involves shoot- new system under which hens are kep their orchards.
has been a springboard ing them with a gas bullet that puts In individual metal coops assembled In
This severe pruning after years of
i men have vaulted to prom- the animal to sleep without pain. battery form. In Miami, Fla., for In negligence may throw out of balance
lather fields. Will Rogers was When the creature wakes up be finds stance, 60,000 laying hens have been the top and root system and produce
ckee Eld" with Wlrth's clr- himself a prisoner. These recently placed In batteries in a 500-room hotel a heavy growth of water sprouts
Al Q. Fields, the minstrel perfected gas bullets are said to be, The concentration of so many birds in which may result In little or no fruit
[ted trouplng\ as a Shake- capable of bringing down a lion or a one building is made possible through development. It is a much wiser prof clown. Fred Stone wore tiger at a distance of 200 feet But the, use of batteries equipped with la cedure to prune only moderately the
store the footlights claimed circus animals from the four corners bor-savlng -devices for cleaning the first year, removing and thinning out
: of his best antics were of the earth are Imported for a far equipment and caring for the birds the small branches In the top of the
in "Clown Alley" during more Interesting purpose than mere The hen Is even deprived of an oppor tree, here and there in the center,
?s.
exhibition. Many of them are edu- tunlty to admire her egg, for as soon and on the sides In order to open up
oos still look upon circus cated. In the circus "classrooms" the as It Is laid, It rolls into a trough to the tree for the admittance of sunlight
i something akin to robbing natural enemies of the jungles are be gathered.
and air.
It is seldom advisable or necessary
blch accounts for the Inter- taught to tolerate one another.
The practical lesson In this for flock
; that many present-day clrMystery of Clrcusdom.
owners is the strict sanitary condl In the neglected orchard to remove
ad to run away from home
Much of the mystery of Clrcusdom tlons under which the hens are kept limbs larger than 1^4 Inches in diamerake Mabel Stark, for ex- lies In the moving of this miniature Alp pointed out Much the same bene- ter. It is true that occasionally limbs
fer relatives virtually dls- cosmos, with its citizenry of animals fits which this close confinement give larger than this will be found growwhen she laid aside the and people from every clime, and in In the form of disease and parasite ing in undesirable places.—Missouri
uniform of the trained the pitching of the tents that compose control can be obtained by Illinois Farmer.
pose herself to the' maul- the canvas city. The largest circus flock owners through following the col
striped tomcats," as she carries Its own doctor, lawyers, detec- lege's poultry sanitation plan, he said.
Woman Leads Growers
sly refers to her tigers. But tives, barber shop, blacksmith shop,
More than 85,000 farmers In England
calliope and the magic fire department, chefs, business exDirt Will Spoil Eggs
and Wales have registered as wheat
ay were in her ears and she perts, and postal service, and it travgrowers under the new wheat act. The
Eggs
belong
to
the
same
food
class
to Spangleland, there to els on 100°rallroad cars In four secmeat or milk. They are almost a first person to register In County Tyonly woman hi the 'world tions. There are long, steel flat cars as
Just because they are en rone, Ireland, was a woman. A drive
trains, and works tigers. for the wagons and other vehicles; perishable.
closed
In
a hard shell, they ge to enroll more farmers In Ireland and
ore scars on her body than huge box cars for the hundreds of rougher treatment.
The egg shell is Wales Is being considered.
spots, and her exciting horses, elephants, camels, llamas, ze- porous. Dirt and filth and mold an
i newspaper columns for bras; commodious sleeping cars for disease germs can pass through and
the performers, staff, and laborers.
Farm Hints
spoil an'egg. The water of the egg
ost unlimited geographical
That the moving of the show may be will evaporate through the egg shell
Ten South Carolina counties report
he circus are nowhere more expedited, cook and dining equipment almost as fast as If It were In an open a total profit of $19,153 from 920 4 H
than lu the wild-animal Is packed up at 0:30 In the afternoon, pan. Many a housewife allows eggs club projects conducted In 1932.
To this traveling college and Is sent ahead aboard the flying to grow stale on a warm pantry shelf
I belong animals from every squadron, along with the wild animal or to take in the odors of a foul Ice
Sixty-one former 4-H club boys and
leach a splendid physical cages and the menagerie tent, which box and then blames the farmer or girls are enrolled In the freshman
(receiving the* utmost care Is loaded immediately after the start grocer for selling bad eggs. It costs class at the State college of Washingattendants. Zoologi- of the night performance. The land almost as much to produce a bad egg ton.
* * *
leadlng universities of the white top remains static for as to produce a good egg. Most egg
Some farmers are seed growers and
to marvel at the excep- Just about six hours—between the time losses, are, actually, preventable.—
!
most farmers are seed users; the seed
condition of the circus the last wagon moves upon the lot, in Montreal Herald.
users would make more money If they
the fact that they are the late morning, until loading begins
1 e
bought new seed every few years from
'ty to city almost every again, in the late afternoon. But, if
Poultry Hints
the growers.
Itlon in climate In different there is a late arrival, the time beTuberculin testing of poultry Is valu|the country presents a se- tween unloading and packing up again
With modern machines 4,000 men
for circus animal at- Is shorter stllL Of course, when the able and accurate for diagnosing tucould harvest the United States wheat
|ho often pass .hours In a circus arrives on Sunday or when it berculosis.
• • *
crop; with the equivalent of a cen: Jungle charge, so fond remains In a city for more than one
Eggs supply iron and vitamins In tury ago this task would employ sev«lr anlmala Seldom does day; as It does In a few very large
the circus Is on the cities, this schedule Is not followed. the dietary, as well as other needed eral million men.
» • *
The longest run made by a circus in elements. An egg a day is food inAbout
22,000
pigs were raised In
togle spread of canvas are 1981 was the Rlngllng-Barnum Jump surance.
Nevada In 1032, a decline of 7,000
'Bcireds of animals and from Springfield, Mass., to MontreaJ,
Chickens like people inherit certain from the previous year. This Is In
from Bengal, Sumatra, Canada, a Sunday trip of 835 miles.
abilities
to live and resist diseases and line with a slight decline In pork proI- »ons and leopards from The shortest run was 12 miles, from
other things that cause early deutb duction for the United States as a
•"^ Jungles; tall, silent Philadelphia to West Philadelphia.
whole.
Circus exhibition In the United and we call this vitality or vigor.
the open stretches of
• « *
• * •
•'Koi. black buck, aoudad, States had Us beginning in 1785 and
With
17
members
owning IfiO anie
Birds will normally molt once a year.
• "isbok antelope. In the President Washington attended Rickmals, the first nihhlt club In the state
<lo
The
best
layers
molt
late,
that
Is,
In
ett's
circus
In
Philadelphia
In
1793.
«y are Russian brown
of Maryland has been organized.
*<* fellows from Alaska, The circus of those early days was a late fall They are entitled to this
« from Greenland's Icy ouny ancestor of the present-day show. rest and there is nothing oue can do
A. statement Issued liy Hie fertilizer
feed well and give them an division of the Dominion Seed branch,
It"uu drcua anlma» Popula- Indeed, it had no elephant! The first except
opportunity
to
get
back
their
lost
flesh.
'"-'re. There are hlp- oachyderm to set foot In the United
Ottawa shows t h a t Canada Is now
« » •
'"•"u north of the Trans- States arrived several years later,
self-supporting in essential fertilizer
Poultry
flocks
which
are
following
aboard a sailing vessel called America. the recommendations of the college, Items.
Soangleland scarcely could lay claim
ou research, averaged 144 eggs
to being a complete world in miniature based
A fanner of H a l i f a x comity, N. O.f
per hen per year in 1931. The producwere It not for the fact that within its tion records of general farm Hocks has over (HI per cent of his cultivated
boundaries can be seen the freak as
105 eggs per hen the same year- I1 l i m d planted to cover crops and all
well as the normal handiwork of Na- were
• difference of 39 eggs per hen per Of It will be turned under for soli
ture. The side show Is a separate and year 1—Iowa State College.
Improvement
distinct kingdom.

POULTRY

Psyllid and Flea
Beetle Do Damage

The Fable of
the Phoney
Veneer
88
By GEORGE ADE
©, Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.

NCE there was a young Man
with a 30 Per Cent Slope
above his Bye-brows and an
Open Space where his Chin
should have been. He had taken three
'nil Courses In a Correspondence
School which told the Provincial how
to acquire Personality but he had not
ret annexed enough to help him In
flagging a Street Car.
Always he seemed to blend Into the
Surroundings, just like a Piece' of
B'urnlture. If he started to say Something In Company, that was the Signal for all the Others to begin talking. He could stand In a Department
Store for Hours without being waited
on. He was King of the Strap-Hangers and held the World's Record for
being pushed off the Sidewalk by the
white-faced Snips who walk three and
four abreast
In every Generation there are certain Men who leave their Impress
upon the World. Mr. Efflngham Glltts
had not made as much as a Dent. He
was compelled to use Influence to get
MB Name into the City Directory. His
Mall consisted of Catalogues and Propositions In regard to the Purchase of
Books on a Weekly Payment Plan.
A Slogan Swallower.
If Mr. Glltts often pondered on
Death and decided to postpone the
Shuffle as long as possible, it was because he knew darned well that his
Funeral would be a Flop. Just a couple of Calla Lilies and some Boys
from the Office to Pall-Bear.
Efflngham was a good deal of a Gnat
but he did not enjoy his Destiny. He
found It very Irksome to be rated as
a Cipher. He looked like something
that Is found asleep In a Back Row
after an illustrated Lecture on the
Holy Land, but he had within him all
of the turbulent Ambitions of a Napoleon. He had a smoldering Desire
to bite on the Ankle all those who
had been treading on him.
Probably what fussed Mr. Glltts
more than anything else was the
gloomy Fact that the Female Sex regarded him as a Swozzle: He could
walk on the crowded Avenue for Miles
and Miles and never get the Eye. He
was cursed with all of the outward
Appearances of one who is signally
Moral. The Girls certainly co-operated
to help him.behave.
Mr. Efflngham Glitts was old enough
to have a Home of his own, a fine
Job at a sweet Salary and a standing
In Society. He saw Men of his own
Age being elected to Congress, building Sky-scrapers and bossing Railroads. Whereas, he sat at a Desk and
handled some of the piffling Details
of a large Corporation. His Desk was
over In a dark Corner, commanding a
view of a Brick Wall and some overhead Wires. The English Sparrows
would sit on the Wires and look in at
Efflngham and pity him.
The World had superimposed Itself
on Efflngham Glitts as effectively as
an Elephant might, In a spirit of utter
Callousness, squat on a Caterpillar.
The Fact that he was not crushed Is
all to his Credit. When he attempted
to get up on his Hind Legs and crow
he was a Bloomer, but let It be told
to Future Generations that, at least,
he made the Try.
It was about a Year ago that Mr.
Glltts decided to stop playing the
Third Assistant Grave-Digger and be
the curly-haired hero. When an Insect starts out to be an Eagle that is
some Contract, but Efflngham was
hopeful and determined. He had been
on a Diet of uplifting Editorials and
nice hot Slogans. He had been devouring these inspirational Pieces on how
to achieve Success. Most of them had
been written by salaried Hacks who
owed Grocery Bills.
Had Good Intentions.
Mr. Glltts believed anything that
was printed and framed. Every time
he read one of those highly original'
Instructions hanging above a Desk he
resolved to be himself and keep on
smiling and do It now and not worry.
He wanted to obey nil of the Rules
which bad helped so many Humble Beginners to work their way up to $1,800
Jobs. So he made all his Plans to
emerge from the Hay each A. M. and
! greet the newborn Day with high
i Courage.
| He bad It straight from a 15-cent
Magazine that every Mortal can get
away with Anything If he has the
Nerve to Jump right In and get a
Strangle Hold on the Immediate Problem. The only Failures are the poor
Goofs who have no Confidence in
themselves. Strike boldly and demand
Attention and the World will greet
you as a Conqueror. Beautiful Maidens will scatter Posies In your Pathway. Head Walters will prostrate
themselves. Bankers will smile and
cut the Interest Bate. It sure reads
well and It had Mr. Glltts completely
hypped. He went to his Couch one Evening as a low-grade Mokus and arose
next Morning as a strong and silent
character who was going to pry open
the World us If It were a soft-shell Clam
and incidentally get the Women all
worked up about him and then smile
sardonically as he watched them Suffer. Possibly our good Friend was a
little feverish under the Fedora when
he formulated this high Resolve but
he meant well and he sure made a decisive Stab at Greatness.
On his Way to Work he gave some
crisp Orders to the Menial who was
in charge of the Trolley Car. The Con-

O

ductor did not recognize His Master's
Voice so he called Efflngham a Piece
of Gorgonzola and told him that If
he didn't cut out the Blah-Blah he
would have to take a Bat In the ByeJ
In the Articles which Efflngham had
been reading there had been no definite Suggestions as to how a Situation of this Kind should be met. so
he got off the Car and walked.
For a good many years he had been
longing to go into the Private Office
and tell the Boss just what was wrong
with the whole Organization and how
It would be a cinch to double the business and cut down the Overhead If
the Departments could be managed by
Men whose heads were filled with
Brains Instead of Omelets.
The Chief Executive looked up from
his Work and there on the Rug was
a Worm trying to give an Imitation of
an Anaconda. The Head of the Firm;
listened patiently. When it was over
he did not give Mr. Glltts the Fresh
Air or even start In to pan him. He
advised the faithful Employee to lie1
down for a little while and then go
out and have his Temperature taken.
So that Is how near Efflngham came
to causing a Shake-Up.
Back to Nature.

When he sternly reprimanded the
Typist who did a few Letters for him
every Day and gave her a Lecture on
the Importance of spelling correctly
all Words of One Syllable, she never
missed one Jaw Movement as she
chewed her Wax but she did tell him
that he was the kind of Fish that
ought to stay home all Day Instead
of wandering out into the Streets and
frightening Pedestrians.
He couldn't even High Hat the lowly Office Boy. The Latter was afraid
of the nut-headed Flappers but he had
the greatest possible contempt for Mr.
Glltts and called him a Gooble which
doesn't mean anything but sounds terrible.
For a long time it had been Mr.
Glltt's secret Desire to plant a Bomb
under the Boarding House In which
he was eking out a Miserable Existence. The Landlady was so busy,
counting the Calories and providing
for the Vitamins that she forgot to
give them any real Food. .Efflngham
longed to bawl her out in such Loud
Tones that his Complaint could be
heard In Cuba.
So, while he was still under the Influence of the Complex of Superiority,
he opened up and made a Scene at
Dinner. It was called Dinner because
It was served at about the Hour when
People who can afford to Dine usually partake of the meal known as
Dinner. Always the First Course was
Soup which tasted as If some one had
slipped Something Into the Hot Water. The only real Excuse for calling
It Soup was the fragment of Vermicelli floating Idly on the Surface.
Efflngham let out a Squawk, which
Is Hoi Polloi for Protest. He told the
Soup the Truth about Itself so that
he could get a Rise out of the Landlady. He Just sat back and waited for
her to brag about the Home Cooking
and the Refined Atmosphere.
He had framed a Come-Back which,
probably, would lead up to his being
ordered out of the Joint, Bag and
Baggage. That was what he craved.
He knew that he never could function as a Leader of Men while surrounded by the Flat-Heads and Tomtits of a third-rate Beanery.
But the Landlady knew him and
pitied him, so she Just told him to be
In bis Room about 9:30 and she would
come up and fix a Foot Bath for him
and give him 10 Grains of Aspirin and
In the morning he would be all right.
Sure enough he was. He awoke next
day fully reconciled to the Fact that
he would always be |he Goat of the
Universe. He decided that he would
have to be a Slob Instead of a Schwab.
He flew at the withered Prunes with
real Gusto and spoke nicely of the
lukewarm Coffee. Also he had a Cigar
ready for the conductor on the Trolley Line.
MORAL: Those who were not born
to be Blase will always be Blozzy.

Divers' Work on Ocean
Floor Requires Nerve
The dangerous and thrilling business of working on the floor of the
ocean has, within recent years, been
carried to new achievements.
Dressed In heavy copper helmets
and diving suits which weighed so
much that a man could hardly walk
unsupported In them, above water, the
divers who worked for more than an
hour at a time lifting a great submarine and her cargo of dead from the
muddy ocean bottom, were no ordinary heroes. They learned that they
had to be "decompressed" after remaining under the terrific weight of
the sea for any length of time, at peril
of their lives. And so, when the timekeeper on board ship at the surface
Indicated that the hour for work below
had elapsed, the divers were drawn
slowly to the surface.
For any prolonged stay under water
or for deep-sea diving, the diver must
have a very elaborate and perfect protective equipment. His suit must be
heavy and strong. Besides having
these qualities, his helmet must be
equipped with valves which can be
controlled by the diver to admit and
release air for his comfort and safety.
Sometimes the air is pumped through
a long tough flexible hose from the
surface. Sometimes the diver carries
his own store of compressed air In a
tank lashed to his back.—Detroit News.
Outlook for Caroline Trade

Twelve miles to the gallon IB the
average gasoline consumption by motor cars, which means that 15,000'000,000 gallons will be used altogether
this year, according to a study by the
general committee of the highway and
building congress.
,
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C. E. Parker, wife and children!
were Des Moines visitors one day last'
week.
|
John Atwood visited a few days last j
week in Perry with his uncle, Bert'
Atwood and family.
Glenn McCall, wife and daughter,
Margaret, of Bagley, Iowa, visited
in the city Sunday with Mrs. IMteCall's
grandmother, Mrs. Isabel! Joy.

1

C. A. Pool, proprietor of the Anita j
Bakery, was looking after business
matters and visiting with relatives
in Des Moines one day last week.
The members of the Mutual Benefit club were guests last Thursday
afternoon of Mrs. L. L. Dorsey at her
home northwest of the city. The afternon was spent by the ladies with
needle work. A lunch was served by
the hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Newton en;entahied the members of the Tafo
Bridge club last Thursday evening.
High scorers at the bridge session
were Thorle Robison and Mrs. Solon
A. Karns. Lunch was served by the
lost and hostess.
A number of neighbors and friends
were entertained at a dancing party
Friday evening at the Voorhees Lodge
west of the city, hosts and hostesses
being Mr. and Mrs. Lester Scholl, Mr.
and Mrs. John Mehhnan and Mr. and
MSrs. Cliff Metheny.
In removing the cap from the radiator of a tractor he was using on his
father's farm north of Anita Friday
afternoon, Kenneth Gipple suffered a
badly burned arm from escaping
steaim. He was brought to a local
doctor's office for treatment.
Mrs. H. 0. Stone and Mrs. G. M.
Adair were hostesses to the members
of Chapter EZ, P. E. O., at the Stone
home Tuesday afternoon. Roll call
was answered by current events. Mrs.
R. W. Forshay had a paper on "The
Objects and Aims of iChild Health
Week."

A nti-Sludge
Motor Oil

The members of the Bide-aJWee
bridge club were entertained last
Wednesday afternoon by Mrs. Alfred
Dement at her home on Chestnut
Street. There was one guest, Mrs.
Thorle Robison, besides the regular
members. Mrs. Azel S. Ames had
high score honors.

icmy, is latest achievement of

in the longest, hardest, hottest driving —a
longer-lasting oil — the most economical fine
lubrication yon can buy today. Try it!

Standard Oil lubrication engineers

New Low Price!

New ease for motors,, greater

A distinct new aid to motor performance
is ready for yon. today... the first noniludging motor oil... bo-Vis "D."
This perfected lubricant .is the result of a
new process in oil refining —the
iorex Extraction Process, developed by the
lard Oil Company (Indiana). And before
|t was put on the market, Iso^Vis "D" was
bjected to more than 1,250,000 miles of
ay-by-day driving, in 51 different types of
notor vehicles.
These tests left no room for doubt. Iso-Vis
ID" has something! Something new. Someabove and beyond its fine lubricating
ilities and its greater durability. Here, at
> is a motor oil that does not sludge, even

COMPLETE REFILL

with iso-vis "D-—

Chevrolet, Ford or Essex—

$1

only I

(plus Tax)
Other cars in proportion, according to crankcase
capacity. Iso-Vis "D," per quart, 25c (plus Tax)

Drain off old oil — refill 'with fresh anti-sludge IsozVia
"D." Trained Serviamen will do it quickly, expertly, at
any Standard Oil Station. You'll be on your way in
8 SHORT MINUTES with a safer, sweeter-running mptor.

•ALSO DISTRIBUTORS OF ATLAS TIRES
Miss Freda Scholl of Omaha spent
Noblitt, wife and children,
> Sarah and Hairy, spent Sun- Sunday in the city with her mother,
Hamburg visiting at the home Mrs. Dosh$ Scholl.
[NoblitfB cousin,. W; L. Zuck
Miss Louise Luman, a student at
' '
Drake University in Des Moines,
spent Sunday with her parents, >M. H.
."•••$ Lumln and"wife":

SAVE MONEY
°»w>my Shoe Co.

The ladies aid society of the Massena township Baptist church held
their regular meeting last Wednesday
at the home of Mrs. Ted Darrow.
Lunch was served by the hostess.

*+<

leclals For Saturday Only
per pound
SAUSAGE, pound... 8c
, per pound

The Anita Literary Club met last
Thursday evening at the home of Mrs.
George Denne on Rose Hill Avenue.
The program, "American Drama,"
was under the leadership of Miss
Lilith Baker and her committee. There
was a large attendance. Lunch was
served at the close of the meeting.
In today's Tribune will be found
the financial report of the town of
Anita, published as required by law.
The report is a very interesting
do?ument, and compared with the one
published a year ago, shows quite a
reduction in town expenses for the
year. A one mill levy in Anita at the
present time raises $163.50.

S T A N D A R D
OIL S E R V I C E

Fit Better Wear!

Mrs. Harold Duff was hostess last
Thursday to an all day meeting or the
Original Sunshine club. Fourteen
members and nine visitors were present to enjoy the dinner served at noon
by the hostess. Mrs. Earl Anderson
will be hostess to the club at their
next meeting on \Mlay 11.

4c

2 pounds.. 15c

ILVEETA CHEESE, plain and pimento,
2 for

.35c

Bier's Market

;

Oopr. 1953. Standard OU On

Exira is the first town in this part
of the state to announce a Fourth of
July celebration.
The water trustees haVe announced
an extra 10 per cent discount on the
water bills for the past two months,
if the bills are paid by the 10th."
Mrs. Ed. L. Newton has severed
her connection with the post office,
due to a recent ruling of the Postmaster General that no relative of a
postmaster could be employed. Her
position at the office has been taken
by .Herbert Bartley.
The members of the M. Q. C. club
were guests one evening last week of
Mrs. Thorle Robison. Other guests
were Mrs. Max Walker and Miss Marjorie Knowlton. The evening was
spent in playing bridge, at which
Miss Marie Biggs was high scorer.
Roger, the infant son of Mr. and
Mrs. Werner Blunk of Benton township, died early Thursday morning at
the home of his parents. The infant
was born on Monday, April 24. Burial
was made in the Atlantic cemetery at
3:00 o'clock Thursday afternoon. Rev.
William Mack, pastor of the Atlantic
Presbyterian church, officiated.

Ted Vernon and wife of Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma, were visitors in the
city the first of the week with his
parents, R. D. Vernon and wife. Ted
is now engaged in the life insurance
business and is president of a company that has its home office in Oklahoma City. Before L. G. Voorhees
sold his bank in Ardmore, Ted was
cashier of the institution.
On Wednesday evening Mr. and
Mrs. Ben Kenfield entertained the
members of the Main Street dinner
and bridge club at their home on West
M&jn Street. Besides the members,
other guests were Mr. and Mrs. V. C.
McCoy of Pacific Junction and Mr.
and Mrs. Ross Kohl. A covered dish
dinner was served at 7:00 o'clock and
the evening was spent in playing
bridge, at which high scorerg were
Mrs. Earl S. Holton and Ralph Forshay.
Now we have got the beer question settled for the time being, let's
farm. We have got to raise a crop
of corn, that is the main Iowa crop
and it has to be. But we have got
to raise stuff to eat it. There is only
one way you can inflate the corn crop,
and that is give it good cultivation,
arid then if Mother Nature don't deflate it for you, you will have enough
to carry you through and a few gallons besides. You will need good
tools, and start in now to get them
repaired. Don't wait until the day
before you want to use them. We
will sharpen, point, or get you new
shovels, for less money than you have
had it done in years. Get you any
kind of a shovel you want, or any sort
of a repair you want. We will sharpen your lawn mowers and repair
them, but we don't have any BOc
sharps—don't keep that kind. Millard's, West Main Street.
2t

May Sale of Seasonable
Merchandise at Stuhr's
New Line Large Trimming Buttons, Spring Colors.
New Line Cards—Birthday, Tally, Baby and Place.
Silk Bloomers, Stepins, Panties and Skirts,
at
25c to 98c
Girdles, one lot $1.69 values, this week at
98c
Women's Cotton Hose, per pair
lOc and 18c
Women's Clear Crepe Hose, spring shades
25c
Women's All Silk Hose, full fashioned, pair
59c
New lot of Voile Dresses at
$1.00
All Print Dresses, $1.00 values, on sale at
59c
Oil Cloth Table Pattern at
49c
45-inch Organdy, permanent finish, per yard 59c
Fancy Handkerchiefs, at
3c, 5c, lOc and 25c
SATURDAY ONLY—EXTRA SPECIAL
Pubiix Shirts, sizes 14 to 17, at
75c
We Buy Eggs
Highest Market Price

J. R. STUHR
ANITA, IOWA

Kyanize
Sale and Demonstration
Friday-Saturday, May 5-6
i/o pint can Kyanize Floor Enamel, regular1 C\ r*
price 40c, and one high grade 25c bris- A jl*

tles-in-rubber brush, both for

t+\f\+

pint can Kyanize Celoid Finish, regular
price 45c, and one high grade 25c bristles-in-rubber brush, both for
can Kyanize Floor Finish, any color,
regular price 25c, and a good bristlesin-rubber brush, both for ........ . . . .
pint can Lustaquik, regular 30c value, -| H
and a good bristles-in-rubber brush, I *!/*
bothfou
...........................
At/V

BONGERS BROS.
ANITA, IOWA

/% Smart Investment
FOR THE NEW DEAL
BUYER

The tremendous
popularity of electric refrigeration this Spring is traceable to the public demand for maximum
value. Obviously this soundness of value
has been recognized in modern low cost
electric refrigeration. Your investment
will bring immeasurable safety, convenience and satisfaction. It will pay big
dividends in reduced food costs. Spoilage and waste are eliminated; economical quantity buying is made possible
and practical. Start these savings now
by installing an electric refrigerator.

AN IOWA COMPANY — OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWANS

BULK AXLE GREASE
CHICK STARTER
OMAHA TRUCKING, 15c.

The Farmers Coop,

THE TRIBUNE, ANITA, IOWA.

fews Review of Current
Events the World Over
Ute Passes Farm Bill With the Inflation AmendmentRoosevelt to Ask Authority to Deal With War
Debts—Herriot Enters Conversations.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD

X/IUSSOLINTS four-power peace
**'* plan is causing a lot of excited
discussion in various European countries. Great Britain and Germany
might gladly agree to this, but France
still fasserts the sanctity of treaties
must be respected, and in this she la
of course supported by all the nations
of the little entente, and by Poland.
In Czechoslovakia especially sentiment
was aroused, and Foreign Minister
Edouard Benes told the parliament in
Prague that whoever desires to change
the boundaries of that country must
bring an • army along with him. He
criticized the Mussolini plan as a
"great backward step," and added:
"History shows that surrender of territory always is connected with the
bloodiest wars."

LcKED by the administration, by addition there is the administration
ihe big Democratic majority In the bill authorizing the President to Join
|te nnd apparently by the favor of other nations in declaring embargoes
tee part of the population of the on arms and munitions.
CO VIET Russia was on the verge of
KJ
country, the Thomas
a quarrel with Japan over the
As for the, war debts, they were first
Inflation amendment •brought up by Mr. MacDonald, who equipment of the Chinese Eastern rail"^a^M to the farm relief let Mr. Roosevelt know that Great way, and in that connection It was
bill won an easy vic- Britain would like a downward re- Interesting to note that a new aligntory, In the senate. vision; and their communique said ment was bringing Russia and France
With this most por- that the basis was iaid of a clearer together, the former drifting' away
tentous addition the understanding of the situation affect- from Germany and the latter beginfarm bill was passed Ing the two nations, though no plan ning t;o take sides against Japan. Aland sent back to the or settlement was under way yet This ready the French anof Russians have
house for concurrence. encouraged M. Herriot and his expert arranged for exchange of military inThe anti-Inflationists, associates to press the arguments of formation and military instructors.
led by 'Senator David France for cancellation.
Before long the situation on the Euroj
A. Keed of PennsylThen Mr. Roosevelt let the corre- pean continent may be pan-Germanspondents know that he was planning ism against pan-Slavism, with France
|te but hopeless fight, arguing that to ask congress for authority to re- on the .side of the latter and Italy
"controlled" Inflation, as prom- open the war debt settlements and with the former.
by the amendment's sponsors, negotiate a reduction of the 11 bil(t temporarily restore a measure lions which European nations owe the /•CONTINUED Chinese resistance near
osperlty to the nation, previous United States. If he were vested with *~* Kupelkow pass on the road to
jrience here and abroad • showed this power the United States would Peiping so enraged the Japanese mili/control could not be maintained enter the London conference prepared tary command that It announced the
I that the ultimate results would to bargain for stabilization of curren- early occupation of all strategic points
strous. Reed, Tydings of Mary cies on a modified gold basis, re- In the North China area. With this
a Democrat, and others seemed monetlzatlon of silver, lowering of In view, the Japanese launched a genbly dismayed by the prospects for tariffs and other trade barriers and eral attack south of the Great Wall
future and their sincerity could adoption of measures to raise com- designed to open the way to the old
doubted.
modity prices and restore purchasing Chinese capital. As usual, Japan
finds a ready excuse for offensive
hator Thomas 6f Oklahoma hlm- power.
Members of the French delegation movements already planned.
Qed thd debate for the affirmative,
The Manchukuoan government has
Hng with the startling statement said the President had promised Mac[the amendment, If it prevailed, Donald and Herriot that he would ask announced that only nations recogniz. transfer value to the extent of congress for authority to postpone the ing that state will benefit by Its promst $200,000,000,000 from the cred- debt Installments due June 15, and ise of an open door trade policy.
fclass to the debtor class. Of course, that In return Herriot would ask the
HE Nazi campaign against the
Sect of this assertion Is greatly French parliament to pay the defaultJews In Germany continues with
lened when one realizes that our ed December 15 payment of $19,000,vigor. Dr. Joseph Goebbels, minister
'
ie cannot really be divided into 000.
As Mr. MacDonald said good-by to of propaganda, speaking at Cologne,
[classes. There Is scarcely a cred|lo the land who is not also a the White House, he and Mr. Roosevelt said: "We consider the Jews our
ir, and vice versa. But this point announced that they had agreed on enemies, but hitherto have exercised
a clemency which the Jews do not de'
nany another were ignored by the the following:
An increase In the general level of serve. If they believe that this clembnents of inflation. Senator Pat
ency is 'weakness we will quickly
Bson of Mississippi, for instance, commodity prices.
He-orientation of commercial policies,' teach them differently."
Ie second day of the debate, conGoebbels proclaimed May 1 as the
Reduction of tariffs, quotas and exI hia efforts mainly to taunting the
"festal day of national labor," to the
ion-MHl8-Heed" group for Its al- change restrictions.
disgust of the Communists, who have
World expansion of credit
fallures during the Hoover adCapital expenditures by governments long considered that day sacred to
:ratlon. .
their cause.
Wheeler-King silver coinage to stimulate business.
Students of Kiel university asked
Re-establishment
of
an
International
dment was accepted by the sen;
the rector to compel 28 Jewish protit would enable the President to monetary standard.
Improvement of the status of silver. fessors to resign.
be ratio between gold and silver
The anti-Jewish movement also was
Ito provide for unlimited coinRIME MINISTER RICHARD B. manifested In Rumania, where a tenpf both metals at the ratio so
Bennett of Canada was already In day boycott of all Jewish shops In the
Washington to talk with the Presi- province of Bukovina was ordered by
a Fascist organization.
what Inflation, even If "con- dent; Finance Minister Guido Jung of
I
t
a
l
y
and
HJalmar
piled," will do to the nation and
ORMER Gov. Nellie Tayloe Ross
Schact of Germany
bsiness Is a Question on which
of Wyoming finally has been placed
were on their way,
nists and financiers are as far
in a federal position. The President
and
Japan
announced
| as the poles, For the present
that Viscount Kiknjlro appointed her director of the mint
ospect of Its adoption and the
Ishll would, a r r i v e Obviously Mrs. Ross was entitled to a
onmenf of - the gold standard
May
23. Mr. Bennett good place; for as vice chairman of
|served to create almost a boom
told
the newspaper the Democratic national committee
tain lines of business, .and the
men that C a n a d a and head of the party's women's orof commodities have begun to
stands ready to dis- ganization she has been very active
[But how this will In the long
cuss
any proposals and valuable.
neflt the ordinary citizen has not
that look toward closhown to the -satisfaction of most
UTJ EPUBLICAN Federal AssoclR. B. Bennett er commercial rela*^- ates" Is the name given an ortions
with
the
United
I especially dangerous clause In
ganization Just formed by men promiRomas amendment Is the one giv- States, and said the Ottawa agree- nent In the Hoover administration to
pe President power to devalue ments do not affect these trading posaid the party In re(Id dollar to the extent of 50 per sibilities. In a prepared statement he
turning
to power In
[Senator Borah, an Inflationist, used these emphatic phrases:
the 1934 congression"We
have
reached
a
point
where
It
that this would be declared unal elections. Walter
utlonal. it may be this power is certain that nothing but united acF. Brown, f o r m e r
lever be exercised by the Presl- tion can avert world disaster."
postmaster general,
"Immediate
action
Is
Imperative,"
|l>ut If It is it will be followed
Is Its president, and
"The world Is in tragic trouble and
pis to abrogate the gold clause
Ogden Mills, secreDds, mortgages and other con- distress." ,
tary of the treasury
"If we do not soon defeat the forces
Provision for such action is
under . H o o v e r , Is
of
disruption
and
discord,
they
will
[in the pending Qoldsborough bill
c h a i r m a n of the
[provides that existing contracts defeat us."
board. Arch Coleman,
"We
must
act
boldly
and
unselfishly,
Pe satisfied by payment of theirwho was first asslstOflden Mills ftnt pOBtmaster genernount in legal tender, that after otherwise we shall be certain witactment, gold fflauee contracts nesseV of the wreck of our civiliza- al In the Hoover administration, is io
be made legally and that any tion."
charge of Washington headquarters,
Asked whether Canada really had and W. Irving Glover, who was second
[made from exchanging gold for
fender would be subject to a 100 gone off the gold standard, as had been assistant postmaster general, Is diasserted by Finance Minister Rhodes, rector of organization.
nt tax.
Mr. Coleman said the organization
|e experts are of the opinion that the prime minister replied: "Canada
nation .bill may never be used; is as much off the gold standard and was primarily to keep together those
is "a mere bluff Intended to as much on the gold standard as the who have been active in Republican
circles for the last twelve years; to
very effect It la now having— United States."
keep them advised of what Is going
»g and reversing the downward
EFUSING to accept the Norrls on, and to bring back to the party fold
I of prices," andigtvlng the Preslsenate bill as a substitute, the those Republicans who supported
I better position In the economic
atlons with foreign statesmen, house passed the McSwaln bill for the Roosevelt last' year.
Ernest Lee Jahncke, the Hoover asthe abandonment of the gold operation of the Muscle Shoals develd, which also was Inflationary. opment, the vote being 806 to 01. Sev- sistant secretary of the navy, la first
enteen Republicans and five Farmer- vice president; Mrs. Nicholas LongLaborites
voted with the majority.
worth, second vice president; Charles
debts and reduction of armThe house version Is regarded as a J. Moos, third vice president; William
n>ents came to the fore in the less drastic measure than the Norrls
Bouse conversation* as Prime bill The principal point of difference R. Castle, treasurer, and Coleman,
t MacDonald concluded tla. part between the two Is that the bouse bill general secretary.
Six of the Hoover cabinet members
Parleys and
provides an appropriation of $10,000,- are represented on the board of diI to depart for
000 and a bond issue of $50,000,000 for rectors—Mills, Brown, Roy D. Chapin,
former
starting the development program, Arthur M. Hyde, William N. Doak and
ouard Herwhile the Norrts bill simply authorizes Ray Lyman Wilbur. Others include
france began
"all appropriation necessary." The Walter E. Hope, former assistant secna with the
Nebraskan's measure is likewise more retary of the treasury; James J.
These three
rigid with regard to government con- Patchell, Union City, Ind.; Mrs. Longmet togeth.
struction of power transmission lines. worth, Castle, Moos. St. Paul; Jahncke,
af
ter an InHarry Culver, Culver, Calif.; Coleman,
dinner, Mr.
HEN the world disarmament con- Glover, John Richardson, Boston ; Fer|elt took up the'
ference resumed Its sessions In ry K. Heath, former asslsi ,t secre.uu'»t question
Geneva the French plan for an anti- tary of the treasury, and Mr*. Albert
P1'"'. his evlM. Harriot
war pact of consultation was present- O. Sims, New Mexico.
ne being to
ed by Rene Masslgll. It excluded
r
ce lnto
at
the
Geneva
French
!f"
the American continent on the ground
'
ISCONSIN has the honor of bedemands for
ing the second stale to ratify the
security against attack. that it was impossible at present to
muke the pact universal. Massigll sug- prohibition repeal amendment to the
blocked
all
agreement
|
' «e discussed by the Presl- gested the creation in the capital of Constitution, and the first to do that
each elgnatory power of a commission ov unanimous vote. Fifteen delegates,
wlilch would determine violations of assembled In the Capitol building In
t
the Brland-Kellogg pact and the rights Madison were addressed by Governor
Unlt
«> States" with
Schinedeuiun, and in eight minutes
to check aggres- of a victim to assistance.
Concrete measures to prevent mis- thereafter the resolution of ratlttcaf.r,
, association might use of civil airplanes for military pur- tion had been drawn up and adopted
i.-s , lf ,
consultation with poses were presented by the United to the accompaniment of cheers,
• ( o u Ke"°eg !»»«» P««* States, Canada, Argentina and Japaa
fj. Hll. Wwtwn N»WB»«J»r Union.
" ^ its violation, And In
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Howe About: Delight of "Afternoon Tea"
Ordinary Men
Too Much Charity
Parental Love
By ED HOWE
T RECALL being startled some years
* ago on reading a statement in a
iook that only the ordinary men have
real intelligence; that poets, philosophers, professors and prophets go so far
in their speculations that they finally
camp far beyond the truth.
I was startled by the statement because throughout my life I have been
reading books of the Intelligentsia declaring that ordinary people are weak
creatures, and must be constantly directed by preachers and writers.
I think this great compliment was
paid us by Herbert Spencer; and there
is some evidence to warrant it In
Russia the ordinary working Americans are accepted aa superior men,
and sent for as foremen in building
factories, railroads, power,. and Irrigation dams, etc. But note the contempt
the Russian leaders express for our
writers and statesmen 1 None of their
notions are accepted.
I give credit above to Herbert Spencer for the compliment. It may have
been Samuel Butler; I should have
better remembered the name, In gratitude. Anyway, both men have come
down to us with reputations for unusual intelligence and learning; and
let ordinary working citizens remember that such a man believed they are
the source of real Intelligence, and in
future combat mistaken notions of
writers and statesmen with more
vigor.
* • •
The Soviet leaders in Russia have
some excellent ideas. One Is that the
thousands of Idle and mischievous
men in the big towns must give good
excuse for remaining or get out Into
the country, and earn an honest living on farms. In every town there
are many characters known to police,
who live by scheming almost or entirely robbery. These men are responsible for nine-tenths of the law breakIng; the ordinary citizen with a good
Job does not require the attention of
police a half dozen times in his lifetime. . . . The most serious trouble in the world today Is too much
charity for the more than half loafers,
dead beats and criminals. And this
excessive charity lp a new growth. I
distinctly remember a time when all
communities had a vagrancy law; vagrants were arrested with considerable
promptness and discretion, and made to
work on the rock pile. Nearly everywhere now the vagrants are in charge
of public affairs.
* • *
Writers highly compliment mothers
in some ways, and misrepresent them
viciously in others.
Writers almost universally charge
that mothers do not properly educate
daughters In sex matters. There never was a mother who neglected such
education.
I have long believed the love of parents for children Is the thing that never falls. And parents add a patience
and self-sacrifice in dealing with their
children that la about the most creditable thing to be said of our miserable
race.
Some parents, poor wretches, have
bad Judgment, but fierce devotion to
children never falls so far as I have
observed. If love for our children
will save us we will all finally get to
heaven.
Some children may fall to sit on the
right baud of God because of meanness to their parents, but if love of
children Is sufficient virtue to save us,
I expect to find all parents there.
* * *
An English writer says: "A boy Is
more ofteu disqualified than qualified
in economic life by a prolonged education." H. G. Wells has long been sayIng time spent in a university Is wasted, and a training in idleness and
rowdyism. England is deliberately
cutting its educational budget; and it
has never been aa foolish about education as have Americans who have
steadily made It more expensive and
Jneffectiva
One of the Impressive Incidents of
my life has been knowing an old woman who had had two worthless husbands, several children, and on an average not more than half enough to
eat and wear. She almost worships
every man able to make a good living.
Such a man is her Ideal, and a success.
I rate men In the same way. Those
who make a good living, pay their
debts with reasonable promptness,
help somewhat In decent human progress, and are In line for honest promotion, are our best men. From their
ranks come the millions who have
slowly Improved their manners and
their services, and been able to distinguish their race. There are many limitations in the creature called man,
but if he is ambitious to get out of
life the best there is admittedly ID It,
he Is good enough and a success.
* « »
I have long believed a majority of
the people are good enough, considering all their handicaps. . . . But
now that times are harder than ever
before, 1 urn wavering somewhat; honesty is always ut a specially low ebb
during hard times. One is moat apt
to be honest when getting along fairly well; the word of the man In worst
trouble'must be discounted most.
* • •
I have lived u long time In the United States, and my wrongs have not
been those of a slave, but of a freeman badly managing himself.
f, 1333. llcll 8yndica.lB.-WNU Bcrvlo*

Easy to Make It Matter of
Pleasant Informal
Entertaining.
Afternoon tea—that charming English custom—Is one which most of
us wish could be transported bodily
to the United States, says one of the
most popular of hostesses. There actually are a few offices in New York
where tea Is served at four o'clock,
and I am told by one of the executives that the result In Increased efficiency for the,last hour of the day
has been noticeably good.
Of course, over the teacups In such
a place there can be none of the delightful loitering which we associate
with afternoon tea as we use It usually for Informal entertaining.
"Come-to-tea parties" are a boon to
the housekeeper who has 'no maid
and who must make her own preparations and do her own serving.
Guests also like afternoon teas because In these busy days It is often
possible to drop in for a little while
at tea time when It would not be
possible to go to a luncheon or a
bridge.
Because tea-time food Is so simple It must be perfect of Its kind.
First of all, there Is the tea Itself.
Most persons prefer a black blended
tea and even if you are a devotee
to a traditional green tea for family
use, you should forget your own
preference and serve the kind liked
by the majority. To make the tea,
you must be sure to use fresh boilIng water, drawn at the last moment
from the cold water faucet after it
has been allowed to run long enough
to be sparkling. Teapot and hotwater pot must be rinsed with hot
'water. The tea Itself may be tied In
cheesecloth or put into a toaball of
good size and put Into the hot pot.
The boiling water should then be
poured over it and after five minutes
the tea should be removed. Experts
say that less than five minutes'
steeping fails to bring out the flavor.
If It Is too strong for the person who
likes a variety of hot lemonade
which he calls tea you can dilute it
with hot water. The little pots
with tight covers and wicker handles
which come especially for tea service should keep water really hot.
Cream and lemon should both be
served with tea, as well as sugar.
You may be fancy In your choice of
this once commonplace product, or
you may choose It shaped like hearts,
diamonds, spades or clubs or you
may choose It colored and flavored.
Sometimes a glass platter or plate
divided Into sections la used with
the tea service. In this are arranged
sliced lemon, sliced orange, candied
cherries and small mint candies,
from which the guests may help
themselves.
To serve with tea there should be
the daintiest of sandwiches, cut In
fancy shapes, of bread and butter
or very thin buttered toast. I am
especially fond of the type of toast
which is made by spreading butter
on the loaf, cutting It thin and then
baking It in the oven until It is
brown around the edge. The butter
may be flavored with anchovy paste
or deviled ham, or the bread may be
spread with marmalade before It is
put In the oven.
There are very attractive wafers
of various shapes which can be
bought ready to spread with a flavored butter, with enviar or with a
mixture of crab or lobster meat,
minced celery and mayonnaise.

Sometimes small biscuits or muffins,
split and buttered, are served Instead of or with sandwiches.
Cream Cheese and Quince Sandwiches.
Cut crusts from four sides of dayold bread. Cream butter and work
In an equal amount of cream cheese.
Mash quince preserves and add
enough fruit and sirup to flavor.
Spread on bread and slice. Put two
slices together and cut Into fancy
shapes.
©. 1933, Bell Syndicate. — WNU Service.

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are the original little liver pills put up 60 years ago.
They regulate liver and bowels.—Adv.
Like Some Men

A mule has will power ; that's what
makes him balk.

POISON
in Your bowels!
Poisons absorbed into the system
from souring waste in the bowels,
cause that dull, headachy, sluggish,
bilious condition; coat the tongue;
foul the breath; sap energy, strength
and nerve-force. A little of Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin will cleat
up trouble like that, gently, harmlessly, in a hurry. The difference it1
will make in your.feelings over night
will prove its merit to you.
Dr. Caldwell studied constipation
for over forty-seven years. This long
experience enabled him to make his
prescription just what men, women,
old people and children need to make
their bowels help themselves. Its
natural, mild, thorough action and
its pleasant taste commend it to
everyone. That's why "Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin," as it is called, is the
most popular laxative drugstores sell.
DR. W. B. CALDWELL'S

SYRUP PEPSIN
A Doctor's Family Laxative
Nature's Beneficence

To be busy Is the greatest foe of
grief.—Exchange.

BUILD UP THE BLOOD
HENnervoua
W
and in need of
a blood tonic—when
you're
anaemic,
weight below normal
and you feel tiredout and weak, follow;
the advice of Mrs.
Marie Brown of 2303
W. 3rd St North
Platte, Nebr., who says: "At one time

I was in a weak, dragged-out condition, my
appetite was veiy poor and I suffered from
indigestion. My nerves were stretched to the)
breaking point, and I had frequent pains in
the back part of my head. My complexion
became quite sallow, also. I used Dr. Pierce'a
Golden Medical Discovery anij his 'Favorite
Prescription' and they certainly did wonders
for me. My appetite was fine, I had no mora
headaches and was not nervous."
:
JPrlla Dr. Fierce', Clinic, Buffalo, {*. R

WHAT A NUISANCE
I DISHWASHING IS
YES, WHEN
YOU DO IT
THAT OLDFASHIONED
WAY

IS THERE I/ YES-.' JUST SOAK
ANY EASIER I \DlSHeS IN RlNSO
WAY TO / \ SUDS— RINSE —
WASH I IftMOLET THEM
V

DISHES?/ j DRAIN DRY.THERE'E

•H^B^

.j-' ^NOTHING T O T
/

JOHN, OtTAI?—JUST
LOOK AT THIS NEW WAY
TO WASH DISHES. IT'S
SIMPLY WONDERFUL !
GREASE SLIPS RIGHT
OFF IN THESE CREAMY
RlNSO SUDS
^

Speeds up dishwashing
... easy on hands, too
HPRY RINSO on the things that are hardest to wash. Floors, basinsj
1 tubs, greasy pots and pansj When you see how clean and spotless everything becomes—quickly and easily—you'll never want to
be without this modern work-saving soap agataj You'll never use
anything else on washday—fot Rinso goaks the week's wash whites
—without scrubbing or boilin&i
And Rinso is so easy on the hands. Easy
on the budget, too—saves the clothes I A
little Rinso gives a lot of thick tuda—even in
hardest water. Get the BIO box^

The biggest-selling package soap in America

VOLUME FIFTY

i.E. FAULKNER
Known Anita Man Passes Away
ing Operation For Kidney
Stones.
Funeral Services
Held Monday Afternoon.

ANITA, CASS COUNTY, IOWA, THURSDAY, MAY 11,1933.

Two Good Programs at
Rialto ThisjCoraing Week
"Destination Unknown," said to be
one of the most unusual motion pictures since the advent of talkies, and
a kite Universal release, has been
booked for showing at the Rialto
Theatre on Saturday and Sunday
evenings.
Every scene of this remarkable
drama takes place on board the rum- \
runner "Prince Rupert," adrift in the!
Pacific Ocean following a terrific
storm which has seriously damaged
the vessel and killed its captain and
mate. While the ship wallows helplessly in a dead calm, with the drinking water on board reduced to a mere
ten gallons, a bitter feud develops
between the remainder of the crew and
the gangster liquor runners, headed
by the ruthless Matt Brennan. The,
men aboard, become involved in bloody
intrigue, and their nerves reach the
breaking point in the dank, fetid atmosphere of the tropics. Below deck
a woman hides in the cabin of the
dead captain,, fearful of destruction
at the hands of the vengeful Bren-

A. R. Kohl
Phone 43

NUMBER 29

State Spelling Champion

We Deliver

BETTY BURNS WINS
STATE SPELLING BEE
Local School Girl Wins Both the Written and Oral Contests at Des
Moines. Will Represent Iowa
;
at the National Contest.

Anita, Iowa

Friday and Saturday Specials

.arles E. Faulkner, 58, and a resiMiss Betty Burns, daughter of Mr.
of this vicinity all of his life,
GRAPE NUTS, per package... .15c
and
Mrs. Tom Burns, and an 8th.
away about 8:80 o'clock last
grade
pupil in the local schools,
ay morning at the Mercy hosCOFFEE, Mid-West Peaberry,
brought honor to herself, her school,
in Des Moines, where the day
the town and county by winning both
per pound
19c
he had submitted to an operathe written and oral state spelling
tor kidney stones. His death was
contests held in Des Moines last Satbuted to heart trouble, caused
SUGAR, granulated, (must be
urday. The contests were held at the
[ shock over the operation.
cash), 10 pounds
49c
First Methodist church in the capitol
Obituary,
city.
arles Elton (Faulkner, son of the
Betty, who is now Iowa's champion
PEAS, Mid-West Wisconsin peas, 2 cans
23c
[Mr. and MM. D. W. Faulkner,
speller, will represent the state in tha
_orn July 12,1874, on a farm two
PRESERVES, No. 1 jars, GWC, assorted
15c
national spelling bee to be held in
> north of Anita, and passed away
Washington, D. C., on May 30. She,
LAUNDRY SOAP, GWC white laundry, 10 bars.29c
|6,1933; aged 68 years, 9 months
with her teacher, (MSss Christina Hol: days.
len, will make the trip to the national
RARE-TREAT SALAD DRESSING, moderna young boy she attended the
contest with all expenses paid by tha
istic quart jar
23c
public schools and assisted his
Des Moines Register and Tribune,
' in the operation of a farm. In
sponsors of the state contest.
RAIN-WATER CRYSTALS, the old reliable
rly manhood he entered the em- pat O'Brien and Ralph Bellamy
Second place in the written bee
water softener
19c
| of the late C. M. Myers in the head the cast,
went to Chester Bloom, 11, of Bridgewhich also includes
of Anita; remaining with Mr. Tom Brown, Russell Hopton, Betty
water, and second place in the oral
CRISCO, iy2-pound cans for
29c
i until 1903, when in partnership Cpmpson, Alan Hale, Rollp Loyd and
contest was won by Mary Louise NeuBetty Burns.
mayer, 12, of 'Council Bluffa.
[the late-John C. Voorhees they Stanley Fields.
3-pound
cans
53c
ed the banking interests of
Included in Saturday and Sunday's
Wins Written Contest.
iyers, and changed the name of program is a two reel comedy, "Lights
APRICOTS, Tall Corn brand, No. 2V2
Three hundred and fifty words
nstitutkm to the Anita Bank, Out," starring Jimmie Gleason; also
downed all of the 108 contestants in
cans, each
14c
cashier of the new bank, Universal News with Graham Mcthe written contest except Betty and
i position he held until 1916, when Namee.
O'CED AR POLISH, 30c size.. 23c
60c size.. 49c
four other county champions. Betty
The crown of championship rests finally won the bee with young Bloom
(ild his interest to 'Mr. Voorhees,
"Little Orphan Annie."
JOHNSON'S PASTE or LIQUID FLOOR
lightly upon the head .of Betty Burns in second place.
etired from banking.
The lOc and 15c bargain show at
WAX
65c
12, who won the state spelling contesi
leaving the bank he opened the Rialto on Tuesday and WednesA practice round of spelling on
in Des Moines Saturday. She wa words pronounced by F. A. Welch,
.estate office, and has been day evenings, June 16 and 17, is
CORN FLAKES, Kellogg's, with jig-saw puzfast asleep in her teacher's car when Des Moines, pronouncing master,
[active looking after his extensive "Little Orphan Annie," with Mitzi
zle, 2 packages
21c
a parade of 25 automobiles met he: started the selection of Iowa's 1933
state holdings in Iowa, Kansas, Green and May Robson.
at Casey on her return from Dei oral spelling champion. Words that
, Calif ornia and Canada.
Millions of newspaper readers each
TOILET PAPER, GWC, 1000 sheet tissue,
Moines Sunday afternoon.
were easy for most of the spellers
[January 1903, he was united in day follow the ups, the downs, the
Roused from her slumber by MSss but apparently not so easy for the
3 rolls f or
16c
page to Miss Evelyn Fancher, who ins and outs of the career of "Little
Christina Hollen, her teacher, shi large crowd of spectators assembled
; to mourn his death. He is also Orphan Annie." Now Annie, with her
TOILET SOAP, extra large bars of White Cotwisted a surprised and sleepy smil to listen to the state contest, and who
yed by two brothers and three noble dog Sandy, and Little Mickey,
coa hardwater, lemon, green or varigated,
for her greeters. Then escorted b; whispered the spelling of each -word
Walter H. Faulkner of Des and all the rest of Artist Harold
the 25 automobiles, the spelling, cham as it was pronounced, came first. Af5 bars for
25c
i, Harry €. Faulkner of Anita, Gray's characters, have come to life
pion made her triumphal entry into ter two rounds on easy words, the proiCarrie Reynolds and Mrs. Nellie on the talking screen. It is truthful,
Anita. The sight at the bandstand nouncing master selected the second
ner of Anita, and Mrs. Maude straightforward, gripping comedyappalled her. Several hundred people list. The more difficult words disof Cumberland. Several neph- drama with a bright strain of optimwere smiling and waiving at her while couraged most of the wouldbe spellers
nd nieces are also left to mourn ism all the way through. The story,
the school band played a welcoming in the audience.
;ing. His first wife, Edna essentially human, deals with the
tune, and kept on cheering while she
When intermission was declared
s, preceded him in death. ,
heroic attempts .of one little orphan
was
being carried onto the platform after several rounds of increasingly
death of IChas. Faulkner was to care for- another—to make him to
William H. Egan, well known Lin
According to a new law passed by
difficult words, 86 of the original 108
\ a shock to his "friends as well be a good boy, to find him a good the recent session of the 45th. Cen- coin township farmer where he ha in the band shell.
Supt. C. W. Garlock offered Betty contestants in the oral bee still re: relatives. While not enjoying, home.
tral Assembly of Iowa, all county of- lived for more than thirty years congratulations from the school and mained in the race for the coveted
health, no one realized the serCritics have pronounced the picture ficers went upon a new salary sched- passed away at his home shortly ai Mayor C. E. Harry tendered the best trip to Washington, D. C. The judges
ss of his, condition, and when one of the most moving portraits of ule May 1. In Cass county the au- ;er 10:00 o'clock Sunday evening. Mr wishes of the town to her and her
and pronouncing master decided to
[reached here Saturday morning childhood ever conceived in a comedy ditor, treasurer and clerk have each Egan had been in poor health for
teacher. Betty was presented with a select words from what is known as
| passing, it cast a gloom of sor- drama of universal appeal aimed di- been reciving $1,900 a year and the number of years.
basket of beautiful roses, the gift of the third list—really "tough" ones.
ver the community.
rectly for the adult mind and for the new salary schedule cuts them to
Deceased was born April 14, 1875 admiring schoolmates and friends. On
Only 15 Left.
his long residence in Anita, younger audience as well.
$1,700 a year. The county superin- in Iowa '(Sty, Iowa, and at the tim a ribbon tied to the basket were the
The ranks of the spellers thinned
ok an active part in the social
"Picking a Winner," a two reel tendent has been cut from $1,800 to of his death was aged 58 years an words, "Betty, State Champion."
usiness life of the community, technicolor musical, will be shown in $1,600, and the recorder's salary has 23 days. When a young man he cam Betty took the platform herself and rapidly as the pronouncing master
marched relentlessly back and forth
always willing, with his time addition to the feature, "Little Or- been reduced from $1,700 to $1,500.
to Audubon county, where he engage delivered a speech of appreciation to in front of the group. Finally only
noney, to help promote worth- phan Annie."
The salary of the sheriff remains in farming, and on July 3, 1901, wa the crowd. "I am very happy to have 15 contestants remained—the 15 who
| enterprises, and could be deRemember this is one of the Rialto's the same, which is $1,800, but there united in marriage to Miss Sara won the championship," she declared. were to receive prizes in amounts deupon to do his share for the bargain shows, the admission being has been a substantial cut in the mile- Johnson at Exira.
"I am going to do my best to win in pending upon their rank in the connent of the town and commun- only lOc and 15c.
age rate, which reduces the salary
About thirty years ago he purchas Washington, T>. C."
test.
3e loved his wife, his home, and
Miss Hollen said that Betty was
of the sheriff in proportion to the oth- ed and moved onto the farm in Lin
Complicated words—words that
bmmunity, and no place was as
The May meeting of Obedience er county officers. The salary of the coin township where the family ha not greatly affected by the victory. ofttimes caused the pronouncing mashim as Anita and his home. Lodge, No. 380, A. F. & A. M., was county attorney has been raised from made their home since locating in thi "I arose early Sunday to get a copy ter some difficulty—were pronounced.
a devoted husband and com- held at the Masonic Temple Tuesday $1,400 to $1,500 a year but there has vicinity. He took an active part i of the Sunday Register to show Bet- But the 15 best spellers in Iowa were
. a true friend and neighbor.
been a change made in the fees pay- the social and political life of th ty the story about her," she said, "but hard to down.
evening.
[Faulkner was a successful busiable to the county attorney, and in community, having served the Lincol Betty was interested in other sections
"Warrantable," "mu 11 if a r i o u s,"
Dr. A. B. Maxwell and Earl Smith this way the salary ia really reduced township school board as secretary of the newspaper."
an, was looked upon by his
"persuasible," "shekel," "emanate,"
Betty and her teacher, Miss Hollen, "peristalsis," "febrile," "munificence"
business men as one of sound and wife of Ames spent Sunday in instead of increased.
for many years.
will
have their expenses paid on a ten were the downfall of nine more of
lent, and his advice and counsel the city with Dr. H. E.'(Campbell and
The new bill also provides for a
Mr. Egan became a member o
(sought on the many questions family. Mrs. Maxwell, who had been reduction of $1.00 per diem in the sal- Obedience Lodge, No. 380, A. F. & A day sight-seeing trip to the national the contestants. "Opprobrious," the
•isea from a community stand- visiting here for several days, return- ary of the members of the board of MI., after locating here, and took a capitol by the Des Moines Register word that ended the contest last year,
ed home with them.
supervisors, township clerks and town- active part in the order. He hel and Tribune, sponsors of the contest was pronounced. A contestant spelled
"as a member of the local
ship assessors. The bill also provides numerous offices in the lodge, incluc in Iowa.
it correctly and the contest continued,
B. D. Forshay, well known Anita with six still in the battle of the alTHE AMERICAN FLAG.
of Pythias and Pythian Sisthat deputies in county offices can- ing Worshipful Master. He was alsc
|At one time he served several
not be paid more than 60 per cent of a member of Columbia Chapter, Nc man, was congratulated by M&ss Hol- phabet.
The following questions, which are the salary of the principal in the of- 127, O, E. S., and at one time wa len and the different speakers in the
I as a member of the board of
Left to Pour Girls.
of the Anita public schools. answered on the back page of this edi- 1 fice.
Virginia Wheeler, Hardin county,
Worthy Patron. He was also Hig help he has given to Betty, as he has
Ik death is the most c6mmon tion, have been furnished by the
Priest of Gyrene Chapter, No. 12( spent an hour a day for the last seven missed "epithelium." Chester Bloom,
[in life, it is hard sometimes American Legion Auxiliary of this
Royal Arch (Masons. He took muc weeks pronouncing words and train- Adair county, the only boy left in
city
in
a
campaign
of
education
on
the contest at this time, missed "sarhuman mind to conceive the
interest in the lodge work, and unta ing her.
torial." Lucille Gripp, Union county,
es of the Almighty. What a the American 'Flag. They complete
his health was impaired, was a faith
missed "epilogue." Isabelle Kopriva,
bread it is that holds the finite the set of 50 questions.
ful attendant at all meetings.
40. How is a Flag correctly disPocahontas county, put too many
infinite, and how near one
Besides his wife, he is survived b
Iowa's state police radio broadcast- one daughter, Mrs. Cecil McAfee o
"t's" in requital."
Ithe journey's end is well that played on an automobile?
41. When a Flag is displayed flat ing system will go into effect offic- Anita. Four brothers, T. R. Egan of
This brought the contest down to
"not know. It is hard to .think
as he was known to his against a wall, what should be the ially May IB, Park A. Findley of Des Thunder Hawk, North Dakota, and
The annual banquet of the Anita Betty and Mary Louise Neumayer of
Moines, chief of the state bureau of John, George and James Egan of Au- high school alumni association will Council Bluffs. Betty missed "plebis[ friends, is gone. That his position of the union?
42. Should The Flag be lowered investigation, announced a few days dubon, and two sisters, Mrs. M. F. be held in the dining room of the cite," and the crowd was ready to
his friendly handclasp,
ago.
, Kerwin of Carroll, and Mrs. W. J. Church of Christ at 6:45 o'clock on cheer a new Iowa champion, but Mary
fei'y words of comfort and ad- into a grave?
43.
Since
the
passage
of
the
naRadio
receivers
tuned
to
the
broadCampbell of Audubon, also survive. Friday evening-, May 19. The dinner Louise missed the word, toostilled to mortal friends. To
;
Then stieh words as "carbohydrate,"
He is also survived by a grand- will be served by the K. J. U. club of
broken and sorrowing widow tional flag resolve, what presidents casting stations will be installed in
have
issued
executive
orders
affecting
each
county
sheriff's
office,
in
police
"philology,"
"torrential,"
"delicadaughter,
Marjorie
Mae
McAfee.
A
that
church.
Banquet
tickets
will
be
heartfelt sympathy of a
headquarters in the larger cities and grandson, Cecil Egan McAfee, passed sold at 60c per plate, and to attend tessen," "secant," "ineffaceable" and
friends and acquaintances. the proportions of The Flag?
44. What is the correct position eventually in the smaller towns.
the program and entertainment at the "pollination" were spelled in turn by
away May 28, 1929.
fes has made the journey deIowa
will
be
the
first
state
in
the
for
the
mounted
Flag
on
a
speaker's
Mr.
Egan
was
baptized
and
conK. P. hall following the dinner, you the spelling duelists.
i all of us froani the minute
middlewest
and
the
third
in
the
union
"Plenipotentiary," the pronouncing
firmed when a child, and since coming must buy a banquet ticket. A memof life is bestowed. But platform?
to be equipped with a police broad- to Anita was a regular attendant of ber of the association is allowed to master said. Mary Louise missed it.
45
When
was
the
first
National
*muiuty is better, the world
the Methodist church until ill health take one guest. If you are a grad- Betty didn't, and became the 193S
for his having lived, and hia Flag Conference called? By what casting system.
organization?
Who
was
the
first
uate of the Anita high school and are champion speller of the state of Iowa.
his going.
"d acts and deeda will be
A. R. Kohl and Raymond Lantz prevented
Every County Represented.
not a member of the alumni associaDuring
his
residence
here
he
made
speaker?
.
,
Pf by those left behind,
of the Briardale Grocery, were in Des many friends who will sympathize tion, and wish to attend the banquet,
There were 108 contestants regis46.
la
it
proper
to
drape
or
festoon
l
« 'an Science services were held
Moines Monday and Tuesday attend. . ing the annual meeting of Briardale with the family in the loss of a hus- you should see the secretary at once tered for the contest, 85 girls and 25
I ho'ie at 2:30 o'clock Monday The Flag?
or
47.
Should
portions
of
the
air
oj
and get a membership card. Member- boyt^. 99 of these contestants were*
band and father.
>, and burial was made in
dealers.
The
Star
Spangled
Banner
be
interpoFuneral
services
will
be
held
this
ship fee is $1.00 but there are no champions of the 99 counties in the
_cemetery.
Pallbearers
state. Nine were city champions
(Wednesday)
afternoon
at
2:00
o'clock
dues.
Bell,
At her home on East Main Street
M. Burkhart, Joe lated in any medley? Flag of the
from Cedar Rapids, Council Bluffs,
a
at
the
Church
of
Christ.
Rev.
M.
J.
48.
When
was
The
l *i Leo V. Bong*, of this
last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Carl
Des Moines, Fort Dodge, Muscatine,
Sometime
during
the
night
Monday,
a
Parker of Cedar Falls, United States first borne into a major H Miller was hostess to the members Rarick, pastor of the M. E. church, thieves broke into the bulk station Newton, Ottumwa, Sioux City and:
will
have
charge
of
the
rites.
Mem,gagement
by
the
American
Army•
T
of the Knot-a-Kare bridge club. Other
C. Hansen of St. Joseph, en
49 Is it correct to place any ob- guests were Mrs. Fred M. Sheley bers of the IVJasonic order will attend of the Standard Oil Co., and stole a Waterloo.
The winning of the state contest is
the services' and will give their ritual- quantity of gasoline. Entrance was
n
1.1 _ . .
MTCI
HTiaf
ject or emblem on or above The Flag °
Mrs.
Fred
Mrs. Herbert Bartley,
gained to the building by breaking a great honor for Betty and her teachistic
service,
with
Robert
Scott
actHans'en and wife and their of the United States?
Mrs
Mrs. P. T. Williams,
af
Inter- a padlock off the door. It was also er, Miss Hollen. Local spellers under
50 What authority is there for the Boren,Steinmetz, Mrs. Joe Kopp and ing us Worshipful Master.
Han8en and wife, of St.
necessary to break padlocks on the the training of Miss Hollen have won,
Guy
ment
will
be
made
in
Evergreen
'•Mi
use
of
yellow
fringe
on
The
Flag?
Jeanette Miller. Mrs. Sheley
here Monday
the county contest for several years,
pumps to secure the gasoline.
cemetery.
(Turn to the back page of this
services for the
edition to find the answer*.)
Faulkner.

Anita Gives Betty Barns
a 'Welcome Home Sunday

County Officials Are Now Wm. H. Egan, 58, Passes
on a New Salary Schedule Away at His Home Sunda;

State Police Radio Will
Be in Effect on May 15

L J. U. Club Will Serve
A. H. S. Alumni Banquet
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News Review of Current
Events the World Over
Plan to Rehabilitate Industry Under Government Control;
House Passes Inflation Measure; Hitler Smashes
Germany's Free Trade'Uniong.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
laws, that have
O URbeenanti-trust
held responsible for many
of Industry's woes In recent times,
would be relaxed and ruinous competition and reckless
price slashing eliminated under the provisions of a new bill
that was laid before
President Roosevelt
for his approval. This
measure, entitled the
"National Recovery
Act," was drawn np
by a committee of
congressional and Industrial leaders headSen. Wanner ed by Senator Wagner
W New York. Some members of the
so-called "brain trust" also had a part
In Its formulation.
The bill provides for full government control of industries through a
federal board that would closely resemble the war industries board of
1918. As summarized by one Washs. ington correspondent, it proposes to
set aside the anti-trust laws, the federal trade commission act, and the
Clayton act; empowers the national
board to designate any Industry as
One affected with a public Interest;
permits price fixing directly and wage
regulation Indirectly under government supervision, and provides for the
•elf-organization of Industry through
trade associations.
The major features of this bill have
been approved by the National Association of Manufacturer* and by President H. L Harriman and other officers of the Chamber of Commerce of
the United States. It was said that If
Mr. Roosevelt liked It, the measure
might be offered to congress as a substitute for Secretary of Labor Perkins'
1>ill establishing the 30-hour week and
bureaucratic control over production
and wage scales of Industry. Or it
might be combined with the Perkins
bill, which was meeting with such decided opposition in the house of representatives that the administration
leaders seemed ready to abandon hope
tof Its passage during this session.
This Industry bill sets np a board
consisting of seven members headed
by the secretaries of commerce and
labor. The others are to be spokesmen for commerce, finance, labor, agriculture, and the public.
The plan sanctions the formation of
Industrial and trade associations which
•hall work with the national board to
Correlate production with demand,
establish prices of commodities at
fair levels, and stabilize markets.
Bach trade association will have on
Its governing board a representative
cf the supreme body of seven.
Loans but not subsidies are provided for private Industry; higher price
levels would be sanctioned; and cutthroat competition and unregulated
price cutting would be eliminated.
Instead of firing wages and hours of
<labor, the national board will permit
them to be provided by collective action of each Industry. Since the veto
power on any wage and hour arrangement will rest with the board, It is
not proposed that any industry will be
permitted to get out of Hue In these
respects.
Secretary Perkins was understood
to be opposed to this measure.
discussing with President
A FTER
Roosevelt plans for bringing the
special session to a close in the first
Week in June, Senator Robinson of
Arkansas, majority leader, said the 30toour week bill was "not in the picture
, «t the moment" The house committee on labor, however, did not agree
with Robinson and went ahead with
the hearings on the measure. One of
the Interesting witnesses was Walter 0.
Xeagle, president of the Standard Oil
Company of New Jersey, who proposed that the shorter week work bills
fee broadened to Include railroad workMrs, teachers, policemen, firemen, fed>eral civil service employees, clerks.
Stenographers "and everybody else for
•whose Jobs thousands of qualified applicants are standing in line."
"IXTHILE continuing his economic
v" conversations with representatives of other nations, the President
found time to consider the selection
of American delegates
to the world conference that opens June
|12 in London. He consulted with Assistant
Secretary of S t a t e
'Raymond Moiey, who
jwfll be one of the del'togates, and also was
Malted by Henry Moryenthau, Sr., former
sunbasssdor to Turkey, and James M.
0ox of Ohio, Demo- Henry More r a 11 e Presidential (jenthau, Sr.
•candidate ID 1020. Both those gentlemen. It was understood, were to go to
Xxmdon; and Mr. Morgenthau also
was chosen to represent the United
States at the International wheat conJterence to Geneva.
To the organization committee for
the London conference Norman H.
Davis, special American envoy, proDossd that the nations should enter

Into an agreement for a world-wide
tariff truce pending the outcome of
the parley. Putting this on the agenda
was left up to Prime Minister MacDonald, who returned home to confront a difficult situation. While he was
talking International trade agreements
with Mr. Roosevelt, the British board
of trade under President Walter
Runclman was promoting bilateral
trade understandings with many governments. Three of these,
with Germany, Denmark and 1 Argentina, already had been signed, and those with
Norway, Sweden and Iceland were almost completed. Runclman defended
these negotiations In the house of
commons against violent Conservative
attacks, and it was announced that
when the treaty with Germany came
np for a vote the government would
make It a vote of confidence, Runclman to resign If the pact were not accepted by parliament How these
trade agreements will affect the
American tariff truce proposal remains to be seen.
ROOSEVELT had a round of
M R.conversations
with Latin-American diplomats, starting with Thomas
Le Breton of Argentina who was accompanied to the White House by Ambassador Esptt. Doctor Le Breton
and his corps of experts also met
with Secretary of Agriculture Wallace and other government officials to
discuss monetary and trade problems
and especially methods of controlling
world surpluses of wheat
Guldo Jung, Italy's finance minister,
arrived in "Washington and at once began talks with President Roosevelt
and his advisers concerning the purely economic and monetary phases of
the current questions; and Augusto
Rosso, Italian ambassador, handled
for his government the discussion of
disarmament and political matters.
REPRESENTATIVES
Snell of New
1X
fork and Treadway of Massachusetts led the Republicans In fierce
attacks on the Inflation rider to the
farm bill, but their fight was in vain
and the measure as amended by the
senate went through by a big majority.
With this off his hands, the President
went ahead with his vast plans, undeterred by the growing criticism of
the assumption of almost dictatorial
powers by the executive branch of
the government His next measure to
be advanced was the railroad rehabilitation bill, to be followed by a tremendous public works construction
program costing from two to five billion dollars. This latter was prepared
by Dwight L. Hooplngarner, executive
director of the American Construction
council, and It seems to include everything from government buildings down
to beer gardens.
along somewhat similar
M OVING
lines to those of the Roosevelt
administration, Chancellor Adolf Hitler was going a swifter pace than any
of his fellow dictators ever held. Immediately after a May
d a y announcement
that he would draft
the youth of Germany
Into a labor army, regardless of wealth
and position, he proceeded to destroy the
free trade unions of
the nation. The Nazi
Btonn troops were
sent into every city Adolf Hitler
and town to seize the union premises
and the labor banks. All the Important union leaders were put under arrest
"This clears the path for the new
National Socialist state in which labor
will form a part of society, divided
and grouped according to professions "
said Dr. Robert Ley, Nazi president
of the states' council, who directed
the raids. "Guilds like those of the
Middle ages will be formed."
Hitler's next move, with only a day's
Interval, was to assume control of the
Central Association of German Banks
and Banking Industry, reorganize the
board of directors, appoint a Nazi
liaison official and take steps for a
general reduction In Interest rates.
DRBSIDENT ROOSEVELT has se* lected Sam G. Bratton of New Mexico for s federal Judgeahip in the
Tenth Circuit Court of Appeals, which
embraces New Mexico, Colorado, Oklahoma, Kansas, Wyoming and Utah.
Bratton accepted but will not resign
from the senate until the special session ends.
W. A. Julian of Ohio has accepted
the post of treasurer of the United
States, and Dean G. Acheson of Connecticut Is to be undersecretary of the
treasury.
F /TNOLB SAM Is now authorised to
*- go Into the power business, for
the senate by a vote of 63 to 20 passed
the Norria bill for the development
and operation of the Muscle Shoals
project The house had passed an almost identical measure so there was
little adjusting to be done before the
bill was sent to the President for signature.

/^JF GREAT import In the Slno-Jap^•"' anese quarrel Is the news that
Soviet Russia has resumed full diplomatic relations with the Chinese Nationalist government Dimltri Bogomoloff, the new ambassador from Moscow, presented his credentials at Nanking. Immediately the Chinese press
began a vigorous campaign looking toward an alliance with the Soviet government similar to the one that followed the war with Japan In 1895,
when China virtually ceded Liaotung
peninsula, part of Manchuria, to Russia In return for assistance against
Japan.
The Chinese now suggest that China
grant the Soviets Important trade
privileges to provide an outlet for
Soviet goods In China and at the same
time exclude Japanese products. In
exchange It Is hoped that Russia
would actively help China In connection with the Manchnkuo conflict
Meanwhile, dispatches from Pelplng
reporting the withdrawal of Japanese
troops from Chlhll province to the
Great Wall are Interpreted by the
Chinese press as foreshadowing an
early outbreak of hostilities between
Japan and Russia.
Moscow has definitely defied the
Japanese-Manchukuoan ultimatum to
return locomotives and other rolling
stock of the Chinese Eastern railway.
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The Fable of
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Horoscope
88
By GEORGE ADE
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Triumphs and his 25th Birthday" he
had quite a few Experiences,, Stfttlstics prove that almost anything may
happen to a Graduate Just after he Is
deprived of the Checks from Dad, wad
finds himself trying to get a Grapevine on the World. He suddenly ascertains that the Task is a good deal
like trying to upset a Brick House
without the help of a Lever. It Is during the cruel try-out Tears that the
one who has prepared himself to be
a Landscape Gardener suddenly decides that he can do better by playins the Piano In a good Movie House
and the Incipient Lawyer goes out In
a Ford taking Orders for a Nursery.
Jefferson got shut of ActoriOs without suffering a single Cramp. It
seemed to work out through the Pores.
In fact, he told his Relations on Commencement Day that he had almost
decided to take up Social Service and
be a Settlement Worker and go about
shaking Hands with Lowly RoughNecks whether they wished to be annoyed or not When he made this noble Resolution he was still under the
Influence of the Baccalaureate Sermon which, very often, will help to
guide Young Men and Women through
Life for at least a Week after they
have heard it.
The Damon Realtor.
Jefferson copped his Sheep-Skin to
June and along in July his Male Parent asked him if he was going to play
Tennis indefinitely and be said No, he
had been looking around for the
Agency of some good Car, so along In
September we find him soliciting Life
Insurance, only to learn that all persons still living were fully covered.
So about all he did for the-remainder of the year was to play Santa
Clans at a Tuletlde Festival put on
by the Church.
Early next Spring, In order to relieve the Tedium of Life In a, Small
Town and to prove that two may- live
as cheaply as one K they stay In Bed
and don't eat, he up and got Married.
When he announced his Intentions, the
Parental Blessing could have been
heard a Block away.
Now we find him at 25 to a good
Boom Town helping to lay out a Rest
dentlal District costing $40 an Acre
and about to be sold for $100 a Front
Foot He has a Bungalow, a Baby
Carriage and a set of Golf Clubs and
is active In the Chamber of Commerce
having been selected to give out the
Identification Badges at the regular
Luncheons.
It seemed that Jefferson at the age
of 30 had struck his Stride, rung the
Bell, and brought home the Side-Meat
He had become the head Babbit In the
Boom Town already mentioned, which
will be remembered as the one .having
the Bill-Board, to be seen from the
Station, reading as follows: "Watch
Us Grow."
He was worth a World of Money II
all of his Property was worth whal
he was .holding it at Every day he
sat around with other busy CigarSmokers, talking about building a Million Dollar Hotel, than which there Is
nothing more easy to talk about
Now we come up to the Present and
we find Jefferson back In the Home
Town running the General Store
founded by his Father In 1877 and also
having general Supervision of the two
Farms. He Is just where he was destined to be from the Beginning. Be
still has some Holdings In the Town
which started out to be another Chicago and then stubbed the Toe. They
are Corner Lots and will be all right
some Day, If not sold for Taxes,
MORAL: All Roads lead to the
Lunch-Wagon.

NCE there was a Poy, nnroetl
Jefferson who Iny on his Buck
In an Orchard one whole Afternoon mapping out his Future. He was Five \>nrs Old at the
lime and still carried his Milk Teeth
and a few Pin-Feathers, but already
he had begun brooding over his Career.
After* a Survey of all Business Occupations and Professions It struck
him thnt being a Preacher was tha
Duck Soup. He had been watching
one of them and it seemed to him that
this Bird had everything organized
and was riding high, wide and purty.
Nothing to do all Week except wear
a Dark Suit in conjunction with a
pseudo-Panama and beam like a Head
Light whenever addressed.
Jefferson had ft on good Authority
that the Parson didn't have to pay
any House Rent No matter where
he went, the Folks who saw him comhas proposed to the dis- ing began to kill Yellow-Legs and lay
* armament conference in Geneva, the Foundations of an old-fashioned
through her representative, Count Ru- Strawberry Short-Cake. At every
dolf Nadolny, that the arms plan Wedding he could go as far as he
offered by the British
liked on the Ice cream. Neighbors
be altered to provide
often sent in the first Lilac Cuttings
a maximum caliber of
and usually he had Corn on the Cob
105 millimeters for
about a week ahead of the Stores.
mobile guns and to
Easy Picking was the only Name for It
entirely abolish tanks.
The Job seemed to have no DrawN a d o l n y contended
Backs. On Sunday Morning the Preachthat If these proposals
er was Boss of the whole Show. He
were rejected, Gerpicked out the Songs and no matter
many should be alwhat he said, no one dared to give
lowed to have all land,
him any Slack. It seemed to little
naval and air armaJefferson that a Feller who had a
ments that other na- Count Nadolny, chance to be a Minister and then got
tions deemed necesbonked with some other kind of a
sary for their adequate defense.
Job was a little shot in the Upper
"The German government has suffi- Story, to quote the Picturesque Idiom
ciently proved Its good will," he said. of some three Decades ago.
"We have accepted in principle the
Tha Webster Stuff.
period of transition for the practical
By
the
time that Jeffle was 10, and
realization of full equality rights for
Germany. This proves there Is abso- sat on a baggage Truck to watch the
lutely no foundation for the opinion Choo-Choos wham by, he had forgotthat Germany wishes to avail herself ten all about his Determination to
of disarmament to proceed with her free-lunch his way through Life as a
own re-armament at the highest pos- Parson. He was now all set to be a
sible level. The contrary is the case." Con on a good Passenger Run. NothCount Nadolny won a victory when ing, It seemed to him, could exceed
the committee on armies voted not to the Glory of the Blue Uniform, the
Include in the armed strength of Ger- servile Attentions at every Way Stamany the 6Cf,000 Nazi storm troops. tion, the imperious Gesture to the EnThe decision was reached by a vote gineer, the Lantern carried In the Holof 7 to 6, Colonel Strong, the American low of the Arm, the Rollicking Comdelegate, voting in favor of the Ger- radeship of Traveling Salesmen and
the expert flipping on and off.
man contention.
Jefferson knew all the Trains by
OARDERS of gold In large num- Number and was saving np to buy a
bers have defied the treasury, re- heavy Silver Watch. It was all fixed.
fused to turn In their stores of the yel- When' he grew up he was going to
low metal in exchange for other cur- run No. 5 Into the Grand Central evrency, and challenged the authority of ery Evening and then wash up and go
the government to coerce them or to to the Minstrels.
We discover him at the Age of 15
punish them for their stand. Among
those who are holding large supplies eating Throat Lozenges and making
of gold in safety deposit boxes are hurried Preparations to be a great Pomany foreigners, both resident and litical Orator. He was Just at the
nonresident All requests for licenses High School age when the Legs and
to export this gold are refused by the Mental Perceptions are wobbly, when
treasury, unless it is earmarked for the Voice and the Outlook on Life are
foreign governments, central banks or changing and when the Whiskers and
the Bank of International Settlements. many impracticable Ambitions are beIn addition to the foreign gold own- ginning to sprout
ers there are many domestic holders
Jefferson had tried out his new Bariof gold with large amounts In safety tone on Norval, whose Father fed the
deposit vaults. Some are known to Flocks, on the Turk who lay In the
the treasury and were 'said to have Guarded Tent at Midnight, and on
several million dollars In gold coin. Spartacus, who formed the first Equity
According to the Information, they de- Association among the Actors doing
clined to surrender the gold on the ad- stunts in the Arena at Rome. He was
vice of attorneys, who planned to test one of the main Elocutors in Lincoln Nothing "Romantic" in
the law In the courts.
High and his Stuff had been going
Tear* of Willow Tree
Indications pointed to a test case over big. Consequently, when he came
Scientifically the right of the "weepwithin a short time. The Department under the Spell of a visiting Wind- ing willow" to Its name might be chalof Justice probably will arrange to ex- jammer who spoke for nearly two lenged.
pedite the case.
Hours In Court House Square, he was
If the willow really tried to weep,
carried completely off his Feet and some of Its tears would be Just puffs
QNB more head of a Latin-Amerl- resolved that he would be a Public of gas Instead of pure, sappy, sob stuff.
^ can government has fallen at the Speaker or bust his Vocal Cords In
The truth Is that the willow IB one
hand of an assassin. Luis M. Sancho the Attempt
of
the plants which always has gas In
Cerro, President of Peru, was shot to
The great Word-Painter who had
death by Abelardo de Mendoza, a mem- so Impressed our Young Friend be- its hydrostatic system. This fact was
ber of the Aprista, opposition party, longed to the Old School of Platform reported to the American Association
Just after reviewing 20,000 conscripts Performers who loved Metaphors and for the Advancement of Science by
in training for the war with Colombia. hated Halr-Cuts. The Type is &m Prof. J. B. Overton, of'the University
Mendoza was slain by the Presidential hanging on in the Chautauquas but of Wisconsin, In a study of tree health.
In the willow the tiny wood Teasels
guards. The Peruvian congress named the radio has him on the Ropes. Alone
which In spring, summer and fall carry
Gen. Oscar Benevldes as President
about 1905 he was a Darb. The one the sap, never become completely filled
admired by Jefferson wore a double- with liquid. The year round they reA SSUMING the correctness of mea- breasted P. A. and was trying to be
* *• ger dispatches from Cuba, a real a Carbon Copy of Daniel Webster and tain at least a small portion of the gas,
rebellion against the Machado regime was getting away with all of the stand- which helps to fill them In their norhas broken out with the landing of ard,™, Tricks. He knew how to waV. mal winter condition.
two expeditions near the eastern end the Flag and Cry and pluck the Stars
Tun* Full
of the island. The government claimed out of the Firmament, so every tim!
The tuna flab, is a noted game fish
to be having an easy time suppressing he hit a Yap Town the Farmers w±d
und in the Mediterranean waters
the outbreak, but the fighting contin drive in from milee around in order J found
and on the Atlantic and Pacific coasts.
ued. Some of Machado's opponents
**
It is known among sportsmen M the
more than Intimated that the revolt
"leaping tuna." and Is distinguished
was a "set up" engineered by the
Try-Out Year*.
President himself.
by its huge atee. pearly black or dark
blue above, with silvery sides. In
California, tunas are hunted by
IOWA'S latest farm revolt, which be- "t a College wh,ch I8 rj [lg to
x
anglers as one of the giants of the
gan with the disgraceful mobbing penae Knowledge and colie", F n n
game fishes, but commercially they
of a Judge at Le Mars, led to the procare usually caught by huge purse
lamation of martial law for two counseines cast In s circle around the
ties. Many of the leader, were arrestschools, and the catch la commonly
ed and the troops were used la the
the young flsh, less than four feet In
gathering of evidence, though it WBB
length and average about 88 pounds
decided that the trials ehoufd be he"
in the civil courts. County Attorney
in weight Very little fresh tuna meat
J. F. D. Smith of Cherokee coul?
is sold In market, the canning induswarned Governor Herring not to send
try absorbing nearly the entire stock
troop, there, threatening that he and
newsother clrll
officers "would arrest th«
f
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When the German cruiser Dresden
was sunk by a British warship off the
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Japan Fernandez Islands to the World
^ George A. Carpenter
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State Issues Licenses to
448 New Restaurants

Burkhart's

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

We Deliver

Since the passage of the beer bill
the department of agriculture has issued 448 restaurant licenses. Most
of them are from drug stores and biliard parlors and a good many are
new places of business.
Our inspectors, says the secretary
of agriculture, will have to see that
iaws are enforced according to the
rules and regulations as follows:
"No place where food is served shall
t>e in the same room with a barber
shop, pool parlor or billiard parlor
unless separated from same by a partition from floor to ceiling which shall
be dust tight with dust tight doors.
In case no cooking of any kind is
done all prepared food shall be kept
covered at all times in lieu of the partition.
"A license is not transferable from
one person to another, nor from one
building to another. All places of such
business must at all times be kept
clean and in a strictly sanitary condition.
"In case of sale of any restaurant,
cafe, lunch room, doughnut shop or
chili serving place, same must be reported to the department of agriculture at once. No such place is allowed to be kept or maintained without
first obtaining a license."

Phone 30o

May 14, 1903.
Clate Carey is home from a business trip to Chicago.
A little daughter was born to Mike
Tierney and wife on May 6.
SWEET PICKLES, fancy quart Jar
The assessors books of Grant town25C
ship were turned in to the county
FRENCH DRESSING, Kraft's
auditor last Saturday by Ed. L. NewTOMATO SOUP, Campbell's, 3 cans for
ton.
25c
The Lincoln Center M. B. church
CHERRIES,
red
pitted,
No.
10
(gaBon)
can..
43c
people expect to have a festival in
OXYDOL, large size, and jig-saw puzzle
D. M. James' new barn as soon as
THE HOSIERY
23c
it is completed.
BEETS,
No.
2y
size
cans,
sliced.
THAT WE FOUND
2
George Vierling of Lincoln township
sold 80 head of fine yearling cattle
LEMONS, large Sunkist, per dozen.....,
OUTRIVALLED
30c
last week to Atlantic parties for
BROOMS, an extra good one for
ALL OTHERS
$75.00 per head.
21C
Dr. H. E. Campbell packed his
SOAP
FLAKES,
Expound
package
In Styles—in Colors—dressing case last Sunday, afternoon
in Sbeemea—in Safety
and started for Pennsylvania^ where
OATMEAL, Chinaware brand
.25C
from Garter Runs....
he will spend several weeks with his
CAKE
FLOUR,
Swansdown,
and
cake
dish.
mother, sisters, brothers and friends.
During his absence, his office and
SOAP, Kirk's Hardwater, per bar
• 5c
practice will be in charge of Dr. RoCORN FLAKES, Kellogg's, and jig-saw puzzle,
bert A. Weston.
At the state convention of the
2 packages for
v.
Modern Woodmen of America, held
in Des Moines last week, J. D. Young
Bring Us Your Eggs—Highest Market Price
of this city was elected one of the
five delegates from the ninth district
to represent this part of the state in
the head camp meeting, which is to your Christ ? You'll be the happiest* r Special music appropriate to ,
be held in the city of Indianapolis, person alive. You are always •wel- rt day service will be a duet
CORN PLANTING MAY CHANGE
by Mrs. Earl Blue and Mrs.
Indiana, on June 6. Mr. Young is one come here.
ACCORDING TO COLLEGE MAN of the prominent members of the orBaccalaureate sermon at Church ter.
The W. H. M. S. will meet
der in Iowa, and his election as a of Christ Sunday evening at 8:00
Corn in the future may be check- delegate to the head camp is an honor o'clock.
Mrs. G. W. Yeater Thursday
!
planted one kernel to the hill in rows
,
Ladies aid meets all day Thursday noon.
worthily bestowed.
and
twice as close together as at present,
with Mrs. Ben Wilson.
The Council Bluffs district Wltt
L
if experiments being conducted at
'4 4 4 + 4 4 4 4 4 4 * 4 4 4
K. J. U. dub meets at home of ence will be held Wednesday in |
Iowa State College bear out the pre- 4
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
4 Mrs. Soren Sandbeck Friday. All Fifth Avenue church in
liminary tests made last year.
+• + + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 wishing to go meet at the home of Bluffs.
Corn planted in single-stalk hills
"Mortals and Immortals" will be Mrs. E. C. Dorsey at 1:00 o'clock.
The pastor will deliver the „,
and checked in 21-inch rows returned the subject of the Lesson-Sermon in
The Loyal Pals will present a Moth- laureate sermon in Wiota Sti
a 2 to 5 precent greater yield than all Churches of Christ, Scientist, on
er's day pageant, "The Ideal Home," evening.
corn planted in the conventional man- Sunday, May 14.
at the opening of Sunday School next
ner in the experiments. This cannot
The Golden Text is from Galatians Sunday. These are pupils from Mrs.
Mrs. Mary Peterson has made a b
be taken as conclusive evidence, how- 4:7, "Thou art no more a servant, but
improvement to her home by bail
Vernon
Jeffries'
class.
ever, that this method results in a son; and if a son, then an heir of
a bath room and installing new i
greater yields.
4 4 4 - f - f - f - f - f - f - f 4 + + + 4- + 4 modern fixtures. She is conducting!
God through Christ."
This method of planting results in
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo- 4
LINCOLN CENTKK
4 rooming house, and her rooms are f
the corn standing up better and re- tations from the Bible and from the 4
COMMUNITY CHURCH
+ nished with new beds and inner s
Selling for Cuh «nd Selling for Lett
duces the danger of lodging.
•Christian Science textbook, "Science 4
Elwyn Andrews, Pastor.
4 mattresses.
If corn is planted according to this and Health with Key to the Scrip- f 4 4 4 4 - f 4 4 4 4 4 4 - 4 + -f4'4
Last times tonight. Tom Mix in
Olin Shepherd, wife and children method in the future it will mean that tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
During the first four monthii
Church Services at 10:00 a. m.
"My Pal the King." Rialto Theatre. of Oakland visited over Sunday with changes will be necessary in planting,
One of the Bible citations reads:
Bible School at 11:00 a. m., with 1933, the Exira Creamery Go.
Bargain admission lOc and 15c.
her parents, L. B. Trumbull and wife. cultivating and harvesting machinery. "Open thou mine eyes, that I may be- Walter Storer as superintendent.
broken all records of previous:
The agricultural Engineering Depart- hold wondrous things out of thy law.
We
had
such
stormy
weather
last
in volume of business done.
Mrs. E, O. Douglass and son, RusThe Cass county board of supervi- ment has already constructed a satis- I am a stranger in the earth: hide not
than half a million pounds of 1
Sunday
that
so
many
didn't
get
out
sell, Miss Henrietta Battey and Miss sors has purchased and planted fifty factory planter from old corn planters. thy commandments from me. Give
as usual. Let's all be present next has been manufactured during'
Eelen Slaughter of Shelby were call- bushels of potatoes to take care of
Water standing in the list furrows me understanding, and I shall keep
ers on friends in Anita Sunday. They the needy in the county next winter. of this new method of planting cuts thy tew; yea, I shall observe it with Lord's day. You are always welcome four months.
•were on their way to Des Moines. The potatoes were planted at the the yields and neutralizes the saving my whole heart. Let thy mercies at all the services.
Ladies aid meets Friday afternoon
Beer was ruled out of all Univ
Miss Battey went on to Indianola,
county farm south of Atlantic.
made over the old method.
come also unto me, 0 Lord, even thy only. Bring your dimes for lunch as of Iowa buildings, fraternity and i
salvation, according to thy word. Anc usual. Mrs. Luman and (Mrs. Barrow rority houses, and other student i
I will walk at liberty: for I seek thy are the hostesses.
'Tnke it from me—here's the finest
ing quarters by the board of
car that ever cut motoring ooate."
precepts" (Psalms 119:18, 19, 34,
The resolution adopted by the 1
41, 45).
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - t » * 4 4 follows: "In view of the varionsi
'I believe you. It's got everything
I look for in a motof^fHOf.'/'
'(*), ;•;:-: •'•If. •' «A*nong the 1S1 selections from the 4
M. R CHURCH NOTES
4 strictions governing the sale of I
Christian Science textbook is the fol- 4
Monroe J. Rarick, Pastor.
4 and other malt liquors as contained!)
lowing: "The enslavement of man is 4 4 + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - f 4 - 4 the recent act of the Iowa legist
not legitimate. It will cease when
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Dr. particularly restrictions with
man enters into his heritage of free- C. H. Johnson, General Supt.
to minors, be it resolved that the t
dom, his God-given dominion over the
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock In gift, use or possession of beer or o
material senses. Mortals will some the Masonic Temple.
malt liquor as defined in the act,!
day assert their freedom in the name
By request of friends, Mrs. Rarick any university building, frat<
of Almighty God" (p. 228).
will deliver the Mother's day ser- house, sorority house, or app
mon.
rooming house is hereby forbid
A fine group of Leaguers were pre- Violation of this regulation
+• CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4 sent for the service last Sunday evendeemed cause for the disciplining«
»
E. L. Anderson, Pastor.
4 ing;.
any person or organization subjectj
4444444444444444
There will be no League service university jurisdiction that may I
(The Church With a Heart and Sunday evening.
ticipate in such violation."
an Open Mind.)
Church School at iO:00 a. m. A
training school for Christian living,
with classes for all ages. Mrs. Lydia
Brown, Superintendent.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
Special appropriate Mother's day
music. Sermon subject, "A Mother's
Throne."
No young people's society meeting
Sunday evening.
Union evening baccalaureate service
Sunday evening at 8:00 o'clock at the
Church of Christ. Rev. E. L. AnderWatch the new Chevrolets that pass
son will deliver the sermon.
you by. Look at the pleased expresNotice—Honor Mother by attendsions of the drivers. These people are enjoying
ing church Sunday morning. Mothers
life—going places in style more contentedly than
attend church and thus set an exammost people have ever traveled. They are driving
ple for your children. Every mother
"There''« more room, all right—and
should
attend church with their childthe
one
low-priced
car
that
combines
all
the
best
the upholstery « certainly better."
ren next Sunday,
things motoring can offer.
"Yea—and no other low-priced car
Every Mother's Creed.
has Fisher No Draft Ventilation,
It has beauty of a new and striking kind. It is
and I wouldn't do without that."
1 believe in the immeasurable poscomfortable, roomy, safe, and healthful. It's
sibilities of youth.
nothing short of a marvel for pick-up, speed and
I believe in the imagination, the
handling ease. And when it comes to motoring
trust, the hopes, and the ideals which
dwell in the hearts of all children.
expense—well, you have the word of thousands
"Tm thinking of baying a new
HAVE ELECTRIC
I believe in the beauty of nature
upon
thousands
of
owners
that
gas,
oil
and
upkeep
car. What"a your advice?"
of
art,
of
books,
and
of
friendship
costs
never
were
so
low
before
I
"A mix-cylinder Chevrolet.
I believe in the church, the home
There's one engine you
How about it—wouldn't you like to get more fun
and the school as the most complete'
know is right—a good
from motoring—and be money ahead? Then
Each passing day adds a new list of thousands
many millions of owners
urnty for the complete development
drop in on your Chevrolet dealer. He'll quickly
have proved it for you."
of families whiph have changed to electric reof life, as it is purposed by God that
fix it up so you can save with a new Chevrolet.
man should live and act for complete
frigeration. The extra efficiency and economy
peace and happiness and comfort
CHEVROLET MOTOR COMPANY. DETROIT, MICHIGAN
of this better method of food preservation »
These three make life worth while.

OUR

NEWEST
ARRIVALI

Friday-Saturday Specials

Graduation

Mother's Day

59c 75c $1.00

Roe Clothing Co.

YOU'LL

REFRIGERATION

'445 to '565
All price* I. a. b. Flint, Michigan.

Special equipment extra.
Low
delivered prices
res and
an easy Q.M.
. . A.. C..
i
A General Motor* Value

SAVE WITH A NEW CHEVROLET
O. W. SHAFFER & SON

now taken for granted. Eventually you wi
have an electric refrigerator; why not nsta
one now ? The added joy you will get i''°"
ent can hardly be measured;
this investment
measured t
food
extra economy which eliminates fo
and spoilage will soon pay for your
WV4. «\,

+ CHRISTIAN CHURCH ^NOTES 4
Elwyn Andrews, Pastor
4
+ + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4~444
Bible School at 10:00 a. m. C W
Zastrow, Superintendent.
Communion Service at 11-00 a m
No creed but Christ,
No book but the Bible,
N(J
"*»>* but the Divine
^ The _ Church of Christ is f or al, of
Pwple and Hves for those

A ^/JLA JKVJL. MrVV*

J

»» »*»/

J*

ftl

New 1933 Models are now being displayed by
refrigerator dealers everywhere. Better
tric refrigerators at lower prices, is the
trend of the year. See them today.
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Where Arelhe Record
Big Game Heads?
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Howe About:

^ IMPROVE?
UNIFORM INTERNAT10

Hntl

Stillman and Morgan
favoritism
Materialism a Virtue
By ED HOWE
COMB men have so little woman
£> sense they should have an administrator appointed to direct their lore

LessonJor^May 14
JE3U8

ffalrs.

LESSON *fBXT— M
A conspicuous example ta Jim SttllQOLDJBN TSXT
man of New York. Apparently a rea- d*tt*ht«r
t>t Zlon; 8
sonably fair, active and Intelligent f«l- of J.ru,i!,m: behold
utito
the«:
it* Ju«t
ow In his other activities, he has long
"8
been a sad Idiot In associating wtth tlon;ta'
colt th8 o;i
women; apparently he never so mucn
PRIMARY TOPIC—Prai,,
as bowed to one who did not make
ilm enormous tronble. Falling heir
to a fortune from a careful father wftt 10—Acknowledging
TOTING PBOPIJ3
an active corse to him; for many
rears his name had been dragged
hrongh the courts and newspaper*,
I. Je.u. Officially Preset,.
and always the evidence Indicate* that Jewish
Nation as Their King 'j
Stillman was more of a gentleman 1-11).
than those who have treated him w
It I* hardly proper to
foully were ladles. In the latest «- the "triumphal entry" f u ,
ample of tool notoriety his attorney *o to outward appearance.ot it Z
wail
appealed to the court for help for SUU- er the promised Messiah pubiu,
man, pointing oat that the ease f of the fering himself to the Jewish oaZl
complainant was so palpably blackmail the king.
,
"*•
iat her lawyer should be disbarred,
1. TJhe, preparation <vv. 1-5
A few men are capable to thetr IOTO
a. Two disciples sent to t
affairs, but such cases are «o raw a colt (TV, .,1-8). Jesus tola tl
book has recently been written to cel- wher* to find it and how K
ebrate the case of the elder J. P. Mor- the owner's inquiry.
jan. He wain an enormous lover, bnt
b. The obedience of the
able to handle the details so well that
T. X8). Without asking ttie~S
no woman ever made him serious troo- why, they went at Christ's
trte. He treated them well and paid The , command may have
them well, and most of them seem to strange and unreasonable,
have actually loved him. Even the rendered explicit obedience.
gossips respected his unusual skill and
2. The entry into Jerus
did not talk about him a tenth as 7-10).
much as they talk about poor Jim
a. The disciples put their L
StlUman. Being weak myself I do not upon the colt, and Jesus sat i
knbw how Morgan ever did It, but con- <v. 7). Tola action showed i
fess I found great Interest in the re- ognltlon of Jesus as their Met
cent book called "Morgan the Mag- King (n Kings 9:13).
nificent"
b. The action of the muttlWi|
* * *
8, 9). Some spread their
We hear much complaint from the the way. Others who bad no {
defeated of Favoritism.
to spare threw down branches,
My observation has been that fa- entry was In fulfillment of at
voritism Is exercised to the advantage uttered some five hundred
of the most reliable and worthy.
fore (Zech. 9:9), They uttei
When a good job Is to be given out, very cry which the prophet i
no employer Is fool enough to pay a Since the prediction of the I
salary to a drunkard or slouch If a Ing'was thus literally fulfilled,)
sober and efficient worker hi to be had. be assured that those cone,
Good, steady workers are the favor- second coming will likewise 1
era! fulfillment The prophecrofl
ites of men as well as of the gods.
14:3-11 will be just as literal]
* * •
Boys always Interest me. I read filled as was that of Zech. 9 .-9.
c. The action of Jesus
that lately two ships were becalmed
fifteen miles apart In the loneliest part Upon entering the temple feel
of the loneliest of the oceans: in mak- round upon all things, but as|
ing the passage around Cape Horn. eventide, he with the twelve <
The crew of one was composed of to Bethany.
II. JMU« Exercising KlnglyA
German boys of good families; their
average age was seventeen, and one (w. 12-19).
"L The barren flg tree cm
was a baron; Germans believe In giving boys practical experience early, 12-14). The flg tree is typical <
When there had been no wind for a Jewish nation. The fruit nort
long time, eight of the crew asked the pears on the flg tree ahead <
captain for permission to row off to leaves. The presence of the!
the other ship. The captain said they assurance of'fruit This was i
were crazy, as boys nearly always are, parable of Christ's Judgment wl]
but finally gave them use of the yawL for pretension to being
Starting at two in the afternoon, they people without the fruits tbet
2. The,, temple cleansed
returned at two the following mornIng, after eating supper on board the For the various sacrifices;
stranger. The sporty captain waited sheep, and doves were needed I
up for them, burned flares after night- Impracticable for people (rout
fall to direct them, and sat up for parjts to bring their sacrifices!
hours listening to their chatter of the them. They brought money,
and bought the animals needed!
trip.
The captain was noted as the most privilege was provided In ti«*
capable man In the sailing service, and law (Deut 14:24-26). in sod |
In the book there is not a word about exchange was necessary.
his cruelty. Most sea books make when evtl men used It as SB J
much of the brutality of the captain; tunlty for gain. It became an I
I liked this story because of the decent to God. It defiled his hou«|
captain, and I believe most of them are made a scourge of cords
decent I never care for exaggerated out .the money changers (Jowl
overthrowing their tables aMJ
stories of cruelty, fllth or adventure.
Ing
out their money. Bytwi."
* * *
declared himself to be the 1
We all agree Science has made the temple, and one with God,
modern world great Science Is edu- and chief' priests grasped
cation taking advantage of experience. Ing thereof, for they vete <
Honesty is the religion of men of this murderous hate and sought t^
trade. Their first question In every- him.
thing is, Is it true? If the truth is
III. J«*U* Authority '
harsh they look for an antidote. Their 27-33).
first ambition is to get out of life the
1. By whom (vv. 27,28).
best there Is in It Not one of the firs! priests, the scribes, and "
class men of science has ever taught demanded that be show r
dreams, omens, predictions. When thority be accepted the K
one of them, Sir Oliver Lodge, began Messiah and by whom w
holding seances In old age, he was the right to cast out
promptly tagged as a motorist
tagged by policemen for parking changer*.
2. Jeeu*" answer (w.
wrong.
responded to their
When we finally reach the age of question which placed
reason we will depend on the sclen .lemma. Since John wa
lists for guidance. Who told as about ner, th« commission of 3»
the great wonders of nature, and dent bad the *ame source.
oustrated them? The scientists.
mlBBion was from b<
Who predicted the end of the world commission was from t
dally and hourly for centuries, an< If they had accepted J«
missed It every time? The prophet* they would have beeo r°
and dreamers.
his. They were pow"'
Who was it killed a thousand men John because the
every day of his active Ufe? A gen- John a* having beei
eral and politician called Napoleon.
heaven.
16
Who enabled us to ait Quietly at • & The answer of u
home and hear music and messages and Bcribe* (w. 8^>-,
from any part of the world? Again
the scientists, the men who believe in wm placed! they con»
honesty, education, peace, politeness, did not know the *>&
progress, materialism, common sense, commtotfon. These rule .
fectlon for Jesus so
and everyone a hard worker.
message and sought
• * •
In a new novel H. G. Wells exploit*
Living
a hero, who, through a long and acThe Chinese, *
^,
tive Ufe, manages to fool himself and
lt;'l
become a happy and contented man. don of faith, *»=*.
;i^u,
. . Years ago Alfred Payson Ter- Bible now and l»
f
^
hune said to me, and I made a para ter conception °
being
a
Christian
b>
graph (with credit) of It, that the happiest man In the world 1* be who can believers of ion« ""
fool himself and believe everything be
says or does is perfect . . . Both
Mr. Wells and Mr. Terhune are mis(Satan
taken. Millions fool themselves, but and
fence
the truth always overtake* them and ments, but he
applies the punishment finally the doe prevent our 1
of fools.
Taylor.
«. ma. a«u im(iiMi» mm s«fxl»

z«h. &? *
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•WORLDS

RECORD
PRONGHOKN

A RECORD
MOOSE

WORLD
tiGHORN

METHOD TOR MEASURING
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON

HEBE'S a big game hunt on at
present that's unique In the annals of American sport It isn't
a case of a hunting party, armed
with high-power rifles and all the
other up-to-date equipment with
which the modern Nlmrod supplies himself, setting out on an
expedition to the remote regions
where may still be found the relatively few survivors of the millions of buffalo, moose, elk, deer,
antelope, mountain sheep and
mountain goat, bear and mountain lion which
once roamed this continent. Neither are these
hunters going out with the avowed purpose of
further decimating the numbers of American
big game.
Instead they are going oat with—believe It or
not I—tape-measures and pencil and paper (certainly not very deadly weapons) and they will
be concerned not with killing more big game but
with animals that have already been killed.
'Which Is by way of saying that the purpose of
this big game hunt is to find out where are the
world's record big game heads, who was the hunter
•who secured these trophies, where were they secured, who owns them now, etc.
For four years the New York Zoological society has carried on an active campaign to locate all the largest heads of American game.
During that time It has established the National
Collection of Heads and Horns and has brought
together the finest collection of these trophies
In the world, housing them. in a fine building
dedicated to the "Vanishing Big Game of the
World."
In December of last year it published a book
called "Records of North American Big Game,"
prepared by a committee composed of Prentiss
N. Gray, editor; Kermit Roosevelt, Madison
Grant, W. Bedmond Cross, George Harrison, and
E. Hubert Litchfield. In compiling this work
more than 35,000 questionnaires were sent out
and the aid of more than 3,000 sportsmen, museum and owners of trophies was enlisted.
A standard method of measurement was developed and all measurements submitted for Inclusion In the record were required to be made
by one of the co-operating museums or a representative of the National Collection of Heads
and Horns. From the several thousands measured, a total of 891 trophies were selected for
Inclusion In the record, making it a veritable
Almanac de Gotha of the monarchs of the plains
and mountains.
The book was divided Into 13 sections, dealIng with all varieties of big game on this continent, and each section was edited by aa authority on the species, among them such nationally
known scientists and sportsmen as Dr. George
Bird Grlnnell, Ernest Thompson Seton, Dr. C.
Hart Merrlain, Samuel Merrill, Wilfred H. Osgood, H. E. Anthony, Madison Grant, E. W. Nelson, MaJ. E. A. Goldman, Dr. Thomas Barbour,
Edmund Seymour, Thierry Mallet, and C. H.
Townsend.
The society Is now planning to issue another
edition of the Kecords to bring It up to date and
during the coming year Its official measurers will
spend considerable time la various parts of the
country, especially In the Rocky Mountain
states, visiting every town to measure trophies.
"We know that many fine trophies must exist
In homes, hotels and cafes In the small towns
of the Itocky Mountain states and we wish to
locate and measure as many of them as possible," says PreutlsB N. Gray, editor of the Records. "It is quite possible that among them we
shall flud some world's records. Such heads
have a considerable monetary value and while
we have no Interest In purchasing any heads,
doubtless many persons who possess trophies
large enough to be listed la the Records would
be glad to realize on them or ut least to know
that they are valuable."
Those In charge of the Records tiave been
obliged In the past—aud this holds good for the
future, also—to accept oaly measurements authenticated by recognized natural hutory museums or their own representatives. This is not
a reflection on the honesty of the weuauremeuta
of the owner of the trophy, but they early dls
covered that some over-zealous taxidermists coutfdered it good practice and pleasing to their

clients to alter trophies In order to Increase
measurements. They found that moose horns
had been steamed or the skulls split and the
spread thereby increased; additional points had
been glued to elk antlers.
The climax was reached when they discovered
one taxidermist who specialised In "making"
record heads. One product of his shop, a Bocky
Mountain bighorn, had been bnllt np of horns
from three separate sheep. Sections were fitted
cleverly together and the final product, a world's
record, was sold for a fancy price.
Thus, to have any real value, every head listed In the Records must be measured by men
who know how and who can guard against such
practices. Above Is shown the method of measuring elk heads and deer heads, all measurements to be made with a steel tape. The following rules are given to explain and supplement
the diagrams shown above:
Deer
A—Length on outside curve: Measured along
the main beam from the base of the burr to the
end of the most distant point.
B—Circumference of main beam: Taken midway between the basal snag and the first fork.
O—Circumference of burr.
D—Greatest spread: Measured between perpendiculars at extreme width of horns at right
angles to the center line of the skull.
Points: No point shall be counted unless It
protrudes at least one Inch.
Remarks: State whether the trophy has any
characteristics which depart from the normal
for this species.
Elk
A—Length on outside curve: Measured along
the main beam from the base of the burr to the
tip of the most distant point on the main beam.
B—Circumference midway between bez and
trez.

C—Circumference of burr.
D—Greatest spread: Measurement between
perpendiculars, at right angles to the center line
of the skulL
Points on each side: No point shall be counted
unless It protrudes at least two Inches.
Remarks: State whether the trophy has any
characteristics which depart from the normal
for this species.
Similar charts have been devised for otner
species of big game and the National Collection
of Heads and Horna Is asking anyone who has
a trophy that exceeds the following measurements :
Mule deer, length on outside curve
Whitetail deer, length on outside curve
Bison, length on outaide curve
Elk (Wapiti), length on outside curve
Moose, fpread
...
Sheep, length on front curve
Goat, length on front curve-.
Grizzly bear, length of skulK
.
Black bear, length of skull
_
Mountain lion, length o\ skull

^26*
23"
u"
54"
66"
39*
10"
12"
12*
7*

to submit the record of his trophy for inclusion
In the official Records and also to learn how it
rates with the world's record heads.
Incidentally there Is a patriotic angle to this
unique "big game hunt," for many of the record
American trophies are owned In England rather
than In thla country. This Is true of the world's
record muledeer, which was killed in Wyoming,
but which Is now owned by an Englishman.
The largest elk head in the world was killed
In Wyoming and Is today hanging iu a castle at
Horsham, England. It has a length on the longest horn of B4% Inches, a spread of 52 inches
with seven points on one antler u»J six on the
other. Twenty-four of the 40 world's rword elk
heads are owned by Englishmen and only 1(3
are owned by Americans.
It is interesting to note tliut this sort of thlug
lias been going on for three centuries. The first
collection of American big game trophies of
which we have record was made by (Jueeu Elizabeth during the Sixteenth century. Her officials
in the transatlantic colonies were commissioned
to send back to England the liucst specimens
obtainable in the New world.
As a result, live great moose heads were
shipped to England and found u place of honor
In the Great Hall of Hampton Court palace over
tue dills where a succession of British sovereigns Ims dlued on Btute occasions. The presentday visitor will reoognlze them with some dim.
culty for the officers of the queen's household
evidently had little fulth in the taxidermists of

A. RECORD
MULEDEER.
their time and no scruples against nature faking. The horns were affixed to carved wooden
replica of "Cervns elaphus," the European red
deer, the game animal with which the English
wood-carvers of the day were most familiar.
Another American trophy owned by British
royalty is a magnificent pair of moose horns
which was presented to the prince of Wales
(later King Edward VII) during his visit to Amer
lea In the Seventies. The weight of the dried
skull and horns Is said to have been 58 pounds
and the antlers had a spread of 70 inches. In
1898 an American Trophy exhibition was held
In London and among the exhibits tnere was an
elk head, shown by A. L". Tullock, Esq., which
had been killed in Montana in 1883. Of this
trophy It has been written, "Most Judges give
the palm in beauty to this superb 20-point head
Its size and points have been exceeded, but its
massive beams, perfect symmetry and wonderful pearlings are so far unrivalled."
As early as 1850 titled Englishmen were coming to this country for big game hunting an<5
In an article which appeared In the June, 1894,
issue of the old Cosmopolitan magazine, under
the title of "Famous Hunting Parties of the
Plains," Col. W. F. Cody ("Buffalo Bill") tells
of some of them as follows:
"The first great hunter who came to this country in search of big game, of whom I have knowledge, was Sir George Gore. I was a boy at Fort
Leavenworth in 1853 when he arrived there from
London and fitted out his expedition. At that
time buffalo, elk, deer and antelope were so
numerous upon the plains and all through the
Rocky mountain region that we frontiersmen
were naturally somewhat surprised to find that
an English gentleman would come all the way
across the ocean and make the tedious journey
from the seaboard to the frontier, with no other
end In view than the chase.
"Sir John Watts Garland was another great
English huntsman. He came over here about
1869. At different points on the plains and In
the mountains he established camps and built
cabins to which he would return regularly about
once every two yeurs. In bla absence, his horses
and dogs were left at these camps In charge of
men employed for that purpose.
"The third of the great hunters whom I have
known was Lord Adair, who is now the earl of
Ounraven, owner of the famous Valkyrie. He
came with Doctor Klngsley, a brother of Charles
Klngsley, the well-known author, and arrived at
Fort McPherson, on the Platte river, about
eighteen miles from ttie town of North Piatte
. . . Lord Adalr was tlie first of these visiting
sportsmen that I remember to have had a military escort. Garland and Gore provided their
own. Later he purchased a hunting park of his
own.
..."
Being Interested only in sport, such hunterg as
Sir George Gore uncl Sir John Garland were wllUn*
to stay in the field long enough to get reallv
good heads. They hud u heller chance than the
present-day hunter to (l uu tt record head „
the herds of elk tmj ,wt been so badly shot up
or their winter raug y Sl) restricted that It was
necessary to winter i wl , heu, Good *
were common, „„ the animals were
aud more rugged.
The Kngllrfituuii kuew the value of
">u< U and he ,-arrUM btt,k h i s OWI1
la- best heads he c,,um )mi,,ulse
• Therefore today the collections o f a , e
l« Inland contain the very
"

iiro
bletiiatiniw ue
u
i
«.-r.d,".rtr
ir
'
l r;!J\'\
r,r;:^t
u^' '' »<°«"«•*•
• " " • • ' " • '«•"">«' ixrtlielk and deer to the
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The Golden Rule
Gigantic Sale
Continues
WITH DAILY MARKET ADVANCEMENT NO ONE SHOULD HESITATE
TO STOCK UP AT THIS GREAT EVENT. YOU WILL THANK US
LATER. BUT WE MUST HAVE MONEY.

Dresses

Shoes

3 LARGE GROUPS

Still a large selection at

Silk Hosiery
Pure thread silk, full

Court House,
Atlantic, Iowa,
April 17, 1933.
The Board of Supervisors of Cass
i County, Iowa, met in adjourned session at 9:00 a. m. with all members
' present. Minutes of April 6th. read
! and there being no objections thereto
the chair declared them approved as
Bonds approved: Wm. J. Spies,
Treasurer Cass County Farm Bureau,
$6,000.00; S. W. Taylor, Constable,
Grant Township, $500.00; M. W.
Smith, Clerk of Cass Township,

SDER FOR DESTRUCTION OF
NOXIOUS WEEDS AND MOWING OF HIGHWAYS.

Be It Resolved by the Board of
Supervisors of Cass County, Iowa,
that in accord with the provisions of
Chapter 246 of the 'Code of 1931, it
is hereby ordered:
.
1. That all weeds growing in the
highway shall be cut at least twice
during the growing season, the first
cutting to be not later than June loth,
1933, and the second cutting not later
than July 15th., 1933, and all noxious weeds shall be cut and destroyed
bv the owner or occupant, whether on
the property or on. the adjoining: highway, between the dates nanraed, te-

MADUFF'S
^.

. •_!_

-.

•

^f

Specials For Thurs., Fri., Sat
Strawberries
Mother's Best Flour
Apples
.
10c
Yeast Foam
Ickage
Corn Flakes ife d

al Wild Mustard, Sour or Curled
PEANUT BUTTER, quart jar ."........
Dock, Smooth Dock, Buckhorn or Ribbed Plaintain, Wild Parsnip, VelvetMACARONI or SPAGHETTI, 4 pkgs.
weed or Buttonweed, and Shoofly, on
-.ft
or before the 16th. day of June, 1933.
Children's
Beach
APRICOTS, fancy California, 2-lbs. . . .
b. Quack Grass, Canada Thistle,
Cocklebur, Horse Nettle, Burdock,
Sandals
Shoes
Prices Unequalled Even
Wild Carrot, Sow Thistle, Russian
BANANAS, 3-lbs.
by
Wholesalers.
98c
per pair
$1
Thistle, Wild Sunflower and European
Bind Weed, on or before the 15th. day
Large Size
of July, 1933.
Overalls
Plain
Crisp and Solid for only
Shorts
Men's
c. Wild Flower, Velvet Weed and
Cocklebur on or before the 15th. day
Colored
of August, 1933.
78c
B. V. D's. and Shirts
Socks
2. That if the owner or person m
15c
control
of any real estate fails to mow
29c
6c
all weeds from the roadside as hereeach
Men's
inbefore provided, or fails to cut,
a pair
Summer
Our complete Work Shirts
burn, or otherwise destroy all noxious
SAVE MONEY
BUY DEPENDABLE FBI
weeds during the period hereinbefore
Weight
stock in two
Silk Dress
Boys'
full
cut
AND
SAVE
YOUR CHICKS.
set out, the trustees, council, comextra value
groups.
Dress Caps Union Suite
Socks
missioners, or Board of SuperGOOCH'S BEST Starting Mash, 100-lb. bag
visors, as the case may be, will
39c and 49c
35c
49c
45c
25c
cause the highwav to be mowed, and
CHALLENGE Starting Mash, 100-lb. bag
—or the noxious weeds to be cut and
destroyed and—the expense of said
CHICK-O-MASH Starting Mash, 100-lb. bag
mowing and or destruction, including
GOOCH'S BEST Chick Scratch, 100-lb. bag..
costs of serving notice and other
costs, if any, to be taxed against the
CHALLENGE Chick Scratch, 100-lb. bag .
land, and the owners thereof.
3. And that the county auditor be
ROLLED OATS, 10-lb. bag. .19c 90-lb. bag
and is hereby directed to cause notice
of the making and entering of the
You will want This price is un- foregoing order to be published once
Anticipate your Buy many at this
each of the official newspapers of
several boxes at
season's needs.
price.
equalled anywhere. in
work relief construction program for
the county.
SHERIFFS SALE JJO
Supervisor Allen offered and moved 1933:
Two miles of County Trunk Koad State of Iowa, Cass County, i
the adoption of the foregoing resolution, seconded by Supervisor Ryan, O to permanent grade, beginning at
Notice is hereby e-iven, thiiJ
upon roll call the vote was: Ayes— the west end of County 'Trunk conArmentrout, Allen, Davis, Ryan and struction project D-l of 1932 at or 29th. day of May, A. b, f
Pelzer.
Nays—None.
Whereupon near the half mile point in Section 1:30 o'clock, P. M., at tb«
the Chairman declared the motion 36, Township 77 N., R. 37 W., and Automobile Company build^
carried and the resolution adopted. running thence west and north two ed at 3rd. and Poplar Street
Moved by Davis, seconded by Ryan 'miles to the south line between Sec- City of Atlantic, and Countji
to
instruct the engineer to prepare tions 26-27, Township 77 N., R. 37 said, will be sold at Public J
DEPARTMENT STORE
to the highest bidder, fort
necessary date and plans for the pro- W.,
following described Heal Esl
jects
to
be
handled
under
ReconstrucAnd
that
we
petition
the
Iowa
"THE BEST FOR LESS"
ANITA, IOWA
tion Finance Corporation Funds as State Highway Commission for their ied upon and taken by viito]
special execution issued from"
follows: 1. Build two miles of Road approval of said project.
No. 83, the Marne Road to permanent
Signed this 17th. day of April,fice of the Clerk of the
Court, within and for the I
grade;
2. Union Township—Build 1933.
Cass, State of Iowa, in
one quarter mile of road between SecPrank Pelzer, Chairman
THE AMERICAN FLAG.
after a public hearing.
tions 23 and 26 to permanent grade Herman Ryan
H. G. Armentrout the Mutual Benefit Life
15 Rabbits a Day.
Company-and against the i
and build 16 foot wood bridge; G. H. Allen
T. W. Davis
Answers to the questions printeo
The open season on gray fox and 3. Blanket project to repair culverts
Docia Scholl et al. to-wit:
Laid
over
claims
allowed
and
waron the first page of this edition in the
timber squirrels is set from Sept. 1 over county.
All the right, title and inl
rants authorized:
American Legion Auxiliary campaign
Docia Scholl; 'Freda Scholl;!
Motion carried.
State vs. Ida Frain: Insane
to
Nov.
1,
inclusive,
instead
of
Oct.
A large number of changes have
of education on the American Flag
P. Jewett; Ida M. Jewett; Cun
Atlantic, Iowa,
Dr. M. B. Weir, Physibeen made in the hunting and fishing 1 to Dec. 31, and the daily maximum
cian
...................
$ 4.8Q lock; Cass County, Iowa; ff.l
April 17, 1933. •
are printed below.
bag
reduced
from
IB
to
10.
Cass County Board of Supervisors,
R. L. Barnett, Physician . . 8.00 Afee; in and to the following*
40. Fix it to a staff at the radiator laws of the state, according to word
Under the new regulations rabbits Atlantic, Iowa.
T. C. Smith, Attorney ____
received from the state fish and game
3.00 ed Real Estate, to-wit.
cap. Do not drape.
The Southeast Quarter of wt
may be killed only from Sept. 15 to Gentlemen:
Sanitary Meat Market: (Walcommission.
41. The union should always be
west Quarter, and the South V
Pursuant with the provisions of
nut, Iowa.) '
Feb.
1,
and
the
daily
limit
is
fixed
at
According to reports, the methtx
Chapter Twenty of the Forty Third
at the observer's left.
Meat to Talbott family . . .
6.90 the Southeast Quarter, and ttel
by which the state was divided into 15. In twenty-nine counties fox may General Assembly, I submit hereeast Quarter of the Southeast!
42. No.
Session
and
Mileage
Claims.
be pursued but not killed.
with and recommend for your ap- n. G. Armentrout
er of Section Five, and (Ml
.........
43. Presidents Monroe, Taft and northern and southern zones has been
Hunting and fishing license fees re- proval a portion of a proposed con- Frank Pelzer
west Quarter of the SouthwestI
..............
abandoned.
Cass
county
was
formerly
Wilson.
er of Section Four, ail in Tor
main about the same but an exemp- struction program embracing County G. H. Allen ....... . .
in the southern zone.
44. At the speaker's right.
Seventy-Six North, of Ran*?'
tion from the requirement for a fish- Trunk Roads, for the year 1933.
I.
T.
Bode,
state
game
warden,
salt
Since we are confronted with such Herman Ryan
45. June 14, 1923. The American
.............
6 80 FooFweBt of the 'Fifth Pnnflr
ing
license
is
extended
to
women
and
a serious unemployment problem, and . 0n motion and vote the board ad- idan, containing 200 acres,'
Monday there is no change in th<
Legion. President Harding.
have Reconstruction Finance Funds journed to meet May 1st., 1933.
less, according to Govenuse
present open season on trout excep to youths under 16.
46. No.
at our disposal, I recommend that
vey, Case County, Iowa, or i
(Signed)
Prank Pelzer,
that fishing must be between one hour
47. No.
these funds be used on this proposed
thereof as may be necessary«
Frank
W.
Burkhart
and
wife
of
Chainnan
48. Battle of Brandywine, Septem- before sunrise and sunset each day Nebraska City spent the week end in construction work with the thought Attest:
fy said writ of execution r"
'
With certain exceptions other game
in mind that were these funds not
ber 7, 1777.
Jennie
M,
Ward,
cruing
costs.
(
available, the work could not be unfish may be caught any time between the city with relatives and friends.
49. No.
County Auditor.
dertaken
at
this
time.
Sheriff of g» <>_,
50. Authorized by U. S. Army 5 a. m. May 15 to midnight Nov. 30.
The proposed work consists of the
Miss LaVerne Bontrager of Dtes
Jack Peacock of Atlantic was a
Regulations as published by the War
25 Fish a Limit for Day.
following:
Moines spent the week end in the
Department in 1923.
Project D-2-R, building approxi- business caller in the city one day the, Dated at the Sheriff's.
The exceptions are that black bass city with her grandparents, John
may not be caught from any state Mallory and wife and Frank Bontra- mately one mile of County Trunk last of the week.
Untie, Iowa, April 21st.,'
Koad D to permanent grade, beginV. C. McCoy and wife of Pacific waters except after June 15 and tha ger and wife.
ning at the west end of Project D-l
Junction were in the city Monday to black and silver bass, crappies, blue
of 1932 at or near the half mile line
attend the last rites for their friend, gills and sunfish May not be caught in
•^^^•••^•••••••^••^••••••••••^•••••••^^
m Section 36, Township 77 N., R
George
F.
Shaffer,
Gail
Burke
and
37 W and runnin" thence we*'one
the late Charles E. Faulkner.
Spirit lake, Clear lake or the Okobojis
Norman Wagner went to St. Louis mile to the center of Section 35,
until the same date. The legal limit
Tuesday
to drive home three new Township 77 N., R. 37 !W.
There will be a meeting of the of- of bullheads may be taken at any
Project D-3-R, building one mile of
Chevrolet
cars for the O. W. Shaffer
ficial board of the Anita Literary time. All fish except carp, buffalo & Son agency.
County Trunk Road D to permanent
Club at the library on Thursday af- quillback, gar and dogfish are defined
grade, beginning at the center of
Section 35-77-37 and running thence
ternoon at 2:30 o'clock. This meet- as game fish. The daily limit is 15
west one half mile, thence north one
ing will be held in place of the regu- game fish including not more than
half mile to the south line of Seclar club meeting.
eight black bass, trout or pike. A
tions 26-27, Township 77 N., R. 37
total day's catch may not exceed 25
Disbursements for team rental
IF YOU SMOKE TOO MUCH
fish including bullheads.
FOR SALE:—Cabbage and tomato
VALVE GRIDING AND MOTOR TUN!
WATCH YOUR STOMACH
The minimum length on pike and plants; vegetables delivered in town. T w°LWa^ and corru gated pipe
should be made from current gasoline
tf
For quick relief from indigestion pickerel has been reduced from 14 to
Jas. B. Herrbnan.
tax receipts. Labor costs will be a™
ON CHEVROLET SIXES
and upset stomach due to excessive 13 inches, black bass from 12 to 10
sorbed by Reconstruction Finance
FOR SALE—Tally cards, 10 for 5c The work is divided into two projects
smoking try Dr. Emil's Adla Tab- inches and trout and crappie from 8
Tribune office, Anita.
tf m order that each month's R F C
lets. Don't stop smoking, just use to 7 inches.
LABOR
Adla Tablets. Bongers Bros., DrugThe commission is given the right
bl
HAYED:—Spotted
Poland
China
gists.
3 to provide open seasons on game birds boar, weight about 225. Finder please
Estimated costs from gasoline tax
are as follows
notify Chris Holland.
ltp
Project D-2-R
81,400 00
Project D-3-R,' . , . ' . ' . ' • $1,200.00
WANTED:
_
Lawn"
"mo'wew
to
^
Very tru!.
ruly yours,
sharpen at 50c each. Jeff's Garage.
WE HAVE IN STOCK ONE OF THE BEST
y. F. Canon
County Engineer
FOR SALE OR TRADE:~1928
CARS OF GOOD OLD
Atlantic, Iowa,
Whippet couch; 1932 Chevrolet sedan. Open evenings and Sundays
Phone 244. 0. W. Shaffer & Son,
Anita, Iowa.
tf
YOU EVER SAW
AND THE PRICE IS
E- S. HOLTON, Lawyer.
Practice In all courts. Opinion on
RIGHT
COME AND SEE IT.
Land Titles; and Settlement of ratatei
NEW SPECIAL VALVE
- Specialty.
County Attorney

fashioned, French heel.

46c

$1.58

$1.99
$2.98 $3.95

Lettuce

Work
Shirts
39c

Men's
Dress
Shirts

Chick Feeds

3 for $1

These Are For Saturday Only

Wash Dresses

Tea Aprons

Kleenex

Brooms

25c

9c each

15c

15c each

THE GOLDEN RULE
Several Changes Hade
in State Game Laws

T. w. Davis ....... ;:::::;

SPECIAL

WANT ADS

complete

'

White Pine Lumber

^iita-^^-'SS

CARBOSOTA, kills mites, this week, gallon. .65c

ROB'fTscoTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.

PHONES: Office 20; Be*. 11

DEPENDABLE ALWAYS

ANITA MILLING CO
CHADWICK TRANSFER
Ground oats
lOc
Oats hulled
[[ '
lOc
Ear corn ground
"
Culled for and delivered
Be per cwt
No bother. You lose no time
Let Us Do It

We Use Only Genuin«|
Parts
TRAINED MECHANICS

0. W. Shaffer &
ANITA, IOWA

THE TRIBUNE, ANITA, IOWA.
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[CH IS LffiE-^No Future There

Charles Sughroe
(SOLFER UVOE TOO

60AJNA

UP

CHOICE OF CHICKS
IMPORTANT FACTOR

TENNIS
High Producing Stock Best
Guess for Success.
r Prof. V. B. Scott of the Nevada Agricultural Extension Service.—WNU Service.

issons Used in Valley of
River Nile 3,900 Years Ago
lition Finds Pyramid
ildera Employed Them.

PERSISTENCE
By THOMAS ARKLE CLARK
Late Dean of Men,
University of IHinoU.

the pyramid of Se'n-Worset I, at Lleht,
forty miles south of Cairo, where the
museum expedition resumed operations
I had not .seen Plank for a dozen
a year ago after an absence of six
York.—The presence of a mas- years at Thebes. Se'n-Worset, the sec- years or so until he ran 'into me at
lnd among the engineers who ond king of the early Twelfth dynasty,
the Congress hotel
the pyramids at Llsht; near Cairo, personally directed the building of the
in January. I revtdence of his ingenuity In the tomb and it wa« during the search for
membered him at
tbe caisson to sink the shafts the burial places of the ladles of the
once as rather slow
. burial of noble -dead, has been royal family that the archeologlsts
in the head when
1 by the Egyptian expedition of found the caisson pits.
he was in college.
Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Calculus was not
Work was begun In the outer court
excavations last year in the at the west side of the huge mound.
w h o l l y an open
fcalley. i According to Ambrose "Although we failed at first to find
book to him in his
Kg, head of the expedition, the any pits," writes Mr. Lansing, "it is
sophomore y e a r ,
' of the caisson principle by fortunate that we did not give up
and physics and
ptlan tomb builders thirty-nine clearing this part of the court Had
chemistry proved
lies ago is the earliest yet dls- we done so we might have missed what
equally hard sledding for him. His
was, from an archeologlcal point of
separate caissons, remotest view at least, the most Interesting disgrades were pretty
known of the .device which has covery of the season." Describing the
low, and, contrary
ilble many of the huge erec- method used by some ancient Egypto the belief and
the present day; Were uncov- tian' genius In penetrating beyond a doctrine of the loafer, low grades In
the expedition. One, a stone treacherous substratum of loose sand, college usually mean poor or indifferfick affair, remained almost per- which had handicapped the digging of ent performance in business afterwards.
Jntact; the other, made of wood, tbe tombs, Mr. Lansing says:
But slow as he was, Plank had a
be Identified only by traces of
"They cut through the hard upper
I beams. The appliances were stratum to the sand level, making the quality which bade fair to offset his
j tbe most striking of several in- catting' sufficiently large to allow for slowness of brain. He never gave a
Sg discoveries which were made a brick lining to the pit A block of thing up. If the problem was hard,
to the /methods of pyramid limestone was then cut to the same he kept at it until it was solved. If
|g In Egypt and to the life of the dimensions as the pit. This was hol- he failed today, he came back tomorwording to the museum report lowed out to the size of the Intended row for a second trial. He hung on
lndlng* Made Near Cairo.
shaft and then lowered Into the pit like a'bull dog, when he once got his
finds were made at the site of until It rested on the sand. On the teeth into a thing.
"How are yon doing?" I asked him
rim of the caisson, was built a brick
wall. When this wall bad, been con- after we had exchanged greetings. .
"Very much better than I imagine,
sing Spring Suit
structed to the level of the ground the
digging of the pit was recommenced. you thought I would do," he replied.
As each basketful of sand was removed, the atone caisson, and with It
Named for Old Job
the brick wall which rested on It, settled slightly. Gradually the stone sank
through the sand, and as It sank
courses of brickwork were added to
the wall above."
Work Described In Inscription.
Discovery of inscriptions on huge
stones used for the sub-casing of the
giant pyramid brought forth other notable facts which enabled the archeologisis to piece together a vivid picture
of the manner In which the stone was
brought from the quarries at Tura, on
the opposite bank of the Mile some
twenty miles distant from Llsht, and
deposited at the foot of, the pyramid
under construction.
The transportation of these heavy
stones, says Mr. Lansing, was ohlefly
a matter of man power. The problem
was to keep tbe masons supplied with'
material to prevent any interruption'
of their labors. This was accomplished by taking advantage of the
flooding of the Nile, which reduced the
distance the blocks of stone bad to be
dragged. Mr. Lansing gives a picture
of the assembling of the stones on the
east bank for the arrival of the flood,
folloVed by a massed concentration on
the task of loading the barges, towing
Sumner Welles of Maryland, who
them to Llsht and unloading them has been nominated by President
there.
Roosevelt as assistant secretary of
state, to succeed Harvey Bundy, reStudent* Find Fonili
signed. Mr. Welles held this same poPittsburgh.—Within the limits of sition during the Wilson administraPittsburgh, high school students un- tion.
earthed excellent specimens of 2,000,WJ sheer wool over a sunburst- 000-year-old fossils on a recent exIfrock in navy and white. The ploration trip. The fossils, which in- "I was a poor student, as I am sure
[tons up the side and on around cluded corals, were found In Crtnoldal you well remember. I didn't get
through In four years."
limestone In a cliff.
[ to form a collar.
"But you did get through," I suggested. "Yes," he said, "I'm not easily
downed, and I do work hard. I've
made money—much more than I had
expected—I'm carrying heavy responsibilities, and I think I'm a good citizen."
"Work will overcome a great many
handicaps," I had to admit. "PersistAPE* ARC TRBft
ence Is almost as effective as genius,
and whatever other virtues or talents
I SELLERS,
you may have lacked, you had persistence. I'm not surprised that you succeeded."
„, T ,_
Of course, if it were possible, I d
rather be a genius, but since this la
Impossible I'm glad I'm persistent.

THINGS ANp NEW—By Lame Bode

C. 1»8J. Western N»w»pal»r Union.

Bluo Lfw» Repealed
Madison, Wls.—Wisconsin repealed
Its eighty-four-year-old blue laws. The
statutes had prohibited Sunday work
or play except for "necessity or charity."

Ten-Year Tour of
World Is Completed
Rome.—A leisurely ten-year trip
around the world, during which he
visited virtually every large city In
America, has Just been completed
by Antonio Zetto with hla return

CHINESE .

REPPAT6BS/

°Zetto who walked most of the
way around said he spent Christmas eve of 1921 in New York ami
was so fond of the city he tarried
a while doing odd Jobs before preceding with his trip. He has Been
all of the continents uow, but Is
uot content to settle down.

White Sox Hope

The Household
By LYDIA LE BARON WALKER

So long as the government does not
provide means of sending trifling sums
of money through the mall with assured protection, those who Inclose
dimes, nickels and quarters in letters,
have to safeguard themselves carefully. There was a time many years ago
when paper money In these low denominations was in common circulation.
Then there was a much more reasonable assurance of
the money passing
undetected through
the post than when
the amounts were
In nickel or silver.
But these " s h i n
plasters," as this
paper money was
derisively termed,
have been out of
circulation a long
time. Even with
them, there was no
government g u a rantee of security.
There was, however, the flatness
of paper, and the
small size which
made it difficult to
detect when placed
in letters.
Today many ways
are used for protection in sending
small coins through
the mall. It is imperative to observe
three things, one is
flatness. Another la
close sealing of envelopes so that no crevices anywhere
remain through which a coin could
work its way out. The third Is to secure the coins so that they are not
loose and can slip about The Ingenuity which various people use when
sending coins is worthy of mention.
Let me tell you of some of them.
First of all I shall speak of the
method the postal authorities call the
safest, which, please remember, they
do not stand back of, although recommending It as perhaps the safest way
of the sender's assuming the risk.
This is tbe use of coin cards In which
there are circular holes into which to
3t the coins of different denominations
under fifty cents. Across the back of
each card a paper Is pasted, and there
Is a flap over the front of the card to
be pastel down after the coin Is Inserted and is to be mailed. In this
way the coin cannot slip out or work
Its way through an envelope or be
detected as a wee lump in tbe sealed
envelope.
Homemade Coin Cards.
Any person can make these circular
perforated cards if on pasteboard they
mark nround a coin and cut out the
space Inside the circle. They should
also remember to have the card approximately the size of the envelope
and have paper pasted across front
and finally across the back of the
cord. This Is one of the secure ways
persons have sent coins to me.
Another good way, and One which
causes but slight unevenness of con-

Paul Gregory, pitcher with the
White Sox team, Is the son of a minister, and a college graduate. He has
been In professional baseball since
1930, and the Sox are expecting much
from him this season.
tents of an envelope Is to paste narrow surgeon's plaster In two directions over the coin and to the letter
paper, thus fastening It down firmly.
Transparent mending paper Is Just as
good as surgeon's plaster for this pur-^
pose, or any narrow strips of strong
paper pasted firmly over the coin and
to the stationery. This Is a favorite
method of readers. Another way Is
to put the coin In an enclosed envelvelope. The flap Is folded over the
envelope carefully, but not stuck down,
of course. The folded envelope Is enclosed In the letter In Its outer envelope. Still another way to prevent a
coin slipping about In letters Is to cut
two slltfl In cardboard and run the coin
under them. If the coin fits tightly
It will not work Its way out, otherwise
It will.
About Use of Needles.
Suiting the needle to the thread and
the thread to the material Is Important
If a woman would sew easily and com
petently. Whether the needle be long,
short, or medium length, Is a matter
chiefly of personal preference. There
are certain times, however, when a
long needle best meets requirements
as In darning. The needle may be
coarse or fine, with lengths varying 'accordingly, but It Is always longer than
the regulation needle. Milliners' needles are somewhat longer than ordinary sewing needles. In each Instance the needle Is Intended to carry
the thread a distance exceeding that
of an ordinary stitch. In darning It
would be across an open space. In
milliner's work not only are stitches
frequently long, but also the needle Is
often run under folds of silk or trim
ming so that the thread is concealed.
In order to do this the needle must be
long, but not awkwardly long as are
upholsterers' needles, mattress needles,
and many others used in special work
©, 1933. Boll Syndicate.—WNU Service.
Animal Puzzle Solved

Caribou, Me.—A letter addressed to
Moose, Me., recently was delivered to
a resident here. As there Is no town
In this state by that name, postal
authorities first had tried Moose Iliv
er, Moosehead and Moose Island.

Keeps Watch Over Little "Bills"

Farmers who bought healthy chicks
from high producing stock have taken
the Initial step toward making money
n the poultry business this year. If
your flock has produced well with a
comparatively low death rate, take a
lot of credit yourself for having done
a good Job at feeding, cleaning houses
and yards, and keeping up the health
Of flock; but,also give a lot of credit
to the hatchery which supplied you
with chicks, and pnt In a repeat order.
This should be a fair year for poultrymen who know how to keep down
expenses and at the same time to keep
up good production, and the selection
of the right kind of chicks Is an tmportant part of the-problem.
In addition, keeping of chicks healthy
by means of clean brooders, being
sure to never overheat or chill them,
and not cheapening the quality of the
feed are Important.
About 110 chicks for every 100 hens
now on hand are needed by the poultryman to provide for normal production next fall.
There Is no good reason for not
buying the usual number of chicks;
more money will be made with houses
filled to their normal capacity.
With storage stocks below average,
there should be a brisk storage this
spring, which should prevent a serious slump In prices.

Tells of Green Crops
Best for the Turkeys
Forage crops are essential to the
steady health and development of turkeys. Enormous quantities of green
feed are consumed by them. Several
of the green crops that are suitable as
forage crops are alfnlfa, sudan grass,
rape, bluegrass, red clover, oats or
barley, rye or wheat, and wild letture,
advises a correspondent In Successful
Farming.
Alfalfa Is considered the front rank
forage crop on which to run turkeys.
It Is perhaps the most widely used.
Sudan grass Is a pood dry weather
crop and Is suitable for areas where
dry summers are frequently experienced. Tender shoots are constantly
forming and this provides the growing
turkeys with ample green feed when
It Is usually scarce otherwise.
Rape Is sometimes used as a supplement green feed when turkeys have
the run of a cornfield. It Is sowed In
the field. The chief objection to It Is
Its tendency to become coarse too
soon. Bluegrass Is good but It does,
not contain as much forage per acre
as does alfalfa. A good bluegrass pasture, however, will solve the green
feed problem. Clovers are also desirable, except sweet clover which becomes tough and fibrous too quickly.
The four grain crops—oats, barley,
rye, and wheat—are good as early
forage crops. They ripen soon, however, and thus become useless as a
source for green feed. These crops
are spring-sowed. Wild lettuce Is excellent where enough of a crop can
be raised to amply supply the birds
their wants.

New York Fanner Gets
Mass Egg Production
L. A. Hazard, a farmer living near
North Evans, N. Y., claims to have
found the secret of intensive egg production. He says that he frequently
gets two eggs a day from a hen and
that he has reduced the cost of operating his plant to about 8 cents a dozen eggs. His method Is to conflnt
each hen by Itself In a small cage,
about 16 Inches deep by 12 Inches wide.
The hen Is provided with ample food
and water, but Is never released.
All the energy which the fowl generates Is devoted to egg-laying. The
hen Is kept from exposure to any of
the numerous contagious diseases of
fowls and from the fatal quarrels common to hen yards. As no exercise Is
permitted, the fowl never toughens Its
muscles, and even as an old hen still
provides tender meat for the pot when
It no longer Is profitable as a layer of
eggs.—New York Times.

Feed for Laying Hens
Feeding the laying hens greeu feed
tends to keep them In good health and
to promote egg production. Green
feeds are one of the best sources of
vitamins for poultry. Mangels and
turnips provide some succulence, but
very little green feed. When cabbages
are available at reasonable cost some
may be fed. but good quality alfalfa
also should be supplied. Alfalfa la
valuable, not so much because of Ha
protein content, as formerly believed.
Alfalfa is rich In minerals and vitamins.

Developing Capons
Capons are docile and can be kept
together. Their flesh remains soft la
texture and they fatten easily. Uhode
Island Reds, Plymouth Rocks and
Brahmas are among the most popular
breeds to caponlze. They should be
operated on when eight to ten weeks
of age, at which time they will weigh
one and a quarter to one and a half
pounds. A common mistake Is to wait
until the birds are much larger. MarchBUI, au Alsutluu ou a farm near Herts, England, Is a harmless old chap batched capons can be finished for the
Thanksgiving and Christmas markets.
and lias uo obtectlou' to the chicks making their home In his kenneL
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'his

at Stub's

Mrs. Laura Bundy returned home
Saturday from a week's visit with
relatives at Oaririda and Atlantic.
Ora Kinzie, wife and son, Ralph,
pent Sunday with her brother, Claire
Johnston and fatally, in Greenfield.

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES

Rialto

THEATRE

Honor State Champion.
idles' and Misses' cotton bloomers... .25c and 29c
On Monday morning the regular
school routine was cast aside for a '
Bloomers, Panties, Stepins, new line, .15c to 98c
John Faulkner of Chicago came to time and the school engaged in one
Id's Dresses, £ to 12 years, each
37c
Anita Monday, called here by the of those old time pep jubilees that!
death
buse Dresses, regular $1.00 values
'.'.'. '.69c- ner. of his uncle, Charles E. Faulk- we usually have when one from our
school goes out and represents us in
waters, Pullovers, now,.....
9gc
an unusual way. Betty Burns, Iowa
Lowest tire prices of all times—at state spelling champion, and her
imming Buttons, new line and spring shades.
Twelve! men as dangerous as an angry sea
Gamble's May Sale. 2 first line tires teacher, Chrissie Hollen, had the
ower Vases, for Decoration day, each....
10c
and a lone footloose woman stowaway
and 2 tubes $5.95 to |11.40. Guar- seats of honor on the platform. Memimiture Polish, large size..
'. .25c anteed 12,000 miles.
It bers of the faculty and student body
drifting. . . .drifting. . . .drifting
who gave impromtu speeches together
ather Work Gloves, 69c value
49c
Walter Owens and Miss Elnora with the two pep leaders were also
Bush of Clearfield, Iowa, spent Sun- on the platform.
day in the city with his sister, Mrs.
Everything had to be arranged on
Lester Levi and family.
short notice. Songs and yells were!]
kblix Shirts
.75C
Merle Wilson and his sister, Mrs. quickly changed to fit the occasion
Could Save Them!
and the Walls and corridors of the
ffled Curtainj|98c values at
69c Paul Parkinson, *>f LeMars, Iowa, whole
school
building
were
made
to
week end visitors in the city
Bleached Muffih>per ij%rd
3c were
with their parents, Ben Wilson and echo and re-echo in loud acclaim the
praises of Betty and her' wonderful
Pencil Tablefl:. t;i... $f
2 f o r . . . . . . 13c wife.
accomplishment. Those who were in
n's Haines Silk Union Suits, 36 4o 40
69c
Dr. H. E.: Campbell returned home school in the years 1926 and 1927
Sunday morning from Rochester, when we had some exceptional winWe Buy Eggs—-Highest Market Price
Minnesota, where he had been a pat- ners in other lines will have a fairly
ient for several days at the Mayo good idea as to the nature and intensity of the enthusiasm engendered
Bros, clinic.
at such times. Students, faculty, and
ANITA, IQWA
Frank Brown spent Swnday in everyone present entered wholeheartOmaha with his wife, who is a patient edly into this pep fest and amply deat the IMtethodist hospital in that city. monstrated their appreciation and
Mrs. Brown submitted to a major op- pride in the exceptional accomplishment. In fact, the Anita school spirit
eration on Monday of'last week.
awakened from it's slumbers and!
An all day meeting of the Jolly pledged the united and loyal support!
Dozen club was held last Thursday! of the entire school to Betty and her
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Albert! teacher, when they go to Washington
Paul northeast of the city. A covered i D. C., with all expenses paid, and redish diner was served at noon and the j present the state of Iowa in the
national spelling contest.
afternoon was spent socially.
Demonstrations like the above not
A meeting of the Helping Hand only show appreciation for worthWith Pat O'Brien, Ralph Bellamy, Alan Hale,
club of Lincoln 'Center was held at 1 while accomplishments, but they deBetty Compton, Ruitell Hopton, Tom Brown,
the home of Mrs. John Mehlmann last velop in young people splendid tratts
Rollo Lloyd. Story by Tom Buckinsliam. ProThursday afternoon. The afternoon of character and citizenship. They
duced by Carl Laemmle, Jr. Directed by Tay
was spent by the ladies in quilting. also provide powerful incentives for
Garnctt Presented by Carl Laemmle.
Our Store is laden with beautiful and approLunch was served by the hostess.
others to follow in the footsteps of
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
the
most
successful.
Those
in
our
priate Gifts tor Mother. Don't fail to reOn Wednesday evening Mr. and school who are willing to pay the
Mrs. Chas. Jewett entertained the price of supreme victory need never
SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTIONS.
member her this day. We prepare and mail
members of the Njght Hawks' bridge want for support. F'rst the effort—
JIMMIE GLEASON
in
"Lights Out"
packages if you wish. May we suggest: ^ club at their home northwest of the then the prize, toil on.
city. High scorers at Bridge were
Junior-Senior Banquet.
UNIVERSAL NEWS with GRAHAM McNAMEE
Mrs. M. A. Poleson aod Ray Morgan.
The Junior-Senior banquet was held
! CUT FLOWERS 0>R BLOOMING PLANTS
NO ADVANCE IN ADMISSION —10c and 25c
at the Voorhees Lodge last Friday
On Friday evening JMiss Marjorie evening at 6:30 o'clock. The tables
Kenfield entertained -a number of girl and room were tastily decorated with
iers' Day Mottos
Mothers' Day Cards
friends at a slumber party at the balloons and butterflies of various
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. colors which made a good setting for
SPECIAL MOTHERS' DAY CANDY
Ben H. Kenfield, on West 'Main Street. the festivities.
Supper and breakfast were served to
Out of the Comic Strip onto the Screen!! ! !
The mothers of the junior class,
the young ladies.
with *Mrs. Hugo Wiese acting as chairMrs. Harvey Richter was hostess man, prepared a delicious three, course
last Thursday to an all day meeting dinner which was served by girls and
of the W. TF. club. A covered dish boys chosen from the freshman class.
The toast program was interspersed
with Mitzi Green May Robson luster Phelps
dinner was served at nocm. The ladies
in
the courses of the dinner. Millard
spent most of the day in quilting.
This was the last meeting of the club Ruggles acted as toastmaster and
introduced the various participants on
for the present'season.
the program in a very interesting and
The alcohol fuel bill is still a topic
of conversation in Washington but
W, H. Shultz, Dallas Galiher, H. O. entertaining way. Gretchen Budd,
BARGAIN SHOWS EVERY TUBS, and WED.
there appears to be very little chance Stone, H. U. Shannon and Maurice Russell Bangham and Miss Winona
eks ago I made the State- of its getting out on the floor of the Shannon were in Audubou last Thurs- Kyle gave exceptionally good toasts
the U. S. had gone off the House during this extra session. In day evening where they met a team which took the group into dreamland
ard and the country was my opinion the measure would un- from Gray, Iowa, in a checker tourna- and provided much fun as well as TEXAS FARMER HITS
PALATIAL GRANDEUR
Now I might say that the doubtedly be a benefit to agriculture ment. The Anita men won by a close food for thought. Anna Belle Wise
Published Every Thursday by the
sang a solo, Jane Scholl gave a dance
with the inflation amend- At the .present time the Nation con margin, the score being 52 to 48.
A local man received the following
and James Nelson and Raymond Barby the Senate has proved sumes approximately 17 billions o:
letter from one of his Texas friends
C. M. Parker and wife of Cedar ber sang two of their clever duets. the other day:
to the House and the Na- gallons of gasoline, according to figW. F. BUDD . . .
Editor
jiot collapsed from the sliock. ures furnished at a iCongressiona Falls, Iowa, were in the city Monday ] Everything worked out in such a way
"Well, I sold the little farm in Ar!. been guided by the opinion hearing. Now if we substitute a 10 to attend the funeral services for the : as to make the program enjoyable kansas. I have prospered. You know Subscription if paid in advance. .$1.50
bney trust he would have per cent alcohol blend that mans we late Charles E. Faulkner. The Par- t throughout.
we always lived in the one room If not paid in advance
$2.00
[id that the end, would he at could find a market for about one bil- kers are former residents of Anita,] After the dinner the remainder of shack, but I came to east Texas and
Entered at the post office at Anita,
voted for it.
lion, 700 million gallons of the pro- Mr. Parker being superintendent of ; the evening was spent in dancing.
bought a farm and pretty soon afterBaccalaureate Sermon.
(owa, as second class mail matter.
contrajry 1 note that corn duct. Experts in the Department of the Anita schools a number of years |
ward
I
leased
it
to
an
oil
company
I Union baccalaureate services will i and was sure lucky.
[the price now that it was Agriculture have informed me that ago.
THURSDAY, MAY 11, 1933.
be held at the Christian Church this j
home last winter and that you can make about 2J/2 gallons of
"There was a big oil field on the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Swartz
enter-!
Sunday
evening
at
8:00
o'clock.
Rev.
i
commodity prices have im- alcohol from a bushel of corn. In
place and now I have a big house in
Even the goods of Wall other words it would require well over tained the members of the Double j g, L. Anderson will deliver the bac- Alva. It has six rooms. There is one "King- of Jazz" is coming.
bcks and bonds, whose deal- 800,000,000 bushels of corn to supply Eight bridge club at their home last ]ca laureate address. The general pub-, room we do nothing but eat in; two
Rex Weber and wife of Council
j a hemorrhage every time the necessary amount of the product. Thursday evening. Following a cover- ]j c js invited to attend.
rooms that we do nothing but sleep
Bluffs spent the week end with her
Dientions inflation has gone It has been estimated that a 10 per ed dish dinner the evening w,as spent
There will be no fair hekl in Cass > in; one that we just sit around in and parents, Cole Mustek and wife.
It would appear that we cent blend would create a sufficient in playing bridge, at which high
one room that we do nothing but cook
and county this year.
scorers
were
Mrs.
Carl
Millard
| to live through these pro- demand for corn to increase the price
in.
Miss Dora McElfresh was in Dea
in our monetary system to stbout 56 cents per bushel. Be that Mr. Swartz.
"And there is one room that is all
Mrs.
Chas. Hettinger returned
Moines Saturday to see her brother,
| everything.
as it may, the use of the product in ' New deal brings Turn of Road home Monday from the Atlantic hos- white and has a place to wash all Sigel McElfresh, who is not in the
is now waiting expect- such a manner would undoubtedly Sale—and what savings—Auto Sup- pital, where she underwent an opera- over, and over in the corner there is best of health.
Mr. Roosevelt's proposals stimulate the corn market.
a place where you can wash your
plies, Hardware, Paints and House- tion two weeks ago.
hands and face in and in the other
fication of railroad systems
wares.
5-lbs. Soap Chips 1%^ 5-8
R. D. Vernon, long time resident
Mrs. John W. Budd left Tuesday inch Garden Hose, 26 feet, 98c; Fork
Mrs. Carl Holland, living northwest' corner there is a place you can wash
ram of public works. Both
of Anita, is in very poor health, suffor
Sioux
City
to
attend
the
state
of
Anita,
who
recently
submitted
to'
your
feet
in.
When
we
moved
here
soon.
Handles 25c; Seat Covers 59c; and
convention of the P. E. O. society. hundreds more. 13-Plate Battery a major operation at the Atlantic j there was two lids on this but we fering from ailments due to advanced
age.
She is president of the local chapter. $2.95 exchange. Gamble Stores. It hospital, was discharged 'Monday.
have taken them off. We are using
one of them for a dough board and
Shoes For Lea*
Mrs.
Zoe Carter and daughter,
At the meeting' of the Masonic we framed grandpa's picture in the
The members of the Ladies Union
The members of the Friday bridge
NG —$2.98-T OVER
Dixie, of Omaha came to Anita Sunon Tuesday evening, work in the other one."
club were the guests last Wednesday club were entertained last Friday af1
day to visit their father-in-law ami
of Mrs. W. F. Hendricks at her home ternoon at the home of Mrs. Royce third degree was given by Past Masgrandfather,
Frank E. 'Carter. They
ters
of
the
order.
Past
Masters
asJames Rose, wife and daughter and
in Lincoln township. A three course Forshay on North Chestnut Street.
Atlantic,
dinner was served at 1:00 o'clock by Guests were Mrs. Ben H. Kenfield, sisting with the work were W. H. Mrs. Henick drove to Des Moines Sun- remained over Monday to attend the
funeral services for the late Charlea
Armstrong, Robert Scott, William
the hostess.
Mrs. Ralph 'Forshay, Mrs. Floyd De- i Watson, B. D. Forshay, Van Under- day to visit Dr. Coppersmith and E. Faulkner.
family.
H. C. Faulkner, J. A. Wagner, Joe ment, Mrs. Robert Scott and Mrs. Hen-; wood, Grover C. King, Dean ArmAt the two conventions held in AtThe W. C. T. U. will meet on TuesVetter, Leo V. Bongers and E. C. Dor- ry .Maduff. Mrs. Dement won the high i strong, A. V. Robinson, Ed. Revmers,
score
for
the
afternoon.
lantic
Monday morning to select deleday
afternoon
of
next
week
with
'Mrs.
sey leave Sunday for Leach Lake,
j Cecil Scholl, Clyde V. East, C. Fredgates to the state convention, called
Arthur
Davies.
Mrs.
Davtes
and
Mrs.
I
ericksen
and
Paul
P.
Edwards.
At
the
Minnesota,
where
they
will
spend
a
The members of the L-A-N-B dinVE MONEY
week fishing. John Faulkner of Chi- ner and bridge club spent a very en- close of lodge refreshments were Docia Scholl will have charge of the to ratify or reject the proposed repeal of the 18th. amendment, Mrs.
program.
cago will meet them in St. Paul and joyable evening last (Thursday at the served.
T.
L. Smith of Atlantic, well known
will acompany them on the trip.
home of Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Noblitt
The Anita B. B. team lost a 10 leader of activities of farm women,
Last Thursday neighbors of W. H.
on Walnut Street. A covered dish Egan, well known Lincoln township inning game Sunday afternoon on the was nominated as the dry delegate.
dinner was served at 7:00 o'clock and farmer, gathered at his home and local grounds to Atlantic, the score The wets nominated Hugh M. Reinig,
the rest of the evening was spent in with tractors and teams plowed, disced being 16 to 16. Batteries were well known Griswold man. L. M.
playing- bridge and visiting. Mrs. and harrowed his land ready for the Rhoads, Crabbs, Parker, Spry and Martin of Atlantic was named as alWalter F. Budd and- H. L. Bell were planting of com. Those who helped KnQwlton for Anita; and King and ternate to Mr. Reinig. No alternate
high scorers at the bridge session.
was named at the dry convention.
with the work were Chris Holland, Lynch for Atlantic.
4c
Frank
Daughcnbaugh,
Allen
Hayter,
*01L, per pound
Miss Iner Berentsen of Hamlin and
Win. McO'oiy, Max Way, Cecil McSimon Nelson of Anita were married
IOC
Byron Cro/ier, Archie Worm,
RGER, per pound
one day last week at the parsonage Afee,
Soren
BULK AXLE GREASE
of the United Presbyterian church in Cecil Scholl, John Aupperle,
Byron King,
SAUSAGE, pound... 8c
2 pounds 15c
Nasser,
August
Oon,
Atlantic by the Rev. Maurice C. SeaHolland and
CHICK STARTER
man. They were attended by Mr. and L. C. MJcAfee, Kaynor
who is employed by
Harold
Simon,
Mrs Lawrence Nelson, brother and
OMAHA TRUCKING, 15c.
Chas. Liston. At noon a cafeteria
sister-in-law of the groom. Mr. Nel- dinner
was enjoyed, Mrs. Egan being
son is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Chris assisted in serving by Mrs. Chris
Nelson of Anita, and the bride is the Holland, Mrs. Win. MdCrory, Mrs.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Ber- August Cron and Mrs. Cecil McAfee.
entsen of Hamlin.
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Pay for Neglect,
Uur \rovernment Is Nature's Law
— How It Operates
'*••*.

By William Bruckart
' i i i • i i 11 i • i j . i ^
HOW CONGRESS
FUNCTIONS

the Lives of Little Men

Articles Long Unused Are
Bound to Deteriorate
in Quality.

lold being nwnre of how or when. So
t pays either to use things constanty, or else pack them away In some
manner which will preserve them
against the time of returned dealra
o have them utilized.
©, 1933. BcJl Syndicate.—WNU Service.

>r.,Pierce'a Favorite Prescription makes
veak women strong. No alcohol. Sold
>y druggists in tablets or liquid.—Adv.
It's So Different

There seems to be a natural law
It takes the rising generation to
*TpHE galleries for visitors In tha that unused articles shall become sonvlnce you that you are old.
•*• chambers of the senate and the useless. As soon as one stops utilhouse are situated so as to give the izing whatever the thing happens to
maximum view for everyone, but that l>e, from that time It commences to
WHITER? YOU BET?
necessitated placing them on a level deteriorate. It Is as If the article
IT WASHES CLOTHES
quite above the floors where the sen- said:
4 ORB SHADES WHITER
"If you are done with me, so am I
ators or the representatives have their
WITHOUT SCRUBBING
seats. That circumstance does not done with yon, I will not be negalways permit a proper understanding lected and continue to keep In good
of debate. Man; visitors go away condition. I will serve yon to the
from the Capital, therefore, with an best of my ability so long as I enimpression that enactment of legisla- dure, provided yon want me. If I
tion Is far too complex and Intricate am no longer desirable, I cannot help
tor the mind of the lay person to com- deteriorating."
prehend.
How many of us homemakers
It IB unfortunate that this condition have found that such a state of afprevails, but It Is not the only reason fairs is truth. We let garments rewhy those seeing the house or the main hanging In a closet They ma>
senate In session for the first time fail get weak and tear or cut along
to understand what la happening. seams and in folds when we again
They see onjy a part of the whole want to use them. Silk is particupicture of the legislative function. larly liable to be affected. If the
They lack a knowledge of the rules of closet is -warm, the heat is ruinous
the game, and they are not Conversant to silk in which there is any filling.
with what has gone before.
So few silks today are pure. WomThe house and senate are on a par en insist on them having "body," and
in dealing with the bulk of the laws filling supplies "body,"
that go on our statute books, but each
Or It may be that the frock is
tody has certain functions reserved partly or entirely of vwool. Beware
o It and with which the other one of moths and buffalo bugs, if so
ms, and can have, no concern. The They accept the invitation of longI stopped abusing my clothes
louse, by direction of the Constitu- standing unused material and worm "QINCB
O every week-since I began mating out
tion must originate all laws that raise their way into the textiles, and tiny the dirt instead of scrubbing it out against
revenue, those that tax yon and me. holes, always Just where they will • metal washboard—I must have saved at
and It also must start all laws—the; show most, are found In a surpris- least $ 100. For clothes washed the safe
are bills while In the legislative ma- ingly short time.
"scrublcss" Rinso way last 2 ot 5 times
chinery — making appropriations of
Wash goods get soiled and mussed. longer. And they come shades whitei,
public moneys. The senate could Dirt rots textiles. Also, being BUS too—even without boiling 1"
•tan them, of course, but would not pended on clothes hangers strains
The Rinso way of washing clothes is
mean anything. The senate, however. the material of whatever sort, where the modern way. So easy on you—so easy
was given certain specific duties by
bears the weight of the garment on your hands-go wonderfully easy on tho
the Constitution also. No treaties it
clothes!
on the shoulders usually.
with foreign nations are operative
Cup for cup, Rinso gives twice as much
But
it
is
not
wearing
apparel
until approved by the senate. It likesuds as puffed-up soaps—tvtn in bardtft
wise has the final say-so respecting alone which repays us in kind for •wattr. Great in
nearly all appointments to office made failure to make use of It Furniture washers.too—and
will get loose In its Joints, dull o
by the President
polish, shabby In upholstery, etc. Ii simply grand for
It was suggested above that tf the will need to be done over after a dishes! Get the
vlgltor wanted to see the start of thp period of disuse.
BIG package.
talking picture, be would have to atIt is odd that the articles which
tend another theater. That other the- are most easily breakable when
THE BIGGEST-SELLING
ater is tbe committee room. There are used, are those which, when not
PACKAGE SOAP IN AMERICA
47 of these committees In t$e house used, Khow 111 effects least Glass
and 84 In the senate. They are permanent committees. Special commit- and china, when carefully packed
tees are constantly being named to do away, can be taken out and be
a specific Job not readily susceptible found in perfect condition In later
Overcomes Skin Trouble*
of being handled by one of the stand- years. If not so taken care of, howIng committees, .such as an Investiga- ever, they get encrusted with dust,
Rashes, eczemas and moat
tion. In these committees Is where which gets a greasy quality, and It
is
something
of
a
Job
to
wash
and
forms
of itching, burning akin
the bulk of the work Is done; where
clean the pieces.
the grain Is threshed.
irritations
are quickly and
Then, too, unused articles have a
The regular and usual procedure,
easily
healed
"by daily use of
therefore. Is that a. representative will strange way ot losing themselves.
Cuttcnra
Soap
and Cuttcnra
How
the
articles
go
or
where,
reIntroduce a bill In the house, or a
Ointment*
senator will Introduce one In the sen mains a mystery. Like shoe buttons,
ate. Frequently, the same text of 8 which one young boy declared "died
measure will appear simultaneously In off," BO do these unused articles
SoapZSc. Ointment25andSOc.
Sample each free. Addieta: "Cadi
each body. The rules provide for seem to die away. Certainly they
Dept. 6 S, Maiden. Mm.
reference of tbe bill to the committee vanish without anyone in the househaving Jurisdiction. The committee
has a regular meeting day; the new
bin Is taken up, usually with only
members of the committee present,
and ft Is talked over Informally. If It
be of great consequence the committee
will order that bearings be held so
that those favoring the proposed law
may state Its merits and that those opposed to It may voice their opposition
and point out weaknesses In the bill
Sometimes those' hearings will con
Just Do One Thing—That's All
tlnue day after day over several weeks
As a genera], rule, a witness before
a committee will be allowed to tell his
According to many authorities,
What This Does
story, to state his views, without In
some 80% of the people of today That's all you do. But you do it
terruptlon. When his statement Is
have acid stomach. This because so regularly, EVERY DAY, so long as
finished, however, the committee mem
many foods, comprising the modern you have any symptoms of distress.
diet, are acid forming .foods.
bers have their fling. Questions are
acts to neutralize the stomIt usually makes itself felt in achThis
not always designed to be fair, nor
acids that foster your "upset"
sour
stomach,
indigestion,
headare they always aimed to bring out
stomach, that invite headaches and
aches, nausea, "gas, "biliousness," that feeling of lassitude and lost
things which the witness desires to
and most frequently in stomach energy.
admit. It all depends on whether the
pains that come about thirty
Try it Results will amaze you.
committee member views the sub.fect
minutes after eating. So you can Your head will be clear. You'll forfrom the same angle. In consequence,
easily tell if you have it.
get you have a stomach.
the stenographic record of testimony
BUT—be careful that you get
Now
Quietly
and
that always Is taken sometimes mokes
REAL milk of magnesia when you
Easily Corrected
literature akin to comedy, for witbuy; genuine PHILLIPS' Milk of
nesses have a tendency to go too far;
If you do have acid stomach, don't Magnesia. See that the name
to leave themselves vulnerable to opworry about it. You can correct it "Phillips" is stamped clearly oa
in a very simple manner. Just do the label.
position criticism by overlooking weak
this. It will alkalize your acid ALSO IN TABLET FORMi
nesses In their own statements, or by
soaked stomach almost immediatedeliberate misrepresentation of facts.
Phillips' Milk of Magly. You will feel like another person. nesia
are now
Having taken all of the testimony
TAKE—2 t e a s p o o n f u l s of oa saleTablets
at drug stores
that Is offered, the committee again
Phillips' Milk of Magnesia with a everywhere. Each tiny
is the equivalent
works behind closed doors. Not being
glass of water every morning when tablet
a teaspoonf ul of Genyou get up. Take another teaspoon- of
under the necessity to watch out for
uine Phillips' Milk of
tul thirty minutes after eating. And Magnesia.
the political effect of what they say,
another before you go to bed.
they talk frankly about the proposition before them, and reach an agreement, sometimes Informally, sometimes
by a record vote, as to the course they
will follow. In most cases, the bin
as It was sent to the committee needs
correcting. Amendments to accomplish
Neutralizes Food and Tobacco Acids a few
minute* after taking.
the purposes desired are drafted, with
the advice of experts employed by the
house and senate for that purpose, and
In final form. If the majority of the
committee so votes, the bill Is ordered
to be "reported to the house with the
recommendation that the bill do pass,"
or to the senate. If It be a senate com
mlttee.
The fact that the bill has been sent
back to the house or to the senate by
one of Its committees does not mean
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^~™
]
that It ever will see the light of day,
figuratively speaking. Indeed, the
Our merchants are here to please you. It is to
chances are about 60-50 that It never
will receive attention In tbe senate
their advantage to do so, and to your advanand they are about ten to one that
nothing more will be heard of It If It
tage to first try to buy in your hometown. The
was reported In the house by a committee of that body. Each house has
advertisements in our columns are an indication
a "calendar of business." and when n
of what can be bought in our own community/
bill Is reported. Its members and title
l« entered on that calendar, there to
of our own merchants. Let tnem show you.
await further attention, or possibly
death because or adjournment of congress.
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IS BEING MADE "Cohens and Kellys" Will
~ at Rialto This Week
FOR . STATE
FAIR
/ •

A. R. Kohl

BUNE.
NUMBER 30

Select Judges and Clerks WEARIN
For Ejection on June 20

WRITES
FROM WASHINGTON

Here they are again!
George
Sidney and Charlie Murray, in their
County Auditor Jennie M. Ward
Lission Prices Reduced For 1933 new screaming comedy, "The Cohens
Phone 43
We Deliver
has announced the list of judges and
^position Which WiU Be Held
and Kellys in Trouble," booked for
clerks for the special election in the Tells of Important Events Taking
Anita, Iowa
Des Moines From August
showing at the Rialto Theatre on
county on June 20 to select a delePlace at the National CapitoL
Saturday and Sunday.
'
gate-at-large to the state constitu23 to September 1.
Postmaster General Discusses
'
The story concerns Patrick Kelly,
« «
Briardale Coffee i n tional convention July 10 at the state
Matter
of
Patronage.
tug boat captain, and Nathan Cohouse in Des Moinea/ to ratify or rea NEW" vacuum glass jar. 25 per cent greatject the proposed amendment to res Moines, May 17.—A huge, sum- hen, retired business man, who comes
er
vacuum
than
the
can,
and
when
empty
gives
peal the 18th. amendment. The dry
|vacation camp at the Iowa State to see him after an absence of many
you a fancy pantry jar, or a quart jar for canBy OTHA ». WEARIN
nominee is Mrs. T. L. Smith of Afclanwith bargain admiaaion prices years. The men are juaft starting to
ning
fruit
and
vegetables.
have
their
fun
when
a
yftung
revenue
The
farm
bill with amendments has
tic,
and
the
wet
candidate
is
Hugh
.ampers during the 1933 exposiM. Reinig of Griswold.
gone to the White House. The contfrom August 28 through Septem- officer falls.in love with Kelly's daughThe cost is no more than in the tin can, so you can,
The judges, clerks arid polling ference report came up in the Houseand. with tents, cote, and all ter, unbeknowns^ to him—and Kelly
now use quality coffee and feel that it is costing
hates
revenue
officers.
Kelly's
explaces for this part of the county fol- last week and was delayed a day by
accessories furnished at
low:
a point of order raised against it on.
you no more than the ordinary cheaper coffees.
at cost, is being planned here wife also appears to collect back aliGrant precinct, No. 1—Anita city the part of the minority.
summer, fair officials an- mony, jthe men are suspected of rumIt is well known by now that the
hall. Drys: C. H. Bartley, judge; J.
running, and a general complication
ed today.
measure
carried with it a provision
C.
Jenkins
and
Mary
Eva
Smith,
starts
the
action
off.
There
are
camp ground will be open to
clerks. Wets: Dennis Pearce, judge; to refinance farm mortgages and also
jublic free of charge, and camp- yachting trips, rum boat chases, and
Guy Rasmussen and George Smither, one entitled the inflation amendment.
pll be given admission tickets to plenty of othet excitement as the plot
clerks.
The Simpson cost of production
BISCUIT FLOUR, Briardale, per package
21c
ate Fair at a reduced price of comes to a more or less happy ending.
amendment
failed after a spirited batGrant
precinct,
No.
2—Chambers
COCOA, Hershey's, y2-pound cans .. 0 ..
9c
_ kets for $2. In addition, campbuilding, Anita. Drys: Frank Osen, tle in the House. At the close of the
Among those who add to the laughs
rill be permitted to go back and
judge; C. E. Parker, clerk.
Wets: debate a succssful demand was made
between the camp and fair ar» '.'gravel-throated" Andy D«vine,
for the "yeas" and "nays" thus occaJ.
E.
Morgan,
judge;
A.
A.
Hayter,
the
inimitable
Jobyna
Howlandv
i as many times a day' as they
clerk.
sioning a record vote.
Maude
Fulton
and
Henry
Armetta,
[and also to go back and forth
BLUING, large bottle liquid bluing
9c
A number of contingents of the
Franklin township—I. O. O. F. hall,
while
Prank
Albertson
and
Maureen
) Moines without charge, through
Wiota. Drys: Emmeltt Butler, judge; Bonus Army have arrived in WashO'Sullivan
lend
convincing
portrayals
SALMON,
GWC
Red
Alaska,
tall
1-lb.
cans
15c
pial camp grqund gate.
Mrs. Arleigh Acker and Mrs. Bruce ington and are camped in various secas the young lovers.
istically reduced prices will be in
Robinson, clerks. Wets: J. T. Waters, tions of the surrounding country. S»
Mtorton Downey Musical.
tents, cots, and other campjudge; Albert Morgan and J. P. Metz, far the entire picture has been very
In
addition
to
the
Cohens
and
Kellities, which will be availclerks.
orderly. The boys come to the House
lys,
there
will
be
a
25
minute
musiPRUNES, California, 40-50 size, 2 pounds
15c
In the groutHb to those who do
Benton township—Benton center Office Building now and then to see
cal program featuring Vincent Loliah to bring their own equipschoolhouse.
Drys: Joe Morgan, various Congressmen. A man from
MARSHMALLOWS, fresh, per pound
15c
I Under the plan now being com- pez and his orchestra, Dave Dreyer,
judge; Mrs. Joe Morgan and Mrs. California and one front Maine were
and the famous singer, Morton Dow, it wiU be/made possible for a
Warren Jordan, clerks. Wets: J. B. in our office a few days ago and I had
ney. This novelty brings to the screen
Canned Tomatoes, Peas, Corn, Green
•of two people to take a comMcDermott, judge; Peter Johnson and an interesting conversation with them.
noted radio and Broadway stage perjSve-day outing at the State
or
Wax
Beans,
Kidney
Beans,
your
Yesterday ((Friday) the House conWerner Blunk, clerks.
sonalties. The numbers to" be sung
his summer at a cost of $7.90.
choice, per can.
Lincoln township—Lincoln .township sidered and defeated a rule to call
by Downey include "Sunny Side Up,"
:ludes four dollars for two
hall. Drys: John Mehhnann, judge; up the Sirovich resolution to investi"Only in My Dreams" and "It All Deadmission tickets, $2.40 for pends on You."
Charles Liston and Lester Scholl, gate the motion picture industry on
FIG
BARS
or
GINGER
SNAPS,
per
pound
lOc
ntal, and $1.50 for cot rental,
clerks.
Wets: John Pearce, judge; the ground that investors have been
The Universal news with Graham
ng the family brings its own
M.
C.
Brehmer
and William Watson, swindled and injustice dealt out to the
McNamee brings you the big news of
g, as most state fair campers
small" theatre owners. The opposition
clerks.
the day. The martial law in the
• doing their own cooking, an
did not attack the matter so much
farm riot at LeMars, Iowa, is in this
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Kopp entertained from the standpoint of the purpose in[family can take a week's out- news reel.
CREAMERY BUTTER, per pound
23c
a company of friends at a 6:30 o'clock volved as it did the form in which
i this year's State Fair almost
GOLDEN PANCAKE FLOUR, 4-lb. sack
19c
Bargain Nights.
dinner last Wednesday evening at the resolution was drawn. It could
eply as staying at home, expoNext
Tuesday
and
Wednesday
SOAP
CHIPS,
GWC,
large
21-ounce
package..
.10c
their' home on Mars Avenue. The have probably been written in such a
ficials declared.
evening was spent in playing bridge. manner that it would have passed.
the arrangements now being evenings, the lOc and 15c bargain
OPEN EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
The party was in honor of Mr. Kopp's
By the time this appears in print
pi, State Fair executives expect nights, the feature attraction is "Hidden
Gold,"
starring
Tom
Mix
and
his
birthday.
Congress will probably be considerj this one of the most popular
ing some other important phases of
resorts in the midwest this pony, Tony. See Tom in action—
midst flying fists, barking guns,
the Roosevelt program. A proposal
to coordinate the railroads and indused prices'have also been an- thundering hoofs and the fiercest
try and public works bill are in the
in practically all branches of forest fire ever screened. It's great.
Mix
and
his
suporting
cast
will
give
offing.
A caucus of the majority parAutomobiles will be admittty was held this week to consider
of charge this year. Grand- you all (the excitement you can stand
Large Crowd at Baccalaureate.
The citizens of Anita and the surCongressman Otha D. Wearin, who
a smashing story of intrigue, love
some of the principles involved in such
jidmissions have been reduced
Union Baccalaureate services were proposals.
rounding territory will be privileged has the honor of having Miss Betty
and
battle
of
the
plains.
prmer levels of 50 cents, 75
There will also be a 2-reel comedy to see the Seal Brothers 3-ring cir- Burns of Anita, the state champion held at the Church of Christ last SunDiscusses Patronage.
$1, to new 1933 rates of
on
the program, and all for lOc and cus at either the afternoon or even- speller, in his district, has recently day evening. The church was crowded
The democratic members of Cona, 50 cents, and box seats at
ing performance on Thursday, May congratulated the young lady upon to the utmost and many people were gress also attended another interest15c.
All boys and girls under
her achievement and expressed his turned away for lack of room.
ing meeting last Thursday eveningDuring the summer season the 18.
foe admitted free at the outThe senior class consisting of fifteen presided over by James A. Farley.
This
is
the
first
circus
to
come
to
confidence that she is going to be the
shows will start promptly at 7:45 p. m.
es, and children between 12
Anita for some time and with the ap- next national champion. Mr. Wearin girls and sixteen boys made an im- The Postmaster General discussed the
at half price. General admisproval of all the people.
extended the services of his office to pressive group in their processional matter of patronage very freely asbe 50 cents.
This circus carries about 60 people her during her stay in Washington and recessional march, with Mrs. suring the Congressmen that post[information about the State
and are featuring tight wire walking, for the nation wide contest on Mlay Florence Osen at the piano.
office vacancies will be filled as soon
The church was artistically decorat- as possible. There are thousands of
np this summer may be had
trapeze, dog and cat acts, and many 30 in the following letter:
ed with purple and white flowers, the
the Secretary of the Iowa
others.
Dear Miss, Burns:
, high school colors. This kind of a them in the United States and it takes
.. . . , .
,
,
lair at Des Moines.
T
Your favorite merchant will give
Anita will observe "Poppy Day"
time to consider each individual case.
1 Wa d hgh ted
l ! . ,.^n°te_ ^ a ^f^etting along with a large audience,
this year on May 27, the Saturday be- you free tickets, which will admit one paper that
What is true of post offices is also
you have won the state I good music, and a good program
fore Memorial Day, i* has been an- for onJy lOc to this regular 26c and spelling contest in Iowa. It is a fine
true of other appointments. It will
throughout made an evening very require a little time for the new adnounced by Mrs. Mary E. Smith, chair- 40c circus.
thing for you to bring that honor to much worthwhile.
The big tents will be erected in the the 7th. Congressional District of
ministration to map out a program.
man of the poppy committee of Anita
Rev. E. L. Anderson, pastor of the Furthermore the leaders are of the
Unit of the American Legion Auxil- city ball park south of the railroad Iowa. Permit ime to congratulate you
Congregational church, delivered a opinion that the party's first job is
upon your achievement. I am sure
Luman, daughter of iary. The Unit is making extensive tracks.
Among Seal Brothers features this you are going to be the national very good sermon on "The Ideals of to pull the country out of the panic
preparations
for
the
observance
of
the
• M. H. Luman, is a canthe Commonplace." In a forceful we have been experiencing with
season is its wild animal department, champion.
r graduation at the Drake day in hoping for the full cooperation
manner he outlined the ideals of char- emergency legislation and that seems
consisting
of
lions,
tigers,
bears,
cawuI am happy to know that you will acter, service, and cheerfulness and
commencement exercises of all other organizations and indivisensible.
els, etc., with Princess Zulu, the larg- represent the state of Iowa at the Narding to an- announcement duals.
showed how they were the foundation
est India water buffalo in captivity.
Memorial
poppies,
to
be
worn
in
tional
Spelling
Bee
in
Washington,
Emma J. Scott, university
For the kids, there will be clowns D. C., on May SOth. I want you and upon which a successful life must be
honor of the World War dead, will bfe
built.
and more clowns.
anyone who comes with you to make
to receive a junior col- made available to everyone in the city
Class Day Exercises.
my office your headquarters if such a
by volunteer workers from the Auxilducation certificate from the
The
Class
Day exercises given by
plan meets with your approval. We
iary Unit, Organization of the work' education,the members of the graduating class
will
endeavor
to
make
your
stay
in
The 8th. grade pupils of the Anita
A. Wallace, United States ers is going forward rapidly under
Washington as pleasant and valuable will be given in the high school audi- schools entertained at a 6:30 o'clock
Mrs. Smith's direction and the Unit
agriculture, will deliver
torium
on
Wednesday
evening
at
8:00
as possible.
ss
dinner last Friday in honor of the
at the commencement ex- expects to have its "poppy girls" in
If you will let me know when you o'clock. This is usually an event that 13th. birthday of their classmate,
all parts of the down town district
will be held in the UniJohn Parker Tyson, son of Davis expect to arrive I will endeavor to be many look forward to and it promises
throughout the day. The flowers for
hurch of Christ auditorium.
and
Lydia A. Tyson, was born Sep- at the station to meet you. We will to be worth hearing this year. The Miss Betty Burns, Iowa's state spellsale have been ordered from Atlantic
ing champion. The table which was
public is invited to attend.
Mieved that Mr. -Wallace will
where they have been made by dis- tember 22, 1858, in Cedar county, be glad to attend to any details in
set in the gynasium was beautifully
prations of international imIowa, and passed away April 24, 1933, preparation for your arrival that you
Commencement Exercises.
abled World War veterans.
decorated with apple blossoms and
and the exercises will be
at
Pasadena
California.
He
spent
the
Commencement
exercises
will
be
care to place in our hands.
"Poppy Day is the day for personal
tulips.
Nut cups and serviettes were
With the very kindest of personal held at the Church of Christ on Thurs- in four pastel shades. Covers were
tribute to the men who lost their lives ftrdt 28 years of his life on the farm
^lace's trip to make the
in
Iowa,
near
the
place
of
his
birth.
day
evening,
May
18th.
at
8:00
o'clock.
regards to you, I am
in the country's service." "It is a day
sa will be his first visit
In the year 1887 he and a brother,
There will be good music provided by placed for twenty-six, including Misa
Sincerely,
when all can show that they-still rethe high school glee clubs and a good Betty, her teacher, Miss Christina Hole west since he became member and honor the sacrifices made A. L. Tyson, drove to Kansas in a
Otha D. 'Wearin
len, her music teacher, Miss Adria
program throughout.
f President Roosevelt's by those who defended America dur- covered wagon and located in Holton,
Congressman, 7th. District, Iowa.
Moon, Supt. and Mrs. C. W. Garlock,
Rev.
R.
J.
Cornell,
pastor
of
the
Jackson
county,
where
he
resided
borate plans are being ing the great war crisis, and that ithey
Mr.
and Mrs. Tom Burns and ninefederated churches of Hawarden,
reception, which will be are carrying on for America in time many years, making his home with an
teen members of the 8th. grade as
In
the
fall
of
1919
Iowa,
will
deliver
the
commencement
f governor of Iowa.
follows: Clark Wiese, Dale Kuester,
of peace. The poppy is a patriotic aunt and cousins. Came H. Tyson,
address. Rev. Cornell is an especially
he and a cousin,
Ralph Evinger, Joe Veter, William.
symbol which means honor for the moved to Pasadena, where he spent
1
fluent
speaker
and
will
bring
a
mesALL JOIN HANDS.
Crawford,
Robert Smith, Ruth Rugdead and service for the living.
sage that will be very profitable to
the remaining years of his life.
gles, Maxine Stager, Clara Wiese,
"No
price
will
be
asked
for
the
both
young
and
old.
The
public
is
inA contract has been let by the
of Des Moinea, and
Surviving him are his cousin, CarDorothy Mclntyre, Dorothy Suiter,
trusitees of the Methodist Episcopal vited and should avail themselves of
ita man, tries his hand at American Legion Auxiliary poppies.
1
rie
H.
Tyson,
of
Pasadena;
three
sisDorothy
Forshay, Dora Jean CampThe
Auxiliary
wants
everyone
t
)
wear
in awhile, and he sends
ters, Mrs. Alice Kohl and .Mrs. Mary church to John S. Gebuhr of Council this opportunity. Both the above oc- bell, Marguerite Davey, Jane Dement,
ne
one of his latest com- a poppy and to contribute for the Slater of Anita, and Mrs. Mina Burk Bluffs for the building of a new casions are free.
Zella Dorsey, Leona Rasmussen, Marflower according to his means. All
Party for Betty Burns.
churcn on the site of the old church
jorie Kenfield and Patty Williams.
contributions will be used for relief of Mission, TexaS ; two brothers, W. S. building, which was destroyed by fire
Pr
The
pupils
of
the
eighth
grade
gave
| anklin D. Roosevelt,
work among the disabled veterans and Tyson, of McAllaster, Kansas, and in the early morning hours of De- a banquet in honor of Betty Burns
of
the hour,
Russell Mclntyre, who is employed
J. !H. Tyson, of Lisbon, Iowa; and a
their families, the bulk of the money
cember 29, 1932. Work on the new and their teacher, Miss Christina Hol- in the office of the Federal Land Bank
les are as bright,
going to support the relief activities number of cousins, nephews and building, which will cost around len, in the high school gymnasium
lightest of flowers.
in Omaha, visited in the city over Simnieces in various parts of ihe countof our local Auxiliary Unit among
$6,000 will start in a few days. The last Friday evening. The 'mothers day with his parents, W. H. Mclntyre
la
b°rs and toils,
ryneedy families in this city."
structure will be a frame building 83 served a very nice three course din- and wife.
less task,
feet
by 65 feet with a large basement ner which was interspersed with
f us,
H. G. Armentrout was in Atlantic
J.
A.
LaForge
and
wife
and
Mrs.
which
will be used as a dining room. short toasts by different members
The members of the Original Sunhe
Monday to attend a meeting of the
would ask.
Mayme Haley of Aurora, Illinois, are
All plans for the new church have present. Mr. and Mrs. Tom Burns shine club held their regular meeting
spending a few days in the city this board of supervisors.
been approved by the bishop and dis- and Sup't. and Mrs. C. IW. Garlock at the home of Mrs. Earl Anderson
were invited guests.
week, guests of Mrs. Nellie Eneix.
a hand,
last Thursday. At noon a covered
Mrs. A. J. Kopp and Mrs. Ted Walk- trict superintendent.
The eighth grade pupila had the dish dinner was enjoyed. The afterut
er
were
Omaha
visitors
last
Thursl this broad land.
Dr. E. E. Morton and wife were tables and gym nicely decorated and j noon was spent by the ladies in quiltThe pond on the P. W. Lowenburg day They were accompanied home
Politics a8id
farm west of Anita will be seined m by Mrs. Frank Brown, who had been a ..i Des Moines a few days last week, showed that they had the enthusiasm, ing. Mrs. Wm. Duff will be hostess
where they attended the meeting of and energy to honor one of their to the club members at their next
a few days by the state game commisthe Iowa State Medical Association.
members when honor was due.
' meeting.
,
win
placed in Turkey creek.

Friday and Saturday Specials

Black Raspberries »*»£•«> 430

Brooms

The best y<m ever b u ht

°s

P3c

Laundry Soap miteGSLdry 7 bars 20c

Seal Brothers Circus to
Wearin Offers Office to
Be in Anita on Thursday State Champion Speller

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES

Anita Will Observe "Poppy
Day" Saturday, May 27

Luman to Graduate
Dm Drake University

Betty Burns Entertained
at a Birthday Party

Brother of Anita Women
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News Review of Current
Events the World Over

tTMNEK WELLES, the capable new
S
American ambassador to Cuba,
was received at the dock In Havana

FARM
POULTRY

Howe About:

by a few officials and nbont 100 other
persons who were perWatching Out
mitted to pass through
the strong guards esThe Alarm Bell
tablished by the govThe Youth Movement
ernment to prevent a
demonstration.
Along
BACK-YARD FLOCKS
International Tariff Truce Seems Assured — Progress
the sea wall drive on
By ED HOWE
REDUCE FOOD COST
his way to his hotel
Toward War Debt Settlement—Senate Passes
OVE of wives for husbands Is ofthe was cheered by
j en said to be a very unstable
Bill for Control of Securities.
thousands who hope
thing, but Sllerius expresses the bebe can help in restor- Table Scraps May Be Used lief ID bis memoirs that It Is mor*
ing prosperity and
stable than the lore grown children
to Feed Poultry.
""""" ""'.',„" peace In the Island
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
show parents.
Sumner Welle. repubu<; Jn R state.
Silerius mentions with approval and
C. F. Parrloh, Poultry E*t«»!!»1I| ^
North Carolina State Collei«NE of the busiest men in the world for an international agreement to re- ment handed to local newspaper wen Byciallst.
thankfulness that his third wife onc«
WNU Service.
monetize
silver
on
a
basis
of
a
definite
the
ambassador
referred
to
the
histhese days is Norman H. Davis,
The back-yard poultry growing In- said to him that the blunt regularity
American ambassador-at-large In Eu- fixed ratio of not to exceed sixteen toric bonds between the United States
dustry has always been an Important with which he was called on dally for
rope, and it wouM appear that he Is fine ounces of silver to one fine ounce and Cuba.
doing his multifarious of gold."
"I will give my most earnest con- factor in poultry growing, and should money with which to pay household
Jobs very well. It was
sideration to the fundamental problem be expanded during the present pe- expenses, and the hard way In which
he was compelled to earn all his
,
up to him to persuade *TpHE international wheat conference of regenerating the healthy flow of riod.
the British govern- •*• opened In Geneva and the Ameri- trade between us," he said. "I hold As a reason for this suggestion, money, excited her pity, and causedment to accept the can delegation was on hand, its mem- the sincere conviction that It IB to back-yard poultry keeping is affected her to resolve to be more frugal In her
proposal of President bers Including Henry Morgenthau, Sr. ; the prime Interest of Cuba, as well less by changing economic conditions expenses.
Sllerius adds a note (page 82, 2nd
Roosevelt that there George O. Haas, member of the federal as to the Interest of the citizens of than any other productive enterprise.
be an International farm board, and Frederick E. Murphy, the United States, that there be con- In times of high prices, great numbers vol.), that none of Ws grown children
tariff truce pending publisher of the Minneapolis Tribune sidered at an appropriate moment the of persons keep fowls as a means of ever said an equally agreeable thing
the outcome of the
bases for an agreement which will reducing the cost of living. In times to him.
• • •
world economic con- *T*HE Simpson price-fixing amend- stimulate the advantageous Inter- of depression, the back-yard flock may
•*• ment to the farm bill was rejected change of commodities to an equal play an important part In the struggle
Another Great Man has gone to the
ference in London.
to keep going on a reduced income. dogs. The trouble seems to be he
N. M. Davit This he accomplished, by the house by a decisive vote—283 extent between both countries."
according to an an- to 109—because Chairman Jones of
Concerning the Cuban political sit- Then, too, fowls are most adaptable didn't watch out on hla way np.
and may be kept successfully under a
nouncement by Prime Minister Mac- the agriculture committee declared the uation, Mr. Welles said:
In climbing, one ronst be constantly
Donald In the house of commons, al- President was opposed to It and Macareful: see to It that every round
"The government of the United wide range of conditions.
It Is true, when the range is re- above Is as sound as those below
though Great Britain made important jority Leader Byrne urged the house States reiterates the (Bllhu) Root Inreservations providing that the trade to stand behind the administration.
terpretation given to the Platt amend- stricted and methods are intensified, which carried him safely.
The senate agreed to the report on ment In 1901; that Is, that the Platt the feed and labor cost for each bird
pacts now being negotiated by Britain
And such care Is always easier than
abonld not be affected. The text of the measure by the conference com- amendment Is not synonymous with' is Increased. This may not be a a fall
the agreement between Davis and Mac- mittee after vain protest by advocates Intermeddling In the domestic affairs handicap since our experience has
I do not believe Samuel Insnll was
shown us that when farmers produce a rogue, but became careless as he
Donald was cabled to Washington for of the price fixing amendment It of Cuba."
eggs and poultry at lowest cost, they climbed, and developed dangerous conthe final approval of the American also yielded to the house by agreeing
government, which was promptly to broaden the power of the secretary
EPORTS from Washington that do not necessarily make the largest celt
given.
of agriculture to Initiate and approve
I cannot understand how any man.
President Roosevelt planned to net profit either on the birds or the
France, Italy and Belgium have ac- agreements for marketing farm prod- provide emergency relief to avert a labor used. It Is cheaper possibly to Intelligent enough to fully realise what
cepted the tariff truce, the two former ucts, without regard to the anti-trust food shortage In cities were Ignored buy feed than to buy eggs and chick- a man necessarily is, can become constipulating that It be based on the laws, and to license the handlers of by the National Fanners' Holiday as- ens, and much of the table scraps or ceited,
present dollar valuation and that a agricultural commodities. Under the sociation at Des Molnes, and an ap- surplus green vegetables may be used
• • *
•nperduty can be imposed if the dollar bill as finally passed the secretary may peal was issued by It to every planter to advantage with the back-yard flock.
In
youth
and
age
only natural things
In keeping poultry In the backyard, have Impressed me.
depreciates further.
Favorable re- Include under these provisions not and cattleman in the country to Join
sponses were expected in Washington only the seven basic commodities em- In the farm strike.
however, houses should be well venAnd natural things have Impressed
from Japan, Germany, Holland and braced by the benefit and production
MIlo Reno, president of the associa- tilated, but not open to winds and rain. me only because of the nower behind
control portions of the bill but all ag- tion, said that when the bouse of rep- Good dropping boards, clean nests,
China.
ricultural products processed and mar- resentatives killed the Simpson amend- plenty of fresh water In clean con- them to force my acceptance.
As a young man I was often
RIME MINISTER MAO DONALD in keted in this country.
ment to the farm relief bill, which tainers, and curtains for protecting the ashamed because of youthful Incomhis speech to parliament also took
would have guaranteed production birds during bad weather are necesnp the subjects of war debts and world PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT contin- costs, all hopes of cancelling the sary. While the houses should have petence and judgment; because those
disarmament, throwing considerable *• ued his economic conversations strike were shattered.
open fronts, the birds must have ade- older dally demonstrated more capability as a result of longer experience.
light on the negotiations between his with foreign statesmen, and the most
The other four points of the associ- quate protection during cold, rainy In learning my trade 1 never doubted
colorful of his visitors was T. V. ation's demands are: Settlement of weather.
government and President Roosevelt
the foreman's greater ability, and acSoong, the youthful mortgages on a low-Interest, long-term
Be declared that the world economic
cepted his Instructions as I accepted
appearing minister of basis, lower property taxes, free silver
conference cannot be fully successful
Use Sanitary Practice
the suggestions of the older men In
finance of China, who and payment of the soldier bonus.
unless the war debt difficulties have
shop.
was presented by Minbeen removed before It comes to an
to Reduce Chick Loss theI same
Meeting In Montevideo, Minn., memhave never been able to underister A l f r e d Sze. bers of the Minnesota Farm Holiday
end. He said that on this "there is
Poultrymen who put health first last
Doctor Soong natur- association voted to Join In the strike. year in the growing of their pullets stand the Confidence of Youth of
complete union of opinion." The preally was especially They also demanded that the Presi- suffered less than 7 per cent loss of which so much la beard.
mier asked parliament to hush up disInterested in w h a t dent remove Secretary of Agriculture chicks.
cussion of this question and not ask
stand the President Wallace from office because he opThe other day I met an old fellow
embarrassing questions concerning his
D. C. Henderson, poultry extension
might take in the posed the Simpson amendment. The specialist of the Pennsylvania State col- who bad long lived luxuriously. He
negotiations with the United States.
Sino-Japanese q u a r- 4,000 delegates decided they would lege, says that 707 co-operators with seemed "about all in," aa the saying
He said that if the world disarmarel, and he stated In not pay Interest, taxes or other debts the agricultural extension service In Is, and told me of his Ills. I said the
ment "conference was to coine to any• thing like a satisfactory conclusion,
T. V. Soong detail the position of until the dollar became an "honest the state last year reported the grow- only remedy I had ever found was
China. No informa- measure of value." The association de- ing of 426,542 chicks. The average taking care of myself. His reply Imthe United States would have to take
part in a consultative pact, "the ef- tion was given out Indicating Mr. manded federal operation of banks loss of chicks reported was 10.4 per pressed me.
fect of which would be to increase the Roosevelt's intentions in the matter, and other credit agencies and a na- cent, but poultrymen who used all the
"Yes," he said, "I know about that,
security of European nations and the but press dispatches from Washington tional ' Presidential moratorium on sanitary practices recommended by the but I did not begin early enough."
safety of threatened nations against were received in Peiplng quoting farm, city home and personal proper- extension poultry specialists had a loss
I send out another general alarm to
war." The United States, he said, Soong as saying he bad been assured ty foreclosures, and other relief meas- of only 6.94 per cent
be lost in the magnificent errors of
had so agreed and an announcement of American Intervention in China If ures. R. L. Rickard, president of the
The five recommended practices in- today. Most people live like greedy
1
would soon be made in Washington to Japanese troops captured Peiplng. Oklahoma Holiday association, pre- cluded quality chicks from vigorous children until something serious napthat effect
These dispatches probably were mis- dicted that 90 per cent of the farmers stock, early hatching, clean brooder pens.
President Roosevelt presumably leading if not entirely false.
of Oklahoma would withhold their houses, clean feeders and clean
One should begin taking care of himViscount Klkujiro Ishti is on his way products from market.
agrees with MacDonald concerning
grounds.
self before the first alarm, which comes
the necessity of settling the war debts. from Japan to Washington, and when
Since this plan of growing chicks long before forty or fifty. The alarm
He sent to congress a message asking he meets the President he, too, will
was started In the state there has been bell began ringing very early In my
ARVARD
adds
itself
to
the
list
ot
that he be given authority to deal with be concerned mainly with the Ameriwith young presi- a consistent decrease In chick losses. life; I believe It does In the lives of
the other nations In settling the debt can attitude toward the Far East em- dents,universities
the corporation having selected In 1929 the average loss among co-op- most men, and beg them to pay attenIssue, at least temporarily. Secretary brogllo. He is prepared to defend the
Bryant Conant, forty years erators was 15 per cent, but those who tion earlier.
of State Hull admitted that the debt Japanese conquest of Manchuria and James
old, to succeed A.
used all the clean practices lost only
We frequently hear exclamations as
matter would be taken up concurrent- will urge American recognition of the Lawrence Lowell. He
10 per cent In 1S30 the average loss to the Most Amazing Thing In the
ly with the Issues before the economic puppet state of Manchukuo. One of Is S h e l d o n Emery
was 13.2 p*r cent, and those who used World. I think It is the dullness, inconference, but both he and MaeDon- his important tasks will be to learn professor of organic
all the sanitary practices lost only 8% efficiency, carelessness and dishonesty
ald insisted It would not form part of how far the Idea of a consultative chemistry In the uniper cent, in K3I the average was of adults who are permitted to ran at
the conference discussion. MacDonald pact to Implement the Kellogg-Briand versity and is widely
slightly over 10 per cem, and the loss large, bear children and vote, although
•aid the June 15 due date on debts anti-war treaty has developed. As known among scienfor those naing all the clean practices they refuse to learn the simplest leswas "an awkward hurdle" and asked was said above, Mr. MacDonald told tists for his research
was less than 7 per cent
sons we birch children for not pracparliament not to make it harder to parliament that the United States had
work in special fields.
ticing.
surmount by premature debate.
agreed to take part in such a pact
Born at Porchester,
* • *
France hopes for a moratorium or
A Productive Hen
Others who consulted with Mr. Mass., March 26, 1893,
its equivalent on the payment it owes Roosevelt were Dr. HJalmar Schachf,
Men who are careless, not honest.1
A
single
comb
Rhode
Island
Red
hen.
June 15, and the cabinet confirmed president of the Reichsbank, who the BOD of James
owned by the North Dakota agricultur- and do not pay their debts, have bad
its decision not to pay the nineteen brought up the questions of German Scott Conant and Jenal college, laid 542 eggs In two years judgment In other respects; it has
Dr.
J.
B.
million odd defaulted in December un- equality at arms and boundary re- nett Bryant Conant,
according to O. A. Barton, head of the been discovered that one-fourth, of all
Conant
he
entered
Harvard
less it is granted, rejecting Herriot's visions; and Albert J. Panl, finance
department The epgs from automobile drivers having collisions
college in 1910, after preparing. at the poultry
proposal that the debt Interest due be minister of Mexico.
are listed as dead beats in their comthis
hen
sold for .a total of $9.74.
Itoxbury Latin school. Completing
paid Immediately. In Washington it
In the records kept, It was found munities,
his
college
work
In
1913,
after
three
'
was said the administration felt
* • •
ahead with the President's years in which he attained high hon- j that this hen consumed 200 pounds
strongly that no consideration should
program for federal regulating of ors, Conant was graduated with the ! of feed at a cost of $2.40, leaving a
As moving an incident In life as I
be given France on the June 15 pay- most things, the senate passed the adba lance of $7.34 in two years. The have ever heard is this: A young girl
ment unless she first paid up the sum ministration bill for the control of se- degree of A. B. Ui s degree of Ph. D. S7.34 Js the amount which was re- of average good family In 'my town
was conferred in 3010 and the next
that was due in December.
curities sold in interstate commerce.
ceived for overhead cost and labor In- married at seventeen, and had five
In his message to congress President Differences between the senate meas^ year he received an appointment as come.
children in seven years. One day she
instructor
at
Harvard.
Roosevelt also asked for a grant of ure and that already put through the
After serving duriug the war with ' Eggs produced by this hen had a disappeared and has never been heard
blanket power to negotiate tariff re- house were mostly slight and easily
total weight of about 65 pounds or
visions so he can carry out his pro- compromised. The former, however, the bureaus of chemistry and mines ' more than ten times her body weight. from since, except a letter she wrote
her mother from a distant town, which
he
returned
to
Harvard
in
1919
as
as!
gram for stimulating world trade by contained an amendment offered by
sistant professor of chemistry i u j She produced her eggs on an average said she couldn't stand the burden of
breaking down high tariff barriers.
Senator Hiram Johnson of California
he became an associate profes- i of slightly over four pounds of feed being married. She found no fault
setting up federal machinery to uid 1925
sor
arid
two years later a f u l l profes- per dozen, and at a feed cost of an with her husband saying he was as
*TpURNING back to the mutter of holders of foreign bonds that are in
proximutely 5 cents per dozi-a
great a martyr as she had been, "Yon
sor.
Uis
present position of Sheldon ' lace's
••• world disarmament, we again find default.
Farmer.
may be sure," she added, "there is not
tmery
professor
dates
back
from
the
!
Norman Davis active. He had a long
Under the bill, the federal trade
another man in the case; the man-lack
talk in London with Dr. Alfred Rosen- commission will become the governing
In my life has been completely satisberg, who Is Chancellor Hitler's chief body of the securities trade. Persons
fied."
adviser In foreign affairs, and is said or corporations about to sell securiGLASS produced a new
• * •
J™!L0f.SUnligtlt an(1 fr ^> air to
to have told him flatly that the United ties in Interstate commerce and agents
reform bill that was e*.
One of my greatest humiliations Is
disStates Is utterly opposed to any in- of foreign governments about to sell pected to have the backing of the ad- ease troubles.
the manner In which politicians make
crease in armaments by anyone, and foreign securities must register each ministration. It was awrove(i by the
a fool of me; my helplessness in prothat America regards Germany's pres- Issue with the commission, together senate banking subcommittee after
Vearling hens, or older ouea In corn tecting myself from the harm they
ent policy of demanding a larger army with detailed information concerning that body had made an important
aa an obstacle to the success of the the issue.
change which would require private he* Hocks, are 20 times aS uleiv to constantly do,me, I frequently work
have tuberculosis as pullets.
myself into a frenzy about It, and
disarmament conference. He let the
Large groups of securities are ex- bankers to abandon either their bus!splutter to others who are also angry,
German know that the United States empt, such as short term commercial ness in deposits or IB securities. The
and hurt, but we get no relief out of
jjovernment thinks Germany is tend- paper, government, state, and muni- bill is designed to curb the use of fedexpects to
our exchange of Indignation.
ing to become u disturber of European cipal bonds, securities of railroads and eral reserve credit in speculation and
to Britain this
peace.
twice the QUBWUy «porte7ta
• • •
other utilities subject to federal regu- to insure deposits in federal reserve about
Rosenberg in return, it is said, dis- lation, national bauk securities, a^iil member banks through a ?2,000,000 000 1032.
Some one excited us long ago by de'
claimed any Intention ou Germany's securities issued by educutiouui and corporation.
claring we were not being treated*
luys is about
part to disturb peace, but reiterated benevolent organizations.
right . . . The people were never
Germany's claim to equality of armapromised, by any real authority, anyments, preferably to be obtained by
thing they are not getting.
AH against Bolivia in OH
disarmament of other nations to the
$53.1)00.000 in the next fiscal y K t ,
•
I lately tried to read a book about
Chuco dispute was foruuillv
present German level than by Ger- clared by President liusetiio A y a h
u !>urt of the economy move o|)U'hu '
Abyssinia, the author having traveled
many's rearming to their level.
U-ntativfly have decided to ,,m,,. , '
Paraguay, the peace negotiations ,
from extensively In that strange country.
,„
third of the fleet on the •• ,
i
ducted by neutral South American
But he lacks judgment: he devotes
HE Wheeler resolution, urging tions having failed. The warfare
most of his pages to "Jokes." . . .
American delegates to the world been going on unofficially since Juil L ,
Murk Twain, best of our modern hueconomic conference to work for un 11)31!. Neither nation shows any signs I>lego, Newport and (Jrcat Laki-s tr'd"*
morists, was frequently dreary while
agreement to retnonetize eilver at 16 of yielding. The Paraguayans hailed lug stations also will he 8(0,,,,,^ ,' "
trying to be "funny." Books of hu""'
to 1 with gold, was approved by the their President's action with Joy, and porariiy. U was undwsto,,,!
mor are almost as rare now an books
senate. The resolution merely calls the Bolivians said they were ready reduction In officer personnel la o u
of
poetry, eo niuny serious things havtemplated.
"
ton the delegates to "work unceasingly to fight.
ing developed requiring serious considO. i»i.
eration.
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' The world.
possessed with ^.
ward the Bank Of
Genoa, Italy. This
Won, the world now
been doing business
Uon and will not be n c
a *i 0. for help
Now the well-known
George breaks into the
the alleged discovery
Institution, and not
Isabella of Spain,
Iambus on his trip 0
,
spcctl
the West Here is
*
the School histories
«y» pointedly that •
business men, although
•mdoM to find a new
eastern markets), We r e
to risk any money OD s
certain venture." That i
headed business men f
ceed, a fact schoolboys
acquainted with.
But here was poor Coiq
Ions to do something to
depression, with the
tntions ot his day—uues(
Ing thumbs down on his »,u
•cheme. For this reason Jk1
posed to have turned to
Hot it the Bank of St WOM
tnally pot np the money forty
pedltion, the standing of a
Ing business will be defimi
proved'In the eyes of the
cooraged by the news mgj
modern business men win god;
bankers with renewed «
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When yon can't sleep, it'll
your nerves won't let yon.1
"waste time "counting sheep."!]
lose half your needed rest inn'
Take two tablets of Bayer A
drink a glass of water-adj
•loop.
This simple remedy is il]
needed to insure a night's r
all you need to relieve a I
daring the day—or to &
other pains. Get the genuiMj
of Bayer manufacture and
get immediate relief.
Bayer Aspirin dissolves!
immediately—gets to work'
detajr. This desirable speed]
dangerous; it does not dep
heart. Just be sure yonj
tablets stamped I
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•TUB ANITA TRIBUNR THURSDAY, MAY 18, 1938zer be and hereby is instructed to NortKwe stern B.II
make application to the Reconstruction Finance Corporation for the
pany, repairs
amount necessary to meet the re-

'•yOU work shoe wear1 era hare a l w a y s
needed a work shoe that
stays soft — that doesn't
•cuff — that holds it»
Beams under heavy strain
_~and that lasts longer.
Here h to — the shell
Horaehlde work shoes
made by Wolverine, and
* nationally-advertised
product. And Wolverines
rave you money; because
they cost lew in the end
than cheap, quick-wear*
ing shoes. All style*,
ankle-lengths to kneehighs. Gome In today
and try on a pair without

2.80

Burkhart's
We Deliver

Phone 30o

P C. Sorenson, repair worn .
ii.*»
funds applied to such purposes.
Harold Brehmer, labor
»<•<«?
Motion carried.
«-00
On motion and vote the following H. M. Duff, dragging
Voss
Manufacturing
Comresolution was adopted:
pany,
»•»
RESOLUTION.
KJS&u^uiiwi.
pany, stakes
»"«»" ..
70
fij
WHEREAS, There now is in the | Frank
*»•'
rranK Ellis,
c/m=, labor
«n~»
CB ifi
OCCIDENT FIX)UR, 49-pound sack
$1 ^
Clayton
Green,
labor
68.10
hands of the Treasurer of Cass Coun25.20
ty, Iowa, the sum of $5,000.00 credit Frank Howard, dragging .
6.45
PEACHES, No. 10 (gallon) cans, sliced
35c
Wm. C. Meyer, dragging ..
to the Emergency Fund; and
77.60
WHEREAS, An emergency has Arnold Meyer, dragging .
35.70
BLACK RASPBERRIES, No. 10 (gallon) cans. .47C
arisen which requires the expendi- George B. Proctor, labor .
12.50
ture of $5,000.00, said emergency be- Paul Kirchoff, labor
8.80
ing of the following character; Out- John Eggerling, labor ...
SOAP, Big Ben, 1-lb. bars, 6 for
25c
14.40
standing registered poor warrants Johannes Eilts, dragging
14.70
John
Greenwalt,
dragging
that need to be taken up.
RAISINS, fancy, 2-pound package
26.30
I5c
I WHEREAS, The revenue in the J. J. Heck, labor
17.60
Peter
Johnson,
dragging
I Poor Fund is insufficient to meet its
29.92
APRICOTS, faney dried, 2 pounds
.......25 C
estimated actual and necessary ex- C. Kitelinger, dragging
penses for the current fiscal year and
N. Larnbertson, draggjng
BLUE RIBBON MALT, 3-pound can
the emergency referrd to; There50c
fore,
, , John W. Melhmann, drag9.60
BE IT RESOLVED, by the Board j gmg
SOAP FLAKES, Wash All, 5-pound box
27C
13.50
of Supervisors of Cass County, Iowa,! Walter Rathman, labor
9.45
that $5,000.00 of the funds in the \ym.. J. Sager, dragging
PRETZELS, the new cookie, per pound
20C
Emergency Fund be transferred per- Bert Wilson, labor
ssiso PEANUT CLUSTERS, per pound
manently to the Poor 'Fund of the Julius Anderson, dragging .
15c
18.20
municipality; subject to the approval A. S. Ballentine. dragging .
56.65
I of the Director of the Budget, when H. C. Clausen, dragging
VANILLA, 8-ounce jug .... .\......
25C
24.30
i1 such approval is unanimously' re- Harvey D. Derry, dragging
27.65
quested by the governing body of Edward Dimig, dragging ..
RICE FLAKES, per package
sc
31.20
| said municipality, to be expended in Peter Hansen, dragging
j accordance with the provisions of the H. M. Kuehl, dragging
PORK AND BEANS, No. &/2 cans, 2 for
igc
| Code, as re-enacted by Chapter 197, August Long, dragging
Laws of the 43rd G. A.; and
Qra Holier, labor
74.40
Bring Us Your Eggs—Highest Market Price Paid
I The County Auditor of said mum- Nieis p. Petersen, dragging . 7.70
j cipality, upon receipt of approval by Truman Schenck, labor
3.75
' the Director of the Budget, is directed I w. E. 'White, dragging
".20
i to correct his books accordingly and j f \y_ Wiese, labor
7.70
! to notify the treasurer of the• trans- i Raymond Beisser, dragging .
14.17
142.46
Grand Jurors, April Term.
fer,
accompanying the notification j jesse Cranston, labor
34.15 W. A, Lehman, assessor .... 171.85 Emery Burgner
d\
j with a copy of this resolution and
2.50 R. N. Bisseh
Ralph D. Milford, clerk
the record of its adoption,
4.00 Eugene -Courcier
Frank N. Miller, trustee
iAB
J. D. Walters, dragging . . . 2.70 G.
(Presiding Officer)
3.00 John A. Edwards
W. Marsh, councilman
y
Harold
Bacon,
dragging
25.20
I
Frank Pelzer,
Chas. Goeken
di
Charlie Casteel, dragging ... 16.60 Miller, Bryant, Pierce ComI
Chairman.
Albert
W.
Mueller
19.00
12(
pany, supplies . . . . . . . • • • •
Chas.
J.
Daugherty,
labor
..
32.05
G. V. Vedane
(Secretarial Officer)
Joe Holste, labor
7-00 Marne & Elkhorn Telephone
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BRAZIL'S CITIES
ARE WONDERFUL

Pernambnco, thba i n ,. 0 ,
the easternmost city 1, ,?
hemisphere and is r
'to South America t;re'Vhe
America-bound
aviators
Bta e
* -i^ Wfl*ch the city
Rio, Sao Paulo, Pernambuco and two other states
northeastern •
and Bahia Pictured.
Preoired
br National QeoRrapWo 8oo1*t».
P
wt.hln.rton. D. a-WNU Service.

ENSUS enumerators recently
have completed counting 42,931,042 people In Brazil. While
the state spreads over an area
greater than that of the United States,
nearly every great population center
lies on the Atlantic coast
There are ten Brazilian cities With
more than 100,000 Inhabitants. Of the
first four, Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paolo,
Pernambuco (Recife), and Bahia (SRO
Salvador), only Sao Paulo is Inland.
Bio de Janeiro, the capital, contributed nearly 1,500,000 people to the cenBUB enumerators' figures. Amid all
Brazil's amazing coastal panorama of
verdant forests, mysterious rivers,
foaming cascades, \introd mountains
and polyglot, populous towns, Rio remains the very acme of human Interest.
/
As the traveler enters glittering
Rio and beholds the alabaster-like city
of palms, marble, mountains and color,
he IB astounded. Here is an Illusion
from an Arabian Nights dream, a magic superclty never built by man. Look
at those amazing mountain peaks that
rise from the sea. They cannot be of.
this world; they are unreal, like a
landscape on the moon pictured
through a telescope.
To enter this great world port you
walk down the gangplank and straight
out into a formal garden with a big
bronze fountain. This leads oft Into
a Fifth avenue-Uke boulevard which In
turn flows Into a wide, world-famous
beach drive, past embassies, clubs, and
more palms and geometric gardens.
Dingy docks, pawnshops, pool halls,
qulck-and-dirty cafes, cheap rooming
houses, touts and runners, dirt, smells
—all the trash and claptrap of many
other water fronts, are mlsslng^here.
Rising fully 1,200 feet and almost
straight out of the sea. Sugar Loaf,
lofty sentinel of the Rio harbor, 10,
easily the city's outstanding landmark.
Incoming air pilots, if half lost in fog
or rain, hall its familiar outlines with
grunts of relief. In a queer aerial
trolley—a dizzy trip which is a supreme triumph for the nervous—yon
can reach its top.
took at this spectacular city from
Sugar Loaf or any high' angle, and
you see bow smoothly In mass, form
and color it harmonizes with the shape/
and shades of its terrestrial environment ' You observe that it is cohesive,
one work of art; yet it Is not a solid
<clty with a checker-board pattern of
blocks and squares squeezed into rigid
"city limits," lllte Leipzig or Indianapolis.
Sao Paul, second largest of Brazilian
cities, is capital and business metropolis of Sao Paulo state. It is one of
the oldest cities in South America,
bat Its age has not deprived it of modern commercial development.
Fifty years before the Cnpt John
Smith-Pocohontas episode at Jamestown, Va., a Portuguese sailor founded Sae Paulo and married the daughter of a native Indian chief. Later
Jesuit missionaries established a
church at the settlement and held the
first religions service on the feast day
in celebration of the conversion of St
Paul.
Sao Paulo's Swift Growth.
For three centuries Sao Paulo enJoyed isolation, unfettered by colonial
laws of Portugal, It was about 1,000
miles from the Portuguese government
officials who were, at that time, at
Bahia.. In 1875 the ball of commercial
progress started rolling among the inhabitants, and newcomers were instilled with a boom spirit In slightly
more than fifty years the city has increased In population from 26,000 to
nearly 900,000. New streets that were
built were made broad and straight
and flanked with modern buildings.
The railway depot, municipal and
state government buildings, museums,
libraries, schools, and some of Its new
business buildings would be flattering
additions to many cities of the world
of the same size. Three huge public
gardens and more than fifty parka
break the monotony of the miles of
streets.
Sao Paulo might properly be called
th« city that coffee built. Many ot the
palatial residences are those of coffee
"barons." In Sao Paulo streets huge
trucks, heavy carts, and perspiring
men laden with sacks of coffee are
always within eyeshot Coffee was not
Introduced into Brazil until two centuries ago, but the price of coffee now
largely governs the rise and fall of Sao
Paulo's prosperity. While Ethiopia !•
the original home of coffee, Sao Paulo
state has adopted the greater portion
of the descendants of the original coffee berries. If all the coffee plantations in the state were in one plantation, it would cover an area as large
aa Delaware and Rhode bland combined. In a single year more than
one and • quarter million pound* of
coffee are produced in the state. There
•re more than seven coffee tree* for
every man, woman and child In the
state.
Pernacnbuco It a Gateway.
More than 3,600 mile* of railroads
now use Sao Paulo as a hub. The
railroad from Sao Paulo to Santos,
the city's port on the Atlantic. ha»
been one of the world's moat profitable
steel highways, although its upkeep
per mile is staggering. In the 87 miles
of sinuous tracks between the cities,
trains must climb from sea level at
Santoa to nearly 8,000 feet at Sao
Paulo. In one seven-mile section the
line rises more than 2,000 feet
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By ELMO SCOTT WATSON

AY 80 Is the day when America pays
tribute to her warrior dead by decorating their graves with flowers,
thus giving to that date the name
of Memorial day or Decoration day.
Originally established as a day for
honoring the memory of those who
lost their lives In ths great conflict which raged from 1861 to 1865,
It Is now a day for remembering
all who gave their lives for their
country, and the Indian wars, the
Spanish-American war and the
World war have given a deeper
significance to Memorial day for thousands of
American families.
Because there are still thousand* of survivors
of these wars to help keep green the memories
and the graves of their comrades hi arms, we
have become accustomed to thinking of Memorial day as a day set aside for honoring only
the warrior dead of these conflicts. Time has
somewhat dimmed the memory of the heroic
dead of the Revolution, the War of 1812, the
Mexican war and the earlier Indian wars and
the graves of thousands of them are unmarked
and forgotten. So we cannot decorate their
graves with flowers, even If we would honor
them ae we honor the heroic dead of later wars.
But we can pay our tribute to them in the form
•of wreaths of memory, In recalling, If only for
this day, what they did for our country and offering up to them our measure of deepest gratitude for the lives which they BO freely gave in
Its defense.
Lay one of these wreaths of memory upon the
grave of Capt. James Lawrence! For It was
Just 120 years ago that this young naval officer,
dropping mortally wounded to the bloody decks
of the Ill-starred U. S. S. Chesapeake, uttered
the words which were to become a watchword
of the United States navy and one of the most
famous phrases In American history—"Don't
five up the chip!"
Lawrence was born In Burlington, N. J., In
1731. Destined "by his family to become a lawyer, at the early age of twelve he developed a
passionate desire to enter the newly created
United States navy. But in obedience to the
deelres of hla family he applied himself to the
•tudy of law until In 1708 when at length they
released him from hl« legal studies and secured
• midshipman's warrant In the navy for him.
Hie first service was on the frigate Ganges
during the troubles with France and he had a
part In the capture of several French privateersman. But Lawrence's first taste of real fighting
came during the war with the Barbary pirates
from 1803 to 1800 In which he more than once
distinguished himself as a lieutenant under Isaac
Hull, Stephen Decatur and John Rodger*.
In 1808 he was made first lieutenant ot the
Constitution and his cervices on the famous Old
Ironsides marked' the last subordinate place he
held. The next year he was placed la command of the Vixen which he exchanged for the
Wasp and finally the Argus. In 1811 ho got the
Hornet, a fast and beautiful little cruiser, carrying 18 guns, and he waa in command of her
when the long-expected declaration of war with
England cam* in 1812.
In February, 1818, Lawrence, with the Hornet,
fought an engagement with the British ship
Peacock which resulted in • complete victory
for the young American commander and won
for him not only the freedom of the city of New
York, * handsome pl«ce of plate and « gold
medal from that municipality but also the thanks
of congress. But this wa« the last glimpse of
brightness In Lawrence'* short life. He had
boped to be placed In command of the
Constitution but his hopes were dashed wheu
be was ordered to take command of the Chesapeake, then being fitted out for service at Boston.
The Chesapeake was the "hoodoo ship" of the
United States navy at that time. Kroin the very
Ant she had been an unpopular ship, for she was
thought to be weak for her size aud she waa a
very ordinary sailer. On June 22, 1807, while
under the command of Commodore James Barron, the Chesapeake was an actor in a uiortltjlog event which was to have far-reaching re•uiu. On that date she was stopped by the

1. Albert Halstead, American consul general
at Plymouth, England, opening the "door of
unity" leading to the Pryston house of 8t, Andrews church. The service was unique In the
hl«tory of the church because of Its International character. Coincident with the opening of
the door, the unveiling of the memorial to two
American naval officer* who were burled on the
•pot In 1813 took place.
2. Capt. James Lawrence, the heroic young
American naval commander who lost hi* life In
the battle between the Chesapeake and the
Shannon during the War of 1812.
3. England's peace link with America. The
picture shows Vice Admiral Bun-age of the U.
8. 8. Detroit talking with the mayor priest of
the city of Plymouth, England, on the occasion
of the unveiling of a memorial tablet to American prisoner* of war who died In the Dartmoor
prison there during the War of 1812. The tablet
was unveiled In 1928 by Mrs. Samuel Williams
Earle, a descendant of Roger Williams and an
official of the United States Daughters of the
War of 1812.
4. The famous battle flag with its motto of
"Don't Give Up the Ship" flown by Commodore
Oliver Hazard Perry In hi* victory over the
British at the Battle of Lake Erie. The flag Is
preserved at the United States Naval academy
at Annapolis, Md.
British ship Leopard on the excuse that three
members of her crew were deserters from the
British frigate Melampus.
There had been great negligence In preparing
the Chesapeake for sea and she was In no condition to resist the demands of the commander
of the Leopard. So when Commodore Barroti
cleared the ship for action, the Chesapeake fell
an easy victim to the broadsides of the Leopard
and was forced to strike her flag after suffering
a loss of 18 wounded and three killed. Then the
Leopard sent a party aboard, seized the three
alleged deserters and made off while the disgraced Chesapeake returned to Norfolk, Va.
Since this Incident the Chesapeake had become more and more an object of dislike In the
navy. The *allors\hated her and would not enlist hi her if they could help It. No officer would
serve on her decks If lie could avoid It, cons^
qu«ntly *be was officered by Junior* who had to
take her because they could do no better.
No wonder then that Lawrence was dismayed
when he was aulgned to the Chesapeake. He
begged to remain with th* Hornet but hi* requ**t was denied. So In May, 1818, he took command.
Lawrence found the ship short ot officers and
tho«e he had wer« very young. His flr»t lieutenant, August Ludlow, was only twenty-one
and had never before served as fir*t lieutenant
on a frigate. HI* other officer* were midshipman serving as lieutenant*. His crew wag largely made up of foreigner* und one, a Portuguese
boatswain'* mate, was actively preaching dissension because the crew had not been paid
the small amount of prise money due from the
last cruise.
So It must have been with considerable foreboding that the youug officer prepared to leave
Boston late In May, 1813. Outside the harbor it
wa» known that the British frlgat» Shannon
commanded by Capt Philip Broke, one of the
best officers In the British navy, was lying Ui
vralt for the Chewpeako. Broke was a chivalrous man and he had written Lawrence a letter
proposing a meeting on equal terms In any lot!
tude and longitude at any time he might choose
during the next two months. Unfortunately this
letter never reached Lawrence.
So on June 1 the Shannon stood In toward
President's Roads," expecting an answer from
Broke's challenge. Lawrence, however, took the

Shannon's presence there as a challenge to an
Immediate flght and made sail to go out and
meet her. Hoisting a flag bearing the Inscription "Free trade and sailors' rights," Lawrence
ordered the ship cleared for action and sailed
out of the harbor. About 30 miles beyond Boston Light the two ships began maneuvering for
position and at length being fairly alongside and
not more than 50 yards apart, the Shannon fired
her first broadside which was Immediately answered by the Chesapeake.
The effect of these first broadsides at such
close range was terrific. Three into, one after
another, were shot down at the Chesapeake'*
wheel. Within six , minutes her sails were so
shot to pieces that she drifted Into a position
which allowed the Shannon to rake her repeatedly. In a short time Lawrence was shot in the
leg but managed to stay on deck and continue
In command. Then the sailing master, the first
lieutenant, another lieutenant, the marine officer
and the boatswain were all mortally wounded.
The Shannon had also been badly damaged
but she closed la on the Chesapeake and Broke
ordered the ships lashed together. It is said
that this was done by the Shannon's boatswain
who had his arm literally hacked off in doing it
but he did. not flinch from hi* task until It was
done. As soon as the American commander saw
that the ships were fast together he ordered
hla men to board the Shannon. But Just at this
moment Lawrence, conspicuous In his full-dress
uniform, was shot through the body by one ot
the enemy and fell to the deck. As be was being
carried below he uttered his Immortal words,
"Don't give up the ship 1"
But his admonition was hopeless for the carnage on the Chesapeake's deck was frightful.
Seeing that his enemy was virtually helpless,
Broke gave the command to board and himself
led the boarders. The cowardly Portuguese
mate and some of the others made no attempt
to resist but a few marines put up a desperate
resistance, during which Broke was severely
wounded, until they were cut down to a man.
The officers of the gun deck tried to rally the
men below, but failed and a moment later the
Chesapeake's flag was hauled down by the
British.
The battle had lasted only about fifteen minutes but seldom in the history of naval warfare
had there been such a dreadful slaughter. The
Chesapeake had lost ten officers killed and all
the rest wounded and 138 men killed and wounded. The Shannon's loss was several officers
killed, her commander badly wounded and 75
men killed and wounded.
The British flag wag hoisted over the Ill-fated
American vessel and she wa* taken to Halifax.
For four days Lawrence lingered on In great
anguish but bearing his Buffering* with the
greatest heroism and never speaking except to
make known his few wants. On the Shannon
lay his chivalrous foe, raving with delirium
from his wounds. At times he would ask anxiously for Lawrence, muttering, "He brought his
•hip Into action In gallant «tyle." When Lawrence finally died, it WM thought best to keep
that fact from Broke lest it add to his distress
On Sunday, June 6, the conquering Shannon
and the conquered Chesapeake entered the harbor of Halifax. On the quarterdeck of the
Chesapeake lay the body of her young commander wrapped In her battle flag. His funeral
wa. held on June 8 and the British naval and
military authorities paid every respect to their
gallant young foeman.
In August Lawrence's body and that of his
faithful lieutenant, Ludlow, were tran»ferred to
Salem, Mass., where they were burled temporarlly until they could be transferred to
Eentua11
* the* were burled In

e
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Zastrow, Superintendent.
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Specials For Than., Fri.,Sat
Hershey's IP I
Pound Can IQCJ
Cake Flour
SUGAR
10 Lbs. 48t|
Mother's Best Floiirt^Sll

Every Day
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a
Sale Day

Saturday Only

Men's Fast Color Shirts or Shorts

lOc

A SMASHING SALE!
SILK
DRESSES

Malt
33<
WEINERS
Lb. 1
Macaroni
Pineapples
Hardwater Soap, 3 Bars 11
3 Lbs.
Bananas
Prunes

Saturday Morning at 10:00 O'clock
WASH DRESSES

19c

Men's Wear

Shoes

$1.58

The Golden Rule
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Gasoline Alley

White Pine Lumber

CARBOSOTA, kills mites, this week, gallon. .65c
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ANITA LUMBER CO.
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ANITA MILLING CO.
CHADWICK TRANSFER
Ground oats
lOc *
Oats hulled
lOc
Ear corn ground
Culled for and delivered
6c per cwt
No bother. You lose no time.
Let U» Do It
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OUR COMIC SECTION

— How It Operates

By CHERIE NICHOLAS

By William Bruckart

PASSING A BILL

Events in the Lives of Little Men

TT IS an obvious fact that the odds,
and they are heavy odds, are always against the passage of the average piece of legislation introduced In
the house or senate. The reason Is
that there are actually thousands of
them. In the ordinary session of congress there will be from 3,000 to 5,000
bills offered in the senate, and three
or four times that number presented
In the house. The number of hills
that eventually become law Is quite
small.
So the fact that a bill receives approval of the committee to which it
was referred and that It has been
given a place on the calendar of business, assures nothing at all Insofar
as the average legislative proposal Is
concerned. There always are certain
types of bills that will receive attention on the floor of the house and senate, but they are negligible In number.
To be sure, then, that the bill we
will discuss can have final action and
will not find its way Into a pigeonhole of a -committee room or be allowed to die on the calendar of business with no record of havlnp lived
at all, let us take the case of the bill
creating the Reconstruction Finance
corporation, passed by the last congress. Legislation of that type was
recommended by the President. No
sooner had congress convened than
bills of Identical language wore Introduced In both the house and the
senate. This was done to enable rapid consideration, since it was recognized that the legislation was urgently necessary.
i It received consideration In the
house after this manner; following the
committee report, two whole days
were given over to a general discussion of the legislation. Representatives were allowed considerable time
each "In which to talk about It—and
other things that came into their
minds. At the end of that "general
debate," the reading of the 'bill began.
Although the visitor in the gallery
could hardly make out what was goIng on, the reading clerk was reading every line of the bill that was to
set up a gigantic, federal-owned corporation which could make loans to
help out banks, ^allronds. Insurance
companies, etc., who were sound but
whose assets were tied up as a result of the depression. Following that
reading the bill was "open to amendment," and It was then that the house
membership individually began to
erert the power that reposes In them.
Eventually, amendments were accepted or rejected until a majority of the
members were satisfied with the bill,
or at least enough of them were satisfied with It to constitute a controlling group. A roll call was had and
the bill was passed.
Attendants of the house scurried
around and made a "true copy" of
the bill, and one of them carried U
over to the north end of the Capitol
where the senate sits. This had to
be done while the senate was In session.
Through the same routine of committee procedure in the senate. It went.
It was reported with a recommenda
lion that it he passed but "with amend
ments," for the senate committee hart
other Ideas. The senate voted to give
the bill Its Immediate attention, and
debate began, a general talkfest. More
amendments were proposed and some
of them were accepted by the senate,
and In the end the bill as It came from
.the house was hard to recognize In
the language which the senate passed
as the shape in which It wanted the
law to be.
A senate messenger then had the
ijuty of advising the house that the
"Reconstruction bill," as It had corne
to be known, had been passed by the
senate but that It had been amended.
Of course, the concurrence of the
house was requested hut everybody
knew that the house would not concur just that way. Instead, the house
requested "a conference" with the sen
9te, and the senate agreed. Eacli
house then named five of Its members—they always are from the com
mittee that handled the bill—and In
due time these ten Individuals tried
to reach a" Record on the terms of
the legislation In a meeting amon?
themselves.
This IB where the greatest game of
horse trading in the world has Its beginning. Each house wanted the bill
Ihe way It was passed, but each house
obviously could not have it that way.
So these ten conferees began swapping. The senate group soys, for example, we will give up this amendment If the house will give up that
proposition, and they work along, always behind closed doors for that Is
the only way possible for them to
reach an agreement. The whole affair
la not unlike the story of the two boys
In the cemetery. "You take this one
and I'll take that one." Except that
the frightened colored man. who
thought the sniila of the departed were
delnt! d i v i d e d . Is absent from the pro1
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and big sister
M OTHER
need not think they are
the only ones who go stepping
out In dramatically stagedBtyle shows these days. There's
a rival attraction on, which Is
about to snatch much of the glory
from prldeful grown-ups who go pirouetting down fashion's runway. It's
the Juvenile style parades which leading establishments through the country are presenting this season.
These lllllputlan style shows carry
a very special message to onlookers
that designers are making It a point
to Inject "style" In the full sense of
the word Into children's apparel. It Is
not enough that youngsters' clothes
be simply utilitarian and dainty and
lovely but we are given to understand that the modern child's wardrobe must bespeak a sophisticated
styling which registers genuine swank.
This element of ultra-mode which Is
being so strongly' advocated In the
field of juvenile design flings quite a
challenge to mothers who "do the
family sewing." However, what Vlth
the helpful patterns with full sewing
directions and the perfectly fascinating and Inexpensive materials which
are so easily available these days the
task Is made a joy rather than a burden. It adds greatly to fabric Interest that BO many handsome new
weaves made of synthetic yarns have
been launched during recent years,
such as the new crepes and sheers and
lacy weaves as well as materials which
look like tweeds and suitings of various description. The beauty of these
made-of-bemberg and rayon fabrics Is
that they wash and Iron as easily as a
linen handkerchief. They are sunfast, too, and resistant to perspiration,
Another comforting thought Is that
white fabrics of bemberg always stay
white.
The trio of modish little-tot cos-

CHIC SEERSUCKER
By CHEKIB NICHOLAS

tumes in the picture tell a story of
last word chic when It comes to what
the little miss of six or thereabouts
will be wearing during the coming
months. The flrst little girl has ,on a
Jacket-and-dress costume which will
measure up In matter of "style" to
mother's newest spring outfit. It 19
made of a two-tone red checked crepe
of bemberg and rayon mixture. A
perfectly stunning material this, which
will endure any amount of hard wear.
It's all "dolled up" with organdy fixings, too, as it should be to be stylish.
The diminutive ocean pearl buttons on
the collar and the pocket are just too
cunning for words.
The demure little lady, seated In the
center of the picture, has on a frock
which most any mother will be wantIng to copy. The material for this
darling dress Is dotted chiffon of bemberg. This model features the new
dropped shoulder. Tiny puffed sleeves,
a round yoke and an Inset band In the
skirt all of finely pleated net add to
the exquisite daintiness of the frock.
The ribbon around the waist Is navy
with red-red cherries to tell you that
It's springtime.
In every little girl's wardrobe there
should be at least one party frock.
The model pictured Is In pastel pink
chiffon of bemberg. The skirt Is as
full as a dress to wear to dancing
school should be. That's why this
adorable youngster Is carrying a muff
of tulle to match her Pierrot ruff. She
has no doubt been doing some fancy
dancing. For ordinary party wear this
dress Is lovely without the muff and
tulle ruff.
©. 1933. Western Newspaper Union.

STRING KNIT FOR
SPORTS IS LATEST
The fashion moguls are looking to
their knitting this spring.
Knitted costumes for sports and
street are among the newest things
shown In our move up and coming
shops. And the big favorite now, the
smart, "string knit," two and threepiece sports outfits made out of
knitted twine In natural color have a
knowing air that has taken the town
by storm.
And It's really twine—the kind you
use to tie up packages. Its neutral
color and Us smart dull surface makes
It one of the most popular fabrics for
current sports costumes.
Usually there Is a touch of color—
a striped sweater with a solid color
coat, or a checked blazer with a solid
color dress.
The new knitted suits and dresses
are tailored and styled like cloth suits,
and a trick of the season Is the use of
an elastic knit which snaps back into
shape.

White Cotton Net Smart
New Fabric for Evening

We are going to wear lots of seersucker this summer. It Is quite one
of the smartest materials mentioned
for sportswear. When the young lady
In the picture goes sporty and has an
urge to play tennis she will don this
sylo frock of striped seersucker. It
wraps around and ties In the front
It's the easiest thing In the world to
slip Into, having no troublesome buttons, and It allows the freedom which
an active young woman demands. In
repose It has a slim and youthful silhouette. Not only are the shops showIng sylo frocks, but they are featuring
sylo pajamas of stunning plaids and
stripes which have the same practical
fastenings.

White cotton net IB a new and smart
material for summer evening gowns.
Embroidered whits organdie la back,
sometimes having big polka dots In
color.
The dark colors In tulle gowns are
especially smart, and each of them hat
its Jacket, In either a matching or contrasting abode. Little ruffled Jackets
of the same material are worn with
the organdie, organza and starched
chiffon gowns.

Plaids Are Now Featured
in New Evening Clothes

Odd-Length CoaU

Malnbocher uses plaid for evening
gowns. One IB of candy pink and
white plaid taffeta, designed wlfi a
V decolletage, a closely fitting hlpllne
and a skirt flaring Into fullness below
the kneellne. It Is worn with an elbow-length cape of the same taffeta.
Red and green, and red and black taffeta frocks are designed along the
same lines and worn with jackets or
capes to match.

The newest ensembles feature coats
In otlii lenKilia J"st below the hip, knee
lenglli. three quarter, five-eighths aud
seven-ijjlitlis
luftgths.
Full-length
cunt* lire also shown. Itegular short
•nuts worn with dresses or with a
ilunrt iiiui skirt are also featured.

Plaid silk dresses are smarter than
printed ones this spring. Many of
them have jackets of solid colors and
It Is very clilc to have a jacket of the
same colored pluld In larger squares.

Plaids for Styla
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Shoe Sale at
Stuhr's
lack Oxfords, 3 to 7
Oxfords ..',,...;
eg e Oxfords
in

$1.79

; .$1.79 \

Oxfords
BS' Beige Oxfords

$1.79

len's Pant Overalls . •
75C
<&' Work Shirts
35C
i's PuUix Shirts
.'.' .'750
en's Dress .Shirts
59C
iffled Curtains, 98c values at
69C.
"-. Union Suite ..-.•.....
.69c and-98c
. Princess .flips
$1.19
[comers and Panties
49c, 59c and 69c
We Buy Eggs—^Highest Market Price

j. R STUHR
ANITA, IOWA

SEAL BROTHERS
3 RING CIRCUS
ANITA

ONE

DAY

ONLY

(Thursday, May 18
Performances, at 2-8 P. M.-

-RAIN

OR

SHINE

se performers, wire walkers, tumblers, , aerial artiste,
dogs, ponies, wild animals galore
and clowns
and more clowns

Azel S. Ames and wife were Omaha
S. H. Rudolph of Atlantic was a
isitors Saturday.
business caller in the city Saturday
morning.
Neil Johnson visited in Iowa City
tie first of the .week with his friend,
Last times tonight. Mitzi Gteen in
'aul Burkhart.
"Little Orphan Annie," at the Rialto
Theatre. Bargain prices, lOc and IBc.
Max Campbell and wife of Des
Woines visited here Sunday with his
Mrs. Isabel 1 Joy and 'Fred F. Joy,
jarents, Chas. Campbell and wife.
wife and daughter, Leatrice, visited
Sunday afternoon in Cumberland with
Henry Maduff, wife and two eons, George Arnold and wife.
>ydney and Irwin, spent Sunday with
relatives and friends in Council Bluffs.
Mrs. Lulu Gotoh of Iowa City visited in the city over Sunday with her
The members of the Birthday. club sister, Mirs. G. M. Adair and family,
were guests Monday of Mrs. Isabell and with other relatives and friends.
tougherty at a 1:00 o'clock dinner.
*he afternoon was spent socially by
Edward E. Allanson left Sunday for
he ladies.
his home in Chicago, after a three
weeks' visit with his father, E. G.
P. B. Pilmer and wife of Des Moines Allanson, and with other relatives and
visited here the first of the week friends.
with his sister, Mrs. Agness MteCosh
md family. They also visited at MasThe ladies aid society of the Mas•ena with relatives.
\
sena township Baptist church held
Ed. Morton and wife of Des Moines their regular meeting last Thursday
and Harold Haselton, wife and two at the home of Mrs. Earl Lantz. At
children of Glidden, Iowa, spent Sun- the close of the meeting lunch was
day in the city with their parents and served by the hostess.
grandparents, Dr. E. E. Morton and
Mrs. Jasper Krumm was hostess
wife.
last Thursday afternoon to the memAs Friday was the last day of school bers of the Silver Thread ;club of the
at the Oak Ridge school northeast of Berea vicinity. The afternoon was
Anita, the pupils, teacher, parents and spent by the ladies in quilting, after
guests spent the day at the school which a lunch was served by the hostess.
visiting and enjoying a picnic dinner
at noon.
The members of the Mutual Benefit
club of the Highland vicinity were j
Roy Millhollin and wife of Omaha,
entertained
last Thursday afternoon
Miss Laura Millhollin of Des Moines,
at
the
home
of Mrs. Chas. M. Jewett.
Vern Mahan and wife of Guthrie CenDuring
the
afternoon
a Mother's day
ter, and Howard Millhollin and wife
program
was
enjoyed.
Late in the afof this city spent Mother's day at the
ternoon
a
two
course
lunch was
home of their mother, Mrs. Rachel served.
Millhollin.
Wallace Sorenson, wife and children
of Harlan, Robert Parkinson, Ralph
Nelson and wife, John Nelson and
wife and Miss Anna Parkinson of Atlantic, and Miss Lucy Johnson of Adair
were Sunday guests at the George
Parkinson home, northeast of the city.
, Raymond Burke, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Burke, and a student at
the Des Moines (Catholic College, won
first prize a few days ago in an essay contest, and received $75.00 His
subject was, "Annexation of Texas.''
This is Raymond's second year in college work.

On Friday evening Miss Helen Dement entertained*-* number of girl
friends at the home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Dement, in honor
of her birthday anniversary.
The
evening was spent in playing bridge.
Lunch was served after the bridge
session.

THEATRE

Anita
SAT-SUN.

May 20-21

g Laugh
Show is Here!

SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTIONS.

MORTON DOWNEY

The K. J. U. club met last Friday
sat the home of Mrs. Chas. Workman,
in America's Greatest Composers Series featuring
with nineteen members and two visDAVE
DREYER, VINCENT LOPEZ and orchestra
itors present. The afternoon was
spent in visiting and planning for
UNIVERSAL NEWS with GRAHAM McNAMEE
alumni banquet. A delicious ""lunch
was served by the hostess, assisted by
Popular Admission
IQc and 25c
Mrs. Soren Sandbeck and her daughJ.
R.
Stuhr
Kohl
»
The White Cloud school in Lincoln ter, iMiBS Vera.
Anita Bakery . Stager
township closed Thursday afternoon
At her home east of Anita on FriCrescent Cafe
I Hardware
with a picnic supper for the pupils
day
afternoon, Mrs. Earl Brown was
City Meat Market
and their parents. An interesting proCrawford
hostess to the (members of the Frigram
was
given
in
the
evening
by
Harding Cream Station
off's Food Market
the pupils. Miss Alice Jensen has day bridge club. Guests, besides the
been the teacher at the school the members, were Mrs. Henry Maduff
SHOW GROUNDS
CITY BALL PARK
Miss Minnie Forshay, Mrs. H. E
"HIDDEN GOLD"
past year.
Campbell, Mrs. Elmer Scholl and Mrs
Jimmie Gleason in "Rockaby Cowboy"
Edgar Vernon, wife and two daugh- Alfred Dement. M!rs. Maduff was high
plus
ters, Vernona arid Verniba, were Sun- scorer for the afternoon.
order. Miss Margaret 'Miller an day visitors in the city with their parOn Thursday evening the members
Miss Mae Oochran have been install ents, H. A. Karns and wife and R. D. of the Tafo bridge club were enterVernon and wife. "Pete" and his family
ed as operators.
tained by Mr. and iMtrs. Alfred DeMiss Florence Wagner will spent are living in Monticello, where he is ment at their home on Chestnut
employed as a linotype operator in
the summer with her sister, Mrs.
, OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
A baby boy weighing 7 pounds was
Street. Guests, besides Ithe members,
the newspaper office.
H.
Season,
at
Salt
Lake
City,
Utah
^^ ^^
^ 0 ^m^*m^±*m
were Mr. and Mrs. Guy Steinmetz. At born last Friday morning to Mr. and
The coal prospectors over in Ben
Mrs. Ross Warner of Lincoln town'May 31, 1903.
. On Tuesday evening of last week the bridge session Mrs. Solon A.
atherine O'Leary Main of ton township have reached a dept Mrs. Robert Scott entertained a com- Karns and Mr. Steinmetz held high ship.
> spending a few days in the of 148 feet, and are still plugging pany of ladieS at three tables of scores. Lunch was served.
Robert Howard and wife drove to
So far an abundance of rock has
bridge. High score honors were won
W. H. Karns of Melrose Park, Illi- Clarinda Sunday morning where they
D. Young entertained a been discovered.
by Mrs. R. W. Forshay, and Mrs. Joe
nois, a suburb of Chicago, came to spent the day with their friends, Earl
: of lady friends Tuesday af'Mrs. Ed. L. Newton returned home Kopp won the door prize. Following Anita Friday evening ito visit his son, Pottinger and wife.
the last of the week from a visit in the bridge games, a two course lunch- Henry A. Karns and family, and othLddie Henderson is having Nevada, Iowa, with her son, Glenn eon was served by the hostess.
If you have an apple tree that does
er relatives and friendds. It has been
phold goods moved to Atian- R. Newton and family.
not
bloom try driving some nails in
week.
Harry ICL Faulkner, J. A. Wagner, ten years since "Bill" Karns left it. Bill Casey of Knoxville reports
jForshay is planning for a
Walter Peterson and wife of Iowa! Joe Vetter and George _Smither left Anita to make his home with another that J. B. HockersmJth of that place
[trip west during the hot City visited in the city a couple of Sunday morning for Leach Lake, son, Sam Kams and family, and by tried it on a Yellow Transparent and
and attend
which will include a week's days last week with her parents, J. C. Minnesota, where they are spending his appearance he has been well cared it worked. About fifty nails were
for.
the
week
trying
their
luck
at
catchi Yellowstone National Park. Jenkins and wife. The Petersons are
driven into the tree, including one big
litter what the Rock Island in the restaurant business in Iowa ing some of the finny tribe. John
Mrs. Elvira Hyde and Mrs. Chas. old spike and this spring the apple
Faulkner of Chicago met them in
in the ma/flter of taking City.
Bartley were honored guests Satur- tree came (through in fine shape.
Minneapolis and accompanied them on day afternoon at a Mother's day party
cutting down distances
It has cost the taxpayers of the
ghtening tracks, you can't
'The members of the Quilt club were the trip.
held by the American Legion AuxilUnited States millions of dollars to
• We're right in Ithe front! guests last Wednesday afternoon of
iary
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Floyd
DeThe Henningsen Construction Co. of
keep the White House from tumbling
• lead bandwagon, and don't Mrs. W. H. Wagner. Mrs. Rapson of
Atlantic
has been awarded the con- ment. Both ladies are Gold Star
irry.
>
Eli, Minnesota, was an out-of-town tract for grading of a half mile of mothers. Other guests were Gold down upon its occupants heads. It
cost about $350,000 to build, including
ral Telephone Co. exchange guest. Late in the afternoon lunch
road south from highway No. 2 to Star mothers and sisters of veterans the $500 tha,t went to the architect
[moved to the new, quarters, was served by the fiostess.
Massena. Grading operations got un- who have passed away since the close for designing it. Since then ft has
ond floor of the Major buildSATURDAY, MAY 27th
of the World War. Following an apH
R
Brink,
superintendent
of
\
der way Monday morning. The stretch,
been rebuilt, refurnished, reroofed, reI everything is in working
propriate program, refreshments were inforced and redecorated so often that
The
Century of Progr«>«
schools in Adams county for the past including 'Mfcin Street in Massena,
Exposition. offers to old and
served.
its cost has risen to almost $10,000,three years, was defeated for re-elec- will be surfaced with gravel as soon
young the opportunity of a
With the .grounds the White
lifetime—a liberal education,
tion last week by Miss Maude Fri- as the grading is completed.
The ticket sale for the Anita high j 000.
—Imparted in B carnival
»r Shoes For Leas
man of Nodaway, at present a teachjfauiTMae Koob entertained school alumni association banquet is House is now valued at $22,000,000.
spirit.
G —$2.98 —OVER
very good to date, and from present
er in the Atlantac schools. Mass Fn- ttf™mbers of ^ u . Trump .it bridge
And the Opening Day celeA huge chunk of coal standing on
jnan won the election by 'a vote of club last Wednesday evening at the prospects there will be a record at- the sidewalk as a perpetual advertisebration will be one of its
moat memorable feature*.
10 to 9.
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. tendance. The dinner will be served ment in front of a coal office at WashDon't miss it. Pr«ild*nt RooseAtlantic
ington, Washington county, has an
velt will b« th«r«.
iMfrs. Walter Inhofe was hostess
m.
Friday
evening,
Christ
at
6:45
p
other guest, Miss Mane
interesting history. In 1902, Mel
Be sure to see the Rock Island
last Wednesday afternoon to the mem- was one
and
entertainment
score for the evening and the program the K. P. hall. Shields, proprietor of the place,
Exhibit, Travel and Transbers of the Bide-a-Wee bridge club Bitrc-s, , , High
will
take
place
in
I,™ i K^iio Ri.ro-0 ani\ I w
port Building.
t
thought a big piece of coal would
at her home on Maple Street. High was held by IMkss Isabella, B«g s and
usic for the
' gram will be furnished by Miss Inez make a nice advertisement for his
Very I o w tar«t to all polntt on th«
score honors for the afternoon were runer-up was Miss Jane bcholl.
RoclrUtand ov«r Memorial Day.
down
town
office.
The
company
for
won by Mrs. Herbert Bartley, and Out-of-town relatives who attended ; Armstrong and her orchestra.
which
he
was
working
sent
him
an
For details aifc nearest Rock Itland
guests were Mrs. Gerald Sheumaker, the funeral services for the late W. H.
ticket agent or addref*
Inflation, reflation, boomers ami immense chunk of anthracite, weigh>my Shoe Co. Mrs. J. T. Monnig and Mrs. Earl Egan were Mr. and Mrs. John Egan boom
ing
5,000
pounds.
As
it
was
being
prices—then deflation. Better
O. C. GARDNER
Brown.
and family, Mr. and Mrs. James Egan look out. History has a way of re- unloaded it broke into two pieces, one
Aft. FMa*r Dept.
T R A V E L Gen'l
and family and George Egan and fam- peating itself. We are trying out a weighing 2,800 pounds, the other 2,Bock loland Linen
«1
locust fit.
ily of Audubon; Mrs. M. F. Kerwin lot of new things, and i* is expecting 200. The smaller piece is still standIowa
-w^^^r^-^^ T w » - - T
R
A
I
N
and family of Carroll; Mr. and Mrs. too much to expect them all to turn ing in its original position and shows
VJO
James Campbell of Audubon; Mrs. out right- Someone has to dig these no wear whatever from having stood
Thos. Dustin of Maxwell; and Chas. billions of dollars we are appropriat- out in all kinds of weather for over
J. Johnson of Bondurant.
ing out of (he land, and it is hard to 80 years.
5c
figure
how you can take money out
<On Thursday evening, at the D. C.
per pound
of
a
man's
front pocket and put it into
.10c Bell home on Walnut Street, Miss his hip pocket and make him rich. BetROAST, per pound .
Adria Moon and Miss Esther Thon,
BULK AXLE GREASE
teachers in the local schools, were the ter try getting your cultivator ready to
.10c
go before you want it. We will sharpen,
JRGER, per pound . . .
honored gueslts at a surprise prenupCHICK STARTER
point, sell you new shovels at prices
. 8c
tial shower, the hostesses being the
SAUSAGE, per pound
unheard of, get your repairs for you,
other teachers in the schools. A set
OMAHA TRUCKING, 15c.
sharpen your lawn mowers, and by the
of linen cloth and napkins were preway you better look over your mowing
sented to each of the honored guests. machines and harvesters and see what
The evening was spent in playing
they need. It will save you time. Milbridge, after which a lunch was lard's, 'West Main Street, Anita.
2t
served.

:URE FREE CIRCUS TICKETS FROM
THE FOLLOWING MERCHANTS

BARGAIN NIGHTS

Tues.-Wed.

TOM MIX in

OUR OLD FILES

BARGAIN ADMISSION

10c-15c
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m
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CHICAGO
WORLD'S
Opening

ply Shoe Store

Fit Better Wear
IUYE MONEY

For Saturday Only

tiller's Market

ROCKISIAND

The Farmers Coop,
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Henrys got many a Snicker and some
Line a pan with pnstry, sprlnkla
who were quite original allowed that
IMPROVED
with a tablespoon of sugar, and add
U the darn Numbskulls had to do that
the apples and sugar In layers. Dot
for a living they wouldn't be so keen UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL
for it
with butter, cover with an upper
^
crust and bake in a hot oven, 450
( It was the same old Story. Many
Proper Proportions Come 1pie from soaking, use one tablespoon degree Fahrenheit, for ten minutes,
who came to Scoff remained to Play.
The Outsiders continued to sQuat in
of flour with the same amount of then lower the temperature and baka
P. B. FITZWATBR, D. D., MomFirst, and the Rest Is
Sunny Spots, protected from the Wind, (By BBV.
sugar and sprinkle over the bottom until the apples are soft. This
berln of Faculty, Moody Blbl.
By GEORGE ADE
. »«tnte of Chicago.)
and they were frankly of the Opinion •A AC. llll.
of the lined pan before filling. A method of arranging the filling maj
Mere
Knack.
Western Newspaper Union.
that anyone who fought a wee Pill
fruit pie needs a hot oven for ten be used for all fruit pies.
i syndlcati-wNU Sen
C). 1933, Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service,
for Hours at a time during Dog Days
minutes, after which the temperaThis article Is devoted to the sub- ture
should
be
lowered.
A
pastry
must
be
a
Uttle
curdled
In
the
Coco,
Lesson
for
May
21
ject of pastry, which has an undethere was a
To keep clean and healthy take -Dn
and the Golfers were too busy to
the slie of a Poultry deny
served reputation for being difficult shell should have a hot oven Pierce'* Plennnnt Pellet*. They regulate
it
*
throughout
the
baking.
JESUS
ANSWERS
HIS
ADliver, bowels and stomach.—Adv.
F ranch It surrounded a Depot
to make.
Small tarts are prepared In the
Everything happened In Comavllle,
VERSARIES
First, there Is the flour—either
,: and the principal Recipe tor
Pumpkin Pie'g Wisdom
bread or pastry flour can be used for same way as a large pie, but with
I Time was to Bit on the Front the same as in 1.000 other distracted
LESSON TEXT—Mark 12:13-44.
a little shorter time for baking. The
A
conscientious pumpkin pl«
plain
pastry.
For
puff
pastry
a
quick
A Uttle Croanet, accompanied Communities. A local Preacher atGOUDEN TEXT—The offlcera anshells can be filled with fresh knows It shouldn't be eaten th«
Conversation; «ome tacked Sunday Play and said right out •wered, Never man spake like this man. puff paste bread flour must be n=iefl. tart
Bterlng
7:46.
Then there Is the shortening. Lard fruit or berries, or with a crust, and second day after It is baked, so 11
fehoe Tossing back of the that the Reprobates in White Clothes John
PBIMABT TOPIO-Talklng With or one of the hardened vegetable topped either with whipped cream cracks away from the crust.
,g Garage and a Ball Team were headed straight for H—1 and the Jesus.
or a meringue to give the finishing
mobilized once to a while for Sinners, counting up their Scores,
JUNIOR TOPIC—Jeaug Answorlnf fats make pastry tender. Butter, of touch. When a pie la covered with
often
agreed
with
him.
Hard
Questions.
course, gives more flavor and In
jnose of getting trimmed-these
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOP- some recipes you see a combination meringue, it must go back to the
When some of the Lady Addicts, Inf to differentia^ the Residents
IC—The
Way
to
Meet
Opposition.
oven to set and brown the meringue.
jnavllle from Live Stock bnt cluding several who bad Children in
TOUNO PEOPLE AND ADUIVT TOP- of It with the other more bland fats. A slow oven 300 to 320 degrees F.
the
Grammar
School,
stopped
Traffic
IC—How to Deal With Objectors.
Whatever fat Is used must be hard, for ten to Bfteen' minutes gives the
i flo getting away from/the
and that means cold. The flour and best results.
^th that this Settlement acted, along Main Street by appearing in HeI.
Jesu*
Silences
Hit
Enemle*
(vv.
salt are sifted together. All the
| the Time, aa If It had taken a Attire, then the Pure and Unsullied 18-34).
Began to clamor for a law to prohibit
shortening is added at once, and
Butterscotch Pie.
fose of Hop.
1. The Pharisees and Herodians
fenrse, the Weekly Paper often Ziegfeld Costumes. They bad every- (vv. 18-17). In order to destroy him then It Is cut Into the flour with two
Vi cup butter
1 cup brown sugar
; Comavllle as a hustling and thing else In the Worlfl restricted or they sought to discredit him among knives. A chopping knife may be
4 tablespoons flour
prohibited by Legislative Enactment
used
If
you
have
a
smooth
wooden
jive Uttle City.
2 egg yolkB
the people. To this end they sent rep- bowl In which the pastry may be
Tall Reports It would seem that and they agreed ^hat the World would resentatives of both factions (v. 13).
1 cup milk
be
a
great
deal
brighter
and
better
If
mixed.
Z
egg whites
[lie was not always, cold In
a. Their question (v. 14). The
4 tablespoons sugar
The fat should not be cut too fine,
They say that the Whole some Official ..would stand on a Corner Pharisees contended that since God
% teaspoon vanilla
twas lively before the Early and measure all Pants, and any that was the real king of Israel, It was as small particles of fat make paswere
short
would
go
to
Jail.
try
flaky.
You
may
see
some
cooks
j drove out the Indians. NeverCream together the butter, sugar
not obligatory to pay taxes to a heathOut at the Course some of the en king. The Herodians were support- use their hands to mix pastry, but If and flour. Scald the milk and stir
|for some 90 yean before Mr.
_. EU Furbison began to spend Boys who never forgot their Stroke ers of Herod. They came to him with hands are naturally warm, the fat In slowly. Cook over hot water unEnters In Florida, accompanied Allowances often forgot some of their flattery on their lips with this subtle will not combine with the flour In til It thickens, and pour over the egg
yolks slightly beaten. CooU one
|mera, there is no denying that Strokes, but the other Members, wish- question. For him to answer yes the right way.
The proportion of flour to far, minute longer, then pour in a. baked • Here's a big new Dodge Six
was moribund, dopey 'and ing to be clubby, never called them would have discredited him with the
anything worse than Liars.
ler flump.
people, and to have said no would which makes a pastry rich enough >le crust, cover with a meringue rolling sideways down a hill to
Each
Player
wanted
some
Greens
have made him liable to arrest by the to be tender, but which at the same made from the beaten egg whites, prove the strength of its MonoEll a Big Number.
'
time will roll easily, Is three to one. sugar and vanilla. Place in a slow
changed and Traps moved bnt no two Roman authorities.
'
i Day there -will he a Bronze could agree and tthe Members of the
After the fat Is cut In the water is oven 300 degrees Fahrenheit, until piece steel body! Over and over
b.
Jesus'
reply
(w.
15-17).
He
it goes, bouncing, literally turn„(«! by the Depot, marking Greens Committee could not hold a
added. This Is the only special the meringue is brown.
ing handsprings! And at the end
„ Spot at which Mr. Forblson Meeting as they were not speaking to asked for a coin to be brought and In- point in making pastry. Care must
quired
whose
image
and
superscription
of its exciting trip, it drove away
| from No. 7 one day in Spring-one another.
Sour Cream Pie.
be
taken
to
add
just
enough,
for
if
it bore, declaring that those who ac1H cups sour cream
1th the leather-trim Bag over
under its own power—didn't
The Chairman of the House Com- cept the coin of Caesar should pay the dough gets too wet we cannot
%
cups
sugar
Elder and as slick an assort- mittee had been a Respected Cttjzen taxes to Caesar.' In this reply Jesus add extra flour without making the
% cups seeded raisins cut In two crack up, didn't smash I Think
j Golf Tools as ever dime out in Tears agone, bnt now It was dis- escapes their trap and enunciates a final product tough. I make a hole
3 egg yolks
what would have happened with
Vt teaspoon salt
,
nt Store.
an ordinary car body! And
covered that he had a one-track Mind principle which applies to all time and at one side of the mixed flour and
2 teaspoons vanilla
abes had seen the Pictures in and could think of nothing but Ham.
fat
and
add
one
tablespoon
of
wathis SAFE Mono-piece steel
conditions
as
to
the
responsibility
of
3
egg
whites
J Part and. when they1 got a
% cup powdered sugar
body is only one of the feaWere the entrants In' the various Christians to civil government Those ter and stir Into that with a stiff
{the Shinny Set they let out a tournaments satisfied with their Handi- who accept the protection and benefits knife enough water to make a stiff
Mix the Ingredients In the order tures you get in the big new
[which might have been heard caps? No ma'am, they were not If of civil government should support dough. I do the same at two other
given
and pour In an unbaked Dodge Six—for just a few dollars
Iway as the Bay Press. It is they had been, then the Oomavllle that government However, being a places In the dough. This will leave
crust.
Bake in a hot oven at first more than the lowest priced caret
\ that Goliath cackled when he Country Club would not have been a loyal' citizen is not enough. There is some loose flour, so I then take my
(450 degrees Fahrenheit) for ten
__ed David and that: Samson regular Golfing Institution.
fingers
and
press
the
balls
of
dough
a duty to God.
minutes, then decrease the heat to
f Baddies that he would call on
2. The Sadducees (vv. 18-27). The and the extra flour together. If
Mr.
Furbison
started
out
to
make
325
degrees and finish baking. Use
j to study her Character,
need
a
little
more
moisture
I
add
a
the Real Thing with Factions, CadT Pharisees and Herodians being si- few drops of water at a time. The the whites of the eggs with powj wasn't a Chrnanmn's Chance It
dy Complaints, a Bonded Indebted- lenced, the Sadducees came witbv a
felling for any of that Vamp ness and Everything. It Is prolonging question which Involved not only Im- water .used In mixing pastry must, dered sugar for the meringue and
brown In a slow oven 300 degrees
course, be very cold.
:he Lives of many Old-Timers whose mQrtallty but the resurrection of the of After
the mixing Is done it Is a Fahrenheit.
Citizenry of Comavllle had 3eirs are beginning to doubt those body.
he queer-looking Implements Tarns about Elderly Gentlemen dropa. The case proposed (vv. 19-23). good idea to chill the dough before
Apple Pie.
suspended Ell by the Neck ping dead on the Fairway.
The law of Moses made It not only le- rolling, as It will be much easier to
B or 6 apples
handle
then.
I
usually
wrap
It
tight
H
cup
sugar
Hard Maple Just across the
MORAL: Even If your Game if gal but morally binding in the case ly in a piece of waxed paper. / It
% teaspoon salt
front of U« Bnrllg's; Black-, Punk, you getNthe Fresh Air.
of a man dying without children for
% teaspoon cinnamon
fcop, then a great many things
his brother to take his wife (Deut. will keep Indefinitely In the refriger1 tablespoon butter
ator,
so
It
can
be
kept
on
hand.
rard came to pass might
1 tablespoon flour
25:5). They proposed tile case of a
transpired and the Restful Comfort in Footwear
woman married successively to seven When I am ready to make up my
a Marriage Blessing brothers. They asked whose wife she pie, I take the dough out, cut off a Pare, core and slice the apples.
blch had brooded over the
piece to roU on a board, or a table Mix the sugar, salt and cinnamon.
'or so long probably would not
"Marriage has many blessings that shall be in the resurrection.
b. Jesus' reply (vv. 24-26). By a top dusted very lightly with flour
i busted up.
are not at once apparent," remarked
! Furbison accepted the Scoffs Anne Morgan at a Newport tea. "The quotation from the Mosaic law (Bxod. Pastry should be rolled gently, start
arent Good Nature but al- other day I met a friend whom I had 3:6), be proves the resurrection of the Ing from the center and rolling In
i was nursing, in the back of not seen for several years. We had dead and their continued existence be- each direction, so as to make the
' Bean, a set of Plans whfch a lovely chat but all the time I was yond death as human beings. He sheet somewhat the shape of the
arantee him a Juicy Revenge conscious that something about her showed that marriage Is for the pres- pie pan. The sheet of dough should
was different. She seemed to read ent life only. In this respect human be lifted during the rolling to prethe low-Comedy Cracks.
beings will be as the angels in the vent its sticking. The rolling should
President of the Bank my mind.
"'It's the shoes,' she spoke op sud- resurrection life. He pointed out that be done gently.
; most of the Comers along
For a pastry shell, the dough
their gross error was due to two
Feels Much Better
made EU the Sacred, denly. 'You see, .I'm married now.'
should
be pressed over the edges anc
things:
"'But
what
has
that
to
do
with
your
of his Birth Place. So
(1) Ignorance of the Scriptures (v. cut off. For a double crust pie It
"June tsth. 193*. I started taldn* Knwchout a 4-hole Golf Course shoes?' I demanded, recalling that
Salts. Have lost 20 Donncls from June
be allowed to extend over en
eath to Jan. 10. Feel better than have felt
i near his palatial Shack Mllly had always worn the most chic 24). In the very Scriptures which should
the
edge.
After
the
filling
Is
put
In
for four years. Was under doctor's can
they
professed
to
believe
was
positive
French
models,
with
the
highest,
slen?e of Town, every Cyrus
for several montha. He said I had mil
proof of the resurrection (Bxod. 3:6). the edge should be moistened be- gtone*
and should have operation. Knuchen
i Bat up and began to take derest heels on the strand.
did all and more than I expected." Mrs.
fore
the
top
crust
Is
put
over,
and
(2)
Ignorance
of
the
power
of
God
" 'Well, It's like this,' explained MllLnte BrlKht. Walker. Minn. (Jan. 10. 1933).
wonder if the somnolent
pressed to the lower crust. The
with Floating Power
To lose fat and at the same time gain
3 have something to brag ly, as she stretched out her shapely (v. 24). God Is able to provide a life edges may be trimmed with the
engine mountings
where
there
will
be
no
death,
no
in
physical
attractiveness
and
feel
spirlegs and feet shod with dainty sports
[last
v.
scissors and turned over, or bound ited and youthful take one half teabirths, or marriages.
115-INCH WHEELBASC
shoes.
"Now
that
I
am
married
I
can
epoonful ot Kruschen in a glass of hot
Music With Meals.
3. The scribes (w. 28-34). Per- •with an extra strip of crust In water
wear comfortable shoes.' "—Exchange.
before breakfast every morning.
to go out and experiment
ceiving that Christ had effectively an- either case, the edges should be A jar that lasts 4 weeks costs but a
AND
swered the Sadducees, one of the pressed flat with the fingers, or tines trifle at any drugstore in the world but
; far-famed Diversion of the
UP
• Penguin I« Curious Bird
sure and get Kruschen Salts the
came with the question as to of a fork. Silts should be made In be
were the Elite, meaning
SAFE
way
to
reduce
wide
hips,
promiSlow on land, but swift In the wa- scribes
the
center
to
let
out
the
steam
of
islonal and Business men ter, on the bleak, storm-bound coast which was the great commandment.
nent front and double chin and again Dodge Eight flllS to f!395. All prictt
f. o. b. factory, Detroit.
feel the joy of living—money back if disI White Collars all Week, and of the Antarctic the penguins live Jesus summed up man's whole duty the boiling filling.
To prevent the crust of a fruit satisfied after the first'jar.
They began to order their lives. At times, singly and In In one word, love—"love to God and
atalogue and the Wives ran pairs, they traverse the snow-covered love to man."
II. Jesus' Question (vv. 35-37).
• to House telling that'Mrs. wastes, walking like a man on snowHe now turned upon his adversaries
id met Olenna Collett in shoes. Unable to fly, they are at the
fOO'REUJCKY.CORfl. I HEAR
\ KNOW YOU USE
also she said that all the mercy of enemies when on land. Seem- with a counter question. Its answer
THE MAKERS RECOMMEND
RINSO. 00 Y0l>
involves
the
central
problem
of
ChrisCutles and Grown-tTps, ingly unafraid of man they crowd
USING MY SOAP IN IT
THATS THE KINO OF
THINK n WOULD
\ KNOW IT V/OULO.I
i were goofey about the about him curiously peering Into his tian philosophy, Indeed of all rational
WASHER I BOUGHT. IT'S
GET MY CLOTHES
HAVEN'T A WASHER
every one played It except face with wonderment and amazement thinking. Christ's place In the scale
WONDERFUL BUT
of being Is the foundation truth of all
WHITER?
BUT RINSO SOAKS
| Cripples and Tln-Oanners.
written on their countenances. InterMY CLOTHES WHITE
you have guessed that a esting and harmless, the penguins live right thinking. "Is Jesus Christ man
WITHOUT SCRUBBING.
as called and every Car- their lives In the lonely outposts of or God, Is he God and man?" David
spoke of the coming Messiah as both
i present, In the Back Room the earth.
his son and God. There Is bnt one
k, trying to look like one of
answer to this question—tue IncarnaRation of Independence. Offltion
of God In Christ.
Alloys in FUn Canneries
elected. The By-Laws, as
III. Jesus Condemns the Scrlbea
In the process of' canning' flsh the
about the Length of the
use of machinery has been somewhat (vv. 38-40).
!»n of the U. S. A.
The attitude of these people toward
Tract of .about CO Acres restricted because of the action of the Jesus was not determined by Insuperfor 99 years and the Cows metal upon the flsh. Specially deve^l- able Intellectual difficulties, but by
1 out. When the Golf Arch- oped alloys have enabled the construc- their moral nature.
Ms Blue 'Prints for a tion of a flsh-canning machine which
1. They loved to go In long cloth• and Workmen began to will not contaminate the food products Ing (v. 38). This means they loved
with
which
It
comes
In
contact.
All
House which was pracostentation and display.
1 Room with a Porch in parts of the machine coming In Imme2. They loved to be saluted In pubi then the Die was cast, the diate contact with the fish are made of lic places (v. 38).
a
nlcUel
cast
Iron
which
Is
highly
reVictims was sealed and
8. They sought to occupy the chief
Important got ready sistant to corrosion. The frames and seats in the synagogues, and the upother cast parts of the machine are
with Nature and Pro- constructed
of nlckel-copper-chropalum permost rooms at feasts (v. 30).
Bridge Whist,
4. They devoured widows' houses
Iron,
another
corrosion-resistant alloy.
NEXT WASHDAY
Course st{H looked like a
RINSO IS GREAT IN TUBS, TOO.
(v. 40). They lined their pockets at
USING RINSO NOW
the would-be Whftemans
the
expense
of
helpless
women.
In tke U. S. Nary
SAW SUCH
ITS RICH SUDS SOAK OUT
' up the Rivets on their
5. They offered hypocritical prayers
MY SHIRTS
There are 15 battleships, 8 heavy
A MARVELOUS
and what used to be
DIRT—GET CLOTHES 40R5
(v. 40).
MUCH WHITER
p
FOR DISHES
lsh Fry became a Dinner cruisers. 10 light cruisers, 3 aircraft
IV. Jesus' Praise of the Sacrificial
1
carriers,
260
destroyers,
81
submaSHADES WHITER. AND NO
a" those who belonged to
Giving of the Widow (vv. 41-44).
J Club made no attempt to rines, 4 mine-layers. 25 small eagle
These words of Jesus reveal unto
SCRUBBING TO WEAR THINGS
I Names
out of the Depart- patrol vessels and 24 submarine- us the fact that in God's sight a gift
1
chaser patrol vessels; also a number Is measured by the heart motive.
Social Chat
THREADBARE?
CLOTHES LAST
gunboats, tenders, repair vessels,
Citizen who had two of
20R5 TIMES LONGER—SAVES
for
not adverting his colliers, oilers, mlscellanous auxilRepentance
fto
mine-sweepers and tugs In the
" parade around In iaries
Repentance la heart sorrow and a
HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS!
United States navy. Many of these
a n 0, the Terms comclean life ensuing.—Shakespeare.
in an Article by Walter smaller vessels are now out of comHome-making experts of 316 leading newspapers—
The strongest proof of repentance Is
s
makcrsof-iOfaxnous washers—itcommendRinso. Gives
'; who hod not been off mission or in reduced or rotating re- the endeavor to atone.—Miss Bnidclon.
serve commission.
yeura be an to
twice as much suds, cup
True repentance consists In the
«
tramp
for cup, as lightweight;
n-gardlesB of Pods and
heart
being
broken
for
sin
uud
broken
fiortei DeierleJ In Poland
puffed-up soaps. Wonof middle Ag«
from
Bin.—Thornton.
Farmers in Poland are getting rid of
derful for dishes and
,,7,'ir11* an*tWng heavier their horses to stop the cost of feeding
all cleaning—louts tbt
j ;' I' un for many Moons
Keep Your Temper
thew In one district not far from
bands. Get Rinso today.
'"'•" seen
In any controversy, the instant we
Warsaw a horse was sold for 50 cents.
feel angry we have already ceased
— 80 to 100 In another place one was given In ex- striving
America's biggest-selling package soap
Slit as
for truth and begun striving
change
for
a
man's
cap.
Sometimes
a Bee Line. Into
horses whose owners have fulled to for ourselves.—Goethe.
drlv|
nit by in their sell are deserted In market place*.
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"Ess Before the Mirror"
at Rialto This Week End

A. R. Kohl

The romantic atmosphere of Vienna
with its period drawing rooms, and
llrls and 16 Boys Compose Grati- graceful^ artistic settings features
Phone 43
We Deliver
ng Class of Anita Hied School the drama, "The Kiss Before the
Anita, Iowa
nmencement
Exercises
Mirror,' the feature attraction at the
Sa urda
Held Thursday Evening.
* y and Suns picture is a May
mease, gficTihe local play'house is
Commencement exercises for one of the first theatres to show it.
You'll never forget the man who
Briardalle
._or Glass of the; Anita High
Caff
fcA..
Vacuum glass jar. . .35c
let
a
kiss
cast
him*
into
a
hell
of
was held at the iChurch of
\*U1
ICe—Tall
Corn
brand, per pound. . .21c
, last Thursday evening before jealousy—the woman who let a kiss
drag her through tortures and a draaudience. ,
SWANSDOWN CAKE FLOUR,
I church w»s nicely decorated in matic trial in court. Two husbands,
per package . . ............... 22c
, and white, the .high school col- two wives, and two lovers! A double
hich along with plenty of flow- triangle of screen drama that is unCORN STARCH, GWC,
like anything you have ever seen beade an artistic vetting for the fore.
2—1 pound package .......... I3c
on. Misa Adrift Moon played
occasional and the class of 15 Nancy Carroll, Prank Morgan, Paul
RED KIDNEY BEANS,
[ladies and 16 young men made, Lukas, Gloria Stuart—that is the
Briardale, 2 cans____. ........ I6c
hpressive march in perfact cast that Universal selected as being
with the music to places re- Worthy of this great drama. Plan
f or them in the center see- now to attend the Rialto for "The
with each 50c
Kiss Before the Mirror"—it's one of
I
purchase
boys and girls glee clubs to- the biggest human dramas you will
haw
the
privilege
to
see
for
many
! with a clarinet duet by Byron months. „
POST BRAN FLAKES,
and Jack ' Roe provided the
Included
in
Saturday
and
Sunday's
2 packages
for the evening and each group
program will be a two reel comedy,
justice to the" %ten,t.
Operation," starring Vince BarRICE, Fancy Blue Rose,
R. J. "OortfcVa former resi- "My
nett and June Clyde. Also the Uni3 pounds
14C
Cass county and now pastor versal news reel with Graham (MteNaFederated churches of Hawar- mee.
.
PINEAPPLE, GWC, No. 2y2
|»wa, delivered • the commenceChic Sale Comedy.
broken slices, 2 cans for
39c
dress on the subject, "What
Pot the^Swring of Decoration day,
Needs." IBe delivered an esalso the -following evening, the Rialto
masterful address which fits will screen for your entertainment
GWC WHITE LAUNDRY SOAP, 6 bars
21c
illy well the occasion: Both
(With
1
bar
Hardwater
Toilet
Soap
FREE)
Chic Sale in "Lucky Dog." Although
a and the entire audience lis- this show was released for national
rith eagerness as Rev. Cornell showing on April 20, it is being
|tis~ points home with a force- brought here at the bargain admission
tic style of delivery. In spite price of lOc and 15c.
: COCOA, GWC Breakfast, 2-pound tube
23c
arm evening and the immense
It is a novel dog drama, and runs
remarked that they could bhe gamut of emotions from comedy
ed much .longer, which is bo tragedy. ' It shows the affection
IB. good recommendation.
bhat exists between man and his most
other points Rev; Cornell faithful friend.
SHOE POLISH, Shinola, 2 cans
17C
the fact that youth needs "Lucky Dog" is new and different
1
bottle
Bixby's
Liquid
13c
jean character, supervision or from any show that you have ever
and a much better exam- seen. It is a family picture, one
parents and adults in general. that will be enjoyed by youngsters
OPEN EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
emphasized the" importance as well as adults.
>
forging ahead with purpose Ruth Etting will entertain you on
ermmation to a life of aer- this program for 18 minutes with
ommencement he stated is not her musical entitled, "Bygones." An
but just the beginning of a exhibitor writing to the Motion Pictiller life, more difficult tasks ture Herald says this is the beat
ater opportunities to serve. Broadway Brevity he has ever played.
A handsome map folder, showing
ess was one of the best we If you like Ruth Etting and Chic Following is the program which
i in recent years.
Sale, see this program at the Rialto. will be given at Concert Park at 1:30 in detail the route of U. S. 6—Roose|C. W. Garlock presented the Remember the bargain admission, 10c o'clock on the afternoon of Decora- velt Highway—from Boston to Dention Day:
ver, is now available for free distrigraduation making honor- and 16c.
Combined Bands, "Warming Up bution, according to an announception of the upper one-fourth
1
March," "Vanguard March ' and ment by Alex Fitzhugh, of Des
ss who had made the best
"Forward
March."
Moines, secretary of the Association
scholarship during the four
Junior Band, "Pack Up Your sponsoring this scenic highway from
ey were in order: MargarTroubles," "War Songs of the Boys the Atlantic to the Rockies.
Nellie Jensen, UEargaret
in Blue" and "Star Spangled Ban- Tourist bureaus, motor clubs,
Miller, Jane Scholl, Russell
hotels, oil companies, individuals or
Norma Knowlton and EveCorn planting is just a few days ner."
Invocation,
Rev.
M.
J.
Rarick.
others who can use these map foldrt. .
behind schedule, reports 'County Agent
ers may secure a supply, free of
E. Harry, member of the Warren O. Duncan. Farmers in the Selection, Double Quartette.
Reading,
"Lincoln's
Gettysburg
Adcharge,
by writing Mr. Fitzhugh, at
ard, presented the diplomas county are rapidly getting their fields
Des Moines, stating the number deas in a very fltttng way. 'He plowed and in shape for planting. dress," Miss Hallie Mae Koob.
t occasion to express apprecia- Hundreds of Cass farmers have fin- Beading, "In Flanders Field" and sired. The map folders are attrac"America's Answer," Miss Wintha tively printed in colors on heavy paper
axpayetra, parents and teach- ished planting.
stock. To make possible a detailed
he part that each had had
Charles D. Reed of Des Moines, Deeming.
Vocal
Solo,
Mirs.
Bessie
Myers
showing of the route from Boston to
the graduation of thirty- head of the state weather and crop
Denver, the map is divided into two
is possible.
bureau, reports that corn planting in Lowell.
Address of the Day, Fr. M. J. O'Con- sections, one covering the territory
given diplomas were Margar- some sections of the state is the
from Boston to Chicago, the other
[ Raymond 5. Barber, Russell latest in thirty years. He estimates nor.
Song, "Star Spangled Banner," by covering the route from Chicago
Margaret & Biggs, that about 15 per cent of the corn ia the audience.
westward to Denver.
Darrow, Wintha Deeming, planted in the state at the present
Benediction, Rev. E. L. Anderson.
Officers and directors of the RooseDressier, Beth M. Harry, time.
Remainder of the program will be velt Highway Association, representJewett, Nellie M. Jensen, Eastern Iowa farmers have been given at Evergreen Cemetery by the ing every state traversed by this
Knowlton, Ronald A. Lin- prevented from working in the fields American Legion and Auxiliary.
route, plan an active campaign
ed A. Milter, Ida L. Miller, on acocunt of heavy rains in the last
throughout 1933 to acquaint motorNelson, Robert Osen, Roy few days.
ists with the advantages gained by
Petereen, Edward E.
using this highway.
|Donald Rhoads, Mtoie Suit- Mrs. Edna Twining of Des Moines
Officers of the association include
B. Scott, Elaine Smither, has been here the past week, called
C. L. Newcomer, Bryan, Ohio, presiager, Neva A. Saxton, Jane here by the illness of her brother,
dent; Adolph H. Held, Holdridge,
Miss Betty Burns, Iowa's state Nebr., vice president; Alex Fitzhugh,
[Lyle Scholl, Donald E. Ship- D. T. Voorhees.
spelling champion, and her teacher, Des Moines, Iowa, secretary-treas| Wilson, Corwin <W51sbn and
A PROCLAMATION.
Miaa Christina Hollen, will leave urer.
Zastrow.
:,
Thursday evening for Washington,
Saturday, OVUay 27, was designated D. C., where the national spelling conas "Poppy Day" in Anita in a pror test will be held on Decoration Day.
clmnation issued today by Mayor C. A representative of the Des Moinea
E. Harry. The proclamation called Register and Tribune, sponsors of the
upon all citizens of the city to ob- Iowa contest, will accompany them.
The Whitney Loan and Trust Co.
ia R. 'Moon, daughter of aerve the day by wearing the Amer- On the way to Washington and rePis. R. o. Moon of St. Louis, ican Legion and American Legion turn they will stop a few days at and the Atlantic State Bank are reland Raymond R. Lantz, son Auxiliary poppy in memory of the Chicago, Niagara Falls and New York leasing $177,000 to depositors today.
This is double the amount officers and
Mrs. R. H. Lantz of this World War dead. The proclamation City.
While in Washington, Miss Hollen directors of the two institutions orI united in marriage at high stated:
"Whereas, in the great criss of and Miss Burns will stop at the Ham- iginally had agreed to turn over to
(Wednesday) at the home
Pe's parents, the ceremony the World War the young men of ilton Hotel, headquarters for the na- depositors on the initial release.
Of this amount, $82,000 will be paid
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Friday and Saturday Specials

Yeast Foam

Vanilla Extract

T
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^ 21 c

Candy Jelly Beans per H, I2c

Program Is Completed
New Highway Maps Are
For Decoration Day
Ready Jw Distribution

Corn Planting on Schedule
in Most Parts of County

Spelling Champion Leaves
Thursday For Washington

I !,

Lantz and Adria
Are Married Today
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Yv\ril»^
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Atlantic Banks Are Paying
$177,000 to Depositors

NUMBER 31

National President Will
ALUMNI
Address District Picnic
s' ' • j^

^* '•

A first-nano picture of the new
deal for agriculture will be brought
to members of the Cass County iParm
Bureau and friends who attend a ninth
district Farm Bureau picnic at Red
Oak, June 9. The meeting will be
addressed by Edward A. O'Neal, president of the American iParm Bureau
Federation, so close to the enactment
of the new farm relief bill that he
was one of a small group of farm
and congressional leaders invited to
see the signing of the bill by President Roosevelt on Friday, May 12.
Mr. O'Neal, president of the American Farm Bureau Federation, is a
real dirt farmer, living on a 2,600
acre plantation near Florence, Alabama.
Mt. O'Neal's connection with the
Farm Bureau goes back to 1921, when
he became a charter member of the
Farm Bureau in his county. Later he
waa elected vice-president and following that president of the Alabama
Farm Bureau. This position be held
for eight years until he was named
president of the American Farm Bureau Federation in 1931.
During his eight years as president
of the Alabama Farm Bureau, Mir.
O'Neal was president of the Alabama
Farm Bureau Cotton Association,
Poultry Association, Mutual Supply
Association and the Alabama Farm
Bureau Credit Association. In addition to that it was his leadership
which brought about the formation
of a unit of the National Wool Marketing Association and the National
Pecan Marketing Association in Alabama.
Through his participation for many
years as a member of the American
Farm Bureau legislative committee
at Washington, Mr. O'Neal has become a familiar figure at the capital.
He has been particularly active during the present session of Congress
and backed up by his organization has
had a large part in shaping the "new
deal" for agriculture.
Mr. O'Neal's talk will be the feature of the ninth district Farm Bureau picnic which will be held in Cha/utauqua park in Red Oak on Friday,
June 9. In addition to the feature
talk of the day, a good and varied
program has been prepared by the
committees in charge of the meeting,
to which the general public is invited.

Twelve More Cass Youths
to Reforestation Camps
Twelve more Cass county youths
will leave on Friday, May 26, for the
reforestation training camp at Fort
Des Moines, it was announced Saturday by County Worker Mary M. McVey.
The boys to leave next Friday are
Roy Gaulke of Lewis; Jess Jordan and
Glen Barnholdt of iWiota; Paul Jennings of Massena; Donald Glair Logue
of Cumberland; Franklin Eastman
and John H. Lehmkuhl of Griswold;
John LeRoy Atwood of Anita; and
James Garland iGaines, George Eilers,
Paul Eeffer and Harold Joe Lane of
Atlantic. John Jipsen Jr. of Atlantic
was sent to Fort Des Moines Thursday to take the place of young Lane
who was sent back for health correction. The Lane lad will return with
the next group, however.
The nine other county youths who
are in training at (Fort Des Mwines
are Joe Pross, Bruce Welton, Ralph
Drake, Harold Paulson and (Carl Pieken of Atlantic; Joe R. Donohoe of
Griswold; and Eugene Wahling and
Calvin Jewett of Anita.
According to word received by parents from the youths, they are enjoying the camp life at the army post
and are having a good time. The
Cass youths in all probability will
be sent to one of the reforestation
camps in the state.
NOTICE.
Lot owners of Evergreen Cemetery
are requested to pay their annual
dues to the Ladies Cemetery Association at the Forshay Insurance office
or at my home Memorial day.
Mrs. Flavia Hook, Secretary.
Merle Wilson, a medical student at
the University of South Dakota at
Vermillion, is spending a fe-w days in
Anita with his parents, Ben Wilson
and wife.
Miss Esther Thon, primary teacher
in the local schools for the past two
years, will be married in a few days
to S. A. Cooper of Sac City. Miss
Thon is a daughter of I. Thon of BoIan, Iowa, and the wedding ceremony
will be performed at the home of the
bride's sister, Mrs. L. B. McCready in
Bolan. They will make their home
in Albert City where Mr. Cooper is
athletic coach in the public schools.

HONORS
CLASSJF 1933

Miss Margaret Biggs and James Nelson Selected as Outstanding Students. Largest Crowd in His\
tory Attends Banquet.
;
The largest attendance since the organization of the Anita High School
Alumni Association to attend the annual banquet and entertainment was
present last Friday evening to helphonor the Class of 1933, this year's
graduating class of the Anita high
school.
The dinner was served in the Church
of Christ dining room by the K. J. U.
class of that church, at which 171
people were present. Of these people
91 were alumni members, 31 were
members of the 1933 class, and other
guests and friends numbered 49.
Following the dinner, the evening's
entertainment took place at the K. P.
hall. The business meeting of the association was in charge of Miss Vera
B. Hook, the president.
The class of 1933 wes presented to
the Alumni association by Supt. <C. W.
Garlock, and each member of the class
was introduced by Mrs. Robert Scott.
The response for the class was givea
by Miss Margaret Biggs.
A play, under the direction of
Gerald Redburn, with Claude Smither,
Sherman Lowell, Miss Evelyn Stager,
Mrs. Alpha Nelson and Norman Wagner, as the cast, provided much pleasure for the large crowd in attendance.
Members of the association arose
to their feet as the roll of classes
were called by years by H. P. Ziegler
of the entertainment committee. All
members wore tags designating the
year they graduated.
The alumni awards, given to the
most outstanding girl and boy in the
graduating class, were presented by
the president Miss Hook, to Miss Margaret Biggs, daughter of MV. and Mrs.
Zate Biggs, and to James Nelson, son
of Mrs. Alpha Nelson.
Mrs. G. M. DeCamp was elected
president of the association for the
ensuing year. Other officers elected
were Mrs. H. L. Bell, vice president;
Walter F. Budd, secretary; Mick Forshay, treasurer; and H. P. Ziegler, director for three years. These officers,
together with two other directors, Tom
Burns and Mrs. E. S. Holton, whose
terms did not expire this year, compose the whole board of directors.
. "The alumni association was organized on August 13, 1926, and at the.
present time has a membership of
391. A life membership fee of $1.00
is charged for joining, and any graduate of the Anita high school is eligible to membership.
Following the program Friday evening, the rest of the evening was spend
in visiting and dancing. 'Music for the
dance was furnished by Miss Inez
Armstrong and her orchestra. Several members from out-of-town were
present to enjoy the evening's entertainment.

KUDZ Grain Co. Wants
Lower Assessment Rate
In an action filed for the September term of the Cass county district
court, the Kunz Grain Co. is asking
an appeal from the state board of
assessment and review for the assessment of their elevator property in
Anita. The plaintiff claims that the
property was assessed at $4,250 by
William Linfor, Anita assessor. The
Kunz company asks the assessment bef
reduced to $2,600 and costs of the action be paid by the town of Am'ta.
Miss Freda Scholl was here from
Omaha to attend the commencement
exercises of the Anita hig-h school,
her sister, Miss Jane, being a member;
of the class.
An enjoyable evening was spent
last Thursday by the members of tha
LANB dinner and bridge club, when,
the losers of the last series of games
entertained the winners. The members, dressed in old style and ragged
clothes, met at the Chester Long home
at 7:00 o'clock from where the guests
were notified by a "secret" code to
journey on to the M. M. Burkhart
home. A paper sack dinner waa
served, then a "ride" for the gueata
which ended at the G. C. Noblitt home
where the dessert was served. This
was followed by a session of bridge,
at which Mrs. Noblitt and H. L. Bell
proved to the rest of the member*
that they were the best players—at
least for the evening. It was a great
evening for the members, and it is
too bad that more people could not
have seen all the "glad rags" and especially the outfit worn by Dr. Adair,
who was certainly "dolled up."
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A Lost Soldier of a
Lost Cause

— How It Opera
INTERSTATE COMMERCE
COMMISSION
MERICAN policy and tradition
A
always has been, not only to
mft, but to enforce, free and open

Beaureqards
Headquarters
in Charleston

The Great Creole
(AH picture* from BMIO'I "Beworegard. The Great
Creole." courtesy Charle* Scrlbner'i Bonn.)
4
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON

" " •' '^E ORDERED thefiringon Fort Sum•••V
ter and thus furnished the spark
I • which set off the mighty conflagraJ| Jl tlon of the greatest civil war in history." But this "kindliest military
engagement In history, conducted
with the utmost good nature, almost
tenderness, on both sides—a pleasant curtain-raiser which gave no
hint of the grlmness to follow" was hailed as a
great victory and he became the idol of a new
nation, the Confederate States of America.
The Confederate congress, in behalf of the
new nation, voted htm a resolution of thanks.
The general assembly of South Carolina, the
Bcene of his great "victory," did the same. Citizens of his native New Orleans raised funds
to buy a golden sword for him. His admirers
in Montgomery, Ala., the Confederate capital,
decided to buy htm a new horse and present It
to him upon his next visit there. He received
more than 250 letters of congratulation and the
manuscripts of five poems written to him.
Then he was ordered to Richmond to confer
with President Jefferson Davis and hla progress
north was a triumphal procession with cheering
crowds and blaring bands at every railroad
Junction. Wherever he appeared, the crowds
demanded a speech. Arriving in Richmond, he
"was bustled and shoved and kissed and bad to
stand with a scarlet, embarrassed face while a
spindly maiden of forty, to whom forty made no
difference, snipped a button from his coat."
Three months later two uniformed mobs
fought a battle near Manassas or Bull Run in
Virginia.
The uniformed mob which had
marched south, many of them carrying lengths
of rope "to lead a Rebel prisoner back to Washington," went back toward that city in a panicstricken rout almost unparalleled In history.
The uniformed mob which had marched north,
each man confident of his ability to "whip five
Yankees before breakfast," experienced unexpected difficulties in whipping two. But theirs
was the victory, anyway, and after that another
extravaganza of hero worship.
In the South they began naming children
after him. There was talk of making him President of the Confederates States of America.
He had to keep an extra supply of coat buttons
in his tent—they snipped them off so fast.
As you have probably already guessed, the
object of all this frenzy was Pierre Gustave
Toutant Beauregard, a general In the Confederate army in 1861.
"But," you say, "if he waa such a great hero
then, why do we hear so little of him now?" To
find the answer to that question, turn to a new
biography which has Just been published by
Charles Scribner's Sons. It is "Beauregard, the
Great Creole," written by Hamilton Basso, who
has set about the task of rescuing from obecurlty the man once hailed as "one of the
greatest military figures in history."
In the prologue to his biography, Mr. Basso
says: "Occasionally, In the text-books we came
across his name. But It is only rarely, and then
with a scant line or two they are done with him.
"He baa fallen into obscurity, even in the
South where once he was loved and honored as
much as Lee. And so, In writing of him, it has
Interested me to seek an explanation of his neglect and effacement. The fault, I believe, and
the blame (If there Is any blame) Is that of the
traditionalists and the myth-makers—all the
Happy Galabads of the Picturesque."
Mr. Basso then points out that in 1805 when
the Civil war ended, a ruined, a defeated people returned to the dally routine of peace-time
life, a changed life In which "they bad no present and, so far as they could see, no future. All
that was left inviolate was the past." And the
prostrate South clung desperately to its memories of the beauty, the chivalry and the romance
that bad been In the past.
In the years that followed, myths and legends
began to spring up to form the parts of the
"plantation or Southern tradition" and a part of
that tradition was that of the Civil war general. "Here, fortunately, the myth-makers were
not called upon to exercise their creative Ingenuity to any great extent. Their hero was
already made. His name was Robert Edward
l«ee. Lee, then, became the legendary hero. He
was the model the others must measure up to.
A few Southern generals, uotubly Stonewall
Jackson, Albert Sidney Johnston, aud Jeb
Stuart, bore many points of resemblance to Lee.
The tradition, therefore, could Incorporate them
Into Its dogma."
But Beauregard could not be so Included.
For one thing, he and Lee were totally unlike
In every respect Then, too, Beauregard was a
Frenchman and the tradition is essentially Anglo-Saxon. Add to this the bitter antagonism
that sprang up between President Jefferson

Laure Vfllere
Davis and Beauregard early in the war. More
than one historian has pointed out how Davis
suffered from the delusion that be was a great
military strategist and he would brook no interference with his strategy of waging a defensive war and trying to defend every part of
the far-flung empire of the Sooth.
In contrast to this attitude was Beauregard's
desire for a concentration of the Confederate
forces in the vitally Important places and the
waging of a smashing offensive war which
would decide the issue as quickly as possible.
One of the most Interesting "ifs" of the Civil
war is what might have happened if this Creole,
reared in the Napoleonic tradition, had been
given a free hand from the outset. There is
no doubt that be had in him the makings of a
great soldier but he seems always to have Just
missed success— whether because of his own
shortcomings or because of circumstances over
which he had no control, It Is difficult to say.
Beauregard was bom on a plantation in Louisiana just 115 years ago— May 28, 1818—when
that state was still more French than American,
From the first he had a passion for guns, for
horses, for everything military. So when he
was sent to school In New York, conducted by
the brothers, Peugnet, two ex-captains of Napoleon, and listened to their tales of the great
campaigns in which they had fought under the
Little Corporal, this passion was only Intensified.
The natural result was an appointment to the
United States Military academy at West Point
In 1834. One of his Instructors there was a
Kentucklan named Robert Anderson. A little
over a quarter of a century later the former
student was to order his soldiers to open fire
on the fort defended by the former Instructor
but he was not present when the fort was surrendered. "It would be an unhonorable thing,"
he declared, "to be present at the humiliation
of his friend."
In 1838 Beauregard was graduated from West
Point, second In a class of 45. One of his classmates was named Irvln McDowell. And 23
years later Irvln McDowell and Pierre fiustave
Toutant Beauregard were to be commanders of
the opposing forces when Bull Run creek In Virginia received Its bloody baptism.
After graduation Beauregard, a lieutenant in
the engineers corps, first helped lu the construction of Fort Adams in Rhode Island. Then be
was sent to take charge of an engineering project at Baratarla bay. So he came back to his
own Creole country. There he met and fell In
love with the lovely Laure Vlllere and when
they were married two of the most distlngushed
families In Louisiana were united.
Then came the Mexican war and during that
conflict he was twice brevetted for gallaut and
meritorious service, first as a captain, for bis
gallantry at Contreras and ChurubuBco, ami
again as a major for bravery in the battle of
Cbaultepec. He returned to New Orleans as a
local hero and was presented with a golden
sword. But the years which followed were dull
and uneventful ones and Beauregard was rapidly slipping Into obscurity.
Then by pulling certain wires he succeeded
In getting himself appointed as commandant at
West Point. This was two days after Lincoln's
election In I860 and when It seemed certain that
.Louisiana would secede from the Union On
his way to New York Beuuregard stopped off in
Washington to explain to his superior officers
that should Louisiana withdraw frqjp the Union
he must follow his Btute . The reju WM ^
he was superintended at West Point for only
five days, when he vvus ordered back to Louisiana. thus establishing a record for briefness
Hi the time which a(iy oflit.er ,lel(I t f m t pogt
Louisiana seceded and Beauregard. the engineer. who had prepared and presented u comprehensive program for the defense of tbe Mississippi river passage was called to Montgomery
for a special meeting with Provisional Presided
Jefferson Davis. -He kissed his wife good by
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the memory of men who were willing to die that America might live
in freedom and happiness. With the
poppy contributions, they are helping carry on for the disabled veterans
and fatherless families. With the
poppy they are calling to us all to
carry on for America in the spirit of
those heroic men the flower commemorates. Every American who is a
true Anjeriten should show his response by wearing a poppy on Poppy
Day.

WBAR THEIR FLOWER.

MAN'S WORST ENEMY.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
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One of man's worst enemies are ttie
To America, now going forward in
a great drive against the economic insects. Insects are the most numerenemies which have invaded the coun- ous and versatile group in the animal
try, comes a message from the men kingdom and can be found practically
•who fifteen years ago were giving anywhere on earth where life exists.
They can live in water, on land,
their lives in defense of the country
against an armed enemy. It comes above the ground or under the ground.
in the form of the little red poppy They can feed on all parts of a plant
that we will all be asked to wear on above the surface or aittack the roots
Poppy Day, May 27. It tells us to of a plant below the ground. They
serve and sacrifice for our country can find lodging in the heart of the
now with the same patriotic spirit largest of trees or between the surthat those men served and died among faces of a leaf or within a tiny leaf
the poppies in France in 1917 and stalk.
Every housekeeper knows the scour1918.
The poppy is a symbol of remem- age of certain insects. Roaches make
hrance for the World War dead. Pop- life miserable for the woman of the
pies glowing on every coat on Poppy house, while moths may destroy the
Day will show that we still remember most valuable clothing in the wardand honor the supreme sacrifice our robe, if proper precautions are not
war dead made for America. A coun- taken.
White ants attack dwellings or othtry which remembers deeds such as
their's cannot be indifferent to pres- er structures and may continue their
ent calls for patriotic service.
As depredations unknown to anyone until
long as the memory of our heroes the building is ready to collapse. Flies,
is kept bright, America can be con- with their disease-bearing proclivities,
fident that heroic service will come^ are not only a nuisance but are a
from its citizens in every hour of menace to the health of human beings.
The farmer sustains an average anneed.
The women of the American Legion nual loss of not less than ten percent
Auxiliary, who will bring us the pop- of the value of his crops if he takes
pies on Poppy Day, are carrying out no measures tto control or check the
a very valuable work for the country. ravages of these insects pests. WeeWith their memorial flowers they are vils, worms, grasshoppers, and the
helping keep alive a memory more like take their annual toll of the profprecious than vast material riches— its of the farm.

— —-

Washington News Letter.

The fight goes on continually. Precautions should be taken by every one
to control those insects with which
By OTHA D. WEARIN
they come in contact and thus help
There is talk in Washington now
in general control of such pests.
that Congress is Hearing adjournment.
\ considerable number of the planks
Miss Ruth Parker is visiting at in the President's platform have been
Exira this week with her friend, Miss
redeemed.
Evelyn Jensen.
The farm relief bill, carrying
Miss Florence Pierce of Atlantic amendments providing for inflation
was in the city Friday evening to of the currency and refinancing of
farm mortgages has been enacted as
attend the alumni banquet.
promised.
The Muscle Shoals project has been
Mrs. John G. Kelley, a long time
resident of Anita and eastern Cass assumed on the part of the authority,
county, is seriously ill at her home the conference report being tnlly
on East Main Street, suffering from agreed to in the House during the
week just passed, thus redeeming the
stoppage of the bowels.
campaign pledge to protect the rights
A. W. Angell, wife and son, James, of the people from the rapidly growof Atlantic were in Anita Thursday ing power trust.
Steps have been taken to relieve the
evening to attend the commencement
exercises. Their nephe-w and cousin, stress of unemployment.
Combination of departments and the
Roy Parker, was one of the graduelimination of bureaus have occurrec
ates.
to such an extent that the people wil
Mrs, Elvira E. Hyde was hostess see a marked decrease in the cost
last Wednesday to the members of of the federal government within the
the C. O. Z. club. Dinner was served near future.
President Roosevelt seems to be one
at Mrs. Elva Howard's cafe at 1:00
o'clock, and the afternoon was spent of those unusual men who is of the
opinion that campaign pledges should
socially at the Hyde home.
be redeemed and that in itself is a
In today's Tribune will be found a "new deal." No one who is either
financial statement of Evergreen for or against him can ever claim
Cemetery Association, showing the re- that he failed to act, or that he was
ceipts and disbursements for the past slow in his efforts to rebuild Ameryear. The statement shows the as- ica, business.
sociation in very good shape, and the
officials are to be commended on their 19-YEAR-OLDS LEAD
IN AMERICAN CRIME
good work.
The 19-year-old youth is the greatest criminal, according to statistics
compiled in Washington, D. C., from
fingerprint cards received at the Department of Justice for the first three
months of this year.
Persons under 25 years of age constitute 40 per cent of those whose
arrest records were examined. Rec-

The O. D. O. club held, an all day
meeting with Mrs. Margaret Hief at
her home north of Anita last Thursday. A 1:00 o'clock dinner was served
by the hostess, and the ladies spent
the day quilting. Mrs. Evona Tibben
and Mrs. Mary Newell were visitors.
The next meeting will be at the home
of Mrs. Edna Jacobsen.

Meade Post No. 50,
G. A. R.

Bullock, Adnah D.
"Bishop, Albert
Campbell, Hamilton
Stauffer, Bertrand
Scarlett, B. L.
Suplee, Win. A.
Spanish-American War
Clardy, Chas. W.
World "War Veterans
Anderson, Ingman
Atwood, Lloyd
Aupperle, Louis
Anderson, Wm. N.
Allanson, Eugene
Biggs, Ralph
Bohning, Ralph F.
Bartley, Herbert
Baier, Fred H.
. Baylor, Bernie A.
Benham, Frank
Bongers, Leo V.
Biggs, Wra. T.
Burkhart, Edwin M.
Byrd, James
Bills, George
Broderson, Ben
Buckner, Ora
Becker, Dr. R. A.
Booth, Jerome

Linfor, Wm. A.
Lanrsen, Chris
Lowden, Roscoe
Lowden, Orville
Mclntyre, E. E.
McCosh, Philip
McDermott, Joyce
Mehhnann, John W.
Millhollin, Howard
Millhollin, Homer
Middangh, Earl E.
Mallory, Daniel
Mahlandt, Harry C.
Martin, J. W.
Mortensen, Otto
Miller, Barley A.
Newton, Hobart
Naylor, Frank
Naylor, Fred
Newton, Glen R.
Parrott, H. B.
Petty, Wm. V.
Peterson, Hans J.
Parker, Bryan
Parker, Lafe
Peterson, John R.
Perry, Frank S.
Peterson, Arthur W.
Porch, Glen A.
Roe, Glen A.
Roe, John D.
Roe, Leland A.
Reeves, Cleo
Reeves, Donald
Ruggles, Claude
Ruggles, Clarence
Robison, Lynn B.
Rhoades, Frank H.
Root, Walter
Reed, Wm. R.
Smith, Francis
Shipman, Amos W.
Steinmetz, Guy
Smither, Thomas
Schwenneker, O. L.
Soper, George
Stone, Ernest A.
Smither, George
Spry, Clarence B.
Scarlett, Bert
Scholl, Roy
Swanson, Manning L.
Scott, Peter Jr.

Tierney, Tho». L.
Thomas, Rufas A.
Taylor, Herman
Taylor, Art F.
Turner, Chester R.
Voorhees, Leon G.
Vetter, Joe
Vernon, Edgar
Wilson, E. M.
Wilson, John
White, Clyde
Wilbonrn, John E.
Williams, Dr. P. T.
Workman, Ray H.
Watkins, Frank
Wagner, Roscoe
Wagner, Frank
Way, Wilford E.
Wilbourn, Harvey L,

Meade Post No. 50,
G. A. R., Deceased
Amarine, S. K.
Alvord, C. S.
Allen, E. D.
Anderson, W. 0.
Briggs, James M.
Barber, Slyvester
Blood, Wm. O.
Bartlett, Chester D.
Baumgardner, John
Burnett, Geo. V.
Biggs, Abe
Cooper, Samuel F.
Cibert, Wesley
Chambers, James H.
Cline, James
Chapin, Henry T.

Calkins, Russell W.
Calliso'n, James C.
Corlett, John
Culver, Ancel S.
Dilts, Daniel L.
Davis, T. P.
Deeming, George
Dubbs, Chas. F.
Eakins, William H.
Easterday, George
Fitzgerald, Job
Fuller, Oren
Fitch, Edward C.
Failing, Charles M.
Graham, G. W.
Goodpasture, Abraham
Gates, John A.
Gates, Orlen F.
Gilbert, Eliel

Phon

Friday-Saturday Specials
MACARONI or SPAGHETTI, 6—8 02. boxes •25C1
NEW POTATOES* per pound .
PEELED PEACHES, per package
POST TO ASTIES, large package
PANCAKE FLOUR, 4-lb. sack
WASHALL SOAP FLAKES, large 80-ounce

package
PALMOLIVE SOAP, 3 bars and 1 box Palmolive beads for
LEMONS, large size, per dozen
CAKE FLOUR, Swansdown, and cake plate

CORN, fancy Crosby, No. 2 cans
-7t
BLUING or AMMONIA, pint bottles
•Iflc
COOKIES, Oatmeal or Ginger, per pound... •We
Bring Us Your Eggs—Highest Market Price
ords for 80,785 persons were sent in,
of which only 6,221 were for women,
swelling the total fingerprint carts
held by the bureau of investigation
to 3,483,629.
Disorderly conduct, vagrancy, suspicion and investigation were grouped
together and made the largest total
of arrests, 24,842. Other leading offenses were larceny, with 1J.312 cases;
burglary, 8,895; robbery, 6,241, and
assault, 5,030.

"King of Jazz" is coming.

. WSck Porshay was a business,
in JDes Moines last Friday.
Mrs. Vernon Jeffries left thel
of the week for Pittsburgh, P«
vania, where she expects to
summer months with relatives.
The members of the Double ]
bridge club enjoyed a covered!
dinner last .Thursday evening
home of Mr. and Mrs. Andy !
Following the dinner the evening*
spent in playing bridge.

Overmier, Jacob J.
Oglesbee, Zachariah
Peters, Julius
Parker, John A.
Robison, J. R.
Rickel, Bev. Park A.
Rexroade, Conrad
Ruggles, John W.
Rogers, Thos.
Robinson, A. R,
Rood, Dr. V. D.
Reynolds, Michael
Sheley, James
Sears, Fred H.
Schoonover, A.
Smither, W. Thos.
Semelroth, Wm. B.
Smith, Patrick
Scoville, B. H.
Simmons, C. W.
Saunders, H. Clinton
Sedgley, Chas. W.
Smith, Geol W.
Spangler, Harrison
Smith, Rev. .W. H. H.
Trego, Watson\
Tabasinsky, M.
Turner, Isaac A.
Turner, Samuel C.
Weston, Wm. J.
Wagner, Benjamin
Winder, Thos. C.
White, William
Way, D. B.
White, Prank
Wainwright, V. W.
Wilson, Samuel H.
Young, William

n

Spanish-American War
Deceased
Hadley, L. P.
World War Veterans,
Deceased
Hartley, Oscar H.
Curry, Verle
Conley, Cecil
Donohoe, Chas.
Dougherty, Joe
Johnson, Henry
Miller, Sam
Petty, Clarence
Roe, Carroll H.
Story, W. Roife
Vernon, Royce D.
Von Blohn, Herbert

Decoration Dayj
TUESDAY, MAY 30
In Lasting Respect and Appreciation of the Services of th« SoMi/I
of our Wars, this Page is Respectfully Dedicated to the Memo7 »|
Their Sacrifices and Deeds of Valor by the Business and ft1
sional Men Advertising Hereon.

^M-K-VrW^^

HOWARD'S BEAUTY SHOP
Reliable Barbenng
Wavincr ft CJnppialtv

waving a specialty
'***-X-X~W-M>*-W^
LEVFS BARBER SHOP
We will appreciate a share of
your patronage
^X'**'~******^^

Dr. C. H. JOHNSON, Dentist
Office Phone 174
Residence Phone 73
DR. G. M. ADAIR
Office Phone 225
Residence Phone 240

| WAGNER'S FILLING STATION

!

£
$

£

1

f o r Skelley Aromax Orange Gas,
Tagolene Motor Oils and Good-

|

I

year

super-Tread

cord

T.res

$

West Main Street — Carl D. Millard, Prop.
We do horse-shoeing, plow work and general Repairing, to your entire Satisfaction

I

J. P. CHRISTENSEN
Blacksmithmg - Plow Work
Acetylene Welding, Wood work

BELL'S CAFE ^^$
Full line of Drugs
Greeting Cards of all kinds

BONGERS BROS.

Flowers and Potted Plants

«-XKS~X~X-X-X~X~X~|.H~K-«^*^^

MILLARD'S Blacksmith Shop

ANITA BAKERY
Creamy Crust Bread and Pastry

3
X
«'•

f
f
|

'~~
Monarch, the pioneer of
100% Pure paints

C. A. L O N G
Furniture and Undertaking

ANITA W^L

FARMERS COOP.

C. W. Zastrow, Mgr.

w~.«.-.».~.~.~x^KK«XKKK^XK~xKKKK~:^t*<K~XK~XKK~xsK~X":~'

'k

CHEVROLET
v^iiiii
v ivvj^n,!

Frpp

IT
e

«********<***™***^^

DR. H. E. CAMPBELL
J
Office Phone 4
f
Residence Phone 268
^.^..^^^^
FORSHAY
|
LOAN AND INSURANCE
|
AGENCY

.J.

......
Quality Hardware
. XTWm

A N I T A I C E CO

'
A. J. Karns, Prop.

JEFFS GARAGE
%lding and all kinds of
repair work. : :: /
»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»<^"-" " " '
F. W. STAGER CAFE
Try us for a good fresh pa<
of Cigarettes

f Best *nd Latest in Motion Pictures,
| Comfortably Cool During Hot Weather
Headquarters for 3.2
Yvwvw************************«*****«
ATWOOD
t
PRODUCE
u
WEST IOWA TELEP
f
Highest cash prices for your
J. D. Roe, Local
•f

•20c

P. &G. SOAP, 7 bars

Goforth, Geo. M;
Gordon, Zachariah T.
Harrison, Daniel B.
Henshaw, L. S.
Houck, Marshall
Huff. Capt, Chas. W.
Henderson, Joseph S.
Hyde, C. R.
Halsey, Milton W.
Hendricks, Gen. G. D.
Harrison, James
Herbert, Henry C.
Hemphill, Robert
Houck, Jacob
Hunter, John S.
Jones, Jeremiah P.
Johnson, J. R.
Jones, David £.
Johnson, Charles B.
Jenkins, Milton J.
Kelley, John C.
Knowlton, John M.
Koob, Antone
Lantz, William
Levy, Levi M.
Lewis, Henry C.
Leymaster, Cornelius
Lighter, Henry C.
Myers, Delano
Metcalf, Henry
Millard, Quincy D.
Moore, Samuel
Minert, John
Moore, Seaborn
McVey, Nathaniel
McCosh, Nathaniel
North up, C. Perry
Our, George F.

In Honor of the Living
Biggs, David H.
Birge, Gerald
Bear, John
Robison, Dan
Bell, Howard O.
Carlton, Dr. J. R.
Cassill, Lloyd
Christensen, Martin
Cassill, Marion
Crozier, Byron
Chastain, Worth W.
Coll, Faye
Caddock, Earl
Cibert, Claude
Oibert, Chas.
Currier, Roscoe
Donohoe, Harold J.
Dorsey, Claude
Daughenbaugh, S. E.
Derry, H. D.
Dieatrick, Wm. H.
Dieatrick, Henry
Davey, Arthur
I'eMent, Floyd
DeCamp, G. M.
DeMent, Frank
Dailey, James T.
Iteming, Roy
Deeming, Ralph
Edwards, Paul
Farrell. M. C.
Foote. Carl
Fowble, Raymond E.
Foster, Jacob
Gipple, Verle 0.
Gardner, Max E.
Gaiiher, Dallas
Gaiiher, Clair O.
Heckman, Wm. L.
Highley, Harry C.
Hendricks, W. F.
Hayter, William
Ho^field, Guy
Harris, Ernest
Harris, Ear!
Johnson, Ben
Johnson, Arlo
Joy, Fred F.
Jensen, Soren C.
Karns, Cloyd S.
Kirkpatrick, Otis
Kopp, Charles
Knowlton. Tim
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Events in the Lives of Little Men

A Lot of Worry

OFFICER. I «et.F> MB I I'M

ARE ? weu_

A QUAMPARY— I'M
AW AUTo

TWAT'S SHURS TOO B A > NO\AI

. t«O VffT. MAVB IT uAST ?
ITS IM VBR OTMfrK SUIT

0ASY— ARTS H-ez
A PARKIN' PLACB
LOO KIM PER?

BUT <A/HV ?
•DON'T
Z\ HAVE A CAR

ITS IN A

PARKING- LOT AtfD
NO\M i CAtJt FIND
WMER& THB PIACE

TesT
| MUST

-rue PAR.KIUC*-

IS)

THE FEATHERHEADS
YOU

E>OMM
9MB

SAID

Think What She Lost
5AV iT EVACTJ-Y
THAT WAY—
VJMAT

3 Me JTAID

»/AS THAT | WAS
ONLY
A MILLION

Sheik. "Because I pnt some PatenJ
Leather Polish on my naturally .d*rk
Hair and attended a few Parties, they
branded me a Lizard. I, am Jnrt t
young Fellow trying to find a llttte
Sunshine tn a World overhung wttk
the dark clouds of Restrictive Legislation and, naturally. It IB embarrassing
to he regarded as a Social Problem,
I am convinced that the Editorial
By GEORGE ADE
Writers nnd the Alarmist* Who iwst
trying
to fill their Churches every Sun. Bell Syndicate.— WNU Service.
day cannot revise Human Nature an
NCE there was an unmistak- at once simply by Inventing a lot of
able Reuben Glue who stood New Labels.
"I doubt if I am any more depraved
on a busy Corner In the Big
Settlement, Just where he was than my Grand-Dad who took Apple
• Hazard for all Pedestrians. He wore Jack and carried a Pistol or my rea Unen Duster and carried a Carpet spectable Father who owned Trotting
Bog with Red Flowers on It The Horses and knew how to deal Fara
bristly Gosb-dlng-lte forked straight Touth has always taken lt« Fling bnt
oat from the Sub-maxillary and he Youth never had any active Frew
sported a droopy Straw Hat with a Agents until it became fashionable to
Shoe-string around It Knowing that peek over Transoms, work the Keyhe was under Observation by the City Hole and try to regulate the Affair*
Folks he started In to live up to his of Every One Else.
V
Reputation. After rubbering at a Tall
"Remember, it Is not very long since
Building, with the mouth open, he ex- Collegians, who are now weeping over
claimed: "Gosh all Firewood! We a lost Universe, had Keg Parties on
ain't got nothln' like that out at Ruta- the Campus. At present. If I stay out
Center, Jumptn' cornstalks! until after Midnight and then eat Ham
I'm goln' to see all the Sights If I bust and Eggs, some one writes a Novel
a Callus! Gol sizzle! Jlmminy Crick- about me."
ets! I low, calkerlate and swan that
Doing Their Stuff.
this hur Town Is a Ding-Walloper!"
If he expected any Pity from the
He paused and wiped his Freckles Flapper, he was fooled. She came to
with a Bandanna, It was a tough AsBat with a Vengeance.
signment—talking Dialect.
"When all Is said and done," spoke
As he stood there. Impeding Traffic, op little Cream Face, "I am probably
who should approach him but the Tra- Queen of the Patsies and the Goat of
ditional Policeman.
"Phwat the Dlvvle do ye mane, the entire Outfit Tve got to observe
blockln' the Strate?" demanded the the Styles or else stay In my room and
yet. every time I give a Parade, wearCopper.
ing at least six Ounces of Clothing,
A 14-Tube Farmer.
the Reformers begin to toll all the
"This Is most Interesting," said the Bells and talk about calling out the
Agriculturist, forgetting his Role. State Guard.
"Often I have wondered If any Officer
"Do you think It was any Snap to
of the Law really did use 'Phwat'."
learn to smoke these Cigarettes made
"I am compelled to do so by the Exi- of Oakum? Or to drive a Car at sixty,
gencies of Realism," said the Con- or keep on applying French Palntt
stable, lowering his Voice. "Even But what can I do? If I am a Short
though I am of Polish Descent and Sport I will lose my Ticket Even the
was born in Roxburg, Mass., I am sup- Sister who talks to the Clubs on the
posed to speak Irish, even to the ex- Decline and Fall of the Rising Gentent of 'Spalpeen,' If there Is such a eration expects me to wear Gold SlipWord."
pers and pull my funny Lid over one
"I get you," said the Boob from the Eye. I'm trying to look like the PicSticks. "Any stranger walking up to tures In the Magazines so as not to atyou might be the Creative Artist who tract Attention or be regarded as a
puts Titles Into Moving Pictures and Freak."
It wouldn't do to ruin his illusions.
At that moment a pale Person with
But 1 am telling you that it Is no Double-O specs came and sat at a
Burst of Laughter to chew a straw nearby Table.
all Day or tote this awful-looking
"Be on your Guard," cautioned the
Vanity Case."
Business Man. "He looks like a Writ"Then possibly I am mistaken in as- er. We had better do our Regular
eumlng that you have come to Town Stuff."
to buy a Gold Brick or trade your
So the Yap said "I vum!" and asked
Farm for some phoney Oil Stock," salt! for Pumpkin Pie,
the Officer.
While the Officer was Umbering up
"You sure are," was the Reply. "1 his Brogue the Sheik grabbed the
am here to look up a new Radio Set Devilish Old Lady and said, "Come on,
Our 14-tube Super Zingadlno will not Kid, let's melt the Wax on the Floor.*
permit us to pick up either Honolulu
The Tired Business Man began roll
or Rome, we want one with some Ing his eyes at the Flapper, who <calle<
Class, This must be an off Day with the Walter by his First Name and
t
you., I have been sizing you up two
Minutes and you haven't clubbed any asked him If he couldn't slip them a
one yet Now, In the two-reel Com- tittle TNT In Coffee Cupa.
And It was all First-Class Material
ics—"
for the Author. He was observing
"I'm a merciful Guy," said the Bob
by. "I spare even the HIp-Flaskers Life.
MORAL: Be Yourself even if you
who are begging for Trouble. I never, except on the Screen, soak a Comic have to study a Book of Rules.
just to see him roll up the Eyes and
do a Turpln Fadeaway. And yet, the Majolica Ware First
only People who get me sized up right
Produced in Majorca
are the Members of our Order. We
It Is generally claimed that the word
have an extremely gum-shoe Organiza- "majolica" was derived from the IBtion called The Society of Overworked land of Majorca, whence the flrsl
Types. Perhaps you would like to at pieces of this ceramic ware were Imtend a Meeting."
ported to Italy. The term majolica
Lament of the T. B. M.
lias become a very confused and Indefi"Would they let me back out of this nite expression and used with different
Character Costume and appear in my meanings. The term, In Its, first appliregular Sears-Roebuck?" asked the cation, referred only to the early ItalHayseed.
ian luster-ware, made (Fifteenth cen"That is the idea of the Club. We tury) with transparent siliceous glaze
get together tn Private and swap Trou- and outer surface of metallic sheen In
bles and sympathize with Each Other." Imitation of the luster-ware of HisSo that is how It came about that pano-Moresque creation. Later the
the Conventional Yap was taken by early enamel-covered and color-decothe Usual Policeman to meet the Flap- rated wares of Italy were called maper, the Sheik, the Devilish Old Ladj jolica regardless of metallic luster surand the Tired Business Man. They face, and the luster-ware having oridined in a quiet Alcove and, finding ental style of form and treatment was
themselves unobserved, the Business termed mezza-majoUca. The term tn
Man took Crackers and Milk, the Old modern times has been vulgarized Into
Lady ate a Frankfurter, the Flapper a broader definition. Including practtordered up a Platter of Corn Beef callv everythlng in ceramics having
and the Farmer wanted two Squabs the usual coating of glaze, and paintwith Romalne Salad and a Cafe Par ed decoration.
fait
The Tired Business Man said lie
Rare Mo* Eggt
would have to hurry as a new Girls
The moa was a giant bird, like the
and Music Show was opening and he ostrich, which roamed the forests of
had been advertised as a First Nlghter •N'ew Zealand long, long ago. All the
for so long that now the Piece moas died or were killed by the
wouldn't ring up unless he was In tin- Maoris long before the English explorFront Row.
ers and settlers went to New Zealand.
"If you think you are gelling a raw Two moa eggs were presented to the
Deal, look at me," he said to the visit
Auckland museum and the mnsenm
Ing Turnip Grower. "Just becuu.se )
people
regarded them as a gift of extoil like a Turk all Day, I an, „„„
posed to hurry out about 0'30 I- M ceptional value, for there are only six
seeking any kind of relaxing FUU.,- other moa eggs known. Both of the
talnment so loug as it Is Noisy Sense t«o moa eggs were found with akele»
tons of moas many years ago.
'
less and moderately Indecent' What
do 1 wish to do? Go home and ,,i a ,
Chines* Pr*p*r«da«M
Chess.
railst 1 do ? Get r Bh
down in tu, Talcum I'owder
An
engineering
feat, regarded aa one
ZoJ
next to the Hi, Kiddie. and «p]o i "f the most rapid ever performed, for
with U U B ht CT at all the Wheezes its size, has been accomplished In
<'))inti. Enough earth to build a wall
iiiree feet high and three feet wide.
"How about
tlmt would run four ttmee around the
Foot iu tho world, has been piled up by the ChiCrave and
with the
nese in little more than a year to preish old l.miv
vent a recurrence of the dlsastroof
Hoods of 1031, which caused the death
or millions, and which left million*
aB.ui.8t us Lady Relics of t h e
ilestltute and starving.
her .„„„, ' ,.
'

The Fable of
the Tired
Typicals
8

O
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tutt awilv (

Hurdle, tutthe

Khmrtovm Si*f« Not** SoU
\vimt is believed to be the hut set
"t siege notes Issued and signed by
General Gordon during the siege of
Khartoum were bought recently by
i-orti Uute of Edinburgh, Scotland.
Tlie notes, consisting of tUpe of gray
i'« PIT with their values la Arable
characters and signed In the right''and corners by Gordon, were recently discovered.

Vfewed
of
Depending
".'.. • •^dividual.
""People who
and self-esteem ,1 • the impression ,,!m ^w
The

rthera.

bhvown worth and ,„,„„ can
Ml., and.. to. k e e p i n ,as
•«*e. But If the
*tow.then he
to, awe to himself. ttnd '
will, that his value ls
•Uteart. knows it to
His actions will be
anticipations of their
j an, for

his dignity.'
I came across that in a book
»C5S_A?'°f Belng a Wotn"n.»
It •track me as so lllumin
versa! problem that l am
tO paw It on to my readei
leading woman writer and
, Have yon ever felt
something—and then . , „
canft It was "beneath my Ulgl
Haw. yea. been prevented f rom
action that you feu to he rteh,
deed that you knew to be right
cause of the thought that it ml*
fleet unfavorably upon you?
ever bothered by a conflict
the dictates of your
common sense and the boge
*Wlart will people say?"
Theij you are one for whom I
quoted that paragraph above,
cern about your "dignity" is
an Indication that your Inner
is not mire, that you lack- con
to yourself. Preoccupation w
opinion of other people is ths
aign that your opinion of
in oeed of bolstering up. F
What others will think or say
a chink In that true self
which Is the surest and
armor against the uncertainties
the buffetlngs of life.
G. IMS. Ball Syndicate.—wxu 3:

•Splittinq Headm

'

.Remedy), No»4

[fine Wh«TOybody. This safe, dL
•ble, BlHftcttabfe laxative brought quttri
•ad oufet nerve* because it cleared te fl*
OfpOiSOnoot WMtes —made bowlli"

cny mm ncabr. ThousandstakeMI
If* tudl •: me. pleasant cnrrectntl
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»f SHAMPOO - Hal te
S«.'«-».---'»»->'
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: Dread the Unknomi
Mystery magnifies danger «j|
fog the sun.

M

ofWi

:

»re troubled
%hh monthly bearIng^bwnDams, weaktune d*im«, backodemcbe and
t. They
take Dr.
PieitB'sFaTorite
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m^f
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POBNDSOF
For Less Than
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.
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™

trifle «t »ny
but demand and
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Statement Evergreen Cemetery Asso FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
ciation to May 22,1933.
DISBURSEMENTS.
To Check—C. L. D. Miller
$ 18.75
To Check—Tribune Publishing Co
14.85
To Check—Tribune Publishing Co
1.20
To Check—Ed. McLaughlin
5.00
To Check—C. W. Clardy
13.00
To Check—G. Kiester
3.00
To Check—Robert Scott
3.45
To Check—Ladies' Cemetery Association . . . 50.00
To Check—Carlton Beh Company
76.99
To Check—Tom Miller
3.70
To Check—B. D. Forshay
1.96
To Check—B. D. Forshay
2.75
To Check—C. W. Clardy
6.20
To Check—F. W. Stager
2.26
To Check—Lyle Redburn
»
4.99
To Check—Maurice Turner
1-60
To Check—Ralph 'Miller
1-50
To Check—Kenneth Turner
2.40
To Check—Elmo Exline
5.60
To Check—Keith Chadwick
1.50
To Check—!C. L. D. Miller
2.00
To Check—E. R. Wilson
8.00
To Check—John Scott
7.50
To Check—Peter Scott
8.00
To Check—B. D. Forshay
2.25
To Check—Ladies' Cemetery Association ... 107.07
To Check—Tax on Anita Bank checks
18
To Check—Ed. Snyder Nursery
4.90
To Check—Mount Arbor Nursery
153.42
To Check—Tom Miller
3.25
To Check--!. P. Christensen
11.45
T^_ChecJk=—Tax on Anita Bank checks
28
Total Disbursements
eroei

$527.89

VAL. WIEGAND,
F. E. CARTER,
C. A. LONG,
Trustees.

May 28, 1903.
A son was born last week to August Cron and wife.
To
On account of the recent heavy
By
rains, corn planting has been someBy
what delayed.
By
It is said that the long talked about
By
passing track on the- south side of
By
the depot is soon to be put in.
Jenkins Bros, seined their pond last
By
week. The haul brought to the surB,r
By
face a goodly number of fish, among
which were some weighing from 10
By
By
to 15 pounds.
By
The foundation for the cement walk
By
is being put in along the front oi
By
the Anita Bank, Faulkner's real es
By
tate office, Mrs. J. A. Irving's millin
By
ery store and Heath's barber shop.
By
The alumni banquet and entertainBy
ment to be given Saturday evening
of this week will, in all probability
Total Receipts
$1,212.90
be the beat of its kind ever given in
Anita.
Elaborate preparations have
been made. "Jingle Bells" and "The
Interrupted Serenade," vocal produc
tions of rare merit, promise to be
To balance on hand, on deposit with Anita
highly entertaining, as well as amusBank, per statement rendered May 22nd.,
ing.
1933
$685.01
After the storm Tuesday evening
M. P. Conway and his hired man, Al
B. D. FORSHAY, President.
bert Baker, started home from town
and in attempting to cross from the
ROBERT SCOTT, Treasurer.
railroad to the wagon bridge west or
E. L. NEWTON, Secretary.
town, the team missed the road in
the deep water, and away they went
Wm. Casteel, personal tax .. 9.55 men, team, buggy and everything
down toward Wiota. Mike and hi
Zeta Reinig, reduced valuation
32.24 man succeeded in getting out and on
The following claims were allowed top of the buggy, and with the ai
of a rope in the hands of neighbor
and warrants authorized:
who
had been attracted by the howl
C. F. Dunham, oats (4970
pounds)
32.60 of distress, the boys were rescuec
The team was badly cut up by th
W. T. Biggs, balance due on
wire fence, into which the wreck wa
account of closing of CitiAnita, Iowa
zens State Bank of Anita . 203.71 drifted by the swift current.
RECEIPTS.
Balance on hand, May 24, 1932
$569.60
10
Cash—Ruth Henderson
-°°
Cash—City of Anita, Taxes
• 81.50
25
Cash—Nora Edwards
-°°
20 00
Cash—Ray Workman
Cash—Interest on Certificate of Deposit
in Anita Bank
29.87
Cash—G. W. Marsh
25.00
Cash—L. C. Bangham
• 26.00
Cash—J. P. Christensen
6.00
20
Cash—Fred Toepfer
-°°
Cash—Grant Township
35.04
Cash-^Mlrs. Hattie Wiese
40.00
Cash—City of Anita
I69-82
Cash—City of Anita
100.00
-Gash—Anita Bank
7.07
;.
15
Cash—F. C. Chinn
-°°
Cash—J. P. Christensen
15.00
Cash—Mrs. F. Aldrich
20,00

The Golden Rule
DEPARTMENT STORE
The Best For Less

We Buy Cream
Speciak For Thar*., Fit, Sat
OMAR, 494b. bag .
MOTHER'S BEST

&

HJWAS BEST

Oatmeal
^^
m •
^L^Vv •^•^•i^^ l^fl

Bllll.Cr

?*$%<*
Ttaai

AJ^oi*

Creamery

;

t
•

•

• K^

A

^^fc

. I«O« £t

Cane Sugar 10 Ibs. 4
New Potatoes Quyty 7 Ibs. 1
Toilet Paper & 5 for I
Green Tea
MEDIUM SIZE O

SUNKIST *»
OR SPAGHETTI 4 i
2-lb. cellophane pkg. li

0. D. Punk, clerk
4.00
J. J. Heck, 1 calf killed .... 10.50 +
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
VOILES
Mrs. Art Kirchoff, care to
•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-ff
Mrs. Funk
15.00
fast color of
"Ancient and Modern Necromancy
Adolph Paul, material for
alias
Mesmerism and Hypnotism, De
course
chairs
2.23
nounced" will be the subject of the
W. J. Brindley, road work ..
40.50
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches o: of "The Fool."
training school f or" christiu j
E. C. Henningsen, road work . 22.55
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, May 28
You
are
always
welcome
here.
with
classes for all ages, t
Dr. H. E. Campbell, care of
The Golden Text is from Romans ALWAYS remember that. The Bible Brown, Superintendent.
per yard
Carmel Daughenbaugh and
8:31, "If God be for us, who can b as it is and in the spirit of the Christ
Union Memorial service itj
Mrs. D. Wilbourn
9.80
against us?"
it
will
be
presented.
Come
all.
a,
m. Sermon subject,
Herley
Hansen, 2 ewes
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quoby the pastor. Special
killed
7.20
tations from the Bible and from the 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 music by a double mixed
E. S. Holton, rent and ex4
LINCOLN CENTER
4 All who have flowers are i
pense
133.80 Christian Science textbook, "Science
MEN'S BLUE AND GREY WORK
4
COMMUNITY CHURCH
4 to bring a bouquet.
and
Health
with
Key
to
the
ScripS. Mallory, old warrant
2.00
4
Elwyn Andrews, Minister.
4
SHIRTS, AT
.........................
Youth Forum at 7:00 p. m.i|
W. H. Peed, road work
61.67 tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
*-4444-f-f4444444444 gram of inspiration and
One
of
the
Bible
citations
reads:
Session and Mileage Claims.
Church Services at 10:00 a. m.
Men's Rayon Shorts
Ladies' Rayon Hose
youth. Ton are invited.
H. G. Armentrout
6.60 "And God spake all -these words, saying,
I
am
the
Lord
thy
God,
which
Bible
School at 11:00 a. m,, with
and Shirts
Notice—No evening seimj
Frank
Pelzer
5.50
12c per pair
Sunday. .We urge all of owl
G. H. Allen
4.50 have brought thee out of the land of Walter Storer as superintendent.
25c each
Ladies aid meets Friday of this to avail themselves of the i
T. W. Davis
6.25 Egypt, out of the house of bondage.
Ruffled Curtains and
week.
,
Thou
shalt
have
no
other
gods
before
services as we are not pit
Herman Ryan
6.80
Cottage Sets
A certain aeroplane manufacturer any evening services this:
Adjourned to meet June 1st., 1933. me" (Ex. 20: 1-3).
$1.49
Among the selections from the has built a new sensational plane cept special programs, such as 4
39c
(Signed)
Frank Pelzer,
Christian
Science textbook is the fol- carrying ten passengers and crew of music and special young :
t
Chairman.
{~X~X~XKK«X«XKK~XK-XK'«X»'X~:'<5~X~X~X~X~>
lowing:
"The
supposed existence of three, besides baggage. New ideas, vibes. Make the morning i
Attest:
more than one mind was the basic etc. are responsible. But the princi- fill to yourself and others bjij
Jennie
M.
Ward,
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
to instruct the treasurer to order
error of idolatry. . . Divine Science ples of life Jesus Christ gave, have $ng every service. You can <
County Auditor.
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS Twenty Five Hundred dollars
($2,explains the abstract statement that remained unchanged and strange to pect great things of the
500.00) in Stamp Notes for county
REAL ESTATE TRANSFER.
there is one Mind by the following say, have produced the best men of all putting something into it
Court House,
use, $300.00 of which is to go to the
self-evident proposition: If God, or time. It is so even today. What
Atlantic, Iowa,
count on you?
Town of Griswold.
A. R. Kohl and wf to the Pruden- good, is real, then evil, the unlikeness
would we do -without great men to
May 15, 1933.
Senior ladies aid will !
Motion carried.
tial Insurance company wd 3-18-33 of God, is unreal. The children of
lead us ? The church is concerned regular weekly meeting
The Board of Supervisors of <Cass
The following rebates were al s2 nw4 and nw4 nw4 sec 5 and ne4 God have but one Mind" (p. 470).
in developing genuine men and women wit* a 12:00 o'clock lunch fij
County, Iowa; met in adjourned ses- lowed:
ne4 sec 6-7-34, $1.
capable
of leadership. Come, and be public.
sion with all members present. For Richard H. Anderson, double
Mary J. Peterson to A. A. Miller, * + + + + + + 4 f - f - f - f ^ ^ - f f
a part of and a booster for'such a
correction of the records the followassessment
$ 2.50 wd, int in and to It 1 of e2 of sw4 *•
M. E. CHURCH NOTES
4
Among the graduates atG»|
ing motion is made a part of the Byron Cassidy, error in head
program. You are always welcome.
of sec 21 twp 77 rg 34 also Its A B f
Monroe J. Rarick, Pastor.
*
April 5th. minutes, said action hav- tax
in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, on/
.50 C in the ne4 nw4 sec 28-77-34 also It + + 4 + + + + + + + 4.4.4.4 4.+
ing been taken an April 5th. but not Margaret Downey, rebate by
Win be Glenn Eldon Malta
of It 1 in w2 of se4 sw4 of sec 21-77Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Dr. + CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH +
included in the records:
Moved by
of Dan Mallory, and a f«*|
state on moneys and cred34 all being in Wilds add to Anita, C. H. Johnson, General Supt
+
E. L. Anderson, Minister.
-f man. He graduated a mi"1""
Ryan, seconded by Allen to make apits
36.78 ?500.
Morning service will be a union
plication for R. F. C. funds for May George C. Hoegh, soldier's
ago from the Dallas
Cecil B. Peterson to A. A. Mller, Memorial service held in the Congreand June, 1933.
(The Church With a Heart and
exemption
21.9J wd, all int in above real estate, $1.
school. Glenn is a
gational church at 11:00 o'clock.
Motion carried.
an Open Mind.)
Mary iWeimer and a nepl
Gertrude Turner, property deEpworth League at 7:00 p. m. LeadMoved by Allen, seconded by Davis
Church School at 10:00 a. m. A Henry Earns of Anita.
stroyed
71.20
Mrs. Evan P. Reynolds of Kansas er, Margaret Black. Topic, "Choosto authorize the Clerk of the District B. D. Brown, error in assessCity is visiting here with her parents, ing a Life Work."
Court to purchase Iowa Reports Volment . ;
24.00 Chas. F. Karns and wife.
The senior ladies of the aid society
umes No. 208-9-10.
R. S. Deeming, soldier's exwill
serve a 25c dinner at the home
Motion carried.
A baby girl, weighing lOVi pounds,
emption
13.58
of Mrs. Rachel Millhollin on Friday,
Moved by Armentrout, seconded by R. S. Henderson, error
was
born
last
Friday
afternoon
to
44.14
to which the public is invited.
Davis that the judges and clerks ap- Manual Kohl, error valuaMr. and Mrs. Glenn Porch.
Mr. John S. Gebuhr, the contractor
pointed by the Wet and Dry Convention
14.94
for the new church, has begun work
R.
F.
Graham
and
wife
of
Lewis
tions held May 8th., be approved.
Changes ma^ie in assessments by
visited here over the week end with on the basement. Local men are busy
Motion carried.
State Board:
her sister, Mrs. Frank Osen and fam- digging the trenches and getting the
Moved by Ryan, seconded by Allen Wm. H. Shultz, moneys and
to purchase a pump for the County
credits lowered
9.00 ily, and also attended the commence- material on the ground ready for conFarm, of Hansen & Lowe of Atlantic Wm. E. Eblen, personal tax . 3.18 ment exercises for the graduating, struction.
class of the Anita high school, their j
at $70.00 plus installation.
Richard Edwards, personal
Motion carried.
tax
c.37 nephew, Robert Osen, being one of|
VALVE GRIPING AND "MOTOR TUNE|
'' e graduates.
OF CHRIST*
Chairman Pelzer appointed Ryan E. J. Perley, reduced valua4
Elwyn Andrews, Minister.
4.
tion
52.3!)
ON CHEVROLET SIXES
and Allen as a commitee to verify
the cash in the hands of the (County W. C. Bryant, reduced valuaNo creed but Christ,
Treasurer at close cxf business May 31
tion
12.90
No book but the Bible,
1933.
Paul Shields, personal tax .. 6.37
No name but the Divine.
Moved by Allen, seconded by Davis Aden Hosfelt, personal tax .. 6.37
FOR SALE-Tally cards, 10 for 6c
Bible School at 10:00 a. m Com
Tribune office, Anita.
#
munion d u r i n g the Bible School hour
WANTED: _ LaWri mowers ^ Doy ™^ out on this very important
part of tlu- service.
sharpen at 50c each. Jeff's Garage.
Union M c m o r ial Sunday servim at
FOR SALE OR TRADE :-1928 the Congregational church at ii;00
Wh»ppet coach; 1932 Chevrolet se- n. m.
Per Quart
Christian Endeavor at 7:00 n ,
dan. Open evenings and Sundays.
I hone 244. 0. W. Shaffer & Son,
Anita, Iowa.
*-•

White Hats i
White Linen
X
Pumps
in the season's $
all sizes in this new materials :»:
remarkable and styles.
value

Pineapples

I

lie

$1

$1.50

Saturday Only

I
I
I

WORK SHOES"

j

LABOR

Black Screen Enamel.

Sun Red Edge Screen Wire
Priced to Sell
WE WANT YOUR ORDERS

ROBT. SCOTT
ANITA LUiMJBEB CO.
PHONES: Office 20; RM. 11

DEPENDABLE ALWAYS

E, 8. HOLTON, Lawyer.
Practice in all courts. Opinion on
Land Titles; and Settlement of eitatei
a Specialty.
County Attorney

h

;r = -- - - ic
if fvervbodv \vic \\\-

ANITA MILLING CO.
CHADWICK TRANSFER
round oats
1fl
C
Oats
hulled ....
!"
,
lOc i"look at S P ^. a . m o i ! l e n t a n t ! t«ke
•ar corn ground
Culled for and delivered
6c per cwt
No bother. You lose no time.
Let U« Do It

We Use Only Gen
Parts
NEW SPECIAL VALVE
TRAINED MECHANICS

0. W. Staffer &
ANITA/IOWA

$3,7!

THE TRIBUNE. ANITA, IOWA.

;E QUEIR .DEVICES
TO SALVAGE SHIPS
Power PlantrRaiw was designed for salvaging the pursers safe and other valuables from the
{Wrecked VeMeit.
Lnsltanla which now lies off the wast
or Ireland. 'Grabs,' powerful lifting
devices, act like giant hands, bringing
W treasure to the greedy men on. the
salvage ship.
"The old-time rubber diving suit has
been replaced by articulated steel suits
and metal observation cylinders. la
these new-fashioned garments and
with heavily weighted boots, men can
tramp flnnly on ship decks submerged
In 800 feet water. Telephones^ electric lights, and cameras make 'all modzed vessels, ships wrecked on ern conveniences' possible to the ocean
or rocks, and boats Which treasure hunter.
jink," continues the bulletin,
Salvaging Lives.
bire the services of trained sal"Salvage
not limited to ships and
tlneers as well as strange and cargoes, for isthe
same device* are used
i apparatus, whether the" prob. recover gold and Jewels Im- in raising submarines. Following the
In Davy Jones' locker or to 8-4 tragedy, experiments were conductat back to work on the sur- ed to prevent another such disaster.
Into the hull of a test submarine were
the sea. • • - . . . . . . . . .
to which could be atfrom which salvage-opera- built eyebolts
chains from lifting pontoons.
i conducted must be equipped tached
was discovered that present develpplng plants, air .compressors, It
opments
not reached a point at
lighting plants, drilling ma- which a bad
submarine could be brought
ck-boring drills, and pneu- to the surface
the men aboard
nmers^all of which must be were suffocated.before
Major
Interest, therefor use under water. Two fore, has been concentrated
on methnethods are followed in rals- ods of introducing air and food into
By the first, ^osed In rel- the submarine and ot getting men from
hallow water, air compressors the ship to the surface before raising
• out of the ship and air Into the submarine Itself.
ond method, employed for
"A special diving-bell was construct|k at great depths, makes use ed which would fit water-tight over the
fens.
•
escape .hatch on a submarine deck.
{pontoons, which are a sort of
ned boat, bare sufficient
r to raise 1,600 tons.. The first
aklng use of the floats la to \
hem over a wreck. Heavy
ties or chains are drawn
he bull of the wreck at low
I form a swing or cradle in
can be raised. The pontoons
the tide, lifting the ship as
fcthe water level rises. _ The
ben towed to shallower water
tie procedure Is repeated,
fie decks emerge. Temporary
i made, and the ship can be
repair dock.
[ there la no tide, flexible steel
run under thfe boat and atsteel submersible cylinders,
air Is .pumped Into these
Ilindrlcal pontoons, and they
[ship. Some of these cyllnapable of lifting 1U50 tons.
unken vessel Is covered with
i, difficulty of getting lifting
[chains under the wreck i«
reased, end a tunnel must
Cither by a hose regulated by
pump Or a eff&sucklng

aogton.—Under-sea
I "grabs," soup RrtWS,MU&
,; "pumps, fire hose,
fjBDterns, telephones, snd
boots which enable at® to
ftbe sea floor—these are tome
nusaal devices that make mod.
j salvaging a weird, dangerous,
ratlve profession, say* a bullethe National Geographici so-
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Another device for submarine llfe-savIng.is the rescue helmet or 'lung.' It
Is a face mask, attached to which is
What looks like a hot-water bag, but
in really an air pouch. Thin pouch
contains enough air to bring a man
to the surface from a depth of 158 Manifold Attractions of the
feet One test submarine was equipped
Exposition City.
with special valves for hose lines
through which could be sent from the
by National Geographic Society,
rescue ship fresh air, water, or hot Prepared
Washington. D. C.—WNU Service.
soup, according to the needs of the
HICAGO will be'host tbls sumBICAGO
trapped, crew."
mer to hundreds of thousands
of Americans
Ame
who will go to
witness the city's spectacle of
Indian Tribe Goes Back
1933—the gigantic fair depicting a
to Old Medicine Man century of progress.
Chicago is vibrant, an Intense giant
' Hoqulam, Wash. — Robert Pope,
cities, dynamic with the spirit
over one hundred years old, died as among
growing youth. Its residents are
he wanted to die—with the esteem of of
his fellow Indians. But it took tor- confident of Its destiny.
The forces of nature and the paths
rents of rain and great gobs of thunder for the Indians to again claim of man, which mold the state of IlliPope as their "Tamahwels"—medicine nois, center In Chicago. There national roads of earth, water, and air con•maa
In the old days Pope was not only verge. In a century It has grown from
known as medicine man, but also as a frontier stockade In a swamp to
"thunder man" and "rain man," be- fourth place among world cities.
The traveler away from Chicago Is
cause the thunder and rain awaited
always told about his city. Chance achis command.
from Kamchatka to TierBut the coming of the whites, and quaintances,
del Fuego, exclaim: "So you have
subsequent search of knowledge among ra
In Chicago without being shot!"
the white man's books by the Indians lived
and
dubiously
spelled loss ,of prestige for Pope, is bullet-proof.feel his vest to see if it
Doubt proved to be the end of traChicago Is pictured aa a wicked,
dition and reputation and Robert Pope turbulent
city, a wilder West than the
lost caste.
movies ever staged; yet the percentOnly a few of the old braves held age of crime is lower than that of
to their loyalty for Pope, So when many cities with a more righteous repbe became 111 and died amid the thun- utation. Its crime'and gunmen, while
der and rain which had proved so not to be smiled at as playful diverpotent as weapons for him during his sions, are no more representative of
medicine man days, hundreds of In- the city, or of any other city, than the
dians gathered from all parts of the ejecting of a stray disturber Is the
Northwest to attend the funeral.
story of a convention's deliberations.
They are surface growing pains of a
lusty young city. Whatever happens
in Chicago has, Jn newspaper parlance,
"news value," and the sensational and
bizarre are remembered after the seri
ous and prosaic are forgotten.
Chicago lacks the glamour of age
It has no ancient ruins nor even time
stained buildings. A cross stands
where Msrquette landed, the firs
white man to cross the portage between lake and river; but that was
only 260 years ago. Of those build
Ings that stood on downtown LaSall
street 37 years ago, only one now remains.

WHAT CHICAGO
HAS TO EXHIBIT

C

Hobson Gets His Medal at Last

was used to tunnel a
lifting cable for the 8-61,
i which sank 15 miles off
ad. This passage caved In
was working In It, and
j tunnel his way out
object of the salvage is the
asure and not the raising
explosives are used. Alt; explosives in'place, the
ne to the surface, toucb
Electrically, and then redescover what treasures have
ed.
genulty has been shown In
it for marine salvage. A
tube 200 feet long and 0
neter, with an observation
bottom from which divers
ctly onto a sunken vessel,

atom Date* Back Charles bad to pay for their training,
so be passed the cost on to the local
rly 300 Yean.
taxpayers, fixing the minimum amount
•

^

*

for the company's use at £4,666 18
forgotten ghosts from the shillings 4nd 4 pence, or somewhere
dries n still assess prop- around f23.332.85.
| in the city of London, the Tbis is the figure at which the fund
mile which constitutes stands today, although there is' no
per, for-the maintenance regiment to spend It Instead, most
nt which In fact does not of the money goes on a nice, modern
as not for many years.
barracks which- conld be used If such
Is nearly 800 yean old a regiment were in service.
• on just a* it did'when
To administer the money the court
brce was actually In being. of lieutenancy was created, and Its
called the trophy iaz. commission has been renewed each
[created It In 1662 after year since. The document Itself Is a
warehouse men In the fine piece of parchment tied In ribated their own military bons, with a round tin box about six
otection against attack. Inches across attached. Inside is the
great seal of Great Britain and northern Ireland, half a pound of red wax.
PUERTO RICO
O. F. Monckton has been clerk to
the court of lieutenancy for the last
83 years.
"George in made the six regiments
into two," he said, 'Then George IV
reduced them to one, and now the

Tooth of Dinosaur ,
Found by Drillers

publisher

Cut Bank, Mont—Drillers on an
oil well In the Cutbank field recently completed the most expen•ive dental Job in history—extraction of a dinosaur tooth from the
3 980-foot level at a cost of 8125,000.
"Discovery of the toolb. also led
to abandonment of the well, for it
was taken as proof that the well
had been started on an overthrust
fault.
Paleontologists who examined
the tooth said that It caiue from
a predatory, carnlverous dinosaur,
a descendant of the king of reptiles the Tyranosaurus Ilex. They
said'that this was the II r^ time
such a discovery hud been wade In
oil well drilling.

Great City for Reading.

Chicago, reads as it hustles. The
American Library association classifies it among the great reading cities
of the world. Its public library, revived by a donation from England after the flre, circulates 14,000.000 books
a year, though the number on Its
shelves Is smaller than that In the
New York city public library or In the
Library of Congress. For completeness In their special lines and for patronage, students coming far to consult them, Newberry library of humanities ; the Crerar Technical and Sclentlfic.llbrary; the Fine Arts library; the

Growth of a Century.

President Franklin D, Roosevelt presenting, to the name of congress, the
Medal of Honor to Richmond Pearson Hobson for heroic services performed
daring the Spanish-American war. , -~

>ON TAXED FOR ARMY
THAT IS ONLY A NAME

'blgger" also adds that It has a pl«>»lan gas tank which could be dropped
Ike a candle snuffer over the 28-story
Times building In New York.
It is a city of contrast. Its people
reflect It make the throbbing city
helra. Scholars mix In politics and
justness- men are artists. The city
is the same structural panorama. In
be corridor between Chicago and the
Indiana line more Industry and highpressure recreation are mixed than in
any similar area In the world—steel
mills, oil refineries, railroad shops,
foundries and factories, with country
clubs, two race tracks, and a dozen
golf clubs, wooing devotees to fresh
air and sunshine. Under Its pall of
smoke, smell of stock yards, and hum
of aggressive materialism, Chicago
has art science, music, education, and
other factors which add to the comfort and contentment of humanity. It
is Illinois intensified.
Chicago is a musical city. One of
Its music schools la among the largest
In America.
With more students than any other
school of its kind, the Art Institute
gives Chicago an assured place In art
circles, but the fact that it has more
sustaining members than most similar
Institutions shows a city's appreciation
of art

regiment, our regiment does not exist except In name. A battalion ol
Royal Fusiliers, the city of London
regiment, carries on the traditions of
the Royal London mllltla."
The barracks, which are all ready
for the London regiment, If and when
It Is recreated, Is used chiefly to house
offices of the territorials, the British
mllltla.
Members of the court of lieutenancy, as direct representatives of the
king, take precedence over the lord
lieutenant The lord mayor of the
city of London and many other high
municipal authorities are ex-offlcio
members of the court. Other memben are made up from among prominent business men.

Indians Forget English
When Called in Court
Portland, Ore.—English is spoken by
nearly every Indian on the reserva
tlons of the Northwest. They use the
language in casual conversation, but li
la something else again when they gel
into court.
In a suit over a fishing channel here,
25 Indians were witnesses. None would
answer questions In English.
""No savvy," they said.
White men who know the language!
of the occupants of the different reservations finally were called as interpreters.
Whether the Indians were awed by
the august surroundings of the court
or whether for some other reason they
refused to use English could not b«
explained by the interpreters.
Some of the Indians who were In
court in an official capacity could keep
a close check on the proceedings when
English was used.
C»n«l H«i Porou» Botto*
The Napoleon-built Ourcq canal,
connecting the capital with Important
streams to the north and east, has
been found by engineers to have a
sieve-like
bottom. The Seine General
council voted 20,000,000 francs to plug
the holes. Completed In 1812, the
canal remains a vital artery for foodstuffs and raw materials consumed to
Paris by barge.

The white population around Fort
Dearborn was massacred on August
15. 1812. In 1833 Chicago w&s a town
covering two and one-half square
miles. The first steamboat aud the
first Sunday school had arrived the
previous year. On March 4, 1837, It
had 4,000 Inhabitants and was Incorporated as a city with ten and onehalf square miles. It was swept by
fire on October 0, 1871. Today It
spreads over 210 square miles, with
more than 3,350,000 inhabitants. Chicago's yesterdays are the boyhood of
Us men today.
Standing on the portico of the Field
Museum- of Natural History, one
gazes on a pinnacled city -stretching
Into the distance. It rises higher with
the weeks. In front Is a green park—
only a few years ago a debris-strewn
beach with a railroad on wooden trestles—cut by broad driveways, lagoon*,
and Islands and spotted with the ornate structure of the Art institute,
Shedd aquarium, Adler planetarium,
Buckingham fountain and the perlstyles and pylons of boulevard entrances. On the other, side of the
museum Is a stadium rivaling those of
ancient Greece.
Boulevards, over land reclaimed
from Lake Michigan to give the city a
front yard,' stretch to the north and
to the south. The Museum of Science
and Industry, founded by Julius Rosenwald, occupies the rebuilt Pine Arts
building of the World's Fair held In
1893, admittedly one of the world's finest pieces of architecture.
Miles of broad roads and promenades skirt the water, with its superb
beaches backed by green parks, which
afford facilities for rest and recreation enjoyed by few cities. With more
than a hundred parks and playgrounds, more than two hundred public and private golf courses, and miles
of forest preserve, all Chicago can enjoy fresh air; while the lake, with
Its unlimited bathing beaches, boatIng and yacht clubs, provides unusual
aquatic diversion.
Some years ago Chicago began to
outgrow itself, and the Chicago plan
for a City Beautiful was adopted.
New streets have been cut and old
ones widened, at stupendous cost.
The Chicago river was unkinked as
part of the developing waterway to
the gulf.
A distinctive style of architecture,
to which has been given the name
"Twentieth Century American," has
developed here. The city restricts
the primary height of buildings to 204
feet, but towers comprising not more
than one-sixth the bulk of the building may soar to the clouds.

A Chicago Beach in Summer.

Library of Architecture and the Postgraduate library of the University of
Chicago are among the noted reference
libraries of the world.
Libraries and schools and, more than
all, the harmony of environment have
made Chicago .an educational center
of North America. Attendance figures
and faculty rolls of colleges, or even
a world-famed name, do not determine
eminence In educational facilities; but,
In studies made by the Association of
American Universities, 28 universities
were given the highest rating, anil
three are In Illinois—Northwestern,
Chicago, and Illinois—while no other
state has more than two.
. The unendowed university of the
streets, where orators always have an
audience and Ideas are more often
bizarre than sound, flourishes In Chicago. Washington square, fronting
the Newberry library, and the artesian
spring In Washington park have the
largest attendance of these open-air
night schools.
Some Fine Museums.

"Is there a museum or art gallery T'
is a sightseer's first question in a new
city. Illinois has such Institutions to
show the passing ages, several of them
outstanding In their lines. All of the
flowers and birds that once graced the
sand and marshes which now are Chicago survive in the glass cases of the
Academy of Science In Lincoln park.
The-State Natural History museum In
Springfield goes back even farther. A
wall in one of its halls Is faced with
stones starting with the Archean age,
which the curator says was more than
a billion years ago, and rising In strata
to the Pleistocene age, less than
1,000,000 years ago. At the side of
each stratum are paintings ot the cootemporary animals which roamed the
earth.

Two of the flnest Egyptian collections in the world are in Chicago.
Field Museum of Natural History,
on the lake front, annihilates both time
and space. Its frozen Arctic, with polar bears and seals and a path of chilly
blue stretching to the midnight sun, la
only a step from an Indian jungle, with
rhinoceroses emerging from the marsh
or a group of startled Queen of Sheba
Bigness Duo to Location.
On a part of the near North side, antelope on a rocky mountain side of
where only a generation ago Captain Ethiopia. They are so real that the
Streeter's schooner, stranded on a visitor,, the roar of the city streets
sand bur, was the only habitation, a still echoing In his ears, Is whisked InGold Coust district has risen on land to the distant, lonesome wastes, thouwhich then wus lake—towering hotels sands of miles from Chicago, glimpsand apartments, factories and ware- ing life from a forgotten past and In
houses, and, until three years ago one unknown lands.
Madagascar, Philippine, North Amerof the largest commercial buildings In
the world, the American Furniture ican Indian, Chinese, Tibetan, MelaneMart. Another, the Merchandise Mart slan, and Malayan exhibits are among
the most complete In the world. The
now Is larger.
A pride 1" bl«uess, or even the collections of meteorites, of jewels,
Uome needs of Chicago, do not pro- and the model of the moon are equalduce these. The city's central loca- ly noteworthy among a million and a
tion creates them. Chicago has a ho- quarter objects In the museum. Many
tel with 3.000 rooms, aud one of tb* of tneui are priceless, but those that
largest indoor sports studluma Con- can be appraised are valued at $45,venient locution brings a million vls- 000,000, housed In a $7,000.000 marble
model of the ISrechtheum temple of
Itors too national conventions each ancient Athena.
The
booster
who
delights
in
year.
L1UU

\,» ^.w ..—

Howe About:
Back to Recovery
Temperance
Hard Times Not Rare
By ED HOWE
f N READING I lately encountered
* the following sentence: "America
can move forward to a new system
that will solve our present difficulties,
but cannot move back to recovery."
I admit it Is an Impressive and
high-sounding paragraph, but denounc*
It as nonsense. It Is precisely backward we must go to recovery; back
to the old economy In public and private affairs.
In marching forward recklessly we
have reached a dangerous position
we cannot maintain; we must retreat
back to safety, and reform our lines
for another advance.
• • *
One of the worst American calamities was adoption of the prohibitory
law, for the reason that opposition to
It become general, and apparently
(though not actually) whisky won a
victory. Whisky Is bad stuff, but In
the row over prohibition (really a demand of sober men for a sounder
temperance measure) the unthinking
gained the impresslop that temperance is a bad Idea. The whisky idea
was thus encouraged as never before
In our history.
The wisest and best men of all ages
have placed temperance near the head
of their recommendations. Let th«
sane remember that temperance Is still
the best word in the common sense
language.
*
* * *
Frequent hard times with our
money affairs are no more unnatural
than are frequent hard times with our
stomachs, our love affairs, or hard
times because of too much rain, wind
or snow.
Ours Is a hnrd times world; one
should have a cyclone cellar constantly handy to which to retreat
Every dixy something happens to cause
all of us to regret we did not watch
out more constantly yesterday when
the weather was fair.
• * *
I hope the sane did not neglect to
note that the oppressed man who attempted to kill the President-Elect at
Miami, Fin., and wounded four and
killed one In the crowd, gave as his
excuse for the desperate act:
1. He had long suffered indigestion
pains in his stomach.
2. He hated Presidents and rich
men generally.
He confessed, also to making $20 a
day as a bricklayer, to losing $200 at
the dog races In Miami, and had a
considerable sum of money on his person when arrested.
As 1,500 people witnessed the shootIng, the shooter, when arraigned In
court, offered to plead guilty, but the
Judge appointed three lawyers, at public expense, to attend him; also three
physicians to relieve his Indigestion.
Congress has not been more liberal
and prompt In looking after the oppressed than was this Miami Judge.
• • »
It has never been quite understood
5n London why Oscar Wilde did not
get along with bis wife, who, the women have asserted for years, was so patient, kind and womanly they cannot
understand why any man should refuse to live with her.
A recent English book prints a
story that- may explain the mystery.
Oscar Wilde was admittedly a very
brilliant man; wherever he appeared, crowds attended to hear his
conversation. It Is probable he "repeated" a good deal, as all husbands
do, and this repetition of old sayings
and Jokes must have been more familiar to his wife than to others.
Anyway, whenever and wherever
Oscar Wilde began his brilliant conversation his wife left the room; she
had heard him so often she was tired
of It Oscar, being a great pet, might
have thought her action Insulting, and
started a row.
• • *
I often say literature Is shiftless
stuff; that no one actually cares
much for It except publishers, and
their hired men, the writers.
I mean no special condemnation of
writers or publishers. Everything la
life' excites us to frequent fault findins. It is the fate of men; nothing
among us Is very good or satisfactory.
We must select the best In everything, and get along with It as comforttibly as we can.
• » •
Lincoln Steffens lately wrote: "Nothing is done finally, nothing Is known
positively and completely."
This is good grumbling and good
writing, but I cannot see how anyone
will be able to get anything out of It,
beyond a little Intellectual thrill.
Mr. Steffens has again reminded
me of uiy weakness; again made mo
uncomfortable. If this Is the object of
writing, then Lincoln Steffens is a
good writer.
4
• • »
'
It Is related In sacred history that
the first woman, as soon as God created her from one of Adam's flba, had
natural modesty, and wished to clothe
her nakedness. . . . This modesty on
the part of Eve had a flna growth
among women for centuries until

lately.

• * •
I long knew a man who was accepted by people of his town as a
conservative. He died penniless th«
other day, as a result of being caught
in traps he had Issued warning*
against all his life.
e. 1»S3. Dell Syndicate.—WNU B*rvlMk
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Sale of
Dresses

50 Print Dresses, at ..-.'.'
....................
59C
25 Print Dresses, at . . .............. ""
fgc.
38 Crepe Dresses, at . . . ........... ......... 9Sc
ild's Sleeveless Union Suits, 2 to 12 years
19c
sses' Knit Union Suits, 8 to 14 years ...... . . .33e;
fs' Nainsook plion Suits, 10-12-14 years. . . . .33cr
ild's Nainsook Union Suits ____ ......... ...25e
|n's Short Sleeve Union Suits, 36 to 46 ! '. '. '. . . . ,50c

Print Sale

Thursday, Friday and Saturday Only.

15c to IScWalues at
lOc and 12c values at

.........
.......
.............. , ..... ' " gc

SEE BARGAINS ON REMNANT TABLE

J.R. STUHft
ANITA, IOWA

TWO NEW U. S. POSTAGE
Clyde Heck and Andrew Smith vis••'
STAMPS TO »E ISSUED ited Sunday >t Walnut at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Caseill.
Two new United States postage
stamps—commemorating the Century
Wteimer Pearson and wife visited
of Progress International exposition Friday at the home of her parents,
to be held in Chicago from June 1 W. H. Wesack and wife, north of \
to Nov. 1—will be issued Mby 25, Adair.
the postoffice department has announced.
Herman McCaulley of Gravity,
A 1 cent green stamp will depict Iowa, has come to Anita to spend the
Fort Dearborn, pioneer outpost at summer at the home of his uncle, LesChicago, as restored in 1816. A S ter Levi and family j
cent purple stamp will bear a reproH. L. Bell and wife left Tuesday
duction of the Federal building on the
exposition grounds.
for Lake Okoboji, where they own a
Both stamps are of the same size cottage. They expect to spend most
as the regular issue, 0.75 inches by of the summer there.
0.87 inches. They will be first placed
School closed at the Farrell school
on sale at the main postomce in Chinorth
of Anita last Friday. The parcago May 25. For the benefit of stamp
collectors they will be available at the ents of the pupils were present to enPhilatelic agency in Washington May joy the dinner and program.

26.

ELECTRIC
RANGES
at New
Low Prices
OMEN who have never cooked
W
by electricity have a surprise
and treat in store for them. A Hot-

point-Range cooks quickly, cleanly
and; automatically. Pot watching is
unnecessary when you cook electrically. Pots and pans do not become
spot-blackened. Thick oven insulation keeps the kitchen cool.
Before you buy any range learn
the marvels of cooking electrically
on a Hotpoint. 'Know this story before you spend your money.

KICKS

Rialto
THEATRE
COMFORTABLY COOL

-SUN.

May 27-28
NANCY CARROLL
FRANK MORGAN
PAUL LUKAS
GLORIA STUART
in a terrific
drama of
cheating
wives, vengeful husbanda-and
of a love
that transcended all!

Fred H. Bell, wife and son, Coryell, Mrs. Will Richter and daughter,
Neo'ma, and MSss Lulu Alvord drove
to Modale, Iowa, Sunday morning
where .they spent the day with D. A.
Imrie and wife.

Stamp collectors desiring first day
covers may send a limited number
of addressed covers, not to exceed 25
altogether, to the Postmaster, Chicago, 111., with a cash or postal money
order remittance to exactly cover the
cost of the stamps required. Other
postage stamps will not be accepted
in payment, the department emphasizes.
Request for supplies of uncancelled
stamps must not be included with
orders for first day covers.
COW

ewGooking Magic
For Your Home

1933.

Lincoln Rutt of Kansas iCity visited
in the city a short time last Thursday, stopping here while on his way
to Casey. A number of years ago
Mr. Rutt was engaged in the banking business in Casey.

FORE
HEMIRIVOIV

J. A. JWagner, H. C. Faulkner, Joe

A MAN
Vetter and George Smither returned
OFF THE TRAIN home Sunday from Leach Lake, Min-

nesota, where they had been on a fishIt is not news when a man kicks
ing trip. They had very good luck,
a cow, but when a cow kicks a man
and brought home a nice bunch of fish.
off a moving train that's "wuxtra"
front page news. Well, that's just
The local P. E. O. chapter enterwhat happened last Monday morning. tained at a Mothers' day party TuesA man on an emigrant car on the j day afternoon at the Congregational
local freight was kicked out of the church. All women in the community
open door of the car by one of his. past 75 years of age were invited
cows, while the train was near Avoca.! Following an interesting program a
Hurriedly picking himself up, he ran | lunch was served,
to a nearby farm house and hired the I
farmer to bring him to (Walnut,
Frank Muller and wife of Lyman,
where he caught the train anad pro- Iowa, were in the city the last of the
ceeded happily on his way East. week to visit her parents, Chas. Bar—Walnut Bureau.
ber and wife, and to attend the com„.
"T^l
;—
mencement exercises of the Anita high
Wayne and Lawrence Jewett h a v e ' h o o l . Raymolld Barbel. a brother
deposed of their restaurant m Audu- rf Mrs. Mu]] was one of the
d.
bon, and have returned to Anita.
uates.
Earl Westering of Harlan, owner
Chas. L. Olson, for many years manof the Golden Rule department store, ager of the Atlantic Greenhouse, died
was a visitor in the city Tuesday.
at a hospital in that city last ThursMrs. A. C. James and daughter, day evening from burns about the
Eva, are spending the week with rela-! , , . , , . , .
tives and friends in Ralston, Nebras- ° ^ b°dy, from a k«r°s«™ «cplosion in the furnace room of his home
ka.
on the preceding Moriday. Mr. Olson,
Mra. Frederick Possehl was hostess 58 years old, had been a florist in Atlast Thursday afternoon at her home lantic since 1897.
west of the city to the members of
On the local grounds Sunday afterthe W. W. club. Late in the afternoon,
the Anita B. B. nine were denoon a lunch was served by the hosfeated by the Wiota Bearcats by a
;
tess.
•
score of 7 to 3. Clyde Spry, pitchOn Thursday afternoon the mem- ing for the Bearcats, struck out ninebers of the Helping Hand club of, teen Anita batters. Anita only got
Lincoln Center were entertained at I three hits- Donald Rhoads, pitching
the home of Mrs. Floyd Gissibl. The jfor Anita, had eight strikeouts to his
ladies spent the afternoon in quilt- credit, and was hit safely six times.
ing, after which a lunch was served Knowlton caught for Anita, while Taylor did the receiving for the Bearcats.
by the hostess.

With J«an Dixon. -Donald Cook, Walur Pidfl.on.
Screenpla, by William Anthony McOuire. Produced
by Cail Laeromle, J,. Directed by JAMES WHALE.
Pr««»ntod by Carl Laemmla. A UNIVERSAL PICTURE.

SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTIONS.
Vince Barnett & June Clyde

in

"My Operation"

Plus

Latest Universal News Events
with GRAHAM McNAMEE
Popular Admission

..................

BARGAIN NIGHTS

10c and 25c

Tues.-Wed.

CHIC SALE
in

plus

"LUCKY DOG"
RUTH ETTING
in

"Bygones"

BARGAIN ADMISSION 10c-15c
NOTICE.

Henry Reel of Valentine, Nebraska, is visiting here with his sister,
The Iowa law requires cutting and •Mrs. John Heck and family. He
destroying Smooth Dock, Buckhorn, accompanied here by a friend, Will.
John S. Gebuhr of Council Bluffs, Wild Mustard, Sour or Curled Dock, Piercy of Valentine.
The town truck, driven by Wilson
who
has the contract for the build- Wild Parsnip, Wild Carrot and Quack
Parrott, and a car driven by Mrs.
lOWA COMPANY — OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWANS
Jens Petersen of Glenwood collided in ing of the new Methodist church build- Grass in this part of the state not QUICK RELIEF FROM SOUR
STOMACH, HEARTBURN
front of the town waterworks last ing, started work-on the foundation later than June 10th. As weed com>Wednesday afternoon. Mr. Parrott and basement Monday. The struc- missioner of Anita, I ask that you . Stomach pains after eating and gaa
t u r e WI
3e a rame
'
f
building 33 feet. obey the law and govern yourselves disturbances can be stopped quickly; A
Harold Winder of Des Moines vis- was turning into the driveway, when i I... f?C "-£n«4Roe of Des Moines spent
«»4-L. a lar
!.»*.«._
L _ ~ ,»_,. ___ j. ' _ _ _ . . !• _ i .
65 feet with
S? basement accordingly.
with Dr. Emil's Adla Tablets. Banend in the city with her ited here a few days the past week Mrs. Petersen, traveling west, was ;
which wl11 be used as a dinin
G. W. Marsh,
ish heartburn, sour stomach. Give
e roomC. Bell and wife and H. with his parents, C. T. Winder and unable to stop in time to avoid the! The new
2t
Weed Commissioner.
accident, fflfflrs. Petersen escaped inbuilding will be located a
quick relief.
Bongers Bros., Drugwife.
wife.
' i
f€w feet farther west on the lots than
gists.
'
B
jury, but her 1-month-old baby re- the
There will be no meeting of the
building destroyed by fire last
I. 'Wagner entertained the
H. M. Boorman of Atlantic will ad- ceived a few scratches. <Mr. Parrott
Greater Anita dub during the month
of the W. P. G. club at her drttM the voter* of thi* vicinity on the was cut about the face. Mrs. Peter- December.
of May.
[Friday at a 1:00 o'clock dinT repeal question at Concert Park in Anita sen's car was badly damaged.
C. D. MILLARO
The Iowa fish and game commisI afternoon was spent social- on Saturday evening at 8:00 o'clock.
George Pratt and wife of Wapello,
General
sion are permitting the killing of red
Blacksmithing.
fox in Cass county at any time dur- Iowa, were Sunday visitors in the
C. S. Ford of Guthrie Center, maning the year. The season is now open city with relatives and friends.
pnesday evening, Mrs. Al- ager of this division of the Iowa
I
and it is hoped that Sir Reynard is
was hostess to the mem- Electric Co., was looking after busiMrs. S. E. Goodrich was hostess f -f - f - f - f - f - f - f ^ - f - f - f f - f - f -f
j exterminated in a swift manner. The
be Pinochle club.
Guests ness matters in the city one day the
last Wednesday to an all day meet- *•
H. E. CAMPBELL
red
fur-bearing
animals
have
been
Voss
Manufacturing
Co.
Wm. T. Biggs, Mrs. H. B. last of the week.
ing of the Ladies Union club. The f
Physician and Surgeon
slaughtering
pheasants,
quail
and
oth"IF
IT'S
MADE
OF
WOOD,
}nd Mrs. Cole Qfiusick. Mrs.
Office in Campbell block over
er wild life in merciless manner in day was spent by the ladies in quilt- f
WE CAN MAKE IT."
ns was high scorer for
Mrs. Rash Suplee, who is making
the county and it is hoped that the ing. Dinner was served at 1:00 o'clock f Clardy's Hardware. Residence
602-4
E.
3rd.
St.
her home in Guthrie Center with her
sportsman do their part in extermin- by the hostess.
f X blocks north of M. E. church.
nephew, Dr. Will Thornburg and
ating the pests
Swan,
Martin
&
Martin
"
Lester M. Heckman, wife and baby f Calls promptly attended day
wife, came to Anita the last of the
Attorneys-at- La w
of
Kansas City,' Missouri, visited here f or night.
week to visit awhile with her brother- General Law Business Transacted
The U. S. Navy Recruiting Station !
Shoea For Lea» in-law and sister-in-law, Mr. and
at Creston will be closed prior to July i over the week end with his parents,
IING — $2.98 i_ OVER
Ask For
Mrs. W. A. Suplee.
1, and perhaps by the 15th. of June. 1 W. H. Heckman and wife, and with
other relatives and friends. They
The closing of the Creston station j
ANITA TRANSFER
4*
Primrose Ice Cream
Mrs. George F. Chaffer was hosand six others in this state are in line also attended the alumni banquet on
The Cream Supreme
E. R. Wilson, Prop.
41
Atlantic
V:£n tess last Wednesday afternoon at her
with the general economy program Friday evening.
At Most Dealers
Local and long distance movinf. 4(
home on Rose Hill Avenue to the
now being carried out by the Navy
Any time, anywhere.
4t
Mrs. Alta Holcomb, daughter of
members of the Knot-a-Kare bridge
Zurfluh Greenhouses
Department. Anita comes under the
Phones— Office 202; house 207. 4)
Mrs.
F.
M.
Huff,
Wiota
postmistress,
club, together with six other guests, Cut Flowers, Funeral Designs and Creston district. The only Navy ReRaven Feed of all kinds
4t
Mrs. Azel S. Ames, Mrs. Ben F. KenPlants of All Kinds.
cruiting Station to remain open will and Matthew Metz, Jr. were united
in
marriage
at
8:30
o'clock
Saturday
field, Mrs. Ralph Forshay, Mrs. Fred 8th. & Pine Sts.
Phone B69 be the one at Des Moines and it will
evening at the parsonage of St. JosBoren, Mrs. G. M. Adair and Mrs.
serve the entire state.
eph's Catholic church in Wiota. Rev.
Osborne-Tomlinson
C. H. Johnson. High score honors
ANITA PUMP CO.
41
!
Funeral
Home
Inflation, reflation, boomers and M. J. O'Connor read f the marriage serfor the afternoon were won by Mrs.
Plumbing
and
Hot
Air
Heatinf.
41
Sixth & Oak Streets
Phone 397 boom prices—then deflation. Better ' vices in the presence of a small group
Ross Kohl.
Pumps,
Mills,
Tanks.
4*
Est. 1866
Ambulance Service
look out. History has a way of re- j of relatives. Joe Metz, brother of the
Plumbing Supplies.
*
pouting itself. We are trying out a ! bridegroom, and Mrs. Alberta Lehman
Pump and Mill Work Done.
41
LARSON—The Eye Man lot of new things, and i* is expecting were the attendants. The newlyweds
Come
in
and
figure
with
m*.
4t
Op-tom-e-trist
too much to expect them all to turn are prominent at Wiota and have
First door west of Stager1* 4)
Mr.
For Better Results
out right. Someone has to dig these gone to housekeeping there.
Caf«.
«
Established 20 Years
billions of dsllars we are appropriat- Metz operates a service station at
ing out of the land, and it is hard to Wiota.
Roland, Peacock & Baxter figure how you can take imoney out
*URGER, per -pound
Funeral Directors
of a man's front pocket and put it into
All calls answered promptly day or his hip pocket and make him rich. Betpe
night, regardless of distance.
ter try getting your cultivator ready to
BULK AXLE GREASE
go before you want it. W« will sharpen,
*KLESS PICNIC HAMS, each
BULLOCK'S
point, sell you new shovels at prices
CHICK STARTER
Southwest Iowa's Foremost
unheard of, get your repairs for you,
Department Store.
OMAHA TRUCKING, 15c.
sharpen your lawn mowers, and by the
way
you
better
look
over
you*
mowingAtianticSheet Metal Works machines and harvesters and see what
Guy Fulks, Prop.
they need. It will save you time. MilHeating and Ventilating
lard's, West Main Street, Anita.
2t
ANITA, IOWA
Expert Radio Repairing.
1

n

ATLANTIC BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

Shoe Store

fit

Better Wear

| SAVE MONEY
MnySJioeCo.

For Saturday Only

SAUSAGE, r pound

Market

The Farmers Coop*
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t Calls on All Ngpns to Ban War and Disarm—
litler Approve^ |riffti)&4 Germany's Equality
Demand Is Granted.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
all the clvilixed world to
Outlawing war. In abwulofllnjt
of offense and in agreeing
not to tend anped
forces acron national
border* aroused the
peoples 'of the earth
to enthusiastic approval, and may welt
prove to be the greatest act at Bis regime.
Coming at It did when
Europe was'on edge
with rumors of coming wan and when
CbancenoT Adolf Hitllor ler was about to make
his first declaration
ional policy,'the reaction to
•It's message wtf> awaited
Interest Everywhere It
lered that he was'directing
itions especially toward Gerfor twenty-four hoars the
question was "What will

r

chancellor, had sumalmost. obsolete relchstag
speech he had prepared in
id when he diUvered It, It
that he Indorsed President
plan for a non-aggression
greed to Join It At the
In ringing tones, be relterly * claim to, equal arma[refnsed to adhere to a disagreement even If It were
a majority of nations, tn>
d for equality la fully
Otherwise, he declared,
withdraw
from the
:

President had made a bold and timely

toe world from wartare
STtfc"»Tt
and that It had a chance to succeed;
but there was some fear that he was
trying to extend the Monroe Ddctrlne
over all continents, and some doubt
as to what his future course would
be if his proposals were rejected.
Generally, the President was highly
commended for his energetic and en*
lightened action.
Japan yields to the peace
Pleas of President Roosevelt and
others—which is unlikely—the Chinese may burn-both Pelplng and Tientsin to prevent their use as bases by
the Invaders. Late dispatches from
Shanghai said the defenders, already
driven back to a polnt.jtely-.se few
miles. north of the old capital, had
planned to destroy both cities If 'they
conld;not hold them. AH the Chinese
banks In Pelplng had transferred their
specie reserves to Shanghai, and British mining operations north of Tientsin had been stopped. Thousands of
families had been evacuated from
Pelplng In the belief that a Japanese
air attack would soon be made.
The navy office In Tokyo announced
that the 1833 grand maneuvers of the
navy would b» held In "seas south of
Japan," beginning early In June. Admiral Mlneo Osaml, naval minister,
explained that "there Is toothing significant? In the fact that the maneuvers are being held In waters south of
Japan. "Such a big event cannot be
staged on the sea of Japan- owing to
the lack of space," he said.

Nations. -;;- ... , ''•'"'/•••'••. '

TV tJSSlA'S new alignment 'with
icellor agreed with Roose- *>• China was' endangered by the
economlc reconstrnc- Soviet proposal to sell the Chinese
ible unless the armament Eastern railway of Manchuria to Jasettled, and -accepted the pan. The Chinese were enraged by
plan, Indorsed by Roose- this j>lan and called off the negotiaisis for dtsattnament, but tions for a trade treaty with Moscow.
new defense system must Chinese papers claim that China Is
,1 for Germany and the likely to retaliate against Russia with
is. He promised to dls- a boycott on Soviet oil, which lias
irman auxHlajry police and made serious Inroads on the Chinese
semitnllttary organtia- market In the last two years.
•Oonal control, provided
RESIDENT ROOSEVELT'S big
accept the tupae control,
public works-industrial regulation
red his. nation bad aufluch from the Insanity of bill- finally was completed by his adthe same upon others, and visers and submitted to congress. It
Germany contemplated,In- provides for a $3,300.construction
"ier France or Poland He 4)00,000
islon of the 'Versailles program with which
ing that Germany had It Js hoped depression
"unreasonable demands" will: be routed and the
with "suicidal loyalty," Industries of the na' the State/department In tion put on their feet
How this Immense
said HlUeVa •peecb was
conciliatory. In France sum will be raised
so well received.. The was left to the ways
linent was rather cool and means committee.
Roosevelt proposals, and of the house to deentertained In Parts that
val of them would Isolate conferred with Lewis
W. Douglas, director of the budget,
and thereafter it was made plain tftath
the plan to finance the program by thf
clal message to congress Issue of greenbacks was abandoned*
a copy of his dls- though Senator Glass, wisest financier
i nations, President Boose- In the Democratic party, had said he
bmmarlzed the peace plan preferred that to any form of taxaproposed tor -the world : tion, despite his general opposition to
W through •'•'••••'*-•• '••.w: • •-• Inflation. The President was Informed
[steps the':
that congress would not stand for a
offensive
sales tax to provide the $220,000,000
elimlnatrequired during tbe first year for Interest and amortization charges.
Ithat the
The bill, as drafted by Director
step be
Douglas and others, would authorize
the following construction works :
iat while
1. Public highways—1400,000,000, of
|are beingwhich 1250,000,000 would follow the
tlon shall,
present allocation and $150,000,000
Iting arnir
would' be for extensions.
ver and
2. Public buildings—No set limit
nttatlons'
3. Naval construction—$100,000,000
Roosevelt
Itgatlons.
maximum,
.that subject to existing - 4. Army, Including equipment and
no nation during the dls- possibly a huge airplane flotilla should
rlod shall send any armed the disarmament conference fall—
ptsoever nature across Its $100,000,000 maximum.
5. Slums and housing following the
respondents he said he pattern of the United States Housing
no other governments corporation of war days—No set limit
6. Natural resources, Including soil
project, and had conan only to Secretary »t and erosion work, forestry and similar
projects— No set limit
7. Loans to railroads for mainteTarn was a complete «n>
:hancellertes of the world, nance and equipment—No limit
pldent's direct method T>f
per stunned some of them,
RINCETON university was thrown
"> Japanese. The emperor
Into deep mourning by the death
was explained In the of Dr. John Grier Hlbben, president
office, "never speaks emeritus, who was killed at WoodI nations on political mat- ridge, N. J., when his automobile cole
foreign office cannot lided with a trtick. Mrs. Hlbben, who
communications to the accompanied him, was severely Injured, Doctor Hlbben, who was born
r MacDonald, apeak- in Peorla, HI., In 1861, was educated
of the Pilgrims' to- at Princeton and the University of
won; praised the Roose- Berlin. He succeeded Woodrow Wilflst extravagantly, rejolc- son as president of Princeton In 1012
teorth America, by her and retired In June last year. He
n, I" to be Indifferent ranked high as an educator and as
COI
*eerns the peace of author of works on philosophy.

P

P

Balkans and MexlcOt
here. Mr. Rooieveifs
received with warm
cabinet was
that the me.«> Moscow was

couu
unt tryi

nllESIDENT ROOSEVELT notified
I Rufus 0. Dawes, president of the
Century of Progress, that he would be
unable to go to Chicago to open that
OTeat exposition on May 27. He added
fhat he hoped to attend the fair before it closes. Notwithstanding this
disappointment, the exposition will be
formally opened on the date named
above, and the Intensive activity on
the grounds gave assurance that It
would be practically completed and
ready for visitors at that time.

'T>HRBH members of the American
••• delegation to the world economic
conference in London have been selected by President Roosevelt They are.
Secretary of state Hull, chairman»
James M. Cox Of Ohio, once Democratic candidate for the Presidency,
and Senator Key Plttman.
OKCT1NQ as a court of Impeachment
V for the eleventh time In its history,
the senate began tbe trial of Federal
Judge Harold Louderback of , the
northern district of
California, vice Prestdent Garner w a s
president of the court
and Henry F. Ashurat
of Arizona, chairman
of the Judiciary committee, served as master of procedure. The
opening statement for
the prosecution was
made by Representative Hatton W. Sum.
Judge
Louderback' ners of Texas, chairman of the house
Judiciary committee. The proceedings
took up the-day sessions of the senate and It was believed th« trial would
end by May 27.
Judge Louderback Is standing trial1
oh~ five articles of impeachment
charging him with irregularities in
receivership cases. It is alleged that
be displayed favoritism in appointing
receivers, that he appointed Incompetent persons, and ordered them paid
exorbitant fees.
One article claims that he appointed
a telegraph operator as receiver for
a three million dollar motor company;
another that he forced an expert receiver out of office because the receiver would not comply with his orders to select a particular attorney.
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Lesson for May 28
JESU8 AND HIS FRIENDS
WESSON TEXT—Mark 13:1-14:9.
GOfcDEN TEXT—Ye are my friends,
If ye do whatsoever I command you.
John 15:14.
PRIMARY "TOPIC—Some Friend* ot
Jesus.
JUNIOR TOPIC—Jeaui an Honored
Guest.
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOPIC—Being a Friend ot Jesus.
YOTJNQ PEOPLE AND ADULT TOPIC—Showing Our Friendship for Jesus.

A better title for this lesson would
suggest Jesus as''giving a prophetic
outline of events to the Interval between his crucifixion and his second
coming.
I. The Occasion of the Prophecy
(w. 1-4).
As Jesus was passing out of the
temple for the last time on his way
to the Mount of Olives where he gave
this discourse, the disciples reminded
him of the splendor of the building,
to which he replied that not one stone
should be ieft upon another. When
seated upon the Mount, the disciples
came privately, according to Matthew
24:3, with a threefold question requesting further Information.
1. "When shall these things be?"
2. "What shall be the sign of thy
coming?"
3. "The end of the age?"
That which follows is given In anC*XEOUTIVES representing twenty- swer to these three questions.
*-• nine of the leading'life Insurance
II. The Characteristics of the Age
companies that hold farm mortgages Between the Crucifixion and Christ's
called on Henry Morgentb.au, Jr., In Second Coming (w. 5-23).
Washington and told that chairman
1. The appearance of many deceivof the farm board that while they ers (w. 5,6). Many false Chrlsts have
were .desirous of helping In the suc- pressed their claims as being the Mescessful administration W the emer- siah since Jesus went back to heaven.
gency farm mortgage actt they were As this age draws to a close we may
opposed to any general writing down expect these claims to Increase.
of mortgages or their wholesale ex2. Wars and strife among the nachange for federal land bank bonds tions (vr. 7,8). The history of the
under the terms of the emergency leg- centuries since Christ's crucifixion Is
islation.
written In blood.
For refinancing the outstanding
8. Earthquakes, famines, and troufarm mortgages the land banks under, bles (T. 8). Though these calamities
the direction of the new farm credit grow Increasingly severe as the days
administration are authorized to Issue lengthen, the Intelligent disciple Is
up to $2,000,000,000 of bonds which not surprised or alarmed for these
may be sold or exchanged for mort- are the precursors of a new order, the
gages held by the Insurance com- birth-pangs of a new age when the
panies and others. Loans on or ex- Kingdom of Christ shall be established
changes of bonds for these securities on this earth. Let the believer in
may not exceed 50 per cent of the Christ in this time of darkness look
"appraised normal value" of land up, for his redemption draweth nigh.
mortgaged plus 20 per cent of the In4. Dreadful persecutions (v. 9).
sured Improvements, however, and Mr. God's witnesses shall be delivered up
Morgenthan recently said that "in or- to councils, beaten In the synagogues,
der to effect an exchange of first mort- and shall be brought before rulers
gages for bonds it Is anticipated that and kings for Christ's sake as a testl
in many cases the amount of such m,ony against them.
mortgages will have to be curtailed ' 5. Universal evangelism (v. 10). The
to come within the sum which -can be gospel of the kingdom, according to
loaned."
Matthew 24:14, shall be preached In
• It was the consensus of the execu- all the world for a witness. This is
tives that most of their mortgages not the gospel of the grace of God
had been conservatively written and which Is now being preached, but a
that In Justice to their policyholders new evangelism which shall be prothey should not make additional sacri- claimed by elect Israelites Immedifices of assets to losses sustained dur- ately preceding the coming of Christ
ing the lijit four years. The opinion to establish his kingdom. (See Romans
prevailed that the companies should 11:13-16; Rev. 7:4-10.)
0. The universal hatred of the becontinue to carry their farm mortgage
holdings pending a return of Increased lieving Israelites (w. 11-18). They
land values to come with the general shall be severely persecuted. Civil
prosperity which they felt was not government shall be against them.
|ar off. Meanwhile the companies Their one duty notwithstanding shall
would continue avoiding foreclosures be to preach the gospel of the kingwherever possible and decide indi- dom, depending upon the Holy Spirit
for wisdom and power. For this spevidual cases on their own merits.
cific duty they are sealed with the
seal of God in their foreheads (Rev.
OME time ago the senate called on 7:3). This will be the real Pentecost
the secretary of agriculture for In- of which the outpouring of the Spirit
formation concerning grain speculating at the beginning of the church was a
on boards of trade. Mr. Wallace has Just type (Joel 2:28-32; Acts 2:10).
reported in response,
7. The great tribulation (vv. 14-23).
and he says that big
This Is the consummation- of the age
speculators In wheat
Immediately preceding the glorious apfutures In the grain
pearing of Christ Out of the mispit were short "on an
sionary efforts of converted Israel
average five days out
shall eventuate the unparalleled horof every six" from
rors so vividly pictured here. Daniel's
April 1. 1930, to Octo"abomination of desolation" is the Anber 22, 1932.
tichrist—"the man of Bin" (Dan, 8:26.
In his report, Wal27; Dan. 11:36; H Thess. 3:3,4), who
lace declined to give
will direct this reign of terror.
the names of persons M||1|
III. The Glorious Return of the
and firms short 1,000,- gec, Wallace Lord (w. 24-27).
000 bushels or more
Jesus' return Is the superlative
during the last "two or three years" event, the one to which all prophecies
on the Chicago Board ol Trade, as , have pointed and to which all ages
asked by the senate. He explained are moving with unfailing precision.
the grain futures trading laws proIV. Application of the Prophecy
hibited release of this information.
(w. 28-37).
A total of 700 trading days covered
1. As these events multiply In the
In bis report Wallace said, showed earth, we know that the coming of the
"the big speculators, as a group, were Lord draweth nigh (vv. 28, 29).
predominantly on the short side of
2. The Jewish race shall retain its
the wheat futures market.
Integrity until the end (v. SO). The per"AS, a group, their net position as petuity of Israel is the miracle of the
of the close of the market each day ages.
8. Certainty of fulfillment (v. 31).
was Short on 643 days, or 83.8 per
cent of the time, and long on 125 The unfailing guarantee of this Is the
days, or 16.4 per cent of the time, and words of Jesus Christ.
4. The time of Christ's coming Is
one day evenly balanced," Wallace reunknown (v. 82). In view of this fact
ported.
president Peter B. Carey of th« it Is folly to set the time.
5. The proper behavior in view of
Chicago Board of Trade said the information presented to the senate is Christ's imminent coming (vv. 83-37)
"simply a repetition of data assem- Is watchfulness and prayer.
bled by Dr. J. W. T. Duvel, chief of
LJfe'« W«lcb Tower*
the grain futures administration, In
The watch towers of life are not all
an effort to retain his bureaucratic
atop office buildings; some folks find
job."
them on a mountain, beside a quiet
IR laws for the world are being brook, or lu the quietness of a pine fordrafted at an international con- est where even the carpet of needles
ference on aerial legislation now in is silent to tlie tread.—Bok.
session In Rome. The rules adopted
Will be embodied in an International
Chritt !• Coming
agreement and will be applicable tn
"We ure on tlie verge of tlie greatest
all adhering countries. The delega- event In thu Malory of the church—
tion from the United States Is headed we are ou the verge of the coming of
bv John 0. Cooper, Jr.. chairman of Christ; be uiuy come ut auy moment."
the committee on aeronautics of th» —Bcv/B. L.
American Bar association.
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GOOD TASTE TODAY
By EMILY POST
Author «f "Etiquette, the Blue Book ol
Social Uiaft," "The Personality
of a HOUM." Etc.

to dance well—and who hnsn't partner appeal—stays away from dances
and chooses some other field for her
pleasure, that of the bridge table,
or the golf course, for example. ToTHE "COMING OUT" OF A
day It does not so much matter what
DEBUTANTE
she does, so long as she can learn to
In other days a "coming-out party" do something as well as, if not betwas not only of vital Importance to ter than, anyone else.
the debutante for whom It was giv©. 1933, by Emily Post.—WNTJ Service.
en, and to her own friends but of
Interest to society as a. whole, which Dr. Pierce's Pelleta are beat for liver,
nnd stomach. One little Pellet for
went to the ball or to the coming- bowela
a laxative—three for a cathartic.—Adv.
out tea and made Us decision as to
the debutante's social qualifications.
Suggestion
To put horse shows and dog shows,
Peg—I'm going to do my bit, dad.
country fairs and debuts In the same I'm getting a.dressmaker to teach me
category is perhaps destroying to how* to cut out frocks.
Illusion, but it is not at alt far from
Dad—I don't want you to go that
the truth.
far. But I think you might cut out
A dance. Instead of a ball, would cigarettes and $15 hats.—Sydney
Include only the Intimate friends of Bulletin.
the hostess, all the season's debutantes and younger dancing men.
This would mean that the daughter
Is "presented" only to her mother's
best friends, to whom she Is obviously well known, and to the girls
of'her own age.
In other days tbe social success of
a debutante depended to a great
MORE WITHOUT
degree upon the approval of dowager
hostesses who invited her to their
dinners and to sit in their opera
boxes. If they did not approve they
VALVES
left her more or less marooned. Today, this power of the dowagers does
not exist The debutante who is
liked by other debutantes (s Invited
everywhere. Even the mothers of
the debutantes (let alone the detached dowagers) haye little or
nothing to say about the Invitations
of the youngest generations.
Normally, then, let us say that the
modern debutante Is still brought
out occasionally at a ball, more often a dance, and most often ul a tea—
either with dancing or without. Or
perhaps the debutante Is not "Introduced" at all. Perhaps she herseif
gives a dance, to which she invites • The big new Dodge Six does
none but her own personal friends,
both girls and boys. Or perhaps she more than talk economy — it
gives a theater party with supper GIVES you economy! An amazafterwards, or perhaps she gives a ing new invention, called the
dinner at little tables. There Is no "inserted valve seat", made of
limit to the type of entertainment fine chromium alloy, saves gas
to be given and no exaction as to
the number of Invitations. Or let and cuts operating expense.
us suppose that her mother wants Valves don't need grinding for 30
to Introduce her formally without thousand miles or more. And
giving a party at all! Nothing could that's only one of the sensational
be simpler, or more conveniently features of the big new Dodge
proper! She need merely have the Six— just a few dollars more
daughter's name engraved beneath
her own on an ordinary visiting card,' than the lowest priced cars!
find send this cnrd in a small enSensational
velope, which fits It, to her entire •
visiting list
At all events, no matter what the
party may be, the debutante receives
with her mother, who stands nearest the door, and the debutante close
Sweeps Nation!
beside her. No one else stands In
line. Her best friends who are
a car that sells itself
asked to "receive" are merely ex- ™ Imagine
and doubles its sales almost
pected to wear light-colored dresses ^h —
overnight in city after city.
and no hats in the afternoon. At an
That's what tbe new Dodge
evening dance there is no way of
is doing. . .laying its cards on
distinguishing those who "receive" 9 the table . . . then asking any
from any of the other guests. (At
other car near its price to match
an ordinary tea those who "pour" or A it on tbe open road, in traffic
In any way aid tbe hostess, wear ™ and up hills. Go to your nearbats. A debutante tea Is tbe only
est Dodge dealer today and
exception.) On tbe other band. It Is A < ask for the sensational "Showbest that all rules of convention be
Down" score card. Then
qualified by those of local custom.
make your own "Show-Down"
Meaning merely that under usual 9 test against any other car.
circumstances It Is better to do as
your neighbors do, than to attempt
conspicuous Innovations because
they .happen to be the fashion in
Paris, or London, or New York—unwith Floating Power
less the innovation adds to ease or
engine mountings
to beauty.
A few last words of advice to the
115-INCH
i*»~*r«w» WHEELBASE
wwmmm
debutante herself, on the ever vital
AND .
subject of popularity: A girl who
UP
dances beautifully rarely lacks partners! There was a time when the Dodge Eight f l l l S to $1395. All price*
title "belle" was awarded solely to
f. o. b. factory, Detroit.
those who had most partners ID a
ballroom. No other test counted.
Today a young girl who cannot learn WNU—N
21—33

30,OOO
MILES AND
GRINDING

• "SHOW DOWN"
,
PLAN

DODGE
$595

I WISH I NEVER HAD
TO FACE ANOTHER
WASHDAY

NO WONDER-YOU STILL USE OLDFASHIONED SOAR TRY RINSO FOR SNOWY
WASHES WITHOUT HARD WORK.
IT'S SO EASY ON
THE HANDS, TOO

Rinso

Soaks out dirt
No scrubbing—saves hands

/iitinira laic mil'

A

lltl. W««tern N«w»»M>«r Onion.

Flnet toft and moo&ai •#%,
_ _.. it keeps the ekin comfortable
twenty-four boon of the day.. It also does
much to prevent chafing and irritation.
MM anc.^
' Proprietor*: Potter Draa«ChemI<mlCorpnU*Idca.Haa«.
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ITA ROBINSON
INAU
sly Injured in Auto Collision
iMiles North of Carroll Snnly Afternoon,
Dies in
IcarroU Hospital Later.
Myrta Robinson, 40, wife of
tRobinson, assistant cashier at
iata Bank, was killed and Mr.
[pn and Albeit Vonnahme, the
«t near Mt. Carmel, were idi an automobile collision which
[ about six miles north of
Sunday afternoon about 4:30

Have Band Concerts
Here on Tuesday Nights
The Greater Anita Club announces
the presentation of a series of band
concerts to be given Tuesday evenJngs this summr. These programs
will be played in Concert Park by the
young people of Anita, The juvenile
band activity in Anita waa undertaken
by Earl R. Blue last July. Since
September this worthy branch of education has been sponsored by the
Greater Anita Club and the public
schools, and it will be maintained by
the Greater Anita Club during the
summer.

Tribune Receives Letter
[and Mrs. Robinson were reFrom Former Anita Lady
to Anita from Algona where
nday morning they had taken
Mrs, Lyte Madsen, who had
4t the Robinson home
—1 weeks. Mm Madsen WML
of 9&». Robinson,
lobinaon car was struck by a
ievrolei coupe driven by Von|who failed to atop as he startosa federal highway No. 71.
e was on his way to the
ss farm, east of the highn -the care collided. He had
to pick up some companions
Gross "finnt for a fishing (rip
~ es._ Hiria the son of Frank
i and lives about a mile
n-died abouf 7:00 p. m.
hospital in Carroll,
the injured persons were
after the accident. Her
crushed and she was cut
head and body by flying?
\
on sustained three broklinumerous cuts and bruises
i and legs. His condition
! sustained a scalp wound,
lung and internal injur( s unconscious for several
j ,his physician said Monday
K that he would recover, barations.
,
went into the ditch at
ide of the highway, going
an embankment about 20
Both cars were badly
There i» no obstruction of
; the intersection, and Carofficials who visited the
lie accident were unable
for the accident. After
pconsciousness Monday, Vonis unable to give the officers
PS of the accident.
Obituary.
P. Stacy was born Septemat Algona, Iowa, and
May 24, 1983; aged 40
nonths and 21 days. She
aughter of Mr. and Mrs.
of Ringsted, Iowa, her
passed away several
i
out 14 years old, she moved
nts to Ringsted, Iowa,
finished her high school
f i t -was in high school
first made the acquaintliur Robinson, which af>
Qtinued in college at Blair,
where both attended Dana
911. This beautiful friendin their marriage 'on
7, 1915, at
Ringsted,
continued to make their
f; 1916 when they moved to
Mr. Robinson has been
ace that time in the Anita
Sage relations of Mr. and
pon has been most happy
Mrs. Robinson was
) and housekeeper, neighand all who knew
for her sunny and
position.
|a member of the Congrearch, which she and her
ned in 1920. She was also
gf Anita Temple, No. 214,
"ers, and was a trustee of
• the time of her death.
to mourn her untimely
[beloved husband, Arthur
who is recovering from
jjn. the hospital at Carher, Mrs. P. M. Stacy of
three sisters, Mrs.
en of Algona; Mrs. Helen
neapolis, iMBnnesota; and
Madsen of Algona;
her, Carl Stacy of r^g
wrnia. One sister preH» a number of years

The Tribune is in receipt of a letter from Mrs. Mary Whitmore Stone
of Springfield, Missouri, who sends
nmittafice to the old home paper for
another year's subscription to the
g»a,t: family journal. She says her
husband, Luman Stone, keeps comfortably well but can not walk alone.
His hip, broken more than a year ago,
has healed and he walks some every
day with one arm on Mrs. Stone's
shoulder and one band on a cane. He
rides about the house in a wheel
Chair. ' He enjoys reading and succeeds in keeping cheerful, and is patient He was 92 years old April
She says they have had an abundance of rain and nature is very beautifuL Mrs. Stone; as well as her husband, is a former resident of Anita,
and a good many years ago was primary teacher in the Anita public
schools. The editor of the Tribune, as
well as many other local people,
Started their school days under the
instruction of Mary Whitmore Stone,
and all of us have a warm spot in our
hearts for her.

Corner Stone For M. E.
to Be Laid Sunday
, A service for the laying of the corner stone of the new Methodist Episcopal church building in Anita will be
held next Sunday afternoon at 3:00
o'clock. The corner stone is a gift to
the church from Frank Choate.
Under the direction of Earl Blue,
the junior band will play several selections. 'Other numbers on the corner
atone ceremonies will be as follows:
Hymn, "The Church's One (Foundation," by the congregation.
The ritualistic service will be conducted by Dr. David Shenton, district superintendent.
Address by Dr. David Shenton. i
Placing of the corner stone by Mr.
John Gebuhr, the contractor.
Prayer.
Doxology.
Benediction.

Twelve More Cass County
Youths to Forest Camp
(Twelve more Cass youths left Friday for Fort Des Mloines to enter the
training camp for the federal -reforestation army. Those leaving were
Carl Peters of Anita; Roy Gaulke of
Lewis; Jess Jordan and Glen Barnholdt of Wiota; Paul Jennings of
Massena; Donald Clair Logue of
Cumberland; Franklin Eastman and
John H. Lehmkuhl of Gr is wold; and
James Garland Gaines, George Eilers,
Paul Keffer and Harold Joe Lane of
Atlantic.
Eugene Wahling and Calvin Jewett,
Anita youths who have been at the
army camp in Des Moines, have been
sent to a federal project near Creston.

Wiota Will Have Free
Movies During Summer
The business men of Wiota last
week completed arrangements for presenting a series of free moving picture shows during the months of June,
July and August. These shows, which
will consist of a silent feature and
comedy, will be presented every
Thursday evening, commencing this
week, and will be put on by Azel S.
Ames of Anita.

A. R. Kohl
Phone 43
We Deliver
Anita, Iowa

Friday and Saturday Specials
Per
Macaroni
4c
Package
LEMONS, Sunkist, large size, per dozen

29c

PORK AND BEANS, large No. 2% cans

10c

Baking Powder Mb.GWC
Can
BLACKBERRIES, No. 10 (gallon) cans, each.. .39c

Butter

Creamery

SUGAR, granulated, 10 Ibs. (must be cash)

Bananas

Fine Yellow
Fruit

*

49c

31bs. 20c

PITTED RED CHERRIES, No. 10 cans.

47c

CRYSTAL WHITE GRANULATED SOAP,
large 25c package

Sani Flush

Per
Can

' CORN FLAKES, Briardale, 2 packages

21c
17c

BUY YOUR CANNED GOODS NOW
THEY WILL BE HIGHER.

42nd Street" Describes
All in Backstage Life
"Three good tunes and a kick in
the pants for your wow blackout. Can
you make a hit show of it?"
These are the first sentences in
Bradford Ropes' novel "42nd Street,"
and they color the length of Warner
Bros.' new gigantic picture of the
same name which comes to the Rialto
Theatre for three big days starting
Sunday and through Tuesday.
In the picture, the words are addressed tt» Warner Baxter, who plays
the role of a veteran stage director
with a hundred hits to his credit.
What he does to the three good tunes
and the kick in the pants form the
basis for "42nd Street.1'
But not quite all of it. Warner
Bros, have gathered together in this
tale of the Rialto's backafcage, a gripping dramatic story of the theatre of
today, of the problems, heartaches
and tears, the good times, lighthearted
camaraderie and carefree days, when
there's money in the pocket, forty
weeks more of work ahead, and nothing to worry about, all of which make
up stage existence.
Chorus girls,—to the number of
about one hundred and fifty—stars,
directors, singers, song writers, hoofers, crooners, comics, heavies, juveniles and ingenues—they're all there.
And Warner Baxter, Bebe Daniels,
George Brent, Una Merkel, Ruby
Keeler (Mrs. Al Jolson to you, and
you'di better watch for her!) Guy
Kibbee, Ned Sparks, Dick Powell,
Ginger Rogers, Allen Jenkins, Henry
B. Walthall, Edw. J. Nugent, Hairy
Akst—a dozen others.
Song hits by Al Dubin and Harry
Wirren, who between them, have been
responsible in (the past for such popular knockouts as "You're My Everything," "Too Many Tears," "Carolina Moon" and "I Found a Million
Dollar Baby in a Five and Ten Cent
Store" and dozens of others.
Dances and stage ensembles created
and staged by Busby Berkeley, who
has staged them for the beat of
Broadway's producers, including Earl
Carroll.
And Ruby Keeler dances.

Dr. L. R. Johnson and wife of Chicago visited in the city Monday with /W. J. Tobias of Menlo was visitfriends. They are former residents ing with friends in the city Decora1
also be mourned by of Anita.
tion day.
'. who will miss a fine
C. M. Parker and wife of Cedar
'"md who will not be
The members of the Oak Ridge club
the lives that knew held their regular meeting at the Falls, Iowa, were Decoration Day vishome of Mrs. Dorothy Moffitt in itors in the city.
Adair last Thursday.
M. C. Hansen and wife and their
son, Olaf Hansen and wife, of St.
Hamilton Campbell received word Joseph, Missouri, are visiting in the
Sunday that his sister-in-law, Mrs. city with their parents and grandpastor,
Taylor Guy, 69, had passed away that parents, 0. C. Hansen and wife.
afternoon at her home in Carroll.

wui
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May Capture Wild Birds
BETTY
and lufes to Use as Pets
Persons in Caas county desiring' to
capture red foxes for pets may do so
on written permit from the Iowa fish
and game commission. Deputy Game
Warden (Charles 0. White of Harlan
has the necessary application blanks
to sign for toe capture of the pets
and all persons interested are asked
to communicate with him.
•
The Iowa law regarding capture
of pets follows:
"Exceptions to license requirements:
Any person may possess not more
than two game birds or fur-bearing
animals confined as pets without being required to purchase a license as
a game breeder, but he shall not be
allowed to increase his stock beyond
the original number nor shall he be
allowed *o kill or sell such stock."
In order for this new legislation
to be worked out to the best advantage, the deputy must have an absolute
check on each permit issued in his
territory. Each request for such permit received at the office of the game
commission will be referred to the
game warden and will be issued only
upon the approval of the warden.
Any holder of a permit will be responsible to the warden at all times
and any violation of the rules of the
permit will call for revocation and
the refusal of subsequent permits.
All game birds or wild animals
captured for pets must be tagged or
banded when the permit is issued.
Recorder O. M, iHbfoart reports the
sale of hunting and fishing licenses is
going along at a brisk pace, 515 having been sold to date.

Lee Tracy Picture at
Rialto Friday and Saturday

BURNS WINS
FOURTH PUCE

Iowa's Spelling Champion Goes Down
on the Word, "Vinaigrette." Girl
From Akron, Ohio, >Wins , i
National Spelling Bee.
(,
A 12-year-old girl, Alma Roach of
Twinsbury, Ohio, representing theAkron Beacon-Journal, Tuesday WoJi
$500 first prize in the ninth annual
national spelling bee held in Washington, D. C.
•
Spelling "propitiatory" correctly after it had been missed by George (Metzer, 14, of Hoboken, N. J., and then
spelling "torsion" captured the honor*
for the Ohio girl. Aa first place winner, Alma gains the title held since
last year by Dorothy Greenwald of
Muscatine, Iowa.
Alma, a seventh grade pupil, said
she would use the money toward her
education.
Iowa Girl Fourth.
Betty Burns, 13, of Anita, champion Iowa speller, went down on the?
word "vinaigrette." Betty spelled it
with an "e" in the second syllable.
She was the thirteenth contestant to
go down and won $75 for fourth
place. Sixteen spellers participated
in the contest.
Betty and her teacher, Miss Christine Hollen, both took the defeat in
good spirit.
With others at the contest, they
will be taken on sightseeing trips
during the four days they are in the
nation's capital.
Won Title May 6.
Betty won the right to represent
Iowa in the national contest when she
defeated 101 other county and citycontestants in the Iowa state bee.
May,6 in Des Moines. All expenses
of the Iowa speller and her teacher
to the national contest are paid by
The Des Moines Register and Tribune, sponsors of the statewide spelling bees in Iowa.
Will Meet Roosevelt
Betty is to meet President Roosevelt today.
The visit to the White House willbe made previous to a tour of the
Bureau of Printing and Engraving,
Smithsonian Institution, art galleries,
and the capitol. A theatre party will
follow Wednesday night.
Betty and her teacher, Miss Christina Hollen, will return to Anita Monday. On the return trip, they will
spend a day in Chicago visiting the
Century of Progress exposition.

"Private Jones," starring Lee Tracy
and Gloria Stuart, will be the feature
attraction at the Rialto Theatre on
Friday and Saturday evenings. This
picture was here in March, but on account of a sleet storm was unable to
be shown. The picture is conceded by
critics to be one of Tracy's best attractions. It is grand entertainment
from start to finish, and it will satisfy
those who cry for artistic direction
and dramatics as well. Notably is it
distinctive in that "Private Jones"
shows us one doughboy's attitude
toward the war, which doesn't follow
the orthodox story book one.
In addition to the fealfcure there
will be a two reel musical. This
novelty features Morton Downey,
the noted composers Ray Henderson
and Lew Brown, also Norman Brokenshire, nationally famous radio announcer, and Jacques Renard and hia
orchestra. Some of the numbers featured include "Wabash Moon,'1 "Songs
for Sale," "Keeping Company," "CeFor the benefit of our readers in
celia," "Wanna Sing About You" distant states, we might state that
and "Me and IMjy Shadow,"
Decorajtion*day in Anita brought forthi
L. C. Bangham and wife of Des ideal weather, the temperature beMoin«s were among the Decoration ing around 70 degrees. A large number of former residents of the comday visitors in the city.
munity were here to greet friends of
Jack Hubbard of Adair is spend- bygone days, and to look after graves
ing the week in the city with his of deceased relatives who are buried
grandparents, A. B. Stone and wife. in Evergreen cemetery. The program
given at Concert Park in the afterFrank E. Carter visited a few days noon drew a good audience, as did
last week in Hampton, Iowa, with the 'Memorial service given by memhis brother, L. H. (Carter and family. bers of the American Legion and
Legion Auxiliary at the cemetery.
James Cibert and wife and their On account of illness, Fr. M. J, O'Conson, Claude, of Ft. Dodge, Iowa, vis- nor was unable to give the address
ited here over Decoration day with of the day, and his place on the profriends.
gram was filled by Fr. Romald of
Des Moines. He gave a good patrioiFrank W. Burkhart and wife of tic address that was enjoyed very
Nebraska City, Nebraska, visited in much by all who heard him.
the city over Sunday with relatives
and friends.

Bebe Daniels and Dick Powell sing.
But, as with any picture worth its
salt, "42nd Street" doesn't depend on
any one thing or player. It has a
story that takes its place among the
best stories of the stage. More than
that, it has a story within that story
—a play within a play. Deftly and
expertly, it mingles these elements into a spectacular and vastly entertaining whole—a picture that takes rank
with the best of this or any year.
No expense was spared in the preparation of this biggest and most
outstanding of all-star musical-comedy-dramas of the screen. Lavish
sets, gorgeous costumes and dazzling
stage effects have been utilized. Everything that goes to make a super-production "super" has been thrown in.
Among the novelties in "42nd
Street" is a huge turntable, which
is really composed of three turntables,
on which groups of dancers prance
and turn in intricate and breath-taking routines. Another original sequences is a dance involving a Pullman
train's insides. The train, as a climax,
folds in upon the dancers.
Warner Bros, were the first to try
musical pictures on a lavish scale,
and, enough was learned from them
to assure the, producers that there
was a public demand for dramatic
pictures with the music and dances.
The result of some three years pre-,
paratory work on this theme has resulted in "42nd Street," perhaps the,
PIANO AND VIOLIN RECITAL
first picture to incorporate music and
Pupils of
dance into the story in a dramatic
manner.
MISS MARIE GUNDRUM
Wednesday evening, May 31st.,
"42nd Street," originally a best8:00 o'clock
selling novel by Bradford' Ropes, was
Church of Christ
adapted for screen by Rian James,
Broadway columnist, and James SeyLawrence Battey went to Chariton
mour. Loyd Bacon, son of .the late
Frank Bacon of "Lightnin'" fame, Saturday, where he has a position as
technical foreman in the reforestadirected "42nd Street."
In addition to the big feature, there tion camp there. Mrs. Battey will
will be a comedy entitled, "Three's a remain at the home of her parents,
Crowd." Also Universal News with Jas. B. Herriman and wife, for the
present.
Graham McNamee.
This big program will be presented
Over in Worth county, Mo., the
at the regular admission prices of
county
officers are advertising for
lOc and 25c.
bids f,or a county depository for all

Many Former Residents
Here For Decoration Day

Check Artist Swindles
Anita Merchants Saturday

A stranger in Anita Saturday evening, representing himself to be a farmer of the Massena vicinity, passed a
couple of worthless checks on Anita
business men. In both instances he
made small purchases, presenting
checks for more than the amount purchased, and taking change for the.
difference. He also left the merchandise purchased, saying he would
call for it later, which he failed to
do. Another grafter was in the city
one day last week, and caught a local
service station on an auto polish advertising deal.

the county funds. Included with the
There are several cases of whoop- bid must be a certified check for IVs
Mrs. A. M. Mdkkelsen and children
ing cough in the Oak Ridge neighbor- per cent of the depository for the visited with relatives and friends ia.
year ending April 30, 1933.
hood.
Corning Tuesday.
Mrs. Samantha Hansen and her
Lynn B. Robison of Dea Moines
Last Wednesday and Thursday IP.
visited in the city Monday with his daughter, Mrs. May Tower of Cedar A. Daughenbaugh, Chris Holland, C.
brother, C. A. Robison and family. Falls, Iowa, and her son, Jack Han- T. McAfee, Herman Baier, John Mehlsen of Des Moines, spent Tuesday mann, Cecil McAfee, Raynor Holland
George Daughenbaugh and daugh- with friends in Anita, and attended and Gerald Fowble, neighbors and
ter. Miss Cora, of Wiota were in the the Decoration day services in Con- friends of Mrs. W. H. Egan, went to
city Sunday afternoon to attend the cert Park and Evergreen cemetery. her place and planted forty acres of
funeral services for their sister and The Hansen family are former resi- j corn. Their help and kindness are
aunt, the late Mrs. John C. Kelley.
dents of Lincoln township and Anita. appreciated very much by Mrs. Egan,

News Review of Current
Events the WorM Over
United States Pledges Aid for Peace and Security—J. P.
Morgan Questioned by Senate Committee—Plan
to Finance Public Works Program.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
to a demand for a
R ESPONDING
clear statement of the policy of

On the second day the senators
heard about Morgan & Co.'s "preferred
list" of friends to whom the firm sold
Allegheny Corporation common for
$20 a share when the market price
was $35. In this list were many
well-known names, including William
H. Woodln, now secretary of the
treasury; Charles Francis Adams,
later secretary of the navy; Senator
McAdoo, Newton D. Baker, John W.
Davis, Gen. John J. Pershing, John
J. Raskob, Silas H. Strawn and CoL
Charles A. Lindbergh.
Another list revealed Included the
names of bank officers and directors
to whom the Morgan firm had made
loans. Some of these loans had been
repaid, but many had not, and In the
latter category the largest was a little over $6,000,000 to Charles E.
Mitchell, former president of the National City bank of New York, whose
trial for alleged income tax evasion
was going on In New York city.

the United States In the matter of
peace and disarmament, Norman H.
Davis, ambassador-atlarge, announced to
the disarmament conference In Geneva
what seems to many
a revolutionary departure from traditional American policies. Apparently, it
means that the United
States has abandoned
Isolation,
neutrality
N. H. Davis rights and the freedom of the seas. Specifically, Mr. Davis pledged his government never to Interfere with international action against a cation
that has been satisfactorily identlfled as an aggressor, and to participate In "effective, automatic and
continuous" international supervision
'designed to make certain that the nations carry cut their promises In disEDERAL JUDGE HABOLD LOUarmament
derback of California was acquit"President Roosevelt's message," he ed In the Impeachment trial in the
said, "is a clear indication of the fact senate, but he escaped by a narrow
'that the United States will exert its margin. On the fifth and most comjfnll power and influence and accept prehensive charge 45 senators voted
Its Just share of responsibility to make guilty and 84 for acquittal. But unthe results in disarmament definite, der the constitutional impeachment
prompt and effective."
procedure a two-thirds vote Is necesAfter announcing that the United sary for conviction.
States was willing to consult with the
Urther states In case of a threat to
F THE administration and its suppeace, Mr. Davis set forth the Amerporters in congress have their way,
ican policy In these words.
the $3,300,000,000 national recovery
"Further than that, In the event bill, providing for regulation of Indus-'
that the states, in conference, detertries and construction
mine that a state has been guilty of a
of vast public works,
breach of the peace In violation of its
will be financed by
International obligations and take
increased Income and
measures against the violator, then. If
gasoline taxes a n d
we concur In the Judgment rendered
higher Income Imposts
as to the responsible and guilty party,
on stock dividends,
we will refrain from any action tendas well as the coning to defeat such collective effort
tinuation for one year
which these states may thus make to
of all the nuisance
restore peace."
taxes levied in the
Asserting that there must be real acrevenue bill of 1932.
complishment In the way of disarmaThat was the way it
Hugh
8.
ment, or a reversion to a race In armwas reported to the
Johnson
Ing, Mr. Davia proposed drastic arms
house by the ways
reductions, and promised that the and means committee, and though the
United States would go as far in this Republicans and some others objectes the other states.
ed to these taxes and fought for a
Great Britain, Germany and Italy sales tax, that Is the way It is likely
were highly pleased with Mr. Davis' to become law.
pronouncement, but France remained
The sum of $220,000,000 annually
dissatisfied, both with the security of- will be needed for interest and amorXered by the United States and with tization of the public works bond Isthe Davis proposals for armament re- sue, and the committee decided this
duction. The more the French get, the should be raised by:
more they demand, and their obstinacy
1. Increase of the normal income
Is exceedingly irritating to the other tax rates from 4 to 6 per cent on the
nations. Foreign Minister Paul-Bon- first $4,000 of net Income and from 8
eonr told the conference that France to 10 per cent on all above $4,000.
would not reduce her armaments un- This levy Is estimated to raise $48,Jess a definite system of mutual as- 000,000 a year.
sistance is created, supplemented by
2. Extension of the new normal Ingenuine supervision of armaments. come tax rates to dividends now subThe supervision, he said, must espe- ject only to surtaxes and taxation at
cially cover armaments which are the source. Estimated to yield $83,manufactured In private factories.
000,000 a year.
3. The addition of another threeINVESTIGATION of the private bank- fourths of a cent to the present 1
* Ing firm of J. P. Morgan & Co., cent'a gallon federal tax on gasoline.
greatest of its kind In America, was Estimated to bring in $92,000,000 anstarted by the senate banking com- nually.
mittee with 3. PierThese additional taxes, the report
ipont Morgan, senior
said, "are temporary In character and
^partner, as chief witmay be eliminated by proclamation
iiess. The proceedings
by the President when operating revwere conducted by
enues exceed operating expenditures,
Ferdinand Pecora on
or when the repeal of the Eighteenth
behalf of the comamendment op^ns a new and ample
mittee and attracted
source of revenues to the governa throng of spectament."
tors. John W. Davis,
To administer the industry conf o r m e r Democratic
trol features of the measure when It
'Presidential c a n d lbecomes law. President Roosevelt has
date, was there as
_
selected Hugh S. Johnson of Moline,
J- P Mor an
counsel for Morgan,
'
O
I1L, and he has been busy getting an
and the banker was several times re- organization in shape so he can go
lieved from nagging questions of Pe- to work promptly. He had a large
cora by the protests of Senators Glass part In formulating the bill.
and McAdoo. Most Interesting to the
A close associate of Bernard Bapublic of the facts brought out was ruch, Democratic leader and New
that no Income tax whatever was paid York financier, Johnson was a memby Morgan or any of his nineteen part- ber of the old war industries board.
ners for 1931 and 1932 and rhat they He was also head of the first draft
paid an aggregate of only $48,000 in board during the World war and since
1980. This was because of heavy then has had extensive experience in
losses sustained by the firm. Morgan manufacturing. He was born in Kancould not recall whether he personal- sas In 1882. He turned to the army
ly paid any tar in 1030, but counsel for a career and was graduated from
for the Investigators said he did not West Point in 1903. When he retired
Morgan repeatedly answered "I do not In 1919 he was a brigadier general.
know" to Pecora's queries about a
$21,060,000 loss written off his firm's EXPANSION of credit rather than
books on January 2, 1931, In addition *-» of currency has been started by
to other deductions which already had the government under the powers
wiped out taxable Income.
given the President in the farm act
Finally the banker asked Leonard Secretary of the Treasury Woodin
Keyes, office manager of the firm, to announced that the federal reserve
explain the matter.
banks had made an initial purchase
Keyes said the involved transaction of $25,000,000 of government bonds
was the Inevitable result of a revalu- in the open market.
ation of assets made necessary by the
"That Is the start of an inflationadmission of a new partner, S. I'arker ary step." Woodln said. "U is being
Gilbert, on January 2, l'j:u.
done to Inject something into the
Pecora hammered a\vuy with ques- market. In other words, to keep
tions, but Keyes, a methodical appear- things moving along."
ing man who spoke crisply mid withWoodln said additional purchases
out hesitation, repeated lila account would be "entirely dependent upon
over and over. He testified that u\e conditions." The new law uuthomett
121,000,000 loss could, as (he law then the reserve banks to buy up to $;;.
etood, have been deducted from the 000.000,000 of securities.
firm's taxable Income in 1031, v.KKi or
When the reserve banks buy bonds,
3933. Three of four million dollars of cash balances of member banks are
the 121,000,000. he said, was deducted Increased by equal amounts. The adfrom profits in 1931—a year in which ministration hopes that the hunks,
the partners paid no tax—but none in with these additional funds on
2832, when the firm "had loss enough." j wiii advance them to industry."
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HEN President Roosevelt
the nations of the world to agree
to a tariff truce pending the outcome
of the London economic conference,
the administration thought it would
not be in accord with good faith to
assess now the processing taxes on
wheat, cotton and perhaps corn and
hogs provided for in the farm relief
act But Secretary of Agriculture Wallace thought otherwise, and after a
conference with Secretary of State
Hull he was permitted to go ahead
with this undertaking. Probably there
will be protests from Europe and Canada, and then the diplomats must get
busy.
Secretary Wallace nnd George N.
Peek, co-administrator of the farm relief act, selected Guy C. Shepard of
Evanston as administrator in charge
of the packing house products under
the act He will have general charge
of trade agreements between packers
and between producers and processors relative chiefly to hogs and their
products. Mr. Shepard was formerly
vice president of the Cudahy Packing
company.
To handle the cotton work under
the farm act C. A. Cobb of Atlanta,
Ga., was named. He Is editor of the
Progressive Farmer-Rurallst Both he
and Shepard rank alongside of Prof.
M. L. Wilson, appointed wheat administrator some time ago.

W

YORK state came to the fore
N EW
In favor of prohibition repeal In

a manner that surprised even the ardent wets. The vote was about twelve
to one throughout the state, and in
New York city It was approximately forty to one. The 150 delegates
elected to the convention all are
pledged to repeal, and they will meet
In Albany on June 27 to execute the
will of the people. The Empire state
will thus become the sixth to ratify
the repeal amendment to the Constitution.
ROOSEVELT asked
PRESIDENT
of congress the suspension of the
law requiring the governor of Hawaii
to be an actual resident of the islands. He said:
"It Is particularly, necessary to select for the post of governor of Hawaii
a man of experience and vision who
will be regarded by all citizens of the
Islands as one who will be absolutely
Impartial in his decisions on matters
as to which there may be a difference
of local opinion.
"In making my choice, 1 should like
to be free to pick either from the lalands themselves or from the entire
United States the best man for this
post,"
•DEPORTS from China, confirmed
*^ by the foreign office In Tokyo, said
that an agreement for a Chinese-Japanese truce in the north China zone
had been reached and was about to be
signed. The Chinese defenders of
Peiplng already had withdrawn from
that city and the Japanese were only
a few miles away. It was understood
that the truce required the Chinese
troops to remain south of a line running from the Great Wall north of
Peiplng southeast to Lutai on the
coast, the line passing north of both
Peiplng and Tientsin. Thus the Japanese would establish the buffer eone
which they demand between China and
Manchukuo. The Chinese understood
this zone was to be administered by
Han Fu-chu, governor of Shantung
province, and Hwang-fu, national government representative at Pelping.
Despite the reported truce there was
renewed fighting at the walled city of
Tungchow, 13 miles east of Pelping.
PEACE in Cuba seems to be a long
way off, though the government
continues with vigor its efforts to wipe
out the revolutionists. And, according to the latter,
President Maehado Is
using more than vigor. Operations against
the opposition are being directed by MaJ.
Arsenio O r 1 1 z, Machado's chief military
strategist, and he is
pursuing the s a m e
tactics with which he
terrorized Oriente proMajor Oritz vince ln 1931- In Santa Clara and Camaguey provinces he has been hanging
captured rebels to the trees along the
highways and in the towns, and It
was reported that lie held as hostages
the family of Carlos Leyva, who led
a rebel raid on Taguasco, threatening
to kill them unless Leyva surrendered with fifty followers. Then
Orite returned to Sancti Splritus, and
it wan believed he would pursue the
same ruthless methods in that section.
1

KASHMIR VALE
FULL OF CHARM
Srinagar Is a Lovely Place for a
Vacation.
by National

v
Washington. D. C.— WNU Service.

S WARM weather approaches,
the Vale of Kashmir, one of
the famous garden spots of
the world, beckons to the vacationists of India. Its wooded hillsides
don a new green which Is reflected In
the dear, blue, placid streams of the
valley; and houseboats are put In order for a busy season.
The Vale of Kashmir lies among the
lower Himalayas, north ot the Indian
Punjab. One reaches Srinagar, the
summer capital of the native state
known as the domain of the Maharaja
of Jammu and Kashmir, over a long
route by rail and motor. From Bombay one travels northward by train,
via Delhi and Lahore, to Rawalpindi,
one of the chief army posts of British
India. There the way to beauty opens.
Almost at once on leaving Rawalpindi the motor road beings to climb. Up
and up through the deodar-clad slopes
of the lower mountain the road twists
and turns, the heated air of the plains
grows cool and invigorating, until,
when travelers make their first overnight stop at Tret, they feel captivated
by a Joyous holiday spirit
Everything seems amusing and Interestfng. Ruffled punkas swing from
the celling, though you may have no
need of them. Your deft and tnrbaned servants patter barefooted
about the rooms, unrolling your bedding on the stringed charpoys, the
fairly comfortable beds of India. Even
the not-too-bad food served by the
bungalow cook Is a matter for hungry
Jest Lovely, lovely world, with a
summer of Kashmir ahead.
Native Chauffeurs Are Speedy.
The road from Rawalpindi to Srlnngar is a well-built motor road, some
200 miles long, and it lies through the
mountains north of the Pir Panjal
pass. Snowy peaks rise high above
you. The rushing waters of Icy
streams chatter noisily below. Hairpin turns in the road make yon catch
your breath and curl your toes, for the
ways of the native driver are his own
and without fear, and, alas, yon have
not the knowledge of his language
wherewith to express your feelings.
Soon, from the first traveling sahib,
you may learn to say, "Ahlsta, ahlsta !"
But you never succeed in making an
Indian chauffeur drive slowly, slowly.
It is possible to make the trip to
Srinngar in a day, but not ahista!
Quite the contrary. You spend two
night In dak bungalows (resthouses)
along the way, the second at Baramuln,
Men Needtoworkert of Kashmir.
which lies at the edge of the great depression known as the Vale of Kashpie, seeking the cool air and health of
mir.
From Baramula one can go the rest the hills, and these bring with them
of the way by boat, up the Jhelum tbe influence of English manners and
river; but you may prefer to drive. customs, and, better still, of English
The last 35 miles lie across a level fair play. There is not in all Srina*.
stretch, the road bordered on either gar a merchant who does not rely
whole-heartedly on the honor of 'the
side by slender poplars.
The people passed along the way English Sahib.
Shopping is a quaint pastime In this
are quite different from those one sees
City
of the Sun. As one strolls along
In India. Ekkas and tongas, the twowheeled horse-drawn vehicles of the. tbe Bund, eager merchants press their
wares. Mohamad Jhan assures you
country, draw aside to let you pass.
The Vale of Kashmir is a level val- that not in all Srinagar—no, not even
ley about 80 miles long and averaging at All Jban's, bis rival—can you proabout 20 miles In width. It lies, a i cure such embroideries, snch- fine
great oval, surrounded by mountain! pashmina, such beautiful designs.
green with deodar and spruce on the Will not the Lady Sahib but see?
Or, as the small shlkara of a m
lower reaches ami white with snow
nntil well Into the early summer. Skies chnnt is rowed alongside your boat,
of an incredible blue complete a color deftly timed to find you at home, he
scheme of fairy loveliness. Through eagerly spreads his wares. He is inout the valley winds the curving line sistent that you sea his treasures.
of the River Jhelum, along the banks "Only looking. Lady Sahib. Not buyof which straggle 'the streets anc ing, only looking." The foxy merchant
bazaars which form the ancient city well Jtnowa his goods are tempting.
'He Is sure that some time you will
of Srinagar.
buy.
Quaint Scenes In Srinagar.
The natlye industries of Kashmir,
Seven curious bridges span the alas, have cheapened and some have
river, and along the shore quaint old
almost died out entirely..; No longer,
wooden houses lean sometimes at a for instance, can one procure the very
rakish angla Many of the city streets finest shawls, such as made the nam,e
end in wide stone steps leading down
to the river's edge. These stairways of Kashmir famed throughout the
are usually animated scenes of native world. One xan get good shawls, toft
life. Here the laundry men wash the nnd fine, but the exquisite, old-time
are hardly to be found outside
clothes; here the women come to fill shawls
of museums.
their water jars. Children tumble and
Pashmina is one of the loveliest
play about, and goats and cows ramproducts
of the land. It is a soft
ble freely among them all. From the
overhanging balconies lenpths of dyed cream-colored woolen cloth, made from
pashmina hang out to dry. All is the fine under-hair of the Tibetan goat
The finer weaves are incredibly soft
colorful and gay.
Also there Is the Interesting river and the shawl maker, hopeful for yon?
life. A large part of the population order, will show yott how a length of
of Srinagar lives afloat, odd long it can be drawn through a flngqr ring.'
A much heavier woolen cloth, somepointed bonts, called dungas with
thing
akin to Scottish homespun, I*
superstructures hung with mats of
woven reeds, are the only homes which called puttoo. and the better weave*
thousands of Kashmiris ever know make splendid outing clothed
Sleeping quarters within, a kitchen of
sorts open to the eyes of all a few Queen and Parliament
pots of hrass or copper, and ' a poor
in Ancient St. Kilda'.
Kashmiri's household is complete
The native of more ample means
Two strange things about St Kilda,
has a better boat. Walls of wood re which has been abandoned by Its Inplace the woven mass, and as better habitants, were that It bad a queen
and better financial status is Indlcat and a parliament of its own. Tbe first
ed, so the boats Improve. The hest "queen of St Kilda" was a woman
are comfortable and well-furnished from the mainland who went there as
house boats, 8Udl as one
™
a domestic servant to the minister
upon the Itlver Thames.
many years ago. She was the only person on the island, except the minister,
The EnRiish have made their con
rlbuHon , D , he development of The who could speak English, and being
house boat In Srlna,ar : for .J V
a well-educated and intelligent woman,
Val!
of Kashmir ha* been,.,, not ™ J« the St Klldans thought a great deal
von.e vacation l«,,d f,, r , ne
" ' of her. Partly in jest they gave net
army In ] u ,n a
a royal title; and when she died trag-

A

a stately parade down
Michigan avenue, speeches hy
Postmaster General Farley and others
and much picturesque ceremony A
Century of Progress,
Chicago's
World's fair, was formally thrown
open to the public, and thousands of
men, women and children entered the
vast exposition area and marveled at
what had been accomplished By
high pressure work the fair was already virtually completed.
The most thrilling and dramatic
part of the proceedings came at
nightfall, when through a "hook-up" (
of three astronomical observatories a I
ray from the star Arcturus was I
caught hy telescopes, transmitted to
the exposition grounds and used to ' >— of
am)
put lulu operation the gorgeous li, llt ! their families.
Servant, All Are Men
«g »y«em of the fair. , Am,r,!l,, „ ,0 I
u Ust8 the r v
One
lives easily !„ Kashmir A
'"V-' '"just' forty "-. «««e<i
n-,,l" ',
Art-turua
yt ttr(l „„,,
e
time the f a i r of jsitf „,„.„,.,,
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'-Jtch f»fjp [jj^g
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is as impressive a.s th,- f ; i i r i, ',.'/"""
ft). 1S33. Wirslerii N
e w . , «, .' « '' '
I
" " - r • Vl ' rii "il. 1 ' In Kashmir are
•
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men. The women seldom w«* ;<
Even the little children of Westerjoers
frequently have men servant* to Care
for them. Tour list may include a
mangi, or head boatman; a khljbnatgar (chief house servant), assistant
khltmatgar, a bhlsti (water carrier,
sweeper—of lowest caste and doer of
menial Jobs), a khansaman (cook), a
dhobi (washerman), a dhunl (sewing
man), a mall (gardener), and three
little chokeras, the small bbya who
paddle the shikara, a small gondolalike boat in which yon go everywhere
you desire. It seems an ample list!
If you take guests for tea to Shallmnr gardens, the houseman goes along
and serves a perfect meal tinder.the
spreading chenar trees. When yon
plan a morning in the bazaars, the
houseman follows respectfully behind,
your guide. Your days are carpeted
with ease and your home is a Joy,
thanks to the -willing service of an
able houseman.
Where but In Kashmir could one
call back to a houseman as one is
leaving home for all day, "we JrtU
have guests for dinner tonight at
nine o'clock," and return to find everything In perfect order, fresh flowers
everywhere, the table set In holiday
attire, and a course dinner perfectly
planned?
Many of the Kashmiris are fine lookIng, the women especially having beautiful eyes and quite regular features.
Like other native states of the Indian
empire, Kashmir has an English resident, or advisory official, and through
him more sanitary ways of living are
gradually being Introduced Into' the
country. There Is an excellent mission hospital and a zenana hospital, as
the name implies, for women, and a
school conducted by an English clergyman Is doing wonders among the
youth of the country.
Foreigners Like Kashmir.
The foreign element in Srinagar Increases yearly. From the terrible heat
of the Punjab come English army peo-
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ically In a boating accident, tbe title
passed to her daughter, and then to
the prettiest girl or woman on tbe Jto Sale-M,.-;.;,,,
Island. The parliament, as it wat known tor '"""
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1
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of the "house" was conducted In a
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Anita

Rialto
THEATRE

COMFORTABLY COOL

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

JUNE 2-3

"PRIVATE JONES"
Starring
LEE TRACY and GLORIA STUART
MORTON DOWNEY 25 MINUTE MUSICAL
POPULAR ADMISSION
lOc and 25c

and his family require. Money thus
put into circulation at prices which
mean a profit to the seller. That
means that manufacturers can start
up their factories again.
We have never felt there was much
to the argument that people have
stopped wanting to buy things. The
only reason they have stopped buying
is lack of money to buy with. There
is not and never has been "overproduction" in the sense that more commodities were produced than people
wanted. Our whole social system is
built upon mmultiplying wants and as
money circulates again people will
gratify those wants.
TAXES 17 PER CENT
LESS THIS YEAR

State board of assessment and review statistics disclose that taxes in
1933 were 17 per cent less than in
1931, according to the Des Moines
of any branch of learning in which bureau of municipal research.
men should be encouraged to mournIn the same period, the research
er's row with Alexander, and weep! bureau said, Iowa's farm income was
PilbliBbed Every Thursday by the
because there are no more worlds to reduced from $750,000,000 to $285,conquer.
000,000, a slash of 62 per cent,
"It is true that the Bachelor may re"If taxing bodies which fixed taxes
W. P. BUDD
Editor
turn to his university to become a last August had voluntarily made reSubscription if paid in advance. .$1.50 Master of Arts or a Doctor of Philoso- ductions of 25 to 30 per cent instead
If not paid in advance
$2.00 phy, but even then he is a fool if he of 17, there would have been no need
regards himself as finished. Ein- for a Beatty-Bennett mandatory reEntered at the post office at Anita, stein still looks through telescopes in duction act," the- bureau said.
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
search of some star which may lie
Reductions were made during the
a little beyond the fartherest."
period
in city and school levies of 13
THURSDAY, JUNE 1, 1933.
and 14 per cent respectively, the
bureau said. The general county tax
THE TURN OF THE TIDE.
NOT THE END.
was cut 9 per cent and the secondary
Prices have begun to rise. That is road levies by about 33 per cent.
During the next few weeks many
Increases were reported in the poor,
young people will graduate from high the best news the country has had
school or college, not to be bothered in three years. The rise has started state insane, soldier's relief and emerwith systematic studying again. We where it ought to start, with the gency tax levies since 1931. The larg•want to caution these young people basic products of agriculture. Wheat, est increase was in the soldier's relief
that a diploma should not be the end cotton, corn, hogs, tobacco, rice, dairy tax, where is approximated 58 per
of mental exercise. They should con- products, have all started upward. cent,
tinue to study, to learn new things, Some are rising faster than others,
and to keep up with an ever-changing but all are showing an upward tend- KEROSENE IS NOT
LIKE IT USED TO BE
ency.
environment.
We do not think that this is mereHeyward Broun, newspaper columnRecently several horses and cows
ist, Tecently had something to say ly another "false alarm.'1 We behave
died in this community, and
along similar lines.
He lamented lieve that factors have been brought
•what he called "a terminus in the pro- into play which will put prices up death has been traced to the giving
This old method of
cess of education,'' and said:
still higher, until we reach some- of kerosene.
"That notion is fostered by our where near the level of 1926. That dosing animals with coal oil or keroacademic customs. The colleges hand is what those in charge of the na- sene when sick is a bid for the rena sheepskin to an impressionable tion's destinies are aiming at we are dering plant to make a call.
According to a chemist who analyoung man and tell him he is a Bach- told. That would mean that the
ized
several different brands of keroelor of Arts. That gives him the im- average of commodity prices would
pression that in some way he is thru, be more than double present prices, sene recently, there is a great differand that he need never admit one oth- in some instances, half to two-thirds ence between the product of today
and that of twenty years ago. Over
er idea into his head,
higher in others.
"We even speak of certain instituStarting with the products of ag- half of the kerosene of today is deadly
tions for the inculcation of culture in- riculture, the rise in prices is bound poison to animals, and will kill them
to young women as "finishing schools" to extend to industrial products. For in from one to two days, and there
as it graduation carried -with it the when the farmer begins to get a pro- is no way short of an analysis to
sanctity of finality. But I wouldn't fit from his operations he can begin determine which brand to use. Vetercall it a sanctity. It should more to pay up his back taxes and mort- inarians can testify to the fact that a
properly be a stigma. I can not think gage interest, to buy commodities he big, per cent of farm animals die every
year as the result of the administration of kerosene to sick horses and
cows. —Exchange.
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SELL You THIS

GREENFIELD FARMER
,__ MAKES THEM

WORK

Ross Kerr, who operates a dairy
farm over in the vicinity of Greenfield, does not believe in having stock
around that is not earning its keep.
Being short of horse power this year
and having a couple of Jersey bulls
on the place, he conceived the idea
of breaking them to work. He secured
a yoke and after a few runaways and
other happenings the animals began
to learn what was expected of them
and now he has a team that is doing
good work. They are not as fast as
horses but when properly broke they
will do things that a team cannot possibly do.

"King of Jazz" is coming,
John Nichols of Chicago spent
Tuesday with relatives and friends in
Anita.

no I

Peter Voorhees and wife of Des
Moines spent Decoration day with
relatives and friends in Anita.

Sell You a Less Modern Refrigerator
than this NEW NORGE?

Harry Fickle and wife of Massena
have been visiting in the city the past
week with his sisters, Mrs. Earl
Knowlton and Mrs. Frank Lees.

Not after you see the Norge.
The New Norge sets a new
standard of style in refrigeration. In modern-classic,
style, its graceful lines rieing from an ebony-black
base, give it a surpassing
beauty that makes all other
cabinets look obsolete.

Several friends from here drove to
Carroll Tuesday to visit Arthur R.
Robinson, who is in a hospital in that
city where he is receiving treatment
for injuries received in an auto accident Sunday. They report him to be
getting very nicely.
Over at Modale in Harrison county
a cat was locked in an elevator and
trying to g«t out climbed through an
open window 75 feet from the ground.
Selecting a nice soft spot he jumped,
landed right side up and walked off
as though it was nothing unusual.

Norge, with its exclusive,
superior Roll a tor mechanism, has never cost more to
operate than one ordinary
light bulb. Come in and see
the Norge today—the Modern Refrigerator that coats
no more to own, and lees
to operate.
Norga Corporation; Division of
Borg-Wurner Corpora- f°^^\
1MB, Detroit, Michigan. **&&?

_NORGE
?<&02xj(&r /i&bi
PEACOCK & BAXTER
315

Chestnut

Street

Atlantic, Iowa

Two years ago the city council at
the city of Marshalltown, in passing
on the issuance of licenses lor the
sale of cigarettes, voted not to grant
a license to the owner of a newstand
at that place. Burnstein, the owner,
appealed to the district court, and the
judge decided that the city council
had no option in the matter, but must
issue the license to all persons who
meet the requirements of the law. The
case was appealed, and the supreme
court has reversed the lower court
holding that the authority to issue licenses presupposes the right of the
council to use the discretion. In view
of the new beer bill, which seems to
eliminate discretion, this opinion may
be important.

Washington News Letter.
By OTHJTrTVEARIN
The House has passed a banking
reform bill and a measure for the
control of industry that was combined
with a program of public works with
the subsequent result that the body
is close to adjournment if it were
not for the Senate.
House leaders have made the statement privately that if the popular
branch can complete the passage of
the emergency program and announce the fact to the Nation, public
sentiment will demand that the Senate finish its work,
It is thought in capitol circles that
the new banking bill will insure a
higher percentage of safe banking in
every community and thus stimulate
public confidence which is obviously
a part of every recovery program.
The industrial control bill proposes
to organize industry from the standpoint of a national plan and by doing
so eliminate many bad practices that
have contributed to our present conditions. One thing should be guarded
against and that is any relaxation of
the anti-trust laws. If certain trusts
are ever permitted to sink their
clutches a little deeper into the flesh
of the people it will be extremely
painful to ever extract them. Theoretically individualism may be dead
but actually it will never die in the
human heart as long as man endures.
It is to be hoped that the commendable program of public works will
serve as a stimulant to business thus
resulting in the employment of men
and -women not only on those specific government projects but industries
that may start moving as indirect result.
On Frjday President Roosevelt
sent a characteristically brief message to both branches of Congress
asking that the legislative branch of
our government act to officially take
us off the gold standard. The House
will grant his request early this
week.
Congress still has the President's
tariff proposal to deal with and possibly a few other measures.
THE MEN WHO WILL
ADMINISTER THE FARM ACT
The pledge that the "Agriculture
Adjustment Act will be administered
by practical men irf1 a practical fashJon," made by Henry A. Wallace, secretary of agriculture, himself farmbred and a farm owner, is being fulfilled in the appointments of admin
istrative officers of the act made thus
far.
George N. Peek, federal administrator of the act; Charles J. Brand,
his associate; Chester C. Davis, in
charge of production phases, and M. L.
Wilson, directly concerned with wheat
were all born on farms and have
farmed for a living.
Mr. Peek has been engaged in work
for farm relief since 1921. (He was
president of the American Council of
Agriculture in 1924. He was engaged
for a long time in the manufacture
of agricultural implements at Mbline,
Illinois, and for the past 20 years
has owned farms in Colorado.
Mr. Brand, born on a farm in Minnesota, has spent his life in work connected with agriculture. Brand was
the first head of the Bureau of Markets of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, which later became the Bureau of Agricultural Economics. For
several years he was vice president
and general manager of the America
Fruit Growers, Inc. Before he was
named co-administrator of the Adjustment Act he was executive secretary of the National Fertilizer Association.
Chester C. Davis, born on an Iowa
farm, spent the first 20 years of his
life there, and later owned and operated a farm of his own. For many
years he has been active in various
agriculture organizations in the middle west and northwest and was formerly commissioner of agriculture in
Montana.
M. L. Wilson was also born on an
Iowa farm. He farmed in Nebraska
as a renter when he was 21, homesteaded in Montana, managed a tractor operated wheat farm there and
was one of the first two county
agents in the state. He became state
county agent leader, and later head of
the Department of Agricultural Economics at Montana State College He
was for a time head of the division
of farm management and cost in the
Bureau of Agricultural Economics of
the Umted States Department of Agriculture. In addition to being a nat>ve lowan, M. L. WiUon wa! bol
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Burkhart's
We Deliver

Phone 30Q

Friday-Saturday Specials
CHOCOLATE, Baker's, with each % pound,
a 3-ounce package and fudge pan free .
PEACHES, sliced, No. 10 (gallon) cans.....
CANDY, Peanut Clusters, 2 pounds
PAROWAX, 1-pound carton _;
ICE TEA MIXTURE, quart jar
...
LOGANBERRIES, heavy syrup, No. 2 can.
GRAPE FRUIT, No. 2 can
GOLD DUST, large package

-25C
..35C
••25c
-.10c
-.20c
-.15c
..10c
17c

PINEAPPLE, crushed, No. 10 (gallon) can.. 47,
BLACK RASPBERRIES, No. 10 (gallon) can 49,,
CATSUP, Heinz, large bottle
19c
RAISINS, seedless, 2 pounds.
15c
RICE FLAKES, Heinz, per package,.
10c
Bring Us Your Eggs—Highest Market Price
STANDARD OIL MANAGER
On Wednesday evening the ,
USED MANY NEWSPAPERS Isabella and Margaret Biggs
tained the members of the U-Tn
H. A. Lewis, who is the assistant It bridge club at the home of i
general manager of the Standard parents, Mr. and Mrs. Zate
Oil Co., of Indiana, is a firm be- fflJSss Jane SchoU was high so
liever in newspaper advertising and bridge for fhe evening and Mis
at a meeting of the Inland Daily garet Biggs was runner-up.
Press Association, held at the Mor- was served by the hostesses.
rison Hotel in Chicago, Thursday, he
said:
"We have spent the major portion
of our advertising appropriations for
newspaper space and there is every
indication that we shall continue the
policy in the future.
Only One Cent a Mile
"We have been relatively consistent
for Bound Trip Tickets
in the feeling that newspapers offer
to the
us the most satisfactory avenue for
a general approach to the public with
commodity advertising."
Mr. Lewis also discussed the growCentury of Progress
ing restraint upon unscrupulous comExposition
petition in the business world.
"There are indicathmB," he said,
'Hhat a new attitude toward free
competition is in the making; that
some way will be found to prevent
the destruction of business by too
much and too relentless competition,
some way that will adequately protect the consumer against all danger
of being victimized by an industry
which might be so short sighted as to
undertake to profit unfairly."

Let's Go
World's Fair

at CHICAGO

George Currier of Audubon, a former Anita man, spent Decoration day
with friends in the city.

Special Coach
EXCURSIONS

Go June 3 and 4:
June 1O and 11

M1. H. Pessen, wife and daughter,
Miss Beverly, of Omaha and Mrs.
Stella Van of Council Bluffs spent
Decoration day in the city, guests at
the Henry Maduff home. Mrs. Van
and Mr. Maduff are cousins.

Return limit 10 days from
date of sale.
See the achievements of a
century — brilliant, instructive, entertaining.
Per detailed information
and tickets

J. S. Courdaye and wife of Omaha
spent Sunday in the city with her
parents, H. G. Highley and wife. On
Mother's day, a few Sundays ago, all
the Highley children and grandchildren, numbering twenty-seven, were
home for the day.

Ask nearest Rock Island
s
Ticket Agent
Ton will save time, s<*
more and spend less,
if you travel by train.

R ef r esh men t$
FOR HOT

BUMMER DAYS;
•

A N electric refrigerator adds much to
* Mhe joy and comfort of living. Summer or winter you can enjoy tasty refreshments on a minute's notice. For
hot summer days you can keep a ready
supply of cold drinks, frozen desserts or
salads. Guests will never catch you unprepared. With all this convenience and
enjoyment, it almost seems contradictory to add that the greatest feature ot
an electric refrigerator is its ability to
save money—real money—by reducing
food costs and eliminating spoilage. An
evidence points to higher prices in tne
near future. Buy now!

AN IOWA COMPANY -» OWNED AND OPERATED

THE TRIBUNE, ANITA. IOWA.
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Quick Hitchup of
Big-Team Outfits

OUR COMIC SECTION

D

Events in the Lives of Little Men

CHICK MASHES CAN
BE MIXED AT HOME
Good Results if Properly
Ground and Mixed.
B* H H. Atp. Pool try Extension Specialist,
College of A&rlculturft Unlvemlty of
Illinois.—WNU Service.
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Many poultry flock owners who wonder about using their own farm grains
for chick-starting feeds can do so with
good results If they carefully select,
grind and mix the Ingredients.
Flock owners of the state were raising more than 38,000,000 chickens annually in the last census, so that economy of feeding is a big item.
When ground wheat Is used in place
of wheat bran and wheat middlings,
a starting mash can be made from 50
pounds ground yellow corn, 15 pounds
ground wheat, 10 pounds finely ground
oats, 10 pounds dried sklmmllk or
dried buttermilk, 10 pounds meat
scrap, 4 pounds alfalfa leaf meal and
1 pound salt
When soybean oil meal is available,
the formula Is SO pounds ground yellow corn, 10 pounds soybean oil meal,
10 pounds finely ground oats, 10
pounds dried sklmmllk or dried buttermilk, 4 pounds alfalfa leaf meal, 10
pounds ground wheat, 3 pounds bone
meal, 2 pounds ground oyster shell and
1 pound salt
When wheat bran and wheat middlings are used in place of ground
wheat, the formula Is 50 pounds
ground yellow corn, 4 pounds alfalfa
leaf meal, 10 pounds wheat flour middlings, 10 pounds dried skimmilk or
dried buttermilk, 10 pounds meat
scrap, 15 pounds bran and 1 pound
salt.
When the chicks can be given milk
to drink Instead of water, a mash can
be made from 55 pounds ground yellow corn, 5 pounds alfalfa leaf meal,
15 pounds finely ground oats, 2 pounds
ground oyster shell, 15 pounds ground
wheat, 2 pounds bone meal, 5 pounds
meat scrap and 1 pound salt
A mash mixture which has given
satisfactory results when fed to chicks
confined to batteries can be made from
40 pounds ground yellow corn, 20
pounds wheat bran, 20 pounds wheat
flour middlings, 4 pounds alfalfa leaf
meal, 4 pounds dried milk, 10 pounds
meat scrap, 1 pint of cod liver oil and
1 pound salt

Average of One Minute Total Time Required in
Plowing Contests.

Pla

* Thau

By DUFORD jONEs

By E T Bobbins, Llrwrtock BitMUrion Spftcikllst. ColUgn of Acrlooltar*, Dniveralty of Illinois.—WNQ ferric*.

Any farmer who can spare a minute
has ell the time he needs for bitching
and unhitching a horse In a big-team
outfit. These big-team outfits will be
used more than ever In getting cheap
and economical power oat of nilnoW
868,000 horses and mules this season,
but some Inexperienced driver* hav«
worried that It would take a lot of
time to hitch up and unhitch the
teams.
An average of a minute was all th«
total time It took to hitch up rind nnhltch a horse In big-team outfits •»•
tered In two plowing- contests. Th«r«
were 17 teams ranging In sice from
five to eight horses and Including a
total of 110 horses. The average ttm«.
of bitching to the plows was 88 seconds a horse and the average time of
unhitching waa 22 seconds a horse.
Time was counted from the time the
driver started to drive his team Into
position at the plow until he started
plowing. At the close of the contest,
time was counted from the time the
driver stopped the plow until he started away from the plow with his team
ready to go to the barn.
Five-horse team were hitched up la
two to three minutes, six-horse teams
In from three to five minutes, and
eight-horse teams in from four to seven minutes for the team. The teams
were unhitched at the rate of one to
three minutes for six-horse teams, and
two minutes, 20 seconds, to four minutes for eight-horse teams. The remarkable uniformity of speed attained
by the 17 men indicates that most
drivers could do as well.
Big-team users have repeatedly said
that the time of hitching and unhitching does not worry them at alL The
larger the number of horses In their
teams, the more work they can get
done in a day.

Too Fine Grinding of
Feed Bats Up Profits

hers.
"Bat I am
to
though—"
"Stanley, boy, rm just
to have you, but it is bei
.we are married we leave
ness behind us. i know
mother feels about your'
daughter of an ordinary („,
«r. Your mother has lived .
among lovely, pleasant, c
and she has a right to .
somewhat crude and—"
He swung her from her h.
kissed her. ' "No more « that
er is obstinate as a—a-»
Margery freed' herself. "Don
be the tame. Usten, my Z
flunk It 6Ver; then if we tan
well Just do ItHe smiled with relief. "^
then, honey, but you'll hare to
thinking. But Til give you JM(.
weeks-^and then I'm going to «*£
and run away, with you-famii, ,1
family."
,
••
The plan that had popped intt,i
gery's head while they were |
over the situation looked a bltj
ate, but as she bid herself,'
ate cases call for desperate re
She talked the plan over wit
ther. He laughed and then i
rlous.
"Little girl, your second
I've told yon Is Mischief, but t,.,
I have faith In you. If it doesn't*
nothing will be lost," he agreed.
From that moment Margery i
with speed. Stanley had said itr
Ing that his mother's companion,!
Knapp, was getting through; »')
gery hastened to see her.
"Ill help yon. The old ladfj
fearful old aristocrat. I bad i
of her, and I doubt your
anyway, TU recommend you
position," Miss Knapp agreed.
So It came about that
that week, walked into the :
don mansion and was Interviewed!
hired. She then planned to
ley what She had done, but foi
had left a hurried word for
he bad been rushed South
on an emergency trip.
Margery's sense of humor
readily' to her aid those first <
her service ns companion t o :
don. The old lady was
Margery met the Issue without e
She liked to read herself, not
doty of reading to Mrs. I.antaj
two hours each day was not i.l
She liked to play with i
she found herself, instead of Oat
preparing pet dishes that Mrs. 1
liked. She anticipated her en
needs as much as she could, a
she was ^successful was India
Mrs. Landon's brief statement c
ernoon:'
"MISS Elder, you are provtoji
.satisfactory, and I would like tor
your engagement permanent."
Margery smiled outwardly, lift
she said "Thanks be!" Inward!)
am glad to have It permanent," * I
swered demurely enough.
She wrote to Stanley in
firm/and she was sure he knw?
was going on; but on that f
noon she discovered otherwise.,
She came from the back of tneij
and stepped Into the library *»"
was talking to his mother. He*

Feeding costs of live stock can be
cut and the margin of net return widened if the many farmers who grind
their fed do not grind U too fine, It Is
pointed out by Ralph 0. Hay, of the
I agricultural engineering • department,
college of agriculture, University ol
Illinois.
As much as eight cents may be
saved on each 100 pounds of feed by
Massachusetts Poultry
grinding coarse rather than fine when
About Free of Disease electrical power is costing six cents
A total of 180 poultry flocks to Mas- a kilowatt hour, he said./ Experiments
sachusetts were completely tested and at several stations show that from
found free of pullorum disease last three to eight times as much power Is
year, according to a report Issued by required for fine grinding as for coarse
the Massachusetts experiment station, grinding either of grain or roughage.
"This rapid increase In power conPullorum disease, also known as bacllr
lary white diarrhea, Is perhaps thfl sumption takes place with Increased
most destructive disease with •which fineness of grinding of grain or roughpoultrymen have had to contend la age in both hammer and burr type
past years. The department of vet- mills. However, hammer mills have
erinary science at the Massachusetts sttme advantages in fine grinding.
"In addition to being cheaper, coarse
State college has conducted testa of
birds and conducted experiments In grinding substantially Increases the
the disease for a number of years. capacity of the mill and decreases
Last year Massachusetts led all othei wear.
"Some feeders object to feed ground
states In the total number of flocks
excessively fine on the ground that
free from pullorum disease.
Since pullorum disease Is transmit- there Is more waste than in feeding
ted from one generation to the next coarser feeds and also that the mill
most progressive poultrymen make an dust makes finely ground feed less paleffort to buy hatching eggs or baby atable. Feeding tests have shown less
ehicka only from flocks which hava net return from cattle fed finely
been tested and found free of the dis- ground feed than from other lots 'fed
ease. The experiment station report coarse and medium ground feed."
up and saw her and his """'
shows that disease free flocks are
with astonishment, and his i
found in every county In the state.
Distribution of Silage
Margery, back of Mrs.
To obtain an even distribution of si[
lage an Illinois farmer has hit upon her finger on her lips.
Feed Potatoes to Hens
a simple but effective device. An or- that h« had "tumbled."
Later, he cornered her in «•«
Feeding of cooked potatoes to hens dinary pitchfork Is bound alongside
Improves the ration by providing vari- the down pipe of the silo filler, the en. "You witch, this was ]
ety and palatability. They encourage tines pointing downward and extend- Goshi Its a good one," W
consumption of feed and thus Increase ing perhaps a foot or sixteen inches J*Maier was praising y°u
egg production. Unmarketable pota- below the end of the spout Just came In. But when she fin
toes can be used advantageously for above the tinea a pole is attached to goUyl" he grinned- ""'" ",,
poultry. Uaw potatoes are not satis- the fork by means of a snap, ring, Just to hav* you around here.
Then began a time of doaD£jj
factory for hens. A good way to f«ed wire, clevis, or other convenient
the potatoes is in a hot potato mash. means. This pole extends to th* re- gery. She discovered th
By steaming or boiling potatoes until movable doors of the silo, from which don's fear about the i
they mash freoly, they can be mashed one man directs the stream of fodder wished to marry rose, aft*
and mired with equal portions of lay- I about as necessary. The resulting si- her great love 'for her son.
Ing mash and fed to the hens while luge has been as good as that tramped beneath her cold, aristocrat*,
warm. Six to 10 pounds of potatoes by as many as five men. Similar re- was something that appr»»°
'or each 100 hens will be sufficient for sults are reported from time to tlma ly a warm heart Most c
however, she seemed rig'<
one feeding a day, which can be either by other farmers.
at noon or night—i'ralrle Farmer.
her ways and ideas.
Margery began to be
Many Farmers Lose Land truth
must come out s
Poultry Facts
There are about 0,800,000 farms In the plan she had entered
China, which has long supply quan- the United States. Of this number to look a little childish.
tities of frozen eggs to Great Britain 2,520,000 carry mortgages. The "casThe bottom fell out of t»J
now has u rival ln the market since ualties" among farmers are high, es- denly. She was going <
Australia U shipping egg8 to BrltlUn
pecially in the last few years. It Is
too.
* estimated that 220,600 farm owners corridor when Stanley. <w
his room, caught her, aa
become renters yearly, and today on* In his arms. She gave T *
tried u
The department of veterinary sci- of every six farmers has been demotence of the Massachusetts stat; ™ ; ed to the rank of renter. Tht «T«r- return, for his, then
lege reports that 180 poultry flocks ' age farm measures 160 acres, aad the
them down the hall.
D ai.'mmu'hnu.^»,.
.
*
average mortgage on a farm Is about at the sam time, and M«
$7 an acre. With an Increase In the arms tighten.
"Gosh, mother
price of farm produce the gap between
ownership and tenantry will be bridled
for many farmers.
His niotboi* *»r*'~
gery's astonishment, -c
y
•Sol- am to lose wdK
Fighting Hop Disease
dear, forgive roe ft"" oufc
Oregon hop growers, who bare found Miss Knapp
'tlie
w felt ah"
their crops attacked for the lost thre«
.j
known
i'•>"';
T
have
I
" "'-''lire „ ,,,„„, fu])
years by the devastating plant disease, Iso have
enjoyed li:i*"'S
downy mildew, expect that the disease 1 hope you
.
a'1'1 • sl;1 .,.,,
ln t o "111 be brought under control by the stay with me
work of plant breeders who are devel- bit wistfully
oping varieties resistant to the disease,
Stanley
n uU by control methods such as spray- drew his
ing and dusting, now being worked out other be enciri'1'''1
bout
The work against the disease is being •We accept tlif »'*''•'
<lone Jointly by the United States D«- all around_ ,euls .I"' '
P'lrtnwnt of Agriculture and the Or«- nounced With }'^
eou Btate agricultural college.
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.^x^^>x^>.x^>| j|rs m.^ y|ey passes

The Golden Rule

11

Away Friday Morning

FROM OUR OLD FILES
1TE1IS OF mm

YEARS MO

j Mrs. Mary Kelley, widow of the
i late John C. Kelley, passed away at
June 4, 1903.
I her home on East Main Street at 1:45
Many bridges in this vicinity were
DEPARTMENT STORE
o'clock last Friday morning, death damaged by the recent storm.
Anita, Iowa
The Best For Less
being caused by complications inciWm. Bangham has four car loads
dent to advanced age.
of cattle almost ready for market.
Obituary.
Earl Rnowlton and Miss Laura E.
Mary Elzabeth Daughenbaugh was Fickle were married Tuesday evenborn in Pennsylvania on August 8,
1852, and at the time of her death
Lew Anderson's team made a swift
Ladies' white shoes
The season's newest
was aged 80 years, 9 months and 18 un Tuesday, breaking the buggy and
in all styles. Large line
styles in voiles, laces
days.
larnesa.
,
When a young girl her parents
Ed. L. Newton is getting ready to
to select from.
and crepes.
moved to Iowa, locating in Scott coun- >uild a new residence on his farm
y, where she grew to young woman- northeast of town.
hood, and on August 8, 1872, at
The members of the Eastern Star
Javenport, Iowa, was married to .endered Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Chaney
ohn C. Kelley. In 1876 she and her a farewell reception ftt the lodge
husband moved to Cass county, hav- rooms one evening last week.
Plain Color
Voiles
Anklets
ng purchased a farm in Franklin
J. B. Herriman was one of the winRayon
in printed and
.ownship, southwest of Anita. This ners in the dot counting contest rerayon plaited
plain patterns.
was their home until the spring of cently carried on by the Farmers Triper yard
2 pairs
per yard
919, when they purchased property bune. He received one of the ?5.00
and moved to Anita. Mr. Kelley prizes.
B5c
12c to 29c
25c
passed away on May 10, 1931, and
The report is that Anita's two telesince then her son-in-law and daugh- phone exchanges are to be consolidatSTRAW HATS
ATHLETIC
Work Shirts
ter, Mr, and Mrs. Andrew J. Nelson, ed, the Rural Telephone Co. having
large assortUNION
rave been making their home with secured control of the Musson lines
full cut
ment at
icr.
SUITS
extra quality
and exchange. The deal was made
Deceased is survived by five child- yesterday, but we are not informed
19c to 29c
29c
45c
ren, Oscar Kelley of Davenport, Iowa; as to the details.
Mrs. Minnie Brunson of Fairview,
The Boston Bloomers hove into town
Montana; Logan R. Kelley of Jeffer- last Wednesday and proceeded to
son City, South Dakota; Mrs. Verna lampoon the local team by a score
James Reed, wife and son, James, ANITA CARRIER SALESMAN
INVITED TO REGISTER FROLIC White of Phillipsburg, Missouri; and 06 7 to 6. The Bloomers did not
have moved to Anita from Creston,
Mrs. Myrtle Nelson of this city, who
where they have been living, and will
Four Anita boys who are carrier las done so much to make the las< score after the first inning, and it
make their home during the summer
was a very pretty contest considering
months with his mother, 'Mrs. W. S. salesman for The Des Moines Regis- years of her mother's life happy anc the condition of the grounds.
er
and
The
Des
Moines
Tribune
have
contented.
Reed.
Miss Grace Hunter, who last week
been invited by Gardner 'Cowles, pubAnother son, Hayes R. Kelley graduated from the Anita high school,
isher, to attend the fourth annual passed away in 1916.
has reason to feel justly proud of her
convention, frolic and picnic of carShe is also survived by thirteen school record, which shows that
rier salesman to be held in Des grandchildren, three great grandthroughout all the years of her school
tfoines Monday, June 12.
FOR SALE—Tally cards, 10 for Be. The local carriers are Donald Blue, children, and three brothers and one days, she always answered at roll call,
sister.
They
are
George
Daughenand the register opposite "her name
Tribune office, Anita.
tf Norman Hofmeister, Robert Stuhr,
baugh, a well known resident o:
has never been disfigured by a "tardy"
and Clark Wiese.
Wiota; Charles Daughenbaugh o:
'WANTED: — Lawn mowers to
The convention will open with a Trego, Wisconsin; Royer Dfaughen mark.
sharpen at BOc each. Jeff's Garage. big theatre party at which a talking
A short time ago a young man from
baugh of Stratham, New Hampshire
near Greenfield disposed of a horse,
picture
of
special
interest
to
boys
vrill
and Mrs. W. C. Carter of Hartford
FOR SALE OR TRADE:—1928
harness and buggy to D. C. Reed of
Whippet coach; 1932 Chevrolet se- be shown. Short talks will be made South Dakota.
Lincoln township, and Dave considerby
Mr.
'Cowles;
Harvey
Ingham,
ediMrs. Kelley had been a member of
dan. Open evenings and Sundays.
tor
in
chief
of
the
papers
for
more
the Methodist Episcopal church for ed his purchase a bargain. However,
Phone 244. 0. W. Shaffer & Son,
than thirty years; W. A. Cordingley, many years, and was always presen last Monday an officer from GreenAnita, Iowa.
tf
circulation manager; and others.
for the different church services. She field hove into port, armed with the
E. 8. HOLTON, Lawyer.
During the theatre party the names was a good wife and mother, and tool necessary papers, and drove the rig
Practice in all courts. Opinion on of carrier salesman who have been much delight in looking after the back to Greenfield. The young man
Land Titles; and Settlement of estate* awarded scholarships in 14 colleges pleasures of her children, and grand •was so anxious to get rid of it, that
a Specialty.
County Attorney. and universities will be made public. children. She was a pleasant neigh he failed to impart to David the inThese scholarships have been offeree bor and friend, and wherever she wen formation that the property was mortANITA MILLING CO.
by the co-operating schools and The she always had a kind word and a gaged for $125.00.
CHADWICK TRANSFER
Register and The Tribune to the
Ground oats
lOc boys who have made the best records pleasant smile for those she met.
Funeral services were held on Sun
Oats hulled
lOc in high school work and on their
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4
day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at th
Ear corn ground
Be newspaper routes.
E. L. Anderson, Minister.
Church
of
Christ,
and
were
conductec
Called for and delivered
In the parade of carrier salesman by Rev. B. W. MeEldowney of Earl
5c per cwt.
which vdll follow the theatre party ham, a former pastor of the Anita
(The Church With a Heart and
No bother. You lose no time.
prizes totalling $125 will be offere< M. E. church, assisted by Rev. M. J
an Open Mind.)
Let Us Do It
for the best floats and individual cos- Rarick. Interment was made in
Church School at 10:00 a. m. A
tumes. Eight towns outside of De Evergreen cemetery.
training school for Christian living
Moines will receive group awards in
with
classes for all ages. Mrs. Lydia
Music for the services was furthe parade, which will include every nished by Mrs. Cole 'Musick, Miss Brown, Superintendent.
carrier salesman who attends the con Goldie McLaughlin, iCarl H. Miller
IMorning worship at 11:00 o'clock
vention.
Sermon
and C. H. Hartley, with Mrs. Ear! Special appropriate music
Following the parade, the boys wi] Blue as accompanist. They sang subject, "Life Is Serious."
Voss Manufacturing Co.
be taken to Riverview park in a flee "The Old Rugged Cross," "Face to
"IF IT'S MADE OP WOOD,
Youth Forum at 7:00 p. m. A proof street cars. The afternoon wii Face" and "God Be With You Til gram for young people with a pur
WE CAN MAKE IT."
be spent at the park, where conces- We Meet Again.'' Pallbearers were pose. You are invited.
602-4 E. 3rd. St.
sions will be free to the carriers.
No evening service this week.
Ed. L. Newton, ,W. T. Slater, H. H.
Last year 2,700 carrier salesmen Turner, H. G. Stuart, Ed. MIcLaughSwan, Martin & Martin
Sparks From the Pulpit.
Attorneys-at-Law
together with their parents, attendee lin and Frank Bontrager.
If you want to keep the town clean
General Law Business Transacted the convention and the committee
let every man sweep before his own
charge expects that number to be ex
door.
ENTOMOLOGIST
RECOMMENDS
Ask For
ceeded this year. The Register an
The Christian who omits anyone o]
POISON BRAN FOR CUTWORMS
Primrose Ice Cream
Tribune now have 4,331 carrier sales
the four —faith, love, work or worThe Cream Supreme
men, an increase of 299 over a yea
Ames, Iowa, May 31.—According ship—is only hitting on three cylinAt Most Dealers
ago.
to information received from Dr. Carl ders.
J. Drake, State Entomologist, cutSenior ladies aid will hold their
Zurflub Greenhouses
Mrs. Burt Stone of Cumberlan
Cat Flowers, Funeral Designs and was here Sunday afternoon to atten worms are extremely numerous and regular all day meeting Thursday in
active this year on account of the the church, with a 12:00 o'clock lunch
Plants of All Kinds.
the funeral services for the late Mrs cool, moist weather. This condition for the public.
8th. & Pine Sts.
Phone 66! John C. Kelley.
has been unfavorable for rapid corn
The missionary society will hold
Osborne-Tomlinson
H. E. Newton, wife and two chik growth, consequently corn is more their regular monthly meeting FriFuneral Home
ren, Marilee and 'Charles, were ove seriously damaged in seasons of the day afternoon at the hottne of Mrs.
Sixth & Oak Streets
Phone 397 from Stuart Sunday to spend th type we are having this spring.
B. D. Forshay. Leader, Mrs. J. A.
Poison bran bait, similar to that Wagner. Topic, "News Flashes From
Est. 1866
Ambulance Service
day with his parents, Ed. L. Newto
used for grasshopper control, may be Mission Fields.'
LARSON—The Eye Man and wife.
used at the same rate and applied in
Op-tom-e-trist
the
same manner, according to Dr.
Here is a new one in the way o
For Better Results
Drake. This poison bran "may be pre- + CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST -f
economy.
It
was
during
the
recen
Established 20 Years
Elwyn Andrews, Minister.
+
bank holiday and a negro woman wen pared at home from information and +
formulas available at the Farm Bur- f + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
to
the
Emporia
bank
to
secure
$35
Roland, Peacock & Baxter The bank told her they could not mak eau office or may be purchased al- No creed but Christ,
Funeral Directors
ready mixed.
No book but the Bible,
All calls answered promptly day oi the loan, but she insisted that sh
The Deoartment of Agriculture has No name but the Divine.
•must
have
it.
She
said
a
member
o
night, regardless of distance.
Bible School at 10:00 a. m. C. W
her family had passed away and tha a limited supply of grasshopper poison bran left from last year which Zastrow, Superintendent.
the
body
would
not
keep
only
abou
BULLOCK'S
Communion service at 11:00 a. m.
so long. The money was to be use< may be secured through the county
Southwest Iowa's Foremost
to buy a ticket from Emporia, Kansas agricultural agent on the same plan Special sermon on Pentecost.
Department Store.
over into Missouri and back, so th as last year except the storage charge
Pentecost is the birthday of the
Atlantic Sheet Metal Works relatives could see it. She said i will be added.
church. Pentecost is next Lord's day
Leo Bowdish, County Agent of Ap- Let us celebrate it as true Christians
Guy Fulks, Prop.
would be cheaper than for the rela
panoose
County, has already found and soldiers of the cross. A basket
Heating and Ventilating
tives to all come to Emporia, becaus
it necessary to secure 500 pounds of
Expert Radio Repairing.
there were so many of them.
dinner at noon. We want every memthis bran for cutworm control.
ber and fnend of the church present
the communion service next Lord's
John Just, an inmate at the coun- at
day. Special music ia
ty farm for the past three years,,has
No services at night on account of
been visiting here the past few days
Drake
baccalaureate.
with friends.

MAD UF F
Food

WE DELIVER

Shoes

Dresses

$1.98 to $3.95

Specials For Thurs
Extra Fancy Country Gentleman
~ with Lima Beans
Reg. 50c value
Armours
CloverWoom

$1 to $2.45

«*A i
^9{j
«*n 1
43(|

Pork and Bean* i
Bottle Caps ^
E H
Capper Rn l% £;>alUf 7

Bottle
fidelity Pancake Flour
Bananas
CI1QQS0

WANT-ADS

ATLANTIC BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

«uiion)
can
I •_
1*O.

3 Ibs. 1
Full Cream

ID« 1

Extra Fancy Sweet
Quart Jar

2 for l

Bran Flakes

Fancy Crushed
No. 10 (gallon) can
Highest Prices Cash
or Trade
for Cream
and
• • " • • . '
.
"'. .•" •". ''.,•'--. .
•• •
tf. **.»•* 4 +
4-

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

+ *•

M.Jt CHURCH

4"God the Only Cause and' Creator"
will be the subject of the Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, June 4.
The Golden Text is from Bevelation 15:3, "Great and marvellous are
thy works, Lord God Almighty; just
and true are thy ways, thou King
of saints."
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quotations from the Bible and from the
Christian Science textbook, "Science
and Health with key to the Scriptures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
One of the Bible citations reads:
"The heavens declare the glory of
God; and the firmament sheweth bis
handywork. Day unto day uttereth
speech, and night uoto night sheweth
knowledge. There is no speech nor,
language, where their voice is not
heard. Their line is gone out through
all the earth, and their •words to the
end of the world" (Psalms 19:1-4).
Among the selections from the
Christian Science textbook ia the following: "God is individual, incorporel. He is divine Principle, Love, the
universal cause, the only creator, and
there is no other self-existence. He
is all-inclusive, and is reflected byall
that is real and eternal and by nothing 'else. He fills all space, and it
is impossible to conceive of such omnipresence and individuality expect as
infinite Spirit or Mind" (p. 331).

Monroe J. Rarick, Pufcl

4 4 4 4 4 4 - f 4-f -f -

Sunday School at 10:00
C. H. Johnson, General Supt
.Morning;.worship at 11:0
the Masonic Temple.
Laying of the corner stone ill
new church will take place at
o'clock on'Sunady afternoon.
Epworth League at 7:OQp,i
the parsonage. Leader,
Barber. Topie, "Choosing i.l
Work."
REAL ESTATE TRANS
D. E. Soper and wife, Glen)!
per and wife, and Lorinda i
Leon G. Voprhees, wd se4 set I

C. ,E. Thomas and wife i
son, Don .Thomas, wife and tain
here frooi Underwood Tuesday
ing the day with friends.
*. Hook of Cedar
visited in the city from
til Monday with his mother i
ter, Mrs, Plavia Hook and Mi
B. Hook.

Evan F. Reynolds of Kanaij
visited here from Saturdirf
Tuesday with relatives
He w»» accompanied home
wife and son, who had been i
here for 'the past ten days, t*

VALVE GRIDING AND MOTOR TUNEl
ON CHEVROLET SIXES
\

LABOR

Black Screen Enamel,
Per Quart

Sun Red Edge Screen Wire
Priced to Sell
WE WANT YOUR ORDERS

ROB'T. SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
PHONES; Office 20; Bet. 11

DEPENDABLE ALWAYS

County officials in some counties
pretend to be puzzled regarding the
salaries of the elective county officers.
The recent and somewhat lamented
legislature changed the law and reduced the salaries of the auditor,
treasurer, recorder and clerk, about
$200 a year, beginning May 1. The
thing that appears to be bothering the
county officials is whether or not an
officer's salary can be reduced during
the term. The attorney general has
been asked to rule on the matter, but
he has not done so. In the meantime
If the reduced salary is paid there will
probably be fewer complaints on the
part of the taxpayers.

a

We Use Only Genuine
Parts

three

NEW SPECIAL VALVE
TRAINED MECHANICS

Adinission is I0c.

LINCOLN
COMMUNITY

t

0. W. Shaffer & So"
ANITA, IOWA

THE TRIBUNE, ANITA, IOWA.

E FABD6 OF
WEDBMCS
LVE SOLD OFF
ffl '

. •

By GEORGE ADE,
;ell syndicate.—WNTT Batvtot.

^UH about that daring this
„ October, Rosalie, only daught of Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Jellaby,
8 fairly dragged to the 'Altar
liter Dlngleforth, whose Fatter
he Furniture Factdry and pays
;cklng Income Tax, even If he
Je an Expert to protect him,
, on the Day when their high1 Offspring left theih forever
I), Mr. and Mrs. Jellaby could
frefraln from doing Jig Steps.
Architect who planned the Jellajne had not counted on taking
(200 Guests at one time, cony, when the big Doings were
^ff, about half of tha Ringside'
jors were parked ;!n Hallways
j or on the Stairway. When
_ went out, no one was bverbecause the Young People
peed almost everything when
arted In to furnish a large
nd Mrs, Jellaby decided to cut
and handsome .because thiri
their only Chance to make
on the Society Page. Behey figured that it wouldn't
more, to put on the Show
would to keep : Rosalie in
for another Tear. They
jttlng rid of the main Expense
[and could-afford to bust over.
A Golden Glbble.
had a Strip of Red Carpet,
Hair Ferns, a special Harpist
. behind Palms, a Caterer who
(a wagonload of Indigestibles
or who was so High Church
couldn't understand what he
verythlng was Oo-la-la and
i to the Handle, A great Day
|ellabys? You said it.
a Daylight Affair, 12 o'clock
[Time, with everything sped
Young Couple had to
f Limited so as to catch the
-Europe which Rosalie rather
see, as she never had been
on. ,
'
•
•' • •
Bout went off great, It
rehearsed until it was as
i a Belasco First Night They
aids, who looked slike fesllows, and terrified Utewlng Posies and a freshly
le Body Guard in Understumes whose Collars were
It was a regular Wedding,
two Principals bad been
sided and .the rabid Assemfightlng for Lobster Salad
Dto Sandwiches, of course
all sorts of Comments,
at out in the Open and fapearly everybody said that
looked cunning and had
well by herself hi snaring
pho probably had a million
more in sight, and was
educated to sign Checks,
^couldn't read a Book. What
> call an Ideal Husband.
! Klckleu Punch.
hose who were trying to last
a ruddy old Bachelor who
to the Happy Days when
people op for discussing
ol, but permitted them to
Dthe. He was sitting over
with two ossified Crabs
[almost remember the Mexf and he was telling them
dshlp It was to get up at
> order to Bee some weak-(
jtoth jump over the Precl-

was a sitdown
-_• lasted for Hours and all
those present wouldn't have to eat
anything for Days and Days after it
was all over. Instead of putting
•T» aw nt
—«•««•"•
vi
pullllJB
«*" f- v- p- on the lower Corner of
J>e Invite, they should put 'Cafeteria
Service.' If yon haven't trained for
°f thfise Affairs the Chances are
by the time yon get to the Trough
there will be nothing left except
Olives. The only safe Plan la to bring
your own Lunch or elsd wear a Gymnasium Suit"
•
At this another Old Girl Bald that
me could remember when Getting
Married was an Event Instead of a
mere Incident. That is to say. when
th'e Twain stood up to receive their
Sentences there was much Weeping,
because the Witnesses knew that both
of them were in for Life.
"Why don't they change the Wordng?" she demanded. "Instead of that
antiquated Apple Sauce about staying'
on ths Job until" 'death do us. part,*
why not make it, 'until we get fed up
on Each other?"'
No Left-Over.
"Lady, you put a whole Chapter Into
a couple of Lines," said the first Matron. "It seems only yesterday when
all the Folks on the Side-Lines were
worried about the little Fawn who
was going to emerge, from the Sheltered, Life and assume the large Responsibilities of Life. Nowadays the
Pawn is just as timid as a Bengal
Tiger. She has looked up his Nobs
.n Dun and Bradstreet andfiShe1knows,
to a'Nickel, what she can shake out
of him every fear. She Is stage-managing the whole Spectacle and the
Parents are taking Orders. If she
seems Nervous it is because she is
wondering U her Picture will show up
all right In the Papers. I can even
remember when 'the Brides used to
faint All that is out Nowadays the
Broom Is the only one who looks as
if he needed a Trained Nurse."
"Did you hear about the Secret Ballot taken at a School for Girls last
Month?'* asked her friend. "It seems
that each of i the Graduates was given
a Questionnaire, in which occurred the
Query. 'Would you Marry Just lor
Money7* The Heturns showed that $9
per cent, of the Sweet young Things
answered- Ton know it,' and then underlined the Words.
.
"When I married my Abner 1 knew
that he had put his Boll into the $14
EJpark Diamond and owed for the Suit
In which be stood up but! took.a
Chance because I felt that his Love
me was such that he could go out
and get anything not spiked down. We
rode aw,ay In a Hired Hack and-took
a Day Coach to Springfield where we
saw the Capitol Building and the first
Electric Lights. When I go to a Wedding now I hear . everybody asking,
'Which one of them has the .Coin 7* It
seems to be taken fpr granted that Nobody will tackle Matrimony unless
there is enough of a Sinking Fund to
take care of the Overhead."
In the meantime the Caterer was
packing up and he was heard to tell
one of the Colored Boys that there
was no longer'any Salvage. He said
that Weddings bad become such a bore
that the Mob tried to eat itself Into
Forgetfulness.
MORAL: The Usual Charge by 9
Justice of the Peace is $2.
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Sheer, Lovely Cottons for Summer

IMPROVED'
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

"• •"•»"•

Cause of Earthquake*
Still Puzzles Experts
Earthquakes are believed to result
from a number of different causes,
but' the principal one is considered to
be faulting or the slipping of one
great body of rock upon another in
the earth's crust or outer portion, says
a writer in the Detroit News. After
the California earthquake of 1906 it
was found that along a previously
known fault nearly 300 miles long, the
strata had' shifted horizontally from
one to three feet The usual points
of origin for such changes in the
earth's crust are estimated to be from
10 to 20 miles below the surface. Some
earthquakes are caused by the violent
explosions < accompanying volcanic
eruptions; Some are produced by the
falling in of subterranean caverns, by
avalanches, landslides and various
alumpings on the slopes of deltas and
on the outer faces of the continental
platforms under the sea. Great earthquakes are most numerous in volcanic
regions, and particularly near the
mountainous edges of continents, bor<
derlng on the ocean.

[ right if yon suffer from
(•said the unmarried Rene[ now that I am up, 'what
to do all the, rest of the
ver invented these 12
lings bad a swell Idea,
English. Walt till
blows and then hop to It
you that In the by-gone
Nights were not wasted on
| would hare been Imposslthis Show at Noon. At
he Groom was always In a
trying to, get ba<ck on
the Dinner .for the Best
[Jshers and all others who
be thirsty. Afl a Rule
dn't come up for Air until
one knew when the CereMany Species of Oak Trees
Pa take place. After all
There
are over 200 species of oak,
had answered the Rollbe Preacher was given the 'of which fifteen are native of Caliand told to shoot the fornia. One of the most familiar trees
In southern California is the native
tried the Punch?"tasked evergreen or live oak (Quercus agriOld-Timers. "I suspect folio). While the native live oak Is
llorlng Matter Is Aniline." often used In street parkways, the
[rapped myself around flvo holly oak of southern Europe seems
Ping against Hope," re- to be better for all-around parkway
Wielor. "All of the Worn use and particularly near the ocean,
[Main to me, BO I suspect notes a writer in the Los Angeles
was borrowed from Times. The native oak tends to mil«ler Foundation. If the dew badly when near the ocean and
J a Message, it must be In It seems to be more easily attacked
I can't get anything by the twig borer. The holly oak Is
stralghter when young.
l°uah-Hou»a Meal.
Old Post Regulations
•J come to a direful Pass
On March 3. 1797, It waa decided
t to have one Plain
watch the Presents that "all letters to George Washington
the Guests, The be received and conveyed by'post durcontain a lot of ing his Hfe free of charge." The
'"ey are shy on Mirth postal laws were revised In 1790, and
x
'° °ne wants to make flogging substituted for the death pen
Bride hasn't been ally for robbing the malls. The
Decorations remain franking privilege was extended to
wy the "
John Adams In 1801. In 1802 an ac
was passed to the effect that "mal
where the between Petersburg, Va.. and Louistheir Wr«pS a well- ville Ga, (should) go In mail couches
was letting off Instead of on horseback." A genera
post office had been established li
said she. »when Washington on May 29, 1SOC.

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

By CHERIE NICHOLAS

(By EEV. P. B. FITZWATER. D. D.. Membar of Faculty, Moody BlbU
Institute of Chicago.)
©. 1933. Western Newspaper Union.

Lesson for June 4
JESUS

LIVES BY HER LAYS
cottons are triumphSHEER
ant in the mode. Of all
thefluttery-rufflys e a s o n s
the Coming summer promises
to be the flutteriest-ruffllest
one we have known for years.
With all the dainty crisp organdies, filmy moussellnes,
dotted nets, Swisses and similar airy-fairy cottons which
the vogue calls for, it is Inevitable that our summer raiment will go alluringly feminine, which
it does to the point of enchantment
Commencement frocks ' especially
yield to feminine persuasion this season. They are all that any fair one
might dream of In the way of beguiling effects which myriads of little ruffles and "oodles" of tiny lace edgings
unfailingly bespeak.
The prettlness of these frocks, made
of plain or embroidered organdies or
sheer moussellnes and the like, is simply devastating, ^ Their full long skirts
(usually ending above the ankle) have
a picturesque grace about them as
they fairly revel in a frou frou of ruffles and ruchlngs and such. If not
ruffles and frills and decorative treatments, then adroitly cut ample flares'
and circular movements, such as distinguish the winsome frocks pictured,
accomplish the coveted fullness for the
new skirts.
Let no one assume, however, that
the presence of wide hemlines means
that slender silhouettes are to be sacrificed. Not for one moment! The new
'Jlnes" call for slim fitted hips, and
not until a point Is reached between
hlpllne and knees is the skirt allowed
to sputter out into whirling, swirling
masses of little ruffles or develop
widening flares.
The sleeves of these prettily feml-

GOWNS BEING MADE
FOR SUNDAY NIGHT
The Importance of "Sunday night" Is
stressed by one Paris bouse, for It has
designed probably the majority of Its
spring and summer costumes with this
particular evening in mind.
When you think of it It Is quite
an Inspiration, for Sunday night is a
time for relaxation. Informality and
congenial intimacy. Hence ensembles
that fit in with these feelings must be
very lovely and restful, provocative
of delightful conversation, restful to
the eye and refreshing in every detail And that is just what they are.
The black crepe frocks have graceful sleeves with much fullness about
the elbow, often of white diamante
tulle or in a heavier blistered crepe.
•Lacquered lace makes possible many
Stiff, standuplsh frills for the Outlining of decolletages which gives them
a crispness that Is almost fragile. Organdie is used In the same manner.

nine frocks are as whimsical as u
passing summer breeze. They are, almost without exception, short and they
are either puffed or ruffled or laceadorned or stiffened to stand out as
sprightly as a ballet dancer's skirt.
Sometimes the cunning puffs are ensnared by a neat band which makes
them look demure.
Necklines, too, contribute In no
small way to the prettiness and becomIngness of these fascinating -summer
frocks. The gay and debonair gown
posed to the right In the Illustration,
has a lovely neckline. The material
for this winsome model is a durened
starched sheer cotton. The embroidered dots are green. The belt Is
green velvet. The white organdie
flowers which outline the neckline in
lei fashion are repeated on the skirt
for the newest gesture among designers Is to featur(6 attractive back views.
• The keynote of the frock on the
seated figure is Its simplicity—sophisticated simplicity, If you please, for
'the durene embroidered white organdie which fashions it is a last word
In fabric lore. Nothing could be prettier for graduate wear. Later this
same frock could be posed over a pastel taffeta when It goes to parties and
to dances.
©. 199S. Western Nawaoaper Union.

CHIC LINEN SUIT

"So your hen's a poet, you think?"
"To be sure she Is—doesn't she live
by her lays?" .
Too Much
As a special treat the vicar provided
sausage-rolls at the tea party for the
oldest inhabitants of the village. During the meal he walked around among
his guests with a plate of rolls. Presently he stopped beside Mrs. O'Malley,
who had taken the sausage out of her
roll and left the pastry on the side of
her plate.
"Don't you like the pastry, Mrs.
O'Malley?" he kindly asked.
The old woman looked up and shook
her head.
"Nay, vicar," she replied. "I've eaten the dog, but I can't manage the
kennel."—Answers Magazine.
DUqufoting Thought
He—Darling, let us keep our engagement a secret I
She—Yes, love^-but I must tell tlly.
The horrid creature said I should
never find a man foolish enough to
marry me.—Sle und Er (Zoflngen).
Couldn't Say That Now
Hubby—You didn't have a rag on
your back when I married you.
Wife—Anyway, I've plenty of them
now.—Stray Stories Magazine.

By CHERIE NICHOLAS

No Dispute*
"Yon say you never clash with your
wife?"
"Never. She goes her way and I go
hers."—Tit-Bits Magazina
In School

Teacher—Now, James, tell me what
animal Is web-footed.
James—The spider. — Philadelphia
Evening Bulletin.

PERSPICACITY

Stripea Woven in Just as
You Want Them to Appear
You will like the new use for old
stripes. Instead of turning und twist
ing the material to make the stripes
run like you want them to. there 1>
forthcoming a new material with tne
stripes already woven into it Just the
way you want them to go. And In the
grandest assortment of colors! Vou'rt
asking if they would malie your moult)
water? Walt till you see'em!

AND

LESSON TEXT^-Mark 14:10-72.
CTOLDEN TEXT—He la despised and
rejected of men; a man of sorrows, and
acquainted with grlet: and w« hid as
It were our (aces from him; he van
despised, and we esteemed him not.
Isaiah 63:3.
PRIMARY TOPIC—Jesus and Peter.
JUNIOR TOPIC~Tha Lord's Supper.
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOPIC—Loyalty In Times of Testing.
YOUNG' PEOPLE AND ADULT TOPIC—The Fellowship of His Sufferings,

I. Judas' ,Bargain With the Chief
Priests (w. 10, 11).
This black crime was committed
immediately following the beautiful
act of devotion by Mary (John 12:1).
IK The Last Passover (vv. 12-25).
1. The preparation (vv. 12-18). In
reply to the Inquiry of the disciples
as to where they should prepare the
Passover for him, Jesus told them to
go Into the city where they would
meet a man bearing a pitcher of water, whom they should follow. In the
house, to which they would be led,
would be a guest chamber, a large
upper room,
where they should make
ready the1 Passover.
2. The betrayal announced (w. 1721). The betrayal was to be by one of
the disciples who was eating with
Jesus.
3. The sacrament of the bread and
cup (vv. 22-25). These were symbols
of his broken body and shed blood by
which he made atonement for man's
sins.
III. Jesus Foretells the Cowardice
of the Disciples (vv. 20-31).

In spite of their turning from him,
Jesus assured them that after his
resurrection he wou\d go before them
into Galilee. Peter assured Jesus that
he would not forsake him.
IV. The Agony In Gethsemane (vv.
32-42).
1. Jesus Christ's agony (vv. 32-34).
a. The place (v. 32). The Garden of
Gethsemane, an enclosure containing
olive and fig trees, beyond the brook
KTdron, /about three-fourths of a mile
from Jerusalem. Gethsemane means
olive press. Edersheim says It Is an
emblem of trial, distress, and agony.
b. His companions (v. 33). He took
with him the eleven disciples, that as
far as possible they might share his
sorrow with him.
c. His great sorrow (v. 34). This
Is the same "cup" as In verse 36. It
was not primarily the prospect of
physical suffering that was crushing
him; (t was his suffering as a sinbearer—his pure soul coming Into
contact with the awful sin and guilt
of the world. God caused the Iniquities
of the world to strike upon Jesus (n
Cor. 5:21; Isa. 53:6).
2. Jesus Christ praying (vv. 35-42).
a. The first prayer (vv. 35-38).
(1) His posture (v. 35). He fell on
his face prostrate to the ground.
(2) His petition (v. 36). By the cup
Is meant his death on the cross. While
It was grievous to endure the shame
of the cross, he pressed on knowing
that for this cause he had come Into
the world. (John 12:27, 28; cf. Heb.
2:14).
(3) His resignation (v. 36). He
knew that his death on the cross was
the will of God the Father, for he was
the Lamb slain from the foundation of
the world.
(4) The disciples rebuked (v. 37).
He singled out Peter, since he had
been the most conspicuous In proclaiming his loyalty (John 13:38).
(5) Exhortation to the disciples (v.
88). He said, "Watch and pray lest
ye enter Into temptation."
b. The second prayer (vv. 39, 40).
He withdrew the second time and uttered the same words In prayer.
c. The third prayer (vv. 41, 42). He
uttered the same words In his third
prayer (Matt. 26:44). He now told the
disciples to sleep on and. take tbelr
rest as the hour had come for his betrayal.
V. The Betrayal and Arrest of Jesus
(vv. 43-65).

More and Better Blouses
Fashion Slogan of Spring
You may wear the frllllest of Victorian creations—or you may go In for
a simple Fascist! shirt. But blouses
you must have, for this Is pre-eminently a suit season.
• For Informal wear, candy-striped
•hirting," made up In severe mannish
style with a collar which may be worn
open or closed, Is a favorite type. Gay
plaid taffeta, or checked surah silk are
made up in youthful overblouses, belted at the waistline, with cap sleeves,
and huge scarf bows tied under the
chin. Linen, with drawnwork of stripes
or checks, In butter yellow, brick red
or old blue, Is being made up in aim
pie blouses for wear with tailored
jacket suits.
There Is practically no limit to tht
variety In more dressed-up blouses, for
town wear, and for bridge, luncheon
or tea.

BETRAYAL

DENIAL

KNEW HER BIBLE
"So you attend Sunday school regularly r said the minister to little Eve.
"Oh, ye«, sir."
"And you know your Bible?"
"Oh, yes, sir,"
"Could you tell me something that la
In itr
"I could tell you everything that'«
in It"
"Indeed!" and the minister smiled.
"Sister's young man's photograph
Is in it" said Eve, promptly, "and
mother's recipe for face cream If in
It and a lock of my hair cut off when
I was a baby la in it and 'the ticket
for dad's watch is in if—Tit-Bits
Magazine.

FACES

"Jones Is a man who never falls to
see his duty clearly."
"True; but usually he sees It lu time
to avoid It."
Home Body

Lady (engaging new maid)—And
what denomination are you?
Maid—Well, mum, mother goes to
the Baptist church and father to the
Those who know fashions are all Methodist, but speaking for myself,
enthusiasm over the Idea of linen as I'm wireless.—Boston Transcript
n medium for the new Jacket suits.
Vanished
The new tweed weave linens are as
"That chap Is one of those fellows
soft as flue woolen and the beauty who
will promise anything."
of them is that they crush little, If at
"But
does be keep bis promises?"
all. Stuart Parlslennes have started
"He must, nobody sees or hears
the vogue of the dark blouse with
the natural colored linen suit, brown anything of them afterward."—Philaor navy organdie being especially spon- delphia Evening Bulletin.
sored for these blouses. The young
Gob Humor
woman In the picture has chosen to
One—Do you know who started the
wear a navy and white striped blouse
with a soft Uei) nuvy scarf with her Jig-saw puzzles?
Two—No.
attractive noiicruabable tweed linen
One—A doctor who was trying to
suit.
put a tattooed sailor together who
bad been run over by an automobile.—
N o v e l t y Org«ndie«
U. S. S. California Cub.
Very springlike are the tlowers of
Explained
(lie new «iiy crisp organdie blouses.
Some of tne very newest ones are ot
Tutor (sternly)—This essay on
crinkly orgiUKiie with stripes like seer- "Our Dog" 18 word for word the sam«
.sucker. Others are of blistered organ as your brother's I
dies. Still others nre of the sheei
Pupil—Yea sir—same dog.—London
Opinion.
starched orgiuuiies.

1. The sign to the mob (vv. 43-47).
With the basest of hypocrisy Judas
designated Jesus to the mob by a kiss,
the token of love.
2. Jesus forsaken by all (w. 48-52).
One of the disciples attempted to defend Jesus by resorting to the sword
(Matt. 26:51). At Jesus' rebuke for
this act the disciples all fled.
VI. Peter Denies the Loid (vv. 6672).

His failure was due to:
1. Boasting self-confidence (vv. 2931).

2. Lack of watchfulness (v. 37).
3. Neglect of prayer (v. 38).
4. Service In the energy of the flesh
(v. 47).

8. Following Jesus afar off (v. 64).
6. Seeking company among tha
Lord's enemies (v. 07).
A Song in Your Heart
"if you are In the place where God
wants you to be, he will put a soug la
your heart; Paul and Silas were singing In the prison at Phlllppl because
they were doing God's will.—A. Lindsay Glegg.
Spreads It* Luster

The Bible, diamond-like, casts its luster In every direction; torch-like, the
more shiiketi the more It shines; herblike, the more pressed the sweeter its
Irugruuce.—Auouymous.
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[This Week at Stuhr's
fen's and Boys' Straw Hats
isc, 19c and 25c
sn's and Boys' Caps
50C and 59c
icther lot of $1.00 Dresses at
59C
iffle Curtains, 98c values, this week at
59c
en's Nainsook Union Suits, sleeveless
39c
en's Short Sleeve Union Suits (Balbriggan).. .50c
iiblix Shirts, sizes 14 to 17
,75c
s' All Silk Hose, hill fashion, per pair.
59c
sses' Anklets, good quality
10c
j>ys' Nainsook Union Suits at
.25c and 33c
sses' Union,, .Suits, regular 50c value
33c
s Balbrijjlfcn Undershirts at:
.35c
jmen's and* Misses' Sport Oxfords at...... k$1.79

jmien's and Misses' Cotton Bloomers at .... .25c

J. -R.
S^UHR
ANITA,
ace Reed, wife and children
Joe K. Reynolds of Atlantic was a
visited in the city the first visitor in the city Saturday.
[week with his .mother, Mrs,
0. 'C. Hansen, a well known and
long time resident of Anita, is in very
ad Mrs. Raymond Kleuver of pbor health at his home on Rose Hill
; township are the proud par- Avenue.
1
a baby boy, born May 24th.
B. D. Crgzier, well known Lincoln
;le fellow tipped the scales at
township farmer, is a patient at a
ads.
hospital in Atlantic, receiving treatUel S. Ames entertained three ment for rheumatism.
bridge Thuftday afternoon
Mrs. Lewis Hayter was hostess 'last
of her sister, Mrs, Evan P.
Thursday
afternoon, at her home
|s of Kansas City, Missouri..
e'for high score was awarded northwest of the city, to the members
Maurice Turner, Mrs. Roy of the Mutual Benefit club. Late in
eived the consolation prize, the afternoon a lunch was .served by
,
George Bills won the travel- the hostess.

L. V. Moore and wife of Greenfield visited here Sunday with her
iunt, Mrs. Ellen Bowlett.
D. R. Donohoe and wife of Walnut!
visited in the city Monday afternoon
with relatives and friends.
D. L. MoDermott, wife and baby
of Corning spent Decoration day in
Anita with'relatives and friends.
Jesse Chapman and wife were at
Bxira Sunday to attend the funeral
services for her brother, the late
Jens Petersen.
Last times tonight at the Rialto
Theatre. Chick Sale in "Lucky Dog."
Also Ruth Etting musical. Bargain
admission, lOc and 15c.
Leonard Bell of Newton came to
Anita Thursday to visit his grandmother, Mrs. D. C. Reed, and his iu>
cles, the Bell brothers.
Mck Forshay, wife and daughter,
Alanna, went, to Corydon, Iowa, Mon*day to spend Decoration day with
her father, D. L. Murrow.
Mrs. Mary Holton entertained
members of the Birthday club at
home Monday, at a 1:00 o'clock
ner. The afternoon was spent
cially.

the
her
dinso-

3 •- DAYS - 3

Sun-Mon-Tues
JUNE 4, S, 6. .

The SHOW THAT SET
BROADWAY LIGHTS
DANCING AGAIN!
Warner Bros., first to give you
talking pictures, leads the way
once more with an amazing new
type of entertainment!
The thrills, laughs and heartthrobs of two big shows packed
into one mighty motion picture!

14 G R E A T STARS!
More than 50 featured performers!

200 GLORIOUS GIRLS!

Howard Bell and wife of Winterset spent the week end in the city ;
with his brother, Orville Bell and!
wife, and with other relatives and ;
friends.
A daughter, weighing 8 pounds,'
was born Mtonday morning at the At-,
lantic hospital to Mr. and Mrs. Howard J. Fitzgerald of Walnut, Mrs.'
Fitzgerald is a daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. U. S. Walker of Anita.
i

The AuSubon courtty fair associa- \
tion has contracted for a rodeo at the' j
annual fair to be held September 12 to' i
16. The rodeo will be held Tuesday, j :
Wednesday and Thursday. Sam Da- j
muth of Villisca will be in charge, i •
This event will take the place of the j I
.
j£j
The members of the Helping Hand harness racing.
WARNER BAXTER BEBE DANIELS GEORGE BRENT
club were 1:00 o'clock dinner guests
bd Mrs. G. M. Adair enter- last Wednesday of Mrs. 'Louis AnderGINGER ROGERS UNA MERKEL RUBY HEELER
Mrs. Lew Livingston of Atlantic
Tnembers of .the LANS son at her home on North Chestnut visited here a few days the past week
GUYKIBBEE NED SPARKS DICK POWELL
bridge club at their home Street, The ladies spent the after- with her brothers, Orville apd Ben
[•Chestnut Street last Thurs- noon qufltmg.
Bell and their families.
Her son,
Gueste, besides the
Donald Brown, who has spent the
were Mr; and Mrs. Glen A.
On (Wednesday afternoon the mem- school year with his uncle, Orville
' Kaskey. A covered bers of the ladies aid society, of the Bell, returned with her to spend the
• was served a,t 7:00 o'clock, Massena township Baptist church summer vacation.
i the evening, was spent hi were entertained at the home of Mrs
•idge. High scorers at bridge Joe Garside. A two course lunch was
'n?:?L| ***« Comedy and Universal News with Graham McNamee
; were Mrs. Roe and Mrs. served by the hostess at the close
electric
refrigerators,
have
an
ad in
i>blitt, mid for the men "Mr. of the meeting. '
today's Tribune that you should read.
f'Mr. Kaskey carried off the
On Thursday evening the members According to the ad it costs no more
of the Tafo bridge club were guests to operate a Norge than an ordinary
Illlllllllllllllllll
If??
of Mr. and Mire. Max Walker. Thi light bulb. It is the only refrigerator
evening was spent in playing 'bridge with Rollator mechanism.
»r Shoes For Leas
Miss Geraldine dleaver spent SunSeptember 3, 4 and 5 are the dates
NOTICE.
j
at
which high scorers were Mrs. Al
I—92.98— OVER
of the Adair county fair. It is' a
Carl H. Miller, Gerald.Redburn, Sol- day with friends in Guthrie Center.
fred Dement and Thorle Roolson.
The Iowa law requires cutting and
week earlier than usual.
Lunch was served following th< on A. Karns and Mick Forshay were
Ed. M. Blakesley and wife of Iowa
destroying Smooth Dock, Buckhorn,
bridge games.
« at Ames last Wednesday to attend City spent Decoration day with relaPrank E. Carter and Mick Forshay, Wild Mustard, Sour or Curled Dock,
Atlantic
the 9th. annual firemen's school held
tives
and
friends
in"'Anita.
wife
and daughter, Alanna, visited Wild Parsnip, Wild Carrot and Quack
Ruth Champion of Long by the extension department of Iowa
Sunday
in Omaha with Mrs. Zoe Car- Grass in this part of the state not)
Beach, ICalifornia, and her sister, Mrs. State College. On the following day
Miss Thelma Walker of Des Mbines ter and daughter, Miss Dixie.
later than June 10th. As weed com>
Mildred Redfield and son, John Mor- Fire Chief Robert Scott, G. M. Devisited
over
Decoration
day
at
the
missioner
of Anita, I ask that you
gan, of Lakehurst, New Jersey, are ,Camp, L. J. Hofmeister, Carl DauMiss Geraldine KiehJ of Iowa City
visiting their parents,'iMr. and-Mrs. 1>endiek and Lyle Redburn attended home of her parents, Levi Walker visited in the city the first of the obey the law and govern yourselvea
and wife.
accordingly.
Harold Champion. (Mrs. Redfield is the school.
SAVE MONEY
week with her aunt, Mrs. Lake Bear
G. W. Marsh,
the wife of the late Lieut Redfield,
Mrs. Vera Worster and children, and family, and with other relatives
2t
Weed
Commissioner.
iomy Shoe Co. who lost his life in the Akron dis* At her home on West Main Street Robert, Mary Margaret and Richard, and friends.
last
Friday
afternoon,
Mrs.
J.
D.
aster.
of Keokuk, Iowa, visited in the city
No ground hog bounties will be
Young was hostess to the members the first of the week, guests of
J. W. Long of Des Moines and his paid by Adair county, according to
of the Friday bridge club, together George Smither and family.
grandson, Russell Brooker of Linden, a resolution passed last week by tha
with the following guests, Mrs. ChesIowa, were Sunday visitors in the Adair county board of supervisors.
ter A. Long, Mrs. A. M. Mikkelsen,
Roy Felt and wife of San Diego, city with their son and uncle, Chester
'Mrs. Harold McDermott, Mrs. Ben California, are visiting here with her A. Long and family.
Brodersen and Mrs. H. E. Campbell. cousin, -Charles A. Robison and famG D. MILLARD
High scorer for the afternoon was ily. They expect to spend several
Mrs. Chas. F. Karns and daughters,
JURGER, per pound
10e Mrs. Leo V. Bongers.
General
weeks in Iowa before returning home. Mrs. Azel Ames, Mrs. George Bills
Blacksmithing.
and Mrs. Evan Reynolds and son, JunHerman Baier was pleasantly surSAUSAGE, per pound
10c
Oscar Kelley of Davenport, Iowa, ior, visited Friday in Elkhorn with
prised a few days ago at his home and Logan Kelley and family of Jef- their daughter and sister, Mrs. Roy
IKLESS PICNIC HAMS, each
59c in Lincoln township, the event being ferson City, South Dakota, were called Hansen and husband.
in honor of his 45th. birthday. The to Anita the lafit of the week by the
f
H. E. CAMPBELL
•**
evening was spent in dancing, the j death of their mother, Mrs. John C.
The members of the Bide-a-Wee f
Physician and Surgeon
tl
music being furnished by Alfred KelTey.
bridge club, together with one guest, f
Office in Campbell block over 41
Weichman and John Sandhorst. At a
Mrs. Joe Kopp, were guests last Wed- f Clardy's Hardware. Residence •*
late hour refreshments were served j John Turner and wife are visit- nesday afternoon of Mrs. Floyd De- f 2 blocks north of M. E. church. *
by Mrs. Baier, assisted by Mrs. Bruce' ing at the Mittie Herbert home, ment at her home on Locust Street. f Calls promptly attended day •*
ANITA, IOWA
Wilbourn, Mrs. Howard Gissibl, Mrs. I northeast of Anita. Mrs. Turner has The afternoon was spent in playing
'
*
Rollie Wilbourn and Mrs. Sherwood | been in poor health for several bridge, at which high scorer was Mrs. f or night.
Carney. Herman was the recipient; -months. The Turners live at Line- Lester Levi.
of several birthday cakes.
i ville, Iowa.
Twelve Audubon township rural
ANITA TRANSFER
Paul Burkhart, who has been at- 8th. grade graduates will receive their f
Miss Ima Gean Joy and Harry
E. R, Wilson, Prop.
Kaufman of this vicinity were mar- tending school at the State Univer- diplomas on June 3, when commence- t
!
f
Local
and
long distance moving.
ried on Tuesday afternoon, May 24, sity in Iowa City, returned home the ment exercises will be held in Auduf Any time, anywhere.
at Shenandoah, Iowa, by James Pear-1 first of the week to spend the sum- bon.
They are Thelma Larsen, Carl
son, KFN'F j-adio pastor, at his home. mer months. He will assist his fath- Savage, Bernice Schlater, John Meyer, *• Phones— Office 202; house 207.
Raven Feed jof all kinds
They were accompanied by Mr. and er, M. M. Burkhart, with the work at John L. Rasmussen, Leonard Wahlert, t
f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
Mrs. Jasper Krumm of Lincoln town- Burkhart's Grocery.
Eldred Nancarrow, Virginia Pine, Elship who witnessed the quiet but im- i
sie L. Nielsen, Floyd Klemish, Jeanne
I used to think the monthly bills
F.
A.
Ingraham.
of
Cody,
Wyoming,
pressive ceremony. The young folks
Tibben and Herbert Siedelmann.
Were one of life's most trying ills,
f
ANITA PUMP CO.
•»!
are popular in the Berea community, a brother-in-law of Ed. L. Newton,
But I feel differently/now
accompanied
by
his
son-in-law
and
f Plumbing and Hot Air Heating. •*
About the hills, lor We learned how
BANISH ACID STOMACH
where they are best known, and will
Pumps, MilU, Tanks.
*
To read a story in each one,
have the best wishes of their many daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Kurtz, visited
THIS SIMPLE, EASY WAY f
in the city over the week end at the
So now the bills are kind of fun.
f
Plumbing Supplies.
•*(
Know
the
joy
of
freedom
from
friends
for
a
happy
wedded
life.
Four ninety-eight lor silken hose,
Newton home. They were enroute to stomach distress. Enjoy your meals. f
Pump and Mill Work Done. *
Means mother to a party goes;
George W. Lattig, at one time a : Chicago where they will visit the Cen- Dr. Emil's Adla Tablets banish acid \- Come in and figure with me. •*
A little coat, a hat of blue
prominent business man of Anita, i tury of Progress. Mr. Ingraham is stomach, indigestion and gas. Bring f
First door west of Stager1! *
From this bill smilingly steps Sue,
And the grocery bill will tell
operating a general mercantile store • a former resident of Chicago, but this quick relief. Bongers Bros., Drug- «•
Cafe.
•*
The wide, wide world we all are well,
in the building now occupied by Craw-1 will be his first visit to the Windy gists.
6
What use o'er monthly bills to wail?
'
ford's Grocery, passed away at his City in more than thirty years.
For each one there is a tale
home in Payette, Idaho, on May 12,
Of happinese for someone who
Tom Smither of Los Angeles, Cali{•w happiness looks straight to you.
according to word received here by
fornia,
and a brother of Mrs. Lake
Why even in the doctor's bills
friends. Deceased, who was about Bear and George Smither of this city,
BULK AXLE GREASE
Ihere is a tale of vanquished ills.
76 years of ag«, had been in poor
iof keep the confidence and good-will
sailed a few days ago for Italy where
health for a number of years. He was
^ the man to whom you owe a bill.
CHICK STARTER
he will spend several months. He is
a son of the late >Wr. and Mrs. Peter in the employ of a large pipe line
Pay him promptly, watch him awhile,
He will say THANK YOU—and then smile.
Lattig, pioneer residents of Anita. company and they are sending him
OMAHA TRUCKING, 15c.
George Lattig left Anita about thirty there to look after installation of some
years ago for Payette. While a resi- pipe lines in that country. Tom is
dent of Anita deceased was a promi- a former Anita boy, leaving here
nent member and worker in the about ten years ago for California.
Knights of Pythias lodge.
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Shoe Store

Fit Better Wear;

iclals For Saturday Only

filler's Market

Monthly Bills.

Cass County Credit Assn, Inc.

The Farmers Coop.
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SHORT RAIL LINE
BUILT OF "SCRAPS"

— How It Operates
By William Bruckart

PROBLEM OF RAILROAD
RATES

| By ELMO 800ft WATSON
'
|UNB 14 Is Flag day arid It recalls the
fact that oil that date In 1777 the
tContin^tttal (congress "Resolved, That
the flag of the thirteen United States
!»be thirteen stripes, alternate red and
l-whlte; that the union be thirteen
I start; - white in a blue field, repreI,sentlng a new constellation." Thus
It was that the new emblem of the1
nation came into official existence;'
thus it Was that the Stars and Stripes
1
weire born.; ;"',• •
" ' • ' : • . , , •,
ntriuy to the belief of many Amerli does not mean that our national ban; full-grown Into being from the brain,, i
f n or one group of men on that June
years ago. The truth is that our flag,
imny other American institutions and
Ideteloped by a gradual evolution and
' Inspiration from sources as varied'
~ns of blood which have1 been fused
"the typical American."
origin of our national flag goes back
' which' was flown by the expedition
1. the North American continent,
be simple banner of St. George's cross,
field, the old flagrot England,
•led by the expedition of Giovanni
he is more familiarly known, John
^Italian navigator, exploring for Bngaiscovered the North American contlSalling along the east coast for
he laid the foundation of-; English
fforth America. The flag was borne
apt John Smith's ships to the set|Jamestown, Va., in 1607 and again by
ver to the Plymouth (Mass.) settle|fhe line of descent- comes-the King's
ae Union Jack, designed In 1606; symi union of England and Scotland after
took'the throne of the United king.
|603. This union was represented In
flag by imposing the English red
It George on the Scottish white dlag' of St. Andrew, on a field of blue,
{records of the nse of this flag on forts
nntry in 1679 and 1696, and this enquired in all British dominions by a
act of 1707.
"Union Jack" was probably derived
James signing documents In the
deques," the pronunciation of which
."Jack." The v"unlon" came to be
| that part of our national/flag carryrs. In fact, when this part of the flag
one on bftws of ships, It Is called the
jt" or jilnjply "Jack."
|gs that bad an early influence on the
be Stars and Stripes were the striped
> Dutch republic. The Dutch, It will be
fl, first colonized Mew Netherlands,
became New York. This territory injr York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and
ts in these states were made by
sts under their flags; that of the
India Co., with three stripes of "or.
i and blue; the United States of Nethsix stripes of red, white and blue,
otterdam flag of green and white
fish East India company finally crowdch out of seai trade and this company
new flag to America, a, nine or tenOner of alternating red and white
pth a small'.St. George's cross of red
er corner next to the staff. /One of
ons In this flag was a pine tree or
«eenting the New world, in the upper
of the union, formed by the arms
[iGeorge cross. In some flags of this
pine tree replaced the St George
y.
Revolution, the struggling colonists
Qethlng different from a British flag,
tree and rattlesnake emblems apthe legend "Liberty and Union" on
of red. Then came the Stars and
ben Washington left Philadelphia in
ke command of the army at Caml\vas escorted out 'of the city by the
Troop of tight Horse as far as
J. The guidon of tola troop was of
land carried In its upper corner, next
. a small union of 13 stripes of silver
|lue.
figured In the union of a flag carI on the schooner Lee by Captain ManF«usetts skipper, whose ship operat|i Commodore Hopkins' squadron and
• Nancy with supplies for the Brit
veiuber 19, 1775. Thirteen stars on
»» formed the union of Its flag. They
ea in nve horizontal, parallel rows
ve-pointed. in \tfce blue fly of the
i lte anchor with the word ''Hope"
B
design was carried by Rhode IsL! Bran<lywine1 Trenton and York'ira were of gilt on a light blue
l"'« earl, U8e of the English ensign
Geo
t,
rge's cross in the canton
U8
e m the colonies In the Blght-

1—"The Stars and Stripes Foreverl"—Reproduction of the famous-picture painted by Henry
Mosler. The British, evacuating New York after
the Yorktown surrender In 1781, nailed the British flag to the flagstaff; at the Battery and then
greased the pole. A barefoot sailor boy volunteered to climb up, take down the enemy flag and
nail the American flag to the pole. From "The
Winning of Freedom'' bi "The Pageant of Amerlea," courtesy Yale University Press.
'
2—The pine tree flag of early Revolutionary
war days.
3—The rattlesnake flag of the early .American
navy.
4—The 13-star flag, one of the earliest forms
after the flag resolution of June 14, 1777.
6—The 15-star, 15-«trlpe flag, the form used
after Vermont and Kentucky were admitted to
the Union.
6^-Flag of the.Sixth Regiment of the United
States Marines.
Note: No. 2 to 6, Inclusive, are flags In the
exhibit,of the United States Marine Corps In
the Federal building at A Century of Progress,
Chicago. Photographs by Hack Miller.
eenth century the red British ensign carrying
the union Jack In the canton. The British flag
was altered after the Revolution had begun by
placing 13 stripes in the fly of the flag under the
British union Jack.
It was called the "grand union flag," and was
hoisted by Lieut. John Paul Jones on December
3, 1775, In the newly formed American fleet off
Philadelphia. On January 1 or 2, 1776, It was
raised over the newly organized American army
at Washington's headquarters In Cambridge. In
the correspondence of that day it was referred
to as the "American colors." It Is Interesting
to note that although these American colors
were used six months before the Declaration of
Independence, they still carried the British union
jack in the corner. The thirteen united colonies
were depicted by the thirteen stripes of the field.
No flag was authorized by act of congress until nearly a year after the Declaration of Independence. That the "grand union" flag was little used in the army Is seen from the many flags
of other designs carried by the Revolutlona»y
troops. In the navy, on account of the necessity
of'telling a friend from a foe by his colors, the
same flag was generally used by all congress
ships.
In 1775, it was usually the pine tree flag; in
1778, and until June 14, 1777, ^e grand union,
and after June 14, 1777. the Stars and Stripes.
Privateers carried striped and rattlesnake flags
of various designs but It soon became necessary
to carry a uniform design, and this forced the
adoption of a national flagl This Is why the
resolution for the adoption of the stars and
stripes appeared in the minutes of the marine
committee meeting of June 14,1777.
Because green was such a prominent color In
early Revolutionary war flags, It would not have
been at all surprising if that,color had found Its
way Into the national emblem. One of the most
striking flags of the Revolution was a flag with
green fly and a union of 13 links in an endless
chain Outside the circle of links was a circle of
13 hands or mailed fists emerging from clouds
and grasping the links. In the center of the
chain was a pine tree of green on a blue field.
This was the flag of the Newburyport (Muss.)
company Green was also the color of the pine
tree and'liberty tree flags of Revolutionary days.
In Aorll 1770, the Massachusetts council prescribed green and white as the uniform of officers in their «ea eervlce, and In the same year
the marine committee of the Continental conPhiladelphia resolved that the uniform
officer; be a green coat, white wal*

coat and breeches edged with green. Green was
the color of the early Revolutionary cavalry's
uniform, Marlon's riders wearing the Romanesque helmet of the French dragoons and cuirassiers, and a green, skirted tunic with white revers similar to that of the French guides cavalry, whose uniform the first Napoleon was somewhat partial to, wearing it quite frequently. The
Culpepper Minute Men wore green banting shirts
and the standard of the Georgia Rangers In the
latter part of the'war carried green and white
stripes.
When1 it came to adopting the Stars and
Stripes, however, the color scheme of green was
dropped and various flags of red, white and blue
that had been familiar to American colonists for
more than 100 years exercised the prevailing influence in the design for the Stars and Stripes.
The resolution adopting the flag appears In the
Journal of Congress among a whole page of resolutions presented by the marine committee on
the subject of the navy. On the same page with
the flag and other marine committee resolutions
Is one appointing John Paul Jones to the command of the ship Ranger. Jones was presented
a flag by some women of Philadelphia and soon
afterward he had the Stars and Strrpes flying
at sea.
Contemporary Illustrations of Jones' ships and
the description of the new flag when it appeared
in Europe, show that the early navy flags were
arranged with the stars In horizontal parallel
rows. Due to their number, the stars were staggered, that is, the stars in one row were placed
opposite the spaces between the stars In the
next, so that they looked like a constellation In
the heavens, as the resolution had described
them. On one ship they were in five rows; on
another, in three.
Ingenuity began to be displayed in the arrangement of stars in unofficial flags. In, some they
were arranged In a square; In others, in a circle.
Some bad them In the shape of a single star, a
diamond or forming the letters "U. S."
At first, the Stars and Stripes were looked
upon merely as a navy flag, but in 1818, under
the third flag law, the present general design of
the flag was established. This held the number
of stripes to 13 and added a star for each state.
The second flag law, passed by congress In May,
1795, provided 15 stripes for 15 stater as well as
15 stars; but as the number of states was increasing by 1818, it was found necessary to curtall the amount of stripes.
Capt. Samuel Chester Reid, of the navy, hero
of a two-day engagement between his small brig
and a British squadron of three large ships, was
called by the congressional committee to design
a flag, and it was his Idea to hold the number
of red and white stripes to 13 for the original 13
states and to add a star to the union for each
new state admitted.
On May 18, 1818, the navy, commissioners Issued an order, placing the stars In accordance
with the navy custom, In parallel horizontal rows
and with the stars on the second and fourth
rows moved to the right, one-half of a star's
space. The order was signed by Commodore John
Rogers, president of the navy commissioners.
Six months later, he.Issued a change In the arrangement of the stars, approved by the President. This order required that the stars be arranged In vertical and horizontal parallel rows.
The act of 1818 gave the fixed rule of adding
a new star on the Fourth of July next succeeding the admission of the state, but made no statement as to the exact arrangement of the stars
and this has been a matter with which the Navy
department has been chiefly concerned.
This ii because the navy flies the Union alone
without the stripes In the bow of ships. The
navy has attended to details as to proportions
and design of the flag and still Issues to all departments, blueprints of changes, after approval
by the President. In recent years army and navy
have agreed on changes. In 1834, the army prescribed the Stars and Stripes to replace Its garrison flag-then In use.
Until 1912 there was some confusion as to
the proper distribution of the 48 stars in the
blue field. On October 26, 1912, this matter was
definitely settled by the executive order of President Taft that the stars were to be arranged
In six rows of eight each, symbolizing the 48
states In the order of their ratification. (Thus
If you wish to know which star represents your
state In the flag, remember what was Its number In the order of admission to the Union, theu
begin counting from the upper corner next to
tha stuff and the star which comes on the number corresponding to the number In the order u»
admission to the Union will be the star of yoar
state.)
(It) by WoaUru Nownpttpur Uulou.)

*T*HE Interstate Commerce commla1- sion 'is going to have a tough job
on Its hands during the next few
years. Every one familiar with the
problems of the railroads Is agreed
that the next several years constitute
a period of great readjustment, and
the companies that own the steam
horses are no exception. So, with the
railroads clamoring on the one hand
for more revenue and reduced operating expenses and the shippers demanding lower rates consonant with
new values of commodities and organized labor seeking a return to normal wages, the commission's situation
Is one not to be envied.
This question of rates is one that
Is especially worrisome. The statutes
under which the commission operates
requires that the freight and passenger rates be just and reasonable. That
means, of course, that both the shippers and the' carriers must be considered, and It takes a good umpire
to satisfy the players on both tenms.
The commission has a whole bagfull of powers to use In Its Jurisdiction over rallroa'd rates. And as one
who Is decidedly not a rate expert I
would say It needs all of the powers
and a handful of tricks besides. Its
own definition of Its authority Is complicated beyond Einstein's theory.
"The commission has Jurisdiction,"
It reads, "iinirm complaint, or In a proceeding Instituted upon Its own Initiative, nnd after full hearing, to determine nnd prescribe reasonable rates,
regulations and practices. Including
minimum, and maximum and minimum, rates; and also minimum, and
maximum and minimum, proportional
rates to and from ports, and to award
reparations to Injured shippers. . . . It
Is , authorized to require carriers to
establish through routes and Joint
rates, and It may act summarily In
Itself . establishing through routes
when. In Its opinion, an emergency
exists."
Many more lines could be quoted
to show that the commission has power to do the things It thintts best for
all of the Interests served.
But to get down to cases: a railroad
desires to Increase a rate which It
charges for transporting cobpipes
from St I..OTJIS to Denver. The law
requires that It must file the new
schedule of rates with the commission, and if the commission gains an
intimation or has an Idea about what
ought to be charged for hauling cobpipes over that distance. It can suspend tlie schedule filed by the railroad. That means It Is Inoperative.
The purpose Is to give the commission
a chance to look Into the reasonableness of the proposed charge.
CJonpress. however, did not give permission for an Indefinite suspension
of the rates In question. It prescribed
that the ,suspension could not be for
longer than 150 days, which seems
quite long enough for any Investigation. Fet many Investigations are not
completed In that time, and the questioned charge becomes operative. As
a counter-balance, the law provides
that while the rate may become operative, the commission may require
the carriers Involved to keep a separate account of money received as
a result of the Increase until a decision is had. If the commission
eventually denies the Increase, then
the carriers have to refund the money
representing the Increase that It has
collected.
It was hack In 1910 that congress
expanded the commission's power to
give It Jurisdiction over every phase
of rate-making. The Munn-Rlklns
act laid down a set of rules governing through routes and rates, switch
connections, long and short hauls
(providing that there shall be no discrimination against the short hauls
In favor of the traffic for long distances), general freight classifications
and a host of other matters. Then,
in lillT, nnd again In 1920 when the
transportation act was passed, more
power was given. Between these two
laws, there was very little left which
the railroads could call their own.
For example, if the commission considers that conditions warrant It. an
order may be Issued causing one carrier to transfer some of Its equipment to another for use. Of course,
the user pays a rental, but the commission's order can hardly be defeated.
It can tell a currier when It ha»
enough equipment such as locomotives, or It cun say Its supply of
rolling stock Is Insufficient and it must
buy more, and It cun and does lay
down the rules under which It may
sell bonds or other securities with
which to obtain funds for financing Its
requirements.
In addition to all of these, the commission was directed by the transportation act to prepare a plan for
consolidation as soon us possible of
all railroad properties in the United
States Into a "a limited number of
systems." At the same time, the railroads ure authorized to accomplish
such consolidations notwithstanding
the statutes prohibiting formation of
"trusts."
The commission has prepared such
a pluu. It proposes to have only four
major rail systems In the eastern half
of the country. But the carriers have
not rushed In to sign up. They hove
found a lot of things they do not
like about the program.
*. 18J2. Western Newn>a»«c UlUo*.

Primitive Steel Highway in
Early Washington.
Iu early dnys Dr. D. S. Bilker built
between Walla Walla and Wallula
the first railroad In the Interior of
Washington, Its purpose being principally to transport wheat to the
navigable Columbia river. Report
says that the surveyors, lacking a
level, used a bottle half full of water
to sight the grades.
The road was 32 miles long. Its
rails were of wood, with strap Iron
nailed on the upper sides to provide
traction for the engine wheels; but
Jesters declared that the strap Iron
was secured to the! poles by rawhide thongs, which were eaten by
hungry wolves every winter, BO that
the Iron strips came off and put the
road out of commission.
Libel, though It was, the story
gave the "strap-Iron" contraption
the fun-poking name "Rawhide Railroad." A seven and a half-ton engine pulled open fiat cars along the
track. The passenger coach was
known as "the hearse" because patrona sat around the outside walla
like pallbearers <n a funeral carryall.
On the cowcatcher a collie was stationed to drive trespassing cattle off.
the track.
Frequent delays were occasioned
when the straps of iron en me loose
and rolled up under the engine. But
the queer railway was a money maker and brought a good price when Its
owner sold It to the Oregon Steam
Navigation company.
The Rawhide railroad was built In
1868, when most of Washington was
wilderness. What strides the Evergreen state has made since that tlmel
—Leo A. Bcrak In the National Geographic Magazine.
Walking Woolen*

To be safe, test new woolens for
color fastness before washing, by
squeezing a sample or Inconspicuous
portion In lukewarm water for five
minutes or so.
For the washing, briefly: make
rich, lukewarm or cool suds with
mild, neutral soap flakes.. Put in the
garment and wash quickly, by gently
forcing the suds through and through
the material. Never allow colored
woolens to soak, even for a few minutes, nor to remain rolled up, or la
a heap while wet
Rinse the garment thoroughly In
lukewarm or cool water. Squeeze
out the water, or put It through a
wringer, adjusted loosely. Don't
twist It is helpful, where practical,
to roll woolen garments ID a dry turkIsh towel to absorb the excess moisture. Then ease Into shape and dry
at moderate temperature.

MercoJizedWcK

'oungi
Absorb blemishes and discoloration* using
Mercolixed Wax daily as directed. Invisible
particles of aged skin are freed and all
delects such as blackheads, tan, freckles and
large pores disappear. Skin is then beautifully clear, velvety and so soft—face looks
years younger. Mercolized Wax bring) out
your hidden beauty. At all leading druggists.

r—Powdered Saxolite-

I Reduces wrinkles and other agMlen»..Bi:
I ply dissolve one ounce 8&xolite in na"
| witoh haiel and use daily as face 1
Can Split Friendship

Difference of opinion is the greatest common divisor.

WAKE UP SINGING!
HE Happy,
T
healthy woman
wakes up each morning to face a new
day with a song on
her lips. If, instead,
your day begins with
nerves frayed —with
sour stomacn
' P^r"
haps a pimply skin,
should take Dr. Pierce's Golden

Discovery. Mm. S. L. Hoilenbeck of
S602cdlcal
E. 8tjj St, North Platte, Nebr., says: "Dr.

Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery has proved
to be excellent for the blood, and as a, tonic
in cases of debility it gave wonderful results. We have also found it to be excellent
as a tonic for the children."
Write 10 Dr. Plwcrt CUnto, Buffalo*
N. *, to* In* BwUul adVlM.

HER DOUBLE CHIN
IS VANISHING
Shape Growing Normal
••Why am I taking Knucben Bolts? Because I waa noting BO broad fwroai the
tips I WM auuunea of myHlf. I've . een
tekio* Knuchen about 8 month* and they
certainly ore bringing my (hope down to •>
normal condition and what U nice about
them (to my way of thlnkln*) U they
haven't token flesh from my cheeks but to
my sorDrike my double chin U vanishing lor
which anyone should be clad." tin. P. E,
Gardner, Worcester, Haws. (Jon. 8. 1033).

To lose fat and at the same time gain
in physical attractiveness and feel spirited and youthful take one half tcuBpoonful of Kruachen in a gluBB of hot
water before breakfast every morning.
A jar that lasts 4 weeks costs but a
trifle at any drugstore in the world but
be sure and get KruBchen Baits tha
SAFE way to reduce wide hipa, prominent front and double chin and again
feel the joy of living—money back if
dissatisfied after the firut jar.
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Burns, Iowa's Champion Spell,
nd Winner of Fourth Place
National Contort, TWts
the .White Houae.
Betty Burns, 13, daughter of
Mrs. Tom Barns, and Iowa
[spelling champion, with her
r, MBit KThrktina HoHen, rehome the. first' of the week
Washington, D. C., where Be£
fourth place m the national
contest Wlhile Betty didn't
the coveted -prise, many
who witnessed -the contest
>f her M being the outstanding
, and until 4he waa eliminated
he content on the word7"Vinai' never ^hesitated or even asked
i definition of the many words
ter *o spelL
i in Washington Betty and her
wer* royally ' <w*wsh>ined,
i received »t theJClite House
day by Mrs. ifcttraklra Del-;
«v*lt. president, Soosevelt
ble to greet the'ipeUers and
in disappoinf them, Mrs,
arrange.* .a 80-mmute «the east room of the iWhite
: Lemonade and Cakes.
infownsl talk in
d the spellers
words they missed*
>It instructed two butlers
'nnbttade and cakes.
> spellers, including Betr cakes for souvenirs.
«lso had a glimpse of
president's daughter,
"SiStte," when they
'."White Bouse. "Sising up and down the
anrosement of the spellthe first time in the, nine
al spelling contests have
that the spellers have
ained in the White House.
eyelt posed , tor a picture
ers grouped around her;
enjoyed evof their trip from Anita
and return, the exwhich vere paid by the
Register and Tribune,
!, the 'statewide spelling
iu
. ' ' . . '
Washington they visited
of interest to visitors
' They also visited at
es on their trip to Wash-

Program Given
Gundram's Pupils
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iJonel Barrymore Appears
: in Feature at the Rialto
Among ashes of Chicago still
smoldering after the fire of 1871, a
man of courage and vision founds a
'business. The growth of that industry and of his family is the story of
"Sweepings," RKO-Radio picture starring Lionel Barrymore, which comes
to the Rialto Theatre in Anita on
Saturday and Sunday. .
.
Though "Sweepings" was actijally
photographed in three months,- ity
making required one year, due to the
great mass of pre-production tasks.
Months of historic research in close
collaboration with the Chicago Historical Society went into the picture.
Hundreds of photographs and ey«witness stories about the great fire
were collected by the studio; as well
as score of pieces of antique furniture and household appliance.
Period Data Unearthed.
A stranger called the studio voluntarily on the phone and said he would
produce some old photographs that
were family heirlooms. One was an
aotiquated- print showing a group of
men starting reconstruction activities
Hrltih the' smoke still rising from the
smoldering rums. One sign nailed
to the structure read: "Wm. Dr KerUl gone but wife, children and
energy."
This photo served as a guide^for
the setting representing the small
store built by the hero of "SweepIngs" in a space hastily cleared of
burning derbis. It also showed the
clothing worn, and the length of
beards find mustaches at that time.
Beer Pole Era.
,
In the scenes showing Chicago rebuilding, every detail is historically
correct, even to the been poles of that
era. In those days hawkers peddled
cans of beer which they carried on a
pole across their shoulders.
A locomotive and seven cars tfsed
in this, sequence are genuine relics
of the; period and were rolled to
Hollywood from the Canadian border
to figure in the production.
Thirty-six large sets were required
to give "Sweepings? its proper: atmospheric background. Lester 'Cohen,
who wrote the adaptation and continuity of his own no'vel, also' enjoyed
the privilege of assisting in the selection of the cast. The result is that
the characters are as the author visioned them.
Lionel Barrymore plays Daniel
Pardway, who founds a fortune for
his children, only to have his energy
and sacrifices repaid with shame and
scandal. Alan Dinehart plays his
brother, and Gloria Stuart his only
daughter. Other important roles are
portrayed by William Gargan, Eric
Linden, Gregory Ratoff, Lucien Littlefield, George Meeker, Ninetta Sunderland, Helen Mack and Esther Muir.
John Cromwell directed.
Little Jack Little.
A radio musical featuring the
Broadway columnist, Nick Kenny, entitled "Married or Single," will be an
added attraction at the Rialto Theatre
on Saturday and Sunday in addition
to the feature, "Sweepings." This
novelty introduces to the screen, in
addition to Kenny, Little Jack Little,
William Hall and Irene peaaley, famOU8 radio and stage personalities.
Some of the numbers featured include "Jealous," "It's Gonna Be
You" and "In Old Shanty Town,"
all written by Jack Little, also "At
the Bend of the Road," "It (Was Sp
Beautiful" and "Roll on Mississippi,
Roll on."
Also Universal news with Graham
McNamee as master of ceremonies.
Regular admission of lOc and 25c for
this big program.

did program was given at
of Christ last Wednesby pupils of Miss Marie
jr who were presented in their
citaL The program included
t and piano, several vioble numbers and brief
the lines of the compos' pupils who took part were
enfleld, Mary (Wodesta Mon' Scholl, Shiriey Rasmussen,
Dressier, Mary Lou Bell,
Lowenburg, Marjorie Ken
•: Harry, Phil Monnig, CoryPatricia Williams, Maxine
arguerite Davey, Robert
Joan (Faulkner, Virginia
tBertraum Suplee, Frances
|Helen Kopp o{ Anita, Paul
Sandhorst of Atlantic,
e Neifert of Casey, ••.••M
old of Adair, Miss Marion
A new season's heat record was set
h Dexter, and Dale Graham here Monday afternoon when the <mer-.
cury registered 104 degrees above
zero. The heat wave was accompanied by a blistering wind.

Star Members
jy
WMsrr*

O. C. Hansen is seriously ill at his
home on Rose Hill Avenue suffering
from stomach trouble. His grandi members of Columbia son, Ola? Hansen, of St. Joseph,
fo. 127, 0. B. S., attended Missouri, is here helping to take care
unday at Mitchell Park of him.
rie Center. Mlembers from
|en chapters in the 15th. A. 'C. Foley, Des Moines salesman,
present. The picnic suffered a wrenched back, minor cuts
of the annual group and bruises about the body when the
each spring, and was steering rod broke on the Chrysler
I supervision of the district coupe he was driving and the maMrs. P. w. Dowd of Guth- chine hurtled down a 25-foot embank( It is estimated that 280 ment on U. S. highway No. 6, two and
the order were present, a half miles east of Atlantic, about
Worthy Grand Matron, 1:30 o'clock Monday afternoon.
and Matron and other
Mrs. Frank Stacey has returned to
officers. The program
her home in Guthrie Center, after a
.
pleasant visit in the city with Mrs.
"stunts"
„,«
Flavia Hook and other friends. Years
ago Mrs. Stacey was a resident of
Anita, but has been gone from here
for almost thirty years. She is the
mother of Roy A. Stacey, editor and
es
publisher of the Guthrian in Guthrie
Center.

A. R. Kohl
Phone 43
We Deliver
Anita, Iowa

Friday and Saturday Specials
fttftttft TALL C01*1* brand, per pound.... 23c
**?**&? BRIARDALE, vacuum glass jar, lb.. .35c
CANpY, Jelly Beans, per pound.............. .10c
Briardale quart bottles Gingerale, Lime Rickey, Root Beer and Orange, 2 bottles f o r . . . . . .
ICE CREAM POWDER,
Briardale, per package
BRIARDALE GELATIN,

27c
8c

any flavor, 3 packages
15c
SUGAR, granulated, 10 pounds,
(inust be cash)
49c

ITA TVa
BRIARDALE,
v2-pound. .27c
ice
i ea Rtoiul
oiena TALL
CORN, y^-pound..
.i9c
LAUNDRY SOAP, GWC white laundry, 10 bars.29c

Powdered Sugar

2 IBs.

15c

KOOL-ADE, all flavors, per package
5c
PEACHES or APRICOTS, No. 2fa cans, each.. .14c

fWnaniit
fresh long threads
19^
UOCOaUIll
per impound
1*C
LUX FLAKES, large package, (jig saw puzzle

free,) :
CLOTHES PINS, 3 dozen for

21c
9C

Celery, Asparagus, Lettuce, Cucumbers, New
Peas, Tomatoes, Parsley, Radishes, Onions,
Carrots, Cabbage, Etc.

Lamb Grading Date Set County Receives $10,000
For June 27 in County
For Carl Vedanes Bond
A lamb grading demonstration,
something new to Cass county, will
be staged June 27 when those men
who are cooperating in the project
will bring together their spring lambs
to be graded and shipped to market.
This work, new in Iowa, is carried
out with the cooperation of the Farm
Bureau, the Extension Service and
the Omaha Livestock Exchange. When
the day for grading the lambs arrives
the whole bunch will be concentrated
at one place and a representative of
the animal husbandry extension service and one of the livestock exchange
will sort them into four grades. The
grades used are prime, choice, medium and culls. Each grade is marked
and they are sold according to those
grades.
Where the project was tried for
the first time in eastern Iowa last
year, sheep men were enthusiastic
about the project and are going into
it much heavier this year.
, In Cass county more than 800
lambs have been listed for the project. It- is not expected that the entire group will be ready to sell by
that time, but a good percentage of
them will be fat. Growers who wish
to participate in the project can still
do so by listing their lambs with
County Agent Warren Duncan. The
place for grading has not yet been
announced but will be within a short
time.

Funeral Held Thursday
For Auto Accident Victim
UFuneral services for the late Mrs.
Myrta Robinson, 40, wife of Arthur
R. Robinson, and who was 'killed in
an automobile accident north of Carroll, were held on the lawn at the
Robinson home last Thursday afternoon at 2:00 o'clock. Mr. Robinson
was brought home from the Carroll
hospital that morning so that he could
attend the services. The services were
conducted by Rev. E. L. Anderson,
pastor of the Congregational church.
Music was furnished by Mrs. H. E.
Campbell, Mrs. G. M. Adair, A. B.
Stone and Guy Rasmussen, with Mrs.
H. 0. Stone at the piano. They sang
"Sometime We'll Understand," "Somewhere" and "Confidence." Pallbearers were Joe Vetter, H. C. Faulkner,
Dr. C. E. Harry, Dr. P. T. Williams,
Ross Kohl and Glen A. Roe. Burial
was made in Evergreen cemetery-

County Attorney Earl S. Holton
has received a check for $10,000 from
the American Surety company of
New York city—the full amount of
liability of the bond for former
County Treasurer Carl L. Vedane
who is now serving a ten-year term
at the state penitentiary at Fort
Madison for embezzlement of $20,429.96 of county funds.
The sum will go a long ways
towards helping to straighten out the
financial affairs of the county. State
Auditor J. W. Long, some time after
June 9, as provided by Iowa law, will
assess every county in the state foi?
their proportionate share of the $10,429.96 shortage. Every cent of the
amount embezzled will be returned
to iCass county.
Vedane pleaded guilty in district
court in Atlantic before Judge H. J.
Mantz to embezzlement of $12,000 of
the county's funds. He was fined the
amount to which he pleaded guilty to
taking. There is no provision in the
Iowa law for payment of the fine but
it will be held against him as a judgment until the full amount is paid.
Vedane is barred forever from holding a public office of any kind in
Iowa.
He is now an accountant at the
state prison in Ft. Madison.

Cass County Drys Will
Hold Rally Next Sunday
The Cass county council favoring
the continuation and enforcement of
the 18th. amendment is sponsoring
a county wide rally of their forces for
next Sunday afternoon at Sunnyside
Park in Atlantic.
The feature address of the meeting will be given at 3:00 o'clock by
Mrs. Ida E. Wise Smith of Des
Moines, state president of the Iowa
W. C. T. U.
A special music service will be given at 2:00 o'clock. This service will
include a male quartet, choir, and
instrumental numbers by organizations from each community in the
county.
Everyone is invited to attend, and
you are urged to take a picnic dinner to the park following the close
of your local church service, and spend
the "balance of the afternoon at the
park.
There will be a public address system on the grounds so that the whole
service can be heard distinctly.
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Cornerstone Services Held WEU KNOWN ANITA
V M. E. Church
The services for the laying: of the
cornerstone of the iMlethodist Episcopal church in Anita 'were held on the
church lawn Sunday afternoon, beginning at 3:00 o'clock.
The junior^ band, tinder the direction of Earl Blue, played several fine
selections that were enjoyed by the
congregation..
Raymond Barber gave an appropriate reading entitled, "I like the
Church." This was followed by the
congregation singing the hymn, "The
Church's One Foundation."
Dr. David Shenton, district superintendent of the .Council Bluffs district, assisted by the. pastor, Bev. M
J. Rarick, conducted the ritualistic
service and the cornerstone was
placed in the wall by the contractor,
John Gebuhr of Council Bluffs.
The pastor gave a list of the contents in the copper box that was put
in the cornerstone.
Dr. Shenton gave a most wonderful address, stressing what the church
means in influence to the lives of not
only the people in the community but
from its location on the main highway its influence on those who are
traveling through the country. The
worship of God is essential in the
life for which there is no substitute.
Other ministers assisting in the
services were Rev. W. E. Shugg, a
former pastor of the Anita church!
and Rev. I. R. Mills, pastor of the
Methodist Episcopal church in Adair
Visitors from Council Bluffs, Shelby, Atlantic, Wiota and Adair were
present for the services.

Sister of Anita Woman
Passes Away at Massena
Massena, June 7.—Mary Jane Pilmer, 81, a resident of Massena for the
last three years, died on Tuesday
morning of last week at the home of
her sister, Mrs. Lewis Hood, of complications incident to advanced age.
Miss Pilmer was born April 20,
1852, in Hanoyer^Ohio. She had livi-d
in Scottbridge, Iowa, until moving to
Massena three years ago. She is
survived by three sisters, WBra. Agnes
McCosh of Anita} Mrs. Hood of tMassena, and Mrs. Belle Carter of (California, also four brothers, John and
James Pilmer of Atlantic, Philip Pilmer of Des Moines and William Pilmer of St. Charles, Iowa. Three sisters preceded her in death.
Funeral services were held last
Thursday morning at 10:00 o'clock
at the Hood home, and at 2:00 o'clock
in the afternoon at the United Presbyterian church in Scottbridge. Interment was in Scottbriddge cemetery.
; L>

Hal Stone's Players Will
Be in Anita Next Week
The Hal Stone Players, well known
in Anita, will open a tent show in this
city next Monday evening for a week's
engagement.
One of the feature attractions will
be Calvert, "The Great Persian Magician," and his troupe of supporting
artists, working in combination with
the famous Princess Dolliee. 'The Calvert Magical Co. is just off the associated theatres, playing throughout
the east and southern states, playing
an engagement with the R. K. O. and
Publix circuits.
During their stay in Anita 'Calvert
will give a demonstration in mental
telepathy by driving a car through
the streets of the city while blindfolded. It is said that he will also
hypnotize a beautiful young lady on
Wednesday afternoon and cause her
to remain asleep in the window of the
C. A. Long furniture store until that
evening when she will be awakened
on the stage of the Hal Stone's
theatre tent.
Manager Stone states that he spent
the entire winter months in selecting
and purchasing the best productions
of the year to present to his audiences. All plays are royalty plays,
which labels them the best.
The' Calvert company will perform
feats of magic and many mysterious
allusions on the stage on Monday,
Wednesday and Saturday evenings.
Several other new specialty acts
will be featured on the Hal Stone
show this season. Each play has received careful consideration and haa
been reviewed by leading critics. No
one play is outstanding—they are all
good. Admission prices will be lOc
and 26c. The show is appearing here
under the auspices of the American
Legion.

Willis Hopspn and wife of Silvis,
Mary Agness Bongers is home from
Mrs. Aggie Alexander, who had
IUkmis, visited in the city over Sunbeen
visiting in the city with Cole
her
school
work
in
Des
Moines
to
day with her sister, Mrs. 0. Goodwin and husband. They are on a spend the summer vacation with her Musick and family, left 'Monday for
parents, Leo V. Bongers and wife.
her home in Kansas City, Missouri.
pleasure trip through the west.

MAN DIES TUESDAY"

Ralph D. Vernon, 81, a Resident of
Anita Since 1880, Dies Fro« Heart "
Trouble.
Funeral Will Be
|
Held Friday Afternoon.
Ralph D. Vernon, $1, a resident, oft
Anita since 1880, passed away at hisK
horae on Chestnut Street about 2;3O
o'clock Tuesday afternoon, death being caused by heart trouble and complications from advanced age.' •'•'
Obituary.
Ralph Downs Vernon, son of toolate Thomas and Elizabeth Down*
Vernon, was born in Kasoag, Oswegccounty, New York, on May 10, 186j£
and passed away at his home in Anita*
Iowa, on June 6, 1933; aged 81 year*
and 26 days.
As a young man 28 years of age he
left Kasoag for the west and meeting;
a brother of the late Mrs. D. !Wl
Faulkner on the train was pursuaded
by him not to stop in Chicago but toaccompany him to Anita. This he did!
expecting to stop here for a few days,,
but finding steady employment he remained here. The first year he wa*
here he secured a position with th«
late C. E. Townsend in the lumber
business, later engaging in the samet
line of business for himself, which he*
later sold to the Fullerton Co., and*
became their local manager. He remained with the Fullerton Co. until
about five years ago, when lie suffered
a paralytic stroke, forcing him to retire franu active business.
On January 19, 1882, he was united,
in marriage to Miss Sarah Turner,
and to this union seven children were
born. Two children, Nola and Thorn,as, passed away in infancy, and another son, Royce D. Vernon, died int
June 1924. Besides the sorrowingwidow, the surviving children are Mta..
Zola Beebe of Lews; 'Mrs! Zeta Hayenga of Coggon, Iowa; Edgar D. Vernon of Monticello, Iowa; and Howard
T. Vernon of Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. ' He is also survived by six grandchildren.
During his long residence here Mr.
Vernon took an active part in the?
social and business life of the community. He was an active member
of the Methodist Episcopal church,
and served that body for many years,
as a deacon and trustee. He was a
faithful member at all church' services, and other activities of the different societies of the church. He
was also a member of the local lodge
of Odd Fellows, and at one time
served the lodge as Noble Grand. He
was a member of the order for more
than forty years.
He did his part in helping to (build
Anita a better town. He gave of hia
time to act as mayor and cou'ncitoan,
and also served for several terms as
a director of the Anita public schools.
As a younger man he took an active
part in the Anita 'Commercial Club,
and was always willing to give bi*
time and money in promoting things
that meant for progress and-the betterment of the comunity. . . ; . . '
At one time before he retired from
the lumber business, he had the reputation of having the largest acquaintance of anyone in Anita, and
could call almost every man in tb.e>
Anita trade territory by his first
name. He had the good will and
friendship of the people of this community, and his word and promises
were considered by everyone aa being absolutely honest. His advice and
council were sought on the many
questions arising in the community,
for his judgment was most always
for the best.
Not only was he an outstanding1
man in the community, but he was
also a faithful husband and father.
He loved his home, his wife and children. No place was quite as dear to
him as the place he called home, and
for more than fifty-one years was the
companion of the woman who is now
left to mourn hia departure.
Funeral services will he held at 2:30"
o'clock on Friday afternoon at the
Church of Christ, and will be conducted by Rev. ML J. Rarick, pastor
of the M. E. church. Burial will be.
made in Evergreen cemetery.
Carl Stacy, who was called here by
the death of his sister, Mrs. A. R.
Robinson, left Sunday evening for his
home at Los Angeles, California.
Edward E. Ruggles of this city
was among ten Cass county youths
sent to the reforestation training
camp at Fort Des Moines a few days
ago.
Mrs. C. A. Pool is home from
Moines, where she has been for
eral weeks assisting with the
of her father, Mr. Fredericksen,
is in very poor health.
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News Review of Current
Events the World Over
UCmerican Delegation on Way to London Economic Conference-MBrookhart Becomes "Agricultural Ambassador" to Russia—Morgan Inquiry Proceeds.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
and nineteen experts ! mlttee, and a new list of Important
S IXaredelegates
on their way to London to persons who had received bargains In
represent the United States In the international economic conference from
which so much is expected In the
way of finding a path
ont of the world depression. Secretary of
State Cordell Hull
heads the delegation
and hla associates as
announced by t h e
White H o n s e are:
James M. Cox, vice
chairman, f o r m e r
, governor and Democ r a 1 1 c Presidential
candidate In 1920;
Rep. & D.
Senator Key Pittman
McReynold* of Nevada, Democrat; Senator James Conzens of
Bepublican; Representative
Samuel D. McReynolds of Tennessee,
Democrat, and Balph W. Morrison of
Texas, retired banker. Chief of the
experts are William C. Bullltt, executive officer; James P. Warburg, financial adviser; Fred K. Nielsen, legal
mdviser, and Herbert Feis, chief technical adviser, under whom will serve
several members of the "brain trust"
Of all the delegates the one consistent conservative la Congressman
McReynolds. He Is chairman of the
bouse committee on foreign relations
and his influence is expected to be
potent in the. deliberations of the delegation. Senator 'Couzens, the one Republican member, has frequently
lined up with the more radical Republicans and Democrats In congress.
The administration, according to
Assistant Secretary of State Raymond
Holey, has considerably modified its
expectations of what the conference
will accomplish, and now realizes that
the prospects are definitely limited
and do not include a lowering of tariffs or an immediate permanent stabilization of currencies. Secretary
Hull is said to be the only one of the
administration leaders who still advances the urgent necessity of a drastic international agreement to lower
tariffs and trade barriers.
Mr. Moley Included only the following among the solutions which probably would be obtained at the conference:
An agreement on monetary policy
through action of central banks supplemented by an agreement among
governments to synchronize policies
of internal public expenditure.
An agreement on progressive removal of restrictions on exchange.
The International wheat conference
moved from Geneva to London and
there the representatives of the United
States, Argentina, Australia and Canada continued their discussions. If
they agree upon any plan for curtailing wheat acreage It will be submitted to the economic conference for
approval.
REAT BRITAIN, France, Italy
and the other nations that owe
war debts to the United States failed
in their effort to have the debts included In the agenda for the economic
conference, but their delegates enter
the conference with the cancellation
or drastic reduction of the debts their
chief aim. The Roosevelt administration insists that the war debts, however Important they may be, were not
a major cause of the depression and
are not a major remedy. Consequently the parleys in London are almost
certain to develop into a great battle
of diplomacy.
President Roosevelt has flatly denied that he intends to negotiate new
settlements of the war debts without
recourse to congress. This was made
necessary by dispatches from Washington published In London, saying
Mr. Roosevelt had offered to accept
from Britain $10,000.000 as part payment of the $75,900,000 due June 15.
It seemed fairly certain that the
British government would make this
payment In full. This will be easier
than before because of the devaluation of the dollar. Britain can either
pay in paper dollars, which cost about
2 per cent less to buy than gold dollars, or in American securities, which
can be bought with paper dollars at
• discount and turned In at par.

G

of the gold standard
Vj in both the house and the senate
had little chance as the administration forces pushed through the
Pletcher-Steagall resolution for the
abrogation of the gold clause in all
governmental and private contracts,
both present and future. The measure, asked by the President to legalIce action already taken, was first
passed by the house by a vote of 283
to 87. Twenty-eight Republicans and
oil five of the Farmer-Laborltea joined
with the Democrats In favor of the
resolution. Representative Luce of
IfaBsachuaetts, who led the small
(minority, denounced the measure as a
breach ,of faith on the part of the
government; but Chairman Steugull
of the banking committee said it was
essential for the recovery of national
prosperity.
NVESTIGATION of the banking
IMtumed
house of J. P. Morgan ft Co. was •
by the senate banking com- j

EVERTING to the matter of the
gold standard, dispatches from
Vienna tell of how, In the seventieth
congress of the International Chamber
of Commerce, the United States was
bitterly denounced by Charles Bolsse- j
vain of Holland for what be called
Its "immoral" monetary course. Ha
condemned the behavior of those nations which abandon the gold stand- •
ard "although unquestionably in a po- ,
sitlon to maintain It" He condemned
also what he described as the "repudiation" of the gold clause In contracts
by the United States,
In the transportation section, Ira
Campbell of New York defended United States shipping against what he
termed an international attempt to
rule It off the seas. American merchant marine cannot exist without subsidy, he said, and an international
agreement to abolish snbsidies would
mean the abolition of American ships.
W. L. Rnnciman of Great Britain
objected to his argument that the
American marine is needed for national defense, asserting such argument
is out of place In a commercial congress.
War debts also came up for discussion, W. H. Coates, British delegate,
asserting that they must be settled
before it would be possible to improve
•world economic conditions.
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THE FABLE OF
DOING JUST AS
YOU PLEASE

a
By GEORGE ADE
©. Bell Syndicate—WKTJ Service.

NCE there was a Desk Serf
who longed for a Sniff of the
Great Out-doors. He was
tired of looking out from his
High Windows and seeing nothing
for Miles and Miles except Radio
Antennae. Often he wondered If he
had forgotten how to walk on Gross.
He supposed that somewhere the
slanting Rays of early Sunlight caused
the Dewdrops to sparkle like Rhinestones, and the Birds were coloratur.
ing overhead, and the Air was congested with something other than Speed
Cops and Carbon Monoxide.
Unfortunately he had dribbled away
his Vacation and would have to wear
the Leg Chain for Months to ensne, so
hla only Chance to break away from
the Reservation and sit In Nature's
Lap was to grab a little Outing for
the Week End. At least he could escape from the Roar of Traffic and the
raucous Street Cries and the endless
Parade of hlghheeled Stenographers.
His Name was Vassle and originally he came from a blessed Region
where one might obtain Apples from
Trees Instead of Greeks. He felt
even though the Expression may have
been nsed before, fee Call of the
Wild. Sometimes he dreamed of purlIng Brooks and Grape-Vine Swings
and light Biscuits drowned in Gravy.
One might wonder why he bad left
the Calm Beatitudes of a Farming
Region to come up to the City and
make Just enough to keep himself In
Clothes and Movies. One might
The Liberty Hall Q«0.He was employed by the great Firm
known as Doobie and Kittle which
specialized on making Money and
then some. Mr. Vassle had become
pleasantly acquainted with the present Doobie of the House, a middleaged boy who bad learned the useful
Lesson that Business should never;
Interfere with Anything Else, on the
Program. He had a Town House and
a Conntry-Honse and a House-Boat
in Florida and two Lockers at the famous Golf Course and a Garage full
of long, low rakish Speed Wagons. A
true sport, who could wear Spats without frequently looking down at his"
Feet
It cannot be denied that Mr. Vassle
almost keeled over with joy when the
one and only Doobie casually invited
him to come ont ahd spend Sunday
at his Country Place which bore the
very seductive Title of "What Ho!"
Mr. Vassle began getting out his
Whites'and most passionate Shirt and
wondering if he could hold np his
End in discussing Art Literature and
History with the House Guests. It
was enongb to throw the Trembles into one of the Plain People. He was
about to stand near enough to the
Nobility to feel the Current.
It was .surely a Privilege to beat
it to a Quiet Spot where he could get
the Kinks out of His Nerves and listen to the Breeze bumming a soft Lullaby through the Boughs and take a
good old-fashioned Relax.
As they rode out on the Parlor Car,
surrounded by Important looking overweights who kept glancing around suspiciously, as if some one might sneak
np from behind and try to borrow
Money or start a Conversation, it was
then that Mr. Doobie reassured Mr.
Vassle. He pulled the Old Stuff about
Liberty Hall.
"We make It a Rule to let our
Friends do as they darn please," said
he. "Just cut loose and have a Good
Time In yonr own Way. If you don't
get what yon want holler for It. Everything is very Democratic and we don't
put on any Swank. I'm sure you'll
cotton to all of our Friends. They
don't care whether School keeps or
not. What you might term the Salt
of the Earth. Everything goes except
Formality. You'll fit right In because
I can see that yon are a Bird who
Is very broadmlnded,"
They motored from the ivy-clad Station at any easy Clip of 90 miles an
Hour to a Baronial Castle where Mr
Vassle, for the first time, saw hla Almost-Leather Suit Case being unpacked by a distinguished looking Foreigner who had a rectangle of sidewhisker In front of each Ear the
same as a Bull Fighter.
He looked out of the Window at a
Landscape which had been manicured
and given a Skin Treatment and
seemed to smell of Perfumery. Nature
was ail dressed up but still trying
to smile through the Rouge.
*

O

stocks was produced. Ferdinand Pecora, the committee's counsel, was
persistent in his probing, but was
compelled to tell the senators, in executive session, what evidence he proposed to Introduce and what he expected to prove by it and to convince them of the propriety of his purpose. Senator Glass was still determined that Pecora should not bring
ont matter outside the committee's
jurisdiction or irrelevant to the Inquiry. Mr. Glass said he had received a number, of anonymous
threats by mail and what be termed
"blackguard telegrams" because of
ILITARY representatives of 3&bis stand.
^
. pan and China signed a formal
Though William H. Woodln's name
was on one of the Morgan lists of armistice in the warfare in north
"preferred" customers before he be- China at .Tangkn, where the negotiations took place under
came secretary of the treasury and
the guns of Japanese
hence demands for his resignation
naval craft. The truce
were made by various men In public
provides for demililife, Mr. Woodin declared he had not
tarization of the area
resigned. His statement left no doubt
bounded by the great
that he would be willing to quit his
wall on the north, the
office If bis presence there in any way
Peiplng-Mukden railhindered the return of prosperity, but
way on the east and
it abut was interpreted to mean that
the Peiplng - Sulyuan
Mr. Roosevelt wished him to hold on,
railway on the west:
at least for the present More serious,
for dissolution of the
perhaps, is the case of Norman H.
C h i n e s e volunteer
Davis, the very active "ambassador at
Gen. Feng
corps in this area and
large" in Europe, who also was on a
Yu-hdang
for resumption of rail
Morgan list Representative George
H. Tinkham of Massachusetts has de- traffic between Pelping and Shanhalkmanded a congressional investigation wan.
of the financial dealings Mr. Davis
Just before the signing of the trace
may have
had with international bank- the banner of revolt against the Chi1
Ing and business Interests.
nese Nationalist government was
Asserting that Mr. Davis has spoken raised by Gen. Feng Tu-hslang, usualat Geneva in "repudiation of the tra- ly alluded to as the "Christian genditional American foreign policy," Mr. eral." Feng denounced Gen. Chiang
Tlnkbam said that a congressional Kai-shek, the dictator, as a traitor
committee should also investigate Mr. and announced himself as commanderDavis' connection with "disloyal and In-ehlef of the "people's anti-Japanese
seditious American organizations and army." He had been recruiting, a large
foundations in the United States."
force at Kalgan and It was believed
he was acting In close co-operation
MITH WILDMAN BROOKHART, with the army of Canton, which was
former senator from Iowa, has a reported to be moving to the northnew job. Secretary of Agriculture ward. In Tientsin It was thought that
Wallace has appointed him "agricul- Feng must have been receiving large
tural ambassador" to supplies of arms and ammunition from
Soviet Russia, and the Russians of Mongolia by the old
has instructed him to caravan route from Urga,
explore the opportuThe National government Issued a
nities for disposing declaration that the Tangku truce is
of American surpluses entirely local and of a temporary naof cotton and live ture.
stock in that country.
"It is not incompatible with the deIn effect this means clared policy of continuing a sustained
the opening of trade resistance and efforts for the recovery
negotiations with a of lost territories," the statement
___
government that is said.
not
recognized
by
"It
is
absolutely
Impossibje'fpr
the
8. W. Brook- W a s h i n g t o n , but
National government to agree to an
hart
Brooknart says his ignominious surrender since the Manwork has no connection with the churlan Issue Is entirely outside the
question of diplomatic relations, sphere of the local military truce with
though he hopes recognition will re- Peiplng."
sult from his efforts to effect a thriving trade between the two countries.
T ANSING state penitentiary near
The lowan has been given the title *••' Leavenworth, Kan., was the scene
of "special adviser to the agricultural of a sensational escape of 11 convicts
administration" and serves under Ad- who were led by Wilbur Underbill, a
ministrator George N. Peek.
lifer and one of the most desperate
'Tve done a lot of work already," outlaws of the Southwest Daring a
he said. "I have gone Into the mat- baseball game Warden Prather and
ter with people here, Including the two guards were seized, nsed as
Soviet representative, Boris Skvirsky. shields and forced to accompany the
He's a pretty fine fellow and I've had fleeing convicts over the wall. Other
several talks with him."
guards were disarmed and the men
Mr. Skvirsky is not a trade repre- got away In the car of the prison
sentative of the Soviet nor has he farm superintendent, keeping their
connection with the Amtorg corpora- prisoners with them as hostages untion, organized by the Soviets to til hours later, when they were retransact business In America. Mr. leased In Oklahoma. In their flight
Skvirgky said that he Is a representa- they commandeered two other cars
tive of the Soviet foreign office.
and captured three women, who were
get free near Pleasnnton. Kans.
ERMANY has refused to accept
an unfavorable report of the CIX bandits held-up the State ExLeague of Nations on her treatment 0 change bank of Culver, Ind., and
of the Jews and virtually told the fled in an automobile with $16,000.
league that the affair is none of its But the men of the town had been
business. The league council, how- trained as vigilantes and, receiving
ever, referred juridical aspects of the word of the crime, they mobilized imIssue to a committee of jurists with mediately under command of Captain
the understanding that the matter Obenauf of the Culver Military acadwill have a complete airing.
emy and went Into action. Result:
All six bandits were captured, one of
HEN President Roosevelt the them being fatally wounded, and tha
other day selected Arthur B. Mor- loot was recovered.
gan, president of Antloch college at
Yellow Springs, O-hlo, as director of /~\NE hundred thousand spectators
the vast Tennessee
^ saw Louis Meyer of California
valley
conservation
win the 500-mile automobile race at
project, there were
the Indianapolis speedway in recordmany derogatory rebreaking time. They also eaw a
marks about the ap8t h n SilentH Golf.
8t
series
of fatal accidents that sadly
pointing of Just anmarred
the
great
spectacle.
Three
other professor for a
men were killed and three others were ever
big Job. But the skepbadly Injured. Mark Billman of Intical ones did not
dianapolis was crushed to death when
know about Morgan.
he lost control of his car and it
Since 1902, when he
crashed Into the retaining wall, and
was Just out of high
Elmer Lombard, his mechanic, was
school, he has been
Arthur E.
hurt. Later the car driven by Maiactive In engineering
comb Fox of New Jersey lost a wheel
Morgan
work and has planned
and supervised construction of about and skidded Into the middle of the
where it was smashed by the
seventy-five water control projects. track
car
of
Lester Spangler of Los AnThese include the Important reclamation work In St. Francis valley lu Ar- geles. Spangler and G. L. Jordan,
kansas and the Miami conservation bis mechanic, lost their lives, and
Bert Cook, Fox's mechanic, was ln.
project at Dayton, Ohio. He was chief Jured.
engineer In the Pueblo (Colo.) coulu a test run the day before tha
servancy district; he drafted the rebig race William Denver and Kobcrt
vised drainage codes for Minnesota, Hurst
lost their lives.
Arkansas, Ohio, Mississippi, Colorado
Meyer completed the run in 4 nou
and New Mexico, and baa been consulting engineer on drainage and flood and 48 minutes, his average apeed h«.
control projects all over the nation. Ing 104.102 miles an hour H« ,
BB Ue r
°de away
first prize money and $1 IM in with ,i,.,. « . . . . ' •
He It entirely familiar with conditions $12,000
lap
prizes.
'
In the Tennessee valley.
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that h« had seen only; one
Tea and no one had tried to dra
out on Literature, History'or *
After Mr. Vassle bad, Hung
the Hallways and various Vei
until the Hoar of the Evening at
he usually sought the Feathers, the
Members of the Honse Party showed
np and began to talk about getting
a Running Start In the Direction of
Dinner.
Very late in the Evening, several
Menials crowded around Mr.' Vassift
and showed him enongb Food to relieve the Distress In • big city. Then,
while he was planning a Sneak, som«
one said of course he played Bridge
and It woold Jnst even up the Tables.
So he fought It out until 2 a. m., losing the Income for Three Days ana
getting a lot of Dirty Looks.
He thought that Sunday morning
in the Land of the Idle Rich would be
a Cinch. He promised himself that he
would hibernate until High Noon. But
soon after Jocund Day had come over
the Hill-Tops there was Friend Host
sitting on the Edge of the Bed to
his flowered Kobe, once more fixing
it up for Mr. Vassle to do Just iis.be
pleased.
,•
"We have BO many Players on SUIK
day that you want to get an Early
Start," he explained. 'Tve picked you
out a Set of Clubs and phoned old
Mr. Wickleby because yon can trim
him, even if you have played only
twice, on a Public Course. Don't take
him on unless you want to, but he will
be here In twenty Minutes to pick, yon

up."So

'

; i

that Is why the Refugee from
the City who was looking for tome
Vast Solitude, found himself tar out
on the undulating Fairway, •offering;
the Torments of Hell In the Presence
of two Hard-Egg Caudles and a weasel-faced Antique who never spoke after they left the First Tee.
Weeks and Weeks elapsed and then
Mr. Vassle dragged his dying Airdales up to the Club House Just in
time to be told by Mr. Doobie to hurry, hurry, as they were all going down
to the Beach for a Swim. Hind you,
Mr. Doobie did not Insist on Mr. Vassle going. He simply said the- thing
to do was to take a little Dip before
Luncheon and Everybody Else was going, but of course, If Mr. Vassle dldnt
want to go they could send him Home
In the Car and then wait tor the Gar
to come back. It could be arranged.
Whereupon Mr. Vassle began to No
and said Tea he would be tickled to
go into the Water.
A Morning Call.

So they borrowed a large Suit for
him and he was ghastly White, whereas all the Others had that rich Coat
of Tan which can be acquired only
by Life-Savers and those who get their
Names into the Sunday Papers. In
addition to the Cramps he got the
usual case of Sunburn and bruised his
Foot Otherwise he was O. K.
It seemed that the Members of this
Recreational Colony had Luncheon
along in the Afternoon. If he could
have gone to Bed right after Luncheon and slept through to Monday
morning, be might have saved his
life. When he timidly suggested a
Nap all of bis Jolly Companions gave
him the hoot
They reminded him that he would
get a lot of Sleep in the Cemetery and
besides, no one can shoot Craps while
lying down. They told him he could
be a Quitter, if that was the Way
he felt, but if he retired to his Room
he certainly would miss many a Touch
of high-Life. Whereupon Mr. Vassle assured them that he had just.been
fooling and that they couldn't make
the Jumps too high for him.
He was working at a Trade he*
never had learned, but he tried to be
game. He discovered that, Social Life
out in the Country consists of speed'
Ing madly from one Palatial Hut to
another and ordering up refreshments,
no matter who owns the Place. If he
came out from the City to meet a lot
of Friendly Folks he got his Wish.
Along about 8 p. m. while be was
hanging on the Ropes, It came ont
that the Nightingales with whom he
was caged were all going ont to Dinner and the Hostess needed another
Man and It would be nice of Mr. Vassle to come along, because he would
be thrice Welcome, and If he didn't
come it would destroy the Seating Arrangement and all the Place Cards
would have to be changed, but, of
course, that was all np to him, and
he could consult his own Selfish Pleasure. Mr. Vassle was too far gone to
Pike or Stall. He went
He never learned the Name of his
Hostess and to this Day be couldn't
tell you where they went to get a little Dancing, shortly after Sunday had
merged into Monday. He does recall
that at 3 a. m., while they Were miles
out in the Country somewhere, some
one nagged all the Cars and, said it
was the mere Shank of the Evening
and wouldn't It be a lot of fun to
go over and call on Frank. There
were loud Cries of Approval but the
Voice of vassie was not lifted In the
general tumult
'
By getting away from Frank's soon
after the Bacon and Eggs, Mr. Vasate succeeded In catching the Early
train Into Town.
The Girl who todk~BIs Letters bappened to glance up and there, in front
of her. was a haggard Wreck.
"I have been In the Country. Testing," said it "Open all the Mall, and
answer the Calls until Thursday. I
will be In st Bedellas Hospital."
MORAL—People born In the Country never know how to use it

y
knitted.suits. etc fn avewhos
without them thi ,
w attractive, anfn, *"»
able for spo^rt ami'
If washable! a

are

five niinutes or"BoC>Vi<rni Wat^
Knitted things often
shape when wet, ™ ,„ , set «W •
tnjb 4>i»jtwh A_ A.+
.
Jttrt<fraw an outline
Ping' paper before
the Weai
es

before yon have stretch'! °|
bow* tfc, Then thi 1** *»
b» wed each time yo
y
Remove onwashable
gj >«tc, and turn the
wrong-side out Make
»»$ neutral soap a
have the suds and rinse
w«in? or ;cooi Put in
.
,
through and through the
'fda*jwlored garmenta
Thoroughly rinse:
waw&Pd*'cool water. c
tb.et.^ater—don't twist
rthe sweater in a dry turfs
knead for a ^moment
Dont leave colored gar
np while wet Ease the „
shape on the outline. K u
tends td Bjbrlnk, pin it in,
ri /-'linn1 ''vtijcface as on ci
pasteboard, or an old rog,
which, will not rust
When the sweater is
It from the outline, tun ill
side out and press it light
a damp cloth to remove
and pin marks.
H*r»'« Honett Trinyl
. Honesty .does' pay, accoritf
tramp who has Just made Mi]
teal visit to Penrhyn
Wales. On a previous visit kj
$2.50 In money and turnejJI
to the police. When he |
the police told him there i
claimant, and gave him
pins $5 In appreciation of bbl
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our.
Anoint the affected part
a feif jjjniBates with
and )»0t water end continue
i for sVtonl minutes. Notia
or hotter for skin troubles.

to can of the da*
"Cnticnra." Dtpb)
M*lden.Mui.

Pceli 20 Years Yo

to

bother—you 1!
of ambitio

b*ck.
WONDERFUL °
tf> itkrt » bUBluess of ^J
f«w daltora Investment. i
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Cat »n<! Dog Longevity

The dog's span of life is a few J*M»
longer -than that of t»« cat. Tnty
live occasionally to ages from twenty-three to thirty. Cat» rarely exceed
eighteen venra.
WNU—

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

windows and doors and other openings through which insects may enter, should be carried out.
-Effective screening means that the
screen wire must have not less than
sixteen meshes per inch, with no openings around the frame or breaks in
the screen.
It is especially important that all
public places where food is handled,
provide effective screens for all outside doors and windows.
Much of our filth borne" disease during the summer months could be prevented by the use, of ^ixteen mesh
screens wherever necessary to protect foods from flies.
Screens of less number of meshes
per inch are not effectual in keeping
out small flies, mosquitoes and other
small insects.

Washington News Letter.

COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.

Town Hall, Anita, Iowa,
By
OTHA
D.
WEARIN
j
June
5, 1933.
/ PnbHshed Every Thursday by the
For the sake of those who may not Tne town council met in regular
have heard a democratic campaign I session with the following members
speech or statement of policy, and! present: Mayor Harry, and Council~ JW.F.BUDD
Editor
that is scarcely possible because of men Kohl, Marsh and Wagner. Ab.£*b*eription if paid in advance. .$1.50
the widespread interest in the "New sent Councilmen Bell and Burke.
The following bills were allowed
If «A paid ia advance
$2-00
Deal," I would like to quote a stateand
ordered paid.
men
from
a
speech
delivered
recently
ftntered mt the poet office at Anita,
C.
E.
Harry, interest ....... $
on
the
floor
of
the
House
by
ConI***, as second class mail matter.
gressman Doxey, "WE KNOW THE Anita Fire Department, inter25.00
THURSDAY, JUNE 8, 1933.
FEDERAL FARM BOARD IS DEAiD, est
Evergreen
Cemetery
AssociaIT PASSED AWAY ON THE NIGHT
.............
100-00
SCREENING.
OF FRIDAY, MAY 26, 1983." That tion, interest
ought to be a relief to the many who Cemetery Association, tax . . . 169.82
What parent would hesitate to use
feel that the aboVe named institution The Anita Bank, interest ---- 484.60
every known means to safeguard the
was not an asset but a liability to the Jens Pedersen, settlement >of
health and physical welfare of childdamages
................. 40.00
farmer and the taxpayer.
150.25
ren in the home.
Congress passed another farm The Anita Bank, interest
Suppose a filthy dirty tramp should
SIM
credit act last week that will probably W. A. Linfor, services
force bis way into year kitchen and
50.00
complete the program for the im- Wilson Parrott, services
proceed to handle your little child's You may not pay any income tax mediate relief of agriculture.
15.00
Solon A. Earns, services
food and share-its dinner. Not only and you probably don't realize that
2.20
The Labor Committee reported and J. M. Cramlett, services
would the parents be alarmed, but yon pay any part of the money used the House passed a measure pertain- Wagner Filling Station, gastbjy .would make every effort to get to run the federal government. But ing to the establishment of a nation- oline
11.81
TWTot the tramp and then make their Iowa internal revenue officials esti- al system of employment agencies luhofe Garage, repairs
3.89
home secure against a similar inva- mate that the proposed raise in the throughout the states and providing Matt Parrott & Sons, supsion in the future. This instance is income tax law will cost Iowa people for cooperation with the states in the plies
1.83
..finite similar to allowing a filthy about $276,000 a year. And the pro- promotion of the program as a mat- Iowa Electric Co., hall lights. 1.00
housefly to gain entrance to your posed raise in the gas tax would add ter of protection for the unemployed. Tribune Publishing Co., printhome and thus be permitted to con- almost three million more yearly.
29.43
During the course of the debate ing
taminate your and your children's
a number of compliments were paid Forshay Loan & Insurance
Miss Grace iWyman, kindergarten to "Billy" Cbnnery as he is known, Agency, insurance
food.
34.64
The common housefly is one of the teacher at . Greenwood school, Des for his untiring efforts in behalf of City Water Department, water
most important links in transmitting Moines, frequently goes home at night labor, not the least of which was con3.60
the germs which cause diarrheas of with a headache. And no wonder. tributed by Congressman Keller of 0. rent
W. Shaffer & Son, repairs.. 40.56
children, so called summer complaint On January 31st. she was introduced Illinois, a tall, dignified and able Anita Lumber Co., material.. 61.0'
in babies, dysentery, typhoid fever to two sets of twins and a set of member from a famous state.
Iowa Electric Co., street lights 65.00
and other serious diseases. "Food, triplets, all enrolled in her class. On Saturday the House will pro- Anita Volunteer Fire Departfingers and flies" figure large as There are the Dutcher twins, Philip bably approve the President's meas- ment, labor and supplies... 18.01
means of conveying intestinal dis- and Herbert, who look and act ex- ure, for the coordination of railroad
actly alike. George and Tommy Mc- systems. The Senate included the Merle Turner, dragging...... 4.30
eases.
Iowa has its share of mosquitoes, Kean are a little different in appear- amendments proposed by labor to Moved by Wagner and seconded by
even the malaria causing mosquito is ance and are somewhat easier to tell safeguard their rights and they will Kohl that the town hall be furnished
found in certain places in this state. apart. But the Ward triplets, Patsy, remain in the bill or else it will (meet free of rent for the election to be
Every effort should be made to lo- Polly and Pro, are a real problem. with terrific opposition. Many of us, held June 20th., providing J. C. Jen
cate and destroy breeding places of Miss Wyman admits she has to guess myself included, could not support the kins assumes responsibility of having
flies and mosquitoes, but in the mean- at their names most of the time. But jroposal without those guarantees for room in as good a condition as before
election.
time the very important sanitary the youngsters are very patient when the welfare of the workmen.
All Ayes. Motion carried.
-measure of effective screening of' all she guesses wrong.
The democratic floor leader, Joe Moved by Marsh and seconded by
Burns of Tennessee, who looks like Kohl that bonds for cigarette per
Lincoln, is insisting that 'the House mits be approved.
remain in session for at least seven All Ayes, Motion carried.
to eight hours in an effort to com- Moved by Wagner and seconded by
plete the emergency program as soon Kohl that poll tax may be paid in
as possible with the result that many money or by two eight hour days
congressional offices are operating on labor on the streets and clerk be in
about a 16 to IB hour basis. Even structed to issue receipts for same.
the cartoonists are having to admit All Ayes. Motion carried.
that Congress is "going places and
No further business appearing,
doing things" with Roosevelt in the motion to aydjourn carried.
vanguard of the parade.
Solon'A. Karns,
Town Clerk.
Glen A. Roe and son, Jack, were
Des Moines visitors Monday.
George Battey, wife and son, Ken
neth, of Shelby were guests at th
Raymond Lantz and his bride, the home of Jas. B. Herriman and fam
former Adria Moon, returned to ily Sunday.
Anita last Thursday evening, and in
Those who delight in catching ca
a few days will be at home to their
friends in their property on West fish have been putting in a lot o
Main Street. While on their, honey-, tintt of. late along the river near Grismoon they visited the Century of wold, according to a news item in th
Progress in Chicago, Niagara Falls current issue of the Griswold 'Ameri
CE cubes have become symbolic of
and
numerous other places of inter- can. The water has not'been mudd
electric refrigeration — but many
est in the east. Since returning home and as a result many good catche
other features are of far greater imthey have been receiving congratula- have been reported. The one big Hero
tions and best wishes from their has been the securing of the kind o
portance from a standpoint of economy
bait the fish will take. Fish up
scores of friends.
and convenience. Most important is the
five pounds have been reported.
Old stuff! Beer, inflation, price fixhealth value of properly preserved food.
ing, farm relief, regulation of crops, A tire repair shop at Winterse
Great savings in food costs are made
regulation of debts, mortgage fixing made a display of some of the thing
possible by quantity buying and the
that hasn't fixed anything yet. Moth- they found in flat tires. Here are
1
K,
er Nature may spoil Henry Wallace's some of the things ^hey have on dis• elimination of food spoilage. Low operpet, but he had to have a kitty to play in their window: Automobile
ating costs have been further reduced
play with to keep him quiet. If the spring, buggy spoke, 10 in. long, 12
by improved construction and prices are
weather stays dry and hot he wont inch Osage hedge post, bolts, nuts,
need to pay rent on unused acres. It wire, screws, nut pick, window stop,
the lowest in the history of electric rebehooves us to fix up our hay machin- fence staple, carpet tacks, roofing
frigeration. Buy now before prices adery, mower, binders, if it stays dry nails, knife blade, two links of auto
your binders will have to have tweez- chain, pine sticks, glass, phonograph
. vance.
ers on instead of pickup guards. Get needles, cotter keys, horseshoe nails,
your mower in early and have them lag screws, three cornered file, piece
done in time so you will be ready. of bone.
We will be ready with repairs at reduced prices and we don't have to
apologize for the job either, as our
guarantee is not subject to change
without notice. Millard's, West Main
AN IOWA COMPANY — OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWANS
Street.
2t
Voss Manufacturing Co.
"IF IT'S MADE OF WOOD,
WE CAN MAKE IT."
602-4 E. 3rd. St.

Tribune Publishing Co.
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CUBES

JUST
PART OF THE STORY

I

ATLANTIC BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

HAL STONE

Swan, Martin & Martin

Attorneys-at-Law
General Law Business Transacted

AND HIS

Ask For

Popular Players Company
(In the Big Water-Proof

Canvas Theatre)

ONE BIG WEEK
ANITA

Starting Monday, June 12
Presenting Comedies, Dramas and Specialties Galore, in
Conjunction with Hal Stone's Band and Orchestra
"Not the Biggest Show on Earth, But the Best
for the Money"
AT PRICES WITH A CONSCIENCE

lOc and 25c
NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR RESERVED SEATS

Primrose Ice Cream
The Cream Supreme
At Most Dealers

Zurfluh

Greenhouses

Cut Flowers, Funeral Designs and
Plants of AH Kinds.
8th. & Pine Sts.
Phone 569
Funeral Home

Sixth & Oak Streets
Phone 397
Est. 1866
Ambulance Service
Op-tom-e-trist
For Better Results
Established 20 Years

Roland, PeacodT^TIaxter

Funeral Directors
AH calls answered promptly day or
_ meht- regardless of distance.

T^ULLOOTS

Southwest Iowa's Foremost
Department Store.
Prop.
Heating and Ventilating
Expert Radio Repairing.

We Deliver

Phone 300

Friday-Saturday Specials
JELL, nine flavors, 4 packages.,....
25c
(Sugar and Cream Pitcher FREE)
COFFEE, Chase & Sanborn dated, 1 pound and
1 package Royal Jell for
3,
LOGANBERRIES, No. 10 (gallon) cans
3^
BLACKBERRIES, No. 10 (gallon) cans
^
GRAPE NUT FLAKES, 2 packages
17c
SUMMER DRINK, pints.... 16c
quarts.. ..255.
CORN,No.2cans,fancy ........-...
7c
JAR RUBBERS, red 2-lipd, 6, boxes..,
25c
CHOCOLATES, cream center candy, 2^ounds. .25c
SUNBRITE CLEANSER, 3 large cans
I4e.
ICE TEA MIXTURE, celo padkli&e
i^
MALTED MILK and SHAKER, per set
49,,
PRETZELS, oven fresh, £er pound
20c
Bring Us Your Eggft—Highest Market Price
C. H. Kitte of Guthrie <
on friends in Anita
Leon G. Voorhees and wife to Ger- Afternoon.,,
trude Chapin Gifford, qcd, se4 sec 2-^
Max •Campbell and wife of
76-34, $1.
Uoines spent Sunday in the city i
Gene Kelsey, wife and children, his parents, Chas. E. Campbell i
Imogene and Boyd, of Gutbrie Cen- wife.
ter, William* Kelsey, wife and boys
Insurance Department of
and Ross Merrill of Adair, and George
Moines.
Graham and wife were Sunday guests
at the Charley Graham home.
ANNUAL
•
PUBLICATION
Insurance Department of Iowa
of the American Eagle Fire 1
Des Moines.
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.

Company, located

ANNUAL CERTIFICATE FOB
PUBLICATION
of the American Reserve Insurance
Company, located at New York in
the State of New York,
Whereas, the above named company
has filed in the Insurance department
of Iowa, a sworn statement showing
its condition on the SJst. day of December, 1932, in accordance with the
provisions of Chapter 404, Title 20, of
the Code of Iowa, relating to Insurance companies; and whereas said
Insurance company has complied with
the laws of this state relating to insurance.
Therefore, in pursuance of law, I,
E. W. >Clark, Commissioner of Insurance, do hereby certify that said Insurance company is authorized to
transact the business of fire and marine (reinsurance only) in the State
of Iowa, as required by law, until
the first day of April, 1934.
I further certify that on December
31, 1932, the statement shows—
Total admitted
.
assets
54,546,707.61
Total liabilities,
except capital
3,024,692.04
Capital paid up
1,000,000.00
Surplus over all
liabilities
522,015.57
Surplus as regards
i
policyholders
1,522,015.57
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my seal
of office at Des Moines, this 1st. day
of April, 1933.
(Seal)
E.W.Clark,
It
Commissioner of Insurance.
Insurance Department of Iowa
Des Moines.
ANNUAL CERTIFICATE FOR
PUBLICATION
of the American Insurance Company,
located at Newark in the State of
New Jersey.
Whereas, the above named company
has filed in the Insurance department
of Iowa, a sworn statement showing
its condition on the 31st. day of Pecember, 1932, in accordance with the
provisions of Chapter 404, Title 20, of
the Code of Iowa, relating to Insurance companies; and whereas said
Insurance company has complied with
the laws of this state relating to insurance.
Therefore, in pursuance of law, I,
E. W. Clark, Commissioner of Insurance, do hereby certify that said
surance company is authorized "'to
transact the business of fire, wind*
storm, automobile fire, property dunage and collision; aircraft property
damage; riot; earthquake; rain; explosion; sprinkler leakage; hail; marine insurance in the State of Iowa,
as required by law, until the first
day of April, 1934.
I further certify that on December
31, 1932, the statement showi
Total admitted
aSB
ets
$30,160,894.88
Total liabilities,
except capital
21,981,9824)8
Capital paid up
3,348,740,00;
Surplus over all
liabilities
4,826,17140
Surplus as regards
policyholders
8,168,911.90
In testimony whereof, I hav*
unto set my hand a*d *JB*«1 «y Mai
of office at De» Koines, this 1st. day
of April, 1988.

<Se«l>

*t

E. W. -Clark,
Commissioner of Insurance.

the State of New York.
Whereas, the above named i
has filed in the Insurance •
of Iowa, a sworn statement
its condition on the 31st. day of 1
cember, 1932, in accordance witij
provisions of Chapter 404, Title 8,1
the Code of Iowa; relating to I
ance companies; and whereat
Insurance company has complied i
the laws of this state relating to!
rorance. '
Therefore, in pursuance of brfj]
E. W. Clark, Commissioner of 1
ance, do hereby certify that eaidt
surance company is authorized
transact th« business of five;'
storm; automobile fire, property d
age and collision; sprinkler
riot; explosion; hail; marine;
craft -property damage insurance j
the .State'of Iowa, as required
law, until tne first day of April,
I further certify that on
31, 1932, the statement showsTotal admitted

assets
Total liabilities,

7,814,7
except capital .
1,000,0
Capital paid up .
Surplus over all
.3,637,6
liabilities
Surplus as regards
4,63T,«
policyhblders ...
In testimony whereof, I
unto set my hand and affixed ajfj
of office at Des Moines, this
of April,' ""
(Seal) ,?.
It
Commissioner of

Insurance Department of
D*s
ANNUAL CERTIFICATE
'PUBLICATION
of the American Equitable •
Company of New York, I
New York in the State of *">
•Whereas, the above named c
has filed in the Insurance ""
of Iowa, a sworn statement s
its condition on the 31st. w 2
cember, 1932, in accordance
provisions of Chapter 404,Ti*»
the Code of Iowa, relating^
ance companies; and
Insurance company has
the laws of this state re«
surance.
Therefore, in pursuance
B. W. Clark, Commissioner
ance, *> hereby
•uranee company is
transact the/business of
windstorm;
JLJ4V V*B*W**B

V*

V/*»-wf

, j

riot; explosion; hail;
ler leakage. Reinsu
e»n
craft property .dama^;
hail insurance in the until tin
as required by lawday of April, 1934.
I further certify tha
31, 1982, the stated"1
Total admitted
$
assets
Total liabilities,

exetpt capital
Capital paid up
Surplus over all
tJabllities
Surplus as regard
policyholders
to testimony "'
onto»t my ton-^^H
of ««e* at Des Momof April, 1983.
(Seal)
. 10 r
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THE WHOLE WORLD I N _

—How It Op

424 ACRES

and a Whole Century

By ELMO 8COTT WATSON
[HE gates are thrown open and
through them poor the thousands.
They surge down a broad thoroughfare—"the Avenue of Flags," where
hundreds of banners of every color, hung from "modernistic" flagstaffs of a kind youVe never seen
before, Stream In the wind that
blows from off Lake Michigan. And
then the buildings and streets and
avenues and terraces and gardens
and courts and lagoons that are
Chicago's A Century of Progress
swallow them up and their places
are taken by other thousands who
follow close behind.
They are off upon a tour of the world—the.
whole world spread out before their eyes within the space of 424 acres.
Which foreign land will you visit first, Mr.
and Mrs. American and Young America? Shall
it be Argentina or Algeria, Mexico or Morocco,
Guatemala or Czechoslovakia? From the hushed
solemnity of the Golden Temple of Jehol, the
Chinese Lama temple where the Manchn emperors worshiped Buddha and the other gods two
centuries ago. It Is but a step to a lively sidewalk cafe In the Montmartre section of Paris.
Would you prefer to be amused by dancing girls,
wrestlers, Jugglers and sword fighters In a typical Oriental street, or to watch the nimble
fingers of the handicraft artisans In a Belgian
village made up of transplanted portions of
Ghent, Bruges and Mallnes? The world Is
"your oyster," Mr. and Mrs. American and Young
America. All you have to do Is open It!
No thrill In visiting foreign lands, you say?
And you never liked geography in school, anyway? Then a trip "Farthest South" by stepping
down Into the hold of the ship which Admiral
Byrd sailed into the Antarctic may not thrill
you. But bow about stepping Into the bathysphere in which Dr. William Beebe descended
2,200 feet beneath the waters of the sea, or
Into this featherweight aluminum globe In which
Dr. August Piccard ascended 54,000 feet into
the stratosphere? Certainly yon can't say "Oh,
everybody goes THERE!"
If A Century of Progress were "just another
. world's fair," the foregoing might be representative of "the whole world" which it offers. But
there is another "world" which the visitor discovers here—the world of science and invention, the new world that has been created by
the Ingenuity of mankind during his progress
of the past century. And this Is the world which
offers the thrills, for unlike expositions of the
past with the customary static rows of still
"exhibits," A Century of Progress Is a show In
motion.
Movement . . . action . . . things in the process
of making or being . . . Life! That Is the world
that is unfolded before your eyes. One of the
most important things In making this possible
is the diorama, a small stage with a realistically painted background and three-dimensional
actors built in perspective in the foreground.
Dioramas have been used for years In museums,
but here machines and chemical reagents take
the place of stuffed animals. Molecules and
Ions perform for you. You "see" a radio wave
bringing you your favorite music or the voice
of your favorite comedian. You stand In front
of one case and push a lever or two and under
your hand an earthquake Is produced, geysers
spout boiling water and volcanoes belch forth
lava and gas. For a moment you are a god on
Mount Olympus I
You stand before "The Transparent Man," a
model of the human body heroic in size. Your
eye possesses the penetrating power of X-rays
'and yon see the nervous, respiratory, circulatory, digestive and muscular systems In action.
You gaze upon a cross-section of a twig (enlarged many times) and you see the cells in it
growing. You are looking at Life!
The history of the human race might be written In terms of Its means of transportation. So
come down to this Greek theater on the shore
of the lake with Its triple stage, Including river,
canal and deep-sea harbor front, as well as land

1. A part of th« crowd of children who throng
that flve-acre wonderland, the Enchanted Island, every day.
2. Replica of the Golden Temple of Jehol,
seat of worship of the Manchu emperors and the
flneat existing example of Chinese Lama architecture.
3. "Bozo"—He lives! He breathes! He rolls!
And he Is on* of the many devices on The Midway, "the City of a Million Lights," which provide the thrills, dizzy turns, flops and eplns for
amu«em«nt-«««k«r«.
4. Robot, the Mechanical Man, who can do almost anything a real man can—after you press
a button to atart him!
5. Inside the log walls of Fort Dearborn. From
this little palisaded fortification of a century
and a quarter ago grew a modern city of more
than three million people.
8. Young America's dream realized! What boy
hasn't visualized himself actually "running a
real train"? Here it Is—something of a miniature, It Is true, but "real," nevertheless.
Before you pass the pageant of travel—rumbling ox-cart, Conestoga wagons, stage-coach,
post-chaise, locomotives aud railway cars of
every description, a Yankee clipper ship, Robert
Fulton's steamboat, the first automobiles, the
Wright's first airplane and the giant vehicles
of land and sea and air of today. You see a
whole century of history passing In review before you. (Did you, by chance, drive your own
car here? Do you know how rnuny parts make
up a modern automobile and what takes place
under the hood to "make It go"? In one place
you see the whole process of making ao automobile from the time the raw ore Is converted
into steel until the shiny new cur comes off the
assembly line. Movement . . . uctlou . . . things
in the process of making or being
Life!)
The whole world In 41!4 ucres uud ' ' a hundred years In one day \ Yes, even more than a
hundred years. Over here Is a building from
which "the centuries look down upon you" It
ia the Maya Temple, the famed Nunnery at Uxmal, Yucatan, relic of a civilization that was
old, old, old, when Columbus touched the shores
of North America. And two mluutea walk from
this building with Its fantastically curved walls
and its brilliant colors are the houses In which
we may find ourselves living during the next
few years—steel houses, glass houses, houses of
building material undreamed of during an era
of brick, wood and stone construction, houses
which are unlike any houses ever before con-
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the individual Items In order that the face was so marked by the ('
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President's command shall be obeyed. cruel
And what a Job tt is! Every .estab- nor comeuness (Isa. 53:2).
lishment wants to spend as much
2, Gambling for the do
money as it can get, obviously. It Is I/>r4 <VT. 24. 25). They
natural that the Individual wants to his seamless robe under the i
make his agency as Important and tot upon which Jesus was dying,
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orously, to bring all pressure to bear of his crime. He was indeed t
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4. Between two thieves (n
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Passage of appropriation bills Is an
annual job In congress, and the repre- But the Word of
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DEPARTMENT STORE
The Best For Less
Anita, Iowa

Casino
Sandals
red and green
Saturday only

all styles and
materials

.

straps' and ties

$1
$3.95

88c
per pair
TURKISH
TOWELS
6c

White

Dresses

to

$1.45
WORK
SHOES
$149

WHITE SHOE
CLEANER
15c to 29c

OVERALLS
69c
and
89c

LOVE

BOYS'
WORK SHIRTS
39c

LY

MEN'S
WHITE
LINEN CAPS
26c

S K E E R N E S S

Enhanced by the
sheer Loveliness

oca ,r«^
Lace Top

Jane 11, 1903.
Bull Creek, across Main Street, is
being walled up on each side with
rock.
Miss Vera B. Hook will spend several weeks with relatives and friends
in Chicago.
Nearly $20,000 worth of live stock
was shipped from Anita to Chicago
last Saturday.
I. D. Murray sold a fine driving
horse to an Atlantic gentleman last
week for $400.00.
Chet Winder's pet wolf is becoming
accustomed to civilization and will
soon be a big dog.
The finishing touches are being
hammered onto the new steel water
tank at the pumping station.
!
J. D. Young goes to Indianapolis,
Indiana, Saturday to attend the Head
Camp, Modern Woodmen of America.
The first home grown strawberries
of the season were placed on the local
market last Monday morning, and
found ready sale at 16c per box.
Wm. Bangham had a car of hogs
and one car of cattle on the Chicago
market last Monday, and when the
sales were made, he was close around
the top.
Memorial services were held last
Sunday afternoon by the members
of Logan Lodge, No. 190, Knights of
Pythias, and escorted by the Anita
Concert Band, marched to Evergreen
cemetery, where the grave of Knight
Ernest R. Boyd was decorated with
beautiful flowers.
Tom Dement returned Sunday afternoon from Sutherland, Iowa, where
he was called by the serious illness
of bis toother, who has been in poor
health for several months past. He
reports quite a heavy rainfall in that
part of the state, and thinks the farmers have just cause for feeling discouraged.
Dr. H. E. Campbell is in Chicago
this week, on his return trip from
Pennsylvania and where he has been
the past ten days, taking a special
course, and visiting the various leading .hospitals of the city. The Doctor
still continues to improve in health
and feels much better than when he
went away.

M. Dorn of Menlo, a former Anita
resident, was in the city Sunday to
attend the ceremonies for the laying
of the corner stone for the new Methodist church building.

Miss Gossip
chiffon or
service weight
Picot TopCradle Sole
59c

Miss Ruth Gwendolyn
Peters,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. iM. J. Peters, and Raymond Arthur Stone, son
of Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Stone, were
united in marriage last (Wednesday
at Winterset, Iowa. The ceremony
was performed at the home of Rev.
Weed. The young couple were accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Qana
Zanders, brother-in-law and sister of
the groom. Mr. and Mrs. Stone will
make their home in Anita where they
will have the best wishes of their
many friends.

Roe
Clothing
Co.
DECREASED NUMBER
IN IOWA SPRING PIGS

corn on the farms, which ordinarily
has a tendancy to cause increased
breeding regardless of poor hog price
The favorable corn-hog ratio appar
e_ntly was not much of a temptation
to Iowa breeders though earlier surveys in other states of the corn belt
indicated increased breeding. Since
Iowa markets about 27% of the total
hog crop of the United States, its
influence upon the hog market is
great.
Arthur R. Robinson, injured in an
auto accident north of Carroll a week
ago Sunday, in which his wife was
fatally injured, is' recovering from
his injuries as nicely as could be expected. He was brought home from
the Carroll hospital last Thursday,
so that he could attend the funeral
services for Mrs. Robinson. A nurse
from the hospital accompanied him
home, remaining here to take care
of him.

Black Screen Enamel.

Per Quart

.

Sun, Red Edge Screen WirePriced to Sell
WE WANT YOUR ORDERS

ROB'T. SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
PHONOS: OffltiA 20; R«*. 11

ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

J. T. McMullen and wife of Kellerton, Iowa, visited in the city one day
last week with her parents, G.
Marsh and wife.

75c and $1.00

Sows bred for spring pigs in 1933
decreased 2.4% as compared with
1932, according to reports of township assessors just checked up and
summarized by the Weather and Crop
Bureau of the Iowa Department of
Agriculture.
, Moreover, market reports show
that a larger number of heavy sows
were marketed just prior to the breeding season so the sows that farrowed
ere largely the younger and more
immature type than last year. It is
therefore probable that the number
of pigs saved per litter will be smaller than last year. The cold, cloudy,
backward springtime was unfavorable for the young pigs and gave
pastures a late start.
"Hie decrease in sows bred for
spring pigs is somewhat remarkable
in view of the super-abundance of

FROM OUR OLD FILES

,

DEPENDABLE ALWAYS

Two games were won Sunday af
ternoon on the local grounds by the
B. B. team. In the first game the
juveniles defeated the Anita married
men's nine by a score of 17 to 1, and
in the second game defeated the Diamond T team from south of Wiota
by a score of 10 to 6. Batteries for
the first contest were Crabbs and
Knowlton, juveniles, and Lindblomv
Smith, Redburn and Spry, married
men. In the second game the batteries were Rhoads and Knowlton,
juveniles, and 'MlcCord, Maas and
Huddleson, Diamond T.

WANT-ADS
FOR SALE—Tally cards, 10 for 5c.
Tribune office, Anita.
FOR SALE:—Cobs, $1.00 per load.
Phone 151 R 32. L. W. Martin.
NOTICE: CLOSING OUT SALE:
Fifty head of registered and high
grade Jerseys on Wednesday, June
14th., 1933, at 12:30 p. m. C. T.
Wambold, Dexter, Iowa.
Up.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
"God the Preserver of Man" will be
one subject of the Lesson-Sermon in
all Churches of Christ, Scientist, on
Sunday, June 11.
The Golden Text is from Psalms
37:28, "For the Lord loveth judgment, and forsaketh not his saints;
they' are preserved for ever."
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quotations from the Bible and from the
Christian Science textbook, "Science
and Health with Key to the Scrip
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
On of the iBible citations reads
"Behold the fowls of the air: for
they sow not, neither do they reap
nor gather into barns; yet your heavenly Father feedeth them Are ye
not much better than theyt Consider
the lilies of the field, how they grow
they toil not, neither, do they spin
And .yet I say unto you, That even
Solomon in all his glory was not arrayed like one of these. Wherefore,
if God so clothe the grass of the field,
which to day is, and to morrow is
cast into the oven, shall he not much
more clothe you, O ye of little faith?'
(Matt. 6:26, 28-80).
Among selections from the Chris
tian Science textbook is the following: "In divine Science, man is sustained by God, the divine Principle
of being. The earth, at God's command, brings forth food for man's
use. Knowing this, Jesus once said,
'Take no thought for your life, whal
ye shall eat, or what ye shall drink,
—presuming not on the prerogative
of his creator, but recognizing God,
the Father and Mother of all, as able
to feed and clothe man as He doth
the lilies" (p. 530).

4 + + +TTT+T+TT4- + + +
•f CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST +
•f
Elwyn Andrews, Minister.
No creed but Christ,
No book but the Bible,
No name but the Divine.
Bible School at 10:00 a. m. C. W
ZastroW, Superintendent.
Communion service at 11:00 a. m
Christian Endeavor at 7:00 p. m.
Evening service at 8:00 o'clock.
Ladies aid meets all day Thursda;
at the church.
The open Bible with its diligenl
study is invited for the guide of al
Christians. You ate welcome at any
service and every Lord's day. Make
this your church home. The Chris
tian Endeavor is doing well and i
really doing things. Every
person not in church activities at oth
er places is invited to attend. Com
and worship with us. The topic nex
Lord's day morning is, "The Mode
Church."
+
+
+

LINCOLN CENTER
COMMUNITY CHURCH
Elwyn Andrews, Minister.

+

Church Services at 10:00 a. m.
Bible School at 11:00 a. m., with
Walter Storer as superintendent.
Ladies aid meets Friday. Come!
In two weeks there will be a specia
service for the young folk.
Kee,
this in mind and come. You are we]
come to attend these services.
•f CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
E. L. Anderson, Minister.
(The

Church With a Heart and
an Open Mind.)
Church School at 10:00 a. m.
training school for Christian living
with classes for all ages. (Mrs. Lydii
Brown, Superintendent.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock
Special appropriate music. Sermon
subject, "God's Whispering Gtallery.
No youth forum Sunday evening on
account of children's day program.
Children's day program at 7:30 p
m. A beautiful children's day pro
gram will be presented by the child
ren of the Sunday Sschool. Plan to
attend with the children.
Sparks from the
pulpit:—The
church is a place to find God, gladness and good friends. Make this a
friendly church by being friendly.
The public is cordially invited to al!
of our services and activities.
Senior ladies aid will hold their
regular all day meeting Thursday
with a 12:00 o'clock lunch for the
public.

Specials .For
Butter
Apples

Quality
' Cnaaery

23i
2!
2!
Pineapples '*&•£?-*• $3.1
Crashed
No. 10 (gallon) can

Extra Fancjr No. 19 can
Country €rentle«ta»

Sardines
Milk

Large GUIS
in Tonatoe Sauce

LibbT'*
Tall Cam

3 for 1

Bottle
Peanut
Mustard
Pork and Beans
WILL PAT 65c BUSHEL FOR GOOD POTA
Highest Prices Cash m Trade fw.Creun and
-*•

i f i . i. B..

the Institute signifying their intention to attend this year. All ministers
are invited as guests of the Institute.
Thomas Anderson, the fourth vice
president of the Epwprth League, has
planned a party for Thursday evening to be heid in his home for the
Leaguers and their friends. The
young folks are requested to meet at
the parsonage at 7:15 p. m. Autos
will be provided for the trip.
The W. H. M. S. will meet Thursday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the
home of Mrs. S. G. Jewett.

&

«_

i
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MUCH COBN HAS

Not in years has there
much com cultivated oven
this time of the year as in
this corner of the state.
have been busy as the \reedsj
•a start and they had to m
some corn hardly readyfor<
tion to get the weeds outofttt]
Weather/Conditions have
for corn end the weeds alsoj
fast. Had there been a spell*
weather many fields would I
Each Wednesday farmers and oth- sodded with foxtail
ers interested in agriculture may hear
CARD OF THANKS.
a 15 minute program over station
WHO^WOC, sponsored by the Iowa
We wish to thank our
Department of Agriculture. At this
and
friends for their many I
time the activities of the department
sympathy and kindness exl
and subjects on Iowa agriculture are
presented by Secretary Kay Hurray us during the illness
bur mother and grandmotki
and his staff.
Mary E* Kelley. We also'
thank
those who sent
Sheriff John Angus and his deputies
those who assisted with the J
have spent considerable time the last
two days in the north part of the services.
Children and Gran
county assisting the officers from Cass
'f
Of Mrs. MarySA
county in an attempt to locate a man
wanted on a charge of selling mortRev. W. E. Shugg was s \
gaged property. It is said the man day last week with friends M
recently returned from California and water.
was located in the north part of Adams county, but when an attempt was
Dr. E. E. Morton
made to arrest him he gave tne Cass moved from the Raymond 1
county officers the slip and up to this deuce property to the Jam*'
time they have not been able to lo- property on West Main PM
cate bun.—Coming Free-Press.
just east of the Lantz pn

SPEC1A
VALVE GRIDING AND MOTOR
ON CHEVROLET SIXES
LABOR

+ + + +TT77T7T* * +

M. E, CHURCH NOTES
T
WANTED: — Lawn mowers to *
I , -LM°nroe J- Rarick, Pastor.
*
sharpen at BOe each. Jeff's Garage.
% „
***++4+++++
FOR SALE OR TRADE:—1928
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Dr.
Whippet coach; 1932 Chevrolet se- u °- J°nnson, General Supt
dan. Open evenings and Sundays.
ng
8hip 8t 11:0 0>cl
° <><* in
the Masonic -T
Temple.
Phone 244. 0. W. Shatter & Son, th?M™
Anita, Iowa.
y
Ep worth League at 7:00 p m
Leader,
Thomas Anderson. The toS
E. 8. HOLTON, Lawyer.
or Sunday evening is tJ^J0^
Practice in all court*. Opinion on
the umt on "Choosing a Lifework »
Land Titles; and Settlement of estates
"titled. "Making a Christ'R
a Specialty.
County Attorney.
ANITA MILLING CO.
CHADWICK TRANSFER
Ground oata
,
j^
Oats hulled
' 10c
Ear corn ground
5,
Called for and delivered
ter
6c per cwt.
No bother. You lose no time.
Let Us Do It

th

t he

n

°

People

We Use Only Genuin*
Parts
NEW SPECIAjk VAtVE
TRAINED MECHANICS

0. W. Skaff er &
ASITA,IOWA
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Fur Has Played Stellai
Role in World History

OUR COMIC SECTION

D

in the Lives of Little Men

i

Demand That Never Ceased
Throughout Centuries.
Washington.—What la described In
press dispatches as the first full time
fur exchange In the world was recently opened In London. Its address, aptly enough, Is ''Beaver House."
.This event emphasizes the stellar
role fur has played on the stage of
Kurope and North America, according
to a bulletin from the National Qeo
graphic society, which points out that
the world's demand for furs, throughout the centuries, has never ceased.
"Valued first for warmth, then 'as
.adornment," says the bulletin, "fur be
came a. luxury, to be enjoyed only by
the wealthy few. Kings and emperors
exchanged furs as (rifts; royal captives redeemed themselves with furs;
and only kings and nobles and the
highest clergy were permitted to wear
certain kinds of fur. Some kinds, like
the ermine of a judge, became almost
a toadge of office for state officials. A
man's social Importance could be
gauged by the amount and kind of
fur he wore.

article of trade, but a medium of exchange and a standard of value. One
skin bought 'a pound of tobacco or
four pounds of shot; five skins was
the price tor a plain red coat Brass
tokens for one, one-half, one-quarter,
and one-eighth beaver were Issued by
the Hudson's Bay company, and known
as 'beaver money.' Beaver bouse,
home of the recently opened fur exchange In Londoii, commemorates the
historic and commercial prominence of
this little animal.
Fur Has "Gone Democratic."
"Beaver continues popular, but other
furs now rival or exceed it in number
and value. An aristocratic luxury for
centuries, fur has gone democratic.
Although steam-heated houses put an
end to the need for heavy undercloth

MINT CONTROLLER

Affectt Map of World.

It Won't Run Away
THAT OMB ISAUI RIGHT—
VtoU AKJ»-
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'Like gold and spices, fur helped unroll the map of the world and affected
Its political and economic history; for
fur traders, trappers, and hunters
were frequently pioneers and explorers as well. Russians, seeking furs,
ptretched their power over Siberia.
In North America, French, English and
Dutch ranged the lakes and woods
for pelts, and battled for possession of
this rich fur storehouse. Men like La
Salle, Champlaln and Jollet, Daniel
Boone, Kit Carson and Jim Brldger,
and Alexander Mackenzie, pushed back
frontiers and cleared tip blind spots on
our map.
"Quest of furs changed American and
Canadian trading posts like New York,
Albany, Detroit' and St Louis, Winnipeg, Montreal, and Edmonton, into
prosperous cities; founded powerful
trading firms like the Hudson's Bay
company; built up fortunes like those
of John Jacob Astor and Lord Strathcona. From tors Canada derived ite
early prosperity; even its present-day
boundaries roughly coincide with its
early fur-trading areas. From furs
originated much of the foreign commerce of the United States.
'"Beaver,1 as far back as Chaucer's
day, was practically synonymous with
'hat* And because Charles I ruled
that no fur except beaver could be
used In the manufacture of hats, demand for beaver pelts Increased to
auch an extent that new sources of
supply were sought and found in North
America. So Important did the beaver
become that It found a place on the
seal of New Netherlands and of New
York city, and on Canada's coat of
arms.
"A beaver pelt became not only an

New portrait of Mrs. Nellie Tayloe
Ross, who has become the new controller of the mint by appointment of
President Roosevelt Mrs. Ross was
formerly governor of Wyoming and is
vice chairman .of the Democratic national committee.

Cabinet Members
Are Given Soaking
By WILLIAM L. BRUCKART

Washington.—White House attaches are laughing these days at
the soaking received by two members of the cabinet whose Identity
they refuse to disclose but who
seem to have been the victims of
the Roosevelt open-door policy.
There Is a great fountain and
pool filled with lily-pads at the
east entrance to the Executive
mansion. This entrance is used
only occasionally by the cabinet
members, but evidently the two
members In question were in a
hurry and took a short cut Their
arrival at the east gate coincided
with the time a stray dog chose to
disport himself in the pool, and
they watched the fun. The dog
seemed to feel perfectly at home
on the White House grounds and
no one molested him. But after he
had had his play he leaped from the
pool to the side of the two apparently new-found friends. Then, he
did exactly what every dog. does.
He shook that water off. Striped
trousers and spats were well
soaked, but the cabinet members
went on to the meeting with the
President
Ing, wlndproof coats and rugs became
all the more necessary for outdoor ,
wear. And high wages of World war
days and post-war prosperity changed
Increasing numbers of housewives and
stenographers from cloth to fur coats.
"As a result of this latter development, there Is now less call for sables
and other expensive furs, and more
for cheaper grades like muskrat and
rabbit, that can be dressed and dyed
to resemble costly kinds. The muskrat frequently masquerades under the
trade name of Hudson seal; the rabbit
once hid behind some seventy-fire different aliases, from 'Arctic seal' to
'Russian leopard.' To obviate contusion, manufacturers now use more
exact descriptive terms.
"For 300 years Canada and the United States have supplied a large proportion of the raw furs—beaver, fox,
lynx, marten, mink, muskrat, skunk,
raccoon, weasel, and numerous others
—that pour Into various European centers to be dressed and manufactured
Into finished articles. The United
States today is still the world's largest producer of raw furs."

'Living Pebbles1 Found on Islands
Samples Are Brought Back by
Smithsonian Scientist.

Washington.—"Living pebbles" are
among the curiosities of nature secured by Dr. Waldo L. Schmltt, curator of marine invertebrates of the
Smithsonian institution, along the
shores of the Galapagos islands.
Doctor Schmltt has just returned
after taking part in the Galapagos expedition of Capt G. Allen Honcock of
Los Angeles. He collected for the
Money Gets Bath After
Smithsonian the crabs and shrimps of
Fish Dealers Handle It these Isolated Islands, securing hun1
London.—London's dirtiest money dreds of specimens of some species
circulates in the Billingsgateflshmar- hitherto known to science by only one
bet.
or two individuals.
Once used there, so contaminated
The "living pebbles" — otherwise
does metal money become that it has known AS leucoslid crabs—were among
to be boiled before It is suitable for the special objectives of the expedireissue by banks.
tion. They are tiny animals with
Several banks near the market have rough shells of the same color as the
been compelled to set up kitchen cop- beach sand In which they live. They
pers, where the coins are cleaned In look exactly like coral pebbles. About
boiling water before they are Issued to the only way to detect them Is to see
them move. They represent one of
(other customers.
In the case of paper money, the the most effective concealment devices
notes are used only once—they circu- In nature, Smithsonian biologists say.
late in the market and are then exDoctor Schmltt also collected nuchanged at the bank for fresh issues. merous fresh water crustaceans on
iNotes once used In Billingsgate mar- Islands practically devoid of fresh water, whose life cycle Illustrates another
ket never lose the peculiar odor.
Sometimes the coins go black, but remarkable biological phenomenon.
more generally greea One bank re- They appear at the beginning of the
ports a customer opened a bag contain- rainy season In mud puddles and rain
ing 9890 In silver and found many of filled depressions In the lava crust
the coins corroded together In lumps. Here they lay their eggs. The rainy
The "money laundey" in most of the season is brief add the burning tropbanks consists of a stew pan, washing ical sun soon dries up the puddles.
soda, sacks of drying dust and sieves The adults, unable to exist without
—in case flsh scales get mistaken for water, perish.
But, curiously enough, the eggs will
the smaller coins.

Sharkey and Camera Sign for Fight

not hatch unless they are dried out
and again dampened. They are baked
into the mud. Life remains dormant
In them until the next rainy season.
This dormancy may last for several
years. But as soon as rain falls they
hatch and the strange life story Is repeated.
The animals of this kind collected
on the Galapagos may throw light on
the past history of the islands. If
they are closely related to the species found on the American continent
they may afford evidence of an an»
clent land connection.

Pardoned, He Stays in
Penitentiary by Choice
Michigan City. Ind. — Although
granted his freedom three years ago
through pardon, Fred Kettleshake,
seventy-two years old, remains, satisfled to be an Inmate of the state
prison bere.
Kettleshake came to the prison 33
years ago. Six years later he became 111 and was confined to the
prison hospital, where he has remained. Later he could walk a little, but age finally pinned him to a
wheel chair.
After 30 years, the pardon he had
longed for as a young man, came.
There were no friends waiting outside, however, no job for an Invalid,
and no hope for care, so Kettleshake
stayed.

Birthplace and Snuff
Mill of Artist Restored
North Kingston, R. L—The birthplace of Gilbert Stuart, famed portrait
painter of Colonial times, has been restored by the Rhode Island Historical
society.
Norman M. Isham, who directed the
work, made researches In England and
America to secure accurate Information concerning the old snuff mill at
the Stuart birthplace.
The mill has been restored as it was
In Stuart's time and snuff has actually
been ground In it

$310 Bill Is Paid With
260 Pounds of Pennies
HIAR 1MAT
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Boston, Masa—To pay a $310 bill
the Weeks Printing company of Hanfax, N. 8., shipped 31,000 United
States pennies, weighing 260 pounds,
In a stout wooden crate to Jacob
Bloom & Co of Boston. With the
Canadian dollar quoted around 83
cents the firm saved a substantial aura
by using American pennies.

COP

BBAT New*, eve*
Of

Jimmy Joliustcm (center), the promoter, tondly holds the bands of Jack
Sharkey (left), world's heavyweight boxing champion, and Primo Camera
(right), the challenger, after the two men bad signed up for a title match to
take place ID June. The two hands will bring what Johnston hopes will be a
million dollar gate to the coffers of the promoter. In the back row are (left
to right) Johnny Buckley, Sharkey'a manager; Bill Duffy and Louis Serml,
managers of Camera.

Find Cx»'» Watch
Delhi, India.—A watch which, it l»
said, belonged to the late czar of Russia, has been offered for sale here for
approximately $7,800. It contains portraits of seven generations of British,
rulers and seven generations of czars.
Foxhound Turn* Wild
The Forks, Maine.—A thoroughbred
foxhound owned by Nert Morris, oldtime Maine guide, has turned wild and
is running with packs of foxes near
Marshall mountain.

THB ANITA TRIBUNE TmiBSDAT, JTWE

Hot WeaAer Specials
at
jtiste, cool, and new patterns, per yard
yard Dress Patterns, fast color prints
39c
lot Beach Sandals, $L98 value, per pair
75c
pn's Solid Work Shoes, par paif. ............ $1.43
Sleeveless Union Suits
............
39c
Short Sleeve Union Suits'... . . . . . . . . . ..... 50c
yon Spreads, 83x105, $1,79 value at ...... : .$139
aw Hats, your choice at. ....... , . . .19c and 25c
lets, good^a|ity, |er pair. . . .'. . . . . . . . . . . .lOc
led Curt^pp, io'n^ 6? cottage. . . . . r. ..'..[.. .69c
ies' Silk Hosiery, per pair. . ....____^. ____ ..... 59C

J. It STTUHR
ANITA, IOWA

A. C. James was home from
in Mbnson, Iowa, with his uncle, Carl work in Omaha to spend Sunday wit]
Kaskey and family, and with other his family.
friends.
C. A. Pool and wife drove to BedA baby girl was born Sunday even- ford Sunday morning where they
ing to Mr. and MrB. Chester" Kline. spent the day with his parents, G. A
Dr. G. M. Adair was the attending Pool and wife.
physician.
Mick Forshay, wife and daughter
'W. H. Kama left Sunday for Alanna, spent Sunday in Des Moines
Macksburg, Iowa, where he will gpend With her brother, Tom Murrow, who
a couple of weeks with his eon, Jerry is in poor health.
L. Kama and family.
C. B. Parker, well known Grant
The Misses Virginia and Marion township farmer living north
Hartley are home from a week's vis-; Anita, has been confined to his home
it with their uncle, Beryle Robinson the past week by illness.
and family, at Oakland.
The Misses Beatrice and Zela Cecil,
Ehrira and OEVmtanelle are a couple who are working in Des iMbines, were
of towns in this section of the state over Sunday visitors with their parthat are making preparations for ents, J. B. Cecil and wife.
celebrations on July 4th.
C. E. Robinson and wife of Wiota
Miss Leatrice Joy, daughter of Mr; were; visiting friends in the city Sunand Mrs. Fred >F. Joy, is spending day afternoon and also attended the
the week with her cousin, Mrs.'Glen cornerstone ceremonies at the new M
McCall and famjlyj in Bagley, Iowa. E. church building.
Glenn McCall, wife and daughter,
Margaret, of Bagley, Iowa, spent
Sunday in Lincoln township at the
home of her uncle, Fred F. Joy and
family.

Rialto
THEATRE

COMFORTABLY COOL

Sat--Suru

June 10-11
TREMBLED WHEN
CRACKED THE WHIP
L I O N

muter of living character creator*... triumph* again la the

heartTuthing ttory of « celebrated American fortune, its

'

tad rail
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Victor Flour, 49-Ib. sack
$1.19
Oyster Shells, Pilot brand, 100-lb. 75c
Fruit Jar Rings, per box
3c
Oranges, each
SCHAAKBTS STORR

Ernest Wagner, son of Mr. and
Julius Hansen and wife of RochesMrs. J. A. Wagner of this city, has ter, New York, arrived in the city
been elected science instructor in the last Friday evening, coming here to
Hansen and wife of St.
Lawrence Battey of Chariton spent
OINBHAH
lissom!, spent Sunday in the Sunday with his wife and hjer par- high school at Treynor, Iowa, for the see-his father, 0. C. Hansen, who is
G L O R I A 3TUAR
in very poor health.
bis parents, O. C. Hansen ents, Jas. B. Herriman and wife. He coming year.
Wllllf m 0«r«M .
is enjoying his work in the reforesta- ,A meeting of the Anita Literary
U»d«n • Or«g«ry
The
regular
monthly
meeting
of
tion camp.
Club will be held at the library on the Anita town council was held a'
Dtnatd by Jbfa QwmutO;
Elrene Stub of iHarl&n is in
mm At feemoia jmA by
Thursday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock, the town hall-Monday evening. Mat
;
Joe Kopp submitted to an opera- at which time officers for the coming
to spend a couple of weeks
ters of a routine nature occupied thi
aunt, Mrs. A. A. Johnson tion a few days ago for the removal year will be elected.
attention of the city dads.
nd.
of his tonsils. He is getting along
very nicely, and will be up and around
Miss Anna Ddttman is home^from
Miss Freda Scholl, employed as
SPECIAL ADDED
peber and wife of Council again in a short time.
Fowler, Colorado, where she lias been waiter in the Y. W. C. A. cafe in
re weekend visitors in the
teaching school the past year, and will Omaha, spent Sunday in the city witi
featuring
of« the
Helping
Hand spend
her. parents, "Cole Mnsiclt —1.AL •meeting
with her her mother And sister, Mrs. Doshi
* T •
1
i
•
'
. .
«***.**»» the
w**^ summer
at«u«u«*;* vacation
VdVAI/IVU ,W1U
Miss Clara Wiese, who ctab of Lmooln Center *as held last parents, Fred Dittman and wife.
Scholl and Miss., Jane Scholl.
visiting with Mr. and Mrs. Thursday afternoon at the home of
the past •.week, returned Mrs. John Greenwalt. The afternoon
C. W. Zastrow, manager of the .Miss Bertha Daubendiek, who ha
n
was spent by the ladies with their Fawners Co-Operative Elevator Co., been attending school the past yea
them.
needlework. Late in the afternoon a accompanied by Mrs. Zastrow and at Grinnell college, is home to spent
James McDermott and wife, were in the summer vacation with her par
home of,his brother-in-law lunch was served by the hostess.
Ft. Dodge Monday attending a meetand Mrs. Roffie N.
Joe Chandry and "wife of Fonda, ing of managers of farmers eleva- ents, Carl H. Daubendiek and wife.
with
ln township,, Mr. and
d Lasts .were honored Iowa, stopped in the city for a short tors.
, Clarence N. Campbell was severely
Nick Kenny
William
firene
Beasley
ily diftner Sunday, time Saturday afternoon and accomburned on his right hand .Monday
. ,, V
f
panied
by
her
brother-in-law
and
A meeting will be held in Atlantic morning, when a gasoline stove whicl
in these-sonj
ot, besides .the honored
this parents, Mr. and Mrs. sister, Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Newton, this evening, at which time a Cass he was attempting to start exploded
"ROLL ON MlSSISSIPP^Ifcbtt ON."
Dr, and ilfflrs. Roy Lantz drove to Malvern, Iowa, where they county baseball league will be or- Several fingers and the back of th<
visited
over
Sunday
with
the
ladies'
ganized.
The
Anita
B.
B.
team
will
"AT
THE BEND OP THIS ROAD "
hand were burned.
' of /Woodbine, Iowa, Mr.
be a member of the league. It is
"IT WAS SO BEAUTiFUL."
am Lantz and Mr. and parents, Alfred Hall and wife.
hoped that eight teams will join
Mrs. Jeanette- Miller is visiting
i Eilts of Cumberland, and
"IN OLD SHANTY TOWN."
Raymond Lantz and Homer Bang•with relatives and friends in Omaha
B. Earl Lantz of O» Berea ham, clerks at the A. B. Kohl gro- the loop, 'i
"ITS GONNA BE YOU."
and will attend commencement ex
cery, were in Des Moines Tuesday to
A storekeeper in the northern part ercises at one of the high schools o
"JEALOUS,"
attend a meeting and school of in- of the state recently had trouble with the city this week, her son, Charle
struction for clerks employed in Briar- his cash register and when a repair Miller, being a graduate.
Shoe* For Les« < dale grocery atoree. This was the man came into his store he asked
first meeting that the Briardale com- j him to look the machine over. The
<G-^, 12.98—OVER
Henry Maduff, wife and two sons
pany has ever held for. the clerks.
man took thti machine apart and the Sydney and Irwin, drove to Omaht
first thing he located was checks and . Sunday morning to visit relatives ant
of friends. Mrs. Mladuff and Irwin reAtlantic
dinner and bridge club were enter- the checks was issued in 1929.
mained there to spend the week with
POPULAR ADMISSION- lOc and 25c
tained last Thursday evening by Mr.
their parents and grandparents, H
and Mrs. Guy Steinmetz at their
At her home on Chestnut Street Saltzman and wife.
home on Chestnut Street. The even- last Wednesday evening, iMrs. Solon
ing, following a covered dish dinner A. Karris entertained the members
Bud Kaskey visited the past week
Dr. H. E. Campbell, wife and childCloyd Karns of Adair was visiting
at 7:00 o'clock, was spent in playing of the Pinochle club. Besides the with relatives and friends and look- with relatives and friends in Manson, ren, Dora Jean and Howard, and Revi,
[SAVE MONET
bridge. For the ladies, Mrs. Andy members, other guests were Mrs. Tom ing after business matters in the city Iowa.
E. L. Anderson and wife enjoyed al
held high score, while Dewey Burns, Mrs. Maurice Turner, Mrs. Saturday afternoon. Cloyd, who is a
picnic dinner at Sunnyside Park in|
homy Shoe Co. Miller
Arthur Winder and wife of Guthrie Atlantic Sunday.
Robinson carried off the honors for Dewey 'Robinson, Mrs. Elmer Scholl former Anita boy, has been engaged
the men.
and Mrs. Emmett Newton. Mrs. Al- i jn t},e restaurant business in that Center visited with S. G. Jewett and
wife Sunday.
bert Karns was high scorer for the town for the paat two yearg
Rev. Furman Barnes and family ofl'
evening.
Harold Winder and wife of Des Silver City, Rev. R. Moser and
The first band concert of the seaof Casey and Rev. Gonsolley of IXH
Rainfall for the month of May was son in Anita was given Tuesday even- Moines were Sunday visitors in the gan, Iowa, called on Rev. and Mrs*
city
at
the
home
of
his
parents,
C.
T.
8.09 inches below normal for Cass ing by the juvenile band, under the
M. J. Rarick during the past week.
j county, according to the monthly direction of Earl Blue. Weather per- Winder and wife.
j weather report issued by Roy L. Fan- mitting, there will be a band concert
Ernest Burke, wife and son, Gail,
Arthur Madison and daughter, Miss
i colly of Atlantic, government weather here every Tuesday evening-. There
and her sister, Mrs. Lena Earl of
Leone,
and
MSss
Margaret
Storrs,
of
i observer. The temperature was twoa good crowd here Tuesday even- Winterset, Iowa, were Sunday visit- Wiota, were in Des Moines Tuesday,
new models
$59.95 j tenths degrees above normal. Rain- was
ing.
i in the city at the M. J. Peters evening to attend the commence19x12 Rugs, 5-year guarantee.... $6.25 to $6.95 ! fall totaled 1.14 inches, a deficiency
ment exercises at the Des Moines
home.
j of 3.09. The greatest amount of
Sunday afternoon the Oak Ridge
Catholic college. Raymond Burke, a
moisture was recorded on May 12 Ramblers motored to the Avery Menson of Mr. and Mirs. Burke, was one
Mrs.
Leona
Byers
and
son,
Bobbie,
when .37 of an inch of rain fell.
afee farm west of Guthrie Center
of
the graduates.
and played two games of kittenball and 'Mrs. Rex Downing and daughter,
State revenue for May from sale with the Menaf.ee team. The Menafee feanette, of Adair called on Mrs. M. f -f
of cigaret revenue stamps increased team won the first game by a score f. Rarick Friday evening, and viewed +
ic Irons, Fans, Refrigerator Dishes and TherH. & CAMPBELL
$12,914.26 over April, the monthly re- of 18 to 8, while the second game .he basement for the new church.
Physician and Surgeon
ometers, Thermo Food and Water Jars, Ice
port of William Merckens, head of; was won by the Ranibiers, the score
Bert Willison, wife and daughter, * Office in Campbell block over
fream Freezers, Garden Hose, Fittings, Sprinkthe cigaret tax division of State i fcgjng 9 to 1.
Miss Dorothy, of Norwalk, Iowa, vis- **• Clardy's Hardware. Residence •*
tera, Hay Rope, Pulleys, Forks, Wire Cloth, Door Treasurer Wegman's office, shows, j
of M.
M.E.
E. church. •*
The revenue for May, 1933, was $1,Allison Cecil, a student at Iowa ted here a few days the first of the *• £t blocks north of
iinges and Springs, and a big line of Oil-and
183.35 less, however, than it was for State college in Ames, visited over week with her father, J. 'F. Gissibl, f Calls promptly attended day
lasotine Stoves.
May, 1932. The May, 1933, revenue Sunday with his parents, J. B. Cecil ,nd with other relatives and friends. f or night
f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f^J
totaled
$92,587.39 as compared to ' and wife. In a few days, in company
BELT FLY SPRAY, gallon
60c
John Rose of West Branch, Iowa,
$93,770.74 in May, 1932, and ?79,- | with twenty-three other students at
(Bring your container)
the college, Allison will leave for the isited here from Saturday until
673.13 in April, 1933.
state of Washington to attend the Itonday i^ith friends. Mr. Rose is a f
ANITA TRANSFER
41
PRICES ARE I#W AND WE SOLICIT
Word has been received here of forestry summer camp in the Wen- ormer resident of the vicinity north f
E. R. Wilson, Prop.
*J
of Anita, leaving here twenty-five f Local and long distance moving. 41
the critical condition at a hospital in atche national forest.
YOUR TRADE.
years ago for West Branch, where f Any time, anywhere.
Iowa City of C. E. Ettinger, a for4
Fred Aupperle, wife and daughter, he and his wife have resided since f Phones—Office 202; house 207. 41
mer Casey resident, and well known
by members of the Masonic order in Miss Marjorie, of Davenport, Iowa, leaving Anita. John is in the enjoy- t
Raven Feed of all kinds
41
Anita. Mr. Ettinger submitted to an visited a few days the past week in ment of good health, and says his
operation several weeks ago and was Lincoln township at the home of his wife is also in good health. He enconsidered to be getting along nicely brother, J. P. Aupperle and family. joyed every minute of his visit in
until a few days ago, when he suffered | They stopped here while enroute home Anita.
ANITA, IOWA
f
ANITA PUMP CO.
41
a relapse. Since (Mrs. Ettinger's death from Sioux Falls, South Dakota,
f
Plumbing
and
Hot
Air
Heating.
4J
last fall, Mr. Ettinger has made his where they had been visiting another DON'T SUFFER FROM SOUR
f
Pumps, Mills, Tanks.
41
STOMACH,
INDIGESTION
home in Iowa City with his daughter, brother, Philip Aupperle and family.
Plumbing Supplies.
4i
Indigestion, acidity, heartburn and f
Mrs. Carrie B. Gray.
Pump and Mill Work Done.
41
On Friday afternoon Betty Marie sour stomach often lead to serious 4
4)
A few days ago, a calf fell off an and her mother, Mrs. Charley Gra- stomach trouble. Dr. Emil's Adla v Come in and figure with me.
First door west of Stager1! 41
embankment on the highway and ham, entertained the members of the Tablets counteract these conditions. f
Bongers Bros., »•
Cafe.
41
down onto the pavement in front of sewing club and their mothers at the Give quick relief.
It
J
Graham home northeast of Anita. Druggists.
a
car
driven
by
Leland
S.
Stults
of
URGER, per pound
' K>c Des Moines, wrecking the car and Those present were Mrs. Fred Vokt
injuring the occupants. Mfrs. Stults, and children, Merle, Myrna, Ruth and
SAUSAGE, per pound
lOc was
most seriously injured but was Lavore; Mrs. Henry Wedemeyer and
able
be taken ho«n« that evening. children, Leland and Eileen; Mrs,
BULK AXLE GREASE
^LESS PICNIC HAMS, each
59c The to
accident happened near Davis Roy Duff and daughters, Marion and
iCity, close to the Floyd McKay home, Lois; Mrs. George Parkinson and
CHICK STARTER
and the calf belonged to Win. Fox. granddaughter, Lucy Johnston; Mrs.
OMAHA TRUCKING, 15c.
The car turned over four times and George Graham; Mrs. Levi Walker;
rolled about 266 feet. Mr. Stults is a Miss Janet Shaefer; Mrs. Max 1 C.
former Wiota boy, and is a son of Walker and Mary Ellen and Junior
the late Dr. Stults, pioneer doctor of Vokt. During the afternoon ice
cream and cake were served.
that town.
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Howe About: Qtiality
Needed in "Hubby"
^- •
*
j

spawning streams of the Red
a Vast Industry on jWmon are those that rise In lakes, Martin Johnson
ana the spawning grounds are in the
Pacific Coast.
affluent* of those lakes. The run be- Virtue Among Kings
gins la May and flab continue to come Railroads
IT National Geographic BoQlMjr. in until October, depending on latlBy ED HOWE
ngton. D. C.-WNU8erYlce.,
two thousand CWn6oK< sajLTHOUGH
born in a country town
The Silver salmon enters the
m from the Pft«V»fe co^sti streams
In Kansas, there Is a famous and
from
July
to
October
or
NoETch were hatched in the aquaf- vember, but does not as a rule ascend rich man named Martin Johnson. All
i of Washington's new De- for long distances.
he had to start with was a good deal
of Commerce building, will
of natural sense (as most people have),
T he
:
.
B«P>pback
runs
into
fresh
waIn Deep Creek lake, Maryand good parents and neighbors to
m waters draiA into the np- ter in summer and tall, preferably In teach him the importance of polite,ac. ItishopWtoe^'wjUi ,shttrt coast streams, and often spawns ness, fairness and industry.
a? few rods of the dcean.
way to salt water and rfr within, schools
at first he was ambitions
of Dog salmon come In- to Probably
if our years, to spawn,' thtts to The
fight Indians and hunt buffalo, but
the
stream
rattier
late;
In
the
CoSoon able to understand that such
•the historic river.
;.'
river and,,Puget,;f oiind sthi» run was
adventures were no longer available.
[saunon are the most valu- lutnbla
extends from August to late'in No- Happening
on a book about Africa he
g, not only of the United vember, and In Alaska the height of
determined to go there to take moving
; also of the entire western
the season is about the first of Sep- pictures of big game animals, capture
., and with the single ex- tember.
'. ' • , . . . . , , •'•'•,,..,:....... ' " •
them alive for sale to parks and muthe sea herrings, they are
Now,
whether
salmorr travel" in seums, etc., and now lives in a palace
the leading fishes of the the Btreama 2,000the
miles or 200 feet to In Klaroba, In South Africa. He hjis
their .spawning grounds, and re- had wonderful adventures, met many
lyear the aggregate catch of reach
gardless ot their physical condition at
the Pacific states, British the time they arrive at the particular famous people, and appeared before
and Alaska was upward of places required for the proper devel- treat audiences in every part of the
:ed million iwunds; which, opment of eggs and young, every indi- World.
a canned, .salted, smoked, vidual «f-..every^spades!'• $** shortly 'Anyone who denounces Martin
Johnson because he is famous and a
1 fresh condition, hid a mar- after
spawning. This Is the most
of about $27,750,000. The characteristic, and remarkable event gentleman, or says he acquired his fortune by means not available to everyduct alone, consisting of in the life o£.the Pacific salmon)?.
body, la a cad. Johnson's average In
i five million cases of 48 oneWhy this- is the case is one; of nawas worth $25,500,000. ture's mysteries. It has Its parallel decency has been a little above the
thousand people were en- In some other fishes, In the may-fly, Average of those who denounce him
he dMerent .braipichfts of the which perishes, after a few hours' ex- because of his prosperity.
And I like his wife Osa, who Is also
the Invested capital was istence, and in the/annual plants. One
from Kansas. I do not know either of
0,000.
' • •:, , '•"..' .. •
can only say, of/such that they have
five distinct specie* of served thelrjparpose and are no.long- them; nave seen them only in their
wonderful; public .performances and
fehlch, haying many characpaid
for the privilege.
common, nevertheless dlf,''*:*•
Periods of Abundance.
gly in itee, color, hablta, dlsEvery one is writing now; even
While the Pacific salmons run with
|food, value, and economic more
OA less regularity, ye^r after kings and business men are seeking
, The largest and most
of all salmons Is th'e Chl- year, two Qf tte Species exhibit, in such defense as print affords. There
a book by the real; King, Spring, or Tyee particular streams or regions, a Is lately available
1
marked
periodicity
In
abundance
which
cently
'deposed
king
of .Spain, alhas an average weight of
the actual work was done by a
-""'to to the Colunibla riv- Is so well i»atab|lshed that it can be though
ghost writer. The title; Is "By-Ways
i caught weighing 40 to predicted with certainty years In adof Royalty," and the ghost writer, the
.
while occasionally exkm- vance.
Grand
Duke Alexander of Russia, Is
The
Blneback,
or
Sockeye,
In
,cer100, pounds are taken,
s^q^'i^riiio^W; abun- thoroughly familiar with his subject
; froni California"to, China, •tRttt;:iilrt%$nji'
every fourth year. This is es- It is the first intimate story of roygreatest abundance In deface
pecially
marked in Puget sound and alty I have ever read, and Jt wonder the
jente.i Columbia, lukon and Frtser river,
where the years 1006 and book does not attract more attention.
ifiOO, for example, were characterized The Intimate life of a king is as curiHas Its Fault*,
by Immense runs, while in Id06 and ous and strange to, me as the intimate
oiled Blneback salmon 1910 the abundance, as shown by the life of a Russian peasant, with his
catch, was only orje-fonrth or one-fifth, tea.'drinking, fleas, sheepskin clothing,
as great " . [ / ' • ' ''.''.'.'.'•'[ ';"'' '""' ' '-' and running away from wolves and
i only five pounds in
famines. The author, although a
Artificial Propagation.
_.,.,F<e*cfieda twelve. It , The artificial propagation of sal- grand dnkte, writes surprisingly well;
iSSA
he believes democracy a false system,
mon in the streams of the Pacific sea- but Is fair In dealing with It
'
board began at a comparatively early
Having been a bumble, subject all
date and* has continued with yearly in- my life, and gazed on rulers only from
creasing extent and Importance, so afar, I found many surprising statethat at the present time .more hatch- ments In the book, and quote one for
eries are devoted to the Pacific sal- your amazement:
mons than to any other fishes of the
"No major country has ever gone
•western hemisphere. The vast Inter- bankrupt because of its king's misests at stake have appeared to war- tresses, but the worst fate that ever
rant and to require all the money that befell a monarch befell the czar of
could properly be expended by the Russia because: of being ruled by a
federal and state governments for sal- foolish wife.""
mon culture.
'
, The czar and Grand Duke AlexanThe first salmon hatchery in the der were cousins; the grand' duke11
West was establish^ in 1872, on the knew the Russian royal family IntiMcCloud river in California. By Ex- mately and for many years. The
ecutive order there was set aside a author concludes kings a% husbands
large tract for a '"pisclcBltural pre- average about as do draymen, denserve," which was fittingly named tists, clerks, merchants, lawyers, docBaird, after the first national com- tors, and other town men. He thinks
missioner of 'fisheries:; and Living- ft possible, however, that the average
stone Stone, a pioneer fish cultnrlst, among fanners,- as to outside love afwas placed in charge and continued fairs, may be a little higher than It
in that capacity for many years, over- Is among kings, owing to farmers becoming many obstacles, 'undergoing ing isolated on lonely creeks and
many privations, repeatedly subjected prairies.
to great danger from attacks of Indiana and outlaws, while devising
The moving picture people have
methods which showed the possibili- about all the money how, but.the radties of salmon culture and.led to the icals "are not suggesting that they dipresent extraordinary development of vide with the poor; that demand Is
made on manufacturers and other usethis art
i/ i
The original Baird hatchery, still In ful persons who haven't any.
fChlnook Salmon.
active operation, is now supplemented
One "movie" man in Hollywood
st abundance In the Co- by numerous other government sta- lately authorized bis press agent to
Praser, and In various tions, which may be regarded as lineal broadcast the statement that his Income from salary alone was half a
aghout Alaska. Its meat descendants.
The eggs of the salmons are .2 to million a year.
Duality, deep red In color,
The class one railroads (meaning a
is therefore in great de- ,25-inch in diameter, and are the largilng. JVbile a beautiful est handled by the fish culturist.. They group comprising all the best ones)
salt .water; with bright are easily obtained by intercepting the last year lost more than a hundred
silver aides, after en- fish on their way to the spawning and fifty million dollars, as against
j water it deteriorates rap- grounds by means' of racks, traps, a profit of sixteen million In 1931.
lvalue and appearance, the seines, etc., and'then, w»en exactly Throughout the year of this terrific
olive green, and the ent - ripe, by expressing by firm pressure deficit, the class one railroads gave
employment to hundreds, of thousands
sides become crimson on the abdomen.
of men at the highest average wages
Not Easy to Handle.
flark blood jed.
paid
in the world; yet there Is not a
or Coho salmon, with a
The size and activity of the salmons
in the country, or a Jury,
rlbutlon .'In the coastal make it necessary for two or three community
that does not Join the government
ages six pounds in weight men to work together in holding the and
courts In efforts to further Impov(Needs 28 or 80k
flab and relieving them of their eggs erish the railroads.
jjest species is the Hump- and milt, and the largest individuals,
But how the "movies," of no use to
lied
from the well-marked are most readily managed by putting anyone, prosper!.
1
developed by the male in them in a strait Jacket
It Is another exhibition of the Amertremes of weight for mar
In view of the inevitable death of
spirit, unintelligent and dishonest,
[}es are three and eleven the salmon after spawning, an Im- ican
that must be changed before the counfour pounds as the aver- provement over the old method of
on its feet.
|teglon of greatest abun- forcible expulsion of eggs is the stun- try can again get
* • *
uget Sound to southeast ning of the fish by a blow on the head
Nothing is ever settled. When I
and taking of the eggs by abdominal
klnlng species, the Dog or section. This, while greatly facilitat- was a boy I heard quarreling which
disturbed those taking part.
Jon, averages eight pounds ing the work of the spawn-takers, adds Igreatly
have
beard the same quarreling
[It is generally distributed approximately 10 per cent to the egg
the same subjects within an hour,
°t, but, owing to the poor yield by the saving of eggs that would about
that I am in my eightieth year.
f e flesh. Is the leajrt tpapor- ordinarily be left in the abdominal now
If,
after
death, I am restored to conJ group. The dlstorttoh of
aclousness I shall be surprised, but
Ithe male during the breedSalmon eggs hatch slowly. Incuba- whether I land In the bosom of Abra[whlle charactnarlfUc of all tion, beginning in late summer or ham or in the clutches of the devil, I
particularly marked In the early autumn, continues until the fol- think I sball appreciate once knowing
lowing spring or summer, depending positively where I am at
In spawning times on the temperature of the water. The
•of the different species of most protracted period of incubation
Everyone knows you are a weak
mo
»t Interesting. After thus far coming to the notice of flsh creature;
you will finally admit it
st of their UVes at -sea, culturlsts la that of the red salmon yourself after
considerable
mating fat, and stor- at Karluk. Alaska, where eggs taken age. I can offer reaching
no advice here except
|we salmons move inshore in September may not hatch until the that everyone become
as strong as pos*e streams. After once following May or June, and In certain sible. Emergencies are always coming
"pwa^ Jowney, they seasons the hatching time has been up, and a little strength and sense will
In fact are tacapa. prolonged to 270 days.
be found of great value In considering
The annual deposits of young salF>B ana assimilating food.
They 8pawn>
mon in the waters of the Pacific sea- them.
board by the bureau of fisheries, the
Baluion begin, ton,,,
It has actually been proposed that
three coast states, the Province of Brit- the government do something to pre«„
It8 way to
larger' streama. to ish Columbia, and the private hatch- vent earthquakes; several congresseries In Alaska now total many mil- men have bills ready aa soon as they
lions, of which the largest quantity begin campaigning again.
square
represents the work of the federal
V 1S3S. Bell Synalo«te.-WlTO Benrtc*
government

A

Man's Reliability of First
Importance in Happy
Marriage.
"Which of two men do you think la
the best bet for a husband—one Who
is good-natured and Jolly but not always reliable, or one with a fine
character but weak on disposition?
The latter is absolutely reliable; he
IS'studious and industrious, and everybody feels he will 'get somewhere;' .Also he neither smokes nor
drinks nor has any other vices. But
he Is not so easy to get along with.
He doesn't enter into things unless
they happen to be Just what he cares
for and Is not. sociable or adaptable.
In fact, he can be very sarcastic
about things if they are hot done his
way."
This is the comment the above
paragraph draws from a woman
•writer of acknowledged position:
What a Hobson's choice to be confronted wltb 1 If the writer were
my daughter I should bar the doors
and nail down the windows- to prevent her marrying either of the men
she describes.
The "jolly and good-natured but
not very reliable" needs little comment The ocean probably owes its
salt to the tears that for generations
have been shed over him. And any
girl who is willing to risk for him a
life of worry and dread and stinted
children, has, in temsTflTEe^Mernaeular, "only herself/to blame."
The man who is "short on disposition" has not been so well publicized. And my correspondent falls
Into the old error of separating
"character" from disposition. The
fact Is that not only is a man's disposition a part of his character, but
It Is" the part that will have the most
important bearing on the life of the
woman who marries him. For life
is" made up of the little things that
happen every day. And if a man is
surly and Irritable and selfish he
leaves yon little ambition to think
about how "reliable" he is.
Reliability Is the first requisite for
a happy marriage. But that means
not only assurance of the weekly pay
envelope or that one's spouse will
not run off with the lady next door.
It means also assurance of a certain
amount of sympathy and understanding, of stability of moods and affections.
If a man is so lacking in those
qualities as to make his wife forever
fearful that she is saying or doi
the wrong thing, if she can count ao
little on his agreeableness or gener
oslty of understanding that the little
problems of dally life become major
crises, it helps little to concentrat
, on the thought that he does not run
After other women I
If a man Is so unadaptable and un
Sociable that there can be no happy

NONENTITY
The man who makes no mistakes
does not usually make anything.

[>r pleasant contacts with other people, tbere Is little Joy in the thought
:hat he was not out playing cards
when the baby had the croup.
It is important for a woman to feel
secure In her husband's moral
strength and backbone and rellabllty. In fact, life without that securty would be one long agony. However, two people to live together happily must be able to enjoy things to;ether, to have fun i together. And
for that you need a certain amount
of good nature, of adaptability, of
humor, of generosity. And don't
make the mistake, girls, of separatng these qualities from what makes
the character of a man. For they
are a part of character; and where
they are lacking' the. character is
lacking—no less then if the lack
were In honesty, Industry, sobriety,
self-respect
(D, 1933, Bell Syndicate.—WNTJ Service,

Warfare on Leproty
Seven .outstanding American bacreriologists, the first of whom will be
Dr. Malcolm H. Soule, professor of
lacteriology at the University of
Michigan, are to assume tours of
duty at the Philippine leper colony
on Cnlion Island in a concerted effort to conquer the disease which has
defeated all attempts at extermination from time immemorial.
The 6,000 cases'on Cnllon Island
are expected to furnish variations
In such numbers as to advance the
investigations recently conducted In
^the more limited leper colony at
Kprto Rico hy Doctor Soule and Dr.
Earl B. McKinney, of George Washington university, who succeeded In
Isolating the leprosy bacillus. As
a result of experiments conducted
with monkeys, which were inoculated with leprosy bacillus, It was
determined that it is not a vigorous or growing organism with any
but humans, the animals quickly recovering their former health.

\

No squeaky
springs in the
biq new Dodge
Six.. Special
new Oilite
Springs cant
Squeak., never
peed oiling
• Just one of the many features
that will make your Big New
Dodge "Six" stay new—and give
you new car service for years to
come . . . Come today and take
a demonstration ride iri the car
that is thrilling America . . .
You'll find it down among the
low-priced cars in cost and upkeep—but among the costly cars
in performance and style.

NEW "SHOW-DOWN"
PLAN SWEEPS NATION
Imagine • car that sell* itself—and
doubles its Bales .altpost overnight In
city after city. That's what the, new
Dodge is doing . . , laying its cards on
the table... then asking any other car
near its price to match it on the open road,
in traffic and np hills. Oo to your nearest Dodge dealer today and ask for th»
sensational "Show-Down" score card.
Then tnalce year own "Show-Down"
test Bgainst any other car.

joung

DODGE "6"

Absorb blemishes anid discoloraiions tiBing
Mercolized Wax deity as directed. Invisible
particles ol aged skin ore freed, and all
delects snch as Blackheads, tan. freckles and
large pores disappear. Skid' is then beautifully clear, velvety and so soft—face looks
years younger. Mercolized Wax brings out
your hidden beauty. At all leading druggists.

with Floating Power
engine mountings)
115-INCH WHEELBASE

$595

AND
UP

r~*~Pou)ct&rcdi
So.xolite~~~~\ Dodge Eight $1115 to (1395. All price*
I Reduced wrinUaa and other oge-oims. aim- I
f. o. b. factory, Detroit.
I rJy dissolve one ouDoeSMolito in half-pint 1
I witch nattl and me dally aa faoa lotion. |

IT'S MARVELOUS!!
-DIRT SOAKS
RIGHT OUT!

NO NEED FOR
WASHBOARDS
ANYMORE
CLOTHES WASHED
THIS WAY LAST
2 OR 3 TIMES
LONGER

I'VE SAVED AT LEAST
$100 ON CLQTrtES

SINCE i CHANGED:
TO RlNSO!

NOTHING LIKE (T

FORDISHES-AND
IT'S SO EASY ON
. MY HANDS!

GIVES RICH,LIVELY
SUDS EVEN IN
HARDEST KIND
OF WATER

as clothes
come 4 or 5 shades whiter
Women

-without scrubbing or boiling!
JVo wonder 316 home-making experts
recommend these richer suds!
ECAUSE it wishes clothes the
whitest evet—because it saves
the wear and tear of scrubbing—
because it'* •wonderfully easy on
the hands—tbi boon-making ixptrtt
tf 316 ItaJing mwspaptrs ncmnunj
Rmio.
The makers of 40 famous washing
machines recommend it, too—for

B

whiter washes, for brighter washes,
for safety! One box lasts and lastt.
Cup for cup, Rinso gives twice u
much suds as lightweight, puffcd-up
aoaps—tvtn in bardut u/atir.
Just try it for dishes I Grease
goes in a flash. Rinso makes all
cleaning easier. Get a package at your
grocer's today.

THE BIGGEST-SELLING

PACKAGE SOAP

AMERICA

VOLUME FtiP
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of Jazz" Combines
Several Productions in One

GRAIN

In "King of Jazz," the Paul
man feature which Universal has reThan 14,800 Will Be Paid in issueti and which is playing at the
i at Iowa Stat* Fair to WinRialto Theatre on Saturday, Sunday
ners of the Different Farm
and Monday, there are really seven
shows in one, in addition to several
Exhibit*, of Grain.
clever black-outs, comedy sketches
and- specialty song and dance num, Motaes, June 14.—Iowa farmer* bers. Each one of the revues could
• paid more than $4,800 for prize very readily be sold as a show in itforage crop*, and farm ex- self, for each has been executed wife
at this year's Iowa\ State Fair infinite care, attention to detail and a
xposition, now in preparation lavish production hand. Then is -a
novelty and diversity of style which
i for the huge display of Iowa's is very refreshing-in "King of Jan."
are wealth, destined to occupy John Murray Anderson, who is masutire building at the. 1JMJ8 expo- ter of stage revues and who hfts to
in August, were completed hto credit many of the popular New
York stage hits of the past ten years,
by fair officials,
gave
the best of his talent and crea"new deal? for agriculture will
center ^of.J&e stage in this tive genius to (the revues .and ensempicture.
, farm show, with a^oraprehen- ble numbers of the WhHeman
"The Melting Pot1' number is peries of exhibit* fey feaolng fain
of the state, presenting new haps the most pretentious of all the
'and methods recommend^ units of "King of Jazz." Huge rebring 'prosperity1 hack, to, the vplving stages were especially built
hog belt. Seven'county farm to accommodate the hundreds .of extwenty-five .women's farm tras and. principals required in this
the extension division of Colorful episode which is a composite
ate College, the Department of many short national numbers.' The
and similar farm spectacle takes place in a huge meltwilli;«oppetate in presenting ing pot set upon an elevated /terrace,
beneath which are golden gates leadof 'displays.
Iwijl be*fc»g% individual prise ing from a subterranean chamber be""
With-thirteen different low. .Bight changes of costumes were
Iowa corn grow* required for the dancers to interpret
-in cash prizes of- the various nationalistic sequences,
•English, French, Spanish, Scotch,
»i<tbe fair board will Italian,
Russian, German and Ameri4.50 for sheaf
can,
music
especially arranged by
fot* sweet corn and
Frede Grofe, based upon national an, farmers,
presenting thems .arid, folk songs and played by
of all the products the .incomparable IWhiteman and his
k,tneir own farms, will corn- band. The Russell Markert Dancers
with their perfect precision work are
other section of the show a feature of '(The Melting Pcft." Two
in prizes. -Similar group thousand musical instruments were
counties will be awarded! employed by the orchestra in this
as, and $700 will be paid number.
['bureau project displays.
An entirely different number is the
L be the largest showing of VDoriterey sequence, which introduces
wealth the state has ever the exquisite song, "It Happened in
^officials said today. Farmers Monterey," written by Mabel Wayne
enter exhibits, in the show and Billy Rose, and sung by John
rales and .premium lists- Boles.
./
to the secretary'.of the
Music equally as memorable and
jeautiful is heard in the "Song of the
Dawn" episode, which is sung by
Boles' and a chorus of male voices
known as the Cowboy Chorus.
One of the most unusual and talked-of musical compositions of the cenzajiona and committees tury, "The Rhapsody in Blue," is
ounty, the Farm Bureau, and dramatized with musical accompaniattons will cooperate ment, of course, in "King of Jazz."
year in conducting a "Food Raul Whiteman,, who first introduced
a," 'Wkrreri Duncan, the George Gershwin symphonic jazz
compositions to the public at a conhas announced,
a part of the work recom- cert in Carnegie &all in New York,
connty relief organizations interprets it with his band in this proate committee and other or- duction and here the hauntingly fascinating work is played exactly as
are •cooperating.
of the campaign is to the composer wants it to be played,
le, through canning de- bringing out its appeal in the fullest
the best and most up-, and most aytmipatthetic interpretation.
ation on canning fruits A huge piano, forty feet long, and
ibtes. Some other methods seven feet high was constructed to
foods such as drying, contain the entire Whiteman orcheskraut making, will also tra.
In "The Ragamuffin Romeo," "Hapand storage ia being used py Feet" and "The Bench in the
|ly this year not only by pri- Park" Ithe most intriguing dance en-r
but by relief organiza- sentries which the cpmbined talenta
will have the responsibil- of John Murray Anderson, Paul
ding food for the needy or Whiteman and the costume designer,
next winter," says Mr. Herman Rosse, could contrive, may
be seen.
Two Comedies and News.
26 a demonstration will
Atlantic by a representa- In addition to the feature, there will
Home Economics Exten- be two comedies and Universal news
of Iowa State College, with Graham McNamee. Frank. AIpresentmg the various or- bertson appears in a two reel comcooperating will be in- edy entitled, "Should Crooners Mar[ attend this training school, ry?" "The Terrible Troubador" is
ders will give/ the same de- the title of a Pooch cartoon.
i one or more times to The regular admission price of lOc
in their communities who and 25c will be charged for this big
in practical canning in- program.
pro-

Organizations to
Food Saving Drive

food supply
the doming

Funeral Services
Friday For R. D. Vernon
i for the demonstration will
later.'

-

.

girl was born Monday aft the Jones hospital in At|Mr. and ffltoi. Wdmer Pearnerand babe are getting
nicely, and h is thought
pa Allie Pearson will be
a few days.
fri«nds of Mr. and Mr*
»r and two sons, who
well know resident* of
a number of years ago
>« to Albin, Wyoming
^learn of the seripu* ill'• who is bedfast
of ailment*,, com-advanced age. The
of

Funeral services for the late Ralph
D. Vernon, 81, a resident of Anita
since 1880, were held last Friday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the Church
of Christ. Rev. IML J. Rarick, pastor
of the Methodist Episcopal church,
officiated and burial was made in
Evergreen cemetery.
Music for the services was furnished by a male quartet composed
of A. B. Stone, C. H. Bartley, C. W.
Garlock and Guy Rasmussen, accompanied at the piano by Mrs. Earl Blue
They sang, "Jesus Savior Pilot Me,'
"No Night There" and "Remember
Me O Mighty One." Pallbearers
were H. C. Faulkner, M. M. Burkbart,
Robert Scott, Glen A. Eoe, Joe Vetter
and V. C. McCoy of Pacific Junction,
Iowa.

say ther* i,
the
wound now to M-ure Mrs G M. Barnes is seriously ill at
cr
the home of her sister, Mrs. Elvira
°P. without much
Hyde, with heart trouble.

A. R. Kohl
Phone 43
We Deliver
Anita, Iowa

Specials
A s

P<*ua Harvest Cookie at a
Very Special Price.
GRAHAM CRACKERS, Briardaie, 2-lb. caddy. .25c
CHEESE, Mt. Hope, soft cutting Wisconsin . . . .19c

Crisco

^ 63c

With Cake Pan FREE
SUGAR, 10-lbs. granulated, (must be cash) . . . .47c

Catsup

T^zjbottie

5c

BANANAS, fancy yellow fruit, 3-lbs ..... . . . . .19c
MILK, Briardale, 3 large or 6 small cans ..... . .19c

Marshmallows £t 19c
(with 1 package Briardale Gelatine FREE)
SOAP, GWC White Laundry, 10 bars .......... 27c
POliK and BEANS, in Tomato sauce, 4 Mb.

cans

Mid West Peaberry

(fa.

String Beans, New Peas, Celery, Carrots, Lettuce, Cabbage, Cucumbers, Beets, Turnips,
Peppers, Tomatoes and Cauliflower.

Commencement Exercises Penalty on Taxes Will
fleld For Rural Students Be Added After June 30
i Promotion : exercises for 151 Cass Owing to the conditions that precounty rural eighth grade pupils were vailed early in the year an extension
held last Wednesday afternoon at the of time for payment of taxes without
city hall auditorium in Atlantic. E. penalty, was granted to the taxpayers
L. Bitter, one of the professors at of Cass county. Instead of the penthe branch summer school of Iowa alty attaching the first of April, time
State Teachers college which is being was extended until the first of July.
held in Atlantic, delivered the com- |n case taxes for the first half are
mencement address.
paid prior to July 1st there will be
• Of the ten pupils receiving the no penalty, but should one fail to
highest average, three of them rep- pay at that time the penalty will go
resented district) No. 5, Lincoln Cen- back to the usual time, Aprjl first.
ter, in Lincoln township. They were This will make quite a difference in
Janis Scholl with an average of 93.8; the amount to be paid and there is a
Inez Aupperle, 93.8; and Sylvia Nas- general movement to pay taxes and
ser, 92.9. Another honor student was avoid the penalty. County Treasurer
Alice Robson of Grant district No. 2 Br«eling has everything ready for
with an average of 93.7.
those who have not yet paid, and he
Honor students from this part of asked us to announce that he hopes
the county were La Verne Paul, Alice many will came in during the next
Robson, Ethel Henneberg and Anita two weeks and pay their taxes and
Christensen, Grant township; Hugh thus avoid the hiring of extra help
Bowen, Pearl Rourick, Joseph Rold when the rush comes. Remember
and Russell Jordan, Benton township; that you, as a taxpayer, will be called
and Sylvia Nasser, Inez Aupperle upon to pay the extra help and by
and Janis Scholl, Lincoln township. saving on every corner at the presThe following studentts from this ent time the taxes needed the coming
part of the county were given diplo- year will be that much lighter.
mas:
Grant township — LaVerne Paul,
Edna Roberts, Alice Robson, Elva
Van Aerman, Ethel Henneberg, Leon
iWheatley, Selmer Newell, Russell
Kuehn, Anita Christensen, Donald
Farm owned radios decreased 29.2
Petersen.
Lincoln township — Arthur Barn- percent' in the year ending Jan. 1,
holdt, Heba Bamholdt, Raymond Gis- 1933, according to the reports of townsibl, Dale McCrory. Sylvia Nasser, ship assessors, just released by the
Inez Aupperle, Janis Scholl, Marie weather and crop bureau of the
Greenwalt, Lorene Ingraham.
' Iowa department of agriculture.
About one farm home in three has
Franklin township — Alice Tibken,
Harold Wilson, Dorothy Schmedtjen. a radio set in operation at this time.
Benton township — Hugh Bowen, The large decrease in active radio
Dorothy Dorsey, Lois Dorsey, Morris sets is a good barometer of the ready
Nelson, Jack Rourick, Pearl Rourick, cash on farms. In almost every inRobert Stoll, Joseph Rold, Dale Es- stance the discontinuance of the radio
beck, Russell Jordan, Richard Thomp- set was due to inability of the farmers to provide replacement of batteries
son.
and tubes. It is believed that beOn Sunday the D. C. Wedemeyer cause radio contact with the outer
children and other relatives, to the world is the 'most efficient means of
number of sixty-two, surprised M>r. relieving the isolation of the farmer,
and Mrs. Wedemeyer by calling at it is about the laat of his luxuries he
their home to spend the day, and to would give up.
Under normal economic conditions,
remind them that it was their 44th.
wedding anniversary. At noon a bas- the radio is almost an indispensible
ket dinner was enjoyed. The after- adjunct to a farmer's marketing program. The general sluggishness of
noon was spent socially.
marketing products is no doubt an imBertrand Stauffer is the proud portant factor in the discontinuance of
grandfather of three grandchildren, radio sets. At the peak, Jan. 1, 1981,
each in their 17th. years graduating nearly half of the farms had radios.
from high school this spring. Miss
Mij36 Jewell Marie Smith of the
June, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. A.
Stauffer of Pagoaa Springs, Colorado, Berea vicinity was granted the deMiss Jessie Margaret, daughter of gree of Bachelor of Music at the
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Stauffer of Ignacio, commencement exercises of Simpson
Colorado, and Jamea Stauffer Nel8on, college laat week. Miss Smith has
signed a contract and has begun her
Bon of Mre. Alpha Nelson of Anita.
Mr. Stauffer wants to know who can work with the Bennett Singers over
WHO in Dee Moinea.
i equal this splendid record.

Big Decrease Shown in
Number of Farm Radios

NUMBER 34

John L Carey, 77, Passes WEARIN
Away al Daughter's Home

PRAISES
ADMINISTRATION

John L. Carey, 77, a resident of the
Anita community for more than a
half century, passed away at the Seventh District Congressman Says*
home of his daughter, Mrs. Blanche
For Once It Can't Be Said That
Martin, in Atlantic on Tuesday afterCongress Fiddled While
j
noon of last week. Death resulted
Rome
Burned.
from complications of ^injuries received in an accident many years ago.
For the past two yean he had been
By OTHA D. WEARIN
making his home with his daughter.
The extra session of the 73rd ConObituary.
John L. Carey was born on April gress is about to adjourn. Some final
26, 1856, at. Grandview, Iowa, and conference reports are scheduled to
passed away in Atlantic, Iowa, on appear in the House today. .Yesterday
June 6, 1938; aged 77 years, 1 month Floor Leader Byrns made the statement thaf we will undoubtedly finishand 10 days.
our
work sometime Saturday1 evening,
As a young man he moved to this
if
all
goes well. It is to be hoped
community with hia parents where he
that
he
is a good guesser.
farmed for a number of years in LinFor once in the history of America,
coln (township. He later retired from
the farm, moving to Anita, where he it can't be said that Congress fiddle*
engaged in the meat market business. while Rome burned. There has been,
Later he was engaged in the real es- an unusual effort on the part, of the
tate Business and for a number of legislative branch of the government
years was a prominent livestock buy- to cooperate with the executive.
It should be observed that when.
er.
Roosevelt
came into power the govHe was united in marriage at Anite
to Miss Mary Steinman, who passed ernment was verging upon bankruptcy
away two years ago. A son, Harry and economic conditions were at an.
L. Carey, passed away a number of extremely low ebb. He called Conyears ago. He is survived by his gress into session at once and began,
daughter, Mrs. 'Martin, and two grand- to act. Today as we near the conclusons, Harold and Eugene Martin of sion of our efforts, the budget is pracAtlantic; and five brothers, date Car- tically balanced, much emergency
ey of Anfta; William Carey of Atlan- legislation has been placed upon the
tic; Clinton Carey of Greenfield; War- statutes and there is a distinctly betren Carey of Wyoming; and Thomas ter trend to the business of the entire
Carey, who lives in North Dakota. Be- country. Apparently the people havesides Harry Carey, two other children unusual confidence in the leadershipof the President. He has repeatedly
have preceded him in death.
Mr. .Carey, for many years, was one stated that he will endeavor to use
of Anita's prominent business men. the new legislation in such a manner
He took an interest in the welfare1'of • that the people as a whole will prothe community and, for several years fit. He had also stated that it will
Undoubtedly be necessary to make adserved the town as a councilman.
Funeral services Were held at his justments from time to time in the
home in Anita on Thursday after- \ operation of the respective projects.
noon at 2:30 o'clock, and were con- That is an indication of the fact thab
ducted by Rev. E. O. Douglass of he intends to eliminate injustices to
Shelby, a former pastor of the local individuals. So far the President has
M. E. church. Music was furnished delivered on his promises.
by ,Guy Rasmussen and A. B. Stone, When 'Congress adjourns it will
with Mrs. H. O. Stone at (the piano. have completed one of the most exThey sang "Saved by Grace" and tensive programs of legislation in the
history of the country. Certainly
"Abide With Me."
1
Pallbearers were relatives of the none can claim that the new administration has not put forth an effort to
deceased, three brothers, Clate Carey rebuild
the country.
of Anita, William Carey of Atlantic,
Clinton Carey of Greenfield; two
grandsons, Harold and Eugene Martin
of Atlantic; and a nephew, Arthur
Peterson of Anita. Burial was made
in Evergreen cemetery, where the
ritualistic service of the Masonic! Elsewhere in today's Tribune will
lodge, of which he had been a mem- be found the annual budget for the
ber for many years-, was given with town of Anita as prepared by the
Robert Scott acting as Worshipful town council. By comparing this budMaster.
get with last year, it will be noticed
that there has been a cut of $2,000.
Miss Geneva Gochanour submitted The council should be commended on,
to an operation Tuesday morning at the interest they have taken in trythe Dr. G. M. Adair office for the re- ing to reduce taxes. Last year a cut
moval of her tonsils.
of approximately 50 per cent was
made, and this year about 24 per cent.
AH of the carrier salesmen in Anita Much of the credit for this year's cut
for the Des Moines Register and Trib- should go to the water trustees, as
une were in Des Moines Monday to at- 75 per cent of the cut 'was' made
tend the annual convention and picnic through their efforts. There should be
of carrier salesmen. In the independ- little doubt in our minds and small
ent smaller town division, the Anita cause for worry with our municipal
carriers won second place in the affairs in such capable hands.
parade.

Town Budget Notice Is
Printed in Today's Paper

Dry Organization to Show
Ten Nqjhts in a Bar Room

Hugh Reinig of Griswold and Bert;
Jeck of Atlantic were business callers
in the city Tuesday. Mr. Reinig is
the Cass county candidate in favor
of adopting the 21st. amendment
On Thursday' evening of this
to the U. S. constitution, which if week commencing at 8:00 o'clock, the
adopted repeals the 18th. amendment. Cass county dry emergency council
They were here in the interest of the are showing in Concert Park a motion
special election to be held in Iowa next picture entitled, "Ten Nights in a JBar
Tuesday.
Room." This is an eight reel picture
and is the authentic screen version, of
Mrs. Fred (M. Sheley was hostess the stage production which has- b^en
Tuesday afternoon at her home on played before millions all aver the
East Main Street to the members of world. There is no admission for atthe Friday bridge club, together with tending, although a silver offering
six guests, Mrs. Carl H. Miller, IMIra. will be taken.
Ben F. Brodersen, Mrs. Lester Scholl,
Miss Minnie Forshay, Mrs. A. M. MikThe Anita B. B. baseball team dekelsen and Mrs. Walter F. Budd. Mrs. feated the Atlantic Athletics on tha
Budd was also high scorer for the local grounds Sunday afternoon by a.
afternoon.
score of 7 to 4. Rentz, King and Behrenda hurled for the visitors, while
Seven little girls who are members Parker did the pitching for Anita.
of the Busy Bee club met at the Knowlton was the Anita catcher, aiut
home of Doris and Deloria Wohllebcr Lynch was behind the plate for Atlanat their home north of Anita laat tic.
Wednesday afternoon. Fancy work
and games took up their time until
Lyle Hayter, a son of Mr. and Mrs.
lunch was served by the hostesses' Guy Hayter of this city, appeared iit
mother, Mrs. Fred Wohlleber. The a musical recital in Atlantic last Friother members are Virginia Kelson, day evening before a group of relaEmma . Rydl, Mildred Pierce, Marian tives and friends. He is a piano pupil
Heck and Cathryn Curry.
of Mrs. A. E. Taylor and Mrs. E. F.
Jones of that city, and through their
Orders have been received by the efforts has secured a scholarship for
Navy Recruiting Station at Oeston one year at the Columbia School of
to remain open for the purpose of ob- Music in IChicago. Lyle is a graduatetaining young mea for service in the of the Anita high school, and has had ,
U. S. navy. All previous orders per- one year of college work at the State
taining to fne closing of the station University in Iowa City. He is aa
at Oeston has been cancelled. Any industrious student and promises toyoung man desiring information con- accomplish much in the music world.
cerning the U.' S. navy should com- He will leave Anita in a few days tor
municate with the U. S. Navy Recruit- Iowa City, where he wQl viait for a.
ing Station, Postofflce Building, Oes- short time before going to Chicago to
ton, Iowa.
atari the course.
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News Review of Current
Events the World Over
Economic and Monetary Conference Opens in London—
Illinois and Indiana for Prohibition Repeal—
.Varied Doings in Congress.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
EMOCRATIC revolt against some
nations were represented
SIXTY-SIX
by some of their best financial D of President Roosevelt's measures created discord In both the
and economic authorities when King
George formally opened the world
economic and monetary conference in
London. It was a
momentous occasion,
for on the results obtained from the conference depends in
great measure the
welfare of the world,
at least in the immediate future The delegates will be in sesfiton
*or m&T>'$ weeks,
*u
mi
i
R. W. MorrUon
tfae

gnccess

of

their deliberations rests on the mutual concessions that may be made,
for no one nation or group of nations
can expect to obtain only advantages.
Most vital of the problems to be
tackled is admittedly the stabilization
of currencies, which Involves the return of all nations to the goV standard or at least to a metallic standard; and this return must be a synchronous movement so that all countries will be on the same level at ail
times. In the debate on this question
leading parts will be taken by Senator
Key Plttman of Nevada and Ralph W.
Morrison, retired banker of Texas, the
members of the American delegation
to whom the monetary problem was
especially given for formulation of
the policy of the United States.
Senator Plttman before the conference opened told something of a plan
he had devised by which the nations
could use Silver as a certain percentage of their currency reserves, thereby economizing on gold and stabilizing
the price of silver. He insisted this
would not constitute bimetallism as
Cold would still be the standard. The
nations appear to be in agreement,
Mr. Plttman said, that the currency
reserve of gold should be lowered below the 40 per cent now required in
the United States. Twenty-five per
cent gold coverage was mentioned for
pnrposes of Illustration by the senator, who said that one-fifth of this
' reserve should be sliver.
When the price of silver was low
the governments would bay and maintain reserves of the metal, which they
conldf sell when the price was np, the
senator said.
The other major alms of the conference are the raising of the world
price level, and the lowering of international trade barriers. Of course the
three are inextricably intertwined, and
they affect all other problems that
•will come up. Back of It all Is the
natter of the ten billions odd owed
by European nations to the United
States. War debts were excluded
from the agenda by Washington, but
they will be continually in the minds
W many of the delegates and eventually something must be done about
them.

bouse and the senate and the administration's program for national
recovery was not having a smooth
road. 'The first upset had been the
senate's action In voting a 25 per cent
limitation on reductions In compensation payments to war veterans, which
added about $170,000,000 to the independent offices appropriation bill before It was sent to conference. Mr.
Roosevelt, accepting his first defeat,
.sought peace by compromise. At his
direction new regulations were prepared governing the payments to disabled war veterans and to the dependents of deceased soldiers, under
which the veterans would receive an
additional $50,000,000 or $60,000,000
over that which was contemplated in
'the President's original orders.
The reduction in payments under
the new orders would be about $400,000,000 instead of the $450,000,000
originally contemplated. The veterans' bfSc in congress was not at all
enthusiastic over this compromise.
H. K. CURTIS of PhiladelCYRUS
phia, one of the oldest and best

known of American newspaper and
magazine publishers, died at his home
at the age of eighty-three years. He
had been ill since May of last year
when he was stricken with heart disease while on bis yacht near New
York. The Ladles Home Journal, the
Saturday Evening Post and the Country Gentleman were Mr. Curtis' magazines, and he was also president of
the Curtis-Martin Newspapers, Inc.,
publishing the Philadelphia Inquirer,
the Public Ledger, and the Evening
Public Ledger In Philadelphia, and the
New York Evening Post His gifts to
charitable and educational institutions
totaled many millions.
the government should have
WHY
paid Richard B. BeVier $1.40

apiece for 200,000 toilet kits for men
in the conservation corps—a price that
the War department
said was 55 cents too
high—was a question
that the senate military committee fonnd
hard to answer. Louis
McHenry Howe, secretary to the Presldent, talked with BeVler 15 minutes before the signing of
the contract by Bobert
Louis How*
F«cnner, director
of the conservation
corps, but Mr. Howe told the committee he never directly or Indirectly attempted to -influence any decision as
to the purchase. He said he transferred the whole matter to F. W. Lowery, assistant to Budget Director
Douglas. Then Mr. Lowery took the
stand and declared he never had any
responsibility' In the matter, simply
ILLINOIS and Indiana by popular making a recommendation to Mr.
* vote added themselves to the list Fechner. This Mr. Fechner testified
tof states that assure their ratifica- he construed as an order.
tion of the amendment repealing proThere was no least Intimation of
hibition. In the former state the vote Improper motives on the part of any
was about 4 to 1 in favor of the wets, of the gentlemen Involved, but the
and the Boosters voted for repeal by senators seemed agreed that Mr. Beapproximately 2 to 1. There ha a been Vler was a "supersalesman."
no doubt as to the result in Illinois,
When Mr. Howe was on the stand
but Indiana, long one of the driest of Senator Dickinson of Iowa asked him
states and the very center of the Anti- why he did not turn the matter over
Saloon league's power, was counted on to the War department instead of
By the prohibitionists to stand against "starting np all this new purchasing
ratification. One of their leaders, L. machinery."
B. York, explained their defeat by
"Well," Mr. Howe replied, "this
saying:
to be a complaint against the
"(The repeallsts had ample funds seemed
War department Itself. I was told
supplied by the breweries and dlstll- the
department was about to
Jers and the state organization had makeWar
a purchase that would be dispaid workers at the polls."
advantageous to the government."
"Who said it would be disadvanSENATOR PAT HARRISON'S plan tageous?" asked Senator Robert D.
^ for financing the public works- Carey of Wyoming.
Industry control measure was adopted
"Mr. BeVier," responded Howe,
by tlie senate finance committee,
which then reported
/CREDIT must be given the council
tout the bill for de*~* of the League of Nations for Inbate. The backbone
ducing the Hitler government of Gerof the Harrison promany to abandon part of Its warfare
gram, which is calon the Jews. The council, acting on
culated to raise $227,the petition of a resident of upper
000,000, is a capital
Silesia, unanimously adopted a report
stock tax of one-tenth
declaring that the boycott of Jewish
of 1 per cent on the
shops in that territory and some regnet worth of corporaulations affecting doctors, lawyers and
tions. This tax is exnotaries were In conflict with the Polpected to raise $80,ish-German minorities convention.
000,000. Corporations
Thereupon Frledrlch von Kellar,
are to be allowed to Sen. Harrlcon spokesman for the relch, told the
declare their own valuation, and as council the German government would
check on this provision a penalty tax restore Jews In German upper Silesia
Is provided of 6 per cent on surplus to positions they had lost since the beprofits of more than 12% per cent
ginning of the Nazi regime,
Second feature of the Harrison prograra la the Imposition, in lieu of norHEN Princeton's scholastic year
mal tax rates levied on the Individual
opens in the fall the old univer•s the house bill contemplated, of a 5 sity will have a new president, its
per cent tax on corporation dividends fifteenth. He is Dr. Harold Willis
to be levied at the source. This Is ex- Dodds, who has been professor of pollpected to bring in $73,000,000.
tics In the university and chairman
Third la an additional one-half cent of the administrative board of the
tax on gasoline, calculated to raise school of public and international uf*82,000,000, Instead of the three- fatrs.
•
fourths of a cent tax proposed by the
Professor Dodda, who is not quite
bouse.
forty-four years oWJ, Is the youngest
The1 railroad reorganization bill and man to be chosen for the presidency
the $2,000.000,000 home mortgage meas- of Princeton in 175 years. He la recure were among the Important bills In ognised as an international expert on
conference. The latter was passed by electoral methods, and Is regarded as
the senate without a record vote.
an authority on municipal government

W
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/•CONVENTIONS by the dozens and
VJ scores are being held In Chicago
this year, numerous especially because
of the World's fair. Most of them are
commercial or professional, but among
them was one, Just held, that exhaled
a delightful perfume. It was the annual meeting of the Garden Clubs of
America, held in the Drake hotel
which overlooks Grant park and the
lake front The organization is a federation of local garden clubs whose
members are for the most part women
of position and means in their various
communities. Their Interests are especially in the conservation of wild
flowers, the preservation of the redwoods of California and the elimination of the billboard along highways.
Mrs. Jonathan Bulkley of New York
city was re-elected national president
Mra Oakley Thome of Mllbrook, N.
Y., Is the honorary vice president The
hostess clubs were the organizations
In Lake Forest, Kenllworth and
Bvanston.
A feature of the convention was a
supper held in the Shedd aquarium,
where the.ladles gave evidence that
their Interest In gardening Included an
Interest in the culture of gold fish in
rock garden pools.
ERDINAND PECORA, counsel for
Fthe
senate committee that has been

investigating the doings of J. P. Morgan Co., undertook to bring to light
the details of the operations by which the
Van Sweringen brothers of C l e v e l a n d
financed their .extensive railroad expansion. He said he Intended to show that
those men, with associates, "purchase railroads with money paid
by the public, but always they sit in the
P. Van
saddle" O. P. Van O.
Sweringen was the Sweringen
chief witness, and he was the "forgettlngest" witness yet to appear before
the committee. To almost all Mr. Pecora's questions he replied, "I don't
recall," or "I don't remember," until
he drew a sharp rebuke from Senator
Barkley, who was presiding.
"It seems Incredible that a man of
as large affairs as yours could have
so little information about them," the
Kentucky senator said sharply.
"I don't want to depend on guesswork," Van Sweringen replied.
About all he remembered was that
he and his associates received from
the Morgan firm two loans totaling
almost $40,000,000 on October 21,1930.
Persistently, however, Mr. Pecora
drove at two matters—first, to show
that the Van Swertngens had built up
their railroad holdings, not through
Investment of their own money, but
through borrowings, the pyramiding
of holding companies, and the sale of
. holding company securities to the public; second, to show the rise of the
Morgan interest in the Van Sweringen holdings, beginning with equipment loans which were used In several Instances to buy from companies
doing business with the Morgans, and
ending, as future evidence is meant to
show, by Morgan & Co. acquiring control over the Van Sweringen Interests.
•yOCIFEROUSLY and loudly Sena* tor Arthur R. Roblqson of Indiana,
Republican, demanded in the senate
that Secretary of the Treasury WoodIn be impeached and that Norman
Davis, "ambassador at large," be recalled, because their names were on
the lists of "preferred" Investors of
the bouse of Morgan. And he included
In his denunciation Robert Worth
Blngham, ambassador to Great Britain.
"I say you have a secretary of the
treasury that ought to be removed immediately because the American people have no confidence in him,"
shouted Senator Robinson. "Time
after time he accepted gratuities from
the house of Morgan. Is he beholden
to Morgan? Of course he Is, or elsa
he is an ingrate. If the President does
not remove him, the senate should
Impeach him."
OUSSELL T. SHERWOOD, that
*>• elusive gentleman who was reputedly the financial and business agent
of Jimmy Walker while the latter was
mayor of New York,
and who disappeared
when he was wanted
as a witness during
the Seabury inquiry
Into Walker's affairs,
came back from hiding and was promptly
called before a federal
grand Jury in New
York that was Investl• —..-^-.-^jm Bating the f o r m e r
R. T. Sherwood may°r'8 Income tax
M. i ,
rv returns- Hia attorney,
Michael wF. Dee. was In an anteroom
but Sherwood did not call on him for
advice, which was taken as an indication thut he answered fully and freely all questions put to him. When dismissed Sherwood hurried to his temporary residence In New Jersey so that
he would not be arrested on the state
charges pending since he fled during
the Seabury inquiry. At that time
he wua fined $50,000 for contempt
and, as Attorney Dee said, he did not
wish to be Jailed for default in nav
went of the flue.

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT

they settled down to a fitful slumber.
Could they bold their gains oil the
morrow and drive through the hundred paces to triumph? At fonr
o'clock the next morning guns b^om
out their demand for an'answer. 1Ch«
Field of Most Famous Battle in battle Is on. Artillery flre blasts their
front and rakes their flanks. Musket
United States.
(ire throws a deadly leaden hall Into
them from almost every^angle. Their
Prepared tiy National Geographic Socl«ty, position becomes an 'Inferno. They
Washington. D. C.-WNU Service.
VERY summer thousands or charge Into a blinding sheet of all-arms
Americans make the pilgrimage fire; they reel back, reform, charge,
to Gettysburg, famous American and are burled back again. Again they
battle field and locale of one of reform and charge once more. At last,
the most famous speeches ever deliv- almost literally blasted from the fleldi
ered—Abraham Lincoln's Gettysburg the bugles sound the mournful notes of
the retreat and General Meade holds
address.
At Gettysburg, during the first three the ground unchallenged.
days of July, 1863, the course of AmerPickett'« Famous Charfl*. ,
ican history, if not indeed the trend of
Plckett's charge will ever live In
world destiny, trembled In the bal- the minds of men as the climatic «plance. Here American courage and sode of Gettysburg; but military men
valor reached a high-water mark; here agree that in pie menace It held, to tin
the hopes of the Confederacy attained fierceness of the assaults that wer«
their flood stage and began the ebb made, in the carnage that was wrought,
that ended at Appomattox.
the attack made by the men whom
As one motors along the avenues Stonewall Jackson had led at Boll
that mark the battle lines, now paus- Bun, Antietam, Frederlcksburg, and
ing in reverence before this and that Chancellorsville deserves an equal,
monument erected on the field; now place in the annals of war. That atvisiting the earthworks of a famous tack lasted for six hours. Plcketfa
corps, division, or brigade; now climb- charge moved out at three o'clock,
ing one or another of the five steel"
High Water Mark at 3:20, beobservation towers for a broader sweep reached
gan
its
at 8:40, and was off
of the terrain, he understands why the field retreat
a
little
after four o'clock.
this Is the most widely known of all
As a military spectacle, that conthe battle fields of America, attracting
cluding act has never been excelled.
more than 800,000 visitors annually.
Never did any commander face his Its prelude was played by 800 guns,
problem under greater difficulty than as battery answered battery across the
did Gen. George Gordon Meade. At gently rolling fields over which th<e
three o'clock on the morning of Juno historic charge was to sweep. "Every
28, less than 80 hours before the great position seems to have broken out with
battle opened, be was awakened in guns everywhere, and from Round
his tent at the headquarters of the Top to Cemetery Hill, is like a bluing
Fifth corps, which he had been com- volcano," reported one officer. "The
manding. An officer from Washing- grand roar of nearly the whole arton announced that be had come bring- tillery of both armies burst In on the
ing trouble. Later, in a letter to his silence, almost as suddenly as the full
wife, Meade confessed that be thought / notes of an organ would fill A
the officer had come to relieve him of chnrch," wrote another.
In an hour and a half the Federal*
his command or to arrest him; but his
slackened their flre, so that their guns
conscience was clear.
And trouble It was that the officer might cool, wrecked batteries be rebrought, though of a vastly different placed, and the atmosphere allowed to
kind. He delivered an order from the clear.
Forty-two Confederate regiments
War department directing General
Meade to take command of the Army move out Pickett leads them, with
of the Potomac, concentrate its scat- bis own division in the center. The
tered forces, break the hold of the charge begins with the precision of
Army of Northern Virginia on the Sus- dress parade. A murmur of admiraquehanna, protect Baltimore and Wash- tion sweeps the Union line. And -then
its artillery opens again with every
ounce of its reinforced power. Presently, torn by shot and"• shell, the
charging host comes within rifle range.
They press on. They .are within ISO
yards of their goal, facing death in a
thousand forms.
End of the 'Bloody Fight
Pickett's men melt like snow on a
hot day. but a second and a third wave
sweeps-on. They face double canister
at 10 paces, but they silence the guns
that flre them. Into Webb's rifle pits
they leap and over the barricades.
Armistead and his men vault over the
stone wall. Be falls mortally wounded. The momentum of the charge
wanes and dies.
Raked with flre and cross-fire, there
They Fought at Gettysburg.
is nothing to do but fall back. But
they return across the sanguinary field
ington, bring the Invaders to battle, in such fashion that the repulse does
and cause them to retreat to their own not become a rout. Out of the 4,800
soIL
men of Plckett's division, not more
General Lee, too, was In straits. than 1,000 return, Qf the 15 field offiStuart's dash around Hooker's army cers and four generals, only Pickett
had deprived the Southern leader of and one lieutenant colonel tescape unthe only eyes an army could have be- scathed.
fore dirigibles and airplanes came into
The Battle *f Gettysburg la ended.
being.
As one walks over the scene and tries
In those three last days of June to measure the courage of the men
both commanders were at a disad- who fought here,, he comes to undervantage—Meade because he had had stand why there Is pride in every
thrust upon him a Herculean task and American heart that this battle field
must get bis hands on the reins, and is now a military park, and that it
Lee because bis cavalry was beyond was dedicated in immortal words by
his reach.
Abraham Lincoln.
Two Great Battles.
The flue generosity of the federal
Few visitors who go to Gettysburg government, that knows no North and
realize that there were two battle no South In the marking of those halfields In that historic struggle. The lowed acres, cements in the firmest
battle of the first day was fought to bonds of history the sons and daugh/the north and west of the town. Not ters of those whose bravery and coura single federal soldier was left on age made the field the sacred spot it Is,
that field when the fight ended In mid- First established by the Gettysburg
afternoon. How complete was the Battle Field Memorial association in
Confederate victory on that day was 1864, taken over by the government
disclosed after the war by' General in 1895, more adequately marked by
Meade. who said that if General Lee the Gettysburg National Park comhad followed and placed his batteries mission, the park now consists of
on Gulp's hill that evening the federal 2,530 acres of government-owned land.
army would have been forced to with- It has 22% miles of avenues, in addidraw.
tion to the state and county highways
One need only climb the observation that traverse it In It there ar* 88
tower near the site of General Meade's statues, in addition to nearly 800 other
headquarters and from that vantage monuments. There are also 1,«10
point view the second battle field to ironze and iron tablets and 823 gran*
appreciate the tremendous price the te markers on pedestals, while 419
Confederates were destined to pay on mounted cannon, caissons, and Umbers.
the second and the third for their vie show the artillery position of the field.
tory of the first. For hfcre Nature had
As a recent army report declares:
provided General Meade with a Verit- 'It has been well said that Gettysabie citadel ready for fortification to burg was in a measure the American
which to await an attack, and events soldier's battle, a battle of the ranks*
bad glven the Al,Uy Of the Potomac a struggle of American prowess'and
courage, of discipline and tenacity,/ ft
unswerving fidelity and unselfish deHere the legions of Lee endeavored votion, a contest of American manto overpower their gallant foes of hood."
a Virginia battle field.

GETTYSBURG IS
PILGRIMS' GOAL
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Women Urged to S
Reflection in

I cannot look nt mjs
tori bat a mirror hns a
clnatlon for me, writes
fa the Home Magazine
flv*_dreary years that
loss;of n>y sighlrand he.™.
I Was taught, my mother sffl'
en went to the dressing tabT
ently making believe that]
reflection in the glass.
Once-1 put on my annfi
and hurried to the mirror
wanted to see the effect
fir; thought I remembered
up as. a baby to look at
1 haye wondered man?
made me do tc&t i t
wondered what other pe
see in a mirror. Do
see the same person?
an ever really see herself!
not be a good Idea for her.
nice herself conscious); ,mi_
ly as others look at her \rta
not aware!
What do they see? Mai
I suppose, do not see belt
face. They look at one
*She'B so conceited." "S!a
older, don't you thlokf
rather pretty, but verj
Remarks, like that should
look-closely and earnest!;
Belt' 4*0 say we don't
other* persons think aboi
not help our feelings or
acter.
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"Some persons imagine," observed
a curator, as he tilted back his yhnfr
in his office at the Bronx wo, "that all
monkeys swing by their tails; and that
they are always picking fleas off one
another. Nothing is further from the
truth. The fact is that only the monkeys of the New world have prehensile tails, and ail of them—thoee in
the cages, anyway—«re practically
free from parasites in captivity. That's
because of the dry sir and because ear
keepers groom them every day,
Scratching each other Is purely • •*•
clal. courtesy. Or. I might W, the
willingness to offer a helping band.
The custom of plucking imaginary fleas
dates back a good many years, 1 suspect, but it strikes me as a very pleasant one."—New Xork World-Telegram.
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Thrice victory eluded llw
uated South Trimble, Jr of Ke
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To the Voters of Cass
County
Do you want your taxes reduced?
Do you want government control or gang control?
Do you want Repeal and Prosperity ?
Do you want Repeal, Reform and Regulation?
Do you want to abolish the appalling corruption
which now exists in all sections of the country
under prohibition?
Do you want true Temperance?
If you believe in the above, don't fail to
mark an X in the first circle on your
'
special election ballot Tuesday, June 20.

Iowa Repeal For Prosperity
Committee
307 Equitable Bldg., Des Moines

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Published Every Thursday by the

Tribune Publishing Co.
W. F. BUDD

Editor

Subscription if paid in advance. .$1.50
If not paid in advance
.$2.00
Entered at the post office at Anita,
Iowa, as second class nail matter.
THURSDAY, JUNE 15, 1933.
BOBBING PETER TO PAY PAUL.
In your left-hand trousers pocket
you have the sum of fifty dollars. In
your right-hand pocket is another
fifty. For a period of time you spend
entirely from the left pock«t, until
the fifty suffers alarming depreciation. Then you begin spending from
the, right pocket. Would you consider
this economy and reduction of expenses? You certainly would not. It is
^Unimportant whether the dollar comes
'"from one pocket or another, whether
your left hand or your right passes
it out.
But, when tax commissions and pol-

iticians announce a program of tax
reduction, it usually does precisely
what has been described above.
It takes a dollar off the property
tax and puts another dollar on the
income tax. It shifts burdens from
an inheritance tax to a sales'tax. It
discovers intangible taxes—supposed
to lower some other tax, but increases
the total volume of tax money taken
from individuals and industry. And
so it goes.
The average tax reduction program
is a farce and misrepresentation. It
robs Peter to pay Paul. It does not
recognize the fact that there is but
one way to lower taxes—to spend less
money.
Keep the pocket illustration in mind
next .time your public officials announce an economy drive. See if they
actually do lower the cost of running
the government, or simply dip into
your other pocket. Then act accordingly.
Francis Kohl of the 'Fontanelle vicinity, and a former resident of this
community, is in poor health.
He
will be taken to Iowa City in a few
days for treatment.

THURSDAY, JUNE 15.

POTATO CROP WILL BE SHORT
The condition of 0. C. Hansen, long
DUE TO DRY WEATHER HERE
time resident of Anita, remains about
the same. He is in a very critical conIt is estimated that the potato crop
dition, with no hopes held for his re- in Cass county will be several thouscovery.
and bushels, short this year as the
11
When a man says his wife did the result of the long-ttey SP* ' Millions
of
potato
bugs
have
attacked
Ithe vines
"proposing" and she laughs and says,
in
the
last
few
days
and
present
a
"Well I may have egged him on to
it," you may know the marriage is new hazard.
Reports from various towns in
successful.
southwest Iowa tell of many acres of
Raymond Witte had the misfortune potatoes being destroyed over night
to break one of the bones in his right by the pests. Thurman and Tabor are
arm last 'Friday, when he fell to the among the towns where the damage
ground from a windmill tower on has been especially heavy.
which he was working.
Fred Bell, wife and sons, Coryell

We Deliver

Friday-Saturday Specials

and Edward Bell, wife and daughter,
Abe Billtikoff, wife and two child- Joy, were in Winterset and Patterson
ren, Joe and Lenore, of Buffalo, New
Sunday, visiting H. 0. Bell and wife
York, were week end visitors in the
and
Mrs. Frank Cunningham.
city at the home of her cousin, Henry Maduff and faimily.
Miss Maurine Huddleson, daughter
Ta-Ta-Po-Chon campfire girls held a of Mr. and "Mrs., George Huddleson,
picnic supper Monday evening in the submitted to an operation at the office
city park, being in charge of Miss of Dr. E. E. iM^rton Saturday mornDora Jean Campbell and Miss Dorothy ing for the removal of her tonsils.
Smith. The girls played baseball in
Hal Stone's tent show is holding
the afternoon. Next week Miss Dorothy Forshay and Miss (Mary Jane forth in Anita this week, the show
Bear are planning the meeting, which grounds being located on Third Street
will be a trip to Sunnyside park in between Walnut and Cherry Streets.
They are playing here under the ausAtlantic.
pices of the American Legion and the.
Birds build their nests in queer Juvenile band.
places. A robin recently built her
In observance of their first annivernest under the caboose of a freight
train. When the train pulled into sary in the grocery business in Anita,
Benton-Harbor, Mich., the conductor, Maduff's Food Market is staging a
Eoy Blodgett, saw the robin flying big anniversary sale commencing on
under the caboose.
Investigation Thursday of this week and continuing
showed why. Railroad officials then through next Wednesday. A large ad
gave orders for the caboose to be set in today's Tribune mentions a few of
out and not used until the robin was the many bargains offered during the
through with it.
sale.
Joe Crowley of near Monticello,
Jones county, knows what it is to
brush elbows with death. Crowley
was in a field plowing with a team
of four horses hitched to his plow. A
sudden rain developed and he crawled
undergone of the horses to keep out
of the downpour. A sudden bolt of
lightning killed two of the horses instantly and knocked a third down. All
three of the horses fell upon Crowley,
but he was uninjured. When his
plight was discovered'and the dead
horses removed he was unconscious,
but he revived shortly afterward. The
horses were nervous, he said, and
kept pawing the ground. When they
did so their hooves frequently came
in contact with Crowley's body. Had
this contact been maintained when the
lightning struck he would undoubtedly have been killed.

Phone 30o

At Springville, Linn county, the
only place given a permit to sell beer
is the Springville creamery. The concern has 250 farmer patrons. The
manager of the firm recently announced* that he will trade beer for
cream, at the rate of one pint of beer
for two pints of cream. The only
difficulty encountered is the fact that
some of the farmers have a hard time
proving to Mrs. Farmers that one
pint of beer is really worth twice that
amount of perfectly pure, fresh
cream. In Dubuque, Scott; and several other counties, the desire for
the right to sell beer has become so
intense that several towns have been
incorporated at places which in reality are merely country cross roads.
The state law prohibits sale of beer
outside of cities and incorporated
towns.

BUTTER, Armour's Cloverbloom, per pound. ,2ic
PEANUT BUTTER, 2-pound quart jar
^
PORK and BEANS, 1-pound cans.
^
TEA SITTINGS, 1-pound packages.
^
PEARS, Full-a-Fruit, No. 10 (gallon) cans.. . 49c
APRICOTS, Full-a-Fruit, No. 10 (gallon) cans. .49c
CAKE FLOUR, Swansdown, and cake plate 25c
VANILLA, 8-ounce bottle
25c
SUGAR, pure granulated, 10 pounds
49c
SWEET PICKLES,; quart jar
25c
OLIVES, Mrs. Winston's fancgr grewi, quart jar.25c
CANDY, summer mixed, per pound
^
CORN FLAKES, Iowa Maid, per^ackage
9,,
Bring Us Your Eggs--Higliegt^liik«t Price Paid
The members of the Birthday club
born lo Mr.
were guests Monday of Mrs. M. C. MM. Fay* Pl&wman of the
Hutchison at her home on Elm cinity on June 1st.
Street. A 1:00 o'clock dinner was
served by the hostess, and the after- JVank E. Carter left Sunday eJ|
noon was spent by the ladies with ing for Chicago, where he will
needlework.
a few days at the Century
grew.
The O. D, 0. club met at the home
of Mrs. Andrew Jacobsen north of
Anita last Thursday. A, 1:00 o'clock
dinner was served by the hostess. All
members were presen^ except three.
The ladies tiefl two comforters during the afternoon. ,The next meeting
will be with Mrs. Marinus Jensen.
Harold Davis Stauffer, 12-year-old,
son of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Stauffer
of Ignacio, Colorado, for the second
consecutive time, has placed first in
the clarinet division of the Fine Arts
Musical organization which is composed of 450 contestants. His accompanies! was his sister, Jessie 'Margaret. Both have unusual musical talent. They are grandchildren of Bertrand Stauffer, and nephew and niece
of Mrs. Alpha Nelson and Mrs. Robert Scott, who are 'well pleased with
the honors the little fellow has •won,

Only three more hatch?/
this season.
Order Your CHICKS]
today.
We pay highest martjj
et price for your Cre
Eggs and Poultry.
Free culling if you s$|
us your culls.

Summer Specials!

Calvert the Great

Voss Washers, new models
$59.95
Pabco 9x12 Rugs, 5-year guarantee .. .$6.25 to $6.95

will amaze you with his feats of hypnotism.

Summer Items

The New Majestic
Electric Refrigerator

Electric Irons, Fans, Refrigerator Dishes and Thermometers, Thermo Food and Water Jars, Ice
Cream Freezers, Garden Hose, Fittings, Sprinklers, Hay Rope, Pulleys, Forks, Wire Cloth, Door
Hinges and Springs, and a big line of Oil and
Gasoline Stoves.

Lace Top

Neff Hardware
ANITA, IOWA

will more than amaze you by its. efficiency and
by its economy of operation.

7Sc and $1JOO

Bongers Bros.

Miss Gossip

CALVERT THE GREAT, APPEARING WITH
HAL STONE'S PLAYERS THIS WEEK.

Chiffon or Service Weight; Picot Top—Cradle Sole

I

Roe Clothing Co.
•••••••MHiMBHMMBiM^^^^^^B^a^^^M
i
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^BIB^^BMBI

Rasmussen's
Cafe
Window Shade Special
'While they last, colors of Green and Tan, 36 inches
wide and 6 feet long, special at

A few shades to clean up at

Chester A. Long

15c

A GOOD PLACE TO DINE AFTER
ATTENDING THE HAL STONE
SHOW.

WE WILL APPRECIATE
YOUR PATRONAGE.

While attending the Hal Stone Players in Anita J
week, driv$ into our station for your

Gasoline and Motor
WE WIUL BE PLEASED TO
SERVE YOU,

0. W. SWfer & S<*
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THE FABLE OF
STEPPING
ON IT

"«•»•>* by the Brldee k ,
— Eton's G r o tK

**t*&?ff
ffi.
through the
they were, as Mr
described it, hellward

By GEORGE ADE
o«.

NCE there was * Group ot
Pleasure-Seekers packed Into a
Motorcar. They were out tor
Relaxation and' they were going to flnd It by whizzing to a Point
800 Miles distant and then turning
around and beating It back Home.
Notwithstanding which, It Is said
that People live longer than they used
to live.
There were two Captains on Board.
One was the high-priced Lad at th«»
Wheel, who thought that every stretch
of Good Road was part of the Indianapolis Speedway. The other Mr*
Henry Glbble, whose Husband had
paid for the Car Just twice what a
dandy Queen Anne Cottage would
have, cost before Lumber went up. Mr,
Clbble thought he was the Captain toutbe was only the Cabin Boy. They
wouldn't even let him hold the Road

O

Tratnincj Ship
"EMPIRE STATE"

The Dai 14 Inspection

The Cadets
Visit the Colosseum in
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON

1MB was when the merchant marine was one of America's proudest boasts. Those were the days
when the famous Yankee clipper
ships were carrying oar flag, the
- Stars and Stripes, Into virtually
every port of the world and when
America, rather than Great Britain, was the "mistress of the
seas," at least, so far as merchant
•hipping was concerned.
But when steamships replaced sailing vessels,
the United States began to lose her place In the
son In this regard and the Civil war saw the end
of our dominance of the seas with merchantmen. -In the years that followed various efforts
were made to regain the place we had lost to
other nations, but these efforts were not highly
successful. At the opening of the World war we
had only 17 ships carrying the American flag
and American trade to foreign ports, and American seamanship, as a consequence, had almost
become a forgotten tradition.
But recent years have seen a change being
wrought, and today, under more recent stimulating governmental policies supporting our "peacetime navy," the merchant marine, we have
climbed up to second place In world tonnage
and now a total of 000 ships plow their way
through the seven seas to more than 500 ports
In foreign lands.
To provide for the Increased complement of
trained desk officers and engineers to man our
constantly increasing peacetime > navy, Uncle
Sam has four nautical training schools, mostly
aboard real ships, where boys can study, graduate and stand a good chance of becoming third
officers or assistant engineers in the merchant
fleet at a rate of pay ranging from $125 a month
for third mates upwards to $300 for skippers and
engineers, and with cruises to Interesting foreign ports sprinkled In while they are getting
their education.
These nautical schools are: The New York
State Merchant Marine academy, now based at
the Brooklyn navy yard aboard the U. S, S.
Empire State and the Annex; the Pennsylvania
Nautical school, based at Philadelphia, aboard
the U. S. S. Annapolis; the Massachusetts Nautical school, based at Boston, aboard the U. S. S.
Nantucket, and on the Pacific coast, the California Nautical school, based at California City,
on San Francisco bay, aboard the U. 8. 8. California State. Every year the 500 young men, between the ages of seventeen and twenty-one
years, undergo training In these four schools.
For a bird's eye view of life at the academy,
let's visit the U. S. S. Empire State.
As one drives Into the Brooklyn navy yard a
khakt-garbed United States marine corporal
Bteps up to the visiting automobile, asks the
caller's business and sends for a bluejacket, who
conducts one past battleship-gray painted destroyers, cruisers and other navy vessels docked
in the yard. A couple of turns along railroadtracked streets lead to the gangplank of the U.
S. S. Empire State.
A rifle-belted seaman clicks his heels, salutes
and leads on to the skipper's quarters forward,
below the bridge. The skipper is Capt. L, B.
Qreen, second assistant superintendent of the
academy, commanding the training ship. He Is
a graduate of the United States Naval academy
«t Annapolis.
,
A sharp wind slices across the navy yard, but
Captain Green marches down a gangway connecting the training ship with Its auxiliary vessel lying alongside—the Annex. The latter Is a
converted sailing ship. Her once towering foremast and mainmast are stubbed. She carries
no rigging, but has a broad deck for boat and
other drills. Below decks she Is laid out for
school rooms, dormitories, electrical and mechanical work shops.
Cadets In the Annex are nominal newcomers.
Here they are taught mathematics, navigation,
hygiene, rope and wire cable use and splicing,
signalling, are prevention, launching and handling of boats and a hundred other maritime
duties. Here, too, they have their first taste of
discipline aboard ship.
The cadets are hard at work. In one room,
equipped with regulation school desks, they are
deep In trigonometry. Below, lu the hold of the
Annex, they are working in the machine shop.
Others are bending and weaving heavy wire
cable ends around an oval eye. Still another
group has taken a heavy water pump apart and
is busily at work putting It together agaia
Captain Green proceeds through the passages,

v'Shootinqthe Sun" with Sextants

Furlinq the Sails
past bine-uniformed lads. Each group snaps to
"attention" and holds it until the senior officer
says "carry on." "Topside" are several groups
engaged in boat drills, launching, handling long
sweeping oars in heavy life boats—coxswains
standing up, astern In each boat, giving orders.
It's a cold and windy day but the boys bend to
with a will and send their boats cleaving the
nary yard waters.
"Below" la the real "feel" of the ship. Not a
quick rush to the side to unburden an upset
stomach . . . but the atmosphere of being at
sea. It Is quiet but exciting. The only thing
lacking Is the throb of turning engines . . . the
gentle lift of long ground swells.
Captain Green goes forward to inspect paint
lockers, shower baths and living quarters, where
the boys sleep in beds. Romantic days of the
hammock have vanished. The skipper admits
that Bleeping, when tucked In cocoon comfort
within one's hammock, is a blissful state, but
there Is more luxury in cadet accommodations
today. Lockers are provided for personal effects
and uniforms.
More cadet study space Is discovered, with
long, polished, white wooden tables that swing
up to the celling and out of the way when not
in use. The canteen for candy, tobacco and other luxuries, strikes a responsive note. Mess hall
serving tables, cafeteria style, where 150 hungry
young men can be served In eight minutes. Food
Is sent down from the galley, located on a higher
deck, by dumbwaiter. The whole place shlnea
with cleanliness.
Next came a visit to the "sickbay" or ship's
hospital. One youngster had a touch of sore
throat but was recovering quickly. A regular
doctor is assigned to the ship. Anyone on the
"binnacle list" Is promptly attended and officers
of the training vessel said there were few patients.
Captain Green and his staff have their own
mess, a room done In dark wood with light
green trimming. Here the deck and engineer
staff units dine at separate tables, because there
always has been a bit of pleasant rivalry between the two groups.
Although boys Join the academy for training
to flt them for captaincy or englneershlp, they
have their own choice of the branch preferred.
Once they have completed the school course and
have graduated, there Is little time lost In getting them assigned to active duty aboard one
of Uncle Sum's merchant ships.
The boy who wants to go to sea as a professional mariner Is trained at one of the four
academies to become an officer or engineer and
enjoy life on the rolling deep, and he has the additional opportunity for service In steamship offices asbo W This gives hlui an excellent Incentive to grow in the maritime world and to
"point" for an executive position In steamship
circles. This Is not a pipe dream. )t Is the design and reuaou for the existence of these four
nautical training schools.
Uncle Sam has to battle for his peace time
and war rights. Ships must carry commerce, passengers, malls to every country. Commanders
and chief engineers of these ships must be leveJ-

Map.
The others who had embarked, were
three In Number, as follows:
Estelle, only daughter of the .Qlbbles, who held the World's Record for
Nose-Dabbing—475 times In one Day.
Herbert Polndexter, supposed to be
almost engaged to Betelle because he
looked Aristocratic and was a heavenly Hoofer, even If he was on Salary.
Miss Leonora Peevy, unmarried'sister of Mrs. Glbble—a Positive Charac-^
ter who held back nothing except her
True Age.
That made six In All and any good
Mind-Reader might have discovered
that no. two of them were agreed on
anything—not even evolution.
For instance the Chauf felt that'
when be was doing less than 95 he
was chilling his Tires.
Confidence and Ignorance.
Estelle always said that 80 miles
an Hour was a reasonable Clip.
Mr. Polndexter said that when -he
traveled above 60 he could feel his*
Brain Substance turning to JelL
As for Mrs. G. she couldn't see any
sense In doing more than 60 because
her Heart had not been the same since
she carried on her long but victorious
Fight for the reorganization of the
Woman's Club.
Mr. Glbble would have stayed around
40 all the time If he had been permitted to give Directions, which be was

headed and well-trained. For this reason, It was
pointed oat, unusual care Is exercised In selecting merchant marine academy candidates.
Boys most be United States citizens, hare high
school education or Its equivalent, be physically, mentally, morally sound as a new dollar
and, must have the qualities that make for leadership—courtesy, promptness lu obeying commands and correct seamanllke habits.
The wheel and chart house come next for Inspection. In the afternoon sun the compass,
steering apparatus, engine room telegraph and
other bright work gleamed and glinted from elbow-greased high polish. It was exactly like an; not.
other American merchantman's bridge except
Miss Peevy had read a great deal
that there were two large, long tables extending about Motor Accidents. Every time
the width of the enclosed space, upon which ca- she crawled into a high-powered Hurdets, studying navigation while on summer ry-Dp, she expected to be killed before
cruise, work out the ship's course. A huge flag she got back.. Up to the present time
locker was located nearby, bulging with, neatly she bad been disappointed but, just
rolled multi-colored bunting. Atop the bridge was the same, she allowed that all those
the diamond shaped radio direction flnder loop, who exceeded 30 were taking their
open air binnacle and steering wheel.
Lives Into their own Hands and, as
Nine times out of ten -the U. S. S. Empire for her, It made her feel as If she were
State is steered from the enclosed bridge, or continuing on her Way while the Stuinthe flying bridge by a helmsman, generally a
mlck was loitering some Six Feet In
quartermaster. But Captain Green went below the
Hear.
and pointed out the line of steering apparatus
The Law said that any one who
to a room far astern la the ship/where the
rudder tiller Is swung by automatic devices and traveled along at better than 25 Miles
where cadets are Instructed, at times, In blind could be yanked up and tried. Through
steering. A bridge lookout may be the eyes of the Towns the Limit was 8 Miles an
the ship, on such occasions, but cadets are taught Hour. A man on Crutches can do 8
to navigate safely by using inside compass and Miles an Hour.
Be that as It may, the Gibbtes and
wheel.
The engine room, deep in the bowels of th« their two Victims got away at 9:05,
vessel, was fragrant with hot oils. Here a maze which was almost on Schedule. The
of shining Iron ladders wind up, around and Starting Time had been set for 7:03,
about the powerful driving equipment of the so that they could get to Bald Rock
training ship. All. brlghtwork was spotless and In time for the Noonday Luncheon.
It seemed that Eatelle had some
the ship could cast off on short notice, for steam
Is kept up In the boilers most of the time. In- Trouble getting her Bye-Brows to
tricacies of this department prohibit elaborate match and Mr. Polndexter sat for an
description. It Is a world of machinery In Itself Hour, In a Brown Study, looking at his
. . . the pride of engineers who undergo exhaus- Collection of Ties and trying to make
tive Instruction and training aship and ashore a Selection. The one that he finally
and who are charged with the mechanical wel- decided upon didn't look as If Anybody had spent an Hour In picking
fare of their vessel.
It Is interesting to note that, in most cases, It out
After the Old Folks had sat In the
the captain and chief engineer of a ship hold
nearly equal rank. Both wear 'four gold stripes. Car, silent and motionless, for what
They are associates In command, although in seemed to be a Couple of Days, taking
the last analysis the captain's word Is supreme. the Morning Sun In the Byes, the, two
The cadets have an abundance of recreation. jovial Juveniles appeared and hoped
Many are amateur musicians, have their Instru- that they hadn't kept anyone waiting.
ments aboard and make use of the ship's piano. How lucky it is that Looks cannot
And when some one tears off a large amount ot km i ,
" ':
"In the Evening by the Moonlight" a flood ot
It was a Hot Morning but, as an
barber shop harmony generally haunts the ship extra Precaution, five of the six TourCaptain Green pointed out a number of ca- ists had their Feet snugly covered with
dets engaged in Infantry drill on the concrete Suit Cases.
docks below. This gives them a taste of miliJust as they crossed the Town Limtary activity. Such military schooling will auto- its and passed Into the Agricultural
matically entitle cadets to become members of District, Mrs. G. asked, In a Tone sugthe naval reserve.
gesting that she wanted either InforCadet instructors are capable, efficient and mation or an Argument "Well, what
painstaking In their work. For them special Hoot are we going to take?"
training Is required. The skipper said that sev
Mr. Gibble crossed his Fingers and
eral had taken not one but numerous Instruc- looked at the Road ahead. He had
tion courses. A number of them are graduates learned his Lesson on previous Outof the New York Merchant Marine Cdem? ings. He knew that any poor Goofus
preferring teaching to Uf e aboar(i 8hi fa * who takes the Responsibility upon himthey start In as third class officers
self and guarantees any particular
Over sandwiches, cakes and
Plan of Action is' thereafter blamed
plttus for
for every Pebble In the Road, for Englue Trouble, Delays at Railway
Crossings and Red Ants In the Sandwiches, He knew, also, that the Good
eyes. addl u fe that "we expect to shove
Woman never asked for advice except
time in June, take |U a hi o the I n
when she wanted to hang- a Jinx onto
cruising purposes and touch at several S
ports."
several European the Party of the Second Part.
Mr. Polndexter. bursting with Confidence and Ignorance, said that he
had heard, somewhere, that by bearing
over toward Mutchburg and following
the River Road through Ransom and
Wems, you would come out on State
Uoad 23 aud get « direct Shoot to
Bald Rock; where they would have
Luncheon. If any one would be speaking to any one else by that time.
I r u i n i n g si
A Sad fcUal.
- the w a t c h f u l ki lu |
S U J H T V l M u u of U
;
«tni>er
who
knows
his
We
will
always
Insist that Mr. Poln»<"ir."
ut the
had no way of knowing about
New Stone between Jericho and
or the Detour made n*c-

aftj,
ienif,

Boad that

00t

teach there was a
Bullrushe*. For the
months the Car
It came out, while the,
plorlng, that Mrs. Gib
to go via Mllford, but
Polna,
had talked her out ot
Polndexter, he kept
— * Ter, They told i
Circumstances, was just
no Conversation at all.
If the Noonday Lnu.,«,u
promptly at 8 p. m. carried'&»•
Gloom of a child's funeral It I
cause Mr. and Mrs. Qn*io "
S?**Jv «"?M not find time to,
Word. $hey were too busy
that Bstelle would nerer iL
Polndexter,
^
Evtrythlno F«ll Flat-Even»
It<is;;*aid that the TransRailway, running half way i
Globe from Kowchuck to T
vlth IS the longest straight t
In' the World, but the Gibblel
tton, In proceeding from Baini
tain to Lake Wahaha, where tb»
posed spending the night atil
known Itesort Hotel which <
erythlng, fresh from the Can, |
plainly marked Highway and n,
there for Weeks and Weeks,
Mr. Glbble will always lugl
he wrote for. Reservations i|
thinks that he mailed the L«ttaj
ertheless when the travel-!
red-eyed Outcasts found
grouped In the Hotel
Huddle of Lithuanian lmn
Unpopularity which bad
upon Mr. Polndexter was l
by a vote of 4 to 1, to He_,
didn't have a Come-Back In l
tern.
Finally, about an Hoori
Dance was over, the
were shown to a Cottage out
while Mr. Polndexter and bl
be Father-ln-Law occupied i
laundry.
When they started for Ho

A. M. It was Mrs. Q. who i
orders and; so she was to I
the Speed Cop got them last i
of Jlmpson Heights. They
Witnesses who testified that I
creeping along at about 15]
Hour, so the Justice soaked t
and after they were out on tbtlj
again,' the Engine and Miss 1
veloped a Knock.

It had, to be one of the net J
that went flat The man to t
rage had guaranteed It tori
Miles, Which Explanation
satisfy every one except MM
Gibble, Miss Peevy and Mr. F
The Shades of Night
fast when the Joy-riding
through a quiet Village
MUes from a Bath-Tub.
The Moon was smiling toS
when the Bodies were n
the Car. but the Moon 1
,cal Monopoly of alt that:
The Chauffeur had been l
more, and If you think
and Mr. Polndexter were
Hands on the Back Seat, >
must be Crazy.
No one had anything to W»
one Else except that MM. o
banding to the Mental 0eif
paid her Bills, and wbr' -Va
not be Inserted herewit
paper using this Article u '
to Space.
MORAL: Automobiles
nate Distance, but Not r

CsrpwingOutrf!
A weed to correctly
plant growing out of P»
flower springs up wt«
wantltUkeadandellonj^j
rot on the lawn, it is«
whew It Is admired ore
It to a flower. NearW|
ued flowers are, or wert
Where. We take great]
vate the poppy, the
covers lavishly and s
dreds of thousands of»«
nla. But there are
weeds Which, we feel
be regarded as ""ofl* ,
the devastating pW^1'
or the abominable n
murderous witcbgrass (
thetess, has a very. ^
Whether a Plant is 1^-3
.dejiends entirely on *
.s -pernicious."
harvest fields the
roses is

The first Ja
rtes planted at »-—„,
ground- were purcb" ^
"
Howard T«« 1D -«foUowlng year
the Japanese coi»York city, the «o »
celved 2,000 tre« « ^
city of Tokyo, J"i£ #a«
slgnment, bo wt?u ' -..mtfH
burned by ti>e
the trees were
pests and pi""'
not dlscouruKO
They sent
more than
planted In
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BARGAINS

The Golden Rule
DEPARTMENT STORE
The Best For Less
Anita, Iowa

SPECIALS FOR SATURDAY

at MADUFFS FOOD MAiKET

Fine Corticello Hosiery

ANITA, IOWA

We say this without fear of Contradiction. The greatest Hosiery value we have seen. Season's newest shades. Sizes 9-10.

$1
Value

79c

Bathing Suits

Voiles

Ladies
lies and Children's 100%
1
ALL WOOL.

Large assortment in plain and
printed styles, at per yard

59c to $1.98

12c to 29c

12-Quart
Galvanized
Pail

10-inch Bowls
yellow glaze
blue band

Fine Grade
White China
Plates

15c

19c

lOc

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
June 18, 1903.
Guy Lattig has entered the employ
of the Fullerton Lumber Co. in this
city as' bookkeeper.
Too much rain has made it necessary for many property owners in
Anita to tile their cellars:
If the city had one or two more
crossings to build over Bull Creek, it
•would be ready to go into bankruptcy.
Maurice Burkhart and James Bell
started 'Monday afternoon for Colorado, where they will remain several
months.
Misses Mittie Crawford, Elsie Corlett, Edith Turner, Ruby Brewer and
Earl S. Holton are attending the Cass
county normal.
Abe Goodpasture and his force of
workmen went out Monday morning
to begin work on Prank Crawford's
new dwelling house.
The S. N. Wagner farm northeast
of town, which was purchased last
year by the Citizens Bank, was sold
this week to J. R. Porter, a former
citizen of Shelby county, for $75.00
per acre.
The remains of John Anderson has
been brought here from IMSlo, Missouri, for burial. Young Anderson, son
of Mr. and (Mrs. Peter IF. Anderson,
and Earl Woods, son of T, J. Woods,
were drowned in a pond near Milo.
The families moved this spring from
Anita to Milo.
The Anita baseball grounds have
been put in excellent shape, an am-

Prices Good From Thursday, June 15 Through Wednesday,
FRroAY AND
SATURDAY
ONLY
ONE 5<: LOAF OF SCHULTZE'S BUTTERNUT BREAD WITH EVERY 2 LOAVES
PURCHASED.

Combination
Wall Duster
and Mop

$1

phitheatre erected and a high board
fence built around the north and east
sides. Everything is in readiness for
the sport which is to follow, and the
home team has promised some very
warm times during the season.
Dr. H. E. Campbell returned Tuesday morning from his eastern trip,
and judging from his actions, he is
as well pleased to be at home again
as his many friends are to have him
within calling distance, should occasion require. While not corpulent, he
has picked up a few extra sixteenounce pounds, and v appears to he
thankful even for small favors.

EVERY BAG
Bottle Caps | FLOUR GUARANTEED
Gross in Package

13c
Corn Flakes

We wish to thank our neighbors
and many friends for your acts of
kindness and sympathy extended to
us during the long sickness and af?
ter the death of our husband and
fathe^, Ralph D. Vernon, assuring
you that your kindness will never be
forgotten. We also wish to thank
those - who sent flowers and assisted
with the funeral services.
Mrs. R. D. Vernon
and Children.

,

Large Package

9c
Sardines

Miss Clara Wiese was hostess last
Wednesday evening to the members
of the U-Trump-It bridge club at the
home of her mother, Mrs. Hattie
Wiese. At the bridge session, Miss
Jane Scholl held high score with Miss
Isabelle Biggs as runner-up.

MALT
33c

Milk

Fancy Crushed "Gal." can

25c
Corn

4c bar

Armour s
Butter
™
' Ih 9h.%
•*M*»WI ciOFerbloom ••*• fiwV
MEDIUM RED

"Ten Nights in a Bar
Room"

THURSDAY, JUNE 15, at 8:00 P. M.
No Admission

Silver Offering

Hay Racks
Built to Order by Reliable Carpenters.
SEE PATTERN RACKS AT
THE YARD.
ALL PRICED TO SELL.

ROBT. SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
PHONES; Office 20; Res. 11

DEPENDABLE ALWAYS

Salmon
Tall
Cans 12k

Large Package

lOc
SPECIAL BLEND

Ice Tea
V2-lb. Cellophane Pkg.

17c
fcMWMSMaasHMsMMsMMHslsflMsMMSMSi

BROWN BEAUTY

Coffee

3 for 17c

Large Bar Hardwater
Extra
Special

TO SEE

Concert Park, Anita

Libby's
Tall Cans

SOAP

Golden Bantam or Country Gentleman
No. 10 "Gallon" can

Don't Fail

1c

Absolutely
Guaranteed
3 for
98c
POSITIVELY LAST TIME UNDER
43c A CAN

6c
Apples

Large Bottle

News Item Sat, June 10 —"Wheat
reaches highest price in 3 years."
IOWA'S BEST, 49-lb. bag
97c
MOTHER'S«EST, 49-lb. bag . .$1.19
OMAR, 49-lb. bag
$1.29
These prices are far below present
market, so put in a supply and save.

Oranges

in Tomato Sauce
Large 13-oz. cans

Richard Kiehl is spending the week
in the city with relatives and friends.
He is on his way to Iowa City from
Los Angeles, where he has been for
sometime.

AN EIGHT REEL PICTURE SHOWN ON AN
OUTDOOR SCREEN AT

.^SyK^ •

ALL MERCHANDISE HAS ADVANCED. STOCK UP NOW AT THDE8ET EXTREMELY
PRICES UNHEARD OF EVEN DURING THE WORST OF THE DEPRESSION.

CARD OF THANKS.

An authentic screen version of the stage production
which has been played before millions all over the
world.

ALL lOc CANS

B^BIBfl|B^B^B^B^B^B^B^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^__^>_____

Weiners Ib. lOc

A 30c value

19c Ib.
3Pounds

5*1

Peaches
Extra Fancy Quality
Heavy Syrup 85c value)
"Gal."
Can

59c
Pineapple

Crushed
HIGHEST PRICES CASH or TRADE
FOR CREAM AND EGGS

9-<s.i

2forl5c

sition that man is created materially,
> and turn our gaze to the spiritual rec- Bar Room," will be shown in Concert be presented. This is
+ + + + + + + + + -f + + + 4 - 4 - 4 - ord of creation, to that which should Park in Anita on Thursday evening July meetings combined
"Is the Universe, including Man, be engraved on the understanding and at 8:00 o'clock. There is no admis- of the church are urged »•
Evolved by Atomic Force?" will be heart 'with the poiilt of a diamond' sion charge. Come, bring your friends
and see this picture.
the subject of the Lesson-Sermon in and the pen of an angel" (p. 521).
all Churches of Christ, Scientist, on
You are always welcome to come
Sunday, June 18.
and worship here.
. •"
The Golden Text is from Isaiah 4LINCOLN CENTER
+
If you don't like this hot weather
FOR1 SALE—Tally
48:12, 13, "Hearken unto me, 0 Jacob +
COMMUNITY CHURCH
4- now and are outside God's Kingdom, Tribune office, Anitaand Israel, my called; I
am 4Elwyn Andrews, Minuter.
+ you should consider well the future.
he; I am the first, I also am the
FOB SALE.- -Baby
Christ does not write fire insurance
last. Mine hand also hath laid the
161
R 41.
Church Services at 10:00 a. m.
but he does write life insurance.
foundation of the earth, and my right
Bible School at 11:00 a. m., with
, FOR RENT:-P«stul
hand hath spanned the heavens: when Walter Storer as superintendent
of water and shade
I call unto them, they stand up toA special object talk to the young
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH +
gether."
people next Lord's day will be given
E-L. Anderson, Minister.
'-f , -WANTED: - L»*»
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo- as the sermon.
sharpen at 50e
tations from the Bible and from the
Are you doing God's will in the
(The Church With a Heart and
Christian Science textbook, "Science
STRAYED:
an Open Mind.)
and Health, wrth Key to the Scrip- way He wants you to do it and be
with
white »P^ ^ ^
cause
He
wants
you
to
do
it?
We
Church School at 10:00 a. m. A
tures," by Mary Baker Eddy.
want all to be this type of servants training school for Christian living, please notify ""
One of the Bible citations reads:
You are invited to come.
with classes for all agea. Jfkm. Lydhi
FOR SALE "O come, let us sing unto the Lord:
Brown, Superintendent
Whippet coach; W
let us make a joyful noise to the rock
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. dan. Open ««»"gLftf!
of our salvation. Let us come before CE
his presence with thanksgiving, and t NTRAL CHURCH O/CHRMJT t Special appropriate musk. Sermon Phone 244. 0. W. SW
**»»» Andrews, Minister.
-f subject, "Is Conscience the Voice of Anita, Iowa. ___
make a joyful noise unto him with
_
God?"
psalms. In his hand are the deep
. 8. HOLTON.
places of the earth; the strength of No creed but Christ,
Youth Forum at 7:00 p. m. An inNo
book
but
the
Bible
the hills is his also. O come, let us
teresting program for youth. Ton M»
worship and bow down: let us kneel No name but the Divine
invited.
.
Bible School at 10:00 a. m
before the Lord our maker. For he
C W
No evening service next- Sunday.
is our God; and we are the people of Zastrow, Superintendent
Sparks
from the Po4pit>~iBaM*tb
Communion service at 11:00 a .,
his pasture, and the sheep of his
days are quiet islanda on th»
Christian Endeavor at 7:00 p m
hand" (Psalms 95:1-2, 4, 6-7).
Ground oats
of life. iBfifcke your life
Evening service at 8:00 o'clock
Among1 the selections from the
b
Oats boiled
y
attending
Divine
Worahip
Christian Science textbook la the folund
Sabbath.
Ear com
lowing: "The harmony and immortalSenior Udiea aid will hold their re«K. J. U. dub meets Friday at »,«.
ity of man are intact. We should
*e
weakly meeting Friday at the
home
of
Mrs.
.
W.
Zastrow
C
look away from the opposite suppoThe picture show, <Ten Nights in a home of Mrs. B. D. Fonhay. All tot*resting program with » playlet
4-

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

WANT

4. + +

ea aid a

«.
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Western Sections
Grow Cheap Hops

OUR COMIC SECTION
of Little Men

D

3.
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TO MAKE HENS LAY
IN SUMMER SEASON
TVet Mash Suggested by a
New York College Man.
M the poultry flock lays few eggs
In late summer, feed a wet mash, advises L. M. Hurd of the New York
State College of Agriculture.
When
Bklmroilk is available7, use It to wet
the regular mash, or use semisolid butermllk at the rate of two pounds to
;he hundred. The crumbly wet mash
may be fed late In the afternoon, Just
tefore the night grain feeding. The
tens should have only what they can
eat in twenty minutes.
Another plan Is useful when no milk
a available. Fill a pall One-half full
of dry oats and then fill to the top
•with water. Let the oats stand from
One afternoon to the next and add
enough of the regular. dry mash to
absorb the remaining moisture. Feed
Jie same amount and at the same
time as the milk mash.
Wet mash feeding usually begins In
late July or August. Mr. Hurd suggests: No change In quarters or In
Teed formula; provide an abundance
of tender green food; have fresh water at all times; furnish shade; and
do not allow red mites to attack the
flock. He also suggests adding two
pounds of tobacco dust to each one
hundred pounds of mash to aid In controlling worms and coccldiosls, which
are thought to contribute to paralysis.
The tobacco dust should be guaranteed to contain 1 per cent ntaotlno
sulphate. ^ .^

Hen's Offspring Best
Indicator of Ability

U,iV. If.

0FTHEFORGE
tJStt.

'I'M WORKlMQr FOR.
MRS. VtJHIFFUBT AND

Serves Her Right
AM- is -THIS
V0K PAY
OPF

its-'suite

AM' THAT'S

•r'l p» -nff4.il
— V«rz.

A hen may be a good egg layer, but
that is no guaranty that her daughters
will be good layers, even when she Is
mated with a sire whose female parent
was a heavy layer, a three-year
experiment by the United States Department of Agriculture indicates.
Progeny testing—that Is, the testing
of the laying ability—of a hen's daughters Is the most reliable guide to that
hen's ability to produce good layers,
the department found. The common
practice of attempting to Improve egg
p'roductlon by selecting breeding stock
on the basis of egg production cannot
be depended upon to bring the desired
results, the experiment, made by Dr.
Morley A. Jull, department poultry
specialist, shows.
The department tested 793 singlecomb White Leghorn bens, the daughters" of 10 selected sires and 135
selected dams, at its Animal husbandry
experiment farm at Beitsville, Md.
The tests showed: That the egg production of a sire's dam had little significance in determining his ability to
produce good progeny;
that a given
sire mated to a given9 dam may produce good progeny, but that the same
sire mated to another dam may produce poor progeny; that the same was
trne for differing sires and a given
dam; that full sisters mated to the
same sire frequently produced diverse
results; that the average egg production of a group of full sisters conld
not be used as a basis for judging
any one of the sisters for breeding
possibilities.

Lice on Poultry

ITHERHEADS
''

Intimacy Breeds Dislike

Lice do not feed on blood like red
mites but eat dried skin or bits of
feather, writes a correspondent In the
Indiana Farmer's Guide. They may
eat blood from small skin wounds but
do not suck the blood like red mites.
The lice are constantly crawling over
the skin both day and night and cause
much discomfort to the'. hens. Hens
are nervous sensitive birds and probably suffer more from lice than Is commonly realized.

Eggs Must Be Eggs
Eggs, it seems. Just have to be eggs
In Connecticut, under a bill passed
In the house of the general assembly.
Under the terms of the measure eggs
must be designated as "fresh eggs,"
"cold storage eggs," "preserved eggs"
or "incubated eggs." However, the
bill adds, if an egg does not conform
to any of these classifications, but still
Is wholesome and edible, It may be
designated merely as "egg."

Poultry Gleanings
Ohio ranks fourth in poultry production with 24,954,000 chickens.
• * *
Pullets lay about 20 per cent more
eggs a year than do yearling hens.
• * •
Seneca county (Ohio) poultry raisers had a record of 1,800,000 eggs marketed last year.
• • •
PecUy, Rhode Island hen owned by
Ernest Bahr, ut Pomeroy, Ohio, laid
an egg 9^ Inches In circumference.
• » •
Income from farm poultry In the
TJnletd States as a whole Is exceeded
only by that from cattle, cotton, hogs
and milk.
• * *
Tlie first exhibit of poultry at a fair
in America was of Krnden geese, by
Mr. Slsson, at the Rhode Island state
fair at i'awtucket In 1820.
• # »
A Tyrrell county (N. C.) farmer reports building a brick brooder for his
baby chicks at a total cost of 60 cent«
for stove piping and 20 cents for lim«.
He says It works flue.

Competition Drove Industry
From New York State,
Professor Says.
By Prof. H. H. Whatxel, Nffw Tork Stat*
College of Agriculture.—WNTJ Service.

Western competition drove hops
from New York state and will continue to binder the empire state hop
yards. The decline in the New York
acreage from 1889 to 1009 was from
27,532 acres to 12,023 acres, while the
gain in Oregon was from 15,433 acres
to 21,770 and, in California from 6,890
to 8,391 acres. The main reason for
the westward trek was^hat while New
Tork growers harvested 638 pounds of
hops to the acre, California growers
harvested 1,361 pounds, Washington
1,474 pounds, and Oregon 674 pounds.
Nearly 26,000,000 pounds of bops
were grown in the United States In
1932, enough for the brewing of 40,00,000 barrels of beer. Exports In 1910
were nearly 8,000,000 pounds; from
1925 to 1929,12,000,000 pounds, on the
average; and in 1930, the exports decreased to six and a half million
pounds. In the meanwhile English and
continental growers have Increased
their plantings. It is a question, if foreign markets are closed, whether domestic hop consumption can absorb
the United States crop at paying
prices.
Some New York growers who know
the bop growing business, who have
good land, and get high yields may
make profits. The Inexperienced grower needs to learn how to grow hops, to
choose varieties, control diseases, grow
quality crops, and know the market
The first cost In hop growing Is for
roots. Since the roots are propagated
by cuttings, and each cutting yields
about the same as Its parent, some assurance is needed that the roots are
from high-yielding plants. Yields from
Individual vines may vary from a half
pound to eighteen pounds of hops. No
crop would be harvested the first season, a partial crop the second season,
and the first full crop would be harvested in 1935 from this year's plantIngs.
New York state growers are familiar
with powdery mildew, or blue mold,
which formerly attacked the crop and
which can be controlled. Newer plantings will probably be attacked by another mildew which does more damage
and is more difficult to control than
powdery mildew. The newer, downy
mildew has long troubled European
growers and was found in New York
state in 1928. California growers have
comparatively little damage from the
downy type.

Soybeans Will Help;
Grown at- Small Cost
"If every farmer could have Just the
hay he wanted, he would have his
mows filled with alfalfa. Next to alfalfa he would choose' clover. But
when good clover or alfalfa acreage
Is not sufficient, he must select those
crops that will give the most good
feed to the acre at the least expense."
This is the way George Brlggs, of
the Wisconsin state college of agriculture, views the 1933 feed crops situation. He is suggesting that soybeans,
because they are about equal to alfalfa,, will likely give much of this good
feed this year and at small expense.
Brlggs regards the soybean as a double purpose crop. It can be used as
a "pinch hitter" when alfalfa fails as
a field or in spots; and is oftentimes
used after an early crop of peas or
after an early crop of hay has been
harvested.
Brlggs considers the soybean crop
a convenient one to handle becanse a
good grade of hay can be made from It
at almost any time in its growth. Soybean hay is handled like any other
hay crop with mower, side delivery
rake, and hay loader.
Because the best soybean hay Is
made when the crop is planted alone.
Its mixture with oats, Sudan grass, or
millet are recommended only where
there Is some uncertainty about the
soybean crop.—Wisconsin Agriculturist.
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Lesson for June 18
JESUS RISES FROM THE DEAD
LESSON TEXT—Mark 16:1-20.
GOLDEN TEXT—And he salth unto
them, Be not affrighted: Ta seek Jesus
of Nazareth, which wai crucified: he
!» risen; ha la not here: behold the
place where they laid him. Mark 18:6.
PRIMARY TOPIC —Jesus Livlnff
Again.
JUNIOR
TOPIC—Jesua Conquer*
Death.
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOP1C—Our Living Lord.
YOUNQ PEOPLE AND ADULT TOPIC—The Power of ths Resurrection.
I. Tha
(TV, 1-4).

Visit

to the Sepulchre

1. By whom (v.l). Mary Magdalene, the mother of James, and Salome. They brought sweet spices
with which to anoint him. This was a
ministry of love, yet had they believed what he had said concerning
his resurrection, they would have
known that his body would not be
there.
Mary of Bethany understood this.
She therefore expressed Intelligent affection for the Lord, and against the
day of his burying poured out her box
of precious ointment upon him (John'
12:3. 7).
2. The time of (v. 2). It was very
early in the morning of the first day
of the week, before the rising of the
sun.
8. Their perplexity (w. 3, 4). They
questioned as to who should roll away
the large stone from the mouth of tho
tomb. To their surprise they found
the stone removed.
II. The Angel In the Tomb (w. 5-8).
Jesus knew that these women would
come to the sepulchre with perplexed
and unbelieving hearts, so he had an
angel waiting there to announce to
them the fact of his resurrection. Note
the message of the angel:
1. "Be not affrighted" (v. 6). How
sorely they needed this kind word.
2. "Ye seek Jesus of Nazareth
which was crucified" (v. 6). This
threefold designation shows with marvelous clearness—
a. His humanity—''Jesus."
b. His lowly residence—"Nazareth,"
c. His ignominious death—"cruelfled."
3. "He Is risen; he is not here. Behold where they laid him" (v. 6). Ho
was born In lowly circumstances and
Buffered the shameful death on the
cross, but now Is the conqueror of
death. His resurrection gives meaning to his death (L Cor. 15:17).
4. "Go your way, tell his disciples
and Peter" (v. 7). All the disciples
needed this blessed news, but Peter
especially, since he had so emphatically denied his Lord.
5. "He goeth before yon into Galllee, there shall ye see him" (v. 7).
Christ had told the disciples that he
wonld rise from the dead and meet
them In Galilee (Matt 26:32).
III. The Appearances of the Risen
Christ (w. &-14).

Since Christ's resurrection was to
be the central theme of apostolic
preaching, it was necessary that they
have a certainty of knowledge as to
It (Acts 1:3). Without the resurrection of Christ, his death would ba
meaningless. Out of the ten or more
appearances, Mark refers to three.
1. To Mary Magdalene (w. 0-111.
Her devotion was amply rewarded by
being the first to meet the risen Lord.
She went at once and told the story
to the disciples, but they refused to
believe her.
2, To two disciples on the way to
Bmmaua (w. 12, 13). Luke gives full
particulars concerning this appearance
(Luke 24:18-25). Jesus walked, talked,
and ate with them, convincing them
that be had Indeed risen from the
dead.
8. The eleven disciples (v. 14).
Jesus appeared to them while sitting
it meat, and reproved them for their
nnbellef. The fact that they steadfastly resisted the testimony that
Christ had risen, but afterwards were
Strip Farming
willing to risk their lives In the procIn one district in Saskatchewan a lamation of this truth, proves the
change in methods seemed necessary genuineness of their faith and should
to combat soil drifting. A better farm- strengthen ours.
Ing society took the matter into conIV. The Commission of the Risen
sideration and acting on advice from Lord Cw. 15-18).
the fields crop branch of the departAfter the disciples were convinced
ment of agriculture, decided to try »f the truth of his resurrection, Jesus
strip farming, a method that did not tent them forth to preach the gospel
Involve the purchase of any machin- to every creature. What a blessed
ery, or any great expense. Last sea- Issue to those who believe, and how
son there were about 2,500 acres of awful to those who believe not. "He
light land planted In strips. Those that .belleveth and Is baptized shall
who practiced the plan on thin stubble be saved; but he that belleveth not
fields were able to produce a crop for ihall !>e damned" (v. 18).
the first time in four years. Those
V. The Activity of the Risen and
who have adopted strip farming are Ascended Christ (w. 10, 20).
going to continue and others who did
After giving the disciples their comnot strip their lands last year are mission, he ascended on high, and
quite willing to try It this year. It from the unseen sphere directed their
will only be a matter of a few years activities. Whenever they went ho
nntil all of this light land will be confirmed their word with signs.
farmed in that way.—Montreal Herald.

Garden Tools Needed
Cultivation In the garden of 1,000
square feet or less can be accomplished easily with the garden rake and
hoe. For gardens up to 10,000 square
feet, the wheel hoe is a desirable tool.
For larger gardens, a one-horse cultivator, equipped with small shovels to
prevent excessive ridging, is very satisfactory. Garden tractors with cultivator attachments are used to a considerable extent where horse power Is
not available. The large farm garden
can be worked with regular equipment.

Christianity

"Christianity is unique; Christianity
Is something most lovable; for Christianity Is a person, and the person is
Jesus; and this Christianity has accomplished more wonderful things
than any other religion in the world."
Mora Effective

Christianity in books may
much to Influence men, but
ity In boots has done more
line, and is still as effective
Isaac Page,

have done
Christianalong this)
as ever*—

TO

Mrs. Prank White returned SaturD. L. McDermott, wife at»d son
day from a week's visit with her James, of Corning visited in the citj
brother, Guy White and family, at 'Sunday with his mother, Mrs. J. D
Menlo.
McDermott.

Hot Weather
tcials

THEATRE

COMFORTABLY COOL

and $1.50

Mrs. Edna Twining and Peter VoorMrs. Fred Hansen has been con
hees of Des Moines visited Saturday fined to her home on West Main
in Anita with their brother, D. T. Street the past week by illness, ant
Voorhees, who is sick.
under the care of the family physi
cian.
WHTEB BUG* PANTS .
It'
t oo
Ted Vernon, who was called here
KTS, medium weght
by the death of his father, R. D. VerThe members of the Fidelis class
non, left Tuesday for his home in Ok- of the Congregational Sunday Schoo
UGHT WlJGttT OVESlS
lahoma City, Oklahoma.
enjoyed a picnic supper last Thurs
HIDE WORK GLOVES .7™.'.'.'.'.'.'.
day evening in the city park in South
New telephone directories are being Anita.
printed at the Tribune office this
week for the Anita exchange of the Victor Flour, 49-lb. sack ....... $1.1
West Iowa Telephone Co.
Oyster Shells, Pilot brand, 100-lb. 75
A light weight canvas shoe to wear during hayJens Rasmussen, wife and two Fruit Jar Rings, per box
We Are »ying 8c in Trade for Eggs
, and harvesting, 8i2*s 6 to 10——
children, John and Eugene,
~'*"itt- STORE.
Friday in KimbaHton VnYft his uncle.
Chris Rasmusseh and family.
Chas. Salmon, wife and daughter
Margaret
Jean, of Gambriddge, Ohio
H. L. Bell and wife, who are spending the summer at their cottage at have come to Anita to spend the sum
Lake Okoboji, are home for a few mer months with her parents, Ed. L
Newton and wife.
days visit with relatives and friends.
Notice!
You can save 40% on
Rev. I. F. Hayenga, wife and two
1st Line Tires at Gambles. Only
children
of
(Coggon,
Iowa,
were
called
Selling For CASH, and sidling For LESS.
MP
to Anita the last of the week by the 20,000 to go at these prices. Guar1
anteed 12,000 miles. Prices good fo
***"****<"****************<»&^^
death of their father and grandfath- 10 days only. Inner Tubes 39c anc
er, Ralph D. Vernon.
up.
It
Mrs. R. W. Forshay has been in
Memorial services were held Sun
Des Moines most of the past week, day afternoon by the Pythian Sis
-The town council of Anita of Cass county, Iowa, will meet called there by the serious illness of
ters for ^ deceased members. Th
S3, at 7:30 p. m., at the Town Hall.
her brother, Tom Murrow. Mr. For- members visited Evergreen cemetery
irs will be heard for or against the following estimate of expen- shay was at his bedside Sunday.
and placed flowers on the graves o
that time.
departed members.
Seven more Cass county recruits
SOLON A. KARNS,
for the reforestation army have been
Town Clerk.
On Thursday evening the Pythia:
taken to the training school at Fort Sisters entertained their children at ;
Des Moines. Included in the recruits party at the K. P. hall. Each chil
(l
was John Peter Atwood of Anita.
was given a cap and whistle, an
fr
games and a program1 were enjoyet
An all day meeting of the Ladies Lunch was served.
o .
Union club was held last Wednesday
at the home of JWrs. P. W. Lowenn eg
County Treasurer Lester Breeling
23
ss burg, west of Anita. A two course has received a check for $272.22 from
dinner was served at noon'by the hos- the state board of railroad commis
3
W
Q
-I
•3
tess. The ladies, spent most of the sioners, the county's share of $2
1
8
0)
day quilting.
§
.04
700.95 ton mile taxes paid to the state
a
01
I
by .motor carriers operating during
The members of the Bide-a-Wee May.
•3
.$2000 $1381 $ 500 $1500 $2291 $3182 bridge club, together with one guest,
Mrs. Solon A. Karns, were guests last
954
792 Wednesday afternoon of Mrs. Andy If you enjoyed "42nd. Street," don't
miss "King of Jazz," at the Rialto
588
Miller at her home on Elm Street. Theatre on Saturday, Sunday anc
360
981 I High scorer for the afternoon
was Monday evenings. Many critics say
2427
Mrs. Mike Woodall.
it is the best musical production up to
800
553
800
934
845
this time. Incidentally it is an al
100
37
100
246
425
The members of the Silver Thread technicolor production.
anee
300
327
300
445
402 club of Eureka township, southeast
2000 1064
1500
500 7119 2185 of Anita, were guests "last Thursday Harry Ellett and family enjoyed
500
598
500
272
510 afternoon of Mrs. A. L. Harris. Lunch visit Sunday from his parents, H. S
1000
5000
1000
1000
1000 was served late in the afternoon by Ellett and wife, and his sisters, Mrs
1160 5000
1150
1090 10001 hostess, who was assisted by her/O. E. Weber and family and Mrs
150
292
150
140
170 daughter, Mrs. Claude Spry of Wiota. Forest Bailey and family, all from
ing
ofit
•'
300
164
300
533 2061
Guthrie Center. The Weber family, a
At a meeting of the Anita
number of years ago, were residents
.$8300 $16843 $2000 $6300 $15972 $14310
of this vicinity, living on a farm a
day afternoon, officers for the ensu- short distance north of Anita.
taxes per $1,000.00 of assessed value, $9.00.
ing year were elected as follows: Mrs.
Valuation (1932), $171,990.00.
£. S. Holton, president; Mrs. Earl
G. C. Noblitt, wife and son, GayCredits (1932), $324,099.00.
Blue, vice president; Mrs. Dosha lord, left Saturday for St. Joseph,
[ Scholl, secretary; Mrs. Robert Scott, Missouri, to visit her sister, Mrs. Ed.
Lee has returned to her
On Wednesday evening Miss Doro-; treasurer; and Mrs. Cora- Stoodt, li- j Thiessen and family. They expect to
Big, Colorado, after a two thy Smith was surprised by a num- \ brarian.
' 'be gone a couple
. of- weeks
. . and. will
fit with her mother, Mrs. her of her girl friends, a picnic sup- j
also visit friends in Stewartville, Misper being held in the city park in' Ross Smith, wife and son, Max, of \ souri, the former home of the NobSouth Anita. The party was in hon-1 Clarinda, Iowa, visited in the city for Htt family. Two of the Noblitt chilVernon, wife and child- or of Dorothy's 15th. birthday.
| a short time Sunday afternoon with dren, Harry and Sarah, are visiting
urned to their home in
' friends. They are former residents with their grandparents, in Chariton,
{Iowa, after being here to
Mrs. Ben F. Brodersen was hostess. of Anita, and while here Mr. Smith ! Iowa, while Mr, and Mrs. Noblitt are
jfuneral services for their last Wednesday afternoon at her home was engaged in the barber business, in Missouri.
grandfather, the late R. just east of Anita to the members of j At the present time he is working in
the Original bridge club. Guests a barber shop in Clarinda, and Mrs. At the regular meeting of the
were Mrs. Fred M. Sheley, Mrs. A..' Smith is operating a beauty parlor. ! Women's Home Missionary Society of
ay evening the members M. Mikkelsen, Mrs. £mmett Newton,
j the M. E. church, held last Thursday
-N-B dinner and bridge Mrs. G. M. Adair and Mrs. J. D. B. D. Forshay and family enjoyed : afternoon at the home of Mrs. S. G.
ests of Mr. and Mrjs. Young. Mrs.-- Mikkelsen was high a visit last Wednesday from Dr. Hen- Jewett, officers for the ensuing year
Sudd, at their home on scorer.
ry Smith Williams and wife, who j were elected as follows: Mrs. George
Street. Other guests bej stopped here for the day while en- j Denne, president; 'Mrs. Frank A.
ers were Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Fordyce of Los Angeles, route from their home in Roxbury, Black, vice president; Mrs. Chas. H.
covered dish dinner was California, visited in the city a couple Conn., to Los Angeles, California, Hartley, recording secretary; and Mrs.
o'clock^ after -which the of days the last of the week, stopping' where they will spend the summer j S. G. Jewett, treasurer. Mrs. Nellie
spent in playing bridge. here while on his way to Kansas City! with his sister, Mrs. Harriett Myers, | Holmes had charge of the lesson study
Burkhart held the high from a visit with his sister, Mrs. Al- j a former resident of Anita, and the! Thursday afternoon, and at the close
ladies and G. C. Noblitt bert Berger and husband, at Oelwein,' widow of the late (William R. Myers. of the meeting lunch was served.
and with his brother, Glenn Fordyce! Dr. Williams is a noted author, artist
honor for the men.
Mary Agnes Bongers, daughter of
at Waterloo. This was his first visit' and scientist, and is an authority on
Mr. and Mrs. Leo V. Bongers of this
in Anita in eight years, and he en- bird life,
city, appeared in a musical program
joyed every minute greeting friends
[Shoes For Leas
Many over the territory will be in- last Thursday evening at 7:00 o'clock
and renewing acquaintances.
— »2.M — OVER
terested to learn that through the ef- that was broadcast from radio staDr. Jesse R. Carlton, wife and forts of the Council Blutfs Chamber tion KSO in Des Moines. The little
daughter of Chicago, Illinois, visited of Commerce and Postmaster Frank gjrl is a piano pupil of Sister Mary
here a few days the past week with | <M. Williams, Council Bluffs on June' Rose Lucile at the School of VisitaAtlantic
his brother, Ed. F. Carlton and fam- 26 will become the headquarters of , tion in Des Moines and was one of the
ily and with his aunt, Miss Dora Me-! United States navy recruiting in Ne-, five pupils winning in a contest two
Elfresh. Jesse is a son of Mr. and braska and South Dakota. The dis-' weeks ago at the school. The program
Mrs. B. D. Carlton of Atlantic, and,trict recruiting station which is now ^ Thursday evening was presented by
as a boy and young man lived with, in the Baum building in Omaha, will the five winners. The piano solo
his parents on a farm in the north-' be moved to the Council Bluffs fed- given by Mary Agnes was dedicated
WE MONEY
east part of Grant township. For a j tral building on that date. In charge to Mrs. Evelyn Faulkner of this city.
number of years he has had a dental is Lieut. Com. A. T. Emerson. Naval
Old stuff! Beer, inflation, price flxrecruits from substations at North
office in Chicago.
Platte, Hastings and Lincoln, Neb. ing, farm relief, regulation of crops,

and SHIRTS, each

Rialto

Fred Dwiggans and wife of OrMiss Colleen Herrick of Bridge
chard, Nebraska, are visiting here water visited in the city a few day
and in Atlantic with relatives and the past week with her sister, Mrs
friends.
Kenneth Bell and husband.
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by the Score!
Dazzling Beauty!
Red-Hot Rhythm!
Everything!

|oe- Clothing Go.

—in
The Greatest
Musical Picture
of All Time!

:T ESTIMATE FOR TOWN OF ANTTA
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PAUL WHITEMAN

?na hi. band} JOHN BOLES, BINO
CHOBBT, JfcANIE LANO «nd .cox., rf
<tthM attg* and «en«n c*l*briti«i. Produced by CSwI IMBUBU. J». IMwoud by
John Murray Andcrion. Pr«.«atad by
Cad Utttunl*. A UNIVERSAL PICTURE.

r

Shoe Store

Better Wear

»my Shoe Co. '

>**********«*<

[clals For Saturday Only
per pound
2

5c

........................

per pound . . . .
pounds..
.........

10c

.

tier's Market
ANITA, IOWA

and Huron, Waltertown, Aberdeen and . regulation of debts, mortgage fixing
Sioux Falls, S. D., will be sent to that hasn't fixed anything yet. MothI er Nature may spoil Henry Wallace's
Council Bluffs for finalacceptance.
,
The monthly quota for the district j pet, but he had to have a kitty to
will be about 45. It is expected that play with to keep him quiet. If the
the first quota will be enlisted about weather stays dry anil- hot he wont
July 20. Applicants must be between need to pay rent on unused acres. It
17; and 45 years of age. In addition behooves us to fix up our hay machinto Lieutenant Emerson, there will be ery, mower, bindera, if it stays dry
several enlisted men in the Council your binders will have to have tweezers on instead of pickup guards. Get
Bluffs office.
your mower in early and have them
done in time so you will be ready.
ACID STOMACH BIG FACTOR
We will be ready with repairs at reIN CAUSING ULCERS
duced
prices and we don't have to
Don't let too much acid ruin your
stomach. Take Dr. Emil's Adla Tablets apolog-ize for the job either, as our
and quickly overcome acid conditions, guarantee is not subject to change
heartburn, sour stomach, indigestion. without notice. Millard's, West Main
2t
Bongers Bros., Druggisto.
2 Street.
I I
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SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTIONS.

FRANK ALBERTSON
in
"SHOULD CROONERS MARRY?"
and
"The Terrible Troubador"—A Cartoon
plus
UNIVERSAL NEWS with GRAHAM McNAMEE
POPULAR ADMISSION
lOc and 25c

LIGHT ALL NIGHT
To those folks who still
think that the generous use
of light is an extravagance,
this will be a big surprise.
t it's a fact! You can actually burn a
lit all night for a penny or LESS. And
what a lot of safety and comfort that one
cent buys! A friendly light ready for you
in any emergency. A positive safeguard
against night prowlers. Light is the best
accident and burglar insurance you can
buy—for one cent a night. Try using a
night light in your home and see if it
doesn't give you more than a penny's
worth of convenience and satisfaction.

t

AN IOWA COMPANY — OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWANS

j

BULK AXLE GREASE
CHICK STARTER
OMAHA TRUCKING, 15c.

The Farmers Coop.
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's Brew
Limit, OWIM» Pind*
jbeva, Ohio.—-Gapt • t:'. 0*, Sow; North Geneva fanner;.^still
' e will not find Molly, bis
e cow, wearing lonr gpvUt padlocks some morning*
al days ago, Mofoy got hold
ne damp -wheat that bad

forests Influence,
Howe About:
Uur \jovernment
Our Market Basket — How It Operates
Wood Is Indispensable h,
"Metal Civilization."

By William Bruckatt

Future Wisdom
Greatest Americans
Your Manners

For the farmer—and the 1930 census
showed over BO per cent of the popuBy ED HOWE
CHECKS AND DOUBLE
lation living in rural areas—there are
tolly is a fool coV, like all maX I T B OFTEN speak of the wisdom
, two great problems that are affected
CHECK
,ws," said Captain Howard,
™ v of old men, to compare It with
by forestry practice. One Is erosion.
the
recklessness of youth.
pole8 to
course, she ate all the
clothespins are 'or the washing away of the valuable
be could hold. Th% next
But how much wiser Is the old
ml lons
Is a classical story extant
"
°*
«Wects
made
of
,top soil; the other is the distribution
ng when I milked, the foam
here about a man who was retired world, with its millions of years, than
««
. tte P«sent "metal clvillrain water. If there are no trees Wter some forty years of government an old man, with his possible and pit!
j the bucket and soaked my
ration" finds indispensable. Even be- of
Molly had tunned herself
fore the Institution of the President's or cover crops to slow up the rain tervlce only to be notified* two years ful seventy!
water as tt runs down the slopes, eroSuch education as the people flnaMj
brewery and far exceeded
forestry camps, lumbering, measured sion is unavoidable. Thus water later that his accounts showed an un|gal 3.2 beer."
named amount still due htm. He accept is forced on them by the slow
py.the number of persons engaged In
which should seep down to the valley*
|Vwa»/»)e of the largest industries in through period of weeks, rushes In bade numerous trips to the building grind of the ages. As selfish, cautious
a
where he had been employed and even- creatures always in danger, experience
the United States, according to a bulletin from the National Geographic torrents down the stream beds, caus- tually was told that his claim had is the master men finally learn to
LMPION "QUEEN"
ing floods in the valleys followed by keen approved. It was a month or so fear. I expect more wisdom In the
poclety.
long periods of drought.
later before he was paid, but he sure- future than we have in the present,
"Lumbering and forestry, as they
"Aside from the protection of farm ly Was paid, the check being for « because of the education of experience
are at present practiced, vary widely
I often wonder what Is the most
ip their aims although the cutting of lands and conservation of moisture, Ujtal of three cents.
national
forests
bring
the
government
probable
development of the future
Though
that
may
seem
to
be
an
exwood Is a factor in both," says the
bulletin. "Lumbering IB the term used a direct revenue In various ways. Full Iggerated case, It actually Is not out The present age has been so bedeviled
for the cutting of timber for an imme- grown timber and cord wood are sold; *t the ordinary. Your Uncle Sam by folly that common sense may finaldiate gain, while forestry carries the grazing lands are rented; water power Watches pennies closer, I ' dare say; ly be triumphant The men of the
conception of long-time planning for concession* are leased; drinking water Ihan most of us. He has to do It The future who read of the distress of
continuous- income.
If trees are IB furnished large cities; and irrigat- government Is approximately a five bu- 1933, most of It unnecessary, should
ing systems; are provided. These tton dollar business. Its records are, ,be greatly improved in caution and
stripped, carelessly from land. It is projects
proved so remunerative and have to, be, exact to the penny. behavior.
frequently left open to alternate that evenhave
with
the expense of seeding Had the circumstance of the three* * *
floods, 'and droughts. vMuch of it ,beA man lately asked me to name
comers worthless for agriculture or new sections, and pruning, thinning, cent Incident, mentioned above, been
recreation and can support little ani- and clearing underbrush in the older favorable to Uncle Sam, the amount the fifteen greatest Americans of al
growths, many of the national forests would have been collected even had It time. It would take me a year to
mal life.
_have 'been put on a self-supporting been necessary to sue In court and make such a list, and then my list
Many National Forests.
basis. From their income some nawould be of small consequence; but I
"When white men came to America, tional forests contribute to the treas- obtain a Judgment.
haye
been thinking the question over
The necessity for maintaining such
It is estimated that there were 1,064,- uries of counties and states In which
and writing names on pieces of paper
a
close
watch
on
the
pennies
is
the
528 square miles of forest between the they are situated.
reason why there Is a general account- I shall probably later use. One name
Atlantic ocean and the prairies. In
Fir* Prevention.
Ing
office. The comptroller general of on the list at present Is that of Julius
what is now , the West of the' United
"Perhaps
the
largest
single
expendithe
United States, who Is head of the Ilosenwald. I admire him because his
States there were 220,062 square miles. ture for forestry Is for fire prevention.
genera]
accounting office, never has the concern once got into trouble, and he
This million and a quarter square
The
toll
of
life
is
not
ordinarily
great,
good
will
of all offices of the govern- worked It out with his own resources,
miles of forests had been reduced to deaths from forest fires rarely running
Intelligence and energy; he did not un733,564 square miles in 1028. 'Over over 60 persona a year; but fhe dam- ment at one time. The nature of his load on the public. Another name I
Job
makes
popularity
Impossible.
He
half' of this remainder had been selec- age to forests and the dependent waconsidered was that of Phil Armour;
tively cat over, leaving the smaller ter districts has been found to amount Is required by law to tread on too his concern was very notable while he
many
toes.
trees for future growth. Of the orig- to millions of dollars. To avoid this
was alive. I thought of adding the
Let me Illustrate how, in doing his name of Clem Studebaker of South
inal forests 126,876 square miles were loss lookouts are placed on high points
Job,
the
comptroller
general
gains
so
cut so ruthlessly that the land IBJIOW of national forests and constant watch
Bend, Ind., but hesitated when the
much disfavor. He passes' upon every
practically useless. /
. . .™
is kept for the telltale smoke. Forest payment that Is made out of federal. morning paper announced the company he founded was in trouble. In
"To discourage further devastation rangers now frequently are successful
of the country by thoughtless lumber-, in beating out fires before they have funds; every penny that Is appropri- fairness it should be added that the
ated
by
congress
has
to
be
spent
acname Studebaker was widely respecting methods, the government organized passed the possibility of control. Pubthe forest service. . The areas under lic education'has done much to limit cording to the letter of the law, and ed when old Clem, wagonmaker anc
the supervision of this service are the the hftrror and waste of these fires; the comptroller general's job is to see blacksmith, was in control. Many
tree-covered public lands in the West but one unavoidable cause, lightning, that the several hundred disbursing great Americans have had their fame
which were not taken up by home- accounts for more than 25 per cent of officers of the government do it that clouded by modern sons, sons-in-law,
way. It takes no stretch of the imagi- promoters, bankers and bond salessteaders, and forests purchased from the fires.
nation, therefore, to understand that men. I do not know exactly when It
champion winner. Miss private owners in the East At pres"The forest service has, been quick
of Hollywood has won ent there are national forests In 81 to see the recreational possibilities of when, a disbursing officer makes a pay- began, but fifteen or twenty years ago
ment and then is told by the comp- hundreds of the most prominent busi: contests; three bathing states. Plans have been made for
the forests, and roads have been built,
two beautiful back camps for the unemployed ID the na- hiking clubs encouraged, lake shores troller general a few weeks later that ness men in America began bonding
beautiful legs contests; tional forests of all these states. In cleared, 'trails broken, and camping the payment was not in accordance their 'concerns, either from fear of
face contest; one long states having no national forests, sim- grounds established, so that tourists, with law— well, It Is the exception present conditions, or because of
three modeling contests, ilar camps will be established In state climbing enthusiasts, fishermen, and rather than the rule when that de- greed. Many of these bonds, at first
cision fails to produce an argument. paying enormous dividends, are now
for the < best horse- forests or oh private land.
hunters may have an opportunity to Ton, probably would argue, too, if you worthless. When my list of the fif^addition she has 'been
-"During the past', quarter century, Indulge In their favorite avocations.
L orapge show and of four the government has emphasized the Summer home sites have been leased were held liable for the government teen greatest Americans Is completed,
It Is not alone with the disbursing the name of no man who engaged In
value of forests for the whole country. in a number of the forests for those
officers that "the comptroller general that movement will disgrace It
who wish to live a more settled life has troubles; he meets individuals to
* * »
in the woods. Botanists and zoologists whom the disbursing officers go to get
In mingling with neighbors or
have keenly supported the forestry back their overpayments, and frequent*
movement, so that rare plants and ly they demand reconsideration. Over- strangers, I wish to conduct myself In
accordance with the accepted rules of
animals might be preserved.
payments may result in the purchase
"The forest service has taken with of supplies for the government. In the human association, to avoid giving an
^Kentucky Secure* an mayor and decided to raise the funds it roads, telephones, radio, and other payment of salaries, in the settlement impression I am a rude, foolish or unfair -man.
through Issuance of scrip. Printers instruments of civilization and has
Industry.
were set t«i work running oft $25,000 brought prospering occupations to for- of general claims, or in such things
I am equally anxious to make a good
in "Certificates of Paducah Industries merly Isolated spots, many of them of as refund of expenditures paid by gov- impression In what I write for print.
| Ky.—Construction of a fac-Committee."
ernmental representatives.
.
I have been terribly punished by the
striking scenic beauty. It has given a
jtloy 1,000 to 1,500 persons
Laws require, for Instance, that an loose and dishonest manner In which
The plan is simple. The certificates new vision to many lumbermen, peracedjiere with home-made are printed by the Paducah Industries,
suading them that ultimate good for individual traveling at government ex- I believe our government aftalrs have
a body organized to supervise opera- the country can be achieved and great pense, must take the most direct routa been conducted, and feel strongly that
|a large'firm handling shirts tion of the plan. They are distributed
Picture then what the reaction is of the politicians are largely to blame,
|inade In the, state pentten- through a fiscal agent of the com- barm averted by substituting the ideal an Individual who Is Informed weeks but In my complaints do not wish to
of
forestry
for
that
of
lumbering."
nnced its products would mittee.
after he had made a trip that If be lead readers to believe I am a specialde the prison and that
had taken the proper train, or boat, ly poor loser, or unfair or fanatical
An employer signing a contract to
1
location for a factory, co-operate in the plan purchases a Transients Increasing
the expense to government would have in my charges; in all my appearances.
business men got busy, certain number of the certificates each
been $1.06 less, and that he must pay In print or in social affair, at ticket
Fast,
Survey
Reveals
factory could be week, paying $1 each for them. He
back that sum out of his own Jeans. window or counter, I try to rememSt
Louis.—America's
transient
popIf they financed a bnild- then pays his employee naif in scrip
(You select your own language, and ber my manners.
ulation
is
increasing
at
an
alarming
; $65,000. .They gave cash and half in legal tender.
I will match It with expressions I have
As a child, when I became noisy,
rate;
a
survey
by
O.
M.
'Owlnner,
dinotes / aggregating that
Here enter the stickers. Before an rector of the St. Louis bureau of home- heard, because they cover the whole rude or unreasonable, my gentle mothcategory of epithets.)
er said: "Remember your manners."
employee can "spend" bis certificates less men, indicates.
business men met with the he must place a one cent sticker on ' <3winner estimates that there are
But all of this is necessary, or else This was the severest correction she
each certificate The stickers are more than 500,000 men and boys drift- the government would be the loser, ' ever Inflicted on me, and no other has
printed and sold by the Paducah. In- Ing about the country.
Of these, not in thousands of dollars, but in mil- impressed me more.
'Gpose King," 81,
• » •
dustries.
more than 200,000 are boys under lions, annually. Government supplies
are costly. The .appropriations for
The second person who receives the twenty years of age, he believes.
He Shod Hi. Flock
One frequently reads that the thing
Trains coming into St. Louis daily them are astounding. If there was no men most constantly look for Is pleas.—William H. Flrke, certificates uses a two cent sticker.
years old, one-time "goose The third person handling affixes an- bring between 2,000 <and 8,200 unin- check on the way the money Is spent, ! ure. I have never thought so. The
vited guests, the survey, made in co- it is easy to understand what would men 1 have knftwn in a long life have
•- name has, graced menu other one cent sticker.
When these stickers total four cents operation with railroad
officials happen. The taxpayers would be been most active in looking for the
ne of the nation's best
comfortable way; the path with fewng quietly on his farm a the certificates may be "cashed" for showed. Most of these move on in a called upon to furnish more money.
day or two, Gwinner said.
$1 at a bank.
So congress arranged a long time est rough and disagreeable places.
Invest of here.
ago to have an auditing system for There are half a dozen roads from
rke gained his title when
all government accounts. It was not my home In the west of Florida, and
f 50,000 geese and sold them
because it feared dishonesty among I have traveled most of them; never
' toy markets of the East
the workera There is very little of in expectation of finding pleasure, but
Qday 8,000 visitors called
this In the government. But the laws In the hope of finding the easiest way.
to see hla army of geese,
are
intended to provide for expendi- I never look for pleasure; few do, but
nous for his many stories
tures, and if those laws are not carried we all look for relief from dull hours,
the best being that about
out, chaos naturally would result or discomfort, or threatened danger.
^provided a flock with shoes
• * •
There had to be a central authority,
[march them overland from
therefore, for checking all the paySir Henry Deterdlng, director of a
Tennessee to a railroad
ments. This brings about uniformity petroleum company, which under his
"fay. To protect their feet,
of
interpretation of the laws and as- management has grown In thirty years
the idea of "shoeing"
sures orderly conduct of payments by from a small concern producing cheap
the government. No one doubts the oil in Borneo to a position of worldply, he poured a quantity
propriety of such a course.
wide power and importance, lately
[r, heated into a semi-liquid
Thus, every check that Is made out wrote: "All solutions , are simple.
the floor of his poultry
by any government disbursing officer The complicated ones belong to polianywhere sooner or later finds Its way ticians, would-be economists, and the
drove his geese into the
through
the regulation channel—some like, and are no solutions, but lead
ere they waddled about In
call It red tape— to the scrutinizing further Into the mire." I beg the
for a few minutes, and
eye of the comptroller general whose reader to seriously consider this sayBed properly "shod" for
assistants,
numbering scores, deter- ing by a noted and honest man, for I
ourney.
mine whether the payment was proper. have long believed, and often said,
The magnitude of this job of auditing that all solutions are simple. When
Post,, Block.
becomes apparent when it is known truth Is difficult to get at, it Is questhat rulings from the general account- tionable truth.
ed Chit in Denver
• • •
Ing office average about thirty per
two-fold campaign diweek, or about five each day, and that
I
have
heard
house agents say they
t carriage blocks and
these arise from examination of about have little trouble with men renters
s Is announced by Police
two and one-half million checks » (except in collections), but that wommonth.
en so constantly demand repairs and
« and posts are a nut«, 1132, Western Newspaper union.
improvements that such a thing as a
16
Present-day motorists,
profitable rented house Is almost undeclared. In addition to
Limited Vision
known. One agent says he has an
** ne doors and fenders.
Our thoughts are often worse than old house In which he permitted a
» block, have been the
we are, just as they are often better poor family to live rent free this winldent8 to
00
than we are. And God sees us as we ter, and that the wife of the tenant
their cars, Chief Clark
are altogether, not In separate feelings kept after him BO steadily he made
or actions, as our fellowmen see us. twenty-seven dollars' worth of repairs
nd posts will be reWe are always doing each other Injus- in three months to get rid of her call*
,
chief
of
the
Held
artillery
(left).
deuioustrutluK
a
mln—rg
»u
fV
gjjj.
H G
tice, and thinking better or worse of and complaints. 'Next spring the
emeach other than we deserve, because agent says he will ask the family to
°±k ,toW W- offlcS.
we only hear and see separate words move and burn the house.
^-instructed to obe. 1931. Ball ByndlcaU.—WNU SOrvio*,
and actions. We don't see each othfirom
er's whol« nature.—George Eliot,
his recovery.
\

made Money Builds Factory

Artillery Chief Shows a New Gun
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HOARD SPENT FOR
POMP AT FUNERAL
Little Nick's Life Secret Revealed at Death.
Who that knew It ever suspected
that out of Little Nick's rag-picking
cellar would emerge Fortune, Fratricide and Phantasla? Only a dingy
basement in Fourth street under the
"L" It seemed so utterly commonplace. Yet It was there the Brothers
Bellini picking over the rags one day
found a limp dollar bill and fought
until one was stabbed to death. And
It was there, too, that Little Nick
conceived the Incredible, Gerald
Breltlgam reports, In the New York
World-Telegram.
He came to the cellar first &a a
bumble peddler, pushing a cart all
day through Thompson and MacDougall and Sullivan, through
Bleecker and the other teeming
streets of the Italian quarter south
of the Square. He seemed to have
been In that district forever, yet
none recalled him as a boy. He had
come as a hlllmah already matured
from some little village In the Piedmont, with his years upon him and
his obscure life In the past.
There was that In his embittered
eyes masked by brows like cllffa
with gray furze on the rims which
seemed to say his life held broken
dreams. What were those dreams of
the swart little man—shattered, unrealized dreams perhaps of hot love,
perhaps of riches? Who knows? Certainly not1 his neighbors in Minetta
lane.
He lived alone on the top floor
of one of those ancient houses In
that narrow way, the one just at the
bend, where the lane turns like a
crooked elbow. Today the house still
stands, with Its winding stairway
down which the burial club carried
Little Nick's wonderful coffin, and
with Its time-worn handrail. But,
of course, the arty crowd has come
In; Little Nick is gone, and gone,
too, are all his fellow countrymen
who once made an Islet there for
themselves against the cruel city.
In the years when he lived there,
though, Little Nick became a legend.
He was the Lane's miser. So men
called him, and women—gossiping,
shawled, market-basketed, babied.
They were forced to believe that he
was making money, for he had come,
In time, to acquire the cellar, with o
ragpickers working for him. But
what did he do with his money? Some
said he bought bouses, others that
he sent remittances home to buy an
olive farm In the hills. But none
really knew anything except that he
never spent on himself; that he had
neither wife nor sweetheart; that he
was alone.
^
Then one day the old woman who
looked after his room found him dead
. . . an Important lawyer came over
from Bleecker street.
"Do this." he said. "Do that."
A coffin was ordered, with silver
handles. All the members of the burial club received magnificent largesse
of a full day's pay, so they conld
march ID procession, enjoy the funeral wines and meats. A band came
to play.
Coaches arrived for everybody and
some were piled high with flowers.
It was a great funeral and It reached
Its apogee In the Church of Our Lady
of Pompeii when all those candles
were lighted. How they gleamed!
Mass was to be said for days.
The story came out when the will
•was made public... . Little Nick had
lived all his days friendless, in direst poverty. In order that he might
go out gloriously In the end. . . . He
had left all his hoard of $10,000 for
a funeral I

HOWSHELOST

29 POUNDS IN
3 MONTHS

"I am nslnc your Knuchen Salts to reduce and I've used B bottle and a naif and
dieted aome and lout 29 pounds in 8 months.
I feel BO mueh better and Intend to keep on
taking the Suits aa I wan almost CO pound*
overweight." Mrs. Thelma Gravely, Bogevllle, Calif. (Jan. 11, 1038).

To Jose fat and at the same time gain
in physical attractiveness and feel spirited and youthful take one half teaspoonful of Kruachen in a glass of hot
water before breakfast every morning.
A jar that lasts 4 weeks costs but a
trifle at any drugstore in the world but
be sure and get Kruschen Salts tha
SAFE way to reduce wide hips, prominent front and double chin and again
[eel the joy of living—money back if
dissatisfied after the first jar.

Sprinkle Ant Food along win'
dow (ill), door* and opening*
through which ant* cone and
go. Guaranteed to rid quickly.
U»ed in a million homes. Inez*
pcndve. A* your druggist's.

PETERMAN'S
ANT FOOD
WONUKHETU. OPPORTUNITY
to (tart a buulneaa of your own with juit a
tew dollar* Investmunt. Catalog free. Bjnd
JOo fcr postiffe. Sale* Agency, Siren,
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'A GIVES WETS
OF 14
Joins Repealisto While Grant
2 Goes Dry. Lincoln Townlip Carried by Wets. County
Dry by 82 Majority.
[ votes were cast in Anita Tues|at the special election held in
i on tiie question of repealing the
•amendment. Anita went "wet"
votes, giving 169 votes for refto 155 against. 2 voters spoiled
[ballots. Approximately half the
in Anita took advantage of
right of franchise and visited
. hall to cast their votes.
'township precinct No. 2,
were polled. Of. these 43
[against repeal to 88 in favor of
In this precinct 2 votes were
oln township joined the repeal
when 91 voters went to the
cast 56 votes for repeal to
st, a majority of 21 for revotes irere cast in the whole
Voted to retain
while 2,681 votthe drys the

16 years,
repeal ranks Tuesday along
nt and,;New Hampin<r. the total number of
*'repeal'of the Eigh^ ' . . 14.
•
• •'
(t «n intensive campaign
ations to stem the tide
states, the Hawkgave the repeal amendof about 3 to 2 with
vote reported.
majorities in the urgave repeal a top-heavy
the dry votes in the ruraj
could not overtake. In
the rural counties swung
•repeal column to pile up a
108,000 votes with less than
fincts 'missing.
3 to 2 Margin,
ptal, in reports from 2,271
,485. precincts gave repeal
364,473 to 239,858 against!
total of the vote exceedctations of campaigners,
licted a total of 500,000 votes,
the .Mississippi river repeal
huge majorities and these
with top-heavy leads
"interior" counties as
Linn as well as the Misscounties of Pottawattamie
bury.
Strength in South,
strength appeared to be
' in the south central coun-

Cany Cass County
by Majority of 82 Votes
A total of 6,244 votes were cast in
the 22 precincts of the county at .the
special election held Tuesday, on the
question of repealing the 18th. amendment to the Constitution of the United States. The repeal vote lost in the
county by 82 votes, the vote being
2,663 against repeal to 2^81 in favor
>f repeal.
9 precincts in the county went "wet'*
while1 the other 13 piled up majorities
*or the "dry" cause, three of tb»
'our precincts in Atlantic were carried by the wets. Griswold, the home
»f Hugh, Reinig, the wet candidate,
was carried by the drys by a vote
6f 196 to 141.*
.
Massena gave the drys 259 votes to |I
16 for the wets. The drys carried
Jass township by a vote of 205 to 94.
Noble was another banner, dry townhip, the vote there being 126 to 48.
This Part of County Wet
The first supervisor district, composed of Grant, Lincoln, Benton and
iVaaldin towiujhips, piled op wet maorities in. every precinct except Grant
No. 2, where the dry* had a lead of
vote* - The total vote >n the district gave the wets 431 to 352 for the
Vote by Precincts.
Following is the vote in the county
>y precincts:
• • -. . - ' • '
,'
W e t Dry
Ulantic, 1st. Ward ........ 225
67
Atlantic, 2nd. Ward ....... 254
64
itlantic, 3rd. Ward ........ 305 319
Atlantic, 4th. (Ward. ..... .294 276
Beat Grove
.............
. 56, 100
Benton
57
42
Irighton
...115
82
Cass
94 '206
Mna .....}...,..
54
71
Vanklin
Jll
77
Grant, No. 1
169 155
Grant, No. 2
.38
43
Jrove
67
92
jincoin
56
35
ifassena
116 259
Noble
48 126
Pleasant, No. 1
141 196
Pleasant, No. 2
31
85
Pyrnosa
94
96
Jnion
146 "148
Victoria
48
82
Washington
65
37

A. R. Kohl
Phone 43
We Deliver
Anita, Iowa

Friday and Saturday
Specials
Peaches—

Sugar—

Sliced, No. 10 cans...

10 Ibs., cash, with order

Sandwich Spread

I Tomatoes—

8-oz. size,
_per jar_

Mid-West Peas—

J G|WC, large cans

2 No. 2 cans

23c

Jar Lids—

Lemons—

OA

Ice Tea Blend—

3<W size, per dozen

«)«fC

Syrup for Drinks

Briardale, for finer
pastries, per package.

9C-.

Blackberries —

19c

GWC, WOO sheets.
3 rolls for

Cookies—

Regular size package..

2_

- Al_ _

.

_ A _'!•_* '

**

Toilet Paper—

14c

Shepard, 2 No. 2 Yt cans 1 ifC

9c

Coffee—
Tall Corn, 2 pounds.

G CLEANER, cleans eight 9x12
Rugg, per bottle

$1.00

Time Resident of
Banking Conditions in the
Berea Community Dies State Greatly Improved

Mrs. Ida L. Smith, widow of the
.2,581 2,663 late J. B. Smith, passed away at her
borne in Adair last W'ednesday evening, death following a year's illness
from complications.
Obituary.
Ida L. Eby was born in Tama counThe popularity of Slim Summerville ty, Iowa, on November 17, 1856, and
and ZaSu Pitts as a side-splitting passed away at Adair, Iowa, June 14,
omedy team is increasing so rapidly, 1933; aged 76 years, 6 months and
hat immediately after the showing 27 days.
In ,1877 she was united in marriage
>f their last picture, "They Just Had
o Get Married," Universal decided to Julius B. Smith at Greenfield, Iowa,
o star them in another hilarious farce, and they immediately took up their
with plans being rapidly completed residence on a farm in Eureka township, Adair county, where they resid'or succeeding pictures.
This latest comedy, "Out All Night," ed, with the exception of a few years
q been booked by the Rialto Theatre when they lived in Anita.
Her husband preceded her in death
'or showing on Saturday and Sunday.
six years ago. In March of this year
tory in Iowa brought from You'll have the treat of the month she moved to Adair, where she lived'
in, co-chairman of the Iowa when you see it. It contains one until her death last Wednesday evenprosperity committee, the augh-compelling situation after an- Ing.
i that national success of the other, plenty of brilliant, sparkling
Five children were born to Mr. and
ovenrient apparently is as- comedy lines, and hilarious situations Mrs. Smith, Mrs. Dawn Patterson of
le said the margin in Iowa, teightened by the awkward, droll fig- Tulsa, Oklahoma; Mrs. Tillie GearUy dry, was even greater ure of Slim, and the doleful, bewild- hart of Denver, Colorado; Clyde Smith
ered expressions of ZaSu.
expected.
of Berea; Eby Smith of Adair, Iowa;
Picture Slim as a pampered petted, and Miss iMbrie Smith, who passed
or Clyde Herring in a state1
henpecked "Mamma's Boy, ' with no away in 1911.
mind of his Own, who suddenly is proAppears that Iowa is done
Besides the immediate family, shei
pelled into a hectic love affair arid leaves to imourn her departure, two
'• bootlegger and the rackBundled off on a honeymoon trip to sisters, Mrs. D. A. Patterson of Adair,
:
Niagara tFalls in order to save his and Mrs. Charley Reed of Wenachee,
. want liquor handled in a
reputation! Imagine ZaSu's confusion Washington, aa well as a host of oth1 way so that the revenue
when she findds herself locked in a er relatives and friends.
to relieve the burden of
'Love Nest" all night with Slim! And
Funeral services were held at 2:30
ayen rather than to add
to
cap the climax "Mamma" greets o'clock last Friday afternoon at the
[bounty of the bootlegger,
them as they step off the train at Eureka Center church, with Rev. E.
er and other lawless eleNiagara Falls, and determinedly makes L. Anderson, pastor of the Anita Conit a honeymoon for three. That's gregational church, officiating. Burial
[a still believes in temper.
where ZaSu balks, and then compli- was made in the Eureka Center cemeI am firm in the belief
cations come up, fast and furious. tery.
is a better .way to
Kidnapping, dives in Chinatown, wild
Music for the services was furnish> it than we have been tryautomobile rides, fist-fights, all help ed by Guy Rasmussen and Mtrs. Eric
"ity, regarded aft one of the to make a man of Siim and the inevit- Osen. Pallbearers were Wm. Sivadge,
John Pearce, Dennis Pearce, Wm.
unties in the state, voted able happy ending.
Summerville and Miss Pitts are Steele, O. S. Plummer and James
l by a margin of 82
he unofficial total was 2,581 •rfect fpils for each other. Sam Broadfoot.
1 and 2,668 against.^ Atlan Taylor directed, with a supporting
[ was 1,079 for repeal and 773 cast of all-star quality including
Laura Hope Crews, famous stage
star, Alexander Carr, the original
'tene Jenkins Johnston o Abe Potash of "Potash and Perlmut, Utah, came the first o ter" renown, Hollo "Lloyd, George
A group band concert composed of
spend a few weeks with Hackathorne and Shirley Grey.
members of the bands in Anita, Adair,
Art
Jarrett
Musical.
X Jenkins and wife.
One of the Nick Kenny radio musi- Greenfield and Fontanelle, will give a
cals
will be seen .in addition to the concert in Anita on Sunday afternoon,
[Parrott, Anita street com
June 25, at 3:00 o'clock. There will
w confined to his home and feature. It is the "Art Jarrett" reel, be over a hundred juvenile players in
and
it
features
Nick
Kenny,
noted
<*re of a physician, suffer
the band, and will play under the di[an abscess on his side. A radio columnist, Art Jsrett, Buddy rection of Prof. Earl Blue. The conhe figured in an auto Rogers, Leo Reisman and Jacques cert will be played from the band
the
town truck, which Kenard and his orchestra. Its vocal shell in Concert Park, and the public
nvi
ng,
specialties include "Adios," "Para- is invited to attend and enjoy the
dise"
"It was so Beautiful." "Love
the city
music.
up through
untjl &
Me Tonight" and "Orticina..»'
Also Universal News with all the
Dr C. H. Johnson and wife visited
big latest news events. The regular one day last week with relatives and
a „
a Pam developed in his admission of lOc and 26c will
friends at Cowrie, Iowa.
charged.
lt« A*.

4O^

No. 10 (gallon) cans. . *|«jC

Pork and Beans— t A.

Jumbo, per pound....

Puffed Wheat—

Tall Corn, Vi pound..

Pine for salads, 2 No.
2 cans

In pore olive oil, 3 cans 6%/C

Cake Flour—

45c

Kidney Beans—

Just add water, five
flavors, pint bottle...

Sardines—

Mason, 2 dozen.

Total

rommemlle-PiHs Feature
at Rialto This Week End

. A. _ .

Combined Bands Will Give
Concert in Anita Sunday

Many persons will be interested in
the following report from Des Moines
saying that out of 812 banks in the
state, 433 are operating today without restrictions and the remaining 379
are under the provisions of S. \F. Ill,
a survey by D. W. Bates, deputy state
superintendent of banking, shows.
. The institutions doing business
without restrictions had deposits of
$261,000,000 at the close of 1932 and
those under the Iowa emergency bank
law $127,000,000.
A statement by
Bates and Frank Warner, secretary of
the Iowa Bankers association, shows:
State banks: Released without restrictions 306; operating under new charters 8; under S. F. Ill, 313. National
banks: Licenses 91; under conservators 61. Private banks: Released
without restriction 28; under Si F.
Ill, 5. Deposits in released banks
as of December 31, 1932, were $146,225,000 for state and private banks
and $114,679,491 for national banks.
Deposits in those banks now under
restrictions for the same date were
$95,729,000 in state and private banks
and $31,188,333 in national banks.

Schedule Announced For
Comity Baseball League
At a special meeting of managers
of baseball clubs in the new Qass
county league held in Atlantic a few
days ago, a schedule was drawn up
and details of organization, discussed.
The schedule for the season is as
follows:
June 25—Atlantic at Massena;
Lewis at Anita; >Wiota at Diamond
T.
July 2—Atlantic at Wiota; Lewis
at Masaena; Anita at Diamond T.
July 16—Atlantic at Anita; Lewis
at Diamond T; Massena at Wiota.
July 23—Diamond T at Atlantic;
Massena at Anita; Lewis,at WSota.
July 30—Massena at Atlantic;
Anita at Lewis; Diamond T at Wiota.
August 6—Wiota at Atlantic; Massena at Lewis; Diamond T at Anita.
August 13—iWiota at Anita; Lewis
at Atlantic; Diamond T at Massena.
August 20—Anita at Atlantic;
Diamond T at Lewis; Wiota at Maasena.
Ed. L. Newton and his son-in-law,
Chaa. Salmon, drove to Nevada, Iowa,
Saturday where they visited a short
time with their son and borther-inlaw, Gten R. Newton and family. They
also attended a dog show, sponsored
by the lumber company which Glenn
Newton owns.
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New Officers Elected by
TO
Anita Club
The June meeting of the Greater
Anita Club was held Friday evening
at the Voorhees Lodge west of the
city, when members of the club, their
wives, and guests enjoyed a 7:00
o'clock dinner, which was followed by
a business session and an interesting
program.
'
At the business session officers for
the ensuing year were elected as follows: Carl Hi Miller, president; Glen
A. Roe, vice president; H. P. Ziegler,
secretary; and A. R. Robinson, treasurer. Directors will be H. C. Faulkner, Dr. C. H. Johnson, Ed. L.
Newton, A. R. Kohl and Frank A.
Black.
While the dinner was being served,
music was furnished by members of
the Hal Stone's Players, who were
appearing in the city during the week.
Following the dinner a very interesting program was given. Several girls,
in costume, and under the direction
of Mrs. H. E. Campbell, appeared in
a number of dancing numbers. Two
vocal solos were given by Mrs. Anita
East Marsau of Springfield, Missouri.
Mrs. Marsau is a former Anita girl.
A comical sketch, which delighted
everyone, was given by James Nelson
and Raymond Barber. These boys
are always clever, and never fail to
please those who see and hear them.
John Gebuhr, the contractor who is
erecting the new Methodist church
building in Anita, gave a short talk
that was enjoyed by all who heard
him. He talked about the depression,
world problems, and what he thought
would help matters in this country.
His talk was interspersed with numerous stories.
Followingi the" program the rest of
the evening was spent in visiting.

Lack of Rainfall Cause
of Great Concern Here
This vicinity received about %
of an inch of rain shortly after
10:00 o'clock Tuesday evening,
the first moisture here in the last
five weeks. It moistened the top
of the ground, but more rain is
needed to help pastures and growing crops. Even the trees show
signs of the drouth.

DIRECT CORNHOG PRODUCTION

Dr. A. G. Black, Head of the Depart*
ment of Agricultural Economics
at Iowa State College, /to
i
Lead . Corn-Hog Group.
(By W. 0. Duncan, County Agent.)
The appointment last week of ,Dr_
A. G. Black, head of the Departments
of Agricultural Economics at Iowa. '
State College, as production administrator for corn and hogs under the
new farm adjustment act is Motherstep in the administration's program,
of getting action as quickly as possible and getting it through men familiar with farm problems. <
Dr. Black left last week for Washington, D. C., to assume his new duties in the United States Department,
of Agriculture. He has been given a.
six months leave of absence which
will be extended- if necessary.
Before starting work on the control
of corn and hog commodities to raise
prices paid the farmer, Dr. Blade
plans to.get in touch with farm organizations and leaders. No acreagecontrol "of corn is planned this yearbnt he thinks it possible that some
action on the fall pig crop may berecommended.; to farmers.
Dr. Black was raised on an Illinois,
farm and has the view point of the
farmer not only from a practical
standpoint but from a knowledge of
the economics of corn and hog supply
and demand, marketing and other problems. He came to Iowa State in 1929
as head of agricultural economics. A.
series of circulars on the agricultural'
emergency published by the department here under his direction the past
winter has had a definite part in shaping the opinions and views of many
farmers.
Dr. Black joins the staff of men already assigned in Washington to numerous activities under the Adjustment
Act. In addition to Federal Administrator Peek and his associate, Charles
J. Brand, the following men have
been designated to head the activities
indicated: 'Chester C. Davis, in charge
of production adjustments generally;
Oscar Johnson, in charge of finance;
Jerome N. Frank, General Counsel';
Former Senator Smith W. Brookbart
of Iowa and Glenn IMteHugh, special
assistants to Mr. Peek; Alfred D.
Stedman, chief of information; M. L.
Wilson in charge of adjustments in,
wheat production; Cully A. Cobb in
charge of adjustments in cotton production; John B. Hutson, chief tobacco specialist of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, temporarily in
charge of the tobacco program; Guy
C. Shepard, in charge of trade agreements in the field of processing and
distributing packing house products.
The Agricultural Adjustment Admiistration is thoroughly exploring the
situation of agricultural commodities,
preparatory. to applying such provisions of the new Adjustment Act as
are practicable and effective under
present conditions. Farmers, processors, and dealers, as well as officials
of the Administration, have been presenting facts and opinions .on problems ahead of the Administration.
Wheat men have assured the officials of their cooperation. Some
groups urged the applicatiqn of the
domestic allotment plan, others ..laid
emphasis upon the advisability of
stimulating export trade. ^The,,/Department of Agriculture has .not committed itself to any specific procedure.
Milk producers and distributors
from nine areas have been in Washington to discuss their problems and
to get suggestions on trade and marketing agreements which they will later submit for Departmental action
at formal hearings. The first formal
hearing pnder the Adjustment Act
was held on June 5 and related to
trade agreements among1 producers
and distributors in the Chicago dairy
district.

The lack of rainfall in this section
of Iowa, and especially in the Anita
territory, has become a matter of
grave concern to those who watch the
progress of crops in the growing season, and that means practically all
residents hereabouts.
In the last six weeks this territory
has received not more than 1 inch of
rain. The normal rainfall is something over 5 inches in the same period.
Lawns and gardens have suffered and
are burned up except in those cases
where they have received careful attention by householders who have
watered them.
Strawberries have suffered as have
other fruits and small grain is estimated to be nearly a total loss. Corn,
which is a hardier crop, and finds its
own moisture., has as yet suffered no
severe damage, as it. is not high
enough to do very much curling. Were
it two months later and it were faced
with the condition of the last several
weeks, the corn crop would be ruined,
according to well-informed farmers
hereabouts.
Potatoes have suffered from lack of
moisture along with other crops, but
crop experts say that they can be replanted and will grow and thrive if
the replanting is done before July 1.
Clover seems to be thriving in spite
of the dry spell, but rain will be needed to provide a second crop, according
to farmers.
In the meantime everyone looks
anxiously for rain and would welcome
a good soaker as worth the proverbial
million dollars. The general comment
is that it would be the irony of fate
for this community if, on the eve of
better times which undoubtedly are in
the offing, the section suffered from
drouth. This section has had but few
drouths in the last fifty years and, low
The members of the C. O. Z. club'
as farm products have beet] in price,
it is better to have something to sell were guests last Wednesday aftereven at the low price than to be noon of Mrs. Flavia Hook at her
home on Maple Street. Late in the*
burned out.
afternoon a lunch was served by th»
J. W. Long of Des Moines visited hostess and her daughter, Miss Vera
in the city over the week end with B. Hook.
his son, Chester A. Long and family.
General Johnson Hagood, commandAt a meeting of the K. J. U. club ing the seventh corps area with headheld Friday afternoon at the home of quarters in Omaha, announced today,
Mrs. C. W. Zastrow, officers for the that on account of the economy recoming year were elected as follows: quired, no basic or first year candiMrs. Mary Lowden, president; Mrs. dates will be trained in the Citiian**
Anita Witte, vice president; 'Mrs. Don- Military training (Camps this year.
na Dorsey, secretary; Mrs. Amy Way, Only those who have had previous
treasurer; and Mrs. Helen Zastrow, training in the C. M. T. Camps will be>
reporter. A very interesting meet- eligible to attend. On account of the
ing was held Friday, at the close of decrease in funds allotted for thee*
which refreshments were served by camps, the quotas for all camps am,
also reduced.
the committee.

News Review of Current
Events the World Over
r Debts Injected in World Conference—Britain Pays
Installment of Ten Millions—Final Doings
of Congress Before Adjournment.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
p AMSAY MAC DONALD threw a
II • fair-sized monkey wrench into the
London economic conference machinery In his opening speech, but the
wheels hadn't really
begun to revolve, so
the mechanism was
not wrecked Immediately. Whether It is
ultimately to operate
successfully depends
on diplomatic skill
or on the complaisance of Uncle Sam.
In the middle of an
o t h e r w i s e well-ordered a d d r e s s , the
i
Ramsay
' MacDonald British prime minister suddenly Interjected the war debts Issue, despite the
fact that it was not on the agenda of
the conference. That question, he declared, "must be dealt with before every
obstacle to general recovery has been
removed, and It must be taken np
without delay by the nations concerned. Lausanne has to be completed and this vexed question settled once
for all in the light of present world
conditions."
Delegates from all parts of the British empire and possibly those from
France were not surprised by MacDonald's action, but Secretary .Hull
and bis brother delegates from the
United States did not attempt to conceal their displeasure with what they
considered at least a display of poor
taste. Mr. Hull was soon In telephonic communication with Washing*
ton, and as a result his address to
the conference which was to open the
second day of the parley was postponed. Among the other speakers of
that day, however, were Guldo Jung
of Italy and Gen. Jan Christian Smuts
of South Africa, both of whom
backed np MacDonald's stand.
"We firmly believe," Jung said,
"that there Is a preliminary problem
—Intergovernmental debts arising
from the war. An armistice was
signed, for them at Lausanne. A final
settlement now, la imperative."
Smuts was even more offensive to
Americans, frankly blaming the United States for the deplorable plight of
the world.
Chancellor of the Exchequer Neville
Chamberlain seconded the remarks of
MacDonald about war debts, and also
said the crisis in world economic con
dltlons makes restoration of the gold
standard absolutely Impossible at present
He favored multilateral treaties for
lower tariffs, provided the reductions
were actual and tangible, that they
covered a wide area, that they did not
impose undue sacrifices on lower tariff countries and tbat they did not lead
to economic warfare. Be emphasized
the necessity for cheap money.

Secretary Hull arose, the
WHEN
third to deliver his address, it
•was expected he would make some
sort of reply to the war debts demand. But he was silent on that subject devoting much of his speech to
argument for a renewal of tbj» tariff
truce promulgated by PresIdentjRoosevelt This must be followed, he said,
by removal of trade barriers, elimination of excessive tariffs, stabilization
Of exchanges and. abandonment of nationalistic economic policies.
"The world cannot longer go on
as it is going at present" Hull said.
"A successful meeting of this conference In my Judgment is the key to
widespread business recovery."
more threatening to the
•* success of the conference than the
injection of the war debts Issue was
>Che demand of the French, represented
by Premier Daladier,
that the dollar ' be
stabilized before the
natter of tariff reductions a n d r emoval of other trade
barriers be taken up.
Both the dollar and
{the pound, he Intimated, must be stabilized on a gold
basis at the earliest
possible moment
Premier
"We feel we must
Daladier
end the
currency
war," Premier Daladler declared. "The
maintenance of the gold standard la
indispensable. How can circulation
of gooda be re-established If their
Value depends on luck and hacardT
jWhat would you say to an architect
$r builder who used an elastic footrule?"
America'! hope for success of the
conference was built upon a world tariff
.truce, and the French believe they
have blocked this for the present at
; least They assert this would mefcn
nothing so long as currencies are
fluctuating.
Only 15 of the nations
represented In the conference adhered
to the temporary tariff truce which
was to hist during the life of the par.
ley, and one of these, France, now refuses to renew its pledge under existing circumstances.
HILE this sort of talk was goWing
on In the conference hall,
Britain and Italy wen plan-

nlng to evade payment of the greater part of the installments due the
United States on June 15, and. France
was calmly Ignoring the fact that
she also was due to make a payment
on that date, her government being
determined to do nothing about it
The British offered to pay $10,000,000
of the 179,950,000 due.
President Roosevelt's reply to the
British offer, eagerly awaited, was
that the United States would accept
the partial payment only with the explicit understanding that the money
was Just an installment on the sum
due and that such action should ID
no way invalidate America's claim to
the unpaid remainder.
Mr. Roosevelt advised the British
that "as soon as possible they should
make whatever representations for a
revision of the debt they desire to
offer, and In Washington. He said he
had no power to reduce or cancel the
debt but would submit the results of
the negotiation to congress.
Under the new Inflation bill the
President is authorized to accept silver
In payment of debt installments at the
value of 50 cents an ounce. So the
British paid in silver obtained from
India.
"tlT'AR debts, as much as discord
* * over the matter of war veterans'
benefits, caused delay In the adjournment of congress, though the latter
question was the ostensible reason.
The senate appeared determined to
stay in session until it had learned all
there was to know about the offers
of partial payment and the President's
response. The senators had known
for a long time that Mr. Roosevelt
wanted them to get away before June
15, and Robinson of Indiana read to
them cabled dispatches from London
saying that Chancellor Chamberlain
was waiting for congress to adjourn
before announcing his offer of 10 per
cent payment So they decided to stay
on the job a little longer.
On the surface the delay was due
to disagreement over the modification
of the President's program for reduction of veterans' benefits, a part of the
independent offices bill. The house
bad accepted the compromise, but 20
Democratic senators and Shlpstead,
Farmer-Laborite, Joined with 27 Republicans in voting to recommit the
measure. The vote was 48 to 81, Hale
being the only Republican voting in
the negative This was in spite of the
fact that Mr. Roosevelt had told the
senators that he would veto the entire
measure rather than concede any further curtailment of his economy program.
Later the senate substituted for the
compromise the Cuttlng-Stlewer amendment limiting the decrease In veterans*
costs to about $65,000,000, The plan
of procedure thenceforth was acceptance of this by the house; veto by the
President, sustained by the house; introduction and swift passage of a new
bill with the President's veterans' pro.
visions, and adjournment

OSEPH B. EASTMAN, a member ofHhe interstate commerce
"commission, was selected by President
Roosevelt to be federal co-ordtnator of
transportation under
the terms of . the
emergency r a i l w a y
act Eastman doesn't
like the labor clauses
in the measure which
prevent the reduction
of operating forces,
but believes that much
can be accomplished
la spite of them.
The railroad erecnTt5ifat*T^"1 tlves themselves have
J. B. Eastman dec,de(J there must be
eavlngs effected In labor and decided
to request organized labor to accept
a 22% per cent reduction in the basic
wage scale. Their committee of nine
is empowered to negotiate with the
unions to a conclusion. If the negotiations fall, there would still be a
long period before a strike call. Under the terms of the railway labor act,
If direct negotiations fail, the federal
mediation board would offer the services of a conciliator who might spend
several months In bringing the parties
together. Then, if both parties persisted in disagreement the way would
be open to arbitration.
Arbitration would likely extend over
a long period. Should this fall, the
law provides for the declaration of a
state of emergency, under which the
President of the United States appoints a fact finding commission, which
must study the Issues Involved and
report within thirty days.

J

returned homa
MRS.fromROOSEVELT
her air trip to California

In the coarse of which she announced
the coming divorce of her son Elliott
To the Washington correspondents she
explained the Incident at the Dallas
airport when Gov. "Ma" Ferguson and
her husband failed, to get Into a photograph with the First Lady. The
simple fact was tbat Mrs. Roosevelt
being hungry, was eating breakfast
and asked the photographers to wait,
and when she finished eating, the Fergusons had gone away in a huff.

of Labor Perkins anSECRETARY
nounced, the appointment of Presi-

dent Robert Hutchins of the University of Chicago as chairman of the advisory committee to be set np In connection with the new federal employ,
ment service.
Senator R. F. Wagner of New York
and. President William Green of the
American Federation of Labor and
President Henry I. Harrlman of the
Chamber of Commerce of the United
States also have been Invited.

PENGUIN MOST
AMUSING BIRD
Life and Habits of This Queer
Polar Resident
Pr.Par<,a by National
.
Washington, D. C.—WNU Service.

HE penguin colony of the London zoo recently presented a
new problem to its keepers
when these natives of frigid Antarctica suffered from bronchitis.
Among other things, mufflers were.
provided In an attempt to save the
birds, which are worth several hundred dollars a pair.
While there are several species of
penguins, the Adelie of Antarctica,
which was a source of amusement to
members of the Byrd South Pole expedition, is, perhaps, the most entertaining.
The Adelie penguin resembles nothing so much as a solemn, rotund little old gentleman In starched shirt
and swallow-tatl coat And the bird's
habits are as strange as his appearance. He spends his whole allotted
span within the Antarctic Circle, supplying that desolate region of ice and
snow with one of Its few notes of
life. His wings are water-wings, which
serve him for naught In the air.
Like man, he proposes to the lady
of his heart by proffering her a stone.
He walks erect, toddling along with
precise and preoccupied mien, as
though bent on some most Important
business, but more often than not this
attitude Is only a pose. Time Is really
no object to him, and after hurrying
away in one direction be is likely to
turn and retrace his steps or dash
away in some other. Perhaps be may
even stop suddenly and, tucking his
head beneath a flipper, go calmly to
sleep.
If pursued or desirous of moving
over soft snow In a hurry, he turns
himself into a toboggan by dropping
down on bis smooth-feathered breast
and skidding gayly along, propelled
by both feet and flippers. Indeed bis
idiosyncracles are legion, and they
make him the most interesting of Antarctic creatures and endear him to
every explorer of the desolate South
Polar regions.
Belong* to a Flr*t Family.
This strangely manlike bird is truly
an P. F. A. (First Family of the Antarctic), tracing his ancient lineage
back to those halcyon days of the
earth's youth before the coming of the

T

of the last acts of the bouse
ONEof representatives
was the adoption of a resolution for congressional
investigation of all acts of judges and
other federal court
agents In receiver,
ship cases, the sponsors being Sabath
of Chicago and Celler of New York.
Representative Hatton Summers, Texas,
Democratic prosecutor and chairman of
the house Judiciary
committee, said Chicago would be one
of the first courts to Judge 'F. E.
be the subject of in- Woodward
quiry, because of the Chicago Bar association report condemning the actions of Judge Frederick E. Woodward
in allowing nearly a quarter of a million in fees to his sou's law firm as receivers' counsel. The bar association
did not reflect on the Integrity of the
Judge or the law firm, but condemned
the practice.

TN OTHER respects the senate acted
•*• swiftly in completing the legislation the President had asked. The
important bills enacted included the /CHANCELLOR ENGLEBERT DOLLalmost terrifying Industry control-pub- ^ FUSS Is determined that Austria
lic works measure; the Gilass-Steagall shall sot be infected with Hitlerlsm,
banking bill which makes provision and the government is carrying on a defor limited deposit guarantee January termined war against the Nazis, who
1, 1934, unless in an emergency or- are accused of plotting to inaugurate
dered earlier by the President; and a reign of terror there to be followed
the fourth deficiency bill tarrying the by a coup to seize control of the counlargest appropriations ever made In try. All known Nazis In the country
peace time. The home owners' loan are being arrested for questioning by
act setting np a $2,200,000,000 corpor- the police, who assert more than 10
ation for home loan mortgage relief per cent of them are Germans. One
already had been passed and was of their alleged leaders, Theodore
elgned by the President who at the Hablcht, was claimed by the German
same time Issued an appeal to mort- minister to be an employee of his legage holders to desist from foreclos- gation, and the minister protested
ures until the new agency can begin sharply when Habicht was arrested.
functioning.
In retaliation the Prussian secret poThe Industry control bill did not get lice expelled from Germany Dr. Irwin
through without fierce opposition from Wasserbaeck, chief of the press de15 of the more radical Democrats and partment In the Austrian legation In
23 Republicans, all led by Senator Berlin. Naturally relations between
Borah, who especially denounced the Germany and Austria were near the
giving of vast power to Gen. Hugh breaking point
Johnson, the man selected as the administrator.
TN A statement addressed to the
The senate rather Ignored the execu- * League of Nations, the Soviet govtive order which President Roosevelt ernment, and the signatories of the
had transmitted, providing for re- nine power pact, the Southwest Poligroupings, consolidations, transfer* tical council condemned China's truce
and abolitions of certain executive with Japan as a pact of surrender
agencies and functions. He explained which the Nanking regime can impleIn his message the necessity for these ment only by precipitating a civil war
changes and said they would effect a
The statement said the council
saving of more than J25,000,000. Many would be compelled to take steps to
other changes, he said, were in con- safeguard the honor and vital intertemplation, and he had selected only ests of China as a nation determined
those he believed should be put Into not to be conquered.
effect as quickly as possible.
Paraguay has notified the League of
Nations that it will not accept the latOW Massachusetts Is tn line for est proposals of the league for arbirepeal of prohibition, the tenth tration of Its quarrel with Bolivia over
state to decide the matter. The elec- the Gran Chaco territory.
tors voted about 4 to 1 wet in selectprince of the Asturias, Ron of
ing 45 delegates to a constitutional
former King Alfonso of Spain ln
convention that will ratify the repeal
amendment. In Boston the vote was tends to marry Edelmira Sampedr'o of
approximately 10 to 1, and one of that Cuba, a commoner, despite his father 1 *
city's delegates will be James Roose- objection. Dispatches from I'arl8 °
velt, eon of President Roosevelt, in the prince, at the demand of Alf on s«'«
most of the communities the question emissary, signed a document reuouuc
of local license was submitted ana ing a 1 rights to the throne for hllMe ,
only a few of them stood firm against and his descendante in i avor ot *
brother Don Jaime.
*
license.
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The Penguin, Resident of Antarctica.
great glaciers. Then, in a temperate
or perhaps even tropical climate, It Is
probable that his ancestors flew like
other birds. But as centuries passed
into ages and cold crept over the land,
killing all vegetation, the penguins
were forced to seek sustenance In the
sea. Eventually their wings adapted
themselves to the new mode of life
and became the flippers that they are
today.
Adelie is a gregarious creature, and.
In October and November (the Antarctic spring) he congregates, along
with countless thousands of his kind,
In great rookeries. There the age-old
business of choosing a mate Is his first
consideration; but, as with true love
elsewhere, the course of his romance
Is not always smooth.
After deciding in his own mind on
the. fair lady he would wed, he must
not only win her favor, but also vanquish whatever rivals may present
themselves. In achieving the first of
these designs, be takes a small stone
in his beak and lays it humbly at the
lady'a feet This gift Is accompanied
by a soulful gaze from his whiterimmed eyes and an uumelodlous
quaark" from the bottom of his heart
Very likely he will have to repeal
this performance a number of times
before he succeeds in breaking through
her bashful feminine reserve; but he
is nothing if not persistent, and finally
•be yields to his importunities to the
extent of giving him a critical glance
±l"aeed' he «~. his

Rival. Have Viclou.

fray on bis side; but f
will sit serenely by while her admirers |
~-T, "G0(}»
do buttle. Eventually' ojtw of them<
bdla
will beat a forced retreat and leave
the spoils of war to his'conqueror.
After courtship comes the Important
business of nest-building; and this, too, tribute Paid to
is accompanied by much ado. An
Physi,ician of
Adelle's nest consists of a loose pile
of small stones, quite unadorned or
Centuries Ago
softened with lining; but, unfortunately for the peace of the afvlan community, there Is not In .the near vicinity a sufficient supply of such building strange waya
material to go around. Then does
Perhaps the most f n n ,
s c
temptation enter Into the life of a penhas
"
guin. His soul Is filled with a great
desire and he longs to supply his wife William Patterson Who
to
with more and better stones for the
*» « god and
construction of their little love nest,
but there are none to be bad, with
For some years
honor.
coming Into the
Soon he covets those within M»
neighbor's stone pile, and, having thus
canes used by
broken one commandment, be skids
men In Panama
farther along the downward path and South America. On the
before long is engaged In taking what
canes. are
he can while the neighbor Isn't look-

n Trik

Ing.
Constant vigilance Is the price that
must be paid for keeping a stone bungalow under one's feathers In a> city of
penguins.
After the newlyweds have become
proficient enough at the gentle art of
purloining stones to be able to main*
tain a nest, two eggs are laid and the
process of Incubation commences. This
lasts about a month, with both birds
participating, for they have a strong
parental fnstinct and sit patiently for
long hours at a time to protect their
eggs from the harsh Antarctic blasts.
While sitting on the nests, hen bird*
arouse themselves by attempting to
reach out with their beaks and lift a
stone from the pile next door. If detected, and they frequently are, this
Is a signal for a squabble, and, without leaving their nests, the two ladles
try to bite out eacb other's tongues.
Happily, they seldom succeed.
Chicks Are Always Hungry.
When hatched, the chicks are little
balls of sooty down, and,they wear
their "baby clothes" for some week*
before exchanging them for suits of
feathers. They start getting hungry
soon after they are batched, and continue In a state of unappeased appetite as long as there is the smallest
empty space within their elastic young
bodies.
. ' , . - .
Adelies live largely on a small, red,
sbrimpllke crustacean which occurs In
amailng numbers in the Antarctic seas.
There is little or nothing for them to
eat on the land,, and therefore, until
the chicks are fully developed and able
to take care of themselves In the water, they must be fed. This, their elders accomplish by means of regurgitatlon.
The bogy man for baby penguins
takes the form of a skua gull.. This
unpleasant bird conceives Its mission
in Hfe to be the prevention of overpopulation among the Adelies, and woe
be unto the unwary chick which wanders away from Its comrades. A
marauding skua w{]l drop down beside it and with a few savage blows
of its strong beak end the chick's
earthly career and feast upon the remains.
Adelies have never been successfully
transplanted from snowy wastes. However, some of their cousins have survived the milder temperatures of Europe and America and are to be found
In certain of the larger zoological gaiv
dens.
One may visit a pair at the National
Zoological park at Washington, D. O,
and find them well disposed. As you
enter the Inclosnre both of them come,
forward with grave and dignified de?
meaner and emit "quaarks" of greeting.
Coming closer, they give „ you
a careful inspection, out of first one
eye and then the other, and' then sit
down with an air "of resignation and
an expression of utter boredom. Your
feelings are a bit ruffled until the
keeper assures you that their behavior is due to the keen disappointment they experienced on finding that
you were not a fish.
When the new wing of the blrdboiue
at the Washington zoo is built, one
end of it is to bold a targe glassed Inclosure. Within this, Ice machine* are
to create an Antarctic atmosphere, In
which It is hoped that a colony of pen*
gulns will live and flourish. Perhaps
science will yet devise a means whereby those of us who cannot well travel
to the South pole may nevertheless enJoy the captivating drollery' of the
Adelie penguin, most Interesting residents of Antartica.
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noted, that all ob
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men—their waBlj,
thprity. Among some of t
every; occupation has its
Istlo staff with some can-ins
aUc of the function of its fe
Investigation reveals that
ores on the staffs of the
men are 'Intended to rep
tor* Patterson, leader of
colony which settled on the
the Gulf of San Bias in im
sent out by the "Companj
land Trading to Africa ao
die*," apparently a purely
tire enterprise.
The Scottish settlers maile
of the Indians, largely
the interest taken in the
Doctor Patterson and the
was able to bring about Tt»
attributed to him supernatta
eat.. -He was the greatest
cine men."
» The colony, however,
cessfuL It encountered bte
sltion from the Spaniard*
lleved that it was (ntru
territory, and in a few
abandoned and all traces rt
vanished— all except the k*
the high top hat and the pa
of the good Doctor Patter
was a god who had come aii
By application of the old
of sympathetic magic thej
to make use of him. The ir
first came to the SraiUisoalu
tlons from among the Me
Recent acquisitions show U
have now spread into the C
try of Colombia, the an
whose present Indians ma
have come into contact wits
himself. Doctor Patterson
come a powerful magic.
The face always is
The better staffs reproduce
of his attire. His coatu
black or green.
necktie, collar and buttons u
seated He is the god of

World in Need of i
of Thought and 1
We've hardly yet so i
en the 'first whack at the boM
new pioneering. We're *fl»r
the beginning of the
pjana are already in the t
regular transatlantic servWi
plane.!
, 'The motor -cars of
ade, running at undrean
over surfaces not yet la«
link our country wM
republics to the smith In
trial expansion now «»'
Eight now, new tiinfl
Btttl thought f"nlaslle',.,|
climate to revolutionize^
aB Of m^re in develor

will make our
concrete-and-steel •
silly.
The first really
on cancer, now i>e
scurlty by a co-w*"-1
Americans, rests
tal scientific
The wiping out
matlc heart
at this moment
though it «»l|In>t fmj
hopeful Inception «
the science of A roe
Dead Sea Isn't "Deadly,"
men, a Swiss ami » '
But Saltier Than Ocean
And- there are tiw
The Dead sea, lowest body ot water dustrlal civilization^
known to man, Is constantly fed by and Is on the <
the River Jordan and many other riv- tering In the '
ers, yet its level remains more or less
constant In spite of the fact that It baa
no known outlet
Lying 1,282 feet lower than the surface of the Mediterranean, the Dead
sea Is filled with water eight times as
salty as the water of the ocean.' Tblt
Is due In part to the fact that It Is
f^ by streams passing over beds of
salt and partly to the fact that It» level
Is kept constant through evaporation
which takes out water, but leaves the
salt behind.
In spite of its extreme ssltlness, It
IB Inhabited by certain type* of fish
which seem to find the salt no handi-

Mercojh

iSfS&Sa

cap.

The lake itself Is about 46 miles long
with widths varying from fi«e to nine
miles. There Is little vegetation around
the sea because rain seldom falto there.
The desolate nature of the territory
surrounding It, together with Its extremely distasteful water, makes the
name Dead sea decidedly appropriate.
although the ancient belief that the
fumes rising from It are deadly have
uo basis in fact—Washington Star.
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Iowa, met with the following to recover a judgment against the
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members present: Frank
Pelzer, said Carl L. Vedane for the said
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THIS WEEK.
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Federal Government can loan, upon
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QUEER SUPERSTITIONS.
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57.6C Hans C.
cases;
Frank Howard, dragging
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rental On
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RESOLUTION.
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Superstitions
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various dried herbs were hung about said Depositors' Agreement, and do Board of Supervisors of Cass County, Henry Erickson, labor
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89.6 Fullerton Lumber Company,
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68.8! Green Bay Lumber Company,
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provided
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The writer remembers being vrarned
John Auglin, labor
48.6
'material
We have today 400 when
Moved by Supervisor Davis, secondMoved by Supervisor Ryan and sec- Herman Anderson, labor .... 71.2
a boy not to wade in water
Griswold
American, suped
by
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that
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above
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Herbert Spear, labor
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Elmer Watson, labor
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The Chairman polled the vote and all Darrell N. Blake, salary ... 100.0C Hoegh Oil Company, gas
tell the tale.
etc
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Armentrout,
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Ic premium on Poul-4
votes being in the affirmative, the J. W. Brindley, rental
These superstitions, like the belief
140.0 Iowa Electric Company, gas.
Allen.
Chair declared the motion carried and Erling Christensen, teams ..
try and eggs in trade.
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8.& Joyce Lumber Company, maNay—Ryan.
the resolution adopted.
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C. F. Dunham, hauling and
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RESOLUTION.
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supplies have been curtailed all over
the State. Likewise the program of
cleaning up the streams by the installation of sewage treatment plants
has been almost at a standstill the
past few years.
The Department of Health, through
its Bureau of Public Health Engineering, has called attention to many defects in existing water supplies and
sewage disposal plants, and to the
need of new water supplies and new
sewage disposal plants in many municipalities in the State. Means whereby this necessary work' caji he done
are now available and municipalities
are urged to take advantage of this
opportunity.
Surgeon General Gumming of the
United States Public Health Service,
on May 11, 1933, issued a statement
as follows:
"The question as to the advisability
of the appropriation by the government of large amounts for the relief of unemployment by the construction of public works throughout
the country is, of course one for legislative and executive determination.
"There can, however be no question
that if such appropriations be made
available, in no way could they be
more useful to this and future generations than in the construction and
installation of adequate and safe
water supplies and sewage disposal
systems."
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All pictun* from Tba Pactut of America," ccurtMf,
YiJt Uninnlty Preu.
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON

O MOST Americana mention of
the event which we celebrate on
July 4—the signing of the Declaration of Independence—brings
to mind the famous painting of
that historic scene which hangs
In the rotunda of the Capitol In
Washington. For it Is through
the eyes of John Tmmbull, the
Connecticut painter, that we
have received most of our visual
impressions not only of what took place In Independence hall In Philadelphia on July 4,
1776, but of many of the other great events in
the American Revolution.
A short time ago Tale university commemorated the centenary of the opening of the oldest
art gallery in this country connected with a
college. The founder of that art gallery, th«
architect of the original building, was this same
John Trumbull, whose body lies in a vault beneath the One arts building which has succeeded the simple little structure which he designed
and which housed the original collection of his
canvasses that have since become so famous.
The commemorative ceremonies, which consisted principally of showing again all of the Trum
bull collection of paintings as they had once
been displayed in the vanished building which
he designed, not only served to honor the
"painter of America's epic," but It emphasized
once more the part which this university has
played in the "visual education" of Americans
In the history of their country.
It recalled once more an ambitious project
of that Institution in this educational field, begun more than a decade ago and, appropriately
enough, brought to a triumphant conclusion
during the year in which the sesqui-centeunlal
of American Independence was being celebrated. That was the publication of "The Pageant
of America," a 15-volume pictorial history of
our country which has "worked something of a
revolution in the methods of presenting and
studying American history."
The idea for such a project took form while
the Yale University Press, which had Just completed publication of another notable historical
series, "The Chronicles- of America," was experimenting with the presentation of the drama
of American history through the medium of
moving pictures. The result of this experiment
was the outlining of a plan for a "pictorial
chronicle of America" in book form.
There have been many "pictorial" histories of
America but the majority of them have been
comparatively valueless because "the pictures
have often been an excuse to weaken the text,
and the text has been an excuse to pass off
hackneyed or deceptive pictures on the conflding reader." So the problem of the Yale authorities was not only to avoid a repetition of
the errors which had given pictorial history a
bad repute but also to prepare a combination of
pictures and text which would be scholarly
enough to satisfy the most exacting "scientific
historian" and lively and Interesting enough to
meet the demands of "popular appeal" without
sacrificing anything of accuracy and authenticity.
But the most interesting story of all in connection with the presentation of this unique pageant Is the story of the world-wide search for
the, pictures which went into it. It la the story
of an adventure In American history, as romantlc an adventure in many of its aspects as tiny
incident which Is recorded In our school histories. For it Is the story of a nine-year search
through private collections and those of governmental bodies', historical societies, libraries.
museums, art galleries, learned societies and

1. French uniforms worn during th« French
and Indian War, 1754-1763, from the painting*
by H. A. Ogden.
2. The earliest engraved llk«nen of Columbus, published In 1575, from the "Jovlut pop.
trait," the original source of all Columbus portraits.
3. Emigrants Attacked by Indians on the
Western Plain*—A typical Incident of the
opening of the trani-MiMlwIppI country, after
the drawing by F. O. C. Darley, the foremost
Illustrator of American life and history In that
period.
4. The First Oil Well—"A derrick was
erected In the neighborhood of Tltucvllle, Pa.,
and In the year 1859 the boring for oil began.
In the photograph Drake, wearing a silk hat,
appear* talking to hl« friend, Peter Wilson, a
druggist' of Tltusvllle." From a contemporary
photograph taken by John A. Mather.

Institutes and religious and educational institutions not only In this country but in foreign
countries as well. It is the story of some fine
"detective work" in following clews, some of
which ended successfully and some unsuccessfully, of persistence and perseverance In the
face of baffling problems and seemingly Insuperable obstacles—all in the name of historical accuracy I But out of It all came a total ot more
than 10,000 authenticated pictures as the basis
for what Is now recognized as the first and thus
far the only real source book of Pictorial Americana. Incidentally, when the work was completed It represented the expenditure for capital account of more than $382,000, probably the
largest sum ever spent for a single piece of
historical research bat a very modest amount
when compared to the value and Importance of
the results obtained.
In considering the task before the Yale authorities It must be remembered that American
history began long, long, before there were
cameras to record historic Incidents as they are
recorded today. So the only pictorial record
we have of some events of the greatest historical Importance was made by artists
equipped only with the crudest sort of Instruments and materials for their work. But the
Importance of their accomplishment lies In the
fact that they furnished "contemporary records" and the modern camera can be used for
copying their work.
And here again comes in the matter ot cost
In producing "The Pageant of America," for in
many cases the cost of securing a copy of some
Individual picture ranged anywhere from $100
up to $350. In two of the volumes of the series
are 17 full-page Illustrations (such as Is shown
above) which reproduce lu colors the uniforms
worn by participants in the various American
wars.
The search for authentic paintings, daguerreotypes, lithographs and engravings of contemporary events and for charters, commissions
and other documents preserved In official archives took the research staff of "The Pageant
of America" into many strange places. It was
recognized at the start that the discovery of
America was only an Incident lu the discovery
of Asia and that to illustrate the background
of the beginnings of American history It would
be necessary to find pictures which would show
the Influences in Europe as far back as the
time of Carpinl ami Marco Polo, which led ultimately to Columbus' attempt to tlnd the route
to Asia by sailing west. s.> the earliest dated
picture lu the 'Ta^ua" la u page from the
Latin manuscript of A.UUU of Bremen In the
Eleventh century, in which the tlrst mention of
ViniamJ, discovered by the Norsemen, was made
After considerable dltliculty this manuscript "was
ocated in the Slants Ulbllothi-k In Vienna
Of portraits of Columbus, popularly regarded

as the (discoverer of America, there are legion.
But It remained for the Yale research staff to
trace back for the first time all these portraits
to their original source and that original
source Is the "Jovlus portrait" (shown above),
an engraving which it Is believed was first published In 1575 and which is a copy of a portrait
that hung in the famous gallery of Paulus
Jovlus, archbishop of Nocera, a man of vast
wealth who spent a fortune In collecting portraits of the great men of his time and who
was an ardent admirer of the Italian navigator
It Is believed that this Is the only portrait of
Columbus painted during his lifetime,
Back of a portrait which appears In another
volume of "The Pageant"—"The Winning o
Freedom," is a typical story of perseverance.
When this volume was In preparation, the an
thors wanted a portrait of one of the German
officers* who fought under the British flag during
the Revolution. None being available in this
country, a search was begun through the Amer
lean consul-general in Berlin. After consider
able correspondence with various museums am
private collectors, the consul-general learnec
that an excellent oil painting of Baron Friederich Rledesel, who commanded the Hessians
under Burgoyne, was still hanging In the castle
of Neuenhof bel Eisenach, Hessen. Through the
courtesy of Frelherr Albrecbt Rledesel, a descendant of the Eighteenth century baron, permission was finally granted a year later to make
a photographic copy of the original
Even more devious was the trail which finally led to an authentic daguerreotype of William F. Harnden, founder of the express business In the United States. While assembling
material for the volume "The March of Commerce," the editors came upon a very poor
woodcut of Harnden in Stlmson's "History of
the Express Companies" published In 1858. Desiring the original daguerreotype from which
this reproduction had apparently .been made,
they enlisted the aid of the officials of the
American Railway Express company.
Through a M. Baker, general auditor at
Chattanooga, Tenn., they learned that the original had been In the possession of Harnden's
son, who was living in San Francisco shortly
after 1880. Using the San Francisco directories, they addressed identical letters to several Harndens listed therein. One of these was
W. K. Harnden and he proved to be a grandson
of William F. Harnden. W. K. Harnden replied
that he believed the desired daguerreotype was
In the possession of Ms elder brother, Frederic
then living in Palo Alto.
Such proved to be the case, but the end of
the trail was not yet, for the elder brother could
not locate the picture, as it had been in storage
for some time. Finally, however, a year after
the first inquiry a copy of the daguerreotype
was received Just in time to be reproduced and
Included In the pictorial history of the exorMs
v
business.
But not all descendants of past notables we™
as helpful as (he Harndens. The Yale authorities tell the story of the search for an authen
tic Portrait of a little known but importan fit
ure in the Revolution. They located one of hL
descendants in a small New England town .
woman, who owned a contempo^ry oil portrait
of toe Revolutionary tighter. But when anpealed to for permission to reproduce the palrn^
ing she refusal, presumably because
of «
USe of Ute
reticence and reserve whi,.h
o,d-f«Sh.oned .nl^'C'J
and also po^bl, because she
injury to the painting IIll8 , lt *

are

INCE the Armistice ended hoitllitteil
in that cataclysmic eruption known
as the World war, enormoM atrldet
iave been taken amonc nations to preserve the peace. The movement haa
exemplified Itself In many different
ways and with varying shades of bplnon shown, from the type of cltt«en
desiring to lie still and play dead on
hrough toe,list to those fostering the
belief that only the greatest army and,
the greatest navy can be expected to
assure permanent peace for twrf
country.
,
Fortunately for the nation, there U
only a negligible number of those who
are willing to chance the future of
their homeland without an army or »
navy. All of toe advocates ot pea«>
contemplate a system of national de»
fense of some kind, and advocate It la
a size according to their light Bnt
the point Is that, desiring peace as we
do, our desires cannot govern what
course or policy some other government may elect to follow.
I believe it Is safe to say that now
as never before toe average clttziin
la acquainted with toe need for national defense and toe way that need
It met. Programs have been worked
out since toe World war ended that
are predicated on a more general
knowledge by -every one of what constltntes the needs of the army and
the navy in a condition of crisis. Although the two services are skeletonized now, should toe emergency arise
It is correct to state that a million
men can spring to arms over night,
and it seems that toe number probably would be three times that If the
carefully arranged plans may be Judged'
properly .by the laymanc
While it Is necessary that a great
deal of the planning by toe army and
navy is done in secret and must remain so for toe obvious reason that
any nation learning of them Is able to
map counter methods, It can be stated
that officers of toe army and the navy
constantly, are engaged in study of
theoretical attacks and defense. The
Army War college and toe Naval War
college are toe higher institutions of
learning, so to speak, where the officers delve into toe more Intricate
problems of war tactics, where they
deal In theory and figure oat what
would happen In practice, and from
these eventuate war plans which, let
ns hope. It never will be necessary

to use.
These plans, of course, cannot be
said to represent our national defense
policy. That is a question which toe
President, as .commander in chief of
toe army and navy, works ont Jointly
with congress. The legislative branch
obviously has toe final sayao whether
we will, have a big navy or a small
one, and whether toe army will number 118,000 enlisted men and 12,000
officers or more or less. From this it
Is seen that toe system of national defense Is one of fact and not of theory,
for It Is, true to American tradition,
left in toe hands of toe representatives
of the people.
Aside from toe determination of
policy, however, administration of toe
army and the navy constitutes a tremendous business. There Is, of course,
an Independent department for each,
and each, has a cabinet member at Its
head. But the cabinet •'members are
civilians, more often than npt, without
military or naval training.
Consequently, one haa to dropdown
toe ranks a step to find the men who
actually command toe regular army
and toe navy, with its marine corps

arm.

So we find in toe War department,
a general staff, and we find in the
Navy department, a general board.
Bach functions to a greater or lest
extent,as a board of directors for'the
service it represents, and each Is dominant in its own baliwick, for It Is
from these two groups that the actual
direction issues for toe respective
services. Under each exists the Indl?
vldnal control that Is necessary always in administration and the number of those Individuals expands an
the power exercised by each one decreases, even to toe rank of corporal.
In conjunction with toe army,, the
navy and toe marine corps, there Is
that recently developed, but, highly
lecessary, aviation service. Aviation
las become so important In the sys:em of national defense that congress
has seen fit to create toe post of assistant secretary of air In both War
and Navy departments. While their
primary function obviously Is that of
promoting an efficient air service to
each branch, the air division does
much more; it is constantly fostering
development of civil aeronautics, and
t is working constantly with commercial Interests engaged tn production
*""* and use of airplanes In commercial
Ines.
The air services of the army, the
navy and the marine corps, therefore,
are carrying a tremendous Influence
nto toe field of air transportation in
hese day of peace. Highly trained
men from the services are going Into
rivate life, day after day, to devote
heir skill and their time and attention
o further air transportation. It Is
not meant that toe army, navy and
marine corps are losing all of their
ood men, but they are losing some of
hem, yet replacements are made wlthut difficulty and the nation gain*
from the exchange.
*. "It WMtm H*w»p<»«r DMM.
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A. man asks me: "Who
Ion are toe fifteen gr_t
Americans?" I have written
lleve they are comparatively
men; Some of them posslbl,
away In small towns or on
Most of toe noted men of tin
have been called to Washing
vise President Hoover or
BooseVelt In the present u
Not one of them measured a
greatness In toe recomtm
have seen In print My
ali» wishes me to prepare T
fifteen of toe greatest AI
all our history. I* have
clearly In mind:, Benjamin
would head toe list, followed
ander Hamilton and John
urged to add other names,
should select John D.
J. P. Morgan toe elder, ad:
A, Edison. I have nevg
George Washington was tri
and doubt Lincoln was.
never had a great soldier,
slbly some unknown nan
had a chance. Measured
standards we have never hit
literary man. Henry Walton,
father of toe present seoetuj:
rtcultnre, was a country
farmer; and came very near
If an infallible list of tht
greatest 'Americans, living or
could b>.prepared, few would bi
ly known; perhaps two-thirds
not known at all I do not
professional politician woolJ
the list; several business OB]
make It. The manner In
marched, cheering into tie
American ruin, and th« v
displayed In efforts to
greatly discouraged me as U
'can greatness.
•- '
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No little fairy attends i
bring him good luck; no i
attends any man to bring hint
In .the course of a year or att
baseball players call the gooJjj
"breaks" are about even.
have come to all of ns to
we have not taken proper"
of them,; frequently we all Ml
die bad "breaks" as well ami
This Is the truth, and I WJ
but What' I believe Is I»"
luckiest man la the world.
In toe gentlest wlfet
of the Old Harry she
In mingling with the
which does show In
a husband, if wlve8 *fj
as polite and gentle »»',
as telephone girls are wp;
era, there would be <«
bands.
f t
Daring toe presentation']
I attended recently, ••«
tinned a Contented Faro*"
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laughter.
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woman we employ at ° (
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windows down, Ui
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I have been dlsgus
Miami because Nanc/,
meat house where I
•ame thing.
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with a white wor
She learned bossy
teacher when you"*
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reached over and
alonally (not often)
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found it"
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CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
f^^-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f***1
'Christian Science" will be the sub»By OTHA D.^WEARIN
The last few days of Congress were ject of the Lesson-Sermon in all
spent largely in adjusting differences :hurches of Christ, Scientist, on Sunon the matter of veteran's compensa- day, June 25.
The Golden Text is from Isaiah
tion. The House and a few leaders
DEPARTMENT STORE
in the senate managed to effect a 9:2, "The people that walked in darkThe Best For Less_
Anita, Iowa
compromise that will result in con- ness have seen a great light: they that
siderable increases in the way of com- dwell in the land of the shadow of
pensation to service connected disabil- death, upon them hath the light
ity cases.
shined."
WE DELIVER
Wright Patman, one of the leaders
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quoSeason's best styles in
of the Veteran's cause wasfirmlycontations from the Bible and from the
vinced that the compromise arrived Christian Science textbook, "Science
Crepes, Sheers, Laces and
at was the very best obtainable at the and Health with Key to the Scrippresent time. He was supported in tures" by 'Mary Baker Eddy.
Embroideries. While our
to
his contention by others prominent in
One of the Bible citations reads
stock is complete buy at
the same field such as Browning who "I have yet many things to say unto
made an eloquent address in behalf you, but ye cannot bear them now
these low prices.
of the proposition.
Howbeit when he, the Spirit of trui*
A triumph came for the liberal is come, he will guide you into all
Sizes 14 to 52
forces in the closing hours when the truth: for he shall not speak of himHouse forced the further considera- self-; but whatsoever he shall hear
MOP STICKS
OIL CLOTH
CUPS
tion of the Glass banking bill that that shall he speak: and he will shew
Regular 15c
46 and 50 inch
Fine grade
provides for a limited form of bank- you things to come. He shall glorify
ing insurance and effected the enact- me: for he shall receive of mine, and
value
23c
White China
POPULAR DEMAND FORCES US ty
ment
of the measure In spite of oppo- shall shew it unto you" (John 16:12lOc
per yard
2 for 15c
sition from large eastern banking 14).
CONTINUE THIS GREAT SELLING
firms.
Among the selections from the
WORK
WORK SHIRT
SWEATERS
Adjournment came about 1:30 a. m Christian Science textbook is the folEVENT THROUGH THE REMAINDER
Friday morning. The galleries were lowing: "The time for the reappear
SHOES
guaranteed
Wen's and boys'
packed with spectators earlier in the ing of the divine healing is through
A real value.
quality
pleeveless.
OFTHEWEEK.
evening and they remained until the out all time; and whosoever layeth
$1.49
45c
59c
end in the Senate. Many of them his earthly all on the altar of divine
departed after that body adjourned Science, drinketh of Christ's cup now
thinking the House probably continue and is endued with the spirit and pow
BE SURE TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OP
until early in the morning. It did of Christian healing. In the words o:
POSTMASTER WARNS
THIS GREAT OPPORTUNITY TO PUR.
LETTER WRITERS not, however, and in less than an hour St. John: 'He shall give you another
Joe Byrns had 'moved that we stand Comforter, that he may abide witl
CHASE NECESSITIES AT UNHEARD
Under date of May 26, the Third adjourned, Speaker Rainey's gavel had you forever.' This Comforter I un
Assistant Postmaster General sent fallen and the historic extra session derstand to be Divine Science" (p
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
OF PRICES.
out letters to all postmasters inform- of the 73rd Congress had come to an
55).
ing them that many people are vio- end with a record of legislative
Jane 25, 1903.
A little daughter was born this week lating the postal regulations by in- achievement behind it that looks like • f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f ^ - t - f - f - f - f - f - f
cluding written messages in packages the work of half a dozen ordinary * CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST <
to Mr. and Mrs. Chas. IF. gains.
•f
Elwyn Andrews, Minister. '
Misses Susie and ' Hattie Swartz which are sent back to mail order Congresses.
There were farewell speeches at the f + .f.f.f + + .f + + .f.f + .f.
spent Sunday with friends in Atlantic. houses to have goods exchanged.
Nice, red ripe cherries ate Belling Some of the messages found in such end, Floor Leader Byrns hoped we No creed but Christ,
No book but the Bible,
on the local market this week at lOc packages are: "Please exchange for would all return next January which
smaller size," "returning goods, as I reminded us that the mortality rate No name but the Divine.
a quart.
Bible School at 10:00 a. m. C. W
Joe Trimmer had a car load of did not like them. (Please return my among (Members of Congress is highchoice hogs on the Chicago market money," "size six does not fit, please er than in any group of a similar size Zastrow, Superintendent.
return my money,'" etc.
in the nation. Already ttie flag above
Communion service at 11:00 a. m.
Monday.
Under
provisions
of
sections
568
our
chamber has gone down to halfChristian Endeavor at 7:00 p. m.
M. P. Conway is looking after busiEvening service at 8:00 o'clock.
ness matters in St. Louis, Missouri, and 674 of the postal laws and regu- mast a number of times in memory
lations only such written matter as of members whose work is at an end
this week.
K. J. U. club meets Wednesday to
It was evident from the rejoicing clean the church. The men are asket
(Miss lona Turner is spending a few is merely descriptive of the merch•weeks with her sister, Mrs. J.. A. Kale, andise to which it relates may be in- the cheering and the applause follow- to come and help. Dinner will be Why worry?
NOTICE TO BID
cluded with such merchandise mailed ing the sounding of the gavel, tHal served at noon.
in Des Moines.
Children's day will be appropriately | at less than the first-class rate. Writ- the membership was glad to complete
Ladies aid meets all day Thursday 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 * 4 4 4
Sealed bids will be
observed at the Lincoln Center M. E. ing such as is shown above go beyond its work. The members of the 72nc
A child grows as it has the propel 4
M.
E.
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4
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office of the Auditor i
mere description of contents and must Congress who were re-elected have amount of exercise, fresh air, goo<
church next Sunday.
4
Monroe J. Rarick, Pastor.
4 County, Iowa, until
be
paid
for
at
the
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letter
rate.
When
been in session since December 1&32 food and Water. A church grows a 4444444444444444
Work was commenced Wednesday
on June (24, 1&33, for 13
on the removal of the Musson Bros, packages are founds that contain such Unless another extra session is callet it becomes more Christian in charac
Sunday
School
at
10:00
a.
m.
Dr.
yards earth excavation
writing 'the entire package becomes the 73rd will not meet again unti
telephone exchange in this city.
ter and influence. We want men anc C. H. Johnson, General Snpt
trunk road D in Section 351
subject
to
the
regular
letter
rate.
January,
1934.
A number of lady friends were enwomen
to
be
true
followers
of
Jesn
Horning
worship
at
11:00
o'clock
in
township.
Postmasters are warned to exertertained at the home of Mrs. Wayne
Christ. This church is dedicated to the Masonic Temple.
Bids will be opened at
cise
extreme
care
in
accepting
parcels
WILL INVESTIGATE
Bullock on Wednesday of last week.
this way of living. You always have
Epworth League at 7:00 p. m. in office promptly after the I
going
back
to
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order
houses
anc
FREIGHT
RATES
IN
IOWA
'Miss Dosha Saunders returned Mona welcome here. Come and worship the parsonage.
ceiving same has closed.
day from Atlantic, where she visited they are urged to examine such packwith
us.
Last Sunday evening 'Misses Edith
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sion
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an
investinot
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writing.
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the League Institute that was held each bid.
When it is desirable to have a' let- gation of freight rates within Iowa
Andrew Wiegand is the owner of a
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reserves the right*
They are beauties.
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a
work
when
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is
completed.
technicalities
and to reject i
Anita will not uncork her enthusBible School at 11:00 a. m., with
The young women's division of the bids.
iastic patriotism this year, to the ex- curely tied or glued to the package, similar increase on traffic within the Walter Storer as superintendent.
aid society wil serve a dinner Friday
All proposals shall be'
tent of indulging in a 4th. of July cele- The package should also be addressed state.
Ladies aid meets on Friday of this
Investigation, it was said, would week.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ben form furnished by the
bration, but pass it up, in order that separately from the envelope anc
Gochanour on East Main Street. A sealed and plainly ma
surrounding towns may get the benefit should be weighed and postage shoulc determine whether any undue or unEvery young person be sure and
be figured on it at the fourth class reasonable advantage had been given
good
dinner will be served for 25c. als containing any resen
of a large attendance.
rate.
persons or localities in intrastate com- come next Lord's day. A special ser- Come and bring your friends.
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for
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merce because of the failure of the
The
ministers
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jected.
ROYAL P. DALZELL.
state board to extend the increased The subject is, "The .Wordless Book." with their families will have a group
The successful bidder
We shall read the story in the "Wordrate. t
meeting with a picnic supper on Wed- quired to employ all loo! I
less
Book."
You
will
remember
this
Royal Pearle Dalzell, son of Sam
The interstate commerce commisnesday afternoon in Sunnyaide Park this work.
FOB SALE—Tally cards, 10 for 5c. uel and Mary V. Dalzell, was born in sion issued an order permitting a 15 story for a long time. Come and be at Atlantic.
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presTribune office, Anita.
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.
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died June 6, 1933, aged 46 years,
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Mrs. John Smith of Neponset, IlliFOR
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FOR SALE:— Fries at 15c per Guthrie Center and became a carpen- railroads in Iowa were ordered
E. L. Anderson, Minister.
4 Scholl's husband, the late Chas. Scholl, Cass county district
pound. Rasmussen Hatchery.
Itp ter by trade. When a young man he show cause why they should not be +
*• + + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 and Mrs. Smith were schoolmates James Funnan, et al
spent several years in Anita where
when they were children, and lived ment of $1,705.28, all
•FOR SALE-.—23 acres of clover. he operated a shoe store for ten years. required to charge rates in accordance
(The Church With a Heart and
with increases ordered by the inter
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R. R. Suplee, Anita, Iowa.
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Later he returned to Guthrie Center, state commerce commission.
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School
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A.
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work.
In
the
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training school for Christian living,
Whippet coach; 1932 Chevrolet se- family were five children, one daugh- HARE GOES MAD;
ter
and
four
sons.
His
parents
and
EATS YOUNG GOSLING with classes for all ages. Mfrs. Lydia.
dan. Open evenings and Sundays.
Brown, Superintendent.
Phone 244. 0. W. Shaffer & Son, sister preceeded him in death. He
leaves
three
brothers,
John
and
AlMorning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
Rabbits
are
ordinarily
strict
vegAnita, Iowa.
tf
bert of Guthrie Center, and Ellis of etarians and very mild mannered Special music by Mrs. Anita East
E. 8. HOLTON, Lawyer.
Long Beach, 'Calif., with other rela- ones at that. But rabbits, when af- Marsau. Sermon subject, "Man's
Practice hi all courts. Opinion OB tives and friends.
flicted with rabies, are as dangerous Share of Divine Power." Matt. 12:12.
Funeral services were held on as any other animal. Rabbits that
Youth Forum at 7:00 p. m. All
Land Titles; and Settlement of estate*
a Specialty.
County Attoney. Thursday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock chase dogs and squirrels are not un- young people not attending elsewhere
at the Methodist Episcopal church common these days. But from the are invited.
ANITA MILLING CO.
conducted by the pastor, Rev. John F. Alton Hanscombe farm between
No evening service next Sunday.
CHADWICK TRANSFER
Rex, and interment occurred in Union Washta and Quimby in Cherokee
Notice-,We
urge all to take advantGround oats
VALVE GRIDING
MOTOR
cemetery.—Guthrie Center Guthrian. county comes the story of a pet Bel- age of the morning worship service
Oats hulled
gian hare that went even farther. during the summer months. This ia
SIXES
ON CHEV
Ear corn ground
Chas. A. Robiaon and wife and C. E. The hare watching its chance like a the coolest place in Anita. We are
"V
Called for and delivered
Parker and wife drove to Excelsior eat, pounced upon a small gosling, dismissing the evening services for
6c per cwt.
Springs, Missouri, Saturday, where neatly snipped off its head, and de- your benefit during th* not summer
LABOR
No bother. Yon lose no time.
Mr. Parker remained to receive treat- voured the bird. It was having a months. Your appreciation of this
Let Ui Do It
ment for inflammatory rheumatism.
square meal when discovered.
arrangement will be acknowledged by
your regular attendance at the mornSNAKES DON'T BOTHER HIM.
ing worship service. Your presence
will inspire others to attend as well
John Schmillen of Pilot township, as mspn-e yourself.
No Christian can
Cherokee county, u not afraid of remam at home
on the Lord's Sabsnakes. He proved it recently while bath and expect God's blessing, any
walking in his pasture. As he was more than he would expect to
strolling he noticed a huge snake at
his feet, which proved to be a spotted
BuUt to Order by Reliable Carpenters.
fi
held*. Are you fair to God*
adder. Schmillen was unperturbed.
He
calmly
picked
up
the
reptile
and
SEE PATTERN RACKS AT
•racked it as one cracks a whip,
Senior ladies aid will hold their
THE YARD.
snapping its head off.
— The
-.„. snake regular weekly meeting
™*
measured five feet. A few days later
NEW SPECIAL VALVE
he discovered its mate, five feet, four
ALL PRICED TO SELL.
TRAINED MECHANICS
inches in length, and promptly killed
Sparks From the Pulpit
it in like fashion.
You cannot be the man you ought
be by letting God alone.
Kev. Eben Thomas aud wife, forGod provides food for every
mer residents of Anita, have gone to
t he
ANITA LUMBER CO.
Iowa City to spend eix weeks with
«"•««" throw it i
their daughter, Miss Kathryn, who is
PHONES: Office 20; Baa. 11
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS
an instructor in the summer school
ANITA, IOWA
at the State University.
Work without worship means worry.

The Golden Rule
DRESSES

Sale Is
3

$3.95

8

FROM OUR OLD FILES

REME
SALE ENDS

SATURDAY NIG1

WANT-ADS

I

SPECIAt

Hay Racks
ROBTTSCOTT

,

We Uae Only Genu*(
Parts

0. W. SWfer &

THE TRIBUNE. ANITA, IOWA.

: Is Now
ieftcing a Boom

Liberty Bell Rug
Valued at $150,000

jrernor* of State* Get Two
More Guns
"

naUonal
en
.
•
>*
President, ex-Presidents, heads of
0vernn
f* «
>ents, members of a
Bhlngton.—The salute market Is reigning royal family, and for the flag.
Once our national salnto was one
jienclng a mild boom.
Two
«
ze
in fact, have been added to
1810, the national salute had grown
purtesy salute for Governors of
Scan states by Presidential de- to twenty-one guns In 1818. The number of guns Increased steadily with
the
growth of the, nation, until 1841
efortb' governors visiting army
vy posts within their own states when the national salute was reduced
! entitled to 19-gtin salutes, plac- to twenty-one guna in 1875 the Uniton parity with members of ed States also formally accepted twen-i
presidential cabinet Formerly ty-one guns at the Internatonal salute.
"This country has also an extra-apeors received 17 guns.
|ute by gunfire is an ancient cer- clal ceremony known aa the 'salute to
that grew out of custom and the nation,' which consists of one gun
says a bulletin from the Ma- for each of the 48 states. This mimic
Geographic society.
"Once war Is staged only at noon on July
"at American military posts, alf nations compelled weaker ones Fourth
by gunfire as an act of sub- though It has been given on a few othnotable occasions, such, as the death
Durlng the Seventeenth cen- er
of a President"
ae points In .matters of Intercourtesy sometimes even led
tlllty between, states of Europe.
• All Salutes Returned.
ause the earliest gunpowder
were largely forced affairs
es of the second part, vessels
(ore forts of stronger nations
ply to them or not. as they
I But custom gradually changed,
spread of the idea of equalveen nations, gunfire salutes
urned 'gun for gun.' .This Is
jlversal practice among civilized

Buffalo, ft Y.—A rug valued at
$150,000, probably the most famous and most historical rag in
the world, has been brought to
Buffalo by Its owner, T. H. Kullujlan, of San Francisco.
A rare example of oriental handicraft, the rug Is known as the
Liberty Bell rug, because In 1918,
during -the Panama-Pacific exposition, the bell rested on this rug
for more than five' months.
The rug has been pressed by the
feet of universally renowned persons. Theodore Roosevelt stood on
the rug when he made a speech at
the exposition. Governor Lehman
stood on It when he was Inaugurated as New York state's chief
Executive. The rug was used In
the Electoral college when the
election of President Roosevelt
was formally ratified. Warren 6.
Harding stood on It when he was
Inaugurated In 1021. The Versailles
Peace treaty was signed on a table
standing on the rug.
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THE CHEERFUL OTO
•"•••»•««———«•••—»»

The. cloudy, .foggy
dtys fere fun —
It ?dwfcy.s seems
to nrSe.
A nice, eudventvre'j
lurking ^ust
Beyond where,
sea.
Y

*

•

*

CURTAIN I

Uncle Sam Gets a Nev* Adviser

[most widely-used salute today
nternatlonal, which consists of
pne guns fired one after anothceremony and the number of
taken over by the United
the British. \ ,
| did the British choose twenthe number of guns suitable
Dternatlonal salute?
|ie earliest days of saluting,
o-of-war fired seven guns,
nber seven was taken, it Is
because Of Its mystical and
significance. Among anlons and in the Bible seven
-, Number.' Astronomy
seven 'planets,' and- the
| the moon changed every sev'In the Bible creation was
; seven days, and every sev> was sabbatical.
early British regulations
Dr. O. M. W. Sprague (center), taking, the oath «f office as financial ad|iShips might fire only seven viser to the United States, as It is administered by Frank Bergfeld. Secretary
•batteries were allowed of the Treasury William EL Woodln (left), looks on. Sprague was former|$o.every, one on shipboard, ly financial adviser to the Bank of England and Is one of the world's leading
that powder made authorities on currency. His new title la assistant to the secretary of the
• '
.
nltyate spoiled on shlp- treasury."
' It was easy to keep on
|<piulttple three was chosen,
told him to bring It down, but he
it has'bad. mystical, and Advocates Whipping for
didn't hear. He tore It from, the hal.importance from remote
16-Year-Old Smugglers yard and dropped it It fell on the
El Paso, Texas.—After sentencing 'bayonets of the Russian soldiers. Then
national Salute.
two Mexican boy«i both, sixteen, to five the strange flag was hoisted amid the
gunpowder was made, days In the cqunty Jail for smuggling cheers of the Americans."
|;;at sea was raised, to equal liquor from' Mexico, Federal Judge
By common agreement Charles A. Boynton, told them he
; International salute of all boped their parents' would give each Letter Visits 16 U. S.
Is' twenty-one guns. of them a "sound whipping" after they
Cities of Same Name
States twenty-one guns had served their terms.
Geneva, N. 7.—When a local man
received a letter the other day which
was: Intended for delivery prior to
Christmas, he wondered where It had
been for nearly four months. The address was not eligible, but the number
of "Geneva" postmarks the envelope
Advice to Matri- Mrs. Stuart L. Mudd, counselor, into bore caused him to probe the situation.
whose receptive ears have been poured
He found there were 16 Genevas In
nially Inclined.
Innumerable tales of poignant regret the United States, and his letter had
and wistful longings, said young peo- visited most of them before it reached
u—Social and welfare ple of today are sincerely trying to Its destination. They are in Alabama,
have organized a bureau avoid the mistakes they see In the mar- Florida, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
' give counsel to young peo- riages : of older persons.
Kansas, Kentucky, Minnesota, Nebrasi not married, but wish they
During the war and post war pe- ka, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
(•consolation to those who riods, said Mrs. Mudd, literature and Texas and West Virginia, And for
but wish they were not public sentiment fostered promiscui- good measure, Ohio has two, the secopinion of this new mar- ties that led to countless unhappy ond being known as "Geneva-on-theau thatt romance Is badly marriages.
Lake."
a certain amount of com"But the pendulum Is swinging
They maintain, however, back," she declared. "People are learnfdo not Intend to blunt the ing In the school of bitter experience Jigsaw Puzzle Help to
of Cupid's, arrow, but rather that emotions must be bridled, social
Teacher in German Class
[points a little more anti- laws obeyed,, and the family unit preRedwood City, Calif.—Miss Julienne
served. Young folks are learning that Wolters, teacher In the Sequoia Union
Dp heartily endorses bigger much must be given on each side in high school, near here; has discovered
that Jig-saw puzzles aid the teaching
love affairs, while at the a marriage contract
; declaring that the petting
"Both men and women are coming of German to her students.
Miss Wolters had a large map of
to matrimony usually to us in increasing numbers. They
ouple to the divorce court have before them the Ideal T>f a per- Germany made Into a 300 piece jigmanent union,' and ask for help in its saw puzzle. Bach day her pupils get
better acquainted with Germany by
building."
FUEL VENDER
putting the puzzle together.
"By the time the class assembles
the puzzle two or three times the stuAlaska Gets Back Noted
dents will have a comprehensive Idea
Flag Used at Purchase of Germany's geography," she exSeattle, Wash.—The United States plained.
flag that was hoisted on Castle hill,
at SItka, on October 18, 1887, signalSquirrel Gets Back at
izing the transfer of Alaska from Russian to United States sovereignty, at
U. S. Postal Department
last has been returned to the land
Palo Alto, Calif.—Otto, squirrel, who
which It honored, a gift of the State lives in a tree on Palo Alto avenue,
department to the people of Alaska. has bad U in for the United States
It has found a resting place In the Postal department for a long time. It
territorial museum.
Is the glue Uncle Sam puts on the
An aged Russian-American resident back of Ms stamps.
of SItka gives the following account
Several months ago Otto ate some
stamps oft a letter. The glue made
of the transfer :
"We saw strange ships In the har- him 111. He has been looking for rebor, and soldiers In strange uniforms; venge ever since. And BO when K. A.
then we learned that Alaska had been Yount, mall carrier, came too close
to Ottb's tree, Otto leaped to a limb
sold to the United States.
••The transfer took place In the rain. and bit the postman on the right
The soldiers of the Siberian Line Bat- thumb.
talion, in dark uniforms trimmed with
red stood at the left side of the flag- Gay-Colored Bicycles
staff, the strange soldiers on the right.
Invade Paris Streets
Cautaln Peschourov stepped up to the
Paris.—Bright-colored
bicycles have
representative of the United States
and said: 'By authority of the em- become the fad among chic Parisians
and holiday locomotion.
neror of all the Russlas, I transfer to forA Sunday
boy and girl recently attracting
{he United States the territory of
attention were pedaling their yellow
and green enameled tandem, dressed
"The czar's flag wrapped Itself In green breeches, yellow und green
sold In India by around the pole while It was being checked sweaters and caps.
towered and could not be torn loose.
who ca
Parkins along the curb Is becoming
ioada oyer the
U down. Captalu Peschourov a problem.
bring

He—How does your friend De Hamlet manage to keep to vaudeville?
Actress—He has a certain value—
he's a bolsterer.
He—What's a bolsterer?
Actress—He's so bad that he makes
the rest of any. bill look good.

NEXT CASE!

"I heard Pfimear was painting a picture for the exhibit How did he acquit himself?"
"He wasn't acquitted, but his pictare was. The Jury didn't hang It"

POOR SIGHT

Help to Youthful Romeos

»y *

to

Miss Gusblngton—Ah, love at first
sight Is the only lore, don't yon think?
Mr. Hardfax — That's right No
man gifted with second sight would
faU for It

EFFICIENCY

"Was father very cordial when you
asked him for my band?"
"Entirely so, he entertained me with
both feet and all the arms he had."

NOT TOO MUCH

"Health la better than wealth."
"Well, I could stand u dj>se of bpth."

The Garden of
Delight
By COSMO HAMILTON
©, by McClure Newtn>ap«r Syndicate
WNTJ Berries

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

1B7 WBV. P. B. rrrZWATJDR, D. ».. H*s*r'
b«r or F»oultr, Mood? BlbU
IiMtltut* of Chicago.)
C. 1111. Western Newspaper Union.

'T'HERH was to be a fete that night
*• In the open-air restaurant of the
Lesson for June 25
Russian grand duke. A screen of canvas was drawn across the gate.
But that meant nothing to Ivan REVIEW: JESUS OUR LORD AND
SAVIOUR
Storogev, the successful gigolo, who,
at three o'clock in the afternoon, had
GOLDEN TEXT—Go ye therefor*,
crawled from his comfortable bed. A and teach all nations, baptizing them
year ago he had been a waiter, a In th» natn« ot the Father, and of th»
loyal member of the commonwealth of Son. and of the Holy Ghost: Teachln* ,
to observe all things whatsoever
Russian aristocrats under the leader- Ithem
have commanded you. Matt. 28:19, 10.
ship of the dead czar's cousin In that
PRIMARY TOPIC—Jesus Our Friend.
JUNIOR TOPIC-^Jesus Our Saviour
place. He made his way through the
and
Lord.
house, saw Princess Irlna Petrovna
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOPhanging paper lanterns on the shabby 1C—Trusting and Obeying Jesus.
YO17NQ PEOPLiH AND ADULT TOPpergola and marched quickly to her
IC—Giving Ourselves Unreservedly to
side.
Christ.
"You!" she said lightly. "How nice
of you to come. None of us hangs
Two methods are suggested which
these bedraggled lanterns with such may be used for the senior and adult
a touch."
classes.
I. A Perplexities Review.
He said thickly, "Why don't you anThis Is suggested by Dr. Amos R.
swer my letters?" He made no attempt to hang the lantern which she Wells, A perplexity arising from each
lesson of the quarter should be asgave him.
Irlna continued to put the candles signed to a member of the class a;
In their sockets with a steady hand. week ahead of time. Suggestions:
"If you're not going to help me," she
April 1. Why Is sickness allowed In.
said, "you're badly In the way."
the world?
April ». Why Is the Christian life
He said, "I can't and won't stand the
so difficult?
way In which you're treating me. Do often
April 16. Why does our Christianity
you hear? I regard myself as en- sometimes lack splendor?
April 23. Why do some men grow
gaged to be married to you. I earn
enough money on which we can keep hard aa they grow older7
April 30. How can we give without
a respectable apartment and I've pauperizing
the needy?
saved enough to lift you from this
May 7. Why must some Toe master*
and
others
servants?
pla«e. Why do you hold off?"
May 14. What degree of ambition I*
Irlna assumed an anger that she did wise?
not feel. "You bore me, count," she
May 21. How can we conduct consaid. "You know the way to the gate." troversy without bitterness?
May
28. What proportion of our InIvan stamped his foot; and the two come should
go to the church?
red spots of rage were even redder
June 4. How can we make sure of
a
complete
loyalty
to Christ?
now. He cried out, "Has the degra11. How Is It possible for us
dation of this cursed place dulled your to June
get rid of sin?
moral sense? Why not say that you're
June 18. How can we be certain of
In love with some one else? You think living again?
that I've lost caste by dancing at the
Summary Method.
hotel. I have. But so have you. I've II. The
aim In the use of this method
seen you looking at Shakovskaya, that Is The
to cast up to rlew the leading facts
p'easnnt with his 'magic' violin. If and deduce from them the leading lesyou and he have any Idea of going to son. The following Is suggested:
our church on the hill, I tell you this
Lesson for April 2.
In cold blood here and now: there'll
Jesus responded to the fervent apbe murder In this Garden of Delight
and suicide as well. As God's my peal of the Syrophenlcian woman to
help her demon-possessed daughter.
Judge, that's true."
His
sympathy Is as wide as the race,
He turned on his heels and left
With the disturbing vibrations of his and his power unlimited.
Lesson for April 9.
presence removed, the restaurant, with
Before going to the cross, Jesus reIts charming trees, resumed its cheerfulness. General Igorlvltch, the head tired with his disciples to prepare
cook, and Prince Vladimir Dlonlsle- them for the severe trial through
vltch, the xylophonlst of the orches- which they were to pass. He Instructtra, were singing to themselves as they ed them concerning his atoning death,
resurrection, and second coming.
arranged the little tables.
Lesson for April 16.
Paul Shakovskaya, peasant and vioJeans transfigured. Two men from
linist, was tying pieces of colored paper to the pergola. He was simple the upper world were sent to converse
and hnge, broad of shoulder, with a with Jesus about his approaching
death at Jerusalem, the thing about
magnificent torso.
If Ivan had seen Irlna'a eyes aa which the disciples refused to talk.
Lesson for April ^3.
Shakovskaya passed, murder and suiThe disciples were sou steeped In
cide would Immediately have turned
the Garden of Delight Into a Garden selfishness that they were wrangling
of Despair. She loved him. But to over official position while the Lord
Shakovskaya she was the grand duke's was facing the cross.
Lesson for April 30.
daughter—as far removed aa though
Jesus as a son was faithful to hla
she was a star.
During the fete that night Sha- parents. In this lesson he set? forth
kovskaya watched his chief with affec- the truth concerning marriage, which
tion and deference. Turning to Irlna, la the foundation of the home.
Lesson for May 7.
he said, "A master of men, princess.
The supreme purpose of Christ's
One whom It is a joy and an honor
to serve." And because he was happy coming Into the world was to die for
at the fullness of the garden he took the salvation of sinners. Through the
her hand and raised It to bis lips. cross, judgment was passed npon the
Excited, too, that the hitherto al- world, and Satan was cast out
most empty place was now filled with
Lesson, for May 14.
laughter and talk, Irina bent forward
Jesus entered Jerusalem and offiso that her curls touched one of the cially presented himself aa King to
high cheek-bones of the peasant's face. the Jewish nation, according to prophShe was startled at the effect It had ecy. He exercised kingly authority In
cursing the fig tree and driving out
on him.
"Oh, my God," he said beneath his the money changers.
breath, withdrew hla hand, clicked bis
Lesson for May 21.
heels, seized hla violin and stuck it beThe Pharisees, scribes, and Sadneath his chin. And, when, hardly ducees sought to entrap Jesus so as
able to pull herself together, Irlna to hinder his work. The very ones
took her place In front of the plat- who should have welcomed him sought
form to sing, there was a tremor of to destroy him.
so great a joy In her voice that It
Lesson for May 28.
bushed the conversation and brought
This lesson affords a study of a,
forth bursts of applause.
prophetic outline of events In the InAnd at the back of the garden, In terval between Christ's crucifixion and
the shadow near the gate, stood Ivan his second coming. According to this
Storogev with madness in his brain and outline the present age shows Ina revolver in his pocket, all according creasing evidence of the near coming
to fate . . . Irlna's heart was to of the Lord.
be his target, not that of Shakovskaya.
Lesson for June 4.
He bad made up his mind to hear
The black crime of Jesus' betrayal
Irlna sing once more, and aa the lust was committed Immediately following
echo of what waa to her swan song the beautiful act of Mary's devotion
died among the trees to send her out to the Lord (John 12:1).
of the-possibility of belonging to anLesson for June 11.
other man and then follow after her.
The crucifixion of Christ is the
The orchestra went softly into the grand climax of the lessons for the
opening bars of "Le Bon Temps Vlen- last six months, and without appredra" which Shakovskaya had set to a hending Its significance, all other leshaunting melody. And as the. loyal sons are meaningless. Christ saves,
peasant drew his bow ucrous his not by his ethical teaching, but by his
strings he caught the gleam of Ivan's shed blood.
weapon and saw with horror and
Lesson for June 18.
amazement that It was not aimed at
The resurrection of Christ was anhim but at Irlna—Irlna who was nounced by an angel, and he was aftstanding, wholly unaware of Impend- erward seen by Aany. Conviction
ing death, a few feet to his right. touching the reality of Christ's resurWith u sort of divine Inspiration he rection Is absolutely necessary In orflung himself quickly In front of her. der to be an effective witness for bun.
There was a loud report. He fell
with a crash at her feet.
The Other Road
And while the startled diners
"A life ot self effort will never
crowded together with screams, a sec- reach the place where we shall glorify
ond shot rang out.
God; the other road Is a road of faith;
Ivan hud put the barrel to his head. If you wouldest believe, thou shult sea
Chaos, the crush of running people the glory of God: let him do the thing
tit the gate, the startled movement of for us."—Rev. Guy H. King.
the graud duke to the platform with
his faithful friends, the crumpled figSt. John's Goipel
ure of the wasted gigolo lying on his
"St. John's gospel begins with ths
face. And to Shakovskaya the knowledge of u hot sting In his left shoulder son In the bosom of the father (1, 18),
und Iriua's lips on his mouth in that and It ends with the sinner In the bosom of tb« son" (18, 23).—Mr. EL B.
Garden of Delight
Stewart

TOE ANITA TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, JUNE fc, IMS.
Miss Maurjne Turner was a Des
Henry Maduff was an Omaha and!
Moines visitor Monday.
Council Bluffs business caller Monday.
l^rs. Gerald Redburn is home from
a visit with friends in Des Moines.
Dick Dement and Carl Shultz are
home from a visit at the World's Pair
George Eble and Russell Douglass in
Chicago.
of Shelby were callers on friends in
Anita Sunday.
Mrs. Prank White and son, (Paul,
went
to Stuart Sunday to visit her
Mi's. Frank H. Osen'submitted to a
sister, Mrs. Fred Pieper and family.
minor operation at the Campbell hospital this morning.
Edward iMbrton and wife of De»

IKEEP FOOD SAFE
Jbr

ft E N
In hot summer weather, mothers
are confronted with the serious problem of keeping food fresh and sanitary for children. Milk, fresh fruits
and vegetables are essential foods for
young folks—but they are also dangerous foods when stored in temperatures which allow the growth of deadly germs. For the safety of your family, install an electric refrigerator for
positive food preservation. '

Mrs. Mae Gingery, who lives in Moines were week end visitors in the
city with his parents, Dr. E. E. MorCalifornia, visited last Friday with ton and wife.
her friend, Mlrs. Sam Jewett.
Work on the new Methodist church
L. K. Nichols and wife of Atlantic building
is progressing very rapidly.
were Sunday visitors with her parThe shingling of the roof was coments, Andrew Wiegand and wife.
pleted Tuesday.
Victor Flour, 49-lb. sack
$1.19
Mrs. .Prances Taylor, .Mlrs. Arthur
Oyster Shells, Pilot brand, 100-lb. 76c
Taylor
and (Mlrs. Earl Johnston and
Fruit Jar Rings, per box
&
We Are Paying 8c in Trade for Eggs daughters, Helen and Ruth, spent last
(Wednesday afternoon with relatives
SCHAAKE*S STORE.
In Stuart.
Miss Lola Thompson of Clarion,
Iowa, has been a guest the past weet
of her friend, Miss Doris Zastrow
The girls were classmates at Drake
University in Des Moines a couple oi
years ago.
Mrs. Mae Oaks and her daughterin-law, Mrs. Merle Oaks, entertained
the members of the Oak Ridge club
at their home northeast of the city
last Thursday. Several visitors were
also present.

A. R. Robinson, assistant caahie
at the Anita Bank, is recovering nice
ly from his injuries received in an
automobile accident north of Carrol
a few weeks ago.
Paul Burkhart and Neil Johnson
spent Sunday with friends in Omaha
They were accompanied by Paul's con
sin, Miss Esther Burkhart of Mission
Texas, who was visiting in Anita.

Rialto
THEATRE

COMFORTABLY COOL

SAT-SUN.

JUNE 24-25

LOVEBIRDS

See th« «et*«n'» team of teams in the
•ereen •> »er*am of scream.1... See them
in th* FUNNIEST love story ever
screened .... . in which it i* proved that
v a Cfowd for any honeymoon!

M. M. Mclntyre and wife of Audu
bon were vistors in the city Thurs
Mick Forshay drove to Des Moihei day at the- home of her sister, Mrs
Monday evening where he spent the Prances Taylor. Mr. Mclntyre is sup
night. Mrsi Forshay has been there erintendent of the Audubon schools.
the past week helping with the care
of her brother, Tom Murrow, who i
Miss Joan Lynch returned to he
seriously ill.
home in Stuart Friday evening, ai
ter spending the week in the city wit
O. C. Hansen, a long time and wel her cousins, Helen and Ruth John
known resident of Anita, is gradually ston. Helen accompanied her horn
PA COMPANY -DOWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWANS
j growing weaker at his home on Ros for a week end visit.
Hill Avenue, with no hopes held fo
' his recovery. He is suffering from
The members of the Helping Han
|.ML Burkhart is confined to
Mrs.'W. W. Hockenberry and son, cancer of the stomach.
club of Lincoln 'Center were guesl
| arid under1 the care of the
Byron, of Qakland were visitors in
last Thursday afternoon of Mrs. C. C
lician. She is suffering the city Monday evening.
Joe W. Martin of Omaha spent Fri Fletcher. The ladies spent the after
of dropsy.
Dr. Jesse R. Carlton, wife and little day in the city visiting with friends noon quilting. A two course lunc
|A. {Smith was hostess last daughter, Nancy Ann, have returned Mr. Martin, at one time, was superin was served by the hostess, who wa
Don to the members to their home hi Chicago, after a tendent of the Anita schools, but for assisted by her daughter, Miss Louise
club at her home west pleasant visit here and in Atlantic the past ten years has been an itiope Cr*w*. BhirJ.y Gray,
structor in one of the high schools
A meeting of the Double Eigh
> Following a social after- with relatives and friends.
Oarr. MM Buieh. Proin
Omaha.
club
was
held
last
Thursday
even
••was served by the hosby Carl XiMmmfe Jr.
ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Directed by 8am Taylor.
Miss Mayfred Stone is home from
Rev. E. 0. Douglass and wife o: Kirkham, north of the city. A cov
Prevented by Carl
Cedar Rapids, where she is employed
Shelby-i- stopped
in the city a short ered dish dinner at 7:00 o'clock wa
• returned home Mon- —
as •—a teacher
-——»««*• in
•»• the
«*»w public
j/MftJtlv, OVliUVMD,
schools, to
bU i , .
,
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
^week's .visit at the Cen- spend the summer vacation with her I t l m e Monday nwrmng, while enroute followed by the usual games of bridge
to Des Moines. (Mrs. Ruth Battey at which high scorers were Mlrs. Har
in Chicago. He had parents, A. B. Stone and wife.
accompanied them to the capitol city ry Swartz and 'Carl Millard, Jr.
SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTIONS.
trip and on Sunday afthe pleasure of witness- i 'Miss Martena Franzten, a nurse at. Miss Dorothy Douglass of Des Mbinet
P. Bernard Stone and wife o
eball games between the the Methodist hospital in Des Moines, accompanied her parents back tc
Berkeley, California, are making
Sox and the New visited m the «fty a few days the Shelby to spend a few days.
visit at the home of his father, H. O
55,000 people were past week at the home of her uncle
Roy Felt and wife were honored Stone, in Anita. They left Berkele
And a Troupe of Well Known Radio Stars
the games, the largest and aunt, Dr. and Mrs. G H. Johnson.
by
auto
last
Monday
morning
an
guests
at
a
picnic
dinner
at
Sunny
in a 25-Minute Musical Program.
present at a "White Sox
Mrs. Leo V. Bongers and children side Park in Atlantic Sunday. It was arrived in Anita Thursday afternoon
licago.
went to Des Moines Sunday to visit a very enjoyable day for everyone making a record trip. After spend
UNIVERSAL NEWS with GRAHAM McNAMEE
relatives and friends. Mrs. Bongers present. Those in attendance besides ing a few days here, they expect t
POPULAR ADMISSION
lOc and 25c
returned home the first of the week Mr. and Mrs. Felt were Win. Bang- continue on their journey east to New
i Shoes Fori.es* < > but the children remained there for a ham and wife, John Pearce and wife York City. They also will stop a
r —12.98 —OVER
Sam Jewett "and wife, Chas. Robison Niagara Falls and the Wtorld's Fai:
longer visit
,
and wife, Ralph Suplee and wife on the return trip.
Mrs. Anita Marsau of Springfield,
CARD OF THANKS.
John Atwood, who is in the re- Chas. Campbell and wife, Harok
Missouri,
is here for a few weeks' visTwo
girls
in
a
neighboring
town
forestation training camp at Fort Champion and wife and Mrs. Carrie
Atlantic
made an awful mistake recently. They at at the home of her parents, Clyde
We wish to express our sincere
Des Moines, spent the week end in the Reynolds.
V. East and wife.
gratitude
to the many friends and
became
infatuated
with
the
idea
o:
city with his mother, Mrs. Eva Atneighbors
for
the flowers, sympathy;
having
their
heads
photographed
co
More
evidence
that
buffalo
once
wood. John has been promoted from
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Scholl, living and kindness extended to us during
quettishly through a torn newspaper
roamed
the
Iowa
praires
was
found
a private to a corporal.
1
recently by boys while fishing in Sev- and visited a photographer for that southeast of the city, are rejoicing the long years of illness and after
over the arrival of a baby boy at the death of our beloved father and]
James McCosh, Worshipful Master en Mile creek, near Griswold. Ross purpose. When the picture was fin- ;heir home on June 14.
grandfather, John L. Carey. Wa
WE MONEY
of Obedience Lodge, No. 380, A. F. Thulin and his companions discovered ished they were very much horifiec
a lar
buffal
sku
the tt
of
especially thank Rev. Douglass, Mrs.
to behold what they had failed to no&
A.
M.,
returned
hdme
the
last
of!
«*
°
".
P
>my Shoe Co.: the week from Sioux City, where he j horn protruding from the bank of the tice before. The paper through which Julius Hansen and wife, who were Stone, Mr. Stone and .Mr. Rassmussenf
called here three weeks ago by the
had been attending the grand lodge ' stream.
~ * r r i The
" ~ 'horns were still intact they had stuck their heads was a Chi- serious illness of his father, 0. C. and the Masonic and Woodman lodges.
session. The grand lodge v/ill meet and the skull in a fine state of pre- cago sheet, and just below their smil- rlansen, left the last of the week for W*e assure you your kindness' will
servation. The place where the skul] ing faces was a big display advertise- their home in Rochester, New York. never be forgotten.
in Des Moines next year.
Mrs. Blanche Martin,
f.B. CAMPBBLL
was found is just a short distance ment of a clothing firm which anHarold and Eugene M'artin.
nounced, "Our pants are lined in the
and.' BiurgcoB
Isaac Brown, Sr., of the Berea vi- east of Griswold.
IMirs. John Gunderson, living west
seat."
fCampbell block over
cinity, who has been a patient at the
if Anita, suffered a broken bon« in
Fred Michaels and wife of Schuyler,
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
Residence
Clarkson hospital in Omaha for the
her left ankle when she tripped and Nebraska, are visiting here at tha
past nine weeks, is not getting along I
i of M. E. church,
'ell in the yard of her home a few home of her mother, MTS. Agnes McAltia M. Pra,tt to Sherman F.
very well. He is suffering from an \
'
days ago. The ankle also was dislo- Cosh, and with other relatives and)
aptly attended day
11-77-35, $1.
ated.
4 infection in his legs caused from com-friends.
Altia M. Pratt to Jessie Wheeler,
4 - 4 - 4 plications. He is 82 years old.
qcd, e2 nw4 and w2 ne4 and n2 sw4
Mrs.
C.
W.
Zastrow
was
a
recent
D. C. Bell of this city has sold th«
.
ex It 1 all in sec 10 It 1 of nw4 se4 Voss Manufacturing: Co. visitor in Pierson, Iowa, where she atJohn Burkhart, wife and ... j sec 10 and sw4 sw4 sec 2 all in twp
Sweet Shop cafe in Audubon, which
"IF IT'S MADE OF WOOD,
•444444444- 4 4
ended the alumni banquet of the he has owned for a number of years,
g5 ^
WE CAN MAKE IT."
TA TRANSFER
4 daughters, Esther and Betty, of Mis- j ??
ierson high school. Mrs. Zastrow is to Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Palmer of
602-4 E. 3rd. St.
WU«tt.Prop.
4 aion, Texas, visited here a few days
graduate of that school. While she Council Bluffs.
the
past
week
with
his
sister
and
HERE'S A GOOD FISH STORY.
[ long diitance moving. 4
was
in Pierson, her son, Lynn ZasSwan, Martin & Martin
brother, Mrs. Joe Vetter and M. M. j
anywhere.
<
4 Burkhart, and their families. Theyj Since the dawn of history telling
row, was visiting with friends in
Your last chance to buy—Auto
Attorneys-at-Law
202; OOUM 207. 4 left the first of the week for Chicago I fish stories has been one of the most General Law Business Transacted Gushing, Iowa.
Batteries, $2.95. Oil, 3 gal., ?1.00
Feed of all kindi
4 to visit the Century of Progress be-1 popular of diversions. Here's one
—Simoniz 29c—Tube Repair Kit 4a
T. T. Saunders has rented his resi- —Top Dressing 19c—Blue Razoe
Ask For
1
^ 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 fore returning home.
from the Backbone state park, Delaence property on -East Main Street, Blades 2c. Gamble Stores.
Cloverbloom Ice Cream
H
ware county. A fisherman from Des
he former home^ipf Mr. and
The
Cream
Supreme
R. L. Robuck of Des 'Mloines, a rep- Moines cast his hook into a swirling
C. McCoy,
jjt V; Somerville,
The L. O. Wheatley general store irt
At Most Dealers
IWA PUMP co;
4 resentative of the Intertype Corpora- pool and felt a weight on his line as
vho with his wife';- and three sons 'Miarne was robbed early last ThursI «d Hot Air Heating. 4 tion, was a visitor in the city JTues-j he started to reel it in. He knew it
ill move here in a few days from day morning, the twentieth time in
Zurfluh Greenhouses
Mill., Tank*.
-4 day, and made the Tribune office
~
a was not a fish for it made no move- Cut Flowers, Funeral Designs and torm Lake, Iowa. Mr. Som«rville the last 20 years. Wheatley estinbi&g Supplies,
4 pleasant call. Mr. Robuck is the hus- ment. When he hauled it in it proved
s a traveling salesman for the Michi- mated the loss, in merchandise and]
Plants of Ail Kinds.
Mill Work Done.
4 band of a former Anita girl, Mildred to be a gold watch and chain. Even 3th. & Pine Sts.
Phone 569 an Salt Co.
cash, at more than $300. The loo*
»4 figure w«h me. 4 Vescelius, a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. more remarkable the watch was runconsisted mostly of women's wearing;
On Wednesday afternoon Mrs. Azel apparel.
wert of Stager*! 4 George W. Vercelius of Lincoln, Ne- ning. A short time later he saw two
Osborne-Tomlinson
,
Ames, Mrs. A, V. Robinson and
Funeral Home
Cafe.
« braska, where they have lived since men raking the stream and guessed
leaving Anita about thirty years ago. that they were searching for the Sixth & Oak Streets
Phone 897 Irs. Elmer Scholl were hostesses at IF YOU SMOKE TOO MUCH
watch. He returned the "catch" to
miscellaneous^ shower at the Ames
WATCH YOUR STOMACH
Est. 1866
Ambulance Service
the rightful owner, who had lost it
ome for their niece, Mrs. Harry
For quick relief from indigestion
only a few hours before.
LARSON—The Eye Man -auffman, who before her marriage and upset stomach due to excessive!
..^X-X-X'^'X'******
Op-tom-e-trist
•as Miss Imogene Joy. The guest of smoking try Dr. Emil's Adla TabTWO FREAKY EG€S.
For Better Results
onor was the recipient of many pres- lets. Don't stop smoking, just usa
Established 20 Years
nts. Late in the afternoon a lunch Adla Tablets. Bongera Bros., DrugAt Milford, Dickinson county, a
'as served by the hostesses.
gists,
a
newspaper held a. "freak egg" con- Roland, Peacock & Baxter
I SAUSAGE, per pound
*0c
test. Two of the freakiest are one
Funeral Directors
with a tail and another with the im- 411 calls answered promptly day or
lll
c
HAMS, per pound
/2
age of a sunflower on one side. The
night, regardless of distance.
SD
tailed egg, about normal size, has a
BULK AXLE GREASE
DAINTIES, boneless, per p o u n d . . . . 19 «/2c
soft shell. At one end is a tail about
BULLOCK'S
Southwest Iowa's Foremost
three inches in length. The egg has
CHICK STARTER
Department Store.
every appearance of a balloon with a
OMAHA TRUCKING, 15c.
long neck. The other egg is somewhat
smaller than the usual size. It is Atlantic Sheet Metal Works
Guy Fulks, Prop.
slightly flat on one side. The picture
Heating
and Ventilating
of the sunflower is nearly perfect as
Expert
Radio
Repairing.
to shape of petals and colur.

SLIM

5UMMEKVILLE
•WZASU PITTS

ART JARRETT

Shoe Store
Better Wear

ATLANTIC BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

jclals For Saturday Only *

tiller's Market
ANITA, IOWA

The Farmers Coop.

THE TRIBUNE. ANITA, IOWA.

UR COMIC SECTION
JffHptt in the Lives of Little Men

FEATHERHEADS
I/I TiSueSt ,1 WAS RATHER.
M»AKI Tto FAMILY THIS
MORNING—-* MAYBE"
SHE RATES
FLOWBRS

Credit Over Due
WAS so SHOUTCUT I'LL DROP iM
TOMORROW* AWI>
\WITM

THURSDAY, JUNE 22. 1933.

Sudan Grass Hot
Weather Pasture
Native of Africa, Produces
CARE WITH POULTS
When Bluegrass Supply
MAKES TURKEYS PAY
Yields to Heat.
D. Lcwln, Detention Bpeoltll*. Ohio
Brooding Period Is Always By R.Agricultural
Extension B«r4lc«.
v
WNU 8«rvle«.
Most Critical Time.
Ability of Sudan grass, a grass naGetting the poults through the
brooding period into free range is the
most difficult job in turkey raising,
and- this requires management and
dean sanitation.
"Tvbe first, requirement for a successful hatch with turkeys Is the use of
ptrictly fresh eggs," says a 3. Maupln,
extension ponltryman at North Carolina State college.
When turkey hens are confined to
• small range or yard, the eggs may
be gathered twice each day and then
stored in a well-ventilated room or
cellar where the temperature Is not
over 60 degrees. It Is better to set
the eggs when only seven to eight
days old, whether a hen or Incubator
IS used. When poults are first batched
they are less active than chicks and
must be kept warm. The temperature
In the- brooder houso needs to be kept
around SO degrees fpr several days."
Maupln says the homemade brick
brooder may be used for poults, but it
is well to make some wire partitions
In the house to separate the ages.
Feeding the poults Is about the
•ame as for baby chicks. Hard-boiled
eggs with some of the shell left in
has worked out. well for the first feed.
Give one egg to each twenty poults.
Water should be given at 36 hours,
and the first chick starter or chick
scratch given by the second day.
Sour sklmmilk may be added when
the poults are from 86 to 46 hours old
and then kept before them thereafter
at all times.
Maupln also suggests gradual
changes in feed as the birds grow
older and then when they are ready
for the range, the ration may be simplified and reduced to whatever grains
are available on the farm.

Poultry Meat Deserves
Attention and Thought

S«s. i K*JOW—BUT
m. PAY
FIRST

f*rpi-Y TO
I OH-.nSLIX. AMD
S fcfOKM'MCc ) BRBM TWi»J«iU<5ABOUT

The production of poultry meat deserves more attention and thought if
the maximum profits are to-be derived
above the labor and feed costs. The
different breeds of chickens vary in
the ultimate size of body at maturity.
Valuable data have been found inflfln
'analysis of the present edible meat to
the live and dressed bird, with cratefed stock representing four different
types commonly kept by farmers and
commercial poultrymen.
Boasters, twenty-eight weeks old of
four leading breeds, were carefully
weighed and ' the amount of edible
meat in relation to live weight determined. Buff Orpingtons showed slightly over 50 per cent of the live weight
to be edible; Rhode Island-Reds, 49.10
per cent; Plymouth Rocks, 49.06, and
White Leghorns, 43.63 per cent
This wide range between the heavier
types and the Leghorns points out the
necessity of disposing of the Leghorn
males as broilers rather than carry
them to the roaster stage The heavier stock eat more feed but not relatively more for the weight attained at
maturity. Very little difference exists
between the types In dressing percentage, but the per cent edible meat to
dressed carcass hi quite striking. The
difference of 12 per cent edible meat
as shown between the Orpington and
the Leghorn, and 10 per cent between
Bed or Bock and the Leghorn, indicates the relative difference of the two
general types for the production of
meat.—Montreal Herald.

Cull Out Weaklings

Much Worse
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When putting chicks out on the
range it is a good plan to discard everyone that as yon handle It seems to
yon to be notably below the average
of the lot in substance and vitality.
The tendency is to keep any which are
regarded as having a chance to grow
to marketable size. This Is done with
the idea that if one eventually gets
something for such a chick, he Is better off than if he killed It at this stage.
"While there's life, there's hope," may
be a good motto in some things, but
not in managing hens and chickens.
If one will keep the weaklings, let
him put them in a flock by themselves, away from the others, and keep
a separate account of their feed and
of what they bring when sold.

Eggs With Watery Whites

-THIS
HAD

COULD V6U

? \Ajwy i

OTHER FBLUER.
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WHAT GIRL IN HER
TEENS SHOULD DO
FOR GOOD HEALTH
By AMELIA H. GRANT. M. A., U. IT,
Director, Bureau of Miming,
New York City Health Dep«.

"HIGH HEELED"—A PAIN
IN THE BACK
Many bodily pains and much 111
health among women of today can
be traced to the character of the
shoes they wear. Pains In the thighs
and the small of the back are frequently due to high heels. In fact,
girlhood and womanhood in general
would be healthier and happier If
there were no high-heel shoes.
The sensible girl will stick to the
cuban or military heel, because this
type will enable her to use her feet
properly. She will wear shoes that
fit—not those which cramp or pinch
any part of her foot Comfort and
ease are always preferable to socalled style and suffering.
The fact that high heels cause a
shortening of the large tendon at the
back of the foot and ankle accounts
for most of the painful foot trouble
among women. Often the pain Is
localized fn tlie small of (he back,
in the thighs, lending the sufferer to
believe she has lumbago, sc-latica or
arthritis, when the real trouble is
thoughtlessness in selection of footwear or a wilful violation of the
known rules of health.

tive to tropical Africa, to grow during
the hot weather of July and August
makes It an Ideal pasture grass when
blaegrasa is at lowest productivity.
Since the drought of 1930, Ohio
farmers are turning in increasing
numbers to Sudan grass as a source of
cheap feed. That year five acres of
Sudan grass at the Hamilton county
experiment farm furnished pasture for
28 cqws for 63 days.
A frequent cause of failure with It
In this climate Is too early seeding.
.According to the experiment station
tests of the crop, one to two weeks
after corn planting time is the earliest
date that it should be sowed.
A list of recommendations for users
of Sudan grass Include:
Prepare the seedbed early and thoroughly that moisture may be stored
and weeds killed.
[
Buy clean high-germinating seed free I
from Johnson grass, a serious weed
pest
Seed during June after the soil Is
thoroughly warmed, at the rate of 20
to 25 pounds on acre.
Seed shallowly on firm seedbeds,
one-half to one Inch deep on heavy
Splendid Monument
soils.
Death Valley National monument
Apply 150 to 200 pounds of superphosphate fertilizer on manured soils, Is the newest and greatest of all
or the same amount of 4-12-4 analysis our national monuments, and Is even
greater In size than any of our naon unmanured soils.
tional parks with the exception of
Yellowstone and Mount McKlnley.
Says Ferrous Sulphate
Its 1,601,800 acres comprise an area
than that of Yosemlte and
Cure for Anemic Pigs greater
Grand
Canyon
National parks comEven the squeal of an anemic suckling pig indicates that the pig is sick, bined, and when additional territory
according to John P. Willman of the that should be added Is Included (it
New York state coUege of agriculture. Is likely In the future) it will exceed
The disease, he says, attacks suckling all but Yellowstone in size.
pigs that are confined and that cannot
get iron from the soil or from fresh
vegetation. The confined pigs may become anemic when about two or four
weeks old and the most seriously affected pigs before weaning time.
Normal pigs, when about two or four
weeks old, are vigorous, active, plump,
firm-fleshed, and have sleek coats. The
Healed by Cuticura
anemic pigs are listless, lack vigor,
and are soft and flabby. As the disbroke out In pimples oa
ease progresses, the pig Is thin, the my"Eczema
child's head and later spread to
legs get weak and crooked, the skin her neck and back. It burned and
and mucous membrane become pale, itched terribly and the little one
and even the squeal lacks the clear- scratched and cried continually. Her
ness of the healthy pig.
clothing hurt her so that I kept a
Three years' tests at the Cornell uni- very thin dress on her. Her hair
versity experiment station show that came out In handfuls and what was
one-third of a teaspoonful of a fer- left was lifeless and dry. Tha Irritarous sulphate solution given Internal- tion prevented her from sleeping.
ly as a drench once a week prevents
"I sent for a free sample of Ontithe disease.
cura Soap and Ointment I could see
a difference after using them. I purMoney in Raising
Colts
chased more and after using two
1
Everything is in favoi of farmers cakes of Cntlcura Soap and two
making money raising colts on cheap boxes of Cuticura Ointment she was
feed during the next few years, In the healed." (Signed) Mrs. 3. K, Thompopinion of K. T. Bobbins, live stock son, Energy, Texas, July 26, 1932.
extension specialist of the college of
Cuticura Soap 25c. Ointment 25c
agriculture. University of Illinois.
and 60c. Talcum 25c. Proprietors:
The number of horses is getting Potter Drug & Chemical Corp., Maismaller, prices of horses are going up, den, Mass.—Adv.
and there is no chance of increasing
the number in a hurry, he explained
There are only about 80,000 colts
under one year of age In the state, if
conditions In Shelby county can be
taken as typical, and Bobbins says
they can. In that county there were
only four colts under a year of age
in 100 horses that were entered In the
college's project to control horse parasites.
"I fake Knucbea Salts "because It makes
feel 100% better and It takes tat off
Twice as many colts must be raised me
•nd keepi
It off. I take It In hot water
in order to check the steady decline In ST*7.1SSrnSS*1 > then J «*«i eat us much aa 1
"
M"™*' »«• Molnea, Iowa
number of horses, which has been progressing for more than a dozen years,
Once a day take Kruachen Salts—one
Bobbins said. At the present tuna half teaspoonful in a glass of hot water
thing every morning. Besides losthere are only 742,000 horses on farms first
ing ugly fat SAFELY you'll gain in
of the state, or about 67 per cent as health and physical attractivenessconstipation, gas and acidity will cease
many as 12 years ago. he reported.

Eczema

Burned and Itched
Terribly

SAFE WAY TO
TAKE OFF FAT
AND KEEP IT OFF

Turk Alfalfa Stained Purple

to _ bother—you'll feel younger—more
activer-full of ambition—clear skin—
sparkling eyes.
A jar that lasts 4 weeks costs but a
trifle at any drugstore in the world—
but demand and get Kruschen and if
one bottle doesn't joyfully please you—
money back.

Turkestan alfalfa has been found to
be "of agricultural value in the westcentral part of the Mississippi valley
and Intel-mountain regions" because it
is resistant to bacterial wilt of alfalfa
and therefore will be stained purple
PARKER'S
this year in compliance with the, fed. HAIR BALSAM
eral seed act Heretofore it has been
|B«n>OTe«D»ndniff-Stot>«H*lrF«lHn.
Input* Color nil
considered unadapted in the United
States and 10 per cent of the Imported
seed has been stained red.—Indiana
SHAMPOO- deal for o» in
Farmer.
connection wtthParker'iHairBabamJbkn th«

Farm Hints

hair toft and flnfly. 60 benu by mail or «t dnncHiKoz Chemical Work*. Patcbocne, N. Y.

Where eggs are discovered to have
Chile expects its present wheat crop
watery whites and weak yolks after a to fill the country's needs until the
heavy laying period the exhausted con- next harvest.
dition of the egg-producing organs is
• * •
the cause, according to a poultry exAlbany county, N. Y., leads the state
pert In the spring there Is a tend- . county farm bureaus with 1,238 memency for eggs to become watery due to bers for 1033.
the Increase in water and green feed
• • •
Simply tprinkto Petennmn'* Ant
consumption. A properly balanced raDelinquent taxes have caused more
Food along window iltt*, doon and
tion In addition to the green feed than 2,000,000 acres of land to b«
opening* through which ant* COBM
and co. Guaranteed to rid QQkfclr.
should be fed at all times, especially transferred to the state from land ownC«ed la * mUUbn home*. Imrcpeoduring the spring months. The fre- ers in Michigan,
slTB.1 Qet It •* roor dmrttet'*.
quent collection will also help.
• • •
In northern Ohio about 10 per cent
of the peach buds, enough to bear a
Extremes in Fowls
ANT FOOD
The common weight of fowls is from moderate crop, survived the February
to 5 pounds for hens and 4% to 6% *ero wave.
• • •
for roosters. The smallest bantam feAt an auction sale recently at Red
males weigh less than one pound.
Cochin and Brahma males have been Wing, Minn., an eight-year-old horse
known to weigh 16 and 17 pounds sold for $160, while an eight-year-old
$25.
, convnlnl. U* •J
each. Neither the very small nor the sedan brought only
• * •
. M.o« of mW. O»1
Iloillpom.C»H«oll,o«
very large specimens have anything to
The
area
of
land
sown
to
wheat
In
recommend them but their rarity. The
smallest bantams are the poorly de- England and Wales is about IT p«r DAISY FLY KILLER
veloped specimens of breeds In which cent greater than at the end of 1081,
a ministry of agriculture report WNU—
25-33
adult females of good type weigh from says
on conditions on January, l, 1039.
to 1% pounds each.

KTCRMAN'S

Cheapest and Best

VOLUME FIFTY

ANITA, CASS COUNTY, IOWA, THURSDAY, JUNE 29,1933

;K NEW COURT Anita Asking $150,000
(USE FOR COUNTY Aid From Uncle Sam
rjsors Ask Public Works Adory Committee For Iowa For
1130,000.00 to Build New
Structure For County.
i for construction of a new
[county courthouse, took on a
aspect last Thursday when a
of Cass county men petitioned
of supervisors, meeting in
jo in special session, to make*
ation to the public works adcommittee for Iowa for $130,Jrthe structure.
i board accepted the proposal on
on of H. 6. "Armentrout of
|and seconded by Truman Davia
ild, and will forward the petiE. <HL Wnlocfe, Iowa director
[ $90,000,000 allotted Iowa under
of the industrial tfecovlry
passed by congress.
|DeWttt PwMntod Plan.
DeWltt, prominent Grigorney, petitioned the board in
t the%coanty,«j&mmittee and
Oit^-BarMssociation. A
! the *)Kd'8, option also will
Council
comffor the seventh Iowa

The town council of Anita have
asked the public works advisory committee for Iowa'for a total of H60,-.
000, to be taken out of the $90.000,000 allotted to the state under terms
of the industrial recovery act which
was approved recently by congress.
Of this amount the town is asking
$120,000 to build a municipal electric
light plant and the'other $30,000 to
build a new town hall building.
Anita, ia falling in line with scores
of other cities and towns in asking
for federal assistance. Atlantic is
seeking $117,000 for improvement
at their municipal plant and resurfacing of federal highway No. 6 through
the city. Shenandoah is asking $160,000 for improvement of their waterworks and Waterloo is asking for a
,sum large enough to pave Nten miles
of streets.
It is understood that Council
Bluffs will ask for an amount large
enough to build a union station and
for construction of a viaduct over the
Northwestern railroad tracks.
The projects are designed to put
unemployed men back Ito work and
improve business conditions. Adams
county is seeking a large sura for construction of new culverts and other
improvements.

Safe Stolen From Wiota

A. R. Kohl

Phone 43
We Deliver
Anita, Iowa
BLACKBERRIES, P. & G., No. 10 cans . . .43c
APRICOTS, Tall Corn, solid pack, No. 10
cans ........ ....... . .......
We have a wonderful stock of No. 10 fruits
at prices that will look comparatively low in a
short while. Protect yourself against these
advances which are sure to come.

DILL PICKLES, new modernistic pint jar
lOc
PEANUT BUTTER, Mrs. Winston's high grade
12 OS. jar -.
joe
MACKEREL, 1 pound, tall cans . .>
10c
VANILLA, Peerless, 8-oz. bottle, at introductory price of
21c

TALL CORN, GWC and BRIARDALE flour at present prices will
save you money, and give you
wonderful satisfaction. Every
sack guaranteed.

{hat it will take
*j the courtplans and specifications
SANt-FLUSH, with one can Mello free
25c
'.some time ago. Under the Thieves broke, into the Wiota postSWEET POTATOES, Briardale, No. 2V2 large
i be necessary to float
about 3:00 o'clock Monday
e/ bold a special election morning and stole the safe. A wincans
T
14c
special tax. levy for the dow was smashed on the south side
GRAPEFRUIT,
Silver
Slice
brand,
very
fine,
i
of the postoffice and the safe was
per can
lOc
amount is approved by loaded on a car which was parked
there will be an in'front of the office. Mrs. Wm.
BRIARDALE COFFEE, in vacuum glass jar . . .35c
: Of 180,000 to 'Cass coun- Bereris, wife of the Wiota barber, who
HONEY, new crop comb honey
15c
goverment, representing lives.near the postoffice, said she was
--..—__-v^—,.—,--,.-.,—_ -_
—._-__
__
of the total cost of con- awakened by a noise, believed to have
• Total cash available for been made by the offenders, at 3:00;
Are you using Kalite powder, Kalo spray and
will 'be $85,500. The o'clock that morning but did not inKaloil on your garden insects?
,418,186.15 cash on hand vestigate.
surance fund from the old Joseph Waters of Atlantic found
> which burned down overa the battered safe in a ditch later that!
and there will be an act- morning about six miles southeast of
from the government Atlantic. The bottom had. been
funds in banks and at pounded out. It is reported that the
available of $28,313.85.
safe contained about $60.00 in cash
In Savings.
and about $130 in stamps. Postal
Participation in the government's
The Secretary of War has directed
<the proposal, it 'will be ne- inspectors are working on the case. a Purple Heart, engraved with the soil erosion and flood control program
the county to borrow Mr. Waters was en route to his farm name of the recipient, be issued to is being made available to Cass
om the .government which from Atlantic when he found . the Herbert E. Bartley, a clerk in the county farmers through the Civilian
paid back in easy payments, safe.
Anita post office. This is being given Conservation Corps Camp to be locatat costs to the county,
'Mr. Bartley on account of a wound ed at Atlantic in the very near future.
amount could be paid back
received in action on" "June 26, 1918, "tFarm owners are rapidly lining
i Sam. in fourteen years. The
'while serving as a private in the 82nd. up with the project and from 15 to
costs to the county for
Company, 8th. Regiment, U. S. Mar- 20 requests a day are being received
Atlantic Motors company
at the Farm Bureau office," says
ine Corps.
[rent of the Legion MemorThe order of the Purple Heart, an County Agent Warren Duncan. "It
rent of an office for the The Chevrolet. coupe belonging: to honor badge established by George looks like plenty of work could be
orney>and cost of heating Cecil Budd was wrecked, and the four Washington in 1782 for award to found to keep the men busy for a
|and sheriff's residence is occupants of the car escaped with soldiers of the Revolutionary War, while," said Mr. Duncan.
year, and the estimated minor injuries about 9:36 o'clock last has been revived under General The work being done in Cass counteating the new building is Thursday evening when the car went Orders, War Department, dated Feb- ty takes the form of stopping the
erosion of ditches and gullies and
year. Under the savings into a ditch about a mile and a half ruary 22, 1932.
building-v$3,2lO per year southeast of Anita, when Mr. Budd, The Purple Heart is awarded to there is no expense to the land owner. He is asked to furnish materials
amount borrowed from who was driving, failed to see a blind the following:
nent could be paid back in corner and went over the embank- To persons who as members of the used, such as brush, straw, posts, etc.
£years without any tax levy ment into the ditch. Other occupants Army of the United States have been Each party is in charge of an enginof the car were Roy Forshay, Merle awarded the Meritorious Service eer who will direct the work of that
the Atlantic Motors build- Robison and Miss Verlaine Dorsey, Citation Certificate by the command- party.
Applications for the work are be$3,120 each year, the Le- and they were on their way to the er-in-chief of the American Expediis $600 yearly, rent of home of Miss Charlotte Mopre, from tionary Forces in the World War and ing made 'through the office of the
attorney's office is $240 where they expected to go to the who make application to exchange County Agent in Atlantic.
the cost of heating the Voorhees Lodge to attend the reunion the certificate for the Purple Heart,
['sheriff's residence is $250 of the Class of 1931. Roy Forshay and, in case of more than one citareceived some bad cuts on hi? left tion, for the oakleaf clusters perdays, the state advisory arm from flying glass and IMterle was taining to it.
will consider all of the cut by glass on the head. Cecil and
To persons who are authorized to
ovement projects and those Verlaine
Verlaii escaped without being in- wear wound chevrons as prescribed
Cecil W. Etheredge, son of the late
; construction will be started Ju*ed.
by Army Regulation 600-95, and who S. 'W. Etheredge and Nellie C. Etherply will be given preference
make application.
edge, passed away at his home in San
To persons not authorized prior to Jose, California, on June 17, 1933.
work on the new courtFebruary 22, 1932, to wear the wound He was born in Anita on July 9, 1892,
get under way at once. |
chevron, who would otherwise have moving to California with his parents
I pro visions of the industrial
been authorized to wear it.
fact, the government will
when he- was seven years old. After
{without obligation, 30 per
graduating from high school he beCarl Hoffman, secretary „ of the
he total cost of any worthy Cass County Fair Association, has angan reporting for the San Jose Mer[The other 70 per cent is to nounced that the annual iCass county
cury, and has followed the newspaper
by the taxing aubdivi- exposition will be held this year.
business from reporter to city editor,
remaining with the Mercury until his
ertaking the project, or 70 Dates set at a special session of the
be obtained from the board of directors one day last week
health began to fail about a year and
iCounty Treasurer L. A. (Dick) a half ago. Besides his mother, who
through a loan properly are September 4 to 7.
Breeling received a check Thursday will be remembered here as Nellie
Several months ago it was announcof this bill is to relieve ed no fair would be held this year. for $32,500 from the Carlton D. Beh Brown Etheredge, he leaves a wife
nent under the reconstruc- Improvement in the economic condi- company of Des Moines and will be to mourn his passing. He was a
< being carried oat by the tion in the county was given as the used by Cass county to take up poor nephew of the late Henry P. Brown,
f administration, and to stim- reason for the decision to hold the fund warrants up to January 1, 1933. and a nephew of Mrs. Claudia Brown,
Announcement of the receipt of $32,- well known Anita lady.
through the construcfair.
500 comes as good news as most of
essary public work projMrs. 'C. R. Hunter of Tulaa, Oklathe warrants are- held by merchants
Miss Mildred Rasmussen, who had and private individuals.
homa, has been called to Anita by the
remittee appearing before been visiting in the city at the home
Poor warrants outstanding, includ- illness of her mother, Mrs. Fred Han^ included Mr. DeWitt, Dr. of her brother, Jens Rasmussen and ing those of last year, total approx- sen.
obson and C. S. Tompkins family, returned to her home m Om- imately $45,000. Within the next
»W, Wray Wilson of Mas- aha the first of the week. She was few days Courtty Treasurer Breeling
Mrs. J. T. Monnig and children,
Ed. L. Newton, Walter accompanied by her sister, lMi*s Leona plans to take up around $12,000 more Philip and Mary Modesta, are visitr
- Biggs and Harold P. Rasmussen, who will spend a few of the warrants issued since the first ing this week near Logan, Iowa, with
Anita.
her sister, Mra. Victor Case and famdays with her.
of the year.
r
and Mr. Newton spoke
ily.
'
The
Beh
company
contracted
to
at factories or
°f the proposed project
take up the bonds on January 1 but
PERFECT ALIBI.
Wilson talked in the
financial conditions were unsettled
proposal
for
the
courthouse
Note
from
teacher on Betty'a re*ena and Mr. Tompand the concern was forced to cancel
port
card,
"Good
worker, but talks
project
was
advanced
by
County
Enm the interest of Grisout However, the company made the
gineer Guy F. Canon who earned provision that if the money was avail- too much."
out the ground work and made^the
Note from Father over signature
thous
,,,
*">** will provide
matter able the contract would be honored. on back of card, "You ought to meet
contacts
which
brought
the
Hence the receipt of $32,500 by the
V 125,000 for county lato the
her mother."
doe,
in
« not include the cost to a head for presentation
eoun/ty.
subcontracting, county board.

Order of "Purple Heart" Soil Erosion Program Is
Given to Herbert Hartley Available in Cass County

Anita Young Folk Figure
in Automobile Accident

Cecil Etheredge, 41, Dies
at San Jose, California

Dates Are Set For the
Annual Cass County Fair

$32,500 Arrives For Cass
Poor Fund Warrants
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The Life of Jimmy Dolan" 0.
Is Robust Entertainment
The virile and altogether likeable
characterization of a young prizefighter affords Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr. one of the finest screen roles of his
entire career in his Warner Bros, picture, '"The Life of Jimmy Dolan,"
which shows at the Bialto Theatre
Saturday and Sunday.
Provided with a. good story, an exceptionally fine supporting cast and
more than capable direction, young
Doug furnishes us with an evening's
entertainment that cannot fail to
please movie fans no matter what
their tastes may be.
It isn't just a priie-fight picture,
nor a love story, a comedy or a drama.
Rather, it is all of these put together
in a very consistent and logical fonts'.
The story opens in the prize ring with
Doug winning a championship, only
to be forced to go into absolute obscurity when he accidentally kills a
reporter just after the fight. His
flight from justice under an assumed
identity, his immersion in the life on
a farm which is entirely foreign to
one accustomed to bright lights, and
the cross-currents which bring him to
the final fighting climax of the picture, have all been skillfully woven
into a most exciting and thoroughly
entertaining picture.
To make the picture even more outstanding, the supporting cast of screen
favorites seems to have been chosen
with great care, for they are all
superbly fitted to their roles.
Loretta Young, who plays the feminine lead, continues to surprise with
her ever-growing ability as a. mature
actress. Aline MacMahon is given
something new in the way of screen
characterization and she handles it
with all the finesse that marked her
former pictures. Guy Kibbee, Lyle
Talbot, Harold Huber, Fifi Dorsay,
Shirley Grey, Arthur Hohl, George
Meeker, and four child players, Farina, David Durand, Dawn O'Day and
•Mickey Eooney, intake up the well
rounded cast.
David Boehm and Erwin Gelsey
have done a fine job of adapting to
the screen the play by Bertram Milhauser and Beulah Marie Dix, while
Archie Mayo must be given great
credit for his intelligent direction.
Added Short Subjects.
In addition to the feature there
will be a two reel Broadway Brevity musical, featuring Pick and Pat,
the 3 X Sisters and the Rollickers.
Also the latest news events described
by Graham MeNamee.

C. HANSEN, 79,
DIES ON SATURDAY

Cancer of Stomach Proves Fatal to

Well Known Anita Man. Funeral Services Held at His Late
j
Horn* Monday Afternoon.

'V

0. C. Hansen, 79, a resident of
Anita since 1890, and a former business man of the city, passed away at
12:15 o'clock Saturday afternoon at
his home on. Rose Hill Avenue, death
being due to cancer of the stomach,
from which he had suffered for a
number of months and which had
kept him bedfast for a number of
weeks.
Obituary.

0. C. Hansen was born in Denmark
on February 8, 1854, and passed away
at his home in Anita, Iowa, on June
24, 1933; aged 79 years, 4 months
and 16 days.
Mr. Hansen grew to manhood in
his native country, and on May 13,
1879, in the town of Verde, was united in marriage to Miss Marie Mark.
After spending, eleven years in Denmark, Mr. Hansen and his family .
decided to move to America, and
sailing from Denmark in 1890, they
came directly to Anita, arriving here
in September of that year. Mr. Hansen immediately engaged in the bakery business, which he continued
actively until his retirement about
twenty-five years ago.
•
:
Mr. and Mrs. Hansen were the
parents of three children, who with
the wife and mother, are left to mourn
his death. The children are Claude
Hansen of St. Joseph, Missouri; Mrs.
'Hansine Johnson of Anita; and Julius Hansen of Rochester, New York.
He is also survived by three grandchildren, Mrs. Irene Brown and Neil
Johnson, daughter and son of Mrs.
Hansine Johnson, and Olaf Hansen,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Claude Hansen.
A sister, Mrs. H. P. HanseiL of Atlantic, is also left to mourn his death.
Mr. Hansen was a member of the
Danish Lutheran church, and also a
member of the Danish brotherhood at
Atlantic. He was of a quiet, unassuming character, always interested
in the welfare of the community and
the best interests of Anita. During
his many years residence here he
demonstrated his faith and confidence
in the future of this good little town
by making substantial investments
and building numerous properties.
He was a kind and accommodating
neighbor, a faithful husband and father, and a loyal friend that merited
the high degree of love and e'steem
in which he was held by friends and
Isaac Brown, 82, a long time resi- acquaintance. During his last sickdent of the Berea vicinity, passed ness he was a patient sufferer, being'
away about 5:00 o'clock Tuesday af- cheerful and kind, and enjoyed and
ternoon at the Clarkson hospital in appreciated the kindness of his loved
Omaha, where he had been a patient ones who were constant companions
for the past ten weeks. Kidney at his bedside.
trouble, from which he was suffer- He lived a noble and upright life,
ing, had caused an infection in one one that can be cherished in the
of his legs in which gangrene had minds of relatives and friends, and
set in, and on Tuesday morning the as the days, weeks and months, and
leg was amputated. The operation even years, come and go his dear ones
was successful, and death was attrib- will remember his life with fondest
recollections.
uted to a traveling blood clot.
He is survived by his wife and
Funeral services were held at his
three children, 'Miss Irmine Brown late home on Monday afternoon at
and Isaac Brown, J,r. of the Berea' 2:00 o'clock, and were conducted by
vicinity, and Mrs. Ethel Courtney of Rev. E. L. Anderson, pastor of the
Perry; also one grandchild, a daugh- Congregational church. Music for the
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Courtney.
services was furnished by Guy RasChester A. Long, local mortician, mussen, and pallbearers were E. S.
was called to Omaha Tuesday even- Holton, Glen A. Roe, H. C. Faulkner,
ing to get the body and bring it to George Shaffer, M. M. Burkhart and
Anita. At the time the Tribune Walter F. Budd.
went to press definite funeral arrangements had not been made, although it was thought they would be
held some time Thursday.

Isaac Brown, 82, Dies in
Omaha Tuesday Afternoon

Reduction in Rate of First
Class Postage on July 1
the

Miss Jane Scholl is spending
week in Omaha with her sister, Miss
An order restoring the 2-cent local
rate on first class postage on July 1
Freda Scholl,
was signed recently by Postmaster
Miss Margaret Ellett has been vis- General Farley.
iting the past week with relatives The reduction from the present 3and friends in Guthrie Center.
cent rate is being made under a recently enacted law, and Farley hopes
Gaylord Courtney, wife and baby the volume of business will be inof Perry came to Anita Tuesday ev- creased to a point where work will
ening from Omaha where they had be provided for thousands of postal
been at the bedside of her father, employees who otherwise might b&*.
Isaac Brown, who passed away that furloughed without pay.
afternoon.
On July 1, postage on letters and
other
first class matter, except postal
Monday, June 12, was "rooster day"
in Leon and about 7,000 pounds of cards and private mailing or postroosters were bought. The merchants cards, 'mailed for local delivery at
advertised specials for this day and postofHces having city, village or rureport a good business. Taking the ral letter carrier service, will be at
roosters out of the flock improves the the rate of 2 cents for each ounce or
fraction thereof.
quality of the eggs.
The rate on letters mailed to other
Dr. L. M. Getz, Chester Eckles, C. cities or villages remains at 3 cents..
S. Relyea and L. K. Nichols of Atlan- The rate for cards remains at 1 cent..
tic were in the city Tuesday evening
Frank Rhoads, wife and children of
to attend the band concert, and .also
to extend an invitation to the local Peoria, Illinois, are visiting here with
band to enter a. contest of juvenile her mother, Mra. Bertha Lewis, and
with other relatives and friends.
bands in Atlantic at a later date.
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W1
rxHDICATIQN of the Illinois water•-* way and the lakes to the gulf water route was the occasion of spectacular ceremonies in Chicago near the
month of the river. Secretary of War
George H. Dern flew there by airplane
to make an address, and he was ac110. The word Rn8,,.
companied by Speaker Henry T. RalOfficially. Soviet .' ' S n
ney and MaJ.-Oen. Lytle Brown, chief
the army engineers. Scores of other VACCINATION WILL,
Raymond Moley Hurries to London Conference With of
prominent persons took part In the dobr th« United StatM Department
CHECK POX LOSSES Prepared
of Agriculture.—WNtr Bmrlce.
ings. One of the features of the day
Instructions From President Roosevelt—Pittman's
The secretary of agriculture ha* rewas the arrival of a tow of MississipEach |
Plan Is Jolted—Three More States Vote Wet.
pi river barges carrying theflrstcom-Plan Recommended to Own- vised the official grata Standards for
tatlve} 0
:-oviet,and
th,"
barley so as to define and provide dec*
mercial cargo over the lakes to gulf
ers of Diseased Flocks.
route from New Orleans to Chicago.
grades for "Blighted'1 barley. The
It was escorted by the official yacht
definition for "Sound". barley and the
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
Vaccinating young chickens against grade requirement* for "Sample ^^licletorof tbelerejt
of the port of New Orleans and other
chicken pox Is now a proven way for Grade" are also amended; The Grain
OTS of talk with little real prog- the United States, Canada, Australia craft.
In one ceremony. Mayor Kelly of farmers to protect the cash Income Standards act requires; In effect, that inatv la fact, howSr,
ress, and considerable, national- and Argentina to cut output by 15 per
Chicago Joined Mayor T. Semmes from poultry, according to the labora- not less than 90 day* public nottce
. «ach of
istic scheming characterized the doings cent
of the world economic and monetary
Before the committee Stanley Bruce Walmsley of New Orleans in blending tory of animal pathology and hygiene. must be given before any new standconference in Lon- of Australia said that commonwealth water brought from the Gulf of Mex- College of Agriculture, University of ards, or any revision of existing stand.Jr.the time it roJv
don. The gold stand- would not accept the French plan to ico with that of Lake Michigan. Among Illinois. Poultry and eggs now bring ards, promulgated under ihe pro• ard nations, led by reduce the production of primary com- other speakers were Governor Horner In about 11 per cent of the cash In- visions of the act, may become effecF r a n c e , continued modities as a means of raising prices. of Illinois, MaJ.-Gen. Thomas Q. Ash- come of Illinois farmers, but the total tive. The amended standards will betheir Insistence that He presented the thesis that It was bum, president of the federal barge would be even higher were It not for come effective on July 21, 1933.
's
m o n e t a r y stabiliza- up to the industrial countries of the lines and the governors of several the Inroads of chicken por and other
The
order
of
the
secretary,
amendThe real power lies in the ,
tion, eseclally of the world to stop trying to be agrlcnl states along the Inland waterway barriers to the production of high qual- ing ihe standards, provides In part, as
hlch b r
dollar and the pound, turally self-contained and buy food route. Delegations were present from ity products, It was pointed out The follows:
i
St.
Louis,
Milwaukee,
Peoria
and
othdisease
also
is
known
as
canker
sore
must be the first thing from agricultural countries In exGrades for blighted barley—"Blight- tlmetfrom the electorate. TM,
er cities.
mouth or avlan dipththerla.
brought about; and change for manufactured goods.
ed barley shall be all barley which tttty* committee la now ^*
Routine vaccination Is recommendthe Americans, with
The world bos not forgotten the disISPATCHES from Riga, the only ed to all Owners of flocks on Infected contains more than 2 per cent but not
some backing from concerting proposal of Lttvinov of Russource of fairly trustworthy news' premises as a result of a two years' more than 5 per cent of barley dam- loieir. ^e-m071"' ***"*«*
the B r i t i s h , main- sia In the armament conference, that
aged or materially discolored by blight
Raymond
tained their position the nations represented should agree about Soviet Russia, say that Moscow's study by the laboratory. Either fowl or mold."
Moloy
that this should be to disarm Immediately. Well, the Rus- trade monopoly Is anxiously searching pox or pigeon pox vaccine can be used,
but weeding out fro™
"Blighted barley shall be graded and matters, emfrom
left for later consideration and in a sian repeated In London, submitting a for a nation that will
It teas demonstrated that there Is no designated
J^J
^
being truly,
tt
according
to
the
grade
reway subordinated to the removal of draft proposal calling for on economic grant the millions of
danger of causing chicken pox by ustrade barriers. They were willing that nonaggresslon pact by which the na- dollars of credit necing- pigeon 'pox vaccine. Occasionally, quirements of the standards applicathere should be provisional stabiliza- tions would bind themselves to refrain essary to buy grain
however, serious results follow the ble to such barley If it were not blighttion during the life of the conference, from economic attack on each other for the starving popuse ot fowl pox vaccine. It also was ed, and there shall be added to, and
but when President Roosevelt was In- by means of discriminatory tariffs, ulation of Russia.
found that unhealthy flocks are not made a part of, the grade designation,
formed of this plan he promptly In- special duties or conditions of trade, The "n e g o 11 at Ions
good subjects for Immunization with the word 'Blighted'."
The grade requirements for sample
formed Secretary Hull and his col- railway tariffs, charges on shipping, opened by Smith Wildpigeon pox vaccine. Complete protecleagues not to agree on any scheme and any kind of boycott by legal or man Brookhart, now
tion was not .established In all flocks grade for all classes of barley are
that would involve a suspension of his administrative measures. Of course of the American agrivaccinated with the pigeon pox prod- amended so as to Include the specifiinflation and price recovery program. this was too forthright to meet with cultural administrauct in 1932, but in general the results cation "Or which contains more than.
D per cent or. barley damaged or mation, are being watched
They must, said the President, do noth- the approval of the other delegates.
were satisfactory.
eagerly, and It Is as- - .
ing until Prof. Raymond Moley, asVaccination should be restricted to terially discolored by blight or mold*
Bor
"
The practical effect of the revision
sistant secretary of-state, arrived; and *TpHBEB more states are now In the sorted that bis cotton
flocks in which the disease occurred
he instructed that head of the "brain
••• prohibition repeal column, the'to- selling scheme hi a camouflage for a during the previous year. All fowls Is that, beginning July 21, in the Intrust" to sail for London immediately. tal number being fourteen—and not one secret deal with Boris Sfcvlrski, chief vaccinated with fowl pox vaccine spection and grading of barley, kerMoley thereupon flew from Washlng- yet for the drys. The latest common- of the Amtorg In.New York, concern- should be placed In voluntary quar- nels of barley that are damaged or ma-'
ttontoNewEnglandand had a conference wealths to vote for ratification of the Ing large credits for purchases of antine for two months. Chickens suf- terlally discolored by bllght;or mold
'
with Mr. Roosevelt aboard the schoon- repeal amendment are Iowa, Connecti- American grain. Skvlrakl, It Is said, fering from any other disease should are not to be regarded 'as sound kerer Amberjack n. In a statement given cut and New Hampshire. Connecticut has received Instructions to do every- not be vaccinated.
nels; that the straight, unqualified
the press Secretary Early said Moley was one of the two states that never thing possible to purchase grain with
grades, I. e., "No. 1 Barley," "Special
was sailing at once at the request of ratified the prohibition amendment a minimum of publicity since Russia
No.
2 Barley," eifc., may contain as
the President, and continued. "He will and the result there was considered has decided to keep the tragic news Polish Fowls Are Good
much as 2 per cent by weight of such
act in a sense as a messenger or liaison a foregone conclusion. The wets won of the present famine hidden from the
for Show and Utility blighted kernels; that when the'barofficer, giving the American delegates by about 6 to "L Iowa and New Hamp- world.
Leading in number of varieties of ley contains from 2.1 per cent to 6 per
According to Latvian and Estonian Continental-European poultry are the cent, Inclusive, of such blighted kerfirst hand information of the various shire, however, had been placed In the
developments, congressional, etc., In doubtful list, so when they turned In diplomats stationed at Moscow, Rus- Polish fowls—White Crested Black, nels, the word "Blighted" will be addthis country since the delegation left, substantial majorities for repeal, there sia has cotton enough to export but not Silver, White, Buff-Laced, Non-Beard- ed to the grade designation, L »., "No.
and conveying the President's views of was great rejoicing among the antl- enough to operate her own mills and ed Golden, Silver and White and Beard- 1 Barley, Blighted," "Special No. 2
while Moscow is willing to take any- ed Golden. Except for the lack of a
these developments on the original In- prohibitionists.
thing the United States will sell her "beard" or "whiskers'' represented by Barley, Blighted," etc.; and that when
structions given the delegation before
California, West Virginia, Alabama on
credit, the nation's chief need Is feathers on the throat, the non-beard- more than 5 per cent of such blighted
they sailed. Secretary Moley will stay and Arkansas are'the next to vote on
barley kernels are present the grade,
?*:
grain.
,
in London only about a week and will the Issue, and the drys hope to win
ed are the same as the-bearded in all "Sample Grade" will be assigned to
return to give the President full Infor- in the latter two, figuring that thus
other standard requirements.
the grain.
mation on the conference, etc., up to the oiiestlon will be put over until CHANCELLOR HITLER of Germany
All the Polish- varieties have an unIt is believed by the department
that time."
delivered a decisive blow to the usual appeal to the chicken fancier
year, -when they think their
that this amendment of the barley
Secretary of State Hull, it was ru- nest
nationalist
followers
of
Dr.
Alfred
chances will be better.
and a backyard farmer may be atmored, Intended to return to the United
Hugenberg, minister of agriculture and tracted first to such fowls by their un- grades will cause these grades to con- WIllMty Stora SaUIn* Popular r
form with users' requirements, and
States soon after the arrival of Moley.
economics, when he dissolved their
eaalpp«t Eastern Iowa. On
plumage, although they really facilitate equitable grading of country- ftally
or qolck buy«r. Box 630, Cedar I
He refused to confirm or deny this re- OUMNER WELLES, our astute am- fighting units throughout the relch. usual
have utility value.
^
bassador
to
Cuba,
seems
to
be
prorun barley.
port/ and he also declined to express
The police, assisted by Nazi storm
is Considerable doubt about
pessimism concerning the success of gressing with his plans for bringing troops, raided the headquarters of the theThere
origin of the Polish fowl, although
• the conferenca He had a long private about peace on that troubled Island. nationalist fighters in all the cities it probably
originated in Poland.
talk with King George but of course His scheme for mediand
made
many
arrests.
It
was
then
Dutch
poultry
fanciers in the Eightation
has
been
accould not reveal what was said.
officially announced that these units eenth century were Instrumental In
cepted
by
the
proMr. Hull took the occasion to deny
would hereafter be forbidden. The perfecting the crest In type, the
Two plant diseases which have been
reports that the American delegation fessors and students
Steel
Helmet
war
veterans'
organizafound
njpre widespread than usual
Polish
Is
much
like
the
Leghorn.
It
was badly split on the course to pursue in Havana, foes of
tion In the Duesseldorf district also waa formerly very common in the during the last few years will be closePresident
Machado,
was suppressed.
In the conference. It had been reAny Six* Print 3«j
United States, but with the Increase in ly watched this summer by plant-disported that Senator Couzens of Michi- and they have told
Though Chancellor Dollfnss'of Aus- the
ease
specialists
of
the
United
States
popularity
of
the
Leghorn,
interest
gan had read the riot act to the dele- their delegates tn the
tria professes to want nothing but
Album GIVEN with i
Department of Agriculture. The two
gation, asserting that the Americans United States to get
peace with the German nazls, he has in the Polish waned, although It still diseases are the root/knot and the
; order for finishing.
holds
a
place
as
an
ornamental
fowL—•
in
line
or
quit
the
opmust decide whether to stand for a
Issued a decree outlawing their party
bacterial wilt of corn, known as Stewnationalistic program, represented by position organization.
and all affiliated organizations in Aus- Los Angeles Times.
•
art's disease, which is most severe on
With the assured
Fresh Kodak roll film
tria.
the powers conferred on President
early sweet corn but Is also known to
,h»lt price, plus
Roosevelt by congress, or by an Inter- support of the A. B.
Hitler's new "trustees of labor" are
Sumner
Feed Wheat by Hand
affect field corn. Root knot Is caused
nationalistlc program, represented by O. Secret society, the
assuming
dictatorial
control
of
th«
mailing, to our
Welles
Feeding
of
com
and
oats
and
laying
professors, the Nathe aims of the conference.
factories of Germany and It is an- mash in hoppers and hand-feeding by a nematode. a tiny worm-like creacustomers.
Mr. Hull said he could see no Incon- tionalist union, the faction headed by nounced they are "above all parties wheat at the rate of four to six pounds ture which Infests the roots of many
cultivated
plants
(Including
such
Imsistency. The domestic programs of Miguel Mariano Gomez and, probably, and Interests and are responsible only per hundred hens dally, Is a new methrecovery from depression in the United the partisans of former President to the state and its highest leader, od of feeding that promises to be prac- portant crops as tobacco and cotton)
IBB BALDWIN STOW*
In large numbers and prevents their
States and other nations, as he viewed Mario G. Menocal, observers believed Hitler." The employers have been
1MV-11
It, were to be reinforced by an inter- the ambassador had behind him sufll- warned they must operate their fac- tical for corn-belt farms, states Paul G. full growth.
Recently summarized weather recnational program to be adopted at this clent opposition strength to Justify tories In the service of the nation, not Rlley, Indiana poultryman. The wheat
is higher In price than other grains, ords show that tebperatnre trends In
the early opening of deliberations.
of their purses.
conferenca
and when hopper-fed is likely to be the central and eastern portions of
It is predicted that the main points
used
In too
heavy proportions
to .other
the United
States
have
been nreva.ll.
An*o f v\a
<t n ftsi^^Jt _ .a
i_
.
_ I *__^_»
•_ • •
A
_
_
|r»*«» t»l»
OENATOR KEY PITTMAN of the of the conciliation program will be:
EN. HUGH S. JOHNSON, adminis- grains.
An
added advantage
In
handImmediate restoration of political
^_,
«
—
———
Ingly
—' — high
- - — for
——— a
» longtime.
_vu^ «&juuv»
The
JL UD UlttUt
plant
^ American delegation submitted to
trator for the industrial recovery
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Farm Tenancy Highest
in History of the State
June 28.—According

CHINCH BUGS MORE SERIOUS
THAN GRASSHOPPERS OF 31-32

PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

Court House,
Ames, Iowa,
Atlantic, Iowa,
to reports received from various
June 1, 1933.
A
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per
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farm
county agents in southern Iowa, sev. BUDD
Editor eral hundred fields of small grain and land in Iowa was operated by renters
(continued from last week)
Mbttription if paid in advance. .$1.50 corn are being destroyed by chinch January 1, 1933, bringing the per- Hansen & Lowe, pump and
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$2.00 bugs.
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The chinch bug situation is much
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PICNIC SYRUP, Gold Bt>Jl4%r summer drinks
THURSDAY, JUNE 29, 1933.
Dr. E. T. Hupp, dental work
Iowa and the state has been asked of agriculture shows.
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a
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JAB RUBBERS, double lij^&flozen ........... 25C
.60
The bugs have started to (migrate approximately 4 per cent greater Herbert Joyce, mileage
We •wish to thank our neighbors from small grain into corn. Far- than the report on January 1, 1928. Dr. C. R. Jones, councilman .
ICE TEA »riiTURE, quart jars ............... 2Qc
7.00
and many friends for their acts of
mers in Wayne county are using re- It was the greatest increase in per- Koch Brothers, court record
BLACKBERRIES, No. 10 (gallon) cans ........ 45c
kindness and sympathy extended to
69.47
book and road receipts
fuse from gas plants, coal tar and centage of tenancy in any one year
us daring the sickness and after constructing barriers. Food condi- since the present records of the D. R. Love, councilman
7.00
COFFEE, Maxwell House vacuum pack, Ib ...... 32c
the death of our husband and father,
tions are not very satisfactory in weafther and crop bureau were start- Metropolitan Supply Co., supO. C. Hansen. We also wish to thank
MUSTARD HORSE RADISH, in stems. ....... i5c
8.19
small grain fields at the present time ed.
plies
those who sent flowers and assisted
Greatest
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and as a result the bugs must miTOILET PAPER, 1000 sh/eets tissue, 3 rolls ..... HC
•With the funeral services.
Increases were greatest in south Middle States Utilities, toll .
4.70
grate or starve. "Spray methods are
Mrs. 0. C. Hansen, Children
APRICOTS, in syrup, No. 10 (g&ilott) cans ...... 55c
jenerally considered to be too ex- central Iowa and tenancy is said to Mary McVey, mileage and exi and Grandchildren.
pensive and unsatisfactory, according (save shown increases in that terripenses
70-55
MACARONI, 8-ounce packages ...... ...... ...... 4C
tory largely in relationship to in- Zeta Neal, assisting county
V Kenneth. King, wife and baby of 10 Dr. Carl J. Drake, State Entomolo- creases of farm lands.
worker
12.75
POTATO CHIPS, three sizes ------ , . .5c, lOc and 15c
the Adair vicinity spent Sunday at gist.
Foreclosures of land which shifted E. H. Pelzer, mileage
1-50
One of the most effective methods
the home of his mother, Mrs. S. G.
GINGER BEER, Hires, per bottle ..... ...------25c
Pelzer, committee
of control is the use of kerosene owner-operators of farms to a tenant Frank
Jewett and husband.
91.60
emulsion, a strong light paraffin oil status are said to have been a factor
work
ORANGES, juicy size, per dozen. , . ...... .. ..... isc
Mr. and Mrs. John Cooper and Mr. or a strong miscible oil spray. This in the statewide tendency to increase George L. Riggs, assessor . 126.65
tenancy.
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dur14.00
Lillian and Viola Mardesen, Harold migrate from one field to another.
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A series of meetings are being held ing the year 1932.
Hoegh Oil Company, distilRasmussen affd Aaron Bell were SunLyon county leads the state in per-' late ^
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day guests at the Leslie. Bean home by the State Entomologist-and the
centage
of land operated by tenant Industrial Chemical LaboraN. W. reports
10-00 RAT MURRAY CONTINUES TO
Extension Service of Iowa State Colin Atlantic.
ENFORCE LABELING
lege, in cooperation with the county farmers with 75.6 per cent while Dutories, supplies
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R. B. Johnston, justice of
N
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Lee were hon- agents, in the areas affected, to de- buque county reports the least with J. B. Jipsen, assessor
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.- ..
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ored at a surprise party bythe Adair monstrate the best methods of con- 32.5 per cent.
Anton Jensen, mileage
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Monday evening. Mr. Lee has been ments will be made with large crude
en
supplies
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employed for nearly nine years as a 011 companies to furnish material at a crease were Linn, Grundy, Clinton, Henry C. Kirkman, trustee . 12.00 State vs. Manny Barringer:
Des Moines and Harrison although Otto Miller, mileage ,\
4.0C out-of state Baking Companies,
. r^ral mail carrier from the Adair reduced cost to the farmer.
J. Burne%, jfla'yor
1.40
the percentage of decreases was small Matt Parrott & Sons Com3.70 companies taking advantage Of .
postoffice. He was recently married
P. P. Edwards, constable ..
confusion resulting from the chan,
M. 'M. Burkhart was a business in most of them.
to Miss Pauline Spoo of Exira. Ice
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• Jasper, Decatur and Union coun- Tim Mbrrisey, councilman ..
caller in Atlantic Monday morning.
cream and cake were served.
4.00 of administration on January 1st, i
J. Burnea, imayor ,
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ties showed unusually heavy increases
.75 cured an injunction^ stopping
P. P. Edwards, marshal ..
A baby son was born to Mr. and in tenancy during last year while Austin McFadden, township
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Dairy and Food Department from <
1.00
W.
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Woolsey,
fees
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last Tuesday evening and spent the Mrs. Clyde Tobias at the Atlantic others in which heavy increases were clerk
forcing the Iowa Bread, Law.
G. H. Allen, transportaNorthwestern
Bell
Telephone,
rest of the week visiting at the home hospital last Sunday.
noted include:
Handicapped by the injunction, 1
7.31
tion for transients
rent and toll
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Ringgold, Tama, Black Hawk, Mar- A. Odem, board and lodging
secure in the belief that the ave
Atlantic
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tion, care of sick
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for
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Brothers,
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to
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Franklin Peyton, of Logan, Iowa, acNorthwest Highest.
Inspectors to honor the inju
Earl Beech, groceries to
Herman Ryan, committee
Brayton vicinity are the parents of
companied him on the trip.
The northwestern corner of the
but to see .that the State Labelii
21.63
93.55
poor
a baby son, born Tuesday, June 20.
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"THE BIG CAGE" IS COMING!
James Rose drove to Des Moines area in which tenancy is highest. cub wolves
Code
of Iowa) provides that:
26.00' Lou Camblin, repair work at
Sunday to accompany his mother-in- Osceola, Dickinson, Palo Alro and George Voss, councilman- ...
All articles in package or wrap
7.001 county farm
19.53
law, Mrs. A. C. Henick, to Anita. Mrs. Emmet follow closely after Lyon
form which are required by this i
Dr. R. B. Chisholm, care of
Vital Statistic Registrars.
Henick had been visiting her daugh- county while Ida, Sioux, O'Brien, Cal- Miss Vera B. Hook, fees ...
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104.00 to be labeled, unless otherwise
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Wm.
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of
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Wyandottes, Reds, Wh. at
4.00 Fullerton Lumber Company,
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the home of Mrs. E. L. Anderson er counties in territory immediately
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coal to poor
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Mrs. Cora Blake, fees
coal to poor
7.15 terms of weighty measure, or
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Place your order today.
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a
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the
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Rev. Patrick R. ODonnell, pastor of
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of
sick
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at Missouri Valley. He also was pasMrs. Lou Fiero and sons, Richard
of the manufacturer, packer, import
Dr. W. W. Kitson, care of
tor of St. Mary's church northeast and Charles, of St. Paul, Minnesota, Ruth Woodward, N. T. examinations
3.75
sick
12.50 er, dispenser, distributor, or dealer, j
of Massena. He will leave soon for visited here a few days the past week
The above items shall be printed!
13.15 Andy Miller, hauling to farm.
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Missouri Valley. His successor for at the home of their-aunt, Mrs. J. A. Zion Office Supply, supplies .
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and
such
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Malone
Seed
ComMassena has not been named.
Wagner and family.
clothing over period of
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year to 26 families and
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county farm and transsick
36.2S which printed.
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-..,
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plying with the above are evading t
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Nord's Grocery, food to poor.
43.91! remove any such misbranded loavi
county farm
20.00 Mrs. John Pieken, care of
from sale. The Department is solf
Bullock & Sons, clothing to
Press boys
8.00 interested in seeing that the
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5.05 Margaret Sweets, care to
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Bull Creek Grocery, to poor .
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Mrs. Mudra
10.00 ing just what he is purchasing,
Dr. C. G. Clark, care of
that the smaller bakery is not fo«
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sick
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Christensen
Brothers, to
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R. S. Schmidt, corn to county
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>
43.89
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68.50 much interest Mr. Murray's battle «
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S. a Wagler, burial expense. 50.00 their behalf.
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1.00 A. L. Wright's Grocery, to
Joe Eblen, caring for sick ..
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Mrs. J. E. Fay, milk to poor .
5.04 W. T. Biggs, relief for soldIF YOU DRIVE TO
Gillettes, clothing to poor , . .
1.20
iers
52.00
Gregersen's Drug 'Company,
If you're driving your autoir
E. L. Henke, labor in park .
11.90
drugs to poor
to the World's Pair this sun«
24.01 American Legion Building
Herring's Super Service, gas
take along an identification ca
Association, rent for
to transients
7.54
court
100.00 save the trouble of posting
George Kite, groceries to
bond in case of arrest for the
Hawes Hotel, meals to jurpoor
ors
650 tion of a Chicago traffic rule.
Joyce
Lumber Company,
That's the word Chief
A. Odem, criminal expense.
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Ralph Klinger, Al»B
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R. B. Johnston, fees
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C. P. Meredith, supplies
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Klinger 'was stopped by »
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ble
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man on a charge of ignoring »
State vs. David Helms:
sick
7.50
R. B. Johnston, fees
BM traffic signal and because he * .
Neff
Clothing
Company,
able to post a sufficient cash w 1
State vs. Paul Misner:
clothing to poor
24.45
J. Burnea, mayor
4.00 was held in a police cell for t«
V. E. Nelson, milk to poor
2.00
P. P. Edwards, marshal .
4.45 while friends came to hisbroug
W. H. O'Donnell, milk to
(When the incident was t
Joseph
0.
Fudge,
fees
..
1.00
poor
2.56
the attention of Police C°inml%
W. H. Woolsey, fees ..
1.00
A. E. Saltrnarsh, potatoes to
James P. Allman he said "th« £ .,
State vs. Don Woolsey:
county farm
man followed the instruction
9.50
J.
Burnea,
mayor
4.00
Eliza Scoville, care to Mrs.
P. P. Edwards, marshal .
2.50 municipal court to require a
Hillmer
from out of town drivers
4.00
Sanitary Market, meat to
Judge Sonsteby took »
A.
R.
Robinson,
who
was
injured
in
poor
3.95 an automobile accident north of Car- view of the matter.
j l e ( j:
F. W. Woolworth Company,
"We can't have visitors i
,
roll several weeks ago, is again able
supplies to county farm
9.20 to attend to his work at the Anita minor traffic violation*,' lie a,
Hazel Barnes Woolsey, nurse
Bank.
write a letter to the c0"1"'^) co'
at county farm
66.68
vising him that the mu"1^ ^ ^
J. W. Zike, groceries to poor .
Fred Kettleshake, 72, has served 82 does not require a —' h '
98.27
R. W. Coockshoot, soldiers'
years in prison in Indiana and WM motorists able to identi ^ e) ,ttre
relief
160.00 recently granted a pardon. He waa regardless of whether
rni
Oscar Knop, hauling benchill and as he left the prison he found dents of Chicago, rulif° *
es . . . ' . . .
1.50 that no one was waiting for him outr Maine."
He indicated lodge, <^'
He tould not get a job 80 he
John Blake, bailiff
15 OQ side.
turned back and asked to be admitted cards would suffice for
Chas. K. Linn, court reportwhich was done. The officers feel thai purposes.
er
it would have been inhuman to rei
West Publishing Company,
fuse him.
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which consisted of son cl , hl" ««
father."
"° °tks, to j

By William Bruckart

VETERANS'
ADMINISTRATION

—WHAT Votl SAIP
ABOUT MY PiAMOMP
NOT BElfJG- VSIOR.TH #5"O—
V/ORRIET? MS
«0

greatest problems which
O NEthis,of the
or any other government,
has been called upon to solve Involves
the veterans of the World war. It Is
a problem that has bedeviled congress
and one President after another, and
It Is going to bedevil more congresses
and more Presidents, for the answer
Is not in sight and In this year alone,
the payments to veterans nnder one
or another of the hundred-odd veteran
relief acts amounts to the astounding
total of $985,000.000—Just about onefourth of the operating cost of the government, or that part paid for running
expenses.
AH of this vast sum, and It'has been
growing year by year. Is paid out
through one agency, namely, the veterans' administration. The veterans'
administration is not in the fight; It IB
not a part of the problem. It Is simply the agency through which the
money passes, never to return to the
federal treasury.
Undoubtedly, there Is a large sum
of this total which the taxpayers
would not have returned to the treasury. Surely, there is none who would
object to a governmental and public
expression of gratitude in the form of
compensation and care for the widows
and orphans left behind by those who
made the supreme sacrifice, or for
those men whose lives were wrecked
In the service. The care of them is
recognized everywhere as an obligation that must be met But about
the remainder of this sum, a real battle wages, for that involves the bonus.
It includes payments to the nature of
compensation or hospltalization and
the like for causes not remotely connected with the war. These are the
things that are being questioned, and
unless all signs fall, congresses of
the future are going to be confronted
by it, because there never has been an
Investigation made to disclose what
share of the nearly a billion dollars
• fails within the recognized requirement of caring for widows and orphans and war-time disabled.
The best available figures Indicate
that something like 400,000 persons are
receiving payments in one form or
another under the veterans' relief acts.
But that Is not all. There is that demand, best exemplified by the bonus
march on Washington, for payment of
the remainder of the bonus in cash.
Half of the sum that was intended
originally to be paid to the veterans in
3945, or prior to that time to be paid
to their benficlarles in case of death,
already has been made available, in
the form of loans. There is no denying, however, that some of the veterans have organized powerful groups
to force legislation through to carry
out their wishes, and If they do. congress will vote a total of two billion,
four hundred million dollars out of
' the treasury at one fell swoop.
It has been pointed out as this bonus
question has been debated up and
down that the federal treasury is likely to end the current year next June
80 with another deficit It had a
deficit of $983,000.000 on June 30, 1931,
and more than two and a half billion
June 30, 1932. so imagination Is not
required to see what will happen If
the bonus Is voted. It will be either
more taxes or more bond Issues which
the taxpayers of the country eventually will hnve to meet
But the veterans have a claim. They
point to the fact that fifty years after
the Civil war, the federal governmentwas paying pensions that amounted
to as high as $300,000,000 a year, and
even now, 65 years after the war between the states, pensions drain $125,000,000 from the treasury.
As was stated, however, the veterans' administration is not a part of the
controversy, except Incidentally. It
goes on carrying out the laws which
congress has passed and paying out
the money which congress has appropriated. It does the Job through some
eight or ten thousand employees, scattered throughout the country. They
are necessary If funds are to be handled and if the hundred or more hospitals to which veterans may go for
treatment are to be supervised.
The veterans' administration has to
get as near to those It serves as can
be done conveniently. Hence, the fifty-odd district offices; hence, the local
physicians in so many communities,
hence the examining boards in so
many sections. It would appear that
the veterans' administration eats up
• tremendous sum In salaries. The
cost of handling these payments to the
veterans or their beneficiaries is only
about 5 per cent of the total. Criticism has been directed at the agency
from time to time, however, Indicative of some malfeasance. Undoubtedly, some of it Is Justified, but the
consensus of opinion IK that much of
the difficulty Into which the veterans'
administration fulls from time to time
results from the avarice of those whom
congress has sought to benefit. They
were presented with an opportunity to
get something from tli<> gnvernni'pnt,
and the government long has been re
garded as fair game.
C. 1932. Wratera Newspaper Union.

Nothing New
A tablet found at 1'as Shaiwa. in
northern Syria, tells the story «r a
financial crash which resulted fmm
the Irregularities of a certain k: ig>
finance minister in 2000 I). C.

Fore-Armed Is Fore-Warned

FINNEY OF THE FORCE
BEEN tJOVMM
ASK TUB
ABOUT IT

*h«^l smiled.

BAAO— BUt if

A Fowl Reply
Hayes looked thoughtful.
"Tell me," he said, "is a chicken
fosrtly.
big epough to eat when it fa two
darling," 8at,i ho
weeks old?"
His friend laughed.
"Don't be absurd," he replied. "Of want?" .
'.want to find
course it isn't"
>
that
Hayes gave him a friendly posh.
"Then how does It UveJ" he asked. lates yon promised
"Tell me that."

•Ten -DOLLARS

.

pur

oM-—'AMD I'VE BEBM

NOVW, WOVO—• Ol'LL TBI.U

KMOVUC IS
-fo BXWMiwe IT
seer
IT IS -3tlST A
IMERTATlQM AMD
THEY'LL THINK
A FRAUP, Too

VJEARlWCr IT AMP SHOVJlUG-

|T -to

THEY'XU
THE

OM

THE FEATHERHEADS
— THAMKS
-To THE WIFE

«T — IF VBZ.
POM°f V^BAR. THAT
PRACELBT—
BB. NO ARM
IT -- Ho ! HO!

He Owes Her a Good Deal
PLAYS
YOU KKIOW I
GE-T A KICK. OUT
OF HAViM<r MY
VJIFB FOB. A

SERIOUSL
•THAT WAY

, AM - P
TO
WOMAN

-TALK,
VYHAT

I

M E — I POM<< MBAM
To BE CVNICALBtiT TO WHAT PO
You REFER.? WHAT

THE BOOB

Real Effort
Farmer—Thought you said you had
plowed the ten-acre field?
Plowman—No, I only said I was
thinking about it.
Farmer—Oh, 1 see; you've merely
The Stout One—Yes i q
turned it over in your mind.
entire evenlflg telling 'him H
had a terrible reputation f0r i
Where I Got It
girls against their will.
Actor—When 1 p% "Othello" the "The Thin one—And what
whole pit is bathed In tears.
do? <
.
Explorer—That's nothing. My last
The Stont One—He sat there
wireless speech on my North pole a boob and denied It,
trip was so realistic that most of the
listeners are still in bid frith colds.
Big Thingi Doing
.
-jtf^jr^
Maid—The furniture man ii|
ACCOMPLISHMENT
ma'am.
Mistress—I'll- see him in a i
Tell bin to take a chair.
Maid—I did, but he started]
the piano.—Montreal Gazette,
Alibi
"Why Is there never any
top of your milk?"
"Well, we fill the bottles »|
there, ain't any room for
Passing Show (London).

ME too!
I

PLAY V\/<1H

y SIR- i
HUSBAND OP THE BEST
PLAY£K.<N THIS
BMP OP.

A F«»t Worker
Plutocrat (to young man asking for
his daughter's hand)—And have yon
said anything about this to my daughter?
Would-be Suitor—Not yet, sir. Ton
see, it was only last night that I
heard you had a daughter.—London
Opinion.

to? ,5

, , Explained
Antique Dealer—A rare pte
revolver dating from Roman I
"Oh, no, I never,talk scandal."
"The Romans had no revolve.
"Yes, my dear, but you are a good
"That Is why It Is so rare."
listener."
holm Vart Hem.
The Right Place
"I've come from the employment
~ Comeback
bureau, ma'am," said the glru "They
Owner of New Lawn-Mower I
said you wanted a servant-!*
ly)—I wouldn't lend it to mj]
"But l do all the work myself," re- father.
plied the lady of the boose.
Would-Be Borrower—You're i
"Then the place will just suit me.* I know the old chap.—Humorist]
azlne.
Over the Radio
"Pardon me. but doesn't madam
WEAK LINK, TOO
need the piano tuned?"
"I'm afraid that's not ours you
hear. You'd better calJ at the Broadcasting company!"—Humorist Magazine.
0

No Hope
"Have you said your prayers
Dickie?"
"Yes. Mummle. I prayed for yon
and Daddie, but not for UncJe Beg,
because I heard Oaddie say be was
past praying for!"

D

ho

Events in the Lives of Little Men

And Then Some!
V
"Think o' poor old 'Arry bein' sent
"Jack has pretty big ears.
to Jail! One o' the fastest working
"Yes, they are so big that Ms|
burglars in the game."
seems merely a connecting
"Ah, well, he's takln* his time tween them."
now."—Tit-Bit Magazine.
'Facet Red?
THREE AT A TIME
"'Ave you eaten the sand
mum?"
"Yes."
fThen Til 'ave to dean
with cream cheese."—
A Wite Move
"I thought you always f»
good clubs? How is it l f i n d
this doubtful place?"
"My wife said that i f l j
such places I could go alone.
\
Defending H""
"Why, did you have w
Unwed—i hear the stork has been
mother I kissed you?" 0
making a trip to your house.
, "She's always sa.vinsM' ^
Dadmoor—A trip! Triplets.
the nerve."—Louisville """
naL
On the Go
Mother-Helen is getting prettier,
Control Curio»>'y
don't you think so?
Those who don't
Father—Really, my dear. I cant
nil!1
y. 1 must get up early SOUMJ morn- rapped over the Bug
questions.,
ng and meet her as she conies In.
Better Gift
If He It Genuine
A genuine orator can go on long
"Bobby, I gave yo
after he Is through, and Is wel- a poor little boy win
come to.
"Why didn't you e
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ANNUAU-July 4th~SALE
Wash
Dresses

Dresses
One large group of dresses,
values to $4.95; priced special for this event.

t

—

$2.45
™

i

LADIES' WHITE

Shoes
Our $2.45 line, especially priced at

Large lot of $1
Wash Dresses
in voiles, batistes & prints.
Special for this
event.

Dresses
This group is of better quality dresses; values ranging
up to $6.95.

$3.45

79c

Quality Slips

ilk Hose
First Quality, Full Fashion Lady Helen, made by
Phoenix.

White, Peach and
Pink. Just what
you want.
BLOOMERS
23c to 59c
BRASSIERS
One special lot for
this event, values to
79c, your choice at
25c

$1.95
White
Linen
$1

Casino
Sandals
88c

Men's White
Sleeveless Sweaters
59c
Fancy Dress Caps
39c to 79c
Boys' Summer
Suits
35c to 59c

A Large
3-Day
Event

Per Pair

Men's Dress
Shirts
Fine quality fast color Broadcloth. Arranged in two groups.
Values to 79c
Values to $1
special
special
49c
59c

Fine Quality Silk
Crepe Ties
25c
Dress Hose
Rayon Plaited
lOc
Shorts and Shirts
15c to 39c

The Golden Rule

•f CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH +
•f
E. L. Anderson, Minister.
+
(The

Church With a Heart and
an Open Mind.)
Church School at 10:00 a. m. A
training school for Christian living,
with classes for all ages. Mrs. Lydia
Brown, Superintendent.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
Special music by Mrs. Adria Lantz.
Sermon subject, "Divine and Human
Relationship."
Youth Forum at 7:00 p. m. A
special program of interest to all
youth.
No evening service next Sunday.
The senior ladies aid will hold their
regular all day meeting Thursday
with a 12:00 o'clock dinner for the
public.
Sparks From the Pulpit
The church is the power house of
God. The 'Divine Service is the generating motor. The highest motive
in church attendance is to get in tune
with the infinite.
Let us go to church while we may,
so that we will feel at home here in
our earthly houses as well as in the
house not, made with hands, eternal
n the Heavens.
+ CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4
+
Elwyn Andrews, Minister.
+
4- + + -f + + + + + + + + + + + +
No creed but Christ,
No book but the Bible,
No name but the Divine.
Bible School at 10:00 a. m. C. W.
Zastrow, Superintendent.
Communion service at 11:00 a. m.
Christian Endeavor at 7:00 p. m.
Evening service at 8:00 o'clock.
Ladies aid meets Thursday at the
church.
C. E. picnic Friday. Everyone going meet at the church at 3:00 o'clock,
p. m. A good time is in store for
you. All young people are invited.
The K. J. U. club, ladies aid and
the men gave the church a cleaning
last Wednesday. Come and see the
excellent condition of the church.
If I loved Christ and His church
as He loves me, the church would
be the leader in every phase of activity.
You are welcome to come and worship with us. Both can be mutually
helpful to each other.

Friday
Saturday
Monday

M A D W F'
Food

WE DELIVER

PHONE

.

ON NEXT WEEK. WfiDBAT HAS &AISED
BUSHEL IN THE .PAST WEEK BUT O
PRICES AEfi STILtlLOW!
'

•

-

Sardines
Kraut
4 for 25
Corn
Brown Beauty f I* j A
Cpffee 3-lbs. 55c 1-M. 131

*

Oyster Shells "StoW 751
Oyster Shells Will Advance 15c. Soon.

Black Raspberries^?,1;^!; 4
Hominy *W"'fepcli
•A** IV* «»
ICC ICa

A Delicious Blend
«/z-lb. CeUophane bag

f WJ
A II

Puffed Wheat ^
Bran Flakes P«^e
(•^
|
rlWi

i can Bowlene with each
package of Climolene for

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

evening from Indianapolis,
where he hid been attending t
Camp Modern Woodmen of.
as a delegate from this state.
There is much' talk about
a three days' picnic in Anita at
time in the near future, to
under the auspices of the
Modern Woodmen, Odd Fello
Knights of Pythias. Such a ;
ing we believe would meet
eral favor, and'furnish an :
for the people that would, in a
ure, take the place of the

•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
4LINCOLN CENTER
-f
July Z, 1903.
«•
COMMUNITY CHURCH
+
Miss Edna Marsh is spending
•f
Elwyn Andrews, Minister.
+ few days with the family, of W. T.
f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f ' - f - f . - f - f - f - f - f - t Wilson at Menlo.
DEPARTMENT STORE
Church Services at 10:00 a. m.
Lute Trumbull of, Adair attended
The Best For Less
Anita, Iowa
Bible School* at 11:00 a. m., with to pressing business matters in the
Walter Storer as superintendent.
city Sunday evening.
An ice cream supper will be held
Maurice Burkhart went to Atlantic
Dick Kewin, owner of Dick & Jan- REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
at Lincoln ICenter Wednesday. Cake yesterday morning, where he has acREGULATION GOVERNING PAY
ie's cafe in Atlantic, was a business
^ FOREST WORKERS AMENDED and ice cream will be served. Come cepted a position in Snouffer's black- CLOCKS ONCE HAD
Alta M. 'Pratt to Elsie M. Kopp,
caller in the city last Thursday afterBUT ONE
ahd enjoy some good, old fashioned smith shop.
qed, com at pt on w line of public
noon.
The regulation governing monthly homemade ice cream and cake as
Nine candidates from Anita will
highway running n and s along e side cash allowances to forest workers is these people know how to make.
take the Uniform Rank degree of the The first clocks were made]
. George J. Anderson, well known of It 1 of It 3 sub div se4 se4 sec 21- amended by order of the President
only one hand instead of
Preaching services are for you.
farmer living, near Wiota, suffered 77-34 293 ft n of intersec of w line effective July 1. The original regu- Come and make the' most of it. You K. P. lodge in Atlantic on July 10, two or three they now have. \
» fractured right elbow a few days of public highway and the nVly line lation made a flat cash allowance of are always welcome to come and wor- A big time is expected.
Mrs. E. J. Strater of Des Moines had an hour hand, but did
ago when he fell from a load of hay. of Main st in Anita thence s along ?30 per month to each of the camp ship with us.
and
Miss Crangles of Atlantic were a minute hand or a second
w line of said public highway 112 ft workers.
in the city over Sunday, guests of indicate the passing of
thence w parellel with n line of It 1 As announced by Robert Fecher
tervals of time. The space
B. D. Forshay and family.
It 3 167 ft thence no on line parallel director of the Emergency ConservaCHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Maurice Burkhart and Jim Bell have the hour marks were divid
with said w line of said public high- tion Work, the regulation as amended
returned from Colorado, where they four spaces and each space i
I L. C. Campbell bores wells. P. O. way 112 ft thence e on line parallel provides that not more than 5 per "God" will be the subject of the went two weeks ago. They report one-fourth of an hour. It
with said n line of said It 1 of It 3 cent of the authorized strength of Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
possible to tell time s
Box 41, Phone 79, Anita.
Itp
work as scarce as hen's teeth.
157 ft to place of beginning, $1.
any Civilian Conservation Corps Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, July 2.
then
as' it is vnow, but even i
John Schaake went to Atlantic Sun; FOR SALE:— Fries at 15c per
Company, may be paid a cash allow
clock
was better than no clock J
The
Golden
Text
is
from
Exodus
pound. Rasmussen Hatchery.
Itp
Mrs. S. E. Adair and daughter, Miss ance of $46 per month while an addi- 15:18, "The Lord shall reign for ever day"*vening to commence work on a and before this time people i
toll line which Musson Bros, are buildMargaret, of Des Moines were week tional 8 per cent may be paid a cash and ever."
' Maytag washers; John Deere sep- end visitors in the city with their son allowance
ing between Atlantic and •Griswold. had sundials, hour glasses, etc.
of
$36
per
month.
of our modern clocks have
The
Lesson-Sermon
comprises
quoarators; a large assortment of chick and brother, Dr. G. M. Adair and famSelection of those to receive the tations from the Bible and from the Andy Nelson visited down on Seven hands M well as hour and'
and hog feeds; oil meal; tankag*j ily.
higher cost allowances will be made Christian Science textbook, "Science Mile one day last week, and tells us hands, so that we find it a|
t$ig 10 hog feeds; pig meal; minerals;
for a fact that while fishing there he
by the company commander and camp
Health with Key to the Scrip- caught suckers more than two feet matter to tell time to a fracti
tran; shorts; oatmeal; oyster shells;
E. E. Gandy, a farmer living north- superintendent of each camp. The and
1
tures' by Mary Baker Eddy.
second now aa quickly and i
also house and stock spray with west of Ireton, Iowa, is determined
long.
latter will be selected by the Forest
an
the users of the early i
One
of
the
Bible
citations
reads:
FREE SPRAYER.
t. D. Young returned Saturday
to remain cool under any and all cir Service Department of Agriculture
could tell, the fraction of the
"For
though
there
be
that
are
called
j It
Bartley's Produce.
cumstances. Thermometers which and the National Park Service of the
gods, whether in heaven or in earth,
1 FOR SALE OR TRADE:—1930 register only in three figures, or even Department of the Interior.
(as there be gods many, and lords
Ford coach. Open evenings and Sun- a heated argument with a friend, To date 100,000 men are working in many,) But to us there is but one God,
have
no
terrors
for
him.
For,
when
camps, and by July 1, 175,000 will the (Father, of whom are all things,
days. Phone 244. 0. W. Shaffer
things get too hot for him, he goes have begun their duties.
& Son, Anita, Iowa.
tf
and we in him;" (I Cor. 8:5, 6).
out and sits down in his own private
Experience
during
the
past
few
Among the selections from the
snowdrift and cools off. Several
E. & HOLTON, Lawyer.
weeks
has
disclosed
a
need
for
a
mild
Christian
Science textbook is the fol• Practice in all courts. Opinion on years ago, Gandy built himself an iceof discipline for minor offenses lowing: "History teaches that the
Land Titles; and Settlement of estate* house and every winter since has har- form
that may be committed by the en
a Specialty.
County Attorney. vested a fine crop of snowdrifts which rolled personnel of the Civilian Con- popular and false notions about the
Divine Being and character have oriare produced abundantly in that secservation
Corps.
The
disciplinary
ginated
in the human mind. As there
ANITA MILLING CO.
tion of Iowa. Gandy found that by
,
CHADWICK TRANSFER
providing a foundation layer of ice system invoked is similar to that im- is in reality but one God, one Mind i
(round oats
10c and by covering the snow with care- posed by the management of indus- wrong- notions about God must have '
VALVE GRIDING AND MOTOR TUNE
(. ata hulled
10c fully packed straw, that snow would trial enterprises in which it is neces- originated in a false supposition, not
I ar corn ground
6c keep just as well as ice. Right now, sary to maintain a high morale and in immortal Truth, and they are fadON CHEVROLET
SIXES
\
' •
_.
ing
out"
(p.
357).
efficency
of
production,
as
well
as
Called for and delivered
he has a five foot drift in his ice6c per cwt
house left from last winter and finds equality of opportunity and privilege
LABOR
TRUTH IN ADVERTISING.
No bother. Yon lose no time.
it as easily adaptable for summer for those employed.
Hearings
will
be
conducted
on
all
Let U» Do It
use as ice.
Dr. F. I. White of Decorah, Iowa
offenses that appear to merit such at
tention, governed by the rules of evi has a penchant for veracity. Either
dence. A record of the findings of that or he is taking no chances on
each hearing and th« penalty imposed being called to account for obtain
ing money under false pretenses Doc
will be made as may be directed.
It is stated as tfee belief of the has a radio which gave him the jitdirector of Emergency Conservation ters. Determined to preserve h s
Work that these changes—a scale of peace and welfare a t all costs, he adUse MONARCH 100% Pure Paint
increased cash allowances and the verhsed H for sale in the f o lowlng
mild penalty system customarily im- manner: "For Sale-$40.50
It goes farther, looks better and wears longer.
posed in large industrial enterprises
—will result in maintaining a high
INVESTIGATE MONARCH
morale.

WANT-ADS

Get More For Your Money!

We Use Only Genuin<
Parts

We Meet Mail Order Competition.

ROBT. SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
PHONES: Office 20; Bei. 11
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS

H. P. Ziegler visited in Des Moines
last Thursday night with his mother
Mrs. Elvira Ziegler.
Each of the 9 daughters of Mr
and Mrs. W. W. Adams, of Halifax
Va., has been given the name of a
precious stone. They are Pearl
Ruby, Opal, Emerald, Garnet, Crystal, Agate, Amethyst, and Jewel.

s. Patented seven
tube. Coronado cabinet r
potent than a barrel of 3.2

NEW SPECIAL VALVE
TRAINED MECHANICS

e

daugh

0. W. Shaffer & S(
ANITA, IOWA
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HER TWENTY-FOUR
IMPROVED
HOURS OF GLORY
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

<By BJBV. P. B. nrZWATBR, D. D., IfMObw of Fktmltr, Moody Bibl*
Institute of Chicago.)
A Itll, WMtern Newspaper Onion.

Lesson for July 2
JOSHUA

LESSON TEXT—Joshu* 1:1-9; «:l,
GOLDEN TEXT—H»v» not I comtnanded tbeaT Be strong and of a, good
courage; be not afraid, neither be then
dlstnayea: for the Lord thy God 1» with
the* whithersoever thon goest. Joshua
PBIMARY TOPIC—God Helping
Joshua.
JUNIOR TOPIC—A Captain ConragfeouB.
i
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOP.
1C—How Joshua Succeeded.
YOUNG PEOPLE AND ADOT/T TOPIC—The Source of Joshua> Strength.
4, 14.

The book of Joshua, from which our
lesson is taken, Is a history of the conquest of the promised land and Its division among the tribes of Israel. / It
takes Its name from its principal character, Joshua.

The Present Statuary Hill
t*S>"^ I'.'

'
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I. Joshua, the New Leader of Israel.

H.Stephens-Georgia

jnator F&feei-t M. LaTblletteWisconsih
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
L'HB recent

announcement from Washington, that some of the statues
In Statuary hall on thV'main line"
between, the house and senate chamGen.\jorin CGreertwaq-Arizona
bers in the United States Capitol
are to be removed because engineers believe that the weight of
the 68 bronze and stone figures
which now crowd the hail IB endangering the foundations of the
chamber, has brought again into
ellght an institution which Is regarded
"national hall of fame."
are under way to place many of the
| in the long corridor on the ground floor
as the entire length of the Capitol build- '
lead of being crowded together In a
John M. Glaijton- Delaware
hamber, .these statues henceforth will
|ly distributed.
tor, secretary of ulterior and chairman of the
action has also revived talk of providing
Republican national committee.
nal pantheon, a building where there
MASSACHUSETTS—Samuel Adams, governor,
ample room for the proper display of
and patriot of the Revolution; John Wlnthrop,
atue, such as was provided'for by a bill
Colonial governor.
$?as Introduced Into congress In recent
MINNESOTA—Henry Mower Rice, pioneer
Representative George H. Tlnkham of *
and one of the first senators from the state.
jjinsettB, but which was referred to a comMISSISSIPPI-*Jefcerson Davis, president of
Rnd seems to have become lost in the
the Confederacy; James Z. George, Confederate
shuffle.
eoldler and United States senator.
|iry hall Is the original chamber of the
MISSOURI—Francis P. Blair, soldier, editor
> house of representatives. In 1804 Repand political leader; Thomas H. Benton, senator
|ve Merrill of Vermont introduced a
and strong Union man.
to hare the old house chamber set
NEW HAMPSHIRE—John Stark, soldier In
this purpose. Each state was authorthe French, Indian and Revolutionary wars;
ace there two statues of men and womDaniel Webster, senator and famous foe of sef,had been "illustrious for their historic
cession.
and bad rendered distinguished civil or
NEW JERSEY—Richard Stockton, eminent
Colonial leader; Philip Kearny, famous soldier
| service to the country,
p additions Include statues of John M.
and explorer.
NEW XORK—Robert R. Livingston, Colonial
and Caesar Rodney from Delaware, Hangovernor and signer of the Declaration of Indeamlin 'from Maine, Alexander H. Stependence; George Clinton, governor of the state
om Georgia, John C. Greenway from
5ecjuovjiah —Oklahoma
and Vice President of the United States.
I Robert M. La Follette from Wisconsin
NORTH CAROLINA—Zebnlon Balrd Vance.
aoyah from Oklahoma.
ventor. of the ice machine and mechanical reConfederate veteran, governor and senator;
pt of states and the men who huve honfrigeration; Gen. B. Klrby Smith, Mexican war
Charles Brantly Aycock.
notables follow:
soldier, Confederate leader and In civil life a
OHIO—James A. Garfleld, Civil war general
HA—J. 'L, V M. Curry, member of
famous educator.
and President; William Allen, senator and govi Confederate veteran, minister to Spain,
GEORGIA—Dr. Crawford Williamson Long,
ernor.
nor; General Joseph Wheeler, graduate
physician and discoverer of ether anesthesia!
OKLAHOMA—Sequoyah, Cherokee Indian and
onfederacy arid brigadier general, United
Alexander Hamilton Stephens, vice president of
inventor
of the Cherokee alphabet.
y, In Spanish war, also a member of
the Confederacy.
PENNSYLVANIA—J. P. G. Muhlenberg, minIDAHO—George L. Shoup, pioneer and patriot,
ister of the'gospel, soldier and member of the
t)NA—John Campbell iJreenway, Yale
colonel In the 'Union army, governor of Idaho,
house; Robert Fulton, the adapter of steam
[Rough Rider. Worjd war veteran and
both territory and state, and United States senpower to the propelling of ships.
iglneer. / - . ' * '
RHODE ISLAND—Nathaniel Greene, famous
--^-tjriab M. Rose, lawyer, chancelILLJNOIS—James Shields, Union officer In
comrade In arms, of Washington; Roger Wiliate, president of the American Bar assoMexican and Civil wars and Dnlted States senliams, founder of Providence and Rhode Island
Ifippolnted by President Theodore Rooseator- Frances E. Wlllard, reformer, president
plantations.
* of delegates to the Peace congress at
and founder of the Woman's Christian TemperSOUTH CAROLINA—John O. Calhoun, sena"»e with rank of ambassador; James P,.
tor and secession protagonist; Wade Hampton,
ance union.
lovernor of Arkansas and United States
INDIANA—Oliver P, Morton, Civil war govConfederate general, governor and senator.
TENNESSEE—Andrew Jackson, soldier and
ernor and senatpr; Lev* Wallace. Union general
.
Junlpero Serra, missionary of
President; John Sevler, soldier In the Revoluand author of "Ben Hur."
Inclscan order, the eatablisher of nine
tion, first governor of the state and member of
IOWA—James Harlan, senator and secretary
Thomas stqrr King, minister of the
of Interior; Samuel Jordan Kirkwood. minister
congress.
TEXAS—Stephen F. Austin. Texas revolutionP'tarlan chnrcb in California and "the
to Denmark, senator and secretary of interior.
pse matcniesB pratory saved California
1st- Samuel Houston, liberator and President of
KANSAS—John J. lugalls, lawyer, scholar and
Puion"—in the wprds of the Inscription
the Republic of Texas, later governor and memstatesman, three terms a senator; George WashP r truit at the capltol in Sacramento.
ber of the house.
ington Click, governor and Union veteran.
VERMONT—Ethan Allen, hero of TiconderKBNTUCKY-Henry Clay, speaker of the
pCTiGUT— Roger Sherman, signer of
oga; Jacob Collumer, cougresBiuan, senator and
potion of Independence, member of the
bouse senator and secretary of state; Ephraiin
postmaster general.
Iwl congress, of the Constitutional conMcDowell, physician and surgeon.
VIRGINIA—George Washington, "Father of
iSroii-Wllllam King, first governor, suctl>e house of representatives and the
His Country"; Robert E. Lee, Confederate genJonathan Trumbull, chief Justice and
cessful
banker
and
business
<ua«,;
Hannibal
eral.
l u f Connecticut, the only Colonial govBunUn, Vice President under Lincoln.
WEST VIRGINIA—John E. Kenna, Confederthe c n
» »* O* independence.
MARYLAND-Churles Carroll, member of the
ate
veteran, member of the house and senate;
n M. Clayton. who, as secreoSSS£ congress and last survi *.: .gar
Francis E. Plerpont, Uulou war governor.
Pre w
» w»t Zachary Taylor,
nf the Declaratlon of Independence; John HanWISCONSIN—James Murquette, French Je
the Revolution and preheat of
Great
*fwlth
•ult priest and explorer; Robert M. La Follette
the Con
»' o
senator, governor and progressive leader.
—*-, cabinet of°f tte Declaratlon
49 by WuUru N«w*p»pt>r Uulou. 1
esman; Zacharlah Chandler. 8ena—Dr.

1. His appointment (Num. 27:18-20).
The people were not to be left In doubt
as to a-leader when Moses was gone.
The leader was to be appointed and to
be given recognition before the people.'
During the "wilderness journey
Joshua was Moses' minister and the
captain of his army. When Moses was
denied the privilege of going over tht
Jordan, Joshua was appointed to the
leadership of Israel.
2. Joshua's fitness for the leadership
of Israel (Oeut. 34:9).
a. He was full of the spirit of wisdom. Although not dependent upon
human wisdom, God selects as his representatives men whom he has endowed with the proper wisdom.
b. Be was divinely ordained for the
work at the hand of Moses, for "Moses
had laid his hands upon him." This
be bad done at the commandment of
God (Num. 27:18).
c. The people owned him as their
leader. For successful leadership, a
ruler must have the Individual affection and allegiance of the people,
II. Joshua Commanded to Take
Charge (w. 1, 2).
Moses was dead, but God's work
most go on; therefore, God Issued the
command for the new leader to assume his duty.
III. God Renews His Promise to Israel Concerning the Land (vv. 8, 4).

This promise had been given to
Abraham and renewed to Isaac, Jacob,
and Moses. It Is now renewed to Israel as they were about to enter upon
its possession. The nearest this territory was ever possessed was during
the reign of David and Solomon. This
land still belongs to the Jews, and In
God's own time they will possess It
The world will not be at peace nor the
fullness of divine blessing come npon
the world until Israel Is In this land.
The present distressful condition In
Germany and other pas^s of Europe
may hasten the moveiuentxof Israel to
their own land. As these notes are
written. Great Britain Is being advised
to open Palestine to the Jews.
IV. The Promise of the Divine Presence (v. 6).

Joshua was entering upon a perilous
and difficult enterprise. The difficulties before Joshua were:
1. The Jordan river (v. 2). This
river was now at its flood (Josh. 3:15),
! making it impossible for armies to
I cross.
• 2. People were living In walled
cities (Num. 13:28). Notwithstanding
( this, God was ready to Insure succesa
I a. "I will not fall thee, nor forsake
thee" (v. 5).
b. "There shall not any man be able
to stand before thee" (v. 5).
c. "A3 I was with Moses, so I will
be with thee" (v. 6). Because of bis
conviction that God had been with bis
master he was willing and ready to
cross the Jordan at Its flood tide and
courageously meet his enemies.
V. Conditions of
Land (vv. 6-9).

Blessing

Retrospection

"In the gay nineties," says a bulletin of the National Geographic socity, "the washerwomen or blanchlsseuses In each quarter of the city
of Parts elected a queen from among
themselves, and the queens In their
turn elected a 'Queen of Queens.'
This honored lady of the tub was
borne on a throne to the president
of the republic, who bestowed upon
her a golden bracelet Among other
presents she received $100 In gold,
a dress which might serve for her
wedding gown, and a crown which
might later be pawned or used as a
parlor decoration, depending upon
the vicissitudes of the queen's later
years.
"Recent celebrations have been
merely processions of floats, grotesque or lovely according to the
moods >, of their designers.
The
queens of queens have been beautiful—and with no background of
suda The president now presents
tl'.ein with wrist watches.
"Ml-Careme's queen for the day
Is selected from the 20 queens who
represent the 26 arrondlsseinents of
Paris. In addition to tlftse queens
there are many moae, Including
queens of students, hucksters, dressmakers, ond typists.
"The number of queens hug grown
BO great that It is now Impossible
for each to hnve a separate automobile for herself, and others for
her attendants; so each queen baa
her car filled with her ladles In
waiting. The automobiles of the
queens nre followed by floats which
often caricature current events.
There may be, for example, fhe ogre
of hifih prices, the housing problem,
and the vulture-faced' landlord.
"The route of the procession Is
equivalent to a sight-seeing tour of
Paris. It passes through the most
Interesting sections of the city: the
Latin quarter, the Place de la Concorde, the Madeleine,-the Opera, and
Port Saint Denis. The procession
stops at two places, the Elysee palace, where the president kisses the
hand of the queen of queens and bestows a wrist watch upon her, and
the Hotel de Ville where the city
fathers' place her on a dais which
Is occasionally used for the entertainment of a visiting sovereign.
"Mid-lent Thursday Is the only
day except the French national holiday on July 14 when the Paris
boulevards are closed to vehicular
traffic and turned over to the crowds
of pedestrians struggling to get
close to the festival cars.
"Celebrations for Ml-C'areme are
now held In Corsica, Italy, and
Spain. Nice and Cannes on the
French Riviera, stand out, however,
as the cities where the holiday spirit
of the occasion Is enjoyed with prewar zest and where the populace Is
not Just a crowd of observers but
active participants In the fun."

Wisdom and Dietetics
Served in Two Kernels
The National Nut News deposits
before its readers this kernel of wisdom, suitable for consumption everywhere. "Business is not a matter of
promise, but of performance. A business man or Institution is rated by
his productions. If he does not serve
his constituency to Its satisfaction
that constituency will select some
other servant," and it advocates this
addition to the diet: "Two dozen
blanched «nd shredded almonds; butter; one tablespoon chutney; onequarter teaspoon salt; one tablespoon
Worcestershire sauce; two tablespoons chopped pickles; few grains
of cayenne. Fry ulmouds until well
browned, using enough butter to prevent burning. Mix remaining Ingredients, pour over nuts and serve a§
soon as thoroughly heated."

In the

1. "Be strong and of good courage"
(v. 6). His mission was to go in and
conquer the land and then to divide It
among the tribes for an Inheritance.
To do this required courage.
2. Unwavering obedience to the
Word of God (v. 7). In all bis work
he must conform his life to the law of
God. In order to accomplish this the
la.w of the Lord must be in his mouth
continually. Joshuu rendered prompt
obedience.
VI. Joshua'*
23:3, 4, 14).

Parisian "Lady of the Tub"
Queen for a Day.

(Josh.

As bis life was now drawing to a
close, be summoned the people and rulers and gave farewell counsel.
1. Rehearses God's goodness (v. 14).
God had given rest to Israel from all
their enemies and bad brought them
Into the land of plenty,
2. All that had been done for them
was by the hand of the Lord (vv. 8, 4).
God bad fought for them. No one was
able to stand against them.
The Vuloa of LIU
This vision of life In the cross la
not a vision of despair but of confidence and hope, because behind It
there is the empty tomb, and the figure with wounded hands outstretched
to bless, ascending Into glory.—Q. A.
Studdert Kennedy.
H« Never Fail.

"If we never desire anything but
what God desires, w« will alwaya attain our object, because Qod'a will can
iMTtr tell of accomplishment"—J. 1C.

Says Her Husband
Lost 16 Pounds
In 4 Weeks
"I have never found a medicine that

ej>»' you op like Kniftthen Salts and bet-,
£
r still, leaves you "pepped up.' I take It
two or three times a week—not to rednea
but merely to feel irood and clean. My husband took It to reduce, he lost 16 pound*
In 4 weeks." Mra. K. A. Ferris, Washington, D. C. (December 29, 1932).

To lose fat and at the same time gain
in physical attractiveness and feel
spirited ni)d youthful take one half
teaspoonful of Kruschen in a glass of
hot water before breakfast every morning.
A jar that Idsts 1 weeks coats but c
trifle at any drugstore in the world but
be sure and get Kruschen Salt* tho
SAFE way to reduce wide hip», prominent front and double chin and again
feel the joy of living—money back if
dissatisfied after the fint jar.

Sprinkle Ant Food along wUV
oow till*, doon and openings
through which ante come and
go. Guaranteed to rid quickly
Used in a million homes. In
expensive. At your druggist's.

PETERMAN'S
ANT FOOD
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Miss Evelyn Branch of Des Moines Mrs. W. E. Clark of Casey spent _
was a recent guest at the home of Sunday in the city with her sister,! SB
Thorle Robison and wife.
Mrs. James Rose and family.

Rialto

George Preston and wife of Avoca
Lloyd Wheatley was admitted tg|S
were Sunday guests of her sister, the Atlantic ' hospital last Friday! 55
Mrs. B. D. Porshay and family.
evening for medical treatment.
55
Rex Gipple has returned to his
wme in Bridgewater after a pleasant visit with relatives and friends
n the Anita vicinity.

, L. D. Pearson and family enjoyed,55
a visit one day last week from his JSS
sister, Mrs. B. F. Simpson of Brayton.

THEATRE 1

COMFORTABLY COOL =

ISAT-SUN.

JULY 1-21

The Anita juvenile baseball team
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Ryan, living
lost a one-sided contest on the local south of Adair, are the parents of a
grounds Sunday afternoon to Lewis, baby daughter, born to them on Fri;he score being 23 to 1 in favor of day, June 28.
;he visitors.
Lawrence Hofmeister, wife and __
M. C. Hansen and wife left Tues- sons, Norman and Junior, visited his' sa
day for their home in St. Joseph, brother, Clarence Hofmeister and; £5
Missouri. They have been here most family, near Lenox Sunday.
of the time during the past month
// =
on account of the serious illness of
Sidney Nelson and wife and her: ass
his father, O. C. Hansen, who passed mother, Mrs. Cochran, were here from £5
away Saturday.
.Brayton Monday afternoon to attend =E
the funeral services for the late O.' =
, Mrs. Carl MiUard was hostess last C. Hanaen,
Wednesday afternoon at her home on
.$1.19 S=
West Main Street to the members of Victor Flour, 49-lb. sack
Are yon letting the hot weather rob
Oyster
Shells,
Pilot
brand,
100-lb
TOcjfE
the
Bide-a-Wee
bridge
club,
together
you of your sleep? It's so unnecesfruit Jar Rings, per box ..;
Sciass
with
two
other
guests,
Mrs.
Joe
Vetsary—because for two insignificant
Tones Peaberry Coffee, per Ib. ..18c'S
ter
and
Mrs.
Emmet
Newton.
High
pennies yon can keep cool and comSCHAAKE'S STORE.
scorer for the afternoon was Mrs.
fortable all night long. Just place
Azel
S.
Ames.
an electric fan in your bedroom
A meeting of the ladies aid society sag
window.
The cool, refreshing
The only precinct in Guthrie county of the Massena township Baptist SS
breeze will make yon sleep—and
to return a wet majority in the special church was held last 'Wednesday af- =E
you'll feel Ukfe a new .person in the
j average electric
election, last week was Grant town- ternoon at the home of Mrs. Harry 55
morning. Running the • fan all
i costs only % of
ship, the vote there being 64 wet and Highley. The ladies quilted during j US
night can not be considered an ex| Cent per hour to
43 dry. Grant township is in the the afternoon. Lunch was served
travagance when yon know that the
ate. Be sure to
extreme southwest corner of the bv tlle hostess.
cost is only two cents. Buy several
s good fan. •
county,' and touches corners with
fans now so that yoni^ntire family
The regular meeting of Ta-Ta-Poare extremeGrant township in Cass county.
may enjoy this low coat comfort.
chen campfire girls was held .Friday
r'lOW.
'A group of boosters from the Ly- afternoon at Sunnyside Park in At- 5£
man vicinity were in the city Satur- lantic, with a picnic supper being
day afternoon for a short time while served following the meeting. The j 55;
on a tour of the towns in this vicin- guardian, Miss Odetta Parker, acity, distributing advertising matter companied the girls.
for a 4th. of July celebration to be
held in Lyman. The band accom- We are anxious to print all news
COMPANY — OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWAN8
panying them played several selec- of interest to this community, so if
you have a party, go visiting, or have
tions.
visitors, just phone 153 and give us
The
new
house
being
built
in
South
Robinson, Wlota hardware
the
facts. Your courtesy will be apAt
the
special
election
held
last
nt, was a business caller m Anita by Paul Henderson, is nearing
preciated, and it will help us to give
week
104
vote's
were
cast
in
Audubon
ompletion.
Ity Monday mornirig.
township, of which 63 were wet and our readers a better paper.
:
'Bert
Beebe,
wife
and
son,
Vernon,
4j dry. Jackson and Eureka townP, 'Metz, well known Wiota
SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTIONS.
j|
Miss •Gretchen Budd was hostess H
|a visitor in the city Saturday, f • Lewis spent Sunday in the city j ships, in Adair county southeast of last Wednesday evening to the memwith
her
mother,
Mrs.
R,
D,
Vernon.Anita,
gave
wet
majorities.
Jacka -welcome caller at th,e Trison's vote was 64 to 51, while the bers of the U-Trump-It bridge club
H. E. Nekton, wife and children vote in Eureka township was 36 to at the home of her parents, (Mr. and
Finn and wife of Wash- f Stuart spent Sunday; in the city 23. • Summit township, just east of Mrs. J. W. Budd. The evening was
ID. C., are here to spend a with his parents, Ed. L. Newton and Grant township, polled 62 wet votes spent in playing bridge, at which
Gretchen was high scorer and Miss
to 20 for the drys.
weeks at the home of her psr- wife.
Margaret Biggs was runner-up.
|W. F. Kirkham and wife, northMiss Vernice Alexander has reand
Kenneth Crabb, son of Mr. and
E the city.
urned to her home in'Exira, after Mrs. Kenneth C. Crabb of Albia, Mon- At the home of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
the close of lUNIVERSAL NEWS with GRAHAM McNAMEES
[ Wednesday,, evening a number, a week's visit with her uncle and roe county, may be Iowa's youngest church Sunday morning, the boys and j -SS
iunt,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
iFred
iWohlleber.
55
POPULAR ADMISSION- -lOc and 25c
ids surprised -Mr. and Mrs.
linotype operator. Kenneth is 12 girls in the Sunbeam class of the,iEE
years
old.
He
was
only
10
when
he
j
Lants by calling at their
Mrs? C. A. Ptool has been spend- ymis o,u. ™ ww u,»y ^ ,,„«„ ™ i Church of Christ, with their .teacher, | ~
Illlllllllllllllllllllll
. 31
West Main Street to spend ng the past week in Des Moines with first learned how to operate the mtri-j Mra
nic H;n
Mrs. Pflnnji
Fauna SnnW
Suplee,hpH
helda an^picnic
din
ng. The evening was spent ter parents, F. Frederickson and cate and almost human machine which ner. Sixteen boys and girls formed
tying bridge, following which wife. Mr. Frederickson has been in sets the type for most newspapers. the party, and during the afternoon
Miss Velma O'Byrne of Lawler,
S. W. Clark visited a few days the
[was served.
ery poor health for a number of Kenneth now assists on ihe regular an interesting program was given. past week with his son, W. E. Clark Iowa, visited in the city a short time
force of the Eddyville Tribune after
last week with her friend, Mrs. Carl
and wife, in Casey.
months.
school and Saturdays. Both of his
'Milliard and husband.
Last .spring early when we had a
Mrs. Carrie Rasmussen is spending
Chas. Willey, former editor of the parents are linotype operators at little wet spell, we worried about a
ter Shoe* For Leas
Harold Lees, wife and daughter of
the
week, in Iowa City, a guest of
Albia.
wet
spring.
Afraid
we
would
have
to
NOTHING — $2.98 — OVER
Lewis Standard, was here Sunday afValley Junction were recent visitors
Ed.
M.
Blakesley
and
wife.
mud
in
the
small
grain,
have
to
plow
ternoon to attend the Anita-Lewis Judge J. Y. Luke of Ames, Story
in the city at the home of his father,
baseball game. Will Zike, of Lewis, county, is a magistrate who believes with an umbrella over us and all tti&it. Howard Campbell has, gone to Frank Lees and family.
are
worrying
for
fear
it
at one time engaged in the grocery in doing his duty—first, last and all
Ames to spend a few weeks with his
Atlantic
jusiness in Anita, also attended the the time—regardless of who is af- never rain. The best way to do is to grandmother, Mrs. A. B. Maxwell and
Henry Maduff and wife spent Sunto Nature and Providence—go
day and Monday in Council Bluffs
game.
husband.
fected. So when his own wife was
and not pay much attention to i
with her parents, H. Saltzman and
brought before him for parking her
Wallace and drouth, get what
C. S. Ford and Rex Thomas of wife. Mr. Saltzman is in poor health
Mrs. William Krumm and daugh- automobile longer than the one hour
done that is needed; get your
ter, Irolene, are spending the week
judge was very stern. Mrs. mowers repaired where they work Guthrie Center were looking after at the present time.
in Cedar Rapids
Luke presented her case to the court, after they are fixed and that will take business matters for the Iowa ElecSAVE MONEY
The members of the Mutual Benetric Co. in Anita Friday.
and aunt, Mrs. Paul Cramer and lam-j
. d )W have
in' that she was not responsible;
ff
fit club of the Highland vicinity were
conomy Shoe Co. ; ily. Mr. Krumm accompanied them * ^ violation, ,because ,a bellboy ^1^^^^^^^
Q Noblitt, wife and children are guests last Thursday afternoon of
there Sunday, returning home that at the hotel where the Lukea Hve had ^^^^^^^
home f^m a visit with relatives and Mrs. Carrie Harris. A two coursa
avAYllIlh?
"
*
'
—
i.i-—
_
_
—
<<AT«»'-.*»
°
promised to move the car. "You've cheaper than ever and that don't mean j f j
at St. Joseph and Stewarts- lunch was served by the hostess.
probably violated the time limit plenty to special parties—it means to all j virjjends
4-4
- » -f 4- -f 4- +
Missouri,
and Wichita, Kansas.
6j
?
There was a large crowd
the judge
An all day meeting of the Ladies
B. B. CAMPBELL
Sunday afternoon to attend the band <<Fine_one dollar „ .Ml.8. Luke paid who come to Millard's, West Main
Mrs.
Frank
Lees
and
her
mother,
Union
club was held last Wednesday
2t
.Physician and 8nrc«m
Street.
ghe gaid to
fiut
concert by the juvenile bands from
Mrs. Ed. Fickel, visited one day the at the home of Mrs. Nora MoDermotft
i in Campbell block orer
Anita, Adair, Greenfield and Fon- ^
past week in Clarinda with their sis- at her home on West Main Street.
dy'a Hardware. Reddenca
tanelle, under the direction of Prof. ning is not recorded.
ter and daughter, Mrs. Maude Bro- A covered dish dinner was served ati
pocks north of II. E. church.
Earl Blue. The concert was given
noon. Most of the day was spent by
kaw
and family.
1
promptly attended day
in the park in South Anita.
"Hello World ' Henderson, erstthe ladies in quilting.
[night
while cock of the radio roost, has
Bernard Stone and wife, who had
*
The regular uniform county ex- abdicated Henderson has sold his Voss Manufacturing Co. been visiting here with his parents, Leland Peterson, wife and three
4-4- 4-44-4 4 4
aminations are being held today, i ^.^
Louisiana,
Shreveport>
"IF IT'S MADE OF WOOD,
H. O. Stone and wife, left Saturday sons, Don, Dale and Bob, of Renwick,
{tomorrow and Friday at the mgn , ^.^ jn
mjdgt of hig la&t contro.
WE CAN MAKE IT."
for
New York City. Before return- Iowa, were Sunday visitors in the
school auditorium in Atlantic, in , ^
tfce radio commission. Un602-4 E 3rd. St.
ing to their home in Berkeley, Cali- city with their mother and grandANITA TRANSFER
charge of Miss Georgia Byrne, county ,
Qr ^ ago Henderson rode
fornia, they will visit the Century of mother, Mrs. J. D. Peterson, and with
& R. Wilton, Prop.
superintendent. Normal training exSwan, Martin & Martin Progress in Chicago.
blitnely as rariio's last
other relatives and friends. Mr.
>nd long <Hrtanea moTing. •*
Attorneys-at-Law
aminations are also being given.
| remaining rough rider. He had plenPeterson is manager of a farmers
anywhere
General Law Business -Transacted
At the Voorhees Lodge last Thurs- elevator in Renwick.
1
1
i^
AtlBtvtie'ty
of
listeners
and
political
support
02; DOOM £07.
H. G. Armentrout was m Atlantic, ty
conimission
day evening (several members of the
Ask For
I Raven Feed of all kinda
Saturday afternoon to attend a spec- , JJJ1 n J
th statjon off the air.
of 193JL,of the Anita high school The members of the Quilt club were
44444 4 «
Cloverbloom Ice Cream Class
enjoyed a dancSljg party and supper. guests one day last week of MTS. O.
The Cream Supreme
Ten members of the class, together W. Shaffer at her home on East Main,
ency
At Most Dealers
1 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 in the office
with their guests, were present for Street. Besides the loca,l members
ANITA PUMP CO.
present, other guesits were Mrs. F. M.
nie M. Ward.
the
evening.
Zurfluh Greenhouses
Valentine
and Mrs. Earl of Casey and
and Hot Air Heatbtt. discussed pertaining to poor
enough
mean
things
couldn't say
and work projects. Other members about Hoover. Well, you can guesa Cut Flowers, Funeral Designs and
A number of relatives from Des Mrs. Bernard Stone of Berkeley, Cals, Millt, Tanka.
Plants of All Kinds.
Moines were guests Saturday of Mrs. ifornia. During the afternoon each
Plumbing SappHea.
•G. H.
— Allen
-.,.
,. »A.]
i tup
Henderson went out with 8th. & Pine Sts.
rest
oftta^m-i^b-^^rr
Phone 669 Flavia Hook at a dinner party, pre- guest displayed their collection ofl
of
Atlantic,
the
rest
^
P and MiU Work Done.
are
e
pared by her daughter, Miss Vera B. quilts. Lunch was served late in th«(
» and figon with ma.
Osborne-Tomlinson
Hook. Those present were her cou- afternoon by the hostess.
You've heard of birdies in golf, of
door weit of Stagafa
Funeral Home
course,
but
here's
a
new
kind
of
|
Cafe.
Sixth & Oak Streets
Phone 397 sin, Mrs. L. A.jConger and her daugh- 100 PEOPLE OUT OF EVERY
ter, Dr. Alice Conger Hunlter, and
birdie. The story comes from Harlan,
4 4. 4 4- '4
Est. 1866
Ambulance Service
100 HAVE STOMACH TROUBLE
Mrs. Mary Hammond Pierce and
Shelby county. Hans Broderson, playAcidity,
indigestion, heartburn, sour
Mrs.
Clark
DeGraff.
Mrs.
Conger,
ing with Frank Mayr and J. P- Gould,
LARSON—The Eye Mail who was 92 years old Saturday, is the stomach often
lead to ulcers. Don'fl
drove from the fifth tee at the Hailan
Op-tom-e-trist
ruin
your
stomach
Counteract thesa
same
age
as
Mrs.
Hook,
and
years
golf club. The ball landed in a sand
For Better Results
ago were girlhood companions in conditions with Dr. Emil's Adla Tabtrap As Broderson walked up to
Established 20 Years
lets. Bongers Bros., Druggists.
4
Galesburg, Illinois.
the trap a large crow swooped down
to the ball, picked it up in his claws Roland, Peacock & Baxter
Funeral Directors
and zoomed away. Broderson was alf B BOIL, per pound..
ready saying goodbye to h» ball, All calls answered promptly day or
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* 8ame Mu»-halred Infant
sitting up and laughing gaily. The
only Note of Sadness In these famous
Specimens of Pictorial Art was occaiSflSV11 Fact that tne Child had
a Bright Red Spot on each Oheek, suggesting A possible Temperature of 102
and Indicating that the Little One was
already claimed by Tuberculosis.
It was during his Undergraduate
weer that Orvllle began to take his
Music seriously. Not until he learned
the Possibilities of the Guitar and
could execute "SebastopoV "The
Spanish Cavalier" and "Star of the
evening" did he flnd tn the Higher
Pjrpe 6f Compositions the Solace and
Jpllft which are derived from any
[ood Book of Instructions.
For the first time the hidden Beauties ot "The Bohemian Qlrl" were revealed to h}m. It was a Far Cry from
"Jaybird" to "The Battle of Prague,"
bnt he was destined to climb higher.
He got his first half-Nelson on what
to really Hot Stuff after he moved, to
he City and married a Lady who had
been taking Chautanqua Courses until
she couldn't hold any more. She was
out to Capture Culture or else wrasle It to Death. It was She who, put
urn next vto Van Dyck, Rembrandt,
tonguereau arid Corot, Up to the time
ie met Minnie he had always supposed
that Velasquez was the Name of a
Cigar.
•Col. BoQla of {ha Art Course.
About the time she first put tbe
Jailer on him and led him to the Art
institute, he might have been seen In
a Parquette Seat on a Friday afternoon, with a Funny Look on his Face,
rylng to keep up with a Symphony In
) Minor. During this quick-change
'erlod, while he was In breathless
Pursuit of Italian Opera and the modern Dutch School, he got to be an awul Liar. Whenever he was asked If
he liked Something be would, always
answer Tea."
Minnie started In to get all of the
tatsley and Atwater out of Orve's
System. It was a bard Tussle' to convince, the poor Gourd-Head that Tunes
are Vulgar while'Fugues are somehing to be enjoyed rather than enlured.
To this Day, Orville will begin buyIng Tickets for the Vanities as soon
as Minnie leaves Town, but while she
s. in the Watch, Tower he Is letting
on to be worried because there are
so few Performances of "Die Waikure" during the Grand Opera Season.
A lot of well-to-do People have nearly
starved to Death hi recent Tears because they couldn't get their Wagner.
Orve can now pronounce the Names
of most of tbe Pieces played by tha
Philharmonic Lads who wear. Specs
and to prove that he is a True Lover
be buys Tickets for Everything. Little do those who hear him touting
'Gotterdamerang" suspect that at one
time tie put Resin on his Thumb so
;hat he could pick the G-strlng for
3ours at a Time.
He has gone so far In Art that
sometimes he finds It difficult to keep
up with Himself. Every kind of
Landscape Is Trash and Pre-Raphaellt!sm hi something that he bad and got
well of. But he can now Interpret A
Cubist Puzzle even when the Darn
Thing IB held upside down. And that,
we take it, Is about two strokes better than Par.
MORAL: Unless Heaven has been
done over lately, both the Choir and
the Golden Ornaments are going to be
c
criticized.
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Boyi Like Cooking
Rotogravure Sections
Cooking is no mystery to boys of
Fruit.
1
to which we refer bad the Lowrey school, Dearborn. Last
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scaped the fngo,^ of
lttd
„
yet advanced tb the wanted to Join the Boys' Cootery club
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V
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their sponsors, the boys prepared en*, 8howed »bout
fre weals for 200 guesta "If- runthe Glory of Full
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ENGLAND'S INNS
ARE CHARMING
Old Hostelries Scattered All
Over the Country.

V

ISITORS to Engiand"this"year
flnd that the old English inn
still has Its sign out It continues a distinctly "going concern." Of this fact many a Red Lion
or Green Dragon bears plain witness
hy ite record Of active hospitality dating back for hundreds of years without a break. Should one Imagine It at
all a moribund affair in Its last bloom,
highly picturesque but fated soon to
disappear along, with other landmarks
of antiquity, he Is.greatly mistaken.
Neither Is It holding on merely by virtue of acquired Impetus, as he might
possibly fancy.
The old inn Is a very living factor
Indeed In the scheme of modern *xfstencd. Attracted by Its ineffable charm,
thousands habitually resort thither for
lodging or refreshment, and most Innkeepers are fully s<ware of the substantial advantage they derive by preserv.
Ing In their premises all the essentials
of ancient character.
Now and then It happens that an
old hostelry seems to be altogether one
of those Idyllic survivals from a. bygone day, so Invested by a mysterious,
elusive halo of romance, and so hidden
In some out-of-the-way corner that one
can come Upon It only by the barest
lucky chance—a thing whose discovery
yon must ever afterward cherish In the
lavender and rose petals of memory as
an experience too rare to befall one
mortal twice In a lifetime. But, aa a
matter of actual fact, old Inns are
dotted over the whole length and
breadth of England.
Most of the Swans and Mermaids,
the Mitres.,; White Harts, and Crowns,
are not concealed In remote places,
far off the' beaten. lines of travel, so
that they have to be made the objects
of special visits to be seen. No par
tlcnlarly keen sight is required to discover them.
Plenty of Inns Everywhere.
Besides all the old inns you cannot
help discovering on the main roads
and In the- towns, there are those
Others, of course, on lonely heaths or
fronting peaceful village greens.
There are likewise modest "ordinaries"
by the brinks of the little rivers where
the disciples of Izaak Walton love to
lodge. And'there are Inns at bridge
ends or where roads meet, to say nothing of seaside Inns whose windows
look out to sea or command busy harbor views.
In short, there are plenty of them
of all kinds to offer an admirable field
for the collectors. And a more fascinating holiday hobby than collecting
old Inns It would be hard to Imagine.
Time and again at an Inn you will
chance upon a bit of history or romance and flnd the local associations
with some famous personage proudly
treasured by the country folk. Think,
for instance, of dropping into Dick
Turpln's birthplace, tbe Rose and
Crown, In the Essex hamlet of Hampateadl Think of drinking a toast on
the spot to the memory of that doughty
knight of the road! His father was
the Hampstead publican of that day,
and tbe people thereabout all know
Dick's story and can point out to you
his cockpit, now marked by a ring of
trees, just across the way.
Whether yon purposely make a pilgrimage to old inns, 'or whether you
casually seek their shelter, bear in
mind that they are neither Rita-Carltons nor Blltmorea, Put aside for a
little while your accustomed notions of
Twentieth century luxury and splendor. Be willing to take things as yon
find them. For a day or two, forget
about the regiment of uniformed pages
you generally see In modern .establishments—the hall porters, the bedside
telephones, an«\all the array of patent
electric gadgets that can be switched
on and off at will.
Paw Up the Luxuries.

Ail or some of these adjuncts you
may be surprised to mee$ with in more
than one old Inn where you would least
expect to flnd them; but If you flnd
none of them, It will do you no harm
to walk upstairs Instead of being taken
up In a lift, or to go to bed by the
light Of a candle Instead of by the
glare of 32-candle power electric bulbs.
What you are always certain to flnd
In all of these old ordinaries will be
comfort of a really homely, substantial
kind, scrupulous cleanliness, genuine
courtesy, from mine host down to
"boots," and unfeigned hospitality
whose character none could mistake.
Not least In adding its share to your
enjoyment will be that baffling atmosphere that pervades well-kept hostellies of long repute. If you are at all
sensitive, you will detect It Immediately you cross the threshold.
"Atmosphere" Is the only thing you
can call it. It IB an elusive, subtle
thing that well-nigh defies attempts at
close analysis; it is not exactly an
odor or a series of odors; neither Is it
altogether attributable to what you
subconsciously perceive with the eye.
Rather It Is a composite sense of Hneu
that has lain In lavender, brasses conscientiously polished by generations of
tidy housemaids, floors and furniture
neatly waxed, good pictures on the
walls savory viands well cooked, and
a general air of tidiness along with
unobtrusive but very convincing cheerful solid comfort. Nor will It escape
vou that there la everywhere evident
In attitude of respect for the inn's
past, a silent tribute, us 1^ were, to the
character tlie place has acquired
ttrouS Us long and useful life as a
haven of hospitality.

What may, perhaps, surprise you Is
he unassuming excellence of the ap>olntments quite commonly -encoun:ered. Again and again you will find
furniture that would bring a high
price In antique shops. The land.
;ords would scout the very idea of sellIng any of It; every piece Is regarded
is a treasured possession of the Inn.
It Is always pleasant to eat at a fine
old mahogany table or to alt on a
superb Hepplewhlje or Sheraton chair,
and to know that all the succession of
guesta share that same pleasure.
Good PIcturM and Silver.
'You will flnd good pictures on the
walls—-Rowlandsons, norlands, and a
variety of prints that collectors eagerly covet. You will flnd good silver on
the table and good knives that will
really cut
In some places you will have your
ale In silver cans, and In the dining
room, of the Globe, at King's Lynn,
there'is a great cupboard full of old
silver belonging: to the house. Once
this stiver was regularly used on the
Cables. Now the cupboard Is carefully
locked and guests may feast their eyes
on the treasures through the glass
doors, but must content themselves
with eating from plate of more recent
date. And the story of the locking Is
a. Bad comment on the predatory covetouaneaa of some visitors.
Aside from all the 'antique plenishings of ordinary, occurrence, you will
and some quaint survival to remind
you of long bygone usages. For one
thing, as like aa not-you will see in the
hall of an old coaching inn a glazed
show case, set in mahogany framework, hanging on the wall. This was
meant to hold a display of cold meats,
game pies, cheese, and pastries for the
Inspection of passengers on the fastmail coaches, who stopped for a hasty
meal while the horses were being
changed and the driver refreshed with

Little Gray Car
By CHARLES TILTON
©. by Mcclure Newspaper B
WNU Service

swung the bag carelessly as
OLIVE
she walked; It was a beautiful
thing, of oriental brocade in peacock
(hades. Larry Deane had given It to
her on her birthday, shortly after their
engagement, and she cherished It above
all her treasures save the beautiful
cluster of diamonds on her fingers. Because shp was quarreling with Larry,
she had willfully included the bag In
her wrath and twisted It mercilessly
on the end of Its golden cords.
"The cord will break and you will
,ose the bag," cautioned Larry.
Olive pondered provoklngly. "There
are some really precious things in It—
my'vanity case, my gold purse, the
birthday gift Joe Watterson gave me,
one of his letters, and—"
."Isn't that enough?" glared Larry,
for they had been disagreeing about
Joe's attentions to Olive.
"Enough letters from Joe? Well,
he Is Interesting, Larry—BO good tempered. One enjoys him, yon know."
"I know one who doesn't enjoy him
—although he's a cheerful sort of an
idiot"
"The cheerful ones are the nicest.
Just the same," tossed Olive over her
shoulder as his little gray roadster
turned Into the driveway of her father's bouse.
'
"Hmmmmml" remarked Larry disagreeably.
As he helped her out and she released her hand, he discovered that
she had left the cluster-of-dlamonds
ring In his palm. He grew white and
stared at her.
"You mean that, Oliver
"Of course."
"Why?"
"Yoti do not trust me—yon are Jealous."
"1 am sorry yon believe that—I said
nothing until you criticized my dancing with Ella—well, what does It matter? If you really cared, yon could
not play witb happiness In this way.
Gbod-by," be said.
Olive watched him with unbelieving
eyes; as he went the gray car became
a blur because she was crying. When
her mother inquired why she wept
Olive confessed that she had lost her
beautiful brocade bag.
"How careless," chlded Mrs. Dare.
"Perhaps It Is In the car, dear. Shall
I telephone to Larry?"
"No—no—please don't I I have given
Larry back his ring—and I've lost his
bag—and I never want any of them
back again," announced Olive.
- "You have lost something very precious," remarked her mother sadly.

Howe About:
Neitzsche
Henry Ford
The World Court
By EO HOWE
Spake Zarathustra," by
Frelderlch Neitzsche, Is widely
proclaimed as one of the greatest
books ever written. As a matter of curiosity i lately looked over eight of
Its pages and noted the lines containing ordinary common sense easily understandable. I found bnt five such
lines In the eight pages. Nettescha
had enormous common sense, but it
was so corrupted by nonsense in the
literature of the past that In his most
famous book the proportion of good
to bad^ls five to two hundred and seventy-two.
"Thus Spake Zarathnstra" is written In mongrel poetry, a weakness
the author certainly Inherited from the
past The book is full of references
to gods Neitzsche did not believe In.
The title is a tribute to a tissue of
myths originating more than a thousand years before the Christian era.
If Zarathustra ever Jived, he was a
type of man utterly unknown in the
time of Neltzsche, hundreds of years
before, or in the present; a better
title would have been "Thus Spake
Freiderlch Neitzsche."
There Is value in the book, but I
shall not botjher to dig it out as It
may be found tn many short summaries. Neitzsche was highly educated, bnt never learned to write simply,
naturally and 'properly except In five
lines of two hundred and seventy-two
of his best product Probably the proportion of nonsense In the conversation and writing of men less noted is
greater.

A foreigner was quoted lately as
saying a depression is about the most
natural thing there Is; that he was
born during a depression, and has
lived In one ever since.
Americana will not accept any such
reasoning; they demand a boom all
the time, and, failing to get It go bawlIng to the government tor relief. For
many years we have been breaking
records and astonishing foreigners.
The action of the foreigners In laughIng at us now after robbing us, is very
humiliating.
I once saw In the newspapers a
statement credited to Henry Ford in
Inn at Wltboch, Cambridgeshire.
the days of his greatest prosperity.
He said the standard of living In the
food and a rehearsal of the latest local
United States should be advanced until
gossip. At a glance, they could see
every man who wanted a Job was
the choice of fare awaiting them, give
guaranteed one at twenty-seven dollars
their orders while divesting themselves
a day as a minimum. Every Ameriof their coats and wraps, and flnd their
can, he admitted, was so noble, so Infood ready on the table la the dining
telligent, so much better than the peoroom the Instant they set down. The
ple of other countries, he could not
quick luncheon counter of today could
live fittingly on less.
have rendered no more expeditious
And you needn't laugh; probably
"Some blrdl" ejaculated Larry, aa
service.
'
the little gray car poked along through you read Mr. Ford's brag with apThe ancient appointments, the etcet a pleasant byway on the road home. proval.
eras, and the various little elegancies His gaze was fixed on a bit of brilof other days are all intimately bound liant blue-green perched In a shade
Nothing astonishes me more than
up with the history of the Inns. They bush beside the road.
the Incompetence of great men when
form part of the visible record of
"Olive's bag I" he cried, recognizing called upon to make decisions in quessocial life for centuries past, and it with a pang, and then the little tions of a public nature. Men who in
many a quaint reminder there is of gray car stopped promptly. Larry business life achieve reputation for>,
manners and customs that are now but took the bag from Its perch. The gold- sound sense, honor and capacity, when
memories. But, more than that, the en cord that served as a handle was asked to consider questions affecting
very air of the old hostelrtes Is vibrant broken and he realized that. In the the public at large, have In thousands
with mellowed associations. On cross- heat ot the argument. Olive had unwit- of cases became pitiful fools and disIng their thresholds you catch a per- tingly swung the bag once too often graced long lives of probity. There
vading sense of genial human inter- and Jost It Perhaps she had done It Is In existence a world court to
course through many generations.
intentionally something whispered In which most nations belong, the memhis ear, but he dashed suspicion aside. bership made up presumably of as caLltorary Shrine*.
Jealousy came to take Us place. She pable men aa can be found among the
Should you chance to visit Saffron
had
said Joe Watterson's letter was better classes. A booklet is available
Walden and put up at the Hose and
giving its history, membership and
Crown, you will be reminded that, al- there—ruthlessly he pulled the bag proceedings to date, and I have read
most beyond doubt, Shakespeare stayed open and looked; the golden purse, the it during Idle time. The object of
there when he visited the town with foolish pencil Joe had given her—It the world court, of course. Is to get
hla company of players In 1607.looked like a stick of peppermint rid of war; of the expense of armies
Though the Inn was refronted with candy—some letters which he recog- and navies during Intervals of peace.
brick In 1690 and "new sashed and nized arf^Bls own—and one penciled In most ports of tbe earth practical
beautified In the year 1748," and has scrawl which might be Joe's. Sudden- bakers, after hundreds of years of exundergone sundry other alterations in ly be did not care about Joe. His own perience at their trade, have found It
the course of the centuries, much of letters made the bag precious to her. convenient to operate night shifts,
the original Tudor work remains as it He must bear with her! He had not surely one of the simplest and most
touched the contents of the bag, and unimportant questions. Yet on page
was when Shakespeare knew It
The Rose and Crown Is by way of now he dropped the engagement ring fifty I find the World court considerbeing a literary shine on another Inside nnd drew the cord tightly. Just ing night work In bakeries. Many
count, too. Himself a poet and the as- then he heard footsteps, hurrying.
have been profoundly discouraged by
Larry hung the bag on the bush and the lack of Intelligence In men. I besociate of literary men, young William
Holgate, the son of the Rose and the little car scampered to a bend In lieve statesmen are responsible for
Crown's landlord, seems on credible the road and waited breathlessly. tnost of the discouragement; any fair
evidence to have been the mysterious Larry peered through the underbrush. review of the situation clearly Indi"Mr. W. H." to\whom Shakespeare ded- It was Olive.
cates that the common people In their
There were traces of tears of her private affairs have done very well.
icated his Sonnets.
Time and again you will find your- soft cheeks.
• * *
When she saw the brocade bag she
self dining and sleeping at the same
Sometime look over those actions In
Inn where some famous historical per- uttered a soft cry of pleasure and your life generally called deviltry.
sonage has stayed; perhaps the very snatched it from the bush, hugged it You'll flnd that not one of them ever
same room may fall to your lot. In to her lips.
paid you ; that every one brought some
"You dear, dear thing I" she sobbed, humiliation. All anyone can truththe George at Buckden, Huntingdonshire, for example, you may be given "yon are all that I have left—"
fully say of good conduct Is that It Is
That is what she really said, for profitable.
the room where Queen Victoria slept
as a girl, when, her carriage having Larry had stolen upon her nnd heard
broken down OB the road, she had to her Just in time to hold her very tightA man held up the other night says
spend the night at this hostelry. The ly In his strong arms.
one of the bandits was not a day over
"Is it too late for happiness, dear?" sixteen. In the progress we are now
Inn people will probably aslc you to be
"Not—if you can forgive my being making I wonder no one has suggested
careful not to disarrange anything In
this sanctum, for they pride themselves BO silly," she whispered.
that children be permitted to vote at
"Then—-let us say It will never hap- fourteen, that the youth movement
oa keeping the, room exactly as It was
when Ita royal occupant slept In the pen again—and the ring Is In the may become more effective.
mahogany four-poster.
bag—"
• • *
At last when they were seated In the
It Is somewhat more stimulating to
As moving a tragedy as I have ever
the Imagination to sit io the taproom car and Larry had started It, Olive heard was told me by an ancient
of the White Horse at Eaton Socon turned swiftly.
maiden of the martyrdom her mother
"What was that sound?"
and picture Dick Turpln coming In and
endured In living with the father of
Larry said he didn't know, but I tbe relator of the story. I knew the
calling for a pot of ale or a bot toddy.
think
he
suspected
It
was
a
quiet
But both the George at Buokden and
old man, and thought so little of him
the White Horse at Baton Socon are chuckle from the sympathetic llttl» I believed most of the charges against
rich In picturesque appeal aud Quite gray car.
him. Some men are very hard to get
capable of holding the visitor's Inalong with; the worst of the women
terest without ttie added lure of hisBecame Cruel King
haters admit It
toric association.
• » *
Sennacherib was the son of Sargon,
Amid environments no less alluring commander In chief of Assyria under
What
Is
the
greatest
trouble at presand highly varied, you can keep com- Shaltnaneser, who seized the throne ent In tne United States?
I believe
pany at Portsmouth with Lord Nelson upon that monarch's death, displacing It is crippling the best and most
useand the DuUe of Wellington; at the Infant heir Nlnlplluya, and became
men by men less worthy. Why
Qrantham with Richard III; at Guild- a very wise, successful, and cruel king. ful
ford with Samuel Pepys; at Chlgwell U la thought that glass was Invented have we unemployment? Because the
prevent better men from providwith Queen Elizabeth; and at Broad- In his relgu. He Is mentioned In fools
It. {Not many will accept this
way, If you like the contrast when Isaiah 20:1, and Is especially notable ing
extremes meet In the same Inn, with as a conqueror of Babylon, chief city reasoning, but finally the sane will;
It is sound.)
both King Charles the Martyr and of Babylonia on the Euphrates.
•. lill. Ball 8rn<llo*t«—VWU aorvtc*.
Oliver Cromwell.
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Hair-raising scenes never before
shown on the motion picture screen

of

A new Yarm building plan service
which makes available to Cass County
d*ama which opens
farmers the^best plans available in Agricultural Economist at Iowa State
*i.,to
the imidwest 'is announced by Warren
College Believes Farmers
Duncan, County A#rot;
ASSORTED VE<a%BUS& Green Bean8,
Be Helped by Agricul
Fina.1 arrangemerifc have been comtural Relief Bill.
Peas, Red Beans, Lima Beans, 3~S ounce
pleted -With the Iowa State College
wild animal trainers, and
Destruction of 20 to Si miHion
cans
for
Extension
Service
for
this
new
and
.19c
constitutes vfitnally 4 story of Bea*.
complete plan service. A committee
lhels of corn by dttfah fays *»d *
me,
as
detailed
in
the
forthcdm*
SUGAR, 10 Ibs., only with grocery order... . 49c
Farmers who are obligated to cred, to southern Iowa fismtiu «f «*»•of agricultural engineers has been
by Edward Anthony afH)
working the past several months se- itors other than the Federal Land
1 million dollars wa* .predicted *
In one sequence he is seen
lecting an* coordinating the plans Banks will be helped by the agriculr days ago by Dr. <*rl J. Drake,
a barred arena with 43 lions and
, entomologist.-used in fifteen cornbelt states. Under tural relief bill providing governmenthis new correlated plan service, the tal authorities adopt a liberal atti,om 25 to 60 per cat£ of the corn tigers, duplicating the performance
GRAPE FRUIT, Silver iice brand, per can
10c
Farm Bureau cooperating with the tude toward the "normal value" of
, will be destroyed ifmeather con- which has made him the premier atCollege can now offer farmers a more land mentioned in the bill, in the
continue at «U favorable to traction of the circus world. Through
complete and up-to-date selection from opinion of W. G. Murray, agricultural
, bugs, while moth of the small out its filming the picture was
economist at Iowa State College.
which to choose.
i crop already fa a complete loss fraught with actual and ever-present
There is every reason to believe
Mr. Duncan will have a book contag« danger. Millions have seen Beatty as
vjgh the work of :chiadi
ICE
CREAM
POWDERJper
package
dc
the
star
of
Barhum
and
Bailey's
cirthat
authorities will interpret the*
taining
a
description
of
each
farm
jpled with the heat and drought,
cus, hut the camera and the lights
building, a perspective, cross section bill, the economist added.
:. Drake said,'
Automatic relief will be afforded
added a new thrill to Beatty in the
and floor plan view. "It is hoped,-"
fibbing.
farmers
whose mortgages are held by
said
Mr.
Duncan,
"that
lumber
and
lie heaviest
is in 18 Tlie greater part of the story of
the
Federal
Land Banks, Professor
other
material
dealers
and
contracties in the
_fleesof
GOLD DUST, large package".
iec
Murray said. Interest rates on these
Big
Cage"
is
laid
in
the
winter
tors
will
secure
copies
of
this
book."
.
although
are .chinch
of a circus, with Beatty,
It is hoped that in the near future loans will be reduced from 6% per
TOILET SOAP, Lux, per bar
i in the fields of:
7c
ffcccfeatiefc Barters
enough
copies will be in the hands cent to 4% per cent and payments on
tgainst
the
advice
of
his
associates,
rin»
1
intent
on
performing
an
"act"
which
of
dealers
and contractors in various principal will be postponed until
Pelt-Jet
makes perfect 9 £**„ O*7^
'bugs to
but have
?
Wi
parts
of
the
that farmers will 1938 unless the owner wants to make
will
present
both
lions
and
tigers
in
Jams and Jellies •• ™« C l C be able to seecounty
controlling
them.
them in their local
the same arena—a feat which has
The, farm act gives the Federal
towns.
* ' v>
CATSUP,
GWC,
7-ounce
bottle
s
never
Jbeen
accomplished
by
any
othc
is many
Land
Bwikfl the right to re-finance
By
referring
to
this
book
of
plans,
thegfaw- er trainer. Eventually, he succeeds,
a farmer wishing to construct a new loans on farms' held by other agen;hough
only
after
tragedy
has
enMorebuilding may select the plan best snit- cies up to 60 per cent of the normal
tered the great cage in the training
it along quarters.
ed to his needs. Included in the list value of the land. The insurance
| liissisalppi rive?jfod if they are
are dwellings, barns, poultry houses, companies, mortgage companies, etc.,
The climax of this startling picture
| poisoned thu
hog houses, dairy barns, and other however, are not obligated/in any
occurs in a crowded circus tent where
ge to 199*4,, .
animal shelters, storage structures way to the goventmenfe—'
3eatty
is
performing
his
"act"
-for
In Sooth
If one of these agencies held a
for grain and vegetable, machinery
hr. Drake is'f$sfon% much of his he first time before the public. At
sheds, garages, ice houses, milk mortgage for $25,000 on a farm
the
height
of
a
sudden
thunder
storm
Is
still
a
wonderful
buy.
And
where
i in the sOUHterii Iowa counties.
houses, creameries
and livestock worth 560,000, the Federal Bank
can you find better values than Tall
.king with him- are Dr. H. M. Har- several of the ferocious beasts esequipment such as watering tanks might buy it up and re-finance the
cape from the arena, and the scenes
A. D. W<flrfl$pbn, B. V. Travis,
Corn, GWC, and Briardale? All
and feeders and miscellaneous items. loan under the same terms as it did
which follow are filled with the wild~ Johnson,.Dr." A; H. Snyder and eat
guaranteed.
"The plans in this book," said Mr. its own loans. But if the farani was
excitement.
ant Secrelitry «f Agriculture H.
Duncan,
"are so designed to give a worth only $30,000, then $10,000
Clyde Beatty makes his screen deiberg.
building with maximum usefulness would have to be written off the
>ut fat "The Big Cage" and his supr. Harris and ,-Mr. Worthington
and permanence with the greatest mortgage before the bank could buy
Watermelons — Canteloppes — Apricots — Santa
torting cast includes Andy Devine,
:ted a demonstration. Saftarday ftnce Barnett, Wallace Ford, Anita
economy of material, figured on a per it.
Rosa
Plums
—
Lettuce
—
New
Peas
—
Peppers
Professor Murray anticipates that
Albia, Iowa, and the former was
year cost." The plans also may be
Page, Raymond Hatton and other
used for remodeling old buildings as Federal authorities will make a libtxville, Iowa, Friday to show creen favorites. The picture was di— Cucumbers — Tomatoes — Carrots.
lers how to fight the pests. Dr. rected by Kurt Neumann.
well as constructing new ones. Far- eral interpretation of the law in these
mers interested in either remodeling cases. He also believes some leading;
conducted a demonstration near
"The Big Cage," it is said, presents
or erecting new structures may see agencies may be willing to sacrifice
•iton Friday and was accompan- an. entirely new angle on wild anithis booklet at the County Agent's some of the capital value of their
>y Paul C. TafT, assistant ejrten- mal pictures, and presents thrilling
mortgages in order to substitute
office or at their local dealers.
director, and Dean C. R Friley scenes which have never been duplithem for government bonds.
le industrial 'science division at cated. It is not in any sense a junThe farmer has one other alternaState college.
gle picture.
tive. He may ask for a straight
Eerson county farmers started a
A meeting of the school directors
During warm weather when foods
loan to cover his debts and part of
James Gleaaon Comedy.
on the bugs Friday and trenchin Lincoln township was held at the are packed rather compactly for picthe mortgage. This loan, together
James
Gleason*
who
you
always
re being constructed on many
community hall at Lincolln Center nics we should • be very careful to see
with the first mortgage, cannot be
in the vicinity .of Fairfield. The njoy, will appear on the program in Saturday, at which time several mat- that all proteins are properly cooled,
A wild-west Rodeo and Stampede more than 75 percent of the value of
,
two
reel
comedy
entitled,
"Alias
the
were reported as, active in Clarke
ters of importance to the school af- according to the state department of will be a new, headline event of the' the land and must be sufficient to
ity while in western Iowa damage Professor." Also Graham McNamee fairs of the township were disposei health. Perhaps several of you re- 1933 Iowa State Fair and Exposition cover the consolidated debts of the *
and the Universal News reel.
was reported, in Harrison
of. 'Rollie Way was elected by th call, about three years ago this sum- in August, it was announced yes- farmer.
ity in the vicinity Ibf Woodbine.
directors as secretary, succeeding th mer, when a group of children were terday by Secretary A. R. Corey.
To Demonstrate.
The Rodeo will open Friday night,
IN MEMORIAM.
late Wm. H. Egan. Clyde Pollock wa taken on a picnic up the Patomac
'.Drake, state entomologist, said
elected treasurer, which position ha River and many were very ill. The August 25, and continue for seven
In memory of our beloved wife and
' .y that he was planning a debeen held for a number of years by children were given a peanut butter nights, through August 31. In addiition and inspection of damFrank Daughenbaugh, who was not
sandwich, hard cooked eggs, oranges tion, the exposition management has mother, Margaret M., who passed
near Bloomfield thir week for
Fred F and cookies. It took some time to announced that there will be special away one year ago, July 1, 1932.
The lamb project sponsored by the candidate for re-election.
authorities, fanners, extension county farm bureau waa brought tto Joy is president of the board. Wage discover the cause which was found to roping, riding, and bull dogging con- Deep in our hearts lies a picture
Of a loved one laid to rest,
tests in front of the amphitheatre
rs, county agents and all others
close with the sorting and, grad- of the teachers in the nine district; be the hard cooked eggs. These were
;sted. This demonstration has ing of 195 lambs last Tuesday and for the coming school year, were se cooked in such large quantities and each afternoon of the fair, augment- In memory's frame we shall keep it—
Because she was one of the best.
scheduled tentatively for Thurs- their sale on the Omaha market the at $40.00 per month. The nnancia not properly cooled and then poison ing the programs of racing, music
Mr. Bertrand Stauffer
and hippodrome acts.
affairs
of
the
district
are
not
in
very
resulted.
following day.
1
and Children, ,
The
first
Iowa
State
Fair
Rodeo
is
This year cases of poison have been
• Davis county farm bureau has
Sixty-one lambs graded prime, 72 good shape, and it is reported tha
«d a carload «f oil in Bloom- graded good to choice and 34 graded ;here are outstanding warrants tha reported where people have used hard expected to bring together some of
Boy Pelt and wife left Monday for
I for use in constructing barriers medium while 27 were graded as culls will run into several hundreds of dol cooked eggs in potato salad and per- the most famous cowboy and cowgirl their home in San Diego, California,
Did the bugs in check. This will and were taken home by (their owners. lars. They are indebted to the Anita haps the potato salad was not thor- riders of the west and southwest, in- after a few weeks' visit with rela'1 to farmers at 2% cents a gal- ;o be given jnore feed and made in tndependent School District for high oughly chilled before packing for the cluding a number of the present world tives and friends in Anita.
school tuition for the past two years picnic and a long hot ride finished the champion ''broncho busters,'' ropers
tetter condition for market. When
reheating of the salad which may de- and bull doggers. Events will include
Badly Infested.
Dr. A. M. Mikkelsen, wife and two
sold the lambs were priced at $7.25
all theJavorite old-time wild-west sons, Bobbie and Kent, spent Sunvelop a poison.
as in the vidni^r of Morning or prime, $7.00 for the good to
In the northern part of Iowa five sports, contests and exhibition stunts day in Corning with her aunt, Mrs.
[in Louisa county are now badly choice and $6.25 for the medium
people became ill. An examination including:
Roy Hilliard and husband.
ambs.
Bull-dogging steers, calf-roping,
revealed a custard pie to be guilty.
' southern Iowa grain fields, al- The object of the project, accordAgain it was found the pie had a very bucking bronchos, wild horse races,
Robert Storer, Lincoln township
Imaged beyond redemption by ng to County Agent Warren Duncan,
long hot ride and became thoroughly trick riding and roping, novelty races, farmer, had the misfortune to break
The
Iowa
apple
crop
will
be
about
Mad drought, have been burned to s to encourage the production of a
cow boys' and cow girls' relay races, a bone in his right wrist last'ThursIthe bugs working in the small better type of lamb and putting a 50 per cent normal this year, judging heated through.
four-horse team chariot races, stage day evening, when a horse, that he
No
one
need
be
alarmed
or
refrain
from
present
indications,
according
to
? and prevent their migration to >etter quality of lamb on the early
H. E. Nichols, extension horticul- from using eggs, meats or other pro- coach holdups, standing Roman races was unhitching, shoved him .against
fields.
.
market. Practically all of the tombs turist at Iowa State college, who re- teins for picnics—just remember to and chuck-wagon races.
the side of the barn. He was brought
n the project were creep fed on grain cently returned from a trip through have them promptly and thoroughly
Between 160 and 200 head of Texas to the Campbell hospital for X-ray
longhorn and Brahma cattle and wild and treatment.
while sucking the ewes. The major- the apple growing section.
cooled.
horses will be brought to the fair for
ty of the lambs were dropped in
Southwestern Iowa has prospects
use in the rodeo. Entries by at least
Manning Swanson, William Nelson,
March and early April.
for a crop about 60 per cent of norone hundred of the best known cow- Homer Millhollin, Dallas Galiher and
Grading was done by C. C. Bott of mal.
Southeastern Iowa apples are
lati
j boys, cowgirls, and Indian riders of Orville (Red) Lowden, all World War
yes and friends frotn * dis- Omaha, representing the Livestock Buffering from scab, which in addition
the west and southwest are expected. veterans, are members of the re^who were here last TfciiMday exchange, and Rex Beresford of the to a heavy drop, probably will cause
"Despite the growing popularity of forestation army, and at present are
Extension
Service
at
Iowa
State
Cola yield of less than 50 percent of
'"• to attend .^ifoneniliserrodeos in recent years the Iowa State stationed at Ft. Des Moines. Most
The lambs furnished by ten
ege.
Miss
Daisy
Oldham,
for
maijy'years
the late Isaac Brown, ST.,
normal.
Fair has refrained from arranging a of them were home the first of the
county farmers were assembled
w
» man of «h« Iterea cornJonathans show promise of being an employee in the office of the Avoca
at the Glair Becker farm in Bear the highest yielding commercial var- Journal-Hearld, was appointed last rodeo event until plans could be made week to spend the Fourth.
were Mr.
:
Grove township where they were iety this year, said Mr. Nichols. De- week to act as temporary postmist- which would definitely assure one in
Casey;
L. D. Wright of Spirit Lake, fish
graded, branded and shipped to the licious are very light in central and ress of Avoca. Misa Oldham's ap- keeping with the high standards of
)maha market. Armour bough* the western Iowa, with prospects of a pointment, which will probably be the expositions-Secretary A. R. Corey rescuer for the state fish and game
said today. "We are already assured commission, is in the county to resshipment.
fairly good crop in the western part made permanent, will fill the time be- of the entry of some of the real na- cue the millions of fish which are'
.. . mtire
Dressing weights were secured on
tween the expiration of the term of
Greenfield; Mr. and Mrs.
of the state.
stranded in ponds and bayous. Ha
the grades. The prime and choice
the retiring postmaster and the next tional champions in this field, and will be here for another week. Perfester of Griswold; ' Mr. Imd
Prospects
for
an
apple
crop,
in
expect
the
rodeo
to
be
one
of
the
bigambs dressed 49.2% and the medium
session of congress. Miss Oldham has
sons knowing of ponds which should
ambs dressed 46.81%. The project general, are better in western Iowa >een prominent in democratic affairs gest things the fair has ever under- be seined are urged to get in touch
and Charles Bonne
because it had considerably less rain
taken."
n Pottawattamie county for several
Was well liked by those who took
>
with iMr. Wright, who will be at the
!!yomin*; AIM. CMdock part in it and plans are already un- during blossoming time than the rest rears, having served as county comand Mr
Several Clarke county officials Hawes hotel in Atlantic in the evenof the state and, judging from reder way for continuing « the project ports from that section, has a heavier nitteewoman during the last cam- were in Cass county one day ' last ings.
>aign and having been the democratic week studying the scrip plan which
next year on an even larger scale.
Webb
set of fruit.
jandidate for county recorder two is being used here. It is proposed
Miss Evaline Baier, daughter of
Mrs. Blanch* Martin of Atlantic
years
ago.
to put scrip in circulation in Clarke Mr. and Mrs. Herman Baier, was very
Last Wednesday the members of
nas been appointed executrix of the
pleasantly surprised last Saturday
county.
Mosley of Des estate of the late John L. Carey, who the Helping Hand club, together with
Joe Kopp haa sold the 200 acre
evening in honor of her seventeenth'
three guests, were entertained by Mrs.
George C. Bixler and wife of Hugo, birthday. A large group of young
'arm in Lincoln toymship where S.
died a few days ago.
Pratt
at
a
12:00
o'clock
dinner
Alta
' «III I'll* lie
»*IWWJ( j^pfO*
at the home of her daughter, Mrs.A. Trimmer and wife have been liv- Colorado, who had been visiting here and old friends called, and helped
, »,„'> Mrs. Joe Darling Mrs.
The Misses Agnes, IMfcble andHazel A J Kopp, on Mars Avenue. An- ng for a good many years to Ralph with her sister, Mrs. Anna Porch, and her celebrate the- event in dancing,
mith and Mrs. Ruth Smith and other daughter, Mrs. Ed. Wheeler, as- tfch of the Lorah vicinity. The con- with other relatives and friends, left Music was furnished by the Freese
daughter, Sally, of Lincoln, Nebras- sisted with the serving of the dinner. sideration waa $80.00 per* acre, and the last of the week for Chicago to Brothers. All enjoyed themselves
The afternoon was spent in quilting possession will he given the first of visit the 'Century of Progress. They during the evening, and when leavingtext March. The deal was made by will visit in Anita again before re- wished iMise Evaline many more hapturning to their home in Hugo.
birthdays.
Alfred Dement, local realtor.
to visit another sister.
, C .rlJ. Drake, State!_
diets Ruin Fof » to HP Mil.
lion Busheb io SflBtkera
Iowa by <3iinclr Baft;
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Petrolene Soap .^fe 25c

Baking Powder

Chocalate
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tJ$^^

19c
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Elect Rollie Way Secretary State Board of Health
of Lincoln School Board Warns of Picnic Dangers
W3d West Rodeo to Be
at the Iowa State Fair

]ass County Completes
First Lamb Grading Work

Iowa Apple Orop Reported
Only One-Half Normal

Relatiwis Hm to
Fend Isaac Brown Rites

Avoca Newspaper Lady
Is Appointed Postmistress
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WII/I/IAM PENN, Quaker

New Literary Find
History and Fiction
Domestic Mystery
Bjr ED HOWS
HEN one encounter* what he believes to be a good tendency la
human life, I believe be Should mention it frequently, there Is so little of
such encouragement to be found. I
therefore mention again the statement
of a literary observer and critic that
the people seem to be tiring ot th*
society stories so long used as vehicles of sex filth and foolish romanc*.
The critic cites a story called "The
Victory," as an example of the new
naturalism he says is growing In tfotfularity. The story is simple and wet)
written, and naked human nature appears In every paragraph, but the Substance may be told in a few lines.
A worthy man lives to old age with
a cold, critical wife who finally completely dominates Mm as she dominates everyone with whom she come*
In contact The old man fears her as
a child often whipped fears a cruel
mother and lives a completely snp-.
pressed life. In his last'Illness he
has a bad cough which he knows particularly disturbs his wife, and he
constantly struggles to smother It
When in dire need of assistance he is
afraid to ask It, and spends many
nights alone struggling to suppress his
coughing. One night when seriously
ill he knows he should call his wife
asleep in an adjoining room, but,
afraid to disturb her, he staggers
about, old and gaunt and pitiful But
he manages to suppress his coughing;
his wife is not disturbed. When she
enters his room at eight o'clock next
morning, she finds him dead.
* * *
•
I lately visited a circulating library,
hoping to find a book to interest me
during an approaching evening promising to be dull There were hundreds
of shelves displaying fiction, • but
only one little corner containing books
devoted to sober truth. During a lull
I talked with the librarian. "All
books are fictitious," she said. "The
historical novel Intended as fiction
contains as much truth as the memoirs of SllerluB, said to have been
written by the own hand of a powerful
Roman. Silerlus told only such truth
as suited him, and exaggerated that
Was he truthful in speaking ot the
five wives with whom he had controversies? Was he truthful and fair In
his references to other Roman generals? He wrote when very old; when
all those he criticized were dead. Take
the Bible, a sacred book; it gives different accounts of the same events.
All truth Is hidden in fiction and the
reader must find it"
* * *
SllerluB says In his memoirs he .never knew whether he was fool or wise
man.
Grotius, contemporary and friend, in
a long and Interesting introduction to
the memoirs, says that while Sllerlus
was probably an exceptionally sensible man, he also had unusual respect
for the average Intelligence of the people. Grotius believes this was the reason Sllerlus declared be never knew
whether be was foolish or wise.
There were so many opinions conflicting with his own and he had such
marked respect for the opinions of
others be was uncertain as to his own
Judgments and rights.
During the moat troublesome days In
the history of Rome, Grotius further
says, Sllerlus opposed public policies
later proving disastrous, bnt was so
much in doubt as to rights of the
questions under discussion did;not use
the army as he might have done to enforce his own conclusions as to what
was best for the nation In an emergency.
The wrong policies later proving disastrous had more popular support than
the policies Sllerlus believed to be
the best way. This opposition from
men he respected so confused him, he'
hesitated, and Borne was destroyed.
Much of the last part of the Memoir*
of Sllerlus was written when he was
old and ill. In the last chapter he
says: "A funeral director Is being kind
to me. i think I will leave directions
that he be employed, although I shall
dislike to offend other acquaintances
engaged In the same trade. I like
those who solicit me, If the soliciting
Is done with reasonable politeness."
* * *
I once lived in a community where*
a rather decent man left his wife and
stubbornly refused to longer live with
her. The neighbors were astounded.
for the wife was known among them
as gentle, womanly, capable and In*
telligeot. No one can understand why
a man should refuse to live with such
u woman. They have children, and
the wife has said to me after the «epnratlon that her husband had always
been good to her and the children. It
wus the reigning mystery for years.
and Is today.
I am like others in that I do hot
understand It. I suppose the explanation is that In the gentlest wife's
disposition there Is a touch of the Old
Harry not observed by the neighbors,
but which appears occasionally in mlngling with a husband.
,
•. » •
. '• "
When two men meet now they »00n
drift into renunciation of congras- {
have not heard a politician favorably
mentioned in months, and Democrats
»re as active In the cursing as BeBqb^
"cans. . . . There Is fine oppotttloltr
now to form the newjiarty long awded. but it seems to jtfLoccnjrlrt tono
one that AmerlcansHi noasitily jpt
"long without the Republicans and
Democrats.
-".','. ,
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By EtMO SCOTT WATSON

IECENTLY there gathered at Jordan's
near Beaconsfleld in Bucks, England,
a great crowd to witness a pageant
which was given In the picturesque
courtyard of old Jordan's Hostel. Al| though the locale of the pageant was
English and the actors in it were
English, it was staged In celebration of an event in American history
—the 250th anniversary of the foundIng, of Pennsylvania.
For, adjoining the broad grounds
which surround the old hostel. Is an ancient
graveyard and the Inscription on one of the simple headstones In this graveyard tells the visitor
that underneath it lies the dust of what had
once been a man named William Penn. Just beyond this grave stands a small brick building
which had once been a farm bouse but which is
now used as a meeting house for those who call
themselves the Society of Friends but whom we
know as the Quakers. Nearby, also. Is another
building which tells a tale from American history. It Is only a barn bnt the beams in it were
once the timbers of the good ship "Mayflower"
In which the Pilgrim Fathers sailed to New England and this barn Is now used as a recreation
room by the Society of Friends.
So this pageant recalled once more to both
England and America the name of an Englishman whose influence in the history of their nation is greater than most Americana realize.
What that Influence was is pointed out In a new
biography of the founder of Pennsylvania which
appeared recently. It Is "William Penn, Quaker
and Pioneer" by Bonamy Dobree, published by
the Houghton Hifflln company. In an epilogue,
which sums up the contribution of Penn to history, the author points to the gigantic statue of
Penn which stands on the top of the cupola on
the city hall in Philadelphia and says:
"He has, however, every reason to be proud
of what he sees from bis Inhuman eminence—
the miles of habitats containing some two million people, spreading away from between the
rivers to the foothills; the factories; the
wharves; the great bridge which swings Irresistibly across the whole width of the Delaware;
the structures growing ever higher, If less gracious, spaced out on the grid he had conceived.
"Its history has been noble, for though It hesitated at the beginning of the struggle against
England the still Important Quakers being largely indifferent and then loyalist, it was within Its
precincts that the Declaration of Independence
•was signed, and that the first flag of Stars and
Stripes was wovea Later, in the Civil war, the
Quaker Influence came Into Us heritage, for Philadelphia was stoutly anti-slavery and, as Penn
would have wished, convincedly 'anti-secessionist.
"The United States of America!—that name
•would have pleased Penn, for In 1696, with his
startling capacity', for seeing ahead, he had written a booklet advocating the federation of all
the colonies, though not, he would have protested vehemently, in opposition to the crown.
Moreover, of tbose states his own has been one
of the most flourishing. . . . It had been a flourishing colony from the beginning, for with whatever troubles Penn may have had In government (and bis Province was not by any means
the only one to have such troubles) of all the
proprietary colonies, his was easily the most
successful.
"And
even in government be had not failed
so disappointingly »n be supposed; for with all
the alterations and tamperlngs, his old and seemingly battered Frame ("The Frame of Government" written by Penn in 1681) Is yet the basis
of fundamental liberties.
"Nor does bis Influence cease with the state
government, for the present Constitution of the
United States In many ways reflects Penn's mind,
notably In the executive being separate from the
legislature, and In the President's appointment
of certain officers. It is not Pennsylvania alone
that owes its shape to the constructive brain
of William Penn."
Such, was the man who began hia pioneeringpioneering in departing from the beaten path
of most men's thinking—early in his life. Penn
was born In 1644, the son of Admiral Sir William Penn of the British royal navy. He entered

1. William Penn at the ago of twenty-two.
From the Hlttorlcal Society of Pennsylvania'*
copy of the portrait painted In Ireland In 1660.
2. Map showing the 40th parallel of latitude
and the part it played In the boundary dispute
between William Penn and Lord Baltimore.
3. The "Mayflower barn" at Jordan's In Bucks,
England. The beam* were formerly the timber*
of the historic ehlp "Mayflower." The barn .1*
now used as • recreation room for the Society
of Friend*.
4. The farm house at Jordan'* In Bucks, England, used by the Society of Friends as a meetIng house. In the foreground I* the private cemetery of the Penn family. The grave before which
the man I* standing I* that of William Penn who
died In 1718. He was survived by 11 *on» who
were also buried here with the exception of two
who were burled In the Stoke Poges graveyard.
5. The letter* patent, dated Auguit 20, 1694,
reinstating William Penn a* governor of Pennsylvania In place of Benjamin Fletcher who had
been appointed In Penn'e place when he wa* deprived of the government of his colony.
Christ college, Oxford, at about the age of fifteen where he came under the influence of
George Fox and Thomas Loe, the great Quakers
of the period, who Induced him to Join that
body. The college authorities fined him for nonconformity but as he adhered to his faith he
was expelled from the college.
Penn's father was furious with him at first but
finally relented and sent him to France where he
was presented to Louis XIV and became a great
favorite at the court. Then followed a brief
career as a law student and as a member of the
staff of his father, the admiral.
In 1668 he returned to Navy Gardens and
dropped the sword for the pen, writing a number of tracts for one of which, entitled "Truth
Exalted," he, In 1668, was committed to the
Tower of London. In 1676 William Penn was
one of the early settlers In West New Jersey
in America, but prior to this he had often in
his mind the Idea of forming a settlement abroad
In some country where the Quakers could establish themselves for their own good, and live at
peace with all men. As the king, Charles II, was
Indebted to his late father, Admiral Sir William
Venn, not only for services rendered, but for
16,000 pounds actual cash, he was willing
enough to pay off the debt by granting Penn a
charter, dated March 4, 1681, for the governorship of the colony o( Pennsylvania, then held by
the Duke of York and Albany, who had leased
It to Sir George Curteret.
In addition to this charter Penn obtained (to
prevent all future claim or trouble) a deed from
the Duke of York, certifying that he was the
sole proprietor of the county. Besides, as additional territory to the Province, be obtained from
the duke his rights, title, etc., to the three lower
countries on the Delaware. In fixing the boundaries between this territory and Maryland, a
dispute arose- with Lord Baltimore, due to the
Ignorance of the geography of the Atlantic coast
by the commissioners of trade and plantations
who In the charters of the two colonies granted
certain trivets of the sume land to both Penn
and Baltimore.
The charters stated tuut the boundary between
the two colonies was to be the 40th parallel of
latitude but no one knew exactly where this
parallel ran. It was Intended that Penn's southern boundary should cut through Delaware bay
and Include some of the waters of the Chesapeake bay, thus giving him u sea outlet neces
sary to his trading schemes. But It was soon
discovered that the vagueness of the commissioners' geographical knowledge was to deprive
him of this outlet.
Nor was this his only trouble. During the
whole of his proceedings In getting a charter,
he was bitterly opposed by many at the court
of Charles IT, among them Henrietta Maria, the
queen mother, and others who did their best to

prevent the patent being granted. Bnt Penn was
a staunch fighter for his rights and he finally
obtained the charter early In 1681.
He at once prepared to take up the governorShip and on August 30, 1682, be sailed on the
ship, Welcome, commanded by Capt Robert
Greenway, arriving a! Newcastle October 24,
1682. Then followed the promulgation of his
"Great Law," containing the 69 sections which
embodied his "Frame of Government" and the
English laws adapted to It, as the code of government for the new colony to which colonists
by the shipload began flocking.
Penn remained In Pennsylvania, until 1684, but
his dispute with Lord Baltimore over the bound
ary (which Incidentally was not finally settled
until 1732) and Important home affairs required
his presence In England. So, appointing a President, Thomas Lloyd, and a board of commissioners to act as governors, he left for England
on June 16, 1684.
While In England he was abused and misrepresented because he still defended his position
In regard to his rights under the charter and
because of bis membership In the Society oi
Friends. However, he was always received al
court and be found In King James II a strong
friend. Then In 1688 came the revolution agalnsl
James and that monarch was deposed. The
Prince of Orange and Princess Mary, King
James* daughter, were proclaimed king an<!
queen of England on February IS, 1688.
Penn's friendship for James It made him suspect to the new monarch and on December 10,
1688, he was called to Whitehall and made to
give securities for good conduct until the following Easter. In 1690 he was again summoned
before the Lords of Council and accused of corresponding with the former king. Penn appealed
to King William who was Inclined to acquit
him but bis councillors Induced him to require
Penn to post ball again. On July 18, 1690, he
was charged with treason but no proof to support It could be obtained so he was discharged.
Penn now proposed to return to Pennsylvania
but he was prevented by another accusation leveled against him by a certain "cheat and Impostor" named William Fuller, and the machinations of this man kept him In England three
years longer. In the meantime the colony had
fallen Into a state of disorder and religious disturbance created by a certain George Keith and
It finally ended In Peun's being deprived of the
government of Pennsylvania by King William
III, who granted Benjamin Fletcher, governor
of New York, authority over 1'ennsylvania.
Fletcher at once went to Philadelphia and the
government was surrendered to him, a hasty action which Penn resented bitterly ne wrote a
letter to Fletcher declaring that he had not vet
given up his rights to the province and he set
about making good his word. In l(i»3 he pleaded
that his innocence of the suspicion of treason
against the rulers of K,,gi mi( j ,„, ]lmde ,
at last King Wlll.a,,, Ki ,ve hi,,, »,« reasgu anee
as to that and on A u g u s t I'll, H;<I.|
r e i n s t a t i n g |,lni la th

ter to Philadelphia, maki^ u „ , U ' ,, n
ber O f that year h e re.un , M r
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First" Is

Battghter Finds Favvor

3!

United States ia w
of salads. '<tot-fort~;~^*^

and 4*_sp«adlng eastward
as an appetiser at .the be ginnlnffg of-.1
thefc meals, while those „" ,
the Bart Sate been accust
eat their salads with tM r '
course, or a» a special course f<
tag; the meat, ,
The.X3allfornla custom of R(,
•atetoy the,' beginning Of the
has jjeentoreadtag rapidly eastwa

^wSMTiii'i^rj
"il'Sffi Maboard- The cwt
first jfatoW -gteat headway in
South, «fid-has recently been sp
to al^ p«U$) of the country iar,
through ^OtelS and restaurants
The cUstom of. "salads first"
came somewhat ,of~ a vogue in
East this snmmer when it was ad
ed and sponsored by no less a
son than Mra, Curtis B. Dan,
ter of President Roosevelt,
popularly known as the
the White douse."
When Served-at the beginning
the meal, salads are found to
more popular; especially with
and children, Who otherwise
seldom eat them, thereby in
them a balanced meal. The
mode also lends Itself to col
decorative' schemes, which al
please the hostess.
Son* Godd in Boasting
Like other things, boasting hag
uses and abuses. Many a difflct
has been overcome because
overcomer • had -'boasted that
would overcome It,-whereas if het
not committed himself he
have abandoned It as somcu
that was more trouble than it •
worth.—Exchange.

Face a
byCuticura
"I, was bothered with an erup
on my face that started as pimple
With white centers. They were :
blotches abont as big as a nickel i
had flaky crasto on them. Thcyv
painful and X spent some mta
nights: The skin was inflamed i
my face was a terrible sight.
"I had several treatments
could get no relief, and the
lasted about three years before]
tried Cutlctim Soap and Olnti
At the. end Of two weeks the
tions were growing smaller and I
three weeks I was healed altogi"
er." (Signed) I* W. Cushman,
renvllle, Conn.
Soap 25c. Ointment 25 and
Talcum 25c. Sold everywhere.
sample each free. Address: "(
cum Laboratories, Dept. K, Male
•Mass."—Adv.
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back.
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IOWA. HAS BEEN SHAKEN
MANY PEDDLERS ARE
BY 17 EARTHQUAKES
BECOMENG A NUISANCE
Seventeen earthquakes have been
Hardly a day passes in Anita or
recorded
in Iow« since the coming of
any other town for that matter but
what there are peddlers ringing the the white settlers. The first shock
felt at Burlington on January 4,
door bells, pounding the door and was
1843 Buildings were preceptibly afmaking
every
effort
to
gain
entrance
!
WHO WILL WIN THE AIRPMNE?
to the homes of the people of the fected by the tremors and the citizens
lonsiderably
alarmed,
but
no
intown and community. They have ta- were c
AND TRY YOUR KETS BEFORE SATUR.
done. Fifteen years later
ken up every line of business, and jury was
they offer raincoats, shirts, ties, roof- the" Sioux City "Eagle" recorded a
ing, printing, kitchen devices, tapes- shock accompanied by a heavy rumMANY SODILY ACHES ARE DIRECTLY CAUSED BY UNBALtries, magazines, photographs, silver bling which was of sufficient force to
ANCED FEET OR FALLEN ARCHES WITH ONE OR MORE
polish,
car polish and most every Oth- shake pictures and crockery from
OF THESE SYMPTOMS.
r>,,
their places. Quakes of varying deer article on the calendar.
grees of intensity were felt in Iowa
Few
of
them
take
the
time
.to
pro1. Extremely tired feet or legs.
POWDERED SUGAR, 3 pounds.
cure a license when they strike town. in 1867, 1870, 1872 and 1877. The
..22c
2. Pain in the arch, toes or heel.
story of seismic .disturbances in IoThey
start
right
in,
keep
.clear
of
the
PORK
and
BEANS,
Boston
style,
per
can.
3. Burning sensation .or numbness.
10c I
business district1 and if reported wa is tojd by William J. Peterson in
4. Weak and sore ankles.
the April, 1933, issue of "The PalimJELLO,
4
packages
and
creamer
and
sugar
agree
to
get
out
of
town
at
once.
5. Aching or cramped leg muscles.
They stop at farm homes, and will psest," the monthly publication of
bowl for
—
25c
6. Stiff and painful knees.
hardly take no for an answer. They the State Historical Society of Iowa.
7. Pains in thigh, hips or back.
Several
towns
in
eastern
Iowa
disSWEET PICKLES, pint.... 15c
quart.... 25C
are willing to take chickens, eggs or
tinctly felt the tremors of the great
anything
the
farmers
wife
might
IF YOU HAVE SICK FEET LET ME TELL YOU HOW THEY
PEACHES, Fulla-Fruit, No. 10{gallon) can... .4«c
have about the home. One cannot get Charleston earthquake of August 31,
CAN BE CORRECTED.
1886,
but
no
damage
was
done.
Two
rid of them without being insulted
PEAS, Early Dinner, 2 No. 2 cans.
^
in many instances and one cannot go shocks were experienced during the
This ad entitles yon to one FREE foot adjustment if presented
SARDINES, California, oval cans, 8 for.
25c
about their work for fear they will nineties, that at Keokuk on October
> at my office any time on or before July 15th., 1933.
31,
1895,
being
described
as
the
hardransack the house.
LOGANBERRIES, Full^FVuit, No. 10 cans. . 49C
They pay no taxes, assist in no est shock in the region since the New
way in maintaining the schools, the Madrid earthquake of 1811. This
CHEESE, full creani, per pound.
i^
churches or other public enterprises, earthquake was probably noticed
PHONE 15
and in many instances they neve* throughout Iowa since it was reportBring Us Your Eggs—Highest Market Price Paid
make a second visit to the same com- ed by many towns from Lansing to
ANITA, IOWA
munity. There is but one real way to Sidney.
handle them, and that is to keep the Eight earthquakes were recorded
screen hooked, but at that some of in Iowa between 1902 and 1917. On Friday afternoon J&rs. Levi Hiss Tftehn* Walker of Des Mo:
A SUNDAY STORY.
the most venturesome of the gang Ninety years have elapsed since "the Walker, with the help of Miss Janet visited Sunday with her parents ]
Walker and wife.
go to the back door and are inside first earthquake was chronicled in
Billy Sunday stopped a newsboy of the house before the average Iowa. During this time, seventeen Shaefer, entertained the members of
Pnblished Every Thursday by the
the
young
girls
sewing
club
of
the
in a city where he was conducting a housewife is aware of their presence. shocks have been recorded and a
Oak Ridge neighborhood.
Refresh- Harry Worth and wife of On
revival, 'and inquired the way to "the
Many of the newspapers are tell- number of milder disturbances have ments were servedd during the after- spent Thursday in the city,
post office.
of Mrs. Ella tWbrthing,
the housewives to call the police occurred but remain unknown. An noon.
,W. F. BUDD
Editor
"Up one block and turn to the ing
department, the mayor or their of- average of one quake every six years
Subscription if paid in advance. .$1.50 right," said the boy.
and they will at once make an might cause some alarm, but close
"You seem a bright little fellow," ficers
If not paid in advance
$2.00
DR. H. A. ALCORN
investigation and if the peddler has analysis of the facts should remove
said Sunday. "Do you know who I been insulting they will make a good all apprehension. During this per,
Entered at the post office at Anita, am?"
Veterinarian
iod not a single life has been lost in
job of it.
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
"Nope."
Iowa, and- the damage to property j
ADAIR,
3 ON 92
"I'm Billy Sunday, and if you come
Mrs. Edna Twining and Peter Voor- has been negligible. The heavy gla-i
THURSDAY, JULY 6, 1933.
to my meeting tonight^Ill show you hees of Des Moines spent Friday in cial drift which covers the state like
farmer over any given period.
the way to heaven."
the 'city with their brother, David a huge mantel, has served as a shock How many people realize and give
OTHERS MAKE MISTAKES
proper
credit
to
the
veterinarian
for
"Aw,
go
on!"
answered
the
youngExperienced stockmen have lei
T. Voorhees.
ONCE IN A WHILE
absorber for any seismic disturbthe work that he is doing in the pre- that vaccination and immunization'!
ster; "you didn't even know the way
ances that have yet occurred.
vention and treatment of disease, now necessary to profitably raise 1
An editor of a weekly paper com- to the post office.'*
Every town has a man who knows
which may be transmitted so easily stock to the beet advantage and
menting on the fact that his paper
just how everything should be done, CREAM SAID TO INCREASE
to man?
few dollars spent in this manner o
sometimes made mistakes in its col- Mrs. Blanche Martin and son, Eu- and when and why, and he is not'a
THE
EFFECT
OF
COFFEE
Dr. Alcorn has been practicing in ten saves the farmer thousands
umns, says he made more in his last gene, of Atlantic were Anita visitors bit backward about letting the world
Coffee with cream has a greater | the present location twenty-seven dollars.
issue and that a good subscriber told Monday.
know that he knows. But in the mahim all about it. He goes on to relate James Rose and family were among jority of cases he has failed to make stimulating effect than black coffee, j years and has been unusually suc- A competent veterinarian like 1
that about the same day there was the Anita people who attended the a success of his own affairs and he results of & scientific experiment at: cessful in his chosen profession. He Alcorn thoroughly understands
a letter in his postoffice box that did celebration at Exira Tuesday.
never follows the good advice he the University of Oklahoma disclose, i has'kept abreast with the times on to cope with diseases and how
Mrs. Lottie Mae Russell, Norman the latest approved methods in Vet- prevent their occurrence.
not belong to him; he called for 98 on
gives others.
the phone and got 198; he asked for
graduate student, found that coffee erinary Medicine and Surgery.
J. T. Monnig drove to Logan SaturLivestock production is the most Have Dr. Alcorn regularly in
a spool of No. 50 thread and got No. day evening and accompanied his H. C. Faulkner and wife were in and cream produces a stimulation of
! important branch of agriculture in your farm animals. His experi
60; he got his milk bill and there was wife and three children home Sunday Adair last Wednesday afternoon to 1.7 per cent at the end of 30 mina mistake of 10 cents in his favor; he evening. They had been visiting rel- attend the wedding of Miss Ramona utes and 7.6 per cent at the end of an i this community and the one that qualifies him to detect disease
felt sick and .the doctor said he was atives at Neola and Logan during the Shipley, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. hour. Black coffee produces a stimJpays the best dividends, and there- toms and promptly check the <
eating too much meat and he hadn't past week.
G. Shipley, to Daryl Pendergraft, ulation of 3.6 per cent after 30 min- fore is entitled to the greatest, con- Prevention is a great deal better t
tasted meat for two months; the
which occured at 4:00 o'clock at the utes and 5.6 per cent after an hour. sideration. It has been found that a cure. Dr. Alcorn answers all i
preacher turned in his church notes
Lawrence Battey and wife of Presbyterian church. A reception Basal metabolism tests were taken to the livestock raiser has always been promptly day or night and is
more prosperous than the grain near as your telephone.—Ady.
with the name of the ladies' aid so- Chariton, Iowa, are spending a few was held immediately following the arrive at the conclusions.
ciety president misspelled and the edi- days in Chicago at the Century of ceremony at the home of the bride's
tor got the blame for it; the garage Progress, while the boys under his parents.
PERHAPS YOU BID NOT
MASSENA GRAIN COMPANY
man said the jitney was missing be- supervision are having their 4th. of
KNOW OF THIS LAW
cause it needed a new timer and he July vacation.
Grain — Feed — Seed — Coal ~ Salt
According to the state law when a
cleaned a spark plug and the fliver
fire alarm is sounded all motorists
has run ever since. Yes, indeed, edi- Lafayette Kelley and wife of BlueMcCormick-Deering Repairs
are required to pull into a parking
tors make mistakes—and so, about hill, Illinois, spent (Monday in the
place and remain at least three minevery thousand years or so, do others. city visiting with L. B. Trumbull and
"Always in the Market"
family and with other friends. Mr.
utes. Those failing to do so are liPHONE
90
'
MASSENA,
Miss Freda Scholl of Omaha spent Kelley is a son of the late Rev. and
able to a fine. Remember this the
the Fourth in the city with her Mrs. J. C. Kelley.
next time the siren is sounded in
mother, Mrs. Dosha Scholl.
Anita or any other town you may be i This is one of the best known con* basic principle* they have develo
j cerns in this territory, and they en- their business. They have done i
A. M. Stone returned home Saturvisiting.
. See Clyde Beatty and his wild ani- day evening from1 Greenfield, where
j deavor to pay the high dollar for part toward improving the conditi
mals, the headline attraction of cir- he had been spending a few days with
Arthur Davey, wife and children grain and to sell feed and fuel at of the farmers, and they are at r
Bring us your Creani,
cuses all over the world, now on the his daughter, Mrs. Dana Zanders and
left Friday evening for Chicago to the lowest price consistent with qual- service,at any time. Feel free
screen in a smashing drama of loves family. He was accompanied home
Eggs and Poultry for spend a few days taking in the sights ity. They help to support this com- consult the. manager at any timef
and lives of circus folks at the Rialtq. by Mr. and Mrs. Zanders who spent
• munity's institutions and are more any farm problem.
highest cash merket at the Century of Progress.
Theatre this Saturday and Sunday.
Sunday in Anita.
deeply interested in the welfare of
They handle feeds of seta
price.
its
residents
than
foreign
grain
buyquality,
at lowest market prices,
County Treasurer L. A. Breeling!
i
ers
who
conduct
elevators
within
this
will pay for themselves in incn
received a shipment of 5,600 new
vicinity.
See us about capon- has
1934 automobile license plates. The!
production of milk and meat.
izing.
new plates go on sale on December! At tne Massena Grain Company manager is thoroughly familiar
you can
1. The numbers are yellow and are
always depend upon the best
mounted on a dark blue background, market price for grain at any time, these lines, and knows what i
have the highest value and also «l|
.'
; Just weights, excellent treatment and
i fair dealings. By adhering to their feeds give the beat satisfaction.-*

We Deliver

Phone 300

May Be Robbing You
of Your Health

Friday-Saturday Specials

A. M. MIKKELSEN

•••••i 1 1 ••!• i

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Tribune Publishing Co.

RASMUSSEN
HATCHERY

and PRODUCE

ECONOMY

DEMENT MOTOR & IMPLEMENT COMPANY
AND GASOLINE ALLEY

McCORMICK-DEERINGyMPLEMENTS
PHONE 59

witk
ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATION
No question about it—you can save
real money with an electric refrigerator.
There's nothing imaginary about these
savings either — for example: government statistics show that the average
family loses three to four dollars' worth
of food each month through spoilage
and wasted left-overs. With electric refrigeration those precious dollars stay in
. your pocket. You can buy food in larger
quantities because it keeps longer.
Quantity buying represents another big
saving. And don't forget that it costs
less to operate an electric refrigerator
than it does to keep your ice box supplied with ice. From every angle, electric refrigeration saves you money. See
your local dealer.

-~ OW3i«P AND OPERATED BY 1OWAM8

The Dement Motor & Implement
Co., and Gasoline Alley has always
been one of the prominent places in
Anita. They carry a complete line
of standard makes of the world's best
manufacturers and conduct an up-todate establishment and are prepared
to take care of your needs in a
thorough and efficient manner.
This store adds much to the efficiency of Anita as a trade center and
is the headquarters of many people

FIRESTONE TIRES
ANITA, IOWA

from the surrounding community.
They also handle McCorrtiick-Deering farm machinery and repairs. They
render first class service. Day or
night, they are ready to serve you
with a smile, and best of all,
"know their oil." All work guara titeed.
This great harvester company
ably represented in this locality by
The Dement Motor & Implement Co.
and Gasoline Alley.—Adv.

BELL'S C A F E
"WHERE THE CROWD GOES"
PHONE NO. 3
When meal time catches you ,n
Anita, stop at the Bell Cafe "and enjoy a good meal at a most reasonable price. The Bell Cafe is known
for good food—a reputation sustained by the community as well -as
motorists and the traveling public.
Here the management selects the
food, scours the market and accepts
only selected and fancy food. In the
kitchen you will find the most modern equipment and utensils kept
scrupulously clean. There is never
a question of sanitary laws in this
cafe. The courtesy and attention of
the attendants is a feature that re-

ANITA, IOWA

ROBINSON HARDWARE
GOOD HARDWARE—You can always get it here and usually for
PHONE 20'—. WIOTA
»nai a pleasure it is to recommend a store to our readers that enjoys a fine reputation and good will
among its customers that the Robinson Hardware at Wiota enjoys. Honesty and integrity above reproach,
that is the basic foundation it is
built upon.
Wiota is jusily proud to be able to
number among their successful htwiness places the Robinson Hardware
Store. This concern's policy has always been "Quality Goods at Low
Prices," and their fair margin of
profit on every sale.
When you want hardware you can
buy any article that the Robinson

Hardware Store stock
that it is of first qua!
This well known shopping
si
is strictly a home-owr
and has no connection
any chain store orgai
management is public i
tereated in building up
surrounding community
tJO» stated *ell eq
for tfce rfpiendid busine
established through caareful
to
and courteous treatm
friends and customers.
with the

Continue to trade i

inson Hardware for qu
and real satisfaction.-

ceives more than p. Minj , notice from ,
E. E. DAVIS IMPIJEMEST
the patrons.
FARM IMPLEMENTS — HARNESS— DB LAVAL SEPAR•*
It is not necessary to order a
whole meal-the patrons are
asPHONE 68—MASSENA
sured of the same attention for just
a junch as for a large order at this
for
and to the headquarter
cafe. It has been said that the
The E. E. Davis Implement
way
from the
to a man's heart is through his always been one of the prominent
stomach. It
places in Massena. They duty) a' inanity,
whether you live
eat or eat to complete line of standard •m'hfP of of Hardware,
the world's best m»nufactor«r» and Gun*, Ammunition
ren** '
conduct
an
up-to-date
Thar
al»o
handle
restaurant.
Therefore,
and are prepared to take
claM «acMnery_»*Pa)r l(iare
^
needs in a thorough and efficient
and!
manner.
.. All
the special attention of
their
This store adds much to the effic- all, they
the readers to the Bell Cafe.-Adv.
iency of Massena as a trade center guaranteed.- •Adv.
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News Review of Current
Events the World Over
Ixmdon Conference in Danger of Collapse as Moley
Arrives—California and West Virginia Vote for
Repeal of Prohibition.
By EDWAKD W. PICKARD

the campflre on a coral laW flW
A MBASSADOR SUMNBR WELLES'
may turn from-Oook'» di*»T*ri*» and
•** conciliation plans for Cuba ran
Bllgh's amazing boat voyage to /tb*
Into a snag when the Machado governrecent loss of a launch, Or fb* t*t*
ment suddenly made wholesale raids
of a large steamer, *unk In
on the homes of the opposition leadwithin a few mile* of the mainland:
ers, arresting many prominent men. Vast Submarine Reef of Coral
The Grand canal tarlM in 'Width
The police said they seized machine
from
20 to 80 mile*. There are two
Off Australia.
guns and other weapons and a radio
regions, however. Ta* inner on* I*
transmitter recently used by the A. B.
narrow and fairly free from die perfl*
pnrpd b7 National Geol?rai>W Society.
G terrorist society. The oppositionwhich make the cuter Bone Impoaaible
Washington. D. C.—WNU Service.
ists charged that Machado bad violatF THE sea went dry along the for shipping. Only *mall craft are
ed the truce that had been accepted
east coast of Queensland, a thou- navigated among tb* reef* Of the
by almost everybody; and they also resand miles of coral "mnxe" wou\d er zone.
sented the appointment to cabinet
he revealed. The Great Barrier
I AIKK<TB are sailed along the Chanposts of two men who are considered
Heef
of Australia must not he Imag- nels,
s, with coral fang* threatening desubservient to the dictatorship of the
President It was feared In Havana ined as a continuous structure, like struction—sailed often where the reef*
that the war of terrorism would be re- the Oreat Wall of China; it Is formed are uncharted, In the quest
newed, and Mr. Welles was much dis- r-y Innumerable reefs, and a map of slugs and pearl and trochuB BhelL
just one section resembles a complex Japanese own many of these Tenturtappointed.
Col. Juan Bias Hernandez, leader of Jig-saw puzzle. Then there are the some craft.
a band of rebels in Santa Clara pro- Isles, mountainous and forested, of the
Many Beautiful Island*,
vince, agreed to call off his revolt dur- Inner zone, and the atolls and cays
Tbe
depth of the •ea-'ontBld* the.
ing the period of political conciliation that are true coral Islands.
Great
Barrier
is profound, but in the
For
nearly
a
century
the
Great
BarMr. Welles was arranging.
rier has Intrigued science by the prob- zone where coastal steamers go aafi
TpMULATING Dictator Mussolini, lems that It presents to geologists, it varies from about ten fathom* ,tA
*-< Chancellor Hitler is rapidly ex- physiographers and naturalists. It has twenty; the outer zone la much deepterminating all political parties In lured such masters of marine zoology er, up to seventy fathoms.
Germany except his own National So- as Alexander Agasslz and A. G- Mayer
It is between these two tone* that
cialists. Following the Naz(yaids on from America, and recently a British the mountainous Islands Ue, many of
the Nationalists, the suppression of expedition broke camp after a year on them beautiful and some tbe home* of
their "fighting" units and the arrests Captain Cook's first coral Island.
happy people Over hundreds of mite*
of their leaders, that party dissolved
In all the Seven Sens there la noth- of sea they are strung, close together
itself and most of the members an- ing so wonderful as this vast subma- or with long gaps between.
nounced they would Join the Nazis. rine "curtain" of coral, the largest
Thousands of folk who make > the
Hitler released those arrested and coral reef tn the world, whose nature winter tour to Queensland from Southpromised political posts for some of and origin remain half veiled In mys- ern ports say they have been to thie
the converted ones. About the same tery.
Great Barrier reef, wherea* they have
time Dr. Alfred . Hugenberg, head of
Tourists from many lands and thou- merely sailed among the lofty Island*,
the National party, resigned as minis- sands of Australians have made the maybe without landing even on an
ter of economics and agriculture in voyage through "Australia's Grand atoll or a cay, the low coral Isle*, bethe reich cabinet. The State party Canal," the area between the main- yond the high ones of granite. Only
also was attacked by Hitler, its mem- land, with Its purple hills, and the the few who go north venture to seek
bers being excluded from the Prussian Outer Barrier. A calm and pleasant the actual Barrier, where that long
diet The Centrist party remained the trip during a portion of the year, it lone of thundering surf rlsea in midonly Important group In opposition, may be perilous In the cyclone season.
ocean.
and the Nazi assaults on the Catholics
Many launches and fishing craft
There is charm in the Grand canal
led to the belief that it too, would have been wrecked among the coral,
trip, and life Is pleasant on the faaoca be brought into line by'force.
or gone down In the heart of a storm
In Bavaria, the Nazi government within the Barrier. But navigation vored islands, where a bungalow may
•meoaeed that all Bavarian People's .Is no longer the nightmare It was to nestle amid tropical fruit tree* and
party members of the relchstag and the early voyagers, before the reef palms, with a creek singing near on
dEet were under arrest The govern- mazes bad been mapped and routes Its little journey to tbe sea. Men have
ment defended its action by asserting safe for even large vessels discovered. lived half a lifetime on a Barrier reef
that -political Catholicism Is trying Danger exists still, but the old fear Isle without desire to wander. It may
in eveiy way to sabotage the govern- has gone—the haunting fear of dis- be a lotus-eating life, or one of
healthy work and play, as you please.
ment's orders."aster In the Realm of Coral.
Rich men and poor men are lured
Surf It Amazing Spectacle.
to the region. Beach combers are rare
HEN a group of students in the
University of Wisconsin apMajestic Is the meeting of league- now, yet here and there one meet*
peared before a legislature commit- long rollers of the ocean and tbe with the cheerful loafer, who take* to
tee to protest against a bill for com- Oreat Barrier. On days when the sun- a task only at the urge of sheer necespulsory military training, Assembly- lit water behind the coral bastion Is sity.
man Joseph. Biggins of Milwaukee calm enough for a canoe, mountainous
Spain, though, played her part In plsaid they expressed views that indi- waves pound the reefs unceasingly. loneer navigation of Australasian seas.
cated belief in Communism, Atheism The surf on tbe Outer Barrier at high In 1005 three ships under Admiral de
and Bolshevism. So at his Instance tide, when the broad reefs' crests are
the legislature has ordered'an Investi- bidden, presents an amazing spectacle.
gation Into reasons for an alleged A "long line of boiling surf, springing
large number of Communists In the up in mid-ocean without any apparent
student body, with a view to reducing cause," la the late Charles Hedley's dethe number of scholarships given per- scription. That great naturalist, whose
sons of other states.
knowledge of the Barrier was unrivaled, devoted the last few years of
ELATED news has come of tmother bis life to the study of Its problems.
of those terrible disasters that peSwain Heefs, far south, mark the
riodically afflict the Chinese. A cloud- beginning of tbe Great Barrier Outer
burst in eastern Kweichow province System. Farther north, the linear
destroyed the Important city of Tung- ' reefs are developed. They are some
Jen, drowning thousands of persons; ' miles in length and up to half a mile
and the wall of water then swept down ' across, -With broad separating chanthe Mayen river valley, wiping out ' nels.
many villages and taking a thousand
A lighthouse on Lady Elliot Islet
more lives.
marks the southern limit of coralformed land, "a broad platform of
"*HE
HE disarmament conference In
in solid coral half a mile in circnmferrGeneva decided
* • - - to
- adjourn
until ence." Then comes an archipelago,
The Great Barrier Reef.
after the session of the League of Na- I the Bunker group, followed by the
tlons in September because the states- [ Capricorn Group, popular resort now
men are so busy now with other more of" naturalists, and almost a picnic Qulros sailed for the South Pacific
immediate problems. During the re- ground for holidaymakers from the from Caltao. The captain of one was
Luis Vaes de Torres, whose name lives
cess Chairman Arthur Henderson will mainland.
negotiate with the principal governWithin the Tropics, the maze is mul- forever as that of the strait between
ments and has high hopes for good tlplied. From a hill at Gooktown you Australia and New Guinea. His vesresults.
may see, as Captain Cook did in 1770, sel became separated from the other
the shadows of the coral reefs wher- two, and Torres was probably the first
'"pESTIFYING before a one-man ever you look out to sea. The navi- European to sight Cape York penla•I grand Jury consisting of Judge H. gator who explored 2,000 miles of the sula, tbe northernmost point of AusB. Keidan, a Detroit banker, Herbert east coast of Australia was Ignorant tralia, and Prince of Wales Island.
R. Wllkin, was asked why Detroit's of the existence of coral In those waBut Torres' discovery was a secret
two big banks were ters when his ship struck on Endeav- from the world until 1762, when among
closed last winter. "It our reef at night
the archives at Manila the record of
was a plot by Wall
Had the weather been stormy she his great voyage was found by the
Street to get Henry must have been losl, for coral fangs British, They gave honor where it
Ford," he replied. He had pierced her hull. But calm sea was due, naming the strait after Its
said that (n his opin- enabled the sailors to patch up the discoverer.
ion it was decided by bark by "fothering," and Cook sailed
Explored by Scientist*.
tiie New York finan- her to the beach for careening and reciers, long before the pairs. Meanwhile, gazing from the
Scientific Investigation of the Great
two banks c l o s e d hilltop, he discovered the coral.
Barrier reef began when H. M S Fll
their doors, that they
cruised In the Coral sea and other waWith
a
seaworthy
ship
again,
he
must pass from the
won a way out of the maze, gaining ters. Her voyage extended over sevH. R. Wilkin picture and be re- open ocean through one of the great eral years, 1842-1846, and J. Beete
placed by one bank.
Jukes was the naturalist on board her,
And this one, the new National bank openings In the Barrier. He escaped a geologist whose Interests wre not
many
dangers
only
to
meet
with
otu
of Detroit, la "the child of wall
confined to rocks. Jukes wrote the
ers a few days later.
Street," he added.
first description of the Great Barrier,
The
Endeavour,
becalmed
off
the
WJlkln,• who became
*--.j^ vice
* «i>v president
±f* cojucut i f\ A.
i-. ^__«
i.*»%^
which remains one of the beat general
of the Union Guardian Trust com- I
Barrier, wus borne toward the accounts we have of this geographical
pany at the request of Henry Ford, reef< She rose at last on a n"ge wave
wonder:
said that, for the second time the ' and seemed doomed to destruction
wlth only tte l)re
"The Great Barrier reefa are thus
Eastern bankers had been soundly
"<it'i of a wave be^
found to form a long submarine butwhipped In their attempt to force the Itween her Bnd t h o coni1- But "a light
tress, or curtain, along the northeastair of
of ^^ sI)rui!S up," and the shin
motor manufacturer to bow to them alr
ern coast of Australia, rising in gensaved.
"Wall Street believed," he said, was
™°" """^
eral precipitously from a very treat
"that by tying up Ford's capital he
Cook Claimed the Coast.
depth, but resting towards the north
would have to deal with them or go
on tbe shoaler ground of Torre* (trait,
broke. They were sadly fooled."
o enlPnaln C°°k S°"ght ea.gerly for an
and towards tbe south on the bank
In the course of his testimony
,
Wilkin made these additional star- SlX-^.t.V^SrSc.S stretching off from Sandy CapeT
once more, and with i nDDlre Cflre
tling charges:
"If It were to be laid dry. thj* great
That huge withdrawals of "smart the bark to Torres strait. Landing Barrier would be found to haft a conmoney" bad been made Just before the on an Island which he named "Posses siderable resemblance to a gigantic
two banks were finally closed, and that slon." he claimed the whole eastern and Irregular fortification, a ateepjri*one of those who cleared out a per- coast of Australia for Britain In the els crowned with a broken parapet
sonal account was Mrs. James Cou- name of King George III. A memo
wall, and carried from one rtttu
to Captain Cook has been erected on ground to another. The
zens. wife of the Michigan senator.
Possession
Island
by
the
federal
bastions, of projecting and
KOVThat Detroit bankers generally," previous to the closing, had become conreefs, would Increase this rtaooi
blance."
vinced Wall Street was trying to conBllgh, coujiuaiiiler of t
trol all the credit of the state of
Captain Cook's dcacripttoa of »'«»rand his eighteen «,,n who
Michigan.
al
reef, forgotten by all, perfeap
ful.
made
that
,,,,
rabte
u>0
That many checks of the two instireaders of the great navigator"*
tutions were cleared through the DeUKCS," is worth quoting:
troit clearing house after the mat*
"A reef such us one apeak* of here
bank holiday had been declared bv
la Scarcely known in Europe. It I* a
Governor Comstock.
Wall of Coral Bock ri.lng atoort perThat federal bank examine™
examiners had
. luu
pendicularly out of'-•the anAUfeomabli
/t^AMrt «>«.
.... ."TJBJ^lMj'lUT
co-operated with the enemies of the safety. The bo
Ocean, always overflown at _^,
voyage Wua
Guardian group, which had a t-lriin
ter generally 1 or 8 feet, andlin in
of Michigan banks, l n undervuluimj
Places at Low WatwT Tbe Urge
assets of at least one institution so
waves of the vast Ocean JtiaMnfwttJi
the new National bank °f I > f t r o l t
BO sudden a resistance najM| 17 moat
could buy it at a low price.
Terrible Surf breaking MoaOtain*
High . . . "

GREAT BARRIER
LURES SAVANTS

P

MINISTER MACDONALD
* was scurrying about In desperate
effort to save the conference, and after
the meeting and pronunclamento of the
gold bloc he hifd a talk with Georges
Bonnet of France and then called Mr.
Hull and other American delegates
into conference. He showed them that
they would be held to blame If the parley failed, and the Americana resented
what they considered to be an attempt
thus to force President Roosevelt to
alter his position that the dollar should
not be stabilized until there has been
a substantial rise In commodity prices
and wages In the United States. Mr.
Hull told MacDonald that the question
of Immediate stabilization of currencies la beyond the Jurisdiction of the
American delegation.
Since Mr. Hull refused to do anything about Immediate currency stabilization, the monetary subcommittee
decided to report favorably on Senator Key Pittman's gold resolution,
which provides, among other things,
for withdrawal of the yellow metal
from circulation and reducing the gold
coverage of central banks to 25 per
cent It Inserted a statement that
«uch monetary changes "must not be
" taken as an excuse for unduly building up a larger superstructure of
notes and credits."
There was fear throughout Europe
that the developments would compel
all nations to abandon the gold standard, and this was given force by the
announcement that Estonia had taken
that step. Other Baltic countries, U
was expected, would follow suit
HUGH S. JOHNSON, adminG EN.
istrator of the Industrial recovery

•act, opened bearings on codes submitted for government control before
an Interested crowd In the Departuent of Commerce building In Washington, the first one to be taken up
being that offered by the cotton-textile industry which was described In
this column a week ago.
In his bluff manner General John•on introduced his deputy, W. L. Allen, and big counsel, Donald Ulchberg,
and the latter laid down the rales of
procedure to be followed, which were
rather disconcerting to many of his
bearers. After explaining th.e manner
In which codes would be received
from industrial groups, Mr. Richberg
•aid that tbe bearings were intended
to produce facts only, and that no
oral arguments upon questions of law
would be permitted. If any Interest
felt Its legal rights were being trampled, It must be content to present Us
plea privately in writing to the administration, according to this rul-

ing laid down by Mr. Richberg.
Another section of the Richberg
code was even more'drastic. It provided that tbe control of testimony
to be presented at the bearings will
rest entirely with the deputy administrator. The deputy will call, all witnesses, question all witnesses, and no
questions may be asked by any one
else without the consent of the deputy.
Deputy Administrator Allen took
charge of the hearing later and the
textile code was discussed, with witnesses both for and against It The
tire makers, especially, objected to
some of its features. The proponents
of the code agreed to ban child labor.
President Green of the American Federation of Labor, who Is strongly opposed to the wage scale proposed by
the textile group, was present part of
the time, as was Secretary of Labor
Frances Perkins.
/~\ NTS-THIRD of the states have now
^-^ declared themselves for ratification of the prohibition repeal amendment the score standing 16 to ft The
latest to go on record are California
and West Virginia. The coast state
was never In doubt and the vote there
was about three-to one for ratification. Bat West Virginia the drjs kad
hoped would uphold pn&ibttSoa. Honrever It set an example to the rest off
the South by giving the npeal was*
a substantial majority. The bin COTOQties and farming regions weft strong
in opposition hot their votea were
overwhelmed- by those of the cities
and the mining areas. Twenty more
states for repeal are needed, and the
wets have some hope that these can
be secured before the close of this
year.
The state conventions of Indiana,
Massachusetts and New York met and
carried out the mandates of the people by ratifying tbe repeal amendment Al Smith was president of tbe
New York convention and said: "This
gathering will go down In history as
a warning for all time that questions
like prohibition should be decided by
the people themselves and not by legislatures."
*T*HERE were those who thought the
••• acquittal of Charles Mitchell on Income tax evasion charges would take
the heart out of the senatorial Investigation of private
banking methods, but
the c o m m i t t e e resumed Its Inquiry, and
Prosecutor Ferdinand
Pecora put on the
stand O t t o K a b n ,
head of Kubn, Loeb
& Co., and distinguished patron of the
fine arts. Mr. Kahn
talked at length of
Otto Kahn tb« PWlosophy of prlvate banking and of
the processes for the marketing of
securities, with especial reference to
those of railroads. He said the good
private banker does not chase after
business, and he condemned competitive bidding for securities put out by
corporations.
There was much discussions of the
whoopee days of 1927 and 1928. In
dwelling upon the mania of those days,
Mr. Kahn held that so far as controlled inflation Is concerned he
knows of only one agency that can
exercise a corrective Influence whenever needed, and that is the federal
reserve board.
The committee took up the matter
of the Chilean bond Issue of 1025,
which has been In default for two
years. Mr. Kahn said that Norman
H. Davis, roving ambassador in Europe, received fees of $35,000 for his
services in the negotiations for the
floating of those bonds, but that Mr.
Davis at that time was a private cltlzea
Later In the Inquiry Mr. Pecora
questioned Mr. Kahn closely concerning his income In recent years and
the tax upon it which he has paid. If
he and his partners took advantage of
loopholes In the income tax laws, at
least there was no evidence that they
had made fake stock sales to their
wives.
A TTORNEY
GENERAL CUM•**• MINGS announced that before
long he would make public the names
of hoarders of gold who refuse to turn
In their stores of the yellow metal,
then if this publicity falls to bring
them to terms, they will be prosecuted.
Even if the government wins a criminal case against a hoarder, however.
It may have to proceed civilly against
him also to get the gold back unless
he vpluntarlly yields up the precious
metal, Cummlngs admitted. He said,
however, that be believed holders convicted in criminal cases would bring la
their gold as a step toward obtaining
ieniency.
\fATICAN City police are convinced
* that the bomb explosion In a cloak
room of St. Peter's church In Rome
was the work of a Spaniard who was
arrested, and was instigated by the enemies of the Catholic church In Spain.
No one was Injured by tbe blast and
the property damage was small.
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ROF. RAYMOND MOLEY arrived
in London seemingly full of confidence and optimism, but there was a
serious doubt whether he could or
would save the world
economic
conference
from collapse. Prices
in the United States
were Jumping dally,
the dollar was declining In the foreign exchange markets, capital was fleeing from
Holland and Switzerland, and the countries still remaining
on the gold standard
Senator
were excited and andbuzen*
gry. Their delegates
In London got together and declared
unanimously that immediate stabilization of currencies by International
agreement was Imperative, and that
without that it would be useless to
continue the conference.
The American delegates, despite
many specific stories of dissension in
their ranks, were declared by Secretary Hull and others to be in complete
accord and acting entirely In conformity with the Instructions and
wishes of President Roosevelt Senator James Conzens of Michigan, the
lone Republican In the delegation, delivered a significant speech before the
monetary subcommittee In which he
urged immediate action to raise prices
and lighten the debt burden as a
means of helping solve the world crisis.
He said, however, that he did not
believe prices could be raised sufficiently to bring about the proper
equilibrium with the existing debt
burden.
While prices most be raised and
the debt burden lightened, Mr. Couzens said, this must not be construed
as an invitation to debtors able to pay
to scale down their Indebtedness.
"Certainly it is not an invitation to
default," he said. "It emphasizes the
necessity for organizing creditors
throughout the world, of establishing
some form of permanent body to act
In an advisory capacity between organized creditors and organized debtors to study by what means the necessary adjustments may be brought
about with the minimum of delay and
injustice."
Mr. Couzens declared that the United
States does not believe prices can be
raised by monetary means alone. Purchasing power must also be Increased,
he said, and America is acting on that
belief by Instituting the largest proCram of public works ever undertaken
in the history of the world.
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giving them the title Of
From -the Portuguese"
B 1

^ i!?(r D€Ver saw th °ra nntnl
afte* they were married. H"
they, may be commended to
either sex who Is moved to H,
preselon of the tender- passl I
Complaint Is frequent that I
.of letter writing ia declini
quite true that modern
communication have made If,
nnnecessary to bite one end oil
and scribble with the other
date* on the epistles whichV
be found In any proper a
rather ancient 'Telephone,
mobile accomplish much of \,m
undertaken by pen and ink i
yeant back. Yet, as other to,
letter writing decline, the love|
Increase*. It has prevailed
the. yoking wherever there
separation.
Throughout tbe greater parte
man history young men seldom^
to yoking women, therefore tbe;
women had few chances to L
Older folk took charge o! rfcl
rlagfr question. Such matters \
Arranged: and,-when the alilai
been approved, the young
were expected: to go through \
dutifully. Only a brief and i
courtship was possible befoi
wedding. There had been
for letterrwrltlng, which wasi
Just as well, as the young
probably could not write am
young man .was not much bettei
cated.
It was the exceptions irboj
the foundation for romance. A j
whose schooling had not
tlrely neglected, might catd
glimpse of a maiden and decide]
She wa* the only one In the i
If her father disapproved of j
meeting there ' was an Indu
for an, interchange of brief]
with the help of accom moduli
between* Such letters as then|
could hardly have been
lengthy. There was so little I
except .**I love you."—"Undi'j
ley," in the Boston Globe.

'One-Way' Windows
in Hospital Treat
One-way windows made of »J
of coated glass, which can be]
through in one direction, but if
opaque a* a brick wall in thej
direction, have been installed I
Institute of pathological psya
at tile University of Bonn toj
many.
;
Thl* I* done, the Literary i
continent*, so that mental ('
especially abnormal children,
observed without tliese pa*"
pecang that anyone is watc
13Jil the new equipment nt i
sound can penetrate the gl<s
Dr. B. B. Free in "Te<*'s
"A microphone and lo
tern I* provided so that thej
observer* can hear what.""'
well a* see It
h •
•*TbJ» sound system, UK ™J
1
dow*, work* In one dir^ "
Although the system has
put into UBe, much already
learned, it la reported, abo»
action* of mentally abnon
dr*n w»d about how to con
abnormalities, if they are &

obeiisk

MOW*. A h*U«r ti"''
,.,__„ Allow •-,„,
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THE ANITA TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, JULY 6,
IOWA SPRING PIG CROP
REDUCED ONE PER CENT

The Golden Rule

FROM OUR OLD FILES

There was a reduction of three per
HHIS OF THIRTY TEARS AGO
cent in the number of sows farrowed
in Iowa during the spring season just
July 9, 1903.
closed, but the number of pigs saved
Clyde V. East of Hamlin was m
DEPARTMENT STORE
was reduced less than one per cent.
The reduction in number of sows far- he city over Sunday.
The Best For Less
Anita, Iowa
Jesse Deeming spent the Fourth
rowed was partially offset by an increase in the average number of pigs with friends at Drake University.
Farmers complain of the scarcity
saved per litter from 5.64 in 1932 to
WE DELIVER
SILK HOSE
SLIPS
WASH
5.81 this spring, .according to the f hay harvesters, notwithstanding
M*
DRESSES
Ladies' fine
Spring Pig Survey of the United he fact that wages are from ?2.00
First quality
w
•MS£*R y
o
$2.50
per
day.
States
Department
of
Agriculture.
quality
Sizes medium
Miss Nettie Steinmetz, who is
full fashioned
The number of sows farrowed in
Broadcloth
and large
Iowa this spring Was 1,840,000 com- nurse in the Methodist hospital
pared with 1,897,000 in 1932. The Omaha, is spending her summer vacomparative numbers of pigs saved .ation with friends in this vicinity.
There are a number of applications
were, this year 10,690,000; in 1932,
10,756,000. The number of pigs under before the town council for election
GLASSES
PLATES
six months on farms was at practic- to the position of town clerk, made
STFK CANDY
Light pressed
ally the same level as on June 1,1932, vacant by the resignation of Ed. L.
First quality
15
sticks
but
there was a substantial increase Richardson.
horseshoe
China
The Tribune learns that Val. Wiein
hogs
over six months. The indicabottom
tions point to an increase of about gand contemplates a trip to Wash14 per cent in the six months plus ngton state this summer, and if he
age group, representing hogs yet to should find something suitable, may
i
_
come to market and sows held back >e induced to change locations.
WORK SHIRT
The Amta Cornet Band, in charge
for
fall farrowing.
OVERALLS
WORK SOXS
'The number of sows to farrow in of Prof. R. C. 'Kaamussen, and conFull cut and
Good quality
the Fall of 1933 (June 1 to December sisting of 20 musicians, went to
Plain colored
good quality
1) according to the intentions of far- Walnut on the Fourth to furnish mumers as expressed about June 1 will sic for the celebration in that town.
Work was begun this week on th«
be 772,000 compared with 654,000
actually farrowed in the Fall of 1932 rection of Ed. L. Newton's new
an increase of 18 per cent. Any wuse out on his farm north of town.
changes in the hog price situation, in It will be 26x28 feet, two stories high,
Gas Alley .-.
6.00 crop prospects, or in farmers' volun- and when completed will make Ed.
ANNUAL FINANCIAL
P. L. Hunter
5.55 tary actions to reduce the size of the and his family a very pleasant and
STATEMENT.
J. M. Deeming
66.30 fall pig crop may be expected to re- comfortable home.
School District of Anita Independ- A. R. Kohl
33.30 sult in farrowings somewhat different
About 6:00 o'clock yesterday afent, Township of Grant, County of Burkharts Grocery
23.88 from that indicated by the intentions ternoon, lightning struck the resiCass, for the year ending June 30, W. F. Crawford .
17.59 expressed in June.
dence of A. EL Talbott, located a
ADefietottr
1933.
55.00
Solan A. Karns ..
The number of pigs saved in the short distance northeast of the city
We hereby certify that the follow- Standard Oil Co.
5.45 twelve Corn Belt States this spring limits, and in a very few minutes
ing report comprising pages 1 to 3 FullertonNkumbef ^Co. ^. . . 607.85 was 40,949,000 and in the spring of the building was entirely enveloped
s
Country Gentleman
inclusive is correct as required by the Kuriz Grain Co
.............
252.05 1932, 39,370,000. The increase in num in flames, and burned to the ground,
Code of Iowa.
Farmers Coop
..............
241.67 ber of pigs saved was 4 per cent high together with the contents. All of
No. 10 (gallon) Can
.Filed July 3rd., 1933.
Anita Lumber Co. >
.........
152.60 er due to an increase in the number the occupants of the house were more
Published July 6th., 1933.
Ditto, Inc
..................
8.36 of pigs saved per litter from 5.76 in or less injured, but the wife of Chas.
W. F. «RA,WFORD,
Zaisers
...................
30.75 1932 to 5.90 this spring. The spring Talbott received the fuR force of
President.
12.00 pig crop for the entire United States the stroke, and in a dying condition
J. P. Christensen
JOE VETTER,
14.00 this year is estimated at 51,030,000 was carried out into the yard by her
Ed. Williams ...
Secretary.
2.00 compared with 49,597,000 last year, an husband, where ^he soon passed
fohn Heck
26.15 increase of 2.9 per cent.
?red Knowlton .
away. Frank Talbott is in a critical
RECEIPTS.
1.50
tedburn Dray ..
condition, his face and body being
The
number
of
sows
to
farrow
dur
General Fund.
11.05 ing the next six months, June 1 tc badly burned.
Christina Hollen
On hand last report
$10818.53 W. S. Jewett ...
2.70 December 1, in the Corn Belt States
General fund tax levy
9029.19 Val Weigand ...
4.35 is estimated at 3,749,000 an increase
t"4'4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Harry Kaskey of Duluth,"
Semi-annual apportionment. 265.47 !. W. Garlock ,.
1.69 of 13.0 per cent over the number
+ CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
+
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
4 sots, spent- the week end in I
Tuition
632&.B3 Isther Vetter ..
10.00
E. L. Anderson, Minister.
4 4444444444444444 at tie honie of his sister,
tually farrowed during the same per •f
Other sources
386.55 !. S. Holton
10.00 iod in 1932. For the United State f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f
"Sacrament" will be the subject of ter A. Long *nd family.
1.00 the estimate of number of sows t<
!. L. Newton ...
(The Church With a Heart and
the Lesson-Sermon in all (Churches of
Total, General Fund
$25825.27 E. "L. Benitigton
............
15.00 farrow in the fall months is 5,240,
an Open Mind.)
Miss Baby. Miller, daughter <
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, July 9.
M. DeCamp
2.76 000, in increase of 8.0 per cent ove
Church School at 10:00 a. m. A
and iMrs. Otto Miller, is home!
Recapitulation, General Fund.
3.00 last fall. The estimates of the num training school for Christian living, The Golden Text is from I Corin- visit with: her grandparents,:
Paul Burkhart
On hand last report
$10818.53 Periodical
6.50 , her of sows to farrow during the com, with classes for all ages. Mrs. Lydia thians 10:16. "The cup of blessing Mrs. P. L. Miller at Adair.
Publishing Co. ...
Total receipts current year . 15096.74 Lulu Alvord
which we bless, is it not the commun??°Z!! 1 mS foH months' are based upon th Brown, Superintendent.
Total general fund
25825.27 Bongers Bros
11.73 statements of farmers about June
Byron (MfcNiel and wife o f '
/Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. ion of the body of Christ?"
Disbursements current year. 20941.26 J. T. Monnig
.35 as to their intentions to breed sow Special music by Airs. Azel S. Ames.
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo- have been visiting here
Balance on hand this report. 4884.01
59.98 for farrowing next fall. The numbe Sermon subject, "The Flaming Sword." tations from the Bible and front the week, with, her parents, Ralph]
A. A. Johnson
Claude Smither
.50 , actually farrowed may be more or les Gen 3:24.
Christian Science textbook, "Science shay and wife. They expect'
RECEIPTS.
Anita Bank
and
Health with Key to the Scrip- turn to their home Thursday.
11.701
j,an
t
estimates,
according
as
Youth'
Forum
at
7:00
p.
m.
All
t
ftese
School House Fund.
D. W. Chadwick
35.28! farmers depart from these expressec young people not attending alsewhere tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
brother, Roy Forshay, will
On hand last report
$ 1172.22 C. W. Clardy
52.26! intentions. The Pig Survey Reports are invited to these meetings. A
One of the Bible citations reads: pany then* «nd if he finds
School house fund tax levy . 930.85 Golden Rule Dep't Store
3.92 of the Department of Agriculture special project will be outlined next "Purge out therefore the old leaven, Chicago, will remain there.
Metropolitan Supply Co.
69.74 are prepared in cooperation with th Sunday evening, in which you will that ye may be a new lump, as ye
Total Receipts School House
100.23 Post Office Department through the be much interested.
Pratt Paper Co
are unleavened. For even Christ our
Fund
•.
% 2103.07
B. B. CAMPBELL
Ben Wilson
3.40
rural mail carriers of Iowa.
No evening service during the hotj passover is sacrificed for us: TherePhyatelan and Snrgew
2.50
Recapitulation School House Fund. Clyde Atwood
summer months. Plan to attend the! fore let us keep the feast, not* with
Mrs. J. V. Mahan of Guthrie Cen morning services. Always a cool old leaven, neither with -the leaven of
1.25
Offlee la Campbell block <
On hand last report
? 1172.22 C. V. East
7.00' ter visited here most of the past wee' place, with an inspiring message, and malice and wickedness; but with the
Total receipts current year.. 930.85 Motorway Freight Co. ..
dardVt Hardware.
91.18 j with her mother, Mrs. Rachel Mill good music. To get the most of the unleavened bread of sincerity and
* Mocks north oi M.E.i
Total school house fund ... 2103.07 Tribune Publishing Co
2.60, hollin.
Disbursements current year. 1715.5; Tom Atwood
week's activities, attend Divine ser- truth" (I Cor. 6:7, 8).
Galla promptly attended
15.79
Balance on hand this report.
387.54 J. I. Holcomb Mfg. Co
vice on Sunday.
•
or night.
Among the selections from the
Russell Stemm
1.50 Mrs. Bessie Hardy of Grant City
Senior ladies aid will hold their! Christian Science textbook is the
DISBURSEMENTS.
Wilts Typewriter Co
5.00 Missouri, has been visiting relative regular weekly meeting Thursday,
School House Fund.
C. C. Buchard Co
2.82 and friends in this vicinity durin with a 12:00 o'clock dinner for the following: "If all who ever-partook f
of the sacrament had really commemGeo. M. Bechtel Co
$ 357.14 Holley School Supply
2.18 the past week.
public.
ANITA PUMP CO.
orated
the sufferings of Jesus and f
Geo. M. Bechtel Co
Wallace Publishing Co
1.78
Sparks
From
the
Pulpit
¥
Ptattbta*
«nd Hot Air
Dr. Jesse Metheny, wife and son
drunk of his cup, they would have
Industrial Chemical Co
2.72
Go to church to be healthy in body, revolutionized the world. If all who ¥
Pmnp»,
Villa, ~
Vincent,
of
Perry
were
Fourth
of
Jul
Total
$1715.5: Omaha Blaugas Co
25.00
mind and soul. The one thing worse seek hia commemoration through ma- >
Plumbing
visitors
at
the
home
of
his
father
Hoist Printing Co
12.10
than a quitter is the man who is terial symbols will take up the cross, t
PUB? *ad Hill Wo*
DISBURSEMENTS.
Metropolitan Supply Co. ... 70.00 S. V. (Mletheny and family.
afraid to begin.
IQMO
to and figure with
heal
the
sick,
cast
out
evils,"
an4
General Fund.
W. M. Welch Mfg. Co
40.70
Don't stay away because the church preach Christ, or Truth, to the poor, ¥
Bertrand Stauffer has received th
Ftr*t door west of ~"
C. W. Garlock
$2700.00 J. R. Stuhr
5.71
sad news of the death of his littl members are not perfect. How lone- —the receptive thought,-—they wfll
Winona Kyle
1305.00 Atwood Bros
18.00
four-months-old
great
grandson some you would be in a perfect bring in the millennium" (p. 84).
Fred Boren
1126.00 Remington Rand
++
5.00 Wayne LeRoy Stauffer, fnwn an at church.
E. R. Blue
294$! S. Western Publishing Co. .. 83.19
tack of whooping cough and compl
Help make the church interesting
Lillie Lentfer
945.0C Art Lett
15.70 cations. Mrs. Alpha Nelson and Mrs by being interested in the church
Christina Hollen
1035.0! Allen & Bacon
88.49
Robert Scott were great aunts to th yourself.
Florence Buthweg
1125.0C Matt Parrott Sons
11.67 little fellow.
Cleaves Laun
1126.0' Midland Chemical Co
3.33
Jetta Knowlton
810.0' University Publishing Co. .
1.35
E. E. Marsau of Springfield, Miss 4- CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST >
Gladys McKinney
900.0C Webb Book Publishing Co.
36.30 ouri, arrived in" the city Friday t +
Elwyn Andrews, Minister.
4
Minnie Wilds
942.38
f44444+>+++44++4
Clyde
Esther Thon
f
900.00
On Monday, accompan No creed but Christ,
Lilith Baker
1125.0( Silver Burdette Co
10.09
No book but the Bible,
ied
by
his
wife,
who had been visit
Wilma Raynor
1125.0( American Book Co
42.31
No name but the Divine.
ing
here,
they
left
for
Traer,
Iowa
Adria Moon
1125XM Ginn & Co
65.88
Bible School at 10:00 a. m. C. W.
Mrs. John Osen
11.00 Huntington Laboratories ... 26.00 to visit his parents, and will retur
Zastrow, Superintendent.
to
their
home
in
Springfield
fron
VALVE GRIDING AND MOTOR TUNE
Helen Turner
16.00 Scribner Sons
3.65 there.
Communion service at 11:00 a. m.
Joe Vetter
103.50 Benjamine Sanborn
10.81
Christian Endeavor at 7:00 p. m.
ON CHEVROLET SIXES
Zate Biggs
961.26 Practical Drawing
28.07
Evening service at 8:00 o'clock.
Anita Bank
204.65 Newson & Co
17.50
Ladies aid meets Thursday at the
Town of Anita
76.29 A. N. Palmer Co
11.47
LABOR
church,
Anita Telephone Co
39.20
It
is
too
hot
to
K o to church,
Iowa Electric Co
73.51
FOR SALE:— Fries at 16C
See "The Big Cage," at the Rialto.
But is just right to swim,
pound. Rasmussen Hatchery,
It may be uoJJ to so to church,
So where does God come in?
FOR SALE:—1929 Hudson coach
in perfect running order. Bargain It matters not just where you go
With whom or when or where, '
Enquire of B, H. Keufield.
it
The really most important thing is
FOR SALE OR TRADE:—193
DOM God go with you there?
Ford coach. Open evenings and Sun
days. Phone 244. 0. ,W. Shaffe
Use MONARCH 100% Pure Paint
4 4
& Son, Anita, Iowa.
t
*
LINCOLN CENTER
It goes farther, looks better and wears longer.
*
COMMUNITY CHURCH
E. S. HOLTON, Lawyer.
* , /!wyn Andrews, Minister.
Practice in all courts. Opinion on f 4- + + 4 4 + + + + -4.44 4 f
INVESTIGATE MONARCH
Land Titles; and Settlement of estate
Church Services at 10:00 a m,
NEW SPECIAL VALVE
a Specialty.
County Attorney
We Meet Mail Order Competition.
h 01 Bt U:0
a m
Wait!!
<? ° as superintendent.
° " Waiter Storer
ANITA MILLING CO

Food

ipecials For Tint.

59c

29c

25c

lOc

3 for lOc

39c

7cPr

Corn Starch „/•?£,. 5C
Corn Flakes
Bran Flakes
Sauer Kraut
Corn
4for2Sc
Sweet Pickles <*•«* J«

Sc

69c

•f* _ _ _ _
COCOa

Bert QiulHr
l-Poond PailUfc

Ice

'/2.pound

Ill

Corn

Cake Flour u£tt
Sal Soda

1!

WANT ADS

Get More For Your (Money!

We Use Only Genuine

.Part*

ROB'T. SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
PHONBSt Office 20; Be*. 11

DEPENDABLE ALWAYS

CHADWICK TRANSFER
*
Friday at the
Ground oats
lOc
Oats hulled
',.,.[
In spite of the dry weather
not
lOc or preacher ,ve»,
our crowds
Ear corn ground
5i
Culled for and delivered
6c per cwt.
No bother. You lose no time.
Let Us Do It

TRAINED

o.w.

>v-::T;-M;:;rV:';\V<3;r'''*"-*.rS:Cv Y"'7^
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No Eicap*

Two clubmen were discussing their
wives.
"I suppose I mustn't grumble at
mine," said Martin. "She looks after
me very welL"
"In what way especially?" asked
his friend.
"Well, for Instance," said Martin,
'she takes off my boots In the evening."
''What, when yon come home from
the club?" asked the other.
"Oh, no; when I want to go there,"
came the reply.

OUR COMIC SECTION
Vou

CALEB

is

HAIR.

THiNYoU
THAT?

•^SSd?*-**

A young wife, wishing to announce
the birth of her first child to a friend
In a distant city, telegraphed:
"Isaiah 9: ft" Which passage begins: "For unto us a child Is born,
unto ns a son Is given."
Her friend, unfamiliar with the
Scriptures, said to her husband:
"Margaret evidently has a boy who
weighs nine pounds and six ounces,
but why on earth ^Id they name him
Isaiah?"

stands oat III Bilge Ustory
l

'

StrOD

Vcharacttf

Clai study.
p Elements

of
Independence
Though the _^,
—(
"to follow the report «f th» ten,
j determined to stand *ty»i
' h igtiiy important element
In hu\ character. One "" ~1~" -»—- -—
|t be knows to be
j sentiment of
["loyal to convictions J$Mh. 14:6;
•Num. 14:6-9). Wna.t C»l& knew
felt he spoke out, iHe Ad not
for the opinion of others and
, shape his own to stilt that of the
The man who can be trusted
, one who Is loyal to his convlc. Joseph was an earlier, ^ud DanL" later example ~ot^S* loyalty to
jiction exhibited by Caleb.
j Unselfish (Josh. 14:19). He did
wish to thrust some one else into
iiace of difficulty. Be desired to
fcto the place where it would refighting In order to drive ont
flants which were In the land.
"Courageous (Josh. 1432; «£
13:30). This courage be dlswhen he Insisted 'that they
i able to go up from Kadeehand take possession ot the
Forty-five years have elapsed
(that time (Josh, I4.;10). Though
muld be now considered an old
[he still desired that place for an
fltance which would require ffghtpossess. He said, 'I am as
; this day as I was in the day
sent me; as my strength
len, even BO is my strength now(
ar."
.oyal to God (Josh. 14:8; cf.
114:24). He served God with a
wearied devotion. A man who
proughly loya) to God Is always
and magnanimous In his dealings
Tills fellows.
aleb Laying Claim to His Inwe (Josh. 14:9-12).
i was accompanied by the chllf Judah. He did not come alone
«nt his claim, lest he be susof taking 'advantage. Then,
i did not wish to wait until after
: was cast for God had already
[a certain portion to him (Num.
P. The basis of his. claim was:
he ground of his service (w.
had endangered his life In
out the bind—bad gone to
when the giante were there.
ought back a true report even
j his brethren tyeie all against
[He bore his testimony and InI that they go up and take the
though to <}o so Incurred
ispleasure of his brethren,
maknecessary for ; hlm' : ta stand

Blooming Liar
"Yon don't say you got ria of that
nice lodger of yours, Mrs. Brady?"
"Yes 1 I got suspicious of him. He
told me he was a bachelor of arts,
and I found out he had a wife and
two children." — Sheffield Weekly
Telegraph.

WISE JACK

Maybe He Wai .O. K.

At a recent gathering, the nervous
young secretary of a church social
club was apparently confused by the
presence of one or two people of
title, and prefaced bis opening remarks with ''Ladles, Gentlemen, and
others—"

So

«/BR' BAD— HAVB

Be SOME

TRY OUR, EESPKIAL
HAlR

FOR, \T

FALLIM<?

OUT

NO-I HAVEKlY—

Debatable
"Jack Is a foxy individual. He proMan at Desk—Why do you claim
a trombone player Is less of a bore posed to Miss Peaches by wireless."
"What was the great idea In that?"
than a pianist?
"It leaves the record up in the alt
Man in Chair—He Is because he
doesn't get the chance He doesn't where It can't be read In court In
find a trombone In every home he case he happens to change his mind."
visits.—Brooklyn Daily Eagle.
Ha* Her Price

IN A HUMOROUS

FINNEY OF TOE FORGE
io, FOLKS-— i 3-tisi
HAP -to RUSH OVSR
to SHOW VPU V/HAT
I -oust COT —//

VEIN

"I'll give you thirty shillings for
that pup."
"Can't be done, sir. That pup belongs to my wife, an' she'd sob 'er
'cart out
But I tell yer what—
spring another ten bob an' we'll let
sobl"—Humorist Magazine.
Little Su.n*h!ne
Stern Mistress (to maid)—You are
discharged. Sarah, for allowing the
master to kiss you. VVhat sort of
reference do you expect from me
after that?
Pretty Maid—Well, you might at
least say that I tried to please every
one, madam.

Just on Account
LOOK! IT is
*6AL

BRACELET J.'J
IOOK !•

No Lack a'Tall
Bobby—I lost a quarter this morning.
Nellie—Thnts' a pity. Bobby. How
"She says that i am dull."
did you lose it?
"You should crack a few Jokes once
Bobby—Aw, the man what dropped)
In a while; ask her to marry you, or It heard it fall.—Philadelphia Evesomething like that"
ning Bulletin.
Not the Only One

Chlupp—1 understand that Qulggle
has a very good voice. Does he cul
tlvate It?
Cutajar—I don't know whether he
cultivates It but I do know that be
Irrigates it sometimes.
, VJBJuL, MOVJ AW CM HOPeS
BACK, Too.'!
A.MP

CAVE"

Vital Information

"So you Joined the army so as to
*see the world," as the posters say>
What made you leave?"
"They didn't tell me that 1 would
have to do It on foot."
Boating Party

She—Where did you put the records?
She—Don't you tblnk teat women
He—Records? I had work enough should have the privilege of proposlugging this heavy gramophone along ing, as well as men?
without bringing a box of records.
He—Certainly they should, and
they ought to have the privilege of
buying theater tickets and cigars for
QUESTION
the rjjen if they want to.

the ground of the oath of
I to him (v. 9). Joshua bad rtf
[for MoseSi and;was bound to
the counsels of bis faithful
whom he succeeded.
,
i the ground of God's provldenwlth him (vT^OrW); Go4
[reserved him In bodily health,
FIFTY-FIFTY
KEEN TASTE
forces were; unabated,
he was now eighty-five years
|e still regarded himself as capa
out the gtantii who posland. The peeservation of
palth is an Indication of God's
»t there Is Still WJOt* to/do.
Joshua Glvlnn the Inheritance
(Josh. 14:18, 14).
«eb blessed by Joshua (T. M).
>t only acquiesced In CJaleb's
[hut bestowed the, blessing of
T him In it
inheritance given (tTi 13,
»ron, which means fellowship,
'name of the inheritance, 0nly
Fresh Boarder—1 can tell that soup
™ tuny follow ttie- feffrd iean
Is
not much good.
|Kiiowshlp
with 'bint...-"•Thbtitlb
""w legally posseesed Hebron, .Landlady—Some little bird told yon,
"What's that piece of cord tied
^essary for him to Ught to i suppose.
around your finger for?"
Fresh
Boarder—leh.
A
swallow.
"My wife put It there to remind me
. the giants who infested it
I^rd je8UB cjhrlst »« iMHri an
to post a letter."
WARM ENOUGH
"And did yon post It?"
^ **]*.*#.*»;&*•:*'
"No, she forgot to give It to me."

An Angel in Sight
Muriel at pantomime Yehearsal)—
Who's the properous-Iooking JolmnyT
Not In the show, is be?
Frank—Well, we're trying to persuade him to put up the money for
the production — our "Principal
Buoy," go to speak!—London TitBits.

TRUE TOUCH

Watted

FORE!

JUST LOVELY

Drug Shop Burglars

Exact Change

First Burglar (to companion dur- "I have known gents what gives a
ing raid on chemist's shop)—I'll take bit over," observed the taxi-driver.
the cash; you'd better take some- "Ay," said McPherson. "that's why
thing for that cold.
1 asked ye to stop under a lamp."

.
««* I tan 'tkBi to
kine dungeon when I nay
quoUl

'1 cun't understand why May broke
to tread this road the engagement."
it to at w
8
*». i*«4y ::Srno "r, layered to
•t«P by step ta, his burning heart at her feet when
^IKiati he proposed to her."

Husband-That paper hna an item
regarding a woman who was seriously
injured while trying to get t° a bal"
gain counter yesterday.
Wife—Yes, w hat a splendid time the
other women must b»v« h»d

>

"Here's a dandy car with a rumble
seat, too," said the enthusiastic salesman.
"Are you laughing at me?" de- "Rumble seat 'd be DO use to me,"
manded the professor sternly of his growled the unenthuslastlc customer,
"my wife Insists on doing all her
class.
"Oh, no sir," came the reply from back seat driving from the front
seat"—Cincinnati Inquirer.
the class president
"Then," asked the professor, "what
else Is there In the room to laugh
Up to the Player
at?"
Blnks was making a hopeless first
attempt at golf, and to cover his emJack—1'ui going to send ihut old
Reason, for It
barrassment be remarked to the
girl of mine this birthday card; It de
"This egg Is bad."
caddy, "Golf's a funny game. Isn't
plcts her In her true colors.
Fred—From what I've seen of her. Landlady—Well, what do you es- It?"
you had better get one of those hand pect when you come down so late
"Sometimes It Is, sir," retorted th«
to breakfast ?—Everybody's Weekly. boy, "but It Isn't meant to be."
painted ones.

relinquish

got what he ask^j ior
was l* keeping with the
We, too, are SOT. to «W
we claim when we lay Hold
which IB according to God's

GOING THE LIMIT

KEEPS YOUR
"I'd rather play golf than eat."
"What does your wife say to that?'
"Oh, she doesn't mind. She'd rath
er play bridge than coolt."

ASTE FRESH

^•r:-••"'•( "> :r*n',TTi£j
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Armentrout
510
JVank Pelzer
5.00
G. H. Allen .
Court Boufce,
TV W. Davis .
Atlantic, iDf
June 1, 1983.
Herman Ryan
6i30
(continued from
On motion and vote the Board adjourned to meet at 9-00 a. m. June
vs. B. Neary:
4.00 12,1983.
',\. A Edwards, m»yor
^Roberts, marshal >.
(Signed)
Frank Pelzer,
Chajrman.
4.00
j A. Edward*,
Attest:
.76
ju. Boberts, marabal
Jennie M. Ward,
Oafau.
fgwgion and
County Auditor.

Weimer Pearson has remodelled the
Glen A. Roe and son, Jack, were'
interior of his cafe, building a large Des Moines visitors last Friday.
kitchen on the east side.
Mrs. A. J. Kopp, Mrs. Ted Walker! 55
The members of the Oak Ridge and Miss Lulu Alvord were Des =S
club held their regular meeting last Moines visitors last Friday.
Thursday at the home of Mrs. Grace
Parker.
Roscoe Wagner, wife and two children of Clinton, Iowa, are visiting in
Mary Jane Bell of Atlantic spent Anita with his parents, J. A. Wagner
COMFORTABLY COOL g
the week end at the home of her and wife.
uncle and aunt, Dr. and Mrs.
T
Williams.
Chester T. Winder and wife went to
Des' .Moines
Saturday
'
'
'
' where
' they
rectly shows the assets in the hands Mike Mjetz and Sherm Beebe, well
of L. A. Breeling, Treasurer of said known Wiota men, were in the city Winder and wife.
county, as counted by us, on the 31st Sunday afternoon to attend the AnitaCourt HOJM,
Wiota baseball game.
Attorney E. S. Hbltbn and his wife —
day of May, 1938:
. ,
were at Red Oajf Friday to attend'as
ASSETS IN BANDS Ofr COUNTY
, E. P. Reynolds, wife and son, Juh- the anaal meeting of the Southwest- fg
Board of SoperVteoW Of CtM
TREASURER MAY 31. 1933.
ply, Iowa, met ii\ wfrttl|iri.e*fcra
Checks and Drafts ...,. .$1,951.31 ior, of Kansas City visited *h the city «rn Iowa Bar Association.
•oo •• m. witii all menuMn presScrip ....... ;....i.;., '21B.OO , the first of the week with her parents, Chas. P. Earns and wife.
Mrs. P. M. Huff, Wiota postmis- _^_
' Minutes of Jane Ut read and
Currency
^ . . . . . ; 4^10.00
tress; was • Sunday evening visitor as
^d as read.
Silver
56.10
L. C. Bangham, wife and daughter,
Nickels
4.95 , Miss Mildred, of Des Moines were in the city at the home of PostmasWTTfl
pennies
......';.
.02 .Sunday visitors at the home of hJa ter Ed. L. Newton and wife.
^ the 'Board of
Gopher Claims ........ 20.70 brother, Wm. Bangham and family.
Mr. and Mm, Paul Kelly, living
i County, Iowa,
north of the city, are mourning the :
the following
Total Cash on Hand ...$6,461.08
IMiss Patricia Williams is home death of twin girls who were born to;55
from
a week's visit at the home of them early Saturday morning.
BALANCES IN DEPOSITORIES MAY 31, 1933.
her uncle, C. M. Williams, in Omaha.
While there she was honored at sev- Mrs. Roberta Calkins, who has been
eral social affairs.
spending several months at Hollywood, California, is returing this
-5
The members of the Helping Hand week to her tfome in Bondurant. I =
"3
club of Lincoln Center were guests Iowa.
.31
last Thursday of Mrs. Clyde Pollock.
I
I
Late in the afternoon a lunch was A baby girl, weighing 8% pounds, ^^
oo
served by the hostess.
was born Friday morning to Mr. and, 55
antic National Bank (Under
(Mrs.
Lemar Gardner at their home i 5S
flfaiver ......... ;..!•....•.... ....... $65,001.98
$ 1.84
$65,000.14
Mrs. Margaret Gregory, who has northwest of Anita. The little one
ney Loan & Trust Co. Bank,
j been visiting^ relatives in Detroit, has been named Dorothy Marlee.
55
[(Under Waiver) ... ..... ........ 28,13o.70
28,135.70 Michigan, for several weeks, has reners Savings. Bank, Atlantic,
I turned to Iowa and will make her Henry Maduff, wife and two sons,
[(Receivership) . . . ; . ... . '. . . . ......
36,273.72 home in Stuart for the present.
Sydney and Irwin, spent Sunday in
tizens State Bank, Lewis, (ReCouncil Bluffs with her parents, H.
•eivership) ....... . .>, ....... ....
11,667.55
Henry Aupperle, wife and three Saltzman and wife. Mr. Saltzman is
nberland Savings Bank, (Senchildren of Cedar Rapids were week' in very poor health at the present
Lte File 111) ............. ....... 26,881,09
26,881.09 end visitors with his brother, J. P. time.
Lens State Bank, Griswold,
' Aupperle and family. From here they
((Senate File 111) ....... ........ 13,233.81
13,233.81 went to Greeley, Colorado, to visit Lyle Madsen and wife of Algona
i Anita Bank, Anita ....... ..... 60,593.50
60,593.50 relatives and friends.
stopped in the city one day last week
and a great Kreen =j=
ners Savings Bank, Massena ..... 35,922.07
2.70
36,919.37 j
for a short visit with A. R. Robincast Including
sss
lantic State Bank,, Atlantic. ...... 14,475.25
175.00
14,300.251 n e The members of the W. W. club son, while on their way home from
ANITA PAGE, Andy Dcvinc, Vlnce BarneH, Mickey Rooney, Wallace
§5
3,685.33 i d their regular meeting last Thurs- Kansas City. Mrs. Madsen is a sister
ens State Bank, Griswold.. ---- 3,686.33
Ford, Raymond Hatton. Story by Clyde Beatty and Edward Anthony.
sa
943.63 fay afternoon at the home of Mrs. of the late Mrs. A. R. Robinson.
nberland Savings .Bank. .
.........
943.63
Produced by Carl Laemmle, Jr. Directed by Kurt Neumann. Presented
55
9 019.25 Elmer Smith. Late in the afternoon
Trust Co.
~ ~
Bank....
'
9,092.80
73.55
Jitney Loan ""'
CarfLacmmlc.
A UNIVERSAL SPECIAL
55
a two course lunch was served by the The Misses Elma and Imo Marde! Total
SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTIONS.
H
$305,663.44 hostess.
sen and Lyle Dawson of Des Mtaines 55
(Signed by G. H. Allen, Herman Ryspent Sunday at the Frank Marde- 5s
Mr. and Mrs. Will Finn and daugh- sen home. Miss Imo remained to: 55
an, H. G. "Armentrout, Frank Pelleft Saturday morning for, spend the week> while Elmla and Lyle 55
zer andJ T. W. Davis, Members of; *«r, Susan,
, I <*«"; h°me in Washington, D. C., ex-1 ieft for'- Chicago to attend the Century S=
Board of Supervisors.)
pecting to stop in Tennessee to visit of Progress.
in j
iff
: Board, acting as an Equaliza- Griswold raised .025%; Cumberland j relatives for a few days. They had
iBoard as provided under Section lowered 4%; Massena lowered 14%; (been visiting here with Mrs. Finn's Miss Lillian Metheny, Wilma Lis- j 55
"ALIAS THE PROFESSOR"
g
[Code of 1931, made the follow- Marne lowered 15%; Wiota raised parents, W. F. Kirkham and wife.
ton, Francis Way, Helen Kopp, John !=
and
55
•
djustments in the valuations re- .025%.
Scholl, Leland Lantz and Donald
Personal Property was adjusted by
by the assessors of Cass
Mrs. Mamie Myers was hostess lasti Mehlmann of the Lincoln Center vi- S UNIVERSAL NEWS with GRAHAM McNAMEE |
|
accepting the values as returned' by Friday to the members of the W. P..r,omity have organized a Hawaiian
Estate—Grant
township, the assessors.
POPULAR ADMISSION
lOc and 25c
=
G. club at a 12:30 o'clock dinner atjj,guitar orchestra, and are playing un- m
55
Meeting of Soldiers' Relief Com- her home on Elm Streeft. Her daugb-l'3er the direction of Harold Frank of S
11%; Brighton township: low«r'<,; Beat Grove township low- mission was postponed until June ter, Mrs. Bessie Lowell, assisted with ^Atlantic,
the serving of the dinner. The afPleasant'township raised 13th.,
;
Rebate and refund of $6.65 was ternoon was spent with needlework.
[Pymosa township lowered 2%;
Dr. E. E. Major of Los Angeles, George F. Shaffer was a Des Moines
J. A. Wagner was an Omaha visitor
township lowered 3%; Cass granted Ruth Ferryman on state relast 'Friday.
California, is recovering nicely from business caller Friday.
The memibers of the Mutual Bene- i a severe attack of hiccoughs and bronhip lowered 4%; Edna township duced valuation.
Board adjourned to meet at 9.-00 fit club,together wfch their families,,^ pneumonia> according to word
Ernest Zurfluh of Atlantic was a
W. K. Carey of Atlantic spent Sat,; Atlantic, (land over 10
enjoyed their annual picnic at Sun- received by Anita friends. Dr. Major, business caller in the city Saturday urday with relatives and friends in
|) raised 5%; Anita lowered 8%; a. m. June 13th., 1933.
nyside Park near Atlantic last Thurs- who is 79 years old, is a former resi- afternoon.
Anita.
(Signed)
Frank Pelzer,
«rland lowered 89%; Massena
day.
About fifty peoplei iwere
in at- ! dent
Chairman.
17%; Lewis lowered 10%;
leaving
here
about
j . j .
WSIlt of
UX Anita,
JTII1WJ,
leaving
licit;
Mrs. Arline Von Blohn and Miss
tendance, and at noon a basket dinner J ^
Cloyd Karns and wife of Adair were
g ago for Caifornia_
lowered 8,%; Wiota lowered Attest:
Evelyn
Stager were Omaha visitors Sunday visitors in the city at the
was
enjoyed.
The
afternoon
was
spent
Jennie M. Ward,
home of his parents, Chas. F. Kama
socially.
County Auditor.
. rOne of the most interesting base- one day last week.
wti Lots adjusted as follows;
and wife.
ball
games
played
on
the
local
grounds
D. L. McDermott of Corning spent
Mrs. Wilma Thorpe and daughter,
this season took place Sunday after- Sunday in the city with his mother,
CEEDINGS OF THE
i reports of the Relief Commissioners. Miss Miriam,
Mrs. Lee Owens and two children of
of Des
am
by
™
:
.
..
noon, when the Anita B. B. team Mrs. Nora MoDermott.
3 Allen, seconded by Ryan
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS Moved
Iowa Falls visited in the city a few
..»
;^...
----^
-•
-,,!the
week
end
,n
the
c
rty
with
relai
•
handg
to hold a letting to complete a fill tives and friends, returning to their
days the first of the week with her
g
Court House,
near the J. W. Robinson place. Ayes: home Saturday. They were accomRalph Miller is able to be around sister, Mirs. Thorle Robison and husAllen, Davis, Ryan, Pelzer. Armen- panied by her mother, Mrs. Nellie 4. Elmo Exline was in the box for again, after being confined to his band.
Atlantic, Iowa,
Anita during the first seven innings, | home for a week with an attack of
June 18, 1933.
tront not voting.
Holmes, who is spending the week in and
while pitching winning ball was! qujnsy.
i Board met puraoant to adjournMotion carried.
W, C. Diers and wife and Mr.
Des Moines.
not given good support in the fielding.
[with all members present.
"Date set for the earth work letting
Sneathen and wife of Fontanelle spent;
Olin G. Shepherd, wife and child- Sunday in the city at the home of
The members of the Double Eight Felix Scott relieved him in the 7th.
Sheriff was authorized to try was June 24th., 1933 at 2:30 p. m.
ren of Oakland spent Sunday in the Mrs. Diers' brother, Frank A. Black
arrack sets for car and office
,«,
«,,«
—e
^
......
bridge
club
enjoyed
a
7:00
o'clock
'
Knowlton
did
the
receiving
for
the
loOes8
uec
a
Session and Mileage Claims.
G. H. Allen, two days
8.00 covered dish dinner last Thursday ca l b
Spry and Taylor were the city with her parents, L. B. Trum- and family.
bull and wife.
10.10 i evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. battery for Wwta.
by Ryan, seconded by Allen H. G. Armentrout
Ernest Wagner, who is working at
9-75' A. V. Robinson. The evening was ...
—
; _^_
appoint present Registrars of T. W. Davis
The tail goes with the hide—at
[Statistics for the term begin- Frank Pelzer
9-00 spent in playing bridge, at which high
Gamble's July Clearance of Sporting the State University in Iowa City dur1st., 1933.
Herman Ryan
10.30 j scorers were Mrs. Guy Steinmetz and
Goods—Fishing Tackle, Tackle Boxes ing the summer vacation, is spending
lion carried.
—Golf, Tennis Goods 'n everything. a few days in the city with his parOn motion and vote the Board ad- Elmer Scholl.
Genuine Bass-Oreno $1.00 Bait, 69c. ents, J. A. Wagner and wife.
pd by Armentrout, seconded by journed to meet June 22nd., 1933 at
Dennis
Hassett
and
wife
of
ScottsVoss
Manufacturing
Co.
to appoint P. P. Edwards as 1:00 p. m.
Eugene Wahling and Calvin Jewetfc,
bluff, Nebraska, visited here a few
Bud Kaskey, who has been spending
"IF IT'S MADE OF WOOD,
FS' Relief Commissioner for the
Frank Pelzer,
(Signed)
who are members of the reforestadays
the
past
week
with
her
aunts,
several
months
in
Anita
with
his
sisWE
CAN
MAKE
IT."
Chairman.
Beginning June 12th., 1933.
the Misses Nettie and Amber Steinter, Mrs. Chester A. Long and fam- tion army corps at Keosauqua, and
602-4 E. 3rd. St.
"on carried.
Attest:
metz. They were on their way home
ily, left Friday for Manson, Iowa, Carl Peters, stationed a t ' Oskaloosa,
Jennie M. Ward,
[chair appointed Allen and Arfrom a visit with relatives in Illinois,
Swan,
Martin
&
Martin
where he expects to spend a few were home over the week end to spend
County Auditor.
a committee to check the
a few days with relatives and friends.
Attorneys-at-Law
and also a visit at the Century of
weeks.
General
Law
Business
Transacted
Progress in Chicago.
Last spring early when we had a
Chas. F. Borth and daughter, Mrs.
Relatives and friends have received
• Steinmetz returned from
Ask For
little
wet spell, we worried about a
1f
Dale Dressier, Mrs. Frank Daugh<w days ago. He had been word of the serious illness of Clark
wet spring. Afraid we would have to
Cloverbloora
Ice
Cream
(
enbaugh
and
Miss
Agnes
Lindblom
Claytor
of
Albin,
Wyoming,
who
is
i
day
by
the
members
of
the
W.
W.
« several weeka receiving
The Cream Supreme
were in D«s Moines last Thursday to mud in the small grain, have to plow
ciub and their families at the home
it tofor an infected }*£• ^ ** suffering from cancer of the stomach |'of
At
Most
Dealers
visit Mrs. Borth, who is a patient at with an umbrella over us and all that.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Bohning.
A
.
in a very malignant form.
"" be somewhat 'improved.
the .Iowa Methodist hospital where Now we are worrying for fear it will
basket dinner was served at noon with
Greenhouses
=^—
' '
she is recovering from a major oper- never rain. The best way to do is to
a picnic lunch at supper time. There Cut Zurfluh
Flowers, Funeral Designs and ation to which she submitted a couple trust to Nature and Providence—go
+*»+»***«*»*fr4>**<
was a large crowd present, and all
Plants of All Kinds.
ahead and not pay much attention to
of weeks ago.
spent a very pleasant day.
8th. & Pine Sts.
Phone 669
Henry Wallace and drouth, get what
fixing done that is needed; get your
Mrs.
P.
T.
Williams
entertained
SAVE MONEY
Everything was qmet m Anita dur-,
OsbOHie-TomlillSOn
twelve young ladies last Wednesday mowers repaired where they work
ing the 'Fourth, except now and then,
Funeral Home
;: Economy Shoe Co.; the report of an exploding cracker or ^^ & Qak Street8
evening in honor of her daughter, Pa- after they are fixed and that will take)
Phone 8!
Atlantic
tricia, who was celebrating her 14th. one worry off your mind. iWe have
torpedo, mingled with the delightful
^ ^m
Ambulance Service
birthday.
The evening was spent in swathboards and sticks, pitmans, all
howl of the small boy, who appeared j
games
and
"coodie."
The honoree cutting parts; all repairs are down
to be just as happy as he would be
LARSON—The Eye Man
was
presented
with
a
beautiful
gift cheaper than ever and that don't mean
if right in the midst of a genuine
Op-tom-e-trist
to special parties—it means to all
from
those
present.
At
a
late
hour
celebration, and getting tramped on
For Better Results
who
come to Millard's, West Main
lunch
was
served
and
pastel
colors
Established 20 Years
every two or three minutes.
2t
were carried out in table decorations. Street.
The Whitney Loan & Trust Co. of RolandTPeacock & Baxter
Funeral Directors
Atlantic is plaintiff in a note action
per pound.
•
against Jess Chapman and Henry All calls answered promptly day or
!A
night, regardless of distance.
Johnson, Grant township farmers livBULK AXLE GREASE
ing
northeast
of
Anita.
Judgment
Vc
BULLOCK'S
V $418 62 is asked in the case which
°N, slab, whole pr half, per pound
CHICK STARTER
Southwest Iowa's Foremost
is filed for the September term of the
Department
Store.
Cass county dwtrict court. The suit
OMAHA TRUCKING, 15e.
is filed on a promissory note which
to have been given Rollin Atlantic Sheet Metal Works
Gay Fulks, Prop.
' Atlantic for rental of the
Beating and Ventilating
farm on which they are living the
Expert Radio Repairing.
ANITA, IOWA
note being assigned to the bank.
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Better Fit Better Wear

Shoe Store

For Saturday Only
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How It Operates

«

in the dim
n<i Recall, when Parents
were not compelled to take opt
Licenses, there Uvttf i&>«|i Jl
no matter
I Town on the O, -and A. H. a
a d
now spend most of
Lite of Nectarines whtf had thetr
nd are scared
O f nil the Vnlentinos between
some one will DMC»tt
Ltt'S siding and Sumac Ridge.
Case containing $125,000
at the old Photographs of
ems Suitable for a large
one might snspeeiFlhfct they
ever had Silk next to the
f related to Sis Hopkins, but It
until she was 30 years of age.
i remembered that In the 'deadtoetles, when every Porothy .was They are very unhappy.across the Browed had * fK*Tge B> Shaw must have elzed up
Boded Dlriflei1 seWed on t» Human Menagerie through many
vide Hat, the moat ravishing lears before he Invented that starmen of the only attractive Sex m,?,.C^? Phrase. "You Never Can
j as if she had beejlt,dl$$e4 In Tell When Stel threw herself away
ting and then dried In. the Sun. pa Silent SI who Worked at the Grain
\ these fair VestaU Kpwei Named Elevator. It was the Verdict for Miles
MID and Stel' and ^Jess, and around that she had been guilty of a
|of interest to not*,tti&t away prize Boner. Because he said little
(nearly 35 tears, ago?- before the most of the Town Folk thought he
I had been reformed Info Its'pres- was a Dumfuddle.
Ball of Firs Upsets the Dope.
piorabie Fix, UiBl« Maidens
Kith one Eye opefiTfeepi Tab on
It was not generally understood In
Iposite Gender and. In a General Musselwhlte that anyone ever cut out
out for Number one and Idle Chatter so as to devote more time
Jue Ticket.
to Thinking, Stel had been keeping
many Weepers will' tell you Cases on him and she figured that he
Wvious to 1910, When ft Nice was doing something with the Bean
las supposed to Faint If anyone besides using It as a support for a
Ankles, every Marriage had Derby Hat, so she crossed her Fingers
ou ml of True Love and .every and took the big Gamble.
bent looking for Nubility of
It Is now a matter of History that
[ter Instead of an AA1 Bating SI became such an Expert AccountCommercial AgeUcyi If the ant that finally he owned the Eleva[must come out,, full many a tor and then began to touch up the
filiation was made beneath a Market Wire and finally moved right
lonnet.
.
into Chicago and became one of the
most audacious, unscrupulous and
Iweren't'Too Ambitious.
stra knew how to put a Crimp nervy Bounds that ever wore hornfceck Book. When- Solomon be* rimmed Glasses and tfealt from the
("resent* to the Queen of Bottom of the Deck.
They are very proud of him, back
he never begged him to stop
i she was afraid- he -could not In the Old Home Town, and will tell
Going a little further back, you that Stel and he live In a very
f Gentleman who wore a Leo'p- exclusive and restricted District which
i bias, and naught'else, always bars out Colored People and Aparti Inside Track If. hlfl Cave Was ment Houses. They have a Japanese
Servant and both have been to the
with fresh Pterodactyl Meat Mayo
Institute, than which nothing
Hiking op on those Relatives,
could be more so..
[not be certain that the glmpy
If any of the Locals ever raise a>
irlsing Ape wfeo Climbed the Question as to how he acquired the
| Palms and brought down the princely Bank Roll,'some one speaks
Nuts was the Whlte-Halred up and asks, "Well, he's got It, ain't
[the Jungle?
lie?" What more could ta said even
the four Dnlclneas out at though Chapters" were devoted to the
fhlte began to look Around for subject
9 that could be used In a Nest,
It waa the candid Opinion of the
; simply running true to form, Wise'Men of Main Street, back in the
it was a Tap Bra and a Glorious Days of Free, Sliver, that J.
Id go a long Distance, Perclval TrigwhUt* was the cooniest
[now it seem* muscle-bound. and cleverest kit of the whole goshig<! Belle who was getting blame Kit. No matter what anyone
) 'take a Buggy .Ride could said to him he was right there with a
Beep a Wink the Night before snappy Come-Back. Keener than musS Musical Offering'the Folks tard and nothing got past him except
atk itows would stand op to Lightning. When Jesi fell for Perce
*k at the new Triumph of It was agreed that she had a little Ball
called'the Saxophone. of Fire who would cut some Streak.
fur conniving Cuties were npt
He Is now putting out One-Sheets
Millionaires. It. waa no for the Movie Theater but ha Is still
|cs to creep up on;Something very good at Repartee when anyone
there. Bach of them duns him. Possibly the J. Perclval
panted a Home with a Front has held him back all these Tears but
and a Hired. Girl and the Jess still has Confidence In Mm beI'Buds that would go with a cause when It comes to delivering"
H801.
Laundry Work after sha gets It all
»«re real Chums and used to done up, he Is absolutely Trustworthy
Another and Ue awake far and always knows where he can borNight discussing'their-foxy row a Wheelbarrow.
lauding and stringing some
Moral: After talking with the
Neighbors and consulting a Fortune
[ever be a Question" In. picking Teller, go ahead and use your own
m elope supposed tS contain Judgment.
•Check, whether It It wiser to
> Bait for John wJn.o already Collector Profits by
[ency In the Mitt 0r 4«>U lor
Odd Philatelic Error
Worker who owns a,' »$t Of
A philatelic error In a million, the
the first to take "the High printing of the king's head on both
ifter burning up many • ton aides of a Sheet of -45 halfpenny
j»clte Coal to keep the Front stamps, has aroused the Interest of
tan through jthe,L«ng Winter collectors In every part of England
»and holding Hands until her and -has sent them scurrying to post
We Blue, she finally, picked offices In the hope of finding another.
The stamps were Issued to a Lon""• slow-moving Pacnydehmvery attractive .Name of don suburban post office and six of
Pinned the Ribbon, oriubim them were sold before the error vafl
had just cdmjj into 160 discovered.
The purchaser of the seventh,
od Und. O&er ImproveI the Same Include^ a Hotifle however, was a lucky collector, who,
toll-Work around the BatfeB realizing that he had chanced on an
[worth of Lightning Rods on error unique In the history of his
hobby, promptly bought up the relk
maining 38.
" No Piiccjy
They are estimated to be worth
Mo expects to ltye on the £CO In all and are now in the possestorn a Quarter Secttpn should sion of B. D. Bowie, a London stamp
|'orTila Diet of Rainwater und dealer In commenting on the error,
'ler » net on' thaf much, Mr Bowie said that the value of the
paying Taxes and makr six' stamps which were used and which
enieuts
and Repairs, wonld mleht be any place In the world, could
a
er average Family in Blu- not be estimated. "Naturally," he
« "wre, any time Congress added, "the search for them will be
18 v
. trying to do something world-wide."
rm
er by mere u*V,qf the
The same error occurred in 1881 m
a»y good Fertile" $ract the printing of the one-penny lilac,
''lability Instead of an Scotts No. 89, which is now cat*
logued at $75.
he was rich but be
U le Front Stoop of Tbe
Where to Feed Bird*
One cannolt obtain acSwale or swamp borders, weed
. [.""' a ""arm
M except by patches, brushy fence rows and the
protected sides of woodlots or ravines are good places to place ood
Phi
„ U T°WD
for game birds in the wintertime.
h
e
,
put under dense clumps of everis1M" ofongthedayGovernment,- Grain
ereens or at the windswept bases of
farce trees usually will be available
to the birds, even after considerable
snowfall.
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Anemic* Becoming Rare

Since liver treatment has turned
pernicious anemia into a curable dis~
SS wme research workers say that
it to hard to find enough anemia paSanta to provide data for further
studies.

Washington, D. O.—Although Jobs
we scarce and wages low In many
pa
™.of the tftKed States, hundreds
or Indians and other local salmon fishermen living along the coast of Alaska
•reel sure of having more work and
better Incomes next summer than they
nave had for years.
This bit of seeming economic magic
will flow from a government ruling by
the United States commissioner of
fisheries, who has opened up bays and
Inlets along the Alaskan coast for
seining.
"The plan," says a bulletin from the
National Geographic society, "will not
mean
, th« taking of more salmon In
Alaskan waters, and may even mean
th« catching of fewer. But It will
•hltt to a considerable extent the
method of capturing the first from the
off-anore traps that require the atten•^?ft-.°*oaly a few skilled operators, to
the boat-operated selns of the individual—arid needy—fishermen.
"The obvious need «t. the local fishermen for some sort of assistance during the present economic conditions
was an Important factor in the lifting
of seining restrictions by the bureau
of fisheries; but the move was possible
only because of the building up of the
'runs' of salmon during the past nine
years by the bureau's stringent control.
"The activities of the bureau of fisheries are many sided, for it looks after
all sorts of chores—most of them Involving scientific Investigations—that
hare to do,with the amazingly varied
life of. Uncle Sam's coastal waters
and streams. In Alaska, which is a
federal territory, the organization is
a beneflclent dictator.
industry'Faced Collapse.

"Dictatorships are not novelties In
1988. They were In 1024 when congress gave the bureau dictatorial powers in.Alaskan waters as a sort of last
effort to save the $40,000,000 salmon
Industry from collapse. The system
was untried, and furthermore It was
vastly unpopular with the fishermen
and salmon packers. Packers had not
taken the trouble, as the bureau's
scientific workers bad, to study the life
cycle of the salmon. 'They looked on
the explanations of the peculiar scientific facts behind salmon runs as mere
'moonshine.'
"Figuratively, the bureau had to
hold the packers and fishermen back
with one hand,- and to coax the salmon
op the fresh-water spawning streams
with the other, meanwhile praying for
time to prove their scientific deductions.
"The runs of the same cycles bad
been growing progressively smaller; but
there were enough big runs from other
cycle* occurring between to obscure
the ominous fact that Alaska's rich
salmon resources were being exhaust,
ed. The .packers had literally been
killing their golden-egg-laying geese
by not permitting enough fish to get to
the spawning grounds.
' "By the bureau's regulations since
1024 the situation has been reversed.
More fish are getting Into the spawnIng.streams; and the salmon Industry
Is again on the up grade.
"In the eastern United States the
fishing Industry Is hoary with age. It
was America's first Industry, In fact
The bureau of fisheries has found
much work to do In keeping Its fingar on the pulse of conditions that
might make or break the Industry under high-powered modern methods;
and In solving fundamental problems
that affect the food supplies of tens of
millions of people.
Saves 8«al Industry.
"Another piece of pioneer work In
the government laboratories was the
demonstration that very quick freezing of fish assured a • much better
product than ordinary freezing, and
on* that would ship better.
, "The lowly oyster of . the Atlantic
coast has had Its domestic life thoroughly Investigated by the bureau of fish-

eries, and as a result Its 'housing problems' are In a fair way to be solved.
"In bringing about a 'come back' for
the exceedingly valuable Pribllof Island
seal, the bureau has done Its most
spectacular piece of work, and has
Written one of the most dramatic chap.
s*s in the whole story of conservation whether on land or sea. The
seal herds were fast being wiped out
of existence by deep sea hunters, when
in 1911, treaties with Japan and Great
Britain made the United States
trustee for the three nations in caring
for the animals which breed annually
on the Pribllof Islands. The Job was
turned over to the bureau and In 22
years It has built the herd up from
130,000 to 1.250,000. By sale of pelts
.taken under scientific management
from surplus males, It has paid $2,U7,000 Into the^ United States treasury
and In addition has paid, more than
$7150,000 each to Japan and Canada.
Close to 90 per cent of the world's fur
seals now live under government pro>
tectlon on the Pribllof Islands.
"In streams scattered over the
United States the bureau's work Is
helping the states to build up a game
flsh supply for the 10,000,000 anglers
who annually bait hooks and cast
files."
"Frontier" Town Near City
Carmel, N. T.—Only 60 miles from
the steel and concrete canyons of Manhattan New Yorkers have established
a typical frontier settlement called the
Gipsy Trail club, where they live In
log cabins designed after the early
American blockhouses and lead as
nearly as possible the kind of life experienced by our hardy pioneer forefathers.

By William Bruckart
ARMY AND NAVY
DEPARTMENTS

If there ever were a real Internationalist, Ilya Zorri is It. She speaks
seven languages; she never lived more
than six months consecutively in any
one country; she's a licensed aviatrlx
In the United States, a dramatic stage
star In South America, a hnnter of
wild animals In Africa, a cultured
social favorite in London and a successful fiction writer in Portugal. She
Is shown as she arrived on the liner
Santa Rosa at Los Angeles, Calif.

Large Family Dines in Shifts
Mother of 16 Runs Her Home
on Schedule.
New York.—A family of eighteen,
recently adjudged the largest In the
city, must eat each meal In three shifts
—because there's table room for only
six at a time.
The mother, Mrs. Robert Owens, has
solved the problem of keeping the
names and ages of her sixteen children
straight by the use of a small notebook
which she carries with her at all times.
The book contains the vital statistics
of the family and often saves embarrassment when neighbors or others ask
questions.
It's a big job, taking care of a family of eighteen, Mrs. Owens saya, especially when not one of them has full
time employment. Mr. Owens, who
receives $45 for ten days' work a
month In the Queens Park department,
Is the principal provider. There are
twelve boys, but only three are old
enough to work—and at present they
haven't any regular jobs.
But the Owens manage to get along.
Mrs. Owens, assisted by Anna, twentyfive and married, runs the household
on a regular schedule. Most of the
time Is taken up by meals and cookIng. Breakfast lasts from 6 to 10 a.

"Golfing Grandma"
Becomes a Champion
New Orleans.—Mrs. John M.
Taylor, New Orleans' "golfing
grandmother," Is not through by
any means, but declares she still
will be making accurate putts and
drives When many younger women
have traded their golf sticks for
knitting needles.
Now past sixty-five, she wields
a golf club with the uame accuracy which has brought her numerous titles In -golfing circles, and
recently enabled her to take the
women's championship of the city
with a dramatic putt of more than
30 feet.

Concrete Flow at Boulder Dam Starts

m., lunch from 11 a. m., to 2 p. m.,
and dinner from 6 to 8 p. m.
As for food, Mrs. Owens does all
her own baking and Is proud that her
children are, not "picky." There Is no
particular dish they crave, and there
are never any complaints. Mrs. Owens
sums It up like this: "Them who don't
want leaves and them who do eats."
Mr. and Mrs. Owens, each forty-four,
were married when they were nineteen. Mr. Owens.was getting $12 a
week as a chauffeur when they were
married. He was one of six children,
and Mrs. Owens was one of five.
The Owens children and the dates of
their births are: Anna, 1908; Robert,
1910; William, 1911; Charles, 1915;
Catherine, 1817; Loula, 1918; Elmer,
1920; George, 1922; Ruth, 1923; John,
1924; Dorothy, 1926; Wilbur, 1927;
Thomas, 1028; Walter, 1929; Arthur,
1930, and Christopher, 1932.

Survey Reveals Fewer
Teachers, More Pupils
Washington.—The number of schoo\
teachers In the country has decreased
2.4 per cent, while enrollment in the
nation's schools has Increased 1.3 per
cent, according to a study made by the
offloe of education of the Interior department
The study Included reports of more
than 3,000 school superintendents In
cities having a population of 2,600 or
more.
More than 50 per cent of the cities
reported a decrease In the number of
teachers per pupil in all grades of
schools. The majority of reports also
showed a decrease In the budgets for
teacher salaries.
Ninety-one cities showed plans for
a shorter term because of lack of
money to run the usual length of
time, Textbook purchases decreased
an average of 16.8 per cent.
Another item waff that the capital
outlay for schools had been lowered
57.0 per cent during the past two
years.

More Than Half Canada's
People Under 25 Years
Ottawa, Ont.—Canada is essentially
a land of young people,'the last census
reveals. More than half of the dominion's 10,376,786 population were found
to be under 25 years of age.
There were more persons of the age
of ten years than any other age. The
ten-year-olds numbered 232,180 and the
babies of less than one year 202,088.
The twenty-year-olds were 189389
and the twenty-fives 165,922.
The ten-year-olds were 2.2 of the
total population and the twenty-fives
1.6 per cent.
There were 4,510,195 who had not
reached the voting age of twenty-one,
so that there were 5,866,591 who had
reached the arithmetical age of maturity.

$250,000 Salvaged From
Sunken Italian Steamer
London.—The Italian salvage steamer Artigllo II has landed about $250,000 worth of gold from the wrecked
iner Egypt at Plymouth. It Is believed that bullion worth another $2,XK),000 remains In the hold of the
sunken vessel. The liner went down
In a collision in 1022 off Dshant,
France, with more than $5,000,000 In
gold and sliver bullion In Its hold.
U.et Natural Whutlo

Boston.—George L. Handlln is one
«
,
r ,.,,1,,-rete Into the foundations of Boulder uuiu began without
P U
Boston traffic officer who doesn't use
°
AltLu«h
two
Sr
had
been
spent
In
completiug
work
on
what
his tin whistle. Instead, he depends
ceremony. Alth ™*' tl tw° **? and «38,000,000 had been expended so that the
on his natural ability* as a whistler.
will be the w»™» s wr\
coucret e wail could begin, the cheering of workactual buljlng of ^^ to mark the moment<,US moment. The photo- His whistle Is famous among Bostonl{ ans.
graV^ows workers pourlug the first coucrete

TpHEOUGH all of history, people
A
have enjoyed, even have been
thrilled by the sight of marching men.
It reflects an inbred love for perfection. The deft execution of orders,
the snap of obedience to commands,
excites admiration everywhere.
To accomplish this perfection, however, requires Imagination as. well as
skill, knowledge as well as discipline.
There has to be something done besides handing a man the drab uniform
of the army or the blue of the navy
to make a soldier or a sailor.
All of this Is headed up In divisions
In the War department for the army
and In the Navy department for the
navy and the marine corps. Somebody has to accept responsibility as
well as exercise authority. So the general staff of the army and the general
board of the navy operate to maintain
the standard of the services under
their Jurisdiction.
It Is obvious that administration
of the national defense arms requires
more than the training of men to
march, to click their heels, to salute,
to flre their small arms or their machine guns "or their greater weapons.
They have to have supplies, food,
munitions and material, transport for
the army, unexcelled ships for the
nary, airplanes for each. Records
have to be kept, legal questions have
to be answered, and engineering problems have to be solved. And so there
is In each department offices In general control of each whose Job Is to
see that all operations are co-ordinated within that service and that
there Is uniform development In accordance with policies promulgated by
congress and within the supply of
money which congress appropriated
for the work. They have duties so
many and so varied that an enumeration of them ts. tmposflible In these
columns, but they may be accurately
summarized In the one phrase that
they are designed to provide protection for the nation on an efficient
basis.
The army and navy look after the
welfare of their respective personnel
to a far greater extent than ever has
obtained In the management of civilian organizations. The men who make
up the army, the navy and the marine
corps receive most complete medical
attention from men of standing in the
medicat professions but who have
made the service a career.
They even have their morals guarded as far as Is possible a»id the spiritual side of administration Is In the
hands of conscientious and sincere
chaplains.
There Is probably no more complete general hospitals than those provided for the service members and,
since the World war, for the use>of
veterans. The Naval hospital and Walter Ileed General, hospital, both In
the Capital city, are examples, and
It Is fhe belief of professional men
that treatment In these service hospitals Is hardly excelled except In i.
very limited number of Institutions
In all th« world.
And that limited nnraber, be it said,
are Institutions directing their efforts
along specific, as distinguished from
general, lines.
While thorough consideration and
precision of action Is being discussed,
It Is well to call attention to the high
degree of excellence which the services demand In the supplies they buy.
As an Instance of this, the War department buys Its annual stock of
pneumatic and solid automobile tires
on contract. Before that contract is
awarded, the utmost In testing is done.
That Is not all; after the contract Is
awarded, representatives of the army
are stationed In the plant where those
tires are made, and any variation
from the original specifications will
not be tolerated.
It Is the same with the navy and
the marine corps. When specifications
are drawn even for the smallest piece
of machinery, the requirements are
specific and they areVigidly enforced.
Certainly, the government gets its
money's worth In purchases by the
military services.
Turn to the corps of engineers of
the army: It Is conceded everywhere
that when those officers make a survey or draw plans, the results are
about as bombproof as It Is possible
to make them. The Insignia of the
corps of engineers on a bridge always mukes me feel that the Job was
done on a basis of perpetual life, for
flimsy construction Is not known in
their training.
The corps of engineers proba,bly Is
closer to the average section or community during peace time than Is
liny other phase of the army or the
navy except as the services embrace
enlisted men or officers from every
part of the country. For when the
government has river or harbor worlc
to do, It Is the army engineers to
whom the Job Is first assigned. They
make the surveys and draw the plans,
and the board of engineers reports
to congress. If the program Is practicable and the expense is thought
to be warranted, an appropriation is
made and the engineer officers loolt
after the rest.
They see that the contractor does
his Job In accordance with the skill
and the technlc and the soundness
which those officers have been taught
a» fundamental.
O, 1932. W«*t«ru
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Knuz^ram Co. Wins Tax
Against the Town
At a hearing last Friday before
.£* 5' J' Mantz in the *fl». term
of the Cass county district court, the
case of the Runs Grain Co. vs. the
Town of Anita on an appeal for
equalization of the assessment of
their elevator property in Anita, the
Judge lowered the assessment from
|4,260.00 to $3,000.00. . Russell
Smith, local (manager of the Kunz
Company, Fred Dittman and W. H.
Wagner appeared as witnesses. The
town made no appearance, letting th*
case go by default, and the costs of
the action were charged to the town
by Judge Mantz. H. p. Ziegler appeared as attorney for the elevator
company.

A. R. Koi
Phone 43
We Deliver
Anita, Iowa

Friday anil Saturday

H. Talbot, 92, a resident of
[jjta since 1870, passed away about
I o'clock Monday morning at his
RICE ERISPIES, buy 2 packages f o r . . . . . . . . , .19c
on Rose Hal Ayemie after an
;oS of several year* from heart
(And get a Brownie false face FpEE)
jble and other ailments brought
| by advanced age.
COOKIES, Fig Bars or Ginger Snaps, Ib.
lOc
Obituary.
POWDERED SUGAR, 2 pounds....
.15c
nder Hamilton -Talbot •was
, jn Utica, New York, on July 22,
PEACHES, Tall Corn, No. 10 (gallon) cans
45c
, and passed away at his home
Bits, Iowa, on July 10,1933; aged
OYSTERS, GWC, small cans, each.
9c
ears, 11 months and 18 days.
NAVY BEANS, Fancy Michigan,~3 pounds
14c
•hen he was a lad five years old,
(parents moved to Geneseo, IfliMALT, "Ole Dependable," per can
39c
I, where he 'grew; to young manThose who attend the Rialto
fy living there until the spring of Theatre this coming Saturday or SunBULt FLY SPRAY, bring jar, per quart
45c
I when he cane to Anita.
day evening wiU be among the first in
the country to see the feature play,
TISSUE TOILET PAPER, 6 rolls
25c
"Don't Bet on Love," Lew Ayres'
union five newest production and which was
RED ALASKA SALMON, 2 tall cans
35c
daughter, completed last week at Universal City
PORK and BEANS, GWC medium, per can.... 5c
away in in California. The local theatre has
children the first screening of the picture in
^ffersonville, Iowa.
a; Prank
" kr». Leona The picture is a swiftjly moving ro, i of Mew.
Idaho; and mance of the race track, and was dii Clara Holt
Ifonnes... Hie rected by Murray Both, who, together
survived bir!fiv& grandchildren with Howard Emmet Rogers, wrote
the story of "Don't Bet on Love."
; Novembejffhe and Mrs. Talbot There is a sequence in the story where
6
12
,e pleasure, or" celebrating their cabaret interludes are pictured, and
,
Cans
Cans
i wedding anniversary, a pleasure iiere Ayres will play and sing for the
CORN, GWC, No. 2 size
$ ,55
$1.00
[privilege-", given to very iew first time in pictures. It provides him
PEAS, GWC, extra sifted E. J
85
1.65
with his first opportunity to display
a number of -years he and his tils musical ability in pictures, the, acGREEN
BEANS,
Tall
Corn,
Np.
2...
.59
1.10
• lived on an acreage northeast tor having been a dance orchestra
KIDNEY BEANS, Briardale
.57
1.05
hita where he operated a nursery, musician before making his screen
to the home where he died debut several years ago in "All
APRICOTS, GWC, No. 2V2 size
1.17
2.18
' years ago next falL For a nnm- Juiet on the Western Front." Ayres
1
PEACHES,
GWC,
No.
2i/
size
1.19
2.25
2
years, until hia health failed, will sing and play the banjo in "Don't
PINEAPPLE, No. 2, broken slice.... .84
1.59
rated a nursery here in Anita. Bet on Love."'
his younger days Mr. Talbot had
In the picture, Ayres is supported
i acquaintance with the -people >y the vivacious Ginger Rogers, and
iis section, and took an active included in the cast are several other
lin the development of the com- well known leading ladies, such as
V
.-'•'••'....'
"
' ' ' Shirley Gray and Merna Kennedy.
peral services will be held this Others appearing in the'.picture are
ay) afternoon at 2:00 o'clock Charles Grapewin, Tom Dugan, LucMate home, and will be conducted ille Webster Gleason, William KelDes Moines, July 12.—Receipts
While on his way to Valley Juncv. E. L. Anderson/pastor of the ley, the famous impersonator, and from the state gasoline tax for the tion Thursday with a load of stock
tional church. Burial will be Hugh Enfield, latest stage discovery fiscal year ending July 1 slumped in a truck belonging to the Farmers
of Carl Laemmle, who makes his first more than $1,179,000 below the total Co-Operative Elevator Co., "Tiny"
I in Evergreen cemetery.
appearance in pictures in this fea- for the previous fiscal period, records Heckman had the misfortune to have a
ture.
of State Treasurer L. J. Wegman car belonging to W. D. Johnson of OmComedy and News.
aha and driven by E. W. Foster, who
shows.
In addition to this latest feature,
Collections from the period ending was accompanying him, side-swipe the
there will be a two reel comedy star- July 1 totaled $10,548,496.67, while truck. The impact did considerable
ring Vince Barnett in "The Trial of in the .fiscal year ending June 30, damage to the truck, and turned the
youngster* |Uce to drive; and Vince Barnett." Also the Universal 1932, the total collected was $11,727,- auto over into the ditch at the side
tick on the trigger, but they and Des Moines Register news reel 669.44. The total also was about $1,- of; the road. Mr. Johnson and Mir.
[• judgment. They take long with Graham McNamee.
No ad- 100,000 below the amount received in Foster were accompanied by their
es. Thus their accident record vance in admission prices will be the fiscal year ending June 30, 1931. wives, and Mrs. Johnson received a
t them. A government tab- made.
Primary highways received $5,277,- broken shoulder blade in the accident,
shows that the most hazard165 of the total collected in the last and was taken to the hospital in
' for automobile driving is untwelve-month period, $3,520,000 went Guthrie, Center.
> age of twenty. Drivers under
On Friday, Attorney H. P. Ziegler
to secondary roads, and the remaindge have an accident record 39
er, $1,749,331.12, went to the refund appearing for the local elevator, went
it worse than the average,
to Casey and had the Omaha men arand administration account.
hobile accidents show a steady
rested for driving an auto while inIn
the
previous
fiscal
year
the
alAtlantic, July 12.—Juvenile bands
ard trend fa* the different age
toxicated, and given a hearing before
location
to
the
primary
highways
was
from the group under 20 to and musicians from a dozen south- $5,966,186.48, and that to secondary Justice of the Peace A. A. Thompson,
• drivers 50 years old and over. west Iowa towns will participate in
waived to the grand jury. The Johnroads $4,114,000.
[rivers 20 to 29 years old have the "Festival of Music" to be held
In only three months of the fiscal son car was attached until settlefident record 29 per cent worse in Atlantic on the afternoon and even- year were the total collections above ment for damages to the truck has
average; 80 to 89 years, 3.6 ing of Wednesday, July 19th.
been made.
Sponsored by the Chamber of Com- the 1,000,000 mark. The high month
' better than the average; 40
in
collections
during
the
fiscal
year
[years, 29 per cent better, and merce of Atlantic, this firs* gathfer- was last July when the total was $1,ages of 50 and over, 36 per ing of boys and girls' bands promises 182,183.22.
to be successful far beyond the early
than the average;
Collections for the last month tohopes of the sponsors. Bands will be
taled
$978,275.05, of which $481,091,Scott, of the Anita Lumber present from Harlan, Audubon, Exira, 68 went to the primary roads, $310,a
The waterworks trustees of Anita
business caller hi Des Adair, Anita, Griswold and Atlantic. 000 to secondary roads and $187,183.will make application in a few days
The recent organised juvenile band j
»Tuesday.
37 to the refund and administration to the public works advisory commitfrom the Dermyer community wesfc of
account.
tee for Iowa for |7,500.00, which will
*>day afternoon the ladies aid Atlantic will also participate. There
be used, if the application is accepted,
' at Lincoln Center held a uneet- will be juvenile musicians from Lewis,
for
the extension of water mains and
Massena,
Cumberland,
Brayton
and
community hall.
the placing of new hydrants in Anita.
Walnut take part in the mass band
' • • •' •
$2,260.00 would be an outright gift
E. Campbell'and daughter, concert in the evening.
from the federal government and the
The several bands will give separate
a Jean, are spending the
On Friday evening the newly elect- balance, $5,250.00, would be in the
[* Ames with their mother and concerts during the afternoon at the
up-town
city
park.
A
parade
of
all
ed
and appointive officers of the local form of a loan. Some of the work
.other, (Mrs. A. B. Maxwell and
the bands will precede these concerts. Rebekah lodge were installed by Dis- contemplated by the trustees would be
The climax of the "Festival of _ trict Deputy President Gladys Ger- the laying of a four inch water pipe
E
| - Hopson and wife of Silvus, Music" will be the grand mass bandj lach and her Grand Marshal Grace east on East Main Streei from the O.
are spending a few days in concert to be given at the fair Dougherty of Cumberland. Those in- W. Shaffer residence, and a four inch
water pipe north on Walnut Street
this week with her airier, grounds in the evening. All the sev- stalled were Mrs. C. W. Zastrow,
from Fourth Street.
eral
bands
will
be
grouped
in
one
big
• Goodwin and husband. They
noble grand; Mrs. Arthur Davey, vice
fo«te home from a trip to Cali- organization and will play under the grand; Mrs. Bertha Lewis, secretary;
leadership of Iowa's moat famous
Vera B. Hook, treasurer; Miss
band leader, Karl King of Fort Dodge. |
Alvord, warden; Mrs. Frank
,, conductor; Mrs. H. G. Stuart,
Sunday a number of friends Mr King has notified the committee.
we Arlo Johnson home south- in, charge that he will be here to di-1 chaplain; Mrs. Cole Musick, right
««city to spend the day, tak- rect the mammoth band which will support noble grand; Mrs. M. C.
The revenue from stamp sales in* hem well filled baskets for number between two and three hun- Hutchison, left support noble grand; creased more than 37 per cent at the
dinner which was served at dred boys and girls.
' Miss Lucy Galiher, right support vice Anita postottice for the quarter end•There will be no charge to any of grand; Mrs. W. H. Dorale, left sup- ing June 30, 1933, as compared with,
A very pleasant time
b
y all present. Those in the afternoon or evening concerts. port vice grand; Mrs. Iva Wilson, in- the same quarter of last year. The
w
«e Bert Johnson and The visiting musicians will be enter- side guardian; Mrs. Mary Reed, out- greatest gain was in the month of
sl
tained at dinner in the evening by the side guardian; and Mrs. Dosha Scholl, May which showed an increase, of
«y Johnson i
Atlantic
Chamber of Commerce.
pianist.
loily, Archie Van
nearly 50 per cent.
Kc Anderson and
Count/Worker Mary wT McVey of
A six and a half ton safe purchased
Hansen and family
The members of the Quilt club were
Atlantic
was
a
visitor
in
the
city
Monand
by
the Cass county board of superitz ••• ,
family, Glenn
guests
last Wednesday afternoon of
visors from the receiver of the Citj^ family, R. U.
day afternoon.
Mrs.
S.
E. Goodrich at her home on
State Bank at Lewis was mstallCherry Street. Late in the afternoon
n
W
E
Shugg
left
Monday
•
i
the
office
of
County
Jtv6V*
VV > AJ*
, iifill
a lunch was served by the hostess.
evening for Des Moines where he wui
Bpend a few weeks with friends.

First Showing in Iowa on
Bet on Love"

Canned Goods Going Up—
Buy by the Dozen

Gas Tax Shows Big Slump Farmers Coop. Truck Is
During the Past Year Damaged in Casey Wreck

gsters Have Most

"Festival of Music" to Be
Held in Atlantic July 19

Waterworks Trustees to
Ask For Federal Loan

New Officers Installed
by the Rebekah Lodge

Anita Stamp Sales Show
Big Increase Past Quarter

NUMBER 38

Drivers' License Permits FARMERS
Are (^d_0ntil 1935
Sheriff A,. (Dick) Odem has been
advised of the new drivers' license
law, which became effective on July 4.
It provides that licenses of this kind
are good until January 1, 1935. All
of these licenses issued in Cass county
were originally issued to run until
December 31,1933. The new law will
make it unnecessary to get a new
drivers' license next winter.
Another law, passed by the last
legislature, and which is now in force,
was the assessing of real estate every
four years. There will be" no real
estate assessments made until January
1937, as a real estate assessment was
made in Iowa this year.

WAITRiG
FOR CROP

County Agents Meeting in Atlantic
Say Farmers "Watchful Waiting"
in Regard to Wheat Acreage
•
Adjustment -Plan.

Atlantic, July 12.—Most farmers
have adopted an attitude of "watchful waiting" in regard to the wheat
acreage adjustment plan of the newfarm act, judging from opinions expressed by several of the 16 county
agents attending a district meeting
at Atlantic last Thursday.
Purpose of the meeting was to
make plans for putting the wheat allotment plan into effect in Iowa. Five
more district meetings are scheduled
for members of the extension service
and county agents who are charged
with the educational and organization
Chicago, Illinois,
work of the wheat program.
July 3; 1933.
No Sentiment.
Editor The Tribune,
Sentiment
concerning proposed
Anita, Iowa.
^-.
wheat allotment schemte is not yet
My Dear Sir:
I heard there are many widows liv- crystallized, county agents reported,
ing in Anita, Iowa. Is that true? because of the lack of information as
Well, sir, Hm just yearning tq marry to just what the plan will be. During
some widow for "congenial com- the next few weeks county agents will
panionship." Isn't there some widow be explaining the plait in township
living on a farm near Anita, who and county meetings.
Some farmers are wholeheartedly
would care for a young man like me?
Have I farm experience? You bet, in favor of the plan and already are
plenty. Do I like country life ? Yes, anxious to sign the contracts for reand always did. How much money ducing acreage and receiving the benhave I? None. Was an inventor for efit payments. Opposition to the
many years—but a flop. My age? plan is heard in many counties beI'm 37. Ever married? No. My dis- cause of statements from various
position? Jovial. Whom do I live sources that "nature will take care of
with ? With my parents. Have I any the surplus."
Guarantee.
defects? Yes, one. But I'm strong
The general opinion, however, is
and able-bodied and have even passed
for the army. And I'd prefer a mate that guarantee of a certain price for
with some kind of a defect too, in three years, which will place wheat on
preference to all others. Why? Be- basis where its purchasing power is
cause those who have no defects 'may equal that of before the war and the
desperate need of some remedy for
be particular in choosing a mate.
I'm fairly tall, hair brown and bald the wheat price situation will induce
on top, weigh 155, eyes blue, and am farmers to join the program.
I handsome? Well, I haven't won any Hint of organized opposition is
found in some counties, but it is not
beauty prizes yet.
However, I'll gladly answer all let- expected to be a serious handicap to
ters I receive and exchange pictures. putting the program into effect.
Surplus.
This is a bonafide letter.
To refute any idea that nature will
Yours Truly,
cut down the wheat surplus, it was
Frank Meyers.
pointed out that the surplus wheat
6423 So. Artesian Avenue,
stocks of the world in June were more
Chicago, Illinois.
P. S. If you have space in your than 776 million bushels—available
paper, I hope you'll insert this letter for export or holdover—of which
without charge. By doing so you'll about 500 million are in the United ,
make "two hearts happy." And States. This surplus cannot be wiped
should you not care to print my name out by nature.
Insurance.
and address, so have the widows writ*
Another
fact
in favor of the wheat
in 'for it, providing they enclose a
stamped and addressed envelope for allotment plan is its crop insurance
same. In this way only those that aspect. Benefit payments will be
are sincere would write in for my made this fall and in 1934 and 1935
name and address. I come from av on the basis of the farmer's average
large family and I can give the best production the last three years regardless of whether he has a good or
of references.
poor crop this year or the next two.
This factor is important, said Leslie M. Carl, state allotment officer, in
the case of farmers in the LoganDenison area, where the grain yield
is hurt by drought this year, or in
After confessing late Monday night a case where crops have been hurt
:hat he attacked and robbed Mayor by hail or insects.
Joseph Burnea at the Burnea departA business meeting of the Anita
tment store in Atlantic about 6:0|0
o'clock Monday morning, Gay Rust- Literary club will be held at the liman, 26, of Cumberland, committed brary on Thursday evening at 7:30
suicide in his cell at the Atlantic city o'clock.
iail.
A total of 1.25 inches of rain fell
The man hanged himself with a
>elt he had been wearing. The sui- in this vicinity from Thursday until
cide took place some time after 11:15 Saturday. Farmers are jubilant over
p. m. Monday night when officers aay the moisture as crops are looking
,hey gave Rustman a drink of wat- much better today.

Chicago Man Would Like
to Find a Wife in Anita

Cumberland Man Hangs
Self in Atlantic City Jail

Mick Forshay, wife and daughter,
The body was removed Tuesday
Alanna,
spent Sunday in Des Moines
morning to a funeral home in Cumberwith her brother, Tom Murrow, who is
and.
seriously ill. They were accompanied
Mrs. G. M. Barnes, who has been ill home that evening by her sister, Mrs.
with heart trouble, is reported to be Icyl, Kramer of Chicago and a stepsister, Miss Kathryn Mardis of Corysomewhat improved.
don.
Miss Evelyn Jensen of Guthrie CenBy a scorp of 12 to 11, the Anita
ter is visiting in Anita this week
with her friend, Miss Margaret El- B. B. nine went down to defeat Sunday morning in a game with the Atlett.
lantic Athletics on the Atlantic diaMrs. P. J. Frisbie, living east of the mond. Anita's battery was Parker,
city, received a bad laceration on one Exline and Knowlton, and for Atlanof her limbs a few days ago, when tic the battery was Rentz, King and
she fell at the yard of her home Lynch. Anita had the game won until the last half of the ninth inning
striking a tin can.
when Atlantic succeeded in bringing
W. H. Wagner and wife, Solon A. in two runs.
Karns, wife and son, Dean, the Misses
A barn on the farm occupied by
Betty and Marie Burns, and Harold
Alleman and wife of Stockton, Illi- Arlie Fort and wife, five miles southnois, left this morning to spend a east of Anita, was destroyed by fire
few days at Lake Okoboji and Spirit about 6:00 o'clock last Thursday afternoon. The farm is owned by the
Lake.
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co, and
The members of the Dorcas class is known as the Wm. Bear farm. The
of the Congregational Sunday School barn, an old structure, was recently
enjoyed a picnic Tuesday afternoon at filled with hay, and it is thought that
the home of Mrs. Henry Kuehn, spontaneous combustion of the hay
northeast of (the city. A social af- started the blaze. No livestock was
ternoon was spent by the members', lost in the fire, although Mr. Fort'
after which a lunch was served by was injured in taking a mule from
the hostess.
the barn, getting three ribs broken.
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MBIA
Gem, '

By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
P HERB in North America there's
a republic poetically balled as "Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean"—
the United States. Down In South
America there's another republic
whose real name differs In the spelling by only one letter from the poetical name of her sister In the
north and there's more than one
, reason for balling It as "Colombia
—A Gem 'Tween Two Oceans;" Both of them
trace their name back to one man, the daring
navigator who Is commonly regarded as the
"discoverer" of the New World—Christopher Columbus.
Within the last year two events have turned
tJie eyes 6f the North American republic toward the South American. One of them was the
dispute between Colombia and Peru over the
violation of a treaty whose purpose it was to
define the boundary between the two countries.
The, headwaters of the Amazon river are far
up in. the eastern slope of the Andes which
forms the back country of Peru, Ecuador and
Colombia.
In 1922, howev*. a treaty was signed defining the boundary, which for the most part followed the Putnmayo river, a northern branch of
the Amazon, which it Joins In Brazilian territory. In order to give the Colombians access
to the Amazon, Peru ceded to Colombia the narrow corridor from the Putnmayo along the Brarillan frontier to the Amazon and Including the
Amazonian port of Letloia.
Despite their resentment at this arrangement,
It was accepted by the Peruvians of this eastern
back country—of which the Amazonian port of
Iqultos is the principal center—until revolution
overthrew the government of President Legula,
who had made the treaty. On the morning of
September 1 of test year the Peruvians seized
Letlcla and drove out the Colombian officials.
At first President 'Sanchez Cerro was Inclined
to disavow this action, but biter supported It,
alleging that the treaty of 1922 was not valid
because It had never been put up to his people,
although the treaty was ratified by the congresses
of both countries.
Thereupon the League of Nations took a hand
in the affair. After an examination of the beginnings of the conflict It Issued a report which
condemned Peru's attitude and asked for the
restoration of the seized territory to Colombia.
President Sanchez Cerro refused to comply and
thus brought Peru Into conflict with the league.
The league council at length proposed a plan
which, on May 25, was accepted by both countries, whereby Pern will evacuate Letlcla and
the corridor, turning the Jurisdiction thereof
over to a league commission which will act to
enforce order and use therefore such international forces as it may select; the entire expense of this operation being born by Colombia.
'The four members of the commission, CoL Arthur Brown, representing the United States,
Gapt Francisco Igleslas, representative from
Spain, Dr. Armando Mencla of Cuba, and Lemos
Basto, the league representative from Brazil, are
now on their way to Letlcla to fulfill their duties
as league administrators.
Along with international praise for the efforts
of the league In effecting an amicable settlement
of the situation, credit also belongs to the successful negotiations between Peru's new president, Dr. Oscar Benavldes, and Dr. Alfonso Dopes, Colombian minister to England, who, with
President Enrique Olaya Herrera of Colombia,
bare established a closer earnest accord between the two nations.
Thd other event was the celebration last Jannary 'of jtbe four hundredth anniversary of the
founding of Cartagena, Colombia, with a program of festivities and an elaborate exposition
designed to recall th,e wealth and romance and
travail which tour centuries bad brought to this
"Carthage of the New World."
A pott of call for noted navigators of the
world, from Columbus to Lindbergh, Cartagena
baa had a history more colorful and turbulent

1.—-Four centuries after the eyas of the SpanIth .conqufrtador* flrat widaned at South Amerlea'a coaatal beauty, such tropically wild garden
•pots aa the Bay of Plnorroa remain unchanged
and lovaly. Part of Colombia'* virgin coastline,
It may have been the haven for more than one
buccaneering crew •ailing the mae In search of
the storied wealth of tho Spanish gold fleets.
2.—Painting by Leudo, Colombia painter, In
Hotel El Salto at Tequendama Falls, showing
Bochlca after smiting the rock that caused the
rushing forth of Tequendama Falls.
3.—Branches drooping with the weight of ripe.
red clusters of coffee cherries; this coffee tree
Is ready for th* picker* who harvest one of the
most Important crops of Colombia.
''-—"Panama" hats in the 'process of manufacture.
6.—An air view of the modern waterfront of
Cartagena, Colombia, one of the oldest cities In
the New World, which was founded 400 years
ago, In 1533. It was from here that the treasure-laden Spanish galleons set sail for the Old
World as far back as the middle of the Sixteenth
century.
perhaps than that of any other city In the New
World. The early Spanish conquistadors discovered the harbor and decided to establish a city
there, through which the Spanish fleet might
maintain contact with the rich New World over
which their dominion was rapidly becoming established. But the native Indians thought otherwise, and It was only with the greatest difficulty
that they were subdued. On January 21, 1533,
the first stone of the new city was laid by Pedro
de Heredla in the name of Spain. Thereupon, Its
fortresses and towers rose quickly, at a reported
expense of $80.000,000 and thousands upon thousands of lives, perhaps the costliest city In men
and money since the building of Rome or Athena
Spain's determination to build strongly and
to hold the city against all comers was not without logic. Shiploads of gold, silver and emeralds,
costliest of Jewels, In the mining of which Ckn
lombla still leads all other countries, were dispatched to the Old World. Caravans of priceless
booty flowed Into Cartagena by mule-back and
other means of primitive transportation. English and French rapidly learned of the treasure
land, and Spain, unwilling to share the bounty
of discovery, fortified and fortified mightily.
Like Carthage of old, Cartagena withstood
many a mighty siege and was the site of the
greatest battles of those times. And like Carthage of old, Cartagena fell before Invading conquerors. The most famous assault of all has an
Indirect but picturesque connection with United States history and with one of Uncle Sam's
own most precious of national shrines.
In the 1740s a British fleet stormed Cartagena
under command of Admiral Vernon. It was one
of the most stupendous and enduring sieges of
the military history of that day. The final stages
of the siege found the would-be Invaders under
command of one Capt Lawrence Washington
Upon Captain Washington's return to Virginia In
1742, he found a new house awaiting him. the
central portion of the present mansion, and he
gave It the name of Mount Vernon In honor of
the admiral under whom he sailed for Cartagena
Dpon his death, the property became that of
George Washington, his half-brother.
During the period 1544 to 1815, Cartagena
was attacked eight times, by pirates and buccaneera, among them the Englishman, Drake
and his countryman, Hawkins. These succeeded

War on the Bald Eagle
on Slanders.

IRD lovers, disturbed by the
threatened extermination of the
white-headed or bald eagle, have
taken up the fight TO protect
America's bird of freedom whotf
rugged profile adorns lAmetlcan Matt
and coins, as the emblem e* the nation.
In its structure and habits, the eagle
Is a large hawk, of close kin to the falcons, buzzards, and harriers of every
clime, but the biggest* boldest and
most powerful raptor of them alL flTne
female, which in the American eagle
is the larger sex, may attain a Ifength
Of 43 inches, may spread 8 fe?t, and,
according to Audubon, may weigh
from eight to twelve pounds, though
these last figures may be greatly exceeded in captive birds, it is a stranger to fatigue, can probably lift Its
own weight, and has been known to
carry a lamb over 6, distance ot five
miles.
*•
Our eagle is content to subsist upon
fish whenever there Is an ample supply, but Is too partial to waterfowl to
become a favorite with sportsmen,
though it never kills tor sport; andjs
too fond of chicken dinners, mutton
chops and suckling pig ever to become popular In rural communities.
Now It has been accused, though
with scant show of Justice, of destroying salmon and young reindeer in
Alaska, where the territorial legislature has set a price upon Its hoary
head. For ten years or-more a ruthless war has been waged against our
national bird in that territory, until
more eagles have been destroy****-,
some estimates running as high ,a»i
forty or fifty thousand—than were
thought to exist on the whole .continent
,] I
It is safe to say that forty-thon?
sand eagles could not appreciably affect the supply of Alaskan salmon In
forty thousand years. But man, with'
his wasteful methods, Intent only on
present gains, must find a culprit and;
the eagle was a convenient victim.
Franklin Derided Him.
But this is not all; for, aside from
the eagle's occasional raids upon trie
farmer's stock and poultry, which In
most parts of the country', are far
In capturing the city, held It for a short period from habitual or serious, oar bird's
and abandoned It with booty • valued at more moral character has been assayed.
than half a million ducats. French adventurers His reputed turpitude was early exalso succeeded In capturing the city after strenu- pressed by Benjamin Franklin in a
ous siege, and departed with even greater treas- letter written in France on January
ure. In spite of temporary capture, Cartagena 26, 1784, and has been quoted with
continued to remain Spanish, for, although some approval since.
of the besiegers were successful, their stay was •. At that time the Order ot dnclnonly long enough to plunder and sack,
natus, which had been recently creNot only is Colombia rich In historic associa- ated in America add had adopted the
tions such as those connected with the ancient "bald eagle" as its emblem, was a fair
city of Cartagena, but It Is also rich In beau- target for critics on > both sides of the
ties of nature which Justify the characterization water. Franklin thought that a bird
of "A Gem Tween Two Oceans." One of those which was too lazy to fish for himself,
beauty spots la the famous Tequeudama wa- but robbed the honest fish hawk on
terfall and connected with It Is an Interesting every occasion, and was so rank a
legend of the Cblbchas, the native Inhabitants coward as to permit the little kingof Colombia. Bochla was their protective deity bird to "drive him out of the district,"
and Chlbchacum, a subordinate deity, was the was "by no means a proper emblem
god of farmers, merchants and silver workers.
The Chlbchas, like some other peoples of the for the brave 'and honest .Cincinnati
earth, had their universal punishment or flood of America," who by their prowess
bad "driven all the kingbirds from our
on account of their many albs. This flood took country."
place In the great Inundations of the Sopo and
Franklin had been a member of
Tblto rivers, tributaries of the Funza, the Inhabitants of the lofty plateau of Bogota having the first committee designated by cononly the tops of the trees In which to take gress to prepare a suitable device' for
refuge. This great flood had been ordered by the United States, and aa bis design
Chlbchacum, their subordinate god. But the was rejected it would not have been
survivors turned their eyes to Bochlca, their surprising had he felt a little resentever-protecting deity, and the latter, appearing ment at the substitution to be made
one evening at sunset above the rainbow and later.
The eagle, like the fish hawk, must
with a golden scepter In one hand struck such
a blow with It upon the rocks of Tequendama follow the instincts with which nathat they split In two and through the opening ture has endowed It, but that upon octhus made the waters held on the savannah or casion it is a carrion-feeder, like most
plain of Bogota were released, leaving it more of Its kind, is probably to be set down
fertile than before, thanks to the slime that to its credit
had accumulated. This was the divine origin of
Perhaps it Is too late to point out
the marvellous Tequendama waterfall.
that the eagle is never "driven out of
In the old days It was gold and precious the district" by the kingbird or by
stones which constituted the sought-after wealth any other living being except a man
of Colombia and even today, in addition to be- armed with a gun. It is true that he
ing the world's largest producer i of emeralds Is constantly annoyed by the little tythat republic leads all other South American rants whenever he crosses their nestcountries In the production and export of gold ing preserves, but he is too Indifferent
But her greatest treasure Is gold of another or too much bored by such attacks to
sort— three kinds of "gold" In fact They are do more than deflect bis course.
•white gold" or platinum, in the production of
The truth is that the eagle may be
which she ranks second; "black gold" or oil- and bold or timid, as suits .not so much
"green gold," or coffee.
the occasion as Its own bodily elate,
The world's largest producer of fine coffees and on this score It is upon the same
and second In world coffee production, Colombia footing as other birds and. the higher
has a leading role among the South American animals generally; for It Is only the
countries In being purveyor to the enormoo. alert, the Intelligent or the adaptable
coffee pot of her neighbor on the north, the that can survive in the presence of
United States, to 1932 that giant coffee no? man. Behavior with them all Is a
poured out approximately 87,000.000,000 cups of question of instinct plus experience
Amejlca'a national drink, enough to^re everv and adaptability, and their expression
person In the United States 725 cups per v«r of fear is subject to constant and oftor almost two cups a day. and 80 DwcLT^ en great variability.
:
0..billion and a half pounds of foffee now'lm
Bold
Enough
When
Necessary.
ported annually for American coffee lo
The trouble with those write™ who
from the South American statL 'w,
have complained of the timidity of our
as one of the chief sources of supply
national bird lies in attributing to the
Just as the United States looks to her
species, which ot course most Indnd*
republic ,n the South for a warming. K,
Ing drink, so does she also look to hw for . every Individual of the kind In oneatton. what they have observed Jn but
cool, comfortable t m of headgear For It
few individuals, or perhaps lint only one
during the construction of the Panama
and under one set of conditions. '• Ifcey
road across the Isthmus of Panama
forget that behavior in a given gift'
may vary not alono with that tndtvtdual's Inheritance and age. but; inost
of all, if it be intelligent, with bjblt
In the sense of profiting by experience,
All eagles, like many of the haws*,
when wounded or hard pressed, will
flght like demons; and we might exaway with them, when Quest?o?!f
"' ""* pect them to flght to protect their
th<5lr
young; but while some will do this,
origin, very naturaily replied Sr TK '° came
others will not It an depend* npon
from l>!1M,Utt u(l(1 ,[ 2 \ler^ ""*
genera
assumed that they m u ^ L
'
"y the acquired or momentary balance between caution and fear, as dictated by
experience, or upon the refuttant of
their inherited and acquired powers.
The eagle offers a large target
whether upon its eyrie or In the air,
nod in settled communities, where ita
•..,»..,.„ >..

B

a safe distance
ce wh
whl°ally
pwached, for it ha8 Ien «>to 1
sons from bitter „ ned «»
should the
or In more

or

ground

CA
to Qiptain Bendlre of
great fury, screaming
i»vwltii their talons
tog tt¥'l»«t, they
When
a Tr,p
Thft late Hon. John o
'
Cleveland, has given the to
count of what happened on
dons at Jackson Hole whe
i a trap set .„,
would have released d
•" judge, "bat H
1 leg and he ^
low ns>ear. when we camem
the stockade he was lying £L1
soon aa He saw us he reared l
op on his sound leg, favorite,
trapped onft as; much as he coniti
With .baad drawn back and

• '-.'< #>.

•
Artrtlo

with

'
erected,''defied
us and struck!
fiercely when We attempted:!
proaieh., As there was no way!
learn htnv w» bad to km Um."-|
Llkestte.,giant of old, when I
to the earth, be promptly arose j
fighting powers renewed, for'
instant he was on his feet again,!
domltable a* ever, and this <
after every'blow, until at
was killed. To the end he was 1
ly defiant . . . Such a plcl
he made Of Indomitable courage, |
•latent to the last, i never saw"
Most. would agree wlth the 1
that It would be hard tofinda t
emblem, for a free and courage*
tion than x this Indomitable bird.:
• The eagle Is the greatest bom *
er of hi* class; His eyrie Is his e
which, as we have seen, he
times defend against all comers,
his eaglets .spend the first teal
of .their llfe-^from mid-April
early .Jaly,: upon the southern i
of Lake Erie-end it is the on*
rendezvous, lookout point, and <
table tor the elder pair fort'
malnder of the year.
Habits of Our Eaglt
With us tie eagle Is non
or a very irregular migrant, ne»«|
ing his borne neighborhood(orlf
only w^en,Jhis food supplies n
•to northern'Ohio he nests big". «
Ihg the crotch of la command'
ffite'&tifa;the >ke which i
him With flsh and to which nel
constant sallies, varied with f
.al ttraya into the adjoining f
' The first year's nest IB fra
sticks, usually from 2 to e i
and from 1 to 2 inches thick, i
bedded with straw, cornstaii»|
stubble, the whole
5 feet each way. In
or,-mow rarely, three dull iw
ifeseinbtingso^hat those ^

tervals of. several days,
this ^jatttudei to mid or
1
In from four to five w
are hatched in white down.
traata sharply with their
and their almost black, h
TWs nataj^overlng 10 short
with • thick coat of dos '
to b« in turn gradually
Juvenal dress of u»«» —
by^bethdof May or the t

June.

•'. •

Early in the latter
lets are becoming sleeker,
throat* their Incessant •«
•" ' toUet, and with w" y f i
^dW* and clean ye. « W1
ran* appearance. Ah-*
nearly aa large « ttoeflr> i
toil*'a wing-spread °f J ,,«
f^t.-yetftomtwo^^,.

to leave the eyrie
*Wer>
,
hllS
Afttr
has
AJLWK freedom
»»»>•»—
cneut
p e n t"•» '

few more weeks are spe ^
with their parents, w
w
to bring them *> 0(J ', sltl) to

^•^.ffS^ '
•adttoyouuB*" i^,
..«» their nat ^".,. „„
stance and their '
course to «o«"»d a
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Moved by Armentrout, seconded by
June
24,
1933.
Every Sat. & Sun.
uation exists. Except in certain imThe Board of Supervisors of Cass Ryan, that we submit application for
Andrew Wiegand and wife returned
porting countries which have held up home the last of the week from a vis- County, Iowa met at 1:00 p. m. with the following trunk road construction
to Oct. 29th.
the price, more wheat is being conprojects to the Iowa Highway CotntMrs. Herman all members present.
Return limit 10 days from
sumed, but not enough to catch up
The following suspensions of taxes mission and to the State Committee
Gruenwaldt
and
family
at
Brownsdate of sale.
with production.
acting under the National Recovery
were granted:
See the achievements of a
The wheat farmer in Kansas, or dale, Minnesota. They were accom- Lois A. McGriff on Lot 12 and N% Act.
panied
on
the
trip
by
their
century — brilliant, .instructwo
North Dakota, or Washington didn't
Block 61, Atlantic, $43.85; Fred Grade Separation, Section 25-26,
tive* entertaining.
have anything to do with Russia's daughters, Mrs. L. K. Nichols and 11,
Gunther,
Sr., Lot 2, Block 82, Atlan Brighton township;
Mrs.
W.
R.
Spence
of
Atlantic.
For detailed information
five*year-plan, but it affected him. He
tic,
$36.00;
'Mrs. Allie Stillians, Lots New Viaduct, Section 26-27, Brightand tickets
had nothing to do with Germany's
Mrs. iFred Hansen, who is in a crit- 23 and 24, Block 5, Atlantic, $13.16 on township;
effortfto feed her own people and her jJcaJ condition from a nervous break.
Ask nearest Rock Island
Channel .Change and Grade, Section
program requiring the use of Ger-down> is not showing any improve. Mrs. Grace Wallace, Lot 1, Block 1 4-5, Grove township;
Ticket Agent
man wheat and even some potato ment Her daughter> Mrs_ c> R Hunt. Jillick's Addition, Atlantic, $18.05.
At 2:00 p. m. the time set for re
Grading 1% miles County Road K,
,'JOWS
You will save time, see
flour in German bread but the action er who had fceen here he]pi t_ care
ceiving bids on excavation
Section 3-4, Union township and Secmore and spend less,
affected his business. He had no contion 33-34, Franklin township;
if you travel by train.
trol of America lending to foreign
Grading 1 mile, Section 25-26, Pleascountries but it helped keep exports and his wife and daughter, Blanche,
Moved by Ryan, seconded by Allen ant township and Section 30-31, Noble
of Evansville, Arkansas, and anoth- to reject all bids and finish the pro- township.
er son, Dale Hansen, of Orlando, ject by day labor.
Motion carried.
Florida, came iFriday.
Motion carried.
On motion and vote the Board adMoved by Allen, seconded by Ryan, journed to meet at 9:00 a. m. July
to return certified check to W. P. Col- 3rd., 1933.
lins.
Session and Mileage Claims Allowed.
IOOCL l«
Motion carried.
G. Hi Allen
4.00
Claims allowed and warrants au- H. G. Armentrout
6.10
You may never again hart
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
thorized:
Frank Pelzer
5.00
an opportunity like this —
W. H. Peed, team and equip| T. W. Davis
6.60
July 16, 1903.
ment rental
55.35! Herman Ryan
opportunity to buy ««l
6.30
J. D. Peterson of Marne has pur- John Anglin, operating grad(Signed)
Frank Pelzer,
Maytag quality at ito «»'
er
...
chased the J. W. Black farm north of
18.00
Chairman.
Anita.
eational price. Come «>
G. H. Allen, Ms day session
2.00 Attest:
The work of taking down the wires T. W. Davis
3.75
Jennie M. Ward,
today.
and poles of the Musscm Telephone 1 Frank Pelzer
3.00
County Auditor.
Co. is about completed.
H. G. Armentrout
The, Maytag Company
4.10
Jackie Tobin, 2-year-old son of Mr.
"Shorty" Campbell was over from Herman Ryan
4.30
Exira this week, enjoying life among
Newton
On motion and vote the Board ad- and Mrs. Wm. Tobin, fell from
the best people on earth.
journed to meet at 9:00 a. m., June Iswin£ at the Tobin home in the souths
j east part of the city last Friday mornMrs. M. Kohl returned from a very 28.
(Signed)
ing, breaking a bone in his right elpleasant visit with relatives and
Frank Pelzer,
friends at Lisbon, Iowa, Monday.
Chairman. bow.
An effort is being made to secure Attest:
A. L. Harris, well known farmer
the services of the Anita Cornet Band
Jennie M. Ward,
living southeast of Anita, is ho
for the reunion at Lewis next month.
County Auditor.
from Excelsior Springs, Missouri,
> S. W, Clark has returned from
WhenJ he went to g
Missouri,
where
he
was
called
two
Phone 276
PROCEEDINGS OP THE
.
- rid of • *«* 0*
^
An electric refrigerator is a source of
8ch
ANITA, IOWA
weeks
ago
by
the
illness
of
his
mothBOARD
OF
SUPERVISORS
f
a»»<i
Pains,
and
was
_
0 ra
endless joy and comfort during hot
er.
' successful in his efforts, with the asNtwLowl
summer months. Hundreds of delicious
sistance of the curative waters of
C. P. Blue returned home from
Court House,
frozen salads and desserts are quickly
that
popular
health
resort.
Ohio Tuesday, where he had been
Atlantic, Iowa,
called by the illness of his father,
and easily made. Convenient ice cubes
June 28, 1933.
who died while he was there.
The Board met at 9:00 a. m. with
are always ready for invigorating cold
There will be a church social, given all members present.
drinks. * * * A wonderful convenience—
by the Christian "church people at the
ENGINEER'S LETTER OF
yet one that every home can afford beJohn Mallory home on Saturday evenRECOMMENDATION.
cause an electric refrigerator pays for
ing of this week. Ice cream and cake
Atlantic, Iowa.
will be served.
itself by reducing food spoilage. Your
June
1933.
RIB BOIL, per pound
Mrs. Lillie May Story has let the Board of Supervisor of28th.,
dealer will gladly give you complete deCass County
contract for the erection of a large Atlantic, Iowa.
HAMBURGER, per pound .
tails.
barn on her farm east of town. It Qentlmen :
PORK SAUSAGE, per pound
will be one of the best in the country.
There has been enacted by the '73rd
John Eneix and his men are doing the
A Complete Line of Cold Meats to Choose Froi*
Congress a bill known as the National
work.
mlustnal Recovery Act, whereby c™
Miss Vera Hook, who has been in
Chicago several weeks, is now visit- tam worthy construction projects will
ing in Galesburg, Illinois, and on her r e d e r a . a i d in amounts
30% to 100% of total c o s .
way home will make short stops at
Th,s
act
provides
for the construction
Rock Island, Davenport, Grinnell and
AN IOWA COMPANY — OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWAN8
of certain portions or highways that
Des Moines.
othelwl8e could not be undertaken by

THE ANITA TRIBDNE Aims to Put Production
on Profitable Basis Again
Tribune Publishing Co.

We Deliver

Friday-Saturday Specials

Let's Go
World's Fair

at CHICAGO

Rock
island

Special Coach
EXCURSIONS

FROM OUR OLD FILES

FOR

HOT DAYS

Hartley Produce

Specials For Saturday

Miller's Market
ANiTA, IOWA

THE TRIBUNE, ANITA, IOWA.

Howe About:
Our Legal System
Captain and Pastor
Sarah Bernhardt
By BO HOWE
E NOW know Samuel Insnll was
a very bad man. How much of
his bad conduct was recommended to
him as legal by his lawyers? Insnll
didn't Inrgntan or half of the schemes
Jev<lfH»i
larsfor
~
of tjiem werT Invented by his attor•fieys? Go back to the records In Incase, and no doubt many ascourt decisions In bis favor
may be found.
i
>>
One of the admissions we mnst
finally make Is that our legal system
is as bad as our political system, and
as much in need of purging. The Constitution we have so long been taught
(by lawyers) to respect Is kicked about:
by lawyers ary] Judges as Idle boys
kick a football.
And this Is not the raving of a
countryman; every reasonably honest
and Intelligent Judge and lawyer ^says
so.
The departure from morals which
has resulted In so much trouble for
the world Is not confined to picnics,
parked automobiles in dark places, or
to banks, or to politics, but baa
reached every phase of our existence,
• • *
There was once a sea captain said
to be a backslider, and a pastor called
to talk to him.
"You have a compass with which to
guide your ship," said the good man,
"yet yon have not a single guide to
your moral conduct."
I beard the story from the religions
when a boy, and have Veen hearing
It ever since. It baa always seemed
to me foolish; I do not like art of
that kind. A sea captain goes everywhere; sees everything. What moral
guide can such a man lack that a modest and secluded pastor may possess)
It Is an enormous statement for a
small man to matte, but I believe moral teaching has been wrong from the
beginning. Always we have mixed
the gods with It, although the gods
have never bad anything to do with
the case. There Is no sound recommendation for better behavior beyond
the simple truth that honesty Is the
best policy.
• * *
I wonder Sarah Bernhardt is not
used instead of P. T. Bantam as an
extreme example of the successful
publicity seeker. When nothing else
offered to attract attention to her, she
set flre to her own room. And If we
had honest criticism and honest public
opinion, I do not believe she would
be rated as a moderately good actress.
• • «
One rough old writing rascal, In his
references to women, frequently said:
"Remember the whip!"
Probably he was an advocate of
whipping good women; he seems to
have admired all such, and history
records he was often ridiculous In
running after them.
What he probably meant was that
had Louis XVI whipped his queen for
fanatical devotion to bad men, and
Czar Nicholas whipped the czarina for
fanatical devotion to bad religion, the
lives of millions of good women and
children would have been enormously
bettered.
Both these foolish women lost their
lives because of mistaken enthusiasm
for bad causes: the czarina's husband
and children were murdered with her.
(Note that the ciarlaa, whose specialty was gross morality, was worse punished than the queen whose specialty
was .gross Immorality.) I sometimes
regret one of the queen's surviving
sons was not executed with her; because of his mother's neglect of her
home be was the worst boy of his age
(eight) recorded In history.
I have never known a husband not
a little ashamed If he failed to properly control his household; and the Bible
•strongly hints every husband has each
a right and duty.
• • •
Most people will read only that with
which they agree.
I believe Cjscar Wilde was mistaken
In more ways than any other man who
ever lived, but have just read bis "De
Frofundls" with Interest, as I have
read many of bis other books and
plays.
Be was the foulest man of whom 1
have ever beard, and possibly one of
the most intelligent: certainly one of
the world's best writers. I cannot refuse to read such a man because I do
not always agree with him.
He wrote many plays that sparkle
•with Intelligence and wit, but in his
"Salome" I cannot see a single reason
•why It should have been written, or
why anyone should wish to read It:
foul, silly, bloody; and, fortunately, a
failure. He was that uneven in everything.
I have never known a single human
being of whom I entirely approved;
I have never entirely approved of myself.
» • »
It is frequently said during the present bard times: "The honest and
thrifty are In no better state than the
crafty and wasteful." AH have been
cruelly hurt, but there never was a
time when the honest and thrifty were
. not a little better off than the careleas and dishonest.
• * »
In the smaller affairs to which men
i are dally accustomed they are frequently quite capable, but when they
become warrior* or statesmen or are
placed on exhibition in other large
ways, they are usually ridiculous.

W

£, If It Ball WndlcaU.—WNTJ Barrio*.
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OUrt COMIC SECTION
THE FEATHERHEADS

Th« amatenr band
Dg held, but
I***.*?,th« P'^ce which
been tried. Somebody h»
h? effect.
3!h« conductor of the ba
at the cornet player, -why
h« «»ll«t *dld you leave

LTTTLE
JESTS

Me Should Dig UP a New Personality
O

raw fecrolt). -on my
•Refrain'-* 1 didr

„

IN ESVPT- A e OOP

]\

'/

TALK VERY MUCH,
MR.

—l

MUCH OUDfiK.
HEW ME LBFT
IN THOSE

X. BTC-eTc

^_

Grandpa'* Static
» * Synonyn
-Jack Newlynch seen* to
Grandpa wa» having hla after*
noon sleep In the armchair and «mlt> quite *, tot f* common sense."
"DOBt let Ua mother bear
tag sounds that might easily nav«
come from a cross-cot taw. As te- ta*t J she bates anythingK
ther entered the room he aaw little. -tondon llt-Blta,
Jackie twisting one of grandpa'a
waistcoat buttons.
TRACING HIM
"What are yon doIngY* he wnlapered, "yon mustn't distort grandpa."
-I'm not, daddy," said Jackie, 1
was Just trying to tune him In on
something different"
—' •

'

He

Y6S.HB IS~GW*,y'4r

ort! i GET «Tj| HE
<SOT tfRAY W
WAS PicSGlfJCr
-THOSE 0\.\y T6MPl.eS
. HA-WA-HA

MUCH
ENTHUSIASM ,
WITH HIS TAIX

" '
Exception
;.
A little boy came home from school
rery much annoyed with his teacher.
Little Boy—I bate her I
His Mother—Oh, you mustn't aay
that The Bible tells us to loye
everybody.
"Where la Jonea?"
Little Boy—1 know, but she wasn't
T -Cruising around somewhere in th J
allte when the Bible was written.— business
aection."
"*]
Chelsea Record.
«f d Ilk* to «ee htm. Are ,OT J
quainted with any of his coalinz i^i
Not to Be Uted
*
'
Little Jane had been asked to show
the week-end guest to her room.
Too Moch Competition
Pausing on the way, she pointed onl
"Excuse ine, air, but have v
the bathroom, and touching'one oi
the pretty embroidered towels, said: tailed your «onp7*
"Sea, Wby ,do yon askr
"Of course iyon know that these are
"Now w« cad begin the conceit*]
not to be used."—-Indianapolis New*,
.—Olten Woche 1m Bild.

BEALL.V HAS.
AWAY «0

8BEN

HOME 2F tiiS

HE RBAL.UY
HAVE MANY_

JUSTIFIED

A Problem
yon like your two i
equally r*
"lea,. 0afl. 1. aimply don't .
which to marry-first"—Venice
zetttno UlnstratoC
Followed * Instruction.
"Did you do u I told you,
and aak whether the chicken
young, or old, before yon bought Itf
"Yes, ma'am; it la old,"-D
Opinion,

That's the Ticket

FINNEY OF THE FORCE

PULL QVBR TO TMB
CUM.A

ANO T>ON't

I

OFFICER. 1

.— 'A G.ve TH.S
MAM A SUMMONS." J=

"Why did they expel Mr. Crow
Irom the Country club?"
"Oh, for caws,"
!

Rwe Meat

Landlady—r^o y°u U*6 J°M
tola rare, Mlaa PbJm?

Boarder—Since you ask me; 1
too rare—1 would like it a Utt
oftener.

Mi«an<)erit«bding
"Were yon never tempted to Become a llnqulst?1*
• '
Singing
"What's the use?" rejoined Senator
Wife (at bathroom door)—Din
Sorghum. "Even the people who on the table, John. Hurry and I
speak the same language are. no your bath.
longer able to come to an underHusband—Coming, dear! Jastom
standing."—Washington Star.
stanza and I'm through.

L SAY— i PIDM<< PO
. \ / WHAT ARB Vou
• J
OK.PBRS FROM HJM FffR?
I
WHO »* H& ? HB CAN'T

ver. MS* CANY.'!

Determined
"It Is not the time to ask me for
a Job. My goods are being seized
tomorrow."
"Do yon know If they want anybody to help seize them?"—Lausanne
L'Dlustre.
/•

x

OUT

UNIQUE

'— 'CAUSB"

New Model.
Dick's father Is an automobile salesman. Recently his sister came' home
displaying pennies she had earned.
The lad looked them over and said:
"I'd sure like to have them, they
are {he new models."

HE'S

COURT

Events in the Lives of Little Men

D

fay opportunity knocks I
once."
'
"Tea,, Wt the only knocker
No Tip*
Old Gentleman—There's been no stops there."
change here for agea—has there?
SftviBB Pad Troubla
Walter—Not under the plates.—
• Irate Parent—When that
London Humorist.
cub who'a paying you attention £
No Duck I
again rn aU on him.
Daughter—Oh, let me do It,
"Mamma, there's a man here at the
door to see you."
ther.
x
"Does he have a bill?"
Rare Sight
"No, mamma. Just a plain noset*
Bllnka—Th» papers say there i
a lot 9* coonterfelt twenty -dollar ?
HIS ERROR
In circulation.
Jink*—Hnhi There are so
genuine ones in circulation, anjt»
ty^lollar Mil I got would """"*
it wan counterfeit.
Hi* H««»W« Opinion
Motorist (inquiring &13 f
Boy, am I aU right for the zooi
,
.
are, Meter, bat Fm not r
too.— Montreal Gazette.
_ ' . !

"Jones Is a self-made man,"
"1 know. He surely made a mlatake In not consulting an expert"

' J '

«

.*

e,

I

tnOl'

^oeiaJ Quertion
.
Mra, N«wrica-Wbat is that! j
Mr. NewricJi—Just a

Forbidden

"My wife has been forbidden to
Bita.
cook."

"Is she 111?"

x."^'.

notice it?"—

'

W«eUyR«»inde'
FrteBd-fSi>B will soon /o
and be happy againA Uttle Premature
Jilted 8nltor-0h, "°- '
First Little Girl—What'* your Uurt
.W^baoght t o o much f o e
name, Marie?
Second Little Girt—I don't know InataUwant aystem!
yet; I alnt married!
twttt,
"No. I am."—Madrid Bueo Humor.

U

rti
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The Golden Rule '

Local News Items.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

Chester A. Long and wife were
"Life" will be the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
Des Moines visitors last Thursday.
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, July 16.
Miss Betty Trainer of Atlantic was
The Golden Text is from John 17:3,
a week end guest of Mr. and Mrs. "This is life eternal, that they might
DEPARTMENT STORE
Dennis Pearce.
know thee the only true God, and
The Best For Less
Anita, Iowa
Jesus Christ, whom thou hast sent.
Miss Freda Scholl of Omaha spent
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quoSunday in the city with her mother,
tations from the Bible and from the
Mrs. Dosha Scholl.
Christian Science textbook, "Science
Fred W. Herbert and wife of At- and Health with Key to the Scriplantic spent Sunday in the city with tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
One of the Bible citations reads:
relatives and friends.
"Happy is the man that findeth wisD. E. Milford and wife of the Atlan- dom, and the man that getteth undertic vicinity visited Sunday at the home standing. She is more gracious than
9-oz. Bottle
rubies: and all the things thou canst
of C. H. Hartley and family.
One large group of all silk crepe, knit and lace
desire are not to be compared unto
ICECREAM
Herman Nau, an auctioneer of the her. She is a tree of life to them that
dresses in the season's newer styles and colors.
Lyman vicinity, was a business caller lay hold upon her: and happy is evin the city Monday afternoon.
ery one that retaineth her." (Prov.
3:13,
15, 18).
SATURDAY
SPECIAL
Holland Eblen and wife of Endale,
Among the selections from the
Kansas, are visiting here with her Christian Science textbook is the folJULY
THIS ONE
parents, Fred Boehme and wife.
lowing: "When understanding chang15th
DAY ONLY
********** Brown Beauty •§.
^A
Rex Weber and wife of Council es the standpoints of life and intelliBluffs spent Saturday night and Sun- gence from a material to a spiritual
day in the city with relatives and basis, we shall gain the reality of
Life, the control of Soul over sense,
friends.
Panama
and we shall perceive Christianity, or
and
Leo V. Bongers and wife returned Truth, in its divine Principle" (p. 322).
Silk Crepe
home the last of the week from a
visit at the Century of Progress in
4
M. E. CHURCH NOTES
Chicago.
4
Monroe J. Rarick, Pastor.
STATEMENT REMINDS -YOU
or any accusation of dishonesty. We
Miss Dorothy EForshay has been 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
OF YOUR OBLIGATION lave known people who were so sin- visiting the past week in Des Mbines
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Dr.
cere in their purpose to meet their with her aunt, Mrs. W. E. Kelloway
C. H. Johnson, General Supt
ROOT BEER
There is occasionally a misunder- obligations and so conscious of them and family.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock in
standing between a merchant and his at all times that it is really not necesthe Masonic Temple.
patrons as a result of the sending sary to send them a statement. But
Mrs. R. D. Vernon returned home
Epworth League at 7:00 p. m. Leadof a statement of account by the mer- hey are an exception, and the mer- Monday evening from a week's visit
er,
Marie Suiter. Topic for discuschant. Such a condition should not chant cannot know just who they are. in Lewis with her daughter, Mrs. Bert
sion,
"What the Churches of Our ComDtt9f*hAC
Nice andRipe
95
arise, for a statement of account is So if you receive a statement from Beebe and family.
munity
Can
Do
Together."
We
are
JTV?ClVII«?9
Large
Size
Dozen
•
fc5
not an insistent demand for payment, irour merchant, consider it as a friendhaving fine Epworth League services.
nor yet a hint that you are a dead ly message, meet it if you dan, but if
PER
CRATE
.
.
,
,
.
.
.
.
.$1.29
Miss Isabella Garside of Davenport
beat if you do not pay at once. It is you cannot, don't feel that your mer- and Harold Wandling of Des Mbines Visitors are always welcome.
The W. H. M. S. will meet in the
eimply a means of a complete under- chant is casting any reflections on were guests'of Mrs. Lucille Wiley
AnPlJtAf e Large Ripe Fruit . <f gl
parsonage
Thursday afternoon. This,
standing between the two parties to your honesty. It he feels that you Brown last Friday.
MpriCUlS
Per Dozen
*0(
will
be
the
first
meeting
of
the
new
are a crook, he will probably tell you
the deal.
PER
CRATE ... . . . . . . , < ; , $1.89
Miss Lillie Dittman left Sunday year and will be conducted by the
In some cases it is not necessary so in plain words.
/
new
officers.
evening
for
Cody,
Wyoming,
called
because some people keep their obThe stewards' meeting will be held {
there by the illness of her brother-inligations carefully in mind, but with MORE POST OFFICES
in the 'parsonage Thursday evening.
DEMOTED IN RANK law, Hans Nelson.
rJUIfld
Red Ripe
HHSKa 1*
most people an obligation is likely to
A report from each steward is desired.
be forgotten, or the details of it beEconomic conditions are showing an
Choir practice in the parsonage FriFrank, Ida and Madge Ferneau and
come confused. In such a case, if a
statement is not sent for several effect on the postoffices of the country, their mother and Miss Alta Frease of day evening at 7:30 o'clock. A good
A baby boy was born on July!
months, then the merchant and his which some people imagine are' im- Malcolm,were Sunday visitors at the attendance is desired as we want to place and part in God's program for
begin working on our music for dedi- the community. You are always 'wel- to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Martin at I
patron are likely to have different un- mune to the effects of such difficulties. Frank Bontrager home.
cation day.
come.
/
home in Ashland, Illinois.
derstandings of, the account when set- Four postoffices in this section of
Ice Cream Social. M. E. ladies aid.
Our church building is coming along
makes the second son in the:
tlement time comes. Statements at Iowa, Randolph, Imogene, Silver City
Mrs. Martin before her marriag»j|
regular intervals do away with these and Macedonia, are reduced from Home-made ice cream and cake at in fine shape and we are hoping to be
LINCOLN CENTER
4- Beulah Long; daughter of Mr. i
misunderstandings, or make them ap- third class to fourth class, which Campbell building on Main Street Sat- able to have our dedicatory service on +
•»• coMMUNrrr CHURCH + Mrs. Chester A. Long of this <
Sunday, August 6.
parent and remediable before they go means a considerable reduction in the urday evening after 5:00 o'clock.
pay of the postmasters and their alElwyn Andrews, Minister.
+
Our ladies aid society will serve 4too far.
J. W. O'Hara and family of Des home-made ice cream and cake Satur- f 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 '
Of course, every merchant- hopes lowances for clerk hire. Malvern goes
Church Services at 10:00 a. m.
when he sends out a statement that down from second class to third class. Moines have moved to Anita and will day evening in the Caanpbell buildBible School at 11:00 a. m., with
payment will be made, for every mer- The Tabor office will take a $100 re- make their home in the L. R. Good- ing on Main Street. They will begin
chant needs the money thus due. Bui duction of salary this year, after a pasture property on North Maple serving at 5:00 o'clock. Come and Walter Storer as superintendent.
FOR SALE:—. Fries at 15c
give the ladies your patronage and
This Lord's day everyone is especseldom does a merchant send out a similar one last year. As a further Street.
move
to
reduce
expenses,
all
employpound.
Hasmuasen Hatchery.
enjoy
the
evening
with
your
friends.
ially
invited
to
the
services.
A
big
statement with any feeling of offense
Mrs. Clara Holt and husband of Des
es will be required to take nine days'
basket dinner at noon and a great
FOR SALE:—JPiano. We
vacation without pay during the sum- Moines and Chas. fTalbot of Jeffer- 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 fellowship is planned. Your former
sonvjlle, Indiana, came to Anita the •f CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4
mer months.
pastor, Rev. Willard Jahnson, is plan- customer near Anita unable tot
first of the week, called here by the 4
E. L. Anderson, Minister.
4 ning on being present at the noon payments. Only $48 left to pay.<
The Iowa supreme court ruled that death of their father, A. H. Talbot.
f 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 hour. Let's make a great day of next only. Write .Critchett Piano "
Iowa state fair board is an
Des Moines, Iowa.
Voss Manufacturing Co. the
Lord's day.
(The Church With a Heart and
William Aldrich, wife and three
agency
of the state government and
"IF IT'S MADE OF WOOD,
ah
Open
Mind.)
FOR SALE OR TRADE
as such can not be made a defendant children of Garwin, Iowa, are spendWE CAN MAKE IT."
Church School at 10:00 a. m. A
Miss Jessie Wright and Harry Ford coach. Open evenings
ing the week here, guests of her sisin
a
suit
for
damages.
The
ruling
602-4 E. 3rd. St.
camev in the suit brought by R. G. ter, Mrs. Frank Dorsey and family,training school for Christian living, Brown of Atlantic were guests of Mrs. days. Phone 244. 0. V
and his sister, 'Mrs. Ralph Forshay with classes for all ages. (Mrs. Lydia Lucille Brown at the Frank Bontrager & Son, Anita, Iowa.
Swan, Martin & Martin Devotie as administrator for the es- and
Brown, Superintendent. '
home Sunday.
family.
tate of Vernon Devotie, who was
Attoraeys-at-Law
Morning -worship and communion
B. a HOLTON, La*7*
fatally
injured
during
the
1931
fair
General Law -Business Transacted
240
ex-service
men,
recruits
in
the
service
at
11:00
o'clock.
Special
C.
A.
Pool
drove
to
Des
Moines
SunPractice
in all courts. Optf
when two stunting airplanes crashed
Ask For
in midair and one fell into a tent on reforestation army, arrived in the music by A. B. Stone. Sermon sub- day morning where he spent the day Land HUM; and Settlement of <
Tuesday morning and are sta- ject, "The Inner Circle." John 13:23. with relatives and friends. He was • Specialty. •
County.'"
Cloverbloom Ice Cream the grounds. The opinion, written by county
Youth Forum at 7:00 p. m. All accompanied home that evening by his
The Cream Supreme
Justice Evans, characterized the stun- tioned in the fair grounds east of AtANITA
MILLING
CO.
At Most Dealers
ting as "foolish enough to have fur- lantic. They will work in the county young people not attending elsewhere wife who had been^ spending a few
CHADWICK
TRANSFER
on
soil
erosion
projects.
are urged to attend these interesting days in that city,.r' '
nished the basis for a claim of damprograms.
Ground o»ta ....
Zurfluh Greenhouses
ages by any victim thereof against
Workmen are busy this week makMrs. Walker Ferneau of Malcolm, Oats hulled .....
No evening service Sunday.
Cut Flowers, Funeral Designs and any suitable entity therefor." It, howing alterations to the fixtures and
^
Senior ladies aid will hold their Iowa, sister of Mrs. Frank Bontrager, Ear corn ground
Plants of All Kinds.
ever, upheld the ruling of Judge A. A.
OvHud for and delivered
8th. & Pine Sts.
Phone 569 Herrick, of Polk county district court, shelving at the Roe Clothing Co. and regular meeting Thursday with a is here helping in the care of Mrs.
also painting the walls and fixtures.
•
Seper cwt
that the fair board could not be sued The changes being made gives the 12:00 o'clock lunch for the public in Lucille Wiley Brown, their niece, who
Osborne-Tomlinson
the
church
parlors.
has
been
sick
at
the
Bontrager
home
No
bother.
in such a case.
store a much nicer appearance.
Funeral Home
The Junior dramatic lub will pre- for several weeks.
Sixth & Oak Streets
Phone 39'
sent
a three act comedy entitled, "The
The Berea baseball team defeated
Eat. 1866 Ambulance Service
fr
H. B. CAMPBELL
«
Wedding
Cake," sometime in the near
the South Casey nine 7 to 6, in a hard
f
Physician «nd Surgeon
•« fought contest Sunday afternoon on future. Water for further announceLARSON—The Eye Man f Office in Campbell block over •»
the Berea diamond. Krause and ment with date in these columns.
Op-tom-e-trist
Sparks From the Pulpit.
*• Clardy'fl Hardware. Residence •» Stephenson formed the battery for
For Better Results
Where do we go from here on Sunt
1
blocks
north
of
M.
E.
church,
4
Berea
while
Jensen
and
Holliday
comEstablished 20 Years
day? Let's go to church. Crank your
*; Calls promptly attended day 4 posed the battery for the losers.
auto, fill up with gas, and start the
4
Roland, Peacock & Baxter f «r night.
John Stuhr, Jr. of this city, accom- church habit next Sunday.
Funeral Directors
God could not be everywhere so he
panied by Mrs. Frank Juhl and daughAll calls answered promptly day or
ter, Miss Esther, of Adair spent Sun- made Mothers. Your mother attended
night, regardless of distance.
f
ANITA PUMP CO.
4 day with friends in Cedar Rapids. church. Why don't you ?
4
Plumbing
and
Hot
Air
Heating.
4
The church is the power house of
They were accompanied home by Miss
BULLOCK'S
VALVE GRIDING AKD MQTQR TUNE
f
Pomps, Mills, Tanks.
4 Lavinda Juhl, who has been teaching hfe. Get your moral batteries reSouthwest Iowa's Foremost
t
Plumbing
Supplies.
4
charged. See that your steering gear
Department Store.
school in that city the past year.
ON CHEVROLET SIXES
4
Pump and Mill Work Don*.
4
is m good condition, and steers you
right
on
Sunday.
v
Come
in
and
figure
with
ma.
4
Atlantic Sheet Metal Works
The members of the Bide-a-Wee
Gny Folks, Prop.
f
First door west of Stager's 4 bridge club were guests last WednesThe public is cordially invited to
LABOR
Heating and Ventilating
*•
Caf«.
4 day afternoon of Mrs. Mike Woodall all of our services and activities.
Expert Radio Repairing.
at her home on Elm Street. Besides Plan to attend church on Sunday.
the members, there was one other
guest, Mrs. Gerald Sheumaker. High + + + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
scorer for the afternoon was Mrs. t CENTR AL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4
Guy Steinmetz.
T. . ***** Andrews, Minister.
4

Food

Specials For
Bluing

White Hats

Powder "r££r Each Sc
Sugar
lOlbs. 49c
Corree s-ibs. ssc ID. I9c
Com Flakes
So ap Quick NapthalO bars 23c
Tomatoes?!; 3for25c

75c-$l

Extract

Plume

AdTO 40 ints

^ ^

J^W

lOcj

HAT 1

WANT-AD!

ATLANTIC BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

'- '>' • ''

Get More For Your Money!
Use MONARCH 100% Pure Paint
It goes farther, looks better and wears longer.
INVESTIGATE MONARCH
We Meet Mail Order Competition.

RoirTscoTT

ANITA LUMBEB CO.
PHONES; Office 20; Res. 11
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS

f 4 4 4 44 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

H. L. Bell and wife, who are spend- No creed but Christ,
ing the summer months at their cotNo book but the Bible
tage at Lake Okoboji, were home a No name but the Divine
few days the past week to visit friends
Bible School at 10:00 a! m. C W
and look after business matters. They Zastrow, Superintendent,
were accompanied by his niece, Mrs
Communion service at 11-00 a «
Irene Bell Davis of Portland, OreChristian Endeavor at 7:00 p m
gon, who has been visiting with
Evening service at 8:00 o'clock'
them.

'W. V. Somerville, wife and three
We want you to make this church
sons have moved to Anita from Storm
Lake, Iowa, and are making their
home in the T. T. Saunders residence
property on East Main Street the ""' "«"'• »"" •*»!'» It, ,h««
""
house formerly occupied by Mr and
Mrs. V. O. McCoy. Mr. Somerville i 8
a traveling salesman for a Michigan
salt company.

«f£7 t^rin s

We U«e Only Genuine
Parts
NEW SPECIAL VALVE
TRAINED MECHANICS

0. W. Shaffer &
ANITA, IOWA

ramoNE. AMTA. IOWA. riroBsDAT. .m,v ,3, ,933
^^P^_^

.

.
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Gold in Labrador
wibilitie«

ol Region Ar*
Little Known.

ln lmpo n

^ « to coo.

. w w t « . Part Eskimo trappers
Jo little cod fishing, for the fnttSJ
Iff«Shlngton.--IMch goW '«* was r*. grounds' lie mi^g away ^^ ^»
reported to hate *e& brottfht coast,and the winter hunt, when pelts
at-e prime, keeps the men away irbm
Labrador b« Indent,
IK is one of many iroc*i*fy6rb that hotte for weeks at a time.
I,e been made through the centuries, .J*1^6* bang *00&*1 as canoes pull
* still tbe truth M to lAbr«dor*« out Into midstream to .begin the long
sibllitles SB a senscee ^pNefMi Wp up-river to the fur
paths,' or
,,« ig unknown, says « ftnU«tia huntlhg grounds. When a trapper
the National aeofc^H^afldttj'. cnooae* a certain area, he bUwes trails,
!1B for other resounss* «^.Jia»jBoutt.
Sfc°?^hT WO.tnjfcMii buaas
i is best known, the bulletin points tlltr (logf huts) at Intervals of a day's
walk-apart. Thereafter, this land Is
spread* Hit* *
trl- his alone to hunt over, and no other
from Hudson strait to, Blanc trapper thinks of poaching on it
lion oo tbe Strait of Bofle Me, and
•The trapper's day is lon& work at
, tbe Atlantic coast Inland to the the traps hard. Storms may overtake
,bt of Land," continues the boll* fcta, and 20-below-cero cold. Yet he
With an area of at least 110^006 stops only once or twice to prepare
„ miles, it IB almost three times m mug of tea and to take a bite of
size of Newfoundland. Its boun- bread. For supper, cooked on the tilt's
[ies embrace a fringe of coastal set- tin stove, he stews a partridge with
, fur trading poets, and Gren- rice and salt pork;,or perhaps some
and Moravian mission stations; beaver or porcupine, -whose meat Is
inntlc fjords and nak,«HJ cliffs like good eating. H he has time, he bakes
•of Norway; rocky Islands and •rose bread' (yeast-raised), or If not,
'tickles' (channels); ancient soggy bannock. Then he skins his
Intains, valleys, and falls; 80-mile pelts and stretches them to dry on
and rushing rlfers swarming the fur boards. Frequently he ftnds

Sheik

Air Race Alascot

that mice have mined the pelt by
chewing away patches of Lair.
"Furring over, be piles the pelts on
a Bled, and starts homeward over river
Ice and snow. At the end of his trail,
perhaps 200 miles away, la home and
family, a wood fire roaring in the stove,
potatoes bubbling In the pot, an«!
sleep—sleep—and more sleep."

Birthplace of Christ *
Boasts Deep Sea Port
Haifa, Palestine.—The Holy Land,
birthplace of Jesus Christ, has been
increased In size by 90 acres.
This Is due to reclamation in «bnnectlon with the building of Haifa's
new harbor, now nearly complete.
Some of the reclaimed land will be
used for harbor and customs purposes.
The remainder Is Intended for a mod;;ern townplanning scheme.
' T h e new harbor, which is expected
to 'be opened in October, has cost
$6£50,000. The construction was be;;gun In October, 1929. The mala break: water is approximately one and a half
miles long and consists of 76,000
SQnare meters of stone. The lee break'
water Is, roughly, half a mile long.

OrtieHest Rodeo Hone
' Expires in Shame at 24
Billings, Mont—Old Butterfly, "the
ornerlest, pitchingest horse that ever
came out of a chute," is dead.
For 15 years Old Butterfly scattered riders' over rodeo fields. He was
nine years old when he discovered
that It was easier to throw a rider
from the saddle than, to work, and for
Seven years he was never ridden.
Last fall he made his farewell appearance. Twenty-four years old, he
squealed with rage as cowboys easily
stuck to: the saddle. His owner, Leo
Cremer, attributed his death to brooding over this shame.

applying directly to the various states
and-cities.
For inclusion In'the Atlantic seaboard tabulation, according to Doctor
Holland, only buildings at least one
hundred years oJd will be considered.
No structure built later than 1850 Is
to be Included In th.e survey for a
part of, the country.
"In /foreign nations, where architecture is of national Importance, historic
monuments are listed and cared for
by the state," said Doctor Holland.
"Here, where democracy leaves cultural affairs largely to public whim,
sila Brown, champion baby' aviatrlx, was appointed national air race It Is proper for architects organized
t at Los Angeles. She Is only three and one-half, but her amazing record in a national body to assume the lead!ral hundred hoars In tbe air, two transcontinental air flights, one forced ership of popular interest In preserv
; and other aerial adventures Qualified her as the official mascot of tbe Ing important monuments of our past'
ID July; Sheila Is shown perched on the Bendlx trophy.

Not Guilty, Says Drunk,

oat and salmon; forests and Movement Is ort Foot io
Actions Lead to Jail
where fur-bearing animals
Houston, Texas.—Arrested on charges
Save Historic Buildings of drunkenness, two men were haled
Eskimos and whites live along
st, Indians In the Interior.
New York.-r-Av movement to pre- before Police Judge Turner here.
serve this country's historically and
"Guilty or not guilty?" the Judge
Pulpwood and Lumber.
sides minerals,, other wealth architecturally < important buildings' Inquired.
"Not guilty," replied Defendant
Newfoundland}* mainland do- has been started by the American InThere are'pulpwood and lum- stitute of Architects with the opening No, 1.
"Not guilty," echoed Defendant No.
the southern forests of black of a national survey of these struc2—but as he spoke he suddenly misI and white spruce, birch, cedar, tures.
The Institute's committee on the took the corner of the judge's desk
and balsam fir; and "white
fes latent Inr cataracts like Musk- preservation of historic building, head/ for a lamp post and hugged it In th«
Grand falls, twice as high ed by Leicester B. Holland, chairman, 'conventional manner of the Inebriate.
'Without further testimony both men
Kara, could btf harnessed, It Is is compiling a list of such buildings.
l
""i to produce more than 1,000,- This list will be subdivided Into lists were remanded to Jail.
power for a part of each
t the sea, not the land. Is Labrablef source of wealth today. So
[been since Cabot, letting down
Into the sea. scooped them up
codfish. Cod is still king on
st, to the transient summer
fan from Newfoundland, and tbe
«,' who 'lives here* in Labrador
''round.
,' • :
'llveyere1 nor Newfound| speaks of cod by that name,
salmon and trout is trout;
Is always
•flsh/
I'llveyere,1 like many Newfonnddependa chiefly on the cod
[for money to buy tea, flour,
p, and molasses tor the winter.
i cod 'sets In shore,' he leaves
!
and potato patch at the head
'let or fjord, and moves down
fc on tbe outer coast for the
When the cod Is running,
320 hours at a stretch.
home after winter set* In,
aad traps tor- fur, .shoots
a goes on a 'cruise1 (visit)
>rs, traveling from 40 to 400
r snow and Ice 1» a dog;on
>atlk, or sled, ;
Source of Wealth,
» a mission holds a fair,
teams gallop In from mile*
'"i sled-loads .;<# families.
hold a shooting match, with
of flour as th# \prlze. 'The
Mupper baskets, and the young
P for them—and the supper
|*oo goes with laemV
*urs-for and ermine, .mink
beaver and bear and musk-

{Guinea Trilw
Bears Only

tribe develops
0

8ln le
*
*
«r maintains H
ot
'atermarrlage

to

«* the tribe do all

White Friars Bocfe in England
Were Ousted 400 Years Ago
by King Henry VIII.
v

the monastery the place became a notorious haunt of outcasts.
The White Friars are altogether distinct from the other order of Carmelites founded by St Teresa In 1862.
Members of this group are known as
Discalced Carmelites, because they
wear sandals Instead of shoes and
Stockings.

London.—After an absence of nearly
400 years the Carmelite monks, known
as White Friars, return Jo an established place among monastic orders in
Great Britain.
The White Friars, so. called because
of a white mantle worn over the
TO DESIGN PLANES
brown habit, held,wide influence and
power in Great Britain until 1538,
when Henry VUI ordered their headquarters in London to be razed to the
ground. 1"heir chapel and buildings
stood between Fleet street and the
Thames, adjoining the temple, which
was founded by the Templars.
Whltefriars street still bears the
name of the Border, and a newspaper
office in the district is called Carmelite
bouse. But the monks have been gone
for nearly four centuries, and were,
•without a home In England until the
Catholic bishop of Southwark assigned
bis churches in Sittingbourne and Faversham to their care.
The White Friars wore their mantles as a sign that the order was
founded in Palestine. It was established on Mount Carmel in 1212 by a
Crusader named Berthold. White
Friars are not "common, however, the
two at Sittingbourne and Favereham
being the only ones in England.
When their London monastery was
founded during the Crusftdes the order
Immediately attracted royal support,
Young, Klchard Dupont, twenty-two
and Edward II gave the White Friars
year-old
heir to the fabulous Duponl
great latitude. Their priory and church fortune, has
hla own Ideas of the cawere rebuilt In 1350, when It was said reer he wishes to follow. Instead ol
that several hundred monk8 lived becoming an elite sportsman, learning
there, enjoying wide popularity both bis father's business, or merely driftas preachers and confessors.
ing In the best social circles, HlchAn example of their power Is found ard plans to learn the trade of airJD tbe fact that almost from the first
plane designing and aeronautical engithe order had the right of sanctuary. neering. He started In as "grease
Any fugitive from Justice could take monkey" at the Curtiss-Wrlght School
refuge there for forty days unless ac- of Aeronautical Engineering at the
cused of treason or sacrilege. The Gi-aud Central airport, Los Angeles,
right wa8 retained until IflOT long aft- getting in liis hours at the controls of
er the monastery and church had dis- student planes.
appeared. After the suppreaslon of

Menus for the Warm Days

% cup milk
H teaspoon malt
3 oupa sifted flour
8 tecuspooni baking- powder
teaspoon grlng-er
Cream butter and sugar, add
Variety of Helpful Suggestions That May Simplify Work of egg,
well beaten. 81ft flour, salt,
baking
powder and ginger, and add
Housewife in Her Consideration of Meals
alternatively with the milk to the
first mixture, Ponr Into small but<H!
for the Coming Week.
tered muffin tins. Sprinkle with
sugar and bake In a moderate oven,
Arrangement of hot-weather menus
LUncheon.
860 degrees Fahrenheit from 20 to
is always deserving of careful
Crab MUad eandwlche*
25 minutes.
•
thought,, and the following ideas, givLittle ginger cakes
Sugar
Cookie*.
en by a renowned dietitian, will sureIced tea
1 cup thick aour cream
Dinner ,
ly be found of Interest:
New turnip* 1 cup sugar
"AS I write the menus for a week, Fan-fried potatoes
% teaspoon soda
Lettuce with pickle dressing
1 am tempted to use only cold dishes
% teaspoon baking powder
Melon*
1 teaspoon salt
Theoretically we demand cold foods
I teaspoon vanilla extract
THURSDAY
to warm weather, but actually, most
H teaspoon mace
of us like some hot dishes even on
Breakfast.
1 egg
the warmest of days.
>
Grapefruit
Flour to make soft dough
"1 Suggest broiled steak for Sun- Bacon Ready-to-eat cereal
Stir tbe sugar and cream together
'Whola
wheat
toast
day dinner, as It is so quickly and
thoroughly. Add the eggs, well beatCoffee
easily prepared. With; steak you
en. Mis the soda, baking powder,
Luncheon.
will like spinach 'branche* with
salt and mace with l cup of sifted
Omelet with glblet gravy
cream, ..ifctt means spinach which
'
Lettuce salad
flour to make a soft dough. Turn
has been-chopped'slightly before It Sponge caka with whipped creanl
out on a floured board, and roll
Tea
Is dressed with a little hot cream,
lightly to % Inch in thickness.
Dinner.
which Is poured over It after the
Shape with cookie cutter, dipped in
Sliced
ham
and
chicken
spinach has been put Into the hot Potatoes an gratln
String bean* flour; place on oiled cookie sheet or
serving dish. You may like the strawStrawberry shortcake
on the back of a flat pan. Bake in
berry and rice dessert, strawberry
a moderately hot oven, 275 degrees
,
FRIDAY
shortcake, or you may prefer pineFahrenheit, 12 to 15 minutes.
, Breakfast.
O. 1933. Bell Syndicate.—WNTI Service.
apple with your shortcake.
Shredded pineapple
Ready-to-eat cereal
More Important
' > , « SUNDAY
Baked «gga
Toast
Coffee
She planted herself firmly in front
Breakfast.
Luncheon.
of him and gritted her teeth.
Sliced pineapple
&'
Eggs arid potato salad
Ready-to-est cereal
"Henry," she
snapped, i "you
Sliced tomatoes
Omelet with watercress
thought
I
didn't
see
you, but I did.
English
muffin*'
Marmalade
Muffin*
Coffee
You-kissed the maid."
Tea
Dinner.
He paled.
Dinner.
:
Caviar Canape
Broiled steak
"But, darling, you asbed me., to try
Baked mackerel
Creamed new potatoee
Oven-fried potatoes
to persuade her to stay another
Spinach
Buttered summer squash
week."
Strawberry Ice
Almond cake
Koraalne with spicy dressing
Her attitude changed at once.
Chocolate
mousse
Supper.
"Ob, Henry, tell me quick—did she
Jellied ealmon
SATURDAY
promise to stay?" she asked.—I/onCucumber salad
Breakfast.
Brown bread sandwiches
don Answers.
Spice cake
iced coffee
Orange Juice
Ready-to-eat cereal
MONDAY
Boiled eggs
Hot rolls
Coffee
Breakfast.
Luncheon.
Orange Juice
Fish and egg salad
Ready to eat cereal
Lettuce with Russian dressing
Bacon
Toasted muffins
Sugar
cookies
Tea
Coffee
Luncheon.
Dinner. Cold tomato soup
Baked ham
Toasted cheese.
Radishes Browned potatoes
Baked tomatoes
Red cherries
Tea
Cabbage and apple salad
Dinner.
Strawberries and rice
' Lamb chops
Baked potatoes
Beets
Vegetable salad
Strawberries and Rice,
Chocolate cream cake
cup rice
cups' mashed strawberries
, and diflco!orfttioii> '
TUESDAY
cup sugar
. JWaz dailj? as directed. lav
of «8ed skin are treed «nd
Breakfast
Cream or custard sauce
s inch as Blackheads, tan, freckle* and
Stewed prunes
e pores disappear. Skin u then beantiSteam the rice until tender. Add
Ready to eat cereal
^
dear.,
velvety and so soft—lace looks
n younger. Mercoliied Wax brings out
Poached eggs ' ' Coffee
Toast the berries and sugar. Mix thorr
hidden
beauty. At all leadinodrnggisU.
oughly and chill In a mold. Serve
Luncheon.
Egg Florentine
with cream or custard sauce.
| -Beduces wrinkled and outer age~«Un
Baked asparagus
Little Ginger Cakes.
I ply dissolve one ounce Suolite in h
Ripe olives
Tea
I vftoh buet and me daily u Uoe l
U cup shortening
Strawberries
1 cup sugar
Dinner.
1 egg
Liver and bacon
Mashed, potatoes
KILLS
Creamed onion tops
Cabbage salad
Rhubarb tarts
WEDNESDAY
a. 1 k
Breakfast.
Sliced oranges and bananas
Simply sprinkle Peterman'* Ant
laady-to-eat cereal
Food along window sills, doors and
Scrambled ess*
Coffee Hot rolls
opening* through which ants come
and to. Guaranteed to rid Quickly.
, Used in a million homes. Inexpea*
Feels Much Better
sive. Get it at your druggist's. .

Bright Woman
Lost 20 Pounds

ShampooRequlaiiifwilh

Cuticura Soap
frecede by applications of
dticuraOmdnent
This treatment will keep the scalp in
• healthy condition and the hair thick
and lustrous. Proper care of the hair
during childhood is the basis for
healthy hair through life.
Soap25c. Ointment25and50c.

Proprietor: Potter Drag & Chemical
Corporation, Maiden. Maw.

"Jane tlth, U3S, l itMtea takta* KroROb.-

Salt*. Hwve lort M pound* from Jane
tSth to JM. 1Mb. Fed better than have
felt for four yean. WB* under doctor** care
for several montbs. He aftld I had «nU
•tone* and ahonld have operation. Knwehen

did all and more than I espreted." Mrs.
late BrlchttWalker. Hbia, (Jan. 10,1833).

To lose fat and at the same time gain
in physical attractiveness and feel spirited and youthful .take one half teaepoonful of Kruschen in a glass of hot
water before breakfast every morning.
A jar that lasts 4 weeks costs but a
trifle at .any drugstore in the world but
be sure and get Kruschen Salts the
SAFE way to reduce wide hips, prominent front and double chin and again
feel the joy of living—money back if diasatJBfied after the first jar.

MARRIED A MONTH AND
CRYING! COME, ROSALIND
—TELL ME WHAT'S
WRONG?

NEXT MONDAY EVEN1N6
?MSO HAPPY, JIM! I'M USING"
RINSO NOW-FOR TH£ WASH
FOR THE DISHES AND AIL
CLEANING. IT
SAVES SO MUCH,

IT SAVES YOUR
HANDSJOQ
ROSALIND
-THEY'RE
LOVELY!

PETERMAN'S
ANT FOOD
ADVERTISING is as essenV_/X tial to business as is rain
to growing crops. It is the key-

stone in the arch of successful
merchandising. Let us show you
how to apply it to your business.
WNU—N

MWORK LIKE A \
\ SLAVE SCRU&BMG)
SAND BOILING- \
[STILL THE CLOTHES)
V NEVER LOOK /
(REALLY WHITE )

SILLY CHILD! CHANGE
TO RINSO-IT SOAKS

} OUT DIRT. CLOTHES
COME 4 OR 5 SHADES
WHITER WITHOUT
'SCRUBBING

00 YOU BLAME
ME FOR BEING
PROUD OF MY
WIFE?.
X TO WONDER he's proud of her! Instead of scrubIN bing clothes cbretdbue—she itaks that 4*r$
tbadu wbitiria Rinso suds. Clothes list 2 or 3 times
longer—what* Mfi»ft
The home-nuking expert* of 316 leading newspipers—the quken of 40 famous wssheis—itcommend Rinso. Gives twice u much suds, cup foi cup,
as lightweight, pufledup »o»ps. Fine foi
duhes *nd all clewing
-so etsy on the bands.
Get Rinso «t your
grocer's tnitty.
AMERICA'S 6IGGEST-SEUING PACKAGE SOAP

28—33

THE! ANITA TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, JULY 13, 1933.
Miss M'arylou Bell is spending a
ew weeks at Lake Okoboji with her
ncle, H. L. Bell and wife.

>,.

THE ANITA BANK
;

ANITA, IOWA
. At the close of business July 1, 1933.

Mr. and Mrs. Gerhard Carstens of
iFranklin township are the parents of
bahy boy, born last Thursday. Both
he mother and babe are getting
long, splendidly.

RESOURCES
u
Loans andj rDiscount*,»......;,
__-„.,_„
-.„_,_«._ ..»•«••••.«•»...'
Overonffw
«/krrr77fl41,569.
Banking HOUM, Furnitere and Fixtures
'
BondsandW.ri.itfi..,..,
Expense Accomrt-'...;;.;..
:... . "i i;:.'.; •;-'/-"" '
Interest Paid ...
. •;•.-"'.'
Cash and D«e BVom B«kB....
. . " " " "
Total. Resources

On Tuesday evening of last week
he members of 'the .Night Hawk
ridge ifilub enjoyed a dancing party
the Voorhees Lpdge west of the
i Late in the evening refreshments were served.

$476,066.06

A meeting of the Fidelia class of
the Congregational Sunday School
was held Friday 'evening at the
church, with Miss Jane Scholl, presiient of the class, presiding. Supper
was served and games were enjoyed
during the evening.

LIABILITIES

Capital Stoat..............
Reserve fojfrlJNSpreciation on Bonds
Undivided Profits

• t 50,000.00

Total Liabilities

Harry Hooper, wife and two children, Sabin and Jerry, of Scottabluff,
Nebraska, visited here a few days the
>ast week with her sisters, the Misses
Nettie and Amber Steimnetz. iProm
lere they went to Chicago to attend
;he Century of Progress. .

1*76,066.06

The above Statement is/true and correct.
HARRY C. FAULKNER, Cashier.

ss Nelle Correll and her mother John Dougherty of Des Momes
here fronn Adair due day last spent'the week end in the city with
: to visit "with Mrs. Ray Johnson his mother, Mrs. Isabel Dougherty.
Ifamily• "•• .•.'-•:•
Leroy Twining and wife of Des
•s. S. E. Adair and daughter, Miss Moines were visitors in the city one
et, and Adair Baker of Des day last week with her brother, D. T.
i were week end visitors in the Voorhees.
I at the home of Dr. G. M. Adair
(family. ~
.
Mrs. Marie Barnhouse of Des Moines
and Blair JB. Reilly of Audnbon, forItricia Ann Heires of Carroll vis- merly of Anita, were united in maritfe^'iev daya the past riage a ;few days ago at the Methoe*'opn^* "efc her1'aunt and dist church parsonage in Andubon.
, Mrs. JttBri Schaake and Frank Mr. Reilly operates a shoe repair shop
in that city.

Roscoe Wagner, wife and two children, who had been visiting here with
iris parents, J. A. Wagner and wife,
left .Monday for their home in ClinMiss iMarian Dougherty of Ames ton, Iowa. Both of the Wagner
visited here a few days the past week families visited from Friday until
with her mother Mrs. Isabel Dough- Sunday at Lake OkobojL
erty.
M*. and Mrs. Clifford Holaday of
If we could only bottle up a suffi- Massena township are the parents of
cient quantity of this strenuous heat a 9% pound boy born July 3. Tnis
and keep it until next winter, it coul< is the fourth child in the family. Mm
probably be need to a very great ad Holaday is the daughter of Grover 1C.
King, and a granddaughter of Mrs.
vantage. ' .
Maggie Scholl of Anita.
Ben Brodersen, wife and two child
The members of the Ladies Union
ren, Bernard and Jean, visited Friday club held an all day meeting last
at Denison with his parents, B. Brod Wednesday at the home of Mrs
ersen and wife, and with other rela- Mamie Myers. A 1:00 o'clock dinner
tives and friends.
was served by the hostess, who was
assisted by her daughter, Mrs. Bessie
Lowell. The ladies spent most of the
day in quilting.

mi-Annual Report of County Treasurer
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JANUARY 1, 1933 TO MAY 31, 1933.
Balance
Receipts " Total to
Jan. 1, 1933
Be Acctd.
For
l&neral State- Revenue .'
................
$ 2,888.13 $21,884.47 $24,772.60
6,791.17
6,797.60
Ktate Inatittotions . ................ ..... 6.43
5,065.91
5,692.45
ISpldier's vBqnus .'i .;....
................
626.54
21,677.91
32,703.01
• ^ ' - W "•"••--•' . . . . . ..... . . . . . 11,025.10
2,676.83
4,340.24
14,937.91
IPopr . -'.'?m?i .•!•'..': . .v. . . . . , . ............. 826.53 J4.112.38
4,504.14
9,034.71
Hate -IrisaOe^ '".:. 'iV. ....... ^. . . ......... 4,530.57
1,286.29
7,098.99
ovine T, B. Eradication . . .
.............
5312.70
13,363.04
21,825.51
(County R«td< Xkmatruction . ......... .... 8,462.47
38,465.19
54,421.79
[County Ro»d Maintenance ...... . . . ....... 15,956.60
1,401.41
1,847.43
ICouirty School^. ....... .
.........
.......
446.02
2,076.98
1,337.17
•Soldier's Relirf' . . ; • .............. . . ------ 739.70
46,615.27
115.27
ICourt House Fund
.................
-----46,600.00
11,570.58
5,399.56
IBond .......,l; ........ .
...............
6,171.02
10.16
863.75
ICounty Fair Fund .,
....................
853.59
5,145.18
5,145.18
•Emergency Fund . . ..... . . , • •
...........
66,450.00
67,365.00
~ :imary Road Bond Interest Redemption . .
915.00
375.50
.•imary Road -Bond Fund
..............
375.50
30,690.00
84,778.80
Uotop Vehicle. ..-v.,
.....................
54,088.80
1,921.20
1,712.50
" ' " 'at. School
...................
208.70
1,809,87
1,044.55
t of; Sfefid^ 'i
....................
765,32
• 404.02
404.Q2
j^Sch^MKnes)
.............. 4
526.49
37.50
Institute
....................
°
836.09
99.10
I in Advance
3,892.56
2,718.60
1,173.96
Domestic Animal
.......
2,629.15
2,629.15
epository Ihferest ..'...
...............
3,040.36
4,173.31
Sty SpecialAssessments
...............
1,132.95
35,997.07
25,741.82
Jorporation Funds . .................... 10,255.25
ISchool District (Funds , ................. 51,374.23 106,210.96 157,585.19
3,207.93
438.47
(Township JFunds , ................. ..... 2,769.46
137.52
[Indian ICreek Drainage No. 1
............ 2 185
137.52
2,185.33
Indian Creek Drainage No. 2
............
' -^
380.92
"ass-Pottawattamie Drainage No. 1 ..... 380.92
952.72
162.76
ast Nishna Botna Drainage No. 5
...... 3 189-96
7
3,519.04
140.65
ast Nishna fiotna Drainage No. 6 ...... £255
H2
2,144.29
888.66
ast Nishna Botna Drainage No. 7 ...... i' -^
141.88
121.26
highway Drainage No. 1 ...... .
........
20.62
29 39
, 47.71
18.32
-ong and Short Fund
............
.......
728.14
728.14
Delinquents and Refunds
...............
inan
40
40.62
Library Fund ..........................
-62

[court

TT. . -* . .". .' ;; ..... . ..... 1 663.41

Total

..."

Disburse- Balance
ments May 31, '33
$2,888.45
3,409.63
2,511.71
28,824.66
3,629.29
2,144.75
5,963.65
147.95
9,818.82
18,204.85
582.96
1,450.23
2,893.83
5,000.08
62,560.00
24,18^.52
1,600.00
1,299.66
92.24
1,211.80
2,629.15
2,841.16
20,810.47
88,482.90
545.97
10.75

728.14
2.55

$21,884.15
3,387.97
3,180.74
3,878.35
710.95
12,793.16
3,071.06
6,951.04
12,006.69
36,216.94
1,264.47
626.64
46,615.27
8,676.75
863.75
145.10
4,805.00
375.60
60,594.28
321.20
510.21
404.02
434.25
836.0?
2,680.76
1,332.15
15,186.60
69,102.29
2,661.96
137.52
1
2,185.33
370.17
952.72
3,519.04
2,144.29
141.88
47.71
38.07

$240,555.98

$384,968.26 $626,524.24 $294,470.17 $331,054.07
RECEIPTS ANJD DISBURSEMENTS.
DISBURSEMENTS.
RECEIPTS.
Amount.
Amount.
Hand January 1, 1933
$240,555.98
ZZ1
State Treasurer's Receipts
.......... 33,905.45
Current Taxes, 1932
'%$ii
8>
County Auditor's Warrants
......... 61,448.22
Ninquent Taxes, 1931
'5£H£
662.03
Nalty, Interest and Costs... s ...
School Fund Loans
................. 1,600.00
Prainage Taxes
Interest on County Bonds
........... 2,893.75
t'ty Special Assessments
244.00
Road Poll Tax
Interest, Primary Road Bonds ....... 62,560.00
13,159.02
City Specials
...................... 2,841.16
Interest
Orders on County Treasurer by Mayors
of Towns
........................ 20,808.99
Orders on County Treasurer by Presidents of School Districts
.......... 88,479.19
feachers Examtaation -Fees
.........
545.97
Township Clerk's Receipts
..........
pe, Automobile Numbers and LiL censes
.....
30.690.QO
Secretary of State's Receipts for Auand
Forfeitures' from Clerk ....
219.00
832.65
f
and
tomobile License
..................
'?>«
Forfeitures from Other
18,554.79
i, Bracers
.
\ •'
......
i^o.uu
Transfers to Funds
................
'
Institu-

SS?

28698
f e of Produce at County Home .
P!* of Bridge Material .*
of School Books

nter Auditor
.......
Tax from CoUn£y Treaaurer ....

L«««^
™..:;::.:::::::::: ™i™
from Funds'!'.!"!,'

Balance on Hand M8y si, 1933

"Receipts-

Total DiBbursements
- - - - - ^^
Atlantic, Iowa, June 1, 19^
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C. E. Parker, who has been at Exelsior Springs, Missouri, for the past
our weeks receiving treatment for
heumatiam, is reported to be imnjoving.

... STATEMENT OF CONDITION OP

*

Illllilllll
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Miss Marjorie Kenfield was hostess
last Thursday evening at the home o:
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ken
field, on West Main Street to the
members of the C. C. club. The even
ing was spent in playing differen
games. Lunch was served by the hos
tess and her mother.
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Don't Bet f
on Love' I
«2^5
25SS

with

=5

|Lew Ayres .. Ginger Rogers|
1•
AND
AN ALL STAR CAST
H
.
•
^535
[Fast horses got the plunging plumber into fast=
I
company... When he was "in the money" he hit =5
;
life high, wide and handsome ... The little girls
I
who loved him "wasn't good enough'* any more.==
I
But one slow horse and one fast woman taught==
!
him more about life in a few days than most =3
|
folks see in a lifetime.
=
| There is a sequence in the story where cabaret in-=
i
terludes are pictured, and here Ayres will play=
[
and sing for the first time in pictures. The, part==
j fits Ayres like a glove.
5E
1

SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTIONS.
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POPULAR ADMISSION

At her home north of the city las
Friday afternoon, Mrs. Ben F. Kirk
ham entertained a small company o:
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
friends complimentary to Mrs. Iren<
Town Hall, Anita, Iowa,
Bell Davis of Portland, Oregon, who
June 12, 1933.
was visiting in the city. The afterThe town council met in special
noon was spent in playing bridge, after which refreshments were serve< session with the following members
present: Mayor C. E. Harry, and
by the hostess.
Councilmen Bell, Burke, Kohl, Marsh
A meeting of the members of the and Wagner.
Anita fire department was held at the
Moved by Bell and seconded by
town hall Friday evening, presided Burke that the budget, as filed by the
over by Fire Chief Robert Scott. A clerk, be approved and the clerk orreport of the state firemen's conven- dered to have same printed in the
tion held recently in Ames was given Anita Tribune.
by members who attended. The mat- All Ayes.
ter of holding a celebration in Anita
Motion carried.
some time in the near future was dis- No further business appearing, a
motion to adjourn carried.
cussed.
Solon A. Karns,
The members of the U-Trump-It
Town Clerk.
bridge club met with Miss Jane
Scholl last Wednesday evening at the
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
borne of her mother, Mrs. Dosha
Town Hall, Anita, Iowa,
Scholl, on East Main Street. The evJuly 3, 1933.
ining was spent at bridge, Miss IsaOel Biggs having high score honors The town council met in regular
and Miss Scholl runner-up. Miss iMar- session with the following members
jaret Ellett was a substitute. Dainty present: Mayor C. E. Harry, and
•efreshments were served after - the Oouncilmen Burke, Kohl, Marsh and
session by the hostess and her mother. Wagner. Absent, Bell.
The following bills were allowed
Mrs. E. S. Holton was hostess last and ordered paid:
Thursday afternoon at her home on The Anita Bank, bonds and
Mars Avenue to the members of the interest
$1030.50
Original bridge club and the follow- Solon A. Karns, services and
ing guests, Mrs. A. R. Kohl, Mrs. office expense
17.75
Glen A. Roe, Mrs. Henry Maduff, Mrs. W. A. Linfor, services
30.00
Raymond Lantz, Mrs. C. E. Harry, Iowa Electric Co., hall lights . 1,00
Mrs. G. C. Noblitt, Mrs. Royce For- Tribune Publishing Co., printshay, and Mrs. Byron McNeil of Chi- ing
14.90
cago and Mrs. Arlene Jenkins John- Standard Oil Co., asphalt ... 20.20
son of Salt Lake City. The afternoon Dr. E. E. Morton, services .. 7.50
Was spent in playing bridge, at which West Iowa Telephone Co.,
high score honors were won by Mrs.
Johnson.
Of interest to persons in this territory is a dispatch from Omaha
stating a saving of $18,000 in interest
August 1 by Iowa members of the
National Farm Loan association was
made public Friday by D. P. Hogan,
president of the Omaha Federal Land
bank, in announcing a reduction in
the interest payments to 4% per cent.
Hogan declared that notices of the
reduction were being mailed to 2,053
members of the association whose installments will mature August 1. "If
all the members avail themselves of
the right to forgo payments on the
principal of their loans, the reduction
will amount to more than $96,000,"
he said. "Coming at this time this
reduction means that nearly every
payment will be met on the due date.
The interest saving to members this
month will be $43,000. Members arp
paying interest rates varying from
6*4 to 6 per cent."

•

lOc and 25c

IT.
tolls
1.85
Wagner Filling Station, gasoline and oil
10.59
Wilson Parrott, services
50.00
Bongers Bros., supplies
5.15
Matt Parrott & Sons, mayor
supplies
1.23
Bongers Bros., street bulbs .. 23.40
Iowa Electric Co., street
lights
65.00
Lyle Redburn, freight and
drayage
1.18
No objectors appeared against the
budget. Clerk was ordered to certify same to the County Auditor.
No further business appearing, a
motion to adjourn carried.
Solon A. Karns,
Town Clerk.
Mrs. O. C. Hansen .will make her
home with her daughter, Mrs. Hansine Johnson. She has rented her
residence property to E. C. Dorsey,
who will take possession the first of
September.

Better Fit Better Wear
SAVE MONEY
Economy Shoe Co.

Better Shoes For Less
NOTHING — $2.98 — OVER

Family Shoe Store
Atlantic

TRY OUR

NEW GASOLINE
High Anti-Knock,

No Extra Cost

Barnholdt & Black

Bargain Prices
We Are Closing Out Our Large Stock of McCormickDeering Repairs. Come in and See if We Have It.

The Farmers Coop.
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THE TRIBUNE. ANITA. IOWA.
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KEEPING rr,

Our Government

as . :'

—How
It Operates
••^____^__
*.
_

jDER COVER
By GEORGE ADE

noticed by Romeo and Juliet

Makes His Living
on Ten-Acre Farm

By William Bruckatt
' • < • • • 1 1 1 1 1 ,, i i ,
INDEPENDENT AGENCIES USES CHICKENS TO

.tiTTR IS « - —

Lv be doped out, the Currents
of Destiny switched'WtdaeW
Directions and a wttote Burg
7 upside down without anybody
, saying a Darn Word. At, least,
which might be- pinned .down.
J that would be redognteed as
tpiidt Statement or admitted in
Jt of Law as Evidence
doubt tbe intelligent and refined
ur will at once ask "How come?"
. w)jo go in for good, Literature
•ated by blgh priced .irtlsts 'ot
t which are titled In Gold have
(banKed into the happy Belief that
i young Feller gets ready to put
i proposition up: t6 Sweetie, he
a combination Spiel, Ballyatlon and doable-leaded Bdl-

who

»i s'pose yonll

•TpHIS government of ours has be-"-come such a gigantic thing that

/SAVE SUGAR BEETS

Profits Greater Than From
Tenants on 65-Acre
Adjoining.
By Tom Broom. County Agent. Union Coun_ ty. North Carolina.—WNU Servlo*.

IMPROVED

UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL1

S

UNDAY I
CHOOlLesson

_ ...

.

C, im. Western N»w»pap«r Union.

R. V, Lockhart, Monroe, Route 1,
Lesson for July 16
,
have
Farmer Allows Cockerels to Union county, Nprth Carolina, owns a
°^sted that he Would
m all, of its forms readily recmedium-sized farm of which he cultiDEBORAH
:
0ly thelr Dreclons
Feast on Insects.
ognlze Its magnitude. Consequently.
*E
vates ten acres himself and has two
the A
folowtug Language: "Aw, there/ has developed throughout the
tESSON TEXT—Judges 4, 5.
who cultivate an additional 65
A Colorado farmer saved his sugar tenants
country a feeling on the part of thouGOLDEN TEXT—God is our refug*
acres.
that'll spill the Beans."
beet
crop
last
year
by
letting
his
300
*nd
atreng-th, * very present help In
sands that there are a lot of governOn
the
ten
acres
which
Mr.
Locktrouble.
Psalm 46:1.
young
cockerels
run
in
the
field
and
she replied:, "Well, for mental agencies whose existence Is
hart farms himself, he grows corn,
PRIMARY TOPIC—God Helping Debfeast
on
Juicy
worms
and
webworms
not
Justified.
There
are
others
who
are
orah.
hay, wheat, and oats. One acre is In
"Hon*trd y°U 6Ver~I WU1 ff°TI" not certain the government ought' to which Infested it
JUNIOR TOPIC—A Woman Couraa
garden and orchard. He keeps five Sreoua.
"Honest r
At the same time neighbors around Jersey
be as big as it Is, but they retain an
cows and 400 White Leghorn
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOPnnquestlonlpg faith In those they him lost practically all of their beets hens. All
Spreading the Qlad Tiding*.
the forage for the cows and IC—An Inspiring Leader
elect to represent them.
to ,, these, destructive Insect pests. all the grain
YOUNG PEOPLE AND ADULT TOPfor the cows and the
So that was That $he whole
There is plenty of ground for the *Whea he first noticed the worms chickens, except the laying mash, la IC—Leadership in Emergencies.
Thing was sealed up tighter than Salmoving, in on his young beets, the
mon. There was no Chance of any- reeling In each Instance. The govern- World war veteran and former Colo- produced on this ten acres. The two
In order to teach this lesson Intelment
certainly
la
doing
a
lot
of
things
tenants grow about 80 bales of cotton ligently, it Is necessary that the teachone getting wise -to, the prodigious
rado Aggie student pulled both brood- annually,
the
Fathers
of
the
Country
did
but are required to produce er have a grasp of the book of Judges
News because the only two Parties
ers to which "the Leghorn cockerels
that were Hep had taken the Vow of not contemplate, but which asture poli- were housed to the edge of the field the food and feed needed. They grow from which it is taken. In chapter
ticians since have conceived. Many
their own bacon; have their own poul- 2:6-19 is given a synopsis of the book.
Silence.
and turned them loose.
.
They kept their -Words. Of course, of these functions ought never have , The birds spread out ajl over the try aid eggs and keep cows to produce Observe;
as a matter of cold Turkey about 9:30 the next morning, when :been started; vast numbers of them
milk and butter. However, Mr. Locka. The sin of the people (w. 6-1B).
and followed along the rows, gob- hart says the profits from his ten acres
I nearly as we can find out, what Fred met Homer Gladden- at the Fill- onght to be done away with now. but field
b. God's Judgment for their sin (w.
bling
up
the
worms
on
one
plant
after
when only two a*e, present, ,lng Station, he did say:, ';Boy, rm the law of averages has worked again another, the farmer told the extension exceed his share of the profits from 14.15).
1
and
some
of
the
things
the
government
the two tenants.
i happens that he saya to 'her, slttln pretty today t Don't ask me."
c. Repentance of the people (3:9).
now doing represent services which noultryman for the agricultural colThree years ago when the banks in
(KO says to Kattsha. "For years
At 10,lS Homer Gladden said to is
d. God's deliverance at the hands
lege.
'
It
was
much
cheaper
than
the
country
needs
and
which
its
citiUnion
county
closed.
Mr.
Lockhart
1 loved yon with a white-hot Paa- Klmore Francis, the Realtor, "Well, I
zenry finds of value in one manner spraying to kill the worms, he says. lost his ready cash and had to borrow of the Judges (2:16-19).
at is slowly but surely consum- been expecttn' to hear that about ole or
A repetition of sin, oppression by the
At the same time the young roosters some money to finance himself that
another.
> very vitals."
Fred and Gert"
enemy, repentance o.n the part of the
grew rapidly.
year.
By
August,
he
had
over
$700
in
In
the
course
of
examining
the
govier does he get of any, of that
At 10:20 Homer said to his sister
Not a single beet was lost to the another bank and all his debts paid. people, and God's deliverance, is the
it Guff, such as, "Do.you' temem- Ella. "That Thing betwen Gert and ernmental structure In detail as I worms,
he says, but, a few plants He made money all the time during story of the book of Judges.
pt First Day when I met yon Fred's been comln' on all Summer." have had to do in preparing these dis- were destroyed
The book covers the period from the
by being, trampled by
: oat of the Casino at 'Monaco?
Shortly before Noon it happened cussions, I located a total of 53 agen- the chickens near the brooder houses. the .depression. He sells the products conquest of Canaan and death of
cies
operating
independently
of
the
from
his
cows
as
sweet
milk,
butterall in Fink and I said to that Mr. Francis, the Realtor, met
Joshua to the Judgeship of Samuel.
This could largely be prevented, It ia
areamont, "By Jove* Ac &&"
NWlie.8klHjmerb.orn who Ia Trimmer established departments over which believed, by placing the brooder houses milk and butter. His 400 hens pro- While Joshua and the elders of his
duce
about
200
crates
of
eggs
annualcabinet
members
preside.
They
spend
at the Bon Ton Hat Shop, He said a total of about $80,000,000 each year, some distance apart, and perhaps not ly, and he Is enriching his soil with generation lived the people In some
rtwork Instead^ Hendwork.
measure remained faithful to God, but
pens that the Writer, several to her: "I'm glad It's fixed up be- exclusive' of the vast sum—$985,000,- too close to the beets.
lespedeza and vetch.
the
very next generation went into
tween
Frederick
and
Gertrude.
They
It
is
suggested
that
other
sugar
beet
;o, made an Appeal to all MarThere Is running water In his home,
OOO-rpald out by the veterans' adminworthy Young People.''
growers might try the plan In con- electrical refrigeration, lights and oth- apostasy.
gie to come clean and fess up areSaying
istration
which
has
been
discussed
that to Miss SHmmerhorn separately. So It, would seem that trolling insect pests. It la recommend- er conveniences. All of these were InI. The National Emergency (W. '
II exactly what'Language was
ben one or the other Interested was just the same as making Arrange- there was sufficient reason for that ed that cockerels used for this pur- stalled, since the depression started 1-3).
1. Lapse into idolatry (v. 1). Ehud
to hare the Broadcasting done Tennessee woman' who/having read pose be fed a grain ration for two or and the bank account continues to
| made what Is vulgarly known ments
was
not only a righteous but a strong
by
WHAF,
WOR
and
KDKA.
'
three
weeks
to
put
them
Into
condition
criticisms of the great number of bugrow.
posal ot Marriage. All tbe
ruler.
AS soon as he was dead, the
Also,
while
Mr;
Francis
was
having
for
the
market
Large
flocks
of
young
of a Newspaper baring a
reaus, boards and commissions, wrote
people turned away from God.
of Oolong wrapped up to the President, saying that she could turkeys baye been used to control al[ respectable Circulation were abyquarter-pound
Filling Station Saves
2. The bondage of the people (v. 2).
Oscar Wesley, of the Cash and use one of the "useless bureaus" and falfa webworms In many instances.
i privately vend In the actual Carry
The
Lord abandoned them to be opGrocerteria,
he
said,
'''Before
Time for Apple Growers
ummndlng their Life Bo- Fred Sargent Is married, we ought to Would be willing to pay the freight
by Jabin, king of Canaan. For
charges on it if one were shipped to Keep the Cooties Off
A filling station for the apple or- pressed
twenty
long
they were under the
get
him
into
the
Building
and
Loan,"
her.
chard is a time saving development hand of thisyears
bvestigator wanted to find ont
king
who had nine hunDaring
the
Afternoon
it
happened
Biddy, Out of Henhouse Introduced recently by a few Massa- dred chariots of Iron.
fery-day, plain, burden-bearing, that Spud Hanley, Myrtle Wilgos, Mrs. Most of these Independent offices
Ming, laWn-niowlng Axoerkan Curt Jimison and eogie two or three spend less than a million dollars a
Any ex-soldier can sympathize most chusetts apple growers. Spraying the
8. The people cried unto God (v. 3).
illy arose Jo" a Sentimental Hundred other Customers dropped Into year apiece. Some of ^hem cost only heartily .with the plight of a hen or a 'rult trees to control pests Is the moat Affliction brought them to their senses.
t the Supreme* Moment or con- the Grocerteria-and to each of them a few thousand a year, but there; are pullet shut up with a good Infestation mportant summer time Job of the
fl. The Judgwhlp of Deborah (w.
fruit grower and, according to pomolbe a tongue-tied Dub with Oscar remarked, In off-hand way, that some whose annual cost to the tax? of lice to make things Uvely for her.
4-10).
oglsts
of'the
Massachusetts
State
colpayers range much higher. Surely,
a Trout and a Vocabulary
The A. B. F. boys know how to get
The great national emergency which
lie had known how Things stood, be- none questions the value of the radio rid of their unwelcome visitors but ege, most growers must spend more
: 8 words. '
confronted
the nation was met by a
tween
Fred
and
Gert
since
about
the
Jian
half
of
their
time
driving
to
and
commission
in
these
days
when
we
all
unfortunately
Biddy
cannot
"read
her
|tie Responses came pouring tfiddle of June. What he started
woman
named
Deborah. Her name
'rom
the
water
supply.
By
building
a
enjoy
extracting
things
from
the
air,
shirt." Neither can she dip her
from, Women Folks, but a
a Prairie'Fire look pale, nicker- nor Is there a question as to the prin- clothes In hot water or use a flat- large concrete supply tank In the or- means "Bee." As suggested by anoth,ny from theJ He-Victims. made
ing and stationary.
chard, several growers have been able er, she answered her name by her inciples actuating creation of the fed- iron.
Awful Poor Beading.
dustry, sagacity, and public usefulness.
eral
power
.commission.
The
board
Mutual Blame.
It is easy, however, to put her to eliminate much of the extra driving This woman was called to the judge•It think that when a slnome, red-blooded -Young
In the meantime Gertie had the Fin- of tax appeals amounts to a court and through a deloualng process which will and lost time, and have been able to ship of the nation because there seems
asked ~ the sweetest and gers crossed and was maintaining a serves taxpayers and the government leave her clean and free from vermin. tover their orchards with protective to have been no man capable.
Just a little nicotine solution painted sprays In about half the time required
Slrt In all the World to be blgh Besolve to keep still her flutter- alike.
1. The place where she Judged IsBut there is the'snipping board and along the tops of the roosts will fur- before. Massachusetts State college
(throughout Bteralty that the ing Heart Of course, along In the
rael (v. 5). It was under a palm tree,
men
are
advocating
the
use
of
these
the
United
States
tariff
commission
nish
fumes
which
knock
dead
the
lice
ould not be'pulled off with- morning, when she met Lou Daniels and
stations" as a means of cutting showing that she held an open air
pllllng of Divine Essence all 3eneve Lowell at the Greet Candy and the federal tirade commission and that are on the birds. Experiments "filling
court for the administration of Justice.
the
coat
of growing fruit.
Store, she did ask them, In such a the bureau of efficiency, two or three carried on privately and by experiiPremtoeav ; , : • ,
2. Her method (w. 6-10).
commissions
to
adjust
disputes
growment
station
officials,
under
the
most
, to an Outsider, seem dim- Way as not to aropse Suspicion, how
a. Her summons to Barak (w. 6, 7).
ing
out
of
boundary
questions
between
carefully controlled scientific condi- Wisconsin Leads in Silos
dare a , surgiDg Pasalon, In many of Bach a Girt ought to, cany
Barak means "lightning." Deborah,
the
United
States
and
its
neighbors,
tions,
prove
this
solution
to
be
almost
when
going
to
Atlantic
City
on
that
| and Terms MJuily employed
Wisconsin uses over twice as much being a prophetess, was able to select
the national screw thread commis- Infallable as a louse destroyer. If
Couple when they argue kind of a Trip so as to maintain her sion,
corn for silage as any other state, a man whose gifts would enable him to
any
number
of
memorial
and
mites
are
present
in
the
house,
this
i Drug store keeps the best Self-Respect
'
battle monument commissions, boards treatment with the, nlcotln solution about half of the state's production rally the forces needed to gain the vicThey let the Thing drop right there for this and boards for that The will
used for thta purpose annually, tory over the formidable foe. Judging
destroy numbers of them. How- >eing
oat disappointing- JRevelation except that,, while getting a Lettuce tariff commission was created on the
st year Wisconsin used 1,054,000 from his accomplishments, Barak was
ever,
in
addition,
the
house
should
be
Uon with the Swrriy wftB that Sandwich at the Woman's Exchange, theory that tbe tariff question would thoroughly cleaned up and sprayed! acres of corn for silage and produced true to his name, for with lightning
[of the Interes^
Parties re- VIlss Daniels asked Eva McOlntock be taken out of politics, but politicians with a solution made up of three an estimated total of 7,905,000 tons. dispatch he wrought deliverance. > It
dlstlnctly":jaj^- what. hap- and Will Glitz why in the World a did not want that to happen. The tablspoonfnlB
Che next ranking state In silage pro- was really God calling Barak through
of nicotine solution to a duction
was New York with 3,558,000 Deborah. She gave definite instrucben they qonjinjtted them- Boy like Fred' Sargent,. who had. a, Federal trade commission was estab- gallon of water
to which a cube of ons, followed
by Minnesota with tion as to the number of men and the
held up their; Hands
for
dandy
Job
with
the,
Electric
Light
lished to protect the little fellow against soap one inch each way, has been
,168,000 tons. According to the crop strategy to be employed, assuring him
be'toctke^Cwii,1 : : ,v .
and
Ice
Company,
would
want
to
the.
octopus
of
business,
but
there
is
a
added.T-Wiscousin
Agriculturist
eporting service of the Wisconsin and that God would deliver Sisera, the capwhen :t#o ^ewonii, get throw himself away on a Nitwit like school of thought that believes it
Tnlted States Departments of Agrlcul- tain of Jabln's army, into his hand.
into such a Jeliy-llke Stato Gert Mills.
Started nowhere and continues on that
ure, Wisconsin has an estimated numb. Barak's reply (v. 8). He exAdoration that Bach
Summer Feeding Pays
They could not tell her, so they bad course.
>er of 118,000 silos, which is far more pressed an unwillingness to go unless
I lean atfilnst th*Otper tor to go out and ask Carrie Fisher,. LizFlock
owners
sometimes
feel
that
There are such groups as the civil
to some, j^y^ edjp«caUni? tie Pettlbone, Grover Cleveland Hicks, service commission who, If politicians oecause their hens are not laying so nan are found in any other state. Deborah would go with him. This unthe Emotions ind the In- fflddle Putnam, Dick Benjamin, John kept hands off, might establish a fed- much in the summer it is not neces- This large number of silos constitutes willingness should not be considered
as(c equipment for the huge dairy ln- as weakness, for the presence of the
mlsslng on all CyUnders. Jenks and Mrs. Bay Rtee,
eral service that would
contain only sary to feed them as well as they do ustry In Wisconsin and makes possl- prophetess
would Inspire courage.
1
earlier
in
the
year.
This
Is
a
mistake,
have separated and cooled
The Street Cars had quite a Time satisfactory workers eventually, and
le the growing ot corn in counties
d Barak rebuked (w. 9, 10). Debthrough looktair at them- that Day, trying to avoid hitting well- the joint committee on printing that for neither body condition nor egg pro- where
the growing season ordinarily Is orah yielded to his request, but made
airrors while laughing in a known People who were running back would hold down 'government costs of duction can be maintained under these oo short
to ripen it for grain.
It plain "to him that It would detract
conditions,
says
a
writer
in
Successful
tonnei', they know that the and forth across the Streets.
printing except that tbe government
from hla honor as a conqueror, "for the
Farming.
Adult
birds
should
be
given
>»t has been clinched, bat
Geneve Lowell, who had been pres- lepartments and members of the house
Lord shall sell Sisera Into the hand
ot recall any oj the Words ent during the Conversation at the and senate are continually clamoring careful attention as to feeding, since
Look Over Herd Now
of a woman."
the
maintenance
of
egg
production
will
I used while both were under 3reek Candy Store, was more Circum- to stock the country with printed maThere is no use In evading the fact
III. The Defeat of Jabln't Army
add considerably to the profits. This that
[They are pnnk Witnesses. spect She didn't mention the Matter terial.
there
are
thousands
of
poor
pro(vv.
11-16).
means
seeing
to
it
that
they
get
a
. even remember Whether or to any one at. all, excep^ the Girls at
A board of medlatlpn was set up good egg-laying mash all the time and ducers In the dairy herds of the counSisera,
"the captain, gathered a
i raining at th« Time.
\ Central.
try. If all such cows were removed
to settle railway labor disputes, but
':
*ts which came in to ,us to ; When the;two Love-birds met that there 'Is little doubt that It could be that this mash la supplemented by a in one great campaign, the markets mighty army and went forth, confident
ration fed at the rate of about would feel the effects and prices would of victory over the Ill-equipped, undisOffice suggested that Evening, each gave the other a cold, dispensed with along with two scores grain
ten
pounds
per 100 birds per day. An advance. But first there is needed a ciplined army of Barak, but he made
procedure Involved the fol- iard Look, expressive of Chagrin and of other agencies.
additional reason for feeding an egg- campaign
sad mistake. He did not consider
Ittle of Words r
of cow testing to discover one
Maintenance of such organizations laying ration is that it Is impossible
Disappointment
that
It was the Lord's battle (v. 15).
as the Smithsonian Institution is ac- to cull accurately unless an egg ration Just which are profitable and which At the psychological moment Deborah
"I knew you'd tell"
:epted as a normal function of gov- is fed. The proper feeding of- adults are not. It Is poor business to have gave the signal to charge, assuring
"I never let on. It was you!"
ernment, for it preserves to posterity also serves to prevent a molt The cows In a herd that are not capable Barak that the L6rd bad gone before
•It was notl"
a physical record of what has hap- longer a molt can be prevented, the of meeting all cash costs, paying the and would give the victory (v. 14).'
Out for Love Stuff.
"It was I"
pened and Is educational, purely. At better. As a rule the later that birds fa,rm for farm grown feed and some- Through supernatural Interposition, the
"It was not!"
started In the First Parhe other side of the Mall from the molt, the shorter time It takes them thing over for labor and other charges. enemy became panic-stricken (5:00).
-It
wasIV
.
l« which w^-aMtt b« told,
u
Get rid of these Just as a matter of
Smithsonian in Washington, however, to get over It.
And
so
It
Went
on,
between
the
two
IV. SUera Killed by • Woman (w.
l« the Space Is waited on
common sense.
a
a
beautiful
building
that
serves
aa
Innocent Parties for over an Hour.
17-24).
leadqnarters
of
the
Pan-American
MORAL: The only safe Plan for
In bis flight he took refuge In Jael'a
Poultry Briefs
union.
tent
In the guise of friendship, she
keeping
It
a
Secret
la
not
to
let
It
HapLarger
Pigs
Stronger
Cnrtto OrKdt, wh>d»
A bantam rooster hatched at LeesIt Is supposed to knit the nations
Pigs weighing two and one-halt committed a most heinous murder aft^
a» the Stop «t pen at all.
burg,
Ga.,
is
so
small
Its
owner
keeps
of the two Americas. It has accompounds at birth have a far better er Inviting him Into her dwelling.
Agent has the Name
plished some things, but It has failed It In a bird cage.
V. The Song of Deborah and Barak
chance to survive than those weighing
wound out In whlte- India's Hoarded Gold
»
•
•
!n many.
less, says J. B. Nordby, associate ani- (ch. C).
•
Grain
Is
fed
primarily
for
maintainThen, there are several agencies repThis song was composed and sung la
mal husbandman with the University
Computed in Billions resenting
a wartime-hangover, such ing the body, whereas the mash con- of Idaho agricultural experiment sta- celebration of the marvelous victory,
What the aggregate wealth of India as the alien property custodian, the tains the nutrients necessary for egg
seven-reel
tion. Experiments have shown that which God had wrought. Deborah set
to precious
cous metal, and Jewels may be Var Finance corporation, the railroad production.
the largest pigs at birth are generally forth in the most definite way that the
" jB impossible
.
,KI« to
«•«> compute
onmniite exactly,
exaCtl?. administration. They are existing be• • •
of victory was the help ot God.
The largest Asiatic roosters are the the strongest Birth weight depends secret
ut many competent economists c aim cause all of this time has been reor
bat
on two important factors: good In- Praise is given to those who respond. »ome other well-known that in gold atone it Is richer than quired, and more, to wind up their abnormal giants of races In which the heritance,
and proper feeding of th« ed to the cry, and scorn is heaped noeither the federal reserve banks of affairs. There are the new agencies, males that are best in flesh develop- sow.
on those who remained behind.
oo, the Reconstruction Finance cor- ment weigh about 12 pounds.
-T_ Neck Jhls country or the Bank of Frauce.
•
*
*
eporting' to the Un.ted States b«- jor'ation and the Federal Home Loan
—~ kind of Drama at
,A1I Barrier* Down
Massachusetts Extension PoultryIn iu*'• >ank board, tbe first strictly an emercommerce in
Potatoes Are Trucked
: People could get a Lib- reau of
All his life long Christ had been ren£ C Bliss said: "Vast treasures gency relief corporation and the sec- man W. G. Monahan offers as the beat
. "* in One Evening.
One type of farming is moving In
^ £en apcumulated-estlmated as Ind a permanent addition to the na- substitute for "luck" In growing chick- closer to the urban centers. Econo- vealing his heart, through the narrow
lon's financing unit. Good undoubted- ens "clean chicks, clean brooders, mists of the Department of Agricul- rift of deeds, like some slender, lancet
y has come froiw, the first and the clean lands, clean feeding and water- ture have noted a tendemfy in the last windows; but in his death all the barestablishment of the Home Loan bunk Ing, and clean management"—a worth- few years for potato growers to con- riers are thrown down, and the bright' anrt certainly
blazes out upon men.—Alexander
nll» %*._. . __ *
system is generally recognized as a while program. • • •
centrate their efforts in areas within ness
:
Muclareo.
m the world's money mar- move In the right direction, and it
trucking
distance
of
the
ultimate
conThe tobacco plant contributes still sumer. The time-honored system oi
tney would suffice to make India must be remembered respecting these
another
valuable product to the poul- shipping potatoes by carload lot from
Scar* of Sin
'
two
that,
theoretically
at
least,
neither
of tne powerful nations of the
s to result in added burdens for the try keeper. It Is a new nicotine com- areas far back In the agricultural cen- "Ransomed, healed, restored, forgivpound that Is effective as a single dose
W rl
° Je traditional wealth of the Ia- taxpayers for the money they pay out flock treatment for intestinal para- ters of Maine and other potato-grow- en—thank God I can say that, but the
In
the
form
of
loans
and
ia
repaying states has given way to the mod- scars of sin always keep me humble.'*!
nOUll
sites. Don't confuse this with tobacco ern
t wouji ,„ 'posseBSors.''-Garnault
,tothe«' b u t l t y l e l d SAgassis
^°
\
In able.
method of 8hiQpjng. bj; auto, truck, [ —Bishop Lluton,
dust, which Is a repeat proposition.
but act altogether the North American Review.
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Joe L Brown Appears in
Joe E. Brown will be seen on the
screen of the Rialto Theatre Saturday
rmer Resident of Anita Passes and Sunday in his latest IFirSt Nation[ jtway at Steriing HoepitaL Bar- al comedy, "Elmer the Great," which
ial Was Made In Anita
•s said to be the most uproariously
unny of any picture he has appeared
Monday
Morning.
n to date.
"Elmer the Great," written by Ring
[ Mrs. Clara McKenzle, 66, widow of Ardner and George M. Cohan, was a
late JUlius C. McKenzie, and a iomedy riot on the stage and is said
be even more( hilarious as a screen,
er resident of Anita* passed away
ay evening at * hospital in Sterl- play, because many of the startlitag
Colorado, where she* had been a equences which could be only hinted
for several, weeks receiving it before the footlights are actually
depicted in the picture.
:
atment for cancer.
Some of the funniest as well as most
Urs. McKenzie, whqse maiden name
i F. Jones, was married at ntense scenes in the picture occur
o, Illinois,' on June 25, 1886, to during the playing of a World Series
late Julias C. McKenzie. After n a downpour of rain.
The plot concerns a hick town boy
• marriage they spent a few years
[a farm in Adair county, near Berea, who develops into the champion batsring to Anita in 1893. In 1907 they man of the big league. He is also the
ed to Ft. Morgan, Colorado, and champion eater and long-time sleeper,
> to a ranch near Eckley, in that lis cocksureness makes him the butt
which place remained their if innumerable jokes by other mem>ers of his team.
> until the death of Mr. McKenzie
Joe, as Elmer the Great, becomes
ipril 19, 1»12.
so children were born to Mr. and nvolved in a love tangle which event. MeKenziej a Daughter, Mrs. Lulu ually lands him in jail, and very nearr, passing AWay/in 1914. The y loses the World's Series championihip for his team How he extricates
child, a son, Albert McKenzie,
timself and finally wins both the game
ngaged in the banking business in and the girl is one of the most exColorado, and lor a number of
citing as well as the most laughable
Mrs. McKenzie had made her
ncidents in. a comedy full of riotous
with- him.
situations and fast action.
i remains were brought to Anita
There is a strong supporting cast,
ay morning and taken to Everwith Patricia Ellis, the new sensation
i cemetery for burial by the side of the screen, playing the leading ferndeparted husband. Short ser- nine role opposite Joe. Others in, conducted byHev. E. L. Ander- clude Frank McHugh, Claire Dodd,
the Congregational church, Preston S. Foster and Russell Hopheld at the grave. Two songs ton.
I sung by Mrs. Hi R; Redburn and (There are also thirty-five big league
jRasmussen. Pallbearers were baseball players in "Elmer the Great,"
\, Forshay, Ed. I* Newton, Frank who take part in the smashing final
farter, Ben 'Swartz, Val. Wiegand sequence, which is the World's Series'
I. A. Wagner.
games between the Cuba: and ^Yankees.;

Death Rate From Auto WIOTA
Accidents ^mailer in 1932

PIONEER
DIES ON SUNDAY

A. R. Kohl

at Rialto Theatre

NUMBER 39

"The death rate from automobile
accidents in Iowa (excluding collision
with railroad trains and street cars,) Marshall Lowe, 66, Veteran Railroad
was 16.9 per 100,000 population for
Man, Answers the Final Sum1982 as compared with 22.8 for the
mons. Funeral Held in Wiota
year 1931," according to the Bureau
on Tuesday Afternoon.
,
of Vital Statistics of the State Department of Health. Such auto deaths
numbered 419 in 1932 and 564 in 1931.
The lessened number of deaths in 1982 Death at 1:15 Sunday afternoon
is doubtless the result in part, of safe- summoned another well known Cass
ty campaigns and publicity pertaining county pioneer, Marshall M. Lowe,
to the dangers of automobile trans- 66, former Wiota town councilman
BUTTER- BRIAR0ALE ".'.'.'.'.'.''.'.'.','. .30c
portation.
It should be noted, how- and retired section foreman of the
m+ w A * 1-11% FAMOUS
28c
ever, that the number of motor cars Rock Island railroad.
"Marsh," as he was known to his
in operation during 1932 was much
BISQUICK, makes better biscuits, package
27c
legion of friends, succumbed at the
smaller than in the previous year.
"A recent survey of autocides in- Jones hospital in Atlantic where he
VANILLA, Peerless, 8-ounce bottle
23c
volving
32,500 deaths showed that had been a patient for three days.
PI /\f TO No Processing tax yet to pay on five types of accidents were respons- Death resulted from heart complicaCorn GWC and
for the greatest loss in life. tions from which he < had been suffer1 ™^
LU
UK Tal1
' (B1 .IE
Briardale
firs. ible
^^ ,^"^ • •
SJ1 OQ
*1 UK
Collision with pedestrian' accounted ing for about two years. He was
for 46 per cent, 'Collision with auto" recently discharged from the hospital,
Every sack carries
21 per cent, 'Non-collision* 13 per where he had been a patient for sevour personal guarantee
cent, 'Collision with fixed objects' 11 eral months, and had been stayingper cent and 'Miscellaneous' 9 per with his son, Gerald Lowe, near
SOAP, GWC white laundry, 6 bars
17c
Marne, and was rushed to Atlantic
cent.
Thursday
evening when he was strick"This season of the year brings
YF A^T BRIARDALE, per package.
5c
with it an increase in the motor vehicle en with a severe heart attack.
1 CiAOI -YEAST FOAM, per package
8c
Tragic Ending.
traffic. Thousands of tourists, enjoyDeath had a tragic ending to this
ing
a
vacation,
are
on
the
highways
COFFEE, Mid-West Peaberry, per pound
17c
at this time. Most of the auto deaths hardy man. Less than a year ago he
occur during July, August, Septem-j retired as foreman of the section
JELLO ICE CREAM POWDER, ail flavors,
ber and October. Again, most of the crew at Wiota to enjoy life on a pen2 packages for
automobile accidents resulting in death sion. A short time after his retireor injury, happen on Sunday. This ment he was taken seriously ill and
1 can and 1 long handle bath
is a surprising fact, since fewer pe- spent most of the time since in the
destrians are abroad and traffic con- hospital.
He had one of the best records of
gestion in towns and cities is less on
BROOMS, regular 35c value
...................
24c
any
employe of the Rock Island. Mr.
Sunday than on any other day of the
week. This paradox may result in Lowe started to work as a section
PEACHES, No. 10 (gallon) cans
...............
39c
part from a relative greater percent- hand in Wiota in 1896 and had been
SUGAR, 10 pounds at special price with grocery
age of inexpert drivers together with foreman of the ga^g*. from 1905 to
the failure on the part of Sunday March of 1932. In 36 years of serorder.
drivers to observe traffic rules and vice he never took a vacation of one
day and was never late for work. He
regulations carefully.
Just received a shipment of Clear, Rose and Green!
"In the above mentioned survey, the was forced off duty twice by critical
three leading types of driving viola- illness during the 36 years.
Came Here in 1880.
colored glass tumblers and water pitchers. Very
Among these players are Babe Hertions were: (1) Exceeding the speed
Mr.
Lowe
confided to friends a few
man, Charles Root, Larry French, Bill
limit, (2) Driving on the wrong
pretty patterns and low prices.
Brubacker, Charlie Moncrief, Frankie
side of the road and (3) Faiure to days after he retired that he was goand Ray Jacobs, Tut Steinback, Frank
grant the right of way. It will read- ing on a pension as he wanted to en\
ily be seen that the chief factor in ! joy life a little bit. But his heart
Shellenback, George Burns, Wally
these violations of the driving code is went bad and he saw little of life but
pantic, July 19.—At a special Hood, Tuck Hannah and Beans Rearthe judgment of the machine within ! hard labor.
don,
the
National
League
umpire,
who
[ing of the board of directors of
He was born on August 26, 1867,
the machine."
,ss County Fair Association held acted in that capacity in -the picture.
on a farm near Des Moines, being a
Outstanding
Comedy.
r days ago, some of the new plans
son of the late Mr. and Mrs. William
made for the 1933 exposition On this -week's program, the Rialto
Lowe.
In 1880 Mr. Lowe came with
E.
S.
Holton,
who
has
been
engaged
A
law
suit
tried
in
the
court
of
i will be held September 4, 5, 6 las the outstanding two reel-comedy
his
parents
to Cass county and setin
the
law
business
in
Anita
since
Justice of the Peace J. C. Jenkins one
of the season, entitled "Nothing Ever
tled on a farm near Wiota, living
1910
and
at
the
present
time
is
serving
day
last
week,
that
the
outcome
was
i of the big features of the fair Happens." Among the stars appearthere until 1896 when they retired
a second term as Cass county attor- watched with much interest by the
^ear will be tfce Orr rodeo. There ing in it are Jack Bohn, Jane Gale, ney, is moving his law office to At- people of this community, was one in
To feature a new, wine-colored and moved into Wiota where they
fancy and trick riding, 20 In- 'Charles Judels and Jeraldine Dvorak. lantic, where he expects to practice which Nic Richter appeared as plain- super-fuel to sell at the regular grade made their homes until their respecplenty of bucking horses and Liberty Magazine gave this comedy law in the future, although he will tiff and was seeking possession of a price Standard Oil Company is pre- tive deaths.
the highest' rating of any comedy this
I paring to start an advertising and
jogging of wild steers.
On Sept. 10, 1893, Mr. Lowe waa
retain his home in Anita. While he property in Anita occupied by his sonseason.
(Two New Board Members.
united in marriage to Miss Mary Elis moving his law library and most in-law and daughter, M)r. and Mrs. sales campaign about July 20.
The new gasoline will contain an
per features will be county and
of his office supplies and equipment to Bernard Roth. The jury in the case anti-knock compound which will give len Johnson at the parsonage of the
races, stock automobile races
the county seat, he has rented the was Mrs. H. R. Redburn, Mrs. Lake it the highest octane rating of gaso- Methodist Episcopal church at Wiota.
her novelty racing events.
small room at the rear of the Anita Bear, Mrs. Oscar Lindblom, Harold lines of comparable grade and price. Mr. Lowe had been a member of that
> various committees will be apBank building which he will use as Champion, Wm. Petit and George W. In anti-knock qualities, company of- church for many years.
Wife Died Three Years Ago.
Jed in a few days. Resignation ol
an appointment room to meet and Parker, and they brought in a verdict ficials state, the new product will be
Mrs.
Lowe died on January 25,1930.
fcrd A. Marshall and Arch Pral
for
the
defendant.
Several
witnesses
County Auditor Jennie M, Ward has transact business with local clients.
} accepted and Boscoe Jones,am received official notification of the en- During the past few years his prac- appeared before the court, including as good a gasoline as some premium Surviving are two sons, 'Cecil Lowe
gasolines today and as good as the of Atlantic and Gerald Lowe of near
l Thomson-elected new members
actment of the new law requiring tice has grown to such an extent, and the 1plaintiff and the defendants, and best premium gasolines were a few Marne; one granddaughter, Roberta
i board. Charles Brown was apthat assigned or transferred mort- so many of his patrons live in the from the evidence the jury decided that
Helen Lowe of Atlantic; two sisters,
secretary, succeeding O. R gages be reported to the county audi- vicinity of Atlantic and the south- Mr. and Mrs. Roth could keep posses- years ago.
Advantages of the high anti-knock Mrs. Ida M. Foster of Bridgewater
sion
of
the
property.
H.
P.
Ziegler
west
part
of
the
county,
that
to
give
quality is only one of several new and Mrs. Rose Listen of Plankington,
etary Hoffman . said thai the tors.
The law provides that the assign- the proper attention to his practice was attorney for the plaintiff, while claims that will be put forward.
S. D., and one brother, Fred Lowe of
lum lists .will be off the press ment, sale or transfer of all real es- it is almost necessary that he main- E. S. Holton represented the defendAlthough the product is new in Plainview, Texas.
few days. "-"'
tate mortgages or notes and other tain his main office in the county ants.
qualities and color it will bear the
FuneraJ services were held at 2:00
Prices Lowered.
evidences of indebtedness covered by seat.
company's established name for med- o'clock Tuesday afternoon at the
i rent has been reduced to $1.25 said mortgages shall be reported withium-priced brand, Standard Red Wiota Methodist church and intermay be rented for 75 cents in SO days by the assignee, to the
Crown. The new gasoline has been ment was made in the Wiota cememanufactured at the company's refin- tery. Rev. M. J. Rarick, pastor of the
auditor of the county in which he renission to the night show this sides, unless such assignment is reeries for some time, and supplies are Anita M. E. church, had charge of
will be 25 cents, compared with corded in the recorder's office of that
The unit of the civilian conserva- already in the field ready for distri- the services.
in former years and there county.
tion
corps to be located at Atlantic bution.
Miss Jennie Ward, county auditor,
a charge of io cents at the This latter exception means that,
gate for all vehicles during th when the assignee resides in the coun- Guy Canon, county engineer, Super- arrived last week in a big rain,T or
v
Vehicles will be admittei ty in which the property involved is visors Frank Pelzer of Marne, H. G. rather, just ahead of a rain,
fair
the evening. General admis located, it will not be necessary for Armentrout of Anita, G. H. Allen of camped at the Cass county
grounds
and
got
their
first
work
on
Atlantic,
Herman
Ryan
of
Massena
fill be 26 cento tor adults and 1 him to file a report with the auditor,
Friday
when
the
squad
leaders
went
Funeral services were held TuesPor children under. 15 years of
as
to the Roy Wheatley farm in Grove
Mrs. Al Schwab of Menlo received day afternoon at 2:00 o'clock at tha
|Ten cents admission will be in the county recorder's office,
gineer L. M. Martin, Miss Caroline township for instructions in doing the some bad cuts about the face, hands i Cumberland Church of Christ for
I at the main gate.
enactment provides, however, for reg- Ward and Dick Bode, Noble township work.
and body, when the Oldsmobile car in Mrs. R. N. Inhofe, 73, formerly of
Squad leaders will assign the en- which she was riding with Mrs. Cass county and the mother of Walter
of gineers in handling the work in the, George Parkis, also of Menlo, met in
evidence of indebtedness
Inhofe, well known Anita garageday to attend a special
real estate mortgage, whenever the
field when the entire camp gets under a head-on collision with a Chrysler man, who died Saturday night at the
southwestern
assignee resides in a county other than
The work being done consists car driven by O. W. Wheatley of At- home of a son, L. M. Inhofe, in Des)
arising from the way.
that in which the property covered by
of building dams in ditches and gul- lantic on federal highway No. 6 about Moines, where she had lived for the
]
lies to control erosion. The groups a mile west of Anita at 3:00 o'clock past 13 years. She had been in ill
More than 100 persons attended.
- •>• T. Galiherhas wnseiywlword the mortgage is located.
All such instruments now in exnear
Plans were discussed for borrowing make use of whatever material the Tuesday afternoon. The accident hap- health for several months. Rev. W.
N, Bobby Net*^'!0, who was istence must be reported to the au- money from the federal government, land owner may have on hand. The pened when Mr. Wheatley, who was C. Crewdson officiated at the services
SO per cent of which is donated and landowner is asked to furnish the traveling east, turned out to pass and interment was made in the Cum[ "y the timely assistance of a ditor not later than August 4.
70 per cent of which must be repaid material. Application for the work Otto Miller, on his way to Anita with berland cemetery.
rt at a pool in Rustfa, LouisRobert C. Howard and wife visited over a period of years from road pur- may be made to the engineers in a load of corn, and met the Parkia
Besides the local man, she is sur>ere bis parents, Mr. and Mrs.
charge or to the Farm Bureau office. car, traveling west, in a head-on col- vived by four other sons, L. M., D. W.
ethkin, reside. No one knew Sunday at Lenox, Iowa, with rela- poses.
The officials voted down a proposal The men in the Atlantic camp are lision. Neither Mrs. Purkis or Mr. ami P. D. Inhofe of Des Moines and
e fellow had sank below the tives and friends.
of
Wheatley were injured, except a few A. R. Inhofe of San Diego, California,
Miss to ask the legislature to repeal the ex-service men.
the water until another
scratches and bruises. Both machines and two daughters, Mrs. C. Schultz of
Bumbled upon the small boy
Miss Mary Osen enjoyed a visit were damaged quite badly, although Des Moines and Mrs. Arthur Martens
impracticability."
^e bottom of the pool in Grace,
last week from her friend, Miss Peggy neither car was being driven at a of Longmont, Colorado.
in
. '« f?et of water. He was
of their
very high speed. MVs. Schwab was
here to attend the funeral . Talbot.
Fred Snyder and wife of Chicago Troutman of Woodward, Iowa.
r°muthe Pol in an unconscious father
John Schaake and wife spent Sunbrought to the medical office of Dr.
and grandfather, A. H
are spending the week at the home
! \^A ceased breathing and It has been 36 years since Charley
Bert Suplee and wife and George G. M. Adair where her injuries were day in Carroll with her sister, Mrs*
— of her sister, Mrs. Carsten Henneberg
irregular heart-beat Talbot left Anita to enter the employ
Paul Heiers and family.
Burton and wife visited here a couple attended to.
and he had started to
U. S. government, and for and family.
of days last week with Mr. Suplee's
of
the
The members of the Double Eight
/'7«d the finger-tine, Bob- years was located at the arsewd in
Homer E. Boatright and wife of
Harold Champion has bought a 152 uncle, W. A. Suplee and wife, and with Grandview, Arkansas, are visiting in dinner and bridge club enjoyed a 7:00
|he, ' before h« tnarriagr, was Lck Island, being a **»»™£
other
relatives
and
friends.
They
e
" " nwendolyn Taylor, and in the government factory. The ha acre farm located on the north side stopped here while on their way home Stuart with his brother, George Boat- o'clock covered dish dinner last Thursw
No. 0 between Casey and
right and wife. They will be in Anita day evening at the home of Mr. and
of the late Mr. and ness factory was moved a few years of highway
The farm adjoins the place to Council Grove, Kansas, from a visit
ior.
sometime this week to visit friends. Mrs. Carl Millard, at their home on
at
the
Century
of
Progress
in
Chicago.
o
to
Jeffersonville,
since
wh
eh
time
ag
and occupied by N. A. Neff, loThe
Boatrights are former residents West Mttia Street. Following the
Mr.
Suplee
is
a
son
of
the
late
Jake
hfhas been located there. Since the cal hardware merchant. It is reportof
Anita,
Homier having been the lo- dinner the evening was spent in playSuplee,
an
eurly
day
settler
in
this
that Mr and Mrs. Champion Will
• : lMt from two of their death of Mrs. Talbot, who was
cal
Rock
Island
agent for a good many bridge, at which high scorers were,
community, but has not lived here for
by lightning in Anita
Mrs. Elmer Scholl and Andy Miller.
years.
more
than
forty
years.
ago, he and his daughter
first
of
next
March.
Dorothy
P» of Auro
their home together.
», Illinois.
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homemaker who
-.to remain at home
•ajnmer at least c
fodtce a cool PjP! !
SAIAH DENOUNCES bftUNKENln
-'by following tiio
NESS AND OTHER 8IN8
hpre. Some of i
LESSON TEXT—Isaiah B:1-BO.
^£:.h«it through o,
real,
GOLDEN TEXT—Rlghteousne** «•
through touch, -,,„
ilteth a nation: but sin U » repromoU throngh sight and lower',., others}
.are; All are conducive i0 c
One essential element in »
orattve scheme is cooinMS nf
;—Aiitt<i».i».B Wrongs """•^L--•^AS" To attain .this there is n f toucM
ToUNO PEOPLE AND ADUMJ TOP1C—Evils Which Must Be Overoom*. _ perfect as linen. The r
cotton goods with linen
I. Israel, the Unique and Belove* glazed or satin goods or
cool feeling. Glass mui
The unique relation of this nation cool to the touch, as are
to God is presented under the figure pottery and ceramics of ,,, E
and those-of luster finishes
of a vineyard (v. 1).
1. God's peculiar favor shown (T. 2). ever th> borne decorator has
God did for this nation what he did can be .used correctly |n hcr
for no other nation In the history or. should be featured.
A. second essential is „„„,„
the world.
'
a. He "fenced It" when he assigned, through appearance. For
the boundaries of Israel's Inheritance; light-colored material is
look at than a dark. one. ,
(see Num. 34:1-13).
b. He "gathered out the stones there- When •considering materials to „_
of when the Canaanttes were ex- furniture'.'remember that the
toned ones will foster the coo.
terminated.
c. He "planted It with the choicest Of late, inrnlture covers of ric
vine" when the Israelltlsh nation, gay colors have been popular
which had gone through the . disci- to In accord .with the brilliant
plinary process In Egyptian bondage, Scb^eB which were the natural
action from
the all too
was placed therein.
d. He "built a tower In the midst of schemes .Just preceding the „,
It" when under David Jerusalem wa» riot of color In decoration. in
mertlme, however, If you would
made the capital city.
yoor rooms appear cool, use
e. He "made a winepress therein
when the temple built by Solomon be- colored furniture covering te^,,
A memory of the coolness of a
came the fixed place of worship lor
phere created- by oyster-wtite
the nation.
2. The obligation of the nation (T. terned' weave linen covers on i
2). "He looked that It should bring tare and carpeted floors in a Phi
forth grapes." The word looked ex> phla residence still lingers
ent postmaster at West Point is a grandnlece of presses the Idea, not only of desire, I wa» bni a child and i>h._
was prematurely hot, wiien stc
Miss Berard and that there has also been trag- but of expectation.
edy In her life. For she Is Miss Grace Alleen
8. The divine disappointment (TV. 8, there between trains i called
Harrington and she U the daughter of Lieut 4). "It brought forth wild grapes.? friend of my mother's. Just to
Henry Moore Harrington of C troop of the Sev- Instead of sweet, luscious grapes, the shaded coolness of the
enth cavalry who perished with Gen. George A they bore grapes of a sour and un- room was a relief. TO sit
Cuater at tbe Battle of the Little Big Horn on wholesome kind.
linen-covered chairs and touch
June 25, 1876, and who was one of the three of
4. The desolation of the vineyard cool' textile 'was refreshing. t
fleers whose bodies were never found, at least (w. 5-7). Since all efforts had been homemaker has succeeded todaynot identified after the battle.
wasted, the owner of the vineyard creating^ the desired cool atmospl'
Not only is the Ignorance of her father's fate purposes to take away the fences and if her rooms'give such n welcome
one of the tragic Incidents In the life of the leave It to be exposed to the wild presslon of relief from torrid
woman who is postmaster at West Point, where beasts to waste and devour.
Accessories which strengthen
so many of Ouster's officers were once cadets
II. The Sins Which Brought Ruin to Impression of coolness are g
but there Is another tragic memory which she Israel (vv. 8-23).
In summer' time. For examp',
has carried through life—a memory of her moth1. Monopoly and oppression {w. 8« clear glass bowl, brimming with
er, who suddenly disappeared several years after 10). The crime against which the first ter la which goldfish disport
the Ouster battle. "Amnesia It would be called woe was denounced was that of the selves, Is such an accessory. 1
nowadays," Miss Harrington says, "but at that avaricious grasping after property of Ivy trailing from n glass jar
time It was ascribed to grief and the uncerlpln- which leads to the accumulation o: pended In ti window create a pte
ty of what had happened to my father. Several wealth In the hands of the few. This Impression of crystal coolness
times we heard from Indians that a lady dressed state of affairs met God's Judgment In shady, dells. A silver vase ailed
In black had been seen on the battlefield. Other Judea (vv. 9, 10), as one day It shall flowers suggests the coolness
reports came from Indian territory. We Investi- likewise do In America.
shimmering moonlight in a
gated all these rumors and finally after two
filled garden.
2.
Dissipation
(w.
11-17).
The
paryears we found her In Texas where a severe at. Whatever by sight or touch
ticular
sin
denounced
here
Is
that
o:
tack of pneumonia had served to bring back her
to the Imagination things or
memory so that she knew who she was. But drunkenness. How we shudder to con slops of coolness should lie f
she was never able to give any account of her template what God may do to America In summer decoration. Such
wanderings while she was gone or why she was as she brings back liquor 1 This sin
put persons In the mood to
Is never alone.
there."
a. Drinking made the life-business such measures as can be u
As Miss Harrington stands behind her desk
In the post office amid the busy turmoil of mall of some (v. 11). They get up early la .actually tower temperatures,
distribution for the 1,280 cadets at .the academy the morning and continue until late ai dimming sunlight, creating
and an equal number of officers and regular sol- night A duplication of th|s will soon throngh open windows, etc.
4 *M* &I1 Byndlcate.-WNU
diers, she can look up to two pictures on tbe be seen lu all of our American dtlea,
b. A show of refinement (v. 12)
wall which serve as a link between/the bloodstained battlefield of the Little Big Horn in far- The saloon and brothel always have
off Montana and the peaceful banks of the Hud- music. Pleasing mualc, was always
son. One of them Is a picture of her father In heard pouring forth from the Infa
the regimentals of the Seventh cavalry, the uni- mous saloon. The prostitution o
form which he wore on that fatal day In June music has led many an unsuspecting
more than half a century ago. The other Is a youth into the way of sin.'.
picture of Cadet Henry Moore Harrington. It is
c. Blindness to God's warnings and
Fbr Less Than $U»j
enclosed in a frame made of beads and these judgments (v. 12). Drinking and disbeads were obtained by her mother from Indians sipation render men Insensible to
In Dakota—perhaps members of the very same God's dealings.
tribe who overwhelmed Ouster and Harrington
d. God's Judgments for such sin (w
and all the other gallant officers and troopers of 13-17). The people were carried Into
the Old Seventh.
•VWSS).
captivity. Not only would they go
Among the other West Point traditions Is one Into captivity, but there was grea
Okoe a, day take Kruschen j
of perfection In attire and one of the require- mortality among the drunkards (v. 14) half tesspoonfal in a gu*s«'
morning. »
ments for that perfection Is perfectly aligned The records everywhere show a much "-'•• -"*,every
fat SAFELY youllff
and perfectly sewn chevrons worn as the in- higher death rate among drinking men
j»d physical .ttrar1signia by the officers and non-commlssloned of- than among abstainers. Drinking deon, gas and acid
" »'ll feel yoiit
ficers In the corps of cadets. Those ornate chev- grades all classes (v. 15). The rid
ambitionrons of gold lace, black braid and broadcloth and mighty men are brought dowi
are very difficult to malJfe, since they require with the poor and humble. Even-the
*iastB 4 weel«.g*J
great skill and experience In the making, but country itself was made desolate (T
there Is a woman who has proved herself capable 17).
of the Job.
bottle doesn't joyf
3. Unbelief (vv. 18, 10). This woe !•
For more than fifty years without a break denounced against the sinner wb-0 pre- back.
Mrs. Louise Regan of Highland Falls, N. Y. has sumptuously plunges Into vice. Be It
made every chevron, gold or gray, worn by the not overtaken with sin, bat deliberstraightstanding West Pointers. She really start- ately goes after It and works'at It
ed sewing them when she was ten years old He becomes so daring as to defy th<
but her uninterrupted service with the cadet Judgments of the Almighty (T.
store of the academy began when she was elcht
4. Moral confusion (v. 20), Thli
een and since 1379 all the corporals1 stripes and
insignia from sergeants up to regimental com woe is pronounced against those who
manders have come from her hands She la try to adjust moral conditions to 40!
past seventy years of age now and she has made their sensual appetites.
5. Conceit (v. 21). The fifth woe i*
pronounced against the sin of sell
It to difficult says Harria P. Scott, manager conceit
6. Perversion of Justice (vr, 22, 28)
of the cadet store, to turn the straight-rolled
gold lace into the curves necessary to mate The sixth woe is pronounced fl<fljf>
those long V'S turned up without drawing or Judges who, because of a lack of mow
wrinkling the material. Klve yards of glwiace discrimination, and the desire f«
are required to u m k e „ pulr of chevrons fo" a temporal gain, cause Justice to miscarry.
regimental adjutant of the
III. Predicted Judgment (TT.
The historic fulfillment of
predictions are but types of the severe ones which are to follow.

Lea»on for July 23

By ELMO SCOTT WATSON

does not usually think of the
United States Military academy at
West Point as other than a man's
world, yet there have been several
women who have had such a part
In its history as to make their
names a part of the "West Point
tradition." The first of these was
the woman known to fame aa
•Captain Molly."
In tbe cemetery at West Point stands a monument bearing a bronze tablet which shows In
bas-relief a stalwart woman standing behind a
cannon, ramrod and portfire In hand, and below
It Is this Inscription: "la Memory of Margaret
Corbln, a Heroine of the Revolution known as
•Captain Mollie,' 1751-1800. Who at the Battle
of Fort Washington, New York, when her husband, John Corbln. was killed, kept his field
piece In action until severely wounded and thereafter by act of congress received half the pay
and allowance of 'A Soldier In the Service.' She
lived, died and was burled on the Hudson riverbank near the village now called Highland Palls.
In appreciation of her deeds for the cause of
liberty and that her heroism may not be forgot. ten, her dust was moved to this spot and the
memorial erected by the National Society of the
Daughters of the American Revolution In New
York State, 1926."
Such Is the brief story which the tablet tells
but there are other details worth recording. Until her death In 1800 she lived In a private home
near West Point supplies for her being sent direct from the secretary of war.
An interesting sidelight on that part of her
career was revealed recently when Capt Walter
H. Wells, Intelligence and publicity officer at
West Point, In digging throngh some of the old
flies at the academy, came across ,Jhe manuscript
letters written by MaJ. George Fleming, commander of the arsenal and ordnance and military storekeeper at West Point to "The Honorable MaJ. Gen. Knox, Secretary of WaR"
On October 7, 1786, Fleming wrote to Knox:
"I have sent another account of Mrs. Swim's for
taking care of Captain Molly up to the 27th
of September and have removed her to another
place, as I thought she was not so well treated
as she ought to be."
v
1
On July 8, 1787, there was another letter which
does not paint a very flattering portrait of the
Hevolutionary heroine. It said: "I have drawn
three orders on you, for the malntalnance of
Ciaptaln Molly, in favor of Mr. Dennlston: one
ils from January 19 to April 12, the other from
April 18 to July 5, 1780, Inclusive, which ac'€ouuts were lodged in the war office last fall,
and are Mrs. Swim's. The other is from September 28 to July 5, 1786, inclusive, and will be delivered by Mr. Dennlston for Mrs. Randall. Aa
Molly is such a disagreeable object to take care
of, and I promised to pay them every quarter,
I have been obliged to borrow the money to pay
the people; If It can possibly be replaced, I
should be very glad."
On April 21, 1787, there was another letter
with a curious touch of an eternal feminine problem—something to wear! On that date Fleming
writes: "I am Informed by the woman that takes
care of Captain Molly, that she Is much In want
of Shifts. If you think proper to order three or
four, I should be glad." Two months later, on
June 12, be wrote again to Knox "If the Shifts
which you informed me should be made for
Captain Molly are done, I should be glad to have
them sent as she complains much for want of
them." Whether or not Captain Molly ever got
her "Shifts" Is unknown, for there Is no further
reference to the matter nor does her name again
appear In the records after 1789.
In contrast to the militant spirit of "Captain
Molly," both In war and In peace, was tbe spirit
of another woman whose name Is written high
In the annals of West Point She was Miss
Susan Warner, the daughter of a New York
city attorney, who upon retiring from practice
in the metropolis made hie home on Constitution
Island In the Hudson river opposite West Point.
He was accompanied there by his two daughters, Anna and Susan, and every Sunday afternoon for years Miss Susan conducted a Bible
class for the cadets at the military academy.
Had she lived she would have found among the
names of the general officers lu the World war
many who had attended her classes. A frail,
small woman who still clung to tbe puke bonnet
and the silk dress of the Civil war period, she
was rowed across from her Island home and
carried In a military conveyance to the hall set
apart for her In one of the academic buildings.
She came to be regarded as almost a part of
tbe teaching corps of the institution and on her

1.—Mr*. Louise Regan, maker of chevron* for
West Point cadet uniform* for CO year*.

2.—Letter to General Knox, secretary of war,
from the military storekeeper at West Point referring to an "Account for Mrs. Randall taking
care of Captain Molly twenty-four weeks, being
from June 7 to November 21, 1787, Inclusive."
3.—Ml** Anna Warner, sister of Susan Warner, author of "The Wide, Wide World" and
Sunday school teacher for West Point cadets.
4.—The monument to "Captain Molly" In the
cemetery at West Point.
5.—Inscription on the "Captain Molly" monument telling of her heroism In a Revolutionary
war battle.
6.—Picture of Cadet Henry Moore Harrington
framed In Indian beadwork.

death she'was buried with military honors beside the cadet monument in the West Point
cemetery. Her sister, Anna, following her wishes,
gave Constitution Island to the United States government, and their home there Is preserved as
a memorial
But Miss Susan's connection with West Point
was not her only claim to fame. Under the pen
name of Elizabeth Wetherell, she wrote two
books, "The Wide, Wide World," published In
1851, and "Queechy," published In 1852, which
attained a wide popularity. Of "The Wide, Wide
World" It has been said that "It was the most
popular novel ever written by an American with
the single exception of Mrs. Stowe's famous
story, 'Uncle Tom's Cabin.' " It attracted as much
attention In England as In America and It was
translated Into French, German and Swedish.
However, Miss Susan was Indifferent to this
fame for It is recorded that she "never liked"
her book, "The Wide, Wide World." Perhaps
she unconsciously anticipated the criticism that
followed Its publication. A French critic marveled at America's reception of a three-volume
novel devoted "to the history of the moral progress of a girl of thirteen." An American eritlc
described U as having little story, not a semblance of melodrama, and declared that Its success was "purely artistic." It is one of the literary traditions of New York that after the readers for George P. Putnam had advised against
It he was persuaded by his mother, who read
the manuscript, to publish It.
Long before Miss Susan became the Sunday
school teacher for the cadets there was another
woman who had an Important place in cadet
life at the academy. She was Miss Blanche
Berard, who was postmaster tliere for half a
century. Appointed by President Polk In 1847,
Mlsa Berard held her position there until 1897
and few of the cadets, perhaps, realized that
buck of her pleasant smile, as she passed out
their mall to them, there wus the bitter memory
of a tragedy In her life. As a young girl Miss
Berard was engaged to an officer attached to the
academy. One afternoou this officer rode his
spirited horse, of which he was very proud, to
the post office to demonstrate Its good points.
But the horse became frightened suddenly and
threw the officer off, killing him. So the woman
postmaster remained "Miss" Berard to the end
of her days, true to the memory of her first and
only love. But one big thrill came to her In
her later life. While on leave of absence from
her duties at West Point, which she spent lu Europe, Miss Berard bad the honor of being presented to Queen Victoria of England.
It is an interesting coincidence that the pre-
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committee
40.68
The Board of Supervisors of Cass T. H. Darrow, labor
7.00
poor
100.80
work
10c
3.80 Simmons
County, Iowa, met in adjourned ses- Wm. Gillpatrick, labor
5.25 C. B. Parkinson & Son, gro& Jobes, supplies .
17.50
2.80 Earl Wolford, gophers
sion with all members present. The Chas. Heck, labor
ceries
to
poor
.40
C
minutes of June 22, 24, 28th. were F. J. Herchenback, labor ... 13.50 J. W. Welton, assessor
132.85 Roland, Peacock & Baxter,
45c
125.00
C. Kitelinger, labor
11.02 Dr. H. A. Johnson, medical
read and approved.
funeral expense
N. Lambertson,
1.70
Moved by Allen, seconded by Ar,, labor
Sanitary
Market,
meats
to
164.75
service to poor
39
4.10
rnentrout to authorize auditor to C. W. Morgan, labor
3.75
poor
Atlantic
Hospital
Corpora1.85
write warrant for 3 court reporter j Walter Rathman, labor
5.07
Steinke & Butler, clothing ..
35c
tion, to:
Harold Wheatley, labor
8.40
books to be ordered by the clerk.
lazel Barnes Woolsey, nurse
6.85
Frank Johns
C
George Anderson, labor ..... 5.00
Motion carried.
at county farm-hospital .. 56.68
65.15
Rebecca Wilburn
29.60
Moved by Ryan, seconded by Davis, Roy I. Bailey, dragging
30.50 L. 0. Wheatley, groceries to
Baby Holshuh ".
24.24
19.35
to serve'notice to depart on the fol- Edward Dimig, dragging
poor
30.65
Thos. Evans
lowing before legal residence has been i Henry Erickson, labor
11-00
.39
Western
Union,
telegram
...
62.35
Chas. Robinson
gained: Mrs. Leta Brown, Atlantic; j Claude McFadden, dragging . 76.10
Yarger
Market,
groceries
to
12.25
Lester Ragan
54.25
28.94
Ray Johnson, Anita; Mrs. Henry Nels P. Peterson, labor
poor
.50
George Woodward
S. J. Spicer, labor
33.00
Witt, Anita.
W.
'T.
Biggs,
soldiers'
relief
19.50
Mrs. Opal Bailey
WIDOW HEARD FROM.
P. I. Appleman, fees
3.00
F. W. Wise, dragging
9.90
Motion carried.
commissioner expenses ... 34.00
19.85
Sam Alexander
88.20
J.
E.
Lang,
constable
•
-75
Quarterly reports of county officers C. C. Morrison, labor
P. P. Edwards, for soldiers'
Anita, Iowa,
10.50 Atlantic Building Supply
approved: County Recorder showing Emil Bode, labor
200.00 State vs. E. W. Heckman:
relief
Company, coal and reJuly 13, 1933,
59.75
P.
I.
Appleman,
fees
3.00
$392.70 fees and licenses collected Jesse Cranston, labor
2.25
Phillip Phillipson, labor
3.25
pairs
and disbursed;
County Auditor,! Frank Ellis, labor
14.00
J. E. Lang, constable
78 Mr. Budd,
1.50
J.
W.
Welton,
list
of
dogs
...
Anita, Iowa.
9.76
$587.64 received and disbursed; Clerk, j Clayton Green, labor
108.00 Jas. Bopp, milk to poor
State vs. C. L. Demouth:
A. Odem, transportation exDear
Editor:
21.60 j Earl Beech, groceries to
$735.75 received and disbursed; Sher- Calvin Lindeman, labor
P. I. Appleman, fees
3.00
8.50
pense for Cole Musick
495.66
I
will
just be obliged to exp«
poor
iff, §140.45 fees charged and $108.00 Maurice Proctor, dragging ... 28.10
1-82
6.00 J. E. Lang, constable ....
97.98 John Blake, court bailiff
myself as regards the article in j
36.25 J. Burnea, groceries to poor
collected.
j F. W. Schuler, labor
State
vs.
C.
L.
Demouth:
2.50 George A. Knoke, constable
86.40 Perry Meek, labor
Annual report of L. M. Gets, Don Wohlenhaus, labor
P. I. Appleman, fees
2.50 later paper, being one of Anita's i
1.05
5.00 fees
John Casey, Jr., labor
2.00 Howard Parrott, labor
Mayor.
J.
E.
Lang,
constable
1-00 ows. I regret .to say I \?as M
5.00 P. I. Appleman, Justice of
little surprised at you as our
Bond of P. P. Edwards for Soldiers' Chas. J. Dougherty, labor ... 35.00 Meredith Perron, labor ...
State vs. Joe Walker:
the
Peace
fees
as
fol5.00
editor
for the effort you are mal
109.80 Jack Riggs, labor
ap- Ray Krauth, labor
Relief Commissioner ($500)
P. I. Appleman, fees
4.50
lows:
2.50
C. D. Perrin, labor
109.80 Chas. Sharp, labor
proved.
3.50 Henry, Huffy, witness
1.30 in trying to peddle some of us i
State
vs.
Harry
Bixby
.
.
.
5.00
45.50 Wayne Welton, labor
School Fund Loan Renewals grant- R. A. Turner, labor
3.50
J. Frank Berry, witness ..
1-30 off onto a bald headed Chicago i
State vs. Harry Bixby ...
5.00
4.00 Don Woolsey, labor
some poor fellow presumably
ed to H. A. Dieatrick and Catherina Harry Christensen, labor
1.50
Fred
Shindley,
witness
...
1.30
State vs. Frank Bramsen .
5.00
52.65
J.
W.
Wright,
labor
to support himself and wants to;l
J.
J.
Davis,
labor
Menefee.
1.50 State vs. Lake E. Bear, InState vs. Frank Bramsen .
84.17
6.40 j Bill Smith, labor
his
purse off of some of the i
The application of Clara V. Stev- Arlin Moller, labor
State vs. Anton Christenebriety:
83.82
5.00 \ Frank Bannister, labor
enson of Lewis, for blind pension August Anderson, labor .
1.50
Dr. H. A. Johnson, fees .. 3.00 of some honest hard working •
sen
•
2.50
5.00 \ William Nagel, labor
came before the board for final ac- Roy Brown, labor
3.00 Tom C. Smith, attorney .. 3.00 that has always been able to ct
State vs. C. L. Demouth ..
83.82
Lawrence
Ward,
labor
5.00
for herself by her own efforts, «j|j|
A.
E.
Clark,
labor
tion. The report of Dr. C. W. Mor1.50 State vs. H. P. Ziegler, InState
vs.
Dale
Farris
5.00 W. E. Wise, foreman bridge
out any help from some shifl
rison who had been authorized to ex- H. G. Evans, labor
2.00
State vs. Leland Jewett ..
ebriety:
120.00
crew
2.50
amine the patient, was taken under George Eilers, labor . . . .
bow-legged, bald headed dude
2.00
Dr.
R.
L.
Barnett,
fees
...
3.00
State vs. L. R. Johnson ...
5.00 Anita Tribune, official printconsideration and it was ordered that Clyde Gaines, labor
feels the need of business brains t
4.00
State
vs.
Susie
Keegan
...
Tom
C.
Smith,
attorney
..
3.00
42.60
ing
5.00
a pension of $8.00 per month be ! Oscar Johnson, labor
2.00
State vs. John Lorensen ..
Cy L. Wilson, witness ... 3.40 ability to push through to st>
5.00 H. G. Arnrentrout, committee
granted to the said Clara V. Steven- | Paul Keffer, labor ..
3.50
O. Goodwin, witness ...... 2.00 and should we ever wish to trot)
State
vs.
Pete
Ordway
....
104.50
5.00 work
son and the auditor authorized to ! Ed. Lane, labor
Melvin Jewett, witness ... 2.00 double harness we most as!
22.70 C. O. B. Grocery, groceries
5.00 Georgia Byrne, mileage
write same on last day of each D. A. Landon, labor ..
6.27 Guy Rasmussen, witness . 2.00 would prefer a healthy farmer
to
poor
..................
2.50 City of Atlantic, electricity .. 20.89 Christensen Brothers, grocerRaymond Lund, labor
month.
about 36 or above that. But as;
State vs. E. W. Heckman:
2.80 County Auditor Ward, exChris
Burke,
labor
...
The following claims were allowed
we are all doing very nicely sin
19.25
3.00
ies to poor
..............
P. I. Appleman, fees
6.30 pense for postage and exand the auditor authorized to write Grover Darling, labor
harness. One of the happy contc
Mrs.
M.
C.
Cardio,
rent
for
.75
J,
E.
Lang,
constable
15.49
press
I Henry Eggerling, labor
108.67
^ warrants for same:
Anita widows.
25.00
room for Red Cross flour .
State vs. C. L. Demouth:
5.60 IT. W. Davis,
committee
3.00 John Greenwalt, labor
Harry Allen, labor
•-••- • •
M. J.
Davis
&
Palmer,
meat
to
3.00
P.
I.
Appleman,
fees
work
94.75
20.65
Purity Oil Company, gas ... 52.76 J. J. Heck, labor
2.75 J. E. Lang, constable
poor
....................
1.80
1.80 Gregersen Drugs, supplies for
; Peter Johnson, labor . . . .
GOBS NATIVE.
Atlantic Auction Pavilion,
F. L. Gaylord, repairs at
State
vs.
C.
L.
Demouth:
hospital
30.63
27.50
8.00 Joe KORD^. hauling
hay
county farm
............. 28.20
P. I. Appleman, fees
3.00
Mr. and Mis. D. L. Richardson, i
8.55 Walter Hoegh, bounty on 4
6.60:
" "" E. B. Euman, labor
Bailey Feed Company, feed .
'Frank
Gaines,
hauling
......
8.50
J.
E.
Lang,
constable
1.80 live on a farm near Modale, Iowa,;
8.00
cubs
9.00
Harvey Morgan, labor ..
'<Jeorge Binnell, unloading
Wm. Gleason, labor at county
State vs. C. L. Demoutb:
a cat which is mothering a sti
2.80 Earl S. Holton, rent and exlumber
41.53 Henry Reed, labor
farm
....................
45.00
p. i. Appleman, fees
2,50 family. Tabby recently gave birfti
46.90
pense
4.20
John W. Mehlman, labor
D. N. Blake, salary and milej. E. Lang, constable
1.80 six kittens which are appareBfly|
2.30 Hansen & Lowe, hardware . . 42.45
9.70 Fred Joy, mileage
age
100.45 Julius Anderson, labor
Dr.
Harry
Hall,
care
of
State
vs.
Emil
Mudra,
In4.00
Peter Christensen, labor
33.00 i Henry Knop, trustee
throwback to something or other,
Guy F. Canon, salary and
..................... 79.75
ebriety:
1.60 sick
6.201 James 0. Moon, mileage ...
though Tabby is a perfect sp
mileage
195.75 Ehner Erickson, labor
Dr. R. L. Barnett, fees ... 8.00 of the common or garden variety]
Dr. C. R. Jones Hospital, to:
12.45! Matt Parrot & Sons ComCity of Atlantic, current
1.00 Peter Hansen, dragging
Grover Armstrong
....... 51.00
Tom C. Smith, attorney ..
3.00 felines, her offsprings hop like ral
35.50
Ora Moller, labor
30.95 j pany, 2 M bonds
Creosoted Products Co., bridge
MTS. Bernard Bopp
...... 96.65 J. Frank Berry, witness .. 3.00 sit on (their hind legs, have no I
34.20 \ Muriel Morgan, assisting
lumber
497.17 C. C. Spear, labor
Louis Bartles
........... 68.25 Ted^arssen, witness
3.00 and live in a woodpile. No
3.00 j county worker
2.00
Cullens Garage, storage . . . . 3.00 Clark M. Trailer, dragging ..
Leota Bailey
............
5.00
Louie Marssen, witness ... 3.0C tibn has been advanced for the]
E. E. Daws, hardware
7.20 Frank O. Will, dragging . . . 27.30 i Northwestern Bell Telephone
Paul Drake
..............
4.00 State vs. Cole Musick, In66.601 Company, rent and toll ... 64.40
Frank Games, hauling
54.85 J. J. Davis, labor
oraenon, bat it is highly prob
Mrs. Oscar Johnson
......
3.00 j
ebriety:
91.00 • Osborne-Tomlinson, use of
Hansen & Lowe, hardware .. 10.28 T. J. Conroy, labor
on that prenatal evening Tabby j
Mildred Johnson
.........
17.90, Dr. R. L. Barnett, fee
3.00 her dates mixed.
10.45 j chairs
2.50
Herring Super Service, gas . 53.13 John DeBus, labor
Pearl Kloppenburg
.......
1.75 i Tom C. Smith, attorney ... 3.00
8.75 ' A. Odem, investigation and
H. F. Jahnke, repairs
3.00 J. M. Frank, labor
;
Florence McAvoy
........ 65.15! The bond of P. P. Edwards, sold- "MOONLIGHT AND PR!
Frank Howard, dragging ...
3.15 ; criminal expense
46.80
Joyce Lumber Company, maEarl Pierce
..............
Pelzer, committee
4.40 iers' relief commissioner -was apterial
14.05 Fred A. Lindeman, labor . . . . 44.80 Frank
Mrs. Fred Dennison and h\n
Chet Stormer
........... 149.20 proved.
George B. Proctor, labor
20.30 I work
Ralph Krohn, assisting en91.60
Susie Keeran
............
59.851 C. S. Relyea Company, supgineer
25.12 Joe Walker, labor
2.50- J. O. Moon was granted $4.00 re- have been enjoying a visit thej
week from her sister, Mrs.
Mrs. Guy Ritchie
......... 117.00. bate of poll tax on age limit.
H. H, Bacon, labor
23.45 j plies
Lindsey Auto Machine Shop,
14.55
Myers, of Pasadena, California.
..........
labor
2.00 Charley Casteel, dragging . . . 5.30 C. E. Stoner, unclaimed fees .
3.15 Ed. Gochanour
1.85J
Session and Mileage Claims.
Roy Luke ......... .....
16.80 Chas. D. Scase, gophers ....
D. A. Lubricant Co., grease . 108.61 Wm. Holaday, labor
.15
2.00 G. H. Allen
4.00
Ned C. Murray, dragging .. 8.10 Western Telephone CorporaJackie Rhoades
.......... 21.401 H. G. Armentrout
Mauk's Transfer Co., haul6.K . Mrs. L. O. Whyman and &
33.75' tion, toll
Mrs. Ira Vincent
.........
ing
2.00 E. 3. Symonds, labor
.30
3.75 Frank Pelzer
5.00 Patsy, of Lincoln, Nebraska,
J. D. Walters, labor
103.25' Dr. W. S. Greenleaf, medical
Evelyn Schaake
..........
Atlantic Motors, Inc. re6.00 T. W. Davis
5.75 Anita Tuesday to spend a H
John
Anglin,
labor
13.50!
service
to
poor
Asa
Taylor
..............
pairs
6.57
218.15
346.05 Herman Ryan
6.3( at the home of Mr. and MrsMoller, labor
66.35' Atlantic Cemetery AssociaBarnsdall Refining Company,
Bert Jones
..............
1.50! On motion and vote the board ad- Noblitt and family.
2.50
Mrs. A. Hagan
gas and oil
71.80 Ernest Peterson, labor
tion, opening grave for Rec..........
.75 journed to meet at 9:00 a. m. July
James Nelson, wife and son, 1
2.50 { tor infant
Mrs. Clyde Gaines
O. R. Billingsley, repairs . .. 17.40 Delbert Anderson, labor ..
.......
10.00
13.25 i 17th., 1933.
who
have been living on a sa
W.
H.
Baker,
labor
5.00
F. A. Black Oil Co., gas
37.75
Atlantic & Pacific Tea ComMrs. Orval Mauk
........
79.401
(Signed)
Frank Pelzer,
Des Moines since the first w
5.00
J. W. Brindley, team rental . 74.80 Frank Drake, labor
pany, groceries to poor . .
Mrs. F. L. Bailey
9155
........
.75
'
Chairman.
March, are moving back to
2.50 ' Armour Creameries, ice . . . .
H. Channon Co., parts
2.71 Joe Eblen, labor
Mrs. W. H. Sweets
.......
4.00
3.50 i Attest:
Ridge neighborhood.
5.00; Atlantic Printing Company,
County Auditor, express . .. 2.98 Jim Gustason, labor
Ralph Wilson
...........
.75]
Jennie M. Ward,
Ira Henry, labor
supplies
89
C. R. I. & P. Railroad ComIvan Albright
...........
2.15
-85|
County Auditor.
Mrs. P. T. Williams ««
Ben King, labor
2.50 C. C. Applegate, rent
pany, freight on bridge
Mrs. Maude Troupe
......
10.00
8.00!
—
last
Thursday afternoon t*
Bmbm
5.00 Dr. George Allaband, care to
lumber
1,026.97 Mike Kloppenburg, labor .
Mrs. Anna Bardtman ..... 94.00:
' '
« and daughter, Mrs
pany
of ladies. The aft
Walter Darling, labor
4.00 Roy Luke, labor
5.00 j sick
j Myrtle Grimes, of Adair were visit1G.OO Andrew Paulsen Grocery, to
spent in playing bridge, a' *
ors in the citv
C. F. Lacy, labor
Fidlar & Chambers, metallic
5.00| Atlantic Canning Company,
poor
....................
50.34
Saturday.
score honors were won by «
I
- __ _
2.50: coal
tape and pencils
23.51 Joe Landon, labor
3.25 Reed & Barnholcit, groceries
Harry.
Green Bay Lumber Co., 500
2.50 ' Dr. R. L. Barnett, care of
Steve Moore, labor
Miss
Evangeline
Carlton
is
hom<
to poor
.................
12.85
lath
5.00 Oscar Noe, labor
2.50; sick
from a visit in Atlantic with her
170.00 Sauer & Dahlberg, imeats to
. A large crowd attended*
Ira Henry, team rental
2.50 Harry I'autsen, labor
5.00. Bull Creek Groceries, gropoor
................
32 45 grandDarents' B- D. Carlton and wife
game
Sunday afternoon w
2.50 i ceries to poor
Hoegh Oil Company, gas . . . . 3.06 D. Pell, labpr
27.98 Stier Grocery Company, groMrS- Nova Lee Dickers
ea
and
Arbor Hill on tw
Hans Jepsen, team rental . . . 8.00 Myron Stormer, labor
5.00! Mrs. George Berry, cook at
ceries to pooian e n '
on, who had
1
J. H. Keesee, labor and
I Ira Vincent, labor
5.00J county farm
25.00 Turner Brothers, coal to bo.su been visiting for several weeks a of the latter club, ten
parts
29.85 Max Woolsey, labov
5.00 Carleton D. Beh Company, lethe home of Lemar Gardner in Ben- of Stuart. Berea "
poor
..............
D. J. Lee, repair work
7.00 Ed. Woolsey, labor
2.50 | gal service for bonds . . . . 150.00 A. L. Wright's Grocery, gro- 26.37 ton township, left a few days ago to a score of 8 to 6.
2.50 Clover Farm Store, food for
Bob Linfor, watchman
22.19 Chas. Wilkins, labor
I visit the Century of Progress in Chi rfonned the Berea batten
ceries to pooiJ. W. Luke & Son, gas
134.70 Herman Anderson, labor ..
4.9J
. cage, and will return to her home in and Williams c
79.62 ! poor
8.36 White Way Grocery, grocerj Clarence Morrison, labor ..
Cliff Miller Tractor Com14.70 Dorothy Cook, nursing (TayDieg
for Arbor Hill.
ies to poor
°'- Caltfornia' f«»n
38.97
pany, parts
30.44 Herbert Spear, labor
83.82 j lor)
8.00 Wheeler & McKay, funeral
H. L. Nettz, supplies
3.55 ' Elmer Watson, labor
84.52 ' Or. C. G. Clark, care of sick .
expense
1.50
15.00
Pete Paulsen, hay
3.60 Atlantic News Telegraph, ofFamily Shoe Store, shoes to
J. W. Zike & Son, groceries
I ficial printing
25.07
John Phelps, assisting enpoor
17.19
to poor .....
36.65
gineer
34.12 G. H. Allen, committee
Graham Department Store,
R.
W. Cooekshoot, expense
50.00
Lyle Redburn, hauling
.50 | work
S3.80
supplies to poor
17.46 E. L. Henke, labor
8.70
i Boone Blank Book Co., supJ. W. Robinson, land lor
Green Bay Lumber Company,
Xurfluh Greenhouse, flower
I RIB BOIL, per pound
8.12 coal
road
44.00 plies
63.05
beds for park
6.00
; O. W. Shaffer & Son, gas ... 91.05 Evelyn Beck, assisting counHeath's Grocery, to poor
HAMBURGER, per pound
32.70 P. P. Edwards, expense takty worker
2.63 Herring Super Service, gas
l Sothman Motor Company, re3.78
ing Otto Paul to KnoxPQttK SAUSAGE, per pound
pairs
26.72 Crescent Printing Company,
Henricks Grocery, to poor
1.30
ville
.........
18.79
supplies
23.50
Standard Oil Company, gas
I. 0. 0. F. Lodge, GrisA Complete Line of Cold Meats to Choose
Int Arch, balance due court
I and oil
87.46 Chas. A. Donahoe, watchwold
35.00
reporter
13.50 Joyce Lumber
man
jtWfceeler Lumber, Bridge and
70.83
Company,
Liston L. Hall, balance' due" 106.39
Supply Company, 800 bolts. 16.50 A. A. Emigh, envelopes and
coal
1.00 Hias. K. Linn, balance due
stamps
167.88 Krohn's Grocery, groceries
j,;WUkra- Machine Shop, re95.48
State vs. E. W. Heckman:
pairs
'
22.90 Griswold American, official
to poor
29.72
1. Appleman, fees
i printing
51.38 Dr. Welton Knarr, dental
4orthwesteTO. Bell Telephone,
3.50
J- E. Lang, constable
55.00
rent and toll
J6.4S Maxine Highley, salary
work at county farm
7.95
2.50 State V8. E. W. Heckman-
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97.001 We Deliver

Friday

30o

Specials

PORK and BEANS, medium size cans
SOAP, Crystal White, 10bafts. . .\ . .
SOAP GRAINS, 23-pz. packages, (while they
- last) ... ...... • • • • • v • r •
................
io
GOLD DUST, large package: . . ...............
CORN, fancy, No. 2 cans, |>er dozen. . ..........
CHORE GIRLS, vox, each- . . • ...... ...........
FLY SWATTERS, celophane or wire ..........
PEACHES, Fulla-Fruit, No. 10 (gallon) cans. . .49
JAR LIDS, Mason, screw top, 2 dozen. . ........
FLOUR, guaranteed, 49-pound sack .......... $i
LEMONS, Sunkist, large size, per dozen ........
SWEET PICKLES, pints . . . . 15c
quarts . . 25
COFFEE, Maxwell House, vajcuum pack, pound. 32c
Bring Us Your Eggs—-Highest Market Price Paid

2.50:

Specials For Saturday OnD

Miller's Market
ANITA, IOWA
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News Review of Current
Events the World Over
Johnson Hurrying Industrial Groups Into Federal Control;
President Forms an Executive Council; London
Economic Conference Nears Recess.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
O PURRED on by President Roose^ velt—though the stimulus was
scarcely necessary—Gen. Hugh S.
Johnson, industrial recovery administrator, let It be known
that he Intended to
get the principal Industrial groups under
federal c o n t r o l as
speedily as possible.
Be and the President
desire that the industries come In voluntarily, but if they do
not, the general Is
ready to hold arbit r a r y hearings and
Hugh 8.
then fix the wage
Johnson
rates and w o r k i n g
hours for the recalcitrant trades.
These enforced regulations will apply
•until the Industries present their own
codes.
If it Is necessary to adopt arbitrary
codes, these will be based on data
gathered by the administration's statistical expert, Dr. Alexander Sachs,
who has already prepared a setup
codifying various leading Industries
according to a number of conditions.
They have been rated according to
wage scales existing In various years,
chiefly the boom year of 1929, and
charts have been prepared showing
how far cuts In working hours must
be made to restore a mass of employment equal to predepresslon days.
With these data Doctor Sachs has
shown conclusions as to how much
•ach Industry ought to pay In* minimum wages, how many employees It
ought to absorb from the army of
Idle, and how many hours those employees ought to work every week.
Two important codes received were
those for the lumber and steel Industries. The former pegged wages so
low and working hours BO long that
General Johnson said: "They are
wholly unacceptable and will, In no
case, be approved." A public hearing
on this code was set for July 20. In
submitting the code, John D. Tennant,
representing the lumber men, declared
It would result in "a substantial Increase" in the number of employees,
and that It would Increase pay rolls
by more than $10,000,000 In the month
of August alone.
The most extraordinary thing about
the lumber code Is that it would set
np "an emergency national committee," to be appointed by the 27 associations applying for the code, which
would have the strongest of autocratic power, to the point of exerting absolute control over the entire Industry.
The cotton textile code was approved by the President and went Into
effect
purpose of co-ordinating the
FORmanythe new
functions and new bureaus created since March 4, the President has created a super-cabinet, called
the "executive council," similar to the
supreme war council of World war
days. Besides the President and .his
(cabinet, the members are: The director of the budget, Lewis W. Douglas;
the federal relief administrator, Harry
L. Hopkins; the chairman of the Reconstruction Finance corporation, J.
H. Jones; the governor of the farm
credit administration, Henry Morgenfban, Jr.; the chairman of the board
of the Home Owners' Farm corporation, William F. Stevenson; the ad
mlnlstrator of the industrial recovery
act. Gen. Hugh S. Johnson; the administrator of agricultural adjustment,
George Peek; the chairman of the
board of the Tennessee valley authority,
Arthur B. Morgan; the federal railroad co-ordinator, Joseph B. Eastman',
and the director of the civilian conservation corps, Robert Fechner.
Frank O. Walker, treasurer of the
(National Democratic committee, was
appointed secretary of the council.
During the summer and perhaps longer the regular Tuesday cabinet meeting Is to be superseded by a meeting
of the council.
OF TUB INTERIOR
SECRETARY
ICKES, in his capacity aa public
works administrator, and his assistants are mighty busy these days, for
government departments, states and
municipalities are scrambling for
•hares of the $3,300,000,000 which is
to be spent under the public works
program of the administration. The
proposed federal projects were given
first consideration, and a long list of
them was approved by Mr. Ickes and
enbmltted to the President Application from states and municipalities
came next, many of them having previously been approved by the Reconstruction Finance corporation and
passed on to Mr. lukes.
An additional $2(5/270,400 of the
$400,000,000 allocated for public road
gifts to the states was approved when
the allotments for Ohio, Massachusetts,
and Utah received the final indorsements of Secretary Ickes and Secretary of Agriculture Waljace. w i t h the
122,330,101 already assigned to New
York state, this action means a total
of $48,000,501 already donated as an
outright grant from the federal treasury tor road building. Under the allotments Massachusetts gets $0,597,-

100, Ohio $15,484,592, and Utah $4,194,708.
TL.LINOIS and Iowa, by their dele•*• gates In state conventions, ratified
the repeal of the Eighteenth amendment, the votes being unanimous In
both cases. They were the tenth and
eleventh states to take this action to
wipe out prohibition.
Citizens of Oklahoma went to the
polls and enthusiastically voted for
the legalization of 3.2 beer by a majority of about 2 to 1. In Oklahoma
City the people made a rush for sixty
carloads of beer that were watting In
the railroad yards for distribution, but
GOT. "Alfalfa Bill" Murray called out
the National Guard and kept the cars
closed nntll next day, after which Oklahoma, dry for 20 years, slaked Its
thirst
TO ACKETEERING Is to be wiped out
•^ If the federal government can do
It and Its agencies throughout the
country are uniting In a drive to bring
about this end. Such was the statement made by Senator Copeland of
New York, chairman of the senate
committee on crime, after he had called
on President Roosevelt and Attorney
General Cummtngs. The first phase
of the campaign, be added, will be research and the mapping of lines of cooperation. For the present the work
centers in three leading cities, New
York, Chicago and Detroit where It Is
directed, respectively, by Senators
Copeland, Murphy of Iowa and Vandenberg of Michigan.
Manufacture and transportation of
guns will be one of the first tasks
tackled by the committee, it was indicated. Copeland urged a program
which would require all manufacturers of guns to be licensed, al) guns
numbered, all dealers licensed, and all
purchasers examined for permits.
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Roadside StanSt
Sell Many

of Jimmy Mattern, AmerFINDING
ican aviator, alive but Injured In

Siberia, was cause for rejoicing. For
sixteen Cays after he crashed In the
northern wilds be was barely able to
keep alive, and then he was picked
op by Eskimos and taken to the village
of Anadyr. The Soviet government
was active In the efforts to rescue the
flyer, and reports from Khabarovsk
said a Kusslan aviator expected to
take him from Anadyr to Nome,
HAT Col Charles A. Lindbergh Is
still one of the country's roost
T
popular figures Is made evident by the
general Interest taken In the routemapping flight he is
making o v e r t h e
• northern nlr course to
Europe. Mrs. Lindbergh, her husband's
rival In popularity, Is
with him not as a passenger but us radio
operator and assistant
pilot of their big
monoplane.
Their
plans were to fly
. .
.
across L a b r a d o r ,
Col. Lindbergh GreenjflDa a nd Iceland, and perhaps on to Denmark.
They had no fixed route or stopping
places and did not know when they
would return.
The Lindberghs' trip started from
New York and the first stop was near
Rockland, Me., where they were forced
down by fog. When the air cleared
they went on to Halifax, and after an
overnight stop, proceeded northward
on the way to Greenland, stopping ea
route at St Johns, New Brunswick.
The plane was provided with new pontoons and Instruments and the motor
had been speeded up considerably.

owe Ab

Amusement
Customers AreJVtbracted by Better
Our Failing M
Quality of Articles

FRESH RANGE FOR
GROWING TURKEYS
Poultry Expert in Warning
Against Blackhead.
When young turkeys have reached
the age of from eight to ten weeks,
move them out to range shelters on
clean ground which was free of all
poultry, turkeys or poultry manure
during the previous year. A good
range will afford plenty of green feed,
shade and fresh clean water.
"At this season of Ihe year, growers
usually begin to have trouble with
their poults," says C. F. Parrlsh, poultry extension specialist at North Carolina State college. "Blackhead begins to develop and this comes, in
most cases, from laxity in sanitation.
Success with turkeys Is dependent
upon careful management of the growing poults, fresh range Is essential."
Parrlsb says much attention must
also be given to supplying the right
kind of feed. In general, poults have
the same nutritive requirements as
chicks. A complete growing ration is
necessary for best results. Such a ration will Include animal protein,
grain, milk, green feed, minerals and
water. Milk is useful during the first
six weeks.
The same commercial feeds recommended for chicks may be used with
poults. However, one mash hopper
five feet long Is needed for each 75
poults. Two one-gallon water founts
are also needed for this number of the
birda Place the masb hoppers and
water founts on wire covered frames
made from 2 by'4 timber.
It requires about 60 pounds of feed,
exclusive of green feed, to fulfill tha
requirements of a poult during tho
first seven months of its life. By that
time, the poult should weigh from 12 to
14 pounds. Always keep turteys and
chickens separated, he advises.

and Prices.
By Prof. W. O. Hopper. Nejr.Yorlc SUU |
College or Acricultiirt.—WNTJ 8*rrle«. • J

Almost any sort of'. farm produce
which is used for food can be *>ld at
the wayside market Fruit (swell adapted to roadside selling; vegetables eotnt
next; while fruit Juices, honey, egg*
poultry, baked goods, flowera, Jama,
and Jellies have all been sold successfully.
.
City residents like to bay directly
from the farmer, which is one reason
for the Increase In the numberr ol
roadside markets. Another reason I*;
that wholesale prices to farmeri ftavft
been so much lower than retail price*
that farmers have made money from
direct selling. However, the best way.
to discourage buyers Is to charge un*
reasonable prices. It is nnwlai to
charge as much as the city retail price,
but farmers must receive more than
the wholesale price to afford to operate a stand.
Prices should also vary with the
grade. It Is always desirable to separate produce Into different grades,
for there are buyers for each quality.
Prices may be set according to the
prices In the nearest city, with due
allowance for distance buyers must
come, the grade of produce, and the
size of the container. The most profitable roadside market business comes
from repeat customers, who also ar«i
willing to recommend the stand, the
produce, and the proprietor to their
friends and neighbors.
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Compare congress now with (
Tree Windbreak Saves
been allotted $238,000,000 of the pubof 78 years ago, and how
lic works money. The navy's conSoil Blowing Damage 1B33 comes off I There isn't i
struction program. It Is estimated, will
Severe damage to farm lands by Of ability In the present congi
create more than 2,430,000 "man
strong winds that sweep great quan- cabinet, or Supreme court)
weeks" of work, and will result In the
tities of valuable top soil from fields' paris with dozens who might ben
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000 In federal taxes, this being because
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Bernard Shaw has his opl
college.
the "new levies more than offset the deThe selection of a breed Is often perSuch windbreaks would be in addi- mankjnd, and expresses It pi
cline In wealth due to the depression.
INDICATIONS in London were that Internal revenue collections for the plexing to a poultry novice. Usually tion to shelterbelts around farm build- stead of privately, as most i
* the economic conference might con- year were about $1,616,000,000. The the poultry enthusiast does well to se- ings. Cross windbreaks, at quarter- do. VQf this he Is cordially I
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Agent Says Plan
Offers Logical Solution

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
^++444444444444
Truth" will be the subject of the
esson-Sermon in all Churches of,
(Editor's Note:
This is the , hrist, Scientist, on Sunday, July 23.
ANITA, H)WA.
The Golden Text is from Psalms
second of a series of stories pre00-5
"The Lord is good; his mercy
pared by the county agent and
DEPARTMENT STORE
s everlasting; and his truth endureth
the Iowa Extension Service to aco all generations."
The Best For Less
Anita, Iowa
quaint Cass county farmers with
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quothe what, why and how of the
ations from the Bible and from the
wheat adjustment plan.)
Christian Science textbook, "Science
The purpose of the wheat acreage nd Health with Key to the Scnpadjustment plan now being offered ures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
New arrivals in Voiles, Pique,
Choice of all colored hats in
Cass county wheat producers is to
One of the Bible citations reads:
provide them with an opportunity to And, behold, two blind men sitting by
Seersucker,
Organdie
and
Print.
stock
join other wheat growers of the Unit- he way side, when they heard that
ed States in adjusting their produc- esus passed by, cried out, saying
tion to demand and thus securing a Have mercy on us, O Lord, thou son
jetter price per bushel, according to >f David. So Jesus had compassion
Mwrl McDonald, assistant director of m them, and touched their eyes: and
he Extension Service at Iowa State mmediately their eyes received sight
College and in charge of the field and they followed him" (Matt. 20:30
forces doing the educational and or- 4.)
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Science textbook is the folPair
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Such adjustment, Mr. McDonald owing: "Truth casts out all evils
69c
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15c
pointed out, is the logical solution of and materialistic methods with the
39c
;he wheat price situation and is the actual spiritual law,—the law which
same procedure that the automobile gives sight to the blind, hearing to the cussion, "A Sound Body and Spiritual
SAUCE
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GLASSES
CHINA
or other big industry uses when it deaf, voice to the dumb, feet to the
Health."
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The choir will meet for practice
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The most recent figures on the
PLATES
Thursday evening at the parsonage.
wheat surplus of the world indicates
+ + + -+ + + + + . 4 - 4 4 4 4 4 4
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Note the change in time from Friday
that it is 776 million bushels, of which 4 CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4
L. D. Wright of Spirit
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Thursday evening.
368 million bushels are in the United 4
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Elwyn Andrews, Minister.
4
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Suiter
Friday
evening
for
about three-fourths of the amount the No creed but Christ,
stranded in ponds and bayous'«(!
Mrs. Frank Stone of Valley Junca hard time party.
United States uses for domestic hu
county, according to his report tol
No book but the Bible,
tion visited here a few days the past
man consumption in one year. While No name but the Divine.
•week with relatives and friends.
Mrs. Frank White and son, Panl, Bauer, state fish expert in el
the wheat crop being havested this
Bible School at 10:00 a. m. C. W. are home from a visit with her sister, all seining work. Of this
year which is just short of 500 million Zastrow, Superintendent.
Mrs. Arlene Jenkins Johnston spent
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
Mrs, Fred Peiper and family, near 227,000 were bullheads 2 to L.
bushels, on account of winter killing
the week end in Giuthrie Center with
in length, 16,500 sunfish 2 to 5J
Communion service at 11:00 a. m. Stuart.
and drouth, there is no possibility
her sister, Mrs. Glenn Holmes and
long, and 88,000 minnows.
Christian Endeavor at 7:00 p. m.
July 23,1903.
family.
Thomas Hayes and wife of Denver,
All of the fish were placed it]
Evening service at 8:00 o'clock.
Andrew Wiegand was over to Cum- of the forces of nature alone remedy
ing this surplus.
A Christian is one who believes with Colorado, came Saturday evening to East Nishnabotna river and '
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on
business
Tuesday.
Elmo Exline, Neil Johnson, James
"Some such program as the whea all his heart that Jesus is the Son of visit a couple of weeks at the home creek.
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Mrs. Jesse Parker entertained the of (Chester A. Long and family.
Hall on. the grounds, for a mess hall torn down and work commenced on the exports go down the carry-over in
members of the Oak Ridge club at her
LINCOLN CENTER
and a reading and recreation room. erection of a new building, arrange- creases. And as the carry-over in 4
home northeast of the city last ThursMiss Georgia Bain has returned!]
4
COMMUNITY
CHURCH
The board had previously refused the ments for its construction having now creases prices fall.
Lower price •f
day, Guests included the club mem- a visit in Chicago at the home o
Elwyn
Andrews,
Minister.
>een
completed.
use of the building and the action of
cause .more wheat to be used for feec
bers and Mrs. Mathews and Miss Lucy sister,. Mrs. John Clifton andi
a majority of the members now is Dr. H. E. Campbell has bought the and farm use. The United State f + + + + -t--f-f + + 4 + + -t--f-f
While there she visited the W«J
Johnston.
Church
Services
at
10:00
a.
m.
Garrison
property
north
of
his
resito rescind the first action and grant
feed and farm consumption have gon
Pair.
Bible School at 11:00 a. m., with
the request. Camp authorities agree dence, and is having it repaired and up in the last three years, but no
0. D. Aldrich, who had been visitWalter
Storer
as
superintendent.
remodelled.
When
the
work
is
comthat the building shall be vacated by
as much as exports have decrease*
Ladies aid meets Friday at the ing in Des Moines with hie daughter.
the camp forces during the Cass coun- pleted S. W. Dufford and family will The result is an accumulating carry
Mrs. W. G. Kelloway and family, .rechurch.
occupy
it.
ty fair and that it will be turned back
over
and
continuing
relatively
lowe
turned to Anita the last of the week
Roy Eneix, Harry Faulkner and
to the fair association in exactly the
prices.
and will visit for awhile at the home
Lester
Corlett
started
for
Arnolds
Free colling. Caponizing 6c|
eame shape it was turned over to
"In 1928 we used 498 million bushel
of his daughter, Mrs. Ralph Forshay bird. , Rasmussen Hatchery.
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
camp use. No cooking will be done Park, Lake Okoboji, early Sunda; of wheat for flour and in 1932, 50
and family.
E. L. Anderson, Minister.
in the building, as the mess for the morning, going by train. The boys million bushels. We used 83 millio:
FOR SALE:—Cobs. Enquto
men of the camp is all prepared in no doubt will have a good time during bushels of seed in 1928 and 79 bushel
Henry
Aupperle,
wife
and
three
Joseph
Vais. Phone 52 E 15.
(The
Church
With
a
Heart
and
their outing, and Well do they deserv
outdoor kitchens.
children, who had been visiting here
in 1932. In 1928 we used only 5
an Open Mind.)
it.
FOE SALE:—Piano. We i
Church School at 10:00 a. m. A with his brother, J. P. Aupperle anc
After an almost continuous service million bushels of wheat for stoc
customer near Anita unable to (
feed
and
138
million
in
1932.
Whew
family,
left
Saturday
morning
for
training school for Christian living,
of more than thirteen years, Ed. L
payments. Only $48 left
Richardson has servered his connection farmers used only 8 million bushel with classes for all ages. -Mrs. Lydia their home in Cedar Rapids. They only. Write Critchett Piano I
for
"farm
use"
in
1928,
they
use<
cam«
here
from
Colorado
where
they
Brown, Superintendent.
with the Tribune, and with his family
Pea Moines, Iowa.
this amount in 1932. But ex
The Sunday School is planning a had been visiting relatives.
Voss Manufacturing Co. moved last week to Aberdeen, Wash double
ports
dwindled
from
142
million
in
picnic for the near future. Watch
"IF IT'S MADE OF WOOD,
ington, where he has accepted a gooi
FOR SALE OR TRADE:Miss Maurine Turner, daughter of
WE CAN MAKE IT."
position in the job printing departmen 1928 to what is estimated to be 3 for further notice, and plan to attend.
Ford
coach. Open evenings i
million bushels for the year endin;
602-4 E. 3rd. St.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Turner, submitt- dajrs. Phone 244. 0. W.
of the Herald in that city.
Special music by Mrs. George C. Mar- ed to an operation for the removal
At the home of the bride's parents June 30, 1933,"
Swan, Martin & Martin Mr. and Mrs. Wm. White, at 6:0 The wheat acreage adjustment pla ker, a member of the Grinnell glee of her appendix at the General hos- & Son, Anita, Iowa.
Attorneys-at-Law
fc & HOLTON,
o'clock last Sunday afternoon, occur hopes to adjust the wheat acreage fo club. Sermon subject, "The Thirst pital in Des Moines last Friday. Latest reports from the hospital states
General Law Business Transacted red the marriage of Miss Genie Whit 1934 and 1935 by an amount not t For God."
Practice In all courts.
and John Henderson, Rev. William W exceed 20 per cent, the exact reduc
Youth Forum at 7:00 p. m. AH that she is getting along very nicely. Land Tttlea; and Settlement of«
Ask For
tion
to
be
determined
soon
by
Secre
a Specialty.
County j
of the United Evangelica
young people not attending elsewhere
Schuyler Wilson, a son of Mr. and
Cloverbloom Ice Cream Thompson
tary Wallace. In return, the Federa are invited.
church
performing
the
ceremony
ANITA MILLING CO.
The Cream Supreme
Mrs. Ed. Wilson of Randolph, Nebrasthe presence of a few relatives and in government will make a benefit payNo evening service Sunday.
CHAD WICK TRANSFER
At Most Dealers
ka,
has
been
elected
a
commissioner
ment
to
farmers
who
contract
to
make
timate friends.
The high school young people of
this reduction. This benefit fee will the church and Sunday School will of his county in Nebraska, taking the Ground oats
Zurfluh Greenhouses
place of George M. Griesel, deceased Qata hulled
Mrs. Wm. Bodeckfer and son, Bobby be paid on that part of the farmer's
hold a picnic Thursday afternoon at
1
Cut Flowers, Funeral Designs and
average
1930
to
1932
production
which
of White Cloud, Stmth Dakota, are
Crystal Lake near Lewis. All inter- Commissioners in Nebraska are the Bar corn ground •••
Plants of All Kinds.
Called for and
is used for domestic human consump- ested in going and not being inform- same as supervisors in Iowa. Schuyvisiting
here
with\her
parents,
Art
8th. & Pine Sts.
Phone 569
5e per cwt
Baxter and wife, and with other rela- tion.
ed will please get in touch with some ler is a former Anita boy, leaving - No bother. You lose no
The benefit payment also is to be member who knows.
here with his parents for Nebraska
tives
and
friends.
Osborne-Tomlinson
Dolt
announced in the near future. It will
Funeral Home
The 3-act comedy drama will be when he was 17 years of age.
be
based
on
the
average
farm
price
Sixth & Oak Streets
Phone 397 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 + 4 4 4 4
given by the Fidelis S. S. class inof wheat, probably about June 15 of
H. B. CAMPBELL
Est. 1866
Ambulance Service
stead of the Junior Dramatic Club
this year. Certain other factors will
Physician and Surgeon
as previously announced.
Watch
be taken into consideration in deterLARSON—The Eye Man
Office in Campbell block over
for further announcements in these
mining-4he amount of the benefit to columns.
Op-tom-e-trist
Clardy'e Hardware. Residence
be
paid. Its purpose will be to pay
For Better Results
2 blocks north of M. E. church.
The senior ladies aid will hold their
the farmer enough for that part of
Established 20 Years
Calls promptly attended day
regular weekly meeting Thursday
his wheat consumed domestically by
or night.
a 12:00 o'clock dinner for the
humans so that the purchasing power with
Roland, Peacock & Baxter
public.
of wheat will be equal to that of
Funeral Directors
The junior ladies aid will hold an
All calls answered promptly day or
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 wheat during the pre-war period of all day meeting Friday at the church.
1910-1914.
night, regardless of distance.
ANITA PUMP CO.
4
Wheat adjustment plans for Cass All ladies concerned are urged to at- j
Plumbing and Hot Air Heating. 4
VALVE GRIDING AND MOTOR TUNE
BULLOCK'S
county are 'moving forward, accord- tend. There will be quilting work to
do.
Pumpa, Mills, Tanks.
4
Southwest Iowa's Foremost
ing to County Agent, Warren DunPlumbing Supplies.
4 can, and definite announcements
Sparks From the Pulpit.
ON CHflSVROJ&ET SIXES
Department Store.
are
Pump and Mill Work Done.
-4 expected in a few days.
Service is the rent we pay for the
space we occupy while on earth.
O'ome in and figure with me. 4
Atlantic Sheet Metal Works
LABOR
Cny Fulks, Prop.
First door west of Stager's 4
The Lord is broadcasting a lot of
CARD OF THANKS.
Heating and Ventilating
messages from heaven, but we must
Cafe.
4
Expert Radio Repairing.
We wish to thank our neighbors be tuned in.
and friends for your many acts of
It is easy to sell character but imkindness and sympathy extended to possible to purchase it.
us during the sickness and after the
The ]>uhlic is invited to all of our
death of our husband and father, services and activities.
A. II. Tulliot. We also wish to thank
those who sent (lowers and assisted
with the funeral services.
*
M. E. CHURCH NOTES
4
*•
Monroe J, Rarick, Pastor
4
Mrs. A. H. Talbot
and Children.
+ 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Dr.
Mrs. Harvey Simmons of Stuart C. H. Johnson, General Supt
was a recent visitor in the city with
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock in
Repair and Build Now While
Mi Frances Taylor.
the Masonic Temple.
NEW SPECIAL VALVE
Prices Are Still Low.
We rejoice that many of our peoThe Anita High School band came Ple ure f a i t h f u l so
TRAINED MECHANICS
attendance at thb
to Casey Wednesday evening and dt- church services.
lightfully entertained us with an exWo hud another fine League service
cellent open air concerj. at the Band
lust
Sunday evening w ith Miss Marie
stand in Central Park. This visit
S>u.t*r
as the leader. Mr. and Mrs.
was voluntary on the part of the
ANITA LUMBER CO.
Anita band and the people of Casey Somemlle visited the League Sunday
Visitors are always welgreatly appreciated their coming We *v«mng.
come.
FHON88: Offie* 20; Bw, 11
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS
would be delighted to have them come
ANITA, IOWA
<;ien Johnson will lead the League
again.—Casey Vindicator.
next Sunday evening. Topic f or Sis-

The Golden Rule

Maduff s Food Market
~"~ SENSATIONAL

Summer Hats

Dresses

43c

$1

Thurs., July 20 to Wed., July 26|

WATCH FOR OUR

<eariy 2,000,000 Fish
Rescued in Cass

FROM OUR OLD FILES

WANT-AD!

ATLANTIC BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

SPECIAL

With Us Your Dollar Is Still
on the Gold Standard

ROB'T. SCOTT

We Use Only Genuine
Parts

0. W. Shaffer &
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OUR COMIC SECTION
ITS quite apparent to anyone thai
le joh of being Pretfdwat ol the
States carries with' It' •om»<
^re than the honor ^kat -ati that great office. Those Who
observed the performance* of
I two or three Indlylflpals) la their
jcc ns President arrlyei I Delleve,
irrevocable conclnalpiw reLg presidents. One of them preproblem for which-I can-offer
Iplution. The other constitutes a
bnt is a glorification of a nation
idng such men. • .•..',:.: V ' ? ;-..'-,
: convictions are, first, thftt the
president of our nation Is a
|n too great for any one human
[to bear and, second/that no perlias served long in the office
iit yielding to the guidance of
| impelling religiousi. philosophy,
of the state of mind he had
[he assumed the dotiea,
only a comparatively few
fo when it was a common aight
Inston to see the President
about the dty unattended,
nnrt greeting people. The
.re not so onerous In r those
i-But the duties of the President
j years have become ao complex,
fcponsibilltles so great, that his
jctualiy never is done. And add
[worries of the office, this fact:
ever free from criticism, some
Ih Is sincere but much of which
(iy for political.purposes.
nation has'pushed forward]
government;; has expanded,
ad more responsibility rests
Chief Executive. It has retin a condition wherein the
pcy carries with It entirely too
ork. The fact'long-has been
but the solution is not apA President has Constltnlegations, and there Is no way
be can be relieved of them.
obvious to all that the Presinnot personally be In touch
iry activity of the far-flung
cntai machinery, yet he to
{account for "them. He most
«m to others. He has to be
Iwiili attempts to co-ordinate
i and determine1 general poll| an organization of some 700,lons, It ia not difficult to see
rise decisions may be reached
|us suhordinates, and in our
system of government, the
terlool: no opportunity to cap|e mistakes of the "ins." And
An error or an unwise den piece of malfeasance be| a snowball and grows as It
esident, therefore, has to be
I with all of the thousands of
and assume responsibility
fs without being able at the
) to supervise them except in[Nor Is there ever any shortptics and agitators to call atthe vulnerable spots. •
I are close advisers to the
, of course. He has his cab|oyal as are the; cabinet mem: and carefnlas they may
[eart of the nation still must
must frame the policies re'nteraational affairs'; he must
respecting the nation's
Ineeds. and he cannot escape
ht that from 'every word or
Bs flows consequences so far(that our nation may be.
pto war 'or Its whole people
the privations of "hard
fven further, from the things
' does may come blasted repunmerited riches.
It is the constant thought
at responsibility that makes
[>lt the depths of the souls
pdance that they need. It
^nevertheless, that whatever
done or whatever their
istioni may have beep prior
PS President of the United
private thoughts during
of office have shown their
[the truth as It to imparted
another of the religious
Mils sort about the Presreach the people. It to
|fturaerous things which can
known. The President to
some privacy, though he
• despite all of-the effort,
•« My thought always has
President ought to have
Apathy. Everybody to so
[Set a glimpse of Win or to
" that he to not given the
•c a good hard-boiled
"ever much he may. feel

A long Tide
I SU'-f He 'ctrnjl
—AMP SUCH A

WELL, He's smoteA HT-fte FEL.LE&.

Yet
THAt'5 MARCUS
AURELIUS
HOILEVS WORT

TO HAWS
f'RA'/f POMSI B
OM HIS

Merita Hi* Title

Magician—Now, then, you hear
your watch ticking before I drop it
into this hat, do you not? Are you
satisfied?
Boy—Yes, sir, 'cause it hasn't been
going for"nearly a year.
Just at Good

THE FEATHERHEADS

Judge—Do you wish to have a defending counsel?
Accused—No, sir. but i should be
obliged to you If you could get me
two reliable witnesses.—Berlin Die
Grune Post.

Strikes a Responsive Chord
MYDBAfc.; Vou ARE A
WONDERFUL. TOMIC To MB —
Of SURPRISES — T&DAV
HAVF MISSED
VOU MA«E PIMMErR ALL SET
THAT FIAMO
YOU
COKAE 114 LM"e <NlTH A
PAY FOR
DBLlCATHSSEM

COME,
FELIX—
DlNWER'S

ALMOST

WC7RU?

No Danger
Rabbit—Gosh, what a fine big carBack-seat Driver—John, be carerot somebody left here on the beach. ful. There's a car'behind you.
It wili last me all year.
John (patiently)—But, my dear,
['ve never hit anything behind me
yet.
Not Fair
Book Canvasser—What do you
Cool
think of Shelley? Don't yon think he
employs too many metaphors?
"My denr, he's not the only pebble
Bilks—Yes. I think he ought to on the beach,"
give American workmen a chance.—
"But the rest of the beach Is
stony."—Smith's Weekly.
Ashington Collieries Magazine.

7
•***. WHAT
MBAU)
PO YOU CALL
•THIS DISH ?

THIS IS
AMERICAN CHOP
StieY— *<bU TAK6

A POUMO of GR.OUNC
ROUND STBA*C—ETc.

WEUly

IT

<5C>OD
GET

R6CIPB
OF

2

CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
3 4 5- |l
6 7 8 9

A I.AI>y IK» PACK 01*
MB WAS TfeLUNG IT
To HER.

I "&
n 23
11

IS

9.3

11

jsr

\
79

2*
! 27
.
i ___ __. .„_, „-

2*?

f , JO

77

ENOUGH

THE SPICE

....
Tim.

'n which one can
"What kind of a husband did your
standards of eonare true or
"Crook is u criminal lawyer, isn't sister get?"
iwked. If they have
"A lemon. He makes her econoterrible thing for an
must
he loosing hi. ^He's a lawyer, hut as to his being mize on clothes to make ner pay for
for,t, and so*.
of the race, opera
criminal, I think he's too careful to the candy and /lowers he sent her before they were married."
more terrible when he doesn't quite overstep the Hue."
What make*
fl
nal Peace to realize it"

35" 36

t!
39

3»

111 40

45-

I I I 43 44

J"
46

\4?

so

Salesman-And fllr, this car is free

25^—— i ' < —— in i ii —
If ^8

3J

• WMUTB K«w»p»p«r Oniony--.

41

22
i

1

3*
|

J6

21

20

26

33

HOW ABOUT GAS?

. J o

— AT TH

RecrrAL, VBSIIBRCAV

i New»paper VDloo.

D

Right and Wrong
"Now Arthur," said the primary
"Thnt author has a most convincteacher, "if I put 11 plums In your
hand and you eat four, how many ing style of diction."
"Yt-s. Hut you ougnt to have heard
will you have?"
the ORent who sold me the set."
"Eleven," laid Arthur.
"But can that be true If you've
Those Americans
eaten four? Think again."
"flow long has America been dis"I'd have 11," said the boy, "four
covered?"
Inside and seven outside."
"About 400 years."
"There yon are, and yet I read In
Time* Have Changed
In the good old days, says an ex- a paper about 1,000-year-old giant
change, you knocked on the front door trees of America—you can't believe
to see If the family was at home on anything these Americans say."—
Sunday afternoon. Now you look ID Leipzig Der Lnstige Sachse.
the garage.

BUNNY'S "FIND"

"What's all that cheering In the next
room for?
"That's the sign that somebody has
W
Prospect—In that case I'll take it. Just finished his after dinner speech."
Jack—I'm a rery different man since
I became engaged to you. ,
sounds cheap to me.
Jill—It's the sam'e as being engaged
WATCHES HIS STEP
I b<> Just as well, therefore,
to a different man, that's what I like—
AND THE PUBLIC?
Wd mother who
wno looks
IOOKB upon
a change now and then.
n
»s
a
PresWen
'
'
Presldent-to-b*
e
hw hope. "
W she
* »eekJ
AFTERTHOUGHT
or
him, it may come
h
«nor that attaches to
y.u but patriotism; does
'ut there shall be
,""« of heart strings and
souls for all who aervf
f.v.
~

The lecturer was getting warmed
np to his subject.
"And, friends," he said Impresslve., "1 tell yon once again, medicine
never did anyone any good."
"That's not troe," came a voice
from the back of the ball.
"Not true?" echoed the lecturer.
"What do yon mean?"
"Medicine did my family a lot of
good," went on the beckler.
"But, my friend." said the lecturer,
'yon have no way of proving that
statement"
A MEATIER MEAL
"Oh, yes, 1 have," replied the hecfeler,
"my father owns a drug stored
He was a thin, ragged urchin and
be had crawled in under the circus
STYLE SUPERLATIVE
tent The manager nabbed him. "Do
yon know what we do with boys like
yon?" be thundered. "We mafce meat
of them for the lions. Here,1 Carl,
throw him Into the lions' cage. *
The youngster looked np at him
and said, ''Oh. mister, let me see the
show for nothing and I'l) have the
fattest boys In the place crawling onder the tent tomorrow."—Boston Evening Transcript.

Horizontal.
1—V»«t plains of a A.
9—In a vessel
11—Original manuicrlpt
II—A meaBur* of weight (abbr.)
14—Negatlv.
18—Bxlit
If—Title for adult male (abbr.)
17—Bvergretn tree
ii—Coin
tl—Tool tor cutting weeds
St—Entreaty
tl—CaptulM of leg-ara««
SO—Prefix meaning away
17—Make* holy
t8—PreOx meaning out
19—A king of Baaban
Id—Severe toll
II—Prefix meaning from
<S—Small dog*
15—Speck
87—X leguminous plant
IB—Blul«h-gr««n gem
40—Mental obiourltr
41—Alternative conjunction
41—Pr«po»ltlon
48—Lake
45—Back, a prefix
4t—Elevation
60—A weasel-like animal
(1—Command*

48

4?

. SI
Vertical.
1—Coral animal*
8—Mother
I—Verbal quibble
4—Minute particle
8—Thu«
8—Measure of area
7—Infant
8—To open
9—Expressing eurprlae
10—Hardship
IS—Bedege
16—One who restrain*
18—Personal pronoun
10—Work
SI—Rapture
22—A command to bait
24—Encourages
»6—Sacred »oug
S9—Contradict
S2—Produces
14—Southern state (abbr.)
S<—A preposition
81—Gift
t»—Bad of a wild b«a«t
41—Prefix meaning three
44—Turf
44—Afternoon (abbr.)
47—Personal pronoun
4(—Preposition
48—Point of compass

32,
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Roy Dilley and wife of Foritanelle
Vernon Jeffries spent Sunday with
were calling on old friends in Anita "riends in Elgin, Nebraska.
Monday.
Henry Maduff, wife and two sons,
The Misses Zilpha Campbell and Sydney and Irwin, spent Sunday with
Maxine Taylor were Des Moines visit- relatives in Council Bluffs.
ors Monday afternoon. '
Louie Bartelt, wife and two daughHelen and Ruth Johnston are spend- ;ers, Evelyn and Josephine, of Arbor
ing a few weeks with their brother, Hill, Iowa, spent Sunday in the city,
Claire Johnston and family, near Men- guests of L. D. Pearson and family.
lo.
Dallas Galiher, son of Mr. and Mrs.
The airplane given away by Burk- John Qaliher of this city, is a memhart's Grocery was won by Paul Ehr- >er of the reforestation army of the
man, son of Mr. and Mrs. -Fred Ehr- federal government which is stationed
man.
at the Cass county fair grounds.

LECTR1CITY
P R O V ID E S
SUMMER
COMFORT

Mrs. Frank Crandall of Adrian,
H. L. Bell and wife returned to
Michigan, is visiting at the home of Anita Sunday afternoon from their
Frank Brown, while her husband is cottage at Lake Okoboji, and will
here on business.
spejkl a few days visiting relatives
and friends and looking after busiAmong the Anita business callers ness matters here.
in Des Moines Monday were Chester A. Long, W. T. Biggs, Glen A.
Walter Miller, wife and three childRoe and Alfred Weichman.
ren, Mrs. Ollie Trentman and Miss
Florence Miller of Venda, Kansas, and
Bang! Another tire bites the Charles Denne, Mrs. Amy Gale and
dust—Trade in your "blow-out milea" Mrs. Asay Brown of Atlantic were
on New G&J's with center trac- dinner guests last Friday of Mr. and
tion-toughened rubber and guaranteed Mrs. George Denne, at their home on
mileage. Gamble Stores.
it
Rose Hill Avenue.

In modem homes, ice and cool breezes
tome fcy wire! Electric fans and refrigerators are the best known weapons
against the discomforts of summer heat.
Cold drinks and food from an electric
refrigerator — plus a cool, refreshing
breeze from an electric fan, form a combination that will raise your spirits on
the hottest days, * * * Electric fans are
so reasonably priced and cost so little
to operate that you can afford to have
one in every room. Your dealer has just
the model;you wan/.
^

IIIIIII!

Rialtol
THEATRE f

COMFORTABLY COOL =

SAT-SUN. JULY 22-23

\fs BATTY/ i

C. A. Pool and wife were in Des
Last 'Wednesday evening Phil McMoines last Thursday to attend the
funeral services for her father, F. Cosh was pleasantly surprised at his
Frederickson, 72, who passed away home a short distance east of Anita
following an illness of several months. when members of the Original Sunshine club and friends to the num- ~
Miss Julia Lotten of Portland, Ore- ber of seventy-five called to. spend the J 55
gon, is visiting in Anita this week at evening, the occasion being his birththe home of her niece, Mrs. Raymonc day. The evening was spent socially,
Lantz and husband. She stopped here and at a late hour ice cream and £=
for a few days while on her way to cake were enjoyed.
Chicago and other points in the east
Schedules of three Rock Islaifd pasAt her home southwest of the cit; senger trains have been changed, the
last Thursday afternoon, Mrs. Thomas new time card having gone into effect
last Sunday. Westbound flyer No. 5
Bailey entertained the members
IOWA COMPANY — OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWANS
the S. O. S. club. The afternoon wa Earrives at 10:07 a. m. instead of 10:00.
spent by the ladies in quilting. A I »stbound flyer No. 10 gets here at
two course lunch was served by the 9:43 a- m- instead of 9:32 and east-| H
SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTIONS.
jf
bound local No. 6 arrives here at 6:01 j
CARD OF THANKS.
Isaac Brown and wife were visitors hostess.
p. m- instead of 5:25. Other schedin Des Moines Tuesday.
take this means of expressing
A number of friends called at the ules were not changed.
tost sincere thanks to our friends
The baby boy, born to Mr. and Mrs. home of Mr. and Mrs. Lesten Levi
J. E. Weber, owner of the Princess
eir many acts of kindness and Louis Martin of Ashland, Illinois, on Friday evening, the occasion being a
htfulness to • us in the loss of July 3 has been named John Long surprise birthday party on Mr. Levi. Theatre at Chelsea, Michigan, has the
jieloved husband and father, the Martin.
The evening was spent in playing following to say about "Elmer the
saac Brown Sr., also to those
bridge. Late in the evening a lunch Great," "I think it is the best Joe I
Mrs. Henry Aggen has been confin- was served.
ever made. Pleased all, young and!
[furnished the music as well as
old. Clean and full of pep from start I =with Jack Bohn, Jane Gale, Chas. Judels;
beautiful flowers and kind ed to her home the past week by illProf. E. C. Mohler, wife and son, to finish. If you like comedy, do not -5:
ness, and under the care of the family
ges of sympathy.
and
i
Robert, of Hiuntington, Indiana, are pass this one."
physician.
"Elmer the Great"
Mrs. Isaac Brown, Sr.
spending the week in the city with is the feature attraction at the Rialto BS
and Family.
Mrs. Chris Christensen, living her sister, Mrs. E. L. Anderson, and Theatre on Saturday and Sunday
Jordan of Wiota was visit- southeast of the city, has .been suffer- husband. Mr. Mohler is an instruc- evenings.
lith friends and looking after ing the past week with an abscess on tor at the United Brethren college in
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my noble Efforts, gum op the whole
Program and make me look like a
desiccated Wham. Many a Woman
tas beat It to Reno and got a Decree
r

Sweet and Sanitary.
"You wrong me. Sweetie," Insisted
Alonzo. "I am trying, with all of my
Boyish Strength and with my Fingers
crossed, to make my Talk sweet and
purty and sanitary. por nearly One
Hundred Years, as nearly as I can
estimate the Time, you have been
throwing the Harpoon at me because
I talk like George M. Cohan Instead
of George the Fifth. Up to the time
that our Honeymoon evaporated and
yon began to give me a Line on my
spectacular Inferiority, I labored under the pleasant Delusion that I was
one of Nature's Noblemen. And now
because I use the only kind of Talk
whjch can be understood by the Dubs
with whom I am compelled to assocl-'
ate, you are trying to make It out that
I am a flat-headed Moron. I don't
know just what a Moron Is but whatever It Is, that's me. Now that T have
got rid of my Burglar Tools and am
trying to go-Straight and want to keep
away from the Old Life, why does
the dear little Helpmate refuse to lend
a Helping Hand? Remember, that no
matter how long a man may havo
been talking Loose Talk, he may be
down but he's never out
"At this juncture, when you should
be singing 'Rescue the Perishing,' and
getting ready to heave me the Life
Line you" are sitting there with a
Dirty Look In your Eye, regarding me
as If I were a loathsome Reptile Instead of a dandy little Fellow with a
Heart of Gold."
"I don't remember the exact WordIng of our Nuptial Agreement," said
Mrs. Frotbingham, "but I am sure
there is nothing In the Contract to the
Effect that I would be expected to live
In a' Not College. When you are at
your Top Form, Alonzo, you are no
Leon Errol and just at present you are
as excruciating as, a Hearse with
Plumes on It. The only way I can fit
Into the Picture with you is to wear
Black-the Tear round. When It comes
to assassinating Mirth you have certainly got many a Notch on your
Guru!*
Alonzo began to suspect that his attempt to.duplicate the banner performances of Thomas Bablngton Macaulay,
Joseph Addlson and Walter Pater tad
gone blooey and Blah.
He had started out to qualify for the
Intelligentsia and had landed-*ack in
the Ash-Heap.
It became evident that he was not a
Rhetorician, but a Rube. So he gave
-Notice that In the Future he would
confine himself to Words of One
:
Syllable.
"Make" them as Few as possible,"
said Mehltabel, "unless you want to
break your Plate and get the Air."
MORAL: There never was a House
big enough for two High-Brows.
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A Cambodian Temple Dancer.
Prepared by National Geographic Society, i there Is evidence that the Khmers
Washington, D. C.—WNU Servlre.
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AR up In the Jungles of French
Indo-Chlna, some 300 miles from
the doorstep of the world as
-measured In distance, a thousand
years in the past as measured In time,
and aeons back In the unknown as
measured in history, Is Angkor, one
of the most puzzling works ever contrived by the hand of man.
Temple and town and network of
dim and forgotten shrines, It represents a culture that must have been
far In advance of anything coeval with
it and a power that must have been
virtually irresistible even In Asia,
where men at arms were plentiful and
•Warfare was a favored business.
But the culture died and the men
who had built It disappeared, and for
hundreds of years the forests of banyan and bamboo hid from the eyes and
memory of the world what had been
a metropolis of a million Inhabitants.
Two generations ago a French naturalist broke through the wall of
jungle in a search for specimens of
tropical life and came upon a spectacle such as the slaves of the lamp
might have contrived for Aladdin. Before him, In the quivering silence, rose
the five towers of a vast step pyramid, a stone tapestry representative
of an art and architecture like nothing else within the ken of man.
A moated wall surrounded It and a
cloistered gate opened upon a causeway that led to its rocketing staircases ; and, for all that Jungle growths
were close about its lower stage and
, odd clumps of verdure grew from Its
arched roofs, it seemed that life had
been in Its shadowy galleries only a
moment ago. The temple was virtually Intact
Still an Unsolved Puzzle.
River Rhone May Give
It is now more than seventy years
Up Old Art Treasures since tiie stunned eyes of Mouhot, the
The success which baa attended the naturalist, looked upon the magnifirecovery of ancient treasure from the cent heights of Angkor—more than
ocean's bottom at several different seventy years since the greatest depoints, has been the means of stimu- tective story in the history of the
lating Interest In other projects of the world was laid out with Its million
same character. Preparations are be- stony clews to puzzle the savants. Toing made for two boats loaded with day, with Its principal remains classivaluable Roman treasures which were fied and ticketed, Its Inscriptions transsunk in 1572 In the Rhone river. It lated, and Its monuments lifted out
was the ill-fated year of the St Bar- of the Jungle, Angkor is still the vast
tholomew massacre when thousands and Silent mystery that It was In the
of Protestants were killed In France beginning.
But the monuments are there and no
by order of King Charles IX. Queen
Catherine of Medici, the king's moth- mere shutting of the eyes will diser, ordered several artistic treasures pose Of them: Angkor Thorn, a walled
of Aries to be transferred to Paris. city within whose metropolitan area
Bight columns hewn in porphyre and at one time must have lived more peoseveral saccophagl and bas-reliefs ple than were to be found In the
were loaded on two barges In the Borne of Augustus or the Carthage of
Rhone. But as soon as the barges Hannibal; and Angkor Vat, supreme
left the Aries harbor, the current of architectural effort of this strange culthe river toppled them over and they ture, not only the most grandiose temwent to the bottom with their precious ple of the group, but one of the most
stupendous undertakings begun by
load.
,
Divers are now at work and It is man since the cornerstone was laid
hoped soon the Aries museum again for the Tower of Babel.
About Angkor Thorn are scattering
will count among Its riches the obremains
ot earlier edifices, and far In
jects carried,, away 350 years ago.
the Jungle are capital cities built and
abandoned with that prodigality which
Favor* Round Hou»e»
"People who live In round houses will seems always to have been characternever be 111." So declared Miss Grace istic of oriental monarchs. Traces of
Cope a woman architect, in London. this- lost civilization have been found
Among her reasons are: "It la a rec- wherever a lean tributary ot the Meognized fact that the eye responds kong river branches out toward the
much more readily to a curved line north.
Once a Splendid Metropolis.
than to a straight one. Wastage of
Here at Angkor was the finest mehealth, both mental and physical, to
practically nil In a circular housft If tropolis In Asia—a town whose swug
we could get curves standardized In gerlng splendor Is permanently em
the architecture of our homes we bossed in temple wall and tower und
terrace. It was the perfect expresshould have a much stronger nation.
If in addition. Miss Cope added, we sion of a race of conquerors and must
have "more psychology In the kitchen." have been as wealthy as Babylon under Nebuchadnezzar. And yet, for
the perfect house is complete.
some cause which an archeologlst can
only guess, the populace walked out
Hi* Own Latin
The medieval cobbler who us^d to of It and never came back. The Jungle
attend the public disputations held at moved In and engulfed It for five cenfte academy, in Latin, was ouce asked turies.
There begins and there ends tiie
I be understood Latin. "No," replied
the cobbler, "but I know who Is wrong mystery of Angkor.
Little enough Is known about (lie
n the argument." "How?" be was
origins
the race that evolved the
asked. "Why, by seeing who Is angry culture ofwhich
centered In Angkor
first."
Thorn
The people were culled the
Khiners and were either of Hindu exThe Bahama ••»•»•»—
traction or the diligent pupils of HinIn 1402 when Christopher Columbus du teachers. That about sums up the
landed In the Bahama talau-ta he had
.. , , . Information
i.,»,...,,,,,n,in mncernlnu
liable
concerning them.
ourneved In a sailing vessel or *, ava, I I C 1 C is mention lu Chinese records
There
days These Isles may be reached in of a kingdom uuder Hindu direction
» few days by steamers from many U uo domination. In ludo-Ohlna us
"Jt, or oy air from Canada or the
early as the year 238 ot our era, uud
United St«t*s.

were still flourishing In the Thirteenth
and possibly In the early Fourteenth
centuries; but, strangely enough, their
civilization, wonderful as It was, made
little Impress on the neighboring nations.
It seems Impossible that a culture
such as that which built the pyramid
of Angkor Vat could have perlshfejfi
without a word of Its demise reachIng the civilizations with which It
must have been In constant touch.
But such appears to have been the
case.
Two generations ago the modern
world had never heard of Angkor. A
dense forest spread across Indo-Chlna.
French trade was confined to the
coast, and there was no commercial
traffic on the Mekong river north of
Pnompenh for the reason that Cambodia's resources, the same resources
that had given this region a possible
Identity as the Golden Chersonese of
legend, were as deeply carpeted with
useless verdure as the hidden cities
of the north.
Pnompenh, the capital of the Kingdom
of Cambodia (western portion of the
Indo-Chinese peninsula), was a village
of nlpa thatch and bamboo, a comicopera metropolis, where a despot ruled
In fear of his life over a semi-savage,
If not completely savage, people.
Early Stories Not Believed.
Saigon, the present capital of French
enterprise in the East, was Just rising
from the marshes south of Annam.
What might He hidden In the masses
of foliage to the north no one knew.
The world had heard, but had forgotten^ the tales of Portuguese missionaries of the Seventeenth century, that
marvelous cities with leaping towers
stood dead among the trees of the
Tonle Sap. Wherever there Is unexplored territory one Is certain to hear
of such cities, and the world had
grown too wise and too skeptical to
pay attention to such nonsense.
True, there had been a Chinese traveler, Tcheou-Ta-Quan by name, who
had written what purported to be a
chronicle of his service as ambassador to some kingdom In the Mekong
valley.
It was conceded that the
writer might actually have had some
such service, but It was obvious that
In his description of the marvels he
had found In his dubious kingdom
he was merely a pleasant liar.
What the Ruins Are Like.
The name Angkor has been somewhat loosely applied to the ruins.
There are two principal groups: Angkor Vat, the temple and Angkor Thorn,
the town. The word Angkor Is believed to be a native corruption of
the Sanskrit Nagara, meaning capital.
Thorn Is a local word, meaning great
or grand. Vat is an appellation designating a temple and Is generally associated with Buddhism.
Angkor Vat was the last Important
work of the Khmers and remains today the finest expression of their peculiar art. Built as a shrine to Hindu
gods and apparently devoted to Vishnu, S|va, and Buddha In turn, It has
departed a long distance from the
parent architecture of the Hindus. It
Is a step pyramid which rises through
three cloistered stages to a group of
five mlterlike towers, of which the
one In the center Is dominant
The temple area Is about a quarter
of a mile square and Is surrounded by
a moat and a high wall. A causeway
crosses the moat and strikes through a
gate pierced In the middle of the western wall, whence It leads to the portico of the first stage. The lower
galleries measure nearly 250 feet on
a side. The facade Is five times as
wide as that of Notre Dame of Paris
About two-thirds of a mile to the
north of the temple one comes to the
wall of Angkor Thorn, where the seven-headed Naga, legendary deity of
the Klimers, is upheld In the arms of
stone elunts to form a balustrade for
the entering causeway. Access to the
old capital is through a tower, from
each of the fiices of which a head of
Siva the destroyer leers down upon
the world.
It Is OIH- of the most pretentious
capitals of antiquity. Us walls, most
of which tire IntiK-t today, measure
nearly two tulles on a side, and II
contained a temple, the Bayou, which
was almost us large as Angkor VaC

G R A H A M had returned to
-* spend the summer at the quiet,
'llff-bullt summer resort where she
'lad been so carefree and happy Qve
rears before.
"But Isn't It a stupid place to live In
"or three months?" asked her chum In
he office.
It wouldn't suit you," admitted
Doris.
"And that dreadful trip every day,"
commented the other girl.
Doris vyas not to be discouraged.
She wanted to get away from the city.
And BO she had established herself
n the plain, old country boarding
louse that she had lived In when her
mother was with lier and life looked
rosy and merry.
Now, she was tired, a trifle discouraged at the lack of. variety In her life.
There was a vacancy she could not
quite analyze but she ascribed It to
:he fact that she could not get accusoined to living without her dear
mother.
On her first free Saturday afternoon, she wandered about the old vlliage streets.
"I'll Just go down to the post office
:o wait for the distribution of the late
mall," she said to herself.
It was as she was entering the post
office five years ago that she had
first seen Archie Olmstead.
The
:hought now quickened her breath,
sent that forlorn hurt straight to her
heart.
What had become of him? Why had
she never heard from him?
How many times she had asked herself that question only to find herself
unanswered.
She found a letter for her from the
Irl In the office who, secretly, would
liave enjoyed being with Doris, but
who hesitated to invite herself.
Doris, thrilled at receiving a letter
from the hands of the same postmaster
who bad stood behind the window
thumbing the letters five years before,
stood beside the scratched and disfigured wall to read it.
As some one pushed against her, she
moved. She bumped her head, ever so
slightly, against the corner of the
glass-faced wall cabinet that held unclaimed-letters.
For a monient she started at the
envelopes posted Inside. Suddenly she
started. There was her own name—
Doris Graham.
Hastily, she sought the postmaster
and told him that there was a letter In
the case that was addressed to her.
Together, they got It and Doris fearIng, somehow, to read It In the midst
of so many eyes as were upon her at
this mall hour In the village, put (t fn
her bag.
When she was alone she opened the
envelope. It was a letter from Archie.
In It, he told her this was the third
one he had written and If he received
no answer this time he would decide
that she had amused herself for a
summer by making him fall In love
with her.
If she wrote one letter over that
week-end to Archie, she wrote a dozen.
None suited her. She could not seem
to Snd words In which to tell him all
that had been In her thought of him,
since they had met. She wondered
where he was. Could this address he
the right one?
On Monday, at the office, she tried
again, this time on her typewriter. It
was -a .stupid letter. She destroyed It.
It was still light when she arrived
in the country these June nights and
she decided that she would be able to
pen a short note to Archie If she used
the post office pen and Ink on the old
shelf desk where they had written
each other so many tender notes In
other days. With a piece of paper
In her bag, she- went to the post office
and wrote to Archie. As she stood
looking at the much used blotter on
the shelf, her handbag open with Its
mirrored back, a familiar scrawl was
reflected In It.
She held the mirror over the blotted
name. Yes, it was his name In his
handwriting. Her heart thumped madly. He must be here, In this very
town. now. The name had been written that day.
Posting the letter she had written,
she hurried back to the boarding
house.
When the motherly old landlady
came forward, she saw that they had
met on the walk leading through the
arch of maples. Slie had remembered
their early romance. She was gratified at Its renewal.
It took the whole evening to explain the strange tricks Fate had
played them during the years of their
separation. But the faith of each of
them was unshaken and Doris found
herself later, comparing the great happiness of her present summer with the
shallow, frivolous gayety of that holl
day five year ago.
"And I knew all the time," Doris
heard from her cliuni at t!ie office.
"that there must be some good renson
for your craving for that stupid summer resort —some other reason than
the country air."
Rain Checks for Automobile*

There Is a prevalent superstition
among automobile owners that It always rains Just after the cur has been
washed. That Is the excuse some
drivers have for dirty cars. In Kansas City there Is a car-washing plant
where a ralu check Is given with each
car-washing operation. If It rains
within 24 hours, bring your car back
and get another wash.

Fiery Youth Has Its Part,
as Has Philosophy

of Maturity.
"If youth but knew—" Is an ageold lament, and few more pertinent
comments on the subject have been
written than these, by one of the
most widely read American women
writers:
"A much loved monarch once said
that a man under twenty-five who Is
not a Socialist lacks heart and a
man over twenty-one who Is a Socialist lacks head.
"What interests me about that Is
not its reference to socialism. Its
great significance Is Its Illustration
of the incompatibility of the old
head and young ideas. 'If youth
but knew, If age but could.'
"touth Is militant. Youth Is attuned to the new, to experiment, to
trial, to change. Youth carries the
banner of the Ideal and Is willing to
fight for It. Youth does not admit
of the Impossible.
"Maturity becomes conservative.
Maturity has carried the banner and
fought for it and tired Itself and
worn itself out—usually to no purpose. The smoke went up the chimney just the same—and would, maturity argues with Itself, have gone
up just the same without Its Individual heart-breaking effort. Maturity has become philosophical. And
the shady side of philosophy Is Its
willingness to accept. Its capacity
for compromise.
"The fact is that all progress, every step in our evolution, from the
lowest rung, has been the result of
Just such fight which to each Individual may have seemed utterly unavailing. It Is a slow process, and
only when viewed in perspective can
Its true effect, its cumulative achievement, be realized.
"The rate of progress will always
be slow, of a crawling slowness, as
long a? there Is that division between youth nnd maturity. As long
as It Is only raw youth, unknowing
youth, that Is open to the new, as
long as maturity means conservatism and compromise, acceptance,
the finest strength of each will be
lost. It la when we find a person
in whom the knowledge, the ripeness, the strength of maturity are
co-existent with the capacity for
growth, an openness to the new, a
militance and idealism and lack of
prejudice against change — then
something is done."
©. 1033. Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.

MercolizedWax

in \oung.
Absorb blemishes and discolorationa using
Mercolized Wax daily, as directed. Invisible
particles of aged skin are freed ana all
defects such na blackheads, tan. freckles and
large pores disappear. Skin is then beautifully clear, velvety and so soft—face looks
years younger. Mercolized Wax brings out
your bidden beauty. At all leading drugguts.

i—Powdered
* Saxolite-—i
I Keduoee wrinkles and other agwugna. Bun- I

I ply dissolve one ounoe Saxolite in half-pint I
I witch haiel and use daily a* face lotion. I
FLOODLIGHTS and equipment, new and
used suitable for Klttenball flelda. tennla
courts, tourist camps, service stations, and
all outdoor lighting. Highest grade merchandise sold at lowest prices direct from
our factory.
HOUUIS IlEOISTKB CO..
VMS W. Broadway, Council Bluffs, Iowa.

SEE, MOTHER-EVERY BIT OF DIRT
SOAKED GOT BY RWSO'S LIVELY SUPS.
THE CLOTHES ARE AT LEAST A OR 6
SHADES WHITER

WATS WONDERFUL!
YOU DON'T NEED TO
SCRUB OR BOIL r(CLOTHES LAST
WITH RINSO! ) [ 2 OR3 TIMES
LONGER

TTES, Rinso saves scrubbing—easily
JL doubles the life of clothes—you'll
save lots of money! You'll save time
and work.—and save your hands, too.
Cup for cup, Rinso gives twice as much
Buds M lightweight, purfed-up soaps.
Makers of 40 famous washers recommend it. Great lot dishes, too—and for
all cleaning. Get it at your grocet's.
AMERICA'S
BIGGEST-SELLING
PACKAGE SOAP

TRIBUNE.

VOLUME FIFTY

fO ANITA HOMES
MOURN:

ANITA, CASS COUNTY, IOWA, THURSDAY, JULY 27,1933.

West Iowa Telephone Go.
People Meet in West Bend

A. R. Kohl

NUMBER 40

Walter Winchell Musical
at Rialto This Week End

COUNTY WU GET
$88,OOOFROM 0. S.

Last Wednesday a conference of
all the exchanges of the Wesf'Iowa
Among the numbers on the proPhone 43
We Deliver
Brg. Fred Hansen, 73, Passes Away Telephone Co. was held in Wfest Beh'd,
gram at the Rialto Theatre on SaturLast Thursday JGvening and Frafnk
*o*a, at the home of W. H. DaubenAnita, Iowa
day and Sunday evenings will be a Tentative Plans Call For Surfacing of
diek, secretary and treasurer of the
A. Smith, 66, Dies it His
Walter Winchell two reel short enRoad Prom Atlantic to Maine.
company.
titled, "Beauty on Broadway," which
Home' Monday Morning.
Highway No. 2 to Be Given
J
CANNED FRUIT AND .VEGETABLES ARE
J. D. Roe, Miss Geraldine Cleaver
interestingly portrays the story of a
and Miss Gladys Joy represented th«
an
Oil
"Binder"
Covering.
Broadway
beauty's
sudden
rise
to
EXCEPTIONALLY GOOD BUYS NOW.
fame. It introduces Nick Stuart, Sal| TWO Anita homes have been called Anita exchange. They left Anita
size
ly O'Neill, "N. T. G." and his Paraion during the past week to mourn early that morning via the "Old
>
2
cans.37c
Atlantic, July 26:—Cass county will
riardal
dise prize beauties, Abe Lyman and
death of loved ones. On Thnrs- Trusty Trouble Car." Enroute they
' |.
e, No. 2 cans, 2 cans. . .25c his orchestra, and James Montgomery receive
$88,000 from the $10,000,000
stopped
in
Rolfe,
Geraldine's
old
home
r evening Mrs. Fred Hansen, 73,
FRUIT, Silver Slice brand, 3 cans ...... 29c
Flagg, Frank Godwin and Hal Phyfe, federal aid road fund allotted to Iowa,
0 suffered a slight stroke several town, for a half an hour in order that
SWEET POTATOES, southern yams in syrup,
according to tentative plans of the
artists.
|eeks ago and had been in poor she might say hello to a few of her
No. 2 1/2 cans
...............
igc
Added interest in the Walter Win- state public works advisory commitilth for some time, passed away at friends. Arriving In West Bend at
chell features will be noted since the tee, it was revealed a few days ago
CRIMSON PLUMS, Briardale, in heavy syrup',
family home on West Main 10:00 o'clock, the hour the meeting
was scheduled to start, they found
attack
made upon him last Friday to a committee of well known Cass
2 No. 21/2 cans ........ ......... . ' . . ' . . . . . .25c
managers,
chief
operators,
operators,
evening
at the American Legion box- county men by E. H. Mulock, state
[About 6:00 o'clock Monday morning
stadium
in Hollywood when Al director, and Governor Clyde L. Herrbookkeepers
and
lineman
from
all
the
e, Frank Smith, 66, a well known
Jolson,
whose
"mammy" songs have ing. Director Mulock said all plans
other
West
Iowa
exchanges
already
piident of this community for sevfloored
many,
swung
on the famous are tentative regarding the road buildassembled
and
the
meeting
started
at
years, passed away at his home once.
dot and dash man, Walter Winchell. ing program in the state but that def[the corner of Fifth and Maple
It was in' the interval between the inite announcements toll be forthMany problems of vital interest to
jets. He had been in poor health
first and second bouts of the boxing coming in the near future.
telephone
companies
in
general
and
• a number of yearsL death' resultThe Cass group also was assured
program that the unscheduled "extra
to
the
West
Iowa
Co.
in
particular
from a cancer in the throat and
that
the road from Atlantic to WalBAKING
POWDER,
Health
Club,
12-oz.
can.
.
.10c
bout"
of
the
evening
occurred,
caused
were discussed. The meeting was un! upper part of the lungs.
by a film story written by Winchell to nut will be graded, bridged and surHONEY,
new
crop,
comb
honey,
each
.
.
lie
der the direction of W. H. DaubenMrs. Anna Hansen.
which Miss Ruby Keeler, wife of Jol- faced from funds allotted Cass and
diek, Peter Eulberg, commercial manSARDINES, in oil,6 cans. . . . . .
.........
25c
nna Christensen was born at Ar- ager, and Carl H. Daubendiek, asPottawattamie counties. This will be
son, had taken offense.
ORANGE JELLY SLICES, %-lb. bag'. '. ...... 9c
welcome news to road boosters in
[ Denmark, on August 19, 1859, and sistant secretary and treasurer.
Ten Star Mystery Drama.
CHOCOLATE, Briardale baking, regular'"
away at her home in Anita,
A mystery drama, "The Secret of this city, Marne and Walnut as the
At 12:30, Mrs. W. H. Daubendiek
%-pound cake
................
............
igc
a, July 20, 1983; aged 73 years, and her daughter, Miss Leitha, served
the Blue Roam," will be the feature improvement has been sought for
Imonths and 1 day.
attraction on this week's program at many years.
|
an elaborate chicken dinner. FollowSOAP, Lux or Palmolive toilet, each . . . . . . . . . . . ?c
|he came in the United States about ing the dinner, W. H. Daubendiek took
the Rialto Theatre. It has a remark"Binder" for Gravel.
y-three years ago and on March the crowd to see the famous "Grotto
able cast of real all-star proportions,
The group also was informed that
COFFEE, Briardale, vacuum pack
JL887, in Atlantic, Iowa, was united of the Redemption," which is being
having as its lead Lionell Atwill, dis-1 an oil "binder" for gravel on higharriage to Fred Hansen.
tinguished
stage and screen star, also way No. 2 in the south part of the
glass
jar,
a
wonderful
coffee,
and
a
very
erected in West Bend and which is
Paul Lukas, Gloria Stuart, Muriel county and on the graveled spurs to
this union five children were making the little town famous. Many
useful jar, for only
Kirkland, Onslow Stevens, William Cumberland and Massena would be
n, one son/ Arthur Hansen, pre- )f the group had never seen the GrotJanney, Russell Hopton, Edward Ar- purchased out of the funds allotted to
his •mother in death, having to and for those that had seen it,
FLY SWATTERS, rubber, cellostran or screen
the county.
nold and Elizabeth Patterson.
ed awa^y in 1914. She is snrviv- there are always new beauties and
"The Secret of the Bule Room," as
According to the tentative arrangewire, 3 f or
_
25c
j>y her ' sorrowing husband and wonders to be seen, as something new
its title indicates, is a mystery story,, ments, Seventh street in Atlantic will
children, Mrs. Clara punter of is being added daily.
CORN FLAKES, Briardale, 2 large packages.. 17c its action centered in the space of one be resurfaced.
Oklahoma; William Hansen of
By 3:00 o'clock everyone had wondnight and its locale a lonely, centurGovernor Clyde L. Herring told the
:il Bluffs; Edward Hansen of ered through iihe Grotto to their
ies-old castle reputed to be haunted. Cass group that the demand for funds
Georgia Peaches, Santa Rosa Plums, Canteville, Arkansas; and Dale Han- leart's content but were loath to
Suspicion of murder rests upon each j is many times greater than the
|of Orlando, .'Florida.
- i leave the park, so the afternoon busi. loupes, Watermelons, Apricots, Bing Cherries,
of the characters in turn, with Atwill i amount appropriated for the state
j. and Mrs. Hansen lived on a ness meeting or conference was held
and a fine assortment of fresh vegetables.
coming in for his share of doubt. and that no giant projects, such as
north of Anita'for many years under the shade trees near the GrotSince he has made a reputation for surfacing 40 or 50 miles of highway,
1 they retired about thirteen years
himself on the screen as a portrayer will be considered.
SUGAR, 10 pound special, with grocery order.
[ purchasing property and moving
During the afternoon meeting, the
of mysterious, questionable characChange Loan Plans.
L to make their.home.
Anita representatives told of .the sucters he naturally is suspected the I Director Mulock recently returned
•was confirmed in the Danish cess of their present sales campaign.
moment he comes upon the screen, j from a trip to Washington, D. C.,
church of which she was a The meeting adjourned at 5:00 o'clock.
and in this case,—well, we cannot where he conferred with national ofer. She was a dutiful wife and Upon arriving at the Daubendiek
give
away the secret of the Blue ficials of the industrial recovery promother. iHer first thoughts borne, lunch was found ready for all
Room here!
gram. Mr. Mulock said that when he
always of her home, husband those who cared to eat before startThe news reel on this program, left Washington he was informed that
[children, all of whom she loved ing on the drive home.
among other scenes, takes you to Uncle Sam would donate 30 per cent
Fire of unknown origin destroyed
| dearly.
Ames, Iowa, July 26.—The gladiolus
the house on the Chas. Ragan farm thrips is new to science as well as a Chicago to witness part of the Ameri- of the cost of any worthwhile project
her relatives left to mourn her
and that the government would loan
two
miles west of Anita about 11:00 new pest of gladioli. It wasfirstdis-can-National league baseball game.
besides the immediate family
the remaining 70 per cent of the .total
o'clock .Saturday evening. The blaze covered in 1930'in Ontario, Canada,
vo sisters, Mrs. J. R. Larson of
amount of construction cost under
was discovered by neighbors and had and at 'Cleveland, Ohio. Since then
ach, Nebraska, and Mrs. Henry
terms of the industrial recovery act,
gained
such
headway
that
the
house
it
has
been
found
in
a
large
number
• of Goodland, Kansas.
and take title to the property. HowNext Monday night, July 31stl has was completely destroyed together of eastern states and it wasfirstdisneral services were held at the
ever, since he returned to Des Moines,
been
designated
as
Anita's
special
with
all
of
its
contents.
The
place
was
covered
in
Iowa
in
1932.
Its
distribuon Sunday afternoon at 2:00
he declared, he had been informed that
night at the Ak-Sar-Ben Den Show occupied by Mrs. Gxeger Anderson tion from Iowa to the Atlantic Ocean
k, and were conducted by Rev.
A case growing out of a farm labor the government will not loan the 70
in Omaha, which is now in its 39th. and four children, who moved here is somewhat spotted, but in many losettlement between Ralph Petty and
f Anderson, pastor of the Congreyear, and which has been dedicated last spring from Marne. They had calities it completely ruined gladiolus Homer Kirkham was tried in the per cent. A definite program is exchurch. Interment was made
to the apple country of southeastern gone to Marne about 7:00 o'clock plantings in 1932. .The heaviest in- court of Justice of the Peace J. C. pected soon from national headquart|rergreen cemetery.
ers, he asserted.
Nebraska. Tickets may be obtained that evening and knew nothing of the festation in Iowa are at Des Moines, Jenkins one day last week.
sic for the services was furnishHits Courthouse Plan.
of C. E. Harry who is Ak-Sar-Ben's j fire until their return home to find Council Bluffs and Hampton.
Dry
Petty, who had been employed as
Mrs. H. E. Campbell, Mrs. G. ambassador in this ccxmimunity.
Under this arrangement, it will be
the
house
and
contents
a
mass
of
weather
the
past
three
years
have
a
farm
hand
on
Mr.
Kirkham's
farm
dair, Guy Rasmussen and A. B.
necessary for the county to secure
Through the
Ak-Sar-Ben Den
They sang, "Shall We Gath- Shows, Omaha- extends the hand of; ruins. Insurance of $1,000 on the been very favorable for the develop- in the southwest part of the city com- 70 per cent in cash of the total cost
house
was
carried
by
Mr.
Ragan
with
ment
of
this
new
pest.
menced
action
for
settlement,
dating
i the River*' and "Asleep in Je»fellowship and good will to the peo•The gladiolus thrips is primarily a back over a period of several months. of the new courthouse before the
Pallbearers were W. T. Slater, ple of the middle-west, and particul- 'the Forshay agency in this city.
Mrs.
Anderson
also
had
a
small
gladiolus
pest. To a limited extent
The case developed into quite a le- government will give 30 per cent of
Parrott, Ernest Burke, J. G. arly those of Nebraska and western
the total cost to the county.
ns, R. C. Pratt and George Wild. Iowa. Each year, thousands of Om- amount of insurance on her furniture. it has been reported as feeding on gal battle. Attorneys in the case
It is estimated that the courthouse
The burned structure was 20x30 feet, plantain, white clover, dandelions, as- j were H. P. Ziegler for the plaintiff
Francis Ashbnry Smith.
will
cost $125,000. Thirty per cent
aha's guests are entertained with an and a story and a half high.
ter, iris and a few other plants. It! and E. S. Holton represented the defacia Aahbury Smith was born interesting show, a wholesome buffet
Barn Fire in Anita.
does not seem to be able to breed up fendant. The jurors were C. W. Clar- of this amount would be $37,500 and
January 16, 1867, in Poweshiek lunch and the dancing which follows,
The barn on the rear of the lot of in large numbers on plants other than dy, Edith King, Thos. Dement, Mrs. it will be necessary for the county
y, Iowa, and passed away at his all absolutely free of charge. How- the property occupied by Dr. A. M. gladiolus.
Joe Kopp, Chas. Hartley and L. B. to have $87,600 in cash before the
[in Anita, Iowa, on July 24,1933, ever, admission is by ticket only. Each Mikkelsen and family was damageH
The gladiolus thrips feed on the Trumbull. The plaintiff was awarded : government turns over the 30 per
cent. The county officers are con' age of 66 years, 6 Imonths and ticket will admit one non-resident of badly by fire about 9:00 o'clock Tues- bulbs in storage as well as on the judgment in the sum of $40.00.
siderable short of this amount and.
Omaha and his kdy, but positively no day morning. The fire started in the growing plants during the spring and
had planned to borrow the sum from
young man 21 years of age children will be admitted to the Den hay mow, and had gained much head- summer. Its injury differs from that
Uncle Sam. There is $18,000 in cash
to the Anita vicinity, and Show this year.
way when discovered. A small quan- of other thrips infesting gladioli in
available from insurance on the old
«n a resident here since that
Great pains have been taken with tity of hay belonging to Forrest that deep scars are made on the surcourthouse .and $28,000 of thia is tied
On February 26, 1893, he was this year's show, which has been pro- Smith was stored in the hay mow. face of the leaves and flowers. It apup funds, some of which will be
in marriage to Miss Elsie duced under the direction of Oscar M. Kohl is the owner of the property. parently confines its feeding to the
paid.
Information received from the U. S.
sap of the plant rather than to the
"> and to this union six child- Lieben. Those who have seen it say
Jere horn.
pollen. Injury to flowers is much Navy Recruiting Station at Creston, Governor Herring made it clear
it is the most beautiful in Ak-Sarmore marked on dark varieties than indicates the resumption of first en- |that the state would not permit local
[is survived by his wife and Ben's long history. The locale is the
on light. When severely infested listments in the navy. Orders have ' communities to go far into debt in
[daughters, Mass Kitty Smith of apple country of southeastern Necorms are planted, it is possible for been received from the Navy Depart-' order to obtain the outright gift of
| Mrs. Maude Smith of Des braska, and the plot deals with the
the insects to multiply rapidly enough ment to enlist forty-two men from, 80 per cent on any project.
and 'Mrs. Pansy Baarda of efforts of the leading apple grower
The marriage of 'Miss Ruth Calkins, during the summer to completely de- the state of Iowa during the month |
of
Quivera
to
obtain
a
market
price
'• and two qons, Francis and
daughter of the Rev. Claude A. Cal- stroy the flower crop or even to kill of August. The men will be selected |
Smith of Anita. The other for his apples.
ie
from the waiting list of available apFor the first time in any Ak-Sar- kins of Stuart, Iowa, to James Me- the plants themselves.
<l in infancy.
Growers desiring details regarding plicants who have passed all physical
>g his residence in this vicinthe spraying of gladiolus or the treat- and mental tests. This will be the
Pc« 1888, 'Mar. Smith had made
ment of corms should write to the first quota of navy enlistments since
'friends, who will sympathize
Iowa's 1934 auto license plates,
the month of April, and it is expected
State
Entomologist.
will be yellow on dark blue.
•he family in the loss of a faiththe
a regular monthly quota will be enLew Wallace, superintendent of the
and father.
listed beginning with this quota.
state motor vehicle department, said
"is long illness, extending
•.Period of several months, he
Max Campbell and wife of Ues Friday the plates had been selected
"> misfortune without complainMoines are spending a few clays with j in these colors because tests have
i was always pleased with
his parents, Chas. Campbell and i shown the combination to have the
Ln the ceremony were Miss
*v'ne hands were trying to .do . Monday's presentation is the last of |
The second annual picnic of the wife.
I highest degree of visibility.
Wolf, Howard Stimmel, Mrs.
They will be 'manufactured at the
the season. It is the last of two j Marjorie Bishop Young and Chester Cass county American Legion and
Postmaster Ed. L. Newton has re- license plate factory at the state reservices will be held this "Iowa nights" and residents of this (
of Indianola, Iowa. The couple Auxiliary will be heid Sunday, July
30, at Griswold, Harry Jordan of ceived word from the post office de- formatory at Anamosa, as is cusafternoon at 2:00 o'clock community should be happy to avail |
[l
tomary. The legend, "Iowa 1933"
«'ne, and will be conducted by themselves of Ak-Sar-Ben's hospitalThe McEldowney family are for- Wiota, county commander, announced partment that in a few days he will j
is at the top of this year's plates, but
receive
supplies
of.
curds,
both
out^ Anderson of the Congrega- ity.
mer residents of Anita, and while today. A basket dinner will be served
hur
door and indoor, hangers, and stickers, "Iowa 1934" will be at the bottom of
The Ak-Sar-Ben Den Shows are here Uev B. W. McEldowney was at noon at the Griswold city park.
ch. Burial wm be made
rcen
conducted at the Coliseum, located at pastor of the M. E. church. James
The program for the afternoon in- large and small, and also consumer's next year's. The change is to precemetery.
63rd and Center Streets, in Omaha and his brother, Morris, graduated cludes kittenball games for men and pledge cards and stickers, which are vent repainting of old numbers to
fr Martin of Greenfield has The show starts promptly at 8:15 from the Anita high school with the women, swimming-, a tug-o'-war, to be used by employers who cooper- avoid purchase of new ones.
Only 671,000 truck, automobile and
recovery
m There is ample free parking
horseshoe pitching »nd a number of ate in the national industry
lof T wherel>y ne becomes the
Class of
program. Employers1 of labor in other license plates have been orspace on the Coliseum grounds for
other
entertaining
events.
James Br
• 80ut
sm ^
<>adfoot farm,
Every member of the Legion and Anita who wish to cooperate in the dered. With reduced registration of
J S Sneddon and wife and R. .W.
h of Berea. The farm of thousands of automobiles.
Auxiliary and their families are urged plan will be presented a certificate of automobiles some of the orders in,
Robinson,
wife
and
daughter,
Marone
th
jfa' r
.
°* « w»U imMrs A~F~Becker and three childcompliance with his agreement, which previous years have been too large.
to attend the picnic.
|by MS m Ada" county was ren of Hollywood, California, and Kai-et of Ded Moines stopped here
"If the plates aren't required the
must be signed by him. Upon such
over
the
week
end
while
on
their
way
Martin from the Joint
only
legal thing to do with them is to
Leroy
Twining
and
wife
of
Des
presentation,
Postmaster
Newton
will
MM
Clara
Hieres
of
Carroll
spent
home from a trip to the Osark Moun|Pcr . nk of Om»»» for Tuesday in the city with their uter j
8
tains to visit Mrs. Cuasie Lowenthal Moines visited Sunday with 'Fred F. deliver to him a quantity of the in- throw them in the river," Wallace
said.
Joy and family in Lincoln township. signia.
and brother, Mrs. John Schaake and at the C. A. Johnson home. (

Specials

House on Charles Ragan Gladiolus Thrips Do Much
Farm Destroyed by Fire
Damage in the State

Next Monday Is
Night at Ak-Sar-Ben Show

Suit Regarding Wages Is
Tried in Justice Court

Enlistments For Navy Is
Resumed at Creston i

Former Anita Boy Married
at Boston to Stuart Girl

1934 Iowa License Plates
Will Be Yellow on Blue

Cass Legion and Auxiliary
Picnic at Griswold Sunday

Frank W. Stager.
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News Review of Current
Events the World Over

of about thirR fcil'KfciSUNTATIVBS
ty of the principal countries

met in Amsterdam, Holland, at the
call of Samuel Untermyer, New
York attorney, for the
purpose of extending
the boycott against
German goods and of
a p p e a l i n g to the
League of N a t i o n s
Budget Director Douglas Passing on Public Works Projagainst the alleged
anti-Jewish atrocities
ects; Industrial Codes, I.Iore Jobs and Higher Wages;
perpetrated b y t h e
Prohibition Repeal Wins Again.
Nazis in Germany.
Explaining the conference and Its purposes, Mr. Untermyer
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
SamueJ
said that a boycott
Untermyer
already was started
WO states, in the past regarded as
OECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR
being dry as the proverbial bone, and In many countries but that its effects
^ ICKES, In his capacity as public
•works administrator, has been so be- the first In the "solid south" to vote on had been cushioned by a decision to
set by the demands of bureaus and the question of ratifying the prohibi- use up German stocks already on
politicians f o r b i g tion repeal amendment were won quite hand. With exhaustion of these
slices of the $3,300.- easily by the wets. Alabama went on stocks, he said, German manufactur000,000 at his dis- record as favoring repeal by a vote of ers will begin to feel the full force of
posal that he was nearly two to one, and Arkansas voted worldwide sentiment against represconstrained to Issue about three to one for repeal. Then sion of the Jews.
The appeal to the League of Naa warning that the came Tennessee, and though returns
program with Its huge from the mountain regions were slow, tions probably will be based on two
fund was not a grab the repealists were assured of another counts—violation of the labor clauses
bag. Then, after con- victory. Oregon followed, and her of the treaty of Versailles In excludsultation with his ad- vote. In support of repeal, meant that ing Jews from German labor unions
visory board, he de- twenty states were In that column, and persecution of the Jews as a minority people.
cided that all projects with none yet opposing.
Untermyer said he was working in
Postmaster General Farley, who was
must be sent to the
Lewis W.
budget b u r e a u for Interesting himself especially In the close collaboration with the British
Douglas
radical paring down. votes in southern states, said he was Jewish committee headed by Lord
Thus Lewis W. Douglas, director of convinced that the "Eighteenth amend- Melchett
the budget, emerged as the man re- ment would be out of the Constitution
lied on to cut ont the unwise, unes- before Christmas, and from the way /CHANCELLOR HITLER in his efsential and graft-tainted schemes and things are going he may well be right ^-* forts to speed up Industrial recovto submit for board action only the Although only thirty-five states have ery In Germany has created an organi•worthy projects. Politicians had been either voted or arranged to voteAon zation known as the general council
clipping into the lists proposals for repeal by November 7, action Is pend- for industry, which is to assist the
construction of post offices, but Sec- ing in several others which may bring government with Its advice and pracretary Ickes had forbidden their in- the total number voting to more than tical experience in solving the unemployment problem. Among the indusclusion and in this was supported by the required thirty-six.
trial leaders who consented to serve
President Roosevelt Ickes Insists
that each project provide a maximum f~* REAT Interest was shown through- on this council are: Dr. Otto Fischer,
of work, that it perform a necessary ^-^ out the country in the marital af- president of the Central Association of
social service, and that it not be a fairs of Elliott Roosevelt second son German Bankers; Dr. Albert Voegler,
recurring item belonging properly in of the President The young man's director general of the United Steel
wife, Mrs. Elizabeth Trust; Dr. Fritz Thyssen, Rhineland
an annual appropriation bill.
Donner Roosevelt, ob- coal and iron producer; Karl Friedtained a divorce from rich von Siemens, head of the electriEPARTMENT of Labor surveys,
him at Mfnden, Nev., cal company which bears his name;
reported by Secretary Frances
on a cross bill charg- Baron Knrt von Schroeder, president
Perkins, show that*- during June 400,ing mental cruelty of the German Chamber of Commerce
000 workers returned to Jobs In facwhich was uncon- and a noted banker of Cologne; Vintories of the United States, and 100,tested, and he imme- cent Krogmann, mayor of Hamburg and
000 others found work in nonmanndiately took an air- one of the German delegates to the
facturlng Industries and In agriculplane to C h i c a g o economic conference at London; Dr.
ture. Railroads and other Industries
where he met Miss Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach, head
not Included la the surveys, said SecRuth Googlns of Fort of the Krupp firm, and Dr. Robert Ley.
retary Perkins, showed a "significant
Worth, Texas, and her
The problem for the Germans Is
Increase" (n employment
Elliott
mother. Rumors that acute, for the unemployed there numGains of 7 per cent in factory emRoosevelt
Elliott and Ruth were ber about five million men, and Gerployment and 10.8 per cent in factory
pay rolls made June the third con- soon to be married were only half- man exports for the first six months
secutive month in which both employ- heartedly denied. To the Chicago re- of the year showed an alarming deporters Mr. Roosevelt said he was crease. The government is promulment and earnings have increased.
Secretary Perkins accompanied the there to meet his sister, Mrs. Curtis gating new laws designed'to help busireport however, with a -warning Ball, and to visit the Century of Prog- ness nien who give Increased employagainst overoptimism and specula- ress exposition.
ment Citizens who give contracts for
"I'm not going to spend any time repairs and improvements to their
tive production. A gain In a month
normally marked by a seasonal de- answering anything personal," he buildings will be entitled to a 10 per
cline was "heartening," she declared, warned. "If I'm asked, 'Is it so?' I'll cent reduction In their Income and corbut ehe pointed to the long climb still say nothing until I get ready to an- poration taxes If the increased bill for
ahead before the country can regain nounce It I'll certainly let all of you wages equals the cost of the materials.
the 1926 level taken as the base by know if I ever decide to marry again." Newly-formed business undertakings
Miss Googins first met the Presi- will go tax-free If they deal in new
the bureau In figuring its employment
dent's son at Fort Worth in March manufacturing processes or bring to
and <>ay roll Indices.
She landed the industrial recovery while he was a guest of the South- the market original products, provided
program and urged employers to sub- western exposition.
that no competition Is given to existmit and abide by, codes of fair coming firms.
EN. ITALO BALBO and bis 05
petition. But this, she declared, was
companions on the mass flight
not enough, adding:
EMBERS of the Benevolent and
"We must increase the purchasing from Italy to Chicago left the World's
Protective Order of Elks, meetpower of the 40,000,000 wage earners fair city after several days of contin- Ing in convention In Milwaukee, reof the United States so that they will uous entertainment that was limited ceived a message of good will from
be able to consume the increased out- only by the endurance of the aviators. President Roosevelt,
put which is flowing from our fac- They flew directly to New York anil and elected Walter
after a rest were conveyed In army F. Meier of Seattle
tories."
planes to Washington to j»ay their re- their grand exalted
ITH the steel industry code In, spects to President Roosevelt Bnlbo's ruler. Mr. Meier is a
the cotton textile code put Into plans called for return to Italy by way graduate of the Unieffect and codes for other industries of Newfoundland, going to either versity of Nebraska, a
being formulated and submitted ev- Ireland or the Azores, depending on f o r m e r corporation
counsel of Seattle, and
ery day, it would seem that Gen. the weather.
Italy and Premier Mussolini may Is the author of a book
Hugh S. Johnson, national recovery
administrator, might be satisfied with well be proud of this exploit of their called "The Heart of
the progress being made. But he and flyers, and all must be hljrhly gratified Elkdom." Gov. David
his assistants have been hard at work by the honors heaped on Balbo and Scholtz of Florida put
Walter F.
drawing up a universal code for bis men in the United States.
him in nomination,
Meier
shorter hours and higher wages
and wns himself elect•which, It was asserted, all Industry *T*HERE was mourning in America ed grand esteemed leading knight.
* and Lithuania when it was learned Judge James Fitzgerald of Omaha was
would be asked to adopt voluntarily
for the purpose of boosting purchas- that Capt Stephen Darius and Stan- chosen grand esteemed loyal knight;
ing power. This was admittedly a ley GIrenas of Chicago had crashed Leland O'Callaghan of Louisville,
tremendous task, and there were and perished In eastern Germany on grand tiler, and E. L. Safford of Santa
many intimations that such a code their flight to Kaunas, the Lithuanian Fe, grand Inner guard.
•would arouse widespread opposition. capital The bodies were found In a
As the last act of his regime, beThe plan was said to have the back- forest and were taken to Kaunas, fore yielding place to the new grand
Ing of the President, but there were where the government gave them a exalted ruler, Floyd E. Thompson of
those who believed the whole scheme state burial.
Moline, 111., named Circuit Judge Claywas in the nature of a bluff to bring
ton F. Van Pelt of Fond du I.nc, Wis.,
A S THE rather futile world eco- to a five year term in the grand forum
to time those industrial groups that
•were slow in submitting acceptable ** nomic conference in London drew of the national lodge, the supreme
codes. But Johnson went right ahead toward Its close it was announced that court of the order.
a subcommittee had adopted part of
with It nevertheless.
The steel code provides for a wage Senator Key Plttman's resolution for
N. HAUOEN, who repreadvance of 15 per cent and a 40-hour the rehabilitation of silver, agreeing
sented
Iowa
in congress continuminimum working week. Equally im- upon increased use of the metal In ously for 34 years and was retired by
subsidiary
coinage.
The
questions
of
portant are its recommendations for
the Democratic landslide last fall, died
fair practices under which It Is ex- regulating the world output of silver at his home in Northwood after an
pected prices can be stabilized. La- and of Its use as a part of the Cen- Illness of several months. He was
bor by persons under sixteen years of tral bank's metal coverage were post- born of Norwegian parentage In WisSenator PIttman said he was
age la abolished. The code provides poned.
consin 74 years ago. Always promfor the employees' right to bargain quite satisfied.
inent as an advocate of the farmer,
"What
it
means,"
he
said,
"is
this:
collectively, but in addition It conMr. Haupen In late years was chairAH
governments
agree
to
cease
detained clauses seeking to maintain
man
of the house committee on agriand favor the system of company basement or melting of silver coins, culture and had much to do with
except
India
and
Spain,
and
they
unions.
agree to limit the amount they will formulating all farm legislation up
Many of the big steel companies of sell
the advent of the Roosevelt adminWe shall get back to where sil- to
istration.
the country already have announced ver was
before the World war.
wage increases, and this example is
"We hope that by restoring normal
being followed dally by numerous con- conditions
exchange values in India, IF THE orders of the Third Intercerns in other lines of Industry.
nationale are obeyed there will be
China and Latin America will be staa lot of "red" disturbance on August
bilized.
A DMIN1STRATOR JOHNSON, ae"It certainly means something sub- I. which Moscow will celebrate as
**• cording to Washington correspond- stantial when we find all unanimous- anti-war day Communist agitators reents, Is constructing a big propaganda ly agreeing to a thing like this, en- cently arrested in Riga. Tallin and
agency on behalf of the Industrial con- abling people to do business with us." Helsinnfors possessed copies of a ^R.
eral letter of Instructions addressed
trol administration. He hus called on
•nch veterans In tlie game as Charles J A P A N E S E and Manchukuoan troops to Communist parties abroad from the
MlehelsoD, publicity man for the Dem- «J were moving to recapture the city executive committee of the co m j,nera.
ocratlc national committee; Frank It. of Dolonor in Chahar province west The letter ordered a one day s t r i k e
Wilson, Charles F. Homer and others of Jehol, which had been taken by street (ieim.iititrations and genera) <),,,-'
who were leaders In the Liberty loan Gtn. Fens Yu-uslang uni) his Inde- orders on the. day named. I.ar^e mi'ii
drives; Bruce McNamee. William V. pendent Chinese army. But Soviet hers of Keds servins time in l; a ii[ ( .
Lawson, Hfcber Blankenhorn, and vari- Kussia alleges Japan's objective in prisons have been ordered to K<> „„ „
ous other skilled publicity men. Pri- this drive Is the Invasion and conquest hun-i-r strike on August 1 and to 1>n >
marily. It was Indicated, the new or- of Mongolia. The Japanese, on the sent demands for prison reforms ,,,„>
ganization is Intended to win fnvor other hand, charge that General Feng <'f which is for permission [„ f n v .
for the proposed "master" code men- is receiving support from Moscow. radios enabling them to listen t,> M' *
cow [.r
tioned above.
Probably both allegations are true.
C 1S33.
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FABLE OF THE

SLUMBERING
VOLCANO
$
By GEORGE ADE
. Bell Syndicate.—WNTl Service.

NCE there was a Tonng Man
named Cyril Frappey who
prided himself on the Fact
that he never made a Show of
his Emotions. He wanted to be like a
British Nobleman, who can go through
an Explosion without shifting his
Monocle. He knew that Men wonld
secretly envy him and Beautiful Women would eat ont their Hearts for him
if he could ever be the calm, poised,
unruffled, nnexcltable, superior and
patronizing Man of the World. It was
a hefty Contract for one born In an
$1,800 House in a ratty Suburb where
Vegetables were sold from Wagont
and there was no Social Life ercept
two Grass Tennis Courts. Statistics
show, however, that many of our most
hlghgeared Aristocrats came from west
of Pittsburgh, and a Wrist Watch will
fit any one.
Mr. Frappey didn't have any Ancestors whose Pictures he could produce. If he had secured the Pictures,
he wouldn't have dared to hang them
on the Wall. He didn't have any Crest
or Coat of Arms, although he certainly -was entitled to an Heraldic Device
showing a Mushroom surrounded by
Icicles pendant.
He was Just a Hireling In a Bank,
with enough Property to fill a Steamer
Trunk and a Bank account not yet
strong enough to stand alone, but he
had the lofty Manner of Caesar entering Rome at the head of his LeKlons and he seemed to get away with
It

O

He Is Sure to Rl«e.

In this Country, when a Lad of
Lowly Birth keeps himself In a Condition of antiseptic Cleanliness and
comports himself with Dignity and
looks down at the Universe fronj
Heights above, he Is sure to rise above
the Common Herd and finish either In
the Aisle of the Dress Goods , Department or the Private Office of. some
phoney Development Proposition. Mr.
Frappey seemed cut out for Future
Greatness, because even the Stenographers admitted that he had the HailMark of Distinction, If that means
anything to you. In other words he
carried a Ton of Swank and he had
no Pals. Trying to be Chummy with
Cyril would have been Just like Afternoon Tea at thp Morgue.
Our Hero specialized on the suppression of all the common and familiar Manifestations of Human Weakness.
If he happened to be walking along
the Street and saw 80 or 100 Men
grouped In front of a Window watchIng a perfectly-developed Blonde demonstrate a frothy Washing Machine
be would elevate the old Chin and go
straight ahead, without trying to
sneak a Flash.
The most exciting News in the Paper
never got him het up. If any one
started to talk Murder or Scandal or
Politics to him, he simply said "Indeed?"— like that, yon know, and In
a Moment or two he wonld be all
alone.
The Comic Strips never coaxed as
much as a Wrinkle oat of this Eskimo. Sometimes he enjoyed the
Wheezes inwardly and wanted to bust
out but he had schooled himself by
Spartan Methods and was determined
not to be Cheap and Vulgar. He was
sure a double Portion of Frozen Pudding.
Funerals bored him. He was annoyed by the Presence of so many
clammy Weepers.
Mr. Frappey had mapped out for
himself a very strict and definite PolIcy In regard to Wimmen. He had
observed that smirking Lovers who
answer the Bell and run Errands and
are always Johnny-on-the-Spot enjoy
ft kind of second-rate, domesticated
Popularity, the same as Boston Terriers, but the Maidens are yearning,
all the time, for some one who is
calm, superior and Inscrutable, the
same as Lewis Stone In the Movies.
So whenever Mr. Frappey found
himself In the Company of a Flossie,
he treated her with courtly Politeness
but he made It a Rule never to cajole
and flatter. It was Indifference that
shook up the Girls and made them
work overtime.
If you want the Low Down and
Inside on Mr. Frappey, the Facts are
these: As a Cynic he was a False
Alarm and as a Stole he was all Veneer. Under the hard Crust of his
cultivated Personality, all of the customary prlmeval^Passion surged and
bubbled. He retained all of the Fool
Impulses of the Weaklings who had
preceded him, but he thought he had
them harnessed.
For Instance when he met Miss
EsteLe Gimpey. the trained and d.s
clpllned Frappey told himself that he
was merely )n the presence of a llvlog Organism composed largely
of
Oxygen, Hydrogen, Carbong

«;T:r,j;r,:;
a Glacier hut Internally he
Joyed the Temperature used'at
l<-he,n, Penna.. In uoliine nn
up st.
Armor Platea
She Was Piqued and Pu«|cd
Miss '"
for tlle
her brief

for

was piqued and puzzled and to
Literary for the Nonce, on* Bright «•
most say that she wail Intrigued. She
was accustomed to see then curl dp
like Bacon In a Skillet
She said to herself that this Buddie
might be a hard one to upset bat tt
was her Experience that the longer
they held ont the harder they feO. So
she began to throw at him Everything
she had, little suspecting that Saint
Anthony, who withstood the ,Twelve
Temptations, had an Easy Time of It
as compared with Mr. Frappey, the
bogus Woman-Hater.
She carried the Battle to him and
let him have Volley after Volley of
Soft Sighs and coy Glances. One Branlng, when It seemed as if she had
lost, he wrapped his muscular Right
Fin around her supple Waist and reverted to Type. He began to gurgle «tt
of the Incoherent and idiotic PlaOtndef
of conventional Courtshlpl fie wanted
her to marry him early next Morning.
After she got back to her 'Boom
and straightened her Bob, she realized
that Sir Lanncelot was just an ordtnary Dab and wonld be an Awfnl
Thing to have around the House. She
knew that if he had repulsed her and
continued to treat her as a Silly CfciloV
she might have worshipped him
throughout Eternity and eren beyond.
As It was, she *ent a curt Note, in
which she explained that she would
always entertain a certain Respect for
him bnt she was dead sure they never
could hit It off as Man and Wife, because their Natures were not compatible. In a very nice and diplomatic
way she dropped htm from a Fourth
Story Window onto the hard Co*crete.
When he read her Note by the MornIng Light of Cold Philosophy he was
much relieved. He knew that she
had tricked Mm by having a Battery
concealed somewhere on her Person.
Being once more under Restraint he
waft more than ever convinced that a
Man is a Chump to give way to any
natural Impulse or recognize the Existence of what Is sometimes known
as the Opposite Sex.
She told everybody about it bnt no
one believed her.
MORAL: After a Volcano erupts it
lies qnlet for a long time.

Martins Have Own Idea
About Home Selection
In attempting to lure a small colony of martins to a yard the bird
fan will find that these birds are eccentric In their tastes. Sometime*
they will take a perfectly constructed
home and again they won't And'there
is nothing anybody can do about It
The home owner spares no trouble
or expense to build a beautiful martin house. It Is erected in the proper
position. Early In the spring a few
martin scouts come to It, spend a day
or two In it and then leave. No more
birds come. The house la not taken
by a colony. As yet no one knows
why these migrants will take over
some new houses, and refuse to live
In others. Nor are there any Inducements that can be made to the martins to get them to take a new house.
The bird fan has to take a chance.
It Is Imperative, of course, that the
new martin house be kept closed until the martins arrive. In the meantime a constant war against sparrows
must be kept up. But this move alone
will not Insure a colony of martins.—
Detroit Free Press.
Lionel* Enjoy* Music
Concertina music and hymns so
pleased a lioness that she forgot to attack three men In, a camp in the Transvaal, according to E. K. du Plesals, a
big-game hunter of South Africa. Da
Plessis, a professor, and M. van der
Merwe were In camp. "Van der
Merwe was playing a concertina and
singing hymns, when suddenly a
lioness with two beautiful cubs stalked
into our midst. In tune to the concertina I sang to Van der Merwe,
•Keep on playing.' Van der Merwe
sang to me, 'Shoot the
thing." I
sang back to him, 'I am a God-fearing
man. Not on a Sunday.' Meanwhile
the lioness had lain herself out In out
midst with her two cubs beside her
listening to the music. After about
ten minutes she got up, stretched herself, yawned, and slowly strolled off
Into the bush with her cubs."
Old Cushion Well Stuffed
Hundred thousand xfranc notes fluttered out from an old cushion cast off
by auctioneers, in Paris, France, when
two idle employees began to play with
It. The money amounting to $4,000,
was collected and put in a safe. The
purchaser of the furniture, of which
the cushion was a part, experienced
life's darkest moment when he found
out what had happened, for It was be
who had told the auctioneers to throw
the pillow away as It was unworthy
his taking home.

GIDEON

TOPIC

-

I
iKTKRMTT.DIATa AND s
IO-OW«on and the Th r( f e

YOtfRO PEOPLE ANT
IC-Wlnnta,

After, forty years of freedom t»
again.passes under the cruel '
bondage at the hand of the :
they hid In dens, caves, ana"
holds (Judges 6:2). in their <
they crWd unto the Lord and He,
deliverance. This deliverance
fected through Gideon. The a
the Lord appeared to him «
the'post of duty. Gideon's hesfc
when called, was due to modi
caution, .and not to unbelief
going forward he wished to be <
sure (Judges 0:36-40). When
was convinced of duty he was not.
courageous, but enthusiastic.
I. The Opposing Army of thai
anltM (v. l).
On that eventful day, Gideon [
his army arose early ,and ena
by the spring of Harod. Over i
them was the Mldlanlte host L
Ue array. Gideon's army was L
nlflcant by comparison with tbejj
anltea.
II. Ths Sifting of Gideon'i i
(TT. &8).
x At Gideon's call, S2.000
sponded ready for the struggle])
seemed a small army to go 4
the Mldlanlte army of 135,000 L
(Judges 8 ]10), but God said (Mill
too many/lest they be led
fldence and boasting. All that \
faint-hearted were allowed to got
leaving 1only 10,000. There were 2
cowards in that 'group of men i
worst of all, they were not
to confess It This was still toot
When God .was through with hid
ing process only 800 remained.!
10,000 were brave men but not ofl
proper quality and fitness. Thowf
"lapped" the water showed alert
and caution. If a similar test <
made today In our churches i
day Schools, would the pen
stand any higher?
III. Encouragements Given (ofl/o
(TV. 8-16).
God bade Gideon go down to j
MidJanlte camp where be would I
something that would cheer his I
and .strengthen his hands. When jj
eon came near he heard a man]
ing a dream which was that of 11
ley cake tumbling into the canpj
smiting It Be also heard the I
pretatlon< given to the dream '
made Gideon to be the
greatly cheered his heart and i
ened him for his work, and
his heart to burst forth ID
praise -to God. A barley cattj
very insignificant thine, a
affair in Itself, but with the 1
God Upon It, It would be su
to spread consternation amon?J
Mldlanltes and even bring desl
upon their armies.
IV. Qldton's Victory <w.
His army was very Insignlf
his weapons worthless. His att«sl
most unique. The whole matter
of. faith (Heb. 11:32). The grooj
his faith was God's Word r
token which he bad given. G
not ask his servants to go
without good ground upon
rest their faith. Gideon ftn
800 men into three coop
provided each man with a trump*
with a lamp concealed In « r
Thus armed, they surrounded tt
of the Midlanites. They were i
Structed to keep their eyes«"'
their leader, and Imitate MoT
today are to keep their eye3™ 1
their Leader, and ever to*.
does. At the proper w
blew their trumpets and i
pitchers, giving an OPP»«
their lights to shine out.
crash of breaking pitchers,'
the sound of the trumpe"J
Bled by the shout, "The stff
Lord, and of Gideon," tbre»»
•nltes into a panic, caur
flght among themselves.
were slain, leaving but^ 1
mighty army

Electr*
Electra was the daughter of Agaas the Kg''*
memnon and the faithless Olytemnes- the~;pltchers. our hmn^
,
tra In the Greek tragedy of that name. as the pitchers were W .,
In O'Neill's play, Lavinia Is represent- low the light to shin* '
ed as a modern Electra, to whom the trumpet of P«J« ^
mourning Is becoming or fitting, or in and long, can victory
other words "the garments of sorrow
are hers to wear forever." She cannot win the delights of normal existence, but Is doomed to eternal grief _
and punishment
'
one thing that be w l
In It—a second i'""1'Tn* Op»l
God a .second
Despite the popular superstition that place.—Buskin.
the opal will bring bad luck to its
wearer, this stone was of great repute
In olden days as a cure for eye
The world's lld "'.',,,< pr^
troubles and many other ills. Among the bopefl. the i'"'"^ (j)l , u ^
other things it was supposed to ac- the work of l " " " l i e
tivate the heart, preserve from infec- who have tasted
tion, prevent swooning, relieve dejec- for themselves.
tion aud Implant hope.
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Can Without Work
or Worry
The "Conserve" cold pack process makes cold
pack canning as easy as cooking—and cooking is a
joy. Also fruit strainers, pans, kettles, etc. to make
your canning easier.
.r

to supply your needs. If you do not
think their prices are right, tell them
so, let them know the price of the
same article elsewhere, and give them
a chance to meet competition.
If a town is peopled by loyal and
local-trading citizens, it is a pleasant
place to live. If the people persist
in trading in the cities it soon becomes a cemetery of stagnation, totally devoid of human appeal or attraction.
BELIEVE IT OR NOT.

Wheat Plans Which Cass
County Fanners May Adopt
(Editor's Note: This is the
third of a series of stories furnished by County Agent W. 0.
Duncan, and the Extension Service of Iowa State College, explaining the how, what and why
of the wheat acreage adjustment
program now being offered Cass
county farmers.)

Burkhart's
We Deliver

Phone 300

LAST CHANGE TO SAVE TAX
ON FLOUR.

Friday-Saturday Specials

The wheat acreage adjustment plan
Some weeks ago mention was made
now
available to Cass county wheat
in this paper that Bert Ellis had disWe have a large line of ice cream freezers
covered a bull snake calmly milking growers, gives them a chance to apply
his cow. The story was given us by an approved principle of big business
at reasonable prices.
Ted Mlarxen and a lot of peopl to wheat production, according to
doubted the story. Now comes . Warren Duncan, county agent.
A good Thermo gallon jug for $1.00. Also
This principle is merely the adjustnewspaper report from Waterville
ment
of production to demand. If a
Thermos bottles. A complete line of Aladdin lamps
Kansas, in which the owner of a cow
manufacturer
had enough shoes in
stated that he had missed milk on
and supplies.
the warehouse to last most of next
several occasions and discovered
large snake which wrapped its body year he would not continue to operWe can give you a Voss electric washer, comaround the cow's legs and milked her ate his factory full speed manufacplete with self draining double tubs, for only $59.95.
Like the Lewis man, the owner quick turing more shoes he could not sell.
ly dispatched the snake and the steal The wheat producers are in the same
condition, said Mr. Duncan.
ing stopped.—Griswold American.
With export markets practically
The story is in line with one repor
several years ago that catfish were gone, the only method of immediately
milking1 cows in the Botna river, wes increasing wheat prices is to reduce
of town. "Vas You Dere, Sharley?' the acreage to supply only enough for
Anita, Iowa.
the United States and a very small
surplus for a safety margin and for
CARD OF THANKS.
the small export demand which reWords cannot express our thanks mains.
TOO MUCH CUTTING
ment departments are not fully con- to our many friends and neighbors
The plan by which the government
DANGEROUS TO ALFALFA
for the many kind acts and words of proposes to give the farmer a chance
versant with their own powers.
Published Every Thursday by the
In the administration of the new sympathy during our recent bereave to make this adjustment in his busCutting alfalfa in Iowa four times
legislation affecting business and ag- ment, in the loss of our wife and iness follows: The farmer is asked a year just as it is coming into bloom
riculture and in the expenditure of mother, Anna Hansen. We also wish to agree to reduce his 1934 and 1935 will entirely kill it out in two years.
W. F. BUDD
Editor the billions of dollars that have been to thank those who sent flowers anc wheat acreage by an amount to be This has been shown by tests at the
appropriated for new governmental assisted with the funeral services.
specified soon by Secretary Wallace. Iowa agricultural experiment station,
Subscription if paid in advance. .$1.50 functions, tens of thousands of indiviFred Hansen and
This reduction will not exceed 20 Ames, according to H. D. Hughes
If not paid in advance
$2.00 duals will become the beneficiaries
Children.
per cent and may be less.
who is in charge of farm crops work
of
public
funds.
In return for signing this contract
Entered at the post office at Anita,
To maintain the most vigorous
Linn county spent over $200,000 for agreement, the government promises
It
is
probably
not
an
exaggeration
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
growth
and the best stand of alfalfa
poor
relief
the
first
six
months
in
to say that in another five years milto make a benefit payment to the
Cedar Rapids is the county farmer on that part of his average for the longest possible period," V
THURSDAY, JULY 27, 1933.
lions of citizens may be classed as 1933.
should never be cut until it is in ful
public servants with all or part of seat of Linn.
1930-32 crop which is used for do- bloom. But because alfalfa in ful
THE TAX-EXEMPT ARMY.
their salaries tax-exempt under the
Ray Johnson and family attendee mestic human consumption. Approx- bloom has a lower protein content, il
privilege legislation that attaches to
the
funeral services of their brother- imately 50 to 55 per cent of the will have a smaller percentage of
With the emergency and national their position.
in-law
and uncle, Marshall Lowe, in wheat produced in the United States leaves to stems and therefore lower
relief and recovery legislation that
This army of office-holders will
is used for human consumption.
feeding and nutritive value. Taking
has been passed, government has gain constantly greater power in elec- Wiota last Thursday.
This means that if a farmer pro- this into account it is better to cut
launched itself into practically every tions to perpetuate their own jobs,
Mrs. Fred Dennison and her sister, duced 2,000 bushels of wheat a year it before the full bloom stage.
field of endeavor. The scope of its which while inaugurated as "relief"
Mrs.
Lily Myers of Pasadena, Cali- from 1930 to 1932, he will receive the
After many years of experimental
power is so wide that private citizens measures will stand every chance of
fornia,
who is visiting here, spent the benefit payment on about 1,000 to work at the Iowa station it has been
and industries do not yet know how becoming permanent burdens on tax1,100 bushels during 1983, 1934 and
they will be affected—in fact govern- payers, who are not granted federal week end in Exira with their brother,
concluded that the best time to cut
1935. He receives three benefit payDwight West and family.
alfalfa is,when it is one-fourth to
exemptions.
ments in return for reducing his acreone-tenth in bloom. Cutting at, this
During the present depression
Miss Margaret Kirkham is spend- age for two years.
time will permit maintaining a fairly
emergency seeds are being sown which ing her .vacation at the home of her
This benefit payment will be promay produce dragon teeth in the har- parents, W. F. Kirkham and wife. vided from the funds secured from vigorous stand, and the growth anc
vest. The people may face another Miss Kirkham is a nurse in a hospi- the processing tax on wheat which the quality of the hay will be good.
It has been found that over a period
Only One Cent a Mile
emergency in the very near future of tal at Iowa City. She spent part of went into effect July 9. The payment
for Round Trip Tickets
controlling the overhead and expan- her vacation visiting the World's will be large enough to make the pur- of years one may get more hay by
sion of government which was created Fair in Chicago.
to the
chasing power of the'wheat on which cutting alfalfa only twice in Iowa into meet the unemployment emergency.
it is paid equal to the purchasing stead of the usual three times. To
Now is the time to "check and
There were 10,000 murders in the power of that product during the allow the hay to become so mature
double check" on our future course.
United States in 1932, an average of pre-war period of 1910 to 1914. If however, increases the amount o:
about eleven per 100,000 population. prices of goods the farmer buys leaf-spot, which in turn reduces the
Century of Progress
WHAT CAN YOU DO?
Memphis, Tenn., had the largest rate should rise to a point above the pre- number of leaves left on the plants
Exposition
with fifty-four per 100,000. In Can- war levels, the grower would receive when theyi are cut. Therefore cutIf we were to ask you to join in ada the murder rate is less than two
ting but twice usually will not give
a movement to improve and build up and in England less than one per more than the pre-war price for his the maximum quality of hay.
lomestically
consumed
wheat
in
order
this town, you would probably ask, 100,000.
.0 keep the purchasing power equal.
"What can I do?" And most people
To put this plan into effect, tem- THE STATUS OF CIDER
would make practically the same reHow large should you be at fifteen
UNDER THE NEW LAW
porary
county wheat committees are
ply.
years of age? Robert Wadlow of
>eing
organized.
Township
meetings
Here are just a few of the things Alton, 111., decided to go to the
While the act passed at the recent
you can do.
World's Fair at Chicago, and he at- will be held during August where the session of Congress legalizing 3.2 per
1. Believe in the town yourself.
tracted about as much attention as wheat acreage plan will be explained cent beer places a tax of '$5.00 per
farmers. Late in August and ear2. Tell others you believe in it, if he had been an exhibit. He is sevy
September, they will be given a barrel upon fermented fruit juices
that they may do likewise.
en feet nine inches high and „. weighs
chance
to sign the wheat adjustment j
, . , . ...
3. Never disparage your town to 365 pounds.
contract with the federal government. I *** Cen* alcoho1' thls Provls«>n does
outside people. They pass the word
to . pure
cider. The
Every Sat. & Sun.
After contracts are signed a per-,1 not ,apply
„,
... . apple
.
Guy Chevins, weight 406, largest
along, and it never stops traveling.
W rd fermented
manent
association
and
committees
!
°
'•
important
in this
to Oct. 29th.
member
of
the
American
Legion,
age
4. Point out defects to local officwill be formed. The wheat growers ! connectlon- Hard cider contains from
42,
says
he
enjoys
eating.
Here
is
ials,
but
do
not
do
so
in
a
fault-find2 to 8
Return limit 10 days from
Per cent alcohol and could not
ing manner. Sugar is sweeter than a snack that he takes between meals: will elect their own directors and of-1
date of sale.
egally sold
without being .taxed.
vinegar.
A cherry pie, two bottles of milk, ficers of this association and recom-i -!
See the achievements of a
Under the Eighteenth Amendment
inspectors who cooperate
ment
the
four
sandwiches,
a
quart
and
a
half
5.
Do
not
throw
waste
into
the
century — brilliant, instrucas interpreted by the Volstead Act,
streets or alleys. Help others to keep of peaches and five glasses of water. with the federal government in see-tive, entertaining.
lt was illegal to
manufacture, transthe town clean.
Chevins is depot manager at Water- ing that the wheat acreage contracts j
For detailed information
are followed. Farmers will pay the port or sel1 any beverage containing
6. Keep your own premises clean loo.
and tickets
expense of this local organization ! more than °ne-nalf «* ®n« Per cent
and attractive. Remember that a
l
applied to apple cider
The
water
trustees
are
laying
750
,
from their benefit fee.. This cost for alcono1
rose
is
more
inviting
than
a
weed.
Ask nearest Rock Island
SS We as
any otner
feet
of
new
four
inch
water
pipe
on
j
counties
having
an
annual
production
"
*°
beverage. The
7.
Keep
in
mind
the
fact
that
it
Ticket Agent
requires all of the people to build up Locust Street from the corner of the of more than 100,000 bushels is not status of cider is not changed under
You will save time, see
Rasmussen Hatchery to the corner of expected to be more than two cents a the new Ie8islation enacted by Cona town. A few cannot do it.
more and spend less,
8. When you want to buy any- Fourth Street. Labor on the project bushel, and may be less, depending on eress> e^ccePt tha* «t would be legal
if you travel by train.
being
money. the management of the local associa-' to sel1 cider conta>ning not more than
thing
home dealers.
At
. „ go
,,- to
- your
„ - _.......
________„„
P aid w i t h
he new plpe WI cost the tow
least give them the first opportunity I
"
n about
tion. These expenses will include the j3'2 per cent alcohl by obtaining a
$600.00. The line replaces an old one publication of the lists of wheat permit and Paying the tax of $6.00
and two inch main.
growers and their allotments, the em- iper barrelployment of inspectors and the neces- | This is in acc°rdance with regulaDebtor—It must be awful to be a sary expenses of the county commit- tions promulgated by the Bureau of
debt collector. You must be unweltee. The first two-thirds of the bene- Internal Revenue and every farmer
come wherever you go.
fit payment will be paid after Sep- i ™ akin <? c'der should keep in mind the
Collector—On the contrary, practic- tember 15 to farmers who sign
noted in this connection.
the,
ally everybody asks me to call again. contract, the other third being
paid j
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
Anita Child—Mother Dear, what's next spring after the farmer has
shown that he has fulfilled his acrea stepmother?
R. D. Vernon to Sarah E. Veraon,
Mother—Well, if I were to die and age agreement.
wd, n2 ae4 sec 13-76-36, also It 3 blk 2
After
the
educational
work
is
done
your father married again, the lady
m the county acquainting farmers Whitney's addition Anita,, also lot 6
would be your stepmother.
and southeasterly lot 6 block B in
Anita Child—Oh, I see. You'd step with the plan, and after the organiz- Haskin's addition Anita, $1.
ation is made, the administration of
out and she'd step in.

MALTED MILK, large can25c
MARASCHINO CHEft||KS, per bottle
5c
PEAS, No. 3 sieve, 2 call.
25C
APRICOTS, dried, 2 pounds
25C
SALMON, fancy pink, 2 1-lb. cans
23C
MACARONI, 6 8-ounce packages.
25c
MARSHMALLOWS, 1-pound box
17c
SOAPTBi&Ben, 6 1-lb. bars...,
25c
CAKE FLOUR, Swans Down, and cake plate.. .25C
SALT, per box
•••••• •••
5c
GOOSEBERRIES, Fulla Fruit, gallon can
49,,
SOAP, Palmolive, 3 bars and 1 box beads for... .2oc

Neff Hardware

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Tribune Publishing: Co.

will be held August 14 and
interesting program is being
ed and a large crowd is expected i
attend.
Frank Kama, wife and son, C
of Des Moines spent Sunday
city with his parents, Chas. P.';
and wife. Charles remained
spend the week with his
enta.

Let's Go

'WOQtt

World's Fair

.OWAS

at CHICAGO

I

Rock
Island

Special Coach
EXCURSIONS

FOOD PRICES
ARE GOING UP!
With an
Electric Refrigerator
you can stock up
on bargain days
and save!!

AN IOWA COMPANY ~- OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWANS

Over in the moral city of Mt. Ayr
they have a lake where they get
supply of water for drinking and
other things for which water is used.
But during these warm days some of
the residents have desired a little
more freedom in the use of water
and when the shades of evening were
drawn they went to the pool and there
divested themselves of their garments
and without the protection of bathing suits enjoyed a swim. Objection
is made to the use of the lake for
swimming purposes by either sex
but it is absolutely prohibited when
both sexes use it at the same time. If
they succeed in stopping this altogether, then we can be reasonably
sure that the federal government will
be able to control industry— and con
gresB.

officers, explained Mr. Duncan.

PRICES MAY NEVEI
AGAIN BE SO LOV

Get your NEW
M A TJ A
—NOW!
It is real Maytag quality
and Maytag features w
offer at this sensational
price. • It's1 your opportunity to get the washer
you've always wanted...*
begin the weekly saving*
that will pay for yo"r
Maytag many times over.

The Maytag Compa^
Manufacturer!

Founded 1893 Newton,!<""

Came in and see the net
Maytat. All prices rf
Ask about terna*

Hartley Produce
Phone 276
ANITA, IOWA

and

Miss
owa Cityy is
here to v,.,«. a few weeks at the home
of her aunt, Mrs. G. M. Adair and
family.
Mrs. Leo V. Bongers returned home
Monday from a few day s visit at Lake
Okoboj, w.th Mrs. Evelyn Faulkner
who ,„ 8pendlng a few
r
Popular summer resort.
D. Young and wife
,
t
end in West Liberty,,
owa w
their daughter. Mrs C H Mi-n!
«

Specials For Saturday Only]
RIB BOIL, per pound
HAMBURGER, per pound
PORK SAUSAGE, per pound
A Complete Line of Cold Meats to Choose

Miller's Market
ANITA, IOWA
w*******
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INGENIOUS AVIATORS

ROADSIDE
MARKETING

OUR COMIC SECTION

By T. J. Delohery

^

Events in the Lives of Little Men

i
Too Much Talk, No Doubt
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Safety in Numbers
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GOLD UNDER YOUR GATE

young man
With its wings patched with
branches of trees ingeniously bound turned from Africa s
with leather and rope, an airplane charming hostesa about
"We dug for water "
landed recently at Cook, Wartetft
Australia, with two exhausted men.
They gave the names of Baker and
Stalkey and said that a third man,
Whclan, had been left behind In a
desolate country more than 200 miles
away with less than two gallons of
water and without food. The three
had started out to search for gold,
but a broken pipe line compelled them
to land on the dry bed of a lake In
the wilds of the LIvesey range, damW *M> ox
aging the wings of their machine. In
repairing It they so added t6 Its
weight that It -would carry onljr twto
Whelan volunteered to remain bet
hind. After Baker and Stalkey arrived in Cook a relief plane dropped
food and water to Whelan and he/
was rescued later.

T»HERE la an old story about a man
A wandering the world over in search
of the pot of gold at the end of s
rainbow, who, upon returning home
tired, weary and discouraged, found
the gold under his doorstep.
This fable applies in fact to thousands of farmers, farm women and
children who have taken far shots at
unseen markets away over the hills,
and upon falling to get profitable
prices, discovered even better markets
at their door or within easy distance.
Good roads, the automobile, parcel
post, express, city markets and the deilre of the consumer for fresh, quality
food hare not only shortened tha
route to market for thousands of tons
of products of the farm, home and
garden, but have brought millions of
extra dollars to thousands of farms.
Approximately a million farm people
sell $200,000,000 worth of product of
the farm, home, garden, forests' and
wild rural districts direct to the consumer. In some cases this market provides the entire farm income. In others it greatly supplements the money
brought in by the major farming activity, even though In no way related.
There eeems to be no end to what
consumers will buy from farmers. And
by the same token there are very few
farms on which something to sell cannot be raised.
Boadslde marketing la the largest of
the direct selling outlets. • Stands located on main traveled highways do
not have to hunt up customers. Hundreds and thousands pass daily; but
it la np to Afifefarmer to make them
stop. It is befog done by thousanda
of farm folks in all parts of the country.
In Michigan, on a 16-mile section of
highway, more than half the 89 farms
on the road sold direct to the consumer. These producers, according to a
comparison ot returns when produce
la sold direct and marketed through
regular channels, got 60 cents of the
consumer's dollar. The farmers who
sold on the terminal outlets received
but 19.4 cents. The difference, despite a higher labor charge for roadside markets, camt> in the elimination
of transportation and other charges
for getting food from the farm to consumer. '
Figures show the cost of distributing
food at the end of 1932 was 47 per
cent higher than before the war while
the farm price of food was 43 per cent
lower than the same period.
Surveys of roadside marketing have
been made In many states for the information of farm folks who want to
market all or part of their produce
In this way. In Ohio, for Instance,
1,700 odd markets were located on
2,800 miles of state road. The average business ot each stand was slightly over $1,700, ranging from several
hundred dollars to many thousand, depending upon products handled and
length of the selling season.
ID addition to roadside markets, another profitable local outlet la the town
retailers. The consumer demand for
home-grown products Is good, so surveys have Indicated. And this hi not
patriotism entirely. City people realize
that the nearer the source of supply,
the fresher the food.
Mrs. B. I* Slmerson, living several
miles outside of the village of Linwood, North Carolina, supplies retail
stores in six cities with fruit, vegetables, chickens, eggs, milk and buttermilk to the tune of $2,500 a year.
All of this food Is produced In her garden and home without any extra help.
When a Waterloo (Iowa) grocer
asked W. S. Brown to bring in more
of the kind of eggs he had been delivering, he said they had made a decided hit with his customers and that
be could use many more than Brown
was supplying. So Brown called together 30 of his neighbors who were
working with the extension specialist
In poultry, and they formed an association.
Each fanner graded and packed his
own eggs in cartons which bore the
association name. On the bottom of
each box a number was stamped as
a means of Identification In event of
complaints. < None were made because of the good handling and frequent deliveries of the eggs which
brought a premium of 5 centa a dozen
to the farmers.
J. P. Nelson of Stlllwater, Minn, la
a dairyman who likes to play golf
Dairying is a job which allows little
or no time for play; but Nelson,
thanks to a change in marketing, not
imly play. goU when ne wantg
Increased his milk income by 25 per
cent Whipping creaffl| Ml/to p*
retailers, is the answer
Rimer L. Rhodes of Abilene, Kan
ttnds selling to retailers permits a bettor distribution of labor In the
auction of crops he sells over
side market and lu growing other
for

IT WASHES CLOTHES
4 Oft 5 SHADES WHITER

WITHOUT SCRUBBING

M diMjtod.
an fined and
tan, freckles
i» then beao
man younger. Mercolued W
yoM Mddenbeauty. AtaUlea

Powder

Baducea wrinkles

dinoto one wmos 8«oUt« fa
1*8 daily «* few

NER DOUB

rv

ISVANIS

my clotl
last 2 or 3 time

Shape Growing Normal
"Why am I taldar KrasehM SaHsT Be.
cause I was letting- so broad acroai the
hip. I was ashamed pi_my»«^ITe.

"QINCB1 Stopped siusing my

the dutiottttid of scrubbing it out j^
* mettl wishboud—I must hare sivdjt
letM 4100. JFor clothes washed thci
'tcroblei*' Einso way lut 2 ot 3 1
longer. And they come shidesi
vidioot boiling!"
The Ein$OW$y of washing dothai
the mtJtr* ;*«jr. So eisy on you-so
on yonthtndV-*o wonderfully easyoodi
clodwa!
Cop for cop,Rinso gives twiceun
snds u pufied*up sotps-mn in I
vltttr. GteMin
wsjbea.too—and
simply grand for
disbeti Get the
"BETTER-SHAVE" (MEAN BIG package.
and FREE RAZOR BLADE
THE BIGGEST-SELING
PACKAGE SOAP INAMERIOj
rOr aena H 00 for to* blgfeat dollar-*

havortT taken flesfi from my ohiefci Iwt to
my do
doable' chin l» Tairtahlas; for
~
tar nnpnse
anvrite mr
wfcfeh anroae
»ho
anyone should
be «ted>TEsTTR
Gardner, Worcwtor. HaM. (Jan. 8, IBM)
To lose fat and at the tame time gain
in physical attractiveness and fed spirited and youthful take one half tea*
spoonful 01 Kruschen in a glass of hot
water before breakfast every morning.
A jar that lasts 4 weeks costs but a
trifle at any drugstore in the world but
be sure and get Knuchen Salts' the
SAFE way to reduce wide hips, prominent front and double chin and again
feel the joy of living—money back it
dissatisfied after the first jar.

worth of iharttw eraaa you sr*r bad.
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I Qf AI NEW? ITEMS.

SUMMER
i.

Sale
Starts

Fri.
9 a. m.

CLEARANCE
SALE

To the first 100
ladies i n o u r
store on opening
morning making
a purchase of $2
or more, we will
give absolutely
free one 50c pair
pure silk chardonized hosiery.

Watch
For
Circular

BY THE POCKETFUL.
Here's another one, but don't take
it too seriously—you can't pay debts
•with it.
Wilbur G. Voliva, general overseer
of Zion City and successor to the
spectacular and eruptive John Alexander Dowie, predicts that we will
have seven years of drouth, that
•wheat will become so scarce it will
be doled out by the handfuls, and will
be sold at $48 a bushel.
If the old boy should prove a good
prophet, we will have to root around
and find a drouth director and an
official rain imaker to keep our feet
on damp ground.
It makes a good story, anyway, and
we can just see our local farmers
rushing to market with a pocketful of
•wheat.
The Anita B. B. nine lost a game
Sunday Afternoon to the Lewis Independents on the Crystal Lake diamond by a score of 4 to 1.
A suit has been filed in Clarke county entitled Union County vs. Clarke
County. iThe suit is to establish the
legal residence of James Jackson, now
living in Union county. The Clarke
county supervisors deny that Jackson
is a resident of that county, He has
been receiving aid in Union.

ATLANTIC BUSINESS
DIRECTORY
Voss Manufacturing Co.
"IF IT'S MIADE OP WOOD,
WE CAN MAKE IT."
602-4 E. 3rd. St.

Swan, Martin & Martin

Attorneys-at-Law
General Law Business Transacted
Ask For

Cloverbloom Ice Cream
The Cream Supreme
At Most Dealers

Zurfluh

Greenhouses

Cut Flowers, Funeral Designs and
Plants of All Kinds.
8th. & Pine Sts.
Phone 569

Osborne-Tomlinson

Funeral Home
Sixth & Oak Streets
Phone 897
Eat. 1866 Ambulance Service

LARSON—The Eye Man
Op-tom-e-trist
For Better Results
Established 20 Years

Roland, Peacock & Baxter

Funeral Directors
All calls answered promptly day or
night, regardless of distance.

BULLOCK'S

Southwest Iowa's Foremost
Department Store.

Atlantic Sheet Metal Works
Guy Fulks, Prop.
Heating and Ventilating
Expert Radio Repairing.

ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

July 30, 1903.
A baby girl was born July 19 to
Chas. Workman and Mrs. May 0.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Fries of Lin- Reed of this city were united in marcoln township.
riage yesterday afternoon.
Claude Hansen went to Stuart yesJack Houck and wife of Menlo, forterday,
where he will play in the band
mer residents of Anita, were visitors
during
their
three days' carnival.
in the city one day last week.
A small fire in the upper parlor of
Mrs. Orville Bell and daughter, Joy, Hotel Reynolds was discovered Sunreturned home Monday from a week's day evening, but extinguished before
much damage was done.
visit with relatives at Greenfield.
Quite a number from this vicinity
F. E. Bellus and wife of Sheridan, will take advantage of the cheap rates
Missouri, visited here over the week to the G. A. R. encampment at San
end at the home of her brother, G. A. Francisco, and will visit the western
Johnson.
country.
At the meeting of the town counCharles Miller leaves Thursday for cil Monday evening, R. C. Raamussen
Omaha to attend, as a guest, the Zeta was elected recorder to fill the vacDelta fraternity smoker at the Black- ancy occasioned by the resignation of
stone Hotel.
Ed. L. Richardson.
There will be no Cass county fair
C. S. Ford of Guthrie Center was this
year, the management having
a visitor in the city Monday. MJ-. concluded that on account of bad
Ford is manager of this division of
crops and the recent damage to the
the Iowa Electric Co.
fair grounds and buildings, it would

Large

Store
Wide
Event

The Golden Rule

*<>$<«:~x~X"X~X"H~:~H~x~H-x^^

FROM OUR OLD FILES

Willie Nelson and wife of Stuart
spent Sunday at the home of Mrs.
Stena Nelson.

WE DELIVER

PHONE!

Specials For Thurs.

Cabbage

^
Per

Vinegar
COFFEE

«^r
Brown
Beauty

COFFEE H. M. Special
Loganberries
Peaches

May and Gyle Conrad of Lewis are be a losing venture.
Per Pound
spending the week in the city, guests Judging from present movements,
the
passing
tracks
being
built
in
many
of C. N. Campbell and family. They
of the western Iowa towns will form
are cousins of Mrs. Campbell.
a part of the main double track to
Harry
Hooper,
wife
and
two
sons
be
pushed through from Chicago to
NOTICE OF HEARING ON APPLIhave
returned
to
their
home
in
ScottsOmaha
during the next year.
CATION FOR EXEMPTION
FROM TAX REDUCTION LAW. bluff, Nebraska, after a pleasant vis- Talk about baseball, the best game
it with her sisters, the Misses Nettie ever played on the Anita diamond
and Amber Steinmetz.
was pulled off Monday afternoon beTo iWhom It May Concern:
tween the home team and the aggreYou are hereby notified that at
Homer Bangham, a clerk at the gation from Cumberland, resulting in
8:00 o'clock, P. M., on the 7th. day
of August 1933, at Benton Center in Briardale Grocery, is taking a vaca- a score of 4 to 3, in favor of the
Benton township, Iowa, there will tion from his work and is spending home hard hitters. Of course the visbe conducted a hearing on the appli- a few days this week at the Century itors were partially paralyzed at the
Fancy
result, but recovery is assured.
cation of the Benton Township School of Progress in Chicago.
•ml
ww
Blue
Rose
•• ••H'9i
During the three days' picnic to be
District for exemption from S. F.
Mrs. Ed. L. Newton is spending held in Anita next week, it is expect- i
131, 45th. G. A., known as the Beatty- the week in Nevada, Iowa, taking care
Fancy
Bennett tax reduction law, because of her grandchildren while Glenn ed that many thousand visitors will
be in the city, and the committee' havof the following reasons:
1.6IIIOllS
Large Size—Doz.
Newton and his wife are visiting the ing
the
matter
in
charge
respectfully
Tuition indebtedness for
Century of Progress in Chicago.
request that the business men and
high school pupils.
At said hearing any interested tax- A dividend of 10 per cent, amount- citizens generally decorate, in an appayer may appear and file objections ing to $11,897.84, was paid this week propriate manner, their places of
either written or oral in reference by the receiver of the closed Citizens business and homes with the national
to the exemption set out above, the State Bank of Lewis. This is the first colors. Let us put on our "best
application for which is now pending dividend paid since the institution clothes" and look "good enough to
Brown, Superintendent.
in the office of the State Comptroll- closed its doors last December.
eat."
Wilson and wife of I
er.
Morning •worship at 11:00 o'clock. port are visiting in the city th»3
Vocal solos by Mrs. Laura Campbell at the home of her cousin, Clate|
Dated at Anita, Iowa, this 25th. Merle E. Turner and wife are the
day of July, 1933.
M. E. CHURCH NOTES
+ and Mrs. Adria Lantz. Sermon sub- ey and wife.
happy parents of an 8% pound baby +
Otto Miller,
Monroe J. Rarick, Pastor.
* ject, ^Conquering the Land of Promgirl, born Tuesday morning at the f
Wea Taylor and family of 1
President,
home of his mother, Mrs. Myra Tur- + + + + - f - f + - f - f - f - f 4 + -f + -f ise." Numbers 13:30.
Lloyd Smith,
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Dr. Youth Forum at 7:00 p. m. All burg, Kansas, are visiting i n ,
ner in Anita. She has been named
It
Secretary. Joyce Eileen. This makes the third C. H. Johnson,'General Supt.
young people are invited. Come and with his mother, 'Mrs. Frances!
lor, and with his brother, Art!
child in the family, the other two
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock in enjoy the fellowship of youth.
George Ellis and family of Ana- being boys.
and wife.
No evening service.
the Masonic Temple.
mosa, Iowa, visited with A. M. Stone
Senior ladies aid Thursday with
Epworth League at 7:00 p. m. at
and family last Thursday.
James Ferguson and wife of Clif- the home of Mir. and Mrs. Ray John- 12:00 o'clock dinner for the public.
ton, Colorado, visited here over the son. Leader, Miss Norma Enowlton. A group of more than forty high
Henry Wiegand of Oakland was an week end with her aunlt, Mrs. Louise
League has increased in interest school young people from the Sunday
over Sunday visitor with his parents, Hardesen. Mrs. Ferguson will be The
and numbers despite the warm weath- School enjoyed a picnic last ThursFree calling. Caponizing I
Andrew Wiegand and wife.
remembered here as Pearl Brockman. ( er.
day afternoon and evening at Crystal bird. Rasmussen Hatchery,
Choir practice Thursday evening at Lake near Lewis. Swimming and
About a thousand persons in Iowa On Sunday Mrs. Hardesen enjoyed a
roller skating featured the day's ,POR SALE:—Cucumber pid
have been barred from driving an visit from her nephew, Harvey Het- the home of C. H. Hartley.
The ladies aid society will serve a pleasure with a picnic dinner. All re- canning. .$1.00 per bushel i
auto, according to the records in the tinger and wife of Des Moines.
Mrs. Bryan Parker.
ofBce of the Secretary of State. 531 Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Rukgaber spent good dinner for 25c at Mrs. Elva ported a very enjoyable outing.
Sparks From the Pulpit
have been suspended for a definite the week end with her grandparents, Howard's cafe on Friday of this
FOR SALE OB TRADE
time, 366 have been permanently re- Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Jenkins, stopping week. The public is invited.
The thing that nourishes the root
Junior ladies aid will serve home- determines the fruit, be it tree or Ford coach. Open evenings i
voked, and 263 have been denied. here while on their way to Iowa City
Driving while intoxicated, reckless to visit her mother, Mrs. J. W. Peter- made ice cream, apple pie and coffee man. Divine worship feeds the roots days. Phone 244. 0. W
& Son, Anita, Iowa.
driving and physical defects are some son and husband. They will return at the Dr. Campbell building
on Sat- of man's soul. Come to church.
s
of the reasons.
urday evening.
The
foursquare
man
is
the
only
one
E. a HOLTON, L»wy*.]
to Boulder, Colorado, this fall where
Workmen
at
the
church
are
busy
who
is
well
rounded.
Practice
in all courts.
Mr.
will resume his posiMotor vehicles, under a law which tlon
. asRukgaber
with the finishing and interior wood When a sinner starts on a journey Land TtUec; and Settlement of«
assistant
became effective July 4, are prohibprofessor,
work. Visitors are kindly requested he never buys a return ticket.
Connty.
a Spadaltjr.
ited under penalty of $100 fine from
Looking at the earth six days in
At her home on Chestnut Street; to .refrain from entering the church
ANITA MILLING Ott
passing other motor vehicles on the
while the floors are being finished.
the/ week, let us take one day to look
primary highways of the state on last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. A. V.
CHADWICK
TRANSFfflj
Sunday morning, August 6, is the up and get our bearings.
dangerous curves or at the crest of Robinson was hostess to the members date set for dedicating the church. The public is cordially invited to all Ground oats ...'..•••
hills, and it shall be unlawful for any of the Bide-a-Wee bridge club at Complete program will be published
of the services and activities of this Oats halted
motor vehicle to. pass another pro- their regular bi-weekly meeting. Be- next week.
Ear corn ground . . - •
church.
sides
the
members
there
were
two
ceeding in the same direction between
Sunday evening, August 20, a "Seth
Called for and
other
guests,
Mrs.
Ben
Kirkham
and
danger signs erected by the highway
6e per cwt
Parker" service will be given in the
Claude Stone and family of !WlnMrs.
Lester
Scholl.
High
score
honcommission.
church.
No
bother.
You lose not
terset
were
Sunday
visitors
with
his
ors for the afternoon were won by
L«t Us Dolt
parents, A. M. Stone and wife.
Mrs. Alfred Dement.

Blackberries

Ice Tea \ Ib. pkg.
Pis*A

A. I he

I Am/inc

Sirakfet

Puffed Wheat 3 for 2!

WANT AD

H. B. CAMPBELL
Physician *nd Surgeon
Office in Campbell block over
Clardy's Hardware. Residence
2 blocks north of M. E. church.
Calls promptly attended day
or night.

«
4
•*
•*
•*
•*
•+

In sending his remittance to the
Tribune for another year's subscription to the great family journal, Bert
Callison of Kansas City, Missouri,
says, "It has been some thirty years
since I left Anita but I stili _"
few names of the old boys I used to
go to school and chum with." He
sends his best regards to all friends
in the old home town.

+

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

-f

"Love" will be the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, July
""
The
Golden Text is from Isaiah
49:13
. "Sing, O heavens; and be joyful, 0 earth; and break forth into!
singing, O mountains: for the Lord
ANITA PUMP CO.
hath comforted his people, and will
Mrs. G. C. Noblitt entertained at | have mercy upon his afflicted."
Plumbing and Hot Air Heating. 4
four tables of bridge Friday after-) The Lesson-Sermon comprises quoPumps, Mills, Tanks.
noon at her home on North 'Walnut; tations from the Bible and from the
Plumbing Supplies.
Street, complimentary to her friend, Christian Science textbook, "Science
Pump and Mill Work Done.
Come in and figure with me.
Mr. L. O. Why™ of Uncoln, N. and Health with KeyT, the
braska, who was a guest at the Nob-1 tures" by Mary Baker Eddv
First door west of Stager**
litt home. The afternoon •vas spent
Cafe.
One of the Bible citations reads:
by the ladies in playing bridge, the And we have known and believed the
prize for high score being won by ove that God hath to us. God is
Mrs. G. M. Adair. There was also love
and he that dwelleth in love |
a guest prize for Mrs. Whyman. Folin Ood, and God in him> , (I '
lowing- the bridge games, a lunch was
served by Mrs. Noblitt.
he selections from

With Us Your Dollar Is Still
on the Gold Standard
Repair and Build Now While
Prices Are Still Low.

ROB'T. SCOTT
ANITA LUIMBBB CO.
PHONES: Office 20; ROB. 11
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS

lltt.

VuHlKi

TVlo

of tilv-^«,,.~

.

_._

,

/"I

/•

, i

-... .

*'

Mrs. Henry Maduff entertained
1 0 ^ 7 f
'" "*
company of .small girls at her home I Science is th». r ," P°mt °f divine
on West Main Street ,ast Thursday all, aTd tha^ ^
afternoon, complimentary to her two nor Mind "" Love,
nieces, Beverly and Darlene "
and
therefore HL.
of Council Bluffs, who were guests ut
divine Principle.
Spirit, Life, Truth,
the Maduff home.
The afternoon
was spent in playing different games for God a are the Scriptural names
(P- 275.)
at which prices were awarded the'
winners. Late in the afternoon a 4- -f
lunch was served by Mrs. Maduff
Those present, besides the guests of t CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Vnderso
honor, were Mary Agnes Hungers
.
' fVnderso". Minister.
>
+ + + + .». + + +
Mary Forshay, Carol Ziegler Carol
Che Church With * Heart and
Carltun, Eleanor Kenfield, Martha
an Open Mind.)
Crawford, Beatrice and Virginia Dar
Church School at 10:00 a
row, Neoma Uichter, and
lleen
Brown of VUlisca.

SPECIAL
VALVE GRIDING AND MOTOR TUNE
ON CHEVROLET SIXES
LABOR

$3.00
We Use Only Genuine
Parts
NEW SPECIAL VALVE
TRAINED MECHANICS

0. W. Shaffer &
ANITA, IOWA
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estern Australia
Now'in Spotlight
With Commonwealth
by Two to One Vote.
jashlngton.—At the po«« and at
eold mines western Australia's aei,tles have drawn the spotlight of
With the deflnltenesa of a two
| one referendum she has recently
Calmed her secession from the
,oDwealth, suggesting the first
„_ in the confederation of the six.
Itrallan states that has existed for
lyears.
llthongh authorities maintain that
I action can have little effect, bejse there Is no governmental maallowing any state to with», yet western Australia's protest
I |>een made. An outburst of gold
too, inspired by the present
prices of that metal, has awaknew activity at her one-time
mines.
,''.,,
Vestern Australia, comprising aptlrantely one-third of the whole
continent, has, made rapid
i in Its century of development,"
. bulletin from the National Cfeohlc society. "Especially during
last half century, it baa seen slgprogress, yet vast areas In
175,920 square miles are desert
Iwaste land.
| Had Boom Like California.
low mining gave tbe land Its first
, Kalgoorlte, Coolgardle, KlmberImd other gold fields poured mil[into the world's colters. In 1903,
It reached ,lts highest point,
i Australia produced 943,000,000
of the precious metal. In 87
of its greatest activity, its
enriched the world's gold snp$775,000,000.
foorlle, with Its famous, 'OoldBle* and other nearby mines,
omed almost over night into a
camp, and became much like
anclsco in '61 or Dawson in
ormer President Hoover, as a
mining engineer, once worked
rich mining district, and sncput many, 'sick mines' into
|ble operation.
i gold production waned, weststralla, once known as 'the hind
j sun, and sand,', became a new
ft promise through its wheat
[forests, and cattle and sheep
areas. Today, however, Kalagain taking pn many of
, of a rip-roaring mining
nd many of the 'swaggles1 or
are again plodding the
bed regions to set out new
chemical syndicate Is also
ng to a profit old tailings and
. It is doubtful, however,
i Australia will ever again
quantities of gold that It
yet some of the old prosare always hoping that they
day strike It rich:
nporUnt Wheat Region.
than a Quarter century of
al development western Ausncreased her export of wheat
" to $35.00Q.OOa Of the" sllght-

ly

,.more tna«» four and three^aarter
mlUlon acres of land now under cultivation, nearly f our mlu,on

Berlin Drug Store
Is 275 Year. Old
Berlin. — Berlin's oldest drag
Store, and one of the oldest In Europe, recently celebrated Its two
hundred and seventy-fifth anni\ »rsary.
Among Its famous customers
have been Bismarck, "The Iron
Chancellor"; Theodore Fontane,
and the poet. Wllhelin Raabe.
The shop Is the "telbhora Apotheke," in the heart of the old city.
Through Its almost 300 years of
KOTy It has changed little In appearance. The show-window decoration remains pretty much as It
always was, with fantastic old
remedies, such as "Devil's Dirt"
"Dragon Blood," and "Vitriol of
Iron" still on display. If not much
lu demand.

Sheep Do Well on
Alfalfa Pastures
DOUBTFUL ABOUT

nton. Alta.—Deep In a weird
(known as Dead Man's valley,
pot springs encourage exotic
owths in odd contrasts to the
t Pines of the North, a trapper
Pd a cliff dwelling which may
' link North American Indians
tribesmen.,
ausen, known as "The Lone
the Barrens," made the dls[ trailing a wounded moose be
>red a pathway down the face
Turning down the path he
a giant room cat from the
»e 75 feet below the crest of
150 feet above the valertare permitted light to enClausen discovered a
[cut through the rock to the
Mace of the cliff. Animals
had used the room as a

(eport? on Ruins
Dead Sea Surface
anclsco.—An R. A. ». officer"
t Abukir reports that while
the bay he saw ruins beer, says the Ban Fran4e. Fisherman confirmed
of two groups of ruins,
uprising several1 columns.
Toussoun undertook Inwlth the help of a diver.
columns were identified
[on the bottom In three father and apparently of red
diver brought op several
°r stone, one of which
°e a finely chiseled head of
"l« Great, apparently de/ wall adornment
F
- officer stationed at Amflying over the southern
' Dea<1 »ea some time ago
""* a town lying pepeath
e surface
o* the sea Is
ff,,",
1 un
d covered with scum
bitumen deposits, but

i of ,

« Is surmised that
story of the destruc-

Experiments Result in Acre- Byron
Prohibition
age of the Popular Crop
Philanthropy
Being Doubled.
By ED

HOWE
1 SHALL not further advertise It by
1
a
giving title, publisher or author, but
than 53 500 000
' '
bushes
send
out warning that lately another
Poultryman
Warns
Plan
May
Alfalfa,
to which Illinois farmers mischievous book has appeared.
»k"°^510re barren areas graze more
are turning as a substitute for com
Be Too Expensive.
Kvery reader must have noted that
than 9800,000 head of sheep and 800,-'
and some of their other surplus crops, certain men In history are charged
000 cattle. The wool clip furnishes the
Ponltrymen are warned to avoid In- has proved In, experiments to be one with being specially capable lady kill.S2?1 exp0rt ncxt to gold and wheat
vesting much money In "hen batteries" of the best pastures for the 690,000 ers'. Their victims In a few cases num•The cities along the west coast
until more facts are known about the sheep and lambs on farms of the state. ber hundreds; In many scores or
are not large. Perth, the capital, has
Kven with lamb valued at only 5 dozens.
system, according to J. H. Bruckner of
only a little more than 200,000 populacents
a pound, alfalfa pasture brought
the
New
York
State
College
of
AgriThis author selects sixteen of the
tion. Many of the others live only
culture. He cites the survey conduct- a gross return of $24 an acre In ex- mow notable of the lady killers, and
by virtue of their position as exported by the California experiment sta- periments conducted last year by the attempts to prove that In every case
ing centers for the tattle and sheep
The alfalfa maintained an the men were more victims than contion In which the poultrymen conclud- college. —
country. Broome, along the northern
_
and twelve querors. There Is a well-known line
ed
that, "the evidence is not sufficient average of seven ewes
part of the coast, is one of the most ever, do link up many of the towns
interesting because of the fact that In western Australia and bring them to Justify recommending this method lambs an acre for 100 days. During that Byron once awoke and found
the time the lambs were on pasture himself famous; a better known line
It is one of the few 'Asiatic' towns into close communication with Can- to California poultrymen."
One of the advantages claimed for they gained enough weight to equal announces be awoke another morning,
in the 08 per cent British-born popu- berra, the new capital, and cities on
tten batteries Is that the same amount 480 pounds of lamb an acre. In addi- and found himself infamous. Women
lation of Australia. There live many the eastern coast.
of space can accommodate double the tion the pasture maintained the ewes. largely assisted In giving Byron this
Japanese, Chinese, Malays, Filipinos,
"Despite the fact that the western
,ThIs Is In line with experiments last reputation, and It has outlasted
and Koepangers from Timor, who are province does have much barren number of layers. Mr. Bruckner
engaged In the pearl and peart shell Waste land and In some cases has points out that the building used for which have been conducted at several the first
My observation has been that both
a hen battery must be a better build- different experiment stations during
Industry.
•
had to pump water through 350-mile ing than the usual laying bouse. It the past few years and which show parties to a love affair are about
"Western Australia may well feel lengths of pipe line, It does hold
a certain Independence from the rest promise for great development In the must have a higher ceiling and must that an acre of alfalfa furnished more equally guilty and equally suffer. In
of Australia because she Is more or future for there are many areas still be Insulated to Save heating costs. feed and produced more pounds of every fight there Is a cauliflower ear
for both participants; Blue Beard,
is a problem, for the house lamb than any other crop.
less isolated by a great desert region nnexplolted.
Also, with a climate Ventilation
Largely as a result of experiments Byron, Casanova, Cellini, no one goes
is
kept
at
about
50 or 60 degrees Fah500 miles wide and 1,000 miles long. ranging from tropical to temperate, a
Air services and the (transcontinental fairly wide range of products can be renheit. Hens are affected by heat, conducted by the College of Agricul- about beating up either men or womand forced ventilation Is usually nec- ture, alfalfa has become such a suc- en without punishment.
train1 system with Its branches, how- grown successfully."
* • »
essary. Add the extra costs of Insu- cessful and popular crop In the state
lation, heating equipment and fuel, that the acreage of It has been tripled
Every one must be frequently
ventilation, and the costs of the hen In the past 14 years. In 1919 only 88,- amazed at the reckless statements
batteries, and the ponltryman may 968 acres were grown, while last year men make when "arguing" their side
find it cheaper to double ixla capacity the total was 288,000 acres. It was of a question.
by building two of the usual type the experiment station of the agriculOne of the most common and amazhouses.
tural college which first discovered ing of such statements Is that no atExperimental work shows no appre- and demonstrated that the cause for tempt has ever been made to enforce
ciable gain In egg production, In labor the general failure of alfalfa In Illi- the prohibitory law; that the law has
saving, or in reducing mortality. A nois was the lack of suitable nodule never had a chance. Every prohibislight redaction la noted In the amount bacteria In the soil. Since then the tionist makes this claim dally.
Yet official records show that three
of feed used, but Mr. Bruckner says Institution has followed up-with numerthis may be due to the heated house. ous experiments establishing superior and a half billion dollars In money
U appears that rations apparently sat- varieties, Improved cultural methods alone have been spent ia special efisfactory for typical conditions are not and profitable utilization of the crop. forts to enforce the law, in addition
As a pasture for sheep and lambs to the loss of more than eighteen bilsatisfactory for bens in batteries.
Just as chick batteries have not dis- alfalfa seems to be much less likely lions In revenue formerly collected
placed open-range rearing, but nave to cause bloat if the sheep are placed from the sale of liquor. There are so
proved useful under certain conditions, on It and not removed. This Is the many special prohibition agents sneakhe predicts that hen batteries may opposite of what Is commonly ad- ing about even now after the law has
prove useful for some poultry plants vised. A satisfactory method to fol- been practically nullified, that two
but will be of no Importance to the low seems to be to let the sheep have squads recently met, and, mistaking
a good fill of bluegrass or to feed each other for rum fiends, killed and
vast majority of poultrymen.
them a large amount of palatable wounded several.
I do not know what has got Into
roughage before they are turned on
How Properly to Candle
the alfalfa and then leave them on people, unless It is that deviltry which
Under this plan no once got into a famous lot of swine,
Eggs to Protect Sales continuously.
cases;
of
bloat
have
been reported In and caused the crazy animals to rush
Various classes of eggs are unsuitexperimental
work.
When
alfalfa was to a high precipice, and Jump off.
able for food, and the backyard poulWhen I first began seriously contry grower ought to know them, and pastured this way last year In the Illi- sidering the serious facts of life, that
nois
experiments,
It
seemed
to
be
lithow to detect them, even If the
I might reasonably understand and
chances of his producing many are tle. If any, more likely to cause bloat apply them, I recall being shocked on
when
wet
than
when
dry.
slim. He should know candling techencountering a statement that all men
nique. All he needs as equipment la
are liars; a little later 1 read that all
an electric lamp with a cone shade Soybeans With Corn Is
men are also scoundrels. Surely, I
over it, having an inch-and-a-half hola
thought, a few must have discovered
Sure to Reduce Yield that It Is best to tell the truth, to be
One rarely needs a sixth sense to
detect a rotten egg. Don't feed it to
When corn and soybeans are plant- honest men. But, alas, such statechicks. Other kinds of discarded eggs, ed together, the presence of the soy- ments do not shock me, or anyone,
however, can be worked into the mash beans always reduces the yield of now.
• » •
for the flock, and thus are not a total corn, according to results from a seI hear of an old woman who for
'
"The Body Book" in the Hall of Science at A Century of Progress In loss. Moldy eggs should not be fed ries of experiments conducted for the
Chicago reveals the workings of the human body In sections, like opening up back. They should be burled. Eggs Ohio agricultural experiment station thirty years has been a burden on
sons, daughters and other kin. She
a huge book page by page. The spectator is the operator of this visual medical with stuck yolks can be used for poul- by H. L. Borst.
Doctor Borst also found that when has nothing, does nothing, has never
wonder and every nerve, tissue, muscle, bone and organ passes before him like try feed, providing they present no
evidence of having spoiled, but are silage corn Is planted thickly enough done anything of consequence, and Is
an Interesting adventure story.
not good for human consumption.
to produce maximum yields, addition an object of charity, but what do you
In a fresh egg the air space is small, of soybeans in the row Increases very suppose her specialty Is7
volvlng billions of francs represented measuring not over three-fourths of little. If any, the total yield of silage.
Curiously enough, It Is constant
by her stake In the Saar valley.
an Inch in diameter. The yolk la dim- The protein content of the silage Is, weeping because her already heavily
' The 1935 plebiscite will determine ly visible, possesses limited freedom however, increased slightly, which Im- burdened relatives do not give her
whether the 738 square miles will be of motion, and shows no visible germ proves Its feeding value,
wealth with which to do good. In her
French territory, German, or whether
If the crop Is to be "hogged down," idleness she hears the groans of the
refuge and resting place for centuries. the 780,000 Inhabitants remain under spot Tbe white is firm and clear and
absolutely free of floating particles the practice of planting the two crops world, and wishes to bring more lov
The trapper did not remain long In the League of Nation' jurisdiction.
like meat or blood spots.
together Is more desirable than It Is Into It.
the place. Anxious to make his way
French newspapers are filled with
Don't laugh too ranch at this foolish
In « stale egg tbe space is larger, when corn and soybeans are grown
back to camp, he did not take time to articles emphasizing the vital value to and may have an Irregular, movable for silage.
'old woman; all of us wish fame as
search for tools or implements which France of the Saar basin and calling lower outline, the white Is' thin, the
Better crops were obtained. Doctor philanthropists, the fame to be
might have been left in the room. He upon the public to interest themselves. yolk is plain to the eye, and It moves Borst reports, when both plants were acquired with money collected from
did make an examination .which as' The Saar, once regarded as the easily.
drilled In rows. Results were less sat- others.
sured' him that the room had been "powder barrel of Europe," today buys
It Is the universal passion.
If blood veins or a "blood ring" sfactory when the corn was planted
hewn from the rock by humans, and approximately two billion francs worth shows In a "heated" egg, the egg in hills.
The sprightly Sydney Smith Is
was no natural formation.
quoted as saying it Is the duty of
of French goods annually. Under the should not be eaten.
Prof. B. A. Corbett, of the Univer- Versailles treaty, France became sole
every man to show his wife Paris, but
Soap Making on Farms
far more women wish to do missionary
sity of Alberta, an authority on North owner of the coal mines In the terriLast year witnessed a noticeable re- work than care to visit Paris; and
American Indiana, said that the dis- tory, but if the plebiscite results In a
covery might be of greatest Impor- return to German rule, France stands
Eggs are about 65 per cent water. clval of soap making on farms, reports more men long to engage In politics
• * *
the extension serlvlce of the United than long to show their wives the art
tance.
to lose' her Saar trade, and likewise
About five pounds of feed are re- States Department of Agriculture. and apaches of the French.
It may substantiate a theory that the preferential position of her Indus* • •
Farm housewives In some sections of
Mongols left their Asiatic homes 20,- trialists who have established them- quired to grow a two-pound broiler.
*
*
*
the
country
have
made
a
little
soap
Many
are
saying
Impressively no
000 years ago, crossed the Bering selves throughout the district
Seneca county, Ohio, poultry raisers now and then as a matter of economy, one understands Bernard Shaw.
Militarily Saarbrucken, chief city of
straits, traveled to the Mackenzie rivThe truth Is, Shaw Is easily underer district, then 'spread southward the district, is strategically Important had a record Of 1,800,000 eggs market- but this old household art had, until
recently, almost disappeared In many stood ; he Is a lucky dog who has blunalong the eastern slope of the Rocky as it Is a Junction point for six of the ed last year.
• • •
sections. In Oklahoma, Illinois, Iowa, dered lnt<J the discovery that It Is easimountains to populate tills continent ten important railroads between GerA White Plymouth Bock pullet laid Missouri, Minnesota, Colorado, Wyo- er and more profitable to tell the truth
many and France. The present offiwith aboriginal tribesmen.
cial concern Is due primarily to the re- 205 eggs In 252 days at the western ming, Oregon, Washington, Wisconsin, than to be a hypocrite and Kar.
I have read a summary of Shaw's
and other states home demonstration
cent demonstrations by youthful Nazis New York laying tests.
Fate of France in Saar
* * •
agents have encouraged soap making speech In New York, and of most he
at Saarbrucken, the government fearthe farm as one of the ways to has written. He charges Americans
Waits on Vote in 1935 Ing the population may vote for a A broody hen can be broken up by on
confining the bird In a coop with a slat avoid cash outlay and make use of a with no folly we have not charged
Paris.—Two years hence, France change merely as a change.
against ourselves; books and magaor wire bottom for three or four days. farm waste.
will know the outcome of a wager Inzines have for years been full of the
Trapper, 83 Years Old,
belated warnings Shaw IB now attractThe flock owner must feed an adeSafflower Grown in U. S. ing attention with. Shaw knows nothSaya He Has No Future quate ration if be is to produce egg» Safflower,
KING OF MARBLES
which la grown In Kgypt ing millions of Americans have not
Ortonvllle, Mich. — Henry Boden- with good hatchablllty.
and India, grows best in the United long known; he attracts great audibough, an Oakland county trapper for
» » •
States lu tbe spring-wheat area of Min- ences only because It Is great novelty
72 years, has decided that his vocation
The Income from farm poultry in nesota, North Dakota, South Dakota, for a man to tell the truth In public.
has no future.
the United States as a whole Is ex- Nebraska, and Montana, says the Unit* * *
"But I guess I'll stick with It until ceeded only by that from cattle, cot- ed States Department of Agriculture.
In
traveling
there
are many stretchI'm a hundred years old and then re- ton, hogs and milk.
Advocates of the crop believe that de- es of plain and easy road, but occa• • •
tire," Rodenbough, eighty-three, said
mand for safflower seed would result sionally every road forks, and you
recently. He set Uls first trap when
During the past seven years, Lincoln In replacing some of the wheat acre- must use your head, since one road la
eleven years old and caught marten, county (N. 0.) poultry growers have age. Safflower Is not Intended to reright, and the other wrong. . . . I
mink, gray fox, and muskruts.
sold 700,000 pounds of surplus poultry place flax but as a possible supplement
"But, of course, there Is a lot f>{ for a total Income to the farmers of to It. In normal times flax production will only say as to this emergency that
commonly the right road Is as plainly
fun to trapping. I had a trap line t!5 5151,000.
ia about half of the consumption.
marked as the wrong one. I have trav• • •
miles long when I was a young man
eled far and long, but never yet have
and I covered It every day."
A hen In Zelly, England, has laid six
I found a man mean enough to willDespite his advanced age, Roden- eggs contained In a shell eight and a
More People on Farms
fully put up a wrong sign where a
bough still covers a two-mile line dar- half Inches long.
The farm population was 32,242,000 road forks.
» » •
ing the trapping season. During tlie
on January 1, 1933, compared with 31,* * *
depression, however, much of his time
Over-stimulation by forcing feeds, 241,000 on January 1, 1932—a net
A few days before his death Sllerhas been spent In explaining the in- such as excess of meat or fish meal, gain of ],001,000, according to the an- lus wrote a note addressed to his pal)
tricacies of his trade to unemployed will, by exciting ovurlun organs, often nual estimate of the United States bearers, to be delivered to them when
men.
set up tlie Bo£t-shelled egg trouble.
Department of Agriculture. This 1» they were called to perform their
• • *
the largest Increase recorded since duty: "Be assured, gentleman," be
Boy Catches Huge Full
Proteins are flesh formers. The value 1920, the first year for which annual wrote, "that I shall In future be a
Aaron Butush. of Scrumuu, 1 u.,
Sarusotn, Ida.—A fourtuen-yeur-old of the proteins for fowls depends on estimates are available. From Janu- good man. I have long been convinced
seated In regal state on his throne
boy, Ilobert Brumlngw of Columbus, their "completeness." The proteins ary 11, 1&30 to January 1, 1933 the of the wisdom of complete virtue, but
aftmarble shooters
as king of the the
found In milk are sufficient to make farm population Increased from 30,- human nature bus prevented my pracnational marbles Ohio, landed the heaviest tarpon In the
la- growth and keep birds In good condi- 160,000 to the present high mark. The ticing It until now."
er he had won
annu'iil tournament here,
championship held 1" the Hlnger stu- gulled u 129-pounder.
&. 1939, Bell Syndic*.!..—WNU Sorvlo*
!
tion.
previous mark was 82.076,000 in 1910.
dlum, Ocean City, N. J.

"HEN BATTERIES"

Body That Opens Up,Like a Book

May Link Indians to Asia
B(f<*»e Make*
sting Discovery.

Howe About:

Poultry Notes

°

.

i-1 .... .1 1

rf t It

Awtetunt Chief la
leg
* of A*rloulof nilnol*
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Robert Stuhr is spending the week U
with relatives and friends in Daven- ~"
port, Iowa.

1!

Rialto

E. S. Holton and wife and Mrs.
H. C. Faulkner were Des Moines vistors last Friday.

AN ENTIRELY NEW

Pete Metz and wife and Andy Metz,
wife and son, Jackie, of Wiota have
gone to Canada where they will visit
with relatives and friends for several
weeks.

THEATRE

COMFORTABLY COOL

SAT-SUN. JULY 29-30

F. M. Yager and wife of Viola
>nter spent Sunday in the city with
her father, H. Campbell, and with
other relatives and friends.

1O BIG
STARS

Mrs. Roy Crabb was hostess last
Thursday afternoon at her home west
of the city to the members of the
W. W. club. A lunch was served late
in the afternoon by the hostess.

AT T»i PRICE OF REGULAR !
AT ALL STANDARD OIL STATIONS
AND DEALERS

In a great

53

MYSTERY m
DRAMA =

An all day meeting of the Original
Sunshine club was held last Thursday at the home of Mrs. Dagmar
Stoner, a 12:00 o'clock dinner being
served by the hostess. The ladies
spent most of the day in quilting.
Miss Dora Jean Campbell is spending the week in Des iMoines with her
aunt, Mrs. Mamelras McMichael and
family. On Sunday the McMichaels
and Dora Jean drove to Boone to visit the Y. M. C. A. camp at which
Marcellus Jr. is one of the officers.

OF1HE
ROOM

The members of the Helping Hand
club were guests last Wednesday oi
Mrs. Ed. L. Newton at her home on
East Main Street at an all day meeting. The husbands of the members
were guests for dinner. Most of the
day was spent by the ladies in quilting.
John Gebuhr, son of John S. Gebuhr, the contractor who is building
the new Methodist church building
received a bad laceration on his lefl
hand last Thursday morning when he
got it caught in an electric saw. He
was taken to the Campbell hospita
for treatment.

LIONEL AT WILL-PAUL LUKAS-GLORIA STUART,
Edward Af noid-Onslow Stevens-William Janney
— Russell _ Hopton — Elizabeth Patterson — Muriel
Kirkland—James Durkin.j

=

•
SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTIONS.

|

Walter Winchell

Rev. Willard Johnson, who hat
m
been visiting in Anita and other
places in Cass county with friends
left the last of the waek for Rochester, New York, where he is pastor
of the First Church of Christ. Rev
Johnson is a former pastor of the ^= Introducing Nick Stuart, Sally O'Neill, "N. T. G." and his Paradise =5
E
prize beauties, Abe Lyman and his orchestra, James Montgomery ~~
local Church of Christ.
|
Flagg, Frank Godwin and Ha I Phyfe, artists.
55
v
Chas. E. Malone, Atlantic seed deal
|
er and state representative from | You'll Enjoy Walter Winchell Even if
Cass county, has been appointed ap- |
Al Jolson Does Not.
35
praiser for this territory for the Fed
5
UNIVERSAL
NEWS.
ADMISSION
lOc
and
25c
=3
eral Land Bank of Omaha. He is ap
praising farm property in connection
with the adjustment of far/mi mort
lfi=
gages with federal assistance.
The open season on squirrels will
Prank P. Johnston, manager of the
Mrs. Isola Bangham was hostess open September 1 and close on No- Iowa Electric Co. branch in Atlantic,
last Friday to the members of th< vember 1, according to the new fish accompanied by Mrs. Johnston, were
C. O. Z. club at a 1:00 o'clock dinner and game regulations. Both dates visitors in the city for a short time
at her home on Chestnut Street. The are inclusive. The daily bag limit is last Thursday afternoon.
afternoon was spent by the ladies so- 10 .squirrels for any one person.
cially. Besides the members present,
A covered dish dinner was enjoyed
other guests were Mrs. J. C. Jenkins
Joan, little daughter of Mr. and last Wednesday by the members of
and her daughter, Mrs. Arlene John- Mrs. Earl <Caddock of Walnut, has the Ladies Union club at an all day
ston.
been seriously ill the past week. Dr. meeting held at the home of Mrs.
Fred Moore, child specialist from Des George Denne. The ladies quilted
On Tuesday afternoon of last week Moines, was called in consultation a during the day.
Donald Mehlmann entertained a group few days ago. A trained nurse is
of friends at the home of his parents, in attendance.
I. F. Hayenga, wife and children,
Mr. and Mrs. John Mehlmann, in Linwho.had been visiting in the city with
coln township, in honor of his 13th.
Mrs. Joe Kopp and son, Leo, spent her mother, Mrs. R. D. Vernon, left
birthday. The afternoon was spent ;he week end in Spencer, Iowa, with today for their home in Coggon, Iowa.
in playing games, and late in the af- ler brother, Kent Camp and family. They were accompanied by 'Mrs. Verternoon refreshments were served by They were accompanied home by non who will spend a few weeks
Mrs. Mehlmann.
;heir daughter and sister, Margaret, there.
who had been visiting in Spencer for
Mrs. H. H. Turner returned home ;he past few weeks.
Mrs. L. 0. Whyman and daughter,
Sunday from Des Moines, where she
Patsy, who had been -visiting in the
lad been for several days with her
Olaf Hansen and wife of St. Joseph, city at the G. C. Noblitt home, left
daughter, Miss Maurine Turner, who Missouri, were visitors in the city the Sunday for their home in Lincoln,
s recovering from an appendicitis op- ast of the week. They returned home Nebraska. They were accompanied
eration at the General hospital. Maur- Saturday and were accompanied by as far as Omaha by Mr. and Mrs. Nobne's condition has improved enough Urs. 0. C. Hansen and Mrs. Cora litt and children.
;hat she will be able to return home ochran, who will visit awhile at the
ometime this week.
VI. C. Hansen home in St. Joseph.
Carl E. Hoffman, well known Atlantic man, secretary of the Casa
On Saturday evening Sarah Noblitt, County Fair Association and a memSaturday was the birthday of Mrs.
Andy Miller, and that evening she daughter of Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Nob- ber of the board of directors of the
was pleasantly surprised at her home itt, entertained a number of girl Iowa State Fair, has been reappoint>y a number of friends who called riends at a theatre party at the ed superintendent of public safety
to spend the evening at bridge. Those lialto Theatre in honor of her friend, for the 1933 exposition, to be held
present were Mr. and Mrs. Elmer *atsy 'Whyman, of Lincoln, Nebras- at the state fair grounds east of Dea
Schqll, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Steinmetz, ca, who was visiting in the city. Fol- Moines from August 23 to SeptemMr. and Mrs. A. V. Robinson, Mr. owing the theatre party refresh- ber 1. Mr. Hoffman has been the!
and Mrs. Herbert Bartley and Mr. and ments were enjoyed at the Noblitt head of the safety department of the
,i
Mrs. Carl Millard. High scorers at lome.
big exposition for a number of years.
bridge were Mrs. Robinson and Mr.
Mrs. Marvin T. Smith of Miami,
Steinmetz. At a late hour a lunch,
loridu, has been visiting at the home
taken by the guests, was served.
>f P. C. Pedersen and family. Mrs.
There is a lot of unsolved myster- Smith is a teacher in the Junior high
SAVE MONEY
ies around. Who is going to foot the chool in Miami, and has spent five
lays
at
the
fair
in
Chicago
instead
of
final bills of the billions of dollars beEconomy Shoe Co. 3
ing spent, and who is going to pro- .ttending summer school. She enjoyduce any fresh money,? Who is going :d it very 'much and will return to
to be the goat of the economic confer- Chicago and attend the fair a few
ence ? What became of Charley Ross ? more days, after visiting relatives in
,'. Better Shoes For Less
How old is Ann? (Who struck Billie Omaha. She will go to West Virginia J
NOTHING —$2.98 —OVER
Patterson ? Who was Herbert Hoover ? or the remainder of her vacation.
ilr.
and
Mrs.
F.
A.
Pedersen
visited
And why will a farmer let his mower
break sickle after sickle, and in the iis parents here last Sunday. They
Atlantic
end throw it away and borrow a ame from Omaha and took Mrs.
worse one when at a small expense Smith back with them.
he can have it made as good as new?
And try to plow with a gang plow
sprung all out of shape when it
could be put right for a very little
and then he could turn two horses
out in the pasture? We have or can
We Are Closing Out Our Large Stock of McCormickget any repairs you want and can
save you money. We can get you
Deering Repairs. Come in and See if We Have It.
metal wheels at a reasonable price.
And our work holds. Write your own
guarantee.
Millard's, West Main
Street, Anita, Iowa.
2t

| "Beauty onBroadway" |

Today at every Standard Red Crown pump you'll
find a new gasoline; wine-colored and different
from any Standard Red Crown you've ever used
before... .We want yon to try it. We know yon
can't bny anything better unless' yon pay more.

The Comblete Superf uef!
Some regular gasolines equal Standard Red Cromrm one
or two qualities— not one surpasses it. And we believe that
not one equals it in all the essentials of good gasoline.

NO PREMIUM

5

1 Top anti-knock rating 'for its price class.
2 thtwrpassed in starring, acceleration or mileage.
3 Free from harmful sulphur and gum.

GA L S .

4 Seasonally adjusted for maximum power.

81

5 Absolute uniformity in performance.
6 Fresher because of Standard popularity.
7 Sells at Hie price of regular.

STANDARD

TAX PAID
(Price applies to dtv proper.
May nary sKghtly efaewftere.)

Copr. 1933. Suin.lard Oil Co.

•ALSO DISTRIBUTORS OF ATLAS TIRES'
Roy Millhollin and wife of Omaha
Mine Von Blohn has gone to
visited
in the city Sunday at the
|in to spend a few weeks with
home of his mother, Mrs. Rachel Millhollin.
da Corlett, a resident of AnMrs. Roy Lantz and children of
years ago, is here from
, California, to make a Woodbine spent the week end here
with their mother and grandmother,
Ft with friends.
Mrs. Ella Worthing.
tote Koob, daughter of Mr.
Lafe Koob, fell from the The regular meeting of the ladies aid
^rd of an automobile a society of the Massena township Bapago, cutting a bad gash on tist church was held last Wednesday
1
when she struck the pave- afternoon at the home of Mrs. Ernest
Harris. Lunch was served by the
hostess late in the afternoon.
• u. Shannon had the misMrs Nora MlcDermott, accompanfew days ago to dislocate
ied
by her son, D. L. McDermott of
when she fell in the chickat
Corning,
left Thursday for Wyoming,
l her home in Lincoln townTe was brought to the Camp- to spend a week or ten days w.th relP'talfor X-ray and treat- atives and friends. Mrs. D. L. McDermott, who has been visiting there
for several weeks, will return to Iowa
' in Anita will be so^ry to with them.
^d Edwards, proprietor
The members of the U-Trump-It
F'ntmg plant in Storm Lake,
» .Poor health, having suf- bridge club were guests last Wednes18
thought to have been a day evening of the Misses Isabelle
' a f e w days ago. Years and Margaret Biggs. High scorer for
8
employed as a printer fhe evening was Miss Jane Scholl with
office. H e i s a b w t h - Miss Hallie Mae Koob
• Neflf of this city and Besides
oesiaea the
««= members,
••••—
•
""' Edwards of Adair.' Mae Mclntyre was a guest.

Mrs. E. L. Anderson has gone to
Stromsburg, Nebraska, to spend a
few days with her parents, Chas.
Meinhold and wife.
Carl Peters, a member of the reforestation army at Oskaloosa, Iowa,
was home over the week end to spend
a few days with his parents, M. J.
Peters and wife.
A. A. Johnson, while working on a
furnace in his plumbing shop a few
days ago, had the misfortune to cut
a deep gash in one of his arms on a
piece of sheet metal.
On Thursday afternoon Mrs. Walter Root entertained the imembers of
the Mutual Benefit club of the Highland vicinity at her home northwest
of the city. Refreshments were served
by the hostess.
Andrew Wiegand and wife, Val.
Wiegand and daughter, Mrs. Jeanette
Miller and two sons, Charles and Byron Glen A. Roe, wife and son, Jack,
all of Anita, and L. K. Nichols and
wife and W. R- Spence, wife and
two children, Marjorie and John, of
Atlantic went to Fontanelle Sunday
morning to attend a picnic of the different Wiegand families.

Better Fit Better Wear

Family Shoe Store

Bargain Prices

The Farmers Coop.
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SOAKED HIM

HIS "GARDENING"

"I suppose at the efficiency eiert's Wedding you didn't do anything
so wasteful as throwing rice."
"Oh, yes we did; but as a conceslon to his''teaching we had the rice
one up In cotton bags, each missile
weighing two pounds."

ENTHUSIASTIC
It was a wretched piny. Long before the Interval the audience began
to boo and hiss. But there was one
man who clapped his hands vigorously.
"I say," said the man next to him,
"you've got a nerve to applaud this
shocking Jrtay. What can you see
In It?"
The man smiled.
"It's not the play I'm applauding,*
he replied heartily, "it's the hissing."
—London Answers.

No Sordid Limitation*

"Rafferty," exclaimed Mr. Dolan,
your boy threw a lump of coal at
my boyl"
"Thats* a Rafferty for you t When
ie feels there's a principle at stake,
HEAT WAVE
he doesn't think of expense."—Toron"I don't need a thermometer to tell o Globe.
that It's going to be another hot
day" grandma announced at the
THAT'S THE
breakfast table. "The back porch is
just like a bake oven right now.
You'd think the house was afire."
Investigation of this unusual "phenomena" revealed that somebody had
left the electric Iron turn on all
night
Just then there was a knock at the
side door.
"Light man, to read your meter" a
cheery voice said.
Daddy left without drinking his
coffee.—Indianapolis News.

"Doing any gardening this year?"
Maybe on WLS
"A little In that line. I'm tralnA board was testing the mentality
np; a neighbor's bean vine to grow of a negro.
over on my side of the fence."
"Do you ever hear voices without
being able to tell who Is speaking or
where the sound comes from?"
Curious'
"Yessuh," answered the negro.
"What would happen If this eleva"And when does this occur?"
tor should drop to the bottom?"
"Over the radio."
asked the nervous passenger as they
drew near the top of the skyscraper.
"Gosh," exclaimed the elevator girl,
Worldly Advice
turning pale at the very Idea. "I'd
Sorority Frosh—He Is all the world
lose my Job I"
to me. What would you advise me
to do?
Been There—See a little more of
Al»rm Clock
Happy Father—My dear, I think It the world, my dear.—Montreal Ga.
must be time to get up—baby has zette.
fallen asleep.—Frankfurt Frankfurter
Ouch I
niustrierte.
Bniy
Spinster—Why don't you get mar"Fancy you not at your only daughried. Mr. Oldbaeh?
"Could yon fall In love with a
ter's wedding! Where on earth
The Modern Method
Oldbach—Why marry a woman poor man?"
"Don't sell the old homestead, were you?"
when I can buy a parrot for $5?
"I could If I didn't know he was grandfather. I'll turn the old dump
"Looking for a job for the brideSpinster—Yes, that shows once poor.".
groom!"—Smith's Weekly.
into a hot-dog stand."
more how the men have the advantage of us women. We can't buy
Almost Human
any kind of a bear for less than $200
"An old fowl was recently discov—Pathfinder Magazine.
ered to have two hearts."—News
Item.
Can't Expect Much
like the bridge partner I
Passenger—Is this train ever on hadSounds
last week.—Smith's Weekly.
time?
"Sir," replied the guartl, "we never
At the Anglers' Dinner
worry about her being on time. We'r<
Why do they sit so far apart?"
satisfied If she's always on the rail.
"That Is for when they commence
—Edmonton Bulletin.
their stories."

On« qf Edinburgh'* Many Monuments.
by National Geographic Society,
blneton, D. C.—WNO Service.

for captious Johnson, complained, "\
BURGH, focal point of many could not prevent his being assailed by
through Sc6tland, Is aln- the evening effluvia of Edinburgh."
The residents of fashionable St James
ly, If austerely, beautiful.
[The city is a honeycomb of court were thought very aloof and
stone buildings rising- to squeamish when they engaged a pri'that made it the Manhattan vate scavenger to remove their refuse.
Uiddle ages, some of the walls Today all Edinburgh Is equipped with
! that long afterward elevators a modern sewage-disposal system, and
installed without protruding even Its narrowest:streets are kept imi rooms.
'
»
' maculate.
Household Song
From Brodle's Close steals a stealprecedents tad guide books,
No Hesitation
Grandma—It
Is lovely, dear, Yo(inburgh visitor should head thy,'sinister figure, all wrapped round have tuned In excellently.
"Who was Noah's wife?"
In
a
black
coat
Beneath
Its
folds
he
[for Castle HilL'.. But to some,
"Joan of Ark."—London EveryGranddaughter—But, grandma, tha
; thriller they ever read, "Doc- clutches a pistol and a ring of keys. Is the vacuum cleaner.
body's
Weekly.
and Mr, Hyde/' still IB the Furtively he enters this shop and that
Earlier
In
the
evening—any
evening
I tale of Edinburgh. So they
Brodle's Close, dank and for several years—a most respectable
his day,'though not BO evll- town councilor, who also was a deacon
as when Its dual denizen, of the Guild of Wryghts and Masons,
Brodle, was a Doctor Jekyll by attired In Immaculate tall coat and
breeches, might have been seen leanMr. Hyde by night
efore entering the close—you ing against a door post where gome meri it an alley—and the mind's chant had trustfully hung his keys
ges Into a swift news reel while he was at his tavern. Concealed
along the history-encrusted In'the palm of his hand was a clay
mold. From an impression It was
lie, into Which It opens.
[Dame Eleanor, countess of easy to make a key. Robberies bei from yonder window (still came so frequent that the town coun) to escape a tantrum of cil called a meeting. Deacon Brodle
If blue-blooded, husband, gravely counseled about ways of stopJ3LOWOUTS are caused by
EVERY FIBER
whispers one hag to ping the depredations. He thoughtfulfrictional
heat
generated
in
the
ly
advised
tradesmen
about
the
kinds
sip from opposite seventh
EVERY CORD
fibers of the cotton cords in a tire.
ancient walls leaning like of bolts to put on their doors. So
zealous
was
he
that
he
even
went
Firestone
is
the
only
tire
built
EVERY PLY IS
Dainty Miss Egllntoune,
with every cotton fiber saturated
Wallace, skips across the about while merchants were at dinner
and coated with pure rubber—to
a kettle from the commu- to make sure.their doors were locked.
One night a particularly heinous
prevent destructive heat. This is'
Joydenlsb duchess of Gordon
one of the reasons why Firestone
she bad captured under a robbery took place and two culprits
Tires have been on the winning
"forestalrs," while her more were caught A third escaped. Strange[sister belabors the animal ly, the highly respectable Deacon Brocars in the 500 mile Indianapolis
dle also disappeared. Stories went
ck.
Raceforliconsecutiyeyeare—the .
backbone street was wide around. Certain cronies whispered how
world's most severe blowout test.
carriages In those days; the good deacon gambled 'with them
Rubber has gone up 242%,
„„»..,.
*, .
gallants were borne In Be- for high stakes. Two of his mistresses
cotton 115%—substantial tire price increases must follow. The Firestone feennce
by stout Highlanders Into complained that the kind gentleman
Dealer or Service Store in your community will give you an attractive allowance
larteries for teas and calls. had gone away and made no provision
for your old tires on new Fires tone High Speed Tires.
for
theni.
} wives, In silks or Scotland's
Deacon Brodle was apprehended In
shopped for Jewels In base|>yholes, or bought velvet and Amsterdam, lodged In the grim TolBuiek—.
Chev'lt 1
booths trader roofs of booth, and executed October 1, 1788.
His,
skeleton
keys
now
hang
In
the
lies reached by-, the peculiar
of Antiquities. His "strange
££=>$«.»
Other SiMJ Proper*'
Plym'hl
' of nearly every tenement Museum
tionatefy late
Kocknol7
case"
was
Immortalized
by
Stevenson.
Jostled by countrywomen
5.S5-18
The
fact
that
he
could
operate
on
such
4.75-19
and crimson homespun, and
Equal fo All Firil Line, Standard
a
cramped
stage,
scarcely
a
twentyfrom ships that brought
Nuh_j
Brand Tirei in Qualify, Construction
walk In' any direction from
Au'buraVMf.XO
and tallow from the Low minute
5.50-18i '
5.0040 i
and Appearance, Yet Sold at a Price
his happy family fireside, emphasizes
THE
the
tremendous
crowding
of
the
Old
Oihtir
Si*e*
Proportionately
Low
That Affords You Real Saving*.
OF TIRE CONSTRUCTION
Lawnmarket Sector.
Town.
Close opens now, as then,
Architecture of Old Time*.
|Lawnmarket sector of the
The Royal Mile, from Castle Hill,
i Scotland's parliament once
all cotton clalth, white and through Lawnmarket High street, and
jlynnlng clalth Is to be sold Canongate, Is clean today, but Its tenin no other place." Open ements are Just as crowded, and they
canvas-topped booths, dls- Justify the. modern Implication of the
j)lt3 of cotton'and webs of term, for wealth and fashion have mibesieged as are bargain grated to the broad streets and stately squares of the New Town.
|oday.
..:
There remain the molded doorways,
ou remain the "lands" or
of the days when a- city armorial bearings, crests and texts,
to an altitude and corn- the peak gables, the Intricately carved
like the lower Bast side In flnlals, the mammoth locks and door
Of course, your memory handles, and the exterior forestalrs.
ard time and bring events of leading up one flight to the Interior
"turnpike" stairs to the floors above.
ato instant focus,
One architectural feature Is puzaristocrats play with raelufflns. They scurry at the tllng. In some houses there appears
Iff a party of Knights of a silt much narrower than other winI glittering armor, their pen- dows Inspection discloses that these
on their way to a tour- apertures light tiny closets opening off
compete for the coveted the dining rooms. They were retreats
Chevrolet—
l
for the head of the house, where he
Plymoutha golden lance;
4.75-19
Chevrolet—
Mary, queen of Scots, might perform his devotions.
Plymouth _
From
Lawnmarket
It
Is
only
a
short
I spite of her Ill-omened re4.75-19
walk
to
Castle
Rock,
whence
EdinI Leith, rides by, on a white
burgh
was
hewn,
which
anchored
Oje
Othn- SIMM froporttonetfly
tiny pearl crown nestling
Other Si*m froforOanfUlr la*
J>lgh-dressed hair. Twelve Old Town, Which uplifts the castle
history spans half the world
black and crimson, carry Tose
r
Standing guard over the opposite
her. At Netberbow she
Princes street from Castle Rock
BATTERIES
elve the keys of the city;
B HIM, affording a view that
The new Firestone Aquapruf
A new high standard
her little hand tor the
Hotter epark, Increased
out to Fife and the Ochlls.
Brake Lining is moisture-proof
kiss. The soil suddenly
of Power, Dependapower and longer life- Sealed
giving smoother braking action
IB dotted wlth^ an amazing colglistens In her white
bility and Long Life.
against power leakage. Old
and more positive braking conof monumental and archltecWe w i l l test any
trol.
We
teat
your
Brake*
FREE.
worn plugs waste
id, she utters an Impul- [u^aTcuriositles which, somehow, seem
make of B a t t e r y
A.
gasoline. We test
harmony.
Helming
, "The sun comes out with
Low
FREE.
Charge* E»tro
your Spark PJugB
Ai
Provost" This city is
FREE.
Each
to
Sen
mouth to mouth passes
°a bless her bonnle face."

AMD

iWOUT
PROTECTED

MASTERPIECE

Ttr**tott*

»w for Night Stroll..

the tavern and clubs
crowds. Everybody
the world's most effectcry,, "Qardy-loo,
1'eau). Down poor
from hundreds of
It Is a luckless dtfussy unwell, t^.
best foot toward

the tombs of Hume
« «
Hill,
Hill
Calton

eye catches
dt

crouch

shadows of SU1Iflbury Crags.
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COMMITS

I of,the largest casts of
' ' the making! of the .._„„
Harold McMwtfa; 48, Htngs Brps.'picture, "The Mayor of Belf*
on Bedpost at Her Home id
starring James Cagney, which conies"
to the Rialto Theatre next Saturday
Town, Ill Berth la
and Sunday.
Blamed For Rjurit Art.
Some five hundred men, women and
children, all playing hits and principal
ssena, Iowa, August 2— Mrs. roles, were used in this stirring story
McHaitin, 48, wife, of Harold which deals with a dramatic fight
in, proprietor 6f the Phillips against graft and corruption in a boys'
station hftre, committed sui- reform, school.
Approximately 860 young boys behahging shortly before noon
tween
the ages of 12 and 16 worked
Despondency over continued
alth prompted her act, menu- throughout the making of the film as
inmates of a reform school, at which
the family stated.
McMartin returned .to her the treatment is worse than that of
| here a week ago from St. Ber- some of the chain gang camps. A
i hospital at Council Bluffs where number of these youngsters play roles
undergone treatment for a equal in importance to those of the
i disorder for two months. The adult players. Among the young boys
are
discovered by Mrs. Kay Se- assigned outstanding parts
Frankie
Darro,
Farina,
George
OfferI neighbor, who had been caring
man, Jr., Sidney Miller, Mickey BenMcMartin. '
nett, Raymond Borzage and Charles
Nojhuptest.
Cane.
.
McMartin- fashioned a noose
The
leading
feminine
tole in the
ips of muslin, fastening one
picture was given to Madge Evans,
, a bedpost inV an upstairs bednd tying the other end around who appears for. the first time opposite James Cagney. The rare comedy
ick. She was found in. a .Bitting
on the bed. '.Mrs.' Selee had of Allen Jenkins" is given opportunity
in another prominent part. Other
her home for a abort tune screen favorites who have roles of
hen she returned she found two importance include Dudley Digges,
doors in the McMartin home Arthur Byron, Sheila Terry, Robert
She gained entrance through Barrat, Harold Huber, Dorothy Peterent door and then called Mrs* son, George Pat Collins, Edwin MaxGetting no response, she well, JohntMkrston, William V. Mong,
pataira and found the lifeless Charles Wilson, Hobart Cavanaugh
and George Humbert.
ner Burdette L. Roland of AtThe story by Iglin Auster is a revcalled. He said that no in- elation of shocking conditions in a
ould be held as it was a plain certain so-called reformatory where
suicide.
boys are caged like wild animals,, half
Left Friday Morning.
starved and flogged with a cat-o'iMeMartiix's son and daughter- ninetails for the slightest infraction
} Mr. and Mrs. Joseph McMar- of harsh and arbitrary rules. It is
about 7:30 (Friday morning a picture of pathos, tragedy 'and
sir home at Fair-field after thrills, relieved by a glowing romance,
a few. days here with his in which love brings about the re'"father.
form of the abuses.
ng besides the husband and
Two Musicals and News.
Joseph of Fairfleld and
Included in the program will be
; Missouri, are three two musicals, "Tee For Two," in
nd one brother.
technicolor, and -'A Day in the
uicide came as a big, shock to of a Chorus Girl." Also tthe interests
nunity as Mrs. McMartin was ing news reel with Graham McNamee
favorably, known.
presiding.
Photoplay Magazine, one of the
leading motion picture magazines, in
the current isue, classifies "The Mayor
of Hell" as one of the six outstanding pictures of the month. "Gold
county's wheat production Diggers of 1933," appearing at the
was
, upon which the county allot-, Rialto the following week,
1 be based under the Agricul- among the six big shows of the
Mjustment ' Administration's month.
[wheat production adjustment
bushels. ,
pgure, which has been deterthe United States Crop
• Board, represents the averannual production of wheat . Local merchants and other business
punty for the five-year period concerns in Anita are getting lined
ough 1932 inclusive. These up on the matter of cooperation with
(tor Iowa are based upon the the National Industrial Recovery Act,
enumeration made by the and already a goodly number have
'assessors for J928, 1980, signed the pledge cards distributed
1932, und by the Federal by the (post office Monday morning,
Of 1929, all of which have and have been given the NRA emally published.
blems to display in their different
nty allotment, which is set places of business.
ximately 66.8 per cent of this
A meeting of the retail merchants
[production to conform with of Anita is scheduled for this (Wedpntage of the national wheat nesday) evening at which time ifc is
is consumed domestically hoped that definite hours for openfood, totals 84,691 bushels. ing and closing of the stores will be
nent is the maximum total adopted. An effort is being made in
[rich individual compensation Atlantic to have a county-wide meetican be made within the ing of merchants, so that uniform
hours can be established over the
; growers in (the county county.
:ide to "come in" in the
Fred Mitchell of the Casey vicinity
Action .program, the total of
submitted
to a minor operation at the
• allotments would reach
ately the same figure as the Campbell hospital last Monday mornHutment.
ing.
nsation payments t will be
Pete Gerard of Nevada, Missouri, a
these individual allotfle amount of payments which number of years ago a resident of Lin[made will depend upon the coln township, was visiting with
"' wheat growers who (take friends in this vicinity the first of
of the opportunity to par- the week.
1
the wheat program.

A. R. Kohl

Mrs. Chris Nelsen, 53,
NEWM.E
CHURCH
Dies Last Friday Morning

Mrs. Helen Young Nelsen, 58, wife
of Chris Nelsen, living two miles
northeast of Anita, died Friday morn- Dedicatory Services Will Be Htfcl at
ing at 3:45 o'clock at her home of
the New Structure Sunday Morncomplications resulting from heart
ing. Members and Friends
,
trouble. She had been in ill health
Invited to Attend.
for several months.
Mrs. Nelsen was born in 1880 in
and came to the United
THIS IS ABSOLUTELY YOUR Scotland
Work on the new Methodist EpiscoStates with her parents when 12
years old, settling in Pennsylvania.pal church building, replacing the onaLAST WEEK TO BUY FLOUR
She came to Iowa at the age of 19 deatroyed by fire last December, has
years. In 1898 she was married to been completed, and dedication cereJames M. Young in Pennsylvania. monies will take place next Sunday
AND SAVE THE TAX.
They moved to Atlantic where he morning at 10:30 o'clock. The foldied on November 12, 1921. She was lowing program has been prepared
married to Chris Nelsen on October for the services:
Prelude, "Andante," by Mrs. Earl
12, 1922. They moved on a farm
Briardale Mixed Pickling Spices, Celery Seed, Mus- near Anita a few years ago where Blue.
Hymn No. 666 from Methodist
she passed away.
tard Seed, Allspice, Whole Gloves, Stick Ginna*
Hymnal.
She
is
survived
by
her
husband
and
irion. It pays to use the best.
Reading from the Methodist Disthree stepchildren, Seamm Nelsen of
cipline.
Anita, Lawrence Nelsen of Atlantic,
Anthem, "Oh, Come Let Us Sing,"
and Mrs. Anna Ward of Wiota. Three
M.
L. McPhail.
sisters and two brothers also survive.
Scripture Lesson, Psalm 24.
Funeral services were held at the
Gloria Patri.
Baptist church in Atlantic on Sunday
Lesson from New Testament, Luka
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock, and were
TEA, Green Japan, i^-pound
14c
conducted by the pastor, Rev. J. E. 4:16-21, and John 2:13-17.
Pastoral Prayer, Choral Response.
Bruner.
The body was sent Sunday
Johnson's Floor Wax and Johnson's Glo-Coat,
Solo, "Father Divine," Miss Goldie
1
evening to Conshohocken, Pennsyleach
65c
McLaughlin.
vania, for burial.
Sermon, Dr. D. J. Shenton.
GWC
OOf*
Offertory,,
6 box carton
mmmm\*
Building presented for dedication.
Reading from Discipline.
GELATINE/, Briardale, any flavor, 3 packages. .14c
Prayer.
OYSTERS, GWC cove, 5-oz. can. 9c 10-oz. can. 17c
Hymn No. 661 from Methodist
Mrs. Cora Demming Currier, 60, a Hymnal.
Tal1 Corn
resident of Anita for the past two
Benediction.
w
%r.
IT
F
**
t
Per
Pound
years, passed away at her home on
Doxology.
. V ' '
Chestnut Street at 1:00 o'clock MonPostlude, "Grieg," by Mrs. Earl C.
COOKIES, extra large Harvest cookies, 2 Ibs—25c
day afternoon of complications re- Blue.
SYRUP, white or amber, i/2 gallon
26c
sulting from heart trouble.
|
. Evening Worship.
Mrs. Currier was born in Rock- j Epworth League at 7-.OQ. p. m.
GWC white laundry, 10 bars
29c
ford, Illinois, on September 21, 1873, Leader, Raymond Barber. Topic,
Sunny Monday, white, 10 bars
21c
and at the time of her death was "Crime and Punishment."
aged 59 years, 10 months and 10 days.
Worship at 8:00 p. m. Sermon by
ROOT BEER or GINGERALE, 2 quart bottles. .25c
On February 12, 1891, she was united Rev. R. R. Moser of Casey, Iowa.
marriage to Oscar Currier, the
KIDNEY BEANS, Briardale, dark red, No. 2
"marriage
having taken place in Atcans
9c
lantic, where they lived for awhile.
Seven children were born to Mr.
and Mrs. Currier, three of whom
have proceeded their mother in death:
Des Moines, Iowa, August 2.—Iowa
Surviving children are Mrs. Orville
youth
will hold the spotlight at this
Grimstead of Wiota; Mrs. Peter Scott,
Jr. of Cumberland; Charles W. Cur- year's Iowa State Fair, opening- here
E. E. Mclntyre, wife and daughter, rier of Balboa, Panama canal zone; August 23.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Kelloway, anFrom the opening Friday, August
Jeannette,
arrived in the city Sunday and Homer L. Currier of Anita. She
nounce the engagement and ap25,
when every boy and girl in the
proaching marriage of their daugh- evening to spend a few days with is also survived by fifteen grandchild- state will be invited to attend the anren
and
three
sisters.
The
sisters
relatives
and
friends,
and
to
visit
his
ter, Peggee Ann, to J. J. Buck of
mother, Mrs. Nettie Mclntyre, who are Mrs. Peter Scott, Sr. of Anita; nual -State Fair "Children's party"
Spokane, Washington.
free of charge, to the closing Friday
•The announcement was made at a is seriously ill. "Mutchy," as he is Mrs. Nettie Beecher of Scotland, and its auction sale of 500 farm boys
luncheon given Thursday at 1 p. m. known to his many Anita friends, is South Dakota; and Mrs. David Marsh and girls' baby beeves, every program.
in the Kelloway home in Des Moines. employed as a linotype operator in of Arcola, Sask, Canada. Mr. Currier will highlight events for the youth
A definite date for the wedding has a newspaper office in Little Rock, passed away on September 17, 1931, of the state.
not been set, but it will take place Arkansas, where he and his family and shortly after his death, Mrs.
Plans for the statewide children's,
have lived for a number of years. Currier moved to Anita to make her
in October.
party are being completed here this
home.
• Out of town guests at the party He started his linotype trade in the
Deceased was a member of the week. Every boy and girl under 16
were Mrs. E. E. Grace and Mrs. Jean- Tribune office many years ago, and
United
Presbyterian church, and was years of age will be admitted to the
ette Hemphill of Harlan, the Mes- since then has held several important
State Exposition free on this day,
dames Wayne Bullock, W. 0. Bullock positions with different newspapers. always faithful to its teachings. She August 25. The children's party will
was
a
good
wife
and
mother,
and
durand M. A. Bullock of Atlantic, and the On their way to Anita they stopped
open at 9:30 a. m. with an open-air
Meadames D. R. Forshay and R. C. over night with Mrs. Mclntyre's par- j ing her short residence here made circus, featuring a performance by
sympathize
Rasmussen of Anita and Mrs. W. O. ents, Mr. and Mrs. Homer E. Boat- j many friends, who will
"Mine," Iowa boys and girls'- own
right, in Grrindview, Arkansas, and with the family over her death.
Aldrich of Garwin.
baby elephant. The program will
Funeral
services
will
be
held
this
The Des Moinea guests present their two oldest daughters remained (Wednesday) afternoon at 2:00 o'clock! also include daylight fireworks, band
were the Mesdames A. W. Welch, W. there to visit their grandparents at the Roland, Peacock & Baxter fun- I concerts, clowns, and other favorites
of Iowa
H. Hughes, R. B. Williams, OP. M. while their parents are visiting in
youngsters. In the afternoon,
eral home in Atlantic, and burial will
the events wil1 indude aut
Baker, A. T. Green, J. 0. Maize, J. C. Iowa.
° *•«» *nd
be made in the Atlantic cemetery.
Atkins, Howard Ungles, Claris Hina hippodrome show, and in the evenshaw, J. L. Barber, Myrtle Hemphill,
ing night horse racing, rodeo, fireArthur Olson, Claude Ray, Lyle Ashworks, and circus acts. Over 25,000
by and P. H. Kelloway and Miss Floryoungsters attended the State Fair's,
ence Nugent.
free party last year, and it is expected that this last outing before school
Oldtimers may disagree- as to when
Mrs. Nellie Mae Ecklin, 65, a resi- terms open will attract even larger
it was the hottest and when it was
the coldest, but they can't disagree dent of Cass county since 1892, and crowds this year.
Scores of other boys and girls'
with the records in the office of the mother of eight children, died at
Charles D. Reed, government meter- her home in Atlantic last Wednesday events will fill the 200 acre exposiafternoon, following a (two year ill- tion grounds. Features will include:
ologist at Des Moines.
Mrs. Blanche Fort, living southeast
These records say that the hottest ness of heart diseases. She had been a boys and g-irls model airplane buildof Anita, has filed a suit for divorce day in Iowa was August 3, 1930, when bedfast for the last six weeks.
ing contest; a statewide competition
against her husband, Arley Fort, the thermometer reached 113 at Sac
She was born on a farm five miles in all types of public school work; a
charging cruel and inhuman treat- City and averaged 106.3 over the northwest of Oskaloosa on May 29, farm boys and girls' livestock and
ment. The action is filed for the Sep1868, being a daughter of the late crops, judging contest on August 24
state.
tember term of the Cass county disThe coldest day was on January 12, Edward and Margaret Bryan. In and 25; a boys and girls' health contrict court.
1913, when the mercury sank to 47 1888 she was married to David Rob- test, a girls' style show embracingMrs. Fort, in the petition, charges degrees below zero in Cherokee coun- inson" at Oskaloosa, and in 1892 the garments which the girls themselves.
her husband with fits of jealousy and ty, 46 degrees below zero in Lynn family moved Ho Anita to make their have made; a farm boys and girls'
asserts that he is an addict to intoxi- county, and 42 degrees below zero in home. While living she was divorced 4-H livestock show of more than 1,~
from Mr. Robinson, and on September 500 animals which the children have
cating liquors. She charges that her Marion county.
husband has threatened to shoot the
If pioneers can tell him when it 18, 1904, she was united in marriage raised themselves, daily demonstrawas' colder or hotter than his records to Charles Ecklin. Mr. and Mrs. Eck- tions by selected boys and girls' teams:
show he will be glad to hear from lin moved to Atlantic in 1904 and from 99 counties, demonstrating prinmade their home there until their re- cipal farm and home projects, andl
jealous rages.
them.
green trees set out in the cemetery
the annual Iowa baby health contest
spective deaths.
The plaintiff asks a decree, custody
this spring twice a day during the of the minor son and further relief
Surviving
are
eight
children,
Mrs.
with nearly 500 entries.
Miss Irene Stubb of Harlan is here
past month. Of the 1,000 trees set which the court finds equitable.
Besides the free admission on childfor a few weeks' visit at the home Burt Stone of Cumberland; Mrs. Logam
R.
Kelley
of
Sioux
City;
Carl
out, less than 150 of them have died.
ren's
day, August 25, state fair officof her aunt, Mrs. A. A. Johnson and
Robinson of Atlantic; Mrs. Graceials have also announced that any
Mrs.
H.
R.
Redburn
is
home
from
husband.
in "company
Miss p7rn Stauffer,
Turner of Omaha; Mrs. Pearl Balzer boy or girl under 12 will be admitted.
a visit with relatives and friends in
with Mrs. McGee and daughter, Miss Kansas City. She was accompanied
Everyone will guard himself against of Des Moines; Mrs. E. L. Grimstead free every day of the fair, and childEva and Miss Virginia Ford, all of on the trip by her brother-in-law and breaking the laws of society, thus of Blythedale, Missouri; Ralph Ecklin ren between 12 and 16 for half price.
Pagosa Springs, Colorado, stopped sister, Mr. and Mrs. D. R. Donohoe serving a term in a penal institution, of Atlantic; and Mrs. Clifford EdMrs. Lester Levi and daughters,
£r a *hort visit Saturday evening
after seeing "The Mlayor of Hell," at wards of Cumberland; ten grandNorma
Jean and Joan, are spending
with her grandfather, Bertram! Stauf- of Walnut.
children,
one
sister,
Mrs.
Carrie
Nott
the Rialto Theatre Saturday and SunS and her aunts, Mrs. Alpha Nelson Chester A. Long, A. R. Kohl, M. M. day evenings.
of Oskaloosa, and two brothers, Fred the week with relatives and friends
in Clearfield, Iowa.
and Albert Bryan of Oskaloosa.
and sons, and Mrs. Robert Scott and Burkhart, J. A. Wagner and G. A.
on. t h e r
Carl
H.
Daubendiek,
assistant
secFuneral
services
were
held
at
2:30
The
party
were
busband.
Roe were in Des Moines last Friday
The Misses Louise and Anna Ditt„> Century of Progress in
retary and treasurer of the West o'clock Friday afternoon at the Roafternoon attending a special qieet- Iowa Telephone Co., was here to spend land, Peacock and Baxter funeral man and their nephew, Donald GrandChicago, and were on the Capper tour i, of business men from various
all, accompanied by Mrs. J. W. Macklg
Al we e enjoying every m.nuto of towns and cities of Iowa at the Cham- the week end with his family. He home in Atlantic, and, burial was
lin and daughter, Margaret, of Dea
made
in
the
Atlantic
cemetery.
is
working
at
the
present
time
on
the trip and will take the southern ber of Commerce building there. I roMoines, left Sunday for Chicago
home, which will enable them visions of the national industrial re- some of the exchanges belonging to
"Gold Diggers of 1933" at the Rialto where they will spend a couple of
, m uch of the various states. covery act were explained to the re- the company in the northwestern part
weeks at the Century oi' Progress.
Theatre August 12, 13 ^nd 14.
of the state.
0 say they were loud in
.resentatives atlendint' the session.
3S

Phone 43
We Deliver
Anita, Iowa

Friday and Saturday
Specials

Matches
f* AlTiTlTiT

Mrs. Cora Currier, 60,
Dies in

22c

Soap-

-Engagement of Former
"Mutchy" Mclntyre Was
Anita Girl Is Announced Here For a Short Visit

Anita Merchants Planning
to Act With the NIRA

Scouts of Anita are enouting this week at Crystal
-Lewis. Hcroer Bangham,
Scout Master, accompanied
[the trip.
teachers for the coming
selected in Audubon
teachers and districts
" Minnie Bengaard,
•y* fiengaard, No. 2;
• No. 3; Blanche CiNora Harris, No. 6;
N
O- 6; L. Johnston,
Flemish, No. 8; and
"• No. 9. iPour of the
«*ive $60 a month, two
f« and the other three
Officers of the Awschool board are
President; P. J. Tbielly at
"i Wm. F

NUMBER 41 '

Hottest Day in History of Former Anita Lady Dies
Iowa Was August 3, 1930 at Her Home in Atlantic

Blanche Fort Is Seeking
Divorce From Husband

Iowa Youth in Spotlight
at This Year's State Fair

THURSDAY. AUGUST 3. 1933

THE TRIBUNE, ANITA. IOWA
"I Love Hubby" Club
Cheers Up Spouses
Puente, Calif. — Long suffering
husbands here were walking primrose paths following formation of
"I Love My Husband club."
The club, sponsored by the La
Puente Valley Journal, was established for the promotion of a more
humane treatment of husbands.
The club never meets, and has no
dues. The sole requirement for
members la the practice of devotion to husbands.
Husbands are behind the club.
"It's a great idea," said one husband. "We ,have a Mother's day,
and a Father's day, but the poor
bard working husbands appear to
be forgotten altogether."

1932 Decreases U. S.
Weddings, Divorces

from three to five days to elapse between the application for a marriage
license and the issuance of the same."
The ten states with the rate of
Washington.—Cupid has been hit by their increased wedding activity were
the depression, but his bitterest enemy, Missouri, 3.5 per cent; South Dakota,
2.7 per cent; Nebraska, 6.6 per cent;
divorce, has suffered even inore.
The bureau of the census has dis- West Virginia, 1.7 per cent; Missisclosed that the third year of the de- sippi, 5.1 per cent; Arkansas, 5.2 per
pression, 1932, saw a sharp decrease cent; Oklahoma, less than one-tenth
of • 1 per cent; New Mexico, 8 per
both in marriages and divorces.
The bureau gave no reasons, but of- cent; Arizona, 1 per cent, and Utah
ficials express their belief that unem- one-half of 1 per cent.
ployment, reduced earning power, and
For every divorce in this country
lack of confidence in the Immediate during 1932, the bureau disclosed,
there were 6.1 marriages. This reprefuture were responsible.
WARS ON GANGSTERS
Marriages in 1932 totaled 081,759, sented a distinct gain for the marthe bureau reported, compared with riages. Last year there were 5.8 wed1,060,791 in 1931, a decrease of 7.5 per dings for every divorce.
cent The decline began in 1930 with
Nevada Leads Lift
Nevada, with Its Beno, continued to
a drop of 5.9 per. cent
Divorces were 160,329 in 1932, com- lead the list of states in the ratio
pared with 188,664 In the previous of divorces to marriages. Nevada reyear; the decrease was 12.7 per cent, ported nearly as many endings as bewhile the 1990-'S1 decline was 4.1 per ginnings of married life. There were
only 1.8 weddings for every divorce
cent
There were in 1932, the bureau In the state. New York and the Disstated, 7.9 marriages for every 1,000 trict of Colombia, on the other hand,
persons in the country's total popu- reported 21.4 and 35.3 weddings for
lation of 124,822,000, as compared with every divorce during the year.
8.5 in 19311 when the population was
In Illinois during the year, the na124,070,000. At the same time, there tional slump In both marriages and
were 1.28 divorces for every 1,000 of divorces was reflected, although the
population in 1932, as against 1.48 decline In divorces was by far the
in 1931.
.heavier. Weddings In the state numbered 65,088, the bureau revealed, for
Vtowing Figures by States.
In arriving at the national percent- a decrease of 9.1 per cent Divorces
age decrease in the number of wed- totaled 11.745. declining by 15.5 per
dings, the bureau found the declines cent from the preceding year. There
In various States ranging from a drop were 5.5 marriages for every divorce,
of 43.5 per cent in Iowa to only 0.8 and 8.4 weddings for every 1,000 of
Joseph B. Keenan. Cleveland attor- per cent In Texas.
population in the state, as compared
?y7 flihia desk* In the Department of
In ten states the bureau found In- with 1.51 divorces.
Justice where he directs the .co-ordi- creases in the number of marriages.
Wisconsin reported 14,035 marriages
nated federal-state-munlclpal crusade These gains were attributed' Infer- during the year, for a decrease of 5.1
against gangsters and racketeers. entlally by the statistical census of- per cent from 1931. Divorces totaled
Keenan, who gained valuable experi- ficials to eluding stringent marriage 2,358 in the state, declining by 10.9
ence in his drive on Cleveland gang- laws by skipping across a state to per cent There were 6 marriages fo?
sters in 1919, has begun by compil- v the nearest ,parson in a more liberal every divorce and 4.7 weddings and
ing a. comprehensive list of gangland neighboring state.
0.79 divorces for every 1,000 of popu"All ten states," the bureau said, lation.
personnel. Politicians with criminal
affiliation* will come In for special "adjoin'those In which recent changes
In Indiana, marriages numbered 36,made In the marriage laws require 105, dropping by 5.9 per cent while
attention, he said.
divorces totaled 6,322 for a decrease of
13.1 per cent For every divorce
there were 5.7- weddings, while for
every 1,000 Inhabitants of the state
there were 11 marriage and 1.93
Payrolls Increase and Produc- factored but only 15,606,000 feet divorces.
shipped. Unfilled orders totaled only
tion Shows Gain.
16,013,000 feet
Then the nation went off the gold accurate than the one Columbus was
New Orleans.—Long faces in the standard and by May 27 the file of using and In some ways even superior
southern pine lumber industry, which unfilled orders had risen to 46,050,000 to the one we use today."
Mason's most recent expedition was
ranks second to King Cotton as the feet, a clear gain of 30,043,000 feet, or
big shot of Dixie pay rolls, are bright- almost twice the shipments of the first financed jointly by the Nelson art srallery of Kansas City and the Museum
ening.
week of the year.
of the American Indian, Heye foundaEmployment has Increased, prices
Shipments for the year to date, 512,- tion, New York.
have gone up, and the plies of lumber 922,000 feet have surpassed producweathering in the mill yards have di- tion by 71,000,000 feet, reducing piledminished.
Drilling for "Dry Ice"
up stocks by that amount
After the stock market crash the
The stock decrease, combined with
Booms Fields in Texas
industry, under urgings from the the increase in unfilled' orders, shows
Midland,
Tex.—A new type of drillWhite Bouse not to create unemploy- a total gain in business of over 100,ing activity is booming In this secment by reducing manufacturing out- 000,000 feet
tion of Texas. The search now Is for
put, and assured that prosperity was
During the week of May 27, the carbon dioxide gas wells which projust around the corner, carried on.
mills reported they shipped 38,541,000 duce "dry ice."
During 1931 the price of lumber, un- feet or more than the totals of the
Derricks are being erected In Mora,
der the weight of piled up, unsold, un- first two weeks of the year. During
wanted lumber in mill yards, slumped that same week, production was 26,- Harding, and Torrance counties. The
rapidly. Operators offered their wares 863,000 feet an Increase which northeastern part of the state already
at lower and lower prices In an effort brought more employment and bigger has several "dry Ice" wells, which
to move the product and raise cash to pay rolls to be spent • with the mer- are proving to be better commercial
assets than oil wells.
meet pay rolls, bank obligations and chants.
taxes.
Nine-Year-Old Writes
In January, 1933, the Southern Pine
association reported that for one week South American Indians
and Reads 5 Languages
17,974,000 feet of lumber were manuFirst Mathematicians
Dalhart, Tex.—Bobby Ryan, nine
Kansas City, Mo.—Indiana in .Cen- years old, can apeak and read five
tral America used anaesthetics long be- languages. He waa born of American
Dramatic Fights to Save
fore Columbus made his voyage of dis- parents In Manila, Philippine Islands,
Wild Fowl Are Reported covery, and were acquainted with the where he had a Chinese nurse. He
Washington.—Dramatic stories of fundamentals of mathematics long be- acquired, a Japanese nurse when his
men battling frigid blasts and treach- fore white men learned them, according family moved to Yokohama and
erous terrain to save thousands of wa- to Gregory Mason, explorer and arch- Tokyo. He learned the French and
Spanish languages from books and
terfowl from starvation last winter eologlst
"How many Americans realize," Ma- conversation.
are told In a report of the biological
son asked, "that the Toltecs built a
survey.
three times as great In bulk
Fighting through icy weather, 20 to pyramid
aa
the
biggest
in Egypt, that the White Men Forbidden to
40 degrees below zero. United States Peruvians made tapestries
finer than
Fish on Reservation
•Game Protector Kenneth F. Roahen any of Europe, and that the
Mayans
Pocatello,
Idaho.—There was weep.and helpers on foot and sled carried invented zero 600 years before the
•corn and wheat donated by farmers Hindus—which means that the Mayans ing and walling among sportsmen here
and sportsmen to selected feeding sta- were able to multiply and divide 1,000 when the Indian council at the Fort
Hall Indian reservation ruled that
tions In southern Montana during a years before Europeans could.
white men could not flsh there under
severe Februaj-y freeze. There the
"The red skinned natives of Yuca4
ffaTa was gobbled by thousands .of tan, whom Cortez called 'Barbarians,' any circumstances. As the reservahalf-famished wild ducks, most of were better astronomers than the Eu- tion includes choice fishing spots, white
sportsmen are pleading with Indians
them mallards.
ropeans, and had a calendar far more for a reversal of the order.
Earlier In the winter Reservation
Protector Hugh M. Worcester at the
Upper Klamath Wild Life refuge, Oregon, led a score of volunteers on a
two-day trip which resulted in the
saving of 1,200 ice-bound ducks and
100 horned and eared grebes. The
birds were transported to peos at refuge headquarters for recovery.

Census Officials Cite Job
Scarcity as Reason.

Lumber Mills Are Busy as Prices Mount

Cathedral Work Halts—No Funds

Woman Battles 20 Hours
and Lands 400-Pound Fish
New York.—Mrs. Oliver C. Grlnnell,
of New York and Bay Shore, with the
help of Wally Baker, captain of her
boat, the Oligrln, landed on rod and
reel In the gray dawn off Fire Island,
« 400-pound broadtail swordflsb, after
a battle lasting 20 hours. In making
this catch Mrs. Orlunell, who Is the
holder of the women's Atlantic broadbill swordflsU record, experienced her
greatest offshore adventure and at the
same time Inaugurated the 1933 North
Atlantic big-game fishing season.

By Frances French
m. 19J8 MoClure New»im.per syndicate.
"*
WNU Service

F YOU'VE ever seen Howe Hollow
In the spring, you've seen something. A background of low, rolling hills, covered with soft green.
Through the valley, a winding clear,
shallow brown stream—Howe brook,
it Is called— an occasional rocky ford
across its bubbling surface, and willows sweeping their long branches
down over its waters. The green and
pink of blooming apple trees on the
slopes of the stone-cleared farms. Zigzagging old gray rail fences marking
the ancient boundaries, or straight,
wide, old gray stone walls, sometimes
as wide as the span of a man's arms.
And, cradled In the green trees,
small, old white clapboard houses, with
green blinds and faded red brick chimneys. Not big houses, for Howe Hollow has never supported a rich population. But comfortable houses, that
have been kept in good condition by
generations of comfortable people.
If you had seen Howe Hollow as It
lay In the soft twilight of an evening
In late May, with the sun just leaving
the treetops and the thrushes singing
their sweet spring song In the gatherIng ,dusk, you perhaps would not have
wondered at the love Martha Howe bore
it Her father, and her father's fathers before him—her husband's ancestors, too—had lived there through
the years. The blood of old Joshua
Howe, who had founded the settlement two centuries before, flowed
through the veins of her son William.'
And Martha Howe, a widow a few
years after her marriage, had seen to
It that William knew and venerated
Howe Hollow and all that It stood for.
"But, dear me, Anna Pratt," she said,
rising stiffly from her knees before
her Sweet William border, where she
had been ruthlessly rooting out weeds,
"I dont mind because William went
to the city. Of course not Young
people today aren't content with the
things that made life complete for us
when we were young." She spoke
slowly and carefully as she dusted
her hands against each other to free
them from the soft earth of the flower
border.
"No, it appears they aren't" vMra.
Pratt spoke acidly. "I know times
change, Martha, but I've always said
Howe Hollow waa good enough for
anyone—leastwise and more specially
for a Howe—and I'll always stick to
It And what 'your William can find
any better down In New York than we
can find right here I don't know.
Mrs. Howe said only, "Come on up
on the porch and sit down, Anna. I'll
just run In and wash my hands and
get a shawl and then come back and
sit here a while. I love these spring
t*Illghts."
i But perhaps If you had seen Howe
Hollow In the soft, sleepy twilight of
that late May evening you would have
wondered how flesh and blood could
endure it Perhaps you would have
sympathized with some of the younger
Howe Hollow Inhabitants, who gratefully shook Its dust from their feet
as lightly as Martha Howe shook the
dust of her Sweet William border from
her fingers. "Howe Hollow I" said one
young wit, "Yeah I It's hollow, all
right And how 1"
Martha never blamed William for
choosing the city instead of his ancestral home for his work. William
had developed real talent, as a boy, in
painting. She had 'conserved the family resources to the utmost that she
might give him a good education—Including two years' work in Paris. Now
that he was a successful magazine
Illustrator she took it quite for granted that he should elect to live in New
Tork. Naturally, that was the place
for him. But In spite of her careful
refusal to discuss the situation with
her old friend Anna Pratt, Martha was
troubled.
Times were bad—everybody knew
that. William had been, graciously
and generously, sending something to
Martha each week to help keep up
the old house. He had done It more as
a matter of repaying her for his expensive training than as a flllal duty.
He had been careful In making Martha feel that But even now a successful Illustrator might find himself a bit
short of funds. It was .not surprising
that William had less money than he
had had. And William was In love.
He had written his mother of his engagement to Felice Leeways. Felice
had made a good beginning toward
real success as a motion picture actress, when a fall had lamed her—
slightly, but permanently, In such a
way that she could not hope for a future as a screen star. William and
Felice were to be married-tomorrow
Then n a few days they were coming
to visit Martha. And Martha knew
from wmi ain . B letters, that he would
ask her toK|ve up ber oM home

I

the New Kugund hills and go back
with hhn to New York A t « «£*
he had said, he worried about her She
would be 8 af« r . f a r r a o r e
boarding a block or s

Life Not
Law!

Anna Pratt arrived at the back door
of the Howe bouse while Martha was
getting breakfast the morning after
William and Felice reached the Hollow. Martha asked her in.
Well, you seem to be killing the
fatted calf, all right," Anna said, curl-.
ously surveying the skillet of bacon
waiting to be cooked, the hot, steam-'
ing muffins under a cloth, the pitcher
of thick cream, the big blue bdwl df
stewed rhubarb, and Martha's grandmother's silver coffee service waiting
for the fragrant coffee bubbling over
the fire. "I saw her, last night, down
in the village buying some cold cream
at the store; Funny how these modern
girls paint their lips."
Martha saw, In her mind's eye, the
pale thin face of Felice, with its
smooth childishly rounded cheeks, untouched by rouge, and Its clearly outlined red lips.
'We used to wear crimpers, didn't
we?" Martha answered back in spirit
"I do, yet It's the only way I can
keep my hair decent And we ruined
our ears having them punctured, and
laced our waists—"
Well I didn't say anything against
her. Only, you might as well know
what everybody's saying. Everybody's
saying William and she will take you
away from Howe Hollow. Back to the
city."
Martha turned quickly to the stove.
"Coffee most boiled over,? she said,
"And I hate to have it do that Seems
so careless,"
"Well—" Anna Pratt walked to the
dllnng room door. "I s'pose I'd better run along. Violets and apple
blossoms I I must say they, look
pretty with your blue wlllowware."
And she went her way.
There was a light sound behind
the half-open dining, room door, and
Felice came, with her slight limp, into
the kitchen. Felice In a blue linen
dress—not as Martha had expected
her, in silk pajamas—her lips, as
carefully red as they were the night
before, a light of affection and understanding In her'bright eyes.
She put a timid arm around Martha's shoulder, and nestled soft yellow
hair against soft, gray hair. Tour
hair looks lovely, Mother Howe," she
said. Then she laughed. '1 adore
:
crimpers.''
Martha blushed. "Well" she said,
"Anna Pratt Is an old friend—I suppose you heard what she said. But
she never did have sense enough to
mind her own business. I'm sorry
you've been-bothered by our small
gossip. Just you forget it And Til
get your breakfast right on-the table."
Felice picked up the bowl of rhubarb. "HI help," she said. "No-r
wait" She laid the bowl back on
the table. "William was going to tell
you .when he comes down. But i cant
wait Mother Howe—I love it here.
We've decided—if you want us—well
stay here. It will cost a lot less. And
William can do a lot of painting.
Apple trees in bloom with an old stone
wall behind them—"
"And you in a blue linen dress,
with violets in your bauds—" Martha
Howe put her arms about Felice.
"Yes—and William, here, where he
really belongs. Mother Howe, may
we stay? We thought we'd ask/you to
go back to the city with us. But
when we got here—something seemed
to hold us."
"Yes," nodded Martha, "yea—you
may stay."
'
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Foxes Can BIS Outwitted
at the Woodland Spring
Brer Reynard's reputation for "foxiness" is only matched b'w his keenness
of scent, but an ordinary woodland
spring has been found the best place
to outwit him.
Long regarded by sportsmen and
farmers as the nemesis of Incautious
poultry and small game, the for depends principally, upon scent to lead
him to his quarry and warn of the
presence of enemies. Bubbling woodland springs, however, have been
found to leave no telltale scent, and
by wading up their outlets the trapper
can approach these pools where foxee
love to quench their thirst Without
leaving odorous traces of his presence,
A sod or moss-covered stone is
placed about two feet from the bank
of the spring so that It protrudes"
about two Inches above water level. A
bait is laid on the sod. A submerged
rock is placed half way between the
bait and the bank. A steel trap with
a light sod on the pan, the only part
of the trap above water, Is then, a*ranged as a stepping stone to the bait
The trapper leaves the set'by wading
down the outlet and thus no human or
trap acent will remain to warn the
"foxy" fox.
Investigations Into the food of foxes
show that they prefer game bird* rabbits, rodents, large Insects, poultry and
eggs ID addition to acorns and other
nuts. As was true in the days when
Aesop concocted his fable dt the "Fox
and Grapes," they also fancy these and
other fruits.

It soothes and cook
«id remove,
comfort* W>y'« tender
T«nU chafing and irritation,
tho finiifaing touch to Mo
Price 25c
fefpcfeton; Potter Dru«0*'1
/^Corporation. Mat*' -*

of AneUuto
Martha knew the necessity to
A l l d „,

Ant'lopa H«» 59-Inch Horn*

Cambridge, Maes.—Horns 59 inches
long—within 5 inches of the world record—grace a mounted giant sable antelope which has been added to the
rare animal collection at the Harvard
museum of comparative zoology. The
antelope was bagged by Prentlaa Gray,
,of Mew York, in Portuguese Angola
and presented by him.

ANCESTORS

The Howe house was on*
There would be little difficulty
selling it
J.
*"Jl/
But Martha's heart was heavy. _„
sQ T
ancestors—her husband's ancestors*^
seemed to be putting out restralnlat
papers tell Of „ ,, ,
hands to hold her, to keep her, whire"
R
Crusoe who lived
'
she belonged.

Air view of the magnificent new national cathedral now m ^roc-ess
construction at Mt. St. Albans near Washington. The great structure is i
one-third completed and construction haa been temporarily halted due to i "u
of funds. Ten million dollars IB needed to complete the Job.

,

There Is a village in Durham where
the old folk proudly boast that If their"
ages were totaled together they would
stretch back to the days when Adam
was a lad. Shotley Bridge Is the place
where people live happy and tong. It
has only a few hundred tBOCbltantf,
but they Include several nonagenarians and over a score of eighty-yearolds, while people df sixty and seventy
are looked upon as youngsters.
real Herald.
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Wheat Allotment to fit
Demand of United States

Burkhart's
We Deliver

(Editor's Note:
This is the
fourth of a series of stories prepared by the Extension Serv.ce
at Iowa State College and Warren
Duncan, county agent, explaining the "how, what and why of
the wheat acreage adjustment
program being offered Cass county,farmers.)

Phone 300

Friday-Saturday Specials
LEMONS, fancy Sunkkist, per. d<|*n
2?c
CORN FLAKES,large size pa$age.
10c
COCOA, quart jar
19c
flFLY SPBAY, pint can.....:......
25C
SOAP, White Naptha^lO bars....,
25C
OYSTER SHELLS, Pilot brand, 100 pounds... .7sc
FRUET JAKS, square Mason, per dozen
69c
: SUGAR SACKS, while they last, 6 for
25C
MILK, from tested cows, p^f, quart
^
v
OATMEAL, Mother's China..,
*
25C
SARDINES, mustard or tomato, 3 oval cans... .255
FLY SWATTERS, cellostran or wire
9c
NRA 100%.

The wheat allotment for each county will be based upon the average
wheat production of each, county- for
the five-year period of 1928 to 1932,
according to Murl McDonald, assistant director of the Extension Service
at Iowa State College and in charge
of the field forces doing the organization and educational work on the
wheat program.
This question of how the allotment
is made is one which puzzles many
people judging from questions received by the workers.
First, Secretary Wallace will determine how much the wheat acreage
should be reduced, which amount will
not exceed 20 per cent. This percentage reduction is then applied to the,
production of each county. The Department of Agriculture has been
keeping records of production by counDICK POWELL is the "angel" of the show, but to him Polly, played by RUBY KEELBR, is the angel of
LEGION AUXILIARY NOTEsI
LLOYD LESLIE WHEATLEY.
ties for many years which makes this
M* heart Scene from Warner Bros, sensational picture, "Gold Diggers of 1933" featee attracts.at
information easily available.
tte Sto Theatre in Anita «m Saturday Sunday and Monday, August 12,13 and 14. Also Sunday matinee.
Lloyd Leslie Wheatley, son of Mr. ..The; American Legion An
For instance, Mr. McDonald exand
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plained, that if a county's average
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checks from the Federal government He was of kind djspOBitiOn, and thoa
CO
riends for the many acts of kindness for two-thirds of the total payment jhad gftined maj,y friends> He will
WE CAN MAKE IT."
602-4 E. 3rd. St.
General ..->
$17,500 $4,884 $2,500 $4,000 $13,000 $20,941 $23,311 and sympathy extended us during our due them after September 16. A s - i v misged by &n> especially(by the
ecent bereavement, the death of our suming that the farmer's allotment jrelatives and ciose
1,500 1,715 1,763
School House
1,650 387
nusband and father, P. A. Smith. We is 500 bushels and assuming further i
Swan, Martin & Ma
were held at the
Totals,
$f9,150 $5,271 $2,500 $4,000 $14,500 $22,656 $25,074 also wish to thank those who sent that the benefit payment ig- fixed
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church in Adair,
flowers and assisted with the funeralabout
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centga abushel,
bush<jLthis
this farmer's
fam,
General
Law' Business
3030cents
Estimated taxes per $1,000.00 of assessed value, $14.51.
Wednesday afternoon, July 26th.,
services.
total benefit payment would be $180. conducted by the pastor, Rev. J. M.
Estimated taxes in mills per dollar of taxable valuation, 58t2.
Ask For
Mrs. P. A. Smith
These figures, of course, are used DeBerg. Interment was in Sunny
Taxable valuation (1932) $249,792.
and
'Family.
Cloverbloom Ice Ci
merely for illustration, the actual pay- Hill cemetery.—Adair News.
- Moneys and Credits (1932) $324,599.
The Cream Supreme
ments may be more or less, dependAmount levied, in 1930 (56.1 mills) $15,894.
At Most Dealers
Wm.
Kief
and
wife
of
Adair,
foring on what benefit payment is estabNumber of persons of school age in the district, 277.
CARD OF THANKS.
mer residents of this vicinity, are lished. In this instance the farmer
the parents of a baby boy, born Mon- would receive two-thirds of his total
Gree
We wish tc thank the many friends Cut Zurfluh
Flowers, Fnneral Desifl»
day.
payment or $120 this fall and the who were so kind and sympathetic
of AH Kinds.
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son and
who is connected with one of the large ( has
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«
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Lloyd
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Leslie Wheatley, and also those who
Osborae-TomlinsoB
Chicago banks, has been spending~a ""
sent the beautiful flowers to him in
vacation from his duties, visiting relFuneral H
G. A. Roe and son, Jack, were Des ; the hospital.
atives and friends in 'Walnut, Atlantic
Sixth ft Oak Streets
Moines visitors Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Wheatley
and Anita.
Est. i$66
Ambulance and Children.
James Nelson visited with friends
LARSON—The
Andy Chapman and wife have
Two books borrowed from the Osmoved to Anita from Wiota and are! i n Iowa City a few davs the Past
Op-tom-e-trist
ceola library in 1910 were just reoccupying the Rudolph property west weejcFor Setter R
cently returned.
of the town hall. A number of years
Established 20
Robert Fletcher was thrown from a
ago the Chapman family were resihorse which he was riding at his home
Harry Swartz and wife returned Roland,,Peacock & .
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after- home
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Garden
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Kan-<
nUfht, regardless of
the oldest in the country. The flag j pital for X-ray and treatment.
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when there were only 36 states in j A business meeting of the Ladies
Southwest Iowa's Fo««
Cortes Taylor of Unity, Sask., CanDepartment
the Union.
37th state to be
tne
union, The
me vnn
be adad-1i Cemetery
v,emei*iy Association
Associauon was held on; ada, is visiting In
in the Wiota vicinity
mitted was Nebraska, March 1, 18671j Thursday evening at the home of the | with his brother, W. B. Taylor and
_-.._ flag
....„ must have been made prior secretary,
secretary, Mrs. Flavia Hook.
so the
The;
The j family,
family, and
and with
with other,
other, relatives
relatives and
and Atlantic SheetjW^
to that time, probably during the lat-! business of the month was trans- friends. He is also spending some
d Vent2*'
ter part of the Civil war. The 36 acted.
time with friends in the Anita vicin;
t
-Do/iin
ReP8*
stars are placed in a circle, Another I
Expert
ity.
of Mr Wolf's prized possessions in a |
five dollar bill in Confederate money. ] ble with its scrip issue. The officials
I
The currency of the Confederacy has' started issuing it to men working for
1
become quite rare.
the town. The plan was to have it
stamped each time it changed hands
Woodbine, in Harrison county, is One man was not supposed to accept
a town of 1,500 population. It isn't it until he had witnessed the other
AUTODAC
"dead" town, either. But a re- man affix a stamp. Then some peoBACON SQUARES, per pound.
FBt AUG. SS-BEPT. 1
capitulation of ttye county's assess- pie hoarded the
World'* vrMtMt drivscrip to pay their
BACON SLAB, per pound
en, world's (iitett car*.
ment rolls reveals the interesting fact light and water bills.
Wwt «w«r b«M In Iowa.
.
Under present
Br*rr night on brilliant.
In • imaiblnc race*
that there are only four radios m
RIB BOIL, per pound.....
progress it is estimated that it will
}T illuminated State
each afternoon.
the entire town. Their value is
track.
take three years to retire the issue
A Complete Line of Cold Meats to
It isn't because Woodbine folks can't
IQOQO 5H5HTS WNEW SENSATIONS! BANDS
Ihe best plan is to have the scrip
afford
them,
either.
The
recapitula200 to* poekMI wHb exblblU and entertainment
stamped on a given date, the date
tion also shows that moneys and cred•tat* woipan'i «ipo»tUon. machinery «how, ftah
being printed on the back of each
fpft gam* Trh<h>*i aoto «how, radio ihow, namits in that town are assessed at $6y'2,motb mUwn, flocMr IKUTM abowfj an
piece of strip. The usual plan is to
754, mostly in the form of cash in
you'll »»*r ton*
banks, the largest amount by a con- stamp them once a week. There are
siderable margin of any town in the a number of plans of issuing and retmng scrip but something is wrong
county.
with all of them.
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Ball Game that Cost
Lives

COMFORTABLE HENS
BETTER PRODUCERS
Pays to Keep Flock Healthy
and Free From Lice.

The usual summer decline in egg
production may be overcome-to some
extent If flock owners will take precautions to keep their birds healthy, 'JtnnoR ^TOPIC—P,,.U
and comfortable.
This means checking the depredations of mites and lice, providing adequate shade, giving ample feed, supplying fresh water, and then culling
>enon-producers.
' ,
O, P. Parrish, poultry extension.specialist at North Carolina state college,
says mites are night prowlers. They blzed this and
bide away In the cracks and crevice* the lesson' text _
of the house, usually, on the perch ventenoe the lesson
poles. In daylight and come out at be printed has been
light to attack the hens. If the polea first chapter, verses 6-19
and house are thoroughly cleaned with a mixture of old cylinder oil and kerosene In equal parts, the pests may be
I'-TJie sojourn In Moab
controlled. This treatment should he '0$ actount of famine in i
given two or three times during the hot of Jadah,-Ellmelech with K
months.
Lice remain on the birds at all times thei lind. During this sojo»T
and once a flock becomes infested,1 It melech died, leaving Naomi th
Is always Infested until the pests are ow/, to ctee for two fatherless w
eradicated. The birds may be dusted
2. The marriage of the two
or dipped with some preparation: or (T. 4). During the sojoura
with sodium fluoride or the perch sou fell ID love with and
PONT1AC (takjen from pnlu
poles may be painted in the late after- Moabltlsh women named On,
oriqinal pamtmcj known)
noon of a warm,, still day with nico- Bntb, For God's chosen Peopi7,
t i n e sulphate. • ' . ; . '
to sojourn In the world exposej'u
Parrlsh recommends that the laying to the likelihood of totenaanta
house be kept well ventilated to sum- the members of the famtij *t
mer. There must be fresh air without people of the world.
direct draft This shows a necessity
8. The death of the sons (y. 5
for intakes and outlets properly ar- * brief time, three widows
ranged. He says the birds must be in the 009 family relation.,
kepi cool if they are to continue lay- lly went to Moab to escape
MARQUETTEL AT MACKINAC
ing.
only-to have their troubles gre
Shade Is a necessity on any poultry created.' When i&od's people ±
my visitor. I. answered that I could not think of
going to the Sault so soon after the arrival of
farm and artificial shelters must be the world 'to escape difflculttaj
my clerks. Finding himself unable to prevail
provided If natural shade Is lacking. are sur« to suffer in conseqn
with me, he withdrew for that day; but early
Laying hens also'consume an abundII. Naomi's Return to the I
the next morning he came again, bringing with
ance of water and a supply that to Judsh (v». <M4).
him his wife and a present of dried meat At
fresh and clean needs to be available
INDIAN BALL
BecauM of the chastisement'!
this Interview, after stating that he had several
at all times.
vat. ten| nfton Naomi, she i
PLAYER.
packs of beaver, for which he Intended to deal
return W her country. The
with me, he expressed a second time his appreof God*t chastisement is to i
hensions from the numerous Indians who were
Keep Poultry Growing
children to return unto blm.
around the fort, and earnestly pressed me to
With Nourishing Feeds When the time came for Namai
consent to an immediate departure for the Sault.
Low prices for poultry products are go, Ruth f(nd Orpah accompanied [
"As a reason for this particular request, be aslargely responsible for the tendency [ for a distance. This she
sured me that all the Indians proposed to come
on the part of chicken and turkey i bnt deetrmlned to place be
In a body that day to the fort to demand liquor
to "let down" on the feeding I frankly the difficulties that would t
of the commandant, and that he wished me to
to take possession of the fort. To make tbel growers
be gone before they should grow intoxicated. I
success more certain, they prevailed upon a of proper growing rations for the j front them. 'Having laid the,
had made, at the period to which I am now remany as they could to come out of the tort, young chickens and poults even ! before them, she urged them to I
ferring, so much progress in the language la
while at the same time their squaws, wrapped though the market value of feeds to back. <As much as Naomi towd.l
which Wawatam addressed me, as to be able to
fine
would not I
In blankets, beneath which they had concealed low, says O. C. Ufford. extension poul- flauihterfrln-law,
bold an ordinary conversation In the language in
murderous weapons, were placed Inside the en- tryman at the Colorado Agricultural them go with her without tan
It; but the Indian manner of speech Is so exfully what; their decision
closure. The plot was so Ingeniously laid that college.
travagantly figurative that it Is only for a very
III. ^UtMs Noblo Choice (w. tti]
no one suspected danger. The discipline of the ' Such a practice is poor economy and
perfect master to follow and comprehend it engarrison was relaxed and the soldiers permit- will .result In underfed pullets going
This chplce on her part meant',]
tirely. Had I been further advanced In this reted to stroll about and view the sport witnout into the laying bouses this fall. They
L No chance to marry again]
spect, I think I should have gathered so much
weapons of defense. And even when the ball, will start laying later than normal and that day to be unmarried wall
Information from this, my friendly monitor, as
as If by chance, was lifted high In the air, when laying starts they will break greatest disgrace. Fnrthenm j
would have put me Into possession of the deto descend inside the pickets, and was followed under the strain of heavy production. was against God's law for tie)
signs of the enemy, and enabled me to save
by four hundred savages, all eager, all strugWith poults that are being forced to to marry outside of their own i
others as well as myself; as It was. It unfortugling, all shouting In the unrestrained pursuit range for all their food, an over-diet of
, 2. She must renounce ber
nately happened that I turned a deaf ear to
of a rude, athletic exercise, no alarm was felt grasshoppers and other feeds they can Idolatrous worship could not beij
everything, leaving Wawatam and his wife, after
until the shrill war-whoop told the startled gar- pick op Is not conducive to the best de- rled on In the land where
long and patient, but ineffectual efforts, to
rison that the slaughter had actually begun.
velopment and growth.
pie dwelt This was del
depart alone, with dejected countenance, and
"I did not go myself to see the match which
Minerals In the form of\bbnemeal touched upon by Naomi when
not before they had each let fall some tears.
was now to be played without the fort, because, and green feeds and water'are im- went back (v. 15). Orpah went' I
"The next day, being the fourth of June, was
there being a canoe prepared to depart on the portant parts of the growing ration *heB |t was plain that there^
the king's birthday. The morning was sultry.
following day for Montreal. I employed myself and play a big part In the health and chance to marry agata. At "•
A Chlppewa came to tell me that his nation
In writing letters to my friends; and even normal growth of the young bird*.
Naomi pqt an additional t
was going to play at baggatiway, with the Sacs,
when a fellow trader, Mr. Tracy, happened to
Ruth, that of giving op her i
another Indian nation, for a hi^ti wager. He
call upon me, saying that another canoe had
Ruth wa* equal to the occasion.
Invited me to witness the sport, adding that the
Just
arrived
from
Detroit,
and
proposing
that
I
Comb-Dubbing
Time
mbd was fully made up. Heri
commandant was to be there, and would be on
should go with him to the beach to inquire the
To avoid trouble with frozen combs expressions have come down to t
the side of the Chippewas. In consequence of
news, it so happened that I still remained to on male birds and consequent loss, of i wordtwfclch "no poetry has"
this Information, I went to the commandant, and
finish
my letters, promising to follow' Mr. Tracy fertility, many poultry keepers dub, or , valed,' aidd no pathos baa
expostulated with him a little, representing that
in the course of a few minutes. Mr. Tracfr had cut the combs of males that are to be and which have gone through i
the Indians might possibly have some sialster
not gone more than 20 paces from my door saved over as breeders—especially i'ies with the music that will i
end In view; but the commandant ouly smiled
when I heard an Indian war-cry and the noise Leghorns, Mlnorcas and other breed* | them bei forgotten." She va
at my suspicions.
of general confusion. Going Instantly to my win- that have large combs. Summer to
to share Naomi's
"The game of baggatiway which the Indians
dow, I saw a crowd of Indians within the fort, the time for the Job, says a writer In
played upon that memorable occasion Is the most
furiously cutting down and scalping every Eng- Country Gentleman, and It to best to %raT*v:iB ««?th, whatever th
exciting sport in which the red man could enlishman they found. In particular I witnessed do It while males are about half :"ber^;ltiine«iii[:,ttiat she would
gage. It was played with bat and bail. The
the fate of Lieutenant Jamette.
grown. Ordinary tailor shears may be her heathen gods, and «<«
bat, so-called, was about four feet In length and
"I had, in the room In which I was, a fowl- used. One cut Is made to remove the liovah, '
an Inch In diameter. It was made of the toughing piece, loaded with swan shot This I im- points and major portion of the combN ' IV- f lesslngs Which Attended
est material that could be found. At one end
mediately seized and held It for a few minutes, at the base, and another cut to take, Choice (chaps- 2-4)
It was curved, and terminated in a sort of rackGod y.
04
waiting to hear the drum beat to arms. In this off the larger portion of the blade. 4,
et, or perhaps more properly a ring, In which a
t,
8he fSoraid
i, O1W
JyUUU the
M.V true
"-dreadful Interval I saw several of ray country- third cut removes the major portion Instead of her heathen g°d8*Tlj
network of cord was loosely woven. The playmen fall and more than one struggling between of the wattle. One method of stop- anabl* to help her, she DOW »» j
ers were not allowed to touch the ball with the
the knees of an Indian who, holding him In this ping the bleeding Is to take a feather tog God—the God of Israel
hand, but caught it in this network at the end
manner, scalped blm while yet Hying."
of the bat. At either end of the ground a tall
2| Stie found human friew
from the bird and lay it along the cat
post was planted. These posts marked the staHenry saved hlraseli from the massacre by surface; but the most satisfactory 2). A* she went to glean *<
tion of the rival parties, and were sometimes a
hiding in the home of a French trader but he method is to apply Iron subaulphate to to the field of Boas, a o a a '
mile apart. The object of each party wus to
was Inter captured and eventually was ran the bleeding surface, making sura that and grace. The servants i
defend Its own post and carry the ball to
bomed by his friend, Wawatnm. Of the garrison none of it reaches the month of the With consideration. Even
that of the adversary.
Lieutenant Jnmette, 15 soldiers and the trader bird, for death will result if any it instructions for special con
"At the beginning of the game the main body
Tracy, were killed inside the fort. Captain Eth' swallowed.
to be given her.
of the players assembled halfway between the
rington. Lieutenant Leslie and 11 soldiers were
8. '.A good husband an
two posts. Every eye sparkles and every cheek
taken prisoners, 5 of whom were later killed.
home• jtcbapa 8. 4). S h e Ducks
Lay
in
Morning
Is already aglow with excitement The ball IB
A few days after the massacre a party of Ot
tossed high Into the air, und a general struggle
lay their eggs early In the CUted • husband, but a n
tawas arrived at Michllltnacklnac. They were m Ducks
who had an abundance of
r ln8 and 8non
ensues to secure it as it descends. He who suc°?
W »« kept confined
furious at the Chlppewas for making the
ceeds starts for the gonl of the adversary holdtwvw*
•
i trip •*
M
aUowe<1
to
without consulting them. So they took
. 4.: A» honored V^el^
** "'^^
«*»
ing It high above his head. The opposite party,
captives away from the Chlppewas and
* * ' « _ ' ^.K MAM
/a ' lJ"j-l \ ) •
u
"*»* **
with merry yells, are swift to pursue. His course
them to L'Arbre Oroche where they were km*
is Intercepted, and rather than see the ball taken
to forsake nobler
be stumbled on or lost. The
as prisoners until the end of the war when thev
from him, he throws it, as the boy throws the
average white Pekln duck, one of the
were
released
or
ransomed
at
Montreal
a Jink
stone from the sling, as far toward the goal of
most popular layers abong the breeds,
U n
th
the adversary as he can. An adversary In the
.^ :! !L ! ^"'"tlon Michlllmacktasc was lays about 199 eggs a year. Ducks do
game catches It, and sends It whizzing back
one «••-- - tgr
much better in the first laying year
,
In the opposite direction. Hither and thither It
than In the second. In the second sea- ObjPl^ „« gives up a '
goes; now far to the right, now as far to the
,
son they are Invariably alow' In get- receive a hundredfold in
left; now near to the one, now us near to the
la th* world to come ««
ting started.
other goal; the whole band crowding continualwalls. liy (lit
ly after It in the wildest confusion, until finally,
Th« Ho'y Sp'^ ^ ^
soiae agile figure, more fleet of foot than the
Move
the
Peed
Hoppers
Ther*
to
only one lu l> tw
clivers, succeeds lu bearing it to (lie goal of the
Where outdoor feed hoppers are the life; Just one » letf
opposite party.
used for the growing stock It to « ?"».. -. i. power. J d J
"In the beat of the contest, when all ure
o cultivate nis
,„
mistake not to frequently change (heir
hi-c-k
<,<•<•«,>(,>,)
the
post
I,,!,'
early
l^l'iL
»!"""
running nt their greatest speed, If one stumbles
"~~* *
: ..it—-til J
"t ispj i t W!1H ,..„„„,.„,,
.^..J!' "le War location. They should be moved a «T« him full swiiib
e
ii
and falls, fifty or a hundred, who ure lu» close
er OB
It until t h
short
distance
every
few
day*
other5 what to called i^
pursuit and unuble to stop, pile over him. formwise the ground adjacent to almost powar—the "*
lug u mound of human bodies, und frequently
eure to harbor disease germs which
players ure so bruised us to be unable to prowill cause trouble. By placing them
ceed in the game.
gin-ennm-m uhmuloned lt , ,,,„.,' j,,*,., n the some dlstapce from the brooder house
"This game, with its attendant noise aud viothe pullets will be encouraged to oclence, waa well calculated to divert the attention
*• °
HUte'^rT' 'm"y !H>St - '" '« "^ a^chS cupy cleaner ground and be leaf apt
„ may
be o» tW
b '"^
-- *
of officers and men and thus penult the Indians
fathan
to become infected with worms and
not
facing
I"
"
fctto
coccldlosls.—Missouri Fanner.
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BLOCKHOU:
OFTHE BRITISH
FDRTATMACKV
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
ITJBING the past month there was
played in Chicago a baseball game
which attracted widespread attention
throughout the nation. Played by allstar teams from the two major
•'leagues, It was hailed as "the game
of the century." At about the same
time there waa played in northern
•Michigan another 'ball game which
did not attract nearly so much attention even though it recalled for a
brief moment one of the most thrlll. Ing and spectacular events In American history.
This was the re-enactment of the Indian ball
game played outside the walls of Fort Mlchlllmacklnac on June 4, 1763, a ball game which
ended In a swift tragedy that cost the lives of
more than a score of white men. The occasion
for the re-enactment of this game was the dedication by Governor Oomstock of Michigan of a
replica of the little palisaded fort that once
stood on the present site of Mackinaw City, the
forerunner of later forts in the Macklnac region
over wbich, during the three centuries of Its history, have flown the flags of three nations.
The tragedy which took place at Fort MSchilimacklnac 170 years ago was one of the events
In the larger drama of the conspiracy of Pontiac, the famous chief of the Ottawa Indians,
to "drive the hated English Into the sea." Pontiac's plan was a simultaneous uprising of the
confederated tribes, the swift capture of all the
forts In the West, the massacre of their g&rrisons and a general attack on the frontier
settlements, and he all but succeeded In his ambitious plan.
Because of Its location on the south side of
the Straits of Macklnac between Lake Huron
and Lake Michigan, Mlchillmacktnac for more
than a century had been one of the most Important outposts of the frontier. Connected with
Its early history are the names of Jean Nicolet,
Iladisson, Groselllers, Jollet, Perot, La Salle,
Father Allouez and Father Marquette, who
fonnded the Mission of St. Ignace nearby In
1671. Two years later it was selected by the
French as the site for a fort and from that
time until 1759, when France lost her empire
In America to England, the flag of France floated
over a fortress of one kind or another at Michllimackinac. In 1763 it was garrisoned by some
35 British officers and soldiers under the command of Capt George Ethrlngton. Grouped
around the little fort were the homes of a number of French and English traders and it was
some of the former who first gave the commander a hint of the tempest that was brewing
among the Indians.
But Ethrlngton disregarded their warnings,
even going so far as to threaten to Bend as a
prisoner to Detroit the next person who should
disturb the Inhabitants of the place with such
evil tidings. The final warning, and one which
he should have heeded even If he had disregarded,/the others, came from Alexander Henry,
an English trader, who had been adopted as a
"son, brother and friend" by Wawatam, a Chlppewa chief.
Henry, one of the survivors of the massacre,
has left us an interesting account of the events
leading up to the tragedy and of the massacre
Itself, of which he was an eye-witness. It follows, In part:
"On the second of June Wawatam came to my
bouse in a temper of jnlnd visibly melancholy
and thoughtful. He told me that he had Just returned from his wintering-ground and I asked
after his health; but without answering iny
question he went on to say that he was very
sorry to find me returned from the Sault; that
be had Intended to go to that place himself. Immediately after lils arrival «t MichllimacUinac;
and that he wished me to K<> there along with
him and his family the next morning.
"To all this lie Jolwd an Inquiry whether or
not the commandant had heard bad news, adding
that during the winter he hud himself been disturbed with the noise <* evil birds; und further
suggesting that there were numerous Indians
near the fort, many of whom hud never shown
themselves within it. Wawutum was about fortyfive years of uge, of an exceJlent character uitumg
his nation, and a chief.
"Referring, much of what I heard to the peculiarities of the Indlai character, I did not nay
all the attention which they will be found to
have deserved to the entreaties and re-murks of
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Gigantic Sale
Continues
With daily market advances, we can guarantee
these prices only on goods in stock.
Part Linen
Toweling

7'/2c yd.
Stevens*
All Linen
Crash
15c yd.
Towels
extra heavy
36x18

Silk Hose
full fashioned
49c pair
Your last chance
to buy these ev- Wash Frocks
ery day needs at
59e
so low a price.
2 for $1
Anticipate your
needs while our Silk. Dresses
stock is complete. many to select
from
$1.66

Huge Store Wide Event
Overalls
We defy all
competition
with this price.
98c

DRESS SHIRTS
49c
Probably never
again will y o u
buy goods at
these prices.

Work Shirts
47c
Work Socks
6c

The Golden Rule
DEPARTMENT STORE
The Best For Less
Anita, Iowa

Frank Downey, well known MasMiss Eunice Porter of Lewis spent
part of the past'week at the Frank sena business man, was a visitor in
Louden home.
the city Monday.
On Friday evening Miss Vera B.
Hook entertained a number of friends
at dinner in honor of Miss Ida Corlett of Long Beach, California, who
•was visiting in the city.

The members of the Quilt club enjoyed a meeting last Wednesday at
the home of Mrs. \W. H. Wlagner. Late
in the afternoon a lunch was served
by the hostess.

ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

/»

MAiWF'S

August 6, 1903.
'The Golden Text is from Psalms
Frank Burkhart is clerking in Con- 143-10 "Teach me to do thy will; for
ley & Rasmussen's store.
thou art my God: thy spirit is good."
W. T. Slater will soon begin work
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quoon the erection of a large barn on his tations from the Bible and from the
farm in Lincoln township. We under- Christian Science textbook, "Science
WE DELIVER
stand that it will be about 24x36 and Health with Key to the Scripfeet.
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
C. E. Budd and wife of Grinnell
One of the Bible citations reads:
are in (the city to spend a two weeks' "God is a Spirit: and they that worvacation with relatives and their ship him must worship him in spirit
many friends. Charlie and his wife and in truth" (John 4:24.)
are well pleased with Grinnell, but
Among the selections from the
after all, there is no place like home. Christian Science textbook te the folA small fire was discovered in one lowing: "The Scriptures imply that
of the coal bins at Townsend & Rus- God is All-in-all ---- The Scriptures
sell's lumber yards Sunday evening also declare that God is Spirit. . . .
about 6:00 o'clock. The fire boys were He fills all space, and it is impossible
soon on the job and put it out Aa to conceive of such omnipresence and
the fire .alarm was not sounded, only individuality except as infinite Spirit!
the people down town knew that
of Mind. Hence all is Spirit and spiritthere had been a fire.
The gate receipts for the Griswold- ual" (p. 331.)
Cumberland baseball game, played at 4. + 4 + + + + + + + + + + + + +
the picnic in Anita last week, amount- + CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH +
ed to $192.00. It was a fine game of 4E. L. Anderson, Minister.
-f
baseball, and both teams had an army
of rooters on hand. 200 or more
(The Church With a Heart and
came up from Griswold, and no doubt
an Open Mind.)
as many were here from the CumberChurch School at 10:00 a. m. A'
land neighborhood.
training school for Christian living,
Wm. Murphy some time ago went with classes for all ages. Mrs. Lydia
to Des Moines and took a civil service
Brown, Superintendent.
examination. A few days ago he reWatch for date and place of the
ceived notice of his appointment to
Sunday
School picnic in next week's
a clerkship in the Philippine Islands.
With his family he will leave Anita issue of the Tribune. Then plan to
next Thursday for San Francisco, attend.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
where they will go OTV shipboard. Mr.
Special
music by members of the
Murphy will be bookkeeper at a salchoir. Sermon subject, "The Victorary of $1,200.00 per year.
TO BUY FLOUR WjTtiOUT THE TAX.
Val. (WSegand left the first of the ious Life." 1st. John 5:4.
Senior* ladies aid Thursday with a
week on a summer vacation trip to
IOWA BEST, 49-pound bag—
$ij
Seattle, Washington, and other west- 12:00 o'clock lunch for the public.
Missionary
meeting
Friday
afterern points, where he will visit relaMOTHER'S BEST .
......
tives, and as he said, endeavor "to noon at 2:30 o'clock at the home of
OMAR
have a good time." Before leaving, Mrs. Frank Osen, with Mrs. H. E.
Val. promised us that he would return Campbell as leader. Topic, "The
MONARCH CAKE FLOUR, large package
1
and continue to do business in the Race Question."
FIDELITY PANCAKE FLOUR, S^-lb. pkg....1
shoe line here among the best people
Coming, "Wedding Cake," Thurson this terrestrial footstool, and not, day, August 10, at 8:00 p. m. A 3move "away out west" to either get act comedy mystery drama will be
rich or be devoured by "wild Injuns." presented by a group of- high school
;
girls of the Fidelis Sunday School LOOKING FOR PAYMENT
Mrs. Al Schwab, injured a couple class at that time. This is a church
AT A FUTURE TIME
of weeks ago in an automobile acci- benefit play and further announcedent west of the city, is recovering ment will appear in next week's isPeople receiving aid from Harrison
Free culling. Canonizing 5ej
nicely from her injuries according sue of the Tribune. Watch for de- county for medical, hospital and burial bird. Raamussen Hatchery.
to word received from -her home in tails and plan to attend.
expense in the future must give notes
Menlo.
for (the amount expended for them
Player Piano Bargain! Instead]
Notice.
by the county. The Harrison county reshippping to factory, $'
A Congregational young people's
board of supervisors and County Audconference is being planned by a num- itor Fred C. Behem have adopted this er piano, like new, can be had lor i
paid balance $26.45 remaining on (
ber of churches at Sunnyside Park in
policy in the belief that sometimes in- tract. Write at once to Edgar 0,1
Atlantic on August 17 to 20, under
digents of their relatives may be able zow, (Department of Accounts),
the direction of Dr. Royal J, Montto repay the county money expended North Sheffield Avenue, Mil«
gomery, young people's director for
for them. Notes made to the county Wisconsin, -who will advise
the state of Iowa, The pastor of
covering such expense are to • bear piano can be seen. Kindly
this church is one of the committee
eight per cent interest.
references^
on arrangements., Each church will
provide tenting and arrange meals
General hauling wanted,
Lawrence Battey and wife of Charifor their own group. All young peonew truck; Phone 179.
ton
came
Saturday
evening
to
visit
ple, 14 years old or over, admitted.
Weimer Pa
tf
her parents, Jas. B. Herriman and
Following are telephones installed The conference will feature an in- wife. He returned Sunday, but his
FOB SALE OB TRADE:
since the Anita directories were print- teresting and strong program of good wife remained here to spend a couple
ed. Clip the list and paste it in your fellowship, recreation and religious of weeks. Mr. Battey has been ap- Ford coach. Open evenings ai
study and culture. Plan to send your
days. Phone 244. 0. W.
directory.
young people. For further informa- pointed as an instructor of Botany to & Son, Anita, Iowa.
a class of tweny-nine camp boys.
Andersen, Mrs. Greger
151 R 12 tion call or see the pastor.
Birge, E. H
62 R 28
TRUCKlNG:-Either loc.1
The Junior ladies aid will hold a
Many people wonder why the Iowa
Bills, George
161 R 38 food sale Saturday at Carl Miller's
Phone 163 or tee
Bell, Anderson
, 51 meat market. Bay your eats for legislature was not so hot for the Johmfcra «t the White Front
alcohol gasoline bill. There may have Shop, Anita.
Brehmer, Harold
277 Sunday.
been several reasons. Naturally .the
Borth, Otto
25 R 17
ANITA MILLING 00.
gasoline people were opposed to it.
Christensen, J. P
167
CHADWICK TRANSFEB
There
is
a
surplus
of
gasoline
being
Cron, Walter
61 R 17 «•
M. E. CHURCH NOTES
Carey, Mrs. Amy
319 1 t
produced. But honest legislators like Ground oats
Monroe J. Rarick, Pastor.
we have in Iowa pay little attention Oati hnHed
Dorsey, Lesile
52 R 29
•"
Dressier, Harry
42
to lobbyists. But now comes a report Ear "com ground
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Dr.
' Called for and deliww*
Ehrman, Fred
51 R 12
that
the
alcohol
used
to
mix
with
the
C. H. Johnson, General Supt,
_ Bepetcwt
Greenwaldt, John
515 R 2
The school will assemble for a few gas is made from black strap molasNo bother. 'You lose no B»j
Griffith, Isaac
515 R 23
ses.
And
the
black
strap
comes
from
minutes but will not have time for Cuba.
Harris, Claude
217
I
Hansen, Hans
2 R 19 the lesson, as the morning worship
hour is 10:30.
Henneberg, Carsten
151 R 7
Morning worship at 10:30. Sermon
Herriman, J. B
52
and
dedication of our new church, j
Hill, J. H. (Lindbloom)
120
Howard, Mrs. Elva
194 Dr. D. J. Shenton, Superintendent of!
Johnson, Wes
15 R 33 the Council Bluffs district, will pre- ,
Johnston, Earl
153 side.
Epworth League at 7:00 p. m.
Johnson, Mrs. Myers
15 R 14
Kirkham, Homer
210 j Topic, "Crime and Punishment."
Kelly, Paul
151 R 28
Evening worship at 8:00 o'clock.
Lager, Henry
52 R 27 Sermon by Rev. R. R. Moser of Casey.
Linfor, Win
289 Rev. Moser is a church builder and
Mardeson, Frank
94 will bring us a worthwhile message.
VALVE GRADING AND MOTOR TUNE
Myers, Mrs. Sherm
231 You will want to her him.
Miller, A. A
67
It is with the feeling of deepest
ON CHEVROUBT SIXES
Moore, Clyde
52 R 5 gratitude that we announce the dedi- !
McCrory, Bill
2 R 39 catory service of our new church j
McDermott, Joyce
52 R 12 building. This splendid achievement1
LABOR
Nelson, Hans
25 R 7 is made possible by the cooperation
Nelson, Harold
151 R 22 of members and friends of the church
Osen, Clarence
51 R 24 and by sacrificial giving on the part
O'Hara, J. W
226 , of some.
Pearson, Weimer
179
, To all who have thus helped a specRor
k, Ted
52 R 33
Simon, Fred
227 ial invitation ia given to attend this
Simon, Henry
25 R 30 , beautiful sen,,,. All members of the !
Somerville, Wm
34 ! church are repeated to be present'
Spry, Mrs. A
190 and vigors are cordially invited to
See dedicatory program elseTaylor, Cecil
4 R 32 , attend.
where in the Tribune.
Taylor, Jesse
51 R 4
The young folks of the Epworth
Taylor, Gene
2 R n •, League
are p l ailniri to h ,d
Tobin, Bill
zw
party ,„ the new church on Monday
Trimmer, S. A
if) R 3
Watson, Richard
J6i R j ~g. August 7. All are requeslS
NEW SPECIAL VALVE
Wheatley, O. H
52 R 14 to come costumed. Prues wiU ™
TRAINED MECHANICS
Wilson, Claus, C
51 R as n«n. Rev. and Mrs. Kari ck are
White, Mayne
25 R 2

Specials For
Butter
Crackers

Lb.23
23c
Bottle Caps P£se uc
Peanut Butter <£*' 19C
Vinegar
Gal. 29c
Mustard
tf
14c

Cheese
Root-Beer

Ib. 15c
lOc

Last Chance

WANT AD!

New
Telephones

HOW

MUCH
CORN
IN A QUART
OF
It is frequently pointed out that the
final selling price of a kilowatt hour is
many times the cost of fuel used in its
production. It is interesting to compare the delivered cost of a kilowatt
hour with the delivered cost of a quart
of milk. We do not know whether the
price of milk is too high or too low, but
we do know that the cost of the corn
fed to the cow has very little bearing
on the delivered cost of milk. To determine the selling price of any product
or service, it is necessary to include
interest on money invested, taxes,
maintenance of equipment and property, depreciation, wages and distribution cost. It is certain that the dairy
industry is not making a fair profit
under present conditions. Neither is
your power company.

AN IOWA COMPANY — OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWAN8

With Us Your Dollar Is Still
on the Gold Standard
Repair and Build Now While
Prices Are Still Low.

ROBT. SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER GO.
PHONBS: OfflM 20; Bw. 11

FROM OUR OLD FILES

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
. - .
"Spirit" will be the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, August

+

DEPENDABLE ALWAYS

We Use Only Genuine

West la. Telephone Co.

0. W. Shaffer &
ANITA, IOWA

TRIBUNE. ANITA. IOWA.
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ALL SETTLED

OUR COMIC SECTION

By T. J. Dfefa&ery
3CATING THEROADSIDE
MARKET
• .;.;•.• '.- • \ . 1

• .

Events in the Liyes, - of* Little Men

[BOUT .the first, thing »Mood retaiier does before leasing a. atop
,tore IB to "count DOBe»"j tfcBt Is,
ds out bow many people pass the
"dolly, and thus deddes the posjities of his attracting customers.
j-mers are now doing practically
(same thing before building roadI markets, making allowances tor
[customers that will come through
irtislng and satisfied tijstomers
; others about their source of
quality fruits/ Vegetables and
> foods.

'

^——-

.'.; , ., ••

I determining the number of can
i pass the proposed roadside marilte, the number traveling on the
ton which thtf stand to to be built
Iportant, more especially on main
ays. On the Secondary .roads tt
so Important, according to snrThe position of the market and
arking space are two > other de; factors.
'
dies Indicate the right-hand side
I road, homeward bound or lead*
|to town; is to be pr^erred. In
an, for instance, It was found
for every hundred dollars' worth
i products sold to consumers by
i on the right-hand tide of~the
jiy, only $47 was sold from stands
opposite side. Ohio experts
| that only one-third of the. mojwlll brave the hazards and inilenee of crossing the road on
do their shopping,
secondary roads, however,
the people will cross over,
ere of threading through the
[being decidedly smaller. The
pon of the market owner also
| as six of the most successful
markets around Chicago are
[ on what Is supposed to be the
lide of the highway. A> a genpeopUi won't stop, knowing
I come upon other stands with|rellng far, '
•utward bend of « gentle carve
ilgnway Is « prominent loca[a roadside inarket. It can be
a distance, and motorists

The yqung man who had been
calling so frequently on Helen came
at last to see her father. Finally
the suitor made this announcement:
"It's a mere formality, I know, but
we thought It would be pleasing to
you If it were observed In the usual
way."
Helen's father stiffened.
"And may 1 Inquire," he asked,
"who suggested that asking my consent to Helen's marriage was a mere
formality?'
"Yes," rplled the young man. "It
INNOCENCE
was Helen's mother."—London HtThe enthusiastic angler was relat- Blts.
ing a fishing story to some of his
Something in Common
neighbors.
"Darling. 1 could not afford that
"les." he said proudly. "I caught
the biggest fish of my career last antique Jewelry for you, but I bought
night. It was a bass, and what a yon a car."
"That is sweet ot you, bat It Is not
whopper, too. Do you know, fellows, believe It or believe tt not, the same thing."
"Well, it is old, anyway."
that fish weighed about seven pounds.
Some fish, what?'
His son, who had remained InterWHY, OF COURSE!
ested throughout the story, now
spoke op.
"Tes, and do you know, daddy was
so kind, he gave it to my little kitten,," he said.
!
Duil and All
Kumme—Is-your wife saving?
Backe—Very—when sfee sees any
oose tobacco under my writing table she sweeps it up carefully In a
lustpan and puts It bnch v In the tobacco Jar.—Brooklyn Dally Eagle.
Dad—I don't see why you have accounts in so many stores^
"By selling you this car I am losing
Daughter—Because, you see, dad,
$100."
It makes the bills so much smaller,
»'I tell you what—I won't buy the
:ar and we will share the $100."—
All Explained
Zurich Nebelspalter.
"We get salt from the sea I"
"And pepper, dad?"
"Certainly."
Observant
"And oil?"
"Have yon seen the cashier this
morning?'
"No. we get oil from sardine tins."
"Yes, sir. He came In without a —Florence II 420.
moustache and borrowed the railway
timetable." — London Everybody's
Bad Newt Keep*
Weekly.
Client—Have you told the,gentleman that I am musical? That I play
If. the Rule!
five Instruments?
Chief—Smoking in the office?
Matrimonial Agent—No, I am
Clerk—It is a pencil, not a cigar, breaking it gently to him.—Munich
filr.
Fliegende Blaetter.
,
Chief—Pencil or not. no smoking
In the office.—Venice Gazzettino DWouldn't Be Proper
lustrato.
Foreigner—When yon came home
and found a burglar In your house,
Hain't Any
what did you do?
"What is your favorite book?"
Englishman—What did 1 do? Noth"It" has always been my bank book ing, of course. I didn't know the
—but even that is lacking in Inter- chap.—London Tit-Bits.
est now."
Fair Deal

FINNEY OF THE FORCE

Goods Refused
—AMVw/AV I
THINK. Me MAS A

1 «JOMT

to «EB

HIM AT AN OW>
HOUR.
-

«B.V4T
A BILL FOR

LOT OF

AND I'M

O

TO PAY M<M '!

A OOP.

AMouMT
TCHAR66

Even Exchange

Mother (to six-year-old smoking
"Does your new boy friend know cigar)—Harold, what on earth—
your age?'
Harold—That's all right, mother;
"Well, part of it"—Smith's Weekly. father Is playing with my train.
Holding Out

CROSSWORD "TEASER"

down OB '. curves. The
; hill Is ajfto a,good spot, as
'' of a straight stretch, espehere Is nothing to obstruct
1 have an advantage of offer; of the surrounding country,
easy to wait If service Is
fie right away. And people
linger where they get a
i vicinity, in xal) cases, the
and decorations of the
ad surrounding buildings
^customers and. make salea
Isame reason people w*U not
highway; parking space is
j In some states it Is a law.
(It Is for people to trade, the
like it. Also, they like to
display of products withtrouble, i,
(
of the buying at roadi is done as sort of a sideure drives." said the ownfaside market In Massachuenough to get away from
i soon as they have finished
a them more time for ridey don't have to park any
i the market On the oth[ you have something of Inthe place, even if It Is
view, keeping; customers
pile you are servicing othwhole lot Pastoral beau,
that 'interests city
Flowers, abrabii and even
getables will make them
; or even make them forstopped for.
°f flowers and shrubs, 1
e both very profitable la
too. This whole patch, by
is the result of par Just
1
tew thingstomake toe
"ve. Now we JHSU flBO
of flowers during the
[People who are attracted
^ also buy, vegefeWes and
the position of the roadf'fcet. it ahould be large
to
k attractively painted
Give the motorist every
n
'he message and time
about signs is never
|»Uh 5T
,
OP. especially I*
°- «ed and STOP are
flnrt (f°,a(lway«, and the
fl
n1 U Is only yow road
k« are more «P* to pais
^ even though In weed
ve
to sell,

J^1OM^«W
ones at Interral
n»y be osw

THE FEATHERHEADS
LET'S GO
AND StROUL AROUMD

VILLAGE—I'M
ANXIOUS -to see
I.IV/B
OUT wese
FROM
Blfi- CITIES

Sees All—Knows All
QUIET
HAVE HPRE,
CHIEF
SO CJUA.IMT AMD
UN SPO'LED —

-THAT

Horizontal.
1—A Urea bird
I—Used for unoklnc
11—Not manr
11—Lu brl ca t ed
II—U»ed In boating
14—Wijner
17—Fart of the area of a olroU
20—Uied to measure ffiM
SI—Circles
23—One of th« article*
24—Dejected
21—An exclamation
2$—A Mrrigfly Inhabitant of the s*a
SO—Devoured
SI—Recent
24—Instrument used by doctors
27—Fear
29—A titled personage
40—Part of a ihlp
41—Attempt
42—Maker
47—A fish
41—A South American snake °
49—Existed
61—Thus
(S—A tool
fit—Like
67—A tree
(ft—A visitor
61—A foreign ruler"
IS—Bmell
(S—A small, sharp bl£ of metal
tt—A popular modern Invention
(7—The cewed edge of clothlna;
«9—One who examines »re
10—Pat together '

Vertical.
1—A preposition
2—A numeral
2—To teas*
4—To make a noise like a dove
E—One who employs
•I—Trials
T—A poem
I—Common name of a fur-bearing
animal
9—The load of a ship
10—Otherwise
15—To grant
II—L*rge woody plants
II—Island near Greece
1}—Movement of the ocean
20—Power of attraction
21—Keenest
t6—Work
1ft—Man's name
27—Bend down
22—Organ of the body
83—Distorted
1G—Regret
21—Used In Oshlnjr
17—Part of a circle
28—To court
41—A traveling star
42—To knock
44—A playing card
41—To be In debt
41—A line of mountains
4>—Mouth of a bird ED—To stupefy
6J—Pound In a desert
(4—Pertaining to the moon
6S—Harmony
£1—Itefuse from a Ore
It—Simple Jokes (0—Reverberation
»2—Exist
«4—Also
•S—A parent
it—Ifyielf
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Attorney H. E. Newton of Stuart
was a business caller in the city last
Thursday.

NEW

Mr. and Mrs. Hal Guill of Harlan
spent last Thursday in the city with'
her sister", Mrs. A. A. Johnson and
husband.

AT THE PRICE OF REGULAR!
Wi

Rialto!

Miss Greta Stone of Valley Junction is here to spend a few weeks
with friends.

E. F. Reyifclds, wife and son, Junior, were here from Kansas City over
the week end to visit her parents,
Chas. F. Kama and wife.

THEATRE
I
COMFORTABLY COOL %
AUG. 5-6

SAT-SUN.

Hie Producing Courage That Bared the
Shame of the Chain Gangs NOW RIPS
THE LID FROM A HUMAN INFERNO!..*

Mrs. J. C. Jenkins returned home
Sunday from a few days' visit in
Guthrje Center with her daughter,
Mrs. Glen Holmes and family.

JAMES

Mrs. Joe Vetber and son, Joe, re-,
;urned home the last of the week
!rom a few days' visit in Omaha with
Wellington Drevelow and family.
We urge everyone to see "The
Mayor of Hell" at the Rialto Theatre
Saturday and Sunday evenings. Especially young folks and their parents.

tears loose with the full power of his

thunderbolt personality as a big-fisted
big brother of hell-bent youth! See
Jimmy fighting mad in his first big dramatic role in two years-

Gail Adair, 7-year-old daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. G. .Mi. Adair, submitted
to an operation a few days ago at the
Atlantic hospital for the removal of
ler tonsils.
J. R. Stuhr and wife, accompanied
by her brother, J. !W. Strange and
wife of Hamilton, Ohio, who are visiting in the city, spent, Tuesday at the
Ledges state park near Boone.
J. W. Strange and wife of Hamilton, Ohio, visited in the city thefirst|
of the week with his sister, Mrs. J. R. '-'
Stuhr and family. Mr. Strange is
chief machinist in, the newspaper office in Hamilton.
Wesley Frazier of Chicago, Illinois,
is here to spend a few weeks with
Mrs. Mary C. Black. He will also
spend a few weeks with friends in
the Massena neighborhood.Mr.
Frazier, as a boy, lived in the Black
home.

HERE ARE SOME THINGS YOU
OUGHT TO KNOW ABOUT IT...

The Complete Superfuel!r
Some "regular" gasolines in'a^tqual Standard Red
Crown In one or two qua/ities—none surpasses It.
And we oefieve that not one equals it in all the
essentials of good gasoline.
1 Top ontMtnock rating for its price clan.
2 Unswrpaned In starting, acceleration or mfteage.
3 free from harmful sulphur and gum.
'• . " • - • •
'
t
Accurately adjusted for seasonal variation.

NO
PREMIUM

5
81 L

Gallons

On Friday evening the members of
the Friday bridge club and their husbands enoyed a picnic supper at the
home of Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Johnson.
The evening was spent at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Champion
playing bridge, at which high scorers
were Mr. and Mrs. Earl Brown.
Miss Jessie Margaret
Stauffer,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Stauf- ]
fer of Ignacio, Colorado, and a grand-!
daughter of Bertrand Stauffer of.
Anita, was married a few days ago to ;
Emmet G. Hott of Ignacio.
They
will make their home in Ignacio,
where the bridegroom is teller at the
Ignacio State Bank.
I
O. J. Ditto of Sibley, a member of
the Iowa state highway commission,
made the Tribune office a call one
day last week while passing through
here on highway No. 6. Mr. Ditto
is the former state representative
from Osceola county and was author
of the Iowa 3.2 beer bill, passed by
the last legislature.

A rtiem« more powerful than "I Am a
Fugitive"...A rol«
more terrific than
"Th. Public fownyl"

First roaring revelation of what goes
on inside the Big Home far Little
Men!
500 of the Screen's greatest
luvenrle stars in a great Warner Bros.
cast including—

MADGE EVANS
DUDLEY DIGQES
ALLEN JENKINS
ARTHUR BYRON
ADDED ATTRACTIONS—TWO

MUSICALS AND NEWS.
"Tee For Two," Technicolor Musical.
"A Day in the Life of a Chorus Girl."
Universal News—Graham McNamee.

Coming! Coining!
"Gold Diggers of 1933"

Frank Dmsar, 35, of Chicago received a badly cut arm and other
bruises, and a hitch-hicker, whose
5 Always uniform everywhere.
name.was not learned received a few:jg
scratches and bruises, when a semi6 Fresher because of Standard popularity.
trailer truck which Dmsar was drivPAID
7 Sells at the price of regular.
ing left the highway near the H. J.
Chadwick residence property in East
(Price applies to city prpper.
Anita about 3:00 o'clock last ThursMay my alightly elsewhere)
day morning, turning over in the
pasture on the south side of the high-,
~X-X~>«X~X~X~X~X~>'X~X~X«<«
way. The truck, loaded with mer-j
chandise, was en route from Chicago j Mrs. Jesse Logue of Cumberland
H. Campbell, accompanied by his
to Denver. The truck was badly j spent Saturday in Anita with rela- daughter, Mrs. F. M. Yager of Viola
damaged.
tives and friends.
Center, have gone to Humbolt, Nebraska, called there by the serious
A picnic was held in Keystone | Claude Ruggles, returned to his
Park one afternoon last week in hon- I home in Des Moines Saturday, af- illness of their brother and uncle,
Newton C. Campbell.
or of Mr. and Mrs. Wes Taylor and ter a week's visit with his parents,
children of Pittsburg, Kansas, who Ira Ruggles and wife.
•ALSO DISTRIBUTORS OF ATLAS TIRES
"Gold Diggers of 1933" will be the
were visiting here. Those present be-1
feature
attraction at the Rialto
Walter H. Faulkner of Des Moines sides the guests were M. D. Jones,] Karma, 7-year-old' daughter of Mr. Theatre in this city on Saturday, Sun1
Glenn
Livingston
of
Lewis
spent
]
Scott
Jones,
wife
and
two
children,
j
ge Boatright and wife of
and Mrs. Carstens Henneberg, had day and Monday, August 12, 13 and
was looking after business matters
were Sunday visitors in the the week end in the city, a guest of and visiting with relatives and friends Edwin and Elizabeth, and Mrs. Bessie
jls removed last Friday at 14. There will be a matinee on SunFrank Louden and family.
Antrim and three children, Joan,
J. R. Stuhr home.
,1 office of Dr. G. M. day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
in the city last Thursday.
Keith and Junior, of Stuart; and Mrs.
Merle Wilson, well known farmer
The annual Wiota Homecoming Frances Taylor, Arthur Taylor and
r Pearson and wife were visliving
north
of
the
city,
has
been
a
will be held on Friday and Saturday, wife, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Johnston and
At her home on East Main Street
ne day last week north of
'th her parents, W. H.' We- patient the past week at the Jones August 18 and 19. An interesting children and Mr. and Mrs. Ora Kinzie ]ast Wednesday evening, Mrs. Chas.
hospital in Atlantic.
entertainment is being arranged, and and son, Ralph, of Anita. After din- F. Karns was hostess to the members
L wife.
ner all went to the home of Mrs. Tay- of the Pinochle club and three guests,
will be announced in ». few days.
SAVE MONEY
lor, where ice cream and cake were Mrs. Hattie Wiese, Mrs. A. J. Kopp
Economy Shoe Co.
The annual Cass county picnic of served. Mr. and Mrs. Taylor and and MTS. Cole Musick. High'scorer
children
left
for
their
home
in
Pittsthe American Legion and Auxiliary
at Pinochle was Mrs. iWiese.
was held in Griswold Sunday. A pic- burg Saturday morning.
C. E. Parker, well known Grant
nic dinner was served in the city
During the past week Mrs. Carrie
park. Several from Anita were in
township farmer, returned home Fri- . . Better Shoes For Less
Reynolds entertained several groups
day from Excelsior Springs, Missouri, J ; NOTHING — $2.98 — OVER
attendance.
of friends at her apartment on the
where he had been for the past six
"^
Jesse Callison of Kansas City, a second floor of the Roe Clothing Co. weeks receiving treatment for inflam1
building.
On Monday afternoon a matory rheumatism.
will sell at my home on West Main Street in Anita, Iowa,
His condition
resident of this vicinity many years
c
Atlantic
small party of friends were enter- shows quite an improvement.
'ne at 2:00 o'clock, aharo. on the afternoon of
ago, visited here a few days the past tained at lunch and a social visit comweek with friends. He is a brother plimentary to Miss Margaret Kirkof Bert Callison of Kansas City, also ham, a registered nurse at the state
»»%M^<nHe *»w^**'-' a former resident of this commun- hospital in Iowa City. On Tuesday
'ROOMS OP ffiGH^GBADE, MODERN FURNITURE. LIKE
ity.
evening Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Zook and
I
NEW, AND OF LATEST DESIGN.
of Madrid, * Iowa, and Miss
Regular county examinations for family
Ella Reynolds of Atlantic were guests
lf
We Are Closing Out Our Large Stock of McCormickL v«u wish, you may look this over before sale day. Phone
school teachers are being held today, of honor at a 6:30 o'clock dinner parThursday and Friday at the high ty.
V Gi»ragef, 126, Anita.
Deering Repairs. Come in and See if We Have It.
On Thursday afternoon, Miss
school building in Atlantic. Miss Ida Corlett of Long Beach, California,
Georgia Byrne, county superinten- was the honored guest when Mrs.
dent, announces that examinations Reynolds entertained fourteen friends
on the constitution and government, at an afternoon party and lunch.
P°LD CHAMPION, Aoettoneer.
for teachers desiring state cer*—
, •
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STANDARD

Saturday-Sunday-Monday, Aug. 12-13-14
Matinee on Sunday Afternoon

I Better Fit Better Wear

i ; Family Shoe Store

FRIDAY, AUGUST 11

[VERNON JEFFRIES, Owner

Bargain Prices

The Farmers Coop.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 3, 1933

fews Review, of Current
Events the World Over
-i—-'• -

"

—-—

lployera

Rnah to Sttpport of President's Industrial
Recovery
Exchanges Called to
Peek.

*T*B1S Is the busy, season of the year
•* for aviators, and some of their accomplishments are notable. Wiley
Post of Oklahoma, who once flew
around the world with Gatty, successfully made the circuit alone, establishIng a new time record of 7 days, 18
hours, 49 minutes. He is the first to
make the solo round trip and the first
to fly around the glbbe twice.
The Molllsons of England, Captain
Charles and his wife, Anjy Johnson,
flew across the North Atlantic from
Wales. They were headed for New
York, but weariness and the exhaustion of their fuel supply forced them
down at Stratford, Conn. They landed In,
the dark In a marsh and were slightly*
Injured, and their plane was wrecked.
Gen. Italo Balbo and his men. of the
Italian squadron, after several days
of festivity In New York, left for their
homeland, going by way of New Brunswick and Newfoundland. As they
soared away over Jamaica bay the
commander sent to President Roosevelt and Mayor Kelly of Chicago radio
messages of gratitude tor their reception In the United States and at the
World's fair.
One, of the army's big twin motor
bombers, carrying Lieut. Carl A. Murray and six other men, lost a wing in
midair at Oceanslde, Calif., and fell
In ruins. The seven -men, unable to
get free to use their parachutes, were
killed.

(Pie PeraheraIn
Kandu

Howe About:
The Well-to-Do
itnerson
Sir Basil Zaharoff

By ED HOWE
fT IS commonly said we are all hypocrites. In no way do we deserve
he reputation more than In our contant abuse of the rich, since every
By ED^ABD W; PICKARD
mother's son of us Is struggling to
by employers to Presl bama, Georgia, South Carolina and
Became rich. If a rich man/ la a
ent Roosevelt's radio appeal for Florida.
coundrel, then the first ambition of
•
" e to the blanket Industrial
every
man on the face of the earth
Heglon 10—George L. Ratcllffe, Bala to become one.
ffas immediate «tndflatteringly
timore; Richmond, Tennessee, Kenfavorably: Telegrams tucky, West Virginia, Maryland, DelaThe money power which every man.
hates, and misrepresents In his radiand ; Iett«^i by the ware, Virginia and North Carolina.
thousands have been
cal moments, IB largely an agreement
among men that when one of them
received at the'White GOVERNORS of the states,' who
House and 'Gen. Hugh ^-* were holding their annual confer>orrows money from a neighbor, ha
should pay It back. The money power
J o b n so nMi o t Me e ence In California, 'received from
has never been as dlsrepntabla as the
pledging eager co-op- President Roosevelt an' Invitation to
political power; the "union labor" powera 11 oh, promising assemble In Washington next winter
r bombs more houses, and shoots more
• prompt action 01* ask- "In the hope It will mark further solid
men, than does the money power.
ing for farther Infor- accomplishments by all of UB in the
When we use the word "rich," as apmation. Though thera direction of national recovery." Progplying to men and money, we actually
may to many dissi- ress is being made, the Chief Execumean the well-to-do. In my town of
dents, 1carpers and* tive said, in his message to the gov.2,000 I do not know one rich man,
RoowveU geiflgh holdouts, It 1» ernors,, in adjusting the balance bemt know a great many who are wellent that the ;BJi^p^:BJre deter- tween mutual state and federal un0 do. In the country at large the acl to give the N. t? it J«L' program dertakings. to determine the Joint retually
rich are scarce, whereas more
• trial. Industrial leaders in gen- sponsibilities of many great tasks.
:han half the men are well-to-do. More
^re willing to shorten work hours There are, he added, many problems ILT
LONG, the kingflsh senator
ban half the farms of the United
ncrease wages. There la, bow- that extend beyond the power of sin- •••••• from Louisiana, has been much
States
are not mortgaged, so that more
section of the "Jobs agree- gle states where federal co-operation vexed of late concerning patronage
than half the farmers, (even the farmand flood control matters, feeling that
that arouses considerable dls- Is required.
ers!) are well-to-do. It Is further
he was being Ignored by the adminisThis In effect provides that
worthy of note (In case the reader of
tration.
The
other
day
he
went
to
i of the blanket code automatl- CfOLLOWINO the sudden collapse
his has reasonable Intelligence and
themsclvea to the so-called 1 of grain prices on the .Chicago the White House In blustering mood,
disposition toward fairness) that those
Highly Adorned Indian Royal Elephant.
\ labor provisions of the recov- board of trade and all other grain ex- declaring he was going to have his
n the well-to-do (or middle) class are
ct. Open «hop employers nat- changes, the men directing those rights.' He had not been recognized In Pjflpared by National Geographic Society, companions come Into view. Then the he best specimens of men we have,
Wl
Washington.
D.
O.—WNU
Servlca
two appointments recently In Louisinot like this. '
'
first of the frantic dancers weaves In and that those who have failed to
concerns were sharpANDt, Ceylon, Is donning fes- and
ana. That of controller of customs
| president In his radio address ly , called to time by
out, with rhythmic step, to the reach the middle class have failed to
tive attire for Its Perahera pro- beat of
was, given to a follower of Senator
that prompt action by em-' George N. Peek, farm
cessions which have been held cymbals.drums and clash of the brazen display the average energy and intelHarrison of Mississippi, and an avowed
and to-op«ratlon by workers adjustment adminisIgence.
annually in the city for cenenemy of the' Long organization ; Paul
success for the recovery trator.
It requires three-quarters of an
• • •
They took
turies.
B.
Habans
was
selected
to
direct
the
hour
for
the
richly
caparisoned
elechile failure would mean an- temporary action to
Ralph Waldo Emerson spoke freThere
Is
a
tradition,
that
the
Peraaffairs of the Home Loan bank there.
phants, the glittering groups of danc[desperate, winter. Signing of halt the demoralizing
of "His Island" (meaning the
Well, Huey was affably received by hera processions have been held an- ers and dignified chiefs In gorgeous quently
niversal agreement, he said, declines—due mainly.
secluded retreat where he had a right
nually
since
the
time
when
Buddha's
President
Roosevelt
and
Postmaster
robes
to
pass
In
front
of
a
reviewing
fctarc the wheels turning now, to the operations of
to privacy). The curious and Impudent
General Farley, and what the Chief Tooth was brought to Ceylon, hidden stand.
six months from' now," and Edward A.. Crawford,
overran bis Island constantly, as they
within
the
colls
of
the
hair
of
a
KallnExecutive and the astute politician
that to await formation and a plunger—and then
Scene? of Wild Excitement.
do every man's. And when he had'prigo
princess,
some,
eight
hundred
years
told the rampaging gentleman from
of specific codes for sep- hastened to WashingEvery now and then the procession vacy, Emerson didn't like It very well1
after the death of the Hindu sage,
the
South
must
-have
been
plenty.
The
dustrlea would not be fast ton to confer with
stops. At such time? the music be- Once his wife and little son left htm
Klngflsb emerged from the conference about 483 B. C.
George N.
comes faster and faster. Drummers, Tor a few days, and be was wretched
Despite
the
utter
wanderings
and
at
Mr. Peek. That gena silent and seemingly squelched man.
Peek
|are not going through another tleman told them flattimes violent history of the Tooth- beating madly, leap into the air and because of loneliness./ I want the
tb*,last," be said, as a ly that the government would take
It was carried off to Goa, on the In- pirouet In a frenzy of excitement. company of polite and sensible peotlnation set Into hbv voice, drastic action If the exchanges did not
dian
In 1560 by the Portu- Trumpeters blow shrilly, adding to the ple on my Island, bat In finding them
persistent rumors in Washington guese,mainland,
employers will more at once to "put their house In
who maintain that the present ear-splitting din. Tirelessly whirl the must ran the risk of being bumped
that Secretary of the Treasury Woodln
her now "we can put people! order," >,
'
•,
' , would soon resign. These were con- relic Is only a reproduction—the sa- dancers, stamping their feet, waving Into by the bores.• • *
work." ''• ' ' , . ' . ' • ' , ' ;'..". : ;
cred festival has changed but nttle In their arms, advancing and retiring, as
"I do not entertain the view that the
i there, Is united action," the present grain, trade has any divine tradicted by officials connected with barbaric splendor through the cen- they spin to the ever-quickening
The average reader of newspapers
rhythm. Rarely, even In the East, and book* will finally encounter • the
said, >'a few selfish men in right to handle the farmer's products," the administration, but were heard turies.
npetitlve group will pay Mr. Peek asserted. "We are not going again when it was learned that the
Today the Perahera also commem- does one see such otter motional aban- story of Sir Basil Zaharoff. It Is said
wages and Insist on long to superimpose something on the'1 grain streptococcus sore thrpat from which orates the birth of the god Vishnu, don to the accompaniment of such of him that although originally only
a humble salesman of war muniwork, which forces honor- trades until after they have had an op- Mr. Woodln bad been suffering had who first saw light on the day of .the clamor.
The participants in the ceremony tions, he now controls the business In|p tp .follow suit'or close up portunity to work out their problem not cleared up and had developed In- new moon In Esala (July-August).
to "quinsy." He has been on vaca- Another version of the origin of the cover many miles In their gyrations ternationally. He Is further credited
shave seen the result of ac- themselves.
>
tion, and the President told him by
during the course of the Perahera,
klnd In the continuing,
"If this is not -done promptly, how- telephone to take a good rest and re- processions" concerns the activities of and at the end are In a state of com- with bringing on the late World war,
a certain King Gajabahu, who Is credand wltb arranging to bring on aa|nto th,e economic hell of the ever, I will make no promises. An atturn when he had regained his ited with having liberated 12,000 of plete exhaustion. There are no wom- other (now believed so Imminent that
' years."
•...' ' v .'. , .
tempt will be made to meet that situa- strength.,
bis own people from foreign rule In en dancers.
Lloyd George has appealed to the
|pleadlng for voluntary action tion. Abuses exist In the grata .trades.
If Mr. Woodlm should step out, It is India; then returned with them to his
Feast for Art/at'* Eye.
churches to pray for peace).
ilsing the creation of "rolls The trades, acting '• as the marketing
To convey some conception of the
It Is not known where Zaharoff was
' of signers to be posted In medium of the farmers, should correct believed his portfolio will be given to own domain, bringing In addition 12.me towns, Mr. Roosevelt these abuses. If they do not succeed, Frank 0. Walker, treasurer of the 000 captives and a number of sacred brilliant colors of this kaleidoscope of born. Two birthplaces are given for
Democratic national committee, who objects of which his kingdom had swaying elephants and wild dancers him in Turkey, but his name Is Rusils hearers that the law gives then the government will act."
not long ago was made, executive sec- been despoiled 800 years previously. requires the services of an artist sian, and there Is much reason to beto deal with those wbo
The 'grain men then offered these retary of the new "super-cabinet." The celebration of this victory took rather than a writer. A particularly lieve he la a Greek. At one time
(mart this great common pur- four sweeping reforms in trading pracMr. Walker has long been the devoted the form of a great parade, which has large and specially bedecked elephant, he had an Interest In Russian, French,
eking selfish advantage."
tices:
'
friend of Mr. Roosevelt and could have been observed annually up to the with gold and silver howdah, not dis- Turkish, English and German armaEstablishment of dally price fluctu- had about any Job he wished, but here- present time.
daining the use of science In its dec- ment concerns; It is charged, also, that
JOHNSON, working as ation limits, of 5 cents on wheat, rye tofore he1 has preferred to remain In
orations, has a bright electric eye in his power extended to the United
Ten Daye of Fervor.
etically as he did when be and barley; 4 cents on corn, and 3 the background.
The processions take place nightly the center of his forehead 1 Another States. France has awarded him a
the World war draft act, cents on oats.
over a period, of ten days, beginning In cloth of royal blue, heavily em- Grand Gross of the Legion of Honor;
I with the general approval
Restriction of the futures holdings
ISSOURIANS who are ardent ad- with the first evening of the waxing broidered with sliver, carries on his he Is a Knight of the Grand Cross of
ifonn code designed to estab- of any one trader to a maximum volmirers of the President have giv- moon In Esala. Each one has a spe- back a king's ramsom In Jewelry.
the British Empire. The Germans be[•hour week aJttd a ?14 mlnl- ume, probably between two and five en him a handsome chestnut paddle cial religious significance, but for the
There was a time when the king of lieve he double-crossed them during
fe for labor and a 40-hour million bushels, to be determined later, horse, born and bred In Audraln coun- first five days the general public takes Kandy took part in the annual pro- the war, and put a price on his head.
Permanent elimination of trading in ty and now named New Deal. The no active part From the alxth eve- cessions. Surrounded by his chiefs in
$15 minimum wage for the
Beaverbrook, British newspaper
Indemnities.
animal was presented to Mr. Roose- ning on, everybody In town partici- resplendent costumes, It is easy to owner, has not balked at paying: "The
worker^
Uniform and perhaps higher margin velt by Senator Clark and Represent- pates, even if only to carry a lamp or Imagine his progress through excited destinies of nations are his sport;
be draft case, be said, nuthrongs of loyal subjects. Today the the movements of armies bis special
|uestlons epine up In trying requirements for all exchanges, the atlves Cocbran, Lozler and Cannon urge the dancers to further effort.
minimum requirements to be deter- acting for the donors.
i general rule to Industry.
The wild and eerie effect depends king Is gone, but the chiefs remain to delight;" but a New York newspaper
undoubtedly that we're mined 'later.
largely upon the glowing torches and carry on the tradition. Perhaps, some says his chief pleasure Is cookery in
NE of the old friends of Secretary •livery light of a brilliant moon, for of the chiefs would gladly discontinue the gorgeous kitchen of his palace, and
akes," ha said, "And whenRESIDENT ROOSEVELT and his
of State Hull has been given the upon the "day" Perahera (only one the practice of appearing In the pro- dining off solid gold plate.
we've made a mistake
Is there a man who has cornered
close advisers were not in the least agreeable post of minister to Finland. procession takes place In daylight cessions, but the simple countryman
i out and say so and correct
[tempted to strike as near a discomposed by the slump In prices on He Is Edward Albright of Gallatln hours) the sunshine gives a garish expects to see his lord In all the glory the sale of war munitions Internationi we could without upsetting, the ^stock exchanges that was slmul- Tenn., editor and publisher of the touch to the glistening costumes. Per- of Jewels and cloth of gold. He makes ally, and able to declare war at any
" ""
taneous wlththecrash Snmner County News and a former haps the actors themselves feel the the Journey to Kandy only once a time for his personal profit and pleasapplecarts. But we will
!
in grain prices. In- president of the National Editorial as- lack of spotlights and footlights which year, and on that day wants to see ure? Or Is the story of Zabaroff an in[promptly with specific cases
vention of newspapers Intended to
the stage of an eastern evening so the parades as his father saw them.
deed, they rather wel- sociation.
"
'
rival In Interest the radio and moving
Night Ceremony Is Weird.
corned It' because it
amply provides.
nportant question, covering
But it is at night that the Perahera picture plays, now seriously reducing
was the puncturing of
LLIOTT ROOSEVELT, son of the
Buddha's Tooth.
of workers, was raised
takes
on all the glamour and weird- newspaper circulation?
what
they
considered
In
a
cool,
dark
room,
upon
a
table
President,
did
marrjf
Ruth
Goo
Itoetuer existing contracts
• « *
an unwholesome and gins of Fort Worth, Texas, In Bur- of solid silver, Is the golden, bell- ness of oriental pageantry.
fed by the uniform code,
A beautiful, clear night, with a full
My admiration for Bernard Shaw
unwarranted b o o m , lington, Iowa; and the couple sped shaped shrine, studded wltb Jewels.
aid they were not Conand the administration down to the Lone Star state by auto- Protected from all eyes except the moon and myriads of stars overhead, is only occasional; ha Is frequently a
be broken.
gave " no sign of In- mobile. Thence they went to Los An sons of kings and other high person- makes a perfect setting for the flow- fool, of course, as we all are, but his
) radio General Johnson told
ages to whom occasionally it Is un- ing stream of lights and gyrating hu- average in Intelligence, wit and fairtending to p r o t e c t geles.
that no power can stop
veiled, the Tooth rests on a gold latus- man beings. Smoking censers swing ness Is a little higher than the average.
prices
of
securities
as
y program and that five
It did those of grain.
_
.
ITLEIl'S secret German police leaf mount. A wall of glass reaching from band to hand 'and braziers, in 1 claim no more for him.
•users wpuld he re^employed
Sen. steiwer Howeyer> ^rt.0* StelHe said In his New York speech
staged the biggest raid ever seen from the ceiling 'to the floor shields which glow husks of burning coconuts,
ptember 4r-Labor day.
held aloft by hundreds of torch- that In the United States the people
wer of Oregon, Republican member In that country. Everywhere excep the sacred relic and many other Jew- are
els and treasures. Over the shrine bearers to augment the street lamps believe morality is entirely concerned
[lonal advisors to the public Of the senate banking committee, be-' In Bavaria the baggage of all travel stands a glittering silver peacock, In casting a fairylike spell over the with women's legs. This seems to me
fdmluistratlon have been sja- lleves there may be legislation at the ers was opened and searched for sub from whose tall hangs the scintillat- scintillating costumes , and shining both witty and wise since everyone
All automobiles
e President to serve as next session of congress to minimize verslve literature.
brown bodies of the thousands of should know morality means reasonwere
stopped,
and
traffic
was tied up ing emerald of Kandy, known the enthusiastic marchers.
the
possibilities
of
such
,
"abnormal
entatlves of the admlnlaably good behavior In everything.
world
over
for
Its
size
and
luster.
• • •
The coconut husks burn with a fltobtain from state boards shrinkage" of prices as occurred. He In the cities. Arrests were numerous
Back! Back, everybody I A clear
but
those
persons
who
were
found
in
offers
three
propositions
for
considerful yellow-red light and emit acrid
ojects for consideration.
I'm a new man, In that I know modroad
for
His
Highness
the
Temple
nocent
were
given
passes
to
proceed
> tlielr headquarters and the ation by business leaders and econElephant and for the troupes of whirl- fumes, too pungent for occldenta! ernism. Still, I'm abominably handiomists before their submission to con- and released.
tastes, but they have Illuminated capped by the old human nature.
<* region are: '
dancers yet to come!
Another of the Nazi chancellors ingHark!
• » •
The whip-crackers, who In Perahera parades for centuries a
-Ralph L. Cooper of BeV gress. They are : . •
drastic
measures
Is
a
new
law
for
the
"Preparation of a simplified form of
still serve that purpose Wjell. It la
': Boston, Maine, Vermont,
earlier
days
cleared
the
street
with
la
everything
the first question to
sterilization of the unfit, designed to
|"ts, Rhode Island and Con- corporate returns to be used by all purify the German race. It Is to be their snapping thongs, herald the ap- an Incongruous sight, amid such pomp consider is: "What Is the common
corporations reporting to the Treasury
and circumstance, to observe quantl sense of it?" And this everyone may
BO that the reader could tell approxi- applied to persons afflicted with hered proach.
ties of coconut husks being rushed know, since Nature has been teaching
Every
one
catches
the
spirit
of
InEdward j. Flynn of
r
mately the liquidating value of all itary diseases, hereditary deficlencle fectious excitement that prevails along In modern Jinrlklshas to keep the common sense about everything
w York state, '
such as idiocy, insanity, epilepsy, St
Daniel J. T0bin of Jn- classes of securities lu any corpora- Vltus dance, blindness, deafness, or al when the crowd takes up the shout- the braziers constantly supplied with thousands of years. One man Is a
tion at the time the return was made.
ing which swells to a roar as the fuel.
fool about this, another about that,
cholism, and serious bodily deforml
"An adequate curb on short selling.
"Water-Cuttinfl" Ceremony.
Perahera at last comes Into view.
[>hto and Wisconsin,,
yet neither of them can afford to be a
At
the
end
of
the
procession
come
"A prohibition of directors of any ties.
Wonderful Spectacle.
fool about anything and be safe.
-Frank Murphy <S Wheat- corporation
Increasing, decreasing or
Nearer and nearer draw the ele- the water-carriers bearing palanquins
• * *
Omaha,
North
Dakota,
PAIN was thoroughly worked ^ phants. They stop, but the halt is of sacred water taken the year before
ta
1 am eighty years old, yet a commit. Nebraska, Minnesota, Suspending the payment of dividends
by
the
discovery
of
a
great
civilian
from
the
Mahawell
Ganga,
one
of
Cey
without first securing from the stockand on they come again.
Wyoming.
'..
••••
tee of Boy Scouts lately rang my bell,
plot to overthrow the existing govern short,
So tenae la the excitement when the ion's largest rivers, which flows and 1 went laboriously downstairs to
, l Dana Marshall of Port- holders a 00-day prior authorization.
ment the conspirers Including varlou head of the column draws near you through Kandy. This ceremony of the
be lectured by Impudent children on
[ n°niand, Montana/Idaho,
nECnKTAHY OF STATE HULL groups from Carllsts to Communists. almost forget to. snap your cameras. "water-cutting," when temple priests my duty as a citizen. . . . My nat""'I Oregon.
The
civilian
uprising
was
to
have
been
slash
the
surface
with
their
swords
S failed to persuade the leaders of
What a slgnt lies before you! Thouural burdens are heavy, and I try to
"us s. Warden, of San the
dictatorship,
upon thousands of brightly clad and attendants scoop up the water In meet them gracefully, but sometimes
world economic conference in Lon- followed byto athemilitary
polkre. though tlia
Francisco, California, Jon ttat a time should be set for degolden pitchers, is the closing even
believe I am often annoyed unneces'"a Arizona.
,
taSr w.« -ow 1« arresting any army j cey= ^ -^
^^ of the Perahera.
rle
whether or when the parley
sarily and foolishly.
officers. Hundreds of civilians wei e , tersperrcu
_ of
_ > cameras,
_
^Word
aones
of
Spur,
Behind
the
palanquins
press
masses
re-assemble ; but before adur
• • •
armed with all
th, Texas, Louisiana,
of
humanity,
which
stretch
as
far
a
see
taken the plenary sesstraining and
When
a
man
Is great usually Ills
the eye can see, completely filling the
that attempts ou the
lt\e procession.
widow may write an acceptable book
.„
the
republican
government,
bomb'^'nt M. Miles of Fort
streets.
Orderly,
patient
and
cheer
The staccato beat of many drums
of
h,c8 of ministries, sabotage of commu- reaches the ears and the gorgeous ful 'Is this vast multitude, as It be- telling of his eccentricities and weaknesses.
nication lines and general strikes were lumple elephant and tils two flanking holds the final rituaL
®, 193J, Boll Syndicate.—WNTJ Bervlo*.
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"Gold Diggers" Said to Be
Greater Than "42nd Street"

Gold Diggers of 1933," Warner
Bros.' all-star, dramatic musical specKorea Opening at 7:00 in Morning tacle, said to be even greater
\_tnd Closing at 6:00 in Afternoon,
"42nd Street," as the most
entertainment -of the decade, opens
With 10:0» O'clock Cloain Anita at the Rialto Theatre
ing on Saturday.
Saturday for a three ,night engagement with a matinee at 2:30 o'clock
Sunday afternoon.
Sixty-fire
AniU
business
A fitting sequel to the sensationalhouses hare signal with Poetly
popular picture "42nd Street"
[master Ed. L. Ndnrton to cooperwhich started new styles in screen
late in the national industrial refare, "Gold Diggegrs of 1933" acIcovery prograi*, tt w*sannonnccording to Hollywood information exthis morning.
cels its great predecessor in beauty,
in catchy tunes and "whistling" music,
nita, in line with other pat- in comedy and in its story values.
Itic communities of the country, Its list of stars is even more imposnt under the provisions of the ing; the chorus ensembles, directed
tional Industrial Recovery Act a few by Busby Berkeley, are more spectacago when local business houses ular; its songs by Harry Warren and
nt on the new schedule of hours Al Dubin, will appeal to even wider
opening and closing. The local audiences.
The names of Warren William, Joan
onse to President Roosevelt's apfor one big concerted movement Blondell, Ruby.Keeler (Mrs. Al Jolnd unemployment will be practic- son) who sprang to screen fame over
100 per cent here. At this time night in "42nd Street;" Dick Powell,
are several lines of business Aline MacMahon, Guy Kibbee, Ginger
ich have not as yet agreed upon Rogers and Ned Sparks head the
pending word from higher superlative cast ensembled by Warner
horities and there are a few firms Bros, for "Gold Diggers of 1933."
"Gold .Diggers of 1933" is a "back
> are still wrestling with the prob*
[ of arranging hours for employees of the back-stage" story, a dramatic
I making up schedules to take care and amusing insight into the lives and
dditional hours for employees loves of the people primarily responsI making" up schedules to take care ible for the staging of a great New
dditional labor. Some lines of York show: It is an intensely human
ness are operating under the gen- story climaxed by a triumphant and
code, awaiting 'the approval at spectacular "show" in which Busby
agton of the particular code Berkeley's choruses of 200 picked
i apply to their particular line beauties are .lavishly displayed in
dance ensembles unequalled 'in the
lisness.
j meeting of Anita business men history of stage or screen.
It is, furthermore, the story of three
(held on Tuesday morning, at
time it was agreed that the gold digging show girls into whose
ig hour for the retail stores capable hands the problem of finding
be 7:00 o'clock and the closing an "angel"; for the show that will
<J:OQ! with the exception of give them employment and opportunday, when the closing hour will ity, is entrusted. The tricks and
0:00 o'clock. An ad in today's trades behind many a Broadway sucne carries the names of the cess, are disclosed in a whirlwind of
operating under the above exciting incident and amusing situations. The song writing scion of a
pie. : public is asked to cooperate proud family eventually involves both
I the stores and to refrain from his severely proper, older brother an<
the family lawyer in the intricacies
any of them to grant favors
.of
showmanship. Alf in all, it is a
Iwould make a merchant violate
dramatically sound comedy drama en
pening and closing schedule.
hanced by the generous production

A. R. Kohl

lounty Getting Application
in For New Court House

NUMBER 42

WHEAT CONTRACT
BRINGS GUARANTEE

On Saturday Cass county got its
application in proper form for forwarding to the Iowa emergency pub- Farmers in Cass County Joining Wheat
ic works advisory committee, which
Adjustment Program Will Receive
committee will pabs on it and forCash Benefit This Fall on
|.
PFA4*UITC
California Elbertas, very ward it to the recovery committee in
Kl
Average
Production.
'
of which administration
• . '*^« t^- faiujy fruit, and just what Washington,
he county is asking the 30 per cent
you want for canning.
>eing alloted as a gift on public proFarmers who join the wheat adiects and a loan of the balance of the
justment program in Cass county will
money
necessary
to
erect
a
court
Use Briardaie "PURE CIDER VINEGAR," and
louse in Atlantic to take the place of receive a cash benefit payment thi*
fall on 54 per cent of their average
structure which was burned.
Briardalc Pickling Spices, and you will have no theMembers
of the county board of production during the period 1930 to
regrets.
supervisors, together with G. G. Jeck, 1932, according to Murl McDonald, asdemocratic, county chairman, in Des sistant director of the Extension SerMoines Friday conferred with Gover- vice at Iowa State College and in
nor Herring, Lieutenant Governor charge of the extension forces workiCraschel, coordinator of the public ing on the wheat program in Iowa.
The 54 per cent represents the porworks emergency fund for Iowa, and
3. E. Muloch, chairman or the state's tion of the wheat crop used domesticemergency committee. The board's ally for human consumption. Wheat
visit to Des Moines was made as a farmers who sign the acreagge reducresult of a letter received by Gover- tion contracts will receive benefit payGRAPE NUTS FLAKES, 2 packages
19c
nor Clyde L. Herring from General ments of 28 or 30 cents a bushel on
Jugh Johnson, recovery administra- this 64 per cent allotment, Secretary
CALUMET BAKING POWDER, Mb. can
24c
;or, which favored such a project as Wallace has announced.
What the wheat adjustment proMARSHMALLOWS, fresh, per pound
15c
the court house. The upshot of the
supervisors' conference with the state gram will mean to the individual farMATCHES, 6-box carton
23c
men was that the application for the mer may best be shown by taking the
[ovemment money which had already case of John Jones, an imaginary farCERTO, make your fruit juices into jelly,
>een made is being revamped to state mer in southwestern Iowa, who has
per bottle
'
27c
;he source from which the county ex- grown an average of 40 acres of wheat
sects to get the money to pay back each year averaging 25 bushels per
COCOA, Baker's, %-pound size
He
;he amount loaned by the government acre during 1930, 1931 and 1932.
If Mr. Jones signs the contract
n addition to the 30 per cent donated.
POST TOASTIES, per package
He
This is required in all applications. agreeing to reduce his acreage by an
The plan suggested is that the gov- amount not to exceed 20 per cent, he
RINSO, large size package
23c
ernment build the court house and re- will be eligible for benefit payment
SOAP, 6 bars GWC laundry and 1 bar hardtain title to the building until the of 54 per cent of his 1,000 bushel avcounty has paid it out in the shape erage production, or 540 bushels. This
water toilet soap
21c
of rentals, amounting to no more benefit payment will amount to $162
RED KIDNEY BEANS, Briardaie, 2 No. 2 cans.ISc
than is now being paid for county if the full 30c payment is made. He
quarters, or until such a time, four or will receive two-thirds of this amount
JUDOS' DILL PICKLE MIXTURE, package... 9c
ive years hence, when other arrange- or about $104 some time after Sepments might be made. It is under- tember 15 and the other $54 next
stood that the application will receive spring after the inspectors report that
the
approval of the Iowa emergency he has lived up to his acreage reduc_ Just received shipment of plain
committee,
and will be used as a test tion agreement.
white every day dinnerware.
Mi-. Jones still has his 1933 wheat
as to just how far Uncle Sam will
Also some 32-piece dinner sets and fancy salads.
go in giving 30 per cent of the money crop which he may dispose of at any
for projects and loaning the balance. ti'tne in any way he desires. In 1934,
Chairman Muloch was optimistic in Mr. Jones will harvest his wheat crop
regard to the government's action. from an acreage which, for the sake
The application was forwarded to Des of this story, we will assume has been
Moines Saturday and it is expected reduced 20 per cent. In other words,
that the government's decision will he will grow 32 acres which with an
average of 25 bushels an acre, would
be received comparatively soon.
The Fidelia Sunday School class of
According to reports there is con
Basing the estimates on a building give him 800 bushels of wheat which
the Congregational church will present siderable petty thieving in Anita at to cost $130,000, the government's he can sell at the market price. He
values of the "big show."
The chorus featured throughout, is an exciting mystery drama in three the present time, especially the steal- outright gift of 30 per cent would he also will receive the $162 benefit paya collection of beauty gathered from acts at the church on Thursday even- ing of gasoline from parked automo- $39,000. Added to this the $18,000 ment in 1934 providing the price rethe whole nation and trained under ing at 8:00 o'clock. The play,-"Wed- biles and from the gas tanks of auto- of insurance money which has been lationship warrant the same benefit
the guiding genius of the man res- ding Cake," is under the direction of mobiles placed in private garages' at released from tied up bank deposits payment. In 1935, he again plants
night." B. D. Forshay has a fifty gal- and another $7,000 in the same fund his 32 acres of wheat in a workmanting next Monday, August 14, ponsible for the chorus ensembles al- Mrs. P. T. Williams. Special music
on kerosene barrel hi the yard at his which will be available by January 1, like manner and harvests that crop
will
be
furnished
by
the
Misses
Marie
1
the stores in Anita that handle ready famous in "The Kid from Spain'
and Annabelle Wise and Jane Scholl. wme in which he keeps kerosene for the balance which the government and sells, it at the market price. In,
and
"42nd
Street"
as
well
as
in
nuimicakes and pastries will confine
addition, he receives the $162 benefit
The setting of the drama takes an oil stove, and one night last week
[line to that baked by the Anita erous New York stage revues in re- place in the waiting room of a coun- someone drained the tank which con- will be asked to loan is about $65,- fee a third time under the same con000.
cent
years.
The
numbers
originated
y, and will not handle any more
dition as in 1934.
try railway station, and those who tained about twenty-five gallons. The
cakes or pastries brought in for "Gold Diggers of 1933" mark thi will appear in the different characters party taking it probably thought it
His crop in 1934 and 1935, assumhigh
spot
in
-Hollywood's
donations
by outside bakeries.
ing that he gets his average producwas
gasoline,
and
if
this
is
the
case
are
as
follows:
i of patronage through home to the world's entertainment. NothSnj
tion per acre, will be 800 bushels per
"Sally Ann," at the ticket window, and wishes to return it, Mr. Forshay
together with outside compe- like them in beauty, spectacle ant Gay Nichols.
year. If sold at 70c a bushel, his
nforms us, that if they will call at
, has created such a loss for Mr. daring has been seen before.
wheat for the two years will bring
"Susie Smith," an embryo detective, lis office, he will give them a couple
iPool, owner of the Anita Bakery,
Tom Godwin of Exira, one of the him $1,120. The three benefit payof dollars, about the value of the keroMargaret Biggs.
jthe above action was necessary
owners
of the G. P. Manufacturing ments of $162 for each of the three
sene,
with
which
to
buy
some
gaso"Edith Eanes," presumably a detecbakery remained a going concompany, whose Council Bluffs plant years total $486 bringing his total
tive, Verlaine Dorsey.
was destroyed by fire Monday of last received—leaving out the sale of the
"Ruth Reed," a private secretary,
Starting next Monday, August 14
week at a loss estimated at $16,000, present year's crop—to $1,606.
'• Tribune asks the cooperation of the stores in Anita will handle Anita Dorothy Bangham.
said Thursday that the plant will not
If he had not joined the wheat adeople in this trade territory to made bread exclusively. We sincerel;
•"Miss Lowry," a lecturer, Isabelle
be rebuilt.
justment program he would have had
[this action of the Anita buisness hope the public will cooperate with Biggs.
The company, which maintains a 1,000 bushels of wheat to sell in 1934
success. Mr. Pool has a well them in this move, and will give us
"Peggy Porter," a college girl, Dorlarge plant at Exira, will serve its and 1935 which if he sold at 70c a
ed bakery, and is in position to a chance to prove to you that you is Zastrow.
The East Cass County Fish and
|the people of this community can get just as good, if not better,
"Mrs. Cary," from the hotel, Beth lame Protective Association will hold trade from that plant for the time bushel would have brought him $1,being, Godwin said. It is possible 400.
In other words, Mr. McDonald
he best of bakery goods if he is bread baked right here in Anita than Harry.
big family picnic for the members
pointed out, this farmer received a| a chance. It is far more im- you can get from the city bakeries,
'.'Rosemary Ross," also from the their friends, and all parties intertotal of $206 more by signing the conlater he said.
to all of us, who live here, We are making a few changes in our hotel, Ruth Dement.
ested, at Crystal Lake near Lewis, on
"While Council Bluffs is a much tract and reducing his acreage than
operties and different business' equipment this week that will add
"Edith Everson," the real detective, Friday of this week. Addresses will
better location for our plant due to he would have had, had he not joined
| keep different lines of business quality to our product. We will strive j Helen Denwnt,
>e made by prominent members of transportation facilities, we believe at the adjustment program. In addition,
ented than to contribute, by to give you quality goods, and will'
;he State Fish and Game Commission. this time we can handle our business he did not have to plant, care for and
tronage, in the building up of appreciate it very much if you will I ftnU|nff
A 45-piece band will be in attendance, j from Exira," he said.
harvest as much wheat as if he had
[bakeries and other concerns in give
ive encouraement
A big basket dinner will be served
encouragement to the stores in LOUhUlg
Loss
of
the
plant
by
fire
is
partinot
adjusted his production.
cities.
at 12:30, and those who come are re- ally covered by insurance according
the stand they have taken to support
Furthermore, the man who plants
| Pool says he believes that with a home institution. We live here, we
quested to bring the necessary "eats" to Mr. Godwin.
his reduced acreage in' a workmanoperation of the people of this like it here, and hope to be able to
for their own party. Features for the
i like manner is guaranteed a certain;
While on their way home a few
y that he will be able to em- make enough money so we can re- days ago from' Anita to Evansville, day will be a baseball game between •, See "Gold Diggers," at the Rialto, cash payment each year regardless of
least two or.three men in the main here. The help we employ, as Arkansas, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Han- Steele's 'Colts and Cumberland, trap Saturday, Sunday and Monday.
whether he has a crop failure or a
in a short time.
well as ourselves, are a part of the sen had the experience of being stop- shoot for both ladies and men, games,
high yield.
races and contests. Big tug-of-war
John Carl, wife and daughter, Ethcommunity, and we will do all in our
officers
Harvey Simmons of Stuart power to make Anita a better town. ped in southern Missouri by escaped
between Massena and Franklin town- el, and Ed. Carl and wife of GreenWilbur Morgan, wife and two sons.
>e week end in Anita with Mrs. Outside competitors do nothing to who
ships. The Park offers facilities for field spent Sunday with their sister Bobbie and Billie, of Cambridge, Ohio,
every
convicts,
Taylor.
visited in the city a few days the past
make Anita a better town. We wish man and woman for identification. swimming and roller skating. A prize and aunt, Mrs. Frances Taylor.
week with Chas. Salmon and wife~
to thank all who have been using our After being detained a few minutes will be given for the lady bringing the
Forshay, wife and daughter, products and to those who have not,
Mrs. Ella Wood of Chattanooga, The Morgans are on an auto trip
best cake.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hansen
were
released,
• are enjoying an outing this
All those wishing to have a holiday, Tennessee, is here for a visit with through the western states.
thankful that
&
^
vUo*- nra ' DUt Uiev <**c ni*b«"«j'
v—-*-.
lot the lakes in northern Iowa. \V6 aSiC WMiw y d our
full of fun and frolic and to hear much her sisters, Mrs. Anna Porch and
rorms
t ha t
to make 8<>°
P
« . . . ^ i they stopped, as the men who stopped that is instructive relative to the op- Mrs. Chas. Ragan, and her brother,
Isaac Brown spent the week end in
better loaf of bread
were detectives and were not
White and family and Mrs. will give you a
Isaac
Griffith.
St.
Joseph, Missouri, a guest at the
erations
and
workings
of
the
State
uniforms. The of[ White visited Sunday with their than you can get from outside bakM. C. Hansen home. He was accomFish and Game Department are corficers were armed and ready to shoot dially urged to fill the lunch basket,
Officers from Oskaloosa, Mahaska j panied nome by his wife, who ha<{
.Mrs. Fred Pieper and family, eries.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Pool.
at the occupants of any car that re- bring all the children, and come.
ptuavt.
county, found two men wandering at aeen visiting there for a week.
night along a creek about two miles
Kansas fused to stop. Mr. and Mrs. Hansen
Mrs.
r.
had been to Anita to attend the funA. Long, local mortician,
John Wahe and wife of Olmitz, from town. A pair of chicken thieves,
C. T. Brooks, wife and son, Neil,
a new hearse to his funeral City is visiting here with Mrs. Cole eral services of his mother, Mrs. Fred Kansas, and their daughter, Mrs. Ida awaiting a good opportunity to make and daughters, Marjorie and Meriice,
Pent. It is a good looking out- Musick and faimily.
Hansen, and when stopped by the of- Bryant and two children, Keith and a haul, the officers thought. The po- of Cope, Colorado, are visiting here,
lice slipped up, ready for a capture.
have heard no one statRichard and Jean Lantz of Wood- ficers were looking for a place to camp Patty, of Hoaington, Kansas, are here But instead of poultry, they found this week at the home of Mrs. Brooks*
sister, Mrs. F. A. Black and family.
to
spend
a
couple
of
weeks
with
their
wished to take a ride
for
the
night.
bine are visiting here with their granddaug-hter and sister, Mra. Albert 75 turtles in the back of the strang- Several yeurs ago the Brooks family
Lantz
and
wife
and
parents, R. H.
Miss Valora Jean Akin of Atlantic Karns and family. The Wahe family ers' truck. The men told the officers were residents of Wiota.
was a week end guest of Mr. and Mrs are former residents of this vicinity, that the return of beer had created
Boedecker and son, Bob- Mrs. Ella Worthing.
The Anita B. B. baseball team lost
to their home in White
moving to Kansas a number of years a big demand for turtles in Peoria,
Jens Rasmussen, wife and two sons, Harold Brehmer.
Dakota, Sunday, after a
ago for the benefit of the health of where turtle is considered a great a hard fought game with Brayton on
Rebekah
Vl
«'t with their parents and
Mr. Wahe, a sufferer of asthma. The luxury when served with the foam- the Brayton grounds Sunday afterlodge Friday evening, a handkerchief
ents
Mr. and Mrs. Art Baxclimate
there is very beneficial to his ing brew. The two men are getting noon by a score of 7 to 2. Exline>
r
8 hower was given by the members
health.
They are enoying every min- five cents a pound and have been and Spry formed the battery for
to Mrs. Jeannette Miller, who wil
Mra. E^r 8nd Bon>
y
ute
of
their
visit among relatives and picking up some good maney at tur- Anita, and the battery for Brayton
fred Exline and Mrs. '
Relatives were present from lave in a short time for Laramie
was A. Hansen and A. Jorgenseiu,
and
, tie hunting.
their
many
friends.
too <*»<l«ai acAdair, Audubon, Omaha and Wyoming, to make her future ho*.
for a
Monona county.

Phone 43
We Deliver
Anita, Iowa

Friday and Saturday
Specials

DISHES

Home Talent Play to Be Stealing Gasoline Becoming
Given Thursday Evening Popular Pastime in Anita

Stores to Handle
ly Ma Made Bread

Tom Godwin Will Not
Rebuild in Council Bluffs

TO THEJUBUC.

fficnic by Fish and Game
Association on Friday

Officers Stop Anita People

£irrrixfr»
Hrsrrrsfp
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News Review of Current
Events the World Over
Recovery Set Blue Eagle Becomes the National Birdfode Making Continues—President Plans War
on Kidnaping and Racketeering.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
eagles of NRA by the hundred
BLUE
thousand are flying all over the

TJnlted States; Innumerable men find
women, jobless for long, are going
back to work; shorter hours and higher
pay are being Installed In factories,
shops and o f f i c e s .
American commerce
and industry Is fast
b e 1» g regimented.
President
Roosevelt
and his whole administration are push_u <«„.»«— In8 forward In the re"™*°*r~*. "
covery campaign deH. 8. Johnson .
,!„,,,„
Following out the President's program, Gen. Hugh S. Johnson, national
recovery administrator, has "drafted"
citizens In all the states to lead the
great drive. Nine members were appointed on each of 48 state "recovery
boards," and seven members were
named for service on 26 district "recovery boards" for the recently made
codes. The telegraphic notice sent
each of the former by General Johnson was:
"President Roosevelt has drafted
you as one of the nine members of the
stale recovery board for the state of
. . . as explained In bulletin No. 3
of July 20. He has requested you to
volunteer your services without compensation in this great drive for national rehabilitation. As a member of
this board yonr duties will be to get
every patriotic American citizen, employer, and consumer to co-operate In
this program. Please wire acceptance
immediately and you will receive further instructions."
The advisory board for public works
Is doing its part In the re-employment
campaign by dealing out further large
Bums from the public works fund. Its
head, Secretary of Interior Jokes, announced allotments totaling $118,282,000 for one state and five federal projects. Added to allotments already
made, brought the total thus far earmarked out of the three billion three
hundred million dollar fund to $1,058,160,201.
The state project to be financed by
the government was beneficiary of the
largest allotment. Sixty-three million
dollars, Secretary Ickes announced, is
allotted for construction af the Grand
Coulee dam in the Columbia river
basin.
The state of Washington Is to undertake the dam project, it is understood. Thirty per cent of the $63,000^
000 total cost, or $18,900,000 represents
a direct outright gift by the federal
government The remainder Is to be
loaned to the state, at low Interest
rates over a long-time period.
The upper Mississippi 0-foot channel
project, already approved by President
Roosevelt, was allotted $11,500,000.
This la a federal project to be undertaken under the government's rivers
and harbors program.
Another $22,700,000 of the public
works fund was earmarked for the
Caspar-Alcova reclamation project In
Wyoming, for many years the pet
scheme of Senator John B, Kendrlck
.of Wyoming.
The federal forest service was allotted $16,282,745; the coast and geodetic
survey $2,600,000, and the geologic survey $2.500,000.
REPRESENTATIVES of the oil,
*•*• coal, steel and many other Industries were busily trying to agree on
their codes In Washington. In each
there were factions with conflicting
Ideas, and It was not easy to reconcile
them. This was especially true of the
oil men. Among them were many advocates of federal regulation of petroleum prices, but they were told by
Administrator Johnson that he would
not recommend to the President any
price fixing until the effect of production control has been determined.
Formation of the coal code was complicated by the riotous strike In the
mining zone of southwestern Pennsylvania. Thirty thousand miners were
cut and Governor Plnchot called out
•tate troops to control the situation
after a quarrel with a sheriff. The
National Coal association, controlled
by nonunlonlzed operators, asked Administrator Johnson to look into the
trouble in the strike region, and he
designated Edward P. McGrady, labor
adviser to N. R. A., to Investigate the
situation.

carried out, the administrator reiterated that N. I. R. A, provides for collective bargaining through employees
chosen by the workers.
Robert P. Lament, former secretary
of commerce and now president of
the American Iron and Steel Institute,
which represents 98 per cent of the
country's producers of pig Iron and
steel Ingots, was the chief spokesman
for the iron and steel Industry at the
hearings. William Green, president of
the A, F. I*, challenged various sections of the offered code, especially
the minimum wage and maximum hours
provisions. Secretary of Labor Perkins,
who had been making a tour of the
Pennsylvania steel mills, wanted the
wage rates altered, especially criticizing the 25 and 27 cents minimum
hourly rate set up for the southern
and Birmingham districts.
Shortly afterwards Mr. Lament announced (he industry had agreed to
raise the minimum pay In those two
districts to SO cents an hour.
Both Green and Miss Perkins urged
that the 40 hour week would not bring
about sufficient re-employment In the
industry.
Defending the proposed code, Mr.
Lamont said:
"It Is estimated that on the basis
of a 60 per cent rate of operations
and a 40 hour week, substantially all
the 49,738 employees who were not receiving work July 1, 1933. would be
given employment On less than a 40
hour week the industry positively
could not operate the mills and meet
any demands on them In excess of
present production.
"The code establishes a minimum
rate of 40 cents an hour for common
labor In the Pittsburgh, Youngstown,
north Ohio, Canton, Masslllon, Cleveland, Detroit-Toledo, Chicago and Colorado districts. This rate Is only 9
per cent less than the highest base
rate paid during. the last li years,
where living costs were above the
present level."

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT, contin-

* ulng his vacation at his home In
Hyde Park, N. Y., called Into conference there Assistant Secretary of
State Raymond Moley
and discussed w 11 'a
him a plan to put all
the force of the federal government into
a campaign to wipe
out the two great
evils of kidnaping and
racketeering. Professor Moley was then
relieved temporarily
from his departmental
duties and placed at
Raymond
tbe head of a special
Mol«y
survey to determine
where and bow the federal power can
best be used as a weapon against the
criminal. He is well fitted for this
work, for he Is ap expert crlminologlst,
was an adviser to the New York crime
commissioner and is the author of numerous surveys of crime, notably In
Ohio and' Missouri.
As for racketeering, both the President and Moley see in the new racovery act the authority, which the
federal government haa heretofore
lacked, to Intervene in criminal cases
involving business conduct Until now,
unless a criminal act Infringed upon
some specific federal statute, such as
one of the postal laws or the Internal
revenue act or a law based on Interstate commerce, the federal government bad no means of Jurisdiction.
In the past the anti-trust laws have
prevented the smaller Industries and
business units from banding together.
Such a condition provided a fertile
field for the racketeers, for Illegal
combinations, and for vlolenca
The national recovery act, however,
provides directly for the abrogation of
the anti-trust laws In cases where they
interfere with the working of the recovery program. Industry and business are forced Into trade agreements.
The federal government sanctions and
Imposes those agreements and any act
In violation of such agreements or
tending to destroy the effect of the
recovery act Is made a crime.
Against kidnaping, the President Is
counting on a super police force modeled In a general way on England's
Scotland Yard, the postal regulations,
tbe Income tax law, and the recently
enacted kidnaping statute.
Recent instances of kidnaping.are
familiar to all newspaper readers.
The "snatchers" have received large
sums for the release of their victims
In several cases. The relatives of
John J, O'Connell, Jr., of Albany, N.
Y., paid $40,000 for his freedom, and
the ransom of Charles F. Drschel, millionaire oil operator of Oklahoma City,
Is said to have been $200,000.

TN BOTH the coal and steel code dls* cusalons there was controversy over
the open shop versus unions. The
•teel men took the open shop clause
OOt Of their proposed
code to facilitate settlement but they declared plainly that
they would stand for
OUESTEIl S. LOUD, who as nianthe present systems
^ aging editor of the New York Sun
•f employee*' councils
for nearly a quarter of a century waa
tn the industry to
admired and loved by two generations
carry on collective
of newspaper men, died at the age of
bargaining.
eighty-three years, in his home in
Mr. Johnson said be
Uordeu City, N. Y. The "Boss," aa
would not approve
one of his reporters once wrote, "was
«ny code that doe*
«.«.,. never known la all the years of his
Lwnont
not provide for •* - • T"
managing editorship to utter an unYlsory couneli*. On ttie old Uwue of kind word to any man on the paper,
BOW collective bargaining* should be no matter how humble hi* station."

ESULTS shown by the civilian
conservation corps are deemed
so satisfactory by the administration
that plans are being made to continue
the experiment for another six months.
Orders are to be sent out for the reenlistment of all those who desire to
go on with the work.
Enlistment Is OB a six months basis.
The first "hitch" expires in November There are at present 310.575 men
In the corps, including 25,000 former
service men. The forestry army Is
located In 1.438 camps In all parts of
the country. The cost to the government Is approximately ?20,000,000 a
month.
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THE
INEVITABLE
CONSEQUENCE
83
By Cosmo Hamilton
1933 McOure Newspaper Bynfllcat*.
WNU 8ervlc« .

Plata and the theater ___—_.....
Savoy—even In these hard time*,'
"What Is the matter wfp, :*
shall call up the doctor . f. .**
a little girl who's been badly ,hnu,_bursts Into tears. "Dartfilfc^lufcli
It? What are you crying aboutr
"You've forgotten—yon'Te forgotten,
nnd only a year ago yon said yotfd
never forget."
'
"Oh, what a brute I ami fm.M>..
sorry. I'll never forget •gain."

Behaviorism
A Rebel at Heart
% ED HOWE
the most
among

Come with me once more.
OME into a nice apartment In a
»-**» \.%imusi
There are many drastic: changes:la
house on Every street. It la that pretty little Toom. - There's a raf«;
definitions. O n e ' o r
lunch time, but breakfast Is on tie on the floor, a woolen baby's stocfe
ce dednclble f ro m . the table. These two have ing over the back of a chair, and,'in
.V«OoBragetofrrg^
been married n little less than a an attitude of assurance, bang In the
by Odium or rldlc,,],,..
. "Probability that ^b*
ENATOR HUEY P. LONO'S nrbl- month.
middle of the sofa; a large brown tedr:
Darling—and she Is a darling—la sit dy benr.
trary rule in Louisiana was seriously threatened when District Judge ting at the tnhle, nlone. You can hear
Husband and father comes In. Bis
A. O. O'Donnell begun an open court his grampus-like gplashlngs In the step Is very brisk. He's deeply disap- JStS-CS/""""' '
Investigation Into the election of last bathroom near at hand. Everything pointed when he finds an empty rooni
fall In which Long's gang is alleged on the table Is as cold as Ice. When and he throws a look of resentment rudest ancestors realized n
to hare resorted to fraud In order to the door Is flung open she holds out at the one from Which his son and; POrtance of -providing 8heft ™"
Win. The Judge ordered fifteen elec- her arms to the husband by whom she heir now dominates, the place. He storms; the advisability **
and conveniences it,
tion commissioners, arrested on charges hns been deserted for a very long time. tries to drink the coffee but it is much temforts
(•WAIV' ''f - - • •'
of certifying to false returns, brought Ten minutes at least, that Is.
too hot He goes sharply to the doQr
Jf •"#*. meet a
"Darling!" Her golden head goes but he doesn't knock, tie taps. He
before him; and he granted permission to District Attorney Stanley to awfully well with his bine and white taps again and still there is no reexamine ballot boxes In open court dressing gown,
sponse. Then his patience goes. "Dar"What an age I've been away." He ling, for Lord's sake, come and have educated, reasonable in his
Governor O. K. Allen, a Long henchman, In trying to halt the investiga- Is tall and square and young and sim- breakfast I loathe having it alone menta; willing to exchange
tion, had declared New Orleans under ple, with R kink In his hnir. "And every blessed day. Everything's so with, bis neighbors; to rPcogBi»;
only the rights of women andV
martial law, but revoked the order now for breakfast. Yon must be starv- beastly hot, too."
but the rights of men.
after eight soldiers had been detailed ing. It's a rottpn trick to have made
The door opens softly and there is
If yon sincerely wish to be \
to guard the grand Jury. The latter vou wnit . . ." He sees that she wife and mother, her finger held up.
as*, civil man, and make reason;
body appeared to be dominated by the has finished and that everything is
"Ssh,
darling,
ssh!"
cold. He used to be extremely fussy
Long crowd.
He catches hold of her. "I shaM effort to deserve that repntatta
The United States senate committee a month ngo about everything being make al! the noise 1 like. Is he pay- will add my voice to thnt of thei
In declaring you a civilized gentie
announced It planned to resume Its hot.
Ins for this house or am I, 1 should
And civil men practice the i
investigation of Louisiana elections
"I was so frightfully lonely I've had like to know?"
dvilltatlon because long en
within two months. The Times-Pica- mine," she snys. "I'll heat another
"Oh, please, you'll wake him up."
has demonstrated it isfinallyt
yune called npon President Roosevelt for you."
"Why not? He ought to be awake. and' easiest way, and the most i
to take note of "political racketeering"
"Oh, no, that's ail right."
You'll start him off with bad habits- able. If civility did not pay.it,
In Louisiana and not to overlook It In
"But the coffee's gone sulky," she sleeping as late as this."
not have been so long and M^
his "war on gangsters."
says.
"If you must shout—whisper, If you recommended.
"Yes, but I love It that wny."
me, do."
' • . • • : - '
'
* • •
OLITICS and sugar are making the
"And the toast la like yesterday's love
He continues his angry outburst,.but
best word I encounter In rl
Cuban situation very difficult for paper."
very "much under bis breath. "1 wont Ing is '."behaviorism." The
the administration In Washington.
"That's all the same to me."
deserted. I came first. £e fair. Intelligent religion we hare bwjl
and for Ambassador Sumner Welles.
"But let me cook Just one hot thing." be
Am 1 never to see yon alone? Come ing for might be founded on M
Though It was an"Why should I care about hot things
havlorlam to tbe substance oft
nounced that the po- when I've got you?" he sits at that and have breakfast with me.'
She submits to being pulled. "Ob, •vice of' parents to children, I
litical situation on the chilly table with genuine cheerfulness.
be careful about the door."
and moat unselfish teaching j
Island was. clearing
Into her warm heart at this there
At the breakfast table, she smiles. world. It includes culture,
up, and though Presi- steals a new sense of gravity and a
dent Machado Issued certain touch of fright. "Will you Even In bis present state he is bound success in life; civilization!
to own to himself that her smile would Preachers and orators
an amnesty proclama- think this way this time next year?"
light up the darkest tunnel.
cate it; school teachers re
tion, the troubles there
"Next year and always, until the
"When I kissed him Just now he constantly to children; all
are continuing. The crack pf doom. Have yon forgotten
Cuban people are In what today is? It's the flrut of May." knew me—I'm perfectly certain he gentlemen practice U—nofineri
did," she says. "And I'm perfectly cer- ment may be used in writing, |
distress, the school
"Oh, darling. It's your birthday!"
tain he understands every word I say Yet, the Word does not seerai
teachers In Havana
"No it isn't It's yours."
Isn't It wonderful?"
I see it .only in an occasional!
have been demonstrat"How perfectly wonderful of you to
Sumner Welle* ing because they are
"Why? His parents are far above very rarely in newspapers, a
know so much about me." Bhe gives the average Intelligence."
hear it used in conversation.
not paid, and the veterans of the a little cry. "You've bought we a pres"Listen 1"
war of Independence undertook to ent ! Can I believe my eyes?"
.-:'' • • • : , ' * * *
"What Is It?" There Is anxiety in
hold a parade to call attention to their
Although I cordially dislike I
"You don't think, do you, that I shall his volca
Inability to collect their pensions. The ever let today go by without some litpudent propagandists who
old soldiers were attacked by police tle thing?" It's a string of amber .-Urn sure I heard him sigh." •
urge tie people to become wastert|
"No.
it's
nurse
blowing
her
nose."
and severely beaten, right nnder the beads.
enthusiastic fools for wrong i
"I
tBink
I'd
better
go."
eyes of Mr. Welles, and It was report"But this lovely thing must have cost
"All right Bnt don't forget you're no on$ more readily submits tot
ed the ambassador would demand that a frightful sum."
dining
with me at the Plaza tonight' "When:! travel I know It la aao
Machado revamp his cabinet and disto pay tbe sleeping car porter fwi
He
squares
his
shoulders.
"It
did.
"Ob,
but I can't leave tbe boy."
miss Gen. Alberto Herrera,. the cause Let me put It on."
"This Is the first of May. Have you Ices I paid for when I bought mj|
of much of the recent disturbance.
et, but I -am always anxiouito!
And
when
It
is
round
her
little
white
forgotten
what that means to me?"
The Cuban ambassador in Washing- neck she rushes to a mirror to see
him:, nof coward worries morel
"Forgotten?
Because
jt's
the
first
ton is persistently demanding a larger bow It looks. "I should have been
fear he has not done bis ftillt
Import quota for Cuban sugar. This equally happy If you had Just remem- of May I'm not going out tonight I'm
a'
«la7*.>.s -;going
to
stay
with
my
boy.
and this alone would make the Island bered," she says.
I always take off my hat toi|
"Our
boy
I"
fairly prosperons and would lead to
"And with the money you wouU lie elevator when a stenograpi
the subsidence of the political disorThe same room again. Yon will no- have wasted on dinner and all that, ter«l «nd feel foolish. Last win
ders.
Florida, I occasionally went to i|
At present the sugar conference has tice that some, of the pristine fresh- you're going to buy something that terta for food. Once I forgot
tentatively set Cuba's sugar exports to ness of the furniture Is gone. The would be very useful for him."
colored boy who carried mjt
She kisses him, goes,to the door on the
the United States at 1,700,000 short passing of a year has told Its tale, you
few
feet, and was uncomfortabto
tons of raw and only 110,000 tons of see. But the silver of the breakfast tiptoes, blows him a dividend and of the day; I am constantly la
refined. Ordinarily United States Im- table Is all delightfully clean. There creeps into the room.
With a high head and a proud heart lion, but the mildest of rebels, ^
portation of Cuban refined sugar 1* Is a different breakfast air about Mr.
Prllvately, , my greatest"
Darling now. With more than a sus he watches her disappear, and then
about half a million tons.
plcion of irritation he glances at the gives the impertinent teddy a punch, thoW Bossians who kicked
d«* of the palace, and
'l *HE apprehension of war between clock. It points to half-past eight. in the chest What? . . . But that czar'a Whiskers. I have alw«JlJ
•*• the United States and Japan, en- He calls "Darling! Darting!" sharp- tactless teddy stands for more than a •o afraid of rulers, so eon
tertained by not a few Americans, la ly because business calls him. He 1? mere stuffed thing. It • makes life •phw their weakness and Ui« \
apparently felt In Japan also, despite no less In love than he used to be bat doubly worth the living, good and pur BOnable taslts they Impose OB*
official denials. The army and navy he has been married for a year. Money poseful. And so be picks him by tbe
8lns ls r a
*
heads of the Island empire have just must be earned. The little house, the paw, and with great politeness an< •of.-wy.fefcret
ttutslan
ruffians. How the; !
little
wife,
her
hats
and
frocks
and
submitted to the finance ministry esfriendship, to say nothing of gratitude, preachers and women in their p
timates for the 1934-35 defense ex- pleasures depend upon his exertions seats him In the empty chair which li
_„ always been a countr/1
penditures larger than any In previ- A man cannot begin the "day well when opposite to his own.
man,'the
farmers have ruled nj
ous history and 45 per cent greater he has breakfast alone.
"Have a sausage, old boy?*'
serve
the
bold attitude of thel
than the appropriation for the current
She Is as pretty as ever, *a you will
ruffians toward farmers! I to
year. These estimates Included 180,- see at once. Better than merely pret- Blame Lack of Oxygen
Rnkslans are wrong and twj
000,000 yen ($50,400,000 at current ex- ty because she wears a charming air
would be better off if
for Scions' Stupidity ta«
change rates) for new naval construc- of having found herself. She has real
conTentions, but these i
The scientific explanation of the
tion and 75,000,000 yen ($21,000,000) Ized that life Is something more than
are
at least not cowa
proverbial
slowness
and
dullness
U
for modernization of capital ships.
a Hugerlng romance. "Darling!" She
<;ongress, or In any large gathering o ashamed I am not as bold 8
The navy ministry asked for the puts her arms round his neck.
urea I know to be right, "
fiscal year beginning next April 1 the
"Yes, darling, yes." He Is not Irrita persons indoors, Is that lack of oxygen
Bum of 680,000^000 yen ($190,400,000), ble. He Is without temper. She is In the stale, warm, humid air cause! tor measures they uiww to
which Is 30 per cent more than the es- merely late for breakfast and lie must the individuals to fall into a menta
tears ago I knew ao J
timates of 1921-22, the largest previ- get to work. If, instead of eyeing the stupor fatal to intelligence and cbur
_
•mart above the average bio
ous estimates for the sea forces.
clock, he had looked Into her eyes he age.
daughter Allison »•»
Improved ventilation hi not enough,
The combined Japanese fleet began would have seen something in them
preparations for maneuvers several that would have made him catch his according to a member of the Freud
, pf the family "*"
hundred miles southeast of Tokio, in breath.
chamber of deputies who baa Intro- _^. Once his wife »e
which the major problem will be a
duced a bill to remedy these cbndi tor. to be looked over
Her
voice,
however,
Is
Just
as
debattle with a hypothetical enemy. Thla
she would not IM *$
and equable as It always Is tions, although this would help.' Bod 'ported
will be preceded by a four-day defense licious
less
operated
on at oace.
ily
movement
Is
also
required
to
quick
of the Tokio district against a sham "I haven't seen you for hours." She «-n the heart and cause deep breathing tbe father said, "you g«'«
tucks
herself
Into
a
napkin,
takes
the
1U
aerial attack from the sea.
proffered sausage and gets down to It thus renewing the stagnant air wblcl what sense there is I" .
llson went on, ^'^J
"Why can't you have your bath at may have been unchanged for hours home.
A NDORRA, the little old republic In
Without an oia-r ;<*«
In the deeper part of the lung*. The
night
and
be
punctual
|
the
morning?
n
**• the Pyrenees, underwent a blooddeputy,
who
is
also
something
of
a
fe.ailve
yet . . •
.,,
loathe beginning the day on everyless revolution and the young people Ithing
scientist, recommends that short com aV Allison In our• **^
gone cold."
won the right of franchise, hitherto
pulsory recesses be taken at freQuen 08k her husband for
"But it's a lovely warm day."
confined to the beads of families. The
Intervals during the day, and that the 'peal to her In my &">"What are you doing today?"
revolterg were supported by the state
.
*
*
*
members
about In the open Aair.
"Marking the new towels, sewing on Pathfinderwalk
1 1
council, and the authority of Andorra's
Magazine.
has
been
wi'
"'
two co-princes was defied. These co- al tne buttons which the laundry has
taken
.way,
picking
the
dead
leavee
princes are the bishop of Urgel In
R««ord California Lou
wisest man
Spain and the head of the French off my dear geraniums and lying down
a story to
The taxable wealth of California
state as represented by the prefect
r D O O ID
rder t0 be
has
dropped
11,816,965,641
(tnte
1031
tonSt'°
°
*
•«
of Perplgnaa Their Joint suzerainty
has existed since 1278. They were told
"Are you dining with some one which li the greatest Ion in tb* hl»- 'hot** phUosopUe
the Andorran» insisted on being a free then?" His voice is rather sharp ' tory of the state, according to the noted in bis time
state board of equalization. l*f$ V**s • huge fellow win l
people and that their Jobs henceforth
Yes~ilt t h e I'laza-wlta you »
two horses at stn-yt »:
would be merely decorative.
At the I'luza with me? with steel the records showed the state WM them all over «* '"^
was $9,398,900,983. Tne finding* of
itl*
President Lebrun of France evidentthe board, based on current tax rolls to like that: »<-'«• A,
ly did not relish this flouting of hig
of the counties, show the state i« WeJWone, and n.ve""
authority. The French customs au•
*
worth $8,081,944,342, which. If « •brink
thorities Imposed an embargo on a u
tll« '
age
of
14.01
per
cent
In
*
year.
Tbe
greatest
-^'j^.J,
it««
Andorran exports to France, thus rulatbe rtory of t"1 vU!.
Ing at one fell swoop the little naEvery leader m
Dance Hall «t B.lfftlt Zp*
h . v(l
tion's most thriving Industry, which
"" 4V<y - 1 lil Virile
IB smuggling.
To draw crowds to 1U 009 *00, Bel and neatly * ( ' ( ''-' ,, »li
I was f.-ellog Hue," but , '
laugh wns hyphened to a t,,,r .-Have fast, Ireland, will erect m large dance off before the 1 i"^1; (0 dill
" ^ tu ue
r*OR the first time since l;»P p,,,, ^noticed ,«,.,, mw by £ and concert hall in the ground* and selves into go"
I land's tennis team hu a po^,^
build a trolley line to handle the traf Won sense. A l '' , u is *
fie. Dances will be held aswwn as the
of the historic Davla cup. The i s iu m i
era won the trophy by defeating the »«7^0f.WUr?' Wh" Mw** «•»'. wild animals are In their cage*. City everyone of »«••; ' llu. ^'
French players at Auteuil 1D t u e d,,,!
fathers are enthusiastic over the dance had sold Uiww"IH i l J ( ( iw»
"Then you know the date?"
lenge round. France had held the 'i-im
ball plan, but what the animal* think •n honest m»»1 ( k,( v(f u>r »
'Yes, the first of May "
l
for six years.
about
listening to dance mnftic late a who revealed " r ' Jl ,.- ' "
•That's
why
you're
taking
to
the
me
«. 1MI, WMt.ro N.w.p.p., Unloa _
night cannot be printed.
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THE ANITA TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, AUGUST 10, 1933.

To the People of Anita and Vicinity:
t«r^taTdr«^^
SUNDAYS
CLOSED

Week Days, 7 a. m. to 6 p. m. Saturdays, 7 a. m. to 1O p.
BURKHARTS GROCERY
CRAWFORD'S GROCERY
KOHL'S GROCERY
MADUFF'S FOOD MARKET
GOLDEN RULE DEPT. STORE
J. R. STUHR

ANITA DRESS CLUB
ANITA LUMBER CO.
CITY MEAT MARKET
MILLER'S MEAT MARKET
CHESTER A. LONG
NEFF HARDWARE

1,431,494 CARS MADE IN 1932.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Published Every Thursday by the

Tribune Publishing Co.
W.F.BUDD

Editor

Sobscription if paid in advance. .$1.50
If not paid in advance
$2.00

YOU CAN STILL err A

Entered at the post office at Anita,
Iowa, as second class mail matter.

MAYTAG
FOR AS LITTLE AS...

THURSDAY, AUGUST 10, 1933.
AUGUST.
Now comes the month when summer drags its days of weary heat
slowly toward the cool of autumn.
July is gone. September waits ahead,
August, the early afternoon of summer, is upon us.
Hot days and humid nights have
laid their steaming hands on the
Northern Hemisphere in weeks just
past, and hot days are still to come.
August often brings the peak of sum*mer heat. But August heat is easier
to withstand, somehow, perhaps because relief is just around the bend.
Besides, the days of August bring a
new note in nature, a note for which
the months just gone have marked
the way. Fledglings take to wings,
berries ripen, spring crops bow to the
harvester and those leisured flowers
•which forego the urge to quick blossoms in a world of vanished daisies.
Rural roads are perfumed with the
scent of hay fields, lines of orchards
where the apples blush with the early
touch of ripening. The woods have
long since dropped their blossoms and
now high among the leaves hang
green promises of nuts for those who
seek them out when the frosts have
come. Even the wild grapes hide beneafli their ample leaves the promise
of vinmie—plenty in the days ahead.
Summer approaches the time when
it will turn over to the days of autumn the completion of that task which
it received from spring. August is a
season of nature's pledges nearing redemption and not even the leftover
heat of burning July can imake us unaware of the autumn days which He
ahead.
It makes the chronic kicker have
fits to see the town and community
prosper in spite of his opposition.
Look and act just as pleasant as
you can, but keep your face shut
about whether or not this is hot
^enough for us.

Jn 1932, American automobile manufacturers produced 1,431,494 vehicles
of which 1,116,209 were passenger
cars and 245,285 were trucks. According to automobile facts and figares, these vehicles had an aggregate wholesale value of $793,046,300.
Parts, accessories and tires produced
for replacement purposes raised the
total wholesale value of the industry's
output for the year to $1,555,998,480.
The industry maintained its position as one of the nation's largest
manufacturing industries as measured by the value of finished products
sold. Capital investment in car and
truck factories alone amounted to
$1,489,900,000. Motor factories gave
employment directly to 229,841 -workmen, who received in salaries and
wages $282,292,203. The industry
provided work directly and indirectly
to 3,900,000 wage earners.
Miss Mary Osen is spending a few
days with friends at Vinton, Iowa.
Harold in
cross
examination:
"Where did you see him milking the
cow?" "A little past center."

AA/ OOM'T WAIT

TOO LONG
There's one best time to
buy anything. The beet
time te buy a new washer
is right now. Because
Maytag quality has never
been higher. Because
Maytag prices have never
been lower. And they may
never be so low again.
• Take full advantage of
today's low prices. Visit
the Maytag dealer and
select your new washer.
THE MAYTAG COMPANY
Manufacturer*
Newton Founded 1893

Iowa

TFRMS THAT WILL PLEASE YOU

Bartley Produce Co.
ANITA, IOWA

Touch a man's pocket book, and if
he doesn't have heart failure, you can
safely bet on it that his Christianity
is of the pure stuff.

Phone 276
10-20-33

S,. AUG. 73.. SEPT. I

T. T. Saunders, Miss Nettie Steinmetz, Miss Jane Scholl and Oscar
Gronn were Omaha visitors Saturday.
Mrs. Emmett Newton and daughter,
Donna Joyce, are home from a visit
in Malvern with her parents, Alfred
Hall and wife.
Joan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Claude Harris, submitted to an operation for the removal .of her tonsils
Monday morning.
Dr. and Mrs. David Shenton and
daughter, Dorothy, of Council Bluffs
were dinner guests Sunday of Rev. and
Mrs. M. J. Rarick.
Hev. Otto Engebretson, wife and
baby of Nehawka, Nebraska, were
guests the first of the week of Raymond Lantz and wife.
Fred Watts, wife and children of
Stuart were Sunday visitors in the
city at the home of her sister, Mrs.
John Osen and husband."
Darlene Morgan, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ray Morgan of the Wiota
vicinity, fell off the porch at her home
Thursday and broke her arm.
Miss Thelma Anderson and Miss
Signe Ness of Axtell, Nebraska, are
visiting here with the former's brother, Rev. E. L. Anderson and wife.
A. A. Johnson left Sunday for Superior, Wisconsin, to spend a week or
ten days with his mother, Mrs. P. A.
Johnson, and with other relatives and
friends.

Sidney Rodeo Will Be
Held August 15 to 18

STOCK
Largest in America. Nation's most
famous
show
herds f r o m 20
states, 6,000 head,
the pick of the
country. And 1500
bead of Junior
livestock la 4-H
rvenU.

OENTU&YOF
PROGRESS"

ti&WOQKS

IOWA'S

HT GAGING

Gorgeous modernistic fireworks
of the "Century of Progress"
direct from Chicago. A sight
you'll never forget. Complete
program every night.

Newest sport* len•ation. Horae race*
every night on Illuminated t r a c k .
Also 6 afternooiu
b &T & e B B
a n d run-_._

XPOSITION
t building* filled with
w o m « n ' § (cataru.
CantttU, l e c t u r « > ,
demonstrations— «mtiniiom
days.

Burkhart's

The Sidney rodeo, recognized as
one of the greatest genuine frontier
contests of th« central west, will be
staged August 15 to 18. According
to members of the Sidney American
Legion post, owners and sponsors,
the tenth annual rodeo will be much
larger than the 1932 show which
LUX TOILET SOAP, 3 bars.
20c
gained almost nation-wide recognition
SCOURING POWDER, Gold Dust, 4packages. .15C
last fall.
A number of new attractions have
PORK and BEANS, 3 large cans.
29C
been added, including an amateur
bronc riding contest. Brahma cows
JAR RUBBERS, red, S-lip, 3 dozen
i2c
will challenge cowboy contestants in
the wild cow milking contest each
GRAPE NUTS FLAKES, per package
9C
afternoon.
Due to the unusually large number
BRAN FLAKES, 3 lOc packages,
27c,
of cowboys entered in the numerous
events, the Sidney rodeo management
JELLY SPI€ETTES, 2 pounds.
25c
has been required to select nearly 300
MARSHMALLOWS, per pound
19CI
head of livestock, including horses,
Mexican cattle, wild Brahmas, roping
CERTO, per bottle
26c
and riding calves and steers.
Sidney claims ownership of the
MASON JAR CAPS, 2 dozen.
45r|
best herd of outlaw horses in fhe
country, including such famed animals as "Sun Dance," "Dakota Sue,"
CALIFORNIA BOX PEACHES NOW IN.
"Cactus," and many others. One feature horse is "The Racketeer." This
BUY AND SAVE.
latter-named vicious horse has never
been successfully contested during the
four years of his wide and varied
rodeo career. "The Racketeer" is
a new horse to Sidney rodeo fans
having been purchased by the Sidney
management in Montana last spring.
Champions will be featured in all
lines, many of whom will be headed
east to participate in the big world's
fair rodeo at Chicago. Among the
sixteen trick and fancy riders will be
August 22, 23, 24
Florence Randolph of Ardmore, Oklahoma, champion lady trick and fancy
rider of the world, and Buck Stewart
Speaking-Ball Games-other amusements
of Fort Worth, Texas, who claims the
Big Pavement Dance Every Night
same distinction in the men's division.
Tin Horn Hank Keenan, famed rodeo
by Ty LeRoy and his Scotch Highlanders
clown of Hollywood, California, will
be the outstanding clown—unless a
Car awarded last night of Reunion
Brahma steer should take him out oi
the race.
Last year previous records were
BUDGET ESTIMATE AND RECORD OP FILING
shattered in all rodeo events when
the official entry list disclosed 142
cowboys and cowgirls had signed to
NOTICE: The Board of Supervisors of Casa County, Iowa, will i
contest in the various events. Inasmuch as there are no conflicting August 21st., 1933, at 10:00 a. m., at •Court House, Atlantic, Iowa.
Taxpayers will be heard for or against the following estimate of <
dates, it is estimated that over 200
entries will be listed for the 1933 ditures at that time.
rodeo.
Jennie M. Ward,
". County Auditor,
Mrs. Jake Neiens visited a couple
ft
o
of days the past week in Atlantic
M
CO
O
with her mother, Mrs. William Thiel43 g
en.

We Deliver

Phone 300

Friday-Saturday Specials

3 BIG DAYS 3

Soldiers Reunion

Griswold, Iowa
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Mrs. A. A. Johnson was in Harlan
last Thursday to attend the funeral
services for Miss -Ruth Fisher, who
passed away with tuberculosis. Mis_
Fisher spent a few weeks in Anita
a couple of years ago, taking care
of Mr. Johnson when he was ill with
Robert Nichols is home from Keller- pneumonia.
ton, Iowa, where he had been for the
past two months visiting at the home
NIRA, our new— what shall we call
of his aunt, Mrs. J. T. McMullen and her? She looks like a good girl, but
family.
will she work? Years ago we used
J. P. Christensen, wife and son, to call our domestic help the hired
Byron, and his mother, Mrs. Lawrence girl, later someone thought honest
Christensen, attended the Christensen labor ought to have more dignity,
family reunion at Blair, Nebraska, and she was called the maid, then
she thought that was too common and
Sunday.
,
she was called the companion. And
Miss Edna Pieper of Menlo is to that she agreed provided the misspending a few weeks in Anita with tress did most of the work, and did
her sister, Mrs. Bruce White and fam- not interfere too much with her time
ily, and with other relatives and out. And now NIRA! What will she
do .' So far she has been of direct
friends.
beneht in the line of discovering arHomer Millhollin, who is in a re- gumentative talent that no one
forestation army camp in South Da- thought existed, and there are sympkota with other World War veterans, toms of a wave of abuse in the near
was home to spend the week end with future, but meanwhile we are prepared
his family."
'
to get you any repairs you want for
farm machinery, and do you the best
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. James of Fe- job of plow work you can get; sell
dora, South Dakota, visited with Rev. you handles, singletrees, neckyokes,
and Mrs. M. J. Rarick last Thursday eveners, clevises, plow lays, and an^
and Friday. Mrs. James is a sister thing m our hne at lower prices than
of Mrs. Rarick.
ever before, amj they are S u re
Eugene Wahling and Calvin Jewett,
members of the reforestation army
at Keosauqua, and Carl Peters, stationed at Oskaloosa, were home over
the week end to visit relatives and
friends.
democrats

•-»

w

The members of the Ladies Union
club enjoyed an all day meeting, with
a covered dish dinner at noon, at the
home of Mrs, Emma Burns last Wednesday. The ladies spent most of the
day quilting.

W. V. Somerville, wife and three
sons, Paul, Morris and Robert, drove
to Ft. Dodge Saturday evening where
they spent Sunday with relatives and
friends.

1IVE

ATWOOD PRODUCE CO.
HARTLEY'S PRODUCE
MUSICK PRODUCE CO.
RASMUSSEN^RODUCE CO
SMITHER PRODUCE CO.
JOHNSON PLUMBING SHOP

G. M. DeCAMP
ROE CLOTHING CO.
HOWARD'S BARBER SHOP
LEVFS BARBER SHOP
THE FARMERS COOP.
KUNZ GRAIN CO.

Q
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§
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General
$69000 $10216
$20000 $49000 $70457
—
12500
7154
Court Expense ... 12500
1304 —
Poor
45000
2500 42500 41263
9407 —
State Insane
13000
3000
10000 11745
4090
10737
County School
1600
1800
1600
3722
gg7
..,
Soldiers' Relief . . . 4500
4600
24
Bovine T. B
12000
7800 7300
4700
County Bonds and
Interest
19800
19800 12412
9398
Emergency
26400
1919
26400
Secondary
Road801)34
Construction . 88000 12576 8000 80000
Secondary
Road
M1802
Maintenance . 99800 41404 26000
M a n d a t o r y (6
Mills)
33000
Mandatory
41800
Mills) ..
Totals

$341600 $100281 $40300 $61800 $239500 $'^ffi

Estimated taxes per $1,000 of assessed value, $0.30.

Specials For Saturday 0"*
BACON SQUARES, per pound
.........
;: BACON SLAB, per pound
.............
RIB
;;
BOIL, per pound. . . ............... "
se FromA Complete Line of Cold Meat* to Choo

Miller's Market
of

ANITA, IOWA

m
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ROADSlM
MARKETING
By T. J. DeloUety
ADVERTISING BUItDS
BUSINESS

By ELMO SCOTT WATSON

The first dramatization of the book was made
by George L. Alken while the story was running
serially In the National Era. On September 2,
1852, Alken'a play had Its premiere In the Museum at Troy, N. T., and from that time dates
the Immense popularity of "Uncle Tom's CabIn." As a matter of fact this was not the first
stage production of the show, but It was the
first successful one.
A certain Charles W. Taylor had also dramatized the book and In August, 1852, a month before the Troy production, he presented a play
running only an hour, as one Item on the evening bill at Purdy's National theater In New
York City. But—fatal error!—he left both Topsy
and Little Eva out of his story so his play was
a failure, being withdrawn after a run of only
11 nights.
The Troy production was largely a family affair. The manager of the Troy museum, George
a Howard, played both "Uncle Tom" and "St.
Clare." His wife played both "Topsy" and
"Chloe." Mrs. Howard's brother, Charles For,
played both "Phlneas Fletcher" and "Gumption
Cute" and Mrs. Fox played "Ophelia." George
L. Alken, the dramatist and a cousin of Howard,
doubled as "Shelby" and "George Harris" and
his brother, Frank Alken, played "Marks." And
finally the part of Little Eva was played by
Cordelia Howard, the four-year-old daughter of
the Howards who thus had the distinction often
claimed by others of being "the first Little Eva."
She played that role for eight years, then at
the age of twelve she left the stage never to return. In the year which marks definitely the
decline of the Tom shows, she was still living at
the age of nearly eighty, a recluse who refused to
see anyone or to talk of her career as "the first
Little Eva."
The Howards' production of the play, with
Just seven people carrying the eleven roles, was
an Instantaneous success. It not only carried the
country by storm but It crossed the Atlantic.
In 1853 a curious English version of It, filled with
"Waal, I calculate" and similar supposed YankeeIsms, was produced at the Theater Royal In
Manchester, England. Arthur Ruhl, writing In
the New York Herald Tribune, about the current revival reviews Its early history as follows:
"'La Case de 1'Oncle Tom,' 'Onkle Tom's
Huette,' 'La Cabana del Tlo Tomas'—the thing
swept like a prairie fire Into every language In
the western world. It ran down Into Africa Itself, was devoured by the Armenians and other
Near Easterners, and little Slavs, In a Russia
which still had Its serfs, wept over 'Hata Djada
Toma' or something that sounded more or less
like that Letters from everybody of consequence—from Macaulay, Dickens, Charles Kingsley, statesmen and political leaders, the great
George Sand, German pundits, even the mocking
Heine was stirred."
And Otis Skinner, who plays "Uncle Tom" In
the revival, a role which he first played In 1878
In a stock company at the Philadelphia Museum,
writing In the New York Tlmea recently contributes this bit of history:
"In August, 1878, Jarrett & Palmer, an enterprising firm of New York managers, made a small
fortune by taking the play overseas to England,
Switzerland, Germany, Austria and Holland. In
the company were Marie Bates, who Is still remembered as playing long and prominently with
David Warfleld In The Auctioneer,' and Harry
Hawk, who was on the stage of Ford's theater
In Washington at the moment that Lincoln WUB
Shot In the box above him by John Wllkes Booth.
"Another In thut company was Harold Poseurs, a gorgeous specimen of the old-time heavy
man. Harold was of the stage stagy; he seemed
to thluk In the terms of melodrama and blank
verse. While the troupe was exhibiting in Germany his delight was to parade through the
•treets of Berlin and other cities dressed la the
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HEN Hugh Nash of Redfleld, &
Still Lower Type.
D., finished selling bis best watermelons to wholesalers, thousand*
never
still remained In the field* Pondering a bit as to how he could sell them,
not i
Igrade A when
he decided to advertise In local newspapers for 40 miles around his farm,
-Watermelon Day," screamed tt*
One hen may i av
headline of bis advertising. Wnea
consistently
while ano tw
dusk settled over bis farm that Buttday, there wasn't a melon on the place t o r < ^ f l !Jh I88* A n ^ n u > y
explains, and be
as large as a man's head. More ttuui-:
the bird
600 can had visited tit* farm and roost in theifter
evening and be ,.C1U
6,000 watermelons brought $000. Bo*
that wasn't all Potatoes, sqaasB^JOj^ hen's -body, until the foiiowine
corn and a few other such product* Ing; Several hours at a temner,
were bought freely from piles near th» oMQCTtO 107 degrees Fahrenheit
gate where customers stopped to p«r Change tte quality a grade or „»
Regardless ofthe quality 0( M
for the watermelons their picked.
When
tt la told, this quality <
"The way 'Watermelon Day* took
hold was a revelation to me," said Mr. ra^idjy toward a still lower
Nash. "I never dreamed the adver- unless something is done to <&
tising we did would draw so .many moyey: BJggs are like milk in
people. It didn't cost much, but It ability, except that they do notgo
surely paid big dividends. .It all goer •0 quickly. The changes in egg81
to show that producing what the peo- different and Just as important
ple want Is profitable. A little time quality, j Low temperatures ate
thinking what things will appeal ito portant to holding quality in bothf
the public often gets you more than and milk.
Frequent gathering and storage j
months of the hardest kind of labor
a cool place help to keep egg q
In the field."
H. A. Ikenberry of Independence, high, he says. And then, if the
Ho., was a county agent until he saw are shipped at least twice a wee
he could make more money growing quality of the pack. Is more
fruit himself than trying to teach to be high-grade, if the poult
farmers. Now bis orchards produce has enough eggs for twice-a-w
15,000 to 20,000 bushels of apples, and shipping, tt Will pay to sort tt
he has 12 acres In pears, grapes, straw- according to sice and Interior i.
berries and blackberries. Ikenberry and to pack each size ID strong, <
isn't on the main road, but bis road- cases with clean flats and fillers.
side market is well patronized, thanks
to his advertising.
Free Choke of Grain
Local advertising, good fruit and a
and Mash Is Good 1
square deal for his customers built up
a business that not only takes all of , Giving pullets on range free c
bis fruit, but hundreds of gallons of grata and mash Is a good practical
cider and thousands of dozens of eggs cording to Q. ML Ferguson,
and countless dressed chickens.
In poultry for the agricultural,a
"Good advertising Is cheap," he said. Biota service at the Ohio State nnl
1 don't need as much publicity as I slty.
did when we started; but I keen my
"HereJlt the University farm,")
name before the public except on says, ;'?w»hftva been carrying <
rainy days, when you can't expect any; lets on an all-mash ration coo:
one to come out"
10 per cent dried milk and
meat scrap until they are from I
BARTON BROTHERS
to fourteen weeks old. At that t
Roadside Farm Market
we have been reducing the milk t
Fruit—Vegetables
per cent, leaving 8 per cent meat!
Fresh From the Fields
Coffin's Corner on Haddonfield Road in the ration and continuing to i
boots, spurs, planter's hat and coat of Legree,
all-mash feed. This method haaglj
It didn't take an expert to write that US very satisfactory results but i
followed by two of the negro singers from the
cast, at whom he occasionally cracked his black- advertising copy which the Bartons not be applicable to all farm
snake whip to the profound amazement of the used In a three-inch space in their lo- rlons, particularly farms prod
cal papers; but It was strong enough, their own.grains."
passers-by. "
"Noted actors have at times appeared In the to pull $200 worth of sales In one day.
If the ponltryman has his own <
play: Joseph Jefferson, William Warren, George The same amount of produce, sold and wheat, the ration coulQ be 1
wholesale,
according
to
the
terminal
L. Fox of 'Humpty Dumpty' memory, John Gilunchanged and^ the pullets given I
bert and William Lemoyne, who became favor- market quotations, would have brought choice of a grain mixture of wbj
ites on the New York stage, Lotta and Mary Barton Brothers about $100, and they and iaftn?;|B addition to their
McVicker, afterward the wife of Edwin Booth, would have had to haul It to market, containing^ 10 per cent milk i
each of whom played both Eva and Topsy on pay commissions and other expenses.
meat scrap. This method <
different occasions—In short, the leading memAnd Bartons, primarily, fruit grow* cent
tog
is
gaining considerable proa
bers of every dramatic company of record In the era, had to produce vegetables because
United States from 1852 until William A. Brady's the consumers asked for them. Sweet even for laying flocks.
At the present price of milk, I
revival of 'Uncle Tom' In 1901 with Theodore corn, a big seller, often moves at the
guson points out, many farmers I
Roberts and Wilton Lackaye. Among those who rate of 100 dozen a day.
have played In 'Uncle Tom's' Cabin' one finds
V. A. Houghton, Maine poultryman, turning .to the use of the s'
such other notable names as Lawrence Barrett, will gladly testify to the value of local dnce as a means of saving somec
John McCullough, Louis James, John T. Ray- advertising. Daring the hatching sea- outlay for protein concentrates.
mond, David Belasco, Edwin Adams, Annie Rus- son he sold eggs at $1.50 a setting. The
sell, Mary Plckford, Maude Adams, Fay Temple- price of table eggs was 46 cents a
ton,
Mrs. Flake, Henrietta Oroaman, Charles dozen. A few dollars' worth of pubOne test" competitive poultry i
Thome, John S. Clarke and Effle Shannon.
licity netted $48 extra profit on the
was' held at Worcester la 1865.
"The part of Topsy was sometimes acted by egg deal
"
•'. ' . ... V: ; - . - . • « •
men: records show that John Drew's nncle,
"I can't help but believe tn advertisFrank Drew, and Fred Stone, appeared in It. ing," he explained. "Here's another.
« grain is fed at all, it stod
Even Little Eva was once played by William reason: I spent 63 cents for a classi- fed la fcopghs where it can b*
Seymour."
fied ad after I had sold 10 large to sanitary condition until eaten.
The "Shnon Legreas" have been legion, but dressed cockerels for $L20 each be- . . " • . I \.' . . • * » *
For the fourth successive yei
there was perhaps never a more unusual one cause the return was top small. Local
than John L. Sullivan I J. W. Goodrich, who had neighbors bought SO males for breed- turkey raisers are increasing
managed a wagon circus through Connecticut and Ing purposes through the 21-word ad, tloiv according to reports to
New York state for several years, one fall or- paying me $100. I could have sold al- agricultural
agents.
V, ; v .-.;;..-.
* • •
ganized an "Uncle Tom'u Cabin" company to most a dozen more If I had them."
play theaters throughout the East
Vaccination for the preve
P. Q, Crocker, like many other Ne. fowl po* ahould be done
He secured as his big feature John L. Sullibraska
pure bred hog breeders,
twelve
van, who played Simon Legree and used up In
the course of a few weeks half a dozen "Toms," two big auction sales a year. He sell*, ind When the heavy breeds ar»j
who, no matter how much they padded under direct to the farmer now, finding It teen weeks old.
the red flannel shirt, could not stand the rough much cheaper and more profitable. Adusage received from the famous pugilist In the vertising does the selling. It's cheap,
bare come W'fJ
whipping scene. Era G. Estey of Lynn was play- using small space; but even lower M a utter;«r cWcfcs and '"*
Ing "Tom" In the show and he probably lasted prices bring him greater net retains Light and fluffy, they allow <
longer in the role than any other actor. He wore because ofreduced expense. . .'."•'..
to work through to the flo".
"MarketiN^tronlzed by peojple liv- clean on top where tha bird9
under his red shirt a vest that was lined an
inch thick with cotton. This oftentimes was In- ing In nearby towns can often make
• • •
adequate to afford sufficient protection from the good use of newspaper advertising, a>
Door oat* for hens, K f*'
lashings he received some evenings when John medium which la especially helpful In They ate nothing BWW nor
" trough* filled with gypsum, I
L. had been entertaining friends in his dressing moving surpluses at the peak
room and desired to give them a good account said H. P. Qaston, roadside
front of the door and D?°*
of himself as an actor later on. John L. re- expert of the Michigan state college. the hen's feet clean &nd
mained with the Goodrich show as long as It "The plan followed by some growers,
was on the road.
when confronted with a surplus, 1»:to tag the egg*.
;
Mention has been made of the fact that Harriet reduce the price on the product to
nollet can withstand a i
Beecher Stowe never made a penny of profit question, making It a drawing card to temperVture from nearly zero
from the dramatization of her book For there get people to come to the mark**, Sat- 100
Fahrenheit.
was no copyright law |n the 1850's and there isfied customers buy other conmodt*
• •
was no way for the novellat to collect from ties and come again, and, though, tb*
ore confl
the Playwright who made U8e of the material in grower may make little profit «a tfes
the book. More than that, Mra. Stowe knew verv sale of the featured product, he avoids
.. feed to
little about the theater—It wasn't "proper" you loss and is doing the thing which will
turkey,
lite
weight.
develop
his
patronage.
see, for the daughter of a New England c'lennr
• • '
man to have anything to do with such a wicked
"The effectiveness of newspaper adA
duck
that
lays
institution a* the stage. She was greatly
vertising depends, among other t¥"g«.
owned
by
Alex
prised when the play proved to be such a
upon the location of the market; the J*ft« poultry yard at — ped(
kind of products offered for sallib their -- - iff perfectly SBW
quality and price, and on the class of
to Other respects.
people who read the paper. These fac• • •
tors are so variable that the only way
tart
poultry^°*
pj,
for any Individual farmer to determine
teDt
The ouiy profit she ever received from
-•— ~— 1° * , °n Host""'
the what may be accomplished by thli Of the Public Garden./'
dramatization of hw book was In.
means Is to give It a trial.
of
u free box lu a theater In Hartford,
"Advertising copy should be preshe was living In \\Kt 0|,1
Banging
A
pared with the realization that pro** more vitality and u*
playing "Uncle Tom"
o
pective customers will want to know ahOUld be allowed to
went to see the play for the
what products are for sale, the price* less the weather ib
friend, Clmrles Dudley Warner'
wlt 1
charged, and where the market 10 lih
'
novelist. And Warner, sitting '
cated. Many newspaper offlcee. If supln her
free box. hail to exHlnin th
"' tlie plot of "Uncle
„,
plied with the essential facia, furnish
Tom's Cabin" t,,
Weedier Stowe, for she the service of some one trained la writ,
coulil not umli
from
actresses were preset if
>"* "'* act°r5 ttnd ing advertisement* to put them, to final
eff
^'«™~«**Z^°™ Story, form, or at least make fufgairttoni tf Melbourne of
to how it should be done."
'' council.
«. mi. ww««n

W

UST when they were getting ready to
ring down the curtain for the last
time on a classic of the stage, out
from the wings came those Immortals,
"Uncle Tom" and "Little Eva" and
"Topsy" and "Simon Legree" to take
another bow. Which Is by way of sayIng that early this year The Players, •
with such stars as Otis Skinner, Cecelia Loftns. Kate Mayhew, Joanna
Boos, Fay Balnter, Edward McNamara and Lois
Shore, revived "Uncle Tom's Cabin, or Life
Among the Lowly" In one of the leading New
York theaters. It meant that this historic drama
may be starting on a new lease of life to add
to the laurels which It has already won.
Chief among those laurels are these: It Is a
play which has had the longest continuous run In
all stage history; In It have appeared at one time
or another a greater number of stage luminaries
than In any other play In American theatrical
history; it has been performed before more
people and has made more money than any play
ever written In modern times and despite the
latter fact no one has ever received any royalties
from It nor did Harriet Beecher Stowe, the author, ever receive a penny of profit from the
dramatization of her book; It is the most representative American folk drama and It bears In
the parlance of the American stage the most
distinctive name—the "Tom show"j It has In it
the elements of tragedy, comedy, melodrama,
farce, yes, even vaudeville, but It defies classification under any of these heads, for It Is Itself
alone, the "Tom show."
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" had a continuous run of
76 years, besides which record the lasting qualities it the far-famed "Abie's Irish Rose" pale
Into Insignificance. From 1852 to 1928 there
wasn't a season when at some time day or night
or in some place In these United States that
the whip of "Simon Legre«" wasn't whistling
across the back of "Uncle Tom" or "Eliza"
wasn't fleeing across the Ice, pursued by a bayIng pack of "fierce bloodhounds." Then the depression came on to give the final blow to those
administered by other factors In the decline of
this classic.
1
In 1930 a Boston newspaper reported: "There
Is not now 'on the road In any section of the
United States or Canada a single company playIng that grand old drama 'Uncle Tom's Cabin.'
. . . For the same reason that the minstrel
show owners of the country took their shows
from the road, Tom managers found It necessary
to shut up shop. The talking pictures and the
radio have combined to kill both the minstrel
and the Tom shows. There Is not a single bookIng agency In New York City which could furnish
a route for any one-night stand company unless
It was willing to sacrifice Saturday, the best
night of the week, for the showing of Wild West
or talking pictures."
The same statement was probably true In 1931
but In 1982 It was discovered that In a small
town In the West a home talent company was
producing the play as a part of Its repertory
of stock plays. And now this year comes the
revival In New York to prove that "Uncle Tom's
Cabin" Is deathless even If there were not great
stage names In the cast to lend it prestige. With
the apparent return of some measure of prosperity to this country, It Is not Improbable that
"Uncle" Tom's Cabin" may be off on another continuous run of 76 years!
When "Uncle Tom's Cabin" was first printed
in book form It sold 10,000 copies the first week
and 800,000 In the first year. Half a million copies had been distributed In the United States
alone In its first five years and it bos been
translated Into more than a score of foreign
languages.and dialects. The entire sale of the
book to the'years since It was written have exceeded 12,000,000, about 7,000,000 of which never
paid any royalties to the author, being sold In
foreign countries before the establishment of International copyright law. The copyright, under
the then existing statute, expired a few years
previous to Mrs. Stowe's death in the late eighties, and the last few years of her life, when she
was most tn need of money, she was deprived
. of this source of Income.
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DRESSES

FROM OUR OLD FILES

M. E. CHURCH NOTES
Monroe J. Rariek, Pwtor.

Sunday School at 10:00 ». m.
C. H. Johnson, General Supt
!
Assignment of rooms for classes
based
Cali-'
upon
the
size
of
the
class.
If
you
day from a six months' stay in
know where you want your class to
fornia.
M. L. McDermott and W. H. Karns meet, be present Sunday morning and
have formed a partnership in the make your desire known.
Mbrning worship at 11:00.
WE DELIVER
auctioneering business.
Epworth
League at 7:00 p. m. LeadSilks, Sheers, and Knits, all in one large
B. F. Talbot has sold his tract of
_
. j
rr~
"Tlio
n:*.
Thomas
Anderson.
Topic,
"The
land east of town to George Easter- er,
group, broken size lots of former values
y, and has purchased the Van Slyke "—s
::""",. o.nn >nWk
Evening worship at otuu nociiH-n-.
property on Rose Hill Avenue
Now that we have a church ina,,r,,imr
which
up to $5.95.
Cement
cement sidewalks
sioewams are
«™ this
<.""» week
"-~«, ««"* »
being laid from J. J. Brewer's store! to worship we will hold our Sunday
"
evening services.
to the Anita Bank corner and• from
H. L. Bell's building to Dr. Beaver's
Dedication Service.
office.
Our new church was dedicated SunMiss Florence Wagner returned }day morning, August 6, with great
home from Salt Lake City, Utah, last rejoicing by those who had so willingBrown Beauty
Sunday. She had been visiting her ly and generously contributed to the
sister, Mrs. L. H. Beason, during the building fund. The church was crowd34bs. S8e
Ib.
past six weeks.
ed before time for the service, many j
Claude Hansen left this week for standing throughout the dedicatory
100-lb.Bag
Chicago, to accept a position in the
band of the Beggar Prince Opefra
Dr. David Shenton, superintendent
Company, with whom he has made of the Council Bluffs district, conductSwift's Quick Naptha
a contract for the .coming season. ed the service and delivered a most
10 bare
DEPARTMENT STORE
Anita is in the hands of the Evan- helpful sermon. The choir rendered
gelical
Ministerial
Association
this
beautiful and appropriate music.
The Best For Less
Anita, Iowa
week, which perhaps accounts for the The evening service with a sermon
i^-lb. package
17$
good behavior and the straight-laced by the Rev. R, R. Moser of Casey
appearance of the general public. We will long be remembered. Rev. Moser
might be better—could be worse.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
Adair County Auditor, one
is a forceful, interesting speaker.
As.a result of a fall last Monday Without mincing his words, he told
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS half cost of bridge on line . 116.70
Lester
Layland,
hauling
morning, Mrs. Adelia Sullivan is conmen
13.00 fined to her home in Lincoln township how folks had money or would get
Court House,
Sunkist
it for other things to satisfy selfish
Oscnr
Carlson,
1
hog
5.25
Atlantic, Iowa,
Albert F. Dreager, 1 sheep .. 2.81 with a bad fracture of the hip bone. desires, but had no money for the
Medium
Size
July 17, 1933.
Casteel, 3 lambs killed ... 8.00 It will be many weeks before she church. He said if we were scripThe Board of Supervisors of Cass J.
Edgar W. Daft, 2 lambs
4.40 will be able to be out, but she is re- tural in our giving, bringing in the
County, Iowa, met in adjourned ses- Jens
Large Package Q;
Jensen, 4 sheep
13.15 ceiving every attention.
sion with all members present.
tithe,
there
would
be
plenty
of
money
Floyd
Keasey,
2
hogs
10.00
i
Per Dozen *J(
Minutes of July 1st. read and ap- Harley A. Miller, 2 sheep ... 9.00
Those leaving Sunday evening for with which to carry on the work of
proved as read.
a
trip
to
San
Francisco
and
other
H. Most, 2 calves ..
30.00
the church.
Moved by Ryan, seconded by Davis George
H. Osen, 6 lambs
25.00 western points, were Ben Wagner and
to cash the certified check of the Creo- F.
Miller's
The church was beautfully decoratC.
H.
Piearson,
2
lambs
6.25
wife,
B.
F.
McCosh,
J.
A.
Wagner
soted Products Company on file with Elmer Schrier, 1 sheep
ed
with
baskets
of
flowers,
brought'
3.00
their bid on creosoted lumber.
Lester Starlin, 4 lambs
8.25 and wife, Raymond Beaver, Miss by members and friends of the church.
Motion carried.
Fancy
Laura Row, a gentlman from MasC.
D.
Mafctheis,
1
sheep
4.00
We take this means to thank the
Moved by Armentrout, seconded by C. D. Mattheis, 1 lamb
4.00
sena,
and
a
few
others.
4-lbs.
Blue Rose
Allen to terminate the contract of
members of the Christian Science SoNichols, 4 sheep ... 13.34
Invitations have been received by ciety of Anita for their beautiful
Herman C. Mueller, Steward of the Merrill
H. Osen, 4 sheep
19.00
County Farm, to take effect at once F.
in Mustard
Schrier Brothers, 2 sheep .. 7.20 friends in this city to\ the marriage of floral offering and for the letter of
and that said Herman C. Mueller be Elmer
Schrier, 7 lambs
7.00 Hary H. Gate and Miss Bessie May good cheer with rejoicing over our
Large
Square Cans
and hereby is removed from the said H. W. Walker,
1 Iamb
2.10 Coombs, at the home of the bride's victory.
office.
State
vs.
Jeff
Looney:
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Coombs, Many hours of volunteer work in
Motion carried.
J. Burnea, mayor's fees ... 3.00 in Red Oak, Iowa, on Wednesday
Moved by Ryan, seconded by Davis
J. O. Fudge, marshal
.75
grading the ground around the church,
to hire Burt La Verne Pigsley of AtP. P. Edwards, marshal ...
.75 evening, August 26, 1903, at 6:00bringing chairs, tables, piano, stove,
lantic, as Steward of the County
est? This church is dedicated to the
Miss lone Watts and Jack
o'clock.
The
happy
couple
will
be
at
Farm,. to perform the duties usually State vs. John Barringer:
J. Burnea, mayor
3.50 home in Anita after the 15th. of Sep- and placing the equipment were given ideals of Christ and His way of life. niece and nephew of Mrs. Jok(
encumbent upon that office, for the
by the faithful men of the church. You are always welcome here.
P. P. Edwards, marshal ...
.75 tember.
have returned to their
balance of the year, at the rate of
State
vs.
Win.
Kelley:
We are most thankful to the Masons
$700.00 per year.
homes in Stuart after a pleasant]
J. Burnea, mayor
3.50
who so kindly rented to us the MaMotion carried.
in the city at the Osen home.
Miss
Minnie
Forshay
is
spending
J.
O.
Fudge,
marshal
.75
Moved by Allen, seconded by Davis,
sonic Temple, whereby we were able +
LINCOLN CENTER
4
P.
P.
Edwards,
marshal
...
.75
the
week
at
Lake
Okoboji.
to sign lease with the Atlantic Auto
to conduct our Sunday School and +
COMMUNITY CHURCH
+
Company covering the use of certain State vs. Fred Smith, Insane:
morning worship service during the •f
R. L. Barnett, physician .. 3,0(
Elwyn Andrews, Minister.
4
portion of the Atlantic Auto Company
Mrs.
V.
M,
Robinson
and
family
of
3.0(
time we were without a church home 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
building as court house for one year <-' Roscoe S. Jones, attorney .
Oakland
were
recent
visitors
in
the
State
vs.
Glen
Taylor:
beginning August 1st., 1933 at $260.00
Church Services at 10:00 a. nt
J. Burnea, mayor
3.50 city at the Russell Smith home.
Epworthians Have Social.
per month as stipulated in lease and
P. P. Edwards, marshal ... 1.50
Bible School at 11:00 a. ra., with
to instruct the auditor to write a warA
fine
group
of
Epworthians
met
in
rant for $1,040.00 to the Atlantic Auto State vs. Boyd Carley:
Mr. and Mrs. John Gebuhr and fam- the social hall of the church Monday Walter Storer as superintendent.
J. Burnea, mayor
3.50
Company, same being the amount of
Ladies aid meets again this Friday.
ily drove from Anita to Lake Okoboji evening. Miss Crystal Dasher, direcP.
P.
Edwards,
marshal
...
.75
rent agreed upon from April 1 to
If Christ is what He claimed to be,
last Sunday afternoon to attend the tor of recreation, kept things moving
State vs. E. W. Heckman:
August 1st., 1933.
P. I. Appleman; justice ... 3.00 Lutheran bible conference which will all evening by introducing many new He has the only way of life to God.
'Motion carried.
J. E. Lang, constable
1.75 be in session this week.
Following claims were allowed:
and novel games. At a late hour If Christ was truthful, then He has
J. M. Hoyt, fees in Morgan
Ross I. Miller, land for
home-made
ice cream and cake were the only power known to destroy sin.
case
3.28
road
| 16.00
Dr. and Mrs. A. D. James and sons, served. The young folks are delighted If Christ meant what He said, we cab
State vs. Nettie Landmesser,
Glenn Babbitt, corn for counInsane:
Keith and Rodger, of Des Moines atty farm
29.64
the social hall as a place for become sons of God and receive this
R. L. Barnett, physician .. 3.00 tended the dedicatory service of the with
C. F. Dunham, corn
244.57
power over sin. Of all creatures, we
parties.
Roscoe S. Jones, attorney . 3.00
Session and Mileage Claims.
are the highest when we are controlled
new M. E. church and were guests of
Session
and
Mileage
Claims.
H. G. Armentrout
6.10
by
God.
Rev.
and
Mrs.
M.
J.
Rariek.
G.
H.
Allen
2.00
Frank Pelzer
5.00
2 00
Will you not come and help us help
G. H. Allen
4.00 H. G. Armentrout
CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH
2.00
T. W^-Davis
6.75 T. W. Davis
E. L. Anderson, Minister.
-f Christ carry out His program? Of
2.00
Herman Ryan
6.30 Frank Pelzer
course we want you^—you are always GRfATEJT
Herman
Ryan
2.00
On motion, the board adjourned uninvited and welcome.
On
motion
and
vote
the
board
adHOME* f H0<
(The Church With a Heart and
til 9:30 a. m. July 18, 1933.
journed until 9:00 a. m. August 1,
(Signed)
Frank Pelzer,
an
Open
Mind.)
1933.
4444444+4+44*444
FOR SALE:—10-20 tractor and
Chairman.
Church School at lOjOO a. m. A 4
(Signed)
Frank Pelzer,
Attest:
plow, in Al condition.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
4
Chairman.
training school for Christian living, 4444444444444444 FmtftWS"/,
Jennie M. Ward,
Itp
Chris
Holland.
Attest:
County Auditor.
with classes for all ages. Mrs. Lydia
Jennie M. Ward,
"Soul" will be the subject of the
FOR SALE:—Freid Eastman 5- Brown, Superintendent.
County Auditor.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
tube battery radio, all complete and
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, August
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
Frank Muller and wife of Lyman in first class shape. Fred Dittman. Special music by a mixed quartette. 13.
Court House,
visited in the city Sunday with her
Sermon subject, "The Need of ReliThe Golden Text is from Psalms
FOR RENT:—6-room
modern gion."
Atlantic, Iowa,
parents,
Chas.
Barber
and
wife.
July 18, 1933.
42:2, "My soul thirsteth for God, for
house, furnished if desired; also garYouth Forum at 7:00 p. im. All the living God."
The Board met pursuant to adDick Odem and wife of Atlantic age. Possession September 1. Mrs. young people not attending elsewhere
journment with all members present.
u
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quoMoved by Armentrout, seconded by were Sunday guests of Frank H. Osen Anna Porch.
are invited.
tations
from the Bible and from the
Allen, to allow Jess O. Jordan, of and family northwest of the city.
No evening service.
Don't let the worms sap all the
Wiota, a blind pension of eight dolChristian Science textbook, "Science
vitality out of your pullets. Worm
lars ($8.00) per month to begin from
B. S. and Church Picnic.
and Health with Key to the ScripThe Queen Esthers, accompanied by your chickens now. We have
date of July 19, 1933.
Sunday School and church picnic tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
Motion carried.
Mrs. F. A. Black, held their regular what will do the job. Rasmussen Monday afternoon and evening in the
One of the Bible citations reads:
Moved by Allen, seconded by Ar- monthly meeting Monday afternoon Hatchery.
^f
Anita park in the south part of town. "And Jesus went about all the cities
mentrout to grant the following rewith
Miss
Marie
Suiter,
which
was
bates, refunds and suspensions of
All members and friends of the Sun- and villages, teaching in their syna"Wedding Cake," a benefit play at
followed by a picnic supper.
taxes:
Only One Cent « »
the Congregational church Thursday day School and church are invited. gogues, and preaching the gospel of
Joshua Eblen, soldiers' exThe
program
for
the
afternoon
will
for"Hound
Trip T>*
emption
17.99
the
kingdom,
and
healing
every-sickevening at 8:00 o'clock. Mystery
J. E. Knoke, soldiers' exto the
drama by Fidelis S. S. class. Admis- feature volley ball, all sorts of races, ness and every disease among the
emption
13.43
sion lOc and 15c. Complete program stunts and contests for old and young. people" (Matt. 9:35).
Mrs. Lou C. Morgan, soldiers'
It will begin at 4:00 o'clock, with a
elsewhere in this issue.
it
Among the selections from the
widow exemption
57.46
picnic
dinner at 6:00 o'clock. All are Christian Science textbook is the folChapman,
Jess
15
R
34
Raymond Warne, road tax
Century of
Player Piano Bargain! Instead of to bring well filled baskets and your lowing: "Knowing that Soul and its
worked paid
4.00 Lowenberg, Phil
15 R 24
Exposition
Sarah J. Galloway Estate,
reshippping
to
factory,
$700.00
playown
dishes.
Drinks
will
be
furnished
attributes were forever manifested
25 R 34
Lot 4, blk 65, Atlantic
21.92 Nelson, Chris
er piano, like new, can be had for un- by the Sunday School. Plan to attend through man, the Master healed the
Myrtle I. Fank, Lots 8 and 9
Osen, Eric
216 paid balance $26.45 remaining on con- with your friends. A real picnic of
and N% 10, blk. Atlantic . 35.08
sick, gave sight to the blind, hearing
Special
Parker,
W.
T
318
tract. Write at once to Edgar 0. Net- good fellowship and sports.
Jas. H. Laurensen Estate,
to the deaf, feet to the lame, thus
Lots 9 and 10, blk. 104, Atzow, (Department of Accounts), 4743
Senior ladies aid will meet Thurs- bringing to light the scientific action
Coach Excu
lantic
48.24
North Sheffield Avenue, Milwaukee, day with a 12:00 o'clock dinner for
of
the
divine.
Mind
on
human
minds
Anna Peterman, W 2-3 Lot 9,
Every Sat. &
Wisconsin, who will advise where the public.
blk. 99, Atlantic
75.93
and bodies and giving a better underReturn limit 10 day* fr<"°
piano can be seen. Kindly furnish
ANITA, IOWA
The following claims were allowed:
4 4 + 4 + + + + + + + + + + + + standing of Soul and salvation" (p.
references.
ot_
of sale.
210).
4
CENTRAL
CHURCH
OF
CHRIST
4
General hauling wanted. Have
+
Elwyn Andrews, Minister
4
new truck. Phone 179.
Mrs. Rosa Nichols is at Redfield
tf
+
+
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
V
.
f
f
this
week to attend the old settlers'
Weimer Pearson.
No creed but Christ,
reunion.
No book but the Bible,
FOR SALE OR TRADE:—1930
Ford coach. Open evenings and Sun-' No name but the Divine.
Joyce Ann Howe, 2-year-old daughC W
days. Phone 244. 0. W. Shaffer j Bible School at 10:00 a' m
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Howe,
Every
& Son, Anita, Iowa.
tf j Zastrow, Superintendent,
was being shown the wardrobe of
Only
a
fare .*
Communion service at 11:00 a m her brand new cousin.
PointE. 8. HOLTON, Lawyer.
the
round
trip.
Christian Endeavor at 7:00 p m
ing to a tall pile of diapers she
Practice in all courts. Opinion on
era (on pw
Repair and Build Now While
Evening service at 8:00 o'clock'
turned to her mother.
"Did you rate" Pullman
Land Titles; and Settlement of estates
Ladies aid meets Thursday
ever
see
so
many
seat
covers,
mom* Specialty.
County Attorney
Prices Are Still Low.
Return limit M
The ladies uid are having an ice
my?"
she
asked
in
awe.
cream
soml
Saturday
evening
in
the
All-expense w . %,
ANITA MILLING CO.
eluding hotel r«o.» ,
»•• H. L. Campbell building. Come!
CHADWICK TRANSFER
Mrs.
Ollie
Yeater
returned
home
Ihe
vision
you
glorify
Ground oata
in your life
lOc
heart Sunday from Dexter, where she had
Oats hulled
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' lOc J he ideal you enthrone in your
U rh
that
you
i
!^
2 been caring for Mrs. Morris Boyle
, T
wU build your
b
Ear corn ground
] " Sc
and little daughter, Nancy Beulah,
you will become." Do you believe
Anita,
ANITA LUMBER CO.
Culled for and delivered
who was born July 14. MM. Boyle
6c per cwt
You will
will be remembered here a* Mix .Lei*
FHQNB8: OAw 80? KM. H
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS
to C>lrist
No bother. You lose no time
^ be Willison, a daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
more "
washed. Others come to (ret
Let Ut Do It
if you trav el
Bert Willison of Norwalk, Iow», »nd
-shed white. Which is you r
former residents of this vicinity.

i

I

ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS ACO

Food

Specials For

One Day
Only

Butter

Saturday,
Aug. 12

Peaches

Coffee

Stock Salt
Soap

The Golden Rule

63c
23c

for 25c
2Sc

I Lemons
Corn Flakes
Jar Lids
Rice
Sardines

WANT ADS

Of 1933 //.'

•3k*.

NEY.IOW

Let's Gj

New Telephones.

World's

at CHICAG<

West la. Telephone Co.

With Us Your Dollar Is Still
on the Gold Standard

ROBT. SCOTT

"

TRIBUNE. ANITA. IOWA.

Mary's Latch Key
By JANE OSBORN

THURSDAY AIT^T

10,

1933

Summer Shower

Highway Without a Rival

By ALICE DUANE

Traveler in California Can Journey for Many Miles Beneath

«. by

.
WNU Survtas

icate.

Majestic Redwood Trees That Have Flourished

Caesar ruled Rome. For th« redwood begins life violently, then takes
its time. A fifty-year-old tree is as
big as an eastern veteran; after its
second century the redwood grows
slowly, and the tree which may be
twenty-five hundred years old today
seems tittle vaster from the base
than a tree a thousand years its
junior.
The tall ferns, the oxalls and the
little star flower, and the flesh-colored western azalea and pink rhododendron which peek out from beneath the big trees along the Klamath river cannot be much different
from the ferns and forest flowers and
shrubs which have been openlnB to
the morning dews of California from
time' immemorial. But beyond their
own shade the big trees look ovit on
a changed prospect The Yurok Indians still cut redwood to make the
dugout canoes by which they still

travel along their peaceful river.
But they are fewer than they were;
and the chug-chng of white men's
motorboats begins to be heard, even
up-river, In fishing season.
Every year the craze for good
roads sends the long white fingers
of machine civilization further and
further into what has remained,
deep into the Twentieth century, tha
wild country of northern California.
Sometimes I think that those groves
of redwoods, dedicated to the founders and the money-raisers, as they
look down on the long streams of
motor cars that wind along the new
Redwood highway, must feel lost and
lonely. Where does a redwood fit
In a world of stream-lined cars and
managed currencies and International balances of trade?—t.ewis Gannett, In the New York Herald Tribune.

for Thousands of Years.
was an attractive sort of in- fJ
OPB MAKBRICK felt something
i dolence about JMfcjTitMt on ordl* of a fool as she settled down at
lours occasions kept fi*r from b«ing me quiet
I doubt If there Is any highway In
and comfortable farm of Mr.
•especially talkative. But on occasions and Mrs. Twlckham. Tt was located tne world to match the beauty of the even along the Klamath-river, where
was voluble, not t<X say actually In a region for the most part taken up great Redwood highway which Cali- the mountain walls are solid with
redwood and the river is full of dead
eloquent. This wa^o^e^f: the occa- with big estates.
fornia has built through the moun- redwood snags, 1 could hardly bring
sions.
.'"• , ' v ,., . . .
tains
and
along
the
sea,
up
toward
Hope hadn't felt so foolish at first
to feel that the Indians, using
"\veli, if you don't give me a latch She had gone to pieces after her break her Oregon frontier. For two hun- myself
redwood
for fuel, were less than desi shall realize thafcyott afre not at with Bob Johnson. Perhaps the old dred miles you travel, most of the
ecrators.
Atd the national bank and
the enlightened parental 1 had family doctor sensed the real situation. time, beneath redwoods which have
house at Scotia, built as Imiyo« were," she told her fa- He had known both Hope and Bob the vertical majesty of the Empire "movie"
tation Greek temples with solid redl,er nnd mother aa she stood before since their childhood.
State building's columns and a tow- wood logs for columns seemer a cruel
In the living room. She had
"You're worn out, Hope," he had ering green dignity and simplicity waste. The Scotlans, of course, had
|e(>n arguing half air hoor.
which no man-made building can ri- merely used the cheapest and moat
told her.
Mr Steveris Interrupted with a weary ^ "Yes—rm worn out," she answered. val. They are Immense; the eye abundant wood of their neighborfeh "Oh, give hei! th* *%," he said 'Tve been going to too many parties takes time to adjust to their height hood.
»- his wife. "ShtfB >«*«uiy—they're and things."
Sometimes the rugged trunks
A few of the best groves, even diof the sparks from the carbons of
nJ ,y_ W e're crazy, to give it to her—
"Too many parties—yes. You need stretch skyward for two hundred feet rectly beside the Redwood rlghway. Freak Thunder Storm
without
a
branch;
sometimes
the
an arc lamp; or as if several thouu t i can't stand be*;ii&«Sng." '
a rest I know Just the place for you.
are
still
in
private
hands,
and
some
Made Weird Spectacle sands of cicadas had taken up their
i And having received tie (joveted key It's, on a farm Up In the Berkshlres. branches almost touch the ground. day may yet be sacrificed to the
quarters In the rigging; or the crackjary kissed her pirenli very sweetly, The^Twlckbams are old friends of And they are abundant; these are value of board feet of lumber. But
In the log of the British steamer ling of burning grass or twigs.
no lone trees, rellca of bygone age,
explained that the reason she espe- mine."
most
of
these
groves
are
state
parks,
Moravian,
Capt
A.
Simpson
described
lly wanted the key>jtras because she
"This noise was not local near tha
Thai was the way Hope found her- Btlt. whole forests of giants, with few saved, unless from fire, forever. Yon 'a thunder storm on December SO,
trees but redwood saplings in their
bridge, but the officers reported It
self settled in a real farmhouse.
as poing to be escorted to the club
pass
through
the
Lane
grove,
the
1902,
Just
within
range
of
Cape
A week after her arrival she start- shade. The "Founders'. Tree" on the Mather grove, the Williams grove, Verde lighthouse. At 1 -.30 a. tn.. a all over the ship, even in the neighn ce that evening by "Mr. Frank
jtroshy, a young, man as she thought ed out one sultry, overcast afternoon- Dyerrille flats, 364 feet high, labeled and other groves dedicated to heroes warm puff of dust-laden wind came borhood of the noisy steering gear."
[ much Important "Hers Miss Sally thinking motoring would be less breath- "the world's tallest Imown tree," of the long fight, and finally even off the African shore. Lightning, nt —Literary Digest
tmshy's nephew and he's visiting her less than sitting on the shady porch seems little taller than its neighbors. through the Callfornla-Stnte-Feder- first distant on the northeast horizon,
That "Founders' Tree," dedicated
he's been perfectly adorable to or under the old, gnarled apple trees
ation-of-Women's-Clubs and the Gar- became almost continuous, with loud
Doomsday
{considering all the people he knows by the side of theihouse. She hadn't to the founders of the Save-the-Red- den-Clubs-of-Amerlca groves, dedi- thunder.
The end of the world la In sight,
|town, and he'll bring me home after gone far when a sharp thunderstorm woods league—Madison Grant, John cated to other groups of warriors.
All the stars were visible; only according to the Inhabitants of Pitdance and It he thought 1 didn't broke and she turned for refuge Into O. Jferriam and Henry Fairfield OsSuch names at first seem ludicrous; upper clouds, no cumulus, In the sky. cairn Island, and they are making no
born,
two
of
them
New
Yorkers
and
j\re a latch key he'd just: think I was the driveway of a small cottage on the
they are, of course, no sillier than Captain Simpson had never before
[little country simpleton, I suppose. edge of a village. It wasn't a preten- one a citizen of Washington, D. O.— the Moblloll bay which Sir Hubert experienced a severe thunder storm provision for the future, says the Montknows actresses and artists and tious place at all—a little white Con- hints part of the romance behind the Wllklns dedicated to a patron of his without cloud. Charles Fltzhugh real Herald. They are not planting
ir.vtliing—and I must seem stupid onlal house done over Just enough to chain of state redwood parka. Driv- Antarctic flights- or the Charles V. Talman. who describes this frenk young coconuts this year nor storing
make it charming. " As Hope ran back ing today through that chain of giant Bob mountains which Admiral Byrd thunder storm tn hla Science Service up anything for the futu e. The 193
bngh as It to."-people of the Island are the descendall, as Mr, and Mrs. Stevens to the house .from the garage where groves, you have to sense of a first dedicated to a doubtful bene- feature "Why the Weather?" goes on: ants of English sailors who mutinied
mighty
race
In
peril
of
destruction;
factor, then erased from his maps.
d, the Idea wasn't such a bad one. she had parked her car—she noticed
"For fully an hour the sky was on the warship Bounty in 1790 and
s rather tiresome setting up for that it was .a two-car garage, so she you feel only that redwoods have They are close kin to Virginia, Caro- one blaze of lightning, and wire Tahltian women.'' Because of their
flourished
her
for
thousands
of
years
lina and Georgia names of our At- ropes, mastheads, yardarms, derrick Isolation In mid-Paclflc, the islander*
•when they had no occasion to didn't mind monopolizing half of It—
she,thought of the trees only as a and still flourish. But there was a lantic coast. Age lends dignity to ends. etc. were lighted up. All the are
up themselves.'
:•
self-supporting. Coconuts and
time
when
logging
was
proceeding
at
he; were peacefully slumbering In menace. She was frankly afraid of such a pace that it seemed doubtful the most violent eccentricities of stays seemed to have glow lamps other fruits brought to the Island by
thunder
and
lightning.
grateful nomenclature—when It does three to four feet apart and the the crew of the Bounty are still
far room at the back of the house
She let the big knocker drop, send- whether coming generations would not simply forget them.
mastheads and yardarms a bright growing there. Some of the agriculj»n at about one o'clock Frank Ormsever
know
what
California's—and
The big trees lead the mind back light at their extremities.
car rolled up.- , He had been tell- ing Its loud summons through the little America's—biggest living things had
tural Implements still used wera
Into the prehistoric past of Califor"The most remarkable part of the made from the Iron of the Bounty.
that he thought she was tha house. . Nobody answered It though been.
nia. The giants were giants before phenomenon was the extraordinary Visitors are not allowed to smok«
erest girl he had ever met and she sounded it again and again. Then,
{ Just wondering whether he dared in a lull for a moment, she ran round , The Save-the-Redwoods league Columbus sighted American" land; sound emitted throughout It was, there. Neither are they permitted to
[her that he had also considered to the back of the house, tried the roused the nation so thoroughly that some, of them were titans when says the log. exactly like the noise drink alcohol or wear shorts.
back door, and slammed' It shnt behind
[the prettiest
, .
pf course' you'll come In ' foi her as It gave to her push.
The kitchen was in almost dead
jlle," she said. "We'll Just slip in
darkness.
Outside the black clouds
lout disturbing anyone. I thought
laps I'd make some coffee or some- seemed to settle- closer and closer
down over the roof. The roar of thunk."
''•:•"-: .
. • • ' . der and wind, the sighing and gnash|ou don't mean to say you have a ing of trees, were deafening. A searkey," said Frank Orrasby—then Ing flash of lightning came, and Its
liiistled and afterwards he laughed. brightness was worse than the darkawfully well like to come In," he ness before.
; "and I wish I had known—but
It was a cosy kitchen in which she
I'm not so privileged as you found herself —bright with red and
Aunt Sally sits up for me and I white gingham curtains, clean with
rd be- home at one—and I blue and gray paint. A box of grono't keep her sitting up. Let ceries was on the table, a kettle
brae tomorrow, any time— please. hummed softly on the coal stove.
Maryt"
Thoughts of tea and toast came Into
Mary had Jerked herself away Hope's- mind. ' It was one thing to take
[him and had run up the path to refuge from a terrible storm In someouse, Re hurried to her and tried body's kitchen ; it was another to make
pe the key' from her hand. "You a feast of tea and toast and the Jar
ust hurry home," she sald^ "I'm of marmalade you saw sticking from
I veil able to. let myself in, thank somebody'a grocery order.
[Good night, Mr. Ormsby. I said
A resounding knock echoed through
night"
•the house, but It was so mixed up
Every Fib«r In Every Cord In Every Ply
Frank feeling, as If the stars with thunder that for a moment Hope
Dddenly fallen down from the sky wasn't sure what It meant. But it
In Every Firestone Tire It
fcted down >the path Into his car sounded a second time and a third, and
started slowly -down the road at last she realized that somebody was
Mary was fumbling with the key. pounding on the front door knocker.
BY
ng back he saw her still fumbling, Groping through the strange dark dinIhe turned the car around and ing room and living room and hall, she
[slowly back.
finally found the door. She couldn't
_. JTERFORMANCE COUNTS!
darn thing won't work," said see clearly, and bungled with the
Firestone High Speed Gum-Dipped Tires hold all world records on road and
Reeled Mary when he reached opening.
track for Safety, Speed, Mileage and Endurance* They are first choice of race
tide. "I guess the/ gave me the
"The knob sticks, Mrs. Tracy," came
drivers—men
who will not take chances or risk their lives on any other tire.
key. Oh, I think It Is too a cheerful voice through the door—and
Firestone
Tires are the only tires made -with high stretch cords and the
jful !" And Mary promptly began Hope's heart stood still. It was Bob.
Ertra Process of GUM-DIPPING which gives 58% longer flexing life—GREATER
sp. After that they rang the "Give It an extra twint to the right
SAFETY AND MORE BLOWOUT PROTECTION.
[bell. Then Vary called— first and It'll come open."
usly, then with all her might
Hope twisted it smartly to the right,
The Firestone Dealer In Your Community Will Give You a Liberal Allowance
response.
and almost fell backward into the dim
For Your Worn Tire* To Apply On New Firestone High Speed Tire*
ate to keep your aunt waiting hall a» the door came open In her
' longer—" gaid VUay.
hand.
Protect your Safety by equipping your car TODAY—Tire prices are still
"That's fine, Mrs. Tracy. I'm Mr.
not worried about Aunt Sally,"
too low—Buy now before they advance again.
ank, "but J am worried about Johnson— Bob Johnson. I saw the
light In the kitchen so I knew you
THENEW
I could go home with you were here. I left the back door open
SUPER OLDfULO TYPE
,elephone to my house. That for you—had to run down to the post
office,
and
got
caught
in
this
storm.
Equal
to
All
First
Line, Standard
I wake them." .
Brand Tirei in Quality, ConstrucOrmsby who didn't look very Awfully good of you to promise to
tion and ApUler than her nephew greeted look after me. You see—I've been a
^pearance, Yel
and Mary with reassuring little tired out, and my old doctor recSold at a
I falre. "But flrjsr you must stop ommended this village and this bouse
Price That
fve a bite with us. We can tele- as a good place to rest up, and his wife
Afferdi
lafter that Bat you don't mean. remembered that yon sometimes helped
OF TIRE CONSTRUCTION
SEMnMELTYPB
COURIER TYPE
You
I that you have a latch-key? I out the summer people. So I wrote
_
you,
and
here
you
are.
I
wonder
if
I
Chenr,
[some of the, village girls- had
Real
Ford—
Chen..
4.30-tt $6.30 4.50-St f*5.65
Iteys, but Pd no Idea your moth' could have some tea and .toast—and
Sav30«3H
maybe some marmalade? I ordered
Font
Fo«l__
F'l, bless my heart, and you're
ingt
jkJ>
6.70
child. Fnmk; 4o girls In the things at the grocery, and they're on
the table."
'OS Cherr-.> 3*6 O
latch key»r
4.40-81 J
Hope shrank back Into the darkness,
Huh.
[Mary had flown to the tele- found tho door Into the back entry,
EMCX__. 6.7O
5.00-10
5.00-10
&.fter five minutes' /effort the and faded away into the shadows.
Focd_
Bulok4.7S-I9
»*«40 6.00-18 HD ---- 9X5.10
CtMT*_
would only report "They do Once more in the bright, kitchen, she
4.95
&00-19HD -- If. *O
____ 8.10
4.50-S1 7
wer."
Boofcne
17.40
&30-UHD
aet quickly about making tea—and
[it win be quite all right for toast. She spread the pretty china she
7.30
&JHM9HD
17 .*•
Auburn
I "ay here," said Visa. Ormsby. found In the cupboards on a table un_{ A . _
taburai 1O.15
1.00-19 BD
Stude'r
9.00
3.5<Mi>
5.5Q.1J
Plmy'hf
4»Of>
phone yon* mother the first der the window, and as she browned
7JD-MHD
4.73-19 J
OlH*r Siftm froporOonattljr lotf
don't hurry in the morning." the bread over the coals her cheeks
' a dear," Bald Mls» Ormsby flushed with heat and excitement Perafter she bid sjhown her haps-" hadn't been such a serious
A, look of flolek compre- ouarrel between Bob and her. They
> passed between the two. "But were both too stubborn, that was the
poor lamb carry a latch trouble. But nothing that a little exThe hew Firestone Aquapruf
Hotter epark, Increased
A new high standard
Brake Lining ia moisture-proof
you are engaged."
plaining wouldn't cure- Perhapspower and longei life. Sealed
of
Power, Dependagiving smoother braking action
The door opened, and Bob came
suppose she'd have
against power leakage. Old
bility and Long Life.
and
more
positive
braking
con"•se she wonW," Mid Awt blinking into the kitchen. He had obworn plugs waste
trol. We test your Brakes FREE.
We will teat any
looking up .they saw a vary Tlously changed his wet things for
gagoliae. We test
make of Battery
house
slippers
and
a
dressing
gown.
ftued. but very pretty young
your
Spark
I'lugs
FREE.
e 'loorway. »rm Bonry." she He looked boyish and young, as he
FREE.
EachlaSM
l
'«t i Wa8 so afraid they Stood there-tired, too. and a little
and I ju«t 8t0I, down to fate and worn. He looked firs. «t the
&» ««.ta»» Cuw-DtaP-l J1«« nwU «•• "«• tlHMMf *Wc««ry md Kshiblitan BuiUin* .« "A Cwtury of rwrW CMo**,.
telephone again, Salable set for two-and then he saw
'
gone to bed^—I—"
H
Haif an hour later Mrs. Trucy found
was wrong," said Aunt
a
" '
them with all the windows closed, the
shades down and the lights on, though
-™* then. -1 ?he summer shower had passed and a
' late afternoon sunshine bathed
,
world. Tea and toast aad
" ">y life—••
and something else-had
8ttl
'"r d Aunt- Sally as
ended
the
shower
for them.
* » ID his arms.
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Best
ation
also
Costs Less

Saturday evening
, ....MU.S, to visit his sister, Mrs. Louis .Martin and family.

Saturday-Sunday- |
Monday

Miss Katie Cron of Lincoln township, who was operated on several
weeks ago, is not improving as fast
as her friends would like to have
iier.
John S. Gebuhr of Council Bluffs,'
the contractor and builder of the
Methodist Episcopal church, and his
family attended the dedication services
Sunday.

RIALTO

A Day
llectrical Way

A meeting of the ladies aid society
of the Massena township Baptist,
church was held last Wednesday afternoon at the home of Mrs. I. W.
Joy. Lunch was served late in the
afternoon.

MATINEE, lOc and 25c

Brought to you months in advance of regular
release date by special arrangement with
Warner Bros. I An even bigger, brighter,
breezier show than their previous recordbreaking musicall With many of the same
great stars and chorus beauties, with other big
names added. Truly the Show of the Century!

A company of friends was entertained by Mrs. Solon A. Karns at her
home last Thursday afternoon. Mrs.
Chas. Salmon of Cambridge, Ohio,
was an out-of-town guest. Lunch waa
served by the hostess.

GOLD

A meeting of the Mutual Benefit
club of the Highland vicinity was held
last Thursday afternoon at the home
of Mrs. Wayne Sisler. The afternoon
was spent by the ladies in quilting,
after which a lunch was served by the
hostess.
Vood Goff of Atlantic has secured
Miss Mary Mller of Brayton spen.
)n as guard at the state re- the week end with friends in Anita
atory at Anamosa.
Don L. Thomas, wife and daughter
[John Gebubf, Jr., whose hand was Carol, of Underwood spent Sunday
ily lacerated -with an electric saw 3n the city with her parents, George
working on the church building, Biggs and wife.
orts his hand as in fine shape and
irly healed.
f. C. Pedersen, well known farmer
of this vicinity, has returned from
he members of the Bide-a-Wee Chicago where he attended the world':
idge club were, guests last JWednes- fair for a few days. Hev was accom
afternoon of Mrs. Elmer Scholl panied to the fair by Elmer Keller
[her home northeast of the city, of 'Wiota.
scorer for, the afternoon was
, Herbert Hartley, and guests were
Carl M. Gustafson of Chicago,
Earl Brown, Mrs. Solon A. commercial agent for the Railway
ns, Mrs. Ed, F. Carlton and Mrs. Express Agency, was a visitor in the
old Giles.
city last Thursday afternoon, calling
on the business men of the city in
G. McFarland of Los Angeles, the interest of the express company
ifornia, is. here to spend a few and soliciting business for his comks looking after his farm land in pany.
oln township. '^Mac" is looking
\and says his family is -well/and
Postoffices in southwest Iowa for
[of them enjoy living in that part which examinations for postmasters
[California. He says he thinks will be held under the order of the
pt of the "former 'Anita people liv- post office department of August 1st.
out there are getting along all are Adair, Avoca, Bayard, Bridgejit, and' that things in general are water, Carson, Casey, Clearfield, Exping up since the NKA "has begun ira, Orient, Persia, 'Portsmouth,. Sidunction.
ney and 'Woodbine.

EVENINGS, 10c and 35c

HERE IT COMES! THE
SUPER-SUCCESSOR
TO "42ND STREET!"

'

A Few Cents

Matinee 2:3O Sunday Afternoon
Also Comedy and News

GERS
OF 1933

John Maurer, wife and two children and Mrs. Vera Ketelsen of Wilton Junction, Iowa, spent Sunday and
Monday in the city, guests of Chas.
P. Karns and family. The ladies,
daughters of the late George" Karns,
are nieces of 'Mr. Karns.
J. W. O'Hara of this city, deputy
game warden for Cass, Adair and
Guthrie counties, arrested Herman
Lemke of Casey a few days ago for
catching fox in the wild and placing
them in his private pens. Mr. Lemke
has.a breeder's license but this does
not give him authority to catch wild
fox. Taken before Justice E. H. Wolf
of Guthrie Center he was fined $150
and costs.

With WARREN WILLIAM, ALINE
MacMAHON, JOAN BIONDELL, RUBY
KEELER, DICK POWELL, GINGER
ROGERS, GUY KIBBEE, NED SPARKS
and Many Others!

Frederick Baier, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Baier, was very pleas- \
antly surprised at his home Saturday
evening in honor of his 19th. birthday, j
A large crowd of relatives and friends
called and helped him spend the evening with dancing, music being furnished by Mrs. Wilma Burns and
George Bills. All left Sunday morning wishing Frederick many more
happy birthdays, as everyone enjoyed
himself to the fullest extent.

The regular August meeting of
A business meeting of the Anita
M. Dorn, accompanied by Mrs. Elval
Obedience Lodge No. 380, A. F. & Literary Club will be held at the li- Howard, spent Sunday in Des Moines*
A. M., was held at the Masonic Tem- brary on Thursday evening at 7:30 with his brother, H. W. Dorn and fample Tuesday evening.
o'clock.
ily.
Mrs. W. R. Spence of Atlantic, a
Miss Maurine Turner is spending
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew the week at Lenox, Iowa, at the home
Wiegand, submitted to an operation of her aunt, Mrs. Wm. Schaake and
for appendicitis at the Atlantic hos- husband.
pital a few days ago.
A company of friends enjoyed a
The recent meeting of the K. J. U. dance last Wednesday evening at the
club of the Church of Christ was held Voorhees Lodge west of the city, Mr.
at the home of Mrs. Ben Bell. After and Mrs. Cal Darrow being host and
the business meeting, the afternoon hostess.
was spent hemming dish towels. Late
in the afternoon home-made ice cream
Earl Wheatley, wife and son, Harwas served.
vey, and Miss Cora Taecker of Watertown, South Dakota, visited here last
Fred C. Ch.inn and wife of Brad- week with his parents, John Wheatgate, Iowa, visited in the city a couple ley and wife, and with other relatives
of days the past week with friends. and friends.
Mr. Chinn, who has been manager
of an elevator in Bl-adgate for a numWm. Schaake and wife of Lenox,
ber of years, has recently resigned Iowa, spent Sunday in the city with
his position.
her sister, Mrs. H. H. Turner and
family. Mrs. J. D. Peterson, who had
Mrs. Henry Maduff entertained last been visiting with Mr. and Mrs.
Thursday afternoon at her home on Schaake^for several weeks, returned
West Main Street three tables of to Anita with them Sunday.
bridge players in honor of Mrs. Jeannette Miller, who expects to leave
soon for Laramie, Wyoming, where
she will make her future home. Mrs.
Miller received a guest prize, Mrs.
E. S. Holton won the high score for
Either local or long distance.
the afternoon, and Mrs. Glen A. Roe
Johnston at the White Front Coffee
the consolation prize.

SOW IS
means fewer quarts between drains

Better Fit Better Wear <
SAVE MONEY

FORMERLY 30*
How only

PLUS TAX

o

S T A N D A R D OIL SERV]£E
.Al,0 D.STR..UTORS OF AUAS TIHI

Miss Leola B. Schlee, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William Schlee of near
Anita, and Raymond E. Nielsen, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Hans Nielsen, also
of this vicinity, were united in marriage at 11:00 o'clock last Tuesday
morning at the Zion's Lutheran church
in Atlantic. Rev. M. E. Seltz, the
pastor, read the single ring ceremony.
Witnesses were Earl Schlee and Hazel
Smith. The bride wore a beautiful
sky blue crepe dresa. The newlyweds
will make their home on a farm three
mdles north of Anita where they will
have the best wishes of their many
friends.

!4

Economy Shoe Co. j?
Better Shoes For Less
NOTHING — $2.98 — OVER

Family Shoe Store
Atlantic

TRUCKING

Why dumldnt ItwVi. "D" la* longer? It forma no
to rtickpUton ring—even tend, to looaen up rings
r££ oil. And ne* to high jed
the mo.t Important c«i»e of high od
of L-Vi. «D" «*•-% «"
u, ^ o
tht oil wqolmnenu, of even an old car
to ««i dJT>«rmotor oil co.* hy draining
, ft-htag clean, and changing to I«o=Vis
•

Earl Brown, well known farmer
living on highway No. 6 east of Anita,
will enter his 6-year-old, five gaited
saddle mare, "Silver Down," in the
society horse show to be held at the
state fair in Des Moines. Mrs. Arthus Towne of Davenport will ride tha

Phone 163 or Bee Francis (Abe)
Shop, Anita.

OMAHA or VALLEY JUNCTION, 15c PER HUNDRED.

FRANCIS (ABE) JOHNSTON

Bargain Prices
We Are Closing Out Our Large Stock of McCormickDeering Repairs. Come in and See if We Have It.

The Farmers Coop.
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OUR COMIC SECTION
(Lesson for _ ^ ^

Events in the Lives of Little Men

HANNAH
1SSON

:1, *•""IT

TEXT-I SwnurtJUj-M, MT Hi A."l.^^i7 M W*U

•• l»^ww»»^3

_

n

L we Ow« to Our Mother*.
uflul PEOPW1 AND AD^l/TJ3COP)evout Motherhood. , ," ,' :' .-.-'• i,

indicated by the fes% rommltthe lesson text praOtfOJ^y/COVfeni
3 one and two of 1 SaUOeL In
get a full view of thto nnj woman the salient features of
[diapters should be made to stand
JHannah'B Sort Trial (1:1-8).
had two wives, in violation
lid's law. God's jpiteal thought
an was one wife only. ThereAdam he made Eve. HanI sore trial grew out of Jealousy
naturally springs dp between
ocn, wives of one man. The
,„„ of this law .of .<Jod concernttrriage has alwayi been attendtrouble. /Since, Hannah's
is mentioned • first, we may
ately Infer that she was hla
jnd lawful wife,, r . ' - ' ' .
Hannah Pray* fora Son (1:9-18).
[bad the good,sense to take her
i to the Lord. Believers should
even though ifie troubles re.
•om sin.
tier bitterness of soul (v. 10).
i Elkanah loved her and sought
|ten her burden, he was unable
to her heart the needed
Only in God can help be.
I sufficient to stay the soul In
1
great trial.
|ler vow (v. 11). .Hannah asked
a son. In connection with
iking this gift from God, she
[to' give the child back to Go,d.
was therefore a Nararite all
i of hl& dfa AJuch can be ex|of children born Into the world
nich circumstances.
[tonnab tolsjndged by Ell, the
VT. 12-18);; The priest observmotlon of her lips and not
the sound of her voice con[that she was "Intoxicated, de| that she put away-wine. She
herself against this vicious
assuring EH that In bltter[soul she was pouring out her.
i God In prayer:- '\ ' ' . - . ' •
t good people,, may be too ready
pte evil motives to othera >Th«
annah must.have been Shocked
that Ell should so unjust! her. The Golden Rule should
In Judging others.
pannnh blessed by Eli (W.
Her explanation satisfied
) In turn pronounced a blessing
joining in prayer that God
ant her petition,
Hannah Coniecrate* Samuel to
1(1:19-28).
|er prayer answered (w. 10,20).
did she realize that God
iswered her prayer that she
e child SatimeU which' means
'Goa." . . ; > : ;
amuel taken to" Shlloh (w.
i Hannah refrained from going
I place of yearly sacrifice till
pas weaned.lent or returned to the
25-28). According to her
i took Samuel at an early age
anctuary and; gave him over
i of Ell. the priest to~mlnlerein. It Is a beautiful sight
I Samuel in his tender years
ps before the .Lord. Godly
11 train their children for
vice. It was, no doubt, a
erlence for Hannah to part
child. She dedicated him
to the end of his life.
[lannah't Thariktglvlno to Qod
rejoiced in the Lord (W.
really God bad answered
and so definitely had she
|ted Samuel to the sacred'serTr
~ she whole-heartedly rejoiced
e could give up her child In
1
of the LOT& She declared
6
was so holy as the Lord and
^ was none other like onto the
"> realized that the Lord was
>nd that the blessings which
'TOher were from him.
r
love for Samuel (VT. 18,19).
P expressed in the making with
Itoh? 8 * C°*t f" ***** *?*
'Jo Shiioh with her^SuS
Lord.
ewlng upon Ban,n
.nr. 20JU), The old

'y prized the ministry of
expressed his

hondo the
out of It,—John

to pray,
our pro*

The shop assistant wrapped up the
customer's parcel and deftly handed

It to him.

"There you are, sir," he said, "and
If the goods are not Just to your liking we will cheerfully refund the
cash."
Farmer Giles sniffed.
"Don't tell me sech a yarn, young
man," he replied.
"Eh? What?" exclaimed the assistant, momentarily taken off his
guard.
"Ye might gl'e me my money back,"
ALL FOR NOTHING
said the farmer, "but 'taln't human
nature to be cheerful about It.—LonShe watched the door of her new don Answers.
establishment open to admit her first
client. Business had started I A
Theological Maintpring
good Impression must be created
Two
ministers were driving In a
upon him!
/.
cab to the station, and were In some
Hurriedly she grasped the tele- anxiety lest they should miss their
phone receiver and became engaged train. One of them pulled out hla
In an animated conversation. Then, watch and discovered it had stopped.
an appointment having been ar"How annoying!" he exclaimed.
ranged, she replaced the receiver, "And I always put such faith In that
and, beaming on her customer asked: watch!"
"What can 1 do for you, sir?"
"In a case like this," answered the
A moment's pause, and then:
other, "good works would evidently
"If you please, ma'am, I've come have answered the purpose better."
to connect the telephone!"—London Christian Advocate.
Tit-Bits.
The Old Coot
Mazie—I'm afraid I'm not going
to like my new job.
Mabel—Why, not, dearie?
Mazie—The boss told me he didn't
mind my being pretty, but he
wouldn't stand for me looking into
my mirror to see If my nose needed
powdering, when 1 should be looking
Into the dictionary to see liow words
should be spelled.
Adaptation
New Resident—I stopped over In
San Juan and—
Old Resident—Pardon me, but you
should say San Huan. In California
•we pronounce our J's like H's.
New Resident—\Vell, you'll have to
give me time. You see, I've been In
the state only through Hune.—El
Padre, San Jose, Calif.

FINNEY OF THE FORCE
-HB USED

I

HOP SB OM A

RANCH OUT I-—*
WBST
/

I

weLL-He's sTILL.
A COW
H<J«MoJ — BY I'M1
WAY— AREHAViW ANV MOR8

THEN TUB
NlffHT HB PtJT
THE

Unnecessary
Prof.—Why don't you take notes
In my course?
Dumb '36—Please sir, my father
took this course and I have his notes.

NOT

So-MUCH

LA-rei-Y— BUT

MRS SNOOP HAD
A BOTTLE STOLEN

TUB OTHBR

MercoHzedWax
TM IBF
MtuK

"Is your wlfei extravagant?"
"I wouldn't say that, exactly, but
It Is remarkable how her tastes run
to the things we can't afford."

He Knows His Customers

to BE A SADDLE I

AN* t>»D IT ONLY
HAPPEN WAW

HE'D NOTICED THAT

up

r

A MOTE. iM IT
P«NT
OF CREAM-

THAT MRS.
SNOOP NEVER

&ACK-—

NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING i

Absorb blemishes and diseolorations tiring
Mercolized Wax daily aa directed. Invisible
particles ot afled skin are freed and aJJ
defects snch as blackheads, tan, freckles and
large pores disappear. Skin ia then beautifully clear, velvety and go soft—face looks
years younger. Mercolized Wax brings out
your bidden beauty. At all leading druggists.

r-—Pou)dered Saxolite—i

I Reduces wrinkles and other age-eiKM. Sim- I
I f\y diraolve Due ounce Suotite in half-pint I
I vitob haiel and uae daily oe face lotion. |

THE advertisements
you find In your
newspaper bring you
important news. News
in regard to quality
end prices. Just as the
"ads" bring you news
on how to buy advantageously ... so do the
"ads" offer the merchant the opportunity
of increasing his sales
at small expense.
««««r*>0

SEE, MOTHER-EVERY 6tT OF OtRT
SOAKED OUT BY RINSO'S LIVELY SUDS
THE CLOTHES ftR€ ATLEAST40R&
SHAPES WHITER

A WMt»ni N«w«p»p«r

THE FEATHERHEADS

Superservice for Her

Ugly, Disfiguring
Pimples
Covered Face
Cuticura Healed

AMP
PIDN'T

<siv/B
CSlRU AM

THSIS WONDERFUL!
YOUDONfTNKDfO
A WITrt RINSO! J I 2 OR 5 TIMES
LOMGER

. Rinso saves scrubbing—
daubkt the life of cloches—you'll
save lots of money! You'll save time
•nd work—and save your hands, too.
Cup for anp.Rinsa gives twice ijnwch
suds as lighrweight, puficd-up soaps.
Makers of 40 famous washers recommend it. Great for dishes, too—and foe
til cleaning. Get it at your grocer's.
AMERICA'S
BIGGEST-SELLING
PACKAGE SOAP

Rinsoi

HIGH GRADE CIGARS $O5O

"My entire face was covered with
ugly, disfiguring pimples and they
were very painful. They were very
hard, large and red and they gave
me such pain by Itching that I
scratched and made them worse. For
four months they were so bad I
could hardly rest.
"Everyone suggested remedies but
to no avail, and I became so disfigured I would not go out. Finally I
tried) Cuticura Soap and Ointment
and they made my face feel refreshed, and after using three cakes
of Cuticura Soap and four boxes of
Cuticura Ointment I was healed."
(Signed) Miss Bernlca Whitaker.
lit. 3, Hamlln, Texas.
Soap 25c. Ointment 25c and 50c.
Talcum 25c. Proprietors: Potter
Drug & Chemical Corp., Maiden,
Mass.—Adv.

Givts
Sprinkle Ant Pood along win
dow slllf, door* and openings
through which ants come and
go. Guaranteed to rid quickly.
Used in • million homes. Inexpensive. At vour druggUf«.

PETERMAN'S
ANT FOOD

lox of 100. Prepaid. C. O, D. «"••• WNU—N
iuban-Anvrlcan Co., Box 361, Qulocy. Fla,

32—?J»
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IT CONTROL
PLANS
i e Farmers Are Biwy Organizing
L> T»k* Their Part In the Nation.
»] Program For Controlled
Wheat Production.

Central Airport" Based
Upon Today s Air Heroes
as the "pawn Patrol" of
>. Richard Bartheimesa1 newAt
picture "Central Airport" comes^;
*e Rialto Theatre on Saturday an#
Sunday for a two nights' engagement.
The super air-thriller glorifies the
flying heroes of peace . . . not war
and is said to exceed anything
that the talented star has ever done.
The powerful story deals with the
lazardous lives and the exciting loves
of these hardy navigators of the
stormy air-lines. Richard Barthelflwss plays the part of a returned
war new who pilots transcontinental
passenger planes. He crashes his
ship, with a heavy toll of livea, and
», "grounded." Discredited in the
fame he loves and the only one he
mows, he goes barn-storming with a
traveling air-circus; and falls in love
with Sally Eilers, a parachute jump-

heat farmers of CMS County are
busy organitittg to take their
; in ithe national program for conned wheat production, and to quali[for their share of the'adjustment
nts which will be distributed to
who participate in the plan.
of the' government program
[bring wheat production in line with
;tive demand'are being placed be, America's 1,200,000 wheat growPreliminary campaign coromiti of farmers themselves are beappoirited all over the country, er.
committees will help explain
Their glamorous love affair and
{details of the plan and will ar;he
many thrilling plane crashes build
ge for meetings at which the coun'Central
Airport", into a mighty
at production control associadrama. The principals are as reckless
i will be organized.
• extension services of .the f eder- with their loves as they are with their
vernment and the various states ives. But" Barthelmess'believes that a
[working with wheat growers, aid- Iyer, with his life always in the
lands of fate, is a coward to marry.
I in the educational program and
Broken and filled with a savage
organization work. The local
recklessness
when he learns that he
[linistration, however, is to be ftlgirl
forever, Barthelmess
; entirely up. to the growers'
turns to any flying job that offers
japs, similar to the Cass County
enough danger, whether it's fighting in
at Production Control Associathe Orient, or leading a South Amerii which will be organized here.
can resurrection. He becomes famous
oiled production, in line with even to the far corners of the earth
[demand for wheaft, is the basic as a pilot who laughs at death/ and
I of the .whole program. Officials even goes out of his way to tempt
Agriculture Adjustment Adistration expect ;ito plan to reThe ending of this throbbing First
am-plus and restore and main- National spectacle is one 'of the most
f a fair buying power standard for spectacular and thrilling scenes ever
lit In this undertaking, the farm. ilmed as it presents a phase of peace
|of Cass county an showing a ;ime aviators' work. Barthelmess as
; to take a full and active part.,
•he pilot rescues the passengers from
i first meeting of the general a sinking plane in the storm swept
committee was held this week Caribbean sea.
Iplans made for conducting townWellman, former war aviator who
\«t& coimuninity meetings in the directed "Wings" and "Young Earc» days. The committees nowgles," outdid himself in "Central Airare temporary committees, port" .with . his unbelieveable sky
will be replac«Kby permanent scenes.
dttees elected from the men who
A strong cast supports the stars,
[the contracts for acreage reduc- among them being ^Glenda Farrell,
3arold Huber, James Murray, Claire
^uestions Frequently Asked.
McDowell, Grant Mitchell, Willard
• questions, are asked about the Robertson, Arthur Vinton, and Charles
. plan. Some of them and their Sellon.
by jWlarren Duncan, county
Rian James and t James. Seymour
, follow:
wrote the screen play from a story
ition: If I come in on the by Jack Moffitt.
it plan, on how many bushels
Added Short Subects.
|I receive adjustment payments?
In Addition to the feature, there,
ver: On 54 per cent of your will be a 2-reel comedy starring Marie
[average production for the base Prevost entitled, "Pick Me Up." Also
This is your allotment, on latest news events in pictures with
Graham McNamee acting as master
i the payments will be made.
sstion: When will I get my cash of ceremonies.
nts?
fY>r this year's crop, you
a payment of 20 per cent on
bushel of your allotment this
and another payment of between
110 cents a bushel when all seedMr. and Mrs. Jesse M. Deeming ant wheat in your locality has been aounce the secret marriage of their
'eted.
daughter, Wintha, to Mr. Arthur B.
stion: What restrictions does Bailey of Omaha, which occurred at
Pran place on my sale of Blair, Nebraska, on Friday, July 28th.
jfhealt I grow?
The wedding was performed by the
prer. None. The plan has Rev. Arthur A. Newell of the Conto do with sales. You can gregational church.
your wheat when, where and
Miss Deeming is the youngest
ou want to.
,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Deeming,
tion: If I do not sign up for is a graduate of the Anita high school
[beat plan this year, can I come with the class of 1&33, an accomplished dramatic reader in declamatory
No. i This is a three- work, and very popular in the young, and you must sign up now er set. Mr. Bailey is the only son
fit until after the 1935 crop of Mr. G. Arthur Bailey of 121 South
You could come in then on any 51 Avenue, Omaha. He attended
i future wheat program.
Wentworth Military Academy for two
stion: If I had crop failure and years and spent one year at Iowa
!t
«d no wheat, can I take part State college at Ames. He is a mem1
wheat plan 'and receive pay- ber of the Phi Kappa Psi fraternity
at Ames.
Yes, if you planted wheat
He is engaged in the real estate
forces ruined it. Your business with his father. After Seprt is based on past produc- tember 1 they will be at home to their
many friends in the Tadousac Apartments at 418 38th. street in Omaha,
which place the groom has furnished
for his bride.

Ma Girl Secretly Harried
to Omaha Man in July

Garageman Wants
force Jtom His Wife

'« Jeffries of this city has
r- f<* divorce against his wife
Jeffries. The suit is filed
«Ptembe» term of the Cass
'strict court,
'^titipn, Jeffries charges his
cruel «nd inhuman treatsaving micit relations with
K 6 v m8B -" Jeffries allege, thai
I »«s been guifty of continua
" an<l attempting to purchase
beyond the reach of his
°n states that the defend
; Plaintiff on Iby 18
not returned to her
since that time. The
1

Petition, states.

A. R. Kohl
Phone 43
We Deliver
Anita, Iowa

Do Your Canning
Now
Illinois Elberta Peaches in bushel baskets. California box peaches are very fine. Nice firm fruit
with good color.
.

Friday and Saturday
Specials
VINEGAR, Briardale, pure cider, gallon.

29c

COFFEE, GWC, a real value at

25c

SALAD DRESSING, Milani's, quart jar

25c

MACKEREL, fancy Blue Sea brand, 1-lb. cans. ,10c
SANI-FLUSH, 1 25c can and 1 can Melo

21c

BUTTER, fancy creamery, per pound

.20c

PORK and BEANS, Van Camp's, 3.cans

16c

LAUNDRY SOAP, GWC or P. & G., 10 bars... .29c
VANILLA, Peerless1, 8-ounce bottle

21c

GWC BAKING POWDER, is mighty good

19c

SALMON, last chance on Tall Corn salmon at
2 cans for

25c

ROYAL ANN CHERRIES, Briardale,
No. 2^ cans

25c

COCOA, GWC Breakfast, V2-lb. can

9c

Wiota Homecoming to Be Ma Druggist Awarded
Held Friday and Saturday
Heart" Badge
On Friday and Saturday of this
week the Annual Wiota Homecoming
will be held. The committees in charge
of the event have spent much time in
making this year's program an outstanding celebration, and plans have
been made to take care of the large
crowds expected to attend.
'
On Friday afternoon at 2:10 o'clock,
you will have the privilege of listening to an address by Ray Murray,
Iowa secretary of agriculture, and
at 1:00 o'clock on Saturday afternoon,
MI. P. Conway of Atlantic, a member
of the state railroad commission, will
give an address.
1
Other events on the pogram are
kittenball games, horseshoe pitching
contests, races of all kinds, a horse
pulling contest, fr$e band concerts,
a pet parade, a platform program
and dancing.
Everyone is invited to attend the
Homecoming, and enjoy the hospitality of the Wiota business men and
residents.

Corning Creamery Pays CASS
Off Big Debt in 2 Years
Corning, Aug. 16.—O. E. Bollman,
manager of the Farmers Co-Operative
Creamery, is stepping high, wide and
handsome this week and you will
agree that the gentleman has plenty
of reason to be jubilant when we tell
you that the last penny of the original
debt on the creamery has been paid
and the surplus accumulated from
now on will be applied to taking up
the certificates of indebtedness. These
certificates represent the so-called "revolving fund" and this money will
continue to pass or "revolve" among
the patrons of the creamery. To date
there are a total of 1,754 of these
$10.00 certificates issued. These certificates represent the two cents per
pound which has been held out of the
cream check of each patron but these
will soon be taken up.
The payment of the last of the original debt on the creamery establishes
a most remarkable record. The creamery was built during the summer of
1931 and began operation on September 5,1931. At the time the creamery
opened up there was- a debt of approximately $23,000. This represents money advanced by fanners and business
men and also what was due on part
of the labor, material, etc. In addition to the original cost the creamery
has added $2,700 worth of new equipment or a total of $25,700 which has
been paid off during the 23 months
of operation. Some record, we would
say.
The creamery at this time is operating at capacity or nearly so. During
May, June and July the total pounds
of butterfat manufactured has run
around 104,000 pounds per month.

GAME PICNIC
• WAS BIG SUCCESS

Anita Gives Enthusiastic Support to
the East Cass County Game Protection Association's First
%
Annual Picnic Friday.

Taking their band, under the direction of Prof. Earl Blue, and numbering about forty-five pieces, Anita
attended the big celebration at Crystal Lake in Lewis last Friday, The
crowd gathered slowly, but by noon it
was estimated 1,000 people were on
the ground. Much credit should be
given the management for the successful handling of the crowd and
the entertaining and instructive program given. The talks by Senator
Chas. Booth of Harlan, Representative C. E. Malone of Atlantic, Attorney Harry Swan of Atlantic and Attorney H. P. Ziegler of Anita, were
very interesting and instructive, and
were greatly appreciated by those
present. Upon a large bulletin board
was displayed a map showing the survey covering *he new proposed lake,
which the department of conservation
desires to establish about one mile
west of Lewis on highway number 6.
Information concerning this new project was given by H. A. Marshall of
the Walnut Grove Company, who is
an enthusiastic supporter of the movement. If the lake becomes a reality,
southwest Iowa will have an impounded body of water covering approximately 155 acres of ground, and a
shore line of six miles. The depth
of the water will range from a fewfeet to twenty-five feet. It is the
plan of the State Department to
stock this lake with adult fish, so
that within very few years southwestern Iowa will be able to enjoy
good fishing.
A number of the outstanding feaA. J. Earl, a resident of Anita many
years ago, passed away at his home in tures on the program was a military
Milo, Missouri, last Friday, death be- dance by Dorothy Smith and Dora
ing due to complications from ad- Jean Campbell of Anita; boxing bouta
vanced age. He was past 83 years staged under the direction of Jimmy
old. He is survived by his aged wid- Smith, manager; the ladies slipperow and three children, Robert Earl kicking contest; ladies trapshoot; dog
and Gladys Hatneld of Milo, and Mrs. races; ball game; and trapshoot for
The trapshoot for ladies was
Imogene Younker of Los Angeles, men.
California. Another child, Ford Earl, a new feature and they seemed to be
a little timid about indulging in the
preceded him in death.
During the early days of Anita Mr. sport, but those who did enter the
Earl was quite a prominent figure of contest reported it a great thrill to
the community. The family lived in i hit the swinging target, and it is
a residence now the site of the T. T. \ expected that another year many of
Saunders home, and had quite an ac- the ladies will enter this contest.
The ladies took a great interest in
reage in that part of the city. For
a number of years he was the city the cake exhibit and many delicious,
specimens were offered to,Jhe judges.
weighmaster.
The family moved to Missouri about Mrs. C. W. Gordan OT Cumberland
thirty years ago. Mr. Earl took an with a large chocolate two-layer cake,
active "part in the democratic party covered with cooked chocolate icing,
and served several terms in the Mis- received the prize.
Free lemonade and candy and sucksouri state legislature.
ers
for the children were furnished
Funeral services were held in Milo
by
the
association. The opinion of
Sunday afternoon, and burial was
those present was that the picnic waa
made in the Milo cemetery.
a big success and if repeated next year
would go over bigger and better.

Former Anita Man Dies
at His Home in Missouri

Leo V. Bongers, world war veteran
and owner of the Rexall drug store
in Anita, has been given a Purple
Heart with two bars. This was given
to Mr. Bongers by the federal government on account of two wounds received while overseas as a member of Co.
"G," 168th. Infantry. He was wounded at Chatteau Thierry and the second
wound came in the Argonne.
The order of the Purple Heart, an
honor badge established by George
Washington in 1782 for award to
soldiers of the Revolutionary War,
has been revived under general orders,
War Department, under date of February 22, 1932. The Purple Heart is
awarded to persona who as members
of the Army of the United States have
been awarded the Meritorious Service
Citation Certificate by the commanderin-chief of the American Expeditionary Forces in the World War.
Herbert Hartley, another world war
veteran, was awarded a Purple Heart
Meeting with some opposition and
a few weeks ago.
lack of cooperation on, the part of
Frank Pelzer, chairman of the Cass
some of the retail stores in Anita,
county
board of supervisors said Monthe proposition that Anita stores
handle only Anita baked bread fell day afternoon that he is expecting
by the wayside over the week end. definite word any day now from the
However, C. A. Pool, owner of the Iowa public works advisory committee regarding the county's request for
Mrs. C. E. Townsend and her daugh- Anita Bakery, reopened the bakery a loan of $66,000 from the federal
Tuesday
morning
and
will
confine
his
ter, Mrs. Hattie Russell and daughfunds for the purpose of building a.
ter, Miss Margaret, of Aberdeen, sales to a retail trade at the bakery. new court house to replace the one
He
said
Tuesday
morning
that
for
the
South Dakota, spent a few days in
which was destroyed by fire more than
the city the past week, guests of present the only wholesale business a year ago.
he
expected
to
do
would
be
with
the
J. D. Young and wife, and other
Thirty per cent of the needed money
friends. Years ago the Townsend local restaurants, and that the small j for the court house will be given the
loaf of bread would be sold to the j
family were prominent residents of public at 5c instead of 6c. A bakery county if the application is approved.
Anita, Mr. Townsend having been enin a community is a very valuable The balance will be on hand from ingaged in the lumber business here
surance money.
asset, and the Tribune hopes the peofor a good many years. After movThe supervisors Friday sent in a
ple of this community will give him
second application for the loan. The
ing to South Dakota, Mr. Townsend their patronage.
and Mr. Russell were engaged in th«
first application was returned to the
supervisors as it was not properly
banking business until the death of
Anita Man—My wife is like an um- made out and the board members
Mr. Townsend. Altf the present time
immediately made the second reMr. Russell is secretary of agricul- pire.
Neighbor—How's that?
quest.
'
ture in South Dakota, and has spent
Anita Man—She never believes I'm
The Iowa emergency committee
most of the summer looking after the
forwarded the application to the
state's exhibit at the Century of Pro- safe when I'm out.
national committee in Washington,
gress in Chicago. A number of weeks
ago he met with an auto accident
Mr, and Mrs. Fred Beel and child- D. C., and word of approval or rewhich has kept him confined to his ren, Morris and Gladys, and Mr. and jection of the request is anticipated
house up to this time. From here the Mrs. Dennis Smekely and daughter, in the near future.
ladies went to Lake Okoboji where Lavenda, of Cozad, Nebraska, have
When you spend your dollar with,
they will spend a few weeks at their been spending a few days at the home
the stores of Anita, it helps the whole
cottage before returning to their home of Mr. and Mrs. John Heck.
town. When you send it out of town,
in Aberdeen.
its gone forever.
Spontaneous combustion is blamed
Clarence Hofmeiater, wife
and
E. E. Marsau and wife, who have
children of Prescott, Iowa, spent Sun- for the cause of the blaze which deday in the city with his brother, Law- stroyed a large stock barn on the been living in Springfield, Missouri,
Charles Jewett farm, five miles north for the past two years, have moved
rence Hofmeister and family.
of Anita Sunday morning. Besides to Tulsa, Oklahoma, to make their
Fred Basham, wife and daughter, the barn, Mr. Jewett lost three cut- future home. Mr. Marsau is employBarbara Tx>u, and Mfs. Bashara's tings of alfalfa hay, some farm ma- ed by the Mid-Continent Petroleum
mother, Mis Nellie Budd, were here chinery, six brood sows and fifty •Corporation and has been given &
from Exira Sunday, spending the day small pigs. The barn was built in higher position in the company. Mrs.
with Mrs. Budd's sister-in-law, Mrs. 1913 at a cost of $2,500.00, and was Marsau is a daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
partially covered by insurance.
C. V. East of Anita.
C. W. Hockenberry and husband.

County Receives $845 For Former Anita People
Made Short Visit Here
Standardized Rural Schools

Miss Georgia Byrne, county superintendent, has received a check for
$844.72, the county's allotment for
standardized rural schools. The money
was sent to Miss Byrne by the state
department of education and will be
pro-rated among the
twenty-five
standardized schools in the county.
This money will be deposited in the
general fund of the township, but is
to be used only in the school designated as a standard school. These schools
were standardized by meeting certain
requirements set up by the state.
Names of the standardized schools
in this part of the county, the teacher, and the amount apportioned folMiss Beverly Reed, daughter of low:
Mr and Mrs. Will Reed of Omaha, is
Benton No. 6, Geneva Jordan,
visiting here with her grandmother, $24.13; Benton No. 7, Esther Juhl,
Mrs. W. S. Reed.
$26.33; Franklin No. 2, Hilda Melenbacker, $35.11; Franklin No. 3, Erma
W E. Frederickson and wife of Des Schuttloffel, $30.72; Grant No. 3, LeMoines visited in the city a coupl* ola Schlee, $39.49; Grant No. 4, Virof days the past week with his sis- ginia McLain, ?37.30; Grant No. 6,
ter, Mrs. C. A. Pool and husband.
Gertrude Ellick, $32.91; Grant No. 7,
Dora Aupperle, $41.69; Lincoln No. 2,
and
two
children
r on
Le
Louise
Fletcher, $24.13; and Lincoln
Jersey, and Leroy
! No. 5, Lillian Metheny, $30.72.
DCS
Moines
spent
'.Twining »"" •• ~~ — •"«•"
Saturday in Anita with then- uncle
Last Wednesday evening Mrs. Andy
and brother, D'. T. Voorhees, and with Miller was hostess to the members
rther friends. 'Mr. Clark is a son of of the Pinochle club and four other
Mrs Kate Clark of Somerville, and guests, Mrs. Lake Bear, Mrs. Emis a nephew of Mr. Voorhees. Mr. Ltt Newton, Mrs. A. V. Robinson
Clark and his family had been to Chi- and Mrs. Maurice Turner. High scorcago to attend the world's fair, so took er for the evening was Mrs. Bessie
thfopportunity of coming to Iowa
to spend a few days with relatives. I Lowell.
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Bread Situation in
Takes Different Aspect County Board Expects
Word Soon on Loan

ROADSIDE
MARKETING
By T. J. Delohery

OUR COMIC SECTION

J-^W'ttAiSrt^wu,
'"^T a good man, fl8b ^Pncse I
Atd.WUiehL,..'"1"1^-

thought flah was
brain food, bat these p e S T to "
e!lho
the most, unintelligent "1 lniens
«t
hnmanlty rvtfever t -cn « '
of
"Well," returned the mi
111
•hrng of his shoulders, ••/„„ tllink
*' »
what they'd loon, like if thf
,1
<*'
cat fish." „
" r didn't

WHY PEOPLE BUY AT
f

ROADSIDE MARKETS

f:

"tltTHILE fruits, vegetables, poultry
"• and dairy products are the main
things sold over roadside markets, consumers will also buy fruit juices, Jams,
jellies, preserves, canned goods, nuta,
popcorn, honey and such unrelated
things as baskets, (lowers, shrubbery,
pottery and craft products.
These facts are revealed 'by the experience of thousands of producers,
but more specifically In a questionnaire which the Massachusetts state
department of agriculture sent out to
2,000 people representing a cross section of urban population. A survey of
1,700 markets along 2,800 miles of first,
second and third-class roads In Ohio
brought out the same facts.
The Massachusetts questionnaire was
the groundwork for assistance which
the state planned to give fanners who
•wanted to sell products of the farm,
home and garden direct to the consumer. It was found, In the replies,
that roadside marketing, expanding
yearly, has a promising future.
More than 60 per cent of the 2,000
replies to the questionnaire declared
that city and town- folks regarded
roadside markets as satisfactory
places to buy fruits, vegetables, eggs
and poultry products, dairy products,
flowers, Jams, Jellies, preserves, fruit
juices, canned goods, elder and honey.
Freshness was given as the reason
for buying direct from the producer,
with quality and price following In
the order mentioned.
In keeping with this desire for fresh,
quality products, 1,400 people declared .themselves very much In favor
of home-grown stuff. The reason IB
quite plain. Green fields, fresh with
dew, and the memory of the tasty
vegetables grown In the home garden,
to say nothing of tree-ripened fruit,
•re responsible. Surveys made in nil*
nols and West Virginia, where local
towns and cities were "importing"
many farm products which could be
.produced locally, backs up the answers
•of the Bay state consumers.
In Illinois, for instance, retailers and
•consumers expressed themselves wlll-

Events in the Lives of little Men
THE DIFFERENCE
A sixth grade class was studying
about Benjamin Franklin, anfl the
question was asked: -What Is the
difference between electricity and
lightning?"
A thoughtful youngster volunteered:
"Well, I think the' difference Is
that you don't havb to pay for lightning."

TftE MB*** Xft
&AWROWAHP
VAEP TO (OOK NICE

„
:•, E*P»e»»ive
Two caddies were o!se,,,sin !
the way caddies do. „'"*
°
WhOSe. Clubs they were
••Wbat'r your man
one.
."Left-handed." was the ],.„
ply. -and keep his c h asn gme w^ *
Mghtrhand pocket."
»I
—--, -- ,
Well Traveled
Suburban Mistress-Do von i, i
this part of the world at all "o IT
'New Cook-Lof bless you °°i
I've been up and dow
' - ^

Louit«'« Lewon
Little Louise had been in the beginners' class at Sunday schoo^ tor season ticket!—London Hu
mo rist,
some time. Her mother wished to
know what she was learning SO she
GOLDEN SILENCE
said to her one day: "Louise, what
old tbe teacher tell you today?"
"She told me to sit down and be
still for once," was the reply.
Home Life
"You attend many bridge games
and lectures?"
. "I enjoy them," admitted Miss Cayenne.
"Don*t you think a woman's place
la In the home!"
"Yes, but not necessarily her own
home."—Washington Star.
Too Much Democracy

THE FEATHERHEADS
so SORRY
FOLKS ARE
—I'LL
pRtv/E HtoU DOW/N (

THE STATION

Always Saying Right (?) Thing
THAT'S BBCAUSE

YOU'VE? PE6M SO

to

COTTAGE—^

p,.ANTe» UAST VEA*

— BUT I HOPE

AMD NfeU HAVE
StICH A PRETTY
PLACE
YOU
SO, FELIX?

FULL
\MHBM *<bU COMB A<?A«»J

Friend—Don't you worry—tomorrow, when you give your speech yon
will have all intelligent n-en on your
side.
Candidate for Parliament—That is
what Is worrying me. I would rather have tbe majority.—Lustlge Blatter (Berlin).

"If Miss Lark made no replj <
you proposed to her, on
grounds ia tbe suing for breach i
promise?"
"She claims that her silence i
consent"

,
Little Engl«nd
Englishman—England is the i
place to see football. Have yo
any football there?
American—England! You
Good Reasoning
Ned had gone with his cousin to that little place in the North sea?
the country for milk. They watted went there once but was afraid i
while a cow was milked, got the milk going out for fear I'd fall into (
sea—Stockholm Vart Hem.
and returned home.
It was a very hot day. Ned's moth
' Heard oa * Street Car
er took the can of milk and said:
Perky .Lady—What does jour!
"Oh, the milk Is still warm." »
"Well, mother," said Ned, "It IB no band eat for breakfast?
Languid Lady—I really can't i
wonder. Tlie cows were standing
I must ask him some time.
right out In the boiling hot son."

CROSSWORD "TEASER"
•»••

6

172
yen-

An Inviting Display.
Ing to pay 5 cents a dozen more for
locally produced fresh eggs; and not
sufficient milk was produced in tbe vicinity to supply consumers.
Reviewing the compilation of the anewers to the various sections of tbe
Massachusetes questionnaire, It was
evident that roadside markets offer the
farmer the opportunity to get a bigger
share of the consumer's food dollar, if
producers will only make a little effort
to grasp It Not all of the consumers
who answered the questionnaire are
steady patrons of highway markets,
but more than 60 per cent declared a
preference for buying their fruits,
vegetables and poultry products from
the grower.
Here again freshness was the reason
assigned. This feeling was also carried out in opposition to buying oranges, lemons, grapefruit, bananas and
such other tropical fruits at roadAide markets. True, farmers do handle
fruits which they do not produce, this
practice originating with their acquiring better knowledge of merchandising, and knowing customers like to do
as much shopping as possible In one
place; but few handle citrus fruits.
In every survey made, freshness
stands out Ip Ohio, where consumers
spend 25 per cent of their fruit, vegetable and poultry dollar at roadside
' markets, freshness was given as tbe
big reason why they went into the
country for these products.
While the mention of freshness was
general, It is rather significant in view
of conditions that less than'lO per cent
of the consumers in both states were
Interested In price or the possibility ot
saving money by buying direct from
tbe producer.
Another indication that freshness
and quality are the dominating factors
In products to be sold at tbe roadside
market is the time of day when most
sales are made.
Convenience la mentioned because
consumers gave it as one of the reasons they patronized these markets, It
outranking tbe much stressed necessary business requlremeut—service.
Roadside marketing la still oo tbe
increase, despite general conditions.
Business Is good even though there
may be less cars ou the road, individual purchases indicate UUN ; investigations by college authorities and the
records of Individual farmers showing
they range 'In average from 50 to 75
cents. Expense of operating has
shown a corresponding decrease, labor, one of the biggest Items, being
considerably lower where hired help
IM necessary. Tbe cost of other necessities such as packages and advertising vary with tbe volume of buslf**-

BETTER,
GET STARTeP

HOJPB toU HAVE
A PLEASAMT d&URNEY
— AM& I HOPE THERE'S
ACCiOEMTS —IT
WOULD BE A
To HAVE ALL THOSE
MiCE

ALMOST FoR6oT
THIS BASKfeT
OF

9 WMtcra Htw*t*f»r Union

F1NNEY OF THE FORCE
HELLO. FOLKS.'
WAIT "fill \ TELL
ABOUT MY

Niece. GLORIA I

OH- THAT WAKl
SHE WURR<S
A HAND LAUNDRV-

PON'T SHE ?

Wants a Job as FILE Clerk
HAND LAUNDRY
I'LL
HAVE YOU To

-roT-ToT- ISM'-f'A
MANICURE SHOP A
SORT OP HAND

SHE POgS .
MANtCURIN<f!

WHLL- i TUST
MET HER OKI THE

- AMP sue

HER

•SAVE
BUSINESS I

Dlt>

SHE

THAT?

SHOP AKID SH6 SAIP
SHE DlDM-f HAVE TO

Be ivtERe BECAUSE
MRS FYLE—SME OVUME&

rtonlon-j

1—Mohammedan call to prayer
B—Patten
9—Large vehicle
10—By way of
12—South American reptile
13—Beast of burden
14—Boy's name
16—Initials of a famous President
17—Possesses
18—Elongated fish
2*—To allot
21—At a distance
28—Body of water
24—To fix
2ft—Envelop
2»-Luck
81—Crafty
83-Card game
84—Impersonal pronoun
86-rSets of three
&&—Note of scale;
89—Notch
41—Unit o^ work
42—Human beings
48-r-Metal
44—A landlpj place

1—Acknowledge
2—Tool for trimming
^Indefinite article
4—Species of plna
6—Hebrew monto
T—Decay
8—Attempt
10—Beceptacle
11—Begion
14—Head covering
IB—Coniferous tree
IT—Listens ,<•
19—Cowboy's rope
2tt—Cat's cry

22—Affirmative
26—High In the scale
27-^Ftmeral. pile
28—Dancing shoe
j»-GoddeBS of Dawn
30—Islands of the Sout&
83—Simpleton
85—A sailor
8T—Anger
88—Meadow
40—Proceed
42—Greek letter

THE PLACE .— GAVB HER

BSKpP

C WMUra Ntmpopcr Diloa

';

„ A.1MI.

Vertical

Horizontal.
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Specials For Saturday Only
BACON SQUARES, per pound
lOc
; ; BACON SLAB, per pound
15c
RIB BOIL, per pound
6c
A Complete Line of Cold Meats to Choose From.
; ,

Miller's Market

BE IT REMEMBERED, That on
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
this, the 1st. day.of August, 1933, the
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS board of supervisors met m session
for the purpose of filing and considering the estimate for the local budget
Court House,
Atlantic, Iowa.
of said county. There was present; a
August 1, 1933.
quorum as required by law. ThereThe Board of Supervisors of Cass after and on said day the following
county, Iowa, met in adjourned ses- estimate was filed and duly considersion with the following members pres- ed by the board. The board being
ent: Frank Pelzer, chairman, G. H. fully advised does fix the 21st. day
Allen, H. G. Armentrout, T. W. Davis of August, A. D. 1933 at 10:00 a. m.
and Herman Ryan. The minutes of on said day as the date of hearing,
July 17 and 18 were read and approved to be held at the court house in Atlantic, Cass County, Iowa:
,.-'.;
as read.
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ANITA, IOWA

^
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S

Published Every Thursday by the

has not defeated—experience.
Indeed, it has increased and enriched
it."

Tribune Publishing Co.

REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
W.F.BUDD

Editor
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We Deliver

Friday-Saturday Specials
MACKEREL, salmon sd|, 2 cans

^

CRISGO, 3-lb. c$n>an$ c|B pan f o*
63c
JELL, 4 pwjpj|p$Bi iand 4 alilittiJiM[i mojds,
25C
:
PEACHED; lfji. 10 (galloi^fe|^{, itt gyrup
59
'WAX PAFiilOc rolls,||ffe;:.,,,,;,.......' .' .'15c
&8-<mn<ie feaeaes (save the tax) 25C
RED KIDNEY BEANS, No. 2 cans
9c
PEAS, School girl brand, sifted, 2 cans ...
25c
BOTTLE CAPS, for your catsup; per- gro^s
isc
CAKE FIXHJR, Swans Down, with green cake

Nicklas Riehter to Victoria Roth,
$20000 $49000 $70457 $70370
Sobscription if paid in advance. .$1.50 wd, se4 ne4 sec 24-77-35 also pt of General
$69(foO $10216
plate
.'.. <
25c
12500
7154 7483
:<
1304
If not paid in advance
$2.00 It 6 blk 8 Anita, $1,000.
Court Expense ... 12500
2500
42500
41263
32843
9407
Poor
45000
SOAP, Crystal White or Big 4,10fears..',..... ^
filtered at the post office at Anita,
3000 10000 11745 12899
AN UNTIMELY END.
4090
State Insane
13000
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
!600
10737 15074
1800
County School
1600
PEACHES-ILLINOIS BASKET AND
Five-year-old
Eugene
was
watching
4500
3722 3186
867
Soldiers'
Relief
...
4500
THURSDAY, AUGUST 17, 1933.
the grocer draw vinegar out of the Bovine T. B.
4700
24
2393
7300 7300
12000
CALIFORNIA BOXES.
barrel when some "mother" came. County Bonds and
N. R. A.
"What's that?" Eugene asked. "Moth19800 12412 10910
9398
Interest
19800
26400
As illustration of what the N. R. A. er," the grocer replied. Eugene was Emergency
26400
1919
hopes to accomplish we are quoting a quiet for some time, then he asked, Secondary
Road
Attorney Hi E. Newton of
er
i...
49.40
80934 61416 National
table of statistics from an article by 'Did she get drowned?"
Construction . 38000 12576 8000 30000
Bridge Material Co., . . . . was a business caller in the
Louis Cook in the Saturday Evening
planfc
200.99 Tuesday. •
Road
What happened to our war heroes? Secondary
Post of August 5. He makes com141802 155827 Omaha Bridge Works.10 gal-"
41404
25000
Maintenance
.
99800
Ion of paint
27.50
parison of gross farm income and See "Central Airport" at Rialto Sat. M a n d a t o r y (5
Miss Odetta Parker has 'been i
Sidles-Dnda-Meyers, parts .
1.18
factory wage payrolls to show that as
33000
Mills)
George Sperry, hauling
2.00 in relatives and friends in Bri
Louis
Daniels,
living
southeast
of
farm income goes up so do payrolls,
M a n d a t o r y (7%
Standard Blue Print Co., supwater the past week.
and ,as well that when payrolls go the city, is reported to be seriously
41800
pHes
13-04
Mills)
ill.
Voss Manufacturing Co., sup»
down so also does farm income. Low
John Faulkner, who is con
Totals
$341600 $100281 $40300 $61800 $239500 $380250 $372401 plies
24,84 .with onesof the large Chicago '„
food prices and low wages are in close
Miss Eleanor Jensen is a house
(to be contiued)
relation.
has been visiting here the past"
4.75
Moved by Armentrout, seconded by Henry 0. Hansen, labor
guest of Miss Ruth Parker at her
4.80
Gross Farm Factory Wage home north of Anita.
Ryan, that the foregoing estimate be George lebsen, dragging ...
^^t$ pMents, H. C. Faulkner,
Mrs. J. H. Trimmer was hostess
5.25
filed and published in the official pa- Arlin Moller, labor
Income
Pay Roll
..? •
2.50 last Wednesday to an all day meet- wife.
of the county as provided by Chas. Sharp, labor .•
1923. .$11,041,000,000 $11,009,000,000 Miss Helen Hedges of Atlantic j pers
2.50 ing of the Original Sunshine club/
S. J. Spicer, labor
law.
1924.. 11,337,000,000
10,172,000,000 spent the week end at the home of
Clark iM. Trailer, dragging . 24.50 Most of the day was spent by the . Earl Miller, son of Mr. and!
Motion carried.
1925.. 11,968,000,000 10,730,000,000 Mrs. Hattie Wiese and family.
7.80
Moved by Ryan, seconded by Allen, H. M. Kuhl, dragging
Otto Miller, visited the past
C. C. Morrison, labor
87.30 ladies quilting. Dinner was served Adair with his grandparents, P,
to adopt the following resolution:
1926.. 11,480,000,000 11,095,000,000
Miss Geraldine Parker is assisting ! WHEREAS, the revenue in certain Harvey D. Deny, dragging . 20.70 at noon.
1927.. 11,616,000,000 10*849,000,000
Miller and wjfe, and with other i
3.00
funds of the municipality set out in W. A. Hopley. labor
1928.. 11,741,000,000
10,962,000,000 with the stenographic work at the i the
tives and friends'.
Edward Dimig, dragging and
within
application
is
inadequate
1929.. 11,918,000,000
11,621,000,000 H. P. Ziegler law office for a few to meet the actual and necessary labor
36.15 A meeting of the S. 0. S. club -was
1930.. 9,414,000,000
9,518,000,000 weeks.
expenses which, must be paid from Raymond Beisser, dragging . 14.40 held Thursday afternoon at the home
Lawrence Battey of Charitonvu]
said funds and any extraordinary or George Bell, labor
4.00 of Mrs. Lester King southwest of visitor in the city Saturday night i
1931.. 6,911,000,000
7,266,000,000
Mary Modesta Monnig, daughter unforeseen expenses which may arise Chris L. Drdger, dragging .. , 35.10 the- city. The ladies spent the after- Sunday at the Jas. B. Herriman t
1932.. 5,143,000,000
5,022,000,000
during the ensuing fiscal year; and
Glen Frank, labor
7.00
With this relation being true, and it of Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Monnig, sub- WHEREAS, The inadequacy of the Walter Rirchoff, dragging .. 12.60 noon working on quilt. blocks., A Mrs. Battey, who had been here!
is true, the additional factory payroll mitted to a 'minor operation at the revenue referred .to is deemed' to con- George B. Proctor, dragging . 18.90 lunch was served by the hostess.
couple of weeksi returned with himlj
•»? uiiy Rabe,
4vauc£ labor
latjVM. . . . . . . . . . .
stitute an emergency which requires Willis
6.65
resulting from the President's re-etm- Campbell hospital this morning.
their home in Chariton Sunday.
....... 61.65
the levy of an emergency tax; there- F. W. Schuler, labor
Betty Lou Aldrich, daugher of Mr.
ployment drive is bound to react to
fore
Arnold
Meyer,
dragging
---- 13.95 and Mrs. Claire Aldrich, Claude
Miss
Louise
Trumbull
is
spending
the benefit of all.
Mrs. Ella Worthing went to Wot
BE
IT
RESOLVED,
By
The
Board
O. Conrad, dragging
.....
4.80
her vacation with her parents, L. B. of Supervisors of Cass (County, Iowa,, C.
Clayton Green, labor,. . . ____ 86.60 Smither, and Phillip Worm, 4-year- bine, Iowa, a few days ago to
t
Trumbull and wife. Miss Trumbull i that the Director of the Budget be Ralph Kearney, labor
......
4.95 old son of Mr. and Mrs. Archie Worm, her daughter, Mrs. Roy Lants
FAITH IN MEN OVER 40.
is employed by a company engaged 1 and hereby is petitioned for approval Charlie Casteel, dragging . . 22.50 had their tonsils removed the past family. She was accompanied byt
......... 10.50
in staging home talent plays, and to levy an emergency tax for the year M. M. Bacon, labor
Men over 40 will rescue America her wcjrk takes her into many cities ! 1934, in the sum of twenty six thous- William Holaday, dragging . 27.00 week at the medical office of Dr. G. grandchildren, Dick and Jean
who had been visiting in Anita.
' and, four hundred dollars ($26,400.00) Emanuel Jensen, labor ...... 16.10 M, Adair.
from her difficulties, predicts Henry and states.
(not exceeding four mills) said tax Frank Kuessel, dragging . . . 21.60
Fo"rd, who says he has never known
to be used as set out below.
O. D. Logue, labor
.........
.80
many men under 40 who were "worth
Professor—If there are any dumb- For support of poor, the poor fund C. B. Pen-in, labor ...
....... 90.90
much."
bells in the room, please stand up. being insufficient to support said 3. D. Walters, dragging and
labor . ............... ... 125.50
There is a great demand for everyA long pause and then a lone fresh- poor.
For the General iCounty Fund, on Henry Stiffens, dragging . . . 35.35
thing now, as most people need to man stands up.
account of reduced valuations and the Porter Hazard, labor
.......
7.00
replenish almost everything, and it
Professor—What—do you consider law reducing millage levies 20% be- J. J. Davis, labor
.......... 28.80 i
is a grreat time for young people to yourself a dumbbell?
low the 1930 levies, sufficient money Herman Anderson, labor . . . 74.20 .
get started, Mr. Ford declares. But,
Freshman—Well, not exactly that, ! cannot be raised in this fund to meet W. F. Smith, labor .....
75.77 I
Lawrence Ward, labor ...... 75.95
he adds, it is not youth which will sir, but I hate to see you standing expenses.
For the Maintenance Road 'Fund in J. D. Adams Company, parts . 2.87 1
jump into the breach as it is generally alone.
case weather conditions or other Carl A. Anderson, repairs . .
2.45
expected.
emergencies arise causing demands Bailey Feed Company, hay .
4.20
Here is a new one. Some men ! on this fund which cannot be met Darrell N. Blake, salary ____ 100.00
"By ox strength and stupidy youth
Guy F. Canon, salary and
sometimes elbows experience out of went to Omaha to the office of the with the tax collected.
For T. B. Eradication Fund in case 'mileage
................. 187.20
the way, but experience wins finally. International Harvester Co., ordering |! funds
on hand are insufficient to meet J. P. iChristensen, repairs . . 28.55
Experience is the only practical guide some parts for a tractor amounting expenses.
C. R. I. <fe P. Railroad, freight
we can rely upon. The big things to $103. The men claimed they did
(Signed)
Frank Pelzer,
on lumber
............... 149.26
have been done and will be done by not carry that much money and asked
Chairman. Fullerton Lumber Co., steel
12:30 P. M. Concert by Schroeder'a Bill Billy Band from Lyman
that the parts be sent to Stanton,
Moved by Allen, seconded by Ryan, post puller
persons over 40 years of age.
1.50
4.60
"Until a man is 40 he is learning Iowa, C. 0. D. The salesman put that the steward of the county farm V. S. Hansen, repairs
1:00 to 2:00 P. M. SPORT PROGRAM.
and hereby is authorized to hire Herring Service Station, gas . 66.91
how to learn. After 40 he learns and them on the next train and soon they ;i abe cook
• '.
''
•
•' .
. 1 s t 2nd 3rd
at a wage of not to exceed Hoffman Transfer, freight
begins to apply his knowledge. Ex- were in the depot at Stanton. Then i $5.00 per wee"k.
50c 25c
and dray
BOYS'
RACE,
(under
7
years)
..;..76c
12.54
perience. That's a man's finest asset. the station was robbed. As nothing Motion carried.
Iowa Culvert & Pipe Co.,
BOYS' RACE, (under 12 years)
76c 60c 25c
The more of it he has, and uses, the else was taken but the tractor parts, On motion and vote the board al- pipe
152.74
MEN'S RACE, (free for all).
fl.OO BOc 25c
more he can do for himself and oth- it is believed it was a scheme to get j lowed the following claims and auth- G. F. Jameson, supplies ____
3.00]
GIRLS'
RACE,
(under
12
years)
76c 50c 25c
orized warrants for same:
J. H. Keese, labor and parts . 17.95 ,
' era. That is one thing the depression the parts without cost.
T. H. Darrow, labor
$ 15.75 Ralph Krohn, assisting enLADIES' RACE, (free for .all)............75c 60c 25c
John Eggerling,
"
" dragging
"
' ...
23.40 gineer
Slipper Kicking Contest...... Bedroom Slippers -50c
- 25c
39.63
John Greenwalt, dragging ..
11.90 Linke Chevrolet Co., repairs . 30<49
TUG-O'-WAR,
Anita;
vs.
Cumberland,;....'.
.3.2
for
winners
Peter Johnson, dragging ...
38.70 J',.^' ^i*.ke & Son- &as
Ladies' Nail Driving Contest......
.76c 50c Hammer
Ben G. Kirkham, dragging
37.35 Cliff Miller Tractor Co., 130.67
M. N. Lambertson, dragging
blades
10.57
99.55
2:00 P. M. Music by Schroeder'a Hill Billy Band,
! Harvey J. Morgan, dragging .
14.40 Frank & Morton, truckage ..
3.25
Walter Rathman, labor . . . .
9.45 Northwestern Bell Telephone
2:10 P. M. Speaking by Ray .Hurray, Secretary of Agriculture.
E, B. Luman, dragging . . . .
19.80
Co., rent and toll
24.50
i Chris B. Christensen, labor .
._.„„
2:45 P. M. Post Driving Contest. Prizes by Joyce Lumber Co
12.50 John Phelps, assisting engineJohn Dill, labor
45.75
er
1st. prize, 10 posts; 2nd. prize, "5 posts; 3rd. prize, driver.
40.38
I H. W. Eilts, dragging
18.80
Skelly Oil Co., repairs . . . . . .
1.35
F. J. Herchenback, dragging . 49.50 P. C. Sorensen, repairs
lst
2nd
..... 19.401
~"
'
-i •
fl91
Johannes Eilts, dragging . .
22.27
Standard Oil Company, gas . 168.50
3:30
P.
M.
Girls'
Ring
Ride,.
XI.....$3.00
?2.00
VJ. J. Heck, dragging
56.25 Maurice Proctor, dragging . .
47.15'
£
Joe Kopp, labor
10.00 Floyd Sunderman, labor
4:00 P. M. Boys' Ring R'ide;
-$4.00 $3.00 ft**
4.40 ;
Lester King, labor
s'oo Joe Walker, labor
.......... 24.50
John W. Mehlmann, dragging
14.40
7:00 P. Ml Concert by the Atlantic Band.
Frank Ellis, dragging .'.'.'.'.'
44.30
Wm. Pearson, dragging
20^70
T. J. Conroy. labor ......
9:00 P. M. Platform Dance, music by Schwartz's Moonlight Set*
66.50
Wm. J. Sager, dragging . . . . 18.00
Don Wohlenhaus, labor
85.05 :
Harold Brehmer, labor
86.40 Pete Eisel, dragging . . . . . . .
naders, and Old Tijne Dance at I. O. 0. F. flail.
12.60
H. M. Duff, dragging
27 45 Harold Bacon, dragging
(One ticket admits you to both dances)
22.50
Grover Darling, dragging .
8.40 Chas. J. Daugherty, labor
52.15
Henry Eggerling, labor . . . .
86.40 Loren Hardisty, hauling
3.50! •
Claude Holaday, hauling ..
.80 Anton Jensen, dragging
( DAYS
42.60
C. Kitelinger, dragging . . .
33.52
Ray
Krauth,
labor
« NIGHTS
90.00
V. W. Lowenberg, labor
3.50 Ned C .Murray, dragging '. '. '.
J10.000.00 barneu
C. Means, labor
44.32 I *
K. A. lurner, dragging
and running racei
*
1st 2nd
41.70)
y
J.
E.
Wilburn,
labor
........
2
50
Earl Greenwalt, labor
every
afternoon.
28.80|"
Arthur
Lett,
labor
........
'.
15^0
Aug. 26-81. Night
Peter Christensen, labor
10:00 A. M. Horseshoe Pitching Contest
$l-°° 75t'
2.50
Julius Anderson, dragging . . 24 90 Ora
\ A racing (first In
Moller,
labor
.
Clarence Brown, labor ...... 6.75
18.70
w. Iowa) every night
11:00 A. M. Pet Parade. (Cash Prizes by Wagner Filling
E Wise, foreman' of 'ihe
Aug. 26-31.
Peter Christensen, labor . .
2 50 Wbridge
crew
.
.
Anita.)
Henry Erickson, labor ____ 8'75
Frank Bannister, labor ..... 120.00!
73.151
.
«8 ....
.0 Herbert Spear, labor
12:30 P. M. Concert by Norway Band.
ssionerJ
Ora Moller dragging . . ; . . . 55.00 Elmer
77.70
Com lis
Watson, labor
....... 78.75
Claude McFadden, dragging
1:00
P.
M.
Speaking
by
M.
P.
(Mike)
Conway,
R.
R"
uasohne
Alley,
g
.....
as
and labor
...............
5.80
05
Motors, Inc' ' ' re"
1:30 P. M. Ladies' Kittenbell, Wiota vs. Eden's Diamond Ts.
C. C. Spear, labor ......... .
2 50 Atlantic
pairs
.....
''
2.85
A, dragging• • .• .• .•
2:30 P. M. Tug-o'-War, Atlantic vs. Wiota, 3.2 for the *«"»
F. A. Black Oil' Co'. ' gas ...... 82.41
Frank 0 Will,
44.65 O. R. Billingsley, repairs'
" " 8.05
Neils Peterson, dragging . . .
23.20
3:00 P. M. Horse Pulling,Contest, (free for all), 1st- l' rize '
H. (.,. Clausen, draggino- .
42 92
n gallon creosote
2nd. prize, $10.00; 3rd. prize, set of fly nets.
100
Roy I. Bailey, dragging and
labor
.................
87
30.00
5:00 to 6:00 P. M. Chicken Supper-at I. O. 0. F. Hall
.
.„, current .
Harry Hopley labor . . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' .
'
1.00
Uahlberg,
repairs
F. W. Wise, dragging
......
7:30
to 9:00 P. M. Program on platform. Dancing, s"lgintl
3.00
2 70 Green Bay
Lumber Co'
Emil Bode, dragging and laVaudeville.
posts ..
'
bor
.....................
58 37
.75
an
Lowt
evening.
Jesse Cranston, labor . . . .
52 20 S T^
- "«'<
9:00 P.M. Platform Dj^Bce.
19.67
J. M. Frank, labor ...... . . .',
U'QQ Hoegh Oil Company, ga3
12.01
GACDCNSHOW
Frank Howard, dragging
po'sn Hoffman Hardware, supplies' '
25.05
SOMETHING DOING ALL THE TIMBL BE SURE JO
Buck Knowlton, labor
.' '
g 00 Iowa Sales Company dyna
mite and supplies .
Frank Mardesen, labor . .
« On
AT REGISTRATION BOOTH FOB OVER """ ^
617.74
F. W. Scott, labor ........ \\
5 ft Joyce Lumber Co., posts""
3.BO
DONATED BY WIOTA BUSINESS MEN
C. W. Kearns, labor
.......
23 40 Oscar Knop, labor . . . . ; • •
4.85
BOOSTERS.
C. W. Morgan, dragging . ' . '
1, hauling
6 'ic
4.00
G. Clifton Acker dragging .
Car Market,
&.10
LARGE MIDWAY—FERRIS WHEEL
A. S. Ballentme, dragging . .
i 6 80
1.00
Louie Marxe
SHOWS-—-CONCESSIONS.
J. J. Davis, labor
..........
55
work
) Wm E. xi n ' road
*
12.00
> | W m . K Moller, rent and
*,y-*-'f?

Aug.
•
' 18-19, 1933
'
, August 18

HORSE
RACES

Saturday. August 19

O OA

U W0r
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News Review of Current
Events the World Over
Cuba in Turmoil as Machado Refuses to Quit the Presidency—Germany Rebuffs Britain and France—
National Recovery Progress.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
ERAUDO
of Cuba,
Ing the end of
bornly defiant

MACHADO, president
appeared to be reachhis rope, but waa stubof his opponents and
flatly rejected the plan
offered by American
Ambassador Sumner
Welles for settlement
of the Island's political turmoil Mr.
Welles told Machado
that he should ask
congress for a leave
of absence after appointing an acceptable
man for the position
of secretary of state;
Gerardo
that secretary, accordMachado
Ing to the Cuban constitution, would succeed to the presidency In event that office became vacant. Be would then select a cabinet
representative of all political factions, constitutional reforms would be
submitted to congress and later to a
constitutional convention; and the vice
presidential office would be filled by
either the congress or the supreme
court
i To this proposition President Maohado replied:
U^lana and will continue to be the
president of the Republic of Cuba,
exercising all of my constitutional
prerogatives. Of these I cannot relinquish the smallest part without becoming a traitor to the confidence reposed in me by the people of Cnba
when they freely gave their votes to
me, or without diminishing the Independence and sovereignty of a republic that I assisted in founding, having
fought in the war for Independence."
The Cuban congress supported Ma'chado in his determination to retain
tils office, and the mediation efforts of
'Ambassador Welles were denounced
as detrimental to the sovereignty of
the republic. To those who know conditions on the island this Is not surprising. The basis of Machado's power is the state lottery. He controls
this Institution and by his favor many
leading congressmen are able to realize large sums from the sale of lottery tickets.
What the people think of Machado
•was plainly Indicated by the events
Just preceding the crisis described. It
•was reported in Havana that the president had resigned and Immediately
a great throng began demonstrating
Joyfully. But the police and troops
attacked viciously, killing some and
wounding many, and the marchers fled
In dismay. Martial law was declared
and the city was patroled, but acts of
Violence were frequent.
For several days the city had been
tied np by a general transportation
strike that Involved many industries.
The government announced it had
granted the demands of the laborers,
but the union men refused to return
to work while constitutional guaran
ties of freedom remained suspended.
Cuban politicians thought Machado's
rejection of Welles* peace plan would
3ead to Intervention by the United
States, but in Washington this was
considered quite unlikely. To send our
marines to the island would be contrary to President Koosevelt's declared policy, and would stultify the
position he took concerning the Japanese In Manchuria.
Mr. Welles declared that mediation
was not ended, and Machado in his
statement said: "I am disposed to
mediate with my political adversaries
and to concede to them their Just demands to any extent that will not diminish the authority or the prestige
of the institutions of the republic or
the head of the state."

G

QECRETARY 0F STATE CORDELL
^ HULL, back from the London conference, Is again In his offices at the
State department, and has lost none
of Ills internationalism. He still believes
all nations can and
should co-operate to
end the world depression, and says domestic programs for raising prices and reducing unemployment are
but the preludes to
such co-operation. Mr.
Hull also announced
that the United States Sec'y Hull
was ready and willing
to promote close trade and commercial
relations with the countries of Latin
America, and suggested the negotiation of specific commercial agreements.
In advocating bi-lateral trade agreements under the most favored nation
principle, Hull explained that such
agreements would relate primarily to
commodities of a noncompetltlve nature. He explained that reciprocal
trade agreements would not necessarily conflict with most favored nation treaties, because such agreements
would be thrown open to signature by
totber nations which, however, might
not be interested in the products affected by the treaties because the
treaties would affect particular products which would best be manufactured In some one nation.
Explaining why the economic conference did not achieve the full measnr« of success that had b«au hoped for.

Sull said the various nations found
that their economic problems and the
problem of co-operation were much
more difficult than had been Imagined.
Nevertheless, he was unwilling to consider the London gathering of 66 nations a failure.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 17, 1033

Howe About

RESIDENT ROOSEVELT by his
P
appeal to both sides and Hugh
Johnson by vigorous argument and
threat brought the big bituminous
coal strike In Pennsylvania to an end.
Their efforts were ably seconded by
Edward F. MeGrady, the NRA labor
representative in the controversy. At
first many of the workers were Inclined not to obey tbe order of the
union chiefs to return to ths mines,
but when BIr. McGrndy arrived nt Unlontown by plane and told the men:
"I am acting for the President of the
United States and asking you to go
back to work," they cheered him,
picked up their lamps and got back
to the pits. The trouble was mainly
concerning recognition by tbe operators of the nationally organized unions.
Under terms of the trnce reached In
Washington the miners are to lay
their problems before a board appointed by the President, pending acceptance of the coal code. Miners are to
employ their own checkwelgbmen to
calculate the amount of coal produced,
upon which their pay depends.

Wejfare Work:ers
Baseball
Fundamental Truths

>»n«»«.UBU

ED HOWE
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River Transportation In British Guiana.
Prepared by N»tIonM G«!*»«*'L18.?'
WaslUnf ton, D. O.—WNU Service.

J7RENCH fears of another war with
BRITISH expedition recently
" Germany were Sharply stimulated
explored a new region—a reby the abrupt refusal of the Hitler
gion among the treetops of 100
government to consider the parallel re- CHINA'S last faint chance to reto 200 feet forest giants in
quests made by Great Britain and ^cover Manchuria 'and Jehol from British Guiana.
France that^Nazi propaganda In Aus- Japan probably has disappeared, for
Here, indeed, was a place worth
tria be discontinued. The two pro- Gen. Feng Yn-hslang, the Independent every effort to Investigate—a rolling,
commander
who
had
testing nations declared the course
wind-tossed sea of green extending for
been leading the fight several thousand .square miles, and
Germany was pursuing was In violaagainst Japanese ag- teeming with a life which was biologtion of the spirit of the four power
gression, has given up ically unknown. Lured by its promise,
peace pact recently signed; but their
and signed a peace a group o* men decided to examine an
ambassadors were told by the German
pact with tbe national area of forest on the right bank of the
foreign office that the Berlin governgovernment U n d e r
ment failed to see any reason for apriver.
the agreement he ab- Essequioo
plication of the four power treaty la
They were equipped with a variety
d l c a t e s all titles, of climbing apparatus, such as linethis instance, and that Germany returns over the com- shooting machines and rocket-firing
garded as inadmissible this Interfermand of his troops to guns for propelling ropes over high
ence In the German-Austrian trouble.
the national govern- branches, thousands of feet of cordage
Italy had declined to Join Britain
ment and retires to for
and France in their protest, but did
making hauling constructions, pulFeng
p o 111 leal obscurity. leys for use In block and tackles, iron
make friendly representations to BerYu-hstang
Gen. Sung Cheh-Yuan spikes for building spike ladders, and
lin concerning the Nazi aerial propaganda over Austrian territory. The will become governor of Chahar prov- wooden scaling ladders capable of exItalian government was informally ad- ince, seat of Feng's most recent oper- tension. Long-range spray pumps were
vised that Germany would take steps ations, and the government will be procured for shooting poisons at InImmediately to end this practice. This reorganized.
sect warriors that would obstruct InFeng has been one of modern vasion of their homeland.
eased the situation considerably, but
French statesmen were pessimistic and China's most romantic figures and his
The area selected was Ideal for a
believed the whole affair would lead persistent opposition worried Japan survey; for it was as nearly primeval
not
a
little.
His
capitulation
is
atto the smashup of the disarmament
forest as could be found. Here everyconference when it reassembles in the tributed to a lack of funds and muni- thing was in an unaltered state, with
tions as well as mutiny and dissat- all the trees In their natural associafall.
isfaction among bis own men, said at tions, as they had no doubt existed for
/"\NE of the most Important branches one time to have numbered 20,000. a thousand years or more.
^ of the NRA, the national labor Added were Japanese threats to boyThe forest was composed of tall,
mediation board, met in Washington, cott Kalgan, and the vastly superior straight trees. Some were monsters,
formally organized and got busy at national government forces sent with broad buttressed bases which,
once, taking up first against him.
(
like pillars, supported the overhead
a controversy .in New
roof. The vast majority, however,
O r l e a n s . Senator 'X*HBEE recognized authorities on were of smaller size, crowded together
Robert F. Wagner of
•»• economics and finance had a sig- by thousands, all competing, strugNew York, chairman nificant conference with, the President gling, Jostling with one another Jn
of the board, was on at the summer White House in Hyde their efforts to get their heads Into
vacation in Europe Park, N. Y. They were James War- the tree-roof. Every tree examined
but messages were burg, one of the fiscal experts for the was perfectly straight. Hardly one
sent to him asking American delegation at the London had a branch until near the canopy,
that he return imme- conference, and Profs. George F. War- where, at a height of about 70 feet,
diately. His secre- ren of Cornell university and James occurred division Into a simple fork.
tary represented him H. Rogers of Yale university.
Bush ropes of every degree of thickat the board's sesThe two professors brought to the ness spread about In this thicket of
Senator
sions,
the
other
memPresident
a
report
on
the
studies
they
straight poles. Some swung across In
Wagner
bers present being have been conducting for him, Includ- pendent loops, or hung down like loose,
Walter C. Tongle, Dr. Leo Wolman, ing the budget, taxation, the tariffs, swinging cordage; others twisted
Louis E. Klrstein, John L. Lewis, Wil- and particularly the possibility of themselves round the great tree trunks
liam Green and Gerard Swope.
adopting a dollar which would be in strangling, serpentine colls. Mosses,
Henry I. Harrlman, president of the geared to the commodity price Index, epiphytes,' lichens, and ferns crowded
United States Chamber of Commerce, rising and falling In value with the the trunks and high branches In tropis highly optimistic concerning the values of wholesale commodities.
ical profusion. Overhead the tree tops
employment situation. At San Franmade a green roof, and the fallen
cisco he predicted that 7,000,000 perWO bold French aviators, Maurice vegetation covered the floor with a
sons would be re-employed by the end
Rossi and Paul Codos, set a new thick, soft carpet of mold.
of this year.
record for non-stop flight and are du»
Formed a Roof With Windows.
to receive a million francs from the
Throughout the forest were glitterUT liberally now, but buy only from French government Starting from
dealers who display the blue eagle, New York, they flew almost directly Ing lights, bright spots, streaks, and
Is the advice of Gen. Hugh Johnson, to Rayak, Syria, about 600 miles fur- luminous patches, where shafts of sunnational recovery administrator. His ther than the previous record. They light, breaking through the roof, were
Justifiable expectation is that prices Intended to go to Bagdad but couldn't reflected from the underlying foliage
soon will advance as the various codes quite make It Rossi said he thought as from a multitude of suspended mirget into operation and the purchasing the record would be accepted at 9,800 rors. On every side was the richest
power of the people Increases. At the kilometers (5,775.3 miles), although fertility; and, contrastingly, In the
same time the recovery administration they actually flew more than 10,000 prostrate trunks and rotting leaf
is taking steps to keep the retailers kilometers (6,210 miles) at an average mold was equal evidence of death
within the terms of. their agreements speed of 166 kilometers (82.28 miles) and decay. The silence, the gloom,
the stillness, the luxuriance were most
and to check profiteering. House- an hour.
wives and wage earners over the enGeneral Balbo and his Italian sea- Impressive.
The oval-shaped heads of the trees
tire country are being organized for plane fleet reached the Azores, some
house to house and store to store can- of the planes coming down at Ponta came close to one another and Intervasses to insure against Infractions of Delgada and the others at Horta. Aft- laced their branches, and creepers and
codes and to prevail on buyers to pat- er a night of festivity and rest the bush ropes linked them together to
ronize only blue eagle businesses.
big planea took off for home via Lis- form a sort of roof, though not such
Miss Mary Hughes, director of the bon ; but one of them, commanded by a perfect thatch as books on equawomen's section of the emergency re- Captain Ranierl, upset and was left torial 'forests often lead one to imemployment campaign, announced com- behind. Lieutenant Squaglla was agine. In places the tree crowns stood
pletion of an organization In 48 states killed, Ranierl was Injured, and the out somewhat separately. The sky was
to carry on the educational and "polic- others of tne crew suffered from by no means completely hidden. Here
and there were windows, skylights In
ing" work. Violators of codes and shock and bruises.
the canopy, through which the sunagreements are threatened with publilight streamed lancellke to illuminate
cation of their names.
UR government Is getting out of the "cellar" floor.
Deputy Administrator A. D. Whitethe shipping business as fast as
From the ground one could catch
side, in charge of the retail store tem- possible. Under an executive order
porary code. Bald he had received re- from the President the shipping board only passing glimpses of the life In
ports from many parts of'the country Is now abolished, and tbe merchant the foliage. Monkeys went crashing
that retail stores are entering agree- fleet corporation and its remaining 3f through It now and then. The larger
ments to shorter hours of operation ships and 1,000 employees are trans- birds, such as parrots and toucans
so they will not have to hire addi- ferred to the Department of Commerce were seen here and there, splashes
tional workers. The enforced creation for direction. Secretary Roper's de of color in Its shadows. Smaller songot more Jobs Is the major objective of partnient Intends to curry on the pol sters were evident only by their voices
the campaign.
Icy of winding up commercial marl for In the gloom it was difficult to
locate a bird through the mass of
In numerous cases stores also are time activities.
"staggering" their employees to avoid
Two years ago the corporation had foliage. Occasionally, with powerful
an Increase of their forces, Whlteslde approximately 300 ships. It had nun glasses, one might see through a cansaid. He sent a sharp warning to dreds of employees scattered aboui opy window a lofty tree covered with
the Indiana Itetail Grocers' association, this country and in foreign ports. Sal< blossoms, about which flitted bright
B
which was Intended as an admonition and lease of Its shipping lines have re butterflies.
to retailers generally and which was duced botb personnel and sblps.
The expedition's knowledge of that
immediately effective.
Under reorganization the Commerce zone of life was confined to what a
Among tbe. many codes offered was department may re-employ within the gun could bring down from it for mu
one for the dully and Sunday news- next four months as many of th, seum purposes. Of the Intimate lives
papers.
workers as It needs. Many will be ab of its birds and mammals It Is fair
sorbed temporarily by the depart to say that biologists knew very litRIZONA became the twenty-first laeut, officials expecting the force t< tle; and, so fur as its smaller fauna
state to ratify the prohibition re- be decreased gradually as the flee was concerned, its reptiles. Insects,
arachnids, and other creatureTlhe
peal amendment, the wets winning by corporation's affairs are closed up.
Wion was
a majority of more than 3 to 1. Their
in complete Igvictory was unexpectedly complete, al- •yiOLENCK iu the New York state
It was not difficult to move about
though the drys bad tailed to muster
V milk strike Increased daily and
enough votes to place delegates on the Gov. Herbert Lehman, though reluc in th s primeval forest. Secondly
ballot.
tant to cull out the National (imml growth 18 somewhat tangled, but the
Mrs. Isabella Greeuway, national consulted with its commander and primitive bush is more open and ac!
Democratic commltteewoman and a prepared to take that extreme step cessibie. There is uo need to hew
personal friend of President and Mrs. if it were deemed necessary The a way though it with ttn ax. WhTt
Roosevelt, easily captured tb.e Demo- state police, acting as guards for checks progress Is usually a fallen
cratic nomination to fill the congres- milk trucks, were in conflict witu th« tree-trunk or a plle of ^ ^
sional post vacated by Lewis Douglas strikers In many localities, using bul Impassable swamp. Nor does thornv
wnen he was named director of the lets and tear gas uguiust the armed Villon cause trouble. Tue« are
some palms with 8p,Uy tru£ ™
federal budget The victory Insured farmers. Most of the cities and towi
"terns but never such barrier, 2
her election because of the absence of obtained plenty of milk.
Prtrkte. as are common in less
Republican opposition.
C. IMt. Wwit.ru N»w»paj>«r Valoa.
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" - new drive, as
,
a when school aire«n«
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to fdr anothe* ^
Hnh
TW present world-™?
1* disgraceful; had
with the

One soon finds how easy It is to get
poverty
lost In the forest On account of the
• • •
sameness of the vegetation on every
O.
0.
Mclntyre
nays
side and the absence of both horizon
and landmarks, It Is a problem to recover bearings once ode becomes con* appear. I nope so;
fused.
^—_ '*£. °* '*** Neatest"™
hots*. The first ambition of an j
Some Peculiar Trees.
"*% should be to I
Some of the great trees are most
tor a family,
arresting. There is the stilted tree,
wan to his _
or awasakull, whose roots thrust
themselves above the ground and In- ... „ " good Job so capably tu
cline to form a pyramid supporting more apt to be promoted than
on Its apex the tall, straight, trunk. charged. It la bad tor a ye
big. greatest ambition is to]
Another striking kind Is the fluted
tree, or yurnru, with the whole' length
of Its trunk marked by deep longitudinal grooves, as If it were composed
of a thick bundle of smaller saplings.
More abundant but none the less attractive, is the mora, the Immense
trunk base of which is drawn out fnto
buttresses like the witches' seats of
Channel Island chimneys, some of
them often following a sinuous course
before they reach the. ground. The
bush ropes are of all varieties and
patterns designed to give them
strength. Some are twisted with such
perfect regularity that one can scarcely tell the difference between them and
ropes made by man.
The expedition's chief trouble In
the forest came from dampness. When
it arrived, the wet season was at Its
height. Every day rain fell In torrents;
the air was 80 per cent saturated with
moisture; every leaf In the forest
dripped. A step into the bush meant
getting soaked to the skin; and,-once
wet, clothes neyer dried: One had to
become accustomed' to*starting off
each day In the sodden clothing of the
evening before. As a consequence of
this continual moisture, boots and
everything else of leather soon were
covered with a green mold; animal
skins and specimens rotted; photographic plates refused to dry. Much
has been written of discomforts in a
tropical forest, but few writers Impress on their readers that the real
trouble Is persistent dampness.
The expedition bad, of course, Its
share of Insect pests, of which the
chief were the ticks and the. bete
rouge. These minute creatures, specklike in size, live freely on the forest
vegetation. While wandering about
they collected on clothes, underneath
which they soon found their way to
the tenderest parts of the skin. The
bete rouge, an almost invisible harvest
mite, was much the more annoying of
the two. It burrowed Into the skin,
making a red irritation that felt like
an attack of nettle rash. The only
way to deal with these tiny creatures
was to go over the whole- body carefully each day and pick them off. The
penalty for neglecting- this all-important duty was a sleepless night of
scratching.
\ .
Indians Holped the Climbers.

Members of the expedition anticipated difficulties of many kinds, for
they had been Impressed upon them
before they sailed for Guiana. The
trees, they had been warned, were too
tall and straight and branchless for
climbing; their timber was'too hard
to take climbing Irons; their crowns
were too full of dangerous rotten
branches to afford footing; the foliage,
everything,, swarmed with armies ol
venomous ants; and even if they did
get Into the canopy, they would be
able to see very little In the dense
vegetation. Such were the difficulties
that had been predicted for them.
Fortunately they found that they had
been considerably exaggerated,
The first tree they attempted to
climb was one that they had left for
the purpose In the center of their
camp clearing. Confidently they
brought Into action their rocket apparatus and the line-throwing gun, but
both proved virtually useless. They
sent their missiles .forcibly enoughloo forcibly in fact—not only Into the
canopy but far above It! It was Impossible to aim the rope over the
branch selected and to bring the «nl
back to earth through the tangle.
The devices of civilization thus fallIng them, they engaged the services of
two Arawak Indians, who provided
much more satisfactory help, since
they had been accustomed to climb
and tap for its milky gum a sort o:
rubber tree known as the balata.
By using loops of rope passed around
their bodies and the tree trunks, these
"balata bleeders" could make ascents
In any part of the forest
They first attacked the camp tree
climbing it by means of spikes on
their leather boots, and carrying a
light line with them up to the first
fork at 75 feet Meantime a block-and
tackle apparatus had been got In read!
ness. The upper end of It wa» made
fast to a suitable branch; to the lower end waa attached a seat made o
straight pieces of stick cut In the
forest, somewhat after the fashion of
a bo's'n's chair. Seated on this, one
could be hauled to the point of fixation lu the crown oX the tra*

„
a sandlot rowdy called i
emhard or Red Brlngemln.
'
• * *
There aw millions of thin]
present; and millions in the \,
left records of their thoughts "wl
iave ever recognized
troths that should occur i
one. One of»snch truths
missed Is that all men ha
rights In the world. Ion ma; i
right has been abundantly g.
tt hasnt: no one grants rlgh&i
to the poor. > Hare the rich i
denied their rights from
nlngT And are we not
in denying the rights of tiij
class? Too ngay say again 11
taken, but In this case I ami
one Is freel)" and generally\_
human, rights except the poor I
who will not take advantage 015
' ' , ' • ' * * *
In the few cases where'
sound sense, they will not bt \
stood unless extremely carefoll
pressing It There Is so mi
on people will not bother
paragraph or page not simply i
and easily understood. Amoi
small number of men whose i
tract my attention on enc<
them In,print Is Benjamin 1
I do not know who he is; onlyt
seems to be struggling to make j
Ing as a writer, has a i
genius, and writes too mudn
old days of heavy drinking i
tenders.
'
Lately he had two pages of j
graphs In a magazine, and n
to understand only four of I
J, The honest man is one s
world both respects and plum
2. Belief of any kind Is I
without Borne degree of intole
a Whatever exists aspires to|
petty lie about Itself;
4. There Is a kind of swa
character that is extremely '
able. (I have changed the I
graph somewhat, as DeCa
many objectionable words ini
logs, mistakenly believing "
strength).
Young people should think
age earlier than they g°"
Heedlessness, carelessness
teen and thirty result in i
essary troubles from thirty ML,
The pleas of parents to
behave Is the one bit of
dom on,which all men of all
agreed? Tbe Cretans, the R«
the Greeks, the Romans,
Story: Toe better you
better you will get along. B»
Bible all men hare haltingly*
I beg adults as well as ""
tofindthe True Churcti ~ _ .
main In It, In spite of fre«aa«J

gressions.
Dog story fpr O. 0.
nice a girl of nineteen
a pup seven months ow,
never was a more useless,
lovable, Impudent, natural
Aog nuisance. Being gl««
unable to get outside to i
flJiMVI «• •» v***r

——

night vigorously
other (and Mr.
this, unless he is
owns a bulldog very
tured and appreciative,
getting old. He nsuau
floor In the bedroom
elderly mistress One
she awoke, the dog
and bis mistress
ttonately. As he
then declared he no
and threatened """
old dog,
SnT^er-avo^
to the proprieties, so
began to yawn, to
the point of'the .tor
fered. owing
rtretchlng, *
NO pope,
patriot ever

the guides
to follow.
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Park6r"
Program at M. E. Church

CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4
£. L. Anderson, Minister.
4. + .,.+ + + «. + •»•-f 4 - 4 4 4 4 4
(The Charch With a Heart and
Seth Parker is coming to town.
an Open Mind.)
9 If AYS—Thursday, Aug. 17 to Saturday,
Yes, that most beloved of all radio
Morning service will be dismissed
DEPARTMENT STORE
mtertainers is to be impersonated at^j
a union service of all Congrega;he
Methodist
Church
on
Sunday
tional
and Christian churches partiThe Best For Less
Anita, Iowa
jvening, August 20, by the well known cipating in the young people's conferdramatic artist and singer, Mr. John ence at Sunnyside Park in Atlantic.
This service will be held at 11:00
loward.
Creamery
Mr. Howard has all the ear marks o'clock. M,usic will be furnished by a
White or
of the real Seth Parker, appearance, large union chorus, and the sermon
Cider gal.
singing voice, and the ability to tell will be delivered by Dr. P. Adelstein
;he stories which have made 'Mr. Park- Johnson of Grinnell, state superintener so famous. Mr. Howard will be dent. All members and friends of the
New fall dresses in the new Crepes, cleverly designassisted by a full company of local church and Sunday School are urged
stage artists and singers in his pro- to attend. Also a union Sunday School
ed and styled——exact copies of garments you would
duction, "A Night with Seth Park- will be held at 10:00 o'clock at Suner.
expect to pay 2 to 3 times as much for
nyside to which all who can attend
Beautiful stage settings, the old are invited. After the service, a picWATCH FOR OtTK CIRCULAR_ .
fashioned costumes, old familiar music nic dinner will be,the order of the
HUNDREDS OF BARGAINS
and songs and loads'of fun from our day. All who attend S. S. and serlocal Cephus and Lizzie will make vice are urged to bring well filled
this a delightful evening of enter- baskets and their own dishes and stay
tainment.
for the picnic dinner and enjoy the
THIS STORE OPEN
.Y EVENINGS
This entertainment is being spon- good fellowship. Let us all cooperate'
sored by the church choir and a large and make this a great occasion of
Lowest Prices
Come in and
crowd is expeced.
Christian fellowship. 22 churches are
on Men's Best
See Our new
cooperating in this youth conference RODE HORSE INTO
i
P. B. Pilmer and wife of Des Moines and Sunday service and picnic.
Quality
Line of
Black Satin
VILLISCA CANDY SHOP
spent Monday with relatives and
There will be a youth conference at
WORK
friends in this vicinity.
Sunnyside Park in Atlantic from AugAn impromptu one-woman rodeo
CLOTHING
ust
17
to
20.
Dr.
Royal
J.
Montgomwhich
was a real (thriller while it
Joe Vais is building a large corn
crib on his farm north of Anita. It ery, Congregational young people's lasted, was staged here Saturday
will have a capacity of 7,000 bush- director of the state of Iowa, will be night when an unidentified young lady
August 20, 1903.
in charge. This conference will fea- rode a borrowed horse into the Villisca
Berea
ia
soon to have a <
GREENFIELD BOYS START WEST, els.
POTTAWATTAMIE COUNTY
ture Bible study, wholesome recrea- Sweet Shop, much to the surprise and
ARE STOPPED IN NEBRASKA
POOR TO CUT WOOD
to
be
operated
by the residenTi
C. T. Winder and wife visited from tion and sports, and contests, and will consternation of the proprietor and cian, Dr. T. DeWitt.
i
be
a
training
school
for
youth
in
Saturday
until
Monday
in
Des
Moines
his guests. Before the occupants of
Supervisor Henry. H. Johnson has Two Greenfield boys who felt the, call
D. L. Dilts contemplates
caused notices to be published in the of the West, were held in Lincoln, with their son, Harold Winder andChristian ideals. Camping in tents the candy kitchen could recover from tion of a one story brick
by
church
groups
under
adult
supertheir surprise enough to go into ac- his vacant lots north of the i
papers of Pottawattamie county to the Nebraska, last Thursday night to wife.
effect that those who ask for fuel await word from their parents. They Roland King and family of the vision, as well as meals, reducing to tion, 'the young lady wheeled her horse Bank.
from the county for next winter must are Kenneth Lohafer, 15, and Dean Cumberland vicinity visited last a minimum the living expenses at the in a right-about-face, amid glass William R. Spenee of Casey fcnj
camp. There will be no other expense showcases, tables and soda fountains,
cut wood. Arrangements have been Ward, 14.
Thursday with his mother, Mrs. S. G. except the 35c registration fee for and made her exit as abruptly as he en the place of M. O Buckley u|
made so that those who care to and
The boys went west armed with au- Jewett and husband.
each member. All young people ol had come. Villisca officers were seek- keeper in the PuUerton Lumko|
will can go out and cut wood on tomatic pistols belonging to their
office here.
shares. It will dry during the sum- fathers. One had a .25 caliber and the Mrs. W. T. Biggs, well known Anita the church over 14 years of age are ing to learn the identity of the girl
On account of a scarcity tffj
urged
rto
attend.
Notify
the
pastor
this week but have not succeeded. She ness; the * Blue Grass en
mer and be ready for use next win- other a .32 caliber pistol. The guns lady, is a patient at the Atlantic hoster. The county will not furnish fuel were to be used 'H» keep auto drivers pital where she submitted to a major who is a member of the promotional is said to be a summer visitor in a Berea^ has suspended operating
committee if you are interested.
neighboring city. Her steed was
to any family where there is an able from running over us," the boys said, operation Monday morning.
Senior ladies aid will meet Thurs- "borrowed" from a hitching post on the present.
bodied Iman who can cut the fuel now.
Every day proves that this it]
Mrs. Josephine Halliday and daugh- H. L. Bell and wife left this morn- day with a 12:00 o'clock chicken din the east aide of the park where it bad
This means some of the fellows will
of
the beat cattle raising i
ner
for
20c
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Chas
ter,
Jane,
and
Mrs.
Mary
Wetz
have to get busy and make an effort
been left by its owner, a young nun
ing for their summer home at Lake
to try and get a part of their needs Boone spent Monday in the city, Okoboji, after spending a few days Campbell. The ladies are urged to at- from Nodaway who was attending the Iowa. Big shipments are
end take some of the load off the tax- guests of Mrs. Bessie Lowell and her with relatives and friends in Anita. tend, and the public is invited to the American Legion carnival here. Eye- from Anita every week.
dinner.
mother, Mrs. Mamie Myers. Mrs.
Miss Maggie Miller has beat
payers.
witnesses to the wild west portrayal
Halliday is principal ,of one of the
M. Kohl, a well known and a long The "Wedding Cake" drama by the said that the girl acted on a dare to ered and has accepted a
There had been an auto wreck. One schools in Boone.
time resident of Anita, is confined to Fidelis S. S. class last Thursday even ride the horse into the business place. the Atlantic Buisness College u]
of the drivers climbed out in a fit of
his home with prostate gland trouble, ing was most ably presented anc That ithe horse and rider made their instructor in French and Spaniel
Fred
Dorsey,
wife
and
son
of
RiverNext week Harry Bell will i
anger and strode up to a man standand is under the care of the family showed much work had been done by exit from the Sweet Shop without
the cast under the direction of Mrs causing damage was attributed' to mence work on raising his resti
ing on the sidewalk, thinking him to ton, Wyoming, spent a few days the physician.
past week in Anita with relatives anc
P. T. Williams, who is the director o: good luck alone, since a ceiling fan building up to the established |
be the other driver.
Mrs. Bruce Engle and two children, the Dramatic club of the Congrega and the other unfamiliar surroundings and will then put in a good i
"Say, -where the devil's your tail friends. Fred is a former Anita boy
but for a number of years has live( Arthur and Dorothy, of Burlington, tional church. This club will feature
light?" he roared.
alarmed the animal. He was wheeled walk in front of it.
The innocent bystander looked up in Wyoming, where he is employee Iowa, are visiting here with her fath- dramatics the coming season, bptj about between two showcases and the Quite a large delegation
at him. "What do you think I am as a turnkey at the state peniten er and~sister, James Morgan and Mrs. sacred and secular, and is a regula soda fountain which might have been Anita and vicinity went to Ati
tiary.
department in our church activities demolished by the horse's hoofs.—Vil- today to hear CoL William J. 1
G. M. DeCamp and husband.
—a lightning bug?'*
and part of the program for training lisca Review.
who is appearing on the chaul
Some of these tax-less towns an
On Sunday Mr. and Mrs. George youth in the finer art of self expres
Phillip McManigle lived at Charles not all they appear to be. Alma
platform in that city.
City seven years ago and was convict- Nebr., has received considerable pub Graham, Mr. and Mrs. Charley sion. Plan to attend all of our drama KNOXVILLE HAS SOME
This week Mrs. L. V. Furrow]
ed of forging a check on H. Blunt licity because of the low taxes, but i Graham find Betty Marie motored to tics—you will enjoy them.
her household goods packed i
NAUGHTY
PEOPLE
THERE
Recently he was released from Ft is reported that they have outstanding Adel, where they met Mr. and Mrs.
to' Howard, South Dakota, whenl
Madison prison and within a few days school warrants of $8,000 and they Charles Peyton of Ames and enjoyed
At Knoxville, says a KnoxvSUe Furman has been for some timej
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
returned to Charles iCity, forged an- have $6,000 carried over from las a picnic dinner, along with home-made 4
paper, there is a municipal swimming family will make their home infi
oither check on the same Mr. Blunt year. Now they are planning to re ice cream, in honor of Mr. George
pool with men's and women's dressing
Graham's 62nd. birthday, which was "Mind" will be the subect of the rooms in one building, separated by a ard hereafter.
wanting the (money to buy a used au- duce salaries $5,100.
Invitations have been issued byl
Monday, the 14th.
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches o: partition. Hughie Knapp, life guard, and Mrs. JW. T. Smither to thej
to. You pay for your lessons in the
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, August discovered thalt some mischievious riage of their daughter, Misaf
school of experience, but you don't al
You seldom have reason to fee
At her home north of Anita, Mrs. 20.
ways profit by them.
sorry for a professional beggar. Re Max C. Walker entertained the mem-j
boys had knocked out some of the Belle, to Mr. Claude E. BIT
cently a crippled beggar was in Mil bers of the Oak Ridge sewing club! The Golden Text is from Philippians knotholes in the partition and were which occurs, at their home in]
waukee, riding in a wheel chair whicl last Thursday afternoon. The after- 2:13, "It is God which worketh in you peeking at the girls. Knapp nailed coin township on Wednesday,
both to will and to do of his gooc boards over the holes—on the women's ber 3, at 7:00 o'clock. Mr. and!
was drawn by a well-trained dog.
noon was spent in sewing, playing pleasure."
is said he took in $3.00 in twenty min games and visiting. A lunch was
side. Later he discovered that the Blakesley will be at home in tfol
utes. After being taken into custody served during the afternoon. . Miss The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo girls had torn the boards 6ff and were Pilmer residence property on'"1
FOR SALEs-i—Tomatoes; alto spring
he admitted that he had come to Mil Grace Johnson of Winterset and Mrs. tations from the Bible and from* the peeking at the men. He has appealed Avenue in Anita after Sepl
hie*. Phone 151 R 35.
waukee in his own car, driven by a Fred Gennerick were invited guests Christian Science textbook, "Science to the city council for money to buy 16.
Ralph A. Cochran.
and Health with Key to >the Scrip tin and nails to cover the holes per
chauffeur and he paid him $2.00 pe for the day.
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
day
and
his
board.
FOUND:—Small heifer calf, all
manently.
Mrs. Ethel Anders, who
One of the Bible citations reads
black.
Owner may have same by
A Ford sedan belonging to Floyd
visiting here with her mother,
It took 11 innings for the Anita Dement was stolen during the night "For who hath known the mind of
paying for her keep and this notice
Dr. C. E. Harry, wife and two H..Booth, returned Sunday &>|
B. B. nine to defeat the Wiota Bear Sunday from th» street in front of the Lord? or who hath been his coun- children, Beth and Max, and Bex MilPhone 25 R 22. Lew Rydl.
It
home in, Omaha. She was
cats on the latter's diamond Sunday
sellor? For of him, an* through him
Don't let the worms sap all th< afternoon. The final score was 13 tc the Dement home on Locust Street, and to him, are all things: to whom be ler were visitors Tuesday in Grinnell, panied fry Miss June Booth a
was abandoned on a side road four
Iowa.
Lois Mclntyre, who will spenatj
vitality out of your pullets. Worm 10. In the final inning, Harold Kar and
miles east of Anita. When found glory for ever. Amen" (Ronu 11:34
days
there."
your chickens now. We have wel, Anita's left fielder, pounded ou Monday morning the car had been 36.)
The fire loss in Iowa the first six
Am
what will do the job. Rasmussen a home run, with two men on the stripped
.„„„„„ parts
„„ »„ong the selections from the
rr _ of many
f valuable
inGeorge D«nne and wife,
Hatchery.
tf
bases. Exline, Scott and Knowlton eluding" three"tires,"a"wlheerand the p1"?8*5*11 Sc»ence textbook is the fol- months amounted to $2,671,279, acied
by their daughter, '«
cording
to
figures
released
by
state
lowing: "Mind is the grand creator,
FOR SALE OR TRADE:—1928 were the battery for Anita, while the carburettfir.
fire marshal J. W. Strohm. The cause Bell, left Thursday morning
battery
for
the
Bearcats
was
Spry
and
there
can
be
no
power
except
that
Chevrolet coach; 1929 Chevrolet
ley, Nebraska, to attend a it"
The O. D. O. club met with Mrs. which is derived from Mind. If Mind for most of the fires, he claims, was
sedan;
1930 Willys Knight Six and Maurice Taylor.
sparks
from
chimneys,
the
amount
of
union of the Denne family •
Joe Klemish at her home north of was first chronologically, is first pocoach. Phone 244. O. W. Shaffer
Not all hitch-hikers are crooks Anita last Thursday. A two course tentially, and must be first eternally, the loss from this being $358,600; de- tend a celebration in 1
& Son, Anita, Iowa.
tf Over near Falls City, Nebr., a coup!
dinner was served by the hostess, then give to Mind glory, honor, do- fective flues $328,749; defective wit- 60th anniversary of the
of fellows picked up a hitch-hiker am and the guests quilted during the af- minion, and power everlasingly due ing $101,106.
the town of Silley.
E. a HOLTON, Lawyer.
Practice in all courts. Opinion OB as they drove along told him tha ternoon. Four members were absent its holy name" (p. 143).
Land Titles; and Settlement of estates they were going in to town to rob th< and Mrs. Clarence Davis, Miss Edna
a Specialty.
County Attorney. bank. As they drove along they tol( Pieper and Miss Maxine Pieper were
their plans, one was to stay at the guests. The next meeting will be *•
M. E. CHURCH NOTES
ANITA MILLING CO.
wheel of the car and the other go in with Mrs. Joe Morgan.
+
Monroe J. Rarick, Pastor.
CHADWICK TRANSFER
and get the money. When xthey ar
Ground oats
lOc rived at Falls City one man had busi
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Dr.
Miss Eva Major, daughter of Mrs.
Oats hulled
lOc ness ait the bank and the other stayed Gertrude
Major of Enid, Oklahoma, C. H. Johnson, General Supt
Ear corn ground
6c in the car. The hitch-hiker got out former residents of Anita, and Glenn
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
Culled for and delivered
as quickly as possible and started Zirkle of Enid were united in marEpworth League at 7-00 p ni
5c per cwt
south at a rapid rate and if he hasn't riage at the Major home in Enid on Leader, Glen Johnson. The topic is the
No bother. You lose no time.
slacked his pace he is now on his way the sixth of August. Rev. Dan Lu{ ihe unit on erime <<What
Let UB Do It.
back.
ther Edwards, pastor of the Enid
f dealing with
First Presbyterian church, read the
marriage service. The young couple
Evening worship at 8:00 o'clock. A
will make their home in Enid.
beth Parker" program will be given
at this hour by local talent, assisted
Cooperating with your school directors,we
A reunion of the Dorsey family , y *"• "nparsonator, Mr. Howard of
accept any or all of your second hand text
was held in the city park in Anita
1
SUVer
fferi
that
you wish us to sell for you for the coming
wTbe
'taS^^"
°
<*
last Sunday, when more than eighty
of school.
members of the family were present
The W. H. M. S. will meet in the
for the day. A picnic dinner was en- social hall of the church on Thurs
IS
joyed at noon. Those present were day afternoon at 2-.30 o'clock. After
Please bring them in this week or
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dorsey and son the business session and s
ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED
the latest, as we must have time to arrange
of Riverton, Wyoming; Mr. and Mrs light refreshments will be
fore the 28th.
'
•
'
CAR COMING SOON.
Ernest Owen and Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Vinall and daughter of DavenportMrs Carmel Daughenbaugh
Phone 2-O For Coals You Know
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Dorsey and fam- daughter, Maxine, have been
ily of Red Oak; Mr. and Mrs. Charles the past two weeks in
Dorsey of Stuart; Mrs. Dana Lattig with her mother, Mrs
OP SCHOOL.
and family of Macksburg; and Mr ford.
and Mrs. Roy Taylor and family, Mr
and Mrs.-Frank Dorsey and family
ANITA LUMBER CO.
-.„ U ii IU i una aajyjhf
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Dorsey and farn.'
Phones: Office 20; Re*. 11
We Give and Expect a Square Deal
ily and Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Dorsey wT'ng spent Sunday i n fhe city
and family of Anita.
ANTTA,IOWA.
^
£*,£•• D°sha S<*°» -d T ?
Saunders.

The Golden Rule

..August Sale

Spices
Butter

Dresses
to

c2L*£s

Corn Starch «
Pork and Beans

$795

Madiiff's F

Sc
19c
25c
Sc
Sc

^.arket

Hats

FROM OUR OLD

Prints $1.50

WANT-ADS

«!!: .° .

.

-
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Grant and
Township Schoo

Why Gamble on QUALITY?
RODELL COAL

JROB'T. SCOTT

3r3ttS«! BongersBros.
Md********^**********^
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Save Vegetables, HELP CHILD TO
Pruitsjby Drying GET THE STORY
QUALITY BSGCtS ARE
ALWAYS IN DEMAND

Simple Screen Set in Sun or
Modern Cabinet Get
Good Results.
Natrt

College Poulfayman Offerb
Some Suggestions.
Suggestion* for producing quality
for which the market pays a
premium, and which will be In even
greater demand, are outlined by O. O.
pfford, extensioni ponltryman for the
Colorado Agricultural college, as-follows:
'
•
: ,.
1. Confine or dispose of all males
| and produce infertile eggs.
2. Gather eggs at least twice dally.
a Confine broody hent from the layI mg quarters.;, •;,. ''.,'.• ; , '/•
I 4. Provide one nest for every three
i to five hens., , , ,;.,
€ggSi

I 5. Keep clean nesting material.in

[nests at all times,,
I 6. Keep poultry houses and equipment clean and sanitary.
7. Gather egga In baskets or wood, receptacles rather than galvanized
as the metal containers mark
[the eggs. ~ v , • • . , . . ' .
I a Feed a good paying ration. See
Ithe new agricultural college bulletin
)D "Feeding Poultry of All Ages."
9. Hold eggii until marketed In a
|clean, cool place, free from all odors.
10. Prevent excessive evaporation
! moisture from eggs, by covering the
mtatner with a damp cloth.
1L Clean soiled eggs with steel
ol rather than wash them.
12. Market eggs at least twice each
treek.
,
-.'' .
la Secure, an egg candling chart
•om the United States Department of
.riculture, and learn to determine
Duality by candling.
14. Protect eggs from the hot snn
ID the way to market
'
15. Do not market an egg unless
rou are convinced It is of good quality.
16. Pack eggs for shipping or delivery with small ends down.

n
Drylng la a simple and economical
method of preserving vegetables and
rruite for winter use. Dried products
Keep well, refresh and cook easily and
are usually of good texture and flavor.
Jney are easily stored since they are
about one-fifth of the fresh products
In size and wejght There Is no Question' of non-acid vegetables being
safe" when they are dried.
Provided vegetables and" fruits are
Quickly and thoroughly dried and
stored away from Insects, there Is no
doubt as to their keeping qualities.
Equipment for drying may vary from
the simplest screen- set In the sun,' npon boxes or chairs, to cupboard-like
arrangement!) with several trays, using artificial heat Chief considerations are protection from dust and
flies, high temperatures and free circulation of dry air.
A sloping roof with a heat-reflecting
surface makes for a higher temperature than a horizontal surface,
Fairly mature vegetables and fruits
wlth\a high sugar content are easier
to dry than the quick-growing, immature kind. , Green vegetables such as
Sf een beans and spinach deteriorate
somewhat during storage after, drying,
although: greens especially retain
their fresh color when dried quickly.
Many consider dried greens superior
to canned greens. Vegetables to be
dried should be fresh and In prime
condition for the table.

Colorado Farmers Find
Trench Silos Valuable

Education Lies in Intelligent
Answering.
It Is a good thing to answer questions put by children.
But what we have to do Is to look
behind the few brief words and find
out what they are really driving at
Children cannot ask anything very
Intelligently. They know what it Is
they want to find out, but they do
not know how to put it into words.
A little boy wants to know everything there is to know about an airplane, but all he caft say is:
"Daddy, what makes It fly?"
In order to get the story he has to
put In one question at a time. Then
if he has a patient parent he pieces
this all together and he gets his story
at last.
. •
Now, we know two things. One Is
that he cannot possibly get all his
education In school. The second Is
the point Just made, that his mind Is
not only capable of learning facts

MercofizedWcK

and more facts, but actually demands
them.
Why not voluntarily tell the children a thousand stories not In their
school books?
Everything in the world has a
story. A piece of paper. What is
It made of, how Is It made?
You don't know anything about paper? An encyclopedia or any book
of general Information will tell you
enough. Do not read all this to him.
Get your facts, and then dress them
up. Make It the fairy tale It Is.
Or how about furniture. The way
boards are sawed, what the "grain"
of the wbod is, different cabinet
woods, what veneering means, "turnIng," dovetailing and so on. Tell
him what a sawmill is.
. The more we tell children the more

we learn ourselves. They love mechanical things. Take an old clock
apart and tell Johnny what the parts
are for.
Take him down and let him see a
newspaper being printed. If you live

IF THERE'S ONE
JOB I HATE. ITS
WASHING DISHES

near a glass factory or a steel mill
or an iron furnace, give him a general Idea of how it's all done If you
are allowed near and It isn't too hot,
—Olive Roberts Barton, In the New
fork World-Telegram.

I USE RINSO NOW. IT WOSENS
GREASE IN A FLASH-AND DISHWASHING IS MUCH
EASIER

I HAVE SOME mSO\ (l KNOW- IT
HERE-I ALWAYS USE )> SAVES
IT ON WASHDAY J (SCRUBBING

UUST TRY IT IN THE OISHPAN!
I EVEN POTS COME BRIGHT AND
^ClEftN IN A JIFFY

Sprinkle Ant Food along win*
dow sills, doon and opening*
through which ants come and
go. Guaranteed to rid quickly.'
Used In a million home*. Inexpensive. At your druggist's.

PETERMAN S
ANT FOOD

Cheapest and Best
FEW MINUTES LATER

Young

blemishes and decolorations using
•id Wax daily; as directed. Inviaibla
_ of aged skin an freed and all
> Rncb as Blackheads, tan, freckles and
ices disappear. Stan is then beautivelvefy and so soft—face looks
years
ger. Mercolized Wax brings out
arW
beauty. At all leading druggist*.

.
DAISY FLY KILLER

THROUGH IN HAlf THE
TIME-RINSO'S GRAND

ANO ISNT IT
EASY ON
THE HANDS t

Quick way to
wash dishes!

M

UCH things easy for yourselfustRinsot Grease goes likenugfc
in Its creamy sods. Rioso make*
washday easier, too. It tooJtt oat dirt
—saves scrubbing. Clothe* come 4
or 5 shades whiter. Cupforcup,
Rinso gives twice as much <ndt as
lightweight, puffedop soaps. Get it now
—at your grocer's.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Several hundred Colorado farmers
Impart* Color ud
will dig trench silos on their farms
M>Gr»aad Vmdfi Hab
one ounce BaxomeinWf-nuit I
this year, according to present Indihuel end on daily «a foot lotion. I
cations.
FLORESTON SHAHPOQ — Ideal for ma in
conneetionwithPaTker'aBairBaUainJIakMtlw
More | than 500 farmers who apprefcalr
and flofty. SO eenta by maU or at drewWNU—N
33—33 gists.soft
AMERICA'S BIGGEST.SEUINO PACKAGE SOAP
ciate the value of silage In feeding
Hlseoz Chamieal Worka, Patehoena, JOT.
Ive stock dagf, such allos last year. A
plow, a slip or fresno, a spade, a team
and the farmer's labor are all that
are necessary In digging a trench silo.
Many farmers have found It-con[It la .from 'well-developed pullets venient to dig their silos when their
at the ponltryman will make a profit abor and equipment were not needed
m
> his flock this fall and winter. Poor- for other farm work.
Silage from trench silos has proved
F-developed birds,show a high morility when placed In the laying house, fully as good a feed as silage from
upright silos, according to H. B. Oabr do they lay so well
Hi i<&
land, associate In animal Investlga("This means that the y*urig birds lons for the Colorado Agricultural colbeing grown out, should have at- ege experiment station, and O. A.
ption given to their range, their shel- Smith, extension dairyman.
'8, their food, and other vital necesfies," says 0. F. Parrlsh, extension
ultryman at North Carolina State
Beekeeping
I hereby promise to trade in my thin, worn, dangerous tires today and equip my cor
before prices advance again, with the Sqfest and Most Dependable Tina 1 can find.
Hegel "Developing pullets, need free
Swarming should be modernized as
nge on land that has not been used much' as any other branch of beekeepThey must have:
chickens or has .been cultivated ng. The old method of climbing into
Every fiber in every High Stretch cord in every ply saturated and coated with
the last flock, used it Range the,top of a tree with a basket at the
pure liquid rubberj to give me Extra Blowout Protection.
4.75-19—-W.4O
elters are filling a definite need in risk' of being severely stung or being
S.00-20—_ 9«>O
They most have:
' poultry program and such shelters njured by falling from the tree, should
&8S-I8 —IO.OO
Two Extra Gum-Dipped Cord PUea Under the Tread for Greater Strength and
5.50-17
IO.9S
Blowout Protection.
' easily constructed. A range ahel- >e a thing of the past. The risks taken
6.00-17
1X.4S
In an orchard planted to a cover n such cases far outweigh the value
They mud haves
6.00-I8HD
Op makes an ideal place~to raise and of the swarm.
Scientifically designed non-skid tread to give me EXTRA SAFETY.
6.00-19HD
jvelop the future layers."
Swarming can be largely controlled
&50-18HD
6.50-19 HD 17*99
says there are many sys- by modern methods of better manage7.00-19HD
of feeding, and the experienced ment. The percentage of colonies that
IJ10-18H0 M.9O
iver will use the one which has attempt to swarm Is 'greatly reduced
fid him best Under n o , clrcum- >y clipping the wings of queens prior
portfanuktohr Cow
E the Thrifty Code—your Code. Raw materials, commodities and wages
nces, however, should he use the to the swarming season. Those who
are
up—and
going higherrWhen you know tire prices are going higher—it's smart
cannot
be
present
when
swarms
Issue,
system. Full feeding is always
to Buy Now and Save.
able. A plentiful supply of fresh, n which case clipped queens may be
REMEMBER—Firestone Gum-Dipped Tires hold all world records on road
water, Is also essential Over 50 ost, may put a queen-and-drone trap
and track for Safety, Speed, Mileage and Endurance.
cent of the bird's body is water over the entrance for a few days when
Drive in today—we'll save you money and serve you better.
ill development will be retarded a colony 10 found preparing to swarm.
a plentiful supply Is not ayalfc The best policy, however, la to treat
such colonies so that no swarms will
OF TIRE CONSTRUCTION
ssue. This la done either by making
an artificial swarm or by removing
he queen.—Montreal Herald.
broody hen can usually be broken
SUPER OLDFIELD TYPE
| in three or four days by confining
Built to equal all fint line •tandard brand tin* la
Fertilizer
for
Grapes
qnaUty« construction and appearance, but lower in price—
'offending bird (on full feed) In a
A. light application of stable manure
another Firestone achievement in saving money for car owners.
' or wire-bottomed coop. By keepa string of legbands hanging on should be made tiefore the plowing of
broody coop and by putting one ranch grapes, advises a farm expert
[every bird put Into the coop, each If this Is not available nitrate of soda
Fo»d_
r
hen will carry on her leg a may be used and scattered around the
Cbonokt.
vine
at
the
rate
of
one-half
pound
per
5.SS.18
of her proodlhesa In a flock
lit breed chickens or a non- vine. Do not put this material close
Studeb«ker
o
the
vine
but
scatter
In
a
circle
Aoborn
EMCT ..
' strain of heavy breed fowl, all
3.50-11
3.00-20
wearing one band or more might about one foot away. On.light soils,
Olhw Si*a* r^roportionateiy Lou
j marketed as soon as there are acid phosphate and potash used at the
Aquapruf
ugh of them in the flock to Justify rate of two pounds of phosphate and
one-half
pound
of
potash
will
prove
Brake
Lining
f effort of catching them and taking
Built with Superior
/
a
to town. In flocks In which leneflclaL
A. Low
Quality
and
U,
witness Is more common, one or
Ai
Agricultural Hints
' broody spells will perhaps have
Contfruction
fYJ
Mining Charge* Extra
In 1081 the number of farms electolerated the first couple of sea~rie*(
" any birds are to be left in the rlfled was 698,788.
*
*
*
a, LOW a»
jt
for future breeding work.—Ohio
Spark Plug*
Her.
The value of Korean Jespedeza to
Special Brandi
\..
Save Gasoline
Kentucky farmers as hay, pasture and
NAME and
and Mail Order
\
seed last year Is estimated at $4,760,-

Kimo

Jive Pullets Attention
in Development Period

THRIFTY
i iii\ir .1 t

jit

foic

THE THRIFTY CODE FOR TIRE BUYERS

MAKI

THI MASTERPIECE

THE NEW

Mark Broody Hens

THE

ftrettotie

SEALTYTE
LeabprooJ
TUBE .-

«7.1O

*7.S5
*8.35

! 10.1S

LINES of
TIRES

«dtry Droppings Valuable

Sultry droppingo «r0 valuable ferf er and may prafitably be con[6|) by the back yarder aj well as
commeriuial poultryman, says a
wner-poultryman. SclentUtt have
ed that 100 ttveiioond bens will
Pee 4,260 pounds of manure a year.
ning the plant food! nitrogen,
f lc acld wd potenb. Litter
be provided In the poultry noose
a as an absorbent. M the nltros
Parts will not have a chance
ITa
Porate.

000.

*

• •

Use of legumes by Alabama farmers has added nearly $1,000,000 a year
i the state's corn crop during the last
IB seasons.

By planting a 80-acre garden and
establishing a canning plant for canning vegetables produced In the garden the city of Plttsfleld, Mass., last
year realized two dollars worth of
•ood for every dollar Invested.
* • *
A thousand tons of beef are being
fed for the fall market by 2,000 4-H
y a good laying nuub In open club boya and girls In Ohio.

5*

Each In Sen
We rill test your Spark Plug. Free

DopMidabl*

ftrtttoiit
BaflMMS

and V»w
ddbotNry

We trill test any make of Battery
FREE

Tir««

GUARANTEE

OtDREtDTYPE
F<wd—
Chen— $6.30 Bulok-j
4.50-S1
Focd—
Ch«n.-V.«>Jk MA 5.85-18°)
«?m'||»0-70

$7-45

100-80
—
Other Si»»t froportionaKUy Loin

fir**totie
r

SENTINEL TYPE

— $6.70
Bum...
5.00- JO

Fonl—
Cherr,_
rlym'h
4.W-19

\'-'

COURIER TYPE
Font—.) «« Af
93*45

r«di:

N«.h._.
Wym'h
Ko«kn«
5.15-Uj
Other Sin** Proportionately Low

_\

«'
;r-- -. **.**
4.7M9
9;

See Firestone Gum-Dipped Tirei made in the Firestone Factory and Exhibition Building at "A Century o] Progress" Chicago

Good Laying Rafcion

w

the ttme Feed
tron

-

hi

***** dany-

, 1°
» °* ^PW" rath» the utter. Keep oyster abell
«'» hen« all the time. Prorlde
' «f dean water or mil*, op both.
*JJ 8UPPly of green feed. ProWhlte
•he" ««• wUI Profit
^he^LeghornTtaihe house
t ,. ""Idle of the afternoon;
|Wh"e°'CIock- Too rtucb green
hoik,
Ae8pon8lMe for aiurk c01"
I <s-0hto 8-armer.

Beceut testa Indicate that treating
pastures with ground dolomltlc limestone will Increase the production of
nutritious grasses and clovers.
» *
•
census
figures showed 704,The last
940 acres ln alfalfa In California and
that this8 area produced over 2,760.000
„ of
„, hay, the farm value of which
:ons
is approximately $330,000,000.

Go to your local Firestone Service Dealer or Service Store--Bay today before price* go higher
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Max Campbell of Des Moines enjoyed a Visit in the city Sunday with
his parents, Chas. Campbell and ~
wife,
""""

1

Rialto

Harry C. Faulkner, cashier of the 55
Anita Bank, has been appointed ex- ==
ecutor of the estate of the late Ida ~=
L. Smith.
An all day meeting of the members
of the O. D. O. club was held last
Thursday at the home of Mrs. Joe
Klemish. Dinner was served at noon.

EE
==
55
55

THEATRE I

COMFORTABLY CQOL j

SAT-SUN.

AUG. 19-20J

Mrs. S. E. Adair and daughter, Mias
Margaret, were here from Des Moines
Sunday, spending the day with their
son and brother, Dr. G. M. Adair and
family.

VOU KNOW

J. W. Long of Des Moines and his
daughter, Mrs. Blanche Brooker of
Linden, spent Friday in the city with
their son and brother, Chester A.
Long and family.

HIM-BUT

CAN You
NAME THE
GIRL?!

L. K. Nichols and wife and John
Spence of Atlantic and Mrs. Glen A.
Roe and son, Jack, of this city are
spending the week at the Century of
Progress in Chicago.

Find out why this

The members of the Silver Thread
club were guests last Thursday afternoon of Mrs. John Pearce at her
home in Lincoln township. A two
course lunch was served by the hostess.

venturer carries a
wedding ring that
has never been
worn .'...Why he
w l l j never go
l»ck to the town
he started from!
•••Why his owo
Brother neverspeaka bis namef

Mrs. R. S. Almond and four childr
ren, Ina, Raymond, Edwin and Orville, of Parker, South Dakota, visited a few days the past week in Lincoln township with her sister-in-law,
Mrs. R. N. Bissell and family.

•^•••••^••••••••pppHHppll^pBIMIIHIIMViB^VIHIHHHBMBHliHiiMlUBHHWiMN^^

Complete Superfuel
^^^^^^^^^^^^^•^^^^^^•^^^^^•^•^•^•^•^^W

V

I

Son** "regular" gMalineflnur equal Standard Red drawn in one or two
qtudittM—none entpmttes it. And we believe thai not one equals it in
oil the MMntiftU of good gMolin*

J T6p anti-knock racing for 4 Accurately adjusted fpr seaHi price clou.
sonal variations.
2 Unwi|MM«d In starting, 5 Always uniform everywhere.
acctl*raffen«iiMimil«ag». ( Fresher because of Standard's
popularity.
3 ft** frorn,^ hanhfgl sulphur and fewm.
7 Sells at the price of regular.

On Thursday afternoon Mrs. William Richter was hostess tp the members of the W. W. club at her home
west of the city. The afternoon was
spent socially. A two course luncheon was served by the hostess.
Mrs. Avis Johnson, who had been
here for several weeks as housekeeper for Vernon Jeffries, returned to
her home in Elgin, Nebraska, Sunday
Mr. Jeffries accompanied her home
returning to Anita Sunday night.
Ermine M. Brown, Isaac Brown
and Ethel M. Brown Courtney have
been duly appoined and have qualified
as executors of the estate of (their
father, the late Isaac Brown, long
time resident of the Berea vicinity.

\

Special Added Attractions

==

g MARIE PREVOST in "PICK ME UP" jj

Devona Lee Woodan, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Woodall, entertained a group of little girls last Fri- B UNIVERSAL NEWS with GRAHAM McNAMEEfjjf
day afternoon in honor of her fifth H
POPULAR ADMISSION
lOc and 25c
S
Copr. 1933, Standard Of) Co.
birthday. The afternoon was spent
•ALSO DISTRIBUTORS OP ATLAS TIHCSi
by the girls playing different games,
after which a lunch was served by
Walter Baab, wife and son, Richard,
Mrs. Maggie Scholl is spending the Mrs. Woodall. Devona Lee received
were 160 pupils enrolled in
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
CARD OF THANKS,
ne Bchoohiv in Audubon town- of Omaha were Anita visitors Sunday week with relatives and friends in many pretty gifts.
with Frank Brown and family.
New Market, Iowa.
Town Hall, Anita, Iowa,
st year.' '
We wish to thank our neighbors
M>r. and Mrs. William Richter were
August 8, 1933.
and many friends for the many acta
Mrs. Betty Johnson and baby of host and hostess at a dinner dance
C, W. Clardy and wife visited SunReed, wife and son, James,
The town council met in called ses- of kindness and sympathy extended
i&verly Reed of Omaha, -who is day in Avoca at the home of her Shenandoah, Iowa, visited here a few last Friday evening at the Voorhees sion by the mayor for the regular to us during the sickness and death
here,; spent Sunday with niece, Mrs. T. F. Donaldson and f am- days the past week with her parents, Lodge west of the city, compliment- transaction of business.
of our mother, Mrs. Cora Currier. We
ary to Mr. and Mrs. Dave Imrie of The following members were pres- also wish to thank those who sent
W. H. Wahlert and wife.
in Creston. Drexel White of ily.
Modale, Iowa, who were visiting here ent: Mayor Harry and Councilmen flowers and assisted with the funeral
accompanied them home and
M.,
Dorn
and
Mrs.
Elva
Howard
with
relatives and friends. Included Burke, Kohl, Marsh and Wagner. services.
Emmett
Newton,
wife
and
daughding the week here.
ter, Donna Joyce, are spending the left Friday for Oneida, Illinois, where in the guests were a number of other Absent, Bell.
Mrs. Myrtle Grimstead.
The following bills were allowed
Mrs. Hazel Scott.
. Newton and wife, Chas. Sal- week in Nevada, Iowa, with his broth- they are spending the week with her friends from 'Mbdale.
daughter, Mrs. Edith Anderson and
Homer L. Currier.
fe and daughter, Margaret, er, Glenn R. Newton and family.
Earl F. Lindbergh, wife and four and ordered paid.
family.
W. A. Linfor, services
$32.00
Charles W. Currier.
nett Newton, wife and daughchildren of Chicago spent Friday and
Chas. Dressier and wife, Raymond
onna Joyce, spent' Sunday in
Miss, Evelyn Metz of Wiota, deputy Saturday in the city, guests of G. C. Wilson Parrott, services and
Paul Burkhart and Neil Johnson are
52.25
I with H. E.,Newton and family. Dressier and wife and Mrs, Isabell county superintendent, has gone to Noblitt and family. Mrs. Noblitt and supplies
visiting
with friends in Iowa City toIowa
Electric
Co.,
hall
lights
..
1.00
Joy
spent
Sunday
in
Bagley,
Iowa,
[Newton andu family of Nevada
Masqnville, Colorado, to spend a few 'Mr. Lindbergh are cousins and this
day.
Wagner Filling Station, gasoguests of Glenn MdCall and family. days with her sister, Mrs. Ray Smith
ilso present for the day.
was the first time they had seen each
line and supplies
7.42
and husband.
other since they were children fifteen J. M. Cramlett, services 1.20
H. C. Faulkner, wife and two childyears old. They stopped here while Solon A. Karns, services
ren, John and Joan, spent Sunday at
17.20
Mrs. Grace Blood Beaver, widow of on their way home from a visit with
Lake Okoboji with Leon G. Voorheeg
Matt Parrott & Sons, mayor's
the late Raymond C. Beaver, visited relatives in Sioux City and Omaha.
and family.
file
15.81
here a few days the past week with
friends. She has employment as a
A covered dish dinner was enjoyed Tribune Publishing Co., printMax Falconer, 8-year-old son of Mr.
ing
3.78 and Mrs. Clyde Falconer, submitted
by the members of the Double Eight
teacher in a school in Montana.
bridge club last Thursday evening at Henry Karns and Sons, serto an operation Saturday morning for
7.80 the removal of his tonsils.
The Misses Beulah Gissibl and the home of 'Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. vices
Margaret Moore and Melvin Gissibl Howard on West Main Street. Besides J. 1 C. Jenkins, ordinance books . 2.00
and Mike Wahlert returned, home re- the members present, other guests W . B. Inhofe, gasket installed . .90
Rev. Elwyn Andrews, pastor of the
cently from a motor trip to Greeley, were Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hartley, D. N. Hiatt Transfer Co.,
local Church of Christ, was given his
freight
5.80 degree, Bachelor of Sacred Literature,
the Mr. and Mrs. Guy Rasmussen and
Colorado, and other places
at the annual summer exercises of
west.
Homer Bangham. The evening was Motor Sales Co., use of wrecker
2.00 Drake University in Des Moines last
spent in playing bridge, at which high j Neff
f
OI
Hardware, spade
1.50 Friday. Seventy students were given
James Osesn,, left the
scorers were Mrs. Ben Kirkham and
League of Municipalities, dues . 10.00degrees in the different branches
week for Chicago where he will spend Carl Mallard.
Iowa Electric Co., street lights . 65.00 taught at the University. The coma few days at the Century of Progress
and from there will go to New Jersey
mencement address was given by Dr.
NIRA, our new—what shall we call General Electric Supply Corp.,
to spend a few weeks with relatives her? She looks like a good girl, but
globes
68.92 Charles Howard Friley, dean of indusand friends.
will she work? Years ago we used Mines Safety Appliance, mask . 50.00 trial science at Iowa State college in
Moved by Burke and seconded by Ames. Dr. D. W. Morehouse, presiMrs. Grace Price and son, Bobby, to call our domestic help the hired Marsh that Wm. Linfor's salary as dent of Drake University, presided
of Omaha have been visiting here girl, later someone thought honest police be raised to $50.00 for full and presented the degrees. Rev. Paul
labor ought to have more dignity,
the past week with their aunt, Mrs.
time beginning August 1, 1933.
Becker, former Anita boy and now
Anna Porch, and with other relatives and she was called the maid, then
All Ayes.
pastor of the University of Christ,
she thought that was too common and
and friends. Mrs. Price has been a
Motion carried.
gave the scripture reading and invoshe was called the companion. And
teacher for the past ten years in the to that she agreed provided the misNo further business appearing, a cation, and Jesse Cobb Cladwell, dean
Omaha schools.
of the Drake college of the Bible,
tress did most of the work, and did motion to adjourn carried.
Solon A. Karns,
gave the benediction.
not
interfere
too
much
with
her
time
Norman Hofm'eister, son of Mr. and
Town Clerk.
Mrs. Lawrence Hofmeister, received out. And now NIRA! What will she
do?
So
far
she
has
been
of
direct
a deep gash on his head a few days
Guy Hosfield, wife and four childago when he struck an automobile benefit in the line of discovering ar- ren of Allerton, Iowa, spent the week
in front of the John Ruggles home gumentative talent that no one end here with her sister and brothwhile riding his bicycle. He did not thought existed, and there are symp- er, Mrs. Bruce White and Lew Pieper
SAVE MONEY
notice the car until he ran into it. toms of a wave of abuse in the near and their families. Miss Delorous
His head struck a wheel on the car, future, but meanwhile we are prepared White accompanied them home Sun- Economy Shoe Co.
to get you any repairs you want for day to spend the week.
cutting a deep gash.
farrni machinery, and do you the best
job
of plow work you can get; sell
Ed S. Hoyt and wife of Des Muines
ent Friday in Anita visiting with you handles, singletrees, neckyokes,
friends. They are former residents of eveners, clevises, plow lays, and anyleaving here thirty-one years thing in our line at lower prices than
Keokuk, Iowa, where they ever before, and they are sure to rise
We Are Closing Out Our Large Stock of McCormicklived for ten years, and for the past before spring. Millard's, West Main
twenty-one years have been living in Street, Anita.
Deering Repairs. Come in and See if We Have It.
P. S. It is rumored Postmaster
While here he was e
General
Farley
is
trying
to
get
poor
cited
in the furniture and dhdertak*> b
.
v.:.- ^«vu nci-unvintr the old Harry Cate back to take the Anita
ing business his store occupying the postoffice. Surely can't be lack of
Standard Oil Co.
present site of
democrats?
filling
station.
COMPANY ~. OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWANS

RED CROWN GASOLINE
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"S EASIER
TO BE

Better Fit Better Wear |

With

ELECTRIC
EFRIGERATION

Bargain Prices

The Farmers Coop.
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For Immediate Chic-Black Satin!

The Man From
Blaxton

By CHERIE NICHOLAS

By Georges Best

By CLARISSA MACKIE
K~,ois McClure New»paj»8r ByndicH*.
Ifcl933. » WNuservle«
i .•

HE biggest temop as ever
ran on a race-tradC' Portly
••Zippy" Tanner, the Sunrise
stable's traine* indicated a
nut gelding breezing along' the
|OD Latonia race track.'':..'.-\, :'.
,„," grinned Pat .CalhoUn, the
i-s contract''jock, "aind with
', Milam on his back it's a lemon
a jinx."
.';;
nothing," Zippy shook his
sadly. "Corky can ride. But
Iguts went In a spill and-now he
an opening big enough for a
||ry troop."
- . " ':..'"'
t trainer was right, and no one
it better or more bitterly than
M, otherwise .porky, g nick. holding over froin: the days bef the spill which ;Ms cry, "Pnll
[or I'll cork yoti.v did not pre-

T

•ree months later .doctors; assured
[he was again like new. But,the
forty ,was gone. Tolerant horse[espected him to snap'out of it,
when his riding showed no tmnent, mounts became few and
|etween for Corky. . *
"winner's circle" had once
Corky but that territory was
Un to Caesarian, the four-yearfchich Corky's friend Slim--Sanjhad acquired,for $75 in the padtsale of 'two weeks ago.v The
fiut gelding Caesarian, by Trumdam, Golden Bells, , on work-,
hotild have Won many a race
|ilshed out of the money In each.
irlongs In 1:11 or a mile In 1.38
lothing unusual for the gelding
> morning; but the' races which
are run In the afternoon.
i, trainer and Jock >of Slim'e
racing stable,.sat on a bale
aw by a stall door in poverty
ptables where the owners of one
selling platers found quarters.
| hand was a telegram.
al Doctor, Wird, the jockey
official veterinarian, ambled
[down the shed row to make a
Vrtber down the line, when
yell halted'his steps.
|Doc; read this, will yon?"
oc, towering above the rider's
[form, took the ' message and
[toward the light read Its conjThen came his deep-throated
[refutations, Corky," he boomed.,
[Is nothing to worry about In
says they -had to perform
nfl of operation." ,
of that? Doesn't If. say also
Ration was successful? "Mother
Bd doing fine.' If there was
bger the hospital staff would
nform yon."
brned to go but stopped once
i gelding .is entered in tomorake, the Quickstep, Isn't he?"
t
••".''..s," affirmed Corky. "But—"
i you at least should make an
f win that race after this." Old
ped the paper In Corky's flnI don't believe the horse is good
Ibut there IB no harm in yotr
pa, dressed In green and white,
ned the usual Saturday throng
I devotees. The horses entered
|fth race, the Quickstep handl^year-olds and up, distance
were milling In front of the
id at the post
-they're off I
orses shot for the clubhouse
on by boQtheels and whips,
pey trying forL a contending

Ci, by MoClure Newspaiper Syndicate.
WNTJ Service
e ntllnbera

The winner's circle once.more knew
thJ <„„ e8t ralsed hls wh'P salitln?
•"* eyes
Caesarian lookei
B£Ll, f
straight Into their
, Dismounting, Corky grinned at Slim.
blame
« heart failure
°y< you
me
when yon went
through that knothole on the rail."
It was close." chuckled Corky, "but
me old screech startled 'Dunk1 Into
giving ns room."

Two hours later the bale of straw
In front of .Caesarlan's stall was supporting the forms of Corky and Slim
The gelding had cooled out nicely ana
'Was now contentedly munching hay
°"tMof a rack in a corner of his stall
while the drone of a voice he knew
came to hie sensitive,, twitching ears.
"As near as I can figure It out,"
said Corky, "Caesarian Is under the
Impression a race must be run close
to the rail. And working him out In
the mornings I noticed whenever I
pulled him up enough to make him
change his stride, he took that to mean
work was done for the day. Seems
funny no one noticed It," Corky
grinned, "but most exercise-boys In a
millionaire's stable do what they're
tdld to do and let It go at that But
If a jockey pulled him up daring the
race—and," Corky chuckled, "they natur'ly would—old Caesar being on the
rail running nice and smooth It looked
to them the thing to do—bat If they
did the race was over as far as Caesarian was concerned.
"''And a little thing like that sold a
good horse for seventy-five smackers,"
Slim wondered.
"Sure," Corky nodded and smiled
dreamily, "It's the little things that
count on the racetrack. And I figured
If I'd let him run his own race and
found enough guts to go through
when an opening showed up there
would be nothing to the race but Caesarian."
"Well, you sure found the guts,"
Slim exclaimed fervently, "and got usa sweet purse and a nice bet—both,
mind you," tj}ere was a snap to Sllm's
voice, "to be divided fifty-fifty ."
"I ain't argne'n'," laughed Corky, "I
can use Oje dough. The operation the
sawbones performed oh my wife Is
called Caesarian, and I guess that
kind comes high."
"Don't ask me^' chuckled Slim, "ask
the hookies who are paying off on
sarlan."

Uncooked Pork Dangerous
. Unless Safely Processed
Bating of uncooked pork, always a
dangerous method of using pig meat,
still goes on despite the Innumerable
warnings of health experts of the danger of trichinosis. This parasite disease Is often fatal to human beings
and particularly so when the disease
gains i somewhat of a foothold before
being diagnosed.
Federal Inspection of pork products,
both raw and cooked, provides safeguards against the parasite of trichinosis. These processes, whereby uncooked pork Is rendered safe, are carefully; tested before the stamp of governmental approval Is given. Each la
tried ou^ln the laboratories with rats,
guinea pigs and other test animals being fed the meat.
For' the householder, however, the
only safe method of preparing pork
Is through thorough cooking and the
emphasis is decidedly on the word
thorough.—Washington Star,

enough, going for the rail,
boy," Corky's chuckling
Man Intended for Long Life
a very light pull on the. reins
The human race was originally In[the chestnut "Fast Mail's In
•afflc Light's secon" and we're tended to live for a thousand years if
we're not;, here comes Blue the theory of Prof. Robert I* Greene,
That's the baby," Corky, head ot -the department of pharmacy
way up on Caesarlan'a wlth- at Notre Dame, Is correct, says Pathinto the twitching ears of finder Magazine. Professor Greene,
, "let Mm go. Those saps'll believes that the proper diet, consistlves dizzy; that half was Ing chiefly of fruits, vegetables, milk
or I'm a Dutchman, and and water will enable persons even In
these days to attain an age of at
8's going to crack."
•that happened—Corky nodded least 100 years. He bases his belief on
himself—he was sure to find the answers he receives to a ques' e r s next to the rail, unless tlpnalre he sends to every person he
while there was still time. hears of who has neared or turned
[was supposed to be the geld- the century mark. He believes that
-the rhythmic play of jnus- the processed foods of today are rel»8t his legs told Corky the sponsible for the shorter span of life.
all there—and Corky swore
th he'd not show the white
Life on Man?
Hiram Percy Maxim, who Invented
's right wa» a/thunder of the silencer for guns, autos, and hosa
sorrel head, Fleldlark's, Ital windows, believes that Mars is Inview and came on. Fast habited by a race of beings much furfront was all in and coming ther advanced than the men of this
fflc Light. "Dunk" up, urged earth. The design of the canals, he
rider's whip, wa» squeezing says offers conclusive proof that they
I?"te the rail and Caesarian. are artificial, and for works to be con<i his teeth and forced structed on such a scale as to be vlsr« sitting stm, the doggone Ible from the earth would suggest a
Flowed him like a pup-and race of super-life, not necessarily lo
's choked-ln breath sighed the form of man.
*"8 ll'ere a sign of falterk i cn C , sbf'8 ra n«Ung? There
t '-iRht was bearing out
hunkering closer to his
^ inched over toward the
'• Pull over. Dunk, or
wiled Corky. Caesarv Corky's screech and
j , t ; » « of the lash, sUbt
o n,n ? f°0t acn^
' >'l of the Infield fence;
'through, and . . ,\
the stand« wa» ake

Czech. Get Comeniu»' Grave

Bv a treaty signed at The Hague.
the crave of Couaenlus together with
the Valonic chapel in Naarden In Holland has been made the national prouertv of Czechoslovakia for eternity,
writes a correspondent la the New
York Times. For this long ease
Czechoslovakia makes to the Wiiteh
government a single payment of one
Dutch gulden. Czechoslovakia will
renovate and keep lo good order the
resting place of its great son.

fP TOD have not already done so,
* then "do it now"—buy a black satin
suit or frock for Immediate wear, for
satin Is the opening sensation on the
new style program. Favor for satin I*
running at such a high pitch at this
moment, even our bats, our handbags
and our gloves are being made of
satin, while certain exclusive booterles
are display Inn shoes of satin to help
correlate a perfect ensemble
The call of the hour Is for the black
satin Jacket suit Ideal It is for midseason wear. Just the thing to don
when summer togs take on that paase
look which they always do when cool
days herald the approach of autumn.
Which Is why we are presenting herewith several sketches of the newest
fashions styled of satin.
The suit to the left has the threequarter-length coat • which has won Its
way Into the hearts, of womankind.
The organdie frill, large bow and the
flaring cuffs of the gloves carry tbfc
pretty fashion of white accessory
touches on Into the fall program.
The other charming satin ensemble
happily combines black with white
satin. The top part of the dress Is
fashioned of the white and the bat is
one of the new swanky white satin
sailors which yon will find are 1m
mensely flattering.
The satin, sailor, which Is Initiating
a program of mldseason millinery, Is
scoring a triumph. For a "first" hat
it is ideal. One of the very newest
models Is shown In the Inset circle.
COLORFUL JEWELRY
Bjr CHEKIE NICHOLAS

Incoming style reports particularly
stress the Increasing importance attached to costume Jewelry. A fascinating story Is now broadcasting concerning Jewelry which repeats the colors of the costume. This theme Is being especially played upon In connection with formal evening dreaa. Jewelry which reflects the color of the costume Is smartly exemplified In the
simulated ruby and rhinestone ensemble worn with a white and red crepe
evening gown as here Illustrated. Note
that this handsome Jewelry set Includes a stunning bracelet, pendant
earrings and two clips.
Plaid Taffeta

Plaid taffeta makes girdles OD some
of the most striking evening frocks
this season. A while organdy dance
frock with ruffles running from the
hero to the knees Is Irlmmed with a
wide belt and long sash ends of blue,
red and white taffeta ribbon.

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

(Sy BBV1 P. B. P7TZWATHR. D. D.. ItemD« of Faculty. Moody Blbl*
Iiutltuu of CWca«o.)
C. 19«>. Wttttrn N«w«p«per Colon.

TAMES KENT looked at his daugh»* ter with steady eyes. "Allle," he
Lesson for August 20
said deliberately, "did I see you last
night at the dance with Bill Hlnker?"
SAMUEL
"Were you there, dad?" smiled Almlra Kent
TEXT
"I certainly was—and there was a
—l Samuel
whole posse with me," retorted the
T
EXT—And Samuel Bald
sheriff bluntly. "Perhaps we were nunto the people,
Fear not: y« have
looking for somebody that you'd been
•" """ wickedness: yet turn not
the Lord, but
dancing with, my girl 1"
Almira paled. "I didn't know it,"
TOPIC
she confessed.
—Samuel Talking
"I asked you, did you go to that
TOPlC-Samuel Listening to
dance with Bill Hinker?"
She flung up her brown head and reINTERMEDIATE
AND SENIOR TOPvealed glorious dark eyes fringed with >^™l?lnir for 8«rvice.
black. "Of course Bill took me—you idS^ PEOPLE AND ADULT TOPknow I have been out with him be- «•—Responding to God's Call.
fore."
I. Samuel'* Birth (1:1-20).
"I know it, Allie. And your mother
He was given to Hannah In answer
and I have both asked you not to have to her prayer. His name means
anything to do with him."
"asked of God."
"If you would only tell me what Bill
II. Samuel Lent to the Lord (1:2428).
has done—" she hesitated.
"Well—he has been mixed In all
In connection with Hannah's prayer
kinds of messes, Allle. The time has for a man child, she vowed to give him
come when he has got to be—well, sup- to God. He was to be a Nazarlte all
pressed. He drinks like a fish—gam- the days of his life. In fulfillment of
bles, morning, noon and night, has her vow, she took him at an early age
been suspected of several holdups, and to the sanctuary and gave him over to
there were witnesses to prove that he the charge of EH, the priest, to miniswas the masked man who held up the ter therein.
bank on Monday. He has all the brass
III. Samuel Called of God (3:1-10).
In the world, daughter, and he must
Dwelling within the sacred courts
have cleaned up a lot of gold from and ministering: before the Lord with
that robbery—it is a wonder that he Ell. is the Innocent Samuel who Is to
hasn't' asked you to run away with become the saviour of his people. In
him—he Is that kind and the neighbor- Samuel we have a striking pattern of
hood is getting too hot for him, I child religion. The Lord gave him In
guess 1"
answer to his mother's prayer, and
Almira's face reddened deeply. Per-from his birth he was dedicated to
haps her father had guessed truly—for
So far all that we have been say- she had promised to elope with Billy the Lord. In the Scriptures we have
set forth two types of experience; the
Ing pertains to daytime fashions as Hlnker.
one experiencing the saving grace ot
they sound the satin note, but If yon
And now. her father seemed to unwish to follow evening trends you will derstand all about it, even to the God after having lived in sin ; the other of one brought up In the nurture
discover that It Is satin which Is lead- planed elopement!
and, admonition of the Lord from hla
Ing the way. Satin with lustrous fin
"Who is that man, fatherr asked Infancy.
isb and silk back Is M>e wanted kind Almira
with sudden Interest, as a rider
Two traits of Samuel's character
for formal dress. Stunning dinner swept Into the gate and dismounted
stand out In his call —hia cheerful obegowns combine black satin for rfie from a spirited black horse.
dience to the Lord's call, and his surskirt with white satin for the bodice
"That? Oh, that's the man from rendered will.
and girdle as sketched In the center Blaxton,"
muttered her father and
IV. Samuel Established In the Proof the group.
went down the steps to greet him. phetic Office (3:11-21).
Novelty Ratios for evening wear es- The two men talked together In low
CJ> to this time Samuel obeyed Ell.
pecially Intrigue the fancy. All sorts tones, and Almira, sewing In her small
of effects are shown, from printed de- rocking chair, guessed that It was "po- The time has now come when he must
sign to Interwoven bar and rib novel- lice business," as she and her mother directly hear and obey the Lord. The
ties, also Jacquard effects and stripes had grown to call Mr. Kent's official first message entrusted to him was a
most terrible one. It doubtless was a
which alternate satin and dull crepe. business.
bitter experience to Ell to see Samuel
Perhaps the most Interesting of them
After a little while the man from
all Is the new reversible saMn whlrb Blaxton rode away and the sheriff recognized, and himself passed by, but
may be one color on one side and an came back to the porch for a moment he was submissive. This fearful visiother OD the opposite, or it may he had before calling for his own horse. "You tation npon Eli's house was due to tha
with one shiny and one dull surface better not elope tonight, AUie," he said sins of his sons. Ell was accountable
because he had not restrained them.
The color play of these fascinating tersely.
He was a good man, but lax in the
two-tone satins is Inexhaustible.
As Almira sat there, thinking busily, discipline of his children. Samuel
Evening gowns of gleaming white she heard cautious footsteps, and then,
or off-white satin have their severely In the small grove of young walnut grew and the Lord was with him and
classic necklines softened with hand trees, she glimpsed Billy Hinker's did not let any of his words fall to the
some white ostrich boas or with leis heavy face and motioning finger. Then ground. So fully did the Lord bless
formed of petals cut from sheerest he dropped down among the walnut his ministry that all Israel knew that
silk mousseline. Another feature 01 sprouts. She did not know that Curly he was established as the Lord's
the evening mode is the dazzling mir- Rob, one of the cowboys, had also seen prophet
V. Samuel, the Judge (7:1-17).
ror Jewelry which Is worn with these that brief appearance of young Hinker,
1.
called to forsake their
gowns of white satin.
and that, even' now, be was whispering Idols People
(vv. 1-8). Because of their sins
One of the smartest type gowns a message over the bouse telephone t
shown for Immediate daytime wear Is
So the girl dropped her sewing and, God permitted the nation to be bitterthe shirtwaist frock which Is tailored picking up a magazine, sauntered over ly oppressed by the Philistines. Sampromised them deliverance on conof crepe satin.
to the walnuts where there was a seat uel
C. 1(31. Western Newspaper Union.
under the largest tree. Here she sat dition of repentance (v. 3).
2. Samuel prayed for the people
down and pretended to read but her
(w.
7-14). In response to his prayer
downcast eyes were fixed on Billy
BLACK SATIN SUIT
God miraculously delivered them from
Hinker.
IS WISE PURCHASE "Get one of your dad's horses for the Philistines. This victory was
me, Allle," he whispered hoarsely. "I memorialized by the setting up of the
Black satin (s the common denomi- got to get out of the country right stone called Ebenezer (v. 12).
3. Samuel Judging Israel (vv. 15nator of advance smartness to remem now, see? The sheriff and his posse
Bethel, Gilgal. Mlzpeh. and
ber in your present purchases. It has are after me—see? Do you want me 17).
Ramah were his circuit, to each ot
been a long time since black satin had to get pinched?" he asked acutely.
a run of luck, but It looks like it was
"Of course not, Billy 1 But I think which he made annual visits. These
In for the money now. The new de- if you Just tell dad what you told me— centers were for the accommodation
signing sensation of Paris. "Dllknsha" about taking the blame for another of the people.
4. Samuel's final address (12:1-25).
has created the black satin "appoint- fellow—he will see you through. I
When Saul, the new king, was
ment suit" with nipped waistline and know he will."
white handkerchief linen plastron and
He stared at her, astounded. "I crowned, Samuel graciously retired,
calls the result "Black Magic." Mar- don't get you!" he said contemptuous- turning over to him the nation's afvelous for all town appointments, and ly. "You told me that you'd be my fairs.
not a frailty for the budget either, girl—and now when I ask you to get
Samuel's challenge to the peoas It'll still be useful next winter un- me one of your dad's horses—to save ple (w. 1-5). He reminded them of
der your minks or sablea Ma jo, an- me—you sit up and yap about some- the way the king had been given and
other new Paris house, comes clean thing else."
showed their direct responsibility for
with an austere and simple long double"I'll get you my own horse, Billy. the change In government. , He rebreasted evening wrap In black satin Poncho Is my very own, and I have a viewed his own administration, showwhich will send a, lot of the little idl right to—"
ing his watt from childhood, and hla
otic Jackets into farcical tallsptns.
"Get him then!" snapped the young career as Judge and ruler. To this
the people responded by a vote of conman sharply.
Almira ran to the corral and caught fidence. It was Samuel's right as he
Candy Stripe Ribbon 10
i>er pretty black horse, which she sad- laid down the reins of government to
Popular Drees Trimming dled.
She mounted him, walking him have his records vindicated.
A rush of frllla to the shoulders leisurely around the house toward the
b. Samuel reviews God's dealings
brings a rush of thrills to the behold- walnut shoots. Just as she slipped out with the nation from the time ot
ers, and then the fun begins.
of the saddle, Billy Hinker leaped onto Moses (w. 6-13). He showed them
Wide candy-striped ribbon does a the horse and went tearing out of the that national prosperity was condilot of frilly things for Lnclen Lelong yard and down over the eastern trail tioned upon obedience (v. 14). Though
because he has magic In his fingers :oward the mountains. Five minutes they bad displeased God in choosing
as he turns and twists it ioto Just the afterward her father and the man a king. If they would fear the Lord
right folds and pleats and gathers be from Blaxtou, heading a posse, swept and render obedience, national proswants It in. On a model called Mel- past the house and turned down the perity would still be given them.
odle, Lelong uses a Roman striped eastern trail. Almira fainted.
c. Samuel's personal vindication
faille and chiffon, running It around
A couple of hours afterwardi Almira (w. 16-25). The hour was so critical
very large and deep armholes—great awakened in her cool little room to In the nation's history that Samuel
loops that extend from the tip of the find her pretty mother sitting beside sought to Indelibly impress upon their
shoulder to the waistline. The ruffles ler bed, looking terribly worn and anx- hearts Its meaning. This he did by
appear again at the hem of the prin- ous. "Oh, mother, Is daddy all right?" praying for thunder and rain out of
cess skirt
was her first question, and when her season. They saw this as an example
mother nodded, she gasped a question of God's mighty power which, If diClothes That Adorn but
rected against them, would destroy;
about Billy Hlnker.
Do Not Conceal Decreed
"Caught," said h«r mother briefly. them Instantly.
Fashion has decreed that the smart He was very guilty, my dear, and they
He Turned to Prayer I
woman will be the one whose clothes mve put him in Jail. There Is soiuehlng else that you didn't know, dear—
He lived In the atmosphere of p/ayer
adorn but do not conceal.
Two articles of clothing comprise Jllly was married last year."
from first to last; and wtW any
It was a long time before Almira specially Important work .Jjud/ to be
the approved full dress for the hot
months—a transparent frock and be- wanted to see anybody, but after done, any specially difficult crisis had
neath a simpler than ever corset of a awhile she did meet the man from to be faced, any specially trying expenew material, trimmed scantily with Blaxton, who had come to the ranth rience bad to be endured, be met It by
or dinner, and, although she rather special prayer.—G. H. Knight.
lace.
"The mode Is not inspired by nud- hated him at first because he had
ism," Mme. Channls. llnj-erle czarina mown how foolish she could be, his
Thank God Daily
of Paris, said. "But women neverthe- persistent wooing at lust won her.
Thank
God
every morning when you
eople said It was a wonderful wedless will give the Impression of nudity
up that you have something to do
ding—that of the prettiest bride iwtl get
under their summer robes."
that day that must be done, whether
he handsomest man In the country!
you like It or not
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Call a Cop
By Charles Francis Coc
Eminent Criminoloaitt «nd Author of
"Mr. * **G»ng»t«,""Sw»B," "VotM
.. . mid other «urtUns crime ttorie*.
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Events in the Lives of Little Men

PASSING OF THE
BOOTLEGGER
ARTICLE No. 1

NCLE SAM might very reasonably advertise "bootleggers for
sale." Not that they are salable. It is simply that the good Uncle
has a great many of the breed of
•which he soon must make some disposition.
The problem Is not only real, it Is
acute. To understand It. and gather
an Idea about
what mast be done to
solve It we should analyze the bootlegger. We should know whence he
came, determine whither he goes. If
he goes!
He was, broadly speaking, a product
of the prohibition erav That Is, the
"millionaire bootlegger" came with
prohibition. Before that we always
had the bootlegger. But he was a
small-timer. He was nothing but a
tin-horn tax evader. It Is not exaggerating to say that the advent of prohibition saw the passing of this art
of tux evading from the hands of the
original mountaineer and dry county
bootlegger Into the hands of others
presumably more respectable.
But let no one tell you that prohibition made the gangster. America
had gangsters Just as vicious as present-day gangsters long before the dry
era dawned as a national condition.
What prohibition did was to finance
the gangster through making the
small-time business of bootlegging a
national industry. The notorious old
"Hndson Dusters" of New York, were
R gang. They plundered and pillaged;
they fought and brawled. But they
were constantly in trouble with the
police They served a goodly portion
of their lives in the penitentiary for
comparatively minor offenses. They
were, in the language of the gay
nineties, "bums.'' They bad no political Influence, they controlled no proftable commercial activities, and they
utterly lacked influence in the courts.
Prohibition changed that With , a
nation suddenly gone drink-minded a
source of supply was necessary. The
gangster, being a naturally-Inclined
:riminal, undertook to supply Illicit
>oote. Suddenly he supplied it in immeasurable quantities for Immeasurable profits. He lost none of bis
thuggerj; none of his criminal propensities; none of his strong-arm
methods of operation. He merely became rich, and riches are power.
It quickly developed that the great
metropolitan areas wanted liquor and
would pay well for it It naturally
followed, that no one was particularly
Interested in enforcing an unpopular
law. The danger of prosecution was
negligible but the danger of arrest
was mighty. The difference Is graft
A bootlegger caught piylng his trade
could pay his "legal fee" In advance
to the arresting officer instead of to
the court This made htm immune.
Prosecution was nothing but persecution, and persecution was little
enough so long as you passed its cost
along to the consumer of booze.
Millions rolled In. Petty gangsters
passed 'out because the bootlegging
business attracted cute lawyers In
search of great fees. Their ability to
<3o this bad more far-reaching results.
It attracted to bootlegging competing
gangsters.
They were Btlll gutter rats; still
thugs; Btlll human vermin as conscienceless as serpents. They brought
to the commerce their usual commercial methods: blackjacks, brass
knuckles, pistols, finally machine
gnna Bootlegging became a mighty
business with mighty profits. It was
a simple business, easy to learn. A
brawny arm, a stultified character and
a sodden understanding were worth
millions.
The whole thing grew with almost
magical speed. The only fundamental
change in the old-time gangster was
the lifting of him from the status of
an alley rat with a blackjack and a
sweater to a boulevardler with a boutonnlere and a limousine. Under the
seat of the limousine was a machine
gun. In the background was a shyster lawyer with a habeas corpus and
a venal Judge living on the fat of the
land through bootleg bribes.
Now the change. Sentiment Is routIng prohibition. If it passes, the United
States will have an array of the most
murderous bandits of modern time
without "work." No more the endless
stream of gangrenous gold; no longer
the overflowing coffers of beer and
booze wells; no, more the "alky-eook?£lmim°DS whlch offered profits of
1,600 per cent a drink and sold for
anywhere from 15 cents to two dollars
a gulp. That Is gone
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turn? What will he do? How will he
operate? Wliat of all his ; ItttlfrtwJ
Can he keep up the pace without turn*
ing to crimes of violence?
Let me say right here that he cannot The records of the. last few
months prove this. Kldnaptags haye^
assumed front-page position In the
news.
..••-..
Rackets nil in with less sensational
but Just as incredible advices of the
predatory operations of these thugs.
American business pays the price.
Those who know their underworld
know bootlegging has not been the
big-shot operation for some fourteen
months. It got BO it coat too much to
fix murder trials, square "raps" and
operate within the bonnds of profit.
But bootlegging has taught the power of the legal technicality. Gangsters
formed corporations and as such
preyed upon business under the protection of the law. Shysters reaped
a harvest by directing sabotage, intimidation and monopoly enforced by
the machine gun and bomb.
Today literally billions of dollars
are being extracted by the scalpel of
force In the hands of murderous
thugs who were spawned In the 'gutter, who throve in the slums of
thought and grew to the distortions
of bribery, malfeasance and organized
corruption.
People ask if the bootlegger will
turn to crimes of violence with the
passing of prohibition. The answer is
frightfully simple He already has. In
the upper crust of the underworld today bootleggers are as scarce as Hottentots in the United States senate.
Bootlegging no longer pays. People
are wise to prices. Competition is too
broad. Attempted enforcement baa
waned, thus increasing the ease of
distribution of liquor. The enforceability of law has been made doubtful
in the mind of the professional criminal. That goes 'for all law, not just
prohibition. As a result, he is still
riding In his limousine. '
The commercial racket Is simple 'In
operation. So. the passing bootlegger
operates it -In most large cities the
cleaners are "organized."' So. too,
with the laundries, the window cleaners, the dyers, the poultry markets,
the garages, the fruit dealers, the/ ice
cream dealers, the tracking companies. Space does not permit enumeration of all the commercial and Indus*.
trial activities which have fallen under the spell of this one-time alley
rat called the gangster.
New York City disclosed recently a
"poultry racket" that paid its operators some sixteen millions a year. How
did.it operate? Intimidation. Pore
and simple, alone and unaided. Instead of a diplomatic note, bombs
were placed In offices, freight stations and stores. In place of sales
letters, machine gun bullets whined
their expressive and usually conclusive message. Force. "Pay us, or we'll
blow up your plant murder your
wife, kidnap your children."
The business of the racket is just
as widespread today as the business
of the bootlegger was three, years
ago. This is not a comforting condition. On the other hand it is not half
so bad as it sounds. Put In a nut
shell, the business of the gangsters
before prohibition was cheap and hazardous because its revenues were Insufficient to pay for protection. The
crime of violence never In history has
proven profitable.
Crime is 'safe only when protected
by venal police or courts. That protection la a commodity not offered at
inferior prices. So violent crime is
stupidity. In its very essence It Is
failure.
Successful crime must be profitable
on a great scale, to pay bribes, nurture corruption and blre skilled lawyers. Footpads cannot do that Neither can burglars, robbers, petty
thieves and the like. Toe gangster
who became the bootlegger mast now
again become the gangster because
he has never changed except In parse.
He Is the same old beetlebrow with
a few new ideas conceived in bootleg
gold, a few new ambitions certain to
trip him up, a few confidences that
will prove mantraps as bis bootleg
revenues change Into those for which
he must resort to violence.
There is a way and a simple way to
rout the racketeer. It involves national action. It demands a unificationof protective measures that never can
be subsidized by local politicians and
criminals. So closely are these local
politicians and criminals allied i that
the line of demarcation between them
is often indistinguishable.
U Is a deadly truth that the bootlegger never could have grown as be
did without political protection he
bought with bootleg money. It is a
helpful troth that the passing of prohibition will enable honest officials to.
break the tie-up between thief and
cop and so disrupt the so-called gangster organizations the country over.
The next few years will see tremendous developments in American
criminal codes and procedures. If some
decent and sane social order is to
survive, these developments already
are appearing obvious in their demands.
The bootlegger who has turned
racketeer la on the way ont The
speed of his exit will be commensurate with the speed of the social order in enacting simple and far-reaching measures for the establishment of
order and the banishment of the worst
criminals the United State* ever ha*
tolerated.
Even now the federal government
is moving against the racketeer. A
senate sub-committee investigating
this form of criminality has Just been
assured by President Roosevelt that
the full facilities of the federal government will be at the committee's
disposal.
NorU» American N
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COUNTIES WILL GET
QUOTAS FOR PATIENTS
Robert E. Neff, hospital administrator, announced Saturday
that the number of patients Cass
county could send to the state
hospital next year would be 69.
Adair county's quota will be 49,
Audubon 44, and Guthrie 62.

by taking the percentage which the
population of a county bears to that
of the state.
The percentage will be the county's share of the estimated total indigent admissions for the fiscal year.
County clerks soon will receive the
quotas, Mr.' Neff declared in a letter dispatched to county officials and
social workers.
A report will be issued each month
to county clerks indicating the available service allocated to that county
as well as the amount of service rendered to date. It is recommended that
officials give preferential attention to
patients who will be most benefited
by hospital treatment.
"While it is realized that the quota
plan cannot be enforced with mathematical certainty, the effort to observe
the equitable apportionment of the
benefits of the university hospitals
to the various counties, even with
some small variation from year to
year, will do much toward attaining
the desirable end of fairness in the
distribution of its benefits," the letter stated.
D<r. John T. McClintock, junior dean
and chairman of the college of medicine's executive committee, sent a
similar letter to all Iowa physicians.
He requested continuance of their
consideration "in referring those
types of cases which are most necessary from the teaching standpoint
and most in need of the kind of service rendered by the university hospitals."

For years it has almost been impossible to get patients into the University hospital at Iowa City, on account of the larger cities located near
being able to keep the hospital filled,
thus crowding out the sparcely settled
counties. Recently a new arrangement has been completed and the f
lowing explains it:
A quota plan by which the University of Iowa hospitals' indigent
patients service will be allotted among
the state's counties has been announced by Robert E. Neff, administrator of the hospitals.
Made necessary because of the
$100,000 decrease in the hospital appropriation and continued demands
School will open next Monday at
made for service, the method involves Oak Ridge, northeast of Anita, with
the determination of the allotenent Miss Lucy Johnston as the teacher.
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Dr. George A. Alliband, care
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
35.00
of sick
..................
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
10.00
C. C. Applegate, rent
......
Atlantic Hospital CorporaCourt House,
tion, care of sick
........ 297.05
Atlantic, Iowa,
Atlantic Shoe Company, to
August 1, 1933.
1.59
poor ........... . ........
(continued from last week)
Beech's Grocery Store, to poor
Atlantic Building Supply Co.,
593.38
six months . . ........
3 rolls of wire
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Bill's Lunch Room, meals to
Anita Tribune, official print4.60
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...............
ing
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.....
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....................
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sing alone. But how would it sound?
He tried it, standing by the easy
chair, looking tenderly down at a
dreamed-of Nancy. On, on he went.
But something was horribly wrong.
The high note was no longer attainable, and .the low notes became too
abysmally deep for him even to growl.
"It's a flop I" Frustration bowed his
head. "She would laugh at me. Oh,
why can't. I sing-:like Ted? It Isn't
fair. Ted sings, and she gives him
dates and sighs over his voice. Now,
if I —" A cunning Idea wormed Its
way into his thoughts. "I bet—oh,
that will be rich. I'll make him my
own little Cupid I" He threw back his
head and roared with Inughter.
•Johnny was no laggard. He ran
from the house, down the street to
town, to the pawnbroker.
"Twenty-five?" he gasped, holding
out his prized wrist watch, a gift
from his mother when he promised
not to smoke until he was twenty-one.
Five minutes later Johnny was dashIng to the Beta house, minus his
watch. He went upstairs three at a
time.
"Are you singing tonight, Ted?" he
asked, panting in Ted's doorway.
"Yeah; at nine o'clock. Why?"
"It's this way, Ted: I've a heavy
date for tonight and a certain song
can help me out tre-men-dous-ly. If
you'll sing that song for me I'll give
you fifteen bucks."
"Who's your date?" Ted was suspicious.
"She—she's a new girl In town,
Johnny lied for the first time in his
censored life.
"I don't see why not" Ted brightened up. "Anything to help an old
friend." He pocketed the money.
"Thanks, old man. I'll never forget
this."
Johnny dashed back to his house,
made, sure of a date with Nancy, sent
a freshman over to Ted's with "Danny Boy." Then he ran down town, ordered roses to be delivered to Nancy,
and selected a gayly beribboned box
of candy.
At eight-forty he presented himself
at Nancy's door, dressed In his best
suit with his hair slicked down, carrying, awkwardly, the box of candy.
"I—I Just thought I'd drop in for
a few minutes," he stammered. "Let's
see—what time Is it?" he located the
clock and chose a chair facing it
The fire was crackling in the hearth,
the flowers were In a bowl on the
table, Nancy, in a blue dress, was
nibbling at a piece of candy. He
sighted relief. Everything was perfect. His moment had come.
"May I turn on the radio?" he
asked, after another glance at the
clock. >'
"Sure, Johnny. Tune Ted In. He's
to sing at nine. I Just love his voice."
When the music started he would
begin: "Nancy, dearest—"
But the perfection was suddenly
blighted. Johnny looked frownlngly at
the radio. That was not the 'Londonderry Alrt Then Ted's voice rang
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Western Alfalfa
Weevil Spreading
HEN'S SKELETON NO
EGG-LAYING GUIDE

that Hera
Howe About: Mirage
S- f of

Marie Antoinette
Entomologist Predicts That Cats vs. Dogs
Ninon de Lenclos
All Districts Will Be
By ED HOWE
Reached in Time.
HAVE3 long taken great Interest
t3y J. H. Newton, Deputy State Bntomolo-

In
Revolution, widely herIaldedthe asFrench
an uprising of the people

f, please don't propose
gist. Colorado College Experiment
Station.—WNU Service.
to me now,". Nancy suddenly
Occurrence of the alfalfa weevil In against despotic kings. Finally I have
sald, sighing Impatiently.
so much about It I doubt this
Early Maturity and Molting all the alfalfa-producing areas of the read
"You always propose to me
uprising was against Louis XVI and
Western
states
Is
only
a
matter
or
when I'm watching Ted do something.
Dates Important.
time. First discovered In American believe It was actually against his
Oh, look at that perfectly gorgeous
alfalfa
fields near Salt Lake City In queen, Marie Antoinette.
loop! Ted told me If we'd come to
Structure of the skeleton of the hen
The French Revolution was founded
1904
or
1905, this native insect of Euthe field today he'd keep my .eyes on
has nothing to do with her egg-laying
on gossip rather than on the political
rope
has
sprend
since
then
to
portions
him. There's another, ttte reckless
ability, and therefore should be diswrongs of the people, xou may bedarling. Ted Is grand at everything.
regarded when culling poor layers of seven of the neighboring states.
lieve
yon have heard vivid gossip to
It
was
In
1017
that
the
weevil
was
Isn't her* -Johnny grunted. If be
from the flock, according to recent exyour time, but you do not know how terQrst
discovered
In
Colorado
near
Paohadn't been a gentleman he'd have
periments reported by R, E. Cray, exrible gossip may become unless'you
gloried In seeing a wing fall off Ted's
tension specialist in" the departmenl nla. In Delta county. Since then It has have read the story of Louis XVT«
spread
to
parts
of
Ounnlson,
Montplane. Those maneuvers of Ted's were
of poultry husbandry at the Ohio State
rose, Ouray, Moffat, Routt, Rio Blanco, queen. One story was so brutal, ImInsultingly showy, Just as his skillful
university.
Garfleld
and Mesa counties. There probable, that when told In court durforward-passing and his clever boxThe experiments were conducted bj
Is
also
an
Isolated Infestation at Glen- ing the reign of terror, it shocked the
Ing' and his dajshlng glee club solos
scientists on the staff of the United
most brutish audience ever gathered,
were plays to the grandstand—and to
States Department of Agriculture. wood Springs, Garfleld county. The and
the prosecutor realised he had
spread
of
this
insect
has
been
at
an
Nancy. His hate for Ted was comMeasurements were made of the
made
a mistake In Introducing It; the
average
rate
of
six
miles
per
season.
plete, as only a jealous hate can be.
length, breadth and depth of the head,
Careful scouting work has failed to mistake almost saved the queen's life.
For Ted excelled in every phase of
the skull, and the back; of length of
Marie Antoinette was a German, and
university life, even to tbe apparent
the keel and of brain capacity, of sev- reveal the alfalfa weevil east of the French
hatred of Germans was as
winning of' Nancy's favor, while
continental
divide
In
Colorado.
eral thousand bens.
great then as It Is now. Of all the
Quarantines
were
never
expected
to
Johnny was only—oh—"a likeable sort
No relation was found to exist befoolish women In history, Marie Anofrchap."
tween skeletal measurements and egg- prevent the spread oLthe weevil that toinette ranks near the top. Her hiscan
be
expected
from
flight
and
other
JJancy suddenly turned to Johnny
laying ability.
means. They are Intended to: tory reminds one of a country girl
with scorn In her voice.
Other characteristics proved impor- natural
1
Prevent
promiscuous hauling of determined to go to the devil in spite
"Why don't you ever do anything
tant guides. The age that a pullet be- hays and straws
beside sitting on the side lines and
and thus cut off the of the warnings and prayers of a wise
gins
to
lay
had
an
important
effect
on
proposing to mej" she demanded.
most
Important
avenue
carrying and good mother. In this case the
production. Six months was the best the insect into unlnfestedforareas.
mother was old Maria Theresa, em"You can't fly—"
age for leghorns and seven months for 2 To meet the quarantines of 22 press of Austria. Women should read,
"Mother says It would kill her if
the
heavy
breeds.
Early
maturing
I ever went up In a plane," he falthus assuring them that we are Maria Theresa'* letters to her heedless
birds laid most eggs, but those that states,
tered.
reasonably
careful to see that our agri- daughter; stronger preaching for morlaid too early, produced many small cultural products
"You don't play football."
are not carriers of ality and common sense cannot be
eggs.
Johnny flinched.
found. The old empress was a sound
the
weevil.
In the yellow-fleshed breeds pigmen- 8. To keep outside markets open German, and over and over predicted
"Mother always said It is too rough
tation of the shanks and beak was
a sport"
all hay grown in nnlnfested ter- her daughter's downfall because of
found significant. By June the yellow for
fv^Yon don't box," she mercilessly
follies even our modern flappers have
ritory.
color of the beak and shanks had
continued
not equaled. Fortunately old Maria
faded if the hen was laying welL
"Don't torment me, Nancy," he
was dead when her foolish daughter
Birds that molted late, and quickly Orchard Irrigation Is
groaned. "Mother Is sure I'd be mutiascended the steps of the guillotine la
recovered from their first molt, laid
lated If I ever boxed. She never let
Used by Ohio Growers Paris and left It with her head carried
most eggs. Birds that molted before
me fight the neighborhood boys when
Irrigation
of orchards is the new in one basket and her body In another.
September made poor records. SoI was little, either. She* says it takes
I am coming to doubt the people will
thing
in
Ohio
agriculture. Prompted
called beeflness of the head was shown
more real courage to keep out of a
by losses Incurred in the drought of ever rebel against their political
to
be
undesirable.
The
other
Imporfight than to, lose one's temper and
wrongs, or have ever engaged In such
tant guide was the general health of three years ago, Ohio fruit growers in rebellion in the past Besides .every
start hitting."-*
increasing
numbers
resort
to
canvas
the hen.
"Oh, Johnny, you're hopeless. And
hose and pipe line Irrigation to bring honest citizen walks a politician to conyet yon keep on proposing to me.
trol him; the politicians at'the captheir crops through dry periods.
Don't you realize that a girl wants
itals are few In number compared
Poultrymen
Are
Warned
O.
EL
Button,
manager
of
the
Ohio
the man who is proposing to her to
with the students of politics Id small
Orchard
company
at
Milford
Center,
be something, a football hero, a darof Unsatisfactory Acid In keeping records of costs and profits towns and cities posing as honest citing pilot, a boxer—a somebody? If
Hydrochloric add Is Worthless as a of the Irrigated sections and nonlrri- izens.
you must propose, and can't be a
cure for range disease, coccldlosls, and gated sections of his orchard in 1932,
• • *
r
hero, why don't you choose a romantapeworm, according to & L. Burnett found the total cost of irrigating
Some
one
wrote
(and
somehow
It attic moment? Don't yon even sing? I
of the New York state college of vet- Rome Beauty trees amounted to $11.30
my attention) that a dog is a
think," she said dreamlngly, "that on
erinary medlclna Range disease, he an acre, field of fruit was increased tracted
"yes" animal and a cat a "no" anla June night, with the scent of clemexplains, Is a paralysis which occurs 25 per cent Irrigated apples cost maL
everything suits a dog;
atis In the air, the moon shining softamong growing chickens during the less to produce than the non-Irrigated almost Nearly
nothing suits a cat I have
ly and a warm breeze blowing, if a
latter part of the range period. It in- fruit, owing to the Increased yields.
fond of many dogs, but have
man should sing the 'Londonderry
variably affects the legs, sometimes Increased value of the apples on the been
known an agreeable or IntelliAir' and then ask me to marry him
the wings, and occasionally causes Irrigated section, owing both to in- never
cat . . . I do not like "no" aniI'd accept him, no matter who he
blindness. Autopsies have shown that creased yields and Improved quality, gent
mals; they are always cold. Indifferwas. Johnny," she begged, looking
a definite nervous disorder causes the was $66.80 an acre.
ent, clammy; I like the enthusiasm of
Into his eyea, "choose the right time
paralysis. Tapeworms, coccldlosls, and
Water Is being distributed In the
the next time you propose, but don't
nutritional disturbances may be re- irrigated orchards through "ooze" a "yes" animal. If the owner of a
do it now, I must go—I'm going to
sponsible to some extent, and when type of canvas hose. The water oozes dog Is ill, the dog Is distressed ana
my aunt's tonight and she expects me out:
they
occur, along with the nervous dis- through tbe side walls of the hose wants to do something, but a cat, with
"Woman Is fickle
for dinner."
order,
they seem to Intensify it Range lines distributed among the trees. No Its "no" disposition, Is Indifferent
False altogether,
Instead of feeling discouraged
Books tell of the death of a notable
disease, unaccompanied by parasitic nozzle sprinklers are used.
Moves like a feather
Johnny started Jauntily to tbe music
woman In a specially horrible way.
and
nutritional
disturbances,
is
not
ulBorne on the breezes.
In dry seasons irrigation is continstore an hour later, whistling merrily.
house cat was asleep at the
ways serious and untreated flocks may ued through until the fruit ripens. The
Woman with the witching smile
Sing? Of course he could sing. Anyfoot
of
the bed through all the terrecover without serious loss.
Will e'er deceive you."
From two to three acre-inches of rible scene. . . . It has been my
one could sing. Look at Ted, tor In"Why,
the
dirty,
double-crossing
Cod liver oil of good quality, fed in water are applied each time.
stance, who sang two or three times
misfortune to know many "no" men
a week over the university radio sta- skunk!" gasped Johnny. "The low-sufficient quantities, prevents paralysis
and
women.
"
due to rickets in housed pullets. Sumtion. Why, he could sing rings around down
* • •
Fermenting
Tomato
Seed
"Johnny,
what
on
earth—V
Nancy
mer sunshine seems sufficient for pulTed, If he had Just thought of it beI
am
an
old
man,- but there Is so
cried in alarm. "Johnny—Johnny—" lets on the range. Proper management
Allowing tomato pulp to ferment in
fore.
much to read I shall never get around
But
she
was
calling
after
a
Johnny
he
process
of
saving
seed
helps
conof
the
flock
controls
parasitic
and
nu"I want a song—'The Londonmerry
to half of It I never heard of Ninon
Air," or 'Londonjerry,'" he announced who had already disappeared through tritional troubles; but since nervous rol the spread of bacterial canker, a de Lenclos, a famous French woman*
a violently opened front door.
disorder is not yet clearly understood, lant disease that la very destructive
breezily to the clerk.
Twenty minutes later, In answer to complete recommendation for its con. o tomatoes in many parts of the coun- until lately. Ninon early believed that
"You mean The Londonderry Air,'"
try. At one time all tomato seeds there can be only one sexual law for
she smiled patronizingly. She selected a hurried call from the harassed ser- trol cannot be given.
men and women, and her father said
were obtained by allowlng-them to fer- to
two songs from a sheaf of music. geant, Nancy raced her car appreher: "Since you believe that womhensively
to
the
police
station.
ment
In
the
pulp.
Recently
high-speed
"Just glance through these arrangeen
have a right to the same liberties
Poultry
Facts
There
were
Johnny
and
Ted,
snareed-extracting machines have come
ments and see which one you want."
Jerry opened one and read the first ling Incoherently at each other. Ted's
The higher the blunt end of the egg into common use for separating these as men, recognise equally with men all
eyes were bruised and swollen; his rises out of water, the older the egg Is. seeds. Studies by the United States the obligations of loyalty, sincerity,
line.
• * •
Department ot Agriculture In co-oper- and honor." She had many men
"Would Qod I were a tender apple lip was cut. Johnny's knuckles were
bleeding, hla hair tousled and bid
blossom."
Perhaps the two most Important nec- ation with the Utah agricultural expe- friends, but was fair with all of
' He could go no further. His eyes suit torn.
essities of poultry are pure, clean wa- riment station have shown that seed them. When young and most charm"Why,
Johnny—Ted!"
she
walled.
widened with disgust Sing that—he
fermentation largely kills the canker ing, If an admirer was disposed to
ter and well-ventilated houses.
• • •
—Johnny Frazee—six feet two and a "What on earth have you done, Johnorganism present on them, whereas spend.too much on her, she gently rehundred and eighty pounds? He tossed ny? You've ruined Ted."
A very cheap but satisfactory lay- seed extracted by the machines trans- strained him. If he too much neglect,
ed his wife because of her, she
"The dirty—" growled Johnny.
the song scornfully aside, and saw tbe
Ing house for pullets can be mads mit the disease more generally.
warned him against that fault also.
"What has Ted done? Are you from baled straw, either rye or flax.
other arrangement on the counter. If
She disliked drunkards, gamblers,
« • *
it were about any more tender apple crazy, Johnny? Ted was singing a
Idlers, rude people generally, and her
Age of Freshening
blossoms he'd—. Well, this was bet- beautiful song, and you suddenly went
About 11 per cent of the weight of
In the examination of Advanced biographer goes so far as to say she
ter—a little. "Oh, Danny Boy, the mad."
an egg Is the shell as compared with
"Beautiful song?" spat Johnny. about 32 per cent for the yolk and 57 Registry records. Prof. C. W. Turner helped rather than harmed her men
pipes, the pipes are calling." There
must be some mistake, though. These "Yeah?" He glared balefully at Ted. per cent for the white.
of the Missouri College of Agricul- friends.
"Both of you two-timing me," hissed
» * *
When fifty years old she retired to
ture has drawn the following conclucompletely unrelated songs could not
Ted.
"I didn't know your date—oh.
both be the 'Londonderry Air.'
It will be found that hens In their sions concerning the effect of age at • country place, and the most .promi"The music Is the same for both no—A stranger In town 1 She handed second year often accumulate
fat Irst freshening upon tbe later produc- nent people of France of three hunsongs," the clerk assured him. "The me the same line about the song. I about the egg organs, causing shell- tion of heifers: "The most efficient dred years ago were her devoted
had already been working on It for less, double-yolked and misshapen eggs, milk and fat production (utilization of friends. Tottering old men, formei
tune Is the old 'Londonderry Air.'"
• • •
Johnny paid for 'Danny Boy,' tak- my own use, you lousy—" and he
nutrients) will be obtained by breed- Intimate friends, respected her In age
ing great care not to pick up the muttered a choice epithet.
Of the 1,190 pullets entered in the Ing animals to calvq at from 20 to 24 and sincerely liked her. One old
"They're both cuckoo, Miss Allen," two western New York laying tests, months of age, mailmutn production man said to her: "Ninon, a woman
apple blossoms by mistake. Now for
sighed the sergeant. "Shall I lock 'em 880 were White Leghorns, 150 Rhode at about 30 months of age, and with- who has tbe qualities of an honest
learning it I
On his way to the Sigma house he up?"
Island Reds, and 110 Barred Plymouth in 5 to 10 per cent of the maximum man Is the most unusual character
Nancy moved unhesitatingly over to Rocks.
saw nothing but visions of his next
production at from 23 to 28 months in the world."
depending upon the breed."
'
proposal to Nancy. She had asked Johnry.
Ninon de Lenclos was neither poet• * *
"Lock up my Johnny? I should say
for a June night, moonlight, clematis;
ess,
actress, reformer, nor mystic, but
A hen laying 150 eggs a year la
and this was February. A February not Why, Johnny and I are engaged. worth three times as much as one lay- Copper Carbonate for Smut she had the natural charjn of woman.
He Just forgets his strength at times. ing 90 eggs.
night could be just as romantic.
She combined this with simple fairCopper carbonate la the most effec- ness,
He ran up the steps of the Sigma I'll promise to help him keep his
• • *
and behold, a book baa been
tive
chemical
for
the
control
of
covtemper
under
control
after
this
If
house, went on up to the library, and
made
about
her! She exists In literaEgg
producers
of
Missouri
have
inopened his music out on the piano. you'll let him go." She widened her stlttfted a campaign for the produc- ered smut of barley, according to the ture with women who bankrupted
The piano bench was missing, so he brown eyes pleadingly at the admiring tion of higher quality eggs and for results of experiments conducted at kings!
the University of Haho agrteutural
drew up an easy chair, sat on the sergeant. "Ted will apologize for all selling eggs on a graded basis.
experimental
station farm at Sandarm of it, and pecking out the first this disturbance, won't you, Ted?"
• • •
The huge racing automobile, often
point. Copper carbonate has been
few measures with one finger, he She again smiled into the sergeant's
Size of eggs laid by well-grown hem used for the prevention of bunt or costing $15,000, and which occasionally
eyes
while
Johnny
made
a
very
wicked
raised his voice In Song.
breaks a speed record or turns over
Is entirely a matter of breeding and
pass at Ted.
"Oh, Danny Boy, the plpea, the "Sure," muttered the cowering Ted, cannot be controlled by so staple n stinking smut in wheat for many on Its driver, Is not much of an autoyears,
but
It
has
not
been
previously
pipes are calling."
gingerly touching a tooth which was means as selecting large eggs for recommended for the control of the mobile; the really useful and cred"A-hem," he cleared his throat, "Not on the verge of departure from Its hatching.
itable machine is that In the middle
smuts of other cereals.
so hot• • •
class, which delivers useful service to
mates. "And—and I'll pay the fine. I
He tried It again and again. It was happen to have some money with me."
millions at reasonable cost
The Kentucky experiment station
hard to tell whether his finger or his He took the fifteen dollars from his has advised that turkeys are best fatMilking Time Respected
voice was the more errant. Both were pocket.
When a large farm was moved by
tened on old corn instead of new corn.
A friend of mine, a very old man,
• • *
completely unreliable.
two special trains in England, recent- died lately. . . . i was able to think
And Ted, remaining sullenly with
"Must be more to this singing rack- the sergeant, saw Johnny swagger
Copperas Is not a worm remedy for ly, the railway arranged the schedule this of him: He had already done
et than I thought," he finally acknowl- from the room with Nuncy clinging poultry, it Is sometimes fed to chick- BO that the cows could be milked at well; he had made an unusual record
edged to himself. "Practice is all I adoringly to his arm. From the out- ens but It haa no value, excepting as It their usual times. The trains left years before he died, ft was a pleasneed, though."
West Meon Immediately after milking ure to so write his children.
side drifted back the sound of John- may be used In a mineral feed.
• • *
Suddenly tbe realization flashed ny's triumphant whistling—off key,
time In the evening and arrived at
* • *
over him that at Nancy's aunt's he of course—of "Danny Boy"—or was It
Be sure to supply the birds with Stalbrldge early the next morning and
Rembrandt was so busy with his art
would have no accompaniment There "Would God I were a tender apple green stuff while they are In con- the 17 cows apparently were satiswould be no hidden orchestra, in the blossom"? It didn't matter. Johnny, finement. Blnely cut blue grass, clover fied. Fourteen farm hands, nearly 100 be never had time to marry the hired
movie style, to support him with with bla strength and-ferocity, could or alfalfa leaf meal will serve a useful head ,,r live stock and several car- girl until the neighbors made a row,
purpose. If you use lawn clipping,, load,, of furniture and iaiplementa and demanded It In the Interest of
throbbing ciusic. He would have to get away with anything.
neglected decency.
be sure they are short.
were moved.—Washington Star

J
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Mirage
a striking _
tot example,
pension of

but surely it has never L n r | ( l »ar|
dramatic performance , RPn"" <•
January, 1913. off th e " " «W hi
Mwdo sound. In the Amli". °f «el
the surviving members n , '
^edition were »n»f JI? nt s «>ti
.return oi
was
"About noon Of
17
writes H. G. Pontins th77*
-1
photographer, ,«i was „?_ eWit!0
north with the giass
ly the masts of a shin

Held of-'

-

could be no d0ubi
were the masts of a barque b,1"6'
senting an extraordinary a p ' b l
for they towered unnatural],y
above the skyline.
"Then I saw that what i wa,,,
tog at was but a mirage TH
shlp.washulMown
below tht,'
?£an?K6nly tne ma*ts were yls
Above them a mirage of
vessel, hull and all, am
TOrtedrand over this first7Z
there was a second image of th»
upright It was t h e upper i 8
I had seen first
"It was a remarkable illusion.i
the Terra, Nova was un,
there—about thirty miles awnO
Calvin Frazer in Taylor-Tycos,
C8tti*«

Bat !*'• Got to Be
A grouch may growl if h] S ,
Is smart

discoloration i
a» directed. M.
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i u tteat_
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IS SMART ALL

«tlOHT! EVENINPOTS
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SUDS

•\yyASH dishes the JaM-11^
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everytbing comes shining
half the time! Use Rinso on
too. Clothes come whiter,
scrubbing. Cup for cup, IUn»
twice «smuch»uds
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to School

Anita Schools Will Start
on Monday, September 4

.4.

+ «.«..».* 4. + «•
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

MA

"Christ Jesus" will be the subject;
of the Lesson- Sermon in all Churches
of Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, Aug(By High School Reporter.)
The Anita public schools will open ust 27.
:\
•
.
The Golden Text is from John 1:18, ;
their doors again as usual on Monday, September 4. Everything is in "No man hath seen God at any time;
readiness for the opening. The build- , the only begotten Son, which is in the
Boys Sizes
ing has been put in good condition at ! bosom of the Father, he hath declared
very little cost through funds secured him."
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quofrom the R. F. C. by Mayor C. E.
69c and 79c
Harry. The boilers have been com- tations from the Bible and from the
Work Shirts
pletely overhauled and tested, inter- Christian Science textbook, "Science
ior painting has been done, and all and Health with Key to the Scrip39c
windows have been caulked and paint- tures by Mary Baker Eddy.
Dress Shirts
ed which will be a decided improveOne of the Bible citations reads:
49c
! ment and saving in coal. This has "Thomas saith unto him, Lord, we
been accomplished at very little ex- know not whither thou goest; and
Athletic
pense. The entire building is in a very how can we know the way? Jesus
P*^
NION SUITS
sanitary condition which we believe saith unto him, I am the way, the
49c
is a great aid in keeping1 sickness to truth, and the life: no man cometh
the minimum during the months when unto the Father, but by me" (John
Full Lute of School Supplies
Tablets, Note Paper,
children have to live so much indoors. 14:5, 6).
From all indications a large num' . ; i; ifiCrayolas, Pencils, Etc.
Among the selections from the
ber of pupils will be turning their foot- Christian Science textbook is the fol- j
steps towards the Anita schools on the lowing: "Wearing in part a human;
first Monday in September. We are form (that is, as it seemed to mortal
expecting the usually heavy enroll- view), being conceived by a human
ment in high school with about a nor- mother, Jesus was the mediator be- Robert Nelson, bugler; Dora Jean ing. If you want to have , .„,
mal enrollment in the grades.
tween Spirit and the flesh, between Campbell, stunt's committee. (Mrs. time, patronize these young folk^
There will be practically no changes Truth and error. Explaining and Williams had charge of stunt night.
DEPARTMENT STORE
in text books. We have the expense demonstrating the way of divine Here the Anita group acquitted them- THEY USED TO BlT
of each home in mind and are en- Science, he became the way of salva- selves most honorably as usual. The
The Best For Less
Anita, Iowa
COMMON IN ,0
deavoring to cooperate in keeping tion to all who accepted his word" program was most inspiring and insuch expenses at as modest a level (p. 315).
A creature almost unheard of i
teresting, and all who attended had
as is commensurate with efficient inIowa, a hair snake, was fom d ]
a
most
enjoyable
time
camping.
On
The retail stores of Anita are open
struction.
Sunday, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Panl Behounek of Livermore
again on Tuesday evenings, after hav
The course of study will remain + CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST +
Lantz, Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Forshay, visiting near Tama. The snake",
ing been closed for a couple o:
about the same although times have •f
Ebryn Andrews, Minister.
+ Dr. and Mrs. Williams, together with about 13 inches long and looked
•weeks.
made a few eliminations necessary. f - f + -f + + + + -f-f + + + -f-f +
It amused
those at the conference, attended the a fine horsehair.
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
Most schools have had to eliminate No creed but Christ,
by
the
hour
by
tying
itself in
union
service
at
the
Congregational
William Kirkham, Jr. is spending
one thing or another in order to reknot' ever devised and then
No book but the Bible,
church
where
Dr.
P.
A.
Johnson
a few days with friends in Des
August 27, 1903.
duce expenditures. All taxing dis- No name but the Divine.
„
preached, after which all adjourned to ing itself. The strange
Moines, and will also spend a few
Fred Dittman of Atlantic was a tricts are confronted with reduced inBible School at 10:00 a. m. C. W. the park for a basket dinner, which placed on display in a TanTj
days at Lake Okoboji.
business caller in Anita this week. comes and the garment must be cut Zastrow, Superintendent.
store.
was greatly enjoyed by all.
A new sidewalk is being built along according to the cloth. We have tried
Communion service at 11:00 a. m.
Miss Jane Gotch of Iowa City, who
the south side of the high school to keep these eliminations to the minREAL ESTATE TRANSfHJ
is visiting in the city at the home
Christian Endeavor at 7:00 p. m.
ground.
imum. Typewriting will not be offer«•
M. E. CHURCH NOTES
+
of her uncle and aunt, Dr. and Mrs
Evening service at 8:00 o'clock.
Chas. Armstrong is building a one ed and a full time music teacher will
Henry Robson and wf to
Monroe J. Rarick, Pastor.
f
G. M. Adair, entertained at two tables
Ladies aid meets Thursday at the f
story house, 24x30 feet, on his lots not be employed this year as an econLife company, wd, e2 sw4 and B|
of bridge at the Adair home Monday
home
of
Mrs.
Elmira
Rickel.
in East Anita.
omy measure. Music will be taught
evening. High scorer for the evening
Sometimes in reading a book of
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Dr. and sw4 ne4 sec 10-77-34, fl,
The contract for rebuilding of the by the grade school teachers or by
was Miss Marjorie Kenfield. Followthe Bible for intensive study( we sud- C. H. Johnson, General Supfc
M. E. church has been awarded to other teachers already on the faculty.
Miss Odetta Parker visited
ing the bridge games, lunch was
denly discover something there we
Dr. Johnson announced Sunday
Abe Goodpasture.
When conditions improve it is posdays
the past week with ..
eerved.
Henry Karns will commence next sible that the public may want these never realized before. Such was the morning that the opening: services of and friends in Bridgewater,
experience
of
a
Christian
recently
who:
the
school
would
be
conducted
by
thfe
Monday to haul 'milk on the route now subjects rqintroduced. However, it
On Tuesday evening of last week,
who read I Tim. 2:15. It represented I classes. Next Sunday morning Mrs.
:overed by Mr. Pray.
A few years ago Iowa lei
is safe to say that the people of this j
the members of the Night Hawk
seemingly something she never be- Mary Reed's class will be responsible passed what has; since been knowi]
A
rural
free
delivery
route
has
district
can
at
any
time
have
most
bridge club, and their families, enlieved. If you had been her pastor; for the program.
the "salary grab" law, which;
joyed a picnic supper at the home been established out of iWiota, and any subject in their schools that the what would have been your answer
There will be no preaching services recently declared unconstitutional]
will
be
in
operation
September
16.
majority
want
and
have
the
funds
to
of Mr. and Mrs. William Stockham,
to all her questions?
Sunday.
the Iowa Supreme Court. The i
northwest of the city. Following the r. W. Brooks has been appointed car- pay for.
This
church
is
dedicated
to
the
prinEpworth League at 7:00 p. m. paid out about $60,000 to the!
rier.
Typewriting
has
proven
more
exsupper the rest of the evening was
Miss Minnie Forshay, who has pensive on account of the small room ciples of Jesus and endeavors as far Leader, Edith King. Topic, "The lators and it is reported that)
spent in playing bridge.
Kenneth
as possible to preach the book. If Heavens Declare."
$9,000 of it has been returned.
Koob and wife of Ft. Madison, Iowa, spent the past year in this city with in which to teach it, on account of the you have that as your desires, we
A large audience was in attendance attorney general expects to ask j
icr
brother,
B.
D.
Forshay
and
famcost
of
the
machines,
their
upkeep,
were out-of-town guests.
ly, will return next week to her and the added time required to teach can get along splendidly: Why not at the "Seth Parker" program Sun- special counsel to secure a
You are always wel- day evening. Mr. Howard of Lincoln,
vome
in Paterson, New Jersey.
it. Commercial law will be offered as try and see?
the funds.
On the program at the Rialto
come.
Nebraska, impersonator of Seth ParkOne
of
Anita's
kid
baseball
clubs
an
elective
to
seniors.
It
can
be
Theatre on Saturday and Sunday
The Loyal Pals are having a class er, with the help of local talent, gave
Over flb Wayne county, the i
evenings, Morton Downey appears in went to <Wiota last Friday and did the taught more economically and offers party at the home of Mrs. H. R. Red- an interesting service of poems and
joys
of
that
town
"up"
to
the
tune
splendid
development.
worker
who has charge of
a two reel musical entitled, "My Pal
songs, interspersed with amusing tering the E. F.! C. funds to I
We trust that the people will stay burn on Thursday.
the Prince." With Downey is Lewis if 13 to 9. Russell Northup was
stories and conundrums.
needing assistance, has ruled thatij
Ginsier, the Funny Boners, Harry Von litcher and Walter Budd catcher for right back of their school board in ^ • f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f
Many Gifts Received.
he Anita club.
doing
the
things
which
the
present
sons operating an auto or a :
Zell, Peggy Healy, George Givot,
LINCOLN CENTER
-f
Many nice gifts have been given to harboring a dog or where anyi
Wayne Bullock has commenced situation demands. They are bend- THarold Stern, and the Hotel St.
•f
COMMUNITY CHURCH
4 the church in the way of kitchen and
ber of the family has a steady |
Moritz orchestra. You have heard work on a one story square house, ing every effort to keep up a good +
Elwyn
Andrews,
Minister.
+
dining room equipment.
A buffet, sufficient to care for the family, 1
m
the
vacant
lot
just
north
of
his
school at a reasonable cost to the
all of them on the radio—now you
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
^
f
f
f
t
f
f
f
f
cupboard, two dining room tables, cof- not receive any aid. Persons i
can see and hear them on the screen. 'ather's home on Rose Hill Avenue. public. In this they should merit your
Church Services at 10:00 a. m.
fee urn, and several small pieces.
iVhen completed it will make a very confidence.
receiving aid and violating any of I
You will enjoy this musical.
Bible School at 11:00 a. in., with
comfortable home for Wayne and his
The Loyal Circle is planning to give rules will be removed from tlef
A well trained, experienced, corps
'amily.
a kitchen shower. It has been sugof teachers will be in charge of the Walter Storer as superintendent.
I wanted a gallon of water. I took gested that a list be compiled of
A deal was made this week where- school. Teachers most all of whom
The Dallas, Texas, News,
>y the M. F. Percy elevator property have been tried and tested right here a gallon pail and pumped the pail things needed so that there will not of the funeral of Marvin (Buck)!
n this city passes into the hands of in Anita will soon take up their dut- full. I wanted to know Christ I be a duplication of utensils. ,,
rows, says that it was a simple I
The ladies aid society is raising oral, attended by about fifty reli
FOR SALE:—Sprayed wealthy ap- he Wesley Elevator Co., a corpora- ies again. If they have served well went to the Bible and was filled to the
ples. Walter Storer, 3 miles south ;ion with headquarters at Wesley, in the past they probably will serve extent of my desire. "He that hun- money to buy dishes. We are hop- and friends, including his pare"
Iowa, and the business will be con- even better this year and this should gers and thirsts after righteousness, ing to be able to have a family dinner brother, a former wife of Bu41
of Anita.
Itp
tinued, for the present at least, under offer to the community the best as- shall be filled." We want heaven and in the near future.
rows and her son eight years r
FOR SALE:—Apples. Phone 87 or the management of J. D. Young.
surance that their children will have shall get just what we most desire.
The Loyal Circle class will meet The ex-wife fainted as the coff
eee Clyde Falconer.
it
The passing track at the C. R. I. good instruction under competent Let's take a large pail and be filled to; Friday afternoon with 'Mrs. A. J. closed. Officers were present t
PLAYER PIANO BAHfAIN:— & P. depot in Anita is expected to be teachers. This after all is the back- overflowing. Christ is the living Karns. The ladies are requested to the curious and un-invited
?700 player piano with rollf can be completed in about two weeks. The bone of a good school. An old saying water—let us drink. Come and wor- bring jars of fruit to fill the barrels away, also to keep wateh for uj
for the orphanage at York, Nebras- Barrows, a report having bear
had for unpaid balance of only $48.67 new arrangement will be a big im that has much truth, "As The Teach- ship with us.
ka. Two barrels of empty jars from ceived that he would attend t»«
terms ?10 per month. Will accept provement over the present one, as er Is, So Is The School."
School Faculty.
$40 cash. Write at once to Waltham hereafter both trains will pass on
York are at the home of Mrs. Karns. eral. Bock Barrows started
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
The faculty for this year is as folPiano Co., Station C, Milwaukee, Wis., the south side of the depot, instead
If you have not gotten your jars career of crime in December^
E. L. Anderson, Minister.
and they will advise where piano can of one on one side and one on the lows:
to fill, kindly call fpr them that they when he was arrested as a «
C. W. Garlock, Superintendent,
be seen. Please furnish references other, as they do now.
may be filled ready for an early ship- in stealing an auto. Later M
Anita, Iowa.
(The Church With a Heart and
ment. One lady has brought in ten arrested several times on a*
M. C. Hansen and wife of St. JosFOR SALE OR TRADE :—1928
'an Open Mind.)
Winona Kyle, H. S. Prin., Perlee,
quarts as her donation. With several and in 1929 he was arr«sf
Chevrolet coach;
1929 Chevrolet eph, Missouri, spent Sunday in the Iowa.
Church ScKool at 10:00 a. m. A like-minded women, the barrels will
charge of burglary. He «
sedan;
1930 Willys Knight Six city with his mother, Mrs. O. C. HanFred Boren, Physics, M. T., Athl., training school for Christian living, soon be filled.
tenced to four years in
coach.
Phone 244. 0. W. Shaffer sen, and with other relatives and Anita, Iowa.
with classes for all ages. Mrs. Lydia
A penny carnival sponsored by the was released in March 19M.
friends.
& Son, Anita, 'Iowa.
tf
Lilith Baker, Math., Latin, Oska- Brown, Superintendent.
Epworth League will be held in Dr. ing a full pardon by
loosa, Iowa.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. Campbell's building on Saturday evenE. 8. HOLTON, Lawyer.
People in the vicinity of Kimball,
A. Ferguson.
Special
appropriate music. Sermon
Gleaves
Laun,
Dom.
Sci.,
WarrensPractice in all courts. Opinion on Nebr., saw a large meteor one night
burg,
Mo.
subject, "Where Do You live?" Gen.
Land Titles; and Settlement of eatatei recently. They saw the meteor fall
Florence Buthweg, English, Audu- 28:17. Also a report on the Youth!
a Specialty.
County Attorney. and there was a tail of smoke left
bon, Iowa.
Conference at Atlantic by Millard !
behind. The same night the people
ANITA MILLING CO.
I
Earl Blue, Social Science, Music, Ruggles.
of Scottsbluff, Alliance, Sterling and
CHADWICK TRANSFER
Anita, Iowa.
Youth
Forum
at
7:00
p.
m.
Re-(
Lindburgh claim to have seen meteors
Ground oats
Christina Hollen, 7th and 8th port on Youth Conference and discus- i
and their description is about the
Oats hulled
10c
grades,
Atlantic, Iowa.
sion on the theme of the conference, i
same as the one at Kimball. And
Bar corn ground
5c
Minnie Wilds, 6th and Gth grades,
No evening service next Sunday. I
now in order to maintain their repuAtlantic, Iowa.
Culled for and delivered
Beginning Sunday, September 3,1
tation for truth and veracity the press
6c per cwt.
Lillie I.entfer, 4th and 5th grades, we will resume our full program and
is reporting that there may have been
No bother. Yon lose no time.
activities for the fall and winter Get'
many meteors. The affair will not Fairmont, Nebr.
Let U« Do It
Jetta Knowlton, 3rd grade, Anita, ready for action. We will count on '
be investigated.
Iowa.
you m the harness to help pull the'
Gladys McKinnqy, 2nd grade, Colo, load. All members and friends are!
Iowa.
urged to cooperate to make the activLi-la South, 1st. grade, Massona, ities for the coming season the best!
Iowa.
Cooperating with your school directors, w
| and most inspiring for youth and'
| adult this church has ever promoted.
accept
any or all of your second hand text
Mr. and Mrs. William Watson of
|
^
o
u
t
h
Conference.
that
you
wish us to sell for you for the coming
Lincoln township entertained at a
The Youth Conference of Congreof school.
bountiful Sunday dinner. Guests were
Rational and Christian churches held
Mrs. Ben Mayer and daughter, Mar- ( 1 A t l a n t i e fro
is
I
"
'» Thursday to SunPlease bring them in this week or next week 1
jorie Ann, of Ledyard, Iowa; Mj s s day
WUS at nd
* «l *>y si* delegates of
Alice Dunham of Waterloo, Iowa- I
the latest, as we must have time to arrange tne«
; young people fr ulll this church. They
Mrs.
Jess
Eblen,
Audrey,
Charles
and
fore
the 28th.
CAR COMING SOON.
were
Millard
Rubles,
Robert
Osen
Richard Eblen of Cumberland; Mr
Robert
Nelson,
Dora
Jean
CampbeU
and Mrs. John Mehlmann and son
Phone 2-Q For Coals You Know
Donald, and Mr. and Mrs. Richard Patr, c l aWillia m s and Marjorie Ken:
Watson, Billie and Janece Watson. In neld. The chaperons were Mrs. P T
the afternoon Mr. and Mrs. John .WUhams, Mrs. H. E. Campbell and
Bishop of Exira drove over and latt Uie pastor. Others who were in a* I
ince part of the time were Mrs I
in the afternoon ice cream and Angel
en hiiiith, Mrs. Ben Kenfield and'
ANITA LUMBER CO.
food cake were served the guests.
*•• L. Anderson. The following
At
5:30
everyone
having
had
an
enPhones: Office 20; Re* 11
We Give and Expect a Square Deal
joyable time, departed f o r their
£ , ' " ^ praenm: MiIla«I
homes.
Robert Osen, sports committee;

New
new Print*
rimis Ii OVERALLS
,

Sizes 3! to 17
5fe,JU»
to

at
I 6 to 18
17c and 21c
, can not guarantee this price
long as the cotton
market is rising
:
daily, and government cotton
tax alter Septem- kjNio
ber 1.

Food

WE DELIVER

Your Last Chance!
Big August Sale Ends

Saturday Night

BOOST ANITA! Buy Anita
Bakery bread. We sell it!

The Golden Rule

FROM OUR OLD FILES

WANT-ADS

Notice

Grant and Lined
Township School

Why Gamble on QUALITY?
RODELL COAL

ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED

ROBT. SCOTT

TABLETS, PENCILS AND ALL
SUPPLIES AT SPECIAL PRICES FOB
OP SCHOOL.

Bongers Bros*
ANITA, IOWA.

TRmUNE. ANITA. IOWA.

Changes in Diet
of High Import
National Economy Affected
, by Pronounced Shifts,
}. Expert Alleges. ,, lf .

Pig 'OP Sal* In
Ircd by Nation*! a«ORi»phla fioetatr.
•WaslilQirton. D. O-WNTJ Service.

ETWEEN the Danube and the
Macedonian mountains the traveler sees hardly a single farmhouse; yet "Bulgar" means a
I with a plow, and four of every
[Bulgarians are farmers. Sofia,
by Trajan, Just missed heConstantinople. since Constnn•iously considered It an his cap| Still a small town In 1880, It ts
flourishing city of a quarter of
Illon Inhabitants, the progressive
hi of a land of villages.
hough, since hoary antlQuIty,
{waves of humanity have swept
; through the Balkan passes or
|ittd west along the route to Bythls , crossroads country Is
[ir from the beaten path.
the Orient express passes
h Sofia every day, and on the
; Arrow It Is a day's flight from
I whose styles it haa begun to
[Before daylight you don the
r-league boots awaiting you at
get, airport of Paris ; touch
: Strasbourg, Numbers, Prague,
Budapest and Belgrade, and
day In your sixth European
jlte tije Increase In numbers of
fellers, seeking to boy, amuaethe open market, . scanning
('posters; and photographs of
abaret girls, Bulgaria Is an agal land, with .peasant conservnd thrift Among the more or
frmal Thanksgiving proclama! recent times, surely one of the
westing was Bulgaria's "Our
Is our riches." A land of
nn may be proof against not
but also economic dei one to seek a symbol for ecoI'and spiritual stability, the Bul[ woman, plying her distaff as
ads' meek-eyed oxen through
(scenes worthy of a Rose Bonlight well serve as a model. But
Bulgarian Maud Miller haa
to the far-off town."
| Going AhMd Rapidly.
ural Bulgarians, whose riches
ferry, are awaking to new denlgarfans have long fostered
literature, music, and the
But ''progress11 now means
tig different— not a lifting up,
Deeding up. City styles and
are stealing the spotlight
[Bulgarian proverb says, "EasiBtart the piper than to stop
Bulgaria has begun to
faster measure than ox-team
llo have set or can follow.
[tads in Bulgaria many gradCoastantlnople Woman's colI of Robert college In Istanbul.
|re also several excellent AmerIn Bulgaria Itself. Amerucators have approached the
> of Bulgaria with sympathetic
fling. The boys' and girls'
f Samokov have been united
a co-educational American
but, in deference to Bulgarian
, an Imaginary line, cutr
(campus In two, still separates
dim there is a more unusual
f th a one-year course designed
rniere, who there learn to do
Future mothers practice on
is before having babiea of
Even in a land where vet*
[schools and hospitals rival
" human beings, there (a no
putlon
finite like the Amer1
school, which gains prestige
I American patronage,
1°. former capital at a time
se was more than trade
KMlea a neck of land tunw railway and rises above
gorges as does LuxemHie Mount of Eagles stands
I" "lay. linked by a narrow
T ; »> the Hill of the Tsars,
i«n of the former royal pal* of monasteries occu-

What a single Individual eats from
day to day may seem to be of no
national consequence, but a recent
address by the senior agricultural
economist of the United States Department of Agriculture, Dr. O. E
Baker, suggests the vast Import of
the changes in the diet of the people as a whole. If, for example, Consumption of wheat per capita were
now as great as before the war there
would be almost no export surplus.
It dropped from 197 ppunds in 1910
to 164 pounds In 1032. The wheatsaving campaign probably accounted
for the diminished use during the
war; an<l after the war higher wages
permitted people to eat more expensive foods. Taking cereals as a
whole, Including especially rye and
corn as human food, there was in
the same period a decrease of more
than 25 per cent per capita.
Another great change in diet was
the increased consumption of milk
and milk products. The first rise
"coincided" with enactment of the
prohibition amendment, but undoubtedly the higher wages and other Income of city people were an Important factor. Iti is surprising, howa Sofia Street
ever, that milk consumption should
have continued to increase during
failed, little drops of water and little the
economic depression. This Is to
grains of sand did their bit On the
splendid sea front, commodious bath- be accounted for, no doubt, in some
houses and seaside villas were built, measure by popular education in
and summer visitors now flock In from food values. But even now, as Docall over central Europe to revel In sea tor Baker .states, various "adequate"
diets recommended by the United
and sun.
For a time the authorities tried to States bureau of home economics
reserve the central section for married contain without exception about

folks; but they persisted In forgetting
to bring their marriage licenses, and
mixed bathing IB now firmly established. On the wings are screened sections where men and women are Isolated and can dispense with suits, llo
In the hot sand and let Old Sol shoot
health Into them through every pore.
Deprived of Dobruja's bread, Varna
decided to eat cake; and vacationers
in increasing numbers share and provide the fun. Hotels claim to offer
Bulgarian, Hungarian, Bohemian, and
German cooking, but French hablta
are not yet understood. In Bulgaria
one eats ohocolate but drinks cocoa.
South of Varna is Mesemvrlya,
where Byzantine emperors used to disport themselves In the Euxlne. From
the sands many antique treasures have
been rescued, and there still exist Imposing ruins of Byzantine churches.
Military service Is not obligatory In
Bulgaria, though it la expedient; but,
In addition to the few days of temporary labor which male subjects are
supposed to render to their ^country,
every eighteen-year-old does eight
months of obligatory labor under what
resembles military discipline.
Lands arc reclaimed, roads and
bridges built, railways repaired, eroding mountain sides reforested, rampant rivers tamed, relief shelters constructed, and good citizenship learned
by these organized laborers,, or trudovaks. Their badge reads, "Work
for Bulgaria." This labor corps is one
of the most distinctive features of
modern Bulgarian life.
Protective tariff walls always look
lower from the Inside, and In Bulgaria,
as elsewhere, a heightened nationalism
Jealously guards its infant industries:
To its fine woolens the country has already added sugar, cotton cloth, silks,
flour, baby carriages, bicycles, hides,
paper, cigarettes, rubber shoes, and
even automobile tires. Although cereals, tobacco, eggs, and chickens are
among the principal exports, Bulgaria's most distinctive product Is attar of roses, of which it produce*
three-fourths of the world's supply.
Rosa Industry Important.
Jahanglr, the Mogul emperor,
amused Nur Jahan by piping rose
water through her garden at Delhi,
and upon Us surface she first discovered the bright pearls of attar. Later
an old Turk, seeing the wild roses of
Bulgaria, Induced his compatriots to
Bturt the Industry which won for the
plain between the Balkans and the
Middle Mountain the name of "The
Rose Valley."
The rose, as symbol of beauty, Innocence and modesty, has inspired countless legends and songs ever since It
was born with Aphrodite from the sea
foam or sprang from Rosalie's wound.
Inflicted by the chaste but Intolerant
Diana. But one doesn't use perfume
to prove innocence, and a rose smells
even sweeter under many strange
names. Attar of roses Is used as a
base and fixative rather than for its
•cent alone, and the skilled perfumer
determines whether this product of
peasants shall suggest floppy-brimmed
hats and flowered chiffon or sleek silks
and exotic earrings.

These unspoiled Bulgarian peasants,
who never Unew luxury, depend on It
Tor their dally bread, and although
they know no political economy. It affects both their economies anil their
noUtlcs Because of the competition
be ween private and co-operative dlstUten rose oil has come to Involve
bankers uud politicians as well as gardeners. The old firms are not only
finding a decreased sale, but are a HO
facing the competition of co-operative
KUes opened under government
P
nrotectlon and boom conditions.
The attar of roses produced by the
summer Re*ort.
;« Black wa, used to be co operatives Is deposited as collateral
the Agricultural bank, which, altot ;Ut when th« boundary ta
though already holding a thousand
" ^ *""***<* the pounds or so of attar, must still ad«ianla the city lost -1U
wheat vance funds on the new c«m.
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twice as much milk as the average
consumption per person in the United States. It is slated by the children's bureau of the United States
Department of Labor that one-fifth
of the children of the United States
have "suffered definite Injury" to
their health during the depression
years.
Other changes In the national diet
as noted by Doctor Baker, are: An
increase In the consumption of sugar, a shift from apples to citrus
fruits and grapes and from beef to
pork; an Increase In the use of vegetables, particularly the leafy and
fibrous vegetables. The remarkable
Increase In their consumption is attributable to widening knowledge of
vitamins and other food values.
Diet In the mass Is thus a large
factor In the national economy, as
It is In that of the Individual famljy.
It Is to some extent determined by n
more general acquaintance with nutritional values. As for the future.
Doctor Baker reaches this conclusion:
"Since the exports of foodstuffs
from the United Spates are decreasing, while agricultural technique continues to advance. It is clear that
either agricultural production must
be restricted or the diet of the American people must trend In the direction of those foods that require relatively large areas of land for their
production."
It Is a happy chance that these are
the very foods "that many people
greatly need."—New York Times.

HALF AND HALF

A BIT THICK

They had bought a second-hand car
and were taking their first trip In it
After covering several miles the
driver became aware that something
was amiss. He stopped the car.
"I say, my dear." he said to his
wife.-"have a look at the tires on
your side and tell me If there's anything wrong with them."
"Oh, It's quite all right." she said,
after a careful scrutiny. "The rear
one's flat at the bottom, but it's round
enough at the top."

The manager of the big business
firm stormed Into his head clerk's
office and banged a flat angrily on
his desk.
"Smlthers," he cried ominously,
"this is outrageous. I distinctly told
yon you could only take seven clear
days' holiday, and here you have at
last put In an appearance on the
eleventh day. What Is the meaning
of It?"
"Oh, yes, sir," said Smlthers, coolly enough. "I have an explanation.
Three of them were foggy."—London
Answers.

Family Finance
A Kansas child, eight months old,
the other day paid his father's traffic
fine In Kansas City, Kan. The father was arrested for passing another car on the Intercity viaduct. -He
did not have $5 wltb him nnd/-tPas
permitted to go home for It He returned with the amount In pennies.
He had borrowed It from his son's
bank.
I'll put it back on payday," he
promised.—Vancouver Province.

More Than the Cold Lost

Doctor—Well, did you take my advice and sleep with all the windows
open?
Patient—Yes, doctor.
Doctor—Good! And you've lost
that cold you had?
Patient—No, doctor. Only my best
suit and my watch-and-chaln.

Can Hear a 'Pin Drop
May—Yes, Dick tells me all h«
Quite Simple
knows.
Patient—My wife tells me I talk
Candid Friend—How really awful
in my sleep. What should I do?
the silence must be!—Answers MagDoctor—Nothing that you shouldn't azine.

No Cause for Worry
Doctor—I thought I told you not to
eat any porterhouse steak without
my permission?
Patient—So you did, Doc; so you
did.
Doctor—Then why are you disobeying my orders?
Patient—This won't delay the payment of your bill, Doc. This steak
Is being paid for by my friend here.

ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS CASH
/* Only The First of 488 CASH PRIZES
To Be Awarded Next 3 Weeks To Winners of The Simplest Contest Ever Presented To The Women
of America. Duplicate Prizes To Grocers . . . CONTEST CLOSES SEPT. ath, 1933-NOTE FDLL DETAILS OF CONTEST BELOW
A H O U f E W I F E HA! A B E T T E R CHANCE
TO WJN THAN A COUEGE P R O F E S S O R

Cash Prize* Offered Solely. To Induce You To Try NewType DIRT-DISSOLVING Soap Discovery Of America's
Foremost Soap Makers. The Procter & Gamble Co. Want
You To Try This Laundry Miracle Next Time You Wash.
They Are Offering $10,000 In Cash Simply To Acquaint
More Women With A Way To Get Snowy-White Wash
Without Boiling or Scrubbing — To Stop Wash-Tub
Fade—To Cut Washing Time In Half—To Get Bland,
Mild Suds That Are Gentle To Hands
Contett Cloiet Sept. 9th, 1933.
488 Cath Prixeu To Be Awarded
For An,tu>ering One Simple
Quettion—Read Detail* Below

W

OULD you like to get a check
for enough money to put your
child through school; to cut down
the loan on your home; to pay for a
vacation in Europe, or—just to
spend for something you've always
wanted but felt you couldn't afford?
Then—just write a phrase of a few
words giving your opinion of Oxydol
soap. You may win a thousand dollars cash, or, if not that, one of 487
other cash prizes.
Here ia a description of Oxydol which
may help you a lot in working out a
phrase. Study it. Then write us a
phrase telling in your own words
why Oxydol is better for washing
clothes than any other soap.

rich, creamy suds that last throughout washing time.
Thus you do your wash in .water soft
and gentle as rain-water. With a
bland, mild cleanser, NOT with skin
eating, harsh, strong soap. With gentle, long-lasting suds that DISSOLVE
grease, dirt and grime. It's made by
the makers of Ivory Soap, so you
know it's kind to bands. You cut
washing time, too—either on board
or in, washing machine—50% or
more.
Consider what this means in saving
rubbing and scrubbing, in saving
your hands, in saving fine fabrics
from soap fade and ruin.
Kale* Of The Contett
Nothing could be simpler or easier
than this Oxydol Soap Contest. This
is all you do.

HERE ARE EXAMPLES
OF WHAT'S WANTED
Vie Thete Phrase* At Your
Guide. We Want Them Jatt
At Simple A* The**—Phrase*
Like Any School Child Can
Write. Yet A Few Word* Jatt
Am Simple Will Win The
Grand Prise In Thit Contest.
1. "I never icrub or boil clothes
any more. Oxydol dissolve* all
the dirt out lor me."
2. "Neighbors envy the way my
wash always comes out sweet and
dean. Theirs would, too, if they
used Oxydol."
3. "My clothes need lots of rich,
lasting suds in this hard water and
Oxydol makes them quicker than
any other soap."
4. "I always wondered how my
neighbor got her clothes sparkling
white—until Oxydol made mine
the whitest line in town."
5. "Oxydol goes so far in ihu hard
water. Less than half a box does
for my 100 piece washing and 1
don't need a softener."

6. "I'm so glad I changed to Oxydol. My washing's through hours
earlier and my hands stay soft and
smooth—they've lost that red,
swollen wash-day look."

this box top. (If you can't easily obtain Oxydol, a reasonably exact facsimile of the box top will do. You don't
have to buy to enter this contest.)
Then write, in your own words, TOUB
answer to the question: "Why is
Oxydol better than any other soap for
washing clothes J"
Send your letter, and the box top or
facsimile with your own and your grocer's name and address written on it,
to Oxydol, Post Office Box No. 1801.
Cincinnati, Ohio. Send it as goon aa
you can—this contest closes at midnight, September 9th.
Enter Context Now —
Wath With Oxydol
Enter this 110,000 contest now. Remember, a housewife who knows wash
day work and good washing results is
the one who will win. Society women
aud college professors won't know
bow. A phrase written in lead pencil
on tablet paper is just aa good aa
one that's typewritten or on dollar
stationery. So write without delay.
You may win $1,000 in CASH. Or—
one of 487 other CASH prizes.
And—you'll find in Oxydol a far easier,
far safer and far surer way of getting
perfect laundry results. Its sudsing
action in any kind of water, hard or
soft, will amaze you. And when your
wash is on the line and you see how
fresh and white it looks, that alone
•will make you feel it's worth while
asking for Oxydol every time. JJ-AJ
THE PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY-,
Cincinnati, Ohio

$10,000 IN CASH

What Oxydol It
Oxydol is a new-type granulated
«>ap. The latest scientific discovery
of Procter A Gamble experts. A discovery that gives sparkling white
wash every time—that stops washtub fading—cute washing time in
half—and gives bland, nuld suds
that are gentle to your hands. This
is how it acts.
It takes the harshness out of so-called
"hard" water; the hardness that
makes boiling, extra rubbing and
strong soap necessary to get things
white and clean.
Then, due to bland, cleansing qualities available in no other soap, flafce
or powder made, Oxydol DISSOLVES
all dirt and grime; breaks it up,
loosens it, and "suds" it away with

For The Best Answers to This Question

OMAj

a • f\

488 CASH PRIZES
Duplicate Prizes to Grocers
1st Prize, $1,000 2nd Prize, $500
3rd Prize, $250"
5Prizeiof$100Each 20 Prirei of $25 Each 100 Prizes of $5.00 Each
10 Prizes of $50 Each 50 Prize* of $10 Each 300 Prizes of $2.50 Each
All You Do To Compete For One of The 488 Prize*:

DON'T THINK YOU C A N ' T
Nearly all the people who ever won
the big prizes in a contest of thi. sort
usually started out by believing they
didn't have a chance. Then all ol a
.udden were amazed and surprised
when they did.
For instance, a big magazine contest lor a name was won by a homewife in a small town outside o»
Chicago.
The Coca-Cola $10,000 pn« was
won by a stenographer of Anderson,

Just tear the top off a box of Oxydol.
Write your name and address, and
your grocer's name and address on

WIN!

Indiana. The Liberty Magazine
$20,000 contest for a name was won
by a commercial artist in Youngstown, Ohio.
You have as big a chance as anyone
else to win one ol these prizes. Read
the description of Oxydol on this
page, then get u box top or facsimile
—then write anything that comes to
your mind about how it's baWer for
washing clothes, and mail your suggestion in. You may win!

1. Tour the top off • package o(
Oxydol and write your name and
address and ytntr grocer'* name and
addrete on it.
NOTE—We ask you to do this because
groan who show the moat skill in displaying and featuring Oxydol for this contest
also will be awarded prises. $5.000 in cash
prizes to house wivts and $5,000 m duplicate
priies to their favorite grace in. 510,000 in all.
2. Write ua, in your own words,
TOUH answer to the question; "Why
it Oxydol better tkan any other toap
for washing clothest"
3. Send your answer, with box top
enclosed, giving your own and your
grocer's name andi address,, to
Oxydol, Post Office Box No. 1801,
Cinoinnati, Ohio.
4. In event of a tie for any priM of-

fered, ideutioal priaea will be awarded
to tying contestants. Entries judged
ou truthfulness and advertising value
of statements. Judges will be Katharine Fiaher, Director, Good Housekeeping lust., Sarah Field Splint,
Director, MoCaU a Homemaking
Dept., and Nell B. Nichols. Household Editor, Woman'! Home Companion. The opinion of the judgea
must be accepted M final In all matters pertaining to the contest.
6. All entries must be postmarked
wium midnight,
UUUUJKUI., Sept.
ot>t<i» 9th,
»iu, iwa.
before
1033;
prise winners will be notified by moil
asaoonotipoasibleaftercoateatclosea.
e. I! unable to obtain Q*ydol from
your grocar, a reasonably exact facsimile of the box top will be accepted
ia lieu thereof.

No Procter A Gamble tmploytei or their relative* art eliaMt
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BUY

OILS...
PRICES

MOTOR OH AT STANDARD STATIONS

Ed. L. Newton and Ben H. Kenfield
were business callers in D<es Moines
Saturday.

PlllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllM

Harold Travers and wife of Des
Moines spent Saturday and Sunday in
the city with her mother, Mrs. Eliza
Biggs.
A. A. Johnson returned home last
Thursday evening from a visit with
relatives and friends at Superior,
Wisconsin.

I WANT fHi

Rialto

G. C. Noblitt, wife and children
were in attendance at the rodeo in
Sidney last Thursday.

THEATRE
COMFORTABLY COOL =

SAT-SUN.

AUG. 26-27

The Misses Ermine Brown, Grace
Broadfoof and Rose Tiemey are home
from a visit at the Century of Progress in Chicago.

WHIST MOTOR OIL

I CAN BUY

The members of the Mutual Benefit club were guests last Thursday
afternoon of Mrs. Guy Smith at her
home northwest of the city.

YOOWAHT

iso-vis "or

Mrs. Gus Hunter of Missioffi Texas,
is here to spend a few weeks with her
sister and brother, Mrs. Joe Vetter
and M. M. Burkhart, and their families.

IS6«VI$ "D"-Th«nCTr motor oil tlwt vlll not Judge under the hardwt,
hottest driving—top quality, km In cariftm, mumrpMwed fan

Last 'Call: At the close-out prices.
Balance of 200,000 Pharis Roadgripper Tires. All sizes in 4 ply.
Broken sizes in 6 ply. Gamble
Stores.
It
W. G. McParland, who has been sss
here for several weeks looking after 55
his farms in Lincoln township, left -~
Saturday evening for his home in Los 'ss
Angeles, California.
' "*^~~

I WANT A mCN
fiMMOUTA

NMUN PMCI
HAVI YOU

corn?

YES SIR
POLARIME

E D

Orin Dilley, son of Mr. and Mrs. \
L. R. Dilley of Fontanelle, has enlisted in the U. S. navy, and has been;
sent to the naval training station at
San Diego, California.
Mrs. W. T. Biggs, who submitted
to a major operation at the Atlan-|
tic hospital last week, is getting along j
very nicely, which will be welcome
news to her many friends.
Ed. L. Newton and wife and Chas.
Salmon, wife and daughter, Margaret
Jean, left Tuesday for Chicago where;
they will spend the next week visit-'
ing the different sights at the Cen-'
tury of Progress.

VTANOU ND - Why gotounknown
oil* when yon can buy this dependable
St&itdard product for only. 15$ a quart?

POLARINE-The Middle Wort's roort
popular medium-priced motoroiL Now
•ells for ihe lowest price in its history.
* MB qWMTT MW WW

S T A N D A R D OIL

SERVICE

W. G

A Brit Natfoflol Plclura with

MARY ASTOR
HELEN VINSON

Frank Brown, wife and children. SS
Junior and Shirley, drove to WahooSE
Special Added Attractions
Nebraska, Saturday afternoon to vis- 'SSS
•
<<•»* -n i ii
! 11,r^T,r,,/^-1kT T\f\nr*.-miT

it a few days with her mother, MrS. =MORTON DOWNEY

in

T» •

=
»» 55

"My Pal the Prince" n

A. Peterson, and with other relatives. SSS
and
SE
They will return to their home in ^UNIVERSAL NEWS with GRAHAM McNAMEE =
Anita today.
j^
POPULAR ADMISSION
lOc and 25c
=

Chester A. Long and wife have been
III
at Ashland, Illinois, the past week al
visiting their daughter, Mrs. Louis
George Preston and wife of Avoca
Marinus Bangs of Fontanelle was Martin and family, and making the
Art Baxter, wife and son, Donald,
Ralph Forshay, wife and two
ph Brown and wife of Gus,
daughters, 'Dorothy and Mary, spent a visitor in Anita Saturday.
| spent Sunday in the city with
acquaintance of a new grandson, visited in the city Sunday at the visited Sunday in Atlantic with Harborn a few weeks ago to Mr. and home of her sister, Mrs. G. M. Adair ry Steck and family.
Wer, Mrs. Carl Millard and bus- the week end with friends at Lake
Miss Freda Scholl of Omaha spent Mrs. Martin.
and family.
Okoboji.
The Brayton Saving Bank has been
Sunday in the city with her mother,
Lawrence Krumm of Adair, a placed in the hands of a receiver, and
Mrs.
Dosha
Scholl.
Miss
Margaret
Osen
submitted
to
The
Anita
B.
B.
baseball
team
lost
sell Mclntyre, who is employed
a game Sunday afternoon to the brother of W. F. Krumm, has se- will be liquidated. Dr. W. R. Koob
[office of the Federal Land Bank an operation at the Campbell hospiMiss Mary Miller of Brayton spent Casey Cubs on the hitter's diamond,' «ured the position as tank wagon was president of the institution.
tal
last
Thursday
for
the
removal
baha, is home for a ten days'
a few days the past week at the Wm. the score being 8 to 1. Exline, Spry salesman for the Standard Oil Co. in
on which he is spending with of her tonsils and adenoids.
Thomas Hayes, Jr. and wife have)
Bangham home in Lincoln township. and Knowlton were the battery for this city.
arents, W; H. Mclntyre and
returned to their home in Denver,
James Rickel, well known Anita
Anita, while the battery for Casey
Herman McCalla, who had been Colorado, after a pleasant visit with
Irvin Anderson, 3-year-old son of was Tracy and Dora.
man, is a patient at a hospital in
spending the summer in Anita at the her parents, Mike Tierney and wife.
Atlantic where he submitted to an Mr. and Mrs. Nelse Anderson, was
est Wagner of Iowa City has operation for adhesions last Satur- bitten by a dog last Thursday, the
The fire department was called to home of his uncle, Lester Levi and
Carl Peters, a member of the retisiting here the past week with day morning. He is getting along dog's teeth tearing an ugly gash the B. D. Forshay home about 3:00 family, left Sunday for his home in
forestation army at Oskaloosa, Iowa,
pents, J. A. iWagner and wife. as well as could be expected.
above the child's eye and another o'clock Saturday afternoon. Finding Gravity, Iowa.
spent Saturday and Sunday in the
es to Treynor, Iowa, the first of
gash on the upper lip.
the house full of smoke a fire alarm
The
last
of
5
trainloads
of
tires
city
with his parents, M. J. Peters
nber where he Will teach school
On Friday evening the losers of the
was turned in, but the smoke unat
close-out
prices.
What's
left
and
wife.
nhig year.
G. W. Marsh and wife and her doubtedly came from a cook stove, as
Double Eight bridge club entertained
of 200,000 Pharis Roadgrippers.
the winners at a picnic supper in the brother, Ed. Gochanour, returned home no blaze was discovered.
4.40-21, $398; 4.50-21, $4.69. All
Mrs. J. W. Peterson and daughter,
lip to the standard of wages park in South Anita. Following the a few days ago from Marseilles, IlliIt
Mrs. Mary Love Rukgarber, of Iowa
Miss Ruth Dement was hostess last sizes. Gamble Stores.
burg set by the NBA, the Stand- supper they motored to Wiota to at- nois, where they were called by the
City spent a few days in the city tha
pi Co. of this city are adding tend the homecoming celebration.
death of their sister, Mrs. Anna John- Wednesday evening to the members
A meeting of the ladies aid society past week with their parents and
of-the
U-Trump-It
bridge
club.
High
ore men on their payroll at the
son, 66. Mrs. Johnson and her famof the Massena township Baptist
Win. Bangham and wife and Mrs. ily lived in the Anita vicinity at one j scorer at the bridge session was church was held at the home of Mrs. grandparents, J. C. Jenkins and wife.
mice station. Merle Robison,
Miss
Gretchen
Budd
anrl
Miss
DeNellie
Eneix
drove
to
Boone
Sunday
time, leaving here thirty-five years]
er, will wprk 48 hours a
Everett Luman last Wednesday afMrs. Clarence Birge of Redding,
j ment was runner-up. Miss Veiiaine ternoon. A lunch was served by the California, and Mrs. Gerald Birge of
[and his father, C. A. Robison, morning where a family reunion was ago for Illinois.
Dorsey
was
a
guest
for
the
evenbeen assisting at the station held at the Ledges state park. Those
hostess.
Benton, Washington, are visiting
Glen D. Anderson and wife of Onei- ing.
ne time, has been given'steady present besides the local people were
here with their mother, Mrs. John
Chas. Dressier, wife and son, Ver- Heck, and with other relatives and
Nent and w^ll put in 48 hours. Roy Eneix and wife of Eagle Grove, da', Illinois, are visiting here this
At
her
home
on
Chestnut
Street
d man for the present will Lee Peterson and wife of Renwick, week with her mother, Mrs. M. Corn last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Guy non, expect to leave sometime this friends.
% hours a week and will be and L. C. Bangham and wife and Fred and husband, and with hee brothers, j Steinmetz was hostess to the mem- week for Scottsbluff, Nebraska, where
Upton and wife of Des Moines.
Robert C. and Harley Howard, and:
they will spend three or four weeks
an hour.
James S. Nelson has returned from
their families. Richard Dozer, who bers of the Bide-a-Wee bridge club. looking after a farm they own in a few days spent in Cedar Rapids,
Guests,
besides
the
members,
were
makes his home with Mr. and Mrs.
that country.
Marshalltown and Iowa City. While
Anderson, is here with them to visit Mrs. Maurice Turner and Mrs. Ben
in Iowa City he was a guest of hia
Kirkham.
Mrs.
Alfred
Dement
was
his brother, Robert Dozer, who makes
The members of the H. H. club, and cousin, Eugene Martin, who is taking
high
scorer
at
bridge.
his home in Lincoln township with
I their husbands, were guests last Wed- a pre-medic course at the State Uni., n
, M
,,.
„„,„-_,'nesday .of Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Winder versity,
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Fletcher.
i
M. Dorn and Mrs. Elva Howard, at a_ 'three
__. course
„„
..
«.,*„*
dinner.
Out-ofa
well
known
Anita
couple,
were
H. P. Ziegler and wife, B. D. Fortown ggests were Mr. and Mrs. B. D.
Mrs. A. B. Stone entertained tha
shay and wife and Mrs. J. D. Young united in marriage at 4:00 o'clock last Carlton of Atlantic.
members of the C. O. Z. club at a
Wednesday
afternoon
at
the
Presbywere in Des Moines Friday afternoon
1:00 o'clock dinner at her home on
to attend the funeral services for Mrs. terian parsonage in Oneida, Illinois,
An all day meeting of the Ladies Walnut Street Friday afternoon. Tha
the
ceremony
being
performed
by
Susan Bachman, 96, grandmother of
Union club was held last Wednesday ladies spent the afternoon visiting-.
Mr. Ziegler and the mother of Mrs. Rev. Heller, pastor of the Presby-) at the home of Mrs
Mrs. Stone was assisted in serving
They | Most of the day was spent by
Elmira Ziegler, former Anita lady. terian church of that city.
the dinner by her daughter, Mis3
were accompanied by the bride's I
Mrs. Bachman died at her home in
ladies in quilting. A
Mayfred.
son-in-law
and
daughter,
Mr.
and
:
Des Moines last Wednesday morning
dinner was served at noon.
Mrs.
Glen
D.
Anderson,
of
Oneida.
|
of complications due to advanced age.
Mr. and Mrs. Dorn will make their
She fell a few months ago and broke home in Anita where they will have j Mrs. Glen Holmes of Guthrie Center was a visitor in the city over
her hip, and never fully recovered
the best wishes of many friends.
the week end with her parents, J. C.
from the injury.
Jenkins and wife. Her daughter, ArSAVE MONEY
Miss Frances J. Garside, daughter j
Mrs. Eloise Wallace Ragan of At^ ^
^wjfli
home
for Economy Shoe Co.
lantic is plaintiff in a divorce action of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Garside, and i
Russell
E.
Harris,
son
of
'Mr.
and
against her husband, Lester Ragan,
her.
asking a decree at the September Mrs. Austin Harris, were united in
term of the €aas county district court marriage at the parsonage of the
on the grounds of cruel and inhuman First Baptist church in Atlantic by
treatment. In the^petition, the plain- the Rev. J. E. Bruner on Tuesday
tiff alleges that her husband has beat- afternoon of last week. They were
en her during tempermental out-accompanied by Miss Myrtle E. Garbursts. She asks custody of a minor side and Carl Krauth. The bride and
We Are Closing Out Our Large Stock of McCormickson Larry Lee, $25 per month ali- groom are graduates of the Massena
Deering Repairs. Come in and See if We Have It.
|mony and $10 per month for the high school, and have 'many friends
in
the
Anita
and
Massena
vicinities
taport
of the infant. They were
married at Maryville, Missouri, on where they have always lived. For
September 17, 1932, and separated on the present they will make their home
with the groom's parents.
August 4, the petition states.
COMPANY ... OWNED AND OPERATED^
ALSO DISTRIBUTOR* OF ATLAS TIRES

You Pay

Your electric bill remember that it requires the entire amount received each
year from four thousand
six hundred residence
customers to pay
our tax bill.

Better Fit Better Wear i

Bargain Prices

The Farmers Coop.
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|ws Review of Current
Events the World Over
Quieting Down With De Cespedes as President—
[Basic Industrie* Slow With Codes—Johnson
Relies on the Women.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
recovering from Its spasm
^volution, began, to settle back
-Dal living under1 Its agjr proIprosldent Carlos Manuel fle
Cespedes. K i l l i n g
and looting, that prevailed for s e v e r a l
d a y s accompanying
the ousting of the
M a c h a do regime,
ceased in the main,
though the pursuit and
capture or slaughter of
porrlstas was contlnf A ued. The long suffer; M Ing Cubans were dek
termlned to'- wipe out
:De all tho>e murderous
m e m b e r s of Maicret police. Dr. De Cespedes
[ bis cabinet ministers, most
idonglng to the ABC or the
tparty, and they were sworn
[president himself took the
retary of state. Castillo
i made, minister of war and
|o Delgado, leader of the miltbat forced Machado to
Appointed military commanwho fled to Nassau in the
by airplane, accompanied by
[his closest friends, was reave taken with him several
|lars though he left behind
othing. -Bis wife and other
bf the family escaped the
[of the mobs by taking a
ht to KeyWest, Fla., whence
to go to New York and
rlB. The ex-dictator said he
onld remain In Nassau and
nterfere with developments
ould even Intimate that the
] administration fomented
Jchado revolution, but the
ent in Washington cerin advance just about
|>lng to happen in Cuba. It
lo wpuld be ousted, -and
I be succeeded by De Cesassador Welles was' In
•with the revolutionaries
prisedI of their plans. Asof State Caff ery was
id approved each step
'sldent Roosevelt appar. . Welles work out
|l themselves. The Cub|ns
Cespedes for the Presli received the O. K. of offltton before being named.
i were not coerced in any
United States, however.
'* American warships that
Havana and Manzanlllo
nly to protect American
lerty.
In the revolution was^
fie National City Bank of
nd Electric Bond and
have heavy Interests In
not been revealed. Both
I formerly been considered
Machado, but seemingly
lift a hand,to save him
Men. Probably they will
the big-end of the horn
find Is rehabilitated. This
ban business men feel, is
[)e price of sugar can be
or a cent and a half a
i can be done if the United
[ of two cents a pound is
[abolished. They believe,
would then become a
for American goods,
debt, hugely increased
(ido, also will have to be
1
the Interest and amortlPents now amount to
nonth.
Roosevelt was so satisfied
fe of affairs in Cuba that
fa short motor trip in the
pntalns. Before leaving
and President De Ces;ed friendly messagea
State Hull explained to
It Cuba had really not had
1 government. He said It
[change of personnel withatlon in the structure or
[government ConsequentUnited States did not
J to extend recognition
>e Cespedes since he
the constitutional methon in Cuba.
coal and automobile inlooked upon as basic,
b
'e to formulate codes
their various factions
itlonal re'Istratlon,
the
Mo much
t Uoosen Hugh
* admin.
leaddustries
iust at
codes
"s an unpleasant in, l,u r»t l n d steel discussions
l >er delay. William
of
the American Feduor
- r»'ent Into a conferof the NBA labor
'eta, a'80 on «•»• tovl"'<"* Perkins. But,the

Green declared this act was "aa chalcange to the government,- and c o n -

(JNCLB SAM'S war on criminals.
kldnapera

In some regions,

,
Har
«
n
<
Harvey Bailey,
escaped convict >and

leader of desperadoes who Is wanted
wL^T6,'0118 Crlmes ln the Middle
West, ncludlng the machine gun mas.
sacre iast June at the KaMa8
5,iOD^tatl0n- BaIIey also is charged
with the recent kidnaping of O. F.
Urschel, Oklahoma oil operator, and
ten others Implicated In that crime
nave been nabbed.
.
crusaders, however,
staged an awful flop near Chicago!
Government agents, policemen and
deputy sheriffs to the number of 250,
equipped with airplanes, sauad cars!
machine guns and bombs, cornered
two kidnapers for whotri they had laid
a trap, chased them by land and air
all over the western part of Cook
county, and then had to admit their
quarry had escaped. The kidnapers
had been baited with a promise of collecting a second $50,000 from Jake
Factor. They are supposed to be
members of the Roger Touhy gang,
four of whom, including the leader,
are government prisoners under indictment for the kidnaping of William
Hamm, Jr., wealthy St. Paul brewer.
Chicago's law authorities are doing
better. The courts are manned by
judges who have given up their vacations, and every day sees a number
of desperate criminals convicted and
sentenced to prison terms. The usual
long delays granted to defendants In
such cases are being refused by tha
Judges, and the unsavory lot of lawyers who get rich defending known
murderers and gangsters are rather
dtimfounded.
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CHOOL Lesson

S
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Lesson for August 27
LESSON TEXT—I Samuel 15:18-26.
GOLDEN TEXT— And Samuel Bald,
«ata tha Lord as great delight In
burnt offering, and sacrifices. a» in
oDaying the vole* of the Lord? Behold,
to obey it better than sacrifice, and
«o hearken than th» fat of ram*. I
muel 15:22.
PRIMARY TOPIC—Learning to Obey.
JUNIOR TOPIC—Why a Ring Failed.
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOPIO
-~8nccew«» and Failures of Baul.
YOUNG' PEOPLE AND ADULT TOPIC—Th» Strength and Weakness of
Saul.
i

ia
whether steel is to
to the government or whether
the government Is going to set up machlnery under the Industrial recovery
net and require Industry to work with
that machinery."
Few men had greater advantages
than SauL Certainly all human hisShortly thereafter the labor advistory fails to record a more tragic
ory board formally protested his exelusion.
failure. In order to present this lesson .properly, it is necessary that the
.Johnson described It as "Miss Perteacher have a synthetic grasp of
kins' party" and declined further disSaul's history.
cussion. The labor secretary, who
I. Saul'a Advantage*.
continued In conference with the steel
1. A worthy inheritance (9:1). His
leaders without Green, made no statefather was "a mighty man of power."
ment
One's Inheritance is a strong factor In
Better progress was made with the
determining his success or failure In
oil and automobile codes. The forlife.
mer. it was believed, would provide
; 2. His natural gifts (9:2).
for a measure of government supera. He was humble (10:22). When
vision of prices. A group of Texas
facing the responsibility of national
oil producers who challenged the conleadership he hid himself.
stitutionality of , the recovery act met
b. He was considerate of his father
defeat In the District of Columbia Su(9:5). Not being successful In the
preme court Justice Joseph Cox de- JVUSSIANS, Jews and international mission
unto him and thinknied the application for an Injunction *•* Free Masons, are concocting a In* that committed
his
father
would be concerned
world
plot
against
Germany,
accordagainst sections of the law permitting
ing to Der Deutsche of Berlin, official about him, he proposed to go back.
federal regulation of oil production.
c. The grace of God was upon him
organ of the Nazi "labor front." The paper (10:6-7). God visited him with his
a conference of Presicites, as proof that grace to enable him to perceive the
dent Roosevelt and his executive
s
e c r e t negotiations divine choice and to make good In It
council, it was announced that the
d. The Holy Spirit came upon bin)
are being carried on,
administration approved the Chicago
(10:10).
Acceptable service can only
the simultaneous presBoard of Trade's decision to withdraw
rendered in the energy of th« Holy
ence at the French b»
the peg from wheat futures. Secretary
resort of Royat of Spirit.
Wallace said:
e. He was zealous for God (11:445).
Bernard Baruch of
'We are going to do everything efNew York, Andre Tar- As leader he rendered loyal service
fective that we can to keep the price
dieu of France, Leon unto his people because of zeal for God.
of wheat up, but we are not going to
.8 The friendship of Samuel (15:35).
Trotzky, Maxim LitIndulge In sleight-of-hand business. The
Samuel not only was loyal to Saul in
vlnov,
Russian
forBernard
peg was put In to give time to iron
eign commissar, and! the time of his life, but greatly
Baruch
out a technical situation arising from
the Russian ambassa- mourned 'his death.
II. Saul Made King (chaps. 8-10).
one extremely large speculative ac- dor to the republic of Turkey.
count We can't keep up the price of
1. The demand of the people
Former Premier Edouard Herriot's
wheat by pegging futures. We are trip to Moscow'Is also part of the "plot (8:1-22). Tbe reason for this demand
not engaging In a stabilization oper- against Germany, , according to Der was threefold:
a. Incapacity of old age (v. 5). This
ation. We will try to do as effectively Deutsche, which warns Germans
as possible the fundamental things against what it terms the duplicity of was at least the plea of the people,
which will keep the price of wheat up." the Soviet Russians and "Jews who which seems not to have been denied.
b. The unfaithfulness of his sons
It was announced, also, that the gov- Want to profit by the chaos and hatred
(v. 5). ' Samuel greatly blundered In
ernment was waiving the bulk of its they sow among nations."
debt claims against cotton farmers
The Swiss, on the other hand, claim the appointment of his sons as fridges.
who have complied with the acreage to have discovered a Nazi plot, one of The office was not hereditary, and they
reduction program so that about $100,- their papers charging that Hitler's fol- were morally unfit (v. 3).
c. Desired to be like other nations
000,000 would start moving in small lowers have launched a propaganda
checks to farmers within a few days. campaign for the annexation of Ger- (v. 5). The surrounding nations had
strong leaders and rulers, and it was
The same fprmula found for cotton man Switzerland to* Germany.
will be used tor wheat
An American sailor named Thorsten natural that the Israelites should deJohnson was sentenced to six months sire proper leadership. Samuel proof the open disputes within In Jail at Stettin on charges of calling tested, and took the matter to the
the personnel of the recovery ad- Chancellor "a Czechoslovaklan ,Jew," Lord In prayer. The Lord directed
ministration resulted In the resigna- and the American authorities were, him to solemnly point ont to the people the meaning of their action.
tion of Prof. W. F.,Ogburn as a mem- preparing to move for his release.
2. Sadl chosen as king (9:1-11).
ber pf the consumers'
APAN'S fine navy of about 280 While on an errand for his ''father,
advisory board. Ogburg, who Is an econships sailed south from Tokyo, un- Samuel found him and anointed him
omist from the Uni- der personal command of Emperor (10:l-16Hr In due time the divine
versity of Chicago, Hirohito, and began the maneuvers choice was confirmed by tbe people at
was vexed because that take the form of an encounter Mlzpeh (10:17-27).
8., Saul's leadership displayed
Mrs. Mary Harrlman with a hypothetical foe attacking
Rnmsey, chairman of Japan from the equatorial Pacific. It (11:1-15). He revealed his military
the board, appointed was assumed that the enemy fleet had genius in effecting a great victory over
Mrs. Hugh R. John- seized the Caroline and Marshall the Ammonites at Jabea. Samuel took
son, wife of the ad- Islands, between the Philippines and advantage of this opportunity to have
ministrator, chairman Hawaii, which tbe League of Na- Saul confirmed as king.
III. Saul's Failure (15:1-25).
of the complaint com- tions turned over to Japan under manMrs, H. R.
1. God's command (w. 1-3). God
mittee, and declared date after the Germans lost them In
Johnson • the committee was the World war.
directed him to utterly destroy the
Amalekites because of their evil treatunable to fulfill its functions. Pgburn
told Johnson the consuming public was *T*HOUGH the old prohibition bu- ment of Israel (Exod. 17:8; Deut
•*• reau has been abolished, and re- 25:17).
not being protected, and later he said
2. Saul's disobedience (w. 4-9).
that the expressed policy of the NBA peal is expected before the close of
Agag,
tbe king, was spared and the
of keeping purchasing power moving the year, ."liquor control Is neither
alongside of rising prices "will be dead nor forgotten," in the words of best of the goods appropriated.
8. Saul rejected by God (w. 19-25).
blocked, I predict, for want of ade- L. McHenry Howe. The secretary to the
a. Samuel cried to God (v. 11). The
quate indexes.
President said the bureau had merely
"The complaints (against violations been absorbed by the division of In- news of Saul's disgraceful failure
of codes by employers), I recommend, vestigation of the Department of Jus- greatly disturbed Samuel, moving him
should be handled by a 'line' organiza- tice, adding that "if any racketeers or to pray to God day and night
b. Saul's hypocritical pretense (w.
tion and not by an advisory board."
bootleggers are holding celebrations
Mr. Johnson's only comment on Pro- over the supposed demise of the bu- 15, 16). This pretense carried a lie
fessor Ogburn's resignation was, "It's reau they are due for an awful shock." upon Its faca His disobedience was
"When the Eighteenth amendment revealed by the bleating of the sheep
all right with me."
the lowing of the herds.
Plying in an army plane to St. Is repealed," Howe added, "the boot- and
c.
Samuel rehearses before Saul
Louis, Mr. Johnson made a stirring ap- legger will find himself if anything In God's dealing
with him (w. 17-23). He
peal for support of the President's re- closer quarters than now. Uncle Sam brought him face
to face with his sin.
imploymttnt program, asserting its suc- Is counting on several hundreds of God Is more concerned
having
cess depended upon co-operation of the millions of dollars from revenue taxes, obedience on the part of with
bis
servants
>eople in each town, and, in the last which will lighten the taxpayers' bur- than he Is to have them offer sacrimalysis, upon* the women. "Woman <jens—and If you are laboring under
unto him.
n defense of the support of her home," any illusion that he doesn't Intend to fices
IV. The Divine Judgment Falls Upon
he said, "is about as safe for trlflers collect every red cent of It you are Saul (15:28-35).
as a lioness at the door of a denful of making the mistake of your life."
1. The loss of his kingdom (w.
cubs. When every American house26-31). For the presumptuous offering
wife understands that the Blue Eagle
ETERMINED to prevent graft In of sacrifice the kingdom was rent from
on everything that she permits to come
the expenditures of the govern- Sanl and the dynasty passed from his
nto her home Is a symbol of Its restora- ment's huge $3,300,000,000 public works house.
Jon to security, may God have mercy fund. Secretary Ickes, the administra2. Under th« control of an evil
on the man or group of men who at- tor, announced appointment of ten re- spirit (19:9-11). When Saul refused
tempts to trifle with that bird."
gional Inspectors as the nucleus of an allegiance to God, Satan took conorganization to see to It that the gov- trol of him.
ART.!? of four provinces In China ernment gets Its money's worth.
a His shameful death (31 :l-4). He
They will receive their orders from refused to destroy the Amaleklte and
are reported to be flooded by the
•waters of the Yellow river and many and report directly to Louis R. Glavls, was shamefully treated by an Amalefcthousands of the wretched Inhabitants chief of the division of Investigations Ite (n Sam. 1:10), and ended his life
have been drowned. The flood was of the Interior department.
by his own hand.
All engineers, familiar with con•aid to be the worst since 1887. Several Important towns were In danger struction work, the Inspectors will be
Pray Moro
. harged with seeing that contract
of Utter destruction.
No resolution or, better, no determispecifications are fully met, and with
nation you can make will mean so
AUTINKX MBKA, who was Inaugu- Investigating evidences of conspiracy much In wonderful results as to deterIn
bidding
and
complaints.
rated president of Ecuador only
mine that you will pray much more
last December, may have to Rive up his
than ever, that you will pray longer
/"i
EN.
ITALO
BALBO
and
his
fellow
• high office, for he doesn't seem to be
and
more widely and deeply In the
satisfactory to the country. The con- Cj aviators brought tlielr great sea- closet hours at a time to do It, that
gress voted, 42 to 22, to send a com- planes back to Italy and were given you will have a worthwhile dally fammission to him to ask him In the a welcome by Premier Mussolini und ily worship, and that you will really
name of democracy" to let the popular the people that WHS much like Bal- pray In church services. Real pray._,
i,u of,,f the
tlipancient
undent Caesars.
will rule. Latest dispatches from triumphs
each ing breath turns to mighty steam
Quito said soldiers were guarding bo was made air marshal und
power, to radio messages farther than
of
his
men
was
promoted
und
decothe presidential palace; but it is hard
you dream, to results Immeasurable
to say which way Latin-American rated.
©, 1838. Wwtwn New«»»iw L "Ion.
soldiers will Jump.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE

«D by Western Newspaper Union.)
1— Hank

Horizontal.

IT—Parted wltfc
IB—Came face to fa«e wftk
21—CarUtmac carol
23—Prefix meaning by meana of or
throngk
26—Author of Tke Inferno"
37—Acquire
28—Belonging to an eattern
venlty
29—A drill
81—Domeatlo animal
83—Cop
88—Forcible itroka
87—Paaiageway
83—Darkened
89—To make amend*
40—Midday*
41—Metal atamp
44—Chafe wltk friction
46—Carpenter'* tool
49—Latin or French for "I."
81—Thick altce of anything
62—To Initiate
68—Olrl'a name
B4—Upon
66—To be la debt
OS—Rodent

«o»t

•—Deeply
«f
»—0*11, .plrltl**. penoo
!•—•BtateUB.atlon of regret
18—Paatlnea
SO—-A antek pan
t«— H»Ttn« been Victorian*
SS— fatall room
«4—PUk
9S—Tort
»T—GUI'*
«•—l/om« period of time
80—O«« wko follow* op
SSi-Boy*. flnt nun*
84—01* korae
85—To pull with force
SO—Bit
89—University official
4»— Prevaricate
48—Bceames fatigued
4B—Boy', name
4ft—DUtrei* ibraal
4T—Mixture of eartk and water
48—TJacloMd (poetic)
BO—Skoemaker>» tool (pL)
M—Yellow
B4—Belonging to • person
BO— To ran ofl
BT— Ac««Ire» ky labor
60—Ia»pr*«»e«I
60—Ple»fc '
•1—Nickname of martyred President
welgkt

Tke aolntlon wfll appear to
next l»ne.
Solution of Last Week'* Puzzle.

nm ana aaa
a aaaaa na
may HRM ra

Vertical.
»—God of love
8—Saort ileep
4—To know (Scotck)
B—HngUakman'a »Intatlon
word*)
7—Projecting piece of wood
B—Dealer
(^—Happening
10— Aflrmatlvo
11—Faee bone
13—Haiulon
14—Big
IB—To earn

QHEiKi aflJOfl
HU
L1I4U
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Odd Things Happening
in This World of Ours
These are the upsettingest times.
They tell us the country has had bard
sledding before. ' But you can't find
anybody who went through other
tough periods pooh-poohing the depression out of which we are now
emerging, If slowly.
Many are in a state of mind to
sympathize with R. H. L. of the Chicago Tribune, who has been shellshocked and topsy-turvled by the
dynamic revelation that has upset
others. Note this catastrophic utterance:
"The sky has fallen! The world is
crumbling under our feet since we
have discovered that some of the
wealthiest men in the country have
not been paying their income taxes.
Right now we are simply dazed!
Does two and two make four? We
don't know. Is the Atlantic ocean

am.mm
fl
i^uw
HOM QG33
IILUHQ a
on the east of the United States and
the Pacific on the west? We've no
Idea. Is this the year 1933? We doubt
it. What are the names of the 12
months? Never heard of 'em."
The man has echoed the astonishment of many. Who is sure of himself? , While nature seems to be
functioning In true response to the
season, startling things may be happening to the beans. Men thought to
be wealthy are in the lower brackets
with the man who has a wife and
seven little exemptions. — Toledo
Blade.
Prayer of Socrates
Beloved Pan, and all ye other gods
who here abide, grant me to be beautiful in the Inner man, and all I have
of outer things to be at peace with
those within. May I count tbe wise
man only rich, and may my store of
;old be such as none but the good
can bear.
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T A S I E R washdays —
cleaner, whiter clothes— I
that's what Fels-Naptha Soap
can mean to you, too. It
brings you extra help—good
golden soap and plenty of
naptha working together to
speed away dirt in jig time.

change to FELS-NAPTHA
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A. R. Kohl

Absolutely ridiculous situations,
World Peace (Conference del

Supervisors Hire Architect
For New Court House

NUMBER 45

DETROIT MAN IS
KILLED IN WRECK

The Cass county board of suCelebration Sponsored by Legion and who
Phone 43
We Deliver
pervisors, at a special meeting
Saturday afternoon, set Tuesday,
Auxiliary Drawing Many People
suave innuendos; female charmer!',
Anita, Iowa
Douglas McLaren, 23, Killed
September 26, as the date for a
to the City. Thte Evening
kisses make men swoon and
Auto Leaves Pavement Crashing
special election for the issuance
their collars' smolder into flame; an
of $65,000 worth of bonds with
Ends Two Day Brent.
Into Electric Light Pole.
which to build a new court house
inebriated ocean liner which goes in
Companion Is Injured.
to
replace
the
one
which
was
decircles, and four desperate villains
stroyed by fire more than a year
Today is tbe_]Mtr day of .a two day named Schmerzenpuppen, Puppenago; The board is taking speedy
action in asking that the county
•elebration in, Anita, which is being ichinerzen, Schmerzenschmerzen and
Douglas (Scotty) McLaren, Jr., 23,
approve the bond issue so that the
onsored by the .American Legion Puppenpuppen, are the theme of "Dip.
of Detroit, Michigan, was killed and
gift of $39,000 nay be obtained
lomaniacs"
to
be
shown
Saturday
and
Legion AtudlUry. Th* first day
from the federal government.
Alfred 0. SchUreth,- who lives at 687
SANDWICH SPREAD
1
•ought a goodly crowd in the after- Sunday at the JRialto Theatre.
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The Cass county board of superCake Contest.
Medical aid was summoned by pasI cakes were entered in the cake visors have hired a recognized social
sersby, who lifted McLaren from the
M, and all of them looked like worker. Miss Pauline JJhrower of
wreckage of the machine, but he
m, The judges/-Mrs. Game Memphis, Tennessee, and formerly of
passed away before a physician arResponsibility for successful ad- rived at the scene of the accident.
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ds, Mrs. Hattie Wiese and C. Oklahoma.
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John Blake of Atlantic has been
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but in that county, Sec- j dressed Both cars were badly
1, thiedJTto Mrs. C. W. H6cken- Thrower, who for three years was as- named chairman of the Cass county of the Methodist. Episcopal church of Washington
Wallace says, in a wheat camaged.
and fourth to Miss Viola sistant commissioner of charities and employment committee which will co- Anita drove to Earlham and spent the retary
correction for the state of Oklahoma operate with county officials and busi- day with Rev. B. W. McEldowney and paign manuai( «A Balanced Harvests
Coroner B. L. Roland of Atlantic
.e.
• . .
prior to going to Memphis recently, ness men in the drive to find employ- family, former residents of Anita. What the Farm Act Offers the Amer- was called and he held that the acQuilt Display.
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Pelzer of near Marne, chairman of kets for a picnic dinner, and they jfor distribution to farmers.
ver, while McLaren, it was stated,
[located in Maduff's Food Market, work at the University of Chicago. the county board of supervisors, said were also royally entertained by the |
explaining the economic
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Itracting a good deal of attention, She also attended the Oklahoma City Friday that the committee has not Earlham people. Morris McEldowney background of the wheat program and was riding through to California.
McLaren's body was taken to the
quilts are on display and you law school. She starts her duties for yet received full instructions as to and wife were there from Providence, details of the wheat plan itself, the
thteir duties but expected definite in- Rhoade Island, and Robert McEldown- manual includes a "work sheet" with funeral parlors of Chester A. Long
be sure to see them some time Cass county on Friday of this week.
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The
William Murray, all of Atlantic. Ac- man and wife, C. W. Crandall and for a business-like attitude toward
between the Anita B. B. nine
onto California.
asey was won by the latter, the county stops payment of gopher cording to instructions, one member wife, A. A. Miller and wife, Andrew the wheat campaign.
bounties on the first of September.
of the committee must be the county Wiegand and wife, W. T. Slater and
"It is all very well," the Secretary
being 11 to 8. Casey made 8
In 1932 the county paid $2,020.10 engineer, one member a representa- wife, H.' H. Turner and wife, Mrs. says,, "to say that in a world where
[in the first inning. Thorle Hobiin gopher bounties while in 1931 a
•itched the,first three innings total of $1,098.68 was paid out to tive of the laboring class and two Louise 'Hardesen, iMrs. Mabel Spiker, people are hungry there can be no
members who have been active in Miss Maurine Turner and Chester' surplus. The surplus is here. Agri1
he local team , the rest of the
trappers. The bounties ,on ground- civic work.
Wagner.
culture is a business. Wheat must
| being pitched by Herbert Barthogs was eliminated the first part of
These
committees
over
the
state
The September term of the Cass
move into consumption on a business
Knowlton did the receiving;
last year. In 1931 the county paid jare(expected to work with the public
basis or not at all. If it does not county district court will convene at
battery was Tracey and
out $612-85 in groundhog bounties. ) W orks advisory committee in lining
move, it clogs trade channels, breeds the Legion Memorial building in AtIn 1932 the county paid out $70 in j
j i, on projects financed from
universal poverty and threatens the lantic on Tuesday, September 26. Al|>bably
of the events of the bounties for wolves while in 1931 the up ajgorfederal
public works fund.
tne b
entire
structure of society. Ungov- ; ready several cases have been filed.
at created the most excitement animals cost the county $921. The
Auto Crash Case.
erned over-production is not a social I
[the two dog races. Several proA third, fourth, fifth, eighth and blessing, but a tragic waste. It kills I Damages of $272 are asked in an
still paying bounties on
county
is
dogs were here, and gave
sixteenth place made up the winning trade and spreads ruin. If you incline action filed by Kenneth Darrah of
wolves.
«ople a couple of thrilling races,
of the iCass County Baby Beef club to doubt that, think back to last win- \ Corning against Chester Mills as a
husical comedy, '^Mtelody Cruise,"
Harley Miller and Son, Jesse, reat the state fair in Des Moines Sat- ter when we had the most wheat, the ' result of an automobile accident on
[shown at the iRialto Theatre turned home a few days ago from a
urday. George Peter Hopley won j iowest prjce( and the longest bread- highway No. 148, two and a half miles
Cass county has 17 representatives third on his junior Angus and Lyman
ay evening, and will be repeated three weeks' trip in Minnesota and
north of Corning, on June 13, 1933.
lines in our history.
in the 1,500 inmates of the state pris- Roberts was fourth in the same class.
The film features PhU Har- northeastern Iowa.
In the petition, Darrah alleges that
"Another winter is coming on. We
on at Ft. Madison, according to a re- Wayland Kopley, Jr., was fifth with are trying to get wheat production the defendant was intoxicated and
nternationally celebrated radio
Mr, and Mrs. Earl Lantz, living cent check-up of the records there, his senior Angus and Reginald Wood- organized on a sensible basis. The driving in a reckless manner and
of Cocoanutt Grove in Los
i with other principal roles be- southeast of Anita, are rejoicing over, p0fc ieads the list of Iowa counties ward showed his junior Shorthorn to new opportunity given American ag- crashed into his Chevrolet car, badly
ken by Charlie Ruggles, Greta the birth of a bab'y boy, who made | witn 214 and Woodbury follows with win eighth place in his class. ,Mills was
riculture to organize production on a ] damaging the machine.
Helen Mack, Shirley Cham- his appearance at their home last 86> Keokuk county is the only one
Edward Blankinship of Cumberland business basis, and the assurances of severely injured in the mishap and
not represented.
Florence Roberts and Chick Thursday.
won sixteenth place with his junior a. better price for farmers who coop- has not yet fully recovered.
The number of persons convicted Hereford. In group showings Cass erate in this historic effort, are defip"ler.
Darrah asks damages of $112 for
The roasting ear season brings its from each county may not necessarily county showed a mixed group, four nite and plain."
are not as many concessions
repairs on his car, $15 for the losa
of use of the machine for two weeks
"ally found at a celebration of problems. Over at Griswold on the mean that that number or residents Angus and one Shorthorn, for fourth
M. However there seems to Wm. Forsythe farm a lad cleaned a of tna t county are actually in prison, place. A county group of five HereDonald Shipman has been in Chi- and permanent damages of $150.
Sues on Risk Policy.
ugh, and they appear to be en- mess for dinner, gathered up the but merely that the court of that fords failed to place.
cago'the past week, taking in the j
Mrs. Ethel G. Rapp of Atlantic has*
a very, good patronage. Re- husks and tossed them into the pas- j coun ty has tried and sentenced them,
George P. and Wayland Hopley, Jr., sights at the world's fair.
filed a suit against the Preferred Ax:lent stands are being operated ture for the cows. A hetfer was there |They may be from other counties, or Lyman Roberts, Reginald Woodward,
M. M. Burkhart and wife drove to cident Insurance company to enforce
Legion Auxiliary and by the and devoured them and as the lad, in a good many instances, from other John Remien, Edward Blankinship
and Niels Fuglsang are showing calves Nebraska City, Nebraska, Sunday a contract on an accident policy held
of St. Mary? Catholic church. stood watching her eat noticed that; states.
she swallowed a knife, one that he
other counties in this section ol at Des Moines.
morning where they visited until Mon- )y her late husband, John J. Rapp,
Today's Program.
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Friday and Saturday

few County Social Worker
' Starts Duties on Friday

John Blake Heads Cass Anita Methodists Visit at
County Work Committee Earlham Church Sunday

Wheat Plan Success Is
in Hands of the Farmers

Several Cases Filed Fof
September Term of Court
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Greatest Indian
of Toda^

Ruth. Muskrot Bronson
~ Cherokaa

By ELMO SCOTT WATSON

|HE > celebration of American Indian Day this year has a special significance because on that
day, Friday, September 22, a
ceremony will be held at A Century of Progress In Chicago at
which ah honor medal will be
presented to the Indian of today whose achievement In the
field of the fine arts, religion,
medicine, law, science, politics,
education, social service, agriculture or service to the federal
or 'state government has been most-outstanding.
The award of this medal has been sponsored
by the Indian Council Fire, a national organization devoted to the advancement of the Indian
race and to the Interests of the Indian. For the
past few months the Council Fire has been receiving nominations for the award, which will
be made by a committee composed of Lew Sarett,
author of "Many, Many Moons," "The Box of
God," "Slow Smoke," and other books of poetry
on Indian subjects; Ernest Thompson Seton,
author and founder-president of the Woodcraft
League of America; John Collier, commissioner
of Indian affairs, Washington; Dr. W. Carson
Byan, director of Indian education, Washington;
Dr. W. D. Weeks, president of Bacone Indian
college In Oklahoma? Mrs. Harold L. Ickes, wife
of the secretary of the Interior, and an authority
on Indian subjects; Mrs. George/H. Heafford,
chairman of the Indian Cemetery Restoration
service; Mrs. William 3. Rogers, chairman of
the Indian Welfare committee, third district, Illinois Federation of Women's Clubs; and Mrs.
B. C. Eaton, Cherokee Indian historian of Oklahoma.
The award of such an achievement medal is
to be made an annual affair, according to Scott
H. Peters, at Chlppewa Indian who is president
of the Indian Council Fire, who says: "Few people know that the Indian has made any^progress
in view of the conditions with which he has haa
to cope, but there are Indians in every walk
of life who are making good. Their achievements
have been real ones because they have had to
overcome such handicaps as the restrictions of
xthe Indian Bureau system, race prejudice and
the demoralizing effect of a complete transition
from one civilization to another."
However, the records of the list of more than
DO Indian men and women, who have been nominated for the medal which is to be awarded on
September 22, Is a good cross-section of Indian
achievement today. Among them are the following :
,
Spencer Asah, James Auchlah, Monroe HuntInghorse, Steve Mopope and Gilbert Mopope,
Klowa, a group of boys who make historical
pictures of their tribe and whose paintings, published In book form, command a high price.
David Buffalo Bear, Sioux, grandson of Chief
Red Cloud, delegate from his tribe to Washington, lecturer and one of the leaders In the movement for the establishment of a National Indian day.
Luther Standing Bear, Sioux, lecturer and
author of many magazine articles and four books
on Indian subjects.
| J. A. Belgard (Chlblaboos), Chippewa, composer and singer, who sang at President Roosevelt's inaugural ball.
Gertrude Bonnln, Sioux, former teacher and
field worker In the Indian service; now president of the National Council of American Indians, and one of the outstanding leaders in
working for the betterment d,f the race.
Ruth Muskrat Bronson, Cherokee, graduate of
Mt Holyoke college, winner of the $1,000 Morgenthau prize for the Mt Holyoke senior who
had accomplished most with their training during the first year out of school; teacher; assistant guidance and placement officer In charge of
government loans and scholarships and general
advisor to Indian students In Haskell Indian
school.
Fred Cardln, Cree-Quapaw, composer and musician, his "God's Drum;" which was played and
sung In Town hall In New York in 1930, was the
only one of 16 American compositions asked to
be repeated la New York the following winter.
Henry Roe Cloud, Wlnnebago, organizer of the
American Indian institute at Wichita, Kan.,
former field representative in the Indian service
and, beginning in September, 1933, superintendent of the Haskell Indian school.
Elizabeth Bender Roe Cloud (Mrs. Henry Hoe
Cloud), Chippewa, lecturer and a leader In Indian educational work.
Czarina Colbert Coulun, Choctaw-Chlckasaw,
first woman to be elected to a school board in
Oklahoma, organizer of the first woman's club in
Indian territory In 1807, curator of the museum
of the Oklahoma State Historical society.
Mrs. Susan Corn, Meuomluee, president of the
Keshena (WI0.) League of Women Voters and
leader in social and charitable work among the
Menomlneee.
Esther Deer, Mohawk, Interpreter of classical
• dances and a star on Broadway.
Louis Deer (Os-ka-non-ton). Mohawk, singer

Francis LaFleach*

Omewa

"William L KersKaw
yAenominee

Gertrude Bonnin
v
stoux

•Silver Hbncrue
Hoops?
who has appeared In both Europe and America.
Mourning Dove, Okanogan, author of two books
"Cogawea" and "Coyote and Others" (Okanogan
folk lore).
Dr. Charles A. Eastman (Ohlyesa), Sioux,
former government physician and Indian service
inspector; national councilman of the Boy
Scouts ; director of the Brooks-Bryce foundation
for promoting peace and friendship between the
English-speaking races; lecturer and author of
11 books on Indian life.
Dr. George R. Frazler, Slour, physician In the
Indian service for 19 years, the only full-blood
American Indian practicing medicine.
Ethel Frazler, Sioux, graduate nurse and head
of the welfare department of the Evanston (111.)
hospital
Ralph Fredenburg, Meuomlnee, tribal advocate
and chairman of the Menomlnee delegations to
Washington and leader 'in the educational and
business advancement of his tribe.
Charles J. Frechette, Menomlnee, tribal dele
gate and president of the advisory board of the
Menomlnees.
John Frost (Plenty Crows), Crow, interpreter.
educational and religious leader among the
Crows. I
Frank S. Gauthler, Menominee, - tribal interpreter, delegate to Washington and chairman
of the tribal advisory board for the Menoinlnees.
Kev. Philip Gordon, Chippewa, one of the only
two Catholic priests who are Indians; builder
of the unique Indian church on the Chippewa
reservation near Hayward, Wis., and of tlie
chapel of St. Therese at Centurla, Wls.
Dr. Joseph H. Jacobs, Mohuwk, graduate of
McGlll university medical school and a prae
ticlng physician on the Caughnawaga reserva
tlon.
William J. Kershaw, Menouilnee, lawyer, orator; assistant attorney-general for the state of
Wisconsin with special jurisdiction over Indian
claims.
Mrs. Theresa La Motte, Meuoiuiuee, wife of
a sub-chief of the Meuorainee and a leader in
perpetuating the arts and crafts of the women
of her tribe.
Mrs. Eugene B. Lawsou, Delaware, first vice
president of the General Federation of Women's
Clubs; former president of the Oklahoma Federation of Women's Clubs; a composer of note
and an authority on Indian music.
Angus F. Lookarouud, Menouiluee, athlete. All
American, quarterback on the Navy team In 1017
organizer of the Kesheua (Wls.) Indian school
band, at present a member of the Minneapolis
symphony orchestra.
Maria Martinez, Sun lldefunso 1'ueblo, one or
the finest Indian pottery makers of today wlio
la doing much to develop and preserve this
ancient handicraft
George C. Miller, Seneia, .-xpert diamond cut-

ter and one of the best in New <£ork.
William B. Newell (Roiling Thunder), Mohawk
and, Klowa, World war veteran; graduate of
Syracuse university, missionary among the Senecas, founder of the Society for the Propagation
of Indian Welfare,
Joe'Noonan, (Wanno-Gano), Cherokee, artist,
illustrator and author, vice president of the Associated Arts club of Los Arigeles.
Roy Oshkosh, Menomlnee, member of the Menomlnee tribal advisory board.
W. David Owl, Cherokee, former director of
religious education and physical education at
Haskell; now missionary to the Six Nations In
New York.
Dr. Arthur C. Parker, Seneca, director of the
Rochester (N. Y.) Museum of Arts and Sciences; New York state archeologlst for 18 years;
leading American authority on the New York
Indians; former president of the (Congress of
American Indiana and an officer in many other
organizations devoted to their interests..
George C. Peajke (Little Moose), Chippewa,
World war veteran, dramatic reader of Indian
verse and stories.
Rock (Imnlja) Sioux, old-time Slour warrior,
one of the few survivors of the original Indian
police force, organized In 1878 by Dr. V. T.
McGlUycuddy, agent for the Ogallalas, which directed those people in the "white man's road."
Ann Ross, Cherokee, the only Indian girl who
has made an outstanding success in motion pictures, now working on her first feature picture.
William Shelton, Snoqualmle, lecturer, authority on Indian totem poles, organizer of the first
Northwest Indian fair.
Houston B. Tee Hee, Cherokee, lawyer and
financier; from 1904 to 1931, he haa held the
following positions: Mayor of Tahlequah Okla •
Oklahoma state legislator, United States probate
attorney, registrar of the United States treasury, assistant attorney-general of Oklahoma and
member of the Supreme court commission of
Oklahoma.
Mary Thompson (Te Ata) Chlckasaw-Choctaw
actress and singer, who ba8 scored successes In
Kngland and America.
James F. Thorpe, Sac and Foxe, one of the
greatest football players and athletes In hi,!
lory; twice winner of the all around American"
championship; winner of all the events In th«
Pentathlon and the Decathlon la the O ymnlo
games In Sweden.
Olympic
Silver Tongue, lloupa, know,, us t h e «A
'! '" Cttruso : >'e '» ««e <>f the outstanrf.nJT
ou, s andlng8 In
singers of the country.
Mrs. Elizabeth Tourtiliot
n,!,,,.*' t
• '
.he Kesheua <W,,) m
ears
""d noted for her service to Indian girls
Uobert Whirling Tlnii.der. Wlnnebago ILtt
lecturer
"•ncber and Boy Scout Iwuler.
«rer,
Wing. Klam«th, lecturer

producer
»

l.Kiie Wolf, Uln
former cowboy tu
M i ' i i l m i H wbo has •e.-ume "„„„
of lh(J fonjmost
I n d i a n imlnlers of t,,,] Ui ,
>*H Ulilull. )

"Lie" for Lack of Coura
Universal Dislike of Giving, Utterance to a TV
Refusal Held Responsible
for Social and Busin ct
1
Evasions Met With on Every Hand
Always of Interest la the matter of
the "white He," that so frequent eva,
slon of the exact truth/and here Is
some Incisive comment on the subject, by a writer whose opinion Is of
value:
" 'Can you tell m« why people, prefer lying to telling the truth? /
" 'Why does a woman;send down a
message that she Is "not at home" because she knows you want to tell her.
something, when she could be a 1ao>
and say she Is too busy to see you?
She could even say 'ahe is not Intefested In what yon have and never
wants to see you. The '•person who
Is turned down would feel more selfrespecting.
„
" 'In my social contacts I use to
think women were the world's worst
liars. The cheap little ways they had
of getting out of things they did not
want to do, Instead of saying right
out what was on their mind. . But In
my short experience In the world of
business I find they have, nothing on
men. The "not at home trick" 1* a.
part of business technique of which
every office, boy is a past master. And
the' way business men say gUbly they
will do things which they have absolutely no intention of doing—from
promising a letter of Introduction to
the assurance of a check—"first mall
tomorrow." Wouldn't anyone think
more highly of a man who ,said
frankly, "The bulk of my collections
are after the fifteenth; I shall make
my payment at that time"; Instead
of stalling along.
" Tt seems,to me these people must
just enjoy lying. For surely theycan't Imagine they're fooling anybody. Their actions tell the story.
How do you account for all this
wholesale lying In the social and
business world?'
"That is the substance of a letter
I received recently, and as a matter
of general Interest; It appealed to me.
"I doubt my writer's idea that the
people she describes think they are
'getting away with It* They most
know when they do not carry out a
promise;that the person to whom It
Was made is not fooled as to their
Intentions. But I don't think they lie
because they like to lie. I think all
these .people just lack courage or,'
to borrow from the vernacular*
•guts.'
< '. . . < : - . ' : ,'"j .V
"It Is characteristic of most people
that they, will go a long way to avoid
"unpleasantness. And what more unpleasant than to say, 'No'? .fa sayIngl'Yes,1, knd acting; «No,* they may
lose a friend, they may lose some
one's good opinion, and if they have
the courage to stop to think about It,
they know that as1 the Inevitable result And yet that isn't something
they are compelled to face, like the
eyes of a person to whom they must

refuse something. lt is th
two evils because it is th,
can push away into the
future. Saving, «NO- i,
DO.
leasaniness of the imme,
ifr-4It;t» an actuality;
"And Air weakness or i, ,
character of. which our reader c m°f
plains, te, one.true of e^n ar° '
heatted people. For do thj *ot
above all things hate to say 'N >"

Fiwt and Last Record
in Circling the

^Despite .his Splendid achlevem
ach
Wiley Post didn't start the , eat>
globe-circling, ft really had
ginning Back'in the days Of
bus, for history tells us that
buff had Ian idea that the world 7"
round and that he could rea<-h «
East.,.Indies by sailing west „
neve* got around the woria, ho "re
his voyage of 1492 ending
'
the Bahamas and his
In the flame vicinity.
TDel Cano, a Spaniard
In getting all the way U1UUUO „
1822, but It took him over three 1*;
to.do it, thus setting the first
Drake followed about 1577, 8i
endlsh in 168(1, but neither lv
the record much. An Elizabeth v
rane circled around in 1889 and i
record of 72 days.
Train made it In 1890 in 87
followed by Fltzmaurlce in 1901,
.brought the time down to 60'
Mears made it in 1913 m a
more than 85 days.
Ttfen, men took to the air and
19261 using both planes and
Evans and Wells made it in a
more than 28 days, only to be
by Menrs and Collyer in 1927
set the .record of 23 days, 15 h
and 21 BQlnutes. The Graf Zep;
clipped two more days from the
ord, .and then two years ag<
and Gatty reduced It to 8 do
hours and 21 minutes. NOW
soloing, made it in 7. days, 18
and 50 minutes.—Pathfinder
zlne.
Appl* Tre« Honored
In Eastwood, Australia, a
ment IB to be, erected to an
tree. I t will commemorate t ,
covery of what Is considered to,I
Australia'* finest dessert apple,
Grantiy Smith. And thereby hanjilj
tale. '5eventy-aye years ago a v
known as Granny' Smith had a i
apple orchard at Eastwood andi
from some discarded pit there •
grown the first Granny Smith!
tree, i The' -tree and its offsi
earned a fortune for the widow i
the apple has since risen to
rank amongst Australia's
apples.

1

TT GETS out atf the
1 dirt—that's the secret
of Fels-Naptha's Whiter,
sweeter washes) Every
big golden bar is two
brisk cleaners — good
golden soap and so much
naptha you can ameU it!

CHANGE TO

FELS-MPTHA
..--,

,. ."lyjfciw*.

«AM
1

^^^^^^^^^^""^^^BBVBVMHMIBBl^^HHI^H^HBHHHMHBpMHBi^^1"*

Freely-UUicring and containing th» emollieat
and medicinal propcrtie.ofttHttew^ it protecta and soothe* toe fftftft trihlto you «w sharing
«a leaves the akin freo from vay tight, dry
after-feeling. Xh« pwiect Sharing Cream for
•ensiUvc e
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CASS

ATLANTIC, IOWA

TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, AUGUST 31, 1933.

COMING

COUNTY

SEPTEMBER 4-S-6-7

Mv-onderful Show of Agriculture and Livestock. Rodeo and Min8trel8~AJ^jl& Evening.
Track Muminated by Giant Flood Lights. 4 Hours of Thrills, Spills, Singing, Dancing an««i»ecialtie8.
HORSE RACING—TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
AUTO RACING THURSDAY

BIGGEST

VALUE OF 1933

Tribune Publishing: Co.

You CANT GET
MILK AND MEAT
FROM THE SAME Cow
•'I "HE electric light and power industry is
•*• one of the most lucrative sources of revenue for the government. Last year the electric companies in this country paid out approximately $225,000,000 in taxes. This year,
with the addition of several new levies, the
figure will be even larger. Public ownership
of the electric industry would destroy forever
this enormous governmental /income. The
public must decide whether the doubtful benefits of socializing this essential industry are
worth more to them than the enormous tax
payments now received from privately operated companies. You can't get milk and meat
!
from the same cow.
'
'

411 IOWA COMPANY — OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWAN8

THURSDAY

at

gopher bounty, beginning September
I, 1933, because of lack of funds.
Motion carried.
.
Moved by Allen, seconded by Davis
to'serve notice to depart to the following: Mary Parrott, Adams county, Claride Turner, Mills county,
Frank Turner, Mills county, Howard
Scott, Montgomery county, Matt Voggesser, Audubon county, Bert Reynolds, Adair county, and that the
chairman of the board be authorized
to sign said notice.
Motion carried.
Moved by Alen, seconded by Davis
PEARS, Mountain Bartletjt for canmng.
to grant the following suspension ef
taxes:
Frank Jensen, Lot 1 Block 90, AtGR&PE-NUTS FLAKES, Witli^o^ free
ioe
lantic, $22.07.
Rebecca Wilburn, SMi Lot 1, Block
PEANUT BUTTER, 2-pound jar.tV.,...,....25c
90, Atlantic, $8.77.
M. N. Nutter, Estate, Lot 2, Block
YEA$Ty per package
,.„. v ,
v........
II, Atlantic. $36.00.
• Hattie M. Johnson, Vf& Lot 1,
SCaiOOL
TABLETS
AND"" PlSNCflLSr
v t^
Block 91, Atlantic, $17.56.
'
' * ', •
.
**• f
A-fe -<^
YJ, ^*JJ) Vlf *
Jacob Wiseman, N 50 feet S 100
VANILLA, 8-ounce jug\.|^fy^.^.//?'.,. .23c<1
feet, Lot 4, Block 2, Griswold, $6.45.
Motion carried.
Bonds appraved: 'Georgie Byrne,
CALUMET BAKING Pd^WBj|f|^t 2 clip
County Superintendent, $2,000.00;
package Swans Do^|feto nO]*f free
,29c
Boyd Cambridge, Deputy Clerk, $2,000.00.
MACARONI, 2-pound package
.15^1
Rebates and refunds granted:
C. L. Crouch, valuation lowered by
state, $37.80; Harding Cream .Co.,
JELL POWDER, nine Savors, 3 packages.... ..14c
by, state, $116.18; H. L. Netttz, by
state, $60.00; Dr. W. C. Heers, by
BABO, for enamelware, 2 boxes.
15c
state, $46.27: <Juy A. Devore, double
poll tax, $4.00; Herman J. Steffens,
BLACKBERRIES, No^ 10 (gallonjfeans...... ,45jj
double poll tax, $4.00.
Claims allowed and warrants authTOILET PAPEIJ, S—l^she^rbtf,..
14c
orized:
Miller-Bryant-Pierce Co., carbon
$ 4.00
Lester Starlin, one lamb . • .
3.60
Ed. Cambridge, 1 lamb ...
2.70
ORIGINAL NOTICE.
will be entered against you, and jn
M. B. Wiefc, 3 lambs
9.80
ment and decree rendered thereon i
H. L. Nettz, 3 lambs
9.80
John W. Hancock, 2 steers .. 76.50 In the District- Court of- tfce State of pr»yed-iH'Sai4$p*tftibn.
in and for Cass Comity.
Frederick C. Switzer,
3
Dated this 24th. day of August,
D. 1933.
•••*.>".
lambs
9.80
On motion and vote the board ad- September Term A. D. 1933.
. . . E. S. Holton,
ourned until 9:00 a. m., August 22, Equity No.
Attorney for Plaintiff.'
1933.
Session Claims.
LEGION AUXILIARY NOTES.
Gertrude Chapin Gifford,
_. H. Allen
4.00
Plaintiff.
I. G. Armentrout —
6.10
Vs.
Unit 210 American Legion
Prank Pelzer
5.00 Ethel Pearl Miller, and Jens
lary met in regular session
T. W. Davis
5.75 Miller, her husband; and
wening at the home of Mr. and 1
Herman Ryan ....'
6.30 George A. Soper,
(Signed)
Frank Pelzer,
Juy Steinmetz. The Legion also i
Defendants.
Chairman.
To Ethel Pearl Miller and Jena Miller, at the same home. Plans were i
Attest:
her husband, and 'George A. Soper, pleted for the celebration in
Jennie M. Ward,
Defendants.
County Auditor.
You and each of you are hereby sponsored by the Legion and
notified that there is now on file in lary.
The following officers were non
PROCEEDINGS OP THE
the office of the clerk of the District
BOARD OP SUPERVISORS Court of Cass County, Iowa, the
ated for the coming year:
tition of the plaintiff, claiming j\
President, Mrs. Leah MehlmaM.;
Court House,
ment against you and in rem in
1st. Vice President, Mrs.
Atlantic, Iowa.
sum of $20,000.00 together with inAugust 22, 1933.
terest thereon from the rendition of Steinmetz.
The Board of Supervisors of Cass same at the rate of five per cent, to- t2nd. Vice President, Mrs.
County, Iowa, met at 9:00 a. m., with gether with the costs of this action liinfor.
all members present.
including ^statutory attorney's fees,'
Secretary, Mrs. Mary Eda Smith.,
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
Moved by Davis, seconded by Allen for and on account of a certain real
Treasurer/Mrs. Hattie Bartley.
:o
hire
Miss
Pauline
Thrower,
as
welBOARD OF SUPERVISORS
estate mortgage owned by plaintiff
fare worker for Cass County for one and being a first lien upon the folHistorian, Mrs. Elvira E. K '
Court House,
year at a salary of $140 per month l^wing described real estate situated
Sergeant-at-Aras, Mrs.
Atlantic,, Iowa,
and mileage, beginning August 28th., in Oass County, Iowa, to-wit:
Dougherty.
August 21, 1933.
The Southeast Quarter of Sec*
Three/elective board members, K
The Board of Supervisors of Cass
Ayes: Armentrout, Davis, Allen.
tion Two, Township Seventy-Six
County, Iowa, met at 9:00 o'clock a.
No: Ryan, Pelzer.
North, Range Thirty-Pour, West
Ruth Williams, (Mars, lona
m. in adjourned session with the folMotion carried.
of the 6th. P. M.
and Mrs. Ruth Kopp.
lowing members present: Frank PelMoved by Davis, seconded by Ryan
Said petition claims that the said
Mrs. Genevieve Dement was ele
zer, Chairman, G. H. Allen, H. G. to employ Douglas, Rich and Wood- mortgage was executed by Leon G.
Armentrout, T. W. Davis and Her- burn as architects and engineers for Voorhees and Hazel Dell Voorhees to complete the history.
man Ryan.
architectural work on new Court on the 28th. day of December A. D.
Mrs. Mary Eda Smith gave a s»
Minutes of August first and elev- House and to authorize chairman to 1916, and at the time the said Leon report on the departmental COB
enth approved as read.
sign agreement covering same.
G. Voorhees and wife made, executed
RECORD OF THE HEARING AND
Motion carried.
and delivered the real estate mort- tion at Sioux City. Her comp
DETERMINATION OF THE
Moved by Armentrout, seconded by gage, and note therewith, he the said port will be given at the Septe
BUDGET ESTIMATE
Ryan to buy a car load of bridge Leon G. Voorhees, was then the own- meeting which will be held a
BE IT REMEMBERED on this, the lumber from the National Bridge
of the said real estate.
home of Mr. and Mrs. John
21st. day of August, 1933, the County Materials Company, Omaha, Nebras- er Said
petition claims that the1 said mann, if the weather permits.
Board of Supervisors of Cass County, ka, at $40.00 per M bd ft.
Leon G. Voorhees sold the said land
Iowa, met in session for the purpose
Mrs. Eva Hill of Gregory,
Motion carried.
and that Elmer E. Soper, became the
of a hearing upon the budget estimate
Session Claims.
Dakota,
was a visitor.
owner
of
the
said
land,
subject
to
the
as filed with this board. There was G. H. Allen
4.00 said mortgage and that the said ElLunch committee for SeptemWJ
present a quorum as required by law. H. G. Armentrout
4.00 mer E. Soper died and at the time
is
Thereupon the board investigated and Prank Pelzer
4.00 of his death was the owner of the Dr. and Mrs. P. T. Willia» > •
found that the notice of the time and T. W. Davis
]
4.00 said land, and that Ethel Pearl Mil- Mrs. Joe Vetter and Mrs.
place of hearing has, according to Herman Ryan
,_„„
4.00 ler and George A. Soper are child- Wahlert.
law and as directed by the board, been
On motion and vote, the board ad- ren of the said Elmer E. Soper.
published on the 9th day of August journed to meet August 26, 1933.
Said petition claims that the fleAsfarasJerryGullioni^ 0 "'
1933, in the Atlantic News Telegraph
(Signed)
Frank Pelzer,
fendants
herein
claim
some
right,
tiAnita Tribune and Griswold Ameri- . _ ,
Chairman. tle or interest adverse to the plain- if'00 inhabitants of MB«> -V
can, official newspapers, published in Attest:
tiff, in and to the said real estate, ing to communicate with tnl
said county, and that the affidavit
Jennie M. Ward,
and
that whateve/ right, title, claim he would just as soon they ^
of publication thereof was on file
County Auditor.
or interest the said defendants may missives to something l't'bl *„
with the County Auditor. Thereafter
have or claim to have is inferior to
and on said day the estimate was
A baby boy was born Sunday night plaintiff's said mortgage lien sued Gullion is a farmer who live^
taken up and considered and taxpayers heard for and against said esti to Mr. and Mrs. Chet Turner of this upon herein. Said petition asks that northeast of BroadwaU-r, '
_
city.
mate.
plaintiff's said mortgage (which was A short time ago he was •
filed for record in the office of the with a team of mules ami a
No objections made or filed.
:j
recorder of Cass County, Iowa, He heard » humming s"\ ,
Thereafter and after hearing al
Ten years ago Mrs. Nellie Gilbert county
|jib)t d
and recorded in Book 254 on page
taxpayers desiring to be heard, th<
board took up the estimate for fina of Ottumwa lost a pocketbook con- 237 of said official records) be fore- from the west which •
consideration and after being fully taining three dollars, leaving it on a closed and established as prior ant drone of an .airplane »>'
advised, the board determined thai Burlington train. The other day she paramount, to any right, claim, title plane was in sight am
said estimate be completed so that had it restored to her. Mrs. Gilbert or interest of any of the defendants creased in volume. ' u
when completed it should be in words belonged to the Burlington Y. W. C herein, and that the said defendants mules' heads to n""'1 , . K
t U UC :k
and figures as stated in the budge
be forever barred and estopped from
teat1
estimate as published and now on fil< A. and her 1923 membership card was claiming any right or interest Jn the moment 'later somethmb - (et
iu Auditor's office.
in it. Just why the pocketbook was said real estate adverse to Stetof""- cultivator with terntu- el "'"
, • .. ,
The chairman of the board and th< not returned sooner is not known, but right and title.
off one ahank and a *i»
county auditor were thereupon direct it is possible that she wag the'last
FURTHER PABTfctfLABS ing itself in the K 1 ^
ed to properly certify the estimat<
^^'*\
and to file the same in the office o: person to ride in this coach until just
the county auditor as required \>\ lately when people began riding the
— -"--- —•—>»» «,) unless
**«»«cat9 Jfv*m
Therefore,
you llv^pVHi
tutoe*r 'there- too hot to handle- ' ^ ,
law.
trains again, reduced rates having to and defaid before ifcbonpEthe tec. the spot later m t"1 ( lort
(Signed)
Frank Pelzer
been made to people who won't believe ond day of the nearFtem^'of «aid earthed a meteorite a " t(li
Chairman.
which will commence on the
that the old U. S. A. has made any court
(Signed) Jennie M. Ward
26th day of September A, D. W8S inches wide and '^'^.i,,.. »jjj
County Auditor.
progress in the past 100 years with- and be held at the American Legion
Moved by Davis and seconded bi out going to Chicago to see for them- Hall, m the City of Atlantic. JQftjM been burnt to a c'n-"p "
Ryan to discontinue the payment o selves.
county, Iowa, now being used a« » through the atratosp" 1
temporary Court House, a defaul

Frank Wheatley was called to At- fROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
antic Thursday evening on account
of the serious condition of his mother,
Published Every Thursday by the
Court House,
Mrs. L. W. Wheatley, who suffered
Atlantic,
Iowa,
a paralytic stroke the night before.
August 11, 1933.
Latest
reports
are
that
her
condition
The Board of Supervisors met _on
W. F. BUDD
Editor
call of Chairman in adjourned session
s slightly improved.
at 9:00 o'clock a. m., with all memSubscription if paid in advance. .$1.50
There were 80 tons of coal in the bers present.
If not paid in advance
.$2.00
Engineer's Recommendation.
aasement of the Johnson Motor Co.
August 11, 1933.
Entered at the post office at Anita, garage at Osceola and it caught on Board of Supervisors
of Cass County,
low*, as second class mail matter.
Sre from spontaneous combustion. Atlantic, Iowa.
Pireman tried to extinguish it but Gentlemen:
THURSDAY, AUGUST, 31, 1933.
to the provisions of chapwere not successful until they stopped terPursuant
20 of the 43rd General AssembRobert Bain, of the Oak Ridge up the drain pipe and flooded the ly, I submit herewith and recommend
for your approval, the following trunk
neighborhood, has been on the sick aasement.
Road construction program for the
list the past week.
• James •Glasspell of Stuart has a year 1933:
0.7 miles of County Trunk Road
Elmer Shaefer, well known, farmer flag four feet long" and two and one- G to permanent grade, beginning at
half
feet
wide,
that
has
only
thirteen
living north of Anita, is the owner of
the C. R. I. & P. Railroad tracks in
stars in it. The U. S. flag had thir- the City of Atlantic and running
a new Chevrolet coach.
teen stars until 1791 when Vermont thence north. Estimated cost, $4,Miss Thelma Walker, who is em- and Kentucky were admitted to the 000.00.
1.75 miles of County Trunk Road
ployed in Iftes Moines, is home on her union. The flag was given to him by K to permanent grade, between Sec.
vacation to visit /her parents,: Leyi a Civil War Veteran.
33-34 Franklin township and, Sec. 3-4
Union township. Estimated cost, $5,Walker and, wife. '
ReV. W. C. Porter of Winterset has 300.00.
0.7 miles of County Trunk Road R
Steve Stillingsworth, wife and child- filed a petition in the district court at
permanent grade, between Sec. 30ren of Jackson, Michigan, are visit- that place asking an injunction again- to
31 Noble township. Estimated cost,
ing at the home of her parents, Mike st the North Side Cafe to prohibit the $4,400.00.
sale of what is termed as intoxicating
It is understood that this work is
Tierney and wife.
liquor. A hearing will be on August to be performed under the provisions
Roy Stephenson and family were 31. This is a test case to determine of the National Recoverv Act, wherethirty per cent of the cost is furin Exira Sunday to see his father, whether beer can be sold legally in by
nished by the Federal Government.
Henry Stephenson, who has been ill Iowa.
Very truly yours,
for several weeks.
Guy F. Canon
' ,
Cass County Engineer.
A^man known as Tom Moon died in
Moved by Ryan, seconded by Davis
Norman Wagner has gone to Iowa 1909 near Marianna, Ark. His body
to adopt the trunk road construction
City where he has secured employ- vwas-turned over to a local undertaker, program as recommended by the
ment and where he will attend school N. J. Williams, who embalmed it and County Engineer and as shown in the
this coming year at the State Uni- tried to find relatives, but so far has road record.
Motion carried.
versity.
not been successful. He is still tryMoved by Allen, seconded by Aring. He has been offered as high as mentrout to serve notice of warning
L. Daniels, who has been seriously $1,000 for the body for'exhibition pur- to depart on Lem Hfendricks of Pottawattamie' County, Mrs. Bert Ogill at his home the last two weeks, poses, but has refused.
glesby, Pottawattamie County and
still remains in a critical condition
Glenn W. Millard, 700 Olive St.
and is reported to be gradually growJoseph McKee, a farmer living near (Omaha) and that each supervisor be
ing weaker.
Eagle Grove, la., can make money and hereby is authorized to sign said
just by walking around his barnyard. notice in his own district.
Motion carried.
Chas. EL Malone, Cass county re- The other day, while doing his chores
Session and Mileage Claims.
presentative, and Bert Jeck, demo- he noticed an object on the ground
G.
H.
Allen
4.00
cratic county committeeman, were which looked like an old pocket knife H. G. Armentrout
6.10
here from Atlantic Tuesday afternoon and he picked it up for a closer in- Frank Pelzer
5.00
5.75
to attend the Legion celebration.
spection. It was a small bar of ex- T. W. Davis
6.30
ceedingly heavy yellow metal. He Herman, Ryan
On -motion and vote the Board adChas. Hefctinger, Fred Scarlett took his find to town where an as- journed
to meet at 9 a. m., August
Fred Kuehn, Floyd Gissibl and Georg< sayer assured him it was pure gold 21, 1933.
Miller left on the early morning flye and worth about $76. No informa(Signed)
Frank Pelzer,
Chairman.
Sunday for Chicago where they are tion is available as to how the ingot
spending the week at the Century 01 got to the place where McKee found Attest:
Jennie M. Ward,
Progress.
it.
County Auditor.
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News Review of Current
Events the World Over
'Johnson Bringing Basic Industries Into Line Under Codes;
iWantts Banks to Relax Credits; Caffery to
Succeed Welles in Cuba.
By EDWRD W. PICKARD
for the oil, steel and lam-.
ber Industries, formulated In Washington after hot discussions and with
treat travail, were agreed to by the
representatives of the
industries and signed
toy President RooseTelt, who thereupon
retired to his summer
home at Hyde Park,
. N. Y., to complete his
Interrupted vacation.
Bnt General Johnson,
indefatigable iTBA
chief, had to continue
the battling, for there
remained of the soI Henry Ford called basic Indus'tries coal and automobiles to be
brought tinder 'the wings of the blue
jeagle. Despite the sometimes angry
'debates over main points of divergence,
especially the open shop question,
Johnson was certain the automobile
'code would be completed within a few
'days. Donald Jllcbberg, NEA general
counsel, asked that the open shop
'clause be eliminated because It left
doubt as to whether the industry accepted the collective bargaining provision. The motor car manufacturers
'Seemed disposed to agree to this without surrendering the policy.
Every one was anxious to learn
what stand Henry Ford would talie,
but he maintained deep silence. Mr.
.Ford is the only large automobile man\nfactnrer who Is not a member of the
'(National Automobile Chamber of Commerce. Hitherto he has insisted on
this right to bargain with his workers
•without the intervention of unions,
i That he may alter this policy, voluntarily or otherwise, was indicated by
( dispatches from Edgewater, N. J..
•which said the employees of the Ford
assembling plant there were organizing under the auspices of the American Federation of Labor. ID the past
iJJr. Ford has maintained the open
shop by meeting or exceeding the demands of organized labor In pay and
working conditions. It was thought
possible he would adopt a similar
course In the matter of the blue eagle
code.
Coal operators, according to General
Johnson, were all displaying a co-operative spirit that Insured an early
agreement! for the bituminous Industry,
and the representatives of the miners
'appeared •willing 'to /accept compromises on the question in debate.
day the oil code will go
BYintoL.ABOH
effect, and the industry generally will support H although It does
not completely satjsfy the trade. To
a very limited extent It provides for
price fixing for gasoline. Standard Oil
of Indiana did not wait for the effective date of the code, but put all Its
refineries on code schedules of hours
and wages. The part-time system was
abandoned, resulting in a 13 per cent
(increase in the total wage payment
•and a corresponding increase In the
purchasing power of the refinery employees as a group.
Base rates of pay in the various refineries were established as prescribed
by the code as follows: Whiting, Ind.,
'C2 cents an hour; Wood River, 111., 52
cents; Sugar Creek, Mo., 48 cents;
(Neodosha, Kan.. 48 cents; Casper,
iTVyo,. 50 cents. These rates are for
common labor. Proportionate adjustments were made in rates for skilled
'labor.
dealers who gathered in
RETAIL
Johnson's office for a hearing on
I their code were warned by the administrator that the government would
not countenance unreasonable price Inc r e a s e s and were
urged to resist such
boosts from Jobbers
who supply them with
their goods. He said
the national Industrial
recovery act would
Increase p r i c e s to
meet new costs Imposed by compliance
with the trade charter*, but just because Mra. Mary H.
of this "there is no , Ramsey
reason to go way beyond reason. If
you do this you just kill the goose
that lays the golden egg. The house
that we are trying to build will collapse like a house of cards."
In enforcing compliance with the
blue eagle provisions, Johnson asserted that there would be no violence, no
man-hunting and no boycotting. But,
he said, the administration would
move to uncover cheaters behind the
blue eagle and then "we a^re going to
move in and take the blue eagle right
off tftelr windows."
Human nature being what It Is.
there naturally are lots of complaints
Of 'Chiseling" by persons anil concerns
that have received the blue eagle.
These come most numerously to Mrs.
Mary H. Itumsey, bead.of the committee that is supposed to protect the conauraerr—though Professor Ogburn says
it isn't doing it—and to President William Green of the American Federation of Labor. Both of them have organized systems for watching and
catching the code evaders. Mr. Qreen
baa Instructed «11 union men to keep

*»

an eye on things throughout the country and to report to him any suspected
violation of codes; he then reports to
General Johnson. In this way a closer scrutiny of code chlselers than
the government could institute is made
possible.
time ago Administrator 3mmSOME
son hinted that the banks were not
doing their part in the recove/y program, and he has now persuaded them
to relax credit extension conditions
and thereby make money available in
the channels of general commerce.
To begin with, he "conferred with members of the federal reserve board and
Jesse Jones, chairman of the Reconstruction Finance corporation, concerning methods by which the bankers
might be induced to grant loans on
classes of security which they have not
been willing to accept
"Bankers ought to resume the financing of ordinary commercial operations," General Johnson said. "I have
studied the figures on commercial
credit trends recently, and I do not
think they Indicate much loosening up
»n the part of bankers.
"We are working on that now, but
listen, the ordinary banker wants
sound risks. Most of them got pretty
badly burnt in past years, and we've
got to establish some basis for assuring them safety.
"I don't believe you can force ex
tension of credit by flat The whole
trouble In this country has been lack
of confidence by all classes of people,
and we've got to do what we can to
bring "confidence In business, in loans,
and in the future back again."
accomplished neatly and
HAVING
speedily the Job for which he was
sent to Cuba, Sumner Welles Will soon
return to Washington to take again
his position of assistant secretary of state
in charge >of LatinAmerican affairs. He
is to be succeeded as ambassador to
the Island republic
by Jefferson Caffery
who, from his post In
the State department.
so ably seconded the
efforts of Mr. Welles.
Caffery, like Welles,
Jefferson
is a career diplomat
Caffery
and was minister to
Colombia before becoming assistant
secretary of state last spring. In the
last 22 years he has held many Important diplomatic positions. Caffery
is from Louisiana and the favor with
which he Is looked upon by the administration Is one of the thorns In
the flesh of Senator Huey Long. His
first Job In Havana will be to negotiate a new United States-Cuban commercial treaty. President De Cespedes
i of course hopes this will include lower
"duties on Cuban sugar. Settlement of
the water front strike In Havana led
the new president to believe Indus,
trial peace would soon be re-established. '
Most of theMachado supporters and
porristas having been killed or captured, except those who had escaped
from the Island, the Cuban mobs let
up in their bloody work. Their last
grim performance In Havana was to
steal and try to burn the body of Antonio Anlcart, former chief of police,
who bad committed suicide to avoid
capture.
Former President Mario Menocal,
Col. Carlos Mendleta, leader of the
Nationalist party, and many others
who had been driven to eyile by
Machado returned to Havana and
were enthusiastically welcomed by the
people.
N. PEEK, administrator
^J" of the agricultural adjustment act,
put Into effect at Bis principal live
stock markets what has been called the
"birth control" program for pigs, the
object being the elimination of about
5,000,000 animals and the consequent
raising of prices. In Chicago, Omaha,
Sioux City, St. Paul, Kansas City and
St. Joseph, Mo., the emergency relief
administration began the purchasing
of 4,000,000 pigs between .25 and 100
pounds in weight each and 1,000,000
brood BOWS. Most of the meat accumulated-was to be distributed to the
poor. A price schedule was fixed and
the farmers were to be paid the difference between this and what they
actually received, from a fund of $55,000,000 obtained from the processing
tax on all pork. The buying operations were to be started soon at other
leading markets besides those named
above.
T^fEREDITH NICHOLSON of In•••'•I dlanapolis Is one fortunate author. He has been appointed by President Roosevelt to be minister to Paraguay and he will have, in Asuncion,
the capital, a most delightful place to
live, among pleasant people. Mr.
Meredith was summoned to Washington for preparatory conferences and
la expected to leave for his post In
the near future.
Leo It. Sack, a Washington newspaper man, was appointed minister to
Costa Rica.
,
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ROBERT
Puerto

H. GORE, governor ot
Rico, Is not liked by
the Liberal party of the Island, which
claims to represent 46 per cent of the
electorate. It has sent to President
Roosevelt a protest against Gore's administration, charging that he has utterly failed to live up to his declarations for efficiency and nonpolltical
policies and has grated on the sensibilities of the people.
The message concluded that "as a
man unfamiliar with our character and
our problems, and as we believe with
the practices of government and statesmanship in general, Governor Gore is
very much on trial before the Puerto
Rican people."

AHATMA GANDHI has won another contest with the British
government of India. Imprisoned because he had renewed his civil disobedience' campaign,
he started a new
"fast unto death" and
In a week was so near
dissolution that the
authorities released
him unconditionally.
His wife and Miss
Madeleine Slade, one
of his "three graces,"
were released from
six months' sentences
at Ahmedabad so they
Mahatma
could attend him.
Gandhi
Gandhi had been offered his freedom If he would remain
In Poona and refrain from conducting
civil disobedience propaganda. He re* fused. He demanded that he. be given
unlimited facilities to conduct from
prison his campaign In aid of the Hindu untouchables. He was told he could
carry on the campaign only if he kept
It free of politics.
"I might as well be dead if I can't
work for them," he said and began
his fast, vowing he would maintain it
until death unless the government relented.

M

DAVIS, "ambassador at
N ORMAN
large," called on President Roose-

velt in Hyde Park and departed with
fairly complete instructions for bla
course in the disarmament conference
which reassembles in Geneva on October 16. In general Mr. Davis will
support the British plan for limitation of offensive weapons; but both
Mr. Roosevelt and he believe the
French proposal' for supervision and
control of world armaments would be
a big step toward an agreement. This
plan calls for a , permanent disarmament commission that would act as
the official body In complaints against
one signatory power by another. It
also would 'provide the manner and
shipment of arms from one nation to
another, make Inspections of world
armaments and carry out a systematic check on the, manufacture of offensive; and defensive weapons.

DOLLFUSS, the di-

•*-' minutive but nervy chancellor of
Austria, assured of allied support,
took steps to check the German Nazis
along the Bavarian border, where, he
was informed, the latter were fomenting trouble and planning Invasions of Austrian territory for next
month. Dollfuss ordered the mobilization of more than a thousand picked
marksmen in the home guards and
prepared to rush them to the frontier
to reinforce the troops patrolling there
If the Nazi campaign continues. The
Vienna home guard Includes only two
battalions, but thousands of volunteers are being recruited In eastern
and southern Austria, and all of them
are dead shots.

N. OWEN O'DUFFY'S blueshlrted National Guard of Ireland
paraded in defiance of President De
Valera's prohibition, and the Free
State government- declared It an Illegal organization. A military tribunal
was set up under the public safety
act and all blue shirts who do not resign from the guard are to be arraigned before it and will be liable
to death sentence. De Valera's government charges the National Guard
was organized for the purpose of setting up a dictatorship. Minister of
Justice Ruttledge said he had evidence
that the guard was heavily armed and
jvas importing arms.
SOCIALISTS are not happy these
*J days, and when the Second Inter.natlonale opened its world congress
In Paris there were a lot of gloomy
faces among the delegates. However
the executive committee firmly or>
posed the defeatists and pessimists
In the party. The bright gpots on the
Socialist map were said to be Spain
where the tide of Socialism is steadily rising; and the United States
where in the opinion of American memberg, the "new deal" |s leading to
Socialism.
pOMING up from the Caribbean a
*-" tremendous storm swept' the Atlantic coast of the United States from"
Virginia northward. About a dozen
lives were lost and immense damage
was done to property. Yachts were
wrecked and several liners were In
peril.
The storm played havoc in scores
of communities In southern New Jersey as well as surrounding states
From Atlantic City to Cape May ev
try seashore resort hud flooded streets
and homes. Bwu-1, front hotels were
virtually marooned. oe(.ari rsty N T
was cut off from rail «Wn>U
with the mainland.
Ot A vote of about
to ] Ml«
" souri decided that
n . u i on
Should be repealed anil til ^"*
the twenty-second slate to » u e „ ^
the wet column. l{ a , incul , OI1 ,,v ' "
fourteen more states is n m ied' t u ri!
peal the Eighteenth amendment

Howe About:
Politicians
Germany
A Near Masterpiece
By ED HOWE
HAVE been reading another_ oW
- book telling of the days when kings
were supreme. With a few courtiers
distributed in various parts of the
country the old king not only owned
the land, but the farmers cultivating
If If an autocrat, while out hunting,
saw a pretty farm girl, he took her
£1 wit!i him. Once the autocrats
engaged In war for thirty successive
years, and few of the country people
escaped becoming cannon fodder and
fertilizer.
.
While very Indignant because of the
manner In which country people (my
class) were once treated, a friend
called, and I expressed surprise that
In any age the people, always to he
majority, submitted to such Indignity.
The caller, a lawyer, replied that the
politicians of today rule the people
more absolutely than did the kings of
olden time., Our modern taxes, he
said, are on a scale of extravagance
the old autocrats never dreamed of.
The submission of the people now.
the lawyer said, is more surprising
than the submission of old, since we
moderns have had the benefit of centuries of teaching of the relief to be
obtained by revolution.
Conscription of men for military
service In foreign wars Is still In effect. Lately there has been brave
talk among students and labor union
men that they will not submit again
as tamely as they did to the draft
edict of King Woodrow Wilson, but,
Bald my caller, the politicians have
agents and accomplices distributed In
almost every family, and the people
of today are more helpless than were
the people of old.
Like the Russians (said my caller,
as he departed to spread poison elsewhere), we were given farms, but
lately these have been taken .from us
by the politicians.

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

S

UNDAY
CHOOL

By7 REV. P. B. TITZWAtHR. % IX, M«mber of Faculty, Moodr B»bU
IiuUtiit* of CMfeavo.) •
©, 19», WMtara New*p»pw Union.

Lesson for September 3
DAVID
LESSON TEXT—I Samuel 18:4-18;
Psalm 78:70-7».
^
GOLDEN TEXT—But the fcord •aM
onto Samuel, Look not on hi* countenance, or on the height of bla •tature:
jecause I have refused him: for the
Lord seeth not M man eeetb; for man
ooketh on the outward appearance,
but the Lord looketh oa the1 heart.
I Bam. 1«:T.
I
:
PRIMARY TOPIC—A Shepherd Boy.
JUNIOR' TOPIO—A Shepherd Boy
Who Became King.
,
INTERMEDIATE) AND SENIOR TOPIC—Why David Waa Choien King.
TOtJMO PEOPLE AND ADtTLT TOP*
1C—The Secret of Trte Qteilneae.

mccUU ufAnt
80 Lj

,

Har
M^G
Like
a bee on a t , ^?
dah
Communist party is"""? n°Se.
of 8,200,000 from mi „""* 8r'
000,000. Recently ti'e i^11'8 J
ly stung the bear with
bltious government d P or
It divided all
zones. Zone No,
sia's ticklish spoL,
Industrial centers' a^ r"K
along.the western boni^"6
cnleTrtttes along theiS pr llnd
10
"•-LV6 hlde nn<i the v?
Sf mayRrla' "Undesir
^-^ '
slans m

allowed
Includes „„ uuier Cltlefl
--.
trial sections. .
'"^
Russians permitted to ii ve .„,
two «one» must have passpo ^
mow around a little. Zone NO,
take to the rest of Russia' vii
anfl farm, lands. There R n g g |"',
have ..no passports, no freed '
roam.
.Plain were the beauties of thu
I. David, the Shepherd Boy (I Sate.
rangement
It would insulate!
16:11-13; lZ:84-37).

As a young man he was engaged in
keeping his father's sheep. Such a
life might have tended to Indolence,
hot It proved otherwise with David.
He became athletic. As he himself.tell*
ns, In the defense of his fathers sheep
he slew a lion and a bear. Hts mnBiclanshlp had brought him mrch famft
as to be called to play-at the royal'
court fhen, too, he had become such
an expert marksman as to throw his
stone to fell the Philistine giant
II. David Anolhted King (lft;l-18).
1. Samuel sent to anoint David
f>v. 1-3). The situation was delicate,
Saul bad become a desperate character. For the divine commission to become known to SanI, therefore, < would
Imperil Samuel's life.
2. The method of selection (w.
6-12). The'Lord had made known to
Samuel'that one of Jesse's Rons was
to be the king, but not the particular
one. AH but one of Jesse's sons had
been looked upon, nnd still the, Lord's
choice had not appeared. When the
shepherd lad appeared before Samuel,
the Lord Indicated his choice. When
Germany seems determined to aban> the oil was applied the Spirit ot the
' >
don Its new republican form of gov' Lord came upon him.
eminent, and re-establish the old
III. David, a Kino Without a Klno>
monarchy. Everything creditable In dom.
German history—and there Is a great
While Saul was rejected, the time
deal—dates from the days of Us dlf had not yet come for David to be head
ferent kings, emperors and kaisers of the nation. He needed much traineverything discreditable must be ing before assuming such responsibilcharged to the reign of Its Presidents ity. Then, too, HUB evil Influences Insince the last monarch was chased into augurated by Saul needed time for deHolland. Here Is another idea 1 of- velopment so as to be properly disfer the sane for what it Is worth: In cerned and controlled.
'
the serious thinking we are now dolijg
1. David's life at the royal court
because of the numerous monkey (I Sam. 17-20).
wrenches thrown Into our machinery,
a. He was called as a musician to
the words "republic" and ''democracy' minister before the king (chaps. 16should be examined with more care. 23).
The Englishman known as Lord Mab. Victory over Goliath (chap. W)
caulay I have long regarded as a more The armies of Saul and the Philistines
Intelligent man than Gladstone, Shake- were arrayed against each other. Acspeare, or half a dozen others near cording to an ancient custom, the Issue
the top In the English hall of fame. was to be determined by a combat beMany years ago he predicted the fail- tween two selected champions. The
ure of democracy In the United States, nation whose champion was victorious
because of the politicians. Our pres- was to rule. The Philistine champion
ent condition la so much like the catas- was Goliath, the giant v The sight ol
trophe he predicted that an Intelligent Israel's cowardice prompted David to
American cannot read It without offer his service. When Goliath beshame. I do not say monarchy Is the held David coming against him, he
remedy, but I do say democracy is not cursed him by bis gods, showing that
the final word In government.
It was not merely a battle between
• * *
David and Goliath, but between false
I have lately read a "story" by a gods and the true God.
woman entitled: "South Moon Dnc. Friendship with Jonathan (chap.
der." It Is a little dirty in spots; oth 18). This friendship has become Imerwlse I should proclaim It a master- mortalized In the world's thought It
piece equal to the best country tales was unique in that It occurred beof the Scandinavians or Russians. tween two men of rival worldly interThe book'is Issued by Scribner; why ests. Jonathan i was the crown .prince,
this dignified publisher did not coax and therefore heir to the throne. ''Dathe woinan to cut out the filth which vid was heir according to the divine
weakens "It I cannot understand plan, Jonathan knew this and waived
Without it) "South Moon Under' his rights to the one whom God bad
would have had a life of hundreds of
years. The story concerns the poor chosen. In the establishment of the
est of the F/orlda natives, and Pearl covenant between them, Jonathan
Buck's stories of Chinese farmers do stripped himself ot his coat robe, and
not come anywhere near equaling It equipment, giving them to David. Th!»
I read It with delight at a sitting, but meant a virtual abdication of the
always regretting the author occasion- throne to David. As a friend, Jonaally uses words In her book she cer- than— v
(1) Defended David from Saul's
tainly never uses In her conversation.
Here Is the best example of American frenzy (19:1-7).
(2) Revealed to David Saul's murrealism In years almost ruined.
derous intent (20:30-40).
• * *
2. David's life as an outcast ChapI am a quiet man, and not much dis- ters
21 to 31 describe David's life beposed to "run around," but cpnfess to
tween
his being driven out from the
being disturbed by the fate of that
quiet man whose home and family presence of Saul and his being estabwere recently wiped out by a falling lished king. The praise accorded him
following the victory over Goliath proairplane.
Altogether the deaths numbered 15 voked such violent Jealousy in the
(not many are wounded in airplane heart of Saul that he sought to kill
David. To escape Saul's wrath he fled
accidents).
the
country and feigned madness;
The machine was tri-niQtored; that
IV.
David Made King (II Sam.
is, It had three separate engine's. It
has been claimed by the advocates of 2:1-14;. 6.-1-5).
1. Over Judah <n Sam. 2:1-14). Upprogress that If two of the three engines In such a machine should fail on the death of Saul, God directed
the pilot could safely land with one* David to proceed to Hebron and he
Three such machines fell with almost was there anointed king over Judah.
2. Over Israel (II Sam. 8:1-8). Aftequal loss of life within as many days.
One of them was carrying a basket- er the death of IshbosLeth, the chilball team hurrying to another game dren of Israel came and formefl a
Shall we keep up the speed and league .with David, anointing him as
slaughter, or should we slow down to their king. They assigned «fl their
the safety now being recommended by reasons:
a. He was their brother.
God Almighty in everything else?
• » «
b. He was their leader In war.
t. He was the Lord's choice.
More nonsense Is written about what
Is called the mind than about anything else.
*
The Everlaetiac Arm*
"The everlasting arms." I think ot
• • »
Silerius said in his memoirs he was them whenever rest is sweet—how the
« hard fighter for hi H rights with wom- whole earth and the strength of It,
en, and that he regarded such aetiv- bat is, almlghtiness, is beneath every,
Uy an proper duty. "I have known tired creature, to give it rest, holding
men who were too patient hinds with as always. No thought ot God is
than that.—Adeline D. T. Whitwives.' he wrote, "and thus retarded closer
their advance as citizens. The asso- ley.
cla ion of men and women is warfare
Heavy to Bear
and « husband should be a good sol'
Losses and crosses are heavy to
die,- both In commanding and In obey- bear; but when our hearts are right
with God, it is wonderful how easy
«. liu. B.U avnaicat«,.-WNU Swvlc*.
the yoke becomea-i-d H. Spurgeon,

sia from the world wit],

8W

Russians of purest raym^
would scatter masses of O rdin
Rilsslans ^Ijete their "lack of c<wd
eratlon*. could do the least h nrffl ]
would provide a citizen army at i
border In ^ase of war.
/All the Soviet government mmt
Is to shuttle'millions of people on J
Inadequate railroad system. FuruJ
more, It must feed.encli Russian]
transit. Earn must know to ^
province and village he is to j
When be gets there he must On]
lodging and a way of roniiingoi
ing. Multiplied by million!!,
practically and theoretically
Bible.*—Time Magazine.

What Might Be.Called
High-Powered Re
Parson Telfalr, the
the First Afro-American
church, was warming up for i
day morning sermon with
prayer. This Is what he sal
"Oh, Lawd, give thy serai
mawnin' the eyes of the
the wisdom of the owl ; connect!
soul with the gospel telephone li
central skies; luminate
with the sun of heaven;
mind with ..the love for the i
turpentine his 'maginntion,
his lips with 'possum oil, loosen 1
tongue with the sledge
thiy power, 'lectrify his brain i
the lightnin' of the .word, put '
motion li. his arms, nil him pliraj
of the dynamite of thy glory, '
him all over with the kerosene!
, of thy salvation, and set himou
Amen I Hallelooyah !"— Exslu

and discoloration]
Vax daily as directed. 1
skin arc
heads, tan, f
r. Skin is that
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Golden Rule

NOTICE OF ELECTION TO THE
QUALIFIED ELECTORS OF
CASS COUNTY, IOWA.

1939.

j

FROM OOR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

Notice is , hereby given that a
special election by the qualified elecSeptember 3, 1903.
tors of Cass County, Iowa, will be
Ben Wilson and family have taken
held
in
the
several
precincts
in
said
DEPARTMENT STORE
P08se38ion of the E. D. Jones property
County on September 26, 1933.
Anita, Iowa
The Best For Less
At said election the following ques- on Locust Street.
S W Clark is in Missouri this
tion will be submitted to vote:
week, having been called there by the
"Shall the Board of SupervisPHONE
serious illness of his father.
ors of Cass County, Iowa, be auMrs M Millhollin has been spendthorized and empowered to coning several weeks at Colfax Springs
struct and equip a new Court
v
House on the present site in At- for the benefit of her health.
Potatoes are selling on the local
lantic, Iowa, at a cost of not to
Monarch
market at $1.00 per bushel, and ind*exceed $130,000, to be paid for
luUlb. can
by (1) incurring indebtedness cations are they will go higher.
Come in and see ou* new arrivals in fall footThe Tribune learns that Will Sisand issuing bonds not to exceed
wear. Novelties, Archsupports, Children's and
ler, who has been in Idaho for several
$65,000, and levying a tax not
months, will return to Anita soon.
to exceed % mill per annum upon
Mens' dress and work shoes.
Complete line.
Andrew Wiegand, Ollie Conley and
all taxable property within said
25-lbs
irf-lbs
55c
26-lbs
SIM
County, for a period not to ex- W. M. Heath are among those who
are having their residence lots gradceed twenty (20) years, to pay
Brown
3-lbs. .53c
Billy Doo
Dresses
Fall Millinery
the principal and interest on said ed.
Beauty
per pound
Satins, Felts,
Hose
Edward Wagner goes to Ames this
bonds: (2) Obtaining a grant
Fall styles
and Crepes
from the United States Govern- week, where he will take lip one of
No. 10
89c
$4.50 to $7.95
ment in an amount equal to 30%
the engineering courses in the Iowa
$1.50
of the total cost estimated at $39,- Agricultural College.
000, and (3) expending $26,000
Raffenburg Bros, sold a number of
Outing
Hope
No. 10
Oilcloth
cash on hand, realized from in- their western horses in Atlantic last
aL
cans
Light
&
Dark
Muslin
Saturday, and they brought prices
46 inch
surance."
The
polling
places
for
the
several
ranging
from
$25.00
to
$68.00.
14c yd
13!/2c yd
29c yd
•»_!_!-._
fancy seedless
precincts will be as follows:
The large, elegant and costly strucPrecinct and Polling Place.
RaiSlnS
2-lb. package
ture Berea opera house is now a mass
Atlantic 1st., ward—City Hall.
of, ruins, fire having destroyed the
Atlantic 2nd., ward—Atlantic Le- building early Sunday morning.
George Graham and family were gion building.
Max C. Walker and wife and WilH. L. Bell's restaurant and J. L.
cans
bur Parker and wife attended the north of Stuart on a fishing trip Sun- Atlantic 3rd., ward — Christian Carey's meat market have been raised
church basement.
motorcycle hill climb at Boone, Iowa, day.
up to the established grade, and ce3
Atlantic 4th., ward—'High School ment walks will be put in this week.
Sunday.
Martin Hansen and wife of Elk- gymnasium.
cans
The Anita public schools opened
Mrs. Lew Rydl is spending several horn spent Monday at the Mrs. Sttena
Grant Township 1st., precinct- last Monday with an unusually large
pure cider
weeks visiting with relatives and Nelson home.
City Hall, Anita.
attendance, there being many new
or-white;
"gal.
friend^ in Chicago and while there
On the local grounds Sunday after- Grant Township 2nd., precinct— students from outside the district enwill take in the world's fair.
Chambers
building,
Anita.
rolling thefirstday.
noon, the Anita B. B. nine were deBentpn Township—Center School A. B. Stone is confined to his home
per dozen
Sidney Dominy, wife and daughter, feated by Brayton, the score being 8 House.
this week, the result of a. fall, which
AMe, of Downs, Kansas, spent Sun- to B. Exline and Krumm were in
Franklin Township — I. 0. O. F. shook him up from head to foot, mak-.j j
day in the city at the home of her the pitcher's box for Anita and building, Wiota.
red, two-lip
brother, C. L. j>. Miller and family. Knowlton did the receiving. • Bray- Lincoln Township—Township Hall. ing it necessary for a liberal use of
court
plaster,
arnica
and
other
heal-j
6 dozen
ton's
battery
were
Hansen,
Koob
and
They were on their way to Chicago
Pymosa Township—Center School ing lotions.
,,j
Jorgensen.
to visit the world's fair.
House.
The old blacksmith shop on Main, \
Plain or Iodized
Washington Township — Center Street, recently vacated by Stocking]
pouring
packages
School House.
& Winder, is being torn down this
Grove Township — Community week and taken away. We hope that
House.
a brick block may be erected on the
Cass Township — City Hall, Lewis vacant lot in the near future.
Pleasant Township 1st., precinct— Fred Hansen has let the contract and Health with Key to the ScripREAL ESTATE TRANSF
tures"
by
Mary
Baker
Eddy*-r
(r
City Hall, Griswold.
;
to John Eneix for the erection of a
Pleasant Township 2nd., precinct— new dwelling house on his farm north ..One of the Bible citations reads: 'Florence E. Cochran to
Cocklin Garage, Griswold.
of the city. The new part will be "And there came a leper to him, be- Schwennejcer and husband wd
Noble Township — Center School 14x24 and the old building will be seeching him, and kneeling dc-yrn to an undivided 1-6 interest in and.jj
House.
remodelled so as to make it one* of him, and saying unto him, If thou wilt, 1-2-8-4 of b -E Whitney ad
Bear Grove Township — Center the most comfortable homes in that thou canst make me clean. And Jesus, w2 of ne4; sec 33-77-34 and 1
School House.
,•
moved with compassion, put forth his and e2 |^4 tif ne4 and s2
part of Audubon county.
Union Township—Sothman Implehand, and touched him, and saith un- sec 21-7*fi$4, ?1.
ment House, Cumberland.
Ed. L. *psvrton and wf to;t
to him, I will; be thou clean. And
Massena Township—I. 0. 0. F. + CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH -f as soon as he had spoken, immediate- tual Benefit Life Insurance^
building, Massena.
•f
E. L. Anderson, Minister.
+ ly the leprosy departed from him, and wd 4-19-33 se4 sec 21 and i
Edna Township — Center School f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f
he was cleansed" (Mark 1:40-42).
1 acre for, school) and n2
House.
(The Church With a Heart and
Among the selections from' the 22-76-35, ,309 acres more or
Victoria Township — Building on
an Open Mind.)
Christian Science textbook is the folHarry Bell and wf to the 1
ground with Center School.
Church School at 10:00 a. m. A lowing: "Jesus bekeld in Science the Benefit JJfe Insurance con
Brighton Township — Wheatley training school for Christian living, perfect man, who appeared to him se4 sec ,21 and nw4 (ex l i
building, Marne.
with classes for all ages. Airs. Lydia where sinning mortal man appears to school) and n2 sw4 sec 22-7(
The polls will be open from 8 a. m. Brown, Superintendent.
mortals. In this perfect man the acres more or less, $1.
to 7 p. m. in all precincts, and all Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. Saviour saw God's own likeness, and
persons qualified to vote at a general (Special appropriate music. Sermon this correct view of man healed the
f 4+ +
electioii.^as provided by law shall be subject, "The Church and Its Message sick" (pgs. 476 and 477).
»
H. B. CAMPBELL
deemed qualified to vote at said to This Generation.'*
PhydeUn
and Snrg
special election, (to be held on1 Sepf
Youth Forum at 7:00 p. m. All Will Blake, farmer living northeast
tember 26, 1933.
young people not attending elsewhere of Anita, is confined to his home with t Office in Campbell block
Published under authority of Reso- are invited.
f CUurdy** Hardware.
an atack of pneumonia.
f t blocks north of M.E.
lution adopted by the Board of SuperEvening service at 8:00 o'clock..
visors of Cass County, Iowa, on the Special 'music. Address, "Judas and}
f C«ll« promptly attended
26th., day of August, 1933. Dated Peter." Contrasting character study. The Grand Master of the Masonic
or night.
lodge in Nebraska has ruled that a
at Atlantic, Iowa, this 29th., day of
Notice—As we are resuming our member of the fraternity who sells
FLEXIBLE «ole that'* kind to a Wolverine upper. And they
August, 1933.
TOUT feet . . . . tbat yields wear longer because they're made
fall program of church services and beer shall not be permitted to comJennie M. Ward,
quickly and cradles your foot of the recognized longest wearing
activities, we enlist your cooperation municate with his brother lodge mem- t- 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 *
comfortably when yon stoop or leather—Shell Honehide.
f
ANITA PUMP CO.
County Auditor,
and attendance, and with'this sort of
kneel—that's what this Wolverine
We suggest that yon come in
Cass County, Iowa. loyalty any program and effort will bers. Members of the order who sell, t Plumbing and Hot Air Hi
Honehide Work Shoe does to today and try on a pah- of Wot
beer, think it is unfair to apply an
Pomp* Mills, Tsui
make your day's work easier.
verines without obligation to buy.
Carl H. Miller, wife and son, Rex, succeed. May we count on your whole- order to the seller and not to the con-v 4
hearted
fjupport
in
an
aggressive
forK
'
Plumbing SuppU*
Your
favorite
style
is
here,
too—
If you've never worn a Wolsumer, many of whom he claims are >
spent Sunday and Monday at Little
Pump and Mill Work
ward
move
in
all
departments
of
our
verine Honehide Work Shoe you ankle lengths to knee highs. And
his customers.
Rock, Iowa, visiting his father, A.
have a treat in store for yon. aO these extra features cost no
church life. The pastor is planning
v Come fat and
Miller.
You'd hardly believe work shoes more than you'd pay for any
a program involving every depart> Writ door west of
could stay so soft, wear so long. good work shoe.
V
Cafe.
Floyd Spry and family have moved ment, member and friend of the
Wolverine uppers do stay soft.
They are Muff-proof. Acid conto Anita from Lincoln township, where church in action for Christ and His
44 +
dition* that quickly eat the uppers
they have been living for the past kingdom. May we count on you in
of ordinary work shoes don't fare WORK SHOES ffislD VDBK GLOVES
two years, and will make their home this effort.
Senior ladies aid meets Thursday Voas Manufacturing Co.
in the D. C. Bell property on West
"IF IT'S MADE OP WOOD,
Main Street. Floyd is foreman of the at the church with a 12:00 o'clock)
WE CAN MAKENTC."
repair shop at the 0. W. Shaffer & dinner for the public. A 30c dinner
602-4 E. 3rd. St.
/
for 15c. Come and eat with us.
.FOR SALE:-Good
Son garage.
The monthly missionary meetihg
corn binder. FrankJuhl,*™
Swan, Martin & Martin
Howard Daily, an employe at the has been postponed until a later date.
FOR SALE:—Residence <
Attorneys->at-Law
Other Styles
veterans' hospital at Knoxville, came
General
Law
Business
Transacted
nut
Street, known as the
upon a strange sort of insect while I
property. Bargain.
strolling about the hospital grounds, + CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4
Ask For
Mabel K. Collins,
according to a Knoxville paper. Sev- +
Elwyn Andrews, Minister
4
Cloverbloom Ice Cream Harrietta A. Kelley
eral specimens of the unknown 4 - 4 4 4 4 + + + > + + + + + + +
The Cream Supreme
species have been found in the vicin- No creed but Christ, '
ton, Illinois.
At Most Dealers
ity. The bug has a head similar to
No book but the Bible,
PLAXER
the head of a crawfish while the rest No name but the Divine.
$700
player piano
Zurfluh
Greenhouses
of the body is similar to a grasshopBible School at 10:00 a. m. C. W. Cut Flowers, Funeral Design* and had for unpaid balance
Selling For CASH, and Selling For LESS.
per. The Marion county agent could Zastrow, Superintendent.
terms $10 per month.
Plants of All Kind*
not i d e n t i f y it, so the creature has
Communion service after Bible 8th. & Pine Sts.
Phone 560 $40 cash. -Write at
been sent to the state college at Ames School. There will be no church serfor identification.
vices at this church until September
Osborne-Tomlinson
17, as our pastor is holding special
Funeral Home
H u n t e r s shot two young prairie meetings in Missouri.
Sixth & Oak Streets
Phone 897
wolves about two-thirds grown and
FOR SALE OK
There will be no aid this week on
Est.
1866
Ambulance
Service
weighing around 20 pounds apiece,
Chevrolet coach; 3
account of the Legion celebration.
near Lost Island lake, Palo Alto coun1930 winy 0.
LARSON—The Eye Man sedan; Phone
ty, recently. Wolves had been heard
2M
Op-tom-e-trUt
coach.
and seen frequently in that vicinity
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
HARD COAL PRICES ARE ADVANCING
For
Better
Results
&
Son,
of late and a wolf hunt was organized
Established 20 Years
RAPIDLY.
to drive the animals out of the Lost

Sat
15.

Biking
Sugar J&d 100 Ib. $52

j:

Coffee
18,
Loganberries ,2M 33d
Blackberries
33c|

15,

Dutch Cleanser J,
Sunbrite Cleanser
Vinegar
Jar Lids
Jar Rings

Salt

2 for 1!

IfV a Wolverine!

Bends Like Rubber—
Outwears Any Other Shoe!
A

ATLANTIC BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

LYERINE

$3.45

$1.98 to $3.85

Roe Clothing Co.
We Will Have Hard Coal on
Track Soon

BE SAFE -GET YOUR SUPPLY NOW.
Phone 2-O For Coals You Know

ROB . SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
We G|ve and Expect a Square Deal
PJtone*: Office 20; Bee. 11

• V

Island swamp, where they were believed to be hiding.
About forty
hunters took part. A train passing
near by whistled, and one of the
wolves howled in reply, thereby giving away the location of the pack.
They were living in a cornfield, which
the hunters quickly surrounded. A
full grown wolf, probably the mother
of the two young ones, escaped although several shots were fired at
her.

"Mat," will be the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of

Roland, Peacock & Barter

to

Funeral Directors
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, September 3.
All calls answered promptly day or
night, regardless of distance.
The Golden Text is from Micah 6:8,
He hath shewed thee, 0 man, what
BULLOCK'S
is good; and what doth the Lord reGround oats
Southwest Iowa's Foremost
quire of thee, but to do justly, and
Oatt hulled •
Department Store. /.
to love mercy, and to walk humbly
Bar corn
with thy God?"
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quoGuy Fulto, Prop.
Uticns from the Bible and from the
No
Heating
and Ventilating
Chnstmn Science textbook, "Science
Expert Radio Repairing.

Atlantic Sheet Metal Works

You

It

TRIBUNE. ANITA. IOWA.

ROADSIDE
5IARKETPMG
By T. J. Delohejy

THURSDAY

OUR COMIC SECTION

The patient schoolmistress was
teaching a number of tiny children
their first lesson In a school. It was
the alphabet.
After much coaxing they had managed to learn up to the letter "0."
"Now, Bobby Best," she said, "what
comes after 'O'?"
Bobby, who for one so young was
an ardent film fan, raised his eyebrows knowingly.
"Why, teacher, 'K' comes next," ha
replied.

jOURISTS A CASH CROP
: the tourist Is a protitable cusItomer for farm produce, prepared
and spare rooms In farm homes
been discovered by thousands ot
women.
, ";\ • ' , ' , ' . : : .
West Virginia, twenly-olght farmwives have formed an organlzacalled the Mountain State TourHome. This association, foaby the West Virginia extension
rice, adopted rales and regulations
•ning the service anU. uses a anlslgn which la posted in front: of
member home.' . . ;,
Ivertislng folders, bearing the
and location of each member as
, as the Interesting Sights nearby,
widely distributed In advance of
tourist season) with the result
members of the association have
•lenced an Increase In 'business
the six years of this co-opera[effort.
' ' • ' , • • . ' , ' • •;'.-:, • ; . • •
than 6,000 people stopped from
to several days at these 28 farms
rear. They came from 40 states,
jd, Norway, Mriifcnd, Germany.
Korea, Philippine Islands, Canal
and Canada.
,"
tes are uniform -the state over,
being charged at $1.50 per
for two persons, with breakfast
cents per;person and 60 cents
Ifor dinner and lunch.
ir experience is that tourists are
itable market not only for spare
but for fruits, vegetables, eggs,
honey, meats and other things
>duce right here on the farm,"
trs. Paul Priest of Franklin, W.
I"I buy some fruit, especially
"•nit,and oranges; also cereal,
ffee, sugar, crackers, .cocoa and
I raise our own tomatoes, tomato
[corn, beets, apples, peaches,
cherries, blackberries, grape
fclcken, eggs, mutton, veal and
[i find tourists like our cared
(and canned goods. They have
al liking for country cared
Mountain State Tourists'
scattered over the state of
pirglnla, are making an effort
i city people spend their vaca-

Events in the Lives of Little Men
QUITE TRUE

Tto»e Amateur Players 1
'
Friend—Jour son is making good
An Insurance agent had found a progress with his violin. He is benew life to insure.
ginning tc play quite -well.
Taking out his notebook and pencil • Host—Do you really think so? We
he commenced to ask the usual hack- were afraid that we merely had got
neyed questlonR
used to it
"Now, sir." he said, "how old are
you?"
The simple-looking little man SOMETHING ELSE AGAIN
scratched his head thoughtfully.
"I was forty last birthday," he
said, "and I'll be forty-two next."
The agent jjasped.
"But, my dear sir," he smiled,
"you've got things a bit mixed. K
you were forty last birthday you'll
be forty-one next birthday."
"Oh, DO," said the man. "I'm fortyone today."
Now They Don't Speak
Mrs. Grey—I never worry about
my husband paying attention to other women—he's simply crazy about
me.
Clerk—I wish I was as rich as tha
Mrs. White—That may be so, m.v
/
dear; but he may have sane inter- boss over there.
Patron—No you don't, or you would
vals.
work as hard as he does.
Feminine Independence
Ju(t aj Cheap
The Lady at No. 20—What did you
Teaclier—Let us Imagine I gave
say when your husband objected to
your wearing French heels?
you seven nickels—
The Lady nt No. 22—1 told him 1
Tommy—If they are just imagine
wasn't going to lowerv myself to nickels why not make them dimes?—
please any man.
Stray Stories.

RNNEY OF THE FORCE

the Best Reason

-SEMEMeER. -tVJA>T You ARE To ARREST
. VoU rMNp WAMPERIN6- THE*
AFT0K MiDMtffHT UNLESS, Trigy
<?AM <?i
A
OtlT-LATfer-HbU \Ni LL
VA<f(?AMTS

HER el VJHUT
ARE V6Z POlM'

Maybe Time Out foi Tea
Explanatory
"I think the' first game of cricket
Edwards—I can't get any speed out
started In London in the Eighteenth of this old car you sold me. You
century."
told me you were arrested seven
"Indeed I And what's the score times on account of it.
now?"—London Tit-Bits.
Bryant—Yes, for obstructing traffic.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ARE Vez. ouf
SO LATE ?

pest Virginia Farm Home.

They are also
L one place.
1 out the-advantages of hnntI fishing, because of the large
lof sportsmen who get away
* cities In,the summer and fall
f their favorite sports and who
ivs eager to find good accom! West Virginia scenery helps
fist-catering business for these
pen, visitors are making a
lof stopping In the country
(lodging and meals. They find
• and more economical.
a, ill., hasn't'much attraction
ps th.e scjenery Is concerned,
i George Stuckey pats up two
i tourist parties a ;week in a
pm of the large Stackey farm
ocated In the quiet and cool
Jountry it Is an Ideal spot to
I the night.
fern Berry of Marion, Mich'.,
amount of fresh garden
i nearby tourist camp. Twice
Berry 1911s the car with
carrots, green onions, radcabbage and .cucumbers.
| ID two-pound bags, enough,
[meal,, sell "well as do her
and horseradish. Prices
according to city retail
^cres on a side road doesn't
active front a profit-making
> but Mrs. Grace B. Baertsch
Wls., bad made It, with
her kitchen, giving them a
cash In the bank. Mrs.
sells eggs, poultry) and
od to a tourist camp some
faway during the' summer
by good salesmanship has
of the same people buy
i which are sent by mail to
/homes, daring the winter
IHer egg money runs as high
ponth, even though she does
• as much as the traffic will
Mrs. Baertsch attempts
^premium through the season
following the heavy jumps
(ions of the market \
of
farm women, knowing
[Asters don't care to'bother
aners ou Sunday and ttiat
have a hankering for a
•cooked dinner, have made
\5 this service. Customers
e
'y by local advertising;
J boys to pass out cards
u
'e business.
same thought some
,""
t0t
t >d such as floUia at poulits, a small orchard or
Ule
premises, have built
that, they not only
outing trade,
"»8 aecommoOatiQns for
|% folks who care to
'nlok
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e WMURI N»w»p«p«r Union

THE FEATHERHEADS

Dental Dates

VJELL —
I'M READY.'
BOUT
VOU?

ME

OF

BOYHOOD

OH, LOOI<.'
VJHAT
T>OiN<sTHE &AR.NYARD f
LET'S SO SEE'

(® by WuUrn New»p»p«r Union.)
10—Near
Horizontal.
11—Shore toward, which wind blow*
1—BlnUh gray mineral
IS—Those who plungre into
7—Sodden grunt of wind
18—Implement to hold vessel t»
12—Benediction
plnce
13—Narrow flat-bottomed boat
20—Shipshape
14—Northwestern »tat« (nbbr.)
• 21—Bit hard
18—Bxtat
22—Prow of a vessel
17—Three-toed iloth
24—Instrument of tortnr*
18—Of age (abbr.)
37—Set of Implements
10—Old oriental coin
88—Sailor's sleeping; quarter*
21—BUtrean signal (abbr.)
89—Pleasure vessel
23—Seamen'* tale*
4O—Mischievous
child
23—Above
42—Sailor
20—Fate
44—Girl's name
27—Buckle or claap
45—Craft propelled by paddllna;
20—Crack that admit* liquid
47—Propeller of • steamer
8O—Single
49—Woman under rellcloos TOTTS
81—Repetition
SO—Printers' measures
aa—sum
62—Military supplies (abbr.)
S3—Jewel
53—Lifetime
84—Ancient Bebrew meaiure
KB—Islands In English channel
OS—Steam veuel <abbr.)
(abbr.)
SO—Pertaining to
KQ—For example (abbr.)
41—Impersonal pronoun
87—Prefix meaning two
43—The land ot the free and the
BS— Boy's nickname
home ot the bravo i(abbr.)
44—Part of "to be"
The solution will appear la next Issn*.
45—Director of a ship
40^ta*trnment to determine direcSolution of Last Week's Puzzle.
tion
48—Point of compB»»
61—Spread to the wind
fans
aara
62—Implement for rowing
64—Unit of measurement
57—Small sailing; vessel
CO— Banner
00—Order of parasitic fung-i

Vertical.

:PO YOU

TO TeLt M& THEV

1—Boats used In Venice
2—Note in musical scale
8—To KO on shipboard for a Journey
4—At no time (abbr.)
C—Indefinite article
6—Fore and aft-rlgs;ed vessel
7—Country In southern Europe
(abbr.)
B—Lauding; plnce
B—Member ot Greek Christian
church
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Miss Zilpha Campbell visited last
Thursday with friends in Des M'oines.

•Freezes!

§ not all.,...

Mrs. J. A. Wagner visited in Audubon a few days last week with her
friend, Miss Gene Culver.

Rialto

Claude Harris and family have
moved to Omaha where they expect
to make their future home.

COMFORTABLY COOL

Mrs. W. H. Wahlert spent Sunday
in Shenandoah with her daughter,
Mrs. Betty Johnson and family.

IS NEW
COMPLETE
SUPERFUEL
COMBINES

7

ALL
ESSENTIALS
J Top anti-knock rating for its price class
2 Unsurpassed in starting, acceleration and
mileage
Free from harmful
sulphur and gum
£ Accurately adjusted
for seasonal varia; lions
C Always uniform
everywhere
JC Fresher because of
Standard's popularity

Mrs. Rachel .Millhollin has gone to
Omaha to spend three or four weeks
with her son, Roy Millhollin and family.
Ed. M. Blakesley and wife and Miss
Geraldine Kiehl of Iowa 'City spent
the week end w.ith relatives and
•friends in Anita.

SAT-SUN.

SEPT. 2-3

As delegates toxthe peace
conference they won the
Ignoble Prize for establishing friendly relations with
government blondes!

Mrs. Roberta Calkins has returned
to-her home in Bondurant, Iowa, after a pleasant visit in the city with
her sister-in-law, Mrs. J. A. Wagner
and family.
John Stuhr, Jr. of this city is spending the week at the Century of Progress in Chicago. He was accompanied to the fair by Miss Esther
Juhl of Adair.

Ankle deep in world affairs,
they felt sheepish when they
saw those calves!

tutu

Miss Dorothy Smith returned home
Sunday evening from Omaha where
she had been Spending a few days at |
the home of her uncle, Gilbert Robinson and family.
Repeated!
60,000 Phonograph
Records at 5c each.
Late popu- j
lar songs. Also opening sale on!
new 1934 Radio Sets. As startling
as past Gamble Radio Values. It
.Ross Kohl, _w4fe and daughter,
Marilyn, left Sunday morning for Eistes Park, Colorado, where they will
spend a few weeks for the benefit of
Marilyn's health who is suffering
with asthma.

NEW STANDARD RED CROWN

Mrs. James B. McDermott was hostess last Thursday afternoon at her
home in Benton township to the members of the W. W. club. The afternon was spent socially, after which
a lunch was served by the hostess.

NO HIGHER THAN REGULAR GASOLINE

The first scrip dollar issued by Cass
county was ^redeemed Friday morning
by County Treasurer L. A. Breeling.
The dollar was presented to the treasurer's office by an Atlantic filling station. The dollar was issued April
8, 1933.

Sells at the price of
regular

THEATRE

in 'a tuneful riot exploding
with girk

iwith

MARJORIE WHITE • LOUIS CALHERN

PHYLLIS BARRY • HUGH HERBERT
EDGAR KENNEDY • RICHARD CARLE
An RKO'Radio Picture of camel

MerforiC. Cooper, Executive Producer

On Wednesday evening Mrs. Guy
Steinmetz was hostess to the memSpecial Added Attractions
bers of the Pinochle club. Besides
Musical—Roger Wolfe Kahn's Band.
the members, otMer guests were Mrs.
Zate
Biggs
and
Mrs.
C.
A.
Robison.
Cartoon-One Step Ahead of My Shadow
, vicinity has been- furnishing
W. K. Carey of Atlantic was an
B. D, Carlton of Atlantic was a visHigh scorer for the evening was Mrs.
quota of state fair visitors. Anita visitor Monday*
itor in the city Friday.
UNIVERSAL NEWS with GRAHAM McNAMEE
Chas. Karns.
POPULAR ADMISSION
IQc and 25e
Mrs. O. C. Bell and daughter, Mary- He_n*y MadufF, wife and two sons,
ence Jewett has accepted a
The winners of the TJ-Trump-It
i as clerk in, the Roe Clothing lou, spent the week end with friends Sydney and Irwin, spent Sunday with
bridge club, together with eight boy
relatives in Council Bluffs.
in Des Moines.
friends, were entertained by the losHerman (Bud) Bongers of Ottum- Deputy Sheriff Nate Watson of AtGeorge Schwenneker and Arthur ers Friday evening at the home of
ban Hofmeister has been visit- Jerome and Elizabeth Ware are
wa,
Iowa, visited here the past week lantic was in the city last Thursday
j
M!ss
Beth
Harry.
The
evening
was
Winder
of
Guthrie
Center
were
busi[ past few weeks with his uncle, home from a visit with relatives and
with
relatives and friends.
afternoon, serving papers for the
|
spent
'in
playing
bridge;
lunch
beness callers in the city Friday.
Hofmeister and family, at friends in Chicago.
September term of the Cass county
ing served at a late hour.
On Thursday the members of the district court.
Miss Marian Dougherty of Ames
Mrs. Mary Reed attended the I. O.
Ernest Dorsey, 16 year old son of j Original Sunshine club held an all day
Pearson and wife were Sun- O. F. and Rebekah picnic at Sunny- is spending a two weeks' vacation Mrs. Pearl Dorsey, was given a ver-; meeting at the home of Mrs. Clyde
Howard Millhollin and family have
with
her
mother,
Mrs.
Isabell
Doughlitors at the home of his niece, side park in Atlantic Sunday.
diet for $40.00 against Otto Wheatleyj Moore. A covered dish dinner was moved from the Sarah Horton property.
f. K. Carey and husband, north
erty on Third Street to the home of
in a case tried in the court of Justice enjoyed at noon.
Frank A. Black, wife and daughters,
ntic.
his mother, Mrs. Rachel Millhollin, on
Leo V. Bongers, wife and children of the Peace Guy Hayter last ThursMiss Margaret and Mrs. Helen
Among the cases filed for the Sep- Chestnut Street. Lawrence Krumm
hy Fischer has returned to her Graham of Creston, are visiting the are home from a visit with relatives day. The claim was for wages and tember term of the Adair county and wife have rented the Horton
and friends at Des Moines and Gt- a counter claim by the defendant
Chicago, after a pleasant world's fair in Chicago.
failed to receive recognition by the district court is one in which Joe property.
tumwa.
her grandmother, Mrs. J.
Vetter is asking judgment against
Dr. Floyd Woodard, wife and child- Joe Trimmer and son, Joe, are jurors.
per, in Lincoln township.
'F. <C. Arnfaurg on a note for $114.12. Because officers and directors were
ren of Des Moines came to Anita spending a few days .this week with
unable to work out a satisfactory reAn all day meeting was held one
[H. 0. Stone was hostess last Sunday morning to visit her parents, relatives and friends at (Central City, day last week by the members of the On Thursday afternoon the mem- organization program, the Citizens
day afternoon at her home on H. O. Stone and wife. Dr. Wood- Nebraska.
Mutual Benefit club at Highland bers of the Helping Hand club of Lin- State Bank of Griswold passed into
Street to the members of the ard returned home that evening but
church in Benton township. The la- coln Center were guests of Mrs. Joe receivership a few days ago. Closing
ub. Lunch was served by the Mrs.' Woodard and the children reW. V. Somerville, wife and three dies spent most of the day quilting. Denny. The afternoon was spent in of the institution leaves Griswold
mained here to spend the week.
sons, Paul, Morris and Bobbie, V1S~ | Each lady donated a tea towel, the visiting, after which the hostess served without a bank.
ited Sunday in Council Bluffs with c i u b presenting the gifts to Mrs. Gre-! refreshments.
The September term of the Adair
relatives.
ger Anderson, whose home was deDr. P. T. Williams, wife and son, county district court will convene in
stroyed by fire a few weeks ago.
John, spent Sunday in Omaha with Greenfield on Tuesday, September 5,
The Oak Ridge club members and
their families held their regular picMrs. Arlene Jenkins Johnston, who his brother, C. M. Williams and fam- with Judge Norman Hays on the
nic at the Pete Faye grove north of had been spending several weeks in ily. They were accompanied home bench. Petit jurors from the wesb
Anita last Thursday.
Anita with her parents, J. C. Jen- by their daughter, Miss Patricia, who part of the county are Lee J. Dan10c
^CON SQUARES, per pound
had been visiting out there for sev- iels, Carl Jensen, Peder Westergaard
kins and wife, left last week for BiW- eral
days.
Helen
and
Jacqueline
Fischer
of
15c
and Wnit Heckman.
ICON SLAB, per pound.
•
•
•
ings,
iiiga, Montana,
muiit-aiiaj where
vi
she will meet
Chicago
are
visiting
in
Lincoln
town.
Johnston,
and
her
husband|
T
L
6c
J.
F.
Booth
and
wife
of
Baltimore,
BOIL^per pound
ship at the home of their grandmoth- from there they wj,, ^^ yellowL. L. Newton, wife and daughter,
. Maryland, are here to spend a few
er,
Mrs. J. W. Fischer.
stone National Park for a few days. weeks with hig mother, Mrs. H. Booth, Miss Kathryn, of Lander, Wyoming,
Complete Line of Cold Meats to Choose From.
They are undecided where they will and other relatives and friends. Mr. visited in the city last Thursday, stopJohn Pearce and wife and her sis- make their home.
Booth, who is a civil engineer, has ping here while on their way homa
ter, Mrs. S. G. Jewett, left last Wedfrom a trip to Rochester, Minnesota.
nesday for a ten days' visit at the
Mrs. Leo V. Bongers was hostess been employed by the city of Balti- Mr. Newton / is editor and publisher
more
for
a
number
of
years,
but
on
Century of Progress in Chicago.
last Friday afternoon to the members account of the city's finances at the of the Wyoming State Journal, a
of the Friday bridge club at her home
newspaper published in Lander. Ha
The Wednesday club held their an- on North Chestnut Street. Guests present time, has been given a three is a brother of Postmaster Ed. L.
ANITA, IOWA
nual picnic Sunday at the home of were Mrs. George Shaffer, Mrs. Hen- months' furlough.
Newton, but was unable to see him,
Mr. and Mrs. John Cooper, southeast ,.y Mfcduff, Mrs. A. M. Mikkelsen and j
as
Ed. and his wife were in Chicago
A 7:00 o'clock covered dish dinner
of Anita. A bounteous dinner was Mrs. Joe Kopp. Mrs. Fred M. Sheley
vhiiting
the Century of Progress.
served at noon and ice cream and cake won the high score for the after- was enjoyed last Thursday evening
ater in the day. Those present were noon, Mrs. J. W. Budd is the chair- by the members of the Double Eight
;he club members and their families man and score keeper for the next club at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Andy Miller on Elm Street. Followincluding Mr. and Mrs. Cooper; Mr. twelve meetings.
i ing the dinner bridge was the diverand Mrs. Ivor Uhlig, Shirley and ClifTwo farms belonging to the estate sion of the evening, at which Harry
SAVE MONEY
ford; Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rowland,
Margaret, Veronica and Jflmes; Mr. of the late Rachel Shaefer were sold Swartz carried off the honors of holdEconomy Shoe Co.
haul anything, anywhere and any time.
and Mrs. Hurl Stoner, Ralph and Max- at public auction a few days ago by ing high score for the men, while his
wife
was
high
scorer
for
the
ladies.
ne; Mr. and Mrs, F. E. Schwenneker Ernest Freese of Adair, executor. One
trucks at your service night or day.
and Norine; Mr. and Mrs. Vernon of the farms, consisting of 160 acres,
We deliver FANCY LUMP IOWA COAL direct
Sargent and Boyd; Mr. and Mrs. Fred and known as the home place, was
Bireline; and Miss Mittie Herbert. sold to Avery Stephenson for $33.40
to you. See us in regard to prices.
Visitors were Mr. and Mrs. Leslie per acre, and the other farm, 120
Bean and daughters, Marjorie and acres, was sold to Chas. 'Whetstone
Virginia, Margaret Lafferty und Jack at a bid of $36.00 per acre. The sales
Woolsey of Atlantic; Miss Beulah will have to be approved by the
Hayter of Anita; 'Miss Anne Elwell of court, but it is thought this will be
Springfield, South -Dakota; Edward done. A resident property in Adair,
Phtme 71
Devaul of Hobson, Montana; Mr. and belonging to the estate, was sold to
Mrs. Ralph Henry and children; and M. T. Ingold, Fullertpn Lumber Co.
ANJTA,IOWA.
manager in that town, for $709.00.
Petsv Jensen.
Copr. 19*»,SUnd«rd CHI Co.
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The tent flap was" raised again and
a little old lady came In. Despite his
angry suspicions Colonel Bolleau rose
and offered her a camp stool. For the
^
little old lady was so typically French.
By Charles Fruncfr €»•
'Well, madam?" he asked.
„ 'inent Crimtooto«Ut*ad Author of
"My son has enlisted In your comBy H. M. Egbert
Costs Total About Forty to
pany, colonel," said the little old lady
. and other l
triumphantly.
Sixty Per Cent of the
©. by W. O. Chapman—WNU Service.
Yes, there was triumph In her voice
LAYING
HENS
NEED
and hande
t over
Value of Sales.
ARE all agreed upon and all through the story she told him.
KIDNAPERS AND
SHADE,
GREEN
FEED
our verdict, gentlemen?" For Mme. Marchand had in secret
BJ
w
C, - C. Hopper of the New Tort sta.t«
The bank official, of course
College of Agriculture.—WOT Service.
Inquired the presiding offl- wished that her son might not forfeit
RACKETEERS
his
birthright,
and,
learning
at
Nancy,
Nearly two-thirds of the costs of opcer of the court-martial.
true 8|
snlflcance.
Yes, sir," answered Major Lafleche by a friend who managed to reach her, Comfort of Flock Important erating a roadside stand are for laARTICUB..MO. *
Yes, sir," repeated the other mem- that Jean had enlisted, nothing would
bor, and If the stand sells less than
in Summer Time.
HE man most publicized as an
$1,000 worth of produce, labor and othbers,
down to the Junior one, Lieuten- satisfy her but that she must go to
underworld character now rewho got It. Why
ant Lebinnc, who repeated the words the place-where he was and see him
The comfort of the poultry flock Is er costs total, on the average, about
poses in Atlanta federal prison.
in a dry voice and licked his lips nerv- in the uniform which his father had a main consideration in getting good 4(» to 60 per cent of the value of the
is the notorious Scarface. He
worn.
a Wlfe ana
egg yields during warm' weather, states Bales.
Z5 ,
children," he an- ously.
,t to prison not for bootlegging, or
"And, thank heaven, he Is here," shp G. W. Knox, extension poultry man.
-d simply. ..What.8 money, with
The cost of containers makes from
"It is the only verdict possible unracketeering, or for narcotic traflives at stake?"
der the laws of war," said Colonel continued. "I walked from Nan^y, University of Arkansas College of 10 to 20 per cent of the total, dependling or for gambling and vice rings,
ing upon the type of containers used.
Agriculture.
Jack "Legs" Diamond was a boot- BoHeau. "Let the prisoner be brought starting at noon."
murder. He went to prison be- legger.
"Yon walked from Nancy, madam r'
He was an Interesting one in In."
Shade can be provided by the use Many stand operators use paper bags
he refused to divide' with the that-to the best of my knowledgeJof low-growing shrubs or fruit trees. with their name and address printed
noncommissioned officers led Inquired the colonel Incredulously.
government the proceeds of he was the first of the tribe to lay theTwo,
"Six miles? Pooh! That Is noth- Heavy leafed plants as the castor on the outside of the bag. The bags
young fellow Into the tent. He
modern activities. In other
the urban problem on the'suburban was a fair-haired boy, not mbre than ing. During the war of 1870, when bean make gbod shade, or temporary are clean and do not allow dirt to
iSf his crime was evading the,In- doorstep. His trip into the Catskill two or three and twenty. He faced my Philippe was serving on the fron- shade can be constructed by making shake off the produce Into the car;
tax.
' • ; • ' • • , •' '•;
mountains wrpnght not only his own the court impassively, but the fear of tier, I walked from Nancy to Paris. low frames covered with wire and the buyer may see the bottom as well
Is common knowledge that this death but a series of crimes that left death was evident in his ashen face And now I have come to see my Jean then covered with straw.
as the top of his purchase when it la
had a revenue In goo'd years not that pastoral section in the throes of and twining fingers.
hi the midst of his comrades. To think
The 'poultry house should be made poured In a bag.
om $150,000,000. Of that be kept terror.
Interest and depreciation of build, "Jean Marchand," said the colonel, that, with all his American citizenship as cool as possible. Opening up the
he preserved his French heart—"
sums and paid vast sums. It is
ings
represent about 5 to 10 per cent
front
of
the
house,
and
windows
on
you
have
been
found
guilty
of
the
Men were tortured on the highways •
"Did you say he was an American,
experience of" this Writer that the
others were kidnaped. The country crime of sleeping on sentry duty. madam?'1 demanded Colonel Bolleau the back and ends will allow ventila- of the cost Lights, signs, and Imwho saves 20 per cent of his was roused to fever pitch. That sec- There is only one punishment for that
provements make a small portion of
tion which will Insure cool houses.
gruffly.
the total and vary with the type of the
revenue is a fortunate crook. tion
Green
feed
is
Important
In
stimulatHave..you
anything
to
say
before
senpreferred applejack to the so"Assuredly. His father and I went ing egg production. Cowpeas and soy stand. Some stands can spend money
•ook operates without protection
tence
Is
pronounced
upon
you?"
operates with success. The cost called liquors of their urban broth"Not much, sir," answered the boy. to America when he was a baby, and beans make good summer greens as profitably on attractive, plainly leters. Jack tried to control the apple.t protection is Invariably his; jack traffic. Deprived of bootleg mon- "I had not slept for three nights, ow- he obtained citizenship at twenty-one. they grow well In hot weather. They tered signs, placed where prospective
it individual. Item of operating ey, he had to replace It some way. ing to the forced marches. And the But a Frenchman never forgets France. also stand dry weather fairly well. If buyers can read them; especially when
My guess would be that It will War broke out. Jack died broke. (5nly sergeant put me on duty two nights in Now take me to him, colonel!"
a triple yarding system Is used, by ro- It Is Impossible to see the stand for a
Colonel Boiieau sat staring Into the tating the hens from one yard to the considerable distance.
:e 70 per cent of the gross.
recently his widow was found mur- succession, by error."
The position of the market on a
the passing of this master dered in her bed.
"Let Sergeant Lavergne be re- little old lady's face. She was typi- other each day tender greens can be
cally French, so smartly attired, de- kept growing.
highway affects the volume of sales.
called,"
commanded
the
colonel,
and
iter one man was reported to
"Dutch" Schultz, beer'baron of
Sklmmllk will stimulate egg pro- If drivers of passing cars have to
assumed his place In the sud- New York's Bronx, found things slip- presently the sergeant appeared with- spite her widow's weeds. Captain JaeqUevel coughed in a melancholy man- duction and may be given either sweet watch the road, they are not likely to
darkened.sun.Thls man became ping In his business. The old profits in the tent
or sour, but should be fed the same stop and buy produce. Markets locat"Was ithe prisoner placed on sentry ner and looked down at the ground.
enemy No. J as soon as the of bootlegging vanished. He was so
"My
son
Is
only
a
private
now,"
coned at or near sharp curves or steep
I possessor of that dubious dls- often mentioned in connection with duty on two successive nights?" asked tinued Mme. Marchand. "But soon way each day. Buttermilk may also Inclines
are not usually as successful
be given. If as much as one gallon
i relinquished it for regulation crimes of violence that now he is a Colonel Bolleau.
you will see him a corporal, and then of milk Is fed each day for each 25 as the markets on more level and
"No, sir," replied the
and a less fattening diet So, fugitive, ^ cringing craven in fear for
sergeant
r
a sergeant He will be promoted for hens, a simple mash mixture may be straight sections of the road.
iably, the new public enemy No. his life and a man for whom the quietly.
He was not sure, now that they gallantry upon the field and made lieu- used. This mixture may be made of
Id now be a financial giant He world, - upper and under, has little
tenant, then captain, major—who
I, literally, be rolling in millions, but scorn. But he was a millionaire questioned him, but having given his knows but that the end of the war 100 pounds bran, 100 pounds corn Care Urged in Shipping
meal, and 3 pounds salt. Oyster shell
evidence,
he
did
not
want
to
get
into
the place of Croesus Al Ca- when the booze bouncing was good
Livestock in Summer
Is kept before the bens, and a grain
trouble. Besides, he hated the young may see him a colonel?"
Colonel Bolleau could find nothing feed of 2 parts corn and 1 part wheat
There is 'another traffic in the un- American, Who had returned at the
"Losses of live stock shipped In hot
| prohibition is just about gone, derworld which has spread immeasurto say. For a long while he sat star- Is fed late in the afternoon. If no weather have been enormous," says
alloplng gold of the "alky" foun- ably during prohibition. It Is the outbreak of war to fight for his fa- ing at the little old lady. At last he milk Is available, 75 pounds of meat Dr. C. P. Fitch, chief of the division of
i missing. What becomes of the vilest, the most despicable, the most ther's country.
arose.
scrap can be added to the mash mix- veterinary medicine, Minnesota agriMarchand, with his 'American Ideas,
sor to the .millions of his ma- Insidious of all Illegal rackets. It is
"Captain Jacquevel, you will offer ture. Dry mash should be kept before cultural experiment station, "and they
had
been
what
is
called
a
"lawyer."
he Scarface?' -Late reports had in narcotics!
,
He had made trouble with the commis- our hospitality to Mme. Marchand un- the hens all the time during the en- are still very much greater than they
eelng toward Mexico while In
should be." Here are some suggesFundamentally, It differs from booze slariat, with the little thieving cor- til I return," he said, and, leaving the tire year.
fetches writhed the victim of a In two major features. First, the avtent, went to the guard tent.
1
tions for shippers, recently issued by
pora
!
who
sold
the
hay;
altogether
he
ponal kidnaping. Bootlegging erage man abhors it and will, as a d$Inside, between two corporals, sat
the United States Department of Agriits old profit The king' boot- cent citizen, do what he can to stop was what the sergeant regarded as a Jean Marchand. He was seated bolt Potiltrymen of Illinois
culture, which have the approval of
bad
Influence
In
the
force—that
is
to
| turns to kidnaping. It seems the traffic. So narcotic laws are enupright, staring out into the darkness.
Find the Cost of Eggs veterinary authorities.
I obvious that our earlier sup- forced with comparative ease. Sec- say, a man, not a machine.
The terror had not yet come' upon
Never drive fat hogs or sheep fast
Eggs,
of which Illinois farmers were
War v had been, declared four days him. for it all seemed l|ke a disordered
ps are borne out by the'facts. ond, a modest fortune in the poison
and
never beat or excite them. Haul
producing
almost
137,00^000
dozens
g" Solomon of Boston built up may be transported in a fountain pen. before, and the company was moving dream—all the Incidents since his en- annually In the last census year, were heavy hogs to market even In cool
by
forced
marches
toward
the
fronlistment .
piie said to be about $100,000 "Cadets," as narcotic peddlers are
produced at an average cost of 13% weather. Drive fat cattle slowly. Load
He started at bootlegging, called, travel ( ln fine trains, use light tier. In war time sleeping on sentry
Colonel Boiieau led the prisoner out- cents a dozen In 1932 on a group of animals with the least possible mahe walked into hot lead that luggage, and attract no attention. That duty has, Justly enough, only one pen- side the tent. The corporals, spring- record-keeping poultry farms In this neuvering or excitement ^
Marchand could hope Ing to their feet, saluted their officer.
[flats
Throwing cold water on the backs
Is to his career.'.The source Is a lot easier than transporting bot- alty—death.
to figures announced
for no mercy, for his negligence might It did not seem strange to them that state, according
which slaughtered him tled goods by the case or beer by the have cost hundreds of lives.
by R. ;M. Wllcc-x, of the department of overheated hogs Is bad business.
he should have come for Marchnnd—
It Is always-good practice to bed shipi\\y admitted not to have be'en keg.
He had been brought to America In nothing seemed strange in times like of agricultural economics. College of ping cars for hogs with sand, and then
toe liquor feud but something
Agriculture, University of Illinois. At
childhood, and had grown up an Amer- these.
But
the
narcotic
traffic
is
great.
It
e to/newer activities of a
this rate the farmers' bill on the an- hang a few bags of Ice in each car.
ican In every sense of the word. His
When they had gone a little way nual production reported in the last
It is a good plan to reduce rations
nattfre. Anyway,; he was is growing greater. The more insidious father, a silk importer, had prospered
the bootleggers of old are turning
Colonel Boiieau shouted, "Halt!"
considerably for 24 hours before shipcensus
would
have
been
more
than
in<-ills own night club, of
In the land of his adoption, and two
ping time.
The prisoner faced him expectantly. $18,000,000.
•e boys were tried for the to this to supply revenue. This is months before, while on a business
the most violent crime I know. If
He did not know that the hour of exTake no chances and there will be
While this was the average cost for
trip
to
his
native
land,
had
died
sudis to be a death penalty it
little to worry about.
ecution had not been advanced.
a
relatively
large
group
of
poultrymen
i Is Chicago. There la Boston. there
should be for the sale of narcotics. denly. The boy and his mother had
"Marchand," said the colonel, "your In the state, some of the flock owners
Detroit is Interesting. De- These cadets operate under an or- hurried to France ty adjust his afIn the group kept their costs down as
ame a gang center because ganized ring. More and more 'they fairs. Then Mrs. Marchand had re- mother is here."
Dairy Cows in U. S.
Jean Marchand's hand went up to low as & or 7 cents a dozen. The low
oximity of Canada and handy become killers. Long terms' are likely membered some old friends in Nancy,
The
number of dairy, cows on farms
Infamous Purple gang to be the order for conviction of this, and had gone there for a brief visit, his hat brim mechanically, In the man- cost on all these farms was the result,
mainly, of the very low prices of feeds in the United States in 1929 was 21,bt there and gave, to history crime. Long terms do. not deter the while the son settled the Paris busi- ner he had learned.
"Marchaod, you will dift ai sunrise," during the past year. Higher feed 849,000; In 1933, 25,136,000, an Increase
Its most desperate bandits criminal; they make him more des- ness tangle.
said Colonel Bolleali. "But you will prices will make costs much higher In of about 14 per cent Wisconsin leads
Bere.
Suddenly, like a bolt from the blue.^
perate. This is not an argument
all states In number, with 2,175,000.
(it's real- start as an under- against long-term sentences. It mere- war blazed out. Mrs. Marchand, shut appear before your mother and, tell 1933.
Other states running over 1,000,000
her
that
you
are
a
free
njah.
She
The
average
cost
of
rearing
a
pullet
aven was the: business of run- ly explains where the violence] comes up In Nancy, could get no news of her
are: Minnesota, 1.742,000; Iowa, 1,503,will
think
that
you
have
been
killed
on
these
poultry
farms
was
46
cents,
jr>ze over the roads to Chicago, from In the narcotic traffic.'
son. And Jean, ablaze vnth new love n action. Do ( you understand?"
but here again Individual poltrymen 000; New York, 1,438,000; Texas, 1,391,organization and protection
for the land of his birth, had enlisted
using
better management kept their 000; Illinois, 1,111,000; Missouri, 1.040,New
York
City
today
is
going
The
young
than
nodded,
and
Colonel
to the ,more complete rout
as a private soldier.
000. States above 500,000 and under
pullet-raising
costs below 30 cents.
Boiieau
brought
him
to
the
tent
door
through
a
series
of
murders
at
once
[enforcement, it ceased to be
1,000,000, are: Ohio, 966,000; Penn- '
The
tragedy
of
the
affair
was
that
Another
group
of
men
not
specialand
conducted
his
mother
out
to
him.
to run the booze. In Chl-s ghastly and grotesque. In the metro-, Nancy was not six miles distant, and
Half an hour later a wagon, drawn izing in poultry production but using sylyanla, 904,000; Kansas, 888,000;
polltan
area
some
ten
killings
have
cooked alcohol tit tenements
the mother, waiting there, did not by four horses and escorted by a file of their flocks as a source of Income Michigan, 867,000; Indiana, 774,000;
ved their own beer. Almost occurred in a month. Four of the know but that Jean was in Paris.
soldiers, conveyed Mme. Marchand along with other farm enterprises kept Oklahoma, 766,000; Nebraska, 714,ftely the Purple gang became men killed were to have been witColonel
Bolleau
faced
the
prisoner.
back to Nancy. Her eyes were brim- cost records on their poultry along 000; North Dakota, 654,000; California,
trust They, hired out their nesses in the trial of a gang leader
"The sentence of this court Is that ming with tears of happiness at the with their Illinois farm account book 625,000; South Dakota, 619,000; Kencharged
with
tax
evasion.
Each
of
pull Jobs In other cities.
records. The cost of producing eggs tucky, 544,000; Tennessee, 527,000
.bought of her son's future.
them has since been identified with yon be shot at dawn," be said.
it. Paul,-Minn. There la a city the narcotic, traffic.
The noncommissioned officers took
Jean Marchand stood at the colonel's on these farms was 9.6 cents a dozen. Mississippi, 526,000. Delaware and
California both showed a slight deReused of harboring organized
tile young man to the guard tent The door. He was awaiting the soldiers
'
•
For
several
years
the
question
most
crease during the three-year period.
i we have come to know them.
court-martial
dispersed.
It
was
evewho
were
to
conduct
him
ba«k
to
the
Culling the Hens
The greatest gain, 34 per cent, was In
[ of the recent sensational kid- often asked me has been: "What dif- ning,'and the company had been oruard tent.
The federal government Issues the North Dakota.—Rural New, Yorker.
took place there. Why? ference does It make if gangsters dered to advance no further till it reColonel Bolleau took him by the following instructions about culling
murder, so long as they murder only
words, it was not local tal- each other?" There you have the best ceived orders.
shoulders and pointed southward.
hens: "Cull all hens that are sick,
perpetrated thafc crime. "The answer to that question I know. These
The firing squadron which had been
Agricultural Squibs
'Yonder lies Tourville,'" he said.
fere called/in'.for ..-that. These victims, all purported criminals of the told off to perform the execution at 'The Army of the East Is recruiting weak, inactive, lacking In vigor, poor
By crossing zebua and blzon with
eaters; those with shrunken, hard,
»ere recruited from the ranks worst order-and each presumed to be dawn whispered together. It was a
here. Your future lies there. Offl- dull or whitish colored comb; those native cattle the Soviet government Is
lungry bootleggers of Chicagp. a narcotic addict and peddler, consti- melancholy duty, yet a necessity, if
•lally, you die at dawn. But Jean with thick stiff pelvis bones that are said to have produced hardy beef anippearance in these new crime tute the only evidence the government discipline was to be maintained, for Vlarchand is not a unique name, and close together, and those that have a mals.
Iproves that -They are com- can use in court to destroy the vast upon the vigilance of her soldiers the it Is possible that another Jean Mar- small spread or distance between tho
[ criminals. They will pull a criminal rings that racketize the na- safety of the motherland depended. In chand inny win honors In war and rear end of the keel and pelvic bones.
\Vool eating Is sometimes seen
> flat rate.
Those that have a full firm or hard ab- among sheep of all ages and seems t>
tion. The underworld will tell you 'his tent Colonel Bolleau scanned his serve the army of his mother land."
City Is a case in point. that all these men were murdered for war map, together with his aide, Jucdomen are also less desirable, and be more frequent among sheep which
| Boy" Floyd, who terrorized what they knew; for what they might quevel, the captain who had endeavthose that have molted or begun to have been kept in close quarters.
Nahunta, Georgia, Town
f ns a Jesse James, in modern
* * *
molt should be removed likewise. In
testify In court that would lend itself ored most strongly of all the court to
as a petty booze ped- to corroboratlon.
find extenuating circumstances.
That Has No Cemetery breeds having yellow legs and skin,/ People of the United States have
ansas City. He attracted the
When the business of the night was
Nahunta, Ga., is a town without a the discarded hens .would also show consumed annually an average of 4.2
In opening this article I pointed out
f of local police and left town.
done
Bolleau
turned
to
Jacquevel.
cemetery.
No one has ever been yellow or medium yellow legs, und yel- bushels of wheat per capita in recent
[Rfter he took tov the smoking that the federal charge was the wire
years, compared with 5 bushels for
"It's a -sad business," he. said. "But buried there, and the town author- low beaks and vents."
over
which
Scarface
tripped.
It
was
went violent by' way of
Australia, and 5.2 bushels for ArgenIt's a necessity. And, to be frank, ities seem to be willing to let the cemethe
only
one
he
was
unable
to
beat
; a vanished bootleg. ex- Cook county, Illinois, was his para- Jacquevel, I suspected that young man tery at Hlckox, four miles away, suftina.
Feed
for
Ducks
» • •
Re kidnaped sheriffs and
The state was helpless against of more than the crime of which he fice for Nahunta also, observes a corSince ducks in their wild state subas hostages fy^enforce his dise.
To
kjll
grain
weevils, use fumlgants
respondent
in
the'New
York
Times.
was
accused.
'If
It
were
only
that
I
him. The United States put him into
sist largely upon Insects, seeds, small
will upon the people.
Usually when a new town Is laid fishes and grasses, similar ingredients such as carbon disulflde or other less
should telegraph Joflfre, asking for a
n many cities, alarmed. by prison.
out one of the first spots designated must be included in the dally menu. inflammable gases. Information about
I want to make a point of that commutation of sentence."
«d of violent crime, are equip- again as a predicate for statements to
"Of what do you suspect him, sir?" is the cemetery site. Hut when Nahun- The animal protein may be provided these and other fumlgants may be obta was created those Instrumental In by fish meal or meat meal, while for tained from the county agricultural
tbis condition. Armored follow. Knowing literally hundreds Inquired Captain Jacquevel.
lined machine gunners and ra- of criminals, I say earnestly and
"Espionage," answered the colonel Its development decided it should not the green grasses may be substituted agent.
* • •
Npment are being adopted. truthfully that every intelligent one briefly. "He is not a Frenchman. Bid have a burying ground. The town is alfalfa, clover, lawn clippings or other
Butter
production
in this country
proud
of
the
derivation
of
Its
name,
In the long run, not shuns "federal raps" as he would the you not detect his accent?"
green stuffs. Ducks also require lots during 1932, was 116,420,000 pounds;
they are efficacious in the Blague. In the old days they avoided
"Alsatian," suggested Captain Jac- also. A railroad shipping clerk often of wiiter. Otherwise the laying ration cheese, 20,480,000; condensed and
had to write N. A. Hunter, the name is very much like that fed to pullets
[but because violent crime al- counterfeiting because it was a fed- quevel.
evaporated milk, 117$78,000; the enof a local saw mill operator, so he
its itself. The willingness eral offense. They robbed no post
"Never," replied Bolleau. "I spent coined "Nahunta" from the name and In their laying houses. On free range tire output using 3,083,053,000- pounds
violent crime la lacking. offices and they avoided national three months In Alsace. They have
ducks will require less animal protein. of milk.
•op who winked at a bottle banks in their robberies. The one the heavy Teutonic guttural In their initials. The townspeople liked It, and
» » »
stand his ground over a fear of confidence men bus always throats, not that North German burr got the legislature to incorporate It.
Interested
in
Turkey
Raising
Approximately
one-fourth of the
or a callous murder
of Marchand's. _ I think—"
been the malls.
The feathered (locks around Ohio farm area of the south is In forests or
Radio Maaset Opposed
But what he thought was never salU,
-Don't write anything crooked and
farm homes have generally tu,ken on woodlands.
j k no\v nothing of ktdnaplngs mail It" I heard the most infamous for at that moment an orderly raised
The holding of Catholic masses by a more majestic appearance this sum» • •
F get into the papers. This of them say not long ago. "Getting the flap of the tent.
radio, proposed In France because of mer because of the presence of numerAlabama
bee
producers Imve rewvs of three cases of success-. into the mails is getting Into a fed"A lady wishes to ^ee you, sir," he the shortage of priests in rnuuy coun*-™»" In New York City, In lra° rap That Is the hardest of all suid. "A Mine. Marchand, of Nancy." try districts, from which suggestions ous flocks of turkeys. For, says P. ceived $250,000 this year from sale of
B. Zurnbro, poultry specialist for tlie 700,000,000 honey bees.
8
t ie vlctjin of the kidnaping to beat Uncle Sam never forgets.
Colonel Boileuu looked triumphantly came that loudspeakers might be
* • •
Icrll«lnal himself. He was His arm goes from coast to coast. He at Jacquevel. "You see," he said. "A placed in prlestless churches, has been Ohio State university, interest in turkey raising Is becoming more Intense
There are 16 radios for every 100
•others of his kind, ran- doesu't extradite. He Just locks you prearranged thing. No doubt another discouraged by the Vatican newspaper each year. Increased interest resulted
pr
whateven he had, and uo wherever he finds you."
spy, passing as a relative. Well, show Osservatore Romano, which laid down In a demand upon county agrlcutural farms in Canada. British Columbia
Ul
are the most liberally provided
P
pile up another amount
Uncle Sam, and Uncle Sam alone, her in, Louis. And we'll keep her the doctrine that "to accomplish their agents to arrange a series of meetings farms
among
the provinces of the Dominion,
duty
the
faithful
must
be
present
at
^nslderaitlon,. Each time'
when
she
comes
In,"
he
added
to
Jacna
the >pe for law enforcement In quevel, "unless she cau tell a plain a church where the mass Is cele- for turkey growers, that they might with Ontario second and Saskatchewan
's. well aware of their
g
era
of
transition
from,
protalk
over
their
problems.
third.
? ltlo «3 as hontagea, paid
brated."
story."
"ose.
One
said
to
metoy?
your last dim* I
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ERROR

Call a
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George Arliss Heads Cast

n Tl
,ing Staff Completed in the
I0ols in Thte Put of the Conn.
Moat Schools Started
ty.
FaU Term Monday.
[1 of the school* in this part of the
ity have opened toi the fall terms.
Anita school* opened Monday
ling, and some of the country
ils opened the same day, while
country rchools commenced
fall terms a week ago.
•low is a list of teachers in the
ita schools, also the teachers in
girt, Lincoln, Benton and Franklin
ships.
Anita,
W. Garlock, Superintendent,
i, Iowa.
'inoria Kyle, H. S. Prin., Perlee,
Boren, Ehysics, M. T,, Athl.,
a, Iowa.
[ilith Baker, Math., Latin, Oskaa , Iowa.
.•.";.,.
heaves Laan, Dom. Sci., Warrens.
b, 'Mo.-.-.. " ->v .
,- . . i '
porence Buthweg, English, Audu\ Iowa.
,
larl Blue, Socjal Science, Music,
i Iowa. • • ' • : . itinay, Hollen, 7th and 8th
Atlantic, Iowa.
pie Wilds, 6th and 6th grades,
ntic, Iowa.
•' •
i Lentfer, 4th and 5th grades,
nont, JNebr. •
Knowlton, 3rd grade, Anita,
McKinney, 2nd grade, Colo,
Sooth, 1st. grade, Massena,
Grant Township.
1—Hilda Melenbacker, Atlantic.
King' Anita.
^Parker, Anita.
Elizabeth Osen, Anita.
FMSeftrude Ellick, Anita.
17-C*yBtalle Dasher, Anita."
!
, 9-Geraldine Parker, Anita.
Benton Township.
(
1—Neomi Henaley, Braytton.
2—Mrs, Edna Nichols, Anita.
3—Mrs. "M. Frederick, Brayton.
i 4—Wifina; Sievers, Atlantic.
i 5—Adele Jordan, Atlantic.
6—<3eneva Jordan, Atlantic.
7—Izeta Anderson, Atlantic.
Franklin Township.
1—Leoha Tibken, Wiota.
; 2—Gladys Nichols, Wiota.
3—Erma Schuttloffel, Wiota.
4—Laura Oler, Wiota.
Lincoln Township.
1—Beulah Gissibl, Anita.
2—Edna Holiday, Anita.
[ 3—Louise t-uman, 'Wiota.
i 4—-Leta Neumann, Atlantic.
15—Lillian -Sletheny, Anita.
Metheny, Anita.
7—Myrtle Garside, Anita.
[8—Goldie McLaughlin, Anita.
l9~Meda Schmidt, Wiota.

Man"

George Arliss, probably the greatest of stage and screen luminarief
of the present day, comes to the*
Rialto Theatre Saturday and Sunday
in his latest Warner Bros, picture
"The Working Man."
The picture is a delightfully entertaining comedy drama which presents Mr. Arliss in the type of picture with which he has had his
greatest success on the screen. ".The
Working Man" is of similar pattern
to "The Millionaire," his most populat hit, although it is entirely different in plot
As head of a large business, he
masquerades as a lowly fisherman in
order to save the children of "his onetime most formidable business rival
From moral and financial ruin. Arliss
is said to reach the highlight of his
Brilliant career in "The Working
Man/' as the most human character
has yet portrayed. It is a picture
with universal appeal.
As usual in an Arliss picture there
is an unusually strong cast of stage
and screen celebrities, hand picked
by Mr. Arliss himself. Bette Davis,
who played the ingenue role with Mr.
Arliss joi "The Man Who Played God,"
ms the leading feminine role in this
lictttre. Hardie Albright, who has
the juvenile lead, is also an Arliss
irotege; and played with hhn in "A
Successful Calamity."
Theddore Newton was brought direct from the stage for his first picaire role with 'Mr. Arliss. Gordon
iVestcott is also a recent acquisition
from legitimate drama, although he
las played in several important picures.
Outstanding Short Subject.
Hal LeRoy and Mitzi Mayfair ap>ear in a short feature entitled, "The
Way of All 'Freshmen." J. J. Medford
of the Orpheum Theatre in Oxford,
!*. C., writing to the Motion Picture
lerald has the following to say
about it:
"Excellent, wonderful. We cannot
find sufficient words to describe this
short. It is positively the best tworeeler we have played in our theatre
in many months and we are considering a second run. Dancing, singing
and full of interest,, and how that
couple can tap is nobody's business.
Play this one, exhibitors, and then you
will agree with me that it ia one of
the best you have ever played."
Among the scenes in the news reel
this week, you will be taken to Nira,
Iowa, the first place in the United
States to sell trie new NRA postage
stamps.

Salesman Bound Over to
Grand Jury After Accident

George Capel, Oskaloosa salesman,
waived to the grand jury Thursday
^afternoon before Justice J. C. Jenkins
when given a preliminary hearing on
a charge of illegal transportation pf
intoxicating liquor. Bond was set ^t
$200 which he furnished for his release.
Capel was arrested by Deputy
Sheriff Nate Watson following an
automobile accident two miles east
I NRA consumer's drive got un- of Anita in which Capel figured with
in Anita, last Thursday with Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Hillyrs and two
• Earns and Berber* Bartley children of New Jersey. The sheriff
| as captains under Ed. <L. New- found three pints of alleged whiskey
plonel.
'
;
in the Capel car after the accident.
1
Vera B. Hook, lieutenant gen- The alleged whiskey was found in the
fPpointed the following women machine by the deputy sheriff some
nteer workers: Mrs. J. P. time after the mishap and Capel
Jensen, Mrs. Clyde Falconer, Mrs, claims that the "joy water" was plantppiker, Mrs. Hattie Wiese* Mrs. ed in the car by persons unknown.
tt, Mrs. Leo V. Bongers,
The mishap occurred when Capel,
Nelson, Mrs. Walter In- driving a Ford coupe, attempted to
ks. 1C, vp. Hayter, Mrs. Ernest pass an Essex coach in which Mr. and
[and Mrs. Emmett Newton. As- Mrs. W. H. Hillyrs and son and daugh;
helpers were Mrs. Guy Stein- ter were traveling from New Jersey
* s. Russell Smith, 'Mrs, Harold to California. According to accounts
Hi Miss Aline Christensen of the accident, both cars were travelss Mary Henderson.
v
ing westward. Capel, witnesses say,
icanvass of Anita has been com- cut in too close to the Hillyrs machine.
]by ithe ladies and almost 100 The rear bumper of the car driven by
»t cooperation was received in the salesman caught on the fender of
of the consumers' pled- the Hillyrs car and both machines
were hurled into the ditch. The coach
was nearly demolished while the coupe
Wiese, who is working in a
was only slightly damaged.
| >n Exira, spent Sunday in the Capel told authorities that he knew
his mother, Mrs. Hattie nothing of the whiskey. County At- and with other relatives and torney Earl S. Holton communicated
with Oskaloosa authorities who reof 185 cases faced Judge ported that Capel was an upstanding
when he convened the citizen and washer known to use
Beating liquor. He had been unr
term of the Adair county
c
°i»t in Greenfield Tuesday employed for many months and * few
grand jury reported dTys ago secured a job as salesman
morning, but tin? trial jury for a Chicago coal concern.^
report for duty until next
the Loyal
On the criminal docket are Cirl casTo "Methodist Sun- The case of the state of
was held last Thursday
Albert Hoffman has been daySchool
X
1
the
home
of
Mrs. Albert Karns A
*rom 1»26 and will probab
i dish dinner was served at
P«Med this term. There ar
The ladies spent the day cancases on the docket, 56
vegetables and fruits for the

iers' Pledges Are
by Anita People

for the

casea.

at York, Nebraska.

A. R. Kohl
Phone 43
We Deliver
Anita, Iowa

Friday and Saturday
Specials
Extra Specials
SUGAR
(must be cash)
25-lb. bags..
$1.35
GWC
FANCY RED ALASKA
SALMON
1-lb. tall can
I9c

SCHOOL LUNCH
SUGGESTIONS
Mrs. Winston's
PEANUT BUTTER
Pint jar
14c
Briardale
SANDWICH SPREAD
8-oz. jar
13c
Vienna Sausage— 9c
Potted Meat, 2 cans. 15c
Harvest Cookies,
per dozen..
5c
GWC
PORK and BEANS
Medium size
... 5c

Briardale
WAX PAPER
125-foot rolls. ... .
MT. HOPE CHEESE
(soft cutting)
per pound ......... 18c
GWC
LAUNDRY SOAP
10 bars ........ . . .29c

Health Club
BAKING POWDER
12-oz. can ......... lOc
PEAS
2 No. 2-cans ........ 19c
Briardale
PANCAKE FLOUR
New stock, sack;.!25c
JELLY BEAN
.
CANDY
per pound ......... 12c
Briardale
MARSHMALLOWS
1-lb. package ...... 15c
Camay
TOILET SOAP
per bar
...........
5c

NUMBER 46

HRA Called Upon to Answer ANITA
'own Questions
The National Recovery Administration at Washington, D. C., has started
the publication of NRA News, to supply weekly newspapers in the small
towns of less than 2,600 population
with information regarding the National Recovery Act. Below we list
some questions and answers from the
current release.
Answers to Inquiries.
Q. I work in a grocery store, that
displays the Blue Eagle, from 8 a. m.
to 7 p. m. and 10 p. m. Saturdays; salary $12 per week. Is this in accordance with NRA?
A. If population less than 2,500,
you are receiving minimum rate and
there is no maximum time. If more
than 2,500, census 1930, should be
Q. I employ a boy in my store
whom I cannot afford to pay prescribed minimum wage. What must
I do to keep him to comply with
NRA?
A. Put him on part-time basis at
pro rata of minimum for full time.
If your town is under 2,500 population, maximum hour provisions do
not apply.
Q. I have two employees in my
store, a.nd if I add a part-time employee will I lose my exemption from
the hour provisions of the President's
Agreement ?
A. No.
Q. Where a town has a population
of less than 2,500 and the trade area
is over 2,500, shall the population
of the town or that of the trade
area be taken in connection with
paragraph 4 of the President's Agreement?
A. Population of the town; but if
it is in a trade area centering upon
a larger town or city, the population
of the latter should be taken as
basic.
•Q. I am a storekeeper in a town
of 1,500 and employ two clerks. Can
I keep open more than 8 hours a day
or more than 48 hours a week?
A. Yes. NRA imposes no maximum limit in town of your size.

Duncan Resigns as Cass Judge Homer Fuller Will
County Agricultural Agent Preside at September Term Gerald Bell Married to
Lynn H. Beard of Snyder, Okla.,
The transfer of two Iowa district
Des Moines Girl Saturday
has been elected as county agricul- judges for duty in courts outside their

WILL HOLD
B. B. TOURNAMENT

Teams From Anita, Wiota, Casey an*
Brayton Will Compete For Supremacy on Local Grounds
Sunday and Monday.
*
There will be a baseball tournament in Anita next Sunday and Monday, sponsored by the Anita B. B.
nine and their manager, John Budd,
Jr.
The competing teams will be
Anrta, Wiota, Casey and Brayton.
There will be five games during the
tournament: Two games will be
played on Sunday afternoon, one on,
Monday morning and two on Monday
afternoon. The afternoon games will
start at 1:00 o'clock and the morning
game is scheduled to take place at
10:00 o'clock.
All the teams will appear in two
games on Sunday afternoon.
The
losing teams in these contests will
cross bats on Monday morning and
the team losing the morning game
will be given fourth prize and will
also be eliminated from., the tournament. At 1:00 o'clock on Monday
afternoon the two winning teams of
the Sunday games will contest for
first prize, the winning team being
the victor. Following this game, the
winning team of .the Monday morning
game will contest with the losing
team of the Monday afternoon game.
Winner of this game will get second
prize, third prize going to the losing team.
The teams are very evenly matched,
so it is stated, and lovers of the
national sport will have -an opportunity of witnessing some very interesting games. The admission for
the afternoon games will be lOc and
25c, and for the morning game 5c and
lOc will be charged.

Local Woman Arrested
on a Forgery Charge

Mrs. Eva Atwood, manager of the
Harding Cream station in this city,
was bound over to the grand jury
Saturday on a charge of forgery when
given a hearing in the court of Justice
of the Peace J. C. Jenkins.
tural agent of Cass county to suc- own jurisdictions was ordered at Des
Miss Pauline Beatty, daughter of
Mrs. Atwood was arrested Saturceed Warren 0. Duncan, who resigned Moines Thursday by Chief Justice E. Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Beatty of Des
his position last week, it was an- G. Albert.
Moines, and Gerald Bell, son of Mr. day afternoon after she is alleged to
nounced a few days ago by Lou BurnJudge Earl Peters of, the fifteenth and MTS. T. A. Bell of Anita, were have passed a forged check for $10
side of Lewis, president of the Casa district was transferred to Corydon united in marriage by Rev. Garst, on the Bibby ready-to-wear store in
in Wayne county, where he will con- pastor of the First Baptist church of Atlantic. She is alleged to have purcounty farm bureau.
Mr. Bearf is a graduate of the vene court September 11. Judge Des Moines, on Saturday at the home chased a dress at the store, giving
Oklahoma A. & M. college, class of Peters also will hold court September of the bride's parents at 2522 E. Wal- a check in payment, and receiving
$1.25 in change. Suspicious of the
1930, and of Iowa State college in 18 at Leon, Decatur county.
nut Street, Des Moines.
1933. He was in charge of the pion
Judge Homer A. Fuller of the third
The bride was attired in a green woman by her nervousness, Mrs. Anna
eer cow testing association in Black district was transferred to Harlan, crepe dress and carried a bouquet Malone, a saleslady, took the number
Hawk county for two years and took Shelby county, to hold court Septem- consisting of white gladiolas and of her automobile as she departed
a year of graduate work at Iowa ber 11, and will hold court Septem- white asters, and the maid of honor, from the store, so if the check proved
State college during the last year. ber 26 at Atlantic, 'Cass county.
who was dressed all in brown, car- to be worthless, her identity could
His work has been in agricultural
ried a tea rose and pink aster bou- be verified by the registration of the
car at the county treasurer's office.
economics and animal husbandry.
quet.
Investigation reveals that the woWhile in Black Hawk county Mr.
The couple was attended by Miss
Beard was active in 4-H club work
Gertrude Burke of Des Moines and man has forged the names of several
prominent Anita people on checks
and in community activities. He took
Paul Beatty, brother of the bride.
•up his duties as county agricultural
Out-of-town guests were Mr. and passed on merchants in Atlantic.
The annual reunion of the S. N. Mrs. Ray Madsen, Mrs. T. A. Bell and Worthless checks for ?5 each are alagent in Cass county Friday.
Mar. Duncan, county agent here for Wagner family was held at Keystone daughter, Gladys, and son, Harold, leged to have been given to the J. C.
Penney store, Sauer & Dahlberg and
the last six years, will enter comi- Park in Anita Sunday. A basket din- of Anita.
the A. & P. stores. Authorities bener
was
served
at
noon.
Letters
from
The
bride
is
a
graduate
of
Roosemercial work. He will continue to
lieve
that she has cashed several
absent
members
were
read.
The
afvelt high school of Des Moines, and
live in Atlantic.
ternoon was spent playing games and the groom is a graduate of the Anita \ other worthless checks on the merchants of the county seat town.
visiting.
high school.
M'rs. Atwood has been a resident
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
of Anita for many years and has
S. R. Kirkpatrick, J. D. Cline and
always bore a fine reputation for
daughter, Ollie, Mr. and Mrs. Frank j
honesty. She was well liked by the
Cline, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Cline and |
farmers of the community, and it ia
During the past few days, several family, Mr. and 'Mrs. James Cline and
stated that up to a few months ago
new boks have been received at the family, Albert Cline and son, Dale,
Mrs. L. W. Smith, 55, was found had the largest produce business in
local library. Mrs. Cora Stoodt, li- and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Carstens and
brarian, has furnished us the list, family of Casey; Mr. and Mrs. M. R. unconscious on the bath room floor at Anita.
Cline, Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Cline and her home in Realto, California, Satwhich is as follows:
Lester Fischer, wife and two daugh"Miss Bishop," by Bess Streeter Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Cline and fam- urday by her husband and died a few
minutes later, according to word re- ters, Elizabeth and Dorothy, and Mrs.
ily
of
Menlo;
Mr,
and
Mrs.
H.
M.
Aldrich.
John Fischer of Chicago visited a
"The Master of Jalna," by DeLa- Wagner of Des Moines; and Mr. and ceived here Sunday by relatives.
Mrs. Smith is a former resident of couple of days the past week in LinMrs.
W.
H.
Wagner,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Rocke.
"Enchanted Ground," by Temple Thos. Burns and family, Mr. and Mrs. the territory south of Anita and was coln township with their mother and
H. N. Richter and Mr. and Mrs. Solon a daughter of the late Capt. and Mrs. grandmother, Mrs. J. W. Fischer.
Bailey.
C. W. Huff. She was born on AugA. Karns and son, Dean, of Anita.
"Silver Flute," by Larrimore.
Mrs. Edgar D. Vernon and children
ust 28, 1878, and spent her girlhood
"Magnificent Obsession," by DougDr. H. E. Campbell has rented the days on a farm in the northeast part returned to their home the last of the
lass.
week in 'Monticello, Iowa, after a.
store room, vacated a number of of Massena township.
"Rock and the River," by Connor.
pleasant visit in the city with their
Besides
her
husband,
she
is
survived
months
ago
by
Clardy's
Hardware,
to
"Treasure of Big Waters," by ColChas. A. Young of Guthrie Center, by five sisters and one brother. They parents and grandparents, H. A.
lum.
Karns and wife. Mr. Vernon came to
"Adventures of Jimmie Dale, oy who will open a 5c to $1.00 store are Mrs. Blanche Comer and Mrs.
about the 20th. of September. Mr. Frank Harper of Long Beach, Cali- Anita Friday to accompany his famPackard.
fornia; Mrs. George Scase of Mas- ily home.
Two books, "Sky Pilot," by Ralph Young has been superintendent of
sena; Mrs. A. L. Harris and Mrs.
schools
in
Guthrie
county
for
several
Connor and "Rose Garden Husband,"
They have a mystery in Adair counPhil Smith of Anita; and Charles W.
years.
by Widdemer, have been replaced.
tv.
Over in Summerset township
Huff of Massena.
near the Will Hohertz farm was found
\
The
Iowa
board
of
railroad
commisJames S. Nelson has accepted a
James Rose and family of this what appeared to be a grave. The
position as clerk at the Golden Rule sioners announced a few days ago the
'collection
of
$26,837.31
in
ton-mile
city
and W. E. Clark and wife of excavation was six feet deep, six and
Department Store, taking the place
x
from
motor
carriers
during
AugCasey
visited last Thursday and Fri- onerhalf feet long and four feet wide.
of Neil Johnson who will attend school
It had just been recently made and]
day
in
Omaha and Nebraska City.
iust.
'Eighty
per
cent
of
the
total,
or
the coming year at the State Unifearing foul play an investigation
121,469.85,
was
allocated
to
the
counversity in Iowa City.
Harry E. Chambers of Valley Junc- was made. After taking the dirt out
ties of the state for highway mainThe congregation of St. Joseph's tenance, and the remainder 20 per tion has been retired as an engineer nothing was found in the supposed'
Catholic church at Wiota, of which cent was retained by the board of ad- on the Rock Island railroad and his grave. But the residents of Adalr
Rev M. J. O'Connor is pastor, enjoy- ministration of the state motor car- name placed on the honor roll, he county should not be alarmed. Someed a picnic supper and dance iMkmday. rier law. Polk county received the having worked for the Rock Island one had no doubt heard that old man
He has a good Depression was dead and they intendA very interesting program was greatest apportionment, $1,328.17, over fifty years.
given. H. P. ZAegler, Anita attorney, while Osceola county received the record, never having been involved in ed to give him a decent burial, but
appeared on the program, giving a smallest, $1.52. Cass county's share an accident and never missed a mon- when he came to life again they had
to fill the grave.
thly pay roll.
amounted to $342.29.
talk on NRA.

Annual Reunion Held by
the S. N. Wagner Family

Several New Books Are
Received at Local library

Mrs. L. W. Smith, 55,
Passes Away in California
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VIKING,
WASN'T IT?
86 .

iderj

OORS banged, radiators pounded, chairs scraped noisily on
the cement floor.or rubbed «*ftr
ly on thick ran, safe doors
squeaked, typewriters were palled clat-»
terlngly Into place.
^
A thin winter son climbed higher
and higher vup the wide window*.
Marley and Philbrlcks' Few York 4tflees were limbering up for the da>.
Shirley York, stenographer, almost
stealthily adjusted herself at Jier desk.
Shirley's one wish, this morning, was
not to be noticed.
She wanted to be inconspicuous.
She longed for a dark gray cloud
that would hide her from the rest M
the world. N
.
If anybody spoke to her, she thought,
she would bite or scream. She was
tired, she was Irritable, and she
knew It
Usually Shirley was neither Inconspicuous nor Irritable. She was, on
the other hand, a quiet vivid young
woman, with eyes a sparkling brown,.
the color of a trout brook dancing
along a clear brown bed In the sun;
hair, soft and \waving, the color of
oak leaves In winter; akin, creamy and
rather thick, with a warm, soft flush
on the cheeks.
Shirley dressed becomingly, had K
lovely body, and a voice tyke music.
Her disposition was good. And she
was never tired. She could work all
day and dance all night, after the manner of modern youth, with no sign of
fatigue.
i
The cause, of Shirley's grouchlness
and wish for oblivion? Her best bet
In the way of a boy friend—outside,
the office, that Is; of course there was
always Peter Peterson, the big blond
bookkeeper, but he didn't count—?
Shirley's best bet 'with whom the had
gone to a party the night before^ had
bored her terribly. Shirley Was through
with him. For the moment, life held
no hopeful prospect She- Just wanted to be left alone In her cold, gray
world.
The morning sun, creeping upward,
quite suddenly shot a ray in Shirley's
eyes.
Looking up, her glance fell on the
roughly thatched head of Peter bobbing over his work—like a scraggly
haystack, she thought—through the
glass-topped partitions between .his department and hers.
She sighed.
Too bad he didn't count
He was so nice.
But he didn't
He was Just like that scraggly, haystack hair—sort of awkward and
homely.
Shirley sighed again and tried to be
Inconspicuous., •
»'
.-..•'•
Sam, the office boy. caught sight of
her and came to her desk.
<
"Hey, Miss York," he said to a
hissing whisper, "you're to take the
telephone board for the day. And
hustle. The boss Is on a tear."
"I'm to do what?" asked Shirley,
aghast.
,
.
"Take the board? This morning? I
won't You can Just tell him mi He's
—Where's Miss Simpson?"
"Phoned she had a cold an's goln'
to stay home."
,
"Well, of all the cast-Iron nerve!
Me take the board? Why, I hardly
know how to work the darned thine.

D

Gen
JohnH
Morgan
Johnson on Johnson'* Islam
oanduskij Ban / Lake Erie

By ELMO SCOTT WATSON

T WAS just 70 years ago this
summer that the two states of
Ohio and Indiana were having
a bad case of the Jitters. The
reason for their state of nerves
Is contained In these lines from
a poem ("Kentucky Belle"—
remember It In the old Fourth
Reader?) that told about
"Morgan, Morgan, the Raider,
and Morgan's terrible
1
.
' men
With bowle knife and pistols are galloping
up the glen."
The raid, led by Gen. John Hunt Morgan (In
1863 colonel of a cavalry regiment In Gen.
Braxton Bragg's Confederate army—bis brigadier-generalship coming later) was one of the
> most spectacular and daring enterprises In the
Civil war. Boldly conceived and skillfully executed, Its leader failed In his announced purpose of^ "watering his horses hi Lake Brie" bat
be did succeed In reaching the pojnt farthest
north attained by any Southern troops on active
service during, the war, and the expedition just
missed being carried to a triumphant conclusion—through no fault of Morgan's, but because
a swift and unexpected rise of the Ohio river
prevented his reaching safety at the last moment .For, as'a ballad later composed by one
of his hard-riding troopers and sung by his sur/ vivlng comrades, had It
"Oh, Morgan crossed the river,.
And I went across with him—
I was captured In Ohio
Just because I couldn't swim!"
When on June 11 Morgan and approximately
1/500 cavalrymen crossed the Cumberland river
In Tennessee and started north, bis secret destination was Ohio. After a number of skirmishes
with Union troops stationed as garrisons of
towns along the line of march, he reached the
Ohio at Bragdensburg, July 7, captured two
steamboats, drove off 300 Federal militia and
two Federal gunboats, and then crossed the
river to Indiana. 'He was now In the heart of
enemy territory, his little force pursued by thousands of Federals from the Kentucky camps, and
facing hostile mlUtla, populace and soldiery
wherever he might turn. Descending on Corydon, he found 4,000 militia drawn up to bar his
way. He dispersed them and moved on without
halting through Salisbury and Palmyra to Salem.
From Salem he proceeded on np the Ohio, destroying and burning as be went, In effort to
cripple the transportation system and deprive the
Federals of their stores. At Versailles he encountered a strong force of enemy troops sent
to capture him but eluded them and continued
on his way. After threatening Cincinnati, he
skirted the city and reach Camp Shady. There
he destroyed a large number of Federal army
wagons, much forage and other supplies. Continuing east, laying waste to rail lines, be finished his dash through Ohio at Pomeroy. At that
itlme it was estimated 25,000 Federal troops were
Blot in pursuit of the daring raiders.
• t Even thep Morgan might have made his escape
Into Virginia, but for an unexpected rise In the
Ohio that delayed the command and prevented It
from crossing the river Immediately. While they
•were compelled to wait, Federal troops and gunboats came up. The raiders pushed further up the
river to another ford. Here many crossed before
the pursuers caught up, and made their escape.
Hemmed In by Federals, the remainder of the
command split up in small groups—some escaping, some being captured. General Morgan and
a large number of his followers escaped, doubled
back on the trail and headed toward Athens and
Zanesville.
'
But the game was about up. MaJ. George Rue
of the Ninth Kentucky cavalry had thrown a
cordon of troops across the path of the fleeing
raider south of New Lisbon and there on July
26, 1803, Morgan surrendered to his fellow-Ken' tucklun who for the past two years had been
"kept busy chasing John Morgan out of Kentucky." A bronze tablet set in a huge bowlder
on the little-traveled Beaver Creek road today
marks the high water mark of the Confederacy.
Even if Morgan failed to "water bis borsea In
Lake Erie," It remained for two other Confederate leaders, John T. Beall and David H. Ross,
to enjoy a spectacular, though brief career, on
that body of water and to create almost as much
consternation In Union hearts as had the bold
Kentucklan.
At the outbreak of the Civil war Ross was an
ehjhteen-year-old cadet In the Macon Guards,
the pride of Georgia. Captured at the battle of
Knoxvllle, Tenn., Ross was sent to a Dnlon prison camp on the shores of Lake Erie from which
ho soon escaped and made his way to Toronto,
where he became acquainted with Jacob Thompson, formerly secretary of the interior In President Buchanan's cabinet but now an agent for
the Confederacy In1 enlisting Southern sympathisers, among the Canadians and In aiding Confederate sympathizers to escape.
Thompson sent Ross to Windsor to report to

Whene Morgan Surrendered
Capt John Yeates Beall, another Confederate
agent, who had a plan which had been turning
over In his mind for some time. It was to raise
a crew of refugee Confederates In Canada, take
possession of the Phllo Parsons, one of the lake
steamers plying between Detroit and Sandusky,
Ohio, and with It capture the war steamer, Michigan, a side-wheeler armed with 14 guns, and
use It to attack Fort Johnson on Johnson Island
In Sandusky bay, where- more than 1,000 Confederates, most of them officers, were held as
prisoners of war. If the plot were successful
the Confederates would have control of the
Great Lakes and could cause Incalculable damage to Union shipping and the Union cause before they could be suppressed.
The Intelligence department of the Union
forces In Michigan learned of the plot but allowed It to go forward In the hope of capturing
the ringleaders before any serious damage could
be done. So on the morning of September 19,
1861, when the Phllo Parsons left Detroit with
40 passengers on board, among them were several of Beall's conspirators. One of these asked
the boat's clerk, Walter O. Ashley, who was
also part owner of the boat, to stop at Sandwich, Ont., to take on a party of men desiring
to go down the river. Accordingly this was
done. The new passengers were well dressed
and gave every appearance of being prosperous
travelers. At Maiden, about twenty miles below
Detroit, twenty more came on board. These had
a trunk with them as their only piece of baggage. The Phllo Parsons continued on her way,
stopping at North Bass, Middle Bass and South
Bass Islands and finally reached Kelly's island,
where four more men Joined the passengers.
Then, soon after the Phllo Parsons left Kelly's
Island, on Its way to Sandusky, the officers, crew
and the rest of the passengers found themselves
looking Into the barrels of pistols flourished by
the newcomers. The trunk had yielded its stock
of firearms, hatchets and other formidable weapons. The captain of the boat was persuaded to
relinquish command and the crew and the male
passengers were given temporary lodgment In
the vessel's hold. Beall took command of the
boat as captain and Ross was first mate.
With true southern chivalry, Beall and Ross
ordered a banquet to be spread and the Confederates entertained the women passengers as
befitting southern gentlemen.
While these festivities were going on the
Island Queen, with 170 Federal soldiers on
board, pulled up alongside the Philo Parsons.
This was Just what Captain Beall wanted. It
was all very well to Impress noncombatants with
his prowess, but the enemy in uniform and fully
accoutered promised more excitement.
It never will be known, "perhaps, why the Union soldiers did not make short work of this
handful of Confederates. At any rate, Beall and
Ross, leaving a few men to guard the Phllo
Parsons, took the rest of their command and,
after firing a few shots Into the Island Queen,
sprang on board and captured the crew, who
were too astonished at this unexpected sally
even to fire a shot In return.
With the Island Queen and the 170 Union
men In tow the Phllo Parsons set her prow
toward Sandusky to capture Fort Johnson there
and seize the Michigan, at that time the fastest
steamer on the lakes.
The commander of the Michigan had, however,
been warned that a daredevil band was making
things uncomfortably warm for lake shipping. The
commander, therefore, carefully laid his plans
and got his men ready for the "pirates." He had
the fort at his back to help him In the event
matters threatened to get out of hand.
Beall and his men hud scuttled the Island
Queen and taken their prisoners aboard the
Phllo Parsons preparatory to attacking the Michigan. When the commander of the latter vessel
sighted the enemy he set out In chase and the
Phllo Parsons turned about and tied. "The Michigan." as Boss explained years later, "had twelve
guns. We had only our pistols." So it is evident that the Confederates took the only wise
course In heading for safety.

Despite the Michigan's superior speed, the
Phllo Parsons gained the shelter of the Detroit
river. There the prisoners were landed. Many
of the "pirates" also went ashore and disappeared. Then Beall apd Ross, with only a handful, of men left, steered the Phllo Parsons out
Into deep water and scuttled her.
After that It was every man for himself. Most
of them escaped, bnt Captain Beall was captured, tried by court martial, found guilty of
"piracy," and was hanged on Governor's Island,
N. T.. on February 24, 1865.
Rosa went to Hamilton, Ont, where he was
given refuge by a family whose relatives were
In the Confederate armies. In spite of the placards and bills posted everywhere offering rewards for his capture, Ross got to Halifax and
was even bold enough to have his picture taken
while there. A blockade runner took him to
Wilmington, N. C. The Confederate authorities
recognlted his services by making him a captain
In the secret serviceHe was, however, impatient to get back into
the fray, and rejoined his old company In tune
to participate In the battles around Richmond.
He remained on duty until Lee surrendered at
Appomattos, and was again wounded shortly before the cessation of hostilities.
Grant, In his second administration, Issued a
special pardon relieving Captain Ross of the
charges of piracy. For more than 40 years he
lived at Grand Haven In the state which he and
his fellow "pirates" had once thrown Into an
uproar and he finally moved to Minneapolis,
Minn., where he died In 1027 at the age of
eighty-three.
Thousands of visitors to A Century of Progress in Chicago this year have seen a relic of
another famous Civil war raid—the locomotive
"The General" which stands across from the'
Travel and Transport building. This was the
engine used by the "Andrews Raiders," named
for their leader, James J. Andrews, wjio like
Gen. John H. Morgan, was a Kentucklan. Only
In this case a Kentucklan was leading a Union
raid through Confederate territory and Instead
of being mounted on the kind of thoroughbred
horses for which Kentucky Is famous1, as Morgan was, their steed was an "Iron horse." It was on the morning of April 12, 1862, that
the train drawn by "The General," en route from
Atlanta, Ga., to Chattanooga, Tenn., stopped at
Marietta, Ga. Here a considerable party of strangers, dressed In civilian clothes and claiming to
be refugees from within the Yankee lines who
were desirous of Joining the Confederate forces,
boarded the train and paid their fares. Capt
W. A. Fuller, who was In charge of the train,
did not have the slightest inkling that these
strangers were Union soldiers who were planning to capture his train and use It to paralyze
traffic on the Western and Atlantic railroad, one
of the vital arteries of transport for the Confederacy, by burning the 15 bridges which lay
between Chattanooga and Big Shanty
Their opportunity came when the train stopped
at Big Shanty for breakfast. While they were
thus occupied the strangers, whose leader was
James J. Andrews, a citizen of Flemlngsburg,
Ky., who had volunteered to perform this dangerous task, cut away all but three cars in the
train, climbed Into the engine cab and steamed
away.
Captain Fuller believed that those who had
taken his train were deserters from Camp McDonald, a recruit camp at Big Shanty At
ouce he dashed to the telegraph office to send a
warning to stations farther up the line only
to discover that the telegraph wires had been
cut. Accompanied by two or three others he
ran to Moon's Station, two miles away and' ob
talned a handcar on which they set out In prmr
suit of the raiders.
Then followed the race which has become a
classic in American history-Andrews tnThi
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f As Sana 'disappeared. Shirk,.
up to tike off her hat and
"Here. Ml take them."
up at the voice and saw
Ing before her. "What's the
Old P. B. going strong?" H i«,
thatehed head bobbed C,
and his Voice was deep and
thetlo.
"Well what do think I aw
see, he told me to telephone iut
ticket*.for tomorrow's matinee.
•said owe •env here by ^ three
at twelve he asks me where thi
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by one. So I hbp up after then. 5
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and the man who was then!
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for them and fifty cents for t
and get back to find the blamed i
had been delivered while I wan
86 Fm out eleven dollars
even a thank you. And nowwh
do? I cant return them
morrow afternoon and maybe t
too.later
•Til teil>you what, Shirley,"
Peter gravely."Til take them."
"Yon"? But yon don't even 1
what they're for."
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assorted armful of office supplies she, Illustrated catalogue of m°
snapped nt him so savagely that he 1,000 of the most interesting
dropped half of ,them.
of historical or artistic inte
"Oh, I'm sorry, Sam," she said, as been prepared.
he kneeled to pick up erasers and
Care has been taken, Hie
paper clips, blotting paper an* pen* announce, to make all «>J
ells. "But P. B.'S been on a rampage art and buildings of artist c
all morning—Walt a minute; he's accessible as possible to tne i
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yes, the man said they'd surely be
Zoo Animali We
here by three. Well—"
Professor Bourdelle, c
Shirley slumped In her seat. "Well,
whnrdo you know about that? Had Museum of Natural Hi*
me telephone for two seats for Satur- made a special trip to ^
day matinee for 'Bird In thi Bush,' to cently ( to guarantee w»
conduct to Paris o
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Her voice died away as She wept
Dressed as they »'" w,OIIIeBl
out of the office, pulling on bat aid
coat as she went.
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"Shall the Board of Supervisors of Cass County, Iowa, be
authorized and empowered to
and 162,550 injured in 1932. Every
Published Every Thursday by the
construct and equip a new Court
motorist should remember to approach
Court House,
House on the present site in
a school zone with care; to slow
Atlantic, Iowa,
Atlantic, Iowa, at a cost of not
August 26, 1933.
. P. BUDD '.•.'...,
Editor down at all intersections; to wach his
to exceed $130,000 to be paid
speed on curves in the country. Above
The board of Supervisors of Cass
for
by (1) incurring indebtedvfMbaeription if paid in advance. .$1.50 all, he should look out for the unex- County, State of Iowa, met in regular
ness^and issuing bonds not to
If not paid in advance
$2.00 pected. Children who meet after three session at the Court House in Atlanexceed $65,000, and levying
Bnter«i at the post office at Anita, months' separation, become so ab-1 tic, County seat of said county, at
a tax not t o e x c e e d
sorbed that they forget about the i 10:00 o'clock a. m. pursuant to law
law*. as second class mail matter.
SCHOOL TABLETS, PENCILS and NOTE PAPER
% mill per annum upon
danger of dashing into the roadway, to the rules of said Board and to adall taxable property within
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 1933. darting from behind parked cars, or journment.
ITALIAN PRUNES, for canning are mw in.
said County, for a period not
trying to retrieve a ball from under
The meeting was called to order by
to exceed twenty (20) years,
CASS COUNTY NEEDS A
the fender of a moving vehicle. The the Chairman, and the roll being
SUGAR, powdered or brown, 2 pounds.
15
to pay the principal and interCOURT HOUSE.
motorist must do (their thinking for j called there were present Frank Pelest on said bonds; (2) obtainCORN, No. 2 can,4 cans....,»...,/.,,,
25c
them.
j Zer, Chairman of the Board, in the
ing a grant from the United
On Tuesday, September 26, the
The reduction in motor accidents j cnair, and the following named SuperStates Government in an
COCOANUT, long shread^jper pound
•voters of Cass county will go to to children of school age in the United | visors: G. H. Allen, T. (W. Davis,
25c
amount equal to 30% of the tothe polls and cast their votes in favor states, is the brightest picture in the Herman Ryan.
SOAP GRAINS, 23-ounce package.....
tal cost estimated at $39,000,
9c
of or against the proposition of issu-j safety movement, but there still reSupervisor T. W. Davis, introduced
and (3) expending $26,000,
ing $65,000 in county bonds with|maing much to be -done ^ farther and read the Resolution next hereinWAX PAPER, 2-10c packages;...
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cash on hand, realized from inwhich to build a new court house, on' reduce the number of tragedies—90 after set out, entitled Resolution callsurance."
the site of the old court house which per cent of which are avoidable. Ed- ing an election under the provisions
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$i89
was destroyed by fire more than a year ucators, school authorities and teach- of Chapter 265, Code of Iowa, 1927, The polling places for the several
ago.
SANI-FLUSH, with bowl cleaner.
ers constantly emphasize the dangers to vote on the question of authorizing precincts will be as follows:
19c
Atlantic, 1st. ward—City Hall.
The Tribune hopes that the propo- of modern traffic conditions, to the | the Board of Supervisors to construct
AJtlanic, 2nd. ward—Atlantic LePOTATOES, home grown, per peck.
sition carries by a goodly majority, children.
The one person able to |and equip ^w County Court House
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not only the 60 per cent required by bring about g^t improvement is the \ and moved its adoption. Seconded by gion Building.
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molds for
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Atlantic, 4th. ward— High School
By voting the bonds at the present! that crowd ahead,
the Chairman put the question upon
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time, Cass county will be able to erect
the adoption of said Resolution, and Gymnasium.
Grant Township, 1st. precincta modern court house costing around
Myrta Adams, 62, of Bedford has a the roll being called the following
NOW AND SAVE THE TAX.
$130,000. Of this amount, the fed- strange disease.
In the advanced members -voted:
City Hall, Anita.
Grant Township, 2nd. precincteral government will give to the coun- : stages of the disease every inch of her
Aye: Allen, Davis, Ryan, Pelzer.
ty, an outright gift, of $39,000 that! skin on the body, all the hair and the
Chambers Building, Anita.
Nay: None.
Chairman.
does not have to be paid back. In finger and toe nails come off, to be
Benton Township— Center School Jensen.
Absent: Armentrout.
Attest:
Atlantic, 4th. Ward.
the county treasurer's office there is ^ replaced by new skin, hair and nails.
Whereupon, the Chairman declared House.
Jennie M. Ward,
$25,000 of insurance money from the . She has suffered eight afttacks in the the Resolution duly adopted as fol- Franklin Township— I. 0. 0. F. Clerks—M. H. Punk, W. J. Deering, Fred Steinke.
old court house. The $65,000 in bonds past ten years, but the present attack lows:
County Auditor.
Building, Wiota.
Clerks—Augusta M. Trainer, H. B.
•makes up the difference. The gift came four months after ithe previous
Lincoln Township—Township Hall.
AGREEMENT.
;
RESOLUTION.
from the federal government comes one. She has been at the University
Pymosa Township— Center School Cavanaugh.
Atlantic, Iowa,
Bear Grove Township.
from the funds of the industrial re- hospital at Iowa City, but they know - Calling an election under the
House.
August 26, 1933,
provisions
of
Chapter
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Code
Judges—W.
E.
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Clair
D.
covery act, passed by the last ses- of no cure and do not know the name
Grove Township — Community
To
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Board
of
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sion of congress.
of the disease.
House.
Cass County.
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Clerks—Henry Rohwer, Ross -W. Atlantic, -Iowa.
Cass Township—City Hall, Lewis.
Board of Supervisors to constate of Jowa that needed a new court WHEN THE RAILROADS
Pleasant Township, 1st. precinct— Riggs.
Gentlemen:
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CAME TO IOWA
house, it, is Cass county. The county
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iCourt House.
offices at- the present time are housed
Judges—J. W. Jordan, J. W. Mor- of. $976.00 we agree to perfonjj
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_
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WHEREAS, the law provides that Conklin Garage, Griswold.
in the Atlantic Motors Co. building,
gan, Peter Johnson.
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Judge James Grant, an attorney j 000,00, the expenditure of monies now
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signatures.
with the rent on the Legion Memor- and railroad enthusiast of Davenport,, on hand realized from insurance, ag- Building.
Judges—W. H. Wohlenhaus, John • We will prepare a complete I
ial building where court is held, the' lowa , was one of the principal pro- ( gregating approximately $26,000, and
The polls will be open from 8:00 Byers, Mark Cullen.
cript of all of the proceedings in t
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with the
and the heating and maintaining of
markets of the East by ceed $65,000, and
precincts and all persons quali- herd.
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the sheriff's home and county jail, is means of a railroad connection WHETBEAS, it is deemed necessary, all
fied
to vote at a general election, as
Franklin Township.
costing„ the taxpayers
of the county
. . .
. through Chicago. He was so instru- advisable and for the best interestsprovided by law, shall be deemed i Judges—Herman Eilts, J. T. Wat- for his examination. You are toi
more money right now than the in- mental in organizing the first com-; Of saj<j County, that the question
ree to supply us with the pr<
qualified to vote at said election, to ers, John Rathman.
terest on the bonds, the heating and Pany that he was chosen president, of constructing and equipping a new
necessary to complete the tram
Clerks—-Wm. F. Sandhorst, Harold
upkeep of a new court house would serving in that capacity until 1851, j Court House be submitted to the vot- be held on September 26, 1933.
Should said attorney approve i
and
Published under authority of Res- Ostrus.
cost.
thereafter for several years as. era of said County.
proceedings
we will furnish a cop:
Grant Township, 1st Precinct .. his approving opinion for deliver/!]
At the present time Cass county is vice president. Other lowans, not-1 NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RE- olution adopted by the Board of Supervisors of Cass County, Iowa, on the
Judges—Guy O. Rasnuussen, Frank the purchaser of the bonds.
paying $3,120 rent on the Atlantic ably Isaac and Ebenzer Cook of SOLVED by the Board of Supervis26th.
day of August, 1933.
White, iCarl H. Miller.
Motors building, the Legion building Davenport, were on the board of di- i ors of Cass County, Iowa as fol-,
said attorney refuse to approve!
Clerks—Solon A. Earns, Ray Smith. proceedings, then you shall pay I
is costing $600 a year, rent of the rectors. Indeed, the people of Iowa 1(}ws:
j Dated at Atlantic, Iowa, this 29th.
Grant Township, 2nd. Precinct
county attorney's office is $240 yearly seemed more interested in the railSection 1. That the Board of Sup- day of August, 1933.
only the sum of $400.00. Should i
a
an
v
Jennie M. Ward,
Judges—Wm. Wahlert, J. E. Mor- election fail, you shall pay us on
and the cost of heating the jail and *°ad <* n m y who l» ed along the, ervisors Of Cass County, Iowa, upon
County Auditor. gan, Harold 'McDermott.
sheriff's residence is $250 yearly, or route in Illinois, for more than half ({ts own motion, call a special election
sum of $250.00.
th
Section
3.
The
County Auditor
Clerks—A. A. Hayter, C. E. Parka total cost to the county of $4,210 °f e original stock was subscribed of the qualified voters of Cass County,
Respectfully submitted,'!
in
is
hereby
authorized
and
directed
to
a year.
j Davenport and Scott county.
iowa) ^ be held on the 26th day of
Cbrleton
D. Beh Co.
The
Grove Township.
Under provisions of the industrial
decade before the Civil War j September, 1933, at which time there prepare and supply the ballots to be
By
(signed)
J. C.
was
Judges—E, C. Smith, Win. Lassen, The above foregoing propositioi
recovery act, the federal government,
characterized by tremendous ac-, shau be submitted to the voters to be used in said election, which may be
will furnish, without obligation, 30 ! tivity >n railroad building. No less oy them voted upon the following printed on yellow clear paper in sub- R. Odem.
ceplted by resolution of the Boa
stantially the following form, and
per cent of the total cost of any wor- than five lines reached the eastern proposition:
Clerks—Roy I. Fancolly, G. Clifton Supervisors this 26th. day of Aui
with
the
facsimile
signature
of
the
Acker.
thy project. The object of the bill border of Iowa soon after 1854. With"Shall the Board of Supervis1933.
County Auditor in the space provided
is to relieve unemployment under the in that year, two continuous lines of
Lincoln Township.
ors of Cass County, Iowa, be
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS!
therefor
on
the
back
of
the
ballots.
reconstruction program being carried railroad were completed between ChiJudges—J. W. Denny, C. P. Borth,
authorized
and
empowered
to
CASS COUNTY, IOWi|
"OFFICIAL BALLOT."
out by the Roosevelt administration caS° a"d New York. These bands of
John T. Pearce.
construct and equip a new
By
(Signed)
Frank Pelzer,
Notice to Voters: 'For an affirma- Clerks—Wm. Watson, EL C. Brehand to stimulate business through the steel, symbolizing the wedding of .the
Court House on the present
Chairnm|
tive
vote
upon
any
question
submittconstruction of necessary public work Atlantic Ocean and the Father of
! mer.
site in Atlantic, Iowa, at a cost
Attest:
ed upon this ballot, make an (X)
projects. The court house project will Waters, provided a direct and speedy
Massena Township.
of not to exceed $130,000, to be
Jennie M. Ward,
mark in the square after the word Judges—Henry Bissell, Jr., Fred J. (signed)
provide approximately $25,000 for access for the products of Iowa farms j
paid
for
by
(1)
incurring
in-County Auditor,
to tne
"Yes."
For
a
negative
vote
make
a
county labor. This does not include
markets of the world and
Groves, Casper Schmidt.
debtedness and issuing bonds
'
On
motion
and
vote the Board«
similar mark in the square following Clerks—E. A. Denham, Grover
the cost of labor involved in sub-con- brought the merchandise of the great
not to exceed $65,000, and levyjourned to-meet at 9:00 o'clock ^
the
word
"No."
"Ballot
on
question
tracting, fabricating materials at fac- cities to the storekeepers of Iowa,
Guthrie.
ing a tax not to exceed % mill
September 1st., 1933.
of constructing and equipping a court
tories or mills.
>
I
per annum upon all taxable proNoble Township.
(Sinned)
Frank PeW
house.
Shall
the
following
public
The building of a new court house
perty within said County, for
Judges—G. P. Schuler, P. H. Martmeasure
be
adopted?
in Cass county at the present time
a period not to exceed twenty
ens. Ellis Mueller.
Attest:
.
"Shall the Board of Supervisis a worthy project. The voters of
years, to pay the principal and
Clerks—O. D. Funk, Alvin LehmJennie M. Ward,
ors
of
Cass
County,
Iowa,
be
the county should study the proposikuhl.
interest on said bonds; (2)
County Audit**
authorized and empowered to
tion so they can cast their votes in- Voss Manufacturing Co.
obtaining a grant from the
Pleasant Township, 1st. Precinct
construct
and
equip
a
new
Court
telligently, and not let other matters,
"IF IT'S MADE OF WOOD,
United States Government in
Judges—J. F. Frank, R. E. AnMiss Louise tHttman left SB
House on the present site in
foreign to this worthy project, inWE CAN MAKE IT."
amount equal to 30% of the
drews, I. R. Lantis.
for
Council duffs to resume her I
fluence their votes against the isAtlantic, Iowa, at a cost of not
602-4 E. 3rd. St.
total cost estimated at $39,000,
Clerks—Jas. H. Lary, C. E. Wood- tion as a teacher in one of these
suance of the bonds.
•-•
to
exceed
$130,000,
to
be
paid
and (3) expending $26,000
ward.
of that city. She has been a w
The Tribune owners, not small taxfor by (1) incurring indebtedSwan, Martin & Martin
cash on hand, realized from inPleasant Township, 2nd. Precinct
in the Council Bluffs schools
payers by an means, are ready to
Attorneys-at-Law
ness
and
issuing
bonds
not
to
surance."
Judges—L.
C.
Crum,
Thos.
Gittens,
number
of years.
cast their votes in favor of issuing the General Law Business Transacted
exceed $65,000, and levying a
Section 2. County Auditor of said
W. E. Lary.
bonds to build a new court house. And
tax
not
to
exceed
%
mill
per
County, is hereby authorized and diClerks—S. W. Woods, J. B. Swan- J. A. Roland of Albia
Ask For
we honestly believe, in urging other
annum upon all taxable prorected to give notice of said election
son.
in the district court at Cory*"
Cloverbloom Ice Cream and
taxpayers to vote the same way, that
perty within said County, for a
the date, hours, voting precincts,
Pymosa Township.
charge, of obtaining money
The Cream Supreme
it will never add one cent to your tax
period
not
to
exceed
twenty
polling places and purpose thereof in
Judges—J.
D.
McAfee,
Willis
Campfalse
pretense and was fined
At
Most
Dealers
bill. It is in one sense of the word
(20) years, to pay the principal
full compliance with all the requirebell, Chris Tiedemann.
coats. He had been selling
an economy measure for it will cost
and interest on said bonds; (2)
ments of law, and in particular to
Clerks—Robert Wilburn, Ralph D. hose, taking a deposit at
Zurfluh Greenhouses
less money to pay interest and mainobtaining a grant from the
(five notice of said election and the
Milford.
Cut
Flowers,
Funeral
Designs
and
of taking the order, then
tain a new court house than it is costUnited States Government in
date, hours, voting precincts, polling
Plants of All Kinds.
deliver the goods. He left monj
Union
Township.
ing at the present time to carry on
an
amount
equal
to
30%
of
the
8th. & Pine Sts.
Phone 569 places and purpose thereof in full
the county attorney to repay
Judges—Carl
-Hansen,
W.
B.
Gerthe county's business.
total cost estimated at $39,000,
compliance with all the requirements
lock,
Carl
Arnold.
an
ies at Seymour.
Let's make Tuesday, September 26,
d, (3) expending $26,000*
by publication of said notice once
Osborne-Tomlinson
Clerks—Will
Lantz,
C.
S.
Becker.
the biggest day in the history of the
cash
on
hand,
realized
from
each
week
for
four
successive
weeks
Funeral Home
county, and show the rest of the world Sixth & Oak Streets
Victoria Township.
insurance."
•44
Phone 897 in the Atlantic News Telegraph, the
that we have created a "new deal"
Judges—H.
C. Kerkham, J. G. MfcH. B.
Section 4. That the following perlast of which publication shall not
Est. 1866
Ambulance Service
for ourselves.
and
be less than five (5) nor more than sons be, and they are hereby ap- Kee, E. J. Symonds.
Clerks—V.
D.
McMartin,
J.
D.
AmLARSON—The Eye Man twenty (20) days before the date pomted Judges and Clerks to serve dor.
GET READY FOR SCHOOL.
Op-tom-e-trist
M
of said election. And by posting said at said Special election, f o r the sevWashington Township.
1 Modti north o f M «
For Better Results
notice at each polling place during eral precincts as indicated.
Approximately 30,000,000 children,
Judges-^Frank N. Miller, Henry
Atlantic, 1st. Ward
the day of said eleciton. Said notice
Calta promptly atten
ranging from near-graduates to kindKnop, Carl Comes.
Roland,
Peacock
&
Baxter
shall
be
in
substantially
the
following
ergarteners, Will converge on our
or
night.
Funeral Directors
Clerks—Emil A. Brehmer, Wilks
form:
streets and highways this September,
Sarsfield.
All calls answered promptly day or NOTICE OF ELECTION TO THE
all approaching central points.
night, regardless of distance.
*"*' "*"• »»• Section 5. That this Board of SupQUALIFIED ELECTORS OF
"Through the summer they have been
ervisors shall meet on the 28th. day
Atlantic, 2nd. Ward
CASS COUNTY. IOWA.
scattered throughout the length and
BULLOCK'S
of September, 1933, after said- elecPhartin*
breadth of the land; now they are to
Notice is hereby given that a special
Southwest Iowa's Foremost
tion, for the purpose of canvassing
be mobilized, crossing our city thorelection by the qualified electors of
Department Store.
the returns of said election, ascertainoughfares or country lanes in long
Cass County, Iowa, will be held in
'
*- ing the results of the vottngy declarlines going to school or coming home. Atlantic Sheet Metal Works the several precincts in said County
ing the same, and causing ,a record
Atlantic, 3rd. Ward
It is a solemn duty of every motorGny Folks, Prop.
on September 26, 1933. At said elecv 'Com to and
to
be made thereof.
Judges-E. T. Shannon, Chas A
ist to see to it that these youngsters,
Heating and Ventilating
tion the following question will be
f
Ftart door w«Bt
Passed and approved this 26th. day *
,
Donahoe, Mrs. Henry Walters
Caf«
Jiave a safe passage. By following a
Expert Radio Repairing.
submitted to vote:
of August, 1933.
Clerks-John J. Curry, Mr8.

simple rules, he can help cut
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News Review of Current
Events the World Over
Wallace 'Asks 15 Per Cent Wheat Acreage Reduction—
NRA Campaign Among the Consumers—Raymond
Moley's Resignation—Washington for Repeal.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 1933

'IMPROVED

SAM Is determined to bring
U NCLE
Somuel Insull bach home to answer for his alleged sins. At the request of American government agents
the Greek authorities
again arrested the former utilities magnate,
and the Appeals court
In Athens sustained
this action and rejected Insull's plea for
release on bail. The
fugitive from Chicago
Trtll have to spend
another month under
restraint pending the

UNIFORM

INTERNATIONAL

SCHOOL Lesson

One Supreme Factor in the Search for H
Its Acquirement Largely Matter of
For and Recognizing 'Biasings.

Institute of C
„--•_ .
, 193S. WMtern Neif »p«P«r union.

Lesson for September 10
JONATHAN

LESSON TEXT—I Samuel 18:1-4;
19:1-7; 20:30-40.
.
Samuel Insull
GOLDEN TEXT—A friend loyetn at
HEAT farmers of the nation, In PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT selected but, being in poor health, he is kept all tiroes, and a brother la born t*t
adversity. Proverbs 17:17.
order to receive federal cash 1 Secretary of the Interior Ickes to under guard In a clinic.
PRIMARY TOPIC—New Friends.
Insull's lawyers indicated that he
benefits under the domestic allotment be administrator for the oil Industry,
JUNIOR TOPIC—David's True Friend.
will
first
seek
to
have
himself
made
a
INTERMEDIATE
AND SENIOR TOPplan, most agree to reduce their 1934 and then selected the other 14 memWorthy Friends
• wheat acreage by 15 bers of the planning and conservation Greek citizen, and, failing this, will at- IC—Choosing
YOUNO PEOPLE AND ADULT
per cent This was the committee to assist Mr. Ickes in tote tempt to show that the extradition TOPIC—How
to Be » Friend.
treaty between the United States and
announcement m a d e work.
Greece
is
contrary
to
the
provisions
by Secretary of AgriI. Friendship Established Between
The President also took steps to reculture Wallace, after lax the gold embargo for the benefit of of the Greek constitution. He is now Jonathan and David (I Sam. 18:1-4)accused
of
violating
the
American
the news of the inter- the mine owners. He issued two orThe friendship of Jonathan and
national wheat agree- ders, one allowing the sale in foreign bankruptcy law.
David has become immortalized in the
The extradition proceedings may be world's thought It was unique In that
|. ment reached in the markets of gold mined in the United
L o n d o n conference States and the other stringently bind- long drawn out Insull can only be It occurred between two men of rival
w a s received. T h e ing the anti-boarding regulations to extradited If the charge against him is worldly interests. Jonathan was tho
an offense against Greek as well as
secretary estimated safeguard the national supply.
iaw. Lawyers In Athens say crown prince and heir to the throne,
that this redaction
He made sure that this permission American
that
violation
of the bankruptcy law is according to hereditary rights. David
Wl11 mean
to give gold producers the advantage a much milder offense under Greek law was to be king according to divine
Ul.ll.r.
* CUt
°*
waiiace abont 9600000
acres.
of the higher prices available abroad
choice and arrangement Jonathan,
In wheat plantings and of more than would also be shared by the refiners than embezzlement and larceny, with knew this and yet magnanimously
which
Insull
was
charged
in
the
earlier
32^000,000 bushels in the 1934 wheat and bis two orders made this possible.
waived his natural, personal rights In
crop, provided all the farmers sign up.
Then Mr. Roosevelt cleaned up his proceedings.
favor of God's chosen.
This they were being strongly urged to desk' and began a week-end vacation.
1. Love at first sight (w. 1, 2). At
do in appeals that were broadcast He attended the Dutchess county fair C*UROPB is not feeling at all peace; the end of the Interview between
*-*
ful
these
days,
and
this
is
due
largethroughout the wheat belt
at Rhinebeck, and next day embarked
David and Saul, following the victory
Under .the allotment plan, the ma- on Vincent Aster's yacht for a cruise ly to the doings of German Chancellor over Goliath. Jonathan's soul was knit
Hitler
and
his
Nazis
In
tbelr
conflict
chinery of which is now completed, that was to last until after Labor
with the government of Austria. The with that of David. While there was
the government will pay the farmer 28 day.
Austrian Nazis are hurrying across mutual love, this trait stands out precents per bushel on 54 per cent of bis
the
border to Join their comrades in eminently In Jonathan. To him It
crop, or that portion destined for con- OAYMOND MOLET, regarded as
Germany,
and the threat of invasion meant great loss, the loss of the
sumption in this country. In return *^ the "ace" of the Roosevelt brain
grows
day
by day. But, if it comes, throne, while to David it meant Imthe farmer must agree to cut his 1934 trust is no longer assistant secretary
the
invaders
will be met at the fron- mense gain, the acquisition of the
wheat plantings by 15 per cent Some of state or in any other way connected
tier by a vastly Increased Austrian throne, to which he had no natural
9120,000,000 In compensating payments
with the administra- army. Among other steps by the Vien- right
Is expected to be paid this year, if all
tion. Following a call na government is the decreeing of a
2. A covenant established (VTV
wheat farmers sign government conat the summer White new short-term enlistment force in 8, 4). This mutual love found exprestracts promising to reduce their next
House In Hyde Park, which from 16,000 to 20.000 men will sion In the establishment of a covyear's planting by the stipulated
Professor Moley an- be trained annually and a second army enant between them. Following this
amount Funds for the payments are
nounced his resigna- Teated.
love covenant, Jonathan stripped himexpected to be raised by a 30-cents-ation and bis plans to
President
Von
Hindenbnrg
and
Hitself of his court robe and equipment
bnshel processing tax on the flour millbecome the editor of ler attended a huge meeting of Gergave them to David. This act was
ers.
a new weekly mag- mans at Tannenberg to celebrate the aandvirtual
abdication of the throne tb
The application each farmer signs
azine to be established German victory there over the Rus- David. Truly, "Love seeketh not her
obligates him to sign a contract with
by Vincent Astor. sians, and the former, accepting as a
(Secretary Wallace when his applicaHis associates will be gift from Bast Prussia a forest es- own." (I Cor. 13:5).
II. Jonathan Defended David
tion Is approved in Washington. It
W. Averill Harrlman tate, said: "I am thinking with revRaymond
Against
Saul's Frenzy (I Sam. ife :l-7).
must-be accompanied by a map of his
and V. V. McNitt erence, fidelity and gratitude ot my
Moley
David went Into the battle with
farm, showing location of all buildings,
The publication will kaiser, the king and lord. In this
Goliath out of zeal for God and true
bis crop system, and legal description be devoted to controversial articles
of bis location. It must also have a concerning politics and economics and hour, when I am thinking also of my religion, not for personal glory; but
signed statement of the tbresherman Moley said one of its purposes will be deceased comrades In arms, and when it turned out as always, that because
as to how much wheat came off the to Interpret the Ideas of the Roosevelt I proceed to thank you for the gift" he put God first, God honored him.
The chancellor, flying the same day It is always true that those who honor
farm in the last three years and a cer; administration, though it will not be In
to
Niederwald, near the Saar fron- God shall in turn be honored of God.
tlflcate of the elevator or railroad offi- any sense an agent of the NRA.
told a crowd of 200,000 that GerOn David's return from victory over
cial who bought the wheat
Both Professor Moley and Secretary tier,
many
never give np the Saar. Goliath, he was met by a triumphal
of State Hull denied that the former's At thewould
time of the'latter demonstra- chorus of women of all the cities ot
«DtTX under the blue eagle," was resignation was caused by the disagree*-» the slogan with which Adminis- ments between those two gentlemen tion there was a secret meeting of Israel, chanting praises to him of the
trator Hugh Johnson opened the which culminated at the London con- Nazi chieftains to whom Saar State victory over their enemy. They
great drive to persuade the entire na- ference. Many Independent commenta- Councillor Simon said:
ascribed more praise to David than to
"Wherever the German language is Saul. The one group sang "Saul baa
tion' to give Its full support to the tors held that Moley's retirement from
NHA, The cry was taken up by an the administration heralded the pass- spoken, wherever German blood runs slain his thousands," and the other
army of a million and a half volun- Ing of the regime of the professor and in the veins, greater Germany ex- ' answered, "And David .his ten thouteers who started out to canvass the the return of practical politicians to tends. We will not be content just sands." This praise of David aroused
with the Saar. The German lanhouseholds of the country, to tell the the direction of the nation's affairs.
guage is spoken as far west as Metz the murderous envy in Saul's heart
people what the recovery act means
and Mnlhouse. The Saar, Alsace, Lor- and moved him twice to attempt to
and to enlist the Individual citizens n EPEALISTS were unnecessarily raine
and parts of Belgium and Hol- kill David.
under Its emblem.
This wickedness was In Saul's heart
•^ worried about the state of Wash- land formerly were German and the
General Johnson warned the people ington, partly because the vote on German character still lives there to? The occasion .tanned It Into a flame
that "even a shadow" of boycott. In- wiping out the Eighteenth amendment
making It a .burning passion of evil.
In the people.
timidation and violence would wreck was in the form of referendums in each day
Let no one think of this as an Imag"Germany
will
no
longer
be
a
peothe whole endeavor; but he insisted of the legislative districts. This ple of 60,000,000 inhabitants, but of inary sin. Its counterpart may be
that confining one's patronage to deal- scheme, however, availed the drys 80,000,000.
conquest of the Saar found In many of us. The supreme
ers who fly the blue eagle would not nothing, for the state voted for repeal will be theThe
point
of departure for test Is as to whether the success of
be boycotting the others and would by about ^5 to 2. Nearly complete re- other political successes
the west- others and the honor bestowed upon
be not only Justifiable but necessary turns showed that only one district ern frontiers of Germany.on The
Nazi, others arouses within us envy and
to the campaign's success.
with two delegates, went dry, so the the reich and Chancellor Hitler will Jealousy. It is hard to forgive those
Completion of the automobile code repeal amendment will be ratified by not rest until this aim—a Germany who outdistance us in the race of Ufa
and Its acceptance by president Roose- the other 97 delegates when the con- of 00,000,000 inhabitants—has been
In Saul's third attempt to kill David,
velt was counted a great achievement vention meets October 8 in Olympla. achieved."
Jonathan
defended him and secured
by NBA, and the manufacturers were Washington Is the twenty-fourth state
The Saar matter, which supposedly from his father the oath that David
fairly well satisfied with the compro- In the repeal column.
will be settled in 1935 by a plebiscite, should not be'slain. He'thus exposed
mise on the union labor problem which
The state emergency committee, a especially interests France, which now himself to the anger of his infuriated
tare them the right tb deal with their retentlonlst organization, fought re- holds the valuable basin. Significantworkers on a basis of merit and effi- peal. It contended that In the event ly, Premier Daladier took occasion to father for David's sake. This willingciency. President William Green of of abolition of the prohibition amend- inspect the vast new French frontier ness to lay down his life for David
the American Federation of Labor was ment the state would be Without liquor fortifications, tBe main works of proved his real' friendship (John
quick to take advantage of the pro- regulation, except Jaws prohibiting which are about completed. This 18:13).
III. Jonathan Revealed to David
vision of the code which, be held, per- sale of alcoholic beverages to Indians great chain of forts and tunnels is
mits the workers to organize. He and minors, until the legislature meets designed to protect France from a 8aul'« Murderous Attempt (I gam.
20:30-40.)
wired the general organizer, William again in 1935.
surprise Invasion by Germany.
The beginning of the new moon was
Collins, in Detroit to appeal to auto
celebrated by sacrifices and feasting,
employees to "unite with labor." Pes- "TpEA and conversation were all that
aimistlc observers see in all this the •*• Montagu Norman, governor of the P»RANCE'S Socialist party has a at which all the members of the family
" new wing, called "Neosoclalist," were expected to be present (v. 5).
seeds of future conflicts.
Bank of England, obtained when he
Henry Ford was still silent on his visited President Roosevelt at Hyde and it won a startling victory in the David's excuse for being absent was
convention of the second Internation- that he might go home to attend the
Intentions concerning the code. Gen- Park. He was accomale in Paris. The program of the yearly sacrifice of his family. Materal Johnson said emphatically that panied by George L.
Neosoeiallsts Is in many respects al- ters were now so serious that JonaIf he did not sign he could not get the Harrison, governor of
most identical with President Roose- than and David renewed their covblue eagle; that outdoing the code with the New York federal
velt's
"new deal," but It favors the
shorter hours and higher wages would reserve bank, and he
gold standard and decries Inflation. enant In this renewal the terms were
not be compliance.
beyond the life of Jonathan
hoped to talk about
It is thus summarized by a Paris cor- broadened
(w. 14, 15).
stabilization of the
respondent.
JOSEPH B. EASTMAN, who as fed- currency. But there
Saul's anger was now so fierce that
1. Balancing of the budget.
*J eral co-ordlnator of transportation were various other
2. A' "vast and inspiring" program for Jonathan to be found in David's
bas perhaps the hardest Job In the ad- guests present and
company was most dangerous, so he
of public works.
ministration, is promoting a freight still more dropped in
3. A 40-hour week without reducing cleverly planned this sign by which
car equipment reduring the afternoon
he could make known to David Saul's
salaries or unduly raising prices.
placement program,
—and Mr. Roosevelt
attitude and purpose. True friend4. Extension of monopolies.
Montagu
believing this would be
had no desire to talk
ship warns those who are exposed to
B.
Reform
of
present
parliamentary
Norman
a great contribution
about stabilization or
methods.
danger. This piedpe was faithfully
toward the Increasing
any allied matters. So it was Just a
In Great Britain the Labor party is carried out by David (n Sam. 9:7,8).
of employment—as it
pleasant social affair, and Mr. Norman planning a return to power on a
undoubtedly w o u l d .
left early.
platform that also contains many of
Te.ting Chrutianity
He has asked the
The eminent Londoner, however, did the lloosevelt policies.
To
examine
its evidences Is not to
executives of class 1
have a number of conferences with
try Christianity; to admire its marrailroads "to make a
financial men, including Secretary of CENATOR HUEY LONG of Loul- tyrs is not to try Christianity; to
thorough canvass of
the Treasury Woodin, and monetary
slana attained the front page compare and estimate its teachers is
existing freight car
problems were discussed, but the re- again twice. First, at a charity party
not to try Christianity; but for one
equipment and to subB. Eastman sults, If any, were not made public. at the Sands Point Bath club on Long week, for one day. to have lived !„
mit at the earliest
Island, he gave deep affront to an un- the pure atmosphere of faith and lovd
practicable date their views as to the
..
.
named
gentleman and In turn received 10 God.
deaths
are
to
be
laid
to
God, ami
and tAnriomo.,.,
tenderness »_
repair or retirement of wornout and
that
* a storm in New Mexico. The a• black
His
1.
j.t. eye.
*
~— explanation,
—•—"">.»«u, quite
ijuiie i
•" to
*" have
"«vB made
ujaae ernpHmonf *r
obsolete cars."
State Limited, a transcontiThe railroads are asked to submit Golden
nental passenger train, plunged
their recommendations for repairs and through
a weakened bridge into an Milwaukee to address the Veterans
Beautiful Sentence
retirements of each year up to and In- arroyo near
Tucumcarl, eight persona of Foreign Wars, and be opened his
clndlDff 1988 with the average cost for being killed and many Injured. Dur- speech with a virulent attack on the
.each car.
ing the same storm a night mall and press reporters present because thev
Mr. Eastman wants the railroads passenger transport plane crashed had sought the truth about the former
to retire and destroy or rehabilitate against Mesa mountain not far from incident For this the officers of the 'He blessed him
the thousands ot cars whose period of Quay, and the two pilots and three organization publicly apologized u he at Its fullest
•ervice has expired. He also asks passengers perished.
remains for them to explain w h y '
time and Place: "He blessed
them to consider the voluntary restricTwo pursuit training planes collided ever Invited the "Kingfish" to ad
me
tion to service on their own lines of In mid air over Randolph field, San them. He Is neither a statesman" nor there."
cars of light construction and cars of Antonio, Texas, two cadets and an In- an economist, and, in view of poim
larger capacity that are not good for structor losing their lives. Another conditions In Louisiana, the fact that
Lika . Diamond
more than two and a half years of Instructor leaped with his parachute he Is a senator confers no distinct i on
"The nature of a human being Is like
on 111 in.
further service.
and was saved.

By EDWARD W. PICKARD

W

trt^^Ftisfi.

Seeing Good Things

Happiness consists largely in the
appreciation of the good things which
occur—the things which are oles*?
ings. These may be temporal blessings or spiritual experiences. TlMf
persons who recognize their blessings and give thanks for them find
life has a wonderful'side. Therrls
seldom a day • When something doer
not occur which is pleasant, ifhicb
averts misfortune and thereby becomes a blessing, or which Is a positive Joy and satisfaction. Every day
does not bring1 great events, bat
there are the occasional days when
there is one outstanding event for
which to give thanks, and other*
when an accumulation of smaller
good things combine to bring v«qoal
happiness.
>
? ''
To experience the pleasure fdtfch.,
good things bring, two matter* fyrf
essential First ,the person liJust
recognize the blessing, and, second,
he must rejoice In it It Is not
enough that one has the experience;
It must, be seen as a blessing and it
must be delighted In. One can
scarcely be happy over a splendid
occurrence, unless he recognizes it
Unfortunately there are thousands
of persons who are blind to the good
things of life, but have keen sight
for each smallest misfortune. They
live lives of apprehension, of Joyless
days and sleepless nights, not because tbey fail to have good things
happen to them, but just because
they fall to recognize such things^
Those who would .experience happiness will find they must look for.
blessings. This is no mere vapid
statement It Is a positive fact. One
mechanical aid to happiness through
recognition of pleasant occurrence I*
the keeping of a line-a-day book In
which those things only which make
for happiness are set down. .Let no
day go by without Jotting down something good which has been recognized
as such. Do not be discouraged If
some days are lean, especially at
first' Gradually the appreciation of
blessings grows. This will be found
true partly because the mind comes
to see the good with clearer vision,
and partly because it will be discovered that what seemed a small blessing had far-reaching results for good

In later developments »
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and we daily it talk

I'm a stenographer — but I help
In the kitchen at home and I've
discovered a thing or two about
soaps. I find that Pels-Kaptha
loosens grease quicker. When I'm
through, the dishes and pans fairly
shine. And my hands are out of
water so fast, that they 'don't get
red. Mother now swears by Fels-NapthaY
too* She uses it for the family
wash and says it* s so much easier
to keep the clothes white and
sweet-smelling.

huatlea right out; when you
FeU-Naptha Soap. It has
for, FeU-Naptha holds • s

change to
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Base Ball Tournament

at Anita
SUNDAY-MONDAY,
September 10-11
Teams Competing

Anita, Wiota, Casey and Brayton

5 Games
Two gapes will be played on Sunday afternoon starting at 1:00
o'clock. The losers of these two games will play on Monday morning
at 10:00 o'clock, and at 1:00 o'clock on Monday afternoon the winners of the/two Sunday games will play for first prize. Following
this game, th'e winner of the Monday morning game will contest with
the loser of the Monday afternoon game for second and third prizes.

Afternoons, lOc and 25c
Morning, 5c and lOc
Come Out and See Some Fast Games and
Boost Your Local Team
ORIGINAL NOTICE.
In the District Court of the State of
Iowa, in and for Cass County.

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

September Term A. D. 1933.
Equity No
Gertrude Chapin Gifford,
Plaintiff.
vs.
Ethel Pearl Miller, and Jens
Miller, her .husband; and
George A. SopeiV
Defendants.
To Ethel Pearl Miller and Jens Miller,
her husband, and 'George A. Soper,
Defendants.
You and each of you are hereby
notified that there is now on file in
the office of the clerk of the District
Court of Cass County, Iowa, the petition of the plaintiff, claiming judgment against you and in Fern in the
sum of $20,000.00 together with interest thereon from the rendition of
same at the rate of five per cent, together with the costs of this action
including statutory attorney's fees,
for and on account of a certain"real
estate mortgage owned by plaintiff
and being a first lien upon the following described real estate situated
in Cass County, Iowa, to-wit:
The Southeast Quarter of Section Two, Township Seventy-Six
North, Range Thirty-Four, West
of the 5th. P. M.
Said petition claims that the said
mortgage was executed by Leon G.
Voorhees and Hazel Dell Voorhees
on the 28th. day of December A. D.
1916, and at the time the said Leon
G. Voorhees and wife made, executed
and delivered the real estate mortgage, and note therewith, he the said
Leon G. Voorhees, was then the owner of the said real estate.
Said petition claims that - the said
Leon G. Voorhees sold the said land
and that Elmer E. Soper, became the
owner of the said land, subject to the
said mortgage and that the said Elmer E. Soper died and at the time
of his death was the owner of the
said land, and that Ethel Pearl Miller and George A> Soper are children of the said Elmer E. Soper.
Said petition claims that the defendants herein claim some right, title or interest adverse to the plaintiff, in and to the* said real estate,
and that whatever right, title, claim
or interest the said defendants may
have or claim to have is inferior to
plaintiff's said mortgage lien sued
upon herein. Said petition asks that
plaintiff's said mortgage (which was
filed for record in the office of the
county recorder of Cass County, Iowa,
and recorded in Book 254 on page
237 of said official records) be foreclosed and established as prior and
paramount to any right, claim, title
or interest of any of the defendants
herein, and that the said defendants
be forever barred and estopped from
claiming any right or interest in the
said real estate adverse to plaintiff's
right and title.
FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS
SEE PETITION NOW ON FILE AS
AFORESAID.
Therefore, unless you appear thereto and defend before noon of the second day of the next term of said
court which will commence on the
26th. day of September A. D. 1933,
and be held at the American Legion
Hall, in the City of Atlantic, Casa
County, Iowa, now being used as a
temporary Court House, a default
will be entered against you, and judgment and decree rendered thereon as
prayed in said petition.
Dated this 24th. day of August A.
D. 1933.
E. S. Holton,
Attorney for Plaintiff.

September 10, 1903.
Born, to C. E. Thomas and wife, a
son, on Sunday, September 6.
Frank Bontrager of Lincoln township marketed a bunch of fine hogs
last Monday.
Miss Maggie Miller is reported as
being much better, although still confined to her room.
The organization of a Uniformed
Rank, K. of P., is one of the sure
things for Anita in the near future.
The Tribune hopes to see the day
when the streets in the business section of Anita, at least, will be paved
—not with gold, but with good brick.
If there is to be no building erected on the lots where the old blacksmith shop stood, we would suggest
that the grounds be cleaned up and
leveled off and converted into a sum•mer garden.
John E. Ruggles has secured a good
position as clerk «to the road boss of
the new Great Western line in northern Iowa at a salary of $60.00 per
month. Another good Anita boy
knocking his way to the front.
A new wire "back stop" has been
built on the high school grounds and
is a most desirable improvement. It
will save a good many black and blue
spots to those not engaged in playing ball, but who pass along the sidewalk back of the catcher.
The barns in, the rear of the Odd
Fellow's building have been torn
down to make room for a large > sale
and feed barn and stock pavilion to
be erected by C. E. Townsend. Work
will be commenced as soon as the
ground can be filled in with a sufficient amount of dirt.
Frank Fee, a registered pharmacist, has made application for a permit to buy and sell intoxicating liquor in the town of Massena. We always supposed Massena was such a
healthy little village that liquor was
not a necessity; bat we learn that
bull snakes are biting like thunder
these, days.
C. O. Hunt of Exira was a business caller in the city Friday.
William LeBeau, 17, stepped before Judge Elmer Dougherty at
Bloomfield and asked to be admitted
to the boys' reformatory at Eldora.
The lad is the victim of a broken
home, he explained. He had finally
lost track of his mother altogether
and had followed his father about
the country, picking up a living
wherever he could. Finally he resorted to petty thievery to keep the
spark of life glowing. "I want a
chance to be a good citizen. But I
have to learn how. I want to go
where they'll teach me," he told the
judge. Judge Dougherty signed the
papers commiting LeBeau to the
training school, and the youth received them with a broad smile.

Monarch 100%
Pure
This is the best time of the year for outside
painting. Come in and let us figure your job.
Paint now and avoid expensive repairs later.
, , , „ „ -'»-.

ROBT. SCOTT ~
ANITA LUMBER CO.
Phones: Office 20; Re*. 11

We Give and Expect a Square Deal

NOTICE OF ELECTION TO THE
+ CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
QUALIFIED ELECTORS OF
t
E. L. Anderson, Minister.
CASS COUNTY, IOWA.
f

+ + + + + + «. + + «• + + •»•+•»• +

(The Church With a Heart «nd
Notice is hereby given that
an Open Mind.)
special election by the qualified elecChurch School at 10:00 a. m. A
tors of Cass County,, Iowa, will be
held in the several precincts in saic training school for Christian living,
urith classes for all ages. Mrs. Lydia
County on September 26, 1933.
At said election the following ques- Brown, Superintendent.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
tion will be submitted to vote:
Special music by senior and junior
"Shall the Board of SupervisWE DELIVER
choirs. Sermon subject, "Finding
ors of Cass County, Iowa, be authorized and empowered to conGod."
Text, Gen. 5:22.
Youth Forum at 7:00 p. m. A disstruct and equip a new Court
House on the present site in Atcussion group where you will feel
lantic, lowa^ at a cost of not to
at home with great subjects.
Evening service at 8:00 o'clock.
exceed $130,000, to be paid for
by (1) incurring indebtedness
Special music, both instrumental and
and issuing bonds not to exceed
vocal, by young people. Sermon sub$65,000, and levying a tax not
ject, "A Great Tragedy."
to exceed % mill per annum upon
Notice.
all taxable property within said
Some of the advance steps we are
County, for a period not to ex-, taking in our forward move as we
ceed twenty (20) years, to pay
resume our fall activities.
the principal and interest on said
A senior and junior chorus will renbonds: (2) Obtaining a grant
der music every morning service, and
from the United States Governalso at many of the evening services
ment in an amount equal to 30%
and programs. The junior chorus will
of the total cost estimated at $39,be under the direction of Mrs. Ray000, and (3) expending $26,000
mond Lantz, and the senior chorus
cash on hand, realized from inwill continue under the direction of
surance."
Mrs. H. E. Campbell. A young peoThe 'polling places for the several ple's orchestra is also being organized
precincts will be as follows:
under the direction of Mrs. Lantz. This
Precinct and Polling Place.
organization will furnish instrumental
Atlantic 1st., ward— City Hall.
music for the Sunday School, evening
Atlantic 2nd., ward—Atlantic Le- services and other special programs.
gion building.
The junior dramatic club under the
Atlantic 3rd., ward — Christian direction of Mrs. P. T. Williams will
church basement.
present a sacred drama on the fourth
Atlantic 4th., ward — High School Sunday evening of each month. The
gymnasium.
first of the season will be presented
Grant Township 1st., precinct— on September 24.
BROWN BEAOTV I L « (
City Hall, Anita,
The following schedule of evening
Finest Quality
LD 1<
Grant Township 2nd., precinct— programs and activities during the
Chambers building, Anita.
coming season will be given as folBenton Township—Center School lows each Sunday:
White or Cider
House.
The first Sunday of each month beper galkpi
Franklin Township — I. 0. 0. F. ginning. October 1. A good fellowbuilding, Wiota.
ship program appropriate for church
MASON
Lincoln Township—Township Hall. with light refreshments. Come and
per
dozen
' Pymosa Township—Center School get acquainted.
House.
The second Sunday, a young peoRED Two-Lip
Washington Township — Center ple's service conducted by them. An
6 dozen
School House.
expressional program for youth.
Grove Township — Community
The third Sunday, a musical conHouse.
cert by senior and junior choruses.
Cass Township — City Hall, Lewis. A rare treat in music.
Pleasant Township 1st., precinct—
The fourth Sunday, a sacred drama in the dining hall of the church on pressure or process 3 hours in it
City Hall, Griswold.
by the junior dramatic club, making Sunday evening at 6:00 o'clock. water bitn. Do not allow the
Pleasant Township 2nd., precinct— Christianity live.
Please remember to bring your, own sure to go higher than 10
Cocklin Garage,. Griswold.
We are planning for your profit table service. This luncheon is givett move from the cooker or hot i
Noble Township — Center School and inspiration a great program. as a courtesy to Dr. and Mrs. David bath and seal immediately.
House.
Come and enjoy the season in our Shenton of Council Bluffs, who are
Some housewives prefer tohvtjj
Bear Grove .Township — Center fellowship.
celebrating their wedding anniversary chicken partly cooked before c
School House.
Wednesday evening the young peo- on that day.
The chicken inay be seared in (j
Union Township—Sothman Imple- ple will meet at 7:00 o'clock at the
Evening service at 7:30 o'clock. ing pan or roasted before pad
ment House, Cumberland.
church for the purpose of perfecting Sermon by Dr. Shenton, followed by desired. Meat juices obtained in j[
Massena Township—I. O. O. F. and electing officers for a junior chorus, the business session of the fourth
ing may be poured over the meat<
building, Massena.
under the direction of Mrs. Raymond quarterly conference. .
it is id the jar.
Edna Township — Center School Lantz, and the junior dramatic club,
Choir practice in the church WedHouse.
A COMMUNICATION.
under the direction of Mrs. P. T. Wil- nesday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
Victoria Township — Building on liams.
The >W. F. M. S. will meet in the
ground with Center School.
church Thursday afternoon at 2:30 To the Editor:
Sunday School Officers.
Brighton Township — Wheatley
A good many here in Anitil
The following S. S. officers were o'clock. After the business session
building, Marne.
elected last Sunday morning: F. H. and study hour, tea will be served. horrified, hearing about the ]
The polls will be open from 8 a. m. Osen, supt; C. !W. Hockenberry, "asst. All ladies of the church are invited. ita woman in jail at Atlantic.
to 7 p. m. in all precincts, and all supt; Isabelle Biggs, secretary; RoWe will perhaps better undi
A beautiful oak library table was
persons qualified to vote at a general jert Stuhr, asst. secretary; Mrs. presented to the church the past •when you read this. Last
election, as provided by law shall be
week. If the donor of the table received a letter from a
deemed qualified to vote at said Dosha Scholl, librarian; Jane Scholl,
pianist; and Mrs. C. E. Harry, asst. could have seen the look of surprise woman with several small
special election,
be held on Sep- pianist. These officers will be approved and pleasure on the face of the Sun- here in Anita, begging me forJ\|
tember 26, 1933.
by the church next Sunday morning day School secretary as she "realized of $5.00 until her husband cosdd
Published under authority of Resoand they will take their offices Oc-1 she would have a nice place on which work. She told me, that she did
lution adopted by the Board of Super- tober
1.
I to do her book work, she would feel mind starving herself, but hated j
visors of Cass County, Iowa, on the
The
senior
ladies
aid
will
hold
their
[ amply rewarded for her donation to see the children starve.
26th., day of August, 1933. Dated
Fred Hai
the Lord's house.
regular
meeting
Thursday
with
a
12:00
at Atlantic, Iowa, this 29th., day of
o'clock
dinner
for
the
public.
We
were
glad
to
have
with
us
in
August, 1933.
REAL ESTATE TRANSFER]
our Sunday services the teachers of
Jennie M. Ward,
our
school,
who
have
returned
to
take
County Auditor,
Archie R. iCbchran and wf to
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
+ up their work for another year.
L. Schwenneker wd 8-26-33 a
Cass County, Iowa.
• + + + + + + + + + + + + + 4 4one-sixth int in and to Its 1
"Substance" will be the subject of CAN THE CHICKENS
Eugene Wahling, a member of the
E Whitney add Anita, and
WHILE
PLENTIFUL
reforestation army at Keosauqua, the Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
83-77-84 and n2 ne4 and e2
Iowa, spent the week end with rela- Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, Septem- No emergency food shelf is quite and s2 se4 nw4 sec 21-77-34, |IJ
ber 10.
tives and friends in Anita.
complete without canned, chicken, in
The Golden Text is from Psalms
It was about 33 years ago that Edi- 135:13, "Thy name, O Lord, endureth the opinion of Mrs. Alma R. Plagge,
tor E. N. Bailey of Britt decided to for ever; and thy memorial, 0 Lord, of the foods and nutrition department
at Iowa State college.
hold a hobo convention at that place. throughout all generations.
Th7resson:Se\ron conTprises quo f WhBB f^s are plentiful on the WANTED:—Two or three
The idea was original and the big
H™
f™™ the
u.n Bible,
D.-UI- and
___, from
.
. iiarm—when
the, flock is beinir culled Indian Tomahawks. Ed.
daily papers gave it considerable pub- ationsO from
the!
_,
there is a surplus of cock- lantic, Iowa.
licity with the result that on the day Christian Science textbook, "Science
of the convention there were numer- and Health with Key to the
WANTED:—Cead anima
housewife caji profitably spend a little
ous ndwspaper correspondents in Britt iures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
are strictly sanitary at all
time
putting
up
chicken
for
future
but no hoboes.
Finally two were
One of the Bible citations reads:
Phone 184, Beaver's Cafe.
rounded up and agreed to attend. The 'Lay not up for yourself treasures use, Mrs. Plagge says.
Let
the
chickens
hang
IB
to
20
minFOR SALE:—Residence onJJ
correspondents were sore when they upon earth, where moth and rust doth
arrived, but Bailey soon had them in corrupt, and where thieves break utes after killing to bleed thoroughly nut Street, known as the
a good humor with the result that through and steal: But lay up for 1 or the stock on the canned chicken property. Bargain.
cloudy and the meat will be Mabel K. Collins, Adm
they wrote much about the conven- yourselves treasures in heaven, where' will
the chicken in water Harrietta A. Kelley Estate,
tion that never existed only in the neither moth nor rust doth corrupt i
minds of the scribes. A celebration and where thieves do not break ! «, *below
*.. the boiling point; remove ton, Illinois.
was held this year at Britt in memory through nor steal: Por where^; ^fe
PLAYER PIANO
Scrub, .,the skin
of the event and it would have been treasure is, there Will your heart b e ' , „Q
f" of the chicken carepossible to get plenty of hoboes this also" (Matt 6 - 1 9 2 1 )
fully with mild soap and water or soda $700 player piano with roiis
had for unpaid balance of on |
year if they had just extended the
A»ong the selections from the '1"!^!'', *™* "****• C°°l *" terms $10 per month. «v
invitation.
The chicken may then be cleaned $40 cash. Write at once to
lowing:
A large
of t.,vvv
2,000 acres
acres not lar
far we must learnascertain
~ „. farm
,«..„ Ui
\vherp
nnr
»ff
*•
parts cut up in the Piano Co, Station C, Mil*"**
where
and they will advise where
from the town of Moulton, in Appa- are plai-ed and whom wo \ , T usual manner for serving.
W ackn wled e
noose county, includes within its area ' and obey asTod
J?,
?
* • The parts are
.
is fol- be seen. Please furnM
Ihe
a Place which its citizens hoped
hoped at
at! pursue
mmuiP and
«„.. the
,>' spirit
„_! ' 'we
°bjects w' lows: Place a drumstick in the jar,
we manifest reFOR SALE OR
one tune would become a city. Now, veal our standpoint
and
then a thigh with ends lapped to make
J V
U JU
all
tu«the
*__..farm
i ....
.
I '»<-, ana
show what the pieces more compact. Then fit in Chevrolet coach; *3 all has
has been
beennlmnrharl
absorbedi,,;tu;^
within
we are winning" ( p . 239).
1930
Will)'
except a store building, still used as
another drumstick. Place two wings sedan; Phone 244. (
such, and an unoccupied hotel. In his
next to the thigh, fitting the elbow coach.
& Son, Anita, Iowa.
boyhood days William Lodwick lived
of one wing into the other. Place the
M.
E.
CHURCH
NOTES
not farm from this farm, but he is now
EL a HOLTON
portion in the center of the jar,
J. Rarick,
a prosperous attorney in the city of
with the rib end down. Placing the
Practice in all
Chicago. He has now bought the old
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m Dr meaty pieces on the outside and the
farm, and with it the hotel building
H
bony pieces on the inside allows the a Specialty.
•
- Johnson, General Supt
To this farm, and to be housed in the
heat
to penetrate more quickly to the
Mrs. Earl Blue's class will
old hotel—made over into a home for
ANITA Present i center of the jar.
the special feature in the opening
CHADWICKTBA
them—Lodwick expects to bring sixThe
remaining
space
may
be
filled
teen orphan boys. There he is to pro- exercises Sunday morning
Ground oats • • • •
Morning worship at ll':00 o'clock with the back and the breast piled on Oats hailed
vide for them, and is to see to it that
,.mu
top of the back. The giblets and liver
they are trained for becoming farm- Allowing the sermon, the Lord's Sushould
be canned separately, so they Ear com ground
per
will
be
administered
ers. Lodwick's brother, who still lives
• Called tot t
All members and friends of the will not flavor the rest of the meat
m that country, is to be the super
Add 2 teaspoons of salt to the quart
church are invited to participate in
mtendent in charge.
jar, partly seal and process in * presthe covered dish lunch to be
erved Sure cooker 90 minutes at 10 pounds

Food

Specials For

Sweet Potatoes
Tomatoes
Peaches
Plums
93c
Peanut Butter
19c
Mb
Del Monte
Bran Flakes
3 for25c
Wax Paper
I5c3

Vinegar
Jar Lids
Jar Rings

2!

23i

2:
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By T. J.
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litRSMANSHIP to, as important In
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Events in the Lives of Little Men

I* duality tenn Wodttdi because
^products alone H a fallacy.

^Michigan fruit grower learned
i to his wrrow. In three years of
i work he built up Ms roadside
4et business to where ,lt averl $400 a month tor the 90-day seaniness compelled hini to hire a
n and when the income was
he found his business, had
j"to«S20.
A learned the reason the following
Ftrom old custoaiers who stopped
h. market when ttjey («w hi* be.
I the counter. Poor salesmanship,
^presentatlve never attempted to
tip anything to customers If they
Boned values; never' anticipated
t wants nor made-suggestions, all
klch bare a tendency to sell both
fbouse" and"itt/pl^wSBcts.
Lpetltlon Is so keen nowadays
Itbe roadside talesman must do
T than "wait on people." He must
> the varieties of fruits, vegetaind other products, quality, and
_jat uses they are best suited.
fig especially true of apples and
1 fruits.
•
, Randan, apple grower of
Iowa, took over an old fruit
y that had a large variety of
„ but until his wife cooked an
[of each variety to find which
lest for cooking and eating, Ran(rho majored In live stock at colmade all sorts of mistakes and
ilte a time with housewives who
cooking for eating apples
i recommendation.
i at a roadside or farm marconsiderably from that
In city shops, where dellv_.j made and orders can be
by phone, About 42 per cent
• wayside customers, so a snr»
fllcates, make purchases with-'
ting out' ftt their cars. This
j might be taken as an Indies| laziness, but even so, the smart
) and farm market owner will
»the whims of the prospective

That Old Argument

•

"So you didn't sell those people
at No. 7 a vacuum cleaner after
"Tell me the worst, doctor."
all?"
"ill mall It to you."
"No, sir." '
"Did you ask to see the head of
Pari« and Butt
the house?''
"Darling,
have you made all ar"Tea, sir."
rangements for our elopement?"
"Wen?"
"Yes, my love. We take the Zep"That simply started an argu- pelin
to South America, get married
ment—Klkerlkl.
at Rio; announce our marriage from
New York, ask for forgiveness In
Cherbourg and wire from Paris for
Almost Correct
The teacher >was asking questions the return fare home."—Border Cities
about famous characters In prose and Star.
poetry.
With a Few Old M»oe«
"Can anyone tell me about the
character—All Baba?" she asked the
Spinster—So the waiter says to
me, "How would you like your rice?"
class.
Friend—Yes, dearie, go on.
"Yes, teacher," replied a boy; "he
Spinster—So I says wistfully,
was a man who wasn't there when a
"Thrown at me, big boy."
crime was committed."

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

fee-

CAREFUL.-AN1
MIDICIKJ&

OI'LU FOtLowi

The Health Report
NOVJ OI'M IN PER ITHERE COMES ME »P'PLY
L. SNOOP)!

AS

kewlse has been found that
I pays at all times. The
[purchaser of today may buy
t worth tomorrow. Moreover,
J steady customer that makes
marketing profitable, transient
ling tourists or shoppers looklloiv prices. A ; line of customfog to the market dally or sev*.
i a week, will buy a lot .of
['over the season.
jal years ago i I witnessed
[thought was a very good exW Balesmansbip. And, to make
f Interesting, the fanner was a

BB1HER THIN 01 win
o» AiN't so
«>' vwu* BtFofcC 01
SoT AS B t > A5
AM MOVU

, automobile screeched to a
[ a clond df dust and flying
jfore the market, The door
a flipped open and a bushel
: tomatoes spilled over the
['most of 'them mashing and
5 Juice over the white roadPlainly the tomatoes were
but the farmer, apparently
91 of the Impending "flght,"
psured the woman that "ac[wlll happen" and that he
place the tomatoes without

sin to admit the quality
ot supply of any kind of
not as good as a previous
Probably the last picking.
I* dWerent variety. Maybe
onaitions. The explanation
logical and honest
special is asked
- io stock a good salesman
effort to accommor. even without nroflt.

THE"BAD

"Is your family going to be active
In society?"
"I suppose so," answered Senator
Sorghum. "You can't expect them to
deny themselves the same pleasures
that they enjoy at home."
"Will yon become a social butterfly
yourself?"
"No, ril keep working hard and try
to fly high enough to' get Into. the
airplane class."—Washington Star.

HNNEY OF THE FORCE

ffer of a new basket was read, the,woman bought two
land several other vegetables.
I lulck thinking/ a scene was
land a customer • made Instead
tie farmer, a good salesman,
de a friend—and a profit
ortanj part of salesmanship
fg the confidence of the cusIVery often suggestions will
«nonal salea Tte seen It
any times daring the years
'en InfreBtlgatlng; and'Studymarketsr In fact, the same
happened to you and me
| are shopping.
I department stores have a
pat the customer Is. always
poubt the troth of this policy,
s to let the customer believe
tomato incident referred to
I a good example of how this
be twisted to the advane seller. Similar opportuarise out of making good
pntees, and everything sold
« guaranteed, It Is a good
|olnt and when a refund or
j^otm Is necessary even though
ay He with the customer,
tor confidence and future

AND
BELLS
WINGS

LlS" attitude has rained many an
*"
good opportunity to sell

"off balance," the woman
The Ore left her eyes; in
muttered an apology after
It was her fault She was
the tomatoes because they
the right kind for making
ce. "Perhaps," she added, "I
bave told' yon what I wanted

Customer—That lot you sold me In
Venice Gables Is three feet under
water.
Real Estate Agent—That's splendid. I'm glad to hear It Let ma
congratulate you I
Customer-'-Congratulate nothing!
I want my money back.
Agent—Oh, .don't throw up such a
bargain as th'at I can sell you a
canoe for only $40 and yon can enjoy
all the delights of boating without
going off your own property. Think
of it!—Pathfinder Magazine.

(© br Wtitern Ncvipuxr Union.)
11—French article
13—Fight
IB—Prollea
17—Scarcer
^0—Work
22—Go np
24—Source of heat
23—Lone atlek
27—Biblical giant
it—Of or, pertaining to Ike alto
81—Scheme*
1»— Abccace of
88—Deformity In which foot •»
XO— Ifote of B»»l«l
grown Inward
31—Dctecc
SB—Legal combination (abbr.)
SS—Had faith In
87—Card came
M— father (Coll.)
4O—Ifarrow pleeea of flexible mataM—SU»'a prtaon
rlal
M— Bclonclnc to TO«
41—Pleeea of hot fuel
SA—Fart of the car
42—Flower
SO— FabolUt «f not*
43—Groom
«3—OMC (French)
44—One who play* a atrlnged !•»
88—Coarace
atrnment
84— Lattice work
45—Encourage
86—Wood lice
46—Cor wheel*
88 Exceedingly unall part o'f mat47—Mlatakea In printing
ter
BO—Rodent
8*— Native metal
BS—Ward off n blow
40—Nar
B4—Automatic reglaterlng tautxw*
44—Bravery
ment
48— Whl«tle«
B7—Peraon of antnll atatnra
40—Same aa 89 korlaoatal
BS—Contradict
Bl— Sword
61—Ob), of ahe
03—Oreraaaty In action
68—Writlnga ittbbr.)
B3— Saered IOBK or poem
68—Southern state (abbr.)
US— ShakeapeareaB klnc
•7—And (French)
54— Beverage
Sr—Clattered
Solution will appear In next tan*.
BO—One of the vrorda yon me when
•Inclng a cone of which yoa
don't know aU the worda
Solution of Last Week'. Puzrl*.
80—Addition to • letter
•1— Throw
OT !fev>« article one paragraph lone
•4—Roadway (abbr.)
W—Palatine deaUnc with everyday
life
•0— Feel
OS— One who make* • aacrlBc* to
principle
leetlac place

Horizontal.
1—Wkera Bsster eff* are
to com* from
f— Hr^loU iBterpretatlaii of th«
Serlprarc* Bmonc JcwUk
bU
U—Ol«
14— ]talu> hmppr
15—Conjn»ctlon

THE FEATHERHEADS

Window Display
\WELJ-— IT SEEMS ALL RIGHT

—BUT AREM'T THE. PORTIONS
SMALL
SAX WAITER,!!

Vertical.

MICROSCOPIC ?
LAST f'MB

2—Commercial notice (abbr.)
ft—Nickname of famoua prlntev
4—8**ln
D—Dentine composing elephant'*
tnaka
•—Thin, alender
7—Plaeea In the middle (va». ap.)
8—Wood of the agallocn
•—Fetter
M—Conanmed

a

nan

na
n
a a n a
mmra
nnii

UTS PULL,
TOGETHER/

« WMttre MiW»p»P»r PPJ
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Another Straw
for the Camel
On September 1st the 3 per
cent electricity tax, formerly paid by the consumer, was
imposed on, this company,
thereby making some 24
kinds of taxes which we
must now pay.

A baby boy was born Sunday mornMiss Anna Dittman left the last of
ing to Mr. arid Mrs. Lawrence Carl- the week for Fowler, Colorado, where
son, i
she wiir teach school the coming
year.
James Rose and family spent Sunday with relatives in the Creston viMiss Leona Acheson of 'Menlo viscinity.
ited here a few days the past week
with her sister, Mrs. Max Walker and
Miss Russia Harris is spending the family.
week at the Century of Progress in
Chicago.
Donald Shipman is home from Chicago
where he spent a few weeks
Fred W. Herbert and wife were
with
friends.
While there he spent
Sunday evening visitors in the city
a few days at the world's fair.
with her sister, Mrs. G. M. Adair
and family.
D. L. McDermott, wife and son,
James, of iQorning spent Saturday
Lloyd Smith and wife and Mike
night and Sunday in the city with his
Metz and wife left Sunday for Mason- mother, Mrs. Nora McDermott.
le, Colorado, to visit their children,
. and Mrs. Ray Smith.
A meeting of the Rebekah lodge
was held at the I. O. O. F. hall FriMrs. Marcelus MoMichael of Des day evening. Plans were made at the
Moines visited in the city a few days meeting for the district convention
the past week with her sister, Mrs. which will be held in Anita on OcH. E. Campbell and family..
tober 26.

Rialto
THEATRE
SAT-SUN.

SEPT. 9-10

Arnold Dressier will leave in a few
Robert Scott and wife, Mrs. Peter
days for Des Moines where he will Scott, Bertrand Stauffer, Glen 'Nelson
take a commercial course at the Cap- and Milo Buckley drove to Shenanitol City Commercial College.
doah Sunday morning where they
Deputy Game Warden James 0'- spent the day visiting the two broadHara of this city was in attendance casting stations.
at the state fair in Des Moines for a
W. P. Budd, wife and son, Prank,
couple of days last week, assisting visited Sunday in Bagley, Iowa, with
IOWA COMPANY -~ OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWANS
with the work at the game and fish her niece, Mrs. Glenn McCall and famcommission exhibit.
ily. They were accompanied home by
MANY PEOPLE HERE FOR
Will Nelson, who has been stationed Mrs. Budd's mother, 'Mrs. Isabel Joy,
SECOND DAY CELEBRATION at Lake Andes, South Dakota, for a who had been spending a few days
in Bagley.
, The second day of the American number of months with a reforestation army corps, returned home last
Chas. Salmon, wife and daughter,
hen the Anita public schools Legion and Legion Auxiliary celebra- Thursday evening. He does not ex- Margaret Jean, have returned to their
tion, staged in Anita on Tuesday and
Monday a large group of enpect to return to the camp.
home in Cambridge, Ohio, after spendfastic children entered the doors Wednesday of last week, brought a
record crowd.,, It is estimated that
Miss Mary Lodwig of Anita and ing the summer months in Anita with
. a zeal that is characteristic of more than 3,000 people witnessed the
her parents, Ed. L. Newton and wife.
age. Some Were perhaps glad horse pulling contest at the baseball Guy Conklin of Griswold were united Mr. Salmon is employed as an inin marriage last Wednesday at the structor in the Cambridge schools.
new acquaintances, and get back
park that morning. George Knarr
Jheduled-duties that would carry of Bridgewater won the contest when Methodist parsonage' in Atlantic.
along to some higher goal, his team pulled 7,300 pounds a dis- They will make their home in GrisLester M. Heckman and wife of
i others were no doubt just borne tance of 27% feet. Second prize in wold, where Mr. Conklin is engaged Kansas City, Missouri, spent the week
in business.
with Ifce tide.
end with his parents, W. H. Heckthe'contest was won by Jolin Tinti of
man and wife. Their daughter, Marany -iate^ihe' tide brought' a Casey; third by Brownlee Bros, of
Mrs. Howard Marsh, Mrs. Doug- jorie, who had been visiting here with
numberY especially in the high Adair; and fourth by Wm. Waters,
' las' Marsh, Mrs. Floyd Marsh and her grandparents, returned home with
The h^h school enrollment son of Jack Waters.
j Mrs. Arthur Marsh and children left them so she could enter school Monnear ,the high i water mark
The quilt display, sponsored by the Sunday for their homes in Randolph,
e school which would indicate ladies 91" St. Mary's church, drew Nebraska, after a pleasant visit with day.
i demand f or a liigh school many visitors. Prizes for the -dis- i Frank Sisler and wife, and with other
The state of Nebraska put a tax of
is an imperative demand, play were won on quilts belonging relatives and friends.
93 cents onx a barrel of beer and then
boy and girl are taking to the following ladles:
neglected to state what the tax money
dvantage of a high school eduAt the meeting of the Iowa InEmbroideried—Dora Jean CampAnd now they
i to a much greater extent that bell, first; Clara Wlese, second; and surance Writers Association held in is to be used for.
:
will
have
to
wait
until
the next ses'.a few years ago.
Our Mrs. Lester Scholl, third.
j Ft. Madison last week, R. W. (Mick) sion of the legislature before they
nen class Is about equally diPatchwork—Mrs. Joe Kopp, first; Forshay of this city was elected a
[ between pupils from this dis- Mrs. M. M. Burkhart, second; and member of the executive board. There can spend it because the money cannot be legally used until an approppupils outside of this dis- Mrs. Louis Anderson, third.
are four members on the board, one riation has been made by the .lawApplique—Church of Christ ladies from each section of the state.
makers. Perhaps the beer drinkers
^ enrollment in the grade school aid society, first; Mrs. Solon A. Earns,
Special Added Attractions
Lawrence Battey and wife of Char- will wait until the legislature meets
been becoming less for second; and 'Mrs. 'Mary Reed, third.
again before they drink any.
iton
came
to
Anita
Friday
evening
to
i While at the same time the
Antique—Mrs. J. R. Stuhr, firs*;
ichool enrollment has been in- Mrs. Myra Turner, second; and Mrs. visit her parents, Jas. B. Herriman
Mrs. Joanna C. Camp, 73, wife of
and wife, and from here drove to Justice Charles S. Camp of Lewis,
DANCING and SINGING ACT
g, until at present, we hove Ed. Wheeler, third.
ar as many enrolled in high
The baseball game on Wednesday Shelby to visit his parents, George and the mother of Mrs. Joe Kopp of
"THE WAY OF ALL FRESHMEN*1
1
as we have in the elementary afternoon between Anita and Wiota Battey and wife. They returned to Anita, passed away one day last week
L
at her home in that town.
Death
was won by the latter club, the score' their home in Chariton Tuesday.
UNIVERSAL NEWS with GRAHAM McNAMEE
resulted
from
heart
trouble
which
enrollment for the school is be|ngr 7 to 2. The tug-o-war between
Homer Millhollin, Manning SwanPOPULAR ADMISSION
lOc and 25c
ows:
Anita and Wiota was won by Anita. son and Orville Lowden left Tuesday she had been suffering for many many
1
months.
Mrs.
Camp
came
to
'Cass
Grade .School.
A REAL (TREAT—See George Ar- morning for Lake Andes, South Da- county in a covered wagon in 1870
1
13
kotoa, where they are located as and had resided here since. Besides
liss
in "The Working Man."
de 2
'.Uj
V. C. McCoy and wife of Pacific
W. V. Somerville, wife and two sons,
members of the reforestation army. the husband and Mrs. Kopp, she is
Junction,
Iowa, spent Sunday with Morris and Robert, were Des Moineg
de 3
21
They
were
home
to
spend
the
week
Henry Wiegand of Oakland visited
survived
by
six
other
children,
eleven
de 4 ...'.....
18
visitors Saturday.
his parents, Andrew Wiegand and end and Labor Day with relatives grandchildren, three sisters and three friends in Anita.
de 5
..26
and.friends.
wife, Sunday.
brothers.
J. ,W. Long of Des Moines visited
A Percheron horse bred by W. B.
de 6
20
in
the
city
a
few
days
this
week
with
Hunt
of Lacelle, in Clarke county,
Isaac
Brown,
Clyde
Smith,
Kenneth
7
,...'..
25
H. G. Armentrout was in Atlantic
A grain elevator at Titonka, Kos- his son,' Chester A. Long and fam- sold recently for $600 to C. H. Dea8
....20
Friday to attend the regular monthly Woods and Omar Plummer of this suth» county, suddenly shifted about
con and sons of Logan, Iowa.
158
meeting of the board of supervisors. vicinity and Gaylord Courtney of Per- 17 inches off its foundation the other ily.
ry returned home Monday from a night. It was found, the joists and
High School.
Mrs. R. D. Vernon returned home
Mrs. G. M. Adair and daughter,
Lars Christensen, wife and son, Al- fishing trip in northern Minnesota. beams which supported the structure
ae 9
.43
Monday
from
a
few
weeks'
visit
at
Gail,
retprjfed home the last of the
de 10
31 len, John Christensen, wife and sons, They report fishing as being very had snapped, allowing the elevator to Coggon, Iowa, with her daughter, week from -a few days' visit with
Norman and Elton, and Miss Ruby good. Forest fires are bad in northern slide off the foundation. Titonka resi- Mrs. Zeta Hayenga and family.
de 11
42
relatives and friends in 'Des 'Moines.
Nelson were recent visitors near Lost Minnesota at the present time, and dents were awakened by the loud rede 12
31
at
one
place
they
were
within
two
1....147
Island, Iowa.
port of the breaking timbers. It was i Miss Maxine Dutton of Shawnee,
Joe Kopp, wife arid children wera
miles of a fire.
I -for the entire school .. .305
feared for-a time that the whole build- | Oklahoma, visited in the city one day in Lewis last Wednesday afternoon
A. J. Mohr and wife and Leroy
At the meeting of the Eastern Star ing would topple over, as it was left last week at the home of her aunt, to attend the funeral services for
Christenaen and family, Hana Klotenburg and wife have returned
leaning at a precarious angle. The Mrs. C. N. Campbell and family.
Mrs. Kopp's mother, Mrs. Joanna C.
and family, Raymond Nelson to their home in Davenport after a grand chapter this fall, music will structure is 65 feet high and has been '
Camp.
e, all of Anita, Pete Chris- pleasant visit in Lincoln township at be furnished by a grand chapter housing 35,000 bushels of oats and ' John Atwood has returned home
chorus,
composed
of
one
member
wife and daughters, Marie the Orville Morgan home.
Frank Rhoads and wife of Peoria,
j from Strawberry Point, Iowa, where
from each chapter in the state. > Mrs. corn.
he has been a member of the refor- Illinois, visited in the city from SaiHen, of Atlantic,' and James
Fred 'M. Sheley and wife and their Bessie Lowell will represent the Anita
If you feel the urge to do a com- \ estation army, and will remain here urday until Monday with relatives
of near Spencer were Sunday daughter,' Mrs. Ed. F. Carlton and
chapter in the chorus, and next Sun1
and friends. They, were accompanat the Pete Nelson, home near three daughters, are home from a day she will go to Des Moihes where munity service, why not try being a for the present.
member of the school board, who usuied home by their daughter, Barbara
week's visit with relatives and friends the chorus will have a rehearsal at ally serve without remuneration. Over
It is reported that the north and Jean, who had been spending the
at Montezuma, Iowa.
the Shrine auditorium.
at Lucas they are building a new middle west are in for another big summer here. MTS. Rhoads' mother,
Chamberlain, the Clayton
school house and in addition to put- saving. 12 carloads of Rolled Roof- Mrs. Bertha Lewis, also accompan"rattlesnake icing," breaks inA farmer near Reinbeck had 150
Blades for Gillette Type RazMrs. Cora V. Bunce, who lives in ting up a substantial building the ing.
| newspaper again. When Cham- chickens stolen. Some of his chick- California, was taken from the west- board desired one that would be pleas- or, 6 for 7c. Hickory Axe Handles, ied them .to Peoria and will spend a
few weeks there.
brought in his last batch of ens were marked and the next night bound bus Monday afternoon and ing to the eye. They specified that 19c. Gamble Stores.
It
> to Elkader, the county seat, .to 80 of them were returned. The ones rushed to the Campbell hospital for some fancy brick be used in facing
Glen N. Moon, 17, son of Mrs.
The first 'meeting of Chapter EZ, Frank Breece of Atlantic, was found
the bounty on them, he had thafr were not marked were kept by treatment for ptomaine poisoning. On the building, the brick having been
him an adult horned rattler the robbers.
Sunday she had attended a picnic in bought from an Illinois concern. A P. E. O., since the Summer vacation, last Thursday evening by three girls,
he had captured alive., The
Springfield, Illinois, and it is thought petition was circulated and liberally • was held on Tuesday afternoon at shot to death near the Nishnabotna
Here is an idea. A Pennsylvania ate something that poisoned her. She
the home of Mrs. George F. Shaffer river, west of Atlantic. The body, a
' rattler is common in Texas but
farmer
put a score crow in his corn was enroute from 'Chicago to Omaha signed asking that the brick be bought on Rose Hill Avenue. "ReassemblDanger to Iowa and- this* was
bullet in the head, was in a small dein Iowa. The board met and a large ;
He at the time she was stricken. She number of citizens met with them to | ing'Day" was the subject of a paper livery truck. Coroner Burdette L. RoN; One Chamberlain has ever field to keep the crows away.
Chamberlain's latest haul hung a pail on the scare crow and was able to resume her trip Tues- witness them rescind the fancy brick i by Mrs. J. W. Budd, president of the land has been unable, through lack
tiers numbered 91, but he still was surprised one day to find the day.
contract and substitute a contract for chapter. Roll call was answered by of evidence, to determine whether
I Iowa brick, but the board postponed "vacation peeves and pleasures."
a few more to equal his bottom covered with dimes, quarters
the shooting was intentional or acMotorists stopped
Back in the early 80's there was [ action.
of last year. „ Killing rattlers •and half-dollars.
Ganelle Galiher, daughter of Mr. cidental. . He decided no inquest was
ollecting the bounties on their and took a mess of roasting ears and a humorous writer along the same
|
and
Mrs. L. R. Galiher of Atlantic, necessary.
A flock of turkeys on the Charles ^
has proven a profitable side- put the money in the pail to pay for lines as our Will Rogers, who signed
them.
' himself, "Brick Pomeroy." He also Wood farm in Hardin county has' and former residents of Anita, will
Chamberlain.
be married on September 24 to Robert
posed as an authority on stock rais- frequently been a prey to thieves.,
A. Focht, assistant manager of Gaming, hogs especially, and would ans- When Mrs. Wood awakened the other | ble Store in Atlantic. The announcenight
and
saw
the
lights
of
a
carj
wer inquiries as to ways and means.
ment of the approaching marriage
SAVE MONEY
One fellow asked as to the best and near the turkey yard, she wasted no was made a few days ago at a meettime
in
calling
the
vigilanties.
Severcheapest method to raise pigs. Brick
Economy Shoe Co.
ing of the Ace-Hi bridge club in Attold him that the best way was to al of the officers hastened to the lantic.
10c 4 let the big pigs eat up the little ones spot, surrounded the car and crept
SQUARES, per pound
as it saved both labor and feed. Our upon it cautiously. Finding a man
15c |
SLAB, per pound
must have one of Pomeroy's in the car, they leaped out of their
6c J Henry
;
books. While Henry is fixing things hiding places, levelled their guns and
BOIL, per pound
so the farmers own meat and lard ordered him to put up his hands.
|A Complete Line of Cold Meats to Choose From.
are about all his hogs bring, and Terror stricken the man in the car
finding what to do with the corn, got out. He was a hired man at a
He had become
come in and talk repairs to us. We neighboring farm.
tan fit you out with most .anything sleepy on his way home and gone in
you want from a part to a whole the ditch he explained. The officers
machine, and we don't have to guar- apologized, helped him get his car
antee our work—it does it itself. out of the ditch and escorted him
ANITA, IOWA
home.
Millard's, West Main Street.
2t

IGH SCHOOL NOTES

Hal Le Roy & Mitzi Mayf air

Better Fit Better Wear

pedals For Saturday Only

Miller's Market

List Your Pigs and Piggy
Sows for Federal Purchase.
The Farmers Coop.

THE TRIBUNE. ANITA, IOWA.

Call a

be no
to destra

corruption that
ctlon of honest
and expeditious solution

Made Jefferson President

ttat day will
m come.
mat
^h116^0"'68 of-the Unlted States
will be like Its soldiers. They will
never know their next point of call.
They win operate under centralized
orders from Washington. They will
have at their fingertips a complete
IT ALL International
Identification bureau.
They will use radio, telegraph, teleARTICUI No. »
y A recent notorious case three Phone, photography, fingerprints, bergrand Juries werfl? conducting sep- tlllon measurements. Use, In fact evarate investigations of thi same 6ry science known to criminal detection.. And they will succeed In their
ae. Three prosecutor* were aeeksolutlon of the Crime and convlc- Job only as they succeed In the Indi„ of the sanje criminal. Three state vidual tasks of solution laid upon
rernments were trying to find what their shoulders. 'And more than that,
they will walk through absurd extradiv ought to do about It' -,
tion folderol as a fireman goes through,
iag
this
time
the
criminal
was
)ur
a wisp of smoke.
hog a riotous ttf* ton the proceeds
Crime will be against aoclety, not
bis endeavors. That,is not unusual,
it Is ridiculous.' Tike cost is be- against a county or a city or a state.
j all sense and reason. It Is as Prosecution will be by society, not by
ilnal as the crime under Investl- a politically-controlled organization
dependent for a living upon the votes
, man shot a man In New Jork. He of a few communities. Crime will be.
the body to New Jersey and a- high menace to. the decency of life,
jnped It there. Then he dashed to the administration of business and
aware to hide out They found the sanctity of the home. It will ba
there. Three investigations were treated as such. Then solution will
an to determine what to'do with' be sure in the vast majority of cases.
and where to do It Two extra- Then prosecution will be genuine add
Jons were necessary to bring the speedy and efficacious. Then a change
• to trial Mounting taxes and in- of venue will temper justice with,
mercy and "mercenary" with Justice.
delay for offended society!
Until then the country will stagger
bat is a dimple ease. Take any
along
under ever-increasing police and
states and counties and the
prosecution
costs. It will carry tha
would be irqe. All this abets
criminal. Be runs to another endless burden of county bonds and
taxes. And by every Indicasolely to accomplish the very county
tion,
crime
will constantly Increase.
that' accrues.
'
How many of America's great <:lttea
bile Juries, meditate what to do are
solvent today? Why?
iter lawyers produce^ a habeas
America,
with the most outrageous
|us and the criminal bas flown the
before there la any legal Inatnl- murder rate ever known to a civilized
to hold him. This was all too land, Is In my Judgment, the most lawuently true when the killing was abiding nation on earth. This is true
one am] the habeas financed because America stands for more ridicnitons, ,ln bootleg money. It Is ulous and polltlcan-made taws than
ply all too .true that the prosperity any other country.. Technical legal
ifety of the criminal iiave been expressions are the fruit of legalized
upon his money and Its law-makers justifying their own exproer. Legal technicalities istence. They' have specialized to such
I nerved to liberate many a killer, an extent that their complete success
the rout of common equity and av|tiio8ee technicalities bare been is
comprehension. Strictly speak" 'and allowed^ only because erage
ing, not a single American is free
fluence?'
the taint of criminal activity.
connection between the police from
He may speed in his motor car. A
he criminal JB the most dlsasI He may not sound his horn.
i faced1 by society. Perfect it and crime
A
crime
! He may run a wire to light
la utterly defenseless. It has
his
chicken
coop and forget that he
to Ita greatest fruition under
apply for a permit A crime!
bltlon because of lack of sym- should
for the law and the ease with I could go on forever.
Millions of laws govern Americana
millions have trickled into unpy palms. The criminal always and the greatest of the legal minds
not the slightest 'idea of most
: o» the police who have taken have
They have it on prosecutors of them, nor their Import A favorite
g re-election and Judges de- court procedure Is to face a situation
nt upon the same thing. It has requiring adjudication, then cast back
as far as necessary for a precedent
La vicious circle. : . - : . . ' i .
Rl-pianaed murder Is almost Im- by wfflch to Judge it In this. age,
ble to detect and "convict This when the machine and science and
' to the planning and' the appar- Invention have altered the whole
sck of motive In people who had Course of human life, legal lights frecast back for precedent to
unity to kill. We may know quently
the
Judgment
of men, who never
ause and the source of murder
dreamed
of
a
horseless
carriage, who
[re cannot prove them In court So read by the light of a tallow
er becomes easy. It was easy be- bathed in an Iron tub, let theircandle,
teeth
of this connection between the decay as the years passed, and because
and the law-tbreaker. Such con- It traveled 25 mlles^an hour damned
bna are Inevitable In great cities the railroad train as a device of the
laws like prohibition battering
|e foundations of honest enforce- devil for the destruction of man.
This must pass. America will throw
oft
this yoke of archaic habit The
how break up that connection?
bootleggers turned racketeers people fed up with Main street murIdiotic legal subterfuges and
pidnapers, how handle them? The ders.
outright
corruption, will assert themping will die away because no
protect It long. The rack- selves. They will put a direct ques[tag will continue because busl- tion. They will want and they will
a direct answer.
|findsit cheaper to pay tributegetYou
will be entirely safe In the
| to risk life and property flghtthat when they do
|Yet we must break up the rack- prognostication
get It It will come from one no lesd
Uncle Sam himself. When the
lis my .judgment that federal ac- 'than
beard of that gentleman bristles with
the only solution. Uncle Sam indignation
his mighty biceps
ils'long arm can reach over Writhe' for a and
whack
the desperado
|ditions. He can batter down al- who Is the national at
problem and the
between law and crime, He international disgrace, things will happtep into a city and demand the
He can do that because he will pen. Not until then!
Scotland Yard offers a lot America
J remain In any one city. Not
can
Half as efficient as the
| enough for hla ; officers to getNew learn.
police. It is twice as effec
pd In the web of dirty money that tlve York
offers a ponderable
i In the urban streets' of America, thoughtMussolini
to
Americans.
Undertaking
federal officer may not be more government when his country
Inherently than the local one. crime-ridden and virtually hopelesswas
of
3 has'an esprit de corps which deliverance, he has cleaned it up, pol
[passing contact with local cou- tshed It. renewed Its public pride.
ps never can shatter.
He offers It as a sample of what cen
favor a national police force for trailed power can do when it comes
foal Investigation and prosecu- to decapitating a monster spawned
!l feel that the people of the In Ignorance, nurtured on the milk
ify soon will be forced to demand S murder, trained to the brass
America's great cities have dou- Unuckle and the blackjack, and fat
Ipolice forces In the last 30 years, tened upon the lethargic and some[the crime rates have Increased what hopeless incomprehension of a
1
aa much as the police!
sreat people with too much faith In
e no need of county govern- those who have usurped the powers
They are an expense, a cum- of the£ local governing functions.
ie method of maintaining" poCall « cop 1 Call a cop by ail means.
patronage, and generally a
ance to direct and economical
nment. Why the1 city or village
4 arrest a man for crime, only
pve him tried by the county and
t'soned by th'e state. I shall never Serlcan
o
business and home life.
•(stand. If I rely upon political
«/in
be
Uncle
Sam.
vs by purveyors of political
Da
ge, of course I might Bee a
reason for such , round-about
O
d8. But I do not rely upon
Short-Term Senior
The membership of tha senate is
' That Is a political chicanery
!°ng since has perished in the
°f a tax-burdened, crlme-ridclty In the United States
with Its criminal Investlgaand turned that function
|to tli e federal government, I be^«riuie woui,j be reduced to' its
u in very brief time." If cities
truffle, protected life and
'"id policed as the'uniformed
'"eraiiy does, there would be
"I'wtuut corruption., If. when
tf
iminal offenses were recorded
tlt
y. the federal government
Jat
city three daya to appre-

plrecl term, nis

remainder of

fices of the state and no man ta It
can be more qualified to do so, as Radio May Be Weapon
hla knowledge of the finances and sitin Pest Extermination
uation of the country is scarcely to
be equaled, nor does bis integrity
Several years ago the writer made
Matthew Lyon, Irish Boy Who Was Sold for a Yoke of ever suffer him to lose sight of the ome
preliminary tests on small
real good of the people. His friend- [uantltles of infested wheat with a
Oxen and Was Congressman From Two States,
ship and gereroslty are as great as •lew to determining if radio methods
Kept Burr From White House.
la ambition. His passions and all :ould be effectively used to extermlIs pursuits are exerted for the ben- late the eggs and larval forms which,
efit of mankind."
may be concealed within the matetwo centurlef a
1
» e«. July 14, con, one of the wealthies merchants Zenas EL Ellis of Fair Haven, who rial, as well aa the adult Insects.
750, there was born in Ireland a n Connecticut; he was worth half a
Thirty and six-meter waves were
oy destined.to become a big busl- million when he died—a vast sum for tves in the old Matthew Lyon home,
ess man, to represent two of our those early days. His example and tas gathered a notable collection of used, the former of low capacity anrt
tates In congress and to cast the jrecepts did much to set the ambi- Colonial relics, including a copy of :he latter of high capacity. The 30ecldlng vote for a President of the lous b6y on his way. Trade at that he above-mentioned book and one of meter low-capacity waves were effechen nnthought-of United States of time was largely by barter. Bacon 'ranklln's autobiography. "Together :lve In exterminating adult Insects In
'imerlca, Mary Gilbert Smith writes, ;ave a yoke of oxen for Lyon's serv- with Essays Humorous, Moral and small quantities of wheat within a
iterary, chiefly In the manner of the period of about 90 seconds, but the
i the Boston Globe.
ces until be was twenty-one.
Spectator. Printed and sold by J. eggs later hatched out With the 20His father, a member of a promIn after years when the young
dlowatt, 6-meter waves, an exposure
nent family, was executed for his 'rlshman vraa a candidate for office Lyon, Fair Haven, Vt, 1708."
James Lyon was the eldest son of of six seconds was sufficient to ex•art In the White Boys' insurrec- this Incident was distorted by his
ton. His mother married again. political opponents to show that he Col. Matthew Lyon. The book Is terminate eggs, larvae and adults.
The testing plant has been In operToting Matthew Lyon, studious and was of low origin and unfit to be a jrinted on paper made in Colonel
enterprising, was well treated by his representative In congress, Lyon Lyon's mill and bound In leather ation for a year and many kinds of
Infested materials have been successstepfather, who was proud and fond never apologized for the manner of tanned in his tannery.
fully treated. Including wheat, corn,
of tha boy.
It
was
James
Lyon
who
published
hla entry Into Connecticut nor told
and garden seeds, tobacco,
But he had heard of the strange of the deception that had been prac- at Fair Haven the paper In which flower nuts,
beans, peas, cocoa beans,
lew land beyond the seas and longed ticed upon him. Bather, be acted as was printed Matthew Lyon's article spices,
packaged
and
bulk milled cereals, and
attacking
President
John
Adams,
o try his fortunes there. One morn- if It were something he was proud
so
on.
ng when he was fonrteen be bar- of. Se swore "by the bulls that re- which caused Colonel Lyons' arrest
Results of the writer's research
;ained with a sea captain to carry deemed me" to beat his opponents— under the alien and sedition law. He
wsa fined $100 and sentenced to four work Indicate definitely that weevils
ilm to the province of Connecticut In and he did.
all stages of their development,
return for his services as cabin boy.
Of his work here, J. A. Graham, In, months' Imprisonment at Vergennes. in
3e had a guinea which he had saved a book published in London In 1797,
He was In Jail at'the time of the from eggs to adults, can be extertorn his pocket money, and he gave says In part:
congressional election, but his con minated without Injury to the geiv
mlnatlng properties of grain, or apthis to the captain for safe-keeping.
"Fair Haven Joins on Bkenesbor- stituents rolled up so large a major preciably affecting the moisture conThe captain bid him In the hold, so ough (now Whitehall, N. Y.) and is ity for him that 'he was released to
hat no one would find him before the the most flourishing manufacturing return to 'congress. The largest tent, and without adversely affecting
vessel sailed, and took the precaution town in the state. It owes its con- crowd assembled in Vermont In early the food value. There are Indicato lock him In. Bad he not done so, sequence to Its founder. Colonel days sped him on his way. He ar tions that the germinating properof wheat and other seeds treated
rating Matthew's adventure would Lyon, whose enterprise and perse- rived in time to cast the decisive vote ties
may
be enhanced.
mve ended that same morning. verance In promoting and carrying that made Thomas Jefferson Presl
Worms, mites and other InfestaWhen bis stepfather came seeking on manufactories has been of infinite dent over Aaron Burr.
tions of cocoa beans, spices, tobacco,
ilm, and called to him affectionately, utility to the public. He has erected
The restless spirit of the pioneer
he lad would have responded at once a furnace for casting all kinds of hol- now urged Matthew Lyon to turn nuts, packaged cereals, and so on, can
lad he not been restrained by the low iron ware and two forges, a slit- from things accomplished to a new be exterminated without Injury to
products treated. Where tha
ocked door.
ting ml'.1 for the making of nail rods country where everything was yet to the
equipment
is properly Installed there
When they reached Connecticut, a paper mill, a printing press 'and be done. In Fair Haven be was a are no adverse
effects upon persons
:he captain betrayed the boy's trust corn and sawmills.
the bead of a household of 16. Leav
or stationed In the vicinity
"It is a curious fact that Colone Ing his sons In charge of his many working
>y gelling him into service as a "roof the apparatus.—J. H. Davis In tha
demptloner"—one of those Impecu Lyon has executed a good deal o enterprises, be went to Arkansas am Scientific American.
nlous emigrants who paid for their printing at his office, on paper manu
passage to-the New world by servlne factored by himself of the bark o later to Kentucky, the next state aft
Atlai Handicapped
as bond-servants for a number of the basswood tree, and which li er th" original 13 to be admitted t
;
Atlas may have carried the world
found to answer every purpose fo the Union. Here he made bis bom
years.
for the rest of his life, and from her on his shoulders, but he never could
Fortunately for young Matthew, his common printing.
see what was going on there.
services were secured by Jabez Ba- "He has held some of the first of- he was again returned to congress.

REATER SAFETY

FOR

BLOWOUT PROTECTION

AND

JblRESTONE gives you GREATER SAFETY—MORE
BLOWOUT PROTECTION — LONGER MILEAGE because
Firestone High Stretch Cords have additional safety protection
of Gum-Dipping. This patented Firestone process saturates
every fiber of every high stretch cord with pure, live rubber,
preventing friction and heat—the greatest enemy of tire life.
Your local Firestone Dealer or Firestone Service Store
will give you a liberal trade-in allowance for your smooth
dangerous tires. Drive in today. You will be surprised
at the small amount of money needed to equip your
car with the safety and dependability of Firestone Tires.
-i/ilt w j f h S
Qualify

LINES of
TIRES

NAME and
GUARANTEE

fir**ton*
II f!re*ione
SENTINEL TYPE
OLDHELDTVPE
* .». _.«. _ ««««

THE MASTERPIECE
OF TIRE CONSTRUCTION

II

COURIER TYPE

«Mjv«kj«i wna

S.OO-20.SA.7
4.7S-19. ft.7O5.2S-U- 8.11 (4.75-19. •.Of 125-18.
5.00-19. 7.XO 5-SO-18. 9.O< S.00-19. *.48 LSO-1SOHM Mm PnvortfeuMr Ln»

4.SO-21. C*.3O 5.00-zo. $7.4;

;»V4 - 83.45 4-5*41- 84.S5
3.ftO 4.75-19- 4-»5

Tirtstott*

HIGH SPEED TYPE
SIZE
PRICE

SIZE

4.75-19
5.00-19
505-18
5.50-19

. ..
. ..
. ..
. ..

$8.40

9.00

10.00
11.50

6.00-18 . . . $12.70
15.60
6.00-19 H.D.
17.90
6.50-19 H.D.
7.00-18H.D.
30.15

PNEUMATIC TRACTOR TIRES

Firestone luu perfected a pneumatic tire for farm
traetora which makes them an all purpose machine,
uMtantly available for highway or field operation.
these tire* reduce the rolling resistance of the tractor,
oreaae thfi
increase
the drawbar horsepower.
AakvourlocalFirestoneDealerabontcompletedetaa
a your o
how your
vonr present
nreeent tractor
tractor can
can be
bechanged
changed over.
over.
on. fa«t
Jvst how

OLDFIELD TYPE
TRUCK TIRES
Specify
Firestone
specyy "™«™™
Pneumatic Tractor Mtrea
on your new tractor.

Tirestotte
TUBES
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Iowa's Grain Crops Show START
of 25 Percent

DRIVE FOR
COURTHOUSE BONDS

Who among: us ever would have
thought the depression would be
The total tonnage of all grain crops
Petit Jurors For the-September Term something to laugh at; something
Phone 43
We Deliver
produced in Iowa in 1933 is 25 per
of the Casfl County District Cbnrt
that would erase the worries from
Anita, Iowa
cent below last year's production, and Representatives From AH Parts of
Drawn Saturday. FIv* Anita
our tired brows; something that
14 per cent below the five-year (1926- the County Start Ball Rolling
would delight us beyond words.
People Among the List.
1930) average production, as shown
For Proposed Bond Issue
Walk or run to the Rialto Theatre
in the September 1 report of the Fedwhere "Three-Cornered Moon" will
at Meeting Saturday.
eral-State Crop Reporting Service.
Corn condition on September 1 was
Petit jurors for the September, term be shown Saturday and Sunday, and
78 per cent, one point lower than the
the Cass county district court, find out what a gay, amusing thing
ten-year average September 1 condi- Plans for the campaign for tha Uich convenes in Atlantic on Sep- the depression really is.
Here's the most distinguished famtion, and the indicated yield per acre court house bond issue to be passed
nber 26, are to report for duty at
ily
that
ever
kept
you
laughing;
at 37.5 bushels per acre is half a on by the voters of the county on
ROLLED OATS,
|:00 o'clock a. m. October 2 at the
bushel lower than the ten-year av- Sept. 26 were made at a meetingion Memorial building. Judge Claudette Colbert, Mary Boland, Tom
large Briardale
19c
Brown,
William
Bakewell
and
Wallace
erage
yield. The production estimate Saturday evening at the city hall
ner Fuller xif the third Iowa judiof
413,250,000
bushels is 19 per cent auditorium in Atlantic, attended fcy
Ford. Then Richard Arlen is the
_, district will preside.
PINEAPPLE,
less
than
the
record crop of 1932, twenty-seven men from all parts of
doctor-boarder,
and
Hardie
Albright,
[There are a large number of cases
,
GWC,
No.
21/2
size,
2
cans..
.39c
but
only
2%
per
cent under the five- the county who are anxious that the
the
author-sponger;
Lyda
Roberti,
Ling filed for,the term.
court house bond proposal be apyear
average.
[Clerk of Court Cecil M. Skipton an- the dumb waid; and Joan Marsh, the
CLIMALENE,
proved. State Representative Charles
The
reduction
in
Iowa
grain
crop
girl
who
runs
the
boys
ragged.
In
unced Saturday the following list
large size, per package
23c
production is for the most part in : E. Malohe, who has been chosen as
petit jurors for the. September all, a notable cast is in this B. P.
the small grains. The combined ton- county chairman for the campaign,
Schulberg production for Paramount.
GELATINE,
Briardale,
any
flavor,
3
packages.
.15c
nage of all small grain crops is 47 presided, and H. P. Ziegler, Anita atThey're,
wealthy
and
nutty.
Mary
|Emmert Adams, Atlantic; Wayne
per cent less than in 1932 and 48 per torney, secretary of the organization,
Boland
is
utterly
irresponsible
as
the
istrong, Marne; .Blanche, Asay,
COFFEE, Briardale, vacuum packed, pound
33c
acted in his official capacity.
cent below the five year average.
wold; Qrval Bell, Anita; N. P. mother and proceeds to lose the famA circular setting forth the facts inOats
Crop
Smallest
Since
1908.
ily
fortune.
Miss
Colbert
is
just
fed
iristensen, Atlantic; R0y H. Crum,
RICE, fancy Blue Rose, 3 pounds.
17c
volved in the bond proposal was preThe
oats
crop
of
112,374,000
bushels
up
with
it
all.
She
loves
Albright,
iswold; Tom Denham, Cumberland;
Ja the smallest .crop harvested since sented at the meeting and discussion
LUX, large package, jig-saw puzzle free
23c
•a. Alice Dunham, Atlantic; Regi- a no-good writer who moves in to
1908, and is only a little better than of the various phases of the camsave
rent.
Bakewell
wants
to
be
an
bd Dykes, Anita; Ben Ehle, Anita;
BUTTER,
fancy
creamery,
per
pound
24c
half
a crop compared with the 219,-[ paign was had. It was decided to
olph Eilts, Wiota; John Fooken, actor and is always rehearsing.
426,000 bushels harvested in 1932, and j carry the message for the special elecIn
the
whisk
of
a
market's
move
iota; Mrs. W. S. Greenteaf, AtlanFLOUR, Tall Corn, per sack
$1.79
the five-year average of 216,206,000 tion on Sept. 26 to every school dis|; Ed. Goettsch, Atlantic; Henry the Rimplegars go broke. Everybody
trict in the county, and the expresbushels.
changes
slowly
but
surely
to
keep
nsen, Atlantic; H. F. Hansen, GrisJust
received
shipment
of
new
Mt.
Etna
Sorghum,
sion of all those who talked at the
1
At
16
bushels
per
acre
the
barley
I; Earl Hensley, Atlantic; Mrs. from starving . It's delirious comedy.
y2-gallon
43c
gallon
73c
crop is estimated at 8,704,000 bushels, meeting was that when the people
For
example
Bakewell
has
been
Herbert, Atlantic; MattieHubthe smallest since 1926, and not much learn the facts in the campaign the
KELLOGG'S RICE
s, Atlantic; F, .C. Jipsen, Atlan- shown extensively rehearsing great
better than half the 1932 crop of 60 per cent necessary to carry theTUNE IN
|, Mrs. Harry Jordan, Wiota; Dr; plays. But, when he tries to get a
KRISPIES
16,100,000 bushels and the five-year bonds will be registered at the polls.
Form County Organization.
on Knarr, Atlantic; Cecil Krohn, role on the stage he manages to get
to
average
of 16,751,000 bushels
a part with one word to speak. There
2 packages
21c
Upon
motion and vote the chairntic.
,
•"..The estimate of spring wheat proWOC-WHO
man,
on
suggestion of those present)
(fames H. Lang, Atlantic; W. A. is even some question about his
duction is 432,000 bushels, the smallkeeping that role, there are so many
from various parts of the county,
next
Tuesday
|for, Anita; Joe McConrt, Atlantic; ways
GWC
est
crop
since
1924
and
the
estimated
to say "yes."
:e MoFarland, Atlantic; James
yield per acre of 12.0 bushels per acre j named a man and a woman chairman
at 8:30 P. M.
BAKING POWDER
Richard
is the sobering info» each voting precinct, to aid ia
loverny Atlantic; Ray Meyers, At- fluence in Arlen
is the smallest yield since 1921.
this
wild
harem-scarem
and
meet
the
1-pound
can
19c
p; Clarence Miller, Griswold; NoCondition of buckwheat, 71 per cent the campaign for the bonds. Tha
Musick, Anita; Maurice Ostrus, family. He is more attractive than
is 13 points below the ten-year aver- chairman' in each precinct will select
Briardale Merchant
usual and here he gives definite
ta; Clarence Palmer, Atlantic; reality to his romantic role.
age, indicating a yield of 12 bushels necessary assistants for the camGWC SYRUP
and his
Phiffips, Griswold; Mrs. Alonzo
per acre. The production estimate is paign. Those named are as follows t
Crystal White,
Melody
Clerks
r, Atlantic; George Proctor, You'll forget your own troubles in
36,000 bushels compared with 40,000 Grant township No. 1—Glen A.
enjoyment of the Rimplegars'
Roe and Miss Vera Hook, Anita.
i/2-ffallon
29c
old; P. C. Rich, Atlantic; Mrs. your
bushels harvested in 1932.
difficulties. It's the funniest screen
Grant township No. 2—William
"You'll enjoy them"
The
condition
of
flaxseed
at
60
per
, Rowe, Atlantic; Elmer Spieker, cdmedy shown at.the local theatre in
Amber,
%-gallon..
.26c
Wahlert
eoa; W. H. Sutton, Atlantic; Mts. months. / ...
cent is the lowest September 1 condi- Anita. and Mrs. Nellie Peterson,
tion on record, indicating a yield per
b. Wheeler, Atlantic; Ruth White,
Array of Added Entertainment.
acre of 7 bushels per acre, likewise Benton township—Warren Jordan
herland; Mrs. Hal Woodward, AtIn addition to the feature, Harthe lowest yield per acre on record. and Mrs. Clyde Kitelinger, Wiota.
ic; Mrs. Mamie Wright, Atlantic; lem's Rythym King, Duke Ellington,
. N. H. Yarger, Massena.
Because of recent increases in acre- ! Pymosa township—Carl Zellmer
and his band will appear in a red
age, the total crop of 147,000 bushels and Miss Bird McNierney, Atlantic.
hot musical, "Bundle of Blues."
is near the 1932 crop of 171,000 bush- Brighton township—M. O. Trailer
and Mrs. Lenna Boots, Marne.
There will be another short known
At the Cass county fair last week, els and the five-year average of 180,- Lincoln township—William Watson
as "Screen Souvenirs." This will Average cost of one day's-food at
000
bushels.
and Mrs. John Mehlman, Anita.
feature memories from the silent the Civilian Conservation corps camp Frank H. Osen & Sons, breeders of
Half a Potato Crop.
Franklin township—Herman Eilts
screen "when all the world was at the Cass county fairgrounds Hampshire sheep and well known
amounts to $58.04, officials at Wash- farmers of Grant township, won 2nd. Improvement in the late potato crop and Mrs. Mike Metz, Wiota.
young,
Maggie!"
Folks
and
things
at land withdrawn from producresulted in an increase in the estiington, D. ;C., were told in a special
of basic crops under the con- 'way back these twenty years or report submitted by LaVerne Her- and 3rd. prizes on ram 2 years or mates since August 1 to 50 bushels Grove township—Ed. Dimig and
over;
Jst.
and
2nd.
on
ram
1
year
in the national reduction pro- more! Fashions, sports, men, maids I ring, son of the Iowa governor, in and under; 1st. and 3rd. on ram per acre and Production to 3,900,000 Mrs. Clifton Acker, Atlantic.
Washington township—W i 11 i a m
must be handled in strict ac- and manners; world history in the one of his first reports as special in- lamb; 2nd. and 3rd. on ewe 2 years bushels. which is still below the 8,Grulke
and Mrs. Frank ,Brehmer, Atmaking;
choice
bits
from
rare
old
1 with both the letter, and the
vestigator for the C. C. C.
or over; 2nd. and 3rd. on ewe 1 year ji1*0>0j)0 bushels harvested in 1932, and lantic.
1
of the contracts is indicated in "mellers" with heroes that were heaverage of ' 6,928,000
With 227 men at present at the and under; 1st. and 3rd. on ewe lamb; the
^ five-year
*
""""
Massena township—Grover Guthrie
Funny? You
tit statement by J. F. Cox, chief roes saving the gal!
bushels.
camp,
Mr.
Herring
said
that,
accord1st.
on
pen
of
4
lambs;
and
2nd.
on
and
Mrs. George Scase, Massena.
bet!
But
something
more,
that
tend•replacement crop section of
The estimate of tame hay producflock.
ing
to
officials
of
the
camp,
dinner
for
Union
township—Ira Trainer and
ultural Adjustment Admin- er touch of other days that all the all amounts to $26.10, with a sizeis 4,258,000 tons compared with ' Mrs. E. C. Worthington, Cumberland.
In the Chester White class of the 4tion
world
loves.
645
00
;ion.
able fare, including beef stew with swine division, Bert Johnson won' > . <> tons in 1932 and the fiveBear Grove township—Clair Beckretired acres may be handled The news reel will bring to the vegetables, hot slaw, whipped pota- first prize on a junior yearling boar. Iyear averap of 4,233,000. The esti- er and Mrs. Clair Becker, Atlantic.
screen
the
latest
news
events
of
the
in accordance with a numtoes, bread pudding, bread and butter In the junior boar pig class, Bert matea of yleld per acre are a11 teme i
Cass township—Frank Berry and
L25 tons per acre; alfalfa hay
f of approved practices, but they world.
Johnson won 1st; Wesley Johnson, 2hay
' tons
> i Mrs. Frances Heise, Lewis.
and iced tea.
10
and
clover
and
'; not be planted to any crop which
toothy hayj
A breakfast at the* camp, comprised second; Bert Johnson, third; and Wes- 1'06 tons' er acre
Victoria township—Dan Shey and
contribute directly or indirectly
'
P
" 'Condition of pas- Mrs. Viola Kerkman, Massena.
of egg omelette with bacon, Ameri- ley Johnson, fourth.
tures on
general surplus.
September 1 was 60 per cent.
can fried potatoes, bread and butter, Junior sow pig, Bert Johnson, first. The lowest
Edna township—George J. Anstejr
recorded w
can be no ultimate soluti6n
»s 49 P«* cent and Mrs. James Cullen, Massena.
stewed peaches and coffee, costs Also first prize for junior champ boar.
he surplus -problem if production
Noble township—Pete Isel and Mrs.
$14.34, while supper, consisting of Get of sire, Bert Johnson, first, and
duced in one crop* merely to per- The "fly-free date" for Cass and Italian spaghetti, creamed potatoes, Wesley Johnson, second. First prize Fruit crop estimates are: apples,Alvin Lembke, Griswold.
nous increases in others," said Pottawattsmie county wheat,growers stewed corn, apricot sauce, bread and also went to Bert Johnson for pro- 1,425,000 bushels, and last year 1,-j Pleasant township No. 1—John R.
827,000; pears 52,000 bushels, and' DeWitt and Mrs. Ross Groshong^
|Cox in discussing the question. is September 22, according to an an- butter, and coffee, costs 17.60.
duce of sow.
be think that farmers would be nouncement by the entomology deBert Johnson took third prize for last year 78,000; grapes 6,440 tons Griswold.
Conditions in general at the camp
off jS. permitted very lenient partment at Iowa State college, are excellent, Mr. Herring reports, the senior boar pig in the Hampshire and last year 7,660 tons.
Pleasant township No. 2—L. Ci
bns in the use of the land with- Ames.
Crum and Mrs. S. W. Woods, Gria-»
and residents of the vicinity are class.
wold.
i from production of basic crops, To avoid damage to the crop from pleased with the work that is being
[in the long run such a policy a limited acreage which is being carried on, consisting in the main of
inevitable lead to defeat of the seeded this fall, Iowa wheat grow- soil erosion projects.
' effort at surplus reduction. The ers will do well to observe the flythemselves would be the free date, says Dr. C. J. Drake, state
There was a large attendance at
entomologist. The Hessian fly may
A pretty, black team, weighing1 the sixth annual reunion of the Garthe wheat, cotton, and oth- be controlled, he says, by sowing afThe baseball team from Casey won
3,540 pounds and owned by John side family which was held Sunday at
grams, farmers are given cash ter this date so that the wheat will
Tinti of Casey, won the pulling con- the home of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph first place in the tournament played
nent payments to wake it pos- not come up until after the adult Mrs. Reta Beaver Croxton, 59, test for teams over 3,000 pounds nt Garside, living south of Anita. A in Anita last Sunday and Monday.
for them to reduce and order flies have emerged, laid their eggs died at her home in New Castle, the Cass county fair last Thursday. bountiful picnic dinner was served at Second place went to Wiota, third to>production in line with effective and died.
In
Wyoming, on September 4, death fol- The team pulled 7,000 pounds a dis- noon. The afternoon was spent so- Anita and fourth to 'Btayton.
n
d; without loss of immediate Dr. Drake also suggests that, if lowing a lingering illness of several tance of 24 feet 9 v inches to win the I cially and at g-ames and contests. The the two games played Sunday afterincome. The payments are made possible, volunteer wheat be disked
1934 reunion will be held on the sec- noon Wiota defeated Brayton by a
contest.
der that .acres may be withdrawn up and destroyed before the fly-free years.
George Knorr of Berea captured ond Sunday in September at the coun- score of 8 to 4, and Casey trimmed
Mrs. Croxton was born February
production— really retired and date.
| 12, 1874, near Knoxville, Iowa, and second money and his team pulled try home of Mr. and Mrs. William Anita 7 to 6. In Monday morning's
n cold storage.
was united in marriage to W. T. Crox- 7,000 pounds 24 feet 4 inches. Mr. Garside, also living south of Anita. game Anita, by a score of 7 to 6,
Among those in attendance were defeated Brayton. In the first game
withdrawn acres are already Mrs. Allen Roxborougti and childKnorr had tough luck on the pull.
vino- their
theu home
home with
w tn ton at Red Cloud, Nebraska, forty- The crowd of several hundred per- Mr. and Mrs. Edward Darrow and Monday afternoon Casey defeated
eing a crop in the form of ad- ren, who are mak.ng
ent payments. An effort to take r^lSd^r^witS: r io this union, three of them sona, thinking the team had won the family, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Highley Wiota, and by the victory won first
other cash crop from these milproceeding their mother in death. pull, started a wild applause and the and children, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin place in the tournament. The suorer
of acres which are being retired tives in Ringsted, Iowa.
She is survived by her husband and horses stopped. His team weighed Garside of Anita; Mr. and Mrs. Wal- of the game was 7 to 2. Followinge
ter Cron and family, Mr. and Mrs. this game the Anita and Wiota teams
great national programs would
two
sons, Charles Croxton and Lloyd 3,700 pounds.
W. H. Wagner and wife will leave
Sam Garside and children, Mr. and contested for second place, which was
mly work against the farmer's
The
3,100
pound
team
of
Bill
WatCroxton of Upton, Wyoming.
eoal of lowered surpluses and Thursday for Stockton, Illinois, where
ers of Wiota got third money on a Mrs. Elba Garside and family, Carl won by Wiota when they had the long
About
twenty
years
ago
the
Croxthey will spend a couple of weeks
ed buying power,
ton family left the farm near Berea pull of 23 feet 6 inches for a 6,600 Kvauth and, Betty Weaver, Mr. and end of an 8 to B count. There was a
indreds of thousands of farmers, with their daughter, Mrs. Enid Alle- and moved to Wyoming. She was a pound load. The team of F. F. Mart- Mrs. Ted Jensen of Massena; Mr. and, large crowd of fans present for all
man and husband. While gone they
Carl Garside and son of Bridge-' of the contests.
the United
•
States, are sign- expect to spend a few days at the sister of Joe Beaver of the Berea ins of Bridgewater, weighing 2,990 Mrs.
water; Mr. and Mrs. Earl Garside,
pounds,
which
won
the
lightweight
reducti9n contracts in good
and
Arthur
Beaver
of
community
contest Wednesday by pulling 6,000 Mr. and Mrs. Barley Garside and son, Gail Wiese has returned to Anittt
with the understanding that the world's fair in Chicago.
Anita.
d
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Eden and child- from Exira, where he had been work-,
acres will not be used to inThe remains were brought to pounds, was fourth with a pull of ren, Mr. and Mrs. James Taylor of ing for several weeks.
Max Boiler, a member of the Casey
surpluses in other crops. The baseball club, suffered a broken cheek Anita last Wednesday evening and B,500 pounds for 18 feet 6 inches.
In an exhibition pull, the Martin Atlantic; Mr. and Mrs. 'Frank Cannon
of those who might not un- bone when he was hit by a pitched funeral services were held at 2:00
Relatives of G. A. Johnson enjoyed
and baby of Guthrie Center; Mr, and
d the fundamental purposes
the Anita-Casey baseball o'clock on Thursday afternoon at the team pulled 7,000 pounds a distance Mrs. J. H. Buchanan, Sam Buchanan a picnic dinner Sunday in the Ollie Saxreduction program must not ball „.. the local grounds Sunday Congregational church, and were con- of 13 feet 9 inches.
and Mr. and Mrs. Richard Buchanan ton grove west of the city. Preaentj
game on
utted to nullify their efforts." Baillc
afternoon. The game had just start- ducted by Don Charles of Kansas
of Adel; Willie Buchanan and' Miss were F. E. Bellas and wife of SheriThe
regular
monthly
meeting
of
City. Burial was made in Evergreen
ed
and
Boiler
was
the
hrst
man
to
Simpson of Council Bluffs; Mr. and dan, Missouri; W. B. Spangler, wife
the
Women's
Foreign
Missionary
SoResidence property at the corcemetery.
bat
when
the
accident
happened.
Bolp
Mrs. Mose Bell and son of Harlan; and son, Robert Bruce, of Manning,
ciety
of
the
Methodist
Episcopal
ourth and Maple Streets,
is
in
Nevada,
Iowa,
and
he
Mr.
and Airs. Harry 'Garside and fam- Iowa; Miss Genevieve Miller of Adair;
church
was
held
at
the
church
last
ler's home is in
Mrs. Jesse M. Deeming visited a
to the eatate of the ute
ul
to Casey just a few days few days the first of the week in Thursday afternoon. A lunch was ily, Mr. and Mrs. Will Garside and and G. A. Johnson, Mrsj. Lowenthal,
Wh
had
came
»ted, and occupied at the
the position of athMon-ical, and Ollie Saxton, wife
high Omaha with her daughter, Mrs. Ar- served following the business seasion 1 children and Mr. and Mrs. Russell Mrs.
« time by Fred Knowlton and ago to assume
and children of Anita.
Harris,
of
Anita.
letic
instructor
in
the
Casey
and
study
hour.
' thur Bailey and husband.
been sold to Larry Woodschool.

Friday and Saturday
Specials

Costs $58.04 Per Day to Local Men's Stock Wins
Feed Vets at Atlantic Camp
Prizes at County Fair

FoDow Roles
Withjtetired Acres

Fly Free Date For Cass
County Is September 22

Mrs. W. T. Croxton Dies
at New Castle, Wyoming

Casey Team Wins Pulling
Contest at County Fair

Annual Reunion Held by
Garside Families Sunday Anita Baseball Tournament
Won by Casey Team
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IMLTS

Dehorning
Cattle Is Urged

.. _ deaths marred the otherwise
•*• successful International air races
held at Glenvlew, a Chicago suburb.
Roy Liggett of Omaha was killed when
his plane fell from an altitude of 200
feet at the start of a race, one of the
Specialist Cites Method of
wings breaking off. Miss Florence
Operation on Animals
Kllngensmlth of Minneapolis, nn entry
In one of the last final races, was
When Young.
to Instant death when fabric
Cuban Radicals Oust De Cespedes, Setting Up Junta Gov- dashed
on the right wing of her fast plane HIGH FEED PRICES
a» H. A. Herman, Department of Dairy,
Husbandry, Univerfclty ol Missouri.
tore loose and she lost control. Jimmy
CALL FOR CULLING
ernment—"Buy Now" Campaign Organized by
WNU Servio*.
Wedell of Texas, a self-made aviator,
For the ordinary dairy herd the aniNRA—Vermont Votes for Repeal.
was the star of the meet, for be set a
mals should be dehorned. The horns
SOLOMON
new speed record for land planes. He Choice of Layers Requires icrve no useful purpose, and are re-.
flashed along a three kilometer course
ponslble for frequent Injuries—often
Early Attention.
.^gpSWjWBXlCr
four times at an average of 305.33
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
jerions, and especially to the udder. «*tM
miles an hour. The previous record,
Careful culling of poultry flocks Dehorned cattle may be housed jta a
OOLDIERS, sailors, students and the ' some employers to live up to their established by MaJ. James H. Doolittle, s Imperative to the lowering of pro- much smaller space, and when they
^ radical wing of the ABO revolu- agreements under the blue eagle, and was 294.38 miles an hour.
duction overhead in view of the In- are fed and watered together In the
tionary organization that upset the second, misunderstanding of the codes
ordinary manner there Is a material la* God.
creased price for feeds.
ANY famous pilots assembled In
Uacnado regime In Cuba decided that between employers and workers, with
"It should be the aim of the poul- saving in labor. Horns on a bull are
the methods and pro- some resultant strikes and lockouts.
Chicago to do honor to the try man not to have overcrowded extremely dangerous. The dnly owe
"Our chief reliance Is In the force pioneers of the air mall and especially houses at the beginning of the laying where it is advisable not to remove . TOTWO
gram of President
Carlos Manuel de Ces- of public opinion," he said. "We know to pay a tribute to the memory of Max season," says Roy S. Dearstyne, head the horns early la that of animals which 10-Th.
pedes were too mild. that to take away the blue eagle Is a Miller, who Just fifteen years before of the poultry department at North are likely to be used for show purSo they staged a sec- more severe penalty than any puny landed on the lake front with the first Carolina State college. He gives five poses.
ond revolution while fine. It Is, we think, enough, but if regularly scheduled air mall from New requisites for bringing the pullets to
The best method of dehorning Is to
The divine choice as to David', J
the president was far it should prove not enough, there are York to Chicago. Many military air- a profitable condition this fall. These use caustic potash on the extremely
eessw had not been knowT '
from Havana Inspect- plenty of penalties in the law.
planes took part In the ceremonies, are:
roung calf. This may be obtained In David Is stirred.to action b v ,
In stating this plan we have been and there was an impressive program
ing hurricane damage
1. Eliminate weaklings. In every stick form at any drug store.
blned appeals of Bathsheba,
and forced De Ces- accused of Inciting a boycott. Of at the Century of Progress. Capt flock of developing birds there is a
Td ose this method successfully, the
pedes and his entire course, what people are doing Is not a Eddie Rickenbacker was chairman of per cent that cannot keep up with calf's horns should be treated With than. At David's command th.
government to step boycott No willing employer who the day, and beside him were such the majority. These should be mar- •austlc potash as soon as the buttons three, Zadok, Nathan, and
out The affairs of complies with this great national pur- noted air men as Jimmle Mattern and keted as early as possible to take appear, which will be from seven to speedily imolnted Solomon
Carlos de
>l I. Solomon'. Acts to Est
the Island republic pose can live in competition with a Bennett Griffin, around the world fly- advantage of broiler prices.
fourteen days of age. The small but- Kingdom (I Kings l :4i-2:46)""
CespodM. were placed in the chlseler who does not. The whole Idea ers; Tito Falcone, Italy's stunt ace;
2. Cull the layers. Careful consid- tons are the future horns and may be
hands of a commission consisting of Is based on unanimous agreement and Ernest Udet, German War ace; Jim- eration should be given to the number easily located by the fingers. The long ed certain dangerous elements,
the five leaders of the revolt, Sergio action. It Is for the benefit of the mle Doolittle, Jimmie Hazllp, and of this year's birds to be carried over hair is clipped away from the buttons allowed to. develop would
Carbo, Ramon Gran San Martin, Gull- American people. It Is their plan or Col. Roscoe Turner. Dlstlngulsh«d for breeders or layers for next year. with an ordinary pair, of scissors or not destroy, his rule.
!.. Adonljah placed under
guests Included fifteen of the Early
Jermo Portela, Porflrio Franco and It Is nothing.
"It cannot last a month If a few Birds, a group of eighty veterans of Boarders during the molt season yield shears. A circle of grease should then lance (W. 41-53). Placing him o
>Jos« Miguel Irlzarrl. This Junta anlittle or no income.
be placed around the horn, making ft
mounced that the five would serve with unwilling or cheating employers are aviation.
3. Scant feeding Is expensive. The considerable ridge above the eye to behavior displayed both clement
permitted
(by
the
advantage
of
lower
«qnal power except that Portela would
feeding of mash on the "dole" system that none of the liquid containing dignity on the part of Solomonj
be the "nominal president before the costs) to ruin tbe business of their
IFTEEN hundred delegates to the Is unwise and will show later in de- caustic potash will get Into the eye. Jah fled to the altar, not to \
willing and honest competitors."
God, but to save his life. His
diplomatic corps."
convention of the National Fed- velopment
K
The stick of caustic potash Is then ance was not real Solomon i
JThls revolution, the second within a
eration of Post Office Clerks In Chi4. Guard against parasites. The
ETURNING from his short vaca- cago adopted a resolution urging con- spending of a few dollars for worm moistened a trifle and rubbed rigor- bis execution (2:13-25).
•month, was accomplished without
2. Ablathar removed ton
tion cruise. President Roosevelt gress to put postal employees on a tablets may be the saving of a great ously on the small horn until the flesh,
'bloodshed, bnt the rebels, after arrestIng their officers, had posted machine was handed by General Johnson a thirty hour week, and a bill to bring many birds later in the year. Worm Is considerably reddened and at the priesthood (2:26. 27), He taj
guns at strategic points in Havana number of serious problems concern- this about probably will be Intro- all developing birds at about 14 weeks point of bleeding. It Is not advisable Adonljah In his plot of
Ing the NRA codes. duced In the house next session by of age. Hens carried over for next to continue the application after bleed8. Joab executed (2:2
and guns from the fortifications were
M o s t Important of Congressman James M. Mead of Buf- year should also be wormed, and poul- Ing starts. If sufficient caustic potash was a party to Adonljah'm
trained on the presidential palace. De
these was the dead- falo, N. Y., who addressed the con- try men should be on the lookout for has been applied, a dent will be felt In Besides this, he bad
'Cespedes hurried back to the capital,
the skull after a few days, and no murdered his rivals in
lock in the soft coal vention.
met the junta members and turned the
lice and mite Infestation.
horns will ever develop. Care must be
negotiations caused
(government over to them after they
4 Shlmel executed (2:!
6. Plan autumn grazing. The careful used to avoid getting too much water
chiefly by the labor
bad rejected as unsatisfactory his exHAT to do with the Jews is a poultry man will have a definite graz- on the caustic potash, or It may run omon first paroled him
union Issue; and this
planation that it was impossible to achim to Jerusalem, but
question that a German Nazi
labor problem also en- commissioner has- been studying, and ing program as green feeds are the down the sides of the animal's head, bis parole, had him executed.'1;]
complish all the revolutionary alms in
tered Into various oth- his report declares Germany must be- cheapest source of certain necessary taking off hair and even; getting into
twenty-five days.
III. The Divine Favor Up
er troubling disputes gin International negotiations to help vitamins. The early autumn Is the tlm< the eyes, with serious results.
Ambassador Welles was formally
mon (1 Kings 8:4-14).
for
seeding
rye
grass,
clover,
rape
anc
that p r o b a b l y will find and set aside a new country,
notified of the change, but had nothing
1. God's gracious offer (IT, j
have to be settled by larger than Palestine, where Jews other crops which may materially cut Ohio Wheat Now Safer
to say to the press. The news surSolomon made a lavish saci
feeding
costs
during
the
coming
year
President himself. from all parts of the world shall be
prised Secretary of State Hull In
that he had strong
Henry Ford the
From Black Stem Rust Ing
President Green of ' settled. The report says in part:
Washington and It seemed all the good
ward the Lord. This was fol
Eradication of more than two mil- the Tx>rd's gracious offer.
•work of Mr. Welles and Assistant Sec- the American Federation of Labor was
"It is of Interest to the whole world Co-Op Egg Auction Does
lion common barberry bushes In Onto
retary Caffery was being undone. determined that the provision in the tfiat the Jewish problem should be
Solomon's wise choice I
Satisfactory Business In the past decade has rendered wheat He2.was
President Roosevelt immediately or- automobile code, permitting employ- settled once and for all, slnoe Jews
keenly sensible of tied
Ohio's first and only co-operative egg growing safe from black stem mat and of the responsibility of iii|
dered four warships to Cuban ports, ers to deal with workers on the basis will remain centers of unrest, conbut this, it was explained, was only to of their individual merit, 'should not stantly creating secret societies which auction, located at Wooster and serv disease In practically all of the Im- tlon.
.
protect American lives and property be Included' In any other agreement, tend toward Bolshevism. To scatter ing poultrymen of 12 counties, sol( portant wheat producing sections of
3. God's unstinted gift to!
;
and did not constitute armed Interven- and he promised union labor he would the Jews In all directions will not to the highest bidders more than 20.00C the state,
(TT. 30*14)v Because Solom
tion. Privately, however, some offi- seek Its elimination from the automo- help. It Is best to afford them the cases of eggs in the first year of It
A. survey of the Ohio wheat crop peered before the Lord In top
cials admitted that Intervention un- bile code.
,
operation.
A
case
holds
30
dozen.
To
by
W.
Q.
Stover,
plant'pathologist
for
possibility of forming a nation, setattitude, God gave him more II
der the Platt amendment was nearer
Henry Ford was another problem, tled in one country. Then they will tal sales for the year ending July
the Ohio State university, shows that asked for.
but It was Indicated the government no longer wander restlessly through were $122,766.
than it had been for many years.
rust epidemics are local and few this
IV. Solomon Building th»
Much was made in the newspapers would not take any Immediate action the world."
One of the chief benefits of the co year.
(1
Kings 8:1*8:56).
in
his
case.
The
whole
country
of the fact that Secretary of the Navy
Only In one locality was the wheat
The expert who made the report operative auction, says H. B. Trea
1.
Preparation (5:118).
Swanson went to Havana just at this watched Interestedly to see whether calculates that 1,800,000 persons manager, Is that It places a premium crop ruined by black stem rust Ten
time, bnt it 'was credibly explained he would sign the code within the al- should leave Germany to achieve his on eggs of the better qualities. Be- years ago fields lost from Infections cured from King Hiram:
a. Wood for beams, ceiling*!
that he was on a previously arranged lotted time, and when he failed to do Ideal. This number Includes 600,000 fore the auction began there was i of the disease were common, Stover
b. Stones for the great ton"
trip to the Pacific coast and that his this and said nothing about his ulti- Jews, 600,000 Jews who adopted the spread of one cent between top grad declares.
c. Skilled workmen.
call on Ambassador Welles had ,no mate intentions, Johnson was besieged Christian faith, and an approximate eggs and current receipt eggs on th
The common barberry Is the host
2. Th«v erection of
connection with the Cuban crisis.
with questions as to what he would 600,000 descendants of mixed mar- Cleveland market. The spread late to the organism that causes wheat
Carbo, one of the junta and a maga- do. Talking to the press In Chicago, riages.
was about three and a half cents.
rust, In early spring. Eradication of (6:1-38).
a.. Located on Mt. Morlah(UB
xlne editor and leader of the youth it seemed that the administrator was
The
auction
does
perhaps
the
onl;
the bushes greatly reduces possibility
Nazi German Christians dominated
8:1).
movement, said the overthrow of De weakening a little in this matter. He the Prussian church synod In Berlin mall order egg business In the coun of rust epidemics.
b. Dimensions. Ninety
Cespedes was determined upon when said Ford did not have to sign the and pushed through 20 motions, In- try. Business Is solicited from buy
Wherever in Ohio severe local outIt was discovered that Mario Menocal, code, and if he went further than Its cluding one barring non-Aryans or ers in New York, Pennsylvania, an breaks of wheat, rust occur, a search thirty feet wide; forty-five M|
lately returned from exile, was organ- provisions, that would be all right persons marrying non-Aryans from New Jersey. Eastern buyers also at will discover common barberry nearby. this' on the assumption thatt
izing a counter-revolution. The rad- with the government. The NRA could the pulpit and from church offices. tend the auctions, load their purchases Funds for the destruction of the was eighteen Inches in length |
c Its contents.
ical leaders, also, were utterly dissat- Intervene, he said, only If a group of Oases in which special services in be- Into specially Insulated and refriger- bushes are provided by the state and
(1) The brazen alter.
isfied with De Oespedes* appointments Ford's employees complained to it of half of the church can be proved ated trucks which reach the easier federal governments.
laver. (8) The goldeu cam
to his cabinet, some of his ministers unfair treatment Johnson did reit- were exempted from the non-Aryan markets the following day.
having been too closely Identified with erate his opinion that Ford would be rule.
(4) The cherubim.
The auction is Incorporated as th
Slump in Farm Lands
8. The dedication of tie i
former administrations of which the brought to time by the force of public
Wooster Co-operative Poultry assocl
, radicals did not approve.
opinion.
(8:l-36). The dedicatory f
Average
value
per
acre
of
farm
land
atlon
under
state
and
federal
co-oper
OT long ago the League of NaDispatches from Detroit said a wage
tions organized a gendarmerie in atlve marketing laws 'as a nonprofl In the United States March 1, this slsted of:
UST before the revolution Cuba revision was in progress at tbe Ford tbe Saar for tbe purpose of gradually co-operative. All eggs are graded an, year, was 73 per cent of the average
.«. .Bringing up the ark
had been swept by a tropic hurri- plant No formal announcement of replacing the French troops that have der the supervision of tbe state-fed for the years 1912 to 1914 as reported The sjtk WSA. typical of
cane that took the lives of yet un- this was made, but officials said It was
by the Department of Agriculture. God dwells- among bis
been policing the re- eral egg grading service.
counted scores of Inhabitants and did a gradual process and that about oneThe corresponding Index a year ago Jesus Christ (John 1:3
gion
that
is
to
deter*
vast damage. The storm moved to- fourth of the 40,000 workers had rewas 89, and two years ago 106. Valb. Solomon's address tt »J
mine Its nationality
Plan for Early Greens
ward the northwest and struck Flor- ceived Increases from £4 to $4.80 a
ues for the entire country are about (re. 12-21). He pole
by
plebiscite
in
1835.
To make sure that greens will b
ida and Texas. In the latter state day. The code specifies a 43-cent-anDispatches from Paris available to the chickens, old an 43 per cent of those In the high record that God bad chosen
perhaps a hundred lives were lost hour minimum wage for the Detroit
aay the league officials young, plow the runs and seed them year, 1920. Greatest decline occurred yetvffld not silow him to bnM"
1
and the beautiful lower Rio Grande area. It also specifies a 35-hour week,
are losing confidence down with oats, rye, or wheat Wher In Iowa where this year's value Index pie, bnt promised that bis* "]
valley was devastated. The cities of while Ford employees who are on full
the work.
in the new police as a double yarding system is used, It I Is 58, compared with 80 a year ago, complete)
Brownsville, Harllngen and Rio Hon- time work five eight-hour days a week.
e. Solomon's dedicatory I
I and 213 In 1920. The figures Indicate
a
result
of
a
camdo suffered severely. Relief for the
to have greens growing at al that average value per acre la that 32-68). In his prayer, Sole
paign against It by easier
stricken districts was swiftly organ- n EVERTING to the union labor
times, as one yard can be growln,, state Is only about a fourth that of tollr Acknowledged God s i
the
left
press,
tbe
asised by Governor Ferguson and the *V problem, It is interesting to note
th. past, and plead that t* I
sertion being made greens while the other Is being use* 1920.
federal authorities. Troops were hur- that Henry L Harrlman, president of
but even without double yarding
made to his father should MJ
that
It
Is
fast
faUing
Joseph
ried into the valley, where a flood the United States Chamber of Comgreens can be supplied. While th
He S4ked that God's eye» •
Agricultural Sittings
followed the hurricane. On the Mex- merce, has Issued to all Its members Paul-Boncour tinder the Influence of grain Is sprouting, the chickens ghoul
continually open toward m
the
German
Nazis.
Properly distributed, Ohio would
ican side of the river the destruction an appeal to stand firmly In defense Therefore the gendarmerie may b« be kept off the runs, for the taller
of life and property was as great as of the open shop and in opposition to dissolved, although to do this and the growth when the chickens ar have enough rainfall to raise four corn "($**,*« of contention»|
to Texas.
an interpretation of the labor clauses again charge French troops with turned into it, the longer it will las crops a year.
be their Judge (w. 31, *
• • •
In the national recovery act which, he maintenance of order would probably Most poultrymen have found that
(2) 1* smitten by tt«
Vaccination against hog cholera Is
UGH S. JOHNSON, NRA admin- says, would be writing Into a law a Increase the Nazi strength In the Saar little sweet clover mixed into the oats
they bad sinned,
istrator, has organized his forces mandate for a closed shop.
Speaking at the dedication of a or other grains mokes the greens las a cheap method of insuring the herd glTB~*nd restore (TV. 33,
for a nation-wide campaign for "Buy
President Harrlman asserted that monument to Arlstlde Brian* French longer. The rank growth of the swee against loss.
(8) In famine, upon conn
• • •
•Wow Under the Blue Eagle," and in employers throughout the United Foreign Minister Joseph PauTBoncour clover is also useful as shade In th
WouW
>r*l™ «"« send
bio Labor day adStates had shown a splendid spirit of attacked the recent Nazi demonstra- hot summer.—Montreal Herald.
Proof of the longevity of aspara86).
,, .i
dress at the World's
co-operation in preparing and adopt- tions at the Nlederwald monument
gus beds la Indicated In North Da- 8ff,(4)
In pestilence and s
Fair In Chicago be set
ing codes of fair competition. In re- near the French frontier and declared
kota
where
beds
have
been
producJnW
SaV
and
forgive
'
Crooked Breasts
September 20 as the
turn, he declared. Industry should be in so many words that France wai
ng annually for 20 yeara
<B)
In
case
of
the
<
The
bones
of
young
poultry
are
ver
• • •
.date for its starting.
given adequate assurance that the re- not Intimidated. He said the situation
tie'
foreigner, because of
He and his numerous
covery program is not to be turned would be grave "If our patience was soft until the birds are near ful
To utilize surplus sugar, Chechoward
.M
aids will endeavor to
Into a vehicle for forcing the closed born of a knowledge of our weakness. grown. The ridge on the breasl slovakia la converting It, mixed with God's faror t°
<*
called "the keel bone," Is not muc bran and other Ingredients, Into fod- prayer should be bear '*
persuade the people
shop upon tbe country.
But that Is not so, for France knowi thicker than cardboard, and up to sev
(6)
In
going
out
to
that to buy things at
she is strong enough to resist vio- eral months of age is quite as flexible der for horses, cattle and pigs.
cause should be
•this time is not only
XfERMONT, which was one of the lence."
• • •
In full-meated and full-breasted youn
a patriotic duty but
V few states that the prohibitionists
40).
Widespread Interest Is being, shown
The foreign minister reaffirmed chickens the flesh on both sides of thi
(7) if taken
a prudent use of their
really thought might vote against re- France's
Intention not to swerve from bone protects It and keeps It stralgh. by northern Colorado farmers in the hear their prayers
money. Indeed, they MiM Mary
peal of the Eighteenth amendment, a policy of safeguarding Austria's In
production of cane as a supplementary
Btresa the latter point
disappointed them by going for repeal dependence and of building a central In lean and narrow-breasted chicks I crop for alfalfa. Many Larimer conn- (if. 4W8).
Hughe*
Is often badly twisted by the weigh ty fanners have grown cane and feed
d. Solomon blesses
especially. The womby a vote of more than 2 to 1. This European economic union.
of
the
body
resting
on
It
while
th
an particularly are relied on to make despite the fact that election day was
_ ln),
It to lambs to replace part of the al- 6441).
Chancellor Hitler told 100,000 of his
e. Solomon offerin
this movement a success and many fair and the hopes of the drys were storm troops at the Nuremberg Na*l bird Is yulte small.
falfa hay.
thousands of them, under the leader- based largely on good weather thai party convention that Germany wai
thanksgiving
• • •
ship of MlflB Mary B. Hughes, are en- would bring out a large rural vote to not looking for war.
Egg Means Egg
The 1933 strawberry crop to estillated in the campaign to secure from offset that of the wet cities and towns.
WORTH
Egg noodles, according to standarc mated to have netted Osark mountain
consumers pledges to support with
Even though prohibition should be TJECAUSE an engineer did not see
adopted l.y the Department of Agrl (Mo.) farmers more than fl.000,000.
their custom the manufacturers' and repealed this year Vermont would conJesus still
or did not heed a flagman's re<] culture, must be lust what their nam
• • •
merchants who are entitled to display tinue without bard liquor under its D
through truth- ^ t
lantern, 14 persons were killed and implies aud the eggs must be presen
present state law. Beer and wine of 25
the bine eagle.
From Grant county (Wlfc) • report
injured In a rail disaster at Blng- in appreciable quantity. Under a
1103' '
'In his Chicago address General 3.2 alcoholic content were authorized hainton,
from Chester White breeders sets a
Besl prayer is &e
N. Y. The Atlantic express
standard adopted the noodles urns new record of 61 plgrln four litters.
Johnson, warned bis hearers that the by the legislature this year, but a state Chicago-New York passenger train '
• man perform* f
on
have- not more than 13 per cent mols
process of economic recovery neces- enforcement act prevents anything the Erie road, stopped by an automatic
• • •
lure
by
weight
mid
of
the
remaluln
sarily entailed the raising of prices, stronger.
The speed of the machine saves the
signal, was struck In the rear 87 per cent at least 5.5 per cent mus
Formal ratification of the repeal block
but gave assurance that this would be
by a milk train and a wooden car was be whole e gs and egg yolks or Jus farmer's time, cheapens bto production the perfect p
amendment was completed by the completely
controlled by the government.
K
and checks the caprice of climate; but
telescoped by a steel couch
Two troubles the recovery adminis- state conventions of Arizona and Ne- Most of the dead were residents of whole «K8s. A (Vw eKK-a added nov it la also speed that mini his market
and i | u >n won't uutisfy the olticla
tration ha* ran Into were described by vada, the vote In each case being Suaquehanna, Pa.
by bringing perishable product* from
]|r. Johnson as, first, the. failure of unanimous.
«, 1»JJ. Wa*t»rn NOTT^*^ Uuloo_
the ends ot the earth.
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paper towels always at hand as they
should be, or are handwashing facilities lacking in the interest of an
Published Every Thursday by the
economy which may prove false ?
Are drinking fountains used and
Wr.F.BUDD
Editor are these of approved type, or does
the water scarcely trickle over the
Subscription if paid in advance. .$1.50 orifice, necessitating direct contact
If aot paid in advance
$2.00 with the mouths of many children ?
Are the rooms well ventilated, as
Entered at the post office at Anita,
they niay be without the investment
I*wa, MI second class mail matter.
of a complicated and expensive ventiTHURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1933. lating system which may fail to
function ? Are the seats comfortable,
THE MARCH OF THE SEASON. do walls have soft tints to prevent
j glare and is lighting of a type which
Five yeat old Bobby Jones closed aids vision with reading or drawing?
the front door and happily faced the These are signified factors which prostreet. With childish eagerness he mote comfort and preserve health.
called to bright eyed, rosy cheeked Do the teachers insist on periodic
Mary Smith of the same age and to- health examinations so as to protect
gether they began the march of the their own health and that of their
season.
charges as well?
Some "would ask, "Are Bobby and
65,000 other Iowa children recently
The
turned their, backs to home and its Mary prepared for school?'
immediate surroundings and were Iowa State Department of Health
greeted in school some minutes later queries, "Is their school home ready
by kindergarten or first grade teach- for them?"
ers. Mothers now think of those
youngsters with some trepidation,
FARMERS CAN HELP.
realizing .that the children of today
The farmer and the resident of our
on their way down the street or road
to school face accidental hazards which rural communities have a vital stake
have multiplied many times within in the National Recovery Program.
Success of the program means a beta single generation.
Custodians, janitors and school ter, brighter day for them and protrustees have been preparing for the portionately more than for the innew school year and rounds of in- dustrial worker and the city dweller
spection have been made of the play- in general.
While there has been overproducground, the buildings and the school
rooms. Patrons have inquired about tion of certain farm' products, underthe water supply and in many places consumption caused by business and
the quality of water has been tested industrial paralysis and widespread
in the laboratory. Does the well have unemployment, resulting in a huge
a solid concrete platform so as to loss of purchasing power, has contriassure protection against surface buted principally to the farmer's diswash, small animals and other sources tress.
of contamination? Is drainage away
Farm prices have been low largely
from the well? Is the toilet at least because the drop in the income of the
a hundred feet removed and abso- people has sharply curtailed demand
lutely fly-tight? In the larger build- and the farmer must take what he
ings where modern conveniences exist, can get for his products, not what
are the older children instructed so they are worth.
as to take pride in helping to keep
The farmer has rightly been called
toilet rooms clean and to refrain the backbone of the Nation. At no
from defacing walls? Are soap and time in our history has his whole-
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hearted help been needed more than
now.
He can work the more earnestly in contributing to the success
of the recovery drive because he
knows that when the big turn comes
he will share in the prosperity that
follows.
President Roosevelt, whose farsighted and dynamic leadership has
already initiated comprehensive measures designed to aid the farmer directly in solving his own problems,
is depending, upon the rural dweller
to put a shoulder to the wheel and
help get the country back on its
feet.
GUARANTEE!) STRICTLY FRESH.
The proprietor "of a grocery store
in West Point, Neb., has a big job on
his hands if he ever attempts to sell
he sells is strictly fresh. For respite
arguments to the contrary, circumstantial evidence is a mighty hard
thing to overcome. It's like this:
Upon opening his store, a few mornings ago, he was disturbed by what
training and hearsay told him waa
the hunger call of a new-born chick.
He was puzzled at the circumstance.
He knew that when he had left the
store the evening before, his store
was devoid of live poultry. So he organized a one-man punitive expedition to locate the trespasser. He traced the squawking to a crate of eggs
he had purchased the day before from
a farmer. There, among the eggs
stood a white Plymouth Rock chick,
announcing fto the world that he was
ready for business. Since then, there
has been a shade of hesitancy in the
grocer's affirmative reply to his customers' "are these eggs fresh?"

IS 3.2 BEER INTOXICATING.
That is a question agitating the
minds of many. A California friend
of the writer has been doing some
experimenting and thinks he has
found the answer. He tells all about
it as follows:
"I smuggled a dozen bottles into
our ice box and when my wife discovered same, she made me empty the
contents of each and every bottle
down the kitchen sink; so I proceeded
to do as she said, and withdrew the
cap from the first bottle, poured the
contents down the sink, with the exception of one glass, which I drank.
"Then I withdrew the cap from the
second bottle, and did likewise, with
the exception of one glass, which I
drank.
"I withdrew the cap from the third

We Deliver

Phone 300

Friday-Saturday Specials
Prouty-Bowler White
Laundry Soap

THE OLD REliABLE
10 BARS 37e
2 BARS FREE

except one
"I pulled the cap from the fourth
sink and poured the bottle down the
glass, when I drank same.
"I pulled the bottle from the cap
of the next sink and threw it down
the bottle, except one sink, which I
drank.
"I pulled the cap from my throat
and poured the sink down the bottle
and drank the cap.
"Well, I finally got them all emptied and I steadied the house-with
one ha,nd and 'counted the bottles
which were then twenty-four; so
counted them again when they came
around, there were now seventy-four
and as the house came around, count
ed them, and finally I had all th
houses and bottles counted, and I pro
ceeded to wash the bottles. I could
n't get the brush in the bottles, so
turned them inside out and washes
and wiped them, then went into the
front room and told my other hal
what I had been doing. She gave me
the once over and said that Barnum
was right.
"Oh boy! I've got the wifest lil
nice in the world."

PINK SALMON, 2 1-lb. cfitis.
25C
LARD, 2-lb. packages.
<,
15c
KAMO PANCAKE FLOUR, 4-lb. packages
23c
CORN SYRUP, amber or white, gallon.
29C
HERSHEyS COCOA, full pound
20c
SUGAR, 10 pounds (cash Saturday only)
55c
SORGHUM, fresh, Mt. Etna, gallon
73
.... 43c
quart. 23c
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.

NOTICE OF ELECTION TO TmJ
QUALIFIED ELECTORS OF
CASS COUNTY, IOWA.

Town Hall, Anita, Iowa,
September 8, 1933.
The town council met in called sesNotice is hereby given that.
sion by order of the Mayor for the special election by the qualified efo
regular transaction of business.
tors. of Cass County, Iowa, will
The following members were pres- held in the several precincts in s
ent: Mayor Harry and Councilmen County dta September 26,1933.
Burke, Marsh and Wagner. Absent, At said election the following qn
Bell and Kohl.
wjll be submitted to vote:
Anita Dad (sternly)—Daughter, I
The following bills were allowed
hope when you are with that young
"Shall the Board of Super* j
and ordered paid:
man there is none of this petting and
ors of Cass County, Iowa, he '
George F. Shaffer, services ..? 1.00 thorized and empowered to
kissing foolishness.
Carl H, Miller, services
1.00
struct and equip a new
Daughter—Oh, be yourself, Daddy!
H. L. Bell, services
4,00
Hpuae on the present site in At'1
We're not married, and you can't ex!
A1 R. Kohl, services
7iOO
lantic, Iowa, at a cost of not to
pect us to spend all our time scrapSee "Three Cornered Moon." Thi Ernest Burke, services
7.00
exceed $130,000, to be paid fof
ping when we are together, jthe way is one of the outstanding Paramoun
G. W. Marsh, services
8.00 by (1) incurring indebtedness
you and mother do.
pictures coming to the Rialto Theatre J. A. Wagner, services ,
8.0C
and issuing bonds,not to exceed.
W. A. Linfor, services
50.00 |66,000, and levying a tax not
Wilson Parrott, services
60.00 to exceed & mill per annum BPOR
Solon A. Karns, services .... 16.00 all taxable property within add
J. M. Cramlett, services
4.43 County, for a period not to ex«
Arthur Lett, mowing
5.QC . ceed twenty, (20) years, to'pay
Iowa Electric Co., hall lights . 1.00 . the principal and interest on sail
Tribune Publishing Co., print.bonds: (2) Obtaining a granting
3.15 from the United States GovernAnita Lumber Co., material .. 70.28
ment in an amount equal to Sflft
0. W. Shaffer & Son, supof the total cost estimated at (3V
plies
74.27 000, and (S) expending ?2>
Inhofe Garage, supplies
11.80 cash on hand, realized from inj
Dr. C. E. Harry, brick ....
10.00 surance."
Connery & Co., asphalt heater
138.65 The polling .places for the s
precincts will be as follows:
Iowa Electric Co., street lights . 65.0C
Precinct and Polling Place.
Moved by Wagner and seconded by
Atlantic
.ward—City Hall
Burke, that Robert Scott, A. R. Kohl, Atlantic ist*
2nd., ward—AtlanticI
G. W. Marsh and Solon A. Karns, be
gion building.
appointed to supervise the construction Atlantic 3rd., ward
of a room in the town hall for houschurch basement.
ing the fire truck.
Atlantic 4th., ward —High
AH ayes. Motion carried.
gymnasium.
No further business appearing,
- Grant Township 1st., pre
motion to adjourn carried.
City Hall, Anita.
Solon A. Karns,
Grant; Township 2nd., pre
Town Clerk.
Chambers building, Anita.
Benton Township—Center' i
FIND CURIOUS THINGS
House.
IN CRAWFORD COUNTY Franklin Township — I. 0. 0.1
One of the oddest freaks of nalx building, Wiota.
ure ever reported in Iowa was Lincoln Township—Township^
found by John Segebart of near Pymosa Township—Center "
Denison, Crawford county. From House.
Washington1 Township —
his cistern Segebart pulled ;a lizard
with a head on each end. The strange School House.
Grove Township — Con
appearance of the animal, which apHouse;
pears to be headed south and north at
Cass Township — City Hall,
the same time, makes it a real curPleasant Township 1st-,
iosity. One head is more fully developed than the other and it is that City Hall, Griswold.
Pleasant Township 2nd.,
TTH President Roosevelt's acceptance of the
direction that the lizard generally
On August 1st of this year, Chevrolet announced a
Cocklin Garage, Griswold.
NHA Automobile Code, Chevrolet, the
moves,
whether
walking
or
swimblanket wage increase as well as the adoption of a
Noble Township — Center
world's largest builder of motor cars,
ming. When placed in water the liz7J^-hour, 5-day week and the employment of 12,000
officially begins operations in accordance with the
ard moves about with great agility. House.
additional men. This wage increase was the second
Bear Grove Township administration's recovery program.
No one has been able to classify the
in the last 4 months, Chevrolet having been among
School House.
animal as to species.
Although the official code was signed only a few days
Union Township—Sothman
the first to put a blanket wage increase into effect.
ago, it will be of interest to Chevrolet's many friends
men* House, Cumberland.
Hugh
Armentrout
of
Independence,
We feel that the Preeident's recovery program deMassena 'Township—I- 0. 0'
to learn that the Chevrolet Motor Company started
Iowa, was a recent visitor at the home
serves the whole-hearted support of every citizen and
building,
Massena.
to carry out the spirit of today's recovery program
of his parents, H. G. Armentrout and
manufacturer in America. It is a bold, swift, couraover three years ago!
Edna Township — Center
wife, in Lincoln township.
geous plan to start the ball rolling toward economic
House.
At that time, we put into operation a "share-theVictoria Township —Buii<
recovery. Its sincerity is unquestioned. Its objecNot many people have tried suicide
work" plan, whereby our workmen cooperated in
ground
wi^h Center School.
by electrocution, but Harold Dalton,
tives are admirable. And the direct, forceful steps
spreading the work to give more men jobs. By means
Brighton
Township —
23, of Charleston, 111., died following
the President and his associates are taking to make
of this plan, as well as by regulating hours of work
building,
Marae.
•vhat
appears
to
be
an
attempt
at
it a success, should stir the pride and admiration of
per week to meet retail demand, and by building up
The polls will be open from
uicide. He wrapped wire about his
every American.
parts stocks in lean seasons, it was possible to carry
>ody, then attached a weight to the to 8 p. m. in all precincts,
33,000 men on our payroll through the depression.
We are proud and glad to do our part. And we are
end of a long wire, throwing the persons qualified to vote at a I
For eleven months of each year since 1929, we have
deeply grateful to the American people for the
•veight over a high tension electric election, as provided by 1"*
inc.
kept our employment within 10 per cent of this
deetaed qualified to vote
patronage that has enabled us to anticipate the
special election, to be hew
average. We are justly proud of that record. We are
present recovery program and to play our part
The new Thompson, sub-machine terober 2(6, 1933.
also proud to say that Chevrolet workmen did not,
,}
today. After all, the immense number of men emPublished under authority f g
?un, recently ordered by the board
•t any time during the depression, become a burden
ployed by Chevrolet is a direct result of the con.
f supervisors for the Dalles county lution adopted by the Board
on public welfare departments.
turned preference America has shown for Chevrolet*
sheriff and his deputies was received visors of Cassv County Iowa,
a few days ago and is now at the 26th., day of August, 1933.
CHEVROLET MOTOR COMPANY, DETROIT. MICHIGAN, Division of General Motor.
sheriff's office, ready for any emer- at Atlantic, Iowa, this 29th, °
gency which might arise, says the August, 1938.
Wm^'
Adel News. The gun, which is of
Jennie

roud and glad
to do our part

W

CHEVROLET

late design with all recent improvements, is a model of compactness
and simplicity. It is of .46 calibre
and will throw lead at the rate of
350 shots a minute with accuracy.
It will shoot "single shots" as wejl
and a test by the deputies h»s proven
it is a high type gun. Aiding with
it came a drum holding 50 shots and
a clip which holds 20. It will also
handle shells loaded with No. 8 'shot,
a supply of which, together, with the
cartridge bullets was shipped with the
gun.

County/'
Cass County,

A family at Suroner
jng
;y, had an unusual p«
that 's
toes'
ing to a story fAt
has
rounds. The
1 a e«r'
each front foot. Abo"
hud
it disappeared, anu .seen since until the oth«.r ^
it strolled calmly into lu„,, tf '
There could be no i»'" ^u
identity of the aim""'
* *
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its unusual forefeet
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ROADSIDE
MARKETING
By T. J. Delohery

TOMMY'S TEASER
Father „„
nlng paper to
until mother
Ping. Be was
time b;

OUR COMIC SECTION

of hla

LOCAL RETAILERS GOOD
MARKET
TITHILB Howard Blair, vegetable
VV grower of Macedon, N. T., was
sticking the shipping labels on 40 of
the 175 crates of lettuce he was expressing to a commission firm la
Washington, the train pulled out
Holding the lettuce over tmtll the next
afternoon was Impossible. It would
epoIL So after • bit of hard thinking, Blair loaded the lettuce bade on
his truck and drove to Rochester.
Retailers In Rochester gladly paid
him $1 a crate for the lettuce, where*
as the stuff he shipped to Washington—135 cases—netted him but $100
after express charges had been deducted. Later he went back to
Rochester with potatoes whose quality brought 10 to 15 cents a bushel
above the local shipping price.
While Mr. Blair stumbled onto a.
premium-paying market, the same
sort of an outlet can be developed by
most any producer who Is willing to
grade his stuff for quality and use the
right kind of packages. Local retailers are always glad to buy of producers. It keeps the money In the
locality and It Increases the purchasing'power of the farmer.
Claude Strother was teaching agriculture In high school when a survey
of the markets In his section showed
that all of the potatoes and much of
the other vegetables used in Charleston, W. V., and nearby towns were
shipped In because local vegetable
production was very small. Sensing
the opportunity, Strother quit his Job
and bought a small farm.
Market grades and packages were
a lot of Greek to him, but he knew
•what constituted quality. So, while
getting his farm In shape to grow
vegetables, he made several trips to
market where be Interviewed both
wholesalers and retailers on the kind
of produce they would buy from him.
"My start wasn't auspicious," he
said. 1 bad to take what was offered me while I was learning about

Events in the Lives of Little Men

umot
WORTH TRYING
The drama was a thrilling one,
but a talkative young man had seen
It before. In an audible voice. b»
announced what was coming next
and described how fanny it wonld
be when it did come. He had a pret*
ty girl with him, and he was trying
to amuse her.
,
At length he said: "Did you-ever
try listening to a play with yonr
eyes shut? .You've no idea how
queer it seems."
'
A middle-aged man sat Just in
front Be twisted himself In hlS
Beat and glared.
"Young man," he said, "did you
ever try listening to a play with your
mouth shut?"

.*f «•»>»'

tton: *-«ow, look here T "*ailBJ:oaefa.|
MOM word about your other
ffio7 »l
off to bed you got"
. fuu)|
Practical
•TOat waa an excellent
rotfiter read last nieht
-jence o£ Science i
tfcal Government"
"Waalit Well,i w i 8l

out Munething about the
the Vacuum Gleaner as
the Dining Boom Carpet'

Applied

NOT ALL ROSEATE

Simple Preicription
Roberts—Do you know, I'm losing
my memory. It's worrying me to
death.
Martin (sympathetically) — Never
mind, old man. Forget all about it
Mis Grievance
"You're very interested in that
Admirer—Ion poets don't
•tutted bird," said the ornithologist.
"Yes," said the aviation expert. "I In garrets these days.
L'lon of the Hour—No w
think its steering gear infringes one
Starve in garrets. Still you a
of my patents."
f
-mflNJh to eat at these high-bro»

ceptions.

STILL HOPE

THE FEATHERHEADS

Tli* Worst of It
Dick—Doesn't It madden j
a girl ia slow, about getting
go out to dinner with you?
Don-p$e8,. the longer she
the hungrier she gets.

Too Muck Talk, No Doubt

HERE VJB ABE—

AND

DOM'f KNOW A SOUL ; LADY . w&
AMOMOr THOSE _ -- ' V
oo
WHO W«LU BB I -Trie LAK-S— SHB COME5
PR6SEMT rV HBRE
v / B V V6AR- AMD

KNOWS

MRS LACY

•THIS is MY
HUSBAND,

Feu*

IMTROOUCS US

Wearing It
"Election bet, Joe?"
"This tie was given me ftn
birthday."—Louisville Couriet-Jm
naL!
x

AS<

TO J>ANCET
CAUL

SotuUcm of Last Week'i Punk*

"Is it true that you proposed to
Alice and were rejected?"
"Not exactly .rejected—she .said
that when she felt like making a fool
of herself she'd let me know."

Melon* by the Pound.
packing, grading and producing stuff
In and out of season; but as my
produce Improved prices picked op
and both dealers and storekeepers
were anxious to have my stuff. It
wasn't long before I had the commission men and retailers calling me
on the phone each afternoon, placing
orders for stuff to be delivered the
next morning.
"Thus I was able to load up my
truck with the assurance that all of
It would sell. I saved a lot of time
and money by knowing what stops to
make, and my prices were good. Tomatoes, for Instance, brought $1 a
crate when Imported varieties were
quoted at 90 cents; and cucumbers always sold at a premium of 10 to 20
cents over those that were shipped In.
"I closely graded everything, but
that doesn't mean I sold only the best.
The No. 2 and 8 grades sold, too, goIng to retailers In the poorer sections.
And It didn't cost me anything to
make deliveries since I had to go to
market, anyway."
Charles N. Tunnell of Texas finds
It more profitable to put up his fresh
quality vegetables ID glass Jars and
let local grocers sell them on a commission basis. Extra care in selecting
the stuff to be canned has not only
created a demand but good prices.
Evansville, Ind., 40 miles away, Is
Robert A. Bennett's nearest good
market; but his two-ton truck and
trailer enables him to get around to
city retail shops with his fresh
strawberries long before housewives
start on their shopping tours. What
berries the retailers don't take go to
Ice cream manufacturers.
Seventy-five retail stores from Tacoma, Ohio, to Wheeling, W. V., buy
thousands of dollars' worth of farm
crops which are produced and processed on the Bailey Farms. Fruits,
vegetables, eggs, milk, butter, cottage
cheese, bacon, sausage, ham and
scrapple are some of their products,
all packed In containers bearing their
trade mark "Bailey's Best Farm
Products."
"Father started this business," explained J. O. Bailey, who, with his
brother, A. C., manages the farms and
business. "Years ago father exhibited butter at the Madison Square
garden In New York city. It won
first prize. This wlnulng was duplicated at several national dairy shows.
Producing fine butter, father wasn't
satisfied with wholesale prices, so be
visited stores and took ordera The
reputation the butter had won in competition helped get the first orders; but
the quality and taste of the butter
made the next sales. The confidence
engendered by the butter made it
easy to sell ham, sausage and bacon;
In fact, retailers, asked why father
didn't make other things."
& 1»!I, WoiUru M«w*p»p«r Unlo.

—AND THATfc WHAT
HUSBAND ALWAYS
SA.VS—AKP,BY
WAY—
MUCH

lNDi<?6STlOKf.
FBtiX?
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BAD] ive

SAY THAT
I AM—

TOO

PISCOVERED THE
MOST VIOHDERFUIREMEUV.K

How They Land Them
She—Speaking of germs in kisses
—what do you think, a girl could
catch that way?
. .' .
He—Oh, Jots of them catch hatbands.
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Answers to Inquiries.
Q. Will employers be relieved from
the terms of the President's Reemployment Agreement upon approval
of codes covering the industry in
•which they are engaged?
A. Paragraph 13 of the agreement
submitted to every employer reads:
"This agreement shall cease upon approval by the President of a code to
•which the undersigned is subject, or,
if the NRA so elects, upon submission of a code to which the undersigned is subject and substitution of
any of its provisions for any of the
terms of this agreement."
Q. After hearings on codes what
consideration is given their proponents ?
A. Bulletin No. 2 of NRA (covering preparation of codes): "After
such hearing, the proposed code may
be modified at the suggestion of
NRA or otherwise and as so modified it is agreed to by the representatives of the association or group
presenting it and ratified by such association or group under such conditions as the administration may prescribe, it will be presented to the
President for his approval or disapproval or suggested modification."
Q. Are tips considered in fixing
wages in codes or agreements?
A. No, in codes now under consideration tips are expressly excluded.
Q. (Can barber shops raise prices
for hair cuts and shaves, etc. ?
A, Pending completion of a permanent barbers' code, the temporary
agreement fixes minimum rates of
pay and maximum hours but does
not fix prices of service.
Q. Are hearings on codes always
open?
A. Invariably and so provided in
the Recovery Act.

ORIGINAL NOTICE.
In the District Court of the State of
Iowa, in and .for Cass County.

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
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4 CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4
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E. L. Anderson, Minister.
+
f
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Church With a Heart and
an Open Mind.)
Church School at 10:00 a. m. A
September 17, 1903.
Gertrude Chapin Gifford,
training school for Christian living,
Atlantic
was 35 years old last SatPlaintiff,
with classes for all ages. Mrs. Lydi»
vs.
urday.
Ethel Pearl Miller, and Jens
A. J. Nelson and wife returned Brown, Superintendent
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
Miller, her husband; and
this morning from a visit with relaGeorge A. Soper,
Special appropriate music by the
tives and friends in Missouri.
Defendants.
The corner known as the "Worth- junior and senior choruses. Sermon
To Ethel Pearl Miller and Jens Miller,
her husband, and George A. Soper, ing's pond corner" is being filled in subject, "Supreme Loyalty."
Youth Forum at 7:00 .p. m. All
Defendants.
and a new cement walk will be laid
You and each of you are hereby
young
people urged to attend.
notified that there is now on file in along the east side.
Evening
service at 8:00 o'clock.
Miss Bessie Myers started this
the office of the clerk of the District
Court of Cass County, Iowa, the pe- morning for a visit with friends at Special music by the orchestra. Sertition of the plaintiff, claiming judg- Fort Dodge, Ames, Marshalltown and mon subject, "Conflicting Characment against you and in rem in the
ters."
sum of $20,000.00 together with in- other eastern Iowa points.
The Dorcas class will hold their
Mrs.
Becker
of
Freeport,
Illinois,
terest thereon from the rendition of
monthly
party Tuesday afternoon at
same at the rate of five per cent, to- mother of Mrs. R. H. Lantz, has purgether with the costs of this action chased the residence property of C. P. 2:30 o'clock at the home of Mrs.
including statutory attorney's fees, Lattig in north Anita, and will take A. C. James. All ladies of the class
for and on account of a certain real
are urged to attend.
estate mortgage owned by plaintiff possession November 1.
The senior ladies aid will meet
and being a first lien upon the folQuite a stiff frost visited this vilowing described real estate situated cinity Tuesday night or early Wed- Thursday with a 12:00 o'clock dinner
in Cass County, Iowa, to-wit:
for the public. Only IBc.
The Southeast Quarter of Sec- f nesday morning, but prognosticators
The missionary society will hold
state no damage was done to corn, for
tion Two, Township Seventy-Six
their monthly meeting 'Friday afterwhich we are all thankful.
North, Range Thirty-Four, West
of the 5th. P. M.
The contract for the erection of noon at 2:30 o'clock at the home of 56:4, "In God I will praise his word, country."
Said petition claims that the said a school house in district No. 6 Lin- Mrs. P. T. Williams, All ladies of in God I have put my trust; I will not
mortgage was executed by Leon G.
fear what flesh can do unto toe."
youth as he turned to foiwi'
Voorhees and Hazel Dell Voorhees coln township has been let to W. E. the society are urged to attend.
The public is%cordially invited to all
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo- tions. But an after thought,
on the 28th. day of December A. D. Hofmeister, and work on the building
of the activities of this chruch.
1916, and at the time the said Leon will be commenced this week.
tations from the Bible and from the him,
"Hey dad," he crie'
G. Voorhees and wife made, executed
The young people's society held a Christian Science textbook, "Science am I to get the money?"
The
Anita
high
school
boys
have
and delivered the real estate mortwatermelon party at the church Fri- and Health with key to the Scrip,
gage, and note therewith, he the said all purchased new caj>s with the let"By Jacks," replied'the old |
Leon G. Voorhees, was then the own- ters "A. H. S." on them. The caps day evening, with thirty in attend- tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
Scratching his head, "that's
er of the said real estate.
are black with yellow letters. We ance. All spent an enjoyable evenOne of the Bible citations reads: else, ain't it T I'll write
Said petition claims that the said congratulate the boys on their ing playing games, after which they 'Whosoever cometh to me, and hear- Johnson about that right n
Leon G. Voorhees sold the said hind
eth my sayings, and doeth them, I will I forget it."—Sidney
and that Elmer E. Soper, became the "push" in getting such nobby head- devoured four large melons.
Presents Gift to Church.
owner of the said land, subject to the gear.
shew you to whom he is like: He is
Last Sunday morning the Fidelis like a man which built a house, and
said mortgage and that the said ElAt the home of the bride's parNOTic
mer E. Soper died and at the time ens, Mr. and Mrs. W. A? Suplee, on S. S. class presented the church with digged deep, and laid the foundation
of his death was the owner of the Wednesday, evening, September 23, a beautiful silver baptismal bowl in
I have opened up a
on a rock; and when the flood arose,
said land, and that Ethel Pearl Mil.
tion
in the Harding buildup]
memory
of
Mary
Jane
Nichols.
The
will
occur
the
marriage
of
Miss
Minthe
stream
beat
vehemently
upon
that
ler and George A. Sooer are children of the said Elmer E. Soper.
nie Ella, and Mr. Chas. E. Camp- class rendered a beautiful vocal selec- house, and could not shake it; for it of the Farmers Coop, and
Said petition claims that the de- bell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hamilton tion, after which the chorus of thirty was founded upon a rock" (Luke 6(47, predate a share of your j
fendants herein claim some right, ti- Campbell.
I will pay the highest nmfj]
young people rendered a selection. 48).
tle or interest adverse to the plainThe
presentation
was
made
by
MarThe
Tribune,
learns
that
A.
B.
Among the selections from the at all times for poultry,
Mrs. Harvey Simmons of Stuart tiff, in and to the said real estate,
garet
Biggs,
president
of
the
class,
and
that
whatever
right,
title,
claim
Stone
has
sold
his
Lincoln
township
Christian Science textbook is the fol- cream. I am also prepanfij
came to Anita Monday to visit her or interest the said defendants may
farm to Harvey Garside, the con- with appropriate remarks to the pas- lowing: "The testimony of the ma- trucking of all kinds.
sister-in-law,'- Mrs. Prances Taylor.
have or claim to have is inferior to
'•''
,
Andy 1
plaintiff's said mortgage lien sued sideration being $70.00 per acre tor who in turn presented it to Val. terial senses is neither absolute nor
upon herein. Said petition asks that Iowa farms, and especially those in Wiegand, Senior Deacon of the church. divine. I therefore plant myself unHenry Maduff and wife wenC
plaintiff's said mortgage (which was Cass county, appear to still be in de- This was followed by baptism of little reservedly on the teachings of Jesus,
filed for record in the office of the mand, and at top-notch prices.
Roberta Ann' Mclntyre. Altogether of his apostles, of the prophets, and cil Bluffs visitors the first
county recorder of Cass County, Iowa,
Another change has taken place it was a most beautiful and impres- on the testimony of the Science of Week.
and recorded in Book 254 on page
in Anita business circles this week sive service. This wonderful class Mind. Other foundations there are
237
of
said
official
records)
be
foreVoss Manufacturing Co. closed and established as prior and and on October 1 the City Meat Mar- of girls have presented the church
Bert Maxwell and wife, vbf
none"
(p.
269).
"IF IT'S MLADE OF WOOD,
been
visiting here for the ]
paramount to any right, claim, title ket, which has been conducted dur- with a valuable and useful gift each
WE CAN MAKE IT."
months with friends, left last I
or interest of any of the defendants ing the past eighteen months by J. L year for the last four years, besides
4 4 4 4 4 > 4 4 - 4 f 4-f-t ? » + ' day morning for their home in!
602-4 E. 3rd. St.
herein, and that the said defendants
be forever barred and estopped from Carey, becomes the property ol contributing in many other ways in 4
M. E. CHURCH NOTES
Montana.
any right or interest in the Marsh Millhollin, the deal including service, money and gifts. Much credit 4
Swan, Martin & Martin claiming
Monroe J. Rarick, Pastor.
said
real
estate
adverse
to
plaintiff's
the
lot
and
building
on
the
south
is
due
Mrs.
P.
T.
Williams
as
sponsor
Attorneys-at-Law
4 + 4 4 4- 4-,4. -f 4 4-4-4- + -f -f 4
Frank A. Choate and
right and title.
side of Main Street.
and teacher in her untiring efforts
General Law Business Transacted
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Dr. Monday'morning on an autot
FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS
and loyalty to the class.
SEE PETITION NOW ON FILE AS
C. H. Johnson, General Supt,
different places in 'Missouri <
Ask For
AFORESAID.
Elect Officers.
The men's class will have charge relatives and friends. Theyi
Therefore,
unless
you
appear
thereCloverbloom Ice Cream to and defend before noon of the secLast Friday evening at the young of the special feature in Sunday companied by Oscar Gronn.
The •Cream Supreme
people's party the following officers School next Sunday.
ond day of the next term of said
At Most Dealers
were elected for the coming season:
court which will commence on the
A disturbing report comes (
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
26th. day of September A, D. 1933,
James Nelson, president; Esther (Mae
School Moving Along Nicely.
south. Mules buck against i
Epworth
League
at
7:00
p.
m.
LeadZurfluh Greenhouses
and be held at the American Legion
Last week proved a warm week for Mclntyre, vice president; Millard Rug- er, Ross Stephenson. Topic for dis- ing cotton. They and their I
Cut Flowers, Funeral Designs and Hall, in the City of Atlantic, Cass
the opening of school and the tem- gles, secretary; and Irlyn Walker, cussion, "How to Have Better Meet- dents had been taught not tot
County,
Iowa,
now
being
used
as
a
Plants of AH Kinds.
temporary Court House, a default perature in the building was some- treasurer. This splendid organization ings."
on cotton plants, and now I
8th. & Pine Sts.
Phone 569 will be entered against you, and judgwhat uncomfortable at times to make of young people of the Congrega•required
to reverse—to do 1
Evening
worship
at
8:00
o'clock.
ment and decree rendered thereon as the change to mental work. However, tional church, under the able leaderChoir practice in the church Wed- thing they had previously been*
Osborne-Tomlinson
prayed in said petition.
for doing. The mules canti
Dated this 24th. day of August A, both teachers and pupils remained at ship of Mrs. P. T. Williams, func- nesday evenfng.
Funeral Home
D.
1933.
their duties and everything moved tions for the purpose of presenting
The "W. H. M. S. will meet in the stand this sudden abandi
Sixth & Oak Streets
Phone 897
E. S. Holton,
along quite well with fairly good re- sacred drama once a" month on the church Thursday afternoon. A good century^old rules, and they l«fi|
Est. 1866
Ambulance Service
Attorney for Plaintiff.
sults.
fourth Sunday evening during the attendance is desired. Following the wrathfully over their noses I
School was dismissed all day Tues- coming season. The first, entitled study hour, tea will be served.
LARSON—The Eye Man AND WHAT DID PAW THINK?
are driven to new strange 1
day orf account of it being children's "The Only Day I Have," will be given
Op-tam-e-trist
The past week a faithful member
An aged couple had been sitting in day at the Cass county fair. A large September 24. With several years presented to the church six dozen
For Better Results
front of the fire for a long time with- number took advantage of this- op- of experience this club has become beautiful water glasses. This gift is
Roland, Peacock & Baxter out speaking. At length the husband portunity to attend the fair and hear very proficient under Mrs. (Williams' most gratefully received.
Funeral Directors
inquired: "What were you think- the Anita school band who played direction, and we anticipate some
There will be a meeting of the
WANTED:—Two or
All calls answered promptly day or ing?"
there on that day. The attendance splendid work this coming season, and stewards of the church on Thursday
Indian
Tomahawks, Ed. Nd
night, regardless of distance.
The wife replied: "I was just the remainder of the week was very solicit your cooperation and support evening at the church. Each one is
lantic, Iowa,
thinking how long we had lived to- good.
of these splendid young people.
requested to give a report of the work
BULLOCK'S
Football Practice.
gether and that it couldn't go on forWANTED:~J>ead animali
done for the year.
Southwest Iowa's Foremost
ever like this and the time will soon
About twenty-five boys have re- 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 + 4- + + 4 4 4 4
are
strictly sanitary at
Department Store.
come when one of us will have to go." ported out for football practice and + CENTRAL CHURCH OP CHRIST +
Phone 184, Beaver's Caft
THINGS
THAT
NEVER
HAPPEN.
assented the old man, "but are each night working hard under +
Elwyn Andrews. Minister.
4
Atlantic Sheet Metal Works it's"Yes,"
LOST:—<Child's red hand to*J
no
use
to worry about that now. Coach Boren getting into condition + + + + + + 4 4 4 4-+ 4 4 4 4 4
The farm boy came down stairs at
Guy Fnlks, Prop.
"No," was the reply, "but I was and learning the fundamentals of the No creed but Christ,
8:30 in the morning to find his par- er notify Mrs. Harold Mc
Heating and Ventilating
just thinking that when it does hap- game.
No book but the Bible,
ents at the breakfast table.
One
Expert Radio Repairing.
FOR SALE:—Residence
pen I would like to go to California
The football letter men back are No name but the Divine.
glance at dad's features told the nut Street, known as
to live."
Millard Ruggles, Corwin Dorsey, IrvBible School at 10:00 a. m. C. W. youth something was wrong. He took
44-444444444444444
ing Walker, Robert Kuehn, William Zastrow, Supt; Anita Witte, Asst. his seat, signaled the maid he was property. Bargain.
4
Mabel K. > Collins, A<
H. E. CAMPBELL
See "Three Cornered Moon" at the Daubendiek and Donald Inhofe. If
Communion service at 11:00 a. m. ready to be served and waited to see Harriett* A. Kelley Estate^
4
Rialto Saturday or Sunday evening. this group can manage to keep their
Physician and. Surgeon
Christian Endeavor at 7:00 p. m. what was coming.
4
Office in Campbell block over
ton, Illinois.
berths they will form the experienced
Evening service at 8:00 o'clock.
"Son," said the old gentleman
Mr. and Mrs. James Nelson spent backbone of the team, while some
•f Clardy's Hardware. Residence
FOR SALE:—Tomatoes,
Ladies aid meets at the church on presently, "I was watching you at the
Sunday at the home of his mother, promising new material who have had
•f S blocks north of M. E. church.
Thursday.
bushel.
Come and get them.
fairgrounds last night, and I can't
4 Calls promptly attended day 4 Mrs. Stena Nelson. Jim is employed some experience will fill in the other
Sam
K.
J.
U.
club
meets
Friday
at
the
.Up
on a farm near Elkhorn.
say I was particularly proud Of your
4 or night.
five places.
home of Mrs. Fred Knowlton. AsFOR SALE:—Piano,
444444444444444-44
The football squad as a whole are sisting hostesses will be Mrs. Ada actions. First off, you havent bought
Mrs. Kate Clark and daughter, Mrs.
-— -«• .ILUC* a
— new
----- «*.•*.
suit »*t
in *ti
more
vie than
LtiUtit PIA
six months.
IllwHHIa*
condition.
Enquire at
light
but
this
is
nothing
new
as
we
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 Margurette Hoffman, of Somerville, have always had that disadvantage Karns and Mrs. Zella Henderson. Then you just seemed to wander Would trade for live itock.
New
Jersey,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leroy
Everyone is requested to bring thim- around, hands in pockets and wasn't
4
ANITA PUMP CO.
4
Twining of Des Moines and D. T. to contend with. They will have to ble, needle and hoop, as there will be spendin' hardly anything at all. Now
FOR SALE—Tally cards, «
4 Plumbing and Hot Air Heating. 4
me
Voorhees of Anita were Sunday vis- make up in some other way what
Fifth
house
north
of
.
I'm
for
Tribune
office, Anita.
recovery proPumps, Mills, Tanks.
itors in Lincoln township with Fred they lack in weight. Our team made Church of Christ.
4
Plumbing Supplies.
RENT:-120 acre
F. Joy and family. Mrs. Clark and a strong finish last year and we hope
There will be church services this expect a return of prosperity if you're
4 Pump and Mill Work Done.
mile north of Anita; also'
her daughter are visiting in Iowa that they will be able to begin where coming Sunday as our minister will goin' to,keep on acting 'that way?"
v Come in and figure with me.
with her sister, Mrs. Twining, and they left off. Having the same coach be back from his mission in Missouri
"I spent about three dollars," re- farm just south of
4 First door west of Stager's
her brother, Peter Voorhees, in Des who knows them and most certainly So lets make a great day of the plied the boy in self defense.
of George L.
Cafe.
Moines, and with her brother, D. T. knows the game should be an advant- next Lord's day. Come and take your
"Three bucks," snorted dad indig- Center.
age.
Voorhees, in Anita.
part m God's program. We want you nantly. "Now, ain't that something.
FURNACE and stove,
Coach Boren attended the coach- to make this church your church. You
How long do you think it will take order, any size. Get
ing school at Northwestern Univers- are always welcome.
prosperity to find herself with that shape for the winter.
ity this summer and enters his duties
kind
of tightwad tactics, I'd like to nace for sale cheap. Johns""'
well primed for the task.
4 44 4 4
44444444+
ask?"
and Heating Shop.
The schedule has been somewhat +
LINCOLN CENTER
Anxious to escape further grilling,
disrupted on account of several schools
FOR SALE OK
COMMUNITY CHURCH
the boy asked: "^hat do you want
who were on the schedule dropping
Chevrolet coach; ^/^
Andrews, Minister.
me to do today?"
football for this year. We hope to
1930
"Well," said dad as h.e pushed back sedan;
fill some of these places in and have
Phone 244
Services
at
10:00
a.
coach.
from
the
table
and
reached
up
on
the
just a reasonable number of games
Blb
le School at 11:00 „.
,„., ,with mantle for his box of cigars, "your & Son, Anita, low*
This is the best time of the year for outside
for the times.
a. m.,
Walter
Storer
as
superintendent.
forty hours for this week are nearly
Our team will open the season playE. a HOLTON
painting. Come in and let us figure your job.
inis Lord's day everyone is espec- up, but there's a few little things that
ing before their home crowd on FriPractice
in all
day, September 22. They will be" ially invited to the services. Let us ought to be done. First I want you Lead Titles; and
Paint now and avoid expensive repairs later.
minister back by being to knock them last two litters of pigs
matched with Lewis.
4U ..
.
• Specialty.
at allI the
services.
Teachers Institute Next Monday.
in the head. Then hook up a plow and
ANITA
The Cass County Teachers Insti- + 4 4 4 4 + 4
run through your mother's garden
4444+*++
tute will be in session on next Monhalf dozen times or so. Too many
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
day, September 18. Our faculty WJ1]
beans and tomatoes out there now. Ground oats
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 44. 4
T
be in attendance so there will not be
Matter" will be the subject of ^ We'll never get prosperous growin' all Qats hulled
ANITA LUMBER CO.
any school on that day.
those things. Then you can go back Ear corn ground
Lesson-Sermon
all Churches of to the fair; and when you get there
Plume*: Office 20; Res. 11
We Give and Expect a Square Deal
Christ,
on
A baby boy was born to Mr. and
Septem- see if you can't act considerable less
•r 17.
Mrs. Lester King on September 5.
No bother.
like a cheapskate of a dern republican
pit
The Golden Text
Let
Horn Psalms who didn't care what becomes of the
September Term A. D. 1933.
Equity No
-.

(The

Help the Recovery Program

SA1£

Thurs., SepL 14 through Sat., Sept 23

Buy Now For Winter-Youll Save Moiney

Watch i?gr. Our
Circular

ATLANTIC BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES

WANTAI

Monarch 100%
Pure

e

ROBT. SCOTT

IHE TRIBUNE, ANITA. IOWA
•* to you, Tony, she WORDS OF

tjlSDERSTANDS
88
By Jay Barns

LOVE

COME EASY NOW
fl
flushed,
warm young face beside Modern Youth Writes Its Own

Ardent Missives.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1933
aiming to tell anybody how to do magazine. He Is reputed to be able
anything that could be put on paper. to find words that rhyme. For a
A section of the work is devoted to price fixed at three mugs of ale he
letters of love and courtship. The turns out a poem. The freshman
forms presented would scarcely be thrills at being a party to a literary
called ardent by the sob-sister of to- courtship.
day assigned to cover divorce proThose days are vanishing. Boys
ceedings. "Dear Sir" Is frequently and girls are not as far removed
used In the salutation of a love let- from one another as they used to be.
ter from a lady. A gentleman who And parents, who have found themdeclares his love begins right off with selves obliged to give In on "dates"—
"Miss Carrie White." There Is not single, double and blind, are much
even "To" or "For" In front of the relieved when their offspring devote
"Miss."
hours to writing letters. To be sure,
There comes to mind a scene in the the stamps cost something, but the
back room of a tavern In a college expense Is trifling when compared
town. At the table Is seated a cal- with some of the outlays that youth
low freshman, who has decided that expects.
the light of his young life must be
Those who rummage in the attics
addressed^ In verse. Opposite him Is 50 years from now will find love letan upper class editor of the college ters that are really worthy of the

name. Every postman lugs them
dally in his pack. The young people
have much to talk over and the superior training given by the modern
school encourages real self-expression.—Boston Globe.

«,« » ,.
=
-an along.
BUD myself here, and perhaps not
Simp]* and Pla*«ant
' you. But I'll 'drop around for
It is hardly surprising that GenB.
F.
C. sends an excerpt from an
a good-by before I go."
tatt«r wirljl,
ral Pershlng's men fighting in
almanac of 1782, a copy of which was
"1 was going to ask you to come over France should have used letters that
Recently donated to the museum at
long garden chaJr nnflttr the to our place for lunch-both of you. -vere not strictly of their own comGeorge Washington's birthplace:
on the beadi ;!«iottD*ry club But perhaps you'd rather not—»
oaltlon. That Is what the fathers
"Take ye heed, those among ye
' "?*?'* *aM Tony, still with an et f many of them had done In their
that may be bald, and rub the part
was unaware of their
fort at lightness, "perhaps rd better wn youth.
morning and evening with onions un,t was a swell g»m« ot lennls, not Pve some things to get together
til It Is red; then rub with honey."
In the year 1880 there was copybefore
I
g
.»
0
> she said, yawning and stretchThere you get fragrance, color and
ighted In the United States a large
Bob looked searchlngly at the older olume entitled "Gaskell's Compenu sbe dropped her racquet to the
sweetness—which should make you
man. Then he put out his hand.
„ beside ber.
„
'
reconciled to the loss of mere hair.—
tum of Forms." It was just that
"If you get away before I see you
lat'll we do nowt How about a
Exchange.
again, I want to say good-by now."
The two men shook hands.
chance are yon speaking to
"It's been great knowing you.
resonant voice held a hint Tm—"
"That's all right," said Tony, lookiBsement '
> .' ' .
, dear girl, I'm finished for the ing smilingly Into Bob's troubled young
Such tennis as youn 1* as much eyes. "You're a good fellow, Bob. All
as I need in twenty-tour kinds of lnck>
And he turned and walked slowly
A book, a long cold drink and
irtable chair in' the shade—and down the beach,
Mary took Bob's hand. "Come on,"
, all I ask of lifts.'!
.laughed joyously, showing she said, running Into the breakers.
"Whose funeral was It, anywayt
v§ white teetta, and a llttje
of wrinkles about her round What on earth were you and Tony
talking aboutr
res. • • > . • • ' ; ; - : , :
Bob didn't answer.
7, darling," she said, "did I kill
Darned fine fellow Tony was.
I'm sorry. Bat you'll be at the
Bob's pulses raced, as he felt Mary's
jtonightr • • . • • • • ; ••' " ••••
[i can dance mostly with you— band in his. He wasn't afraid of anyearly. Bemember, Fve got body else.
He'd win Mary surely, now, Fine
:k to town tomorrow on the
man, Tony.
..y-slx.**
They dove into the oncoming breakLawton was forty-five; Mary
irenty. His deep brown eyes, a ers, swam hardly for a few minutes,
ave as they watched the lovely and then floated and paddled along
ifore him, lighted with a smile until they reached the float
There they were alone—alone In a
i laughed at him.
world c-f blue sky and sparkling water.
give me a hand."
Mary flung herself down In the sun[palled herself—with his help—
NEWS PHOTO FLASHES FROM EVERYWALKOF LIFE
pm her low chair with a light shine.
BRISTLE WITH INTEREST. Unpainted—neglected
Bob sat beside her.
for years—America has finally awakened to the need
Then it happened.
of paint In every section of the country—in every
ne on. Bob, let's have a swim."
walk of life-^nainting is the order of this new day.
| Eldridge's blue eyes lighted to One of those quick, treacherous
And Sherwin-Williams Paints.famous for quality and
color from the somber storms that sometimes seem to come
low cost, lead the way in the nation's biggest painting
that had veiled them as he out of a brooding summer sky.
revival Renovize—protect—save—with SherwinIt rose behind the two on the float,
to the banter between the
Williams quality paint this Fall. Don't let Winter rot
Mary .looking shoreward, Bob looking
and rust do further damage to unprotected wood and
metal. See your local Sherwin-Williams "Paint HeadI," he said. 'Tm your man at Mary.
quarters" at once. Write for a free copy of the new S-W
And before they knew It the float
, Those doubles just warmed
"Home Decorator." The Sherwin-Williams Co., 605
was rocking and jumping with the
.
Canal Road. Cleveland, Ohio. chopping
waves.
I at Tony quite without
"Come on," said Mary, "let's swim
But Tony's eyes became grave
in."
"We can't" said-Bob quietly. "It's
as for tonight— I'll be ready
COW CALLER SOUCIE
too rough—too late!"
till
morning.
But
say,
LawCATCHES "FEVER."
1
Blackness and thunder and lightning,
don't you get into your swimManteno, /«.—Celeband
a
rocking,
swaying
world.
ilt and come along. Just sun
rities in all walks of
And
then,
out
of
the
gloom,
a
voice
old man, If you're too tired
life are catching the:
—Tony's.
RUB. It's a swell day."
painting fever. Mr,
"Here, you two. Jump off the float
(considered. Then he jumped
Treffle Soucie, 75 years,
and
climb
aboard.
I
don't
dare
bring
It
> his feet
old, seven times a
any
closer."
ti" he said,
champion cow caller,
He
maneuvered
his
commandeered
three started across the
still brings 'em in from
motor
boat
as
near
them
as
be
could.
rd the clubhouse that stood
half a mile away—
Bob
jumped
In
the
water
first.
Mary
against the blue sea bewithout a megaphone.
followed him. And that was all Mary
He's painting his barn
with S-W Commons forty-five; Bob was twen- knew.
That afternoon she and Bob were
wealth Barn Red—a
NIQHTPMNTMfi PRECEDES "4 OENERATION"
sitting
on
the
terrace
of
her
cottage
"quality" champion,
were in love with Mary
PARTY. Essexrille, Mich. (R. JR. No. 7)—With
that overlooked the sea—a sea again
too.
the aid of motor car headlights, painter works
i moment Mary was in love sparkling
and calm under a blue sky.
far into night to finish painting the "wee bit
life—a gay and happy and
"But
I
can't see why Tony didn't
hoose" of Mrs, A. MacDonald, 87 years of age,
i as she found it at Bradley *s come to say
good-by," she said.
in time for the gathering of the dan. The occasion is Grandma MacDonald's birthday party for
"He told us he would."
coming, Tony, had loved
her youngest great granddaughter—6 months
She was still a little wan and weak
adley'0 as much as Mary had. from
old. Four generations of MacDonalds were represented Sherwin-Williams Paint, the preferred
her
morning's
experience.
brand pi the MacDopalda for many years, was used on this job.
I been spending a three weeks'
For
a
moment
Bob
was
silent.
there at the hotel—spending
Then:
"Mary,"
he
said,
"he
told
"SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
because., he had met Mary, me not to tell you, but I've got to.
FOR MCI" Indianapolis,
ad over heels in love with You
out, you know, when yon
Ind.—A typical scene in
['followed.: her to her summer struckpassed
leading department and
the
water—and
r
couldn't
get
• i
Sherwin-Williams dealer
found it hard to bridge the yon in, so I climbed in his boat and
stores everywhere as
held
It
while
he
went
in
for
you.
And
"back-tD-the-paint-brush"
ielr ages. ID the city where when he was getting back In the boat
movement gains speed. s
i lived a rather prominent life, with you he gave his leg an awful
against the eld« of the boat
irk as an , Important lawyer whack
He's laid up at the hotel—can't go
ttsing.
back to town for a couple of days."
i Just old enough to find the
jumped to her feet
Hern young whirl a little baf- , Mary
"I must rgo" to him—this minute,
i at Bradley's it hadn't been Bob."
Bob took her roughly by tae shoulders.
was good looking, always fit
"Why, Mary? Why?"
Motoring, walking, swimMary stood there pale and snaking
pnls, dancing—all, he realized. —utterly lovely and desirable In Bob's
moderation—had given him eyes. Suddenly she smiled at Mm, a
a common meeting ground
smile.
i were at home. And she had brave
"Bob," she whispered, "I love him.
unconscious of the twenty- But he'll never know—I just realized
that separated them as he myself."
Bob turned miserable eyes away
I said nothing to Mary of his from Mary. He patted her shoulder
her.
I planned to ask her to marry gently.
"Mary, Til take you over—Ir you re
[before he went back to town, sure. But tell him, Mary. He's crazy
• whether she accepted or re- about you, too. Guess he thought ne
he would have the un- was too old—but that doesn't matter
of their happy holi- does it?"
Mary caught a glimpse of Bob's misNEW YORK ARCHITECT DOES MASTERPIECE IN PAINT.
before time for Tony's ery. "Oh, Bob," she said, "I'm sorry
New York City, N. F.—Mr. Perry M. Duncan, winner of the
end Bob had appeared at Take me to Tony."
coveted Winchester Fellowship at Yale University, has produced exquisite room
effects in his beautiful new Bronxville home with Sherwin-Williams quality paints.
> it seemed, a childhood friend
Mr. Duncan says "I found the Sherwin-Williams book 'The Home Decorator' a valu. and their cottages adjoined. Pewter Sacrificed to
able source for suggestions in planning exteriors and interiors of homes."
one gave Bob an advantage—
Make Patriot Bullets
staying at the hotel and he
COCA-COLA ON BIO TIME1 Atlanta, Ca.
pewter vessels, the use of which Is
had & common background
—This big, timely reminder to "pause and
extensively revived, have an Infew months; Bob lived nest being
refresh yourself" is 15 feet across. It is the
historical background. Pew
brightest spot in the "upper stratum" of
ry an<t the two had known teresting
efsetsof importance, which were In
Atlanta. Thousands daily seek its big, red
forever.
homes of the American Colonists
face or call Walnut 8550 and hear a sweet
After an hoar on the tennis £
, "electrical" voice recommend Coca-Cola and
were
melted
during
the
War
of
the
here had been another girl.
give the correct time, night or day. This
*tner but she had faded from American Revolution to make patriot
mammoth timepiece is finished with Kem
Bulletin Colon—another Sherwin-Williams
to keep another date.
statue of George m
Quality paint.
Jddenly realized that Bob was ^Jbt'-lead"
formerly stood In Bowling
flth Mary. too. And something which
New York city, seems to have
Mary looked at Bob—some Green
ea omde of coarse commercial pew
°f youthful ]if« and underf^vues John W.Harrln,ton 1, the
-made Tony feel old and out
HOLD IT! WIN $25 CASH.
merc
ita pedestal by the Sons of
Cleveland. O.—Del Long and
•longed to youth, he argued and
sent to Connecticut for conversUm
Clarence Schultz—S-W News
T1HIEST M*M OETS HUO| OFTOH
F-~and Mary belonged to Bob.
Photographers—want interestammunition. The rarity of CoChicago,
III.—Mr. Elmer St. Aubin,
?
J Jnst another old fool to have
ing pictures. $25 for every one
worjd
s
smallest
man,
contemplates
alTewter
Is
largely
due
to
its
bav
|«he might care for him.
published. Sherwin-Williams eman offer of $500 to paint huge Sherserved the cause of Independence
ployees excluded. Pictures must
ree walked across the «Uwin-Williams spectacular sign with
services were melted down
be unusual, neway—include the
after getting tato their o help
S-W
Kem
Finishes.
This
mammoth
the expenses of*, revo
use of some Sherwin-Witliama
P
Bien faces "A Century of Progress
gs at the clubhouse, Tony
product. Send pictures to Del
la the form of currency.
Ind the Illinois Central Railway
. I've decided Pd better go
sideboards o
and Clarence care The Sherwinright-of-way,
at
24th
St.
and
the
" this afternoon, Instead of
Williama Co. Enclose self-adOuter Drive, Chicago The midget
dressed stamped envelope, if
» morning. I'll be better
Mr St. Aubin, is 36 inches taU, weighs
you wish photographs returned.
If I get back to my own
29 pounds and is 22 years old.
tonight and get a good
I

; •

•WILLIAMS FOR ME
IS SLOGAN
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Frank Alexander and son, Gail, of
Fred Gennerick and wife of the Oak
Exira were in th« city Sunday after- Ridge neighborhood were Omaha visnoon to attend the baseball tourna- itors last Thursday.
ment.

D E A D GOOSE
LAYS NO EGGS

Electric service companies are quite freQuentfr^tlie largest taxpayers in their reBpectiVe HJOWmnnitieji.
Year after year an
percentage of their income is be-ing pail) in cash to the government. The loss
of this dependable source of revenue is one
of the many disadvantages of municipal ownership. -Tax-free municipal property is a liability instead of an asset.
Notwithstanding
the most glowing promises of lower electric
bills, municipal plants invariably find it necessary to raise rates or to maintain existing
rates while private companies offer rate reductions. And taxes of other property owners in the entire county most also be raised
to make up for the lost revenue which the!
private utility formerly paid. There is little
to be gained by killing the goose that lays the
golden eggs.

Rialto

Hamilton iCampbell is home from a
Harry Dorn, wife and son, Wendell, visit at Viola Center with his daughof Des Moines were Sunday visitors ter, Mrs. P. M. Yager and family.
n the city with his brother, M. Dorn
and wife.
Hunters! Duck season opens Oct.
st. Prepare now—Save at Gamble's
A. C. Wells and wife of Exira spent prices. S. & G 12 guage, 72c box,
Sunday in the city at the home of case lots. Hunting Coats, $2.59. It
their daughter, Mrs. Thorle Robison
and husband.
Mrs. J. A. Wagner, Mrs. Wm. Bangmm, Mrs. Wm. F. Kirkham and Mrs.
P. L. Chriatensen and wife of Sioux W. R. Koob are home from a few days'
City were recent visitors in the city outing at Lake Okoboji in northern
•with his parents, Lawrence Christen- owa.
sen and wife.
A new 60-gallon asphalt heater has
Harry Fairholm of Winterset was >een purchased by the town, and will
visiting with relatives and friends and be used in resurfacing pavement that
looking after business matters in is in need of repair, The heater cost
Anita Monday.
the town $135.00.

THEATRE
SAT-SUN. SEPT. 16-17
THE FOUR MARX BROTHERS
ARE PAID,TO BE NUTTY 1

THE FIVE ftfMPlEGARS
COME BY IT NATURALLY!
Whotofamih/l fait fqulmly And 100%
!Hif9»*»UiftMi1y woQf y*r Qotnmwffvi ninnon

CUUDETTE COLBERT
RICHARD RRLEN
M f i R Y BOIAND

Bernard Roth and wife have rented
Mrs. Mary C. Black went to Des
the C. T. Tanner residence property Moines Saturday where she visited
on Locust Street, just east of the over Sunday with Rev. E. J. Spiller
Chadwick feed mill
and family. Rev.'Spiller is pastor
of the Simpson M. E. church.
C. W. Clardy and wife drove to
Walnut Sunday morning where they
The,members of the Double Eight
spent the day with her sister, Mfcs. iridge club enjoyed a covered dish
M. L. Tilton and husband.
dinner last Thursday evening at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Guy SteinLynn B. Robison and wife of Des metz. Following the dinner the evenMoines were visitors in the city one ing was spent in playing bridge.
day the last of the week with his
brother, >C. A. Robison and family.
Joe Kopp has traded his residence
property on Maple Street to (Frank
Wilbur and John Parker, Mr. Peter- Miller on a 120 acre farm three miles
son, Earl Schlee and Walter Paul east of Adair. Mr. and Mrs. Miller
were in Omaha Thursday, some of will move to Anita in a few weeks to
them having livestock on the market. make their future home. Mr. and Mrs.
B. D. Forshay and wife left Tues- Kopp expect to move to the farm the
day morning for Lake Okoboji where first of next March.
they will spend a few days with his
Mrs. B. D. Forshay was hostess
sister, Miss Minnie Forshay, who has last Friday afternoon to the members
ieen spending several weeks there.
of the Friday, bridge club at her home
f IOWA COMPANY — OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWANS
Mr. and Mrs. John Heck and child- on North Chestnut Street. Guests
ren, Sits. Clarence Birge and Mrs. were Mrs. H. E. Campbell, Mrs. RayGerald Birge and daughter, Marjorie, mond Lantz and Mrs. H. G. Giles of
1,104,000 cans of corn were put up spent Sunday at Bayard, Iowa, at the Chicago. Mrs. Harold Champion was
this year by the Atlantic Canning home of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Birge. high scorer for the afternoon.
Co,
In the baby health contest at the
Mrs. M. Dorn has rented her propSAVE MONEY
Enrollment in the Exira schools this erty just west of the Rialto Theatre Guthrie county fair last week, MarMcCall, daughter of Mr. and
tomy Shoe Co. yestr is 352 students. High school to Art Taylor, proprietor of the White garet
enrollment is 168, an increase of 18 Front Coffee Shop. Mr. Taylor and Mrs. Glen McCall of Bagley, won
first prize in Class One, children one
pver a year ago.
his family will use the property as to two years old, with a score of
a
home.
uella Harris, assisted by Mrs.
96.5.
Margaret is a great grandDeputy Sheriff Nate Watson of AtDeerffitog and Mrs. L. S. lantic was in the city Friday servA meeting of "Columbia Chapter daughter of Mrs. Isabel] Joy of Anita,
Ill, entertained the members ng papers for the September term
No. 127, O, E. S., the first since the and her mother, before her marriage
[Neighborhood Circle at the of the Cass county district court.
summer vacation, was held at the to Mr. McCall, was Blossom Walker.
on East Main Street
Masonic Temple Monday evening
J. A. Wagner and wife, accompan[ afternoon. Lunch was served
On Friday afternoon the members One candidate was initiated into th
ied by two of their sons, Raymon(
! "afternoon. <
of the Helping Hand club of Lincoln mysteries of the order.
Wagner of Knoxville, Tennessee, an<
Center were guests of Mrg. Ear
Byron Wagner of Fort iWbyne, Ind
Stone. A two course lunch was server
Lee Crane and family have moved
iana, and J. Pike Powers of Knox
by the hostess.
from a farm a short distance east ville, who accompanied Raymond tc
of Anita to Belle Plaine, Iowa, where Anita, left Tuesday morning on
The annual party and picnic supper he has purchased a gasoline filling
of the Quilt club was held Friday station and where they expect to fishing trip in northern Minnesota
Mr. Powers is a member of the adafternoon at the home of Mrs. W. H make their future home.
vertising department of the Knoxville
Wagner. The afternoon was speni
by the ladies with needle work, after
Lew Aupperle and his sister, Mrs. News-Sentinel.
which the picnic supper was en- Worth Chastain, who had been visitAt the meeting of the Cass County
joyed.
ing here with their father, J. P. Aup- Women's Christian Temperance Uns
perle, and with other relatives and
Plus This Array of Added Entertainment
The members of the Bide-a-Wee, friends, left this morning for their ion held in Cumberland one day last
week, Mrs. Jas. B. Herriman of Anita
bridge club were guests last Wednes home in Burlington, Colorado.
HARLEM'S RYTHYM KING
was elected vice president of the asday afternoon of Mrs. Lester Levi
sociation for the coming year. Other
at her home on East Main Street
H. C. Faulkner, wife and daughter, officers elected were Mrs. P. A. OesBesides the members there were two Joan, and E. S. Holton and wife visteriech of Cumberland, president;
in "BUNDLE OF BLUES"—IT'S RED HOT!
other guests, M!rs. Russell Smith am ited a few days the past week in
Miss Edna Denham, Cumberland, secMrs. Maurice Turner. Mrs. Alfred Chicago with Mr. and Mrs. Faulkretary; and Mrs. Lizzie Swartz, AtSCREEN SOUVENIRS—A Paramount Novelty!
Dement was high scorer for the af- ner's son, John Faulkner, and also
lantic, treasurer. The convention will
Featuring Sweet Memories of the Past!
visited the Century of Progress.
ternoon.
be held in Massena next year.
UNIVERSAL NEWS with GRAHAM McNAMEE
Win. Steele and wife, accompanied
With a score of 171, Clarence Osen
There are nine applicants for the
POPULAR ADMISSION
lOc and 25c
of Anita won the horseshoe pitching by their son-in-law and daughter, position of postmaster at Adair.
contest last Thursday morning at the Harold Weaver and wife, left Satur- Those seeking the appointment are)
Cass county fair. Charles Taylor ane day morning for Chicago where they Anna V. McDonnell, Albert Hobson,
Clarence Spry won second and thirc are spending the week with relatives Thomas F. Dolan, James B. Fagan,
Mrs. Claudia Brown was hostess
Mrs. Robert C. Griffith, wife of a
places with 165 and 153, respectively and also attending the world's fair.
Daniel Breen, Mrs. Nora Lally, Ada
last
Wednesday
to
the
members
of
Casey
dentist, was severely burned
Ralph Corry of Massena won the
I. Morgan, Harry R. Wark and Clyde
Mrs. Margaret Gregory, who has i W. Edwards. For the postmaster's the W. P. G. club. A 12:00 o'clock Sunday when a gasoline stove exchampionship at the fair Wednesday
ploded at her home in that town.
been away from Anita for several! position in Exira the applicants are dinner was served by the hostess.
with a score of 180;
months, spending most of the time at Gregory D. Raines, Michael C. FarDetroit, Michigan and Stuart, Iowa, rell, William H. May, Mrs. Iva M.
has returned
Guy, Julius E. Herrick, Hugh L. ArNearing the End!
rooms at the home of Mrs. Anna tist, Hans P. Hansen and Mrs. MaryPorch.
lea Reed.

fES MUST

Duke Ellington and His Band

Let's Go

Only One Cent a Mile
for Round Trip Tickets

World's Fair
Century of Progress
Exposition

at1 CHICAGO

Special
Coach Excursions
» prices are surely <m the
up. There will proba|,never be a better time
a Maytag washer
to note. The quality
always be high but
""* may never again be
• See the Maytag
Chooee your MayMake the easy down
t that will place it
home while price*
l«own.
Maytag Company

10-2KU

Produce Co.
A Phone 276

NITA, IOWA

EVERY FRI., SAT. & SUN.
Return limit 10 days from date
of sale.

Rock
Island
"'

. T

Every Day
0»ly a fare and one-tenth for
the round trip. Good in sleepw (on payment of reducedrate Pullman fare) or coaches.
Return limit 16 days.
All-expense trips quoted-including hotel room* etc.
For detailed Information
and tickets ask
J. T. MONNIG
Anita, Iowa.
Ton will save time, see
more and sP™* le88'
If yon travel by train.

I-

The recent hurricane in southern
Postmaster Ed. L. Newton and fam- i ]
Texas did much damage to property ., enjoyed a visit a few days
belonging to former residents of from his nephew, George
Asay and,
Anita. At Mission, Gus Hunter lost
, .a | family, of Washington, D. C. Mr.
number of buildings and trees, and m , Asa^ who u empioyed as a secret
Alamo a cotton gin belonging to John jservke man at the white House, has;
Burkhart was blown down.
the responsible position of guarding i
President and Mrs. Roosevelt. Has
Mrs. Ed. L. Newton returned home duties also include meeting visitors |
Sunday from Stuart where she had who desire to see the President, ex- i
been spending a week at the home of amine the credentials, and make ap- j
her son, H. E. Newton and family, pointments for those who are so for- i
and assisting with the work at the tunate as to be allowed to meet the
Newton home while Mrs. Newton was
President.
a patient at the hospital.
Back in the early 80's there was
The Anita Literary Club will hold a humorous writer along the same
its opening meeting of the season at lines as our Will Rogers, who signed
the home of Mrs. Dosha Scholl on himself, "Brick Pomeroy." He also
East Main Street Thursday after- posed as an authority on stock raisnoon at 2:30 o'clock. The following ing, hogs especially, and would ansprogram will be given: "The Modern wer inquiries as to ways and means.
American Poets," Mrs. O. W. Shaffer; One fellow asked as to the best and
'The Works of Edgar Guest," Mrs. cheapest method to raise pigs. Brick
Carl H. Miller; and a violin duet by told him that the best way was to [
Mrs. G. G Noblitt and Miss Jane let the big pigs eat up the little ones
Scholl.
as it saved both labor and feed. Our
Raymond Wagner, superintendent Henry must have one of Pomeroy's
of the gas company at Knoxville, books. While Henry is fixing things
Tennessee, and his brother, Byron so the farmers own meat and lard
Wagner, employed by the General are about all his hogs bring, and
Electric Co. at Schenectady, New finding what to do with the corn,
York are spending the week in the come in and talk repairs to us. We
city with their parents, J. A. Wagner can fit you out with most anything
and wife. Byron has been transferred you want from a part to a whole
by his company to Fort Wayne, Ind- machine, and we don't have to guariana, and after his visit here will antee our work—it does it itself.
Millard's, West Main Street.
2t
report there for work.

Some Real Specials
For Saturday

BACON, in slab, per pound
BACON SQUARES, per pound
MEAT LOAF, 3 pounds
PICNIC HAMS, per pound

14c -*•
.. .10c
25c
8c

Miller's Market
TRUCKING
Either local or long distance. Phone 163 or see Francis (Abe)
Johnston at the White Front Coffee Shop, Anita.
OMAHA or VALLEY JUiNCTION, 15c PER HUNDRED.

FRANCIS (ABE) JOHNSTON

List Your Pigs and Piggy
Sows
for Federal Purchase.
/

The Farmers Coop.
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American
SIMON KENTON
I\UHIUI\. the Mazeppa

Howe About:
German Husbands
Value ,of Routine
Lack of Intelligence

Depression Reason for
Increase in Baldness ?j
One of the human Interest Items
discussed at the annual meeting o£
the American Association for the Advancement of Science has attracted
less attention than It deserved. Ona
of the delegates noted an apparent
Increase In baldness In the past two
or three years and raised the question of its probable relation to the
depression. It was his belief that a
close connection exists between hirsute health and financial well-being
and that a condition of halrlessnesa
Is promoted by worry during a period of economic stress.
The world has always regarded
hair as In the nature of a vegetable
growth on an animal base. Do luxuriant crops depend on rich soil or
are they the result of a carefree disposition? Is hair physical In cause
as well as effect, or Is It a physical
phenomenon produced by mental content and destroyed by mental perturbation? What would be the effect
on a penniless, bald-headed man what
might suddenly come Into possession
o f - a million dollars? Does money,
make the hair grow? There are a'
thousand and one questions of profound Interest that may be raised
by this scientific suggestion. It really seems as If the scientists ought td
do something about It.—Providence
Journal.

By ED HOWE
ERMANS are more ashamed than
any other men If they do not boas
their Wives. Americans and Frenchmen rarely expect to, but Germans always vigorously attempt to.
Bismarck was one of the greatest
of statesmen, and devoted his life to
the business, but was more determined
to boss his wife than to boss Europe.
Before their marriage he began training her; he had her complete submission In writing before the ceremony,
and ruled at home as long as he lived.
The diplomacy he exercised In managing his mother-in-law, also was as constant and successful as his management of the French. Bis biographers
say his wife Johanna worshiped him.
She gave that Impression as part of
her training; probably she despised
him.
The weakness of American men, now
the wonder of International politics,
may be due to their being universally
henpecked; our easy submission due
to long training by our wives and
daughters.
The fact that the Germans control
their, women at least has not Injured
them as sofdlers. The 'henpecked
French who attacked the Germans In
Gilded Sham
1870 were overcome In a few weeks;
Innsbruck, the capital of Tyrol, Is
perhaps this was the best exhibition
of soldiering since Napoleon and Fred- an Important junction of railway
erick. Possibly historians of the fu- lines and a center of tourist traffic.
ture will say a still better exhibition It Is an early Gothic town, today typof soldiering was given by the Ger- ical for the later Austrian Baroque,
mans In the World war, when they al- and Is spread out In a beautiful valmost whipped all the other men in the ley along both banks of the Rlvec
world; might have done so bad not the Inn.
UTHOGRAPH by rAltjJT and. L -.-,,
The Gothic mansion, with Ita
German women been temporarily out
"golden" roof, la attached to the faof control and clamored for peace.
• • *
mous legend of a certain Prince
When the panic of 1837 occurred the Frederick with the Empty Pocket
people regarded It as a passing jolt who was fast losing his wealth. To.
and expected the same prompt recov- create the impression among the popery that followed the panic In 1819. ulation of the province that he waa
But by 1889 It was evident that con- BtHl a rich man, he had the roof of
valescence was going to be slow. So his mansion covered with gilt tiles
Ralph Waldo Emerson, the wisest which appeared like gold.
American then, was appealed to. In
a series of talks on "Human Life" he
said ridiculous things. "There Is hope
In extravagance; there Is none In routine," Emerson said. Later Emerson
completely reversed himself. . . .
The real hope In human life Is In routine; In patiently learning the lessons
of experience, and patiently following
them. The ruts, the beaten "paths,
have been followed by a vast multitude, and for a good reason.
* * •
In previous centuries of world his_
\ounq
tory there have been enormous exblemishes and dlscolorations -anna
hibitions of human sensuality, cruelty, Absorb
Mercolized Wax daily, as directed. Invisible;
religious fanaticism, famine, mean- particles of aged skin are freed and all
defects such aa blackheads, tan, freckles and
ness, rioting, destruction, poverty, large
pores disappear. Skin is then beautiplagues. In all these respects the anfully clear, velvety and so soft—face looka
yean
younger. Mercolized Wax brings out
cients established records I do not your hidden
beauty. At ail leading druggists.
believe moderns will ever equal. FuI—Powdered
Saxolite—i
ture historians probably will not have
I Reduces wrinkles and other nge-sizns. Sun- I
I
ply
dissolve
one
ounce
Saxolite
in half-pint I
another horror like the Inquisition to
I witoh base! and use daily a* faoe lotion. |
make their writing Interesting; nor
will they have another war lasting
thirty years, a Black Plague sweeping
unhindered over the world, a reign
(ITHREW OUT MY
Daniel Boone
of terror like that In France, a wom'WASHBOARD, i ois-'
FowruArr t«>CHisrew. HAHOIMO
an as noted, powerful and bad as CathI COVERED I COULD GET
last act of the drama. On the way tea was forced erine the Great, a king as magnificent
ery soon returned bringing with them his scalp
I WHITER OOTHESJUST,
to run the gauntlet at every village through and cruel as Louis XIV.
and they took turns slapping Kenton acrcss the
JVSMMIM
But It remained for the present age
which he and his captors passed.
face with it, exclaiming as they did so, "Ypu
to
set
a
high-water
mark
In
lack
of
At Wappatomlka the first of his miraculous
steal Indian boss, huh?" The Shawnees were in
an ugly mood, for Daniel Boone had recently esescapes came to pass. For there he was recog- Intelligence. We have more food and
nized by Simon Glrty, the white renegade, as easier produce It than any other
caped .from them and returned to Boonesbor"Simon Butler" (Kenton had taken that name race, and more comforts, but I look
ough In time to help beat off an Indian attack
when he fled from Virginia early in his career), for future historians to record that
on that fort. But now they had a captive who
a comrade In arms during the Dunmore war, from 1929 to 1933 mankind at last
was almost aa great a foeman as Boone and
and Glrty succeeded In winning over the Shaw- acknowledged Its entire lack of Inthey had no Intention of allowing him to escape.
KW OOTHES COME40R 5 1
nees to freeing their prisoner. But his freedom telligence; every citizen put a fool's
They knew him for a brave man and they were
SHADES WHITER FROM A '
was short-lived, for a war party which returned cap on his head and widely proclaimed
resolved that he should show "how a brave man
R1NSOSMKIN«,INEVER
himself
an
ass.
from an unsuccessful raid In Virginia demanded
t:an die," which meant that he was doomed to
* • *
BCNMUKMANYI
that hla torture proceed. Even Girty could not
the torture stake.
A man of eighty-seven who has parprevail
against
them,
but
he
did
succeed
In
havHowever, they would wait until they had reing the date for the torture postponed until the ticipated In a good deal of honorable
turned to ChllHcothe, where all the members of
actljjty In the world, writes: "K I
gathering
of all the tribes at Sandusky.
the tribe could enjoy his death agonies. In the
were an old gentleman—that Is, If I
On
the
way
to
Sandusky
the.
famous
Mlngo
meantime they would inflict upon him a long
were a hundred and forty or so Inchief, Logan, befriended Kenton and spared him stead of only a little over eighty-seven
series of beatings, klcklngs and other cruelties,
some sufferings, but near Sandusky he was —I should be filled with uncontrolalways making sure that none of the Injuries
again forced to run the gauntlet, his ninth time. lable Joy and merriment. I'd be cackshould prove fatal. So as they started north for
Then when preparations were going forward for ling loudly and harsly with a sense of
Chllllcothe there began for Kenton that "adven[RMSO MAKES OtSHburning him at the stake, again fate intervened. triumph and vindication. As I sat In
ture which for Its momentous succession of perf WASHING EASIER, TOO.
As the torch was applied to the wood piled up ray chimney corner eating my gruel
ils, transitions and hairbreadth escapes has not
, AND IT SAVES
"
around him, a heavy rain started to fall and put I'd stop often and knock loudly with
Its parallel In all the adventurous annals of
•
THE
HANDS!
It out. It was two days before the wood was my spoon and call all the people to
western border history.
:
dry enough to try again. In the meantime Peter observe with me the sad remains of
It would be impossible to condense all the perDrulllard, a British agent from Detroit, arrived .the Young Man's empire that came to
ils of those two months within the brief scope
and ransomed Kenton so that he could be taken Its clamorous end with the smash of
of this article, so only the highlights can be
to Detroit for questioning by Gen. Henry Ham- the sacred Bull market In 1929. Seen
given. ' The first one was his famous "Mazeppa
ilton, the British commander there. Kenton was In retrospect that empire seems to
ride" which came the next morning after his
held a prisoner at Detroit until June, 1779, when have been run by children. And I
capture. Among their recovered horses, the Inlie escaped and safely made the perilous Journey could tell great and resounding tales
dians found a wild, unbroken three-year-old and
YOU blame me for being a Rin»o
back to Kentucky.
on this animal they fastened their prisoner, tyof what Its Juvenile bosses did first
LJ "booster"? Washing clothes the
Aa for the story of how Simon Kenton, the to me and then to the country in geninz his hands behind him and his feet under the
Rinio way makes them list 2 or 3 tune*
frontiersman, became the subject for a famous eral. In those gay days forty-five was
horse's belly. Around hia neck they tied a halter
longer—r» tf*i»g tttt tfmtmj. RioM
picture by two celebrated artists, It came about the age of senility, and nothing matis tocfa a nurvdoui wotk-ssver, I use it
with its ends fastened to the horse's neck and
when Karl Bodmer, a Swiss artist, accompanied tered but pep, whatever that may be;
for dishes and all demning. Why cJont
tall When this was done they released the
Maximilian, prince of Neuweld, to America to Il- j have never met anyone who knew.
horse and gave it a sharp blow to start it on Its
lustrate the book his royal patron was to write And what fills me with mingled feelway As they did so, one of them exclaimed,
AMERICA'S
on "Travels in the Interior of North America, ings of Joy and distress these days la
"You like Indian horse, huh? You ride one now."
BIGGEST-SWING
1832-1834."
the
manner
In
which
these
amateurs
in
At once the horee began to rear and pitch
MCKA6CSOAP
After Bodmer's return to Europe he lived for life took their beatings In the Days of
to rid Itself of its burden, then started to run
awhile at Fontalnebleau in France, where he was Judgment They collapsed In helplessthrough the woods. Bushes and brambles tore
a neighbor of Jean Francois Millet. He told Mil- ness and fright. On the downward
2 Kenton's feet and legs and low-hanging
let some of the classic stories of the American way they put up no decent resistance "We do our porf
branches of the trees raked his face and body.
border especially that of Kenton's Mazeppa ride, at all and many of them Jumped from
W8 greatest danger lay in his being shaken
and Millet began to make drawings of Indians In windows."
from the horse, for then he would be
crayon and charcoal. Eventually he and Bodmer
by the halter around his neck before
From the necessity of loving, none
collaborated in a series of lithographs, Bodmer
apors could stop the fear-maddened anidoing the landscapes and horses and Millet doing are exempt; and none exempt from
However be managed to hang on someTHIS 28c TEST FREE
the human figures, both Indians and white men. the old necessity of bundling love
andlfteT'a while the three-year-old ceased
If It Fail..
These were published in 1852 and one of them badly.
^efforts * throw h,m off and quietly followed
Phyalo the bladder as you would
wua "Simon Butler, or, Mazeppa Americaln."
*• " '
the bowels. Drive out tha Impurities
No man can handle lif« to best ad- and excess acids which cause thu IrriAnd this was another curious manifestation of
tation that wakes you up. Get a regthe fate which Intervened repeatedly In the life vantage until he becomes a conserva- ular 2Bo box or BUKETS, made from
of Simon Kenton—that his last "portrait" should tive. Everyone Is born a radical, and bucnu leaves, Juniper oil. etc. Alter
days test, If not satlafled, go
be painted more than a decade after his death bos to be spanked, whipped and yelled four
b,ack and get your 25c. They work
by a foreigner, a man who had never seen him at until he learns the necessity of <>n the bladder similar to castor oil,
and who, noted for being the delineator of quiet, conservatism. If he never learns It he on tha bowels. Bladder Irregularity
la nature's danger signal and may .
pastoral French scenes, would be about the last la locked up or hanged. The best evi- warn
you of trouble. You are bound! i
dence
that
a
man
has
achieved
a
litto feel better after this cleansing: I
man on earth one would expect to portray an Intle
common
sense
la
that
he
la
referred
and
you
get your regular sleep. Bold!
cident In the tumultuous life of an American
by all druggists.
to
as
an
old
fogy
by
fools.
frontiersman!
A, 1131. B«ll Syndicate—WNU Borrto*.
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Simbn Keritbfr
By ECMO SCOTT WATSON
f T WAS Just 155 years ago this
month that a stirring adventure befell a frontiersman on
.... the banks of the Ohio river,
I the story of which not only
Became a classic In border
' 'history, but fastened upon
this frontiersman' the title of
"The American Mazeppa" and
he Inspiration for a famous picture upon
i two artists of world renown collaborated,
ontlersman was Simon Kenton, or Simon
i as he was also known. The picture was
i Butler, or, Mazeppa Amerlcain" and the
rtists were Jean Francois Millet, the
Jinan famed for his "The Angelua" and
|Sower," and 'Karl Bodmer, the Swiss, who
>ne of the earliest and greatest painters
['American Indian.
ne summer of 1778 OoL John Bowman,
nder of the fort at Harrodsbnrg, Ky., sent
|aen, Simon Kenton, Alexander MontgomI George <3lark (not THE) George Rogers
on a spying expedition to the Shawnee
town of Chlllicothe beyond the Ohio
A short time, before this, Kenton and
nery accompanied a party led by Daniel
J on a similar spying expedition to PalntItown In Ohio, recaptured four horses which
"ans had taken from the Kentucky setbrought them back safely to Logan's
[when the three men started out to scout
rman, they took along a quantity of salt
ne halters In cue they should have a
to capture some more Indian horses.
. f cbanee did present Itself and on the
[ of September ft 1778, they fled from Chilli> taking with them seven Indian horses,
d'ng hard all night, an the next day and
•st night they reached the Ohio river on
ornlng of September 11 only to find Its
»so whipped up by a storm that they could
free the hones to plunge In and swim for
entucky shore.
>lte the certainty of pursuit by the Indl>ey resolved to wait there until the river
| subside Instead of selecting the three best
' " <& making their escape while there was
—. as Kenton himself later admitted they
' have done. The result was that on the
"B of September 18 a party of Shawnees
u" them as they were preparing to round
horses and.proceed down the Ohio to
Inland, where there was a garrison of Ken
,P«. Kenton was the first to fall Into the
I of the enemy, Montgomery, coming to his
P<K) at the Indians but missed and fled for
Ie with some of the savages In hot purl>& the meantime Clark dashed down to
per, plunged In and, clinging to a piece of
°d. managed to reach the Kentucky
who bad been chasing

Don'tGetUpNights
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Defendants
Damage Suit

A. R. Kohl

NUMiBER 48

"Mary Ste?ens M. D." Is
Unusual Love Triangle Plot

FOOTBALL GAME
HERE ON FRIDAY

A $10,000 damage suit was filed
County District Court Will Con. Saturday against nineteen men of
One of the strangest stories of a
Phone 43
this vicinity who are accused of havl
We Deliver
triangular love affair is told in the
in Atlantis <m September
ing participated in an effort to force
Anita, Iowa
Warner Bros, picture "Mary Stevens Local High School Team Will Star*
26. Several Cases Involve
an agreement between a land owner
M. D.," which comes to the Rialto
Season With Lewis. Adair and
and his tenant in Anita last FebruPeople of This Community.
Theatre on Saturday and Sunday. Th<
ary.
Anita Will Clash on Local
triangle involves Kay Francis, the
The land owner is T. T. Saunders
Field on Armistice Day.
star, Lyle Talbot and Thelma Todd.
aturday was tl» fins! day for fil- a long time resident of Anita an<
A boy and a girl, playmates from
F .
n
. ,
1 BULK ROLLED OATS
. cases for the September term of Cass county. He claims, in his petichildhood, study medical surgery toi CBSS county district court, which tion, that the nineteen defendants as(High School Notes)
gether, pass their apprenticeship as
4
pounds
15c
venes at .the Legion Memorial saulted him on February 6, 1933, by
The opening game on the football
internes in the same hospital ant
llding in Atlantic on Tuesday, Sep- making threats and through intimidaSUGAR
set up practice in adjoining offices schedule will be played here at Anita
BUTTERCUP
ber 26. A number of cases, in tion, forcing him to seek refuge in
Friday, September 22, between Lewis,
their friendship ripening into love.
(cash
only)
iich people in this section of the the Victoria Hotel and calling the
and Anita high school. Both teamsThe
ambition
of
the
man,
however
PANCAKE FLOUR
10 Ibs. granulated..53c
appear, are among the list sheriff for protection.
sees an opportunity in
marriage have been working hard and have been
Gave Up $130.
with the. daughter of
Per sack
I9c
powerfu: ripening into condition which will be
Saunders claims that through force
Wants Big Damages.
GWC
politician! So the childhood sweet- necessary for this opening, hard game.
(for injuries alleged to have been and intimidation he was forced to
heart steps aside, although she con- This is a conference game and it is
SOAP CHIPS
GWC
COFFEE
tinues to watch over the man she usually a close, hard, fought affair,
ieived in an automobile accident surrender ?130 to the defendants. He
Large package
10c
charges
that
they
threatened
to
lynch
which gives the spectators plenty of
loves
with a mothering instinct.
S. highway No. 6, west of.
Per pound
26c
It is not until the man gets en- thrills and enjoyment under fall
on February 7, 1933, C. M. him, and that Rollie Wilbourn and
tangled in domestic scandal and fin- skies. From the information we have
er of Atlantic* is plaintiff in a William McCrory, two of the defendMAGIC WASHER
ancial entanglements that cause his at hand we have no reason to be[415 damage auit against Max ants, struck him in the eye "with
Large
package
25c
KELLOGG'S WHOLE
indictment, that she goes to him and lieve that this year will be any exker of Anita. Baxter alleges in such force that he was seriously in1 bar Nola or Protex
jured."
ception to the rule as everything
gives him her love.
WHEAT
FLAKES
! petition that Walker drove his
Toilet
Soap
Free
points to a very good game which
Saunders
says
in
the
petition
that
Kay
Francis
is
said
to
give
a
^mobile negligently onto the high3
large
packages..
.25c
will
provide plenty of excitement for
P.
P.
Edwards,
who
was
deputy
strong
performance
as
the
woman
withput stopping, and crashed
all.
sheriff
at
the
time,
ordered
the
dedoctor
whose
love
for
"her
man"
is
the Baxter car, severely injwv
The game will be called at 3:45 p. m.
WE HAVE A COMPLETE STOCK OF LAMP
enduring even when he turns from her
[the Atlantic man. Baxter asks fendants to disband and leave the
love to another, while Thelma Todd and admission will be lOc, 15c and
AND LANTERN CHIMNEYS.
damaged to his automobile and premises, but that they refused to
gives a fine portrayal of the selfish 25c to defray expenses and make this,
for permanent injuries alleged depart until he turned over $130.
spoiled woman to whom love is but activity possible.
Dispute.
GWC
CATSUP
sve been received' in the colliMID-WEST PEAS
The local football schedule is as
a fitting passion.
,The suit is the outgrowth of an at-1
follows
:
Lyle
Talbot,
as
the
doctor
lover,
tempt by a group of men to settle
7c
No. 2 can—2 for . . .25c 7-oz. bottles
An Account Action.
Sept. 22—Lewis at Anita.
ias
the
finest
role
of
his
career
opa
dispute
between
Saunders
and
Chris
I.E. Wiechman of Anita is named
Sept. 29—Anita at Walnut.
posite Miss Francis and is said to
ant in an account action Christensen, a tenant last year on a
PITTED
MAXIMUM
Oct.
6—Casey at Anita.
ive up to the promise he has shown
farm.
in
Lincoln
township
belonging
ght by the Standard Oil comOct.
13—
Anita at Memo.
RED
CHERRIES
n all previous picture work.
TOILET PAPER
The plaintiff asks judgment to the plaintiff. It was claimed that
Oct. 20—Anita at Elliott.
"Mary
Stevens,
M.
D.,"
is
a
powerSaunders
was
taking
unfair
advantNo. 10 cans
53c 2 7-oz. rolls
.73 for merchandise, alleged to
Oct. 27—Open.
9c
fully emotional drama of a woman
been sold to Mr. Wiechman be- age of him in an attempt to settle
Nov.
3—Open.
doctor, an unwed mother, who Saved
for
rent
on
the
farm.
March 31 and June 7, 1932.
Nov.
11—
Adair at Anita.
BRIARDALE
MILK
other children during an epidemic
Other defendants named in the petiBait Against Atlantic Bank.
LARGE
PRETZELS
Three
schools
whom we have been
aboard
ship,
but
could
not
save
her
6
small
or
3
large
fiachel L. Priest, wife of John tion, besides Wilbourn and McCrory,
playing with have dropped football
own.
The
story
is
based
on
the
wellare
S.
Nasser,
Chris
Holland,
iFred
cans
19c y2-lb. package
12c
Priest, farmer living about
known novel by Virginia Kellogg 'or this year namely Exira, CumberScarlett, August Cron, Bruce Wili miles northeast of Atlantic, has
and adapted to the screen by Rian and and Massena. This has left a
boUrn, Louie Kaufman, Louie Pieper,
'oil against the 'Whitney Loan
ap in the above schedule. It is posJames.
NEW
HONEY
SILVER
SLICE
at Company bank of Atlantic George Miller, Rollie Pollock, Glen
Others in the cast include Glenda sible that one of these dates may be
Soper, Frank Daughenbaugh, Chas.
GRAPE
FRUIT'
line the legality of the state Hettinger,, Floyd Gissibl, Ben Ehle,
85c
Farrell, Una O'Connor, Charles Wil- illed later.
No. 1 size, 3 cans.. .29e Gallon pails
Conference Meeting.
ag for the waiver system Thomas Bailey, H. C. Baier and Olison, Harold Huber and Hobart Cavy2-gallon pails
45c
Last Thursday evening, representai by the Atlantic bank. She ver Buckner.
anaugh. The picture was directed
tives of the schools in the Nishna
$4,160 for deposits in the in- The case is filed for the September
by Lloyd Bacon.
Valley Conference met at the Whitofl at -tKe time -it reorganized term of the Cass county district court.
Musical Comedy.
f the .trust agreement plan.
In addition to the feature, you will ney Hotel for the election of officers
H. E. Newton of Stuart appears for
|the petition, Mrs. Priest asks 'Mr. Saunders.
have the privilege of seeing and hear- and the transaction of other importent of $4,000 on a deposit in
ing one of the big musical comedies ant business. Plans were formulated!
ank on; September 1, ,1981, and
of the season featuring Ruth Etting, 'or reducing the expenses of tine con'erence and adapting it to the times.
f interest alleged due on that
Thomas Ruben Wilbourn, son of the
H. J. Schneider of Johnson, Nebras- well known radio star, in "Along
bt. Te plaintiff also states in
late Zach and Eliza Wilbourn, was ka, has bought the J. R. Stuhr mer- Came Ruth." In this comedy Ruth The following officers were elected fop
that after (Mr. Priest made
born at Mit. Pleasant, Henry county, cantile store, taking possesion Tues- sings several popular hits of the day. his year: President, C. W. Garlock;
Vice President, J. T. Riekena; Secreposit he transferred the couIowa, on March 1, 1868, and passed day morning. Mr. Schneider is an She is supported by a strong cast.
nd certificate of deposit to her. John Pine, 79, a prominent resident away at a hospital in Greenfield, Iowa, experienced retail merchant, having
The news reel, with Graham Mc- -ary and Treasurer, R. M. Moore.
An invitation was extended to the
plaintiff is represented by the of Anita for the past twenty years, on Sunday, September 17, 1933, at the been in business in Johnson until two N'aniee, completes the program.
Wiota
high schol to join the conferof Clark, Byers, Hutchinson died suddenly at his home here short- age of 75 years, 6 months and 16 years ago. Since that time he has
ence.
rber of Des Moines.
ly after noon last Thursday, death days.
been in the employ of the E.- F. Smith
Music Activities.
being due to a stroke of apoplexy
Wedded 26 Tears.
When a young man twenty-two Sales Co. of Omaha, and has been in
Other
activities
of the school are
which
he
suffered
about
10:00
o'clock
26 years of married life, Mrs.
years of age, he left Mt Pleasant and many towns and cities during that
receiving
their
share
of attention
Anderson of Anita has filed that morning.
located in Adams county, where he time staging different kinds of sales.
which
simply
means
that
we are still
for divorce against her hus- Mr. Pine had been working ,in the lived until October 1883, when he came
His wife will assist him in conducttrying
to
maintain
a
well
balanced
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Cooper
of
the
|-Earl Anderson. She seeks the basement of his home when he com- to Anita. He made his home in Anita ing the local store. They are busy
program
that
will
offer
development
Adair
vicinity
celebrated
their
Golden
on grounds of cruel and in- plained of not feeling well. Neigh- and near here until fourteen years ago this week checking over the stock, Vedding anniversary at their home to those with varied abilities.
treatment* charging that the bors were summoned to help him up- when he moved to Adair county, where re-arranging the merchandise, and on September 12, when ^16 relatives
Fifty girls have tried out for the
ant has instituted a system of stairs to the living room, where he he lived until his death.
getting the shelves and tables in read- and friends gathered at noon, with girls glee club. We will probably
He was married at Anita in 1887 iness for new merchandise. They ex- well filled baskets and spent the day. have two glee clubs in order to prowhich has undermined her passed away. A. physician was called
The petition states that the but his condition was such, the to Cynthia Herron, who with an pect to give the people of Anita and
rig tables were set in the yard and vide for this number.
ions were 'married at Anita on stroke being so severe, that nothing adopted daughter, Mrs. Dwight Reeves vicinity a first class mercantile store, he bountiful dinner was served cafeSixteen boys have come out for
of Guthrie Center, are left to mourn and will carry a complete line of dry eria style.
pber 26, 1,907, and separated on could be done to help him.
boys glee club and a large number
Deceased was born in the state of his- death. He is also survived by goods, notions, furnishings; and will
27,4983.
During the afternoon, entertain- reported to the first meeting of the
Pennsylvania on April 4, 1854, and two sisters and two brothers, Stella also handle some, ladies' ready-to- nent was furnished by Hubert Fulton orchestra which is being organized.
iita Woman Wants Divorce.
? the grounds of cruel and in- was aged 79 years, 5 months and 10 and Florence Wilbourn and Zach and wear.
t the piano, Joe Schippacasse and With these organizations in addition
Mr. Stuhr and his family are un- is troupe, all from Atlantic, and Bes- to the large number in the school
treatment, Mrs. Freda Bell days. When three years old, he came Mann Wilbourn, all of the Anita videcided as to what they will do in ie Myers Lowell from Anita.
pita is, seeking a divorce from with his parents to Illinois, where cinity.
band the music interests of the school
As a young man he became a mem- the future, but for the present will
sband, Orville Bell. The action they lived until he was 16, when the
There were many beautiful gifts are not being overlooked.
the couple were married at family moved to Iowa, settling in ber of the Church of Christ, and all remain here.
or the happy couple and the guests
• Illinois, oh January 1, 1928, Keokuk county, and in 1879 moved through life was faithful to its teachssembled presented a reading lamp
ings. He was a good husband and
eparated last July 10. The to Audubon county.
nd a purse of money, all of which
At Deep River, Iowa, in August, father, a kindly neighbor and friend,
alleges that the defendant
ill be greatly prized by this worthy
ily jealous of her and in 1872, he was united in marriage to ]an(j ( nis passing will be mourned by
ouple. After the presentation of the
anger snapped the plaintiff Miss Elizabeth Correll, and to this a large circle of neighbors, friends
ifts MT. and Mrs. Cooper responded
The State Motor Vehicle Departtly, bruising her about the face union five children were born. One and acquaintances.
rith
grateful thanks and John sug- ment, with the cooperation of the
Relatives
and
friends
gathered
at
The body was brought to Anita
as. She also asks custody of son, Ewdin, passed away in 1919. He
the Joe Denney home Sunday to sur- ests they all coime often and bring daily and weekly press of Iowa and
or daughter, Joye Bell, and fur- leaves to mourn his death, his aged Tuesday afternoon for burial in Ever- prise Mr. and Mrs. Denney's son, le well filled baskets, that the latch- the different posts of the American.
elief as found equitable by the wife and companion; one daughter, green cemetery. Short services were Fred, who was celebrating his 20th. tring is always hanging outside.
Legion, is sponsoring a Highway SafeMrs. Edith Turner of Anita; and held at the grave, conducted by Rev.
Cards, letters and telegrams were ty Campaign, in which every autobirthday. A fine dinner was served
three
sons,
Bert
Pine
of
.Casey,
Roy
j
jj.
J.
Rarick
of
the
Methodist
church.
eceived
during
the
day
from
absent
Woman Wants Divorce.
at 1:30 o'clock which included fried
mobile driver of the state is asked!
cruel and inhuman treat- Pine of Exira and Arthur Pine of Pallbearers were Ben Wilson, Wilbur chicken, angel food cake and every- elatives and friends.
to
participate.
Jemmings, John and Cliff Metheny,
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper have four
Mrs. Mabel EGggene of Wiota Newton.
thing
else
usually
found
in
a
picnic
This
campaign will be carried on,
He is also survived by 15 grand- and Ernest and Bruce Wilbourn.
decree from her husband, Fritz
feast. The day was perfect in every grown children, Jim Cooper of New- throughout the state from September
The plaintiff, in the peti- children and three great grandchildrespect. Various games afforded en- ton; Laura Tiegs, of British Columbia; 24 to October 1.
ren.
He
was
the
last
of
a
family
of
ptates that she and her husband
tertainment for the guests, and all Barbara Kinniard, of Corning; and
The object of this campaign is to
ftted after he had given her sev- seven children and was next to the
expressed themselves well pleased Effie Bean of Atlantic; and a bunch reduce the number of highway acof grandchildren. Mrs. Tiegs was un- cidents in Iowa by at least one-half
evere beatings while under, the oldest.
with the day's activities.
For
a
good
many
years
Mr.
and
able
to be present.
Those
present
were
Mr;
and
Mrs.
during' the coming year. Each drivnee of intoxicating liquor. The
The Wednesday club, of which Mrs. er must do his part—and itt requires
;iff asks custody of a 9-year-old •Mrs. Pine and their family lived on a
Chas. A. Young, who comes here Cannel Daughenbaugh and daughters,
er
°y, temporary alimony of $50, farm in Audubon township, north of from Guthrie Center, will open a Marjorie, Maxine, Gretchen and Sher- Cooper is a member, took an active but little effort on the part of any^
Relatives one.
In 1909 they purchased B and lOc Store in Anita next Satur- ry Ann; Mr. and Mrs. 'Frank Daugh- part in the celebration.
?nent aimony of $100 and .$5 per Anita.
and
friends
were
present
from
Des
property
and
moved
to
Anita.
All auto owners are asked to hava
day, in the room formerly occupied enbaugh and son, Max; Mr. and Mrs.
r the care of the son. The
Mr. Pine was a well respected citi- by Clardy's Hardware. The place Roy Daughenbaugh, son Samuel, and Moines, Monroe, Newton, Corning, their cars inspected regularly, keep
states that they were marAdair, Atlantic, Guthrie Center, Casey them in a safe condition, exercise
August 23, 1922, in Frank- zen of this community. He made many will be known as Young's 5 and lOc randdaughter, Betty Lou Burns; Mr. and Anita.
friends
by
his
kindly
disposition,
and
caution at all times, and drive ab
and
Mrs.
Floyd
Spry
and
daughter,
ship and separated on May
Store.
always had a pleasant smile and a
The following verse is a fitting tri- a reasonable speed and strictly ob30.
Mr. Young and a number of help- Love Joy; Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kopp
cheery word for everyone.
serve the traffic laws.
ers have been busy the past few and children, Helen, John, Jane, bute to Mr. and Mrs. Cooper:
Funeral services were held at 2:30 days arranging the stock for the eorge and Jean; Peter Kopp; Mr. What a wealth of memories
' K- J. U. club met at the home
S. G. Jewett and wife and John,
Your happy hearts must hold!
P Fred Knowlton Friday after- on Saturday afternoon at the Church opening day, and an ad in today's and Mrs. Henry Aggen and children,
Pearce and wife spent Sunday near
the Tribune invites the people to call and Helen and George; Leslie and Cecil Memories of happy times
j Mrs. Henry Earns and Mrs. of Christ and were conducted by
T
InterCumberland at the home of Mra.
Dearer far than gold.
" f — see how well prepared they are to Denney; Mr. and Mrs. Joe Denney
[Henderson assisting the host- pastor, Rev. Elwyn Andrews. Everhfi
Jewett's son, Roland King and fauxand children, Elma, Raymond, Fred, •Fifty happy milestones sped,
re were twenty-nine members ment was made in beautiful
serve you.
And may there be in store,
A delicious lunch was green cemetery.
An all day sucker will be given Max and Harry; and Mr. and Mrs.
The In the happy years ahead
every child who buys any school sup- Harry R. Niles of Atlantic.
The members of the 0. D. O. clubj
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extra Specials

Stroke of Apoplexy Proves
Fatal toJohn Pine, 79

Tom Wilbourn, 75, Dies
Stuhr Mercantile Store
in Greenfield on Sunday
Sold to Nebraska Man

jolden Wedding Celebrated
by Mr. and Mrs. Cooper

Relatives Enjoy Picnic at
Joe Denney Home Sunday

New 5 and lOc Store
Will Open Here Saturday

Highway Safety Campaign
From Sept. 24 to Oct. 1

.
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Howe About:
Pine Shingles
flot So Crazy
Classical Educations
By ED HOWS
EVERAL years ago I toad occasion
1
to put a new roof on a^ house, and
was talked Into buying one ot the best
of the patent shingle^ B&w;beUt_of- r
fered by enterprising agents.as better
than old-fashioned pine. I have had
constant trouble with the roof ev«v
since. The man who sold me the pm»
snt roofing after trying several times
io make It satisfactory, finally admttr
ted the best roofing material tor the
ordinary cottage is the old-fashioned
pine shingle of first grade Any new
idea Is a risk until It has been practically tried out at least a hundred
years. 1 will remember that this summer when tearing off the patent root
to replace it with old-fashioned pine.
Thus I learn; thus everyone learns.
In a certain town there to a1 man
everybody says is crazy. Lately he
wrote a letter for the Public Mind column of the local paper, and the editor
printed it exactly as written, as a,
"joke." The man can't spell, but expresses more , clear common sense
about pnbUc affairs than I have known
a citizen io write In years,' He opposes the present mania for inflation;
for government help for everybody;
says the only remedy la economy. Industry, better behavior, and less politics, and agrees with Europeans generally that Americans seem determined to commit ; suicide. A man
knowing that much Isn't crazy.

I—<
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A group of brands which Illustrate the multiplicity of symbols used on the cattle ranges of
the West. They are the following: 1, Bible or
book; 2, church; 3, cross; 4, Maltese cross; 5,
Swastika; 6, square and compass; 7, I. O. Q. F.
emblem; 8, question; 9, dollar mark; 10, atc.;\11,
house; 12, rocking chair; 13, jug; 14, pjtcher; is,
boot; 16, dumb-bells; 17, door key; 18, frying
pan; 19, crutch; 20, wineglass; 21, kite; 22, hat;
23, necktie; 24, bell; 25, dagger; 26, horseshoe;
27, bow and arrow; 28, anchor; 29, flower pot;
30, umbrella; 31, tree; 32, hog eye; 33, pigpen;
34, barbecue; 36, kite; 36, fishhook; 37, fish;
38, snake; 39, turtle; 40, rabbit; 41, rising sun;
42, moon; 43, star; 44, two hearts; 45, liver; 46,
flooae egg; 47, pitchfork; 48, rake; 49, rtepladder; 60, currycomb; 51, bridle bit; 62, spur; 53,
paddle; 54, anvil; 55, plow; 56, tomahawk; 67,
hayhook; 68, ace of clubs; 59, four sixes; 60, ten
of diamonds; 61, ace of diamonds; 62, diamond
deuce; 63, diamond trey; 64, diamond five; 65,
I owe you; 66, seven up; 67, lazy T; 68, tumbling T; 69, flying V; 70, rocking H; 71, swinging
H; 72, mashed O; 73, bar X L; 74, H rake four.
-®

By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
NOTHER Institution Of the -old West
seems to be on its way into oblivion.
At least that is the logical Interpretatlon of a recent news dispatch from
Texas which said:
"A few years more and there will be
no plaintive bawling as a sizzling redhot Iron Is pressed against a young
steer's hide. Instead, there will be a
cold Iron, dipped Into a chemical and applied to
the yearling. A few days after this application
the chemical, without pain to the animal, will
have eaten away the hair, turned the red skin
to white and produced permanently the owner's
mark. This new method. Introduced by a doctor
In Amarillo, Texas, has been tried successfully."
If this method proves successful and Is generally adopted, it will not only mark the passing
of an Instrument which, along with the rifle, the
axe, and the prairie plow were symbols of various phases In American pioneer life, but it will
also satisfy the main objections to a custom
which was very necessary to the development of '
the cattle Industry to the proportions which it
attained during the three decades after the Civil
war.
One of those objections was an economic one—
the fact that the deep bum Inflicted by the
branding iron damaged the hide of the steer and
decreased the value of this by-prodnct of the
- cattle business. This objection was largely done
away with when It was learned tbat all Eastern
buyers classed all Western hides as branded
stuff, even If they were not, and made a certain
reduction in their value. So the new branding
method may lead to a revaluation of bides from
Western cattle, since the chemical will not damage the hide as the red-hot Iron did.
The necessity for cattle branding in the United
States goes back to the days of free grass and
open range when the brand was an absolute
necessity in. order that ; . owners might Identify
their property In the annual round-ups. With
the coming of fenced range this necessity was
largely obviated, but the brand still served to
place guilt upon cattle thieves and made It possible to stamp out cattle rustling. Then followed
a period when cattle branding fell somewhat into
disuse. But recent years have seen a revival! of
cattle rustling and the "motorized cattle tn£f,"
who uses a truck in which to carry away three
to ten prime beef steers, began cutting into the
Western stockman's meager profits. Only a abort
time ago the board of brand Inspectors of one
Western state declared that a return to the
branding of live stock was the omy solution of
the new—or rather the revived—menace to their
business. Indications are that similar action will
be taken in other states and if the Texas doctor's method of marking with chemicals proves
feasible the ranges and shipping pens of the
West may be filled once more with branded cattle—branded by a modern scientific method and
branded because modern mechanical methods of
rustling have made It necessary.
In the early days of the cattle industry, branding was haphazard. There was much duplication
of brands .and consequently frequent quarrels
over ownership.
Texas, the fountalnhead of the cattle industry, was the first state to regulate branding and
other states soon followed suit until most of
them have very definite branding laws. Tiiese
differ In some respects but the underlying principles are the same, the main one being required
registration of brands. Some allow a certain
brand to a rancher and be may put it on any
pj«ce on the animal. Others permit different
men to have the same brand, but the different

owners must place It on their stock In distinctive
positions.
According to the laws of North Dakota, each
brand was good for ten positions. They were
the jaw, neck, shoulder, ribs and hip—five positions on each side of the animal. It wus not
uncommon for a North Dakota stockman to buy
all positions so that he could brand his stock
as he pleased. Otherwise, nine other men conld
use the same brand in other positions, thus
causing endless confusion.
The number and variety of brands In the cattle country is almost inconceivable. For instance, a total of more than 8,500 brands have
been recorded in Montana since 1878 and It Is
said that 6,000 were In active use within recent
years. Records of the Texas Cattle Raisers' association showed more than 8,000 registered brands
In use In tbat state a few years ago and In Colorado there were more than 4,200.
But despite this multiplicity of markings the
old-time cattleman and the brand inspectors stationed at the stockyards in the leading cattle
markets could read the various brands and Interpret thenr'as easily as a stenographer can
read and Interpret the pothooks and other symbols In the shorthand system. More than that,
they spoke a language, a phonetic tongue, albeit,
which was all but unintelligible to the uninitiated. Philip Ashton Rollins In his classic of
western life, "The Cowboy," writes of this as
follows:
"He would know that 4-28 meant Four Bar
Twenty-eight since * hyphen always was called
a 'bar'; that, because a capital letter of size was
commonly termed 'big,' the brand 'A2' was translatable Into Big A Two; that because a letter or
figure lying on Its side was termed 'lazy,' a prone
letter 'm1 underscored was the Lazy M Bar. This
person would know also that, because a ring was
dubbed a 'circle,' a letter 'g' enclosed within a
ring was the Circle G; that because a circle's
arc was, according to Us length, designated as
a 'quarter,' 'hair or 'three-quarter1 circle, a scant
bit of curve followed by a letter V was the
Quarter Circle R, and that, because anything
looking like a diamond or even its cousin was
called 'diamond,' a figure '5' within a lozenge
should be Interpreted as Diamond Five. This
person would know also that any parallelogram,
regardless of the ration between its length and
height, was a 'block' or 'box1 or a 'square,' whichever its owner cared to term It; that the faintest
resemblance to a pair of wings gave the prefix
'flying' so that the numeral *9' between two misshapen bulges was the Flying Nine, and that
other designs were attempted pictures and should
be entitled Broken Pipe, Sombrero, Spur, Bit,
Elk Horn. Two Star, Wheel and whatever.
Finally this person would know that still further designs had arbitrary, slangy designations
such as *wallop' (a wide letter U atop another
letter D equally wide but Inverted); "whangdoodle* (a group of interlocking wings with no
'flying' central design), and 'nog pen' (two parallel lines crossing two other parallel Unes at a
right angle)."
In the record of brands every letter of the
alphabet Is represented, and most letters are
found in three or four positions. An exception
is "O," which has but one shape in any position,
and therefore can be used only once. True there
la the "O" flattened at the sides, but It is called
a mashed O, a link or goose egg.
"N" is another letter that IB not susceptible
of many positions, for horizontally It is "Z."
"I" is another letter with a limited use. it is
seldom seen except In combination with other
characters, and Is usually called a bar.
"O" and "K" are examples of letters that are
used In four positions. For example, an ordinary
"K" makes one position. Turn it to an angle of
45 degrees and you have the Tumbling K, on Its
back horizontally the Lazy K and reversed a
fourth position. There are lazy and tumbling
brands in all letters except "0" and "i."
After the letters of the alphabet and the variations thereon were all taken up It became necessary to devise Individual and unique brands.
So every conceivable device made its appearance'
ranging from Bible references through poker
hands to farm implements, household utensils
and lodge insignia.
In the Colorado brand book may be found a
skull and crossbones, a rake, shovel, gfaoe, boot
cup, coffee-pot, glasses, flag, keys, apple] star,
moon, ladder, tree, anchor, pitchfork, glove'
muleahoe, rocking chair, hatchet, axe, spear, rollIng pin, gate, spectacles, pipe, fish, gun, compass,
umbrella, hands and dozens of other queer characters for which It Is difficult to flnd an adequately descriptive name. In the Illustrations at
the head of this article Is Included 4 chart of 74
out-of-the-ordlnary brands.
So Important was the branding iron to the
cattle Industry that a few years ago the state
whose prosperity was built upon the cattle bual-

Americans not educated themselves
have a tremendous notion of the benefits to be derived from a classical education. I met a farmer recently who
had lost his farm because of sending
three sons to college. This father believed that a classical education would
specially arm and equip his children
for their battle with life, but he told
me that, after graduation, his sons returned home, and he could not see
ttiey had been benefited. Employers
even had a. prejudice against them,
and many Ignorant foreigners were being given employment when his sons
could not get It
>

A. Maverick
ness hit upon the unique idea of "branding" a
new half-million-dollar classroom building at Its
state university with the symbols of its greatest
industry. Accordingly Garrison hall at the University ot Texas now bears on its walls 32 cattle brands which helped make Texas history. As
a preliminary to'this Idea, E. W. WInkler, university librarian, examined more than 20,000 cattle brands which were used at one time or another in that state and from this number selected
the 32 which were to be engraved on the white
stone walls of the new classroom building as
representative of some step In the progress of
Texas history.
,
•
There is a good story connected with every
one of them but outstanding among them are:
the "Austin Spanish" brand of Stephen F. Austin, "the Father of Texas"; the Four Sixes of
S. B. Burnett which resulted from his winning a
large ranch In a poker game In which he held
"four of a kind"; the D brand of A. H. (Shanghai) Pierce, who drove cattle from Matagora
county on the gulf and whose steers were known
from the Rio Grande to the Canadian line as
"Shanghai Plerce'a sea lions"; the 3QT brand,
generally known as "Ten in Texas," of the Capitol Land Syndicate whose holdings covered ten
counties and Included three million acrea, given
in payment for the state capitol building at Austin, the Lazy S of C. C. Slaughter which adorned
more than 12,000 cattle a year in the trail-driving
period after the Civil war; the 3A brand of
Charles Goodnight, owner of the famous Goodnight ranch, home of the Goodnight herd of buffalo, and experimenter in crossing cattle and
buffalo to produce the "catalo" and last but not
least the MK brand of S. A. Maverick, the cattleman who paradoxically became famous not because of a brand but because of lack of one and
whose name became a common noun In the American language. For "maverick" Is a word found
In all dictionaries, defined by the eminent Dlctionalre Webster as "an unbranded animal esn
a motherless calf, formerly customarily claimed
by the first one branding it," and "maverlcklnir"
is a recognized legal term for Illegal appropriation of unbranded cattle.
Samuel A, Maverick, a graduate of Tale col
lege in the class of 1825. was one of the fonn
ders of Texas Independence and a member of
the congress of the Republic of Texas In 1845
The exact details of how his name came to be
perpetuated in a common Western word are
somewhat disputed. One account states that a
neighbor who owed Maverick a debt of
It off by giving him 1,200 head of Ion
tie. whereupon Maverick turned them over to a
family of negro slaves with the understand^
they have the natural .ncrease of the herd
'
But these negroes 4re a shiftless »7t and

unbranded cattle and people often asi
cattle are these?" to which the usual
They're Maverick's." AS time we.
mavericks" came to be applied to
cattle—they were not Samuel
tie, they were just mavericks
t cattle,
Another account nays that
war nearly all of Colonel Maverick's K the Civil
entered the Confederate army so .!.!' „,
tie ran wild and reina,ned u^rTnded bo
So
were "Maverick's
'
"Maverii-k'g ™m«... u n t j ]
dapped h,9 bra, ld
IT
hll>
own and gradually all struv
erickB."
." Whatever thee Sue
ue «

l« by W^um N.w.

In the exchange of every dollar
there Is an element of dishonesty on
one side or the other; In every legal
transaction as much dishonesty as the
traffic will bear. The law Itself leans
toward dishonesty, as a tribute to human necessities. A man may keep
well within the law and still exercise
considerable of his naturally roguish
disposition.
What is all this human bargaining
about? In every case a man or woman declaring to another be Is asking
too much. It Is the first job of all ol
ns to become capable traders; If we
are not, we are robbed;
Why do we have locks on all our
doors? Why are taxi drivers, street
car conductors, clerks, compelled to
ring a bell when they take In a cash
fare? Why are county treasurers, all
classes of officials, bonded? It Is acknowledgment of the universal bellei
in dishonesty.
Just recently twenty of the world**
most prominent business men were Investigated by congress. The first one
called to the witness stand said: "We
keep well within the taw."
Visit an Indian camp and the bucks
will all say: "I'm. a good Indian."
We all know we are under suspicion
and what Is expected of us: to keep
well within the law—to he good Indians.
• • •
Every man handles the women a little differently. I have a neighbor who
has walked out on three wives ("null
them cold," as the neighbors say)
Still another man I know well has
been thirty-four years getting rid ol
one, and Isn't entirely out of the wood*
yet.
. . In meeting the emergencies of life—and, with men, women occupy first place In creating them
—I have come to believe the most honorable way la pretty generally the easiest way. For Instance: The husband
who has walked out on three wives
badly crippled himself three times,
whereas the other man, who display*
more fairness, Is still going fairly
good.
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: it men
isJlwuhdni
B^sketl of 40 aunous wuhenit
It's gtettfot duta,tt

our partCOUld N

over Body
Cntfcura Healed
The breaking out on my
In watery blisters. It started wl
feet and then spread all over]
body. \\ Itched and baby scralf
causing.' wet,. sore eruption! !
was' restless and could not
Ihe trouble lasted about two i
"I tried different remedies
they never did any good. I"4111
advertisement for Cutlcura Soapi
Ointment .and sent for a free"
pie of; «a«3i. I purchased w*[
In about a month she was coi
ly healed/' (Signed) Mrs.
SoweU, Gladys, Va.
Soap SSe. Ointment 25 ano
Talcum 25C. Sold everywhere^
•ample each free. Address:
cura laboratories, Dept- R

After yon become old (as I am) yon
will find one of your heaviest burdens.
Is being regulated too much. . . . I d<
not object to proper regulations, but
I am regulated dally and hourly when
I have not offended, and regulation Is
not necessary. I try to meet the
natural duties of life with patience,
but am heavily burdened by regulators self-appointed, and 'who should,
in any fair consideration of fairness
and common sense, let me more
etly pursue my natural tasks.
In our attempts to acquire learning
we have unhappily learned much we
must unlearn.
*
I have frequently noted the man
who Is always telling what he says to
his wife, something after this fashion
"Sweetheart, don't yon think a Utti
vacation would do yon good? You are
not looking any too well this spring
darling, and I am worrying abon
you." etc. . . . I rarely like snca
a husband.

WaSSfjSh
by aU «ruswi«»-

I have no sympathy with the old cry
that men should love each other; d«
cent toleration of the fault* of each
other is all the Lord expected—more
than we grant '
e. 1*11. B.U SNuUoiU.—WNTJ SOTlM.
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01 each individual taxpayer, tf the IOM M lose tlie gltt ot
Employers
Mutual Casualty
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110.70 Alantic News Telegraph, pubJ. J. Davis, labor
court house bonds carry, is of minor fr
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the federal
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19.30
V.
Hedrick & Son, hauling ..
5.25
Alfred
Rimby,
labor
™
«'
overnment!
We
°"
P
«™
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«»«*importance compared with the great-i
government! We
ance
294.06 Harvey D. Derry, dragging
Heath's-Grocery, to, poor ..
27.90 Mrs. Emery Burgner, rent for
er expense of proving title to proper- must to*e advantage of it now or we; Frank Gaines
will lose it forever. If we do not grasp
- hauling
11.00 A. S. Ballentine, dragging
attorney's office
20.00 Joyce
22.20
Lumber
Company,
ty should the records be destroyed.
Gasolin
this
opportunity
Uncle
Sam's
funds
e
Alley,
gas,
grease
.
11.96
Chas.
A.
Donahoe,
watchcoal
Hod
Parrott,
labor
4.20
Why build a new Court House? BeWm. F. Moller, land for road . 60.00 G. Clifton Acker, dragging
Mrs. Art Kirchoff, nursing ..
5.40 man
cause of-economy. The present set-up will go somewhere else, but we, as Northwestern Bell Telephone,
J.
H.
Dahlburg,
repairs
....
8.00
taxpayers,
will
pay
our
share,
even
C.
H.
Means,
labor
12.00
H. C. Mehlmann, grinding
of the county machinery entails an
rent and toll
10.90 Roy I. Bailey, dragging and
Herman Eilts, trustee
8.00 • feed
expense to the taxpayers of $4,160.00 jthou8h we do ™>t benefit. ConsiderPurity Oil Company, gas .. 85.11 labor
129.92 Employers Mutual Casualty
Harry P. Mueller, grocerper year, including rental of the Her- ln* the loss of this tidy sum« together
E. Schroeder, fan belt
1.25 Hal Woodward, labor
wlth the loss of mone
Co., premium
57.22
6.60
iesring building at $3,120.00 per year,!
y which-will re- P. C. Sorensen, repair work .
27.05 Louie Winston, labor .:'.....
from
8.40 Dr. C. L. Hammer, dental
Earl Nauwanny, hauling ....
the Legion building for court pur-! sult
advance
of
building
materHarry Hopley, labor
work to prisoner
' 2.00 W. H. O'Donnell, milk to
poses at $400.00 per year, $400.00 per ials and labor it "is'not" exaggeration j Standard Oil Company, gas
32.50
and oil
253.50 Leo Thurman, labor
5.60 Maxine Highley, salary .... 55.00
poor
year for the county jail, and $240.00 to say that the taxpayers of Cass coun- Voss
Manufacturing CornRoy Butler, labor
4.20 Guy Howard, mileage
1.00 Andrew Paulson Grocery, to
per year rental for an office for the i t y would be out of P°cket fully
pany, pipe
11.90 J. iM. Frank, labor
77.80 Lincoln School Supply Co.,
poor ......I.
county attorney. All this will be eli- 000.00 should the court house project Wilken Machine Shop, rebe
deferred
one,
two
or
three
years.
Frank Howard, dragging ... 60.76
supplies
14.10 Roland, Peacock & Baxter,
minated in the new court house,
pairs
30.55 Bruce Rudig, labor
7.80 Matt Parrott & Sons Co., supfuneral expense
whose plans provide for the inclusion j An • equitable distribution of labor
t o the
Fred Lindeman, labor
plies
10.95 Sanitary (Market, meat to
of the county jail and
quarters
for
j
unemployed
of
all
parts
of
the
57.95
and
for.
Harold
tractor
103.50 T. J. Conroy, labor
the sheriff as well as an office for the' county is assured on the court house
103.25 J Mary McVey, mileage
45.85
poor ...;.•-.
T.
H.
Darrow,
labor
26.25 Chas. E. Copenhaver, labor .
i
project.
6.301 Middle States Utilities, toll . 4.25 R. S. Schmidt, hauling com .
Bounty atorney.
House? j ^"ance of the bonds for the build- Grover Darling, dragging ..
7.20; Walter Kirchoff, dragging .. 30.60 j Zeta Neal, salary
56.00 L. O. Wheatley, groceries ..
Why build a new
Johannes Eilts, dragging ... 29-70! George B. Proctor, dragging .
Because the people of Cass county > inS if they are voted is contingent on
57.65 A. Odem, criminal expense . 57.65 Mrs. Hazel Woolsey, nurse .
Don Wohlenhaus, blade gradhave an opportunity, if they build the' t h e $39,000.00 grant from the federal Henry Eggerling, blade gradFrank
Pelzer,
committee
American Legion 'Memorial
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99.00 ing
«ourt house now, (which comes but! Rovernment. Without it, no bonds
100.80
work
96.10
Hall, rent for court
Win. Gilpatrick, labor
2.00 Wm. C. Meyer, labor
once in a lifetime. Thirty per cent of jwil1 ** sold bv the c°un*y board of
7.45 Dr. Elmer R. Porter, unCallaghah
& Co., Iowa Dith« cost, or $39,000, will be given the! supervisors. But to get this money Peter Johnson, dragging and
Arnold Meyer, dragging
claimed fees
11.00
gest
labor
37.35 Frank 0. Will, dragging .,. 94.50
we must vote the
county by the federal government out
$65,000.00 bonds.
5.40 Herman Ryan,
committee
H. Q. (Ferguson, reporter ..
W. C. Richter, dragging
15.60 ] Frank Ellis, dragging
Consider the Facts.
of the public works emergency fund.
88.90
work
91.45 State vs. L. S. Johnston:
The court house project is not a M. N. Lambertson, dragging . 16.651 Harold 'Bacon, dragging ... 54.45 Mrs. Etta Tye, mileage
The county will never have another
2.0C
R. L. Barnett* physician ..
chance to secure thirty per cent of j sectional proposition.
Every citizen, Kline Taylor, assisting enCharlie Casteel, dragging .. 18.00 John Teppler, mileage
l.OC
Tom C. Smith, attorney ..
4.88 Earl Greenwalt, labor
the cost of a new building as a gift. I of the county should be interested in
gineer
13.50
Vital Statistics Registrar Pees.
Mrs. Fred Gunther, witIf we delay this opportunity will pass ' seeing the county business housed in! Wa#ner Filling Station, gas . 154.00 | Jim Huddleson, labor
10.63 i Mrs. Cora Blake
2.75
ness
...........
g.OO ; Emanuel Jensen, labor
..... 42.88 Miss Vera B. Hook
us by. If we do not take advantage' a building equipped and appointed to Keith Bell, labor
3.00
Fred Gunther, Jr., witness.
. . ____________
4.20 i Raymond Jemmings, labor . . 2.10 j Mrs. Emma Metz
of this gift some other community take care of it in proper
shape. Every Thomas W. Bailey, labor . . .
2.0C C. C. Applegate, rent
property owner in the county is inter- J- J- Dill> labor
............
26.25 Necl G. Murray, dragging . . 76.27 George E. Pennell
will get it.
19.25 G. H. Allen, transportation .
John
Why build a new Court House? ested in knowing that the records in- '
Egprling, dragging . . 30.60 Albert Ramsea, labor
.......
2.97 Mrs. M. M. McLean
4.00 Bull Creek Grocery, to poor.
Because the county owns the court ' volving his title are protected, from ' H- W- Eilts' drae8ing ....... 69.30 1 Virgil Spies, labor
.........
9.63
Mrs.
Ella
Forsyth
3.75 B. C. Gary, fixing pump . . • •
house site. This site, in the block ' loss by fire or storm. The present John Greenwalt, dragging . . 21.70 Irvin Vetterick, labor
.....
3.15 j Mrs. Frank Weimer
3.00 Dr. W. S. Greenleaf, medical
J
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Hieck
between 7th and 8th streets and , arrangement of county offices in rent- j - ' dragging and
^ labor
Chas. J. Daugherty,
=
59.50 Mrs. Ida Yarger
3.00
aid to poor
Chestnut and Poplar streets in Atlan- j ed quarters is top-heavy, cumber-' labor •
46.05 Chas. Landon, labor
10.00
Domestic Animals Killed.
Ellen Goodpasture, assisting
Ctic, cannot be used for any other pur- j some, inefficient, unsatisfactory and
Kitelinger, dragging
29.35 ( R. A. Turner, dragging and
LeRoy M. Acker, 1 lamb
3.20
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pose nor can it be sold. Any sugges- I unsafe. The court facilities are such- Ben G - K 'rkham, dragging .
30.60 j labor
73.801 B. D. Crozier, 2 sheep
7.00 Hansen Harness Shop, repairtion that the county dispose of this' that the important work of court ses- I ^' **• Luman, dragging
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Why build a new Court House? to the court house bond proposal. Lincoln Road Machine Co.,
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^02.50 Emanuel Jensen, 1 horse
Dr. C. W. Morrison, medical
parts
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Because of the convenience to the Many misleading statements have been
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ceries to poor
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arrangement of county offices makes ; were never paid. This is an absolute ' Claude McConnell, gas
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3.00 C. B. Parkinson & Son, grofor interference with efficient work, falsehood. The bonds on the old court j Cliff Miller Tractor & Equipj W. A. Byers, unclaimed fees .
7.65 George Wm. Starlin, 2 sheep . 8.00
ceries to poor
is not adequate to the needs of the house were paid long before the pres- j ment Co., repairs and oil
122.60 , Georgia Byrne, mileage
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P. W. Pigsley, rye
Widows' Pensions per Month.
county and her citizens and every , ent generation came on the scene of C. W. Needles, bolts
.45 T. W. Davis,
committee
Lulu Brown
16.00 Reed & Barnholdt, groceries
county officer is seriously handicapped action,
John Phelps, assisting enginework
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16.00 Sauer & Dahlberg, meat to
in the quarters now occupied. It is ; This project is a business proposier
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26.63 ( A. A. Emigh, envelopes
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Wheeler, bunai excounty the service to which they are every citizen of the county. The only | Sidles-Duda-Myers Company
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133.55 Effie Marsh
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entitled as long as the present ar- issue is whether we desire to build j 1 ratchet
pense
2.25 Dr. H. U. Hammer, dental
A. L. Wright's Grocery
Greta
Rourick
'
24.00
rangement is continued.
| a court house NOW, when we can j Ralph Krohn, assisting enwork for prisoner
2.00 Mamie Wright
Every taxpayer in the county should get $39,000.00 as a gift from the ' gineer
80.00 J. .W. Zike, groceries _
16.88 ! E. S. Holton, expense ".'.""
21.35 Catherine A. Worley
read the figures presented below, federal government, and when build- i I. Levine, door glass '.
20.00 J. W. Blake, court bail'''
1.50 Klipto Loose Leaf Company,
Chas. C. Berry, witness
They are important!
j ing costs are much lower than they! Linke Chevrolet Company^ reEmma
Pieken
,
21.00
supplies
A.
Odem, transportation ex
The proposal^ submitted to the peo- will be later, or we pass up this golden ! pairs and labor
17.52 j Gertrude Bunce
6.00
8.50
J
Massena
Independent
Te'lel
pie and to be decided by the voters j opportunity and thereby lose thous- j Harry Marker, hardware
pense
(Lulu Ashbaugh
']. 7.00
10.70 j phone Company, toll
of Cass county at the special elec- ands of dollars by the delay.
j P. Melchiors & Son repairs
2.15|Celia
Butcher
10.00
Session and
13.84 | JF. McGovern,
mileage
.•••
.501 Lillian Ford
tion on September 26, is that the board , -For the best interests of the coun- C. D. Millard, repair work
*"o oc
R^»i4-w.^.—,. i: i
,,
.
16.00 G.-H. Allen
Metropolitan
Supply
Co.,
supof supervisors be empowered to is- ty, for efficient handling of the county Richard M<uts, labor
Alma Howey
10.00 H. G. Armentrout - •
plies
5.60
4.01 Vera Lewis
sue $65,000.00 worth of bonds for ! business, for economy, and for the John W. Mt'hlmann, drag28.00 T. W. Davis
Model Electric Co'.,"lamPs
court house purposes. The estimated j protection of the county records for
15.00 Elsie Prall
|^.[
20.00 Frank Pelzer
24.00
Northwestern
Bell
Telephone
cost of the new court house is $130,- years to come— VOTE "YES" ON W. M. Pearson, dragging
Herman Ryan
Minnie
Watson
16.00
29.70
Co., rent and toll
000.00. Of this amount the federal j THE COURT HOUSE BOND PRO- Wm. Sager, dragging
99.60 Dagmer Bramer
22 95
On motion and vote
12.00
A. Odem, boarding prisoners' ! 97.00
government will give the county 30 ; POSAL ON SEPTEMBER 26th.
Richard Watson, labor
8.75 I Perkins Broth.
Susie E. Roberts
18.00
Co., supper cent, or $39,000.00. There will be
-o
H. M. Duff, dragging and la(Signed)
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available to the county from the inSeven young people from Lineville b o r
93.47
'
51.80
C.
S.
Re|y
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[
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Wilhelmine
Bonnet
8.88
r
i
e
Co
8Upplies
surance money in banks by January were enroute to Leon in a Mode] T Oscar Knopp, labor
50.95 Jacob Ellick
23 80
16.66 Attest:
1st. the sum of $26,000.00.
This j Ford when a mouse dropped from the C. C. Spear, labor
j j 50 P- C. Sorensen, repairs
4.90 C. W. Kincaid ............
Jennie
16.66
Walfron Manufacturing Comleaves the $65,000.00 necessary to i top of the car into the hair of one of Peter Christensen, labor
17.40
pany, i n k . . . .
Mildred Piearson
12.50
complete the building fund to be ' the young ladies causing the driver to Neils P. Pederson, labor '.
3.75 Henry Turk
32.05 W
12.60
Telephone
•raised by the bond issue. There will, lose control of the car which turned Julius Anderson, dragging
28 06 lolr
"Company,
Mrs. Gerald Bireea°^.
H. M. Wallace
...!.'... 10.00
be some salvage from the old court j over several times, injuring several of G. B. Wright, labor
n 50
2.40 Frank Wells
8.00 ington, and Mrs. ^ o i,gd
house material and there will also be ( t h e occupants. 'Fifteen stitches were Ora Moller, dragging . . . .
Redding, California, ^,1
™ ™ ?"« K p aUth ' '^-tractor'.'.'
97.20 Carl Anderson
8.00 been visiting here i"
59.70 C B. Pernn, labor-tractor
some more money paid out of the taken in the arm of one girl and nine Clark M. Trailer, dragging . .
97.20
Jttat
T. S. Ellis
12.60 with their mother, M'^frr'
$20,500.00 balance of the insurance •' in the leg of another, bujt they were Richard Davidson, dragging . 15 go Wm. Sorenson, labor
4.50
Ivan Vetterick, labor
26.00 left last Thursday «'
money tied up in county banks, the all able to return home.
W. E. White, dragging
10.15 George Forrester
6.65 Ervin Wollenhaupt, labor'.'.'.
JC.
Livingston
12.60
respective homes.
2.97
Martha Rae
16,66,
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, ADVERTISING MOVES
jf
SURPLUS
A.CRKS OF STRAWBERRIES!
The beat of harries at their belt,
«holce aorta from four whole acres
•will be offered the patron* of Watts
Wayiid* market, from about June, IS
to July 10.
Modern Irrigation equipment give*
assurance of larce luiolous berries. An
adequate fore* tnrares careful plckfnsr. in prime condition. Within an
BOW, While they yet retain the dellolona aroma and wonderful flavor of
Ood'a belt berry at 1U beat, they will
be available at
WATTS WATSIDB •ABKJET
MMway Betweea AltooM ••« Tyrom*.

0

Events in the Lives of Little Men
YOU BIG COWYARD—fLL
TFACH YOU TO HIT

LITTLE

before strawberries were
A MONTH
ripe for picking, Gilbert A. Watts

Inserted this display advertising in
local newspapers, several times a
week. It clicked. Customers began to
Inquire about berries, Interest gradually working up as picking time ap^
proached. Watts sold out without trouble. Advertising made' the. market
Realizing that practically all of the
things they use on the farm and In
their homes are sold through advertising In the papers they read, farmers who sell direct to the consumer
have taken a page from the merchandising experience of manufacturers
and are buying advertising In local
papers.
,,- .
> Publicity la local newspapers has
^ proven useffa paying Investment not
""only In moving crops In season, but
In getting rid of surpluses at reasonable prices, building demand before
harvest and even starting a direct
selling iraslaeas. A survey of almost
«iOOO roadside markets In Ohio tadljcates that toe most successful operators advertised continuously, discovering that constant publicity, even
though small copy, was better than
spasmodic splurges, unless In the case
of a sale.
A Michigan farmer, doubtful about
selling a field of beets because of the
late season, advertised a week-end
sale in fats local and adjoining town
, newspapers. He put the beets up nicely, topping the colored-rimmed baskets
and used big price tags. He sold out
within a few hours, people who took
advantage of the bargain also buying
other products so that he really made
a good profit for the day.
His advertising didn't cost him anything. True, he paid out money, but
the resulting sales which otherwise
might not have been made or the lower prices he would have to take If
be sold wholesale, left him with a
substantial margin. <
The advertising, package and price
tag," so the pleased farmer said, "did
a very good job. It surely lifted a
burden off my mind and gave me a
real profit"
Timely advertising pays big dividends. It will bring customers out
to the roadside market or farm at
the opening of the season. It will stimulate Jaded appetites for certain
crops even when the supply Is general and plentiful, because freshly
harvested fruits or vegetables always
are enticing. Advertising will move
surpluses even without price discount;
and. as Mr. Watts found, will create
a demand In advance of picking time.
Around Fort Wayne, Ini, George
Sweet Is known as the "celery king."
He specializes In celery, but he grows
a fnll line of vegetables and some
small fruits. He sells to retailers,
but gets profitable prices because be
advertises locally and has won a reputation for Sweet's products that makes
them In demand regardless of the regular supply. Retailers, as a result, are
glad to buy of him.
Several years ago when he grew
acorn squash for the first time the
favorable season brought about a
bumper yield generally. Sensing low
prices, Sweet got busy wltta his local
newspaper advertising and pasted a
colored sticker on each fruit which
bore this couplet:
"Cut me In half, serve me well.
Bake and serve me In the shell.
SWEET'S ACORN SQUASH."
1
His squash moved at $1 a bushel
despite the oversupply, and later,
when prices dropped as low as 40
cents, retailers were offering him
$1.25 a bushel. But he had sold out
"For people merely to find out who
we are and that we sell vegetables
Is only part of our advertising work,"
he explained. "The big Idea is to keep
the name of Sweet and our vegetables
before them every day. To help accomplish this we advertise continuously In our local paper and In newspapers In other towns which we supply.
"Mrs. Sweet la our copy writer.
She has a flair for the job. Here for
Instance, Is our advertising for carrots:
BWEET'B HOMEGROWN CARROTS
These carrot* are snappy and sweet.
They contain the valuable mineral
•alts that are essential to your good
health.
They are pleasant to eat, either raw
or cooked.
They are In ample supply at all
good grocers and very moderate In
price.
Request Sweet's Homegrown Carrots
at your grocer's.

This copy, several Inches deep, suggests several desirable characteristics
of the lowly carrot which might not
occur to the housewife. It didn't cost
much, and it sold carrots. Incidentally
Sweet's advertising, while not mentioning retailers, co-operates with
them by urging people to trade where
they can get Sweet vegetables.
Both display and classified space
•re used by farmers who sell direct
eX int, Weetera Newspaper Untoa,

"What kind of life do
h* asked.
m 1^.1
•T work like an ox ,
— astlredas?',!^

?i3f

FORGOT THE EXCUSE
On little James* first day at school
he was given a card on which hl»
mother was to writ* the data of hte
birth. The following day he arrived
late, and without the card.
"James," said the teacher, "you
must bring an excuse for being lat*,
and don't forget the card about when
yon were born."
,
All out of breath the next day,
James rushed la holding a note frdm
his mother. "Teacher," he gasped,
"I brought the-on* about being lit*
but I forgot the excuse for being
bom."
Big Different*
Pupa—Pop, what's a traitor In political
Pater—A traitor Is a man who
leaves our party and goes over to the
other.
Pupil—Well, then, what Is a nun
who leaves the other party and comes
over to yours?
,
Pater—A convert, my boy.

» veterinary

» Wjl

"Jones Is a peculiar thanPl
always spluttering"
•<T«kV whenever he gets im
water to boils over."
__

-— -—- Problem

High Mncky-muck-Let'8 »t.,
trlv«i together tonight and ha«.!
evening.
*"
Brother Lion-tamer—0 R
when shall we leave them}

H«U>y'» Lack
A FrieBiQy Tip
Bin. Heck—I wonder, Mrs. Peck, If
Teacher-STohnny, somethia» B
I could borrow your rug-beater.
be don* about your conduct, h
Mrs. Peck—Fm sorry, Mrs. Beck, have to consult your father.
bat he doesnt get home Oil five Johnny—Better not, teacher l
o'clock.
cost you HO. He's a doctor.

OUR MODERN 61KL

THE FEATHERHEADS
SO SORRY*

FOLKS ARE

Always Saying Right (?) Thing
l /THAT'S
TUAT'< eacAuSE
necAuSE -rue
TnffV
TWEES VS/BB& -ausT

Proof Podtire
Ua««otUsv Word
Female Castaway—Good heavens! "So you think you must haven
giving nature."
CannibalsI
Male Ditto (soothingly)—Now, now, 1 must have. I
the same dentist"
dqnt get In a stew.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

PLANTED (-AST VEAR

— BUT i HOPE THEv

pen/E Vou
To TUB STATION

WILL BE FULL
YJHEM 1OU COME

,

:

&

i&S1

MnBaB
IR|U] HS%i
MWerlil BHOHK UUftJSIll

DO HOPE IfoU HAVE

ALMOST foRfior
6ET STARTED

A'PLEASAMT
— AMO I HOPE THERE'S.

-THIS BASKfeT
OF BG6-S

NO ACCiOEMTS —IT
WOULD BE A SHAME*
tb HAVE ALL THOSB

V •!••»

RNNEY OF THE FORCE

How About 'No-Draft* Ventilation
>UT SOME
; IMPOR.T&
CHEESE?

Solution

DO VOO CARP-&OI WAS TiST
•HUB HOLES POM-f P-ClUKlM' HOw«
—
MIVBD UP
HOVM 'BOUT IT?
I .
BE —

• Weeien NewiMMr (TBlea

WAL, SOR- NOiA/

THAT COULD stHANP
-iT DON'T
HAVE no HOLES ATALL ATAU.
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In Spirit and In Fact

FROM OUR OLD FILES

^TTTTT , . , ++++++
*> CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH t
t
E. L. Anderson, Minister.
+
-

NRA

(The

. Sale

Church With a Heart «nd
an Open Mind.)
Church
School
at 10:00 a. m. A
September 24, 1903.
training school for Christian living,
was
Eleven car loads of stock
shipped from this point Saturday to with classes for all ages. Mrs. Lydto
HEBE ARE A FEW O* tHE BARGAlNs
Brown, Superintendent
Chicago.
Promotion
service
by
the
Sunday
There was a social dance at the
I MM DinflTO
Red two-lip
A
JOI
Imill5»
Per dozen
XA
home of R. H. Lantz north of town School at 11:00 a. m. An interesting
program
for
old
and
young.
All
in*H,
Saturday night.
10-lbs.... bac
A..
S. iW. Clark returned last week terested in the .Church School should
attend
this
special
service
of
recognifrom Missouri, where he was callec
, .$1J4 J:KKMbs.^5,19
tion and promotion.
by the death of his father.
Youth Forum at 7:00 p. m.
Dr. H. E. Campbell reports a fine
BROWN BE AUtY
Wf 00 OUB PAHT
"The Only Day I Have."
baby boy at the home of Wayne Bul3-Ibs....53c
lb.
A drama entitled! "The Only Day
lock and wife, born Wednesday of
I Have," will be presented at 8:00
25c
last week.
rolls
Dr. R. A. Weston, who recently p. m. by the Junior Dramatic Club.
Being a public service company and
graduated from the Barnes Medical (Following are the characters.
required to operate twenty-four hours
Mr. Clark, a worried business man,
White or Yellow
College in St. Louis, has located in
Robert
Stuhr.
per day, 365 days per year, a strict and
Stuart for the practice of his profesMb. bag
Mrs. Clark, his society wife, Lois
sion.
literal compliance with the Code* has
Prank Van Slyke went to Chicago Mclntyre.
Helen Clark, daughter, Patricia
meant an increase of thousands of dolSaturday to inspect and investigate
the working of a new patented en- Williams.
lars in our annual operating expenses.
Mildred Clark, 6-year-old daughter,
gine which burns kerosene oil instead
Isabelle
Shaffer.
of
gasoline.
In addition to increasing employees
not be remembered, nor come into Cocklin Garage, Griswold
Tom Clark, son, Jack Long.
In the trunk of a large maple tree
and pay roll, all raw materials that we
Chester, a friend of Helen, Irvin mind."
Noble Township —
recently cut down in the «residence
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo- House.
use have advanced sharply in price durpart of Anita, between twelve and Walker.
Mrs. Parks, a neighbor, Irlyn Walk- tations from the Bible and from the
fifteen pounds of honey was found;
ing the past thirty days.
«,. , «Gr°Ve Tow*ship-i
Christian Science (textbook, "Science School
er.
House.
also the whole bee family.
Mr. Rogers, Sunday School superin- and Health with Key to the Scrip"Billy"
Bangham
and
wife
are
the
Union,
Township-Soth,iman
Our gross business has decreased over
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
parents of a bright, handsome, heal- tendent, Robert Osen.
meat-House, Cumberland
20% in the last two years and the earlier
There will be a vocal solo by RusOne of the Bible citations reads:
thy baby boy, born Saturday mornMaasena Township-i o n i
sell
Bangham,
music
by
a
boys'
quar"And
we know that all things work building, Massena.
ing.
The
little
fellow
is
not
much
of
°''
closing hours of the business houses and
a burden, only tipping the beam at tette, instrumental music, and the together for good to them that love -Edna Township _ Center
stores under the NRA further curtails
God, to them who are the called ac- House.
junior choir.
four pounds.
Notice.
cording to his purpose" (Rom. 8:28).
"Shorty" Campbell came over from
the customer's use of electricity and
Victoria Township -_„„
The evening program Sunday marks
Among the selections from the ground with Center School"
Exira yesterday to bid goodbye to
makes this condition steadily worse.
his bachelor brother, Charlie, who the beginning of the season's special Christian Science textbook is the folBrighton Township -1
Sunday evening programs, which will lowing: "Hold thought steadfastly to building, Marne.
starts
out
on
a
long
voyage
on
the
The farmers' revenue has increased
sea of matrimony, "Shorty" couldn't continue during the coming fall, win- the enduring, the good, and the true,
The polls will be open ,„„,„
moderately, but not enough to meet the
ter and spring. The following special and you will bring these into your to 8 p. m. in all precincts, g
cry for laughing.
At the annual meeting of the Grant Sunday evening features will be giv- experience proportionably to their oc- persons qualified to vote att
increasing costs of the materials and
cupancy of your thoughts. . . . Good election, as provided by law
township school board, held last Mon- en.
goods he must buy—
Oct. 1. Good fellowship program demands of man every hour, in which deemed qualified to vote
day, the following officers were elected for the coming year: Alfred H. with refreshments. The farmers will to work out the problem of being" (p. special election, to be held
Our revenue
is still decreasing—
261).
Steinmetz, president; Antone Koob be our guests that night.
tember 26, 1933.
i
treasurer; and J. P. Wells, secreOct. 8. Young people's service. A
Published under authority oil
What is the answer to be ?
tary.
regular church service conducted by
lotion adopted by the Board of !
+
M. E. CHURCH NOTES
4
our youth.
visors of Caas County, Iowa,«
Lloyd Enlow and family of FontanMonroe J. Rarick, Pastor. T -t 26th., day of August, 1933.
Oct. 16. Musical program, both vo- 4elle and E. Enlow and family of Or- cal and instrumental. An evening of
at Atlantic, Iowa, this 29th, m
ient were Sunday guests of Jas. B, sacred music of a high order.
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Dr. August,: 1983.
Herriman and wife.
Oct. 22. A sacred drama presented C. H. Johnson, General Supt
Jennie M. Ward,!
The special feature in the achoo.l
by the Junior Dramatic Club.
County An
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
Sunday morning will be given by
Oct. 29. A stereopticon lecture.
Cass County,]
BOARD
OF
SUPERVISORS
You cannot afford to miss these Mrs. Prank Black's class.
AN IOWA COMPANY — OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWANS
There will be no preaching services
programs and services during the
Court House,
coming season. We shall strive to Sunday, September 24. The pastor
Atlantic, Iowa,
make them both profitable and inspir- will be in Des iMoines attending the
September 11, 1933. ing.
Jesse H. Beck of Atlantic was a'
annual conference.
The
Board
of
Supervisors
of
Cass
visitor in the city Friday.
Epworth League at 7:00 p. m.
Sunday
morning,
October
1,
is
ralThe big- eventful day inj
County, Iowa, met in adjourned sesly day. Plan to attend every service Leader, Raymond Barber. Topic, history will be Saturday, theq
sion
with
all
members
present.
Harry Jordan of Wiota was visiting
"What shall we plan to do?" This day of Young's 6 and Iflc
The minutes of September 1st were and activity of the day.
with friends in the city Sunday mornSenior ladies aid Thursday with a is the last lesson .on, "How to have
read
and
approved.
Word has been received at the
ing.
SPECIAL Remington
The matter of making tax levies 12:00 o'clock dinner for 15c. Public better meetings."
Cass county farm bureau office from
knives
for $1.00. Other knives i
is
invited.
The Loyal Circle clasp will meet
Jared Blattner of Atlantic was vis- Washington, D. C., that the date to for the year coming up for consideraas. 25c. Neff's Hardware.
in
the
social
hall
of
the
church
on
iting with Anita friends Tuesday af- receive the applications for the wheat tion as by law provided, and the audi* * T TTTT--r-r--rT^TTT^T'
ternoon.
WANTEDte-Dead animals.!
allotment contracts has been extend- tor reporting that all taxing districts + CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST -f Tuesday afternoon, September 2(
This will be a meeting of unusual in are strictly sanitary at
bad
not
legally
filed
certificates
of
ed to September 25. Announcement
Ebryn Andrews, Minister.
-f terest as there is to be a miscellan
Mrs. Marion Immel and son, Will, with this is stated that all wheat con- levies'and also that the valuations for •f
Phone 184, Beaver's Cafe.
eous shower for the kitchen.
of Adair were visiting with friends tracts must be in Washington Decem- the different taxing districts were not
No creed but Christ,
WANTED:—To buy 11 usedil
The past week the ladies aid so
in Anita Sunday.
finally completed and established, it
ber 1.
No book but the Bible,
Johnson
Plumbing and Heatinj
ciety
purchased
of
A.
R.
Kohl
a
fine
This gives more time for those was moved by Allen, seconded by Ar- No name but the Divine.
Arville Brown and wife of Lewis
Phone 12.
lot of dishes for the church.
who do not understand the plan to mentrout, that the making of said
Bible School at 10:00 a. m. C. W.
were callers Sunday afternoon at the
interview someone who is acquainted levies be continued until next ad- Zastrow, Supt; Anita "Wltte, Asst.
HEATING stoves, parlor
Frank Louden home.
NOTICE OF ELECTION TO THE
journed
meeting.
with it. It also gives those who can
and ranges, at prices way
Communion
service
a^
11:00
a.
m.
QUALIFIED
ELECTORS
OF
Motion carried.
day's market. Neff's Hard««e.|
George Schwenn'eker, wife and son qualify and haven't had time to make
Christian Endeavor at 7:00 p. m.
CASS COUfHW, IOWA.
Registrars of Vital Statistics have
of Guthrie Center were Sunday vis- applications.
Evening
service
at
8:00
o'clock.
A picture every woman
Frank Reynolds, county agent of accepted re-appointment and have
itors with friends in the city.
Notice is hereby
given <uwi>
that a
uauico
wm hold,
uuiu a Kensington
»»•.»«,»>; givcu
Ladies «"u
aid will
kensington
to see—and every man s
Monona county, which is the lead- qualified for the four year term bes ecial
at the home of Mrs. Hattie Wiese on j P
election by the qualified elecAn 8-pound baby girl was born ing wheat producing county in Iowa, •inning July 1st, 1933, appointing Wednesday afternoon. Everyone is!*01"8 .of Cass County, Iowa, will be made to see. "Mary Stevens, Jt.|
Rialto—Saturday and Sunday,
Tuesday morning to Mr. and Mrs. reports that already over 75 per cent deputies as follows:
welcome.
| held in the several precincts in sail
Area No. 1—Marne, Brighton and
Thomas Bailey of Lincoln township. of the acreage and production of
Count
FOR RENT:—Two rooms fn
Ladies aid meets Thursday at the''
y °n September 26,1938.
wheat has been signed up on the ap- Washington townships, Registrar church.
"""'•
said
election
the
following
ques
for
light housekeeping. Mrl
The members of the Oak Ridge plication.
~)ora A. Blake, Marne, Deputy, Wilbur
The K. J. U. club will clean the tion will be submitted to vote:
Evinger.
club held their regular meeting hist
Many have signed applications in H. Blake, Marne;
"Shall
the
Board
of
Supervischurch
basement
on
Friday.
Come
Thursday at the home of Mrs. Roy Cass county and they are still comArea No. Z—Anita, Grant and LinF-QR SALE:—Residence on
ors of Cass County, Iowa, be auStephenson.
ing in. AT is urged by Lynn Beard, :oln townships, Miss Vera B. Hook, for the entire day. Bring covered
nut
Street, known as the m
secretary of the local Wheat Control Anita, Mrs. Fauna Suplee, deputy," dish and sandwiches. Also soap, thorized and empowered to conbroom, pail and cleaning cloths. Every . struct and equip a new Court property. Bargain.
Merle Oaks, wife and children, Mrs. association, that the farmers get their Anita ;
Mabel K. Collins, Ado
House on the present site in AtMae Oaks, Mrs. Robert Cooper and applications in as soon as possible.
Area No. 3—Wiota, Benton and member is requested to be present as
Harrietta
A. Eelley Estate,
lantic, Iowa, at a cost of not to
Mrs. Levi Walker were Des Moines
Franklin townships, Mrs.
„„ there will be a business meeting at
Emma
ton,
Illinois.
visitors Monday.
3:00
p.
m.
Those
that
don't
help
exceed
$130,000,
to
be
paid
for
CARD OF THANKS.
Metz, Wiota, John P. Metz, deputy
by (1) incurring indebtedness
Wiota;
' clean, can get dinner and do up the
IFOR SALE:—German Poli*l
Clarence Swords, wife and daughwork.
We wish to thank all our friends
and issuing bonds not to exceed
Area
No.
4—Atlantic,
Grove
and
Phone
281.
ter, Victoria Ann, of Des Moines were and neighbors for the many kind acts
The minister is glad to be home
$65,000, and levying a tax not
Pymosa
townships,
George
E.
PenSunday visitors in the city, guests of extended to us in the loss of our
FOR SALE:—Seller's kiWJJ
to exceed % mill per annum upon
nell, Atlantic, Mrs. George E. Pennell, again with the good people of Anita.
M. M. Burkhart and wife.
husband and father.
net,
large size. Enquire « ""I
Whatever
good
has
been
accomplished
all
taxable
property
within
said
deputy, Atlantic;
Mrs. John Pine.
flee.
has
been
credited
to
the
cooperation
County,
for
a
period
not
to
ex.
Area No. 5—Lewis, Cass and Bear
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Bryan and
Children and Grandchildren. Grove townships, Mrs. M. M. DeLean, of the true Christian in working for a
ceed twenty (20) years, to pay
daughter, Dorotha, of Bayard, Iowa,
FOB SALE—Tally
common Savior. Make Christ's church
the principal and interest on said
Lewis,
Helen
DeLean,
deputy,
Lewisspent Saturday and Sunday at the
Tribune
office, Anita.
Mrs. Louise Hardeson has gone to
bonds: (2) Obtaining a grant
Area No. 0—Griswold, Pleasant and your place of worship and live achome of Mr. and Mrs. John Heck.
Upton, Wyoming, (to spend a few
cording to the teachings of His word
VOSS electric washer witt
from the United States Governweeks with her daughter, Mrs. Chas. Noble townships, Mrs. Ella E. Por- and be assured of a Home Eternal
draining tabs for $59.95.
ment in an amount equal to 80%
syth, Griswold, Ernest Forsyth, depuMr. and Mrs. J. H. Broomfield and Croxton and family.
Do you like our creed ?
ty, Griawold;
big special—don't pass i t '
of the total cost estimated at |89,son, John Leslie, of Rosedale, Kansas,
You are always welcome here.
000, and (3) expending f26,000
came to Anita Friday evening and
Hardware.
Area No. 7—Cumberland, Edna and
Walter Turner, wife and son, Bycash on hand, realized from inspent the week end with her brother, ron, who are living on a farm near Union townships, Mrs. Frank WeiThe K. J. U. club of the
surance."
Ernest Wilbpurn and family. They Port Byron, Illinois, visited here from mer, Cumberland, Miss Edna Denham
church
will serve a f'1^
4
LINCOLN
CENTER
+
were accompanied by Mrs. Mary Fox Saturday until Monday with their deputy, Cumberland;
The polling places for the several
dinner on Saturday, ^
COMMUNITY CHURCH
-f precincts will be as follows:
of Junction City, Kansas, who came daughter. and sister, Mrs. Archie
Area No. 8—Massena, Victoria and +
the church dining
Elwyn Andrews, Minister.
f
to spend the winter with her daugh- Worm and family, and with other Massena townships, Miss Ida Yarger +
Precinct and Polling Place.
25c.
__
ter, Mrs. Wilbourn and family.
Massena, W. C. McCurdy, deputy!
Atlantic 1st., ward—City Hall.
relatives and friends.
Services at 10:00 a. m.
Massena;
FOR SALE.-UscHl 3-burj!
Atlantic 2nd., ward—Atlantic Lew
School at 11:00
— Stove, .m v e r vM\O&
it
~*-v\> «•
o. m., with gion building.
Laid over claims allowed and war- w Bible
Oil
fe^i
ence
Walter
Storer
as
superintendent.
rants authorized:
Atlantic 3rd., ward — Christian Johnson Plumbing
Agam we are happy to start in a church basement.
C. It. I. & P. Railroad, fare to
Phone 12.
year with such good people. We
Florida for Agnew famj
Atjantic 4th.,
- H i h ' School
we win always be guided by the
FOR
.,' l y •
93.00
spmt of our Master and follow Him
Orei-n Hay Lumber Company,
Pontiac sedan;
Grant
Township
1st.,
precinctall along the way.
wire
1927 Chevrolet sedan;
City Hall, Anita.
32.05
The
pounding
the
minister
received
Delbert Odem, labor
coach;
1930 WUly.
4
rf
Grant Township 2nd., precinct2.00 was enjoyed very much.
^
Standard Blue Print ComPhone
244.
0.
Chambers building, Anita.
This is the best time of the year for outside
pany, supplies
(j
Benton Township—Center School Anita, Iowa.
Session and Mileage Claims
House.
painting. Come in and let us figure your job.
Ek 8.
G. H. Allen . . . .
Franklin Township — I. 0. 0. F.
H. G. Armentrout
in *"
building, Wiota.
Paint now and avoid expensive repairs later,
Title.; and
T. W. Davis . . . .
Lincoln Township—Township Hall.
Pymosa
Township—Center School
Herman Ryan
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
House.
CHADWICK
On motion and vote the Board "ad"
Washington Township — Center
journed on call of Chairman.
ironnd
oata .....
School
House.
in aU Church
(Signed)
Frank Pelzer,
Oats
hulled
Grove
Township
—
Community
ANITA LUMBER CO.
. .. t
Chairman.
House.
Bar corn gro und
ber 24.
Ablest:
Pbonea: Office 20; Rea, II
We Gire and Expect a Square Deal
The
Cass
Township
—
City
Hall,
Lewis.
Jennie M. Ward,
Pleasant Township 1st., precinctCounty Auditor.
No bother.
and a i,
City
Hall,' Griswold.
Itttlld
VnTtH*
the T
former shall
L«t
Pleasant Township 2nd,, precinct—

ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

Ends Saturday Nite

We Go Under The

NRA

Next Monday Is Deadline
For Wheat Application

Monarch 100%
Pure

ROBT. SCOTT

Coffee
I8c
Wax
19C
Corn Meal
1
Maduffs Food
•*?' • ' / "-'Market
" , . •»>»ii

™ TRiBimANITA. IOWA.
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UNCLE BILL*
SERVES
PURPOSE A

Use Trench Silos
to Save Corn Crop

By Howard Wright

Juicy Feed Can Be Stored to
Provide for Livestock
in Winter.

EGG YOLK SHADOW
SHOWS NO COLOR

°*
OU see, Tommy, It's this
way," said Vivian, when the
puffing, dusty ws.y-train had
pulled noisily out of, the Utmonntaln. statlop,; ^ftnd the slim
\ttng man had climbed to attet his
Agage and taken' his 1pls.ce by Vtv|>g side in her 'car. V, "! wanted you
, because I thought you would unM—perhaps."
__j gazed at him thoughtfully with
• gray-blue eyes.
•
tommy started, and his brown
jeks reddened a little. He had nevluwugnt of being la love with VlvThat is to say, he had never
io __ of it for more than a few
j°at a time. ( It was one of Tom9 most winning characteristics that
ad thought of being In love with
™t every girl he knew.
gfor Vivian she bad never, Tommy
w, thought for more than three
lutes of being In love with anyone
[he world. .-.-.'•>.'•
_., thought Tommy, If he had been
[alien, and Vivian had taken' his
jdshlp for something more serious,
ould be gum*,
'
at was another of Tommy's strong

Y

IMPROVED'
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

S

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

(By HBV. P. B. FITZWATH1R. D. D., Member ot Faculty, Moody Blbl»
Inatltuu ot Chicago.)
0,1931. Western Nnrapaper Union.

87 T

'«*?' Bte'«™rt. Extension Agronomist,
Colorado Agricultural College.
WNU Service.

Survey of Homes Indicates
Thousands of acres of droughtNo Preference.
stricken or Immature com on Colorado

,

Chinese or the steam process."
.™d for you- Toinmy," said
-But It is certainly good to
the res on81
» Again Tommy had the sensation that
he was being taken seriously, but
again Vivian gave his conceit a Jolt
"Why, I think," she went on, "I've
gained a couple of pounds since yon
came. I got rested up the week-end
and Ned Groton was here, too, and—*
"Nice egg, Ned Groton," said Tommy, trying not to feel a Uttie Jealous.
"Well, he helped me a lot—though
I didn't tell any of the others what's
worrying.me, excepting you."
"yon certainly haven't been letting
yourself get lonesome, Vivian."
"That's part of uncle's trouble. You
s«e, he says he's awfully fond of young
people and he asked me to have some
of the boys Op every week-end. That's
his Idea, hot mine."
"1 suppose," said Tommy, suddenly
wildly Jealous, "I'm part of 'his idea."
. bad always resolved not to dls"I wanted you, too, Tommy. Not
|lnt any gir} who took Him serious- 10 much, when yon came—but—oh.
at up to that sunshiny day to Tommy, don't leave me."
| In his twenty-sixth year, no girl Suddenly tears, frank and childlike,
filled her eyes. "I can't bear to think
(bad taken him seriously.
•
od for yon, Vlv,1! said Tommy, what it'll be like when you're gone and
iig himself together with the air I'm alone again."
| man who walks bravely to the TOmmy saw Vivian in a new lightnan's noosfr.tf need be; "glad you not the girl he'd always found such a
(for me. Hope I can help yon. food friend, but the girl he wanted,
the one girl he wanted for his wife.
Vs the troubler
"Vivian," he said, almost falteringly.
[ell, I need advice," said Vivian
y, "I wanted some one dlsinter- tt was such a new idea to bun—"Vivtand thai I wasn't iptereated In ian, let's go away together—yon come
.to give me the advice. That's vitU me today and we'll be married.
[asked yon up for the two weeks Vivian, I adore you, Please say you
like me a little and will marry me I"
vacation."
Vivian looked up shyly. "Well,
r's' lately formed resolutions
a, Jolt, but Tommy's love of Tommy," she said, "I suppose that's
came 'to the rescue, and mostly what's the matter with me—
why, I don't want you to go. I sup.said.;'"-''.' ."-.' :
' ' '
I'm the right man, Vivian, pose I love you. Tommy.
Up the path down which they had
your case and 111 see what I
wandered, came the slowly advancing
figure of Uncle Billy.
,
sighed with relief.
"Tommy;" said Vivian, "I know what
!ee»" she said, "the doctor or*
iant Sally up here for a corn- ie's doing. He told me a couple of
Uncle Billy asked me days ago, but I was afraid, if you
;,'to be company for them mew, you'd think It was so silly you'd
JaUy'8 better; but I don't go home—before—"
Tommy chuckled softly.
.!!5F Wordto her for fear It
"All right Vlv. Anythlng's all right
hpfet her. Tommy,"—Vivian
Fimeafllly into the leafy forest now. I'd just as soon spend my life
|r\iht and left of the narrow,, answering fool questions about whethroad, "I think Uncle Billy's er I like my roast beef rare or brown.
If I've got you. What's the matter
, azy."
y, rm'sofry, to hear that," said with uncle?"
"He's been doing this to find out
In unfeigned alarm. "A nice
or you to be, with an N Invalid what young people think about He's
nd a lunatic uncle'and a few writing a book. Don't laugh, Tommy.
bt servants, at least a hundred It's about modern youth. And you
t any pl$ce in these Infernal- see—poor Uncle Billy never was marome woods. It'a an imposi- ried; Just lived with his sister all his
life He's a darling, really. And
; woods are nice," said Vivian, we're not sorry for this two weeks,
"but sometimes I get awfully are we?"
Tommy answered that question.
It was good of you to come,
' t
Then he took Vivian by the hand
were tears to Vivian's wide and they ran forward to meet the apwind-blown hair flickered proaching figure. "Uncl? Billy," called
er pink cheeks, and her lips Tommy, "ask me what kind of a girl
I like best for a wife."
wearily.
decided thep to see Vivian
her ^roubles, evfcn If the de- Have Hobby and Laugh,
nt spending his precious vaat Infirmities, of Age
ilaylng tag with a lunatic.
am I to do, Vivian? Sort of
That eminent horticulturist Dr. WaiI htm to .see be doesn't get ter G. Kendall, may, by reason ot
youth—he is only seventy-seven—be
All yon have to adequately qualified to Judge of the
i humor him—answer his ques- problems of old age, but he 1s at
3.6 asks questions from morn- least academically right In laying
tight—and'Bu'cn questions. It's down the principle that the secret of
ully hard."
attaining ft comfortable and happy- old
ould think so," 'said Tommy, age is to have a hobby. A hobby is an
"Well, stop worrying. I'll animal upon which an old man, as
well as a young man, may ride roughto nelp you."
was In no nnexpectant state shod not only over the ordinary
; when he saw Vivian's Uncle esoteric annoyances of life but over
jomlng up the path from the the pains and sorrows of senility. A
he lounged on the ver- hobby never gets senile. By firing the
utlng for Vivian to dress for attention upon a thing always agreeable, always diverting, the thought
»!" said Uncle Billy. "So you're the consciousness, is removed from
: Green, are you? Glad to see the infirmities of age. What worries
: man. Hope you can cheer and wears anyone Is what one thinks
I up a ilfctle; she, seems to be about And as he approaches the
Woods are too big, I guess, fourscore mark Doctor Kendall thinks
of nothing but health and strength
Ishe misses young company."
py looked stealthily from the as he dresses his prize grape vines
' his eye, murmured meaning? and calls in Gallic accents to hl»
ent, and noted that Vivian's French poodles.—Boston Transcript.
a big,'healthy normal-looki of man, for all his oddity,
Meaning of Mi*p«n
jrhite flannels set off his ruddy
Mlzpah Is a Hebrew word meaning
advantage and his color In literally "watchtower." It is used both
ntrasted pleasantly with his as a place name in ancient Palestine
ndly blue eyes.
and as a parting salutation In modern
t's your business r asked Uncle nsaee both senses coming from its use
no time voqid be lost
ta the Book of Genesis. It Is the
I" said Tommy.
scene of the parting between Jacob
|was the beginning. '
and bis father-in-law, Laban. And
he went to bed that night Laban said. "This heap (of stones) Is
plliy had asked Tommy what witness between thee and me this day.
'Ike a hundred questions, Therefore was the name of it called
his favorite colorf His fa- Galleed and Mlzpah, for he said J*sert? What color did he hovah watch between me and thee.
neckties, and what color when we are absent one from an[a evening dresses? Was he
Tj«iir
Did he like girls wbo other.' "
fl
clent or girls who were Just
Starling !• • Mimic
j What
did he prefer, golf or
ni
The starling Is smaller than the
<l he like to swim? Could
with a long yellow bill.
* marrying a girl much be- blackbird,
b
,s the common variety. Its plumsocially? Woujd he marry
with the season—inclined
H Which would he rather
%Q0 fortune If it meant all
Play, or Just enough to
and more leisure? Bad
.
for great success?" Did
T in divorce? And what about native birds.

The best way to learn the color of
egg yolk Is to break the egg, says
Prof. H. B. Botsford of the New York
Stale College of Agriculture, In discussing the frequent reports from markets that the shipper's eggs had "dark
yolks." The report means, he says,
that the dealer sees a dark shadow
and not a dark yolk when he candles
the eggs, for candling shows lights and
shadows and the thickness of tne white
determines the darkness of the shadow.
A survey of 11,443 homes by the University of Illinois shows that nearly 22
P«r cent of the consumers have no
preference as to the color of the yolk,
32 per cent prefer pale yolks, 31 per
cent prefer orange yolk* and 14 per
cent prefer the medium-colored yolk.
The price preference for light yolks,
he points out. Is because of a dealer
prejudice rather than a consumer's
prejudice against the dark yolk. The
prejudice Is not one of actual yolk
color, as many believe, but of low quality which makes the lyolk appear as
a dark shadow when candled, and because dark yolks and low quality are
often found In the same egg.
Egg buyers who want the finest quality look 'for a "strong-bodied" egg; a
strong-bodied egg shows s light yolk
shadow, regardless of the actual yojk
color. If the white Is thick, any yolk
appears light when the egg Is candled.

Fresh Air and Sunlight
Improves Poultry Shed
The best way to clean and disinfect
a poultry building, says a poultry man
in the Montreal Herald, Is first of all
to open up the windows and doors and
allow the air and sunlight to get Into
the place as much as possible. Take
out all the movable furniture and
leave it In the sunlight. Clean out all
the litter on the floor and with a broom
sweep the walls, floor and celling
clean. If the. floor- Is earth remove
from six to eight.Inches off the top
and replace it with fresh gravel. The
walls and ceiling should then be
washed with a solution of water In
which yon have put lye, or some
strong disinfectant such as creosote,
or creolln. When the walls have dried
white wash the place completely Inside, using crude carbolic acid In the
wash. If you could put this whitewash on with a spray pump so much
the better. If the floor is cement It
should be thoroughly washed, until no
trace of droppings or Utter remains.
Make sure you get lots of sunlight
and fresh air Into the budding. If
there are not sufficient windows In the
place see that new windows are provided.

farms need not be counted a total
crop failure If this corn la stored as
winter feed for live stock In trench
silos. Corn which may have no chance
to mature a grain crop, may be saved
at low cost by packing the whole
green stalks In a trench silo.
A trench silo Is a hole, or trench dug
In the ground at a convenient location
with plow and scraper. Dimensions
of a medium sized trench may be six
to eight feet deep, with sloping sides,
about eight feet wide at the bottom
and twelve feet wide at the top. The
length of the silo will be governed by
the amount of corn to be stored and
the size of the live stock herd to
be fed.
Whole stalks of corn may be cut
With * sled cutter, mower, or by hand,
and thrown Into the trench while
green. Water is added, especially
near the sides, and the silage may, be
packed and cut by driving a sharp
disc harrow over the stalks In the
trench.
The filled trench silo may be sealed
by covering it with chaffy straw which
Is wet down, and upon which a fourinch layer of dirt is thrown. Plenty
of high quality. Juicy feed for convenient use during January storms
will result, compared with very little
teed to be gathered by farm animals
If the present crop of corn is allowed
to stand and Is grazed In the field.
Immature sorghums are reported by
some farmers to make silage of good
quality, although sour. If sorghum
has an opportunity to head, the silage
Is less sour and of greater feed value.
The greatest feed .value from millet
and sudan grass Is believed to be secured by. cutting and curing these
crops for hay.

1,626 Counties in U. S.
Free From Bovine TB

More than half of the counties In the
United States are now practically free
of bovine tuberculosis, according to a
map Issued by the United States Department of Agriculture. Various degrees of shading show the status, on
July 1, 1033, ot eradication work In
every county of the United States.
This work, begun In 1917 by the department In co-operation with the various states, has reduced the Infection
to a minimum In 1,626 counties, or 63
per cent of the total In the United
States.
Eleven states have been officially
designated as modified accredited
areas, signifying that tuberculosis
among cattle has been reduced to 0.5
per cent or less of,the cattle population. These states are North Carolina,
Maine, Michigan, Indiana, Wisconsin,
Ohio, Idaho, North Dakota, Nevada,
New Hampshire, and Utah. The last
Iodine in Eggs
two states qualified for accreditation
Goitre Is a deficiency disease the on July I, 1933. Several others. It Is
cause of which Is a lack of Iodine. expected, will qualify for similar recThe best way of administering the ognition by the end of the year.
iodine is In some organically combined
form. Hence the present fad for eggs
of high Iodine content especially In
Cash From Forests
regions Where goitre Is prevalent. On
Forest products ranked fourth In
the principle that If a little Iodine Is value among all farm crops In the
good, much must be better, poultry southern states In 1930. Woods prodbreeders have been adding iodine com- ucts cut and sold from southern farms
pounds to feeds and drinking water. brought farmers a cash Income of
The method Is so simple that Dr. O. more than $82,000,000 and were ekceedH. Almqulst of the University of Cali- ed In value only by cotton, tobacco,
fornia finds It necessary to sound a and potatoes. Approximately onewarning against It No one knows fourth of the farm area of the South,
how much Iodine or how little should or 70,000,000 acres, Is In forest or
be fed to a laying hen or a growing woodlands. To Increase the Income
cbtek. Until the correct doses are from farm woodlands and forests, the
f&ed by experiment the eating of eggs forest service advocates the adoption
rich in iodine may have its drawbacks. of selective cutting methods for sus—New York Tlmea
tained annual yields of high quality,
and the Improvement and extension of
fire control. State foresters, state colKeep Eggs From Spoiling leges of agriculture, the United States
To prevent spoiling, eggs should be Department of Agriculture, and a large
kept ln,storage where the temperature number of farmers are co-operating to
does not go below 29 degrees or above. bring about more efficient use of the
6p. These are the freezing and germ- «orest».
ination points. For average farm conditions the storage temperature should
Produce Trucking Grows
range somewhere between 35 and 55
degrees. In storing eggs be sure that
The truck-to-market movement Is
the cooling room Is fairly moist but showing steady Increase, according to
not wet and also that the room is free figures produced by the Department of
Agriculture. Last year eight large
from, odors.
center markets reported that the
equivalent of 158,000 carloads of fruit
Poultry Gleanings
and vegetables reached the market diTwo factors, pigmentation and molt, rectly by truck, an Increase of 22,000
should be given most attention In sum- over the previous year. In Philadelmer culling of the laying flock, accord- phia, for Instance, 30,000 cars were reing to a bulletin, "Culling Poultry," ceived by truck, compared with 42,000
available for free distribution by coun- by railroads and boat. More than onety agricultural agents.
fourth of New York city's supplies
* » •
were received In the same manner,
Any change In the ration should be while Los Angeles reported 27 per
made gradually, rather than abruptly, cent received by truck. It Is estimated
for the reason that marked changes that 84 per cent of the cantaloupes
suddenly made are likely to cause a produced on the Eastern shore and 77
drop in egg production which may per cent of the strawberries also went
be followed by a molt.
to market by truck.
* * «
The first baby Canadian geese to t>e
hatched In captivity have appeared In
Alfalfa Pasture
the federal game reserve on the KlaAccording to tests made In Illinois,
math river, Ore.
alfalfa pasture has proved to be very
* * *
economical for sheep nod lambs. It
To prevent Intestinal worms In all Is stated that 700,000 sheep and lambs
aees of turkeys, add two pounds of
did exceedingly well lu that state on
tobacco dust, containing 2 per cent of alfalfa pasture. With lambs valued at
nicotine to each 100 pounds of mash. five cents a pound last year, alfalfa
pasture brought an Income of $24 per
u m o n g tUe
acre. Alfalfa maintained an average
Parisians ure worrying cUIrken farm- of 7 ewes and 12 lambs an acre for
ers in Normandy and Brittany. Sta- 100 days. While the lambs were on
tists show Uwt 20 per cent less efica pasture they gained 480 pounds per
,u-e consuim'd than lu 1013
acre.

Lesson for September 24
REVIEW: SOME EARLY LEADERS
OF ISRAEL

NO NEED THIS TIME

GOLDEN TEXT—Finally, my brethren, be strong In the lord, and In th»
Little Mary had formed a habit of power of hla might. Bpheslans «:10.
praying for everything she wished.
PRIMARY TOPIC—Friends From
One night her mother was surprised God's Book.
JUNIOR TOPIC—Som« Heroe» of
to hear her pray that her brother God's
Book.
wouldn't shoot the nice little birds
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOPwith his BB gun any more. The same IC—Lessons From Great Leaders.
TOUNO PEOPLE AND ADULT TOPprayer continued several nights.
IC—What Make* a Great LeaderT
Then, suddenly one night, the shootIng was -not mentioned.
For'senior and adult classes, two
"Why didn't you pray about the methods are suggested.
birds tonight?" asked Mary's mother.
First—/The grouping of the men and
"Well, you see, I didn't need to be- women as leaders.
cause I hid John's gun and he hasn't
The material ot this lesson Is adaptfound it yet"—Indianapolis News.
ed from the Lutheran lesson commen-

tary, i

OF THE SAME MIND

He—I like hunting and fishing.
She—So do I—hunting for a good
time and fishing for compliments.
Tit for T«t
Tommy was hungry. Mother gave
him a saucer of rice and told him to
sit on the back stens while he ate it
An old hen came along and attempted to help eat the rice. Tommy kicked
at her. Turning quickly In fright, the
hen slipped and fell. Running Into
the house, Tommy called:
"Ohl Mamma, I kicked at the hen
and she kicked at me."—Indianapolis
News.

Ho Want* to B« Sara
Professor—If the moon Is two million miles away, how long will It take
an airplane traveling at 100 miles an
hour to reach It?
Modern boy cautiously—How much
gasoline did H start with?
Awakening Influence
"I've got a new Idea. Fortune In
It."
"What now?"
"It's an alarm clock that emits the
delicious odor of frying bacon and
eggs."
Slipped Out
He—But, darling, we arranged to
keep our engagement secret
She—Yes, love, but I could not help
It Yesterday Erna sa,ld no Idiot
would ever marry me and I had to
contradict her!

'NUF

SAID

Barber—I understand you are la
business for yourself.
Victim—No; I have a wife.
Well N.mcd
Mrs. Tellit—Those people down the
street who had ~he twins are having
a hard time to choose names for them.
Mrs. Nayber—I would suggest Hugh
and Cry.—Pathfinder Magazine.
Buiineit Tact

Farmer Brown—I see you have reduced the fine for speeding from $10
to $5.
County Judge—Yes. The cussea
were beginning to slow up.—Brooklyn
Eagle.
Buiy Keyhole
The Amorous One—Bobby, do you
ever peep through the keyhole when
I am sitting in there with your sister?
Bobby — Sometimes — when mother
ain't there.

I. The Military Leaders (Lessons
1, 2 and 5).
1. Joshua (Lesson 1). He was
skillful In military tactics as well as
organization. He possessed natural
gifts, but his success was due mainly,
to his obedience to God.
2. Caleb (Lesson 2). As one of the
twelve spies, be Insisted that by God's
help they could possess Canaan.
3. Gideon (Lesson 5). Ho obeyed
God's strange command to reduce his
army to 300 men. With them he routed the host of Mldlan, and made
Israel free for about forty years.
II. Women (Lessons 3, ft, and 7).
L Deborah (Lesson 3). She was
called In an emergency and led the
people forward to victory.
2. Ruth (Lesson 6). She adopted
a new people, a new God, and a new
country, with no thought of personal
gain. She became the ancestress of
David and thus of Christ
3. Hannah (Lesson 7). In Hannah
ahlnes forth Ideal motherhood.
III. Prophets (Lessons 4 and 8).
1. Isaiah (Lesson 4). He has the
place of first rank among the prophets.
He denounced the sins of Israel.
Drunkenness was one of the sins
which destroyed Israel
2. Samuel (Lesson 8). He was director-general of Israel while serving
as a prophet of God.
IV. Royalty (Lessons 9. 10, 11 and
12).
1. Saul (Lesson 0). He had the
anointing of God and the approval ot
the people. Hla days were filled with
blunders, largely because' he trusted
and exalted himself rather than God.
2. David (Lesson 10). David came
Into prominence unexpectedly. He had
the Inner qualities that God could
use for a true king. He brought the
scattered tribes under one government, bound together with the bond of
one religion.
3. Jonathan (Lesson 11). He Is noted
for his friendship for David. He was
legal heir to the throne, but renounced
his right In favor of David.
4. Solomon (Lesson 12). He came
to the throne welcomed by a united
nation. The Idea of building the temple as well as much material for Its
erection came to him from his father.
He built the temple and dedicated It to
God, setting forth that Its supreme
purpose was God's glory.
Second—The Summary Method.
The aim here Is to state the leading
fact and principal teaching of the several lessons. The following suggestions are made:
Lesson for July 2. Joshua's faith In
the promises of God and obedience to
the divine command enabled him to
carry forward to success the work
begun by Moses.
Lesson for July 9. Because Caleb
wholly followed the Lord, his strength
was preserved.
Lesson for July 16. It was out of
the ordinary for God to call a woman
to a place of national leadership. Deborah had the good Judgment to urge
Barak forward.
Lessbn for July 23.—Drunkenness
and other sins caused Israel's ruin.
Lesson for July 30. Gideon, with a
small band of men, routed and destroyed the Mldlanltes because he
trusted and obeyed God.
Lesson for August 6. Because Ruth,
chose to Identify herself with the people of God she was abundantly blessed.
Lesson for August 13. Hannah
stands out as the Ideal godly mother.
Lesson for August 20. Samuel heard
the call of God while serving In the
capacity In which his mother dedicated him.
Lesson for August 27. Saul shamefully failed because he disobeyed God.
Lesson for September 3. Because
David was a man after God's own
heart, God used him and blessed him
In spite of his sins.
Lesson for September 10. Jonathan
Is an example of a true friend.
Lesson for September 17. Solomon
chose wisdom rather than honor and
riches. Because of this God was able,
to give ricues and honor.

Awkward Poaitlon
GEM? OF THOUGHT '
Kent Collector's Wife—What are
you looking so worried about, Horace?
The Lord of Glory hungers for your
Rent Collector—The landlord's become a client of our firm, and if I faith and your love.
don't collect uiy rent I get the sack
Let ua, who long to set our hands
for Inofllolency.
to great things, begin by little.
Hit Job

ttastus—What yo' wukkln' at now'.'
Mose—Ah Is a blacksmith In a I'ufuterla.
Uatilub—What yo' meanK
Mose—Ah shoos files.

Tell the kins that I purchased the
road to Ugaudu with my life.—James
Hannlngtou.
I am In the best of service for the
best of masters, and upon the best o|
tju-ms.—John Williams,
-
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D. Pearson has bought a new
ton Chevrolet truck from 0. W.
ihaffer & Son.

Opening
Eventful Day

Harold Winder of Des Moines spent
the week end in the city with his parints, C. T. Winder and wife.
The big eventful day in Anita's
history will be Saturday, the opening
day of Young's 5 and lOc Store. It
Byron McNeil, a son-in-law of Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Forshay, is ill at his
lome in Chicago with pneumonia.

23

Mrs. 'M. Poleson, living west of the
city, was hostess last Thursday afternoon to the members of the W. W.
club.

-rf
V '
ambition will be to
serve the people of this vicinity in such a manner as to merit their constant
[patronage. Quality, Value.and Service will be our watchwords, and the founIdation on wlttg^ewffl build our business. To get acquainted we will conduct
(a sale on the above date, and nothing is being spared to make it an event that
j w aiberefflgf^df»ralongtimeto come. Hundreds of bargains will be
•offered in all Sections of ,our store. So come early, for although we have pwr[chased in liberal quantities to supply all of our demands, there are some artiIcleii we are likely to run out of, and they may be the very articles you wanted.
[Even if you tfon t need anything, come in, pay us a visit, and see how well preIpared we are to serve you.

H. L. Bell and wife returned home
last Friday afternoon from Lake
Okoboji, where they had been spending most of the summer at their cottage.

th
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:
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lty whose aim and

:
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A Few Bargains For
Opening Day
ten's Bayou Mixed Sox, per pair. .10c
idies' iasle Finish Hose, pair
lOc
idies* Dressing Coinbs, each
9c
Pelt Base Mats, 141/2x27 inches... .lOc
[en's Fancy Garters, per pair
19c
letfs Heavy Suspenders
49c
Ivory5 and Green Ware
25c
llue vOnyx Mottled Ware
49c
Joys Broadcloth School Shirts... .69c

Platonite Cups, special each
10y2-inch Fry Pans
Galvanized Tubs, each
12-quart Dairy Pails, each
Toilet Paper, 2 special rolls
Mixing Bowls, 5-piece sets
Big Value Alarm Clocks
Toilet Soap, 3 bars for
Men's Flannel Gloves, 2 pairs

5c
lOc
29c
35c
9c
59c
89c
5c
25c

On the opening day we will give every child. buying any school supplies or
ier articles, an ALL DAY SUCKER FREE.
_
_

bung's 5 and lOc Store
ANITA, IOWA
Frank W. Burkhart and wife o
Don't .miss the opening of Young's
i tyLeary and his sister, Mrs.
Nebraska
City spent Saturday nigh
5
and
lOc
Store
Saturday.
Bargains
fine Main, were Omaha visitors
with relatives in Anita.
galore.
It

P. Frederickson, accompanied
son-in-law and daughter, Mr.
L. T. Olson and daughter,
pluth, -were here from Des
i Sunday, spending the day with
sughter and sister, Mrs. C. A.
nd husband.
nembers of the C. O. Z. club,
with two guests* OMDrs. J. C.
and 'Miss Mattie Butler, were
lined last Wednesday by Mrs.
Holton at Tier home on Waleet. A 12:30 o'clock dinner
ved> by the hostess.

The members of the Mutual Benefit
club of the Highland vicinity met Friday afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Glen Taylor, Late in the afternoon
the hostess served a two course
unch.
Harold Beach, who operates a 6 and
lOc store in Guthrie Center, has been
in Anita a few days this week assisting Chas. A. Young in arranging his
stock for the opening of the Young
5 and lOc Store-on Saturday.

Miss Beth Harry left Tuesday for
Grinnell, Iowa, where she will attend school at Grinnell college the
coming year. Miss Bertha Daubendiek will return to Grinnell ThursHoffmann, Expert, former as- day to start her second year at the
\ of C. F. Redlich, Minneapolis, college.
will demonstrate -without
At her home on East Miain "Street
I his "Perfect Retention Shields"
ntic, .Wednesday, October 4 last Wednesday evening, 'Mrs. Ben
i Park Hotel from 10 A. M. to Gochanour was hostess to the members of the Pinochle club and three
Please comoe early.
} rupture allowed to protrude is other guests, 'Mirs. Cole Musick, Mrs.
ous, weakening the whole sys- Hattie Wiese and Mrs. C. A. Robipt often causes stomach trouble, son. The high score for the evening
was won by Mrs. Bessie Lowell.
backpains.
["Perfect Retention Shields" will
The regular monthly meeting of
tipture Tinder any condition of
the
Women's Home Missionary Sociand contract the' opening in a
ety of the Methodist church was held
me.
submit to avoidable opera- last /Thursday afternoon at the home
nd wear trusses that will en- of Mrs. Nellie Holmes. The program
|the opening. Many satisfied was in charge of Mrs. Qllfe Yeater,
in this community. No mai who lead the devotional service. Mrs.
Frank A. Black held the study hour
HOME OFFICE:
and Mrs. Angeline Lowden^ as^sted
'In Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.[the hostess in serv.ng refreshments.

PTURE

>ur
specials last Saturday were such a success
Ll
iat we are again quoting the following for
SATURDAY ONLY
2AT LOAF, 3 pounds
\*e
KX)N SQUARES, per pound
Jjc
^CON, in slab, per pound
8
8c
fCNlC HAMS, per pound
Try one of these Picnic Hams.
We know you will like them.

Miller's Market

THEATRE

SAT-SUN. SEPT. 23-24
V*CAN YOU CONDEMN
ME FOR DARING TO
HAVE A BABY ALL
MY OWN?

Frank Exline and wife of Council
Bluffs spent Sunday in the city with
his sister and brother, Mrs. George
Biggs and Fred Exline, and their families.
Chester A. Long, wife and son,
Jack,- drove to St. Joseph, Missouri,
Saturday afternoon where they visitd over Sunday with M. C. Hansen
nd family.

For Children

: big eventful day in Anita's The Zike department store at Lewis
r will fce Saturday, the opening was entered one night last week and
wearing apparel worth several hun'• Young's 5 and lOc Store. It
dred dollars was stolen.

John Schaake, local merchant, has
been confined to his home for several days with an attack of rheumatism.

UNIT*

Rialto

Now! A battery operated Coroado Radio Console—all complete in I
ne cabinet.
Super-Het, Dynamic
>peaker, new low drain tubes, $39.50.
Gamble Stores.
It
Paul Burkhart left the last of the
week for Iowa City, where he will
attend school at the State University.
'his will make Paul's second year at
he University.
John Sager, F. M. (Bay) Malone
nd Albert Morgan, all prominent
a'rmers of the Wiota vicinity, shipped
•ourteen car load of cattle and hogs
to the Chicago market Saturday evenng.
A Warner Bros. Mr with

Edward Whalen and wife of Denver,
Colorado, were recent visitors in the
city with their sister-in-law, Mrs. R.
D. Vernon. They stopped here for a
short visit while on their way to Chicago.
One of the most thrifty bunches o:
hogs to be marketed in Anita fo
several months was sold a few day
ago by Joe Vais, Jr. to Burke
Dorsey, local stock buyers.
Ther
was 40 head in the sale. The hog;
were 6% months old and averagec
278 pounds.

KAY FRANCIS
LYLE TALBOT
GLENDA FARRELL
T H E L M A TODD
•WMMMMMMMMMMMNHWl^MMMHBMI

Plus This Array of Added Entertainment

Ruth Etting Song Specialty
UNIVERSAL NEWS with GRAHAM McNAMEE

POPULAR ADMISSION
lOc and 25c
On Wednesday evening the Missei
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Brookner am Isabel and Margaret Biggs entertain
son, Billie, were Sunday visitors i: ed the members of the U-Trump-I
W. V. Somerville, wife and three
Mrs. Mary Hunt of Council Bluffs
Council Bluffs and Omaha.
bridge club at the home of their par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Zate Biggs. The spent Sunday in the city at the home sons were Council Bluffs visitors SunMrs. Joe Vetter and her sister, Mrs
day.
evening was spent in playing bridge of her son, Fred Exline and famGus Hunter, are spending a few day
at which high scorer was Miss Rut] ily.
Elmer Shaefer and wife left Sunin Nebraska City this week with thei Dement and runner-up was Miss Jane
The Misses Kathryn Dalton and day morning on a motor trip to Topjrother, Frank W, Burkhart an
Scholl.
LaVerne Van Scoy of Atlantic were eka, Kansas, to visit their son, Lester
wife.
Shaefer.
At the home of Mrs. A. V. Robin visitors in the city last Thursday afDr. P. T. Williams was in Atlanti
son last Thursday, the winners of th ternoon, guests of Miss Jane Scholl.
Ladies' lisle finished hose, strong
Monday and Tuesday attending th Bide-a-Wee bridge club were 1:OC
Claire Johnston, wife and sons, and serviceable, lOc per pair at)
annual convention of the Southwea o'clock luncheon guests of the losers
[owa District Dental Society. Th Other guests were Mrs. Earl Brown Merle and Wayne, of Menlo spent Young's 5 and lOc Store. A hose
convention was held at Hotel Whit and Mrs. Solon A. Karns. The af Sunday in Anita with his parents, Earl that looks well and will give unusual
It
Johnston and wife, and with other service.
ney.
ternoon was spent in playing bridge relatives and friends.
Mrs. Elmer Scholl carried off high
Mrs. Fred Kline fell on the sideMrs. Rachel Millhollin of this cit score honors.
Mrs. Merle Turner was hostess last walk near the Johnson Plumbing and
is now a great grandmother, a so
Heating Shop about 3:00 o'clock Tueshaving been born on September 1
Mrs. Emily Townsend, accompaniei Thursday, at the home of her mother- day afternoon and had the misfortune
in-law,
Mrs.
Myra
Turner,
to
the
to her grandson and granddaughte by her daughter and granddaughter
to break her right shoulder blade.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Millhollin o Mrs. Chas. Russell and daughter, Mis members of the Original Sunshine She was taken to the Campbell hospiclub.
The
ladies
quilted
most
of
the
Omaha.
Margaret, of Aberdeen, South Dakota
tal for treatment.
came to Anita Saturday evening t day. At noon a covered dish dinner
was
enjoyed.
Mrs.
John
Baylor
will
Sam Karns and son, George,
Mr. and Mrs. Harley Miller and
visit friends. On Sunday Margare
Melrose Park, Illinois, are visitin left for Iowa City where she will at be hostess at the next meeting of the sons, James and Arthur, and his sishere with their brother and uncl tend school the coming year at the club.
ter, Mrs. Clyde Dickson of- Menlo,
Henry Karns and family, and wit State University.
have returned to their respective
other relatives and friends. This i
homes from Maynard, Iowa, where
Tom K. Murrow, wife and two childthe first visit Sam has made in Anit
they spent several days with relasince leaving here seventeen year ren of Des Moines were week end'
tives and friends. While there they
visitors in the city at the home of
attended a reunion of the Knight famago.
his sister, Mrs. R. W. iForshay and •
ily at Klotk's Island at Fayette, Iowa,
Mr. Murrow is recovering
The first meeting of the school yea family.
at which sixty-one relatives and two
f the Parent-Teachers' Association slowly from a long illness, returning
guests were in attendance. They reWill pay a subscription to
will be held at the high school audi- home recently from the Mayo Bros.'
port
an enjoyable sojourn.
The Tribune from now until
torium on Thursday evening of this hospital in Rochester, •Minnesota,
June 1, 1934, for any teacher,
week. There will be a concert by the where he submitted to an operation.
or student at college. Send
school band from 7:30 until 8:00
your boy or girl the home paper
The
large
livestock
barn
on
the
o'clock, at which time the business
while they are away at school.
meeting will be held, followed by a James Collins farm near Massena was
It will be just like "a letter
destroyed
by
flre
about
1:00
o'clock
SAVE MONEY
J
short*• program.
aiiuA
t/* "& * •«•»" A
—-. canvass
—»-.« .__-, of
— the town
_
from home." It will reach them
for members and dues will be made I Saturday morning when it was struck
on
Friday
of
each
week.
This
Economy Shoe Co. 3
~ by a bolt of lightning during a severe
P. T.
following the meeting. Mrs. ~
way they will be able to keep
thunder
storm.
A
large
number
of
the
membersip
chairWilliams is
in touch with the news and
hogs and pigs in the barn were resman. .
events of their home town, and
cued. A large amount of hay and
they will get a great amount of
The Iowa highway commission will grain were consumed by the flames.
Better Shoes For Less
news which would be imposreceive bids on September 26 for The loss, estimated at several thousNOTHING — $3.98 — OVER
sible
to
write
in
a
personal
letpaving of 14.54 miles of highways in and dollars, is partly covered by inter. Don't delay. SUBSCRIBE
nine counties and for 23.77 miles of surance.
NOW!
grading, 22.26 miles of original gravAtlantic
Mrs. Frank Talbot of New Plyel, and 178.37 miles of second course
gravel and bridge and culvert work. mouth, Idaho, visited in the city a
Included in the second course grave] few days the past week with her
Mirs. A. H. Talbot,
contract will be 21.7 miles of pri- mother-in-law,
stopping
here
while
on her way home
S.
road
6
acmary road 2 from U.
from
a
visit
in
Chicago
with her sis.„„„ Cass county to Adair county line;
ross
i 04 miles of primary road 176 south ter, Miss Lyravine Votaw. Mrs. Talfrom Cumberland to primary road 2; bot is a former resident of Anita,
5 miles of primary road 48 south and is a daughter of the late Rev.
from Griswold to the Montgomery E. H. Votuw, at one time pastor of the
Her
county line. Second course gravel will local Congregatiorjal church.
also be placed on road No. 2 from maiden name was Ruth Votaw, and at
Fontanelle west to the Cass county one time was engaged as a teacher in
the local schools.
line.

$1.00

I Better Fit Better Wear \

Family Shoe Store |

List Your Pigs and Piggy
Sows for Federal Purchase.
The Farmers Coop.

THE TRIBUNE. ANITA. IOWA.

Revimv of Current
Eveiits the World Over

;WS

gan Martin Tri^ to Establish Government for
Cuba—Four JMpre States for Prohibition
lue Eagle Notes.

pBACEJ for ten years between Greece
\,a^d Tork«r ls assured by the pact
wnich was signed at Ankara by Premiers Tsaladrls and Ismet Pasha,
The pact guarantees reciprocal frontier security against aggression, a common understanding before deciding on
domestic and International questions
and mutual representation at International conferences.
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Fruits in Order
for Daily Menus
Furnish Vitamin Supplies,
Specially Important, at
Small Cost.

sugar mixed with cinnamon. Cover
bottom of baking dish with the
the bread, then add fruit and remaining bread In alternate layers,
saving a few of the crumbs to put
on top. Bake one-half hour, covered,
and the last fifteen minutes uncovered, in a moderate oven, 875 degrees Fahrenheit
Fried Carrots and Apples.

and the carrots In a large skillet
with the butter, cover tightly and
cook until well browned, turn, and
brown the other side. Just before
the cooking Is finished sprinkle with
thp sngnr and salt.
©. 1933, Bell Syndicate. —WNXJ Bervic*.

Church Well Endowed

Had Trinity church kept all of the
original Queen Anne farm grant of
£705, Its holdings In Manhattan
would now be worth about 5150,000,000. Today the productive fraction
of the farm still owned by the parlsb
furnishes an income of more than
$1,250,000. The total real estate
holdings of the church are assessed
at about $50,000,000. The actual
value is said to be $65,000,000.

4 medium-sized carrots
A new Interest is being shown by
4 tart apples
2 tablespoons butter
housekeepers' in the relation of food
1 tablespoon sugar
value and cost. Foods are being chos% teaspoon salt
en not only by taste, not only Itt regard
to
food
value,
but
In
regard
to
Scrape the carrots and cut them
By EDWABD W. PICKARD
the relation of cost to these other lengthwise into thin slices. Core apon bi« edge ty that repeal will be accomplished befactors.
ples but do not pare and cut into
Cuban Prudential chair fore Christmas.
One of the bright spots In the life slices about % of an inch thick.
be had been hoistedI by the
of the woman who considers all Place a single layer of the apples
Maine, stronghold of prohibition
these things Is the fact that fruit
ta, Bamon Grao San Mari since 1851, proved her change of heart
tin endeavored ear- by voting more than 2 to 1 for repeal.
has been and Is at an unusually low
nestly to maintain his The wets carried every county and
price. Fruits contribute largely to
'our supply of minerals arid vitamins.
balance and tit estab- their 80 delegates will take formal
The fruits that are used most oftlish a government BO action In convention on December 6.
Jf you want to GET RID of Constipation worriesen In our daily life are: probably
solid that It woul< be Then, all In one day, came Maryland,
oranges, bananas and apples, all of
given recognition by nearly 5 to 1 for repeal; Minnesota,
which are now staple In our markets.
the United; States. On where the wets outnumbered the drys
White all of us like a variety in our
all sides he was beset more than 2 to 1; and Colorado, where
time ago we could hope to fight foods, we can safely choose our
with 4U$<ftttU» and the repeallsts won by nearly 8 to 1.
militarism in Europe successfully by
with reference to price, as far
threi(ttk |v to rthe blgf
Other states to vote on the repeal Individual refusals to do service. Bnt fruits
as food value and taste are conNational hotel were amendment this year are: Idaho and
we are in the presence of al- cerned. -If, for instance, you find a
the deposed army and New Mexico, September 19; Virginia, today
together different
circumstances. bargain In bananas, which are now
navy officers, heavily October 3; FJorlda, October 10; Ohio, There
Is In the center of Europe a at a particularly low price, you use
IGrau armed and, supported Pennsylvania, North Carolina, South
state (Germany) which Is publicly them as your principal fruit for the
Irtln by1 the imore ConservCarolina, Kentucky and Utah, Novemfor war by all means.
week, If you use snch vegetables as
1. Control intestinal action exactly—no "purging"
that favored the return ber 7. The repeallsts can afford to preparing
"In
these
conditions
the
Latin
councabbage or lettuce as well. The same
of De Cespedes whom the lose three of these, but probably will tries, above all France and Belgium, Is
true of apples.
2. Measure to suit your individual needs to the drop \
:d shoved bht In the bar- not do so.
are In great danger and can only,
A very interesting comparison of
vana and elsewhere about
count on their preparedness.
fruits commonly used has been made
were American warships, em3. Banish Bowel Fatigue and the laxative habit
YORK city staged a hugeNRA
"As far as Belgium is concerned it recently by Doctor Eddy of Columie possibility d£ armed interparade, and as a preliminary Ad- Is obvious that this little country will bia university. Fruits are compared
Uncle Sam It. conditions be- ministrator Hugh Johnson, addressing not make abusive use of its prepara- In reference to the Important minchaotlc. In the capital city a mass meeting, informed the nation tion and that it has the greatest need eral content to the content of vitaHere's Whys
centers new political and that 85 per cent of the employers In to safeguard its existence.
mins A-B-C, the best known vitafactions formed nightly, 'the United States were already en"Imagine Belgium occupied by pres- mins. (B has been divided Into two
it, you avoid danger of bowel strain.
is strikes-complicated-'the rolled under the blue eagle. He at- ent-day Germany! It would undoubt- parts—one known as G—but these
Any hospital offers evidence of the You can keep the bowels regular,
Money, food and gasoline tacked critics of the NRA, which he edly be worse than in 1914, even parts are usually found together in
harm done by harsh laxatives that and comfortable; you can make
drain the system, weaken the bowel constipated spells as rare as colds.
ops that were supporting declared was "not an attempt at regi- though occupation at that time was various proportions.) You will note
muscles, and in some cases even
Martin were running low, mentation of Industry, but a charter of terrible. That is why I am telling how these vary.,You will not depend,
affect the liver and kidneys.
its were refusing credit
freedom," and asserted the country yon In the most direct fashion that for Instance, upon prunes for VitaA doctor will tell you that the
ess, the President, who Is had been lifted "about one-quarter of If I were a Belgian I would not re- min C, but yon can get a large amount
The liquid test:
unwise choice of laxatives is a comfigure than De Cespe- the way out of the Inky blackness of fuse to do military service under the of Vitamin A from them. Next In.A
mon cause of chronic constipation.
on bravely and proceeded last March."
present circumstances, but on the con- content comes bananas, which also
Fortunately, the public is fast This test has proved to many men
cabinet; Posing and speak"While. General Johnson -was strug- trary I would accept It In full con- supply some units of B and C.
returning to the use of laxatives and women that their trouble was
talkies, be declared: "At gling in Washington to formulate a science with the feeling that I was
It is only recently that we have
in liquid form.
not "weak bowels", but strong
Is again frfee among clvl- code that would be accepted by the contributing to save European civili- been able to confine the vitamin conA properly prepared liquid laxa- cathartics:
tent of food In units. For a long time
tive Brings a perfect movement.
~ of the world. Cuba now soft, coal Interests, President Roosevelt zation."
First. Select a good liquid laxaThere is no discomfort at the time tive. 2. Take the dose you find is
government, all that we was endeavoring, In a conference with
At that time Einstein was In Brus- comparison was made much more
and no weakness after. You don't suited to your system. 3. Gradually
Ity; and we hope that the heads of each of the recovery sels, bnt It was reported a Nazi organ- generally by checks one, two and
have to take "a double dose" a day reduce the dose until bowels are
S' come quickly."
units, to push ahead three of the major ization had put him on Its death list, three. Of course not all foods have
or
two later.
moving regularly without any need
I military officers, who had parts of his program—expansion of so he fled to England and hid In a yet been tested by units, but work
In
buying any laxative, always of stimulation.
i poaiattton of the National credit. Insurance of bank deposits and cabin on the east coast provided for is continuing In this respect.
read the label. Not the claims, but
Syrup pepsin has the highest
In checking cost of food In comhim by Commander pllver Lockerbeleaguered there by control of the oil Industry.
the contents. If it contains one standing among liquid laxatives,
doubtful drug, don't take it.
soldiery «ent Col. Horatio ., Aid for the small business man, who Lampson. Its location was kept secret parison to food value at the prices
and is the one generally used. It
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is a contains senna, a natural laxative
'"'~* of war and navy un- still Is having; trouble with his credit and he said be would remain there Indicated, oranges would be the
prescriptional preparation in which which is perfectly safe f9r the
to the Presidential arrangements now is the central ques- until October, when he was coming to cheapest source of Vitamin C;
rangest child. Your druggist has
there are no mineral drugs. Its inprunes and bananas the cheapest
the Immediate resig- tion In the government's credit prob- America, to lecture.
r. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin.
gredients are on the label. By using
sources of Vitamin A. If raw cab|Grati San Martin, but he lem, according to Jesse H. Jones,
bage
was
used
for
salad
to
furnish
OUISIANA'S women have no InSuccess. Meanwhile the chairman of the Reconstruction
tention of letting up in their fight Vitamin C, your diet would be balhotel left and the Finance corporation, who attended
to ran the place the conference. Large 'industries are to obtain the ousting of Huey Long anced both for cost and vitamin.
The banana, it is Interesting to
and John H. Overton from the United
Eassador Welles, who finding accommodations, he said.
Times Change
Democracy's Strength
hotel, also departed,Banks in small towns must be con- States senate. Their organization, note, has arrived at a new standing
In olden Cays, guests left at mid'Americans who had vinced that loans are now feasible, ac- beaded by Mrs. Hilda Phelps Ham- In this dietary in tbe past few years. Americans are the only people who night,
the host and hostess
cording to Mr, Jones. They are still mond, sent a long telegram to Senator It has always been a favorite treat carry on a revolution by prosy They time to giving
discuss
the party before going
delegate
a,
leader
to
accomplish
It
for
children,
but
bad
been
considConnally
of
Texas,
chairman
of
'
the
hanging back and not helping the
to bed, Instead of the next day.
ered not too easy of digestion until single-banded.—Exchange.
'of1 course, was merchants and Industries In their com- senate Investigating committee, de- It. was discovered that a ripe and
manding that the committee conclude
be developments in munities, Mr, Jones said.
unripe banana were completely
Mr. Jones repeated his threat that its Inquiry Into the state election that an
|deep Interest, not to say
different as far as digestion was conPresident Roosevelt was the government plans to take over seated Senator Overton. The tele- cerned. The ripe banana Is now beto avoid intervention if functions of banks through the me- gram said In part:
"The evidence of record that was ing used in infant feeding. The
trough Secretary of State dium of mortgage corporations,
crushed pulp is given a a very early
Heated Oat he would fol- formed among Industries for the dis- adduced by a competent counsel and age. For best digestion, either for
skilled
Investigators
conclusively
shows
counting
of
paper
with
the
R.
F.
C.
sMrt-'nentrallty among
old or young, bananas whose skins
ctfons5aM would permit This device, he said, would clear up that Overton's election from beginning 'are slightly flecked with brown
hex ,<wm 'political prob- the remaining credit difficulties in the to end was a gigantic fraud designed should be used for eating raw. If
and perpetrated by Senator Long,
| Hull's gformal statementroad of-the .recovery drive.
bananas are to be cooked, it makes
Secretary Ickes, after his conference Overton's campaign manager, with the no difference -whether they are ripe
knowledge
and
consent
of
Mr.
Overton,
cent of the United with the President, said that the price
or unripe. Baked, sauted and broiled
Is the beneficiary.
interest' in behalf of or fixing provisions would remain In 'the who
bananas are used often now as des"Senator
Long
has
openly
boasted
any political group 611 code, bnt that he would not at- that word has gone down to lay off sert or as a meat accompaniment.
nt organisation which la tempt to regulate prices until such a of him. We prefer to disbelieve Sen- They are also used as apples are In
In the political life of «tep became necessary.
the preparation of such desserts as
1 In another conference,
conferem plans to col- ator Long's statement, but the atti- brown betty.
tude
of
your
committee
must
seem
to
ildent Mario G. Menoeal, lect a billion dollars in back taxes due confirm its truth. In the name of deBanana* With Bacon.
I to Cuba after the ousting the federal government were laid be- cent citizenry and appealing to a
B bananas
K pound bacon
entered Into the picture fore President Roosevelt by Guy T. rightful sense of duty as a United
t
Utary officers invited him Helvering, commissioner of internal States senator/we
urge you and your
Roll half lengths of peeled ba,' effort to force Orau San revenue.
Of the total due, $750,000,000 Is tied committee to take immediate and en- nanas In strips of bacon. Secure with
[of the Presidency.
toothpick, 11 necessary. Broil under
np In litigation which the government ergetic action."
flame; or bake In oven-proof dish In
Is
seeking
to
speed,
>.
Helvering
exal days Spain was witha hot oven, 40 degrees Fahrenheit,
RUISED
and
footsore
after
a
week
Iblnet, following the oust- plained, because tax payers are seekof Struggling through the forests about 15 minutes, or until bananas
ing
to
have
it
refunded
fo
them.
An>-Soclall8t government of
Because of a unique process in
of Ontario, Ward T. Van Orman and are tender and bacon is crisp. Baste
buel Azaha, and the situ- other $260,000,000 has not been paid Frank
manufacture, Genuine Bayer AspirA, Trotter, pilots of a Goodyear at least once during the baking.
In.
Assured
by
the
President
of
a
sufcritical.
Whole bananas may be wrapped in
in Tablets are made to disintegrate does not harm the heart. So if you
balloon In the James
ficient
fund
to
carry
on
the
work,
HelPresident
bacon and cooked in the same way.
—or dissolve—INSTANTLY you want QUICK and SAFE relief sea
vering said he hoped to round up Gordon Bennett race
In Aletake them. Thus they start to work that you get the real Bayer article.
Banana and Apple Brown Betty.
from Chicago, were
$300,000,000
In
the
near
future
withyetinstantly. Start "taking hold" oi Always look for the Bayer cross on
8
cups
bread
out great difficulty. No prosecutions found a n d brought
S tablespoons butter
even a severe headache; neuralgia, every tablet as illustrated,
Ucan leadback • to civilization.
are
being
planned
at
present
2 apples
neuritis or rheumatic pain a few above, and for the words,
hlm
C a u g h t in a bad
8 bananaa
G E N U I N E BAYER
minutes
after taking.
coalition
%
cup
sugar
DVOCATES of recognition of the squall, they had been
ASPIRIN on every bottle
And
they
provide
SAFE
relief—
solely
H
teaspoon
cinnamon
Soviet Russian government by the forced to land, upside
or package.
for
Genuine
BAYER
ASPIRIN
cal party
Cut bread Into dice and saute with
United States are much encouraged by down, In dense woods.
dependent
Carrying
heavy
packs,
butter until brown. Peel apples and
the appointment of John Van A. MacGENUINE BAYER ASPIRIN DOES NOT HARM THE HEART
This Lerthe two men fought
bananas, cut very thin. Dredge with
Murray as minister to
apllshed
their way slowly toEstonia, Latvia and
difficulty,
ward the line of the W. T. Van
Alejandro
Lithuania.
They
be; I the inV LMTOUX
Ontario
Hydroelectric
Orman
lieve this la a step
\p bit can
company. Their rest
o
w
a
r
d
recognition
hjm, although two
cue was made possible by tbe cutting
writ 23 utoM cw^auct ' i#&u CIQO
.Salvador de Madarlaga and that Mr. MacMur-/
down of a telephone pole along this
[Sanchei Boman, iad re- ray will be ,our amline, for James Barrett, lineman, seekap, • terroux selected a bassador at Moscow
ing the cause of an Interruption In
was approved by Preal- before very long. He
service, found a note written by the
Of Ita thirteen mem- Is a college professor
aeronauts. Following a course which
member* of the .Radical specialist in Russian
0 j 0
P
the note mentioned, the lineman found
(Urawi. &&* kffutewMt ,
the Americans In a camp at Tower No.
is really the most eon- affairs and history
In the country, so the and recently returned John Van A. 88, an outpost.
Though formal announcement had
I has taken a decided turn from a trip through MacMurray
not been made, it appeared the winLerroux and. his govern- Russia. In every reave considerable difficulty snect Mr. MacMurray Is qualified to ners of the race were Capt Franclszek
the United States abroad, Hynek and Lieut. Zbygnlew Burzynskl
for the Socialist left represent
for he has held many Important posts of Poland, who landed near Riviere a
hist right will, be to
the diplomatic service, in Europe Pierre, Quebec, 812 miles from Chicailtlon. ,
and
to the Far East In 1924 he was go. Van Ornaan and Trotter made
the Spanish government an assistant
of state and about 600 miles. Lieutenant Commanwith Is tbe great crime Boon after wassecretary
appointed
minister to der T G. W. Settle and Charles H' sweeping over the «ounKendall, pilots of the United States
r bombings and Incendiary
1
Quickly bat tently — that'* how
to ^lleved that the next step In navy balloon, landed In Connecticut.
' frequent and the police
Fcla-Naptha looteni dirt. It» two aafe,
They
traveled
about
750
miles.
Bal' so far have been unlively cleaners—good golden soap end
loons representing Germany, Belgium,
the outrages. Many of
plenty of naptha do a beautiful wash
and France flew shorter distances.
re attributed to Commuwith lea* work. Tbanka to this extra
1ANC1
pHANCELLOK
HITLER and his
Nazis have compelled Prof. Albert Einstein to revise In part his long
held pacifist attitude. His altered
views appeared in a
letter to a Belgian anti-militarist who appealed to him to help
two Belgian conscientious objectors to
military service who
had started a hunger
strike.
"You will be very
astonished at what I
am going to tell you,"
^""
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Science says Today
use a LIQUID Laxative

e

L

If You Want
Extra-Fast Relief
Demand And Get

GENUINE
BAYER
ASPIRIN

B

A

etatea fell Into line for
the Eighteenth amend*
twenty-nine that HO far
l«ith none |n opposition.
pore
are needed for the
I01 the amendment, and
the most confirmed pro*"eve the wet wave .can
t is a moral certain- sal'i pollcle*.

T»ONY CANZONERI made a gallant
1 effort to regain the lightweight, title
in New York and fulled. B'or fifteen
rounds he battled with Barney Ross
of Chicago, the present champion, but
in the end the decision was given th«
younger man who had conquered Tony
last June.
t\ 1111.

help, your band* «re out of water sooner.
And did you know there's soothing
glycerine in every bar of Fels- Naptha?

change to
FELS-NAPTHA

ANITA TRIBUNE.
—^=====
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Elaborate Film Brings to
Life Scenes of Yesterday
Few moltion pictures can boast the
colorful background of "One Sunday
Issue For N*w Court House Afternoon," Gary Cooper's1 liftest
| Carries at Election Tuesday by starring picture for Paramount, in
Vote of 3.56S to 909. 79.67 Per
which Pay Wray, (Prances Fuller,
Roscoe Karns and Neil Hamilton are
Cent of Tote .Favorable.
featured.
The picture, directed by
,
\
Stephen Roberta, is showing at the
«,„; county residents Tuesday vot- Rialto Theatre Saturday and Sun; a proposal rto tara* $65,000 in day.
GOLDEN WHOLE WHEAT
tods to build «. ttew* court house by One enormous scene is an amus*.
PANCAKE PLOUR
ment park which covers nearly three
4-ponnd sack
3$c
total yes vote of 8,663 was re- acres. There are the old-time Ferris
wheel,
the
horse-drawn
merry-goCUP AND SAUCER
while 909 Negative ballots
cast. Out of 82 precincts only round, shooting gallery, doll-racks,
OATMEAL
vere opposed to the proposal to glass-blowing factory, roller-coaster
Large package
25c
bonds of 165,000 for the new and concessions of every sort from
CALUMET
a pink lemonade stand to a greased
octure.
V'.. ,
BAKING POWDER
he former court .''house was de- pig show.
1-pound can
24e
layed by fire about eighteen months There's a huge German beergarden, !
featuring a 40-piece German band.
proposed court house will cost A livery stable, buggy factory, the!
0,000 equipped for use. Of the smalltown poolroom with its Wooden!1
BRIARDALE COFFEE
cost, 989,000, is to be obtained Indian marker, and many forgotten.
(Vacuum Packed Jar)
the federal government emerg- relics of an antiquated transportaPer
pound
tion
system:—stage
and
mail
coach35c
public works fund and the balfrom insurance on the burned es; sulkeys that spin brilliantly behind thoroughbred .trotters; phaetons
house.
with
their haughty footmen; buggies,
lie public works'board already has
GRAPES—
oved the.project.-County officials hacks and swanky victorias—all so
Tokay, 2 pounds
17c
to obtain federal aid and start' popular in the early 1900's.
"One
Sunday
Afternoon"
is
a
retraction within 60 days.
SWEET POTATOES—
4 pounds
(ie vote iri Anita was 123 yes to freshing romance of the early 1900's.
17c
Grant No. 2 was one of the With Gary as the star, it concerns
cincts to cast a negative vote, a dashing young blade who is blinded
ote was 87, no and 28 yes. Other for life by love at first sight. Through
PROUTY & BOWLER WHITE
casing a majority no Vote love-blind eyes he worships a woman
LAUNDRY SOAP
who
really
doesn't
exist
This
false
want: No. 1, Pleasant No. 2,
memory
becomes
the
bitter
rival
of
10
bars,
2 bars FREE
37c
Edna and Victoria,
the,
girl
who
gives
him
all
her
love
i four wards in Atlantic piled up
GOLD DUST
majority in favor of the pro- and devotion.
WASHING POWDER
As
Biff
Grimes,
small
town
dentist
They cast 2,226 yes to 83
of the early 1900's, Gary sings all
Large package
17c
majority of 2,142.
the
quaint
airs
so
popular
at
the
otal'of 4,472 votes were cast in
iJrjL of •! which 3,668 were yes time, while separating his patients
jiio, giving the proposal a from their teeth.
SPAGHETTI
Here is his repertoire: "Wait Unof 2,664. Under the Iowa
(With cheese and tomato
til
the
Sun
Shines,
Nellie;"
"Wont
botid proposal to win must
sauce)
a 60 per cent favorable vote.! You (Come Home, Bill Bailey;" "GoodLarge can
12c
r was favorable by bye, Little Girl, Goodbye;" "In the
Good Old Summer Time;" "The Last
i-ner cent.
Rose of Summer," and "Ach. du LiebVote by Precincts.
er Augustine."
Yes
No
Some of the songs are sung in contic, 1st. ward ......838
19
junction
with Roscoe Karns to the
flic, 2nd. ward
464
18
accompaniment
of banjoes, calliopes
itic, 3rd. ward ......731
28
and
other.
musical
instruments.
, 4th. ward
707
18
Eddie
Cantor
Musical.
..."
37
23
James Osen, who went to New
In
addition
to
the
late Paramount
59
63
Jersey
a few weeks ago, has written
feature, "One Sunday Afternoon,"
.........178
13
an interesting letter to his parents,
another
treat
is
in
store
'for
all
who
117
76
attend the Rialto Saturday and Sun- Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Osen, and
29
31
they have given us the privilege of
120
82 day when you will see and hear Ed- printing it.
die Cantor in a 2-reel musical eni'No. I
..123
71
The Letter.
titled,
"Midnight Frolic."
>M>. 2
28
87
Mt.
Holly, New Jersey,
In the news reel for this program,
86
31
September 12, 1933.
among
the
scenes
shown
will
be
the
38
17
storm ridden country of southern Dear Folks:
90
122
I was at Uncle Will's but since
Texas,
visited recently by a hum69
26
the
reunion have been at Charlie AtNo. 1
84
108 cane.
kinson's. I have worked part time
nt No. 2
37
. 27
and he is going to give me work for
. 46
20
a month longer. I plan to visit for
.128
88
about a month after that as there are
. 24
28
a lot of relatives and they have all
on
14
. 67
asked me to visit themu
New Jersey farming is quite a
Ames, Iowa, Sept. 27.—The chinch
.3563
909 bug situation appears serious in Iowa,' little different than Iowa farming,
Illinois and Missouri and the border- but I am learning. The chickens are
ing states are also infested.
The the biggest job. They have about
second generation of chinch bugs has 10,000 at the two places and average
done considerable damage in corn about 3,200 eggs a day. We gather
fields. Many farmers will not be them twice a day and of course they
have to be sorted.
Earl, a cousin
k's open season on waterfowl, aware of the presence of the bugs, about my age, and I caught 650 pulor
the
damage
to
the
corn,
until
they
jacksnipe will be from Oclets today that are just commencing
•1 to November 80 this year, start to harvest the corn crop.
to lay and put them in another place.
At
the
present
time,
more
chinch
conform to the period set
They milk nineteen cows and sell
|by federal legislation, the Iowa bugs may be found in the fields of the milk. The milk check runs about
Iowa,
Illinois
and
Missouri
than
at
game/commission has anany time since the noted outbreak 5460 or $500 a month. They get 30c
a dozen for eggs and 70e a bushel
al regulations as to daily bag of 1887. The bugs are far enough for corn. The land seems to produce
twill also apply in Iowa. This along that weather conditions will; as much as our Iowa land.
i a daily bag limit of 12 probably not seriously injure them | They have been cutting corn the
reduced from 15, and a this fall or winter. The chinch bug | past week.
It is quite a job this
i limit of 24 on ducks, a de- situation in 1934 will depend greatly year as it is nearly flat on the ground.
upon weather conditions next spring
i from 80.
when the overwintering adults are There was a bad wind and rain storm
regular Iowa restrictions on
laying their eggs and the young are here just when I came. All of the
PS hours, permitting shooting appearing in great numbers. At this corn is cut by hand, but Charlie is
petween a half-hour before suntime, sudden heavy rains frequently going to shuck some as it is down so
d sunset, will be in force. In
destroy large numbers of young band.
I helped fill the silo and thresh last
nnection, the commission said, nymphs. Parasites and diseases have
Bunting in the <3iceen Bay area
week. The grain is mostly barley
not killed a great number of chinch
and rye and all stacked. The thresh•> county will be illegal after
bugs during the past season.
ing machine has an attachment that
• »• each day.
The chinch bugs have spread northe birds eligible for hunting ward in Iowa this summer, and now ties the straw in bundles as it comes
: the two-months period will be may be found in practically the south- out of the machine.
Muriel and Marian took me to
"Its except wood ducks, ruddy ern half of the state. The bugs may
and bufflehead ducks, and be found in corn and grass fields in j Lakehurst Saturday to see the big
Macon. It is surely a large airship.
> orandt, jacksnipe and coot.
the vicinity of Dea Moines. ApproxJ federal regulations provide the imately two-thirds of the states of Then we went on to the ocean and
went swimming, which was a lot of
Iseason for Iowa as for NebrasIllinois and Missouri are infested with fun. I also had a ride on a motor|«*igan, Minnesota, South Dachinch bugs.
boat. We were in Atlantic City
jMontana and Colorado.
The burning campaigns to destroy Friday and saw part of a bathing
^Gus Hunter, -who had been chinch buga in the winter quarters | beauty contest. There are cei-tain*"". a few weeks here with rela- will start about the middle of No- ly all kinds of amusements there.
Charlie is going- to Wisconsin in
1 friends, left Sunday for her vember, or as soon as the grass is
killed by heavy frost and suitable October to buy some more milk
|« Mission, Texas.
for burning operations. A. D. Worth-1 cows and may come on to Iowa to
h W. Bell &f this city and Miss ington plans to give his entire time I buy a car load of corn - That ^
™ Vincent of Eldon, Iowa, during the fall and winter in demon- depend on the cost of transportation
nn
'ted in marriage at 8:00 strating to the farmers in the heavy for the corn and of course the cost
Monday Afternoon at the infested counties the best methods of of the com.
I am pretty busy so don t have
' « Christ parsonage in Aud- destroying chinch bugs in their win»» Rev. W. EL Griflm. They ter quarters.
time to write often.
As ever,
their home in Anita where
a business
Jim.
John
>s
employed
in
the
White
'<*
caller in Des Moines Saturday.
*ee Shop.

A. R. Kohl

NUMBER 49

New Wheat Rulings Are
by Ames Men

APPOINT
ON RE-EMPLOYMENT

New interpretations of immediate
concern to wheat growers in -Iowa
were discussed at a recent meeting of Ed. L. Newton, Chairman For Anita*.
Iowa State College extension workers
Wants' AH Unemployed Persons
actively engaged in the wheat acreto Register at Dr. Harry's
age reduction program. Dr. L. M.
Office Friday Morning.
Vaughn, extension economist of the
United States Department of AgriCLOTHES PINS—
culture, assisted with the meeting.
Bulk, 2 dozen
7c
John Blake of Atlantic, chairman
Some of the new interpretations
discussed are reported by Marl Mc- of the Cass county re-employment
BUTTER—
Donald, assistant director of exten- committee, has announced the apFancy creamery, pound..24c
sion and in charge of Iowa field pointment of chairmen in seven towns,
forces in the wheat reduction cam- in the county to make an accurate surPOTATOES—
vey on the nmber of unemployed perpaign, as follows:
Per peck
34c
The owner of the 1933 wheat crop sons in their respective towns. The
and the owner of the land should survey in Atlantic will be made by
COOKIES—
execute the contract. If the tenant Mr. Blake and the four other memFig Bars or Ginger Snaps,
for 1933 (who will not be the oper- bers of the re-employment committee,
per pound
I2c
ator of the farm in 1934 and 1935) all living in Atlantic, are Guy F. Caneither cannot be located or refuses on, A. A. Gillette, Walter Gregersen
CANDY—
to sign the contract, the landlord may and Bill Murray.
Survey chairman appointed in the
15 pieces in package
5c
file with the County Allotment Committee a statement to that effect. He seven towns follow: Griswold, Ralph.
GWC CORN—
may then sign the contract alone and Andrews; Anita, Ed. L. Newton;
Evergreen, No. 2 cans
9c
become eligible to his share of the Wiota, Harry Jordan; Massena, Hen1933 payment. 'The share for the ry Greenwalt; Cumberland, George*
SALAD DRESSING—
1933 tenant will be held subject to Gordinier; Lewis, Robert Graham;
Quart jar
25c
his claim until July 1, 1934, when it Marne, L. 0. Wheatley.
According to Mr. Blake, it will be
will revert to the United States
the
duty of the chairman to makes
treasury.
Tenants
operating
farms
POWDERED SUGAR—
in 1934 and 1935 are eligible and en- i an accura*e survey of all unemployed
2 pounds
15c
titled to share in the adjusted pay-1 men and women in their communities*
ments in those years according to' and turn their findines over to the
RED ONIONS—
county chairman. The chairman also
provisions
of the contract.
10 pounds
23c
If a producer is operating as one are to find as many jobs as possible
unit tracts of land either all owned for unemployed persons and distriSOAP FLAKES—
by himself or all rented from the bute them evenly. The chairmen will
5-pound package
35c
same landlord, he may consider the serve without pay.
Unemployed persons are to register
STOVE POLISH—
total acreage as one farm to be coverat
the office of County Engineer Caned
by
one
contract;
or
if
he
is
operatPresto
25c
on at the Atlantic Motors- building.
ing
a
single
tract
of
land
as
two
units,
Black Silk
15c
In Anita Friday.
he may consider them as two farms
A committee will be at the office
and enter into a separate contract
MT. HOPE CHEESE—
of Dr. C, E. Harry at 10:00 o'clock
for each.
Per pound
18c
A separate contract shall be enter- Fnday morning, and every man and
ed into for each tenant. Operating !woman in this vicinity wishing emCANE AiND MAPLE SYRUP—
landlords who have direct manage- Plovment should ca" and register,
Briardale, pint jugs
25c
Unemployed Signing Up.
ment of their farms, paying their
The number of unemployed perGWC FLOUR—
tenanlts a fixed amount controlling
sons in the county thus far who have
49-pound sack
$1.89
the kind" and" amount'of crops"to"be I!made
a
grown and retaining complete ownPPllcat'°n f°r work and the
ership in these crops, may enter all kmd of unemployment desired follow:
their holdings within one county as audltor - 1'- brldBe carpenter, 2; butchone farm under a single contract.
j er- 1; bJacksmit h- 1; building foreNo adjustment payment will be man> 1; bl" poster- 1; boiler f°reman,
made under the wheat allotment con- 2; clerk> 2; can>enter, 14; cement
tract to anyone other than a producer iworker> 3; co«crete foreman, 2;
"Iowa, the safest state in the in the sense that such term is "used cater P' Ilar traetor operator, 6; dump
country for highway traffic" is the in the contract. The term "producer" boss> 2; draShne operator, 2; dish,
goal set by the Iowa Motor Vehicle includes the landlord if there be one, j washer' 1; domestic, 4; dragline atdepartment, the American Legion and but the landlord shares in the adjust-i tendent> 1; dynamit«ra. 3; electrical
other organizations co-operating in' ment payment only in case and to the em?meer' 1; electrician, 1; expressthe Highway Safety Campaign.
j extent that he has shared in the crop ' man' 1; farm hands- 29= form buil(U
The objective of the drive, which i under the share lease. No interest ers-setters> 2; fillin* station attendstarted Sunday with the opening of j in the crop arising out of a creditor ant' 1; erader oPerfltoA 1; harness
Safety Week, is to reduce automobile j relationship to the farm operator or' makers - 3: hott«l c^rk, 1; janitor. 1;
accidents in Iowa by 50 per cent .with- any other relationship to him other laborers' 124; lineman - L' l«n*er
in the coming year,
than that of landlord will be recog-; yard men ' 2; mechamc. 8>' machinist,
Enthusiastic response is being nized in the distribution of adjust- j1; mason' 6; mlller' 2; Pain<*r. "
dresser, 9; plumber, 1; pharreceived from all sections of the state ment payments among wheat promacist, 1; produce men, 3; pump
by Mrs. Alex 'Miller, Secretary of ducers.
man, 2; roof repair man, 1; salesman,
State.
1; school teacher, 1; shoe repairman,
Lew Wallace, superintendent of the
f n
1; saw filer, 1; sheet metal worker,
motor vehicle bureau and Major Hard- ;
Ol L3SS
5; teamster, 10; telegrapher, 1; truck
ing Polk, chairman of the American
driver, 11; welder, 1; wattah repairLegion safety committee, report that
man, 1.
progress has been made in every
county toward perfecting the organiFacing the largest docket in hiszation of safety committees.
tory, the September term of the Cass
The drive has been speedily gath- county district court convened Tuesering impetus since the issuance a day morning at the Legion Memorial
week ago of Governor Herring's proc- building in Atlantic, with Judge Holamation setting aside Safety Week mer A. Fuller of Mount.Ayr trans- j Th(j meet; of ^ Paren^T6ach.
and asking for general cooperation ferred here from the third district,; m, Association held at the schoot
in making it a success.
presiding.
| hnn<ia
house Inaf
last Thursday
Thursday evening
evening was
Petit jurors are to report for duty opened by Mrs. Russell Smith, presiThe county committees which will
function in a general supervisory at 9:00 o'clock next Monday morn- ; ^^0^^^"year,
After
capacity in each county are composed \ mg. Real estate foreclosure actions the business sessi
the
the followi
of representatives of official, civic and j top the list of cases while the criminal program was given.
patriotic groups.
In the personnel j and divorce cases are much larger
Community singing led by Mrs.
will be found representatives of civic than usual.
Raymond Lantz.
Petit Jurors.
organizations, women's clubs, the
Welcome to teachers, Dr. C. E*
Petit jurors for this term of court Harry.
Legion and its auxiliary, churches,
the Farmer's Union, the Farm Bu- are as follows:
Response, Supt. C. W. Garlock.
Emmert Adams, Atlantic; Wayne
reau, sheriffs and police. Prominent
Vocal Solo, Mrs. Raymond Lantz.
in the committee memberships also Armstrong;, Marne; Blanche A say,
Reading, Mrs. E. S. Holton.
are representatives of labor, minis- Griswold; Orval Bell, Anita; N. P.
Mrs. P. T. Williams was appointed
terial associations, school heads, lo- Christensen, Atlantic; Roy H. Crum, chairman of the membership comcal transportation bodies and fratern- Griswold; Tom Denham, Cumberland; mittee; Mrs. H. P. Ziegler was apal organizations including the United Mrs. Alice Dunham, Atlantic; Regi- pointed hospitality chairman; Miss
nald Dykes, Anita; Ben Ehle, Anita; Jetta Knowlton was appointed publicCommercial Travelers.
A special effort is being made to Adolph Eilts, Wiota; John Fooken, ity chairman. The program chairman.
have every city, town, village and Wiota; Mrs. W. S. Greenleaf, Atlan- for the October meeting is Mrs. A. M!.
township represented on the commit- tic; Ed. Goettsch, Atlantic; Henry Mikkelsen.
tees in order that the campaign may Hansen, Atlantic; H. F. Hansen, Grisbe carried into every corner of the wold; Earl Hensley, Atlantic; Mrs.
A benefit tea was held last WedRoy Herbert, Atlantic; Mattie Hut- nesday afternoon by the ladies aid
state.
It has been stressed that safety is chins, Atlantic; F. C. Jipsen, Atlan- society of the Church of Christ at the
only u matter of using "common tic; Mrs. Harry Jordan, Wiota; Dr. home of Mrs. Hattie Wiese. Fortysense" by both the motorist and the Welton Knurr, Atlantic; Cecil Krohn, one ladies were in attendance.
pedestrian, and that the success of Atlantic.
Rev. M. J. Rarick, pastor of the loJames H. Lang, Atlantic; W. A.
the drive therefore is up to the indiLinfor, Anita; Joe McCourt, Atlantic; cal Methodist Episcopal church for!
vidual.
Records of the state motor vehicle Grace McFarland, Atlantic; James the past two years, has been returned
bureau show that from 1926 untilMcGovern, Atlantic; Ray Meyers, At- to the local charge for another year
January 1, 1933, a total of 3,224 per- lantic; 'Clarence Miller, Griswold; No- by the conference which was held in
sons were killed in accidents on Iowa land Mxisick, Anita; 'Maurice Ostrus, Des Moines the past week. Rev. E?.
highways while 258 persons have Wiota; Clarence Palmer, Atlantic; O. Douglass was transferred from
been killed in the state from Janu- Ora Phillips, Griswold; Mrs. Alonzo Shelby to Randolph; Rev. C. L.
Potter, Atlantic; George Proctor, Thomas remains at Carl; Rev. B. W.
ary 1, to August 1, 1933.
Griswold; P. C. Rich, Atlantic; Mrs. McEldowney goes from Earlham tot
The members of the Helping Hand C. E. Rowe, Atlantic; Elmer Spieker, Fontanelle; and Rev. Robert W. Swlck
club of Lincoln Center were guests Massena; W. H. Sutton, Atlantic; Mrs. will be pastor of the Wesley Metholast Thursday afternoon of Mrs. C. W. Wheeler, Atlantic; Ruth White, dist church in Ottumwa. D. J. ShenGlen Soper at a regular meeting of Cumberland; Mrs. Hal Woodward, At- ton was re-appointed district superthe club. A two course lunch was lantic; Mrs. Mamie Wright, Atlantic; intendent of the Council Bluffs district,
f
i Mrs. N. H. Yarger, Massena.
served by the hostess.
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James Osen Tells How Make Iowa Safest State
They Farm in New Jersey
Object of Safety Drive

Chinch Bug Situation Is
Quite Serious in Iowa

This Year

County Court in Session

Interesting Meeting Held
by P. T. A. on Thursday
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THE NEW TURKEY

•Tea," ho replied.
IMPKUVCU te
"Slgnor Moreno, I have something
UNIFORM
INTERNATIONAL Mthree hundred^,,
which I believe will Interest you.
The other took a cigarette from a
^.Connecticut were "o merel
"gn'
to clean up their tn, ns
pocket case, lit It and dropped on a
Waulred b, i.TJ°* - Th
blue leather divan.
"Well, let's hear about It" be saia
'•'in.
r REV. p. B. rrrzwATBB.
finally; '"but you can drop the 'Slgnor.
b« of Faculty, HooOy
0 t0 Che
hTwor
°
institute
ot
ChlM*
This
isn't
Italy;
I'm
an
American.
W r
By Thayer Waldo
shilling^
° °rpnya
Dl Prano's smile was brief and
The common fields
© by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.
bleak.
WNU Servlco
"As you wish," he replied.
Lesson
for
October
1
A
Placing the case upon the floor bel PRANO stood by the bed, gazhabitants
teidtS?^
"*
««ie
in
these
Beid.
J^'«
» ntcar9«•
ing down at the old face upon side a chair, he sat down.
8AUL IN TARSUS
ow
or .
a common cowherd
"I have beard," he continued, 'that
the pillows.
Hby n..
tftwn.
Thin left
I^H. the
.. ^
. Pen 'f'l ,bv
town.
This
far£
t
"Maestro," he said slowly, you are interested In purchasing a
ei
LESSON TEXT—Acts >l:H« «»:«, «f»
free
:work on their own ian"
•you do not know what you are doing. Stradivarlus violin."
I; 28:4-7; Phil. »:»•••
•
4i vGOLDEN TEXT—Study to itWiT tfcT"
Moreno regarded him through half1*86 ti» Wethers
This would rob your life of all Joy."
*pprov.d onto 000, »-•»*«•"'
D Job, which
A gentle smile played across the shut lids a moment and answered: ,«if
hat
n«ed«th
not
to
be
aaban.the thick
other's features, shadowy and waxen "Perhaps—It depends. If It was Just r dividing- th» word ot troth.
a Strad I wanted, that's not hard to othr I:t».
n the dim candlelight
•*!.«; -- — ..-»---to work one
PRIMART TOPIC—A Bonoo.
"Lulgl, my friend," came the an- find. The one I buy's got to be good.
JUNIOR TOPIO-Jt School BOIT....Of year than the law
that
Dl Prano fought for patience and
swer, "my life Itself Is not far from
CHty Star.
he finale. Too long have I struggled an even ton&
Ta
n
!
iNTBRMBDlATB J^ £S£?9*
"I understand that of course," he
foolishly against oblivion. The name
of Pletro Gltalpl Is without meaning said.
today, among this alien people. My
"This—" he motioned downward, — 1C—Training Christie* t*a4eftfc.
great wish now is to spend the few "happens to be such a one. It Is owned
1. Saul's Birth (Acts 21:89).
rears that are left me to peace and by an old friend, my teacher and a
He was born at Tarsus, the capital
comfort at Milan. There Is but one countryman of—of mine. He Is aged, of Cillcla. Tarsus was a gatewgjrttfr,
way to make that possible."
In bitterest poverty, and must part tween the east and west, thettto* ^;
He paused.
with It I can assure you It Is an ex- great commercial center. It 'WMM*,
Dl Prano sank down upon the bed's quisite Instrument—no mere museum self-governing
city, making dtUenshlp
edge, silent, and shortly the other con- piece but a thing of glorious tone and therein honorable. It was also one of
perfect workmanship, one of the real the great educational centers Of the
tinued :
•For twenty years, LulgU I knew the gems—"
Roman empire. In the nroTideiioe of|oys of creation, of acclaim and reThe other waved a languid hand Im- God the great apostle to the Gentiles
ward. Kings heard my playing, the patiently.
was born In the city where he would
nstruments 1 fashioned were sought
"Come, come, Dl Prano," he object- encounter men of every class and naby great artists, and pupils came to ed, "I really don't need other men's
^
me from many cities. Now, all that opinions about a violin, you know. tion.
II. Saul's Education (Acts 22:3).
a gone and forgotten. I am an old Let me see It and play It—I'll tell you
L m the home (PhlU 3:5). HUr
man and In need. Why should I com- whether It's grade A or not"
plain If I must exchange one possesWordlessly, Di Prano stooped for parents were pious people and doubtless carefully cultured him according
ilon that Is dear to me for ease and the case and handed It across.
security In the evening of my days?"
Indifference In every movement, to Jewish standards. He was brought
Dl Prano gestured helplessly.
Moreno flipped open the Ud and took up as a strict Pharisee.
2. In college at Jerusalem (Acts
"But It Is so much more than that!" out the Instrument And then all carehe cried, "this, that has been treas- lessness was suddenly gone from his 22:3). About the age of thirteen, a»
was the custom, he became a child of
ured through twelve generations In manner.
.T™, 5c>ion can .„„,,
**•>•••••: A Child is easily (riven1t1
TOUT family—with what can you hope His eyes gleamed as light struck the law. It was doubtless at this age
;o replace the happiness It has brought softly from the smooth and mellow that he went to Jerusalem and entered s-^feAndpiMJiquldf"do not irritate the kidneys.
you?"
varnish; his fingers caressed the beau upon his course of study under Ga"I have considered that, too, my tlfully barred back, the scroll of deli- maliel, one of the most eminent teachDoctors are generally agreec
friend," replied Gltalpl calmly.
ers of Israel. His course of study senna is the best laxative for n
cate grace.
".Do not forget that these old hands
At last he took up the bow and here, doubtless, was largely restricted body: Senna is a natural laxativi,
once made violins as welL The finest rose, a new hint of verve In his bear- to the Holy Scriptures. In this school does not drain the system like]
of these I still have—the one which Ing. Swiftly he tuned; fnen, with a he was prepared for the great work cathartics that leave you so tli
yon called '11 snperbo'—fashioned after flourish, head tilted back, he ran of a Christian theologian. Included la Dr. CaldweU's Syrup Pepsin i
liquid laxative which relies on a
the Stradlvarlus."
through a florid measure of Introduc- his education was:
for its'laxative action. It has l
The soft smile came again as he tion and launched Into Herbert's
a. Patriotism. Be proudly affirmed fivers^ person's bowels as repli
added:
"I am a Jew:" He was brought up to clockwork in a few weeks' time.
"Gypsy Love Song."
"That shall comfort me, Lnlgl Why,
The man's playing teemed with the- love bis nation. He was a nationalist
. Yon can always get Dr. <
a new bridge and H string for It, and atrics—slurs, double stops, Interpolat of the true type.
Syrup Pepsin at any drugstore,:!
[ shall never know I am not still fin- ed runs. Yet no mishandling could
b. A love for the Bible. To him the for use. Member N. R. A.
gering the other 1"
mar those strains, Incomparably rich Scriptures were the very Word of God,
Behind the old man's words Dl and sweet For five minutes Moreno the final word of authority.
Prano sensed the bidden anguish, the subjected the Instrument to every
c. Zeal for God. The word "«eal(TO-IOWOOH
anticipation of great and Irreparable trick be knew, yet always that flooc ons" literally means "to bolL"
OfMHKO
loss.
MNHAlfl
d. He was conscientious. .His suof pure melody poured forth unbroken.
He knew the other Instrument, mar, TWO
The last faint whisper died away.
preme aim was to have a conscience
velous replica, though It was, could
He put down the violin slowly and void of offense. Because of the blight
never deplace the Stradlvarlus In Gl- looked at Dl Prano, striving for a casof sin conscience needs to be disci*
talpl's heart
ual expression.
pllned by the Word of God.
How gladly, he mused, would he
'Til buy It" he said, "If the price
8. A trade at Tarsus. Perhaps aftgive to this man. who had taught him
Is
right"
er
his college course at Jerusalem be
knowledge and beauty and wisdom In
"Twelve thousand," was the answer returned to Tarsus and learned tent
music, twice the sum the violin would
The Instinct to haggle rose In Mo- making. Thus In later life he was
bring I And yet, how hopeless to offer
any aid beyond the service now asked reno, sought n Iterance, and was sub- able to support himself while preachmerged by his desire. He moved his ing the gospel One rabbi said "He
of him.
Abruptly he rose, paced the tiny shoulders and turned away toward a that teachetb not his son a trade doeth
WTTHMCJ
the same as If he had taught him to
room once, and halted again beside the desk.
"I'll write you a check," he said.
steal."
bed.
"Thank you," Dl Prano replied, addIII. Saul's Citizenship (Acts 22:27,
"There Is no alternative, then?" he
ing, "To Pletro Gltalpl, please."
28).
asked.
Moreno was playing again as Dl
In the providence of God, the apostle
"You are determined that I shall
Prano went toward the doorway—a to the Gentiles was a free-born Roman
find a purchaser?"
Gltalpl moved a hand, blue as wa- llmld, crooning tremolo of "Play, citizen. He was loyal to his country,
tered milk, In a slight gesture of dep- Fiddle, Play." He paused as the oth while at the same time strictly religier turned back.
ous. Right relationship to God sanctirecation,
"You may not have noticed," sale fies loyalty to one's country.
"I do not wish to trouble you," be
said; ''if you should know of some Dl Prano, "but the bridge, the bridge
IV. Saul's Defense Before Agrlppa
and the BJ string will need replacing (Acts 26:1-27).
one—"
soon.
The
Maestro—Slgnor
Gltalpl—
Dl Prano cut him off, expostulating,
He expressed his delight that he now
"My dear Maestro I At least, please Intended to take care of that but he-« could speak and tell his case to one
spare me that. To speak of trou- well, It won't be necessary now."
who could follow his line of argument,
ble—I"
but doubtless, he was more delighted
A shrug of distaste completed the Mushroom City Residents
In that he could witness to him of the
' V• '
thought
Saviour.
\
Have World of Their Own
"There Is a man of whom I know,"
1.
His
manner
of
life
(w.
4-12).
The catacombs of Paris are really
he went on, "willing and able to pay
He had been In accord with the most
well for such an Instrument But he subterranean stone quarries, from rigid sect of the Jews. Therefore, be
»&*
is no musician—only a pretentious 'which the famous Paris opera anc possessed the common Jewish hope ot
trickster, a fabulous-salaried fiddler of many other public buildings obtained a coming Deliverer.
i your gretsiest po
their building material. They belong
clapstrap tunes for the radio."
2. His supernatural conversion (vr,
like new from Rw»«
The old man winced visibly, then to the state, and large areas are lei
to growers of the famous champignons 13-15). It was through the personal
sighed a little.
"And you," be said, "might perhaps de Paris, mushrooms much prized by appearance of Jesus Christ to him on
the way to Damascus.
. .
have spared me that. Although I may French gourmets. .
8. Commissioned by Jesus Christ
not choose, It would have been pleasThis underground city, says a writer
ant to fancy that some one worthy In Tit-Bits Magazine, with streets as and sent to the Gentiles (vr. 16V18).
of—"
wide as those on the surface, an<J
4. His consecration (w. 19-28).
Again Dl Prano broke ia» now con- along which run laden lorries piled Upon receipt of his commission he InAMfWCA'S >j,j
trite.
with this dainty. Is the greatest mush- stantly obeyed.
WCttST-SEWHC
"Forgive me," he cried.
room-producing center In the world.
5. His appeal to Agrlppa (w. 28KOOWKSOAP.
"I should not have spoken, but 1 Many miles of pipes are laid down for 27). He was anxious to have Agrlppa,
thought possibly to dissuade you at the watering of the mushroom b" 's.
act on the knowledge that be had*.
The mushrooms are picked every
last. I see that I was both foolish
V. Saul's Ground of Confidence
our part"
and unkind. Forget what I have said. morning at five o'clock, and packed (PhlL 8:4-6).
Perhaps, after all, I am only preju- into baskets and dispatched to every
He had everything a true Jew glordiced."
town In Prance. All the morning the

PLAY, FIDDLE,
PLAY!
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D

Why

Woman Nomad of Southern Anatolia.
many of which are of the Angora variety, supplies the material for the
URKEY, the former "sick man" manufacture of mohair.
of Europe, has taken a new lease
Savage dogs, their throats protected
on life In Asia. There on the from wolves by heavy spiked collars,
bleak, windswept Anatolian pla- guard the flocks, and some shepherds
teau, the erstwhile Ottoman empire would almost rather lose a child than
has set about the task of building up one of these watchdogs.
a new state and a new social order,
Women Arc Conservative.
looking to the West for a pattern.
Although
official freedom has come
Progress Is slow In some phases of
Its development, for the Anatolian to the Anatolian peasant women, they
peasant Is fundamentally a conserva- have not experienced practical emancitive of conservatives and has proved pation to the same degree as their city
acquiescent rather than enthusiastic sisters. They cling to their veils, reIn accepting reforms. However, more sent the government liquor stores, are
change probably has come Into his life shocked by the semi-nudities of tho
during the last decade than In any new periodicals, see to the motor car
a terror to their beasts, and dread the
"century that has gone before.
He no longer owes allegiance to a railways, for whose coming the men
sultan of the house of Osman, but are eager. They do much of the hard
serves the Turkish republic. - By gov- work about the farms, and In addition
ernment order he doesn't wear a fez spin out the wool which their sheep
any more. Not that there was any- give, and weave It to make clothes for
thing economically unsound about a all the family.
The Ottoman Turks first appeared In
fez, but because the leaders who ordained its departure were keen psy- their present homeland early In the
chologists, and realized that their Thirteenth century, when a few thoucountrymen could not compete as well sand of them; driven from Central
with representatives of the Western Asia by Mongol Invasion, settled near
world while they wore a headgear that the present Ankara. Sixty-eight years
later the Osman dynasty established
set them off as distinctly different
Tn accord with another official pro- Itself and eventually conquered a large
mulgation, a Latin alphabet has re- territory extending Into Europe and
placed the beautiful but cumbersome^ Africa, as well as Asia.
Through the succeeding centuries
Arabic script. Every one set about
learning this new method of written unsuccessful wars followed the earlier
expression. Only a very small per- victorious campaigns, with the result
centage of the population could read that the far-flung empire was reduced
or write the difficult Arabic charac- to the limits of the present republic.
ters, and even these found the alpha- But In some respects the shrinking
bet a handicap In commercial deal- process was a disguised blessing, for
It eliminated many of Turkey's polyIngs with foreigners.
When the Turkish republic came got racial problems.
There are still within the country
loto being. In 1923, It took over an
empty treasury. Turkey Is not lack- minority groups of Circassians, Ar
Ing In natural resources, however. menlans, Arabs, Kurds and TurkoCopper, sliver, zinc, chrome ore, man- mans ; but, with the possible exception
ganese, meerschaum, borax, emery, of the Kurds, who are fairly numerous
some, coal, and a little Iron make up and intensely nationalistic, these peo
Its mineral treasure chest. There are pie do not present grave difficulties.
also approximately 21,000,000 acres of The Turkomans, who live near the
timberland and a considerable amount western borders, are a nomadic people
and subsist almost entirely on their
of unharnessed water power.
Only about 2 per cent of the popu- flocks.
lation Is engaged In manufacturing.
Ten years ago there were approxiPerhaps the most Important articles mately 3,000,000 Greeks living in Anaproduced are carpets, the weaving and tolia and eastern Thrace, but those
coloring of which require some degree who survived the war of 1919-22 were
of skill. Fig-packing, plants, ginner- removed to Greece In exchange for
ies, textile and sugar mills also as- about 500,000 Turks living there.
sume prominent places In the nation's
Turkey's only large city Is Istanbul
rather meager Industrial life.
(Constantinople), and since it has been
shorn of Its Importance as the seat oi
Anatolia Mostly Agricultural.
A vast majority of the people of government, many of Its palaces are
Anatolia have always derived a living empty and In disrepair, and the bafrom the soil or from their flocks, but zaars, while still wonderful, have not
the methods used are only Just be- the variety of attractions for which
ginning to develop past the primitive. they once were noted. ^The only feaMany peasants still break the ground ture which has not changed is the
for planting with flint-tipped wooden matchless beauty of the Golden Horn
plows drawn by oren or buffalo or, and the Bosporus, as their blue wa
perhaps, If there are no animal* avail- ters reflect mosque and minaret and
able, by daughter or wife. However, crumbling fortress tower.
steel plows are beginning to make
Ankara Full of Energy.
their appearance here and there, and
Ankara, awkward adolescent, throbs
•near the coast cittea tractors are com- with energy. Call the new Turkish
ing Into use.
capital An-go-ra and you relate It to
Eleven years of almost constant Angora cats and Angora goats. Cal
warfare Immediately preceded the es- It Ankara, as the Turks do, and its
tablishment of the republic and cul- name suggests the anchor, paradoxlea
minated In a decisive victory over the emblem of an Inland city, which
Greeks at the Sakarya river, In August, marked Its ancient coins.
1921,
and a heroic defense of the
Between the railway and the city
medieval citadel of Gazl antep, near what was a malarial swamp has be
the Syrian frontier. This period of come a sports field, resort of fashion
conflict left Turkey sadly depleted of On the main street, up which big
farm animals, seeds and agricultural buses climb to a shoulder of Cltade
Implements, as well as able-bodied hill, are crowded schools. Near the
man-power.
Museum, happily conceived and mag
But these Anatolian peasants are a nlflcently placed, la an equestrian
tenacious race and, at the disbanding statue of the first and present presl
of the armies, back to their despoiled dent of the republic, Mustafa Kema
farms they went—those who were Pasha, confidently scanning the West
physically able—and, with such equipAnatolia still colors the life of Its
ment as could be scraped together, be- capital. Bright-shlrted peasants throng
gan again to cultivate the soil.
the market place. -Flocks of turkeys
There was no money for farm ma- wander about, fattening themselves for
chinery. Grain was thrashed by the sale. Carts with solid wooden wheels
primitive method of rolling It out un- and drawn by sluggish water buffa
der a heavy log set with sharp stones, loes poke solemn fun at the speed
and was converted Into flour between suggestive red helmet and arm band o
two heavy stones manipulated by the an ultra-modern traffic policeman.
women of the farm household. Now
Izmir (Smyrna), Adana, Konya and
the new government Is operating agri- Bursa are other Important cities. The
cultural schools which teach the ad- last named Is a veritable dream city
vantages that accrue from the use of charmingly located on the gorge-gashet
modern farm machinery.
lap of the Myslan Olympus, not far In
Among the more Important crops land from the Sea of Marmora.
raised are cereals, flgs, olives, fruits
Many elements in Bursa life make
for drying, tobacco and cotton. Smyrna It a potential center of difficulties In
flgs and Samsun tobacco have long the new Turkish republic. It owe<
been famous In the markets of the much of the prosperity that made It a
world, and of recent years cotton from beautiful city to Greeks, Armenian
the region about Adana has begun to and Protestant Christians who were
attract International attention.
engaged there In silk manufacture beThere are about 12,000.000 sheep In fore the World war. One of the re
Turkey and nearly as many goats. public's largest cities, and long a cup
The former yield a rather coarse wool Ital and cultural center under the
which la admirably suited to carpet Osman dynasty, Bursa has at time*
manufacture. The hair of the goats, felt slighted by the republican regime.
Prepared by National Oeofrraphic Society.
Waablnfton. D. O.—WNU Servlc*.
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Laxatives
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Gltalpl was once more serene.
streets of this underground city re"It does not matter, my friend," be sound to the passing motor lorries—
replied, "but tell me—when could you some of eight-ton capacity—leaving
see this man?"
for the Paris market. The city hoi
"I will go to him at once, tonight, at a perfect system of ventilation operhis studio," said the other.
ated by huge petrol-driven fans.
"I cannot thank you properly," reThe Inhabitants of the mushroom
sponded the maestro with quiet sim- city live in eight miles of streets 100
plicity, and added, "You will find the feet below the surface.
violin upon the cabinet In the other
room, where I keep all that Is left me.1
Origin of G«me of Golf
Rising, Dl Prano spoke gently:
An authority says "It Is scarcely to
"Very well. Good night, old friend.
be doubted that the game of golf Is of
I shall return In the morning."
The white hair waved upon the pil- Dutch origin," deriving its name from
low as Gltalpi Inclined his head with- the German "kolbe" or the Dutch
"koir," both meaning "a club." It was
out speaking.
Dl Prano went out, closing the door. Introduced into Scotland considerably
before Mf>7. hut as late us 1618 It Is reHolding aside the black and sliver corded that "na small quantltle of gold
draperies, tlie servant said: "Mister and silver Is transported zlerly out of
Moreno will see you now."
his Hlem-s 1 klugdome of Scotelaad" for
Dl Pruno tucked tlie violin case be- golf halls made In Holland.
neath au arm and went past him Into
the studio.
"Grange" Meant a Barn
At Its far eud a young man lu u
The French word "grunge" means
bizarre dressing gown turned from the
windows and came forward, deliber- « barn. It Is from the Latin "grunuui," grain. There are several old
ately.
"You're Mister Di I'rauo, 1 believe," meanings of the word which contribute to its modern sense. It meant a
he suld.
U was not u question. Tlie tone was g r a n a r y ; au Isolated farm; farm propfrth-s belonging to monasteries (the
drawling with a fringe O f Insolence.
rent of which was paid in grain), and
Dl Prano bowed slightly.
a country seat.

ied In.

1. Circumcised the eighth day (v.5).
2. Of the stock of Israel (v. B).
8. Of the tribe of Benjamin (r. W.
Benjamin had always remained loyal
to the national customs.
4. A Hebrew of the Hebrew* (v. B).
He was of Hebrew parentage, not •
proselyte.
6. Touching the law. a Pharisee (T^).
The Pharisees were a sect among the
Jews most cealous for the rights and
ceremonies of Judaism.
6. Concerning seal, persecuting the
church (v. 6). He proved his seal by
the positive effort to stamp out that
which was threatening Judaism.
7. Touching the righteousness which1
Is In the law, blameless (v, 6).
PM« Through Fir»
Christians are Ilk* rases, they
must pass through the flre ere they
can shine. And often the rery furnace
and the flame, which they call destruction, are only burning In the grace*
which are to be their everlasting
beauty and glory.
",
Joy Out of Swvow
There are Joys which <an come to
us only through sorrow, There am *••
reallngs ot divine troth which wt can
get only when earth's light* hare
gone out
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AFTER PROHIBITION, WHAT 7
With the rock-ribbed "original" dry
state of Maine falling into line for
the repeal of the Eighteenth Amendment, and Maryland, Minnesota, Colorado, Idaho and New 'Mexico following close on its heels, it is all over
but the shouting so far as National
Prohibition is concerned. Thirty-one
states have ratified the repeal amendment so far; every state in which the
question has been put to a vote. In
the light of what has occurred, it is
foolish to doubt that all others will
vote for repeal as soon as they have
the chance. So by the fifth of December the full thirty-six states
•whose consent is required to change
the Constitution, will have registered
their consent.
The concern of everyone who regards the liquor traffic as a 'serious
and degrading evil must, therefore,
"be focused now on three major items.
First, what will Congress do when it
meets in January, in the matter of
necessary legislation, both as to the
tax to be imposed upon "hard" liquor
and laws for the protection of any
state which may vote itself dry? For
each state is again free to set up its
own regulation of the liquor traffic,
or to ban it altogether; and it is not
at all improbable that states which
went two to one for national prohibition repeal may vote themselves
dry, feeling that they would be able

WASHER

PRICES

to control what the Federal government could not control. Next, every
state legislature will be faced with
the necessity of deciding how to license and tax the traffic.
The third concern of those who are
opposed to the liquor traffic is with
the education of youth in the ways of
temperance. That is the most important item of all. It was tremendously effective in the pre-prohibition
days; so effective that drinking was
hardly tolerated in most communities
and drunkenness was uniformly held
disgraceful.
We believe there will be a great revival of the temperance movement,
and we sincerely hope it will be effective.

NRA EAGLE SPREADS FEAR
AMONG OZARK PEOPLE
The blue eagle of the NRA, symbolic of a nation's hope for business
recovery, spread its wings recently
over the remote Ozark foothills—but
cast a shadow of fantastic fear on the
iomes of several thousand supersti;ious bill dwellers.
Disclosure of a weird belief that the
NRA eagle is the "mark of the beaat,"
described in the Bible as the symbol
of an approaching destruction of mankind, -was followed by an estimate
that the doctrine had taken root in
hill communities throughout eastern
Oklahoma and western Arkansas and
had spread to include "20 to 25 per
cent of the population of the foothills region."
The estimate was made by Rev. W.
E. Rockett, conducting a revival meeting at Stillwell, Oklahoma.
In identifying the blue eagle with
the "beat of doom" the believers quoted passages from St. John's Book of
Revelations. The fact that the NRA
symbols has ten wing points on one
side and seven on the other was linked
with the passage:
"And I stood upon the sand of the
sea and saw a beast rise up out of the
sea, having seven heads and ten horns
and upon his horns ten crowns and
upon his heads the name of blasphemy."
The first public evidence of the fantastic doctrine was revealed when
hill.folk, visiting stores for purchases
threatened to withdraw patronage
from "stores that are marked by
evil."
City Marshal Ollie Jones of Marble
City, said that nightly meetings are
being held and that the belief has
gained a wide following.
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
Leo H. Cochran and wf to George
L. Schwenneker, wd, und 1-6 int in
Its 1 2 3 and 4 blk E Whitney's add
Anita and w2 ne4 sec 33-77-34 and
n2 ne4 and e2 se4 ne4 and s2 ne4
nw4 sec 21-77-34, $1.
John Schaake, Who is suffering with
rheumatism, has gone to Excelsior
Springs, Missouri, for treament.
Mrs. Isola Bangham and Mrs. Claudia Brown are spending the week at
the Century of Progress in Chicago.
Chas. Dressier, wife and son, Vernon, returned home the first of the
week from a pleasure and business
trip in western Nebraska.
While
gone they spent a few days with Fred
Dwiggans and family at Orchard,
Nebraska.
Mrs. Allen Roxborough and children, Thomas and Ruth, who had been
spending a few weeks here with their
brother and uncle, A. R. Robinson,
left Saturday for Chicago to visit the
world's fair, and from there will return to their home in Los Angeles.

The Maytag always has been
—always will be a fine washer. But you may never again
be offered Maytag quality at
today's low prices. It is the
soundest economy to buy
TOUT Maytag now. • Visit the
Maytag showroom. Choose
your washer at today's prices.
The Maytag Company

But four counties in Iowa are now
using stamp money or scrip, authorized by the last session of the Iowa
general assembly as a relief measure.
The four counties are Polk, PottawaUamie, Cass and Winneshiek. A
suit has been brought in Des Moines
attacking the validity of the issuance
of scrip money by Polk county.

A company of neighbors and friends
called at the Floyd Gissibl home in
Lincoln township last Wednesday
evening, the occasion being a surprise on Floyd, who was celebrating
his birthday. They took well filled
baskets with them, and at 7:00 o'clock
enjoyed a covered dish dinner. The
Fowukd MM
NEWTON. IOWA
evening was spent with cards and
. 10-MJJ ,
visiting and at a late hour lunch was
served. Those in attendance were
Clyde Moore and family, Frank Petersen and family, Howard Gissibl and
I
Phone 270
farojly, Glen Soper and family, Cecil
ANITA. IOWA
ScU&l and family, Mrs. Woodall, J. (F.
IOW PRICES ON AU. MAYTAGS
tOUUVED WITH OASOUNE MULTI-MOTOR Gissibl, Ira Gissibl and Mike Wahlert.

Hartley Produce Co.

I
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LEFT TO PAY
This is just a reminder that October 1st. is the date on
which taxes for the last half of 1932 become delinquent.

L A. Breeling, Co. Treas.

Fred Weatherby was a recent visitor with friends in Des Moines.

Questions and Answers.

Q. What can be done with a contract for services made prior to operation of NRA? (See paragraph 12 of
President's Reemployment
Agreement.)
A. Paragraph 13 provides that "apPort Burkhart of Eldorado, Arkan- propriate adjustments" be made in all
sas, is visiting here with his brother prior contracts of any nature to meet
and sister, M. M. Burkhart and Mrs. direct increases in costs caused by
Joe Vetter.
having signed PRA or coming, under
Archie Worm, wife and two child- a code.
Q. Are employees of beer parlors,
ren are spending the week in Port road houses, dance halls, or gardens
Byron, Illinois, with her parents, Walgoverned by modified agreement apter Turner and wife.
plied to restaurants?
A. Yes, if food is served.
John Dougherty of Des Moines visQ. Explain status of outside claim
ited in the city a couple of days the
last of the week with his mother, adjusters' of service companies who
are subject to emergency calls at any
Mrs. Isabel Dougherty.
hour.
A. They are subject to minimum
D. L. McDermott, wife and son,
James, of Corning spent Saturday wage but not maximum-hour proviand Sunday in the city with his moth- sions of PRA if received more than
er, Mrs. Nora McDermott.
$35 a week.
Q. May the new owner of an estabMrs. Nellie French and son, John, lishment which has gone out of busi-]
of Harlan and George Foxhoven, wife ness continue to use Blue Eagle of
and two sons, John and George, of former owner?
Panora were Sunday visitors in the
A. No; new owner must sign PRA
city with tlaymond Lantz and wife. and Certificate of 'Compliance.
Mrs. Lantz and Mrs. French are
Q. Are Jewish holidays considered
cousins.
legal holidays in computing wages
and hours?
County Treasurer L. A, Breeling
A. No; only holidays proclaimed
reported Tuesday that over 6,000
under statute by National, State, or
automobile licenses have been sold in
municipal Government are legal holiCass county this year. A total. of
5,017 have been sold in the county. days.
Q. May script be _ used to pay emThe treasurer's office sold 5,800 liployees under PRA?
censes last year.
A. No, only cash or readily convertible
checks.
Bert Nikklesen, 16-year-old son oi
Q. Does NRA require a new estabMr. and Mrs. P. R. Nikklesen, received
a bad cut in the fleshy i»art of his lishment opened since enactment of
cheek Monday afternoon when he ran the Recovery Act to have a license?
A. No.
into a wire while playing. The inQ. A concessionaire in a store has
jury also knocked a tooth loose. He
was brought to the Campbell hospital the Blue Eagle, but the store has not.
What is procedure?
for medical attention.
A. The concessionaire displays Blue
A reunion of the Hayter family Eagle in his own specific department
was held Sunday at tbe home of A. A only.
Hayter, southeast of the city. Guests
G. S. McElfresh and wife of Des
of honor were Mr. and Mrs. Greasel
of Iowa City. Others present were Moines visited here several days last
C. G. Hayter and family, A. A. Hay- week with his sister, Miss Dora Me
ter and family, Louie Hayter and ELfresh, and with hia nephew, Ed. F
Carlton and family.
family and William Hayter.
Mrs. Freda Bell and daughter, Joy,
returned home Sunday from a visit
with relatives and friends in Newton.

Last Friday was the birthday of
Chester A. Long and that evening
a number of couples were entertained
at a 7:00 o'clock dinner by Mrs. Long,
the occasion being a surprise on Chet.
Following the dinner the evening was
spent in playing bridge and visiting.
High scorers at bridge were Mrs. G.
M. Adair and Mr. Long.
Owing to a change in the Iowa li
cense law, auto owners will not be
able to buy license plates for their
cars for the year 1934 until the first
day of January, when they will go
on sale at the treasurers' offices in
the different counties. Unless the
plates are bought in January, a penalty for delinquency becomes effective on the 1st. of February. Heretofore license plates have gone on
sale December 1.
Benton township teachers held an
organized meeting Friday evening at
the Center school house, of which
Miss Adele Jordan is the teacher. The
following officers were elected: Geneva Jordan, president; Mildred Frederick, vice president; Naomi Hensley
secretary and treasurer; Wilma Sievers, reporter. The next session will
be held on the evening of October 6
at Benton school No. 1, of which Miss
Hensley is the teacher. Other members of the club are Izetta Anderson
and Mrs. Nichols.
Lafe Lewis of Atlantic, and a former resident of Anita, was bound
over to the grand jury a few days
ago by Mayor Joseph Buvnea of Atlantic when he pleaded not guilty
to driving an automobile with improper license plates. Lewis was arrested for driving a Ford coupe which
he had purchased as junk, authorities
say. One license number, issued to
M. J. Metz, operator of a garage
and service station at Wiota, was
found on the machine. Lewis claimed
he found the license plate.

Charley Graham, well known farmer of the Oak Ridge vicinity, has been
re-elected as a director of the Audu
bon county fair association. He rep
resents Audubon township on the
board of directors.
J. A. Wagner and wife returne<
home last Thursday evening from a
ten days' trip in northern Minnesota
and Wisconsin. While they were gone
they spent a short time at Clinton
Iowa, with their son, Roscoe Wagne
and family, and also visited with an
other son, Norman Wagner, who i;
attending school at the State Uni
versity at Iowa City. Two other sons
Raymond and Byron Wagner, wh
accompanied them on the trip, lef
their parents at Clinton to return ti
their respective homes at Knoxville
Tennessee, and Ft. Wayne, Indiana.
Probably the most unique ranch in
Iowa is operated by Joe McCormick
at Cedar Rapids, Linn county. It is
a worm ranch. Yes, that's right, a
worm ranch. Nowadays when Me
Cormick or his friends go fishing
their bait is all pedigreed stock, es
peeially raised for the purpose. Some
time ago Joe concluded it would be
much easier to raise his own bar
t,han to dig it. So he sunk a specially constructed box in his father's
backyard and stocked it with a few
night crawlers. The worms thrived
under careful driving and a special
diet of coffee grounds, and multiplied
rapidly. Now Joe has an abundance
of nice fat worms for his own use
and supplies his friends as well.
A new kiml of hijacker staged a
daring theft at Eagle Grove, Wright
county. An Eagle Grove beer truck
driver was the victim. The truck
was traveling along a detour at
night. A touring car followed, gradually overtaking it. When the car
was within a few feet of the rear end
of the truck, both vehicles traveling
abou 40 miles an hour> a ^J
crawled along the fender of the car
and leaped to the rear of the truck
He passed four cases of beer back to
an accomplice who sat on the radiator The second man passed them to
a third who stood on the runnimr
board The third man tranTrS
them to the rear seat of the car Then
the car turned around and roared

In honor of the 72nd. birthday of
David Alexander, a party was held
Sunday at the home of his son-in-law
and daughter, Mir. and Mrs. Fred
Wohlleber, north of Anita. Present
were the families of fifteen relatives
and friends, and at noon a basket
dinner was enjoyed. Mr. Alexander
was born September 24, 1861 jn
Scotland, and in June, 1881, came to
the home of the late David Duthie
Ver
east of Anita. On June 5, 1886 he wha V,
*™
was married to Miss Clara Demm'inir what ' had happened just as the hiwho passed away seven years
the hor-

We Deliver

Phone 300

Friday-Saturday Specials
PROUTY & BOWLER SOAP, 10 bars...
..37c
(2 bars or box soap chips FREE)
CATSUP, 2 large bottles.
29C
3 bars Buttermilk Soap and 2 cans Light House
Cleanser
v
20c
PINK SALMON, 2 1-lb. cans.
25C
COFFEE, Break-o-Morn, per pound
23c
MIRACLE WHIP, the new salad dressing,
Pint......l8c
•% pint
ioc
MT. ETNA SORGHUM, gallon.73c %• gallon.43eSWEET POTATOES, Nancy Hall, 6 pounds. . 25C
RED GLOBE ONIONS* per pound.
&
MACKEREL, salmon style, Wb. can.
g
LEGION AUXILIARY NOTES.

!

:

MARSHALL-BAILEY.

Unit No. 210, American Legion
Auxiliary held their regular meeting
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. John
Mehlmann in Lincoln township last
Friday evening.
Mrs. Melhmann reported $58.00
cleared at the Homecoming.
Mrs. Leah Mehlmann and Mrs.
Mary Smith were elected delegates to.
the district conventibn to be held in
Council Bluffs in October.
The following officers were elected
for 1934:
Leah Mehlmann, president. x
Elva Steinmetz, 1st. vice president.
Irene Linfor, 2nd. vice president.
Mary E. Smith, secretary.
Hattie Hartley, treasurer.
Ella Biggs, historian.
Genevieye Dement, chaplain.
Belle Dougherty, sergeant-at-arms.
Ruth Williams, lona Smither and
Roma Newton, hoard members.
The secretary was instructed to
send a card of thanks to Prof. Earl
Blue and his band for playing at the
Homecoming; also to R. H. Bohning
for printing the Auxiliary sign.
Mary E. Smith gave a splendid report of the state convention which
was held in Sioux City in August.
Lunch was served by a committee.
The next meeting will be at the
home of Mrs. Russell Smith.

i Miss Ruth Marshall of Wiota i
Leonard Bailey of Anita were i .
ed in marriage at the parsonage i
the Atlantic Baptist church
afternoon ~of September 17 by |
Rev. J. R Bruner. The foil
day the young couple left on a )
moon trip to the Black Hills in!
Dakota. Both the bride and
are well know^ in this vicinity i
Wve many friends who will
the Tribune in wishing them
years of happiness and pn
.They will make their home on ai
in'Litteohr

.NOTICE OF PROBATE OP WILL.

Kunz Grain Co.]

State of Iowa, Cass County, ss.
In District Court. No. 4076.
To AH Whom It May Concern:
You are hereby notified, that an instrument of writing purporting to be
the last will and testament of John
Pine, deceased, dated October 80,
1931, having been filed, opened and
read, September 19, 1933, the 6th.
day of October, 1933, is fixed for
hearing proof of same at the court
house in Atlantic, Iowa, before the
district court of said county, or the
clerk of said court; and at 9 o'clock A.
M. of the day above mentioned all persons interested are hereby notified
and required to appear, and 'show
cause if any they have, why said instrument should not be probated and
allowed as and for the last will and
testament of said deceased.
Dated at Atlantic, Iowa, September 26, 1933.
C. M. Skipton,
Clerk of the District Court.
By Boyd M. Cambridge,
u
Deputy.

Hear Eddie Cantor sing
at Rialto this Sat. and Sun.

, Visit Young's 5 and lOc Store. I
dreds ait^ items at 5c and lOc. It]

Cash
HAVE COMPLETE L1NBJ
OF THE BEST COAL.
MUST HAVE M O N E Y
WHEN ORDERED OR D&|
LlVERED.

Phones:
Residence 101
Office 48

H. L. Hoffmann, Expert,
sociate of C. F. Redlich, MMinn, will demonstrate w
charge his "Perfect Retention
in Atlantic, .Wednesday, oa
at the Park Hotel from 10 *• 1
4 P.-M. ^Please come early.
Any rupture allowed to
dangerous, weakening the
tern. It often causes stoniacn
gas and backpains.
[d .1
My "Perfect Retention Sh« . 1
hold rupture under any co
work and contract the o
short time.
., hu or
Do not submit to avo *«•
tions and wear *^sse3M
'
Mf*
large the opening.
" ' No
clients in this communityorder*
HOME OF
SOS Lincoln Bldg.,

Some Real Specials
For Saturday
MEAT LOAF, 3 pounds.........
BACON SQUARES, per pound

BACON, in slab, per pound
PICNIC HAMS,ierpound
Try one of these Picnic Hams.

.1*

Miller's Market

1
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WAS HIS FACE RED1

ROADSIDE Howe About
MARKETING A Voter's Lobby

The reporter had Just submitted
his manuscript to the editor. I.enving the editorial room, he began to
reflect upon what he had written.
and decided to go back and change
something in It.
"1 hnre a few chnnges to mnke In
that copy I submitted," he snld.
The editor reached into the wastepnpt-r hnsltet find fished out the
grent work.
"All right, bnt make It snappy; the
wnste-pappr baskets will be emptied
In Bve minute."— Kansas City Stnr.

FORTUNATE
"Did you hear about that fellow
who fell asleep in the bathtub the
other day, with the water miming."
"No! Did the tub overt(rtrt*
"No. it didn't Luckily he Bleep*
with his mouth open."

By T. J. Delohery

The Human Body
The Circuit Rider

BOYS ARE GOOD
SALESMEN

By ED HOWE
I HAVE made many recommenda
* tlons, and later admitted myself
they were foolish. But 1 still bellev
one of them has merit, to-wlt: Tha
every time a man votes he be com
pelled to pay a dollar for the prlv
ilege, the money so collected to be
No Inducement
used for the employment of capabl
STUDY AHEAD
"This wutch, though so tiny, keeps
lobbyists to represent the people In
congress, state legislatures, city coun
A New York lawyer tells of a con- perfect time," the clerk remarked.
"That doesn't make any differells, etc. Our public affairs go wrong versation that occurred In tils pres
because various minority groups em ence between a bank president and ence," replied the mnn, "I'm buying
ploy lobbyists to advance their Inter his son who was about to lenve for it for my wife nnd correct time
ests, and the people have no lobbyists the West to engage In business on his means nothing In her life. A wrist
watch is just a bracelet to her."
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to oppose them. In the big cities theri own account.
are certain lawyers famous over th<
Banker Father—Son, on tMs, the
country for smartness. Men of this threshold of your business life, I de
type should be employed to oppose elre to Impress one thought upon
lobbyists, A fund raised as I propos* your mind. Honesty, ever nnd al
would result In a large sum, and, hon ways, is the policy that Is best.
estly managed by capable men, mlgh
Son—Yes, father.
give the people the control of the coun
Banker Father—And, by the wny.
try they have long lacked.
I would advise you to read up a lit
* * *
tie on corporation law. It will amaze
One of the most noted of the scl you to discover how many thlnps you
entists, a teacher In the world's great can do In a business wny and still
est university, says he finds nothing be honest.—Border Cities Star.
more wonderful and Interesting than
the human body. Nothing affords him
One Method
more Interest or profit than studying
Some high school girls were prachimself: profit because If he takes ticing the anthem for the Sunday
care of his health, he feels better, Is morning service.
They lacked
able to do better work easier, and breath when they came to the long
find it a less wearying task. Yet bow "A-a-a-men."
Ignorant most of us are about our
The leader, a highly trained muc! My ctot&to
bodies! We charge that God and the sician, said : "Now, girls, if you don't
rich do not treat us well, yet we do hold that 'A' so long you will have
not treat ourselves well. The business more time for the 'men.'"—Congreof caring for our bodies Is as simple gationalist.
as firing a boiler, which careless men
do properly every day because of fear
The Other Side of It
of an explosion, but few of us fear a
"But, dad," said daughter, "why
You bet it's easier to' wash clothes so much naptbayou can smeHltt
bodily explosion that may result in a don't you want me to marry him?
clean with Fels-Naptha Soap. Together, they give you extra
cold, typhoid, cancer or consumption. He'll make a kind and devoted busIt brings two dirt-looseners to
help—they^loosea the grimiert
How all of us talk Incessantly of grea! band."
subjects like inflation and religion, of
the job—good golden soap and dirt—without ; hard rubbing.
"Oh, yeah," snapped dad. "Well,
which we know little or nothing, to with as little business sense as he
the neglect of simple subjects in which has, he'll make a darn poor son-inwe are vitally Interested and may law."
know all there Is to know about them I
» • *
1 lately read a book written by a
circuit rider telling of bis experiences
In the rural sections of many states.
I liked the book, as the author seemed
a kindly and Intelligent man, but re^^^
__
_
marked one peculiar thing: In noting
the hundreds of church services held,
the author nearly always mentioned
the collections, or the hospitable manner in which he was entertained in
various homes, but In no place did he
mention spiritual growth, or increase
In membership of congregations; on
the contrary, thfcve were frequent
notes of discouragement in these respects.
* * *
A disgusted gentleman lately retired as mayor of a town of twelve
thousand people, and printed a card
In the newspapers telling of the
agonies he Is quitting. The honorable
gentleman specially mentioned one clt
^r ^r
^^r • ^^
^
Izen who had constantly opposed the
administration, charging It had done
EVERY High Stretch Cord in every Firestone Tire is
nothing for him or for anyone. The
mayor proves from the records that
Gum-Dipped for greater strength and protection. Gumthe complaining citizen had, within a
Dipping is a patented process which saturates and insulates
few weeks, received $129.42 In cash
from a sewer pay roll specially Inthe cord with pure, live rubber—eight pounds of rubber
augurated by the city to provide emadded to every one hundred pounds of cord fabric. Here
ployment; 19 50-pound sacks of flour;
fuel of the value of $16.33 at wholeis maximum strength to withstand road shocks 58% longer.
sale prices; 20 pounds of lard per
month, and numerous gifts of clothing,
panned goods, blankets, quilts, etc. In
addition, the complainant called on the
mayor nearly every day to state his
HIGH SP»f> TW
wrongs, and the mayor gave him frequent gifts of money. The poor man
4.75-19
fi.flft.ia
$8-40
$12.70
had five children. The -retiring mayor
5.00-19
cites also that they were provided with
6.00-19 H.D.
free schooling, lunches, dramatic, ath5.25-18
1O.OO
17-90
6.50-19 H.D.
letic and musical entertainments, and
$.50-19
the free services of dentists, district
2O.15
7.00-18HJK
nurses, etc. . . . When congress
gets around to Investigating the various relief programs of the past few
years, I slia!) be glad to supply the
name of this witness.
* * *
It Is a common saying that the worn
OF TIRE CONSTRUCTION
an pays aud pays, and the man owes
it. ...
There should be no such
saying, for It Isn't true. A few months
PNEUMATIC TRACTOR TIRE
Fir«stone High Speed Tire* ^ Gum„„,„.
ago a Missouri young man of twenty
Firestone has ]perbegan "going with" a girl of nineteen,
Dipped Cords excel all others in materials
and their association soon became so
design, construction and workmanship. This fected a pneumatic «™
tire
serious that the girl demanded that
6
1
h d M worid reco
ll!? .!^! ^* °«
f
«te on road *««• farm tractors and
he marry her, which he did under vioSaj
ety, Speed, Mileage and equipment which gives
lent protest Later he murdered her.
Now he Is being transferred from Jail
them a greater range
to Jail, to prevent lynching; If a mob
of
service — instantly
doesn't get him tbe hangman will, so
available
for either
that In this case the blame, tbe suffering and joy balance . .
I have
highway or 6eld operaOLDFIELD T Y P E
been a participant In tbe love scene
tion. These tirea inmany years and send out another
TRUCK TIRES
crease
the drawbar
•warning to men that half such penh
o
r
s
e
p
o w e r of a
alty as there Is they must shoulder.

«iT"*ON'T send ft boy to do a man's
•'-'Job" may be good advice at
times, but numbers of farmers have
found that boys can do as good. It not
a better Job of selling produce direct
to the consumer. Especially la this
true of town deliveries, where the
youngsters are known In the community and nelghborllness and friendship breaks the Ice.
With the right kind of training In
salesmanship boys become very good
merchants. Some of them, when they
learn "their vegetables," are on a par
even with the best farmer merchants,
being more willing to do everything
to please and accommodate customers.
In some counties roadside marketing IB a part of the Boys and Girls 4H
club work, and vocational agriculture
teachers who use vegetable and fruit
growing as a class room subject are
carrying their teaching further by
having their students open up roadside and other markets for the produce grown. Many of these teachers,
In preparation for the marketing work,
have studied roadside markets and
have obtained college bulletins and
other literature, the gist of which they
pass on to their pupils.
Selling, as a rale, Is left to the boys
showing their adeptness for this work,
the others spread the word of their
market among customers, thus making
customers which older people might
fall to Interest
€p In Milwaukee county, Wisconsin, William Hawthorne, who won the
state gardening championship In 4H
club work and who learned about selling to city consumers 'while carrying
on the project, is now on his own with
two rented acres for outdoor vegetable production. During the winter
season he keeps bis trade supplied
with what he grows In the greenhouse he leases. William makes deliveries on his bicycle.
Mrs, Frank A. Burford of Warren
county, Illinois, sells home-made country butter to 60 families in town. Deliveries require a little too much time

change to FELS-NAPTHA

GREAT
PROTE

Against

Boy Salesmen.
considering she does her own housework, so she has hired Margaret
Swanson, her granddaughter, to help
her. Margaret, who la quite 8 candymaker, increases her earnings by BellIng her sweets to the same people.
She packs the candy in half-pint paper
containers.
The children were always running
to Harry Kleck for permission to sell
magazines, perfume and other things
to neighboring farmers. Permission
was refused, of course. But when the
wholesale price of eggs got down to
where Kleck'a flock wasn't paying,
and he began to "think out loud" to
bis wife about new markets, the
youngsters chorused "let us sell them
to people In town."
Eggs were different from perfume
or magazines. People needed good
eggs such as Kleck produced, so he let
the kids try their hand. And what a
success they made of the Job! Now
Kleck sells all of his eggs to consumers, ana, instead of delivering
them, the people drive out to his farm
outside of Emporla, Kan, He gets a
margin over wholesale, too. He paid
the youngsters 10 per cent for selling
Robert James had to lease a larger
farm because be needed more vegetables to keep np with the dernaru
created by two boys who sold bis produce from bouse to house. Now h
has a crew of ten youngsters ranging
from twelve to sixteen years of age
who have pushcart routes of their own
making. The routes average 12 blocks
both sides of the street.
When 3. R. Hobblns' house-to-house
milk route got too big for him to handle and supervise his farm work, and
yet too small to hire another truok
and driver, he turned to boys to deliver bis product The youngsters not
only supplied bis customers, but operating In localities where they lived,
soon had 150 people In several Porter
county, Indiana, towns buying not only
milk but fruit, sausage, vegetables and
eggs. Each boy works two to four
blocks.
"I use paper milk bottles," said Mr.
Uobblns. "Hence, there are no returns.
.^
"Our relationship with 'gtg boys Is
strictly business—that Is, I'm constantly giving them Information on
salesmanship to read and I keep close
check to see that they don't become
Involved In their accounts.
"My boys are a bright lot and I
think they appreciate not only the
opportunity of making money but
learning something which win help
them when they are old enough to
Bhlft for themselves. A milk r#ute
offers a good chance to study human
nature and there Is every Indication
that the natural smartness of the boys
IB helping educate them along business
lines."/
CL 1MI. Wwtera M«v«p«jt*r Palo*.

Tire*****

15-60

11*50

THE NEW

THE MASTERPIECE

Tiresfone

tractor, giving greater
economy of operation.

What we need now is not more
rugged courage, but more intelligent
timidity. A courageous fool at a critical time usually gets Into worse trouble than a timid one.

*•

THE NEW

When a man writes or talks, and I
do not understand him, lie does not
himself know what he Is talking about,
or be would be able to make me understand.

SWtt OLDf IELD TYPE
Bui]I to equ*!
•M f i r s t line
•tandard brand
»!*«« in quality,
construction
Appearance,
b u t l o w e r in
price — another

VVliy do I so firmly believe the people are generally dunces? . . . I
am one of them, and a dunce. Nothing discourages me more than triumphantly proving tbe people are a bad
lot, and then realizing I am Uttle, If
any better; Indeed, that many of them
are my superiors In thinking and efficiency.

\
;

with

achievement in
•«vin g money
" owner*.
uwnen.

C. >"»< Bell Syndicate.—WNU BwvU*.
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GO TO YOUR LOCAL

^vi&XTS'oR^v^oi^w «»AV BBOK HUOSOO

ORIGINAL NOTICE.
In the District Court of the State of
Iowa, in and for Cass County.

SSCHOOLNOTK

Anita Defeats Lewis
The Anita High School football
team made a good season's start last
Bertha M. Keasey,
Friday afternoon, on the local field,;
Plaintiff.
by defeating Lewis by a score of 26
vs.
Mary L. Brown; William E.
to 0.
Whited; Mrs. William E.
The day was ideal for the spectaWhited; Earl T. Stephenson;
tors
and attracted a good crowd of
Ross W. Stephenson; Cecil L.
enthusiastic supporters of the team,
Stephenson; Ruth Whited;
who grew more enthusiastic and exElaine Whited; and William
Whited,
uberant as their favorites unwound
Defendants.
To Mary L. Brown, William E. Whit- the web of plays that they had been
ed, Mrs. William E. Whited, Earl carefully spinning.
T. Stephenson, Ross W. Stephen- The two teams were quite evenly
• auu.
son, \j^v.n
Cecil »j.
L. t-j^^f
Stephenson,
—' Ruth
,.
matched in size but the Anita backWhited, Elaine Whited and William field was more experienced which
Whited, Defendants.
You and each of you are hereby proved a decided advantage in the
notified that there is now on file in pinches of the game, Taking the
the office of the Clerk of the District rame throughout the Anita boys
Court of Cass County, Iowa, the pe- played a much better brand of foottition of the plaintiff asking that the
following described real estate, to- >all both offensively and defensively
and well merited the victory. They
wit:
..
Lot 12, Block 2, Whitney's Ad- showed special ability in being able
dition to the Town of Anita, Cass to scent the goal and although danCounty, Iowa; be divided and
gerous at all times, when near the
partitioned among the plaintiff
Lewis could not check them and
and the defendants in accordance with the undivided interest
they scored in each instance.
which they now own in the said
The Anita boys got a lucky break
real estate.
,
Said petition states that the said at the outset of the game. After
real estate was owned by Mrs. S. J- receiving the kickoff and returning it
Whited, who died intestate on or about to the center of the field, on their
the 8th day of March 1922, leaving
will and testament in which she de- first series of plays they were forced
vised the above described real estate to punt on the fourth down. Lewis
to Anna L. Whited and Nellie M. was downed dangerously near the
Whited her daughters.
goal. Lewis attempted to kick their
Said petition also states that Anna way out but it fizzled for them and
L. Whited died intestate on or about
the 23rd day of January 1924, leav- the Anita boys got the ball with only
ing as her sole and only heirs at about ten yards to go. The Anita
law Mary L. Brown, Bertha M. Keas- boys took advantage of the opportuney, William E. Whited, Simon A. ity and punched it across for the first
Whited, Nellie M. Tompkin, Earl T.
Stephenson, Ross W. Stephenson, and touchdown in less than three minutes
Cecil L. Stephenson. And that since of play. Dorsey's boot added the
the death of the said Anna L. Whited extra point. The Anita boys added
the said Simon A. Whited died in- their second touchdown in the third
testate on or about the llth day oi quarter and followed with a pair of
February 1925, leaving as his sole anc
only heirs at law his two children them in the final quarter of the
to-wit: Elaine Whited and William game.
Whited. And that he left his widow
The game throughout was marked
Ruth Whited.
Said petition also states that Earl with good sportsmanship on the part
T. Stephenson, Ross W. Stephenson of both teams. Lewis played a plucky
and Cecil L. Stephenson owns an un- game, making several first downs ant
divided 1-5 interest in the said rea" forced Anita to hold them for downs
estate. And that Mary L. Brown when they got in dangerous territory
William E. 'Whited and Bertha M
The lineup in the opening game on
Keasey each own an undivided 1-i
interest in the said real estate. Aw the Anita team was as follows
that Elaine Whited and William Line: center, Ruggles; R. G., Kuehn
Whited own an undivided 1-5 interest L. G., Vetter; R. T., Jensen; L. T.
in the said real estate.
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
Said petition also asks that the Eilts; R. E., Inhofe; L. E., Garlock
shares of the1 different owners be con- Backfield: Q. B., Robt. Nelson; R. H.
firmed as set forth in the said peti Wm. Daubendiek; L, H., Dorsey; F
October 1, 1903.
tion. And that partition be made
Work on the new M. E. church or if the same can not be equitably B., Walker. Substitutes: Robt. Dau
building is progressing nicely.
divided, then the said real estate be bendiek for Inhofe, Chadwick for
Miss Vera Hook entertained a com- sold and the division, of the proceeds Eilts, Noblitt for Vetter, Vetter fo
between the said owners with Nelson, Long for Ruggles, 'Baylor fo
pany of friends at her home last made
their respective shares.
Thursday evening.
Said petition states that the said Jensen.
The team will play at Walnut thi
Ed. L. Newton sold a fine bunch of land is free and clear of encumFriday afternoon and will play Casey
feeding steers to James Pilmer last brances.
FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS here next week.
week for four cents per pound.
SEE PETITION WHEN ON FILE
Classes Elect Officers.
G. W. Preston, Harry 'Faulkner and AS AFORESAID.
The various classes in high school
"Bill" Burkhart had an urgent call THEREFORE, Unless you appear
to the county seat last Sunday after- thereto and defend by noon of the have held their organization meeting
Second day of the next term of the and elected the following officers for
noon.
said Court, which will commence on the year. Seniors—Prea., Gail Burke
C. W. McDermott is building a fine the
7th day of November 1933 and be
hog house on his farm, to give better held at the American Legion Build- Vice Pres., Robert Kuehn; Sec'y am
care and protection to his fine ing, now being used as a temporary Treas., Junior Hayter. Juniors—
Court House in Atlantic, Cass County, Pres., Gay Nichols; Vice Pres., Beth
swine.
a default will be entered against
Arthur Winder is suffering with Iowa,
you and judgment and decree render- Knowlton; Sec'y and Treas., Dorothy
rheumatism this week. The ailment ed thereon as prayed in said peti- Bangham. Sophomores—Pres., Rober
Daubendiek; Vice Pres., Dorothy
seems to have got a pretty good hold tion.
Dated this 27th. day of September Smith; Sec'y and Treas., Joan Faulkon him, as his shoulders and lower
A. D. 1933.
limbs trouble him considerably.
ner. Freshman—Pres., Joe Vetter
E. S. Holton,
This evening at the home of the
Attorney for Plaintiff. Vice Pres., Paul Somerville; Sec'y and
bride's mother, Mrs. Harriet A. HenTreas., Dale Kuster.
Harry Steck and family of Atlantic
derson, in Atlantic, will occur the
+ -f 4 + + + + + + + -f -f -f +
marriage of Miss Ada Mable Hender- were in Anita Sunday, visiting at the
son and Mr. Arthur Leroy Hay- Art Baxter home.
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
ward.
E. L. Anderson, Minister.
Guy Lattig, son of C. J. Lattig
Miss Jane Scholl has accepted
will go to Des Moines in about two position as stenographer in the law
(The Church With a Heart and
weeks to attend school at the 1C. C. C office of H. P. Ziegler.
an Open Mind.)
College. His brother, Merle, has been
Church School at 10:00 a. m. Class
in attendance at the saane schoo
There will be an evening meeting es for all ages. Frank H. Osen, Sup
since September 1.
of the Anita Literary Club on Thurs erintendent.
The Anita high school girls, not day at 7:30 o'clock at the home of
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock
to be outdone by the boys, have pur- Mrs. Fred Boren. Mrs. L. J. Hof Special music by senior and junior
chased nice red caps, with the let- meister and Mrs. Alpha Nelson wil choruses. Sermon subject, "The Man
ters, A. H. S., worked upon them. The have charge of the program.
Who Discovered Jesus."
high school crowd looks very fine,
Youth Forum at 6:30 p. m.
and no doubt of it.
Good Fellowship Program.
Roy Eneix went to Chicago last
Good Fellowship program at 7:00
Saturday, where he goes to accept a
o'clock, with refreshments. The far
place in the Ralston Undertaking esmers and their families will be our
tablishment, one of the great firms Voss Manufacturing Co. honored guests. The following pro
of that city. Roy has resigned his
"IF IT'S MADE OF WOOD,
gram will be given at 7:30 o'clock:
place in the Lattig store and taken
WE CAN MAKE IT."
Music by the orchestra.
up this new work "witti "the purpose of
602-4 E.'3rd. St.
Hymn by congregation.
fitting himself to be H first class unDevotional, Mrs. L. B. Trumbull.
dertaker.
Swan, Martin & Martin
Selection by Junior Choir.
Attorneys-at-Law
Reading, Miss Gaye Nichols.
The members of the Quilt club were General Law Business Transacted
Selection by Double Quartet.'
guests last Wednesday afternoon of
Announcements
and offering.
Ask
For
Mrs. Nellie Holmes at her home on
Reading, Miss Esther Mae MclnEast Main Street. Lunch was serygd
Cloverbloom Ice Cream tyre.
late in the afternoon by the hosThe Cream Supreme
Hymn by congregation.
tess.
At Most Dealers
Benediction.
November Term A. D. 1933.
Equity No

Enhanced by the
sheer Loveliness

of

aca
LACE TOP

$1.00 - $1.15
CHIFFON OR
SERVICE WEIGHT
PICOT TOPCRADLE SOLE

75c

Clothing
Co.
Electric light bulbs, 15 to 60 watt,
for only lOc at Young's 6 and lOc
Store.
It
A plot of 2,000 acres near Moulton
is to be turned into a training farm
for orphan boys. William Lodwick,
Chicago lawyer, who lived near Moulton in his boyhood, is financing the
project. The land was once expected
to be the site of a city and a hotel
and store building were constructed
there. -"When Mr. Lodwick bought
the land he also bought the buildings and the boys will live in them
while they study the science of agriculture. A brother of 'Mr. Lodwick's
will be in active charge of the farm*

Nearing the End!

Let's Go
Only One Cent a Mile
for Round Trip Tickets

World's Fair
Century of Progress
Exposition

at CHICAGO
Special
Coach Excursions
EVERY FRI., SAT. & SUN.
Return limit 10 days from date
of sale.

"Rock
Island
Every Day
Only a fare and one-tenth for
the round trip. Good in sleepers (on payment of reducedrate Pullman fare) or coaches.
Return limit 16 daya
All-expense trips quoted—including hotel rooms, etc.
For detailed information
and tickets ask
J. T. MONNIG
Anita, Iowa.
You will save time, see
more and spend less,
if you travel by train.

FROM OUR OLD FILES

ATLANTIC BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

Zurfluh

Do Not Neglect a
Leaky Roof
It only means added expense later—may we help
you get your roofs ready for winter.
Another car load of Nelson's Master Roofing
coming soon. Priced to sell.

Greenhouses

Day m i'very department of the
church and every man, woman and
Funeral Home
child should attend church Sunday
Election of delegates will
Sixth & Oak Streets
Phone 897
be held

Osborne-Tomlinson

Est. 1866

Ambulance Service

Roland, Peacock & Baxter

Funeral Directors
All calls answered promptly day or
night, regardless of distance.

BULLOCK'S

ROBT. SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
Phonea: Office 20; Be*. 11
We Give and Expect a Square Deal

Music by orchestra.

All members and friends of the
Cut Flowers, Funeral Designs and
church art- invited to all of our serPlants of All Kinds.
8th. & Pine Sts.
Phone 669 vices ami a c t i v i t i e s . Sunday is Rally

Southwest Iowa's Foremost
Department Store.

Atlantic Sheet Metal Works
Guy Fulks, Prop.
Heating and Ventilating
Expert Radio Repairing.
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WE DELIVER

Special, For TJJ.., BfiTS

Sorghum per gal. can 63<1
Butter Fancyper Creamery
pound
23C
Peaches
Fancy Italian
Plums
Per Crate
79|
Washington
Pears Fancy
Bartletts—Box
$2.3!
Pan. Flour
19<
Fresh Quaker
Oatmeal Buckeye—5-lbs.
19|
Red Globe
Onions Large 10Sizepounds
2!
Per Dozen
Jar Lids
23(
Corn Meal
11
Head Lettuce,
Large Stalks
Celery
II
or Staley's
Syrup Karo10-lb.
4!
can
Miss Winona Kyle gave a splendid
talk on "Religious Drama in the
Church." There was large audiences
both morning and evening.
SEE BARTLEY'S for wagon*
As we are entering upon our fall washing machines and cream:
activities we anticipate- a splendid tors.
year of cooperation and service.
WE HAVE special bargain!
f - f r f - f - f + + > + + + •»•»*•»•
on safety, razors and blades, i
f
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
NefTs Hardware.
f - f - f + -f-f + + 4--f + 4 4 4 +
Oil Meal, Tankage, Sarg
"Unreality" will be the subject of
10
and Protex Mineral, ando
the Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, October feeds. <
tf
Bartley's
1.
The Golden Text is from Psalms
WANTED:—To buy 11 usedb
33:10, "The Lord bringeth the coun- stoves. Johnson Plumbing and!
sel of the heathen to nought: he ing Shop. Phone 12.
maketh the devices of the people of
SPECIAL Remington $1.50,1
none effect."
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo- knives:for $1.00. Other
tations from the Bible .and from the low as 26c. Neff Hardware.
Christian Science textbook, "Science
Laying Mash, Worm Pills, 1
and Health with Key to the ScripPowder
and Poultry Tonic,
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
tf
Bartley's;
One of the Bible citations reads:
"Behold, all they that -were incensed
FOR SALE:—Poultry worn)
against thee shall be ashamed and lets. Genao Form for roupJ
confounded: they shall be as noth- sen Hatchery and Produce.
ing; and they that strive with thee
SEE YOUR favorite radio
shall perish. Thou shalt seek them,
and shalt not find them, even them Eddie; Cantor at the R
that contend with thee: they that this Sat. or Sun. You'll like!
war against thee shall be as nothing,
EOR SALE:—No. 1 potato^,*
and as a thing of nought. For I the
per
bushel. Small ones, 40c._
Lord thy God will hold thy right
Merle I
Itp
hand, saying unto thee, Pear not; I
will help thee" (Isaiah 41:11-18).
FOR SALE:-Used
Among the selections from the double tub washers, 2
Christian Science textbook is the fol- chines, 1 used aluminum tub
lowing: "Evil is a negation, because 1 Mfcytag motor prime shape.
it is the absence of truth. It is noth- ley's Produce, Maytag dealer
ing, because it is the absence of
God, the omnipotent and omnipresent. YOUNG MAN who met
her«t'
Every mortal must learn that there park would like to see
is neither power nor reality fn e,vtt" Sunday Afternoon" at
Theatre Saturday or Sunday
(p. 186).
Young's 6 and lOc Sto«
Lloyd Roe and wife of Des Moines
large
line of school su[
spent Sunday in the city with his
lets, pencils, ink, erasers,
brother, Glen A. Roe and family,
cil boxes, and at bargain
'
Fred M. Sheley, wife and daughter, prices.
Mrs. Ed. P. Carlton, returned home
the last of the week from Keawick, net, large size. Enquire;
Iowa, where they were called by the
sudden death of Mrs. Sheley*B broth- fice.
er, George T. Smith.
Tribune office, Anita^
Paul Burkhart, son of Mr. and Mra.
. M. Burkhart of this city, ifl in* HEATING stoves,
eluded in the University of Iowa hon- and ranges, at^
or roll of 145 freshmen and sopho- day's market.
mores who made a scholastic average
The K. .
of "B" or better last year.
church will serve
Frank Nelson has returned home, dinner on Saturday,
after being gone all summer travel- the church
ing with Hal Stone's Show aa a property man. He says he enjoyed M*
work very much and that be had the ence oil stove, m ' , He»t
pleasure of .making the acquaintance Johnson Plumbing
of many people in the different com- Phone 12.
munities that the show vWted.

Those who gave canned goods to
the welfare organization and who
have not as yet received the empty
Jars, can get them by calling •* *"*
DeCamp shop this week. Those who
received canned gooda from the welfare organization are urged to return
the empty jara (to the same place
at this time.
program.
Welfare Organisation.
b ,j

MMWMBH^*-

POR

Pontiac sedan;
1027 Chevrolet
coach; 1980 WiHy»
Phone 244. 0 *
Antta.

Land Titles; «'"
Specialty-

TRIBrjNE.ANTTAo W A .

-Wise CdUege Girl's Wardrobe

DISCONTENT OF
USE TO WORLD

, 1933

are odloua The defects that we see
In our neighbor that should preclude
his prosperity may be there or may
be only In our imagination; and It
might be worth while to consider
that be maysee even greater defects
In us that should make oui place In
the world less desirable than It Is.
So while tolling upward through the
night it Is well to make the climb as
uncnvJoasly as possible; for It Is not
at all Improbable that making the
best of a bad Job will make It a better Job. Thereto undoubtedly too much
discontent in the world, but the
evils of discontent result from Its
quantity, quality and distribution,
and not from Itself. Its complete
elimination would be a misfortune
because it has no small part In making tbe world move forward and get
better. Buck works hard, serves his
patients well and is unable to collect
a considerable percentage of bis
bills for medical attention.' 1 wondered how he felt about It.
" 'Buck,' 1 asked him, 'are yon
contented 1'
" 1 should hope not i' he ex-

CHEWE MCHOLAS
Man Wholly SatiBfied Makes
Little Progress.

FIT

THURSDAY

i

share of the world's
to which we are enMr. Cato Nlnetalla.
are graced with some
modesty nna discretion do not proclaim such a feeling to the public
because they know better; but those
who are more self-centered than
modest or discreet do a good deal of
ta k ng about It. and so create the
opinion among their reluctant hearers that they've had a good deal
more than they deserve.
"Whether or not it be a question
Of deserts, It is certain that some
people are endowed with more blessings—material, or Immaterial, or
both—than other people. Why thla
Is so, nobody has ever been able to
explain, but there Is no doubt that
It not only is BO, but that as far as
anybody Is able to foresee It always
will be so, notwithstanding the usually Wfjll-meant, but generally Bootless, proceedings of the reformers.
The condition Is so Invariable that It
must seem to many of us that It Is
as much a part of the Intentional
way of the world as the nights and
days, and the heat and cold, and the /(ee/>sSKiri Young
Absorb blemishes and dlscoloratlona using
storm and calm.
Mercobzed Wax daily es directed. InvuibU
articles of aged akin
' ~
'
"Whether the world has been geni
erous to us or not, whether we live S.large'pores
disappear. Skin is then beaution the sunny side of Easy street or fully clear, velvety and so soft—face looks
In the gloom of Toll valley, we cannot ease our situation by complaining mentally or orally of Its InjusI enlightenment as to what la to ity of their lines, also tune in per- tice. Comparisons here as elsewhere
! in the way of smart fashions, fectly with the picture of youth.
l the style-wise college-going girl. These, coats fasten authentically CnlInowa It Is almost uncanny the nefe, in that one side Is brought way
hese ,yonng sophisticates man- ove'r to the other to close either with
| wrest advance Information from buttons or some sort of a tricky metal
nters almost before the public contrivance. The little Inch-high colgets an Inkling as to what's lars on these coats look properly prim.
Ion.
Kimona sleeves are good style not
IB why the golng-away-to- only for coats, but for dresses as well.
[ wardrobes of young moderns For a college-girl choice we would call
revealing as to future style attention to the stunning rough crepe
So, on the theory that what's frock on the girl seated In the picture.
pr the college girl lg chic for It is decidedly new because of its tuirt of us, let's take a peep at nic blouse which has wide-at-the-armbf the ^fashion choices which hole sleeves, the deep, ridged silk
|8chool-farlng enthusiasts are crepe which fashions it and because
for';the coming autumn and It is in one of the notably vogulsh
vibrant blues. The collar Is black
F I R S T PRIZE
urse, the logical thing to begin satin with Persian lamb border.
| practical daytime clothes, but Every college lassie - should have a
I sojexcited about the perfectly tailored plaid wool day-time dress, now
lorinal we saw In a college-girl that plaids are a "last word" from
S E C O N D PRIZE
e can't wait to tell about It. Paris. The model pictured at the
t piat H is made of white ben- right to the top in.this group Is typl
s' wfiat Intrigued bnr fancy. cally collegiate. The .belt Is green
THIRD PRIZE
s the same as saying" that tne suede. However, the plaid story does
'st thing on the boards In the .not finish wltfe. gay woolens, for the
AND 485
OTHER
[new fabric for party frocks Is most scrumptious plaid velvets have
pbbed silk. It Is qujte like the arrived. They are beipg made up into
Vblcb was so fashionable 1C the- striking blouses—look wonderful with
ago, and, now It la "In" monotone velvet skirts.
of*lOOto*2.5O.Each
Two. fashion tips gleaned from th«
dying the trend of styles-col- brown crepS dress with Its orange-colDUPLICATE PRIZES
omes now another thrill in ored scarf (pictured to the left) Is the
TO GROCERS
Won bids fall1 to go Chinese, mass shirring which decorates the
[jpliclty of this oriental styling sleeves, the scarf and the belt, and
CONTMT CLOCK*
sit admirably to youthful of- the fact that the skirt Is sheath-fitting
OCT. 14. MM. MAD
ftake It In the matter of the according to latest -fashion dictates.
rvu. onaiu mow
':le round tight turbans,' with Glimpse the bracelets, for massive
MJP cliffs and their pert lit- bracelets are necessary luxuries which
at the-Tery.tip-top of their 'college maidens simply must have.
i say ''Chinese'' at a glance,
You May Win $1,000 in Cash or Any One of 487 Other
Below Is one of those swagger new
ver placid young brows, thej soft felt hats which look like a man's
Cash Prizes Just For Answering This One Simple Question
jUghtfully Bchool-glrllsh.; The fedora. Our college girls like them
which are cut a la man- immensely.
cause of the absolute simplic®, 1933. Western Newspaper Culou.

claimed. 1 should hope not, even at
CLASSLESS HOTHOUSE
my age, for a man quits accomplishThe breakage of glass In the operaing anything when he quits being tlon
of a green house or hot frame*
discontented.' "—Indianapolis News.
Is the matter of considerable Inconvenience, to say nothing of the origNot M*ry'a Fault
inal cost of the glass BO that this
Mistress—Mary, why are the draw- item has been cut down by the utiliing rooms chairs BO dusty?
zation of cellophane which answers
Mary—Well, you know, ma'am, you every purpose, Is more durable in
haven't been having many callers that It resists ordinary shocks and
lately.
is easy to replace in the sashes.

For Pain Relief
In Minutes
Demand And Get

GENUINE
BAYER
ASPIRIN
Because of a unique process In
manufacture, Genuine Bayer Aspirin Tablets are made to disintegrate
—or dissolve—INSTANTLY you
take them. Thus they start to work
instantly. Start "taking hold" of
even a severe headache; neuralgia,
neuritis or rheumatic pain a few
minutes after taking.
And they provide SAFE relief—
for Genuine BAYER ASPIRIN

does not harm the heart. So if yon
want QUICK and SAFE relief see
that you get the real Bayer article.
Always look for the Bayer cross on
every tablet as illustrated,
above, and for the words,
G E N U I N E BAYER
ASPIRIN on every bottle
or package.

GENUINE BAYER ASPIRIN DOES NOT HARM THE HEART

FOR ANSWERING JUST ONE SIMPLE QUESTION
ON A SUBJECT EVERY HOUSEWIFE KNOWS BY HEART

n,ooo

YOUVE 4

*500

*250

SWISHING SKIRTS
By CHKRIE NICHOLAS

ling tbe bright colors of midthe smart Parlslenne has re* her favorite black for mornrnoon and evening. t In a re""'lew a French woman whose
NynonymonB with chic on two
its, outlined a typical Paris
For daytime, her choice is
grit black wool coat, cut with
Ndera ajnrl trim fitted walstshe wears over a black
ol frock.
•ternoon dresses include a yelblack printed crepe, worn
jck" gloves and a small draped
black velvet This she al[wlth a black satin jacket suit,
|lte satin blouse.
^formal dining she wears a
llack crepe frock, whose long
[Ines are accentuated by panels
we at tbe sides.

"What Do You Think Is The Biggest
Reason So Many Women Are Changing
From Old-Style Granulated, Bar and
Flake Soaps to OXYDOL?"
Why This Amazing Cash Prize Offer:
This is the second $10,000 cash prize contest on
Oxydol Soap. Its sole purpose is to induce still more
women to learn about Oxydol and try it without
delay! For Oxydol is the latest, improved Laundry
Soap Discovery ot Procter & Gamble, famous soap
makers to the homes ot America. New, improved
Oxydol! Without question, it washes clothes FASTER,
SAFER and gets them WHITER than any laundry
soap now or ever known!
qg

no.ooo IN CASH
For The Best Answers to This Question
ytruttdnA. iA the
4o -ma.ru/ mrcrtneM. oJt*

ick-FUr« Coat U
o>»g to See Many U»e»
» back-flare coats which HolyParis is designing at the ver;
we going to have a far-reachEnter on the stage of fashion the
on future style* Made In silk lady with the swlsh-swlsh silken sWrt
, they can be used for eve- which Is «oor length, yea, even trails
B as well as for swagger about in sweeping lines. Formal wlnats, with glovea, hat and te fashions are Just like that. TWa,
match. There to a yoke at becauso we have gone back to the M|Wers, beneath which gathers wardian age so designs tell us, for our
f H sway. The length of the Style inspiration. The handsome black
(slightly shorter than three- taffeta dinner gown pictured Is typical
and the sleeves are straight of tlie new movement.
the wrist There la no
eas it be a button or bow
on
Cardigan
throat, the vest of the coat Use Zipper"
to Replace Seven Buttons
to show tbe dress underCardigan sweaters. Jackets, sports
•blrts-all those wardrobe Items which
"pen «H the W down the front-may
M T.ff.U Girdle.
a makes girdles on some now be found with rip fastenings. *or,
striking evening frocks
A
white organdie dance
fumes running frpm tbe
faej!n,ee8 «• trimmed witb a
I » long saab ends of blue,
taffeta ribbon.

•- - ' '' oOxrooL?'

488 CASH PRIZES
Duplicate Prizes to Grocers
1st Prize, $1,000 2ndPitae,$500 3rd Prize, $250
6Prl«.of$lME.eh
- ISO Each

M Priw. ol *U Each
•OPrlw.olJlOEach

100 PrU« ol K.OO E.ch
SOOM».<

All rou Do To Compel* For One of Th, 4S8 Prii,t:
1. Tear the top off a package of Cfcydol
and write your name and addrew ana
your jioeer < nam< and addrlll on it.
NOTE—We aak you to do this becaius
grocer* who «hcw the matt stall IP displaying and featuring Oxydol (or thu
contest al» will b« •"•nWJiW'*":
JS.OOO in cash priaa to hoiaewVvw »«•
JSOOOinduplicate prue» totheirlavotite grocen, $10,000 in all.
2. Write us in your own word., you,
answer to the question: "What </o you
Ikink ii lilt bitltst '«»«•» <M«y «"««
a,, chantint fw,n
•'^iffffX'.""4'
tar and flakt soafi to OXYDOL)
J. Send your answer, with box top en_i

i

_J:..:«H imitr /Mui% nitu VOUf ffTO-

Oho
Tin event of a tie for any prfce offered.
<ft Caatli

':'*t ' /'

^HERE'S HOW TO WIN

CASH PRIZES

FOUNDATION
FALL WARDROBE

•

i.V-'-tf-j

Identical prizes will be awarded to tying
contestants. Entries judged on truthfulness and advertising value ol statements. Judges will be Mrs. Christine
Frederick, Household Editor. American
Nichols, Household Editor. Woman s
Home Companion. The opinion of the
judges must be accepted as final in all
matters pertaining to the contest.
S. All entries must be postmarked before midnight, Oct. 14th, 1933; pni«
winners will be notified by mail as soon
as possible after contest clobea.
«. If unable to obtain Oxydol from your
grocer, a reasonably eiact facsimile of
the box top will be accepted in lieu
thereof.
.
Contest subject to all provisions of
Federal, Suu, and Ucal rfegulaUon.
<" «*«' "'<"'•" °" «'«<»'«•

THE PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANV. CINCINNATI,

Winning is just as simple as ABC!
You don't need a dictionary; you
don't need a word book; you don't
need to study and wrack your brains
to win this contest! Here are the kind
of statements that'll win the money.
Read them over—see how simple they
are! Five minutes at your own desk in
your own home—a few words just as

simple as these—and you may easily
win any one of the cash prizes! Enough
for a glorious European trip—a fourfigure bank balance—an education for
your child—new clothes; new furnishings for your home, or anautomobile to
enjoy for years. Now read thestatemenU
which will guide you in what to say to
win any one of the 488 big cash prizes!

What la The Biggest Reason So Many Women
Are Changing to OXYDOL?
1. "Because Oxydol's the one
Boap that aoaka clothe* clean
and yet i* really easy on them—and on your hand*, too."
2. "Because I found Oxydol is
even faster than the granulated
soap I'd been using. My wash
i* 30% whiter, too."
3. "Oxydol's the only soap that
will hold ita suda in my machine
straight through washing time."
4. "My pretty cotton and ging-

ham dresses are washed clean in
15 minutes—and in more than
30 washings not one has faded."
5. "Oxydol is easier than bar
soaps.—faster than flakes—and
never fades things, like other
granulated soaps will do."
6. "Quick,long-Ia»ting»ud« that
work fast in hard water—and
won't harm colored things! At
least, that's why / changed to
Oxydol."

telling why you think so many women
are changing to Oxydol. Writeone just
as short, simple, and direct as the
your child through school; to pay up samples printed above. Then put the
your mortgage, and leave some over letter in an envelope with an Oxydol
for a brand-new fur coat or a lovely box top (or a reasonably exact facsimile thereof) on which you've written
rug, perhaps!
both your own and your grocer's name
Well then, just write a few simple and address. Address the envelope to
words telling us what you think is the Oxydol, P. O. Box iSOl, Cincinnati,
biggest reason so many women are O., and drop it in the mail box by
changing from other kinds of laundry October 14th. That's all there is to it.
soaps to Oxydol. You may win a And you may win any one of the 488
thousand dollars in cash or any one of Cash Prizes!
487 other big cash prizes!
"*
Enter Contett Now
Five minutes at your desk may do
— Wa«/i With Oxydol
this for you. For this is a new and
simple and Amazingly Different kind Enter this $10,000 contest now. Reof contest. You don t have to pore member, a housewife is the one who
over the dictionary; you don't nave will win. Society women and college
to make up words; you don't have to professors won't know how. A phrase
wrack your brains for trick advertis- written in lead pencil on tablet paper
ing slogans.
i is just as good as one that's typewritten or on dollar stationery. So
If you ever washed clothes, you have write without delay. You may win
a perfect chance to win money in thia $1,000 in CASH. Or-onu of 487
contest. Writing, spelling, grammar other CASH prizes.
are not important—as a matter of
fact, they don't count at all! To win, And—you'll find in Oxydol a far
just tell us in your own words what easier, far safer and far surer way of
you think is the biggest reason for so getting perfect laundry results. When
many thousands of women discarding your wash is on the line and you see
bar soaps, flakes, chips and old-style now fresh and white it looks, that
granulated soaps in favor of Oxydol t alone will make you feel it's worth
Here is a description of Oxydol that while asking for Oxydol every time'
will help you.
What Oxydol It—How It Wowht
Oxydol is a new-type granulated soap.
The latest, improved scientific discovery of Procter & Gamble experts.
It cuts washing time 25% to 40%.
And thus saves hours of labor.
It works without back-breaking rubbing, without scrubbing. For it works
by dissolving dirt.
It makes clothes 4 to 5 shades whiter
than old ways. Yet it cannot fade ot
injure either fabric or color.
It is as kind to the hands as the finest
toilet soap. For it is created by
America's largest soap makers—the
makers of gentle "Ivory."
What You Do To Win
Nothing could be simpler or
easier than this Oxydol Soap
Contest. You write your letter.
OW would you like to open your
H
mail box some morning and find
a check for $1,000? Enough to put
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iHow-dc Folks!
I .^—•••—•»^^^i*g^^^g^''g»"—•-••—»-••____

Come in and let's gat acquainted. Mrs. Schneider
I will be pleased to meet you.
As annpin^ed in last.week's Tribune, we have
,urchased the J. R. Stuhr stock of merchandise. The
ist week we fifty* added some new goods- to this
»-k and $i|$ is &ore to follow.
It wilM^Wir5«fei^to give Anita an4 its sur, >[
oundmg temtory a line of honest to goodness mer- ::
fhandise at a right price.
;;
Come in, look over the stock. We are glad to
nave you come, in whether you buy or not. A visit
from you will be appreciated.
lDd

neider

PENDABLE STORE

G. C. Noblitt and lira. M. M.
Mrs. Mabel Sutton has returned to
art were Des Moires visitors Anita after a visit of several weeks in
Fontanelle.
|. Carrie RasmuBsen •was taken
Young's 5 and lOc Store invites
r:elsior Springs, Missouri, Mon- you to make their place your headwhere she will be given treat- quarters. Bargains galore.
It
tfor rheumatism.
Mrs. Andrew Wiegand visited last
|L. Tilton and wife and James Thursday and Friday in Atlantic with
and wife of Walnut spent her daughter, Mrs. L. K. Nichols and
in the city at the home of husband.
[ton's sister, Mrs. C. W. Clardy
iisband.
W. T. Slater and wife, Mrs. E. E.
Morton, and C. H. 'Bartley were visit, Voorhees visited at Lewis 'last ors at the M. E. conference in Des
with a cousin, Van Voorhees Moines one day last week.
nily. He was accompanied by
oy Twining of Des Moines
M. M. Mclntyre and wife of AuduKate Clark and Mrs. Mar- bon were Anita visitors Sunday at
SomBrville,-New the. home of her sister, Mrs. Frances
Taylor and family. Mr. Mclntyre is
superintendent of the Audubon
| Nelsen and wife, accompanied schools.
[brother, Pete Nelsen and wife
porn, spent last week visiting
L, G. Clifford, wife and son, Tom,
•others, Nels and Lauris Nel- left the last of the week for their
Dickens, Iowa. They also spent Home in Detroit, Michigan, after a
b the Spencer fair, and a short pleasant visJb with her father, E. G.
i the Adams ranch near Ode- Allanaon, and with other relatives
Itheir way home.,....
and friends.

ber^r^i^ "?a °f v^i
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Harry Krasne, wife and children of
Mrs. Georgia James of Weldon, Audubon visited here Sunday, guests
Iowa, has been visiting a few days of Henry Maduff and family.
the past week at the A. C. James
home.
Max Campbell and wife of Des
Moines were week end visitors in the
Mrs. John Pine has gone to New- city with his parents, Chas. Campbell
ton, Iowa, where she will make her and wife.
home for awhile with her son, W. A.
Pine and family.
C. S. Ford of Guthrie Center, manager of this division of the Iowa
Chas. Hook and wife of Cedar Electric Co., was a business caller in
Rapids were week end visitors in the the city Saturday.
cjty with his mother and sister, Mrs.
Plavia Hook and Miss Vera B. Hook. Mrs. R. R. Suplee, Mrs. George
Denne and Mrs. J. C. Calkins are
Herbert Bartley has rented the spending a few days at the Century
Jared Blattner residence property on of Progress in Chicago.
Rose Hill Avenue and he and his
Jesse Enfield, who had been visitfamily will take possession in a few
days.
ing here with his brother, Roy Enfield and family, left Sunday for his
Lewis Richter, wife and daughters, home in Dalhart, Texas.
Freda and Frances, of Greenfield were
Mrs. Henry Roed was hostess last
Sunday visitors in the city at the
home of his sister, Mrs. Fred Bell Wednesday at her home north of the
city, to an all day meeting of the
and family.
Self Improvement club. Dinner was
Rev. C. L. Thomas of Carl, Iowa, served at noon.
and a former resident of Anita, is a
Earl Westering of Harlan, owner
patient at the Methodist hospital in
Pes Moines where a few days ago of the Golden Rule Department
Store, was looking after business
he submitted to an operation.
matters and visiting with friends in
The members of the H. H. club the city last Thursday.
went to Atlantic last Wednesday
Mrs. Lester Levi and two daughwhere they were guests for the day ters, Jean and Joan, returned home
of Mrs. B. D. Carlton. A 1:00 o'clock Sunday from a few days' visit in
dinner was served by the hostess.
Clearfield, Iowa, with their parents
,
and grandparents, E. M. Owens and
•<•,! Aj;county meeting of the American wife.
Legion and Auxiliary will be held at
the Legion Memorial building in AtRaymond Burke, son of Mr. and
lantic on Thursday evening of this Mrs. Ernest Burke, left last week for
week. All members are urged to be Davenport, Iowa, where he will atpresent.
end school at St. Ambrose college.
Clarence E. Ettinger, 75, for many This will make Raymond's third year
years a resident of Casey, and a of college work.
man well known by the Masonic fraNow—is the time to buy G & J
ternity in Anita', died at the Univers- Tires with toughened rubber for winity hospital in Iowa City a few days ter driving. You get the full beneago, after an illness covering sev- it of the wonderful non-skid tread
eral months. His wife died a year on slippery winter roads. 29x4.40,
ago, since which time he had been ?6.48;
30x4.50, $7.10. Gamble
making his home with a daughter, Stores.
It
Mrs. Carrie E. Gray, in Iowa City.
Burial was made in the Masonic
An all day meeting of the Jolly
cemetery in Des Moines.
Dozen club was held Thursday at the
home of Mrs. P. R. Petersen, east of
the city. At noon a covered dish dinner was enjoyed. Mrs. Sterling
Sorensen will be hostess at the nexrt
meeting of the club.
Fifteen members and a few inviteguests were in attendance at a meet
ing of the Ladies Union club las
Wednesday at the home of Mrs. Cleo
Reeves, southwest of the city. It was
an all day meeting, and at noon a
covered dish dinner was served.

THEATRE
Sat.-Sun.

Sept. 30--0ct. 1

It —

with Someone /ou Love/
...to ilmpte... so true... it might be your
itory... so touching you'll want to too it
with the on* you love best.. . someone
whose bond you can hold/ . . . ,

ft
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GARY COOPER

A

Paramount Picture with

FAY WRAY
NEIL HAMILTON
FRANCES FULLER ROSCOEKARNS
D 1r t c t • d

t>y

S t • p li • »

t ob• rI«

Special Added Attractions

Eddie Cantor
in a pleasing 2-reel musical

"Midnight Frolic"
UNIVERSAL NEWS with GRAHAM McNAMEE
POPULAR ADMISSION ...... lOc and 25c

The members of the Double Eight
bridge club enjoyed a covered dish
dinner at 7:00 o'clock last Thursday
A number of friends enjoyed a socevening at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A large line of green glassware
Harry Swartz, Fifth and Maple St. at Young's 5 and lOc Store. Drink- ial dance last Friday evening at tha
Following the dinner the evening was ing glasses at 5c. Other glasses at home of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Garsida
in Massena township.
It
spent in playing bridge, at which high 3 for lOc.
scorers were Mr. and Mrs. Robert
On Thursday afternoon, Mrs. P. W.
Glenn McCal!, wife and daughter,
Howard.
Margaret, of Bagley, Iowa, spent Sun- Lowenburg was hostess to the 'members of the S. O. S. club at her homa
west of the city. The afternoon waa
spenit socially, and a lunch was served,
by the hostess.

N. A. Neff, owner of Neff's Hard- day in the city with her aunt, 'Mrs.
ware, has rented the C. E. Thomas Walter F. Budd and family, and with
residence property on Elm Street, and other relatives and friends.
will take possession as soon as Mike
A game reserve containing more
Woodall and family, who are living
in the property now, move to the j ;han 5,000 acres has been established
residence property at the corner of in the Casey vicinity. J. W. O'Hara
Fourth and Maple Streets which they of this city, deputy game warden,
assisted the Casey men in establishrecently purchased.

X V\

Next to a Camel
levtfolet gives most miles per gallon
No argument about the camel. When it comes to miles per
' gallon there's nothing in all the Gobi desert-or Saharay«fei« elM-that can beat him. No argument about Che^Iet,
*KJ!Mtbc most economicalform of full-size transportation on wheels.

the „# Chevrolet is being preferred ^2™L™l« is their nrst
also first choice of the

*445 ro*565
O. W. SHAFFER & SON
PHONE 244

At her home east of the city last
Friday afternoon, Mrs. Earl Brown
was hostess to the members of the
Friday bridge club. Gvrests were
Mrs. Ben H. Kenfield, Mrs. Elmer
ing the area.
Scholl, -Mrs. H. G. Giles and Miss
Mrs. Frank Dement of Los Angeles,
lalifornia, is visiting in Atlantic with
The painting of the posts on fed- Vera B. Hook. Mrs. H. L. Bell won
ner parents, L. R. Galiher and wife, eral highway No. 6 from the town of the high score for the afternoon.
and also with relatives and friends! Adair to the ICass county line west
Mrs. Ralph Forshay, assisted by
in Anita. She came at this time to! of Lewis has been completed by R. H.
her sister, Mrs. Wayne Bullock of Atattend the wedding of her sister,! Bohning and his helper, Jim Smith.
lantic, entertained a company of
Miss Ganelle Galiher, to Robert Focht, | There are more than 7,000 posts along
friends at the Forshay hame last Wedwhich took place at high noon Sun- the highway.
nesday afternoon at a towel shower
day at the Galiher home in Atlanin honor of their niece, Miss Margaret Kelloway of Des Moines, who will
be married in a short time to J. J.
The explosion of an oil stove at
Buck of Des Moines. Miss Kello;he home of Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Johnway is a daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
jon about 7:30 o'clock last Thursday
W. E. Kelloway, former residents of
morning did considerable damage to
Anita but now living in Des Moines.
:he enclosed porch in which it was
Among the guests were friends from
Will pay a subscription to
oca*ed, as well as causing some damAnita and Atlantic.
The
Tribune
from
now
until
age to the rest of the house by smoke
June 1, 1934, for any teacher,
from the fire which it started. The
or student at college. Send
fire department was called but Dr.
your boy or girl the home paper
Johnson has succeeded in extinguishwhile they are away at school.
ing the blaze before they arrived.
It will be just like "a letter
The house is the property of C. T.
from home." It will reach them
Winder, and his loss was fully coveron Friday of each week. This
ed by insurance with the Anita Bank I
way they will be able to keep
agency. Dr. Johnson's damage was
in touch with the news and
covered by insurance with the Forevents of their home town, and
shay agency.
they will get a great amount of
\ \ Better Shoes For Less
At her home on West Main Street
news which would be imposNOTHING — $3.98 — OVER
last Thursday afternoon, Mrs. Ben
sible to write in a personal letH. Kenfield was hostess to the memter. Don't delay. SUBSCRIBE
bers of the Original bridge club and
NOW!
Atlantic
a number of other guests. The guests,
besides the members of the club, were
Mrs. G. M. Adair, Mrs. B. D. Forshay, Mrs. C. H. Johnson, Mrs. R. W.
Forshay, Mrs. G. C. Noblitt, Mrs.
M. M. Burkhart, Mrs. George F.
Shaffer, Mrs. H. L. Bell, Mrs. Raymond Lantz, Mrs. P. T. Williams,
Mrs. Harold Champion and Mrs. Fred
Boren. The afternoon was spent in
playing bridge, at which high score
honors were won by Mrs. H. C.
Faulkner. Lunch was served by the
hostess following the bridge games.

$1.00

Better Fit Better Wear

SAVE MONEY
Economy Shoe Co.

i; Family Shoe Store

Try a ton of our NUT COAL for your furnace these coo) mornings. $6.50 a ton
delivered.

The Farmers Coop.
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Review of Current
Events the World Over
later Harrison Voice* Demand for Monetary InflationWallace Warns the Farmers—Japan's
Demands for Bigger Navy.
M.-.

.

By EDWARD
m«». business men and many
er persons, especially southern
DS, believe inflation soon .Will
la full force. The financiers
are trying* to guess
when and In what
form it will come,
and the southern senator* and- congressmen are trrglng
straight-out currency
IcflHtJQIlt • W}licb IftttftT

Prestdani ^liooiet elt
bas messed desirous
of avoiding aa long
"X,
as possible* Of coarse,
is,
we already hare a
haier
degree
of inflation,
[Urrlwn
shown by toe decllnof the dollar on foreign exa few day* ago It.reached the
level in fifty years-rbnt this Is
ugh for the downright tafiaGreat pressure! was being
on the President, the leaders
being Senator ?at garrison of
Ippl, chairman of the senate
committee; Senator Fletcher
Ida, of the banking and curnimltteej Senattfr Thomas of
and Bepresentatlve Byrns,
house majority leader.
m predicted adoption of *
ilstratlon monetary policy
ar future, indicating it wonld
ill swing by mid-October when
ent of cotton from the farms
its peak.
administration does not act
meets," he said,'Von1 compel adoption of an inflapoilcy and: not .leave it to the
of the-admlnlstratlon as was
with the Thomas ItiRatton

'

of coal at leas than "fair
Hces" is forbidden, and these
> to be determined by region!tl
ng agencies and subject to
review. The labor proPrescribed bjr the 'NBA are
^ intact in the code. Also the
[are given the right to elect
check welghmen, and are
required by their employers
company rented houses or
1
company stores.
to the convention of the
and Feed Dealers' National
°n in Chicago, Secretary of
»I Wallace uttered the warnPlans fw fixing prices of
II
products must surely fall
aw of supply and demand
8
<i with. Farmers, he decontrol production, and,
>t, even inflation will not
He said the production
c

auch as the plowing
°tton, the curtailment of
ana the slaughter and

hls
,
^oration.
m
K " comPlete control of tha
ank8 Thls w111 be obtal
hv PTPO WnerSbIp
'
a«l
of the
«LrV^
Preferred
s ock of the banks, and the scheme envisages HFC agents directing bank
Policies, electing directors, hiring and
8 an
e t.
' Balarles,
' limiting
< * « <their
».
ttheir
setting
real estate Investments and in general
directing the operations of banks.

QOLDIERS and civilians opposed to
W. PICKARD
~; «amon Gran San Martin as President of Cuba were reported to be
of 5 000 000 We
' ' » Plw mobilizing to drive him from office and
the new revolt was
f b ° Ut a •"bstanttal rtoe in
agricultural prices soon after January
momentarily expected
i, if not before.
to break out in Ham£5 ^ "certainty," the secretary
vana. In other parts
added, had brought from the farmers
of the Island the oppositionists were In? » ^ ^ for Jmme<Mate Prtce fixing
to tide them over the ensuing three or
creasingly active, and
four months. The general tenor of his
altogether affairs in
remarks-indicated that he was op*
the republic were In
Posed to taking any such action, but
a sad muddle. As
tnat the government was standing at
the renewed conflict
the crossroads of economic policy and
became more 1mmight have to listen to political clamor.
J. Q. Laylln mln«nt the American
After conferring with the secretary
warships drew in
of agriculture and the heads of the closer to the capital city, and estabfarm and relief administrations, Pres- lished hellographlc communication with
ident Roosevelt announced that the the American embassy.
President Grau was concentrating
government wonld spend $75,000,000
to buy surplus food products and cot- his cavalry and artillery about the
ton and give them to the needy who presidential palace, and hla opponents
were gathering arms and ammunition.
are out of employment
At the National hotel, where 500 army
A S SUCCESSOR to Prof. Raymond offlcera were beleaguered, soldiers
* * Moley in the position of assistant loyal to Grau were placing machine
secretary of'state, President Roosevelt guns on adjacent buildings and trainhas turned to the ranks of the more Ing them on the hotel.
John G. Laylln, a United States
practical politicians
and selected Robert treasury expert who went to Cuba with
Walton Moore, a man A, A. Berle of the RFC recently, reof l o n g experience turned to Washington with a report
Mr. Moore Is a native on the financial situation on the Island.
at Fairfax, Va., where What he told has not been made pubhe now resides, and IB lic, but It is a certainty that he found
seventy-four years old. conditions very bad and that his report
By profession he Is a Will have much to do in determining
lawyer. He was elect- the attitude of the American governed to the Ststy-Blxth ment The State department insisted
congress to fill out there was no present intention of landa Va can
marines or bluejackets, but the
R. W. Moore , 4 cy and was re- Ing
elected to each suc- sudden sending of four destroyers from
ceeding congress until the Seventy-sec- Guantanamo to troubled spots was inond. He then retired to his home. dicative of the jserlous situation on
During the World ,war he was assist- the Island. Mr. Hull said that Amerant general counsel of the United icans endangered in the Interior should
States railroad administration. He Is move toward the warships for protecalso a regent of the Smithsonian Insti- tion.

W

> regional and national boards
> the iudustry^and settle labor

J*• RFC,
SS ?•hasJONBS
- chalnnan
°* the*
told the
bankers how

* "

ng that the dollar Is too high
price of gold too low, the
plan proposed an inflation pro- tution in Washington.
tat would include some or all
Mr. Moore is an old friend of Secre[methods;
tary of State Hull, and presumably
will be able to act to accord with the
pe treasury notes.
the price of gold in the secretary's views better than did Professor Moley.
chase Silver and Issue treasT3EPEAL1STS captured two more
i against it, regardless wheth- rv
states, New Mexico and Idaho,
and British co-operation
these being.the thirtieth and thirtyobtained.
•
•
at» a dollar stabilization fund first to turn thumbs down on prohibiJthe value of the dollar down tion. By November 7 eight other
stated will have voted, and there Is
: it there.
reason to believe that the wets will
[ton correspondents said the no
fail
to win in at least five of them—
atlon waa planning to act In
that Is necessary to remove the
rlth a report from the Preal- all
Eighteenth.amendment from the Conecretly appointed committee stitution.
experts, which is opposed
In New Mexico the vote was about
al Inflation, Its proposal Is three to one to favor of repeal, only
at November 1 an agreement two of the 27 counties showing a masought.between the federal jority In favor of the prohibition law.
jioard
and the central banks of Idaho, however,, was much closer, the
1
the Immediate stabilization drys there making a showing of
an, British, French and Qer- strength second only to that In
encles by a process of "peg- Tennessee. The repeallst majority In
to one another. The dol- Senator Borah's domain was only apbe pegged at a point- be- proximately five to four.
1
and 80 cents.
Attorney General Homer Cummlngs
nt Roosevelt maintained si- handed down a decision in Washingthe matter of Inflation, but ton that permits bankers to finance
dally concerned about the the wholesale manufacture of liquor,
the farmer. By his dlrec- preparatory to repeal.
rBeconstractfon
Finance cor:
made available to the fedHILE] the statesmen \ of Europe
banks another $100,000,000
and the United States are pre[ In the Immediate refinancing paring for reopening the dumrmajftent
mortgages held by banks conference, there Is great/interest In
Btlona bar* been restricted the naval plans of
portfolios of such paper, Japan. Mlneo OsumI,
it was believed, wonld help naval minister of the
coating prices for farm prod- island empire, has announced that bis conn*
try will seek a reISTHATOB JOHNSON and vision of ratios at the
f co-laborers dually succeeded next International conng a code for the bltumlnoun ference so that Japan
stry that was accepted by all will be permitted to
ators exjoept two small groups build nearly up to
[the miners' unions and was parity with Great Britby President Boosevelt The ain and United States.
I points In this code are :
He holds that under Mlneo Otuml
fl n
for i T* g of minimum present conditions the defense purDescribes ft maximum 40-hour pose of the Japanese navy Is impaired
' • ' and that more warships are required
sslc nUniynHTn wages for nn- to protect the empire from outside
workers ranging from $3.75 attack.
|In 18 district* '
Counteracting this somewhat are
right 61 miners to or-
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statements .from Kokl Hlrota, the new
foreign minister, and Capt. Gumpel
Seklne, spokesman for the naval ministry. The former asserts that Japan
Is striving for the best possible relations with all foreign nations, especially the United States, China and
Russia. Captain Seklne declares Japan
has no Intention of challenging America to a naval-building race, although
It will ask permission to construct a
larger navy.
"The Japanese navy la defensive,
not aggressive," Seklne asserts. "The
Japanese public does not want a war.
We want honorable co-operation. We
do not want to be oppressed or dls
Braced No happiness comes out of
war. But when pressed to the wall
we will fight."
He deplores propaganda assertedly
aimed at stirring up trouble between
Japan and the United States.
••There Is no real reason for a war
between America and Japan," suyd
•spklue "but there are many people
who would like to see such a war 1
have read many books and magazine
articles, the aim of which seems to be
fo"t r up bad relations between Japan
lad America. I hope the people of
Imerto will not be misled by
aganda."
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/CHANCELLOR BNGELBERT DOLLVJ fuss of Austria, physically small
but mentally something of a giant,
seeks to straighten out the troubled
affairs of bis country by following In
the footsteps of Premier Mussolini of
Italy. He has espoused Fascism and
formed u new cabinet of personalities
In which he and Capt. Emll Fey of the
Fascist helmwehr are at the top. Vice
Chancellor Franz Wlnltler, leader of
the Democratic agrarians, and Karl
Vaugola, who was war minister In sixteen catiliiets, are excluded. Dollfuss
himself holds live portfolios, being
chancellor, and minister of foreign affairs, agriculture, defense and public
C. I"3- Wwtern N«wM>*P«r Union.
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of reports that
a split between
Chancellor Hitler and his right-hand
man, Capt. Herman Wllhelm Goerlng,
premier of Prussia.
These rumors were
given body by the fact
that Hitler did not
attend the ceremony
at which Goerlng Installed In office the
new Prussian s t a t e
council in the Berlin
university.
The 71 counselors
who took the oath in
unison included leadere of the Nazi storm Capttroops, the army, navy, church, art,
commerce, Industry, and also the former ruling houses—Prince August Wllhelm Hohenzollern and Prince Phlllpp
of Hesse. The impressive -ceremony
was witnessed by the crown prince
and crown princess of Italy, the papel
nuncio, Msgr. Orsenlgo; Ambassador William B. Dodd of the United
States, and other members of the
diplomatic corps; but both President
Von HIndenberg and Chancellor Hitler
were absent.
The new council is merely a consultative body, having no voting powers, because, as Goerlng explained,
"that Is a relic of parliamentarism,"
which be declared had been destroyed
by Nazism, together with pacificism.
The same day Foreign Minister Von
Neurath expressed Germany's determination to obtain security and equality in weapons of defense or withdraw
from the arms conference.
In Paris the representatives of the
United States, Great Britain and
France held . conversations preliminary to the resumption of the disarmament conference, the main topic
being France's proposal for rigid and
permanent control of arms which must
be tried over a period of years before
she will consent to disarm.

—ANP OUST
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OTABLE among recent deaths la
that of Dr. Annie Besant, leader
of the Theosophlsta of the world. She
passed away In Madras, India, at the
age of eighty-six years, death being'
due to the infirmities of old age. She
claimed to have been reincarnated
many times since beginning life 12,000
years ago. Leadership of the world
Theosophlsta was attained following
upon a stormy life which began after
sha was ~ divorced from an English
clergyman. Deprived of her children,
she became the champion of London's
poor, a leader in political and social
reforms and a strike organizer. Her
attention then was directed to the religious movement.
was full
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Marlene Dietrich Is Star
'. 8-14 in "The Seng of Songs"

A. R. Kohl

ormer Anita Man Dies
at Hensel, Ontario, Canada

NUMBER 50

CHRISTMAS SEALS
READY FOR IOWA

A new Marlene Dietrich, different
Joseph Kaiser, 78, a resident of
than her millions of screen adiniters
ite Fire Marshal John W. Strohm have ever glimpsed in her prevj^us
«
We Deliver Anita many years ago, died last WedIssues Bulletin in Connection With
nesday morning at Hensel, Ontario, Will Be Distributed For Sale in Every
Anita, Iowa
pictures, will be seen in "The Song
anada, death being due to cancer of
National Observance of Fire
of Songs," her new Paramount picCounty in the State on December
the
stomach from which he had sufture,
coming
to
the
Rialto
Theatre
Prevention Week.
1. Forty Million Seals
fered for several years.
on Saturday and SSunday evenings.
Is State's Quota.
Joe Kaiser was a pioneer resident
Miss Dietrich, who hitherto has apof
Anita
and
back
in
the
90's
was
'recautions .which will prevent peared as a sophisticated, worldly woengaged in the livery stable business
, in both the home, the school and man, is revealed in her new producForty million penny Christmas
here with the late Jack Barker. The
tion
as
an
innocent
young
country
es of business are outlined in a
seals have just been received at the
desire
for
adventure
got
the
best
of
tin issued by John W. Strohm, girl of rare beauty, who goes to Ber__ Africa
_
lim so he went to
in search office of the Iowa Tuberculosis AssoSALTED PEANUTS, extra fresh, per pound.. .10c
C ation
They wil1
fire marshal, in connection with lin, and, jilted by a handsome young
of"diamonds.""'After'a"few"yearrinf
i ^ distributed
national observance of Fire Pre- sculptor, runs the gamut of tragic exthroughout every county in the state
Africa
he
returned
to
Anita,
but
the
perience.
n week October 8-14.
SANI FLUSH, 1 can Mello and 1 closet brush
desire to roam led him to Alaska and sold during the twenty-seventh
She marries a rich and elderly
e week was set aside, Strohm
FREE,
2
cans
45c
in a few years, joining the hundreds annual Christmas seal sale which
opens December first.
"for serious reflection on the Baron, whom she does not love, and,
in the Klondike rush for gold.
The design of the 1933 seal depicts
Hess, tremendous fire waste of the following their divorce, she becomes
On
his
return
to
Anita
from
Africa,
COFFEE, Mid-West, fresh ground, 2 pounds.. .35c
ntry and for awakening afirepre-bitter and disillusioned, and a notorle was united in marriage to Miss medieval merry-makers bringing in
;ion consciousness among the peo- ious woman in the gay German city's
Flo Miller. Mr. and Mrs. Kaiser went the Yule log, silhouetted in black
LAUNDRY SOAP, Sunny Monday, 10 tars
25c
night life.
|as a whole."
to Canada about twenty-five years against an orange and gold winter
"The Song of Songs," adapted from
Below are the words
Inspect Chimneys.
ago, Mrs. Kaiser passing away a few sunset sky.
the
literary classic of Hermann SuderAPRICOTS, large dried, per pound
20c
tided in the bulletin were the
years ago. Mr. Kaiser lost his eye- "Christmas Greetings" in holly green.
The genuine tuberculosis and health
suggestions for the preven- marin, was directed by Rouben Masight a number of years ago.
moulian. This is the first Dietrich
CRACKERS, Briardale, buy the best and
fires;
He is survived by an adopted son, seal bears, the emblem of the little
Before starting stoves for the film which has not been directed by
John Kaiser, of Detroit, Michigan, red double-barred cross, the symbol
taste the difference, 2-pound box
29c
ion carefully inspect all chimneys. her discoverer, Josef -von Sternberg.
fie was an uncle by marriage of of the international antituberculosis
An
outstanding
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of
actors
apeorge Smither, Mrs. Lake Bear and crusade which up to\the present deCarelessness in burning rubCOOKIES, assorted chocolates, per pound
29c
pression has been instrumental in retfiss Lillie Smither of Anita.
leaves and other . trash sends pears in support of the glamorous
ducing the death rate from' that disstar
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recently
has
commanded
the
to early graves;; Danger also
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ease by nearly two-thirds,.
sparks and burning brands be- attention of the world,as the sponsor
Christmas seal chairmen throughof
the
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for
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stylefcarried by the wind to adjacent
out the, state will make a special efDATES, GWC, 2-pound package
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vogue.
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Brian Aherne, referred to by-drama
Put
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year because facts from visiting
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most
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lighted matches and smokes
Wiota, Oct. 4.—Mrs. Hannah Mor- nurse associations, health centers,
of
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New
York
stage,
following
his
fore throwing them away.
gan, 86, a long time resident of Des hospitals and other health instituTOKAY GRAPES, extra fine, 2 pounds
17c
ape the danger of inflammable work as Katherine Cornell's leading
Moines and mother of Dr. Harry Hall tions have proven additional burdens
man
in
"The
Barretts
of.Wimpole
fires and explosions by: keepof Atlantic, passed away at 6:45 Sat- are being placed on health agencies
Street," makes his screen debut as
gasoline in the house.
PUMPKIN, GWC, No. 2 size can
9c
urday morning at iWiota at the home and that the need for maintaining
Miss
Dietrich's
leading
man.
Lionel
the home as far as
of Mr. and 'Mrs. Fred West with whom standards of health protection and
Atwill, who has been a stage star for
she had been making her home for nutrition are greater in time of stress.
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Briardale,
No.
2V
size
can
14c
2
„„_ to the household what sixteen years, appears as her husabout two months. / Death resulted .They point out that the Federal-State
band.
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Skipworth,
Hardie
Alin,case of fire and acquaint
from complications with which she relief aid may be partly conditioned
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light
or
dark,
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can
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•with the nearest fire alarm bright and Helen Freeman also have
had been suffering for many months. upon the community doing its utmost
good roles.
Mrs. Morgan had been a resident in health work which is a.necessary
NAVY
BEANS,
Michigan,
2y
pounds....'
14c
2
Added Amusements.
rubbish and waste paof Des Moines for more than 60 part of any adequate plan of relief.
In addition to the feature, "The
all unnecessary combustible
The proceeds of the seal sale will
years. She was born on April-10,
ng of Songs," ^Cab Calloway will
> and provide your home with
WE
HAVE
A
COMPLETE
LINE
OF
HUSKING
1847, near Indianapolis, Indiana, and be used by local associations in the
be starred in a short entitled, "The
I ash and trash cans.
moved to Des Moines when a young aid of families affected by sickness,
Old Man of the Mountain."
Also
GLOVES AND MITTENS
in child health work, nutrition, furOutlines Program.
woman.
She was the daughter of the late nishing of milk, school health inspecof programs which should the news .reel, bringing the latest
Mr. and Mrs. P. Hathaway and was' tion, dental inspection, public health
owed by cities and towns, in- events of the world.
married at the capital city to Levi nursing, fresh air camps, clinics,
institutions, churches and
Morris Hall, a civil war veteran. Mr. j health education, school health supi in conjunction with Fire PreHall died in 1890 and in 1896 Mrs. plies such as first aid kits, thermoweek were contained in anHall was married to George Morgan mettfrH, etc. The state association
bnlletin issued by the fire
its share of the funds in educawho passed away in 1916. A daugh;to local officers.
tor, Mrs. Dora Spencer, died in Des tional work for the prevention of tuIn
an
international
contest
staged
Plans
are
going
forward
for
the
special slides at theatres,
About 11:30 o'clock last Friday
berculosis, heart disease and other
e" contests, illuminated signs, morning, there was an automobile ac- Fourth Annual Convention of the Des by the David C. Cook Publishing Co. Moines last March.
Mrs. Morgan had been a member major causes of illness, for the proobile streamers and stickers and cident on federal highway No. 6 at Moines Diocesan Council of the Na- of Elgin, Illinois, the Fidelis Sunday
demonstrations of fire depart- the east outskirts of Anita. Owners tional Council of Catholic Women, School class of the Congregational of the Wesley M. E. church at the motion of health legislation, for stimpepations are suggested by of the cars figuring in the accident which will be held in Atlantic on Oc- church of this city won first prize j capital city for a long period of ulation of local health work, for health
education projects and for the publi•in connection with advertis* were Will Schwenneker of Adair and tober 21st and 22nd, when the wo- on a letter stating activities and years.
achievements of any Sunday School j Surviving are her son, Dr. Hall of. cation and distribution of literature
men
of
the
Stuart
Deanery
will
be
H. L. Kilner of Hollywood, California,
s
hostesses to the convention. The wo- class entering the contest. Miss Mar- Atlantic, and a sister, Mrs. Fannie' and other publicity materials.
a salesman for a cosmetic firm.
garet Biggs, president of the class, Cornthwaite of Dansville, Indiana.
Schwenneker, in a Chevrolet sedan, men of S, S. Peter and Paul church wrote the letter telling of the work
The remains were taken to Des
in
Atlantic
will
be
in
charge
of
arwas traveling east, while Kilner was,
Moines
Monday where funeral services
f
the
Fidelis
class.
Publication
of
'
westbound. Schwenneker noticed the langenients.
At a meeting of the ladies of the he prize winning letter and a pic- were held at 2:00 o'clock at the Wesapproaching car coming down the
parish in the Knights of Columbus ure of the class will appear in the'. ley M. E. church. Rev. Barnstable
1
Eva Atwood of this city, brick pavement in a zig-zag manner hall on last Friday evening, an out- rst Sunday issue in November of the [ officiated and interment was 'made in
Weimer Pearson, owner of the Iowa
a few'weeks ago for forgery and fearing that he would be hit, line of the plans was presented by Girl's Companion. Mrs. P. T. Wil- the Laurel Hill cemetery at the Sandwich Shop in Anita for the past
pulled
over
onto
the
shoulder
of
the
ion .with passing several
Mrs. Ed. Waters, chairman of the iams has been the teacher of the capital city.
four years, sold the place Tuesday
checks on Atlantic mer- pavement. This, however, did not convention. Mrs. Waters is being as- lass for the past six years.
afternoon to Matt Metz of Wiota,
save
him
and
Kilner's
car,
a
Pontiac
was indicted by the grand
Anita should be justly proud of
sisted in her work by Miss Rebecca
who
took possession this morning.
Thursday, and taken before sport roadster, sideswiped the Chev- Fox, Grand Regent of the local court his group of girls and their subMr. Metz was formerly engaged in
rolet
sedan.
The
cars
hit
with
such
Homer A. Fuller on Friday,
of the C. D. of A. Rev. P. N. Mc- tantial achievements, as they won
business in Wiota, having at one time
to from one to ten force that it tore off the retfr fender Dermott was present at the meeting his contest by competing against
operated a gasoline service station and
and
bumper
of
the
Schwenneker
auto,
i in the women's reformatory at
and addressed the ladies on different arger city churches. The publishiGross farm income will approxi- later was in the restaurant business.
~~ City. She was later paroled and Kilner's car getting completely phases of the work, and offered many ng house stated that the class should mate $6,360,000,000 this year compar- j The place will be closed for a few
out of control went down the, em- helpful suggestions.
onsider this a great honor as they ed witn $5,143,000,000 in 1932 as- j days while it is being repainted and
A. (Dick) Odem.
Boehrae.of this city, indicted bankment on the north side of the . Headquarters for the convention were chosen the outstanding class suming a continued improved demand j redecorated, and will be opened for
and entitled to first prize fro mi among for farm products the remainder of • business Saturday. Mrs. Metz will
|egal possession of 'intoxicating pavement, turning over twice and
, pleaded guilty Friday and was landing on its wheels. The top and American Legion Memorial Building. housands of letters received, not this year, says the Bureau of Agri- \ assist her husband in operating the
alone from the United States but culture Economics. The estimate is' cafe. Mr. Pearson, who recently enI and sentenced to six months wind shield were completely demolalso several foreign countries.
Cass county jail. The court ished, and the car was otherwise
made up of $6,100,000,000 from the i gaged in the trucking business, will
Besides the honor, the prize also sale of farm products, plus at least devote all his time to that line of
, £oehme to serve at least' damaged.
Schwenneker escaped injury, while
rought the class $10.00.
days of the sentence, starting
$260,000,000 in rentals and benefit work.
Kilner
received same facial wounds
ry 1, 1934, the balance of the
payments by the Agricultural Ad|to be suspended during good be- and his right hand and wrist were
justment
Administration.
Mrs. Myrtle Roe, 62, wife of Jack
.quite badly lacerated.
Kilner was
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nds of cruel and inhuman treatDuncan was shot in the head by next few months will be an import- had some difficulty in calling for help
their home in Des Moines. She was
mayor's office.
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Joseph Fudge while at- ant factor in determining the gross o find those called employed, and it
born in Ohio on March 29, 1871.
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to
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Besides her husband and the two
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but
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Funeral services were held this
child welfare and child development
and industrial demand for farm proiify Mr. Canon or Ed. L. Newton, lodepartments of the three schools will (Wednesday) morning at 11:00 o'clock
The members of the Helping Hand ducts is expected, The bureau has
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tion in various phases of child devel- Des Moines.
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Mrs. Mary Allen and Mrs. A. W.
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in
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lantic on July 25, 1932, while doing Linn and wife. Mr. Ljnn was 70 from Creston Sunday and spent the
I deliver express shipments. This Wednesday afternoon at 2:30 from went out there for the benefit o
the family washing. Hansen alleged years old Sunday, and all his child day visiting Mrs. Margaret Gregory.
WOI at Ames. The programs
" extended to the people of station
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FHE TRIBUNE, ANITA,
OSTMASTER GENERAL Jim Farley, practical and hard headed, is
going after some hundreds of fourth
class postmasters who have been
"racketeering" at the
expense of the government. His Inspectors already have conducted an Investlgffof the facts, and
Credit Expansion, Reopening of Banks and Rehabilitation tlon
it is likely many of
the sinners will lose
of Railways Planned—Ocean Mail and Ship
their positions a n d
Deals Under Investigation.
some of them may go
to prison.
Fourth class postBy EDWARD V. PICKARD
m a s t e r s , most of
whom are in small Postmaster
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT, like all
"The administration in Washington villages, receive 160 Gen. Farley
•'•other persons, knows that the re- can approve your projects and ad- per cent on the first $75 of postcovery program has been slumping vance funds necessary to complete age they cancel, 85 per cent on the
•omewhat of late, because the rising them. We have moved and are mov- next $100, and 75 per cent on all in
prices of commodities ing expeditious!?, If circumspectly, excess of $175. To this compensation
have not been met by but there is a point beyond which we are added the rental of post office
increased purchasing cannot go.
boxes and an allowance of 15 per cent
"We can give you money; we can for rent light, fuel, and equipment
power and by re-employment Still averse help you to decide what project to They also receive a commission of 3
to currency inflation undertake; we can aid you In super-. cents each on all the money orders.
and devaluation of the vising your work, but we cannot deThis method of compensating these
dollar, the Chief Ex- cide for you whether you want public rural postmasters, It appears, prompts
ecutive called Into works. We cannot force you to move some of them to use various devices
faster than you are willing to to Increase cancellations. The more
conference s e v e r a l any
high officials of his move."
stamps they cancel, the more they
administration to plan
make.
for further expansion /~\CEAN mall and ship construction
The Inspectors have reported many
L Secretary
of credit and for the ^-' contracts let during the Hoover schemes adopted by postmasters to
Woodln
reopening of closed administration are under investigation swell the cancellation fees. Some of
banks, thereby freeing several billions by a senate committee headed by Sen- them have mailed bricks, gravel and
of dollars represented by the frozen
ator Hugo Black of other bulky and worthless articles.
assets of those institutions. SecreAlabama, and inter- Others who conduct stores sell grotary of the Treasury Woodln, not yet
esting deals are being ceries to their relatives and friends In
recovered wholly from his late illness,
revealed. On the first other localities and by affixing suffiwas one of the conferees; the others
day Black charged cient postage on the bags and boxes
•were Secretary of Agriculture Walthat
Henry Berber- insured their delivery by the rural carlace, Attorney General Cummlngs, Gov.
man
of New York, rier in the neighborhood. They not
Eugene Black of the federal reserve
president
of the Ex- only received profit on the sales, but
board, Lewis W. Douglas, director of
port
Steamship
cor- also received from the government
the budget; Jesse H. Jones, chairman
the amount of stamps placed on the
poration,
had
directed
0f the Reconstruction Finance corporaone of his employees packages, plus the usual per cent.
tion; Walter J. Cummlngs, conservaRepresentative J'. J. Cochran instito pay a $510 tailor
tor of closed banks, and J. F. T.
gated the investigation, and it is ex-O'Connor, controller of the currency.
pected that in the next session of conI Following the conference the Presigress he will lead a movement to have
United
States
shipping
board.
This
dent took train for his Hyde Park
the present system' of compensation
Herberman
flatly
denied,
but
he
and
home, and on the train he had a long
of
fourth class postmasters radically
jtalk with Prof. James H. Rogers, Yale other witnesses were not able to easily changed and thousands of the offices
.economist Rogers then returned to dispose of testimony concerning al- abolished.
^Washington and discussed financial leged favors to various former officials.
matters with Douglas and others. It was disclosed that ocean mall sub- '"pROUBLES between organized laThis led to the report that some sidies paid to the Export Steamship •*• bor and employers, predicted some
change involving the purchasing power corporation annually amounted to more time
are coming fast Coal min<of the dollar was imminent but dis- than the organization paid the ship- ers ofago,
western Pennsylvania to the numpatches from Hyde Park said no an- ping board for eighteen vessels.
A formal statement that C. Bascom ber of nearly a hundred thousand were
nouncement on monetary policy was
Slemp, of Virginia, who once was sec- on strike, calling It a "holiday." In
forthcoming yet
Senator Thomas of Oklahoma an- retary to President Coolldge, had West Virginia also there was labor
nounced that several groups working helped to engineer the ship purchasing discord. At1 Welrton 5,000 employees
•with him for Inflation had decided to deal at a price lower than originally were forced into idleness in a dispute
suspend their campaign for the mo- asked by the shipping board was between company union and an Indement to permit trial of the credit ex- placed before the committee by Her- pendent union.
The second attempt in two days to
pansion program proposed by Presi- berman.
the Clairton works of the Cardent Roosevelt
In a letter to Senator Black, chair- picket
It was stated with authority that man of the committee, Herberman negie Steel company was frustrated
the President hopes to get a large wrote that Slemp had billed him for and deputy sheriffs hurried to the
proportion of the 5,000 closed banks $50,000 for legal fees In connection plant on a tip that another Invasion
reopened before January 1, when the with the sale of the ships at $7.50 a waa planned.
Employees of the Ford plant at
deposit insurance system goes into ton Instead of $8.50 aa asked by AdChester, Pa., struck, and the Ford
effect In order to qualify for deposit miral Palmer of the shipping board.
Insurance, banks must be liquid. ThouThe sale price, Herberman wrote, company promptly closed down the
sands of the closed banks, the Presi- was a compromise, and the "question plant "for an indefinite period." A
dent is advised, are solvent but not Involved was the per ton to be paid federal mediator was sent there, but
sufficiently liquid to meet the require- for shipping board vessels," adding was told there was nothing to mediate.
ments for reopening. To make them that "Mr. Slemp acted in connection The Chester workers planned to go to
liquid, additional capital must be pro- with this matter and felt that his serv- Edgewater, N. J., and ask the Ford
- Tided. To the extent such additional ices were worth, as I recall, $50,000. employees there to Join in the demand
capital Is not furnished by the com- I actually paid him $15,000—$3,000 on for more pay.
It was expected that General Johnmunities in which the banks are situ- July 1, 1925, and $12,000 on July 10,
son, recovery administrator, would
ated it will be supplied by the R. F. 1925."
announce carefully drafted plans
C., through purchase of preferred
Slemp resigned as secretary to Mr. soon
stock In the Institutions, according to Coolidge
for a general reorganization of the
In January of. 1925.
the plan approved at the White House
NRA "from an emergency, temporary
Mrs. Mlna G. Irvine, who was secre- setup Into a cohesive body ready to
conference.
tary to O'Connor for many years at function through the two-year life of
the shipping board, testified she ne- the recovery act."
TEEL manufacturers, under the gotiated
several Florida deals for HerDrawn by Thomas S. Hammond of
urging of President Roosevelt and
She said that after a Justice Chicago,
with the aid of the policy
Joseph B. Eastman, co-ordlnator of berman.
department
agent
had
sought
to
intransportation, have agreed to competi- spect files at her shipping board office board, the plan callf^for greater active bidding for the sale of rails to the with regard to the transactions, she cent upon self-regulation by Industries
operating under codes, with the govrailways, and Mr. Eastman announced had destroyed the records.
that 700,000 tons of rails will be
ernment to step in only when necesMiss Clara McQuown of Washington sary.
bought as soon as financial arrange- told
of her work as a lecturer emments can be made. If the bids of
the steel companies show that reduc- ployed at $200 a month by the Ameri- A N OUTSTANDING figure among
tions in the price have been made, the can Steamship Owners' association to **• the statesmen gathered at Geneva
merchants marine propaganda be- for the coming disarmament confermoney will be loaned to the railroads put
fore women's clubs.
direct from public works funds.
ence is Dr. Paul Joseph Goebbels,
Competitive bidding and bottom
propaganda minister
prices. It was hoped by Mr. Roosevelt PRESIDENT ROOSEVEOT, always a
of the Hitler govern. and Mr. Eastman, also would result in * friend of the navy, baa turned
ment of Germany. He
the purchase by the railroads of quan- down a British suggestion that the
may not be so importities of rolling stock and equipment, American naval construction program
tant as Foreign Minwhich deals, too, would be financed by be cut down. The, State department
ister Von Neurath,
the government Loans for buying Issued this statement:
but for the present
"In
reply
to
suggestions
from
the
rails. It was said, may run to some
he Is more voluble,
$25,000,000. Equipment loans may sur- British government that the laying
and it Is he who Is
down of any six-Inch gun cruisers
pass that amount.
putting forth G e rlarger
than
those
now
in
existence
Reports of railroad business are enmany's demands for
couraging. The first 67 railroads re- might be deferred during the life of
arms equality a n d
porting August business had a total the disarmament conference or at least
who Is ostensibly doPaul
Joseph
pending
further
discussion
of
the
net operating income of $51,054,000,
ing the "horse tradGoebbel*
approximately double that of the pre- qualitative limitations of future ships,
lng
for hls
t
«,
.,,
ceding August A year ago the figure the American government has replied' In the discussions "that centercountry
about
lor the same number of carriers was that it did not see its way clear to al- the French proposal for strict super$25,810,000, the increase amounting to ter Its delayed naval construction pro- vision of arms during a four-year test
S7.8 per cent
gram or to suspend the laying down period.
i The net operating Income of these of any projected ships."
The German delegates, it was said
Carriers in July totaled $53,804,000, an
The ships In question are four 10,- In Geneva, had been given full powincrease of 841 per cent over July, 000-ton, six-Inch gun cruisers, the er by Hitler to conclude a disarmament
1032. Gross revenues of the 57 car- Savannah, the Nashville, the Brooklyn, accord, and an Indication that some
riers In August amounted to $247,269,- and the Philadelphia.
agreement might be reached was seen
000, compared with $243.800,000 in
In the fact that the French and GerJuly and $210,132,000 in August last
EN convicts made a sensational man statesmen were brought together
year.
escape from the Indiana peniten- at a carefully arranged "private" dintiary at Michigan City, stole automo- ner attended also by Sir John Simon
ANY of our large cities are In biles, kidnaped a sheriff and scattered. of England and some Italians. Italy
desperate financial straits and Followed a great man hunt by hun- has been favorable to Germany's denave been looking to the public works dreds of police of Indiana and Illi- mands to a certain extent, and has put
administration for salvation. There nois, which was still going on- at this forward a plan allowing partial rehas been much criticism of the slow- writing.
armament of the relch. The Germans
ness with which the $1,750,000,000 of
were willing to accept the supervision
The
entire
population
of
Pennsylfederal money allocated for municipal vania's eastern penitentiary at Phila- plan but only if the commission were
and state projects is being handed out
authorized to supervise, not armaments
fcy Secretary of the Interior Ickes, the delphia, comprising 1,492 long-term but merely effectives. In other words'
felons,
staged
a
wild
revolt
because
administrator. But Mr. Ickes met the
it would see that Germany carried out
mayors of 55 cities at the Chicago they had lost their special privileges Its
obligations to transform the relclis
for
a
previous
riot.
They
beat
the
.World's fair and let them know
wehr into a short term militia aud
warden
severely
and
Set
fire
to
their
plainly that the cities themselves were
disband semi-military
mattresses, but finally were subdued.
at fault
George Kelly, a notorious desperado
"It to now largely In the hands of
ING LARDNER. one of America's
the mayors of our cities to determine known as "Machine Gun," wanted for
best known humorists, died at his
whether the public works program participation In the kidnaping of C. F.
Will fully serve Its purpose in aiding Urschel of Oklahoma City, was cap- home in East Hampton, Lo,lg
fn the economic recovery ot the coun- tured In Memphis, Tenn., after a long after a long illness, at n,e
x,
try," said Secretary Ickes in his ad- hunt His wife also was arrested and forty-eight. In England Mrs
dress. "Our national treasury Is both were taken back to Oklahoma for Williamson, an America,, w)i ; »,,„,
watting to be drawn upon for hun- trial. Kelly is also charged with hav- many popular novels in rulHi,,,,-. ,•
dreds of millions of dollars /or useful ing a part in killings and robberies with her English husband. , ' .\ v'',"
llauiHon, passed iivvuy at J : a ; i i
public works.
__ ( In Kansas City and Chicago.
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PUZZLE
88
By Thayer Waldo
(B, by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.
WNU 8«rvlc»

patio floor gleamed with soft
luster as a tepid hreeze gently
swung the lanterns overhead.
In one corner a costumed trio
strummed tango music that mingled
with the ceaseless hum of talk, and
was lost beneath It
Sitting by one of the little refreshment tables, sipping a hfehlmll and
smoking, Lang reflected that the party
must be a great success.
Perhaps, he thought, when Hollywood was better known, such affairs
as this would have more meaning;
Just now, however. It all seemed
queer and somehow a little unreal.
Two figures came toward him from
the crowd, and he rose,
One, he saw, was Newsom, the evening's host Beside him walked a
woman, olive skinned and wearing a
white satin evening gown. Her hair
was a rebelliously curling jet mass.
Smiling, Newsom brought her forward.
"Lola," he said, "here's- some one
you ought to know. You were missing
when'I Introduced him around earlier
this evening. He's our newest writer
—Just got In yesterday—and I hear
he's going to do the tadaptatlon on
your next story. Mister Walter Lang
—Miss Lola La Mesa."
A row of very white teeth flashed
at Lang and big eyes regarded him
with bright Intensity.
Then she spoke, and the voice was
a warm, volatile torrent:
"Oh, how loveleel You are so nice
looking an* I know you mus',be verree
clever an' we weel have such fun when
you write the peecture for me because
we can theenk of so manee cute
theengs for me to do; no?"
Lang's polite smile became a pure
grin.
"Of course," he answered laughingly; "we'll make It a regular humdinger I"
Newsome chuckled.
"Sounds," he suggested, "as If you
two should get along pretty well together."
For only a moment longer she
stayed, having, it appeared, an engagement elsewhere. Newsom, too,
excused himself, complaining wryly
that a host's duties were endless.
But, alone once more, Lang was
conscious of a change In feeling.
Stars, executives, directors—he bad
met them all tonight and been aware
merely. In varying degree, of prettlness and brilliance and smooth voices.
Here, though, was something that
lingered—that golden face, framed In
black, and crinkling with vivacity
while words tumbled from Its Impish
red lips.
Suddenly a volee close by him
asked:
"Happen to have a spare cigarette?"
Lang glanced up quickly.
A short slight man with sandy hair
stood across the tile-topped table.
Lang tried to recall the face and
couldn't.
"Right," he said, pulling a pack
from his pocket and handing It over.
"Afraid I've forgotten your, name," he
added; "meeting so many people In
such a short time. . . ."
The man returned the cigarettes,
Into a chair, and replied:
"That's okay; you didn't meet me.
When Newsom had you In tow, I
docked. Figured yon were In for
enough grief already. But they told
me who you were. Garrison's my
name—handle the publicity office out
at Zenith."
Lang said: "Glad to know you. . . .
Yes, I'll admit these wholesale Intro-'
ductlons are sort of unsatisfactory."
Garrison made a snorting sound
"That," he stated, "Is Just a Hollywood specimen., Believe you me
brother, it's all screwy."
Lang glanced at the fellow In mild
surprise. Then, beyond him. In the
open doorway to the house, he saw
Lola La Mesa. She was wrapped now
n a long, gray cloak, apparently sayIng goodbys to a little group which
Included Newsom.
The musicians, too, had gone, he noticed ; yet the party showed no sicns
of breaking up.
Then, as he watched, her eye caught
his. She smiled elflshly and with a
sudden Impulsive gesture, kissed her
fingertips toward him. Lang waved a
response again pleasurably aware of
her sparkling llveness
«ia"l8^,,relDarke<1 ^relessly:

Aires, It was—and tabbed her M Mar
material right away. Well, I hap.
pened to learn the whole story, but It
never got out"
Garrison shifted, throwing one leg
over the chair arm.
Lang watched him qtilxElcally as he
continued:
"There were two of 'em In that act
Jose Madruga, her partner's name
was. He had real talent, and every
break she'd gotten had come through
him. Found her slinging hash some
place and spent a year training hen
They were crazy about each other,
too; at least, It was supposed to work
both ways. Planned to be married
as soon as they had a little dough
saved np. Then along came this Hollywood chance for her, and blotto!
She left htm flat, waltzed np here, and
now she's started running around
with some ham musician. One of the
birds that was here tonight, In fact
Notice how quick she left after they'd
gone? Well, you know what that
means. It's the same with every one
in this town; they're all scum of one
kind or another."
That seemed to be all.
Lang sat staring out over the patio
wall at the million-eyed city that
stretched away below the hilltop.
A sense of revulsion had suddenly
seized him, and be found, to his surprise, that It centered on Garrison.
The man's cynical gllbnesa was
somehow Intensely disagreeable. •'Abruptly he crushed out his cigarette
and stood up.
"Well, thanks," he said, "for the enlightenment I'll remember It—at a
warning. Think Fll run along now.
Always was a glutton for sleep. Good
night"
Garrison/ busy with the decanter
and siphon on the little table, looked
up but didn't rise, and said:
"So long. See you at the zoo.".
Newsom came with Lang, to the
street door, and, shaking hands, told
him:
"Delighted to have you here, old
man. And remember—this Is Just the
beginning. We want you to feel at
home everywhere and with'all of us."
Going down the long, twisting path
toward the road, Lang pondered his
Impressions of the evening. Dominant
still was the fillip of La Mesa's spontaneous charm, despite Garrison.
Strange, his Instinctive dislike Of that
fellow. Probably, he told himself. It
was only a reaction to the other's
story. Somehow, being shown the
seamy side of La Mesa had been peculiarly unpleasant
Finally, he recalled Newsom's farewell remark. The man's geniality
was heavy, but obviously he had been
sincere. There was, he felt, no real
head, nor tall to it all. An eluslvely
confusing business; a series of vague
contradltlons. Nothing quite gave
a clew to the solution.
Reaching the street, he went down
It a dozen steps to his narked car.
Suddenly he heard the dim sound
of voices, and glanced across the narrow roadway.
In a small topless roadster two people were seated; Lang recognized at
once the dark turmoil of the nearest
figure's head. The other, he saw from
tSe costume, was one pf the evening's
musicians.
As he climbed In behind the coupe's
wheel, a snatch of their talk reached
him.
La Mesa was sneaking:
". . . thees new man who weel
write for me ees verree nice an' t
know he weel put In the storee a fine
part for you when I ask Jieem. Then
they weel see how wonderful you are."
The man, his voice swift and impassioned, replied:
"Ah, but so much already have you
done for me that I cannot repay. How
shall I ever—"
"Hush—you fooleesh—I am aahame'
of you t Never mus' you talk so crazee
again, or," her voice became a teasIng slow caress, "or I weel sen' yon
back to Buenos Aires, my Jose, an'
break our hearts!"
Staring across at them, Lang saw
the two forms blend In a clinging long
embrace.
He looked away, fumbling for the
starter switch.
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at PentecoBt each year i
Bate," Tacitus r£es
Chiefs « the wS2?
amusement and admiration 0
Roman people by takiD
°'
unasked among the s e n e
pey's theater when they h ard
strangers from nations
by their bravery ***
the Romaiw were advanced!'
honorable position.
JThe Frisian language or d[a,
•till preserved, Is the nearest
forms to the Saxon basis o
English language.
Poor Little "One-ie"
Three little boys were ba

their mother to Invite Dick i
play In their yard.
"Dick Was over here _
she parried; "he does not tnj
come today."
"Bot, mother," the oldest
"he hasn't anybody to playi
home." He I* a 'one-le.'"

Why Hospitals
Hospitals and doctors have
used liquid laxatives. And thet
is fast returning to laxatives inij
form. Do you know the i
The dose of a liquid laxativea
measured. The action can be <
trolleq. It forms no habit; youf
not take a "double dose" a di
two later. NOT will a mild I
laxative irritate the kidneys.
The right liquid laxative!
perfect (movement, and theitj
no discomfort at the time, on"
The wrong cathartic may I
you constipated as long asVoal
on using HI And the habitual
irritating salts, or of powerful i
in the highly concentrated fo
pilU and tablets may prove
A week with a properly i
liquid laxative like Or. C
Syrup .Pepsin will tell you a toy
few Weeks' time, and your *
can be "as regular as do*
Dr. CridweU's Syrup Pepsin»
Approved liquid laxative wW£»'
dnigguts keep ready for use.Itn
an ideal family laxative; effecuwj
alt ages, and may be given«
youngest child. Member N. R- A.

C, by MoClur* Newspaper Syndicate.

Many Get Fuel Supply
From National Forest*

backache

Thousands of unemployed residents
In the national forest regions cut their
supply of fuel wood In the federal forests last winter. In the last year, 18,000 persons in the Montana-northern
Idaho region removed approximately
00,000 cords of dead Umber. This use
of national forest wood under free
permit was confined to farmers and
ranchers, but was offered where available to the people of the towns and
w
. cities. Many city residents cut thrtr
winter's fuel In the forests and hauled
It to town in trucks or trailers. The
national forests have usually benefited
by the removal of dry) wood, which to
many placet constituted a fire hazard,
he other gestured knowingly and and thousands of men put In time to
advantage cutting their own fuel
M».il. Airport Picked
By proclamation of the governor
general a tract of land, now under
water, some 3.100 feet square, which
adjoins the south breakwater of Manila, Is to be developed aa a city airport. It Is a part of the port development plan to fill in the land with
dredglngs from the harbor.
and

the publldtj

man

Judf« R«v«r«M Sign

A sign In Mexican recovered from
a King Olty (Calif.) bootleggers' place
was used with excellent result* hy a
local Judge. The sign read: "No
credit" When Mexican offenders ask
tor time to pay fines, the judge merely points to the aim.

Ott

^>"%^i

I Help m ^ ,.^:>?/

problem*.
,
r
rC^-';,-;,.'^
•pocUl offer.
V r>'
^,£5^
t1
l l u r J.»-.<">
•ip«rienee. A"
I.
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COUNC1L PROCEEDINGS.
diphtheria in 1930, increased to 50 in
This gives a pretty good idea of j
1931 and in 1932 fatalities amounted what the farmer who trys to go it i
Town Hall, Anita, Iowa,
to 62. From January 1st. to July on his own, faces. Even the first and i
Published Every Thursday by the
October 2, 1933.
1st. of this year 16 deaths resulted simplest of his problems, production, | The Town Council met in regular
from this cause in Iowa. Without cannot be intelligently handled—he | session with the following members
W.F.BUDD
Editor concerted effort throughout the state, can't know how many of his acres present. Councilman, Bell, Burke,
it is too much to hope that a new, should be fruitful in order to pro- Marsh and Wagner. Absent Mayor
I duce the highest possible return. Harry and Councilman Kohl. Ernest
Sabeeription if paid in advance. .$1.50 record will be set for 1933.
Concerted effort means that many!• When it comes to exchange he is \,al- Burke
If w»t paid in advance
$2.00
Burk6 presided as
us Mayor
m.»jw«. Protein
* »«•——parents in rural as well as urbanj most powerless—he simply tanes
l,iniltp. Of iast meeting were
111 A _ l _ _ i l _ _ ; _
-1.11.1
J._
J.l__
1
J.
-„.— - 1*...™..
£fn-»o
0«/1 tlint. 1R
l n 6 JIHHU^
V
Entered at the post office at Anita, areas- will
take their children
to
the
what
some
buyer offers,
and that is
read and approved.
Iwwft, M-Mcond class mail matter.
family physician for treatments to usually a very unfavorable price. And
The following bills were allowed
prevent diphtheria. Babies of six when he, in turn, buys the necessities
and
ordered paid:
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1933.
months or above should be included. | and luxuries of life, he must buy in J. M. Redburn, painting signs .$ .50
Of the 16 deaths recorded for the organized markets, where other proFIRE PREVENTION AIDS REfirst six months of 1933, 2 occurred in ducers have cooperated in one way or J. M.
6.70
ing
COJERY PROGRAM.
infants under 1 year and 8 deaths in another to create profitable prices.
Company, hall
Iowa
Electric
In the case of national and inter1.00
tFor tharOTBt eight months of 1933 children from 1 to 5 inclusive.
lights
Concerted effort on the part of lo- ! national ecqrfomic trends, he is coni50.00
the National Board of Fire UnderWilson Parrott services
cal organizations interested in health pletely at sea.
50.00
writers estimates the national fire loss
will also effect a further lowering of i It is a testimonial to the vision of W. A. Linfor, services .
15.00
at $224,904,141, as compared with
the death rate from diphtheria. The', progressive farmers that, recogniz-: Solon A. Karns, services
$310,078,321 for the same period in disease spreads among children i n k i n g the difficulties faced by the indi- Wagner tilling btation, gas
14 H1
1932.
and oil
district, consolidated and urban' vidual, they have created cooperaWith such a wonderful start on reMatt
Parrott
&
Sons,
clerk
schools. The disease is most readily j tives to fight and solve their prob6 20
daction of fire losses for the year
record
controlled or prevented through work j lems for them. The cooperative has
Fire Prevention Week, which occurs
A.
R.
Robinson,
treasurer's
which is done right in these schools, size, it has power, and it can employ
5.00
from October 8 to 14, should give
' •
«.
bond
The State Department of Health is j experts in many fields. It is a force
1.00
added impetus to the fire prevention
prepared at this time to furnish on in the forming and passing of legis- John Ruggles, railroad ties
movement and encourage the making
request and without charge to com- {lation, and is considered and consult- C. D. Millard, supplies 18.60
of a record .year for low fire losses
munities setting up their first pro- ed in pursuing the national agricul- Tribune Publishing Company,
This would be a blessing to the nation
2.98
priming
gram of prevention, material suffi- i tural policy. It is, in brief, the farmin its recovery struggle.
G.
W.
Marsh,
labor
by
Wilcient to treat completely 100 children. | er's greatest vehicle on the road
Fire causes the loss of thousands
son
....................... 4.00
Material for any number exceeding toward recovery and prosperity.
of lives annually. Men lose jobs and
Anita
Lumber
Company,
materwages, and government collects no 100 will be provided at cost. MediTHE DEATH GLARE.
ials
.......................
20.75
cal
service
for
the
prevention
of
taxes on burned buildings. -It is esIowa Electric Company, street
disease
is
fully
as
worthy
of
remuntimated that 43 per cent of business
In a Kentucky cemetery there is
66.50
lights
houses which burn annually, do not eration as that necessary in treat- a grave stone erected for P. H. Nolan, Anita Lumber Company, materment and is more economical. Local
resume operations.
ials
.......................
160.59
agencies
will want to make such ar- Assistant State Game Warden.- AfQ. Will my Blue Eagle be withInsurance costs are based on fire
ter reciting the facts of his career, Dewey Stickel, services ....... 7.80
rangements
as
will
include
all
childdrawn
if I am unable to comply with
losses—whether your own property
it is stated on the marble, "The ac- Tom Atwood, dray ........... 1.00
all the provisions of the- permanenl
burns or not, you pay insurance be-!™' .^"dless of ability to contri- cident was caused by the glaring lights
Robinson Hardware, stove ---- 10.00
code of my industry?
cause it is part of the cost of opera- bute in a financial way to such a pro- of a passing automobile."
G. W. Marsh, labor by Wilject.
A. Permanent codes provide the
tion in all business.
The
time
is
coming
soon,
says
the
son
.......................
5.80 manner of their administration. Any
Organizations interested in carryLet every man and woman be their
National Bureau of Casualty and C. D. Millard, supplies . ...... 8.05
appeal for exceptions to provisions 6i
own fire inspector—look at the heat- ing out a diphtheria immunization Surety Underwriters, when glaring
No further business appearing a
program
may
obtain
more
detailed
inadministration must be made to the
ing plant, clean up the basement, take
lights
will
be
outlawed.
Many
munimotion
to
adjourn
carried.
administrative body established in the
trash out of the attic, dispose of oil formation by writing to the State De- cipalities, and some states, are preSolon A. Karns,
code.
or paint covered rags, keep hot, ashes partment of Health.
scribing
rules
for
the
regulation
of
Clerk.
Let's keep diphtheria moving downQ. There are two firms hi my town
out of combustible containers, fix
® e s
which have not signed the President's
wiring connections and check a hun- hill. Aggressive effort and this alone
In
a
recent
survey
conducted
by
the
WILD
HORSES.
agreement. What do you advise?
dred things they can do to prevent will bring it about.
Travelers Insurance ICompany, it is
A. Some have not signed because
fire. Be careful of'matches and smok"A
herd
of
wild
horses
was
reset
forth
that
from
6
a.
m.
to
6
p.
m.
COMPARATIVE WAGES.
ing.
in 1932, there were 409,100 accidents sponsible for the deaths of 85 persons they do not understand the purposes
Farmers should be doubly concerned
We are hearing a great deal now- in which 13,500 persons were killed, under 18 years of age in Iowa during others because they feel they cannot.
about fire and use every preventative adays about the increase in wages in [ or 32 for every 1,000 accidents. From the year 1932," says the Iowa State In any event, they deserve no critica
measure possible, because they have the 'United States through applica- j 6 p. m. to 6 a. m. there were 336,- Department of Health.
comment until their cases have been
little protection once a fire is started. tion of the national recovery act. This 200 accidents, but 15,500 deaths, or
"Man created a machine. Under the considered by the local compliance
•Fire Prevention Week draws atten- is all well and good, and is something 46 per 1,000. In other words, the hood of his creation he placed from' a board. A dependable method has
tion to the importance of fire pre- which every real American favors death rate per accident was 43.7 per score to a hundred horses. Whether been designed and is operated to, take
vention and activities against the fire wherever it is possible. Our econo- cent worse during darkness than in these horses are tame or' wild and care of any case of any kind without
hazard should continue throughout mic system has been builded on the daylight. The figures would have dangerous to human life depends to detriment to any employer who wants
the year.
theory of high wages. We have felt i been still more unfavorable if they a large extent upon their drivers! recovery.
Fire destroys life, property, pro- that our best market, as producers, | had started at 5 p. m. instead of 6 But pedestrians also must be 'safety
Q. Owners of small establishments
gress and prosperity.
minded' if the number of lives lost in here complain they are "being told*
is the great American home market j P- m., particularly in winter.
which consumes over 90 per cent of j Automobile accidents during dusk fatal automobile accidents is reduced. they may work only 54 hours per
WHAT MAKES DIPTHERIA
what we raise and manufacture. And and darkness are more likely to result
"A short time ago a representa- week. Is this correct? •
GO DOWNHILL?
following the line of thought we have in serious injuries and death because tive citizen of northeastern Iowa comA. No. The President's Reemploy
Vital statistics records of the Iowa believed that the way to increase our vision is reduced by inadequate il- municated with the department as ment Agreement places no limitation
State Department of Health show home market was to pay high wages! lumination and because headlight follows: 'Driving a car, as most peo- on hours in towns of less than '2,501
that in 1923, just ten years ago, 239 so that the American people could buy ] glare from approaching cars momen- i pie do these days, I am compelled to population.
meet a host of school children going
Q. When an employer signed the
Iowa children_.and adults died of diph- more of the things which they them- i tarily blinds drivers.
theria. It was in the same year, 1923 selves produce. Certainly there is j Engineering societies are working and coming from school. Recently President's Reemployment Agree
when a statewide program of diph- nothing difficult to comprehend in; on headlight codes and automobile! while driving near a school I saw a ment, is he permitted to add this
theria prevention was inaugurated. this logic. And in order that our men manufacturers are working out de- short distance ahead, four first grade clause: "Provided that we waive no
During the years which have inter- should be assured of steady employ-, vices to prevent direct rays of head- children walking abreast on the pav- constitutional right or immunity?"
A. No. There can be no modificavened this work has moved steadily ment at high wages we have gener-, lights from striking eyes of motor-1 ing. I slowed up and sounded the
forward. Deaths due to diphtheria ally protected our American industry' ists, the object being to reduce the | horn. As I was driving leisurely past tions or "interpretations" except the
numbered 151 in 1924, 117 in 1925, by a tariff which has equalized the "glare hazard" to a minimum. If them the child nearest the car made regularly authorized "consent clause'
this problem can be solved, an im- a face, stepped toward the car and referring to substitutions or to labor
111 in 1926, 121 in 1927, 67 in 1928 cost of living at home and abroad.
In
this
respect
it
is
interesting
to
portant
contribution to safety will barely missed its rear fender. When contracts made prior to signing. , Uland 47 in 1929. In 1930, deaths from
I stopped the youngsters scampered timately evasions will bfc prosecuted.
this cause numbered 44, the lowest note the comparative wages today of have been made.
the
United
States
workers
and
those.
away."
figure ever recorded for Iowa. DurQ. I am an American citizen living
CAN THE WANDERING
"The records for 1932, show that
ing the period 1923-1930, protective in other countries. The general avabroad,
engaged in importing AmeriUNEMPLOYED
BE
QUIETED
in Iowa one-fifth of all deaths from
treatments were administered to 400,- erage of approximate wages paid in
can
products.
Am I entitled to the
the
United
States
and
other
countries
automobile accidents occurred in the
000 Iowa children. Can there be any
federal
government will make age group 18 years and under. Child- Blue Eagle?
as
compiled
from
department
of
labor;
doubt that the chief factor in the reto stop the vast movement
ren playing in the streets and on pub- A. Yes; provided your importations
markable reduction in deaths from and national industrial conference re-' »"
mployed from one section ,ic h i ghways were
are manufactured by firms who are
ports
discloses
some
interesting
comdiphtheria has, been the active immun'
^ s -hinery *« that £ ^ a H LtT u =bS'iSJE NRA members, and provided further,
ity established by preventive meas- parison, Here is what the' fi^es *ur "f^se ls beln
you have yourself signed the Presishow
about
the
average
labor
costs
P
P°
S et up, according to ' occurring in that 00.0 ~~*,,~ *,
ures?
dent's Reemployment Agreement and
that
enter
into
the
production
of
forDiphtheria is still a .fatal disease
lief, Morris Lewis. The argument for i ^ ^~e^ ^ 1 are living up to it.
and continues to exact its toll of hu- eign-made goods as -compared with
he constant; f
Almost twice as I Q. Have there been further modiman lives among those who suffer average labor costs in the United milling of people is that they can be o school age.
States:
fications of the substitutions for rej many boys as girls died.
from it. Much has been accomplished
given more effective aid if they reUnited
States
..$26.30
per
week
j "Parents often protect their child- tail coal dealers with respect 'to
but communities can not afford to remain stationary.
watchmen and delivery men?
England
11.37 per week
lax vigilance.
The 44 deaths from
The argument is plausible, but | ren against diphtheria by immunizaSweden
10.20 per week
A. Yes. The policy board of NRA,
when one has no place to stay just tion and against smallpox by vaccina- with the Administrator's approval,
Germany
9.02 per week
tion.
Unfortunately,
parents
how does he stay ?
France
7.25 per week
exempted watchmen from any limita-
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We Deliver

Pho

Friday-Saturday Specials

3

A

SORGHUM, Mt Etna, ga|on..73c y2-gaiion
RICE, fancy Blue Rose, 4 founds ... ..... " *
MACARONI, 8-ounce package
" *
5c
GREEN TEA, 1 pound and cup and saucer. .
BEANS, navy or northern, 4 pounds. ......
FLOUR, guaranteed, 49-pound sack. ..
$1.79
WHEAT GRAHAM, or whole wheat, 5 pounds.. 20c
RAISINS* seedless, 2-pound package. .
15c
CORN, 3 No. 2 cans ....... . ........
'
19c
SUGAR, 10 pounds (cash only)
CHEESE, No. 1 Wisconsin, per pound ...... 18
GLOVES and MITTTBNS----extra heavy.
LEAVE YOUIfc ORDER FOR KRAUT
CABBAGE.
• « ,

Questions and Answers.
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Only

i cent a Mile
via

Rock
Island
for Round Trip Tickets

Every Day
Oct. S to 15, incl.
to the

World's Fair
Century of Progress
Exposition

at CHICAGO
Tickets good in comfortable
coacjies and chair cars. Half
fare for children. Return limit 10 days from date of sale.
Also a fare and one-tenth for
the round trip. Good in sleepera Con payment of Reducedrate Pullman fare) or coaches.
Return limit 16 days.
All-expense trips quoted—including; hotel rooms, etc.
Plan to attend — the most
spectacular week of the fair.
Special bargain admissions to
fair and midway attractions.
Oct. 10th — 81st Anniversary
of the Rock Island Lines
J; T. MONNIG
Anita, Iowa.

Belgium
6.21 per week
Japan
5.37 per week
Hungary
5.08 per week
China
1.31 per week
Certainly we want to inrease wages
further and above all to increase the
number of those employed. We cannot do this, and will be unable to raise
the American standard of living or ev-

.

-.*••• v

*J

* V X S X « I A I J ; A \ J I v me

tion as to hours, and ruled that d
a man lost his job he moved in hope Imobiles
livery men may work 48 hours per
parents
who
ofof finding another. As he continued
week.
to meet with no success and continu™- n OLhepherd
,
ed to move until he lost hope, his ligent direction inform their boys and
' wtfe »*
only outlet for energy, movement girls in regard to the dangers that !
f Oakland s en
along the highway and instruct clt
"" °
P t Sunday in the
has continued with no objective. lie
Lh W accldents
•.
w
"
V with her parents, L. B. Truma Job> wiil
the onI
be
prevent°
Y/* '
"*
V thing
bull and wife.
w
*,
?" end the const ant milling of
is a sure way to
Mrs.
Nellie Eneix left Monday
ento'n^**^^*^^ ±!lhr^..b^S ,Wh° ^-i-i^a^e^ofwild
horses on the
They Duhr
unless we maintain a tariff which will where to lay their heads.
for Eagle Grove, Iowa, where
be
kept
off
the
trains,
they
may
|
can
keep out a flood of foreign
she will visit for awhile with her son,
forbidden to beg rides, but until "^ V . . .
- - r these
countries which still go along on the
Roy H. Eneix and wife.
powerful
animals
always
harmless?"
they are em lo
^^
theory of cheap production
and the r
P yed they will 1DOV6
lowest possible living standards for Jhey ™ ust mov<;- ^ hen the y submit
AiN OLD STAFF oFLIFE.
Lafe Parker, well known farmer
to inaction they're lost.
the workers.
living southwest of the city, return*
The administration, now in the proPe ple who abs
Lee Bills of Omaha had his tonsils
°
°- ed home last week from the veterans'
cess of raising domestic production
hospital in Lincoln, Nebraska, where
the
the waters.
costs, arid thereby selling costs, to a
J
c 5t
way he had '
medical
office
of
Dr.
G.
M.
Adair.
and let it «,vi,
i . "i~ '"" " "
"" "**" recemn8: treatment for
higher level (in fact some of the
Um
ulate hlst
^1!!'.
/
,"
°ry
with
the
!
^eral
months for creeping paralysis.
passing of
prices have already been raised 100
year. Take the
When you pay your next electrir
In a few weeks he will probably be
per cent), -roust begin to think about bill, the three cents tax which has been
) r , sent to the new veterans' hospital
increasing our tariff rates instead of added monthly for several month!
years ago a in Des Moines for treatment
lowering them, if the machinery of will not be added. The Iowa Electric
I m h Pei SUasion
re
e^MrT/
d M l s . H m , w i t h !'l s l . c e o fP
o a t -«tmeai
the general recovery program is to Co. wiU pay the tax to comply wvth e
hlt
n a
C es
bread.
Whether
11
° " ° the new federal industrial control S
was because of
which went into effect September 1 sentiment or som -• other reason, Mrs.
COOPERATIVES UNDERLIE AG Municipal plants are exempt from Berry refused to
Part with the gift^
but
RICULTURAL STABILITY.
paying this tax according to the provisions of the law.
still
C. O. Moser, vice-president of the
intact and is. said to i
American Cotton Cooperative Assoin
excellent
state
of
'Mayor Nevius of Bedford fined Max
preservation.
ciation, recently observed that cotton Barger $5.00 and costs because the
r\T>n>Jn/*ava lilra nfVio** •*VMI*V
f *„_— I i , ,
. --"-^uuse UlC
producers, like other groups of farm- ! latter would not move his
R K A L ESTATE TRANSFERS.
;
ers, have three problems to contend I which was backed up to a stn,
lole unwith: First,'production; second, * « • - ' - - - • •
- • •- ~
exchange of their products for the along and could not get by, came
'- n 'k 10 Anita,
$1.
products and services of other produc- Barger to move the truck and asked
when
llai
ing groups; third, national and in- he would not do 8O reportedThe m«t"
"»d wf to Henternational occurrences and issues ter to the mayor. Barger drive f
which affect finance, employment,' the White Line transfer comuanv f
buying power, and so on.
Des Moinea.
v

FARM BUBEAU

»M

+++nl

Corn Hosting Contest Near

Tune is here for another
county corn husking contest.
are being made for a bigger
tor contest this year. Noth,,,
nifce is ready to be- announced
to place or time,, but it is pi,
to be .held about the third werfi
October.
' The,, state, contest will be
Audubon county" this year.
Entries for the county contest^
he made at the Farm
any time. Duane Orton has i.
entered /or this year to make]
contest interesting for all
fourteen competed last year:
least that many are expected
year.
I
Boys' 4-H Club Meetings.
; A meeting of all boys' 4-H i
is 'to be held at 8:00 o'clock Thn
evening, October 12, in the
County Farm Bureau office.
meeting will include all the boys i
plan to be in 4-H club work next j
with their fathers. At this"ti
committee will be elected to
arid pass oh all calves and pi;
fed before they are bought, in J
the boys would like to hare
help. Also, at this time plans mil \
made for next year's work in I
club.
It is hoped that this step will 1
increase the quality with the <
of 4-H. club work in the county i
year. Club members will receive J
best advice from capable men i
the possibility of their calves I
they start their year's work. No i
much disappointment will be p«
ed as well as the best of train'
the selection of the calf.
It is urged, that all boys who'
pect to be club members nextr
be present as well as the boys'
have been hi before.
Chester A. Long was i
last Wednesday night to attend t
trict meeting of Iowa undertaken^
Lawrence' Reed, wife and two»
Lowell and Norman, were here!
Omaha to spend the week end'
his mother, Mrs. Mary Reed.
W. H. Wagner and wife «1
home last Thursday evening «»
visit in Stockton, Illinois, with'
daughter, Mrs. H. R. Allem*" i
husband/ While in Illinois they*
few days at' the world's
Chicago.

GOOD
PLENTY OF STYLE
PRICED RIGHT
PROPERLY FITTED

at

The Welch Shoe CoATLANTIC,

Some Real Specials
For Saturday

II

n

MEAT LOAF, 3 pounds
: BACON SQUARES, per pound
BACON, in slab, per pound
PICNIC HAMS, per pound
Try one of these Picnic Hants.

M

Miller's Market

THE TRIBUNE, ANITA, IOWA.

Howe About:
Moth and the Flame
New York Men
Question of Truth

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

(Sir HEV. P. B. FITZWATBR, D. D.. Member of Faculty, Moody Blbl*
Institute of Chlcaco.)
©.1931. Western NmnjMper Union.
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Covered Bridge Era Passing
Requirements of Modern Transportation Doom Picturesque Old Structures So Long Landmarks m
Vermont; Many Date From Revolution.

hroughont the nation to tour the
Green mountain territory. With these
•acts Ii- mind, road builders have asserted that In order to meet «vermountlng traffic conditions, main-line
covered bridges will have to be replaced In the futile. let there will
a great many on secondary and
town roads which will continue to
support traffic and which will be prege-ved as long as possible. However,
as no covered wooden bridges are
now being built, there will come a
day when these types of structures
will become extinct, as far as Ver*
mont is concerned,

Inspiration to All ,n
Lif e

Something was said in
tattoos a few weeks . m? »
at living, o%whichk 8og" °f the
k».OW K. tittle, a writer m
spoils News connnenta r ,
8 nne
tt«e greatest of the art«
ot
also
of tbe most a
<"*
Pare, beaotlful

By ED HOWE
A NYONB who reads what I write
•** will have to stand a good deal
Lesson for October 8
03
Well In the foreground of the contact with earth. In a number of
•uch. an inspiration to an
- «•
of repetition, eo I ask indulgence for
cases.
It
has
been
discovered,
that
ragged scenic beauty of Vermont are
and especially those ^",
saying again that old maxims have
disintegration
has
progressed
to
such
8AUL IN DAMASCUS
the covered bridges, which lead many
significance as representing th« best
the ^hereof It. influence
roadways over turbulent streams and an extent that the bridges must be
wisdom there Is. Another virtue In
as we may. and should. [ n a Uperb
LESSON TEXT—Acts 9:1-31.
rebuilt These structures are, of
link
the
Green
mountain
past
with
literary style, It la after anM
maxims Is they are always well and
GOLDEN TEXT—Therefor* If any
course,
very
old
and
as
time
goes
on
Skyscraper
Found
to
man be In Christ, he 1« a new creature: modern transportation. Thousands
simply written.
perb Ufe-«nd it may be ' the w'
more
ana
more
of
them
will
become
old
thing:*
are
passed
away;
behold,
of
motorist*
who
have
passed
A very old one tells of the disposi- all things are become new. II Cor. 6:17.
Have Its Disadvantage* matter bow hnmbleJthS e?Prt8?' tt(!"°
unsound.
tion of a moth to hover around a canBeater Inflnence. Is thh, »,
PRIMARY TOPIC—Saul L*arnln« to through the State will remember the
The
principal
reason
stressed
for
rumble from'v floor planks which
gift of God"? Very obl'oX' ""*
dle, and get its wings singed. There tiove Jesua,
Tbe
aimless
way
la
which
skythe
replacing
with
modern,
rpen
JUNIOR TOPIC—Saul Becoming echoed Into the roqfed spans, as they
Sach a life IB the eSreSS ««•
was once a man named Henry Holt J*sns*
Friend.
passed from sunshine Into gloom, structures Is the guarding of traffic scrapers have been crowded together,
who had high Intellectual equipINTERMEDIATE AMD SENIOR TOP. then out again Into the sunlight safety. The old bridges were built not only In New Zork, bnt In other •«ter. and character^ ia £
•elf^nlttire, selfment and as much education as the 1C—Saul Become* a Christian.
TOUKO PEOPLE ANE ADUI/T TOP' These qflklnt structures often served during times when traffic was light cities. Is causing much congestion. •^Miiclpltae, its
best universities, and long association
0
as landmarks, some dating back to and slow. In almost every Instance For that reason, In the opinionof tton.taeararedin pain . , •*»*«•
with the best people, could supply. He 1C—What !• CoriTtrttonT
they
were
constructed
at
right
angles
Flavel
Shurtieff,
'Secretary
of
the
M
days of the Revolutionary war.
«*ring tod hard S^
was a book publisher, with such rare
1. Saul's Violent Hatred of the
Previous to 1927 there were be- to the streams which they crossed, tlonaJ conference on city planning,
jr« *> great la the
critical taste that his firm was out- Lord's Disciples (TV. X 2).
tween 000 and 600 bridges of the cov- with the result that dangerous, toe skyscraper la having the fight of
standing. He owned and edited a
-« to be worth al t
He knew fall well that unless the ered type In Vermont The flood of sharp-angle turns existed at each its life to Justify tbe enonnon* cost
quarterly magazine so excellent I bar* increment set on foot by Jesus was
Perhaps there are few of ".
end
of
the
structures.
This,
togeth
with which it has burdened the tax- have 'not known people
preserved nearly every Issue as an ex- stopped It wonld supersede Judaism. that year, however, destroyed more
whn
er with the fact they were narrow payers for traffic facilities.
ample of perhaps the best average He waa ignorant of the genius of than half of them. Today there are and
often
Sow-arched,
made
many
"Skyscrapers
have
been
generally
writing ever displayed hi a magazine. Christianity. He did not know that only 240 remaining. Approximately unfit to meet the requirements of
accepted on. this side of the Atlantic
Be wrote a good many of the articles "the blood of martyrs Is the seed of fifty have been replaced with modtravel.
as both necessary and desirable.?'
himself, and ranked as one of tbe the church." Prosperity may ruin the ern structures during the last six modern
Pride to these covered bridges has writes Mr. Shurtieff In Progress Magyears.
best American writers.
.of.apy sense of e
church, bnt persecution never. StephThe Vermont department of high- become deep rooted In the state, how- azlna -Theoretically, the height of for th« outcome of their
But in every issue of Unpopular en's testimony Intensified his hatred
ways, being aware not only of the ever, anf* when safety requirements buildings Is Immaterial, except that
Review there was an article (usually Inestead of softening his spirit.
of others. The «t
picturesque appeal of these ancient are fulfilled the spans are not re- height Is deprecated when It creates theses
by Mr. Holt himself) about spiritualII. Saul Kicking Against the Pricks structures, but of the sentiment at- placed unless the expense connected excessive bulk In relation to the traf- made np of serious artists in
ism. This hovering about a dangerous (w. 3-9).
n&lt. art oMlving. in th
tached to them, has shaped a policy with necessary repairs or mainte- fic capacity of tbe area.
flame finally resulted In the failure of
clan are the botchers-and
The figure here Is that of the east- to retain as many as practical from nance becomes prohibitive or loca
"Even In Texas, where land is so many of them. The most oneta,
the best printed and best edited maga- ern ox driver following the ox with
zine in our long list, and bad scars a sharp Iron fixed to the end of a an engineering standpoint However. tlon or design cause traffic hazards abundant and cheap that ten acres folk are taose who would and So ft1
are allotted to one steer for pastni> .vorce beaoty and morality and Ji "•
on the reputation of the brilliant edi- pole. If the animal rebels and kicks Increasing volumes of travel and which cannot be remedied.
An Important move toward the
mounting traffic speed have necessiat least four cities boast hometor.
against the sharp Iron, It but injures tated the removal of some of these preservation of the bridges was made age,
they are natural enemies. SB*"
made sky lines, which are assumed that
| Jo the use of Ink, pen, type, here Itself.
misguided and misguiding souls kn™ ^
spans,
especially
those
on
main-line
by
the
Vermont
legislative
assembly
to be th<> hallmark ot metropolitan
was a master comparable to Napoleon
Or nothing of "the beaut? I*
L A light from heaven (v. 3). The
this year, when a law was enacte, distinction. Houston's skyline in- little
Bonaparte in the use of guns, powder, time had now come for the Lord to In- highways.
holiness"
•
which
specified
that
the
state
might
Almost
all
of
the
covered
bridges
cludes
five
buildings
of
more
than
soldiers, but Henry Holt could no more tervene. Saul was stricken with blindpay
two-thirds
the
cost
of
maintehave exceptionally strong trusses, but
twenty stories in height, housing
keep from hovering around the flame ness and 'fell to the eartn.
Poplar Lasted Long
floor systems are usually too nance on state aid roads.
thousands of tenants on less ground
of his most dangerous candle than
2. A voice from heaven (w. 4. 5). the
Water
does not always cause
Although
there
Is
distinctive
at
weak
for
heavy
motor
traffic.
It
has
than would suffice to nourish one cay of wood,'as
Napoleon Bonaparte could keep away This was the Lord's voice calling perla shown by
tractlveness
to
the
covered
bridges,
steek elsewhere In the state."
from Moscow In the early winter of sonally to Saul In answer to Saul's been reported In state-wide surveys.
that,a bell tower In. Venice <
traffic experts now declare that their
Often
times
new
floor
systems
may
1812.
Inquiry, Jesus said, "I am Jesus, be Installed without great expendi- days are numbered. According to
on poplar piles In 900 A. D,
• • *
whom thoo persecutest,"
Ay«,
That'*
tba
Rub
these piles needed only re-enU
unofficial
figures
motor
travel
in
Verture, It baa been found, but the chief
A long time ago a New Zork man
3. Saul's Inquiry (v. 6). The dicta- locations of serious disintegration mont this year has established a new
"How -much would yon give for to be '.used when the tower waii
called on me, and requested that I In- tor la now willing to be dictated to.
built a few years ago.—
are at the ends of the structures, peak, and an Increasing,Interest has hair like mine?"
troduce him to William Jennings
4. Christ's answer (v. 6). He told where wood supports have been In been evinced by motor vacationists
Times.;
"How
much
did
yon
giver
Bryan. A few minutes after the men Sanl to go Into Damascus where Informet, the New Yorker said something mation would bo given tim as to what
that infuriated Mr. Bryan, and he dis- he must da
played a rage I did not know was In
5 Saul entering Damascus (w. Thim. The encounter took place hi the 9). The savaga persecutor went quite
Bryan home in Miami, Fla. Before I humbly Into Damascus, led by his atwas out of bed next morning, Mr. Bry- tendants where for three days he rean telephoned, and apologized for so mained blind and fasted. The day Is
completely losing his temper. His ex- coming when all who oppose the work
planation was that all New Zork men of God shall get a sight of the glory
Infuriated him, they so generally be- of the Son, either In salvation or In
lieved themselves superior to others, condemnation (Phil 2:10. 11; Rev.
because of their residence In the big 6:15-17),
town.
III. Ananias Ministers to Saul (w.
I understand that the depression 10-19).
has greatly chastened New Yorkers;
L Ananias' vision (w. 10-12). He
travelers inform me they now display was
Instructed to go to Saul, given
considerable respect for men from the name
of the street and Saul's host.
other sections.
2. Ananias' fear and hesitancy (w.
* • *
13-17). He knew of Saul's ministry
1 once published a war story on the and the authority by which he came.
authority of a common soldier of 1862. The Lord encouraged him to go, asAt the time 1 wrote the former pri- suring him that Saul was no longer an
vate had become a bank president, enemy but a chosen vessel to bear his
and an exceptionally intelligent and name before the Gentiles.'
reliable man. The general In command
3. Ananias' obedience (v. 17). He
denied the authenticity of the Inci- went to the house where Saul was
dent outlined by the private, who, In staying, put his hand on his arm, and
his defense, said he witnessed It with affectionately addressed him as brothbis own eyes, heard with his own er. He informed Saul that the Lord
enrs the conversation reported, and In had sent him with a twofold message.
person participated in the charge dea. "That thou mightest receive thy
scribed. Was not the evidence of this sight"
witness worthy of consideration? . . .
b. "Be filled with the Holy Ghost"
In describing a famous ancient battle,
4. Saul baptized (w. 18, 19). After
"VER six million people have seen the
a leader reported that a river left Its Saul
bis sight, Ananias bapExtra
patented Firestone construction features
bed, and charged up-hill after a regi- tized received
It was fitting that Saul
ment of retreating soldiers. Had a shouldhim.
of
Gum-Dipping
and Two Extra Gum-Dipped
be baptized by one not having
hundred reliable common men particiCord
Plies
Under
the Tread at "A Centurf of
pating In tbe same action declared no official rank, since his ministry as an
Progress." These millions know noti>--more than
apostle
to
the
Gentiles
was
to
be
ensuch marvel occurred, 1 believe the tesever before—why Firestone Tires hold all world
timony of the majority should have tirely Independent of the twelve.
records, on road and track, for Safety, Speed,
IV.
Saul
Preaching
In
Damascus
been considered with that of the leadMileage, and Endurance.
(w?
20-25).
er who wrote a book.
1. What he preached (v. 20). He
* * *
If you have not seen how Firestone Tires are
preached Christ, that he Is the Son of
Spartans practiced health, efficiency, God. This Is the heart of tbe message
made—if you do not know what is under the
that they might become good soldiers; of every minister and Sunday school
tread of a tire—-Let your nearest Firestone
history tells some terrible cases of teacher.
dealer show you the Extra Strength—Extra
butchery practiced by them.
2. Where he preached (v. 20). It
Safety—longer Mileage—and Greater Blowout ]
The Pennsylvania Dutch practice was in the synagogue. Because this
Protection built into Firestone Gum-Dipped
good habits that they may become was the place of assembly for the
Tires.
~^
good citizens, and thus avoid war, pov- Jews, Saul took advantage of the opYou are going to need new tires
erty, drunkenness, idleness, and other portunity to tell them that Jesus of
this fall and winter—Don't put
of the extravagances of civilization.
Nazareth was the very Son of God.
In the upper middle class in the
T buying another day! You
3. The effect of his preaching
United States there are millions of (vv. 21-25).
k will pay more later. Trade the
men I admire more than any Spardanger in your present
a.
People
amazed
(v.
21).
They
tan. In cultivating good habits, the knew that the very one who had been
tires for the Safety
Spartans made too much of bravery the leader in persecuting the Christiin Firestone Gumas exhibited in fighting. The Pennsyl- ans in Jerusalem and had come to
«f TIM CONSTRUCTIOK
Dipped Tires— iheSafett
vania Dutch, and other citizens suc- Damascus for the express purpose of
Tires in the World.
cessful above the average, are not bringing them bound to the chief
fanatical about any one thing, but try priest, was now passionately advocatfor a reasonable average in all good ing that which he had vehemently
THE NEW
habits.
sought to destroy.
* • •
b. Jews confounded (v. 22). Saul
Do you recall bow the American
Fordpeople were forced to advance the Increased In spiritual strength and
Gbm. *7.t« Cbmr..
Bqltt *» tMMf alt first ,
money loaned to foreigners during the knowledge so that he confounded the
4.S0.11
standard bnwd tins
World war, and which the foreigners Jews, proving that Jesus was not only
IB sjnstttyf comtnwtioii
Fl'mlt
now impudently refuse to pay back? the Son of God, but their Messiah.
i£R> 7-5S Bin*
c. The Jews sought to kill him (w.
•ad appeanotte, bat |
In hundreds of communities the news
S.IS.U,
lower fa prie*— anpapers printed dally lists of those citi- 23-25). Being unable to meet his skilother Firestone
zens who were slow In producing ful use of the Scriptures, they took
_,
5.00-80
S.WMS
money to be loaned abroad; the Amer- counsel how that they might destroy
tag money for «*»
ican who refused to make a loan to his him. So intent were they upon killing
SIM FMpirtkMMtr Lw
foreign brother was everywhere de- him that they watched the gate of the
nounced by the rabble, and publicly In- city day and night that they might
take him. He escaped their wrath,
sulted.
» * •
being let down at night In a basket by
LOW
Wise men have fooled me so fre- the wall
PRESSURE
quently In the past I have grown suspicious of them. Still, I try not to
WORDS OF WISDOM
carry suspicion BO far as to miss •
warning of vaiue when offered free,
There are many men who have a
as occasionally happens. I have great dyspepsia of books.
The tir« to ioeraaM the efficiency and
• * •
respect for old maxims. One was writeconomy of your Iraetor — Firestone
ten long ago about a shepherd, who.
God sends us no trial, whether great
Pneumatic Tractor Tires in tests plowed
being employed to guard sheep, often or small, without first preparing us.
27% more acres, with a 23% «avia* to
• • •
cried "wolf when there was no wolf.
fuel and • 25% to S6% Increase to
The master was thus lulled into such
Prayer and pains, through faith in
•peed. (Tests mfi4f by Ohio Stale
carelessness that when a wolf finally Jesus Christ, will do anything.—John
Untanily.)
appeared, he gave no attention to Klllott
• • •
^^^.^'«^i>Sfe.^«5^@^5gggj^gl/
JSonlp with **itfs
AeM aU-purpese
allmoM tbraa
Hree
^
warning be had paid to get early news
ot
Nothing earthly will make me give
O. Mil, B»H SjmdtofcU.—WNT7 S*rrJo«.
up my work in despair.—David LivGO TO YOUR LOCAL FIRESTOKic CPD^?*" "**"* to chan" v**1"*' •»*»>
^
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ORIGINAL NOTICE.
+ CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH +
E. L. Anderson, Minister.
*
In the District Court of the State of >•
Iowa, in and for Cass County.
(The Church With a Heart and
November Term A. D. 1933.
an Open Mind.)
Equity No
Church School at 10:00 a. m. ClassBertha M. Keasey,
es for all ages. Frank H. Osen, SupPlaintiff,
erintendent.
vs.
Morning* worship at 11:00 o clock.
Mary L. Brown; William E.
I
\dr%i^%wl
Special appropriate music. Sermon
Whited; Mrs. William E.
Whited; Earl T. Stephenson;
subject, "The Finality of Christ."
WE DELIVER
Ross W. Stephenson; Cecil L.
Youth Forum at 6:30 p. m.
Stephenson; Ruth Whited;
PHONE 239
Evening program, a service of
Elaine Whited; and William
youth,
at
7:30
o'clock.
Three
short
Whited,
Defendants.
talks, also vocal and instrumental
To Mary L. Brown, William E. Whit- music, all by the young people. Plan
ed, Mrs. William E. Whited, Earl
T. Stephenson, Ross W. Stephen- to attend this young people's serson, Cecil Lf Stephenson, Ruth vice.
- Fine
iea
•*..
Whited, Elaine Whited and William
Senior ladies aid Thursday with a
Whited, Defendants.
You and each of you are hereby 12:00 o'clock dinner for the public.
Missionary society Friday afternoon
notified- that there is now on file in
the office of the Clerk of the District at the home of Mrs. H. E. Campbell
Court of Cass County, Iowa, the pe- with Mrs. P. T. Williams as the leadtition of the plaintiff asking that the
following described real estate, to- er.
The junior ladies of the church will
wit:
Lot 12, Block 2, Whitney's Adhold a church carnival Friday even-j
dition to the Town of Anita, Cass
ing, October 13, at the church. FurCounty, Iowa; be divided and
Tender Garden
^ ^
ther
announcement next week. Plan
partitioned among the plaintiff
New
Pack,
No,
2
cans—2
for
*lC
to attend.
and the defendants in accordThe Good Fellowship program last
ance with the undivided interest
which they now own in the said
Sunday evening was enjoyed by a
real estate.
Said petition states that the saic large and appreciative audience. More
real estate was owned by Mrs. S. J than 1BO people enjoyed a delicious
Whited, who died intestate on or about dinner, after which a splendid proLarge Red or Yellows £* Al
the 8th day of March 1922, leaving gram of music, readings and speeches
10-lbs. 25c— 50-lb bag $l.Qj
will and testament in which she de- were rendered to an audience of more
vised the above described real estate
to Anna L. Whited and Nellie M than 200. The farmers and their families were the honored guests. These
Whited her daughters.
Said petition also states that Anna programs will be one of our regular
L. Whited died intestate on or about monthly features for the coming seathe 23rd day of January 1924, leavMUler's
ing as her sole and only heirs at son.
The Council Bluffs Association of
law Mary L. Brown, Bertha M. Keasey, William E. Whited, Simon A Congregational churches will hold
Whited, Nellie M. Tompkin, Earl T their regular fall meeting on WedMiller's
*
Stephenson, Ross W. Stephenson, and
large package v(
Cecil L. Stephenson. And that since nesday and Thursday of this week at
the death of the said Anna L. 'Whited Shenandoah. The following are reguthe said Simon A. Whited died in- lar elected delegates from the Anita
Fresh Quaker
testate on or'about the llth day oi church: Mrs. P. T. Williams, Mrs.
Buckeye—5-lbs.
February 1925, leaving as his sole and
only heirs at law his two children H. 0. Stone and Frank H. Osen.
to-wit: Elaine Whited and William Others are planning on attending, toQuart
Whited. And that he left his widow gether with the pastor.
Mason Jar
Ruth Whited.
The public is cordially invited to all
Said petition also states that Earl
Selling For CASH, and Selling For LESS.
of
our
services
and
activities.
T. Stephenson, Rose W. Stephenson
or Lettuce
and Cecil L. Stephenson owns an unfresh and crisp
divided 1-5 interest in the said rea
estate. And that Mary L. Brown 4- CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST •»•
can come out on top^ but it will be William
E. 'Whited and Bertha M
Elwyn Andrews, Minister.
+
a severe test and we know they are Keasey each own an undivided l-{ +
going to have to step. The game interest in the said real estate. Anc
that Elaine ~Whited and William No creed but Christ,
will be called at 3:45 p. m.
Sunday morning.
residence properties.
Whited own an undivided 1^5 interest
No book but the Bible,
Morning
worship
at
11:00
o'clock.
W. E. Kelloway is cutting aad|
The
Football
Squad.
in the said real estate.
.Anita Defeats Walnut.
Epworth League at 6:30 p. m. ing out the twenty acres
Said petition also asks that the No name but the Divine.
For
the
convenience
of
those
atThe A. H. S. football team went
Bible School at 10:00 a. m. C. W. Leader, Miss Edith King. Topic, the old reunion grounds, and til
shares of the different owners be conto Walnut last Friday afternoon and tending the local high school football firmed as set forth in the said peti- Zastrow, Supt; Anita Witte, Asst.
"In Quest 6f Life's Meaning."
vert it into a first class pattMf
games
and
unable
to
distinguish
the
tion. And that partition be made,
brought back with them another nice
Communion service at 11:00 a. m.
Evening worship at 7:30 o'clock. learn that the grounds
players
on
the
field
from
the
sideor
if
the
same
can
not
be
equitably
victory to the tune of 26 to 0.
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m.
Note the change in time for the even- many pleasant sessions of I
then the said real estate be
The game was played under favor- lines, we are printing below the list divided,
Evening
service at 7:30 o'clock.
sold
and
the
division
of
the
proceeds
ing services.
County Veterans Associa
of
players
together
with
their
numable circumstances with the exception
made between the said owners with
Ladies aid Thursday at the church.
Instead of having choir practice on been held, will not be disi
bers.
their respective shares.
of a stiff breeze blowing across the
Next Lord's day there will be a
1—Willard Euggles.
Said petition states that the said basket dinner at the church. A very Wednesday evening, we will have re- far as cutting out trees i»
field from the south goal which cauhearsal following the Sunday morn- ed.
land
is
free
and
clear
of
encum2—William Daubendiek.
tioned punters to use their head.
important business meeting is to be ing worship hour.
brances.
3—Corwin
Dorsey.
Work ia ^progressing rapifl
About sixty Anita enthusiasts accomFOR FURTHER PARTICULARS held after the dinner. Let every
The
W.
P.
M.
S.
will
meet
with
4—Wesley
Garlock.
E.
Townsend's new feed
panied the team and gave their supSEE PETITION WHEN ON FILE member and friend of the church be
Mrs. C. T. Winder on Thursday af- stock and sale pavilion. It ill
5—Robert Wilson.
AS AFORESAID.
port when needed. They all seemed
6—Joe Vetter.
THEREFORE, Unless you appear present at this meeting. The busi- ternoon at 2:30 o'clock. Officers for built on his lots in the tart
to have a mighty good time and
thereto and defend by noon of the ness of the church will be brought j the coming year will be elected. All I. O. O. F. hall. The purpo*|
7—Jack
Long.
their faces were radiant as the boys
Second day of the next term of the sefore the entire congregation.
ladies of the church are invited.
&—Gaylord Noblitt.
furnish a place where horses <|
in purple and white played the Walsaid Court, which will commence on
Nor is this all. Our worship is
9—Robert
Daubendiek.
The monthly Epworth League party niay be kept during the
the 7th day of November 1933 and be for you and you are always welcome.
nut aggregation off their feet.
10—Charles Baylor.
will be held in the social room of the people are trading, and tlai-j
held at the American Legion BuildThe Anita boys got away to a good
ing, now being used as a temporary
11—Arnold Eilts.
church on Friday evening of this will be appreciated esp
start and played a good brand of footCourt House in Atlantic, Cass County, + - f - f + 4- + 4- + -f-f + -f-f + - f - f - f week.
12—Arthur Jensen.
rainy days.
ball throughout. The whole team
Iowa,
a
default
will
be
entered
against
+
LINCOLN CENTER
4
13—Robert Kuehn.
you and judgment and decree render- +
A
fine
pulpit
Bible
was
presented
showed improvement from the first
COMMUNITY CHURCH
+
14—Irvin Walker.
ed thereon as prayed in said petibreaks in the game. They were right
+
Elwyn Andrews, Minister.
4 to the church the past week, for
tion.
15—Donald
Inhofe.
v
into the thick of the battle, blockf
+
+
+
-»+
f
f
4
f
+
"
f
4
+
4
4
'
* which the pastor and congregation
Dated this 27th. day of September
are most grateful.
ing punts, breaking up passes, and
A. D. 1933.
Church
Services
at
10:00
a.
m.
Manning Swanson, a memebr of the
blocking kickoffs which in most inE. S. Holton.
A fine lot of kitchen utensils were
Bible School at 11:00 a. m., with
SEE BARTLEY'S:
Attorney for Plaintiff.
stances netted them some nice gains. reforestation army at Lake Andes,
given to the church by the Loyal washing machines and creaaif
Walter Storer as superintendent.
South
Dakota,
is
home
on
a
fifteen
They played aggressively, carrying
'Circle class. This benevolent spirit tors. '
Ladies aid will be held Friday.
Willie Nelson and wife of Stuart
"
the battle to Walnut and clearly out- days' furlough.
We are starting a study in the on the part of members and friends
were
week
end
visitors
at
the
home
classing them in all departments of
WE HAVE special barg>«l
"George," said a lady in the street
Book of I. Corinthians. Come, bring is getting our church nicely equipped
the game. On offense they made ten car to a boy seated across the aisle, of Mrs. Stena Nelson.
on safety razors and blades, «P|
for service.
your
friends
and
your
Bible,
and
let
first downs to Walnut's two and on "Why don't you get up and give your
Peter Metz and wife of Wiota were us all seek diligently to know the
By request of the church officials, Neff's Hardware.
defense they kept Walnut bottled up seat to your father ? Doesn't it pain
Sunday visitors in the city with her truth and make our actions in harm- the conference returned the pastor to
at a safe distance from the goal at you to see him reaching for that
Oil, Meal, Tankage,
' sister, Mrs. Bertha Renshaw.
ony with our thoughts. You are al- Anita to serve another year. 'We real- 10 and Ptotex Mineral,
all times.
The Anita boys scored strap?"
ways welcome.
ize there is much work to be done, feeds..
their first touchdown in the first five
"Not in the street car," replied
Calvin
Jewett
is
visiting
here
with
but with the cooperation of the church
tf ' :
Bartley's
minutes of-iplay and added one to it George, smiling.
his father, G. P. Jewett, and with + -ff-f + + - f . f f - f ' f - » - * « - - f + members and friends, we hope to
in each quarter of the game, which
other relatives and friends. He is a +
FOR^. SALE:—Two pur*^
CHRISTIAN SCIENCB
+ have a profitable year. Words fail
rather indicates that they set a pace
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ioo-ib. bag $5.29—lo-ib.

Sorghum
Pan. Flour

Learn Why
a Million Men Have Changed
to Horsehide Work Shoes!

53c

63c

GOOCH'S
4-lb. bag

Corn Meal "^J™™

Wolverine Cordovan Horse Hide
Work Shoes

$1.98 to $3.75

Hi-Cut, 16-Inch Top, Leather Sole
and Heel

$4.50

Roe Clothing Co,

Raisins
Bran Flakes
Corn Flakes

15c.
9ci

Mustard
Celery

I
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Two Fbtish Champions
of American Liberty
E^^s.

~~>

BRIEF LIFE OF
'CATCHY' TERMS
Few Slang Phrases Achieve
Lasting Popularity.

. «*^m

EGG-GRADING LAW
TO AID PRODUCER
Colorado Plan Intended to
Improve Quality.
Colorado's new egg-grading law will
Jeneflt poultry producers of the state
by standardizing and Improving the
quality of eggs sold, says O. C. TJfford,
extension poultryman for the Colorado
Agricultural college.
Improved standards will create a
demand for quality eggs, for which
producers should be paid accordingly!
he adds.
At present there Is no restriction
against selling eggs of any quality,
grade or condition.
The dumping of low-grade eggs into
Colorado from surrounding states,
causing sudden breaks In market
prices, will be prevented by the new
la*, which specifies that eggs shipped
Into the state "must be candled and
meet at least the quality and grade of
'standards.'" Grades to be 'used under the law Include "Specials," "Extras," "Standards," "Trades," and
"Checks."
1
Grocers, dealers and wholesalers,
are required to obtain .licenses from
the office of the director of markets,
Denver.
It Is unlawful to sell inedible eggs.
All eggs sold to consumers must be
candled and graded. Producers sellIng eggs direct to consumers must candle and grade them and may get their
licenses free of charge If they are
selling only their own eggs. If selling
direct to dealers. It lsi not necessary
for producers to candle and grade or
have licenses. If a producer buys eggs
to sell with his own he must secure a
dealer's license.

Polish= Americans at the KOSCtUSzKO Monument in Humboldt Park, ChJcaqo
By ELMO 8CQTT WATSON
i HH.Issuance by the poat office department of a special five-cent
stamp which will be placed on sale
In Chicago, Detroit and Boston on
October 18 and at other post offices oa October 19 serves to recall toe name of a distinguished
foreigner who, In the words of
Postmaster General Farley, "will
be forever perpetuated In the
^hearts of the American people."
IS&IJJJP' commemorates the 150th anniverthe admission to American citizenship
|TbfLddeus Kosclnszko, the Polish soldier
mown as "the1 great champion of liberty,"
i stamp Is another tribute to 'bla memory
lion whose liberty he helped to estabjramentB have been erected1 to him la
Boston and Washington, and at the
fltes Military academy at West rolnt,
county In Indiana and 'streets In sev'onr cities bear hl's name; but the every| of the commemorative stamp daring Octhonsands of Americans will recall his
hd fame to more of our citizens than
bese other memorials hare ever dona
la a month which Is peculiarly assoHth the history of Koscluszko. It was on
•1776, that he came to Washington's
I New York, bearing a letter of IntroBenjamin, Franklin to the comMef; it was during October of that
he was made a colonel of engineers
aentai army, became a member of
n's military family and began the asi with the great American which enabled
i In later years to call himself proudly
f Of Washington"; and It was on October
[Tthat the Polish champion met his death
from his horse, an event which the
npbell has made historic with his
• for a season bade the world farewell
lorn shrlek'd as Koscluszko fell!"
ijgnlflcant in the, relationship of Washingi Koscimzko Is the fact that they were
, the same month, Washington on Peb(old style), 1732, and Koacluszko on
12,-1748. He grew up on Ms father's
remote spot tn Lithuania. Though of
the elder Koscluszko was a man of
and his children lived like other chllbelr class. Thaddeus seems to have been
conscientious boy, with a keen sense
slblllty. He attended the Jesuit college
town, and In 1764 entered the corps
In the Royal School of Warsaw.
| he went tp France, where he studied
engineering, especially French, fortlfl| Sketches made .by Koscluszko while he
laying architecture In Brest and Paris
1
seen in Poland's national museums. At
of twenty-eight he returned home, to
| family fortunes sadly, depleted.
"tiy at Oils time Kosclnszko made up bis
go to America Is not entirely clear.
Attribute It to an unhappy love affair;
•ssert to w«« stirred by the story of a
ountry fighting for Its Independence. At
i, ha sailed for the New world and
Philadelphia in the rammer of 1776,
J mortgaged his patrimony and borrowed
to get there.
ems to bare made the acquaintance of
i either In France or In Philadelphia, for
hear of him presenting the letter of inon from Franklin, previously referred to,
' ogton In October, 1776. "What can
asked Washington, according to the
story. "Try me and we shall seei" was
modest reply. So Washington made
olonel of engineers and he soon proved
could do.
October, 1770, to April, 1777, he was
fortifying Philadelphia, continuing the
"it'h he had undertaken upon his arrival
?fore his services had been accepted by
on. Then be Joined Gates' army In the
3 It was KoBcfuszko who selected uml
lie fortification of Bemls Heights, oeur
and his contribution was a material
e
success of the operations which Jed
Tender of Burgoyne at Saratoga.
afterwards, Koscluszko planned the
oiis on the Hudson at West Point, gen(
• *u as bis greatest achievement in the
American Independence. Koscluszko nr-

KosciuszKo statue
at West Point
rived at West Point in March, 1778, and laid out
additional forts to protect West Point, which
then controlled the principal line of communication from New England to the central and the
southern colonies. In case the British should
send an expeditionary force from New York. He
also strengthened the existing defenses. So much
general satisfaction was there with Koscluszko's
work, that Washington tn a dispatch says, "To
his care and sedulous appreciation the American
people are Indebted for the defenses of West
Point" It was this Polish soldier woo urged that
West Point be chosen when It was later decided
to found a training school for American youth.
He spent two of the sis years he was In this
country at West Point, where a monument was
erected In bis memory In 1828.
Koscluszko's next service was In the Garolinas
campaign with General Greene and it Is said
that Greene's escape from Cornwallls during his
memorable retreat was due largely to the work
of the Polish/officer In constructing pontoon
bridges which/allowed Greene's army to cross
rivers before the British could overtake it.
The close of the Revolution found Koscluszko
a brigadier-general and a member of the Society
of the Cincinnati. By vote of congress American
citizenship was conferred upon him in October,
1783, and he was granted 600 acres of land on
the Scloto river in Perry county, Ohio, which
he later sold.
American liberty having been won Koscluszko
decided to return to his own land and flght again
for Its freedom. To follow the activities of the Polish patriot after his return to bis native land
is to follow the stormy days of a Poland flgbtIne for freedom against heavy odds. In 1791
Poland, under a new constitution, became a limited monarchy with ministerial responsibility.
Invidious class distinctions were done away with.
But the new constitution could not stand
against the old confederation. Polish territory
was a desirable corridor for surrounding powers
The little Polish army under Kosclimko and
Prince Joseph Ponlatowskl did what It could, or
,,ree months It kept buck all Invaders. But
King Stanislaus ft.of Poland, doubtful of success acceded to the demands of the conftxH-n.
tlon Poland «••» again parceled out to her neighbor* and reduced to one-third h.-r original d,ineuslons.
Undismayed, Ko«.-luwko ju>d his follower*
wlihdrew to Ulpslc. There they l»l.l ihulr |.lu..»
Sr another buttle. In this enconntcr they »£«
victorious, recovering consldL-iuble lobt
y But the game of war against an en*.,,,

whose numbers far exceeded their own proved
disastrous.. Kogcluszko, seriously wounded, was
taken prisoner on the battlefield.
For two years he was confined In the famous
Kusslan fortress of St Peter and Pool, He was
released upon his request that he be allowed
once more to visit America-.
After his second visit to America he settled
down In a house near Paris. There he received
many distinguished guests and worked for a
fatherland he was never to see again. The last
few years of his life were spent with friends
In Solothnrn, Switzerland, where he died In 1817.
Closely connected with the month of October
Is the story of another Polish champion of liberty, a comrade In arms of Koscluazko, and a
man whom Americans delight to honor along
with him—Count Casimlr Pulaskl.
Pulaskl was born Vn PodoUa, Poland, March
4. 1748. As a mere boy he threw himself Into the
struggle for Polish liberty. At twenty-one be
stirred up a revolt in Lithuania against the tyrannical Russians, who were gradually crushing
out Poland's national life.
Though elected commander-ln-chlef of the Polish army of Independence in 1770. when but
twenty-two years old, be was defeated In battle
and scored failure after failure. He is said to
have made an unsuccessful attempt the next year
to kidnap King Stanislas of Poland from the
latter's Warsaw palace. As a result of various
mishaps Pulaskl was outlawed, bis estates confiscated and a price set on his head.
Pulaskl fled for his life to Turkey, finding his
way thence to France, a patriot without a country. In Paris he met Benjamin Franklin, and
heard from him the story of America's struggle
for liberty. Here at last was a chance for the
fugitive to strike another blow for. freedom.
Armed with letters of Introduction from Franklin, he sailed for Philadelphia in March, 1777,
and joined Washington's army aa a volunteer.
Washington appointed the Pole to a place on the
general staff. Pulaskl's first American battle was
at the Brandywlne. There he rallied companies
of retreating Americans, and so deployed them
as to protect the retreat of our main army. For
this service congress made him a brigadier gen
oral.
He persuaded Washington to raise a body ol
light Infantry and cavalry and enlist for It all
classes of men. Including prisoners and deserters. The count was made leader of this
corps of 350 troops, which was known as the
Pulaskl Legion. With his odd following he harried the British and won new fame. But he
grew tired of holding so small n command. There
was strife and discontent among the men. Pulaskl gave up his office, and decided to go back
to Europe.
• Washington persuaded him to stay In the army
and sent him South to find new scope for his
energies. The southern summer's unbearable
lieat and the steaming, unwholesome marshes
where be was often forced to camp told upon
the Pole's health. He fell seriously 111 with malaria fever. But aa fast as he recovered from
one attack he continued his campaign against
the British until another Illness laid him low,
Ills health wrecked, he fought on.
The Americans were planning to march against
the English forces that held Savannah. Ga. Pul
askl, acting as advance guard, fell upon the un
prepared enemy, captured some of their outer
fortifications and opened the road for commiml
cation between the patriots and the reinforcing
French fleet.
The Americans then laid regular siege to Savannah. Pulaskl was made leader of both the
American arid the French cavalry and led an
assault on the British linos on October 9, 1770,
during which he was mortally wounded. He
died two days inter on the United States brig,
the Wasp, and was burled at sea.
The sesaulcenVeunlttl of Puluskf's death wus
the occasion for u imtion-wkle observance on
October 11, 1U-'J. when commemorative services
were held In m a n y places throug/ioiit the country un<! a t a l l s h a f t , honoring the Polish hero,
.was unveiled In Savannah. Thi-n- was also u spei-l-il stamp Issue In honor or the event. The next
year a resolution was Introduced i n t o congress
to malce October 11 of each year 'Tiilnskl Memorial day" and In H«l f'ls resolution was
passed and President Hoover lssm;tl a procluwation calling for Us observance.
'

Range Best Place for
the Health of Pullets
The range Is still one of the best
places for the growing of sturdy,
healthy pullets, In the opinion of
Prof. W. C. Thompson, poultry husbandman at toe New Jersey Agricultural ' Experiment station. Fresh air,
sunshine, protection from excessive
summer beat, green food and working
space are essential to the efficient
development of good poultry, while
overcrowding of the ranges Is the
most frequent cause of trouble.
The desirable conditions can be provided on farms where not more than
300 pullets need be ranged on an acre
and rotation of crops practiced. Colony houses for growing pullets should
be movable so that they may be shifted
at least twice during the season. If
the ranges are so managed that they
have a green crop growing on them
they will probably be In a sanitary
condition.
Professor Thompson recommends a
four-year rotation plan. In which any
gtveo range Is used but once during
the period for the pullet crop. In the
year following the use of the land for
birds, some cultivated crop should be
grown such as corn, potatoes or cabbage. In the second year, wheat, oats,
barley, rye or some other small grain
crop can be planted In the early part
of the season and after the harvestIng alfalfa may be sown. In the third
year the alfalfa Is managed as a money crop and In the fourth year the
poultry ranges over the second year
alfalfa growth.

IVratn the Literary Digest.J

People ask where slang cornea
from.
Perhaps the best authority Is Gelett
Burgess, who has Invented a few,
such aa "goup," "bromide," "blurb"
and "varm."
He credits Will Irwln with "highbrow"; the opposite must have followed naturally.
Many vaudeville performers Invent
new slang in cold blood, he says.
"Hot cha-cha" Is associated with
Jltnmle Durante. "A sedate college
professor could read Variety all
through and not understand half Its
merry talk," he writes In the New
York American.
He distinguishes two kinds;
"One sort la metaphorical, and
merely twists a well-known word
like 'flop* or an old phrase like 'up
against It' Into a new meaning. It
may even defy syntax like 'I should
worry' or 'ain't we got fun? The
other sort of slang Is neologlstlc; it
concocts absolutely new words to enrich the language."
Then Mr. Burgess sweeps around
a wide circle:
"The Elizabethan dramatists reveled in such creations. What could
be more expressive of a sneaky rogue
than the word 'scroyl' or 'dabchick'
—what we cnll a 'flapper?'
"The most famous of modern word
coiners was Lewis Carroll. But, despite the immortal popularity of his
'Jabberwocky' poem and the felicity
of 'frabjous' and 'slithy' and 'mimsy,'
of all the words he made up only
'galumph' and 'chortle' have really
survived.
"That's the queer thing about
slang. Every Paris dressmaker, you
know, presents, every season, Borne
dozen or so new gowns. But of them
all only one or two models ever
achieve a vogue. It's the same way
with slang. Some few words catch
on and gain a permanent place in
the language, like the good old 'chestnut,' which has never been replaced,
and 'tightwad.' Some are permuted,
like 'peach' to 'pippin,' or 'goat' to
'nanny,1 and the many synonymous
changes that have been ran on the
word 'tipsy'—'soused,' 'spiffed,' 'pieeyed,' etc., a new one every year.
"But most disappear utterly, like
the 'skedaddle' of the Civil war and
that Inimitable word 'dude,' gone with
the tight trousers and high collars!
"'Where Is the slang of yesterday?' might be the refrain of a good
Villonesque ballade. What does the
present generation know of 'daisy'
and 'tony' and 'spooning?' Wallace
Irwln once wrote the 'Love Sonnets of a Hoodlum,' but It would
need a lexicon now to translate it. I
doubt if ten years from now 'sweet
sixteen' will even understand what
a 'bootlegger" was.
"The choice of letters has a great
deal to do with the coining of striking words. Comparatively little-used
letters give novelty to any such inventions. Note such words as 'jinx.'
'kibitzer,' 'kaboodle,' 'vamp' and
'nix.'"

MercolizedWax.

Eleven Breeds of Ducka
There are eleven breeds and fifteen
varieties of ducks. White Pekln and
Indian Runner are two of the most numerous and popular breeds. The Pekln,
Aylesbury, Rouen and Muscovy are
the heaviest breeds. The Cayuga and
East India breeds lay black, or almost
black eggs. When ducklings and goslings are hatched they don't need to be
fed until they are one and a half to
two days old. The first feed may be
made up of two parts rolled outs, or
corn meal, two parts bread crumbs
nnd one part hard-boiled egg, with 3
per cent sand by weight. This Is mixed
with milk or water and fed moist four
times a day. Dwks have no crops,
like chickens, so their feed must be
moistened, as It goes at once to the
gizzard.—Wisconsin Agriculturist.

Poultry Chatter
An egg canning plant ut Norfolk,
Neb., is operating at full speed filling
orders of eastern candy, mayonnaise
and baking manufacturers. The average dally output Is 6,000 to 7,000
pounds of eggs.
Normally the Barred Bocks and similar breeds lay at six months. It 18
dangerous to have them lay any sooner us the eggs will be smaller and the
birds are liable to cease turning out
eilgs If forced too soon.
« • •
All cockerels raised each season except tlvose selected to keep for breeders should be eaten, canned or marketed Just as soon as they are large
enough.
* • •
Using potatoes which cannot be
marketed, us a fattening feed for poultry enables the Hock owners to take
advantages of a profit that might otherwise be lost. After being cooked
and mushed, the potatoes can be substituted for corn meal In ft poultry
fattening ration, experiments hava
revealed.

MereoUzed Wax daily; as -~,—. Invisible
._.—-.particles ol aged akin are freed nnd all
defects such asblackheads, tan, freckles and
large pares disappear. Skia ia then beautifully Sear, velvety and so soft—face looks
years
Mercolized V
Wax brings .out
years, younger. MercpUzed
your bidden beauty. At all leading drugguta.

1—Powdered
Saxolite-—i
I Reduces wriaklea and other age-signs. Sun- I

I ply dissolve one ounce Saxoute in hall-pint I
I witch baiel and. u» daily aa face lotion. |

"Splittinq" Headaches
li^fil the learned »*v nba was alway*
Until miserable — and (bund out •bout >
NR TabtetaCNmture'aRemedyJ.Nowahe geta
along fine with everybody. Tbta safe, dependable, all-vegetable laiative brought quick Rbet i
and quiet nerves because it cleared her eyUem
of poisonous wastes — made bowel action \
easy and regular. Thouaandi-take MR <*
It's such a Bure, pleasant corrective.
non'habit-focmJiw.NobadafUreffects. At your
druggist's— ffic.

Get Up Nights?
THIS 2Sc TEST FREE
If It Fail*.
Physio the bladder aa you would
the bowels. Drive out the lmpuriUe»
and excess acids which, cauau tlio irritation that wakes you up. Get u regular 26c box of BUKETS, maOo from
buchu leuves, Juniper oil. etc. After
four days test, II Hot satisfied, K«
back and get your 25c. They work
on the bladder similar to castor oil
on the bowels. Bladder I r r e g u l a r i t y
la nature's danger signal and may
warn you of trouble. You are bound
to feol better after this cleansing
und you set your regular sleep. Sold
by all druggists.
Kxtm Special i Complete X)u»tiuua eaurM
1100 Ornamental penmanship HO. Be»ld»nce or oorresponaBnce. H > o f » r 'Jjj'-.'"'
t«u oudi. BualacM Culle*e,BeUa rio
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Hear Cab Calloway and his orchesChester Wagner left Sunday morntra at Rialto Saturday and Sunday. ing for Chicago to take in the sights
Lawrence Jewett and Miss Doris at the Century of Progress.
Zastrow spent Sunday with friends
Ray Fowble is in attendance this
at Storm Lake.
week at the national meeting of the
Tony Nelson is ill with typhoid American Legion in Chicago.
fever at the home of Mrs. Stena NelMrs. Charles Faulkner has returned
son, northeast of the city.
to Anita after spending several weeks
Miss Freda Scholl of Omaha spent at Lake Okoboji and in Des Moines.
the week end in the city with her
H. E. Newton of Stuart was a busimother, Mrs. Dosha Scholl.
ness caller in the city last Friday, and
here made the Tribune a pleasOscar Tilton visited a few days while
ant visit.
the past week in Walnut at the home
of his son, Marshall Tilton and wife.
Miss Anna Aupperle of Lincoln
Mr. and Mrs. Prank A. Kischer and township was taken to the Jones hosl-Frank Sawtelle of Des "Moines were pital in Atlantic Friday morning for
visitors in the Dr. P. T. Williams medical treatment.
home last week.
Glenn Holmes, wife and daughter,
Henry Maduff, wife and two sons, Miary Nelle, of Guthrie Center were
Sidney and Irwin, visited Saturday Sunday visitors in the city with their
J. C. Jenkins and wife and
and Sunday with relatives and friends parents,
Mrs.
Nellie
Holmes.
in Council Bluffs.
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When the'cora is in the fodder and the pumpkin's on the vine, its time to buy BLANKETS.
How is your supply? Are you prepared for
the cold nighte that are sure to come ? If not we
•would like to have you pay us a visi<>-we have for

t your consideration'
[SINGLE BLANKETS-good weight, size1
170x80, color*g*ey 0* tan>,at..'
DOUBLE BLANKETS-all cotton,*M Ori
size 70x80, pland patterns, at....... q>l «O<7
INDIAN BI^NKETS—part wpol'ifc « ,
[size 66x80, very pretty patterns, at.. *J> JL •
[CHINA QUEEN DOUBLE BLANKJETS—heavy'^^ht^his blanket is
[part wool, sp^f 70x80, pastel plaid
[patterns, saieW border, at
.

Rialto
THEATRE
Sat.-Sun.

Oct. 7-8

Word has been received here of
Frank E. Carter returned home
the
birth of an 8-pound son a few
Friday from a few days' visit in
Hampton, Iowa, with his brother, L. day* age to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Dasher of Monroe, Iowa. He has
H. Carter and family.
been named James Otis.
Hugh Parrell has returned to his
T. T. Saunders was called to Council
A DEPENDABLE STORE
.home in Ottawa? Illinois, after a visOne of the world's greet
Bluffs Sunday by the serious illness
it of several weeks with relatives and
of
his
sister,
Mrs.
Milo
Brink
of
Cornlove
stories comes to the
friends in this vicinity.
ing, who is a patient at the Jennie
star who can make It live.
> V. Bongers and wife were Des
Billie Donohoe of Walnut spent the
M. M. Burkhart and wife and Mrs. Edmundson hospital in that city. She
is
suffering
from
sleeping
sickness.
visitors the first of the week. week end in the city at the home Joe Vetter visited Sunday in Nebrasof his grandmother, Mrs. Elvira E.ka City, Nebraska, with their brother,
Mrs. Emmett Newton and baby
nk Watkins of Casey was vis- Hyde.
Frank W. Burkhart and wife.
spent the week end in Stuart at the
: with friends and looking • after
ess matters in the city Monday.
George Schwenneker' of Guthrie
The members of the Jolly Dozen home of her brother-in-law, H. E.
"Stem" went
Center, and well known in Anita where club held an all day meeting with Newton and family.
'IS: Aines was visiting with he formerly lived, has .bought a pic- Mrs. Sterling Sorensen last Thurs- over Saturday evening to spend SunEves and friends and looking af- ture show in Osage, Iowa.
day. A covered dish dinner was day and to accompany his family
home.
jusiness matters at Osceola, Iowa,
served at noon.
hst of the' week.
Mrs. Darlene Ingraham and son,
Alden, and his wife, of Cody, WyomWilliam Kirkham and wife, Wil- Harold Crane, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Emma Dickinson and daugh- ing, spent Sunday and Monday in the liam Kirkham, Jr. and Ben Kirkham, Lee Crane, former residents of the
[iss Jean, were here from Audn- city with her brother, Ed. L. Newton' wife and daughter, Priseilla, were in Anita vicinity but now living at Belle
o spend the ;week end, guests and family. They were enroute to: Des' Moines Monday to attend the Plaine, Iowa, where Mr. Crane is
ie home "WC J. A. Wagner' and the world's fair in Chicago.
funeral services-for Mrs. Elizabeth employed by the Conoco Oil Co., visGordon. She was a sister of Wil- ited here over the week end with
A ROUBEN MAMOULIAN
friends.
Homer Kirkham and wife drove to liam Kirkham, Sr.
i Laura Millhollin of Des Moinea Eagle Grove, Iowa, Monday to visit
P R O D U C T I O N
Sunday and Monday in the city his brother, Sylvester Kirkham and
Max Boiler, athletic director of the
Mrs. E. L. Anderson returned home
Hermann Sudermann's love classic
mother; Mrs. Rachel Millhol- jfamily. Before returning home Hom- ounuay
suffered
a
visit or
———-•' high
—&" school,
•»«."«««, who
nu v oi^»
Sunday zrom
from aa^visit
of several weeks Casey
Citv» »
with other relatives and er and his brother will go to Chicago at Stromsburg, Nebraska, with her fl>actured jawbone in the recent baseB R I A N A H E R N E
/•"!..,- *<r_;_-i__t j
•••
ball tournament
tournament, in
in Anita,
Anifn is
ia slowly
Qlr\wl*r
n-»A«i4-«
ball
to spend a few days at the Century nparents,
Chas.
Meinhold andj wife.
L I O N E L AT WI I I
of Progress.
She was accompanied home by her ^wwmg. One of the muscles in
.Johnson has closed the fili• —
brother,
Herman
Meinhold, who is his eye was also injured but the sight
ALISON SKIPWORTH
ation'on West Main. Street
of the optic is slowly returning to
Eugene Walling has returned to spending the week here.
A Paramount Picture
[•he has been operating for a Anita from Keosauqua, Iowa, where
normal.
of months, and it -is reported ne
Darline
Morgan,
daughter
of
Mr.
n»8 oeen
wren a relores^«m"c 'muigou, uuugiuer 01 air.
he has
been stationed with
reforesin the restaurant busi- tation army for several months. His' and Mrs. Rav Morgan of the Wiota
At the county meeting of the
Masaena.
time of enlistment has expired, and vicinity, fell and fractured her left American Legion and Auxiliary, held
he did not wish to re-enlist for an- arm wnile playing a few days ago. in Atlantic last Thursday evening,
arm
ednesday was the 7th./b}rth- other term.
"W*8 broken less than six William Linfor of Anita, was elected
Eva Merlyn James, daughter
•weeks ago in the same place, and the county commander of the Legion for
Special Added Attractions
and -Mrs- A. C, Jamea,,and
The members of the U-Trump-It cast had been removed only a short the coming year. Mrs. Harry Jordan
•ri^oon ..after school a party bridge club, and one guest, Miss 'time.
of Wiota was elected county Auxil
of the event was held at the Irlyn Walker, were guests last,Wed-'("
iary president.,
—
f home on Elm Street. Twenty- nesday evening of Miss Mildred Wiese
Marlene Dietrich sings "Johnny,"
'The Old Man of the Mountain"
On Friday evening Robert Daubenittle hoys and girls were pres- at fhe home of her mother, Mrs. Hat-! the torch son& which was a sensation in
diek
entertained
a
number
of
boys
M they enjoyed themselves tie Wiese, on Third Street.
Miss!
Germany when she introduced
| UNIVERSAL NEWS with GRAHAM McNAMEE
; games. Ice cream and cookies Jane Scholl was high scorer for the tt s«ver*l years ag°, in he> new Para- and girls in honor of his birthday
|
POPULAR ADMISSION
lOc and 25c
at
the
home
of
his
parents,
Mr.
and
mount picture, "The Song of Songs."
the youngsters by Mrs. evening,
&X««**«
i This
*mo picture
JJJ^ULC appears
api/caio at
01, the
me Rialto
ivmnu Mrs. Carl H. Daubendiek, on West
'The first meeting of the Knot-a- i Theatre in Anita on Saturday and i M»in Street. The evening was spent
with cards,
following ~i~--iwhich a- lunch
""^
—J" *-ii—:-~
Carl Millard, Jr. and wife were
|;W,.'.B. Jones, (59, wife of the Kare bridge club since the summer-! Sunday evenings.
G. C. Lyons, wife and two children
was served by his mother.
Sunday visitors with relatives and of Chadron, Nebraska, are visiting in
of the Atlantic board of vacation was held last Wednesday affriends at Carbon.
, committed 'suicide at her ternooon, when Mrs. H. L. Bell was' An a11 day meeting of the Original
the city at the home of his uncle,
In observance of his 8th birthday,
Chas. Ragan and wife.
":, Atlantic Sunday. Despond- hostess to the club members and sev-, Sunshine club was held last ThursBtobbie Mikkelsen entertained the
Frank Wilson, wife and son, Max,
sr extended ill health -was eral guests at her home on West1 dav at the home of Mrs- Frank Petersen
members- _of his -class
JM.rs.l~'"
"" noon
— a thlee
™.-».~course^dinner
— and their teach- of Greenfield spent Sunday in the city
W. T. Biggs left Monday for Chii the cause. She had recently mam
u»u«,*
Main street.
Street. Tne
The guests were Mrs.!
- At
was
«»i°y«i. Most of the day was J «, Miss Jetta Knowlton, at a party at the home of her uncle, C. D. Mil- cago to attend the national meeting
from-an Omaha hospital. Ralph Forshay, Mrs. Henry Maduff,'
of the American Legion. While there
;ion to her husband, she is Mrs. Raymond Lantz, Mrs. Ben H. 3pent b? the ladlea ln - Mra
- - -- Friday afternoon after the close of lard, Sr.
Wm
he expects to visit the world's fair.
- Wahlert will be hostess to the school at the home1 of his parents,
by('frw?o children, Howard Kenfield and Mrs. Carrie Reynolds, j
Willard Kennedy has returned to
f lub members at their next meet- Dr. and Mrs,., A. M . Mikkelsen. The Anita from Rulo, Nebraska, where he
Cedar Falls and Mrs. Mar- Mrs. Forshay was high scorer for the ivtr*
youngsters
had
a
very
pleasant
time.
ing.
Word received here by relatives
on of Kansas City.
afternoon.
had been spending several months with from John Schaake, who is receiving
The members of the Oak Ridge
'W. T. Kelley of Des Moines has his daughter, Mrs. Palmer and f a m - ' treatment at Excelsior Springs, Misclub held their regular meeting at (been given several contracts for iiy.
souri, for rheumatism, states that ha
the Mrs. Levi Walker home northeast graveling in Cass county. For 21.8
is getting along as nicely as could ba
Prices
at
Gambles
are
all
still
withof Anita last Thursday. Dinner was miles of road No. 2 east from No. 6
expected.
served, cafeteria style, at noon. he will receive $27,327; Cumberland in a few cents of their all time low.
Guests, besides the members, were stub to No. 2, $978; 5 miles of road 4.75x19 tire was $-1.28, now $4.69;
At a recent meeting of Anita Post,
Mrs. Clyde Boehme and daughter, No. 48 south from Griswold, $5,271; tubes 69c up; 12-g-auge S & G No. 210, American Legion, officers
Chilled
Shot
Shells,
72c
box,
case
Lois, Mrs. Dorothy Moffitt, Mrs. Mar- and 7.82 miles of road No. 100 east
lots. High Base Tiger, 82c. Camble i for the ensuing year were elected aa
! tha Walker, and 'Mrs. Edna Johnston of Griswold, $8,641.
follows: Ernest Harris, commander;
Stores.
It
' of Winterset.
Floyd Dement, vice commander; G. M.
Frank Burns, 63, an inmate in the
DeCamp, adjutant; Harley Miller, serMrs.
Viola
Burkhart
of
Casper,
county
home
in
Pottawattamie
counSomething of the multiplicity of the
geant-at-arms; and G. O. Smither,
Wyoming,
and
Mrs.
Helen
Taylor
and
ty, near McClelland, claims to be the
reproductive powers of Nature was *y,
chaplain.
I
•evidence this summer on the farm of j best potato peeler at the home. He two sons, Jackie and Junior, of Tabor,
Iowa,
have
been
visiting
the
past
A. G. Monsen near' Cresco, Iowa. Early also has a severe case of dandruff
this spring, Mr. Monson's son planted and when picked up in an intoxicated week with C. N. Cainrpbell and family.
Mrs. Burkhart is a sister and MYs.
a single kernel of corn in a dish of condition he admitted taking an overTaylor a niece of Mrs. Campbell.
dose
of
hair
tonic.
Because
of
his
water and when sprouts formed transplanted it to the garden.
Before potato peeling ability the judge sus- Ralph Forshay and wife wore in
pended the sentence. The judge tried
long, three stalks sprang up, and un- Pended
Des Moines last Thursday to attend
der the tender care of the boy, grew to get » promise from him to remain
Will pay a subscription to
rapidly to maturity. At the present sober for a year, but he asked the the marriage ceremony of their niece,
Miss Margaret Ann Kelloway, to Mr.
The Tribune from now until
time, there are sixteen separate and judge to make it six months as he J. J. Buck. The ceremony was perJune 1, 1934, for any teacher,
distinct ears maturing on the three did not want to promise too much.
formed at 5:00 o'clock that afternoon
or student at college. Send
stalks. Which is some production
The will of the late John Pine of at the home of the bride's parents,
your boy or girl the home paper
from a single kernal of corn.
Anita has been filed for probate with Mr. and Mrs'. W. E. Kelloway. After
while they are away at school.
a honeymoon trip to Seattle, WashAll sijmmer long your electric lights
It will be just like "a letter
Everything is so plain and nice. the clerk of court. MT. Pine bequeaths
ington, Mr. and Mrs. Buck will 'make
have ha'd a vacation. Now Fall is here,
from home." It will reach them
The NRA program, and the pig stick- all of the estate to his wife, Elizabeth I their home in Des Moines, where the
on Friday of each week. This
ing program, the processing of this Pine. Upon her death, the will sets groom is employed by the Northwesand with it the shorter days and longer
way they will be able to keep
and that. Someone has put the bee forth, the remaining property is to be tern Bell Telephone Co.
nights. It's time to put light back to
in touch with the news and
on Johnson for he hasn't said much sold and the proceeds divided among
work again! Children have studying to
events of their home town, and
for sometime. Then the tradesman the children and grandchildren of the
do. Their youthful eyes need the protecthey will get a great amount of
or merchant is told to pay more deceased. One dollar is bequeathed
news which would be impostion of good light. The entire family
wages, not charge ^ny more, and not to a son, A. F. Pine, as the father had . Better Shoes For Less •
; NOTHING — $3.98 — OVER 3
provided
$25,000
for
him
during
a
sible
to write in a personal letrun
his
business
at
a
loss.
Some
are
spends more time at home. Why not
lifetime, and $1 is willed to another
ter. Don't delay. SUBSCRIBE
doing
a
good
job
of
it,
taking
more
make the home bright and cheery so
NOW!
men in at the front door where the son, Roy E. Pine, as the father had
that everyone may work or play without
Atlantic
camera is, and letting them out at provided $6,000 for him during a lifeeyestrain? . . . . Check those empty
the back door where the camera time. One-third of the estate is beaint. All of this assures the farmer queathed to the children of another
sockets and order bright new lamps of
a good market for his corn and hogs son, W. A. Pine, less $3,300 which
Adequate size. Remember — light is
at some price. Very plain. If you was advanced to the son. Another
cheap.
don't think so, get your code book third of/the estate is willed to the
and look it up. Roosevelt or John- children of Charles Edwin Pine, deson or Wallace or someone else says ceased, less $1,200 which was adso. Look it up.. In the meantime vanced to the son prior to his death.
oour code says, good work at the low- One-third of the estate, less $300, is
est possible prices and things and re- bequeathed to a daughter, Edith
pairs that you want as you want them Irene Turner. N. P. Christensen is
is about the best anyone can do. the executor. The will was dated
October 30, 1931.
Millurd's, West Main Street.
COMPANY «. OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWANS

H. J. Schneider
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It's Time

$1.00

Sa«k to Work

Family Shoe Store ;

Try a ton of our NUT COAL for your furnace these coo) mornings. $6.50 a ton
delivered.

The Farmers Coop.
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MARKET1N6
By T. J. Delohery

OUR COMIC SECTION

CHARGE FAIR PRICES
7-HILE consumers who patronize
roadside and farm markets show
ost Interest in freshness and qualof the products, it ia certain that
hey do not expect to pay regular reill prices to the farmer. And wise
irket operators realize that they
ild establish , price* which give
consumer some advantage for
out to the roadside or farm
srkets. •
•
'
[Charging all the traffic will bear has
oven fatal to roadside'markets. One
[ the best, Illustrations of mistake In
grging top price*!* had In the rec; of two Michigan roadside markets.
ated 60 rods apart
•
ne market, operated by a man who
hi most of the stuff he displayed,
ed a profit of at least CO per
Bis prices were higher than
i at the tima of the investigation.
s-grade pears which coat him 60
i a bushel, sold at $1,25; tree-run
available W city stores at $1.75
usbel were Quoted at 12. Bight*
melons sold at SO cents and $2
bea cost him (L The same grade
| selling la town for 25 cents less.
be other market, selling only what
[farmer raised, aimed at a 25 per
; profit
at the end of the first sea(showed the farmer-owned market
most business—$2,670, to be
yielding a profit of 21 per cent
The other stand took in
and the profit was $715, or 41
ot Neither market made the
margin.
reaction of customers was
shown the following'season,
.the farmer who'sold his own
it business totaling 13,260.
Was $720. His competitor,
higher prices, took in $820,
!h $285. was profit The third
snowed similar results, by
|ome the second market closed
i of' last of customer*
Sroadside market prices are
Jesale—that is, wholesale price
of marketing, with sufficient
|to covering operating expenses
reasonable profit In other
Uttjng the difference between
i and retail prices will be, exi when the margin is very
to overaupply or some oth- i
, sufficient to give the farmer
£ jprlce for what bo,produces,
her band, I know of inI Where it baa been necessary
[al_lo.W£r than wholesale; but
t.other things were sufficiently
I" that a profit on general purnrajs possible.
aarketfl split pennies such as
do. The idea Is to move
Of course; but I find the
which Is added when odd
charged and only one onan, has a tendency to cause
»' to look to something else,
ilome- is .now being attempt: fruit, vegetable and othIn units of three—that is.
lies of radishes for 13 cents
each. Some, customers will
cb.es under
this scheme,
mallei1 fraction of a cent
of a difference as the
~J*» '
i
\ found that little, it anyby selling below the
I prices. These prices
hunters and they
I become steady customers.
I too, are not a good practice
ey are Invoked in case of suris a, good ,ldea to find out
are charging before
T price cuts. Otherwise
, markets may be hurt and
l\ have found, brings retaliate other hand,.a knowl|compeUtiye prices may help
jt your quotation* or cut them
; to keep In line, as the case

OF ^r^gjwsB-««J -a-s*-«*

. THE
THREE NIGHTS
SOMEONE HA* BEEN
-

THSV DO SO MUCH r

-^ MB-MAyOI

?IHSv» ^^? -J

GARDEN
MV FLOWERS—

ANOTHER WAY

"Your parrot uses some of the
Wife—Ton don't give me such nlc«
worst language I ever listened to."
presents as you used to.
M
?es. I had a quarrel with a man
Husband—No, but I settle for
and there are a few1 things 1 think those you give yourself. — Boston
ought to be said to him. when the Transcript.
parrot lenrns a little more Tm going
to send the bird around to him as an
Poor Judgment
-•
anonymous gift."
"So Miss Passay is angry with her
doctor. Why la that?"
Matter of Fact
"He tactlessly remarked that ha
Boob — Everything that's bought would have her looking her old self
goes to the buyer, doesn't It?
again."—Philadelphia Evening BulleSimp—No. Some things, such as tin,
coal, go to the cellar.
Would Suit Her
Hi. Plan.
Car Salesman—Yes, sir, this car U
Barber—"Made any plans for the absolutely the very last word.
summer?" Meek—"Yes, I'm going
Customer—Good 1 I'll take It' MX
somewhere with .the wife."
wife loves the last word.

WE'RE CARRYING

Z~o£~-fi£'

SUM CHANSes T^S
5J CHA^SBS

fc«« ***

"M**

B

ATB TMAT ?

>NOM

1 't'"J(<- UP

'^ •we,Y
N6

^T-'

In»ida Information
Fashion Nate
First Girl—I wonder how old Maud
He—Let's RO to the theater.
is?
She—No, I haven't a thing to
Second Girl—Older than you think, wear.
I've seen her dressing table.
He—Well, then let's go to a dance.

For Extra-Fast
Relief
THE FEATHERHEADS
AND

HKJHLV

Demand And Get

Woman's Club

HELL^MVPE^--. YT>IDI ? | SHOULD
BACK FROM UTepARYl SAY—I HEARO
CLUB
HEAR:
/RE <ScwM«- TO

M OF ALL. 'lUM&ft \ WMO | T>OM'T— WOT
| LlTePsARY CLUB IT WERV MUCH—ANt

GENUINE
BAYER
ASPIRIN

A

THAT MR SMITH <S

TODAV?

Because of a unique process in
manufacture. Genuine Bayer Aspirin Tablets are made to disintegrate
—or dissolve—INSTANTLY you
take them. Thus they start to work
instantly. Start "taking hold" of
even a severe headache; neuralgia,
neuritis or rheumatic pain a few
minutes after taking.
" And they provide SAFE relief—
for Genuine BAYER ASPIRIN

THBN

AMO
T=ORT

3>OM't VOU

To
Dues, loo,

does not harm the heart. So if you
want QUICK and SAFE relief sea
that you get the real Bayer article.
Always look for the Bayer cross on
every tablet as illustrated,
above, and for the words,
G E N U I N E BAYER
ASPIRIN on every bottle
or package.

GENUINE BAYER ASPIRIN DOES NOT HARM THE HEART

sc>- IF 1i c?ucT i
ABLE To VOTB AGAINST
HER.—
^ty^'^e^i^u^/

~X.AI/

OA

fc*
%£&

<J>lfM4& - S-OWe*t^a

NONE LEFT

KIDS KNOW

CERTAINLY

-

ffj

- «, rfrsL^,

Aj^OCMAjSL*

Ct4

^V ssSTtdie,

&«-4

&&4#*«l-(

and farm market opera| giving serious thought to de»
a practical solution for
jrices that meet competition
he same time bring them the
iiprofita,: In one Ohio county,
i advisor, made a daily survey
flees charged at a number of
TJtie ..Information, without
_' the Identity of any of the
; waa mimeographed and dls' The plan resulted In a gennlng of the previous quota"Mac has the hardest Job of his life
of the farmers being able
Barber—Made any plans for the
pise their returns by higher this summer."
Sister's Beau—What do you think
"Indeed 1 What la It?"
4 they still were In compeyour sister would like for her birth- summer?
Mr. Meek—Yes—I'm going some"Trying to find a soft one."

) specific instance of what
plan can accomplish Is the
of a farmer whose retail
f eggs didn't make many sales.
Pt the price two cents,' but it
help. Then the price was
p several
cent* above retail.
~ D d picked Up right avyay,
able to move other crops
rate.
conclusion , may be drawn
experience it is that con*e afraid low-priced eggs are
"" quality, even If available
»untry. However, eggs are
crop for which consumers
~ to pay a premium if they
«ured of freshness and qualsurplus areas, the farmlives local markets a little
lad he can get^ better
use Of ta, nv{Qg (a y^f,
$™ and the more favorable
" home-grown products.

POOR PERCY

day?
Tommy—1 think she'd like a new
beau.

where with the wlfa

REASON FOR DOUBT

MODERNISTIC

Yes, ma'am—greasy dirt sticks.
But you get an added greaseloosener in Fels-Naptha— naptha. Working hand-in-band, the

good golden soap and naiptha
give you a sweet, snowy wash
— without hard rubbing, And
Fels-Naptha is gentle to hands.

change to FELS-NAPTHA

••Have you heard of the terrible misfortune that threatens Percy?"
"No. what's wrong T
•'Why. the poor chap Is thinking
of running off with my wife."

"She used to make a rank eihlbttion
of herself when she danced."
"And uow she's nn exhibition dun
cer."

Youu« Doctor's Wife—Jlury, go- and
tell the doctor there's a patient waiting to see hfin.
Maid—1 wish you'd go, tna'um, he
maybe wouldn't believe me.

^ *^^ For eufferera from
itching, burning affections, eczema, pimples,
rashes, red, rough akin, sore,
itching, burning feet, chafings, chappings, cuts, burns and all forms of disfiguring blotches, may be found by
anointing with Cutleura Ointment.
It quickly soothes and soon heals. ~>
Price 2Sc and 50c. Proprietor!: Patter Drug & Chemical Corp.. Maiden. MOM.

VOLUME FlJTY
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BY AUTO; "Goodbye Again" Is Fast,
YOUNGBOY DIES Highly Spiced Comedy Hit

A. R. Kohl

NUMBER 51

Several Farm Bureau
IOWA
Events Are Announced

HAS 3,500
WHEAT GROWERS

Joan Blondell and Warren William
two of the stars in "Gold Diggers of
Lynn Beard, Cass county farm
arold Bell, 7-Year-OW Son of Mr. 1983" will appear in the leading roles
Phone 43
We Deliver
bureau agent, has announced the foland Mm Anderson Bell, Dies
owing farm bureau events for the That Number Sign Application in
Anita, Iowa
of "Goodbye Again," feature attracnext jtwo weeks:
From Injuries lUeefved
tion at the Rialto Theatre on SaturAcreage Reduction. State'HeavOct. 11—Union township meeting
day and Sunday evenings.
When Struck by Car.
ier Producer of Wheat Than
to be held at the Victor schoolhouse. :
"Goodbye Again" is a welcome
Records Show.
Oct. 11—Benton township meeting
change from the drab realism of many
will
be
held
at
Benton
Center
schooli-Harold Bell, 7-year-old son of Mr. modern pictures and you will apprehouse. A good program is being arThe signing of applications in the
Mrs. Anderson Bell, and a 3rd. ciate the new note in entertainment.
ranged by Mrs. Anna Walker and wheat acreage reduction campaign in
de student in the Anita schools, Refreshingly different in plot, and
Mrs. Dora Lackey.
Iowa will reach a total of approxiat the ,famity home in South Sailing along saucily under a strong
SUGAR,
granulated,
,
Oct. 12—A meeting in the farm mately 3,500 wheat growers and 175,iita shortly liffew 9:00 o'clock last breeze of smart dialogue, the picture
RAISINS
bureau office at 8:00 o'clock of all 000 acres. The opportunity has been
(must be cash), 10 Ibs. 53c
ursday evening from injuries re- is a laugh tonic for young and old
Thompson
4-H clubs and those who expect to extended to substantially every wheat
alike.
ved about noon of the same day
Seedless
be in 4-H club work next year with grower in the state to share in the
When
an
author
of best sellers
he was struck by an autotheir fathers.
Program and plans plan and to receive the allotment payBRIARDALE
WHOLE
2
Ibs.
14c
finds
one
of
his
most
popular
heroines
Ue.
' - :•'•will
be
made
for
next year.
ments offered to those who would agree
WHEAT cereal, 5 Ib. sk.. .33c
lad was tiding to his home coming to life suddenly in the perOct. 13—Pleasant township meet- to cut their production 16 per cent
son
of
ah
old
sweetheart
of
his
colArchie Worm, who was driving
ing to be held at the Piercy Porsythe during the next two years. The reONIONS
hitched to a wagon, [When lege days, who has grown tired of
borne.
sponse on the part of the wheat growOATS,
GWC
new
process,
Red
Globes
her
conventional
business-man
husand a half west of the Bell
Oct. 14—Meeting of the corn husk- ers generally has been friendly to the
band,
and
is
ready
to
come
back
to
10
Ibs.
19c
with
platonite
cup
and
ne, Mr. Worm stopped to let him
ing contestants will be held in the wheat adjustment program.
Many
and it is stated that the child "the only, man who ever understood
farm
bureau office Saturday evening. organizations and agencies have coopsaucer,
large
pkge
24c
her,"
what
is
a
poor
author
to
do
?
around in front of the horses to
Field for the contest will be chosen erated in the movement to control
SOAP
the street and was struck by a \ There may be several answers to
at this time.
surplus production.
GWC
JOHNSON FLOOR WAX,
driven by John Greenwaldt, well that, but Warren William.' in "GoodOct. 18—Cass county corn husking
The importance of the wheat acreWhite Laundry
Lincoln township farmer, who bye Again" does practically everycontest will be held. Entries will be age campaign in Iowa cannot be
1-lb. size, liquid or
thing
an
author—or
any.
other
gen10 bars 27c
on nis way .to Anita. The actaken until October 15.
measured by present production
paste
63c
happened at the street inter- tleman in his right mind, for that
records. Iowa is potentially a heavier
matter—should
NOT
do.
And
thereda Sooth Chestnut Street and
producer of wheat than the records
JOHNSON'S GLO-COAT.63c
KRAUT
street 'leading into Keystone by, of course, hangs the hilarious
of recent years would indicate. In
tale that follows. The more he tries
CABBAGE
1880 for instance, 3% million acres of
O'CEDAR FURNITURE
Greenwaldt did not see the to show Julia the error of her ways,
wheat were harvested in this State
Fancy
Wisconsin
PQLISH, 4-oz. bot....24c
and over 36 million bushels. Howas lie darted out from in front the more securely she weaves the net
Holland seed.
Digging of more than 500 bushels ever, out of 41 wheat producing states,.
team and into the path of the of her entanglements around the hap12-6unce
bottle
49c
of
potatoes
has
been
completed
at
less man.
Special prices
Iowa ranked twenty-second in bushels
driving at a moderate
the Cass county poor farm, it was produced for the five year period 1924
Eventually a cross-country chase
in lots.
it Js doubtful if he could have/
announced
Monday
by
Frank
Pelzer
to 1928 inclusive.
Iowa's average
' striding the child. The child develops, With Julia tucking herself
PURE MAPLE SYRUP,
of Marne, chairman of the county production for that period according
.a.badly fractured skull and away in the adjoining compartment
board
of
supervisors.
The
potatoes
Briardale,
_
pint
bottle.
39c
GWC OATS
to the last annual report of the U. S.
f injuries and died without re- of her victim's Pullman car, to the
have been stored in bins at the coun- Department of Agriculture was 8,scandalization
of
her
family,
and
quick
or regular
conficiousnesB.
ty
farm
to
dry
and
will
later
be
CANE
&
MAPLE
SYRUP,
then turning up in his hotel room in
143,000 bushels or approximately one
5 Ib. bags 17c
Benjamine Bell was born in
placed in a cave at the farm. Verne per cent of the total production for
Albany,
after
a
pursuit
that
has
led
Briardale,
pint
bottle.23c
17, 1926, and was
Pigsley, county steward, had charge the entire United States for the same
her all the way from her Cleveland
8 months and 18 days home.
of the work.
period.
rtjine of his death,
HEAD LETTUCE, very fine large heads,
The potatoes will be used to feed
' An exceptionally able cast keeps
Decline Last Five Years.
short life was spent here, the story moving at a swift pace.
wards at the county farm and needy
9c
each,
or
3
heads
for
25c
A
marked
decline in wheat produc•he had many friends among Warren William is the author, Joan
families this winter, Mr. Pelzer said. tion has taken place in Iowa during
in the Anita public Blondell has the role of Anne, his
Raising of the large amount of the last five years. The wheat for
FANCY TOKAY GRAPES, 2 pounds
17c
fund,the Sunday School of the secretary.
potatoes will save hundreds of dol- the year 1932 was only 58 per cent
Genevieve Tobin is the
CELERY, large bunch
9c
•of Christ, being a member of day-dreaming romantic Julia, Helen
lars to taxpayers this winter in the of the wheat acreage in 1926. This
He roll class. "Bill," as he Chandler is seen as Julia's sister.
county's food bill for the poor.
represents a reduction in wheat acre1, was loved by all who knew Wallace Ford, Hugh Herbert, Ruth
age of 42 per cent. Wheat acreage
Arnold Dressier, who is attending
He > was always a happy child, Donnelly and Ferdinand Gottschalk
1
the Capitol City Commercial College reduction has been an accomplished
,frtways to have a good-time? " are admirably cast in other imporfact in this state for the last few
in Des Moines, spent the week end
Hdes the bereaved and heart tant roles. Michael Curtiz directed
years, however, Iowa's wheat producwith
his
parents,
Harry
Dressier
and
; parents, he is survived by the production.
tion record has been somewhat spaswife.
and three brothers, Mrs.
modic. Any move now on the part
There will also be several reels of
Madsen and Miss Gladys short subjects, including the news
The quarterly meeting of the Anita
There will be a sacred concert at
of
Iowa farmers to increase their proEd. Hansen and family, who have
Anita, Gerald Bell of Dea reel and a musical entitled, "Sky volunteer fire department was held at the Congregational church on Sunday
duction of wheat or to statrt producbeen
farming
near
Evansville,
Arkanand Kenneth and Thomas Symphony."
the town hall last Friday evening, evening at 7:30 o'clock under the disas, for a number of years, are mov- ing wheat in anticipaion of better
| this city. He is also survived
with Chief Robert Scott presiding. rection of Mrs. H. E. Campbell and
ing to Anita and will make their home prices would serve to defeat the purfather, Benjamin Swartz,
This being "feed" night a goodly Mrs. Raymond Lantz, with Mrs. H. O
with his father, Fred Hansen. Ed. pose of the campaign. An important
number of the fire boys were pres- Stone at the piano. The following
many other relatives and
held a closing out sale Monday and be part of the acreage reduction proent.
program will be given:
and his family will probably arrive gram has been to fully inform farmChief Scott announced that the two
services were held on SatSelections by orchestra, under di- here the last of the week.
ers of this fact.
gas masks recently demonstrated to rection of Mrs. Raymond Lantz.
erhoon at 2:30 o'clock at
While Iowa was reputed to have
An impending sharp peak of hog the department bad been purchased
Hymn, "Hark, Ten Thousand
of Christ, and were conhad approximately 19,000 wheat growers during Ithe five year period 1928
the pastor, Rev. Elwyn prices after the first of the year is and installed upon the truck. The Harps."
Anthem, "Sing to the Lord of Harto 1932 inclusive, the assessors' reInterment was made in seen by Prof. T. W. Schultz, of the department felt the need of these
Iowa State College Agricultural masks to such an extent that their vest," by the choir.
cords show that only one-fifth of these
cemetery.
Scripture reading.
growers produced wheat regularly
>r the services was furnish- Economic Department, as a result of own personal funds were used in getAnita 25; Casey 0.
during the last three years (1930 to
Scripture and prayer in song, Mrs
H. R. Redburn and Mrs.' the government hog production con- ting one of them.
The
A.
H. S. football team contin- 1932 inclusive) and more than half
An
inspection
was
made
of
the
Raymond
Lantz.
trol
measures
which
are
now
in
ptmitfaer, with Mrs. Raymond
new quarters recently completed at
Song, "I Know God's Promise Is ued their winning streak last Friday of the total number of growers pro- the piano. They sang, force.
afternoon when they romped over duced wheat only one year out of
1
the
fire
hall
for
the
truck,
which
hereTrue,"
junior choir.
The 5,000,000 pigs which were
Isle ," "Sometime We'll
Duet, "Guide Me O Thou Great Casey on the local field by a score of the three year period.
1" «nd VlWtien He Cometh." slaughtered by October 1 under the after will be housed at the hall the
In addition to the irregular habit
were Oryille Christensen, federal program are from the 1933 entire year. A room has been built, Jehovah," Misses Annabelle and 25 to 0.
The Anita boys entered this game of producing wheat in Iowa much
f Smither, Merrill Knowlton and spring pig crop. They were slaugh- with a stove installed, to guard Marie Wise.
Solo, "My Ain Countrie," A. B. geared to go and showed plenty of of the wheat grown is in very smalt
tered under federal inspection and the against hose and chemical conneci Wilson.
snap and drive right from the start. patches, usually for use on the farm
majority are being used for products tions and tanks freezing. 'Consider- Stone.
They
held their opponent for downs where grown as chicken feed, etc.
last
Anthem, "Hark, Hark My Soul/able difficulty was experienced
which are not edible.
consistently and on offense they play- Fully one-half of the total acreage
one
choir.
when
on
three
alarms
in
year
These pigs would normally appear
Duet, "Sweeter as the Years Go ed aggressively and forged ahead devoted to wheat was in patches of
on the market between January and night the department found the
By,"
Isabelle Biggs and Russell Bang- towards the goal. The first time they less than ten acres. The average aize
chemical
practically
worthless.
April, Professor'Schultz pointed out.
got possession of the ball which was of these patches was only five acres.
It is also the intention of the de- iam.
Thus a shortage of supplies at this
after retiring for the night time will probably result in a sharp partment to check the business disLadies quartette, "One Sweetly shortly after the game began they This large group of producers reaturday, Mr. and Mrs. M. M. price peak.
trict of the' town some time during Solemn Thought," Miss Leila South, tooK 'the ball from the center of the presents only one-sixth of the total
field and on straight football tactics, wheat acreage in the state. Thus,
heard a noise that sounded
To the extent that farmers can ad- this week, in observance of National Mrs. Raymond Lantz, Mrs. Ralph made a drive for the goal which net- however, sympathetic they were, most
had been knocked just their hog program so as to mark- Fire Prevention Week, with the hope Forshay and Mrs. H. E. Campbell.
ted them the first touchdown in less of these small growers were not esAnnouncements.
frtairs. Thinkirig that a et hogs of deairable weight after the ;hat undue accumulations of trash
than
five minutes of play. They then pecially concerned with the wheat
Offering.
|hich was in the basement, had first of the year they should profit and fire hazards can be eliminated.
kicked
to Casey, held them for downs, acreage reduction campaign. Little
Solo,
"By
the
Waters
of
Babylon,"
d something over, they paid no from this pending gap in market re- No residential checkup will be made
got
possession
of the ball and then of their wheat is ever marketed.
but it is urged that all of our towns- Miss Leila South.
to it. On arising the ceipts, Prof. Schultz stated.
came romping down the field for their
Only about seven per cent of the
Anthem,
"Seek
Ye
the
Lord,"
Guy
orning, however, they found
Heavy drouth in some of the lead- people go over their heating apparasecond touchdown in the first quart- wheat growers in Iowa produced an
electric cigarette lighter and ing feed producing areas of the coun- :us and chimneys before winter real- Rasmussen.
average of 40 acres or more of wheat
er.
Benediction.
other articles which had been try, together with the' unfavorable y sets in, and see that they are in
From this time on the game was per year during the base period 1930
stand in the living room had corn hog ratio of the past few months good working order.
safely in the Anita boys possession. to 1932 inclusive. This small group
^knocked off.
The cigarette has created pressure toward early
In fact they put so much vim into of growers, however, produced nearly "
H. J. Schneider and wife were Omon being knocked to the floor winter marketing of hogs, Proftheir playing that they made quick one-third of the total acreage of wheat
ade a connection and during the Schultz said, and 'this may work to ahah visitors Monday.
work of a task that would have oth- grown in the state. Another 15 per
| had burned a small hole in the
erwise been moi-e difficult. The Casey cent of the total number of growers
smooth down the peak,
The Fred Toepfer family of the
I'had also scorched the floorIt is practically certain that higher
Alvin T. Jensen, 13-year-old son of boys played a good clean game and having an average annual acreage of
Oder the rug.
The rug was prices for hogs will be paid next win- Massena vicinity spent Sunday at the Mr. and Mrs. Marinus Jensen, pass- stayed with it to the close but were from 20 to 39 acres during the same
when discovered. How the ter and spring, the economist said, home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lowd- ed away about midnight Monday at the outclassed, by perhaps a more exper- period produced an additional 27 per
SB were, knocked on the floor is but just when those prices will be en.
cent of the total acreage. These two
family home five miles northwest of ienced team.
own, but it is thought 'that here and how long they will last deThe Anita team added a touchdown groups representing less than oncAnita.
Alvin
had
been
in
poor
health
Couneil Bluffs will be one of the
was in the house and was pend upon certain undependable facfor a number of years and returned in both the second and third quarters founth of the total number of growers
back of the davenport, and af- tors which cannot be determined pre- central points in Iowa for distribu- home two weeks ago from the state and when the game closed they had produced nearly three-fifths of the
tion of pork to needy persons, accordthe ball in their possession and were total acreage in the state.
and ]£rs. Burkhart had re- cisely at present.
T to a dispatch sent out from Des hospital in Iowa City where he had on another rampage for the goal.
Substantially all of the wheat growcaught his foot in the electric
been
receiving
treatment.
The game was witnessed by a good ers in Iowa who produce wheat regI to the cigarette lighter when
H P. Ziegler and wife were visit- Moines. It will be a distributing
He
was
born
in
Audubon
township
out. Upon investigation a, ors in Des Moines last Thursday with point for Adair, Adams, Audubon, on June 14, 1920, and at the time of sized crowd from both Casey and ularly from year to year will sign
Carroll, Cass, (Fremont, Guthrie, HarAnita, and plei\ty of pep was inter- contracts to reduce their acreage dur' on the north side of the house his mother, Mrs. Elvira Ziegler.
rison, Mills, Montgomery, Page, Pot- his death was aged 13 years, 3 months spersed at the proper times. The high ing the next two years. Others who
to have been opened.
and
26
days.
His
whole
life
was
tawattamie, Shelby and Taylor counJoe F. Gisaibl, a well known resspent on the fai'ivi where he was school band was out and paraded do not grow every year but who have
through Main Street before the game produced enough wheat during the
U. S. Walker was taken to a ident of Lincoln township, will cele- ties.
born.
and gave some good music at the base period (1930 to 1932) to make
in Excelsior Springs, Miss- brate his seventy-eight birthday FriBesides
the
parents
he
is
survived
Mrs Laura Blauvelt and son,
the allotment payment attractive will
LTuesday to be treated for low day Mr. Giaaibl was born near
field.
by
one
sister
and
two
brothers,
Mrs.
likewise sign the contracts to reduce
Will Play Menlo Friday.
pressure, from which she has Sceton, Illinois, October 13, 18B6. Andrew, and Mrs. Lena Baring and Myrtle Farwell of Long Island, Kanson Walter, left Saturday morning
Our team will play at Menlo this acreage. These two groups represent
for several months.
When a young man he came to Anita for'their home in Bergen county, New sas, and Elmer and Arthur Jensen,
Friday afternoon. Menlo does not one-fifth of the wheat growers and
home.
received here, by relatives and settled on the farm on which he Jersey, after a few days visit in Anita at As
have a heavy team, but they have the about one-half of the wheat acreage
a
baby
ne
was
baptized
into
i atill living, having'been bere 62 at the home of their cousin, B. U
• Carrie Raamussen, who is
fastest moving team that we have in the state. Of further significance
Mr. Gisaibl became a mem- Forahay and family. They were ac the faith of the Lutheran church.
seen in action this year. They also is the fact that wheat is produced on
treatment for rheumatism years.
ber of Obedience todge A. F A A. M.
panied home by Mias Minnie
Forin
pray well together so we expect our lesa than one-tenth of the total numSprings,
L.U
II* *****•••**••"
.
. 1
com
Miss
Florence
Buthweg
spent
the
in 1884 at Anita. A family reunion shay, who expects to spend the winter
ber of farms in Iowa.
boys to have their hands full.
states that she is getting
week
end
at
her
home
in
Audubon.
Us nicely as could be expeot- will be held at the home next Sun- in New Jersey.
day.
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Friday and Saturday
Specials

Over 500 Bushels of
Potatoes Dog at Farm

Fire Department to Inspect Will Give Sacred Concert
Business District This Week at Congregational Church

Expect Peak in Hog Prices
After First of the Year

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES

Has Owe fir* Call

Alvin T. Jensen, 13,
Dies Monday
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News Review of Current
Events the World Over
President Roosevelt Addresses American Legion Convention in Chicago—Direct Federal Aid for
the Needy Is Planned.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
ROOSEVELT made a
PRESIDENT
hurried trip to Chicago and delivered a stirring speech at the opening
session of the American Legion conventlon. W i l d l y
cheered by vast
throngs of citizens on
his arrival in the city
the President sped to
the Stadium and before 80,000 veterans
made his appeal for
full support of his etforts to bring about
national recovery, and
for national unity to
ensure national safety
PrMldent
and credit Mr. RooseRoosevelt
velt said In part:
"Industry cannot be restored, people
cannot be put back to work, banks
cannot be kept open, human suffering
cannot be cared for, If the government
Itself la bankrupt We realize now
that tbe great human values, not for
you alone, but for all American cltl*ens, rest upon the unimpaired credit
of the United States.
"It was because of this that we utf'oeftook to take the national treasury
out of the red 5Ed put it Into the
black. And In the doing of It we laid
Qown two principles which directly affected benefits to veterans—to yon,
and to the veterans of other wars.
"The first principle, following inevitably from the obligation of citizens to bear arms, is that the government has a responsibility for and
toward those who suffered Injury or
contracted disease while serving in its
defense.
•The second principle la that no person, because he wore a uniform, must
thereafter be placed in a special class
of beneficiaries over and above all
other .citizens. The fact of wearing
• uniform does not mean that be can
demand from the government a benefit
which no other citizen receives. It
does not mean that because a person
served in, the defense of bis country,
performed a basic obligation of citizenship, he should receive a pension
from his government because of a disability incurred after his service had
terminated, and not connected with
that service.
"It does mean, however, that those
who were injured in or as a result
of their service, are entitled to receive
adequate and generous compensation
for their disabilities. It does mean,
that generous care shall be extended
to the dependents of those who died In
or as a result of service to their
country.
"To carry out these principles, the
people of this country can and will
pay In taxes the sums which it is necessary to raise. To carry out these
principles will not bankrupt your government nor throw its bookkeeping
Into the red."
In closing the President said:
"You who wore the uniform, you
who served, you who took tbe oath
of allegiance to the American Legion,
yon who support the Ideals of American citizenship, I have called to the
colors again. As your commander In
chief and your conrade, I am confident that you will respond."
After a quick visit to A Century of
Progress and luncheon with President
Bufus Dawes of the exposition, the
President late in the afternoon went
<to the Bohemian cemetery to lay a
•wreath upon the grave '-of the late
;Mayor Anton Cermalr, who was killed
In Miami by an assassin's bullet Intended for Mr. Roosevelt. He then returned to New York to address the national conference of Catholic Charities. Mrs. Roosevelt accompanied the
President on the Chicago trip.
/"CHICAGO was in the possession of
^-* the American Legion and the veterans had a Joyous time in their convention and all its associated doings
and especially at the World's fair.
The Forty and Bight, fun making organisation of tbe Legion, held Us torchlight parade tbe opening night, and
the following day the Legion staged
one of the greatest parades ever Been
In this country. For many hours the
"boys" marched, down Michigan aveoue, through Soldier field and back
through Grant park to tbe disbanding
point In the line were about six hundred munlcal organizations and drill
HIS way to Chicago President
ONRoosevelt
came to final decision

as to direct federal aid for the Jobless
during the coming winter, assuming
that the plan would
be speedily worked
out in co-operation
with Secretary of Agriculture Wallace and
George Peek, agricultural adjustment administrator. The action to be taken will
practically establish
the dole In the United States. The immediate object of course
Harry L.
is to avert suffering.
HopKins
But the plan has the

secondary purpose of the utilisation
or th« great surpluses of food, fuel
< and clothing. These things will be.

purchased by the government with the
1330,000,000 of the public works fund
not yet allocated, and congress will
be asked to appropriate more if necessary. The announcement by Stephen
Early, the President's secretary, said
In part:
"The President announced he has
Instructed Harry L. Hopkins, federal
relief administrator, to take the leadership in prompt organization of a nonprofit corporation, of which Mr. Hopkins is to become chairman, for the
purpose of buying the necessities of
life and distributing them among the
needy unemployed. . . .
"In order to assure speed and effectiveness In the movement of huge supplies, the President has directed not
only that the corporation be equipped
with adequate funds, but also that it
should be given wide powers in the
purchasing and distribution of surplus
foods and other commodities.
"The President believes the corporation can be organized quickly and In
such manner as to become the best
agent for decisive action in the emergency.
"Air. Hopkins has canvassed with
the President tbe relief situation in
the country as a whole. The President Is convinced that in many states
relief allowances now made by state
and municipal authorities are far from
adequate and must be substantially
Increased as rapidly as possible.
"The President asserted that while
farmers' buying power has increased
to an encouraging degree, agricultural
prices still remain substantially below
the level needed to hasten the country
on the road to economic recovery.
"The new effort worked out by Mr.
Hopkins and Secretary Wallace to
make maximum use of surpluses that
have been 'burdening the commodity
markets, la part of intensified plans to
raise farm prices to economic levels.
The agricultural administration's efforts to control production of surpluses too great to be used are to be
continued. . . .
"The corporation will have powers
to purchase directly from farmers,
whenever desirable, In such a way as
to carry out the purposes of the agricultural adjustment act"

TNTENT on gaining from the NRA
* the greatest possible advantage for
organized labor, the American Federation of Labor opened its annual convention in Washington. In a preliminary statement President Green said
that since the enactment of the national recovery act the federation had
Increased its membership by 1,600,000, the total being now approximately
4,000,000.
Nailed to the masthead of the federation, Mr. Green said, la the slogan:
"Organize the unorganized In the mass
production Industries," with a membership of 10,000,000 as the next goal, and
after that 26,000,000, "which will bring
the majority of Americans genuinely
and actually within the trade union
family."
Among the Important pronounce*'
menta of policy and recommendations
for action placed before the delegates
by the executive council were:
L The 80-hour week of five days'
work, six hours a day.
2. Increase of minimum wages provided in the codes.
3. Increase of wages for skilled
workers, as well as unskilled.
4. Representation of labor in every
stage of code making.
5. Public works must be speeded up
to supply work this winter to large
masses of the idle.
6. Congress, upon convening, must
provide adequate relief appropriations.
7. The surplus agricultural products
must be made available for distribution to the unemployed.
8. Taxation for relief mast be pro.
vided by fair contributions from higher Incomes and surplus profits.
9. Labor must have relief from excessively stringent federal economy
measures.
10. Educational budgets must not
be Jeopardized.
11. Immigration restriction laws
must be further strengthened.
Labor's complete acceptance of the
recovery act as the Instrument that
will create a new industrial America
on a basis of democratic control was
coupled, in the council report, with
frank criticism of the working out
of the act in some particulars.

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL .Lesson

S

institute ot Chto»«o.)
. V933. Wiwtarn Newapajw Union.

Lesson for October 15
SAUL IN ANTIOCH
LESSON TEXT—AcM 11:19-30.

GOLDEN TEXT—For I am not
ashamed of th» gosp»l ot Christ: for
It Is th« pow«r of God unto salvation
to every one that belleveth; to the
Jew first, and also to the ^reek. Romans 1:18.
.
PRIMARY TOPIC—Jesut* Friends
Sharing With Others.
JUNIOR TOPIC—Earning a Name.

INTERMEDIATE! AND SENIOR TOP1C—Sharing tbe Gospel With Other

Scriptural Truth Now
of.
nesn
tongaes, and even to
70 ""*
Spread to All Land* now
obsolete.
A new edition of a work, valuable
to the scientific study of apeecb, as
well us to religion, is about to be Itsued at London, observes the St.
Loula Globe-Democrat. It contains
some passages from tbe Scriptures
as translated into no lea than 666
different languages. It Is Bald there
is no tongue and no Important
dialect in which a version of at least
some part of the Scripture* IB noknown. The total copies of tbe Bible
printed in all these 665 languages are
now placed at 440,000,000, itit number of languages and of copies increasing, of course, almost yearly.
Samples of tbe W different alphabets In which these 665 versions are
printed are given In the work and
range from Roman to syllabary
script like tbe Cherokee to the hlerc-

to, of course tho
which '
, - *» ">•
ng
activity of this UrL
" Dr°"'«bl,
afforded in the 8tate ^ 8 oc,e, y T8
It was organized in iC fc81e wh
«
was available in cm, ' Klbl«
With
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ence which the
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other organizations have Ze dui
7 an<l
the last 328 years.
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«

soon

Tee; Who got yours?"

TOUNO PEOPLiD AND ADULT TOP.
1C—Racial Problem* and Their Solution.

Read the "Ads"

When God was about to launch the.
missionary enterprise among the Gentiles, he arranged for a netf religious
center. Anttoch was admirably adapt*
ed for such a center. It was a great
commercial center with communication between the east and west The
popu|atlon was a mixed one. The np*
^
M
^^^^**^^i
per classes were mainly Greeks and
if
you
wont
to
used the Greek language. The government officials were Romans and used
—keep bowel* nftular and comfortable
the Latin tongue, while the masses
—makeootudpated tpellsrare as colds
•were Syrians. Sprinkled among them
—avoid danfter of bowel strain
were Jews who had come for commercial purposes. Travelers from all
parts of the world were In evidence.
I. A Religious Awakening at Antl.
A doctor will tell you that the careoch (w. 19-21).
less choice of laxatives is, a common
1. The occasion (v. 19). The percause of chronic constipation.
secution at Jerusalem scattered th«
Any hospital offers evidence of
.
make
ti
the harm done by harsh laxatives constipated
disciples abroad. This, God permitted
spells
as rare
that drain the system, weaken th»
In order to separate them from tha
HQW many dimes and
bowel muscles, and even affect the
home people at Jerusalem.
liver and kidneys. V
'
2. The preachers (v. 19). They
Fortunately, the public is but How quickly they count up. as 3
were not officially appointed mission*
ose more, and more of these hat
tttuming
to laxatives in liquid form. forming..hdpsl
arles, but ordinary men and women.
A bottle of Dt 'I
Caldwells Syrup Pepsin w<
They were filled with the yearning de-'
Can Constipation
save jou money—and bring
sire for lost souls, and witnessed of
be Corrected?
the Lord Jesua hi the power of the,
say medical men. "Yesf*
GREEMENT between the United Holy Ghost. Wherever the dlsclplei
say
thousands
who have followed
this sensible 'medical' advice: 1.
Mine Workers of America and the of the Lord really yearn after lost
Why Doctors give o
Select a good liquid "laxative. 2.
chieftains of the steel companies own- souls and witness of him in utter deTake the dose that yon find suited
ing and operating "captive mines" In pendence upon the Holy Spirit, there
loxotive
to your system. 3. Gradually reduce
Pennsylvania was announced by Che will be conversions.
.
the
dose
until
bowels
ace
moving
8.
To
whom
they
preached
(w.
national recovery administration.
The habitual use of irritating
regularly without flffiiftePw, • •
19,
20).
The agreement looked to the mainsalts, or powerful drugs b
Dr. CaldwelTs Syrup Pepsin has
a. Some went among Jews only
tenance in the "captive", coal mines
th* bJ^jbiy concentrated form
the
average
person's
bowels
es
of the working conditions, wages and with the gospel message. These had
of pills «nd tablets is risky.
tegular as clockwork in a few
weeks' time. Why not try ttt Sojne
hours as prevailing under agreements not yet come to see that the gospel
The properly prepared
pill or tablet may be more conbetween other mine operators and the purpose was wider than to Include
liquid laxative will bring a
venient
to
carry.
But
there
Is
no
only
Jewa
United Mine Workers In th« different
perfect movement without
"convenience" in any cathartio
b. Some preached to the Grecians
districts where the mines are located.
discomfort or injure. You
that's
taken
so
frequently,
you
It means actual union recognition by also. These were from A|tlca and
need not take a "donbli
must carry it wherever you gof
the steel companies, according to Cyprua, They were of a more liberal
dose" a day or .two later.
Philip Murray, vice president of the spirit perhaps because they were reWhat lathe "Right**
"The public can always get
moved from a Jewish center. Th«
United Mine Workers.
, LaxatiVe?
Dr. CaldweU's Syrup Pepsin
success of their preaching was BO great
at any drugstore.
In buying any laxative, read the
T AW enforcement officers and the that news of it reached the mother
label.
Not
the
claims,
but
the
r\ISOUSSIONS of the British war •*-* public generally rejoiced in the church at Jerusalem.
contents. It it contains one doubtful
*-' debt to the United States were outcome of two trials of kidnapers
II. Barnabas Sent to Inspect th»
drug, don't take it Or. CaldweU's
opened in Washington and, much to which struck a decisive blow at the Work at Antloch (vv. 22-24).
Syrup, Pepsin is a prescriptional
the surprise of the public, were turned "snatching" racket Seven of ten perL The work done by Barnabas (v.
over to the Treasury sons charged with kidnaping Charles 23). He gladly endorsed the work and
department by Secre- F. Urschel, oil millionaire pf Oklahoma earnestly exhorted them to continue
Hare • Seat
/•-''""Vf
Quite • Copycat
tary of State Hull, City, and holding him for $200,000 steadfastly in the faith, clinging unto
Diner—Do you serve craba nereT p^flou say your son plays the (
the announcement be- ransom were convicted. One of them the Lord.
Walter—We serve anyone; sit like Paderewskir
ing made that the was a woman. At Edwardsvllle five
2. The character of Barnabas (v,
J "Well, he uses both hands.'
matter w a s b e i n g men and one woman, members of the £4). He was a good maa It la high- down.—London Tit-Bits.
treated as purely a gang that kidnaped August Luer, an ly important In sending a man to folfinancial problem. The aged banker, were found guilty and low up a spiritual work, that- his charadministration desig- sentenced to prison terms ranging acter be good. He must riotVonly b<
nated Dean Acheson, from life to five years' duration. At- of unblemished character, but of broad
undersecretary of the torney General Cummings la\,Wash. sympathy—capable of entering into
treasury, to handle ington was highly pleased and en- the full appreciation of things about
Dean Acheeon Its part in the affair, couraged by the result of these trials. him. He was also full of the Holy
and he was aided by
Spirit Only a splrlt-fllled man can
Frederick Llvesey, who is an assoW York is now enjoying a three- appreciate the workings of God.
ciate economic adviser of the State
cornered race for the mayoralty,
department For the British govern- for Joseph V. McKee decided to be an 26).III. Barnabas Brings Saul (vv 2%
ment appeared Sir Frederick Lelth- independent candidate against Mayor
The work grew to such an extent
2 BEFORE THE. DINNER.
Hoss and T. K. Bewley. The question
l... A 010
John Patrick O'Brien, that help was needed. Barnabas had
at issue was: How much, if at all,
I
fftftTV
OH
HMIO...MIO
ANQfTHBR
the Democratic nomi- the good judgment to seek Saul tot
shall the United States reduce the
(OF MY BAD HEADACHCS. WHAT
nee, and Florello H. this important work. Saul was a more
British war debt, funded In 1923 for
I CAM I DO? y—
La Gnardia, tn» fu- Important man than Barnabas. It U
$4,000,000,000?
sion candidate. In the duty of Christian leaders to sees
tVMTRV 8MER ASPIRIN ?
his announcement, Mr. out men who are 'qualified for th«
AMERICAN intervention in Cuba
McKee said:
I KNBWIT WOULD BE.
Lord's work and bring them from
**• was brought appreciably nearer
0AYtR
ASPtWN WORKS
WILL
Bt
GONE
"I
refused
to
enter
their obseurrty to the strategic places
by a bloody all-day battle that took
SO FAST!
IN A JIFFY I j
the
Democratic
priin
the
Lord's
vineyard.
There
are
place between the 500 recalcitrant army
maries
because
I
felt
many
men
In
obscurity
whose
bringing
and navy officers who had been bethat to do so would forth requires a Barnabas.
leaguered In the National hotel and
mark me as a tool of
IV. The Disciples First Called
the troops of President Grau. The
the
J.
V.
McKee
machine, and that Christiana at Antioch (7. 20).
hotel was bombarded until late afterprevent my doThey were not called Christians !
noon with rifles, machine guns and Ing the Job thatwould
must be done to re- derision as IB so often asserted. UD
cannon and tbe government said IS of store our city government.
In consequence of the teaching
the officers were killed and 17 wound•^•«.M.l^M«HnMMM*IHK,^A^ ^ ^^
^^
^^J^ 'kMHVBBHJIBISM^^KvA..^."
"There Is no real fusion In thla cam- was
ministry or Saul and Barnabas thai
ed, which probably was an underestipaign.
The
so-called
fusion
standard
A
Discovery
thaft
Bringing
fust Relief to
mate. The losses among the soldiers
they
were
called
Christians.
In
all
were officially stated to be 9 killed and bearer Is aa objectionable to the solid Saul's teaching he showed the unlqu*
Now
comes
amazingly
<
27 wounded. Correspondents said the element of our Republican cltisenry relation which the Christian sustains
from beadaches, rheumatu
as he Is to the vast army of Democrats to Christ.
total dead to: the day'sfightingnumtis, neuralgia... tfae/tufetf
who
are
disgusted
with
machine
polbered at least 44. Among tbe non-cona u taid. yet ditcovertd,
V. The Church at Antloch Send!
testants killed was Robert Lotspelch, Itics. The present standard bearer of Relief to Jerusalem (vv. 27-30)
Those results one due to a sdenan American, assistant manager in the alleged fusion la a poor comproufic.
discovery by which « Bayet
The
Holy
Spirit
throush
Agabus
remise by a faction of would-be bosses."
Aspirui Tablet begins to dissohreTor
Havana for Swift & Co,
veahKl
that
a
great
dearth
should
prePostmaster General Farley, who is vail throughout the world. This cam*
disintegrate, in the aBuudng space of
When the hotel which is owned and
two
seconds after toaching ~
managed by Americans, was practical- chairman of the Democratic national to pass In the days of Claudius Caesar
An/I h«n^A *W _*__* «ik_u^.
And
hence to start^Akuu|S3
committee,
is
presumably
supporting
ly wrecked by shell fire, the officers
Every man, according to his ability
pain a few minutes sJtertJuang.
McKee
and
It
required
a
declaration
surrendered. As they emerged under
determined to seud relief w
to IIIO
the
The illustration of the glass, here,
a white flag, unarmed and under guard of neutrality from the White House brethren which dwelt In Judea. They
tells
the »tory. A Bayer TSKt starts
to
convince
the
public
that
President
w
of soldiers, they were again attacked
10 ouinteorato
almost
you
«*Muw«t*wi
umosi instantly
insuuuy
made up money for the saints in JeRoosevelt
was
not
actually
helplna
AUHhllAm !•
A m*J 4 L _ _ _ J»
~jS~~ M^- ^^ A*.
and a number of them massacred.
swallow it And
ttiiu ttnady&to
*»
rusalem and sent it.j>y the hands of
him.
Control
of
the
Democratic
party
aork almott inttantlg.
Apartment buildings near the hotel, in
Barnabas
and
Saul.
This
act
not
only
which many Americana resided, were in New York depends on the election proved the genuineness of the work at
When yon buy, though, see that
frequently hit by machine gun bullets
Antlorh.
but
it
manifested
the
fact
that
CTEEL
manufacturers, under the
and shells from the Cuban cruiser PaAspirin."
of President Roosevelt and the JONVS and Gentiles are one |0
tria. It was on the roof of one of these
Joseph
B.
Eastman, eo-ordlnator of C-hrlst and that therefore there should
that Lotspelch was shot
be no division among them It was
During the battle a large delegation transportation, have agreed to
a case of Gentile Christians'
called on Ambassador Welles uiid tlve bidding for the sale of
t"g to the Jews.
urged that he order the landing of railways, and Mr. Kustuwn aun
that
700,000
tons
,,
r ralls
American marines. He replied that ne
God I. Able
could not do this as so far no Amer- bought as soon as financial arrant!
fcc
J'-lim-uh. th« loving God, distinctly
icans were being killed except by ac- meats can be mad,. lf the .
f
promises 10 answer the prayers of hi,
cident. To pleas for intervention he the steel companies Hhmv t ,, ttt r'*d °
ovvoJ
answered: "Only the President of the tlons tn the price h«v, , M;en ^^^ ; c )i drcn. He that gave parents a lova
.
.
.
that
circulate
among
ourtelves,
to
oitf
money
will
be
loam-d
(„
|
for
tlu-ir
children,
will
not
t
le
tle
United States can orde/ intervention."
the cries < "
community, that in die end build our ^°
Secretary of State Hull in Washing- direct from public works fm
t*-rs?
Ho bus wonders tn store
Competitive
bidding
„„,
ton .was In frequent communication
for
bottom
churchia, pave our ttwew, lay our mdewaiw,
them.
with President Roosevelt, during the prices. It \viia hoped 1,3- jj r
latter's visit to Chicago, concerning and Mr. Eastnmu, also w'nuid
our
farm value., attract more people to tm ^
the Cuban situation, and be announced the purchase by (tie r;ulr", u , I a „,
A Sunny F«c«
Buying our merchandise in our local *** Q[ u*
that our government contemplated no titles of rolling stoi-l; »,
V,..ar a sunn, face. It is your
us
the
lluallty
of
change In Its policy of non-lnterveukeeping
our dollar* at home to work lor
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the government.
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THE ANITA

TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1933.
election of said County to be held on

! PROCEEDINGS OF THE
tko 9ftth dav of September, WA6, i"»
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS S. submission of Sie following proSealed bids will be received at
P Si
Published Every Thursday by the
Court House,
° "Shall the Board of Supervisors
the office of the Auditor of Cass
Atlantic, Iowa,
of Cass County, Iowa, be authCounty, Iowa, until 10:00 a. m. on
September 28, 1933.
orized and empowered to conThe Board of Supervisors of Cass
October 16, 1933, for the construcstruct and equip a new Court
•W. F.~BUDD
Editor tion of the following trunk roads:
County, Iowa, met pursuant to prior
House on the present site in Ataction of said Board on the 28th. day
lantic, Iowa, at a cost of not to
0.77
miles of County Trunk
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50
of September, 1933, for the purpose
exceed $130,000, to be paid for
Road G.
of canvassing the returns of a certain
If not paid in advance
$2.00
bv (D incurring indebtedness
special
Court
House
Bond
Election
0.66
miles of County Trunk
and issuing bonds not to exceed
held on the 26th. day of September,
Entered at the post office at Anita,
BUTTER, Armour's CloVierbloom, per pound • 23
Road K.
$65,000, and levying a tax not
1933, ascertaining the results thereof,
C
Iowa, aa second class mail matter.
to
exceed
V6
mill
per
annum
up0.92
miles of County Trunk
declaring the same, and causing a
PUFFED
RAISINS,
Sun^Maid,
2
pounds.,.
on all taxable property within
Road
R.
record to be made thereof.
•19c
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1933.
said County, for a period not to
The meeting was called to order by
Bids will be opened at the above
exceed twenty (20) years, to pay
CAKE
FLOUR,
Swans
Down,
last
chance
at
office promptly after the time re- the Chairman, and the roll being
•27c
the principal and interest on said
GUARANTEEING DEPOSITS.
called, there were present, Frank
bonds; (2) obtaining a grant from
ceiving same has closed.
FANCY
PINK
SALMON,
^llb:
cans
Pelzer, Chairman in the chair and the
•25c
A certified check, or cashier's check following named Supervisors: G. H. the United States Government m
We thoroughly agree that the guaran amount equal to> 30% of the
drawn
on
a
solvent
bank,
and
amountAllen,
H.
G.
Armentrout,
T.
W.
Davis
SUGAR, Saturday only, lti(£ibs..$5.25 10-lbs..53c
antee of bank deposits would be a detotal cost estimated at 139,000,
Herman Ryan.
and (3) expending $26,000, cash
sirable safeguard. We are not so ing to five (5) per cent of the bid, and
Absent: None.
RED ONIONS, large, 10-lbs.. .25c 50-lb. bag 93,,
on hand, realized from insurcertain that any government can un- made payable to the County Audit- The Chairman stated the purpose of
ance."'
, a
dertake it under banking conditions or, shall be filed with each bid, the meeting as aforesaid. The Board
SECOND: That legal and suB
PANCAKE FIXHJR, Kamo, 4-lb. bag
23C
•which have prevailed in the past. A which in case of bidder receiving the proceeded to canvass the Judges' re- cient notice of said election, and of
turns
of
the
said
election
and
embodaward,
should
he
fail
to
execute
a
•writer of the Consolidated Press reSOUP, celery or asparagus, per can
ied the results of said canvass in the the aforesaid purpose, was duly given
15c
views the experience of eight states contract and file a bond within ten resolution next hereinafter set out by publication once each week for
(10)
days
after
the
acceptance
of
four
successive
weeks
in
the
Atlantic
which attempted to guarantee deposits
which was introduced and read by
PRUNES, 30 size, 2 pounds.....
25c
his bids, shall be retained by the Supervisor T. W. Davis, who moved News Telegraph, a legal newspaper
as follows:
of
general
circulation
within
said
its adoption, seconded by Supervisor County, printed and published wholly
"In 1907 Oklahoma adopted the County as liquidated damages.
SEEDLESS RAISINS, 2-lfc package
15c
The proposed work involves 64,099 H. G. Armentrout, and, after due in the English language in the Urn
bank-guarantee plan. In 1923 the law
consideration
thereof
by
the
Botfrd,
CHILI CON CABNE, per can.
10c
was repealed with $12,000,000 of un- cubic yards earth excavation and 41,- the Chairman put the question upon of Atlantic, Cass County, Iowa, thai
said
election
was
held
on
a
day
not
649
sta.
yards
overhaul.
the
adoption
of
said
resolution,
and
paid claims and a cost to the guaranHUSKING MITTENS AND GLOVED BELOW
Plans, specifications and proposal the roll being called, the following less than five (5) nor more than
teeing banks of over $3,600,000.
twenty (20) days after the last pubSupervisors
voted:
forms
for
the
work
may
be
seen
and
TODAY'S MARKET PRICE.
"In 1909 Kansas began to guarantee
Aye:
Allen, Armentrout, Davis, lication of said notice.
THIRD: That said election was
deposits, and repealed the act in 1929, may be secured at the office of the Pelzer, Ryan.
legally held and conducted by the
EGGS 17c PER DOZEN IN 'TRADE
with net claims of $7,000,000 still out- County Engineer. The County Board
Nay: None.
WHEREUPON, the Chairman de- Judges and Clerks appointed by said
standing, and a cost to the guaran- reserves the right to waive technisaid' Resolution duly adopted Board of said election on the aforeteeing banks of approximately $2,- calities and to reject any or all clared
said date appointed for said election
as
follows:
bids.
during the hours thereof, to-wit:
700,000.
RESOLUTION.
L. 0. Wheatley, rent
6-00 NOTICE OF TIME AND PLACE (W^
All proposals filed shall be on the
"The same year Texas took up the
BE IT RESOLVED, by the Board 8 o'clock a. m. to 8 o'clock p. m. Clerks:
HEARING OF APPLICAlS
and
the
returns
thereof
have
been
idea. By 1926 its guaranteeing banks form furnished by the County, sealed of Supervisors of Cass County, Iowa: duly canvassed by this Board of Sup- J. J. Sampson
FOB ORDER TO SELL
That
this
Board
of
Section
1.
had assumed a cost of $15,000,000 and and plainly marked; proposals qonAustin McFadden
ESTATE,
ervisors.
being
duly
advised
in
Supervisors,
taining any reservations not providWm. Stamp, delivering balin 1927 the law was repealed.
FOURTH: That at said election
the premises, hereby finds and deter.1.00
lots
on
said
proposition
there
were
cast
"In 1909 Nebraska began guaran-ed for therein may be rejected.
mines:
Peter" Eksman, police
2.00 In the District Court of the State ot i
Board
of
Supervisors
of
4,500
ballots,
of
which
3,561
votes
FIRST: That this Board of Superteeing deposits and continued until
Iowa in and for Cass County.
Cass Township.
were
cast
"YES"
and
910
votes
were
Cass
County.
visors, heretofore at a regular meetthe law was repealed in 1930, after a
Judges:
:o*
. — A Probate No: 3067.
cast
"NO,"
and
29
ballots
were
cast
ing on the 26th. day of August, 19331
By Jennie M. Ward,
H7 E. Multhanp
.4.60
cost to the banks of nearly $17,000,adopted a resolution calling a specia "blank or defectively marked."
iCounty Auditor.
J. 0. Moon
••.*49 In the Matter of the Estate of
000. In 1922 and 1923 the ratio of asW. F. Berry
.
*•«»
sessment on them to their capital in- October 4th, 1933.
Dorsey, Deceased.
Town of Lewis, rent ..
6.00
(Abstract of Votes as shown in official records.)
vestment" was 6 per cent.
To: Lv L. Dorsey; Chas. B.
Ted
Marxen,
police
a.
ORIGINAL NOTICE.
Total Clerks:
Spoiled
No
Precinct
Yes
"In 1914 the banks of Mississippi
. _ A Harry E. Dorsey; Ollie Taylor; Hg»|
352 E. W. Smith
3
19
Atlantic,
1st
Ward
330
*-|0 H. Dorsey; Fred D. Dorsey;
became guarantors of deposits and In the District Court of the State of
472 John W. Zike
18
Atlantic, 2nd Ward
454
, - -4.50
continued jimtil 1930 and in 193i a law
Iowa, in and for Cass County.
771 H. E. Multhaup, delivering bal- " Vinatt; Frank S. Dorsey; Laura 1
12
28
Atlantic, 3rd Ward
731
•was passed by the state authorizing
725
18
Atlantic, 4th Ward
707
lots and booths
3.00 tig; Laurance A. Dorsey; Lucyf
f
115
54
a bond issue to raise funds to liquidate November Term A. D. 1933.
Bear Grove Township
59
Edna
Township.
E. C. Dorsey; Hattie Danah; i
Equity No
60 Judges:
23
Benton Township
37
the unpaid claims.
Williams; Granet Seaman; Vet
191
13
Brighton Township
178
W. H. Wohlenhaus
8.90 Cooper; Hazel Engelman;
"In 1916 South Dakota, and in 1917 Bertha M. Keasey,
198
76
Cass Township
117
Byers
3.90
Plaintiff.
North Dakota, adopted the guaranty
58 John
31
Edna Township
27
Mark Cullen
..8.90 Whitney; Berrold Cooper;
vs.
152
plan.* This was repealed by the one
32
Franklin Township
120
Thomas; Charley Cooper; Fayjjj
Ralph
Shepherd,
delivering
balL. Brown; J. W. Brown;
196
71
Grant Township, No. 1
123
in 1925, reinstated in 1926, and declar- Mary
lots
..3.00
Cooper; and Eunice Cooper.
William E. Whited; Mrs. Wil65 Clerks:
37
Grant Township, No. 2
28
ed inoperative in 1932, and repealed!liam E. Whited; Earl T.
You and each of you are
118 Ed. Logue
31
Grove
Township
87
8.90
by >the other in 1929 with claims ag- Stephenson; Ross W. Steph17
55 Ralph Shepherd
notified
that there is now on
Lincoln
Township
38
8.90
gregating $25,000,000 in excess of enson; Cecil L. Stephenson;
.S 212 W. E. Porter, rent
122
Massena Township
90
the office of the Clerk .of the 1
5.01
Ruth
Whited;
Elaine
Whited;
94
25
•Noble Township
69
funds available.
.
booths
Court of Cass County, Iowa, the i
and William Whited.
197 Ed. Logue,
108
Pleasant
Township,
No.
1
84
"The state of Washington initiated
Franklin Township.
Defendants.
plication of Harry C. Faulkner, Ad-1
64
37
Pleasant
Township,
No.
2
27
guaranties in 1917, but the law was To Mary L. Brown, J. W. Brown, Pymosa Township
fiftB j Judges:
b
20
ministrator of the above entitled »\
46
'
John
Rathman
.8.90
William E. Whited, Mrs. .William Union Township
repealed in 1929, following the fail88
216 Herman Eilts
128
tate, asking' for authority to:
3.90
E. Whited, Earl T. Stephenson, Victoria Township
52 J. T. Waters
28
ure of a bank with deposits of $9,000,• 24
8.90
following
described real estate to-v3;|
Ross W. Stephenson, Cecil L. Steph- Washington Township
14
71 I. 0. 0. P., rent
57
000.
8.00
son, Ruth Whited, Elaine Whited
Lots, One ind Two of Peity1! f
"Wisconsin was the last state to
and William Whited, Defendants.
910
Sub-division of Lot Four of to,
29
4500 Clerks:
Total
3561
W. F. Sandhorst
.' 8.90
You and each of you are hereby
sponsor the guaranty-deposit princi- -Southwest Quarter of the Nofr|
Harold
Ostrus
1
3.9C
notified
that
there
is
now
on
file
in
ple, which it did in 1932. After a sixJ. T. Waters, delivering baleast Quarter of Section 28, Tottf
the office of the Clerk of the District
FIFTH: That the total number of
Chairman.
month trial its guaranty fund showed Court
lots
3.0«
of Cass County, Iowa, the pe- persons voting on said date at said Attest:
ship Seventy-Seven, Nortl;|
Ray Cannon, booths
a deficit of $5,000,000."
tition of the plaintiff asking that the
Range Thirty-Four, West of *f|
If any government, national or following described real estate, to- thereof, was 4,500.
Grant Township, 1st. Precinct.
County Auditor.
Fifth P. M., Class County, H"*
Section 2. It is hereby declared
Moved by Armentrout, seconded by Judges:
state, is going to guarantee bank de- wit:
In order that the proceeds froai
Lot
12,
Block
2,
Whitney's
Adthat
said
proposition
was
duly
carried
Guy
Rasmussen
3.90
Allen,
that
a
blind
pension
of
$8.00
posits, it should abolish private bankdition to the Town of Anita, Cass
by a majority of all qualified voters per month, payable monthly beginCarl H. Miller
3.90 sale of. said real estate be
ing and enter upon entire control of
County, Iowa; be divided and
voting on said date at said election ning October 1st., 1933, be granted
Frank White
.' 3.90 paying the debts and charges i
the banking profession.
partitioned among the plaintiff
and is hereby in effect.
Solon A. Karns, delivering balto Peter Euttenbach.
and the defendants in accordSection 3. That the .County Auditlots and booths'
5.00 said Estate and, that the said:
Motion carried.
istrator may close the said
ance with the undivided interest
or be and she is hereby ordered and
, THEY CALL US CIVILIZED!
On motion and vote the making of! Clerks:
which they now own in the said
directed to cause to be published the the levies was postponed until the
Said application will be hesnU
George Smither
3.90
real estate.
result of said election once each week next adjourned meeting.
Solon A. Karns
3.90 the Court on the 18th. day o f f "
The Travelers Insurance Company
Said petition states that the said i f or four consecutivei weeks
i
weeKsjjjutf
newsOn motion and vote the following
Town of Anita, rent
.5.00 er A. D. 1983 at the hour of!
has published a booklet entitled, "They real estate was owned by Mrs. S. J. paper
having generaljjTreulation with- election claims were allowed and warGrant Township, 2nd. Precinct.
Call Us Civilized," which is an in- Whited, who died intestate on or about in said County. Saia notice to be rants authorized:
Judges:
, o'clock a. m. at the American 1
valuable addition to the literature of the 8th day of March 1922, leaving in substantially the following form:
Atlantic, 1st. Ward.
Wm. Wahlert
3.90 Building in Atlantic, Cass
and testament in which she de"PUBLIC NOTICE."
Judges:
safety. It shows vividly, through ta- will
Iowa, now being used as a tempi
Joe
E.
Morgan
3.90
vised the above described real estate
Mrs. Lucy Jones
4.20
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
Harold McDermott
3,90 court house. And unless you i
bles and descriptions and illustra- to Anna L. Whited and Nellie M.
H. G. Gillett
4.20
The Board of Supervisors of Cass
A. A. Hayter, booths .........2.00 thereto and file objections on 01
tions, the horror and the magnitude of Whited her daughters.
Rude Lorenzen
4.20 Clerks:
County, Iowa, met pursuant to law
Said petition also states that Anna and prior action of said Board in reg- Gillett & Lorenzen, delivering
our annual toll of automobile fataliA. A. Hayter
3.9tf fore the said day the Court
L. Whited died intestate on or about ular session on the 28th. day of Sepballots
1.00
ties and injuries.
authorize the said administrator..!
C.
E.
Parker
3.90
23rd day of January 1924, leav- tember, 1933, for the purpose of can- Clerks:
j Wm. Wahlert, delivering balIt is true that last year automobile the
sell the said real estate and nf
ing as her sole and only heirs at vassing the returns' of a certain specMrs. Lulu Walker
4.20 j
lots
.2.00 his doings therein to the Court.
deaths decreased as compared with law Mary L. Brown, Bertha M. Keasial bond election hteld on the 26th.
Mrs. Virt Anderson
4.20
E. R. Turner, rent .......... 2.00
1931—but there is little cause for ey, William E. Whited, Simon A. day of September, 1933, ascertaining
Dated this 5th day of October A^
Wayne Adair, police
2.00 i
pride in that. Gasoline consumption Whited, Nellie M. Tompkin, Earl T. the results thereof, declaring the same
John Morgan, police
2.00 Judges: Grove Township.
1988.
and automobile registrations likewise: Stephenson Ross W. Stephenson and and causing a record to be made
Atlantic, 2nd. Ward.
Harry C. Faulkner,
E. C. Smith
................
3.90
i Cecil L. Stephenson. And that since
Judges:
Administrate
decreased. And—here is the mam the death of the said Anna L. Whited thereof.
Wm.
Laasen
.................
3.90
J.
B.
Jipsen
4.20
At said election the following prothing—in 1932 deaths and non-fatal the said Simon A. Whited died in- position
R.
Odem
........
.
..........
.3.90
By
E.
S.
Holton,
His
Attorney.
J. H. Pressnall
4.20
was submitted to the voters
Roy L Pancolly booths
1 00
injuries actually INCREASED per ac- testate on or about the llth day of of Cass County:
T. K. Cunningham
4.20
'
'
•'•
•
•
'
cident. In other words, there were February 1925, leaving as his sole and
"Shall the Board of Supervisors
J. B. Jipsen, delivering balWITH
only heirs at law his two children,
L . Fancolly ............ 3.90 PLAYED
of Cass County, Iowa, be auth' AND ESCAPED
fewer accidents, due largely to the to-wit: Elaine Whited and William
„ .lots
LOO
G.
Clifton
Acker
.............
3.90
Clerks:
orized and empowered to confact that there was less driving; but Whited. And that he left his widow,
G. Clifton Acker, rent ........ 3.00
struct and equip a new Court
Mrs.
J. B. Jipsen
4.20
each accident, when it occurred, was Ruth Whited.
Several boys were playiw n &
Lincoln Township.
House
on
the
present
site
in
AtMrs.
Hilda
Coker
4.20
Said
petition
also
states
that
Earl
tourist park at Emwetsburg,
more likely to have serious conselantic, Iowa, at a cost of not to
C. A. Dimick, police
2.00 Judges:
T. Stephenson, Ross W. Stephenson,
J. W. Denny
.................
3.90 what they thought were old
exceed $130,000, to be paid for
Mike Connors, police
2 00
quences than in any other year.
and Cecil L. Stephenson owns an unby (1) incurring indebtedness
C. F. Borth
.................
.3.90 ed parts of a radio set.
Atlantic, 3rd. Ward.
The most difficult phase of the en- divided 1-5 interest in the said real
Judges:
and
issuing
bonds
not
to
exceed
J.
T.
Pearce
..........
.......
3.90 walking nearby noticed t
estate.
And
that
Mary
L.
Brown,
tire problem is public lethargy and
$65,000, and levying a tax not
C. A. Donahoe
4.80 Clerks:
indifference. As the booklet points William E. Whited and Bertha M.
to exceed % mill per annum upWm. Watson ...*..y.- ......... 3.90 and became suspicious.
Mrs. Henry Walters
'.. .4.80
Keasey each own an undivided 1-5
out, the world shuddered aft the sink- interest
on
all
taxable
property
within
Mary
Curry
4.39
M. C. Brehmer . . /. .......... 3.90 proved the boys were ca
in the said reaj estate. And
said County, for a period not to
Henry Hollen, police . . .
. 2 00 J. W. Denny, delivering bal^,
ing of the Titanic, costing 1517 lives, that Elaine Whited and William
about with enough di
exceed twenty (20) years, to pay
Clerks:
lots
.......................
2.00 the entire tourist camp <»" v
the San Francisco earthquake, costing Whited own an undivided 1-5 interest
the principal and interest on said
J. L. Cruise
4.go
Massena Township.
500 lives, and the wreck of the Shen- in the said real estate.
of the earth. The pla
bonds; (2) obtaining a grant from
Mrs.
Chas. Jensen
' ' 4.30 Judges:
Said
petition
also
asks
that
the
andoah, cpsting 14 lives. Yet last shares of the different owners be conthe United States Government in
sticks of dynamite, believed
C. A. Donahoe, delivering balHenry
Bissell,
Jr
.............
3.90
an amount equal to 30% of the
lots
year, the automobile, driven by the firmed as set forth in the said peti.1.00! Casper Schmidt .............. 3.90 been stolen from the county
total
cost
estimated
at
$39,000,
Wm. Zuch, Jr., police
.
2 00
reckless, the incompetent and the un- tion. And that partition be made,
Fred J. Grove ............ . . .3.90 shed and later discarded
and (3) expending $26,000, cash
Atlantic, 4th. Ward.
thinking, cost 29,000 lives, and in 15 or if the same can not be equitably
E. A. Denham, delivering balhad found them in a patch «
on hand, realized from insurJudges:
years it has cost 325,000. Automobile divided, then the said real estate be
ance."
W. J. Deering
4 20
Each stick was said to
sold and the division of the proceeds
deaths are a greater disaster than made between the said owners with
At said election on said proposiL. R. Nelson . .
/•>/>
sure of 800 pounds
E.
A.
Denham
3.90
tion, there were cast 4,500 ballots,
any of those which have been bla- their respective shares.
Grover Guthrie
.3.90
of
which
3,561
votes
were
cast
"YES"
Jas. Pilmer, police
'.'.'.]'. .'2.'oo
Said petition states that the said
zoned in headlines throughout the
Fred Billingsley, rent
4.00
Mrs.
and 910 votes were cast "NO," and 29 v^lcrks ^
Ian Tuesday to spend
world—and they cause hardly a land is free and clear of encum- ballots were cast "blank or defectiveFred
J.
Groves,
booths
2.00
Augusta Trainer
4 2o
brances.
ripple.
FOR FURTHER PARTICULARS ly marked." The total number of
relatives and
H . B . Cavanaugh ...... . 4 2 0 Judges: Noble Township.
The streets and highways of Amer- SEE PETITION WHEN ON FILE persons voting on said date at said
L. R. Nelson, delivering balG.
P.
Schuler
3.75
election,
as
shown
by
the
poll
li.sts
ica are as dangerous as a battlefield. AS AFORESAID.
P. H. Martins
3.75
was 4,500. (Abstract of votes
THEREFORE, Unless you appear therof,
They are an ever-present menace to
of Aberdeen,
attached).
Ellis
Mueller
3.75
thereto
and
defend
by
noon
of
the
Bear Grove Township.
life, property, safety. A condition Second day of the next term of the
The Board of Supervisors at said Judges:
0. D. Funk, booths
1.50 Sunday callers at the
^
has been created that will require, in said Court, which will commence on meeting passed and approved a resoW. E. Baker . .
o Qft Clerks:
home.
0. D. Funk
.3.76
its solution, the active help of every the 7th day of November 1933 and be lution declaring that said proposition
Glair I). B e c k e r ' : . ' . . ' ;
390
was
duly
carried
by
a
majority
of
all
Alvin
Lehmkuhl
3.75
held at the American Legion BuildJoe Lindeman
on
Mr. Large and
thinking citizen.
3•> 90
P. H. Martins, delivering baling, now being used as a temporary the qualified voters voting on said Clerks:
New
York, were
date
of
said
election,
and
that
the
lots
.7.'.
...1.00
House in Atlantic, Casa County,
Henry Rohwer
•> ((ft
THINGS THAT MOTHERS KNOW. Court
Kid*'
Iowa, a default will be entered against same is in effect, and the results of
Pleasant Township, 1st. Precinct. at the George
you and judgment and decree render- said election were duly entered of
Graham
homes
Judges:
Henry Rohwer, delivering' balThe young wife was in tears When ed thereon as prayed in said peti- record in the minute book of the
lots and booths
1. R. Lantis
4.50 cinity.
.4.50
Board of Supervisors of Cuss CountyJ
she opened the door for her husband, tion.
J. F. Frank
4.50
Benton Township
Iowa.
'
Judges:
'
Dated this 27th. day of September
H. P. Carltori
4.50
"I've been insulted," she sobbed.
Dr. C. E. Harry,
Published under order of the Board
A. D. 1983.
J- W. Jordan
C. S. Putman, booths
2.00 and Carl
"Your mother insulted me."
4.20
of Supervisors of K'ass Countv
E. S. Holton.
j.
w.
Clerks:
Iowa.
*'
"My mother," he exclaimed. "But
4.20
Attorney for Plaintiff.
Peter
M. E. Hubbard
4.50 drove to
(Signed)
Jennie
M.
Ward.
4.20
*he ifl 8 hundred miles away."
Clerks:
spend the day
C.
E.
Woodward
•.
4.60
Countv
Howard J. Fitzgerald, superintendAuditor.
Werner Blunk
"J know, but a letter came for you
a .A4. ™, •
who is attending
J
F.
Frank,
delivering
balSection
4.20
This resolution canvass
ent of the Walnut public schools, has
J. B. McDermott
lots
4.00
been
t...,
this morning;and I opened it."
sing and declaring the results of said
4.20
J W, Jordan, delivering
(to
be
contiued)
Tony
Nelson,
v
b
ttLai
He looked stern. "I see, but where been elected commander of the Pot- election shall be duly entered of ret
lots . .
,
tawattamie county American Legion ord in the minute book of the Hoard
..
.V
3.00
doe* the insult come in?"
Ki-urK*,.« 'p..
t .
Pretty Young Thtar-flHU this lip- the doctor's care
for the coming year. Mr. Fitzgerald of Supervisors of Cass County Iowa Judges: Brighton Township.
"In the postscript," she answered.
is improving
stick stand kissing?
and approved this 28th dav
su"
"It sold: 'Dear Alice, don't forget to is a son-in-law of Mr. and Mrs. U. S. of Passed
Wm. Stanio
time before he will s
September, 1933.
' '
Bright
Drug
Clerk—I
really
don't
ha
.4.50
Walker
of
Anita.
Oscar McFadden
give thi» letter to George.' "
4.50 know, miss. However, tn are always and around.
Orlie Paulsen
With typhoid fever4 6
- « willing to test our goods.
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raqedij of Peqq
Shippen Arnold J

Go Out and
Get It
BT LUCILLE BARNES
£> by MoOlure Newap«p«r 8yndlo»U.

OAN VERNE closed her shorthand
note book and looked across the
Jsmooth
expanse of the glass-top desk

at the harassed middle-aged executive
at the other side.'
•
"Business seems to be picking up,
Mr. Walker. How about a raiser
Mr. Walker said the usual thing.
Profits were Increasing; so were, expenses. No chance of real Improvement without continued economy.. Besides, she wasn't-worth it cent more
that she got
,
Joan looked bored, thought a moment and then asked biro If it wonM
be putting him in a Jam If she left
that afternoon, *
"Why, you couldn't possibly do
that!" he said. "You're the only p«B>
son beside myself who knows about
that deal In Pittsburgh. Ton mast be
crazy. I'd be out hundreds of dollars
If you should leave me now. There'sa law against such a thing."
"Maybe so," -ehe said, "but there1*
nothing to stop me from having a
nervous breakdown or something, and
never coming back. Except possibly,
seven dollars more a week."
"Make it four," be said.
"Split the difference, and make It
Major John.
The Conspirators— Arnold and Andre
five-fifty."
"Oh, all right"
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
"Thank yon very much, MB. WalN JUNE 11, 17CO, Edward Shippen, a
ker," she said in her most businessprominent attorney and Judge of the
like manner.
vice-admiralty court of Philadelphia,
At ten minutes after five Joan was
sat him down at his desk and to his
on
her way to her favorite beauty
father wrote a letter In which ocparlor.
curs this significant sentence: "My
Joan was a favorite at the beauty
Peggy this morning made me a presparlor,
not because/ of her docile apent of a fine Baby, which tho' of the
proval of everything that Maggie art
worst Sex, Is yet heartily welcome."
Maurice and Olga did, bnt because of
Could Judge Shippen have looked
her Insistence on perfect work. ToInto the future one wonders If he
day she had been even more exacting
4 might not have struck out those
than usual But her look of real, gen•words "Is yet heartily welcome," for, according
nine approval at her reflection In the
to some historians, this "fine Baby" was desmirror as she went out was worth
tmed to prove herself, in the Judge's strangelya great deal more to them than ber
prophetic words, "of the worst Sex" Indeed and
none-too-lavish -tip.
It Is not unlikely that there came times when
"You are the loveliest woman In
the Judge wished she had never been born.
the world," Stanley Jones told her
For this baby, who was given her mother's
when she met him In the lobby of the
name of Margaret, was to become one of the
Smith-Bradly. "Absolutely, yon are
most glamorous figures In American history, was
the loveliest woman In the world," he
to be a belle of colonial days, the toast of both
Mrs. Benedict Arnold
her Son
British and Continental officers during the Revotold ber again as they sat down at
lution, the young wife of a distinguished Ameritheir table in the root garden dining
ently wished to escape from the web which she room. "Don't you know that'you are
can general and a participant in the chain of
herself had helped to spin. Her family and rela- gorgeous?"
events which was to blacken his name with intions brought tremendous pressure to bear upon
famy among his countrymen for all time and to
Joan looked across the table, avoidher, as their letters show. Elizabeth Tilghman. ing his direct glance by a tantalizing
besmirch her name as well.
•writing to Peggy's sister, Elizabeth, says that fraction of an inch.
Was Peggy Shippen Arnold an Innocent victim
Sketch of Peqqij Shippen
•poor Peggy was Burgoyned' into marrying Arof the treason of her husband, Benedict Arnold,
"But I'm Just a very ordinary sort
by
Major
Andre
nold.
or was she the arch-conspirator who used her
of person," she said. "Just like thou
"In April, 1779 (the very month and year tn sands of other stenographers working
wiles to lead him into the mire of that unforgivof Arnold's treason. We know the date of her
able crime? Did she really love him for himself
which the unhappy marriage took place) Sir to make an honest living In a bl|
birth,
something
of
her
activities
as
a
belle
of
and prove her devotion to him by voluntarily
Henry Clinton was sure for the first time that city."
Philadelphia society immediately before and dursharing his disgrace and exile from his native
Arnold had become so deeply enmeshed In the
"But you could do a great deal bet
ing the early years of the Revolution, the date
land, or did she marry him while she was (n love
net of Intrigue that the conspirators had woven ter than that • if you only knew It
of
her
marriage
to
Arnold,
something
of
her
with another man and because of her infatuation
about him that tlie great climax of the conspir- With your wonderful personality ani
career as his wife in this country and while
acy was at hand."
aid that other man In carrying forward the plot
intelligence. You don't half appresharing his exile In England and the date of her
which was to ruin the man whose name she bore?
Arnold, Influenced by his wife (according to ciate yourself. I don't believe you get
death.
But
as
to
her
motives,
her
real
character
Those are the questions that have been brought
some historians), sought and, after being re- a cent more than my own fltenog
and the actual part she played In the conspiracy
up by research into documents of the Revolufused once, obtained command at West Point, rapher. And you're worth Infinitely
of her husband to betray his country the evitionary war period which have recently become
the
key to the whole Continental defense sys- more to any man. Yon wouldn't even
dence Is extremely contradictory.
available to the historians and it seems Impostem. He corresponded In code with both Andre ask for a raise, I suppose, you shy
Haines
makes
out
an
exceedingly
strong
case
sible to give conclusive answers because the hisand Clinton. His wife also continued to write little girl. With your personality and
against her as the arch-conspirator, the villaintorians themselves do not agree. The traditional
to Andre and to receive letters from him.
intelligence and charm, there would
ess of the piece. Briefly, his story Is this: As the
view of Peggy Shippen Arnold is that she was
Haines declares that the "millinery letters" be no limit to what you could do. Bui
daughter
of
a
prominent
colonial
family,
strongan innocent victim.
which
passed
between
Peggy
and
Andre,
having
the trouble Is other people take ad
ly Tory In its sympathies, Peggy Shippen has
A recent biographer of Arnold, Charles Coleto do with the purchase of various articles of vantage of yon. What yon should do
been
reared
In
an
atmosphere
of
luxury,
had
man Sellers, in his "Benedict Arnold, the Proud
clothing, were code messages relating to the Is make up your mind what yon want
been taught to admire the British military caste,
; Warrior," declares: "I know of no evidence sufplans for handing West Point over to the Brit- and then go out and get it the same
had
dreamed
of
marrying
Into
that
caste
and
of
ficient to implicate Peggy Shippen Arnold in the
ish. Randolph Adams, from his researches way othe$>people do without half your
becoming a great lady in the courts of Europe.
Arnold treason plot I do not attach any imporamong the Clinton papers in the University of ability."
She
first
met
John
Andre,
then
a
lieutenant
In
tance to her correspondence with Major Andre,
Michigan library, says of this:
the
Royal
English
Fusiliers,
in
1774
when
Sir
for she was writing to other British friends also.
"A son had been born to Arnold and Peggy . "I don't like to be scolded." Joan
Guy Carleton, governor-general of Canada, sent
him. "I wish you'd say someEer letters to Andre seem harmless. It Is true
Shippen
Just before the treason. We have actual told
him to Philadelphia as a secret agent, going unthing nice."
she was under suspicion after the plot was exevidence
of
her
desire
to
buy
baby's
clothing
In
der the name of John Anderson, to spy on the
"But Joan, I've told yon how—how
posed and bad to leave Philadelphia. I think It
N'ew York, for there were no shops In West Point
First Continental Congress then in session in the
adorable you are. I've said all the
Is rather far-fetched, though, to accuse her of belike
those
in
lower
Manhattan.
Her
list
of
dePennsylvania capital. She was then only fouring a traitor."
mands for 'pink ribbon' and 'diaper clouting" is nice things I dare. You're the most
teen .years old but already possessed of great
Just as positive on the other side is E. Irvine
among
the other papers, sent by one of the Brit- wonderful woman I ever knew. You're
beauty, and Andre, himself only twenty-four
Haines, author of two articles on this subject in
positively glamorous."
ish
spies
to New York.
years old, fell in love with her and she with him.
the New York Times Magazine last year. He
"But Tm really not a bit glamorous,"
"The
spectacle
of
the
rejected
suitor,
Major
After he left Philadelphia she corresponded
says "A careful study of evidence heretofore unshe said. "And the only time I ever
Andre,
buying
these
articles
for
Benedict
Arwith him but she did not see him again 'until
known or overlooked leads to the conviction that
nold's baby does not usually figure in history pretend I am is when Fm with you.
1777 when she visited In New York city, where
she was not only guilty but, even more than her
Yet the number of times that the wants of the I never attract attention."
he was now a captain on'the staff of Sir Henry
husband, one of the arch-conspirators. Recent
"But yon could If yon wanted to,"
Arnold
baby Ggure la the correspondence is sigClinton, the British commander's protege and his
discoveries In the private correspondence of Sir
he said, "if you wanted to doll jip
nificant
of
some
knowledge
on
Mrs.
Arnold's
part
secret agent as he had been for Sir Guy Carleton.
Henry Clinton, In an almost unknown diary of
that her husband was engaging in a rather fa- and use make-up and spend money
Their love affair progressed and returning to
Aaron Burr, and in Peggy's own letters, some of
on beauty parlors as other girl* do.
iniliar
correspondence with the British headquarPhiladelphia,
which
was
at
this
time
held
by
the
H
them addressed In code to Major Andre himself
ters."
You
know I've often wondered why
Continental forces, she continued her correspondfurnish testimony too damning for Peggy to conAdams also declares that "An examination of you never used rouge or any of ,t
ence with Andre.
trovert were she alive and on trial.
Andre's papers in the Clinton collection serves other kinds of war paint"
Then Washington lost the battles of Brandy"If we re-read the story of the Revolution's
"Oh, you're scolding me again,"
only
to blacken yet more the character of Benewine and Germantown and the British took posgreatest personal tragedy In the light of what
dict Arnold." But Haines, who is convinced of Joan told him. "First because I
session of Philadelphia, bringing Peggy and Anwe know now. It becomes a drama of ambitious
1 eggy Shippers guilt, says of Arnold : "Traitor didn't ask for A raise, and second bedre together again. She helped him organize the
femininity unique in American annals. It was
he was ; but be was also betrayed, and by means cause I don't go to beauty parlors."
series of pageants, called the "Mischianza," givnot the game-legged, hot-tempered, disgruntled
of an Influence to which many of the great of
"It's all part of the same scold,"
en by the British officers on the eve of the dehero of Quebec and Saratoga who was the real
the earth have been susceptible-the lure of a Stanley said. "It's a fault that makes
parture of General Howe, British commander in
mover in the plot on the Continental side, but
beautiful woman."
me love yon all the more."
Philadelphia, for England and she was chosen
the ambitions Tory girl, the spy and tool of dinCut whatever Peggy SWppen's part in the conas the most beautiful girl in Philadelphia, to preton, who schemed so cleverly that she deceived
"Bnt you Just said you wanted me
splracy. she paid bitterly for it in the end.
side over them as queen.
such astute politicians as John Hancock, John
to doll up and go to beauty parlors."
a series of blunders resulted in the
But In June, 1778, the British evacuated PhilaAdams, Alexander Hamilton and even Washing"Not for my sake," he mid. "Only
delphia and Andre and Peggy were separatton himself. It was Clinton acting on the sugMTr °f the Plot 8lle found h e r s e f f t b* for your own sake, to give you more
hind by her husband when he fled to the Brit confidence, and to make yon seem as
ed once more. In the meantime the British
gestion of Lord George Germain, the British
sh; she soon learned that Andre, her over if utterly lovely, tojjwnrself as yon «1colonial secretary, who conceived the conspirministry, realizing that the rebellious colonies
he was her lover), was to die on the scaffold and ways do t» toe—so that other people
acy, but it was Peggy Shtypen, with a skill and
could not be defeated by force, resorted to
effrontery amazing in one so young, who carried
treachery to accomplish its ends. It was the idea
would realise, and you'd know they
of Lord Germain, British secretary of war, that
It out"
realized, how charming you are."
A more moderate view—one which takes a
some of the American leaders could be bought
"Perhaps I will sometime," said
oft and Clinton fell in with the scheme.
somewhat middle ground between these two exJoan.
"Only men are likely to misundertremes—is that of Randolph G. Adams, custodian
But the British plan to seduce American leadstand a girl's motives."
of the William L. Clements library of American
ers was getting nowhere until June, 1778, when
"And that" said Stanley, "was preHistory at. the University of Michigan, which acthe Continental forces again occupied Philadelcisely
the sort of thing yon woqW «*y.
quired the military papers of Sir Henry Clinton
phia and Gen. Benedict Arnold was made millBut dont you see. If yon dolled up,
a few years ago. Prom these papers Mr. Adams
tary governor of the city. Then, says Hulnesthey couldn't Because with your exbos pieced together the "Inside story" of Ar"By this time Peggy Shippen was deep in the
quisite taste, it wouldn't be obvious.
nold's treason and he says: "Historians have
Tory conspiracy. At least three times during the
They'd never even suspect It Will
usually acquitted Peggy Sblppen of any comwinter of 1777-78 she had carried important let
you do it sometime for my saker
plicity In her husband's treason, but the Clinton
ters from spies in Philadelphia to British agents
"Sometime," she said.
papers give many indications of another sror.v
In New York, Galloway and Germain determined
Stanley, utterly oblivions of the
It Is difficult now to avoid the conclusion that
to use her to break down Arnold. A patriot by
waiter, put his band over Joan'a.
Mrs. Arnold certainly handled some of the secret
early conviction. Arnold soon was led to f u v o r
dispatches, and that the same spies who carried
Peggy's family and their Tory friends. A mau
"The sometime will be when yon
the dispatches were also used to curry personal
originally of simple tastes, he was lured into exhave consented to be my wife." he
messages to Andre and the other British office/-s
said.
travagance by the pace set by the Shippen enebe bad known in Philadelphia."
tertainments, A widower, twenty years older
"And you won't ever tell me that I
In telling the story of the tragedy of Peju;\
tlian Peggy, he was flattered by her apparent
ought to make up my mind what I
preference for htiu. . . .
' and
Shippen Arnold one only has available a few
had left •„
want and then go out and get It—as
of her
—a very few, albeit—known facts over which
"In April, 1779, Arnold and Peggy were war
LeUvrt
you told me I ought to ask for a
there cao be no dispute and a larger number 01
rled. That she could have preferred thiu iauV
raise?"
other facts which are capable of different Inter
middle-aged Continental general to Andre is u,, t
"No, Joan," be said.' "Because If
pretations depending upon the writer's point or
conceivable. There Is evidence that It wua Andre
lUUe do e
you'd
ever gone out after things there
of
Be
*."
"
'
<»r
hi*
.
view towards the different actors in the drama
tk
I)or
not Arnold, whom she loved, and thut she pres
would never have been • chance of
persuading you to marry me."

the French
topping the c a t h d , i
e
6

brought down to £* '*»*
the men

tradition that w h ?
the cathedral ha
c
lols) could bn h
°q
passed from d00r toT'
of exacting tips ffodm00rh
and they did it As 7<
ft

torn has not
^Twlce in recent
cious.alpinist
has s
Ing pth

i
n
e8plny8urf f
as far as the rooster,
of ropes or scaffoldn
173L an innocent-lookta-'
obtained permission to
belTtower. Hedash
passed through1 an ope
highest platform before e 81
sexton could catch his breat h
ing like an ape from cltk
trf
crocked he finally reache™ «
ball of copper which capV
sonry. By a heroic and
cldal effort the a**'

.Once on top of the
was easy. He performed afc».
nasties to the awestruck WZ
below, and then boldly nnfi
the weathercock, strapped tt J
back and crawled down to f»
Irate sexton. By this time ,
population of Senlis was a |
horror-struck gallery inciadi
fortunately for the Intrepid,
the bailiff, who promptly cl«
in JalL
Church Hiitory
- The so-called "Babylonish (
Ity" 10 that period in the L
the church when, In the Poi
century, toe popes exiled)
lived at Avignon, under ]
tectlon, and Is BO called
their stay in France lasted TO'ji
corresponding to the period oil
Ish exile in Babylon.-KanBu(
Times.

Afercolized]

W COfctf-Itstfal nights, acuvc <

Trylt for conitipatioa.
cold*. See Wretrahed ypo ted.,
AtaudraggW-4

'Kidney
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FROM OUR OLD FILES

I

Suede Fleece Jackets
Windproof, waterproof, Cossack
style, zipper front

Overcoats
Either belted backs or belt all around styles

$15 $18 $20 $25
Extra value in medium weight cotton
' UNION SUITS, size 36 to 46
COTTON TURTLE NECK SWEATERS
for boys and girls

Men's Dress Shirts
PUBLIX, while present stock lasts
ARROW, sanforized shirts

$1.00
$1.95

Blanket Lined Jackets
HEAVY WEIGHT
MEDIUM WEIGHT
BOYS' HEAVY WEIGHT

$1.95
$1.65
$1.48

Work Shoes

HEMS' OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
October 15, 1903.
A new coal house is being built
back of the Masonic Temple.
Mrs. B. D. Forshay visited with
relatives in Des Moines this week.
Jesse Deeming has his hand tied
up, the result of having had it burned with a rope.
Miss Vera Hook was the guest of
friends in Marne from Friday afternoon until Sunday.
Hamilton Campbell and family have
moved to town and are now settled
in their pleasant residence property
on Rose Hill Avenue.
Dee Bell left Anita Monday morning for Greeley, Colorado, where he
has secured a position in one of the
beet sugar factories.
The funeral of L. D. Pearson, Sr.
was held at Highland church last
Thursday. The remains were laid to
rest in the Bowen cemetery.
Guy Lattig entertained sixteen
friends at his home last evening at
flinch party.
Guy goes to Des
Moines Saturday to enter C. C. C.
college.
M. P. Conway left yesterday for
Bloomington, Illinois, where he goes
to close up a deal he recently made,
exchanging Missouri land for property in Bloomington.
C. E. Townsend will open his new
feed barn for business Monday. This
will meet a long felt want of the
farmers, furnishing a place to tie
their teams while trading in town.
W. E. Sisler returned Saturday
evening from Blackfoot, Idaho, where
he has been since the first of the
year. Will's appearance would indicate that his sojourn in the west
agreed with him.
A big automobile rolled through
town Wednesday morning about 7:30
ovclock. The horseless carriage attracted a lot of attention and everyone who heard about it hustled down
town to see it. An automobile in
these parts is indeed a strange creature.
FACTS WORTH KNOWING.
A Navy seaplane was the first airraft to fly across the Atlantic Ocean.
The NC-4, piloted by Lt.-Commander
Read, Sew from Newfoundland to Lisbon, Portugal, in May, 1919.
The Santa Maria, Columbus' flagship, could be placed athwartships on
the battleship Colorado with four feet
to spare.
On every cruiser and battleship of
the U. S. Navy there are from two
to six airplanes. These planes are
launched at flying speed from cata-i
pults.
The first Americans taken prisoners
by the Germans in the World War
were five Navy men. While acting
as members of armed guard of the
S. S. Campana, that ship sunk about
150 miles from the French coast and
these men were taken prisoners after
an engagement that lasted more than
four hours.
'
Admiral Farragut was given command of a ship at the age of twelve
years. He entered the Navy at the
age of nine.
The propellers of a modern battleship weigh about 30 tons.
The gas bags which hold the helium
gas of opr dirigible Macon is made
of skins from the linings of cow's
stomachs.
Each year two naval officers are
sent to Japan to learn the Japanese
language.

Men's Work Shoes
$1.98 to $3.75
HI-CUTS, leather sole and heel, 16-inch top.. .$4.50
BOYS' HI-CUTS
$2.45 to $3.75

Roe Clothing Co.
Selling For CASH, and Selling For LESS.

STATEMENT
B. D. Forshay,
of the ownership, management, cir- (My commission expires July 4, 1936.)
culation, etc., required by the act of
Miss Mabel Yarman of Omaha -was
Congress of August 24, 1912, of the
Tribune, published weekly, at Anita, a week end visitor in the city at the
home of Mrs. Dosha Scholl.
Iowa, for October 1, 1933.
State of Iowa, Cass County, ss.
Jacob Swartz, 72, a brother of Ben
Before me, a notary public in and
Swartz
of this city, passed away a
for the State and county aforesaid,
personally appeared W. F. Budd, who, few days ago at his home in Kehaving been duly sworn according to wanee, Illinois.
law, deposes and says that he is the
The October term of court at Audeditor of the Tribune, and that the
ubon
will open on the 24th. with the
following is, to the best of his knowledge and belief, a true statement of grand jurors called for that day anc
the ownership, management (and if a the petit jurors for the 25th: Judge
daily paper, the circulation), etc., of Earl Peters will preside. Basil Marthe aforesaid publication for the date tin is the only petit juror from Audushown in the above caption, required bon township.
by the Act of Congress of August 24,
Hank Shafer of Eldora, Hardin
1912, embodied in section 443, Postal county, has reached the age of 82
Laws and Regulations, printed on the despite 82 accidents, any one o:
reverse of this form, to-wit:
which would have been sufficient to
Lester Balding and wife were vis1. That the names and addresses kill an ordinary man. Now Shafer's
of the publisher, editor, managing friends call him "the man who can't itors in the city Friday afternoon.
editor, and business managers are:
be killed." He has been struck by Mr. Balding is owner of the Economy
Publisher, W. F. Budd, Anita, Iowa. lightning three times, rescued from Shoe Co. in Atlantic.
Editor, W. F. Budd, Anita, Iowa.
drowning after going down three
Managing Editor, W. F. Budd, times, buried in a coal disaster, fallen
Anita, Iowa.
from a high trestle, been blown into
Business Manager, W. F. Budd, the air by an explosion, crushed unAnita, Iowa.
der 6,000 pounds of clay, fallen 25
That the owners are:
feet from a cliff, been dragged Voss Manufacturing Co.
"IF IT'S M'ADE OF WOOD,
W. F. Budd, Anita, Iowa, and H. L. through a barbed wire fence by a
WE CAN MAKE IT."
Bell, Anita, Iowa.
runaway horse, and last, but not
602-4 E. 3rd. St.
That the known bondholders, mort- least, came through a serious autogages, and other security holders own mobile accident. To top it all he had
Swan, Martin & Martin
ing or holding 1 per cent or more of a paralytic stroke last fall and came
Attorneys-at-Law
total amount of bonds, mortgages, or through alive and apparently in
General
Law Business Transacted
other securities are:
good health at the age of 82. He deNone.
pends on the charm that seems to
Ask For
W. F. BUDD, Editor.
protect his life to carry him past the
Cloverbloom Ice Cream
Sworn to' and subscribed before me century mark. And wine people trip
The Cream Supreme
this 9th. day of October, 1933.
over sticks and kill themselves.
At Most Dealers

ATLANTIC BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

:~XK~X<K»X~H~HK~X~H~X^~X~HK~K»

Help Fire Prevention Week

»1»

Zurfluh Greenhouses

Cut Flowers, Funeral Designs and
Plants of All Kinds.
8th. & Pine Sts.
phone 669

Check your heating plant.
Osborne-Tomlinson
Inspect and repair chimneys.
Funeral Home
Repair or renew roofs.
Sixth & Oak Streets
Phone 397
Est. 1866
Ambulance Service
Clean the attic and basement of any old
rags or papers.
Roland, PeacoclT&ljalxter
Haul all rubbish away and above allFuneral Directors
do not store gasoline in your home. •{• All calls answered promptly day or
L\p not overlook any fire hazard.
$ ^ mght, regardless of distance.
BULLOCK'SI

ROB'T. SCOTT

Southwest Iowa's Foremost
Department Store.

ANITA LUMBER CO.
Phone*: Office 20; Re*. 11
We Give and Expect a Square Deal

Atlantic Sheet Metal Works
Guy Fulks, Prop.
Heating and Ventilating
Expert Radio Repairing

4 CENTRAl!cHURCH OF CHRIST 4
4
Elwyn Andrews, Minister.
f
444444444444444'
No creed but Christ,
No book but the Bible,
No name but the Divine.
Bible School at 10:00 a. m. C, T
Zastrow, Supt; Anita TOtte, Asst.
Communion service at 11:00 a. m.
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m.
Evening service at 7:30 o'clock.
Ladies aid will meet Thursday at
the church.
Basket dinner this next Lord s day,
Oct. 15. Pass the word along.
Come to church each Sunday evening
prepared to give a verse of scrip6
.... :»
T „*'= be
Ka Bible
HiMp
ture and. give
it. Let's
lovers, talkers and practitioners. Read
with us salvation and be profited.
The church is starting a new program for the coming year. Let every
one stand fast in the faith and lend
a hand to help others.
Make this, the Church of Our Lord
Jesus Christ, your headquarters inj
Anita. You will never be sorry if you j
do. You can be always assured a .
welcome here. Come over and see
US! Come over and help us!
4
4
4

LINCOLN CENTER
COMMUNITY CHURCH
Elwyn Andrews, Minister.

*
+
4

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4j4 4'4

Specials
^—«————
Cabbage

I Beans ™?$?™ 4 Ibs, 19C
Ct^tvi^vftfciivwi pore country gal. j%«%
9Ol gilUlil' finest quality can VQC

Husking Gloves ^rM^ $1.39 *
Cranberries
Starch
15<
Peanut Butter ,£** 2lc
I Pan. Flour Gooch's or 1-2-3 *»•
23c
ICorn Flakes large
KELLOGG'S
size—2 for*'

Church Services at 10:00 a. m.
Bible School at 11:00 a. m., with
Walter Storer as superintendent.
Ladies aid meets this week on Friday.
We have started our study of Corinthians and we want all to take advantage of the study.
Paul faced]
some very modern problems and made j
an attempt at their solution, and if (
we follow carefully we can find the)
result of his efforts. As those prob-,
lems are ours, his solution is also |
ours. We are not injecting our set(
hobbies nor theories but endeavor!
to find the truth and principles upon
which Paul worked. You are morer
than welcome here. We want you and
we'll do our best to make you feel
at home. Come and see.

1(

f

White or Yellow
fresh ground 5-lbs.
Fine Cured, lean
half or whole sfcb-4b.
BROWN BEAUTY IL 4
groiiiid to order lw« 1
Thompson Seedless

Corn Meal

Coffee
Raisins

I

4444444444444444
The youth program last Sunday
4
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
4
4444444444444444 was well rendered, and was greatly
"Doctrine of Atonement" will be appreciated by all present. These
the subject of the Lesson-Sermon in youth programs are part of our
all Churches of Christ, Scientist, on monthly schedule for the coming season. We invite your interest and coSunday, October 15.
The Golden Text is from II Corin- operation in all -of the activities and
thians 5:18, "All things are of God, programs of this church.
The senior ladies aid will hold
who hath reconciled us to himself by
Jesus Christ, and hath given to us their regular weekly all day meeting
Thursday at the home of Mrs. Isabell
the ministry of reconciliation."
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo- Joy. A 12:30 o'clock dinner will be
tations from the Bible and from the served to the public. Plan to attend.
Choir rehearsal Thursday evening.
Christian Science textbook, "Science
and Health with Key to the Scrip- Junior choir at 7:30 and Senior choir
at 8:00. All members of both choirs
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
One of the Bible citations reads: are urged to attend.
The junior todies will hold a penny
"For if, when we were enemies, we
were reconciled to God by the death benefit carnival Friday evening at the
of his Son, much more? being recon- church. Some of the features will be
ciled, we shall be saved by his life. a real moving picture show, an art
And not only so, but we also joy in gallery, fortune telling, fish pond and
God through our Lord Jesus Christ, jotner features will be the program
evening.
Nothing over 8c.
by whom we have now received the
Come, bring your pennies and enjoy
atonement" (Rom. 5:10, 11).
Among the selections from the an evening of real fun with a futmy
Christian Science textbook is the fol- crowd.
lowing: "Jesus aided in reconciling
CARD"OP"THANKS.
man to God by giving man a truer
sense of Love, the divine Principle of
We wish to express our heartfelt
Jesus' teachings, and this truer sense
thanks
to our neighbors and friends
of Love redeems man from the law of
matter, sin, and death by the law of for your kindness and sympathy in
Spirit—the law of divine Love" (n our great sorrow; also for the beautiful floral offerings.
19).
Mr. and Mrs. T, A. Bell
and Family.
444444444444*444
Mr. Ben Swartz.
*
M. E. CHURCH NOTES
4
+•
Monroe J. Rarick, Pastor.
4
S. P.-Nasser returned home Tues4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 day from a few days' visit at the
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Dr. world's fair in Chicago.
C. H. Johnson, General Supt.
Edith King's class will present the
A meeting of the K. P. lodge wiL
special feature in the school next j be held this evening. Lunch will be
Sunday morning.
served following the close of lodge.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
Epworth League at 6:30 p. MI. J. W. O'Hara, deputy game warden
Leader, Dorothy Suiter. Topic, "How for 'Cass, Adair and Guthrie counshall I know what to believe?"
ties, has built a sample feeding hatch
Evening worship at 7:30 o'clock.
j for quails at the rear of the BaraChoir rehearsal following the morn- ! h°Wt & Black service station. He
ing worship hour.
invites the public to call and inspect
The senior division of the ladies it.
aid society will serve a good dinner
for 25c in the dining room of the
church on Wednesday evening at 6-30
o'clock, with a social hour to follow
This meeting is open to the public,
WITH VALUES
Come and enjoy the evening with
your friends.
Economy Shoe Co.
SIZES AND WIDTHS TO PIT
The W. H. M. S. will meet with
Mrs. Fred Dittman on Thursday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
A meeting of the official board is
called f or Thursday evening. BusiB. B. CAMPBELL
ness of importance. All officers are
Phydciaa and Surgeo*
urged to be present.
Office in Campbell block over
Clardy'a Hardware. Residence
4444444444
44 4 4
t blocks north of M. B. church.
4
CHURCH 4
Calls promptly attended day
4 CONGREGATIONAL
E. L. Anderson, Minister
4.
or night

Saying It

(The

1!

WANT Al
SEE HARTLEY'S forwagonli
washing machines and mm i

tors.
WE HAVE special bargain j
on safety razors and Wades, ill
Neff's Hardware.
Oil Meal, Tankage,
10 and Protex Mineral, and is
feeds.
tf
.
Hartley's
Phillips Gas and Oili;
Lunch—Day and
C. H. Morrison,
FOB SALE- OR TRAffiB*

truck with Rux-steel ade.
LW.l
Itp
FOR SALE:—Fancy
60c per bushel. Bert Dai
3 miles south, U mile
FOB SALE:—Chickens or#»
alive o* dressed. Alive
ad 18c. Phone 151 R 41.
Parker.
;SALE:-Used, J
heaters. Also a couple of oil"
Johnson Plumbing and HeiWJ
Phone 12.
FOE SALE:—Nine cows i

en calves.
Itp

Mrs. Alice i

SPECIAL Remington ?J
knives for $1.00. Otto
low as 26c. Neff's HardffW^
FOB SALE:—
lets. Germo Form for
sen Hatchery and
FOE SALE OB
Pontiac sedan; 1929
1027 Chevrolet sedan;
Knight Six coach.
W. Shaffer & Son,
. .
IMAGINE a show so w ^
a star in every part'- •" j
such a show-then come to ;
and see it Sat or
HEATING stoves,
and ranges, at price".
day's market, Neff's
after our
terests in Anita and vfe»
plan enable*.you to «
,
of the hundreds ot « ^i
this vicinity each «
j.
Guaranteed lowes
iOdicals, domestic
_ growing and pern
^
whole or spare time. ^^
COTTHELL !««•• y
North Cohocton

Church With a Heart and
an Open Mind.)
* 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4- 4
ANITA
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock
ANITA PTOIP 00.
kmal appropriate music.
Serni<&
Plumbing wid Hot Air Heating.
subject, "Peter The Rock "
Ground oats
Pump., Mill*, Tank*.
Youth Forum at 6:30 p. m. Topi
Oata hulled .
Plmnofllflr GiWBQttV*
A Philosophy of Life that works"
com
Pump
u4
Mill
Wot*
Don*.
All young people invited.
Come in and figon with ma.
Sacred concert at 7:30 p. ro. by the
Pint door wwt of

JTHE^rmBUNE. ANITA, IOWA.
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UNTERRIFIED

OUR COMIC SECTION
NOT
FEED

)AFING

WORTH ,T:

bould Cull 'Flocks to Hold
Expenses Down.

Pointed Interrogation

HALLO! MERE'S *
iNtREPiD BREAD— IS •DIMMER
READY?

explorers of South America
lie ancestors : of the modern
' duck tfiere In the wild state.
|to mate them with other breeds
Bit; they were a distinct spe, the matlngs produced sterile
''.prey were known as Wild
ics and also as Brazilian
hey, made their homes, in the
bes and . lowlands, and
I batched their young in1 high
|Bittention was given to them
(>iiii 1870. Since then they
distributed quite widely
i world. In Europe and Amer| nave. been bred with care and
• reproduce to form and' color
f h>r exhibition, Females have
to be kind and tractable.
3er two years can be conwhen they get older they
to, children; and, especially
i breeding season, will attack
d even animals savagely, if
i* provoked, or disturbed in

Manager—Martin says he can't
live on Ms salary.
Proprietor—Nobody can, but everybody does.
TWIN SOULS

Overwhelmed

"I see you have stopped talking
"When the Judge ruled that Bjones about your rheumatism."
had to pay alimony, how did he feel
"Had to try too many remedies."
about it?"
—Louisville Courier-Journal.
"Chagrined."
"And how aid his wife feel about
Didn't Need To
It?"
"Did you ever attend a school for
"She grinned."—Pathfinder Maga- stuttering?"
zine.
"N-no, I J-J-Just p-plcked it up."

quit!
PO Ntot/ ALw/AVS
A

A OUESTiOM?

N-19*

WHAT DO YOU MEAN
...YOU'LL GIVE ME
EXTRA HELP WITH
MY WASH ?

FINNEY OF THE FORCE

Showing Discretion

. MUR.R-1
A V«M>

STKMSBT

They Have To

POfJ'f YoLl
'ISX You
KME-W?

Lt present prices for poultry and
Lltry products eliminate all bens
0t lay Jost enough eggs to pay feed
'its.
• v ';.
• ••• •
i that lay from six to nine eggs
nonth cannot make money tot the
owner at present fatm prices
I should be killed, sold or canned,"
C. 3. Manpln, poultry extension
lallst at.North, Carolina State col"Such hens will eat more .feed
„ their total mjtrket value and
uid be taken from the flock in .orto lower feed.: coats, and increase
quality and production of those
fo left m,the flock.". .
,
tor proper colling, especially where
OHO] THE LADS'
I flock contains 60 or more hens,
CHOOSES TO Be
i forrt of catching coop should be
—DOES
fided. Such a coop can be made of
or Just a/frame covered with
SHE SUGGEST
and should fit the poultry house
SHE PeSIRES MET<3
so that the hens can be driven
A (SUESSiMCr
(• it without injury. With such a
the toultrymen can cull at any
tot the year. • ' ' • • . • .-•' ' . •
|opln advises that close attention
be given to the breeding males as
VlU determine, to a large extent,
at made from pullets hatched
Jsed next year. Old male birds
not be needed next year 01
| cockerehv-that are not developshould be removed from
1
'Where possible, one or two
cockerels Should be secured
apnested flocks.

tes o£ Muscovy Duck
jui South Americ^

"A number of your fellow townsmen are waiting to see you," said the
secretary.
"I'm glnd of that," said Senator
Sorghum. "I war* them to see that
hard as this Job is becoming I'm still
Industrious and unscared."

MB IS! —

oMcer iiJ A
\flHILE

IMTWO HELPERS
IN ONE...GOLDEN
SOAP AND NAPTHA
INSTEAD OF
SOAP ALONE

HB

IT AtROUMO
HOLLERS UK»

SHlLlftB - SHUBB

PUTTS IT. IN MIS
POCKET
TMAT

AS, rlB
<3UM «N H»S POCKET
ARB'ST H«M
A CONCBAUBP

FOR.

AW/HILE ——

Two lively helpers in one BIG bar.
Good golden soap and plenty of
dirt-loosening naptha —that's
Fels-Naptha!
A busy team that gives you eitra
help—easier washdays—clothes BO
clean and sweet it's a joy to hang
them outt

rial, wild specimens were
Stlrely black. Other colors
^developed. Some offspring
like the Blue Swedish
said to have resulted
1
white and colored sped-

Change to Fela-Naptha Soap—
get some at your grocer's. Find out
yourself that it's gentle to hands—*
and that it does a grand job in the
old-fashioned tub or in a new type
of machine; in hot, lukewarm or cool water; whether
you soak or boil clothes.
You'll like Fcla-Naptha! K

feast for Hens
.fermented laying mash as
f to the regular mash and
coastal plain experiment
North Carolina, laid more
I hens fed the regular laying
,; grain. There was very lit-.
' cost from feeding the fer-

V '•' V

nted' maah was made by
cakes of yeast to ten
mash and 'adding enough
to make the mixture1 fairThls mash was allowed to
'hours, then the birds were
•would eat in a half hour,
that ate the fermented
regular mash and scratch
18,896 eggs; those eating
Iregular mash and grain, 15,-

ffl Weitern N»w«pnper union

NOT WANTED

SHARPS AND FLATS

OR A BUCKET

•o*

1

dozen for feed-was 12 cents
aented mash was used, 11.9
at Birds that had feruaah. ate more mash, more
iese birds were better in aptand had higher vitality when
ng test was completed.—NaJournal.

Jet Rid of Lice

Caddy—I got that ball we lost this
method of ridding hens of morning, sir. Got it from a small
been developed wherein nlco- kidhate is applied to each bird
Golfer—Good. I'll band you what
nail oQ can or medicine drop- 'you gave him for It.
Caddy—No thanks! I gave him a
drops of this liquid are
beneath the vent One .punch in the eye.
: the material will treat more
hens. The treatment will
COMBINATION
[several weeks, and contrary
' belief, the nicotine sulphate
lister the akin. Another and
aon method of using this maf to spray the perches.

HEADACHE? NERVOUS?
-PERHAPS IT'S CAFFEIN!
"Yes, mum. 1 was once quite a muFirst Politician—At tne foot of the
sician and I guess I ain't forgot all ticket we want somebody with a
barrel.
about it yet"
Second Politician—Nobody witb a
"Indeed 1 Well take an ax and chop
a few cords out of that wood pile barrel seems to want the honor.
First Politician—Well, can you loback of you."
cate somebody with a keg?

STARS AND STRIPES

SUGAR-COATED

nerves to over-activity... cause indigestion and
rob you of sleep.
Drink Postum instead.You will find it satisfies
your craving for coffee — without coffee's ill
effects.

For Postum contains no caffein. Postum is
•imply whole wheat and bran moistened with a
small amount of molasses end roasted to bring
out the rich, full-bodied flavor. Try itl Your grocer can supply you. A product of General Foods.
• "For inonthi I bed not b*cfi my uiual idf. I w»» CTOM.
Irritable. I decided to give up nffc>a beverage*. *nd Uy
Pcxtum. I WM pleMWtly turptued «t it* tute, and before many dayi had pawed my DCTVOUKKH disappeared
and my apiriti revived." Mr*. M*rt*t»t Ridft, 7
Bd&xrood Rofd, SofttdmJf, Now York.

We Form in Fowls
irfectlon of table form in fowls
F in fancy roasting chickens,
[.roasjer I* one that ifl meaty
that is marketed when it
development (after which
a
lose quality); and that
I on the table can be carved
( meet the last requirement
»t have a broad straight back,
Blll-l ve Just acquired a combined
shoulders, straight in the
carpet sweeper and talking machine.
li wide at the Wps—with the
L *vel. gucn a blrd wlll u,
Bob—Married, ehl
• Platter.

FTEN the cause of jumpy nerves lies hi a
common mealtime drink—in coffee.
OCoffee
contains caffein—a drug that can whip

Postum

"THERE'S A REASON"
Bess-Jack ims an awful Hand grasp.
When tie proposed he squeezed my
hand BO liurd It fiiirly ached.
Toiu-i'erhaps lie uieunt It for an
engagement ring.

Is It thur writers and poets
ulwuys refer in peace aa 'sweel
pence1 V"
••] suppose It Is l>eftiuse peace suoulfl
always be uresurved."

THE

We Have Been Talking

Blankets
This weektwe have added a few numbers to our
,e that are slightly imperfect, the imperfection is
sniall that in some cases it is hardly noticeable.
Every blanket that is imperfect is marked so
id if you buy a blanket from us you need not fear
but that you will get exactly what you pay for.
If you are going to need blankets we invite you
¥ come in and took ovar the line. There will be no
jiard feelings if yon don't buy.

H. J. Schneider
A DEPENDABLE STORE
(Successor to J. E. Stnhr.)

AS A MATTER OF

FACT

ANITA

TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1933.

Miss Winona Kyle spent Saturday
Azel S. Ames was a business caller
and Sunday at the Rev. L. T. Proc- in Des Moines Friday.
tor home at Carson.
Mrs. Hattie Wiese and daughter,
Rex Harmon and wife of Creston Miss Dorothy, were Des Moines viswere visitors in the city one day last itors last Thursday.
week with C. A. Pool and wife
M. C. Hutchison and wife are
Mr. and Mrs. Will H. Harrison and spending the week with relatives and
family of Des Moines were Sunday friends at Kewanee, Illinois.
guests of Mick Forshay and family.
E. E. Barnholdt and James Rickel
Wellington Drevelow, wife and
children of Omaha spent Sunday in were looking after business matters
the city, guests of Joe Vctter and in Des Moines last Thursday.
family.
Miss Roma Hockenberry of Exira
Miss Lilith Baker had as her guests spent a few days the first of the week
dyer Sunday her cousins, the Misses j at the home of her uncle, C. W,
Hockenberry and wife, in Lincoln
Partha and Helen Williamson of township.
Earlham.
M. C. Hansen and wife of -St.
The regular October meeting of
Joseph, Missouri, were week end visObedience Lodge, No. 380, A. F. &
itors in the city with his mother,
A. M., was held atsthe Masonic TemMrs. O. C. Hanson, and with other
ple on Tuesday evening.
relatives and friends.

- - - . - • - - » " • » •- V^T *"»r'»r~«'TrVTrWV

ANITA
Sat.-Sun.

Rialto
THEATRE
Oct. 14-15

She Offered Him EVERYTHING
Her Heart...Her Hand...and Her Husband!
Poor devil, his heart was breaking—and
he never even suspected it until this
dizzy blonde tripped out of his past and
insisted on being his future—whether he
(iked it or not! See the merriest romantic
mixup in years as he tries to tell her—

HEADQUARTERS for furnace reWill Hi Suplee, wife and son, Rex,
pairs; stove and furnace pipe made of Almena, Kansas, are spending the
to order. Johnson Plumbing and week in the city with his parents,
Heating Shop. Phone 12.
W. A. Suplee and wife, and with
other relatives and friends.
Ernest Wagner, who is teaching
school at Treynor, Iowa, spent SatPort Burkhart, who had been visiturday and Sunday in the city with his ing here with relatives and friends,
parents, J. A. Wagner and wife.
left Friday morning for Chicago to
attend the world's fair before returnR. M. Dunham and wife of Burbank, ing to his home in Eldorado, ArkanCalifornia, are spending the week in sas.
Anita with her sister, Mrs. J. D.
Peterson. Mr. and Mrs. Dunham
Fred Yager and wife, Roy Edwards
lived in Anita at one time, leaving and family and Claire Yager and
here about ten years ago.
family of Viola Center visited in the
An all day meeting was held last city Sunday at the home of their
Wednesday by the members of the brother and uncle, Chas. E. Campbell
Ladies Union club at the home of and family.

BROADWAY'S
YEAR-LONG LAUGH HITwHH
Tax collections for 1932 are coming
in much better than anticipated, reJOAN
BLONDELL
Onpe a scientific curiosity, electricity is now a
ports County Treasurer L. A. BreelGENEVIEVE
TOBIN
iational necessity.
ing. The treasurer's office has colWARREN
WILLIAM
lected a total of $505,504.75 out of the
W A L L A C E
F O R D
It is always available—whenever and however
total
of $717,676.41 collectable.
A meeting of the Anita Literary
HELEN CHANDLER
»u desire to use it.
^,
Club will be held on Thursday afRUTH DONNELLY
At her home in Lincoln township
f
ternoon at 2:30 o'clock'at the home last Thursday, Mrs. R. N. Way was
A fml National
It has become so commonplace that it is acof Mrs. Mary Reed on Rose H511 Ave- hostess to the members of the HelpPicture
epte$ liy you "as a matter of fact."
nue. M!rs. Kathryn Main will have a ing Hand club of Lincoln Center. The
paper on "Modern American Auth- ladies quilted during the afternoon.
f people realize the constant attention to
ors" and Mrs. Zate Biggs will have Lunch was served by the hostess.
&, /the vast army of workers and the trea review on "Obscure Destinies."
|eiidous Investment and expense that is necesGov. Clyde Herring was in Anita
F. W. Stager and wife, Mrs. John for a short time Friday afternoon,
make this service available.
Schaake and C. E. Parker spent Sun- greeting as many of his friends as
day at Ejccelsior Springs, Missouri, was possible in the limited time he
ptig this^avaflability that forms a major item
where Mir. Schaake is receiving treat- could spare. The Governor is very
tihe cost of electricity.
ment for rheumatism. John's many optomistic as to better conditions in
| friends here will be pleased to learn the near future.
that he is getting along very nicely,
and will be able to return home
"Laughter in every degree, from,
soon.
the
snicker and the chuckle to the
!«=••*.
full-lunged guffaw that shakes the
Herman Meinhold of Stromsburg, diaphragm and sends vest buttons
Special Added Attractions
>WA COMPANY ^ OWNED AND OPERATED BY IOWANS
Nebraska, has bought the 200 acre bouncing down theatre aisles," is one
farm belonging to Mrs. Chas. E. critic's comment on "Goodbye Again,"
Faulkner, and occupied at present by feature attraction at the Rialto
L. W. Martin and family. He gets
in Anita on Saturday and
and Answers. justmerit in wages" should be made possession the first of next March, Theatre
UNIVERSAL NEWS with GRAHAM McNAMEE
Sunday evenings.
when 48-hour limit is exceeded.
at which time he will move here. Mr.
POPULAR ADMISSION
lOc and Z5c
Q. May tips and gratuities be inexpected to sign PRA
Meinhold is a brother of 'Mrs. E. L.
A
covered
dish
dinner
was
enjoyed
of compliance in the cluded in figuring wage ?
Anderson.
at 7:30 o'clock last Thursday evening
^organization owning sever- A. No, in no case.
by the members of the Double Eight
The Eastern Stars held a meeting
H. L. Bell and wife went to Chicago
Q. Is a private detective (not a Mrs. Isaac Brown was hostess last
orea in the same city?
Bridge club at the home of Mr. and at the Masonic Temple on Monday last Friday where they are spending
in each instance, watchman employed by a detective Friday afternoon to the members of Mrs. Ben Kirkham, north of the city.
evening.
the week at the Century of Progress.
the employees under his agency) a professional person, there- the Friday bridge club at the home Besides the members, other guests
fore exempt from maximum hours'as of her mother, Mrs. Hansine Johnson,
Henry Maduff, wife and two sons
were Maurice Turner and wife, Leo
The Misses Cleaves Laun and Lillia
(factory watchmen subject to specified in paragraph 2 of the Presi- on Rose Hill Avenue. Guests were Cochran and wife, Mrs. Thorle Robi- were Sunday visitors with relatives Lentfer left Friday evening for ChiMrs. George Shaffer, Mrs. Azel S. son and Mrs. Alfred Dement. The at Auburn, Nebraska,
Iprovisiona of other factory dent's Reeraployment Agreement?
cago, where they spent two days at
when the approved subati- A. If receiving salary of more than Ames, -Mrs. Eric Osen and Mrs. Chas. evening was spent in playing bridge.
the Century of Progress.
At the meeting of the Rebekah
:luded watchmen from the $35 a week and necessarily working E. Faulkner. Mrs. Fred M. Sheley
continuously
on
-the
same
case,
he
is
lodge
Friday evening, plans were
won
the
high
score
for
the
afternoon.
Teachers
of
Benton
township
held
Farm prices are rising faster than
|hpur requirements but state
in this class. Otherwise he is not, and
their regular meeting Friday after- made for the district convention of Gambles.
Tires 40 to 45% off
rwage provisions?
for such continuous work should reAt the meeting of the Women's i noon at Benton school No. 1 when the lodges in Cass and Audubon standard list. Tubes, 69c up. Supernen are exempt from ceive time and one third above the Foreign Missionary Society of the M.
the teacher, Miss Noami Hensley, had counties which will be held in Anita, Active auto batteries, $5.89 ex| hours under certain approvminimum rate provided in paragraph E. church, held last Thursday after- charge of the program on "Education on Thursday, October 26.
change and up. Hot water neatons, but they are subject 5.
noon at the home of Mrs. C. T. Wind- Advertisements to Send for and Their
ers, $5.95. All Gamble Stores. It
wages under PRA if no
Floyd Gissibl and family, Merle
Q. Are employees of greenhouses er, officers for the coming year were Use in the Schoolroom." Plans for
schedule is provided in obliged to work under the Blue elected. Those elected were Mrs. , the township spelling contest also Turner and family, Clifford Holladay
The members of the LANB dinner
C. W. Crandall, president; Mrs. Prank' we~re" discussed." The "hostess served a|? n d fami) y. M™:. Myra Turner, Miss and bridge club enjoyed a covered
Eagle?
I hours of a delivery man for
A. Yes; except on farms.
Bontrager, vice president; Mrs. George | delicious luncheon. The next session Neva Turner, Miss Margaret Moore dish dinner last Thursday evening afc
limited; if not, must he be
Denne, recording secretary; and Mrs., \s scheduled to be held on Friday and Mike Wahlert were visitors one 7:00 o'clock at the home of Mr. and
iime in excess of overtime
Merle Wilson left this week for Mary Reed, corresponding secretary. afternoon, November 3, with Mrs. day last week at Corning at the home Mrs. G. C. Nobljtt on Walnut Street.
i
of Vernon Cannon and wife.
Following the dinner the evening
Vermillion, South Dakota, where he and treasurer. The lesson study for j Mildred Frederick at school No. 3.
ile VI, section 3, approved is & medical student at the University the afternoon was given by Mrs. Mary
was spent in playing bridge, at which
Dale Dressier, accompanied by B. R.
ns to PRA for food and of South 'Dakota.
James G. Whitney, president of the
high scorers were Mrs. G. M. Adair
Reed.
Gochanour,
drove
to
Scottsbluff,
Nestributing industries, proWhitney Loan and Trust Co. in Atand Walter F. Budd.
braska, last week and brought back
|maximum weekly hours for
Mrs. Flavia Hook, 92, a well known j Mrs. Frank Petersen was pleasant- lantic, announced a few days ago that a truck load of
Prices, grown on
nen. However, under para- and long time resident of Anita, is ly surprised at her home south of | the Whitney Bank will release the iland
belonging to Chas. Dressier. The
of PRA, "appropriate ad- suffering from an attack of heart | Anita last Wednesday evening when final 20 per cent of the three year-1
time certificates, or 10 per cent of the i Potatoes are very choice, and Mr.,
trouble and a cold.
I several of her neighbors, with well j
filled baskets, called to spend the! total deposits in the bank at the time Dressler is finding ready sale for
them.
Mrs. Catherine Pieken, mother of j evening and to enjoy a 7:00 o'clock it went under operation of the trust
dinner.
The
party
was
in
honor
of
agreement
plan,
on
Thursday
of
this
Mrs. Martin Brehmer, is sick at the ;
C. M-. Tomlinson of the OsborneBrehmer home in Lincoln township' Mrs. Petersen's birthday. The even- week. Approximately $95,000 will be Tomlinson funeral home in Atlantic,
Will pay a subscription to
ing was spent with cards and visiting. released to depositors. With the re- was elected president of the Cass
with gall bladder trouble.
OP fTYLE
The
Tribune from now until
Those present were Howard Gissibl j lease of the final 20 per cent of the County Funeral Directors Association,
June
1, 1934, for any teacher,
and
family,
Glen
Soper
and
family,
j
time
certificates,
the
bank
will
have
The annual party of the Methodist
which was organized a few days ago.
or
student
at college. Send
decradle roll was held at the church Floyd Gissibl and family, Edgar paid approximately $48J,000 to
The association was organized in comyour boy or girl the home paper
IOPERLY PITTED
Petersen
and
family,
Roy
Scholl
and
positors.
Saturday afternoon, being in charge
pliance with the NRA code as submitwhile they are away at school.
of the superintendent, Mrs. Albertfamily, Merle Turner and family,
ted
by the National 'Funeral Directors
at
It will be just like "a letter
Everything is so plain and nice.
Mrs.
Myra
Turner,
Miss
Neva
TurnKarns. Forty mothers and their
from home." It will reach them
The NRA program, and the pig stick-) Association. Other officers elected
babies were present. The afternoon er, Joe Gissibl and Mike Wahlert.
on Friday of each week. This
ing program, the processing of this were Chester A. Long of Anita, viceThe
guest
of
honor
was
the
recipwas spent socially, after which a!
president, and L. M. Hodges of Cutntway they will be able to keep
and
that.
Someone
has
put
the
bee
berland, secretary and treasurer.
lunch was served. A picture of the ient of several nice presents.
ATLANTIC, IOWA.
in touch with the news and
on Johnson for he husn't said much
mothers and babies were taken.
events of their home town, and
In the $4,000 damage action of for sometime. Then the tradesman
they will get a great amount of
A. A. Armentrout of Anita against or merchant is told to pay more
news which would be imposG. M. Chaffee of Atlantic, Judge wages, not charge any more, and not • i Better Shoes For Less
sible to write in a personal letHomer A. Fuller handed down a run his business at a loss. Some are ; ; NOTHING — $3.98 — OVER
ter. Don't delay. SUBSCRIBE
directed verdict in favor of the de- doing a good job of it, taking more
NOW!
fendant in the Cass county district men in at the front door where the
Atlantic
court a few days ago. Armentrout camera is, and letting them out at i
brought the action on grounds of al- the back door where the camera
leged malicious and excessive attach- aint. All of this assures the farmer
T LOAF, 3 pounds
?5c ment of his property by Chaffee, when a good market for his corn and hogs
he was living .on the Chaffee farm at some price. Very plain. If you
;ON SQUARES, per pound
JJc
;
west of Anita. The judge ruled that don't think so, get your code book
in slab, per pound
> . . . . i « c i .the
of the landlord's attachment and look it up. Roosevelt or John9c
HAMS, per pound
* was levy
invalid and that the sheriff did son or Wallace or someone else says
Try one of these Picnic Hams.
not take actual possession of the pro- so. Look it up. In the meantime
perty and also that the landlord's our code suys, good work at the lowlease contained a chattel mortgage est possible prices and things and reon the property and for that reason pairs that you wunt as you want them
an excessive levy would not be ob- is about the best anyone can do.
Millurd'a, West Main Street.
jectional.
W4^«fr<^*<<^<^*<-fr««<^X«X«'X"X'<*<">'H'<'<~X~>
Mrs. H. U. Shannon in Lincoln township. A two course dinner was served
by the hostess at noon. Most of the
day was spent by the ladies, quilting.

Musical-—"Sky Symphony" ]

$1.00

ICED RIGHT

Welch Shoe Co.

Some Real Specials
For Saturday

: Family Shoe Store •

Try a ton of pur NUT COAL for your furnace these coo) mornings. $6.50 a ton
delivered.

litter's Market

The Farmers Coop.

OADSIDE
IKETING

SHIRLEY
CHOOSES

By T. J. Delohery

&
By Polly Johnson

CONSUMERS OUT
TO THE FARM,
EY HAWLBY Uvessten miles
lout ot town and off the paved
jet be baa n<? trouble getting
to pass up other orcbardl on
fway out to Pleasant Valley Fruit
•to boy his apple*, peaches, cher|nd elder at prices which he adfare a distinct advantage over
'ling wholesale quotations.
log consumer! out to farm
_ for specialized crops such as
[eggs, meats and similar prodso difficult The'Jhort seathe uncommonness of the
together with their quality and
ess comprise a Inn * which,
I properly. Win bring surprisI results.
i to a farm market shonld be a
i than Just to buy something.
jtenry Loser entertains water*
|parttea, placing tables around
where the visitors can eat
{without observing exact table
and without being too carethe rinds or seeds fall.
; op Is a little extra work, as
no ''don't" signs, but Mrs.
, ber profits in keeping with

S

PRIN<3, tapping on the office wtn-

Snapped Into complete soberness,
Harold came to her desk
t
t >ere Pale and neT
™™
Mlas °vi !
. 2i."
Davis," he said—"I'm
sorrv
about last night I mean-"
*

Bridal Veils That Are Different Howe About:
By CHERIE NICHOLAS

'

Sald
Shlrley
SUMMIT'"
"Tonto
shouldn't have. YOU can't 'afford
do foolish things, Mr. Watson "
i8 D0t U " Mld Har«W.
>, ? °0t worrled about myself.
Ut you
*g abto°dlnner
-wlth
* mean- I
7°1t0
°
"» last
as r ml ht have asked

giri-»

*

Mr. Dick
One's Conscience
Nicholas Murray Butler

"ay

the qul<
o,irS4DeS Wlth
*' ne
Ot an Apr11
w,*?TK
**«
•
Within the" office, nervously
tapHe struggled painfully with embarM
S, ? ^^Ptton-of the morn- rassment
Shu-ley helped him out
, Cation, Shirley Davis, young
"ively~-* Personification of spring n.IZT* mcan 3ust a8 yon ml«ht have
and eternal youth.
asked any girl of your own social set
As restless and sweet as the April
S iSS,Wl°>-halr *leamln* I'ke golden
Her pulse was racing, but she tried
daffodils and eyes like violets.
Thus thought Harold Watson, her to be nonchalant
Harold flushed.
employer, as he gazed at her from the
doorway.
"Well, that's putting It rather crude"Wish I could ask her to marry me" ly, but you're good to help me out
he thought, and he'said, "Back at two, will you marry me, Shirley? You're
too good for me—and I love you I
Miss Davis. I'm off for lunch."
Shirley looked up, nodded and know you may think fm not worth
smiled, and Harold Watson left her. much. But 1 could give you everything. You'd never have to raise your
He loved her, and that was that
He was engaged to Catherine Phil- finger again—and I»d spend my life
trying to give you what you want"
lips,'and that was that
It was hard for Shirley. He was
Catherine was a great girl The
match was thoroughly suitable from a charming young man. Any woman
every angle. Both she and he had would like him. And Shirley liked him
wealth and social position. They had a lot But she knew It was the thought
of wealth and freedom from work that
many tastes In common. ,
The families had been friends for almost lured her Into accepting him.
A penthouse In town, an estate In
generations. Worst of all, he loved Virginia,
a camp In the Adlrondacks,
Catherine—or had been sure he did,
.ustomers are more than buy- until a few days ago. And Catherine travel, clothes, automobiles—all hers,
If she would utter one word. But
|watermelon," Mrs. Loser ex- had said she loved him.
Shirley refused Harold Watson.
"They are friends. They
Fifteen
minutes
later Shirley
As she watched his slender white
perched herself on a high chair in fingers
gripped on the edge of her
front of her favorite lunch counter.
desk, she saw, taking their place, two
She watched the clean,- bony, red bony, red hands, deftly, busily, making
hands of the young man behind the sandwiches. And Shirley said no.
counter making sandwiches. Then she
At seyen o'clock she and Michael
raised her eyes to his pale, serious Ryan sat over the end of their dinner
face. She smiled—as sweetly, as ra- 1n a none-too-good, cheap neighbordiantly, as she bad smiledfifteenmin- hood restaurant
utes before at Harold Watson.
"And so," Michael said, "that's how
Hello," she said. "Making sand- It stands. It would be hard sledding
wiches?"
at first But I think times are on the CEEKINQ the latest news In regard
He grinned.
np-and-up. And if I put my savings ^ to smart fall and winter bridal ar"Morning," he answered. "No, I'm Into a lunchroom of my own—and ray, are you?, It's hats! Instead of
driving out to the country club for a there's that place around on Twelfth the usual cap effects,-brides who are
game of golf."
street I can get— and work like the ultra-minded will crown their prettily
Shirley's cheeks flushed rose color.
devil for a few years, I'll make good. colffed heads with the most cunningly
Shirley was In love with nobody. I know I will. And I thought—maybe devised little hats fancy can picture.
Not that the time-honored little cop
Sot with the grave young man who you'd marry me. I love you."
worked so hard behind the lunch coun- 1 Shirley looked down at the coarse of lace or tulle has completely
dropped out of the scheme of things.
,
ter. Not with her rich, discontented tablecloth.
dear, no! But the hat fantasies
«nd Uniform Quality.
young employer. At least, Shirley asAutomobiles and country estates, Oh
sured herself that she was quite heart- tars and soft silks, a penthouse and which are "now showing" are much
several hours and enJ6y free., Yet she was sensitively con- trips to Europe, jumbled themselves newer, which, you will agree, Is someOrdinarily they buy a scious about them both. She knew with a vision of a clean, tempting, thing to think about when assembling
to eat on the farm and hey were both interested In her, per- lunch counter, such as Michael had an up-to-the-moment tronseau.
The trio of charming hat fashions
.another one or two home haps.
been discussing with her as his Ideal. here
pictured are Just such as will
Thus ' the tables and
Mention of the country club made
His voice came again, tired, wistful. be shown
or should be shown you,
, lawn are the means of ler wonder if the counter man could
"Ldon't know, though. I'd not want when you you
go touring the leading spe[ two to three sales instead know she had been foolish enough, the to ufge you. I care too much for that
evening before, to motor in his expen- Ever since that first day I made a cialty shops and departments In quest
ot Worth, nL, Uves off sive car out to a roadhouse for dinner sandwich for you. I'd want you to of "last word" bridal headpieces and
veil ensembles.
"a lot' of people pass up with Harold Watson.
remember—It'd be work—hard work—
First, let's take note of the little
le" signs to buy from
There had been nothing wrong in for both of us for a few years. Hard
, tract grower, and one hat, of course. But Shirley felt sure work for you, when I'd like so much brimmed hat tilted so Jauntily on the
at producers of onion sets, larold was engaged to the owner of to offer you the money and comfort head of the bride posed seated. There
Is a certain air of elegance about this
(&$ 400 to 800 White Leg- the possessive voice that so often you deserve."
costume
which Is apparent at a glance.
'""'" B tg 10 cents above called him by telephone—a cultivated,
Suddenly the jumble of automobiles
nd candling the eggs Charming voice that belonged to the and ermine cleared away from Shir- The drape about the crown of the exquisite chapean which this modern
, t h e m In neat contain- rich young Catherine Phillips, whose ley's vision.
bride wears Is elaborately and artAll Indecision went with It
pictures graced the rotogravures and
|egg Is guaranteed.
fully
worked with silver and pearl
"Hard work?" She spoke softly, vifeaturing fresh eggs, whose name appeared in all the ImporThe veil which Is attached to
brantly, to the boy across the table. abeads.
Schmidt offers people tant society notes.
snug-fitting back bandeau Is ar"Why,
Michael
Ryan,
that's
what
I
Shirley looked carefully at the man
i- his farm. There are no
In a short cape effect, thus
want—hard work, together, with the ranged
i
to the supper; but lefore her.
achieving a silhouette of striking origNo, she decided, he bad just men- man I love."
it so there la an opporinality. The flower muff In Its snowy
poultry yards and tioned driving out to a country club
whiteness adds a fluttering touch. Simflock and equlp- as his Idea of a good joke.
Martyrs Who Died for
ilar muffs of gay colored posies will
Catching her eye, be stopped slicing
egg sales follow, and
be carried by the bridesmaids. You'll
Their
Christian
Faith
• of the visitors be- ham and leaned over -the counter.
love the white satin gown which this
St.
Barbara
lived
In
the
Third
cen"My name's Michael Ryan," be said.
bride Is wearing, especially the sleeves
customera.
,
tury. She embraced Christianity, and
fdriving' through Shawnee, "Have dinner with me tonight and let was delivered up by ber father, who, which have long flowing panels attached which are picturesquely medie,not do much more than me talk to you, will you?"
"Yes, I know—I mean, I know your after she had been tortured, himself
i Observe {h« vUlage speed
beheaded
her,
and
was
immediately
tor the Frank Payne's name's Mike. You see, I've been com- struck by lightning. She Is considered
BLOUSES IMPORTANT
ing here for weeks."
|faultfarat facing one of
the patron saint of artillerymen. St.
"You're
tellingme
that?
I
know
which attracts 26,000
IN FALL FASHIONS
Cecelia (died 230), the patron saint of
i each year; Two po- the first day you came. How about music, belonged to a noble Roman famtonight?"
Blouses play a leading role In fall
neceseary to handle the
ily, and being converted to Christian"Well—"
fashions. The stylists are promoting
ity,
refused
to
sacrifice
to
Idols.
One
"All right, don't decide now. I'm off
the Idea of warm winter suits, and
started growing straw- here
at quarter to six. I'll be waiting legend Is that she was thrown Into
he lost bis city, lob, tore for you at the corner. Come, if you a cauldron of boiling water, where she with them blouses of jersey, cashmere,
rows because ot the
remained unhurt, and was then con- velveteen and heavy silks.
you want to."
Satin is outstanding In the blouse
ben lie planted flowers decide
Almost rudely he turned back to his demned to be beheaded, but the exe- department this fall. Tailored satin
labors Bald would not grow; work.
cutioner found It Impossible to obey
blouses made like polo shirts, with
I and.be found Kansas City
Shirley hurried through her lunch his orders. Cecelia, however, saved
pay him enough for the and went back ahead of time to her further trouble by dying naturally long sleeves and link cuffs, are the
ver bis taxes. While berthree days afterwards. She Is re- newest thing in sight With a black
suit yon may wear a white one or one
baklng a profit he set out office.
Harold Watson did not come In at garded as the special patron of the n vivid red or green, and with brown
•and; gave' more time to two. At two-thirty the cultivated, organ.
or the new eel gray you may have a
king beds all over the front pleasant* voice of Catherine PhUllps
)louse that matches exactly, or one
Three Distinct Types
called him.
;hat makes a vivid contrast—Chinese
,.._..,! also bought flowers
Mr. Watson's secretary," queried
red or pumpkin yellow.
of
Dirigible
Airships
| Payrifthaving arranged histhe voice, a little tremulously. "Oh—
Necktie silk Is one of the newest
Dirigibles are of three types, the
and mixed colors to he's not there?"
fabrics for blouses. In dark red or
rigid,
so-called
because
the
form
of
the
how the various color
"Poor kid," thought Shirley. "Someor brown or navy twill silk with
d Wend In with the re- body's told her about last night airship Is maintained by a rigid struc- a reen
tiny white figure. Blouses of tie
ture or skeleton witbln the outer covI their gardens.
Wasn't I a fool to make life any more ering, or envelope, the nonrlgld, or silk are usually tailored, many with the
ut flowers were made into complicated than It Is, anyway?"
blimp, In whtch the form Is maintained new tied collars, which are simply narglvea to vlaltors, even
"No," she said, through the month- by the gas within the envelope. The row neckbands that tie into a small
bought nothing.
piece—"No, Miss Phillips. He went pressure of the gas and a rigid or iow tie, like big brother's. Velveteen
.' is ten miles froin Tula* to lunch some time ago—an Important jointed
keel maintain the form of the )louses In dark, rich colors with high
necklines are effective with woolen
ntth Testerman sells, right engagement. I expect him back before third type, the semirigid airship.
tttep,': all the eggs pro- long. Shall I ask him to call you?"
The blimp Is driven by an engine In skirts and suits. They're also nice in
1
huge flock. Sunny Slop*
"No, thanks," said the cool, self-pos- an airplane fuselage slung beneath the plaids.
known, the Tulsa Cham- sessed voice. 'Til call later."
gas bag.
, nerce having Induced Tes"Jealous cat!" thought Shirley.
The term dirigible Is taken from the
i serve Morrison, • 63 miles
And then, "Poor kid," she said to expression dirigible bulloou applied to Shoes, Purses and Belts
Made of Delicate Woods
ause they wanted to have herself.
those llghter-than-alr craft which can
The pink-cheeked Holland maid Isn't
At three o'clock Harold Watson be steered. Free balloons, such as
of fresh, quality eggs,
le only one these days who wears
the offer was made, fresh came through his office door. He those used In the Bennett trophy race,
very scarce around the oil walked with careful effort. With great depend upon the whim of the wind for wooden shoes. The stylists huve clad
uiadame In u fashion to make a dryad
•the city people made good precision he took off his hat and coat direction.
ealous. Delicate woods are used to
">e of full support if Tester- and hung them up. In short, he was
make her s l i p l s , her huts, her belts
Increase the ilze of his slightly the worse for such liquid reVery Low Birthrate
mil her buttons.
freshment as he had partaken of with
England and Wales for li>3l hod the
Bags of bird's-eye maple are lined
ston Uves on a little used bis lunch.
lowest birth rate, with oue exception, with brown-and-yellow checkered glug"Important business engagement my of any country in the world. It was
of Pueblo, Oolo., but city
to his farm. The attrac- eye!" thought Shirley, looking at him 15.8 per thousand, and showed a de- iaui, and clasped sometimes with
wooden blocks, sometimes with carved
oeauty of the place. Pres- with an experienced eye.
crease of 10,780 births on u total of wooden spirals. The material Is
"He's been off drinking by himself— 632,081.
F°dern home that is deco•ttslmble, waterproof, tiud us light
ing with the rest of the trying to make up his mind about ma"
Q
us u feather. Wooden bracelets are
A little thrill of conceit, of pride,
d the general landscape.
"SiUnt Majority"
highly polished that they look as
s1
' eggs, poultry, shrubs made her heart beat faster, made her
Ilalpb—Poor David; he bus Just hough they came from the back of
last two products be- eves sparkle.
Joined the "silent majority."
u tortoise Instead of tlie heart of u
Harold Watson looked at her again
was developed as
Peter—What do you mean? He has ree Flexwood huts are draped to fit
To him she was enveloped lu a goldaaWng where stock
he head; vanity cases with Inlaid cen
not died, has he?
t growing around tat en ha*e-«f youth, of loveliness.
Balph—No, but he's Just got mar era are appearing.
She was everything that be wanted rled.—Chelsea Record.
obtained.
he wanted her as his wife.

val In spirit and very attractive.
In these highly vogulsh hat fashions
for'the bride the eyebrow line plays
an Important role. Which leads us
to tell you about the piquant little visor
veils through which the bride's sparkling eyes shine forth so effectively.
Study Us fascination In the picture to
the right as it flares so sprightly from
beneath the folds of the close-fitting
toque of tulle which tilts so fetchlngly over the right eye of the tall statuesque bride who is wearing It This
vlsored snug hat with Its long sweepIng veil of fine tulle Is a graceful and
beautiful Interpretation of lines which
are of classic simplicity.
Startllngly new and too fascinating
for words Is the bat-and-vell creation
whl^h distinguishes the lovely bride
posed In the foreground of this
group. The tiny hat which tops her
shapely head Is one of the new pill-box
models, for you must know that the
"pill-box hat" is taking the world of
fashion by storm this season. It Is
exactly what Its name Implies—the
shape of a pill box and It Is no-end
chic In its swanky new lines. The
one pictured is created of tulle encircled with a wreath of orange blossoms
and buds. The handsomely lace-bordered veil cascades over the shoulders
and down the back from whence It
trains in sweeping lines. Be sure £hat
you see this fascinating pill-box model
on display at your favorite millinery
shop before you make your final selection.
As to new materials for bridal gowns
the list features heavy white bengallne
and cloque crepe.
©. 1933, Western Newspaper Union.

FUR-BORDERED COAT
By CHJERIB NICHOLAS

The short, three-quarter length coat
bordered with fur is u most Important fall type. Not only are the coats
which belong to suits stressing this
new length but separate coats heavily
fur-trimmed carry the same styling.
The coat suit pictured Is brown wool
with handsome blue fox.
Elegant Negligee*

The new negligees are as elegant
as evening gowns, with heavy crepes
and dull satlnfl cut In long slender
lines prominently featured.

By ?D HOWE
'T*HB world's noted are pretty gen's- erally bores, but it must be admitted they are selected and rated
with
considerable discrimination.
Among warriors one hears most of
Napoleon Bonaparte and fairness compels the admission he was about the
best of all of them. Of writing men
perhaps the name of Charles Dickens
Is printed most frequently. Again the
world has Judged fairly; he was probably the best one.
English speaking people everywhere
have pretty generally read "David
Copperfleld," and laughed at "Mr.
Dick," an agreeable sort of fellow, except that in. his conversation he soon
drifted around to King Charles, a
celebrity in whom he was specially
Interested, and, in talking of his favorite subject was very tiresome.
On all other subjects Mr. Dick was disposed to be polite and reasonable, but
he could not talk long without King
Charles wandering In and spoiling
everything.
Charles Dickens created "Mr. Dick"
as a warning against a very common
human weakness. I have not known
anyone who did not constantly weaken
himself with some sort of special
folly.
* * •
I often disagree with philosophers.
One of them writes: "Most persons
who talk about their conscience hurtIng them are merely walling because
they've been found out. In my lifetime I've known few men to be repentant except when discovered doing
things they shouldn't do. . . . I am
humiliated no more by faults In which
I have been found oat than by faults
unknown to the public. Some of my
acts of which I am ashamed are still personal secrets 111 never tell. Some are
known to one other who will never
tell; at least, so far as I know, they
never have told. I blame, warn myself, as much because of these secret
faults as because of others which have
been In print, or on the lips of neighbors. . . . My greatest wonder Is a
proud man. I never have been proud;
Indeed, I believe my neighbors rate me
rather higher than I rate myself. I
am not here confessing to any of the
greater crimes, but to petty faults so
numerous they greatly humiliate me.
* • *
Nicholas Murray Butler, president
of Columbia university, sends me circulars regularly without offense. I
can say this of very few professors.
Gentlemen of this trade employ a
grandeur In thinking and expression
which prejudices me against them
while considering their product and
their merit I read everything Professor Butler sends me, and am Indebted to him for this sentence:
"The oldest lesson which mankind has
had to learn, and which mankind does
not even now fully comprehend, la
that the social order rests upon a
foundation which Is not economic at
all, but moral." . . . I have long believed the greatest mistake of men Is
that they do not behave better; that
they do not, without fuss or feathers,
make behaviorism the basis of the
universal religion we have long needed. I am obliged to Doctor Butler,
perhaps the most eminent of our professors, for so simply restating my
belief.
• • *
If a publisher should ask me to
write. In old age, what I think of life,
I think I should ask him to let me attempt It In the manner In which I can
write best. All my thoughts are In
paragraph's; I can write easiest In that
way, and best express my meaning.
And, providing I succeeded in convincing the publisher, I should make similar appeal to readers. I am unable
to connect easily long arguments; It Is
hard work, and I know I am weak at
It. ...
There has been no better
paragrapher than Frederlch Neltzsche,
but, In trying to connect them, and
make a book, he made so poor a job
of "Thus Spake Zarathrustra." I cannot read It, although I delight In his
exhibits of wit and Intelligence after
they have been collected and shortened
by patient readers. I have never seen
a book sufficiently brief nnd simple,
except "The Story of Philosophy," by
Will Durant, and this wus a collection
of the sayings of others. Had Professor Durant been writing his own opinions of life, perhaps he would have
been less competent In selecting, and
exhibited more dullness. In writing
or speaking of others one Is usually
an abler critic than when writing or
speaking about himself.
* » »
I often feel apologetic because I so
frequently write of subjects I have
written about before; If other writers
do not, they are too big feeling, and
perhaps exhibit the fault frequently
in other ways.
• • •
Somehow I like the men who somehow discover It Is better to go straight
than to. go to the devil. How these
good men discover it does not much
matter; discovering It is enough. I'm
like most people: I somewhat love and
hate everybody, but the straight men
I find least troublesome.
• * *
A fool here, a pauper there; frequently a reasonably good citizen who
pays his debts and is respected by hla
neighbors. . . . Say what you will
about human nature, we have gotten
along r*th«r well with It. Always w«
have b«eu able to Improve It • little
when we are tried.
•. liai, B«U §/B4lo«t«.—WNU awrio*.
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ladies Mast Love" Is a
Gay Golddigger Musical

A. R. Kohl

NUMBER 52

fait Jurors Tor November DISTRICT
Court Term Are Drawn

COURT
TRIES MANY CASES

What are the details of the private
ives of New York's gold^igging
Clerk of Court Cecil M. Skipton an[.jury in the Extortion Cave at Bollie damsels? What gees on in the bouPhone 43
We Deliver
nounced Monday the list of petit jurWilbourn, Local Fara«r, Were
doirs of these scheming "ladies of the
ors selected for the November term September Term of the Cass County
Anita, Iowa
evening?" What are the secrets of
Still Deliberating At 9:00
of the Cass county district court
District Court Has Been a Very.
Broadway's professional purveyors of
which opens in Atlantic on November
O'clock This Morning.
Busy Session. Several Cases I,
pulchritude?
7 with Judge John P. Tinley of CounFrom Anita Tried.
cil Bluffs scheduled to preside.
The answers of these interesting
Jurors
selected
from
Anita
are
J.
J.
questions
are
provided
in
"Ladies
Closing argnmentB by County AtHeck, R. H. Lantz, Mrs. Ada ReyLove," UniversaPs gay musical
.orney E. S» Holto*, and by the deSeveral actions in the Cass county
nolds, Mrs. lona Smither and Mike
fense attorney, & C, Dalton, in the ncture which shows at the Rialto
district court during the past week
Woodall.
Fheatre
Saturday
and
Sunday,
with
extortion case ol tjbe state of Iowa
were cases in which people living in
SALT—
Other jurors are as follows:
Rollie WUbOurn, together with 'une Knight, Neil Hamilton, Dorothy
BUTTER^section of the county were interAtlantic—Bert
Bailey,
iM'rs.
Sam
Jurgess,
Mary
Carlisle
and
Sally
fine table, 10-lb. sacks.. .19c Berry, Mrs. J. A. Cambridge, Mrs. this
he judge's instructions, were made
ested.
fresh
creamery,
gn the Cass county district court O'Neil in featured roles.
Plaintiff Given Judgment.
O. M. Dasher, Mrs. Ira Harris, Mrs.
per pound...21c
In the story the three latter girls
uesday afternoon, .and the jury reIn the civil action of C. H. ChrisKRAUT
CABBAGE—
Dale
Heath,
Mrs.
-Wayland
A.
Hopley,
about 4:00 o'clock. The case ire seen as out-and-out gold-diggers,
W. Jones, Mrs. Donald Lamb, Vern tensen vs. Louie Stoll, a jury awarded
exceptionally fine; will be T.
arting Monday morning was presid- oving 'em and leaving 'em when they
SOAP—
Lang,
Laursen, Mary Marshall, the plaintiff judgment of $213.75, and
! over by Judge Earl Peters of Clar- run out of money, but the more
much higher in a few days. Nels H.John
Nelson,
Claude Odem, Ethel in the counter action filed by the deGWC
white
launharitable Miss Knight, who shares
bda.
Parmley,
Carl
Pollock,
Mrs. Ray fendent, Stoll was awarded $68.16.
dry, 10 bars..27c
About forty witnesses were ex- heir luxurious Park Avenue pentStevenson,
Lester
Strittmatter
and Christensen asked judgment of $230
SWEET
POTATOES—
louse, exhibits traces of a conscience,
nined during the trial.
and Stoll, in the counter action,
Augusta
M.
Trainer.
fancy Virginia Red Stars;
sought $138.50.
i The jury w«« still out at 9:00 and refuse? to accept the lavish gifts
BANANASMassena—C.
A.
Booth,
Clarence
if the wealthy Neil Hamilton. It is
'dock this morning.
Christensen claimed $230 as balance
9
pounds
24c
Follman,
Mrs.
Earl
Greenwaldt,
Ar3
pounds
..
.22c
due on account for hay, corn, four
The case resulted Jroin an alleged when this situation strikes rough
thur
Holaday,
Myrna
Jensen
and
Lesloads of wood, four hogs, a Ford
ipt of Wilboorn and a group of water and June loses her man through
ter Luke.
SYRUP—
•VANILLA—
her farmers to settle a. dispute be- a misunderstanding, that the other
Marne—Art Goeken and Jens Jen- car, a work bench, a scoop shovel and
hauling while Stoll asked $138.50 for
8-oz. bottle... 19c
white or amber corn syrup, sen.
i T. T, Sawders andiChm Chris- hree girls, each blaming the other
a tenant on one of Saunders' or the loss of a promising meal tickWiota—Mrs. Sam Wood and E. S. rental of a chicken house, trucking
per
gallon
45c
com, keep of 50 head of cattle twenSoper.
us in Lincoln township last year. t, stage a knock-down and drag-out
PAN. FLOUE—
main witneds for the state was ight that entirely wrecks their apartGriswold—Clara Keese, Hans J. ty days, storage of more than 5,000
Buttercup, per
COFFEE—
bushels of corn, keep of 90 head of
Martens and F. D. Reideman.
nders who claimed he was struck ment.
sack
15c
With
Miss
Knight
as
the
principal
vacuum packed quart glass
Cumberland—Mrs. Arnold Meyer, hogs fifteen days, rental of baseeye by a button on the coat
ment for storage of potatoes, rental
ve of 'Wilbourn, and was forced soloist, "Ladies Must Love" abounds
jar, per pound
27c Ethel Spies and John Pettinger.
of
barn for six head of horses, rental
with
tuneful
songs,
Which
have
aliWilbourti to tarn over ?130 to
POTATOES—
of
machine shed for storage, hauling:
eady
become
popular
throughout
the
'In his testimony he
per
peck
24c
of
fencing,
credit of ?66 for hay purCELERY—
! he was accosted by Wilbourn and ountry. These include "Tonight May
chased, credit for corn used from crib
Sfever
Come
Again,"
"I've
Got
Perlarge
crisp
bunches
Oregon,
rge group Of holiday supporters
and for four head of hogs.
APPLES—
each
9c
aita on February 6 and that he onality," "I'd Worship Him Just the
Jurors in the case were Maurice E.
Same"
and
"Three
Little
Maids"—the
.the Victoria Hotel for protecJonathans
and
Ostrus,
foreman, Adolph Eilts, Mrs.
The
Cass
county
board
of
superHe claimed that the men be- atter sung by the other girls in a
Golden Delicious, LETTUCE—
Harry Jordan, Ray Meyers, Blanche
visors,
at
a
special
meeting
Monday,
riotously
active
beer
garden,
scene
i abusive'.
very fine.
large heads, and fine quali- held a letting for 54,099 cubic yards Asay, Clarence Miller, Mrs. Roy Herin the case are composed f their first real work in a long, long
earth excavation and 41,649 sta- bert, Wayne Armstrong, Thomas
time.
10
pounds....
29c
ty
9c of
men and six women. They
tion
yards of overhaul on three coun- Denham, Elmer Spieker, James Mc"Ladies Must Love" is said to be
C. E. Rowe, Ruth White,
Govern and P. C. Rich.
ty highways.
he
ultimate
in
gay,
wise-cracking,
3ceJ Ostrus, Ed. Goettsch, Mrs,
Defendant Wins Action.
Frank
Eblen
of
Cumberland
was
WONDERFUL
VALUES
IN
HUSKING
GLOVES
Wheeler/ Cecil Krohn, P. C. ntensely modern screen entertainThe $116 rental action of T. T.
the
successful
bidder
for
21.9
cents
AND
MITTENS.
Mrs. Hal Woodward, Mrs. W. ment.
per cubic yard for the excavation Saunders against Mr. and Mrs. Chris
Three Additional Shorts.
ileaf, Tom Denham, Mattie
work and 1 cent per yard for the Christensen resulted in a verdict for
Tune
in
Next
Tuesday
Evening
at
6:45
to
WHOOn the program Saturday and
and P. C. Rich.
overhaul work. The board sent a the defendant. Costs of the case were
WOC and Hear the Briardale Radjo Program.
• civil action on file in the Cass iunday evenings, in addition to the
committee to Des Moines Tuesday to assessed against Mr. Saunders.
district court and which will eature, there will be a Betty Boop
The jury was composed of Mrs. AIseek speedy approval of the proposed
be tried during the Novem- artoon starring Don Redman, enonzo Potter, Mrs. C. W. Wheeler,
work
from
P.
F.
Hopkins,
state
pubis a $10,000 damage suit itled "I Heard." You will see and
lic works engineer. The project is Mrs. Alice Dunham, Clarence Miller,
by Saundere against iWll- tear The Funnyboners in "Boo, Boo,
classified
under the public works pro- Roy H. Crum, Ruth White, Mrs. W.
• and 18 other local farmers Tieme Song," a very popular screen
S. Greenleaf, N. P. Christensen, Ray
gram.
Meyers, Mrs. C. E. Rowe, Ed. Goetr'&e claims took part in the de- ong. Also the regular news reel.
The
contract
calls
for
.77
hundredThese three subjects together with
ktion last February.
F. H. Lobdell and wife of Nicker- ths of a mile of excavation work on tsch and P. C. Rich.
The only jury case tried at the Oche feature, "Ladies Must Love," at tober term of court in Guthrie county son, Kansas, were visitors in the city county road G, Olive street road just
Cumberland Men Found Guilty.
A. K. Morgan of Cumberland, who
McCoy and wife, who moved tie regular admission of lOc and was one in which Bill Tobin of Anita last .Friday. Mrs. Lobdell was born north of Atlantic; .66 hundredths of
to Pacific Junction, Iowa, 25c.
brought action against Alma- John- in Anita and spent her girlhood days a mile of excavation on county road was found guilty by a Cass county
; are moving this week to
son, living a few miles north of Adair, here. Her maiden name was Cora K, north of Cumberland; .92 hundred- district court jury of driving an autoIowa, where he has been
for the value of certain personal pro- Green and with her parents lived in ths of a mile of excavation on coun- mobile while intoxicated, was fined
$500 by Judge Homer A. Fuller and
by the Fullerton Lumber
perty belonging to Tobin which had a house located on the present site ty road R in Noble township.
forbidden by the court from driving
been turned over to Johnson, upon of the Mrs. Flavia Hook property.
an automobile for a year. Morgan
Mrs. Lobdell's visit here Friday was
lease 'settlement.
was given until November 1 to pay
\ is in 'readiness for the annual
the
first
time
she
had
been
in
Anita
For
the
amount
involved
the
action
Congressman Otha D. Wearin ref
the fine and costs and if he fails to
i county corn husking contest
or
forty-five
years,
and
while
she
was
bitterly
contested,
many
witdo so by that time, the judge stipuwill be held this afternoon, turned to Washington Wednesday nesses being examined on each side. bought she would recognize some
evening of last week where he is
lated, he must spend a year in the
at 1:00 oo'clock, at the Clair
The case took over two and one of the scenes of her childhood she was
pressing for the adoption of various
Many local residents got good county jail. He has been paroled
iomewhat disappointed, as she found
farm, two miles east of Flethalf
days
to
try
and
the
jury
found
jublic works projects for the 7th Disrery few things that she could re- whiffs Sunday night from smoke from to Sheriff A. (Dick) Odem until
apel. There are sixteen con;rict of Iowa. Friday evening he con- in favor of the plaintiff for a $196.00 member.
However she met a two forest fires which are raging in November 1.
bts. ferred with former Governor Arthur being substantially the full amount ew people that she knew as a Minnesota. The smoke was brought
E. H. Neary of Cumberland, who
of his claim.
here
by
a
stiff
north
wind
from
the
was
arrested with Morgan during a
members of the W. P. G. club, J. Weaver of Nebraska and President
H. P. Ziegler of Anita was attor- irl, and had a very pleasant visit
with two guests, Mrs. L. R. Kieser of the Farnam Street Bridge ney for the plaintiff and Frank Moore with Mrs. J. A. Wagner with whom northern state and the odor of burn- wild ride through the business district
of Cumberland, pleaded guilty to the
of .Atlantic and Mrs. MaryCompany and others with whom he is of Guthrie Center and F. E. Gates she attended school. Mr. Lobdell is ing wood was plainly noticeable.
According to dispatches, Concordia, same charge before Judge Fuller and
were guests last Friday cooperating to secure a new bridge of Adair were the attorneys for the iditor and publisher of the newspaper
Kansas, got a whin* of the smoke. was sentenced to six months in the
J, C. Jenkins at a 1:00 o'clock. between Cbuncil Bluffs, Iowa, and defendant.
n Nickerson.
The odor was reported from points county jail. He was paroled to the
The ladies spent the after- Omaha, Nebraska.
Saturday
morning
he
interviewed
j
all
over Iowa, Nebraska, South Da- sheriff pending good behavior.
a social visit.
Secretary Ickes of the Interior De-|
kota, Illinois and Wisconsin. Reports
Arthur Coomes and wife of Des
from St. Paul, Minnesota, are to the
U. 3. Walker, who was taken partment and urged the improvement f
Moines were Sunday visitors at the
effect
that
forest
fires
had
been
blazof
Indian
Creek
in
Council
Bluffs,
both
Isandtarium in Excelsior Snugs
ing last week in two widely separat- home of their son, Maurice Coomes
|uri, a" couple of weeks ago for as a public benefit and a means of
The - federal government paid $2,- ed parts of the state and that the and family, southwest of the city.
Trapping
of
muskrats
will
be
perrelieving
unemployment
in
the
city.
nent, is reported to be in a very
230,000 at the stock yards in Omaha air at the Twin city had been filled
condition.
She is suffering When asked what success he had he i mitted in Cass county during the during the pig and sow purchasing
John Schaake was brought home
with smoke for four days.
stated
he
hoped
for
favorable
results
j
i
g
season,
according
to
a
recent
com
n
f low blood pressure, leakage o:
from Excelsior Springs, Missouri,
campaign,
D.
J.
Harrill,
field
auditor
A
strong
north,
northwest
wind
especially
in
view
of
the
fact
that
j
ii
f
the
state
fish
and
game
ru ng O
art, and other complications. I
of the agricultural adjustment ad- carried the smoke into this sec- Sunday, where he had been for a few
fright that they will try to bring none of those interviewed had turned } cam!mission.
weeks receiving treatment for rheution.
him down or pronounced his case j Muskrat trapping will be permitted ministration said Tuesday.
iome the last of the week.
matism. He is much better and it
Only
a
small
part
of
this,
he
said,
hopeless.
I in all counties except those lying
is thought will be able to be up and
Mrs.
Ralph
Riehter
was
hostess
last
went
to
the
packers
for
processing
the
Wearin also Stated that he hoped j north of Harrison, Shelby, Carroll,
JR. Cooper, member of a pavanimals, the greater share being paid Thursday afternoon at her home west around again in a short time.
wprking on primary 169 to see Secretary Wallace and others i goone, Greane, Story, Marshall, Tama, direct to hog raisers. The govern- of the city to the W. W. club mem-j
of Humboldt, Humboldt coun in authority for the purpose of dis- Benton, Linn, Cedar and Clinton ment bought 417,265 pigs and sows hers. Following the afternoon me«t-' George Dorale, son of Mr. and Mrs.
cussing the corn, hog and cattle sit- counties. In the closed area, all wating a lunch was served by the hos- W. H. Dorale of this city, has gone
tly found, a : mushroom tha uation.
! er sets for the trapping of all wild n Omaha. Payments at Mason City
to Chicago to accept a position as
Unusual attention because
tess.
"The packer's practice of buying j j ls will be prohibited. Trapping totaled $158,000. Of the 417,265 anipayroll auditor for the Kemper Ingigantic proportions.
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placed a standard government rain been living in Platte City, Missouri,
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The
A meeting of the Greater Anita guage at their exchange building in for a number of months.
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s at central markets," said Wear- stu(jy Of conditions in the state. Some Club will be held in the dining room Anita to record the amount of rainprices
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"I am in favor of stopping it. Icounties warrant an open season, but of the Church of Christ on Friday fall in this vicinity. The amount of
Laura B. Circle, No. 1, Ladies of
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Yankees to victory in their last game
Drexel Chad-wick suffered a broken the teachers of Lincoln township at social meeting and all ladies in this,
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> went immediately to Rockwell the President."
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ot
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Letting Held For Cass
Road Work by Board

Local Man Wins Action Visits Here After Absence
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of Forty-Five Years

Vearin Backing Various
Public Work Projects

Smoke From Minnesota
Forest Fires Reaches Here

Muskrais Can Be Trapped •ederal Government Pays
$2,230,000 For Hogs
in Cass County This Year

BITTERSWEET
CARGO
86
By Thayer Waldo
C, by McOluro Nowupaper Syndicate*
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Kerry yet managed to view the thing
with a certain philosophic calm. Th«
woman, beautiful and apparently unattached, had appealed. But the laugh.
It appeared, was rather on him. Here,
at least, his notions of why ladles
drink alone on shipboard were most
thoroughly squelched; for this one
owned a husband, and a husband of
whom she was obviously more than
fondt
The Incident then, must simply be
shrugged off.
It was after three the next day
when Kerry came to the pool Again,
tea and tango had drawn most of the
passengers. A single figure floated at
the tank's far end. Kerry threw aside
his robe and plunged in..
The cool sea water was sharp, Invigorating, and he struck out strongly
against It A dozen strokes, and be
noticed the figure ahead had become
erect In another moment the features were discernible. Peter Kerry
stopped swimming and stood opt.
twenty feet beyond, the full lips and
dark eyes of Patricia Lett were smiling at him.
"Hello, there I" she called. "Isn't
this grand? And to think I missed It
yesterday!"
j
She had come closer.
Kerry looked at her and beamed,
somewhat foolishly.
"It Is," he said; "but I—I didn't
think yon'd be here."
She laughed, and suddenly dove
ahead.
"Come on," she cried, "I'll race yon
to the end!"
Turning, he plunged after her.
The swim and the talk that followed,
lolling In deck chairs by the pool's
edge, was a torturing delight
For whole minutes, l<e forgot the
blond, tall man with drowsy good
looks, and reveled In the joy her company gave him.
Then, seeing the ring, reality would
return, harshy dispelling the moment's
stolen pleasure.
That evening, Peter Kerry had dinner In his stateroom. It was, he felt
a very necessary measure. Self-Jecelt
had never been his habit, and this
time the facts made themselves painfully acute. He was, to be exact, In
love and he knew It. There could be
then, but one course for him; seclusion, as much as possible, till the trip's
end.
To this he pledged himself over the
solitary dinner, and the pledge was
kept Only twice In the next two days
did he see her, and on both occasions
avoided a meeting. Once, the last day
out he ran into her husband, alone
on the boat deck. The man spoke a
greeting, but glanced at him rather
strangely, Kerry thought
That night he went sleepless.
Through the Interminable hours,
blank cold, misery crept upon him, and
what he had called sanity and honor,
came to seem a contemptible mess of
Idiocy, of cowardice.
When the ship docked at Cherbourg,
Just past seven, Peter Kerry was a
wearily bitter man.
Packed, be waited In his cabin twenty minutes after the landing tumult
had died away. Then, taking his own
luggage, he went ashore. The pier
was nearly deserted. A lone taxi remained. Its driver rushed forward,
volubly Ingratiating, and seized the
bags.
As he reached the cab door, Kerry
suddenly felt a hand on his arm. He
turned to find Gerald Lott standing
by him.
"Look here, old man," said Lott;
"this may seem cheeky, when we hardly know each other, and all that; but
I Just wanted—to—that Is—look us up
In Paris, won't you? We'll be at the
Saint Fauborg."
Kerry stared without comprehension
Into the handsome face, that was
smilingly embarrassed.
"I know Pat'd be awfully glad If yon
did," the man went on. "You see, she's
come over for a divorce, and I—well,
I want her to start getting some real
fun out of lite. To me, Pat's more
than a swell sister—she's the grandest
girl I've ever knowa"

TROLLING the deck at five
o'clock the second day out. Peter
Kerry saw her and stood still.
Her hair was blue-black and
her dress was magenta and her figure
was divine.
These Kerry noticed In one glimpse.
Almost, the further details, were unimportant Not that, of course; but
BO perfectly fitting the first Impression as to delight without surprising
him.
Pleasurably, he was aware of dark
eyes, deep-set; of full and mobile lips;
Of strong Blender hands that lightly
held a cocktail glass. And with deepIng Interest, he saw that she stood
alone at the fear.
Peter Kerry was an Imaginative
man.
At once the query presented Itself:
When a woman, especially a lovely
woman, visits a ship's bar unescorted,
what's the matter? Reflection offered
two possibilities, and only two. Either
she was traveling alone, or her companions had proved boring. And here,
he told himself. It didn't really matter
which was true. Her presence, whatever the circumstances. Intrigued him;
that was enough.
He went forward and In a moment
jvas^beslde her.
( Carelessly graceful, she leaned upon
the polished counter, sipping a Martint.
The steward approached Kerry, and
he said:
, "A sidecar, please."
She turned a little at the words, and
looked with deliberate fullness at him.
He became aware, then, of a charm
and loveliness far more entrancing
than the brilliant beauty which had
caught his eye, and thrilled to It
His cocktail came and the Instant
was gone.
Pleasantly, the steward asked:
"Enjoying the passage, sir?"
"Very much," said Peter Kerry; "In
fact, I seem to like It better all the
time."
A taste of the drink and he smiled
approvingly, adding:
"And I must say you help make
tilings pleasant, steward. A good mixer's always welcome."
The man beamed, modestly appreciative.
But it wasn't he who spoke. The
voice was low and lilting. It said:
"So there. Next'time, perhaps, you'll
take a lady's word."
Without a pause, she turned again
toward Kerry and explained:
"I tried to compliment him on my
Martini, but he pretended It was only
flattery."
Her ease of manner had dissolved
at once all formal barriers between
them. Kerry's admiration for her
grew.
"I'm afraid," he answered, smiling,
"that every true artist is suspicious
of a charming woman's praise. Maybe
It's the inferiority complex."
She laughed a little then. The sound
had a fringe of warm, soft husklness.
"That," she said, "Is almost like an
epigram, or something. I thought people only wisecracked nowadays."
"They do." he agreed; "but I seem
to be always out of step."
She continued smiling at him; a
frank smile, yet possessed, he found,
of a subtly disturbing quality.
"So out of step," he went on, "that
I took B swim this afternoon instead
of attending the tea dance. You see,
nobody told me It wasn't the thing to
do. I certainly had the pool to myself."
The smile became a quick little grimace as she answered:
"That was sensible. Those affairs
are really awful. I went but I couldn't
•stand It long. Tomorrow I'll follow
jour example."
Peter Kerry raised his glass.
"Splendid!" he exclaimed. "I drink
to that prospect. After all, It's much
more pleasant to defy the established
•order when you have company."
L Sb^e Joined him, laughingly, and lifted the goblet In her left hand. Suddenly Kerry caught the gleam of tiny
diamonds from the platinum band that
circled her third finger. And In the
next Instant, he saw that some one
else had come to the bar. A man, tall
and blond and sleepily handsome,
stood beside the woman In the magenta dress. Glancing up, she said:
"Oh—hello, Jerry dear."
"Hello, Pat." sold the man. "If
you're atlll sober, let's take a turn
around. Want to?"
She nodded and took his arm.
As they turned away, she smiled
a goodby to Peter Kerry without
speaking. He bowed an acknowledgment, then stood nnmoving till the two
Ijad vanished, down the long deck.
The steward, wiping the bar top,
was close beside htm when Kerry
asked:
"Do you—happen to know that couple, steward?"
The man paused.
"Why, yes, sir," be answered, "In a
way, I do. They've stopped by here
quite a few times since we sailed.
Lott's the name, sir, I believe."
Returning to the polishing, he went
on:
"Such nice people, sir—both of
them. And to devoted, too. It's a real
pleasure to see a happy pair like that."
A moment of silence, then:
"Ub—yes; yea; that's right, steward," said Kerry. "Thank yon," he
added, and moved abruptly off.
Back to his cabin, surprised and
more than a little disappointed. P*t«r
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Edicts Against Corset
Merely "Empty Sound"
The corset, which a short time ago
threatened to resume Its old whalebone rigidity, must rank among the
nrtlcles of dress which, however often
denounced, seem Invulnerable against
attack. Louis XIV of France, though
he suppressed the high headdresses
of court ladies by a word, could not
win obedience to a decree against the
corset, and when Charles X condemned It to extinction. It was noted
that the ladies merely clasped It about
them more tightly than ever. A more
subtle move was that of the Emperor
Joseph II of Austria, who sought to
discredit the corset by ordering that
women of bad character or convicted
of serious crimes should be made to
wear them. • But even that did not
discourage the others 1
Windowi Mad* of Double Gla»

When window washers start washIng the lofty windows In the high
arched dome of the new $41,000,000
union terminal at Cincinnati they will
work Inside the glass. The window
la made of double glass sheets, far
enough apart for the cleaners to walk
between them.
Seek Market for Rabbit Milk
To help out rabbit raisers In San
Fernando valley, California, several
doctors are trying to flud some use for
rabbit's milk. If It Is found to be
more nutritious than cow's milk, it
may be used as a food for babies.
Must Do Fooliih Thing*
•'Some men," said Uncle Eben, "ain't
happy unless dey's doln' sumpln' foolish. «a' den dey ain't happy."

ROADSIDE
MARKETING
By T. J. Delohery

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

FOR BOX SCORE
IN LIFE'S GAME

SCHOOL Lesson

Why Not Have Success or
Failure Chalked Up?

Institute of Chicago.)
0. 1»H. W««t«ra New»p»p« Union,

DIRECT MARKETS ARE
POSSIBLE ANYWHERE
IFTEEN years given to studying
the methods of hundreds of farmers and farm women who are retailIng and wholesaling farm products
has convinced me that there are but
few farms on which some sort of
produce which consumers or retailers
will buy cannot be grown or processed.
Moreover, I have found that the location of the farm is no drawback.
Jim Smith of Farmlngton, Ark.,
which Is little more than a post office,
thought fruit growing a poor Job becausa of tow prices; but his bridewife, who came from Texas, told him
that dried apples shipped to communities which produced no frnlt would
pay well A partnership was arranged, Mrs. Smith to do the selling.
Relatives and friends in other states
were contacted and advertising was
placed in various small town papers.
Before long it was necessary to hire
several people to help prepare the
fruit and get It off to customers and
agents who were attracted by the advertising.
"Rye wasn't much In demand and
the price was down," said A. O. Hnltqulst of Wisconsin, "so. I brought
what I had to the mill and had it
ground into flour. Put op In neat,
white SO-poand Backs, an which I
painted "Rye Flour,' I had no trouble
getting retailers to pay me twice as
much as the whole grain would have
brought"
Bay Garrett of Franklin county,
Ohio, sold his dressed calves to a
country buyer until he got hold of an
eastern newspaper. Turning to the
market section hid eye caught quotations on veal. His calves, worth 10
cents In Ohio, were bringing 26 cents
a pound in New York. He connected
with a commission firm, and started
shipping. By asking questions of his
market representative he received Information which helped him prepare
his calves so he got the high dollar.
Hats don't grow on bushes, but Mrs.
L. Splller of Cobden, III, has. kept
herself in Easter hats and other
clothes with money she derives from
the sale of lilacs to a Chicago florist
Like many families in small towns,
Wiley Harlston of Warren, Ark., kept
a cow. What milk, cream and butter
wasn't needed at home, was aold to
neighbors. The Income was about f10
a month. Mrs. Harlston became BO
proficient as a butter maker that she
•was awarded, the championship of Arkansas, Tennessee and Mississippi in
a tri-state contest So, when Harlston quit clerking In the general store
to go on a patch of land be bad
bought, the butter from the milk produced by their several cows was sold
direct to people In town. Then they
began to ask for milk, and Harlston
added more cattle, going Into purebreds. Business grew; BO did the
herd, and, neighbors reasoning that his
cattle were good producers began to
buy his calves.
Mrs. Mary L. Ballew never plants
much garden track during the regular

Lesson for October 22
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Find* Profit In Dried Apples.

season. She plants so as to have
her crops before or after her small
home town market Is supplied. Thus
she is able to get the higher prices
which prevail when things are not
plentiful
While freight rates are supposed to
be the main difference between markets, George Pullen of Berrlen Springs,
Mich., found he could get a 50 per
cent higher price If he trucked his
grapes to South Bend, 25 miles away,
Instead of hauling them to Benton
Harbor which Is only 11 miles distant
The "Best Farmer Salesman Between ^Los and the Lake'" Is the reputation Norman Shurtllff of Overton,
Nev., has won wJth the dollar boxes
of fresh vegetables which he sends
out by mall, and from the truck loads
of fruit, vegetables and honey he peddles through mining towns. Upward
of 3,000 of the "Family Assortment"
packages have been sent out In one
year. These boxes contain several
heads of lettuce, bunches of radishes,
green onions, spinach or beet greens,
asparagus, carrots, garden cress or
parsley, with a decorative touch In
the form of a rose or a bunch of sweet
peas. The mall lag season starts late
In February and continues through
May, and most of me packages Ko
within two mailing zones. Kach box
contains a slip tilled "Our Policy"
which says "Like tlmt Of any modern
successful business, our policy i, that
no deal la complete until our client
Ifl fully satisfied, and Bura ot havl
received bis money's worth and more
We guarantee everything
'
Tour money refunded If not
O. 1»J«. Wwtern N.w.pap,,, UnloB,

PAUL IN ASIA MINOR
LBSSON TBXT-AoU 11:1-5, !»-!»:
"ooijDBN TEXT-And h« «al<J unto
thtrn. Go r» Into all th« world, and
pr«Mh th« 8-o«P«l to »v«rr oreatur*.
K

?WMUJIT TOPIC—Far Away Prl«nd«
Hear About Jeiu*.
JUNIOR TOPIC—A Ship SeU SalL
XNTBRMEDIATK AND SENIOR TOPIC—Wfcr 8»nd MlMlonarlM Abroad?

tfroxnro

PBOPIJB

AND ADOW

TOPIC—The Hlnlonary Obligation.

I. The Beginning of For»lon Missions (w. 1-12).
This marks the beginning of foreign
missions as the deliberately planned
enterprise of the church.
1. The gifts of the church at Antloch (T. 1). Young as was Antloch, the
new religions center, she had prophets
and teachers. When Christ ascended
on high, he gave gifts to men for the
purpose of perfecting the saints unto
the work of the ministry (Eph. 4:8-12).
The church does not exist for Itself,
but for service to others.
2. First missionaries sent forth (w.
8, 8). Barnabas and Saul were the
first foreign missionaries. They went
forth by the bands of the church at
the command of the Spirit The work
of wvangellBing the world wa'B laid so
beamy upon these men that they refrained from eating In order to seek
the will of God In prayer. They were
directed to send forth those whom the
Spirit called, teaching us that the real
call for service comes from the Spirit
The Spirit called and the very best
men were sent from the church at Antloch. Before sending forth the missionaries, there was a second season
of prayer before laying hands upon
them, indicating that ordination has
its proper place In sending forth missionaries.
8. Preaching the Word of Ood to
Cyprus (w. 4, 5). Because the gospel
It "good news," It la natural for the
missionary to go among his acquaintances. Christ commanded the one out
of whom a demon had been cast to go
to his own house and tell what great
things the Lord had done for him
(Luke 8:39).
4. Withstood by Elyrnas, the sorcerer (w. 6-12). Klymas, under the
influence of Satan, sought; to turn the
mind of Sergins Paulus from the Wort
of God, and to hinder the gospel as It
entered upon its career of conversion
of the heathen. Paul denounced him
M full of guile and villainy.

'Most of yon gentlemen hate
heard," said George B. Cautious, »t
the weekly meeting of the BowanlS
club, "that the average goldfish occupies a conspicuous position, and
that it has little or no privacy. It
has occurred to me that the goldfish
has as much Isolation as a prof«a>
slonal baseball player. Every B
player makes Is noted In the
and upon the official scon
Bis efforts, his successes and his
urea are pointed oat the moment
makes them, and the records may
consulted to learn about what a* did
years ago.
;
"Now then, my friends, It seams to
me that the system used'in conn+e-,
tion with the ball players^ronld
good one to adopt for use to connection with mankind generally. We
read notices about some men, and w«
know instinctively, that* such notices were Inspired; that they an what
Is known as fulsome praise; W«
read 'little or nothing.about others,
who may have been equally or more
deserving. An official scorekeeper
for every man would change all that.
When the ball player takes Us place
In front of the pitcher the sconkeeper records him at bat Ha must
hit, be Mught or thrown out, or els»
he will score or be left stranded on'fc
base. But whatever he does he cant
be noted In the box score at the end
of the gama
•
"How much more we would knot?
about each other and of fellow-men
generally If somebody kept our scons
In the same manner. Our opportunities would be the same as times at
bat for a ball player. Whether we
were given a free lift, struck out, In
a manner of speaking, or knocked a
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II. Paul and Barnaba* at Antloch
In PlsldJa (w. 13-16).

From Cyprus Paul and Barnabas,
with John JUark, went northward to
Perga. Here, for some reason, Mark
parted company with the missionaries,
and returned home. We are not told
as to why he went back, but It Is a
pleasure to know that be later redeemed himself. Before Paul's death,
h« spoke favorably of Mark, declaring
that h«°had found him profitable unto
,th« ministry (H Tim. 4:11). Reaching
Antloch In Plsldla they entered a synagogue on the Sabbath day. Though
Paul was now a missionary to the Oen
tiles, he did not depart from his custom—to go to the Jew first
III. Paul and Barnabas Preaching
the Gospel In Lystra (Acts 14:1-28).
1. At Iconlum (w. 1-7). Their experience here was much the same as at
Antloch. They preached In tha synagogue, causing a multitude of Jews
and Gentiles to believe. The unbelieving Jews stirred up the Gentiles
to the most bitter persecution.
2L The attempt to worship Paul and
Barnabas as gods (w. 8-18). To
•scape the united assault of the Jews
and Gentiles, they fled to Lystra and
Derbe, where they preached the gospel The healing of the lame man
occasioned new difficulty. This man
was a confirmed cripple, having never
walked. On hearing Paul preach, falttj
was born in his heart (Rom. 10:17).
When Paul percslved that he trusted
Christ, h» called with a loud voice 10
that all could hear for the man to
•tend upright The cure was Instantaneous for he leaped and walked.
This miracle was so notable that the
very thing which should have been a
help now became a hindrance. The
people sought to worship the missionaries.
8, The stoning of Paul (vv. 10. 20).
Wicked Jews from Antioch and Iconlum pursued Paul with such relentless hate that they stirred up the people at this place, who had been willing to worship the missionaries, to
stone them. This shows that satanlc
worship can goon be transformed into
Satanic hate. They not only stoned
Paul, but dragged him out of the city
for dead. God raised him up. and with
undaunted courage Paul pressed on
with his duties as a missionary bearing the good news to the lost
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Q. What are the rules, concerning
John W. Mehlmann, dragCourt House,
display of the Blue Eagle in newsAtlantic, Iowa,
&m&
;•;
4.55
Walter Nelson, labor ...
paper advertising?
September 28, 1933.
11.55
A. A newspaper may not accept
H. A. Paige, labor
week)
W-TiTBUDD
Editor
(continued
37.35
Rathman, labor
advertisements carrying the Blue Pleasant Township, Second Precinct.
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50 Eagje until the names of advertisers Judges:
„J Wm. J. Sager, dragging .... 13.05
5.60
4 20
If not paid in advance
$2.00 j actually are posted on the honor roll
Thos. Gittens
- Richard Watson, labor
84.15
4
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—-~
:
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^
. . .. i at post offices or until the advertiser
T C Crumm
- Henry Eggerling, labor
I5c
Entered at the post office at An.ta, ^^ a ^^ ^ other evidence
46.50
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W.
E.
Lary
- , H. M. Duff, labor
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
7.02
from the postmaster.
S W Woods, delivering bali M. N. Lambertson, dragging.
2.00
B
Q. When a chain store located in a
OCTOBER 19, 1933.
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-°° i Kenneth Chapman, labor ...
25.05
town of less than 2,500: ^population j
!""
15
I
Harvey
Morgan,
labor
has only two employee*^ are such . «-'er*8^- ^^
. .4.20 ^ ^_ Morgan, dragging • • • 8.40
JUST HUMAN NATURE.
10.35
2 C
4 20
employees subject to limitation of
S. W. Woods
- W. M, Pearson, dragging ...
8.40
A really brave man does not have [ W0rk hours ?
Purity Oil Company, rent and
! y^ E. Pratt, labor
5
to proclaim the fact, either in military i A. No; because the manager signs
3.15
booths
-°°, Wayne Stsler, labor
5.60
or civil life.
I the agreement and certificate of comPymosa Township.
. Archie D. Worm, labor
2 C
86.85
A noted general once called a dozen pHance for his own particular branch. Judges:
'Harold Brehmer, labor
4
20
of his officers" to his headquarters and guch employees, however, must have
16.45
A. D. McAfee
- John Greenwaldt, dragging .
19c
4 20
exclaimed.
their wages increased at least 20
Willis Campbell
- Fred J. Herchenback, Jr.,
"Gentlemen, I want an officer of un- per cent.
53c
Chris Tiedemann
4.20 j dragging
questionable bravery for a delicate and Q. in a recent issue, in answers to
Ralph D. Milf ord, booths
1.00 ( w H Paige) labor
dangerous .mission. Who .will volun- a question as to whether owners of Clerks:
I Julius Anderson, dragging ..
small establishments may work only
teer?"
Robert Wilboum
*-20 A s Ballentine, dragging ..
4<20
Eleven officers sprang forward, arms 54 hours per week, the following ansRalph D. Miiford
iRoy I. Bailey, dragging ...
upraised. One lone officer remained ; wer was given:
"The President's
J. D. McAfee, delivering bal- i Rayn,Ond Comes, labor .....
17c
quietly in his tracks.
j Reemployment Agreement places no
lots
'.1.00 Harvey D. Derry, dragging .
"And you?" roared the general to limitation on hours in towns of less
Union Township.
John Dimig, labor
2
than 2,500 population." Is this corthe lone man.'
Edward Dimig, labor
Judges:
"You asked for man of unquestion- rect?
4 20
Carl Hansen
- j George F. Hansen, dragging
A. The reply was not comprehened bravery," was the quiet reply, "I
W. E. Gerlock
4.20 George Jensen, labor
do not claim to be a brave man. I sjve. Bona fide employers, whether
Carl Arnold
4.20 \ Augus t Long, labor
often .experience fear. If a duty is ' individuals or partners, are not limitSothman Motor Co., rent
5.00 c Mean8i
assigned to me I perform it to the j e(j BS to hours of work, regardless
Ora Moller, dragging
66.3(
Clerks:
best of my ability, regardless of the ; Of the population of town or city. The
4
&5Q Georgia Byrne, mileage . . . 29.55,
7.50 W. C. Boseck, hauling
Will Lantz
-20 Austin McFadden, labor
Gity o$ Atlantic, current and
fear that I may feel. That is all I single exception is the proprietor of
22.50 Guy F. Canon, salary and
Gail S. Becker
4.20 Robert Biggs, labor ..
can promise, sir."
* j a one-man barber shop, who may
water 2 months
59.10
mileage
83.70.
W. E. Gerlock, delivering bal| H c Clausen, dragging
And the wise old general passed by \ wor)j only 52 hours per week.
County Treasurer Breeling,
4.00 peter
50.01 County Auditor Ward, exlabor
lots
the eleven who acknowledged their
The maximum hour provisions of
2.60
gopher bounty paid
press and stamps
Ed. Roberts, police
2.00
19.26
. Davis, labor
78.31
bravery, and chose the one who ad- J PRA do not apply to employees in
Cumberland
Enterprise, elec.75
Edwin
Darling,
labor
Victoria Township.
Richard
Davidson,
labor
36.1
mitted that he knew the feeling of establishments employing not more
tion notice
2.90
Elmer Erickson, labor
7-4 Elmer Erickson, hauling ...
fear. He put it over.
than two persons in towns of less Fudges:
Chaa. A. Donahoe, watchman . 18.00.-•!
H. C. Kerkman
3.90 peter Harisen) dragging .... 36.2 Gre^n Bay Lumber Co.,' maIt is so in every day life. The fel- than 2,500 population, which are not
12.00 A. A. EmSgt, stamps
21,00-,
J. G. McKee
3-90 H M Kuehl> dragging
12.3
terial
low who makes the biggest noise when j B part Of a larger trade area. The
20.56 Gibson £ Raoe, drugs lor
E. J. Symonds
3.90 c c jjorrjsoni labor
82.3 V. S. Hansen, repairs
all is serene can often run the fast- maximum hour provisions do apply to
' • • • • • • '•••'•* .......
H, C. Kerkman, booths
1.00 Tom Murphy, labor
2.80 Herring Service Station, gas
eat when danger approaches.
such employees (1) if the town ia
40.24
American, official
Clerks:
'McFadden,
dragand
oil
Claude
0.
The man who quietly and frankly more than 2,600 or (2) if more than
...............
2.70 : printing . .
154.70
Hoffman
Transfer,
hauling
..
V. D. McMartin
3.90
_^
ging
admits that he experiences fear is two employees work in the establish6.75 Hoegh- Oil, Company, fuel oil
J. I>. Amdor
3.90 j Maurice Odem, labor
2,80
j
Joyce
Lumber
Co.,
material
more to be depended upon. He sel- ment. A part-time worker is con30.45 '
". .
E. J. Symonds, delivering balI Niels P. Peterson, labor .... 58.30jj. H. Keesee, repair work
dom reaches the "panicky" stage.
sidered a fraction of an employee.
10.60 Industrial Chemical Co., suplots and lights
6.50 C. C. Spear, labor
D.
J.
Lee,
repair
work
22.00
In towns of less than 2,500 populaWashington Township.
P.?***
Clark M. Trailer, dragging . 6.60 J. H. Marshall & Son, red
THE BLACK BAG.
tion, wages of all employees should
delivering bal5.00
Judges:
,j
F. W. Wiese, dragging
V-00 cloth
be increased at least 20 per cent. If
Frank N. Miller
4.20 ( j^nk o will, dragging .
83.15 Mona Motor Oil Company,
Miss O. Wooden of Kansas City, such increase brings the wage above
Henry Knop
4.201 George Beli> yabor
2.80
oil
• 92.97 Koch Brother*, supplies ....
the minimum stipulated in the PRA,
MacmBHan Company, books .
14-85 North Western Bell Telephone
hotel where she will be greeted with or substitutions, for towns of more
Carl Comes
4.20 Raymon(j fieisser, dragging
Emil
A.
Brehmer,
booths
and
open arms. Not that there is any- than 2,500, then that minimum only
John DeBus, labor
.........
22.05 j Co., rent and toll . . . . < . . . 12.86 Matt Pttrrott ft Sons Co.,
blanks
lamp
1-75 Frank Ellis, labor
thing wrong about the lady herself, or
.........
68.40 j Adolph Paul, repair
need be paid.
Co.,
Metropolitan
Clerks:
that she doesn't pay her bills. It is
Peter
Eisel,
dragging
55.35
j
Railway
Express
Company,
Q. Pending the signing by the Prebook*
....
Emil A. Brehmer
4.20
•42
because of the black bag she carries. sident of the permanent code of fair
s
Frank, labor
25.20 j express
Wilks Sarsfield
4.20 1 Frank Howard, dragging
Zet* Neal, awdating County
You see, Miss Wooden's black bag is competition for retail stores, may any
33.30 j A. H, Smith, gas
'Worker \..;..'*.•
the home site of some 500 of her pets retail store operate under the tentaCarl Comes, delivering bal- | Carl Kuester, labor
10.40 Standard Blue Print Com, .1.50 Wm. C. Meyer, labor
and they are the ones hotel managers tive provisions of such permanent
lots
29.89 North Western Bell Telephone
25.20
pany, prints
Leona Knop, cleaning school
Company, rent and toll ..
object to, most strenuously. The oth- code as published in the newspapers,
5.60 Kline Taylor, labor .........
7.88
Maurice Pelzer, labor
house
1.00 George B. Proctor, dragging .
Frank
Pelzer, committee
er day, while a guest at a hotel in in preference to the modifications of
1.00
41.85 \ Henry Wiechman, repairs
Council Bluffs, a maid entered Miss the President's Reeimployment Agreework . . . - . . , > . - • • •
Session and Mileage Claims.
j p w Schuler, labor
47.25 i Acres-Blaekmar Co., supplies . 17.50
6.10 Don Wohlenhaus, grader
Wooden's room during the lattcr's ment, which apply particularly to re- H. G. Armentrout,
'Practical Drawing Co., books .
92.00 G. H. Allen,
committee
Frank Pelzer
5.00 i C. 0. Conrad, labor ...
absence. She was horrified to see,1
Gladys Babe, Jrust fund
3.00
k
91.10
wor
tail stores ?
G. H. Allen .,
4.00 Harold Bacon, dragging
scuttling about in all directions some
43.65 American Book Co., books .
57.68 Gertrude Huston Showers,
A. No, until the permanent codej
5.75 Otis Crum, labor
500 insects which upon the intrusion for retail stores has been signed by T. W. Davis
trust fund*
4-13 H. G. Armentrout, comvmit6.30 Shelton Campbell, labor
hurried back into the open black bag. the President, any such store display- Herman Ryan
3-OOj tee work
109.15 Scott Foresman & Company,
On motion and vote, the board ad- J. J. Everhardt, labor ..
Upon analysis, the insects proved to ing the Blue Eagle IB expected to
4.20 Atlantic News Telegraph, offi*
be cockroaches. Now, there is a fued operate under the PEA, as modified journed until October 2 at 9:00 George E. Hosfelt, labor
2-80} C i a j printing
127.61 Silver Burdette ft Company,
of long standing between cockroaches by substitutions applying particularbooks
36.35 rjr- R. L. Barnett, care priEmanuel Jensen, labor
l
and hotel managers, and in this case ly to retail stores.
Frank Pelzer,
(Signed)
4.75 Henry Taylor, repairs
Ray Krauth, grader
84.60
soner
the manager won. The lady was askChairman.
J. H. Welch Printing Co.,
Harold Lewis, labor
4.00 E, Burgner, rent for County
2l
ed to take her pets elsewhere. After BOX ELDER BUGS ARE
3.88
Attest:
supplies .,
Ronald Pierson, labor
Attorney's office
Jennie
M.
Ward,
her departure, the (management organWidows' Pensions per Month.
5.00 Church of Christ, rent of room
HERE IN SWARMS
Ben South, labor
County Auditor.
ized a posse which combed the room
Henry Steffens, 'labor
58.80 j f or election
10.00 Lulu Brown
Many people have reported large
occupied by Miss Wooden and her
Louise ^Dillon
Lem Wells, labor
2.80 County Auditor Ward,
explaymates, but the cockroaches were swarms of the box elder bugs in town. PROCEEDINGS OF THE
Alice Hover,
W.
E.
Wise,
bridge
forepress,
postage
and
laundry
.
16.87
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
These bugs come out after the first
well trained and none were found.
Dolly Hood
man
120.00 Crescent Printing Company,
11*1
frost and stay until cold weather
Frank Bannister, labor
62.65 j supplies
18.17 Lulu Aahbaugh
Court House,
drives
them
in
again.
In
several
Celia Butcher
Herbert Spear, labor
68.00, -p. (W. Davis,
committee
A Secret
Atlantic, Iowa,
It
places they were so thick one could
63.00} work
., 56.90 Lillian Ford
Lawrence Ward, labor
October
2,
1933.
hardly walk as they seemed to take
2
BO
1MB
Alma Howejr
Dougher, Rich & Woodburn,,
The Board of Supervisors of Cass Atlantic Motors, Inc., labor
a special delight in settling on passers1 21
(to
be
contiued)
Earl
Beech,
supplies
- 1 payment on contract
1,200.00
I by. Many report thete around box County met in regular session at 9:00 Darrell N. Blake, salary . . .
100.00,
pidlar & Chambers, supplies
.
1.88
[ I t , with
V* It'll t*l*
I1IV.111LSV,* LJ f*
tJfcJ*-***/.
(
j_
_ _
^ __. I
a.
m.
all
members
present.
SHERIFFS SALE NOTIC6|
elder trees and it is an easy matter
35.65
Minutes of September 28th read and Clarence Brown, labor ..... 14.00 ( Ginn & Company, books .
to kill them if one will pour boiling
City of Atlantic, water and
| Maxine Highley, salary .... 55.00 State of low*, Cass County,
water on them early in the morning approved as read.
light
at
county
yard
....
8.00
Hoffman Transfer, freight
Moved by Allen, seconded by Davis,
Notfce in hereby given, that «
before they begin to move about.
SI.
A.
Cue,
hauling
men
6.00
j
and election booths ....... 19.62 6th. d»y p£ November, A. D., i»
Don't worry *h«n NMur* falls
to
set
October
16th.,
1933
at
10:00
About
the
only
thing
that
will
rout
you. B« wlw and k««p your
1.31 Glenn 0. Jones, assisting
totality. UM our r»ll«f tabltti.
10:00 o'clock A. M., at the At
them is to spray with gasoline. This o'clock a, m. for letting contract for ' A.. A. Emigh, envelopes
Harmleii and •ffvcriv* in wort
20.00
i treasurer
81.26 Automobile "Company buildmg, «
construction
of
the
following
trunk
Harley
Gaines,
hauling
men
unusual cam. Ordtn ruthfd
does not kill them at once but they
out tmm«d1at«1y. $2.00 box s«nt
i Griswold American, supplies .
7.75 j Klipto Loose Leaf Co., suped at 3rd. and Poplar Streets m J
will leave and die later. They do not roads:
C. O. D., pUIn wrappir. BornHansen & Lowe, supplies . . .
10.59
plies
v
59.32 city of Atlantic, and county afo«»
luck* L«borMorl*>, Dipt. iil
11 r.
0.77 miles of County Trunk
seem
to
eat
anything
and
where
they
Minnecpolli. Minn.
Hoegh Oil Company, tires and
j Laidlaw Brothers, books .... 37.11 will be sold »t public «urt«»
Road G.
stay all summer is not known.
gas
28.90 Marne-Elkhorn Telephone Co.,
0.66 miles of County Trunk
higheet bidder, for cash, t
RETL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
Iowa Culvert & Pipe Com| toll
6.20 described Real Estate,
Road K.
0.92 miles of County Trunk
pany, pipe
685.76 Massena Echo, election noOnly
taken by virtue of a special
C. E. Faulkner to Evelyn B. FaulkRoad R.
, C. F. Scybert, labor
4.00' tice
9.00 tion iwued from the office
ner, wd, Its 7 8 and 9 blk D White's
Motion carried.
i S. J. Spicer, labor
50.00 Middle States Utilities, toll .
1.25 Cite* of the District Court,
sub div of Haskins add Anita also
Mov<$ by Armentrout, seconded by W. E. White, dragging
6.30 Newson & Company, books .. 74.66 and for the County of Cass,.
westly 75 ft It 3 of out It 3 White's Ryan, to serve notice to depart on Hal Woodward, labor
via
2.80 A. Odem, boarding prisoners . 106.60 low., to favor of Gertrude
sub div Haskins add Anita also all F. C. Allen, 106 Cedar Street and G. Clifton Acker, dragging . .
2.70 ' Perkins Brothers, gross penGilford, and against the pr«P« JJ
of It 1 of o p It 1 of sw4 se4 sec Wm. Rasmussen, Pymosa Township, Emil Bode, labor
66.10! .cils
3.68 Ethel Pearl Miller and Jens
21-77-34 in town of Anita, $10,000.
and to authorize chairman to sign D. C. Coon, labor
2.50' Pratt Paper Company, supbuaband, and George A.
Walter G. Hunter and wf to Grace same,
12.98
j Chris J. Dreager, dragging . .
27.90 • plies
J. Palmer, und Mth share in Its 9
Motion carried.
i T. C. Conroy, labor
63.00 j C. S. Relyea Company, bal'. r*ht, title
10 11 and 12 blk A Whitney's add
On motion and vote the making of J. M. Frank, labor
205.80 Ethel Pearl Miller and
5.00' lots
j Anita, $1.
for Round Trip Tickets
the levies was laid over until next Clayton Green, grader
92.00 Herman Ryan, committee
Nellie M. Tompkin and Will Tomp- meeting.
Every Day
Walter Kirchoff, dragging
94.60
24.30 work
kin to Bertha M. Keasey et al, qcd,
Quarterly
reports
approved:
O.
M.
Fred
A.
Linderman,
labor
63.94
21.50
Chas.
Scribner's
Sons,
books
to October 29
It 12 blk 2 Whitney add Anita, ?1. . Hobart, recorder, showing $371.95 re- Arnold Meyer, dragging
2.95
42.30
Simmons
&
Jobes,
supplies
Only a few days .
Celestia A. Storer and hus to El- ceived and disbursed on 985 instru- Maurice Proctor, labor
left to see the
106.10 Pauline Thrower, mileage
tion Two,
mer H. Storer and Walter M. Storer,
4.00! John C. Winston Co., books .
69,76
North, Range
n2 ne4 and se4 ne4 sec 7-76r34, ex ments; Vern O. Pigsley, Steward of Roy Rabe, labor
County Farm, showing total receipts Joe Walker, labor
56 70! Koch Brothers, supplies ....
2.86
s
of the 6th. P. m
1 A in ne cor ne4 ne4, $1.
from
sale
of
hogs
and
cattle
$558.44
Jesse
Cranston,
labor
.
49
95'
J.
W.
Luke
&
Son,
gas
148.94
Iowa, or as much
Century of Progress
4 201 C. P. Meredith, spades
6.30
Exposition
Miss Dorothy Bangham enjoyed a and amount paid out for expenses, Karl (iuttenfelder, labor . . .
be necessary to sa
W
1.15
l-39; „ .
:H. M. Bacon, labor
31.15' M. L. Metz, tube
visit last week from her friend, Miss
of execution and
The following claims were allowed, Chas. Casteel, dragging . ..'. 26.40! Delbert Odem, labor
1.76
Mary Miller of Brayton.
costs.
and warrants authorized:
A.
Tickets good in comfortable
Chas. J. Paugherty, filling . 150.00 Purity Oil Company, gas .. 65.10
coaches and chair cars. Half
J.
P.
Christensen,
wife
and
two
Sheriff of C«£
16.80 0. W. Shaffer & Son, gas
fare for children. Return limchildren visited in Omaha Sunday John Dill, labor
. Holaday, dragging . . . . 71.40
.
it 10 days from date of sale.
and repairs
96.77
Dated
at
Merle
Denne,
labor
with his sister, Mrs. Minnie Brady
3,00 Anton Jensen, labor
84.95 P. C. Sorensen, repair work .
Also a fare and one-tenth for
48.25 tic, Iowa, October
T.
H.
Darrow,
labor
i and family.
the round trip. Good in sleep31.25 i Chas. Landon, labor
3.50 Standard Oil Company, gas .
H. W. Eilts, draggingjg
,.,„
,
,
.
er* (on payment of reducedNttd
dragging
26.55 J. H. Welch Printing Co., roll
rate Pullman fare) or coaches.
When corn was selling for $2 and Herman Fries, labor
j C. B. Perrin, grader
84.50
tracing paper
6.76 home Saturday
Return Uipit 16 days.
wheat for 85 cents, Swan Lake, near J. J. Heck, labor
40.05
E. J. Symonds, labor
53.20 Sam Wood, hauling pipe ....
«-00 with friends at
EXTREMELY LOW
Laurens, Pocahontas county, was C. W. Kearnes, labor
2 80
69.20 P. M. Alexander, supplies ..
1.66
ALL-EXPENSE TOURS
_. —
drained to provide more farjn land. Ben G. Kirkham, dragging . . 20.70 R. A, Turner, labor
J.
D.
Walters,
labor
112.80
Dr.
George
A.
Alliband,
car*
After Arrival in Chicago
/Wm.
Schaake
It was found that the lake bed was E. B. Luman, dragging
29.25
18.70 each — two days
3.50
to prisoner
2.00 Iowa, were visi
peat and the project was abandoned. Tom Clausen, dragging
23.10 Herman Anderson, labor
*&00 each — three day*
Bill
Smith,
labor
68.25 Anita Tribune, official printfirst of the week w
This year 'the land, never previously John H. Dinkey, labor
315
M hotel room (two to «
74.53
ing
60.60
used, is expected to yield a return Wilbur Dorsey, labor
MOM with h.UO - »»«*WMi«
](X25 Elmer Watson, labor
between •!•««>
Atlantic Auto Company, rent .
of about $6,000. Dan Felsing and Johannes Eilts, dragging . 14 40 J. D. Adams Company, blades
and scrapers
155 52
September and October . . " &W-°°
gons of Pocahontas, are operating the John Eggerling, dragging . . H'IQ
Atlas Tear Gas Corapfaft »UP- '
farm. The peat bed has shown as- Wm. Gilpatrick, labor
12^00 Atlantic Square Deal Oil Co.,
gas and oil
' £53 47
plies
v.i.^ ai<W
tonishing fertility for the growing of Peter Johnson, labor
Anita, Iowa.
vegetables.
work
.12.05
Published Every Thursday by the

Tribune Publishing Co,

We Deliver

Phone 30Q

Friday-Saturday Specials

STARCH, corn or gloss, 2 , jt-lb* packages ..
COFFEE, Chase & S^boi^iBreak-o-Morn, ib.
RAISINS, Thompsons Sficdl^s, 2 pounds
~
HERSHETTS </OCOA» 1-poi^d ^ m . . : . , . . . , 0
BUTTER, Armour's Cloverbtoom, per pound.. 23c
PANCAKE FLOUR, Kamo, 4-pound sack
3
RED ONIONS, Minnesota, 10 pounds
SUGAR, (must be cash), 10 pounds
PICKLES, full quart j$*
,
25c
LIMA BEANS, large California, 2 pounds
25c
MACARONI, elbo, 2-pound package.
RICE, large head Blue Rose, 4 pounds
5c
HUSKING GLOVES AND
MITTENS.

,

books .;;i...

FOR

MARRIED
WOMEN

1 cent a Mile
Rock
Island

World's Fair

at CHICAGO

WITCH POISONED FAMILY
A whole Belgrade family of six has
been poisoned as the result of drinking love potions administered by a
•woman named Stafitsa Londrsk. She
insisted that to Insure successful
marriage for three daughters of the
house the whole family must drink
philters In a darkened room. After
some time In the hospital all recovered, and the witch was sentenced to
8lx months' Imprisonment

OUR COMIC SECTION

"Toa say your w
• tfvuv UU 81}

^JEST.I-wjL-B.dTtt.l'***'
"Unfortunati
,
K

WHY PO YoU AlWAYS
USE fHAT BXPRESSroN*SH£ CAU6HT
I'M GLAD
CArJ SAY THAT

WELL I HEA^ THAT
MYRA HAS CAlieHT
OLD BILL AT LAST—
TO <3BT
MARRIED

FIFTY-F1FIT

^vo.!! r

Why the Sudden

ly."

"Don't hurry back," replied
wife "I'm having m good ttnu».
George."

clawed down
-curbing fell tat°
t ;n 7 o t ^ Utes
flre
was ablaze. N
in the toolshedtoe^ JT*
b
th« garden."
°tton>

"'

Waraiaf fw Father

out of

MIGHT INTEREST HIM

Dick was slow to grasp her meaning.

ME"—•
ME FHLV. FOR
So
ACTiv/B — PLAYS

"Why, Joanr he asked.
"You looked s6 big and strong to
them that dad won't dare raise a
hand—or foot—when yon call on me
now," she told him.

OUT "fo
A veRY" <3oon>
MATCH

TewNis, ffoup, SWIMS
RIDES, PI LOTS PLAME5
HE—

ME" HE'S1 A
FINE"

SITS AROUMD

ALL DAY'

No Regional Monopoly
Mrs.. Peck (reading from paper)—
It says here that In some parts of
Africa a man doesn't_know Us wife
until after he has married her. .
Mr. Peck (timidly)—Why mention
Africa?
HERE'S AN IDEA

sat* my face was

*_tone--«7^
'
- °« »».'<
did uot-.come within the limit.!
-;

It Save. Ink

FINNEY OF THE FORCE

P«»le*;(wrltlng)._confoim(i gran.
mar! Which is right; "i would ift
to attend" or "1 should like to «
tendf?,;
Park*—Why bother about It? D»
aa I do—-write Td."—Boston
script;

Brushing Up Their Wit
\NHIM Ol SEE AMOM WURRKlN'
01
HE'S NOT

CTusT
COPPER—

L«t«

A fainona man, often called upa
First Old Lady—It would be tin- to make an after-dinner speech, geopossible to make some of those bath- erally began with, "Oh, why n
ing suits any scantier.
Second Oid Maid—Not unless they
On* one occasion a distant Tola
had them tatooed on.
was heal-d: "Go on, now-lt can't La
helped."—Hollywood Dally Citizen. |
Reason for Ererythtaff
"I wouldn't wire home for money
Common Complaint
Why don't yon write?'
"You're looking bad, old
'Ton can't send a letter collect' What's the trouble?"

oung

I—Powdered Saxolite—i

"Domestic"

I Reduon wrinkle* and other agenrima. 8un- I
1 ply dissolve one ounce Saiolite In naif-pint I
I «iteh huel end use daily as (aee lotion. |

"But- you always snld your
"Have you seen Kitty's engage- was a pearl."
ment ring?" "Yes—I Wore It all las
"So she 18. It's the mother o1 (
year."—London Tit-Bits.
that's the trouble."—Stray Stotlei^
Old Story to Her

OHO! tfisT IM A
HURRY -r<5«Y.DOME

— IF VEZ HAD
FIRST, YEZ'D Be

POME THIS PART

A VMISE-CRACKIU
COPPER.!
N' WORSE j

SHOULD

WERE CARRYING

BUT
WHY
HURRYII4'

«'LL TFL.L YoU-r
CM HURRYiM' T<?
<3qT t>OMB AFORE
THE PAiMT .
ALL USED

MENTHOLATUM

THi

Tlcalthi/Hair will
[qnwonli/on a
ncaltlnj Scalp
"Keep your ecalp in good condition
by Bnampooing regularly with a thick
euds of Cutletira Soap and warm
water. Rinse thoroughly. If there is
any dandruff or irritation, the shampoo should be preceded by an application of Cnttem* Ointment.
SoapZSc. Ointment25and50c.
' Proprietor*: Potter Drag _& Chemical
Corporation. Maiden, MOM.

my

n te11 him that v

of- the income tax?"

Abeorb blemuhea and discoloraliona using
Wereoliied Wax daily aa directed. Invisible
particles of aged skin are freed and all
defect! such as blackheads, tan. freckles and
large pore* disappear. Skin is then beantifally clear, velvety and so soft—face looks
years younger. Mercolized Wax brings out
your hidden beauty. At all leading druggists.

NOSTRILS

-

They met afterthe (ootbUl match.
She was radiantly, bappf.,
-Dick," she said, "father dame
along to see the game Fni so glad
he saw you In those'football tojjfB.*

'

STOPPED-UP

..

He was traveling in Italy, mtti
wrote borne thus:
• . •
"Am enjoying Florenc* tmOHmMi>

Change to liquid
Laxatives?

MercolizedWax

a

Matched Up

THE FEATHERHEADS
-THEY'RE

Doctors have always recognized the
value of the laxative -whose dose can
be measured, and whose action can
be controlled.
The public, too, is fast returning
to the use of liquid laxatives. People
have learned that a properly prepared liquid laxative brings a perfect
movement without any discomfort
at the time, or after.
The dose of a liquid laxative can
be Varied to suit the needs of the
individual. The agtion can thus be
regulated. It forms no habit; you
; need not take a "double dose" a day
or two later. Nor will a mild liquid
laxative irritate the kidneys.
The wrong cathartic mag keep you
constipated as long as you keep on
using it.
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is a
prescription, and is perfectly safe.
Its laxative action is based on senna
—a natural laxative. The bowels will
not become dependent on this form
of help. Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
is at all druggists. Member N. R. A.

„
"' JOUV'
, Rnl,l >.
'
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(D WMt«ra Newicarxr Cnlon

TIME SAVED

KEPT OUT O' WAR

BEING AGREEABLE

<lrmpc«o<Kr. < wine types. Eiclueive right*.
Biff wet demand from now on. Low prices.
OBAFB8VGAK UBflTED, Barbank, Calif.

Is /our rest
disturbed ?
"U It was a secret, why in the world
did you tell Mary?"
"It won't do her any good, iny dear.
I nave already telephoned it to all the
girls she knows."

She (at church social)—They are
guessing iny age. How old would you
say I am?
He—My dear young lady, In such
matters as that I never venture an
opinion, I'm strictly neutral
JUST TRYING TO

CLASSIFICATION

STOMACH OUT OF ORDER?
... MAYBE ll^ COFFEEI

Wifey (brightly) -Guess 1 had better order a few golng-away gowns.
Hubby (gloomily)— NO, my dear .
J U an

'°
y where this
Wlfey-All right, then I'll Just order
a few staylng-at-home-BOwns.
NIMROD NOTION

AHY pfOftt CM drink coffee in moderatkn without ffl .fleet*. But to other.

M

h
• « • becom opobo ooiit>lM B^PBIO*
to • point «be(* *iuod:t>*epi» topowM

Irritations Break Rest
It coot*ii»iK>c**in. It U«lmply wi

IfflF bothered with bladder i
|
| laritiej, getting up at night and
ragging backache due to disordered
kidney or bladder function, don't
deUy- Use Doan's Pill.. Merit
only can explain Doan'i worldwide use. Get Ooon't today.. At

•ml hjij.ii, > ^H«fti4^v ••^•tMi^d ftfid rousted

brine oat to* ridi. iWbodted flavor
pnvidw tff'^rif unKftctlon of « warm i
time drtafc whtoout the m effects of coffee
Portom. A product of CNmnd Food»-

^ISB*^*j^4tet 'Mlble "*''

>
Tj?^P?
-^?»y^?,M^ ..< - »n«» moWMI MM Wl£ *••»• »

Boan's

fa^n •&• ^^^^>* ^Mft^^MM^^B At

^^^yi^^^ ^^^^^y^^^^^^?^^^^^^.^^

Kg

hunting!"' y°
a horrid man to kiss me—
woulo 1; but thank goodthere Isn't one among all my
male acquaintances."

"You bet 1

bungalow u nd
Peggie-True, but don't

you

'<> ••

am.

I

have

engaged

think

-' or "«ut that Isn't camping out"

'
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FROM OUR OLD FILES

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES

ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

Keeps Menlo Scoreless.
The A. H. S. football team treked
October 22, 1903.
to Menlo last Friday afternoon and
Mrs. A. D. Bullock is spending the
brought home the bacon by a score week at Jeffsrson, Iowa.
of 18 to 0.
A. B. Stone was in Omaha this
Through a special arrangement the week to buy some cattle.
Anita schools opened at 8:30 Friday
Mrs. Walter Hook is visiting relaThursday
Saturda
morning and took less time for noon tives in Council Bluffs this week.
so as to dismiss in the middle 'of the
M.
Dr. H. E. Campbell reports J.
WATCH
afternoon, so all who cared to could Garside as being quite ill at his home
GIRCULAR
attend the game. Many took advant- in Lincoln township.
v
age of the opportunity, both students
Claude Hansen and May Cochran
and adults flocked to Menlo in most visited Sunday with Frank Johnson
anyway that they could get there. and wife south of town.
In fact Anita just about moved up
W. A. Suplee and wife have returnER21
to Menlo for the afternoon and from ed from a three weeks' visit among
the sidetalk there was no misunder- relatives and old friends in KanBROWN BEAUTY
GOOCH'SBEST
standing as to where they were from
Millions Suffer Needlessly
or the mission involved. Some An- sas.George Arnold of Massena was in
evidently had more fun with the city Tuesday, enroute to South
Do you, too, suffer from "work
shoe" foot? Do your feet tire
their faunts, and jests than they did Dakota where .he has extensive real
Dr. a. H..MX.
easily, ache and pain after a hard
watching the game. More than the
t h * f about
m AND TRY SOME
interests.
day's work? Are you plagued with
foot •MWW
usual amount of excitement fringed estate
of ChUaco.
annoying blisters, corns and cal.
Chas.
W.
Hook
and
Curtis
Nichols
t*ll> bow to
the sidelines.
louses? • Then look to- your work
are in Sioux City this week, attend• r a i d foot
This large group of boosters saw
troablH.
shoes, warns Dr. B. M. Fox, famous
ing the grand lodge of Odd Fellows.
foot specialist.
their favorite team in purple and Mr. Hook is a member of the com- Zastrow, Supt; Anita TOtfc, Aart.
CARD OP THANKS.
white
get
away
to
a
poor
start.
CostMillions of men enjoy freedom
Communion service at 11:00 a. m.
mittee on correspondence.
ly fumbles and ragged playing markfrom tired, aching feet since switchWe wish to "think our ^
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m.
Samuel and J. E. Jewett have puring to Wolverine Shell Horsehidea.
ed the early periods of the game. The
and friends for the many J* .
Evening service at 7:8fr o'clock;
chased
the
Brandt
meat
market
at
1
Here ! on* work •hoe that alwar* gtuyt
boys were just off color and were not
K. J. U. club meets at the home of sympathy and kindness extend^
•oft and comfortable—erven In the coldest,
clicking together. They failed to Adair, and took possession of their Mrs. E. C. Dorsey on Thursday.
rainiest wcatbarl Wolrerlnei never dry
us during our recent bereavetn
property
last
week.
The
Jewett
boys
hard and stilt like ordinary work ahoea.
score in the early period of the game
There will be a kensington at the the loss of our son and brother
are
a
part
of
the
best
people
on
Kind to working feet, aoft and eBay, they
even when close to the goal, a thing
«eel like bouM attpperal
home of Mrs. Elmira Rickel on Wed- also wish to thank those who
that has not happened before this earth, and will give the Adair folks
Only Wolverines are made with both uppers
nesday. Everyone is welcqme. Itev. lowers and assisted with the fa
the
very
best
service.
•nd aoloB of Shell Honehlde, tanned by tba
year. The second quarter was a trifle
Morris and his bride will be present. services.
•eeret Wolrerlne triple-tanning in m run
Mrs.
S.
S.
Newton
of
Wyanet,
Illibetter but the machine had difficulty
Reelut KOKi and the aetde of barnyard and
Mr., and Mrs. Marinus
limestone aoU. And the sola*I Flexible.
getting under way and the ball see- nois, arrived in the city Tuesday for He would like to see as many of the
Mrs. Myrtle Farwell,
Yielding. Beams aewed with special 4-o|y
a
visit
with
her
son,
Ed.
L.
Newton
Anita
folk
as
possible.
sawed up and down the field. Finally
cord buried deep to prevent rim and tear*.
Elmer and Arthur Jensen.
One
of
the
best
church
orchestras
and
family.
It
was
a
happy
meetnear the close of the second quarter
Kb matter what your work — Wolverine*
ing,
and
the
Tribune
hopes
Mother
I
have
ever
heard
played
at
the
el
give you comfort, extra mileage and coat
our boys recovered a fumble near the
THANKS.
you leu.
goal and smashed it over for a tally. Newton will heartily enjoy the climate services last Sunday. A young i»eopie's choir assisted. They will be
Place kick for the extra points just of the Garden of Eden.
wish to thank our friendi'j
SEE
The
Tribune
is
pleased
to
state
that
in the same place at the same timewould not work. Either they were
fct:wh9 helped us with
the accident to Mrs. Hamilton Camp- next Lord's day. The young folk fcer*
THAT
hurried or went wide of the mark.
also those who I
SHELL?
The team showed improvement in bell and Mrs. Chas. £. Campbell, are a wonderful group and really deing of dinner,
the second half but still did not look which occurred one day last week serve all the encouragement one
Chris !
up to par. They succeeded in adding near the residence of S. V. Jenkins, gives. ,.
Come 'and worship with us.
a touchdown in each of the final resulting from meeting an automobile
;j^Ladies Must Love," st|
or Sunday
quarters and held Menlo at bay so near the turn Itt the road, is not as are always, welcome.
serious as was" first reported, and
under
the
circumstances
were
thankSelling For CASH, and Selling For LESS.
bruised about the 444;.4;4;;-4.44::
ful to keep their record dean and to while quite
CHRISTIAN liCII
head
and
body,
no
bones
were broken. f
accept the long end of an 18 to 0
On meeting the automobile, the
victory.
horses the ladies were driving be''Probation Afteir
At Elliott Friday.
BARTLEY'S for wagon t
ORIGINAL NOTICE.
Said petition also asks that the
came
frightened,
turning
almost
the
subject of the
Our
boys
play
at
Elliott
this
Frizoachines and cream i
hares of the different owners be conIn the District Court of the State of irmed as set forth in the said peti- day and will meet there the hardest square around, upsetting the buggy all Churches of;
Iowa, in and for Cass County.
ion.
And that partition be made, competition they have experienced and throwing them both on the Sunday, C)ctpb«r 22.
r if the same can not be equitably this season. Some of their games ground.
HAVE special bargain |
The Golden Text .is from Revelation
November Term A. D. 1933.
ivided, then the said real estate be
on
safety
razors and blades, alii
14:13,
"Blessed
are
the
dead
which,
Equity No.
old and the division of the proceeds have been mere practice games commade between the said owners with pared with this one. Elliott has a 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 die in the Lord from henceforth:
Bertha M. Keasey,
.heir respective shares.
I heavier team, fast men in the back- 4 CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4 saith the Spirit, that they
Tankage, San
Plaintiff.
Said
E. L. Anderson, Minister.
4 from their labours; and their
field, and they have been winning 4
Protex
Mineral, and ottef
vs.
.and is
against strong competition.
Our f 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 do follow them/'
Mary L. Brown; J. W. Brown;
trances.
(The Church With a Heart and
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo
William E, Whited; Mrs. WilFOR FURTHER PARTICULARS boys will have no, time to slump if
Bartley'a
an Open Mind.)
liam E. Whited; Earl T.
SEE PETITION WHEN ON FILE they expect to look like a team againtations from the Bible and from th
Stephenson; .Ross W. StephAS AFORESAID.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. Christian Science textboook, "Scienc
FOR SALE:—Chickens
THEREFORE, Unless you appear st th6m. It is not going to be a Special appropriate music. Sermon and Health with Key to the Scrip
ensonj-XJecu L. Stephenson;
alive
or dressed. Alive lOc lb; i
thereto
and
defend
by
noon
of
the
question.of
how
bad
our
boys
will
Ruth Whited; Elaine Whited;
Second day of the next term of the beat theto but rather whether they subject, "Practical Righteousness by tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
ed ISc. Phone 151 R 41. Mr&i
and Wpaim WMjed.; . ,
said Court, which will commence on can even tie them. Up and at them the Apostle of Love."
One of the Bible citations reads: Parker,- • ~/
Youth Forum at 6:30 p. m. All "Enter ye in at the "strait gate: for
To lMarJT' I*' :B^w^J "j; :W;. Brown, the 7th day of November 1933 and be boys. We are all for you.
William E. Whited, Mrs. William held at the American Legion Buildyoung people invited.
SALE:—Used
wide is the gate, and broad is the
E. Whited, Earl T. Stephenaon, ing, now being1 used as a temporary
Evening
program
at
7:30
o'clock.
beaters:
Also,
a couple of oil)
way, that leadeth to destruction, and
Ross W. Stephenson, Cecil &'Steph- Court House in Atlantic, Cass County,
Special music. Stereopticon lecture many there be which go in thereat: JobJison Plumbing and Heating f
FARM BUREAU NOTES
son, Ruth Whited, Elaine Whited Iowa, a'default will be entered against
you and judgment
and decree renderon the "Black Man in White Man's Because strait is the gate, and nar- Phone 12.
and Willjam Whited, Defendants.
Lynn H. Beard, County Agent
1
You and each of you are hereby ed thereon as prayed in said petiAfrica." A beautiful and inspiring row is the way, which leadeth unto
FOB SALE OR RENT:-l»fl
notified that there is now on file in tion.
lecture with more than 50 colored life, and, few there be that find it"
Forcing Early Molt Gives
Dated
this
27th.
day
of
September
the office of the Clerk of the District
farm,
1 mile south of Casey,
slides on the land of mystery. You (Matt. 7:13, 14).
Eggs in Fall.
Court of Cass County, Iowa, the pe- A. D. 1933.
acre
oV
$4.00 per acre cash renfcj
E.
S.
Holton.
The low price paid for eggs dur- cannot afford to miss this program.
tition of the plaintiff asking that the
Among the selections from the
Attorney for Plaintiff.
following described real estate, toing the late spring and early sum- Notice:—The above change of even- Christian Science textbook is the fol- mer. Pellett, Atlantic.
wit:
GET yonr radiator ready
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF mer months have induced some poul- ing program this week is necessary} lowing: "The way is straight and
Lot 12, Block 2, Whitney's Adfor the
best interest
of- .all, and
the I narrow,
trymen
to
force
their
hens
into
an
ter.
Prertone $2.95 per
which
leads
to
the
tinder,
„
.
.
,
_
"«*»**»«|
•*•»«,**
Accauo
wv
'him
UM«M«EXECUTOR.
dition to the Town of Anita, Cass
early molt in order to get a larger sacred drama, "At the Gate Beauti- standing that God is the only Life. Snper-Pyro alcohol 85c per
County, Iowa; be divided and
u
e
d
presented
In the District Court of the State of Percentage of fall and winter eggs.
partitioned among the plaintiff
Phone 244, 0. W. Shaffer 41
and the defendants in accordResults of several trials of this plan ing, October 29. This order will be! we must conquer sin, sickness, and Anita, Iowa.
Iowa,
in
and
for
Cass
County.
ance with the undivided interest
as conducted in Illinois and Washing-1 permanent. The drama night will al-' death either^~here" or hereafter,No. 4076 in Probate.
which they now own in the said
SPECIAL Remington $1.50
In the Matter of the Estate of John ton hav€ been "Ported to the United, ways be the last Sunday evening of certainly before we can reach the
real estate.
States Department of Agriculture.
the month during the coming season. goal of Spirit, or life in God" (p. knivea for fl-00. Other
Said petition states that the sal
Pine, Deceased.
low as 25c. Neff's Hardware.
real estate' was owned by Mrs. S. J To Whom It May Cqncern:
By withholding mash from the ra- These evening programs are for your 324).
Whited, who died intestate on or abou
tion
and
feeding
only
grain
on
free
j
interest
and
inspiration,
and
we
hope
Notice is hereby given that the un- ran e flocks hav
SALE:—Poultry vam\
the 8th day of March 1922, leaving
S.
e been forced into j to make them profitable to all, and
•will and testament in which she de dersigned has been appointed and has a molfc
leta. Oermo Form for roup.
durin
Ju
£ "e or July. The, will greatly appreciate your interest +
vised the above described real estate qualified as Executor of the estate o f ,
M. R CHURCH NOTES
+ sen 'Hatchery and Produce.
to Anna L. Whited and Nellie M John .Pine, late of Cass County, Iowa, egg-producing ration was then resum-; and cooperation. We assure you the *•
Monroe
J.
Rarick,
Pastor.
*
ed and the la in
Whited her! daughters.
(FOR SALE OR TRADB:y B houses lighted all' splendid interest shown is highly ap- *• + + 4- -f -f <f 4- -f -f -f -f * + -f 4
Said petition .also states that Anna deceased. All persons in any man- inight In this
wa
Pontiac sedan; 1933 Chevrolet i
ner
indebted
to
said
deceased
or
his
y the flocka were predated by all.
Sunday
School
at
10:00
a.
m.
Dr.
L. Whited .died-intestate on or abou
brou ht ba
1930 Willys Knight Six coach.
The senior ladies a$d wttkhold their C. H. Johnson, General Supt
«
<* into lay when egg prices
the 23rd day of January 1924, leav estate will make payment to the uning as her'sole and only heirs a deraigned; and those having claims | had, advanced
regular all day- meeting
Thursday
materially.
O. W. Shaffer ° Son,
-.
~
Y* ---- — 4
-»».v boys
MVJO class
vinoo taught
liAUMIIb by
uy Raytmond
XMIJ1UIVUW 244.
The
law Mary L., Brown, Bertha M. Keas against said deceased or his estate
Yearling
hens
are
more
easily
forewith
a
12:00
o'clock
dinner
for
the
Barber
will
present
the
special
teaIowa.
ey, William E. Whited, Simon A
ture fa
'
Sjw
mornin.
Whited, Nellie M. Tompkin, Earl T will-present them in manner and form ed into a molt than 2-year-old hens, public.
HEADQUARTERS f° r
Stephenson, Ross W. Stephenson, and as by law required, for allowance and according to the reports. The all- _The public is cordially invited to all
Morning
worship
at
11:00
o'clock.
night lights appear to be more suc- of the services and activities of this
Cecil L. Stephenson. And that sine payment.
Epworth League at 6:80 p. m.
the death of the said ArmaX. Whitec
to order.
Dated
this
16th.
day
of
October
' cesaf ul than anv other method in'church.
Leader, Dorothy Suiter. Topic, "In
the said Simoil A-JWiitedSdied in
bringing
hens
back
into
production
af-1
Heating
Shop
A.
D.,
1933.
testate on or abSuTthe llthNlay o
Quest of Life's Meaning." The second
ter a forced imolt. In some of the'
N. P. Christensen,
February 1925, leaving as his sole ani
HEATINcTstoves, par'°r
unit
will
be
discussed.
'
"Whart
Are
LINCOLN CENTER
only heirs at law his two children
3t
Executor of said estate. flocks it was difficult to force the
* I,Our Goals?"
to-wit: Elaine Whited and William
hens into a molt by the first of June.'
COMMUNITY CHURCH
j 'Evening worship at 7:30 o'clock.
Anot
Whited. And that he left his widow
Elwyn Andrews, Minister.
Frank Brown, wife and two child-'
her disadvantage in forcing the j
Ruth Whited.
*
Choir rehearsal following the mornj
molt
is
that
the
hens
often
lose.
Said petition also states that Ear ren were Omaha visitors Sunday.
ing
worship hour.
weight within two months after mash ' Church Services at 10:00 a. m.
T. Stephenson, Ross W. Stephenson
At
the business session of the ofand Cecil L. Stephenson owns an un
!
feeding
is
resumed.
Settle Estate
Bible School at 11:00 a. m., with
Charley Graham, wife and daughficial board last week, Raymond Bardivided 1-5 interest in the said res
The
use
of
the
early
molt
depends
1
Walter
Storer
as
superintendent.
Make
estate. And that Mary L. Brown ter, Betty Marie, spent:'Friday evenber was elected church treasurers Jbr
to a large extent on local conditions!, Rain com«-'s when the
that
— powers
„.,„,,
William E. 'Whited and Bertha M ing at the Charles Peyton home in and
r
=
market
Mrs.-Mary Reed has been
Keasey each own an undivided 1- Ames. On Saturday they viaited at
Prices, and the Depart- j be ca"ses it to fall and man takes it
ment
advlse
efficient treasurer but she
interest in the said real estate. An< the Floyd Reece home in Des Moines
s poultrymen to study all, whether he wants to or not . Death
that Elaine Whited and William and Sunday were guests of Frank i factors ta >'efully before applying the ™mes in the same way. None can
to be relieved of this work
Whited own an undivided 1-5 interes
for the coming
method to their fl
Specialty.
ever
escape.
Life
is
the
most
uncerGraham
and
wife
in
Valley
Junction,
i
^k
S
"** retl«n*tkm
in the said real estate.
tain of all the mysteries, and yet was accepted.
Wm. Boedecker, wife and son, Bob- spiritual life
is the most certain of
.our maga.me
A meeting of the ladies aid society
MXK^K-<^:^XK"X-XKK"X~X^^H~X~XKKK^X^XK> by, returned to their home Sunday in
all if we follow Jesus Christ, for he
tenets
in Anita an d•cure »(
of the Massena township Baptist
^ j Plankenton, South Dakota, after a is the
w a y ol- life everlasting.
plan
enables
you to. sec
V j short visit in the city with her parchurch was held at the home ol Mrs.
The
minister
and
janitor
went
to
of
the
hundreds
of ^ ^.
^. j ent.s, Art Baxter and wife.
church last Sunday but thete were no John Mehlmann last IWednesday af- this vicinity each fa»
5*
„
ternoon. Following the meeting
outside of a sessioli ,along the two course lunch was served.
What is your pet peeve 7 An Almagazines. Oldest ratesn n ! 1 8ll|
lowest
toona husband ^c-casitfhally tuj}k his ronji to get out of the ditch Mr. Way
1. Buy good coal.
fort|g«.
wife riding. When they would pass came by and the servi<; were not I
2. Keep fire pit clean.
one moment:
another car the wife would ask, "who delayed
ie car
c
it
r
'—"•
*-•*» was
wets I
3. Regulate drafts properly.
hnully
brought>n/with
the aid of Mr
was that?" One evening recently they
Liquid, Tablets, Salve, NOM Drmp*
were out riding and she started ask- Lowden and another gentlemen in a
Most important IS THE COAL, and we have
Checks Colds first day, Headache* or
ing % usual question. Finally he
OOTTBELL Inc.,
—give us a trial order—and notice th
We hope to see you all next Lord'* Neuralgia in 90 min, Malaria in * dy> North Cohocton N. y.
turned around and caught up with a
FINE LAXATIVE AND TONIC
eft
ence.
i
car, stopped it and asked the fellow uay. You are welcome.
.. -_^
t
Most
Speedy
Reatedlea
who he was. He told the fellow that
he didn't want anything, but his wife
Ground oats
wanted to kn6w who he was and he + CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST +
Elwyn Andrews, Minister.
+
0«t« hulled
thought he would find out. It brokev
wife of asking the f 00 i ian quesANITA LUMBER CO.
No creed but Christ,
*
>n, in fact it broke her of c
WITH VALUB8
P&OBM: Office 20; Be*, 11
We Give and Expect
No book but the Bible,
speaking to her husband, which is
Economy
Shoe Co,
something.
No
" ",.?^5i but the Divine.
SIZES AND WIDTHS TO FIT
A at 10:00 a. m. C, W.

Free
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"WORK SHOE"

"* Pancakes
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I Roe Clothing Co.
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Rules For Getting the Most Out of Your
Furnace Are Very Simple—
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ROB'T. SCOTT

Saying It

THETOIBUNB^ANITA.TQWA.

ReiviewofCurrent
Events the World Over

LJOPB for some success In the dls*•• armament conference was revived though It was still rather faint
The hop* was based on the fact that
both Germany ana
France were becom\
j_ f . - • - . _ • - • • - • - - : . - --_-^_
ing more specific In
their demands. The
tesident Calls on labor and Capital to Poll Together—
government in Berlin
I s s u e d an o f f i c i a l
Progress of National Recovery—Arias Presents
statement respecting
reports p u b l i s h e d
the Complaints of Panama.
abroad, declaring "it
Is completely false to
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
say Germany demands
arms' equality with
before the.thw nrttnorlal
Franca alter five
ldrata were beto
Stanley
*Iven «w
to Samuel GomptfB Jfc WMMatfon !,~fJ?*
yeara
Germany depreference on laboring »jobs.
Baldwin
h be helped to MBafe 9mAmands after five
Boosewlt aiy MO AM* wilted
RAHCTIS, « restaura- years only the further disarmament ot
tb«t tbM wtt*. reGary, Infl., Bas achieved other countries. As to weapons, for
training purposes, all discrimination
notoriety, as tbe first indi- must
ate leader ot organ* vidual or
now cease. But Germany does
to lose hi* blue eagle on or- not demand
toed la,bpt,were alive
the same number of
0
miJ?
'*
Administrator
Johnson.
today to t*eln to tbe HI* NRA emblem was taken away be- weapons as others possess."
L^AAtA f&&* j <LA"ttJLk-LJ_ 1 -fc—.
Prance, represented, by Premier
DJuufl TBli DVQQO^Ll fB*
he allegedly was not abiding Daladler. replied to tbe German stateeatery.,; Oartag the caa*«
by tbe President'* re-employment ments by repeating its plan for a
agreement which he had signed. With four year trial period during which all
In
a..»tart,.General Johnson or- armies would be bound not to augment
bhn«ln« the workers **'••*.
cered various other persons and firms
and employer* of tbe to turn in their blue eagles. One armaments, followed by destruction of
weapons. Daladier said:
fcnlteA State* togeth- grocer in Knoxville, Tenn., voluntarily offensive
"No one contests Germany's right to
0 to
n—. * &,**
his Jnslgnla declaring that live the life of a great power. No one
Qrtm
a*j*4* and tbft Preal- surrendered
the
code
was
a failure so Jar as his thinks of humiliating Germany/'
: to bis addres* halted on them to business was concerned.
The British were growing Impatient
[together' again i&- the present
Dairy farmers from all parts of the over the deadlock, and Stanley Baldgeney.
>
gathered In Chicago and win, lord president of the council and
the President** aide stood WU- country
threatened
to bolt the recovery pro- probably the country's foremost states| Green, wtto^WMfcWted Mr. GOTO- gram because
the farm adjustment ad- man, uttered a stern warning in an
aa president of tfle American ministration has
failed to enforce the address at Birmingham.
atlon of Ubo* and who la doing
"When I speak of a disarmament
provisions
of
Its
trade
to carry .out;the policies of the city milk markets. agreements for convention," he said, "I do not mean
accessor. - Mr. Green turned to
disarmament on the part of this counr andi awtf: "i tender the
try and not on the part of an; other.
OMETHING went wrong on a I mean a limitation of armaments that
ot the>de*otlOtt, en* loyalty
transcontinental
passenger
plane
is a real limitation.
. JBeeitvfpfl' -member* of the
"If a convention Is signed, tbe nacan Fe^ertttfoVof Labor to you of the United Air Lines as it was over
i Chief tiUie<uU»e of our nation, Chesterton, Ind., on the way from tion which breaks It will have no
New York to Chicago. There was a friend In this civilized world."
terrific explosion, the tall broke off,
i address to* President said:
the field* of organized labor the big plane whirled down a thou- OHANCELLOB. HITLER'S gov«rnment has put an end to the freeare problem* Just as there were sand feet to ground on a farm, and *-'
dom
of the press la Germany. A. new
burst
Into
flames.
Seven
persons.
Inspring of lfllT—questions of
drafted by Minister of propaganwhtcb hare to be settled cluding four passengers, two pilots law,
da Goebbels, declares editors and
' and effectively in order to pro- and tbe stewardess, perished. United members
of editorial staffs of newspai slowing up of the general pro- Air Lines officials pointed out that the pers, periodicals
and news agencies
accident
was
the
first
fatal
one
on
> There are. tbe perfectly natural
must uphold unreservedly tbe rightof telAan; individuals who It* passenger service In seven years, ness
or the present regime.
onal.fflq by jronnfng counter- in which millions of alj miles were
It holds newspaper* no longer are
Llm todipent of Bound leader- traveled.
to be organs of free opinions, but
[There afo hotheads who think PANAMA baa serious and seemingly must
be classed with the radio, theaalt* can be obtained by noise » justified grievances against the ters and
schools as public Institution*
nee; tb«rfi are insidious voice* United States, and Harmodio Arias, spiritually Influencing the nation. The
to Instill methods or prinIsthmian republic, decree "establishing the first six secjrhich are wholly foreign to th« president of the
Is
in
Washington to tions of the law was followed by one
fotBv'ol-democratic governlay them before Pres- prescribing the death penalty, or, alident Roosevelt Be ! ternatively, fifteen years. Imprisonment
he part of employers there are
and bis fellow Pana- • for anyone who. Import* or dissem•hnddeE at anything new.
manlaas feel the eco- inates, periodicals classed as treasonsome, a decreasing number,
nomic existence of | able.
, who. think In terms ot dollar*
tbelr country depends •"pHE United States and eight other
instead of in terms of hp-r
on the results of his A natrons have protested to the Gert; t&arg are some wno themmission. Panama has man government because of attacks
fttefer government by a
several problems, In- on their nationals by Nazis -who never
i Instead of by majority
deed, but the most are punished for the assaults. Apoloimportant concerns gies from Berlin are declared insuft-clear that the sum of the
.. j
its; charge that the ficient Thirty Americana have been
Harmodlo
United States is us- assaulted since April 12, usually beboth sides cuts a very
Arfas
ing' certain C a n a l cause they did not salute the Nazi
In the total of employers
rtoyees alike who are going Zone privileges to compete unfairly flag.
Prhoteheartedly In the war with native business on the Isthmus.
The zone, for instance; pays no duties
P SUPREME importance to Japan
Son."
Is the Question of Improving it*
lugbS..Johnson, NBA admin- on goods Imported from the United'
| appeared before the conven-States, and Panama does. This con- relations with the United States, acrthe American Federation of dition bas become especially Irksome cording to Viscount Klknjlro Ishli, who
tbe legalization of beer, for the
has returned to Tokyo
ardently urged the union since
Canal Zone commissaries and the
from tbe economic
ase their strikes, to put full army
navy posts established a
conference in London.
"the NRA and to enter into, string and
of beer gardens which underThe viscount, who
nereblp with Industry and tbe sell the native places and capture
formerly was ambasDL He strenuously defend- much of the cone payrolls.
sador to Washington,
.program.
A similar situation exists with othd e c l a r e d he was
er products tban beer, Panamanians
•hocked to find bis
be newspapers and also from maintain. They point to the sale of
people talking of war
tbe President bas been such luxuries as Donlton china and
with the United
a realization of tbe huge ellk as a violation of the original
States. To think of
paid to stars of the movie treaty of 1903 with tbe United States
such a thing, he said,
to certain ot tbe moving In which It was agreed that only acnot only rldlcHe celled' General tual necessities for American em- Viscount ishll nwas
ious tat to Jtc.
i thA telephone and directed ployees, would be Imported and sold
Ishli advocated an arbitration pact
ake tbft matter up, find out by the Canal Zone.
between
the United States and Japan.
Another
matter
brought
up
by
Pres|tbese calories are "consclonBe said he is convinced there Is amident
Arias
la
the
question
of
the
large
do whatever should be done
ple grounds at present for such an
flown. ; Johnson turned number of West Indians Imported to agreement, which would guarantee
the
Canal
Zone
for
work
by
the
Unitry over to Sol A. Rosenblatt,
peace at a time when militarists and
adminiatnttor. Dispatches ed States government and who have jlngolsts are waking the best of the
since
been
discharged
because
of
econom ^gjpBjrvbocI said tbe film
war lear to advance their own ends.
neteott* orer the matter, omy and have gone over to the cities
Foreign Minister Hlrota, It is beand
towns
of
Panama.
They
are
be Investigation/would reveal without work and are being taken lieved, favors such a pact with Amerncerajif wUArtes that nave care of by the Panamanian govern- ica, but War-Minister Sadao Arakl
hidden .doting tbe deprea- ment. Senor Arias wants our con- Indicated he would put a stop to all
such peace moves and that the army
gress to appropriate funds to send would force tbe cabinet to pursue an
these people back home, and this has isolation policy.
P has become the pressure already been recommended by Qov.
ator*'andv congressmen to Julian L. Schley of tbe zone.
UBLICATION In, Moscow of charges
for, their friends on the
that Japan is plotting to s«lte the
valley project Oat Dr. Ar- t^ONTINUINO the trend toward gov- Russian controlled Chinese Eastern
\J eminent price fixing, the President railroad in Manchuria and of docuIjtorgan. coairhas created a new agency whose func- ments allegedly supporting the accu'
tion will be to obtain and maintain
brought relations between
hieber prices for commodities. It is sations
Japan
and
Bvissla to the breaking
called the Commodity Credit corpora- point The Japanese
deny tue tale in
tion, bas an Initial capital of 13.000,and are very angry, but observers
000 *ubscribed by the government, ana toto
will lend funds of tbe Reconstruction In Tokyo do not believe the governFinance corporation to producer*- ment 1* ready to go to war Just yet.
An armed conflict with the Soviet
whlcb the RFC cannot do legally.
may come before long, however,
• The first" undertaking of the new union
and tbe prospect Is worrying the
League of Nations leaders In Geneva.
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Want Mantis to
Prey on Beetles
The species of praying mantis
that la being offered to the American
Museum of Natural History by scores
of persons who believe the giant Insect la a rarity, ia saw to have beeu
Introduced Into the United States by
way of Philadelphia. The big predatory clown Is far from rare, and
though the praying mantis Is of
color and shape that makes it dlffl-

cult to find, It la often seen hereabouts In positions suggesting a designed pose.
The world baa some 800 species of
mantis, and there are about 20 species In tbe United States. The
Chinese variety Is several Inches long
and when watching for its game
looks like something a child or whimsical adult might have fashioned, in
Jocular mood, from nairpins and
cellophane, with a thin coat of green
added to match the foliage.
Tbe forelegs are folded as if the
creature held deep religious feel-

ings, but tbe fervor Is merely appetite, the position one of stealthy
lurking for prey. And the mantta is
a ready flghter, too, after tbe boxer's
manner, when • desired luncheon
puts up a scrap of tbe Inedible sort
The Chinese praying mantis, which
can clown, and will if invited, by
rolling its head all the way around,
eats good and bad Insects alike, but
Philadelphia wish he would set
himself to devour billions of Japanese beetles.—Philadelphia Bulletin.

Mother Takes a Holiday

ANO DAUGHTER DOES THE WASH IN HALF THE TIME
Cuts Out All Boiling Scrubbing, Rubbing
Soaks Clothes Clean In 15 Minutes!
--- DAUGHTER )$ DON*THE WA5H
<50OO HEAVENS/ HERE ME 15 MOW
TODAY! SHE? BEEN STUDYING
—AHO IT'S OMLV ELJEVEN O'CVOCK.
DOMESTIC SC1ENCE.AND 6HE
OFFERED TO DO ITTH6 MODERN
WAV-WITH A SOAP CALLED CKKMt
SHE'LL 500M FIHD OUT.
IT'S HO Ftm,WHAT£VER
SOAP SHEUOE*/

SEE. I'LL BET A BOY

RANG HER lit? ANO
PROPPED
INTHE-MlDDUE/

S

5

ALL PONE, rAOrrWER'COME AND SEE
HOW SP&RKUN6 WHITE
WASH LINE IS/

D

THERE! /* THAT WHVTE?AND1
OUST FEEL. IT- AND SMELL IT.

t
IT / THE5E SHEETS USEP TO
COME OUT <2»RAV EVEN
AFTER 0OIUN&!

COULDN'T
- - . - ^—
THINGS
CLEAM WTW$THAE.<

O

P

do not

r^rrr^s
yirir."=£«s S

EX Latin American republics aave
signed at Rio de Janeiro • pact
fo enable them to bold this year's crop
tn« situatton," be et- on the farms for higher prices. Oth- outlawing aggressive war, forbidding
l"There art , ao many people er commodities, not yet ™<«e£ forcible acquisition of territory and
oeed of work that the will be taken In hand later. The setting up machinery for conciliation,
'epeesentattves tbem- Joans to producers are to be secured complementing the Kellogg-Brland
,.
,
.
pact The signatory nations are ArE«organvtald that admlnlfr by tbe commodities.
gentina, Brazil. Chile. Mexico, Uru" of the project wouW,be OBNATOR JAMES" J. DAVIS of guay and Paraguay.
ertaUy through direct civil
which would release for
nmLADBLPHIA police broke up
ttafl that had to be Sia of charges of violating the fed- 1 what they say was a plan of the
eral lottery law in connectlon with "Khaki Shirts of America" to march
for Jobs.
the cbarit, balls -nducted «,y ^e on Washington and Install President
a
["' »." Dootor Morgan rettoosevelt as a dictator under a Fas*** persons know that we
cist government The leader. Art J.
Politic, by l«w.
Smith, was not apprehended, and his
',;'*• tttwrnpjent goesln- Ing nearly four weeks.
aids now accuse him of decamping
with about J25.000 of the organizations
« has jot to g» tato tt to
WTTITH Florida now on the list, 33 funds. When the headquarter* of the
°ut that stories of tbe Wstates ha« voted for repeal of "Shirts" was raided a collection of
program for the Eighteenth amendmeut. ai>d only small arms and other weapons was
vaii«y had attracted »
found The whole scheme seemed so
atlon from all parts of
extravagant that the autborltle. In
>mposlQg a heavy
Washlogton were not P«turbe£
of

"

&SffS£ «v?f?

SwsSHSS
4 to L

^

tn««

$, 1813,

**i —*i«-»i N a W H U a U e i r UUlOlk-

15 MINUTES'$OAWN6
IN CREAMY OKf90ft
$UPS-NO SCRUBBING
OR BOILING/ AMD
THE CLOTHES
WILL LAST AGES
LONGER/

yout> THINK IT wouir>B
50 FAST. 00T AH THE
COLOREP THING*
ARE BRI6HT ASNEWJjl

JLL

*EE YOU LATEJt.1 I'M MEETING
TOM FOR. LUNCH.

I WOULPNT HAVE 0EUEYEP
A 60AP COULD MAKE ALL
THAT
ON US, AU RIGHTI'M GOINOTO
' ORPER A 7ACKME

I REMEMBER NOW.
QXMMW ISfROCTBC
AND GAMBLE'S NEW
L€BANULATEP SOAR,

DIRT SOAKED OUT LIKE MAGIC BY
AMAZING NEW LAUNDRY SOAP
Ends Forever All Scrubbing And Boiling—Works Faster Than Any
Soap Known Before—Yet Can't Harm Hands, Clothes, Or Colors
ERE is a new scientific soap development that has
H
already revolutionized washdays in more than a
million homes. A creation so amazing that women every-

where are asking—"Will the wonders of science never
cease?"
An utterly new-type laundry soap. A soap that multiplies itself 500 TIMES in suds. Which means you get at
least twice as much suds as from old-style soaps. A still
faster-washing, still whiter-washing soap that's utterly
SAFE for colors, fabrics, and hands.
This remarkable new discovery is called OXYDOL, And
you will find to your surprise that even your favorite
soap—whether "granulated," bar, or flake—is hopelessly
out-of-date, compared with this new invention!
Women believed they had the fastest
soap already. Then found it was alow,
alongside OXYDOL. For OXYDOL utterly
banishes boiling. It ends washboard
scrubbing. It cuts soaking time to IS
minutts—gets clothes out hours sooner.
They believed they had the whitest
washes they could possibly get. And are
now amazed by washes 4 to 5 shades
whiter than before. By impartial scientific test, ONE washing with OXYDOL gets
clothes whiter than 2 to 4 washes with
other soaps. But that's not all!
They find clothes actually last longer,
washed with this new soap. That the
daintiest colors DO NOT fade. That it ia
easier on hands than any soap they've
ever used. For no strong agents, no
chemical bleaches are in OXYDOL. Just
pure soap elements blended with other*

that protect clothes against fade. OxYDQL simply can't
hurt anything dear water won't I
DISSOLVES Dirt^In Any Water,
Hard Or Soft
Its creamy, "free-acting" suds dissolve dirt put I'M 15
minutes. No boiling, no back-breaking scrubbing is necessary. Nor any "water-softener," either. For the right
amount of water-softener is already there.
Different from ordinary soaps, OXYDOL is specially
fitted to water conditions in each district where it is sold.
The water in this district, for example, has been tested for
"hardness" by expert chemists. And the OXYDOL you buy
here contains just the right proportion of "softener" to
suit your water.
With OXYDOL you'll do your wash in
25 to 40% less time. You'll get a whiter,
sweeter-smelling wash than ever before.
Moreover, everything will iron beautifully—no soap streaks or smudges anywhere. And you'll never be bothered with
fading colors or red, soap-bitten hands.
These things we promise you. Whatever your former favorite, try OXYDOL
next time you wash. You'll never go back
to slower soaps or harsher soaps
again! Procter &Gamble.

%**% 500 Tl M ES At, Such-
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issue of Financial World.
«r atate to you categorical*/ that
i * broad general Wto fc*.developutilitie* iWnld W»ato,wttn

petition to our economic structure
Utility properties In this country exelusive of the steam railroads, have
S£fta*.fl no Ie™than twenty-eight
biltton dollars. Securities of these
•»*
companies
are owned
ot
. -^ ...
— - - — „ » . by
w^ upwards
**£«*fluUQ VJL
tea million citizens. Close to ten per
Oregon, on Sepfcmbw 3U1W3. cent of total assets of our life Insur"WPanles represent public
Although tovettott to pobUe wttl JfijgL
utility securities.
:TODST PONDS. In addition.
prior to
l«t l*ov«nflx>r, that
" and bonds of companies in
1
iegrttjr of tt»tr :-4MM this field are held }n substantial
by hospitals* colleges and in
not t» tajwtw* Mr * dunce amounts
endowment and trust funds. Approximately one Million people are
jew month* would teem to Indicate employed by this industry and its
otherwise; in the Interest of a group annual payroll exceeds one billion
Which numbers ten tatittoa, the time two hundred million dollars, it is a
which directly or indirectly
tppean to have come for a further business
affect* the interest of us all. What
tppeal for confidence,
baa been done by Federal agencies
if ft now omuio^iiM bwtti ctutxtacl to accelerate recovery In this neUt
The current period bids fair to go
down m history as a dark interval
DOWvT JPWm^J( P§eW "x^m^^^r^^
tiBr^T*J^
for the public utility Industry. Con-tJrarjr to popular belief; the IrtJurtry
has suffered severely at the hands
[this program has the approval of of the depression and has enjoyed
Jtncw high to vrtborttjr or> public. no respite from the exacting regulatory bodies. Financial resources,
ued to appemie the liberal 'element credit standing and present earning
j to congnw is difficult to determine, power of the utilities are at low ebb
(but it bas;alreiidyassumed a virulent and their general status would apto Justify their presence before
[form and demand* immediate recog- pear
the dispensers of Federal favors.
litioa or repudlfiiion.
But instead of basking in the light
Under the leadership ot the 3Ped- of Federal paternalism, this group
ftral OoVenanejUt, the nation has appears to have, been singled out as
[been called t*on for conceited a recalcitrant in the economic family
and has been made the target for
{action in nghting the economic de- legislative
abuse which appears
Ipression.... One after* another, in purely punitive In character.
Iduitriev have knocked at the Treas- Early in the year Congress passed
(nry's door and departed appeased. a bankruptcy act which extended aid
the railroads, farmers and indiThe vast credit resources of the to
viduals but dettly passed the utilities
Government have been by. In framing the act which creImade available to private industry ated the R. P. O., no provision was
the protection of capital and made for financial aid to the utili.. . Instead the three per cent
alike,-, A distressed railroad ties.
tax on the sale of electrlciy was
dustry has received three hundred shifted from consumer to producer
iy-ooe million' dollars of R. P. O. on September 1—while municipally
i to <U(eV hundreds of millions owned and operated plants were
r dollars have been allotted for new specifically exempt!
L projects* • • •
What has this discriminating policy, if it Is a policy, meant to the
strong group*.have been granted utility
Public utility ser rein while the weaker Indus- curitiesindustry?
listed on the New York
i have been sustained by govern- Stock Exchange
had an aggregate
nt subsidy^ In.sbort, an attempt value at the beginning
of this year
i being made; to combat the depres- of
approximately six billion two
by ^xvjuyenatlng existing eco- hundred
million dollars. Today their
aggregate value is slightly less than
£ Bow *U UM fcttUtjr IndMtry fired five- bniion dollars, a decline ot
nearly twenty per cent. During' this
r .this program of reconstr
> must be affect- period the total value of aD other
by )»«chi revolutionary changes^ securities has increased, some eighty
tt occupies a firmly entrenched per cent Behind this lies an ap-

palling record of utility defaults recelvershlps, dividend reductions and
omissions and the trend in this
direction appears to have gained
momentum in recent weeks. With
utility credit at a low ebb, we can
well view the coming year with ap«
prehension with more than a quarter
ot a billion dollars in public utility
bonds falling due in that period.
Thus there is spread before us the
great American paradox of a Government spending billions of dollars
for the j-ehabilitation of the economic, structure while attacking
tflth tong and hammer a supporting
pillar of that edifice., The deliberate
character of both policies makes the
paradox no easier to understand.
Whether the motivating forces behind this program be punitive or
sincere conviction that private control must go, the results are the
same. The policy is a direct threat
to private capital Inverted la the
utility batmen. Demand for utility
services Is on the mend. The time
may not be far distant when additional facilities will be required to
care for the increased load.
to 1930, the electric power and
light industry alone spent nine hundred sixty million dollars for additions and extensions. If the industry's credit is to be destroyed, how
will additions and extensions of the
future be financed? If the government's ultimate goal Is public ownership of this business, and present
policies are continued until this objective is reached, what safeguards
are to be erected in the interests of
consumers during the interim?
Though it is doubtful that the great
mass of citizens desire that their
government should venture into commercial enterprise on so vast a scale,
no alternative will remain if the
present course is followed to the end.
President Roosevelt has stated in
unequivocal terms that development
of this business should remain in the
hands ot private Interests. Regardless of recent developments we do
not believe he has veered from his
original course, bat the .situation
needs to be cleared np and pnbilo
Interest can best be served at present by a frank reaasertlon, of fundamental policies.
Note: An article will appear in
an early Issue of The Financial
World dealing with another very
important phase of the public
utility situation. A copy will be
sent free on request as soon as
published. Address The Financial
World, 53 Park PJace, New York.

[Iowa Electric Company
Sanborn, ( Deputy Sheriff Nate Watson, of At
the past lantic was a business caller in the city
T. McAfee last Thursday.

, Blakesley and wife of
nt Sunday in the city, guests
: Forshay and -wife.

Mrs. R. D. Vernon is spending the
week with her daughter, Mrs. Bert
Beebe and family in Lewis.

Rialto

Mrs. Mary Wehinkle of Chicago is
visiting in Anita at the home of her
niece, Mrs. A. A. Johnson and husband.
Mrs. Weimer Pearson and daughter,
Barbara Ann, visited a few days the
past week near Adair with her parents, W. H. Wesaek and wife.

THEATRE

Sat.-Sun.

Mrs. Jud White, a resident of
Anita many years ago, passed away
i few days ago at her home in
lharon, Oklahoma, according to word
eceived here by friends.

Oct. 21-22 I

LrlDlft

LOW

Arnold Wilshusen, young farmer
iving near Wiota, suffered a badly
mangled right hand a few days ago
when he got caught in a corn picker.
'wo fingers were crushed.
Claude Blakealey, wife and daugher, Miss Maxine, of Red ICloud, Ne>raska, were week end visitors in
he city at the home of her sister,
Mrs. Lake Bear and family, and with
ither relatives and friends.
The American Legion and Auxiliary
will meet at the home of Mr. and
Urs, A. B. Stone on Friday evening,
October 27, instead of at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Smith as was
planned at the last meeting.
E. C. Johnson, who recently moved
;o Massena from Anita, had the misfortune a few days to have his car
crowded off the highway near Winterset. He suffered several minor iniuries and his car was badly damaged.
A 1:00 o'clock covered dish lunchon was enjoyed by the members of
the Knot-a-Rare bridge club last Wednesday at the home of Mrs. Walter
F. Budd on East Main Street. The
ladies spent the afternoon in playing
Bridge.
Hurrah! Football and hunting are
here. Prepare at low cost at Gambles. S & G 12 gauge Chilled Shot
Shells, 72c box, case lots.
High
Base, 82c. Mantle Radio, $14.95.
Battery Set, $44.60. "B" Batteries,
98c. Tubes, 39c and up.
It
A safe in the office of the Johnson
& Tuttle elevator at Menlo 'was blown
open a few nights ago and about $4.00
in currency taken. The work was
evidently that of professionals, who
used just enough explosive to blow
the safe door but not to blow it off
the hinges.
George SomerviJle, wife and daughter, Betty Jane, of Fort Dodge, L. E.
Somerville and Mrs. Rosa Stran of
Newton, Al Somerville of Storm
Lake and Mrs. Clara Newman of Kellogg were Sunday visitors in the city
at the home of their brother, W. V.
Somerville and family.

You'll
learn
about
lots
from

her!
S-h-h-h!

They've got what it takes to
take—and can they GIVE!...
Whoops, my dear! See it all in
this uproarious comedy-drama
with four big song hits!
With JUNE KNIGHT. NEIL HAMILTON, SALLYOWEILL, DOROTHY t
BURGESS. MARY CARLISLE, OKW Apfel, George & Stone, Virgin'*
Ch«rrilL Suggested by • play by Wflfom Hurlbirt. Produced by CM
Ucmmk, Jr. Directed by E. A. da font A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
presented by Carl Laemmle.

Plus This Array of Added Entertainment

Betty Boop Cartoon
featuring Don Redmen in "I Heard"
and

Boo, Boo, Theme Song
with THE FUNNYBONERS
and

UNIVERSAL NEWS with GRAHAM McNAMEE
See Babe Ruth Pitch the New York Yankees to Victory.
POPULAR ADMISSION
lOc and 25c

G. M. DeCamp and wife and Mrs
gone to Robert Scott were Des Moines vis
ill spend the''itors last
' ' ~
Thursday.
daughter,
Mrs. Anna Porch spent a couple
Mrs. Emma Burns has been on the
tu&band.
A profit of $1,992 was made this of days last week with relatives and
sick list the past week, suffering with year by the Cass County Fair As friends in Omaha.
, the refor- asthma and flu complications.
sociation according to the report of
'Oskaloosa, Iowa,
Mrs. Charles Faulkner left Saturthe
secretary. At a meeting of the
An all day meeting of the ladies aid
end in the city with
day
for Excelsior Springs, Missouri,
association
in
Atlantic
a
few
days
Gretchen Budd was hostess
society of the Lincoln Center church
where
she will spend a few weeks.
1 his pareiiitB, 'M. J. Peters and wife.
ago officers for the coming year were
-.-_,, evening torthe inahv
was held at the church last Friday.
elected.
Frank
H.
Osen,
well
known
s Tf-fsramp-It bridge;cju> -^ ; Mrs. 0. W. Shaffer was hostess last
M. M. Burkhart and wife drove to
Jack Roe of Des Moines and Dr. Grant township farmer, was elected Perry Sunday morning where they
3 or h«r. parents, Mr/^uda'clto. Wednesday afternoon at her home on
BuddjJ High scorer at bridge East Main Street to the members of i. E. Roe of Council Bluffs spent; as one of the directors.
spent the day with relatives and
I evening was Miss. Hallie Mae the Quilt club.' A lunch was served Sunday in Anita with relatives and
friends.
The
members
of
the
Bide-a-Wee
"riends.
late in the afternoon by the hostess.
__
bridge club rrfet with Mrs. Herbert
Ross Peterson of Hendrum, MinDr.
A.
M.
Mikkelsen,
wife
and
Bartley last Wednesday afternoon at nesota, is sending the week in the
ster' IBM. L. Newton, and
The members of the C. O. Z. club
i in Des Moines Monday and were guests last Wednesday of Mrs. two sons, Kent and Robert, were Sun-' her home on Rose Hill Avenue. Guests city with his mother, Mrs. J. D. Peterattc«4lBg a meeting of the S. W. Clark at a 1:00 o'clock dinner. day visitors with Dr. C. W. Crees and were Mrs. Joe Vet-ter, Mrs. Ralph son, and with his sister, Mrs. H. H.
family at Bayard.
I Forshay, Mrs. Raymond Lantz, Mrs. Turner and family.
Besides the members, other guests
v District
' Ed. Carlton, Mrs. Etaamet Newton and
They were accompanied to were Mrs. Claudia Brown and Misa
C. S. Camp and son, Harry, of Mrs. Solon Karns. Mrs. Vetter won
At her home in Lincoln township
,nea by Postmaster A. A. Mattie Butler.
Lewis visited in the city Sunday and high score. Lunch was served by the last Wednesday, Mrs. John Pearee
and wife of Atlantic.
Monday with their daughter and sis- hostess.
was hostess to the members of the
An all day meeting was held last ter, Mrs. Joe Kopp and family.
—
Sunshine club. At noon a 3-course
Thursday at the home of Mrs. Wm.
_;
.
John L. Chew, who has been prac- dinner was served by the hostess.
Wahlert by the members of the OriThe members of the Silver Thread ticing law in Omaha for a number of The ladies quilted during the afterginal Sunshine club. A covered dish club were guests of Mrs. James Hall years, has become associated with noon.
dinner was served at noon, and the last Thursday afternoon. A dainty William Dorsey and Malcolm Baldladies spent the afternoon in quilt- lunch was served by the hostess.
i rjge under the firm name of Dorsey,
On Thursday afternoon Mrs. Edna
i Baldrige & Chew, with offices in the, Bailey entertained the members of
ing.
August Cron and wife and Mrs.' Omaha National Bank building in < the S. O. S. club at her home in LinFrank Bontrager drove to Shenandoah Qmuha. Mr. Chew was a resident of |coln township. Needle work occupied
Saturday morning to attend the cele- An;ta a t one time, spending several 1 the attention of the ladies. The hosa load of our
bration being staged in that city.
, years here as a bookkeeper for the tess served refreshments late in the
——„ . ' Walnut Grove Hog Remedy Co.
afternoon.
Harvey Goodwin and wife ot Au-.
PLENTY
OF
STYLE
burn, Illinois, are visiting here with j Mrs R ose tta Anderson, Mrs. AlRobert Stuhr entertained a number
Low in ash—
O. uuuuwm
Goodwin «"«
and wife,
nis parents, <-/,
....-, mira
KICKCI, Mrs.
mis. Ida
iu« Muntendam,
I«,UIIH.«««»"<F of girl and boy friends at his home
mlra j^ke^
High in heat—
?
and with other relatives and friends. Mrg Abbey Mallory, Mrs. Donna on Tuesday evening of last week in
.—
i Dorsey, Mrs. Anna Christensen, Mrs. honor of his 16th. birthday.
PROPERLY FITTED
Low n price.
:
The
Patrick Shey, 5-year-old son of Mr. Dora • Edwards> Mrs. Mable Spiker, evening was spent in playing bridge,
at
and Mrs. Dan Shey of the Massena ^ Razel Miller _ Mrs Mary Smith | at which Lynn Zastrow was high
vicinity, submitted to a minor opera- ' a n ( j ' M i s s Elaine Smither were in At-1 scorer. Following the bridge games,
tion at the Campbell hospital last ^^ ong dfty last week to attem| a lunch was served by the host's
Phones:
Friday.
J ^e district convention of the Royal mother, Mrs. J. R. Stuhr.
ATLANTIC, IOWA.
sidence 101
:
Office 48
'
i t *v ' Neighbors. Mrs. Anderson was a
A benefit tea was served atL the , ««t"^ ^ ^ resolutjons committee
regular meeting of the
,. Smith was appointed on the < ' , Better Shoes F o r Less
Missionary Society of the Methodist
committee.
| ; NOTHING — $3.98 — OVER
church at the home of Mrs. Fred Dittman last Thursday afternoon.
A new evening dinner and bridge
club was organized last Thursday
j met at
An ajl day meeting of the Jolly
Atlantic
g
Dozen club was held last Thursday
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
covered dish dinner. FolCarlson, northeast of the city. At lowing the dinner the evening was
1-00 o'clock a covered dish dinner spent with bridge. Those forming
ROA$TS, home killed, per pound
10c
was enjoyed, and the afternoon was the club are Mr. and Mrs. 'Forshay,
:fi
SH SIMJ PORK, home killed, per pound
10c £
spent socially.
Mr and Mrs. Ben Kenfield, Mr. and
CN
9c
Mrs E *S. Holton, Mr. and Mrs. H. C.
IC HAMS, per pound
f
Mrs Mary Black had the misfor- Faulkner, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph For19c
'EOMARGARINE, per pound
|tune a few days ago to injure one of shay, Mr. and Mrs. Ross Kohl, Dr.
her ankles when she fell on the base- and Mrs. C. H. Johnson and Mr. and
ment stairs at her home on Bta Mrs. Glen A. Roe. High scorers at
Street. She is reported to be recoverthe bridge session were Mrs. R. W.
ing as nicely as could b
Forshay and Ben KenHeld.
from the injury.
^M-fr^^^

|parent-Teachers' Association
;ld its second meeting of the
.year at the high school as*
| on Thursday evening at 8:00
A good program has been
Everyone is urged to at-

IUTHERN BLOCK

GOOD SHOES
PRICED RIGHT

Grain Co*

The Welch Shoe Co.

Some Real Specials
For Saturday

'?

Family Shoe Store

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Reimers, living on Mars Avenue, are the parents
of a 7-pound baby girl, born last)
Thursday.
,
A. A. Lutz and wife of Lanark,
Illinois, are visiting in the city thia
week at the home of their niece, Mrs.
M. M. Burkhart and husband.
Mrs. Charles Blue was hostess last
Thursday afternoon to the members
of the Mutual Benefit club of the
Highland vicinity at her home northwest of the city. The ladies spent the
afternoon with needle work. A lunch
was served by the hostess.
George Thorpe, a son-in-law of Mrs.
Nellie Holmes of this city, is seriously ill at his home in Des Moines suffering from heart trouble. Mr. Thorpe
is a deep well contractor and is very
well known in Cass county where ha
has done considerable work.

Will pay a subscription to
The Tribune from now until
June 1, 1934, for any teacher,
or student at college. Send
your boy or girl the home paper
while they are away at school.
It will be just like "a letter
from home." It will reach them
on Friday of each week. This
way they will be able to keep
in touch with the news and
events of their home town, and
they will get a great amount of
news which would be impossible to write in a personal letter. Don't delay. SUBSCRIBE
NOW I

Try a ton of our NUT COAL for ywir fu:
nace these cjlHtoW2£- $6.50

tiller's Market I

::

The FarmeR"^

Q Mills, *

The"Rockinq

of Freeddrn
Modeled bu Crawford,
Cast b Mills
CUMO SCOTT WATSON

EI caU her "The First Lady of
Washington," and they don't
mean the wife of tlie President .
of the United States. They say
it, she U "Washington's best known
v girl." and they don't mean some
.; Deigning belle In Capital society.
• They speak of her as "Uncle
Sam's Wife," but that Isn't possible necause "Uncle Sam" is only
, A personification, a fiction created
by ,tbe Imagination, while she is a
visible figure. She la variously (and
j ) known as the "Goddess of Freea^ss of Liberty" and the "Indian
t'^BW real name IB the statue of
tor 70 years she has stood atop
i of the Gapttol in Washington.
acne o^JPreedom Is the product of the
ajpiiors, famous in their day bat
bost forgotten by a generatfon of Amerbo kn<?w the names of Lorado Taft, Gut[lum'aijd Jo 'Davidson better than they
of Clark Mills and Thomas Crawford.
i thl*4jctlcle has roost to do with Mills
ford, jet tu consider their careers and
urns to djaiihctlon before expanding the
. tht ptatue of Freedom.
fame rejifii chiefly upon Ms being the
of the first equestrian statue erected in
"*T, thft,f«mons "rocking horse statue"
Jack&n' In L*layette park, near the
louse/ to Washington; Us having also
' the Mtnjrtrfan statue of Washington,
hto\ &m* Battle of Princeton, which
t Twenty-third street and Pennsylvania
his p»t In giving to the nation the
of Freedom on top of the Capitol; and
that he was ft sculptor whose only leathose he gave himself.
['was born In Onondaga county, New fork,
1, 1815. His parents died when be was
rs old and the youngster, went to his
i home to live. Even as a child he was
i and unhappy. At thirteen be ran away,
'flu lobs here and there as he, traveled
• and farther from Onondaga aounty. He
| on farms ; he eot cedar posts In swamps ;
to mHV
ached Charleston, 8. O^after a great
traveling and there he settled. There,
learned a neW trade that appealed to
~ wing. At the age of twenty he had
ollng and less training In' art . and
'ing. His education was the study of
[nature that h« had gathered during his
'
a keen Interest In faces. It was
porklng with stucco that he wondered
least could not be made from living faces.
OQid assure, realism and would be Inex> Be experimented on his friends and the
8o goad that he soon had a- number
success stirred young Mills. He
to cut a bust In marble. Night after
worked ont his new Idea, carving the
of John a CaJbonn, when be com
•» eflwork be brought it to the city council
• . laughing at himself for thinking
untutored hands and mind would progreat In 1886 the council of
awarded
a gold medal to bis bust of
d
appropriated nioney to purchase it.
money thus earned Mill* planned to
»e to study bis art, oat * friend ad"> 80 first to Washington and view
10
W*
<***!*|*can»e an important
Washing

118

Me. He WM Introduced to Gave

Johnson, then postmaster general and president of the Jackson monument committee, who
asked him to submit a design for a bronze equesirfan statue of General Jackson and who assured him that "the committee would furnish
the bronze," which they later did in a curious
historical way. Not having ever seen General
Jackson or an equestrian statue of any kind,
v Mills hesitated, In doubt of ° his own abilities,
but his Yankee enterprise came to his rescue,
.produced a design which was acceptable to
thexpmmittee and after nine months of disheartening labor, he finally brought to .the committee amUjlature model of rather startling
originality.
The hind legs of the horse were brought exactly under the center of the body, while his
front legs pawed the air, imparting both a sense
of marvelous balance and motion. Two years
were required to finish the plaster model and
another year elapsed before the committee came
forward with the bronze. They got the stock
by appropriating all the old cannon captured by
General Jackson at the battle of New Orleans,
which were broken up and melted. After many
failures In balancing the horse In bronze, the
statue was finally finished.
On the thirty-eighth anniversary of the battle
of New Orleans, in 1803, the statue was unveiled
in the presence of a vast crowd and Clark Mills
himself. Stephen A. Douglas, master of eeremonies, made an eloquent address and called on
Mills to speak. But Mills had never been an
orator, and his first public success awed and
frightened him. He faced the audience and
opened his mouth, but words would not come. Silently he pointed to the veiled statue and at his
gesture, Instead of the awaited spoken word, the
veil was withdrawn. Andrew Jackson, seated
ou his mount, stood before his people. There
was silence, then prolonged applause.
For Mills that occasion meant nationwide
fame He was asked to cast a statue of Washington at the battle of Princeton for the Capital.
He did, using guns donated by cpngress.
Mills spent the last years of his life making
busts of prominent citizens. He was not a publicity seeker during his life, and after his death
In 1883, at the age of sixty-eight, his fame lessened. Today he Is virtually forgotten by that
eroup notorious for short memory—the Public.
But If Milla could not win enduring fame by
his own efforts as a sculptor, he does have some
reflected Klory from another sculptor for his
to gXfto the nation the statue of Freewhich looks down upon the country which
ah* is supposed to symbolize from her lofty pedin the Capital of that country. That other
,tor was Thomas Crawford, also a native of
York where he was born March 22, 1814.
t studying In New York he went to Italy In
for further study and be remained In Bufor 15 years. Returning to this country In
he was commissioned by the state of Vlrto er^uTe an equestrian statue of Wash, forf the city of Richmond.
Dn
At ab l th.s time plan, ^re go^forwar,
of the Capitol building and
or the
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Straight Men
Sound Judgment
Huey Long

Too Much "Party"
Last Night
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Unwise to Break
Faith With Child

Promises and rewards are two
closely allied measures made use of
by parents to stimulate and encourage their children In good conduct
By BO HOWE
T HEAR many fine compliments for and In their schooling or chosen work
* the people; I have rarely known a during undergraduate days. Used
wisely, they are potent factors In
man who did not say:
"I have the finest neighbors In the securing the desired ends and reactions. It sometimes happens, howworld."
There Is a gentler atmosphere where ever, that promises are forgotten.
there are women and children: I read The child either may not get what
the other day that hawks and song he baa worked to attain because the
birds often nest in the same trees. promise may have been given BO long
With mothers and young about, the before its object was attained, that
hawk behaves himself, and does his U has slipped the memory of the
parent although It has remained a
killing elsewhere.
When the Yankees went south In vivid factor in the child's applica1801-5, how they acted, no women or tion and endeavors. Not only la a
children being along. My son baa child discouraged by such forgetfulbeen In Texas for years, with his fam- ness, but worse than , this, he loses
ily, and writes me: "It seems to me faith In hla parent. He (or she) does
f have the best neighbors In the not keep his word.
world."
The child may make a fuss about
Men are always rougher when the It If so the parent often gets anwomen and children are not along. noyed and states that now, anyway,
Note what the men say on returning the child cannot get the reward—
home' 'after a day spent downtown whatever It was, for It la forfeit by
with men: "It seems to me T have the the behavior. In reality the child
meanest opposition in the world."
has Justice on his side, for a for• * *
gotten promise Is none the less bindI often hear people say they Intend ing when once It has been made, even
to take np a special course In music, though memory has grown dim. If
French, literature, whist, etc., but have the child Is silent, the lasting effect
never heard of anyone taking up a of loss of faith In a parent's word
special course In taste, of Judgment Is even worse. The child can be
In handling what education or sense promised anything thereafter and It
one has. . . . I oftener have need will fall on unheeding and disbelievHorse" Statue of Jackson
of taste or Judgment, than nearly any- ing ears. Not only Is the parent's
thing else. One does not play whist word discounted, but the word of all
bM dark Mi M5
often, or often encounter a French persons, since parents typify the
word, but the exercise of sound Judg- best, to their offspring.
and ought not to be there," the slavery question ment, taste, will greatly oblige him
Attaining an unearned reward Is
being then at Its most crucial stage. As finally every hour of the day.
another danger to be shunned. When
approved by Davis, the model of the statue bore
a coronal of nine stars. The statue originally 'Huey Long, a Holy Roller In the parents make promises dependent
had represented Armed Liberty, but after the radical religion, says his father was upon some special action or attainminor changes It was decided to call It the poor and Ignorant, and kept In that ments and then give the award without regard to success of the child In
statue of Freedom.
condition by the unscrupulous rich.
On April 1, 1857, Crawford wrote to Davis . . . Huey has two brothers, mature whatever It Is offered for, the parents
asking permission to have the statue cast In men, and respectable and successful lose their grip on the child.
bronze under his personal supervision at the lawyers. They both say their father
Reciprocity is absolutely essential
Royal Bavarian foundry In Munich, then the was a large farmer, a better edu- when there are promises of awards.
most famous foundry In the world. But Crawford cated and more Intelligent man than The child must be kept fnlth with.
was destined never 'to see his work completed their brother Huey, and able to make The promise must be remembered.
for be died five months later In London, on Sep- a better speech than any of his sons. It cannot be so lightly given or retember 10, 1857.
The Long brothers also say that when garded that If becomes InconsequenThe price for the model had been set at $5,000 they were children, they had Intelli- tial to the person making It Parents
and after Crawford's death his wife undertook gent and helpful neighbors, and were must beware of how they make promto complete his contracts. On April 19, 1853, the never ground down by anybody. . . . ises, but having made them, they
plaster model of the statue of Freedom was It Is easy for anyone to win In poli- must stand. So essential Is this that
loaded on the bark Emily at Leghorn, Italy, and tics, If the candidate Is able to tell the no reward should be given unless It
started its voyage to the United States. Three demagogue story gracefully. The dem- has been earned. The success of a
days from port the vessel sprung a leak.
agogue story Is thousands of years child In later years may rest on his
At Bermuda the vessel was condemned and old, and always the same; all dishon- ability to fuimi conditions In hla
the precious statuary for the United States Capi- est voters ask of a new man telling youth. He gets to be a spoiled child,
tol was stored on the Island for several months. It Is that he be eloquent, dramatic, a otherwise, and one who has little reThe sections of the model were shipped to Amer- good liar, and a rogue like themselves. spect for laws when he Is an adult
ica piecemeal on various boats, and the last of
* * »
C. 1933. Bell Syndicate.—WNTJ Service.
the statuary finally arrived In Washington about
A new book on sociology by a cola year after It had started across the stormy lege professor Is like a new memorial
Old Timeri Showed 'Em
Atlantic from Italy.
to Abe Lincoln; It Is not actually
An eight-oared shell of Harvard
Almost eli years now elapsed since the com- needed. Prof. L. P. Jacks, of Oxford. oarsmen,
who roived for their alma
mission for the statue had been given, four has Just erected another monument of
years had passed since the design had been 408 pages to the Ideal society which mater 50 years ago, recently made Its
executed, and many more years were fated to expresses Itself In providing comfort- way down the Charles river, we learn
pass before the figure was finally cast into able homes for the poor, drunkards, from the Winged Foot As one oldbronze and placed Into position. By this time fallen women, orphans, criminals, tetc., timer in the bont put it, "We showed
the undergraduates how we used to
the rumblings of the approaching Civil war were with hope of reclaiming the subjects
win hack in. the early '80s, when
growing louder and work on the Capitol was of our charity.
technique was Just as Important as
suspended.
If our race ever attains an Ideal soUpon the delivery of the different sections of cial arrangement, there will be no It Is now."
the plaster model of the statue In Washington, poor, drunkards, fallen women, orCity Street* Rented
an adroit Italian who worked about the Capitol phans, or criminals. A man's greatParis now ropes off and rents Its
assembled them so' skillfully that no crevices est Injustice Is that he Is hampered In
were perceptible at the Joints, the bolts were all his efforts to successfully care for him- streets to motion picture companies
firmly riveted Inside and their location deftly self by being taxed to care for those with a definite charge for every actor,
concealed by the plaster covering. Then the mod- less Industrious. Only of the man an- animal and vehicle on the location.
el was put on a wooden pedestal and set up for imal Is It demanded that he carry a Prices are doubled after dark because blocking of night traffic Is seriexhibition purposes In the old chamber of the part of another's load.
house of representatives, the present Statuary
Say that In the natural march of ous.—Collier's Weekly.
hall.
man, the natural load of each one Is
After remaining there Sor two years, the model forty pounds; to carry forty pounds
Decreaie in Gael*
was removed to the Crypt, the^room under the all day turns out a considerable task
The
Gaels
now Inhabit only the exrotunda of the Capitol which was originally de- by evening. But we have Increased treme northwestern
districts of Britsigned for the tomb of George Washington. Many the load of every reasonably hearty
and purt of Ireland, but accordyears later the model was moved to the Smith- man to certainly fifty pounds. Some ain
sonian Institution and there It may be seen others are carrying only thirty, twenty Ing to many historians at one time
the whole of the British Isles was
today.
or ten pounds, or no load at all. InIn 1880 the plans for casting the statue In deed, many worthless persons are be- occupied by them.—Kansas City
bronze got under way. And It was at this point ing carried In litters from camp to Times.
that Clark Mills came Into the picture. H« camp by the stronger.
owned a foundry on the Bladensburg road three
» • *
miles from Washington and he was given th«
The French woman called George
contract for casting the statue. But now another Sand was a perfect type of the radiobstacle arose. The Italian workman who had cal. Her morals were atrocious, but,
assembled the sections of the model was di- like others of her type, she had enorrected to take It apart for the molds. This he mous visions of saving the world.
flatly refused to do unless he received a large
"I would be cut to pieces for Ideals
bonus and a long-time contract of employment, I know will never be realized," she
Too Much Food/
stating that he alone knew the key of Its con- wrote. "I grope In darkness and my
lute Heart/
struction and to attempt to separate the sec- tired arms grasp nothing save delutions without this knowledge would mean the sive shadows, yet If I followed my perSmoky
destruction of the model.
sonal inclinations I should not pull
Atmosphere
The situation seemed desperate. But Mills re- my neighbor's child out of the water."
called that he owned a highly Intelligent mulatRadicals everywhere have always
to slave named Philip Reed, who had long been been like that: know they cannot acemployed about the foundry as an expert and complish what they so disturb the
was a extremely skillful workman. Reed made world by attempting, and neglect the
a critical examination of the figure and at length little good hourly at hand.
announced that he could solve the mystery and
(This Indictment of radicals Is brief
dismember the plaster model without damaging and simply written that It may be
It He first Inserted a pulley Into an Iron eye easily understood. I so Intend It; I YBT-TVter Morning No "Acid
affixed to the head of the model, then gently purposely avoid, making a book of the
Headocht"-No Upset Stomach
strained the rope until Joint after Joint becama Idea.)
visible. The Inside b61ts were then discovered,
* • »
Scientists say this is the QUICKscraped of plaster and carefully removed,
A man Informs me that he married EST, SUREST and EASIEST way
The model was again reduced to sections and a woman who had lived all her life In to combat F E E L I N G THE
sent to the Mills foundry for casting. Soon after hotels and boarding houses, and that EFFECTS ol over-indultteace—th«
the casting began the Civil war opened and all she was so little civilised that when most powerful acid neutrauzer known
such work was ordered suspended. But, deaf to he took her to a house he provided, io science. Just do this:
TAKE—2 tablespoonfuls of Philthe thunder of the guns of war, Mills persisted she struck matches on the walls of
lips'
Milk ot Magnesia in a glass of
In his work until he had produced a perfect the rooms.
water BEFORE bed. In the morning
bronze cast of the statue. This was some time
• » •
take 2 more tablespoonfuls with the
In 1801 or 1862. The statue was taken to the
During the present depression I find juice of a WHOLE ORANGE. That's
southeast corner of the Capitol grounds, where that In my household we occasionally all I Tomorrow you'll feel greatl
Or take the equivalent amount of
It remained for many months.
recover something of value from the
Milk of Magnesia tablets.
Precisely at 12 o'clock noou on December 2, attic. These articles were condemned Phillips'
Each tablet is equal to a teaspoonful
and sent there during the higher of the liquid.
standard of living days, but which we
Get genuine Phillips
nminimus
...in..*...
it
hn<i
struction of the dome and In 20 minutes It had have during the past two or three Milk orMagnesia in the
reached Its lofty pedestal In safety. As soon as years been unable to maintain. . . . familiar liquid form, or 4
It was properly adjusted the American flag was (I recommend that the newspapers the new, marvelouslyj
convenient tablets. Be |
unfurled over Ita head.
generally print this ; it may prove helpit's PHILLIPS*,
The statue Is the most striking symbol In the ful to a good many who are thinking sure
the kind doctors endorse. ]
whole country of the principle upon which this of going on the county, but ar« deNOW IN TAtter
nation was founded. It Is alao an enduring memo- laying the final plunge. Thty m»y find
OK IIQUIO fORM
rial to two sculptors whose names are all but something In the attic of us* In the
MKMMR N. K. A.
forgotten but should be remembered by their emergency, as w« did.
C, 1UI, Bell Sy4«io»t«— WNXJ ••rrto*
feUow Imerlcans-Clark Mills and Thorns.
Orawford.

oculptors

Statue of
,. .
14.
Cieru GeorqeWashmqton
. bijClark Mills

Howe About:

(0 by WMtoni N«w»D»p«r Union.)

ANITA, CASS COUNTY, IOWA, THUKSDAY, OCTOBER 26,1933.

tfs. and Pytkkfl Sisters
loHoUBMrio
Oakland, Oct.2&-B% Grove lodge
No. 226, Knight* 6t Pythias. - ind
W, and Mrs. U. S. Pythian Sisters Temple, No. t60, *ill
be hosts to the tenth and eleventh
t, Paw Away Last Fridistricts in a convention to be held
here October' 26, both afternoon and
Afternoon.
evening.
Registration for the afternoon will
begirt at 12:80 p. m. at the high school
have been called auditorium and a^ttSO p. m., the cbnLto mourn the death ventiott will be called to order by C.
Alfred H. Steinmetz, I. White, district deputy grand chan^. , resident Df this cellor, and witt be under his superI away about noon Friday vision the entire afternoon. This pro; from dropsy and other gram will be of vital interest to every
i." He had been in fail- Pythian Knight. Included in this prol$r ihe past two years.
gram will be an address by Grand
o'clock -flie same after- Chancellor A. F. Grensing of Mus,(.^Lfluise Walker, 62, wife catine and conferring of the grand!
ijWWker, answered the final lodge rank. At,4:30 a parade will be [
. ..'hospital in Excelsior held by the attending members which'
fcaouri, where she had been wiQ consist of various floats and'oth' ^ of weeks ago for treat- er tilings pertaining to the Knights
6? the heartland of Pythias order. An, added attracplicatidhs. Mrs. Walker tion,'will be an opportunity to see
-, poor health for a number the "proverbial" Pythian Goat. This
rad.was taken to Excelsior is indeed a treat as it is seldom that
|.'ia ihe hope that it would be the "public has the' opportunity to
j^Wtaafl*.
view this versatile animal.
- A l f r e d H. Steinmetz.
,. Dinner will be served 'promptly at
netz, son of six o'clock in the basement of the
Christian church by the ladies of the
.jjgjpyVdy of Germany and church. The members will then adborn in Cedar county, journ to the schoolhottse where the
: 28, 18,67; Hejpassed' rank of page will be conferred upon
I, 1933, at hi» home a class of candidates. At eight o'clock
at the age of '66 the meeting will be thrown open to
band 22 days.
the public, at which time they will
i to Cass be .permitted to witness the play,
yeacs old; "The Lesson of Friendship," given
since
by. the Oakland lodge.. Following
this, W..W. McRory wiU give the admarriage to dress of welcome and .will be ans' a native of wered by Hazel Robinson on behalf
of the Pythian sisters;
; Of the Atlantic ConThe Pythian sisters onieetjng will
*.
* "*
Open- promptly at 1:16 p. in. and affour children were ter ,the usual routine of duties will
Ijng passed away in into partake of dinner with the
JVin> art his wife and
at 6 p. m. Meeting will
rJtpfc. Winifred Elery vof
be called to order at 7 p. m.
add Glen Stein- to finish up the business of the day.
*»;al*o four grandchildren, At &00 p. m. they will adjourn to
Ja% Bad .Gail 'Elery and ihe schoolhouse to take part in the
frJ.&lu Steinmetz. He was-the open meeting and also to be enterof his immediate fam- tained by the Knights.

B& > •*, •

Phone 43
We Deliver
Anita, Iowa

Friday and Saturday
Specials

CRANBERRIES
fancy -red,
per quart, .lie
YE AST FOAM—
just received,
package ...8c
CORN MEAL—
best quality,
5 pounds .. .8c
TOILET SOAPS
Lux, Palmolive
or GWC,
^-- 3 cakes .... .19c
BAKING
POWDER—
Calumet,
t l4b.can .. .23c
LETTUCE—:
fancy head,

LAUNDRY SOAP—
GWC or P. & GM10 bars.27c
APPLES—
Golden Delicious, 10-lbs.. 29c
Fancy cooking, 10-lbs... 19c
IVORY FLAKES—
large 25c package
CELERY—
Fancy Oregon, large
stalks, each

21c

.9c

SUGAR—
(must be cash),
10 pounds

.53c

POSTUM CEREAL—
Large package ....

.21c

INSTANT POSTUM—
4-ounce size ....

.23c

COFFEE-1-lb. vacuum glass jar
Colonial
27c
You can use the jar for many
purposes.

Summerville-Pitts Feature Rebekah Convention WHI
at Rialto This Week End
Be Held Here Thursday

^Jnis long residence in this
|ty, _Mr. Steinmetz had formed
A. treat is • in store for those who
attend the Rialto Theatre on Saturance and had made
day and Sunday evenings when .Slim
by his kind disposition
iorly spirit. Until eleven
Summerville and Zasu Pitts appear
County Treasurer L. A. (Dick) in the leading roles in the feature
''lie and his family resided
i two miles northeast of Breeling has issued a call for all out- attraction, "Her First Mate." The
standing Cass county poor fund war- picture is a positive riot ~of merria. taken sick in September, rants. Outstanding warrants total ment. - ' •;
,
Summerville and Miss Pitts are predaring his long illness had slightly more than $20,000, the coun!pt Jtf-patient sufferer, appreciating ty treasurer said. IWith the payment sented as a married couple living in
S^ winiii, i«,n tne kindness shown of all warrants, since last May 1, a "hick" town on the shore of Long
amounting to the above figure, the Island. Sound, with the husband
and friends,
of "Alf" Steinmetz, as county will have paid all of the out- dreaming of a career as captain of
an ocean-going freighter—and work.known to everyone in this standing warrants to date.
>ity, , removes another pioneer
The county board of supervisors se- ing in a menial position on an Alcommunity. He came to cured the $20,000 to pay the warrants bany River night boat. The fun be^Gtffn&ry when it was compara- when C. B. Murtagh, state; comptroll- gins in real earnest when his wife,
to white men, and had the er, approved a request to transfer in- an attempt to satisfy his longing,
f witnessing the progress that amount from the county road secretly spends their entire joint savings to buy for him the little ferry
a prairie country into a maintenance fund to the poor fund.
many homes and happy famLast January 1 Treasurer Breeling boat which operates out of their
paid more than $45,000 worth of out- town, notwithstanding the fact that
the ambitious' Slim regards the ram
his home, his family, his standing poor warrants.
shackle tub with lofty contempt.
™,bP»,»nd his friende. Jffe was a
Mrs. J. W. Budd was hostess Friday
Never before have Summerville and
I husband and father, and his life
kbe a cherished memory by his afternoon to the members of the Fri- Miss Pitts been so aptly cast as. in
day bridge club at her home on North "Her First Mate," and never before
1 ones. '
•
.
al services were held at 1:30 Maple Street. Guests were Mrs. G. have they appeared together in a
on Sunday afternoon at the M. Adair, Mrs. H. E. Campbell, Mrs. picture so plentifully supplied with
. of Christ and were conducted Ralph Forshay, Mrs. A. M. Mikkel- funny situations and dialogue. The
». Elwyn Andrews. Music for sen and Miss Vera iB. Hook. Mrs; same degree of excellence is noticeB services was furnished by Mlrs. B. D. Forshay won the high score for able in the cast which has made the
most of every situation. The sup""" Redburn and Guy Rasmussen, the afternoon.
porting cast are Una Merkel, Berton
at the piano by Miss
At her. home in Lincoln township Churchill, Warren Hymer, Henry Ares Way. They sang "In the
'last
Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Les- metta, George Marion and other
of Eternal Day," "Unanswer\
t" and "Some I>ay Twill All ter Scholl was hostess to the mem- screen favorites.
Don't miss "Her First Mate." It
er."' Burial was made in Ever- bers of the Original bridge club and
/ cemetery. Pallbearers; were three guests, Mrs, G. M. Adair, Mrs. \ ^s as fresh as the tang of the sea—
G. C. Noblitt and Mrs. H. L. Bell. and a lot funnier.
> 3, P, Christensen, W. H.
The
afternoon was spent in playing
Numerous Short Subjects.
..Fred Kuehn, Henry Kuehn
bridge,
at which high score honors
.Cecil.
On
the program the Rialto is pro£-~~j- ^> —
. •.
were won by Mrs. H. C. Faulkner.
•- Mro, Louisa Walker.
viding for your entertainment three
short subjects in addition to
\ Jane, Marsh, daughter of the Mrs. Walker was a faithful member
Headlining the short
E. and Ettwbeth Mill- of th,e ladies aid society of the church I
.Maysh, was born in Cass coun- and was interested in all of its ac-j subjects will be the Mills Bros, in a
Ibwa, on September 29, 1871, and tivities, andfwas loyal and active In
sed away at; JBxoelsior Springs, the work. She was responsive to • Rumba °" " T u b " Another short
laouri, on Friday afternoon, Octob- every appeal of the church, and will
20, 1933, at 4:30 o'clock, at the be greatly missed by the membership, i sents the. screen's leading artists.
« of 62 years and 21. days.
She was also an active and loyal, Then there will be the usual news
!
.O» August 26, 1891, the was unit- member of the Order of Eastern reel with the latest news events of
1 in marriage to Schuyler Walker at Star, Columbia (Chapter, No. 127, of the world.
To this union were born five
H. L. Bell and wife returned home
R» two daughters, Maude and
Funeral services were held at the
e, preceding her in death. She Congregational church on Sunday af- Tuesday from a few days visit at
to mourn her parting, her be- ternoon at 3:00 o'clock and were con- their cottage at Lake Okoboji.
I husband and three children, Mrs. ducted by the pastor, Rev. E. L. AnR. <X Pratt, a well known and long
I Bautvein of Marshalltown, derson. Music for the services was
time
resident of Anita, is confined to
., ffft. Merle Fitzgerald of WaJ- furnished by Mrs. G. M. Adair, Mrs.
, Iowa, and Mjuc Walker of Anita; H. E, Campbell, Guy Rasmussen and his home suffering from heart trouble
' three grandchildren, Jimmie A. B. Stone, accompanied at the piano
H. B. Helsing of Moberly, Missouri,
(Talker and jfocfc and Jane Fitzgerald, by Mrs. H. O. Stone. - They sang, was awarded damages of $1,336.25
id one sister,' Mrs. John McDermott "Under His Wing," "Saved by Grace" by a district court jury Friday for
' BridgewMer, Iowa.
and "l^ead Me Gently Home Father." injuries received'in an automobile ac[At *"«f ri y<?*e
she
united_ with Pallbearers were C. H. Miller, Ed. L. cident with John Kelcher of Chicago
.
LL* wffe4<l4 «.£!£_ A nt •
• «• .
Mfithodist Episcopal church at Newton, Leo V. Bpngero, James Mor- on December 21, 1932, on U. S. highand in later years trans- gan, John Galiher and W. H. Wagner. way No. 6, west of Anita. The jury
her membership to the First Interment was made in Evergreen deliberated twelve hours before il
ational church at Anita.
cemetery.
reached a decision.

$20,000 Poor Warrants
Will Be Paid by County

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES W1LBOURN GIVEN

A. R.

OATSBriardale,
large pkg..!7c

NUMBER!

The annual convention of the ftebekah lodges in districts No. 5 and
15 will be held at the K. P. hall in
Anita on Thursday of this week,
Juanita Rebekah lodge of this city
being the hostess. Miss Vera B.
Hook, convention president, Miss Lulu Alvord, secretary and treasurer,
and Mrs. Cole Musick, press reporter,
will preside at the business meeting.
A covered dish and sandwich supper will be served at the I. O. O. F.
hall. Mrs. Rose Heninger of Sigourney, state president, will be among
the visitors present."
There will be both an afternoon
and evening meeting, the afternoon
meeting starting at 1:30 o'clock and
the evening meeting at 7:30. A complete program for both meetings follow:
Afternoon.
Opening lodge, Anita.
Introducing grand officers.
Pep Song, "We're From Iowa."
Address of welcome, Mary McAfee.
Response, Gray.
Presentation of flag, Audubon.
Roll call of officers.
-'
Minutes of last meeting.
Communications and bills.
Appointments,
Music.
Report of vice presidents.
Draping of charter, Lewis.
Solo, Mrs. Keller of Wiota.,
Transferring membership, Gray.
Memorial service, Griswold.
Instruction by State President.
Grand, officers.
Offering.
Selection of next year's meeting.
Adjournment to 7:30 p. m.
Evening.
Called to order.
Pep Song, "The Gang's All Here."
Installing district deputies.
Report of delegates. '
Ballotting,x Jirayton.
Final reports.
Introducing visitors, Wiota.
Initiation, Atlantic.
Address by president.
Silver offering.
Closing of lodge, Anita.
March, Past Noble Grands.
Miss Louise Dittman, who teaches
school in Council Bluffs, was a week
end visitor with her parents, Fred
Dittman and wife.
Rev. Clive Williams, field representative of Olivet college in Olivet, Illinois, was a guest Monday at the home
of W. V. Somerville and family. Previous to Rev. Williams appointment
to his present position, he served for
fifteen years as business manager of
a hospital in Nampa, Idaho.

ONE YEAR IN JAIL

Anita Loses to Elliott.
Last Friday afternoon our football
team went down to their first defeat Found Guilty of Extortion by Jurythis year at Elliott by a score of 32
in Gas* .County District Court,
to 6.
Yonng Farmer Is Sentenced
'
At the outset of the game Elliott
by Judge Peters.
.
received the ball on their forty yard
line and made a rapid advance for
the goal. They made consistent first
RoEie Wilbourn, well known farniK
downs, mostly on end' runs and put
it over for a touchdown in about three er living southwest of the city, who
minutes of play and added the one was found guilty of extortion by a
point. Anita then received and Irv- jury in the Cass county district court
ing Walker made a sensational run last Wednesday, was sentenced a,year
from the kickoif. He took the ball in the Cass county jail by Judge Earl
on the twenty yard line and advanced Peters of Clarinda last Friday.
it-straight through the Elliott team Through his attorneys, Ralph W.
for sixty-fiive yards and was finally Cockshoot and G. C. Dalton of Atdowned on the fifteen yard line. He lantic, Wilbourn filed a motion for a
had splendid interference on this play. new trial and appeal bond was fixed
Here the Anita boys made first downs at $1,500. The motion for a new trial
on Elliott's five yard line but were was overruled by Judge Peters.
unable to put it over.
Through his attorneys, the case has
Elliott's second tally came in the been appealed to the Iowa supreme
second quarter on a pass making the court, and he is at liberty under $1,score 13 to 0 in their favor at the 500 bonds.
The case was the outcome of a
half.
The Anita boys came back into the demonstration in Anita on the 6th.
second half still hopeful but some- of last February, when a group of
what crippled. Irving Walker left the farmers, so it is claimed, forced T. T..~
game early due to a sprained ankle he Saunders to turn over $130 to Chris
received in a previous game. Other Christensen, a tenant on one of Saundcasualties retired much needed play- ers' farms in Lincoln township.
ers from the game. Substitutes gave
Can't Tolerate Mob Rule.
a good account of themselves but the
While passing the sentence, Judge
team could not get to going and make Peters, who sentenced about forty
consistent gains against the Elliott Farm Holiday men at LeMars and
team which outweighed them. Elliott Primghar for participation in farm
outplayed them and added to their lead demonstrations, gave Wilbourn a rathuntil the score was 32 to 0. Near the er severe lecture on the evils which
close of the game the Anita boys, will come if mob rule is tolerated in
still playing hard, blacked a punt over the United States.
the Elliott goal line and fell on it
In the course of .the lecture, Judge
for their only tally in the game and Peters told Wilbourn that in his opinthe game ended a 32 to 6 victory for ion, based upon the evidence, the
Elliott.
Anitan was one of .the leaders of the
Lloyd Nelson of Elliott emerged attack upon Saunders. Judge Peters
the star of the game. He carried the said that if men take the law into .
ball most of the time and his end their own hands, as they did in
runs were very spectacular and gained Anita, and defy the courts and the
yardage for his team.
law, it will not be long before a state
The Anita boys withstood the on- of anarchy will be' set up in this
slaught and battled gamely to the country.
——
end. They played a very clean game
"When such a condition comes to
and were especially congratulated by pass," the judge declared, "the life
the Elliott superintendent for the fine of any person will not be safe. Mob
lesson of clean sportsmanship thab rule can not and will not be tolerated
they displayed. In the long run this in this country, and it is high time
may mean 'more than the score for courts are displaying courage enough
in it there is victory.
to end such conditions for the benefit of all persons concerned."
Honor Roll Students.
Wilbourn complained that he was
Reports for the first six weeks period were given out last week and those the first person to be sentenced in
who made the Scholarship Honor Roll Cass county and said he thought that
Judge
were as follows: IFIRST HONOR leniency should be shown.
ROLL: Seniors—Helen Birk, Gretch- Peters said the court had to start
en Budd, Gail Burke, Esther Mae Mc- some time to end violence and that
Intyre, Reed Osen, Millard Ruggles, the Anita case was a good place to
MildredfcjjTiese.
Juniors—Eula Gar- start. The judge said the laws of
lock, Betii Knowlton, Robert Stuhr. Iowa had been violated by Wilbourn
Sophomores—LaVone Burg, Betsy arid that it was the duty of the court
•
Rose Crawford, Clara Mae Lowen- to sentence him.
burg, Isabelle Rhoads, Dorothy Smith,
Katherine Wilson. Freshman—Betty
Burns, Sylvia Nasser, Leona Rasmussen, Ruth ^Ruggles, Beatrice Scholl,
Janis Scholl, Dorothy Suiter, Clara
iWiese, Patricia Williams.
The Junior Dramatic Club, under
SECOND HONOR ROLL: SeniorsArnold Eilts, Irene Hayter, Anna Belle the direction of Mrsi P. T. Williams,
Wise. Juniors—Roscoe Armentrout, will present "At the Gate Beautiful;"
Margery* Beaver," J~unY Bo'oth" Helen! at the Congregational church on SunKopp, Gay Nichols, Irlyn Walker,! dav eveninS- The scene is laid in a
Merle White.
Sophomores—Mary! street m Jerusalem- and the time is
Jane Bear, Joan Faulkner, Marie LindJ the mnth hour of Praver m»d-a«erblom, Frances Way. Freshman—Dora, noon>
Jean Campbell, Marguerite Davey,! The characters and those taking part;
Jane Dement, Marjorie Kenfield, Dor- are as follows:
"Demas," a vendor of idols from
othy Mclntyre, Maxine Stager, DoroEphesus,
Russell Bangham.
thy Walker.
"Bereth," a Jewish mother, an unJunior Class Play.
believer in Christ, Doris Zastrow.
The name of the play which will
"Abegail," a Jewish mother, a firm

Dramatic Club to Present
Drama Sunday Evening

believer in Christ, Margaret Biggs.
is "Kentucky Belle."
The cast of
"Issachar," son of Abegail, Nor--characters have been selected and man Hofmeister.
they
are _.busy
__
,, at work
_, ,. on
, it. Miss
. | "Peter," a disciple of Jesus, Mil-Florence Buthweg, Englishteacherin |lard R ' les
the school, is coaching the play. It
"John," the beloved disciple, Jimmie.
will be given on the 24th. of Novem- Smith.
ber.
"Temple Chant," Patricia Williams,
Dorothy Forshay, Betsy Rose Crawford, Dora Jean Campbell and Marjorie Kenfield.
"Citizens," Junior Hayter, Rex Miller, Dorothy Bangham, Ruth Parker,
The town council of Oakland re- Lois Mclntyre, Donald Inhofe and
cently issued a call for bids on the Robert Wilson,
construction of a new city well and
REXALL ONE CENT SALE, NOV.
other improvements to their water
system.
Recently the contract was 1. 2, 3, 4. DRUGDOM'S BIGGEST
let for a gravel-pack well to Thorpe! EVENT OF THE YEAR. MORE
Bros., of Des Moines, the contract BARGAINS THAN EVER BEFORE.
price being $1,925. The pump house It
BONGERS BROS.
to be erected over the well will cost
$785 and the two pumps to be used
The O. D. 0. club held their oanonthwill add another $1,400 to the cost.! !y meeting at the home of Mrs. Harold
This is not all, however, for there' Nelson north of Anita last Thursday,
will be a new connection from the I A two course dinner was served by
new well to the water system that; the hostess, assisted by Miss Genewill cost $9,119.74. This is quite an : vieve Masching. The members quiltitem and the city borrowed a part! ed for the hostess during the afterof the funds froim the Reconstruction, iw>°n- Three members were absent
and Mrs. Anna Wedemeyer, Mrs. LeFinance Corporation.
ola Nelson, Miss Beatta Rydl and
Miss Wealthy Hosfelt of Massena i Miss Maxine Pieper were guests. The
is visiting in the city, a guest of Mrs. next meeting will be held with Mra,
Mary Newell.
Mary C. Black.

Oakland Spending a Lot
of Money For City Water

THE TRIBUNE, ANITA. IOWA.

PASSED UP ALL
FOR CLAM PIE
Delicacy That Made Hit With
"Sea Devil."
Jot Small was telling me about th«
time Count von Luckner ("the 8e«
Devil") visited Commander McMlllen
of Arctic fame. In Provlncetown,
Mass.
"Mac brought the count and eome
other guests over here to my Galley
for supper one night." Jot related
"And I Just locked the doors after
they got In, BO we wouldn't be dis
turbed by no other customers.
"Well, It was a Snt'dny night, BO
of course the principal dish was
baked beans. And after while, I got
to noticing that Von Luckner dldnl
seem to care much for the beans.
Oh, he was polite about It. all right
but he wasn't what you might caT
eager. He et bread and be drank
coffee, and he pushed the beans am
the pork around on his plate an(
went through the motions. Bu
beans wasn't his dish.
"So pretty soon 1 whispered ti
Mac. 'Do you think he'd like clam
pie?'
" 'Try him and see whnt happens,
Bays Mac.
"So I cut a big wedge of clara pie
and put It down by his plate. He
looked at It, sort of uncertain, for a
minute. Then he reached out his
fork and cut off a little nibble. Then
I seen his eyes kind of sparkle. He
took a bigger blta Then he took
both hands and made a motion llki
a man swlmmln'. and pushed the
beans one way and the coffee an(
bread the other, and pulled that pie
right In front of him.
" 'By Chove,1 he bollered,N •] ha
found somedlng !'
"He swallered that wedsje like
logfish stealln' bait, and he held on
his plate for more. That bappenec
three times, and then he'd et the bu)
dam pie. And every time he'd finish
• piece, he'd say. 'By Chove, I ha
found somedlng r
"He'll be droppln' bis hook In these
waters again, some day. Because
he's goin' to have a herk of a time
tryln" to teach 'em to make clam pi
In Germany!" — Cleveland Plata
Dealer.

Vast Pampa Source of
Welfare in Argentina

OUR COMIC SECTION

When children
won't eaf
and won't gain
weighl
The youngster who baa no appetite,
probably has ttarti. A little syrup of
figs will soon correct this condition
—then watch thechlld eat—andgaln I
Mothers should never coax a child
to eat Nature knows best. Remove
the cause of a youngster's poor appetite—get rid of ttaais. Children
who don't eat are sluggish. Head
what the "California treatment" is
doing for sluggish, listless children
ID every part of the country!
A POUND A VVKBK. Your child
will eat well from the day and hour
you conquer sluggishness. But that
girl or boy with furry tongue and a
bad breath should not be dosed with
salts!
Begin tonight, with enough pure
syrup of figs to cleanse the colon
thoroughly. Less tomorrow, then
every other day, or twice a week
until the appetite, digestion, weight'
complexion, tell you the stasis !•
pone. When a cold or other ailment
has again clogged the system, syrup
of flgs will soon set things to right
When appetite falls, tongue IB
coated white, eyes are a bilious
yellow, California syrup of figs will
gently stimulate the colon muscles
—and the child you used to com to
eat will fnlrly devour his food
The claims made for California
Syrup of Fig, are true and it vrltl
do the same for vou~lf< vou aet
genuine CALIFORNIA Syrup of
flog. Don't accept any substitute
MEMBER N. R. A.

Hunger Hiker

FINNEY OF THE FORCE

7

0\ OHJUY GAVE HIM L-/ A LOf OP
A 'SANDWICH — VBZ- i
XA/uRRK H6
ALWAYS -TILL ME NOT
PO IP
TO LE.T SiCH MM IM
SfHARV/EP
TM- HOUSE-BUT HE S

No t>ou8TS Yer.
P60 H(M CO IKE"
A PRiwce" AN'
HE'LL BE

-THE1?6 WUt A
FOR6 MOW HERE

HE WU7—AM1 HE'T
COMIM' BACK
UATEB,

HER6

Tbefa,
and «
room
stood
at ttw
- "Who

BUT TRY AND GET IT

TO

o» THOUGHT IF
.HE CAME VJHiU Vet

Steward (on board ship) —Madam,
_'ve attended to you as beat I can, face suddenly,
be wld
and I've supplied every want, bat yon feet,
•I**M» * -i*
still seem unsatisfied. What do you Tin Her
want now?
Lady (seasick)—1 want the earth.

BE HOME —

Dominant Policy
'I can't quite decide whether our
distinguished colleague is for protection or free trade."
"He is stilt sounding out his constituency," replied Senator Sorghum.
"The only policy on which he is'absolutely consistent is self-preservation.
COMBS
Oi 'LU AST H»K* HOW
HE MAMA<?BS f'KAPB
ROUND

-BUT

TH' T*>R5 CRATURE—
H6 SAID H£ WALKED
TWO HUMNGRD
M0ll.es
WEEK AM' HADN'T
ATBN A

HE
COMBS BACK?

What Really Count*
Mrs. Fltzwell (socially inclined)—
My dear, I've picked out a husband

for you.

A WEEK— IP 01 KIN LEARW
SECRUT OV K.IN
SAVE A
LOT

First Lodg*
yon had been

Daughter—Very well, but 1 tell you
Second Lodgtf
emphatically that when it comes to to roost last
buying the wedding dress I'll select set.
the material myself.—Seaside Her-

ald.
Mm Asker-~Do
No U.e
"Aren't you watting up for dad, to- ble with your
Mrs. Teller—;
night, mother?"
"It's no use. With this cold I can getting my b
hardly speak."—Tit-Bits Magazine.
Manageress TO
Bell Oat of Order
<"
"Are there many debt collectors ed to, sir?
Diner—WeU, 1
coming to your-door?'
waitress took
"More than I care to admit"

<B WMt«n> N«vip«p«r Union

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE FEATHERHEADS

In Need, Indeed!

AM OLD FRiEMD OF
DROPPED

VvJELU— iP HE'S
A S61.P MADE
HE"

To see YOU

-r-LARRY SHULL—
HE <NAS V/EK.Y
Xptl

Argentina, richest of South American countries, draws Its wealth
from the pampn—a. rorkless, treeless sea of grass. 2.800 miles long
and 900 miles wide, grazed by millions of head of stock. Fecund, half
wild herds of horses and cattle, seed
of the conqulstadores' mounts am
milk cows, have been scientifically
bred up to the stable and the abattoir.
Calmer herds, tamer men. Almost
gone la the gancho. cowboy son o1
Spanish settler and Indian squaw.
Apotheosis of the type was Dictator
Juan Manuel Rosas, who a century
ago routed the Indians, united his
countrymen, and ruled In a palace,
with a court Jester. On the pampas
only the pampero (cold wind, rain
or hall storms) and locust plagues
remain fiercely primitive.
Buenos Aires, with Its 2,000,000,
to Paris. Chicago and pampa In one.
Quite effete now, it no longer
flaunts ID its Boca section advertisements of cheap, expeditious murder by expert assassins. For safety
and comfort, wheeled traffic la
barred from the city's shopping district between 4 and 8 p m.—World'g
Work.

TRY THIS!
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He's
VOK. A SELF
MAKJ

A FffieMb JM

WHAT'S
ABOUT
THAT

Ho. Ho.' DID

SAY THAT/

HA.'HA)!

IS R|SHT{

E\/eR.Y TIMS ne sees
ME" HE is \t± wee
OP FjVE OR.
BUCKS (I

Coprrlcbt.
Horizontal.
(b* faulda of
4— Shaft
*—OtkenriM
•—Globe
U—JTote of ««*I«
U—OhMten

ID We«t»rn N«w»paper Dnlon
•»—»••*•»
•*-»••»••• •« *M«4

MUM'S THE WORD
GARDENING

Mr. Monkey—During a little conversation I had with the lion Just now I
asked him If he was the king of
beasts.
Mr. Leopard—And what did he say?
Mr. Monkey—He said lie was but
he made me swear not to tell his w if e
he said so.
ALL ARRANGED

A ctres8

,
come an
Secomi
you

.
-M«">y and man, a
fmher implored me not to beactress.
Actress-Ami I suppose that's
never did.

"Suburbanites are divided Into two
classes."
"How's that?"
"Those who thluk they know how
o raise children and those who think
they know how to raise chickens"
cUU
•—Mtatrml

BONEHEAD

NO CROWD

'So you think Kitty made a very
r
uituble match."
"Ves, indeed! You know what a
ervous, enable *ri Bhe was. well
lie married a composer "

long as there was .mother
(n the 8a me house you had
somebody to talk to."
"Yes. but as there were only the
of us there was nobody to" talk

WIfey-i wonder why we are grow
lug tired of each other?
Hubby-i haven't an Idea
Wlfey-yes, maybe that i, the reaOUI1,

4

_ -!,>

',.»x
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ten years old this month. Despite C. P. Meredith, hardware to
A., 535 bu; 1931, 0 A., 0 bu; 1932, 25
s, "The seat of his pant*,"
drawer in her office desk and ordered
its years, the goldfish is still alert
Mrs. Raymond Reed and
county farm
21 6
A., 285 bu; 3-yr. av., 20 A., 273 buSo on her return home »he asked
Mooty to pay *nd get out. The wo- 1933, 0 A.
Raymond Reed:
active and can dart about the bowl F. J. M'ailander. irnu>opi»,> t,>
ler
husband, "what do you 4*? when
man is said to be a spinster and mayDr. C. E. Harry, mayor
as speedily as ever. Stoddard purpoor
.3.00
Gittins, John—300 A; 1930 48 A
you look down a dog's throat 7
27.02
be, comments J. Vanderwicken of,
chased the fish ten years ago from a Nord Grocery, groceries to
W. A. Linfor, marshal
1.85
1,071 bu; 1931, 50 A., 1,131 bu; 1932*,
Her husband confeMed;
Grundy /Center, it is no wonder.
State
vs.
Adolphus
Adams:
live
poor
..............
over
gusta
20 A., 470 bu; 3-yr. av., 39 A., g»i
"Why," said the lady ?
47.33
ee or four years at the most.
P. I. Appleman, fees ,
4.00 of laughter, "the seat of
A. Odem, criminal expense
10.25
F. L. Alter, constable .
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The Sign offlieF^nlTn^aD^

Wordsworth
Success Easier Than Failure religion,
but to hafe
How Time Passes

r

By ED HOWE
DO not like poets, but frequently:
admire a sentence they have written. Wordsworth wrote of "the mighty
sum of things forever speaking."
Here Is sufficient brevity, originality
and common sense, but as a rule poets
color their product too highly, and
prose suits me better than the Jumbled way in which versifiers arrange
their lines. The sentiment I qudtr
from Wordsworth appeals to me because It is my natural way to pay
constant attention to the mighty sum
of things Jtorever speaking. There are
so many of these mighty voices clamorlng to be heard, I can give each one
only a few lines.

I

By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
OVBMBER 11!
Armistice Day!
A day for remembering.
For remembering the titanic conflict which came to an end just 15
years ago; for remembering the hysterical Joy as a war-weary world
turned Its back on death and destruction and lifted Its face to the
clear skies of the promise of peace;
for remembering the men and women who offered up their lives for their country—those who
staid "over there" as well as those who came
home.
And do you remember when they came home
and staged their "Victory marches" through the
crowded, cheering streets of our principal cities
how yon noticed the little patches of color of different design which they wore on their left shoulders? Perhaps you knew then what was the
meaning of those symbols but the chances are
that you, and most other Americans as well, have
forgotten by now.
So this Is to recall It to yon—the story of the
Insignia of the various divisions In the American
Expeditionary Forces, "the sign of the fighting
man."
You may not recall, although' hundreds of
thousands of World war veterans undoubtedly
will, what an uproar was raised at one time over
that little patch of color on the left shoulder of
the returning soldier's khaki coat For when the
troops were ready to embark for home, the War
dcr-rtment Issued an order prohibiting the wearIng of divisional Insignia by the doughboys upon
their return to America. It was "unmilltary," the
department said.
Almost Instantly a tide of protest rolled into
Washington to engulf the department. There
were a hundred good reasons advanced why the
doughboys should continue to wear their pet decoration, but chief among them was the fact that
these Insignia, adopted by the different divisions,
were highly useful In making possible their identification at a glance, In action or otherwise, and
for purposes either of commendation or criticism, as the case might be; that the decoration
detracted nothing from the efficiency of the men,
but on the other hand was an Incentive to proper
conduct and co-ordinate effort; and finally that
the man wearing It, each proud of his Individual
outfit, was unwilling to discard It and thus lose
big Identity and that of his command In the melting pot of the A, E. F.'s millions.
So the War department' decided to allow the
returning soldiers to keep their divisional insignia and this ruling was greeted with as much
widespread approval as the forbidding order had
caused loudly voiced disapproval.
There were 93 divisions In the United States'
military forces and each one had Its distinctive
Insignia. Limitations of space In this article prevent the reproduction of the Insignia of all of
them and an extended account of each but the
following represents some of the more InterestIng facts about some typical ones:
i First division: An elongated shield of khaki,
point down, bearing the red numeral 1. (Figure
1.) Since this division was the first of the American divisions to go to France, the first to go into
the trenches, the first to suffer battle losses, the
first to capture prisoners and the first to enter
Germany after the Armistice, It Is only natural
that It should adopt the numeral 1. Only once
was the First division last—that was in returnIng to the United States for demobilization.
Second division: A five-pointed white star, having the head of an American Indian facing to the
left, In red and blue, stamped or embroidered on
the white star. The star and Indian head was
placed on a background of cloth of various
shapes and colors to designate the several organizations In the division. The black shield (Figure
0) was used In the Insignia of divisional headquarters.
, Third division: A square of dark blue cloth
with three white stripes running diagonally
downward from the upper right corner to the
lower left (Figure 3). The field of blue was
symbolic of the loyalty of the "Marnemen." The
three white stripes stood for the numerical designation of the division and also symbolized the
three major operations In which the Third division won glory during the World war—the
Marge, St. Mlhlel and Meuse-Argonne.
I Fourth division: Four Ivy leaves about a circle, the leaves and circle of green, placed on a
khaki background. (Figure 8). This symbol was
formed by taking the Roman numeral IV, which
not only gave the numerical designation of the
division, but also a flower, the ivy, which means
"steadfast and loyal" In the language of flowers
—a splendid motto for a group offightingmen.
Fifth division: A plain red diamond on a back
ground of khaki. (Figure 5.) It was stated by
the chief of staff of the division that "no significant meaning Is attached other than that the
color, red, was selected as a compliment to the
then commanding general whose branch of the

Service was the artillery." Officers In the division, however, say "The Red Diamond represents a well-known problem of bridge building;
It Is made up of two adjacent Isosceles triangles
which make for the greater strength." But the
men of the division, proud of Its record and Justly
Jealous of Its reputation explained this laconically : "Diamond dye—it never runs I"
Sixth division: A red six-pointed star on a
background of khaki. (Figure 2). The six points
of the star represented the numerical designation of the division. The Sixth had three different Insignia. The first was a red bull's eye In a
white circle surmounted by a white cross. But
this had a lugubrious appearance—"looks like a
headstone In a cemetery," said the men. So a
red equilateral triangle was the next insignia and
that was worn during all of the division's war
service, while It was winning the name of "the
old Sightseeing Sixth." Few divisions of the A.
E. F. equaled the mileage record of this division
which swept up and down various front lines, relieving a hard-pressed division here, rushing Into
support there, In reserve at other points. After
the Armistice another red equilateral triangle
was superimposed upon the first, making the red,
six-pointed star.
Seventh division: Two black equilateral triangles placed vertically upon a red circular disc,
their apexes meeting In the center of the disc.
(Figure 4). By coincidence the outline of this design, was a blocked-ln numeral 7, crossed by another such numeral 7, Inverted, thus forming the
two triangles. The similarity of the double triangle to an hourglass was responsible for the
nickname of the division, the "Hourglass Dlvh
slon."
Eighth division: A sliver figure 8 pierced by a
golden arrow pointing upwards on a blue cloth
shield background. The figure 8 stood for the
numerical designation of the division and the
golden arrow symbolized the nickname of the division, the "Pathfinder Division," which was organized and trained at Camp Fremont, Calif.
Twenty-sixth division: Bine letters YD on a
khaki-colored diamond field, the letters stood for
"Yankee Division," (Figure 23), made up of men
of New England, which was one of the first National guard forces to enter active service.
Twenty-seventh division: A circle of black,
with a narrow border of red, on which was displayed in white the constellation of Orion. (Flgure-6). This division, made up of national army
troops from New York city, adopted Its Insignia
In honor of its commander, Gen. John F. O'Ryan.
Twenty-eighth division: A red keystone (Figure 15), symbolic of the "Keystone State" since
this division was made up of Pennsylvania National guard.
Twenty-ninth division: Intertwined circles of
blue and gray (Figure 18) symbolical of the Blue
and the Gray of Civil war days, since the men In
this division were National guardsmen fromMaryland, New Jersey, Delaware, Virginia and
the District of Columbia.
Thirtieth division: An emblem made up of the
letters O. H. (Figure 14), standing for "Old Hickory Division," made up of National guardsmen
from Tennessee, North Carolina and South Carolina, the three states which claim "Old Hickory,"
Andrew Jackson, for their own. In the middle of
the Insignia were three Xs, the Roman numeral
for 30, the number of the division.
Thirty-first division: A triangle of white and
red, each half adorned with a white D (Figure
22), for "Dixie Division," made up of men from
Dixie—National guard of Alabama, Georgia and
Florida.
Thirty-second division: A red arrow on a
square field of khaki. (Figure 28). The arrow
worn on the sleeves of the Michigan und Wisconsin National guardsmen In this division pointed
forward, Indicative of a promise always to go
forward, never back.
Thirty-third division: A yellow Maltese cross
on a black field, the emblem of the "Prairie Division," made up of National guardsmen from
Illinois and West Virginia.
Thirty-fourth division: The outline of a Mexican olla or water flask in black on which appeared a red cow's skull and the words "Sandstorm Division." (Figure 25), recalling to members of this division, National guardsmen from
Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska and North Dakota,
their training camp days at Camp Cody in New
Mexico.
Thirty-sixth division: An Indian arrowhead
with the letter T on it, the emblem of the "Panther Division" made up mostly of Texuns.
Thirty-seventh division: A white 0 with a red
or maroon center—the O Standing for Ohio since
tills division was made up of National guard
troops from the Buckeye state.
Thirty-eighth division: A red and blue shield
with the letters CY on It, (Figure 13), standing
for the "Cyclone Division," composed of National guardsmen from Indiana, Kentucky and West
Virginia, and typifying Us manner of movement
and accomplishment of desired ends.
Forty-first division: The setting sun on a halT-
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William Feather—I published this
paragraph: "No man can go completely to the devil without a great deal-of
determination." . . . Ted Robinson,
the newspaper columnist, retorted:
"That's wrong. Some can go to the
devil Just by standing still" . . .
I do not intend to let Mr. Robinson
uls of
Mag.
dismiss In a few words the most Imwater
portant practical philosophy ever forwhen you
another
mnlated. B. W. Howe, of Kansas, says
minutes
success Is easier than failure, and
another
toWd.
has written much on this theme. . . .
the new
Consider the man who stands still
Magnesia
tablet for
on a sidewalk. He is Jostled and
1 u dicursed by those who are moving, and
who want him to get out of the way.
The most comfortable way to spend
don't
circle of red, surrounded by a black border, (Fig- time on the sidewalk is to be going
simple
ure 26), the emblem of the "Sunset Division" somewhere. Over-drinking, or over-1
small
made up of National guardsmen from the West Indulgence of any kind, Is followed by <WBBesia
"where the sun sets"—Washington, Oregon, Mon- a headache. Over-spending or over-1 JJJJjJ
acids
'
tana, Idaho, Wyoming, North Dakota, South Da- speculation Is followed by the' barking
tch pains
You'll
kota, Colorado, New Mexico. (Some District of of creditors. Violation of the criminal
Columbia guardsmen were also in this division). law Is followed by arrest and sentence feel like a new
But—be
it REAL
Forty-second division: A trl-color red, white to the workhouse. Every man who
4>f mi
iu buy—
and blue—in rainbow form (Figure 11), this was goes completely to the devil gets there milk
of Macgenuine
the emblem of the famous "Rainbow Division" by easy stages. At every turn he suf- nesia. See
•PHILcomposed of National guardsmen from 46 states fers more than the man who behaves LIPS'" is on the
and the District of Columbia, one of the first 'di- himself. Never does be rise hi the
ALSO IMTAIUf
visions to reach France and bring a "rainbow of morning without a warning that unhope" to the hard-pressed allies.
less he reforms, his troubles will InEtch
Seventy-sixth division: The Liberty Bell, an crease. His wife scolds him, his emappropriate emblem for a division bearing the ployer threatens him, and his friends
numerals 76. (Figure 17). Composed of national avoid him. It takes the strongest
army men, It was one of the three divisions to kind of will to Ignore the signs on
be raised exclusively in New England (with B the road to hell, and to bear the cross
Think
quota of northern New York selected servlc* of self-imposed failure.
men). Some of Its members preferred the namo about this, and you'll admit It Is true:
"Mayflower Division" to "Liberty Bell Division" Success Is easier than failure.
• » *
and wore an emblem of the ship Mayflower on .ft
blue ground. Later the Liberty Bell became the
For several years,- ah hour before
recognized emblem of the division.
eating my one considerable meal of
Seventy-seventh, division: An outlined figure the day, I have had the habit of takof the Statue of Liberty Enlightening the World ing a swallow of tasteless mineral oil,
upon a light blue background (Figure 19), this In connection with a pinch of seaweed
was the emblem of another division recalling called agar. I suppose some one InHealed by
the Revolutionary war—Liberty and 77. Com- duced me to try it,.and, as It,did me
posed of New York city national army troops, no harm and some good, I continued
"My ecalp
"New York's Own" was the first of the national It Once I was at.table with a quite
army divisions to reach France and was to have noted doctor and health specialist, and and there werefi -^
ten cent piece oveV It
said to him:
among Its units the famous "Lost Battalion."
Seventy-ninth division: A Lorraine cross In
"Every noted man Is pestered some- that I could not keep "my 1
white on a blue field with a white border, the what by those to whom he Is Intro- my head and my hair
emblem of a division made up of national army duced. I shall bother you with only a bly. 'I did not rest This lasted two
,
men from northeastern Pennsylvania, Maryland simple question." Then I outlined my and one-half years.
"I saw an advertisement for Cutland District x>f Columbia which distinguished It- habit, and asked:
cura Soap and Ointment «nd sent
self by the capture of Montfaucon during the
"Is It a good Idea?"
Meuse-Argonne offensive.
"Well," the great man replied (he for a free sample. I was Surprised
Eightieth division: Three peaks of the Blue Is upwards of eighty), "I do It." I pur- at the difference In my WJiuP aftcr
Ridge mountains In blue on a red shield with a sued the Inquiry no further; but what using, so I bought more, and I used
white border > (Figure 27), this was the emblem I started out to say Is that time passes two cakes of Outlcura SoJp and two
of the "Blue Ridge Division," composed of moun- so rapidly when one Is old that It boxes of Cutlcura Ointment and my
taineers from Virginia, West Virginia and west- seems to me now I take mineral oil scalp was healed." (Signed) Mrs.
ern Pennsylvania.
every hour Instead of every twenty- Eugene Hunter, B. D. 1* Hunlocks
Creek, Pa.
„ '
Eighty-first division: A black wildcat on a four.
• » •
Soap 25c. Ointment &Land 50c.
gray disc, (Figure 16), emblem of the "Wildcat
As Impressive reading as may be Talcum 25c. Sold everywhere. One
Division," made up of negro soldiers of the national army from North Carolina, South Caro- found In our American books con- sample each free. AddrMi: "Cutllina, Florida and Porto Rico who proved that cerns the firing on Fort Sumter, which cura Laboratories, DeptB, Maiden,
they could, Indeed, "fight like wildcats."
started the Civil war. The battle tast- Mass."—Adv.
Eighty-second division: Two yellow A's on" a ed four days, and the exchange of
blue circle superimposed upon a red square (Fig- shots from big guns between NorthWHEN 5M«
ure 12), the emblem'of the'"All-American Divi- erners In the fort and Southerners on
UPSIT
sion" made up of national army men from Geor- shore was tremendously noisy, Impresgia, Alabama and Tennessee.
sive and smoky, yet not a man on
Eighty-fourth division: A scarlet shield upon either aide was Injured daring the enwhich, Inclosed by a blue circle, was the word tire exhibition.
However, when the Yankees sur"Lincoln" In white curved over an axe and below the numerals 84, (Figure 10), this emblem rendered and retired from the fort;
of the "Lincoln Division," composed of national the Southerners, being brave men
army soldiers from Kentucky, Indiana and south- themselves, wished to. honor the galern Illinois, recalled the youth of Lincoln In the lantry of their defeated foes (I have
region where he began hewing out his fame as long observed that opposing fighters
usually commend the bravery of each
a "Rail Splitter."
Eighty-sixth division: A black hawk rampant other).
So the Southerners attempted to
on a red shield, the hawk bearing white Intertwined letters B and H (Figure 21), symbolic of fire a salute In honor of their foes, a
the "Black Hawk Division," composed of nation- big gun burst, and four gallant felal army men of Illinois and Wisconsin In the lows were wounded.
Had the participants on $oth sides
region made famous by the Indian chief. Black
been engaged In their usual callings,
Hawk.
should not be laughing at them more
Eighty-seventh division: A yellow acorn with Ithan
seventy years later.
a brown cup on a field of green, this emblem of
When
I go on the streets during the
the "Acorn Division" recalled the origin of its
memben, national army men from the oalt woods present depression, the people seem
sufficiently sensible and efficient, bat
of Arkansas, Louisiana and Mississippi.
Eighty-eighth division: Two green ngure when I read of the doing, of statesmen
eights crossed to form a four-leaf clover sym- at Washington and state capitals, I
bolizing the fact that Its troops, national army bow my head and burst Into tears.
men. were from the four states of North Da- Surely I am right in saying our greatest blunders, our greatest cruelties,
kota, Minnesota, Iowa and Illinois.
Eighty-ninth division: A dark blue circle to- have been In war and statesmanship.
• •' *
closing a W of the same color against a light
The reader la warned that my writblue background, this division was made up of
national army men from Kansas, Missouri South Ing la that of an old man, and that
Dakota. Nebraska. Arizona. New Mexico and Col- nearly all old men are diapered to do
orado. The W is symbolic of Its three command- too much grumbling. . . .. Still, I
era—Gen. Leonard Wood, who trained at Camp do not believe I ever grumble at temperance, fairness, politeness, economy,
ifunston. Kan., and Generals William M.
thrift or any other habit the expertand Frank L. Winn, who commanded
France.
ence of all ages has recommended.
» • •
Ninetieth division: The letters T and O In ma
Shiftless women are not punished
roon on a khaki field. (Figure 24), a "brandlne
Iron' combination for the states of Texas and as promptly as shiftless men; I know
plenty of shiftless women who are
Oklahoma from which the national army troonn
PS
"getting along" well, but do not know
in this division came.
Ninety-first division: A green pine tree (F1K- a single shiftless man who Is at all clrcuUtt
are 7) symohllcal of the pine forests of the west prosperous.
own community, that
• • •
ern states whence came the men of the national
I don't know much; I can only mud- build oiir schools f*4
army to make up this division.
Ninety-second division: A black charging buf die along, and make the best of my ourttrttfe,l«yow
falo (Figure 20). the emblem of the "Western mistake* About the best that may out fan v«lt,t«;
Buffaloes Division." composed of negro troons of be said of any man Is that he has done
the national army, mainly from Texas and Okln better than the average with his mis- tothliMction. Bpylnfl
homa.
VBIO- takes.
^^
dlM In our local
1O bjr WwUru Newspaper Uolan.)

C. 1M1, B«U S7a<UoM«.—WWO ferric*.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO BIDDERS.
Special ['revisions and Form of
Tender Bridge Work, Cass County, Iowa, Letting November 1,
1933.

NOTICE TO BIDDERS.
Sealed bids will be received at the
office of the Auditor of Cass County,
Atlantic, Iowa, until 10 a. m., on
November 1, 1933, for bridge work
on County Trunk Road G, project
G-l,
and for
culvert
v-i, „...
.„. one
— concrete
~^.—_„.,„..
extens.on on County Trunk Road R,
project R-2
Bids will be opened at the above
office promptly after the time for receiving same has closed.
A certified check, or cashier's check
drawn on a solvent bank, and amounting to five (6) per cent of the bid,
made payable to the County Auditor,
shall be filed with each bid, which
in case of bidder receiving the award,
should he fail to execute a contract
and file a bond within ten (10) days
after the acceptance of his bid,
shall be retained by the county as
liquidated damages.
The proposed work consists of the
following items:
3 24 ft. by 16 ft. wood approach spans to steel truss.
2 24 ft. by 20 ft. wood
bridges.
1 extension to 6 ft. by 8 ft.
concrete culvert.
Plans, specifications, special provisions and proposal forms may be
seen and may be secured at the
office of County Auditor or County
Engineer. The bffcrd reserves the
right to waive technicalities, and to
reject any or all bids.
All proposals filed shall be on the
form furnished by the County,
sealed and plainly marked; proposals
containing any reservations not provided for therein ;may be rejected.
This work will be done, under
the National Industrial Recovery
Act.
October 19, 1933.
Board of Supervisors
of Cass' County, Iowa.

Special Underwear
Values
Boys' Ribbed Unions
S9c to 79c
Men's Unions, Medium Weight
75 c

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
October 29, 1903.
Miss Vera Hook is reported on the
sick list this week.
Carpenters are at work on Homer
Koob's new house northwest of the
city.
Ben
Ben Gochanour
Gochanour entertained
entertained aa number of hig friends Qne evening

week.
The big steel standpipe in the north
part of town is being painted
week.
A new cement walk has been laid
in front of the M. E. church and
parsonage.
Fred Stauffer is suffering with a
bad case of blood poisoning in his
left forearm.
The Congregational C. E. society
held a Hallowe'en social at the home
of Adam Haist Tuesday, evening.
Ed. M. Blakesley entertained a
company of friends at his home Monday evening at duplicate whist. The
honors of the evening were equally
divided between George and Mike and
Jim and Ed.
The following is the enrollment of
the Anita public schools: high school,
69; grammar, 28; second intermediate, 47; first intermediate, 64; second primary, 41; first primary, 44;
and sonth primary, 29; a total of
312.
A one story brick, 50x80 feet, is
being built on the vacant lots between the Chambers and Campbell
buildings, the contract having been
let by Senator James E. Bruce to
George Haver, and when finished will
be occupied by the Farmers Supply
Co. The ceiling will be 16 feet, with
a gallery 8 feet from the floor for the
storage and display of goods. A
warehouse will also be built from the
main room back to the alley, 50x60
feet, for the storage of machinery
and furniture.

Maduff's Fo
Anita, Iowa.

SAVE-U
SATURDAY
BE SURE TO COME
THE

Flour
B
Sugar Fine Granulated
19-lbs.
BEAUTY
Coffee BROWN
3-lbs
.63e
Graham
2-lb.

if God's work isn't done it means that NOTICE
'MENT OF
man has failed and not God.
EXBCtTTOR.
Come and let's not hinder God's
.\
work. You are always welcome.
In the District Court of the State of
Iowa, in and fo* Gass Countv
44444444444-4444-4
No. 4076 in Probate.
4 CENTRAL CHURCH OP CHRIST 4 In the Hatter aff^hfr'Estat* Of job
4
Elwyn Andrews, Minister.
4 Pine, Deceased.
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 To Whom It May Concern
No creed but Christ,
Notice is hereby given that the un
No book but the Bible,
dersigned has been appointed and has
No name but the .Divine.
qualified as Executor of the estate of
Bible School at 40:00 a. Jn. £. W. John Pine, late of Cass County, IOW8
Zastrow, Supt; Anita Witte, Asst. deceased. AH persons in any man'
Communion service at 11:00 a. m. ner indebted to Bald deceased or his
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m.
estate will make payment to the un
Buy your Underwear Early
Evening service at 7:30- o'clock.
dersigned; and those having claims
Ladies aid meets all day Wednes- against said deceased', or his estate
and Save.
day at the church.
will present then* inmanner and form
The services of this church are for as by law required, ib* allowance and
you.
Make .this your church home payment
- >
and be happy. We want all who can
Dated this 16th^c% of October
to be loyal to IChrist and His king- A. D., 1933;
dom.
Selling For CASH, and Selling For LESS.
N.
w. ^KiWMtensen,
3t
Execofer-of said estate.
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 44-44*444
• ' -iS-ifts*
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
* *• • M. E. CHURCH NOTES
NOTICE TO BIDDERS.
4
REAL
Henry Wiegand of Oakland spent CHRISTIAN METZ WAS
* + + + + -f + -f + - f . f + > + •*• + 4
Monroe J. Kariek, Pastor.
-t
Sunday with his parents, Andrew
"Everlasting Punishment" will be 4 4 4 4 4,4 4 4 4 4 4-»- 4 4 4 4
Sealed bids will be received at
POUNDER OF AMANA
Ruth A. Kopp'andChus to Stella
,Wiegand and wife.
the office of the Auditor of Cass the subject of th« Lesson-Sermon in
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Dr. Miller, wd, It 10 and |j2 It 11 blk 1Z
The history of the Amana commun- County, Atlantic, Iowa, until 10 a. all Churches of Christ, Scientist, on C. H. Johnson, General Supt
Whitney's add to Antt»> $2,200.
Mrs. Prank Muller of Griswold vis- ity before 1900 is in no small measure m., on November 1, 1933, for Sunday, October 29.
The special feature in the School
ited here a few days the past week the history of one man. In the book furnishing 600 pieces of 3x12x16
Charles Hettinger^$|-rHazel HetThe Golden Text is from II Peter next Sunday morning will be pretinger, wd, se4 ne4 an* se4 se4 and
with her parents, Chas. Barber and "Amana That Was and Amana That West Coast Douglas Fir, full sawn.
2:9, "The Lord knoweth how to de- sented by Mrs. Mary Reed's class.
wife.
sw4 ne4 se4 and n2-&«4 se4 all in
Is," recently published by the State
Bids will be opened at the above liver the godly out ,of temptations,
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
sec 32-77-34, $1.
Historical Society of Iowa, the auth- office, promptly after the time for and to reserve the unjust unto the
Epworth League at 6:30 p. m.
or, Bertha M. H. Shambaugh, says I receiving same has closed.
day of judgment to be punished."
Leader,
Clifford Johnson. Topic for Neil Johnson, wfi^Q' *fe attending
H. E. CAMPBELL
that at its best the 'Community o
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo- discussion, "How .Shall I Find HappiA certified check, or cashier's
school at the State Uliiv^rsity in low*
Physician and Surgeon
True Inspiration was the vitalize check ,drawn on a solvent bank, tations from the Bible and from the
Office in Campbell block over
shadow of its most gifted spiritua and amounting to five (5) per cent Christian Science textbook, "Science ness?" This is the final unit of the City, spent' Stmtoy*' tof^';$ty «jft
Clardy's Hardware. Residence
guide and temporal leader, Christia of the bid, made payable to the and Health with Key to the Scrip- series, "In Quest of Life's Meaning." his mother, HJM, Haasjne Johnson,
Evening worship at 7:30 o'clock.
•f 2 blocks north of M. E. church,
Metz.
and with other rel»&vek and friends.
County Auditor, shall be filed with tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
Choir rehearsal following the Sunif Calls promptly attended day
It was Christian Metz who first con each bid, which in case of bidder
One of the Bible citations reads: day morning worship hour.
or night
ceived the idea of leasing estates i.r receiving the award, should he fail "Seek ye the Lord while he may be
The ladies aid society will serve a
common as a refuge for the faithfu to execute a contract and file a bond found, call ye upon him while he is
good
dinner for 25c in the dining room
While the original intention had been within ten (10) days after the ac- near i Let the wicked forsake his way,
of
the
church on Friday. The public
to live together simply as a Christian ceptance of his bid, shall be retained and the unrighteous man his thoughts:
SEE HARTLEYS fo/<wagon boxes,
ANITA PUMP CO.
4 congregation or church, he foresaw by the county as liquidated dam- and let him return unto the Lord, and is invited.
washing
machines and cream separaThere
will
be
a
business
meeting
Plumbing and Hot Air Heatiag. 4 that a system of communism wouk ages.
he will have mercy upon him; and to
tors.
of
the
aid
society
for
election
of
ofj
*•
Pumps, Mills, Tanks.
Specifications arid proposal forms our God, for he will abundantly parnaturally develop out of the mode of
ficers in the afternoon. All ladies of
*
Plumbing Supplies.
life which his people had been forced may be seen and may be secured don" (Isaiah 55:6, 7).
WE HAVE special bargain prices
the
church are requested to attend
&•
Pump and Mill Work Done.
to adopt. He foresaw also that ex- at the above office. The board reAmong the selections from the
on safety razors and blades, all makes.
this
meeting
and
help
in
framing
*
Come in and figurt with me.
orbitant rents and unfriendly govern- serves the right to waive technical- Christian Science textbook is the folNefPs Hardware.
It
work for the year.
*• First door west of Stager's
ments would one day require them to ities, and to reject any or all bids.
lowing: "If men understood their
Oil
A
group
meeting
of
the
W.
H.
M.
S.
Meal, Tankage, .Sargent's Big
seek a home in the New World where
*
Cafe.
All proposals filed shall be on the real spiritual source to be all blessbe held in Atlantic on Friday of 10 and Protex Minerajtfimd other hog
•f
they and their children could live in form furnished by the county, seal- edness, they would struggle for re- will
this week- beginning
- - at 9:30 in the feeds,
peace and liberty.
ed and plainly marked; proposals course to the spiritual and be at
tf
morning.
Anyone attending this
•Hartley's Produce.
It was Christian Metz who was the containing any reservations not pro- peace; but the deeper the error into
meeting
is
requested
to
bring
a
cover.
leader of the first journey to Ameri- vided for therein may be rejected.
which mortal mind is plunged, the ed dish,
FOR SALE:—80 head of purebred
sandwiches and table serOctober 19, 1933.
ca in 1842. It was Christian Metz
more intense the opposition to spirit- vice.
Spotted Poland boars, "Weight 200 to
who purchased the Seneca Indian
Board of Supervisors
uality, till error yields to Truth" In
275, cholera immune; priced reason329).
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Reservation—a tract of five thousand
of Cass County, Iowa.
Voss Manufacturing Co. acres
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State
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was
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Metz
who
led
602-4 E. 3rd. St.
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH BARGAINS THAN EVER BEFORE. GET your radiator ready for winthe Brothers westward in 1854 in State of Iowa, Cass County, ss.
E. L. Anderson, Minister.
ter.
Prestone" $2,86 per gallon;
is hereby given, that on the
!*
BONGERS BROS.
Swan, Martin^Martin~ search of cheaper and more abund- th.Notice
Super-Pyro alcohol 8§e per gallon.
day
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D.,
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at
Attorneys-at-Law
ant lands and greater seclusion. In
(The Church With a Heart and
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100
Iowa a tract of eighteen thousand utomobile Company building, locatChurch School at 10 a. m. Classes years ago in South Carolina was the
Zurfluh Greenhouses
OH MY! She loved a sailor—and
acres was purchased in Iowa county d at 3rd. and Poplar Streets in the for all ages. Frank H. Osen, Supercause of the discovery of ether "as an whafc a sailor laxj was,he! See SumCat Flowers, Funeral Designs and and christened by Christian Metz', 'ty of Atlantic, and county aforesaid, intendent.
anesthetic, according to Dr. George H. merville and Pitts, 'j« "Her First
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Expert Radio Repairing.
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parents, H. H. Turner and wife.
hours, later recovering with no ill
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once
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surgery.
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Long of Jefferson, Ga., was informed
to attend.
HEATING stoves, parlor furnaces
lov or as much thereof as may
of
the "experiment" and in 1842 he and ranges, at prices way below toOur
Good
Fellowshi
meeting
will
bf necessary to satisfy said writ
be held Sunday evening, November 5. administered ether to James Venahle day's market. Neff'a Hardware.
"f execution and all accruing
and removed a tumor from the] nat6
Refreshments will be served at 7-00 ient's
Buy good coal.
f costs.
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H. P. ZIEGLEB, lawyer.
"clock,
and
a
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program
will
be
&• Keep fire pit clean.
A. Odem,
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Practice in state and federal courtspresented.
Plan
to
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of Cass County, Iowa.
Settle Estates. and
Regulate drafts properly.
| D Sheriff
The public is cordially invited to all
a th Sheri
!
^ o^, Atlan- of our services and activities.
(. ±l i
Make Collections.
V tic, Iowa, October 7th., 1933.
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Liquid, Tablets, Salve, Nose Drops
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E. S. HOLTON,; i»wyer
us a trial
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Checka Colds first day, Headaches o
Doris was radiant
r—and notice the differ— _..„ over a recent
Practice
in all courts. Opinion on
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LINCOLN CENTER
Neuralgia in 30 min. Malaria in 3 dy,
addition to the family and rushed ou{
of estates
Land
Titles;
and
COMMUNITY CHURCH
FINE LAXATIVE AND TONIC
to tell a passing neighbor
Attorneya Specialty.
Elwyn Andrews, Minister.
Most Speedy Remedies Known.'
Doris—Oh, you don't know what
weve got upstairs!
^
Church Services at 10:00 a m
Neighbor—What is it?
Bible School at 11:00 a. m.,'with
Doris-A new baby brother
Ground oats
.... .
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Walter Storer as superintendent
Neighbor-You
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say
so!
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Office 20; Res. II
Is he
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All power is God's through Jesus
We Give and Expect Square Deal y
to stay?
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think «,. He's got his Christ The church isn't altogether
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Economy Shoe Co
what God makes it but what we
6c p«T owt,
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make it. God works through man and
No bother. You low no time.
Let Us Do It

Men's Unions, Heavy Weight
98c

Men's IO% Wool Unions
$1.45

Roe Clothing Co.
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Rules For Getting the Most Out of Your I
Furnace Are Very Simple^
J

666

ROB'T. SCOTT

I
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Saying It

TUfiTK

New
crlnjohas
whlcfirwlll

Victims of

the Titans'with grapeshot Thirtytwo w^rfc killed and a number of *tfi-

en capjujrea. .,, 'Brigadier General Somervell led a
force of Texans in pursuit of- the enemy, who retreated across the ftlo
Grande. -. A unit under Oapt William
a Fisheri followed the Mexicans
Mi*

tall 'granite
to honor
Tettns
j-ofthnnott
state

'lUll^lJiiwaifr

*

*

'~

In* Attack on Ml**.
« Mght 1842, the Terthe Mexican village of
was. wounded and the
-_
-.^tfettdeWA 'They were
, _______ It' to marche* firward Mexico City, .but at
' IW-Jfau* of fond- HaMeada-Saiarfo. 100 miles from Saltillo, *hey ,escatto%t After wandering
fc*«l»mVln;the mount^ris, they were
recaptured by a Mexican cavalry
^

^
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war on

two new weapons
the lawbreaker's lot
even more hazardous;
Both are to experimental stages,
but experts in the crime laboratories
at-, thVttpiice department consider
theUf perfection only a matter of time.
'The first Is a device for broadcasttog the portraits of crinilnals to radio
cats. Beeently, a rsaio car sped
through-Central park while officials
gfbed 4t a metal plate on the dashboard. Soon the slightly blurred, but
unmistakable features of a man were
Imprinted on the plate.
*K was fairly1' successful," said
Thomas W. Rochester, chief engineer
of the radio department "and although Its Installation Is not feasible
atipres^nt It ts coming."
-The other Indention will permit the
broadcast of teletUed' fingerprints.
The 'principle of operation Is simpler
than with the photographs involving
the use of wired lines available to
any point of transmission.
T should say this might be installed to the near future," Rochester

Oenv ;Santa Anna ordered one la
,each ten, of the^ prisoner* to be.shot
Qn Ma«h'26 they were made to draw
beans from a pitcher held by an,pn1,cer.
It, nionWned ieTenteen .black, beans.
an» 150 w,hlte ones. That night the •fd.
____jl_
seventeen were shot as they sat on a,
W
l
*L
- Single Tree Yields 23
The rest of the band, with the exVarieties of Fruits
ception of Capt Ewlng Cameron, were
San Leandro, Calif.—When 3. A.
taken to Mexico City and kept at bard.
San Francisco musician,
;|or. years. Eventually all were •Haefele,
wants a different fruit for breakfast
Later'; during the war with Mexico,
^Texa* members of Gen. Zach Taylor's
army got an,order on the alcalde of
Hadendo -Sftiado to surrender the ret mains of the, seventeen. Tenms who
iwere^shot there. They.were brought
to ta Grange, center of the, district
from which most of tt»» Texans had
coine. A few years later' the remains
of the thirty-six killed at Salado creek
also were returned'to Texas.

he can get It
By grafting Haefele has developed
one free tree which produces 23 varieties of fruit including Blenheim
apricots, Bale's early peaches, nectarines, sugar plums, Italian prunes
egg plums, purple plums, Santa Rosa
plums, Burbank plunut German
prunes, Hungarian plums, Royal Anne
cherries, greengage plums; French
prunes,'Crawford* peacheo, early Grafton peaches, Japanese plums, damson
plums, Lambert cherries^ Morrepark
apricots and a new "mystery plum;

ROADSIDE
MARKETING

- - ^ •Reese Was going through the tryUNlfO|M JjpRNATIONAL Ing stage of losing his baby teeth,

By T. J. Delohery
FARM oESN'S MARKETS
FURNISH HOMES
refrigerators, sweepers,
ELECTRIC
Irons, washing machines, kitchen

cabinets, rolling work tables and other
doodads and modern gadgets make
housework easier for thousands of
farm women wbo earn substantial
profit^ each year from the sale of
Cake, fresh eggs, vegetables, fruit,
Jams, Jellies, canned goods and other
products of the farm, kitchen and garden to city housewives who patronize
the hundreds of-curb and farm women's markets which are spp»d over
the country.
:
Reliable estimates are that about
ICftOOO farm women take In upward
of 15,000,000 a year from this source,
the money being used to Duy farm,
borne and family needs which the
regular farming income Is unable to
Supply.
Through the south, parts of the mld"west New England and the east these
markets are promoted by the extension service of the agricultural colleges, farm bureau, Grange and other farm organizations. In other places
the markets are carried on by Individual groups of farm^hromen or under tbe auspices of enterprising town
merchants who realize that helping

50,000 Mexican Indians .
'
Are Blinded by Intect*
' Mexico, D. F.—-The bite of a little Keeps 25-Year Vow to
Attend Friend's Funeral
red (fhnujUd fly ha& brought blindness

to some 45,000 Indians in Chiapas and
Cleburne, Texas.—'More than a Quar8,000 In" Oaxaca, according to the Mex- ter of a century ago, O. H. Foole, pubican health department
lisher of the Cleburne Morning Re" a JSew York - The life i history of the parasite view, and James (Buttermilk) Lowry
R
'
which the fly deposits In the blood of pioneer newspaper man of Honey
man is'now known, but- no, good rem- Grove, entered into a solemn compact
etly to tiorabat It has been 'worked out> ''No- matter, where I am," Lowry
Tumors appear on, the heajds.of those vowed, 'Til attend your funeral'and
and, these are behjg; ojperkted make ft five-minute speech."
whqleBale.by the sanitary
"I'll do the same If you die first'
*hte .eventually cures ' the Foole replied, "Only since I'm not a
If the disease has not
Bpeechmaker, I'll leave that part out'
c
»Dcro86pplc organisms to the
Recently, poole stood beside the bier
ftelng pnototroplc, or
lov- of his long-time friend, and fulfilled
way to the, eye.
his vow. ,
; Republic
t war with Mexico.
Parade of the Legion In Chicago
' tie of San Ja»
'and wi>n by
j*Tte|;"yeW
. ,4 foree^oJ

Gen."; Adrian

captive the dlirtWct^Jndge,
y.ana the lawyers attendthen la session,
mOltta west of the Brazos
aped to attack the MexlMatthew Caldwell, of
cojnpany 6f eighty men
and defeated the Mexlcreek, Through a misOi positions, however,
lPawson, of La Orange,
of fifty-three men
ujnd himself surxtflkby Uy» retreating
Ktextcans cut down

JJP^j^WW^*^^

:' Island-^Speaklng
sidewalks.' after
has a mountain
up at curfetf hour
; mountain,

in Acadla
flfl this picturesque
Maine coast John
/Jr., who has a sumthe Island, built the
mountainside and gave
>yerj*ment
y offers a host of gorbufe, with a grade of
. spots, it is consid>us to motorists alter
time each night an
park ranger stops
at the Junction of
road and Eagle Lake
-of the underbrush
• your wrist, and

"JWSSLtt!!?
at

side

B locked up

The American ^Legion, In convention In Chicago, staged the greatest parade
In Its history. In the line down Michigan avenue to Soldier field marched 120,000 men with countless musical organizations and man^ fine fipats.

Doctor Claims Water in
Ears Causes Drowning
Rochester.—Water in the ears may
be the cause of many drownlngs, according to Dr. Franklin W. Bock of
the board of education.
The small canals within the ear
control man's bodily balance, Bock
pouted out it water Interferes with
the normal working of these canals,
>th.e swimmer may .become dizzy and
drown before the equilibrium can be
recovered.

Comncts Learn Trades

•—murder, forgery, theft, robbery.
.Some have long terms ahead of them.
Others will be paroled jsoon. In this
first group are' three murderesses*
Tbe rest of the 149 women convicts
will be transferred within the next
few weftktf.
Instead of cells, each will have a
separate little room, with pastel-colored 'walls, gay cretonne curtains and
boasting a single bed, a lowboy and a
rocking chair.
In the industrial building, a complete domestic science course, sewing,
Janndry and other trades will be
taught while those who prefer may
turn "farmerette."

Squirrels Use Pipes of
, Organ as Cache for Nuts
'Tunis Prison Into bidding guards stand sentry in maOakdale, Mass.—-When the organ

"School."

»/j>y

»a peaceful, se7, nestling atop tbe
the 0t»t4 of Call.
J one o| the most
inthenlstory
:

>* »^00.000 state prison
' .",
»thB former
i to the Oummlngs vaithe town of
meet
down. Mo for-

chine-gun mannedtowers.;
The,, fpur imposing buildings ot reinforced concrete with red slate roof s
house a prison, but—they Tilso house
a school where proper training in
gainful occupation* la t4 be given ftnd
4 health unit where proper mental and
psychological adjustments will be
made that will change the inmates
from menaces into useful citizens,
when they have paid their debt to
•'•- • •
Twenty-eight women comprise the
,flrsjt contingent of women prisoners
transferred from San QuenOn. They
are servtog time for every known crime

to the Methodist Episcopal church remained silent under the touch of Mrs.
Leon E. Travis, organist church attaches opened the instrument and discovered that squirrels had got into the
church and used the organ as a hiding
place for acorns.
My, What No...
HarrUburg, Pa.—A total of 20,687,752 handkerchiefs, enough to make a
pathway from Maine to San Diego II
sewed end to end, was produced to th«
City of, Lebanon last year, accordtof
to department of internal afrabrs statistics.

Attractively Displayed Produce.
earn this'additional farm revenue will
result in (be purchase of things which
otherwise could not'be bought
And these farm women, on the other hand,, have been careful to offer
'fair competition to businessmen handling the same line of products, thus
resulting-In co-operation and friendly relationships with mutual benefits.
Housewives have been quick to
trade with the: farm women, practically every market reporting an increased
volume of business each year. In
some instances receipts hare been
heavier despite lower prices. In fact,
one or two such markets reported
100 per cent Increase In receipts In a
single year.
J. Frank McDermand, Indiana merchant, la a great booster for farm
women's markets; in fact, be started
one and gave toe women the use of
the basement under his general store.
McDermand always had a email vegetable garden, but when the'weather
prevented his planting anything one
year, he got the Idea that farm women might be able to bring In their
vegetables, chickens and other such
food and find many buyers among
the town people. The county agent,when consulted, thought It a good
tdea and the'matter was taken up
with several farm -women.
A ma'rket was organized, a score of
women bringing in all kinds of fresh
and canned foods. Advertising in the.
Attica and other city newspapers they
found customers from the opening day.
Members of the various farm women's clubs In Garfleld county, Oklahoma, send their produce to the Bnld
market, where total sales run from
1250 to $350 a day. They specialize
In ingredients for Sunday dinners, and
also have other foods such as sausage, fresh eggs, mllkfed, poultry,cakes, cottage cheese and rajaln bread.
Practically every one of these club
women spends the Income for household appliances, clothes and school
expenses for the children.
West' Virginia has made a notable
record In marketing farm produce for
women, especially those living Inland
away from good roads. Upward of 300
farm women send produce to the stores
in various parts of the state. More
than $13,000 worth, of standardized
and graded products were marketed
by these women last year, some of
the contributors receiving as much as
1100 a month.
In Virginia, where markets are
county-wide affairs, huge sums, have
been realized, with business growing
better each year. In 1981 tbe Parkersburg market took to $10,000. Last
year the receipts were S25.000. In
Augusta county sales rose from $19,000
in 1981 to $80,000 in 1982.
The most Important thing of all,"
said Miss Maud Wallace, state home
demonstration agent, who la pushing
the markets, "is that every dollar, taken In Is used to build up the social,
educational and physical standards of
the farm homes.
"In starting our markets we are
trying to be thoughtful of the city
merchants. We realize they are permanently in business and have to pay
overhead, but we are trying to show
them that a market wlji; In time, be
an asset to the community. It will
enable farm women to purchase more
and pay cash for what they buy."
Thirty-five such markets, in as many
North Carolina towns, made total sales
of $280,000.
*, Mil, We*tem New«p*p«r Union.

COMING UP

m IMPROVED •

_

scHooLUesson
(By RUT. F. ». tlTawXTJBB, D. D, Mem.
ber of Ttaultf, mtoif: TBIWe
iDBtltnte of_Cl>(pa«<k) ^
•, Kit, Weetera Nevepaper TJTnloa.

Lesson for October 29

having four of his frdni ones out
at the same time. The new ones
were very slow In appearing, so he
had days and weeks of anxious and
almost hopeless watching and waiting. One day after a close scrutiny
In the mirror, he exclaimed excitedly :
''Mamma, mamma, they're coming
up."—Indianapolis News.

WORLD'S TEMPERANCE SUNDAY
ZjESSON TEXT—Roman! 11:11-14;
Mr7-», 25-S1.
GOLDEN TEXT—Love worlceth no HI
to hl» neighbor: therefor* love i« th»
fulfilling- of the law. Romans 13:10.
PRIMARY TOPIC—Why Lawi Are
Hade. ,
JUNIOR TOPIC—How to Be a Good
Cltlien.
; x INTERMEDIATE AKD SENIOR TOP.
1C—Why Obey the LawT
YOtnra
PSOPIJB
AND ADUTJT
TOPIC—The Christian Vie of Personal
Liberty.

I. Supreme Motive Governing the
Life of m Christian.
The attitude of a Christian is that
of eager, expectancy. The time of salvation Is drawing near. The salvation here mentioned is not that which
we obtain In justification and sancttflcation, but is that which we get
when our redemption Is completed In
.glorification at the second coming of
Christ The reasons for this attitude
of expectancy are that the night of
Christ's absence la far spent and the
day of his glorious appearing is at
hand. The proper conduct In view of
this Is—
"L To put off the works of darkness .(v. 12). These are reveling,
drunkenness, chambering, wantonness,
istrife, and jealousy.
;2. Put on the armor of light (v.12).
The figure here Is of the Roman soldier who arose from sleep and cast
aside his slumber'robes and put on
nla gleaming armor.
8. Walk honestly as In the day (v.
13). The Christian, therefore, will so
order his life that his conduct will
conform to his high calling.
4. Put on the Lord Jesus Christ (T.
14). This means to enthrone Jesus
Christ as the Lord of the life, to
bring the life under his control. No
provision to to be made for the flesh;
no forethought Is to be given to that
which the carnal nature desires.
II. No Man Llveth unto Himself
(Rom. 14:7-9).
The supreme purpose of Christ's
death and resurrection was that he
might be the Christian's Lord In life
and In death. x By virtue of Christ becoming one with the race, there can
be no indifference of attitude toward
him.
1. All must stand before the judgment seat of Christ It Is not to be\
a class judgment, but Individual.
2. Account must be rendered unto
God. Nothing can be concealed from
him, Nothing can escape his judgment, for he Is omniscient III. A Stumbling Block ShouJd Not
Be'Placed In the Way of Another
(Rom. 14:15-21).
A properly enlightened Christian
may have perfect liberty concerning
a matter so far as he himself Is concerned, bnt this very liberty may become an occasion of stumbling to others. Two urgent reasons are set forth
for the abridgment of our liberties In
such cases—
1. We may destroy the weak brother
for whom Christ died (v. 15). If it
was worth while for Christ to die for
a man, surely re Is worth while that
we should deny ourselves 'some privileges for his sake. Nor should this
be deemed a hardship. Self-denial and
cross-bearing attest the sincerity of the
believer (Luke 9:23), who thus follows
his Master.
2. We should not allow our good to
be eyllxspoken of (v. 16). Liberty In
Christ Is a precious thing, which only
love knows how to use. The proof
that one is In the Kingdom of God and
therefore ruled by the Holy Spirit la
not by eating and drinking, bnt by
living dally the love-life which Is characterized as follows—
a. Righteousness (v. 17).
This
means honesty and integrity In all
things.
b. Peace (v. 17). This means living
at. peace with each other. Peace
among Christians Is a powerful testimony for Christ that his Holy Spirit
is in them.
c. Joy In the Holy Ghost (v. 17).
Saved men will manifest this joy, for
"He that-In these things serveth Christ
Is'acceptable to God and approved of
men" (v, 18).
8. We should follow after things
that- make for peace, and edify one
another (v. 19). He that causeth a
weak brother to stumble, through exercise of his liberty, thus destroys the
work of God.
4, We should abstain from meats
and wines which offend the weak
brother (TV. 21, 22). This Is made possible by the exercise of faith in God.
IV. The Chrlrtlan Should Please
His Neighbor and Not Himself (Rom.
15:1-13).
This Is not merely a privilege, but
a solemn obligation, because,
Of Christ's example (w. 1-3).
2. Of Scripture testimony (vv. 4-13).
A Pilgrim***

All faith recognizes that life Is a pilgrimage whose course and duration
cannot be foreseen, and therefore It
takes these lives of ours out of our
own weak, trembling and uncertain
corftror, and puts them In the hand of
Qod.
What Are You Doing?

What are you rfolng to make life a
little brighter and better for somebody? Mostly we are complaining
because of the gloom we ourselves
have done nothing 'to dissipate.

Why Doctors Favor
a Uraid Laxative
A doctor will tejl you that the careless choice of laxatives is a common
cause of chronic constipation.
Any hospital oilers evidence of the
harm done by harsh laxatives that
drain the system, weaken the bowel
muscles, and even affect the liver
and kidneys.
Fortunately, the public is fast
returning to laxatives in liquid fornf.
The dose of a liquid laxative can be
measured. The action can thus be
controlled; Informs no habit; you
needn't take « "double dose" a day
or two later.
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin has
the average person's bowels regular
as clockwork in a few weeks' time.
Why not try it? Some pill or tablet
may be more convenient to carry.
But there is little "convenience" m
any cathartic which is taken so
frequently, you must carry it with
you, wherever you gol
Ite very taste tells you Dr. Caldy*1.1 • Syrup Pepsin is wholesome. A
delightful taste, and delightful action.
Safe for expectant mothers, and
children. All druggists, ready for
use, in big bottles. Member N.R. A.

i Can't sleep?
k

DRINK

P
contains no caffein!

v
"T
X CANNOT drink coffee at night
and deep. Postum has all the
comforting quality of coffee

without the after-effects. I can

drink Postum late at night—
and sleep like a log!"— Hearer
B. Cooke, Berkeley,

Calif.

My Skin In 3 Days
"When I decided to try Restnol
Soap and Ointment, my com'
and blackheads. I Had ft
muddy looking skin and when
I cued powder it looked even
worw. After three days OM» of
the Retinal Ointment and IU*i'
nol Soap, I could see an improve'
ment. Now all my friends tell
me how wen my skin looks."
(Signed)— Mrs. M. N.*
tMMMtooMH. 8t, Louis, Mo.
At all druggists/ ~
FOB VmKE TRIAL .la, package of
Ointment cad Soap with rouir copy of oat
new booklet on Skin "Treatment, write to
Retlnol. Department Wi. Baldmore. tifd

Uarit neglect
your kidneys

Blsddtr Irregularities
JlF botherd with bladder irregu.
II larities, getting up at night and
nagsing backache due to disordered
Icidney or bladder function, don't
delay. Use Ooan'i Pill*. Merit
only can explain Do«n'» worldwide use. Get DOM « today. At
all druggists.

Doans
PILLS

^ HAOAZINB AGENTS WANTED
Kxperlonoe not neoeaaarv. Write at onoe t«
t. EU9A8SIEB, JB.
Hamilton Hotel
Omaha, Meb.
WNU—N
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Specials
For Saturday

Ed. Thiessen and wife of St.^Joseph,
Missouri:, "were week end visitors in
the city with her sister, Mrs. G. C.
Noblitt and family.

P. T. A. Holds
Meeting List Thursday
•WMW

T'S Market

Welch Shoe Co.

4

Grain Co.

. Mrs. J. F. -Swisher, 73, of Sigourney, Keokuk county, doesn't bow to
any oriental when it comes to rug
making. After ten months of patient
work Mrs. Swisher has completed a
hooked rug that rivals in beauty the
products of the orient. The rug is
10 by «11 feet in size. , It was made
from wool rags sent from all parts
of the nation. . Original designs and
motifs are worked out by Mrs. Swisher and involve every shade and hue
of the rainbow. Since June, it is reported, over 500 persons have called
at Mrs. Swisher's home to marvel at
the masterpiece of rugimaking.

TODAY'S
GREATEST
BARGAIN
DOES MORE AND COSTS LESS
THAN ANYTHING ELSE YOU BUY
IOWA ELECTRIC COMPANY

Rialto

*

A very interesting meeting of the
Mrs. Ella Worthing has gone to
Woodbine, Iowa, where she will sepnd, Parent-Teachers' Association was held
)ASTS, home killed, per pound
lOc < the winter at the home of her daugh- at the school house last Thursday
evening. During the business' meet[\SB&E I*ORK, home killed, per pound.. .lOc « ter, Mrs. Roy Lantz and family.
ing, Mrs. P. T. Williams, chairman
Ed.
Hanson,
wife
and
daughter,
membership committee, reportHAMS, per pound
9c Blanche, have moved to Anita from' ofed the
91 members to date. Mrs. H. E.
JARINE, per pound.
19c Evansviller, Arkansas, and will make! Campbell spoke about Christmas seals,
their home with his father, Fred Han-' the sale of which is to be sponsored
sen.
•. • • by <the P. T. A. Anita is to receive
forty per cent of this for health week.
REXALL ONE CENT SALE, NOV. The following splendid program
1, 2, 3, 4. DRUGDOM'S BIGGEST was given:
SVENT OF THE TEAR. MORE Reading, "Math," Dale Keister.
BARGAINS THAN EVER BEFORE. Play, "The Case of Matthew MatIt
x
BONGERS BROS. tix," given by some of Miss Baker's
S. H. Rudolph of Atlantic was a
Gamble's Oct.
mathematical students.
Sale. Tires $3.26 and business caller in the city Friday
Mick Forshay and wife spent SatSolo, "Danny Boy," Miss South.
and up. Methanol afternoon.
urday at the Homecoming celebration
Paper, "Cooperation Between Pargallon. Glycerine AnAlfred Hall and wife of Malvern at the State University in Iowa City, ents and Teachers," Mrs. Joe Kopp.
** - A..G. Oils S. A.
and also attended the Iowa-WisconStunt, "Mathematical Wrinkles,"
Stores; were Sunday visitors in the city with sin football game.
their daughter, Mrs. Emmet Newton
Jane- Dement and Opal Richter.
the fflt and family.
An evening meetfi)? of *ne Anita . Article, "Raid on the School," read
n \ a Cpunr
Literary Club will be held Thursday by Mrs. Floyd Dement.
-_.
• a-'few days -The front of the Matt Metz cafe at 7:80 o'clock at tide, tome ,of M*».
|f maerwent a bone grafting has been given a coat of fresh paint. J.r A. Wagneri "T^^progranv wiH ONLY HALF DAYS ARE
TO BE GIVEN HUNTERS
' i oil-one leg. The bones were .The color of . the front has been consist of a drama under the super, ( ,f years > ago inxan auto, changed from orange to white.
vision <of Miss Winona Kyle and Miss
The fish and game commission has
(tin accident at Wiota, in
Clarence McDermott, halfback on Florence Buthweg.
tenatively
agreed on the dates for
i husband and an infant lost the Walnut high school football
pheasant hunting in Iowa this year.
team, suffered a broken collar bone The district highway engineer's As outlined there will be three peroffice located in Atlantic since last iods of the 'sport, with a week inin the recent Walnut-Lewis game.
to word received here
April, has been, moved to Council tervening between them. The dates
Rev. R. J. Cornell has
Mrs. Nellie Eneix left Saturday for Bluffs, where it was located before are November 10th and llth, 17th
s pastor of the Associated Chicago where she will spend a few being moved to Atlantic. L.M.Mar' at Hawarden, effective Jan- weeks visiting at the home of her tin, former Anitan, is the district and 18th, and 24th and 25th.
Although six days are named,'the
Rev. Cornell located at sister, Mrs. John Croker and fam- highway engineer.
shooting will be confined to only
three years ago and ex- ily.
A. A, Lutz and wife, who had been three full days, for the commission
return to Des Mbines with
He .is a son-in-law of
visiting
in the tity with he> niece, plans that hunting may not start
A. A. Johnson and wife went to
Holmes of this city, and Chicago Saturday evening where they Mrs. M. M. Burkhart and husband, unil noon of any of the days set out,
t time was engaged in the news- spent a few days with relatives, and left iSuiiday for their home, in Lan- and must end at sundown. It is esti., business at Wiota and Maa- also took in the sights at the world's ark, Illinois. Mr. and Mrs. Burkhart mated this rule will save the slaugh?i'He fa well known in Anita fair.
accompanied them as far as Perry, ter of many birds, for it is claimed
i he has visited oirnumerous ocwhere they spent the day with rela- that morning shooting always results
in killing of many pheasants just
C. G. Trent, owner of a variety tives.
off their nests, or feeding in the
store in Anita about thirty years
cornfields.
If the shooting is de"Mrs.
D.
L.
Spiker
was
hostess
last
i of the first social events of the ago, suffered a paralytic stroke at
"n Anita took place last Thurs- his home in Guthrie Center a few Wednesday to an all day meeting of layed until afternoon it is said-the
the Ladies Union club. Mrs. Spiker birds will have finished feeding, and
when Mr. and Mrs.,Glen days ago.
was assisted in serving a three course will be scattered in their resting
Dr. and Mrs. C. H. JohnLast Thursday afternoon the Help- dinner by her daughter, Mrs. Otto places for the day. A census of the
ntertained seventeen couples at
> course dinner at the Roe home ing Hand club of Lincoln Center were Garnet of Menlo. Besides the mem- birds in the various counties is now
le Street. Following the, din- guests of Mrs. Win. Watson. Late bers present, other guests were Mrs. being taken, and the result of the
evening Was spent in play- m: the afternoon a lunch was served Ed. Wheeler, Mrs. A. J. Kopp and census will determine the counties
which will be open to the hunters.
Mrs. Alia Bowen.
Prizes'for high score by the hostess.
It is proposed that a bag limit of
B, won by ^ Mrs. Ross Kohl and
Mrs. Gean Millard, mother of Carl three cock pheasants for each day
Bell, while consolation prizes XJlenn 'MeCall, wife and baby spent
r awarded to Mrs, Ben Kenfleld Sunday< evening with 'relatives and Millard, Jr. of Anita, passed away shall be set.
"**.' C. E. HarryT Out-of-town friends in Anita. They stopped here Sunday morning at the.- home of a
present were Mr. and Mrs. ^hjle on their way home to Bagley daughter in Walsotaburg, Colorado, H. J. Schneider and wife spent Sunwhere she went a few weeks ago to day with friends at Johnson, Nebrasfrom Bridgewater. • - ••
1 MdCoy of'Glenwood, Iowa.
visit and was stricken with typhoid
Mrs. Laura Miller has moved from fever, which developed into other
Henry Maduff, wife and two sons
Broadview, Sask., Canada, where she complications. The remains were
has been living for a number of years, shipped to her home at Carbon, Iowa, j were Council Bluffs visitors last Sunto Regina, Sask., Canada. Mrs. Mil- where funeral services will be held. day.
ler is a former resident of the Anita
A meeting of Columbia Chapter,
. P1JENTY OF STYLE
George Steffens, farmer
living
vicinity.
' '
•southeast of Atlantic, won the an- No. 127, O. E. S., was held at the
The members qf the Jolly Dozen nual Cass county corn husking con- Masonic Temple Monday evening.
club
enjoyed a covered dish dinner test held last Wednesday afternoon
PROPERLY FITTED
Mrs. Homer Millhollin and family
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Earl at the Clair Becker farm, two miles
Joyed from the Butler property
at
Brown, northeast of the city, 'last east of Fletcher chapel.
Steffens
to
the
residence recently vacated by
Thursday.
Following the dinner, won by husking 2,034 pounds of corn.
which was served at noon, a social Fourteen contestants competed. Har- the Currier family on Chestnut Street.
time was enjoyed.
ley Weber of Cumberland placed secREXALL ONE CENT SALE, NOV.
, A'TLANTIC, IOWA.
ond by husking 1,984 pounds. Third 1, 2, 3, 4. DRUGDOM'S BIGGEST
The first meeting of the Greater place went to Grant Dougherty of EVENT OF THE YEAR. MORE
Anita Club this fall was held in'the Massena with, 1,896 pounds. Two men BARGAINS THAN EVER BEFORE.
dining room of the Church of Christ tied for fourth place, Duane Orton j It
BONGERS BROS.
last Friday evening, with a goodly of Griswold and A. W. Tietz of Cum-1
attendance of local business men. A berland with 1,850 pounds each.
Mrs. Hattie Wiese and children,
6:30 o'clock dinner was served by the
Dorothy, Gail, Mildred and Clark,
ladies aid society of the church, after
William Nock and Ed O'Neil were drove to Iowa City Saturday morning
which the business meeting of the arrested at Estherville, Emmet coun- where they visited until Monday with
club, presided over by the club presi- ty, recently, when officers caught relatives and friends.
dent, Carl H. Miller, was held.
them after they had stolen some con, that is
Mrs. Mary Reed entertained a comfiscated liquor which had been stored
_ J. M. Garside, well known farmer in the basement of the courthouse. pany of neighbors and friends at her
^ High jn Heatliving in the north part of Massena O'Neil pleaded guilty to the crime home on Rose Hill Avenue Monday
Low In Price— township, brought to the Tribune of- and is doing a stretch in the pen afternoon in honor of the 90th. birthfice; Monday morning a small limb for it. Nock elected to stand trial. day of her mother, Mrs. J. T. Galiher.
try,
off a raspberry bush that had about When the case came • up in court, The afternoon was spent in visiting,
JtJTBPBRN BLOCK fif^y berries on it'/soiHe ripe and oth- Judge F. C. Davidson dismissed the a lunch being served by the hostess.
ers not matured. They were the Co- charge against Nock because the at- The guest of honor received the conlumbian red raspberry. Considering torneys could' not show that the li- gratulations of all present and all
the dry weather of last spring and quor had any value in the eyes of wished her many more happy birthearly
summer, Mr. Garside had very the law, which is necessary to a con- days. Out-of-itown guests were Mrs.
Phones: '
good luck with his raspberries, pick- viction for theft. Had O'Neil chosen LV,R, Galiher of Atlantic and Mrs.
,101
Office 48
ing more than six bushels from his to stand trial and fight £ne case, he Mildred .Dement of 29 Palms, California.
patch.
would still be at liberty.

Members of Laura B. Sawyer circle
No. 1, ladies of the G. A. R. of Atlantic, held a kensington Friday afternoon at the home of Mrs. Robert
Scott in Anita. . Twenty-two circle
members,and twpnty-four guests were
present. Talks on the aims and history of the order were given by Mrs.
Maude Nebe and Mrs. J. M. Eblen of
Atlantic. A skit, "Learning to Play
Golf," was presented by Mrs. Alpha
Nelson and Mrs, L. J. Hofmeister.
A reading, "Only a Veteran's Daughter," was given by Mrs. W, T. Biggs.
Songs and contests formed the remainder of the afternoon's entertainment. A two course luncheon was
served by the hostess, -assisted by
Mrs. Nelson and Mrs. C. A. Robison.

Sat.-

THEATRE
Oct. 28-29

._S«..,,..

£•<?

MMERMllE

Whoopeel Here's Slim as the man who wants

to go to sea and see; Zasu as the wife who
wants only to navigate the home. IT'S THE
FUNNIEST PICTURE THEY'VE EVER MADE!
With UNA MERKEL, Henry Armetta, BcrtOn Churchill. Warren Hymcr,
Gcorg* Marion. Produced by Carl Lacmmlc, Jr., from the play by Daniel
Jarrett and John Golden. Directed by WHIiap Wylcr. Presented by
Carl Laemmlc. A UNIVERSAL PICTURE.
______

Plus This Array of Added Entertainment

MILLS BROTHERS
"WHEN YUBA PLAYS the RUMBA on the TUBA**
and

Hollywood on Parade
FEATURING YOUR FAVORITE STARS
and

UNIVERSAL NEWS with GRAHAM McNAMEE
POPULAR ADMISSION

lOc and 26c

A baby boy was born on October
17 to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Petty.

CARD OF THANKS.

We wish to thank our friends and
neighbors for the kindness extended
to us during the sickness and after
the death of our husband and father, assuring you that we appreciate everything done for us. W«
also wish to thank those who sent)
A Hallowe'en program followed flowers and assisted with the funeral
By a plate lunch will be given at the services.
Lincoln Center township hall, five
Mrs. A. H. Steinmetz and Children.
miles south of Anita, on Tuesday
The man or woman who doesn't lovo
evening, October 31, at 8:00 o'clock.
The program will be furnished by his or her home, no matter how humGrandview School Lincoln No. 4, and ble, needs fixing in the upper story.
the young folks of the district, and
Wife: "Here is a bottle of haii?
will be under the direction of the
teacher, Miss Leta Neumann. The tonic dear."
Hubby: "Oh, that's very nice^ofl
public is invited to attend.
you, darling."
Poor Henry! A few short months •Wife: "Yes, I want you to give iti
ago 90% of the farmers thought the to your typist at the office. Her haiti
U. S. wouldn't last the year out un- is coming out rather badly on your;
less Wallace was made Secretary of coat."
Agriculture. They got him, and now
they turn him over a barrel and paddle him and laugh. Why not give him
a little time and see what he can
do. It may turn out all right. He
is trying to do something besides find
fault. The country would be better
off if we ;kn|ta.nl<tfe''Henry Wallaces
Will pay a subscription to
and lesjK.MjlQ'Renos, Townleys and
The
Tribune from now until
Millers. They Crab at everything—
June
1, 1934, for any teacher,
they don't think of themselves, and
or student at college. Send
while they are scrapping remember
your boy or girl the home paper
we are headquarters for farm repairs,
while they are away at school.
the best you can get. Doubletrees,
It will be just like "a letter
singletrees, handles, bolts and a lot
from home." It will reach them
of things. Keep your own stuff reon Friday of each week. This
paired and let the other fellow do as
way they will b,e able to keep
he likes. Millard's, West Main St.
in touch with the news and
events of their home town, and
they will get a great amount of
Better Shoes For Less
news which would be imposNOTHING — $3.98 — OVER
sible to write in a personal letter. Don't delay. SUBSCRIBE
The members of the H. H. club, and
their husbands, were guests last
Wednesday of 'Mr. and Mrs. F. A.
Black at a 1:00 o'clock dinner. The
ladies quilted during the afternoon.

$1.00

Family Shoe Store

NOW!

Atlantic

Try Our Nut Coal
$6.50 PER TON DELIVERED.
We have Lump Coal in First Quality. Iowa, Illinois,
Virginia and Kentucky.

The Farmers Coop,

pp^^pffl^^
>

1 of trade Is now
cotton textiles aa
• Cexperfment, under
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Acid-Base Qualities of Food

SEE IT _____
EVERY DAY
•*

Dr. Ales Hrdlicka says the height
. . ...... „.. ,T,...
Jobnaoifc^FJ^ now^
of tbe brow has nothing to do with
start .§ «wr cotton mill without the
the capacity of the brain. In other
approval ;:.<£ Johnson after a commit- According to Dietetic Authorities, Nature May Be words, the 'lofty dome may be vacant
tee ;of cotton men elected to superwhile tbe workshop under the flat
vise op^rAtion of the industry's code
roof Is busy.—Boston Transcript
Relied On to Preserve the Proper Balance
Out of League of Nation* and Di* has made recommendatipns. Not only
Necessary for Bodily Welfare.
that, but no mill owner may Increase
jnftrtnce—Depositors in Closed
his productive machinery without the
same approval, recorded in a certifiHousewives who may have been' Peel the cucumbers and cut them
to Cet SQ Per Cent Payment,
$'??%'*
cate bearing the Industrial adminis- concerned over the presence or ab- Into
dice, season highly and mix With
trator's signature.
sence of adds In the diet will find at least half the dressing. Fill the.
their perplexities lessened by this tomato cups with this and pnt anBy EDWAfiD W» PICKARD
N IMMEDIATE embargo on Im- authoritative explanation:
ported medicinal liquor* was or- -"Will yon please tell me what other spoon of the dressing on top.
Sprinkle a very little finely chopped
that It is being- closed;Hkank desiring to liquidate will dered by President Roosevelt on evi- (raits
and cereals bave no acid reac- parsley over and serve on a bed of
not, have to sell its real estate .mort- dence that such' importations had in- tion T Tnls
a question which conies lettuce leaves.
gagee; *nd other. froaaQvandsemkCro- creased sharply in anticipation of pro- very often IB
to this column, probably
A 1983. Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.
•l&^Bsetft it bankruptcy Irlcea on the: hibition repeal The President also re- because
there Is a common misconopen market. Instead, these assets Jected a proposal to penult ImportacafrbjlFtajOQfor a market more tibiae tion of beverage liquors in bond pend- ception, of the Importance of consider- Quality All-Important
ing'the acid-base qualities of foods
with ih«r real vam .while depcftJpML ing tha date of legal sale.
in Selection of Soap
In choosing a good diet
;.'';, ,
meantvhtie receive mi largti a propor'
By RUBY BAKER
tion-of their tted-up deposits at they t NVBSTIoiTpON of 'the federal hos- "Before 1 answer the question 1
would get if tdex wefe'for^dJS wait * pltal at Canton & D^verealed what should make plain the fact that many The weekly wash Is a good examfor tMP'jndiiap, ' - *
i • ••- J ^
ef thb Interior Ickes calls food* which are acid In digestion ate ple of where "pinching on quality"
Tha plan will be applicable only to Secretary
""- : - • •
fetblerabte*
conditions tbe opposite after absorption. The la costly in the end. Women whose
: banks closed after- January, ^ 1988.
a|li-?tbet Confinement outstanding examples of this are snowy-white washings are the envy
of perfectly sane Ifl- teutons and other citrus fruits.- After of their neighborhood have learned
In \rtQI*ATOIlS of the NBA
dlans atobng the In- digestion and absorption we (Jnd the the value, of buying not cheaply but
the • y.meWy taoonndB of whom,
sane. -i'Mr. Ickes ls> foods which give an alkalln* reac- well
.When these women purchase a
Keen reporteA are, facing imprisor>
sued a statement se-. tion are, first of .all, most of the
and ««ik
toe the. .President
has
open .tor Went
v e r e l y condeumlng 'trait* and vegetables. Mitt and laundry soap they look for quality
•.i-.^j . A*. A. .
.1 * \ , . . . . . . _
•,: ^
^*-_ J ..ii< .1
... an^ executive order ^dlwting
local p o l i t i c a l and cream are slightly alkaline. Meats, aiitf washing value. They know thar
that fofce^and prosecution bo resorted
commercial interests Bah and eggs give an acid reaction a perfect wash depends on the use
to-by tfia recovery administration^ da
tor preventing the 'after digestion. Cereals are slightly of a high-grade soap. After all. It's
'proclaim* that those #ho~are fatte
removal of the sane add. Pats, sugars and starches are the ability of the cleansing agents
to the blue eagle shall be subjected
that gets results.
/'patients by obtain- neutral.
to floes np,to WOO or Imprisonment up
Many a housewife has found that
Ing an I n j u n c t i o n ^ ; "You can easily see that In the orin. to si*, months or both..
t t;k
"from a Canton court dinary diet a balance of acid and a cheap or "weak" soap not only rego to .war, unless-it
Senator Robert, Wagner of r New
«? «« and for bringing po- base IS almost automatically provid- quires harder rubbing to get clothes
militaristic Prus- York, bead of the national labor board, llticat pressure to bear on officials of ed! -1 This balance Is necessary for clean, but that this bard rubbing
followed this up with a warning to all the Indian bureau la Washington. The body welfare, .and, although we are actually harms the fabrics.
avlng announced Industrial groups tbat heavy fines and bureau; has seqgbt tor several years to considering * practically Impossible . Where 'you buy quality. It makes
,' President Van ;Jatt seritendejl ^re provided In the Hose the Institution.
situation, it wonldabe fatal for ua to little difference In what form a soap
Jlcenjang- provtotoM of the recov"Those responsible for securing this be deprived of foods which are acid comes. A soap can be any color of
ery act for those who flout the- de> injunction presumably are actuated by In reaction.
of the rainbow—without any effect
cWon* of ther board and, that these a desire to save foe Canton the reve"The digestive mechanism of the at all on the whiteness af clothes.
•.penalties -will be enforced when nec- nue that continued operation of the body is BO delicately and efficiently ad- For Instance, a certain well-known
, to obtain^ tti»na- essary. "There will be no escape," he Institution there means," Mr. Ickea de- justed
that it maintains a 'buffer* sys- laundry soap Is golden because that
th> government's da- said, "for the misguided minority who clared. "They appear to be wining
In the blood and also an alka- is the natural color of its combined
tte parliaments were ari»0 to Interfere w«h every .construc- to make a profit out of tbe degradation tem
"T
line reserve stored In the body which fine Ingredients. And due to its
1 SUFFERED from sleeplessness.
be no new tive program." To organized Jabor, of helpless Indians. They do not ob- IB
greater
cleansing
energy,
this
golden
called
upon
to
neutralize
any
exI decided to give up coffee and
"JW the power will be which seems to many to be seeking ject Itf locking up sane human beings
cess add which we may occasionally soap gets . clothes cleaner—which
drink
Postum and noticed an
in
an
insane
asylum."
solely ita own advantage, Wagner
T
of appeal to tbe G(er- saId;;"The 11141(0 should be abandoned
Conditions In' the Institution wore take Into the body through food. The means whiter.
improvement almost immediipjprt bis policy was as an instrnment of first resort In- revealed by Dr. Samuel A, Bilk, medi- •buffer' quality of the blood seems to
ately. Within a month I was
Good for Him
was half «radll- dustry and labor cannot co-operate cal director of St SmsabeOrs hospital. be independent of the food we eat,
deeping soundly as a child."
In Great Brit by means of. the strike. Such con- He conducted -an investigation at 'tha but the alkaline reserve Is supplied "John talks In his sleep."
He/en Zeidera,Salt Lake City.
If not else- flict may deCermlne^which of the two request of Secretary Ickea. His re- by the potentially alkaline foods we "How's that?"
" • • -•." ^ -..•'.:' • ' . .
^ be brought contestants IS stronger at a given mo- port, made public by Mr. Ickes, de- eat.
"He recited In class today."
"Tbe acids formed in the digestion
Its Action,, The ment, bufctt Is merely accidental If it scribed the asylum as "filthy, Inhuman,
. ,
of food are excreted by the Skin, the
«j, 'refused to get produces a solution which, serves tbe and revolting."
lungs, the kidneys and the fecea, It
.them admitted best Interests of both parties and of
" protest was tbe KfiAera."
IB very Important to keep.all these
PRESIDENT
ROOSEVELT
in
an
ad1
methods. The
dress from the White House natural functions In normal active
opened the four weeks' drive of the condition. The inclusion of fruits
Joseph B. Eastman; federal 1933 mobilization for human needs and vegetables In liberal amounts In
cft-ordlnator of transportation, which is headed by Newton IX Baker. the diet and the drinking of goodly
, ['.October 2S.
ready, to quit In-. announced'recently tbat orders might He urged that Individuals everywhere quantities of water have a distinct
. t tpove was blacked, be placed soon for $30jOOOiOW In rails fire what they can to JocaJ organisa- Influence upon the matter and are
Davis, the-.American the'steel iterators' *'' ~
tions carrying on -welfare services, In- probably much more' Important to
wertf greatly cheered
stead of leaving it all to the national our bodily welfare on this account
•f^f
-r "
LATER —
r. Davis received In- up, Bnf since stm
government He re-emphasised his po- than because the resulting products
>Hft. CLARK WANTS TO SEE
Ins; the conditions un*'
sition that state and local responsibil- of their digestion are base or add.
MB IN-AN HOUR ABOUT THB
WELL I PUT OVER THE
Bl» INTERNATIONALDEAL....
ity come first In the relief program. Dr. Henry Sherman, professor of
consld- der which the order*
'PEAL I AND I CAN THANK
.-...AND
would
be
placed
some
"It is true," said he, "that I have de- chemistry at Columbia university and
a statement
THB. QUICK WORK OF THAT
OONT WORRY! JUST
clared .that government must not let one of the leaders in the field or
BAVFft AJPIRIN YOU SUGGESTED./
1 the European of them a*e not so
TAKfi
2
BAYER
ASPIRIN
happy. 0. V. McKaig,
• any one starve this winter; but at the nutrition, states in the new addition
vice president an4
same time this policy Is based on the of his 'Chemistry of Food and NutriOH.THATS
assumption that the individual Ameri- tion1 (Macmillan, 1932): -The writer
VVONPCRFUL,
. . . Interested to the general manager / of
can "citizen will continue to do his and dealres to repeat the statement that
t me any purely Euro- Sales'for ihe Carnegie'
her part even more ..unselfishly than in Ms Jndg^eitt it Is still an open
.„ _; tte-olctnre." in other Steel, company, United
in the past
^United States will leave State* Steel corpora- J> B>
question whether the acid-base bal"Let me stress that a great many ance of the mineral elements of the
its own auanela In tion'subsidiary, la one
of these, be Quoted Eastman as say- people will still need the help of relief diet Is or IB not of practical signifirather hoped the ing the order would be' placed only If agencies this winter. It Is true that cance In human nutrition.- The ben, r t , negotiations could be an "expected" reduction in the price because of a partial, but 1 believe a efit to health which so generally resteadily growing, re-employment of the
\
j, wltb the framework of the of i steel materializes.
sults from the use of diets consisting
''Such a reduction to the but thing unemployed, many families and many largely of fruits, vegetables and milk
$,Pjct, but France indicated
Individuals
have
been
Haken
oft
the
tbe operators want," said McKaig. 1
"consent to this.
may perhaps be attributable In part
RealBtrtE*A»piHn"Taketno!<r'of Pain in Few Minute*
"
beard a report think the present *pegged' price of local relief rolls.
"But on the other hand, the need to the fact that these foods,yield alforeign minis- |40 a ton Is about right One of the
Now cornea amazingtu quick relief
kaline residues when oxidized in the
In violent con- purposes of tbe NBA Is to assure a of those who are still on the rolls Is body; but also there are several
proportionately
greater
than
it
was
beSjBarpn Von Keurathrfor- reasonable return to the manufactis. neuralgia... thtfattettttfe relief,
WHY BAYER
ways in which the eating of
UUtaidCvftditcovtred.
" of 1Germany-r-and was turer. From this observation a lower fore; and;, in addition* to the work- of other
liberal
amounts
of
these
foods
is
apt
ASPIRIN
.Those reanlts are due to a sdenD. a conciliatory mood, price now would seem to defeat this direct relief, it Is necessary for ua to to be beneficial, notably by enriching
continue
our
support
of
the
permanent
tlfio
discovew
.by
wbich
»
Bayer
WORKS
SO FAST
purpose."
us no indication that
i Tablet begins to dissolve, or
Eastman said the order would pnt hospital and welfare services that ex- ther diet In calcium, phosphorous, Iron
its attitude of coDrop • Bayer Tabltt
jrate. In the amarmg jipaca of
In «
thousands of workers back in the ist In every county and In most com- and -vitamins and by improving the
two seconds after touching moisture.
NoU
intestinal
conditions.'
munities."
mills,
McKaig
said
the
steel
manuwould come
It touches
And
hence
to
start
"taking
hold"
of
"In effect, do not worry about
facturers
already
have
contributed
an
pain a few minutes after taking.
1
estimated _$100,000,600 annually to the
EW MEXICO has a new United whether the foods yon eat are basic
The illustration of tbe glass, here,
States senator in the person of or acid. Choose a well-rounded diet
telta the story. A Bayer Tablet starts
.,.„.-r-^-r,. declared; NBA In tbe form of Increased salaries.
containing
plenty
of
fruit
and
vegeCarl
A.
Hatcbv
who
has
been
serving'
to disintegrate almost instantly you
rminedTn the fuswallow j£ And tout it ready to go to
EOEDTART OF AGRICULTURE as district Judge In Santa' Fe. He was tables and 'acldosls' will take care of
,„ !$%$nc&, enter no
port alawt intfanili/.
Wallace and George N. Peek, agri- appointed bythe governor to succeed Itself."
^ no; Convention, and
When you buy, though, gee tbat
r as long as She Is not cultural adjustment administrator, an- Samuel G. Brattoik
Stuffed
Tomato
.Salad.
•flfei^'
you get the Genuine BAYER Aspirin.
1
nounced
that
a
plan
would
soon
be
•fei'' "'""'
6 ripe tomatoes
For Bayer Aspirin's quick relief Does Not Hfrrm the Heart
put in operation tor restriction of proITH Florida now on the list, 88
Mi pint cream mayonnaise'dressing
always say "BATOR Aspirin.'*
duction
of
corn
and
bogs.
It
Involves
states
have
voted
for
repeal
of
1'cucumbers
will be put into
Lettuctt
the distribution of $300,000,000 to farm- the Eighteenth amendment and only
Salt
ers, mainly in tbe Middle West, and -three more states are heeded to put an
Copyrighting the Bible
tions. The American Standard Refor the Uqul is
Pepper
end
to
national
prohibition.
Florida
designed
to
take
12X500,000
acres
of
The Bible Is common property, but vised Version is "copyright, 1901, by
tjnal and atate corn land out of production next year, went Wet by a vote of approximately
Scald- tomatoes so that the skins various special or revised editions of Thomas Nel§on & Sons, .New York,
cutting the corn crop 800,000,000 4 to 1.
can be easily removed. Cut a slice It are copyrighted. A Bible publish- to Insure purity of text." Subsequent
;, bushels and hog production 26 per
from the top of each, and with a er, for Instance, may copyright his revisions have been similarly procent
OV. ROBERT H. GORE seems to small spoon scoop out the center. system of indexing or his illustra- tected by their publishers or editors.
The government will advance the
have regained his prestige In
funds necessary for immediate pay- Puerto Rico. A coalition majority of
ment of benefits to farmers and will union Republicans and Socialists
be reimbursed from the proceeds of staged a parade and mass meeting In
TELL ME...WHATS YOUR TRICK?]
processing taxes levied on corn and support of the' government's program,
pork. "
and the governor, addressing tbe
THESE CUOTHES NEVER
Secretary Wallace also disclosed crowd, pledged himself to work for
the greater happiness and well being
that
tbe
imposition
of
a
compensating
SHELLED
SO SWEET BEFORE
"txv tb*
tax on beef .cattle is contemplated for 6f the Puerto Ricans.
Part of the plan for the future, Gore
the benefit of live stock producers.
cattle benefit will be determined said, contemplates building to prepare
of the EFC, Is the The
by tha extent to which the Increased -to meet conditions twenty years hence
SOAP AND
tion board, and tbe price
the Island, now overcrowed,
Jesse H; tTones, -beef. of pork switches consumption to when
NAPTHAGET
would be burdened by a population
of Beconstrucr
double present figures.
Tbe,
administration
arranged
for
tiie
CLOTHES
Wiifporattoni Pean O,
ortbe treas- purchara of approximately 1,000,000
OVERNMENT
forces
In
81am
CLEANER
iWractor of bushels of wheat and completed ItB
were reported to have suppressed
cotton loan program-In moves calcuthe Insurrection that was led by a
and Waiter 7. lated to provide resistance to recent member
of the royal family and for
falling
prices
of
the
two
commodiat
the
Deposit
a
time
threatened
to unset the exist.
ties. Henry Morgenthau, Jr., governor
ing regime. Tbe rebels who attacked
.Uana toclosed banks will of the farm credit administration, an- Bangkok
were In flight and their leadpar cent of deposits, nounced purchase of the wheat at six er was among
those captured.
a 50 per cent max- markets through the Farmers Nationto depositors, in al drain corporation for the account WIELDING to the persuasions of
assets Justify, a of tha federal emergency relief admin- I concessionaires and business organdistribution may be istration, which will distribute It to izations,
the management of A Censjaets are not the needy.
the dlvlThe purchase of large quantities tury of Progress in Chicago decided
of butter for distribution through re- to keep that great exposition open
TryteU-N.ptbj
i take an plenty of dirt-loosening naptba workAg together.
until after 'Armistice day, so It will
warned, no lief agencies also was announced.
-. annftil/of spring mroihlne off your line.
Fel*-N«pth«'« «xtr« help make* the job easier;
not
come
to
an
end
until
midnight
those already paid
Secretary of the Interior Ickes. who November 12. Railroads arranged to
fresher, sweeter dothea—because Fels-Naptha too—it savos bard rubbing. It's kind to
is also oU administrator, undertook
bring* you Mfravbdp to get them cleaner. Not clothes, kind to hands. On your next trip
will make loans to the first pegging of prices under the continue their reduced rates, and an
Juit mupt but uauiwauy good golden soap and to the grocer'^ change to Fels-Ncptha,
exciting
and
interesting
program
for
iWng over their assets NRA, ordering minimum levels fixed
„! to the.extent of the ap- for oil and its products, effective on the final two weeks was concocted by
tha fair managers,
valu* of tb* assets. Thus a December 0,
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Rebekahs Hold District
Convention in Anita

NUMBER 2

"PLEDGE ORDERSMUST BE APPROVED

A startling romantic drama that
Mrs. Hattie Harkins of Wiota was
has as its underlying-, theme tJhij| arPhone 43
We Deliver
elected president of the Rebekah
Stores (n Towns of Less Than dent affairs .of a 'm^t^bawn-anjj a
lodges in districts No. IB and 5 alt the Municipalities Must Obtain Approval
Anita, Iowa
i Exempted From grand opera star come* ito the RJalto
annual convention held here last
of Superintendent of Securities
Theatre Saturday and Sunday with
Thursday afternoon and evening.
f Operathm of the
to Issue Orders for Financthe First National picture, "I Loved
Wiota was chosen as the next meetRetail Code.
A Woman," starring Edward G. Robing a Public Utility.
ing place for the convention.
inson with Kay Francis playing oppoOther officers elected were Mrs.
site him.
Esther Pederson of Anita, secretary
a, Nov. 1.—In addition to This is the astounding story of a
Walter R. Hutchinson, superintenand
treasurer, and Mrs. Marie Keller
from the operation of the well-meaning youth who was stirred
dent of the securities division of the
f
"or
Wiota,
press
reporter.
code, and also from the into r trying to conquer the world
Department of State, has notified all
ORANGES—
State President Talks.
Reemployment Agree- through his secret passion for a beauNew crop Diamond No. 1
licensed securities dealers and all
More
than
pne
hundred
members
of
Sunkist,
250
i stores not having'more than tiful woman and then stimulated to
municipalities in the state that they
Walnuts,
per
pound
25c
the
lodges
attended
the
convention
\in towns of less than even greater efforts because of his
size, dozen.25c
would be
—
....
..v»
^
.,,.,„=
,
,,
.
expected to abide by a reat
the
Knights
of
Pythias
hall
here.
6
lall
clc
|
pulation, the .President is- hatred of her.
Mrs. Rose Heninger of Sigourney,' cent ™lm8 of the Attorney-General,
MACARONI—
PRUNES—
( additional Executive order
As the son of a meat packer, Edand sepresident of the assembly, was pres- requiring (that
* '"" municipalities
'^
opts farmers' cooperative ward G. Robinson has an inherent disLarge package
Santa Claras, large 30-40
curities dealers obtain the approval of
ent
and
addressed
the
group.
|tions whose members receive like for his father's business, being \
of Gold Medal
size, 2 pounds
25c
Among other state leaders in at- the Superintendent of Securities, of
dividends" from the-sec- interested only in art. When he •
with
platonic
tendance
were Mrs. Josephine Dustin so-called pledge orders issued in the
vering fair practice sections meets Kay Francis in the character'
of
Maxwell,
past grand treasurer, and financing of publicly owned utilities.
cup
and
saucer
PUMPKIN—
odea) < Such sections either of a, budding opera star, however, he
The pledge orders, in question are
Mrs.
Eli
.Wunder
of Harlan, chairman
25c
prohibit rebates or allow* is inspired by her to secure domina2 cans GWC and 1 lOc packevidences of indebtedness issued
of
the
board
of
instruction.
vhether in the form of money, tion of the packing industry through
age pumpkin pie spice. .25c
Mrs. Mary Reed, of Anita, Noble against the earnings of publicly
COFFEE—
S or services, or otherwise,
unscrupulous methods.
Grand
of Juanita Rebekah lodge, owned utilities, rather than against
GWC, regular
option of small merchants in
Then he discovers that she is as
opened
the convention. Presiding taxable property of the municipalities.
SUGAR—
of less than 2,500 was cou- ruthless in love as in her efforts to
29c #rade, per
were
the
retiring officers, Miss Vera These pledge orders have been reGranulated, (cash only),
nted in preliminary arrange- climb to fame, for she has . many
pound
25c
B.
Hook,
of Anita, president; Miss garded as exempt from the qualifimade weeks «go for creation lovers, although the packer is first
.5 pounds
25c
Lulu
Alvord,
of Anita, secretary- cation statutes until recently, when a
Burners' councils to hear com- in her heart. In his efforts to "show
BUTTER—
treasurer;
and
Mrs. Stella Musick, of ruling to the contrary was issued by
of unwarranted price increas- her" how powerful he is, he becomes
the Attorney-General. They are comTOILET
PAPER—
Briardale,
Anita,
press
reporter.
behalf of the Consumers' Ad- more-reckless than ever, finally adoptmonly used in Iowa in the financing
Greetings
to
Gus
Braun.
per
pound.25c
GWC
1000
sheet
tissue,
Board of NRA, with the sole ing criminal methods to try to save
Greetings of the session were ex- of municipal water works and light
5 rolls
.25c
tion of chain stores and branch- himself from the crash, toward which
GELATINE—
tended
to Gus Braun, a member of plants.
service organizations. Twd his mad ambition has'headed him.
In his notification to the municipalthe Griswold lodge, who is head garBriardale, all
> .before the President's exemp- Besides the tremendous love drama,
ONIONS—
ities, Mr. Hutchinson suggested that
dener
at
the
I.
0.
0.
F.
home
at
flavors, 5
order was issued it had beW the story reveals the packing scandals
any city or town contemplating the
Fancy Red Globe,
Mason City.
as a policy of the Recov- of the Spanish-American and World
packages . .25c
financing of a public project in this
Lotus
Rebekah
lodge
of
Atlantic
13 pounds
25c
frtion because of .hard- war, particularly the 'embalmed beef
manner should, before any obligagave
the
initiation
work.
Sweet Potatoesimposed in rural, commiuhities. episode of the former conflict. The
tions are incurred, submit the proA
basket
of
roses
and
snapdragons
explaining the exemption of screen play by Charles Kenyon and
Red Star Jer- POP CORN—(All new)—
was presented to Miss Vera B. Hook posed plans to the Securities Departmerchants in small towns, Na- Sidney Karsner's smashing novel,
6
Ibs.
Jap
Hulless
shelled
or
seys,
9
lbs..25c
by
the Griswold lodge for her mother, ment, for the purpose of first ascer; Recovery Administrator Hugh "Red Meat."
8
Ibs.
Yellow
Jumbo
25c
Mrs.
Flavia Hook, the oldest Rebekah taining whether (the ratio of property
Johnson said in part:
. '
SALMON—
value behind the proposed security isThere is a notable >cast which ,inin the district.
recovery program came at a cludes Genevieve Tobin, J. Farrell
sue is adequate and whether the anPink,
2
tall
Ib.
SOAP—
wben low prices were crushing MacDonald, Henry Kolker, Robert
ticipated
earning capacity of the procans
25c
GWC or P. & G., 9bars.25c
when in cities and towns Barrat, George Blackwood, Murray
ject is in line with the amount of
was the greatest unemployment Kinnell and Henry O'Neill. The picpledge orders to be issued.
ever known, when debt and ture was directed by Alfred E. Green,
LETTUCE, 3 <;risp heads for
25c
Mr. Hutchinson statted that, "in asbanks were slowing activity in who" directed Robinson in "Silver DolCRANBERRIES, fancy dark reds, 2 pounds... .25c
suming jurisdiction over such securiand on farms, and destructive lar."
Mrs. Arlene Sisler Von Blohn
ties, it \will be the purpose of the deAnd more of that good Oregon Celery.
practices, due to depression,
Anita and Lester C. Hendricks
partment to render the same degree
Musical and News.
atoned many industries. The reMarshfield, Wisconsin, were united' of protection to the public in it's
In addition to the feature there
program was designed to go will-be a musical entitled, "Yours
in marriage Saturday afternoon at dealings in pledge orders that is renheart of each trouble. To Sincerely," based on "Spring Is Here,"
2:30 at the Methodist Episcopal par- dered as to securities backed by primers it gave the adjustment and with Lanny Ross, Nancy Welford and
sonage in Atlantic by the Rev. L. M. vate enterprises."
loan acts. To the unemiploy- Pearl Osgood. Also the regular news
Grigsby. The bride wore a brown
"It is our desire," Hutchinson add£nt it gave the recovery act, which reel.
traveling suit with brown accessories. ed, "that the advocates of municipal
the wiping out of unfair
During the past few days a number • November IB marks the opening oi The young couple was attended by the ownership of public utilities should
practices. The banking and fiof new books have been received at tjie season for taking fur-bearing bride's brother, Wayne Sisler, and a regard the new interpretation of th<»
legislation attacked the probthe local library, according to an an- animals, according to I. T. Bode, j cousin, Miss Evelyn Stager, both of law as an added safeguard to taxof debt and frozen deposits for
nouncement by Mrs. Cora Stoodt, li- state fish and game warden. Badger, I Anita. Mr. Hendricks is a son of Mr.' payers and investors of Iowa, and not
b farm and city. Of course, more
brarian. The books received are as mink, raccoon, skunk, pppossum and i and Mrs. Elmer Hendricks and lived as an obstacle to publicly owned pro[mean increased costs and highfollows:
civet are included in the list of fur- in the Highland community about 20 jects."
"A most marvelous attraction" is "As the Earth Turns," Gladys Has- bearers which may be legally taken. years ago, when he moved to WisconWe must remember that
"By the operation of the law, as it
we started many prices were the way one Los Angeles, best known ty Carroll.
Muskrats may be taken except in all sin with his parents.
is now interpreted by the Attorneylie low, levels at which neither newspaper men expresses his opinion
"The Last Adam," Cozzens.
counties lying north of the north line
A wedding dinner was served Sun- General, the taxpayers will have addnor labor could live. Of after viewing "The Seventh Com- "0 Henry Memorial Prize Stores, of Harrison, Shelby, Carroll, Greene, day at the home of the bride's broth- ed assurance that publicly owned
broad program NRA is but a mandment" at one of the private 1932."
Boone, Story, Marshall, Tama, Ben- er and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. utilities will be self-liquidated and
It has nothing to do with farm showings of the picture.
"Fairy Lands of the South Seas," ton, Linn, Cedar and Clinton coun-1 Wayne Sisler, to a company of near that obligations thus created cannot,
'works, oil adminis- He goes on to say that the treatment Hall and Nordhoff.
ties. Muskrats may be Itaken in the relatives.
under any circumstances revert to the
on, or the home and farm loan of the story is frank, effective and not "No Second Springs," Janet Beith. Mississippi river up to the high wat- The newly married couple left taxpayers, while the purchasers of the
etc. It is solely connected with overdone, lit is well photographed This is the international $20,000 er mark. Water sets 'for trapping Tuesday morning for Marshfield where pledge orders approved under the seiustrial organization for economic and finely acted. It should go far in prize novel.
any fur-bearing animals are prohibit- they will be at home on a large farm. curities act will enjoy greater securand control with reemploy- the world of amusement.
"A Prologue to Love," Martha Os- ed in the area closed to the taking
ity in their investments.
"The Seventh Commandment" will tenso.
of muskrats. The use of dogs for
"Issues of pledge orders the de"The- nature of the. farm problemi, be at the Rialto Theaftre in Anita
"Kerry," Grace Livingston Hill.
the pursuit of fur-bearing animals is
partment has surveyed up to this time
dth.its Annual crops, makes its aolu- on Wednesday and Thursday even"Girl From Montana," Grace Liv- prohibited during the thirty days
indicate that there will be very few
kjott slower. But after 4 months we ings of this week.
ingston Hill.
prior to the season in which fur-bearsuch projects that cannot be approved.
~" "there are some things NRA can
"The Seventh Commandment," ap- "Second Hand Wife," Kathleen ing animals raiay be legally taken.
This
is due to the extreme care exH. J. Schneider, who came to Anita
• in aid of the farmer and the rural pearing here as a road show, has a Norris.
The fee for a trapping license for a
ercised by the municipalities of Iowa
a
few
weeks
ago
from
Johnson,
NeOur experience shows that story par excellence, its cast is su- "Valley of the Stars," Seltzer.
legal resident of the state is $1 where
in setting up these projects on a
amount of reemployment and perb and the direction of that old
"Double Cross Roads," Seltzer.
not more than fifteen traps are used. braska, and purchased the J. R. Stuhr sound financial basis. Wherever .doubt
store,
has
decided
to
close
out
the,
,
ge increases In establishments em- master, James Hogan, is without a
"Beyond the Rio Grande," Raine.
For more than fifteen traps the fee
does arlse as to the
stock
and
quit
business,
and
has
an
*^™y & *arnnot more than 6 persons in single flaw. There will be plenty of
"Desert's Price," Raine.
is $10. The fee for a non-resident or
to 8ecure pledge orders
in today's Tribune calling your at- mgs
of less than 2,600 population criticism from the narrow minded, "My Antonia," Willa Gather.
alien is $25. Trapping licenses can ad
a
to so
tention to the closing out sale. In the
sincere effort will be nu
not enough :to offset the hardship who will pan the story for its can- "The Half Back," Barbour.
be secured from county recorders.
6
e P eCt that this securit
*,T .*.. _ ^
y
ntailed. The President is asking dor and truthfulness, but way down
"For the Honor of the School," Shooting with a shotgun or spearing ad he says he is just another victim | f.
will be assured."
who can do so to continue un- deep in their hearts they .will praise Barbour.
of mink or muskrats is prohibited. of circumstances that compels him Ito
Mr. Hutchinson said he anticipat"The Major," Ralph Connor.
; the former yule. By all others it, for they have never seen its equal
There is no open season on beaver close out the entire stock of dry goods, ed a test case growing out of the Atnotions
and
r^eady-to-wear.
The
sale
S:"«Lne Eagle with the exemption on any screen. "The Seventh Com- "Lock of the Laird," Terhune.
or otter.
torney-General's ruling. Although the
evron may be displayed. This mandment" has pep, it has drama, it
"Arizo Ames," Zane Grey.
Trappers desiring ito ship or sell will begin Saturday morning and will securities department has nort sought
continue
until
everything
is
sold.
uld relieve the farmer of retail has tears, and lots of laughs. Wait
"For Honor and For Life," Raine. skins or hides of any of the animals
jurisdiction over pledge orders, he
rk-ups due to Increased expense. until you see it and then you will rave
named in the regulations which have
Juvenile Books.
said, it would be compelled to defend
Mrs.
Louise
Hardeson
is
home
from
"• experience also shows wide mis- about ft.
been lawfully taken must first ob- a visit of several weeks at Upton, that jurisdiction and would do so on
"Wizard of Oz," Baum.
ation about the extent of
tain from the fish and game commis- Wyoming, with her daughter, Mrs. the ground that the legislature in'Tales Told by the Gander."
holesale and retail price increases. A baby girl was born October 26 "Alice in Wonderland," Carroll.
sion a special permit tag authoriz- Chas. Croxton and family.
tended that the safeguards of the ser
that most of the great codes are to Mr. and Mrs. Ora Kinzie at the
ing such shipment.
"Hen That Kept House."
curities act should be extended toit will be much easier than ever home of Mrs. Kinzie's parents, Mr.
Any trapper desiring to hold any
"Gingerland House."
Lawrence Battey, a foreman in the purchasers of all securities which are
and
Mrs.
Earl
Johnston.
The
little
|ore not only to investigate but actskins or hides of animals named in reforestation army, has been trans- not definitely backed by the taxing
"The Lost Gold Mine."
V to prevent undue wholesale Miss weighed 7V6 pounds, and has "The Half Back," Barbour.
the regulations beyond the ten-day ferred from Chariton to Des Moines. power of the goverment or its sub-increases. The President has been named lola Blanche.
period succeeding the close of the sea- He and his wife moved to Des Moines divisions.
"Emmy Lou," Martin.
that
„.
this be done at once.
son must file within five days after Saturday.
"Eight
Cousins
"
Alcott.
The third annual get together
But most of'the complaints rethe close of the season an application
Miss Nettie Steinmetz visited a
."Rose in Bloom," Alcoitt.
•meeting
of
all
veterans
and
their
wed now are of retail profiteering.
for
a
permit
to
do
so
with
the
fish
Mrs.
Bthel
Anders
of
Omaha
visited
couple
of days in Glenwood, Iowa, the
"Base
Ball
Joe,"
Chadwick.
(Two
. complete plan has been worked out families, sponsored by the American copies).
and
game
department.
Such
applicahere
the
past
week
with
her
mother,
last
of
the week, a guest of V. C. Mc(for fair hearings by complaint boards. Legion and Legion Auxiliary, will be
tion
must
..DC
accompanied
by
an
afCoy
and
wife.
Mrs.
H.
Booth.
Her
husband
spent
"1933
Bobbsey
Twins
Book,"
Hope.
By these means we believe we can held on Friday, November 10, at the
fidavit
describing
the
skins
or
hides
Sunday
here
and
Mrs.
Anders
re{[protect the public, including the f arm- Masonic Temple. Mess will b$ served
Mrs. Wm. Hollaran and Mrs. W. M.
Mrs. Chas. Ragan entertained the and stating that they have been le- turned to Omaha with him that even|:«r, against price increases which do at 6:30. Those attending should members of the W. P. G. club at a gally taken by him. The season for ing.
Watje and daughter, Lois, of Denijtnot come as a direct result of the bring sandwiches, a covered dish, and 1:00 o'clock luncheon Friday at her the taking of fur-bearing animals
son, Iowa, and Mr,s. George Boomer
dishes. There will be a program and
• cost ,of reemployment."
In the Wheat Production Control of Spokane, Washington, spent Thurswill
close
on
January
16,
1934.
home
on
Rose
Hill
Avenue.
Besides
a general good time.
statement printed in last week's Tri- day and Friday in the city with Mr.
the members, there was one other
her'home northwest of the city
Mrs.
Isabell
Joy
has
gone
to
Bagbune there was an error in the state- and Mrs. Ben Brodersen.
guest,
Mrs.
Anna
McCoosh.
The
afDennis O'Leary, after forty-three
Thursday, Mrs. Clyde H. Bowen
ley,
Iowa,
where
she
will
spend
the
ment of Lowell and John Hall's acreternoon was spent socially.
The K. J. U. club met last Thurswas hostess to the members of the years of service for the'C. R. I. & P.
winter
months
with
her
granddaughage for the year 1932. It was stated
day with Mrs. E. C. Dorsey with Mrs.
Mutual Benefit club at their regular railroad, twenty-five years of this
ter,
Mrs.
Glenn
MdCall
and
family.
that
thttf
had
36
acres
of
wheat
that
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Marsh, a
meeting. ! A two course lunch was service as section foreman in Anita,
year when it should have been 26 Lester Levi and Mrs. Frank Lowden
well
known Anita couple, will celespent
a
few
days
tie
past
week
in
served by the hostess.
Father M. J. O'Connor, pasitor of acres.
as assisting hostesses. After the
Chicago. Dennis and his sister, Mrs. brate their golden wedding annivers- St. Mary's Catholic church, was in
business meeting, the afternoon was
Katherine Main, Mrs. L. J. Hbfmeis- ary at their home in this city next
Harold Smith entertained the mem- spent socially and working for the
Members of. Columbia Chapter ter and iFred Weatherby formed a Sunday. They were married in Illi- Des Moines last Friday moring to
No. 127, 0. E. S., who were in at- party who took in all the sights-of nois, but have been residents of Anita attend the funeral of Bishop T. W. bers of the 3rd. grade, and two teach- hostess. Special guests of -the afterers, Miss McKjnney and Miss Knowl- noon were Rev. Morris and his wife.
tendance at the grand lodge meeting the world's fair. They report the most of their married life. Their Drumm.
ton, at a Hallowe'en party Monday Rev. Morris, who is now located in
in~Des Moines last week were Mrs. Century of Progress well worth while, children, who are living, are L. B.
REXALL
ONE
CENT
SALE,
NOV.
afternoon after school at the home of Minneapolis, is a former pastor of the
1
Earl Brown, Worthy Matron, W. T. and enjoyed every minute of their Marsh of Long Beach, California;
JBiggs, Worthy Patron, Mrs. Biggs, visit. In all of these years of work Mrs. Edna Nichols of Anita; and Mrs. 1, 2, 3, 4. DRUGDOM'S BIGGEST his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Russell (Church of Christ in Anita. ThirtyMrs. Agness McCosh and son, James for the Rock Island this was Dennis* Phoebe McMullen of Kellerton, Iowa. EVENT OF THE YEAR. MORE Smith. Hallowe'en games were en- six members responded to roll calL
BARGAINS THAN EVER BEFORE. jpyed, after which a lunch was served Lunch was served late in the afterfMcCosh, and (Mrs. Mary Wilson.
first vacation.
There are four grandchildren.
It
BONGERS BROS.
by Mrs. Smith.
noon.

Your Quarters Will Do Their Duty
Ilis Friday and Saturday
WALNUTS—

Anita Girl Married to
Wisconsin Man Saturday

Local Library Receives
Iowa Trapping Season
Number of New Books Opens on November 15

"Seventh Commandment"
to Appear at The Rialto

Schneider Will Close Out
Anita Mercantile Store
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Events in the Lives of Little Men

THE FEATHERHEADS
SURE IS
TO Q6T IWSlDE A

OH

NICE DRY HOUS&
ON A DAV
LIKE THIS/

IT MIGHT INTEREST
To KMOVsf
•THAT THE"
IS

LEAKING-

ROOFER AMD HESAID IT WOULO
COST #75.

Fl* IT—

WHAlf

#75-!! .
YfORD!

WHAT'S THE
MATTER? CANY
AFFORD

OH7 I HAVE TriB
MOMeV— BUT
HAMCr IT ALL.'
BEEW
•SAVING- »T FOR.
A RAINY

® W«it«rn N«w»pap«r Onion

FINNEY OF THE FORCE
HO-HUM!
MUCH SLEEP
LAST WKSHT—M&
WIFE" WAS BENDiM'
ME EAR. TiLL AFTER
MlDMlCsHT

M6 WOlPB
WiT1 t'KfAYBOORS SO
MUCH ALL DAY LOMGCOME KIOlGHT

sne ee TOO
OUT

ATALL!

WHAT
ARE VA'

Talkie Trouble
F'lMSTAWCB—01
HAvJB. EMMY
TRUBBLS LOlk'ET

THAT!

KiCKlM'?

NOT K-ICKI»A
COMPLAIN^'

BEAUTY
TALKS

Ol'M

VE2.ll

WHEN IT

HURT

"A friend of mine is tv,0 m s t
sent-mlnded
person you ev! ° '
MOTION, NOT PROMOTION
"Well, « doesn't hU hl, 8aw -'
^ « _•„,
uj
"Is your boy Josh burning mid- doerltr
It
hurt
him
today
when,,
night oil?"
e
By
"No," replied Farmer Corntossel, lowed a'dlnw and gave „ ? 8 •**
C
°D"but
he keeps the gasoline goln' ductor a pill for his fare."
MARJORIE DUNCAN
BRUSHES IN BEAUTY SCHEME

V0U CDMfc R/OHT

So I CALLED
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TN THE beauty scheme of things,
*• brushes play a very active part
There's the hair brush, nail brush,
clothes brush, tooth brush, eyebrow
brush, shoe brush, bath brush and If
the skin will stand It the complexion
brush. These brushes are Important
accessories toward good grooming and
as you value personal loveliness add
these beauty aids to your toiletries.
And keep them busy, too.
Now let us see what the requisites
for the hair brush are: It should have
long, flexible bristles, not too soft or
the purpose (of stimulating the circulation through the scalp, cleaning and
polishing every strand of hair) Is defeated. On the other hand, the
bristles must not be too stiff or they
will irritate the scalp. As In all
things the happy medium Is preferable
In the matter of brash bristles.
Harsh bristles should be avoided—
whether In a hair brush, clothes brush,
nail brush, etc. Such bristles are unkind to scalp, clothes and hands. This
holds for complexion brush too. In
fact, such a brush Is only for the
woman with an oily or heavy type of
skin. When using It, the movements
should be gently upward and outward.
Remember that the skin can he soaped
and cleansed, without scrubbing or
harsh treatment
The tooth brush we need not go
Into. Your dentist Is the logical one
to advise the type of brush you need.
But here again medium bristles are
advisable for the majority of people,
and remember that the bristles-should
be so arranged that every tooth and
every part of the mouth can be
thoroughly cleansed. Every dentist
will tell you that two tooth brushes
are better than one—and every man,
woman and child should own two and
alternate them.
The eyebrow brush Is a small affair
with one or two little rows of bristles
and this Important accessory Is so Inexpensive that I know many women
who keep two or three In their dressIng table drawer. One removes any
excess powder remaining on brows and
one gives the brows and lashes a silky
sheen after the mascara has dried.
The way to brush the brows, you know,
Is first the wrong way, then Into place,
Lashes are brushed in semi-circular
fashion, uppers upward and around
as though you would curl every little
hair under and the lower lashes downward and around.
* * *
THE CLEAN LOOK

about 18 hours a day."—Washington
Star.

Imagine Hit Terror
Miss Gushln—It must be wonderful
to be a parachute jumper. I suppose
you've bad some terrible experiences.
Parachutist (fed up)—tTes, miss,
terrible. Why, once I came down
where there was a sign, 'Keep Off
the Grass.' "—Boston Transcript

"•"•"«•••
"You remember Googo ,v
who used to sing 'Bverv \, """»
Bring Yon Violets' to his%v," "*
"Yes, what became of him!'
"They got married, and now Prr
morning he ha* to bring J "
buckets of water and help hpr Wa*
the dishes."
«b
CoMistent

Guest-tour wife seems gMd
K0o<i at>
Ancient HUtory
scrambled eggs.
Teacher—Don't you know that
Hubby—Everything
U L She tri

Washington never told a lie?
Boy—No, ma'am; I only beard It

™?*J^ *- ™*^:.

NOW IS THE
TO

Shriveled
"Yes, I had you In my mind."
"How small you make me feel I"Kansas City Star.

Not at All Bad

It Is not a bad Idea to shed a little Ignorance each day.—Rushviiie
Republican.

Ease Pain Now
In Few Minutes
•'iM AFRAID ILL HAVE TO
MISS THC DANCE AT THE
CLUa TONIGHT. IP LOVE TO
60. BUT IVE —
AM AWFUL
OH, DON'T «VE"
HEADACHE
UP! SEND OUT
I BOB A BOX OF
(BAYER ASPIRIN
AND TAK£ TWO
ISTS RIGHT
AWAY. lU
PHONE IN
AN HOUR.

IN AN HOUR

rrcctrrAiNLYOiD-

AND IN A 1FEW
MINUTES . rrjT

HOTA
OF HEADACHE IB*
CQMERIQHTCN
OVER I

A Discovery That's Bringing Fast Relief To Millions
EVERYWHERE you go in health and
•L' beauty circles you hear a great
Now comes amazingly quick relief
deal about "that clean look."
from headaches, rheumatism, neuritis, neuralgia... the fastest safe relief.
The phrase Is becoming as popular
it is said, yet discovered.
as a sure-fire wisecrack or a first seller
ASPIRIN
Those results are due to a scienIn slogans. It refers to much, much
tific discovery by which a Bayer
more than superficial cleanliness. It
WORKS S0 FAST
Aspinn Tablet begins to dissolve, or
points to perfection and polish.
disintegrate, in the amazing space of
Drop a B«yw Ttblet
Some time ago In the course of a
two seconds after touching moisture.
beauty lecture I referred to "that
And hence to start "taking hold" of
clean, crisp look."
pain a few minutes after taking.
I said two things were necessary to
The illustration of the glass, here,
«ells the story. A Bayer Tablet start,
achieve It Perhaps my audience exto disintegrate almost instantly you
pected me to say: §gap and brushes.
swallow it And thus it ready to go to
But I had reference to: Respect for
work
almost instantly.
one's self and respect -and thoughtfulWhen
you buy, though, see that
ness for those around us. And again
you get the Genuine BAYER Aspirin.
I repeat that I do not mean merely
For Bayer Aspirin's quick relief
bathing or washing face and hands
Does Not Harm the Heart
always say "BAYER Aspirin."
These are important—very Important
—yes. But they are elementary
Household Hint
fundamental. I take it for granted
Calumniator*!
Wash the electric light bulbs fre- •What we call patience, other peothat every woman has made a habit of
bathing every day and keeping her quently; they give more light
ple call just laziness.
skin clean.
But that cleani'crtep look goes further. It Includes brushing the hair
The woman who caa-Hoast that clean
look never has hW hair disheveled
ALL.RIGHT,TEU
Every strand an/wisp is In place
ME.'S'.HOW CAN
For trlmnejs^atd neatness go with
that clean/ook. Your, coiffure may be
YOU GETjfMY
elaboratly Intriguing or very simCLOTHES WHITER?
ple. The arrangement does not matHELPERS INl..
ter-^ least It la secondary in i m _
GOLDEN SOAP
portance to a neat, "always-ln-place"
arrangement which is another wav of
AND iOTS
saying "that clean look."
Brows must be brushed too Thev
OF NAPTHA
«re an important factor In the perfect picture. And If a little wild hair
here and there decides to march back!
ward or out of line lt must be disciplined. If brushing won't help-then
Pl-ck. But, mind you, pluck only the
unruly hairs, for natural brows are
now the vogue.
A clean, clear complexion Is ano her important factor. Dlscoloratlons
<>iiln<». shine, blackheads or erupl
ons all take something away from
that clean look."
Well-kept hands, perfectly groomed
nails come in for their share of attentlon too.
As for clothes-buttons should be
where they belong, stocking
straight, heels kept In repair and ,
polished, suits and coat, brushed fre,
from dust, and lingerie touches a
ways fresh and dainty.
Kven make-up when properly annliert
PP
adds to that clean look
I.oarn to relax. ' I know a busy ex
ecutive who always looks rested Inter"
eating and alert The reaspnlor £,3
There's Feli-N.ptha't secretAnd it'a thorough oU^fofy, JlJce
Is: she has learned the value of rl
every bar bring, you two bu
laxatlon. Before and after her laneT
that
that makes clothe* w&tot
cleaners instead of one.
eon she rest, for a few minutes. Even
FelB-Naptha'a exfr* bdp anvea
f she 1. at her de*k-8he sinip,y iet"
Worldagtogether.itegoodgolden
hard rubbing. It awe* clothe". It
her mind become a complete Wan?
•0-pandp/en^ofn.pth.loo^n
•ave*
hand.. Change to
Then she "lets go- shoulders, arnfs her
the grimiest dirt in jig-time. They
Fel.-Napthn
soap I Get
whole body. Or while waiting for her
get clothes clean clear through.
lunch to be served she relaxes
•ome at your gracer'a.
C. Bel] 8yDdlcate.-WNu Bervl,^
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RAIL FARES CUT
TO 2 CENTS MILE

H's up to the rest of

sill t h e y could,
us now.

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES

Beginning December 1 there will
be a radical reduction on passenger
Adair Here Nov. 10.
'arnier saH last v
fares on all railroad lines west of
Wallace
Last week the football team had an Chicago as a result of a recent conW. F. BUDI)
Editor that "If we want , r >i»-rent corn on
farm t h i s w i n t e r we can' open date which gave them a chance
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50 t h e Iowa That doesn't mean 50-cent to assimilate some of the things they ference of railroad executives in Chihave it.
If not paid in advance
$2.00 corn for a (fay or (wo, but for a six have been learning. They played a cago.
This will be done as an experiment
practice game with Atlantic Tuesday with the hope of increasing passenm
o
n
t
h
s
average."
All
farmers
have
Entered at the post office at Anita,
(to do is to sipn contracts this fall evening, and will end the season next ger traffic. A large increase in. pasIowa, as second class mail matter.
MACARONI, Kre-Me-Kuts, S-oz. pkgs., 3 for. .1
to reduce the HK54 corn acreage by week in the big game with Adair on senger travel on cut rates during the
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1933. 15.000,000 acres. If this is done not the home field. In order to make Chicago world fair was said to have
CRANBERRIES, per quart
only will the farmer get a better price it possible for the business men of both influenced the roads in cutting the
THE TEST OF FIRE PREVENTION for corn on hand and to be harvested Adair and Anita to attend this game rates.
WHOLE WHEAT, Wheat an<J Rye Graham... .35,.
WEEK.
t h i s fall, butt they will get a sub- a change in the date has been made.
Station Agent J. T. Monnig reThe
game
will
be
played
on
Friday,
stantial advance payment on the rentSEEDLESS RAISINS, 2-lb. .^ckages.
Uc
Fire Prevention Week is over. In al of the acreage they agree to take November 10 instead of Saturday, No- ceived official notice of the following
rates
to
be
effective
December
1:
every community in the land six days out of production. It is a question vember 11. This change in date seems
One Way Fares.
COFFEE, Big Ben, nothing better, per pound. .19,.
of intensive effort were given to edu- whether the farmers really want to to meet with greater general satisTwo
cents
a
mile
for
travel
in
cating the public in the fundamentals do the work necessary to put this faction, so we are glad to make the
FARINA, 2-lb. sack.... 15c
4-lb. sack... .25,,
of curbing one of the greatest of all program over. If they don't reduce change on that account. We hope now coaches and three cents a mile for
menaces to life, property and indus- the corn acreage they will take a that everyone will keep the date in privilege of traveling in sleeping
CORN MEAL, white or yellow, 5-lb. sack
trial opportunity. Civic organizations, lower price this winter and a 10 to mind and see this closing game'o'f the car or parlor car. Both classes of
10c
one way tickets will be limited to 30
fire departments, insurance represen- 15c price a year from now. From I season.
days from date of sale, will permit
TOILET PAPER, 4 1000 sheet rolls.
tatives, public officials—all worked for the present market quotations the
25C
No School Friday.
stopovers ait all points within the
the cause, and an appreciable share of 10 to 15 cent corn is almost here
The educational meetings of the
time limit and 150 pounds of baggage
LARD, 2-lb. cartons
^
the public listened.
now.
The prices of grain has fallen Iowa State Teachers Association will will be carried free. The Pullman
The real test of the week, however,
more than fifty per cent during the be in sesion in Des Moines this (Fri- surcharge will be eliminated.
has just begun. The public listened
CHILI CON CARNE, in celophane
20c
past
two weeks and is now close to 'day and Saturday. The teachers fn
Round Trip Fares.
—but will it remember? In the past
the Anita schools desirous of keepRound trip fares between all stayears the memory of most of us was the low prices that predominated dur- ing up to date on the best methods
COCOANUT, long threads, per pound.
25c
ing
the
closing
hours
of
the
Hoover
tions
will
be
authorized
as
follows:
notoriously and tragically short. Dur- administration.
and newer things in education will
Ten-day limit, good in all classes
ing the week fire losses went down, ters worse the And to make mat- be in attendance. These are bending
COOKIES, fancy assorted, per pound.
23c
industrial
campaign
and kept to a new low level for a
of
equipment, alt two cents a mile in
times in education as well as in other
under
the
leadership
of
General
Hugh
short period directly after. Then they
each direction.
Johnson has boosted prices for what fields. The benefits derived from such
rose again to the "normal" level.
Six-months limit, good in all classexchange of ideas will be brought
Perhaps this week will have differ- the farmer has to buy to about twice back and put to work in the class es of equipment, at 2% cents a mile
NOTICE.
what
was8 pay
paying
ent results. Three years of depresT he
?e**.
'"g uunder
.™er the former rooms of our schools and in the end in each direction.
P
Sealed bids will be received by
-;„.,
!.„„„
^..-ui
........
,
_
_„
administration.
President
Roosevel
sion have taught us the dangers of
These fares will apply via the same the county Board of Supervisors at
waste, of whatever kind. And waste and his administration has pledgee our children will be the beneficiaries. route in both directions, with stop- j 10 o'clock Wednesday morning, Nov.
The
Anita
schools
will
not
be
in
sesthemselves
to
secure
a
price
leve
due to fire is the most complete, and
sion on Friday, November 3, on this over privileges at all points en route ' 1, for-65 to 40 tons of coal, preferPLENTY OF STYLE
the most unnecessary possible. It high enough so that debts can b( account.
and carry 150 pounds baggage check- ably nut, to be delivered to the counpaid
off
in
dollars
of
the
same
value
benefits none. It harms all. It
ing privilege.
ty poor farm.
creates unemployment and is a bar- as when they were contracted.
All-year tourist fares to the PaSHE FOUND THAT THE
Cass County Board
PROPERLY PITTED
rier to civic development. It raises
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Twining of Des
OLD IDEA WAS RIGHT! cific coast will also be reduced. Misof Supervisors.
taxes and lowers incomes. lit is the Moines spent Sunday with her broth
cellaneous round trip fares, such as
at
best friend of hard times.
Many an expectant mother worries weekend and homeseekers fares, will
er, D. T. Voorhees.
M. Dorn and wife spent a couple
The things we learned during the
for fear something will happen to be canceled.
of days last week visiting with
week are not difficult to remember.
P. G. Thompson lias been appointee mark hrr baby. How well founded
friends at Shenandoah.
It takes little time and little money as postmaster at Casey to succeec this fear is may be learned from a BETTER HANDLE OLD FIRE
ATLANTIC, IOWA.
to put them into execution in mosi W. W. Gundrum, who resigned.
ARMS WITH GREAT CARE
communication in Time, the w. k.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Barber entercases. There is no excuse for for
newsmag. At a house party an extained a company of relatives at their
getting them. They mean money in
Harry Heist of Centerville was •-*go- j "vine
Miss Elizabeth M. Stroman of pectant mother opened the door of
ICUatt WednesTV VUI1COhome \jn
on Aliayjc
Maple RJbXfS^b
Street last
our pockets, and safer, happier living Ulysses, Nebraska, is spending the a bath room and was startled to mg through some old possessions not day evening in honor of her brother,
The sponsors of the week, and week at the Rev. Elwyn Andrew discover a nude man in the bath tube. long ago and came upon an old style W. W. White and family, of Woodthose who worked for it, have done home in Des Moines.
The gun had ward, Oklahoma. The evening was
And she was so shocked that three .32 calibre revolver.
months later her baby was born with been purchased by his father many spent in music and visiting, after
The recent Adair county fair, helc no cloths on!—Algona Advance.
years ago and later given to him. which lunch was served.
in Greenfield, showed a loss of $115.68
Heist decided to take the gun out, I
Receipts were $4,759.64, while disMerle Turner and family were call- load it and shoot at some tin cans i
bursements amounlted to $4,875.32.
ers in Atlantic Saturday.
to see if the gun could still be put
WITH VALUES
in working order. At .the first shot
'Marilyn Jane is the name of a baby
Economy Shoe Co.
Miss Freda Scholl of Omaha was a
SIZES AND WIDTHS TO FIT
girl who was born on October 25 to Sunday visitor in the city with her the chambers of the old pistol burst.
Heist's hand was badly burned and
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Woodall. The mother, Mrs. Dosha Scholl.
pretty well filled with splinters of
little Miss tipped the scales at 11
rusty iron. One piece flew up and
pounds.
Harry Hansen, accompanied by his struck him in the face very close to
mother, Mrs. Samatha Hansen of
And this is a straight-f rom-th
Mrs.
Carrie Rasmussen returned Des Moines, spent Sunday with Joseph the eye. Prompt action, prevented
shoulder message to those who, un
lockjaw,
but
it
was
a
pretty
close
home Monday from Excelsior Springs, Gissibl and family in Lincoln townintentionally perhaps, make "har
call at that.
Missouri, where she had been receiv- ship.
times"
harder by needlessly delayini
ing treatment for rheumatism. She
the payment of past due accounts.
LEGION
AUXILIARY
NOTES.
is much improved.
Gib Paulson of Graettinger, Palo
In this community, as in every com
Afto county, came within a hair's
Anita Unit No. 210 met at the munity, there are people who an
Saturday was the last day for filing breadth of being a big league ball
cases for the November term of the player. Paulson trained with the De- home of 'Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Stone making "hard times" harder by tak
ing advantage of conditions.
Cass county district court which con- troit team one spring. Also among Friday evening.
$7.25 PER TON
Mary
Smith,
secretary,
gave
a
comFortunate in beingr employeed 01
venes in Atlantic on Tuesday, No- the rookies was Carl Hubbell. After
Ignites Quickly.
vember 7. Judge John P, Tinley of a few weeks of tryouts the Detroit plete annual report of the Unit's ac- having a steady income, they make
tivities; also a report of the 7th. dis- things harder for those less forCouncil Bluffs will preside.
boss let Hubbell go and kept Paul- trict convention held in Council Bluffs tunate.
Burns Steadily.
son.
After two months however,
—., -,.-„„„
Free From Impurities.
They
spread ^^
fear ,by thinking and
The annual Red Cross drive for 1'aulson was also released. He gave on October 24.
talk
The
application
for
membership
of
i
ing
"hard
times."
ilking
"hard
times."
They help to
'ass county starts November 11,
^, up baseball except in an amateur way.
Mrs. Faye Coll was accepted.
'
spreadJ unemployment
through curArmistice day, and continues through Hubbell situck to it.
Now he is
The secretary reported $7.35 cleared tailed buying of things they need and
November 29, it was announced Mon- pitching for the New York
Giants
on
extract sold.
could afford to buy.
Phones:
day by Miss Mary M. McVey of At- and was the hero of this year's world
A
message from the Dept. PresiThey work hardship on merchants
antie,
chairman
of
the
drive.
Miss
Residence 101
Office 48
for
-. was
— read
-™« by
„., Genevieve
^....c.icvc Dement.
i^iiieiiL. | an<* professional men and their emMcVey is appointing solicitation com- Graettinger and Estherville town dent
"The Iowa Legionaire" was ordered Payees—by thoughtlessly and needmitteemen for the campaign.
teams.
an electric motor does the
for the president and secretary.
j lessly delaying the payment of bills
unjtil tne
The 1932-33 history was read by the
y are long past due.
family washing.... 700
Past Historian.
They make small payments on al^^_^
_____ ' • • ' • » » - •»- -y. .y ,^ •y^y^irw %• »<fr »j,« »jj» >j» «j> »j» <r» gj» »>
Our order for 1934 poppies was ready overdue accounts, pleading
wouldn't do it for ten
sent.
"hard times," while others stint themtimes that amount... • •
Genevieve Dement gave a descrip- selves to keep up their records for
r
'
tion
of
/the
Legion
parade
at
the
naj
P
°mptly
meeting
ttheir
obligations—
Admission, 25c.
:
j tional convention in Chicago.
~ *""
in
full—when due.
The membership box was opened
Either way, they are not only workj and a name drawn out. Leah Mehl- ing hardships on everyone else—they
EXCLUSIVE FIRST SHOWING. EDUCATIONAL SMASH HIT OF THIS YEAR
i mann being the lucky one, had her are fostering a condition which will
A FLAMING DRAMA OF SIN'S CONSEQUENCES
*'
: dues refunded. Kathryn DeCamp, re- eventually react on them. For credSt
i tiring president, was presented with works in circles: withholding payj a Past President's pin.
ment from the retailer impedes prompt
j Mrs. Harry Jordan of Wiota, who payment to the manufacturers, pro| is county committeewoman, installed ducers and workers. Each, in turn,
; the following new officers: Leah suffers.
.Mehlmann, pres; Elva Steinmetz,. 1st
If everyone who can would—pay
, vice pres; Irene Linfor, 2nd. vice up their past due accounts—then use
pres; Mary Eda Smith, sec; Hattietheir credit to buy things they actBartley, treas; Ella Biggs, historian- ually need—and resolve to pay fuGenevieve Demerit, chaplain; Belle ture bills promptly by the 10th—it
IJauKherty, sergeant-at-artns; R ut h would go farther toward improving
making
more JOD
jobss ior
Williams, Roma Newton and lona business and ...«»»...
K mure
Smither, as the three elective mem- the unemployed than all the current
Ls ul tho executive board.
talk on the subject.
The next meeting
Use your credit freely and pay
be at the
home of Ruth Konp.
all bills by the 10th or promptly as
We contributed to the Christmas agreed.
fund; dimes for disabled; Harriet
Hoffman fund; district hospital fund
and county and district dues. Our receipts for past year were $158.62, disIowa Electric Company
bursements $142.84.
The annual get-together meeting of
all veterans and their families, sponBARE TRUE FACTS FOR BROAD
sored by the Legion and Auxiliary
will be held Friday, November 10 at
MINDED PEOPLE
*<*<#******&
th^Masunic Temple. There will' be
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Saying It

This Is a Time For
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Todays Greatest
Bargain

W I L D Y O U T H OF TODAY ON A RAMPAGE!
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Cass County Credit
Association, Inc.

For Saturday Only

The county meeting will be in Anita
November ,7. w.fch for further

16 Admitted
EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION
Doane Brevlt
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November 'J is "Go to School Day"
and the Legion and Auxiliary shou)d
make a S pecial effort to attend schoolif only for a f e w m i nu te s
The members of the W. W dub
were guests l ast Thursday afternoon
of Mrs. Frank Smith at her home
northwest of the city. There was a
large number of members present

Miller's Market
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Howe About

Seventy\ears
Since the
Gettysburg
Address

Slouches
Slow Improvement
'He Means Well"
By ED HOWB
LOUCHES everywhere who neglect
their work have It In them to do
about us well as anybody.
Men will cease to be slouches, loafers, bandits, drunkards, killers, when
they learn these habits do not pay.
That these habits cannot be made to
pay Is the surest thing In the world.
Whether we shall ever be able to learn
this truth, I do not know; in fact, I
am rather discouraged.

S

OAJU&T Ci*riJt> tsvtj /f* « *•'*{

Manuscript of the Gettysburg Address inLincolti's Own Hand
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
T WAS Just 70 years ago that Abraham
Lincoln, standing on the battlefield of
Gettysburg, made a speech of exactly
272 words that has been called "a classic which will endure as long as the
English language is spoken." And that
is one of the mildest tributes amid the
shower of extravagant praise which
has been lavished upon a speech in
which the speaker himself said "The
world will little note nor long remember what we say here," thereby proving
himself a poor prophet Indeed, no matter how
great he was in nearly every other respect.
So much has been said about Lincoln's Gettysburg address and so much has been written
nbout It (Including a 254-page book about a 272word speech!) it would seem that we Americans,
who are proud to claim this masterpiece of modern English eloquence as the product of one of
our own kind, would know everything about it
even down to the minutest detail. But it is probable that most of us know little more about It
than the fact that Lincoln did deliver an immortal speech at Gettysburg a few months after
the battle, and we have a more or less clear remembrance of some of the phraseology of the
speech, beginning with the sonorous "Four score
and seven years ago our fathers brought forth
upon this continent a new nation, conceived in
Liberty, and dedicated to the proposition that
all men are created equal" and continuing to the
magnificent climax of "that government of the
people, by the people, for the people, shall not
perish from the earth." But beyond those things
the average American knows very little about
some of the facts connected with the speech
which make it one of the most amazing paradoxes in history.
Most Americans know that Lincoln was something of an "also ran" so far as the choice of the
committee in charge of the celebration at Gettysburg that day was concerned. They remember that the honor Of being the "orator of the
day" fell to Edward Everett and that his onehoor-and-flfty-minute speech has been forgotten,
while the three-minute speech of Lincoln seems
destined to Immortality. But even though Everett's speech has been forgotten, how many of his
fellow-countrymen know that the man himself
was important enough in American history to deserve escaping the oblivion that has engulfed his
speech?\So it seems worth while to devote a little space to him before continuing the narrative
of the event in which he played a leading part
even though the honors of the day went to another man.
Everett was born in Dorchester, Mass., April
11, 1794, a member of one of the leading families
•of New England. After several years of travel
In Germany and England he returned to this
•country to occupy the chair of Greek literature
«t Harvard and to become the editor of the
North American Review. One of the earliest examples of the "scholar in politics," Everett became successively congressman, governor of
Massachusetts, minister plenipotentiary to England and, after a brief Interim as president of
Harvard, secretary of state In President Fillmore's cabinet.
But his chief claim to fame lies in his being a
vigorous champion of American Institutions when
It was the fashion in Europe to sneer at our democracy, and an equally vigorous champion of
honesty in public affairs and of social Justice.
He was a resolute opponent of white occupation
of Indian lands without the consent of the red
man. To him also was due the preservation of a
sound currency in the punlc of 1837 and the establishment of the first board of education In the
United States. No mean record of accomplishment, this, and when there la added to them the
fact that at the time he was the greatest orator
^^
•
•
^^

In the country, It Is easy to understand why
those in charge of the dedication of the Gettysburg battlefield cemetery should have invited
him to deliver the oration at the dedicatory ceremonies.
So important was Everett that when, In reply
to the committee's invitation to be present on
the date which they had set (October 23, 1863),
he wrote that It would be Impossible for him to
be prepared in such a short time, the dedication,
to suit his convenience, was postponed nearly a
month, to November 19.
Perhaps It should be explained that at this time
Gettysburg was not the national cemetery which
it later became, even though the corporation
which controlled it was called "The National Soldiers' Cemetery." This corporation had a board
of trustees, made up of representatives appointed
by the governors of northern states, 18 in number, from which had come the Union dead at
Gettysburg. Although these trustees had general
charge of laying out the cemetery, of the work
of removal and reinterment of the bodies of the
Union dead and of making the plans for Imposing
dedication ceremonies, the directing force in all
of It was David Wills, a citizen of Gettysburg
and the representative from Pennsylvania on the
board of trustees.
After the date for the dedication ceremonies
had been finally set, formal Invitations to attend
the ceremonies were sent to President Lincoln,
to the members of his cabinet, of both
houses of congress and of the diplomatic corps,
to Generals Meade and Scott and to many other
prominent citizens. "President Lincoln's Invitation to be present was not a written individual
request such as had been sent to Edward Everett and others," says Doctor Barton in his book
"Lincoln at Gettysburg." "It did not occur to any
member of the commission that such a missive
should be addressed to him. What was sent to
him was a printed circular of which many hundreds were mailed and was In no respect different from that sent to the most obscure congressman from Minnesota or a consul from Patagonia
The sending of it to the President was a mere
formality. When Mr. Wills Informed his fellow
officials of Mr. Lincoln's acceptance, that group
was very greatly surprised, and they cannot be
said to have been overjoyed."
The statement, made earlier in this article
that Lincoln was an "also-ran" at the Gettysburg
dedication is based upon both verbal and written
statements of the late Clark K. Carr, member of
the board of trustees from Illinois. It was Carr
who suggested to the other members of the committee that the President be invited to speak and
we have his word for It that his suggestion was
not received with any great enthusiasm by some
of the other members. In his book, "Lincoln at
Gettysburg," Carr says:
"The proposition to ask Mr. Lincoln to speak
at the Gettysburg ceremonies was an after
thought. The President of the United States had
like tlie other distinguished personages been invited to be present, but Mr. Lincoln was not at
that time, invited to speak. In fact it did not
seem to occur to any one that tie could speak on
such an occasion.
"Scarcely any member of the board, excepting
the member representing Illinois, had ever heard
Mm speak at all, and no other member had ever
heard, or read from him, anything except political discussions. When the suggestion was made
that he be Invited to speak, while all expressed
high appreciation of his great abilities as a political speaker, as shown In his debate with
Stephen A. Douglas, and In his Cooper Institute
address, the question wag raised as to his ability
to speak upon 8uch a grave and solemn occasion
as that of the memorial service. Besides, It wus
said that, with his important duties and responsibilities, he could not possibly have the leisure to
prepare an address for such an occasion. In an-

Lincoln Speaking
at Gettysburg
swer to this, It was urged that he himself, better
than anyone else, could determine as to these
questions, and that, If he were Invited to speak,
he was sure to do what, under the circumstances,
would be right and proper.
"It was finally decided to ask President Lincoln 'after the oration' (that Is to say, after Mr.
Everett's oration) as Chief Executive of the nation, 'to set apart formally these grounds to their
sacred use by a few appropriate remarks.' This
was done in the name of the governors of the
states, as was the case with others, by Mr. Wills;
but the Invitation was not settled upon and sent
to Mr.^Llncoln until the second of November,
more than six weeks after Mr. Everett had been
invited to speak, and but a little more than two
weeks before the exercises were held."
So Abraham Lincoln, accepting this tardy Invitation, went to Gettysburg to make his "few remarks" which the dubious members of the committee hoped, although they were not sure,
would be "appropriate.1' Even Lincoln himself
was probably a bit dubious about it for, as Doctor Barton says, "he was painfully aware that on
the next morning he must make a speech from
the same platform that was to be occupied by a
scholarly and eloquent orator."
There was only one hotel in Gettysburg and it
was so crowded that there was no room In It for
the President of the United States. So he became
a guest in the home of David Wills. In his room
that night he made a first draft of the speech
which he proposed to give and the next morning
he made a few alterations and copied it over.
The next day he rode on horseback to the battleground, albeit on a horse which was too small,
so that he was far from being an Impressive figure. So, all In all, it would seem that the fates
were bent upon making one of the greatest events
in American history a veritable comedy of errors.
*And then when he did arrive at the cemetery It
was discovered that Mr. Everett had not yet arrived. So the exercises began an hour late.
But eventually they were under way and at
last the great moment for which the crowd had
Iteen waiting arrived. Edward Everett stood before them and the thrilling voice of a trained
orator began: "Standing beneath this serene sky,
overlooking these broad fields now reposing from
the labors of the waning year, the mighty Alleghenles dimly towering before us, the graves of
our brethren beneath our feet, It Is with hesitation that I raise my poor voice to break the eloquent silence of God and Nature."
But there seemed to be no hesitation as the
rich voice of the eloquent New Englander went
on and on, breaking the "eloquent silence of God
and Nature" for a matter of one hour and B7
minutes, at the end of which his listeners, if^e
are to believe the statements of some whp^W^re
there, were somewhat wearied of the flow of oratory. There was a certain revival of interest when
the President arose to speak.
"Pour score and seven years ago"—the highpitched voice shrilled out over the crowd and before his hearers could become accustomed to It
l>« "stopped Just as they thought he was beginIlln
S- • •
A f t e r Everett's oration the President's speech seemed almost no speech at all
People were disappointed."
Everett, a great man himself, could recognize
Kreatuess in another, "i should be glad If I could
tlutter myself that I came as near to the central
Idea of the occasion In two hours as you did In
two minutes," lie said. But not even tills tribute
could cheer the Man of Sorrows. He went back
to Washington depressed In mind as he was sick
in body. For he thought he hud failed Ii e did
not know, and lie could not know, any more than
the hundreds who heard his words but failed to
grasp their significance, that those "few appronrl
ute remarks" of his would go ringing ()„„•„ u,.
years to deathless glory.
(® by Woatorn Newupaiw Uniou.)

I have long been Interested in a
man I see at Intervals of four or five
months. (As a matter of fact, he Is
my son, now more than forty-five years
old.) I wish to pay him the highest
compliment one man may pay another.
Being my son, he has many weaknesses, but every time I see him I am
able to remark that he has decreased
the number a little, or more carefully
hidden them. His general average In
Intelligence Is a little better; his conversation a little less tiresome. His
general attitude toward me Is a little
better, and I am a little better satisfied with him.
A little improvement, persisted In,
Is enough. Knowing myself and others, I do not expect too much, and
cheer a reasonable average,
• * *
Every day around noon a bell rings,
and I know (another temptation Is
beckoning: dinner. As I march downstairs to It, I utter this silent prayer:
"O, Lord, grant me strength In the ordeal I am about to encounter, that I
may not eat too fast, or too much, and
select the most suitable food ottered.
Amen." (In my appeal to the Lord,
I mean such Intelligence and experience as I am capable of.)
The dinner usually Is so good I soon
forget my prayer, and violate my scripture. I am one of the great army of
which we say of the soldiers: "He
means well."
A compliment, possibly, but Indicating a poor devil who does not do very
welL
• * *
The first thing I remember Is that
ours was a farm family called Howe,
and that 1 was called Ed to distinguish me from a brother Jim, who arrived earlier. Next I heard of a school
and a church In the neighborhood
which we all attended with some reluctance. Probably a little later I first
heard the neighbors talk about a town
a considerable distance away, and
which they liked to visit, that they
might tell tales of Its wonders. (An
elaboration of this talk about the town
Included occasional references to a
place called the city, which most of
the neighbors themselves had only
heard of.)
I estimate I was around five years
old at that time, and at six began
hearing of a still greater thing, still
further 'away and more mysterious
than the town or the city. The neighbors called It "The World."
Since the old Sugar creek days, now
75 years in the past, I have visited the town, the city and the world,
but the facts have not changed much.
There has been elaboration, but Sugar
creek facts merged naturally into town
facts, town facts Into city facts, and
city facts Into world facts.
Life has never been a very great
wonder to me; Its mysteries have soon
explained themselves. The Sugar creek
neighborhood Is still there, with Its
old facts; so Is the town and the city,
and the world still performs In Its usual way. It is I who have worn out,
In discussing old things with Sugar
creek men, town men, and world travelers. I might have done better, and
with less trouble, had I behaved better, worked harder, and acquired more
of the sound education and common
sense offered dally in my journey frdm
Sugar creek to Mandalay.
• * •
The old quarrel between the sexes
Is as complicated as the old quarrel
between the nations.
Every woman indicts the men; every
man Indicts the women.
Peace, disarmament, getting rid of
war, soldiers and guns would seem
the easiest thing nations might accomplish, yet war has always been the
worst curse of the human race.
Germany tells a terrible story on
France, but France tell a worse one
on Germany, and Increases Its armament. Germany is only trying to recover now that it may whip France-,
another war between these two counties is as certain as that there will
be other wars betv°en hasbands and
wives.
What crimes have been committed
by men against women, when women
tell the story; what crimes, have been
committed by women against men
when men are goaded into breaking
into the conversation, as they always
do. Every one believes In peace yet
there is no peace, and no prospect
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TO MOTHERS
whose children

EAT
Nature know» best. Kever coax &
child to eatl Hemove the cause ot
a youngster's poor appetite. \vhea
appetite falls, tongue Is coated
white, eyes- are a bilious yellw,
don't glTO sma\\ chftdren a constipating cathartic that drains the system. California syrup of figs Is all
the "medicine" they require.
I Specialists will tell you that a
sluggish appetite almost always
means the child has a sluggish
colon. Correct this condition called
'•tatit, and see how quickly a listless, drooping boy or girl begins to
eat—and gain! The only "medicine"
such children seem to need is pure,'
unadulterated fig syrup.
( Children who get syrup of figs,
now land then, soon have the appetite and energy of young animals!
They keep well and avoid colds and
sluggish spells.
Nature never made a finer laxative for children; and they all lore
the wholeaomei fruity flavor of th«
real California syrup of figs. It's
purely vegetable, but every druggist
has It all bottled, with dltecUoas.
Begin with it at once. The very
next day, your child will be eating
better and feeling better. Keep on
With the syrup of figs a few days
and see arriving improvement la
appetite", color, weight, 'and spirits.
i The promteea modeoy the bottlers
tf California Syrup of figs art true,
and. it win do the seme /or you, 17
it's genuine CALIFORNIA. Don't
accept substitutes.
MEMBER H.R.*.
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bad. whipped. Cowtipationl 7te
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able, all.
vegetable laxative and corteoBve—works gently, thorouguly, naturiny.lt sUm-
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"TUMS? ^{«^|E,

1 JAR RESINOL
HEALED SEVERE
ECZEMA
"More than 35y«ara ago, when I
WM a child, I develop*} » •even
cue of ecsem*. behind my toft e*r.
In qrit» of all th* r*m«die« wed
th* disease spread rapidlyovar my
our aaccar*
doctor, one »
of
u«w> jL-uuuiy' our
th* best in Kansas City, told
Mother to try Reeinol Qjntmene
wonderful and after a*log a frU
jar th* affection was entirely
beaM. Since Chen I hav* been aa
ardent user of Restart for burns '
cuts* ana all •"••wtr of akin afieo*
ttona, and bar* never known it
to fatt. Thar* is nothing Mk* &
*or the akin diftorder^oTbabies, it
M «o toothing and healing." (V^O
At aU druggitul
"~>— TRIAL afee r>—VBM Keatno*
Ointment and Soap with Skin
Treatment Booklet. Writ* lUainol
Dept- W2. Baltimore, Md.

A public speaker lately said to a
large audience: "We have exhorted
youth to succeed by hook or by crook."
. . . Most of the literature of the
radical disturbers is false. I have
never received such advice from anyone in my life; I have never read any
such advice. Mothers give daughters
no advice more persistently than fathers warn their sons agalust crooked
methods when they go out In the world
as men; the scarlet woman 18 no more
marked example of fai lure among
daughters than is the thief or loafer
among sons.
•. JUS. Bell Byndlcau.—WNU Swvlce.
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THE
NOTICE OF F A K M ALLOTMENTS A N D OF M A X I M U M ACREAGES
OF WHEAT FOR 1934 UNDER CONTRACTS FOR MEMBERS OF
THE WHEAT PRODUCTION C 1NTROL ASSOCIATION OF ( A S S
COUNTY, STATE OF IOWA.

ANITA TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1983.

NOTICE.

IflfflM OUR OLD FILES

Notice is hereby given that seale^
proposals will be received by the
Board of Supervisors of Cass County,
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS ACO
Listed below are statements of the allotments which have been deter- Iowa, at the American Legion BuildTnined for members of the Cass County Wheat Production Control Associa- ing in Atlantic, Iowa, up to the
November 5, 1903.
tion. These allotments are to hold for the duration of the present wheat hour of one o'clock P. M. Friday,
Lute
Trumbull
of Adair was visitcontracts, and they are the basis upon which adjustment payments are to be November 24, 1933, for the erection
made. They have been determined by the County Allotment Committee of a Court House Building within said ing with friends in Anita Sunday.
Lew Anderson has rented his farm
after careful consideration of the application statements. Every effort has County in accordance with the plans
been made to have these allotments as accurate as possible. The maxi- and specifications prepared by DOU- for next year to Rasmus Sorrensen.
Willard Kennedy has leased the
mum acreage which may be sown to wheat for the 1934 crop on each farm, GHER, RICH & WOODBURN, ARThos.
Kelley farm north of town for
under the reduction requirements of the contract, is also listed.
CHITECTS AND ENGINEERS OF
next year.
The Cass County allotment, which has been calculated from records of DES MOINES, IOWA.
M. Kohl has decided to return to
the United States Department of Agriculture, is 84,591 bushels. This is the
Separate bids will be received on
total number of bushels allotted to the county under the wheat plan. The the (1) General Work, (2) Plumbing Lisbon, Iowa, for several months, and
total of individual allotments, including those allotments which could have and Heating Work, (3) Electric Wir- moved his family to that place this
been assigned to farms which are not participating under the wheat pro- ing Work, and shall be made as in- week.
The young man who was so sergram, must be in line with the county allotment figure.
dicated on the bid forms.
iously
shot while on his way to the
Carl Zellmer, C. E. Burnham and W. E. Baker,
Bids must be accompanied by a
ARMOUR'S
Allotment Committee.
certified check of $4,500.00 on the Hallowe'en party is able to get around
CLOVERBLOOM
again.
General Work, $600.00 on the PlumbMiss Marie Wiegand had a small
•* 01
ing and Heating Work, and $150.00 on
CO 60
BROWN BEAUTY
cn a
the Electric Wiring Work.
Said party at her home Friday evening.
Flinch
was
the
order
of
the
evening's
3-lbs.
....55c
lb.
checks to be made payable to the
c
0
a
V rr.
Treasurer of the above named coun- entertainment.
o> ~
E. C. Lighter loaded his household
E -3
ty.
Quick or Regular
a)S aa
goods last Monday night and started
The
successful
bidders
will
be
re~ 3
large
55-oz. package
2<
< 03
quired .to furnish the above named for his new home in Fort Collins,
Amdor, J. D. & Son
...............
200 A. Allot. 196 bu. Max. 15 A. County with an approved bond as Colorado. His wife and babies took
Miller's
Anstey, A. W
.....................
9gn, A. Allot. 145 bu. Max. 13 A. called for in the specifications cover- the train for that place Wednesday.
Baker, Ray
.......................
137 A. Allot. 381 bu. Max. 19 A. ing each portion of the work.
Wayne Bullock and family have
large package
Baker, W. E
.......................
lfio A
The work shall be performed in ac-, moved into their new house on Rose!
Allot. 107 bu. Max. 13 A.
Bartleson, Lee . .
...................
]63 A
IOWA'S BEST
Allot. 384 bu. Max. 25 A. cordance with all the requirements ! Hl11 Avenue ' which has J ust
com let
]!e11 Br()s
.........................
.357 A.
P ed. It is a fine cottage and
Allot. 764 bu. Max. 32 A. of the National Industrial Recovery !
49-lb. bag
Bell, Keith and John
..............
240 A. Allot. 295 bu. Max. 16 A. Act (H. R. 5755) as approved, June 1 wl11 make the Bull°cks a very pleasBerg, George D
...................
80 A. Allot. 423 bu. Max. 21 A. 16, 1933, 11:55 A. M.
iant and comfortable home.
large
Bierbaum, Arthur E
................
200 A. Allot. 430 bu. Max. 29 A.
Peter Voorhees and wife will soon
Copies of the Plans and specifiBrehmer, Martin C
.................
240 A. Allot. 421 bu. Max. 21 A. caltions for use of the bidders may be become residents of Anita, the sale
24-oz. jar
Brown, Otto N
.....................
1 K5 ^
Allot. 178 bu. Max. 12 A. seen at the office of the Architects of the hardware store at Massena
havin
Burnham, C. E
...................
932 A
E been consummated. They will
Alloit. 860 bu. Max. 34 A. and at the office of the County AuditOUR MOTHER'S
COCOA
VUK
lUVlBBB-S
«.»
Casey, Dennis F
..............
940 A
occupy
the Petit property on College
Allot 192 bu. Max. 11 A. or after November 10, 1933, and may
2-lb.
can
Elles, Frank
..............
.'!!!"" 160 A! Allot. 439 bu. Max. 29 A. >e obtained upon written application Hill, vacated this week by J. W. Young
Everson, I. W
.....................
448 A
Allt. 2783 bu. MX. 109 A. to the Architects. A depo'sit of $25.00 and family.
Garside, Elba B. . .
.................
lfio A
At Mike Conway's public sale yesAllot. 187 bu. Max. 17 A. will be required on the General Plans,
Gittins, John
......................
300 A
Allot. 611 bu. Max. 33 A. $10.00 on the Plumbing and Heating terday, everything went up in the
Hall, L. R. and John
.........
590 A
Allot. 484 bu.
and $5.00 on the Electric Wiring air at prices which were 'way out
Hoegh, Walter ................. ^ 845 A| Allot. 298 bu. Max. 30 A. Plans.
This deposit to be returned of sight. Corn brought 62c a bushel, i
Max. 13 A.
Holaday, Roy
.................
160 A
Allot. 84 bu. Max. 10 A. to the Contractor after the letting, I brood sows ?30-00 a'head, milch cows
Jones, T. W
....................
][]m A
Allot. 285 bu. Max. 17 A. provided a bonafide bid has been sub- jas high as ??5.00. Farm machinery
Judd, Byron L
.....................
j 8n A
Allot. 353 bu.
milled and the plans and specifica- Isold wlthin a f ew dollars of the price
Kriger, Chas. W
................
. . ! 399 A Allot. 734 bu. Max. 18.A. tions have been returned promptly to of new machinery.
Max. 44 A.
Kunze, Walter
....................
]160 A
Allot. 183 bu. Max. 11 A. the office of the Architects.
On Thursday evening of last week,
Kunze, William "R
...............
..'.IGO A
Allot. 586 hu. Max. 26 A.
By virtue of Statutory authority, a thirty friends of Mr. and Mrs. Ed.
Lacey, Gilbert E
................
. 160 A
Allot. 308 bu. Max. 16 A. preference will be given to materials, IL' Newton took them by surprise at;
Martens, P. H
................
..'...240 A
Allot. 371 bu. Max. 18 A. products, supplies, provisions and all their Pleasan>t home north of the city, i
Petersen, Fedor
.................
'.'.200 A
Allot. 430 bu. Max. 19 A. other articles produced, manufactured, and gave them a genuine house warm- :
Petersen, Tom ................ [ ' ' '9Q3 A '
Allot. 259 bu. Max. 12 A. made or grown within the State o f ' ing party- Mr- and Mrs. Newton had
Pettinger, Adolph
............
.'.'.'!! 320 A
Allot. 299 bu. Max. 17 A. Iowa J us t got settled in their new house,
Pettinger, John J
.............
....'.240 A.
and their
Allot. 229 bu. Max. 15 A.
The Board reserves the right to refriends wanted to celebrate' IThe Golden Text is from Romans
Pierson, Elmer
................
. . . 150 A
This vicinity enjoyed mid-summd
Allot. 412 bu. Max. 20 A. ject any or all bids.
the
event
with them.
5:17, "For if by one .man's offence
Pont, Russell M. . .
......
,7r- A '
temperatures
Monday and Tuesday.
Allot. 323 bu. Max. 20 A.
Dated at Atlantic, Iowa, October
death reigned by one; much more
Allot. 462 bu. Max. 28 A. 31st., 1933.
they
which
receive
abundance
of
grace
Kite, C. C
.....................
" ™
A large crowd was in attendant
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
and of the gift to righteousness shall
Russell, W. M. ...
,g" ?' Allot. 511 bu. Max. 34 A.
at the dance at the K P. hall Tu*
Allot. 732 bu. Max. 37 A.
CASS
COUNTY,
IOWA.
E.
L.
Anderson,
Minister.
reign in life by one, Jesus Christ."
Shaffer, Harry W ......... ] " ...... 184 A
day evening.
Allot. 322 bu. Max. 18 A.
By Jennie M. Ward,
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quoShaffer, Harry W
.....
..... 8ft A '
3t
Allot. 458 bu. Max. 23 A.
(The
Church
With
a
Heart
and
County
Auditor.
tations from the Bible and from the
Shultz, Wm
.............
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
mA
Mike Metz of Wiota was visitiij
Allot. 124 bu. Max. 15 A.
an Open Mind.)
Christian Science textbook, "Science
Smith, Herbert G. . . .
and
NOTICE.
with
friends and looking after budAllot. 196 bu. Max. 16 A.
Church School at 10 a. m. Classes!
Health with Key to the Scripf
K
ness matters in the city Tuesday if. I
Allt. 1075 bu. Max. 51 -A.
for
all
ages.
Frank
H.
Osen,
Super-'
'"•'""
"
**
»-i--"••
by
Mary
Baker
Eddy.
Smith, Loy
.......................
lgo
In accordance with the provisions intendent.
ternoon.
A. Allot. 485 bu. Max. 20 A.
Spies, Floyd J. . . .
'„•,„
One of the Bible citations reads:
239 A. Allot. 283 bu. Max. 15 A.
"And God said, Let us make man in
Spies, Paul T
........
.' '. '. [ [ ' [
...... 106 A.
Mrs. H. R. Redburn was in Dal
Allot. 117 bu. Max.
7 A.
Talbott, Leon W. .
our
image, after our likeness: So God Moines last Wednesday
160 A. Allot. 425 bu. Max. 26 A.
and _
The Soul's Vision."
Wallace, Millard R.
117 A. Allot. 440 bu. Max. 21 A. given that in the present Court House ' Youth Forum at 6:30 p. m. All created man in his own image, in the there took dinner with RevT"and MB
Zellmer, C. A
" God crealfced he him; male Elwyn Andrews.
237 A. Allot. 211 bu. Max. 15 A. Quarters, at 10 A. M. on November
young people not attending else- i a n d female created he them"" (Gen.
Zimmerman, Edgar
24,
1933,
in
Atlantic,
Iowa,
there
will
212 A. Allot. 497 bu. Max. 28 A.
where invited.
1.26,27).
be a hearing conducted on the plans,
Among the selections from the
Good Fellowship Program.
specifications and proposed form
Evening
Good
Fellowship
program
Christian
Science textbook is the folNOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF contract which have heretofore been
0
0>cl ek
f
10
Son™
,
,
°,
%
r<*hments
at'
™^
"The
great truth in the
EXECUTOR.
adopted by the Board of Supervisors
Liquid, Tablets, Salve, Nose Drops
7.00 o clock, after which the follow- Science of being, that the real ,man
Ilall
of
Cass
County,
for
a
Court
House
SEE HARTLEY'S for wajfon boxes,
Checks Colds first day, Headaches or In the District Court of the State of
mg interesting program will be pre- was. is. and ever shall be perfect is washing machines and cram sepatv
Building,
the
estimated
cost
of
which
Neuralgia in 30 min, Malaria in 3 dys
sented
Iowa, in and for Cass County
incontrovertible; for if man is the
is $130,000.00. At said hearing ob-1
FINE LAXATIVE AND TONIC
No. 4076 in Probate.
Instrumental
Music.
image,
reflection, of God, he is neither
jections will be heard as provided'
Most Speedy Remedies Known.
Song by Congregation, page 280. mverted' nor subverted, but upright
In the Matter of the Estate of John lor in this Act.
FOR SALE:—Ducks and W
Pine, Deceased.
Announcements and Offering.
and Godlike" (p. 200).
Rhoade Island red Tjhfckens. Phone
Dated at Atlantic, Iowa, October
Responsive Reading, page 497.
318, Anita.
it
To Whom It May Concern:
.ilst., 1933.
Pledge of Allegiance to Flag.
Notice is hereby given that the unOil Meal, Tankage,, Sargent's Bi|
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
Prayer, Mrs. B. D. Forshay.
+ CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST +
dersigned has been appointed and has
CASS COUNTY, IOWA.
10
and Protex Mineral,.a»d
"The First Armiatice," Miss Ruth +
Elwyn Andrews, Minister.
qualified as Executor of the estate of
By Jennie M. Ward,
feeds,
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John
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late
of
Cass
County,
Iowa
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3t
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tf
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No
book
but
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MONEY SPENT
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Specials For Thnr«., Fri., Sat
BUTTER
COFFEE ^"".ar^i 19C
Oatmeal
Corn Flakes
FLOUR
rtUUlf

IOWA'S BEST *« ..
49-Ib.bag

$1.69

Peanut Butter

\*\f\+ VM

2-lb. can

23c

G or

Pancake Flour ^ 23c
3 for 25c
4bs. 19c
Peanuts

Q^k, C.M ....... .".'.'".':::::." leo
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Rules For Getting the Most Out of Your
Furnace Are Very Simple-

ROB'T. SCOTT

Let Ui Do It

THE TRIBUNE. ANITA, IOWA.
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Across the field towards the woods
that skirted the mountain, they walked
swiftly. It was already hot and they
wished to reach the woods before the
sun was high.'
By CHERIE
"I never had such a wonderful summer before," she said earnestly. "Always before I've had to do these
ftrtha Lee dross
things alone."
, The professor murmured something,
Srndicattt.
ltir* N
his heart pounding, as he thought that
iWJf at the open window this was 'a good chance to broach the
ijjjftclng the campus, Prof. subject nearest his heart But he deliBunbrfdge was gloating cided to wait awhile. Later, when
i fact that at last he was they were seated on top of the world,
a vacation, and best of he was determined to asfef her to marry
free from a chattering him.
All of a sudden, he became aware
of
ad ominous silence. They were
the campus of the Carter Young Women was about half way, up the mountain then.
birds became silent and the chat•jthe motley colors of feml- The
tering
squirrels were 'still. The wind
• and sober black or grays
began to moan and a low rumble pres110, .
•
y
1
a storm.
he ejaculated as a burst aged
"We must hurry, Mary, and get Into
liter and feminine chatter a cave or something!" he shouted.
^4rfw. "One more* week "It'll, be dangerous under the trees I"
I'd be gibbering I I hope They started running. The wind
. a woman within a rateemed to mock them and a hoarse
bts centered with restful murmur set < the leaves dancing. The
i\the reservation he'd made branches whipped their faces, fiendcountry village high ishly bending themselves Into distorted
shapes.
blresv
The rain came suddenly. A tall pine
[iced the still lake surroundi;. the .pure air; the went down directly across their path
i his jaded nerves craved, with a rending of branches. The hissat he could Isolate hlm- ing deluge of water blinded them. He
le"handful of other guests grabbed her by the hand and shouted:
"There's a cave ahead. Careful
ace accommodated.
IOUB summer he had been . . ." An overhanging mass of granilone. Here he could ite made a shelter.' They scrambled,
C C O R D I N G to the
by of hunting strange far back In, panting and disheveled.
present trend of for"Take off your wet dress," he comfind .peace.
the professor was manded. "I will give you my coat mal fashions, no matter
how sumptuous and glamwide piazza of the Inn It's dry Inside."
"I don't want It!" protestingly. 'Tm orous your new evening
Across the meadows to the
gown may be, there Is no
all right, Carl!"
puntalns.
'The professor, with his repressed chance of It overplaying a
i pleasantly tired after a hard
aping,, Relaxing his muscles, Inhibitions, was suddenly a dominant role of elegance. The prolied- his long legs out and male. No longer shy, he became a gram of after six o'clock
swashbuckling adventurer .ready to dress for the now-present
arms.
fight the whole world . . , and de- autumn and winter social season Is
pit up with a snap.
just like that—trending toward an era
|afternoon stage had stopped termined on dominating this female.
"Take that soaked rag of a dress of grande dame modes the equal of
rl emecged. He watched her
as she turned in at the Inn off!" be commanded, his voice stern. which have not been beheld for many
a decade past
"Don't be school girlish . . .*•
marched up the walk,
She obeyed. The cave was midnight
Not only are fabrics, laces, Jewelry,
e; Stepped onto the piazza, she
; bags down and looked off at black. Her face was but an Indistin- furs and all such elegancies which go
at of thfr hills. Her eyes guishable blur. He held his coat to- to make for formality of the most
rge and profoundly blue; her wards the blur and, gropingly, she luxurious sort this season, but the very
slipped her arms Into It. Her fluffy statellness of the ne^ silhouette lends
rapt and Intent '
bus view!" she commented so- hair that smelled faintly of violets Itself impressively to the scene. In
brushed his .cheek. He buttoned the this era of splendor for the evening
fVBeen here long?"
professor had risen to his feet coat up with fingers that suddenly mode, ^ladles are taking on slrenlike
^approached. He was a gentle- trembled, and almost without volition and statuesqu^ "lines" which only
if he were a woman hater she was In his arms. His kisses were sheath-fitting gowns which dare to
the most satisfactory demonstration flare not at all until they have reached'
janthrope.
a sufficient. distance ' below the knee,
aer perturbation told him that that any girl ever had.
"MaryI Mary!" he murmured, his can- impart
i and solitude was over. This
If there is one requisite more than
|iirj| annex him as he was. the lips against hers. "Precious 1 I'm
ale on the premises but the crazy . . . just off my head about another which a program of elegance
yon I Tell me, darling, can yon learn In dress calls for, it is that the fabrics
an.
It," politely. "I have three to love me. . . Will you mar^y me? employed be as beautiful as looms and
I know it's an unheard of thing. We hand-weaving can make them. Which
Inn the meals were informal never set eyes on each other until a la eminently true in regard to the lovefew days ago. . . ."
ly velvets, the, gleaming satins, the
ved family'style,
"Never . . . Carl, what are you enchanting laces and the scintillating
'other eight guests were family
s, and the newcomer and. the pro- talking about? Don't you recognize metal cloths which are glorifying the
scene of action at the present moment
j! naturally were thrown together. me?"
"Why, of course . . .* WonderIf one can afford but one handsome
peats" at the table were next each
evening dress by all means let it be
Ingly. "You're my Mary . . . "
f and they talked desultorily,
but don't 'you remember me?* of black velvet for as every knowing
'supper the professor thought she"Yes,
persisted.
"I was In your class In woman will agree there is nothing
ild take a walk to the village botany at Carlisle
which so flatters as this lovely mateall last year?"
et the mail. He started down
rial You will notice that the hand"Yon
. . . what?"
and was hailed by the new
She nodded, her voice choked with some velvet costume pictured to the
laughter. In the close Intimate dark- left In this group adopts the very latI wait!" she cried. "I'll walk ness of the cave, she felt secure and est styling which calls for a flounced
•1th you,"
so completely happy. Her arms pulled hemline. This ankle flare is headed
watched her as she. came down his head down to her shouldef. She with a ruche which Is lined with black
(•and his eyes took in the fact murmured/soft things In his unbeliev- taffeta. The polnted-at-the-shoulder
was exquisitely lovely. Soft, ing ear.
long sleeves are also a significant style
of spun gold, and the soul"I've been in love with you all -the
that do things to a man's year," accusingly, "and you never
| A Uny^imple at the corner of knew I was there . . ."
Jpintn intrigued him. For the
"I can't believe it. But if you say BLACK SHEEP TWEED
jjiae In^hls thirty odd years, he it's so, it's so. But Mary, It's the truth
IS NEWEST FABRIC
elf-conscious.
that I never saw you before In all my
; :had already learned that her life until you walked up the path, up
The black sheep has come into his
} was Mary. Mary Carlisle. On the steps, and Into my life the day
own. He always was a sort of roto
town
he
also
learned
that
T
you came. How does It happen, dar- mantic and interesting old fellow, and
pis a type of woman who doesn't ling? Was I blind?"
now he has given the coat off his back
"Blind as far as girls were con- to make some of the season's most
she seemed more Interested cerned, Carl, how you hated us!"
stunning sports clothes, to be worn
light and shadow effect of the
"Fool . . . idiot!" He pulled her by lovely ladles.
'••over the mountains, than In back Into his arms once again. Just
Black sheep tweed is the newest
ije ha,d to speak to her twice then the, sun peeped In and' touched of the new fabrics, sponsored by Schlt her aware .of US presence.
her hair, turning It to a gleam of gold. aparelll and shown in clothes made
|J£ so beautiful It makes my heart He pulled her to her feet and they by American designers. A rough, rich,
she exclaimed impulsively,
groped out Into the suddenly dazzling flecked* tweed with homespun look.
at the sun on the hill tops I world. Before the entrance, he took It uses the undyed wool of the black
wonderful cloud formation her In his arms an'd searched her face sheep, which Isn't black at all, but
Jtere;"
with new vision.
a deep brown or gray. And is it a
i love nature?" In astonishment
"Beautiful!" With tender fingers knockout? It Is.
per knew that girls even noticed he touched her cheek.
One of the nicest sports outfits of
She laughed Into his eyes, her face the season has a Jacket of gray blackchatted and by the time they full of mischief.
sheep tweed flecked with yellow, with
rived at the village, all restraint
"Carl, darling, It occurs to me that a gray skirt and a blouse of gray knitone. The professor- no longer yon are a real caveman with repressed ted silk jersey. Black-sheep tweed
the lack of solitude, but was Instincts . . ."
also fashions a stunning full-length
anxious for more of her com"You've said It!" recklessly, "And coat with a civet cat bow tie with long
He said good-night with her from now on, I'm going to tell the ends.
to see the sunrise with him world 1"
Another new fabric known as New
tjthe hill back of the house,
Jersey, but having no connection with
day, soon after, he learned that Homicidal Death Rate
the state, is used in a gray sports suit
piterest was love . . . real
with alternate blouses, one of red silk
of the Last Ten Years Jersey and the other of the same madevastating thing that had
come into his life.
Death rates per 100,000, compiled terial In black.
|d gone to a nearby city that by the bureau of the census, show
t visit to a dentist and the pro- that there has been a slight Increase Hem Takes on Importance
Id pass the time of her absence, In the homicide death rate for the
on Longer Autumn Skirts
Ken a lunch and climbed the whole country In the last ten years.
Hems never have been so Important
The rates from 1021 on are as follows:
pf a sudden he became aware of 1021, 8.5; 1022, 8.3; 1028, 8.1; 1924, 8.4; With the lengthening of skirts they
flull . : . how stale the hike1025, 8.6; 1026, 8.8; 1027, 8.8; 1028, have been made to swish with a vengei The fact rushed over him that 8,8; 1920, 8.5; 1080. 0.0. In the same ance by means of trimming them with
because Mary was "not there. period the suicide death rate rose all Sorts of flounces, knife-pleating,
In his thoughts she was al- from 12,5 _to 15.6 and the auto fatality box pleats, pressed flat, puffs of the
tbat
rate from 11.4 to 24.5. The only avail- •ame or contrasting materials and
In love!" he said aloud to the able homicide or murder statistics by double-bias folds. Bows pulled out
rse.
sections of the country are those com- flat and appllqued against the skirt
fact awed him. He. Ctrl Bun- piled by Frederick L. Hoffman, who somewhere between tbe knee and the
i, in love |
aomplled them for the big cities, not ankle also are being used by many
i next day he told her of the gor- for the states. His figures for 1031 dressmakers to give a decorative look
„ view and she promised to go show Detroit's rate to be 11.68, com- to the new swirling sklrts-rMae
i htm tbe following Saturday. They paring w^th &27 for New York, 14.14 Westlsh, of course
I on the plana and made their plans foe Chicago, 7.17 for Philadelphia, 7.17
-the picnic until the shadows set- for Los Angeles, 13.27 for Cleveland,
Children'. Clothes
T down. The lake looked like a flai 16.82 for St Louis, 10.04 for Baltimore,
Early showings for Juveniles by spejn of onyx with silver stars pricked 8.57 for Boston, 8.62 for Pittsburgh.
cial houses would indicate that this
lit, and the mountain frowned zrlm
winter will see the prominence of velI majestic.
vets and ribbed materials for young'i Apparel
Jaturday morning dawned palely
ICald—"What will madam wear out sters' fashions which follow more
ftutlful, and directly after breakfast today?"
closely thatt ever the tendencies of the
— sorted en their ten-mile hike.
"haute couture" for grownups.
Madpm—"The new car, Mary."
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Fabric Elegance for Formal Gowns ROADSIDE
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NICHOLAS

MARKETING
By T. J.i JDelohery
CO-OPERATIVE ROADSIDE MARKETS

INTERNATIONAL RECORD?

By flying 12,445,000 miles of a total
of 13,100,000 miles scheduled during
the past calendar year, United Air
Lines completed vastly more scheduled mileage this year than any other
transport company In the world, It Is
claimed, on the basis of an International check. The mileage completed
was 95 per cent of the total mileage
scheduled. Of the 12,445,000 miles
flown, more than 9,000,000 were on
the coast-to-coast route, said to be
the most traveled long-distance route
In the world. The 1932 mileage 19
expected to be exceeded by a large
margin this year.

n OADSIDE markets are Individually owned as a rule,, but where a
number of farmers are engaged In the
production of different lines of crops
but don't produce enough to keep a
roadside market supplied through the
season, co-operatively owned wayside
Keeping Them
stands have been established and suc"Can you keep all your promises?"
cessfully operated.
"Yes," answered Senator Sorghum,
Probably the most extensive and
best-managed of co-operative roadside "some of them on file Indefinitely."
markets is tire chain In southeastern —Washington Star.
Wisconsin, which was started by the
first fruit growers association in that
section of the Badger state. More
than a dozen markets, spread over several counties in the fruit belt have
shown a healthy Increase In business and "Low" and Ifesrt
for each of the three years they have Look tor Add Stomach
been" In operation.
While the members are primarily
fruit growers, some of them are now
HERE ARE THE SIGNS:
growing patches of vegetables, own
NcrrounuM
Frequent Headache*
Neuralgia
Feeling of WeakneM
small "flocks of poultry and several
Indigestion
Steeplemnen
hives of bees. Thus they are able to
Lorn of Appetite Mouth Acidity
supply the markets with a good line
Nausea
Sour Stomach
Auto-Intoxication
of food which keeps them open during
the outdoor season instead of a short
time In the late summer and fall when
WHAT TO DO FOR IT:
fruit ifr ripe.
TAKE—2 teaspoonf ills of
Phillips' Milk of MagEach market handles the products of
nesia in a glass of water
from six to ten farmers. Management
every morning when you
get up. Take another
and sales are left In the hands of the
teaspoonful 30 minutes
grower on whose property the stand Is
after eating. And another
More you go to bed.
located, or with a hired salesman.
OR—Take the new
Much caution has been nsed In the
Phillips' Milk of Magnesia
Tablets —«w loblel for
selection of salesmen and market maneach teaspoonful as diagers, with the result that the reprerected above.
sentatives have been a great help in
the Increased business which the marIf you have Acid Stomach, don't
kets report
worry about it. Follow the simple
The chain of roadside markets Is the directions given above. This small
outgrowth of the farmers' efforts to dosage of Phillips' Milk of Magnesia
Increase local consumption of their acts at once to neutralize the acids
fruit after they had put on a cam- that cause headache, stomach pains
and other, distress. Try it. You'll
paign to Improve quality. The first feel
like a new person.
step In the marketing campaign was
But—be careful you get REAL
to exhibit apples, pears and plums In milk of magnesia when you buy—
various food shows.
genuine PHILLIPS' Milk of MagAfter canvassing possibilities of sev- nesia. See that the name "PHILeral outlets, Mr. Pallet decided on a LIPS' " is on the label.
co-operative roadside market; but beALSO IN TABLET FORM
fore proposing It to the fruit growers,
Each tiny tablet is the
he and C. L. Knehner, state fruit speequivalent of a teaspoonful
of Genuine Phillips' Milk
cialist, made a trip through the fruit
of Magnesia.
belts of Wisconsin and Michigan to
MEMBER N.R.A.
study the various phases of the business. Returning, be suggested a co- Pkillips'
of ^Magnesia
operative roadside market and upon
approval, built a portable stand which
was first exhibited at the state fair.
"The Fruit Market" the official
name of these stands. Is a portable
affair made of a striped green canvas
roof, green woodwork and shelving
Persistent coughs and colds lead to
•erious trouble. You can stop them now
.Which permits the display of several
with Creomulsion, an emulsified creosote
dozen harmoniously colored baskets of
that is pleasant to take. Creomulsion is a
apples, pears, plums and crab apples,
new medical discovery with two-fold acwith a background of golden elder.
tion; it soothes and heals the inflamed
The first one cost $60 to build and
membranes and inhibits germ growth.
won $125 in prizes at the fair.
Of all known drugs, creosote is recogDuring fair week thousands of peonized by high medical authorities as one
ple stopped at the booth of which
of the greatest healing agencies for persistent coughs and colds and other forms
"The Farm Market." fully equipped,
AV

If Past 45

A

feature. As to the extreme decollette,
this gesture of a high front neckline
with a very low-cut line at the back Is
characteristic of the majority of the
newest evening gowns. The velvet
theme Is accented In the gloves which
are of this same—a thoroughly modern
dinner gown this. In the strictest
sense of the word.
The gown to the right In the picture Is one of those adorable lace creations which add Infinitely to feminine
charm. Lelong gives this mode] outstanding distinction In that the lace Is
In the new and lovely wild blackberry
shade and Is of cobweb delicacy. Also
the movement which places fullness
at the back through cascades of the
lace Is very Important, for the latest
Imports stress fanciful back treatments. Again we see the higher neckline at the front sloping to waistline
depth at the back. As to lace as a
medium for dressy dinner gowns and
dance-party frocks too. much emphasis cannot be placed upon Its high
style standing.
The entrancing frock centered In the
foreground Is of gleaming, scintillating
brocaded silver lame, for, as we Intimated before, metal weaves abound In
the realm of evening materials. We
may expect to see more beautiful gold
and sliver (particularly the latter)
fabrics this season than usual. In fact
the glittering note resounds throughout the entire evening dress program.
Schlaparelll here Interprets the new
bateau neckline combined with a low
back, and of course being formal this
dress has a train.

.

Beware the Cough or
Cold that Hangs On

of throat troubles.Creomulsion contains,
in addition to creosote, other healing elements which soothe and heal the infected
membranes and stop the irritation and inflammation, while the creosote goes on to
the stomach, is absorbed into the blood,
and attacks the seat of the trouble. »
Creomulsion is guaranteed satisfactory
in the treatment of persistent coughs and
colds, broqphial asthma, bronchitis, and
ie excellent for building up the system
after colds or flu. Your own druggist is
authorized to refund your money on the
spot if your cough, or cold is not relieved by CreomuMon.
(adv.)

CHIN FLOWERS
By CHEBIE NICHOLAS

NASAL

IRRITATION
Fruit Market

They are called chin flowers because
you wear them right close up under
the chin. They really began as an
evening novelty and as such serve admirably In adding a pretty touch to
the new high-ln-front necklines which
so many of the smartest metal cloth
and other rich fabric formal gowns
feature. The favorite type for wear
with these dressy night creations IB
the enormous velvet poppy which Is
positioned right up under tbe chin.
However, the attractiveness of this
fashion has led to flowers being posed
in a similar manner on daytime frocks
At the top, in the picture, the young
woman with the rust-colored wool
frock which has braided epaulets is
wearing conventional popples made of
deep nasturtium colored kldskln. Be
low vivid chrysanthemums are clustered at tbe neckline of a black crepe
dress.
Hug-M«-Tighu Back

Hug-me-tlght Jackets such a* grandmother wore are here again. Among
the models displayed In fall fashion
shows was a black wool frock topped
by a sleeveless walstlengtb hug-metlght jacket crocheted with heavy
white silk and wool thread.

was a part. Numerous questions were
asked and answered by the county
agent who was In attendance.
"Opening on Sunday when motorists
were out In full force, the market
clicked right away," said County
Agent Pallet. "In fact we sold out
early In the afternoon, and It was necessary to phone a dozen farmers to
rush In more fruit The color scheme
of the stand, the baskets of well-graded fruit all of which had tags telling
the variety and the price, made a picture which undoubtedly Influenced a
number of purchases."
The success of the first "Fruit Market" is responsible for the establishment of the others. Hired salesmen,
operating a few of these markets, are
permitted to handle eggs, vegetables
and honey If the farmers do not produce these foods. This concession has
been found to be an Incentive for the
salesman who realizes that his earnings are based on sales of fruit with
additional revenue In the other products.
Co-operative roadside markets are
advisable also where they will eliminate competition and, as pointed out
give small growers a chance to get
better prices than is possible at wholesale markets or where keeping open a
roadside outlet would necessitate the
buying of other things to complete the
line. Of course, the success of groupsupplied markets will depend largely
on the manager or salesman and his
ability to give each member a fair
deal and maintain harmony among the
contributors.
C, 1»M, Wut«rn N«w»p*»«r Union.

(Relieve all dryneM andl
irritation by applying
MenlhotatHmnlghl
and morning.

MENTHOLATUM

Tab Warring When Bladder
Irritations Break Rest

D

REAT promptly bladder irritations,. Frequent 1113(11 calls and
burning or too frequent passage.
They may warn of some disordered t
kidney or bladder function. Try]
Doan's Pills today. Successful for.
50 years. Used the world overj
Sold by druggists everywhere^

Doan's
PILLS

A O I I J R b T i r fJP THF KIDNtrS
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Clyde Edwards,
postmaster at
Adair, was visiting with friends in
Anita Saturday evening.

Rialto'

Harry Krasne, wife and two sons
of Audubon were Sunday visitors in
the city at the Henry Maduff home.'

to
MOTHER YJCTIM0F CIRCUMSTANCES THAI? COMPELS US TO
OUT OTIS ENTIRE STOCK OF DRY GOODS, NOTIONS AND

s Sat, Nov.
And continues with no let-up until everything has been sold.
were in hopes that we could stay in Anita and give you the very store
lis little, city needs, but circumstances prevent us from doing so.
Ith this condition existing, there is nothing else left for us to do but to close
lentire stock. IT WILL BE SACRIFICED TO THE PUBLIC REGARD)>FCOST.
lere are hundreds of items in this stock, We are only listing a few of the
'•good buys to be found here.
Spreads.

Ladies Underwear.

Table Oil Cloth.

9-4 Bleached
Sheeting.

: with crinkle stripe, Ladies 2-piece underwear, Best quality, pretty patterns.
serviceable, light heavy knit fleeced.

46-inch, yd.. .25c
50-inch, yd...28c
Ladies Underwear. 54-inch, yd...33c
Ladies 2-piece underwear,
Stevens' Bleached
knit ^medium weight.
Crash.
29c
49c

69c

Bias Tape.

t, quality fast colors,
ijd 8 yard pieces.

' 2 for 15c

Ladies Underwear.

Kotex.

18 inches wide, the best
toweling that money will
buy.

Ladies union suits, bleach21c yd.
new improved or ed, heavy soft fleecing,
igNap-Pak; sanitary closely knit elastic rib.
House Dresses.
box of 12.
$1.19
Women's $1.00 h o u s e
15c
dresses, and pajamas, go
Ladies Underwear. ing at
69c
t's Dress Shirts. Ladies union suits, bleached and unbleached, elastic
quality
broadcloth,
r
Muslin.
knit, medium weight.
aha fancy.
Half
bleached,
fine qual59c
69c
ity.

V Underwear.
union suits, fleecheavy weight.

Outing Flannel.

Good weight, 36 inch.

12c yd.
Bleached Muslin.

Heavy weight.

35c yd.
Children's Knit ^
Sleepers.

A splendid garment for
the kiddies, ages 2 to 5.

49c
Children's Outing
Gowns.

Made from extra good
quality - outing flannel,
ages 6 to 14.

,' 43c

Children's Cotton
Union Suits.

•Medium and heavy weight
ranging in price from

19c to 65c
Cotton Batts.

Quilting batt, extra size

Extra good grade fine 81x96, weight 20 ounces;
count soft finish.
you can not buy a better

$1.10

light colors, yd 12c
dark colors, yd 13c

Bath Towels.

Prints.

lie yd.
Toweling.

15c, 17,19c yd.

12c yd.

one.

49c
Comforter Batts.

ttvy weight, colored A. splendid assortment of Unbleached half linen, 18
size 22x44.
patterns, all fast colors. inches wide, a good one. 3 pound weight, stitched.

18c

69c

NOT FORGET THIS
ALL GOODS MUST GO- -THE OPPORTUNITY
IS YOURS
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT.
DEVASTATING SLASH FORCED UPON US BY CONDITIONS NO
^RESERVE
NO LIMIT
NO LET-UP UNTIL ALL IS SOLD.

HL J. Schneider
(Successor to J. R. Stuhr.)

A goose, 46 years old, belonging
June and Carol Hackwell,
ers-. of- Mr. and Mrs. George to Mrs. Chas. Kuester of near Grisyell, were recent visitors with wold, died recently.
e grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Fred West of Wiota spent
ijosephson, in Greenfield.
Thursday in the city, a guest of her
er home on East 'Main Street friend,- Mrs. Dora Edwards.
iay afternoon, Mrs. W. F.
Miss Margaret Hollaran returned
fras hostess to the members of
to her home at Denison Sunday, afOt-a-Kare bridge club, together
ter a pleasant visit ait the home of
flree guests, Mrs. Robert Scott,
her sister, Mrs. Ben Biodersen and
|enry Mrfduff and Mrs. Fred M.
family.
High scorer at bridge for
noon was Mrs. H. L. Bell.
A meeting of the Quilt club was
held last Wednesday afternoon at the
White, wife and two child- home of Mrs. S. E. Goodrich. A lunch
ilvida and Neil, who had been was served late in the afternoon by
here with relatives and the hostess.
B, left the last of the week for
ome in iWoodtiffcrd, Oklahoma,
One of Creston's oldest and best
ftite family a|£ former resi- known dry goods stores, the Strauss
this vicinity,"leaving here in Dry Goods Co., went into bankruptcy
Oklahoma, where they have a few days ago. Fred S. Hard, United
|ided. Mr. White at the pres- States marshal, was placed in charge
is a member of the board of the store by an order from the
isors in the county in which federal court. The store is closed at
the present time.

AK-SAR-BEN

DEDUCED RAIL RATES I OMAHA
O CHARGE For AUTOS I NOV.

H. L. Bell and wife left Sunday
morning on a business and pleasure
trip to Brewster and Goodland, Kansas. Mr. Bell owns a farm near
Brewster.

NOV. 4-5

A HEART DRAMA THAT
HITS LIKE THE SHOCK OF
WORLDS COLLIDING!

Mr. and Mrs. Roy SchoII and Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Gissibl entertained
a large group of friends at a dancing party at the Voorhees lodge Saturday evening.

Their lov« WM «n clemcnul urge—fierce •> th«
lightning »nd dcttructivc
•i the ltorail...Cr«ihin9
all b»m'er»l...Sweeping

Bodily comfort and pocket ease.
36-lb. Rolled Roofing, 98c; 45-Ib.,
$1.45. 6-inch Stove Pipe, 2 lengths,
85c.
1934 Radios lower than 1933
prices.
Chev. and Ford parts, 20
to 50% from standard list. Gamble
Stores.
It

• man and woman on
to the desperate dcitiny
of thotc who play
•gainst the ruled

A meeting of the ladies aid society
of the Massena township Baptist
church was held at the home of Mrs.
C. C. (Fletcher last Thursday afternoon. The ladies spent the afternoon
piecing quilt blocks, following which
the hostess served a two course
lunch.
IChas. Atkinson, who had been visiting here with his cousin, Mrs. Frank
Osen and family, left the first of the
week for his home in New Egypt,
New Jersey. Mt. Atkinson had been
to Wisconsin- to buy a car load of
milch cows, so came on here for a
visit with the Osen family.

EDW.GMBI

Mrs. Alfred Dement was hostess to
the members of the Bide-a-Wee bridge
club at her home on Chestnut Street
last Wednesday afternoon.
High
scorer at bridge was Mrs. Azel S.
Ames, and guests were Mrs. Emmet
Newton, Mrs. Thorle Robison, Mrs.
Max Walker and Miss Doris Zastrow.

OtfUlH
A Firtl Njllocul Picture with
Gtncvlcv* Tobln, Robert B«rr«t,
HcmyKolttr.tKouMndiofothtn.

Special Added Attractions

A 4-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bernard Houchin, farmers living1 in
Lincoln township southeast of Anita,
broke a bone in his left arm in itwo
places a few days ago when he jumped off a couch at his home. He fell
when he jumped causing the injury.
He was brought to the medical office
of Dr. G. M. Adair for treatment.

Musical—"Yours Sincerely"
Starring

Lanny Ross

The members of the Original bridge
club, with five guests, Mrs. Harold
Champion, Mrs. Fred Boren, Mrs. G.
iSL, Johnson, Mrs. G. M. Adair and
Mrs. Glen Roe, were guests last Wednesday afternoon of Mrs. Harold McDermott -at' her home east of the city.
The afternoon was spentt in playing
bridge, at which high score honors
were won by Mrs.'Johnson.
On Friday evening Miss Betty
Burns .entertained the members of
her Sunday School class and their
teacher, Mrs. Earl Brown, at a Hallowe'en party at the home of her
\ parents, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Burns,
southwest of the city. The evening
: was spent with different Hallowe'en
; games and stunts. A lunch was served by the hostess and her mother.

KAY FRANCIS

UNIVERSAL NEWS with GRAHAM McNAMEE
Coming! Saturday, November 11

MAE WEST

in
*TM NO ANGEL"

HORSE
SHOW

<
4

Miss Velma Peters has been at
Mrs. John Dill is home from Casey,
Adair the past week assisting with where she spent a few days at the
the household duties at the B. J. Dev- home of her son, Clayton Dill and
ereux home.
family, and where she made the acquaintance of her granddaughter,
R. M. Pickerel, who had been vis- Margaret Joan, who was born to Mr.
iting at the home of his brother, V. C. and Mrs. Dill on October 18.
Pickerel and family, left the last of
the week for his home in Oelrichs,
South Dakota.

REXALL ONE CENT SALE, NOV.
More than seventy-five people were 1, 2, 3, 4. DRUGDOM'S BIGGEST
in attendance at a Hallowe'en pro- EVENT OF THE YEAR. MORE
gram
at the school house in district BARGAINS THAN EVER BEFORE.
A. H. Winder and wife of Guthrie
It
BONGERS BROS.
Center were visitors in the city Sat- No. 1 in Lincoln township last Friday evening. The program was
urday.
State Treasurer Leo J. Wegman has
given at 8:00 o'clock and was under
I will sell at public sale at my;
N. A. Neff, proprietor of Neff's ' t n e direction of the teacher, Miss received an inheritance tax payment
u
of
$460.91
on
a
taxable
value
of
$13,residence, at the corner of Third andT
Hardware, has been confined to his ! B« lah Giissibl. Following the prohome the past week with a bad cold. • £ ram different Hallowe'en pranks 218.00 in the estate of Laura E. An- Locust Streets in Anita, at 2:OQ
I were played, followed by the serving derson, late Anita woman.
o'clock, on
Mrs. Abner Miller is a patient at' of a lunch.
Last Wednesday evening Miss Jane
one of /the hospitals in A£lafttij& wherqri
she was taken the last of the^weelrf Among the Atlantic Rebekahs at- Scholl was hostess to the members
for medical attention.
tending the district convention in of the U-Trump-It bridge club at the
.
i Anita last week were Miss Jessie home of her mother, Mrs. Dosha
Isaac Griffith, well known farmed Pipgrass, Mrs. Clarence Scherdin, Scholl, on East .Main Street. The
living west of the city, is suffering' Mrs. C. W. Wheeler, Miss Lela evening was spent iH*playing bridge,
the following property:
from a broken shoulder blade, receiv-' Rhodes, Mrs. Oil Coomes, 'Mrs. Ralph at which high scorer was Miss'Mared a few days ago when he fell from; Snyder, Mrs. Pearl Keffer, Miss Anna garet Biggs with Miss Isabelle Biggs
a wagon at his farm home. A .team i Humerick, Miss Anna Dettmer, Rev. as runner-up.
•y'af
which he was driving became/unruly' and Mrs. J. E. Bruner, Mrs. Claude
Ross
Smith,
12-year-old son of Mr.
and in trying to stop them when they | Eckles, Mrs. Virt Anderson, Miss Lena
h»l_ Wilton
Miaa Marjorie
Mn..;^..;,, Galloway,
rvii,,.™,. and Mrs. Francis Smith, had the misstarted to run
run awav.
away, hp
he Inst-'
lost' >iia
his balWilken, Miss
ance and fell from the wagon to the Mrs. William Jones, .Mrs. R. A. Ber- fortune last 1Thursday afternoon to
ground. His injury was attended to ry, Mrs. Ernest Stevens, Mrs. Gladys break his jaw bone, the accident hapby Dr. G. M. Adair.
Wissler, Mrs. Alice Hover, Mrs. Min- pening while playing football with
nie Coe, Mrs. Leone Chaffee, Miss some other boys. An X-ray of the
Including living room, bed roonj
Among the members of the Wiota Florence Sutton and Miss Gertrude broken bone was taken at the dental
Rebekah lodge who were in Anita Louis.
office of Dr. C. H. Johnson, who with and dining room furniture and kitch-i
last Thursday to attend the district
the assistance of Dr. G. M. Adair, en utensils.
convention of the order were Mrs. LePoor Henry! A few short months set and wired the bones back in
Terms:—Cash.
land Engle, Mrs. C. E. Robinson, Mrs. ago 90% of the farmers thought the place.
Elmer Keller, Mrs. Sam Wood, Mrs.' U. S. wouldn't last the year out unCarl Keller, Mrs. Harry Jordan, Mrs. less Wallace was made Secretary of
L, L. Barnholdt, Mrs. Albert Morgan, Agriculture. They got him, and now
Better Shoes For Less
Mrs. Agness Huff, Mrs. Chris Peter- they turn him over a barrel and padNOTHING — $3.98 — OVER ', Frank Barber, Auctioneer.
son, 'Mrs. Joe Harkins, Mrs. Jesse dle him and laugh. Why not give him
Jordan, Miss Inez Armstrong and a little time and see what he can
C. E. Parker, Clerk.
Miss Cora Daug-henbaugh.
do. It may turn out all right. He
Atlantic
is trying to do something besides find
An all day meeting of the ladies fault. The country would be better
aid society of the Methodist church off if we had more Henry Wallaces
was held at the church last Friday. and less Milo Renos, Townleys and
A dinner was served fft noon. Dur- Millers. They crab at everything—
ing the business meeting in the af- they don't think of themselves, and
ternoon,, the following officers were while they are scrapping remember
$6.50 PER TON DELIVERED.
elected for the ensuing year: Mrs. we are headquarters for farm repairs,
We
have
Lump
Coal in First Quality. Iowa, Illinois,
George Denne, president; Mrs. B. R. the best you can get. Doubletrees,
Virginia
and Kentucky.
Gochanour, vice president; 'Mrs, E. E. singletrees, handles, bolts and a lot
Morton, secretary; Mrs. C. W. Cran- of things. Keep your own stuff redall, treasurer; and Mrs. C. H. Bart- paired and let the other fellow do as
ley, publicity secretary.
he likes. Millard's, West Main St.

Public Sale

J giVCll

CVtf

U ,\S\J

\J

\^lU\^f\.

dl*U

Wtl3

U1LU13.I.

Sat, Nov. 4
Household
Furniture

Family Shoe Store :

SHOW

RODEO

SAT.-SUN.

Mrs. A. H. Steinmetz

WORLD'S LARGEST
4-H BABY BEEF
Vtthe
treat

THEATRE

Miss Beth Harry, who is attending
college in Grinnell, spent the week
end in the city with her parents, Dr.
C. E. Harry and wife.

Try Our Nut Coal

The Farmers Coop.
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of Current
Ivents the World Over
on His Plan for Managed Currency and
ity Price Raising—Farmers' Strike Under
lay—Move for Recognition of Russia.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD

f RAILROADS, merchants, hotel
and others vitally Interested
give sufficient evidence of support in
the way of guarantees, A Century of
Progress, the big World's fair In Chicago, may be re-opened next spring.
There has been much talk of such a
step, and now It Is urged by President
Roosevelt In a letter to the management telling of his enjoymenr Ja his
brief visit to the exposition; He
writes:
"There seems to be a very considerable demand that yon reopen next
spring, and since tBere is every reason to believe that there are many,
many thousands who were unable to
afford the trip to Chicago this year,
but hope to be In a better position next
summer, I am Inclined to agree with
yon that It wonld be a very fine thing
to keep open.
"In the event that you and your
board decide it Is advisable to reopen
next year, I shall assure yon that 1
will recommend to congress that an
appropriation be made sufficient to
maintain the government building and
exhibits there."

I men

IMPROVED
Soap's Washing Power
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL
the Important Factor

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

(By REV. P. B. FITZWXTER. D. D.. M«mb«r of Faculty, Moody BlbU
Institute of Ohlcwo.)
•. 1*31, WMUrn N«w«p»p»r TJnlom.

Lesson for November 5
PAUL IN JERUSALEM

LESSON TEXT—AeU 16:1, 2, 22-81.
GOLDEN TEXT—Now the Lord !•
that Spirit: and where the Spirit of
jthe lrf>rd 1«, there Is liberty. II Cor.

By RUBY BAKER
Fresh, snowy-white washings—
the kind that make the neighbors
look and admire—are easier to get
than many a woman imagines.
Much depends on the quality of
the soap you use. Since It's the soap
that does the actual cleansing, you'll
find it pays to use a good soap
rather than a "cheap" one. As one
housewife recently put It:
"1 never thought that the kind of
soap I put Into my tub mattered
very much. Yet I used to rub and
rub, and still my clothes always
looked dingy. Then, I found that It
was wiser to be fussy and get real
quality for my soap money. After
that, I had marvelous results."
If your soap Is made of fine Ingredients, It doesn't matter what
form It Is. And it's well to remember that thorough cleanness—not the
color of soap—makes clothes white.
Quality, of course, does not mean
size or form or color. It means the
washing power of the cleansing
agents in a soap—the ability to
pitch right In and get out the dirt—
without hard rubbing and withon
harm tp the fabric.

THE BALDHEADED ROW
Hitherto the Idea has prevailed
hat baldness Is a purely physical
defect Millions of human beings
have In good faith attempted to remedy the trouble" on that basis, havng been solemnly assured by the experts that the cause was wholly
ihyslcal. We have supposed that
Socrates, Cicero, Shakespeare and
other famous baldheads of history
>ecame so through some weakness
of the hair roots 'or the lack of some
nutritive quality in the scalp. Are
we now to assume that they and
Jiousands of other distinguished
men lost their hair merely through
overmuch worry about financial mat:ers?—Washington Star.

would Join the nonselllng movements
In "great numbers."
At that time the farm leaden In
'TRIMAHT TOPIC—settling- a Dissix states—Iowa, North Dakota, Minpute.
JUNIOR TOPIC—the Only We.7.
nesota, Wisconsin, Oklahoma and NeINTERMEDIATE AND SENIOK TOPbraska—had officially proclaimed the
IC—Looking to the Church for Ouldstrike, and picketing of the highways
PEOPLE AND ADULT
had begun In some localities. Here la
TOPIC—Heeding the Voice of the
what Reno's association called for
Church.
from the farmers:
1—Refusal to sell any grain, proI. Th« Controversy In th« Church at
duce, live stock, milk, butter, eggs,
Antlooh (w. 1-5).
t>RBMIER
EDOTJARD
DALADIEB'S
etc., except for prices equal to the
The occasion of the controversy was
cost of production, but willingness on * government In France was over- the return of Paul and Barnabas from
the other hand tc/exchange such prod- thrown by the chamber of deputies their first missionary Journey. Upon
ucts for whatever labor and the un- and he and his ministers resigned at their return they gathered the church
once. Opposition to together and "rehearsed all that God
employed may 'have to 'tender.
2—Refusal to purchase groceries,
the premier's econo- had done with them, and how he had
merchandise, etc., except as necessary
my program that In- 'opened the door of faith unto the Gen/f*?e/>s Skin Young
Canny -Elephants
to sustenance and unobtainable othercluded cutting the sal- tiles." The difficulty was a most seriAbsorb blemishes and discolorations using
Many stories are told about th
Mercolized Wax daily as directed. Invisible
aries of government ous one, for It threatened the disrupwise.
particles of aged skin are freed and all
3—Refusal to leave their homes, a
workers and reduc- tion of the church Into a Jewish and memory of elephants but how manj defects such ns ulackheads, tan, freckles and
tantamount defiance of mortgage foreing war p e n s i o n s Gentile division. The point at Issue know that they are also keen on no
closures and eviction orders.
caused his d e f e a t , was not the admission of the Gentiles being cheated In any way? Ther
4—Refusal to meet, capital paywhich came on a mo- Into the church. That had been set- are? actual cases where captive ele- your bidden beauty. At all leading druggists.
•Powdered Saxolitements on debts until prices reach protion for a vote of con- tled some years before when Peter phants In India will not begin eat
Reduces wrinkles and other ago^sizns. Sim- I
duction cost levels.'
fidence on the bud- received Cornelius and his household. Ing until all three "calces forrain
ply dissolve one eunce Saxolite in half-Dint I
their ration are set before them.
I witch hazel and use daily ae face lotion. |
5—Refusal to pay taxes or Interget ' The vote was 329
sent, Mr. Roosevelt said, est on debts out of money needed for
The question now was: On what
to
241.
Really
Dalaant 'to tighten control food, clothing and other necessities.
Edouard
dler's downfall was ground could they be received? Should
He added:
Meanwhile ttie embargo on wheat
Daladler
brought about by an Gentile converts be required to keep
her effective means to shipments out of the state of North outbreak of political and personal en- the Mosaic law as a condition of salam going to establish a Dakota, proclaimed by Gov. William mities that had been held In abeyance vation? That which brought this Ismarket for gold In the Langer, went Into effect
sue Into prominence was the coming
for a long time.
Therefore, under the
In his final speech before the vote of certain men from Jerusalem who
authority of existing
HAT code for retailers so long in was taken Daladler spoke frankly of declared, "Except ye be circumcised
|uthorlzlng the Reconstrucafter the manner of Moses, ye cannot
the making was finally completed
corporatlon to buy gold and signed by the President It seeks the danger the franc la already facing be saved" (v. 1). The problem was
''IH the United States at to insure fair practice and to protect from bear raids which have drained so difficult that Paul and Barnabas
determined from time to the small tradesman, the consumer many millions of dollars worth of were unable to put these men to si^consultation with the sec- and the farmer with his low commod- gold from the coffers of the Bank of lence. The brethren at Antloch decided
treasury and the Presl- ity prices. Retail employers with France.
to refer the matter to the mother
•// you want to
^& ' ""
rer necessary to the end fewer than five persons on the pay- Albert Sarraut, who was naval min- church at Jerusalem. Accordingly,
all also buy or sell gold roll are exempt from the code. Those ister In Daladler's cabinet, was given Paul, Barnabas, and others were sent
...
keep
the
bowel
action regular and comfortable
market
in communities of less than 2,500 the task of forming a new government as a deputation to Jerusalem. On the
...
make
constipated
spells as rare as colds
!|n taking this step la to population are exempt from any mark- by President Lebrun and succeeded In way they passed through Phenlce and
...
avoid
danger
of
bowel
strain
I maintain continuous up requirements. Local tribunals are gathering together a ministry that may Samaria, declaring the, news of the
Is a policy and not an to be established to hear complaints or may not survive for a time. He be- conversion of the Gentiles.
—use a liquid laxative
; Is not to be used mere* of retail profiteering.- Child labor la came, premier and retained the marine
II. The Deliberations of the Council
forbidden,
with
certain
exceptions,'
portfolio,
Daladler
taking
that
of
war.
; temporary fall In prices,
(vv. 6-21).
continuing to move to- and the same applies to sales at a Other holdovers were Panl-Boncour,
Can constipation be overcome? don't know what is in it, don't
1. Peter's address (w. 6-11). He arloss.
Ohautemps and Cot M. Sarraut an- gued that God had borne witness of
cnrrency.
"YesI" say medical men. "Yesl" chance it. The contents of Dr.
"Loss leaders," widely used by nounced that France wonld not enter his acceptance of the Gentiles by givIs now altogether too
declare thousands who have Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is stated
followed their advice and know. plainly on the label; fresh herbs,
ced by the accidents of chain stores to attract customers, are separate disarmament negotiations ing his Holy Spirit unto them as nnto
pepsin, active senna.
trade, by the Internal absolutely prohibited "in order to pre- with Germany.
You are not apt to cure your pure
the Jews (Acts 10:34-47). Since, thereIts very taste tells you syrup
constipation
with
salts,
pills
and
tiler- nations and by po- vent unfair competition against local
fore, God had not put a difference, It
is wholesome. A delighttablets, or any habit-forming pepsin
bance In other continents. merchants."
ENATE Investigators learned a lot would be folly ^or them to do so.
ful taste, and delightful action.
.
Under
a
comprehensive'
plan
for
cathartic.
But
you
con
overcome
United States must
about Cuban loans In the Inquiry
Safe for expectant mothers, and
2. Paul and Barnabas rehearse their
this condition just by gentle children.
pin its own hands the con- working hours and wages, stores may that is being managed by Ferdinand experience (v. 12). They told how
Drugstores have it.
regulation
with
a
suitable
liquid
Sgold value of our dollar, choose to operate In one of three Pecbra, the operations of the Chase that God had set his seal of approval
ready for use, in big bottles.
laxative.
dry In order to prevent groups, having a choice of remaining National hank being the chief feature. on their preaching of salvation by grace
Dr. CaldwelTs Syrup Pepsin
^_
from swinging us open for from 52 to 56 hours a week; The banking subcommittee's counsel
has the average person's bowels
through
faith
apart
from
works.
from
66
to
63
hours
a
week;
or
for
J, pur ultimate goal, namely,
just as regular as clockwork in a
disclosed that in 1930 when Cuba's
THE TEST:
3. The argument of James (w. 13recovery of our .com- more than 63 hours a week. Em- finances began to crumble, the Chase
few weeks' time.
21). He showed how the truth deployees in the first group will work
'
This test has proved to
not more than 40 hours a Week; in bank and associates, whlctf held $40,- clared by Peter harmonized with the
Why Hospitals use
many men and women
RFC chairman; Under- the second group,'44 hours a week; in 000,000 of Cuban obligations, sold $40,- prophecy of Amos (Amos 9:11-15). He
a liquid laxative
that their trouble was
an Acbeson of the treaa/ the third group, 48 hours a week.
000,000 of bonds, to the public to pay made It clear that the reception of the
not "weak bowels," but
The
dose
of
a
liquid
laxative
can
ry Morgenthau, Jr., repoff
their
own
holdings.
Minimum wages range from $15 for
Gentiles was not In conflict with God's
strong cathartics!
be measured. The action can be
Roosevelt, were Intrust- a 48-hour week In cities of more than
He developed also that the pros- plan,, but In strict harmony therewith.
controlled. It forms no habit;
First: select a properly
ob of fixing the price at 500,000 population down to a require- pectus offering the bonds to the pub- God's plan, as set forth in James'
you need not take a "double
prepared liquid laxative.
I would buy-newly mined ment for a 20 per cent raise and mini- lic did not show a $7,000,000 deficit. speech, is as follows:
dose" a day or two later. Nor
Second: Take the dose
first day they fixed the mum wage of $10 a week In places In the Cuban treasury the year bewill it irritate the kidneys.
a. God wonldt Visit the Gentiles to
you find suited to your
an ounce. Agricultural with less than 2,500 population.
fore, but .Chase officials said the "best take out from among them a people
system. Third: gradually
The right liquid laxative will
^Securities Immediately beavailable figures" at that time did not for his name (v. 14). This Is what
reduce the dose until
brine a perfect movement, with
bowels are moving of
to higher levels, as had
no tfiscomfort at the time, or
LITVINOV, foreign commis- disclose any shortage.
Is now going on—the worldwide
their own accord.
, For the second day the
afterward.
Albert Wlggin, former head of the preaching of the gospel and the callsar of Russia, probably already Is
The wrong cathartic may
was put at $31.54, and on his way to Washington In response bank, had previously told of the huge Ing out of the church.
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
keep you constipated as long as
Pepsin has the highest
Ittes and commodities to the Invitation extended to President sums, he received as salary and bonus
b. After the completion and removal
you keep on using itl •
standing among liquid
> aismay of the Wash- KaUm-n by President
and of the $100,000 a year life pen- of the church from the world, Israel
laxatives, and is the one
In buying any laxative, read
sion voted him by the bank's board as a nation will be converted and reJi$he RFC pays for ROOBevelt to open negenerally used.
the label. If it contains a doubtIts 'own debentures.
when he retired. There was so much stored to their land with all Its privgotlatlons looking to
ful drug, don't take it. If you
Qt's monetary program the recognition of the
criticism of this pension that Mr. Wig- ileges by the Lord himself upon his
lie plan of John Maynard Soviet government by
•gin--told 'the senators he had re- return (w. 16,17a). The building again
British economist Or- the United States and
nounced It
of the tabernacle of David means the
Icera In Wall street were to the adjustment of
restoration of the Davldlc throne.
bncerted by it. Some were other matters at issue
ALTER JOHNSON, chief post Gabriel, In announcing to Mary the
to the practicability of between the two naoffice Inspector in Chicago, an- birth of Jesus, said, "The Lord God
the internal price level by tions. Administration
nounced that the federal operatives shall give unto him the throne of his
;the< gold value of the cur- officials in Washing;
had broken up a nation-wide ring of father David" (Luke 1:32).
thought the plan would ton believe the conmall robbers who used Chicago for
c. This will be followed by the conaent a powerful lever versations will take
the dumping ground of stolen securi- version of the world through the
1 to lift prices.
ties, and that $500,000 of the loot had agency of converted Israel (v. 17h,, cf.
about two weeks and M>
I! to its logical conclusion, that before the end of the year the been recovered out of $650,000 taken Rom. 11:15). He showed that there
i means the ultimate flxa- President and Lltvlnov will announce in three robberies.
is no conflict when the Scriptures are
i value of the dollar with a the resumption of normal relations beThe recovery includes $100,000 In rightly divided.
.gold content, the resump- tween the two countries and the estab- Italian government bonds of the $126,d. James' proposition (vv. 19-21).
trade In gold, and of gold lishment of a large credit for the 000 stolen from the steamer Leviathan His
Judgment was that the Gentiles
doubtless on a bullion Soviet republic to make purchases In several months ago; about $200,000 should
not be troubled with the things
this country.
taken In the mall robbery in Chicago which were Jewish, but should be
Though in giving out the correspond- December 6, 1932, and part of the loot warned against the perils of\ heathenv radio address the President ence President Roosevelt said he was taken In a Sacramento robbery. In Ism, such a« meat offered to Idols, forthe "relief that Is being not committed to recognition of the connection with the last named affair nication, from things strangled, and
Be who are In danger of Soviet government, It is said that pre- "Gloomy Gus" Schaeffer, a member of from blood.
farms or their homes," liminary soundings had satisfied him the Touhy gang under arrest in 8t
III. The Decision of the Council
that Russia's desire for American rec- Paul for kidnaping, and George W.
said: "I
(w.
22-29).
ognition Is a concomitant to Its desire ("Red") Kerr, arrested In Chicago,
amazed by
The mother church accepted the resto
obtain
credits
for
the
purchase
of
dehave been identified.
CAN'T SLEEP? THE CAUSE
olution offered by James and came to
American goods. The administration
co-operation
a
unanimous
agreement
They
not
Is prepared to Join In the development
governAZI propaganda In the United only sent a letter stating the decision
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States Is to be Investigated by a of the conference, but took the wise
quick"
disposition
of
accumulated
surfthe South,
subcommittee of the house committee
pluses in cotton, meat products, cop- on Immigration, according to Repre- precaution to send influential men
ners of
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per and other raw materials. There sentative Dlcksteln of New York, along with Paul and Barnabas to bear
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J\_ with the evening meal — without spendthe
same
testimony
by
word
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are other problems that must first be chairman of the committee. "If we
be Southing another night of restless toping?
solved, such as the czarlst debts and did In Germany one-twentieth of what This letter denied the authority of the
lam confiCoffee contains caffein—arch entmy of sleep.
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teachers
(v.
24),
and
dethe
Communist
propaganda,
but
the
|the corn
And often the cause of nervousness and inadministration believes these can be they are doing here, we would be clared the method by which this deof the
shot," said Dlcksteln. German so- cision had been reached (vv. 25-27).
Ml|
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o R«"«
T twlll come
cieties In New York were refused a
The
English
press
balled
the
move
wisely put the Holy Spirit first.
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'the same magnificent fash- toward a Russo-Amerlcan accord as a permit to hold a celebration meeting They
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Mayor
John
P.
O'Brien,
on
the
(w. 30-35).
fee's ill effects.
however, nothing in the great force for world peace, and said ground that it was arranged to Church
The church at Antloch was called
reassured the fanners London could not do better than copy spread Nazi propaganda.
Postum is made of whole wheat and bran
together to hear this report. Its readembarked on a national Washington. In Japan officials exslightly
sweetened and toasted to bring out
I
Ing brought great rejoicing.
strike. Mllo Reno, pres- pressed pleasure over the news, though
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1
this
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entirely
sinto National Farmers' HollPostum the favorite mealtime drink of two and
Graf Zeppelin on another visit to
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one-half million families. Try itl Your grocer
the United States. The big airship
The promise of Christ that he would
Dtlnue despite Mr. Roose,
has Postum. A product of General Foods.
came up from Brazil, stopping briefly remain with his own, even to the end
aces of higher farm piOMMUNISTS were blamed for wild at Miami, Akron, Chicago and again
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of
the
world,
though
given
primarily
V-* disorders that prevailed in Havana at Akron, and then started on Its reThat'• what I did for five month*. Then • friend «ugto his apostles, was not for them alone,
Bested Postum. in place of coffee. Now I deep from tb«
ildent failed to even men- and in the Cuban provinces of Orlente turn trip to Germany,
moment I hit the pillow." Aft** Inoo Aadon.
but for all who should, believe In him
'. production," he pointed and Matanzas. Bakers, butchers and
Fott Worth, Tnta.
through
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teaching
and
that
of
• not going to stop this truck drivers carried on their strike in
\ NNOUNCEMENT was made by
we get what we want and the capital, and the condition was so •** the War department that Henry their successors.
nded—cost of production.^ „ serious that President Grau's cabinet Ford wonld not be permitted to bid
Meditation of Chriit
reported that the Contl- wTts ready to resign. An attempt was on the $26,000,000 army motorization
Let It be today. Shut yourself In,
Congress of Workers and made to assassinate Carlos ^Mendleta, and airplane building jobs unless he
"THERE'S A REASON"
and the Technocratic Feder- Nationalist leader. A bomb was ex- signet) the NBA automobile code; this sit down to think, and to medlUte,
the World for Industrial De- ploded at his residence, shattering the notwithstanding the claim of his com- and to re^ad that which will assist your
had proffered their co-oper- front part of the building, but Menthat It Is more than complying thoughts about him, and your meditathe strike, and said that he dleta, his wife and his daughter es- pany
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with the terms of the code.
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•L 1118. Western Nawinapvr Union.
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Scenes

A. R. Kohl

i'Strike

Wheat Plan Check to
Top lOOMiHion Dollars

NUMBERS

DISTRICT COURT
IN SESSION NOW

Thrilling in its; broad scope with
Adjustment payments to the NaWe Deliver
Phone 43
two rousing love' stories
ion's wheat farmers will total more
han $100,000,000 on the basis of ap- November Term of the Cans County
Anita Han Succumbs to spectacular scenes of farmers' stitikes
Anita, Iowa
and hectic 'activity in the Chicago
}lications received in the acreage re'District Court Opens in Atlantic
Heart Trouble. Funeral
Wheat Pit, Paramouhi'fl
"Golden
luction campaign which has resulted
Tuesday With Judge John
Held at M. E.
Harvest," produced by Charles R.
n signing up the equivalent of 80 per
P. Tinley Presiding.
Monday Afternoon.
Rogers, shows Saturday and Sunday
ent of the nation average acreage
at the Rialto Theatre,
or the three-year period, 1930-1932,
It brings to the films, for the first
he Agricultural Adjustment AdminWith Judge John P. Tinley of
Pratt, 77, a well known time, the stirring fight of the Ameristration has announced.
Council
Bluffs presiding, the Novemtie resident of Anita and can farmer to save the land he loves;
Payments to Iowa will amount to
ber
term
of the Cass county district
passed away about 8:30 it ably contrasts the amazing exciteapproximately $529,000. Seventy per
LETTUCE—
court
got
under way Tuesday morn-:
Friday evening at' his ment of the Pit with- the pastoral
Grape. Fruit—
of this is payable this fall and
Large crisp heads, 3 for. .25c cent
IcWest Main Street. A few, beauty of the American wheat farm.
,he remainder next year after seed- ing at the court room at the Legion
Florida
Seedless,
Memorial building in Atlantic. There
he was stricken with heart But these scenes are but the backng time?
Per dozen...59c
while at times his condi- ground to the gripping story of two
The 570,263- farmers who sent ap- are a large number of new cases on
SYRUPS
to improve, he failed to brothers and their loves, and hates.
ilicaions to the Administration, con- the docket.
Ivory Soap—
GWC amber, 5-lb. can... .26c
Oscar Ferguson of Council Bluffs
gh to regain his former
Richard Arlen and Chester Morris
trol
a total wheat acreage of 51,925,3 medium size
Crystal White
29c
is
the court reporter and John Blake
on Friday evening, pass- are cast as the two modern sons of
612 acres. When this acreage is rebars
17c
one American farmer. The love of
duced by 15 per cent in accordance of Atlantic is the bailiff.
Cases Noted for Trial.
Obituary.
soil, inherently deep in both of them,
with the wheat contracts, it will mean
LAUNDRY SOAP—
GWC Starch—
Cases noted for trial follow:
SChapin Pratt, son of the is hidden by conflicting emotions.
;hat
a
total
of
approximately
7,780,2 1-lb. pkgs...!5c P. & G., 5 giant size bars.. 19c )00 acres definitely has been taken Campbell vs. Wilbourn, Yeanos vs.
pand Mrs. Isaac Pratt, was Morris wants wealth; Arlen releases
Skelly Oil Co., Stanley vs. Stephens,
fbordovia, Illinois, on Decem- the power of the American farmer
out of 1934 wheat production.
Beans—
Fullerton Lumber Co. vs. Hendershot,
6.
and sets out to organize his friends.
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Signing and fulfilling contracts on
American
Trust Co., Davenport, vs.
Red
Kidney,
young man he came--with
Morris gives up his share in the
;he basis of these applications wil
Nothing
but
the
best
and
Waters,
Gallagher,
receiver, vs. Comes,
Briardale, 2 large full 2-ounce sifting top
the late W. D. Pratt, to farm to go to Chicago. What hap-'
mean a substantial advance in the
Metropolitan
Life
Insurance Co. vs.
the fall of 1876, and settled pens there and back on the farm is
No. 2 cans.. .18c cans
task of bringing wheat production unEilts, Nelson vs. Northern Gas and
9c
in Benton township,
the thrilling story that applies to
der control, Secretary Wallace said
Pipe Line Co., Laartz vs. Northern
Vanilla—
married to Miss Margaret every American farmer today. Here
He emphasized that the benefits of
Gas and Pipe Line Co., Knop vs. Oson December 1, 1880. To we see dramatically portrayed just
Large 8-ounce
the
wheat
program
go
to
those
who
LAUNDRY
TABLETS—
ier,
Life Insurance Co. of
on four children were born, what has happened to farmers all
bottle (Im.)..21c La France, 2 packages.... 15c cooperate in it. Farmers who coop- IowaEquitable
vs. Talbott; Helsin vs. Keleher,
of Paoli Colorado;, Mrs. over the country during he past deerate in the plan are assured of the
Bates, receiver, vs. Helmts, Riggs vs.
an of Holyoke Colorado; cade. Morris becomes a frenzied
Post Toasties—
adjustment payments plus the market
Spies, Saunders vs. Furman.
Kohl of Anita; and Mrs. speculator and makes millions.
price, while farmers outside the plan
CHIPSO—
Large
size,
Byrd vs. Warren, Bell vs. Paige,
£ Renner of Seattle, WashingArlen becomes a radical farm leadtake their chances on the market Taylor vs. Taylor, John Hancock MuLarge
package
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each
lie
er. He does all the things that are
price alone.
tual Life Insurance Co. vs. Herring,
, and Mrs. Pratt was accorded in the news today. He organizes a
Completion of the sign-up cam- Ballensiefer vs. Ballensiefer, Ragen
Celery—
SUGAR—
ivilege that few are permit, farm strike. He leads a crowd of
paign ends the first state of the wheat vs. Ragen, Pilmer vs. Shannon, RobinVery fine Oregon, Granulated, 10 pounds.... 51c
py, that of celebrating their revolting farmers against a grain
program. Next steps include the
son vs. Hanna, Kay vs. Kay, Bagley
large stalks.. .9c
^Wedding anniversary.
elevator operator and commandeers
signing of contracts, sending them to vs. Bagley, Brown vs. Lynch, Bates,
(Must be cash)
att'was in his usual good a train. The action becomes fast, and
Washington for review and approval, receiver, vs. Karl Kay, Metropolitan
til a few weeks ago when he the story whirls along at a breathand their examination and payment. Life Insurance 'Co. vs. Bishop, Neff vs.
. with a heart attack. He less pace.
administration is ready to ex- Peters, Saunders vs. Nasser, GallagWe are discontinuing the sending of our Briar- The
sufficiently to be up and
Finafly "the brothers get together
amine contracts and make adjustment her, receiver, vs. McDermott, Baker
dale Store News' Magazine through the mail, but
Wednesday morning suf- in a scheme to "bull" the markef,
payments.
vs. Baker.
fer attack. Realizing the save the farmers. That they fail is
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"Farmers can speed up payment on
Petit Jurors.
SB of his illness 'the child- due to the farmers' love of the soil.
their allotments by signing contracts
call for them, as we want everyone to have them the
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already done so," George E. Farrell, nolds, Mrs. lona Smither £nd Mike
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associate chief of the wheat section Woodall.
Genevieve Tobin is splendid as the
We Will Be Closed Friday Afternoon, 3:00 to 4:30.
iday evening at the age of daughter of a Chicago trader and
said.
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farmers, plus that of farmers who do T. W. Jones, Mrs. Donald Lamb, Vern
farm and moved into Anita comedy leads.
not join the program, should approxiLester A. Breeling, county treasurMr. and Mrs. George W. Marsh mately equal the acreage reported in Lang, John Laursen, Mary Marshall,
ferred his church membership
The excellence of the story is due
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of Trustees. He was a tion of Ralph Murphy, behind the will be postponed from Monday, De- home in South Anita Sunday. Dur the farmers, through their county Augusta M. Trainer.
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attfwas a good man, a kind ment.
officials say.
er Luke.
by Governor Clyde L. Herring, dehusband, and a devoted indulAt Ottawa, Illinois, on November 6
Marne—Art Goeken and Jens Jenclaring an emergency existing suffi- 883, George W. Marsh and Miss Mary
tier. He was a lover of naen,
n
cient
for
the
postponement
of
the
anSochanour were united in marriage
spent many nappy hours
Wiota—Mrs. Sam Wood and E. S.
nual December tax sales.
»hv«his garden* where he had
n 1889 they came to Iowa and set
loper.
The proclamation pointed to the led on a farm in Benton township
and beautiful varieties. He
Griswold—Clara Keese, Hans J.
section of law permitting a month's near Highland church. Later the
liered his choicest flowers,
Atlantic, Nov. 6.—The major por- postponement of tax sales "for good noved to Anita where they have since
|iem into bouquets, and gave
Hogs processed for consumption by Martens and F. D. Reideman.
Cumberland—Mrs. Arnold Meyer,
i his friends that they might tion of the winter work undertaken cause." The proclamation said:
resided, and for a good many years the farmer who raised them are exby the Atlantic emergency conservai with him.
"Prevailing financial conditions and VIr. Marsh served as carrier on one empt from the processing taxes re- thei Spies and John Pettinger.
att is survived by his wife tion work camp will be soil erosion the general situation of the agricul- )f the rural mail routes out of Anita cently announced by the agricultural
adjustment administration to provide
four grandchildren, one control, according to Howard S. Wil- tural industry and the fact that the )ost office.
George Pratt of Rouleau, liams, camp superintendent.
legislature will soon convene constiMrs. Marsh was born in Illinois on funds with which to finance the new
In outlining the. winter work pro- tute a good cause for the postpone- anuary 18, 1864, while Mr. Mars! corn-hog producion control program.
and other relatives and
The agricultural adjustment act exDuring his long residence jects, Williams said erosion control ment of tax sales which otherwise was born on September 6, 1856 in
Pratt by his straight for- measures will be continued through- would be held in December."
Vorcester, Mass. Mr. Marsh is a mem empts from the tax hogs processed
Wiota, Nov. 8.—Boys and girls of
|dealings and upright Christian out the cold weather months. During
It is pointed out that taxation will >er of Obedience Lodge, No. 380, A by or for a farmer for consumption he Wiota consolidated school have
had won the highest confi- the coldest weather when the ground be considered at the special session
& A. M., and of Cyrene Chapter by his own family, employes, or house- tarted basketball practice for the
'. those with whom he associat- is frozen so that it is impossible to and declared an emergency existing
. 127, Royal Arch Masons. He is hold.
oming season. Supt. A. F. Robinson.
construct dams, the C. C. C. men will which would constitute good cause a member at the present time of the
This means, according to the bureau who has charge of the girls, and M. R.
^funeral service was held in be kept busy cutting logs and prepar- for the postponement of the tax sales own council, serving his second term of internal revenue, that a farmer Held, coach for the boys say that
thbdist Episcopal church on ing them for future use.
until the first Monday in January, Mrs. Marsh is a member of the Eas may butcher hogs for his own con- rospects for winning teams are very
Insect and Disease Control.
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock,
ern Star chapter and the Roya sumption and cure the carcass por- lull due to the green material.
1934.
In addition, insect and disease conby the pastor, the Rev. M.
Neighbors lodge. Both Mr. and Mrs tions without any tax being imposed
Sixteen boys answered Coach 'Field's
Interment was made in trol measures will be carried on in
ifarsh are members of the Churcl or he may have the butchering and nitial call for candidates. There are
. cemetery.
this vicinity. The work is in progress,
f Christ, and are faithful worker curing for his own consumption done ,hree veterans from last season try(for the.service was furnished throughout the nation in an effort to
n the different societies of the church tax-free.
ng out, William Metz, Paul Morgan
H. E. Campbell, Mrs. <J. M. save trees which in many places are
Refunds.
They have three children, living an
and Richard Malone.
|,Guy Rasmussen and A. B. dying in large numbers.
The tax also will be refunded to
all of them were here to help thei
Five Veterans.
Many Iowa counties already have >arents celebrate their golden wee persons or institutions delivering hog
inrith Mrs. H. 0. Stone at the
Finishing touches are now being
Superintendent Robinson is working
hey sang "Under His Wing," put on the camp barracks which have submitted wheat adjustment contracts ding anniversary. The children ar products to organizations exclusively with five lettermen in his squad of
ily Light" and "Asleep in been built by local carpenters. The to the federal administration in Wash- Mrs. Edna Nichols of this city, Leon for charitable distribution.
seventeen candidates. The lettermen
allbearers were N. W. Way, barracks here are said to be one of ington, D. C., and checks for the first ard Marsh of Long Beach, California
Because of rumors that the farm re Mildred Maas, Marcella Darling,
HOT, Val. Wiegand, J. C. Jed- the best jobs of camp construction two-thirds of the benefit payment and Mrs. Phoebe McMullen of Keller- aureau was seeking to push itself for- race Allen, Julia Hickman and Leona
in the state. The local camp, which have begun arriving in Iowa, Murl ton, Iowa.
f . Slater and Fred Hansen.
ward in the matter of administration Eilts.
is the only veterans' company in Iowa, McDonald, of the Extension Service
Out-of-town people who called dur- of the corn-hog plan, the executive
With the exception of the two boys'
IRD OF THANKS.
at present has 275 enlisted men, the at Iowa State College, has announced ng the day to extend congratulations committee of the organization wirec games with Anita, all of the contests
largest group in the state.
The checks go direct to the indi- were Mr. and Mrs. George Lary and Secretary Henry A. Wallace asking on the schedule are doubleheaders for
.to extend bur thanks
vidual farmer.
Praises Camp.
tMt. and Mrs. G. E. Eshelman of if the organization and its setup wa: the boys and girls.
|; were so kind to us during Gen. Frank R. McCoy of Omaha,
'Monona county, the largest wheat Griswold; Mr. and Mrs. Emery Eshel- to be used,.
The Schedule.
-and passing on of our commander of the Seventh corps area, producing county in Iowa, with 427 man, Mrs. Chas. Buhl and Mrs. Lucy
Want Cooperation.
The
schedule
follows:
?*nd father.
i
who was here to inspect the local 1 contracts- signed, has submitted more Ackerman and daughter of Grant;
Secretary Wallace sjfet these rumors
Nov. 22—Massena here.
Mrs. Margaret Pratt
camp, praised the work of Capt. Dan- than 360 and will submit the re- Mrs. Earl Gibson of Valley Junction; to rest with an immediate reply thai
Dec. 8—Lewis there.
and Family.
iel Becker, and the soil erosion work mainder as soon as signatures of ab- Mrs. Myrtle Marsh and daughter and his department wanted the full co
Dec." 12—Massena here.
of the world war veterans. General sentee landlords are obtained or oth- Mr. and Mrs. John Roth, Sr. of Audu- operation of the farm bureau. His
Dec. 20—Hancock here.
fary Osen was in Cedar Falls McCoy also praised very highly the er routine details are cleared up. bon; Mrs. M. C. Hansen of St. Joseph, telegram was as follows:
Dec. 22—Open.
f Week end to attend the Home- speedy and efficient manner in which Warren, Woodbury, Scott and Madi- Missouri; Ed. Gochanour, wife and
"Replying to your telegram Octo
Jan. 12—Anita there.
celebration at the State the winter barracks are being built son counties, all with approximately children and Rev. Peter Martin of At- ber 26 plans for direction of corn an<
Jan. 17—-Lewis here.
College. On Saturday af- at the Cass county fairgrounds.
200 or'more contracts, Harrison with lantic; and Rev. Elwyn Andrews of hog campaign now being formulate
Jan. 19—Adair there.
she witnessed the State
Work on all of the buildings is 139 and Dallas with 100 are other Des Moines.
and will be sent you by agricultura
Jan. 26—Cumberland here.
-Simpson football game.
nearing completion. Six barracks, a counties which have submitted par!
adjustment administration as soon a
Jan, 31—Hancock there.
double-winged mess hall, a hospital, or all of their contracts.
completed.
We want full coopera
Fred
Mutersbaugh,
50,
of
Fontanelle,
Feb.
2—Adair here.
ommunity Welfare organiza- an administration building, a new toicommitted suicide Friday at the John tion of farm bureaus and other or
Feb. 9-10—County tournament.
1 again function in Anita this let and shower and bath house have
The third annual get together Lapel farm near there by shooting.
ganized farm groups and expect t
Feb. 16—Anita here.
| under the guidance of Mrs. W.
been put up. The veterans have meeting of all veterans and their
make full use of personnel and faci!
Feb. 20—Cumberland there.
president.
Arrangements moved into the barracks. Work of families, sponsored by the American
The Lincoln Center P. T. A. held ities of extension service.
Thank
een made to rent the rooms installing equipment in the shower Legion and Legion Auxiliary, will be their monthly meeting at the school
Miss Madelene Metheny, teacher at
for your resolution in support of pro
I, rear of the Forshay insurance room, mess hall and equipment proLincoln township school No. 6, enterheld on Friday, November 10, at thi house on Monday evening. Business gram."
|»nd these rooms will be open bably will be completed by the end of
tained all the people in the district
Masonic Temple. Mess will be servec was transacted and plans were made
:00 to 4:00 p. m. each Monday this week.
at 6:30. Those attending should for a program to be given at the
Jack Long was a week end visitor j at a Hallowe'en party one evening
(jursday. The room will be open
bring sandwiches, a covered dish, an township hall on November 24. A with friends in Iowa City and on last week. Sides were chosen and conpbming Monday afternoon, and
Lee Bills of Omaha was a visitor dishes. There will be a program anc short program was enjoyed Monday '-'a'lirday attended the Io,wa-lowa tests furnished the diversion for the
in charge of the committee.
in the city Saturday.
a general good time.
evening, followed by lunch.
evening. Lui\ch was served.
State football game.

Friday and Saturday
Specials

Delinquent Tax Sale Will Local Couple Celebrate
Not Be Held in December Golden Wedding Anniversary

Soil Erosion Control Will
Be Work of Local Camp

No Process Tax on Hogs
Killed For Use on Farms

Viola Boys and Girls
Start Basketball Practice

Wheat Farmers' Checks
Are Due in Cass County

TFIE TRIBUNE, ANITA. IOWA.
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IT DIDN'T WORK
The chief of t h e firm had boon to
Aniorirn. Among his Intiovntlons
was a notice on tlio door; "Burglars!
Tliis door Is fitted w i t h electric
nlnrms. If It Is touched In nny n-n.v
the police will automatically come
here at once."
One morning on reaching the office
he found ft second notice which read;
"Thnnks for the tip. \Ve broke"'
through the wall Instead."—London
Tit-lilts.

nswerin$ the Call q
Human Distress

HARDSHIP
"We girls had m anv .
*hen we camped out ^ar(1v
drinking glass among fLe g l r, |
°"e
"Hm-m."
s"
"And only one mirror"Good night {"-Louisville
le cr
Journal.
°urler.

Why
Liquid Laxatives
Do You No Harm
i

The dose of a liguid laxative can be
measured. The action can be controlled. It forms no habit; you need
not take a "double dose" a day or
two later. Nor will a mild liquid
laxative irritate the kidneys.
The right liquid laxative will bring
a perfect movement, and with no
discomfort at the time, or afterward.
The wrong cathartic may keep
you constipated as long as you keep
on using ill
t
0. An approved liquid laxative (one
.which is most widely used for both
adults and children) is syrup pepsin.
Dr. CaHwell's Syrup Pepsin is a
prescription, and is perfectly safe. Its
laxative action is based on sfinna —
.
laxfliye.Th^
bowels will
,not BecomTaepeB4erjt on this form
of help, as they do in the case of
cathartics containing mineral drugs.
Ask your druggist for Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin. Member N. R. A.

Doctors Give Creosote
For Dangerous Coughs

• For many years our best doctors have
prescribed creosote in some form for
coughs, colds and bronchitis, knowing
how dangerous it is to let them hang on.
Creomulsion with creosote and six
other highly important medicinal elements, quickly and effectively stops all
coughs and colds that otherwise might
lead to serious trouble.
Creomulsion is powerful in the treatment of all colds and coughs, yet it is
absolutely harmless and is pleasant and
i

.

Your own druggist guarantees Creomulsion by refunding your money if you
are not relieved after taking Creomulaion as directed. Beware the cough or
cold that hangs on. Always keep Creomulsion on hand for instant use. (adv.)

WHY YOUR HEALTH
DEPENDS UPON
YOUR KIDNEYS
Your Kidneys Are Constantly
Eliminating Waste Poisonb
From Your Blood
ToBe WeD See That They Function
p6t*»...
Properly

, •.: <~\

i ?"'""*

'_*«»^-~."

fOURKlDJfETSt Do you realize1
"What an Important part they play
to your bodily health-and length ofi
lifer They are the blood filters.
Every 24 hours they excrete more
than BOO grains of poisonous waste.
Thua your kidneys are literally
•entlnels of your health.
It la well, then, to keep careful
•Watch of your kidneys. If they fall
to do their work fully, there Is slow
Kolsonlng of the system, which may
lead to many serious conditions.
Disordered kidney action and
bladder Irritations may give rise to
scanty, painful or too frequent paaBage and getting up at night. Ona
to apt to feel a dull, nagging backache, drowsy headaches and dlzzl-r
ness.
1
While, naturally, temporary IM
regularities may occur, if the condition persists, It Is well to look to
your kidneys. There Is positive
danger In neglecting disordered
kidney action.
If you have any reason to believe
your kidneys are not functioning
properly, why not give Doan'a Pitta
a trial 7 No other advertised diuretic has such world-wide use. Nona
Is so well recommended.
Get Doan's today. Your druggist!
baa them.

Ik* All My Pim ples
Are Gone
s one woman, "I suffered
Pimples and blackheads for
one year, all the time hating to go
P^ e*or dances.myakin looked
•obad. I tried various treatments
^ithput success, but the firat time
J used Reainol Soap and Ointment,
A noticed an improvement. Now
«U n»y pimples are gone."
•AMPLE FHKB will, Skla Tn»tme

Resinol
45—33

And It'a the Wrong Tr.ct

We all have a one-track min,i ,
awhile when we go to WOrr?inR '

HERE ARE THE
USUAL SIGHS OF
ACID STOMACH
j Neuralgia Fading of Weakness :
Headachea Month Acidity
'
Naosea
Low of Appetite
Indigestion Sour Stomach
Nervousnen Sleeplessness
Auto-Intoxication
WHAT TO 00 FOR IT:

By ELMO SCOTT WATSON

NCE a year the American people
as a whole are acutely aware of
the existence of a great national
organization devoted exclusively
to the humanitarian enterprise of
answering in a practical way the
call of human distress. That Is
during the period from Armistice
_ „
day to Thanksglvlne day when the
American Red Cross holds Its animal rail call
and invites the support of the AmeJlcW people
by Joining its membership.
D n ng that tlme Mr John Cltlzen near
nf
f ^ about
^
"
s aabout
lot
of talk
this organization,
he reads
It In the newspapers, and In the coat lapel of
his fellow citizens, wherever he goes, he see3 the
familiar little white button with the scarlet cross
on it. So when he Is asked to become a member he answers, "Sure, I'll Join! I know the Red
Cross is doing a fine work, and If my membersnip will help out, why, here It Is "
Thus the response of the average American
ror approximately two weeks, out of the 52 In
the years. The chances are that during the
other 50 weeks he doesn't have occasion to think
about It especially. Then there comes a disaster—a tornado, a flood, a mine explosion or an
epidemic of some sort.
If Mr. Citizen Is a resident of the stricken
community, he has good reason to think of the
Red Cross again. For long before federal state
or county relief agencies can begin to function
the Red Cross has swung into action
Even If he Isn't one of those whose home has
been swept away or has lost a relative or friend
or In some other way has had the disaster
brought close to him, he has good reason to
think of the Red Cross again. For, as he reads
In his newspaper the first accounts of the disaster, he is sure to come across w,me such slunlncant statement as this, "The Red Cross is
mobilizing its forces to meet the emergency"
or "Red Cross workers have already arrived on
the scene and are directing the relief work "
Perhaps Mr. John Citizen doesn't realize'that
he had a part In that relief work, small though
If^VT beea BUt he dld' That money
which he handed over when he received his little white button with the red cross on it during
the last roll call, added to the thousands and
tens of thousands and hundreds of thousands of
similar contributions, is what makes It possible
for the Red Cross to be on the Job so Quickly
when the call for action comes. For all regular
services of the Red Cross derive their support
from the annual roll call and the strength of the
organization lies in Its mass membership
Perhaps he doesn't realize, either, how ex
tens ve Is the work of the Red Cross. But if he
wo,alkalize ,t, iet him look at the record of

Reaching Into nearly every county of the
United States, the American Red Cross the pas'
year carried relief to 25,000,000 persons. This
relief Included: aid to victims In 120 disasters
assistance to veterans and their

by the J.700 lied Cross chapters and
branches, with their thousands of voiur
workers who. trained In Red Cross courses e*
freely of their time In order that life mle'ht hmade bearable for the needy or unfortunate o^
their communities.
The Red Cross is known for its efficiency In
meeting disaster emergencies. Never iu mo "
than 52 years of disaster experience has U e
call for Red Cross assistance been more con
slant and Imperative than In the last 12 months
Catastrophes crowded upon one another at the
rate of ten a month—a total of 120 In the vear
Major calamities are characteristically rur ,,
For every fire or earthquake that strikes the
populace of a large city, requiring Rod <' rowj
ministration, there are many Hoods hurricanes
tornadoes, droughts, grasshopper Infestations
und other disasters assailing the smaller town*
and the agricultural sections.
Although national and local officials ,,r the
federal emergency relief administration have
said repeatedly that "Federal relief funds can
not be used In providing the necessities for
which the Red Cross assumes responsibility"
there has been some confusion In the public
mind as to what the Red Cross does and what
the government does. Red Cross relief is glveu

TAKK—2 teaspoonfuls or
Phillips' Milk of Magnesta in a glass of water
«very morning when you
Bet up. Take another
teaspoonful 30 minutes
after eating. And another
before you go to bed.
Oil—Take the new
PMUips'Milkof Magnesia
Tablets — out latlel lor
each teaspoonful as directed above.

If yon have Acid Stomach, don't
worry> about it. Follow the simple
directions given above. This small
dosage of Phillips' Milk of Magnesia
acts at once to neutralize the acids
that cause headache, stomach pains
and other distress. Try it. You'll
feel like a new person.
But—be careful you get REAL
milk of magnesia when you buygenuine PHILLIPS' Milk of Magnesia. See that the name "PHILLIPS'" is on the label.
ALSO IN TABUT FORM
Each tiny tablet Is the
equivalent of a teaspoonful
o? Genuine
of Magnesia.
MEMBER N.R. A,

s'MiH of Magnesia

to disaster sufferers In need. Government relief consists In giving employment and whatever
additional relief Is required for the maintenance
of a family, regardless of whether or not they
are disaster sufferers. Thus, the Red Cross contlnutes its functions aa the national disaster relief agency.
There were 44 tornadoes and 24 floods In the
United States last year, and the Red Cross In
each case met the emergency and brought about
rehabilitation. During one period of 12 weeks
46 disasters occurred In 23 states, many of them
affecting wide areas.
In the United States relief was given In 217
counties and ten towns. There were eight storms
involving hall or high wind or both. There weVl
six fires and a forest flre There were three explosions a cloudburst, a cyclone, a drought, an
earthquake, a hurricane, a mine explosion, a
shipwreck, a snow blockade and a typhoid epidemic-all receiving prompt response from tee
Red Cross.
Whenever a disaster Bweeps an agricultural
section the loss extend, not only to toe vlcttlns
but to the entire community. Local business
feels the impact The Red Cross recovery program helps here, for grocery and other buying
orders are given for execution through the regu
much of the sting from th« disaster und^Umu8
-ML" |r>eLUro l° n ° rmal ^on00110 conditions.
The Red Cross Is always prepared, for Its
chapter disaster committees are schooled In reUef procedure. Th. Red Cross works closely
with the government weather bureau, the army
the navy and coast guard. Today Red Cross
Disaster machinery Is maintained at the h gh
est state of efficiency In hlrtory. The many recent hurricanes found the Red Cross everywhere
organized for meeting emergencies
* wuere
It Is not unusual for Red Cross disaster workers to he on the ground In advance of the arrival of an approach!** storm, m the case of
disaster, of types which cannot be anticipated
to any degree. It 1. never a mutter of more ttan
a few hours until Red Cross workers are on the
•spot, bringing order out of chaos
Relief work has other operation. In addition
to that required by sudden disasters SixTun
• Ired thousand women under the ted Cross ban"
ner gave more than 18,000,000 hn u r s ,£ the rott
year to making garments for children and aduTts
Sewing rooms hummed as In war days
who had knitted In war days mice '
llielr needles In the cause of gl)1)J ..,.,.,
and patriotism. At the last na.l,,, m l ltw, rroM
Convention in Washington ,| vin , mM 'r™
i>iu\oil examples of worlunanshi f
units In chapters In every p a r t ' o f UK-'"^!!','!!
States Items rauged fro,,, dr,s,,,s „, sw,, ! ,
trom blouses to overalls. It is ..stlina,,.,! ,imtV.
per cent of the year's d,,,,,!,,,
., ls
"' j^.'
needy were met by t h e lt,.,| c,,,Ss
Klour distribution was als,, arl,i, u ,,, „„ ..,,
economical and eflicliMit basis l . , ; - , ' v n,,.,,.. .'
the services of volunteers w..;-|;ii,./TI-,'I ,- ,.'.",', .,

1. All that Is left of a home, following a hurricane In Tennessee. In the Red Cros. this
homeless family finds "a friend Indeed."
2. Little models and seamstresses—member*
of the Junior Red Cross happy In their work for
less fortunate children.
3. Flour for the)needy. A view of a Red
Cross distributing station in Ohio.
4. Demonstration of Red Cross flrst aid for
simple fracture of the thigh. Splint, have been
applied, hands and feet tied In preparation for
transportino the victim to the nearest medical
aid. Aromatic spirits of ammonia are being
fllven to offset the shock of the accident
6. From bridge tables to sewing machines—a
group of volunteers converting cloth Into needed
garments.

direction. Home baking was revived In thousands of homes. Farmers and rural dwellers
were Important beneficiaries of commodity operations. Huge farm board surpluses were disposed of. In certain drought areas in the early
stages of the program, 223,901 tons of stockfeed went to 184,188 owners of live stock. Many
rural families were rescued from the prospect
of severe food shortage in the presence of
plenty. Physical resistance was maintained;
under-nourlshment prevented. Children were
enabled to go to school who would have been
kept at home for lack of sufficient clothing.
In the Red Cross health program the results
were widespread. The Red Cross public health
nurses Inspected 633,379 children In schools during the year—pointed out health 'needs, assisted
school doctors and health officials. In all kinds
of weather, at all hours of day or night, over
all manner of roads, they made a total of more
than 1,233,500 nursing visits. Fifty-three thousand persons were reached In home hygiene
classes taught by authorized Red Cross nursesinstructed in the fundamentals of healthful living and In simple procedures In care of the sick
In the home.
Safety education went right along with health
lessons. More than 66,000 certificates were Issued by the Red Cross for completion of first
aid courses; more than 78,000 certificates were
re
issued In life-saving.
Veterans and their families continue to find a
buddy in the Red Cross, which won their lovaltv
t.y Its service to them in the World war since
i he passage of the economy act, they have be' o.ne dependent upon Red Crosa technical art
«-rs and authorized Red Cross representation
lore the veterans' administration
1 .MI Cross work Is not an adult activity alone
"•^nl/.ed 15 years ago the Junior Red Cross'
!•• .ID of school children, now has a member'
• »f nearly 7.000.000. and these 7.000000 have
' '>" "-'live part in relief work among
ans and nninug children less fortunate
''••I'lvi'.S.

1(6 by Wosu.u fiavavill>vc

Nervous? .
DRINK

A

POSTUM «4
contains no caffein!

I WAS NERVOUS and was toting my grip oa myself. I decided to give up coffee, and
make the Poetum 30-day test
—and waa toon myself again.
Sleep like an infant all night
and wake up feeling fresh and
reated." Prudence B. Anderson, Oklahoma City, OJcjk.

Rndl Relief
SaHAIIVegetabUV/ay

SSbtetj

now after yean of
and nlllnuimM* irtinti

y&nsaratt&W!

CuticuraOuitmeirt
Joot/icsanctJ/eak
•kin Irritations quickly and easily.
Let it be your first thought in treating itching, burning affections, cooma, pimples and other disfiguring
blotches. No household should bo
without it.
Price 25c and SOc
Addrcw: "CnUcora."

Uu,

.

0«pt. iss. Maiden. BUM

THE

Drastic Losses
RIGHT AT THE BEGINNING OF
THE WINTER SEASON.

We Must Sell
THIS ENTIRE STOCK. NO RESERVES. NO
LIMITS, AND ALL AT TERRIFIC SACRIFICE.
There is no help for it—necessity knows no law
and cares not who or when it strikes. So far we
have had a splendid sale, but there are hundreds of
items yet to be found in this stock.

ANITA TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 193S.

suddenly became 111 due 1o absorption OATS IN SWINE RATIONS
INCREASES GAINS MADE
of carbon m o n o x i d e gas. She went
t h r o . i g h a critical period lasting sevA small amount of whole oats in
eral days, and t h e n recovered. Among
the
ration of market pigs gives a
t h e early symptoms of poisoning of
increase ...
in rate
of „
grain and
t h i s k i n d are dizziness, headache,: slight ...^..^^u^
—~ —
nausea and m u s c u l a r weakness. These,' higher gross returns above feed cost, j
These results, at least, were obarc followed iy mental confusion and
tained in swine feeding demonstrastupor.
Carbon monoxide is life's mortal tions conducted in 25 Iowa counties
enemy. A warning norte of danger the past year by the extension service
should be sounded until it will become cooperating with the farm bureaus
a matter of second nature for every- and swine producers.
According to figures compiled by
one to avoid exposure to this deadly,
odorless vapor and seek to dilute it E. L. Quaife, extension animal huswith a,s miuch outdoor air as possible. bandman, adding whole oats self-fed

Burkhart's
We Deliver

Phone 30o

Friday-Saturday Specials
SANI-FLUSH, 2 cans and 1 can MelTo for
45
ROLLED OATS> for table use, 9-pound bag
C
PINK SALMON, 1-pound cans
121/
'2C
PEAS, No. 2 cans, 13c, or 2 cans for
-.25e
BtJTTER, Armour's CloVerbloom, per pound
-.23c
NORTHERN BEANS, 4 pounds
• 19C
SOAP FLAKES, Crystal White, per package' I5c
BRAN FLAKES, Kellogg's, per package..
9c
MUSTARD HORSE RADISH, in beer mugs
I4c
CHOCOLATE COOKIES, assorted, per pound •23c
SUGAR, fine granulated, 10 pounds (cash)
.53c
CORN MEAL, white or yellow, per pound.. . 2c

to the ration of corn and minerals on
The infant daughter of Mr. and pasture increased the average daily
Mrs. Mike Woodall has been ill the j gain from 1.02 pounds per pig to
past week. Miss Lillian Metz of! 1.06 pounds and the gross return
.^w.u
Wiota, a trained nurse, has been t a k - ( above feed costs from $7.78 to $8.65.
ing care of her.
| 'This increase in gross return above
feed cost was received despite the
i Rev. and Mrs. M. J. Rarick, accom- fact that the feed cost per 100 pounds
panied by Rev. and Mrs. I. R. Mills of gain was increased from $2.76 to
of Aiiair, drove to Corning last Wed- $2.92.
nesday and attended the Creston disAdding whole oats self-fed to a
JCOST IS FORGOTTEN IN THIS CLOSE
; trict conference.
ration of corn, tankage and minerals
OUT SALE.
on pasture gave similar increases in
Mrs. George Morgan of Holyoke, gains and gross returns above feed
Colorado, Clyde Pratt of Paoli Colo- cost. When larger amounts of oats
rado, and Mrs. George Renner of were fed, such as when ground oats
Seattle, Washington, are in the city, were mixed with tankage, the rate of
being called here by the death of gain was slowed down, the feed cost
(Successor to J. R. Stuhr.)
their father, R. C. Pratt.
was increased considerably and the
gross return above feed cost was reA woman walked into the county duced.
,
, , ,
.
treasurer's
treasurers office
oince in Cerro
^erro Gordo
Liorc counThe value of full feeding as comdence, what
UJ ,
FARM ADJUSTMENT NEWS.
, has made this century
"-c'"-ulf of
, ty andj expressedj surprise at a per- pared
COUNTY AGENTS WARNED
/cljcll m
j
with
limited feeding of
progress
sonal
property
assessment
of
11
cents
|
a'gValw'
was
demonstrated.
When
ABOUT CORN ALLOTMENTS]
Published Every Thursday by the
"If you will study this fair, you
Pending
the
arrival
of
application
listed against her. The treasurer Itankage wfts added to thfi b&&[c n_
will he obliged to come to the conclublanks
and
corn-hog
contracts
from
up and found that the asses-1 tion of corn and minerals> the av _
Des Moines, ~No7 S.-Experience
sion that this century of progress was
Washington, many meetings will be gained by the 'Weather
sor had listed clocks and
era
£e daily gain per pig was increased
W. F. BUDD
Editor brought about by individual initiative; among personal property for T™
assess- from 1.02 pounds to 1.32 pounds and held in Iowa during the next few Bureau of the Iowa Department of
by the strength, the power, the courweeks at which county agents, memSubscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50 age, the brains and the ability of the ment. Though these useful articles the gross return above feed cost from bers of the extension staff and vol- Agriculture, in Connection with wheat
are
included
on
the
personal
property
If not paid in advance
$2.00 men and women of the Republic of
$7.78 to $9.70. The ration of com, unteer workers will explain the corn- allotments jast; closed, indicates the
! lists, it has been customary
impossibility"ibf jgiving information to
North America. W h e t h e r you point i
"
T """ ^'"""»
whole oats, tankage and minerals
Entered at the post office at Anita, to progress in industry, science, in- i ^ 'T tO J18«*ar? th em ' ^^ gave a gross return of $10.95 above hog adjustment* program.
individual farmers relative to their
*
*
f
u
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
acreage and production of corn durvention, transportation," or the arts, | ^ P U t °". the '1StS l n the °ld «*** feed cost, the highest of seven raSome people still think that adjust- ing the last three years.
. '""'Pieces *«e regarded as tions tried. Tankage showed up esTHURSDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1933. what you see here is the triumph of!
ment production means that some
Nowada s
we
In many cases where land has been
the mind and the hand of free men them
T"™*'
y
pecially well when the pigs were op people will go hungry. Director R.
necessltles
'
i
Just
another
added
to or subtracted from a farm,
without
dictatorship.
poor pasture.
'
NATIONAL FIRE LOSS GOES
d l c a t l o n of
K. Bliss of the Extension Service
the changing times.
"Ninety per cent of the exhibits
DOWN.
Skimmilk or buttermilk used in points out that during the past two it is practically Impossible to identify
here mark advances in our civilization
the ration at the rate of % gallon to years when we have had the largest the tracts and work out the corn
I
C. C. Wright of Algona, Kossuth
in•As the year draws toward its close, due entirely to individuals,. private
.
1 gallon per pig per day proved to surplus of food products, we have also history from reports of assessors. The
has established a reputation be an
the National Doard of Fire Under-! div ' d ua's working without inspiration, a
economical protein supple- had the longest bread-lines. This has last legislature greatly .reduced the
duck hunter—but he doesn't ment.
appropriation for the Weather and
writers makes a heartening announce compulsion, control or even suggestion 1 s
been true because lack of a market
about shooting the birds. Like
no funds are availment—the estimated fire loss for the from the government itself. In fact
Rate of gain and return above for farm and industrial products has Crop Bureau and
Buck, he "brings 'em back
able for hiring1 the large number oL-l
first nine months of 1933 was $246,- it is noteworthy that the government
feed
cost
were
best
in
pigs
having
resulted in unemployment among in- clerks that would be required to lookf
350,000, as compared with $341,050,- has done very little to contribute^ to alive." Driving home at 3 a. m. one
clover | dustrial workers and low purchasing up corn allotment data.
Wright saw a duck or rape.
000 in the same period in 1932.
this century of progress, while, on' morning
..,. recently,
,
power among farmers.
•,.-- waddling down the pavement ahead i
It is therefore necessary that the
Though a large part of this saving the other hand, much has been pre* * *
local township' committee 'do their
must be attributed to depression val- Jvented, much has been thwarted, much of his car. He turned his spotlight I SOME RULES FOR
The "planned production" which the
ues of property burned rather than has been hindred, by the heavy, cold, on it and the bird stopped, blinded, j
STORING
APPLES corn-hog and other adjustment pro- work very carefully, conscientiously
Wright
got
out,
circled
up
to
the
clammy
hand
of
bureaucracy.
to actual reduction in value of proand thoroughly. If they do not, it ia
"Now
iiuvv
Storing fruit is an ancient practice, grams 'are meant to secure will not possible from the township figures to
perty destroyed, these figures show
— too
— ..,.,,^>,
be
cynical duck in the darkness and with a suddefinite and striking progress—the about the motives that have actuated den pass grabbed it. It was a big but most of us have a lot to learn reduce the supply below what is need- quickly determine' their failure but
mallard and made the about doing it satisfactory, accord- ed for domestic consumption. In fact, not possible to go into the History of
greatest progress in fire prevention' the men who nave wrought these,
buildi
family
a fine dinner. It is ing
-o to H. ~.
„.-...,„, Ui
.a[e ifc Plans to meet domestic needs with individual farms. County agents have
L. Mantz,
of ,the
Iowa Ol
State
11C luwtt
made in many years. Every reducngs which house miracles of!
seience
the
bird,
-flying
low,
struck
college horticulture department.
Ian ade<Iuate safety margin to pre- been notified by the Weather and
tion in fire loss means that wealth
and invention. Pride of
.
S
e electnc llght
vent anyone from going hungry.
wires
and
was
People
sometimes
throw
a
lot
of
which would otherwise have been to-' achievement, ambition to excel, love ' °™
Crop Bureau that individual farm
By not having a surplus to market,
"deadfalls" into a bin and wonder
work orw)
and ""*
art uhave
tally destroyed has continued to work nf """"''
'"" Uhad
- J more ' to stunned data cannot be furnished.
why they don't have 100 per cent- the. farmer will secure- a- reasonable
«=
in channels that provide opportunity
with it than the mere desire to
Pr
Ce
f
r
his
roduc
Council Bluffs, Pottawattamie coun- perfect fruit a few months later. The | '
°.
P
ts, he will be able
and employment—that it has gone in- make money or to exploit others. And
Walter Miller and a corn shelling
ty, folks are trying an interesting first principal of storing fruit is to il° buy industrial products, unemploy- crew working on a farm near Grundy
to the pockets of workingmen and ' it is a matter of common fact .
through the tills of merchants and that government is at its best when new experiment in higher education. hand
pick it from the trees, according! ment wil1 decrease and the general Center, Grundy county, had an unusM
They
have
established
a
community
*"
•"„_*._
welfare of all classes will gradually ual sort of hunting expedition recentto
Mr.
Mantz
touched the hands of farmers. It is | it supplements and cooperates with
college, whose tuition is to be free.
In storing apples for the winter, improve.
reflected in the balance sheets of ' private industry.
ly. The quarry war rats and there
companies, and in the return they are I "And a century from now another It is designed for high school grad- care should bfe taken that they are
was no lack of game. The crew h»d
1
he
reason
uates financially unable to attend col- not rplaced near heat.
able to ipaymf their
It
will
arrive
to mark
...„>,. If
^ they
J
why the farmer must been shelling out a large double crib
- - - - - - security-holders.
u^\. u* i i,jr mjiueis.
i L ''xposition
*
•• • « * t*i
i i v c: ihere,
i c i c , tu
ITlarK
Ullcy are
are reduce
. hls Production to secure high- of stored corn. One side of the crib
is, in brief, a strong influence in sup-i a n o t h e r century of triumphant pro- lege. One of the ministers of the stored in the basement, they should i
y
bee chosen as dean
port of recovery.
j gress of free men, under the American
"
- The be kept away from the furnace One! 6F PnCeS is b^*1186 he formerly was found to lie infested with rats
f l
superintendent
of
the
city
schools
will of the 'best places to store apples is i mark « ted P°rk equivalent to nearly
Now it's time to think of the $245 -' " >»stitution."
which had undermined and riddln) th>
act as registrar. Instructions will be in an old-fashioned storage cave ' ? mllllon market weight hogs and to
000,000 that was destroyed. It's safe
floor. Miller and his men, assisted
roduct
,
given
in
five
branches
and
will
conCARBON MONOXIDE—LIFE'S
to say that at least $200,000,00 of the
During the fall months the door may |
P
from 8 to 10 million acres by members of the family living <«v
tinue for 18 weeks. The instructors be left open at night, so the cold air I ,° r n ' But farmers last year (1932)
MORTAL ENEMY.
waste was entirely unnecessary. Peothe place, went after the rats vrith
have been chosen from among the i can circulate, and" closed "during the sold less than 5 million hogs abroad sticks and clubs. It was a. battle rojple were careless with gasoline—with '
'• ago the Associated business and professional men, ar- ! day.
as compared with 13 million 10 years al with the entire group swinging
the daily papers earago.
explosives. They allowed waste to
.I musicians and specialists in! It is best to sort the apples before
re
their weapons lustily at the big, fat
* * *
but tragic news item, to
a are donati
accumulate. They didn't trouble to' .
"
ng their ! storing, , using up the defectiveegrades
graes
„.lgures
rodents who had lived prosperously off
graaes
"^
that
two
young
people
Ln
a
j
services.
.......
correct known fire hazards, thinkim*
• ui •
" "" •-—•-"• — °
first. If all grades are stored togeth- ! *
received from the Agricul- the corn. When the rats were all dis-'
Ad ustme
ustme
they would do it tomorrow. Tomo^' ! K '" fhl ? orln * state had been found dead
er, the poor fruit will
wi cause d"ecay tural' Ad
nt Administration
Administrati
'er,
JJ
nt
in posed of and the panting huntsmen
home garage. The motor had '
row never came—but fire did.
Odebolt,
Sac
county,
has
a
unique
among
the
better
grades.
|
Washington
indicate
that
Iowa's
share
stopped to check up, they gathered tobeen allowed to run
the benefit
We've made a fine start. But that's
If possible, apples should be indi- '
to wheat gether 250 dead rats. The animals
"^ in the belief of Pa"' Wag- i
was
being
repaired,
the
garage
doors
. A recent visitor there pointed vidually wrapped in oil paper—not farmers for agreeing- to reduce
no reason "for sitting still and con- - - wheat were buried by the basketful. The
to Wagner that there are more newspapers, for they impart an odor acrea^e 15 Per cent will be $529,000.
gratulating ourselves. There's much were closed and carbon monoxide gas
crib will have a new concrete floor,
from
the
exhaust
caused
these
accimore to be done—and every citizen
in Odebolt who have celebrat- to the fruit.
" " '
which will make it secure-against furdental
fatalities.
should join the ranks to not only
golden weddings than in any ' Jonathans, delicious and the softer
Farmers should apply for loans di- ther invasions.
Tragedies s i m i l a r to that reported
maintain but better this record.
town he had ever heard of. This apples will not keep so long as wine rectlv to
from the nearby state cost the lives
:
tional
visitor, (.eorir,. Aupperle, 92, of Shel- saps, willow twigs or black twigs, Mr. '
loan associations, authorof t w e n t y people in Iowa during 1932 •ion, O'Brien county, has been clipA BIG MA.N SI'KAKS.
That these deaths were confined t o ' ping items from an Odebolt news- Mantz points out, and should be 'used ized correspondents of Federal land
up early in the winter.
I banks or to the bank itself. A numWith so many influences and agen- the colder months of the year is evi- . paper concerning golden wedding
Apples ought not to be stored near ber of unofficial and unauthorized
denced
l,y
the
fact
that
no
fatal
ac'
cies working to extend the socialist I
There
cabbage, onions or other vegetables persons have sought to collect fees
program in the United States, it is culent.s from e x h a u s t gas occurred <
more than 15 couples that will give an odor to the fruit.
from farmers for so-called "service"
'
l
u
n
n
g
J
u
l
y
,
August
and
September
heartening to those who believe in
in Odebolt and the immediate vicinity
m helping them to obtain loans. Such
the superiority of private initiative and that fourteen, or 70 per cent of who have celebrated their golden KXTKND TIME FOR FILING
i service is not necessary.
the f a t a l i t i e s fell ir, the six month i

Amazing Values

H. J. Schneider

We Will Be Closed Friday Afternoon, 3:00 to 4.30.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Tribune Publishing Co;

Let Us

and enterprise, to read the following
courageous expressions from a recent
address of former governor Alfred K
Smith at the Century of Progress exposition in Chicago. Mr. Smith said
in part:
"As I went through the fair I
./thought to myself that there is still
another great lesson for the people
of this country to learn . ... At
from the assistance of Divine IVovi

We
'X)NT SELL PRICE.
JUST GOOD COAL.
TKY

i

TIGER
$7.25 PER TON

Kunz Grain Co.
Phones:
Residence 101
Office 48

wedding and are both still living
Period f r o m October to March. Five' Kvidently () (k , b olt is a KO()d ^
deaths were recorded for March <•" have a happy married life.
alone, the largest n u m b e r for any one
month.
Heaths from this cause have been
n.-taMy fewer t h u s far in 1933 than
111
1 !'•'(-'. Two deaths attributed to
carbon m o n o x i d e from motor e x h a u s t :
Voss Manufacturing Co
were recorded in J a n u a r y of this year,
and om f a t a l i t y each for February
"IF IT'S MADE OF WOOD,
WE CAN M A K E I T "
and March.
602-4 E. 3rd. St.
1'i-ath certificates, Tiled w i t h the '
D i v i s i o n of Vital Statistics of the i
Swan, Martin & Martin
State D e p a r t m e n t of Health, t e l l :
Attorneys-at-Law
m u c h the same story regarding c i r - I
General
Law Business Transacted
cumstances surrounding fallal acci '
•lents of this kind. Statements on a
number of these death records read Cut riowera, Funeral Designs and
as follows: "engine running in a
Hants of All Kinds.
closed garage," "working on auto- 5th. & Pinejjts^
phone 569
mobile with engine running," "car
running and garage doors closed"
Osborne-Tomlinson
car r u n n i n g in garage," "simply 'u
Funeral Home
mistake," "warming car in ga-age" Sixth & Oak Streets
Phone 397
t st 1866
A l t h o u g h the greatest danger from
' Ambulance Service
monoxide poh&feng exists in the
closed, private garage, individuals not Roland, Peacock _
infrequently suffer from the effects of
Funeral Directors
this insidious poison in larger gar- *H calls answered promptly day or
ages if inadequately ventilated. The
"'K^. regardless of distance.
hazard is present wherever traffic is
congested. Recently a lady while sit- Atlantic Sheet MetaTWorks
Guy Fulks, Prop.
ing in a car with the windows partly
Heating and Ventilating
pen, waiting for traffic to move on

ATLANTIC BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

Expert Radio

Repairing.

SEED LOAN APPLICATIONS

The processing tax of 4.2 cents a
pound on raw cotton has been proved
to be a negligible factor in price markups occurring on cotton goods, according to Dr. Fred D. Howe, consumers' counsel of the Agricultural
Adjustment Administration. On a bed
sheet, which contains a little less than
" pounds of cotton, the tax amounts
under 8 cents. On ordinary
Mr. Paulson stated that feed loans

Kxten.siun of the time for filing
Iced loan applications to Nevember
M, 1933 was announced today by J
'" 1>au ls°n. manager of the Crop Production Loan Office in Minneap,
The original feed loan
, Provided that applications for loans
i m(uf bo '"ade before October 31,

i
: » ™ made to assist in the preserv^ '
, t>- of foundation stock, and the Six"
! i m u m a m o u n t allowed to any one
! f a m i l y ,s $250.00.
A first chattel
i mortgage upon livestock is taken for
security, and in cases where such
livestock is already encumbered ap-

plicants must secure the waiver of
Pi'ior mortgage holders.
Application forms may be obtained
iron, county Loan Committees or the
Government seed loan inspector
Ihe sailor entered the store and
accosted the new fair and dumb
young clerk.
He: Can you let me have "A Kiss
"> the Dark" for 25 cents?
t-irl Clerk:
1 t.ouldn-t t h i n k yf
it.
He:
But you
<lon't understand,
it's a record.
Uirl Clerk:
I'll
it is, at 25
cents.

.w<!r"n:rt8 ">e tax °" the cotton
^ '" ^ il)Crea86S the price

about 3Vj cents, The same proportion holds for all the other cottoh
goods.

Your Car
With Winter Gasoline.
Winter Oils and Gear Grease.
Alcohol and Anti-Freeze.
WE HAVE THEM ALL.

Gasoline Alley
Anita, Iowa.

For Saturday Only
BEEF ROASTS, per pound . .
SIDE PORK, per pound. .
PORK ROASTS, shoulder, per pound'. '. '. '. ...... lOc
end

R a8ts this

°

week

We Will Be Closed Friday Afternoon, 3:00 to 4:30.

Miller's Market
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OUR COMIC SECTION

"What about the
asked Brown.

CLEAR CIDER M«RE
PROFITABLE

PROFIT of at least $10 could
be added to the Income from the
100 gallons of apple elder which IB
made on the average farm If the frnlt
Juice was clarified.
The truth of Nils statement Is borne
out In the experience of farmers who
have been using the homemade filterIng device recently developed In Michigan. The filterer, costing little more
than $1 to make, has revolutionized
the sales of apple elder wherever the
clear and clarified juice has been offered the public.
College experts and fruit growers
feel that, with clear apple Juice possible for every farmer to make, and the
consumer responding as they have
when It has been placed on sale at
roadside market?, retail stores and
restaurants, them is an opportunity
for greatly Increasing the consumption of this pure fruit beverage.
While clear elder la not a new
drink from a commercial standpoint
farm production has been limited to
the larger orchard? because (of the
cost of machinery. The homemade
device for producing quality apple
elder gives the farmer, who can contact the public or retail outlets, a
chance to turn low grade fruit Into
a nice profit
Experiments with consumer demand
show that apples which were otherwise unmarketable or saleable for

on wi,

"Yes." said Mimin -it
case about that fei|ow ' Wfls
(
all his money half hiLs frlet
. , c e h«
know him."
><Js

By T. J. Delohery

0A

Events in the Lives of Little Men

THEY'LL FALL IN

ROADSIDE
MARKETING

AM 16LAP
HAVE-AIT
A LITTLE

ret that

Cumin;
malntl
that he could ha7div"rt
"net|
y dn>
alohg.8 hi, feef f

LADIES FIRSY

,„;?"" *'"*' *—*..toi

"Ever pick a quarrel with your
wife?" "No, I leave It to her. She
"That he had 8teppe(,
picks much better ones."—Sydney chewing gum."~LoUi8vl]]e onc « 0 »|
(Australia) Bulletin.
Journal.
°urier.
One Ezcui*
Q«ick Switch
Father—There is always room at
A tramp who was quotln
the top.
apeare was fold: "in this
Arthur—Yes, but when you get are adherents of Bacon
there you're liable to get thumped
"Me, too, nram, if Jyon1,
by an airship.—Brooklyn Eagle.
little." .
' .
""

ke>
Use

NOW IS THE TIME
TO

EVERYWHERE
Be > Sure, Then Go Ahead

Be Done

Nearly every success Is due to
No man can make a religion of
starting right and sticking to It
doubt and be comfortable.
SUPPW TANK

64ROENH0SF-

FINNEY OF THE FORCE
SAY, V/HUT'5

/

Tms 01 HEAR.
BOUT
A RUMPUS -DOvJM *i

Yez2
THAT
CAW'T BLAME"
ME — I
INSULTCD

-T'36 CHROMIC
WIT"

THERE I

Give Her Credit

, •••^••••••••••••••••••JllSJMlllS

WELL CAM I HELP

,-r? VLUTELLVO
WHAT HAPpewBDI BOUGHT SOMff
STUFP THERe" AND
TO

»T
T

— so THE CLERK SAID

I HAVE A CHARGE ACCQUIs/T Alsf£>

I SAID wo, so ME SAID i
HAVE. To

SEE THE MANAGERS.
WHERE" IS HE
CAULS OUT ACROSS THE; FLOOR
T
0 THE MAMAG-Efe——

THIS T>UMB CLERK HOLLERS—

•^MR Bfto\wM| H&RE'S A LAPY OF

NO ACCOUNT To SEE YOU'.'—
•So THAT'S

V^HY I

HIT HIM WlTri

A THREE DOLLAR.
LAMPf

<D WMtern N«w.p«p,r Dmon

THE FEATHERHEADS

Can You Tie It?

g^l FANMY SAID SHE

%g/eijY . ME
SOME
__
TIES
vvo,!

— SO I

HAD

GET SOME

WHAT ARE YOU
WITH TH&
OWE& I TURMED
TX>AIM? NOT

Almost Instant Relief
From Neuralgia

OH,NO( vj& KEEP
THEM SEPARATE1
SELL THEM
WIVES
COME IKJ TO BUY
-THEIR. HUSBANDS
CRAVATS

^COPPER av SCREEN
• FIOiEAED CIDER

A Cider Filtarer.

more than 10 to 15 cents a bushel,
grossed 00 cents to $1.50 a bushel as
elder, basing the yield on 3% gallons
to the bushel of apples. And the
cost of producing the clear elder Is
around 10 cents a gallon, everything
considered.
Clear elder is easy to make. Apples
are pressed In the usual manner and
the Juice treated with a chemical
called pectlnoL It Is an enzyme which
breaks down the collodlal matter or
pulp. The mixture Is allowed to remain overnight, the exact time depending upon the temperature, ripeness
of the apples and the amount of peo
tlnol used. The process can be speeded up or retarded, as desired.
Shortly before the elder Is placed
In the supply tank, a filtering agent
called hyflo Is added. It Is an absorbing agent like Spanish clay and
other such materials, which catches
the sediment and permits the clear
Juice to flow.
The filtering device consists of a
barrel, five feet of garden hose, a
muslin tube inside of a cylinder of
copper fly screen. The hyflo settles
In the muslin tube and the Juice from
the barrel or supply tank, hoisted five
to six feet, flows through It The
tube, by the way. Is rested In a wooden trough somewhat similar to that
used for feeding hogs.
The accompanying sketch shows
the filterer. Everything, Including the
barrel or tank, unless It is bought
new, should not cost much more than
51, and it will last a lifetime. The
device and parts should be thoroughly cleaned after usa
Farmers who have been making and
selling clear elder report an unusual
demand, some marketing 100 gallons
a day at 50 to 75 cents a gallon, with
ordinary cider, on adjoining farms and
roadside markets, finding slow sale
even at 25 cents a gallon. Where both
clear and ordinary cider have been
offered, consumers have expressed an
exclusive desire for the clear Juice,
even though it costs more.
Something new In farm products,
processing clear cider has an adver^
tislng advantage. Consumers are
anxious to see how It is made, and
progressive producers have been making H a practice to do the Job In
public and on certain days which are
announced before hand, to which the
public are Invited.
Farmers who have no direct selling
opportunities have found city retailers willing to handle and display clear
elder where they will not bother with
the ordinary fruit Juice. And where
cleur elder has been placed in restaurants to get public reaction, sales not
only have been larger but the price
higher, in one restaurant, diners mistook it for tea because of its clearness.
Iu addition to clarifying apple elder, the new homemade device can be
us«d ou other fruit Juices, k r a u t Juice
and hi making vinegar, all products
which consumers will buy direct from
the furrner.

HAVE TO 66T A"1
TAXI AND GO HOME.
iVe DEVELOPED A J

w ™««Um Nvwipapcr rjnloo

ITS WONDERFUL HOW
QUICKLY htV NEURALGIA
WENT. THAT BAY6R ASPIRIN

TERRIBLE
ATTACK OF
NEURAUIA YOU.TRY2BAYER

ASPIRIN TABLETS.
THEYU.GETRIDOF
VOUR NEURALGIA

ISNT-tT

IN A FEM MINUTES

WONDERFUL!

For Quick Relief Say BAYER Aspirin When You Buy
Here is quicker relief from pain—the
fastest safe relief, it is -~SJ ever
—-known. This is due to a scientific

;

WHY BAYER
ASPIRIN

of

Jhe illustration of the class here
—---o--v~ or dissolve—so to work
-almostinstantly. Thismeansquick
relief from pain-fewer lost fioura
Irom headache, neuritis, rheumatism.
And safe relief. For genuine Bayer
•fii!?n does not nann the heart
When you buy, see that you get
the genuine Bayer Aspirin. The best
way is never to ask for aspirin by the
name 'aspinn" alone. But if you
want Bayer Aspirin's guide relief
always to say "BAYER Aspirin."
Placing; Him

"He's always giggling, that fellow.
A tteal h.e-he man, eh?"

WORKS SQ FAST
Drop a Bayer Tablet
in a gUn of water
Not* that BEFORE
it touch** bottom
[MI started to ds

gl«a It does in your
stomach. Hence IB
fast action.

Does Not Harm theHeart
LO«B by Boasting

A "pull" is duly useful to a man
who keeps stll' about It

OH SONNY...ILL
NEVER GET THAT
GREASY DIRT OUT

YES.YOUWILU,
LADY...CHANGE
TO FELS-NAPTHA
I'M GOOD
GOLDEN SOAP
AND LOTS OF
NAPTHA

©. 1333. Western Newspaper Union.

Peat From Tut'» Tonib Grow
After 3,275 years, a handful of peas
from the tomb of
Tut-Ankh-Ainen
sprouted. They were planted by one
of the excavators In his home town
in Smaaland, Sweden, Two of these
peas produced a crop of 202 seeds in
well-filled pods

2O MINUTES LATER

Ye«, indeed—greasy dirt sticks
But n«ptha cut. grease like magic.
And there', plenty of napthTin
Feli-Naptha Soap. Jutt smell itl
Working busily together, the

naptha and good golden soap float
out the grimiest ground-in dirt.
There's let* work—more speed—
oo bard rubbing. Your clothes are
clean clear through—uiowyVfhite and sweet as clover.
Change to easier wash«y«—«sk your grocer for
Fds-JNaptbaSoap.

THE
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FROM OUR OLD FILES

Fall Merchandise
at Low

ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
November 12, 1903.
Chas. Hettinger has gone to Nebraska on a business trip.
A 10-pound boy was born to Mr.
and Mrs. N. A. McCosm Friday.
The report is that Anita is to have
a church of the Christian Science
faith.
New corn is coming in to market,
and is selling for 40c per bushel of
80 pounds.
Miss Mattie Harrison has gone to
Chicago to take a three years' course
in kindergarten work.
A marriage license was issued Monday to Hayes Kelley, aged 25, and
Miss Josephine Robinson, aged 16.
, Mr. and Mrs. Ed. S. Hoyt mourn
the death of their infant babe, which
occurred last Saturday at their home
in Keokuk.
The work of rebuilding the M. E.
church is progressing at a rapid rate,
and the new structure will soon be
ready for occupancy.
The official count, as made by the
board of supervisors, places Mr. DeLano's majority for representative at
185, a slight advance over the unofficial returns.
Ed. Wilson has resigned his position with George Haver, and went to
Randolph, Nebraska, this week to
look at the country with a view of
purchasing a farm.
Prof. J. Frank Saylor, who was
superintendent of the Anita schools
from January 1, 1881, to June, 1883,
was in the city last week, visiting
among old friends, and renewing acquaintances of his old pupils, very
few of whom are now residents of
Anita. Mr. Saylor is now superintendent of the schools at Spokane,
Washington.

Men's Union Suits Men's Rubberized
Medium weight ribbed
75c
Heavy weight ribbed
98c
Heavy ribbed 10% wool
$1.45
Extra heavy flat fleece $1.35
Boys' ribbed
59c, 69c, 75c

Fleece Back Suede doth Blouses.
Wind and Water Proof, Cossack Style.

MEN'S BUCK SKIN CLOTH
Heavy Weight Shirts
Color Grey

BOYS' FANCY PLAID
Heavy Weight
SHIRTS

$2.95

$1.15

Men's Overcoats

Men's Hi-Cut
Shoes

AH Wool—Beautiful Tailoring—Belted
Back—Blues, Greys and Brown.

$15.00
$18.00 $20.00 $25.00

16-Inch Top
Heavy Double Leather
Soles, Leather Heels.

Men's Blanket
Lined Jackets

$4.95
SPECIAL!

MADU
• IS II
WE DELIVER

PHONE

I Specials For Thurs., Fri., $at
solid heads <t» « ~ I
Cabbage fresh
2c-lb.
i<MMbs. $1.69
Best Quality
Butter
Creamery Ib.
23c
BROWN BEAUTY
Coffee can't
be beat 19c; 3-lb. SScI
OMAR OR
Flour MOTHER'S
BEST
Extra Fancy
Dates
Fresh Bulk
2-lbs.
21
i

Corn Meal 5-i
Just Like
4A I
Food of Wheat Cream
of Wheat • vC|
Georgie Porgle
19cl
to
p
Whip Cream
.J£
9c
..18c
Quart
Mustard Mason
Jar
fancy large
Celery Extra
Oregon Jumbo

14c
lOcI

+ CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH -f
+
E. L. Anderson, Minister.
-f
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + +
5 Dozen Shield Brand Blue Overalls
We Will Be Cldsed Friday Afternoon, 3:00 to 4:30.
(The Church With a Heart and
Men's
Sizes
an
Open
Mind.)
Medium Weight
$1.65
Church School at 10 a. m. Classes
for all ages. Prank H. Osen, Super- mon, son of Jonah, as you know beHeavy Weight
$1,95
intendent.
came through Christ Simon Peter.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
Sizes 36 to 48.
Come and worship with us.
Hi-Back Only
Liquid, Tablets, Salve, Nose
Special appropriate music.
Sermon
Cheeks Colds first day, Headache]
subject, "The Leadership of Jesus."
Youth Forum at 6:30 p. m. A pro- +
We Will Be Closed Friday Afternoon, 3:00 to 4:30. For Anita-Adair F. B. Game.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
+ Neuralgia in 30 Tufa, Malaria in 3d
gram for youth.
FINE LAXATIVE AND TOMCl
Most Speedy Remedies Known. |
Evening service at 7:30 o'clock. A
"Mortals and Immortals" will be the
service conducted by the young people subject of the Lesson-Sermon in all
with special Instrumental and vocal Churches of Christ, Scientist, on SunThe members of the Oak
music by the youth of the church.
day, November 12.
club held their regular meeting |
The services and .._.«,
programs last SunThe Golden Text is from Romans the home of Mrs. George Parki
Spllino- Ifnv (~* ACTT «».,! O~ll:
-n
-r •*-.*-.,-.
Selling For CASH, and Selling For
LESS.
day were well attended and enjoyed! 8:19, "The earnest expectation of the last Thursday.
by all though the weather was not j creature waiteth for the manifestation
so agreeable. The message from I of the sons of God "
D. E. Fitton of the Lyric The
NOTICE.
Egypt brought by Miss Margaret Bell
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo- in Harrison, Arkansas, in the cnn
to the Architects. A deposit of $25.00
NOTICE.
at the morning service was very in- tations from the Bible and from the issue of the Motion Picture Hen
will be required on the General Plans,
Notice is hereby given that sealed
terestmg and illuminating, and the Christian Science textbook "Science has the following to say about "to
$10.00 on the Plumbing and Heating
proposals will be received by the
good fellowship program featuring and Health with Key to the Serinand $5.00 on the Electric Wiring
en Harvest," feature attraction at I
F
Board of Supervisors of Cass County,
Armistice day, with special music bv tures" b« MO-,, r>-,i,-_
raJ.,.
Plans.
This deposit to be returned
Rialto
this Saturday and Sund
Iowa, at the American Legion Buildto the Contractor after the letting,
"If you have played 'Strap's I
ing in Atlantic, Iowa, up to the
provided a bonafide bid has been subturn' you remember what J good on»|
that in the present Court House
hour of one o'clock P. M. Friday,
named
mitted and the plans and specificaN'codemus, a ruler of the Jews' it was. Well, here is oneti»tis'
November 24, 1933, for the erection
At the missionary ^society with Mrs. j The same came 'to
tions have been returned promptly to
y
n I" M"Iowa,
°n Nthere
°Vember
by
ter, £hat means it's excellent."
of a,-Court House Building within said the office of the Architects.
Atlantic,
will
County in accordance with the plans
By virtue of Statutory authority, _
and specifications prepared by DOUpreference will be given to materials,
GHER, RICH & WOODBURN, AR
products, supplies, provisions and all
CHITECTS AND ENGINEERS OP
other articles produced, manufactured,
DES MOINES, IOWA.
% WITH VALVES
made or grown within the State of
Separate bids will be received on Iowa.
Economy
Shoe Co.
the (1) General Work, (2) Plumbing
At said hearing ob-! b°ard of foreign missions.
SIZES AND WIDTHS TO FIT
The Board reserves the right to reand Heating Work, (3) Electric Wir- ject any or all bids.
ing Work, and shall be made as inat the home of Mrs.. J,
Dated at Atlantic, Iowa, October
Wag- that which is born of the Spirit is
Dated at
IOWa
dicated on the bid forms.
mm 4-" / T_ 1
n * n —.
^^
31st., 1933.
'
<***«!-er,
with a 12:00 o'clock lunchV\ -F.nM
foV aspirit"
(John 3:1-3,
^
31st., 1933.
Bids must be accompanied by a
j
the
public.
A
25c
lunch
for
15c.
Come
.
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
Among the selections from the
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS and eat with us.
certified check of $4,500.00 on the
f A O O f~\r\ VT-kT<_-_.- -_ _
CASS COUNTY, IOWA.
Chnstian Science textbook is the folCASS COUNTY, IOWA.
General Work, $600.00 pn the PlumbBy Jennie M. Ward,
By Jennie M. Ward,
ing and Heating Work, and $150.00 on
3t
WE have a full line of Ala
3t
County Auditor.
County Auditor.
the Electric Wiring Work. Said
lamps and supplies.
checks to be made payable to the
tf
NefiPs Hardware.
Louis Gile, wife and son, Roe, of
Treasurer of the above named coun- Greenfield were visitors in Anita last
*"««*\,jj,
j.f^f*
ty.
GET your radiator ready for
Friday.
n
has
also
been
redecorated
The
-.»*- *w
B*\,n birth
L»u 1/11
KU1HIF ter.
church
has
redecorated.
The
beine
laid lor
for the
th^t*
S* Plar^,,,™;,,
"S "* iI' TrUth
' »^^, is the
-going
Prestone $2.95 per gai
The successful bidders will be rework
u/'jc
,)
....
i
.
AIIC,
ucing
mid
Cnnsfcm«Q
«„
i
.
.
.
•*•*•«•
fiviu^
work was done under the
morning! on hourly, by which men may enter- Super-Pyro alcohol 90c per gall"
quired to furnish the above named
of Father
Phone 244. O. W. Shaffer &
County with an approved bond as
the parish.
Anita,
Iowa.
tfl
called for in the specifications coverof the services and activities of this '
ing each portion of the work.
church.
i
Lang, 3!), w o r W
CARBON COAL,' $4.60 per ton.J
The work shall be performed in ac+
M.
E.
CHURCH
NOTES
Fancy
Iowa coal, $5.60 and $5.
PLENTY
OF
STYLE
cordance with all the requirements
+
Monroe J. Rarick, Pastor.
Delivered prices.
of the National Industrial Recovery
D. W. Chadwick.
.Act (H. R. 5755) as approved, June
'a,nl,'.". when his truck skidded on
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Dr.
16, 1933, 11:55 A. M.
PROPERLY FITTED
FOR SALE:—Poultry worm
slippery pavement and
C.
H. Johnson, General Supt..
Copies of the Plans and specifiPlowed No creed but Christ, '
^ * * "*"
lets. Germo Form for roup.
at
The
special
feature
in
the
School
cations for use of the bidders may be
No book but the Bible
next Sunday morning will be present- sen Hatchery and Produce.
seen at the office of the Architects'
N
across a bridge railing" K - ^ °u name but the Divine.
ed by Mrs. Earl Blue's class.
and at the office of the County AuditFOR SALE OR TRADE :
B b e Sch 0 at 10:
a m
'was
found
Ly
,t
V
p'tltn"
,
;
'
°
'
°°
'
'
C.
W.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. Pontiac sedan; 1928 Whippet c
or after November 10, 1933, arid may
WJUe As
ATLANTIC, IOWA.
Audubon barber, and Emanuel SZ/"^^*'' ^
'
^
Epworth League at 6:30 p.
be obtained upon written application
Phone 244.
0. W. Shaffer &
tt-nsen.* truckor. The truck was de ' r h - T » ^^^ &t U:0° a' m'
tfl
Anita, Iowa.
6:30 P m
molished when it piunged thro^h
v''n
^^ '*
' "
Power,"
the
topic
for
discussion
__
k
lthe
ne i
'•-•'
bridge rail•-• and• dropped to the edge' Evening service at 7:30 o'clock.
HEADQUARTERS for furnace i
evening is, "Why Do We Seek"
*~'~*~*~*~'"'"^'~'"*~X~;~W"X~:~>W~W~X~X~X~X~>^.> of the- nver many feet below
a^id ineets Thursday at the Power?™
pairsr;
stove and furnace pipe
honu- of Mrs. Fauna Suplee.
Evening worship
to order. Johnson Plumbing
N
7:30
o'clock.
There
'-xt Lord's day evening will con-1 We
Heating Shop. Phone 12.
ruckss, motorcycles and trailers regi^ !
' our study of Galations. Come at both th* rrT~~- "' "^ BLI'enuance
mOming aHd CVeni
Wor
worship with us for this Lor?s | sWp
^
Iowa during the fi rst nine '•
HEATING stoves, parlor furn"
and ranges, at prices way belov
day's market. Neff's Hardware. "I
at the
TO LOAM IJIS ST.ORM SASH FOR THE WINTER
SHOULD
r
' | evening.
H. P. ZIEGLER, Lawyer.
LINCOLN CENTER
"I. \)w MolneB The total income'
meet
Practice
in state and federal court
COMMUNITY CHURCH
-f
HE REFUSE—PHONE 2-0 FOK AN ESTIMATE ON STORM
< < 1 the state motor vehicle department
' "
1
. Andrew Nel son Thursday after
Klwyn Andrews, Minister.
-f
Settle
Estates and
•luring
the
period
this
f
r
o
m
year
SASH FOR YOUR HOUSE
NO OBLIGATION
noon at 2:30 o'clock.
THIS IS
Make Collections.
n-Kistration f W8 , penalties and mis- 1
Choir practice following the Sunday
Church Services at 10:00 a m
I'c'llaneous items
JUST PART OF OUR R E G U L A R SERVICE.
0 446 6
E. S. HOLTO^s |*wyer
Hible School at 11:00 a. m., with morning worship hour.
Practice
in all courts. Opini""
Storer as superintendent,
Benton township teacher•s met Fri- Land Titles; and Settlement of
last year,
of our ooets has said, "
County Attor
of the
Miss Mildred a Specialty.
•r>,57y cars,
ANITA MILLING <O
AN.'TA L U M B E R CO.
tioris in this
CHADWICK
TRAN8FEK
Phones: Office 20: Kes. I I
--- ~-~*~» uuitj ^ O^QH\\ HfiTis
We (;ive „„,
•i,«47; Audubon, 3,418; Adams
Ground oats
Wilma
Sievers
l>o you live for Christ
"^
The next Oats hulled
•J <.utbne, 4,082; Montgomery 4
!!!!!!!!
M
<^^
«
and Pottawattamie, 1D.872. ' ' you to the extent of His life and
Ear corn ground
M"
good you are capable of doing?
on
Culled for and deliverf
ii- December 8.
6c per cwt.

9Oc

66 6

Roe Clothing Co.
7

—v--«*v.

i0

41C1CUV

Saying It

Ttf\

A T\

I

f**fc/J4V.

f\.

£,i

1

WANT ADS|

ssSSSSSSSKS*
':vw?s£=-~ —'===•== - ™ ~.i=i' SHE

GOOD SHOES
PRICED RIGHT

.,

- . 1 1t l ^

I 1

The Welch Shoe Co.

1

JUST ASK YOUR
NEIGHBOR

ROBT. SCOTT

3

J
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Review of Current
Events the World Over
Directs Buying of Cold in World Markets to
Commodity Prices—Administrator Hopkins
on Winter Relief Needs.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
newly mined American
.-Ices above prevailing figprove so efficacious In
nty prices as the administration had
hoped, so President
'Roosevelt called Into
conference his financial advisers and It
was decided to buy
gold In the world markets. Prof. George P.
Warren of Cornell and
' Prof. James Harvey
Rogers of Yale, who
had devised the dollar
depreciation p o l i c y
which la being tried,
were among the conT _jy, and the partial fallplan was put up to them,
the President that it
Pessary to force down the
,j dollar In the foreign exr'well as at home, and that
> done the scheme was sure
of gold abroad Is unby the Reconstruction
V corporation, as Is that In
by direction of Mr. Roose1s preliminary to revaluation
1
and establishment of the
plan for a managed curi Jesse Jones of the R. F. a
i Federal Reserve bank of New
been authorized to dispose
'.; P. notes and take foreign
^payment The bank also has
to the. Bank of Engthe Bank of France for the
of pounds and francs respecexchange for gold. The coof the French and British
Did tend to support an eari House statement that Intert of this government's foreign
bases as the beginning of
ntlonal depreciation race, "a
)(war," were erroneous,
ogton It Is the opinion of
vers that conservatism In
being gradually abandoned
'the dollar will ultimately be
to a 50-cent value. Bro?all Street were, frankly con1. avoided any extensive maratioris.
with president Roosevelt
professional authors of the
were Acting Secretary of
Dean Acheson, Gov. Euack of the federal reserve
wrge L. Harrison, governor,
Crane and Fred I. Kent of
al Reserve bank of New
lenry Morgenthau, Jr., gover: farm credit administration;
Jones, chairman of the Re• Finance corporation;
Brnere, the President's
co-ordlnator.
ae of these gentlemen
opposed any program
i of Inflation; but the*Presatly felt the Warren-Rogers
experiment that deserved

and Improvement of the federal farm
refinancing machinery, especially In
the Omaha land hank district, The
program has been Indorsed by Governors Homer of Illinois, Bryan of
Nebraska, McNutt of Indiana and
Berry of South Dakota.
The proposed code for agriculture
would authorize the creation of a
board of farmers which would have
functions similar to those of trade, associations Iq existing Industrial codes.
The board. In conjunction with federal authorities, would determine'the
cost of production of principal'crops,
determine what Is a fair margin of
profit for farmers, and set minimum'
prices for domestic consumption.
Though President Milo Reno of the
National Farmers' Holiday association
declared the farm strike off pending
developments In Washington, the
strike was kept up, especially In Minnesota and Wisconsin.
T ATE developments concerning the
*-* recovery program Include these
events:
Counsel for an employees' brotherhood obtained a temporary Injunction
restraining the New York Edison company from violating the NRA and the
re-employment agreement.
President Roosevelt settled two disputes with theTBteel Industry. He obtained a "substantial agreement" between the United Mine Workers and
the captive mines of Pennsylvania operated by the steel companies, forcing
the latter to accept the checkoff system. He ended the differences between
Transportation Co-ordlnator J. B. Eastman and the steel companies over the
price of rails to be bought by the railways with money loaned by the government, by setting a price halfway
between that asked by the companies
and that demanded by Eastm-i.
The Ford dealer whose bid was rejected by the government because
Ford had not signed the NRA sued to
prevent the award of the contract to
the next lowest bidder.
More than 300 charges that the Ford
Motor company is violating the NRA
automobile code provisions were dismissed as "not legitimate" by the Detroit compliance board.

15 France will owe
ONtheDECEMBER
United States another Install-

ment on the war dety, amounting to
$22,200,928. But we won't get It, or
any part of It. The new French government headed by Albert Sarrant Intends to default as did that of Daladler on June 15. It was said semiofficially In Paris that the government
would abstain from raising the question In parliament, and this policy,
rather than his health, would be responsible for the 'absence of former
Premier Herrlot because his participation wonld be certain to revive the
debt question.

HE senate banking subcommittee
Tand
Its counsel, Ferdinand Pecora,
kept up their hammering at Albert H.
Wlggra, former head of the Chase National bank of New
York, and the complicated transactions carried on by him and
his companies. It was
brought out that the
O h a s e b a n k made
huge .loans to Wiggin's personal companies for trading In
the bank's stock and
for the creation by
WIggin of companies
Albert H.
in Canada to escape
Wlogin
Income taxes. Shermar, one- of the Wiggin companies, began selling the Chase bank stock short
In 1029, a month before the great market crash, and big profits were made.
"What prompted you to sell the bank
stock?" asked Pecora.
"I don't know," replied Wiggin. "I
must have had some trend of thought
at that time. I thought all bank stocks
were too high and that Chase was In
line with the other stocks."
"If yon thought Chase bank stock
was too high, why did yon permit the
Chase Securities corporation and Its
wholly owned subsidiary, the Metpotan
corporation, to go into these various
pools to stabilize the market?" asked
Pecora.
After considerable discussion with
counsel Wiggin replied that the pool
bought and sold stock and that "the
net result was the sale of stock, just
the same as I did."

X/fRS. FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT
ivl is taking an exceedingly active
part in the winter's campaign for the
relief of human wants, being chairman of the woman's division. In the
course of her duties she spent two
strenuous days in Chicago attending a
conference of community welfare
workers of the nation called by General Chairman Newton D. Baker.
Representatives of 34 national welfare and health agencies and delegates from cities preparing to campaign for community chests were
present.
"Coming In a crisis year," Mr. Baker
SECRETARY OF STATE HULL and said, "these community campaigns for
^ his aides have made everything welfare work represent a challenge to
ready for the conversations with democracy and a test of Its validity.
Maxim Lltvinov of Russia concerning 'Over the top' must be the cry this
establishment of reyear."
lations with the Soviet republic, and the
A CCORDING to Secretary of Agrlforeign affairs' com**• culture Wallace, the country's
missar Is speeding' to
wheat farmers have signed up about
Washington.
It is
80 per cent of the average seeded acretaken for granted
age In the farm adjustment administhat when recognitration's crop reduction campaign. Mr.
tion of Russia Is comWallace estimates that cash benefits
pleted the Moscow
to farmers for agreements to .restrict
government will applantings next year 15 per cent will
point as Its first
exceed $102,000,000, of which they will
receive slightly more than two-thirds
ambassador to America M. Sokolnlkov, M. Sokolnlkov this fall. Checks already are being
now vice commissar of foreign affairs. Sent out, the first going to some farmHe was formerly ambassador to London ers In West Virginia.
Applications have been signed covand was Russia's delegate to The
Hague. He Is descended from a fam- ering 570,263 farms on which wheat Is
L. HOPKINS, federal re- ily that was prominent in the days of grown and representing 51,925,612
acres. A reduction of 15 per cent on
• administrator, went to Kan- the czars.
met with relief delegations
Valery Mesblauk, It is expected, will this area for the crop to be harvested
Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, be chairman of the Russian trade dele- next year will reduce plantings about
Arkansas and Okla- gation to the United States. He Is 7,780,000 acres.
homa, and told them acting chairman of the sta,te planning
ODERN Turkey, the republic, Is
that the need for re- board and has often visited this counjust ten years old, and its birthlief .was going to be try in behalf of Russian governmental
day was fittingly celebrated at Ankagreater than ever and purchases.
ra, the capital. The state as It now
that each state and loexists is largely the
ERARD SWOPE, president of the
cal government must
work
of Mustapha
General
Electric
company,'
ex-lndo Its part fully. "We
Kemal, the president,
are going to start the dustrlal and labor adviser to the reand It was with justiwinter with a million covery administration, outlined a plan
fiable pride that he
more families on the for the gradual conversion of the NBA
recounted Its growth
relief rolls than there Into a great private organization with
and achievements begoverning powers over all Industry.
were
a
year
ago
at
pkln»
fore 100.000 of his felthis time," he said, Administrator Hugh S. Johnson and
low citizens at the
added emphatically, "the Henry I. Harriman, president of the
race course. He said:
I are going to be taken care United States Chamber of Commerce,
"Our greatest accomIndorse the plan, the former asserting
nter."
plishment Is the Turkestimated about 3,250,- such a scheme would make U possible
ish republic w h i c h
i were on relief rolls at the to avoid cycles of depression, and the
President
the heroism and high
ne. During the five months latter warning that the NRA wqnld be
Kemal
culture of the Turkemergency relief admlnls- a failure If It were allowed to become
ish
people
created,
thanks to the na"Just
a
government
bureaucracy."
i been In operation $216,000,Briefly, the plan outlined Is to en- tion's will and valorous army, but our
|been allotted by the federal
to care for the needy, he trust to a national council the code task Is unfinished. What we have done
supervision authority now in govern- is insufficient
"We will raise our fatherland to the
; that when new Jobs open ment hands. Government officials ranks
of the most prosperous and
tn are filled at first by would be members of the council, and most civilized
nations of the world
It
would
work
In
close
collaboration
Idle
who
have
never
1
speed of this age In which
rolls."
with government departments, main- with'the
we live. We shall succeed because the
relief bill of the nation, taining extensive research and statis- Turkish
people Is lofty. Industrious,
_,Jput one billion dollars a tical staffs.
'
and Intelligent, and is led by the torch
(SYtoe paid," he'said. "This
Th? council might be created by an of positive science and by the love of
it the need for private con- enlargement of the United States fine arts."
Is greater."
Chambers of Commerce with labor
Turkey today, added the president,
ling that the federal emer- representation, it was suggested.
Is dedicated to peace and Is satisfied
llef administration is caring
with her present physical boundaries,
"TOO persons by two methAMUEL INSULL. fugitive former but he declared that, as the cradle of
rellef and "work relief,"
public utilities magnate, and the ancient civilization, she is determined
expressed a preference Greek people were equally Jubilant to spread her cultural boundaries far
fitter.
when the Greek court of appeals again Into Europe.
refused to extradite Insuli to the
OWING a conference in Des United States and ordered his release *"pHAT many Britons are dissatisfied
DOS, Governors Herring of from custody. The judges held the In- •*• with their country's present Interof Minnesota, Langer of dlctment against Insuli did not furnish national attitude was manifested at
kota and Schmedeman of sufficient basis for his extradition. two great mass meetings in London
went to Washington to lay What the American government will In which demands were made that the
'•President Roosevelt the plans do next, If anything, was In doubt government repudiate the Locarno
pvad by the conference for boost- There is no appeal from the decision, treaty and get out of entanglements
rices of farm products. Immedi- but Washington might denounce the that might Involve her In another En-'
;eps held necessary to securing extradition treaty. The Greeks hope ropean war. At one meeting a resolujts to farmers before the 1833 that Insuli will remain In that coun- tion was adopted calling on the govI leave their hands Include cur- try and establish big Industries; It Is ernment to declare "Great Britain's
4 inflation, pegging the prices of rumored that he will ask naturaliza- armed- forces are no longer at the dis| farm crops, the adoption oftion
a and change his name to Insull- posal of the league council to be used
against a declared aggressor nation.''
for agriculture under the NRA, opoulos.
lilt, W««Urn Ncmpaper Union.

Birds' Songs Recorded
After Many Failures
It took modern engineering and
science to capture the songs of birds
where the musical and Imitative
arts had failed, Bays the Literary
Digest. Bird songs are among the
most elusive of melodies. Musicians
have often tried to write them
down, but most birds do not sing In
the man-made, scale. Their notes
are usually not whole or half tones,

but may be quarter tones or other cording of the song of n common
fractions.
oriole. The truck was 250 feet from
The apparatus which has first the microphone, and the microsuccessfully recorded bird melodies phone and mirror were at least anwas devised under the direction of other 100 yards from the bird. At
Albert R. Brand, associate in orni- that distance It was hard to distinthology, American Museum of Nat- guish the bird through the mirror
ural History. This recording ma- sight, yet the sound picture was
chine Is essentially an adaptation of completely satisfactory.
the equipment used In recording the
human voice In talking picture stuDaily Dialogue
dios.
Stubbubs—Love will find a way.
The longest shot ever taken with
Hubbubs—So will a couple once la
the apparatus was during the re- love who now want a divorce.

BETTY MAKES A HIT
WITH HER HUSBAND'S MOTHER
-thanks to an amazing new Laundry Soap

WHAT A
DARLING
GUESTROOM,
BETTY.1

BUT JUST LOOK AT THESE
*HftT* AND FILtOW 6UPJ,
NELL.tHEVREGMar.Mit>
FRANKS MOTHER COMB HEXT
WEEK. YOU KNOW WHAT A
ARTICULAR HOUSEKEEPER
SHE I*. WHAT
WILL *HE THINK

NEXT WASHDAY—
NO.BUBY. you DON'T USE ANYTHING WITH
IT. YOU JUST SOAKTHB CLOTHES IN
QVMDOC SUDS FOR IS MINUTE*. NO

SCRUBBING OR BOILING, REMEMBER;

111. GET RU&Y
TO TRY IT .'

11A.M.
I SEE YOU'RE
i THROUGH
BRIGHT AND
EARLY, RU6V.

.OES'LAK. you SAY, MIS'

/BETTy-MTAH STILLTHI
UAR SOAPS BES:

wELL.youeojrwofc DID IT!]

THA'S RIGHT, MISS NELL,DAT
OJfKMt SOAP YUH TOL'
MIS'BETTY'BOUT IS SHO'
MARVELOUS! AH DIDN'T
SCRUB OR BOIL A'TALLAN'WAIT TILL YUH SEE
CHS WA.SHLINE/

WHEN FRANK? MOTHER. CAMS TO VlS/r-

THIRE! you GOULDNT ASK FOR.
WHITER SHEETS, PARUN6. AND YDU1L
FIND THEV LAST MUCH LONGER..

r

MOTHER HAD THE SAME TROUBLE
WrTH OUR UNEN TILL SHE
HEARD OF A MARVELOUS NEW
LAUNDRY 50AP CALLED OJKV00C.

FRANK SHOULD BE? PROUD OFxw,
MY DEAR. EVERYTHING IS PERFECT.
HOW DO YOU 6ET YOUR. UNENS TO
COME OUT SO WHITE * .

ANQ THE COLORED THINGS
CAME OUT BEAUTIFULiy, TOO
-NOT THE LEAST
OR. STREAKED.

I HAVE RUBY USE
MOTHER. IT WASHES ALL WHITE]
^^^ THINGS 40fcI

• *r*\ SHAPES WHITER'.;

M

G

S

NEW LAUNDRY SOAP DISCOVERY
WELCOMED BY HOUSEWIVES
A still faster-washing soap that gets clothes 4 to 5
shades whiter yet can't hurt anything plain water won't
•tTTASHDAY in over a million homes has been revolutionV V ized by an amazing new Laundry Soap Discovery of
Procter &Gamble—America's largest soap-makers. Up and
down the country, it is completely changing women's ideas
of quick, easy washing, safe washing, and white clothes!
.This remarkable invention is an utterly new-typelaundry
soap. A soap that multiplies itself 500 TIMES in suds.
Which means you get at least twice as much suds as from
old-style soaps. A still/asfer-imuftmg, still whiter-washing
soap that's uttsrly SAFE for colors, fabrics, and bands.
This remarkable new discovery is called OXYDOL. And
you'll find to your surprise that it makes other soaps
—"granulated," bar or flake—hopelessly out-of-date.
Women believed they had the fastest
soap already I Then found it was slow,
alongside OXYDOL. For OXYDOL utterly banishes boiling. It ends washboard
scrubbing. It cuts soaking time to IS
minutes—gets clothes out far sooner.
They believed they had the whitest
washes they could possibly get. And
are now amazed by washes 4 to 5
shades whiter than before.
By impartial scientific test, ONE washing with OXYDOL gets clothes whiter
than 2 to 4 washes with other soaps.
But that's not all!
You'll find clothes actually last longer,
washed with this new soap. That the
daintiest colors DO NOT fade. That it
is easier on bands than any soap

you've ever used. For no strong agents, no chemical
bleaches are in OXYDOL. Just pure soap elements so
blended with others as to protect clothes against fading.
OXYDOL simply can't hurt anything clear water won't!

, >

DISSOLVES Dirt-In Any Water,
Hard or Soft

Its creamy, "free-acting" suds dissolve dirt out in 15
minutes. No boiling, no back-breaking scrubbing is necessary. Nor any "water-softener," either. For the right
amount of water-softener is already there.
Different from ordinary soaps, OXYDOL is specially fitted
to water conditions in each district where it is sold. The
water in this district, for example,
has been tested for "hardness" by,
expert chemists. The OXYDOL you
buy here contains just the right
proportion of "softener" to fit it.
With OXYDOL you'll do your wash in)
25% to 40% less time. You'll get a'
whiter, sweeter-smelling wash than
ever before. Everything will iron beautifully—no soap streaks or smudges
anywhere. And you'll never be bothered with fading colors or red, soapbitten hands.
These things we promise you. Whatever your former favorite, try OXYDOL
next time you wash. You'll
never go back to slower
soaps or harsher soaps again!
Procter & Gamble.

MULTIPLIES ITSELF 500

TIMES IN SUDS
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Lawrence Battey and wife of Des
Moines were Saturday visitors with
her parents, Jas. B. Herriman and
wife.

Rialto

Ernest Burke and wife were Omaha
visitors 'Monday, where Mr. Burke had
three car loads of choice cattle on the;
South Omaha market.

i

'o the People of Anita
and Vicinit^:
WE ARE BUSY THIS WEEK INSTALLING
SHELVING AND FIXTURES IN THE ROOM OCCUPIED BY THE SCHUETH MEAT MARKET,
FOR THE OPENING OF A NEW GROCERY
STORE IN ANITA. IT IS OUR HOPE TO BE
ABLE TO HAVE OUR GRAND OPENING ON
SATURDAY OF THIS WEEK. COME IN AND
SEE THE MANY SPECIALS WE WILL HAVE
TO OFFER YOU.

Paul Heires, wife and daughter,
Patricia, of Carroll spent Sunday in
the city with her sister and brother,
Mrs. John Schaake and Frank W. Stager, and their families.

THEATRE
SAT.-SUN. NOV. 11-12

B. J. McCarthy, manager of the
RKO Distributing Corporation in Des
Moines, stopped in the city for a
short visit with friends Friday, while
on his way home from a business
trip to Omaha. A number of years
ago Mr. McCarthy was a resident of
Cass county.
The retail stores in Anita will be
closed from 3:00 until 4:30 o'clock on
Friday afternoon during the fooball
game between the Anita and Adair
high school teams. This is the regular Armistice day game between the
two teams, but owing to the fact that
Saturday is Armistice day, the game
is being played on Friday.

hundred million people* One's love drags

Leonard Marsh and wife, who were
here to help his parents, George W
Marsh and wife, celebrate their gold
en wedding anniversary, left Tuesda;
for their home in Long Beach, Cali
fornia. It has been twenty-eigh
years since Leonard left Anita to
make his home in the west. At the
present time he is engaged in the
wholesale electrical supply business.

Charles Scholl, a son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ruben Scholl of Washburn,
As they sow, so do Jhey reap /
SJorth Dakota, visited in the city a
few days the past week with his
grandmother, Mrs. Maggie Scholl, and
with other relatives and friends.
Charles graduated from the Washburn
high school last spring, and since then
A. B. Bailey and wife of Omaha has been working on a farm near that
RICHARD
CHESTER
GENEVIEVE
were visitors in the city last Thurs- town.
He expects to start farmday at the home of her parents, Jesse ing for himself next spring.
ROSCO ATES • JULIE HAYDON
Deeming and wife.
Mrs. Fred Boren was hostess last
Directed by Ralph Murphy
A Charles R. Rogers Production
Mrs. G. 'M. Adair and daughter, Wednesday afternoon to the members
A Poroniounl Picture
Gail, visited from Friday until Sunday of the 'Friday bridge club and also
with their sister and aunt, Mrs. Lulu an extra table of bridge players a1
Plus This Array of Added Entertainment
Gotch, in Iowa City.
her home on Rose Hill Avenue. Guests
included Mrs. Harold McDermott,
George Garside and wife, who have Mrs. A. M. Mikkelsen, Mrs. P. T. Willived in Atlantic for a number oi liams, Mrs. Joe Veter, Mrs. E. S. Holyears, are moving back on their 80 ton, Mrs. Ben Kenfield and Mrs. Ray"Morning, Noon and Night"
acre farm northeast of Massena.
mond Lantz.
Mrs. H. L. Bell won
Recording by RUBINOFF and Orchestra
the high score for the afternoon.
G. C. Noblitt, wife and three childand
ren, Gaylord, Harry and Sarah, drove
Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Burkhart en
to St. Joseph, Missouri, Friday morn tertained the members of the LAN!
ing where they spent the week em dinner and bridge club at a coverec
with Mrs. Noblitt's sister, Mrs. Ed dish dinner at their home on Norti
FEATURING YOUR FAVORITE STARS
11
Thiessen and family.
Chestnut Street at 6:30 o'clock las
and
Following th
We may be crazy to continue these Thursday evening.
dinner
the
evening
was
spent in play
low tire prices—but our customers
UNIVERSAL NEWS with GRAHAM McNAMEE
appreciate buying at prices near ing bridge. High scorers for th
their income level. 40% to 45% off evening were Mrs, Cheser A. Long
standard list on Pharis first lin and G. C. Noblitt, while the poo
players, or the two who failed tt
The first snow of the season in this
Miss Evelyn Brough of Des Moines
tires. Gamble Stores.
It
score very much, were Mrs. Noblit was a week end visitor in the city, vicinity fell early Sunday morning.
M. M. Burkhart and wife drove to jand ^ G - M- Adair.
a guest of Thorle Robison $nd wife. It melted during the day and was
practically gone by night.
Iowa City, Friday where they spent
Ben Kenfield, who has been living
a couple of days with their son, Paul
M. C. Hansen and wife of St.
Glen Newton, wife and children,
Burkhart, who it a student at the in Anita for the past two years, anc Joseph, Missouri, spent the week end
State University. While there Mr. who has been a traveling salesma: in the city with his mother, Mrs. 0. C. Paul and Janet Sue, of Nevada, Iowa,
Burkhart had the pleasure of attend- for a wholesale grocery company o Hansen, and with other relatives and and Hobart Newton, wife and children, Mlarilee and Charles, of StuartJ
ing the annual Father and Son ban- Des Moines, -is opening a grocery friends.
store
in
the
room
occupied
by
th
spent
Sunday in the city at the hornet
quet at the University.
Schueth meat market. Workmen are
A meeting of the Anita Literary of their parents and grandparents,
J. A. Wagner of this city, accom- busy this week installing shelving and Club will be held at 2:30 o'clock on Ed. L. Newton and wife.
panied by his son, Ernest Wagner of fixtures, and according to an an- Thursday afternoon at the home of
Rev. E. L. Anderson and wife were
Treynor, Iowa, drove to Iowa City nouncement in today's Tribune he ex- Mrs. Raymond Lantz on West Main
Friday where they spent the week pects to have the grand opening of Street. Mrs. Fred Boren will have a visitors in Farragut, Iowa, last Friday.
A number of years ago trr.-y
end with their son and brother, Nor- the store on Saturday of this week, paper on "The World's Fair."
lived in Farragut, where he was pasman Wagner, a student at the State at which time the store will have
University.. They attended the Iowa- mai^y specials to offer the buying
The montly meeting of the Wo- tor of the Congregational church. Miss
Iowa State football game Saturday public.
men's Foreign Missionary Society of Athlie Martin, a former teacher in
afternoon.
the Methodist church was held at the the Anita schools, lives in Farragui,
home of Mrs. Frank Bontrager on and her friends here will be sorry tu
Frank Miller of the Casey vicinity
West Main Street last Thursday af- learn that she is in very poor health.
was a visitor in the city Friday.
ternoon. The hostess had charge of
The members of the F. L. H. bridge
About the first of December he an
the study lesson.
club were guests Friday afternoon of
his wife will move to Anita, and
Adair Here Friday.
Mrs. Alia Bowen at her home on Third
occupy the residence property on
A .meeting of the missionary so- Street.
The A. H. S. football team will
Out-of-town guests present
Maple Street, which they purchased
play the last game of the season on ciety of the Congregational church were Mrs. George Garnet and Mrs.
recently from Joe Kopp. Mr. Kopp
the home field in that big annual j was held Friday afternoon at the Otto Garnet of Menlo an^l Mrs. Lesand family have moved to the Mrs'!
home of Mrs. J. A. Wagner, with Mrs. ter Bowen and two daughters, Mrs.
S. W. Clark property on Elm Street. game with Adair. Th^S, particular
game has been becoming more inter- B. D. Forshay in charge of the pro- Olive Haven and Miss Merle Kuweii
A meeting of the recently organiz- jestin£ each y'ear and from a11 indica- gram. Music was furnished by Mrs. of Atlantic. High scorer at the bridge
ed dinner and bridge club was held tions this year is going to the climax. Raymond Lantz, and Miss Margaret session was Mrs. Bowen.
Everything is pointing towards a Bell of Atlantic, who has been a mislast ThursdiJy evening at the home
contest
of unusual interest and merit. sionary in Egypt for a number of
At her home on Chestnut Street
of Mr. and Mrs. Earl S. Holton on
Mars Avenue. Following a 6:30 Both schools and communities have years, gave an interesting talk. At last Wednesday, Miss Matilda Stono
o'clock covered dish dinner, the even- been looking forward to this particu- the close of the meeting refreshments celebrated her 90th. birthday. Mis.s
ing was spent playing bridge. High lar game from the beginning of the j were se^yjed tjv^ Mrs. Wagner, Mrs. Stone was born on November 1, 1843,
scorers were Mrs. R. W. Forshay and season and there has been plenty of Isola Barigham, Mrs. Alfred Dement, in Massena, New York, but has been
Glen A. Roe. Besides the members prognostication as to what is going Mrs. Claudia Brown, Mrs. Doshaa resident of Cass county for man/
present, other guests for the evening to happen. We understand that in all Scholl, Mrs. Wm. Wahlert, Mrs. years. For awhile after coming hera
probability the stores in both com- | Harold Wahlert and Mrs. Nora Cleav- she lived on a farm in Lincoln townwere Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Kopp.
munities will be closed during the i er.
ship, later moving to Anita to rnako
It pays to be observing. One day time of the game and the people of
her home with her sister, Miss Alrecently a car stopped at the Arney these adjoining towns wij^get togethdula Stone, and her brother, (hi- lain
in a big way. Botnschool bands
Tire service station in Osceola. The
Gordon Stone. Considering her age,
driver inquired about a hot air heater will be out and will parade and play j < ' Better Shoes For Less
Miss Stone is enjoying fairly good
NOTHING — $3.98 — OVER
for his car. Mr. Arney looked under together so there will be plenty of
health at the present time, having
the hood to see what kind of .a heater music, fun, and in all probability the
recovered from a spell of sickness
would fit this particular type of car. hardest fought game that we have
during the summer months. Many
While looking at the motor he sug- had on the local field for sometime.
friends called during the day to exAtlantic
The time of the game which has
gested that the owner should get a
tend congratulations and best wishes.
new fan belt, the old one being badly been advertised for 3:30 has been Bet
worn. The owner expressed surprise ahead to 3:00 p. m. so as to make
that the belt was in that condition. it possible for every business man to
But after they had gone inside to look attend. The admission remains the
over the line of belts, the stranger same as for all other games—lOc,
$6.50 PER TON DELIVERED.
said: "Mister I don't want td buy a 15c, 25c.
Program on Friday.
fan belt, but you win $6 for trying to
We have Lump Coal in First Quality. Iowa, Illinois,
On Friday morning, November 10th.,
sell me one." The stranger was a
Virginia and Kentucky.
fan belt salesman and handled the a short program along the line of
line sold by Mr. Arney. His company Armistice Day and American Educahad sent him out to check up on deal- tion Week will be given in the high
school assembly at 9:00 a. in.
ers who handled their line.

GOLDEN HARVEST

Henry Maduff, wife and two sons,
oy and wife, of Glenwood,
'in the city Monday after- Sydney and Irwin, spent Sunday with
Jtftend the funeral services relatives and friends in Council Bluffs
and Omaha.
PR. 0; Pratt.
•'
;

The Aladdin lamp, given away Sati.Daubendiek, a student
in Grinnell, visited in urday evening at Neff's Hardware,
the week end with her was won by Nelson Anderson, a well
rl H. Daubendiek and known farmer of this vicinity.
ce and quiet is shattered
Arlen organizes the
• tight for their rights in
B new picture, "Golden
^coming to the Rialto Theaay and Sunday, evenings,

The Misses Marguerite Davey and
Dorothy Suiter entertained a group of
ninth grade girls at a Hallowe'en
party at the home of Miss Davey one
evening last week. Games were played, after which a delicious lunch was
served by the hostesses' mothers.

forld'i Largest 4-H Club Baby Beef Showl
my Other Thrillt and
at Sixth Annual

11

SHOW

•

W U »V 1UB

' «U

SHOW-X'

NOV. 11-17

OMAHA

MATS.

Sun.. Wed.
and Frl.
2 P. M.

GEN. ADM.
(Autoi Free)
REDUCED RAIL. RATES
8«e the Great Car Lot Show and the .Union Stock Yardi, Omaha

50c

ARLEN • MORRIS • TO BIN

Betty Boop Cartoon

Hollywood on Parade

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES

A NIGHT
you can have an all-night light... the
personal guardian of your property.
Tour homeland your office or your store
can be protected with light at a surprisf

.

I ELECTRICITY Todays Greatest Bargain
Iowa Electric Company

Family Shoe Store ::

Try Our Nut Coal

ingly low cost.

*

1I

The Farmers Coop.
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He needn't have blocked It—that Is,
IMPROVED
If Lee had not been half blinded by
tears she would <have had no trouble
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL
To make Children
In sliding deftly around him. But as
It was she walked straight Into his
broad back.
He turned around and looked at
her.
(Bjr REV. P. 'B. FITZWATER, D. D., MemDuane
"Oh, I'm so sorry," she exclaimed.
ber of Facultr. Moody Blbl*
Institute of Chicago.)
"You
see,
It's
the
slippers."
O.
1833, Weirtarn Newspaper Union.
spap«r Syndlcat*.
"The slippers?" questioned> the
Don't force children to eat! The
young man, puzzled.
old shoes In Stone
girl or boy who has no appetite has
He smiled at Lee.
Lesson
for
November
12
basement,
stasis—which means the child la
"Oh,
I
see,
the
slippers."
very Interesting
sluggish.
But cathartics have caused
He stooped to get them from the
PAUL IN MACEDONIA
more constipation than they ever
floor where they had fallen when Lee
Anxious, bargalnwith him.
LESSON TEXT—Acts 16:9-16, 25-SL cured! The "California treatment"
a very pleasant collided
GOLDEN TEXT—And they said. Be- is best—just pure syrup of figs. Try
"It's
I
who
should
be
sorry.
I
am—
day afternoon.
lieve on the Lord Jesun Christ, and this for a few days, then see how
It was awkward of me to be standthou
shalt be saved, and thy house. eagerly your^ youngster will eat.
_ and pretty and, ing—" He stopped, looking searchlngActs 16:31.
nother, she found ly at Lee. "Why, what on earth'* the
Stimulate the colon and that child
PRIMARY TOPIC—A Happy Preachthe living,
•r.
•with a finicky appetite will devour
matter? The slippers aren't hurt, are
JUNIOR
TOPIC—Ambassadors
for
ban, and was alone they? You're—"
everything set before him. 'Here's
the King-.
Lee nodded miserable negative. "No
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOP- the simple treatment that does more <
nost congenial sort —they're not hurt I'm sorry. Excuse
IC—Finding and Following God's Way. for babies or older children than all
Flannagan—a me. I have a customer waiting."
YOUNG PEOPLE AND ADULT the diets, fad foods, or tonics.
TOPIC—The
Gospel and World Peace.
IB children were
Nature has provided the "mediAnd she tried to posh past him.
homes of their
But the substantial young man
Forbidden to Preach In Asia (vv. cine" you'll need to stir your child's
her time and her blocked her way, purposely, now.
colon muscles into proper action-.
e-8).
rooms and served
"Then what Is It? Because I want
• The Inclination of the missionaries California syrup of flgs. Pure, de|ght young shopgirls, to know.] Do they—is anybody her*
was to tarry In Asia Minor, preaching licious, harmless. It acts on the
oe was a lot more cross or "unjust?"
the Word, but they were hurried along, lower colon—where the trouble is.
renting a room,
contrary to this Inclination—a fine It has nO'ill effects on the intestines.
He had taken off his hat
cooking for yourBegin tonight, with this marvelLee liked his steady brown eyes,
example of divine guidance. The Holy
his thick, straight, rather stiff hair.
Spirit Is Just as active and faithful In ous "California treatment." Any
llke the old style
He looked kind and understanding,
closing doors as In opening them. "The druggist has California syrup ,of
vhere the boarders and for a moment she thought of tellstops as well as the steps of a good flgs, all bottled, with directions. Use
other and where ing him about her disappointment,
enough the first time to cleanse the
man are ordered of the Lord."
kindly—landlady But she quickly put on her most pro-'
II. The Call to Macedonia (vv. 9-12). clogged colon of every bit of poison
Srerybody's destinies. fesslonal salesgirl manner—the manThe time had now come for the gos- and, hard waste. Then just a little
didn't need to ner she knew would get her promoted
pel to begin Its conquest of another twice a week until the child's appe-to make both ends Upstairs before very long.
continent The crossing of the gospel tite, color, weight and spirits tell
A Motorless Glider Takes the Air.
"It's quite all right," she said a
from Asia to Europe determined the you the stasis is gone. Whenever a
one of her married little stiffly.
^Prepared by National Geographic Society,
entire history of the church. Instead cold or other upset clogs the system
of
a
wing.
Soon
they
passed
the
eleWashington, D. C.—WNU Service.
Ifjrotested at the work
"Everybody here Is very kind and
HE!1 recent breaking of the Amer- vation at which his balloon was flying of being an oriental movement. It be- again, use this natural vegetable
" ;ep the house going Just Pardon me, please."
laxative Instead of drastic drugs.
ican gliding record by Richard and went on up, far above him. While came mainly occidental.
and still be out of
"Get your package and change and
2. The vision (v. 9). Paul being
WARNING! There are dealer*
0. du Pont In the mountains of he was still wondering at this marvel,
father left me.
then come back here," said the young
Virginia, draws new Interest to his balloon, which bad been traveling hemmed In on all sides, experienced a who practice substitution. Be sure to
they pay me, I've man In a voice of authority.
flying with motorless planes. Soaring horizontally, reached a point about vision of a man of Macedonia pleading protect your child 6j/ looking for the
spare for lots of pleasAnd without reasoning why she did over the Blue Ridges for 122% miles, over that from whjch the storks had for help. This made clear the meaning name CALIFORNIA, on the Dottle.
1
Lee obeyed him.
MEMBER N. R. A.
Pont nearly doubled the former started upward. Then'the balloon, too, of the closed doors about him.
illy cost me is their so,Then
he got the story out of her. Du
2. The advance (w. 10-12). As soon
began
to
rise
rapidly,
as
If by magic
a bit here and there But not until he had told Lee he was American record and came within 14
miles of breaking the world's record. force, "I know now, after what gild- as the divine way was known they
;'what-not"
young Bert Bumsted, and then only
:
Although air-minded persons in ing has taught us," said this airman, moved forward.
them good food and because he would have blamed her
III. The First European Convert
hits and what-not" for a tears on unkind treatment from other America and Europe have taken up "that I had simply struck one of those
vertical
air
currents,
the
same
cur(w.
18-15).
gliding,
the
hobby
appears
to
have
tak'' ~ eat np all their sal- salespeople or department heads If she
The Jewish element in PhlllppI was
rent on which the lazy storks were taken
greatest
hold
In
Germany.
hadn't told him.
In Germany • today hundreds of ing a free ride up to a higher altitude." so small that they were unable to afaence the girls who
Bert's face was smiling when she schoolboys are flying. Three thousand
In Germany today some 200 gilder ford a synagogue. Therefore, the de(Sat Mrs. Flannagan's
got through.
clubs
exist, and probably about 10,000 vout people were accustomed to wortook official Instruction In a recent
"Why that's all right," he said.
DRINK
J
flay afternoon of our
year. Elevators, control sticks, side- flights and short glides are made an- ship by the river side. To this humble
gathering Paul 'came and preacned.
"You see, one of my Jobs Is going slips, take-offs, landings, and views nually.
hoping for closing time,
Between gliding and .what they call Lydla, a business woman of Thyatlra,
be was doing anything about seeing that everybody Is being "down below" are discussed now as
believed his message and was bapat night Nor the next well treated—the employees, I mean. freely and Intimately as tennis or "sail flying," the Germans make a tized.
The steps In her conversion
sharp distinction. During a glide the
natter. But because of You're new, so you hadn't seen me automobiles.
were
strikingly
typical—
here
before—and
I
don't
advertise
my
plane
steadily
loses
altitude
till
It
; slipper.
In the plane of the German boy
1. Attendance at the place of worbile a pair of really Identity. I'd rather people didn't know there Is no engine, It Is true; yet he lands. A "sail flight," on the contrary,
ad their way down- me, of course; makes It easier to get actually flies. And, from the very na- Is. one In which the machine, while Ship (v. 13). Usually those whom God
third floor shoe de- at what's really happening. But say, ture of his blrdlike machine, he really pointing downward, Is lifted by up-- Is calling are found In the place of
i basement of Stone, ana Isn't it funny? I was Just np In the learns more of air conditions than ward air currents, and thus either prayer.
2. Listening to the preaching of the
regular shoe department and I saw many a pilot of standard aircraft has maintains or increases Its elevation.
I WAS very nervous and irriFor training a beginner In motorless Word of God (w. 13, 14). The Instruor shopworn, they another pair of those shoes ready to yet learned; for, on the very first day,
ment
used
In
the
conversion
of
sinners
table. Could not sleep well and
come
down
here.
What
size
were
flying,
fhe
simple
glider
Is
used;
but
.right for the regular
after Intensive lecturing, he climbs Inla God's Word. "Faith cometh by
felt fretful in the morning. So
those?"
to the seat of the glider, takes hold of it Is the sail plane which actually flies. hearing and hearing by the word of
Postum was introduced at our
"Five
B,"
murmured
Lee.
In build It Is more sensitive than a
I'jthrown In with their
the controls, and slips off Into space.
dinner table instead of coffee—
God"
(Rom.
10:17).
"Yep.
Same
size,"
and
without
more
simple
glider
and
capable
of
respondj'in the bargain baseIn concentration, In quick thought
and today I'm always in good
3. Her heart was opened by- the
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Mae West's New Picture,
1m No^ngel," in Ma
Mae West, who "scorched" the nation with her first starring nicture,
"She Done Him Wrofljr/'
national idol, and then took
storm and revolutionised feminine
styles, will be seen at the Rialto
Theatre in Anita in her new picture,
"I'm No Angel," on Saturday, Sunday
and Monday evenings; also at a matinee on Sunday afternoon at 2:80
o'clock.
From every standpoint, "I'm No
Angel" is a better picture than its
predecessor. Miss WeslNjs even more
colorful as Tira, the MJUion Dollar
Beauty, who tames sa'
lions and
men with equal facilr /, than she was
as the diamond bedecked Lady Lou.
Paramount has given the second production of its greatest star an excellent cast, smart direction and gilded
mounting.
Mae sings seven "scorch songs,"
dances the midway, as a remarkable
dance in which she moves everything
except her feet; puts her head in a
lion's mouth; utters a succession of
breezy wisecracks which probably will
be heard everywhere, as was "Come
up and see me sometime"—until another West picture brings us some
more Westicisms.
I'm No Angel" is a superior picture to "She Done Him 'Wrong" because it was written directly for the
film by Miss West. It takes her on
a magnificient, journey from a dancer
in a cheap carnival show to national
fame as the gorgeous Tira, Million
Dollar Beauty, courted by satiety
men: •
Since Miss West has set the winter
fashion mode, it should be duly chronicled here that in "I'm No Angel" she
does not wear the extreme gown of
yesteryear, as 'she did so charmingly
in her previous picture. She appears
in smartly modish clothes of the day
—that is, when she is not making
a handsome appearance in silken
tights—and she always presents a
luscious, eye-filling picture.
Her supporting cast is well chosen.
Gary Grant, who was her "tall, dark
and handsome" in "She Done Him
Wrong," plays a similar role in the
new attraction, and gives his customary good performance. Kent Taylor plays a second lead. Edward Arnold and Half Harolde have menace
roles. •Gertrude Michael is Mae's love
rival. Dorothy Peterson, Russell Hopton, William B. Davidson, Irving
Pichel and Walter Walker round out
the cast.
Wesley Ruggles, who directed "Condemned," "Cimarron" and "College
Humor,"> handled /Miss West moat
capably.
Addition Subjects.
In addition to the big feature, "I'm
No Angel," there will be a number
of short subjects. Yon will see
Popeye in a cartoon, "I Eats My
Spinach." "Rumba Rhythm," a Paramount Headliner starring Vincent Lopez and his orchestra. Universal
News with Graham McNamee as master of ceremonies.
Admission prices for the evening
shows will be lOc and 35c, and for
the Sunday matinee, lOc and 25c.

Licenses to Be Taken in
Arrests For Intoxication
Sheriffs of Iowa have received notice from the state motor vehicle department at Des Moines that hereafter
7 towhen persons are arrested
for driving an automobile while intoxicated, their driver's license must
be taken up immediately on arrest
and forwarded to the motor vehicle
department.
<
The notice points out that the officer is not to wait until the person
is convicted or given a trial, but the
action must be taken at once when
arrest is made for the offense.
In case a person is charged with
driving a car while intoxicated and
gives bond until trial is had, he must
be without a driver's license pending the trial and cannot drive an
automobile.
It will be the driver's
right to regain his driver's license
through the state office after an investigation has been made of his arrest and trial.
Mrs. J. A. Wagner was hostess last
Wednesday afternoon to the members
of the Quilt club at her home on North
Chestnut Street. A very 'enjoyable
time was spent by the ladies.
On Friday evening following the
Anita-Adair football game, the Misses
Dorothy Forshay, Marjorie Kenfleld
and Joan Faulkner entertained fourteen boy and/ girl friends at a waffle
supper at the Forshay home on West
Main Street. In the evening they
went to the school grounds and had
a big bonfire in celebration of the victory over Adair.

A. R. Kohl
*•» Phone 43
We Deliver
Anita, Iowa

Friday and Saturday
Specials
Butter—
Briardale,
per pound. 24c
Crackers—
2-lb. box Paramount ....23c
Flour—
49-lb. sack of
Jersey
Cream . .$1.63
Raisins—
seedless,
2 pounds.. .14c
Cocoa—
GWC, 2-pound
tube
22c
English Walnuts
2 pounds. .25c

NAVY BEANS^ Michigan hand picked,
3 pounds

lie

COFFEE—
That good Tall Corn you
like so well, per pound. .21c
HALLOWn BULK DATES—
New, per pound
13c
2 pounds
25c
NEW BLACK FIGS—
2 pounds

22c

BRIARDALE OATS—
Quick or regular, ...
large tubes

14c

APPLES—
Fine red cooking, 10 Ibs..l9c
King Davids, 10 Ibs
29c
Colorado Jonathons, 10
pounds
39c

LA FRANCE—
3- packages
29c
(And 2 dozen Clothes Pins
FREE.)
PEANUTS, fresh roasted, per pound
9c
FRESH COCOANUTS, each
9c
BANANAS, 3 pounds
I9c
Sugar—
must be cash,
10 pounds. .51c

.
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Mrs. It E. Campbell Will VI
This Vicinity flit by Bad
Be Head of Xmas Seal Sale Dust Storm Last Sunday

Mrs. H. E. Campbell has been appointed chairman of the Christmas
seal sale in Anita for this year. This
year Anita keeps the money for health
work at home.
"It is as imBuy Christmas Scab portant to use
Christmas seals
as to buy them,"
, says
Frances
Brophy, , t h e
well known
health lecturer
TabcrcolMls and organizer,
now of New York, but formerly of
Iowa.
"Put them on the back of every letter you send out during December
and paste them all over your holiday packages. Seals so used are the
bearers1 of your message of good will
to your friends. They are the symbol
of your interest in the health of your
neighborhood and your neighbor's
children. They are the seal of your
consecration to the cause of community betterment.
"It is also just as important to use
the money raised as it is to sell
'Christmas seals—to use it well and
promptly. We keep saying all the
time—use your local health funds and
tell the contributing public how you
used them."

Courthouse Bonds Sold
to Carlton D. Beh Co.
At a special meeting a few days
ago, the Casa county board of supervisors sold $65,000 worth of bonds for
the new courthouse to the Carlton D.
Beh company of Des Moines. The
deal was closed with J. C. Shaw, a
representative of the company.
The bonds bear interest at the rate
of 4% per cent, payable semi-annually
oh the first days of May and November until maturity. The bonds are
in $1,000 denominations.
According to the contract, $8,000
worth of the bonds will mature annually, starting November 1, 1936,
until 1943. In 1943 the last of the
series of nine bonds will mature.
' The letting on the court house contract is scheduled to be held in Atlantic November 24.
Leo V. Bongers, wife and children
were week end visitors with relatives and friends in Ottumwa, Iowa.
Leonard C. Beel of Valentine, Nebraska, came Monday night to visit
at the home of his sister, Mrs. J. J.
Heck and family. Mr. Beel stopped
at the Aksarben in Omaha for a few
days before coming here.

The most terrific dust storm since
the white man has been a settler of
Iowa struck this state Sunday morning about 11:00 o'clock and continued
throughout the afternoon and into the
night. While some places in Iowa report much damage, local damage
was confined mostly to trees and telephone poles blown over, dust filled
homes and windows pushed in by the
wind. A window in the Odd Fellow
hall was blown out. The Iowa Electric Co. suffered quite a damage to
their lines, and for several hours Sunday afternoon was unable to furnish
current to Anita.
The government weather bureau
station at the emergency airport
south of Adair reports that at one
time Sunday afternoon the maximum
velocity of the wind was 62 miles an
hour.
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Past Matron-Patron Night ONE CONTRACT FOR
Observed by Local Lodge
On Monday evening Columbia Chapter, No. 127, Order of Eastern Stars,
celebrated their annual Past Matron
and Past Patron night, at which time
members of the order who have filled
these offices were honored guests at
a 6:30 o'clock dinner.
Following the dinner the initiatory
work was exemplified by the past officers. Those filling the different stations were as follows: Mrs. H. E.
Campbell, worthy matron; H. P. Ziegler, worthy patron; Mrs. C. A. Robison, associate matron; Dr. H. E.
•Campbell, associate patron; C. C.
Fletcher, treasurer; Mrs. Ed. L. Newton, secretary; Mrs. Lafe Eoob, conductress; Mrs. Herbert Bartley, associate conductress; Mrs. H. P. Ziegler, chaplain; Mrs. J. D. Young, organist; Mrs. G. M. DeCamp, marshal;
Mrs. Fred M. Sheley, Adah; Mrs.
Lawrence Hofmeister, Ruth; Mrs. W.
T. Biggs, Esther; M!rs. B. D. Forshay,
Martha; Mrs. Nellie Holmes, Electa;
Mrs. Walter F. Budd, warder; Fred
Scholl, sentinel. Robert Scott had
charge of the lights, and Miss Leila
South, A. B. Stone and Chas. Bartley furnished the vocal music.
There was a large attendance of
members and visitors, and a very enjoyable evening was spent by all in
attendance.
Fred Blattner, Worthy Patron of
the Atlantic chapter, was present
and assisted with the work. Other
visitors present were Mrs. L. C.
Dowell, Worthy Matron of the Atlantic chapter, Mrs. Lester Sampson,
Worthy Matron of the Marne chapter,
Mr. Sampson and (Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Gill of Marne.

Legion and Auxiliary Hold
Annual Party Last Friday
American Legion Post, No. 210, and
its Auxiliary, sponsored an Amristice day celebration for all World War
veterans and their families at the
Masonic Temple Friday evening. Honor guests of the evening were two
civil war veterans, Hamilton Campbell and Bertrand Stauffer, and a
civil war veteran's widow, Mrs. Almira Rickel.
After a 6:30 o'clock basket dinner,
Post Commander Ernest Harris, and
Mrs. Leah Mehlmann, president of the
Auxiliary, gave addresses of welcome.
This was followed 'by a program by
the children with Mrs. P. T. Williams
and Mrs. Russell W. Smith in charge.
A grand march was staged when
each one received a gay paper hat
and a whistle or some other kind of
a noise maker. After the noise was
over, games were played by old and
young and a genera] good time was
had by all.
County Commander Win. Linfor announced that a county meeting would
be held on Friday evening, November
17, at the K. P. hall in Anita.

CORN AND

Workers Say It Will Be Much
plier Than One Used For Wheat!
Reduction. Contracts Not Available Before December 1.
The corn-hog contract will be siotpler and more easily understood th«&
the wheat contract, judging from discussions at the regional conference on
the corn-hog program in Kansas City
a few days ago. This meeting waa
attended by several representatives of
Iowa State College.
According to extension workers attending, only one contract will be
used for both corn and hogs. Both
the application and contract form probably will be printed on the same
sheet of paper.
Details of the application and contract will be shorter and more easily
understood, according to tentative
plans. These improvements will make
it much easier for farmers and those
working on the corn-hog program to
fill out contracts and get them into
shape for submission to the Federal
Adjustment Administration.
'Final details, of the contract will
not be known for a few days. It waa
the opinion of those at the conference
that the printed contracts will not
be available for distribution before
December 1 or later because it is
necessary for all details to be gone
over carefully, not only by economist*
and livestock men in the administration, but also by lawyers.
In the meantime, county agents will
be informed of the plan in district
training schools. These agents, in
turn, will meet with representative
farmers in their counties to discuss
the program. The temporary organization, which will represent all farm
groups, will proceed with the work wC
acquainting farmers with the need for
the pro m and its details,
As si'
as farmers have signed
contracts they will meet to form their
local county corn-hog production control associations and will assume active management of the program.

Farm Bureau Women PJaa.
For Home Project work

Twenty-one women from ten townships in Cass county met at the city
hall in Atlantic Friday afternoon, November 10, 'to make plans for the
year's work.
Mrs. N. May Larson, assistant state
leader of Ames, met with them and
helped plqn the work. The purposes
and objectives of the work,- and its
place in building for better Farm Bureau organization were discussed.
It was decided to have at least ^threelessons this winter and spring which
would be adaptable to township Fawn.
Bureau programs and be of interest
to all women.
The first subject will be a series of
lessons on music appreciation and
community singing put on by Miss
Fannie Buchanan, recreation specialEmployment until June, 1934, will ist of Iowa State College.
Next a lesson in beautifying home
be available to 150 men when, and if,
the program for the national expendi- grounds will be given by Nord Davis;
A number of relatives enjoyed a ture of $4,500,000 on triangular sur- and later Mrs. Betty Morrell Gibson
family dinner Sunday at the home of veys is approved for Iowa by the re- will give a lesson on basket making.
Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Gipple, north of lief administration..
The women voted to put on, at the
the city, complimentary to Verle Gip- The information was given out by county annual meeting, some episodes .
ple of Albin, Wyoming, who is visit- J. S. Dodds, associate professor of from the Farm Bureau pageant il- ing at the parental home. A 1:00 civil engineering at Iowa State col- lustrating gifts brought to the farm
o'clock dinner was enjoyed, and the lege, who has been asked by the Unit- family by the Farm Bureau.
afternoon was spent socially.
Clothing thrifts or the fifty year
ed States coast and geodetic survey
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. to supervise surveying operations in clothing course was selected by the
Lud Shatava and son, Bobby, Mr. and Iowa. Professor Dodds said this is women to begin next fall. A second
Mrs. Otta Schrader, Mr. and Mrs a joint project of the geodetic survey was a mixed course from several difFern Gipple and son,. Larry, Mr. and and the relief administration.
ferent projects.
Mrs. Elto Williams, Mrs. L. A. Gipple
This was a most encouraging meetLabor will 'constitute about 85 perand sons, Ross and Rex, all from cent of the total cost of the project ing with the women showing enthusBridgewater; Mr. and Mrs. Leonard and will be financed by the state re- iasm for carrying on in a manner
Jorgensen of Manning; Mr. and Mrs. lief administration from federal funds. that is most gratifying to the County
Fred Richter and daughter of Sac The remaining 15 per cent will be Agent and Farm Bureau board of diCity; Mr. and Mrs. Claire Gipple of provided by the public works admin- rectors. Everyone realizes that the
Exira; Mr. and Mrs. .Cloyd Karns and istration. Minimum pay will be $15 women have, an important place in
children, Marjorie and Donald, of per week.
the organization, and that they have
Adair; Miss Geraldine Stevenson of
The work proposed is supplemented a real contribution to make in the adAtlantic; and Mr. and Mrs. William to a program adopted by congress in justment program.
Pearson, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Steele 1926 for a network of permanently
The response of these women and
and son, Billie, and Mr. and Mrs. marked points over the country. Over their willingness to accept the responRobert Fletcher and sons, Roger, Lee the United States the project' will sibility of leadership is the best indiand Bobby, of Anita.
cation we could have for a worthwhile
give employment to 8,000 men.
program this year.
Lawrence Krumm and wife were
Mrs. J. T. Monnig and children visSunday visitors with her parents, H. ited Saturday with friends in Des
The Misses Nettie Steinmetz and*E. Evans and wife, in Adair.
Delorous White were EXes Moines visMoines.
itors Saturday.
In response to many inquiries relaMiss Ida Corlett of
Colorado
tive to giving clothing and other Springs, Colorado, a resident of Anita
Ed. L. Richardson, editor and pubitems for welfare use, the Community many years ago, has come to Anita lisher of the Adair News, accompanWelfare organization wishes to an- and will spend a few wqeks as a guest ied by his son, Clarence Richardson,
nounce that they will gladly accept of Mrs. Carrie Reynolds.
were in the city Friday afternoon to
such articles, and the bundles can be
attend the football game between the
left at the offices of Dr. C. E. Harry
The members of the Helping Hand Anita and Adair high school teams.
or the Forahay Insurance Agency, or club, and their husbands, were 12:001 Years ago the Richardson family were
f
hey can be left with the committee o'clock dinner guests last Wednesday residents of Anita, Ed. having been
nt the welfare rooms on Monday and of Mrs. Chas. H. Bartley at her home employed in the Tribune office a num'"hursday afternoons when the rooms on Locust Street. The afternoon ber of years during the early days
are open from 2:00 to 4:00 o'clock.
was spent socially by the Igaies. f of this paper's history.

Family Gathering Sunday
at the C. 0. Gipple Home

Surveying Will Employ
150 Hen in the State
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Events in the Lives of Little Men
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Howe About:
A Loafer's Utopia
The Final Average
Leading a Normal Life
By ED HOWE
'M'O NEWSPAPER manager can pos
•1^1 slbly keep nonsense out of his
columns, but he should be careful tf
carry along every day a suggestion o
the old conservative common sens
necessary In properly distinguishing
right from wrong. Most newspapers
do this with considerable faithfulness
In splits of the Increasing demand fo:
sensationalism. Some of them call I
humor, but the common sense Is Bug
gested, and may be worked out by
those who care for 1L
As an example of this I note a recent syndicated article by Westbrook
Pegler, and appearing In a good
many first rate papers. In Introducing Mr. Pegler the paper I see regularly says: "Pegler Gives a Humorous
Slant on the New Deal."
What is called a humorous slant Is
actually the most Important piece of
.wisdom I have seen printed In many
months. Mr. Pegler says:
"The trouble with the Russian
Soviet system has been that It sought
to compel the citizens to work, someimes resorting to enforced labor,
whereas under the American plan enforced loafing will be held over the
heads of the comrades as a threat to
work hogs who endanger the success
the new deal by Indulging a selfish
passion for toll."
Mr. Pegler works out the Idea to
he extent of a column, which Is not
too much; many others would have
made It In to-a book, and thus burled
the good Idea.
I cast my vote for a wreath to
Westbrook Pegler for writing the most
llumlnatlng piece of American wisdom In 1933; possibly for all time.
* * *
In being careful I'm rather an enthusiast; when in such mood, and receive an Important paper or letter, I
put It away so carefully I can't find It
ater. . . . Altogether my average In
exercising care, is low, although I believe such vlrjnie one of the first a
human being (constantly In danger)
should exercise. . . . The time to
lock the stable door, of course, Is
when the thought of thieves first occurs to you, but so many delay that a
warning maxim was written centuries
ago. The wisdom conveyed by the
maxim Is so Important that all'careless men have been familiar with am
frequently repeated It hundreds of
years without It doing them any good.
That Is what discourages me.

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

S

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

(87 RfiV. P. B. FITZWATBR, D. D, Member of Faculty, Uoodr Bible
Institute of Chlcaco.)
C. It!>. Western Newspaper UnloB.

Lesson for November 19
PAUL IN ATHENS

LESSON TEXT—Act* 17:11-14.
GOLDEN TEXT—for In htm w* lire,
and move, and hav« our being; a* cer
tain also of jrour own poet* have laid.
For we ar« also his offspring. Act*
17:M.
PRIMARY TOPIC—Worshiping- Ood.

JUNIOR TOPIC—Preaching
Famous City.

In

INTERMEDIATB AND SENIOR TOPIC—Why Do W* Worship T
TOUNO PEOPIJ1 AND ADUI/T TOPIC—Seeking and Finding Ood.

I. Athens Full of Idol* (T. 16).
Athena was the Intellectual metropolis of the world at that time, the
home of the world's greatest eloquence
and philosophy. In spite of this fact
the city was given wholly to Idolatry,
which so stirred Paul's spirit that he
was there moved to preach the gospel.
II. The Parties Concerned In the
Controversy (vv. 17-21).
1. The Jews to 17). Trne to his
usual custom, PauiXent Into the synagogue and entered Into earnest argument with the Jews.
2. The devout persons (v. 17). This
doubtless Included proselytes to the
Jewish faith.
3. The philosophers (r, 18). From
the Jews and devout persons he turned
to such as were found in the market
place. Here he came Into touch with
Epicurean and Stole philosophers.
When these philosophers heard his
preaching they desired to know what
new doctrine he preached, so they invited him to the Areopagus where he
might epeak to them. They Inquired
as to what this "babbler" might say.
The word "babbler" means literally
"seed-picker." They conceived Paul
as a globe-trotter who had gathered
up seeds of truth or error here and
there over the world and that he was
somewhat like themselves, Interested
In talking about that which he had
seen and heard.
III. Paul's Address on Mars'
(vv. 22-31).

' " UI33. B«n Syndicate.— W N U S.rvlc..

SIGNS?"'1
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If yon have Acid Stomach,
y>rry about it. FolW Vhe
directions given above.

acts at WIOS to neutralize the adds
that came headache, stomach pSns
and other distress. Try a, foum
feel like a new person.
But—be careful you get REAL
milk of inagnesia when you buv—
genuine PHILLIPS' Milk of Mag,
nesia. See that the name "PHILLIPS'" is, on the label.

ALSO INTABUTFOBM
Each Hmr tablet Is the
equivalent of a teoboonful
of Genutm PnUUpTMIT
of Magnesia,
MEMBER N.R.A,

Pkillips* Milk of Magnesia

Hill

1. The introduction (w. 22, 23). He
Introduced his discourse in a courteous
manner, stating that he perceived that
they were very religious. He did not
accuse them of superstition as the A.
V. would make it, but as the A. B. V.,
"very religious." He declared that as
he was viewing their city he beheld
an altar with an Inscription, "To the
unknown God." He proceeded at once
A young man went to a doctor fo: to connect It with the Idea of the
advice, and the d&ctor asked: "Have true God, Implying that this altar had
you been leading a normal life?" Th<1 been erected to him.
young man replied that he had. "Well,
2. The body of his discourse (w.
continued the doctor, "you must cu 24-31).
out liquor and women for at least six
a. A declaration concerning God
months." . . . This may be a gooc
Joke—I confess to a smile myself— (vv. 24, 25).
(1) The true God created the matebut It displays a fault common to
most American jokes, In that It gives rial universe (v. 24). This was a dithe Impression that all normal men rect blow at the philosophy of both
drink too much Intoxicating liquor. the Epicureans and the Stoics.
(2) God's spirituality and Immensity
Not one In twenty of them do. How
many confirmed drunkards do you (w. 24, 25). Being essentially spirknow? I have asked myself the ques itual he demands heart-service, and
tlon. My reply Is, I do not know to being transcendent above all he Is not
exceed three or four, and these so confined to earthly temples.
(3) His active providence (v. 25).
widely scattered they annoy me rarely. ...
In thinking over that par He gives existence to all things. He
of the joke referring to women, I be- bestows needed gifts upon all creacome more serious, but risk no figures, tures, and as sovereign directs all
* * *
things.
b. His declarations concerning man
A new word lately becoming popular
Is moron. (Meaning a man suffering (w. 26-31).
from arrested mental development.)
(1) His common origin (v. 28). This
It la rather a better word than fool, was a blow at the foolish Athenian
which seems to mean a man who la pride which supposed that they were
not a full shilling; who never had any superior to all other people. This
sense, and never will have any. But proposition he proved from their own
a moron means one born with suffi- literature (v. 28). He argued that If
cient and average Intelligence, and, men are the offspring of God and bear
after reaching twenty-five or thirty, his likeness, It is utter folly to make
becomes shiftless as to his mind, and Images such as the Idols were.
quits developing 1L
(2) Nations have their place by the
I estimate there are hundreds of sovereign purpose of God (v. 26). He
morons to one fool; the number of argued that the position and mission
•omplete fools Is actually not great; of each nation Is of God's appointment
here seema little doubt that the mind
(8) Men should seek God (y. 27).
may be developed as naturally and His goodness and grace In supplying
aslly as the muscles, by proper exer^ all human needs, and His sovereign
Ise; but as we grow older our nat- ordering of the affairs of 'nations
ral disposition Is to become flabby In should move men to see and seek God.
esh and mind. Millions are today
(4) Pressing obligations to repent
upporting doctrines as foolish as per- w. 30, 31). This was his supreme
etual motion. (Inflation, as an ex- message. Though God had formerly
mple; It Is the same thing.)
passed over the Idolatrous practice
All such are suffering from arrested f the nations, he now calls all men
mental development; they do not take o repent in preparation for the comproper dally dozen for their heads.
ng day of judgment, the guarantee of
Men die unnecessarily every day be- which Is the resurrection of Jesus
ause of arrested physical develop- Christ from the dead.
ment, and morons develop In the same
IV. The Results of Paul's Preachlno
way: they beoome poorer thinkers be- vv. 32-34).
cause they do not fairly and properly
1. Some mocked (v. 32). Men and
xercise their minds, and shuffle shlft- women are today mocking the preachessly along to the bread line or pool er who dares to preach the coming
ouse when they might have easier lodgment
iveil fairly respectable and success2. Some procrastinated (v. 32). This
ul lives, and finally achieved a very s the common way of men. Many of
•ood obituary In the local papers.
:hem do not mock, but they hesitate
• » *
:o accept and act upon the urgency of
After young men become educated the message.
" fiiRitieerlng they begin clamoring
3. Some believed (v. 34). Wherever
or jobs. This clamoring has already the gospel is preached there are some
t'sultod in the present staggering ap- who believe and are saved.
>ropriiitlons for unnecessary and fool•linns, reservoirs, lakes, river 1mCommonplace) Lives
'vi'im-nt, etc.
The most commonplace lives have
about them possibilities of romance,
Tlic more young men net like cauluus < > M men, the better they will tragedy, and humor that discover
themselves to the one who ministers
;''! a l u n ^ .
to these lives with a brave and resolute heart.
'smlly u n American will cheerfully
i-nd u reform v<mvent,Um, and ma ke
I l i s t e n („ flowery and foolish
M>eeches; hut he is very slow I,, H houlli-rlng « musket und attending the secret meeting of a vigilance committee
t i . ' i t means business.

tt we » organize our
processes that every yen r
flow Into the life Of ouVn , Ul ° re *i» I
^younginenanSwo^'-M!
JTchara D0t °nly ln knSi°"r'
•hall not be concerned wittf!^ *e
lem of the criminal—n f 0Pr*
Clothier, president of 1<ut
n,,. " ^rt
Terstty.
«r» Un|.

Bronchial Troubles
Need Creomulsion
Persistent coughs and colds lead to
serious trouble. You can atop them now
with Creomulsion, an emulsified creosote
that is pleasant to take. Creomulsion is s
new medical discovery with two-fold action; it soothes and heals the inflamed
membranes and inhibits germ growth.
_ Of all known drugs, creosote is recognized by high medical authorities as one
of the greatest healing agencies for persistent coughs and colds aniother form
of throat troubles. Crebmulsion contains,
in addition to creosote,other healing elements which soothe and heal the infected
membranes and stoptho irritation and inflammation, while the creosote goes on to
the stomach, is absorbed into the blood,
end attacks the seat of the trouble, r
Creomulsion is guaranteed satisfactory
in the treatment of persistent coughs and
colds, bronchial asthma, hronclutis, and
is excellent for building np the system
after colds or flu. Your own druggist is
authorized to refund your money on the
spot if your cough or cold is m>'a( relieved by Creomulsion. .••
(W
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'
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contains no caffejn!

"NiGHw alter drinking coffee
I found it hard to get to sleep.
I tried Instant Pottum for 30
days and result* were gratifying. I slept soundly, my appetite became keoMuxl I gained in
weight."—#ftr«d L. Clark,
Richmond, Vermont.

ahtm&eep
Ask root
HUIffW

FREE

SMMPLE

Value of Prayer

Let us value prayer more! Let us
use It more as a means! We can have
the music of heaven falling down and
filling our lives with the sweetest of
melodies, of comfort and lov. tf wtj

•
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AUCTIO
Every Afternoon, 2:00 to 4:00
Evenings, 7:00 to 9:00
COME AND BUY THIS MERCHANDISE AT YOUR OWN PRICE.
EVERYTHING MUST BE SOLD. AUCTION WILL CONTINUE
DAILY UNTIL ALL IS SOLD.
Monday, November 20th. at 2:00 P. M., we will sell all fixtures,
consisting of Cash Register, Adding Machine,
Floor Cases,
Stove, Desk, McCasky 300 Account, Check Protector, Display
Fixtures, Etc.

H. J. Schneider
(Successor to J. R. Stuhr.)

ANITA
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PROCEEDINGS OF TFTE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

LOCAL NEWS ITEMS.

Court House,
Atlantic, Iowa,
October 16, 1933.
The Board of Supervisors of Cass
County, Iowa, met in adjourned session with all members present. Minutes of October 2nd. were read and
approved as read.
At 10:00 o'clock a. m. the time set
for receiving bids on excavation work
and grading of 0.77 mile of county
trunk road on Road G, 0.66 mile on
Road K and 0.92 mile on Road R, four
bids were opened.
Moved by Ryan, seconded by Davis,
to award the contract for the aforesaid contract work to Frank Eblen of
Cumberland at the prices bid.
Motion carried.
Moved by Davis, seconded by Allen,
to return the checks to the unsuccessful bidders.
Motion carried.
Moved by Allen, seconded by Armentrout, to designate the Atlantic
State Bank in addition to the Whitney
Loan and Trust Company Bank as a
legal depository for funds deposited
by county officials, the amounts to be
limited as follows: County Auditor,
$5,000; County Clerk, $5,000; County Recorder, $5,000; County Sheriff,
$5,000.
Motion carried.
Moved by Ryan, seconded by Allen,
to postpone making of levies, because
of a state of incompletion, until next
meeting.
Motion carried.
On motion and vote the board ad-

Carl Millard, Jr. and wife spent
Sunday with relatives and friends at
Carbon.
W. V. Somerville, wife and three
sons, Paul, Morris and Bobbie, spent
Sunday with friends in Council Bluffs
R. W. (Mick) Forshay is in Des
Moines today, attending an executive
committee meeting of the Iowa Association of Insurance Agents.
Mrs. W. R. Spence and two children, John and Marilyn, of Atlantic
spent Saturday in the city with their
parents and grandparents, Andrew
Wiegand and wife.
Glenn Holmes, wife and baby daughter, Arlene, were Sunday visitors in
the city with her parents, J. C. Jenkins and with, and with his mother,
Mrs. Nellie Holmes.
Harold Travers and wife of Des
Moines visited in the cityfrom Sunday until Tuesday with her mother,
Mrs. Eliza Biggs, and with other
relatives and friends.
Mrs, Fred Michaels, who had been
visiting here with her mother, Mrs.
Apness McCosh, and with other relatives and friends, left Tuesday for
her home in Schuyler, Nebraska.

Burkhart's
We Deliver

Phone

Friday-Saturday Specals
SOAP, Prouty-Bowler, 10 bars and 2 FREE • •
PANCAKE FLOUR, Kamo, 4-lb. ha* ........
TOILET PAPER, Ambassador, 4 large rolls
GOLD DUST, large package. . . ........
(,
' ••
LARD, pure country, per pound
............

- . 8c

MACARONI, 4 8-ounce packages, elbo ____

• 19c
.......... .25c
PAPER NAPKINS, Linentone, 80 of them f or lOc

PRUNES, large size 30's, 2 pounds

OATMEAL, Crystal Wedding, 55-ounce pkge. 20c
NORTHERN BEANS, 4-pound sack ........ .19c
SOAP, Hardwater, large bars
.............
5c
GRAPES, Red Tokay, 3 pounds
.25c

October, 1933 at 1:00 p. m.
(Signed)
Frank Pelzer,
NOTICE.
HONEY IS MUCH USED.
Chairman.
31st., 1933.
Attest:
C. W. Zastrow and two children,
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS'
Jennie M. Ward,
Notice is hereby given that sealed
Although honey is not the sacred
Published Every Thursday by the
Doris and Lynn, drove to Clarion,
CASS COUNTY, IOWA
County
Auditor.
proposals
will
be
received
by
the
symbol of rituals and ceremonies as
Iowa, Saturday morning to spend the
By Jennie M. Ward,
it was centuries ago, modern house-1 PROCEEDINGS OF THE
3t
week end with their parents and Board of Supervisors of Cass County,
County Auditor.
wives still hold it in very high re-'
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS grandparents, F. W. Zastrow and Iowa, at the American Legion BuildW. F. BUDD
Editor
gard as an ingredient in many reing
in
Atlantic,
Iowa,
up
to
the
NOTICE
wife. Mr. Zastrow,. and Lynn returnCourt House,
hour of one o'clock P. M. Friday,
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50 cipes, according to F. B. Paddock,,
ed
home
Sunday
evening
but
Doris
Atlantic, Iowa,
November 24, 1933, for the erection
In accordance with the provision
If not paid in advance
$2.00 state apiarist in the Extension Ser-'
remained there for a few days visit.
October 18, 1933.
vice at Iowa State College.
of a Court House Building within said of Section 45, Chapter 4, Acts of the
. he Board of Supervisors of Cass
;
Although honey as a spread for i County met at 1:00 o'clock p. .m:. with
Entered at the post office at Anita,
The members of the 0. D. 0. club County in accordance with the plans Extra Session of the Fortieth General
hot biscuits cannot be surpassed Mr i a" members present.
Minutes of held their monthly meeting at the and specifications prepared by DOU- Assembly of Iowa, notice is hereby
Iowa, as second, class mail matter.
says that it is invaluable as j ^gjTIOJ, "^TEMPORARY home of Mrs. Tom Newell last Thurs- GHER, RICH & WOODBURN, AR- given that in the present Court Housi
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1933. aPaddock
sweetening agent and as a
flavor
— VFB.AH.I day. All members were present and CHITECTS AND ENGINEERS OP Quarters, at 10 ,4. M. on November
TRANSFER.
in pastries, puddings and other proWHEREAS,
There
is
now
in the Mrs. Joe Hoffman and Mrs. Kenneth DES MOINES, IOWA,
24, 1933, in Atlantic, Iowa, there will
SMILE AND THE WORLD
ducts.
"-"•
: hands of the County Treasurer the Pierce were visitors.
Separate
bids
will
be
received
on
Dinner
was
be a hearing conducted ;on the plai
sum
of
SMILES WITH YOU
Honey pumpkin pie is a particularly '
?44,212.83 credited to the Road served by the hostess, and the ladies the (1) General Work, (2) Plumbing specifications and. proposed form „
tied a comforter during the after- and Heating Work, (3) Electric Wir- contract which (have heretofore ten
A truer statement was never made. seasonable dish. Honey cranberry j W^ERE^S^^d** '
Test it out for yourself. When you conserve, various kinds of cake in! f e r $20,000 from 'the safd Mainten- noon. The next meeting will be with ing Work, and shall be made as in- adopted by the Board of Supervisor!
dicated on the bid forms.
get up in the morning, get up with a which honey is used, honey waffles, ance Fund, to the Poor Fund, for the Mrs. Mary Rydl.
of Cass County, for a Court ROOM
reasons:
Bids must be accompanied by a Building, the estimated cost of whici
smile, meet your family and your honey meringues, honey squash, honey! following
Cass
""" County
*" now has outMrs. Rex Weber of Council Bluffs certified check of $4,500.00 on the is $130,000.00. At .said hearing obfriends with a smile—see what a big pecan bread rolls, various salads, desstanding Poor Warrants in the
serts
and
drinks
are
only
a
few
of
the
visited in the city a few days the General Work, $600.00 on the Plumb jections will be heard as provided
improvement it makes in your day.
sum of $11,974.63 and is without funds of any kind with
last of the week with her parents, i ing and Heating (Work, and $150.00 on /or in this Act
Smiling will get work done quickly products in which honey may be
•
which to redeem said warrants.
Cole Musick and wife. She was ac- ' the Electric Wiring Work. Sai<
and efficiently.
Smiling is so much used.
Dated
at
Atlantic,
Iowa, October
The poor expense fo'r the next
The sugar in honey is in an easily j
companied here by Tommy Fischer, checks to be made payable to the 31st, 1933.
easier to do than frowning.
The
three
months
will
be
approx16-months-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Treasurer of the above named coun
frown of determination may well and digested, simple form, thus making I
imately $15,000 and the county
BOARD 0F SUPERVISORS
Carl Fischer of Council Bluffs. Mr. ty.
will have no funds with which
profitably be replaced by the smile of the energy immediately available to |
CASS COUNTY, IOWA.
the body, according to Mr. Paddock.
to meet this expense, and
Weber spent Sunday here and was
willingness to serve.
The successful bidders will be re
By Jennie M. Ward,
.
v»
nrjimfiis,
inere
is
sufficient
WHEREAS,
There
is
sufficient
3t
accompanied home that evening by quired to furnish the above named
Smile at Neighbor Jones and he will
money
n
County Auditor,
A.
R.
Robinson
spent
the
week
end
•
'
the
Maintenance
Fund
to
Mrs. Weber and Tommy.
smile at you.
County with an approved bond
until
with
relatives
and
friends at Ring-ith
relative
n
™
"
*
*
"*
Smiles tend toward happiness in the stead, Iowa.
called for in the specifications cover NOTICE OF PROBATE OF WILL
Dr. H. E. Campbell was called to ing each portion of the work.
WHEREAS proper arrangements
home and in the community. It carhave
been
made
for
return
of
this
Adair Saturday evening to assist Dr.
ries with it its own reward—a knowThe work shall be performed in ac State of Iowa, Cass County, ss.
The pupils of Grant NQ. 9 enter-: money, same to be returned within , Maynard of that town in caring for
ledge that each day we are doing our
In District Court No. 4091.
:„„ j j.i •
..
» ' . — .,
onp
VPRT Trftm
Hnf-o
nf
4-w«n.r
cordance with all the requirements,
- : aau
transfer, |M p. K imple, who was injured when j of the National Industrial Recover; To All Whom It May Concern:
share toward making this a better and
and
with a Program and box so-j WHEREAS all laws relating to ! the wa^on ">• which he was returning! Act (H. R. 5755) as approved, Jun<
happier place in which to live.
You are hereby notified, that u
ev
Smiles make little troubles out nf ,
enmg was enjoyed by the municipalities have been complied j to his home in Adair from working I 16, 1933, 11:65 A. M,
instrument of writing purporting to
lar e number wh
* ones,
on*., and
.nd little
n«i. troubles
*«..u,._ disappear'
JL
I £
-° attended. Miss! with
_„.,.,.,_.„„„
east of that town was struck from
big
Copies of the Plans and specifi- be the last Will and Testament of
entirely when met with a smile.
Genuine Parker is the teacher.
i so^VED^^EoffupeLslri "^ by « gr*Vel tru<*' "hth\S' cations for use of the bidders may be Roland C. ' Pratt, deceased, dated
of Cass County, Iowa, subject to the also traveling west. Kimple received
Let's make this a town of smiles
April 28th., 1928, having been thin
A woman inquired of a Negro por- approval of the State Comptroller a broken collar bone, a crushed el- seen at the office of the
and miles of smiles.
and
at
the
office
of
the
day
filed, opened and read, the 22ni
ter the time of the train to Chicago. that said sum of $20,000 be and the bow, three scalp wounds and several
or
after
November
10,
,
„
day
of November, 1983, isfixedfor
un
same
is
hereby
ordered
transferred
j
broken
ribs,
She then went to a white man and
THE SELLER SOLD.
be obtained upon written application hearing proof of 'same at the Court
asked him the same question.
The trom the Maintenance Fund to the 1
to the Architects. A deposit of $25.00 House in Atlantic, Iowa, Wore *«
Are you discouraged?
Then read porter went to the white man and
Greenfield has just completed a sur-' will be required on the General Plans, District Court of said County, or tiw
said,
with
a
smile,
this story. The devil, as the story i , ..
Clerk of said Court; and at S-.W
goes held a convention attended by \ *£1™* '\ n°W'
o'clock A. M. of the day above menwith a copy of this .^
b a k 8 d white
many imps. He instructed the imps ' °
"
'"
not seem satis- Plans.
and the record of its adoption.
.
This deposit .to be returned tioned all persons intwefcted are hereto go out into the world and sell disOn motion of Artnentrout, second- ' factory. They are planning to make to the Contractor after the letting, by notified and required to appear.
When Mrs. D. S. Fowler of Forest
couragement to the human race.
a lake to cover 9.2 acres with a water' provided a bonafide bid has been sub- and show cause if any they have, why
c
O_ p i m _ or>nr , .
'ty- Iowa, makes pickles, they stay! resolution was Pput to vote The votp
One imp approached an average
. She recently entered a spec- thereon bein^ a S follows Ayes- Ar shed comprising 490 acres. A dam 25 ! mitted and the plans and specifica- said instrument should not be probatv
Tnan.
.men
hp ,^ pickled
•
•
, -i *~ '
an.
A
r e n it you
discouraged?"
involving a fill of 8,000 tions have been returned promptly to ed and allowed as and for the last
*you aiscourac'ert
scouragea . " he
nt
il m e n m
in an exhlblt
exhibit conducted by ?
aaked
the ; ! mentrout, Allen, Davis, Ryan and PelWill and Testament of said deceased,
the office of the Architects.
"No" re l ' > d t h ^ •
' Forest City Summit which chalked up j
Sa
a new recor
The
Dated at Atlantic, Iowa, November
By
virtue
of
Statutory
authority,
a
that i'
"
'
^'
d for longevity. The pick-'
adopted,
taken up
the next preference will be given to materials, 10th, 1933.
by Allen,
"HoJ"Th,,,,t th i i
»u
' le in I"631'011 is a large cucumber'
C. IM. Skipton,
products, supplies, provisions and all
closedT" t"UbrkS ^^ a r e : ^ ^ M r s . Fow,er preserved a n d ' h S;
l l aa UOlue
!' (Jiateu
placed iin
bottle W
way back in 1889~
' ° 'i'i "f a,$r>5'000 eou rt house bona
1(1
Clerk of District Court.
other
articles
produced,
manufactured,
8
Iss
More than $3,500,000 in money,! made or grown
• *
'
ut' November 6th., 1933, at 2:00 P.
checks and valuables was taken from • Iowa.
H. E. Newton of Stuart was a visMotion carried.
"How about eleven million people' ± *™' ** to
P"?™' she
v^T
^^
in the
brou
tor in the city Sunday evening.
out of work?"
I Jar w i t n her Iowa
£ht
the
The passing
passing years . to ji f iirect 'he auditor to advertise a
"V»« i'~ ,r
. ., ,
!: jar with her.
- The
JTe., I m discouraged, the man con- have b, hed the pjdde J^ ™ , leUm^
or^oourt house contract North'rj^r^-^l^^^^ "wa, October
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itue a couraged

the'nT:i-uer "

h

riage At that
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«-•

said: "Go sell somebody else."
I ginning December 1, undeliverable
j Motion carried.
1
The imp approached another man.
letters which cannot be returned to
Moved
by
Davis,
and
seconded,
to
A
good
example
of
how
a
wild
"Aren't you discouraged?" he asked. 1
hold hearing f o r objections to the their senders will remain in the dead
"No," the man roared.
j where, will fly about like wildfire, ( above letting at 10:00 A. M. on No- letter office only forty-eight hours.
"Look at the banks that are closed" growing
ioffiA ''' 2 4 t h " 1933' in the auditor's Hitherto dead letters have remained
a little all the time, comes
the imp suggested.
: in the postoffice indefinitely.
from Clarksville, Butler county. The I Motion carried.
"Look at the banks that are open," Herry brothers of Clarksville died reMoved hv ArmeiHrout, seconded by
the man replied.
cently,
administration
"Look at the people who don't have ed that
1
saint
to
m *,^ *iviu i^uvuiuoer iRT a+
jobs."
vehicle retailers in towns of
basement of their house. It was in 10.00 o'clock A. M. at auditor's' of "
"Look at the people who do."
. 2,500 or less population are not exa
safe
and
a
blow
torch
was
required
"Stocks are low."
! empt from provisions of the recently
to get the safe open, so the story I1 Motion carried.
Moved by Allen, seconded by Dav- approved dealer's code.
"The values are there. Don't argue ran.
Blackwell
Clerk of Courts K. L. Schellenwith me, go to the devil."
ger, supposed to have been one of the 1 for two wood bridges on Project G omith, associate counsel for the adThe imp went to report to the devil. witnesses to the opening of the safe,
ministration, held that inasmuch as
n e C U V e r t < X t o n s i o n on Road
u , -'at 10:00 o'clock R,
i " t to Kbe held
"Did you sell the second prospect?" said there was no safe in the house! if"H
, letting
A ! the activities of these retailers are not
the devil asked.
S ffit e
no money had been found and that 1 lisa"1
° ' ' Number 1st., i "confined to local areas" they should
"No, I didn't" the imp replied. "He most of the Kerry property was in
be outside the president's executive
j
Motion
carried.
nold me. Now I'm discouraged."
real estate. So that was that.
Moved and by vote the date set for order of October 23 exempting certain
hearing objections to either of the | employers in towns under 2,500 from
HEAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
A half century ago wooden shoes (above project lettings was 9:30 ] code provisions.
o c k A. IVJ., November 1st. 1933
were worn by the majority of the sub- j| " f lMotion
carried.
Thomas Wendell Bailey and wf and
A few days ago daily newspaper
oie tne levies were
Leonard Gayle Bailey and wf to Edna
postponed for further adjustment un- dispatches carried the story of a UnitBailey, wd, sec 19-76-34 ex 1, $1.
ed Air Lines plane crashing on a
county. The wooden shoes looked til next meeting.
clumsy but were said to be veiy com- . On motion and vote the Board ad wooded hillside in Willamettu Heights
journcd to me«t November 1st 1933
Business has picked up again at fortable footwear.
Now, of course,
exclusive Portland, Oregon, resident(Signed)
Frank Pelzer,
the Little Brown Church in the Vale. the Dutch people in Iowa have largely
ial district, during a heavy fog Four
Chairman.
The famous little church near Nash- grown away from that, but Orange Atu-st:
people, including the pilot, Al A
ua, Chickasaw county, immortalized City still has a wooden shoe factory.
Jennie M. Ward,
Davis, were killed. Miss Libby Wur^
in the beautiful hymn, has been suf- It is conducted by Jacob Van Hoff, an
County Auditor.
Bast, stewardess, was saved without
fering along with all the rest of us old time maker of wooden shoes, and
Miss Florence Dwyer of Jamestown serious injury. The same pilot and
*ince the depression. But this year, he finds a market for his product all
stewardess were on the plane that
with the five day marriage law re- over the United States. He makes the North Dakota, is spending the week Mrs. George Renner came to Omaha
pealed and the horizon bright with shoes for all sizes, but most of them m the city with her cousin, Mrs m ten days ago, when she was called
hope, the number of marriages per- are of nut cup sizes and are used as Lawrence Krumm and husband.
here from Seattle, Washington by
formed there has jumped tremendous- souvenirs and favors. Van Hoff still
the death of her father, R C Pratt
Kussell
W.
Smith,
Art
Taylor
John
ly. In September Bl ceremonies were makes some to be worn, however, and
At the time Mrs. Renner came
performed as against 27,for Septem- sells them. All of the shoes are made Osen and H. P. Ziegler were in norththrough
they had considerable diffiern
Iowa
Saturday
where
they
ber of last year.
I by hand.
<f pheasants.
lost m northern Utah.
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News Review of Current
Events the World Over
LaGuardia Elected Mayor of New York, Tammany Being
"Destroyed" Again—Prohibition Voted
Out of the Constitution.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
field, and the marketing by a ticket
punch system of ah grain and live
the mayor-elect of New York, and stock; and he then went on to deTammany has been "smashed" once nounce severely such a scheme of regimore — for how long mentation. The effect of the adoption
no one knows. The of the plan, he said, "even If successfusion candidate easl- ful In the Midwest, might be that the
lly defeated Joseph V. very states the governors are trying
McKee, recovery nom- to help might be left holding the bag
inee, and Mayor John while other states expanded produc"on.
P. O'Brien, Tammany tlon.
"These questions are wholly aside
Democrat, who ran In
that order. Because from grave problems of legality unMcKee had the open der existing law and questions as to
and vigorous backing raising the necessary funds."
The governors were called upon, Inof Postmaster James
Farley, who Is both stead, to give full co-operation to the
F. H.
n a t i o n a l and New program of benefits and curtailed proLaGuardia
York state Democrat- duction already under way.
Ic chairman, the Republicans claimed
EFUSAL of the Greek Court of Apthat the result was a great victory for
peals to permit the extradition of
their party and a slap at the Rooserelt administration. The truth Is that Samuel Insull is held by the United
It was rather a slap at Farley and States government to be "utterly unmachine politics In general as well as tenable and a clear
representing a revolt against the Tam- violation of the AmerIcan-Helenlc treaty of
many regime.
Tammany Hall Is furious and an In- extradition signed at
ternecine war has broken out In the Athens on May 6,
organization. Boss John F. Curry, It 1931." Therefore, by
•was expected, would be asked to re- direction of the State
linquish his leadership, and he antic- department, L i n c o l n
ipated this with a demand that Far- MacVeagh, American
'Jey be replaced as state chairman, ac- minister to Greece, decusing him of disrupting the Demo- livered to F o r e i g n
cratic party in the city. His attack Minister Maxlmos In
•was directed, also, against Edward J Athens a strong note
Lincoln
:
Flynn, secretary of state and Bronx denouncing the treaty.
MacVeagh
Democratic boss, and Inferentlally The document e xagainst Alfred B. Smith, who had de- pressed the "astonishment" of the
government in Washington at the
clined to speak for O'Brien.
Municipal elections were held In news that the Greek authorities had
many other cities, and some of them again declined to honor the request
were almost as Interesting as that in for Insnll's extradition, and continued
the metropolis. The Republicans and that this made It apparent that the
Democrats broke about even, and one treaty is now entirely useless.
The Greek government could get out
city, Bridgeport, Conn., elected a Soof the embarrassing situation. If it so
cialist mayor.
Democrats made striking gains in desired, by inviting Insnll to leave the
upstate New York. Buffalo elected a country within a stipulated time. By
Democratic mayor for the first time law the minister of the Interior may
deport any person "It undesirable for
•luce 1914; Rochester went Democrat- social
public reasona" However,
ic for the first time in 30 years; InsuII's orlawyer
told the fugitive the
Ponghkeepsie, nearest city to the home government could
not remove him
of President Roosevelt, named a Dem- without casting a slur on the Greek
ocrat for the first time in four years ; ludlclary. Then, too, the Venlzelists,
Oortland went Democratic ffli foe first opponents of the present regime,
time since its Incorporation 33 years would attack It and probably overago; Lockport also went Democratic throw it if Insull were deported.
for the first time In 16 years. In
Jamestown, a thirty-four-year-old
ENRY FORD has started to lay
newspaper reporter, Leon F. Roberts,
off his men to bring their workunseated Samuel A. Carlson, who has
ng
hours
under the 35-heur code maxbeen mayor 24 years.
Pittsburgh, Pa., upset the Mellon imum, according to his announced
plan. His plants had
Republican machine, electing William i
been operating on a
McNalr, a youthful newcomer In poll- '
40-hour basis. The retics who was backed by the Roosecovery officials were
velt Democrats. Frank Couzens, Reastonished by t h i s
publican, son of Senator James Couzmove, and G e n e r a l
ens, won the mayoralty of Detroit
Johnson tried to avert
The Republicans also won in CleveIt by offering to "conland, electing former Gov. Harry L.
sider an exception" In
Davis. In Boston a Democrat, FredFord's case, without
erick W. Mansfield, was chosen mayor.
avail.
H. LAGUARDIA. dyFIORELLO
namic and radical Republican, Is

R

H

*TpHIRTY. -SEVEN states—one more
•*• than necessary—having voted for
prohibition repeal, the Eighteenth
amendment Is knocked out of the
Constitution. The dry regime comes
,to an end on December 5, when the
thirty-sixth state convention, that of
Maine, meets to ratify the action of
the voters. The latest states to go on
record for repeal were Ohio, Pennsylvania, Utah and Kentucky. On the
*ame day North and South Carolina
rejected the repeal amendment, being
ithe first commonwealths to go dry.
This result was ascribed to the fact
that the prohibitionists made a lively
campaign, while the repealists were
Inactive. The vote of Utah was somewhat of a surprise, for the Mormon
|, church had urged all its members to
[Tote for retention of the Eighteenth
i:amendment Obviously, many of them
disregarded this monition.
•iXJEVER again will we aril off this
A
^ strike until our demands are
! net by the federal government," de.dared Mllo Reno, president of the Na
tlonal Farmers' Holt
day a s s o c i a t i o n .
Whereupon the "em
battled fanners" o
the Middle West resumed their picketing
with renewed vigor,
determined to prevent
the moving of pro
duce to the markets
of the leading cities.
Reno and his follow.Roosevelt, on the advice of George N.
. *«ek, head of the agricultural adjust>•' anent administration, and Secretary
' "Wallace, had rejected the price fixing
plan offered by Governors Herring,
Olson, Langer. Schinedeiuun and Herry. And those governors were no less
Irate when they left the W h i t e House.
They declared their attempt to bring
about complete regimentation of agriculture was a complete failure and
that they were disappointed and disgusted. They freely predicted "a
great deal of disturbance" unless market prices go up on this year's crops
and the farm strikers saw to It tlmt
tots prediction was Justified.
Mr. Roosevelt, In a written opinion
based on Mr. Peek's advice, said that
the governor's plan amounted substantially "to the licensing of every plowed

Observers watched
controversy with keen interest They
said the Ford statement that the
layoff was solely to meet NRA
requirements was another indication
that the manufacturer Intends to comply with the letter of the law while
at variance with the spirit of the program.
The real showdown will come later,
it was predicted, over the collective
bargaining provisions of the code.
The striking tool and die makers
of the Deteolt area were returning to
work in large numbers under agreements with employers that were negotiated by the regional labor board.
The terms were not made public. The
strike started in Flint and was marked
by violence and sabotage.
for 4,000,000 persons now
on the relief rolls, through the
immediate expenditure of $400,000,000
of public works money is contemplated in a new program announced by
President Roosevelt Through a new
"civil works administration" under
Federal Relief Administrator Harry
L. Hopkins, the President announced
the government will provide the financial backing for new federal, state and
local projects of a "noncompetltlve"
nature.
Mr. Hopkins asked governors
mayors and other oflicials to make
their suggestions for projects at once
At bis headquarters it was explained
that the projects might Include levees
the landscaping and beautifying of
highways, destruction of breeding
grounds for germ-carrying Insects
sanitation projects and similar "use-'
ful" works.
/CHICAGO'S wonderful exposition A
^ Century of Progress, hus come'to
an end, but It will be reopened on June
1, 193-4, bigger and better than ever
This welcome news was announced by
President Ifufus O. Dawes, who said
the managers were acting In harmony
with the requests of President Itoosevelt and of many individuals and organization*. The fair next year will
have more exhibitors and concesslonnaires, and the lighting and deeorutive scheme will be revamped All
the comfort facilities will be free, mid
stricter control will be kept 'over
shows and concessions.

A new effort to relieve the hog
I Nfarmers
of the corn belt, the gov-

ernment announced the prospective expenditure of another $50,000,000 In the
open market purchase of pork products for distribution to needy families.
The program will supplement the
$350,000,000 corn-hog production control campaign recently inaugurated.
In all some 800,000,000 pounds of
pork products are to be purchased, the
administration stated. The poundage
of finished products will represent approximately 3,000,000 live hogs. It was
said, and together with reductions expected under the corn-hog program
and those actually effected hi the previous emergency hog buying campaigns will bring the total reductions
in hog marketings for regular commercial disposal during the current
year to about 10,000,000 head.

stay behind in the L
won turn, your clothes^
°I!!'f,0nhaTOtornbhaS J
actually ttortens the n,e *fni
dothea.
° rour|
It's more economical
map. It will save
yon.
>
Remember, too, that the
soap has nothing to J *
whltenessNrf the clothes «,
Ing ability that gets r e s u l t , 8 *
It does not flatter m w j, n ' s<%
soap cornea. Qnality is e^JJ «»

flared again In Cuba, part
R EVOLT
of the army and the A B C secret organization undertaking to oust
President Ramon Grau San Martin,
Military planes attacked the presidential palace with machine gun fire
and troops in the various barracks in
Havana revolted. The fighting In the
capital was bloody and lasted for
many hours. Loyal troops under Col.
Fnlgencio Batista, chief of staff, recaptured some of the strong points
from the rebels, and the colonel negotiated a brief armistice.
The rebellion started Immediately
after President Grau announced that
he would not consider the demands
of the opposition factions that he resign. Instead he Issued a decree endowing himself with autocratic powers similar to those which made possible former President Machado's suppression of all opposition during his
eight years' regime before he was sent
Into exile last August

Curbstone Market In Pelping.
Prepared by National Oeoirraphlo Society,
Washington, D. C.—WNU Service.

W.JI Street Voicei
Strong, ringing voices 1
ttal for aspirants to f ortun e ««*•
Street Resonance and can-, Wal'
er, combined with a pleasin • Powdemanded of all except
and bookkeepers, n (.,,„
Press Interviewer assures
curb exchange broker
he could hear his
noise of the floor:
this floor has quite a

surpassing the courts of Kublal Khan,
ENSUS enumerators recently were the palaces and the capital of
counted some fc.OOO foreigners the mighty Ming emperor. The whole voice of our own clerk w)wn „/ '
among the residents of Peiplng, plan, history says,- was conceived In for us that we more or iess tn j™"
Ol
"
exclusive of foreign legation detail by a Taoist monk, a close friend all other noises."
guards. Japanese led the list with 991 of the haughty Yung Lo. ,
Below lie rectangles of courtyards,
and 340 Koreans. There also were 509
Americans, 308 Russians, 282 British some cut by curving marble-bridged
and 170 Frenchmen, 167 Hermans, and streams, and a patchwork of red gates,
a sprinkling each of Italians, Danes, halls, reception rooms, and living quarSwedes, Belgians, Turks and Finns.
ters of the emperor and his countless
Drama has continued to march In retainers, under roofs of shimmering
cycles since Marco Polo visited Peip- Imperial yellow.
lng. then Khanbaligh, and brought
Each was built according to all the
ADIR SHAH GHAZI, king ot back to unbelieving Venice tales of its regulations of astronomic and geomanAfghanistan, was assassinated by incredible magnificence.
tlc Influences. The palaces stand toa traitor, according to a formal anThe city recently gave way again to
nouncement, and was succeeded on Nanking's predomlnence as China's po- day essentially as their construction
commanded more than five centhe throne by his son, Mohammed litical center, and has reassumed the was
turies ago. '
Zahlr Shah. Nadir Shah was flfty- name of Peiplng, which It possessed In
You circle the three lakes—Nan Hal,
three years old and became king In the sad days before the later Mings
1929 when he drove from the throne and Manchus ruled from the Dragon Chung Hal. and Pel Hal, (the South,
and tit
Central, and North seas) —that cut
the bandit leader, Bacho Sachao, who throne.
tan, freckles an!
down through the Imperial city, to
SB
then
beanti.
had ousted King Amanullah.
But Peking (or Pel Chlng, If one the west of the Inner palaces. Lotustakes the northern pronunciation), mottled blue waters and irregular
TXTHEN GEN. ITALO BALBO was meaning "Northern Capital," It will
•" preparing to lead his epochal continue long to be called, even though banks of green, studded here and there
mass flight of Italian planes from the turn of political events has robbed with yellow and green roofs, are marWJ&**•$ <**.pttne* Budtte in
Rome to Chicago, friends warned him it of that rank and has reduced It to vels of landscape gardening, large even
«&ehhiMl and Me feUy u tit
from the air. Yung Lo gets credit for
that its success would
the City of the Northern Plains.
those, too.
mean his own relegaTo see the city best is to gain first
tion to obscurity, beThe Drum and Bell towers soon slide
a view of its entirety. An excellent
cause of Mussolini's
under
as you zoom and head north
vantage point Is one of the high towdetermination to keep
ers of the massive city wall, or "Coal again. Marco Polo heard the watches
others out of the limeHill," a mound back of the Forbidden of night boom from this same Dram
light This has now
city—a panorama once denied lest one tower. The drumheads were strong,
come to pass. Balbo,
happen to peep at the Imperial pal- then, having served but three years
who was air minister,
aces.
Better yet, see It from the air, when he arrived. Today the tower
has resigned and has
From above yon discover that Peiping has become an educational library
been made governor
is a city beside a city and cities within and a propaganda center, and la
of Libya, the colony
plastered with Kuomlntang posters,
a city.
on the north coast of
health suggestions, antl-Ctommunlstlc
Gen Balb<
As
one
approaches
from
the
south,
Africa. There had been
>
the Chinese section is In the fore- displays, and other notices.
mystery almost ever since Balbo re- ground, and stretching back from it
contains no caff em!
Some Modern Groups.
turned from his triumphantflightcon- Is the old Manchn or Tatar district,
Swinging
over
the
Confucian
and
cerning his standing with Mussolini. within the center of which is the ImLama temples, their golden tile roofs
He was received as a hero at Rome
and made air marshal. Then he perial city. Pinkish-red walls, yellow still bravely flashing up the fact that
tiled
on
top,
in
turn
set
apart
the
yelthey once had royal support, and then
dropped out of the news completely,
«T'
"
"
t' ••'" •
and it was rumored he was in disfavor. low-roofed "Purple Forbidden City" back over the Forbidden city, you
1 WAS 'tired out, could not
In
the
heart
of
the
moated
Imperial
catch a glimpse of green roofs far off
sleep and was easily irritated.
The duce has reorganised his cabi- enclosure.
beyond either wing tip.
I decided to give up coffee and
net according to a plan formed long
Center of the Unlver»e.
give Postum a trial, and before
ago. He has hlmseff assumed the
The group near the lakes Is the new
"Down there's the Altar and Temple Naiional library; the other, off Hata
portfolios of the navy and aviation, in
long, I began to deep muci
addition to the five offices he already of Heaven," the pilot shouts in your Men street, is the Peking Union Medibetter—and had lost that 'aH
held.
ear, as he indicates the massive cir cal college. Both are attempts to pregone'feeling. I felt better tte
cular marble platform and adjacent serve the beauty of Chinese architecI bad for months."—R>"«
(CHANCELLOR DOLLFUSS is all round, blue-roofed temple below you ture in modern building construction.
Cooper, Edftanent, S. &
^-* out of patience with the Intrigues in the center of a large park at the
Under the roof of the former Is
of Austrian officials and government southern part of the Chinese city.
housed a fine collection of rare Chiemployees who are in sympathy with
The old emperors believed that the
the Nazi movement and has decided to center of that altar was the center ol nese books and other facilities for
scholarly Peiping. and wltWn the walls
get rid of those persons Immediately. the whole universe.
WPOOR HANDS!
of the latter foreign doctors and ChiHe has a "federal commissar for perWISH I KNEW
Why not? Considering the exten nese trained abroad are teaching new
sonnel reform" whose duty Is to dis- siveness of the domain over which
SOME WAY TO
cover the offenders and eliminate them. those monarchs ruled, there seems students how to help the blind to see
KEEP THEM OUT
the lame to walk, and the sick to beOTTHEMSHPAN
pardonable Justification for their come whole.
\ j f A X I M LITVINOV, Soviet envoy, egotism.
The plane banks sharply over the
1V1 enjoyed several days of pleasant
Your plane banks sharply and hangs Reserved City of Emperors to get yet
and profitable conversation in Washington with President Roosevelt, Sec- edgewise, filling the air with exhausted another look at its symphony of color
retary of State Hull and other offi- gasoline fjimes over that three-tiered and plan-mathematics blended with
cials. It was expected that the Presi- disk of pure-white marble from which esthetic beauty—then turns toward the
dent would announce very soon that once ascended annually the smoke of several flags that wave over the forambassadors were to be exchanged burnt offering—"a bull calf of un- eign legations. Finally yon dart over
between the United States and Rus- mixed color and without flaw"—while the Chinese city, which from your
sia, for the negotiations were pro- the "Son of Heaven" knelt In rever- height appears like a Jumble of nurceeding smoothly. Some of the ques- ence and prayed for a blessing to de- sery building blocks. The sun-gilded
tions to be settled may be taken up scend on his people. Nature worship dust mantle follows fast In your wake,
after recognition of the Soviet re- under the dome of sky, old as time.
as you return to the landing fleld.
Americans learn with pride that the
public.
From the ground, detail and size are
triple roofs of azure tile which crown
added to your sky-map perspective.
the
Impressive
Temple
of
Heaven
are
CENATOR DUNCAN U. FLETCHER
Fourteen miles In circumference,
^ of Florida, chairman of the senate supported on mighty columns of Ore- fifty cubits In height and fifty In
gon
pine,
supplied
at
considerable
excommittee that Is Investigating We-'dosreadth, the whole circuit having batIngs of the stock market and of bank- pense of transportation when local lements and embrasures—that was
wood
of
sufficient
size
could
not
be
obers and brokers, says
tained, at the time the temple was re- the completed task of the brick and
he is trying to figure built.
stone masons more than 500 years ago.
AlNSOfeMARVElOUS)
out a method of preThe city wall remains much the
rr SOAKS e«£ASE
As the plane swings again toward
venting directors of
RWHTOfFAND
same today as when It was piled tocorporations from us- the Tatar city you Ekirt the Temple gether. Wars, time, and prying tree
ITfcSOEASV
of
Agriculture.
The
grounds
around
ing "Inside" informaON MY HAN OS
roots, however, have caused it to crumthe
decaying
buildings
and
the
square
tion In their personal
ble
and
bulge
In
places;
spots
show
stock transactions to altars have reverted to grass and where repairs have been made. Few
the disadvantage of weeds; a Hock of sheep or goats feeds of the nine gates are Intact, and all
their companies and calmly In the neglected courtyards.
The walls around the Chinese city but two of the corner towers have
of the public. He was
embrace
only about one-half as much been destroyed.
especially aroused by
area
as
Is
included within the Tatar
Traffic Through the Gate*.
Sen. Fletcher the evidence before fortifications; the shops and homes of
his committee that
|Q 1KB dfahe. quickly,^ Use
The gates are the mouths of the
Albert H. Wiggin, former chairman of the Chinese district are crowded near city; they are the openings through
/Ruuol Grate goes like magicthe Chase National bank, and Gerhard the communicating gates.
Hmso nukes washday easier.'too. It
which this huge walled-ln body of a
Roaring over the Chlen Men, mas- million or so organisms breathes and toots out dirc-saves scrubbing. Cup for
M. Dahl, chairman of the BrooklynManhattan Transit company, sold hu K e sive central gate through which a large speaks; thus have the nine passage- cup, Rinso gives twice at orach wds u
lightweight, puffcd-up loans—nm in
blocks of stock in the latter company part of ttie traffic between these two ways been described.
sections passes, people and carts
Just before it passed a dividend.
eantut
itwftr. Recommended by maken
One can learn much of Peiplng'.
One suggestion made to Fletcher coursliiR through Its archea look like daily business by standing at the gates of 40 wathets. /Try Rinsd *wl
along tills line is that directors of com a milling urmy of ants, and the trampunieg listing their securities on the cars and autos like darting cock- nnd watching the traffic that passes
In the early morning a steadily inexchange be required to publish tran- roaches.
BIGGEST-SI LUN6
Abre.ist, and off the right wing |8 creasing flow of traffic begins to move
sactions in those stocks. In this way
PACKAGE SOAP
lie explains, the public would at least the walled In Legation quarter, with through the gates. Peasants Pu8h
Know when directors of a corporation the American legation and the'build- beav ly-iaden wheelbarrows, with small
lugllng bells strung in the spokeTof
were selling Its stock.
Ings of the marine corps guard
"We do our pcaf
marked by tall radio towers, standing the wheels, others carry baakets of
produce on shoulder poles. Donk
'TPHK Philippines legislature has glv- closest to the gate.
Jostle rickshas, and now.and then bur"
*• en the women of the Islands the
The Forbidden City.
right to vote, this being the first InAlmost immediately the Forbidden rylng automobiles honk raucously to
stance of the extension of the fran- city is beneath you.
chise to women in an Oriental counOnly from such air perspective can
try. The measure was recommended come the full appreciation of the symby Gov. Gen. Frank Murphy.
metry and expansiveness of Yung Lo'8
©. 1933. We»teru NewnpapJ Unl'building operations.
Boldly planned and executed, even ,
their great humps.
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Farm Adjusfment News.
~ ^
'
The educational phase of the corn- j

Rov AbtfoD

TI

Burnt and .Afi^n

FROM OUR OLD FILES

MA DUFFS

hop program, to acquaint farmers with !
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
the situation making necessary the
Agricultural Adjustment Program and
November 19, 1903.
how the corn hog proposes to benefit
The C. 0. Z. club met with Mrs.
the farmer, was scheduled to get under way in Iowa this week with a Andrew Wiegand one day last week.
The Young Ladies Literary club,
series of district training schools for
met at the home of Miss Emma Budd
county agents.
* * *
on Monday evening.
Dr. H. E. Campbell reports a new
In these district conferences, extension workers will explain to county girl baby at the home of Chaa. Baragents the details of the program in- ber and wife, born Thursday.
A number of the Royal Neighbors
sofar as they are known at the prestook
possession of the home of Mrs.
ent time. Definite information on the
contracts will not be available for J. H. Trimmer on Wednesday of last
several days. Information concern- week, and if they didn't enjoy theming the export situation, domestic selves, it was their own fault.
At the M. E. parsonage in Wiota
supply and demand, relation of production to price, and other factors on Wednesday afternoon, November
18, occurred the marriage of Miss Nelalso will be discussed.
* * *
lie Turner and Chas. S. Sisler, the
Tow radio brine* yon a (witty and variety of
Rev. J. W. Caldwell officiating.
County
agents
and
local
leaders
entertainment that cannot be equaled fa th«
J. M. Garside was able to come to
chosen to represent all farmers and
•nest theatre* of the world.
farm organizations in the county will town Saturday, after several weeks'
carry this information to every farm- illness with typhoid fever. This is
er in the state through local commun- the first time in twenty years Joe has
ity meetings, circular letters, the lo- needed the services of a physician.
GRAHAM or SODA
cal press, radio talks and other meth- During his sickness he lost twentyfive pounds of flesh.
ods.
Iowa Electric Company
2-lb.
* * *
"Lute" Trumbull of Adair slipped
Box
In a series of regional conferences into town Sunday afternoon, and slip3-Ibs
55c
last week, attended by representatives ped out again Monday morning,
from various states, the contracts and, ne thought, without anyone knowing
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
ANITA WINS CLOSE
other details were discussed. This '*•• It »» said that "Lute" has formed
or SPAGHETTI
n rvTiiir»a fii-in « r * A nstv>4-.»«. «4- -T~~—_
•
....
ViPimia VIQ V\it
svf
*v* t« * «** M»4-«.«.!«.«_ 1
aft vicious
habit of
missing
outgoing
and contract form is
exGAME FROM ADAIR application
2-lb.pkgr.
Town Hall, Anita, Iowa,
pected to be completed within the trains from Anita, but whether pur(Continued from page 1.)
November 6, 1933.
next few days.
posely or by accident, we are not
BOB WHITE
1
* * *
The town council met in regular second honors in the Nishna Valley
prepared to state. We would suggest
10 Bars
session with the following members Athletic Conference. The ratings in
Representatives of the Iowa State that he carry an alarm clock in his
present: Mayor Harry and Council- the conference is as follows:
College Extension Service attended overcoat pocket, as a sort of a conTown
Pet.
men Bell, Burke and Wagner. Absent,
the regional meeting in Kansas City, venience. No charge for this suggesElliott
1000
Kohl and Marsh.
tion.
November 6 and 7.
Anita
667
* *
The following bills were allowed
Sunday, December 6, has been deAdair
333
and ordered paid.
Dr. A. G. Black, chief of the corn finitely decided upon as the date for
Lewis
000
J. A. Wagner, brooms
$ 5.80
and hog section, on leave of absence the dedication of Anita's new 'M. E.
Grade Team Defeats Casey.
The Anita Bank, bonds and
from his duties as head of the De church. Rev. D. A. Allen, pastor, inThe Anita grade school football
interest
1,826.00
partment of Agricultural Economics forms us that preparations are being
Cemetery Association, tax
112.91 team defeated the Casey boys on the at Iowa State College, says that in made for a grand time, and the event
Wilson Parrott, services . . . .
50.00 local field last Saturday morning in only one year since the World War is being looked forward to with unJ. M. Cramlett, services . . . .
1.80 a one sided game by a score of 47 has the farm price of hogs had a fair usual interest. Dr. Louis Kurtz, for
Solon A. Karns, services . . . . 16.15 to 6.
! relationship with the prices of things
A good sized crowd was at the i farmers buy. That year was in 1925 four years pastor of the M. E. church
G. W. Marsh, services
6.00
at Aurora, Illinois, and who for
Farmers Coop., trucking . . .
15.30
eight years was the head of the M. E.!
Standard Oil Co., asphalt
2
60.47
Book Concern, will deliver the dedicaunravel their plays in about the same j
Wagner Filling Station, gasotory sermon.
line and oil
21.52 fashion that their older brothers do. j ThP n,,,.,™
t *u
u
C. E. Harry, Ames trip . . . .
12.67
thee; the desire of our soul is to thy
Anita Lumber Co., material .
64.65
name, and to the remembrance of
+
CENTRAL
CHURCH
OF
CHRIST
+
John Brookner, services ....
+
Elwyn Andrews, Minister.
-f thee."
Liquid, Tablets, Salve, Nose
O. W. Shaffer & Son, supplies
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo- Checks Colds first day, Headaclw|
and labor
12.94 but it did not affectV'core™ I he
tations from the Bible and from the Neuralgia in SO nti*, Malaria in 3
**** No creed but Christ,
A. A. Johnson, supplies and
as the longer they played the wider'
Christian
Science textbook, "Science
No book but the Bible,
labor
FINE LAXATIVE AND TOM..
11.15
and Health with Key to the ScripNo
name
but
the
Divine.
N, A. Neff, supplies
Most Speedy Remedies Knon|
2.80
the sale
to fill the gap.
Bible School at 10:00 a. m. C. W. tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
Iowa Electric Co., street
of
25,000
bushels
of
corn
to
Great
One of the Bible citations reads:
li hts
Zastrow, Supt; Anita Witte, Asst.
Good Program Friday.
^
65.00
Britain, according to an announceCommunion service at 11:00 a. m. "And when Jesus departed thence,
Last Friday morning a very interThe town clerk was instructed to
two blind men followed him, crying,
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m.
notify all unpaid poll tax men that estitlS Armistice and Education pro- ment by the Farm Credit Administration. This sale was made
and saying, Thou son of David, have
Evening service at 7:30 o'clock.
penalty would be added and collection gram was given before the high school
by the more favorable
WITH VALUES
Ladies aid meets Thursday at the mercy on us. Then touched he their
forced after November 18, 1933.
assembly. Several visitors were presand dollar exchange as a re- lome of Mrs. Spry.
eyes, saying, According to your faith
Economy
Shoe Co,.
No further business appearing, a ent and all seemed to enjoy the prothe president's new gold purSIZES AND WIDTHS TO FIT I
motion to adjourn carred.
The annual bazaar will be held a be it unto you. And their eyes were
gram yery much. The program con- chaseofpolicy.
week from next Saturday. Plan to opened; and Jesus straitly charged
sisted of a salute to the flag, songs
Solon A. Karns,
* * *
them, saying, See that no man know
attend.
which were composed during the war,
.Town Clerk.
Loans will be made from the Land
We generally make plans to care it" (Matt. 9:27, 29, 30).
a paper on Education Week by MilOn Thursday afternoon, MTS. Joe dred Wiese, a reading "The First Bank Commissioners' Fund of 200 for ourselves through the winter, but
Among the selections from the
ScienCe tetextbook is the folBeaver was hostess to the members Armistice" by Ruth Dement, and a million dolla?-s on small farms that are not assured we will live to see i ,Christian
. tian 4<Science
xtbook is the folWlng:
Knowin
of the Silver Thread club at her home
our plans
that Soul and its
plans carried out. We should ii """'«•
" Bowing
g that
i
southeast of the city. There was a
make our plans as to where we shall attnbutes were forever
-•»»«••«.«. uinuuestea
WE have a
large attendance of members.
Holton.
,
;-r-~ spend eternity. I want mine with my through man, the Master healed the lamps and supplies.
duce an mcome that will maintain Savior, do you?
sick, gave sight to the blind, hearing
tf
Junior Class Play.
.
Nefi"s
The November meeting of the
of the applicant and pay
to the deaf, feet to the lame, thus •
On Friday evening, November 24th., the family
. >
—
•
mstallments on the loan.
Parent-Teachers' Association will be the Junior class will present their
This
bringing to light the scientific action
GET your radiator ...
held at the high school assembly play, "A Kentucky Belle" in the high
to bridge the
Prestone $2.96 pet
LINCOLN CENTER
4 of the divine Mind on human minds ten
7"
room on Thursday evening at 8:01 school auditorium.
loans that can be made by +
and bodies and giving a better un- Super-Pyro alcohol 90c per
COMMUNITY
CHURCH
-f
o'clock. Mrs. H. E. Campbell ia the
Phone 244.
O. W. Shaffer &
This is a comedy with a southern' f
Elwyn Andrews, Minister.
4 derstanding of Soul and salvation (p
H
"u^ Bnd th°Se +
program chairman for the meeting setting, dancing girls, colored folks ! O
land/f
banks.
210).
' Anita, Iowa.
Everyone is invited to attend.
and of course a horse
Church Services at 10:00 a. m.
CARBON COAL, $4.50 Per
with Miss
Bible
School at 11:00 a. m., with
Fancy
Iowa coal, $6.60 and
Mrs. Andrew Wiegand was hostess
+
M. R CHURCH NOTES
-f
Walter Storer as superintendent.
last Wednesday, at the home of her
Delivered prices.
+
Monroe
J.
Rarick,
Pastor.
-f
Come and worship with us. You + + + + 4 + + + + + + + ^
daughter, Mrs. W. R. Spence in AtD. W. Chadwick.
lantic, to the members of the C. O. Z.
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Dr. ^STORAGE:—$1.50 per month,
The question of marriage and diclub. A three course dinner w
C.
H. Johnson, General Supt
w!ll
be
given
on
Thursday
afternoon
vorce will be presented next Sunday.
tf
-, • Jeff's
served at noon. Members present
i
The
class taught by Mrs. Frank
Reserve
seats
for
'Friday
evening
will
Drexel
w
Come
and
learn
the
scriptural
posiwere the hostess and Mrs. „.
„
injured
S. W
FOR
SALE:—Pure
quill
clover 1
Black
will
present
the
special
feature
tion and teaching.
Clark, Mrs. Mary B. Holton, Mrs. go on sale at Bongers Drug Store this several weeks ago when he
in stack. Choice table turnips,
Saturday. Adnusaion 15c and 25c. j caught between two trucks, is ,,
m
the
school
next
Sunday
morning.
Ladies
aid
meets
all
day
Friday.
Isola Bangham, Mrs. Ed. L. Newton,
BC 1IIK
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. bushel at patch, 6 bushels $1.00.
along very nicely, and is able to be
Mrs. Flavia Hook and Mrs. A. B.'
Harold Giles and wife returned up and around the house by using
Epworth League at 6:30 p m Daughenbangh.
Stone.
home Sunday from a visit with rela-! crutches
Tonic'
+ CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH + Leader, Miss Edith King.
FOB SALE:—Royal Blue
lives and friends in Chicago, Illinois
+
E. L. Anderson, Minister.
-f "Fulfilling the Conditions of Power." separator, in very good coo
and Waterloo, Iowa.
Evening worship at 7:30 o'clock.
A meeting: of the Mutual Benefit!
Also pitch forks, cream cans,
club of the
Choir practice following the morn- tools, and a few farm implen
(The Church With a Heart and
vicinity
ing worship hour.
an Open Mind.)
Bernard Both.
The first quarterly conference will
Church
School
at
10
a,
m.
Classes
PLENTY OF STYLE
be hdd
FOR SALE:—26 big type
—•«••» u*a««jf evenGVOU™
all ages. Frank H. Osen "super"'
"the church —""""-"day
were for
u
intendent.
' P
'""
-~ : —'
ing beginning
at• 7:30 o'clock. Dr. China Boars, sired by son ol
served by the hostess.
while intoxicated, was dismissed beMorning
* worship
»».8...p at
ai n:00 o'clock D; ^ She.nt°n> district superintendent Orange, Hytone and Andy,
cause of the lack of evidence, accordPROPERLY FITTED
S )ecial
Bluffs> wil1 be
and April farrowed.
Cbokt
members
of
the
Night
Hawk
'
appropriate
music
^^
Present to
-'"'—
: aub
- . . , ec
. - . ..~. ' Sermon'
ermnj
„
^
ng to County Attorney E. S. Holton.
the businesa aess.on
club
were
guests
Saturday''
J
t,
"The
Soul'
mune.
Priced reasonable.
at
slre
nt* M** Q«.i in.. I-L i , ...
' v«...t\_ p
- < attendance is desired.
All officials
Adair, Iowa.
- - - - - **u * jjii J V l l . i l - » » • » * » » * en, u.ou I)
HI
jury last Wednesday after a truck
requested to be
at
their
home
northwest
of
the
I
Evening
program
at
7-30'o'clock
***
Present.
winch he was driving hit the Hubert nty.
FOR SALE:—Poultry worm
following the bridge games, an A sac«d musical concert, both vocal'
.:. Howard car in front of the Howard
.T supper
surujpr was
VI'I»L. ,.r,:
»
o n / 4 :—*.
.
...
»v»v,«i
lets. Germo Form for roup. B«SI
ATLANTIC, IOWA.
_
might
be
worse.
We
and instrumental, will be presented
home on West Main Street in Anita
sen Hatchery and Produce.
,,
-_
by the church orchestra, and the sen- might not have all of the different
he nig-ht before.
Mor-Kik Manufacturing Comand junior
FOR SALE OR TRADE :~ instead
have to read the whole thing
Pontiac sedan; 1928 Whippet
..~.~x~x~X"X~x~x-x~:~x~x~:'*«x~:~:~>-x~''
Phone 244.
0. W. Shaffer
Anita, Iowa.
nt
''', with a 12:00
so many strikes and strike
"» -----the public. Only 15c. _
FOR SALEr—Three used
UB
recent
or
'
empl yeil around
^ni^tions. Anyone who Johnson Plumbing and Heatinf
PeoThe
sacred
drama
night
°
! P'e in
Phone 12.
°f M - K i k ! changed to December
feeds.
" ***
-.
;eace about 15
HEATING stoves, parlor
R Church on Sunday evening, Novem- j is not pick the right man for jail and ranges, at prices way bfl«»J
TO LOAN HIS STORM SASH FOR THE WINTER
SHOULD
no good picker. Reno is the reThe November naval
day's market. Neff's Hardware
of 58
HE REFUSE
PHONE 2-0 FOR AN ESTIMATE ON
who ran
4.;-j^.
— —
"• l"««iiMsuH. P. ZIEGLJEB, Lawyer
_
tne period of Novemho*- irfv* i i
i
SASH FOR YOUR HOUSE
NO OBLIGATION
tiary, and Reno will amount to about Practice in state mud'federal "
THIS IS ; ; ; o ^ h . T h e f o n o w i n g Z ^ S ^ ^ as much, but he is canny and will
JUST PART OF OUR REGULAR SERVICE.
.j., been assigned to the 8even Bub.sta.
make more money out of it
And
« | -on districts: Sioux City 12, Mason
«• -f 4- -f
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
4
i *',£?" ' BPI*' B-lington, Cresen ov
S. HOLTQK, Lawyer
J' > the 21st, amend»"•
nt and more taxes, while they are
Practice in ail courts. Opi
'ismg more ways and things tn t«v Land Titles; and Settlement of
Mom,,
n all you had better find more
ANITA LUMBER CO.
a Specialty.
County A""1
SunPhones: OHice 20; Res. 11
day,
November
We Give and Expect a Square Deal
, (
for enANITA MILLING ( 0
Golden Text
Iwtment can be made
CHADWICKTRANSFEK
any of the
^^^
above stations.
Ground oats
,
Oats hulled
,..'.'.'.'...,.
Ear corn ground

WE DELIVER

Specials For Thors

Butter
Dates

FOR
AN EVENING

Best Quality
Creamery

Extra Fancy
Fresh Bulk-—2-lbs.

Coffee

ers

BROWN BEAUTY
It Just Can't Be Beat!

lY Todays Greatest Bargain

19c Lb.

i«.jv

•! v - i ^ l X j

« ly 1,G*1UC*_4

tjy

1C If

I COtHl't* t l V t r J S '

*

wfjfVfmm*

AUUUUMJ

AIIUJ. 1UU£|

23c

QO

Macaroni
Soap
Oatmeal

n

I4c

Quick or Regular
large pkg. 2 for

Kidney Beans
Cocoanut
Flour

29c

17c

21c
$1.63

CREAM—We guarantee our cream to whip
at all times, V pint
9c;
pint . . . . . . M e l

"

^t^^M!s£~SS

66 6

—•~ ^*^™J~-

^*^^^rifr^""

~"

Saying It

GOOD SHOES
PRICED RIGHT

The Welch Shoe Co.

JUST ASK YOUR
NEIGHBOR

ROB'T. SCOTT

•-

i

r

:!

THE TRIBUNE. ANITA. IOWA.
HE "PICKUP"
• • •
Jlonal .beverage north
jjpf Capricorn la coffee,
ith of this line yerba
felled tea made from
leaves of a native
family. Mate's 20
r annually manage to
ately 800 million
About 20 million
irn in Argentina,
jlcal fortifier against
_nd physical exertion,
P; mate will agreeably
titpr..two days without
auchoa attribute their
oe to this brew, and
nare's flesh.
i, mate Is sucked, while
,: hot, through a sliver
r bombllla. A taste for
to be acquired by
North Americans.

ROADSIDE
MARKETING
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WHY DAD'S NOSE IS RED

Mary's Surprise

By T. J. Delohery

By ALICE DUANE

FRUIT JUICES, JELLIES,
JAMS, IN DEMAND

©, by Hectare Nnnpaper SynaiI cat*
WNTJ Svrvfc*

HAD KICK COMING

Two foreign-looking girls, evidently domestics, were discussing their
employers. "The missus Is fine," said
one, "but her husband Is very cross."
"He Is?"
"Yeah. Bnt I get even with him.
Every time he scolds me, I put starch
In his handkerchiefs."—Boston Transcript

f«TT ISN'T as if there was any nour*• Isbment for me in meeting the
A LL of the small fruit, vegetable Castles," argued Mary. "Mr. Harold
* * and dairy products which William Castle's married, and If he wasn't I
NAMING THE BABY
Imitation Influence
Brown—Green must be dreadfully
H. Brinton raised on hit 85-acre <ann wouldn't consider being the wife of a
"Are there any lobbyists around the extravagant, he never seems to have
college
president
So
that
settles
that
near Parkersbnrg, Penn., was hauled
Jane, secretary to an attorney, United States Capitol?" asked the a cent.
to town and offered to wholesalers. So far as any social advantage that I went to call on a dear friend, Mrs. lady with a note book.
Black—Tried to borrow from you,
What he didn't sell was taken .back can get by passing around tea and mi- Sv, and her new-born daughter. She
"Certainly not," answered Senator did he?
croscopic
sandwiches
at
your
friend,
home and Mm Brinton put it np In
was met at the door by little William, Sorghum.
Brown—No, but hang It, I wanted
Mrs. Wilson's, while she and the wife full of news about the new sister.
cans and glass Jan.
"Who are the gentlemen who pre- to borrow from him.
Of
the
new
president
stand
in
the
front
"Well,
what
have
you
named
her?"
Now Brinton only takes to Market
tend to have so much Influence?"
what product* are not good enough of the house and Shake hands with two asked Jane.
"They are enterprising persons who '""
Sensitive
for his wife to can; and Mrs. Brinton hundred and more women—well, I'm
Suddenly an aggrieved expression manage to get paid large sums for
She had tried on pair after pair
buys many things from neighboring sure I don't see the point in It"
overspread his happy face, and al- fooling their employers."
and found some fault with them all.
"Mary, you don't mean half you most in tears be replied:
farmers in order to supply the demand
With a pair of conservative black
say,"
said
her
mother.
"Of
course.
It
from hundreds 6< people who come to
"Oh I wanted to name her Spot,
calfskin oxfords on she viewed her
Married Men Know
their roadside market and from cus- Is something of an honor to be asked but muvver wouldn't"—Indianapolis
"Pocket editions of books are very trim feet In the mirror and sighed
tomers living in other states who or- to assist at the tea. Only seven other Mews.
with disappointment
girls
have
been
asked—but,
anyway,
handy,"
remarked the book worm.
der by mail
"It's the heels," she said, "they're
even
If
there
weren't
any
•nourishment'
"But
not
as
handy
as
the
ordinary
x
The experience of this farm woman
Beaten I
so flat and low. They make me look
in
going
to
the
reception—what
do
pocketbook,"
retorted
the
family
man.
has been duplicated by scores of oth- you have In mind for this afternoon
A cyclist was boasting about his
so sensible."
Child hi
abilities as a rider. So strongly did
ers who sell canned meats, fruit Juices, that
"But -why should you mind, If
On Way to Succei.
Jams, Jenies and preserves direct to It?" would be 'nourishing,' as yon call he hold forth that the landlord of the
you're really not?" comforted the
First Mosquito—Why are yon mak- perspiring salesman.
Tillage inn challenged him.
consumers or who place them In local
Mary raised her pretty eyebrows.
"Look here," he said, "I bet you ing such a fuss7
stores on a commission basis to be sold
"But that's Just It," complained
Second Mosquito — Whoopee, I the harassed lady. "You see, I am."
in competition with high-class factory- "I haven't decided what to do," she can't ride np and down this street till
said.
"Maybe
I'll
start
west
to
seek
made products.
passed the screen test!
the church clock strikes six"
Boston Transcript
my fortune."
The cyclist looked at the clock. It
.Dixie Farms, near Mattewan, Mich.,
And so It happened that on the day was 6:15.
comprising 80 acres, was In danger of
when all the women who were consid"Done!" he said, and started.
being
foreclosed
until
the
owner,
Mrs.
r boy or giri of shvfbhness
ered of any social Importance around
r tad build a big appetite. lona Ester, Happened to offer a batch Bllssvllle—the seat of Tome college— After a time he shouted to some villagers, who stood watching In amazehomemade grape Juice and Jelly to
J with, children who will of
attending the reception given In ment: "Has the church clock struck
passing motorists. It was In sheer were
(Usual stasis. The symp- desperation
honor
of
the
new
hostess
of
the
presthat Mrs. Ester placed the ident's house, Mary Vernon, daughter yet?"
»/J'«i tongue that's always fruit Juice and
"No," came the" answer. "It never
jelly on a table In front of one of the leading trustees of the
jad breath, poor color,, dull of her home. In
does."
less
than
an
hour
it
lore often a billons yellow. was gone
college, was driving her car toward the
|fe, no ambition—even for
lake shore In a direction where there
Ingenious Norah
"It looked like we had found a way was little automobile traffic during the
lird to get to sleep, hard to
There was a crash In the kitchen.
to
-make
money,"
said
Jovial
Mrs.
'Esweek days.
Ithe morning.
,
The mistress found the maid and
pi an absolute remedy for ter, "but I wasn't any hand at Jelly
She had been speeding along for little Margaret gazing at something
making.
But
I
talked
it
over
with
" tlon. It gives listless
about fifteen minutes when she -no- on the floor.
I the- appetite and ener- mother and we rummaged the attio ticed a none too good-looking car
"Oh, mother," exclaimed the child,,
jTOung animal I They eat I and old trunks until we found a cook drawn up at the side of the road and "Just
see the lovely Jig-saw puzzle
book
which
contained
recipes
for
jams
|i They keep well!
a little later a tall, well-built man peer- Norah has made out of one of the
|. the stomach, bnt the and jellies, some of which were one ing Into the opened hood of the gar's new plates."
engine. Mary stopped her car and of|lUon that keeps children hundred years old, I guess.
Hard to Pleaie
"The house was an uproar that fered whatever assistance she could
Removing Paint Stains
But the trouble Is In
In localities north of the Arctic
Effective Treatment
Paint, no matter how bard and dry,
ibowel-sthe colon. Cali- night Every available pot, pan and provide.
circle, according to weather men, can be taken out of woolen clothing
"He's an old flame of mine."
of figs Is the only kettle was going. We worked all
The man smiled and explained that
only one thunderstorm In ten years by using a solution of equal parts of
"Yeah,
he
ought
to
be
extln
night
.making
jellies
and
grape
juice,
'that Is needed to stimube didn't have the least idea as to
can be expected. Even so, we're ammonia and turpentine. Saturate
on muscles. The very and when dawn broke, I thought we what was wrong. But the way it gulshed."—Kansas City Star.
still not sold on those places as resi- the spot two or three times, then
had
made
enough
stuff
to
last
a
year.
our childJ^
eating bet*
Jumped had annoyed him and^tte knew
dential
sections.—Arkansas Gazette. wash out with soapsuds.
1
But
we
had
hardly
gotten
in
bed
when
ng better . Keep on with
"something was radically wrong with
HOW MANY OF US
~ figs a few days and Mr. B. D. Young, a friend, who was the old bus.
i amazing Improvement taking care of the sales, roused us
Mary, who liked to tinker with her
GO THROUGH LIFE
lOlorrwelght and spirits, with the news that we needed more roadster, looked In at the engine. Her
(store has the real Gall- stock—we had sold out the second knowledge of the mechanics of autoBLIND TO BEAUTY!
jjof figs, all bottled, with time.
mobiles was better than the average
"Dead tired, we went at It again. girl of her class because her brother
^Nature never made a
or nicer tasting laxa- And every day after that, until the had taught her considerable. She
In a book called "On Being Alive,'
; purely vegetable.) Ee- tourist season closed, we were going smiled at the man and asked'If he had
the well-known Dr. Walter Russell
fornla syrup of figs at top speed. That winter, when we a tool kit.
ness, a cold or any upset talked over our success and the possiAfter tightening a couple of bolts Bowie pleads with us to seek and apbilities of the fnture,.we felt .convinced and readjusting a wire connection, she preciate the beauty around us.
?,a,.chlld's bowels.
2 LATER.
PBG, I'M FRANTIC.THIS WORK
"Open your eyes," says he, "and
SO: Even when it's some- that we had the makings of a business asked the stranger to try turning on
look. Make up your minds to be on
MUST BE DONE-AND IV'E
the motor.
', i. children, tome stores which would be profitable.
LOOK WHAT IV'E DONE, PEG...
BAYER ASRRlN STOPPED THAT
"We guessed It right. Business
Bj*u$*Ht«te. So Bo sure «ie
"I think It will be all right now," she the watch for something which will
SPLITTING
HEADACHE
AWFUL HEADACHE IN A JIFFY...
*"- CALIFORNIA. Svrup was better the next year and It has said. "I hope you won't be late wher- give you a new tang of e'njoyment,
NEVER FELT BETTER I
something which will make you stop
kept on growing. We process all of ever you're bound for."
and
say,
T"never
noticed
that
before,
DON'T
WORRY.
SBT
SOME
our
own
fruit
and
what
we
buy
of
The
man
thanked
her
and
laughed.
N.R.A,
REAL 8AYER ASPIRIN
neighbors. And our selling season "I wasn't going anywhere In particu- or 'I never knew it, but that really is
I KNEW IT WOULp I BAYER
YOUR HEADACHE Wia
doesn't end with tourists leaving the lar. And I hope I haven't detained beautiful.'"
ASPIRIN IS TUB QUICKEST
GONE
BEFORE
YOU
And the autbror goes on to enumerREUEPH5DM
road. It continues through to the hol- you from some very Important engageKNOW IT...
KUOWJKl...
ate the many spectacles of exquisite
idays, many people now using our as-. ment"
Mary laughed. "I wasn't going any- beauty In country and city that are
sorted package of jellies and jams as
Christmas gifts."
/
where, either—I was Just out killing before our eyes, but by most of us nn•een. What we really need, for the
W. 8. Farnsworth, for 40- years one time."
"Want to kill some more time?" greater enjoyment of life and all the
of the prominent fruit growers in
Ohio, was unable to find a satisfactory asked the man, and then'he suddenly beauty around us. Is some "Celestial
seemed embarrassed at what he bad- Surgeon, to stab our spirits broad
said. "I was wondering," he added, "If awake."
What vast Implications are In that
you would consider ourselves sufficientFor Quick Relief Soy BAYER Aspirin—When You Buy
ly introduced to warrant my asking thought I What limitless vistas it
you to stop In a little shop for some opens; In one's mind for greater peace
'of pen come fioin
Now comes amazingly quick relief
tea—there's a nice little place a few and happiness for all of us, for life
1 ooniumUoo. Now
from headaches, rheumatism, neurias we would all live it!
miles along this road."
tis, neuralgia . . . the fastest safe relief.
For such a Celestial Surgeon who
Over the teacups Mary became more
WHY BAYER
it is said, yet discovered.
or less confidential as she talked to cou^'stab our spirits broa-J awake"
ASPIRIN
.
Those
results
are
due
to
a
scienthis man. Somehow his dignity seemed would make us more sensitive not
tific discovery by which -a Bayer
WORKS SO FAST
to invite her confidence. She told him only to the scenic beauty around us.
Aspirin Tablet begins to dissolve, or
Drop a Bayer Tablet
that she had retreated from a recep- With "our spirits broad awake" our
disintegrate, in the amazing space of
in a glass of water.
tion In honor of the wife of the new perceptions would be sharpened, too.
TO - N I G H T
two seconds after touching moisture.
Notelhat BEFORE
And hence io start "taking hold" of
it touches bottom, it
college president. The man asked a to the beauty In the people about us.
has started to dispain a few minutes after taking.
few
questions
and
then
looked
surWe
should
be
able
to
see
through
surintegrate.
Inviting the Thlraty.
The illustration of the glass, here,
What it does in this
prised, and after that, very much face frictions and maladjustments
glass
it does in your
tells the story. A Bayer Tablet starts
Finally Mary added that she to the heart of people, which are
stomach. Hence its
market for his apples, and &|er fruits amused.
to
disintegrate
almost
instantly
you
fastncti
had
been
brought
np
In
more
or
less
until he changed bis niettS of sell- of a college environment, and In her nsually good. With our "spirits broad
swallow it. And thus is ready to go to
work almost instantly.
ing. When marketing was put in the opinion most college presidents and awake" we should understand the unexpressed
motive,
the
unspoken
word,
hands of his son-in-law, Mr. Young, he professors as well as their wives were the caress that Is held back.
When you buy, though, see that
you get the Genuine BAYER Aspirin.
Immediately advertised In local and Insufferably dull.
With "our spirits broad awake" all
For Bayer Aspirin's quick relief
surrounding town newspapers.
Does Not Harm the Heart
The man smiled and the. smile delittlenesses that clutter up living
always say "BAYER Aspirin."
AMD
Then he contacted retailers who, veloped Into a hearty, good-natured the
would
sink
Into
their
true
perspecseeing the publicity, the quality fruit laugh. As they arose from the table tive. The big things, the Important
and the possibility of sales, put Farns- and It was time for them to separate, things, the realities in human relaSeldom A*tray
Hard Ca.h
worth apples on display. Sales boomed, the man produced his personal card tionship would be ever before us-^we
Teacher—Where are elephants usu- Goggles—Old Plunkhunter's voice
then dropped as suddenly. Young, with and handed It to her.
would live gallantly, the kind of liv- illy found?
has a queer metallic ring. Notice It»
characteristic enterprise, changed the
"Perhaps I shouldn't have waited so ing that brings no regrets.
quickly'
' Boy—Please, sir, they're so big
Woggles—Yes; all he talks of is
package,
using
a
colored
basket
and
long to Introduce myself," he said.
they aren't usually lost
1DM. Bell SyndloaU.—WNU Bervloa.
i Hw pain away
dollars.—Brooklyn
Eagle.
covering the appjes with, netting to "My name Is Harold Castle—"
healing.
keep out the Insects and dirt.
Mary looked bewildered, then she
More advertising. The package, blushed and she wished she could sink
which is known as "Farnsworth Fam- right through the tea-room floor. But
ily Pack." was featured ID window Mr. Castle held her hand reassuringly
displays and again the demand picked In his. "You see, I'm Just a dull sort
up. Clear elder, too, was brought to of college president—but at any rate
THANK MY TWO HELPERS FOR
the retailers. Bottled and labeled it I'm glad I'm coming to 'Tome for
moved into consuming channels rapid- awhile. Perhaps, then, I'll be able«to
THAT, LADY. iVl GOLDEN SOAP
ly, even where cider sales had there- see you occasionally."
tofore been sluggish.
AND NAPTHA...INSTEAD
"I didn't suppose," stammered Mary,
When' newspaper advertising showed "that college presidents who have
SOAP ALONE
its worth, Young thought it might help wives picked up girls on the road and
the demand for Farnsworth fruit and took them to tea. It's perfectly all
fruit products if he had a market •right with me, and I won't divulge the
building on the farm and invited peo- pleasant time we've had to anyone, but
ple out to visit the place. According- It's quite a surprise, Mr. Castle."
ly, space was bought in the motor club
"That's the funny part of It all,"
magazine, the ad consisting of an in- said Mr. Castle. "There Just Isn't any
is nocaffein! vitation to visit the home of "Fmrna- Mrs. Castle. My sister Is my hostess."
worth's Family Pack," and a map
Mary arrived home a little while lashowing how the orchards could be ter. At the dinner table Mrs. Vernon
reached by motor.
couldn't keep her bit of gossip to herVisitors were treated to samples of self.
"There really Isn't any Mrs. Castle,
fruit, cider and apple butter and
„ t »leep and was very
shown the market houses, where rows Mary," she said. "Mrs. Wilson made
ii About the third week
of baskets of apples, Jugs and bottles a mistake and sent cards out to meet
of cider and Jars of golden apple but- Mrs. Castle instead of miss, and when
lofcottee, I began t-Ht^
ter all properly labeled and arranged she found out about It, It was too late
""
in fny work, and
JB*trm help—that's what does it. Pcls-Naptha brings fine for soaking or boiling clothes. It loosens dirt
so as to make a moat attractive dis- to send out other cards. 80 really the
you
*wo cleaner* in every bar. A brisk, lively com- quickly in hot, lukewarm or cooliwater. It
new
president
Is
a
bachelor.
Perhaps
play, were. Naturally, aalea followed,
baa done wooden
bination that's bound to do a better washing job turns out a sweetly clean wash in tub or
but in no case were prices below those he'll marry one of the girls In Bllssand do it easier, too.
In the retail stores. This 'policy was vllle—"
machine. Change to Fels-Naptha! Get some
U«e Fels-Naptha Soap your own pet way. It's at your grocer's.
"That
would
be
nice,"
responded
adopted to protect the retailers.
Mary, "Wouldn't It, mother?"
e. mi. W«st«ra Hmrsp«»ir Union.
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MORE SATISFACTION
CANT BE BOUGHT

Ease Pain, Headache
in Few Minutes

CUTS

LUISES

MY,THIS WASH
WAS EASIER)

AND SUCH WHITE

.

|..

THRv ANITA

•and Opening
OF THE

K Market
ANITA'S NEW POOD STORE

[ay and Saturday,
NOVEMBER 17 and 18

Coffee Demonstration
All
Day Saturday
••
\
3, heavy 5-tie, each
.29c
i PEANUTS, fresh roasted, per pound.. .10c
BRITTLE, per pound
'.
10c
$, full Bounce, all varieties, regular lOc
B, special at
'.
5c
2, OK brand, a sweet drinking Santos,
id package — 19c
3 pounds
54c
BS, fancy sandwich, chocolate and vanilla,
^pound
15c
igood standard, No. 2 size, 5 cans
29c
TISSUE, 1000 sheet, 5 rolls
21c
cans
15c
SRS, nice and crispy, 2-pound package..21c
i!E, Butternut, 1-pound can
29c
)ERED SUGAR, 2 pounds
15c
SAL, Nu-Style, large package
14c
FLAKES, 2 large packages
17c
FLAKES, 2 large packages
19c
)NS, per dozen
.23c
JERRIES, per quart
...lOc
BT SPUDS, 10 pounds
23c
WALNUTS, per pound
15c
tY, large bunch
lOc
LNAS,.3 pounds
.23c

Meat Specials
BONES, 5 pounds
SNA* per ring
HJRGER, 2 pounds
ROASTS, corn fed, per pound

25c
5C
17c
lOc

DEMONSTRATION ON OUR OWN
BLEND OF

BIG K COFFEE
SCIAL PRICES FOR THIS OPENING
1 pound BIG K COFFEE . 23c
3 pounds BIG K COFFEE
64c

TRIBUNE, THURSDAY^JJOVEMBER 16,19S8.

Henry Maduff, wife<and two sons,
Sydney and Irwin, visited Sunday in
Audubon, guests of H. Krasne and
family.

SATURDAY, SUNDAY
MONDAY

Harold Winder and wife of Des
Mbines spent the week end in the
city with hia parents, C. T. Winder
and wife.
,

NOVEMBER 18, 19 and 2O

Kenneth Chapman went to Avoca
Saturday evening where he visited
over. .Sunday with his mother, Mrs.
Edna Chapman,

RIALTO THEATRE Matinee 2:30 Sunday

C. S. Ford of Guthrie Center, man-'
ager of this division of the Iowa
Electric Co., was a business caller,
In the city last Friday.
"I

I'm No Angel, but I've spread my

Edward Quinn and wife of Lenox,
Iowa, spent Sunday in the city at the
home of his sister, Mrs. Robert C.
Howard and husband.

wings a bit. And I've found a new
way to go to town... hey-hey!''

Mrs. A. J. Kopp returned home the
last of the week from1 Hi few days'
visit in Wapello, Iowa, with her brother, George Pratt and wife.
Taylor Guy of Carroll visited in
the city a few days the past week,
a gruest of Hamilton Campbell and
other relatives and friends.
The Dorcas Sunday School class of
the Congregational church were guests j
Tuesday afternoon of Mrs. A. B. Stone |
at her home on North Walnut Street.
Late in the afternoon lunch was
served.
Auction
afternoon
the H. J.
tile store.
next week
auction.

sales are being held every
and evening this week at
Schneider general mercanOn Monday afternoon of
the fixtures will be sold at

A family reunion was held Sunday
at the Nic Richter home in honor of
Mr. Richter's 78th. birthday. At noon
a basket dinner was enjoyed. Out-oftown guests were Mr. and Mrs. D. A.
Imrie of Modale, Iowa.
J. Decker, Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Hilliard and Miss Frances Reichow of
Corning were Sunday guests of Dr.
A. M. Mikkelsen and family. A 1:OC
o'clock dinner was enjoyed in honor
of the 3rd. birthday of Kent Mikkelsen.
Miss Esther Mae Mclntyre was hostess last Wednesday evening to the
members of the U-Trump-It bridge
club. Miss Lois Mclntyre, a sister
of the hostess, was a guest. High
scorer for the evening was 'Miss'Jane
SchoII and the hostess was runner-up.
The members of the Jolly Dozen
club enjoyed an all day meeting at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Kuehn last Thursday.
At noon a
covered dish dinner was served. The
next meeting of the club will be held
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Vern
Duthie.

Torso-tossin' in tights, tiaros and tea-gowns!
Scorch-singing these nifty songs . . ."No One
loves Me Like That Dallas Man". , ."I Want You
I Need You". . ."I'm No Angel". . . and
"I've Found a New Way to Go to Town"!
A Paramount Picture with

GARY GRANT

The county recorder's office reports
a brisk business in the sale of trapDirected by WESIEY RUGGlES
ring, hunting and fishing licenses.
Uore than 1,300 have been sold. ThirADDED ENTERTAINMENT
y-seven trapping permits have also
>een
issued.
The
open
season
on
r ifujaaace has been installed
Miss Lucy Caliber has been conPOPE YE CARTOON,
"I Eat's My Spinach."
at the Case county poor fined to her home the past week, suf- >heasants in northern Iowa boosted
the sale considerably.
(rest of Atlantic.
RUMBA RHYTHM featuring Vincent Lopez.
fering from a sprained back.
An
all
day
meeting
of
the
_
H
UNIVERSAL NEWS —
— GRAHAM McNAMEE..
i't need to worry about
A baby boy was born on November
was held last Thursday j 5f
i prices. Methanol Alcohol, 7 to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Sisler, well
>f Mrs. Ed. Reimers east
Glycerine Antifreeze, known people living northwest of
A covered dish dinner
on. Gamble Stores.
It
Anita.
was enjoyed at noon, and the ladies
It is stated that the stuttering man ' The only extension summer school
spent the afternoon quilting. Mrs. doesn't get married as quickly as othn, wife and two child- Vinegar barrels, .each
$1.00
that will be held in Iowa next sumxd and Jean, drove to Des P. & G. soap, large bars,' each . . 4c John Baylor will be hostess to the er people, for the reason that while mer, with the exception of the one
, Sunday morning where they Pilot brand Oyster Shell, 100-lbs. 70c club members at their next meeting. he is proposing, he has time to think at the State Teachers college in Cei day with his brother, Wal- Sugar, 10 Ibs., in cloth bags
it all over, and says something else.
53c
dar Falls, will be at Coming.
The regular November meeting of
i and family.
SCHAAKE'S STORE.
the Greater Anita Club will be held
Members of the Bide-a-Wee bridge
Make "Whoopee" at Gamble's Open
in the dining room at the Methodist club, and three other guests, Mrs.
House
showing of Christmas merchurch on Friday evening of this Henry Maduff, Mrs. Zate .Biggs and
chandise, Friday evening, Nov. 24th.
week.
A
6:30
o'clock
dinner
will
Mrs. Russell Smith, were entertained
I
be served by the ladies aid so- last Wednesday afternoon by Mrs. FREE candy bars to children accomciety of the church. The business Floyd Denwot at her home on Locust panied by parents. Nothing on sale.
It
meeting of the club will follow the Street. Mrs. Maduff was high scorer Gamble Stores.
dinner.
for the afternoon.
Mrs. Chester A. Long was hostess
The regular monthly meeting of
Mrs. Eloise Ragan has been granted lub
^ ™™be™ « the Original brid*e
'^Wednesday afternoon at her
the Women's Home Missionary So- a divorce by default from her hus- e
ciety of the Methodist church was • band, Lester Ragan, on the grounds home at the corner of Third and LoGuests, besides the
held last Thursday afternoon at the! of cruel and inhuman treatment. Mrs. cust Streets.
home of Mrs. Andrew Nelson on East! Ragan was granted custody of a 3- members, were Mrs. G. M. Adair, Mrs.
Main Street.
The program was in| months-old son. The divorce was C. H. Johnson, Mrs. R. W. Forshay
Fred
High scorer
charge of Mrs. H. H. Turner, Mrs. M.' granted a fenr-flaya ago by Judge John and Mrs.
..
„ . , Boren.
„ ,
J. Rarick, Mrs. Frank Bontrager and P. Tinley^o is presiding at the W8S Mrs' Ra'ph F°rshayMrs. Nelson.
J November term of the Cass county
tovrolet owners should insist upon bonafide
Someone tried to set fire to the P..
district court. .
Diet service. That is just what you receive
An electric display has been placed j
E. Brady lumber yard at Leon recentin the west window of the Young 5
At her home on North Chestnut
esnu ly.- They had used a mouse trap
ra and
an
Igarage.
and lOc Store by the Iowa Electric Street last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. ' an alarm clock and "baited" it with
Co., showing the many uses of elec- M. M. Burkhart was hostess to the some kind of explosive to ignite it
tricity. The display is well lighted members of the Knot-a-Kare bridge ! and set it in the rear of the yard
fe are not only interested in selling new Chevand makes a very attractive appear- :club at their regular bi-weekly meet- i'• Fr»nk Trotter and Mr. Brady, own, but we are just as vitally interested in keepance. T h e window will b e used f o r ing.
— »Besides
— = j - - *the. , members
_ _ .
... of» Athe
,
present; er
yard, saw smoke coming
several weeks by the electric com- other guests were Mrs. Fred M She-from tf»»t direction and quickly put
bvery Chevrolet owner entirely satisfied with
pany. The display was placed in the ley and Mrs. Harold Champion. High ' th-« fire out. Local officers and the
window under the supervision of C. S. score honors for the afternoon were st«te fire marshal were notified but
Ford, district manager.
. won by Mrs. Carl H. Miller.
so far they have not found the guilty

BRING US YOUR EGGS—HIGHEST
MARKET PRICES.

[Chevrolet
Service

«••*"*»•

'ring your Chevrolet here' for adjustments
maintenance. Genuine Chevrolet parts and
flteed workmanship.

W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA
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Mrs. Ida Frances Boon,
Montgom- anyone" wt"
of Mrs. H. V. Odem wh
east of Anita, died last Wednesday j gan to wonder when he got out of matter
at fcer home in Tulare, California, I bed the other morning. In a pair
death being due to blood poisoning.' of mousetraps which he had set the
Besides Mrs. Odem she is survived by night before he found two specimens
three other children, Mrs. Jack West' of a new breed of mice. After rubof Omaha, Nebraska, Irvin Fillington bing his eyes and looking again he
of Lincoln, Nebraska, and Elbert Fil- dubbed them "Hampshire" mice. The
lington of Tulare. Deceased was a tiny rodents were marked with white
We have
former resident of the Bridgewatev stripes around their shoulders exactly
vicinity. The remains were shipped; like Hampshire pigs. Mr. Focht beto Anita Tuesday, and were taken I lieves that someone's pet mouse must
from here to the Massena cemetery have escaped and mixed its breed with
for interment.
common house mice.

* bt*.i

wj.

vuc

J'CtJU,

Admission:
Matinee
lOc and 25c
Evening
lOc and 35c
----------

,

a

"

'

Louis Troubridge, 63, died at hia
home in St. James, Minnesota, a few
days ago, death following a major opera'tion. Years ago Mr. Troubridga
was a resident of the Anita vicinity,
and was an uncle of Sam and" Chas.
Jewett.

A 10-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs.
James Glynn, living northeast of Anita, received a bad scalp wound a few
days ago when he was struck on tha
back of his head by a part of a corn
elevator. The boy's scalp was torn
from the back of the head forward
and made an ugly wound. He is reported to be getting along as well
as can. be expected.
The Board of Supervisors of Clarke
county have purchased ten box cars*
from the Burlington railroad and will
move them to the county farm where
they will be set up and used as residences for r'felief families. The cara
will be placed on skids so they can b«
moved out onto a plot of ground wheva
the family may raise their own gar.
den. With the county farm supplying
them with meat, butter and milk they;
should be almost self supporting.

Better Shoes For Less
NOTHING — $3.98 — OVER

Family Shoe Store
Atlantic

Try Our Nut Coal
$6.50 PER TON DELIVERED.
Lump Coal in First Quality. Iowa, Illinois,
Virginia and Kentucky.

The Farmers Coop.

THE TRIBUNE, ANITA, IOWA.

[JPilkinson
fi-WKU B«r»Ioa,'

lite a stir of extown of Dexter
known that All was planning to
re.
know, Is A faf the country's bigr. He's also the
of successful
plays.
count themselves
i, feature his name
of their pnbllca• various sources
»d purchased or
Appleton homespend July and
ither a couple of
'which he had conIbis publishers by
her disappointing,
^knowledge of such
that a novel a
irbf novels, and we
that Allerton
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bott in a world somewhat removed and
elevated from our own ordinary universe.
But when, after a month of this,
during which time yon encounter the
exalted being every morning at the
post office In a shabby old suit and
wearing a slouch hat when you see
him perched on a stool eating doughnuts and drinking coffee In BUI
Smith's lunch cart when you find him
seated on the bank of the Snncock
river with a corncob plpa between his
teeth and a much used bamboo flab
pole In his hands—when you see him
participating in these very ordinary
pastimes, .you Inevitably find yourself
trying to lay your finger on the exact
characteristic that distinguishes a
famous man from an ordinary man.
Amalla was laboring under an Illusion.
•
,
She''saw Allerton in a glamorous
role because she wanted to, because
she wouldn't admit facts, because.Allerton was an author and stood for
everything she had ever longed for,
and because, in the flesh, he was disappointing.
Throughout July and most of August Amalia. watched and waited and
hoped that Allerton Abbott mould reveal one trait that would remove him
from the world of ordinary folks and
Instantly Identify him In the role she
had pictured him.
But Allerton In the flesh persisted
In acting like a human being, In fact
proved himself quite a congenial and
likable sort of chap, once you got
to know him.
*
Amalla never has, up to this day,
admitted that Allerton Abbott was
ordinary.
'.
She had contended from the start
.that at some time, probably durlni
the hours when he was actually li
the process of creating a red-hot love
story, the great author was different
giving way to the emotions that mus
assuredly-• seethe and.steam inside 01
him. In order to bring forth such soul
searing fiction.
Fortunately for Amalla's future this
Idea of hers was substantiated one
evening late In August, and resulted
in a feeling of vast relief and no little triumph. Tt was a hot August
evening and Amalla, in company with
Doc Coombs's wife, Dala, was stroll
Ing along the old weed grown roat
that leads past the Appleton place.
They had come a breast of the hnnse
which sets close to the road, when
Amalla suddenly paused and graspec
Dala's arm.
Following the direction of Amalla's
gaze, Dala stared and saw a -strange
sight.
Wlthtacthe living room of the Appleton house, sitting at a desk in plain
sight was Allerton Abbott He was
bent over a typewriter, the keys of
.which he jabbed with a couple of bony
forefingers.
Between Jabs ^he writer went
through what to Dala looked like a
series qf contortions.
He doubled up, bent backward,
smote a hand to his forehead, extend
ed clenched fists ceiltngward, and, in
short, acted like a man who has lost
heavily in the stock market
Dala turned at sound of a sharp Intake of breath beside her.
In the dim light she could see Amalla's face, a face transformed, a face
glowing with excitement and triumph
"He's writing 1" Amalla breathed.
"It's the way creative writers are affected when working under pressure.
Isn't it wonderful!" And you could
tell by the way she spoke that her
mind was at last at ease, that her
happiness was complete, her triumph fulfilled.
. . . Dala Coombs is a kind person.
She would never knowingly hurt a living thing. And because Dala always
tries to be understanding and helpful
with every one, she has never told
Amalla that later on that same evening Allerton Abbott summoned Doc
Coombs to the Appleton homestead
and .complained of pains in his stomach ; that Doc diagnosed the case and
pronounced It cramps resulting from
the famous author's consumption of a
half dozen green apples,' which he
plucked from a tree behind his leased
house earlier in the day.

Course of Gulf Stream
Not Likely to Change
By bringing warm water from the
tropics to the cold climate of the
northern hemisphere the Gulf stream
does valuable service to the British
Isles and Scandinavia and for this
reason is often known as the "heating
apparatus of western Europe," says
the Montreal Herald. The Gulf stream
la. a river in the middle of the ocean.
It starts In the Gulf of Mexico from
which it obtains Us name. When It
begins to flow the Gulf stream 10 CO
miles wide at Its narrowest point, and
Is over 2,000 feet deep. Flowing at
the rate of from two to six miles an
hour, it is driven by ocean winds
round the coast of Florida and along
the shore of North America, although
It Is kept from the land by the cold
waters of the Icy current from Labrador. It is reported from time to time
that the Gulf stream is believed to be
changing its position, and It has even
been prophesied that through Its Influence New Tork may at some future
date become a tropical. city. French
experts, however, have stated thai
they do not think that there Is a possibility of a change of course by the
Gulf stream.
Woodchuck* Climb Tree.
Woodchucks sometimes climb trees,
but It Is not thought that they do so
as a general thing unless threatened
by sudden danger. There Is one Instance on record, of a woodchuck that
was being chased by a dog that
climbed 80 feet up a smooth, unbranched tree trunk to escape Its tormentor.
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Grain to Cows to
Get Milk Supply

Path in Life Greased
for Possessor of Tact

Amount of Feed Depends on
Butterfat Test, Advises
PULLETS REQUIRE
Dairy Expert.
PROTEIN IN FEED
!

Normal Development Should
Be Chief Aim.
Poultrymen cannot make up for a
deficiency in breeding by cutting down
the protein in the feed to delay -early
laying, says Prof. L. a Norris of the
New York state college of agriculture
Tests at Cornell show that pullets
need from 14 to 15 per cent of protein
In their feed during the period from
twelve to twenty-four weeks of age
When less protein was fed, laying was
delayed for abbot ten days and the
growth, of the pullets was retarded.
Poultrymen need an early-maturing
type of pullet of proper site and yl
tallty which lays as large an egg as
that laid by a pullet which starts to
lay at a later age. Such a pullet Is
cheapest to grow, because she uses
relatively less food for' maintenance
and more for growing in' the non-productive period than does the slower
growing bird. A pullet which reaches
a weight of 'three and three-fourths
pound at five months of age and begins to lay. Is cheaper to grow than
the pullet that takes six months. Moreover, he says, the early-maturing pul
lets lay more eggs In a year than the
slow-growing birds. Size of bird, size
of egg, and vigor must be considered
In breeding the flock, along with early
maturity.
Poultrymen should feed and manage
the pullets to keep them developlni
normally, he advises. Do not lower
the protein content by feeding more
than 50 per cent of scratch grain or
by cutting the protein content on the
mash. Induce the flock to take exer
else, and cull out the small-sized, rapidly-maturing pullet that develops a
red comb early.

Much Valuable Feed Is
Blown Away by the Wind

By w. T. Crandall, New Tork 8t*t« (
of Agriculture.—WNU Service.

The amount of grain required by a
dairy cow depends to a large eiten
on the butterfat test of her milk.
Where hay and silage are fed liberal
ly, and when cows are not on good
pasture, the following rates of grain
feeding may be used:
With all hays, except those of very
high quality, feed daily one pound of
grain for each three and a half pounds
of milk testing nnder 4 per cent In
butterfat; one pound of grain for each
three, pounds of milk testing from 4 to
5 per cent; and one pound of grain to
two and a half pounds of milk testing
5 per cent and over.
If a very high quality of clover or
alfalfa Is being fed, less grain may be
needed and the recommendation Is
one pound of grain to four pounds o
milk testing below 4 per cent; one
pound of grain to three and one-hal
pounds of milk testing 4 to 5 per cent
and one pound of grain to three pounds
of milk testing B per cent or over.
Every grain-feeding table or rule
must be adjusted to meet the needs o
the Individual cow. Variation In the
food content of certain hays shouk
also be taken Into consideration.
A good practical rule Is: Feed such
amounts of grain mixtures to producing cows as will maintain dally production' during the first seven or eight
months of lactation without rapid
drops, and at the same time will keep
the cows In at least fair physical condition. Grain should never be fed so
heavily that the value of the added
milk will not more than pay for the
extra grain.

DIDN'T WASTE HER TIME
We don't laugh much, and especially when an agent rings the front doorbell, but we did get a chuckle the other day. Being home alone, we had to
answer the ring. A very nice-looking
lady, who probably buys In the stylish
stout departments, asked for the
Missus, and when we explained we
were the only one around, keeping the
goldfish from getting lonesome, she
asked: "Is your wife a large woman?"
"No," said we, "she Is very small."
"Well," she sighed, "I guess then she
wouldn't be Interested in corsets."—
Cincinnati Enquirer.
Makinc It Up
"Ton haven't got the answer to this
problem right," said the teacher, at
the close of school. "You'll have to
stay and do It over."
"How far off Is It this time?" asked
the boy In despair.
"Two cents."
"Well, I've got something awful Important to do after school. I'll Just
pay the difference."

PEPPING UP

Points Out Advantage
of "Gassing" Borers
Peach growers Wirv-^assed" their
trees a year ago wltRJ^jD. B. treatment for,the control oTpeach borers
can economize by omitting the treatment this fall, but all those who have
not treated their trees for two or
more years probably will be ahead by
doing so at this season, according to
results of a survey made by S. 0
Chandler, entomologist of the Illinois
state natural history survey. In cooperation with the horticultural department of the College of Agriculture. University of Illinois.
The peach borer Is one of the hazards which has made the annual farm
value of Illinois' peach crop vary froi
total failure to $4,482,000 during the
past 21 years. Every fall growers
puzzle over whether or not they should
economize by omitting the treatment
Data collected in the survey help answer the question for this year. Thirty orchards In the largest peach area
of the state were covered.
Only 6.2 per cent wormy trees, a
light Infestation, was found In ten orchards which had been treated with
P. D. B. at the end of the 1932 season. In contrast 38.1 per cent of the
trees were Infested In ten orchards
which were treated in 1931, or two
years ago. This was almost six times
the Infestation In orchards that were
treated a year ago. Over 64 per cent
of the trees were found Infested In ten
orchards which were last treated In
1930 or earlier, or never treated at
all

Saving poultry feed would seem to
be a penny-wise and pound-foolish pol
icy, as usually understood. When one
epeabs of ^saving feed" he usually refers to cutting down on the grain ant
mash fed tne growing chicks or hens,
with the hope that the birds will be
able to pick up additional feed around
the yards or In the fields to make up
what the owner does not give.
There Is another method of "saving
feed" that Is commonly overlooked, the
saving of which la much more real.
That Is, to feed the grain and mash
so that little Is wasted and unused.
Probably none achieves the idea
whereby none is wasted, unless one
feeds only whole grain and scatters
it on bare ground in such limited
quantities that It Is cleaned up In a
minute or two. Feeding dry mash
calls for adequate feeders.
In feeding cracked corn, many
farmers have a considerable portion
of finely ground corn In the grain as
It comes from the mllL Scattered on
the ground, this finely ground portion
is largely lost. Dumping the cracked
corn and wheat In the mash feeders
works nicely and saves this finely
ground corn, since It blends with the
mash after the coarser portions are
eaten.
<
. Another source of wastage In mash
Is, having It blow away. Whether the
feeders are inside wltb the windows
Give Pigs Iron
open, or outside, they need protection
Young pigs raised out-of-doors eat
from wind. A surprising amount of dirt and thus get Iron. Those kept Inmash dan blow out of an open feeder side for several weeks after birth
during a windy day.
often suffer from anemia due to lack
of Iron. By drenching the pigs with
an Iron solution once a week for six
Green Feed for Hens
weeks, starting when • they are three
Feeding the laying hens green feed or four days old, the difficulty can be
tends to keep them In good health and overcome. One-third of a teaspoonful
to promote egg production, says the of a saturated ferrous sulphate soluUnited States Department of Agricul- tion Is a maximum dose for pigs less
ture. Green feeds are one of .the best than a week old, and a full teaspoonful
sources of vitamins for poultry. Man- for * three-weeks-old pig. The solugels and turnips provide some suc- tion Is made by dissolving a pound of
culence, but very little green feed. dried ferrous sulphate in about a
When cabbages are available at rea- quart of hot water. The iron solution
sonable • cost some may be fed, but can be given the pigs by swabbing It
good quality alfalfa also should be on the sow's udder. Merely adding It
supplied. Alfalfa Is valuable, not to the feed or water is not sufficient
so much because of Its protein con- stated J. P. Wlllman of Cornell unitent, as formerly believed, but be- versity In discussing this problem because alfalfa leaves are rich In min- fore the American Society of Animal
erals and vitamins, which are lacking Production at Chicago recently.
In the mash ration. Alfalfa leaf meal
Is a good substitute for fresh green
Farm Boys Make Money
feed.
High school vocational agriculture
students In 1932 in spite of low price
POULTRY FACTS
of farm products had financial returns
North Carolina farm families con- of half a million dollars from their
sumed 8,330,000 chickens In 1932 and project work carried on at home as
part of their agricultural courses. Aftsold 5,010,000.
er subtracting all expenses, these proj• • •
showed a labor Income of nearly
Teast adds to the cost of a poultry aectsquarter
of a million dollars. The
ration, but does not Improve the nu- average
amount earned by these 4,000
tritive value of a good ration.
boys was $52. These figures are pre• • *
sented by the state department of voThe fact that a hen's egg Is com- cational education as indicative of the
posed of two-thirds water Indicates the trends In project work on Ohio farms.
Importance of having a supply of clean —Ohio Farmer.
water before the biddies at all times.
• • •
Groundhog Locates Lime
Furnish the hens with nests about
A groundhog was responsible for
a foot wide and two to three feet deep,
tilled with shavings. The nests should :he discovery of a rich deposit of lime
now being used as a fertilizer on
be darkened.
» • •
southern Wisconsin farms, writes an
It is estimated that the poultry In- ndianapolls News correspondent. Two
dustry uses almost eight times as much mnters found a woodchurU hole dug
grain yearly as the brewing Industry n limestone, near Elkhorn. Wls., and
an Investigation resulted In the estabused In the year 1017.
• * *
ishment of an unemployment relief
Feeding milk to hens Is very easy, project at the spot. Fnrmors of Hock
as it la given simply as a beverage. and Walworth counties are hplns supNo water should be given, but the plied with limestone from this unexmilk supply should be available at all pected suouly.
times

"There Is no doubt that It Is adrnntngeous to be born with a silver
spoon In the mouth," said Mr. Cato
Nlnetalls. "It permits a pleasant and
comfortable start In life, even If It Is
lost In the subsequent hurly-burly,
as It often Is. Still more advantageous, I think, Is It to be born with a
nice sense of tact In the temperament because It Is more certain to be
retained, and Is more likely to afford
a pleasanter passage through life.
Tact, I should Inclusively define, as
the Intuitive ability to say the right
thing and do the right thing at the
right time, and never to say or do the
wrong thing. No one, I take it has a
more complete comprehension of the
value of tact than those of us who
have It not; those of us who always,
or nearly always, jay or do the wrong
thing,, to the embarrassment not only
of ourselves, but of other people.
"Those who would be popular must
have tact; but on the other band,
those who succeed In being popular
must often be bored, for the Inevitable burden of popularity Is more or
less boredom. To be sure, those who
lack tact, are often, as I have Just
said, embarrassed, and, what temporarily seems worse, often snubbed;
but us we so often tactlessly protect
ourselves from being bored, the law
of compensation would seem to work
somewhat to our advantage. It may
be, too, that there are those who are
so superiorly tactful that they can
avoid being bored. These are the
princes of human society, whose oyster the world is and who are, far and
away, more blessed than those who
began with and continue with their
silver spoons.—Indianapolis News.

Why Children Need
a Liquid Laxative
"You should take another vacation,
old chap."
"I suppose you think everything
benefits for a rest"
"Sure, even the calendar Is freshened up by taking a month off."
Peace at Any Price
•Tve just got rid of my saxophone
In part exchange for a new car."
"I didn't think they accepted things
like that for a car."
"Well, this case was an exception.
The dealer happened to be our nextdoor neighbor."—Vancouver Province.
Human Sisterhood, Ltd.
Young Girl—Yes! I feel an Intense
longing to do something for others.
Friend—Just whom do you mean
by others?
"Well, I suppose almost anybody
outside of my Immediate family."
A Bad Spell
Stenographer—Howja spell sense?
Boss—Dollars and cents or horse
sense?
Stenographer—Well, like In "I ain't
seen him sense."
Dashing and Gay
"Did the lady who lectured make a
hit?"
"Partially," answered Miss Cayenne,
"All the society editors agreed that
her costume was very becoming."

STATIC

The temporary relief children get
from some synthetic, habit-forming
cathartic may cause bowel strain,
and even set-up irritation in the
kidneys. A properly prepared liquid
laxative brings a perfect movement.
There is no discomfort at the time
and no weakness after. You don't
have to give the child "a double,
dose" a day or two later.
Can constipation be corrected in
children? "Yesl" say medical men.
"Yesl" say many mothers who have
followed this sensible medical advice:
1. Select a good liquid laxative. ,2.
Give the dose you find suited to the
system. 3. Gradually reduce the dose
until the bowels are moving regularly
without aid.
An approved liquid laxative (one
that is widely used for children) is
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. Tha
mild laxative action of this excellent
preparation is the best form of help
for children—and grown-ups, too.
The dose can be regulated for any
age or need.
Your druggist has Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin. Member N. R. A,

HAT ECZEMA
ITCHES AND

[OINTMENT-I
KNOW IT WILL.
•YOU,
"Sometime ago eczema broke one
on my leg. After weeks of special
treatment daring which time
the itching and burning was so
eevere I could hardly stand it. I
•was told nothing more could be
done for me. A friend of mine
urged me to try Rctdnol Ointment, which I did. I am happy
totayithealedmyleg completely
and I have never had any breaking out since." (5igM(0—Mh. E. ?.*)
»0» VRBB TMALsbe package of Reiiaol
Ointment and So.p
Soap with copy
coj of our Skin
iKin
Treatment
- - - booklet,
_,-- Iflet, write to Eciinol,
B.
, Depan_
ment W4, Baltimore. Maryland.

"Why didn't Kitty sing for you last
night? Did you press her?"
"I did. That's why she didn't sing."

Backache
bather you ?

Tough Luck
"I'm afraid my goose Is cooked,"
groaned the discouraged business
man.
"Isn't the new deal helping you
any?" asked the friend.
"No," he retorted, "Lady Luck still
la giving me the raw one."
Doean't Bother Her

Mistress—At last you have come. I
have been ringing for ten minutes. In
time It gets on one's nerves.
Maid—Not at all, madame, I am
used to such noises.
HI. One Yarn

"And did he live to tell the tale?"1
asked a listener, after the story of the
traveler's amazing adventure had been
told.
"Oh, yes," replied the story teller,
"la fact, he's done nothing else since."
Probably Near Sighted

"Maybe she Isn't much to look at
now, but she must have been very attractive In her youth."
"What makes you think that?"
"Well, she told me that a horse ran
away with her once I"

Jt May \fernof5omcDuortknzd
Kidney or Bladder Condition
.. . backacne wibS bladdet
•regularities and a tired, nervous,
ressed feelino, may warn of som«
disordered kidney or bladder function Don't delay. Try Dom'f PiHfc
Successful 50 yean. Used the world
over. At all druggbb.

DPILLS
can's
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llandette Colbert Appears
Here in "Torch Singer"

A. R. Kohl

NUMBER 5

,ocal Mercantile Store TO
Attached For Unpaid Tax

SPEND $25,000
ON COUNTY ROADS
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packed in full 2- GOLD DUST WASHING
on December 29, other performance like" the one that
basis of domestic demand is offered of the money to be allotted by the
ce H. McDermott of brought him fame in Maurice Chevalounce canisters, POWDER—
Cass County farmers by the Agricul- government is used for rentals and
the public schools er's latest show. Others on the imeach
9c
tural Adjustment Administration in the purchase of equipment. The adLarge package ........ 15c
graduating with the posing roster of supporting players
the form of the corn-hog program, ministration has emphasized that it
Immediately after are Lyda Roberti, Florence Roberts,
Pot Sweet ChocR. K. Bliss, director of the Extension expects at least 65 per cent of the
ended summer school at Charley Grapewin, Kathleen Burke,
PEANUT
BRITTLE—
Service at Iowa State College, said money to go directly to the men who
olate—y2 lb.
are to be employed.
sity and began teaching Barton MacLane, Helen Jerome Edin
an interview.
With
plenty
of
peanuts,
bars, each.25c
The primary purpose of the pro! that year, continuing un- dy, and Albert Conti.
With this cooperative control asper pound ............ .
jects
will be to create employment
pof her marriage,
sociation, farmers may do what a
"Torch Singer" was directed by the
for persons who are now public delion. was born one son, well-known team of Alexander Hall
large
manufacturer
or
any
one
man
SUGAR, (must be cash), iO pounds ............. 51c
• now in his junior* year and George Somnes, and the musical
would do if he had control of the en- pendents.
Figured at 40 cents an hour and
College. After their mar- numbers were contributed by Ralph
tire business of agriculture—that is
thirty
hours a week, 162,500 imanok up their residence in •lainger, who composed the original
the adjustment of production to de^years, when they re- 'torch" song in "The First Little
mand. Only by gearing output down weeks of work will be created in
iita until 1923, when they Show."
to the need of the market can the southwestern Iowa. Three million dolelle and inx!925 to
farmer
secure the income which will lars will be spent in this district, unHarry Langdon Comedy.
where they have bperrestore his purchasing power, Direc- der the supervision of L. M. Martin of
On the program, in addition to the
Council Bluffs, district highway enatbre, 'Mrs. McDermott feature, will be a clever two reel
Last Wednesday twenty neighbors
Effective December 1, the upkeep tor Bliss said.
tive part.in its manage- comedy starring ' Harry Langdon , an and friends with nine wagons gath- and maintenance of the pavement o:
The purpose of the corn-hog pro,„ .
.,
.
| failing health compelled'Marriage Humor." This comedy is ered at the home of Mrs. W. H. Egan federal highway No. 6 which passe: gram, of course, is to enable farmers! .W°rk °" «« primary road system
1 1
reputed to be a top notcher, and one and husked several hundred bushels through Main Street of Anita will be to obtain a price which will enable!™ . be undertaken under the super| past two years she ;hat
haswill give you plenty of laughs. of corn for her. Not quite finishing taken over by the state highway com them to buy with 100 pounds of pork! V?S1°n °* the Iow" hlghwa j ^""l"
sufferer from a disease There will also be the usual reel of Wednesday nine of the men returned mission. A letter to this effect wa the same amount of commodities which !Tn and °n secondary roads throu^h
science has not been news events.
Thursday and completed the task.
received a few days ago by Mayoi they could buy with 100 pounds of the county engineer.
Groups of Sixteen.
ol. While a sufferer conThose assisting with the work were
E. Harry from L. M. Martin, dis pork before the war—in other words
The men will work in groups of
|yet through it all she has
Frank Miller and wife have moved A. N. Cron, W. C. McCrory, F. A. trict engineer. Mr. Martin's lette: "parity prices."
kind and most consider- from a farm east of Adair to Anita Daughenbaugh, Thomas Bailey, Leon- follows:
One of the faults of cooperative sixteen to a $5,000 project. The emJ
,,.
-j T>i
TIT
will carry
through April
who looked after her and are now nicely located in the ard Bailey, Virgil Weaver, Ted WeavCouncil Bluffs, Iowa selling groups, said
Director
Bliss,' ployment
fl ,
November 17, 1933. has been that as soon as it forced the the 1st.
residence property on Maple Street er, R. N. !Way, Otto Eden, Bert
Mr. Martin will receive the proposher home and family which they recently purchased from Daughenbaugh, Walter Storer, Henry Dr. C. E. Harry,
market price up farmers abandoned
preme delight in the com Joe Kopp.
Lees, Archie Worm, Oscar Lindblom,
Mayor of Anita,
it if they could get a better price ed projects from county officials who
of her son while he was
U C. McAfee, Frederick Baier, Charles Anita, Iowa.
from an outside buyer. They did attended the meeting and will pass on
the' vacation time
The Cass county board, of super- Liston, Cecil McAfee, Lawrence Dear Dr. Harry:
this, even though they realized their them immediately.
Frank Pelzer, chairman of the Cass
knew her testify to the visors- has postponed the letting for Daughenbaugh and Wilbur Roberts.
Confirming our conversation over the support of the association was needed
county board of supervisors,- attended
oughout her life she has the new Cass county courthouse from
The ladies who assisted 'Mrs. Egan telephone this morning, I wish to say if prices were to be maintained.
amendable one, taking an Nov. 24 to 1 p. m. Friday, December with the preparation and serving of ;hat I have had a communication
This objection is answered in the the Bluffs meeting Thursday with Mr.
est in the better things,
1, it was announced Monday. The the dinners were Mrs. A. N. Cron, from the Highway Commission auth- proposed nation-wide cooperative to Canon.
The secondary road employment
fessed her faith and trust letting was postponed because the Mrs. F. A. Daughenbaugh, Mrs. Edna orizing me to notify you that we will raise corn-hog prices, in that benefit
prd 'Jesus Christ and Was date conflicted with other lettingS Bailey, Mrs. Leonard Bailey, Mrs. take over the maintenance of all of payments are made only to the farm- schedule, announced by Mr. Canon,
J some few days before her which will be held at that time in Archie Worm, Mrs. Gecil McAfee, Mrs. the 18' and 24' width of pavement on ers who cooperate. The 'mien who follows:
Up to Dec. 15—100 men.
we who were associate! other parts of the state.
W. C. MdCrory, Miss Lela Cron and :he extension of Primary Road Numv- stay outside the plan "takes his
Dec. 15 to Feb. 1—175 men.
Miss Helen McCrory.
testify that she enterei
aer 6 through Anita. This is a total own chances." Furthermore the men
Feb. 1 to March 1—200 imen.
st hours in peace and con
of 1.2 miles formerly maintained by who participate sign a legal contract
March 1 to April 1—70 men.
|n Him.
;he town.
with "Uncle Sam."
„
BUS said, "He that comet]
In this connection, however, the
Director Bliss emphasized the reMrs. Flavia Hook, a well known
'.will in no wise cast out.
of the individual farmer. jand long time reaident of Anita, has
|to Him, weary, worn an<
traffic warts be taken off this street i The government does not require
been very weu
week.
Junior Class Play.
: in Him a resting place
through the town. If you can take farmers to sign the contract. It does i
Everyone
at
school
are
looking
forMany
persons
in
this
community
made her glad. Slee;
care of this, we will arrange to take j provide the machinery making it pos- j "Take a Chance," a new Paramount
and patient friend, th; ward to the last of this week when will be interested in a dispatch from over the maintenance of this pave-; sible for them to cooperate with the musical comedy, will be the feature
bly /cached its end, and the junior class will stage their class Washington stating that the govern- ment effective December 1st.
government. They will set up their attraction at the Rialto Theatre in
called thee home, thou play, "A Kentucky Belle." The jun- ment purchased 99,993,000 pounds of
We are making this effective De- own local control association to pro- Anita on Thanksgiving/
I Him say to thee, "Well ior class is the largest class in high cured pork products, most of' which cember 1st. in order that you may vide for local administration. The,
school and had an unusual amount of have been distributed to the needy, secure the full refund for the main- individual farmer, therefore, must act
George Graham and wife and Chartalent to choose from in casting this in its emergency hog buying program tenance which you have done for the in order to receive any benefits from 'ey Graham, wife and daughter, Betplay.. The worH of perfecting it is in August and September. The pur- past year.
the proposed plan.
| ty Marie, were Sunday guests at the
rapidly coming to a climax, which pose was to reduce the number of
Trusting that you can arrange to
The Extension Service and County Gene Kelsey home northwest of
will undoubtedly culminate in an en- swine in areas where there were feed have these traffic warts taken out
Agents will help with the educational Guthrie Center.
joyable evening for the public.
shortages due to drought. Reports quickly, I am
work and in setting up the organizaThe new stage scenery which was Tuesday disclosed the government had
Mrs. Frank Bontrager was hostess
Very truly yours; „,
tion.
Extension workers, county
nber P. T. A. mee.tin_ used for the first time last spring acquired 6,199,948 pigs weighing from
Thursday to the members of the
L. M. Martin,
agents
and
local
leaders
will
explain:
I the school house las is all in place and everything is in 25 to 100 pounds, and 220,037 sows
Ladies Union club. A covered dish
, District Engineer.
in
numerous
meetings
held
in
every)'
which had been bred to litter this
rung. The Anita schoo readiness for the event.
county.
j dinner was served at noon. The ladies
om 7:30 until 8:0 . A lOc matinee for only those in fall. To date $32,875,768. has been
during the afternoon.
"This method saves the farmer
was followed by th school will be given on Thursday af- expended, with claims involving about
money,"
said
Director
Bliss,
"because
Percy Young and wife of^ Chicago,
Citing, after which th ternoon at 3:00 o'clock. On Friday $3,000,000 still unsettled. These inthe Extension Service and County Illinois, and George Pratt and wife
pgram was given:
evening at 8 o'clock the play will be volve payments to packers through
Agents are representatives of the U. of Wapello, Iowa, were here Monday
of the Seal," read b given for the general public in the whom the purchases were made and
S. Department of Agriculture. By
fmeister.
their
high school auditorium.
Reserve who processed the swine. (Farmers
Fire of unknown origin destroyed making use of this force, Secretary! to attend _the last rites for
Bij|ter> Mrs Flora McDermott .
With the Two Bars, seats may be obtained at Bongers realized about $30,000,000, farm ad- a large hay barn on the Harry Huff
Lentfer.
Drug Store. Admission 15c and 25c ministrators estimated, withfinalpro- farm four miles east of Anita on fed- Wallace and his co-workers save monread by Mrs. P. T. Wil
cessing expenditures expected to reach eral highway No. 6 last Friday even- ey for the individual farmer who must j At the home of Mrs. B. R. GochanSenior Class Party.
help pay the local expenses of his
On Friday evening, November 17th about $5,000,000. Pigs below 80 ing.
The fire was discovered by a county control association. Every our on East Main Street last Wednesday evening-, there was a winner| by the Boys' Glee Club, the senior class held their first class pounds were not converted into food driver of a White Line Transfer truck,
ttle Girl," read by Mn party of the year in the high schoo because of difficulty in processing who was passing the place about 11:00 dollar saved in the local administra-1 loser party of the Pinochle club.
on.
gymnasium. A Thanksgiving scheme them. Some 2,100 pounds of govern- o'clock. 'Mr. and Mrs. Huff were at- tion of the act means an additional High scorer for the evening was Mrs.
t's Story of the Seals, was carried out in both the entertain ment pork was distributed among tending a dance at the Voorhees dollar in the pocket of the man who Guy Rasmussen and quests were Mrs.
produces corn and hogs."
Nellie Richards and Mrs. C. A. Robii.,W. V. Somerville.
ment and the refreshments. The fac needy families in Cass county severa Lodge west of Anita at the time. BeMiss Jane Scholl.
that everyone had such an enjoyabli weeks ago.
sides the large 60x66 barn, Mr. Huff
Christian Bohning, well known resinber meeting will be hel time is due to the efficient work of th<
lost about seventy-five tons of alfalfa dent of Anita, celebrated his 81st.
Frank Stone and wife, their daughEKyle will have charge o following committees. Entertainment
Miss Druscilla Karns entertained
hay and about 600 bushels of oats. birthday Sunday at his home on Wal- ter, Martha, and daughter-in-law,
Gretchen Budd, Millard Ruggles an group of boys and girls at a party His loss is partly covered by insur- nut Street. Present to help him cele- Mrs. Edwin Stone, were here from
Marjorie McLaughlin/ Refreshment given last Wednesday evening. The ance.
brate the event were seventeen child-i Valley Junction Sunday, spending the
wife and children o Helen Birk, Junior Hayter, Mary evening was spent in games and danc
ren and grandchildren. Mrs. Louis, i day at the home of Mrs. Maggie
t spent Sunday af ternoo Wild. Assistants: Arthur Jensen ing, which was followed by a two
Mrs. Mary Wilson is spending a Zanders and children of Malvern and ; Scholl. Mrs. Frank Stone remained
pther, A. J. Joy, and wit Marion Pearson and Marjorie Daugh course lunch served by the hostess few weeks with relatives and friends
Carl Foster and Leonard Bass of i here to spend a few days with rela—
ves and friends.
enbaugh.
mother, Mrs. Henry Kama.
in different parts of Nebraska.
Brudyville were out-of-town guests.' tfiveSjand friends.
m***^m ,

Friday-Saturday Specials

3 Ibs: ..

Farmers Have Opportunity
of Cooperative Association

Neighbors Pick Corn For Highway Commission to
Lincoln Township Widow
Maintain No. 6 in Anita

V^llt;

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES Cass County Needy Given

2,100 Pounds of Pork

P. T. A. Meeting
Thursday Evening

Barn on Harry Huff Farm
Destroyed by Fire Friday
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responded nobly to the
*J demands of Chancellor Hitler for
support of his foreign policies. Nearly
forty-three nnd»ne-hnlf million persons,
or 90 per cent of the electorate, went
to the polls, and of this vast number
only n few more than two million
voted "no" to the question submitted
to the plebiscite:
"Do you approve the policy of your
Morgentliau Made Acting Treasury Head, Woodin on government and are you ready to recognize It as an expression of your own
Indefinite Leave—President on Relief and Employview and your own will and solemnly
pledge yourself to It?"
ment—Soviet Recognition Negotiations.
The voters elected 081 members of
the new relchstag, and all of them had
been picked by Hitler. But this was
not remarkable, since no name not BO
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
selected was permitted on the ballots.
Nazi agents throughout the country
OUND money advocates were rather to turn to devaluation of the dollar
dismayed though perhaps not sur- and return to the gold standard. In worked hard to get out every vote,
prised by the sudden shift of treasury Its first three weeks the program of and their success was extraordinary.
officials that has taken place In Wash- buying gold at premium prices at
1 n g t o n. Secretary home and abroad raised the price of n EPRESENTATIVE DICKSTEIN of
Woodin, still suffer- gold considerably, and the sponsors *•*• New York and his house commiting from the throat of the plan assert It also has been re- tee on immigration and naturalization
affection that haa sponsible for the rise of 4.1 per cent arrived In Washington and began
troubled him all year, In commodity prices.
their investigation of alleged Nazi
The "committee for the nation," activities In the United Stales.
sought to resign, but
President Roosevelt whose Ideas are largely embodied In
Instead gave him an the present monetary program, now /GERMANY having taken Itself
Indefinite leave of has a rival organization, known as the ^-* out of the disarmament conferabsence. Dean Ache- "committee on monetary policy." It ence, Italy now announces it will parson then, at the Pres- was formed by 26 business and Indus- ticipate as an observer merely, and
ident's request re- trial leaders of Chicago who Indorse the Hungary effectives committee says
signed as undersecre- the stand recently taken by a group of
Henry Mor- tary of the treasury mid-western university professors It will maintain a like attitude. Moregenthau, Jr. and fienry Morgen- against tinkering with the monetary over, Italy declares It Ignores everything approved by the great powers
thau, Jr., was appointed to succeed unit The new committee thus sets since July 15, when Germany accepted
him, thus becoming actual head of the forth Its policy:
"1. Recovery can be achieved only the original MacDonald plans as a
department during Mr. Woodln's abthrough
an Increased volume of busi- basis for discussion; this Includes the
sence. The Inference drawn, and It is
and Paris agreements and the
Inescapable, is that now the treasury ness, which increases wages and the London
plan which Sir John Simon offered
will be dominated by Inflationary pol- whole national Income.
"2. The fundamental condition for the day Germany left the League of
icies designed to raise prices for the
an
Increased volume of business Is Nations. Observers In Geneva were
benefit o£Jhe farnjer.
£<pjjf. Morgenthan, long a close friend confidence in the dollar and in the na- forced to the conclusion that the distional credit and a reasonable ex- armament conference In Its present
and adviser of Mr. Roosevelt, la one of pectation
of profit for Individual enterthe Cornell university group that In- prise, In Industry, in trade, and In ag- form was doomed to failure.
cludes Prof. George F. Warren, co- riculture.
INTERESTING, whether true or not,
author of the gold buying plan.
"8. Confidence in the dollar and In
So far as known Mr. Morgenthan the national credit demands that cur- 1 was a copyright story In the New
has never advocated currency Infla- rency experimentation be abandoned, York Dally News to the effect that Al
tion via the printing press. As gov- and that depreciation of the currency Smith's visit with President Rooseernor of the farm credit administra- be stopped before It gets out of hand. velt at the White House concerned
these shifts and appointments detion he has been more conservative
"4. A higher price level Is desirable
than many farm leaders would have only If accompanied by Increased In- signed to overcome the advantage
liked him to be. His main concern, come—for farmers, wage earners and gained by the fuslonists In the New
however, Is for agriculture and his as- business men, big and little—and this York election:
1. Resignation of William H. Woodsociations are with men who have de- cannot be achieved by manipulation of
In as secretary of the treasury and
veloped radical and Inflationary Ideas our currency.
the appointment of John J. Raskob as
for meeting present conditions.
"5. Further depreciation of the dolThe new undersecretary Is a farmer lar by government action Is the road his successor.
2. Resignation of Jesse Isidor
**nd a farm publisher. He owns a to printing press money, which means
large fruit and dairy farm In Dutchess the further disorganization of agricul- Straus as United States ambassador
county, New York, where he special- ture and industrial production, and to France and appointment of United
izes In raising pure bred Holsteln cat- the ultimate Impoverishment of the na- States Senator Royal S. Copeland as
tli and Red Mackintosh apples. He tion—of its wage earners, its farmers his successor.
8. Appointment by Governor Lehbecame Interested In agriculture as a and of every Individual citizen, debtor
man o? Al §mTth as senator to take
boy when he spent considerable time and creditor alike.
place.
on ranches In the West. On gradua"0. Aa announced determination to Copeland's
4. Designation of Postmaster Gention from high school, he attended the return to a fixed gold standard, giving
agricultural college of Cornell univer- effect to current needs and experience, eral James A. Farley as the next
sity, to equip himself for scientific Is indispensable to elimination of un- Democratic candidate for governor of
. . •
farming. During the World war he certainty and to the restoration of New York. '
served as a lieutenant, Junior grade, confidence in the dollar."
in the navy. His father was chairman
REAT BRITAIN Is alarmed by the
of the finance committee of the Demonaval building programs of the
ITH the earnest, not to say
cratic national committee during Wileager, assistance of William Bul- United States and Japan, and the govson's first term and held numerous dip- lltt, special assistant secretary of ernment announced In the house of
lomatic posts, including ambassador to •tate for Russian affairs, the conver- commons that It Intends to build
Turkey.
sations leading up to larger warships within the limits of
Mr. Acheson's retirement, according
recognition of the So- the naval treaty of 1930.
to observers In the National Capital,
viet government proIs likely to be followed before long by
EORGE W. NORRIS, the veteran
ceeded In Washingthe resignations of others not In acsenator from Nebraska, has had
ton. But because the
cord with the gold purchase scheme,
matter was BO com- to stand for lots of abuse In the past
these Including Prof. O. M. W. Sprague,
plicated, and because because of his determined advocacy
financial adviser of the treasury; Diof policies that didn't
President Roosevelt
rector of the Budget Lewis Douglas
suit others, but of
insisted on discussing
and Gov. Eugene Black of the federal
late he Is coming into
with M. Lltvlnov the
reserve board.
his own. On the camIssues previously covMr. Woodin announced that he
pus of the University
ered In the State de•would go to Arizona In search of reof Illinois at Urbana
P artmen ' &? Underw
w. ir,.
newed health and that he would acthe other day he resecretary William Philcept no salary from the government lips, the negotiations went Into anothceived from the hands
during his leave of absence. The be- er week. The expectation was that
of Governor Homer
lief Is general that he never will re- they would be concluded before the
the 1033 Cardinal
turn to bis post
Newman medal, which
President left Washington for his
is presented annually
Thanksgiving holiday in Georgia, but
/"JOVERNORS, mayors and relief ad- Mr. Bullltt said that while this was
Senator
Norrl.
^~- injnlstrators In large numbers possible, the business might take longhas
gathered In Washington to pledge as- er. It appeared Mr. Roosevelt was self by contributions In the field of
sistance in the government's drive to not satisfied to let the matter of eco- statesmanship, education, philanthropy
put 4,000,000 persons back to work nomic relations and the question of or humanltarlanlsm. Senator Norrls
within a month, and President Roose- the Russian debt to Americans go over was given the medal because of bis
velt told them thnt relief of the needy until after formal recognition.
contributions "In human welfare In
must not be made a political football.
Senator H. D. Hatfleld of West Vir- the field of statesmanship for almost
Said he_:
ginia, one of the few Republican sen- half a century."
^^•Y&ur national government Is not ators who has been bold enough to atState Representative David Shanatrying to gain advantage one way or tack the NRA, also has come out ban read the citation, as on all prethe other out of the needs for human strongly against the recognition of vious occasions, and addresses In
relief. We expect the same spirit on Soviet Russia, but rather ridiculously laudation of Mr. Norrls and his deeds
the part of every governor of the 48 he bases his objection mainly on the were made by United States Senastates, and we expect the same spirit ground that the Russian Communists tors James Hamilton Lewis and W
on the part of the mayors and relief are atheists.
H. Dleterlch.
administrators.
Further on In his argument the, senPrevious recipients of the Cardinal
"We would like to have a rule that ator becomes more rational, saying:
Newman medal have been: Francis
everyone associated with relief work
"Is our trade with Russia to be J. Lewis, Chicago ; David Klnley, presnever ask whether a person needing financed by the American government! ident emeritus of the University of
assistance be Democrats, Republicans, If so, what are they going to pay us Illinois; Patrick Henry Callahan,
Socialists or anything else."
with? Are they to pay us In goods? Louisville, Ky., and Frank B. Kellogg,'
Mr. Roosevelt described his gigantic Then, that means displacement of so St. Paul, former secretary of state.
employment venture, which will be many Americans from present and
engineered by Harry L. Hopkins, relief future Jobs. Are they to pay us with /CONTROLLER GENERAL JOHN R.
administrator, as a "partnership be- money obtained from exports to other *-* McCarl, one of the most powerful
tween the United States, the states nations? If so, then they displace by
Independent officials of the govand local governments in which all so much our exports that formerly and
ernment,
got Into the headlines twice
are expected to do their share."
went Into these markets."
within a few days. First he put an
"The effort we now are engaged In,"
end to the NHA boycott against Henry
he said, "Is to put 4,000,000 people on PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT left the Ford by Informing the secretaries of
1
the Job so that we can honestly say
Capital for his Thanksgiving holiday agriculture and commerce that bids on
this winter Is not going to be like at Warm Springs, Ga., and Ambassa- equipment by Ford dealers must be
last winter or th« winter before. At dor Sumner Welles came up from Ha- received. This decision was held to bo
least half of the 4,000,000 are now vana to tell him personally about de- broad enough to forestall further aton what we call a dole. When people velopments In Cuba. Though many of tempts to keep government business
are on a dole something happens to President Grau's supporters are bit- away from dissenters to the NRA, so
them mentally. The sooner we can terly opposed to Mr. Welles, and Sen- long as the latter comply with tha
take them off the dole the better off ator William H. King of Utah has terms of the codes. The controller
we will be."
asked the State department to with- general pointed out that nothing in
Expenditure of $400,000,000 for the draw him from his post.1t seems cer- the national Industrial recovery act,
Work projects on which the 4,000,000 tain that the ambassador will remain and nothing In the code for the autowill be engaged, the President suid, there Indefinitely.
mobile manufacturing companies, rewould not add to the financial burden
'lulres that units of the Industry inust
of the country.
N. HURLEY, „„ eminent sifu anything.
"We are going to take this money •*-' manufacturer and financier of ChiA duy or two later Mr. McCarl ruled
out of the public works fund, but It cago who was chairman of Uie Unite,) tliut William K. Humphrey, deposed
means putting the money to good use," Stutes shipping board during tin- war federal trade commissioner, no longer
Mr. Roosevelt explained.
died suddenly of leukemia compli- is entitled t-i the salary of that oilice
cated by pneumonia..
despite his claims that he is still comTAETERMINED to give the moneWilliam K. Vamlerbllt I I I , one of missioner. .Salary In the amount of
L/
tary plan of Professors Wurreu the country's wealthiest young men, $U4.44 covering the period October 21
aud Rogers a full chance to work out, was killed In an automobile accident to 81, rj,'i;j, was ordered puld to (Jeor^e
the President, It was stated authori- In South Carolina us he was on h|
('. Matthews, who was appointed by
tatively, will not change his policy at way from Miami to visit his mothers President Roosevelt to replace Humphpresent If It falls, he stands ready In New York.
rey.

Food Plant8

News Review of Current
Events the World Over

European and A •al

mile America first prort
food Plants which fa? ?
Ofcir way Into the fan, *"
den. of the world, man? f °?
Important crops are the 'res ,,
portattoM, Including whon
other mnall grains. The?
with moat common f r u l t s \ tn w
vegetables, are European «
to origin, aithongh the "
a delicacy
Me biggest and most
crop of tropical South
coffee, the product of a ,r e
discovered In Abyssinia a
was not brought to the N 1
until 1720. .The finest ,*e
coffee are now grown on ti!
sloping Andean
.
From the tot seedling
that conntry, more than
coffee fa*e» have
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ly . called b, many
fttl tree* Ifl tte w o r l d ; ftna
cent of the coffee they hear
way from- the Colombian si pcs
„
the United States.
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Limit in Unbelief

Even H we saw a ghost, we sy.1
never believe .It—Exchange,
'

To Improve Any child:
Hamburg's Memorial to Bismarck.
Prepared by National Ocographlo BocUtr,
Wa»hlngton. D. C.—WNU s»rvic«.

B roars from the brass throats
of giant mechanical animals,
steam whistles echo hoarsely
over Hamburg. They are the
city's rolce, symbolic of Its power.
Railroad engines whistle, hauling
trains here from all over Europe.
Steamers whistle, for all ocean lanes
lead to Hamburg. Factories whistle,
for here Industry Is prodigious and
builds some of the largest ships that
plow the seas.
Fly over It and look down op the
smoking Elbe, Its slips and havens
crowded with ships and boats of every
size; look down on the armies of
beaverlike men, moving trucks and
barges of cargo, and you see that here
Is, actually, a colossal warehouse for
all Germany.
Sail In from the North sea, and
there is more proof that a mighty
WQrJd gort Is njar. £ou can sense
that, as you approach the Elbe's
muddy mouth, by long lines of ships
moving In and out. Steer past Cuxhaven, where the Elbe empties; follow the beacons and buoys some 65
miles up an S-shaped channel, and
there Is the astonishing skyline of
Hamburg Itself. Seen from the harbor, it suggests a Jig-saw Jumble of
medieval and modernistic works of
man. That sense of confusion fades,
once ashore. You still -see a new city
Imposed on an old; but there is genius
and bold beauty In this architectural
transfiguration.
Yet In all Europe there is nothing
built since the World war quite like
these bizarre structures which amaze
every Hamburg visitor. They are so
conspicuous, In contrast with the old
city about them. You easily Imagine
that some giant builder took a big
broom and swept away enough old
town to make room for these monsters.
Consider, for example, the amazing
Chile House. Its high front runs to a
thin edge, like the sharp bow of some
fantastic ship plowing through Hamburg. Its top floor even has side galleries like promenade decks. No other
modern structure anywhere resembles
this enormous pile; It suggests an ancient civilization. Assyrian In spirit
Look up at that overwhelming geometric cube, the Kontorhaus Sprinkenhof, rising In sheer arrogance above
Its neighbors. You do not expect such
Wolkenkratzer, or "cloud-scratchers,"
in Europe; but here they are. Some
with elevators that run like buckets
on a chain—no doors, no elevator men 1
During business hours they never stop.
Traffic With All the World.
These huge trade temples In/themselves add nothing to Hamburg's power as chief seaport of Europe. It Is
not thelr v slze that counts, but what
goes on In them. The 6,000 tenants In
Chile House, like workers on the narrow, cobbled side streets, do their part
In Hamburg's enormous labors. Yet
how unbelievably diversified those
labors are I Among all her Infinite activities, none amazes the visitor more
than Hamburg's Ingenious alliance
with the tropics. Some nooks here
where tropic nuts, fruits, oils, or wax
are handled, actually smell more like
Penang or Para than a cold city on
the North sea.
Facetiously, you might say, Hamburg has Imported everything from
the tropics but the equator and the
climate. Away up in this northern latitude, she even boasts the world's largest wild-animal mart. When you visit
H»Ki'tibeck'8 cageless zoo, where growl1"B tigers seemingly roam free in strlk1»K reproductions of their Jungle habltats, you can close your eyes and Imagl"f that evon Noah's Aj-k came up the
l-H>e ahead of all the whistling steamers and landed Its animals here I
The more you explore Hamburg esI i m u l l y afoot or by steam launch ' the
"""•e you realize what an international
'"'•'•tliiK place It Is; how the ships and
*lu>ps serve each other nnd hel,, all
Germany to Uu-ter w i t h the world
I.ilie rickshas parked before hotels
" J « i m n . rows of for-hire launches
« "long Hamburg's harbor front
Kaise a hand and a score of seagoing
taxlmen leap to life, offering you a
fascinating adventure, a cruise around
tills harbor.

Ignore the boatman's chatter. What
If there are 86 miles of wharves and
quays, and cranes that will lift 260
tons, and 60,000 harbor workers? Get
all that later from the consul, If you
must have your figures! Just now,
look at that fleet of obsolete windjammers, their paintless sticks long
naked of sail; and that elephantine
fireboat squirting hissing streams on
a burning coal barge.
Tbere's a big liner, too, backing Into
the channel, off for Buenos Aires. On
deck a brass band of waiter-musicians
is playing "Over the Waves," labeled
"Sobre las Olas" for the Spanishspeaking passengers who crowd the
rail to wave and shout shrill "Adlos I"
'to wet-eyed Argentine exiles on the
pier.
"Those left behind always do the
crying," says your boatman, "not those
•who go." But the liner's farewell blast
drowns his voice. Gulls scream and
flpck after an English collier, whose
cook has Just dumped his scraps. The
collier blends with mist and fog like
a movie fade-out And yet another ship
loom's In her place, llnktfd to a queer
floating elevator, whose 'long curved
spouts are pumping wheat from her
hold.
Ships From Far Land*.
Here In the channel now are miles
of "dolphins," or clumps of piles, to
which boats tie up to save wharf
charges. They are mostly tramps and
freighters. Alongside one sluggish tub
we drift, as she unloads hemp and rice.
At her rail stands a steward, a slanteyed Manila boy, gazing stoically over
the strange harbor—how different from
his famlllai Manila bay 1
Close by rusty, weather-beaten ships
pass, ships from tropic ports, manned
by lascars and other dark-skinned
men. Exotic smells from their open
cargo batches hint at strange strawbaled goods from heathen markets on
the China coast; of Brazil-nut sheds
along the Amazon, or nlpa shacks on
sun-drenched Malay beaches, where
copper-skinned girls comb long 1>lack
hair, fragrant with coconut oil, or
shirtless men squat about their fightIng roosters.
A giant seaplane roars overhead,
but a Chinaman, peeling potatoes outside his galley door, doesn't even look
up. We turn and start back to the
quays, wharves, warehouses, the forest of cranes, and the whistling tugs.
Through four or five centuries Germany wrestled to deepen this tidal
Elbe, digging more and more berths
for boats along its banks and deepening them as boats grew bigger. Today,
no other port anywhere has more clever labor-saving devices for the swift
handling of ships, and the juggling,
sorting, weighing, and dispatching of
goods—endless miles of bulk, boxes,
barrels, bags, and bales. Stupefying as
the figures are to the casual visitor,
they mean a lot to Germany; for this
world trade-gate, with all Its smoke
and whistles, Is the barometer that
points out fat or lean years for the
whole republic. "Our destiny is on the
water," Is an old German saying.
Altorm, Where Sailors Live.
One man got rich making tablecloths and napkins for German liners.
Other profits come from salt flsh and
sea biscuits; some groups make oil
cake, soap and margarine, or chocolate bars. Others roast coffee, refine
sugar, or make fertilizers add trade
In guano from tropic bird islands. Thus
this astonishing port^finctlons.
Walk along the Elbe late some Sunday afternoon in summer, when Hamburg is at play. Start, say, from the
bathing beaches below Altona. When
the bathhouses are-overcrowded many
bathers dress In the bushes, with that
"freedom of the seas" characteristic
of European bathing resorts where
shorts and lingerie also serve as swimming suits.
Altona, with coal and a8h wharves
neat cottages, grape arbors, and beer
gardens, Is an Ideal home town for
sailors. Dine anywhere, by tha St
Paull wharf, for example, and you see
many deep-water men and their fam
...es celebrating Papa-8 hometmlnt
Ships lie so near some St. pauii cafes
you^can read the names on' their

A sluggish appetite means
glah colon. Correct this condtt
called itatia, and see how
listless, drooping boy or girl
to eat—and gain! The only
cine" BUCh children need Is
unadulterated fig syrup.
California syrup of figs is do!
wonderful things for ailing, sicl
children all over the United state
If your baby, boy or girl is bilk
—pale-faced and dull-eyed frc
constipation—breath bad mornini
tongue coated all the time—do^
give cathartics that weaken twei
feet of bowels 1 Instead, a litft
syrup of figs that doesn't disi
either stomach or bowels, but dm
act on tha lower colon—where i
trouble llea
Nature never has made a
laxative for children; they all lorj
the wholesome, fruity flavor of t
real California syrup of figs. ltd
purely vegetable, bat every druggist|
has It all bottled,- with directions
Begin with it at once. Tour cbll
Will soon be eating better and f«
Ing better. Keep on with the .<
of figs a few days and see amazing
improvement In appetite, colorj
.weight, and spirits.
Children who get syrup of I
now and then-, keep well and n«id|
colds.
NOTICE: The Tbottlers of Mt«-1
hto Syrup of Figs retpectftills w» F
mothers that the promise»
here apply onJy to the genuw
vet in bottle* plainly
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it is a c o m b i n a t i o n of ignorance and
laziness. Anil one
ible us the other.
Fires mean -high tax rate.--. They
mean destroyed jobs and o p p o r t u n i ties. They mean b a n k r u p t c y and priv a t i o n and w a n t . They mran terror
and misery and disaster. They mean
s t u l t i f i c a t i o n and despair. They've
ruined whole communities. Their total
economic waste can't be expressed accurately in figures — the direct loss
comes to between four hundred and
five hundred million a year, and the
indirect waste is several times as
great.
Conquering fire in 1934 would give
recovery a mighty impetus. It would
save jobs and payrolls and homes and
farms and producing industries. It
would keep money at work that would
otherwise be destroyed and made useless. Make that resolution.

ANITA
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i n c u t s and blocking highways and
w a v i n g guns. Other cooperative
uToups, in o t h e r p a r t s of the country,
have equally impressive records.
It is these organized farmers who
are getting somewhere by standing
solidly behind their cooperatives. And
that means real agricultural progress.
SERVICE.

achieve it. It represents the most
earnest hope of every citizen.
Hut government alone can't do it
all. We can spend money for relief
—and we are, but there is never
enough. We can build public works—
but ther comes an end to that, and
the public treasury is not bottomless
A large share of any kind of reliei
effort must be borne by the individua"
citizen.
And this doesn's mean charity, vi
tal as that is. The best kind of re
lief is that which spends money ant
provides jobs on projects which art
permanently valuable, and gives thos
who pay the bill something realty
needed. That is true whether the
work is done by the federal govern
ment or the state, or John Jones down
the street.
A dollar spent for a new house
or to repair an old one, does doubli
duty. An extremely large share of r
goes directly to labor in your own
town. The rest of it goes to various industries, through numerous
pockets. It touches many states an<
communities. It is always growing—
and by the time it has run its course
it has done the work of fifty or a
hundred dollars.
Remember that—and remember too
that you have a selfish interest in
building and repairing while prices
are still in the economic basement.

Burkhart's
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The strength of the stock fire insurance industry may best be deTHURSDAY, NOVEMBER 23, 1933.
scribed by a single word—and that
word is "service."
SOWER, SEED AND SEAL SALE,
Some of the services it offers are
s 2
known to every property-owner. There
"It was the great physician Sir Wilis, for instance, the valuable work
liam Osier who used the parable of
that has been done in simplifying and
the sower as a direct application of
clarifying policies, and in giving the
the manner in which tuberculosis is
insurance buyer the most he can obacquired by human beings. In the
tain for his money, and still have the
case of tuberculosis, the sower is the
nt
assurance that the insuring company's
patient who through lack of knowfirst aim is maximum safety. But
ledge or carelessness, scatters the seed
other, and equally valuable services
YOU OWE $2,000.
(the disease germs), which takes root
that have put actual cash in the pockin the bodies of other persons, oftenYou, the average citizen, are in ets of all citizens, insured and nonest early in life. The seed later brings
insured alike, are much less underforth fruit in a harvest of tuberculous debt $2,000. So is your wife. So are
stood than they deserve to be.
individuals or patients. Years may each of your children and all other
Stock fire insurance, through dielapse between planting and harvest relatives. So is everyone else in the
country.
visions
of the National Board of Fire
but the result is as certain as with
A part of this debt you know Underwriters, and through agents in
types of illness which develop within
about. You contracted it as a person- all communities, carries on an una week after exposure.
"Of tuberculosis it may be said that al obligation. It's entirely your re- necessary work in the interest of fire
2
there have been from time to time, sponsibility. But another—and larg- prevention. It has drafted a model
cures and rumors of cures. Years ago er part—was contracted for you. The building law, which has been adopted
there was an alleged remedy but ex- chances are that you don't even real- in the statutes of various progressive
pectations were not realized. Recent- ize you owe it—no one is dunning you communities, which realizes the ideal RAILROADS ON THE UP-GRADE.
OBITUARY.
CARD OF
ly it was announced that germs of for payment, and you aren't so much of the highest type of fire-resistive
construction. It sponsors inspection
The news that the Class 1 railroads
tuberculosis could be destroyed by a as paying the interest directly.
Ida Frances Stogdill, daughter of
This matter is the public debt, and clean-up campaigns, which have of the country had better financial
We wish to thank our
new method, but authorities on the
Thomas
and Jemima Morgan Stog- and friends for your
which
composes
a
substantial
proporprevented
hundreds
of
fires
and
saved
experience
during
the
first
three
subject have issued a prompt warning.
dill, was born May 5, 1876, at Bloom- ing our recent bereavement,,
The many who suffer from this dis- tion of a total national debt in excess lives and dollars. It is continually quarters of 1933 than in the same perfield, Davis county, Iowa, where her loss of our mother and grand
ease and the millions of mankind, in- of $200,000,000,000. It's been grow- pointing the way, with its expert ad- iod last year will be received with
;irlhood days were spent.
Ida Boone. , We also wish to
terested in the welfare of the tubercu- ing at an accelerated rate during and vice, to greater progress in the field pleasure by an interested public. As
In 1897 she was united in marriage those who sent flowers and asince
the
war.
You've
permitted
it
of
fire
prevention.
lous, cannot rely on any specific
a matter of fact, their earnings were
These works cost the policyholder close to being 100 per cent improved. to Ernest Fullington at Centerville, with the funeral services.
remedy leading to immediate recov- to grow. You and your fellow citizens
weren't
sufficiently
interested
in
nothing,
in the absolute sense. They However, there's nothing to wave Iowa. To this union were born five
ery. We depend as. much as ever upon
Boy Boone and .,
the stimulating effect of the open government to work for policies stand- do much to keep premium rates down. flags about as yet—this year the in- children, Mrs. Josephine Odem of
Vern Odem and F;
air, the healing brought about by pro- ing for economy and efficiency. Or you They are an aid to employment and come was 1.72 per cent on their in- Anita; Mrs. Lenora West of Omaha,
Jeck West and
longed rest (often aided by operative voted for measures that increased the business expansion and tax reduction. vestment, as compared with .92 last Nebraska; Erwih Fullington of Linoln, Nebraska; Elbert Fullington of
CARD OP THAEVKS.
procedure) and the increased resist- debt because it was easy to do, and The national fire loss is still disgrace- year.
Tulare,
California;
and
Thomas
Wilance which accompanies right diet, didn't seem to affect you financially fully high—and it would be infinitely
Small as their profits have been, the
I wish to express my
greater had the stock fire insurance 1933 experience produces one very iam, dying in infancy.
medical and nursing care. With these at all.
As
a
result
we
are
paying
one
of
thanks to all those who sv 6a
industry been content to write pol- important fact.
Her
early
married
life
was
spent
in
measures, thousands of patients have
The railroads are
slowly but surely been restored to a the highest tax rates in history. Mil- icies and do nothing more. In the still our basic transportation medium, raveling. In 1910 they located at ously plowed, put in, tended
lions
of
our
dollars
go
yearly
to
meet
best sense of the term, its activities and they will remain so for a long Weeping Waiter, Nebraska, where she gathered my corn.
large measure of health and lived
abundantly to 'three score years and the interest on debt we permitted are in the public service.
Mrs. W. H. Egu|
time to come. They are still carry- nited with the Menenite church of
government to contract for us. Bilten'.
vhich she remained a faithful meming
the
great
bulk
of
heavy
and
longMrs. Mary Black and Mrs.
"There is no cure to match preven- lions will be required to retire the THERE'S NO ESCAPNG TAXES. haul freight. They are the only com- ber to her death. She was a devoted
Yeater were Massena visitors
tion," insists the Iowa State Depart- public bonds we gave our debtors in
Christian,
always
ready
to
help
in
sickA recent survey made by the New mon carrier which completely covers ness and trouble. Her husband passed Friday.
ment of Health, "and this applies par- exchange for their <money. And every
the country with its facilities, and the
ticularly to tuberculosis. Unfortunate- business, every individual, feels the Jersey Taxpayers Association indi- only one which really pays its own away during the flu epidemic of 1918.
burden.
cates
the
main
reason
why
the
averOne never knows when Fortuaj
ly this malady limits the activities of
On March 11, 1920, she was again
Do your part, as a voter and tax age citizen pays much less attention way, without benefits from the tax- united in marriage to Roy C. Boone going to smile on him. When
its victims during the most producpayers.
J. Hatke, a farmer living near 1
tive period of life. Prom the econom- payer, to reduce the national debt, to the problem of taxation than he
It is apparent that the railroads of Red Oak, "making their home in
ical standpoint, no other disease places by opposing projects which would in- should—and, as a result, lets the cost can't keep on forever without making Bridgewater for several years, later over, Kansas, trapped a skunk I
of government reach fantastic heights.
a heavier burden upon relatives and crease it.
moving to Tulare, California, where summer, he had no idea that
Only one out of ten New Jersey reasonable return on their investment. she made her home until her death.
noxious animal was going to pay 4
communities than does tuberculosis.
That return was specified at 6 per
the mortagage on the old home a
National, State and County Tubercu- TROUBLE IN THE FARM BELT. families paid any direct tax to the
She
had
been
in
failing
health
for
federal government in 1930. That year certt in the Transportation Act>—and,
losis Associations have for more than
There's trouble in the farm belt. the income tax produced revenue to in spite of unremitting efforts to' some time. The immediate cause of furnish him with transportation i
the world's fair at Chicago,
a quarter-century waged a successful /
achieve further efficiency and advance her death was due to blood poisoning did just that. Hatke did a fine;
struggle against the ravages of this
caused
by
a
nail
penetrating
her
hand
economy of operation, they have not
of curing the pelt and entered il
disease. One of the most powerful
been able to earn it in a single year She passed away November 8th. at
offensive weapons has been and is toa contest being conducted by a
her
home
in
Tulare,
at
the
age
of
66
since the war. It's good to know that
mail order house. The entry
day, the little Christmas seal. The movement of farm products from 'proyears, 6 months and 3 days.
granted, is reflected to a greater or their position has improved—but the
major prize, $750 imfact. Now 1
Christmas seal makes it possible to ducer to distributor.
Besides
her
four
children,
she
statistics speak for .themselves as to
lesser degree in other states.
practice the ounce of prevention. This
leaves to mourn her passing, her hus- is of the opinion that the f
The cause lies in the fact that the
The upshot of this is that millions how much more must be done beyear, as never before, local organiza- agricultural income, as a whole, has
band, one brother, Mentor Stogdill of uded by any member of the,,
tions must depend upon the seal sale been declining while urban income have conceived the notion that taxes fore they share in the prosperity they
Imogene, Iowa, five grandchildren, family are deliriously fragrant.
do
so
much
to
create.
to support local health agencies, to which controls the cost of living, has are something they escape—and that
one great grandchild and six stepdiscover active cases of tuberculosis, been going up. The exchange value the services of government they reWHAT I? HAPPINESS?
children, besides a host of other relaceive
are
paid
for
by
someone
else.
to arrange for examination of child- of farm products recently touched
tives
and friends who will miss her
ren who have been exposed, to pro- one of the lowest points of depres- That's true—so far as direct taxation
What is happiness? The Golden departure.
is
concerned.
But
direct
taxation
is
vide for X-ray examinations of those sion.
Book assembles these answers from
Funeral services were held at the
a very minor thing in'comparison to the great minds:
infected and to protect such children
One can sympathize with farmers
C. A. Long home in Anita at 2:00
against further exposure. In a very facing this condition. But the thing indirect taxation. The vast bulk of
"All the animals, excepting man
real sense the purchase of Christmas they should attack is the actual cause governmental revenue comes from know that the principal business of o'clock last Wednesday afternoon and
were conducted by Rev. E. L. Anderseals is vitally essential to prevent'
taxes on business, which are passed life is to enjoy it."— Samuel Butler.
of the condition—instead of tilting at
son, pastor of the Congregational
the seed from finding fruitful soil in ' windmills. Violence never cured an on to the buying public. When we
"There are two ways of being hap- church. Burial was made in the MasTravel by f rain for
our children."
economic ill, and it never will. The buy a glass of beer, switch on a light, py; we may either diminish our wants sena cemetery.
rent
a
house,
drive
the
car
around
comfort.safely.economyl
great difficulty faced by those seekor augment our means— either will do
A GOOD RESOLUTION FOR 1931. ing (o aid the farmer, is lack of or- the block, purchase clothes or food —the result is the same; and it is
Albert Bojens, a hardware meror other necessities, we're paying taxes
It's a l i t t l e 7aTiy~ ye t f, )r N(nv ganization. Millions of producers are whether we realize it or not. And the for each man to decide for himself, chant in Atlantic, was a business calU-ar's re-solutions, but here's one unorganized, with no one who is Con- person of moderate means is hit a and do that which happens to be the ler in the city Tuesday.
only
worth considering-"!!] do my part trolled by their desires, to speak for great deal harder, by comparison, easiest."— Benjamin Franklin.
them.
It
has
been
too
much
of
every
"It
is
agreed
by
all,
I
think,
that
Chas.
W.
Clardy
and
wife
and
Fred
to reduce (ire waste in 1934."
t h a n is the person of wealth. The tax
If a hundred million Americans did man for himself, with the result that on a gallon of gasoline is precisely the the two happiest periods in a man's M. Sheley and wife attended the funfew have prospered.
life are his boyhood and about te eral services for their brother-in-law
resolve that, and didn't drop it along
Certain groups of farmers have same whether it's paid by a day lab- years from now."-Eugene Wood.
the late W. J. Farwell, in (Cumberabout the second week of January
orer or a millionaire.
land Sunday afternoon.
with the resolution concerning smok- shown how to change all this. The
That the millions of ordinary citiA CLEVER ANNOUNCEMENT.
ing, the nation would have a splendid cotton growers of the South, for ex- zens have the most to gain from tax
ettwi-tn
ample,
are
in
a
sounder
position
than
start toward winning a difficult and
reduction and stand to lose most when
The Tomilson Production Co
44]
ancient fight. Wo have long boon the in a long time—because they have an taxes rise, is something for them to
Malvern
Road,
Akron,
Ohio,'
An
established,
well
supported
cooperative
most prodigal of people when it comes
start t h i n k i n g about.
Effective
nounces the 1933 Tomilson "Babj
J
to fire. We've- sacrificed thousands of w i t h which to fight t h e i r battles The
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December
I
milk
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are
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. P. Tomilson, Designer and Chief
For coach or chair
precwely as the peoples of the pre- similar position, and when violence
car tickets . . . and
Engineer; Dorothy Tomilson, Producof
chnstian era sacrificied tlu-ir victims broke out there among non-organized
Not another winter like the last!
for round trip transtion (Manager; D r . Leslie E Bott
to the god of n amt ,. , n those ( j a y s farmers, it was the cooperative which
Hint was the pledge of the new ford, lechnical Assistant
portation good i"
<i'd
most
t
,
restore
order
and
point
(
bleeping or parlor
the reason was superstition—in ours
A d m i n i s t r a t i o n when it came into ofModel Released, Jan. 19 1933 >
can.
out the f u t i l i t y of d u m p i n g milk ship•<--. Kvery effort is being g iven to
Two lung power-free squealing3 cents amtle for oncscream hne body-double bawl bearw»r tickets in sleeping or parlor cars.
•rig-economical feed-water cooled
Sleeping and parlor
exhaust-changeable seat cover The
car charges reduced
management assures the public there
one-third.
$7.25 PER TON
will be no new models during the bal-

BUTTER, Armour's Cloverbloom, per pound
I
CRACKERS, oven fresh, 2-pound box
BULK DATES, Hallowii, 1-lb.! .13c
2-lb J
COFFEE, Big Ben, Mb
19c
3-lbs "
i
MILK, from tested cows, per quart..
Gel
CREAM, whipping, i£-pint... .8c
Pi
CRANBERRIES, Cape Cod, 1-lb.. .13c 2-fos.. '
BANANAS, yellow ripe, 3 pounds
ORANGES, the juicy kind, per dozen.. .20c and 30,
TEA, 1-lb. green Japan, and cup and saucer. •>•
CORN MEAL, white or yellow, per pound.... .
CHOCOLATE, Baker's Bittersweet, V -pound. .

cents
a mile

Every Day

All Stations

Car

Tiger Coal
Coming

Kunz Grain Co.
A baby girl was born Saturday to
M
. an d Mrs. Orville Grimstead at
u
"-'n- home in Wiota.
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Residence 101
Office 48
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J. T. MONNIG,
Anita, Ipwa.

CrU8hing rock f

Ann M
^ ^ ^^
°f the bathroom from the inside The
Parents, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Norfolk, Nebraska, couldn't
her to turn the lock, Pinally

ELECTR.CITV
Iowa Electric Company

am

ia
? r ™ and * Pieman. Wilmm Jeffnes, thefireman,climbed .
ladder and opened the window
^d: "Mister y ou ean't come in
I have not any clothes on."
could not be bluffed, however> a
P
ened the window.
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Specials for Saturday
Only
BEEP ROASTS, per pound... ; .
lOc
SIDE PORK, per pound...
""jo.
PORK ROASTS, shoulder, per pound!'.'.'.'."'.'..»

Miller's Market
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Scraps

Fifty Famous
Frontiersmen

World Dale Line
Matter of c•°nveni,

Cwtom and the
public regulates the 'nio[) fl
date .Une, as it does '''ten
betw*a
ft. time
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He Led Boone to Kentucky
Americans know die name of
A LLDaniel
Boone and must of them,

IS

C

Pritmh\)e
t&c

fifty times more than he ever gave
the red man, but the white American
has but one Thanksgiving a year. If
the red man with his limitations was
able to produce his great civilization
with but nature's book and the sky as
his guide, what can the white man not
do with his Inheritance and the wisdom of ages through the printed pages
of his ideals and experiences?
"Faith will move mountains In
America today as in days gone by, if
we place onr feet on the sacred soil

By Kalherine Edelman

FATHER Of oil,

Thy namt tee bleu.
For all good things
That toe possess.
For dreams and hope*
That fill the soul,
For struggling toward
Some shining goal;
For every Hula
Joy that clings
Around life's simple
Homey things.

T

HANKSGIVING Is celebrated In
memory of the day when the
friendly Narraganset Indians
saw the newcoming farmers of old
England In deed, because their European cereals failed to grow on the
sands of Cape Cod. These red men
gave the Pilgrims corn, beans,
squashes, wild turkeys, and wild
grapes; all considered sacred gifts of
the Great Spirit to the soil of America, eays Dr. Erl Bates, advisor In Indian extension at the New York state
college of agriculture.
However, he says, this was not the
first Thanksgiving. The rite was horn
as early man sought out his relationship to his creator and wondered at
the mystery of the seasons. This became associated with mystery and an
element of fear; and to explain this,
priests soon developed a ceremonial
History tells of Thanksgiving ten
thousand years ago In the Tigris-Euphrates valley when the harvest was
gathered; In the valley of the NileIn Crete; In the beginnings of some
of the priestly rituals in Greece nnd
Rome; among the Hebrews- the

Men Gave the Pilgrims Corn,
Beans, Squashes, Turkeys.

•semen; In the Congo; and In Tas»la as the seasonal waves threw
ntlties of flsh on their shores
-> a simple people like the North
irtcan Indians, Thanksgiving was
onal and sincere. They felt the
rlt at each sunrise and each suuf and each month the tribe lu com
" council, celebrated one of their
ve Thanksgivings. In midwinter
«y thanked the Great Spirit for
ndlng the snow to protect the seeds
>d animals; later they K ,, V e thanks
...; the sweet waters of the woodland
t maple sap; In spring they held their
*»at Thanksgiving, for ,, lev were
B to plant their food staple-Indian
Jze; soon followed the r c r e u l l ) U
• the strawberries and, i n ()rder
nose for the beans and squashes the
corn harvest, for the wild up,>i« s ' and
grapes, and for the time when i|,u hide
and flesh of the deer and bear was in
•eason. Doctor Bates says (lie p ower
of the Six Nations came through the
common bond of their religious cere
monlals.
As the red man looks at the w h i t e
American today, he «,yn. the Great
Spirit has given the white American

Father of all,
Our praise we send,
To Thee, our best
And truest Friend.
We bless Thee for
The kindly yield
Of stretching plain,
Of wood and field.
And be our portion
Great or small,
We love and thank you
For it all.
The White American Has But One
Thanksgiving a Year.
of the red man and, unafraid, celebrate the true American spirit of
Thanksgiving. To be a tolerant, neighborly American, live the Thanksgiving
spirit of the red American in dally
thinking and living," Doctor Hates
says.

Thankigiving Chrysanthemum
Since it Is the chrysanthemum season—this hardy flower defying the
frost—the chrysanthemum is the
Thanksgiving flower. That Is quite
as It should be. Thanksgiving Is a
hardy holiday as well as a hearty one
t spans the whole distance between
the American of the Seventeenth century who held (in New England) all
sport an ungodly pastime, and the
American of the Twentieth century
who makes a god of sport. That
shows how truly uud abidingly American a holiday Is this one, which is
so rarely privileged that the President
of the Itepubllc has to pay it the tribute of an annual official proclamation.

lhanksgiving Pie

no doubt, t h i n k of him as one of the
first, If not the first, pioneer I n t o the
"Dark and Bloody <?round" of Kentucky. But how many of them have
ever heard of the mnn who was most
responsible for Bonne's Rolnp there
and who guided him to thni alluring
promised land?
John Flnley, or Fimllny. wns that
man's name and he wns the son of
Archibald Flnley, who emigrated
from County Armagh In Ireland to
Bucks county, Pa.. In 1734. When
young John grew up tie established
himself as a trader nnd horse peddler
at Carlisle, Pa., and In 1747 he was
licensed as an Indian trader.
During the next eight years Flnley
carried on his trading expeditions Into
the West and In the autumn of 1752,
with three or four companions, he descended the Ohio In a canoe as far as
the falls at the present city of Ixiulsvllle. From there they accompanied
a party of Shawnees to their town
near the present city of Winchester,
Ky., and there from another party of
traders Flnley learned of the Great
Warriors' Path,
After a series of adventures Flnley
returned to Pennsylvania and at the
outbreak of the French and Indian
war be enlisted as a wagoner In Braddock's army. Another wagoner In rhe
same expedition was a young man
named Daniel Boone and over the
catnpflres of the campaign of 1755
young Boone was an eager listener
to Flnley's stirring tales of the hunter's paradise which he had visited
beyond the mountains.
But, although Boone's Imagination
had been fired by Finley's narrative,
nothing came of It until 1708. In that
year the Pennsylvania trader, peddling his pins, needles, thread and
Irish linens down In North Carolina,
learned from some Pennsylvania settlers there that his old comrade-Inarms of the Braddock days was living
on the Upper Yadkln, and Immediately went to visit him.
Learning of Boone's failure to
reach Kentucky by way of the difficult Big Sandy river route, Flnley told
him again of the Cumberland Gap
route and again the Irishman's eloquent tongue poured Into Boone's ears
his tales of a country teeming with
wild game. The result was that on
May 1. 1769, with Flnley as his guide,
Boone, accompanied by four of his
neighbors, began his historic Journey
and a few weeks later he stood In
Cumberland Gap and looked down
Into the land of his dreams, the country with which his name was to be
forever Inseparably linked —"KSlnfuckee."

Bill Tilghman, Frontier
Marshal

PUNNING NIMRODS
Two men were out shooting on the
moors when a small animal darted
across the path and disappeared In the
undergrowth. "That looked like •
stoat," remarked the first man.
"I should say It was a weasel," said
the other.
"But a stoat Is so weaslly distinguished," laughed the first
"Quite so," replied the second, "but
a weasel Is stoatally different"—London Taller.
What Mamma Would Say
Some grade school girls were using
rouge and Up stick very liberally when
their teacher came into the room.
"Helen," she admonished, "what
would your mother say If she saw yon
looking like that?"
Helen glanced Into her tiny mirror
and replied: "I am sure she would
say, 'Helen, do come and let me show
you how to put rouge on properly.'"
Faith
Hubby—What are you doing with all
those travel folders?
Wlfle—A fortune teller told me that
I was going to take a long trip and
I'm picking out the placa

eCt
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"How long do we stay at Jupiter
Junction, William?"
"Twenty minutes, my dear. Yon
don't need over two gowns."
Turn About
Green—Well, I couldn't resist getting Into the stock market again.
Gray—How did you come out?
Green—Well, I'll tell you the truth.
I traded a lot of money for experience
—and now I'm trying to reverse the
process. .
Hi* Own Language
Teacher—Repeat In your own words,
"1 see the cow. The cow can run.
The cow Is pretty."
Tough Mike—Lamp de cow. Ain't
she a beaut? An' say, baby, she sure
can step.

«'T»HOSB) who live by the sword
* shall perish by the sword"—how
true It was of so many of the famous
frontiersmen, only, of course, the
word "six-gun" must be substituted
for "sword." it was true of peace ofCured Him
ficers as well as of outlaws. And
Frank—So your engagement to that
what a queer turn of fate It was that
banker's daughter is off. I thought
one of the most famous of all the old- you
said she doted on you
time frontier marshals should perish
Ernest-She
did; but her father
thus In a modern day when the old
Wild West was but a memory For proved to be an antidote.
on November 1, 1924, when BUI TilghIN TRAINING
man was shot down by a federal prohibition officer In the wide-open oil
town of Cromwell, Okla., where the
old-time marshal had been sent to
curb liquor and gambling it marked
the end of a race of peace officers, the
like of which probably will never be
XCEPT the Fourth of July seen
again in our history.
Thanksgiving is the most dlsBorn on the frontier of Iowa in
tinctively American of all our
national holidays. It has not always 1854 Tilghman left home at the age
of sixteen to seek adventure in southbeen held so late in the year, nor has
It always been held everywhere at the west Kansas. He found It there as
same time. Originating In New Eng- a buffalo hunter and as a scout In
and. It was not observed throughout the Indian wars of 1874-75 and again
the country until after the Civil war in 1878. Nezt he became marshal of
when the Presidents, as well as the Dodge City, Kan., i n the days when
governors of states, began to ,ssue It was known far and wide as "wicked
Thanksgiving proclamations. Thus It Dodge," and there he established a
for fearlessness
and
has become a symbol of national unity. reputation
which
remained
The custom of celebrating a Thankt •'"•Ight-shootlng
i him to the end of his days. After
giving day did not originate with the
three years as marshal he became
8
th Ugh toey
"Why did you propose to her?"
fntfvn
°
tat«xluced
It chief deputy sheriff of Ford county
Into this' country.
For
seven davs
"Wanted to get points on how to
a
Job
which
he
held
for
four
years
when the harvest was over the He^
refuse
offer and yet be sure of havIn 1889, when Oklahoma was opened ing It an
brews of the Old Testament held
offered again."
Feast of Tabernacles, a sort of ,
to settlement, he Joined the land rush
ing-out time in memory of their period and won a fine farm for himself He
Mora Than Eren
of wandering in the wilderness. In was ready to settle down to a peaceKitty—It jnust be five years since I
October the Greeks celebrated at ful existence as a farmer but the new
Athens their "Thesmophorta." in hon territory was becoming overrun with saw you last How much older you
looked. I should hardly have known
or of Demeter, the goddess of agrS- bad men of all kinds and again TilKh- you.
ture U was a festival that began
man was enlisted on the side of i aw
Catty—Yes, It Is a long time. If I
religious rites performed by
and order, this time as a deputy Onlthad not remembered your coat I
women only, and that ended Wlin a 'ed States marshal
6houl
<l not have recognized you.'
As deputy marshal oe performed
fr: a J^T etandd -^- O n O c
one of the greatest feats of his career
Fetch Her On
-the single-handed capture of the
Newsboy-Sir, my beautiful slater If
notorious outlaw. Bill Doolln, whom
he "brought back alive" when It
would have been much easier to have
killed him. And this was only one
Incident in his |ong career of law en
forcement, from which he often reWb«t Could B. S.fer?
tired but to which he was repeated^
lost sight of the child,
called back-as marshal of Guthrll
(0.1933. Wcilera Nevipipu Gnlra

"
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Until recently map mak
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date line. A few y* ^
George Davidson Of the "'" ™
of California, formerlj , h V

If you have Acid Stomach, i
worry about it Follow the si
directions riven above. Thiss
dosage of Phillips' Milk of Magi
acts at once to neutralize the a
that cause headache", stomach »
and other distress. Try it.
feel like a new person.
«,-n,utTbe care?«J you get
milk of magnesia when you ...
genuine PHILLIPS' Milk of .ty

ALSO IN TABUT FORM
Each tiny tablet b .the
equivalent of a t
of Genuine
of Magnesia.
MEMBER KRAJ

t

thort tempered?
PRINK
POSTUM

contains no caffeir

E

before they came to New
land, celebrated on October 8
year . festival to give thanS for
delivery from the Spaniards In
a day that corresponds to our
Hce day. ln the Scandinavian
Companl

-y-VouU-

as chief of police of Oklahoma city
Ma'am—Qood gracious 1 Why didn't
and as a county sheriff.
*
you speak to a policeman? Wny<li(lllt
He has been called "the greatest man hunter the Southwest ever
knew," -the only frontiersman
was constantly on the Job for »
eratlon and still lived" and "the
All E«p|.ined
of that bulldog breed of old time
Husband-Who Is that manT >
marshals who risked and gave rneir
Wife—I don't know.
t
lives to push back the borders of .
"But
I
heard
you
call
him
'darllnir
•
wilderness."
*
fc 1W, WwUru N« wil p a p e , Unlon
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I hadfifc'ofIrritability-was
becoming • fictful. scolding
wife. I gave UP coffee, and
drank Pbetum instead. Result)
were remarkable — I slept
•oundly —awoke dgreshedand how my disposition improved I "~Afrt. L. W. Saufi
dera, Wallnaton, Mass.

Don'l Trifle WrtfcCoy
Dorft let them get a strangle
Fight germs quickly. Crcomulsion 1c"1"'
bines the 7 beat helps known to m"' ''
science. Powerful but harmless i'l^*"
to take. No narcotic*. Your own M
gut is authorized U| refund your m""
on the apot if your oougb or f"1'jj1 >
not relieved by Creomtuwon. ( '

PIMPLY SKIN
won improved and blotches
•way by daily treatment

THE

HEY 1 BETTER O£T
OUT OF THAT SAIN
AND SLUSHI.YOUIJ.
GET HARD AND STlf f

DON'T FRET ABOUT M€
VOUNO «U£B-I AJ.WAVS
PBV SUCK ANP SOfT
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Car Owners Must Follow
Provisions of Law Changes

FROM OUR OLD FILES

Gigantic

ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

It will soon be time to again be
paying automobile license fees and
November 26, 1903.
the county treasurer, Lester BredLew Suplee contemplates going;
ing, and his office force will be ready west in the near future.
for the grand rush January 1. The
C. W. Major has recently purchased
license plates were shipped to the a fine new cash register, one of the
county treasurer early in the year. finest in Anita.
The plates this year will be similar
0. W. Wheatley and wife visited
in size and style to the 1933 plates among old friends in Marne and vibut the color will be white letters cinity last Saturday.
on a maroon background.
Prank Booth left last Monday
Because of some few changes in the morning for Des Moines to attend
automobile license laws and because Highland Park college.
of some points of the law not being
John Stone will work in C. W. Maclear Mr. Breeling has given this pa- jor's drug store after school and on
per a few facts and rules which the Saturdays during the holidays.
automobile owner should study and
Mrs. George A. Young of Dea
follow out. In this way a more clear Moines is in the city this week, the
understanding of the law will be had guest of Mayor J. D. Young and famand the probability of errors greatly
Work shoes that harden up and
| lessened. Here are some of the main ily.Audubon wants a canning factory.
shrink in cold, rainy weather are
| points to remember about the auto- Well, if she had the git-up-and-get
out of date!
WE DELIVER
PHONEs
I mobile license laws of Iowa:
qualities Anita has, her wants would
Wolverines stay soft! The uppers
I New Date for Sale of License: Un- be fully supplied.
are scuff-proof and resist the
der the provisions of a new law, 1934
acids of barnyard and limestone
It is reported that one of Lincoln
soil. Their flexible soles give
automobile and truck licenses will be township's prominent farmers will en- season. Hymns often have little
you miles of extra wear! Banish
placed on sale January 1, 1934. No gage in business in Anita about the meaning to us until we know the
that "morning after" struggle
penalty for delinquency will be as- first Qf
writer and the circumstances under Liquid, Tablets, Salve w,
to get into hard, unrnmfortable
sessed until February 1st., when one
•work shoes. Slip into a pair of
Checks Colds first day,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Suplee, Nellie which it was written.
Wolverines and feel the deferdollar penalty will be added, with one Miller and Mattie Lunger spent SunNeuralgia
in 80 rain,
Senior
ladies
aid
will
hold
their
ence Shell H o r s e h i d e leather
dollar additional at the first of each day with Miss Emma Bailey, it be- regular meeting Thursday at the
FINE LAXATIVE AXD
makes.
high tops. And be sure the name
succeeding month that the license re- jng
home of Mrs. J. A. Wagner, with a
Most Speedy
birthday.
No matter what your work is, WOLVERINE is s t a m p e d on
mains delinquent.
them
for
only
WOLVERINES
Wolverines give you comfort and
Monday afternoon the big foot race 12:00 o'clock dinner for the public.
No Change in Lincense Fees: The in Atlantic was pulled off and result- You are invited.
wear — in any kind of wnather. have both the uppers and soles
And save you money besides! made of genuine Shell Horsestate legislature has made no change ed in a victory for William Steele by
Choir and orchestra rehearsal WedAll styles — ankle length or hide!
in the price you will be required to a margin of eighteen inches.
nesday evening. Orchestra at 7:00
pay for your automobile or truck liBert Stauffer has purchased
the o'clock, and junior and senior choir
cense. The Iowa legislature is now C. W. Young residence property on at 7:30. All menroers of these orWITH VALUES
considering a bill which, if it becomes Piety Hill, taking it as part payment ganizations are requested to be presoe(
a law, would change the amount of on his Missouri farm, which he re- ent. Preparations for the Christmas
SIZES
WIDTHS
the license fee.
morning sacred concert will begin.
cently sold.
No Part Licenses Issued: There
Our monthly good fellowship meetis no provision in Iowa motor vehicle
ing will be held at 7:00 o'clock SunSHELL HORSEHIDE WORK SHOES
statutes 'making it possible to license + CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST + day evening, December 3, with a
1000 MILE WORK SHOES
$3.75 a car or truck for less than a full •f Elwyn Andrews, Minister. +1 splendid program sponsored by the
year, with the following exceptions:
COMFORT CORDAVAN SHOES
$3.45
farmers and their families. The Anita
A—A new car.
No creed but Christ,
town folks will be the guests of the
ALL LEATHER SOLE AND HEEL
$2.45
Voss Manufacturing (
B—A car coming into the state,
book but the Bible,
evening.
The Thanksgiving season
"IP n"S MADE OF woo;
USKIDE SOLE
$1.98 and bearing a current or active li- NoNoname
but the Divine.
will be featured in decoration and
WE .CAN MAKE IT,'
cense in the state from whence it
Bible School at 10:00,*. m. C. W.: program of songs and appropriate
602-4 E. 3rd. St.
came.
Zastrow,
Supt;
Anita
Witte,
Asst.
MEN'S 16-INCH LEATHER SOLE
speeches. Complete program next
C—A car registered on an authorCommunion service at 11:00 a. m. ] week. Plan to attend with your famAND HEEL
Swan, Martin & Ma
ized used dealers list prior to JanChristian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m.
Attorneya-at-Law
uary 5th. (An authorized used dealEvening service at 7:30 o'clock.
General Law Business Trans
er pays the state $25.00 annually for
Ladies aid meets Thursday at the
this privilege.)
home of Mrs. Spry.
•f
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Zurfluh Greenho
Let -us emphasize this point: With
Ladies aid will have a chicken din- + + + + + + + + + + +
Cat Flowers,- Funeral Desigs|
these exceptions, it is not possible ner and bazaar at the church on Sat"Ancient and Modern Necromancyj
Selling For CASH, and Selling For LESS.
Plants of All Kinds.
to license any car or truck, stored | u r d a y _ Dinner 25c.
alias Mesmerism and Hypnotism, De- 8th. & Pine
fits.
P
or otherwise, for less than a full' Union Thanksgiving service at the nounced" will be the subject of the
year's license fee.
M. E. church Sunday evening.
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches • of
Osborne-Tomlinsotl
New Storage Law: Under the new
THE CIGARET CfSHTER'S PAPA.
WHY CAT'S EYES GLISTEN.
Fritz Kreisler is reported as say- Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, NovemFuneral Home
Iowa law for the storage of auto-1 ing, "I was born with music in my ber 26;
-_3
Sixth
&
Oak
Streets
When you see d, flapper nonchalEveryone has noticed how a cat's'. mobiles and trucks, passed during system. It was a gift of God. I did
The
Golden
Text
is
from
Jeremiah
Est.
1866
Ambulance
antly snapping open a cigaret lighter or a dog's eyes, when a light is flashed i the last year, the county treasurer
not acquire it.
So I did not even 15:21, "I will deliver thee out of the
to light her fag, you think maybe on them at night, glisten like little, may mark a car or truck as stored
deserve thanks for the music. Music hand of the wicked, and I will re- Roland, Peacock & Bu
her great, great grandmother might mirrors. But few people know t h a t - o n l y when the following provisions is too sacred to be sold, and the outFuneral Directors
deem thee out of the hand of the
have done the same thing a hundred this glistening is actually caused b y : have been fulfilled by the owner:
rageous prices charged by musical terrible."
All calls answered promptly!
years ago. For they had lighters in a 'mirror-like substance in the animal's > A—The car or truck must be accelebrites today are truly a crime • The Lesson-Sermon comprises quonight, regardless of distal
those days, even if they were a cross eyes, according to a bulletin of the! tually stored.
against society. I never look uponj tations from the Bible and from the
between a Goldberg cartoon and a Better Vision Institute, nor that this ' B—An affidavit of storage, on forms
Atlantic Sheet Metal M
chemist's nightmare. Harry Colvin, is the means by which it sees better, for the purpose must be filed in the the money I earn as my own. It is j Christian Science textbook, "Science
Gny Folks, Prop,
public money. It is only a fund in- and Health with Key to the Scripinstructor of physics at the Marengo in the dark than does man.
office of the county treasurer.
Heating and Ventilatitf
trusted
to
me
for
proper
disbursetures"
by
Mary
Baker
Eddy.
high school, recently demonstrated a
In all of the cat family, in many
C—The old license plates must be ment. I am constantly endeavoring
Expert Radio Repair*
One of the Bible citations reads:
lighter said to be over a century old. other animals, and in fish, a light' turned in at the treasurer's office.
to
reduce
my
needs
to
the
minimum.
"Stand
therefore,
having
your
loins
The contraption consisted of a glass reflecting substance lines the interior j D—These provisions must be carcylinder partially filled with a sul- of the eye, lying just back of the! ried out on or before December 31, I feel morally guilty in ordering a ' girt about with truth, and having on
costly meal, for it deprives someone; the breastplate of righteousnessAnd
phuric acid solution. A bell-shaped "retina,"
rcLiiia, the
me network
ueLworK of
01 tiny
liny nerves : 1933,
i»oo, to
LO be
oe effective
enecuve in 1934.
l»S4. In
in this
tms „!.,„ _f „ „!:„„ f v
j
u-u ,.
* ± i , . , =""°"caai •"•""
glass, containing a small piece of which receives the pictures of things' matter of storage it is impossible to I ±,1 V^^t^™^
I ^Jl^
_?*_*• "!?«»«*?
, ,
f
„
«.
zinc, is inserted in the solution. The in the outer world and transmits them ! over emphasize the matter of date, as
Ab VC
* of faith, wherewith
°
WE have a fall line of
loved
wife
feels
exactly
as
I
do
about;
taking
the
shield
hydrogen thrown off by the contact to the brain. The little light that is I it is impossible to predate or post'
these
things.
In
all
these
years
of
j
ye
shall
be
able
to
quench
all
the
lamps
and supplies.
of zinc and acid gathers in the top stirring the outer world, making things ' date an affidavit.
Neff's Hardn
tf
my so called success in music, we have fiery darts of the wicked" (Eph 6of the glass and is drawn off by a
Be14-16).
tiny petcock.
When this hydrogen passes through the retina, where the the case an owner of a car or truck
GET your radiator ready
tween it and us stand all the homeAmong the selections from the
comes in contact with two platinum visual impression is registered, and • has met these provisions, he may:
ter.
Prestone $2.95 per
less
in
the
world."
Christian Science textbook is the fol•wires, it causes the wires to glow. is reflected back again to its source j A—Leave the vehicle in storage for
Super-Pyro
alcohol 90c per
"But whoso hath the world's goods, lowing: "Evil thoughts and aims reach
The hot wires ignite a wick which has by the mirror-like membrane. Here j the full year, in which case the year's
Phone 244.
O. W. Shaffer t\
and
beholdeth
his
brother
in
need,
and
no farther and do no more harm than
been soaked in wood alcohol, causing it is joined by the fresh incoming'; license is not charged against htm,
Anita,
Iowa.
the wick to leap into flame. And there light, coming again from the object, j B—Or take it out of storage at any shutteth up his compassion for him, one's belief permits, fevil thoughts,
you are. You might try it some day until it enters the eye again. Every time during the year upon payment hhow
CARBON COAL, ?4.50 pert
i m " doth
T Tthe
h <<love
17 of God abide in lusts, and malicious purposes cannot
while you're waiting for prosperity ray of light is thus utilized again i of a full year's license without pen-'
go forth, like wandering pollen, from Fancy Iowa coal, f5.50 »i
to return.
one human mind to another, finding
and again, until it is absorbed by the alty. In no case will the car be liDelivered prices.
unsuspected lodgment, if virtue and
media through which it passes.
j censed for less than a full year's liD. W. Chadwick.
LINCOLN CENTER
The jury in the attachment case of
In every human eye there is a sim- cense fee.
truth build a strong "defence" (p.
COMMUNITY CHURCH
H. L. Bell vs. W. H. Paige, which ilar reflecting membrane, points out'
STORAGE:—$1.60 per i
234).
.
Elwyn Andrews, Minister.
was tried in the Cass county district the Better Vision Institute, but it ! KEPT M A R R I A G E SECRET
tf
Jeff's Gar*
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We Give and Eipect a Square Deal
CHADWICK
we trust that the directors of the
and Mrs. Myra Turner and daughter,
Ground oats
choirs and orchestra will favor us with
Miss Neva.
"TAKE A CHANCE"
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another such iwogram some time this
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Tremendous Values!
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WATCH FOR OUR
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REALLY COLD

MODERN YOUTH

The explorer, recently returned
from one of his many travels Into
the land of Ice and snow, was recounting his adventures.
"Was it very colfil" asked a listener.
"Cold?" repeated the explorer.
"Why, It was so cold that I couldn't
blow the candle out The flame had
frozen stiff and I had to break It off."

Teacher—Cuthbert you have been
very naughty today and I am going
to keep you after school half an hour
every day this week.
Cuthbert—Well, teacher, I don't
care on my own account, but ain't
you afraid, that people will talk
about us?

FEATHERHEAD

Knew the Slock
"You advertised for a cigar clerk?"
"Yes, I want an experienced man.
Do you know the ropes?"

Noniupport
"You
say that your husband
doesn't buy you any clothes?"
Golfing Pleasantries
Small Eric wanted to go to the
"No, Judge. If my tongue were
Bert—I say, Gert, do be more careswimming baths with the bigger coated It would have to be at my own ful 1 You just missed me.
boys, but his teacher thought It expense."
Gert—I'm awfully sorry.
wouldn't be safe.
"But I'm a good swimmer, sir," lie
pleaded.
"Can you swim a length?" asked
the teacher.
The boy did not seem to grasp bis
meaning, so to make It clear the
teacher said, "Can you swim from
your desk to the door?"
"Oh, no, sir." Eric replied, "there's
no water there."—London Tit-Bits.
HE NEEDED WATER

MORE SATISFACTION
CANT BE BOUGHT.

WELL- -5 INGS'
VOU INSIST—
tfaU MIGHT
TRIM THE

]
/
L.
\

BP6t= OPCUPFS—
^--'

41*

)F THE FORCE

Too True
Some little girls were playing
house.
"It keeps them happy for a while,"
remarked Grandma, "but they soon
lose Interest."
"And that applies to some little
girls who get married."—Louisville
Courier.

Disarmament
SEP.' THAT'S

HIM ! e»uT
ALL THE

SEEM HIM <xcr
up TH*

No! BUT 01 WANT
Sez T'MAKE HIM
GIVE ME GUKI BACK I

HE WUl

(W 01 9UES-riOWEP HltAf HE
>UG^ AM' Oi HADT'PULC
MB <SUKI
OH MY! YOU

i/i

SHOOT

A\
•MtUntoa

IFITTED

for the stage."
presume."
fitted' with the

Beyond Recall
Angela shook her head with finality.
"No, Tom, 1 can never be yours.
Sorry," she told her young swain.
He took the blow quite calmly.
"All right," he replied. "What about
all my presents?"
"I'll return them, of course." she
said coldly.
"Yes, I know you will," he exclaimed, with some warmth; "but
who's going to return all those cigars
I gave your father and the pennies I
gave your beastly little brother?"—Answers Magazine.

NO CHANCE

DUMBBELL

"Why do yon object to Mr. Teakettle?"
"He's always spouting hot air."
The Watchdog of the Home
Mr. Neighborly—I'm almost frozen
this morning. My furnace fire went
out last night
Mr. Pewee—If you had a wife Ilka
mine at home your furnace Ore
wouldn't dare go out at night

the
feed that tote rear-management, but
ager IB still here,
but .he got married

Identified
The teacher was explaining the
difference between the stately rose
and the modest violet
"You see, children," she said, "a
beautiful, well-dressed woman walks
along the street, but she Is proud and
does not greet anybody—that Is the
More Than Bleated
Been Through the Mill
rose. But behind her comes a small
Blessed is the man who, having
Six
men out of ten have one leg
creature with bowed bead."
nothing to say, abstains from giving longer than the other, orthopedists
"Yes, miss, I know," Tommy Inter- us wordy evidence of the fact—
declare. The other four are symrupted, "that's her husband."—Stray George Eliot.
metrical, having had both legs pulled.
Stories.

TAGGER
PART
"1 really don't Know what's, the
matter with ma 1 don't seem able to
collect my thoughts."
"Take my advice, old man, and
don't try."
No, Sir, Not for Her
Miles—Your wife drives her own car,
doesn't she?
Stiles—Oh, yea.
Miles—Does she pay any attention
to those "Stop, Look and Listen" signs
at the railroad crossings?
"He is one of our most prominent
Stiles—Well. 1 believe she sometimes citizens."
Stops and looks—bat to tell you the
"What does he do?"
truth 1 don't think that anybody or
"lie gets up charity schemes for
t'B go to Florida." anything could make her listen.
other people to subscribe to."

Hit Fart
Parent—I am giving my daughter
a $250,000 dowry. What can you give
In exchange?
Suitor—A receipt

LAND SET ASIDE
FOR SOLE USE OF
FEMALE NIMRODS
Connecticut Is trying out a new
experiment In feminism by setting
aside 800 acres In the Farmlngton
valley for women who wish to hunt
game. Last year a woman game
warden was appointed and a trout
stream was reserved for women
anglers. Now they are encouraged
to try their band at such game as
Connecticut yields—rabbits, quail,
and perhaps a groundhog now and
then. Deer may not be killed In
Connecticut, and bears seem to have
disappeared, although they are to be
found Im Vermont, New Hampshire
and Maine.
One peculiarity of the Connecticut
plan Is that, women are permitted to
shoot throughout the 65,000 acres of
public shooting grounds, while men
are excluded from the feminine preserve. Is this the beginning of a
new deal, to culminate in the elimination of man and the development
of female Nlmrods holding a monopoly of hunting In the Nutmeg state?
The authorities say up; they merely
suggest that women are backward
hunters, and that the special preserve will encourage them to become
good shots. The warden, Miss Edith
Stoeher, will be on hand to furnish
clay, pigeons to amateur gunners, and
they will be Instructed In the game
laws, "so that they will know which
kinds of game are protected, and
do not blaze away wildly at anything that comes within range."
Naturally, the preserve set aside
for women would prpv'e Irresistibly
tempting to male hunters, but for the
danger of being mistaken for wild
game. If they are wise they will
keep out of this preserve until the
women learn how to handle firearms
and to withhold their fire until they
see their target clearly. A shotgun
In the hands of an excited female
Is notoriously a lethal weapon I—
Washington Post

Now I A Quicker
Way to Ease Pain
2. 3O MINUTES LftTER

MARIE, TELEPHONE TO JACK

MARSTON THAT i CAN'T GO TO

MR.MAR7TON IS WAITING..
YOU FEEL ALL RIGHT.
MIS? SHIRLEY?

THE BETAUX ARTS BAUTONIGHT
IVE A MOTT TERRIBLE HEADACH

AERFECUY WONDERFUL !
THAT MARVELOUS 8AVCR
ASPIRIN ACTUALLY
STOPPED IAY HEADACHE
IN A FEW
MINUTES!

/OH, MISS SHUUEY^\
I WHAT A SHAME ! I
\ TRY 2-BAYER
I
J ASPIRIN FIRST- I
^ THEY VVORK JO FAST- I
^lU GET tOMC NOW.J

Don't Forget Real BAYER Aspirin Starts "Taking Hold"
in Few Minutes
Here is quicker relief from pain—the
fastest safe relief, it is said, ever
Known. This is due to a scientific
discovery by which BAYER Aspirin
Starts "taking hold" of pain a few
minutes after taking.
The illustration of the glass here
tells the story. A Bayer tablet starts to
disintegrate or dissolve—go to work
—almost instantly. This means quick
relief from pain—fewer lost hours
from headache, neuritis, rheumatism.
And safe relief. For genuine Bayer
Aspirin does not harm the heart.
When you buy, see that you get
the genuine Bayer Aspirin. The best
fray is never to ask for aspirin by the
name "aspirin" alone. But if you
want Bayer Aspirin's quick relief
always to say "BAYER Aspirin."

WHY BAYER
ASPIRIN
WORKS SO FAST
Drop a Bayer Tablet
in a glass of water.
Note that BEFORE
it touches bottom, it
has started to disintegrate.
What it does in this
glass it does in your
stomach. Hence its
fast action.

R

Does Not Harm the Heart

To a perfect toilet may be found in -

Cnticnra Talcum Powder
Smooth, pure, and delicately medicated, it absorbs perspiration and cools and refreshes the
skin. Ideal for every member of the family.
Price t5e
Proprietors: Potter Drug & Chemical Corp, Maiden. MOM. '

A Truck Load

"In the larger stores," says a writer, "a woman can purchase every
possible type of raiment" As he examines her bill, her husband often
feels convinced that that Is Just what
she has done.—London Opinion.

Ship's Proud Record

On September 30, 1787, the American ship Columbia, a 212-ton vessel,
left Boston to first carry the American flag around the world. The Columbia returned to Boston, August 9,
1790.—Kansas City Times.

WHAT SHALL I DO?
THESE CLOTHES LOOK
FOGGIER THAN EVER

THAT FOG IS LEFT-CVEB
DIRT, LADY. CHANGE
TO FELS-NAPTHA...ITS
TWO HELPERS GET
OUT ALL THE DIRT

t'Left-ov«T dirt"—invisible particles of dirt that
atay in your clothe* no matter how hard you wash.
That's what makes clothes turn gray and foggy.
But change to Feli-Naptha Soap and ALL this
dirt hurries out. It has to—for FeU-Naptha is two

brisk cleaners instead of one. Its good golden soap
and plenty of naptha give you white, sparkling
washes—without hard rubbing.
t TryPels-Naptha'aexrrahelpforeasierhouaecleaning, too. Get • few bars at your grocer's.

THE

K

MARKET
Phone in Your
Orders

iksgiving Specials
iday, Nov. 24 to Wednesday, Nov. 29.
fee Delivery Service—Phone 7.

, 2 quarts
medium size, 2 dozen
rge stalks, 2 for
ttfIT, large size, 6 for
3 pounds for
rfor
LPES, 2 pounds.

17c
.35c'
19c
27c
23c
12c
25c
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Paul Denham, wife and three
Mrs. Elizabeth Minerman of Exira
children of Griswold visited here Sun- visited here the past week at the
day with her parents, John Galiher home of her daughter, Mrs. William
and wife.
Wahlert and family.
Dr. R. A. Becker of Atlantic was in
Le.vi Walker and wife spent the
the city Monday afternoon to attend week end at the home of Mrs. Chas.
the funeral services for the late Mrs. Shaefer near Sioux Rapids, returning
Flora McDsrmott.
home Sunday evening.
Glenn McCall, wife and daughter,
Margaret, and Mrs. Isabell Joy were
here from Bagley, Iowa, Sunday,
spending the day in Lincoln township
with Chas. Dressier and family.

Henry Bissell and wife and their
son, Henry Bissell, Jr. and wife, of
Massena were Sunday visitors in the
city at the home of Mrs. Maggie
Scholl.

Fred Basham, wife and daughter,
Barbara, and Mrs. Basham's mother,
Mrs. Nellie Budd, drove over from
jExira S unlay afternoon and spent a
short time 'with relatives and friends.

Mrs. Zoe Carter and' daughter,
Miss Dixie, of Omaha visited in the
city a couple of days last week with
their father-in-law and grandfather,
Frank E. Carter.

IFloyd Gissibl and wife, Frank Peterson and wife, Cecil Scholl and wife
and Grover King and wife were in
Omaha: last Wednesday and Thursday
taking in the sights at the Aksarben.

Mrs. Arthur Bailey of Omaha is
quite ill at the home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Deeming, having
taken suddenly ill while visiting here
over the week end.

Mrs. Elmira Ziegler of Des Moines
was here Monday to attend the funeral services for the late Mrs. C. H.
McDermott, who passed away Saturday at her home in West Liberty,
Iowa.

sweet drinking Santos
19c
ng, of 'em all, pound
23c
RNUT, 1 Ib.... 30c
2-lbs.... 58c

Rialto
THEATRE
SAT.-SUN. NOV. 25-26

The note case of T. T. Saunders
against James Furman, scheduled for
trial during the November term of
the, Cass county district court, was
settled out of court a few days ago. .

Butternut Coffee, pound can
28c
Crackers,, soda or graham, 2-lbs. .. 20c
A meeting of the Anita Literary Pilot brand Oyster Shell, 100-lbs. 70c
Club
will be held at 7:30 o'clock on Vinegar barrels, each
$1.00
kinds, 10 pounds
39c Thursday
evening at the home of Mrs
SCHAAKE'S STORE.
|, Libby Fancy Custard, large can
14c H. E. Campbell. A review, "Of Thee
Mrs. F. H. Barackman and son,
delicious oatmeal cakes, 2 pounds 23c I Sing," will be given by Mrs. Earl Charles,
Mrs. L. T. Olson and Mrs.
S. Holton.
cy cello wrapped, 2 pounds
21c
'W. E. Frederickson of Des Moines
The members of the Helping Hand were Thursday visitors in the city,
fresh, per pound.. <.
15c
club of Lincoln Center held an all day guests of C. A. Pool and wife. Mrs.
'S COCOA, i/2-pound
lie meeting last Thursday at the home of Barackman and Mrs. Olson are sis11 kinds, good supply
5c Mrs. Bruce IWilbourn. A covered dish ters of Mrs. Pool, while Mrs, Fred-'
dinner was enjoyed at noon. The erickson is a sister-in-law.
——•«-«^^—^——-^•-^^—.^-^—^*—™«™.»».«.«™
ladies spent the afternoon quilting.
.rived a big shipment of Nice; Fresh
••CaBmil .UJlllllll ™S:::;Sy:X:3»
On Thursday evening, Dr. and -Mrs.
Mrs. H. L. Bell was hostess Fri- C. H. Johnson entertained the memall kinds, special at 2 pounds
day afternoon to the members of the bers of the evening club to which
Friday bridge club at her home on they belong at a 7:00 o'clock covered
West Main Street. A guest for the dish dinner at their home on North
pINO CHERRIES, a bottle
. 8c afternoon was Mrs. J. T. Monnig. Chestnut Street. Guests for the evenA Paramount Picture . with
H. E. Campbell won the high ing were Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Ziegler,
)ES, 4-oz. tins
9c Mrs.
score for the afternoon.
and high scorers at the bridge games
RICAROO CORTEZ ,
tLLOWS, !/2-pound cello wrapped... 9c
were Mr. and Mrs. Glen A. Roe.
1
Hear
Her
Sing:
DAVID MAHHERS
Miss Veronica M'cKee, 21, promin"Don't Be A Cry Baby"
ent Massena rural school teacher, who
Dr. and Mrs. G. M. Adair and Dr.
LYDA R O B E R T I
"It's A Long Dark Nighr"
wjis critically injured in a runaway and Mrs. E. E. Morton entertained
ind EACY LeROY
"Give Me Liberty
a few days ago, is getting along as Dr. and Mrs. H. E. Campbell at a
IGER, 2 pounds for
17c well
as could be expected. Miss Mc- 7:00 o'clock dinner at the Adair home
Or Give Me-Love",
SR, 2 pounds for
12c Kee suffered a broken back and shat- on North Chestnut Street last ThursLUSAGE, 3 pounds for.;
25c tered upper jawbone in the accident. day evening, the occasion being a
Special Added Attractions
surprise on Dr. Campbell who was
Miss Sarah Noblitt, daughter of celebrating his birthday. A bouquet
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Noblitt, is recov- of beautiful flowers was given the
SNTY OF FRESH OYSTERS
ering nicely from an operation for an guest of honor. The evening was
PHONE IN YOUR ORDERS
infected ear, to which she submitted spent socially.
In a Clever 2-Reel Comedy
at the Methodist hospital in Des
Moines one day last week. For a
The members of the Double Eight
couple of days" her condition was con- club enjoyed a covered dish dinner
wife spent Saturday
Earl Westering of Harlan, owner sidered very serious.
at 7:00 o'clock last Thursday evenand
f.
the Golden Rule Department
r Ames, Iowa, guests of
ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
an. Mr. and Mrs. Store, was a visitor in the city MonA. Forester and wife and their son, Carl Millard, Jr. on West Main
UNIVERSAL NEWS with GRAHAM McNAMEJ
ileman are neighbors day.
Glenn Forester, wife and three child- Street. Besides the members, other
aer time, having adren
of
Evans,
Colorado,
have
been
POPULAR ADMISSION
lOc and 25c
f
The members of the Oak Ridge club visiting with friends and looking af- guests were Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
-at Lake Okoboji.
Bartley
and
Mrs.
Guy
Rasmussen.
held their regular meeting last Thurs- ter business matters in this city the
. Sam Wood have re- day at the home of Mrs. Robert past week. The Foresters are former The evening was spent in playing
bridge at which high scorers were
tit their son and daugh- Bain.
residents of this vicinity, but for a Mrs. Andy Miller arid Mr. Millard.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Deeming had
Joe Vetter, wife and son, Joe,
Mrs. Russell Wood
number of years have been living in
as dinner guests Sunday Mr. and Mrs. drove to Omaha Sunday morning
A
1:00
o'clock
luncheon
was
enjoynesota, are the parents
Colorado.
Judge John P. Tinley, presiding at Arthur Bailey of Omaha and Mr. and where they spent the day with Welbaby daughter, born ed by the members of the W. P. G.
the November term of the Cass coun- Mrs. Edward Bell and daughter, Joy, lington Drevelow and family.
club
last
Friday
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
afternoon.
Russell
A reunion of old friends visited ty district court, has revoked the of Adair.
ate of the Anita high Isola Bangham. The afternoon was at the Chas. H. Bartley home Sun- parole of Arch. Darling of Atlantic,
The civilian conservation corps
many friends ih this spent socially.
day. Out-of-town people present were and well known in the Anita vicinAt her home on Cherry Street Fri- company station at McKinley park
nty.
Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Milford, Mr. and ity. Darling was recently sentenced day afternoon, Mrs. S. E. Goodwich near Creston since May 31 has been
Mayor C. E. Harry and J. A. Wag- ' Mrs. Albert Lamb and daughter and
November meeting of ner, Solon A. Karns and Glen A. Roe j Mr. and Mrs. Frank' Joyce of Atlan- to seven years in the state peniten- was hostess to the members of the moved to Guthrie Center, where winita Club was held in were in Des Moines Tuesday con- : tic, Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Tobias and tiary at Fort Madison for forgery F. Lf. H»xclub. Late in the afternoon ter barracks have been erected.
a lunch was served by the hostess.
of the Methodist ferring with George Keller, civil , Mr. and Mrs. Wier Tobias of Menlo and was paroled to Sheriff A. Odem.
A miscellaneous program was enay evening. A 6:30 works engineer', and E. H. Mulock, and Clyde Tobias and family of He was arrested a few days ago durLower prices on radios. 1934 joyed by those, in attendance at a
ing
a
fistic
brawl
with
an
Atlantic
!
i 'was served by the jun- relief administrator, relative to civil Anita.
man. He was taken to the peniten- Battery Mantel Set, $29.95. Con- meeting of the,' Parent-Teachers As'ijociety of that church, works projects for the northeastern
sole, $44.50. Friday evening, Nov. sociation at tbfe White Cloud school
tiary last Thursday.
lie business session of part of Cass county. All of the Cass
Effective December 1, railway fares
24th., Open House Showing of 'Christ- in Lincoln toWnship last Wednesday
i. There was a fairly supervisors were in Des Moines the will be reduced between all points
Everything might be worse. We mas merchandise. FREE candy to evening. Following the program a
of members and vis- same day in the interest of projects on all railroads in western United
might not have all of the different children accompanied by parents. benefit lunch was served.
for the county.
States. Sleeping and parlor car things initialed out for us—we might Gamble Stores.
It
charges are to be reduced one-third. i have to read the whole thing instead
The regular meeting of the Casa
The fare reductions will be effective of three or four letters. If we had
The attachment case of P. B. Pil- county American Legion and Legion
in all territory west and north of a few more Henry Wallaces instead mer of Des Moines against Byrle
Auxiliary was held at the K. P. hall
Chicago and St. Louis and the Mis- of so many Milo Renos we would not Shannon of near Lewis was settled
in Anita last Friday evening. Percy
sissippi river through to the Pacific ; have so many strikes and strike out of court, after the case had concoast. An advertisement appears breaker organizations. Anyone who sumed a half a day in the Cass coun- Lainson of Council Bluffs, district
elsewhere in this issue, explaing the could hear or read the speech by ty district court. The amount of the commander, addressed the Legionaires, and Mrs. Lainson, district Auxrate reductions.
Wallace and the reply from Reno settlement was not made known. iliary committeewoman, spoke to the
Shannon formerly lived on the Pilmer women. A short program was preThe Menlo Journal says a new and nat pick the right man for jail farm in Lincoln township.
sented by the Anita group.
,'heating system has been installed in j is no good picker. Reno is the re1 the Methodist church of that town, j incarnation of Eugene Debs, who ran
Last Wednesday evening Mr. and
Fred Hansen, well known resident
. costing around $600. This with a re- I for president while in the peniten- Mrs. Chester A. Long entertained the
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Anita, was pleasantly surprised at
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much,
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is
canny
and
will
the congregation at the morning serbridge club at their home on Locust
| vice last Sunday. A. E. Wilkins, | make more ntoney out of it. And Street at a 7:00 o'clock covered dish day evening when a few friends callof the board of trustees, I among the other things this admis- dinner. (Juests of the evening, be- ed to remind him that he was celerolet owners should insist upon bonafide i| chairman
Those
presented the business and solicited i tration will enjoy is the 21st. amend- sides the member^, i|were Mr. and brating his 74th. birthday.
forming
the
party
were
J.
K.
Vonde
I
ment
and
more
taxes,
while
they
are
the funds. It was an enthusiastic
Mrs. Earl S* Hijwpi. " High scorers
service. That is just what you receive jI and
happy congregation that respond- j devising more ways and things to tax j at bridge were^Mm Walter F. Budd Brake and wife and Wm. Dryden and
wife of Exira and Joe Rydl and wife
I ed to the call and went over the top , you had better find more ways to and Dr. G,,-M. Adair.
arage.
and George Wild, wife and daughter,
save. We will save you money on
in about 30 minutes.
The evening was
plow work and all repair WOIK, and
AJr'the meeting of the Rebekah Mary, of Anita.
re not only interested in selling new ChevIowa women know how to handle horse shoeing, and will add another ledge Friday evening, Miss Jessie spent with games and visiting, after
criminals as evidenced by two recent line or two before spring. Millaro^s, Pipgrass, district delegate to the state which a lunch was served.
it we are just as vitally interested in keepcases. Mrs. Donna Clothier of near West Main Street, Anita,.
assembly, was present and gave a reFayette, Fayette county, went into
port of the state meeting. The folChevrolet owner entirely satisfied with
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
her chicken house the other day to
Better Shoes For Less •
lowing members were nominated for
find a thief armed with &• shotgun.
NOTHING — $3.98 — OVER
E. M. Wilson to A. A. Miller, qcd, offices of the local lodge for the comQuick as a flash she grabbed the gun
ing
year:
Mrs.
Anna
Davey,
noble
ne4 nw4 nw4 21-77-34, $4,500.
and held it until men working neargrand; Mrs. Anna Dorale, vice grand;
ig your Chevrolet here for adjustments
by could come to her aid. Another
"Lady," said MSke, "would you Mrs. Bertha Lewis, secretary; and
Atlantic
woman at Sergeant Bluff, Woodbury lend me a cake of soap?"
Miss Vera B. Hook, treasurer.
ttenance. Genuine Chevrolet parts and
county, was abducted by a stranger
"Do you mean to tell me you want
ied workmanship.
who lured her into his automobile soap?"
on a pretext that he wanted to de"Yes'm, me partner's got de hicmonstrate an oil burner to, her. • As cups and I want to scare him."
the man started to drive rapidly out
of town the woman, Mrs. Adam Weis,
$6.50 PER TON DELIVERED.
"Please, Mr. Editor," wrote a corturned the steering wheel of the car, respondent of a country paper, "can
We have Lump Coal in First Quality. Iowa, Illinois,
grabbed a gun the man produced and you tell me how to prevent bleeding
Virginia and Kentucky.
jumped out of the machine. While at the nose?"
the ^abductor was trying to get the
ANTTA, IOWA
"TjO prevent bleeding at the nose,"
car under control, Mrs. Weis ran to replied the country editor, "keep it
a nearby farm house.
out of other people's business."
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TORCH SinCER

Meat Specials

SLICED BEEF, per pound.*.

25c

HARRY LANGDON

"Marriage Humor"

hevrolet
Service

Family Shoe Store

Try Our Nut Coal

Shaffer & Son

The Farmers Coop.

THE TRIBUNE. ANITA, IOWA.
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He was known from coast to coast.
At twenty-five Bennle was nearlng
the peak of his career.
He had achieved fame and wealth
greater than he had ever dreamed.
ret A was all deserving.
Be had worked hard, fought and!
overcome countless obstacles, faced |
and triumphed over adversaries.
j
It was during the summer of that
same year, following a winter which
Included, aside from eight hours of,
dally work, a constant round of illustrated lectures, dinners, parties of.
every description, week-ends, as the
guest of the foremost families of New.
York and other large cities, that Bennle decided to take a month off and'
return to Maplewood for a much-'
needed rest
He drove np from New York alone
In his roadster.
And it was while he was rushing
along through the hills of Connecticut, with his mind free for once of
business and social engagements^ that
he thought of those days back In Buggies' general store with Lafe and
Bert and Joel
He laughed aloud at the thought
And suddenly, for no reason other
than until now he had not found the
time to contemplate the matter,, he
realized what a gullible and wholly
trusting little shaver he'd been.
He recalled how ha used to sit
there, mouth ajar, eyes popping, while
one of the^hree told a yarn that instantly distinguished the orator as a
great and wise man.
How ridiculous it now seemed, how
unimportant and Insignificant these
men were in the great scheme of
things.
Bennle wondered what they must
think of him, now that he was famous.
There was probably some other
youngster who, not unlike himself,
sat In wonder and awe while the general store sages told great yarns of
.the days when the now famous Bennle Markham sat In their midst and
drew pictures for them on the backs
of order blanks.
The picture thus conjured was
amusing, and it occurred to Bennla
that it might be still more ^""if»"g
to visit these old cronies during his
visit-In Maplewood, give them a treat,
so to speak.
.
-s
The thought became father to the
act Two days after his arrival at
home*' Bennle wheeled his roadster
up to Lafe Rlpley's garage and ordered gas.
Lafe himself operated the crank,
and when the tank was filled Bennle
tendered a $10 bill and grinned.
"Hello, Lafe," he said.
Lafe looked up and nodded Indifferently.
"Lo. Bennle," he said, digging Into
his overalls' pocket
"How's tricks?"
Bennie was a good deal disappointed. Lafe bad expressed neither surprise nor pleasure.
He acted quite as if the youth was
an ..every-day customer.
Bennle drove slowly away. Somewhat cooled in arder, but nevertheless
anxious to carry out his scheme, he
strolled Into Bert Morgan's barber
shop; and found Bert there alone.
Bert was more agreeable He
shook bands and admitted being glad
to see the boy back. And after the
lather was well spread he even
asked: "What you doln', Bennle?
Ain't seen yon around much."
Bennle did his best to be casual
"Why, I'm drawing pictures, Bert
You've probably seen some In the
magazines."
Bert compressed his lips. "Humm.
Yes. Bat I meant, what are you earning a living at? Ain't yuh worMnT
Bennle was glad to get out of th<
place. He didn't call on Joel Ruggles,
He went home Instead, and there wai
a hurt look in his eyes. Robert Mark
ham saw the look and smiled. He
asked Bennle where he'd been, and
when the boy told him, the older man
placed an arm about his shoulder and
said: "Bon, ypu're famous and a
great success in the world outside of
your home town. But here in Maplewood you're still little Bennle Markham, who used to sit with eyes a-popplng while the village wlsemen vied
to Impress you with their importance.
It Isn't natural for those men to admit now that you're any greater or
wiser than they. Their pride Is their
forte."
And Bennle, looking Into his father's face, know that the wisest man
in Maplewood at the present moment
was Robert Markham.

Hail Discovery Made
by German Scientists

By allowing the heart of a helium
atom to "tune in" on the heart of an
aluminum atom, creating In It a syn*
pathetic vibration, physicists of the
Carnegie institution's department oi
terrestrial magnetism have smashed
the aluminum heart or nucleus.
Experiments on the resonance
smashing or disintegration of atoms
were performed by Dr. M. Pose in
Germany and the Carnegie scientists
have confirmed this work and carried
it further. It Is found that when the
attacking alpha particle or wave,
which Is the helium heart, has the
proper energy It penetrates the other
atom's nucleus; In this case the
alpha particles of mass 4 from radium
Joined with aluminum of mass 27 and
formed silicon of mass 80 and, released hydrogen of mass 1 In (ha
form of proton or wave particle of
positive electricity.—Science Service.
Other Way About

Mrs. Mulchay (returning after fortnight's absence)—Did yez feed the two
bins while I was away?
Mulchay—Ol did not—the two bins
fed me.

Howe About:
The Mother-in-Law
Not Soldiers Alone
Silerius and His Wives
By ED HOWE
TN MX town there is much amuae*• ment and gossip because of the
manner in which a shrewd old woman
Is fattening a young man,, in the hope
he will marry her daughter. And In
case she fs able to bring the marriage
about, every one says she will promptly ditch her husband and son, and go
to live with the soh-ln-law, who has
every mark of being a good provider
.easily managed. . . . Every woman
with a daughter considers the possible
old age haven the daughter's marriage
may provide* so, in selecting the candidate, the mother is often more particular than the daughter. . . . The
mother-in-law is often laughed at, but
her victories are many.
• • •
The young men who were drafted
to serve as soldiers In the .late World
war often tell of the great sacrifices
they made. In some Instances, these
were truly1 great, as many were killed
and wounded.
But the soldiers should remember,
In all fairness, the sacrifice made by
those too old or young to be drafted,
and thus escaped military service.
There Is not a single Inhabitant of the
United States who has not been greatly punished by the war. Millions have
lost employment formerly steady and
remunerative; other millions have lost
their, fortunes; so many formerly
prominent and well-to-do have lost everythlng that the book- called "Who's
Who In America" Is now referred to
as "Who's Through in America."
Possibly more people have committed suicide because of the depression
following the war .than were killed In
battle on the American side; the number of suicides has at least been very
great and pitiful
Let no one suppose the suffering
and loss In 'the war was confined to
the soldiers. One result Is that-our
once proud country Is humbled to Its
knees; the once rich Americans have
become beggars, the proud people forxnerly called smart 'Yankees have been
exposed as great and helpless .dunces.
Let the old soldiers mercifully remember the ragged crowd of whom
they are demanding- pensions.
• * *
Grotius, who wrote an Introduction
to the memoirs of Silerlu's, had long
been the Intimate friend of the author.
During the most exciting days In the
history of Rome, and when Silerius
was prominent in army and senate
Grotius was associated with him both
as soldier and statesman, though In
less distinguished positions.
Grotius says it was occasionally
charged against Silerlns that he was
bitter toward .women because he had
never known a perfect and enduring
love. Remarking this criticism, Silerius once said to Grotius "I have known
the love of five women as perfect as
exists; the sex has nothing to offer I
have not known. With some dozens of
others I have had the average experience; with a few, excessive misfortune. Women on the whole treated me
well; no one knows better their
strength or their weakness. Such criticism of the sex as I offer Is only the
criticism I direct at myself; at all
members of the human family, In the
hope-that we may Improve our weaknesses, and Increase our peace and our
comforts."
• • »
I am surprised anyone ever dares
appear on rostrum or In newspaper
columns to tell people what to do.
"That man tell me!" the people say;
"I can tell him." . . . I rarely advise people as to what they should do
or think; only what I have found It
best to think and do, and why:"
• • *
If a storm comes up, and my trees
threaten to fall on the roof sheltering
me, I cannot help becoming somewhat
excited, and then do the best I can
with It; but storms are not frequent,
and I try to avoid excitement when It
Is unnecessary. I have long observed
of the stronger men that they handle
excitement rather well; otherwise they
weaken their nerves. And nervous
people rarely have good health, or are
able to work to beat advantage; doctors say nervousness Is one of our
greatest dangers.
» • •
Such amiability as a man Is able to
acquire in middle age he should make
an effort to retain in age.
"Crabbed age" Is an old expression;
meaning cross-grained, perverse, cantankerous. Long association with culture should do more for an old man
than raw nature does for an old dog.
• * *
Brigham Young said he loved the
Lord, loved his people, loved to do
good—and when he made all his wives
cry by taking another wife, called that
love. . . . I do not know exactly
what the word means, but It doesn't
mean what Is attributed to It by Mormons, playwrlters, or young men when
they go to see the girls. In describing love the dictionary reverses itself
several times.
• * *
An actress, now old and poor, says
that at one time during the days of her
prosperity she had the families of
eleven relatives dependent on her.
. .-'. Even at that she might have
saved something for her old age. She
confesses, also, that once when playIng In the West she became lonesome
for a pet dog left in New York, and
paid $2,200 for a special train to bring
the animal to California.
«» laaa. Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.
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Marketing Stock
Costs Overlooked
Livestock Producers Figure
Wrong Way, According
to Specialist.
Br R- O. Aahbr, Livestock Marketing:
Specialist,
Collage of Agriculture.
University of Illinois.—WNU service.

It cost $036,000,000, or more than
their total farm value, to market the
meat animals slaughtered In the United States last year, but most farmers
and stockmen thought they were getting off for a marketing bill of only
$140,000,000.
There are two ways of looking at
livestock marketing costs, and 90 out
of 100 stockmen do It the wrong way.
A new chart, based on estimates by the
bureau of agricultural economics of
the United States Department of Agriculture, shows hi a graphic way some
of the many millions of livestock marketing costs that stockmen have been
-paying without giving much consideration to them.
According to the chart, the farm
value of meat animals slaughtered In
the United States In 1932 was $721,000,000. The packers paid $861,000,000
for these animals, and consumers paid
$1,656.000,000 at retail prices for the
meats.
Ninety-nine out of one hundred
stockmen think of marketing costs as
Including only freight or truckage,
yardage, feed and commission—in
short, the expense of moving livestock
from'the farm feedlot to the packing
plant On this basis livestock producers paid $140,000,000 In marketing
costs on their 1932 crop of meat animals, or jthe difference between the
farm value of $721,000,000 and the
$861,000,000 that were paid for those
animals by the packers.
On the other hand, packets maintain that the prtee of livestock Is determined by what consumers will pay
for meats. That Is, the price of meats
to consumers, less the various costs
of processing and distribution Is the
price of the meat animal. On .that
basis livestock marketing costs In
1932 were $935,000.000 Instead of $140,000.000.
That $935,000,000 Included costs of
slaughter, processing, storage, wholesaling, transportation, Insurance and
retailing In getting the meat from the
packer to the consumer. The $140,000,000 of the costs, which stockmen see
and know they pay, Is Important and
is to be reduced wherever possible.
It is also desirable that stockmen know
more about the big end of their marketing costs, the $795,000,000 between
the stockyards terminal market and
consumer. In order that They may
adopt such measures as may be necessary to narrow that drain on their
livestock Income.

Eliminate Loafer Cows,
Is Advice of an Expert
With feed costs rising rapidly, the
dairyman will be -faced with a serious feed problem, says G. A. Williams
of Purdue university. He advocates
disposing of the Inefficient producers,
rather than putting high-priced feed
through them when they will not give
enough milk to pay for It In case
the dairyman wishes to keep the low
producers, it would be well to rough
them through the winter, saving the
grain feed for the better producers
which will return some profit
Williams cites the test figures from
a county testing association. The ten
high cows In the county produced more
than twice as much milk as the ten
low producers. Each hundred pounds
of milk produced by the poorest cows
required 76 cents worth of feed, while
the best cows needed only 36 cents
worth to produce the same amount of
milk.
The best cow on test returned, during last year, $96.02 above feed cost,
while the average poor cow returned
only $1.58. Sixty poor cows would be
needed to produce the same Income
above feed cost as the one best cow.

Agricultural Hints
There are 2,800,000 Angora goats In
Texas.
• • •
Prolonged cold storage has been
found to free apples of Insects.
• * •
Farmers' union branches are being
organized throughout northern Ireland.
• * •
Agriculturally, Manchuria is one of
the most favored spots In the Far Bast.
• * •
A half-million farmers lost their
status as landowners In the hist three
years.
• * •
Cows should be dry six weeks or
two months. This gives them a chance
to build up a reserve fer the coming
year.
• • •
An Increase In wheat production
in Europe, excluding Soviet Russia,
was shown In crop estimates made
public by the Institute of Agriculture.
• • *
. Junior workers In 4-H clubt may
teach the grown-ups.
• • •
In Minnesota, the rust-spreading barberry usually can be found In those
communities where winter rye Is heavily Infected with stem rust.
• • •
A returned traveled reports tlie
British are entering the Held of market gardening, and predicts that lu a
short time much of the fruits and
vegetables consumed In England will
he home-grown products.
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UNDAY!
CHOOL Lesson

(By REV. P. B. FITZWATXR, D. D., Memb«r of Faculty, Moody Bible
Institute of Chleafo.)
C. 1)31. Western Newspaper Unloa.

Lesson for November 26
PAUL IN CORINTH
LESSON TEXT—Act« 18:l-17j I Cor.
1:1-2:8.
GOLDEN TEXT—For I determined
not to know anything among you,
nave Jesus Christ, and him crucified.

I Cor. Z:t.

PRIMARY TOPIC—God'. Care at
Night.
JUNIOR TOPIC—Paul Get* New
Courage.
INTERMEDIATE! AND SENIOR TOPIC—How to Work With Other*.
TOUNO PEOPLE AND ADULT TOPIC—Unity In Christ.

The establishment of the church at
Gorinth is an example of missionary
endeavor for all ages. The method
employed and the message delivered
which resulted In success then will result In success now.
1. The True Missionary Method
(Acts 18:1-3).
Paul came to Corinth a stranger In
a strange city. His method of gaining
a foothold was,
L Finding a home (v. 2). This he
found with Aqulla and Priscllla who
had recently been expelled from Rome.
Befog of the same nationality, there
was a natural affinity with them.
2. Tolling for dally bread (v. 8).
Paul was of the same craft «s his
host. Every Jewish child was taught
some trade by means of which he
could gain his livelihood, should occasion require. Missionaries should not
be above honest toll.
II. Preaching In the Synagogue at
Corinth (Acts 18:4-8).
1. Compelled to .toll for a living
(v. 4). Though compelled to toll for
a living, he did not lose sight of his
main work. He reasoned In the synagogue every sabbath, persuading the
Jews and the Greeks.
2. His activity Increased through the
coming of Silas and Timothy (v. o).
This was caused by,
. a. Favorable report from the church
at Thessalonlca. This report put new
vigor Into his labors.
b. They brought pecuniary gifts
from the Macedonian church (Phil.
4:15; n Cor. 11:9). Being now free
from the necessity of tolling for a living, he could devote more time and
energy to preaching the gospel.
<».• Silas and Timothy became helpers to Paul In the work.
3. Increased opposition (v. 6). Paul's
Increased activity met with increasing
opposition.
4. Paul announces his purpose to
turn to the Gentiles (v. 6). This was
necessitated because of the opposition
and blasphemy of the Jews.
5. Paul In the house of Justus (w.
7, 8). He remained sufficiently near
those whose hearts God had touched
that they could easily find him. His
success here was such that Crispus^
the chief ruler of the synagogue, was
converted. Paul departed from his
usual custom and baptized Crlspus.
I I I . Paul's Vision-(Acts 18:9-11).
This vision was for the purpose of
giving encouragement to Paul at this
time. His experiences In Europe were
most trying.
1. "Be not afraid" (v. 9). The one
who Is doing the will of the Lord
need not he afraid.
2. "Speak, and hold not thy peace"
(v. 9). The one- who has heard the
voice of God cannot refrain from
speaking.
3. "I an? with thee" (v. 10). All
who faithfully carry out the divine
commission can be assured of the divine presence.
4. "No man shall set; on thee to hurt
Ihee" (v. 10). No harm can come to
the Lord's servant until his work Is
done.
5. "I have much people In this city"
(v. 10). The one who goes forth with
the divine message can be assured that
his ministry cannot fall.
IV. Party Spirit In th« Corinthian
Church (I Cor. 1:10-18).
In this church rival factions were
contending against each other. Some
were for Paul, some for Apollos, some
for Peter, and some for Christ The
cause of this threatened division was
failure to see the true headship of
the church. Christ Is the one and only
Head, and the members composing his
body cannot be divided. Membership
and Interest all center In Christ By
one Spirit all were baptized Into the
one body (I Cor. 12:13). Sectarianism
Is an evil to be deplored. The factions
spirit In the church mars Its testimony
and retards Its growth. Those who
understand the oneness In Christ will
be joined together In the same mind.
V. The One Supreme Message of the
True Preacher (I Cor. 2:1-8).
It Is Jesus Christ and him crucified.
Prejudice and human limitations prevent men from seeing eye to eye.
Christian unity Is possible only as the
members of his body grow up Into
Christ

Restoring Poise
to Jaded Nerves
Simple Ways of Attaining
Relief From Feverish
Intensity.
When a homemaker most needs a
rest cure, It often happens that her
chances of having it are the least.
What, then, Is the nearest approach
to ideal conditions of rest without
change of address or occupation?
That is to say, how can she keep up
her home duties and have something
of the effect of being relieved of
them?
It Is a mistaken course to continue
in an attitude of feverish intensity
until some catastrophe stops one.t
Tet many persons do this, not knowIng what will be the way out, nor
considering that doctor's fees nt the
other end may amount to more than
a few luxuries at this. This seems
to he part of the state of mind attendant upon the situation.
Sometimes quiet Is only to be had
by separation from other members of
the family. A temptation to talk,
perhaps on Jarring subjects, becomes
Impossible only when out of "shoutIng distance." It should hecomepart
of one's self discipline In behalf of
better health to appoint a new duty
to one's self, namely to temporarily withdraw from contact. The outof-doors, a library, the shelter of the
woods and quiet of the fields, a closed
door, some one of these Is available
to most. The company of any understanding friend may change the
air mentally.
Members of a family or household
which has been under some sort of
nervous strain should guard themselves from taking Issue In small
matters. As long as the spoken word
is polite, overlook what the glance
may convey. The word Is for the
person addressed, and the unfortunate expression which accompanies
It Is probably from some Inner dissatisfaction that bears no relation.
When It Is 'noticeable that persons
close to each other have reached the
point of getting on each others'
nerves, a tactful avoidance of contact
Is advised. When necessary to be together, each should show the other
the same deference that would be accorded a visitor or stranger, at least
to the extent of being polite.
c>
When conversation Is entered fnto
keep away from subjects of known
dissension. These nsay be better
discussed at a later time and with
less heat, if they are matters of Importance. As often as not they are
trivial matters of difference and personality which assume undue Importance under strain.
©, 19M. Boll Syndicate.—WNU Service.

MercofizedWax

Absorb blemishes and discolorations using
Mercolized Wax daily as directed; Invisible
particles of aged skin are freed and all
defects such asblackheads, tan. freckles and
large pores disappear. Skin is then beautifully clear, velvety and BO soft—face looks
years younger. Mercolized Wax brings out
your bidden beauty. At all leading druggists.

I—Powdered
Saxolite-—i
I Reduces wrinkles and other aeiMJms. Sim- I

I ply dissolve one ounce Saiolita in half-pint I
I wttoh huel and use daily aa face lotion. |
RELIABLE MEN FOB ATTBAT. PBOP.
Prefer men with cars. No drawing aoct.
seekers. Make 1200 and up month. Nominal
Investment. Article necessary, sell In 10
min. beer trade. TI-CHAN MFG. CO., 110
FORBES ST., BOCKFOBD, ILLINOIS.

Jumpy?
DRINK

POSTUM
contains no caffein!

'Mv NERVES were getting
jumpy and my appetite began
to fail me. After a month's trial
of Postum instead of coffee
my nerves-were back to normal
and I am eating three hearty
meals a day. I feel fit aa a fiddlel"— Geortfe P. OoAanaJU.
Detroit, Mich.

Christ Uses All

It Is amazing what use Jesus makes
of frail mediums. None of the Twelve
appears to have been a man of outstanding position until Jesus took them
and made them men of might and
vision. That la what la continually
happening.
No Hanging Back

You must cast yoursejf on God's
gospel with all your weight, without
banging back, without any doubt, without even the shadow of a suspicion
*at u will give.—Alexander Maclaren.
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Ask your doctor. Ajk the betutr
expert. GARFIEtO TEA—> cup
nightly — often does more for
your skin sod complexion ihio
coitly cosmetici. Expeb) poiaonouibadywuesmatcloBtheporef
fpa eventumlly ciuse muddy,
blotchy,
erupted iki u. A week of
"1,,5, 'nt«Q«I "kfamly tnatmtnl"
Will >3tonlihyou. Begin tonight.
(At your dnig ttort)
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LUMAN Big Musical Comply
SATURDAY

at

A. R. Kohl

Myrtle Garside Harried
Monday to Massena Man

GOVERNMENT GIVES
ANITAMEN WORK

Miss Myrtle Garside and Mr. Carl
Kuart were united in marriage Monday at the Baptist parsonage in At- Public Works Administration of the*
lantic. The bride was dressed in a
Federal Government Makes Grant
lovely brown dress and accessories to
to Anita and Other Towns
match. The groom was dressed in
in Cass County.
\
blue. They were attended by her
brether-in-law and sister, Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Harris. Following the
J. A. Wagner, a member of the
ceremony the young couple left on a
town council, was in Des Moines
honeymoon trip to Lakahuna, NebrasMonday and had enough local proka, expecting to return home the latjects approved by the public
ter part of this week. They will make
works administration to keep ten
their home on a farm south of Masmen employed here until FebruLAUNDRY SOAP, 6 1-lb. brown bars
24c
sena. The bride is a daughter of Mr.
ary 15.
and Mrs. Wm. Garside, wejl known
PANCAKE FLOUR, Buttercup, full size sack. .15c
Massena township farmers.
Ten unemployed Anita men went to
work last week in widening the open
sewer known as Bull creek and will do
some work around the city wells.
They will work until the 1st. of
December and their wages, amounting to $250, will be rJaid by the pubWhen
the
Ray
Johnson
family
reall flayprs at
iff'
turned home from church Sunday lic works administration.
Anita men given employment are
morning they were very much surprised to find a group of self invited C. W. Benson, George Biggs, Ross
guests with well filled baskets at their Brookner, L. H. Carlson, George JewCRACKERS, fresh, 2-pound caddies ........... 19c
home and busily preparing their din- ett, L. C. Daughenbaugh, Glen Highner. The happy occasion was in hon- ley, Arthur Lett, Ralph Petty and L.
ONIONS, Red Globe, 50-pound sacks, . . . ....... 69c
B. Trumbull.
or of the birthday of Mrs. Johnson.
The first pay checks, amounting to
Those in attendance were Mr. and
CORN MEAL, white or yellow, 5 pounds ....... 8c
Mrs. B. N. Rochholz and family, Mr. $64.00, were given the men Tuesday
a Santos
Solon A. Karns, work supervisor.
f*A'ff AA
Peaberfy
\ m]r> and Mrs. Lester Beer and sons, Don- byGriswold
was granted $900 by the
ald and Bobby, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
l*Oliee
per pound
<L i C
Rochholz and daughters, Evelyn and public works engineer for the remodelDATES, bulk Hallpwii, fresh, 2 pounds ......... 19c
Marjorie, Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Roch- ling of their city hall and maintenance
holz, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Rochholz building. 9 men were given work unPRUNES, No. 10 (gallon) cans
................
29c
and children, Max, Ida Joie, Deantil December 20.
A total of $10,240 was approved for
and Margaret, and Mrs. E. D. Correll
and daughter, Miss Nelle, of Adair; Atlantic. Projects there call for
Mrs. H. H. Gerken and children, Mr. straightening Bull creek from the outand Mrs. Ray Kurtz and Mr. and let at the Nishnabotna River through
GRAPES, Red Emperors, 3 pounds ............ 25c
Mrs. Harry Kurtz and daughter, Ruth, the city. A new arch will be constructed under Chestnut Street where
GRAPE FRUIT, Marsh seedless, per dozen ..... 49c
of Greenfield.
After partaking of the bounteous the creek passes. The drainage ditch
CELERY, Oregon, very fine, per stalk .......... 9c
dinner, the afternoon was spent vis- between West Second and Sixth
iting and presenting Mrs. JohnsonStreet is to be repaired and pavement
d **•••<•
Jersey Queen
£4 CC
with many beautiful and useful gifts. on Chestnut Street is to be repaired.
rlOUr
49-lb. sack
2frJL.OD
They all returned to their homes late West Fourteenth Street is to be gradin the evening, wishing their honored ed and cinders will be crushed and
SUGAR, 10 pounds, (must be cash) ............ 49c
spread over forty blocks in the city.
guest many more happy birthdays.
enty-seven years resiThe county has been allotted $19,lyicinity she formed a
771.60 for several projects including
Dr.
and
Mrs.
A.
D.
James
and
> of friends, who will
sons, Keith and Rodger, will be channel changes, repairing shoulders,
i-the family in their
Thanksgiving guests of Rev. and Mrs. crushing rock, remodeling and movShe was a good
ing maintenance garage and building
M. J. Rarick.
"Too Much Harmony" will be the
and took an active
a new one, bridge and culvert repair,
feature
attraction^
at
the
Rialto
life of the communseeding slopes on trunk roads, and
Adair, la., Nov. 29.—Robbers who
A' district court jury found for the
ftved. For awhile she Theatre in Anita on Saturday, Sunday
landscaping.
and
Monday
evenings.
In
the
stellar
j
broke
into
four
Adair
business
houses
defendant,
John
Keleher
of
Chicago
it of the Sunday
Men being employed on the various
Center, and also role is Bing Crosby, who was most early Friday morning escaped with in the $2,900 action brought by Mrs.
projects are paid 50 cents per hour
recently
seen
in
Paramount's
"Big;
more
than
$100
in
cash.
Sheriff
M.
L.
H.
B.
Helsing
of
Moberly,
Mo.,
in
a
lie different societies
and are given 30 hours of employment
Broadcast" and "College Humor."
Lyddon of Greenfield and his deputy verdict returned to Judge John P.
Junior Play a Success.
each week.
In
supporting
roles
are
Jack
Oakie
are
working
on
the
'case,
Tinley
of
Council
Bluffs
Friday
mornmember of Columbia
On November 23rd. and 24th. the
Millions of dollars are being released
Order of Eastern and Skeets Gallagher, the famous [ Most of the loot was taken from ing at the courtroom in the Legion j j un j or ciass presented their play, "A i
by
the government through the civil
comedy
team
who
wowed
audiences
in
the
B.
A.
Correll
department
store,
Memorial building in Atlantic. The Kentucky Belle." The school children
i and very seldom missworks program. Six million dollars
"Close
Harmony"
several
years
ago;'
entrance
to
which
was
gained
by
jury
deliberated
several
hours
before
' the chapter. She had
enjoyed the matinee on Thursday af- have been allotted Iowa for work proBifferent offices of the Judith Allen, Cecil B. DeMille's new • smashing a glass in a side door to the reaching,_, the verdict...
Ltriliuuil
£II1U
Ull
J. I 1U<* V
evening
a
i
j»
• 1_ •
• L
f
r-n nr\r\
ternoon
and on
Friday
evening
a.
wn«
nnt<rrr>wtVi
of
nn
-,. v.
• j iu c i
| pects,
jobs
53,000 unscreen find; Harry Green, famous building. Around $100 in cash was Tn»
ine «nif
suit
was- tho
the
outgrowth
01 n*
an,
. furnishing
, mon jr4tl»*iTirp
• for j.i_
capaC ity house enjoyed the final per-!' »»>ir\lrtTr*aH
...
I I
T-V
i
fho
Tinri+o-iji employed men during the winter
nature of the disease stage and screen dialectic funster; Li- j taken from the safe in the store after automobile accident on December 21,! formance.
months.
life, it was im- lyan Tashman and Ned Sparks. Di- j the combination had been knocked off. 1932 west of Anita on U. S. highway j The cast which was made up of i
HAl«in<r asKea
n«kf>H $<s,auu
$9 qno' nineteen
• i
u
• • class
"i
I '^e expenditures
rars. rieising
members
ofe i.u
the Jjunior
.
. . of, huge
,,
.sums of
, services at the church, rection was by Edward Sutherland, j The robbers first, attempted to gain No. 6. Mr*
'
!
money o n various kinds o f work means
damages
for
injuries
which
she
re-1
who
also
megaphoned
.'Whoopee."
|
entrance
through
a
cellar
door
but
held at the grave
is to be commended for the success !
The story, moving in and out of a ; were unsuccessful.
ceived in the mishap, alleging that ^ of the piay. Each individual did more trade in every kind of business
being conCeleher was operating his machine } tnelr part wen an(j succeeded in trans- , . or, profession.
Several Nickels Taken.
, . The
... federal
_ ., funds will
Elwyn Andrews, pas>- theatrical atmosphere, relates the adat
• ^
*.* ,maginat,ons
•
• x^ audj take scores of families
off the county
Nothing'of value was reported mis- n a negligee
at thp
the timp
time noff ' *ferrmg
of* the
,
hurch of Christ. The ventures of a group of show people
fund which a rea fa overbur_
1
held on Tuesday af- rehearsing for a forthcoming musical! sing fromi the Boston grocery and he collision.
lence to the blue grass region of Ken- dened—the result of five long years
The jury on the case, which lasted tucky. The setting was made more;
o'clock and were at- comedy. Bing Crosby, star of the bujtcher shop operated by James Mcof economic distress.
> number of relatives ahow, is engaged to the fascinating'. Donnell. The intruders were unable ;wo days, was composed of F. D. Reid- vivid and colorful by the introduction j The stimulating of the buying powman,
Clarence
Follman,
Mrs.
Sam
gold-digger,
Lilyan
Tashman.
He
to
knock
the
combination
off
the
safe.
[Members of the Eastern
of the negro servants, the dancing! er of the working class of people will,
[attended the services in meets Judith Allen while on a trip Several nickels were taken from the Wood, Lester Luke, Mrs. Donald girls, and the horse race which de- j
in all probability, boost the prices of*
their ritualistic in the West, thinks she has great i cash register. "A window at the rear ^amb, J. J. Heck, Mrs. Sam Berry,termined the outcome of the play. j farm commodities. If farm prices adA. Borth, T. W. Jones, Claude
stage possibilities and makes her a! of the store was removed,
The class appreciates the help
member of the show, and promptly { A flashlight and a large number Odem, Mrs. Ira Harris and Ethel given by their director, Miss Florence I vance prosperity will again reign in
i this section.
and wife were Sun- falls in love with her. The situation of razor blade's were taken. from the armley.
Buthweg, and much credit is due to
Walnut with her sis- becomes embarrassing when he dis- W. H. Burr hardware store. The safe
At the September term of court, her for the manner in which the play
J. W. Todhunter of Atlantic was
Tilton and husband.
covers that Judith is virtually eh- : in the store was not locked. The rob- Mr. Helsing was awarded damages: wag presented.
visiting with friends in Anita Monof
$1,346.25
against
Keleher
in
a
case
gaged to Jack Oakie, part of her act. bers overlooked several dollars in
Music was furnished by a group of jj afternoon,
ner of Seattle, Wash- Oakie and Crosby come to blows, then' change and a $50 Liberty bond in the resulting from the same accident. |nine junior girls who sang, "Softly j ay
in Anita Tuesday, and to an understanding, and the final' safe. They gained entrance by smash- ieleher has appealed the case to the Floats Our Bonny Boat."
Instru- j Mr. and Mrs. Earl Knowlton were
and child, who have been scenes end \he noVel plot in unusual ing a glass in a door,
owa supreme court.
I mental solos by Howard Campbell, in Clarinda last Wednesday to attend
al weeks, will spend the and satisfactory fashion.
No Clues.
Donald Blue, Jack Roe, and Max Har- the funeral services of a brother-inmother, Mrs. Roland
Eight new song hits by Arthur
The safe at the J. A. Driscoll inry were very much appreciated by
Johnston and Sam Coslow are intro- surance agency was ransacked but
the audience.
duced in the film. They are "Thanks," nothing of value was reported misMrs. Roberta Calkins of Bond,urant,
Attended Drake-Ames Game.
leer and wife were in "Buckin' the Wind," "Cradle Me with
Last, Saturday the business men of Iowa, is spending the week in the
day to attend the fun- a Hot-Cha/ Lullaby," "Black Moon- sing. The front door to the establish1
County Treasurer L. A. Breelini* ' Anita showed their interest and ap- ' eit.v, a guest of her sister-in-law, Mrs.
his mother, Mrs. light," »<Boo-Boo-Boo," "The Day You ment was not locked. The safe also
was
unlocked.
70, who passed away Came Along," "The Two Aristo-j The robberies were discovered whenannounced Saturday that 1934 auto-' P r e i ' l a l m n ln the boys and the good J. A. Wagner and husband.
i that city Sunday morn- crats" and "I Guess It Had to be That,
mobile license plates will go on sale work done this season by our win-! Mrs. W. H. Wagner was hostess
the piaces were opened for business
had been a resident Way."
in his office on December 1. Regis- I ninK football team. When Saturday \
Friday morning. The stores are be- trations he said will be handled in dawned so beautiful the men conceived last Wednesday afternoon, at her
ttty for nearly sixty
lieved to have been entered early that exactly the same manner as in pre- i the idea and got out and raised funds home on Locust Street, to the memmorning. As far as can be learned, vious years except that there will be ' to .send the football team to Des bers of the Quilt flub. The afternoon
nobody saw or heard the robbers. no penalty for the' month of Janu- ! Moinus to see the Drake-Ames foot- was spent with needle work. A lunch
lub held its November
was served by the hostess.
There are no clues.
Irs. Daphine Madsen,
ary.
Penalty starts on February 1 ' ball game. All fifteen football letter
I
men
made
the
trip
anil
had
a
time
Lowden and Miss
for delinquent licenses.
A meeting of the ladies aid society
Miss Beth Harry was home from
assisting. There was
The Lincoln Center P. T. A. organConcerning storage affidavits, Mr. and experience that will live with of the Massena township Baptist
nee. After the regu- ization and school will present a pro- her school work at Grinnell college Breeling declared, it is absolutely them for a long, long, time.
Baptist church was held last Wedneseting, the afternoon gram and will serve^ a lunch to the to 3Pend the we«k end w>th .^er Par' imperative that if a car is to be
It is very admirable that business day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
ocially.
Lunch was public on Friday evening at the town- ents - Dr' C. E. Harry and wife.
placed in storage for 1934 in order men with their many duties and re- Orin Sullivan. There was a good at.ship hall. Besides numbers by the |
to avoid payment of penalty, the sponsibilities should be able to find tendance of members and guests.
school band and school pupils, the i Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Dutfcie were storage affidavit must be filed prior the time to think of the youth and
be teachers in Lincoln program will feature Harold Frank, | host and hostes3 laf Thursday to an to January 1, 1934, and
Cal Waxier and wife, Mrs. Minnie
the plates do these fine things. It is very com! recently at Lincoln No. Atlantic municipal band director, in a11 day meeting of the Jolly Dozen turned into the county
treasurer's mendable and the boys appreciate it Carroll and Albert Luman, all from
Molladay, the teacher, two violin solos; Miss Margaret Pigg club, at their home northeast of the office.
more than words can express.
Zanesville, Ohio, came to Anita SunjMiss Georgia Byrne, of Cumberland in saxophone num- city. A covered dish dinner was
Carl H. Miller, president of the day evening, being called hece by the
atendent, and Miss Lil- bers; Miss Ruth Ann Turner of Gris- served at noon, and the afternoon was
An all day meeting of the W. W. Greater Anita Club, Supt. C. W. death of Mrs. Everett Luman. Mrs,
uty, were present and wold playing piano accordion selec- i sPent socially,
club was held last Thursday at the Garlock, Coach Boren, and Gail Burke Waxier is a sister and Mrs. Carroll
talks. "Supervised tions. The P. T. A. organization will
home of Mrs. Ollie Saxton, west of took cars and accompanied the boys : a half-sister of Mrs. Luman.
i subject of a talk given present a one act play, "Squaring it
On Thursday Mrs. Carrie Reynolds Anita. A covered dish dinner was to the game. Mr. J. A. Wagner was |
.
.
Metheny. Plans were with the boss." • The general public entertained a number of friends at a served at noon.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Kiine, former
one of the leaders in the movement
the spelling contest is cordially invited to attend.
1:00 o'clock dinner at the Candleglow
and spent considerable time raising residents of Anita but who have been
held during the second
Cafe, complimentary to Misu Ida
The members of the Night Hawk funds for the undertaking.
living in Guthrie Center the past year,
at Lincoln Center,
left last week for Sacramento, CaliThanksgiving Vacation.
The football squad wishes to ex- Corlett of Colorado Springs and Mrs bridge club were guests Saturday evig of the teachers will press its sincere thankis to the Great- Frank Stone of Valley Junction. Oth ening of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Possehl,
School will be closed this Thursday ] fornia, where they will make their
ember 12 at the home er Anita Club for the wonderful er guests were Mrs. Glen A. Roe o: at their home west of the city. Fol- and Friday for the usual Thanksgiv- future home. While living here Mr.
Luman, teacher of trip to the Drake-Ames game.
this city and Mrs. L. K. Nichols am lowing the bridge games, a lunch ing vacation and will reopen on Mon- Kime was local manager for the Iowa.
was served by the hostess.
Mrs. Ed. Shannon of Atlantic.
day, December 4th.
Electric Co.
A. H. S. Squad.
The adventures for four sideshow
entertainers who try their luck on
Short Illness With Broadway, is divertiifgly told in "Take
a Chance," the Paramount musical
Resident of
film which comes to the Rialto Theatre
ip~Por Past
Thanksgiving and Friday.
Years.
The quartette, composed of James
Dunn, June Knight, Cliff Edwards and
Lillian Roth find that the Great White
aan, 52, vpfe'of "Way isn't'much different from Main
and a well known Street after all and climb to the top
township where of the ladder by means of a series
years, passed of hilarious episodes which will /keep
home about 11:00 audiences in an uproar.
orning, death being
It wouldn't be fair to tell you much
meningitis. She more of the story. Suffice to say that i
a slight headache the supporting cast, composed of
but her condi- Charles "Buddy" Rogers, Lilian Bond,
: acute until Friday Lena Andre, Robert Gleckler and
ay evening she at- Charles Richmond, do justice to their
:
at the Raymond roles, and that the locale of the story
ranges from a small-town carnival to
atuary.
a ritzy gambling club, out with the
fe Wilson was born on socially elite of Long Island and back
fZanesville, Ohio, and to Broadway.
home in Lincoln
But it's the music and the chorus
nber 25, 1933; aged which makes "Take a Chance" really
and 14 days.
outstanding. Laurence Schwab, Wil, 1905, she wasliam Rowland and Monte Brice, who
to Everett B. Lu- made the picture in the East, had all
th her husband she New York to call on for talent and
to Iowa, settling as a result gathered together a group
hip, where she had of song-writers and lyricists, which
reads like a Who's Who of Tin Pan
norther of two daugh- Alley and a group of girls which has
hter passed away a graced several Follies and also the
ripThe other daughterstage version of "Take a Chance."
ow of Lincoln,town- The results are highly satisfactory..
survived by her
At least five songs which are sung
; two brothers, from coast to coast are included in
i and Robert Wilson the new show. Written by such notsisters, Mrs. M. Dorn ables as Jay Gorney, Lou Alter, Heretcher of Anita, and man Hupfeld, E. Y. Harburg, Billy
of Zanesville, Ohio; Rose, Arthur Swanstrom, Harold ArMrs. Minnie Carroll len and Buddy DeSylva, these tunes
Tolen of Zanesville, include: "I Never Took a Lesson in
er, Hillas Wilson, al- My Life," "New Deal Rhythm,"
Two granddaugh- "It's Only a Paper Moon," "Should
td Beatrice Darrow, I Be Sweet" and a brand new version
their grandmother's of "Eadie Was a Lady.'

Phone 43
We Deliver
Anita, Iowa

Friday and Saturday
Specials

Oatmeal

M1

Srce 13c

BRIARDALE
GELATINE

Surprise Party Sunday
at Ray Johnson Home

5c

Bananas

:;

pounds

1 9c

'Too Much Harmony" With
Defendant Wins Damage
Brag Crosby Coming Here Adair Business Houses
Entered Friday Morning
Suit in District Court

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES

Auto License Plates Will
Go on Sale December 1
"

Lincoln Center P. T. A.
to Have Meeting Friday
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News Review of Current
Events the World Over
Business Men, Bankers and Others A«nil President's
Monetary Policy—Russia Reeopni/ed. Envoys
Named—Welles to Leave Culia Soon.
By EDWARD V. PICKARD
business, as representA MERICAN
ed by the Chamber of Commerce
of the United States. Is now nut In
open opposition to President UOOSPvelt's monetary poli| cy. The board of (IIj rectors of that nationwide orcan 1 ?, a 11 o n,
which Is headed by
Henry I. Ilarriman of
Boston, adopted a resolution declaring that
the President's course
waa gravely retarding
business recovery and
re-employment, underm i n i n g the governPresident
ment's credit, preventRootevelt
ing the expansion of
normal credit and prolonging the demoralization of foreign trade—In other
words, doing Just the opposite of what
Mr. Roosevelt hopes It will do. The
directors demanded of the administration "complete avoidance of monetary
experimentation, greenbackism a n d
fiat money."
Until this time the chamber has
been snpportlng the President and
Mr. Harrlman has been active In promoting the alms of the administration.
He attended the meeting of the board,
'as did P. W. Lltchtjeld, president of
the Goodyear Tire and Rubber company; Hedfield Proctor, president of
the Vermont Marble company; Paul
8noup, vice president of the Southern
Pacific railroad; Chester I. Barnard,
president of the New Jersey Bell Telephone company, and nearly all the
rest of the 62 directors.
Besides attacking the President's
monetary policy, the board adopted
three other resolutions of similar
tenor. One protested against the expenditure of large sums by the public
works administration for financing
projects In competition with private
business enterprises which are now
rendering adequate service at reasonable cost
Another protested against the public
•works administration's plan to engage
In the building of federal housing
projects, and insisted that such financing should be through private housing
corporations.
In a resolution on the NIIA, the
chamber urged that industrial codes
should be administered through the
trade associations of each industry.
A S HAD been expected, Prof. O. M.
•**• W. Sprague, special adviser to the
treasury, resigned, and in doing so he
told the President, once his pupil at
H a r v a r d , that the
Roosevelt dollar depreciation policy not
only will fail to raise
prices substantially In
the absence of trade
recovery but will ruin
the credit of the government and precipitate an inflation panic.
"I believe," Sprague
•aid In his letter, "you
are faced with the alternative e i t h e r of Prof. O. M. W.
giving up the present
Sprague
policy or of the meeting of government expenditures with additional
money."
Having finally lost all hope that the
President might be persuaded to
change his course before it is too late,
Professor Sprague said he was resigning to take the field against the Roosevelt policy, believing that the last
chance of averting a currency inflation
debacle lies in arousing public opinion.
Another,of the President's financial
advisers, thougli unofficial, James P.
Warburg, New York banker, Joins with
Sprague In protest against the present
monetary policies. Like the professor, he will undertake to arouse public
opinion against them. This he announced at a meeting of the American
Academy of Political Science in Philadelphia. At the same meeting Prof.
Irving Fisher. Yale economist, Bald the
President's monetary policy wus "substantially right"; and Senator Thoinaa
of Oklahoma asserted that he was opposed to Inflation, which will cause
general surprise.
Members of the advisory council of
the federal reserve board, composed
of prominent bankers in each federal
reserve district, met In Washington
and adopted a resolution favoring the
re-establishment of the currency on a
gold basis, together with safeguards
to be agreed upon by International action. The resolution was circulated
privately among all the member banks
In the federal reserve system.
A C1IN(J Secretary of the Treasury
Morgeuthuu replied to criticisms
by saying .that "the credit of the United
States is as good us the Hock of Gibraltar"; but at the same t i m e he let It
be known t h a t , In order to bo|.s|,.r up
the prices of government securities
which have been dropping, the Treasury department Itself w ,, u l ,i , M I V f( , (]
era! bonds with some of its h u ,, ) l u s
funds.
pKKSIDKNT noo«:vKI.rs answer
to these protests u-alnst his policies, as obtained l, y w,-ishi,i K t,, n ( , m .
dais who communicated w l i h hi m llt
Warm Springs, was to direct t h a t tlie
program of depreciating the dollar for

the purpose of raising commodity
prices be continued.
The action of the chamber was coincident with the delivery of an address by Mr. Roosevelt at Savannah,
Ga., in which he denounced the critics
of his recovery program as "lories"
and "doubting Thomases" and warmly
defended the "experiments" he Is making. He promised that "the principles
and objectives of American self-government will remain the same."
Washington
correspondents said
that an ambitious second-stage reconstruction program was being formulated there for the President In his absence. Important features of this plan
are sound money on a devalued gold
standard; a balanced budget to come
from proceeds of a devaluation, liquor
monopoly and other "painless" revenues ; a revived foreign trade on
parity, currency and real progress In
resumption of foreign debt collections.
Seizing upon the appellation used by
the President, critics of his course
have organized the Association of
American Tories and It Is gathering
many members. The originators of
the association decided they should
have a king for their President, so
.they selected for that post Rufus King,
a well-known author.
CECRETARY of the Interior Ickes.
^ as public works administrator,
announced that he had turned $100,000,000 over to the new federal housing corporation that Is undertaking
slum clearance work In cities throughout the country. The undertaking, he
said, would be started In Detroit with
a model housing project.
TD ESUMPTION of diplomatic relaAX
tlohs with Russia and the recognition of the Soviet government came,
as was expected, on the eve of the
President's departure
for Warm Springs. He
and Commissar I,
vlnor issued a Joint
announcement of the
happy ending of their
negotiations, and Mr.
Roosevelt Immediately designated William
C. Bullit as American
ambassador to Moscow, which greatly
A. A. Troyan- With
^™*?d th ° R»^™*ovsky
'n e day or so
the Soviet government
announced that its ambassador to
Washington would be Alexander Antonovlch Troyanovsky, formerly diplomatic representative at Tokyo and
now vice chairman of the Russian
state planning commission. This gentleman was born In Russia In 3881',
studied In the University of Kiev, was
exiled to Siberia In 1009, escaped and
lived In France until 1917, and served
In the Russian revolutionary army.
With recognition by our government
Russia agrees not to allow its ageuts
to propagandize against the government of the United Slates; guarantees
religious freedom and legal protection
for American nationals in Russia, and
waives all claims against the United
States growing out of the American
expedition into Siberia In 1918-21. No
promise whatever was made by Mr.
Litvinov coucernlng the attitude of
his government toward the payment
of $708,r>83,000 In debts owed by Russia to the United States government
and to private American citizens.

rpOLLOWING his conference with
I Ambassador Welles In Warm
Springs, President Roosevelt Issued a
formal statement concerning the Cuban
situation which was
designed to let President Grau know that
the United States Is
not ready to recognize
his government^ and
will not do so Unless
he can persuade the
Island factions to
cease their warring
and
agree among
themselves.
The statement reIterated the admlnis- 8um"«r Welle*
tration's policy of recognizing any government, regardless of its partisan or
factional color, which proved Itself
representative of Us people and able
to secure the^r support But it was
made clear that the present Cuban
government, assailed ag It has been
by one revolutionary attempt after another, did not at present meet these
conditions.
Mr. Roosevelt supplemented his
statement by the announcement that
though Ambassador Wflles would return to his post in Havana after visit
Ing Washington, ],e would goo,, he re
placed by Jefferson Cuffory and would
resume his former position as assistant
secretary of M a t e for L a t i n American
affairs. This is m f,,]i um,r(, w l ( h
Mr. Welles' desires t h o u g h he has
been u n w i l l i n g to retire fro,,, Havana
under ,|,e , leavy Hrtf vUr(H.u,(1 ^.^
him by the supporters of Hie ( ; r i l u
government. The l a t t e r had been org u n l z i i i K a B n.at protest demonstrate,, designed to keep the ambassador
''•""> I'imliii;; at the Havana docks and
serious trouble was feared. Mr. Roosevelt's announcement it was hoped
would ease this teuse situation.

R E M I E R ALBERT RARRAUT'S
government was upset by the French
rlianiher of deputies by a vote of 3-1
to "47 due to Its Insistence on retention of the gold standard and bnlnncIng the budget. Its defeat wns really
brought about by the determination of
the unions of civil servants not to submit to any financial sacrifices in the
Interests of the state. There was n
belief In Paris that Edouard Urn-lot
might again be called on to form a
new ministry.

P

Finds Imaginary Golf
Conducive to Slumber

effort In rec.illlng the scenery. Next
he always assumes that his tee shot
is n good one. This Is not because
he always does hit a good one In
real life, but because b> tins found
that the missing of drives has some
subtly w.-.kpful Influence.
"•After that,' he says, with an engaging modesty, 'I play to form and
allow for many lapses from grace.
He adds that he has found It great
fun. and that only very seldom hap
l\e had to piny a second round before sleep comes to his rescue."
Rushing this Information to the

"Popples Is nothing to It," quotes
a British enthusiast who finds t h a t ,
when troubled w i t h Insomnia, he can
put himself to sleep by playing Imaginary rounds of golf.
Aware that others prone to lie
nwnke uiny wish to ndopt It, n hum a n i t a r i a n golf correspondent, Sfiys
the Literary Digest, thus elucidates
his technique. "First of nil. he
chooses a course he knows well, since,
CECRETARY OF STATE HULL, who as I suppose, he wants to mnke nn
^ doesn't seem to cut much of
figure in the administration, Is to have
a new assistant secretary. President
Roosevelt
appointed
to this post Francis
B. Sayre, son-in-law
of the late President
YOUNG MRS. BELL SCOFFED
Wilson, and he will
s u c c e e d Harry F.
Payer who has been
transferred to the
position of special
foreign trade adviser
to the RFC.
Mr.
WELL,NEIGHBOR! WHAT ARE YOU
Sayre is a professor
In the Harvard law
DOING IN THE BASEMENT THIS TIME
school and will reOF NIGHT? I CAME IN TO ASK.YOU
move from Cambridge to. Washington
TO GO TO THE /WOrtES TOMORROW
ns soon as arrangements can be made
AFTERNOON.
with the university.
As adviser on foreign affairs to the
I'M PUTTING THE CLOTHES
government of Slam, Mr. Sayre has
TO SOAK,OP COURSE. NO
had wide experience in the negotin
MOVIES FOR /WE TO/BORROW
tion of political and conmiercla
....ITS WASHDAYi
treaties. Since-1925 he has negotiated
treaties between the Siamese govern
ment and the governments of France,
Great Britain, the Netherlands, Spain
Portugal, Denmark, Sweden, Norway
and Italy. He holds decorations from
all of the principal nations of Europe.

London Tiroes, the f(trrnc,
make, a little suggestion of I
"A far better „]„„.» n" . ' l
"would be to g« to bed r
give audiences, one at a ti
"*»
series of players who hnvl ,
nd
Ittck. Surely such a na rra u v '
to numb the too active
thing can.any.
Ec.ucy
P^rk-keeper (to lovers)— r
Injt the park gates now
"Good! I've been wonderln,
the draft wfla coming from ., g

tln

«-

WHAT! MOVIES ON MONDAY >
AT THE IDEA ^VNTIl $H£ Used

This Remarkable New Laundry Soap
That Soaks Clothes Clean in 15 minutes

T IEUTENANT COMMANDER SET
*-^ TLE of the navy and Major Ford
ney of the marines finally found
a day of favorable atmospheric con
ditlons and made their long-delayed
flight Into the stratosphere, Thelf
big balloon ascended from Akron
Ohio, and reached an altitude of 61,23'
feet This beat the existing record b;
about 8,000 feet, though Russia's strat
osphere explorers claimed to have ris
en above 62,000 feet.
Settle's balloon and aluminum bal
came down in a southern New Jersey
swamp and the two daring explorer!
extricated themselves safely and wen
taken by airplane to Washington
where they were received by the sec
retary of the navy and other officials.
XJEWFOUNDLAND Is about to lose
1^1 its status as a British dominion
and be demoted to that of a crown colony. This course has been recommended by a royal commission that
has been investigating the dominion's
tangled financial affairs. The report
of this body charges that Newfoundland's debt, which has reached the
point where tap interest consumes 50
per cent of the state's Income, is
"largely due to reckless waste and extravagance and to the absence of constructive and efficient administration."
Newfoundland was the first of Great
Britain's overseas colonies. Labrador
Is Included In Its government, and one
of the suggested solutions for the island's difficulties has been to sell Labrador to Canada, paying the public
debt with the proceeds.
CEISMOGRAPHS all over the world
^ showed the other day what scientists declared was the greatest earthquake ever recorded. But fortunately
It occurred way up toward the North
pole, between Greenland and Baffin Island where there was nothing to destroy except land formation and no
lives to be taken.

BUT SURELY YOt/LL GET THROUGH
IN TIME! DON'T TELL ME YOU'RE SO
OLD-FASHIONED THAT YOU SCRUB
AND BOt L THE CLOTHES AS W
AS SOAK THEM OVERNI6irfT{
AND WHY NOT? IF I KNEW
ANY EASIER AND
QUICKER. WAY TO
GET THEM
CLEAN....

SUNDAY NIGHT.
MONDAY MORNING I
JUST LOOKED
YES....AND I HOPE
IN WHILE
YOU'RE RIGHTABOUT
CLOTHES ARE
ITS NOT FADING COLORED
SOAKING. | SEE
THINGS....,! MUST SAY
YOUVE GOT YOUR.
I NEVER SAW SUCH
OWN OXYDOL.
THICK,CREAMY SUDS!

SEND A PACKAGE OF OXYDOL
RIGHT OVER.. MRS. ARNOLD SAYS IT
WILL SOAK CLOTHES CLEAN IN IS MIN
UTES*... WITH OUT SCRUBBING
OR BOILING'.

THAT'S RIGHT
MRS. BELL. AND
THE CLOTHES WjLL
LAST LONGER.,
TOO/

IMAGINE; i THOUGHT
I WAS ALREADY USING
THE BEST GRANULATED
SOAPJ .WHY, WITH
OXYDOL.I TAKE ONLY
HALF THE TIME..AND
I DONT SCRUB OR.
BOIL
ANYTHING..'

YOU SEE HOW
RIGHT I WAS.'
YOUR COLORED
PIECES CAME OUT
BEAUTIFULLY...
...AND LOOK
HOW THE WHITE
THINGS

I'M GOING TO

PAV FOR OUR

TICKETS BECAUSE YOU
TOLD /WE ABOUT
OXYDOL.'

O.K.' IP | HADN'T
VOU'D STILL BE IN
THAT BASEMENT
STANDING OVER. A
STEAMING
BOILED.

EARNEST W. GIBSON, who formerly
*-' was a congressman from Vermont,
will go back to Washington to represent that state In the senate. He was
appointed by Governor Wilson to fill
the vacancy caused by the death ol
Senator Porter H. Dale.
farm strike fizzled
Wout,ISCONSIN'S
so It was called off by the
heads of the Farm Holiday association and the milk pool. The picket*
were all withdrawn and shipments of
milk and other farm produce to the
markets were resumed. The milk
pool leader said another "holiday"
probably would be ordered in Feb
ruary.
seems to be headed for another civil war of major proportions. The famous Nineteenth route
army which defended Shanghai against
the Japanese early last yean has revolted against the Nanking govern
ment and issued a declaration of independence of Fukien province It i»
rumored the army has reached 'an understanding with the communists In
Kiangsl province.
The fact that Fuklen's chief political
principle is continued opposition to
Japan has caused apprehension that
it is likely to provoke Japanese Intervention. The province contains extensive Japanese interests and is regarded as a Japanese sphere due to Its
location opposite the Japanese Island
colony on Formosa.
QN DECEMBER 5 the fascist grand
^ council will be convoked to dis
cuss the question of Italy's membership In the League of Nations, and In
formed opinion In Home is that Italy
will withdraw from the League unless
I'ruuce consents to the holding of a
disarmament conference in Rome under the four-power pact that was engineered by Mussolini. So f a r tne
Frenoh have refused to participate
l» any such conference outside of
Ceuevu and the auspices of the
League. Three Italian newspapers already have hinted at the possibility
"f the w i t h d r a w a l of Italy. onp. of
them is the premier's Popolo d'ltalla
S). 1833.

\vW«rn Nowspuuor Union.
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NEW LAUNDRY SOAP BREAKS ALL RECORDS
FOR FAST WASHING AND WHITE CLOTHES
-

Soaks Out Dirt In 15 Minutes,
.
_
Yet Is Utterly Harmless to Color, Fabric and Hands

test^^^

you'veever used^r no st^ng agents, no chemica!

-~ "^ '' X^.^"-**SSZ SeSd8^ iSTt AI33«6aK

OXYDOL simply can't hurt anything rtear water won't!

'• never cease?"

For this remarkable invention is *n utterly new-tvoe
laundry soap. A soar, th*t m,,u;.,i;_ ^".TTSL1-* tyPe

DISSOLVES Dirt-In Any Water,
Hard or Soft
Its creamy, "free-acting" suds dissolat dirt out in 15

—. u ,^, j

WIA4

i

—"granulated," bar U4 luuie—nop
Women believed they had the fastest
soap alreadyl Then found it was slow
alongside OxYppu For OXYDOL utterly banishes boiling. It ends washboard
scrubbing. It cuts soaking time to 15
minutes-gets clothes out far sooner.
They believed they had the whitest
wishes they could possibly get And
are now anraed by washes 4 to 5
shades whiter than before.
By impartial scientific test, ONE washing with OXYDOL gets clothes whiter
than 2 to 4 washes with other soaps.
But that's not all!
You-U find clothes actually last longer
washed with this new soap. That the
daintiest colors DO NOT fade. That it
is easier on hands than any soap

soaps

Different from ordinary soaps, OXYDOL is specially fitted
to water conditions in each district where it is sold. The
water in this district, for example,
has been tested for "hardness" by
expert chemists. Ihe OXYDOL you
buy here contains just the right
proportion of "softener" to fit it.
With OXYDOL you'll do your wash in
25% to 40% less time. You'll get a
whiter, sweeter-smelling wash than
ever before. Everything win iron beautifully—no soap streaks or smudges
anywhere. And you'll never be bothered with fading colors or red, soapbitten hands.
These things we promise you. 'Whatever your former favorite, try OXYDOL
next time you wash. You'll JURA.
never go back to slower ^SkT
soaps or harsher soaps again! &$?'
Procter & Gamble.
' """"•
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.98.06
99.05 j Zion Office Supply, supplies
thomecl the county auditor to write Loren Hardisty, hauling
3.50 , A t l a n t i c Hospital Corporation, 21.66 Hoffman Hardware, supplies
17.00
warrants for same:
; Dr. H. A. Johnson, care of
I Frank Bannister, labor . . . .
85.05i care of sick
230,15
sick
Maintcnace and BridRe Payrolls.
Herbert Spear, labor
64.92 A t l a n t i c
188.00
Shoe
Company,
Harold Brehmer, labor
$ 86.40 Lawrence Ward, labor
Byron Jones, refilling extin85.D2 ' shoes
B. M. Bopp, labor
4 00 Atlantic Building & Supply
2.50
guishers at county farm
] A n t r i m Grocery, to poor
3.75
T. H. Darrow, labor
15.75
23.02 Dr. W. W. Kitson, care of
Co., posts
5.86, Ho'.'L'h Oil Company, supHenry Eggerling. labor
i sick
86.40 Atlantic Square Deal Oil Co.
11.50
plies
H. W. Eilts, dragging
.
1.05
Mrs. H. Kinney, transients
2'J.GO :
gas and oil
182.75 Cliff Miller Tractor Company,
5.00|
Harlan Gittens, labor
2.00 F. A. Black Oil Co., gas
C. A. Long, burial expense
50.00
5if.00 j parts
Werner Blunk, labor
3.50 ' Clarence Brown, overseer
5.26 Dr. Earl C. Montgomery, care
22.00 .). H. Keesee, repair work
Claus Behnken, labor
14 00 C. B. & Q. Railroad, rent on
9.65
of sick
72.75
| National Bridge Materials
Tom Clausen, dragging
j J. H. Marshall & Son, sup42.35 | ground
G.OO
i
Company,
car
lumber
H. M. Duff, dragging
j o , ,60 C. R. I. & P. Railroad "Co.",
441.56
plies
I Neff Hardware, supplies
John Eggerling, dragging
5.05 H. F. Mueller, groceries to
27.00
freight on car lumber
1
57.1.44 . N o r t h w e s t e r n Bell Telephone
^ Wm. Gillpatrick, labor
poor
2.00 Dens Oil Lubricant Co., oil
1
81.40, Company, rent and toll
Lamar Gardner, labor
2.80 Harley Gaines, hauling
22.75
Kurd's
Grocery, groceries to
36.00 P. A. Oestereich repairs
John Greenwaldt, dragging
4.00
poor
23.10 Gasoline Alley, ( A n i t a )
32.88 | John Phelp.s, assisting enL. H. llayter, labor
4.00 ' V. S. Hansen, repair work
Dr. H. H. Penquite, care of
10.05 i gineer
C. Kitelinger, dragging
18.13
sick
61.13 Herring Service Statiion, gas,
j Robinson Hardware, supplies
M. N. Lambertson, dragging
11.02'' oil and repairs
3.60
Andrew
Paulsen, groceries' to
72.80
Standard
George .Miller, labor
L...- i ,
.
.
-•"- ••••""iiaiu Blue Print Co.,
43.80
poor
3.00 • hn.s
Drager, dragging
54.95 K l i n e Taylor,
John W. M e h l m a n n , dragassisting
John DeBus, labor
Roc Clothing Co., shoes to
ging
gineer
19.70 A. C. Kshelman, labor
20.00
poor
49(1u \v-,,,-,,,,
i.-n,-,,. •
Walter Nelson, labor
^""amier
J
'
l
l
l
m
g
Station,
gas
:
2. HO Frank Ellis, labor
56.00
Mrs:
Millie Roughton,"cook at
113.40 J. W. White, repair work
W. Paige, labor
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
2.00 J. M. Frank, labor
7.38
county farm
7.00
;
A
t
l
a
n
t
i
c
Auto
Company,
rent
W. M. Pearson, dragging
lit.80 ' r a n k Howard, dragging
260.00 Ed. Snyder, supplies
Wal^r R a t h m a n , labor
'
03.00! Anita Tribune, proceedings
21!. -ir. •yle Johnson, labor
77.13 Sunny Crest Sanatorium'
4.90 American Legion Building
Hilbert Stoll, hauling
[
1.00 •'red A. Lindeman, labor
care of sick
18.00
Electricity does year ironing. "RememM. S. Swanson, labor
As
4.33
ssociation, rent
l'->0 00 ' M-u-tin i «
15.00
.eRoy Krause, labor
J > borensen
4.00 America,, Book Company,
Richard Watson, labor
'
. ™P»»s to
i
ber Vay back when" irons were heated
12.25 •'red A. Lindeman, labor
harness
18.80 i school books
Wm. Schaaf, labor . . . . ' . '.] '
19.15!
4.20 Calvin Lindnman, labor
on
a good hot cook stove and" the ther'<j
1
21.13
Sanitary
Market,
00
meat to
F - L. Possehl, labor
;
H ; (;. A r m e n t r o u t , committee
2.80 Arnold Meyer, dragging
poor
mometer
registered 100 degrees in the
83.401 work
Johannes Eilt.s, dragging
1.08 j
27.90 Merell Nichols, labor
shade.
120.60
The
Vogue,
clothing
Vo
poor"
4.00
Albert
J.
B,
Eddie Pearson, labor . " . . . .
3.00 |
'i-own, repair of
2.80 I George B. Proctor, labor
: W a t e r s Grain Company, coal
68.05
John J. Dill, labor
radio
I
22.05 , R«y Bates, labor
o.OO
to
p
i(
( )r
4.00 I Georgia Byrne, mileage
Ray Keith, labor
7.75
45.50 i Bruce Rudig, labor
31.35 A. L. Wright'; Grocery, to
Harvey Hansen, labor
10.80 ^S. A. Cue, hauling rubbish
2.80 I Evert Smith, labor
.75
poor
Frank Mardeson, labor
4.90 j E. Chinitz, material
2.75
20.00 ' C. E. Schlicht, labor
2.25
Dr.
Agnes""
Wilder, care of
4.55 Chas. A. Donahoe, watchBuck Knowlton, labor
33.60 I Lawrence Saemisch, labor
sick
4.20
Julius Anderson, labor
man
42.95 i Joe Walker, labor
, ,, . u
•'• 10.80 Yarger Market, groceries to 91.50
56.00 A. A.
Martin Anderson, labor
Iowa Electric Company
Emigh, postage
171 00
2.80 j Don W
Wohlenhaus, labor . . . .
101 85
poor
Roy I. Bailey, labor . . . . '. . . .
Thos.
Gittins,
weed
connnis16.98
121.20
Harold
Bacon,
dragging
'
43 20
V\ idows'
Luther M. Collier, labor
• Sioner
9.60 Lulu Brown ensions per Month.
Charlie Caste-el, dragging
2(i.40 (.regersen
Edward Dimig, dragging '. . .
Drug
Store
^•^^^•^^•••••iMI^^^^^^HH^IHiBHi^HHBi
16.00
40.101 Tom Casey, labor
68.72 | Louise Dillon
1.40 Maxine Highley, salary
Richard Davidson, labor
16.00
19.201 Harry Fickel, labo
55.00 j Mrs. Alice Hov
6.50 Hoegh Oil Company, fuel oil
Elmer Erickson, labor
14.00
7.00 Earl
30.49
1
Dolly Hood . .
2(1.10
Wayland Ho ^ ,." r
^ f' "r™ "' ^ ' '
Hammond & Stephens 'Co.',
12.00
Mrs. Effie March
98.30
Henry 0. „.„£„
Hr ' ' ' '
^° ' ^ ^ "^
,
supplies
21.00
u M.
i» Kuehl,
ir . . .labor
.
-..JO, Henry Luchnng, labor
33.63 Greta Rourick
h
TC
a> Illinois.
H.
2.80 Hansen & Lowe, hardware .
15
24.00
08
14.10, Ned C. Murray, dragging
Minnie
Watson
50.85
Claude Mt-Fadden, labor
r/7 !l;
Klipto Loose Leaf Co., books
117.65;
Virginia and Kentucky.
,,
16.00
' ' E . J. Symonds, dragging
1,64 Mrs. Dagrner U'-amer
8-1.75 Laurel Book Co., books
C.-C. Morrison, labor
1200
91.80 Ben Sjuth, labor
59.69
Mrs. Iva Ehle
0.50 Midland Chemical Lab., Inc.,
12.00
Gertrude Bunce
6.00
labor
THE ANITA TRIBUNE 1 S.C . ,i.( ' . Spicer,
Spear, labor
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Fifty Famous
Frontiersmen
By

ELMO SCOTT WATSON

Events in the Lives of Little Men

THIEVES, THU
ND BUMO-STEEEE

"Father of the Texas
Panhandle"

I

T IS difficult to say which of the
many feats In the career of CoL
Charles Goodnight made him most famous. Is he best remembered as the
Amoaj? Whoaaa
mau who blazed three Important trails
In the old Texas cattle driving days?
Or as the head of the great J. A.
ranch which once comprised more than
1,300,000 acres and had more than
100,000 cattle? Or as the founder of
the widely-known "Goodnight buffalo
herd" and the preserver of the last
remnants of the countless millions
that once roamed the plains of the
West? Whichever It Is, his fame as
the "Father of the Texas Panhandle,"
a title which Includes In It some elements of all three, seems secure.
Goodnight was born In Illinois on
March 5. 183&—Just three days after
9
Texas, where be was to win his fuWOT GttKOGB- JrVlC*
ture renown, bad declared Its inde•will *• Xxvoit*! to atttod
pendence from Mexico. His parents
moved to Texas In 1845, the year the
Lone Star state entered the Union.
So If there was ever a man who "grew
up with a state," that mnn was Charles
Goodnight
During the Civil war Goodnight, the
Las Vegas, March 24th, iSSa.
•
young ranchman, served with the Texas Rangers, fighting Indians. Mexicans
When the Rope Was Law on the Santa Fe Trail.
and cattle and horse thieves and winning valuable experience for the stir- Prepared by National Geographic Society,
The ancient tree-lined fi
Washington. D. C.—WNU Service.
ring dayi that were to coma At the
pioneer
freighters ended
MARKER
la
to
be
placed
at
close of the war the Texas plains
IngfeUs, Kan., by the Santa Fe trip across the plains ani,
swarmed with cattle and the Texans
Trail association as a memorial their big wagons, la still ttu t
had to find a market for them. Some
to Jebedlah Smith, one of the life In Santa Fe. At w
of the ranchers had already begun to
when soft breezes sl K h „„„
early
pioneers
of America's West
trail their cattle up to Abilene, Kan.,
The Santa Fe Trail, a hard, hoof- trembling elm leaves, the local,
for shipment East, but Goodnight saw
a greater opportunity in New Mexico, worn highway, often 100 feet wide, so tas, dark-eyed and flirtatious, ?
Coloradp and Wyoming, where there beaten and packed that it couldn't be ade this ancient plaza and \
were Indian agencies looking for beef. plowed, and with not a white settle- ravlshlngly as In.Kit CarsonVn,
But between the Panhandle of Texas ment on its whole savage-haunted tic day^But none of them *Mijl
and these markets was a vast expanse length, stretched across virgin land. home now for a red-headed J
of desert country Inhabited by fierce On buffalo meat alone the plainsman trapper, even if the trapper haq
Comanches, ready to pounce on white oft'fti lived, and from green hide he every other rival at the fan
Invaders, kill them and seize their cat- made clumsy, sackllke boots to save
How the Trail Altered. |
tla Undaunted by these dangers Good- oxen's feet from stones and hot sand.
Originally the trail ran .„
night looked around until he found a A good day's march was 15 miles.
from Franklin, crossed the Siiss
Over this amazing pathway of the Arrow Rock, and stretcWJ
kindred spirit In Oliver Loving and
they, with 18 daring cowboys, gath- plains drove the longest wagon trains through what la now Lexington t
ered ap a herd of several thousand cat- the world ever saw, trains often mile* dependence, "Uo. A rich re*
tle and started out Two months later long, with four and even eight creak- where, as, pettlers multipiiei1
they arrived In Fort Sumner, N. M., ing wagons rambling abreast What orons* culture developed, with's
with a 600-mile Journey safely behind a colossal traffic it was, pushing out to mlliar homemade, walnut fit
them.
win the West I At Its peak, 8,000 wag- ask hoppers, big soap am)
This trail which they blazed Immedi- ons and 50,000 ox yokes used in one *eules, looms, and spinning \
ately became known as the Goodnight season 1
Today, where Washington 1
Franklin, Mo., in Kit Carson's youth, saw myriad prairie chickens, »|
Trail, and later It was extended
through the Raton mountains Into was the outpost pf civilization. St. rokeets," a« pioneers called I
Louis, with 4,000 people, was the only passes big pens of white ».
Colorado and Wyoming.
The second of the trails which Good- other large town in Missouri From Endless '^Id Traif" garages D
night blazed ran from Almogordo, N. there clumsy boats, battling sand bars, place of wayside Mackstnitli i
M., to Granada, Colo., and tbjg. one snags, and muddy whirlpools, their where former pilgrims stopped s
soon became famous as the New passengers often firing at deer or wild a horse or set a tire, fflii
Goodnight TralL His third trail, laid turkeys on the wooded river banks, tended hemp and tobacco,
out when he was Head of the J. A. beat upstream to Franklin, where the plants are busy now, their i
ranch, was the Palo Duro-Dodge City Santa Fe Trail then started.
barns and silos replacing the i
Franklin boomed with the fur trade. beaten tobacco sheds of
Trail, 250 miles In length, from his
It fairly seethed with excited men,
ranch to Dodge City, Kan.
As commerce grew, boats i
Oxen bawled; mules kicked and gruntfarther
up the Missouri,
ed. Through mnd and dust of the
Famous for an Act Not His
erode town's crowded streets creaked Franklin. By 1831 Ind
came the starting point fri
<«pOLONEL CEESAP, the last heavily loaded wagons of Cbnestoga across
the plains. Plying $»
*-* spring, In cold blood and unpro- type, canvas-topped, schoonerllfce wagvoked, murdered all the relations of ons, loadeu with bolts of calico, ging- then was one government-jis/*
Logan, not even sparing my women hams, velvets, cotton goods, cutlery, used for exploring, the '
and children. There runs not a drop firearms, tools, and light hardware, neer. An early narrati
of my blood in the veins of any living and drawn by four or five pairs of ox- place of a bowsprit she ha«
creature. . . . Who is there to en or mules; and, breasting this west- great serpent, and as the
mourn for Logan? Not one!"
bound stream, up from Santa Fe, from capes out of it* moutb it rum*
Do you remember it—"The Speech El Paso, even from far Chihuahua long tongue, to the perfect
of Logan" In the old McGuffey'a read- pack trains came drifting In, laden' the Indians."
Independence, In its palmy wer
<J«?j
er? Thousands of American school- with Mexican silver, with beaver pelts
boys have recited that matchless or- and buffalo robes. Big-hatted, swarthy the funnel through which ^
ation and thereby perpetuated a grave Spanish" men in red blankets and travel poured. From here
Injustice to a brave frontiersmaa For tight trousers—men who fought with only Santa Fe traders, but
Capt Michael Cresap was not the 'knW» and spoke a purring tongue trains for Utah and the thous
leader of the party of whites who mas- strarige to Missouri folk—mingled with covered wagons for the long
trail to the Northwest ID "Tbi
sacred the family of Logan, the Mlngo returning caravana
ern Guide Book and Emigrant!
chief, during \>ord Dunmore's war of
Little Left of Franklin.
1774, even though the Immortal words
Far-outpost of empire Franklin was tory" for 1840, is a rude map, s>
of the heart-broken red man sent the in those exciting days. It saw the all the great overland trails aij
accusation thundering down the years. cheering legions pass. But now Its Ing from Independence, Mo.; I""
Born In 1742, the son of CoL Thomas symphony of life Is lulled. Long ano big blank spots on this
Cresap, a well-known Maryland pi- the hungry river claimed most of it meager details reveal how lit>
oneer, young Michael early set up as Few, indeed, of the hastening host who knew of our western country f
a trader. But he did not come tote pause now for hot dogs or cigarettes years ago.
prominence until the year 1773 when even dream what stirring BCenes were
Birth of Kansas City
he wen| across the Ohio, became tt staged here when the Mexican flag still
A few miles up from
"squatter" on lands owned by no less waved from western Kansas to Cali- ence Landing, where the Ki
a person than George Washington, and fornia.
called the Raw, twists north
was the subject of several indignant
Yet Its name, like Daniel Boone's Missouri, fur traders and (ret
letters by that future-great Virginian and Kit Carson's, endures in the an- found a flat, shelving rock,
In the spring of 1774 It was apparent nals of the West
place to land goods. Near
that another Indian war was Imminent.
As for the trail itself, sweeping on 1833, a new town, Westport, cai
Dunmore sent word to the frontiers- from the Big Muddy to ancient Santa being.
men along the Ohio to hold themselves Fe. now It la busier and better than
In time it became the sturtlol|
In readiness to repel an Indian attach. ever. Railroads and motor highways,
Placing a liberal Interpretation on paralleling Its courae, handle today's for Santa Fe. Gradually, as ®*
these orders, a party led by Cresao vast commerce. Now million* ride In and farmers followed the f u r '
this colony spread through a i
ambushed some Shawnees and killed
Si"*** where Dlonee" beat the bluffs and came to be ktf
and scalped them. This was the first Tf*
their stubborn way against thirst and
blood shed by the whites, and It Is a hunger, daring torture and death in "Kansas," after the local tribej
blot on the record of Cresap, even the forays and ambuscades of Paw- dlans. Incorporated as the "T
though he was Innocent of the murder nees, Klowas. Cheyennes, Comanches, Kansas" in 18SO, its name was <
to Kansas City In 1889.
,
of Logan's family, an affair which fol- Osages. and Arapahoes.
Southwest into Kansas the oij
fotved soon afterwards and for which
Where millions of buffalo rocked the runs; thence west along
Logan, confusing the two attacks Plains with the thunder of stampedtag
blamed Cresap.
"' hoofs and died from arrow*, spears bank of the Arkansas river
In June, 1774, Cresap was com- and rifle balls, now millions of meat- formed part of the boundary I D:
missioned a captain «f frontier miutia bearing animals lift bovine faces to the United States and Meii« »f
l>y Lord Dunmore and served with him stare at passing trains and motor car, war of 184CM8. A few miles '
throughout the campaign.
-slow-moving, 8afe in fenced fields, where Dodge City stands the tn
The next year when colonial resent- chased by no wolves, Indians, or hun' Inally crossed the river, at
Crossing, following the Cln>»
ment ngalnst the Mother Country at gry white men on horseback
ley over southwest Kansas»
«si brok» out Into open rebellion.
Windmills, wells, and city water ays- Las
Vegas, New Mexico.
^re Slll) led a company of Marvland tems-ots of water now where men
lf 1V3
nilt'Mien. wlih "Liberty or Death I" wild with thirst once vainly dug with road crossed many miles <
emhluzoiied across their hunting shirts bleeding fingers In ary streamb«£ land, and later pioneers biuw"
l1
to Join the Continental forces of Bis or walked out on parched plains to Ue er but more watered path. ' ' "-L
branch became In time tiu-'"" J
I'.xctMlwicy. Geu. George Washington at down quietly and die.
1
amhrldjje. lint before he had' a
especially f» r w ''' f
Kit Carson would flnd lots of oughfare,"
i-linm-e to distinguish hlinselt death changes, could he come back. "Lifting follows the Arkansas river i"" J
1 ln
l
i-m nh»n His cureer. He «)|ed 'in New hair," as he called Indian scalping la rado, through La Junta i""
* o r U city h, (X-folu-r. 1775, and was practiced now only , the beauty thence over Raton Pass, i""'
n
v
>»rl« in the churi.hy.ml of historic shops of towns along the trail, " t o Vegas and Santa Fe. To'i;'. '^
1.1 irlnlty. The hwlt|8toi,e marking not easy now to trade beads or cheap Fe railway and the popular.
HI* grave !,„„ i,,,^ b|m.e <l|«,,,p,.ar«J firearms for hunks of virgin silver °n motor highway use this #^
uml Ills only muniorlnl IH „ famous
Santa Fe; nor would the town cheer closely parallel It
"ratio,, will, us unjust u.-cusMllon of a mu e driver arrivin from
From Franklin, Mo., '' ( , ,
a crime which he r|jd not commit.
the old trail is now w«-" '"'^J
«». IS33. W.-.e,.,, N,. .,,u^, Uuluu
monuments get lip by i' 11 '
•f the America^ Revoluti <u.

ffl HED6ES, BULT
ullin, Little J ,
Cuter, Pock-Marked Kid,
about Twenty Others:

If Found within th* LixnitB of thi-

The Expensa of which will lie

100 Substantial a^nj

A

THE FEATHERHEADS

Hair-Raising Episod

,FANNY! HERE'S

AM At> FOR

— I THlMK I'LL.
EVER.
HEAR OP tT?

ToNtC Vou'RE US(N<iTo

PRETTY
GoT SOME NEltf HAIR—

— IT'S

VMAT?
I HAVE ??

HAPPEM .TO Be ON
VOUR COAT—AMD
THEY'RE
l.OI*i<5~///
'''

FINNEY OF THE FORCE
ITS MY
rve ONLY
A

— &tlT LI sTeM — THEY
MUST Be PROM THAT
LlT-tt.E <s/RL ACROSS
THE STP5EET—VBS—
I REMEMBER—I
FROM
THE CORMgR
— UlSTBM-

Ticket or Leave It
NovM BE THAT JJlCE? Oi
ASK YBR NAME AND
COMB oUTAtf' TBLL ME
'tis -JoHM SMITH! triAT'J
MAKE

ENNXBUDDY
J WELL THEM
sispioous o' / S H A L L
Vez.( I SAY IT is
ANPREW/

THAT'S
3ACKSOK1 —

TRY T'FboL
A pouceMOM
0»

HERE:

W««t»rn N.w.pap.r Onloo

I DIO/VJ'T
I COULDN'T
PAR.< HERE —
WHAT ARE YOU
A
TICKET
ME T^OR.-? r^_

WHY
TH' Tt>HCFM)M'S BALL—
WOULt? Vez BE SO
AS T'BUY A
COUPLE

w
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ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

December 3, 1903.
Miss Ruby Brewer began the winter term of school in the Ragan district last Monday.
Sherm Henderson and wife of southCONTINUES UNTIL SATURDAY NIGHT
east Grant township are the proud
parents of a 12-pound girl.
Miss Marguerite Miller spent the
latter part of last week in Adair, the
guest of Miss Daisey Furst and other
friends*
M. P. Conway and W. K. Carey have
formed ft partnership in the real esAND ALL THE SPECIALS ON OUR
tate business, and the firm will be
CIRCULAR CONTINUED.
known as Conway & Carey.
A small blaze, caused by the head
Fleece Back Suede Cloth Blouses.
Medium weight ribbed
75c
of a parlor match igniting in a roll
Wind and Water Proof, Cossack Style. of cotton batting at the home of GodHeavy weight ribbed 98c
frey Miller did slight damage a few
Heavy ribbed 10% wool $1.45
days ago.
Extra heavy flat fleece $1.35
Roy Eneix returned home from ChiWE DELIVER
PHONE
cago
last week, bringing with him a
Boys' ribbed
59c, 69c, 75c
diploma from the Ralston Undertaking Establishment as a professional
BOYS' FANCY PLAID
MEN'S FANCY PLAID
undertaker and embalmer.
About twenty-five young people
CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST +
Heavy Weight
Heavy Weight
were royally entertained Tuesday evElwyn Andrews, Minister.
-f Liquid, Tablets, Sahe, N
ening at. the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Checks Colds first day H
SHIRTS
SHIRTS
Chas. Campbell. A good time was! N O creed but Christ,
Neuralgia in SO toin,
indulged in, with refreshments on! NO book but the Bible,
FINE LAXATIVE
the side.
i NO name but the Divine.
Most Speedy
On Tuesday evening, at the home of
Bible School at 10:00 a. m. C. W.
the bride's mother Mrs. Cochran o n , Zastrow, Supt; Anita Witte, Asst.
East Main Street, occurred the mar-j Communion service at 11:00 a. m.
riage of her eldest daughter, Erne
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m.
May Cochran, to Mr. M. Claude HanEvening service at 7:30 o'clock.
WITH VALUES
sen, the Rev. D. A. Allen of the M. E.
Ladies aid meets at the home of
church
attending
as
officiating
minisEconomy Shoe
Mrs. Elvira Rickel on Friday.
All Wool—Beautiful Tailoring—Belted
ter of the gospel. The Tribune exSIZES AND WIDTHS TO!
Make Christ your King. Make Him
tends its congratulations.
Back—Blues, Greys and Brown.
your Savior. Make Him your Redeemer, and you make no mistake
16-Inch Top
Heavy Double Leather
+ +
+ + + + + + + + +! in being a part of His church, for
+ CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH +, He says, "I am the way, the life, and
Soles, Leather Heels.
•f
E. L. Anderson, Minister.
-f , the truth and no man cometn unto
the Father but through or by Me."
(The Church With a Heart and
C ome and worship with us. You are
Voss Manufacturing
an Open Mind.)
always welcome.
"IP IT'S MADE OF WO
Church School at 10 a. m. Classes
WE CAN MAKE IT,
for all ages. Frank H. Osen, Super602-4 E. 3rd. St.
intendent.
LINCOLN CENTER
-f
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
COMMUNITY CHURCH
-f
Swan, Martin &
. Special appropriate music. Sermon
Elwyn Andrews, Minister.
+
Attorneys-at-Law
Men's Work Shoes, Uskide'soles. .$1.98 subject, "Choose this day whom you
General Law Business
will serve."
Medium Weight
$1.65
Church Services at 10:00 a. m.
Youth Forum at 6:00 p. m. Note
"Wolverine
1000
Mile
Shoes
$3.75
Bible School at 11:00 a. m., with
Zurfluh Greenhous
Heavy Weight
$1.95
the change of hour for the young Walter Storer as superintendent.
Cut Flowers, Funeral Design |
Sizes 36 to 48
BOYS' HI-CUTS
$2.45 to $3.75 people's service, due to the 7:00 They say that half of life is "if."
Plant* of All Kinds.
o'clock good fellowship program Sun- If we knew everything that was go- 8th. & Pine Sta.
Pk
day evening.
ing to happen it wouldn't at all be
Senior ladies aid will meet Thurs- i pleasant to live. We'd worry about
OsbornerTomlinson
v
day this week at the home of Mrs. | it more than we do. There is one
' Funeral Home
Belle Dougherty, with a 12:00 o'clock j thing however that isn't "if," that is Sixth & Oak Streets
dinner for the public.
J death. Death comes to alL ^^
Est. 1866
Ambulance
The annual church dinner will be ' will you spend eternity? Come out
served at the Masonic Temple on Sat- | and worship with us and make
Roland, Peacock & Ba
Funeral Directors
Selling For CASH, and Selling For LESS.
urday. Price only 25c. Come and eat' cMing and election sure You are
All calls answered promptly (
with us Saturday. No bazaar this very welcome,
year.
j
"
'_
night, regardless of distanctl
Good
Fellowship
Program.
The members of the Original Sun- EASTERN VIEW OF
LEGION AUXILIARY NOTES.
Atlantic Sheet Metal JW
The monthly good fellowship pro- -f
M. E. CHURCH NOTES
-f
shine club enjoyed a covered dish
OUR CORN HUSKING
Guy Folka, Prop.
gram
at
7:00
o'clock
Sunday
evening
j
+
Monroe J. Rarick, Pastor.
-f
dinner last Thursday at an all day
Anita Unit No. 210, American Le- will be in charge of the farmers and ^
Heating
and Ventiktin?
^.^.
meeting held at the home of Mrs
Corn husking contests have brought gion Auxiliary, met Friday evening
Expert Radio Repaint
their
families.
Refreshments
will
alj
Sunday
School
at
10:00
a.
m.
John Baylor.
the matter of husking corn to the at- at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Dr.
so be served by the farmers and their C. H. Johnson, General Supt.
tention of the editors of the Rural Kopp.
~
.
I wives.
W1VCO.
A UI1
Following
is the program of
By an exchange of classes on last
New Yorker, a farm paper published
I resident Leah Mehlmann request-j the evening:
Sunday, Miss Edith King's class will
in the Empire State. Their impres- ed that all sewed carpet rags be gath- j
Refreshments at 7:00 o'clock.
present the special feature in the
sions of the way we harvest our corn ered up and sent to the Knoxville hosProgram
at 7:30 o'clock.
school next Sunday morning.
crop here in the Hawkeye state are pital at once.
WE have a full line of
Hymn by congregation.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock
related in the following clipped from
Mrs. Ella Biggs, as chairman of
lamps
and supplies.
Scripture
Reading,
Frank
H.
Osen.
Epworth League at 6:30 p. m
a recent issue of that paper. Their the welfare board, asked the Auxiltf
Neff's Ha
Prayer, Val. Wiegand.
Leader, Ruth Koob. Topic for disIS THE MOST
own methods would seem as strange iary to fill a Christmas basket. It
Male
Quartette,
Selection.
cussion, "Living with friends and
to us, of course, and if one of us were was voted to do so.
GET your radiator ready
. , , , , .
^
I
ACHJV, "Rejoice
iVCJUlUC With
W 1 U 1 Thanksgiving," family."
Talk,
ECONOMICAL
to describe their system we would
ter. Prestone $2.95 per
Mrs Kathryn DeCamp reported j Chas. W. Hockenberry.
probably stray as far from a correct that
n o r <=ho VIQH nii»Al>
i_ j _ . ii . t
Evening worship at 7:30 o'clock.
Super-Pyro alcohol 90c p«
she had purchasedJ a„ ibook
for the
HEAT PER DOLLAR
Male Quartette, Selection.
description as the following does:
The Thanksgiving service was well Phone 244.
0. W. Shaffer 4 \
Anita library as part of our communTalk, "Thanksgiving, Yesterday and attended. We were pleased to see Anita, Iowa.
"Many of us have passed through ity service project.
Today," Chas. Liston.
friends from Adair in the evening
the west^-n country on the railroad
A letter was read from the depart"TAKE A CHANCE," the
Male Quartette, Selection.
congregation.
trains during the fall and have seen ment president stating that the title
musical
comedy of the year
Talk,
"Harvest,
Then
What?"
Rev.
The Loyal Circle met with Mrs
across the level country as far as the chosen for our Fidac essay contest
PER TON
Ralph
B.
Noyce.
Rialto
Theatre
on Thanksgiving
Carl
Millard
Tuesday
afternoon.
Roll
eye can reach pictures of corn husk- will be, "Peace With Security."
Friday
evenings.
Male
Quartette,
Selection.
call was responded to by giving reaing. We see wagons passing slowly
On Friday morning, November 10,
Benediction.
sons for Thanksgiving.
The afteralong the corn rows, the horses train- a very interesting program on ArmisSTORAGE:—$1.60 per
The
good
fellowship
program
will
noon
was
spent
in
making
articles
ed
to
travel
just
fast
enough
to
suit
tice and Education Week was given
tf
Jeff's Ca
Phones:
feature the Thanksgiving season. \ for the bazaar.
the husker. There is a high board at at the high school assembly.
Residence 101
Office 48
The curch will be appropriately dec- I The Christmas program committee
FOR SALE:—Baled hay and*
one side of the wagon. The husker
On Friday evening, November 10,
It
.......
James
walks along with the team, jumping an Armistice day celebration was held orated with the fruits of the season.! is assigning parts to different classes
from hill to hill ripping the corn ears at the Masonic Temple for all World A harvest festival program by the for the Christmas play. All are asked
FOR SALE:—Royal Blue
right from the stalk and tossing them War veterans and their families. farmers and their families of the i to cooperate in this work that the
separator, in very good conij
nto the wagon. Some of these mc'n Honor guests were civil war veterans church. The public is cordially in-! committee may not feel burdened by
Also pitch forks, cream cans,
vited to all of our services and ac- the multiplicity of duties.
ire very expert. They keep the and widows.
tools,
and a few farm imp!*1
tivities.
Come
and
bring
your
friends.!
uirses on a slow walk right through
An Armistice day program was
Bernard Roth.
he field w h i l e the hu.skers dodge
PLENTY OF STYLE
NOTICE.
given
at
the
Congregation
church
on
ibimt f r o m line hill to another, taking
FOR SALE:—Residence p«
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
f
I have taken over the management in South Anita. Enquire of 1
or cijiht rows at a time, nnd toss- November &. Mrs. Genevieve Dement +
of the Hardtng Cream Co. station Faulkner.
- t h e corn l i k e a bull player steadily and .Mrs. Inez Stone took part. J,,e
PROPERLY 1 1TTKD
"Cod the Only Cause and Creator" in Anita, and will appreciate a share
i n t o i) u . wagon. Some of the men Vetler, Jr. sounded taps at 11:1)0 a.
m. Armistice day.
at
will be the subject of the Lesson-Ser- of your cream. I also wish to thank
FOR SALE:—Poultry wofl»|
who i-oin|ieh' i n t\ u . c o r n - h u s k i n g coiiN a t i o n a l K d u c a t i o i i Week was ob- inon in all Churches of Christ, Scien- a11 of my friends for their patronag lets. Germo Form for roup.
t c M - p e r f o r m iiliuo-l incredible feats
m c l i p p i n g ,,|f du. (.a,.s/'
served ami several members attended list, on Sunday, December 3.
in the past.
sen Hatchery and Produce.
.-.eliool on "Hi, tu School" day, NoThe Colden Text is from Isaiah
It
Mrs.
Eva
Atwood.
ATLANTIC, IOWA.
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FOR SALE OR
•i:;-.lf>, "I am the Lord, your Holy One,
!v K o l m i M m uf Wiola was
Pontiac sedan; 1929 Fonl
U'e c o n t r i b u t e d 4o the hospital en- the creator of Israel, your King."
KEAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
v i s i l u r S a t u r d a y morning.
Phone 244.
0. W. Shaffer
t e r t a i n m e n t and non-compensated
J he Lesson-Sermon comprises quof u n d $2.00, and to the child welfare tations from the Bible and from the
Bertha E. Mueller and hus to Vic- Anita, Iowa.
x~:~x-x~:~x~x~:"X-x~:~x~:-:~:~x-x~XK~>'X»x~:~x~>->*<« and f a m i l y f u n d $1.00. Also $1.00 to Hiristian Science textbook, "Science tor Mueller, wd, und 1-3 int in It
WANTED TO BUY:
our war orphan.
and Health with Key to the Scrip- 2 of nw4 nw4 sec 28 and It 9 of o
^ A vote of thanks was sent to Mrs. tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
P of sub div of ne4 nw4 sec 28-77-34 Leghorn pullets, good o
12.
Ktlie Steimuetz for a box of ChristOne
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Bible citations reads- f' S ° that pt °f n w ^ n w 4 sec 28-77-34
"•,<-- ui
me uiDie
It
A. A. J"'lB
8 between lts l
mas tree trimmings.
"The mighty God, even the Lord, hath i"*
and 2 of nw4 nw4
g & Str P 3 ft n and 8 and
Armistice day was also observed 'poken, and called the earth from the '
' . °
296 ft
HEATING stoves, parlor
at Lincoln Center church.
'•'*"!«? of the sun unto the going down " -"d W An ' ta> , ?L .
and ranges, at prices way bel "'
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°t see 16 and Its 1 and
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paid-up membership to date,, 22.. ( 'linstian Science textbook is the fol I I °r 'rreg surve y of ne4secl7-76-35
Make CdhetJons.
A delicious lunch was served by the '"wing: "The divine Principle or
1
-"'»"11U^
I Spirit, comprehends and expresses all
E. 8. HOLTON, La*?6';
Hie next meeting will be held at and »" must therfore be as perfect as
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Practice in all courts. OP*
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Kussell W , the divine Principle is perfect
Land Titlea; and Settlement of
, evening. the
Smith on December 22.
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| Deity was satisfied with His worka Specialty.
County
| How co^ld He be otherwise,
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CHADWICK
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Men's Union Suits Men's Rubberized

Maduff's Food Mark

$2.95
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Men's Overcoats

$15.00
$18.00 $20.00 $25.00
Men's Blanket
Jackets

Men's Hi-Cut
Shoes
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ATLANTIC BUS1
DIRECTORY
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Work Shoes
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Cloth
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Are You Ready For
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CHOOL Lesson

S

<By REV. P. B. FITZWATER, D. D.. Member of Faculty, Moody Blbla
Institute of Chicago.)
C. 1933, Western Newspaper Union.

Lesson for December 3 '"
PAUL IN EPHESUS
LESSON TEXT—Acts 19-8-20.
GOLDEN TEXT—Blessed are they
which are persecuted for rlghteouanesa' lake, for theirs Is the kingdom
of heaven. Matthew 5:10.
PRIMARY
TOPIC—Praising
Qod
With Our Gifts.
JUNIOR TOPIC—Asia Hears of
Jeaus.
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOP.
1C—How to Meet Opposition.
YOUNG PEOPLE AND ADULT TOPIC—Facing Conflict for Christ.

and discolorati
_ Wax daily as directed. Invisibl
of aged skin are freed and all
ecU rath asblacVheads. tan, freckles and
is then beautisoft—face looks
years younger. Mercolized Wax brings out
your hidden beauty. At all leading druggists.

I. Paul Preaching In Ephesua (w.
8-10).
1. In the Jewish synagogue (v. 8).
He was permitted to preach here for
three months. 'His preaching was
characterized,
(a) By boldness. He realized that Shethoughtahewas just unlucky when he called
her once—avoided her thereafter. But nooni
God had sent him and that he was on
admires pimply, blemished skin. More and more
backed by divine authority.
women are realizing that pimples and blotches
often danger signals of dogged bowels—
(b) By reasoning. God's message are
poisonous wastes ravaging the system. LefNR
Is In accord with the highest reason.
(Nature's Remedy) afford complete, thorough
and promptly ease away beauty(c) By persuasion. It Is not enough elimination
ruining poisonous matter. Fine for sick headto go boldly with a reasonable mes- ache, bilious conditions! dizziness. Try this sale^
allsage, It must be accompanied by per- dependable,
vegetable oorreo
tive. At all drugsuasion.
TftfeSt^niJigrbf flte Louisiana. Purchase Treaty
(d) By speaking "concerning the gists'—only 25c.'
| * *c" Quickrelieffor «*Jta<|;ge8kingdom
of God." He did not dis- »«••
POTT WATSON
TUiVib
tion. heartburn.Only IQc.
course on current events, philosophy,
I and thirty, years ago the
or literature, bnt upon the message
al estate deal in history"
of salvation through Christ
In the city of New Or2. In the school of Tyrannus (vv.
December 20, 1803, a
9, 10). The Jews were only hardened
lYs amaring how this tormenting
1 in the historic Place
by Paul's earnest preaching. Paul
trouble—wherever it occurs—
(now known as Jackson
separated the disciples from them and •••^k
yields to soothing
0
In the center was a tall
resorted to the school of Tyrannus.
t> at the top of which flutII. God Works Miracles Through
i'Trlcolor of France. Drawn
Paul (vv. 11, 12).
; one side of the square was
As Christ's messenger he needed
ent of United States
credentials. If Paul's ministry was to
ops. Facing them on the
be successful here, God must, In an exole were Spanish troops
traordinary way, put his seal upon his
ers.
work. So wonderfully did he manifest
STOPPED-UP
Pierre Clement Laussat,
'bis power that even handkerchiefs
liana. Gen. James Wllklnand aprons which had been In contact
army, and William 0.
with Paul's body healed the sick and
pvernor of Mississippi Tercast out evil spirts from those who
nous old Cablldo, which
had been made wretched by them.
ere the credentials of the
Open the nostril* and
III. Paul's Work Imitated (w. 13pjread, as was the authority
permit free breathing
16).
hand over to them official
by using Mentholatiun
Seeing the marvelous power operatiln tract of land ; the keys of
night and morning.
ing
through
Paul,
certain
Jews
who
r were -given to Clalborne
went
about
the
country
practicing
allegiance of the Inhablmagical arts at the expense of their
i to France, welcomed them
poor
unfortunate fellow countrymen,
Jted States.
undertook
to use the name of Jesus
stepped oat Into the
in their deceptive work. Knowing
a signal the Tricolor of
that the connection with Jesus Christ
scend and the Stars and
was bnt pretense on the part of these
States to ascend. Midway
Jews, the use of his name by them
I :two banners met and were
only enraged the evil spirits who
.the American flag had
sprang upon and overcame them.
COFFEE AND MY
i Itaff and the French ban•IV. A Glorious Awakening at Ephlit that the -Louisiana Teresus (vv. 17-41).
nds for the sixth and last
STOMACH DON'T
1. Fear fell on all (v. 17). News of
American soil.
r
Gul/
the casting out of these evil spirits creto this "biggest real
ated Impressions favorable to ChristiIn which Napoleon Sona-===
anity.
nt of France, bad sold to
s^—-~~^
2. It brought to the front those who
THEY MEET -i.
ildent of the United States,
The Louisiana Purchase
professed faith In Christ while not liv•liable empire of 1,171,931
ing right lives (v. 18). They believed
bled the original area of the
IT RUINS MY
.on
Christ but had not broken from
flve to that Republic the land
cans had not found the restrictions of the SpanThey could scarcely believe their ears when Tal- their ulns.
was to be the following
lard oppressive. Bnt with the arrogant Napoleon
leyrand told them of Napoleon's decision. They
DIGESTION!
3. They gave up the practice of
kansas, Missouri, Iowa, the
holding New Orleans, matters might be very difsuspected a trick. But when Talleyrand con- black
arts
(v.
19).
This
means
forma
of the Mississippi, North
ferent Indeed.
vinced them that the offer was sincere, they were of Jugglery by use of charms and
Nebraska, and most of
Then Don Juan Ventura Morales, Spanish govmore than willing to begin to talk terms.
magical worth. No one can have felMontana, Wyoming and a
ernor of New Orleans, preparatory to turning the
However, their negotiations dragged on for lowship
with God while practicing
Jo. It extended pur bounLouisiana Territory over to France, closed the
some time, complicated by the fact that Monroe
the genuineilan border to the Gulf of
port to the Americans and.the western settlers
was ill and scarcely able to play his part In these arts. They proved
ness of their actions by1 publicly burn'Rocky mountains
tp the
looked upon this as prophetic of what Napoleon's
them. At last they began to reach a basis for ing
4
their books.
fhlch henceforth " was to be
policy of Strangling American trade and checkagreement, and the two American ministers, unTHATfc MY EX4.
The uproar of the silversmiths at
om
the,
menace
of
a
foreign
ing
farther
American
expansion
was
to
be.
What
able to communicate with 'their government be- Ephesus
;
(w. 23-41).
| pf our most Important gateJefferson thought of It Is reflected In the followfore It should be too late, took upon themselves
PERIENCE. SO I
(a) The occasion (vv.'23, 24). This
ffew Orleans.
ing letter to Robert Livingston, American minthe great responsibility of accepting Marbois*
was the power of the gospel hi deister to France:
ortant events In American
terms.
Purchase had Its origins
SWITCHED TO
"The cession of Louisiana and the Florldas by
On April 30, 1803, Marbois, Livingston and stroying the Infamous business of
and Intrigue. The LoulslSpain to France works most sorely In the United
Monroe signed the covenants by which the Unit- Demetrius and his fellows. They
|,flrst been claimed for France
States. . . . There is on the globe one single
ed States bound itself to pay directly to France were not particularly Interested In the
PO STUM-AND
"Salle, who in 1682 had taken
spot, the possessor of which Is onr natural and
the sum of $11,250,000 and to assume debts matter from a religious standpoint, but
because
It
was
undermining
the
printhe name of Louis XIV. In
habitual enemy. It Is New Orleans, through
owed by France to American citizens, estimated
MY DIGESTION
ch had "farmed" Louisiana
which the produce of three-eighths of our terriat $3,750,000, making the total of $15,000,000. It cipal business of the city.
be greatest merchant monop(b) The method (w. 25-29). Demetory most pass to market, and from Its fertility
is said that after they had affixed their signaCrozat, unable to make use
it will ere long yield more than half of our whole
tures, Livingston remarked, "We have lived long, trius, whose business was the mainWORKS LIKE
; over five years later to John
produce, and contain more than half of our Inbut this Is the noblest work of our lives. From stay of others of a similar nature,
lyenturer, whose bursted "Mlshabitants. . . . Spain might have retained It
this day the United States takes Its rank among called a meeting and stated that much
A CLOCK1
almost overnight ' transpeople had been turned from Idolatry
quietly for years. . . . Not so can It ever be
the powers of the earth."
hero In France to the most
and
that
the
market
for
their
wares
In the hands of France. . . . Every eye in
The* curious thing is that they could not real| country. So In 1731 the Lou- the United States is.now fixed on the affairs of
ize that they had bought something of "a pig In was materially weakened. He apback to the French crown
Louisiana."
a poke" In that the boundaries of the Louisiana pealed to his fellows on the ground:
ouls XV had ceded It to Spain.
(1) Of business (v. 27). The world
He then went on to Instruct Livingston and
Territory were not clearly defined so they had
It had remained all the time
Robert Plnckney, American minister to Spain, to
not the slightest notion of the vast extent of the .IB 'willing to tolerate any kind of reon the Atlantic seaboard
obtain West Florida from Spain and New Orleans
territory which they had acquired for their coun- ligion so long as It does not Interfere
r
freedom from Great Britain
from France. Congress was also fully aware of
try. Neither could they realize that no other with Its business or manner of living.
OES COFFEE play
faltering steps as a new
the necessity for action and it backed up Jeffer(2) Of religious prejudice (v. 27).
American purchasers of territory would ever achavoc
with
your stomaoh —
ntlme stirring events had been
son by appropriating on January 2, 1803, the
quire so much for so little, for they got this vast He became quite religious when his
The Bourbons had been
ruining your appetite and upsum of $2,000,000 for the purchase of the desired
domain for less than $15 a square mile. Within business was being Interfered with.
of the French Revolution
territory. Jefferson also appointed James Mon(c) The Issue (w. 28-41). The
a hundred years $15 would not buy a square
setting your digestion ?
i and a new world figure had
roe as minister extraordinary to Paris to aid Livspeech of Demetrius gained his end.
Inch of some of that land 1
That's because coffee conon—Napoleon Bonaparte,
ingston In the negotiations. • * ' •
In other respects ft was a strange transaction. The crowd was enraged and cried In
[France.
In the meantime, however, events had been
unison,
"Great
Is
Diana
of
the
Ephtains
caffein, a drug stimulant
Livingston and Monroe had far exceeded their
taking place In Europe, and also In America,
ha had become virtually
authority In bnylng Louisiana and, as a matter eslans I" (v. 28). This .method of provthat often interferes with
which were destined to make Napoleon play
He bad crushed Austria
of fact, Napoleon had no right to sell it without ing a point seems quite modern. The
digestion — causes nervousness
squarely Into Jefferson's hands. Although peace
Italian, peninsula. Peace
the consent of Spain and his own assembly. mob was quieted by the tact of the
bad
been
declared
between
France
and
England
and loss of sleep.
tight and six weeks after
Spain Immediately made a protest that the sale town clerk (v. 35).
In 1802, Napoleon's belligerent attitude toward
i Napoleon sent a demand
was Illegal—a protest which, she did not care to • First, he rebuked them for yelling
Switch to Postum—it conEngland was rapidly bringing about a state of
ana back to France. The
maintain too stoutly, considering the nature of for two hours to prove a point which
tains
no caffein. Postum is
mind which meant another war. Then, too, Na|of that demand was his dethe First Consul. Many Frenchmen were also everybody admitted (vv, 35, 36). Secpoleon's plan of colonial expansion was going
Bother plans to dominate the
simply whole wheat and bran
bitter about the sale.
ond, he showed that Paul and his comnone too well The rebellion of Toussalnt L'OverFrench commercial power
Even In this country there was considerable panions were not guilty of any crimislightly sweetened and roasted
ture la Santo Domingo bad been crushed bnt at
upon a policy of colonial
criticism.
Of course, the westerners were de- nal act (w, 37-39). Third, the people
to
bring out tfce rich, fulla fearful price and this made Napoleon realize
lighted. Bnt the Federalists In the East, recall- were In danger of being called to acthe difficulties of carrying out his ambitious
.,
Spain ceded Louisiana
bodied
flavor. Start drinking
count
for
this
riot
should
It
come
to
ing bow Jefferson had denounced Washington
project for re-establishing French commercial
f 1802 was kept secret but soon
the ears of Caesar (vv. 40, 41).
Postum — now — and see how
and
Adams
for
using
poweis
not
expressly
deledomination in the New world.
on became President In ,1801
gated to the President In the Constitution, were
good it really is! A product of
With war with Great Britain Imminent Nawas going on across the Atquick
to denounce Jefferson for doing the same
poleon knew that his problem was greatly InGeneral
Foods.
jntrol of New Orleans and
thing. And the President, assuming responsiSize of Cows
creased. He was quick to see that England, mist of the Mississippi would have
bility
for
what
his
envoys
had
done
and
dubious
tress of the seas, could easily seize and hold
A good big cow is better than
' f o r the United' States, espeof the legality of the purchase, made the historic
Louisiana. Livingston had not bad much sucgood
little cow, according to the expeI of Ohio, Kentucky and Tenadmission that he "had stretched his powers uncess in his preliminary negotiations for the pur1 1799 they wer» sending down
riences of members of dairy herd Imtil
they
cracked."
chase of New Orleans with two of Napoleon's
[[pounds of tobacco, 10,000 barprovement associations throughout the
But In October congress ratified the covenants United States. For Instance, beginministers, Talleyrand and Marbola. But on Easpounds of hemp, 600 barand the next month Laussat arrived In New Or- ning with 000-pound cows, it was obter Sunday, 1803, the First Consul announced an
I as many more of whisky for
leans' to assume authority over that city and served that butterfat production went
astonishing decision to his ministers. He would
Louisiana Territory, preliminary to turning both op as follows for each 100 pounds Insell not only New Orleans but the whole LouisiSpanish were In control, this
over
to their new owners. The Spanish flag came
ana
Territory
to
the
United
States!
be seriously affected for,
In weight of the cows: 2(!0
down and the French Tricolor took Its place, to crease
had, been matters of annoyA day or two after this Monroe arrived In
pounds, SOS pounds, 320 pounds, S
stay
there
for
only
20
days,
then
to
give
way
'Ican commercial interests and
Paris and Talleyrand told the two American
pounds, 346 pounds. 852 pounds, nnd
'THERE'S A REASON'
forever to the Stars and Stripes.
•Itles, in general -tne Amerlministers of Napoleon's astonishing proposal.
357 pounds for heavier 1,200-pound
Q by Western Newapaper Union.
cowa.
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READ>NG FUN IN STORE
FOR BOYS.

Mrs. Margaret Gregory has gone to
Mrs. Mattie Metz visited one day
Atlantic where she has rented a fur- the past week in Wiota with her!
nished apartment and where she ex- mother, Mrs. F. M. Huff. .
World adventure thrills are in store pects to spend the winter months.
for readers of The American Boy —
J. W. Long of Des Moines visited
Youth's Companion, according to word Mom— They've got just what I in the city the first of the week at
just received from the editor of youth's want for Xmas at Gamble Stores. the home of his son, Chester A. Long
favorite magazine. From the Arctic Trucks and Trains, Cowboy Suits, and family.
to the jungles of Haiti, and from the j Dolls 'n Wagong, 'n real furniture for
Butternut Coffee, pound can
28c,
plateau of Asia to the lion country the little folks.
it
P. & G. Soap, large bar
4c
of Africa, the editors have charted a
Mrs. S. E. Adair and daughter, Miss Soda Crackers, 2-lb. box
course of excitement and/fun^ ip the
20c
Margaret, and Adair Baker were here Pilot brand Oyster Shell, 100-lbs. 70c
12 issues of 1934.
•
SCHAAKE'S STORE.
Several years ago .The American from Des Moines Sunday, spending
Boy introduced to its readers the pop-j the day at the home of Dr. G. M.
Edward Klemish and Leon Klemish,
ular, black-haired Jimmie Rhodes,'Adair ai»d family.
accompanied
by the Misses Leona and
Army aviator. Those who followed |
On Thursday afternoon Mrs. George Luella Wheatley of Atlantic, were 'in
his adventures through. Brooks and' haffer
and Mra E C Dorse
Kelly Field, and with the 94th Pur- ijf
' - y m~ \ Omaha one day last week where Ed.
ertained
cross-countr
hos
tr
'™
twenty-two ladies at theij had a car load of cattle on the marsuit on cross-country
hops,
target
practice, and formation flying, will be Shaffer home on Rose Hill Avenue ket.
delighted to learn that Jimmie Rhodes at a "baby shower" for Mrs. Eric
P. B. Pilmer of Des Moines was
has returned to the magazine. The Osen. The afternoon was spent socially, after which refreshments were visiting with relatives and friends
new
series
takes
him
to
Haiti
where
you save
and looking after business matters
served 'by the hostess.
a revolution is impending.
i Maytag.
in the city last Friday. He was acI own one
The American Boy—Youth's 'Com...
companied
here by Therman Bender
panion, filled with the adventures every
,* Tf"8
of
Des
Moines.
boy craves, with the information he
f*™ *«"«
needs, and the advice on hobbies and
puwaya handy
hou 8e November
Mick Forshay, Frank E. Carter, Dr.
evening
29.
. ^st
'one garment
sports he is always seeking, is the
G. M. Adair and Glen A. Roe and
* in leu time ideal present for that son, cousin, ne"""
*° *"* v
son, Jack, drove to Lincoln, Nebraska,
11o wrap up
phew, and chum. It's the kind of
*"
make •
Saturday morning where they attendinteresting
program,
also
election
of
present that renews itself every month
ed
the Iowa-Nebraska football game
officers
for
the
coming
year.
Leant
when the mailman lays a copy on
that afternoon.
['farter, more
the doorstep. Approved by teachers
At her home on West Main Street
easier on
and educators, and endorsed by high last Friday afternoon, Mrs. Harold
9 economical
Harry Huff has started the conAak about
school America, the magazine can I Champion was hostess to the mem- struction of a new barn on his farm i
na.
solve your Christinas shopping dim- bers of the Friday bridge club, to- northeast of Anita, to replace the one * *
LYTAG CO.
culties.
I gether with three guests, Mrs. Ralph destroyed by fire a few days ago.
The subscription price is $2.00 for Forshay, Mrs. M. M. Burkhart and ! H. H. Turner of this city has the
one year. Until January 1, you may | Mrs. Harold McDejmott. High scor- > contract for the labor.
take out a three-year .subscription for: er for the afternoon was Mrs. H. L
R
$3.00, a saving of $3.00 over the one- Bell.
ev. H. J. Wilkins of Mt. Pleasant,
year rate for three years. After JanIowa, and a former pastor of the Conuary 1, this three-year rate will be
Mrs. Walter Inhofe was hostess last gregational church in Anita, submittwithdrawn. Mail your order to The Wednesday afternoon to the members J ed to a major operation at the UniAmerican Boy-^Youth's Companion, of the"Bide-a-Wee bridge club at her | versity hospital in Iowa City a few
7430 Second Blvd., Detroit, Mich. home on Maple Street. There were days ago. According to word receivService on your subscription will ! two guests, Mrs. Gerald Scheumaker ed by friends here he is making a satstart with the issue you specify.
| and Mrs. Iva Ehle, besides the regu- isfactory recovery.
j lar members. High score honors for
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF the afternoon were won by Mrs. SheuThe members of the Mutual Benefit
ADMINISTRATOR, C. T. A.
club of the Highland vicinity were
maker.
guests last Thursday afternoon of
^T^l^*!!?* r°_ U ^ °f ~he ?tete °f i Ed" L< Newton and wife and Harry i Mrs. L. L. Dorsey. Visitors were Mrs.
lowa, in and for Cass .County.
Dressier and wife were in Adair Sat- j M. C. Hutchison, Mrs. 'Mamie Myers
In the Matter of the Estate of Ro- urday evening where they attended a | and 'Mrs. Bessie Lowell. A miscelland C. Pratt, Deceased.
district meeting of rural mail carriers.! laneous program was enjoyed by
To Whom
It May Concern:
Carriers
were present from almost those in attendance.
.
.
..
Notice is hereby given that the un- [ every town in Adair, Audubon, Cass
Secretary of Agriculture Ray Murdersigned has been appointed and has | and Guthrie counties. Several officers
qualified as Administrator, C. T. A., j of the state association of rural car- ray has named the men to serve on
the warehouse boards to administer
of the eatate of Roland C. Pratt, late! rjer8 were present,
itHout electricity any
of Cass County, Iowa, deceased. All
the government corn/loan plan. Those
peJ with Gaiolin,
•ft small atUiJ out,
persons in any manner indebted to
Burial services were conducted at named for Cass county are Frank H.
DuMMtritln Flu said deceased or his estate will make 11:00 o'clock last Thursday morning j Osen, Anita; C. G. Hansen, Cumberpayment to the undersigned; and those at the Massena township cemetery for land; G. F. Kuester, Griswold; Jesse
having claims against said deceased, Mrs. Delpha Smith of Long Beach, I Thompson, Atlantic; and W. E. Baker
or his estate will present them in' California, a former resident of the Lewis.
manner and form as by law required, j Massena vicinity. She was a sister
8 276
for allowance and payment.
I of Charles Huff and Mrs. George Scase The niembers of the Knot-a-Kare
SJOWA
Dated this 28th. day of November,: of Massena, Mrs. Phil Smith of Anita bridge_clubJL together with five guests,
Mrs. Fred
A. D., 1933.
and Mrs. A. L. Harris of the Berea!
Boren, Mrs. Leo V. Bongers, Mrs.
A. R. Kohl,
vicinity.
dersen and two Administrator, C. T. A., of said estate.
John W. Budd and Mrs. Zate Biggs,
Catron and By E. S. Holton, his attorney.
The members of the U-Trump-It were entertained by Mrs. A. M. Mik- i
of Denison,
bridge club were guests last Wednes-' kelsen last Wednesday afternoon at'
; the Ben BrodA new hard wood floor has been day evening of the Misses Isabell and iner home on Walnut Street. High ;
laid in the Burke & Dorsey office.
Margaret Biggs, at the home of their. scorer for the afternoon was Mrs. j •
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Zate Biggs,! Hattie Wiese.
j
on Walnut Street. The evening was
j
I spent by the girls in playing bridge, A number °f friends were 6:30
at which high scorer was Miss Isa- j °'clock dinner guests last Thursday
! bell Biggs with Miss Jane Scholl as j evening of Mr- and Mrs. Joe Kopp at
| runner-up.
I their home on Elm Street. Following
'
I the dinner, the evening was spent
* ! Mrs. Glen A. Roe entertained a with bridge. High scorer for the evX number of friends at a 1:00 o'clock ' ening was Mrs. Henry Maduff and
IOC X ' 'uncneon at her home on Maple Mrs. Leo V. Bongers was runner-up. ; I»*
ISTS,', per POUnd
•{• I Street last Wednesday afternoon,! An out-of-town guest was Rev. M. J. *j*
per pound
IOC $ ! complimentary to Miss Ida Corlett of O'Connor.of Wiota.
''"'
,
.,
•
X ! Colorado Springs, Colorado, and Mrs.
A reunion of navy and marine vet- i
>, ShOUlder, per pound
IOC * Frank Stone of Valley Junction. Those
present, besides the guests of hon- erans of Iowa will be held at Des,
or, were Mrs. L. K. Nichols, Mrs.Moines on December 3 for organiza- j
W. .R. Spence and Mrs. Ed. Shannon tion of the Dog Watch. American i
of Atlantic and Mrs. Carrie Reynolds sailors and marines of all time are!
eligible for the organization, accord-1
X of Anita.
ing to Frank Miles, Dog Watch skip- j
per and editor of the Iowa Legion- J
! aire. He said there were 20,000 navy
• Better S-oes For Less
I and marine veterans living in the i
I ; NOTHING — $3.98 — OVER
j state. The chief speaker at the re- j
; union will be Rear Admiral Watt T. •
Cluverius of the U. S. navy.
j

ightf
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ice Co.

fials for Saturday
Only

Rialto
THEATRE
Thanksgiving and Friday

PLUS THE 2-REEL COMEDY

EUGENE PALLETTE
WALTER CATLETT
"SAILORS' BEWARE"
POPULAR ADMISSION
ioc and 25c

Sat.- -Sun.- -Mon.
• Born with a Silver 'Croon'
In His Mouth
THANKS...
for every lovely
delightful hour in
your embrace...and

ller's Market

hevrolet
ervice

Wet owners should insist upon bonafide
rvice. That is just what ypu receive
I not only interested in selling new Chevre are just as vitally interested in keeplevrolet owner entirely satisfied with
your Chevrolet here for adjustments
Bnance. Genuine Chevrolet parts and
workmanship.

Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

Family Shoe Store j

TANTALIZING I
TEASING I
JOYOUSI

Atlantic «

International
LIVE STOCK
SHOW
CHICAGO
Go via

Rock
Island
ONLY frCENT A MILE
in Coaches
Tickets on sale 'Dec. 3 and 4—
limited for return within five
days from date of sale.
TWO CENTS A MILE
for round trip tickets good in
all classes of equipment.
Go Nov. 30 to Dec 3 — return
Pec. 14 or earlier—or
Go D«c. 4 to 9—return within
10 days.
EXPOSITION DATES
DECEMBER 2 to 9
For further details apply to
J. T. MONNIG
Anita, Iowa.

The Wiota Merry Meeters club met $
[ Thursday with Mrs. Otto Hartkopf ' X
in Atlantic with ten members and *j*
two visitors present. The visitors $
were Mrs. Mervin Taylor and Mrs.' X
Gerald Sheumaker. Mrs. Roy Keasey'
was high scorer at bridge and Mrs.
Frank Waters runner-up. The new,
baby daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Woodall was presented with a sweat- ',
er by the club. A delicious lunch X
was served by the hostess. The next X
meeting will be with Mrs. Mike Wood-' $
all in Anita.
X
John Blake of Atlantic, Cass coun- X
ty chairman of the Home Loan cor- X
poration, has received a copy of the $
ruling of United States Attorney X
General Homer Cummings on the in- X
terest payments on the home loan •»•
bonds. The opinion says: "I con-! *
| elude, therefore, that if the United
States pays interest on the bonds •'
of the Home, Owners Loan corpora-'
tion under its guarantee the United
States will not be entitled to pay-!
ment from the corporation on account!
of that claim until the bondholders'
have been paid in full." The attor-j
ney general also stated that back of
the'se loans is not only the interest ]
to be guaranteed by the government :
but the basic protection of these j
bonds is the security back of the
loans, plus the additional protection
of the $200,000,000 initial capital of
the corporation.

MRMONY
BING CROSBY
the Crooning star of
'College Humor*

JACK OAKIE

SkeetsGALLAGHER
JUDITH ALLEN
HARRY GREEN
LILYAN TASHMAN
and NED SPARKS
LOOK AT THIS
ARRAY OF
SHORT SUBJECT'S

STOOPNAGLE and BUDD in "Stoopnocracy"
"MARCH OF CHAMPIONS" by Grantland Rice
UNIVERSAL NEWS with GRAHAM McNAMEE
POPULAR ADMISSION

lOc and 25c

!R*i':^

THE TRIBUNE. ANITA. IOWA.
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>out: Noble Turkey's Side-Partner Just
iDown

Cranberry, by Universal Consent, Conceded to Be
Worthy a High Place Among the Holiday Delicacies; Fruit Is Grown in Many States.

RESOURCEFUL

MATTER OF WINDING

The bachelor was paying his recently married friend a visit.
"Well," said the latter, after they
had Inspected the flat, "what do you
think of It?"
"Pretty good," praised the bachelor; "but there's one thing that has
struck me as rather strange. Why
did you choose a flat with such a
tiny kitchen?"
The married man winked artfully.
"You're the first man I've told this
to, so keep It quiet," he whispered.
"It's so small that I can't get In
EXPLANATION
there to help my wife when she's doMr. B.—My business was run down ;
For several minutes the young Ing the washing-up."
I'm having It wound up by a reman did not speak. His heart was
ceiver.
too full. It was enough for him to
And Others
Mrs. B.—That's good. I suppose It
know that this glorious creature
He—There's no fool like nn old
will run all right after it's wound up.
loved him; that she had promised fool.
to be his wife.
She—Oh, I don't know. There's
With a new and delightful sense the young fool who marries an old
Hit Fool in It
of ownership he feasted bis eyes fooL
Mrs. Ayres (gushingly)—Do yoa
upon her beauty, and realized that
know, Mr. Bootle, I'm often mistaken
henceforth It would be his privilege
Concession
for my daughter.
to provide for her welfare and hap"You think me a perfect Idiot 1"
Mr. Bootle (gallantly)—By Jove I
piness.
"Well, perhaps you are not so per- Fancy you having a daughter as oldHis good fortune seemed Incred- fect as I thought."
looking as you are.
ible. Finally he whispered, tenderly:
*?How did It happen, darling, that
such a bright shining angel as yourself fell In love with a dull, stupid
fellow like me?"
"Goodness knows," the girl murmured, absently. "I must have a
screw loose somewhere."

a Li

September Is cranberry-picking 1 operative marketing agencies are
time In the bogs of Massachusetts,* used by many cranberry producers.
New Jersey and other cranberry- Iii the screening houses Jin Ingenious
raising states. The piquant "side machine separates good from bad
partner" of roast turkey and other jerries by forcing them over a short
holiday delicacies becomes an Impor- barrier. Soft ones fall Into a diseve, really tant source of Income at that time card
hopper. Hand sorters 'screen'
here will be of the year for scores of cranberry all berries
before they are packed Inwho have producers, and thousands of pickers.
to quarter-barrel boxes for shipment
rly pun"The cranberry thrives In 'depres"Although the cranberry made Its
sions.' that Is,, geographical depres- dinner table debut as cranberry
or to these sions," says a bulletin from the sauce, It now appears In a number
i the reign Washington (D. C.) headquarters of of different guises, ranging from
at, there the National Geographic society. cranberry Juice cocktail to 'mock
victims, I "The type of soil best suited for cherry pie' (made of cranberries and
nt out my cranberry culture Is found only In raisins). Cranberry muffins, steamed
execnpeat^ bogs which can be easily cranberry puddings, cranberry salad,
Others low
flooded to protect the plants from and cranberry frappe are other culfrost, Insects, forest fires and weeds. inary uses of the fruit By canning
'ranee, for
the cranberry Is raised a part of each autumn's crop, cranocler be- on"Although'
a small scale In Novla Scotia, berry raisers have extended the
worklng- Holland,
Australia, and Tasmania, cranberry-eating season throughout
agltators,
the
cultivated
cranberry Is largely an the year."
_, or otherAmerican
institution,
developed froih
^Incident to
turned on native plants, and associated since
:them were pioneer days with Thanksgiving,
Impossible for Christmas, and New Year's feasts.
Before the white • man came to the
lorder.
New
world the Indians, It Is snld,
nement men ate dried,
Gavo Him the Work*
powdered cranberries with
Iphat we are wild turkey.
The new office boy had been InDesire to Please Is Not to structed how to answer callers. Just
Jlble for our
"Massachusetts Is the leading cranillt attaches
Be Classed With Plain before noon a man asked, "Is the
ill. Woodrow berry-producing state. Rrowlng more
boss In?"
than
half
of
the
world's
crop.
New
Deceitfulness.
|}» also justly
"Are you a salesman, a bill collecJersey
ranks
second,
Wisconsin
third,
honest foltor or a friend of his?" the boy Inwhile New York, Oregon, WashingThere Is a difference between tell- quired.
and bad ton, Minnesota, Michigan, and Vir- ing a falsehood and saying some"All three," was the answer.
ginia
also
contribute
to
the
tide
of
i only rem"Well, he's In a business conferthing
to
please.
Children
frequently
' better sense ruby berries valued at nearly $4,000,- get blamed for lying when In reality ence. He's out of town. Step In
000 annually.
Don't See Right Book.'e
Easily Tempted
have been cultivated they are simply trying to express and see him."
Howe—Do you think backing
'blood. The on"Cranberries
"What
are
you taking for your dyswhat
they
believe
the
person
with
Cape Cod since about 1810, hut
horses Is wrong?
pepsia?"
Is sufficient It was
Something Classical?
whom they are talking would wish
not
until
the
accidental
disBrown—The way I do it Is.
. "Make me an offer."
the present covery In 1850 that 'sanding' (cover- them to say. In adults there Is a
Musician (after much pressing)—
sober ua
Well,
all
right
since
you
Insist
form
of
diplomacy
which
Is
akin
to
Ing the bogs with a thin layer of
clean sand) Improved the quality and this. With the child his Idea Is aim- What shall 1 play?
Host—Anything you like. It Is only
lately, and quantity of the crop, that the Indus- ply to be agreeable. With the adult
ause he was try really prospered.
the Intention Is to so couch what be to annoy the neighbors.—Buen Huthe hard
"The word 'bog' may suggest a or she says that it will not offend mor (Madrid).
- I said; swampy area, but during most of the but please, while at the same time
"Considering growing season a cranberry bog Is as the words will carry the point even
Playing Safe
I always have dry as a well-kept lawn. Water, to binding the other, If there' Is
Aunt—So yon call your canary
however, must be available for flood- Acquiescence. This sort of thing la Joe. Does that stand for Josephine?
Id be more Ing and sometimes for Irrigation. A so customary In smooth business and
Niece—We don't know. That's
; we are able cranberry bog must possess both diplomatic relations that the per- why we call It Joel
of the ruin dikes to hold water as long as it Is sons or groups have to be shrewdly
2 6EFOR.E THE. DINNER.
HERE I AM... A BI6 DINNER.
: has brought needed, and ditches to drain off ex- cautious In what they say, and keen
Important Question
PARTY ON HAND...AND ANOTHER
In
their
Interpretations
of
what
they
THAT BAYER ASPIRIN
cess moisture; for, while the cranHerbert had observed that his
OF MY BAD HEADACHES. WHAT
SUGGESTED
IS SIMPLY WONDERFUL!||
|t a part of this berry plant can live for months un- hear.
mother's friend was fond of smoking.
CAN I DO ? /
MY HEADACH6 WAS ENTIRELY
to place be- der water during the -dormant seaWith the older persons the exact
Recently the lad visited the hosGONE IN A FEW MINUTESperlcana have son, It cannot grow or produce fruit significance of words and terms plays pital to call-on the mother and her
I EVER TRY BAYER ASPIRIN ?
'devil, and the while submerged. If the bogs are "i Important part. A fine vocabulary week-old baby. While giving the
/TAKE Z TABLETS AND
^forced to crack flooded during the, bearing season, is essential. Shades of meanings baby the onceover the lad Inquired:
YOUR HEADACHE
I KNEW IT WOULD BE...
WILL BE GONE
BAYER ASPIRIN WORKS
even the devil they must be drained rapidly, be- must be conveyed and the Interpre"Does she like to smoke?"
SO FAST I
IN A JIFFY I
so great, but cause prolonged flooding Is often fol- tations gauged od tnem. Carried to
so long, he lowed by. serious injury to the fruit its highest point such juggling with
Provided For
and even to the plants.
words becomes an art and almost a
Boarding-House
Waitress (during
Americans
"Given an acid soil, valueless for science. The truth need not be dis,tlnue as long most other agriculture, the cranber- torted, but such understanding of It soup course)—Water, sir?
Guest—No, thanks. I have a
revel
ry thrives. Decayed vegetable matter must exist that finally the groups plateful
already.—Answers.
forms -an Ideal base, while sand, come to a mutual agreement
Curing perilous spread loosely over the field, perA child often has an uncanny Intie present, an mits better drainage and also keeps tuition of what the adult wants to
A Discovery that's Bringing Fast Relief to Millions
i be not three down weeds and moss. The average hear, and says It, using his limited HOT WATER-.MUST
I one of them size of Massnchusetts and New Jer- vocabulary. Frequently what Is said BE GIVEN CHANCE
Now comes / amazingly quick relief
-.. Every- sey bogs is about ten acres, but any Is not strictly true, but the motive
headaches, rheumatism, neuriTO MOVE FREELY from
at only a few patch of level bog land from one- back of the words Is not to deceive,
tis, neuralgia... the fastest safe relief,
WHY BAYER
it is said, yet discovered.
and be Is tenth of an acre up to 100 acres or but to please.
ASPIRIN
|bout the other more can be successfully cultivated.
Those results are due to a scienFor example, a child returns from
tific
discovery
by
which
a
Bayer
WORKS
SO FAST
Rumbling
noises
In
a
farm
water
Large
bogs
must
be
subdivided,
how: or half dozen.
a party and Is asked by her mother,
Aspirin Tablet begins to dissolve, or
| they mean well,ever, for flooding and drainage.
"Did you have a good time?" The system can usually be eliminated by
Drop,
a
Bayer Tablet
disintegrate, in the amazing space of
in a glass of water.
their honesty , "Massachusetts bogs show a better child realizes parties are meant for setting the water back or heating
two seconds after touching moisture.
Note that BEFORE
That BO much average yield than those of any other good times. Mother wants to hear element level In the kitchen range so
it touches bottom, it
And hence to start "taking hold" of
has started to diselons, but It Is state, producing about 30 barrels per she bad a good time. She will that the hottest water may circulate
pain a few minutes after taking.
integrate.
I; that nas been acre. Some bogs have averaged fit) please her mother by telling he"r she freely Instead of being trapped and
What it does In this
The illustration of the glass, here,
glass it does in your
themselves too barrels per acre over a period of enjoyed herself. Perhaps her pleas- converted Into steam, which causes
tells the story. A Bayer Tablet starts
stomach.. Henca its
i Irish; It Is said years. Yields of 100 barrels p
to disintegrate almost instantly you
fast action.
ure was not nearly so much as she the rumbling, says the bureau of agswallow it. And thus is ready to go to
brass band acre, or even a barrel to the rod, are had hoped. Why bother mother by ricultural engineering, United States
work
almost
instantly.
» a leader could not unknown. But the all-time cham- saying so? Sometimes a child will Department of Agriculture.
When you buy. though, see that
The water back usually Is a hollow
pionship for large acreage Is held by tell her mother she is getting along
you get,the Genuine BAYER Aspirin.
an 80-acre bog in Wisconsin, which all right in her studies, because this Iron casting, set In the kitchen-range
For Bayer Aspirin's quick ' relief
1
Does Not Harm the Heart
of a thoj]sand has produced more than 125 barrels is what her mother will like to hear. fire box opposite the oven. It has
always say "BAYER Aspirin."
two
tappings—Inlet
and
outlet—for
to
the
acre,
and
even
In
'off
years'
•wives assembled
She Is reproved when the report card
pne of them good yields over 50.
shows low marks, or the teacher tells % or 1-lnch pipe. The lower tapplnu
people were v "The cranberry plant Itself Is a her parents she wishes the child or Inlet and the upper tapping or onraverage; were tiny, trailing, woody growth, rising would do better In classes. There let are piped to low and high connecgeneral citizen- less than a foot above the- ground, is a tinge of chagrin In the child's tions In the side of the hot-water supi aH try to be but forming a dense mat of vegeta- mind that she has not done as well ply tank. The upper tapping should
ugly we are I Ion. Once the fruit was picked en- as mother would wish, but also she be flush with the Inside top of the
Persistent coughs and colds lead to
^remark about the tirely by hand. Now hand scoops, does not want to have her bothered water back.
serious trouble. You can stop them now
In a furnace, the flre-box coil or withCreomulaion.an emulsified creosote
like an enlarged sugar scoop wltli by hearing what she knows will bo
pipe should be either level or, prefer- that is pleasant to take. Creomulsion ig a
teeth, strip the berries from the unwelcome word.
Parents have to help their chil- ably, arranged to allow a continual new medical discovery with two-fold acHjnan, living In a bushes.
tion; it soothes and heals the inflamed
"The harvesting season Is short dren to realize thnt what they actual- rise from cold-water Inlet to hot-wafor hypocrisy, la
PARKER'S
membranes and inhibits germ growth.
HAIR BALSAM
drunk. It was beginning in New England in early ly want to hear Is the truth. They ter outlet. Often the circulation may
Of all known drugs, creosote is recogBCBOOTM DindrnflVStopBllAlr IWlfaig
ver tasted Intoxl- September (a week or two later In have a part to do. They can be Improved by using larger or betand
nized by high medical authorities as one ;
Heir
illfe. From a boy New Jersey) and extending over a express a certain amount of sympa- ter-pitched hot-water pipe from the of the greatest healing agencies for perQday school and •srlod of only six weeks. For this thy with a child when she Is disap- coil or water back to the boiler.
sistent
coughs
and
colds
and
other
forma
Most noises In boilers and pipes of throat troubles. Creomulsion contains,
FLORESTON SHAMPOO -Ideal for UM in
Ta good girl, and reason the bogs must be situated pointed and says so, and also relieve
ked at the bold near a source of surplus labor. In the unhappiness by finding the pleas- are caused by slow, air-bound, or in addition to creosote,other healing elehair soft and fluffy. 60 cent* by mall or at dnurlUta.HUoox Chemical Workm, P*tchooae,N.Y.
avellng men dla- Massachusetts many of the cranberr.v ant features and getting them to overheated circulation. A hot fire ments which soothe and heal the infected
hqme ties. But pickers come from the Industrial dls stand out In prominence. Parents may Intensify the rumbling In a boil- membranes and stop the irritation and iniand teachers had trlcts around Boston; New Jersey can also express so much pleasure er and pipe until It seems like a vio- flammation, while the creosote goes on to
the stomach, is absorbed into the blood,
against the stock pickers migrate from Philadelphia, over the good marks of a child that lent pounding. It Is poor economy
attacks the seat of the trouble.
explosion came, Newark, and Trenton; and Indians she or he Is stimulated to do better to heat water faster than used at the and
Creomulsion is guaranteed satisfactory
I ... is a* essential to business as
faucets.
Steam
at
faucets
Indicates
from
reservation?
pick
part
of
Wisi have been notlcstill. To be severe with a child who
in the treatment of persistent coughs and
£ I is rain to growing crops. It is the
has been doing consin's crop. Where heavy hand Is endeavoring to do well at school that the boiler water Is above boiling colds, bronchial asthma, bronchitis, and 3W|
I keystone in the arch of successful
'. the public good scoops are used men do most of the and does not get the hoped for marka tempeiiature and not that the boiler is excellent 'for building up the system
^ I merchandising. Let us show you
Is
filled'with
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should
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are
em. Be had
is Inviting her to say what she knows
after colds or flu. Your own druggist is
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good by doing ployed in the screening and packing will please, even though later the not be closed so quickly as to cause authorised to refund your money on the
the familiar pounding noise known spot if your cough or cold is not rehouses.
truth Is known,
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"Cradle Song"
to
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A. R. Kohl

NUMBER 7

Agriculture Is Behind
PIONEER
Industry in Recovery

OF WIOTA
COMMUNITY DIES

"Cradle Song," whfch
The initial spurt of recovery from
Dorothea Wieck, Paramotmf 9
Phone 43
We Deliver
the doldrums of 1929-32 seems to have
L Co. to Build ontinental star to American
run its course—industry seems to be Mrs. Anna Herchenbach, 84, Had Lived
Anita, Iowa
ea, .will be shown at the _.
With Stone
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Theatre in Anita: on Saturday
year ago—the condition of agricula Cost:
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raday evenings.
ture has not been much improved.
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7.00.
Held This Morning.
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The picture is .from the stage pjay
Thus Geoffrey S. Shepherd, Iowa
f the tame name by the noted SpanHOWIE A POUND OF BRIARDALE.
State College agricultural economist,
author, & UK. Martinez Sierra, and
summarizes the economic position of
notion cornMrs. Anna Christina Herchenbach,
lie
screen adaptation was made by
the United States today in a bulletin
Is was awarded
entitled, "The Economic Situation, 84, well known resident of the Wiota
ji-for the construc- fare Connelly, American playwright
for the sensational stage suc1933," soon to be published. The bul- community for more than a half cencounty court mown
688, 'the Green Pastures."
letin
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that
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neering company,
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fj; Anderson Construcisters,
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grief made all the greater by their
pected that agricultural prices, which grandchildren and thirteen great
earlier
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I
had fallen furthest, would rise most. grandchildren.
10,for
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iting Contracts.
Funeral services were held at 10:00
This was only partly true, the bulleI'and heating contract . The part of the young girl is played
o'clock Wednesday morning at St.
CHRISTMAS
CANDIES
are
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in.
Prices
Low.
>y
Evelyn
Venable,
a
new-comer
to
tin
states.
Agricultural
prices
are
.ble discussion beonly slightly more improved from Joseph's church with the pastor, the
of supervisors and he screen. Prior to joining Para- j
mount,
Eveyln
Venable
was
Walter
their February, 1933, position than are Rev. M. J. O'Connor, officiating. Inadvisory committee
terment was made in the Wiota Cathgeneral commodity prices.
were not let until lampden's leading woman.
olic cemetery.
Others
in
the
cast
include
Kent
Agricultural
purchasing
power
now
noon.
Sir Guy Standing, Louise
is only slightly better than it was
the H. F. Enlast February. This isn't quite a true
larlan was awarded >resser and Gail Patrick.
Added
Entertainment.
picture, however, of the situation, acgeneral wiring
Little Danny Cupid, that oft cussed
Dun and Bradstreet says reports
ded to the H. KX •Joseph Cawthorne, in a 2-reel com- and discussed champion of marriage, from the country districts indicate cording to the bulletin. Cotton farmof Anamosa on a edy, "Cold Turkey," will appear on has been a busy soul in Cass county the largest volume of sales in some ers have benefited immensely from rethe program. This is reputed to be recently, take it from Clerk of Court
duction contract payments and wheat
State Senator Charles D. Booth, of
lines of merchandise since 1929.
an
extra
good
comedy.
There
will
and hog farmers have received some
I that the county will
Cecil M. Skipton. The clerk has been
October automobile output estimat- benefit payments. Hog farmers re- the Cass-Shelby district, has introducalso
be
the
regular
issue
of
news
^$6,600 for rock and
handing out marriage licenses right d at 125,000 units, an increase of
ed a bill in the senate to remove the
ceived premium payments on pigs that
ad. The architect's reel.
and left.
40 per cent over October last year, were marketed under the emergency present limitations on the use of priat $6,000 and it is
mary road funds for the payment of
No less than a dozen licenses have mt a decline of 34 per cent from buying program of the government.
it the salary for an
principal and interest of primary road
been issued at the clerk's office in the September.
Professor Shepherd points out that
$1,200, making the
past few days.
Lumber production and orders for the improvement in farm prices has bonds issued to refund primary road
cost of the court
Couples granted licenses in the past new business during the week ended been uneven. Some products have bonds. Senator Booth is seeking forfew days follow: Howard Bicking, 25, October 14 were slightly above those risen considerably, such astern, wheat mulation of a comprehensive plan for
pointed out that all
Under the auspices of the Anita! Cumberland, and Lena Wairs, 27, eported for the previous week, as the and oats. Others, such as eggs, meat the financing of primary road bonds
|| let aretentativeand
Department, G. K. Hawthorne, i Keldon, Iowa; Clarence D. Sanny, 21, National Lumber Manufacturers' As- animals and hay, have not improved and bonds issued to refund primary
(•(the approval of the an authority on fire prevention, will \ and Gretchen Stevenson, 21, both of ociation.
road bonds and to make more certain
as much.
; committee.
that
primary road bonds and bonds isgive a lecture and demonstration on! Atlantic; Ralph R. Hansen, 23, and
Republic Steel Corporation, earns
sued to refund primary road bonds and
ire prevention in the home and school Alice D. Rotherham, 22, both of At- September quarter net profit of $148interest on such bonds will be paid
and first aid to the injured, at the \ lantic; S. E. Rutter, 23, Eldora 239, against net loss of $3,419,353 in
out of the pi'imary road fund.
Rialto Theatre on Friday evening at Springs, Missouri, and Irene Rails- he corresponding 1932 period.
The bill proposes that the state
7:30 o'clock.
I back, 18, of Griswold; Vernice Yourijh
Business failures for the week were
highway commission shall prepare and
Mr. Hawthorne, after serving nine 26, Unionville, Missouri, and Hazel 282, as against 535 for same week
Ramsey, 25, Atlantic; Carl G. SwolA sacred drama entitled, "Love's adopt a comprehensive plan for the
i held a few days ago years on a large city fire, department, ley, 19, and Helen King, 16, both of ast year, and 257 in preceding week. Utmost," will be presented at the financing of county primary road
comes
very
well
recommended
and
is
E.
J.
Du
Pont
de
Nemours
and
Co.,
and superintendents well qualified to lecture and give prac-j Atlantic; Thomas F. Healey, Jr., 22,
•eports for the •nine months ended Congregational church on Sunday bonded indebtedness outstanding Nov.
Galley conference. Two
and Evelyn Eblen, 18, both of Cum- September 30, shows earnings applic- evening at 7:30 o'clock by the Junior 1, 1933, including primary road bonds
tical
demonstrations
of
these
subjects.
were done at this
Mr. Hawthorne has seen all the hor- berland; Carl R. Krauth, 24, of Mas- able to common stock $21,724,642, Dramatic Club under the direction of and bonds issued to refund primary
of interest to the rors.
After talking to more than 1,500 sena and Myrtle E. Garside, 24, Anita; ompared with $14,914,884 for same Mrs. P. T. Williams. The drama is road bonds. The financing plan shall
of Anita. First, it
based on the story found in Mark provide for the issuance and sale by
schools
in Nebraska he has arranged' Loren Hill, 47, and Florence M. Mof- period of 1932.
jj lenlarge the conference
fitt,
37,
both
of
Lewis
and
formerly
12:41-44. The drama takes its set- the counties of such refunding bonds
, Menlo and Fontan- a very delightful program that touches of Winterset; Vernon Mardeson, 24,
ting in a humble home in Jerusalem, as are necessary to readjust the
he
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of
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who
hear
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these three schools
close to the Temple, a day during the amounts required for interest and
Two big full size reels of moving! Grace Pedersen, 23, both of Atlantic;
ation it will make a
George Eblen, 19, and Edna Paulsen,
principal payments on such bonds to
latter part of Jesus' life.
pictures
on
fire
prevention
will
be
nee of ten schools
not less than $6,000,000 nor more than
18, both of Atlantic; Elmer Purvis,
Characters.
shown
in
addition
to
the
lecture
and
as regards distance
Following is a list of the characters $9,000,000 in any year.
demonstrations.
These pictures are 21, Grand Island, Nebraska, and ElAt the meeting of Anita Temple and those taking part:
The measure also proposes that the
sie M. Brawe, 19, of Massena.
^accomplishment of ,the furnished through the courtesy of the J
No. 214, Pythian Sisters, held at the
commission shall advise the board of
"Abegail," a widow, Jane Scholl.
National
Board
of
Fire
Underwriters!
selection of the allNeil Johnson, a student at the {.. P. hall on Monday evening, officers
"Naarab," Abegail's sister, Esther supervisors of each county that islanded three men and are wonderful to see. They are ] State University in Iowa City, was 'or the coming year were elected as Mae Mclntyre.
sued primary road bonds previous to
and two men on the taken of actual scenes, true to life,! home to spend the Thanksgiving va- 'ollows:
"Cleo," a handsome young lover, Feb. 1, 1933, as to any refunding of
showing
how
careless
we
American
mentions. The folcation with his mother, Mrs. Hansine
Mrs. Elva Steinmeta, M. E. C.
Junior Hayter.
bonds in any county required by the
of men selected to people are. See where 173 school j Johnson, and with other relatives and
Mrs. Laura Campbell, E. S.
"Clement," an uncle of the two wo- financing plan. The board of superchildren
perished
in
a
school
fire.
See
BUT
team:
friends.
Mrs. Gladys Ames, E. J.
men, a "Pharisee of the Pharisees," visors shall refund such bonds as reon
Ellioti where 145 girls perished in a factory
Mrs. Rose Robison, Manager.
quii i 1 by the plan.
Donald Inhofe.
fire.
See
some
of
the
large
conflag»ss
Elliot
Kenneth Turner was pleasantly
Mrs. Florence Kjjehn, M. of R. & C.
"Andrew," small son of Abegail,
rations
and
forest
fires
in
this
counck
Elliott
surprised last Wednesday evening
C. E. Parker, wife and children
Mrs. Dulcie Scholl, M. of F.
Bobby Cochran.
when eight boy friends called at his
Anita try.
were
Thanksgiving guests of her sisMrs.
Adria
Lantz,
Protector.
There
will
be
an
orchestra
prelude,
The program is free to the public, home to spend the evening, the occaAnita
ter,
Mrs.
W. S. Moore and family,
Mrs.
Mabel
Dement,
Guard.
also
a
talk
by
Millard
Ruggles.
by
..Elliot all cost of the lecture and demonstra- sion being in honor of his 22nd. birthat
Walnut.
Mrs.
Hazel
Miller,
I.
O.
Adair tion being paid by the local fire de- day. The evening was spent by the
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Miller, Mr. and
Mrs. Evona Steinmetz, Trustee.
Glenn Holmes, manager of the S.
Elliot partment.
boys in playing pinochle, following
Mrs. Ruby Biggs, Press Correspond- Mrs. Herbert Bartley, Mr. and Mrt.
SCht
Adair
Hanson
Lumber Co. in Guthrie Cenwhich
a
lunch
was
served
by
Kenneth's
ent.
Ben Kirkham and Mr. and Mrs. Guy
ftrsey
.Anita Mrs. Lawrence Krumm spent Mon- mother, Mrs. H. H. Turner.
ter,
was
held up at the office of the
Steinmetz
were
dinner
guests
of
Mr.
son
Adai: day with relatives and friends in
Frank White, a well known and long and Mrs. Carl Mi Hard last Thursday company on Saturday evening of last
Council
Bluffs
and
Glenwood.
When fruit is shipped out from time resident of Anita, is ill with evening.
ation: Inhofe of Ani
week by two armed gunmen. After
Cape
of Good Hope, 'way down at the lung trouble at his home in South
Adair, Jennings of El
relieving him of $22.50 they fled south,
Lyle Richards and wife of Corning
of Anita, Kennedy o visited last Thursday in Lincoln town- southernmost tip of the African conti- Anita.
There was a large number of farm- out of town on highway No. 25. Mr.
ers present at a meeting held at the Holmes is a son of Mrs. Nellie Holmes,
ship at the home of her father, J. P. nent, it will be packed in crates made
of compressed Iowa cornstalks. CornMr. and Mrs. Fred Dennison were Church of Christ on Monday after- of Anita.
symbolizing footbal Aupperle and family.
stalk board, one of the many new by- in Atlantic Friday afternoon to attend noon, at which time Lynn H. Beard
. was awarded to Elliot
Mrs. Cole Mustek and son, Nolan,
, having beaten each o
Mrs. Ernest Burke and son, Ray- products of corn developed at Iowa the funeral services for his cousin, of Atlantic, county agent, was present
ference schools compet mond, and Mrs. Lena Earl and daugh-. State college, Ames, is said to be idea Frank Dennison. They were accom- and explained the corn-hog program. returned home the fifst of the week
from Bonner Springs, Missouri, where
ter, Frances, of Wiota drove to Des for the purpose of the African frui panied by Mrs. Cora Armstrong.
A total of 1.65 inches of rain fell they were called last Thursday by the
Moines Friday morning and spent the, Bowers. A shipment of 1,600 square
feet
of the Pinochle clu day with friends.
Miss Margaret Ellett, daughter of here from Friday until Sunday morn- death of their brother and uncle, Har°* t*le board> manufactured in the
»st Wednesday of Mrs
engineering experiment station's lab- Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ellett of this ing, according to the standard rain ry O'Hara, who passed away from
at her home on Cheat
You are invited to call and look oratories at the college, has been sen city, became the bride of Gay lord guage at the local telephone exchange. acute indigestion and heart trouble.
jh scorer for the even over our large display of holiday toys to Cape of Good Hope. The board is Sheeder, son of Mr. and 'Mrs. Wilmer From Friday until 3:00 o'clock Sat- Funeral services were held on Sunday
Guy Rasmussen, am for children and gifts for men and j 1-8 inch thick. It is said an English Sheeder of Guthrie Center, at Denver, urday afternoon the fall totalled .90 afternoon. Mr. O'Hara visited in Ans. Zate Biggs, Mrs. A ladies. A small deposit will hold firm is interested in the possibility o Colorado, on November 25th.
Mr. of an inch and from Saturday after- ita a number of years ago at which
Mrs. Nellie Richards your purchases until December 23rd. manufacturing the cornstalk board in and Mrs. Sheeder will make their noon until Sunday morning it record- time he made the acquaintance of a.
Robinson.
home in Denver.
few local people,
2t
Young's 5 and lOc Store. the Union of South Africa.
ed .75 of an inch.
f
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Marriage Licenses Issued Report Shows NRA Is
to a Number of Couples
Helping Country's Trade

Has Plan to Refinance
Primary Road Bonds

ire Prevention Program
in Anita Friday Evening

Sacred Drama Program at
Congregational Church

Three Hen
ference

tyhianSisters Elect
Officers For Coining Year
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News Review of Current
Events the World Over
Al Smith Joins "Tories" Who Demand Sound DollarOpposition to Roosevelt's Monetary Policy Grows—
Californians Lyneh Two Murdering Kidnapers.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
loudly evrry dny Is hrard
M ORE
the demand for n return to (he

Ixift, Inc., which operates a chnln of
restaurants and candy stores throughout the country. General Johnson ordered the company to remove the Blue
EnRle from Its stores In Washington,
and charges made against it by the
New York compliance board were under Investigation. President C. G.
Guth of the company denied the accusations.

of the Massachusetts
P HYSIC1STS
Institute of Technology are now
ready to proceed w i t h their attempt
to smash the atom, for the huge generator designed by Dr. R. ,T. Van De
Gi;aff successfully passed Its .test at
Round nil), Mass.
A 7,000,000 volt direct current bolt
of man-made lightning split and
crackled from the two giant aluminum
cylinders which act as terminals of the
generator and flashed between each
other and to the roof and walls of
the converted hangar which houses It
This first test, witnessed by a handful of distinguished scientists and the
anxious designers and makers of the
generator, more than fulfilled the
hopes of physicists who believe that
when It Is In operation to Its full
capacity of 10,000,000 volts It will tear
the veil from the Innermost secrets
of nature.

IN THE
-' _
Year 1937 to Rail

Culls

Discovery.
Have you
beroium? Not"to

s

,

potatoes

"sonnd money" by the Increaslns
nomber of those whom the President
has termed "torles";
tato celebration
«•*!
for, ns the time for
vance. In 1837, the , s,ft
the assembling of conerjt
tato souffle" .will be
PRESIDENT WILLIAM GREEN of
gress nears there Is a
ne
* the American Federation of Labor
.,^
^orU would
fast growing fear that
says that unemployment In the United
In ignorance of this
the Inflationists In
.
States reached 10,070,000 In October,
that body will move
late tor hi.
for the starting of *"pHOUSANDS of furious Califor- an Increase of 11,000 over September,
but that this Increase was exceptionchef totted .the
the money printing
•*• nlans stormed the jail nt San Jose,
presses. Between the fought a desperate battle with the po- ally small for that time of year. He
"torles" and the Infla- lice and dragged out Jack Holmes and gives warning that unstinted co-operaScene on a Japanese Highway.
tionists stands Mr. Thomas Thurmond, confessed kidnap- tion of the citizenry will be necessary
Roosevelt, still seem- ers and murderers of Brooke I,. Hart, to keep the nnmber of Jobless from Prepared by National Geographic Society,
Alfred E.
more do armed sentries there chalSir Walter Raleigh 'itrodu,
ingly unperturbed, In- the young son of a prominent mer- growing much larger during the winMniton. D. c.—WNU S*rrtc«.
Smith
sisting on carrying chant, and hanged them to trees In the ter, but he sets forth these favorable
ITH motor cars multiplying lenge one and demand to see passport* potato into Ireland <iuit e by ,
out farther his gold trading plan for city park. Fifteen thousand persons, factors :
Japan, the Nipponese are and credentials, as in the day* when dent He ordered the
Average wages Increased slightly
devaluing the dollar and thus In- many of them women and children,
becoming
Increasingly Inter- glittering trains of dalmlos (feudal of what he thought
W
°e<
creasing commodity prrces, with some witnessed the lynching and cheered on from September to October, amountested in good roada A few lords) marched in ceaselesa parade plant, and there were b's "Irish
form of stabilization to follow—either the mob. That any of the lynchers Ing to $1.20 a month, or 1.4 per cent
years ago travelers scanned railway back and forth on this route between tatoes.
Cost of living rose only one-half of
« gold standard devalued dollar or a ever will be punished Is hlsrhly ImIn' the dayg of CoiU3Ji,..
maps when planning to tour Japan. the courts of the shogun (generaliscommodity price Index paper dollar.
probable. The crime of the two vic- 1 per cent, slightly reducing the in- Now. new roads linking great cities simo) and emperor. Motor trekkera white and sweet —'
That the dispute over the President's tims was peculiarly diabolical and dividual worker's loss of real Income with regions of historic and scenic now stop only If they are Interested ing in the South
monetary policy Is not partisan Is em- cold-blooded and It Is likely even the since March, bringing this down to 1.1 Interest on the larger islands are di- in examining the age-old lite. It la leas. White potatoes
phasized by the stand taken by Alfred authorities, unofficially, welcome this per cent
verting the attention of visitors to au- sheer pleasure, however, to Jolter lea by way of Euroin and u\e,
B. Smith In an open letter written for reversion to old-time vigilante methDollar buying power of workers In
along the way and enjoy the surpass- English settlers.
the December issue of the New Out- ods of dispensing justice. Gov. James October was $600,000,000 per month tomobiles and Improved highways.
ing views across the cerulean Hakone
Early cook books K^e va ;ne ,
It
is
possible,
although,
it
must
be
look but released to the press In ad- Holph had refused to send troops to above March.
lake, which on calm days mirrors that ommendatlons for the use of i
confessed,
sometimes
slightly
uncomvance.
Real buying power—that Is, Inhelp the sheriff, and later when tolif>
fortable, to go by automobile through- stately mountain named by the aborig- toes in the menu, Tt >ey could]
Mr. Smith expressed his disbelief of the lynching said:
*j creased wages reduced by Increased
dipped in wine and eaten rw.I
out the length and breadth of Japan. inal Alnus Fuji, the Goddess of Fire.
that "the Democratic party Is fated
"This Is the best lesson that Cali- cost of living—rose 23.1 per cent
Not only along the Tokaido; bnt boiling them with prunes
To
be
sure,
many
of
the
roads
are
true
to be always the party of greenback
above
the
March
level.
fornia has ever given the country.
"sunshine roads," which mean woe to elsewhere as well, men with pick*, gested. Bakers and confectfo
era, paper money printers, free silver- We showed the country that the state
He*, currency managers, rubber dollar is not going to tolerate kidnaping!"
rjEN. DOUGLAS MAC ARTHUR, him who attempts to travel them dur- shovels, and dump carts are beginning attempted to use them for
VJ
manufacturers, and crackpots."
chief of staff, in his annual re- ing the rainy seasons, when light to carve wider and better trails of Joy delicious conserves and
He added that if. this Is to be, so T^OGER TOUHY and three com- port to Secretary of War Dern, de- bridges across flooding streams often and utility through the empire.
In England, potatos were
the Issue la more than a partisan iv panics, tried In St Paul for the clares that the army's strength is become unsafe for heavy traffic or
A wide asphalt and concrete road, only in the gardens of tlie i
one, because we are dealing today kidnaping of William Hamm, Jr., fared
now "below the dan- float away entirely; yet motoring at which connects the titan industrial and were kept for their
with the party which actually hold* better than did the California kidnapger line," He warns proper times presents only minor diffi- city, Osaka, with the port of Kobe, speare evidently thought welfoi]
responsible government office, which ers and murderers. The four Chicago
,
Is in the final stages of construction. vegetable, for In one of his plan
that
o u r m i l i t a r y culties.
is not merely advocating cure-alls In gangsters were acquitted by • Jury.
Drive along that historic Tokaido And, mind yon, "speed cops" are sta- says: "Let the heavens rain.
standing
Is
s
e
v
e
n
* campaign, but which has In Its hands It was the first defeat for the federal
teenth in world rela- road from Tedo (Tokyo) to Kyoto, tioned along the way to check up on toea!"
the present welfare of 130,000,000 peoFor thousands of years, this pa
tive s t r e n g t h , and past Hakone lake, sacred Fuji, and the motorists trying more than the perple and the future of our most cher- government in the kidnaping cases In
which It has figured since passage of
an product of the soil, whicn hi
epeaks of the "obvi- east seacoast. With the sharp autumn mitted 29 miles an hour!
ished American institutions. .
Thus far, however, motor trafllc has sibly the most valuable veKeiabi|
ous state of unrest air bringing red blood tingling to your
"What we need In this country is the so-called Lindbergh law at the
n o w p r e v a i l i n g cheeks, spiral up to Chnzenjl from grown much in excess of the develop- the world, grew, in obscurity.
absolute dependability In our money last session of congress.
The Touhy crowd, however, were
throughout the world." Nlkko along the zigzag road carved on ment of the roads and the education great value was not realized i
standards. It Is the only thing which
will restore confidence. The latest stflJ to be tried In Chicago for the
The general's recom- the steep mountain side. Behold there of the people to the Innovation that is times of food scarcity
fiscal moves of the administration kidnaping of "Jake the Barber" Facmendations for In- the exquisite panorama of multihued elbowing its way into the congested French revolution.
maples. Climb to the mountains that thoroughfares.
have undermined public confidence. tor.
Potato peeling may cense.
Gen. Douglas creasing the army's gird the blue waters of Lake Towada,
They have created uncertainty.
efficiency
include:
Persons who have become accus- boresome task for todays hoi
Mac
Arthur
"Uncertainty paralyzes business, dis- A/flSSODRIANS followed the examA boost in regular lush in the greenery of summer or tomed to wide macadam highways or who is fortified with an tinders
courages private Initiative, drives lv-» pie set by the San Jose Californ- army enlisted strength from 120,000 to aflame with riotous golds and reds of spacious boulevards and are inclined Ing of the romantic backcrum
money into hiding, and places the en- ians and resorted to lynch law to pun- 165,000, with Immediate exemption, of frost-tinted October.
to tread rather heavily on accelera- this interesting member of the r.
tire burden of sustaining the popula- ish the negro assailant of a young white the enlisted man from the 15 per cent
Direct your car out Into the country tors may find travel in Japan somewhat. table kingdom:—Detroit N™
tion on the central government.
woman. A mob at St Joseph battled government pay cut.
byways when summer rice planting or Irksome at first. Anxiety and im"In the absence of anything defi- with the police and National GuardsAn expenditure of nearly $200,000,- autumn harvest makes evident the patience must be left at home; otherOr Hardly .Ever
nitely known to be better, I am for a men and took Lloyd Warner from the 000 on aircraft, modernization and patience and ceaseless Industry of
wise the nervous strain will destroy
A person with a~pnsh never G
return to the gold standard. I am for Jail and hanged and burned him. Gov
motorization of the field artillery, rural life.
Discover for yourself
pulJ.
gold dollars ns against baloney dol- Guy B. Park declined to comment
mechanization, anti-aircraft equip- charming places along the Inland sea, all of the pleasures of motor vagabonding.
Careful
and
patient
driving
lars. I am for experience as against
ment
and
general
motorization.
Governor Ritchie of Maryland sent
the Fuji lake district, and elsewhere.
experiment. If I must choose be- state troops to Princess Anne and they
Maintenance of the National Guard If you take one such trip, yon will Is, of necessity, the motorist's watchword on the Japanese highways.
tween private management of business nabbed four alleged leaders of the at existing strength with 48 drill periand management of a government bu- crowd that lynched a negro. The local ods and two weeks' active training an- agree that motoring Is well worth the
Not only are the roads generally
effort even when the roads are In poor
reaucracy, I am for private manage- authorities had failed to act In the nually.
narrow and full of turns, but up and
repair.
ment
At least 120,000 reserve officers with
down them passes a multifarious
matter and the governor took It Into
Today, In Japan, automobile traffic traffic. There is a constant succession
"I am ready to go through a certain
two weeks' annual training for at
his
own
hands.
The
prisoners
..„,„
•mount of deflation if the choice Is
least 30,000. At present there are Is steadily expanding, if one excepts of heavily laden bullock carts bibetween this and outright money In- taken to Baltimore after a mob had 119,000 reserve officers but only 87,000 the Innumerable motorcycles and three- cyclists beyond count, people plodding
wheeled delivery antoblcycles that
flation. If i must choose between the fought to release them from the sol- are eligible for active duty training
under ponderous burdens, high-piled
leaders of the past, with all the errors diers. But almost immediately they
dart about everywhere, and Includes carts with dogs straining at leash to
liestoratlon
of
the
1932
Instruction
they have made and with all the wera returned to Princess Anne on and personnel scale for the 11 O T only the tiny flyweight cars, the rauassist their perspiring masters to pull
selfishness they have been guilty of, habeas corpus writs and the court O and C. M. T. C.
cous taxlcabs that cruise the city
them, peddlers hawking their wares,
and the Inexperienced young college there released them on the ground that
The chief of staff said the army's streets for 60-sen fares (normally trundling horse-drawn wagons, and
.professors who hold no responsible the evidence was insufficient.
mobilization of the civilian conserva- about 25 cents); the public and prichildren—babies playing in the open
:publlc ofBce, but are perfectly ready
tion corps was in striking contrast vate automobiles, the lumbering trucks
E has a new premier and a with the 1917 mobilization and gave and the long, low 18-passenger busses streets, youngsters going to and fro
to turn 130,000,000 Americans Into
from school, hundreds of students on
guinea pigs for experimentation. I am » new ministry. Camille Chautemps "renewed evidence of the value of that overfill the narrow roadways
going to be for the people who have has succeeded Albert Sarraut, who was systematic preparation for emergency." there are now about 70,000 motorized picnic or pilgrimage—children everymade the country what It la And I overthrown by the chamber of depuBut, he added, the heavy drain on vehicles on Honshu Island alone and where. And there seems to be little
Bay this with full knowledge of the
ties, and has formed a the army's 12,000 regular officers in on the four main Islands a total of Inclination on the part of any of them
to share the road.
fact that there are many tilings In the
government that In- marshaling these 300,000 men "has more than 160,000.
old order of society which I should
cludes fourteen of tho brought regular army training in the
Probably nowhere else in the world
Better Roads for Motors.
like to have changed and which I do
former m i n i s t e r s , continental United States to a virtual
Is there such extensive "Jay-walking"
The nnmber of cars already in op- or such a horde of irresponsible binot applaud or even condone"
a m o n g these being standstill and has almost destroyed
Paul-Koncour, D a 1 a- the readiness of units for Immediate eration, together with those arriving cyclists.
dier and Sarruut. In and effective employment on emergen- dally at the docks or taking final
Squeeze the bulb of your horn repltESIDEXT ROOSEVELT himself
shape in locally established assembly peatedly, then sound your electric
other respects his se- cy duty."
made no comment on Mr. Smith's
plants, is ever a pressing argument for klaxon (every motorcar is equipped
letter, but It drew from General Johnlections, It is asserted
better roads. In the first eleven with both), and still there is little
In Paris, bear the
Bon, NKA administrator, who was at
T IEUT. UUL. ABELARDO HERstamp of the Influence *-' REKA, the hated chief of the Ma- months of 1032 the United States „
Warm Springs, a characteristically vioex- movement in the traffic.
lent burst of denunciation. The genof Edouard Herrlot, tanzas military district under the ported to Japan 2,828 busses and
Why there is such slowness to re$
eral also made an unwarranted attack
and many believe the regime of former President Machado trucks and 2,736 passenger automo- Bpond to the repeated signals is hard
Camille
new cabinet ia de- of Cuba, and four other former officers biles. The value of automobile parts to understand, since courtesy Is one
on Professor Sprague, calling him a
Chautempi
hitherto obscure professor" who "by
signed to prepare the paid with their lives for the many mur- exported in this same period was J2 - of the outstanding traits of the peo• dramatic resignation obtained his way for the return of that veteran So- ders of which they were accused They
Ages 1 to 76
ple. Many persons have tried to
little hour or two to strut across the cialist. Herriot was turned put of the
Every day motors are widening their analyze the problem in the hope of
were
taken
from
San
Severlno
castle
premiership
a
year
ago
because
he
stage. This of a man whom the Bank
at Matanzas, lined up before masked sphere of activity. Treaded pneumatic finding a remedy.
Dept 168,
Calif,
of England had been paying $25 000 a wanted to pay the war debt due the
tires are leaving patterns In paths
Bicycles the Chief Trouble.
year to act as Its adviser until the United States, and has refused to tuk° men and shot to death with machine which for ages knew no prills save
guns. The five men had been pris"How many miles we get out of our
President persuaded him to come home part in the government until after De- oners since August 12, the day Ma- those of bare or sandal-clad feet Gasoand serve our treasury in a like ca- cember 15—the anniversary of his
horn, and not how many miles we get
line
fumes
mingle
with
the
dust
that
chado
was
driven
from
the
Island
downfall and the date when another
Send Wo Money
pacity for $10,000 a year.
out of our tires, is the question we
Installment is due. After France has Chief of the crimes attributed to them rises from roadbeds heretofore pow- have in Japan." a motorist resident Simply mnd yoor name, « K < . "
dered
and
rutted
only
by
the
wheels,
name of beneficiary, relation:!
TT WAS announced by the War de- repeated its act of repudiation Her- was the killing of the five Alvare™ of dog, bullock, or man-drawn carts.
may Jokingly remark when you are beneficiary, and a certiikaf
probably will again become pre- brothers, prominent antl Machado rev* partment that the low bid for riot
made
out in your name will >«•
discussing
the
subject
of
congestion
on
mier.
'
olutlonlsts, In 1932.
The roads are rapidly changing
to you tor 10 DAY FREE INSI'K 1
trucks for the conservation corps was
the roads and streets.
M
.you
decUte to k«ep it s,n
even
the
historic
old
Tokaido
Unable to
made by Chevrolet Motor company ih
which will provide fun protect
e
Tokyo to Kyoto, which
Give a man or boy a bicycle In »}«"**
the dissident Socialists and the left
«day«.then
only 4'4o i
•with an offer of $029.19 per u n i t
Japan, where there are five and three- No Medical Examination— N" •
served ancient Rome
under the Hitler govern- as the Via
The next lowest bidder was North- Kepubllcans to enter his cabinet, so it ia
This
offer
is
limited
so write to*Although the old roadbed
quarter million bicycles to be reckoned
made up of so-called radical Socialists.
west Motor company of Bethesdu, Md
echoed to the hoofsTOf hTrVesVS with, and he will dart about with utter
• Ford dealer, whose bid was $<m 10
grand days of chivalry has been aU abandon, entirely disregarding traffic
per unit delivered at Detroit, $08010 '•pHB Co-operative Farmers National
i Grain corporation, which has been
tered. until only cobbled spots between of all kinds. Consequently, bicycles
for dellverlea at Chicago and $08760
fighting for years for full membership
the weathered gnarled pines and stat ° constitute easily the mos? serious of
on deliveries at Louisville, Ky.
1
In the Chicago Board of Trade, proThe
changes
win
become
y cryptomerlas Identify ,t, t^pS: motorists worries. If only the traffic
The Chevrolet bid was for slx-cyl11
January 1.lt was lndlcat
posed
an
amendment
to
the
grain
exramas
are
as
delightful
as
ever
police
in
the cities would devote to
Inder trucks and that of the Ford
change
code
which
would
compel
the
bicyclists
a
little
of
the
assiduous
at
while unions will not be permitted
Mount Fuji still stands supreme In
dealer for eight-cylinder trucks The
to grant It and other co-opera- accept new members. Under the
tention they seem to think necessary
Wl Dter WhUene(1 mantle
•pacifications of the War department board
£e
ves full t r a d i n g and clearing pn v . organization scheme, every
Lnutj hDQZ6- &QQ shroud nf « £ the in controlling motor car traffic the
provided for not less tlmn six-cylinder Ilexes.
Perhaps
motors.
clouds; the rivers still rush"""'^^ situation would Improve.
Gov. W. I. Myers of the federal farm
from the purple hills, and the InrolUng clearer roads are In prospect
R. L. Sablne, head of tl, e K onl
Irrespective of facts regarding the
agency who was low bidder on a re- credit a d m i n i s t r a t i o n , In a letter to
waves of the Paclflc .till breathSon*
WILSTACH, best known ., the East Seacoast as In bygone years right of way, the motor owner usually
cent truck offer of the Mi-parlim-nt of Farm A d m i n i s t r a t o r George N l\^\f
There is the music of the harp In has, as yet, the heavier responsibiUtJ
Agriculture but complained recently which went i n f o the record, pive the
manager and
f u l l support of the government to the as the compiler of
that new bids had been aski-d for amendment.
dictionary of the pine trees and the sound of the in court In event of a traffic accident
similes, died In New"
a.brel in the waves; the panting of
trucks of not less t h a n six c y l i n d e r
was
that would
assistant to will Hays
the carriers Is like the sound of flutes
motors, suit! t'ord deliveries co'uld l,e
u
,
Picture I'roducers and
and
the
stamp
of
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horses'
feet
made w i t h such promptness t h a t the a i l m l n. l \s \t r. a7l.iI . u v e l of the g r a i n
of
America.
on and Wendell l i 'v r d ' sne
the boom of the drum."
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clared that If he did riot receive (he
Hakone Barrier Long Gone
ilk,'wise approved the Fanners' \,,'
' I WA» continually on ^
KNKST w. GIHSON. who f ormerl .
order he ji-ould appeal to Comptroller
If Chomei were to write that ,portion
'
ImUbWMy nighta w" %
t l o n a l proposal. In vk-w of these manlwas u congressman
General McCarl.
ngressman fro, u Vermo
lest. I decided to give UP c^
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l
Wash
and make the 30-day P 11 ^
have to find Bome additional Ctru
r
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"
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mental
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for
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Uent'a re-employment agreement ia exchanges.
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and after due consideration thereof
:h,' Presidential order t h a t sent the PROCEEDINGS OF THE
by the Board of Supervisors, the
BOARD
OF
Sl'PERVISORS
1'niti'd States into the world market
Chairman put the question upon the
for gold, lowered dollar v a l u e in
Published Every Thursday by the
adoption of said resolution, and the
Court House,
foreign exchange, and began the long
roll being called the following memAtlantic, Iowa,
bers named Supervisors voted:
November 6, 1933.
process of revaluing it.
Ayes: Armentrout, Allen, Davis,
The Board of Supervisors of Cass
Then the criticism began gathering.
W. F. BUDD
Editor
Iowa, met pursuant to law Ryan, Pelzer.
The Chamber of Commerce of the County,
0o
Nay: None.
and prior action of said Board in
WHEREUPON the Chairman deSubscription, if paid in advance. .$1..">0 State of New York passed a resolu- a regularly adjourned session, at 1:00
clared said Resolution duly adopted
If not paid in advance
$2.00 t i o n culling for sound money. It was o'clock p. m.
at once rebuked by an economist for! The meeting was called to order by as follows, to-wit:
RESOLUTION.
Chairman and the roll being
Entered at the post office at Anita, the Committee of the Nation, who the
To Provide for the Issuance of
called there were present, Frank Peldefended the President, saying the zer, Chairman in the chair, and the
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
$65,000 Court House Bonds.
SOAP, Big Ben, 6 1-pound bars
,
Chamber "is not even representative following named supervisors: H. G.
WHEREAS, the Board of SuperTHURSDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1933. <if the commercial point of view of i Arnientrout, G. H. Allen, T. W. Davis, visors of Cass County, Iowa, heretoBUTTER, Armour's Cloverbloom, per pound
fore pursuant to the provisions oi
the c i t y of New York." Then, Alfred i Herman Ryan.
••2*
ECONOMIC HIGHLIGHTS.
Chapter
265
of
the
Code
of
Iowa,
Absent:
None.
K. Smith took a crack at what he i Supervisor G. H. Allen introduced 1927, did legally call an election fixing
CRACKERS, fresh, 2-pound box
••2*
the baloney dollar, in a New | and rcad the following resolution and the time and .place therefore, and did
Not since the days when Bryan and
JELL, Kamo, all flavors, per package
McKinley fought it out along the line Outlook editorial, and intimialted that moved its adoption. Seconded by Su- legally submit thereat to the voters
of said Cass County, to be by them
oj
of 16-to-l has the money question so tbe country needs another Cleveland, pervisor Herman Ryan, and after due voted upon, the proposition of conTo the President's defense came Re-; consideration thereof by the Board,
CAKE
FLOUR,
Swans
Down,
per
package
swept the country. And it's a good
, ..
„ ,
, .... ,
,
I the Chairman put the question upon structing and equipping a new court
••27t
deal more important now than it was publican Borah, as brilliant and er- the adoption Of said Resolution, and house in the city of Atlantic, Iowa,
COCOANUT, long shreds, per pound
then—Bryan, who wanted to try a ratic a Senator as the country ever ! the roll being called the following at a cost of not to exceed $130,000.00
and issuing bonds for such purpose
voted:
-.23e
new monetary experiment was only a saw, who said that the question was namede: Supervisors
^>' r)M A J™ entrout ' A1!en' Davis not exceeding $65,000.00 and did proRAISINS,
seedless,
2-pound
package
candidate. Franklin Roosevelt is a not one of sound or honest money,' 15
Ryan, Pelzer.
vide for legal, sufficient and timely
••lac
President, with unprecedented powers. that the gold dollar is the most disNay: None.
notice of said election, and the time,
PRUNES, large size, 2 pounds
Recently, inflation and deflation, honest dollar ever created. That in- < WHEREUPON, the Chairman de- place and purpose thereof; and
clared said Resolution duly adoptet
WHEREAS, said election was legold buying, dollar depreciation, and dicates how party lines have broken— as
gally held and conducted on the 26th.
f°"ows:
SYRUP, amber, 10-pound pail
all the other phases of the problem, an ex-Democratic presidential candi- {
RESOLUTION.
day of September, 1933 pursuant to
•-49e
have dwarfed everything else. They date sides against the head of his [
To Provide for the Award of
said call and to said legal and suffic$65,000 Court House Bonds.
have almost taken the NRA out of the party, and the best known Republican i
ient notice given by publication in
SOAP, hardwater, large bar, 5 bars
headlines. They have submerged the Senator joins his allies! Finally, the J WHEREAS notice to bond buyers strict conformity of all the requiregiven in strict compliance ments of law, the publication thereof
farm problem and the foreign prob- President himself spoke at Savannah hasth been
COFFEE, Chase & Sanborn Break-o-Morn.. 23
of his policies, scored w h a t ' ™ rth.e pT°^°ns °* Chapter 63 of being made once each week for four
lem. Definite battle lines have formed. ,in defense
,, , ,,rr,
... „
, ,
, : the Code of 1927, as to the time and successive weeks in the Atlantic News
Each side is plentiful supplied with he called 'Tory critics," and found • place of offering ' for sale $65|000
Telegraph, a legal newspaper pubWAX PAPER, 125-foot rolls for
,.
experts. Each side has its corps of mounting applause from his audience. I Court House Bonds of Cass County, lished within said County, the last
of which publications was not less
big business men and little business The Roosevelt personality is as potent Iowa; and
WHEREAS, at the time and place than five nor more than twenty days
men. And the public, which reads as ever—and personal p o p u l a r i t y ' name
mo
^ 'n sai
,d noti
.ce! onopen
"°"
^for )rior to the day of said election, all
the dispatches, is in a state of be- means
„, .,much, to Presidents. ,
, . | seconded
and
carried,
bids
in strict conformity with the require- 1933" and shall be used for the payCounty
1 hat s where matters stand at this | said bonds were called for and the ments of law and the orders of said ment of said interest coupons and said
wilderment.
:or.
writing.
It's
easily
the
most
import-'
substance
of
the
best
opened
bid
reBoard of Supervisors, and a major- bonds, and for no other purpose what- PROCEEDINGS OF THE
The way the wind blows was first
c
shown with the resignation of Under- ant problem of the time—it can make eived was duly noted in the minutes; ity of the qualified voters- of said ever.
BOARD OF
County voting thereat voted in favor i Section 6. The interest falling due
—^—i—•_
break the recovery prog-ram, and I ^WIIC-DIP A 0 n
•, i ,
secretary of the Treasury Acheson, a or
„„,
,
, t,
,
. . '
i WHEREAS, after said best opened of the aforesaid proposition which was during the year 1934, and the interCourt
House
conservative and an unrelenting hard- make or break the administration bid had been noted in the minutes, duly carried; and
est or principal and both of them fallAtlantic, Iowa,
money man. He was immediately fol- while it's doing it. The climax is still on motion duly seconded and carried,
WHEREAS, said Board upon find- ing due in any subsequent year, shall
November 13 mm
j sealed bids filed prior to the call for ing from a canvass of the returns if necessary be paid promptly from
lowed into retirement by Dr. Oliver to be reached.
The Board of Supervisor* o f i
|
open
bids,
were
opened
and
the
subthat
a
majority
of
the
votes
were
cast
current
funds
on
hand
in
advance
of
Sprague, once a financial advisor to
Thanksgiving day guests at the stam '° of the bes t sealed bid was duly in fa^vor of the proposition, caused the the taxes levied, and when said taxes County, Iowa, met at 9:00 a m ,
the Bank of England, to whom "soft"
suant to adjournment with a l l ,
of all result of said vote to be entered at! have been collected, reimbursement bers present.
money is even more distasteful. Sec- home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred' Be,, were: "t
o a large in the minute book and" caused shall be made to such current funds
Minutes of November 6th. read,
retary Woodin, who has been torn of Dr. and Mrs. D. Scconl and son of bids the Carleton D. Beh Company of notice of said result to be published! in the sums thus advanced.
approved as read.
Omaha and Mr. and Mrs. Edward Des Moines, Iowa, is the highest and as required by law; and
Section 7. This act shall be irrelate between his great devotion to h
Bu "
" " and ' daughter,
'
'•
"
"
best bidder, said bid being not less
from
WHEREAS, none of the bonds thus pealable until all the aforesaid bonds for the third quarter were sub™
chief, and his instinctive belief in con Bell
.
than
par
and
accrued
interest.
Adair.
legally authorized by the adoption of . both principal and interest, are fully for approval.
servative financial policies, went a\va
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RE- the aforesaid proposition at said elec- I paid and discharged,
S
VED by the Board of
Moved by Armentrout, seconded J
on an indefinite leave of absence. In
tion have yet been issued.
Section 8. A certified copy of ttas Allen
SHEKIFF'S
S U v .NOTICE.
\()Tiri?
I fPI,'ass County, Iowa, as Supervisors
tsutKin- s SALfc
follows:
there he a] Propriated out;
O C
to his place stepped Her.ry Morgen
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RE- Cou
Resolution shall be filed with the the County Gei
Section 1. That the bid of said SOLVED BY the Board of Supervis- 1
fund, not otto'
thau, Junior, scion of a famous finan State of Iowa, Cass County, ss.
nty
Auditor
of
Cass
County,
who
! Carleton D. Beh Company be and the ors of Cass County, Iowa, as follows: sha11 enter annually the herein pro- wise appropriated, the su
sum of j;l
sani is
cial family, who sees eye to eye wit
500.00 being.the budget ofof the Com
vlded
Notice is hereby given, that on the
° hereby accepted, and the said
Section 1. That there are hereby suc
*or levies for collection until Worker's office
the President on practically every 26th. day of December A D 1933 c o u r t house bonds of said Cass Counfor
1933.
-5ce
1933.
authorized to be issued sixty-five (65)
h bonds and interest thereon have
Motion carried.
thing.
been
aid in full
1
negotiable
court
house
bonds
of
said
P.
»
at ,0:00 o'clock A. M., at the Atlantic' oear'ing'^teS atTh^ratl oKS
The budget requirements of
Behind all this is a quiet, scholarly Automobile Company building located: and three quarters (4%) per cent County in the aggregate amount of
Section 9. All ^resolutions or parts Court
of
House fund being greater t
in
conflict
herewith
be
figure, and a name which rarely come at 3rd. and Poplar Streets in the ! annum, to be dated ^Tovpmber 1, 1933, $65,000.00, of $1,000.00 each, all of an< resolutions
anticipated, it was moved by
th
said
bonds
to
be
dated
the
first
day
of
*
.e
same
are
hereby
repealed.
before the public. It is that of George City of Atlantic, and County afore- be and tne same a*e hereby' awarded'
seconded by Ryan that there I
November, 1933, each bearing inter--1 Passed and approved November 6, hereby
Frederick Warren, an agricultural ecois tranferred from the 1™
est
from
and
after
the
date
thereof
^
2 • *• "<*t inc lorm or cnn department of the Board of Superb
nomist of Cornell. Last year he wrote
(SALES
CONTRACT)
until
paid
at
the
rate
of
4%
per
cent'
xi me nignest bidder, for cash, the! tract of sale of said bonds^to said
ore. the sum of $700.00 and from tk
a book, called Prices, which became ollowmg described Real Estate, levied ! Carleton D. Beh Company entered un- per annum, payable on the first day
Des iMoines, Iowa,
department of the Sheriff the sum
Nov.
6,
1933.
_ „
„ „ „ --.-.-,.
the bible of the Committee of the Na- upon and taken by virtue of a special to P ursu ant to said bid and award, be of May,, 1934 and semi-annually
: lo Board
$600.00 to the Court House bu<
of Supervisors
tion, an organization of business men xecution issued from the office of the ' a"d the same is hereby ratified and thereafter on the first days of Mav
appropriation for the, year 1933.
Cass County, Iowa.
and
November
in
each
year,
such
inseeking a way to recovery. It is Mr.
Motion carried.
terest being evidenced by negotiable ' Gentlemen:
f
th Di ric
On motion,-and vote the making!
Warren's thesis, as Time puts it, that i^f ° tv, p f * C™*-, within j Section 3. That all resolutions, or coupons attached to each bond, both ' For all> hut not any part, of the
md tor the County of Cass, State of, parts of resolutions or orders in conthe levies were postponed until tl
supply and demand are not twins, but owa, in favor of Mrs. Lela Hillebrand I flict herewith, be and the same are principal and interest payable with le^ally issued and properly executec next
meeting.
Chicago Exchange in lawful money of c$65,000, Courthouse Bonds of your
quadruplets. He holds that the price and against the property of Carsten j he^,bZ
The following laid over bills
the
United
States
of
America
at
the
'
°unty,
dated
November
1,
1933,
num
of a commodity is determined not only Henneberg, Karen Henneberg, his
Supervisor H. G. Armentrout in- office of the County Treasurer, At- bered from 1 to 65 inclusive, bearing audited and allowed: ~
troduced and read the following re- lantic,
by supply and demand for it, but that ife, and Carl Tvenstrup, to-wit:
Iowa. Said" bonds shall be- interest at the rate of 4% % per an Iowa Auto Market, 1 Motorola
for Sheriff's car and radio
the supply and demand for gold is
in their numer- num > payable semi-annually on the
All the right, title and interest of Motion seconded by Supervisor Davis,' i i
for office
«ij
ows:
i
1st.
days
of
May
and
'November
in
of equal importance in establishing larsten Henneberg, Karen Henneberg,'
J
Dr H. D Hully, for care of
each
year,
both
principal
and
interest
the commodity's cost. To raise prices is wife, and Carl Tvenstrup, in and Bond No.
the sick
5
Denom
I payable with Chicago Exchange, a
« . .
means to lower the value of the dollar, o the following described Real Estate ! 1 to 8
Amount
Dr. Earl E. Montgomery, care
Maturity
i
the
office
of
County
Treasurer,
Atlan$1000
$8000
of the sick
21;
November 1, 1936 tic, Iowa, said bonds to be in denomiand long ago Dr. Warren scoffed at o-wit:
9 to 16
1000
8000
James Goodwin, repairs for
17
to
24
.
nfltion
ox
IplyQuQ
Eind
to
nurture
witlithe idea of trying ito reduce the dol1000
The South Half of the Northeast
8000
typewriter
;
lj 1*708 out option of prior pftyrriGnt
25 to 32
lar's value and still maintain its gold
1000
8000
Quarter of Section Five (5),
Session and Mileage Claims
33 to 40
1000
8000
content unimpaired. He prophesied
G. H. Allen
i
November l| 1940 i $8,000 Nov. 1, 1936 to 1942.
Township Seventy-Seven
(77),
41 to 48
1000
8000
H. G. Armentrout
'".' (.It
many years more of depression unless
November
1,
19411
$9,000
Nov.
1,
1943
\
49 to 56
Range Thirty Four (34) West of
1000
8000
" ' s.f>
November 1, 1942
We will pay you par and a nrem- T. W. Davis
57 to 65
the gold standard was thrown over1000
the Fifth (5) P. M. Cass County,
9000
Prank Pelzer
i.»
November
1,
1943
mm
of
$26£00,
together
with
JSS5
board, the dollar revalued, It's no
Iowa,
Herman
Ryan
! interest to date of our a d a
oi
secret that Mr. Roosevelt has been disOn motion and vote the Board adOr as much thereof as may be ne- i Section 2. The bonds hereby auth- to bearer,
to be delivDollars
j 8 * youi said
appointed by the slowness with which cessary to satisfy said writ of execu-' ori,ze<1
er
at
offie m
be in form and recital and
oines, lowe, journed to meet at 9:00 o'c\tA&.
t
the
of
November 24th., 1933.
substantially as follows:
from
his legislative acts have stimulated tion and all accruing costs.
flee of the County
«» **. oi
(Signed)
Prank Pelzer,
(FORM OF BOND)
business improvement, and he lent a
A. Odem,
Chairman,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
ready ear to Dr. Warren and to ProAttest:
Sheriff of Cass County, Iowa.
STATE OF IOWA, COUNTY OF
acceptance
and
is
condivember
1
1933
fessor Rogers of Yale, whose ideas
Jennie M. Ward,
CASS COURT HOUSE BOND
tioned upon the bonds being delivered
By R. N. Watson,
County Auditor.
US fre
from anv
are similar. A l i t t l e later commodity
f°
^
?
exchange
or
colDeputy.
.„
County Auditor, i
No.
n
1 68
prices began to sag, precisely as Dr.
!
°
F
^
'
accompanied
by
the
I
Hated at the Sheriff's office, AtlanThe County of Cass, State of Iowa - (County Treasurer's Certificate)
NOTICE OP APPOINTMENT 0
1 & Cutlers
"Warren said they would. Upshot was
of Iowa, County of Cass, ss.
I
°Plm°n °f
tic, Iowa, November 22nd., 1933.
, for value received, promises to pay to State
ADMINISTRATOR, C. T. A.
approving
I hereby certify that this bond has '
----_ ! hearer O n e Thousand Dollars ($1- been
:gularity of said
duly
recorded
in
a
book
for
that'
— . 0 0 0 ) lawful money of the United purpose
; is i understood
com- In the District Court of the State f!
f- «i i-»
ii t y office
uiiiut; in accordance
accornanpp P i«*. ceril{ L*C
j
• that a *,"•••in my
Mates of America on the first day of \ with wov
Section 5281 of the Oode
Code of
of
^
\e<*. transcript of all proIowa, in and for Cass County.
November 1933, together with inter- Iowa.
..
i ceedings relating to the issuance and
est on said sum from the date heresale of said bonds and upon which In the Matter of.the Estate o f !
of until paid, at the rate of Four and
is based sha11 be fu
land C. Pratt, Deceased.
v
mishC u n t y Treasurer ~ i
j three-quarters per cent per annum
™ thou t exPe™e to us.
To Whom It May Concern:
Section
3.
The
bond
herebv
7uih
i
i payable on the first day of May 1934 orized shall be signed bv the Chair
pn ted bonds are to
?
be furNotice is hereby given that the
and semi-annually thereafter on the
P
CaSS Countv
Countv
P W f f°rr ^ CaSS
man of the Board 8 P Supervisor^^ a""
v, '"
"
°
dersigned has been appointed and hi'
first days of May and November of tested
a to ne s
lni
by the County Auditor wfth ?
!i t ^1S r be
y °P °n herein reeach year upon presentation and sur^ *?. furnj shed and paid qualified as Administrator, C. T. A
| render of the interest coupons here- the seal of the County affixed and the ^"T*
by
of the estate of Roland C. Pratt, 1
I to attached as they severally become coupons thereto attached shall be ex! !
Respectfully submitted,
ecuted with the facsimile signature i
of Cass County, Iowa, deceased,
j due. Both principal and interest on of
CARLETON
D.
BEH
CO,
the County Auditor, and said bonds
persons in any manner indebted t
I t h i s bond are hereby made payable ........
By (signed)
^^
A ^ U U C U bimii
DG aeilV^rpn
i_
;—o"—/ J.
w . C.
«_-. Shaw.
kjiit*w.
so Vexecuted
shall be
delivered tn
to ' T»U C abov
\ at the office of the County Treasurer when
d
said deceased or his estate will
the
County
Treasurer
and
shall
be
bv
V,Jh
«
*"
foregoing
offeV
is
, m the City of Atlantic, State of Iowa- him recorded in a book provided for R
payment to the undersigned; and th«
I
accepted
by
resolution
of
the
1 fo i
the
o
I l!"' ., , :.., .Pr 'npt payment of this that purpose and delivered to the nur T °ard ^.SuPervisors of Cass County,
*,
„
-•"*!. %-*^M. w Mie U U I saving claims against said deceas
bond, both principal and interest at v
day of November, or his estate will present them
m a t u r i t y , the full faith and credit of chasers thereof, at not less than par
undersigned are authn™
aid ( ounty are hereby irrevocably and accrued interest. And the proed
and deliver said bonds manner and form as by law requii*
ledged.
* ceeds derived from the sale of said °™
as set out herein.
"or allowance and payment.
This bond is issued by the Board of bonds shall be lawfully used in conCass 'County, Iowa,
Dated this 28th. day of Noveint*
derived
; Supervisors of said County in strict
. By (signed) Frank Pejzer,
from the aforesaid election and for no
A. D., 1933.
compl.ance with the provisions of other
purpose
whatever
... . , .
,. ,
Chairman.
ha,,U.r 2(>5 of the Code of Iowa,
owa,
Sec ion 4
A. R. Kohl,
Attest: (signed) L. A. Breeling,
I .»-'7, and in conformity with a Reso- ., / , - That in order to pro-!
Treasurer.
Administrator,
C.
T.
A., of said est»
vide
lor
the
assessment
and
collection'
| l u t i o n of said Board duly passed and
By E. S. Holton, his attorney.
I as d u l y authorized by a majority of of an annual levy upon all the taxai T^uV" and V°te the clair» Of
the qualified voters of said County ble property within said County, suf- T^.
ncient to pay the interest on said Frank Eblen for $2,956.50 on conThe regular December meeting
n l' hheld
H pusuant ' to legal, sufficient
« ' bonds as it falls due, and also to pay
allowed and warrant authand
he town council was held at th
and
discharge
the
principal
as
the:
n
and timely notice duly published and
mil Monday evening.
it is hereby certified and recited that same matures, there shall be and ^ i m.otlon and v°te the making of
until
" were
""""' postponed
"""*
" the
all acts
cts conditions and things requir- there is hereby authorized and levied
meeting.
bvv the I aws and
. N. Bissell, wife and
aws and Constitution of upon all the taxable property Sn
the State of Iowa, to be done prece- P«P! t fu y a dlrect annual ta x for G. H Session and Mileaee Claims.
were
recent visitors with
$ 2.00
dent to and in the issue of this bond each of the years while said bonds '
Would you pay good money to reach in a grab bag?
nd friends in Eagle Grove,
Armentrout
V
any
of
them,
are
outstanding
in
4.10
have b e e n . propertly done, happened or
a m n n n t a,,iK~: i .*
., """'"J5, in
Davis . . . ,
3.75
Of course not. But that is what you are doing
and been performed in regular and amount sufficient for that
but
3.00
due
form
as
required
by
law,
and
that
you shop in a poorly lighted store
he total indebtedness- of said Coun- ied
ty, including this bond, does not ex- sue
purpose shall be as followsat 9:00 o'clock a. n
Liquid, Tablets, Salve, Nose Drop
The progressive merchant recognizes the value of adecewl the constitutional or statutory such
November
cnlWt^
A!
limitations.
* Year levied Year
Year
collected
Amount
:heck
8 Colds first day, Headaches'
193 3
(Signed)
quate lighting and in HIS store you will find the best
Frank Pelzer,
$ 3,087.60
Iti testimony whereof said >Countv
Neuralgia in 30 rain. Malaria in S"
193-1
1935
bargains.
Chairman.
3,087.50
o.y Us Board of Supervisors has causAttest:
1935
FINE LAXATIVE AND TON"'
1936
ed this bond to be signed by the
11,087.60
1936
1937
Jennie
M.
Ward,
Moat Speedy Remedies
hairman
of
the
Board
and
attested
10,707.50
Suggest to your storekeeper that good lighting will not
1937
1938
by the Auditor, with the seal of the
10,327.50
1938
1939
County affixed as of the first day
of
only help you in buying but will increase his sales.
9,947.50
y
l'J39
1940
November, 1933
9,567.50
1940
1941
9,187.50
1941
1942
Chairman of the Board of
8,807.50
1942
1943
9,427.50
Supervisors.
The County
Attest
u Section
11
v^uuiiuy Auditor
$6.50 PER TON DELIVERED.
shall,
annually,
in
due
time,
County Auditor
We
have
Lump
Coal in First QuaHty. Iowa, Illinois,
Cass County, la.
Iowa Electric Company
(Form of Coupon)
V
irginia and Kentucky.
No.
i« .uthoriied for other
*
On -^
, ]9
."thTrTelsT
urer of (ass C o u n t y , Iowa, will pay
Novembe
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ELECTRICITY Todays Greatest Bargain

Try Our Nut Coal

The Farmers Coop-
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OUT WIT' THEIR SALEAS WELL GO
IM AM1.-SEE

What a Salesman!
SHUP.E AH'
RUSHED
To PBATH — CAN'-f
HELP US
OUT AM' WAIT
ON
„
CUSTOMERS f

GO AH6A1J

AND
VJHATBVER.

LADIES' AIP

YOU CAM

. GET I

RUMMAGE
SALE

HERE* SOME"
MONEY!

o\ GOT

YEZ.

THAT'S
FINS-//
WHAT
You

THE FEATHERHEADS
I PO FEEL A LITTLE B»T
ABOUT MAKTlMCr
BUY THIS Fc?R MET

I PR&TEWDBD "TO BE
SOME
NAIF? i FOUND
OM HIS COAT

—NbU WOULDN'T
SUCH A
WlCF COAT COULD
COME FFSOM SUCH A
LOATH SOME

to convince the student body or the
press or anyone else. They wouldn't
understand."
He laid a hand on the professor's
arm. "If you think It's hard on the
fans, think of Red. Whltten. Think of Good Writing
the abuse he's standing—never a word
of praise or encouragement, never a Hypocrisy
By R. H. WILKINSON
cheer; yet he goes Into every game
with the same determined spirit, the Conservatives
ffl, Bell Syndicate—WNU Service
same cheerful grin, the same willingO ONE knew why Red Whitten ness to do the best he knows how.
was kept on the Huckley var- Think of Red Whltten, professor."
sity football squad.
• • *
There were dozens of other
There were four days left before the
players who could have dons a better game with Brlersley—the game that
job In Red's position at right tackle. would decide the eastern championNobody could understand It, espe- ship.
cially because toward the end of the
Four days In which Coach Quale put
season it began to look as If Huckley his charges through an additional
was due for a shot at the eastern course of training.
championship.
Four days In which the press beThe student body declared It was rated the Huckley coach unmercifully
unfair.
when it was learned that Red Whltten
Not one of them but that had a was slated to fill the right tackle's
friend on the squad who would have berth.
leaped at the opportunity Red was getFour days In which a hundred fan
ting.
letter poured Into the Huckley adFor Red, It was plain to see, was ministration office, beseeching the aupoor—that Is, when you compared him thorities to demand Red's discharge
with some of the other tackles.
from the squad.
The sports reporters mentioned it In
And on the third day Red Whltten barter, good looks, Koori
««n««, or good health i h their columns, at first In a humorous slipped and sprained his ankle.
vein, Inter more seriously.
Coach Quale sent the youth to the ten my book three times h
It was obvious, wrote they, that Red locker room; a half hour later he him-. that genlu. to no ,5
great pains, but now „,'
Whltten, Buckley's right tackle, would self followed.
1
be more beneficial to the team warmGravely he stared down at the the last draft worse than'?,
Ing the bench.
swollen ankle; talked with Doc RiigOne or two hinted that the grinning gles, and ten minutes after made a
Most complaints about
crimson-shocked youth must have some decision, the Importance of which was pies begin with charKe8 f
sort of drag; that that drag would lost on every one, save, perhaps, against those who P rof e , s ,;'
.them. Start any m a n , i "'
probably prove the snag In Huckley's Prof. Parker Rogers.
will soon be declaring j
climb to the eastern championship.
Red
Whltten
would
not
play
against
candid, honest man
Fans were more bold In condemning Brlersley I
to look the facts In t
the smiling red-head.
The press made no bones about Iden- pose an Intelligent ,'^'
They paid good money to behold the
tifying the announcement as good .That to the way people £.
outrage, hence their tongues were not news.
held In check by scruples.
been; Ood ha« been unabiJ*
The student body grinned contented- thing with ourselves
They hooted and yowled and bel,
ly,
albeit
furtively.
The
fans
cheered.
lowed Insults.
not
try
a
universal
suicide
p^i
On the flfth day, Friday, Coach
They demanded that Red be reQuala and his squad decamped for the might bring, about the fl0,lt
moved.
•o long expected of rioters.
They shrieked curses at stolid Coach Brlersley athletic field.
Ten members of a vigilance _
A half hour before train time the tee once caught a horse thieltMirl
Quale.
coach
ran
up
to
Red
Whitten's
room,
But to it all, stolid Coach Quale
hated to hang him. Finally tij
found the youth seated beside a win- Into a saloon to drink and talk J
turned a deaf ear.
He grinned at the reporters; he dow from which point the railroad sta- When aU were drunk,
froze the student body Into respectful tion was plainly visible.
prisoner, members of the
"Sorry, Red," was all the coach said, nrged nun to shoot himself. ,„,
silence with a look; he Ignored the
fans—and continued to play Red Whlt- and silently gripped the boy's hand.
they had families, and didn't t
Red grinned. "Just come back with have,blood on their hands ttj
ten In every game.
Continued to play Red Whltten, and that championship. That's all I care." about for yean. But the
continued to chalk up one victory
piled that while he wished
A record crowd filled the stands.
after another for "dear old Huckley."
good fellow, and reasonable, I
There was a bracing quality In the not go that .far. The men flm
It wasn't until the faculty, impressed air.
away, still arguing with the p^
There was an atmosphere of merri- • • . I did 'not hear how ltd
by the combined condemnations of the
student body, fans and press notices, ment and eager anticipation.
cams out, but probably the
The referee's whistle shrilled at ex- continued to argue he didn't Etui
demanded on accounting from Coach
actly
2:15.
Quale, that the veteran of the counthorse, was generally a better m\
The stands rose en masse at the those objecting to him, and
less gridiron battles offered an explakick-off.
nation.
request" to shoot himself was i
Upon the faculty depended his Job; " The quarter ended with the score sonable.
6-0, Brlersley top.
and a Job these days was a Job.
At the half they had Increased the
"It looks bad, Quale," Prof. Parker
During the present big stnrn|
Rogers said by way of apology, lead to 13-0.
of the sayings heard most fn,
Something was wrong.
"they're hinting that Red Whitten has
to that conservative thought has]
Huckley's stands were sober.
some kind of drag. And that, as you
given np.
know, is bad for our reputation. I Something gone wrong.
It will return; that is one tki
don't pretend to tell you your busiThe team wasn't playing up to snuff. may depend, upon.
A
slip
somewhere.
ness, but—well, the Brlersley game Is
There was 'never a safe store
• * •
scheduled for next Saturday, and If
mechanic, father, banker, husbi
we beat. Brlersley, the eastern chamIn the locker room Coach Quale Izen, farmer, until he had m
pionship goes to Huckley."
looked at bis charges.
learned the truths of consei
^ Coach Quale smiled Indulgently.
They weren't a very cheerful look- practice of Its rules decides tb|
"Has It ever occurred to you, Pro^ Ing bunch.
gree of his promotion or failure: I
fessor Rogers, that Huckley has won
Something had gone out of them.
servattom to not a doctrine, but
every game^he's played this fall, deHe spoke quietly. No talking tice nature/enforces.
spite the fact that Red Whltten has would help; berating, cajoling, threatNature to conservative; Iti
been In at tackle?"
ening wouldn't help /^ Red Whlt- storms blow themselves out.
"Surely you don't attribute Buck- ten's grinning face crossed his mind
and plagues have destroyed i
He swore softly.
ley's record this fall to Whltten?"
but soon the sun shines
"That's exactly what I do, professor
And at that moment a messenger en- again on greater numbers w '
Now listen," Coach Quale took hold of tered the room. Coach Quaie took the
.
Professor Rogers' arm In chummy envelope; burst It open; scanned the somehow found shelter.
Nothing to permanently *»vj
fashion and led him to a secluded corInes. Suddenly he was reading out ways conservatism wins a s t t
ner of the locker room.
loud, and the team was listening law we cannot escape.
"Professor," he went on, "you're
Hang on, gang. You can win I'm
• • *
head of the psychology department coming down! Red."
Most
people
are
slouchy,
here at Huckley, hence you must have
There was a stir.
like It when neat persons
an understanding of human nature
Some one grinned.
they clean up their houses, ya
I'm glad they sent you to question me
The team Bat up.
the weeds In fence corners, or
for I believe you'll be satisfied with
Coach Quale saw the look In their the spots on their clothes.
Jj'hat I have to say.
eyes. He began to talk.
"In football," Coach Quale con• • *
Silerlns says In his memoirs tnj
tinued, "as In every other sport, a team
Red arrived near the end of the principal trouble he had with to'T
must have a 'spark-plug.' "
third quarter.
was in dividing money he nevaj
He came by airplane and he wore
.!!*?« Then Professor Rogers looked
slightly bewildered, the veteran of the his football togs and a grin on his face. Women, he explains, rarely W
difficult it to for men to make:
gridiron continued:
Huekley had already scored seven and thus always believe their bit
"A spark-plug, professor, Is the back- points.
bone of every team. He's the morale,
Coach Quale called out Capt Abe have more than they ackno>
so to speak. Usually he's a Jolly Otto. "Listen," he said to Abe. "I'm Daughters have the same
with fathers, and Sllerlus en
laughing chap. A good sport Aught' sending Red In next quarter.
thankfulness he had none.
er. A man who never says die. A boy
"You're down near the line now
was prominent In old Rome as«
who goes into every game with Just Tou'll be scoring again.
one object in mind-to do his best, and
"Well, give the ball to Red and let and statesman, bnt nothing in K-j
to win. Unconsciously he radiates him make the touchdown. No, don't or life Indicates he was a mone<
confidence and courage. He never look at me that way. I wan t Red er. Few men have the gift, w
oses his head. In a pinch he acts to make the touchdown. Red and no en believe every man has on
like he does wh_en there's a clear HeUi one else. Give him the ball somehow have it.
* * •
ahead. Its only Inevitable that this Red deserves It Red makes the touchA man attacks me because I '
man must have a steadying Influence down or—"
like poetry. He might as '
on his mates. They know he can be
Capt. Abe Otto nodded. "'All right me because I am old. Our
depended upon for clear thinking, sen- All right." Vaguely he understood.
sible advice, a low spoken word of Only vaguely. No one understood ern human troubles date back tol
ry; to refusal of early men toi
courage, a ready smile
no one but Coach Quale, and, perhaps! nlze material facts, and make tl»|
"lied Whltten is our .spark-plug Professor Rogers.
of them. Every extreme radical's
\ V e v e been without a man like him
writes poetry, or likes Its vision*!
for four years, and for four years
presstons. The best critics are«
wove lost the championship. This Evidence of Mongolian
that poetry to not understand^!'|
year with Red injecting that never
Ancestry of Red Men It means nothing. And the fif*|
say-die spirit into the boys, we're on
New evidence that the American In- of every man to to "know
the road to victory"
Coach Quale finished his orutlon dians were originally a Mongolian race is at"
which migrated to North America from
breathing a little heavily
Are officials of the law
,
Hut he saw the look of understanding Asia has been traced In funeral chants
n rofessor Rogers' eyes and knew and other music of surviving Indian In their contests with outlaw: 4
tribes by Dr. Marlus Barbeau of the be reasonably expected? >'*!
lieu won his point.
(
The suspense of the mental strain Canadian national museum at Ottawa town twelve officers with mac-h'» l
Says
Dr.
E.
EX
p
,
|
,_
ree
n hls Week
lately surrounded a house uJ
resulting from the anticipation of this
Science (New Y o r k ) :
were only two outlaws in"*"
moment was only now revealing Itself
"Doctor Barbeau believes that the by having their women "lib
rofessur Rogers nodding thought
|lL
u'ly. said: "I see what you're drlv- music of many of these chants shows After considerable firing, t '
"ig at, coach. I understand But It clear resemblances to existing music got away, wounding three o f '
n China, buc little or no resemblance sallants. . . . . Here *# ,
will be hard trying to convince
m i l l i o n Interested people n l u t
o European music or to native music teen officers pitted against i»l
riKlit."
In other parts of ,,ie world. Doctor violators. The bandits hail D° J
narbeau has also found the
tage except courage; they >' |J "",]
blanoe« to Chlne.se
have the new steel shields »n
the officers had lately I""1" .
by the county. . . . l l l l r " '
cers to-two bandits, ami i'u1
won. It really seem* fresh J ^
a
ment for law as admln l3tLlt
I" It'll (hem, or try
Wcs.
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FARM B U R E A U NOTES
•*• Lynn H. Beard, County Agent

Men'
' -•¥

ANITA

Overcoats
$15.00
$18.00
$20.00
S
$ 15.OO
$18.OO
$2O.OO
$25.OO

Roe Clothing Co,
Selling For CASH, and Selling For LESS.

•»
+

FROM OUR OLD FILES

Reforestation Necessary Part of
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
Erosion Control.
Tree planting will be necessary to
December 10, 1903.
complete thousands of erosion control
Revival meeting are in progress at
jobs undertaken by the government the M. E. church.
|
as part of the emergency conservaGeorge Preston spent Sunday with i
tion work program, according to the friends in Atlantic.
Forest Service. To insure the perGlen Roe, after a month's absence
manence of gully-stopping dams built on account of sickness, was able to
I by the 103 erosion-control camps of start to school again this week.
the C. C. C. this year, trees and grass
J. C. McKenzie has sold 40 acres
must be planted. Most of the plant- of his land in the north suburbs of
ing will be done by the C. C. S., but Anita to Isaac Houck, the price being
many farmers will plant their own $75.00 per acre.
lands.
Roy Eneix is again clerking in G. j
Emergency demand for tree stock W. and C. P. Lattig's store. Roy
for planting may be too great for the hopes soon to engage in the undertaknurseries, and conservation workers ing business for himself, but will reand farmers may have to transplant main in Anita during the winter.
|
seedlings from woodlands and streamThe Tribune extends a most cordial i
beds. In addition to the black locust, welcome to B. W. Wiggins and wife
pine, cottonwood, and willow plant- who have recently come among us.
ings this fall and next spring, many He is the undertaker and manager of i
trees native to the various localities the furniture department of the Farm- '
should be planted in mixed stands ! ers Supply Co.
which usually gr^w better than pure! Mrs. G. W. Boatright of Stuart
stands, and are less likely to suffer! was in Anita Sunday to attend the j
destructive attacks of borers or oth-1 dedication of the M. E. church, and
er insects.
j remained until Tuesday. Her old
Cottonwoods, willows, silver maples, Anita friends were more than glad
and sycamores are especially recom- to meet her again.
j
mended for moist bottom lands; elms,! Leonid_us Volney Wilson, a resident
pines, and red cedar for the hills and of Anita for many years, passed
upper slopes of gullies; oaks and oth- away at 'the family home on Decem-'
er species for the heads of gullies.
ber 2nd., at the age of 44 years and
Where land is planted to trees and 4, days. He had been in poor health
large gullies are being reclaimed live- for a number of weeks.
j
stock must not be allowed to run.
J. L. Carey and son, Harry, and |
Fences have already been built in Jack Crozier and Fred Roe returned
t
many places.
home last Friday from Utah, where!
i Soil plowed into gullies should be they have been for some time. Mr. |
protected promptly by sowing grass Carey brought back a herd of western'
or another cover crop. In roadside horses, which will be sold here in!
work, Japanese honeysuckle is often Anita.
used, although it is likely to be detrimental to young trees. Kuduz vine is
sometimes planted in southern states.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
+
Grape vines and native shrubs are + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ;
useful.
"God the Preserver of Man" will be
Willow, one of the trees easiest to
may be
local-
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WE DELIVER

PHONE:

Specials For Thurs., FrL Sat
FRESH OYSTERS
BAKING POWDER
Large 25-oz. cans

K. C.
Flour
Flour
Coffee

IOWA'S BEST
MOTHER'S BEST

19i
$1.5!
$1.89|

BROWN BEAUTY
3-lbs
53c
Lb.

Butter

Best Quality
Creamery Ib.
ALL FLAVORS
4 packages

18c
22c,
19,

Jell
Dates Fresh Bulk 2-lbs.
Pan. Flour GotJb.£g"2"s 23c

Spaghetti orKONI 15c
M
Smoke £alt ^r 17c

or YeUow
Corn
Meal
*****
A*
i*urn meai fresh ground 5-ibs. 9c|
Size
Oranges Sunkist—Medium
2 Dozen
29c

i "•'"••• j uu.i.1,
jiiie eiernai \jrOa IS'
„,„„
xfstarted, tny refuge, and underneath are the!
soon
CARD OF THANKS.
more cuttings for new everlasting arms."
I served.
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS
planting.
Mrs. Anna Porch returned home!
The
Lesson-Serman
comprises
quo-!
Y°uih Forum at 6:30 p. m. All first of the week from a few <
We wish to thank our neighbors
Wheat Checks Pass Million Mark.
youn
Albert A. Miller and wf to Otis
tations from the Bible and from the'
£ P«ople invited.
and friends for your acts of sympathy Kirkpatrick, wd, 1A land off e side
visit with relatives in Omaha. <
Wheat adjustment checks written to Christian Q^Jovirtrt tii..4-l i. tin • _
Tmnaif. at
Christian Science textbook,, "Scien I' Drama
Drama nnH
and music
7:30 p.. m.. reports her niece, Mrs. Grace Win
and kindness extended to us in our first sub div o p It 3 in the sub div!
and Health with Kev
to the Scrip- 1 Sacred ^ma night. A sacred drama Price, suffered a dislocated shoi
recent bereavement, assuring you of se4 se4 section 21-77-34, $1,000.
states totalled $1,086,048 up to 7 a.
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
i entitled, "Love Utmost," by the Jun- when she fell a few days ago.
that we eppreciate it more than words
m., November 24. Contracts received
One of the Bible citations reads :' ior Dramatic Club- A 20 minute precan tell.
We also wish to thank
Bruce Robinson of Wiota was a upto the same time totalled 111,619.
lude by the churc
h orchestra. Plan to
those who sent flowers and assistec business caller in the city Tuesday.
The County Acceptance Unit has ap- "I will mention the loving kindnesses] attend tnis
of
the
Lord,
and
the
praises
of
the
|
inspiring
sac—of
|
"^piuug program
program of
01 sac
with the funeral services.
proved 303 counties for payment. Afl red drama and
to
that
th
music
on
Sunda
evenLord,
according
all
the
Lord
•
Sunday
even
Deputy
Sheriff
Nate
Watson
of
AtEverett^ B. Luman.
ter acceptance by the County Unit,
mgMrs. T.*H. Darrow and lantic was an Anita visitor Friday individual contracts are examined and hath bestowed on us, and the great
The
society will meet
afternoon.
Family.
then adjustment payments made, i goodness toward the house of Israel,' nd y missionary
WE have a full line of Aladi
aft( rnoon at
which
he
hath
bestowed
on
them
ac-I
^
*
_
;
2:30 o'clock at lamps and supplies.
Checks have already been written for '
of Mrs. Harry Bell. Topic,
Mrs. Jesse Deeming is in Omaha, farmers in Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,!
Clyde A. White of Audubon spent
to his mercies, and according **"" *"
NefPs Hardware.
Iping to care for her daughter, Mrs. Kentucky, Maryland, Michigan, Min-'l
Jace and Good Will."
Friday night in the city, a guest at
nultitude of his loving kind- ;
er, Mrs. L. B. Trumbull. All
the Axel Larsen home. Clyde is em- Arthur Bailey, who is sick.
For
he
said,
Surely
they
are
GET your radiator ready for vrii
nesota, Missouri, Nebraska, New York ' m
ployed at the present time with the
. le, children that will not lie: i of
are urged to attend.
ter.
Prestone $2.95 per gall*
North
Carolina,
Ohio,
South
Dakota
i
ao
Fel
Miss Maurine Turner, a teacher in
reforestation army at the Cass counwas their Savior" (Isaiah
63:7,
.
.
.
,
.
lowship
Thanksgiving
Super-Pyro
alcohol 90c per g
West
Virginia.
8
the Cumberland schools, spent Saturty fair grounds.
>festival program last Sunday even- Phone 244.
0. W. Shaffer &
lng
8
n
day and Sunday in the city with her
Among the selections from the
P° sored by the farmers and Anita, Iowa.
Ed. Carlton, wife and children were
; their famil
parents, H. H. Turner and wife.
ies was greatly enjoyed by
Thanksgiving day guests of his par- Christian Science textbook is the folmore than 20
LAYING mash and mineral at
—^^^^•"••••••^••1
lowing:
"Spirit
blesses
man,
but
.man
° Pe°Ple. About 150 enents,
B.
D.
Carlton
and
wife,
in
AtMr. and Mrs. Sherm Stout of Fres- lantic.
tf
cannot 'tell whence it cometh.'. By it ;|oyed .a delici°us dinner. The program Hartley's Produce.
no, California, were guests the first
sick are healed, the sorrowing and
excellence.
The
.
FOR SALE:- -Purebred Duroc ifRal
of the week at the home of their
-ear
re- nluslc ^ the male chorus and quartet,
re req u a r e , hog.
nephew and niece, Mr. and Mrs Fred ,
* RetZ has a 4°--acre tract near formed Thes ,, and the sinning are
and the talks b
- - - - - _,, which
„„„.„ i . • • Liston
.
Manchester, Delaware- - county,
e are the effects of one _.
y Mr. Chas.
and
Bell.
It
Mrs. W.H.Egan.
B N
is covered with timber. There used to ' umversal God, the invisible good '• Rev< Ral.ph
- °yce of Atlantic, made
.
,
mae
dwelling in
an
lns
ir
.ur^m vj.
be a_ thick. &growth
of uuuerorusn
underbrush and
and !
eternal Science" (p 78)
FOR SALE:—Milk fed chickeiu;
P ing and profitable evening
NOT IOWA COAL.
for all>
three years agoTletz decided he wantcream cheese; cottage cheese, anil
Sem
ed it cleaned out. So be bought 37 ^ T " r - » - - » - f - » - + + + -f + + +
oenior
ladies
me<Thursr ladies
aidaid
willwill
meet
fruit cakes. Order your fruit cake
It is mined near Kansas
day at the
goats
at
a
total
cost
of
$116.50.
The
3t
+ CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST + I
Parsonage with a 12-00 early. Phone 4 R 2.
City, Missouri.
goats have not cost him a cent for +
Elwyn Andrews, Minister.
+1 °'clock dinner for the public. All the
Voss Manufacturing Co. keep, except the cost of a shedful of ^ ^ - ^
' ladies of the church are invited to ttSTORAGE:—?1.50 per month.
A GOOD CLEAN HOT
Jeff's Garage.
"IF IT'S MADE OF WOOD,
attend.
No
creed
but
Christ,
straw.
Now
the
land
is
completely
COAL
WE CAN MAKE IT."
cleared of undergrowth. The goats kill
No book but the Bible,
The public is cordially invited too all
a
FOUND:—A sum of money. Owns
602-4 E. 3rd. St.
$7.25 PER TON
the elms, which are of little value No name but the Divine.
of the services and activities of this can have same by satisfying me
and do not touch the oaks. But that
Bible School at 10:00 a. m
C W church.
it belongs to him.
Swan, MartiiT&TMartin isn't all—the goat herd has now in- Zastrow, Supt; Anita Witte, Asst. '
It
Prank A. Choatt.
Attorneys-at-Law
creased to more than seventy.
Communion service at 11:00 a. m
General
Law
Business
Transacted
M.
E.
CHURCH
NOTES
s.
Phones:
HARNESS oiled, 76c per set,
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m.
-f
~
| Residence 101
Office 48
Monroe J. Rarick, Pastor.
Evening
service
at
7:30
o'clock
+ for 2 bushels of corn,
FROM THE EDITOR OF THE
+ 4- + + + + + + + + +
tf
G. M. DeCamp.
Ladies aid meets every day at the
Flowers, Funeral Designs and
^
Sunday
School at 10:00 a. m. Dr.
home of Mrs. Elmira Rickel to quilt
Plants of AH Kinds.
"CRADLE SONG" is more than
Christmas is just around the cor- C. H. Johnson, General Supt.
In wild Mongolit,
th. & Pine Sts.
phone 669
Picture. See it at the Rialto S
ner.
Let':
feature in the school
Andrews, famous
plans to celebrate
. morning will be present- day and Sunday evenings.
our Lord and Savior in
digs up the bones of monsters'
Osborne^Toniiinson
Christmas spirit. "For God so ed by the men's class.
Funeral Home
PAYS to feed corn balancer. Bait
millions of years. In the Zululand I
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
ley's
Produce.
xth
&
Oak
Streets
Phone
897
Come!
You
are
of
Africa,
Carl
von
Hoffman,
Russian
PLENTY OF STYLE
Epworth League at 6:30 p m
Est. 1866
Ambulance Service
adventurer, sets a trap for a lion, i
FOR SALE:—Residence prop
Leader, R oss Stephenson.
Topic'
Hie gripping experiences of famous I
in
South Anita. Enquire of ft1
Roland, Pea
Living
With
the
Other
Crowd.'
men will be part of the reading diet'
PROPERLY FITTED
Faulkner.
1
Evening
worship
at
7:30
o'clock
Funeral Directors
LINCOLN CENTER
m store for boys in 1934, according
All calls answered promptly day or to word just received from the editor 1
Choir practice Sunday morning folCOMMUNITY CHURCH
at
FOR SALE:—Poultry worm
lowing the worship hour.
.
1
night, regardless of distance.
Elwyn
Andrews,
Minister.
f The American Boy—Youth's Comlets. Germo Form for roup. Rasn
The W. F. M. S. will meet Thursday
panion.
sen Hatchery and Produce.
Atlantic Sheet MetaTWorks i The issues of 193.1 w i l l be crowded Church Services at 10:00 a m
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs
Guy Fulks, Prop.
ATLANTIC. IOWA.
Mary
Black.
Following
the
study
hour,
Bible School at 11:00 a. m., with
FOR SALE OR TRADE:-!*
with adventure. With Connie Morgan
Heating and Ventilating
a 10c tea
Walter Storer as superintendent.
1929 Ford
" will
" be
' served All ladies Pontiac sedan;
in
the
Arctic,
with
Douglas
Renfrew
Expert Radio Repairing.
to attend.
We make the most of life by mak- areT,,invited
Phone 244.
O. W. Shaffer &
. ,.
of the Royal Canadian Mounted, with
,e, f 6S °f the chur ch will hold Anita, Iowa.
Jim Tierney, the retired detective who ing the most of ourselves. We make
a
da
the
most
of
ourselves
by
complete
a
"
? bazaar Saturday, Decemcan't
stay
retired,
the
American
Boy
«~X»XK~;~KK^KKKK^««.**<>*
WORM your poultry for t*ttsl
9th
m the church. Articles for
to Christ and His way of
subscriber will enjoy the new experproduction
with Russell's Tablets.
is the only
—•~«7 "wxK f candy,
iences of his favorite fiction charac- . . .
---"•"j
matJtf
"
Bartley's Produ<*
ters.
foods
and
vegetables.
A
25c
tution that holds Christ as the key
dinner
will
be
served
at
noon
and
a
to
salvation.
The
church
has
always
Stories that help prepare a boy for
HEATING stoves, parlor fur*"*1
15c lunch at 6:00 o'clock in the even- and ranges, at prices way beloff
llege and for business, helpful are
Line
wtl t
K
"
"P
the
ticles on hobbies and sports, and in- vwithi i the
u best institution
-•>•«" for
iui good
guuu tne
day's market. Neff'a Hardware. 1
W
h ev
k
known
Chester Wagner will be on nana
terview, with famoul ^n w "h p iI °f'
» «<
, " BVer
- She needs you
H. P. ZIEGLER, Lawyer.
round out a record-breaking year for
^ need her '
are welcome. ready to sharpen knives and scissTs
Bring your dull tools and have
Practice in state and federal court*!
With Storm Sash, Weatherstrip, Storm Door * the magazine's readers.
sharpened f or a nominal price
Settle Estates and
The American Boy—Youth's ComCONGREGATIONAL CHURCH + money will be given to the aid '
Make CoOeetions.
panion
costs
just
$2.00
a
year
Un
Covers, Glass Cloth, and Rodell Coal.
E. L. Anderson, Minister.
+
til January 1, 1934, you may obtain
E. S. HOLTON, Lawyer.
t Miss
is at
a three-year subscription for $3 00 a
Practice
in all coMftt Opinion °°
tend"*
<*hool
at
the
(The
Church
With
a
Heartland
*
t
saving of $3.00 over the one-year rate
Laud Titles; and Settlement of eats'*
Grinnell, visited in the city
an
Open
Mind.)
for three years. If you wish to take
the a Specialty.
County Attorn*
Church School at 10 a. m. Classes weekend with her parents,
advantage of the saving, be sure to
Daubendiek and wife.
get your three-year subscription in
ANITA MILLING CO.
ANITA LUMBER CO.
before January 1. Send your order
CHADWICK TRANSFER
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock
Qfflee 20; Real!
We Give and Expect a 8quar. De^ jf direct to The American Boy—Youth's
Ground oats
Spe
appropriate music. Sermon
C1a
.I*
Companion, 7430 Second Blvd De
subject, "Let There Be Light."
troit, Mich.
Ear corn ground
*
^
•
Culled for and delivered
6c per cwt.
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ATLANTIC BUSINESS
DIRECTORY

[unz Grain Co.

lOOD SHOES
ICED RIGHT

ie Welch Shoe Co.

Are You Ready For
Winter

I

i

!•

ROB'T. SCOTT

I

Oats hulled ...I!!!""!!!!...
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IMe"

ADDS ONE MORE
DIVORCE QUIRK
LAYING HENS NEED
.WARM, DRY HOUSE
Idle Buildings Can Be Made
Into Good Quarters.

3OTT WATSON
ad-the title "of Ihts article,
bcclalm, "Men who helped
gtmas—why, what does that
•was only one 'man who
oas and he Was born neari ago."
It had not been for the
as Christ, there wonld be
for celebrating December
as day. And If that celebeen kept to its original
would 'be no occasion for
uch as this.
It there has,grown op around
PChrlstmas a great variety of
practices which we now
i of that observance even
re departed from its original
i have had such a gradual
ould be impossible to ascribe
one person. But there are
.trace directly to one or
nee the theme of ''men who
nas" what it Is now In this
aus seems to be an essennas-celebration. Speak, of
I to mind a picture of a plump,
jf who radlatea laughter and
ould he be that sort of perstern, gaunt, rather formldjfand majestic In trailing robes,
a basket of presents and .
rod, as an awful warning to
nch as ha was, when he was
i,'or the Bishop-Saint N'lchtch settlers in this country?
Question IB the names-of
it. Paalding, Washington
nent O. Moore—and an unit was Washington Irvrbocker's History of New
jjj& the first description of the
iia and made Slnterklass,
patron saint of the Dutch
erdam, the archetype of
many-breeched, long plpe|, to paint a word portrait of
fa friend and collaborator,
[Ing, who In his "Book of St
'"shed In 1827, said Santa
at a little Dutchman as ever
gh the world, pipe foreDr. Clement Clark Moore
lit from St. Nicholas," to give
.portrait of St. Nicholas and
abllsh in the mind of the
Claus looked like.
>'drew upon Irving and Pauldptlon Is not known but there
Bllellsm In Borne of his words
although Moore, himself, 40
"a portly, rubicund Dutchneighborhood of/his father's
»" near. New York city sugi of making St Nicholas the
piece for his children,
book called "The Poets of
John Keese, was published,
e's poem and the Illustration
|cture of Santa Claus. (Reprothe painter or the engraver
"but It Is believed that this was
picture of Santa Claus. was ever
'was Washington Irving, James
at C. Moore and the unknown
e's "Poeta of America" helped
by giving us our present Idea
at of the holiday.
• * *
hrlstmaa be without Christmas
nas carols? And what song
en sung on Christmas Eve or
._,» "Silent Night, Holy Night"?
£er 24 of the year 1818 that Jopt pastor of the newly estabs' parish church la the little
lorf, near Salzburg, Austria,
iruber, a schoolmaster of Arnsnlst for the church, .a poem
hat he write for It a suitable
or two solo voices, chorus and
jjjjilment—the reason for the latI organ in the little church had
, r sat down at his grandfather's
ji'.wrote a simple melody for the
flght on Christmas Eve, In St.
r church was for the first time
ht, Helllge Nacbf
at the little organ In Oberndorf
Is due the widespread popuThe organ builder, Karl Mani Zlllertal, had been sent for to
ary repairs. He heard the air
; In hts native country, where it
fflpulnt in a short time and soon
fithe world.
J too, that Josef Mohr and Franz
•lltrlans, helped "make" Christinas.

ZhcTtet Christma
. Card

6fnar fiolboell

The dowager duchess of Manchester left her residuary estate to her
son, the present duke, nnd his wife—
$1,950,000 in trust with an annual
Income of $183,000. When the will
was signed the wife of the duke was
the former Helena Zimmermami,
daughter of a Cincinnati millionaire.
Now a referee appointed by a Supreme court Justice In Manhattan
decides that the present duchess Is
the beneficiary, the former Kathleen
Ethel Dawes, of Greenwich, Conn.,
whom Manchester married the day
his first wife's divorce decree was
effective, December 17, 1931.
The referee, attempting to Interpret British law, holds that the rights
of the former duchess ended with
her divorce. "The provision should
not he considered as referring to the
particular person who was the duke's
wife at the time of the execution of
the will."
So the dowager duchess Is In the
legal picture as bestowing half benefits in an estate of nearly two millions, not on the "wife," the mother
of her grandchildren, whom she
knew, but on some unknown woman
whom the duke might later marry.
Most reasoners will hold that the Intention of the testator is Ignored.
Incidentally, the fortune Is largely
American In origin. Consuelo, the
dowager, was the daughter of Antonio Yznaga de Valle, of Havenswood, La.
Apparently the mother had some
Idea of the marital Instability of her
ducal son, for she granted the use
and enjoyment of a lot of family
jewels to "the- wife for the tfme being" of the duke "during her marriage with my son." In these days
complications of this sort may happen ID the best of families. Internationalism Is rarely Involved. Whether the report of this referee will be
affirmed by the court we can only
guess. It has a keen Interest for
students of modern divorce law.—
Brooklyn Eagle.

Chickens last year brought Illinois
farmers almost as much cash Income
as cattle and calves did and more than
corn, wheat or oats, but they need a
"new deal" In housing accommodations, now that another winter Is coming on. It Is pointed out by E. O. Johnson, extension specialist in agricultural
engineering, college of agriculture,
University of Illinois.
This "new deal" need not necessarily
mean a new house, however. Many
poultry houses already built may be
remodeled to incorporate the features
and to provide the advantages of the
more modern type noultry house. In
many cases idle buildings already on
the farm can be made Into efficient
poultry houses by making a few simple changes.
The exterior may not look like a
poultry house, but If the remodeled
building has proper window arrangement in th.e front for light and ventilation, low ceiling height, a dry floor
and tight walla with insulation behind
roosts, It will probably be very satisfactory in every way.
Abnormal temperature changes In
the poultry house during the winter
cut into egg production, and methods
of construction that will keep a more
uniform temperature are desirable.
This can be accomplished by allowing
a small amount of head room In the
house, making the walls tight, providing Insulation back of and above roosts
and providing windows that fit tightly.
Everything possible also should be
done to prevent damp floors In poultry
houses.
Narrow houses can be made more
satisfactory and the capacity increased
by widening the house. This Is usually done by extending the house the
necessary width and using a gable or
combination roof. Houses with a high
celling may be remodeled by making
a false celling. The straw loft serves
Ingenious Drester
excellently for this purpose. The com"How
does
mon method of'remodeling semi-moni- many suits?" he manage to have so
tor types of hog and poultry Jiouses.to
"He really has only two, but by
avoid the coldness and draftlness us- Juggling
coats and trousers ha
ually found In this type of construc- gets four with
combinations
out of them."
tion Is to use a straw loft to shut off
the effect of the upper row of windows
that cause the draft

Marketing Turkeys Is
Explained in Bulletin

Do you enjoy sending out Christmas cards to
your friends? If you do, then you should know
the name of Sir Henry Cole, an Englishman, for
It was he who originated this custom. Later
famous as a social and. educational reformer,
Henry Cole was a pioneer In Illustrating children's books with woodcuts of famous paintings.
In 1846 he conceived the idea of sending decorative cards to his friends, bearing his good wishes
for their happiness at Christmas. So he went to
his friend, J. C. Horsley, a member of the Royal
academy In London, for the design and the result was the card which Is reproduced above.
But few Englishmen followed Cole's, lead and
the business of-making Christmas cards got under way very slowly In England. It was even
slower In getting started In this country. In 1873
Louis Prang, a lithographer of Boston, exhibited
samples of his flowered business cards at the
Vienna exposition and they attracted considerable attention. He had an agency In London
and one of his women employees there (her
name is unknown) suggested to him that be put
a-greeting In place of the name of his-firm and
Issue them' as Christmas cards. This was done
the next year, so that 1874 marks the beginning
of the Christmas card In this country.
So Sir Henry Cole, the Englishman, and Louis
Prang, an American, can be added to the list of
men who helped "make" Christmas.
• * »
Do your letters go out bearing a Christmas
seal as well as a postage stamp these days? If
they do, It's because Elnar Holboell, a clerk In
the post office at Copenhagen, Denmark, while
sorting the mountain of Christmas mall In 1903,
bad the Idea of another stamp for letters which
should combine a Christmas decoration idea with
some practical purpose.
He went with his plan to the head of the
postal service and others with- Influence and authority. And so, when the first Christmas seal
committee held a meeting to discuss the purpose and use of the possible Income from the
Christmas seal, and it was decided that the first
object was the erection of a hospital for tubercular children, and. In general, the Income from the
seal .should always be for the fight against tuberculosis, In one form or another.
Upon 'application to the then King Christian
IX, Holboell secured the permission to have a
likeness of the deceased Queen Louise on the
first Christmas seal, and the king became so Interested that /he himself selected the picture
which he wished used.
The success of the venture was overwhelming.
The first printing of 2,000,000 seals was Immediately Increased to 6,000,000 and over 5,000,000 were sold. Since, that time the Christmas
seal sale In Denmark has brought In enough
money to erect large numbers of sanitaria and
convalescent homes for tubercular patients. Holboell, the modest postal assistant, became postmaster at Charlotteu Zund, near Copenhagen,
and a Danish cross of Knighthood was his badge
of honor. He died of heart trouble In his sixtysecond year on February 23, 1827.

Decision Made by Referee May
Be Good Law, But—

Many farmers could get more for
their turkeys If they would Improve
the quality of the birds and adopt better dressing and packing methods, concludes a marketing specialist of the
bureau of agricultural economics, on
the basis of Investigations In poultry
packing plants and terminal markets.
It has been found that many proIn 1909 the idea reached America and when ducers expend much labor and money
Jacob Rils, a native of Denmark who had be- in an effort to raise turkeys of fine
come an American, saw the queer little stamp Quality, and then, through Improper
on mall arriving from his homeland he Immedi- selection, finishing and preparation of
ately sent a letter of Inquiry to Denmark. The the birds for market, fail to get much
reply was a personal one from Mr. Holboell, who of the profit they would otherwise reexplained in detail the method of procedure. ceive.
Through an American woman, Miss Emily BIsIn a bulletin Issued by the United
sell, the Idea was presented to the American States Department of Agriculture, the
Red Cross, which, after several years of suc- specialist tells how to select turkeys
cessful sales, turned the project over to the for market, how to handle live turkeys,
American National Anti-Tuberculosis association, how to feed turkeys, how to kill the
which has since had charge of It.
birds and bleed them, how to pick turSo Elnar Holboell, the Dane, Jacob RUs, the keys and clean the carcasses, how to
Danish-American, and Miss Emily Blssell, the wrap the heads, sew torn skin and reAmerican, helped "make" Christmas.
move the crops. Hauling to market,
grading, weighing, packing, loading
• • *
If William Eustls, secretary of war In 1809, and shipping are also covered in this
hadn't turned down the suggestion of President bulletin, entitled, "Dressing and PackMadison that Joel Roberts Polnsett be appointed tog Turkeys for Market"
In "a final word," he says: "It Is
quarter-master general of the army, we might
never have had those brilliant crimson flowers to the Interest of the producer, packer
which we know as polnsettlas as a part of our and retailer to see that the customer
Is satisfied with her purchase, so that
Christmas decoration. Here's why:
Joel, Roberts Polnsett was a native of South ibe not only will continue to use turCarolina, who studied medicine for a time at Ed- key as the center of the holiday dininburgh university and later graduated In mili- ners, but will buy one occasionally at
tary science and mathematics at Woolwich other times."
academy. Ill health necessitated a long period
of travel In Europe and Asia, after which he reSeparate Sexes Early
turned to America and requested President MadPullets
will develop with greater
ison to furnish him with military employment.
Madison made the suggestion of the quarter- uniformity if separated from the cockmaster-generalship but Eustls objected. So Mad- erels when they are eight to twelve
ison offered Polnsett a mission to South America weeks of age. The males are domfor the purpose of establishing friendly rela- ineering and tend to claim the feed
tions with the people there and Investigating the hopper space that has been allotted
prospects of their struggle for Independence from to the females. Furthermore it is
good economy to sell the males before
Spain.
This led to his becoming something of an au- they become staggy.
thority on Latin-American relations, to his appointment to a special mission to Mexico In 1822
Oyster Shell Feeding
and his appointment as the first United States
The theory that oyster shell feeding
minister to that country In 1825. While holding causes the hens to drink too much wathat position he first beheld the exotic beauty ter and therefore causing watery
of a brilliant red flower native to that country. whites Is without foundation. "WaWhen Polnsett returned to his borne In South tery whites" do not contain any more
Carolina in 1829 he brought with him some of water or less solids than the regular
the seeds of the plant and just a hundred years quality eggs. If bens have fresh waago. In 1838, he sold some of the plants which he ter In front of them at all times they
had grown In his hothouse to Robert Bulst of will not driuk too much. The oyster
Philadelphia. Bulst named the flower "Euphor- shell merely helps to give the proper
bia polnsettla" and although the scientific name amount of mineral needed for the
has since become "Euphorbia pulcherrlma" the shells, says a poultry department corname pdlnsettta, honoring the man who brought respondent In the Boston Herald.
It to this country, has stuck and It has become
one of our chief floral decorations at Christmas
time.
Cause of Infertility
Polnsett later became secretary or war In Van
We usually have to look to the
Buren's cabinet, after which he retired from pub- breeding stock for the cause of Inferlic life. In the cemetery of the town of States- tility and poor hatches. Using last
burg, 8. C., Is a simple marble tablet which year's pullets Instead of two-year-old
bears this Inscription "Sacred to the memory of hens
Is often responsible for poor
Joel R. Polnsett, who departed this life on the batches and weakly chickens that die
twelfth of December, 1851, In tlm seventy-third before they are ten days old. Hen»
year of his life. A pure patriot, an honest man* that are overfat will cause Infertility
and a good Christian."
and care must be taken to keep the
To this might be added "He helped 'make' breeder hens muscular and active.
Christmas."
Cod liver oil fed at the rate of one
O by Western Newspaper Union.
quart to, 100 pounds of mash will help
matters and so will green feed.

Woman Gives Up Nursing

Now Earns $25.00 Every Week
i Women in amall towns torn
I Spare time Into cash money
I through the new advertlsI Ing and selling plan of Lord
& Ames, Ino., makers of fch»
famous Loray beauty
rations. Oae Ohio •
averages 19.00 a week In
only a few houra each day.
Another In Michigan, who
quH Buretng to take op tba
work.avera\ffeBtS5.00a week.
Others earn ts.00 to (20.00 a
week. Any woman who wants
an Independent Income can
obtain full particulars by

LORD & AMES n

c

A penny postcard will do. Write plainly.

End Serious Coughs
With Creomulsion
Don't let them get a strangle hold.
Fight germs quickly. Creomulsion combines the 7 best helps known to modern
science. Powerful but harmless. Pleasant
to take. No narcotics. Your own druggist is authorized to refund your money
on the spot if your cough or cold is
not relieved by Creomulsion.
(adv.)

SKIN IRRITATIONS

Itching of eczema, ringworm, rbxRnfl
pimples, minor burns, etc., quickly
•aaHBkw relieved by •oothiag mm

Resmol
SNAP OUT OF IT!
nONTIat conttipatlonrfiat a
WRITEHM raamnt grip on you. CARFItLU
IELD
tTDCIT '"O'""^" the prompt,thorough
rittt laxative clunilng that helps gat
SAMPLE hd ol constipating waitei. Snip
OARfiatD B
Sut°'th(t cnran'o Depla«< (eatingI
TIA CO. «'n the OARFIELD TEA treat-ment tonight. (Plain — or la
tea bag* — at your drag «ror«)

GARFIELDTEA

A Splendid Laxative Ortnh

e

~omach Trouble?
DRINK
M
POSTUM ^

[

contains no caffein!

"T

1 WAS slipping into chronic iadigeation, irritability and nervousness. I tried Postum instead of coffee—and shortly my
digestion began to adjust itself.
Now my sleep is sound and I '<n
never cross or irritable." —
Mrs. J. E. LowenthaJ, Lurchmont, Tf. Y.

THE ANITA

Price
tober Level

Woodrow Wilson is confined to his
home with the flu.
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HIGH SCHOOL NOTES

Get your Christmas gifts at Young's
5 and lOc Store.
2t

ANITA

Santa Claus has left a large assortC. A. Pool and wife spent Thanks- :
ment of toys at Young's 6 and lOc
giving
day with relatives in Des
Basketball Season Opens With
ifeed grains offset Store.
.
2t
Moines.
Menlo
Friday
Evening.
ck held the genA great deal of interest is being
Mrs. Arthur Davey has been a
ex of prices reMr. and Mrs. Howard Pieper of
aers at the same patient at a hospital in Atlantic dur- shown in basketball these days. A Stuart were Thursday afternoon callsquad of about thirty-six boys have ers at the home of Miss Bernice
115 as on October ing the past week.
been reporting regularly to practice Peters.
fto Leslie M. Carl,
Lawrence Battey and wife. of Des and learingi the fundamentals of the
Statistician for
Gerald Bell and wife of Des Moines
fees for the feed Moines came to Anita last (Wednesday game. On'account of the large num15.0 per cent evening to spend a few days with her ber taking this sport, the squad has were over Sunday visitors in the city
been divided into two divisions 60 as at the home of his parents, T. A.
orting dates, while parents, Jas. B. Herriman and wife.
to make it possible to give each one Bell and wife.
ock group deErnest Wagner, who is teaching more attention.
November 15 prices
Carl Peters, a member of the reIt is rather early to foretell the
fftry, milk and pro- school at Treynor, Iowa, spent ;the
higher than a Thanksgiving vacation in Anita witlfc prospects for the season, as there is forestation army at Oskaloosa, visited
a great deal of new material that in the city a few days the past week
led to offset the his parents, J. A. Wagner and wife.
have much to learn about the game. with his parents, M. J. Peters and
i heavily weightS. G. Jewett and wife had for Dorsey and Burke are the only two wife.
1 received for corn Thanksgiving guests, John Pearce and letter men back, so Coach Boren has
Frank E. Carter went to Omaha
fithan on October wife, Kenneth King and family, and the task of filling three berths which Thursday morning where he spent the
Roland
King
and
family
of
Cumberis
not
going
to
be
so
easy
at
the
f corn' prices af• . t-4
start. Progress is being made but the day with his daughter-in-law and
nfirary to the_di- land.
team has a spotted appearance and it granddaughter, Mrs. Zoe Carter and
the average
C. H. Keeler, wife and son, Tom, is evident that (they have plenty of Miss Dixie.
ber to Novem- of Des Moines spent Thanksgiving in
r
'1922-31, which the city at the homejxf their daughter hard work ahead of them if they get
John Titus, 85, a former resident of
op of 7 cents per and sister, Mrs. L& V. Bongers and everything patched up. However, it this vicinity, passed away recently at
is not a hopeless situation. If they his home in Independence, Oregon. He
i made a substan- family.
just lean against the load and take
j^.oats 6 cents, barwas an uncle of Mrs. Mary Wilson and
; cents, and flax 5
Dr. C. H. Johnson and wife and the best of care of themselves, we C. D. Robinson of Anita.
Mick Forshay and wife drove to Glen- would not be surprised to see them
|hog prices was 50 wood, Iowa, Sunday morning to spend come out of the kinks in time.
Norman Wagner was home from
The basketball schedule will open Iowa City, where he is attending
eight lower than the day as guests of V. C. McCoy
this coming Friday, December 8th., school at the State University, to
little 30 cents low- and wife.
on the Menlo floor. Menlo has three spend the Thanksgiving vacation with
; and lambs held at
The various
H. H. Turner, wife and son, Ken-players left off from their fast team his parents, J. A. Wagner and wife.
estock groups slid neth, Maurice Turner and wife and of last year, who took 'their sectional
nward 6 points, Mrs. J. D. Peterson spent Thanks- tournament and made such a good
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Foss and 'Mr. and
ogs absorbing from giving in Adair, guests of Burdette showing in the district tourney, so our Mrs. Ira Rater and their families of
team will meet some real competition the Adair vicinity spent ThanksgivI more loss than did Carney and family.
right at the start.
classes. As corning in Anita at the home of the ladies'
Thanksgiving day guests at the
The basketball schedule for the sea- sister, Mrs. Albert Karns and family.
age change in
r 15 to November 15 Russell W. Smith home were Mrs. B. son is as follows:
Dec. 8—Menlo there.
The teachers in the local schools
22-31, the livestock M. Robinson and daughter, Miss
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Blue
did not decline as Olive, and Mr. and Mrs. Claire Robin- Dec. 12—Atlantic there.
Dec. 15—Massena here.
at a 6:30 o'clock dinner on Tuesday
al decline, except- son and family of Oakland.
Dec. 20—Adair there.
evening of last week. The evening
declined 8 cents
W. V. Somerville, wife and three
Jan. 6—Cumberland there.
was spent socially and with different
asonal, and lamb
Jan. 12—Wiota here.
games.
'while the seasonal sons, Paul, Morris and Robert, drove
Jan. 17—Casey there.
|i increase of 8 cents. to Kellogg Thanksgiving morning and
1
Jan. 24-^Adair here.
M. C. Hansen and wife and their
of 6.5 cents per spent the day with Mr. Somerville's
son, Olaf Hansen and wife, of St.
! increased slightly sister, Mrs. Ralph Newman and fam- Jan. 26—Exira there.
Feb. 2—Cumberland here.
onal increase, and ily.
Joseph, Missouri, spent Thanksgiving
Feb. 9—County Tournament.
in Anita with their mother and grand(lowed the same path
George Graha/m, Walter Heckman
Feb. 16—Wiota there.
Icline.
mother, Mrs. O. C. Hansen, and with
and L. P. Nelson, Audubon township
Feb. 23—Exira here.
other relatives and friends.
i Farm Prices.
March 1-2—Sectional Tournament.
rel.of prices received farmers, are in Audubon this week
Edward Morton and wife of Des
Better clip out the schedule and
|per cent of its pre- serving as petit jurors at the December
term
of
the
Audubon
county
disMoines
came to Anita Saturday evenkeep
it
for
future
reference.
point higher on
ing and on Sunday morning, accomi in mid-October ac- trict court.
Santa Claus' headquarters, at panied by his parents, Dr. E. E. Mori price index of the
Dr. H. E. Campbell, wife and two Young's 5 and lOc Store.
2t
ton and wife, drove to Carroll, Iowa,
ultural Economics,
children,
Dora
Jean
and
Howard,
viswhere they spent the day with their
farm price index
H. P. Ziegler, wife and daughter,
was 17 points ited last Thursday and Friday in Carol, spent Thanksgiving in Des sister and daughter, Mrs. Harold Haselton and family.
ar earlier. Prices Ames, Iowa, with her mother, Mrs.
Moines with his mother, Mrs. Elmira
|pr articles purchased A. B. Maxwell, and with other rela- Ziegler.
Plus This Array of Added Entertainment
Mr. and Mrs. Beryl Robinson and
ijjrt of pre-war on No- tives and friends.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Delbert
Robinson
of
hpared with 116 a
2-Reel Comedy featuring Joseph Cawthorne
J. C. Jenkins and wife and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Graham and
104 in November daughter, Betty Mkrie, were visitors Nellie Holmes spent Thanksgiving Oakland, Iowa, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
prices received to with relatives at Guthrie Center, Val- in Guthrie Center, guests of Glenn Scholl and family, Mr. and Mrs. A. V.
Robinson and son, Charles, and Miss
nputed at 61 per ley Junction and Des Moines on Fri- Holmes and family.
Pauline King.were dinner guests Sunr mid-November, or day and Saturday, and at the Chas.
UNIVERSAL NEWS with GRAHAM McNAMEE
i a year earlier.
Wilbur Dallinger of Atlantic, Cass day at the home of Mr. and Mrs. HerPeyton home in Ames Saturday evenbert
Hartley
and
family.
POPULAR ADMISSION
lOc and 25c
county representative of the Bankers
Id will be hostess ing and Sunday, returning home Sun- Ljfe Insurance Co., was a business
day
evening.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
V.
Moore
and
Mr.
of the Congregacaller in the city Friday.
and Mrs. Ernest Millholland of Greenhome next TuesMr. and Mrs. Anderson Bell, Mr.
Henry Maduff, wife and two sons
Dr. R. A. Becker, wife and two sona
ja the last meet- and (Mrs. Fred Bell and son, Coryell,
Mary Agnes Bongers, who is at- field were Sunday visitors at the home
of their aunt, Mrs. Ellen Hewlett and were guests of relatives in Council of Atlantic were Thanksgiving day
tending
school
in
Des
Moines,
was
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Madsen and son,
guests of Dr. C. E. Harry and wife.
home to spend the Thanksgiving va- daughter, Mrs. Cora Armstrong. Bet- Bluffs on Thanksgiving day.
|, Elmer DeFord and Jack, and Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Bell cation with her parents, Leo V. Bon- ty Lou, daughter of Mr. and 'Mrs. Millholland, and who had been spending
James Scanlon came to Anita the
The members of the Quilt club
<fe, of Adel, Iowa, spent Sunday at Patterson, Iowa, at gers and wife.
the past three weeks at the Howlett last of the week from Mason City, were guests Friday afternoon of Mrs.
guests in Anita the home of Mrs. Frank Cunningham
I'Myers and Mrs. Bes- and family. A basket dinner was enSupt. C. .W. Garlock and four child- home, returned home with her par- Iowa, and will spend . a few weeks H. O. Stone at her home on Maple
with friends in this vicinity.
Street. Fallowing the meeting,, reAlvord was also joyed at noon.
ren, Ruth, Robert, James and Mar- ents.
freshments
were served by the hosJyers home for the
ilyn,
visited
over
the
week
end
in
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Cocklin of GrisMr. and Mrs. C. C. Pletcher enterBen Brodersen, wife and children, tess.
Sioux
City
with
his
parents,
C.
W.
wold entertained for- Thanksgiving
tained a number of relatives at a Bernard and Jean, were guests of
dinner at their home the following Garlock and wife.
Thanksgiving day dinner at their his parents, B. Brodersen and wife, in
At the meeting of the Rebekah
guests: Jas. B. Herriman and wife,
home
in Lincoln township. Those ] Uenison, Iowa, last Thursday.
lodge last Friday evening, officers for
Your dollar is still worth a dollar
Lawrence Battey and wife, Lloyd Ni- at Gamble's Stores—Tires now with- present were Cal Waxier and wife, |
the ensuing term were elected as folIt
At the meeting of the K. P. lodge lows: Mrs. Anna Davey, noble grand;
chols and wife, Albert Sager and "fam- in a few cents of all time low. Mrs. Minnie Carroll and Albert LuRVALUES
My, SV. O. Lodwig and family of Fon- 40% to 45% off standard list on man of Zanesville, Ohio; Glen Ander- this evening, election of officers for Mrs. Anna Dorale, vice grand; Mrs.
ly Shoe Co. tanelle and Harry Lodwig and wife first
son and wife of Oneida, Illinois; and the coming year will take place. Bertha Lewis, secretary; Miss Vera
line Roadgrippersi'v
It
WIDTHS TO FIT of Cumberland. Mrs. Cocklin was
E. B. Luman and Ted Darrow, wife Lunch will he served at the close B. Hook, treasurer; and H. G. Stuart,
of lodge.
formerly Mary Lodwig of Anita.
and
children of Anita. *
Mick Forshay, wife and daughter,
trustee. Plans were made for a joint
Alanna, and his parents, B. D. Formeeting with the Odd Fellows, which
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rydl entertained! L. B. Trumbull and wife, Floyd will be held on the evening of Thursshay and wife, drove to Des Moines
Thursday morning and spent the day a company of relatives at a family j Williams and N. L. Eby drove to Oak- day, December 14.
dinner at their home on Roes Hill land Thursday morning and spent the
with Tom MurrSw and family.
Avenue on Thanksgiving day. Those day with Floyd's brother, Quihn Wil'Mrs. Myra Turner and daughter,
Raymond Burke, who is attending present were Mr. and Mrs. James' liams and family.
Miss Neva, were hostesses to a comschool at St. Ambrose college in Menefee and daughter, Phyllis, of
20c pany of relatives at their home in
Davenport, Iowa, was home to spend Walnut; Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Schwab Soda Crackers, 2-lb. box
4c the southeast part of the city at a
the Thanksgiving vacation with his and daughter, Evelyn, of Rockwell P. & G. Soap, large bar
Thanksgiving -dinner. Guests were
Butternut
Coffee,
pound
can
28c
City; Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wedemeyer'
parents, Ernest Burke and wife.
Ralph Biggs and wife of Massena,
and Mr. 'and Mrs. 'Lew Rydl a n d , Pilot brand Oyster Shell, 100-Ibs. 70c Lewis Bangham, wife and daughter,
SCHAAKE'S STORE.
Chester A. Long, wife and son, daughter, Beata, of Anita.
Mildred, of Des Moines, Royce Biggs,
Jack, drove to Manson, Iowa, last
wife and daughter, Beulah, of Marne,
W.
H,
Daubendiek,
wife
and
(laughThere is no doubt business is lookWednes'day afternoon where they visMiss Erna Raash of Bridgewater, and
ited over Thanksgiving with her ing up. The NRA has fixed it so you ter, Miss Letha, of West Bend, Iowa, Zate Biggs, wife and children, Isabel,
were
Thanksgiving
day
visitors
in
the
can't run your business at a loss; the
brother, Carl Kaskey and family.
Margaret and Max, and Merle Turner,
R. F. C. is working hard to keep from city at the home of their son and wife and children of Anita.
rolet owners should insist upon bonafide
brother,
Carl
H.
Daubendiek
and
famMrs. Sam Sullivan and her son, doing anything; the C. W. A. puts
Neal
Sullivan, wife and son, Neal, of more men to work every day at good , ily.
I service. That is just what you receive
Newkirk, Oklahoma, were week end wages and slips around the back way i
Better Shoes For Less
visitors in the city at the home of to swipe money out of the tax box;' Glenn McCall, wife and daughter,
rage.
NOTHING — $3.98 — OVER
their sister and aunt, Mrs. H. C. General Johnson has Henry Ford by Margaret, and Mrs. Isabell Joy were
here from Bagley, Iowa, to spend
Faulkner and family.
the
papts
and
is
driving
a
-Ford
car;
re not only interested in selling new ChevHenry Wallace has got his pet corn- ! Thanksgiving at the home of Mrs.
When chicken thieves paid a call hog plan working, and it has reduced Joy's daughter, Mrs. Walter F. Budd
Atlantic
Awe are just as vitally interested in keepto the Ray Tritz farm near LeMars, the price so everyone can eat pork, I and family.
Mr. Tritz called Sheriff R. E. Rippey if they don't spend the money for'
I Chevrolet owner entirely satisfied with
and his deputy, Leo Hentges. Then gasoline. I understood the fat ladies'
the doughty farmer armed himself of Iowa have applied for a code to
with a shot gun and went hunting for reduce—they say they have reduced
chicken thieves.
Several of the everything else so why not fat. But,
your Chevrolet here for adjustments
thieves made their getaway. One re- one good thing happened—Milo Reno !
treated into a corn field for protec- has not been on the front page for |
itenance. Genuine Chevrolet parts and
tion from the shot gun fire. When a couple of weeks, and if some one
he thought the excitement had died could find some way to choke off Senaworkmanship.
down he emerged from the field, tor Dickinson and a few others, busiBEEF ROASTS, per pound
lOc
still carrying a sackful of pilfered ness might get started and while you
chickens. A car came along the road. are waiting for it, bring in your mowSIDE PORK, per pound
lOc
His campanions had gone to rescue ers, plows, and any farm repairs needPORK ROASTS, shoulder, per pound
lOc
him, the culprit reasoned. He leaped ed, and get them fixed and ready for
on the running board, opened the the grand rush for the elusive 60c
door and climbed in. It was Sheriff dollar when some one turns it loose,
Rippey's car. The man proved to be and where a guarantee don't mean if
ANITA, IOWA
Henry Marx, a well known police it holds but if it don't. Millard's, West
character.
Main Street, Anita.
2t

SAT.-SUN.

THEATRE

DEC. 9-10

51,,-S.

"Cold Turkey"

ing

hevrolet
Service

Family Shoe Store

Specials for Saturday
Only

Shaffer & Son

Miller's Market
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DIDN'T SEE THE POINT

"Lost Tribe" Found in Tibet

TWO OF A KIND

"Captain," said the fair passenger
on the liner plowing its way across
the Atlantic, "how do you manage
to find your way across all this water to your proper destination?"
The captain smiled patiently.
"By the compass," be told her;
"the needle always points to the
north."
The young lady nodded.
"Yes, 1 understand that," she replied. "But suppose a time comes
when you want to go south, how
would you get on then?"

Explorers of Opinion That Race of Cave Dwellers
Recently Discovered Is of Chaldean Origin;
Live Apart From Other Peoples.

iberlO

Hldden away high up In the Himeffect appeared to Indicate that
alayas, somewhere In Tibet,.'there tie origin of this tribe lies along the
exists a mysterious section of hu- Euphrates.
IEA
The path followed by Inhabitants
manity that dwells In caves and still
FOXY YOUTH
retains characteristics of an ancient f that area has been traced to the
I4:10-M.
herein do Z civilization.
Man of Experience
To these people has mouth of that river, and further east
Mother—Who's the brightest boy
liways.sv con- been attributed the name of "Lost n the vicinity of Bombay. There
"That's'the
second time today I've
in
your
class,
Tommy?
toward God.
Tribe*' by the only two Europeans are further Indications near Delhi
Tommy—Bill Smith! He pretends seen that man following that woman
Urped Mls- who have ever penetrated their pe- and even eastward of the Indian to be loony so be won't have to In another car, yelling at her all the
The Lady—Suppose, Jane, I should
capital.
time."
study 1
from your wages the cost of
Befors sv culiar preserve.
This section of humanity was dis"Yes, that's old Johnson. He's deduct
It Is maintained they are undoubtall
the
dishes you broke?
teaching his wife to drive, but he's
idRTOP- edly of the Chaldean origin that pre- covered by Doctor Batt by good forGood Idea
The
Cook—Shure,
mum, In that
Consoience. ceded the early Egyptians. A pho- tune. Delving into secrets of the
The club bore bad Just returned not taking any risks himself 1"
case It's meself 'd be like the dishes.
DUI/P TOPtographic record of these interest- mysterious Orient, she crossed the from a trip to India, and insisted
ing Individuals has been made by 'roof of the world" from Pekln and upon describing the rope trick.
Score One for Brown
hlllp'a House members of the Batt-Balrd Himalayan entered the forbidden land of Tibet,
"Yon can believe what you like,"
The argument had been all on Mrs.
and for Je- expedition, which attracted consid- ^countering many thrilling episodes he asserted, "but I tell you some of
Brown's side throughout the evening,
thlther he erable attention by its activities dur- that brought death very close on ft these fakirs can throw a rope up into
and Brown was distinctly annoyed.
Philip who ing the winter of 1830-1931 and number of occasions.
the air, then climb up It themselves
"You seem to think n cold In the
aght as an brought back valuable data.
Her courage, sense of humor and and completely vanish."
head
means n o t h i n g to a woman,"
rdaya of the
Dr. Jill Cossley Batt, BA, DSc, fa- fine constitution brought her through
After a short silence one fellow
stormed his wife. "I don't know of
In this mous author and explorer, was re- successfully, Doctor Balrd said, said, "Can you, by any chance, do
anything more annoying."
He act using cently in Montreal with her partner though she was disappointed in be- that trick yourself ?"—Tit-Bits MagaHer liuslinnd peered OUT the newsthe binding on .that notable journey, Dr. Irvine ing unable to converse with mem- zine.
paper he hnrl been trying to read.
meaning Balrd, and In discussing the Lost bers of the tribe. It was In an effort
"No?" he countered, with a rare
plea at Tyre Tribe, these explorers pointed out to discover more about these people
Had Their Meaning
flash of spirit "What about locktie light of the that they live at an altitude of be- that Doctor Batt collaborated with
The convivial husband had a
jaw?"
Agabus. tween 23,000 and 26,000 feet, live In Doctor Balrd, and their 'expedition friend to stay with him for the weekthe Spirit caves on agricultural products ob- was supported by the prime min- end. When, the guest was being
it suffering tained from valleys far below them isters of Canada, Australia, Newfound- shown up to bis room he noticed that
Proof Positive
"I wonder if dyeing the hnir Is
the Spirit are extremely well preserved, pos- land and 42 leading British and there were faint crosses on several
really as dangerous ns some of the
of suffering, sessing neither wrinkles nor gray American firms.
of the steps. He asked the reason.
"If your husband Isn't good to you
to Paul hair, and appear to'have an unusual
Doctor Batt was the first white
"Ah," whispered the host, "these why don't you apply for separate doctors sny?" remarked Niitt.
Jerusalem and; abundance of vitality.
"You bet H Is," replied Henpeck.
woman to enter the Kalahari desert, come Into operation after midnight maintenance?"
"An nncle of mine tried It once and
The longevity of these people, who in southwest Africa, where she con- X means that the step creaks."
"What's the use—be never comes within a month he was married to
(Acts 24:1-27). number about 400, "was considered versed with cannibals, and later
home as It Is."
a widow with four children."
alem (Acts particularly remarkable by the two crossed Australia alone on horseback,
Had Him Guesting
advice of the travelers. It was impossible to Indi gathering new and highly informa"You say that your wife has rePhone Suited Purpose
!*bt Jerusalem, cate the actual age of individuals, as tive material. Later she visited the ceived an anonymous letter informNo, Not as a Rule!
Heck—This Is a funny telephone
order to con- no means of common converse was South Sea islands and learned some- ing her of something you did before
"You use a lot of yardsticks," said
yon
have;
It
doesn't
seem
to
l.e
comIf It did con- found, even after a period of three thing about the king of Tonga and your marriage. Well, the best thing
the principal to the teacher who
plete.
It greatly and a half months, but an estimate his activities.
does not believe In sparing the rod.
yon
can
do
is
to
confess."
Peck—It's
all
right
for
my
pur
Jews, inclt- of 120 years was made.
She has produced several pictures,
"Do you use them every period?"
'1 know I but she won't let' me poses.
On the basis
The tribe is severed completely and 'made a film record of her expe- read the letter, and I don't know
"Well, I don't use them as a rule."
Heck—But
there
Is
nothing
to
I!
Bddened Jews from other people, which is largel riences in the Himalayas. Some dif- what to confess."
but
the
receiver.
Where's
the
mouth
|temple and beat responsible for the fact that no in ficulty was experienced, however, In
Tries To
piece?
adlng to put formation has ever before been oh obtaining moving pictures jf the Lost
Peck—It don't need one. This Is a Hojack—What do you do with
talned about it Despite prlmltlv Tribe . as the noise associated with Never-Ending Search
special phone over which I converse your dull old razor blades?
24:1-9). Panl conditions, the cuneiform method o the camera caused consternation.—
Skookum—Shave with them.
for Safe Insecticides with my wife.
Pells who de- writing and the fine sanitary system Boston Globe.
Largely
through
the
research
of
i after his ao
the Department of Agriculture, many
Jerusalem.
ihip of Kemal has been no less than Improvements in Insecticides, and fu.was formally
nsplred.
migants have been perfected. The
a Roman lawThe fact that Kemal is still a com- welfare of the American apple In•; contained four
paratively young man adds to the dustry Is dependent in considerable
marvel. The fact that, unlike Mus- measure upon lead arsenate, more
(v. 6). Thhi
solini and Hitler, he Is nothing of a than 80,000,000 pounds being used
utterly base
Has Lifted Race to Equality poseur, but works quietly, without annually. Calcium arsenate has
ostentation, .without attitudes or proved to be the most effective In^rebellion (v. 6).
Among Nations.
mummery or hullabaloo, makes Mus- secticide In checking the cotton boll
bring him Into
power.
Turkey has been celebrating a tapha Kemal Pasha the most Interest- weevil. New fumlgants have been
f a sect (5). miracle. Ten years ago Mustapha ing of today's dictators. His achieve- developed by the department for
was to throw Kemal Pasha began the remaking of ments stamp him as the ablest- eradicating Insects In stored grain,
which avoid the fire hazard connect;lon upon the Turkey. Today Turkey is re-made. Cleveland Plain-Dealer.
ed with the use of carbon dlsulphtde.
Dglng Paul Into
Of course there is more work to
Dr. Henry O. Knight, chief of the
be done before Kemal's vision is
bureau of chemistry and soils, extemple (v. 6). fully realized. It remains a fact that Modern "Society" Girls
that one Of the serious probwilfully sup- the change Is next to Incredible.
Frown Upon Idleness plains
lems connected with the. general use
Ten years ago Turkey was essenNOW
No modern girl could be content of insecticides is the possible effect
elf (w. 10-21). tially oriental and so backward that with
HEAR
the
existence
of
those
young
of their residues upon human
rb example of no one believed Its modernization posDon't be handicapped by 1mJty of a man sible. Now Turkey is both European ladies who turned out to be the health. Restrictions as to the arf paired hearing I Try the new
grandmothers
of
the
present
generaAUDIBAR—the modern "earsenic
content
in
products
for
both
a noble pur- and modern.
Klasses". 7ou. too. may Join tha
tion of society girls, writes "Ex- domestic use and for export have
| thousands of enthusiastic users
!
In praising Its natural tone. No
Gone are the fezzes that made the
.battery, no boulne. No oord,
and courtesy Turks a people apart Gone are Debutante" in the Saturday Evening been met by Improved methods of
1 no headband. Inconspicuous.
washing fruit, but these methods
small, light, comfortable, everzed the fact the harems, gone are the veils; the Post
DRINK
No upkeep. Low cost.
A girl who went to work In my add to costs and may cause storage
long enough Turkish women no longer deem themNO lasting.
Write for PBOOB1 that AUDIBAR IB the advanced hearing
just Judgment, selves loveliest when they, are fattest grandmother's time was ruined so- losses. Department experts conaid
and
details of our guaranBATTERY
teed ID-day trial oITer-NOW (
would render and laziest, but they are going cially. Today nearly every girl I stantly are experimenting to develknow Is busy with some kind of a op more effective Insecticides that
AMER. EARPHONE CO, 10 L43 St,<9B) N.Y.
of facts,
for trim figures and pretty career.
are
harmless
to
man.
on denied (TV. strongly
One of -the richest girls of my
contains no caffein!
utter falsity clothes and jobs. Gone is the anground of th« cient Idea that higher education con year Is a bacteriologist with a swell
also on the sists in sitting on a mat and memo- Job and a lot of responsibility. To
while in the rising the Koran. The common her, a germ Is a germ, and she
proof of schools are like European schools doesn't ask whether its host was
and the universities are occidental Park avenue or Ninth. Another one
in their methods. Even the difficult I've known for years Is engaged In
"I suffered from headaches
(w. 14-16). Arabic alphabet has been abolished. concert
work. Ever since she was
pcesslon and a de- Turkish, which has no affinity to Ara eight *she wanted to be an opera
and nervous indigestion. I
Before retiring bathe the face freely
at he was of this blc, Is now written with a specla singer. Two others have gone on
•with hot water and Cutleura Soap,
decided to give up coffee and
led heresy, but Turkish alphabet based on the Latin the stage. They have worked like
using plenty of Soap. Rinse with
drink Postum. In less than 30
were heretics, alphabet of western Europe.
tepid and finally •with cold water.
dogs,
too.
Another
rich
one
Is
enContaining medicinal and healing
actions were In
, Coding, soothing
days I seemed relieved."
gaged
in
social
service
work.
Ten
years
ago
the
peasan
properties, Cutleurn Soap acts as a
Menlholaimn relieve*'
ebrew religion,
—R.
Lane,
Dallas,
Texas.
An
awful
lot
have
gone
in
for
inprotection against akin troubles.;
f he pain. Promote*
God, believing scratched the earth with a wooden terior decorating, and even more
Write far (pedal folder an
•
quicker healing.
and had • the plow. There were~ho manufactures are trying to make a living as Jourtha tan of the *fcin
5 resurrection There was no merchant marine. Now nalists. They write society stuff for
Address: "Cnticura," Dept. 12S.
the Anatolian farmers use modern
49—33
WND—N
Maiden, MOM.
gossip papers and prepare artibefore Paul (w. Implements, factories have come Into the
some of the fashion magawas Felix, Paul's being, and ships flying the Turkish cles forOne
writes about the drama.
avor though It did flag ply plentifully in Levantine wa zines.
Another for a while wrote society
ters.
lie's release.
The most astounding achlevemen gossip for a tabloid. There are sevAgrlppa (Acts
is Kemal's emphatic repudiation of eral who earn money by modeling
for advertising.
his appearing be- the almost universal dictum that the
Some of these girls are working
Turks
are
an
inherently
inferior
|the visit of Agrlppa
to escape boredom, but a great many
race.
The
world
has
long
known
More than two
have another incentive. They have
since the trial be- that the Ottoman Is a first-class fight- had to make money.
ing
man
and
a
"square
shooter,"
but
[ this time the Jewt/fffii
she learned »Ay she ma always
The things you want to buy ... at the tune
vnttf miserable »^- and found out about
had not abated, under the rule of the sultans he was
MR
Tablets
(Nature's
Remedy).
Now
she
gets
you want to buy them . . • at the price you
these guests they so deeply sunk In Ignorance and so
fine withi everybody..This safe, dependDON'T BE along
able, all-vegetable laxative brought quick reliel
to hear Paul Be- hopelessly handicapped by vicious
want to pay. You can find these right in the
and quiet nerves because it cleared her system
aed personages mlsgovernment that he seemed Inof poisonous wastes— made bowel action
CUT
paper. Your newspaper advertisements make
and regular. Thousands take NR dail
The gofepel capable of Intellectual betterment.
UNTIL YOU TRY THIS
it possible to do your "looking around" right
to all, regardless Kernel's fundamental assumption was •
| WONDERFUL, TREATMENT ing. No bad afterIn pfe. As a ro- that the Turk Is not Inferior and tor
at home . . . and then go downtown to do
pile Buttering. If you have piles
effects. At your
Agrlppa wu that, with an equal chance, he would In any form write for a FREE sample druggjsfs-gSc. •
Page's Pile Tablets and you wlU
your buying . . . saving youtimeand energy.
prove himself the equal of the races of
lie day that you read Uite.
which despised him. It was an in- bless
Write today. B. R. Page Co., 2340-A
spiration, and the subsequent leader- Page Bldg.' Marshall, Mich.
Into life, out of
R of the world and
pinfolded the Ideals
Bible to us If we
HOO-RAY, NELLIE,
SAY,THE WASHING
of the world and
MY SHIRTS ARE
WAS;
EASIER.
NOW
as we are.
WHITE AGAIN.
WE'LL SEE. HOW WHITE

MORE SATISFACTION
CANT BE BOUGHT

TURKS OWE BIG
DEBT TO KEMAL

Headache?

POSTUM

^heSecretoFaClearSldn
Dailu use of

HJRNS

Cuticura Soap

MENTHOLATUM

Sit in Your Chair i

"Splitting "Headaches

of Mistakes

take which Christ|made !• In thinking
beginning and the
:,iend of all religion,
eace li the end of
beginning.

LOOK AT THAT SHIRT I
ONLY A MONTH pip" AND
^ASARAINCLOUD

ITS LBCT-OOER
THAT MAKES
CLOTHES GRAY.

DIRT, MRSJMJNQER,

THE CIOTHKS ARE

Home . . . ami Shop *

WHAT9THETRICK?

TRYfEU-HAPTHA

rye PON* MY

iETTTOWASH
IT CLEAN

SVHSHMHIHHBIHWK

Necessary

jit to make anything
Jrtdly affairs we put
Into it And la this;
In the eerrIT I* he not worthyT

NO TRICK...|
CHANGED TO
JVU-NAPTHA.ITS
«UC&Sd HELP GETS
6&OTHU CLEANER

ANITA TRIBUNE.
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"This Day and Age" at
TO FARMERS Rialto on Saturday-Sunday

A. R. Kohl

NUMBER 8

Anita Has 44 Men at
NEW
Work on CWA Projects

TAX LEVY IS
37.495 MILLS HERE

,£
Movie producers have discovered
Anita has forty-four men at work
that present day evente--kidnapping,
Phone 43
We Deliver
now as its quota under the civil works
Dgram Offers Farmers a murders and lynching—wWeh>; ar*
administration of the federal govern- Change in Iowa Tax Laws Cuts MillAnita, Iowa
r Act as One Group and
featured in the new^papew1'%*
ment. Of this number 17 are workage Here From 135.8 Mills to .
stranger than fiction, and for that
ate Surplus Which Is
ing on projects for the town, while
37.495 Mills. Taxes Will Show
reason have turned to these topics
the other 27 are employed in work
the Market
for picture material.
a Decrease Next Year.
for the county. The extra men were
While Cecil B. DeMille was in the
put to work Monday on instructions
midst of'filming his latest Paramount
from E. H. Mulock of Des Moines,
[/man or one company could picture, "This Day and Ag«," which
In today's Tribune will be found
civil works administrator for Iowa, to
he corn-hog production of comes to the Rialto Theatre in Anita
Guy Canon of Atlantic, county CWA the tax levies for the year 1933, upon
States, he would do what, on Saturday and Sunday evenings, a
which taxes will be paid in 1934. The
chairman.
SORGHUM, extra fancy, 5-lb. pails
33c
business does—adjust pro- prominent newspaper chain was runtotal state levy is 2.6 mills, the counMr.
Mulock
estimates
the
CWA
has
. effective demand and there- ning a series of editorials pertinent
CAKE
FLOUR,
Briardale,
makes
better
cakes,
taken
26,000
able
bodied
heads
of
famj
ty is 6.265, the town 10.72 and the
be price of his products at to the theme of the film, and cither
ilies
off
Iowa
relief
rolls
since
it
was
Anita Independent School District is
per
package
23c
able level. The federal corn- papers were recording news incidents
inaugurated three weeks ago. He es- 17.91 mills. The total millage here
am offers farmers a chance which closely resembled scenes and seNAVY BEANS, fancy hand picked, 3 pounds.. .lie
timates only 10,000 are now on re- will be 37.495 mills. The millage levy
one group and eliminate the quences in the picture.
lief in the whole state.
,
here the past year was 135. 8 mills.
surplus which is flooding
To imbue his story with the fire
BUTTER, creamery, 1-lb. prints
22c
CWA regulations provide that the
On the face of the millage levy it
feet and forcing prices down, of youth, DeMille has brought tofirst
50
per
cent
of
men
placed
on
|
would
appear that taxes would be a
BAKING POWDER, Calumet, 1-lb. cans
23c
tmld increase the purchasing gether a cast of the more expert
civil work projects shall be taken ' lot cheaper next year. However the
young players of Hollywood includcorn and hogs.
from relief rolls, and the second half last legislature changed the laws of
JELLO, no boiling water necessary, package.... 5c
sts and farmers through ing Richard iCromwell, Eddie Nugent,
from registered unemployed.
Iowa on taxation, so that taxes are
n-hog committees" have de- Ben Alexander, and Judith Allen, one
Gov. Clyde Herring believes the computed for the coming year on the
SOAP,
P.
&
G.,
5
giant
bars
19c
of
his
own
discoveries.
Filling
the
at the United States needs
civil works program will be continued assessed value of property. Heretoion of 25 per cent in the roles of the adult members of the
OATS, large 55-oz. package, quick or regular. .I2l/2c
beyond February 15, its present ter- fore property has been taxed at onecast
are
Charles
Bickford,
Harry
|of pigs farrowed and marketmination, if other states equal or apof its assessed value.
But
PEANUT BRITTLE, lots of peanuts, per pound. lOc proach Iowa's record in the prompt fourth
1934 and a reduction of 20 Green, Fuzzy Knight, Bradley Page
with the taxes which are due the first
and
George
iBarbier.
a the acreage .of corn. This,
filling of CWA labor allotments.
of January> 1935, the m iii a ge levy
The story reaches a masterful cliSUGAR, 10 pounds, (must be cash)
49c
I, is what the plan asks farmThose
Employed.
of 37 4% wil] be fignred against the
max when the youth of Wie town, five
In agreeing to reduce corn,
The men employed on projects in ful , assessed value. A property in
thousand strong, kidnap the town's
ners also agree not to in- leading racketeer, drag him off to an
are Max Jewett, Glen Highley, jAnita asgessed at $1>0()0 wjll haye
Fvfrfa Qr%Af*iol n Buy one half pound Anita
age of other feed, or cash old abandoned quarry and there hold
Ross Brookner, L H Carlson, Ralph taxes ch
d
inst ;t amounti
bA.ll €» ^fPm*lal
cake of Briardale
Petty, L. B. Trumbull, George Biggs,; to
ops.
a "kangaroo court," using the rackBaking
Chocolate
at
20c
and
we
give
you
one
half
C. W. Benson, Arthur Lett, L. C.
$5 Per Head.
eteer's own methods to secure a signThere is quite an increase for aspound cake Sweet Milk Chocolate absolutely FREE.
Daughenbaugh,
Frank Mlardesen,
eturn for adjusting production, ed confession. Then, with the racksessment purposes on utility corporaJames
Nelson,
George
Ragan,
Elmer
nment proposes to make cer- eteer riding a rail, the mob imarches
tions. 'The local telephone company,
Reimers, W. L. Woodall, A. M. Stone
efit payments. It will pay back to town, breaks into the home
Goodbye Valencias
the new
known as the West Iowa Telephone
and John Brookner.
tier signing the corn-hog con- of the judge who originally had acNavels are here. And are they
On county work those from Anita Co., is assessed now at $15,876, while
per head on the pigs he far- quitted their captive of a murder
ood!
are J. M. Redbum, Jake Neines, Ed.' *;heir assessment the Past y«« was
ad markets in 1934. A farmer charge, and force the jurist to withree
sizes,
dozen.
McLaughlin, M, L. Swanson, John $4'631' Thelr total milea ^ e in Cass
been farrowing and market- ness the signed confession.
Stuhr, Jr., Ray Johnson, James Reed, count y is 92'3 mlles while last year
head of hogs will, if he joins
Popeye Cartoon.
Ralph Hawk, Andy Nelson, J. E. Wil- they had 105'25 miles- r}le[r assessprogram, market only 76 per
Included in the short subjects on
BRIARDALE Makes From 10 to 20 More Cups Per
bourn, Ted Grimstead, E. L. Wheat-1 ment is $172 Per mile Bring the 1934 season,
the program will be your old favorley, Guy Steinmetz, Fred Boehme,! The Iowa Electric Co. has been
Pound Than the Average Coffee.
ntal will be paid on corn land ite, Popeye, who will give you more
Henry Christensen, Donald Dorsey, raised from ?7.107 to $23,254. They
pting to the equivalent of 30 thrills in his ten minute performance
Ora Kinzie, Vern Leisnier, Peter ai-e also assessed $63,752 on personal
per bushel on the average num- than you have seen for many a day
What Would Make a Better Christmas Gift Than a
Scott, Frank Bontrager, H. R. Red-; Property and lots in towns,
bushels of corn the land taken Olive Oyl and Wimpy appear with
burn,
Ben Wilson, Raymond Stone, j The Turkey Valley Telephone Co.,
corn production would grow. him. There will also be a short enBox or Basket of Fancy Groceries?
Glen Steinmetz, George Parker, Fred. with 22 miles, is assessed at $726.
titled,
"Hollywood
on
Parade"
anci
' on land which averages 4C
Dennison and Seymore Mallory.
Their old assessment was $220. Their
the rentaj will be $12 an acre. also the regular news reel.
$15.00
a
Week.
lines are valued at $33 per mile. The
The big feature, "This Day and
How Plan Works.
The men are paid at the rate of Northwestern Bell Telephone Co. is
Age,"
and
three
short
subjects,
at
fiously, when the farmer firsl
50c an hour and are given thirty assessed at $1,000 per mile.
They
- his production he will lose the popular admission price of lOc
hours of employment each week. Each have 301.08 miles for a total assessand
25c.
'because he has, to sell. In orman's check amounts to $15.00 every, ment of $301,080. The Rock Island
tide the farmer overjthis loss,
Officers for the year 1934 were; Tuesday. $660.00 is the total amount Railroad is assessed at $1,065,000.
Atlantic, Dec. 13.—Mrs. Ina Bell
overnment makes the benefil
Pilmer, 62, well known local woman, elected by Columbia Chapter, No. 127, paid these men each week, which Their assessment is $21,249 per mile
nent. This plan has the advantwife of John A. Pilmer, and a native Order of Eastern Star, at their meet- i taken with the corn loans and the and they have 50.12 miles in the counl of giving the benefits only to
of Adel, died at 11:35 last Wednes- ing held at the Masonic Temple on corn-hog program of the federal ty. Their old assessment was $6,en who cooperate. By adjustday morning at her home, 707 Walnut Monday evening. Those elected are government will do much towards re- 667 per mile, amounting to $334,150.
production it is hoped that future 'Many corn loans have been made to street, following a heart attack. Mrs. as follows:
turning prosperity to this community, j jf jt wasn't for the fact that prowill be increased.
Grading and Gravelling Here.
Cass county farmers under the gov- Pilmer had been in poor health about
Mrs. C. C. Fletcher, W. M.
perty in Anita was assessed at a
be local administration of the pro- ernment's corn-hog' program, accord- two and a half years and the heart
W. T. Biggs, W. P.
The men in Anita are busy grading lower figu,.ei taxes would be higher
and gravelling the dirt streets. The. here next year than they were the
. will be in the hands of a county ing to warehouse certificates filed at attack resulted from the long illness,
Mrs. C. E. Harry, A. M.
gravel is being secured at the Frank past year. If the millage was figured
She was born at Adel on January
i-hog production control associa- the office of the county recorder in
Will McCosh, A. P.
Crawford farm east of the city.
Mrs. J. D. Young, Treasurer.
The officers and directors of Atlantic. Farmers in the Anita vi- 27, 1871, being a daughter of the late
now like it was last year, the millage
Mrs. Herbert Hartley, Secretary.
association, actual corn-hog pro- cinity, the number of bushels of corn ! John and Aren Skinner. When 17
levy would be 149.98, or on the same
Mrs. Robert Scott, Conductress.
rs who have signed the contracts, sealed, and the amount of their loans, years of age she. came to a farm south
basis, an increase of 14.18 mills. But
of Anita to make her home with her
Mrs. Ed. F. Carlton, Associate Con^administer the county corn-hog are listed below.I with the lower assessment, officials
am, cooperating with the federal
Frank H. Osen, 810 bushels, $364.50. uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Sam ductress.
say that taxes paid in 1934 will show
Milo
A. Petersen, 972 bushels, $437.- Garside. On March 4, 1890, she was
nment under the terms of the
I a substantial decrease over the 1933
married at Massena at the parsonage
acts and rules and regulations 40.
Officers for the coming year were i tax bill,
of the Methodist Episcopal church by
if down by Secretary Wallace.
J. E. Morgan, 228 bushels, $102.30. the
elected
by the Royal Neighbors lodge
Rev W W
P. R: Smith, 912 bushels, $410.40.
- - - Lippincolt to Mr. PilProcessing Tax.
at their meeting Friday evening.
mer.
Lafe Koob, 576 bushels, $259.20.
he money for the benefit payThose elected are as follows:
Mrs. Mary E. Reed, 1,580 bushels, u MT' ^d Mrs. Pilmer^ made their
will be secured by a processing
The regular December meeting of
Mary Smith, Oracle.
„ . „„
i home on a farm south of Anita until
| of 50 cents per hundred pounds
$714.00.
Donna Dorsey, Vice Oracle.
1911 when they located in Nebraska, Obedience Lodge, No. 380, A. F. &
R. R. Suplee, 1,730 bushels, $778.00.1 returning here in 1917. They had A. M., was held at the Masonic Temed on hogs slaughtered arid all
Frankie Morrical, Chancellor.
Several new books have been reHans L. Hansen, 1,664 bushels, j since made their home in this city.
; stocks on hand November 6. This
ple on Tuesday evening. At this
Beulah Millard, Recorder.
ceived at the local library in the past
j Mrs. Pilmer was the last of a fam- meeting officers for the ensuing year
gradually increased to $2 per $747.00.
Ollie Yeater, Receiver.
few days. A list of the books and the
Chas. Ragan, 691 bushels, $310.00, ily of six children. Her husband sur- were elected as follows:
red by February 1. The procesHazel Miller, Marshal.
names of the authors have been furFrank N. Miller, 486 bushels, $218.- vives. A daughter, Edith May Pil- Tom Burns, Worshipful Master.
> tax does not apply to hogs
Vera Sandbeck, Asst. Marshal.
nished the Tribune by Mrs. Cora
Chris
Holland,
Senior
Warden.
jhtered by farmers for use on 70.
mer, died on May 11, 1914.
Mabel Spiker, Inner Sentinel.
Stoodt, the librarian, for publication.
Glen Soper, Junior Warden.
Albert Claussen, 1,024 bushels, Funeral services were held at 2:00
own farms, but does apply to
Anna Benson, Outer Sentinel.
They
are as follows:
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hog board of supervisors
Likewise, a^man who special- county was announced Monday. The son, Iowa, Mr and Mrs. H. 0. Bell of Wednesday afternoon by Mrs. C. E.
The books, "Little Women" and
W. F. Budd, Trustee.
, in hog production but grows-4ess purpose of the board is to supervise Winterset, and Mt and Mrs Edward Harry at her home on West Main
"Little Men," by Ix>uise M. Alcott and
10 acres of corn during the base signing of the contracts in connection H. Bell and daughter, Joy, of Adair. Street. Mrs. Campbell was winner
Miss Nellie Jensen, daughter of Nels ' "Oregon Trail," by Parkman have
is not required to- reduce his with the federal relief program.
of high score honors for the aflter- Jensen, underwent a minor operation : been replaced,
Lars Christensen will hold a public noon session at bridge.
acreage, but may not increase
Val. Wiegand, well known Anita
at a hospital in Atlantic Sunday.
Members of the committee are sale at his farm 3% miles northeast
Storing 1934.
man, has given the library an art
George Denne of Anita, Clair Becker
There will be a public sale of
Some time late Friday night or ear- C0 n ec tion, three valuable books, and
aturally, if a farmer is not re- of Atlantic, Dick Bode of Griswold,
horses,
mules and cattle at the sales ly Saturday morning, cash amounting I p i c tures of Switzerland and many
will
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4
head
of
horses,
37
head
He
to reduce his corn acreage he C. A. Zellmer of Atlantic, C. G. Han-,
of
barn in Anita on Friday afternoon to $10.00 or more was taken from the Ipiaces in Germany. Just at this time
II receive no corn benefits but may sen of Cumberland, and Alfred Rem-1 of cattle, 41
ftn
of this week. The stock belongs to cash register at the Matt Metz cafe, tl]e
js very muc h appreciated.
of
alfalfa
a
ive the hog benefit payment. Jf ien of Marne.
i land sedan, besides a full line of farm the estate of the late A. G. Bradford The theft was discovered Saturday
i reduces his corn acreage but is not
A meeting of the teachers in Ben|uired to reduce hog production, he return for their labor and invest- ] machinery. Hd will serve a free of Colorado, and the sale will be in morning by Mr. Metz when he found
charge
of
Hewlett.
Billie
Maxton
township was held Friday with
that
B
$10.00
bill
was
missing
from
the
ment
and
enable
them
to
adjust
prolunch
at
11:30
o'clock
Frank
Barber
ill receive the corn rental but no
duction to demand, thereby obtain- will cry the sale and C. E.Parker wi well and Frank Barber will be the cash register. He thinks the money , Miss Ibetta Anderson al school house
nefit payment on hogs.
|The purpose of the corn-hog pro- ing a fair share of the national in- be the clerk An ad for- tt,e sale wil auctioneers, and A. A. Hayter will was taken while he was absent from No. 7. A very interesting program.
clerk the sale.
the cafe for a few moments.
' was enjoyed.
' be found in today s Tribune.
is to give farmers a fair come.

Friday and Saturday
Specials

15c, 23c, 29c

Eastern Star Chapter
Mrs. John Pilmer, 62,
Dies at Home in Atlantic

Corn Loans Being Made
to Fanners Near Anita

Mary Smith Elected Head
of Royal Neighbors Lodge

Masons Elect Officers at
Meeting Tuesday Evening

Shipment of New Books
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E. Parker Elected C. C.
of Knights of Pythias
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The Nativity "by Correqqio

OOBR TALLANT had the relieved feeling of one who has
Just completed hH Ohrtotmai
purchases, as he rtarted toward the
front entrance of the Emporium.
But as he was about to pass through
the door to the sidewalk, hit foot
struck something—not much, apparently, but something It seemed that
should not be there.
He picked It up and carried It In his
hand to the light outside. A bill-fold I
And besides some papers, eighteen dollars In bills.
Then he noticed a club membership
card tucked Into a little holder made
for that purpose.
All thought of spending the money
passed from Roger's mind. Had there
been no way of tracing ownership, he
might have considered keeping It, but
now that he knew the owner, of course
it should be returned promptly.
Roger made his way to the Insurance office of Jackson W. Harkess, and
was shown to Mr. Harkess1 desk.
"Did yon lose this?" Roger held out
the billfold.
Harkess took the book and looked
Into it
"Why,
yes. I did," he said. T notice there Is a little mcney here. Ton
take that, and HI Just keep these
sheets of figures which I could not
have replaced."
Roger protested. "I didn't return It
to yon for a reward," he said. "I
brought It because I knew It wa»
yours."
"Well," said Harkess with a tly
wink, "buy something for your sweetie
with it."
-Thank you, sir, but all my presents
have been purchased," Roger assured.
"Lucky 1" Then: "Buy something
for yourself," Harkess urged.
"Thank yon again. I may do that"
And Roger smilingly took the bills that
Harkess held toward him.
When Roger Tallant reached home
that evening his family -noted the
Unoyancy of his spirits.
"Well, Roger," said his father cordially, "yon seem to have been having

,t» l*f turn j*w«

ou .*., *., rfp am, ^ ^ a,^
%* J *t«U Urn fmtUlH»l vu.fc»rf^»«,w rf ^J»
jfefcfrfe&rmfttftegj » eg . «^j W.V?

By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
is a "Christmas clagglc"?
It Is a piece of writing or a picture,
associated with Christmas, of which
people are BO fond that they never
grow tired of reading It or seeing It
again aud again, no matter how many
times before they have read It or
seen It.
The birth of Christ, the event which
to the reason for the celebration of Christmas,
jhas been the Inspiration for some of our greatest painters. But among all the paintings of
£be Nativity, there Is one which probably has a
greater appeal than any of the others and is
therefore a true Christmas classic. That Is
Oorregglo's "Holy Night."
Several years ago Dr. W. R. Valentlner, director of the Detroit Institute of Arts and a
widely known authority on painting, compiled
for the New York Times Magazine a list of the
"five greatest Christmas pictures." Of these
five he ranked Botticelli's "Mystical Adoration
of the Child" first but of Corregglo's Holy
Wight," he said: "It la undoubtedly the most
popular of the representations of the theme
among the old masters. It Is, for the most part,
the optimism, the radiating serenity of Corregglo which makes his portrayal so charming.
"What charm emanates from the youthful
form of Mary, what magic from the Child, from
-whom here, for perhaps the first time In Italian
art, the light streams out and envelopes the
scene 1 Like a Christmas hymn, Jubilant and
glowing, with the ecstasy of the new message,
It radiates from the beaming fucea of the shepherds and the women, from the dancing gestures of the angels."
Just as the Nativity has been the Inspiration
for painters, eo have various phases of Christmas been an Inspiration for the poets.
But of all the Christmas poems, the oue which
is par excellence a Clii'Iwtmus classic, in that
it Is most often reprinted and Is most familiar
to the greatest number of people, Is that old,
old favorite, "A Visit From St. Nicholas."
The remarkable thing about this Christmas
classic Is that It was written quite by chance
and quite by chance It was started on Its road
to fame. In 1822 Dr. Clement Clarke Moore,
professor of Oriental literature in the General
,Theologlcal seminary In New York city, wrote
It as a Christmas poem for his two daughters.
It so happened that his niece was spending
that Christmas in the Moore home. She copied
the poem In her album, from which a copy was
made by a friend of hers who lived In Troy, N. Y.
On December 23, 1823, the poem was printed
In the Troy Sentinel with this note from the
editor:
"We do not know to whom we are Indebted
for the following description of that unwearied
patron of children—that homely but delightful
personification of parental kindness, Santa
Glaus, hla costume aud his equipage as he
goes about vlsltlug the firesides of this happy
land laden 'with Christmas bounties; but, from
whomsoever it may have come, we give thanks
for It. There Is, to our apprehension, a spirit
of cordial goodness In I t ; a playfulness of fancy
and a benevolent alacrity to enter Into the feelIngs and promote the simple pleasures of children, whldi are altogether charming. We hope
our little patrons, both lads aud lassies, will accept it as proof of our unfeigned good will
toward them—as a token of our warmest wish
that they may have many a Merry Christmas,
L HAT

LESSON TBOraU^ct* 18:11-31
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'PRIMARY TOPIC—Paul Ha,
JUNIOR TOPIC—Paul's Jour"""
Rom*.
..'.:-.
'
JNT8RMBDIA.TI&. AND SENIOR n1
1C—Goals to b* Reached.
TDXTNO PBOPUB AND ADDLT i
1C—Binding and Fulfilling God'«
poie.

Rome was the tenter of the wi
power and Influence. Paul exp:
a longing to see Borne (Romans
His object so pa as toe Roman ci
was concerned wa» twofold.
First, that he might Impart to
gome spiritual- gift, to the tnd
they might be established.
Second, that he might be comfoi
by their fellowship.
His jlslon no doubt extended
yond the Roman church, ills
was that from that metropolis the
pel might find its way to all pari
the world.
1. Paul's Voyage to Rome (Acts
L The ship (w. 1-6). u wa
vessel of Alexandria sailing t
Myra to Italy.

2. The company (w. i, 2). TWO
Paul's friends, Arlstarchus and Lul
were permitted to go with him.
sides these three there were two
dred and seventy-three in the
(v. 8T).
8. Overtaken by a storm (w. ?•
Paul had advised that they spend
winter In Fair Havens, (w. 8-12)
his advice was not heeded. The
tie south wind deceived them so
loosed from Crete, only to be
taken by the tempestuous wind
Eurodydon. They did everything
slble to save the ship.
4. Paul's serene faith (w.2i
(a) His' rebuke for failure to
his advice (v. 21). This was
than a taunt, it was a remlnte
the wisdom of his former advice
Ing them to give to him a res
hearing.
(b) Bids them to be of good
(7.22).
(c) Promises them safety (7.
He assured them that though the
would go to pieces, every man's
would be saved.
(d) The source of his informal
(w. 23, 24), It was revealed
him by the angel of God.
(e) The reason for Paul's faith (il
23).
The consciousness of hatful
been chosen by God and being engage!
in his service enabled him in the mid*]
of the most violent storm to rest ii|

God.

Is There a Santa Claus?
Clement C Moore
that they may long retain their beautiful relish
for the unbought homebred Joys which derive
their flavor from filial piety and fraternal love,
and which they may be assured are the least
alloyed that time can furnish them; and that
they may never part with that simplicity of
character which is their own fairest ornament,
and for the sake of which they have been pronounced, by authority which none can gainsay,
the types of such as shall inherit the Kingdom
of Heaven."
Other newspapers copied the poem and soon
It had become known all over the country and
even found Its way into the school readers. But
despite Its popularity, Its author preferred
to remain unknown. In 1809 he had published
his monumental Hebrew and English lexicon,
the first work of Its kind to be Issued In this
country and a scholarly work which he hoped
would make his name famous. As a scholar he
did not want It known that he had composed
what he called this "silly verse." But he could
not help It becoming known that he had written It, for In 1837 the poem was published In
"The Now York Book of Poetry" with his name
attached to It. Finally In 1802, forty years after
he had written It, he admitted Its authorship
and presented to the New York Historical society an autograph copy. (Reproduced above.)
There are several pieces of prose writing
which have some claims to being Christmas
classics In the truest sense. But the outstanding Christmas classic In prose, like Moore's
"A Visit From St. Nicholas", made its first appearance in the columns of an American newspaper. That Is the famous "Is There a Santa
ClauB?" editorial, written by Francla P. Church
of the New York Sun.
Although this has been reprinted thousands
of times, translated Into foreign languages (ever
the Chinese I) and Christmas would not seen1
complete without its being reprinted again
around Christmas time, curiously enough It first
appeared in type fully three months before
Christmas. It was on September 21, 1807, that
the Sun printed the editorial In reply to the
childish scrawl which Is reproduced above.
Not only did this editorial become a Christmas classic, but the little Virginia O'Hanlon,
who once wanted her faith In Santa Claus reassured, became something of a legendary person and some have doubted, even as she once
doubted, that there ever was such a person.
For the reassurance of those, it may be said
that there not only was such a girl but that slut
Is still living. The little Virginia O'Hiinlon of
jyi)7 is Mrs. Virginia O'Haulon Douglas of today, a school teacher In New York, a widow
and the. mother of a daughter, Laura Virginia,
who, It in needless to say, believes that "there
Is a Santa Claus."
® by Western Nuwopaper Union.

We take pleasure in answering at once and
thus prominently the communication below,
expressing at the same time our great gratification that its faithful author is numbered
among the friends of the Sun:
Dear Editor—I am eight yean old.
Some of my little friends say thtr« is
no Santa Claus.
Papa says: "If you see it in the Sun
ifs so."
Please tell me the truth; "is there a
Santa Claus?"
VIRGINIA O'HANLON.
Virginia, your little friends are wrong.
They have been affected by the skepticism of
a skeptical age. They think that nothing can
be which U not comprehensible by their little
minds. All minds, Virginia, whether they be
men's or little children's, are little. In this
great universe of ourt man is a mere insect,
an ant, in his intellect, as compared with the
boundless world about him, as measured by
the intelligence capable of grasping the whoU
of truth and knowledge.
Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa Claus. He
exists as certainly as love and generosity and
devotion exist, and you know that they
abound and give to your life its highest beauty
and joy. Alas I how dreary would be the world
if there were no Santa Claus. It would be as
drear as if there were no Virginias. There
would be no child-like faith then, no poetry,
no romance to make tolerable this existence.
We should have no enjoyment, except in sense
and Bight. The eternal light with which childhood nils the world would be extinguished.
Not believe in Santa Claus? You might as
well not believe in fairies! You might get
your papa to hire men to watch in all the
chimneys on Christmas Eve to catch Santa
Claus, but even if they did not see Santa
Claus coming down, what would that prove?
Nobody sees Santa Claua, but that is no sign
that there is no Santa Claus. The most nial
things in the world are those that neither
children nor men can see. Did you ever see
fairies dancing on the lawn? Of course not,
but that's no proof that they are not there!
Nobody can conceive or imagine all the wonders there are unseen and unseeable fa the
world.
You may tear apart the baby's rattle and
see what makes the noise inside, but there is
a veil covering the unseen world which not
the strongest man, nor even the united
strength of all the strongest men thatUkver
lived, could tear apart. Only faith, fancy poetry, love, romance, can push aside that curtain and view and picture the supernal beauty
and glory beyond. Is it all real? Ah, Virginia
in all this world there is nothing else real and
abiding.
No Santa Claus? Thank God! he lives for
ever. A thousand years from now Viririnia
nay, ten times ten thousand years from now
!•!?,! = ominue to make Blad the heart of
OI
childhood.

His Family Noted the Buoyancy of
His Spirit.
some kind of an adventure In happiness."
"That's what It was," said Roger.
"But I hadn't given a name to It"
He recounted the Incident of findIng the billfold.
"And what did you finally do with
the money?" little Jack wanted to
know. (He knew what he should have
done with It) •
"Well," said Roger, who was a little
Inclined to be poetic, "I bought a picture with It"
"Where Is Itr What Is It like?" This
from sister Margery.
"It Is something like this—see If you
can visualize It" said Roger. "It represents little children being supplied
with good food and plenty of milk;
parents acquiring a courageous look
and a sparkle to the eye; toys, clothing
and other supplies where needed, without much chance of getting them; hope
renewed and faith strengthened; a determination to carry on. In fact, as I
was passing a corner where a Salvation Army lassie was tinkling her little
bell to attract coins to the kettle hang.
Ing on a tripod, I pushed the money
into the kettle."
"Well, Roger, that was a mighty
commendable finish to your adventure," his father commented heartily.
"But that wasn't the finish," said
Roger. "After I had walked a block, I
thought I should In some way feel better about It I had Just performed a
few automatic motions In connection
with a twist of circumstances. While
I felt glad that the kiddles would have
the benefit of the money, It was the
same as though a stranger had djone
what I did. I had exerted no special
effort, had made no sacrifice—there
was nothing of myself In It at all."
"How, then, did you square yourself
with yourself, so that you come home
as Joyous-appearing as a bride?" asked
his father.
"I went back and put another fivedollar bill In the kettle." said Roger.
"Money that I had worked for—that
had a part of me ground Into It—that
meant that I should do without something that I wanted—that represented
a part of my life—at least five hours
that I had lived for somebody else."
Mrs. Tallant gave her son a tenderly
admiring look.
"Roger, dear," she said softly, "that
places a lovely frame around your
beautiful picture."
•. llll, WMttrn N*w*ptw UnUm

5. The ship's crew all safe on w
(Acts 27:27-8:10). This was eiacttf]
as the Lord had promised.
(a)
The hospitable reception bf|
the natives (v. 2). They built a
and made -the shipwrecked people u]
comfortable as possible la the colt
and rain.
(b) Paul gathering stick* for tiw
fire (v."8). In thto he «s Mke Wi
Master, ministering rather than beuj
ministered unto.
(c) Paul bitten by a poisonous
pent (v. 8). Among the sticks j
ered there was a serpent.
warmed by the fire this serpen
at Paul and,flxed Its fangs u.
hand. At first the natives thought u
was an escaped murderer and tW
retributive Justice waa being new
out to him. When they saw be w|
not harmed they concluded he r

a god.
(d) Paul heals Pnbllus' father (
7-10). He now reciprocated the
ness of these people. Others cadi
also for healing.
II. Paul's Arrival^at Rom«
11-16).
1. Tarrying with the brethren
Puteoll (w. 11-14).2. Met by brethren from I
(v. IB). They came some forty
to meet him. This greatly encou
him and moved him to give

God.
8. Living in his own hired
(T. 18). He was treated with
leniency, being aUowed to live f
In his own hired house even thoug
was constantly under guard.
III.
Paul's Ministry In Ro"»
81).
3. His conference with the u
Jews (17-22). He did not wait for
Sabbath day to speak to the Je*»
after a three days' rest he called
chief Jews together in order to
a fair understanding with them.

2. Paul expounding the king*
God and persuading concerning.Jl
(23-81). He pointed out a real
dom with the historic Jesus w
To Paul the kingdom meant a
reign of a definite person, not
an Improved state of society.
SWM* Saver of Chn.t
It does not consist so much in I
we do as In our manner of <J«"*

not so mnch In pur words or
in an indefinable sweetness,
ness, courtesy, unselfishness, "
sire to please others to their
tlon,

Sprtags of Comfort
They are In God. Be is «'«
of mercies and the God of a"
As a father., pltleth his cuiwf
the Lord pitleth them that i< •'
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Quarterly reports approved:
session found that notice had been
SHERIFFS SALE NOTICE.
mills; Bond Interest, 2.99 mills; Road
C. M. Skipton, Clerk of DisMIXED OTTS, new crop, per pound
published as provided by law, proofs
Dragging, 0.25 mill. Total, 13.73!
trict Court;
of publication being on file in accordState of Iowa, Cass County, ss.
mills.
La Verne Pigsley, Steward of
ance with Section 45, Chapter 4—40th
EXTRACT, lemon and vanilla, 2 8-oz. bottles.. .25c I
Notice is hereby given, that on the General Assembly.
Lewis:—General fund, 2.00 mills;
County Farm.
Grading,
0.50
mill;
Improvement,
0.88
26th. day of December, A. D., 1933,
Moved
by
Davis,
seconded
by
Arobjectors appeared and the
MINCE MEAT, 29-oz. packages..-.
19J
at 10-00 o'clock A M., at the Atlantic Auditor reported that no objections mentrout, to serve notice to depart on mill; (Consolidated Levy, 3.38 mills);
Light,
1.75
mills;
Fire
Equipment,
Automobile
Company
buildingr-. located had
been filed. The Board therefore the following
npn-residents:
•ia.uvvjiiivi"iv. w
|j
.,
i ^ „„«;„„ A 4-V.n^ tl*,-,«..» .iriwn -n n nVi irtrt _
V
T
H.nir
nf
A nita
/(Guthrie
CHERRIES, chocolate covered, 1-lb. box
29C
0.37 mill; Fire Maintenance, 0.50
of
Anita
N.
L.
that there were no objecat 3rd. and Poplar Streets in the determ ned proposed
mill; Water Works, 0.91 mill; Paving
County).
letting.
tions to the
City of Atlantic, and County aforeBond, 4.76 mills; Road Dragging, 0.25
Dick Oglesby
of Griswold
SCHEDULE OF PRICES FOR
JELL POWDER, 4 packages and aluminium
mill. Total, 11.92 mills.
(Adair County).
said, will be sold at public auction
LABOR ON CASS COILNmolds
20c
Marne:—General fund, 2.50 mills;
Will Tobin of Anita (Guthrie
TV COURT HOUSE.
to the highest bidder, for cash, the
Improvement, 1.25 mills; Water, 1.26
County).
followingK described Real Estate, levied
This schedule of prices to apply on
BAKING POWDER, Calumet, large can
24c |
mills; Cemetery, 0.31 mill; Fire MainMotion
carried.
.
. . all labor in connection with the build„„,,.,„.. v.
..„.
upon and taken by virtue of a special jng of tj]e Cags c^^y Court House
Moved by Armentrout, seconded by tenance, 0.15 mill; Light Bonds, 7.81
execution issued from the office of the jn Cass County, Iowa. These prices Ryan to renew the liability insurance mills; Road Dragging, 0.25 mill.
WHEAT CEREAL, 4-lb. sack....... 1
25C
Clerk of the District Court, within applicable to the years 1933 and 1934 policy with the Employers Mutual Total, 13.52 mills.
W iota:—General fund, 2.50 mills;
and for the County of Cass, State of and are hereby adopted by the Board Casualty Company of Des Moines for
ANIMAL COOKIES, all kinds, per pound
25C
Light, 1.75 mills: City Hall, 0.32
. ,
,. ,, r i T i - i i i
j of Supervisors and the County Em- the year 1934 as per contract.
T
Iowa, m favor of Mrs. Lela Hillebrand ploym ' ertt Committee on this 24th day , Motion carried,
mill; Park, 0.13 mill; Drag, 0.25 mill;
COCOA, School Girl brand, 2-lb. can.
23C
and against the property of Carsten of November 1933, the Board of SuFire Maintenance, 0.35 mill; Bond, I
LEVIES FOR 1933.
Henneberg, Karen Henneberg, his pervisors being in regular session:
The making and establishing of the 7.30 mills. Total, 12.60 mills.
CAKE FLOUR, Swans Down, per package 27c
I
Per hour levies for 1933 as provided by law
Atlantic School District:—General,
wife, and Carl Tvenstrup, to-wit:
$ .50 coming uj for consideration at this School, 17.91 mills; School House, I
All the right, title and interest of
50 ti>:ne the [ oard computed and estab- 7.16 mills; Total School Levy, 26.07
Carsten Henneberg, Karen Henneberg, Ro'ugh aml Finish dirt grader
lished the county levies, accepted ana mills.
his wife, and Carl Tvenstrup, in and Concrete pudler
50 approved the State Levies as certiAnita Independent:—General, 16.06
I Lyman Northwestern No. 27
6.25
to the following described Real Estate Frame builder
36
•^ fied by the State Board of Assess- mills; School House, 1.85 mills.
Truck driver
Gnswpld Independent: — General,! Marne & Elk Horn Telephone Company... 37.00
••'•' ment and Review, accepted and apto-wit:
117
Mixer operator (wall mixer) .
.liO proved the valuations on Utilities as 22.14 mills; School House, 8.46_mills. i Middle States Utility Company
10.83
The South Half of the Northeast
148
Carpenter
1.20 certified by the State Board of A. &
Quarter of Section Five ( 5 ) ,
108
Electric worker 1.20 R. and having found upon investiga- al, 16.21 mills; School House, 3.24 Massena Independent Telephone Company. 87.
Brick layer and stone setter , , 1.20 tion that the certificates of levies as mills.
Noble Center Mutual Telephone Company.. 6.50
Township Seventy-Seven ( 7 7 ) ,
28
Marble and Tile setter
1.20 certified by the various taxing disMassena Independent: — General,, North Anita Corn Belt Telephone Company 8.50
Range Thirty Four (34) West of
24
Painter
1.20 tricts were in form, that posting or 12.03 mills.
the Fifth (o) P. M. Cass County,
I Northwestern Telephone Company
6.76
36
Plumber
1.20 publishing of notices had been comIowa.
School HousT Northwestern Bell Telephone Company... .301.08
1,000
Steam fitter
1.20
301,0!
Plied with and hearings
, ..
,
,
.
• • • ;
'
e a g s held
e as
a s proOr as much thereof as, may be ne- Structural Steel worker ....... 1.20 vide(i by l a w > -A- was m%ved b Su£er_
4.46 mills.
' | Oak Ridge Telephone Company
1.
36
Steel
reinforcing
placer
.......
1.20
cessary to satisfy said writ of execuMarne Independent:—General, 18.54 i Pebble Hill Telephone Company
13.
visor Ryan, seconded by Supervisor
20
' Mortar
................
tion and all accruing costs.
,,, , , l l l l X e r
,
. „GO
- - Allen that the auditor be authorized
orze mills Pine
Grove
Telephone
Company
15.75
36
Watchman, per month
40.00 and instructed to extend on the tex
A. Odem,
36
Ho(i ca rrier
lists
of
1933,
the
following
levies
Sheriff of Cass County, Iowa. Cement finisher
1.20 against all the taxable property in 7.32 mills.
Pleasant Dell Telephone Company
9.
32
Plumber helper .
CO Cass County for the year 1933
By R. N. Watson,
Elliott Consolidated Independent:— Pleasant Township Mutual Telephone
Steam fitter's helper
50 certify the same to the county
Deputy.
leneral, 10.49 mills; School House,
Line No. 8
5.75
40
urer for collection.
..08 mills; Transportation, 1.17 mills; Pleasant Township Mutual Line No. 1 3 . . . . 3.25
Dated at the Sheriff's office, Atlan44
... STATE LEVIES:—General reven- Library, 0.07
F, „. . , , 0,
tic, Iowa, November 22nd., 1933.
Pymosa Township Mutual Telephone C o . . . . 5.50
Electnc helper .
^.50 ue ^ 2.2 mills; Soldiers' Bonus Bonds,
45
Township School Levies.
5.00
47
Grant Township:—General, 5 !0 ; South Franklin Telephone Line
A
L20'
mills.
|
Springdale
Telephone
Line
6.96
32
hee
helper
,50 menl kvy, 1 mil on moneys and credMutual Benefit club was held last '• | /
Benton Township:—General, 9.46 j Star Telephone Company
2.30
44
.50'
S
..„,
Total
state
levy 2.6
Thursday at the home of Mrs. Harlan ' °
mills.
1 20
i
Sunnyside
Telephone
Association
5.00
34
Moneys and Credits, 6 mills.
Pymosa Township:—General,
Gittins, at her home northwest of the Lather's' helper
.60
| Telephone Line No. 28
1.50
68
city. A 1:00 o'clock dinner was served , Terrazo worker ,
1.20
Turkey
Valley
Telephone
Company
22.00
Brighton
Township:
—
General,
6.26
33
Terrazo worker's helper
by the hostess,
•50 Poor Fund 0.75 mill; State Insane mills.
Union Central Telephone Company
6.50
40
mill; Soldiers'
Washington Township: — General, Union Short Line Telephone Company
,•50 0.375
.
.
9.50
25
4.81 mills.
Victor Telephone Line
13.00
36
Grove
Township:
—
General,
5.81
mentrout to adopt the above wage Maintenance (all taxable property) mills.
"
| Western Telephone Corporation
6.35
166
scale. Vote on roll resulted as foi- 1.25 mills; Taxable property outside
Franklin Township:—General, 6.38 : West Iowa Telephone Company
92,30
, lows:
172
towns 1.725 mills; Total Cities and mi 11?WITH VALUES
i
i
-r
i.o
i c , J w i o t a Telephone Company
50.00
84
Lincoln Township:—General, 5.16' -nr> . a
j .
. „, , r
.
" "„
'
i West Second QStreet Telephone TLine..'
4.00
Economy Shoe Co.
mjyjs
39
SIZES AND WIDTHS TO FIT
Massena Township:—General, 5.69 i Whipple Mutual Telephone Company
.30
40
mills.
j Cass Center Mutual Telephone Line
4.42
: carried, and the wage scale adopted.
72
ft: Massena township, ceme- •Union Township: — General, 4.25 Pleasant "Township Mutual Telephone
! At 1:00 o'clock p. m. the Board 0.06 ^ill;
mills.
Co. No. 1
4.50
72 '
Bear Grove Township:—General,'
Rose Branch & Seven Mile Telephone Line. 6.00
5.52 mills.
62.40
Cass Township: — General, 4.87 Iowa-Nebraska Light & Power Co
39.35
758
mills.
Iowa Electric Company
42.05
553
Pleasant Townships-General, 6.57 , Iowa Electric Company.'personal'and'
mills.
Lots in Towns
Noble Township: —' General, g 04 j
63,71
mills.
Iowa Nebraska Light and Power Co.,
! filed, it was moved by Ryan, seconded Eauinment
ul ment
0.37
mill;
Fire
MiiinteVictoria Township:—General, 4.88
i by Davis that the time for receiving ^
P 0.90' mill; Garbage
Personal and Lots
15,5681
nance,
mills.
( b i d s be postponed to 1:00 o'clock 0.40
mill;
Library,
0.96
mill;
Edna Township, McDiarmid:—Gen! December 1st., 1933, for the purpose
RESOLUTION.
Park, 0.83
Darrell N. Blake, salary and
eral, 7.30 mills.
I of giving the bidders sufficient time
WHEREAS, the County of Cass,
mileage
Mayflower Independent:—General, Iowa,
| to file and complete their bids. The
on August 26th., 1933, made Albert Bojens, hardware . . . 15.50
3.64 mills.
I Chairman put the motion and upon
1.001
. 0.10 'mill. Total, 10.30
City of Atlantic, lights
Ouster Independent:—General, 5.33
roll call the following vote resulted: mills.
C. R. I. & P. Railroad^ freigto.
mills.
Ayes: Allen, Armentrout, Davis,
Recovery Act for a grant of
Anita:—General fund, 2.50 mills;
on 2 cars lumber
.
Ryan, Pelzer.
per centum (30%) of the cost L. L. Durham, grease
Light, 1.42 mills; Cemetery, 0.18
3.501
! Nays: None.
Clint^Foster, labor
grove Independent :-Genera,,
i The chairman declared the motion m i l l ; Fire Maintenance, 0.50 millWater Bonds, 0.89 mill; Park 062
Frank Gaines, hauling
carried.
null; Bond, 1.78 mills; Bond Interest
(to be contiued)
.RESOLUTION.
independent: _ Genera,, j
WHEREAS, the County of Cass,
and
NOTICE OP APPOINTMENT OF |
Independent :-General,
Iowa, on or about August 11, 1933 tal, 10.72 mills.
(A) has
ADMINISTRATOR, C. T. A.
made a p p l i c a t i o n to the U N I T E D
Griswold:—General
by the Board of
i n d , 2.50
Green Dell Independent:—General,
STATES OF A M E R I C A under the mills; Grading, 0.39
same
being
a
"Grant
Ag'reej
N a t i o n a l Industrial Recovery Act for ment, 0.39 mill; Light, ; Improve- G.86 mills.
Cqunty, Iowa, In the District Court of the State of |
1.75 mills;
Maple Valley Independent:—Gener-'' m t ' '
a grant of thirty per cent of the cost
Iowa, in and for Cass County.
>ry,
0.58
mill;
Fire
Equipment,
al, 9.41 mills.
I and the United States of America,
of
the
labor
and
materials
on
road
Christmas Is a time for the giving
covering the construction of the said In the Matter of the Estate of
Corpora- ^^ County Courthouse, now
&
of real presents, often times at a
j THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, land C. Pratt, Deceased.
lions
For
Assessment
Purposes.
C o u n t y T r u n k Roads specifically desj by the Board of Supervisors of Cass To Whom It May'Concern:
sacrifice.
ignated as follows:
Name
of
Railroad,
ICxpress
Company^
Notice is hereby given that the m-l
County that the said Grant Agreement
Miles
Taxable
Total
' No. 1: Building 0.70 miles of Counfiled as Docket Number 1410 be and
in
ty Trunk Road G to perman- Telephone, Telegraph, Transmission
Value
laxaoie hereby is accepted and the Chairman, dersigned has'been appointed and to"
No other present carries more senti- i
qualified as Administrator, C. T.
ent grade between Sections and Pipe Lines in Cass County.
County I'ei- Mile
Value
Frank Pelzer, be and hereby is auth4-5 township "(i N. R. 3(J W.
ment. Is more desired and Is of I _
of the estate of Roland C. Pratt, W|
orized
to
sign
K l &
said
agreement
for
B u i l d i n g 1.75 miles of Coun„_.. ';• - ''• Railway Company
50.12
$21,249
$1,065,000 Cass County.
of Cass County, Iowa, deceased
greater value than an ELECTRIC
ty Trunk Road K to perman- C. B. & Q. Railway Company
13.05''
23,278
Supervisor Herman Ryan moved persons in any manner indebted t»
317,791
REFRIGERATOR.
the adoption of the above and fore- said deceased or his estate will
3,200
23,456
Express
resolution, seconded by SuperA B f i a - y . . . . 50.12
10
«nd betw.c.n Sections 133-34 •
501 going
payment to the undersigned; and tho*J
visor G. H. Allen.
&
Other electrical appliances also
township 7C> N. R. 35 W .
' K a i 'way Express Agency ...... i:i.(>52
'
10
137
The Chairman polled the vote with having claims. against said decea:
Atlantic Northern Railway Express
B
u
i
l
d
i
n
g
0.70
miles
of
Coun733"
make wonderful gifts . . . .
10
73 the following result:
or his estate will present them
ty Trunk Road R, to perman- Northern Gas & Pipe I ine
.......
17 47
Ayes:—Armentrout, Allen, Davis, manner and form as by law
159,215
1,760
Is one of the finest
96,448 Ryan and Pelzer.
for allowance and payment.
W. and
Q. Railway Telegraph Co ......... 13 052
240
s
Po
s
Dated this 28th. day of Novenit*
Whereupon
the
Chairman
declared
and handiest ol
W
HE R E A S Form Gr.-l (A)
\\H
has
'
°tal
Telegraph
Company
29
(A)
' - tal
2'J
8,700 the motion carried and the resolution A. D., 1933.
by
Huard
f SUPCr
Wt sU rn U n i o n
......
kitchen aids.
'Tso"-/'^^^''!) '^
°
"
' '
Telegraph Company '.'. '. '.'. ' 4935
480
23,588
A. R. Kohl,
The following claims were allowed Administrator, C. T. A., of said e
31
31
Bt ur GroV(; M u t u a l T t l
and
warrants
authorized:
ihe U N I T E D STATES* GOVERN- '
ephone Line
9.25
32
2'JG J.
By E. S. Holton, his attorney.
M K N T , covering the said road pro- 1!()tlia Valley Telephone Company .......
D. Adams
Company,
250
36
90
ji'cts, now
blades,
$ 74.89
Briscoe,
Cumberland
M
u
t
u
a
l
Telephone
Co..
28^50
36
The last word in enTHEREFORE
Motor
Freight,
Mrs. Lucille Wiley Brown of
IT
1,026 Atlantic
36
108
lantic spent Saturday in Anita
tertainment Is an upCompany
CJ.SQ
ree..........
. uu
Atlantic Sheet Metal Works',
C..unty,, Iowa,, that tlie grant agree
880
her father, C. Ross Wiley.
repairs
ment be and hereby i s accepted as set t't"n<-lt*'''y Ridge Telephone Company
5 75
5.50
to-date
28
161
B
J "gas"
m
r UA)
Cket No
( rossKoai
j
*
V
A}ack
Company,
/-. r, t » - i i ~\—*—' ' £>"° •
34.40
i"ir 'VTf rV -'
<P°
- '
»«'^«.'phone C o m p a n y . . . '
800
28
224
_ _ u. K. Killmgsley, repairs . . . 3.45
Earl Westering of Harlan was'
andhereby
that Chairman
Erankam)
Pelzer Custer
......
,,,V
salary
and
be,«5and
is authorized
^,, : . .. .„Short . l i nte".
.....................
iO-60
20
210 i Guy F. Canon,
h
a d Hi.
li E
business
caller in the city Monday *
mile
fHir agreement
"±?l " for
' : "^t M u t u a l Telephone
Co
reeled to sign said
........... 13 5">0
1
202 ^
age
176.15
89
l
will most Cass Courtly, Iowa.
ternoon. He is the owner of the &*
>™*
Cdunty
Auditor
Ward,
exI.yman M u t u a l Telephone Association
.00
34
<- '2 j press
g g^ en Rule department store.
Supervisor G. H. Allen, moved the
Union Telephone Line
r,
5.70
'
32
182
M
adoption
of
the
foregoing
resoluti
certainly
'
*L.
\
Dah'benr,
repairs".'.','.'.
3.75
appreciated.
nk Eble n
7.50
seconded liy Supervisor T
228
1,710 !*™.
. construction ..6,592.55
Fullerton r
& Lewis Telephone Association. 11.00
The Chairman polled the vote with
352
I
Lumber Company,
32
e
rletchei' Telephone Line
the following result:
I
pOStS
...
A(\ /w\
9 25
40
Your electrical dealer will be glad to
Ayes
370 Atlantic Building' &' Supply
Armentrout, Allen, Davis, (;''a"1 Mutual Telephone Association
c'oo
Liquid, Tablets, Salve, Nose
120
720
Company, steel posta
3.60
•how you these and many mori.
""Nays"-'" None^'
' Ga''"n Tele l )hone Company
" " " , 0 ' fto
Checks
Golds first d»y,
32
336 Atlantic Motors, Inc, reWhereupon the Chair declared the ' ?™1 N o r t h w e a t Telephone Line
. 3^5
pairs
.,
ft (\f\ Neuralgia in 30 rain, MaUria in
82
120 Atlantic
motion
carried and the Resolution t < n s w o l u " Northeastern Telephone Line
FINE LAXATIVE AND
Square Deal" Comad
?.Pte(l.
I
No. 5
Pany, :Bas
8 OQ
Most Speedy Remedies
119.50
30
240
Short Line Telephone Co
4.25
38
162
Telephone Line
y
Moved by R y a n , seconded by r ' v i s ! '" e')end
40
820
that this meeting be adjourned to 1:00 i J " de P end ent Telephone of Audubon and
m. December 1st., 1933.
Cass Counties
j 25
EGG MASH
ME AT SCRAP
44
(Signed)
55
Prank Pelzer,
Indian Creek Telephone Line
'.'.'.'.'.'." 14 50
33
Chairman.
479
BRAN
SHORTS
GRAIN
£OAI^
Lewis & Northern Telephone Line. .
6
Attest:
31
IOWA ELECTRIC
186
Lewis Southern Telephone Association..
7
Jennie M. Ward,
32
TRUCKING.
COMPANY
224
County Auditor.
Lewis & Weistern Telephone Line
8 75
32
280
Lone Tree Telephone Comuany
12.50
20
Santa
Clans' headquarters, at Lyman Independent Line
250
. . . 8.75
Young's 5 and lOc Stpre.
' 2t
32
280
Lymun M u t u a l Telephone Company . .'
44
528
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came suddenly to AlexanD EATH
der Legge, president of the Inter-

national Harvester company and one
of the country's leading Industrialists,
In his suburban home near Chicago.
He was almost slxty-elghl years of age
and apparently had been In good
health.
Mr. Legce was the first chairman of
the federal farm board, under PresiNational Prohibition Passes Out and Foreign Liquor dent Hoover, giving up his $100,000
post with the Harvester company In
Comes In—Johnson Put in Control of AAA Codes—
the summer'of lf)"9 to accept the $12.000-a-yenr government position. For
[Will Budget Director Douglas Resign?
20 months he devoted himself to farm
relief experiments, standing his ground
In the face of widespread criticism.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
Then he resigned and returned to his
former place.
ATIONAL prohibition wont Info cents n bushel for p.tch bushel the
Hy the gift of $400,000 some time
the discard on December !>. Plate farmer agrees to withhold from pro- prior to his death and of $500,000 In
conventions In Pennsylvania, Ohio nn<1 duction in 1934. The payment will be his will, Mr. Legge brought to comUtah ratified the repeal amendment bnsed on the average yield of the pletion months of work to perfect a
on that day, m.iking contracted acreage during the previous
organization to be known
the necessary tlilrty- five-year period. One-half the payment philanthropic
the Farm Foundation, It was made
sli, and Immediately will be made to the farmer ns soon as
known by Frank O. Lowden, former
on being notified by as his contract has been approved, governor of Illinois, and chairman of
telegraph, Presl d e n t the other half when he hns fulfilled the foundation.
Roosevelt and Acting the terms of the agreement
In developing his project, whose
Secretary o f S t a t e
In return for the farmers' agree- funds and activities will be devoted
William Phillips Is- ment to curtail hog production the
the Improvement of "the social, culsued proclama 11 o n s government will pay $5 a head on 75 to
that the Eighteenth per cent of the average number of :ural and economic conditions of rural
ife," Mr. Lowden disclosed, Mr. Legge
amendment w a s n o hogs marketed or to be marketed from unlisted
as trustees a group of twenty
longer a part of the litters farrowed by the producers'
ndustriallsts, educators, capitalists
Constitution. In twen- sows In the last two years.
and farm leaders from all parts of
Joseph H.
ty-four of the fortythe country.
Choate, Jr.
eight states the manu- PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT returned
facture and sale of liquor now Is or * from his two weeks In Warm
ITH considerable ceremony and
soon will be legal. The state laws un- Springs and plunged at once Into the
military display the seventh Pander which It can be sold vary from work of solving the various financial
those providing "wide open" saloons problems confronting his administra- American conference was opened In
In Nevada to a strict system of dis- tion. Most Immediate of these was Montevideo, Uruguay, to continue
pensing hard liquor In Montana only the refinancing of government obligaprobably three weeks.
Its deliberations are
through state-owned stores, one In tions amounting to about $727,000,000
every county. Most widely enacted of maturing the middle of the month.
managed by Enrique
the laws Is one providing for serving This matter was easily and speedily
E. puero as secretaryof hard liquor only with meals.
general He Is one of
settled when an entire block of $950,Governmental agencies In Washing- 000,000 of treasury certificates was
Uruguay's most promton were swamped with preparatory sold In one day. The fact that It was
inent young diplomats
measures to deal with the Importation heavily oversubscribed was considered
and was summoned
of foreign liquors, many huge cargoes In administration circles to be a
from his post as minof wnlch were waiting for entry; and marked victory for the New Deal ecoister to. Germany to
with the federal restrictions neces- nomics.
this duty In the consary to protect the states that remain
ference.
There was no cessation of the condry. Joseph H. Choate, Jr., of New troversy over the President's monetary
In his speech inE. E. Buero
Tork, son of the famous lawyer and policy and the arguments on both sides
augurating the sesstatesman, had been appointed direc- grew more bitter, though Mr. Roose- sions President Gabriel Terra ot
tor of the federal alcohol control ad- velt himself maintained silence. Finan- Uruguay demanded the "scaling down
ministration, and he arrived In the cial Interests have been considerably n all American countries of custom!
capital to take up his duties. Mr. annoyed by the fact that the severe :arlffs which President Roosevelt justChoate halted the Issuance of Import federal securities act has checked the ly termed unsound, fatal and direct
permits until a few hours before re- movement of capital into legitimate originators of world economic dlsasBy Helen Gaiaford
peal became an accomplished fact, and channels, and they were cheered np by :er." He referred to Mr. Roosevelt's
In the meantime officials checked the Senator Fletcher's statement that Pres- indictment of the Hawley-Smoot tariff
financial standing of Importers and ident Roosevelt wants the act amended measure and retaliatory acts "to which
gay Christmas colors of the
worked out quotas for foreign coun- to correct this fault without diminish- other nations were forced."
tries.
IIL
packages
in Gloria Parson's arms
Concerning
the
war
in
the
Gran
ing the protection of the Investing pubIt was nnderstood that between four lie. Mr. Fletcher, who is chairman of Chaco between Bolivia and Paraguay, ^•" made a bright spot In the whirland five million gallons of foreign the senate banking committee, said he said, "The noble American Juridi- Ing snow. On her collar was a spray
spirits and wines would be allowed Mr. Roosevelt's attitude had been cal tradition ca.nnot remain buried in of holly, and a wreath hnng over one
arm.
entry during December and January, brought to him by Acting Secretary the swamps of the Chaco."
and that, If the demand were greater Morgenthau of the treasury. In this
She picked her way along the enowPostponed from 1932 because of the
than the supply, the quantity might connection he said the President had depression, a gathering In which all covered path to the Stevens' cottage.
be increased In order to discourage not asked the banking committee to 21 nations of the western hemisphere Old Mrs. Stevens answered her knock.
bootlegging. The government sought recommend legislation to curtail the were participating found uppermost "Why, Gloria!" she exclaimed. "That's
to prevent a flood of foreign liquor stock exchange operations.
In the minds of delegates a mutual right—It Is Christmas, Isn't It?"
from swamping the American market
"Yes, Indeed," Gloria replied. "Time
search for co-operative methods to Imto the detriment of domestic produc- LJOW long Budget Director Lewis prove the economic status of their to be merry 1 Now this wreath goes
ers.
on the window, sol And here Is a bit
•*• *• Douglas will continue to hold countries.
Codes for the distillers and Import- his Job Is a question that Interests
Secretary of/State Hull heads the of fruit cake and some other goodies.
ers already were In effect, and those observers In Washington. He has delegation from United States, and This Is your present, and this Is Mr.
for the brewers, the rectifiers and
worried over the ex- nine other foreign ministers are par- Stevens' present, and here Is some
blenders and the wine growers were
medicine for him besides. How Is he
pansion
of emergen- ticipating In the conference.
being completed. When congress meets
today?"
cy obligations of the
In January one of the first matters to
"Bless your kind soul," Mrs. Stevgovernment and has
OREIGN COMMISSAR MAXIM
be taken up will be legislation to Inens answered. "I don't know how to
warned
against
any
LITVINOV
of
Russia,
on
his
way
crease the tares on liquor and for
further Increase, but home from his triumphant visit in
permanent control of the traffic. To
almost certainly his Washington, stopped over In Rome for
draw up such legislation thes, house
warning will not be a conference with Premier Mussolini,
ways and means committee and the
heeded when congress and the correspondents said this resenate finance committee were called
meets.
sulted In an agreement for Sovietto meet In joint sessions beginning
Mr. Douglas thinks Fascist collaboration to better the sitDecember 11.
that the entire bud- uation la Europe. The well Informed
get
Lewl. nn,mi
' lncluamj
<JIng
both thought Mussolini had obtained the
a . genera]
CECRETAUY of Agriculture Wallace Lewi.
Douglas
emergeQ _
support of Russia In his efforts to
*J and Director George Peek of the
agricultural adjustment administra- cy funds, may be brought Into bal- solve the disarmament problem and thank you for all you've done for old
tion, disagreeing radically concerning ance toward the end of the fiscal that he and Lltvlnov were In accord folks. He's Just about the same, thank
1935 If no further emergency In the matter of having Russia and
authority and meth- year
funds
are
authorized after the $3,300,- the United States asked to Join in the yon. When one Is old and apparently
ods, laid their dispute 000,000 public
forgotten, one doesn't get well quickworks fund and the
before P r e s i d e n t less than a billion left In the RFC four-power pact Before Lltvinov left ly."
Roosevelt, with the re- fund are used up. He thinks these Rome he was given a brilliant ban"Why you aren't forgotten, Mrs.
sult that the powers funds should be sufficient for emer- quet by the Duce, which was attended, Stevens," said Gloria, "i could never
by numerous dignitaries.
forget you."
o f t h e A A A w e r e gency purposes.
sharply curtailed, part
"No, you've been a dear, but someOthers In the administration, innis
experience as a delegate times—"
of Its code work being cluding the President, have different
to
the
disarmament
conference
transferred, to the Na- Ideas. Secretary of the Interior Ickes
She was Interrupted by a knock at
tional Recovery ad- expects to ask for an Increase of as at Geneva clearly In mind, Secretary
ministration. Stephen much as $1,700,000,000 In the public of the Navy Swanson in his annual the door, where there stood a tall
broad-shouldered man. When Mrs!
T. Early, one of tlie works fund. The RFC probably will report urges that the
Stevens opened the door, he picked
P r e s i d e n t ' s secreta- want $1,000,000,000 or more. The new United States abandon
her up without a word and carried
George Peek ries. Issued this state- civil works administration will run leadership in the disher Into the room.
ment :
out of money in the middle of the armament movement
Then, as she gasped In astonish"Following a conference with Secre- winter and the President already has "by example" and proment, h« put her down. "Mother," he
tary Wallace, George Peek, and Gen- expressed the hope that additional ceed as soon as posera] Johnson, the President authorized funds will be forthcoming from con- sible to build Its navy
" > °u know your own 80n
the statement that, for the purpose gress. Its allotments have come thus u p t o f u l l t r e a t y
of co-ordination, all codes under tlie far from both the public works funds strength. He says our
,
« »»-lt Is my boy I" «Qe
concessions In the past
clasped him to her. "Father" she
NBA, Including those under negotia- and the relief fund of the RFC.
tions by the AAA, will be turned over
lave been "dangerous
C me> hom9
" >
°
to the administrator of the NRA."
PRESIDENT Roosevelt, addressing e x t r a vagance" and
Mr. Peek was especially annoyed by
that peace Is Jeopar"I'll
just
say
Merry
Christmas
and
he Federnl Couneil
'
°t Churches
Secretary
press conference statements by Secre- of, Christ
run along," Gloria began, but Mrs.
in America, took occasion to dized by our weakSwanson
tary Wallace, which were Interpreted condemn severely all those who con- ened condition "beStevens would not hear of it When
among officials as supporting Prof. Rex done lynchlngs, and his remarks were cause balanced armaments fortify di- some time later, Gloria did leave Jim'
Tugwell, assistant secretary of agri- interpreted especially as a sharp re- plomacy."
accompanied her to her car.
culture, and the liberal group allied buke for Governor Rolph of California
The report showed Japan will have
"I Just want to thank yon for all
with him. Chief of these liberal asso- who approved the actions of the mob
ts full treaty strength of 183 veigels youve done for them," he told her
ciates of Tugwell are Jerome Frank, that hanged two kidnapers and mur- with a total tonnage of 775,370 when Tern can't think much of me. l.tUng
th u WRy Bot J ne
counsel for AAA, and Frederick Howe! derers at San Jose.
the treaty expires December 31 1930
consumers counsel for AAA.
"This new generation" said Mr whereas the United States will' have
when they get to roaming
Wallace, In his press conference, Roosevelt, "is not content with preachl only 113 under-age vessels with a toquestioned the effectiveness of the Ings against _t,hat vile form of collec- tal tonnage of 088,520. Under the
marketing agreements and codes in the tive murder—lynch law—which has treaty, the report Bald, the United
"I understand." Gloria answered.
agricultural relief program. He sug- broken out in our midst anew We States could construct ninety-six more
gested the major necessity in farm re- know that It Is murder and a delib- ships with 157,280 tons displacement.
lief was strict restriction of crop pro- erate and definite disobedience of the
The British empire, according to
duction. Peek has throughout empha- commandment, 'thou shalt not kill •
ha secretary, will have 101 vessels
sized marketing agreements rather We do not excuse those In high places with 909,308 tons displacement at the
than crop control methods. Tugwell or in low who condone lynch law/."
»anie date, permitting It to build slrtyand other liberals have taken the opour ships with a displacement of 197posite position, stressing crop control 1I7-HKN Col. Charles A. Lindbergh 307 tons.
as more Important.
V V starts out to do something In the
Japan wag highly displeased by Secway of aviation, he does It compe. retary Swanson's approval of the presT ATEST of the farm relief experl- teiilly. s k i l f u l l y and Ilca ,, y . Am)m. ent treaty ratios for navies. The "and rm sure he will be much better
the
*-* ments, a $300,000,000 campaign to panied and ably assisted by Mrs Lind spokesman for the naval office in Tokio M
«tt he
h really
, WMe
needed."Otototma. tfrei
control tlie production of corn and uorgli. he piloted his big monoplane declared that Japan is thoroughly dis"Mother," Jim ailke(j wn
hogs by paying federal bounties to tlie across the southern A t l a n t i c from satisfied with her present allotments
under the 5-5-3 ratio and la determined back to the house, "didn't you £
producers, was launched by Secretary Bathnrst, Gambia, Africa, to N a t a l
Wallace. The money w i l l be raised by Krazll, making the 1,875 miles In 10 to demand an upward revision of Jahad been ,,ke a
processing taxes which Hie consumer hours and 10 minutes and landing pan's quota when the naval powers
"Yes, Indeed, my son "
will pay and will go to farmers who sign smoothly m the Natal harbor where reconvene to consider extension, of the
agreements to reduce their average of the entire population of the city was Washington and London treaties
gathered
to
welcome
them.
Through
Only a few days before the Japanese
corn and production of hogs in 1034.
Heueflt payments on corn, under the the long flight Mrs. Lindbergh at the cabinet had approved the navy's renrograrn, will be at the rate of 30 wireless Instrument kept In constant plenishment Program calling for about
communication with Rio de Janeiro 1245,000,000 for the next three years.
a. 1»S3. W».t«rn N.w,p.p.r Union.
•• W*. W«t.n, N.w.pn^ Ualolu
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Sheperd's
Little•» Boil
Maltha Banaiaq Thomas
ITTLE JA.COB hurried home
through the dork, narrow streets.
He and his mother lived In a
room on the outskirts of Bethlehem,
yet even here, there were winding passageways, frightening corners, and a
wide court filled with shadewa Little
Jacob was afraid, yet not afraid. The
things he had seen, the things he had
heard went with him; and though his
small legs ached with weariness, his
heart sang with a strange music.
At hist he reached the door of i
low, white house. Softly be pushed 1.
open and climbed the stone stain
leading to the poor room he and his
mother occupied while his father
watched the flocks on the hillsides.
From a straw bed on the,floor his
mother, roused herself. Little Jacob
ran to her, reaching for her hand.
"Mother, quick . . . come here to the
window," he panted.
"But I thought you would stay all
night with your father. When you
begged to go, you promised me," she
•aid. "Did you come all alone this
long distance?' she shook him In atfectlonate reproach.
He pulled at her hands. "Hurry
mother, hurry!"
Beluctantly she rose from her bed
and went with him to the window. Behind them lay the flat-roofed sleeping
village. Before them were a few
scattered houses, then the hills and
pastures for the flocks. The sky was
a deep, cold blue dusted with stars.
"Look, mother, look I" Little Jacob
pointed towards the Bast—"See .
•ee, it's still there I"
Jacob's mother looked. She saw a
soft, trembling radiance which fell in
a glimmering cascade from a single

|SR TO-NIGH'

"TUMS^

ffotaddii „
rtburn.OnlrS

nealing-l>c£|
we •

I LOVE COFFEEBUT IT JANGLE*
MY NERVES LIKE
A BUZZ-SAW!

MAKES ME

JUMPY; TOO,
SO I SWITCHED
TOWTUMAND MY NERVES

ARE

star. "What Is itr she breathed, and
Instinctively sank to her knees. Little
Jacofr dropped beside her.
The star shone on with a nure •*•
renlty of light different from that of the
others. nVhUe we were watchta. t£
flocks," whispered little Jacobr-? felt
something pulling at my eyelids, moth.
•r, so that I had to open them wide
. . . and I saw the star, mother, and
tnwe was music"—his voice was
hushed and awed—"soft and sweet
Wh
^kV -VSi
h?l^
a I saw white
r. all through

their heads ,
to tell you."

home

*OJDS COFFEE fray
your nerve* to a ragged ed&« I
—leaving you restless, unable
to deep—resulting in tired,
draggy "mornings after" ?
Give up coffee—it contain*
caffdn, a drug stimulant that
can whip tired nerves to the
breaking point—can cause in*
digestion and lotrof sleep.
Try Postum—It contains no
caffein. Postum is simply whole
wheat and bran slightly sweetened and roasted to bring out
the rich, delicious flavor.
Switch to Portum—and give
your nerves a rest I A product
of General Foods.

the
he
-sic grew ^erTnd- .^ *J
nd
he
did not answer"

you

"THiRi'S A REASON'
O. Utt.
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***? Interesting News Item
! From Different Places

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES

Maduff s Food Mary

Honor Rolls.
Walnut Farm Sold.
Scholarship seems to be on the upWE DELIVER
vr
Georee D
B. Neff, _ well
I
PHONE
At
W naintit
l n u t ueorge
h oke _ I grade in the Anita high school.
known Walnut real estate broKer,, *
the close of each six weeks period
closed a deal this week with Emil a scholarship honor roll is posted. The
Urehmer of Atlantic for the sale of first honor roll is composed of stu1
the '160 acre Max Martens farm two dents who have made an average
1
miles southwest of Walnut for $18,- grade in all of their subjects of 90%
! 000. The farm was sold at $112.50 or more and those on the second hon| per acre. Possession is to be given or roll must have made an average
STARTS
; on March 1, 1934.
grade of about 88%.
i
At the close of the first six weeks
i
Cumberland Merchant Dies.
period
32% of all pupils in high
| Cumberland—W. E. Bond, 63, hardschool were on the honor roll and a't
ware dealer, died unexpectedly at his
the close of the second six -weeks perhome here Saturday. His widow and
CONTINUES UNTIL
iod 38.5% of all pupils attained this
two sons survive. Funeral services
rank. We are glad to note this imwere held Monday.
provement as it is a development that
cannot be taken from them.
Hunter Injured.
The freshmen class had about 44%
Atlantic—Glen Parmely, 27, was
of
their class on the honor roll. They
seriously injured here Saturday in
WATCH FOR OUR CIRCULAR
a hunting accident when the gun he are leading the other classes thus
far, which speaks well for the start
wjis carrying fej^J out of his hand.
they are making. We would like to
The charge shattered his left shouldseen some of the other classes push
er. Parmely underwent an operation
them a little harder.
tures" by 'Mary Baker Eddy.
little farther from the ,
at a hospital here in an attempt to
Those on the first honor roll were
One of the Bible citations reads: blue. So live that you eac
save the arm.
as follows:
Then the Lord answered Job out of go as time rolls swiftly
Seniors: Helen Birk, Gretchen Budd, fche whirlwindi and gaid, Where wast farther from the earth
Girl Struck by Auto.
and,
Atlantic—Margaret
Brown, 10, Gail Burke, Irene Hayter, Esther Mae thou when I laid the foundations of the blue. We keep this
HOUSE SLIPPERS
98c to $1.95
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Brown, Mclntyre, Reed Osen, Millard Rug- the earth ? declare, if thou hast underbuilding all our
DRESS SHIRTS
$1.00 to $1.95
standing. Who hath laid (the measures grams. We believe it pa
was severely injured Saturday when gles and Mildred Wiese. .
Juniors: June Booth, Helen Dement, therof, if thou knowest? or who hath
WOOL BLAZARS
$2.95 to $4.25
she ran in front on an automobile
gest dividend. Wont Jw' C0(
Beth
Eula
Garloek
stretched the line upon it? Where- with us in our task?
j
> Helen Kopp,
SUEDE LEATHER JACKETS ....$4.50 to $8.50 driven by Harry Hopley, prominent
Irlyn
Robert
Stuhr
and
The Knowlton,
1 upon are the foundations thereof fasWalker.
SUEDE CLOTH JACKETS
$1.95 to $3.45 |> MW^JiaTzboutisST'the
tened? or who laid the corner stone • *•'+ .f- -tv + -f -f 4 Ut
Sophomores: LaVonne Burg, Betsy, thereof » (Job 38:1,4-6).
LINCOLN CEXTffl
pactp was taken to a hospital, where
Rose Crawford, Joan Faulkner, DoroAmong the selections from the
it was said she would recover.
SHIRT and SHORT SET
$1.00 |
COMMUNITY
CHURCHl
thy Hansen, Clara Mae Lowenburg, Christian Science textbook is the folElwyn Andrews, Minjuj
Isabelle Rhoads, Dorothy Smith and lowing: "If God, the All-in-All, be the
DRESS GLOVES
r
98c to $2.95 |;
F.^^iEE Mf.
creator of the spiritual universe, inSPATS
$1.00 X 1 Atlantic—Fred Switzer, 60, a na- Katharine Wilson.
Church Services at 10:00 vj
Freshman: Betty Burns, Marguerite; cluding man> then everything entitled
Bible School at 11.0
BOYS SHEEP LINED COATS . . $2.95 to $3.95 JJ live of Cass county, committed suicide Davey^
Jane Dement, Marjorie Ken-, to a c i ass jfi ca tion as truth, or Science,
•{• by hanging Friday night in the hay
Storer as superintei
MEN'S SUITS
$15.00 to $25.00 •j. barn at his farm home eight miles field, Dorothy Mclntyre, Sylvia Nas- must be comprised in a knowledge or Walter
Paul was a great chan
ser, Leona Rasmussen, Ruth Ruggles, understanding of God, for there can
OVERCOATS
$15.00 to $20.00 X south of here.
gave us some very good
Beatrice Scholl, Janis Scholl, Doronothing beyond illimitable divin- of life, which are still modem I
OXFORDS
$2.45 to $5.00 Y.». Farmers Cooperative Creamery. thy Suiter, Clara Wiese and Patricia be
ity" (p. 127).
and study with us and seet
ROLLINS LADIES' HOSIERY
59c to $1.15 (it Logan—The first butter, 725 pounds Williams.
to-date he was. This is
Y
Those on the second honor roll
t of it, was churned on the opening
and what it becomes is deten
ALL GIFTS BOXED
were:
+
CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH
+
*' day of the Farmers Cooperative
Seniors: Arnold Eilts and Wesley +
E. L. Anderson, Minister.
-f what you do for it. There is a
t' Creamery here.
tion of the good it can
Garlock.
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
Y
Juniors: Dorothy Bangham, Mar(The Church With a Heart and
Awarded
$1,400
Damages.
Y'
j
an Open Mind.)
Audubon—'Mrs. Alma Hoover of prery Beaver, Virginia Carlton, Glen|
Church School at 10 a. m. Classes
2 Milwaukee, Wisconsin, was awarded Hale Hawk, Marie Henneberg, Chris
Selling For CASH, and Selling For LESS.
X.t a S',-100 judgment Saturday against Jensen, Lois Mclntyre, Irving Walk- for all ages. Frank H. Osen, Superi
intendent.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar J. Haggard of er and Merle White.
WE have a full line of
Sophomores: Mary Jane Bear, MilThe Christmas Sunday School proAudubon. Mrs. Hoover had asked $2,lamps and supplies.
r
dred
Burg,
Marie
Lindblom
and
Frangram
will
be
given
Sunday
evening,
. >00 as the result of an automobile
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
Neff's Ha:
tf
December 24. A fine program is be. accident near Carroll on December 12, ces Way.
Freshman:
Dora
Jean
Campbell,
ing
planned.
GET your radiator ready!
Sheriff Cass Co. to Loon G. VoorTown Hall, Anita, Iowa, ' 1931.
Ralph Evinger, Alice Robson, Maxine
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. ter. Prestoue $2.95 per
December 4, 1933.
hees, shff d, It 4 of o p It 2 of se4
1
Stager and Dorothy Walker.
Horses and Harness Stolen.
Special appropriate music. Sermon Super-Pyrb alcohol 90c per)
The town Council met in regular
se4 sec 21 and It G of o p It 1 of
subject, "Facing Facts."
Clarinda—Mrs.
Tom
McGinnis
of
Interesting
Talk.
ne4 ne4 sec 28-77-34, $1700.
session with the following members
Phone 244. O. W. Shaffer l|
Youth Forum at 6:30 p. m. All Anita, Iowa.
Mr. G. K. Hawthorne, a lecturer
Harry C. Faulkner admr estate of present: Mayor Harry, Councilmen Coin reported the theft of a team of
, horses and harness Thursday night. and demonstrator on fire prevention, young people invited.
Hattie Dorsey deceased to E. C. Dor- Bell, Kohl, Marsh and Wagner.
LAYING mash and
Absent: Burke.
I The horses had been led south toward who was in town last Friday under
Evening service at 7:30 o'clock,
sey, pro d, Its 1 and 2 of sub div
Hartley's
Produce.
the auspices of the local fire depart- Special music.
The following bills were allowed the Missouri line.
Sermon subject,
of It 4 of s\v4 of ne4 sec 28-77-34,
and ordered paid.
ment,
called
at
the
school
and
gave'
$425.
"Giants
in
the
Earth."
i
FOR
SALE:—Spotted
Hold Window Breaker.
a very interesting talk before the' Senior ladies aid kensington Thurs- China male hogs, cholera
The Anita Bank, interest
$72.54
Griswold—Late Wednesday night student body. All pupils from the day afternoon at the parsonage.
Ross Walker, on the Levi 1
Jack Roe of Des Moines spent Sun- Iowa Electric Co., hall lights . 1.80
Pete
Parenti, proprietor of a candy intermediate grades on up heard it
Wagner
Filling
Station,
gas
The annual Christmas candle music- farm.
day in the city, a guest of his brothand oil . . . .
17.75 kitchen here, kicked in the p\ate glass and seemed to enjoy it and receive &\ sacred concert will be given Christer-in-law, D. C. Bell and family.
A. A. Johnson, services
2.35 window in the Modern Cafe, operated benefit for the time given to it.
| mas moTOing as usual again thig year
FOR SALE:—Milk fed
Tribune Publishing Company,
by Frank Wyman. He was taken incream cheese; cottage ctesft
Christmas Plays.
I Plan to attend.
printing
6.QO to custody by Sheriff A. Odem for
fruit cakes. Order yourW
The Parent-Teachers association will' The public is cordially invited
O. W. Shaffer & Son, supplies
observation.
early. Phone 4 R 2.
not meet during the month of De-' all of the activities and services
and gas
9.41
cember as the meeting night comes so this church. You are welcome.
FOR SALE:—Turkeys,
Inhofe Garage, supplies and laShoes and Coat "Old Pals."
close to Christmas. In place of it on
alive. Mrs; Wnt.
bor
Weimer, Texas—Old pals are the Thursday evening, December 21, two
9.20
Solon A. Karns, services
22.00 best pals, according to W. H. Dins- Christmas plays will be given by
FOR SALE:—Dressed
M. E. CHURCH NOTES
Wilson 1'arrott, services
50.00 more, local photographer. He is wear- members of the senior class. Miss
Monroe J. Rarick, Pastor.
Christmas,
$1.00 to $1.25 e
W. A. Linfor, services and meals
ing a 17-year-old pair of tennis shoes Winona Kyle is coaching these plays.
NOT IOWA COAL.
your order early. Also a few t
to transients
50.35 and a 23-year-old leather jacket.
The cast has been working diligently! Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Dr. Phone 25 R 18.
It is mined near Kansas Anita Lumber Co., supplies . . . 93.75
for some time so they should provide C. H. Johnson, General Supt.
2tp
""•
Marinus
T&im Stolen.
City, Missouri.
Iowa Electric Company, street
an
enjoyable
evening.
A
matinee
will
The
Sunday
School
Christmas
proLewis—Hu&h Rossell, farmer living
lights
05.00
HARNESS oiled, 75c pen
be given for all grade pupils in the gram will be given Sunday evening,
A GOOD CLEAN HOT O. W. Shaffer & Son, gas
63 west of Lewis, reports the theft of
for 2 bushels of corn.
afternoon
free.
The
evening
producDecember
24.
COAL
J. M. Cramlett, services
1.20 a team of horses from the pasture
tf
" G. M. Del
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
at his farm Friday night. Author- tion will be open to high schoolers
Will
Petit,
services
2.00
$7.25 PER TON
and
the
general
public.
A
charge
of
Epworth
League
at
6:30
p.
m.
"THIS DAY AND AGE," I
Ora Kinzie, services
2.00 ities are searching for the team. There 5c for high
lOc for I Leader, Beth Knowlton. Topic, "Je- with Popeye cartoon, Holly
Laurence Carlson, services . . . . 3.75 were six horses in the pasture at the
Clarence Spry, services
1.25 time the two were taken. Pour of adults will be made in order to defray | sus cams to show men how to find Parade and News, is anotl
• make
- - improvementsGod."
Floyd Williams, services
3 oo lne horses were found on U. S. high- expenses and• to
gram to be offered by the
Phones:
on the stage.
Evening worship at 7:30 o'clock.
C. W. Benson, services . .
7.25 wa y No. (i Saturday morning.
Theatre on Sat. and Sun.-lf
Residence 101
Office 48
Divide
With
Menlo.
Choir
practice
Sunday
morning
folFred Dennison, services
9.00
PAYS to feed corn balancer.
The basketball teams treked to lo wing the worship hour.
Frank Mardesen, services
J. A. Wagner and Solon A. Karns
8.50
The w
H
ley's
Produce.
Ross Brookner, services
Menlo last Friday evening and divid-'
- - M. S. will meet with
7.00 were Des Moines visitors Tuesday.
Mrs
E E
Ralph Hawk, services
ed
games
w
i
t
h
their
neighbors.
Our
'Morton
Thursday
after8.75
$3.50 WEBSTER'S College,
W a l t e r F. Wise, well known farmer second team won their game by a 19 no°n at 2:30 o'clock.
Lute T r u m b u l l , services
14.00
and
Office Dictionary, for ^l
The
living north of the city, is confined to Ki .score but our first team got'
Carniel Uaughcnbaugh,
ladies of the church are most the Tribune office. This
service.away to a mild start and were defeat- grateful for the splendid patronagi sells at most places from
11.00 Ui his home by illness.
A
r
t
h
u
r
a
n
d
K
e
n
n
e
t
h
I.ett,
sery a score of 1!) to 19.
i given the annual dinner and bazaar $4-00. Get your dictionary t
PLENTY OF STYLE
I ' i l > u t y Sheriff N a t e W a t
vices
28.80 lar.tic was a business call -on of At- j Our team played at Atlantic Tues-' last Saturday. With the fine dining ideal Christmas present.
IT in the ' day evening and will be ready to ro°m and well equipped kitchen, it is
John U r o o k n e r , services
22.80 c i t y last Thursdav
al lernoon.
Moved
|,y
Hell
and
seconded
by
FOR SALE:—Poultry «o
'I'l'n the season on the local floor t h i s , a Pleasure to serve, and a spirit of
PROPERLY FITTED
Mar.-h t h a t t u x e s for Ht.'ili on M a r y
lets.
Germo Form for roup.
evening,
December
15th.
Our
''''operation
prevailed
throughout
the
('has. W. Hook of Cedar Rapids,
at
.dc\ e\ propci ly be suspended. All I o w a , v i s i t e d in Hie c i t y over the
sen Hatchery and Produce.
r i v a l s from Massena will be over dav ' 'When all bills were paid a
ayes.
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Roe Clothing Co.

Tiger Coal
is

Kunz Grain Co.

GOOD SHOES
PRICED RIGHT

The Welch Shoe Co.

Colder Weather
RODELL COAL
ROBT. SCOTT

WANTAI

THE TRlBONEt ANTTAi IOWA;

SET DOWN
About: 4LL
IN "GOOD BOOK"
poverty
Spots
: the Great

Wisdom Beyond Price Found
in Its Pages.

THURSDAY; DECEMBER 14, 1933
AN EXCEPTION

AND
BELLS

Throwing back his shoulders and
>nttlng on his bravest smile, Mr.
Everybody approached the cashier's
desk at the income-tax collector's office.
"Good morning r he said. "1
should like to pay my income tax."
"Well," Bald the cashier, "you're
the first I"
"Surely not the first to pay?" exclaimed Mr. Everybody.
The cashier smiled.
"No," he replied, "the first to say
he'd like to."

ALL BUT MONEY
IN THIS PURSE
Overhauling Seemed to Show
lago Was Bight.

The waf it was, we had steered
My pocketbook is the most deceitOur! faithful little Henry into a road
ful looking thing. I got a good aidethat intrigued us. We seem' never
wise glance at It the other day and
to be able to pass that kind of road.
actually got a hearty laugh. From
And, after a mile or two, or maybe
the appearance of Us bulging sides,
three, we came to a rather forlornanyone could have easily got the imlooking shack at the door of which
MOLLIFIEP CENSURE
pression that I am a bloated bonda man said "Howdy" to us by way of
holder or something, that the market
Full Measure, Too
a welcome.
. "I do not like sarcasm," said the
had broken all records, that I had
Rastns—Mairgirl's
divine.
'
,
He asked us In out of .the hot glare gentle friend.
sold out. and was now wallowing in
Bphriam—Touah gal may be de the lap of luxury. The fact Is that 1
"And yet," said Miss Cayenne, "it
of the sun. And as we sat with him
we noticed an open Bible on the may have its gofld qualities. Sarcasm vine, but man gal's de berries.
have everything In that pocketbook
Is what we resort to when we feel
rough' wooden table.
except money. Just recently when 1
UNIQUE DOBBIN
Preacher, eh? we ventured. No, too generous to be brutally frank."
was clawing about through Its consaid the man, not even a member of
tents, a man on the elevator, bearing
S*f«
the church. Then how come' the
the rattle and bang issuing from It,
Bible? we asked again. And the
"I .have known you so long, docgrinned and said, "I'll bet you have
man said, well, he'said It Is about tor," said the patient at the end of a
everything In there but a mouse
the only book I read, for I find all visit, 'that I do not intend to Insult
trap." And he was very nearly right
wisdom between Its pages. Tread It yon by paying your bill. But I have
Thaf suggested to me that It might
for its wisdom, he said.
arranged a handsome legacy .for you
be a good Idea to give it a cleaning.
He proved his case later on when n my will."
No wonder it was so heavy. I found
we talked together about economic
"That's very kind of yon," the doethat I was toting around the weight
conditions prevailing throughout the tor replied. -Allow me to look at the
of a year's accumulation. When
world, and especially in our own prescription again. There is a slight
First Fly—Say, I know where began unfolding papers things fell
country. How lots of people who (Iteration which 1 would like to make there's a horse that can't switch his out that I had forgotten I ever
thought they were rich, and really In It"—Pearson's Weekly.
tall when you get on him.
owned. If the small boy who gathers
were rich, are now as poor as Job's
Second Fly—What kind of a horse string, and nails, and fishhooks and
turkey and on their uppers, as the
Dry Cleaned
Is he?
marbles in his pocket could have
saying la
The barber had used his electric
First Fly—A hobby-horse.
seen my displdy, he would have been
I was just thinking of that when clippers In cutting small Betty's hair
put to shame.
v
' Story I* Ended
you came along, and I was reading
"I guess my neck wasn't clean,"
"Let's see," I said to myself
"How
are
you,
Mrs.
Browne?"
the twenty-third chapter of Prov- she told her mother on coming home.
"what's this?"
"Oh, I've nothing to grumble at."
'cause that man used his vacuum
erbs, he said, as he pointed out the
Oh, yes, the tax receipt And this?
"MrC Browne away then?"
place In the Book to us, and from cleaner on it"
Oh, yes,. a pool ticket And here's
which we read this:
that recipe-for the mayonnaise dress
-Weary not thyself to be rich;
Ing that we bad on the salad out at
CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
I have noticed all my life cease
from thine own wisdom. Wilt
Mary's that night when we played
at men do not amount to thon' set
eyes upon that which
bridge. Another receipt—for life In
ore than the rest of. us. Is not? thine
For riches certainly make
surance. And this, I had forgotten
• in many communities
wings, like an eagle that
all abont—a snapshot of my niece
persons, and, after, their themselves
flleth
toward
heaven."
She's a year older now.
robes have been replaced
There you are, the man said with
rags, We have said of
Here's a collection of antiques.
smile, there you, are. It Is
on wouldn't think that man aall grim
Four
two-cent stamps—long obsolete.
In the Book.
|in congress, would you?"
A
bank
book—the bank long obso
Rich men have not only seen their
* • •
lete. An engagement ring—-man obmoney take wings, but their health
solete. She would not give it back
from what I. see in the pa- has gone with the money because
she would not wear It and she wonld
i quite a Job to leave a wife. when they were rich they ate too
not keep It. so I was made trustee
so many men risk it (al- much of the wrong kinds of food.
I'll keep on carrying It for a pocket
tely I note judges and juries Now they are broke in body as well
piece because I still think they')
men rather .more lenient- as in their bank accounts. Of course
make it up, and want It back some
was treated almost Just- not all of them, but n lot of them,
day. Here's the letter that he wrote
ot alimony suit; although be said. The ones that were foolme from Chicago. And did It make
admitted 'the defendant ish. Again be turned to the Book,
me angry and did I answer It? I did
a United States Judge; directing us to read another verse
not Here Is that address that
a difference).
or two from the Proverbs that wise
hunted and bunted. Well, I knew I ha
ilonally happens that, the old Solomon wrote. So, we read this:
t all the time, but they've probably
at talk the women in these
"When thon slttest to eat with a
moved by now. Something else en
but, in a recent, case, ruler, consider diligently him that Is
tertalnlng—my horoscope. Hm, 1
i of a pastor IB easily the before thee, and put a knife to thy
says people born when I was make
tier husband, presumably a throat,, if thflu be a man given to apbe best physicians In the world
ator. Her , statements in petite.. ' Be not desirous of his dainiVell, I should have known that years
;IIke magazine articles. She ties, seeing that they are deceitful
ago—It's too late to take up the
her husband with habitual meat"
study of medicine now. I.ooklt! Red
ss; with cursing their
Well, sir, as we left the shack and
leads,i bought them off a bargain
daughter and her friends
counter today. Don't you love red,
tough) ; with visiting the got to thinking ef everything on the
though?
|his bishop, and being reprl- Journey home, we felt that indeed no
'Copyright.
Another gouge down Into the
the bishop's wife for act- man need bother himself how to be
Horizontal.
81—State of equality
vulgar manner in presence happy, and healthy by paying any
88—Jlelp
«5—Acen«e
attention to what he hears over the 1—Hire* boundary, ancient Italy
lldren.
8O-~Abet*
S7—Liberty
•—Ladle** mall umbrella
itor, In court, when his wife radio or by reading so-called doc-/ 18— tto weaken
89—OPurpoMleM
41—Loatkei
18—A niter
member of aolar ayatem
|that she bought bis wedding tor's books. Just heed what the 15—An aleoaolte «rink
44—Powerful oxpfaMlTa
Good
Book
says.—John
Steven
MelO—Cotton
fabric
fed him, before marriage,
bird of crow family
18— Fart of verb "to b*»
"It's a .lie." His conduct Groarty, in the Los Angeles Sunday SO—To demand tka return of
i> . Barfly crumbled
Times.
63—Oriental tower
83—
Act
8»—
DUordtr
weak all through his qnarBft—Separate
SB—Portion* of medicine
his terribly capable wife;
B8—Playlaa; ear*
»T— Part of
verb "to be"
l
heroine pf the past two Geologic Hiatory Told
60—Equipped
e^-Torte*
8tt....E«utp .wlta weapon*

of low itonei. to ««•
burling themselvei
by, often get into the
'maguliaea and books,
_ 1» lull" of racb reof yearfe old. '. . . So
1
the lore itory a» 1 am
iiory. W« are all poor,
i nave Iteen Bhamettilly In
bonld we not be quieter
misfortune*, Instead of
picture! ot them?
in their lovd and
, have not only broken
are boring me to death.
» • *
•
, I note' that when we
Boline, the attendant tells
Is in the Garden Spot of
A Uttle rougher country
^ will adtfilt, but hi* section
. . I have long llred In
the Wfe^t we call the
of the World; Td like
bver it ' It is really very
jvery fertile; the residents
people. Everybody In
ates lives In the Garden
orid;; Witt iw ••«*" weh
§ go to the bow wows nnnecWe are not making the efbonld to save it from the
tort of the politician* to

MercofizedWax

say that quarrels between
band wife become so bitter
most truthful wives tell
^falsehoods, and believe them,
more truthful than men,
but In quarrels with busi men say (and I say) wornand discretion to the
ben a woman talks to me
men (especially her busbelieve her no more than I
man when he talks of the
atci.es, the ducks he snoots,
^outrages.
• * *
j not reach the stars through
or In any other way. At
•point on the way to the
encounter a strong attraethe earth, and human na; have left, and are buffeted
they conclude to fly back
try operating again In an
bey are fitted for.
woman I know Is greatly
• the care of a very old and
relative. "I have been
faults of the old," she
have already discovered
no compensating features,
bove seventy-five Is at all
knows anything."
• • *
an average man, If I do
nd the average Is so low
cts are frequently humll-

in Stones7 Formation

SO— A «ulek blow
•« OBB
article
S4—fcparatelr
88—A feature
40—Corn weed
•1—Pertalnla* to • poet of Greece
4S—Faction
44—Glrl'a woolen kat

In the latter part of the last century geologists began studying microscopically the grains of certain
kinds of rock, such as sandstones, to
detect evidence of wind action, wave
action and other geological forces. A 47—^An arttet of colon
few years later what are called 4*—Forward* by po*t
B»—Recent
micro-fossils, consisting of remains BO—Numeral
M—Bit* of material*
of tiny invisible plants and animals BT^.State*man
60—City In Italy
64—Alarm
found in rocks, were discovered to 09—Interior
crime
««—•Wear
be of use in tracing probable depos- 65—MalleloB*
67—By way of
•»—Before
its of oil And now Professor San- TO—Not brlvht
71—Parent
T4—Father*
der, famous geologist, opens up even T2—CattlefUh
TT—Move
78—Bxlat
more significant uses for the micro- T5—Bekold
70—Organ of kead
scope in deciphering the palimpsest 81—A foundation.
82—Devoured
84—Strike
80—Retreated
of geologic history.
If one were to try to list the ar- 86—Do without! refrain from
Vertical.
ticles which present-day social
X—Above
changes promise to make Important 1—To butt
4—Billiard *hot
to Americans generations hence, one 8—Pronoun
5—IUtW metal*
'
7—Dry
candidate Is the microscope. Any 8—Haarnay
patient person can learn to use this •—Part) of verb "to *e»
11—Guided
Instrument In a few weeks. Stones le—Either
1*—Glut
14—Pure*
17—Tcraa
picked up in almost anybody's back- ItWPart
SI—Noblemen
BO—Drunkard
;
yard supply material for months of M—Bkfll
Interesting researches. Human lel- M . Mlanral •gr'ntJ •'
sure promises to be abundant—perhaps too much BO until mankind has
learned what to do with it Hobbles
will be In demand, and what could
be more Interesting than collecting
and studying microscopic specimens
which can tell such stories as those
read by Professor Sander of what
was happening to parts of this planet
a billion years before mankind was
dreamt of?

69—Tear
«B—Tune
68—Directed
70—Systematic rule* for eating
TO—Military awUtant
74—To pierce
76—Uaed In amall boat*
78—A box or place
SO—In regard to
81—Part ot verb "to be*
88—Latin for "and"
-JBxelamatlon

MENTHOLATUM
Beware the Cough or
Cold that Hangs On
Persistent coughs and colds lead to
serious trouble. You can stop them now
with Creomuision, an emulsified creosote
that is pleasant to take. Creomuision is a
new medical discovery with two-fold action; h soothes and heals the inflamed
membranes and inhibits germ growth,,
Of all known drugs, creosote is recognized by high medical authorities as one
of the greatest healing agencies for persistent coughs and colds and other forms
of throat troubles. Creomuision contains,
in addition to creosote, other healing elements which soothe and heal the infected
membranes and stop the irritation and inflammation, while the creosote goes on to
the stomach, is absorbed into the blood,
and attacks the seat of the trouble.
Creomuision is guaranteed satisfactory
in the treatment of persistent coughs and
colds, bronchial asthma, bronchitis, and
is excellent for building up the system
after colds or flu. Your own druggist is
authorized to refund your money on the
spot if your cough or cold is not relieved by Creomuision.
(adv.)
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SHAMPOO— Ideal
bair *oft and fluffy. CO cent* by mall or at

dark Sorghum. Case 6 10 Ib. palls $6.43.
2 or more 14.92 caae. Prepaid. Sample lOc.
McAsbland, Box 28, Cartilage, Missouri. WNU—N
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OUR BIG
Department Store
THE «tor««i of our town, as a
whole, are but th« biff department store of the
metropolitan center. Collectively they offer every
trading advantage enjoyed by the people of the
large cities. The only difference is that all departments are not under one roof nor one ownership.
The variety is here, the convenience is here, the
reliability is here and you can have plenty of time
to investigate your purchases.
•
•
« •
Take Advantage ef the Service off Our Local Merchant!

A hint from Anty'Prudqq

been interested in a
ade about Thomas A. Edten years ago. It was
, in the manufacture of
ptlons, upwards of wrenmen were employed at
And all these Inventions
that Edison might tax
he appliances he had
. Here was plainly a
i spite of himself, was doother wolves do it
»•jnxucat..—WKU strriai.

[Relieve all drynes* andV
irritation by applying
Men!holatum night
and morning.

in young

Powdered Saxont

FOR

MERCY Ml, WHAT*
CROSS-LOOKING
BRIDE I

IRRITATION

Absorb blemishes and discolorations
MereoHzed Wax daily as directed. Im
particles of aged akin are bead and
defects snch as Blackheads, tan, freckle* i
Be pores disappear. Skin IB then beaut
(y Sear, velvety and so soft—Jape "

ply dissolve one onnoe Baxolite in
witoh basel and u&e daily aa fa

• • •
BO many dangers In life
coward lives to achieve

• • *

NASAL

Solution

MORE SATISFACTION
CANT BE BOUGHT

That Was the Idea
Cuthbert—You look sweet enough
to kiss, Delphlne.
Delphine—That's the way I Intend
It said women never ed to look.
other as they Impose
. know a woman who
a girl friend twenty
Bd Is there yet; no wife,
sister, daughter, aunt,
Un, ever displayed an
Sent case of Imposition

depths, and another handful Now,
where do yon suppose that came
from? A ticket to ride on an airplane. Wonder where I got that
And here's a copy of the Hollywood
eighteen-day diet. I'm going to try
that one of these days. Here's •
road map and an old driver's license,
ago must have had me in mind when
ie said, "Who steals my purse steals
rash." Oh, yes, I almost forgot to
ook in the money pocket Pardon
me while I laugh. But it is just about
as I expected. Wouldn't you just
enow that it was the end of the
week? There,, nestling among the
'olds of the torn lining, 'way down
n the corner, is one thin dime.
Well. I'll just ditch all this stuff
and start over. I'll even buy a new
pocketbook. Why do people carry
locketbooks until they become so
dilapidated? Wonder what becomes
of all the old ones? I know—Instead
of throwing them away, we chuck
them off In some forgotten corner and
never see them again, until one night
we come home late to a dark house
and upon turning on the lights we
find abont a dozen of them In a heap
in the middle of the floor. Some
burglar has left them there after ransacking the place. He finds them all
and brings them to light again no
matter where they were hidden.—
"E. L. L.," In the Indianapolis News.

OH,ANTY-rVE0EEM
ONLY A COUPLE OF MONTHS AND
THESE CLOTHES Of MINE LOOM
'AWFUL. IJU5T OUltGCTTNN

HM-feM. LOOKS LIKE "LEFT-OVER
DIRT* ID ME. TRY FELS-NAPTHA
SOAP.'..US TWO HELPERS

I NEVER SAW A WHITER WASHl
NO WONDER ANTYTCLU
EVERYBODY TO CHANGE TO
. mS-NAPTHASOAP!

FtU-NAPTHA* GOOD GOLDEN SOAP AND
OF NAPTHA, WORKING TOGETHER;
it AU THE DIRT OUT OF CUJTHtS...
GIVE YOU A SWEET, SPARKLING WHITE
.WASH.,:. WITH LESS WORK. BET THIS
HELP,..

THE ANITA
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RULE
Christmas
Sale

JAKTS

INESDAY
13

ENDING
SATURDAY NIGHT
...;/'' DEC. 23

jfc pointing the way to buy for Christmas and save. Our enormous
Christmas gifts atfait your inspection. No need to exhaust yourself in
around. Just come and see our display. £t will furnish you suggestions,
-athered together a most complete line of giftfc : that are pleasing and
. Visit pur store during this great sale. *^P
SENSATIONAL SAVINGS THROUGHOUT
THE STORE
Fast Color
27-inch Heavy White
PRINTS
OUTING
lOcyd.
9c yd.

lE'S REAL VALUES!
lodels "originally $5.95 to
195~iizesl4to52

GREAT SELLING
OF SMART

New Bungalow
CRETONNES

42-inch Linen Finish
PILLOW TUBING
. 19c yd.

Good Quality
Unbleached
MUSLIN
7'/2c yd.

Genuine
KOTEX
3 pkgs. 55c

lie yd.

|uding the new scarf sets

11.00 to $1.95

25c Package
KLEENEX
15c

ICAL (SIFTS AT REAL
SAVINGS.
49c to $1.00
BAGS
59c to $1.50
JNDERTHINGS... .
49cto$1.95
SPREADS... .$1.00 to $3.95

ILINENS

Large 3-lb.
COTTON BATT
69c

Fine Full Fashioned
SILK HOSE
69c pair

70x80 Heavy
DOUBLE
BLANKETS
$1.69 pair

A WORLD OF WONDERFUL

59cto$2.95

TOYS

SHIRTS
79cto$1.19
SOX
15c to35c
FOR GHILS AND BOYS
)KERCHIEFS . .5c to 25c Every kind of toy you ever dreamed you'd
TIES.
25c to59c see
at prices lower than you will find
IS GLOVES... .59c to $1.25 elsewhere.

RSE, MULE, CATTLE
SALE
order to help settle the estate of the late A. G. Bradford of
do, we will sell at public auction at the sales barn in Anita,
encing at 1:00 o'clock, on
.

Friday, December 15
CAR LOAD OF HORSES AND MULES

: horses and mules are all .fat and well broke, and good ages.

HEAD OF GOOD YEARLING STEERS
hese cattle are Shorthorns and White Faces.
will be given on the cattle with good security.

Nine months

A. G. BRADFORD, Administratrix
R. E. HOWLETT, In Charge of- Sale.
iMaxwell and Frank Barber, Aucts.
A. A. Hayter, Clerk.

Misa Freda Scholl of Omaha spent
Sunday in the city with her mother,
Mars. Dosha Scholl.
i

Rialto

M. C. Hansen of St. Joseph, Missouri, visited here over the week end
with relatives and friends.
Who said higher prices ? Here's
another reduction—Methanol Alco- ,
hoi, 44c gallon. Gamble Stores. It
John Lockes, wife and daughter,
Donna Lee, of Santa Monica, California, are spending the week in the
city with Mrs. Lockes' sister, Mrs.
C. H. Johnson and family. v" "
Butternut Coffee, pound can
Mayday Coffee, pens pound
Soda Crackers, 2-lb. box
Pilot brand Oyster Shell, 100-lbs.
SCHAAKE'S STORE.

THEATRE
SAT.-SUN. DEC. 16-17

28c
25c
20c
70c

II

The ladies aid society of the Massena township Baptist church held
their regular meeting last Wednesday
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Wm.
Watson. A two course lunch was
served.

. . . .5,000
maddened voice*
rear out the an- '"
clent law I Young \,
stalwarts usurping J
|uttlce...rocking a'•
crumbling world! >

\

Lester Levi and family are moving
this week from the property on East
Main Street, where they have been
living for several months, to the property on West Main Street, recently
vacated by Vernon Jeffries.
Ralph Boham and wife of Carbon
visited in the city Sunday at the home
of their daughter, Mrs. Carl Millard
husband. Bess and Gene MiUard of
Carbon, sister and brother of Mr. Millard, were also guests for the day.
Merle Marsh, a son of Mrs. David
Marsh of Arcola, Sask., Canada, and a
brother of Mrs. Esta Anderson of
Anita, has been transferred by the
Montreal Bank from Arcola to San
Francisco, California. He has been
employed by the Montreal Bank for
a number of years.

THE FIRST GREAT
SPECTACLE OF
MODERN TIMES!

At the home of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
S. Holton on Tuesday evening of last
week, the losers of the Original bridge
club entertained the winners and the
husbands of the club members. The
evening was spent playing bridge,
at which high scorers were Mrs. Leo
V. Bongers and Ben Kenfleld.

At her home on East Main Street
last Wednesday afternoon, Mrs. Lester Levi was hostess to the members
of the Bide-a-Wee bridge club. BemMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
sides the members present, there
were two other guests, Mrs. Russell
Smith and Mrs. Maurice Turner. High
December 17, 1903.
Homer Kirkham shipped a car load scorer for the afternoon was Mirs.
Andy Miller.
of cattle yesterday.
Guy Swartz is conducting .a news
The members of the evening dinstand in J. J. Brewer's restaurant.
iMr. and Mrs. John C. Jenkins en- ner and bridge club were guests last
tertained friends Wednesday evening. Thursday evening of Mr. and' Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Hansen went Ben H. Kenfield at their home on
to Oakland Saturday on a business West Main Street. A covered dish
dinner was enjoyed bt 7:00 o'clock
errand.
and the evening was spent with
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Nelson of Aud- brid
ubon came on a visit to Anita friends' an< &e- Out-of-town guests were Mr.
yesterday.
* Mrs. Walter Barnes of Casey.
Miss Vera B. Hook entertained a High scorers at bridge were Mrs. Earl
company of friends at her .home Wed- S. Holton and Glen A. Roe.
nesday evening.
The Benton township teachers held '
A new lamp post has been set on
their
monthly meeting Friday even-1«
the school house hill at the corner
ing
with
Miss Izetta Anderson at
of the Nelse Johnson residence.
Benton
school
No. 7- Judges and proMaurice Burkhart has returned

II

CECIL i.
DeMIUE'5

THIS BAY
AND ACE

II

FROM OUR OLD FILES

A Paramount

Picture

'

An army of new faces — new actorcl
Among them the sons of famous stars /

Wallace Reid, Jr. Fred Kohler, Jr.
Cartyle Black well, Jr. Neal Hart, Jr
Elsie Ferguson.Ai
Bryanf Washburn, Jr.
Eric Von Stroheim, Jr.

'

3 Short Subjects
Popeye Cartoon
Hollywood on Parade
Universal News

POPULAR ADMISSION
lOc and 25c
the Frank Van Slyke blacksmith shop.
p.
m.,
January
5,
at
the
Benton
CenNiels S. Hansen was born in Denmark, October 1, 1855, and died at ter school house, were selected. The
his home in Lincoln township, Decem- next meeting will be held on the afMost Christmas prices are lower
Get your Christmas gifts at Young's
ber 9, 1903; aged 48 years, 2 months • ternoon of January 5 at school No. at Gamble Stores. Trains with elec- 5 and
lOc Store.
2t
and 8 days.
I 5, when Miss Adele Jordan will be tric lights, <J8c. Dolls, 15c up. Sleds,
tne
A baby boy was born yesterday to
hostess.
98c.
It
W. V. Somerville, wife and threa
Mr. and Mrs. Ed, M. Blakesley. We A count —
children spent S,unday with\ frieuda
haven't learned yet what his name is
y meeting of rural mail carKermit Jacobson of Paulina, Iowa, in Council Bluffs. . •
ners was held m Anlta last
''—
to be, but he weighs ten pounds anddav
Wednes- is a visitor this week in the home of
has excellent vocal organs.
evening at the home of Post- his aister> Mrs c H johnson and
Mrs. Harvey Richter was hostess
Dr. Robert A. Weston, who recently master and MTS- Ed. L. Newton. Thir- family,
last Thursday to the unembsrs of tha
located in Stuart, has purchased the t y- five carriers and their wives were
good will of the practice of a physi- present. The evening was spent with
On Friday evening Miss Ruth De- W,. W. club at an all day meeting.
cian at Little Sioux, Iowa, and has different kinds of games, after which ment was hostess to the members of Dinner was" ^erved at noon by tha
now been in his new location two an oyster supper was enjoyed. A the U-Trump-It bridge club. High hostess.
weeks. He has a very large practice feature of the meeting was a Christ- scorer for the evening was Miss Jane
mas grab bag. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Scholl and runner-up was Miss Hallie
and is well pleased with the town.
The members of the Tafo bridge
If you want to see a fine store Dressier assisted Mr. and Mrs. New- Mae Koob.
club were guests last Thursday evenroom and enjoy a good time, attend ton in serving the supper.
ing of Mr. and Mrs. Max Walker at
the opening of the Farmers Supply
The members of the C. C. club were the home of Mr. and Mrs. Thorle
There is no doubt business is look- entertained recently at a slumber Robison. The evening was spent with
Company next week. They have without question the finest and best store ing up. The -NRA has fixed it so you party by Miss Joan Faulkner at her bridge, after which lunch was served.
10SS the
in western Iowa, and have all ar'
home on West Main Street. Follow- High scorers for the evening were
rangments made to give everybody R. F. C. is working hard to keep from ing a 6:30 o'clock dinner, the evening Mrs. Max Walker and Solon A. Kama.
doing anything; the C. W. A. puts
who visits them a royal good time.
more men to work every day at good was spent with different games.
Marcus Faye, son of Mr. and Mrs. wages and slips around the back way
You are invited to call and look
Shoes For Less
Pete Faye, who got his leg broken to swipe money out of the tax box;
over
our large display of holiday toys J ; NOTHING — $3.98 — OVER
at school a few weeks ago, is getting General Johnson has Henry Ford by
along as well as could be expected.
the pants and is driving a'Ford car; for children and gifts for men and
Henry Wallace has got his pet corn- ladies. A small deposit will hold
The members of the Ladies Union hog plan working, and it has reduced your purchases until December 23rd.
Atlantic
2t
Young's 5 and lOc Store.
club were guests last (Wednesday of the price so everyone can eat pork,
Mrs. Mamie Myers at her home on if they don't spend the money for
Elm Street. A covered dish dinner gasoline. I understood the fat ladies
was enjoyed at noon.
of Iowa have applied for a code to
reduce—they say they have reduced
A meeting of the Women's Foreign everything else so why not fat. But
Missionary Society of the Methodist one good-, thing happened—Milo Reno
church was held last Thursday at the has not been on the front page for
lome of Mrs. Mary Black on Elm a couple of weeks, and if some one
Street. The regular study hour was could find some way to choke off Senaconducted by Mrs. W. V. Somerville. tor Dickinson and a few others, busiBEEF ROASTS, per pound
lOc
ness might get started and while you
SDDE PORK, per pound
lOc
A meeting of the Anita Literary are waiting for it, bring in your mow,'lub will be held at the home of Mrs. ers, plows, and any farm repairs needPORK ROASTS, shoulder, per pound
lOc
C. W. Zastrow on Thursday after- ed, and get them fixed and ready for
noon at 2:80 o'clock. 'Mrs. P. T. Wil- the grand rush for the elusive 60c
liams will have a paper on, "Christ- dollar when some one turns it loose,
mas Customs at Home and Abroad," and where a guarantee don't mean if
and Christmas music will be furnished it holds but if it don't. Millard's, West
jy1 Mrs. Raymond Lantz.
Main Street, Anita.
2t

ublic Sale! I
I' have decided to quit farming, I' will sell at my farm, 3 miles
md % mile east of Anita, 6 miles west and % mile south of
£ commencing at 12:00 o'clock, on

'uesday, Dec. 19
the following described property:

4 HEAD OF GOOD HORSES
bay mare, 12 years old, weight 1600, sound; 1 black mare,
old, weight 1600, sound; 1 bay horse, 13 years old, weight
I, bay horse, 14 years old, weight 1400.

37 HEAD OF CATTLE
_. good milch cows, 'some fresh now, others to freshen before
I 26 steer calves; 5 heifer calves; 1 high-grade Shorthorn bull.

-

41 HEAD OF HOGS
purebred Hampshire boar; 1 Spotted Poland China brood
• to farrow; 12 summer shoats including some good grade
fall pigs.
.

-

_-

of Alfalfa and Clover Hay in Barn.
Ferland 4-door Sedan, first class running order.
—

-i

- —

_

.

—__

FARM MACHINERY, ETC.
Oliver tantem disc; ope 14-inch Oliver tractor plow;
sterling disc; one 6-foot 2-horse disc; one 10-foot pulfone 14-mch high lift gang plow; 1 potato digger; one 20-foot
ere harrow; l Peters corn planter, with 100 rods of wire;
manure spreader; one 6-foot Adriance mower; 1 Jenny
•~ cultivator; I Sterling side delivery rake; 1 set of 1%
Jiarness; and other articles too numerous to mention,
is all jn excellent working order.
t

''--CASH. All articles must be settled for before removing
premises.
GOOD FREE LUNCH WILL BE SERVED AT 11:30

[Lars Christensen
BARBER, Auctioneer.

C. E. PARKER, Clerk.

•

*

.

: : Family Shoe Store

Specials for Saturday
Only

Miller's Market
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NOT THE KILLING TYPE

ilaus

88
•Palmer

By R. H. WILKINSON
®, Bell Syndicate—WNU Service.

wasapltlhe, sat npon the
of the railroad
Christmas snow
to remove,
the eldest of 'a
others and sisters
ay«d • 'most Imporfestivities,
nta Glaus. It was
He.waa nowpjy and reverently.
ng of footsteps In
i hto caused him to
iexpectlng to hear—
he saw a little
i of her coat speckled
She truly looked aa
emerged from\ fairyping before htm.
ere Is to be no Santa
be walled,
the mist of now
6W he looked at her.
years of his trampcm him at that moeffort to keep backown eyes, he tried
at Santa would sure|Uve, little glrir said
right over there,
yard around It"
skip home now and
I am sore be will
II" thought Tommy,
Instincts aroused
\ could make this little
: being their Santa Jost
*th Inspiration, Tommy
'toward town and had
*»

Martha Banning ThomasYNTHIA tried to be gay over the'
holiday parties, but somehow she
just couldn't get Into the spirit
of things. With sun shining, flowers
growing, and a warm wind from the
sea, nothing seemed right "I like
snow and sleigh-bells, and feet creakIng. Can't help it; this is lovely, but
" she would'fall Into wistful silence,
and her dancing partner would be
puzzled and a little hurt
Cynthia had not heard from Sam
for a long while.' Perhaps be was forgetting her. They bad been such good
friends' always and lately a new warmth
and. tenderness bad crept into their relationship—that is just before Cynthia
had left for the west coast But probably 'Sam was very busy. Probably
he didn't get time to write. Oh, well
. . . And her eyes would become
misty with looking, not at toe immediate beauty of shore and sea, or lovely gardens, but at far away things.
Sam lived next door in the old days,
a rough little boy who tumbled her
curls, made fun of the way she
switched her skirts, washed her face
with the greatest rudeness in snow,
and once, quite by accident, nearly
killed her.
Sitting one day under an orange
tree, she reviewed that episode, and
U all came back to her as clearly as
If she were seven years old Instead of
twenty-two. Sam had called to her to
come out to play. She hesitated,
knowing -how rough and unmannerly
he might become. She was wearing
-a new muff with a ribbon round her
neck and a little blue bonnet that
matched her eyes. She did not' wish

C
Mmost Tor* Santa Glaus
Pieces.
en he was stopped by
nan who asked If he
fof work. "
delighted, for the job
inta Clans for the Salnrlstmas tree, and for
* well paid.
Isslon to borrow the
fer some Christmas shopled over to his adopted
I'Santa's pack upon his
Joyously rapped upon the
surprise It was opened
girl, herself.
|t shouts of glee the chlli him to pieces. :
Mpther
line rushing In. Before
Tommy pulled the
bis face and .shouted,
berl" He had found bis
6d parents and brothers
t the "House with the big

YULE-TIED

li Come On Santa!

refers to those cou|marrl»d on Christmas
r

gitmu

Fhas earned a rlghtfu
feasts, if y0u are
Christmas dinner, you
,our hostess a Jug. of
tu are entertaining yourwant to make It part
stmas menu. 'Another
,,ican accompaniment to
08 Is oyster dressing or
* "on the naif ahe!L'
„
to fit especially well
nenus. Chutney adds a
*- the Christmas dinner
p- addition to any com
pristmas dainties you
as a gift.

iHE Jigger didn't kill hlsself,"
said Deputy Baldy Rickey.
"No, sir, he didn't kill hlsself.
He was murdered 1"
Baldy's face was flushed, and there
was a gleam of triumph In his eyes.
31s attitude was that of a man, who,
through his own shrewdness, had made
a discovery that fully substantiated a
H-evlously presented theoretical deducion.
There were three men In the singleroom cabin: Baldy, the deputy, and
Sheriff Sol Rock, the recipient of
Baldy's remarks, and also his super i o r . . . .
The third man was dead.
He lay sprawled across a table In
Lhe center of the room.
There was a six-shooter on the floor
reside him.
An ugly wound lay open In his temple, and about the wound there was
a black smudge.
"According to this." said 8ol, Indicating a sheet of paper which he had
>een reading, and completely ignoring
Baldy's startling announcement "according to this, the jigger's name is
Alfred Darwin. He's a prospector, in
lard luck. In fact he's been up against
It for some time, and decided, upon
reaching this cabin last night and
carefully considering what a failure
his life- -has been, and his declining
years, to end It all with the hist cartridge In his six-shooter."
Sol stared down at the limp form.
"Well, Baldy, Mr. Darwin sure done
a good job. He plugged hlsself proper."
Baldy was livid with Indignation and
r
to be mussed np or to have tricks rage.
played upon her.
"Plugged hlsself, you Idiot I Hls"Aw, 'frald pussy I TTrald pussy I' self I Why, ain't I just got through
he had taunted her. So she came telling you he didn't^ plug hlsself I It
down the steps, and soon they were wasn't suicide. It was murder I"
playing together In the snow, and Sam
Sol looked at the little deputy mildwasn't as rough as usual It was the ly, and grinned.
day before Christmas and after
"Cool your whiskers, son, and get a
while Sam began describing the things load off your chest How come you
he wanted. Among them was a small think It was murder?"
cannon. "With a ball that goes bang.
Baldy's eyes snapped.
. .. . like this 1" Before Cynthia quite
He was a little man, easily aroused,
knew what happened, Sammy had bit albeit a good law officer and loyal to
her with something Icy cold and hard. his trust and to Sol.
She fell over, and did not know any"Listen, you big hulk, It's danged
thing for a long time. When she came near time you give me some credit for
to, Sam's red, agonized face bent over brains. Bight up to the present mohers. "I didn't mean to hit you . .
ment I been letting you do all the deit slipped . . . I was just showing ducting an' flgurln* out and mental
you about the cannon ball. I'm sorry strain, while I been slttin" back waltln1
. . . please, please . . . don't b« for something to happeg requiring gun
dead I" That episode bad sealed their play or rope work or long night rides
after a hard day's work. A 'yes' man,
by glngo. Well, right here Is where I
start being a deductor and a figurer
cutter. I got as much brains as you,
an' by glngo if I prove it you gotta
promote me, feller."
Sol's grin widened.
"You sound pretty sure of yourself,
runt An' I'm listenln'. Why, ain't
friendship, it had Just naturally gone this a suicide?"
on for years after this.
Baldy puffed out his chest a little,
Christmas Eve there was a package swaggered a little and gestured rather
for her.- It was a little heavy and grandly.
quite cold. "Came in a refrigerator
"Because," he said, "this Jigger was
car," said the errand boy, "and had shot In the right temple. Well, he's
to be delivered packed in ice."
left handed. And a left-handed guy
Cynthia undid wet wrappings. In couldn't shoot hlsself in the right temthe last one she found a snow-ball. ple."
On it, traced In small red berries were
"Humm," said ~$ok' "Left-handed,
these words, "You don't need a snow- eh? How do you know?"
ball to knock me cold. Merry ChristBaldy's eyes gleamed.
mas. Love, Sam."
"How
do I know? Because I'm a
O. UI3. WeiUrn Newspaper Union.
deductor, that's how I know. I went
through the jigger's pockets an' I
found a bunch of keys and a handful
of change an' a couple of other things
in his left-hand trousers' pocket
That's how I know! A Jigger who's
right-handed carries things like that in
his right-hand trousers' pocket I"
Sol contemplated this.
It was, when you analyzed It, rather
slim evidence, but nevertheless not to
be Ignored.
It was true that a man who carried
by {Catherine Edelman
the things he was most likely to use
frequently, in his right-hand trousers'
pocket, was usually right-handed.
Yet at the same time Sol knew It
ET us enter Into the spirit ol
Christmas. . . . Let us make li wouldn't be wise to let Baldy know
the happiest and best day of all be admitted this, even to himself.
The little deputy would probably
the year, as It Is meant to be. . ,
There is only one Christmas . . . one burst a blood vessel
Sol said: "So what?"
day of /such special significance . .
The trace of anxiety In Baldy's eyes
and all of us should contribute to its
provoked b y , the thought that Sol
happiness.
Let every home be hallowed by the might doubt the importance of his desound of Christmas carols . . . every duction, Instantly vanished.
"So plenty," be said.
heart be open to the message of peace
"Who was it discovered this jigger
and love and good will. .' . .-Let us
make this Christmas a day that the lying here? Who was It rode into
children will always remember . . . town with the news an' then lit out
a beautiful memory that they maj for parts unknown? It was Lem Buifinch, wasn't it? A jigger with whom
carry with them all through life.
Hang the holly wreaths In the win you an' me Is, well acquainted. Sure.
dow . . . let bright red bells swing And what Is it we know about this
from doorways and chandeliers . . . Lem Bulflnch that Is different from
and don't forget to hang up a bunch other Jiggers? What Is It, feller?"
"He's left-handed," Sol admitted.
of mistletoe. . . . Let Christmas can
"Hal Now you're getting It, feller.
dies Nshine .into the night, so that all
Lem's left-banded. So what? So he
may see their beautiful glow.
Send your friends and relatives thi happens along 'here yesterday, finds
greetings and good wishes that are fill this jigger has made a strike, invites
Ing your heart . . . let them know hlsself Inside for a snack to eat—and
bang! The jigger's dead. Lem's got
bow very much they mean to you. ,
the dough. He writes a note, leaves
Be a little more neighborly, too .
take a deeper Interest In the things it on the table here, an' then rides to
town with his cock and bull story I"
around you.
"Sounds reasonable enough," Sol
Fill the jars with Christmas cookies
. and. of course, don't forget the confessed.
"Except for the fact that Lem ain't
Christmas tree — for Ohrtstma
wouldn't be Christmas without It Se the kind of jigger would kill a man
It In your living room, and let Its glU for a pot of gold or two pots of gold.
terlng spangles and lights make It t You know that, an' so do I."
"Brainstorm," Baldy said promptly.
thing of joy. . . . Place your gifts
great or email as they may be, aroun< "Lem had a brainstorm when be seen
that gold. Even the best of guys have
It
Leave nothing undone to make this 'em sometimes. An' if he ain't guilty,
Christmas a memorable one. . . . Keep -why did he race off for parts un
the day in a bigger and greater way known?"
Sol laughed at this.
than you have ever kept It before.

Christmas

O, ltl«, WHtero Ne«r»paj>«r Union.

"Any place that Lem might have
gone In
this country is 'parts unknown,1 feller. Why shouldn't he go
some place, If he wanted to? It ain't
any of our business."
Baldy sighed and shook his head.
He was pretty proud of his deducting, yet he sensed that If he kept on
with It Sol might confuse him wtth a
lot of foolish questions.
Sol had a way of considering facts
and people's reputations and- dispositions that was sometimes annoying. Psychology, he called It; a word that
Baldy had only a vague knowledge as
to Its meaning.
So Buldy went outside to smoke a
cigarette and let Sol go over the situation alone.
Usually when Sol went over things
alone he was pretty successful about
reasoning out an explanation to a possible mystery.
Baldy had hardly- got seated—had
not, In fact, located his papers and
tobacco—when he heard hoofbeats
coming up the canyon.
A horseman hove in sight and even
at that distance the deputy recognized
Lem Bulflnch.
' Lem's arrival was a little disturbing.
Baldy wasn't ready to accuse the man
to his face; nor did he care about
having Sol see that his, Baldy's, theory was blown to pieces by observing
that Lem wasn't riding to "parts unknown."
And so, In order to prevent causing
any embarrassment to himself and Sol
—also Lem, Baldy galloped down the
canyon and waylaid Mr. Bulflnch 100
yards from the cabin.
"Hello, Baldy," said Lem.
"Was rldln' past an* I thought I'd
inquire about the Jigger who shot hlsself. Anything I can dor'
"Nope;"
Baldy shook Ms head determinedly.
"Nope, you best ride right along,
Lem. Sol's making an Investigation
now; posted me outside to shoo off
any curious folks who might come
snoopln' around."
Lem looked at the little deputy and
Shrugged.
"Q. K. Didn't Intend to butt In
. . . I'll be lopln" alotog."
"Best thing," Baldy agreed.
. "No hard feelln's, Lem. Orders is
orders. See you later."
Baldy waited until Mr. Bulflnch was
out of sight, and turned back toward
the cabin, feeling vastly relieved.
Now he could still maintain that
Lem was a good suspect and not
have to admit to Sol that his theory
was entirely askew.
• Sol came to the door as the deputy
approached the cabin.
His face was grave. "I guess we'll
have to call it suicide, after all, feller.
That was a good theory of yours, but
Lem Bulflnch ain't the killing type."
"No?" said Baldy scornfully.
"So you ain't even going to question
htm, eh? Well, It's your responsibility. But just tell me, how you figured
.that guy shot hlsself In the right temple. He was left-handed. I proved
that by finding the stuff In his pocket"
Sol grinned.
"You found the stuff In his pocket,
feller, but you didn't prove he was lefthanded. A guy might carry stuff in
his left pocket—If there was a hole
in his right pocket!"
Baldy began to sweat
So that was it!
Sol had out-deducted him once more.
He turned to glance np the trail,
found that Lem had not decided to return, and was relieved on that point
He looked at Sol again and found
Sol still grinning. He wondered why
and kept wondering, because be didn't
know that Sol had watched his meetIng with Lem, through one of the cabin
windows.

Fifty Famous
Frontiersmen
By

ELMO SCOTT W A T S O N
"Original Leather Stocking"
««'T*HE author has often been aakeil
* If he had any original In his mind
for the character of Leather-Stocking.
In a physical sense, different Individuals known to the writer In early life
certainly presented themselves as models through his recollections; but In a
moral sense this man of the forest la
purely a creation."
Thus wrote J. Fenlmore Cooper
In the preface to bis Immortal "Leather-Stocking Tales," and that statement
should pretty well dispose of various
historical characters whose claims to
being "the original Leather-Stocking"
have been advanced from time to time.
One of them Is Tim Murphy, the famous Morgan Rifleman and Scout of
the Schoharle.
But If you would look upon a faithful likeness of the man who probably.'
was most In Cooper's mind as he created the character "Leather-Stocking"
In "The Pioneers" (the first published
of the Leather-Stocking Tales) or
"Deerslayer" In the book of that name,
go to the town of Caroga, N. Y., and
gaze upon the heroic bronze statue of
Nicholas Stoner which stands looking
out over Canada lake.
The son of old Henry Stoner, a pioneer settler of Broadalbin, N. Y.,
young Nick became a crack shot with
the long rifle almost as soon as he
was big enough to carry one. At the
age of fifteen he enlisted In the Continental army with his father and
brother and fought at Saratoga, Orlfrkany, In the Rhode Island campaign,
was at Valley Forge and shared In the
triumph at Yorktowo.
Toward the close of the Revolution
old Henry Stoner returned home only
to be killed and scalped by the Indians
and leave to his sons a heritage of
hatred for the red men. After the
war Nick Stoner became the most celebrated hunter and trapper In New
York and his fame was spread by
Simms In his book, "The Trappers of
New York."
At the outbreak of the War of 1812
he marched away to battle again, serving for three years, most of the time
as chief of scouts for General Dodge
of the New York militia. When the
war was over he went back to his
hunting and trapping, and his friendship with Cooper during this period
adds plausibility to the theory that ha
was the principal "original" of Cooper's famous frontier character. Although he served In many county offices until his death In 1853, the statue
which stands at Caroga Is the best
symbol of his place In history—as a
hunter, a trapper, an Indian fighter
and as nearly the personification as
any man ever was of the typical frontiersman created by a great American
novelist—"Leather-Stocking."
* * *

English Sparrow Looked
Upon as Unwelcome Pest
English sparrows are looked upon
today as degraded, troublesome pests,
like mice, or roaches, or flies. Yet It
Is only a little over eighty years since
they were Imported In cages from England, and were given places of honor
to the pnbllc parks of New York and
Boston. The first English sparrows to
enter America were brought about
1850, i,nd were liberated In Central
park, New York City, where special
blrdhouses had been prepared for
them.
At first, says a writer In the Missouri Farmer, these birds were welcomed as the "pets" of the city. Other
cities followed the example. It was
erroneously believed that they would
destroy the great armies of canker
worms which were devouring the
leaves of the trees at that time. But
the wayward little sparrows did not
live up to expectations, and took to
eating seeds, fruit, and grain—leaving
the canker worms to continue their
destruction.
When the truth was learned, It was
too late to deport them to their native country. They had multiplied rapIdly and had spread throughout the
whole countryside of the Atlantic region. Every house and barn soon became a nesting place for them. In a
short time they bad overspread the
entire North American continent
Hay Truck Sleeping House

Hay trucks making regular trlpa between Imperial Valley and Los Angeles do not stop for such a luxury
as Bleep for the drivers, but continue for 24 hours per day, says the
Loa Angeles Times. A truck and trailer piled sky high with baled hay has
no place for a sleeping man on top.
Some have tried this precarious perch
to their sorrow. The latest la a "dog
house" built over the cab of the truck
In which the relief men get In several
hours of sound sleep while the track
Is making rapid progress with Its load.
By changing off, the men get their rest
while the truck pile* up the mile*

Leader of the Lost Trappers
of the most romantic stories
O NEof the
Old West Is that of Capt.
Ezeklel Williams and his "Lost Trappers." The story had Its beginnings in
the Lewis and Clark expedition when
those two famous explorers, upon their
return to St. Louis, brought with them
a Mandan Indian chief, named Big
White. The chief was royally entertained In St. Louis but In a short time
he asked to be sent home.
An escort of 20 men was enlisted for
this duty and they were placed In command of Capt Ezekiel Williams. On
April 25, 1807, they set out from St
Louis and proceeded up the Missouri
until Big White was once more among
the Mandans. This duty done they
could have returned to St Louis. But
Williams and his men had another Idea
and that was to "explore the country
on the waters of the Missouri, to trap
for beaver and even to penetrate and
cross the Rocky mountains."
So on up Into the Yellowstone country they went There they were set
upon by hostile Blackfeet and lost five
of their number. Retreating southward, they fell In with the Crows, who
killed five more of their number and
took all of their horses.
The party, now reduced to ten men,
hastened on foot toward the headwaters of the South Platte where they
hoped to find a better pass through
the mountains than Lewis and Clark
had found. That winter and the next
spring the remnant of the expedition
spent near the sources of the Arkansas river and here they fell In with
hostile Comaniches who picked off their
men, one by one, until at last only
three of the original 20 were left.
These three were Captain Williams,
James Workman and Samuel Spencer.
By this time they had no Idea of
which direction to take to reach a settlement Captain Williams was sure
they were on the Red river but the other two were equally certain that they
were not far from Santa Fe. So they
decided to separate. Williams continued down the river and eventually
reached Fort Cooper on the Missouri.
Workman and Spencer headed toward the Wind river mountains and
In a short time were hopelessly lost
In the wilderness. After many weeks
of wandering they finally struck the
Colorado river and fell in with a Mexican caravan which took them to Upper California. The following spring
they went to Santa Fe, where they remained as traders for ttie next 15
years. History bus forgotten them now
but they should be remembered—as
the first Americans to Iloat upon the
waters of the Rio Colorado aud the
first to cross the Rocky niountulua
south of Lewis and Clark's puss.
O, 1989. Western Newapuixji uulou.
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Shirtwaist Dress Plays Dual

OUR COMIC SECTION

D

SHIFT OF RATIONS
FOUND IMPORTANT

Events in the Lives of Little Men

Poultry Flock Will Do Well
on Variety of Feed.
A1.RA. OU6HT -TO W/2ITB A
07PE *OZ WOOL KIDS TOO
ANP A PBNALTV TO TEACHER

*

THE FEATHERHEADS
HOW ARE
MAKING- OUT
CAMPAIGN
To COLLECT FROM

Farewell to Loans
How A&OiJT DOMALD? HIM1. NOT A RED
CENT DID I <a&T'
DID YOL» SEE
HIM? BET HE
IF H& HAD HIS
CONSCIENCE
J?EPAY
IT
YOU!!/
WOULD Be A

NOT So
GOOD

OPERATION]

WHEN I WENT TO SEE"
HIM/HE HAP HIS

SUCH PEOPLE' 1 HEAD BANDAGED
FRIENDS H / " P AMP HE WORKED
" " ' OM MY SYMPATHIES-1
HE WAS (NTiuRED
AT

HE DOES—THE
•ROLL TOP OF HIS
PESK CLOSED
AMD

AT

i THOUGHT

He HAD

OFFICE Tc?B

HIT HIM OM THE

OF HIS NECK

C WMUro N*nptp«r onion

HNNEY OF THE FORCE

preading Roomers

ME; OFFICE^—
MAY \ ASK IP YOU'VE"
BEEN ON THIS BEAT
LONCr, AND IF
ARE FAMiUARWlTW
IK

By CHERIE NICHOLAS

MOM SCHMIDT
TH ' STHREET

WELL—
ARE1

You?

THE RBSlDEMTS OF
THIS SECTiONl?

When grains are fed the poultry
flock without a supplement of one or
more of the protein concentrates, an
annual production of 60 to 80 eggs may
be expected. But If both grain and
protein supplement are fed, production should attain a level of 140 to 160
egps a year In the average flock.
These figures are those of A. R, Winter, professor of poultry husbandry at
the Ohio State university, and are
based upon experiments conducted
over a period of years.
They emphasize, saya Professor
Winter, the Importance of a balanced
ration. Such a ration for laying hens
consists of about 90 per cent grains
and grain by-products and 10 per cent
protein concentrates, a free choice of
oyster shell or limestone grit, green
grass or legume hay and water, plus
a little sunshine.
When comparative prices of feedstuff change, the ration should change,
Mr. Winter holds. There Is no best
ration for all conditions; many kinds
of rations and systems of feeding give
good results.
In comparing grains and concentrates, he points out that a gallon of
liquid sklmmllk Is worth as much as
a ponnd of meat scrap, fish meal, or
soybean meal, for feeding purposes.
Five quarts of liquid milk have as
much feeding value as a pound of
dried milk. Liquid milk in the ration
costs only about 40 per cent as much
as dried milk.
A pound of soybean oil meal Is A LWATS doing the unexpected—
The skirt IB of regal black velvet
worth not quite as much as a pound of •**
fashion Is Just like that This shirtwaist la Just what it ciaimt
meat scraps and now costs as much.
time it is the revival of fhe shirtwaist
Two pounds of wheat have about as dress which la causing no end of en- —strtctly a tailored shirtwaist!
much feeding value as a pound of bran thusiasm and excitement among fol- its material which performs thei
—a perfectly exquisite gold laa
plus a pound of flour middlings. When lowers of the mode.
tissue weave with a glitter of t
prices are the same it Is cheaper to
Of course, if you,have in mind the stone button* down the front.
feed the wheat at home than to haul
old-fashioned Interpretation of the which bespeaks the sumptiwthe wheat to market and bring back shirtwaist
dress, that It is a prim which Is characteristic of cam*
wheat by-products.
waist-and-skirt frock neatly tailored ping modes. The little halo o(«
of serviceable material, as should be with its gold-mesh veil Is alsoti
a strictly utilitarian garb doing solely essary evening luxury.
Proper Diet Important
office, sports, schoolroom and other
Sometimes the theme of tie ho
to Welfare of Poultry practical service, you have but half shirtwaist
Is varied in that It lit
Birds should be free not only from sensed the newer meaning of the mod- loned of gleaming satin perhaps ii
present diseases but also from hang- ern shirtwaist costume.
new gold color or some other qi
over weaknesses resulting from preThe shirtwaist dress as now Is may as effective hue. These satin typ«
vious chick ailments. Such troubles be utterly Informal or It may take on often graced with twists of jell
as pullonim disease (white diarrhea) formality of highest degree. The dual about the neckline or perhaps thi
coccldiosts, and typhoid are very like- role which the modern shirtwaist cos- velop a cowl drape or a soft t
ly to recur. Chicks that survive an tame is playing is entirely a matter effect Their sleeves are also i,
attack of these diseases are usually C'f the material which fashions It
take liberties ln_that they arei
stunted and some of them are likely
and are Ingeniously"pleated or t
To
be
explicit,
the
smartest
and
to carry the Infection In chronic form. most out-of-tbe-ordlnary evening gowns ered^lnto the armhole.
Consequently, though they do not suf- of
In the daytime the smart setij
the season are shirtwaist frocks
fer themselves, they are a source of whose skirts are of either velvet, satin Ing about In shirtwaist frocks i
danger to healthy birds which are or i-repe in black or some one or other are tailored to a nicety of black L
housed with them. For this reason evr of the very new dark tones which are observlng meticulously the rtilul
ery effort should be made to avoid so voguish at present Of course to patch-pockets, waist-length sla
housing healthy birds with others be formal, these skirts go to great neat belts and prira colta
•which have passed through an attack lengths, touching the floor, and even sketch above to the left in the pi*
of the above-named diseases, says Succonveys the .Ides—Just the trpej
tr alD 8S most of the
cessful Farming.
Su?
" do. These form-fittetcst dress to wear under "comfy" ftrc4
night-life ,frocks
A proper diet Is Important In keepWhen a daytime shlrtmifsi w|
statuesque, slenderizing skirts set
Ing the birds In good condition, so they ting
off by contrast the brilliancy of the not of black satin or oneo/*^K
can withstand disease. The ration glamorous bodices that top them the ribbed silk variety, thenl/«»l
should Include good quality grains same being tailored in strictly shirt sure to be of a modish hurt!'
such as corn, wheat, and oats. It waist fashion of resplendent gold or the newest thing- In «ooleni
should also contain proper minerals silver tissue cloth.
stripes. These gay stripes into satisfy the need for bones and egg
The figure sketched In the fore- effectively as the shirtwaist ftoct«
shells. A third requirement is the vi- ground of our Illustration is Just such. tered in the group bears testiw
tamin-carrying animal and vegetable
C. U33. Western Newspaper Ctl*
proteins.
Two kinds of minerals are essenTRIMMING TOUCHES
tial. One is calcium, the chief sources
DINNER ENSEMBLE
By CHEUIE NICHOLAS
of which are lime and oyster shells.
AID TOT'S CLOTHfl
The other is phosphorus, which Is best
supplied in bonemeal. The animal proChildren's clothes can easilybe«
teins most often used are tankage
more attractive by toadies of >
tneatscrap and milk, and the most commlng. Bias-trimmed buttonholes.'
mon vegetable protein 18 ground algotlng, feather stitching, nnrriwtr
laiia.
and tiny crocheted edges give a r
handmade look. A good thrc
bollfast colors should always iw'
Rest for Hens
in sewing on clothes that must *
If yearling or older bens are used as
a great deal of tubbing and str#
breeders, as will usually be the case
Buckles are used to fasten ~
*herea definite selection and breed!
belts this fall. Large, simple
am l8 belng f
ihonfrfT
°»°wed. they
are put on many sports frocks«
Shonld be given a rest of four to six
coats. Belts are either of
weeks at the close of the laying
terlal of the costume or of I?11]
preceding their use in the
1 1 thl8 time
These buckles have cleverly <
clasps. Most popular types are!
fed liberally on grain and the protein
of composition materials, eit
or with Irregular carvln? that
them a mossy appearance, in ''^
with a similar trend In fabric ff»
n good CODmtloD for

Sf iiS" ?

** -

Barley for Poultry
HE'S JU«,T THE
MAM I WAMTgp TO

ASK Vou ABOUT
— I'M A CKJBDiT
MAM FtSOM THE

WAL,

HE is£ WHY I/THAT'S J.ST WHUT o

ALL

I'VE TUST

Hg'S

PLENTY O'

AWD-

/

wuz

NEZ.—HE'S
HE

'S
IM

HIS <?ARA<S6

1VER.V ROON* OF

HOUSE—THAT'S
WHY HE MOVED OUT

TO

Disposing of Old Hens

the best kept over.
ami |;:r

". . .•

Parisian Designers Are
Reviving Old F<
Paris designers have certain"
come Internationally mlmJe'l
thermore, they wander us f
time as In space, reviving the ,»«*!
the Renaissance, the 80s, the I"1
even fashions as recent as i'|(>
of King Edward.
It remains for the woman »''"'
ly buys and wears the clothes t"
her head amid all this eniharm*
of riches, and decide wheiM
looks best as the figure in '' f
painting, or in a Chinese f""'"
or a hobble skirt of the l-M« s
era.
Dllkusha and Helm, i » l < '''
couturiers, liked the Renoir r 11 "
They made quaint tlght-nitfl '""
buttoned right up to the i'""
long, tight sleeves, and s k i r l * r ' "
to the floor. Dllkusha even «
the bustle, In her black lo"1"
dress, draped Up at the hi"'1* " '
Fur-Trimmed Frock.
Fur trims fashionable t"" •
year in ways both old ui"l "''"
use of fur around throats m 1 ^'
heels baa given the mode a '"^'
finish not equaled in uiun.v >'"
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1934 Automobile License
HIGH SCHOOL NOTES
Plates Show Many Colors

PROCEEDINGS OP THE

rifles, tool k i t s c o n t a i n i n e sharp inBOARD OP SUPERVISORS
s t r u m e n t s these and s i m i l a r a r t i c l e s ,
Court House,
when given to children too s m a l l to
Published Every Thursday by the
Atlantic, Iowa,
use them properly, i n v i t e disaster.
December 1, 1933.
It's easy to have a safe Christmas
Anita Defeats Massena.
Black and white, and black and yelThe Board of Supervisors of Cass
The A. H. S. basketball team de- low, will be the two favorite color County, Iowa, met at 1:00 o'clock
W. F. BUDD
...............
Editor —and i t ' s a lot, more fun. Plan yours
that way.
feated Massena on the local floor last combinations in 1934 license plates p. m. pursuant to adjournment of
Anita, I0\v a.
Subscription, if paid in advance. .$1.50
Friday evening by a score of 21 to in the United States, the American November 24th., 1938 with all members present, Frank Pelzer, Chairman We Deliver.
If not paid in advance
$2.00
10.
Automobile Association has reported. in the chair. H. G. Armentrout, G. H.
nonej
Both teams played good, clean, basFourteen states will retain the same Allen, T. W. Davis and Herman RyEntered at the post office at Anita,
an.
ketball and each were especially strong they used in 1933 during the coming
Iowa, as second class mail matter.
The chairman called the meeting to
on defense for the first half of the year, but will reverse them.
order and called for bids on the buildTHURSDAY, DECEMBER 21, 1933.
Fire at County Home.
game where the score stood 5 to 3
The association reported a distinct ing of the new court house in Cass
A t l a n t i c — F i r e caused by spontan in Anita's favor. Up to this point it departure from the "blues" of the County. Eight bids on the general
FOR A SAFE CHRISTMAS.
•work, seven bids on the plumbing,
eous combustion in the coal bin di was anybody's game but during the ; past f ew years.
heating and temperature control, and
slight
damage
to
the
home
at
th
second
half
Anita's
offense
got
to
j
six
states
will
have
white
figures
Fires—Falls—Fun.
Here are the
eight bids on electric wiring were re(
a
s
s
County
poor
farm
southwest
o
clicking
better
and
so
the
score
wid-'
black
background
for
1934
plates.
on a
three great accident hazards of Christceijredv and opened at a public letcream centers
ened as the game advanced. Coach They are Florida, Minnesota, Missis- ting.
mas. Each year they take a toll in A t l a n t i c last Thursday afternoon.
per
pound ...'.
Discussion
of
contract
terms,
alterBoren
substituted
freely
so
the
game
sippi, Rhode Island and Virginia.
life, health and property that is the
Making Payment.
nate
bids
and
materials
took
up
the
proved
a
good
builder
for
the
team.
Second Honors.
more horrible because it can be so
CANDY—
afternoon.
Atlantic—N. J. Greteman, examin This was the first game played on the
Second honors go to the black on a
easily avoided.
On
motion
and
vote
the
letting
was
er, is making a 10 per cent paymen
Christmas mixed
Of them all, fire is perhaps the to depositors, of the closed Farmer local floor this season and it was well yellow background, to be used in Ida- adjourned until 9:00 o'clock a. m.
pound
'
attended by an enthusiastic crowd.
| ho, Michigan, Oklahoma, West Vir- December 2nd., 1933.
greatest and most common hazard.
Savings Bank. This is the secon
(Signed)
Frank Pelzer,
Will Play Adair Tonight.
i ginia and the District of Columbia.
Special rules, simple enough in themChairman.
payment made by the bank, whic
CRACKERSBoth the first and second teams Illinois will have a yellow on black
selves, and yet often broken, apply
Attest:
closed its doors a year ago.
will
play
on
the
Adair
floor
this
WedGraham.
to the holiday season. Candles should
combination.
Jennie M. Ward,
nesday
evening,
December
20th.
The
County
Auditor.
Black on orange, yellow on black,
2-lb. box ...
not be used either on the tree or in
Exchange Opened.
first game will begin at 7:30 o'clock. and white on blue will be used by
windows. All tree decorations should
Griswold—To assist residents o:
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
Christmas Vacation.
CREAM—
be non-inflammable. Those made of Griswold in cashing checks, an exfour states.
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
The local schools will close for the
celluloid, cotton and paper should be change has been established in the
whipping.
Delaware will use old gold on blue;
avoided or kept at a sizable distance building of the closed Citizens State lolidays this Friday evening and will Iowa, yellow on blue; Utah, black on
Court House,
Atlantic, Iowa,
from flame. Electric lights for the Bank. Griswold has no bank at the eopen on Tuesday morning, January aluminum; Washington, green on
December 2, 1933.
2nd., 1934.
| white; and Wyoming, white on wine
tree should be of good make, and of present time.
The Board met at 9:00 o'clock a. m.
To
Present
Plays.
j
not more than one firefly candle powcolor.
pursuant to adjournment December NUTS—
On Thursday evening, December 21,! Some of the stateg ]icense tegg wi,,
er. The wiring should be carefully
Fur Buyer Fined.
1st., with all members present.
New crop, mixed,
Moved by Ryan, seconded by Arinspected before it is used. Lastly,
Cumberland — G. H. Wiechman of he members of the senior class will be distinctive through special markmentrout, that the Board of Superper pound
. M^y^d plates wil
ings.
the
the tree should be kept away from any Cumberland was fined $100 and costs iresent two one act plays in the high ings
visors of Cass County, Iowa, recomfireplace and should be removed from when brought before Justice Burt .chool auditorium. The general public word "Tercentenary" in observance of mend
to the Public Works Engineer PEANUTS—
invited and we are certain that the 300th anniversary of the found- j of Iowa,
the house within the week following | Ptone Friday, charged with buying
that the contract for the
Jumbo,
hey
will
enjoy
thorn
very
much.
There
Christmas. After that, the needles furs w i t h o u t a license.
Wiechman,
ing of the state. Louisana tags have! CGeneral
Contract Work for the new
ss Coun
r,i
f
*
ty
Court
House
be
awBrd'dry out and become, highly inflam- arrested by Deputy Game Warden ill be a small admission charge of the familiar pelican. Mnnfono
per pound
Montana plates , ed to c c ^^^ of Coundl B,uffa>
mable.
James O'Hara of Anita, paid the fine c for high schoolers and lOc for carry the outline of the state, and Iowa, subject to the approval of the
dults in order to defray expenses and Kentucky plates will have the name Public (Works Engineer and subject ORANGES—
Care and caution will eliminate the and costs.
lake improvements on the stage. The ;of the home county on thg
"holiday falls." Under the heading of
naval,
to funds being made available for the
Sets Butter Record.
project.
lays will be jtwen to the grade school
fun hazards are listed accidents causdozen .. .18c, 25candJ
The contract price shall consist of
Audubon — The Audubon Creamery
ed by dangerous toys and unwise
Thursday afternoon free of
Alaska will use plates with white the following:
methods of celebrating. Sharp knives, Co. shattered all records for butter
$95,400.00 SOAP—
letters and numerals on a, green back- Base bid
tin horns with ragged corners, air manufactured during the year ending
One of the plays, "Grandma's Christ- | ground; the Cana] Zone
Alternate No. 1. Brown
Big-4 White Naptha,
December 1, 1933, with 604,236 pounds. iaias, takes place at a hunting lodge i white
,„!,,•(.„ on
„„ blue;
ui,,,,. Hawaii,
u
.. the
., same; the
windows, without screens,
10
bars
excepting living quarters
The previous high mark was 438,410
Now York City. Grandma has
Philippines,
white
on
apple
green,
and
of
sheriff,
windows
all
to
pounds, established in 1931.
ccoptcd her daughter-in-law's invi- Porto Rico, yellow on black.
be tapped for screens ... 2,070.00 ANIMAL COOKIESation to spend the holidays with her
Alternate No. 5-b
65.00
Other States.
3 kinds,
Former Banker Arraigned.
on's family. She has planned the
Alternate No. 5-c
12.00
Other
states
will
have
the
following
Audubon— Miss Harriet Bilharz, grandest surprises; gifts, a turkey ] .
Alternate
No.
7-c
per
pound
S50.00
co ors
former Audubon banker indicted on with trimmings, a tree and best of all,
Alabama, black on orange; Arizona,
Total
..................
$98,297.00 SALT—
four counts by the grand jury recent- Roderick Page. What blizzards can
ly, returned to Audubon Monday and do to well-oiled machinery, what com- black on copper; Arkansas, red on Alternate No. 8-a Credit of $15.00 per
table,
thousand for comwas arraigned. Counsel was appoint- mon sense can do to parental ambi- white; California, black on orange;
mon brick..
10-pound bag
yellow on black; Connect!- Alternate No. 8-b Credit of $3.00 per
ed for her and she was given until tions, is part of this Christmas play Colorado,
,
.t
,
cut,
white
on
blue;
Georg.e,
orange
Thursday to plead. She was held
cubic yard coarse SMOKED SALT—
that you will enjoy.
I
EXTENDS HOLIDAY GREETTO. n •
concrete aggregate.1
jail in lieu of $1,000 bond.
o n
i d h t
The play, "A Sign Unto You," pre*
M
1
^
™
I
he
Chairman
put
the motion and
Morton's or Carey's,
INGS TO YOU.
sents haughty, aristocratic parents, i
. . . . . .
, on roll call the following vote reLast Civil War Veteran.
10-pound bag
on white; Louisiana, white suited:
SEE US FOR YOUR NEEDS.
Exira— Funeral services were held who are ashamed of their son, P.ever-'
Ayes: Armentrout, Allen, Davis,
W e Maine
* '
' black on oranire: Ryan
COFFEE—
at the Church of Christ here at 2:00 end Howard Halloway. They feel i
and Pelzer.
GAS, OIL AND I. H. C. MAthat
it
is
not
quite
the
thing
to
be!
Nays: None.
o'clock
Monday
afternoon
for
Hiram
Chase & Sanborn's
CHINERY AND PARTS.
The Chairman declared the motion
R. Phelps, 86, Exira's last veteran of a minister, but if he must be one, at
Break-o-Morn,
°" ^ Nebraska
' white °n carried.
the civil war, who died here Saturday least he might take a fashionable parNevada
on whlte N
—
—
*
*-«
**j
«•.*
uiv^iiiiiiruV)
OcCUUUtfU
K,
Moved
by
Armentrout,
seconded
by
per pound
' *****
: ew
evening. The Rev. A. G. Whittier of- ish and not spend his life ministering ' Hampshire, white
on green; New Jer- R/an that the Board of Supervisor
to riff-raff. Howard refuses
Ca to disficiated art, the services.
of
Cass
County,
Iowa,
recommend
to
:nir;r
"" "?• _„
«*, green
black;
gold
continue
-— "— ••"'", and
then—stumbj »T on v
, New
„ Mexico,E«'"
the Public Works Engineer of Iowa,
W Y rk ellow
n black
,
° '/
°
: that the contract for the plumbing,
Bert Close is confined to his home ling in-cold and faint with hunger,
B C l > lj £1 £ ^
North
Carolina,
gold
on
black;
North
Anita, Iowa.
heating and temperature control for Company, Des 'Moines, Iowa.
with throat trouble, and is under the comes a waif from the streets What
,
Dakota, blue on orange; Ohio, white 1 the. new Cass County court house be
happens?
'
Chas. Weitz Sons, Inc., Des Hoi
care of the family physician.
on maroon; Oregon, black on gray; and^hereby is awarded to (H. F. Enen- Iowa.
bach
of
Harlan,
Iowa,
subject
to
the
Claude Williams, Atlantic,
Pennsylvania, blue on gold; South approval of the Public Works EngineTHIS WEEK ENDS THE SALE
Flynn Electric Company, Coi
OF CHRISTMAS SEALS Carolina, yellow on black; South Da- er and subject to funds being made Bluffs,
Iowa.
kota, orange on black; Tennessee, available for the project.
Floyd Pickens, Atlantic, Ion.
T1 e con :ract
rice sha11
Mrs. H. E. Campbell announces that white on blue; Texas, black on or- iu i ,, !
P
consist of
On roll call the following voten
this is the last week of the Red Cross ange; Vermont, blue on white; and the following terms:
suited:
Ayes: Armentrout, Allen,
Christmas seal sale. Seals are on sale! Wisconsin, white on blue.
Ryan and Pelzer.
a-b-c
at the school house or call Mrs. Camp- '
•
211K 00
Nays: None.
Boiler
'
bell and she will see you are supplied. I "THE REAL CHRISTMAS SEAL." , Kewanee
The Chairman declared she a**]
Alternate No. 1 ...
Seals are Ic each.
Alternate No. 2 ....!. '.'"
395 on carried.
(Bessie Myers Lowell)
On motion and vote the
Alternate No. 3, Economy
journed to meet at 9:00 o
Stoker
i
Santa Claus may not knock at as ! The skies are grey, and hanging low
December 4th., 1933.
anv doors
doors this
tV,i= year
,,Qo^ but
v,,,+ 4-..U
,__• ' ™
& J. "»" imiiguig low, Alternate No. 5-a
'
many
tuberculosis
The wind blows cold;
(Signed)
Frank
wil knock at more. Buy Christmas The air is filled with flaky snow,
Cham*
$16 751 00
R
Chairman put the motion and Attest:
And oh! So bold.
Jennie M. Ward,
on roll call the following vote reCounty Auditor.
sulted:
A postage stamp on the front of It; kisses cheeks of young and old,
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Interesting News Item
From Different Places
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Chevrolet
Service

Chevrolet owners should insist upon bonafide
Chevrolet service. That is just what you receive
at this garage.

We are not only interested in selling new Chevrolets, but we are just as vitally interested in keeping every Chevrolet owner entirely satisfied with
his car.
Bring your Chevrolet here for adjustments
and maintenance. Genuine Chevrolet parts and
guaranteed workmanship.

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

an envelope buys transportation f or i II matters not;
an idea, but a Christmas seal on the A n d touches temples, dark and gold,
back buys health for a child. B u y ' A tender spot.
seals.
.
; The
* * *
|
season's change, as season's do,
When vou wi^
'-:- - •
• ' We a11 agree;
noss at Chr
to me.
health also. Do this by pasting the ''
health Christmas seal on every greet- i But in this age of pep and speed
•ng card and gift wrapping.
The 1 We hurry through'
seals are beautiful-orange and black, • Let's not forget a kindly deed
and green and gold figures silhoutted : That we can do
against a sunset sky-bringing in the T,
. ..
Yule log.
. The double cross, a Christmas Seal,
* * *
I Placed on a letter;
This is the twenty-seventh birthday G ' VeS aid to those - a hel P that's real,
of the tuberculosis and health Christ I
makes them better.

A

ih

»;ft^-Tei- >r.:s ; wsr ^
i jr- -

^5-irix,£,™ " ° "*» —

A good deed done.
mg the medieval custom of dragging
in the Yule log.
Buy seals.
The The double cross shines through the
health seals are identified by the red
double cross. U se the seals after you
From pole to pole,
buy them.
j And makes a Merry Christmas bright
r or some poor soul.
'
at the Rialto.
niont of toys at Young's 6 and lOc
Store. ()pen evenings this week. It

Rytrand PeTeerntrOUt> ^
Nays: None.

h
!ly Davis' Bonded by Rythat the certified checks accom

1

DOES MORE AND COSTS LESS
THAN ANYTHING ELSE YOU BUY
IOWA ELECTRIC COMPANY

7J,
0 0 NNew

covers

,
City has an area of

^ a POPUlalio » o'
metropolitan area of
London take* in 4,758 square miles
and has a population of 9,610000York''s metropolitan area ^
its suburbs only
514.1 square milea but haas popul
a
a
tion of 10,900,000.
6 JaoloT r
6.JJ0.400.
The

Economy Shoe CoITI
SIZES AND WIDTHS TO F |

666
Van Dyke Heating

London

Saying It
WITH VALUES

ospual, where she submitted
night. l ' I l l e r f f e n c y Cation Sunday
of

NOTICE.

The tired-looking man sat
Total
• -$2,549.20
The Chairman put the motion to the solicitor. "So you want a di«
from your wife?" said the
"Aren't your relations pleasant'
"Mine are," came the answer,
hers are simply terrible."
Nays: None.
declared
motion

at the

The city

'

All persons are hereby notified t
caSed0118'1"1*11 declared the motion
will not permit any hunting
,, Moved by Allen, seconded by Davis
that the Board of Supervisors of Cass premises.
Mrs. J. C. Calkins.
2tp
County Iowa, recommend to the Public Works Engineer of Iowa, that the
contract for the electric wiring for
Quick Comeback.
as S Count
Court
"May I ask how old you are'
««H
If*
S
y
House
be
eln,lhlr/bL1_s award?d to H.. C.. Metcalfe of Anamosa, Iowa, subject to the vacationist to the old villager
"I be just a hundred."
the approval of the Public Works
"Really? Well, I doubt
Engineer and subject to the funds
for this
live another hundred."
"Well, I don't know so much i
**
Did
that. I be stronger now than
Au
x 2 tollet rooms .
20.10 I started on the first hundred"
Alternate No. 4 electric wiring for range
39.50
Folk Tale.

Holmes and wife of Guthrie
eater visited in the city Sunday afternoon with relatives and friends.

TODAY'S
GREATEST BARGAIN

Davis

Liquid, Tablets, Salve, Nose DI
Checks Colds first day, Headsch
Inc., Cedar Neuralgia in 80 min, Malaria in' 1 .
FINE LAXATIVE AND TOM 1
Most Speedy Remedies
Plumbing

EGG MASH
MEAT SCRAP
TANKAGE-—
BRAN-—SHORTS—-GRAIN—COAL-TRUCKING.

The Farmers Coop-
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Stratosphere

THE SPIRIT OF
THE AGE"
SB
By COSMO HAMILTON
C) by McClure Nowspn-vver 8yt\dlcn.te.
WNU Service

PHILOSOPHER," said John
Pitt waving his hand In
the air, "Is a man who has
achieved the art of remaining undisturbed at the troubles
of his friends."
All the little clever people round bis
table laughed.
"I see," said Morden Roden, who
was regarded as a failure by them because his novels sold; "tout when
trouble stalks Into his own house anc
takes the easy chair, what price your
philosopher then?" He put this question because Christina Yenning bad
Just read from that day's paper a paragraph packed as tightly with trouble
as a bomb with TNT. In leerlngly
suggestive words It conveyed the news
that Panglos, the notorious womanhunter, had left every cent of his
money to his "beloved Hyacinth."
Would Pitt be able to apply to his own
ease the art of undlsturbance when It
was disclosed that the mysterious legatee was the girl who was to be his
wife?
Pitt replied to Morden's question
from the Modernist point of view.
"Trouble among the Intelligentsia," he
said, "has no place. Passions, prejudices, principles and pity, the four
old-fashioned ingredients of which
trouble Is made up,.are quite unknown
to us. We regard life as a mere experiment, a fairly amusing adventure,
during which we leave all primitive
Earlier Flight* Into the Stratosphere.
sensations to the Normal Herd. We
Prepared br National Geographic Society,
netic effects of a motor. A number refuse to be made to feel Everything
Washington. U. C.—WNU Serrlc*.
HE stratosphere, little-known of delicate Instruments can be em- serious bores us. Our motto Is:
region of thin air, has been a ployed In a balloon that could not 'Nothing Matters', and so Life Is aa
magnet to scientists in recent survive an airplane voyage. My task funny aa Death, and all we want to do
years. On November 20, 1933, as engineer was to construct the air- Is to be witty and raise a laugh."
There was a round of applause.
Lieut. Comm. Thomas G. W. Settle of tight cabin and the balloon.
"After examining various possibili• • *
the United States navy, ascended 81,237 feet above the earth. A few ties of construction, I decided upon a
ThU
to
Morden
was a ghastly and
months before a Soviet expedition rose cabin t>r gondola of aluminum, fttc- poisonous creed. The spirit of the age
ture a sphere 7 feet In diameter, into a record height of nearly 12 miles.
had not got under his skin. But he
In describing his first flight Into the structed of aluminum .138 Inch thick. realized the absurdity of argument
The
most
Important
thing
about
my
stratosphere, Prof. Auguste Plccard,
with the young "philosopher" and let
Swiss scientist who has made two as- preparations was that the welding be the matter drop. When, however, he
censions, each of which was more solid and air-tight. Fortunately, the looked at the lovely Leigh Stopford,
then nine miles above sea level, said: technique of aluminum welding has the future Mrs. Pitt, there was an ex"The sky Is beautiful up there— recently made enormous progress, pression of such rebellious challenge
almost black. It Is a bluish purple— thanks to the European Industry that on her face that the tragic figure of
a deep violet shade, ten times darker employs tremendous numbers of alumi- trouble seemed already to have arthan on earth, but It still is not quite num vats for the manufacture of beer. rived. He liked and was sorry for
"The cabin was provided with two
dark enough to see the stars. The
Pitt He greatly admired Leigh
sun, however, seems brighter than manholes and eight little portholes Stopford. And as It happened Panabout
three
Inches
in
diameter.
It
was
when seen from sea level.
glos had been his most intimate friend.
"Forests, rivers, and fields are vis- Just large enough to contain the two
There was drama in the fact that he
ible, sometimes through a light mist observers and the circular Instrument was the only person present who knew
boards
that
ran
all
around.
When
you
without any contrast, but on other
of what he bad-sailed the beautiful
days with marvelous beauty In strik- face the possibility of shutting two friendship of Pamflos and this girl.
ing relief. The towering summits of men up in an air-tight space of such During the last few years of his life
the Alps from ten miles up assume small dimensions, you must study very he had shared a house with Morden,
the aspect of miniature reproductions. carefully the problem of their respira- and It was to the book-lined room In
Calculation shows that, if there were tion.
"Early In September, 1930, I had all which he wrote his plays that Leigh
no mist, a circle of earth having a
my
equipment at Augsburg: the bal- had slipped unnoticed every afternoon.
diameter of 500 miles would be visible. That is equal to a surface of loon, the cabin, and the Instruments In his flowery way Panglos had called
we had made for studying cosmic rays. her "a faith, a reliance, a refuge,"
250,000 square miles.
Everything
was ready and we had only and had treated this secret friendship
"From the standpoint of cosmic rays,
the exact altitude Is unimportant, but to wait for favorable weather condi- with a sort of reverence. It was only
It is interesting to know to what tions. Bad flying weather held us on now, as Morden watched her and saw
that she Intended not to say that she
height we had to go to find that press- the ground until the next spring.
"The morning of May 27, 1931, ev- and the beloved Hyacinth were one
ure of one-tenth of the atmosphere.
erything was ready. The winds dis- and the same, that a reluctant query
New Kind of Craft Necessary.
turbed our project. The cabin was as to the pure beauty of that friend"From the aeronautic standpoint, we
ship hung before his eyes.
faced the problem of constructing a thrown from its vehicle and sustained
from which consequences we
Just as the Inquisitive Christina was
craft in which a pilot and his assist- damages
later suffered, but still I insisted on about to fire a question Leigh sprang
ant and many Instruments could be making the ascension.
to her feet, ran her arm through Morlifted ten miles into the sky and be
minutes after we took dep's and with an odd smile at Pitt
permitted to work there. This height off"Twenty-eight
I glanced at the altimeter. We had
surpassed by a great deal any that risen to an altitude of 9.65 miles. This went out Into the sun. She said, "You
are asking yourself why 1 suppress
had been attained previously. So a
was an average speed of approximate- the fact that I am Hyacinth. You
new craft had to be constructed to ly
20 miles an hour. For an automoovercome many difficulties, of which blllst on the road, that would not be think I have something to hide from
none, despite their numerical Impor- much, but ascending straight Into the Jack which had better remain untold.
tance, Impressed me as Insurmount- air Is quite different. We were right But If you Imagine that my relations
with Panglos were like those of other
able.
In the stratosphere. What a change!
r ".Our problem, then, was tofindcon- A half hour ago we were wondering If girls, why do you side with me now
ditions that would permit two men the ascension would be made. Now and want to make Jack human by telling him the truth? No. I'm not a
to live up there In more or less nor- we were In a world absolutely new.
clairvoyant or a mlndreader. [ have
mal working order, and a means of
"Unfortunately, we were not able to
"Retting them to the desired height. make any measurements during the a woman's Intuition and feel that
Men can survive at certain altitudes, ascension. Klpfer, my assistant, had you're my friend. Answer my quesvarying according to persons; these al- been busy all the time putting back in tion, please."
He said, "Jack used to be a friend
titudes are usually between 3 and 4V4 order the Instruments that had been
miles. In order to go higher It Is scattered when the cabin turned over, of mine and I am devoted to you."
"In spite of your suspicions?"
necessary to carry oxygen. Even If aud I had been busy doing something
"In spite of everything."
the aeronaut breathes in an orygen still more Important.
She gave him a grateful hand. "1
mask, he cannot po beyond a certain
What Stratosphere Is Like.
needed this," she said. "It brings me
height without suffering from the re"Now for a look through the port- to the crossroads. I'm not going to
duced pressure. If the external presto see what the stratosphere marry a man whose creed I heard Just
sure is reduced too quickly, human holes
wus like.
now without p u t t i n g him to the test.
blood acts the same as champagne,
"Meteorologists divide the atmos- If I'm not to he taken seriously I'm not
and the gases liberated obstruct the
blood vessels that supply und nourish phere into two parts. Below is the to be taken at all. Before we go to the
troposphere, that portion of the atmos- altar Jack must face the fact that
the brute and heart.
"To avoid this danger, there was phere which is exposed to the vertical something does matter—and that someonly one thing to do: to transport currents caused by differences in the t h i n g must be uie."
from below the portion of our atmos- earth's temperature. In rising, the
phere surrounding the aeronauts and air cools and this is the cause of vaIt was Christina Vennlng who forced
meteorological
phenomena: the Issue that night. She said, as dinto maintain this atmosphere in Its rious
original state, preventing Its dilation clouds, rain, snow, storms, and the va- ner began, looking at Morden with a
during the ascent. That could only be rious obstacles for the aviator. In ris- sudden cunning smile. "Here's the
accomplished by constructing an air- ing aud cooling, these currents lose man who can solve this mystery
tight cabin In which the aeronauts their force. When a temperature of Here's the man who shared a house
would be enclosed during the entire from 58 to 70 degrees below zero Rlth Panglos. knew all his women and
Fahrenheit, is attained, they at* ex
exploration of the high altitudes.
of course was well acquainted with
'The second part of the problem hausted. They do not rise any higher the beloved Hyacinth."
"Then begins the stratosphere
consisted In getting this cabin and
To Leigh's delight and astonishment
ail Its eontents Into the upper atmos- where temperature Is fairly constant! Pitt was Interested. He said, "Yes
from
58
to
70
degrees
below
zero
phere.
come on Morden. spring It. Tell us
Fahrenheit.
"What kind of craft should we use?
who she Is."
"The stratosphere Is the region of
Three possibilities offered themselves:
"You know tier as well as i ,jo
balloon, airplane, or rocket. None of eternally fulr weather, but also the You met her In my room. The flrst
region
of
very
cold
weather.
these three had ever risen ten miles.
time you saw her she wore a little
"From ten miles al.ove the earth I blue hat. You wrote a sonnet about It
The rocket will do so one of these days
gazed
around.
First
1
looked
up
at
mv
Eventually It will go far higher, even •
which was rather nicely d o n e "
but the earth will t u r n many times balloon that, at the take-off, had not
Everyone could see that, coining out
around the sun before the rocket be- been so beautiful with all her folds of his fog of Indifference and undlscomes a practical means of travel. The But now she wus superb a perfect turliance, Pitt threw hack |]|3 thoughts
plane will certainly go up ten miles sphere, illumined by the sun [hat was It was no more d i f f i c u l t to look
oo i n t o
In a few years, but It Is not yet adap- Just rising.
the mechanics of his hraln thuu those
"Later ou In the morning when we of an open clock. I . e l g H ! The girl
ted to that altitude.
The girl
tried to pull the valve, the rope b r o k ,
Balloon Better Than Plane.
as Leigh, his f u t u r e w i f e ! |!Ut )n
because of an oversight at the moment f r o n t of 111,- I n t . . . . , ,
"The balloon, being entirely u'lui-n- of
he fi 'i-cccl
taking off. So we were um.ule to h i m s e l f m i ' l i T c o n t r o l
able to theoretic calculation, offers u descend
then. Slowly we w,re , l u s l l ( M had t-vi-r si',MI him so aIni m fi sa icnt gIK OIIO
big advantage over the plane. For
or si.
ilisnrd
l l s r i ' i i i i M t o l . t - l K l i mil)
research purposes the balloon presents toward the Bavarian Alps. We u r
rived there at five o'clock in the a f t e r " I ' - i i t h i i i i l , i . i i M f \ ; i i ' r i r i | h l c n t i f j '
the tremendous advantage of not beat Blow speed; after siimlowi.
ing exposed to the vibrations and mag- noon,
•r (lie
we landed near Ober-Uurgl."
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first groat shock, with as little decent
feeling as he had had before. Was
he too far gone? Was his "Intelligent"
neutrality to emotion an accomplished
fact?
Later, up In her room, Leigh sat for
over an hour watching the lights go
out like tired eyes In the valley far
below. Her heart was heavy and her
spirits at zero point She felt that
she had been an unwilling witness to
the suicide of one who had been,
when she loved I}Im first normal
warm-hearted, generous and free from
the affectations of the modernistic
gang. The test had failed. She would
break off her engagement and never
see htm again. Some one opened the
door. "What do you want?" she
asked.
Pitt shut the door and locked It Her
heart leaped at the sight of bis face.
It was white with rage. There was
nothing of the modernist In his new
expression. In the angle of his Jaw,
the honest set of his shoulders, he
was the simple primitive; not John
Pitt, the fake philosopher, but the
man Jack Pitt who strode across to
where she stood and seized her by the
arm and who didn't give a d—n as
to whether he hurt her or not (Neither
dirt she. There was Joy In her heart)
"Now then," he said. "What were
you to Panglos? Go on, out with It."
And he shook her so that her hair fell
over her forehead like that of a foreign pianist In a moment of ecstacy.
Hope, excitement, delight, rushed to
her head like wine. "Why should I
tell you? You are absolutely nothing
to me."
"Nothing to you?" He shouted the
words. "I own you. You're mine.
You belong to me." He drew her
against his chest and kissed her—
honestly, healthily and with the passion of the normal man. He hurt her
so much that she nearly screamed
with Joy. "What were you to Panglos? Come on, out with It."

Feed Colts Well
in Cold Weather n

- Fai *f
Frontier.

By
Grain, Supplemented With
Clover or Alfalfa Hay,
ELMO SCOTT
Is Good Plan.
Feed colts well during winter; what
Is saved in feed Is sacrificed many
times In the final usefulness of the
horse.
During the first and second winter
colts should be fed grain twice a day
—in the morning and In the evening
A good grain mixture for draft colts
consists of 30 pounds of crushed oats,
30 pounds of wheat bran, 30 pound!
cracked corn, and 10 pounds Unseed
oil meal. This should be supplemented with properly cured clover or
alfalfa hay.
For colts of the light breeds, such
as trotters and saddlers, cracked corn
should be limited and mixed hay or
early-cut, properly cured timothy la
probably better than legume hay. The
grain mixture should be liberally fed,
the proper amount to be determined
by the need of the Individual colt
Tn addition to grain and hay, sheaf
oats will prove beneficial.
Placing
a supply of roughage In a covered
rack In the exercise lot is a good plan.
Ice and snow are poor substitutes for
drinking water.
Young horses may be expected to
thrive when they are bountifully nurtured with proper grain and forage
and are given facilities for exercise.

Newly Born Calves Must
Be Given Special Care
During the winter time, newly born
calves should be kept away from drafts
In the stable In order to avoid colds
and pneumonia, warns a writer In, the
PraOrle Farmer. Leaving the calf
with Its mother during the colostrum
period, which Is about four days, will
make It more resistant to sickness.
After the period with the mother, the
calf may be fed from a1 bucket, three
or four times a day for a few days,
and then twice a day as the calf
grows older.
With a bucket-fed calf the greatest
cause of digestive disturbances Is Irregularity in amount of milk, time of
feeding and temperature of the milk
—that is, outside of drafts and dirty
milk buckets.
After four or five weeks the calf
may be changed from whole milk to
skim-milk, taking about seven days
to make the change. Good quality
legume hay and a grain mixture of
coarsely ground corn and oats, with
some bran and ollmeal added, should
be placed before the calf. It will learn
to eat 'in a very short time. Fresh water and salt should be accessible at all
times. Milk may be discontinued at
the age of six months.

She was breathless. "Why do yon
want to know? You've never wanted
to know anything about me before.
Yon didn't care." She threw back her
head and laughed. Revelling In this
marvelous recovery, this unexpected
breakdown, she made up her mind that
every stick and stone of his affectation
should fall about bis ears.
He backed away from that laughter.
"I tell yon that I love you," he said,
"and that my respect and admiration
have grown about your feet like the
great stones of a plinth."
"I don't believe you," she said. "I've
seen no proof of It."
"Proof? Under all conditions, sane
or drazy, playing the silly ass or going
on with my Job, I love you and am
yours." He seized her wrist, drew her
to him and kissed her on the mouth.
"Dm-m," she said to herself, for
that was what she wanted. "Proof Is
always needed, dally, hourly proof. As
to what I was to Panglos, who loved
and proved his love, you have nothing
whatever to say. This Is your house
>ut my room and If you don't get out
'II cry for help and have you flung
downstairs."
She said this on be- Locate Ice Houses and
lalf of every living woman and pushed
Pits on the Hillside
lack Pitt away. And if she hadn't
Where
natural
Ice may be harvested
Jeen convinced already of his complete and absolute cure what he then economically and easily, farmers In lo>roceeded to do must have clinched cating Ice houses and ice pits can often take advantage of hills, trees or
that gorgeous fact.
buildings whteh afford protection
Like the typical he-man on whom against hot winds and direct sunlight
he had poured such scorn, the hairy- and thus reduce^ melting losses, saya
chested primitives who hack down John T. Bowen of the bureau of agritrees with ares to clear the under- cultural engineering, United States Derrowth, see red when moved to rage partment of Agriculture. To facilitate
and Jealousy, demand purity of their drainage the ground should be porous
wives and sweethearts and thrill to and slope from the building.
On a dairy farm, a vestibule and
sentiment, he whipped a gun from his
pocket and held It to his hip. (She cooling room are desirable features of
adored the sight of It.) "Now then." the ice house, which should be coniloodshot his eyes were and his voice venient to the dairy house. On a genhoarse. "If you don't tell me what eral farm, the Ice house should be conrou were to Panglos and what you did venient to the residence.
Small houses on farms using natn his rooms this Is the end of the
whole business for you and me. Go ural Ice can be used to store a seaon."
son's supply for household purposes,'
"I promised never to tell." The gun and on farms using manufactured tee
was cold on her breast. "It's an ab- to store a supply sufficient to save fresolute secret," she said. The thing quent trips to the Ice plant.
quivered over her heart
"Tell me the truth or I'll finish you
Cutting Alfalfa
and put the gun In my mouth."
At Iowa State college it has been
"He was my father," she said.
The gun was pitched through the found that more alfalfa hay Is sewindow with a crash. And with a cured In that state from two cuttings
cry that was heard In the valley he than from three. To allow the hay to
possessed her lips.
become so mature, however. Increases
"Um-rn." she said, while her tears the amount of leaf spot, which in turn
reduces the number of leaves left on
'ell. "I badly needed that."
plants when they are cut. For this
reason two cuttings usually will not
Buiineii Founded on Grief
Founded by a mother who was try- provide the best quality hay. The
ng to forget her grief over the death best time to cut alfalfa is when It Is
)f her only child, a carpet Industry in one-fourt^i to one-tenth In bloom. Four
Ueriz has become one of the most pros- cuttings a year will usually kill the
perous In Portugal. Four years ago stand In two years.
he woman, the wife of a farmer lost
her boy, and to divert her mind she
and Disease
ook up carpet making. So popular
Gardeners are urged to conserve huwere the bright-colored carpets and
rugs which she turned out that soon mus as much as possible, and this Is
she was teaching 8li apprentices To- good advice as regards healthy plant
day she employs 300 women workers tissue. Diseased crop remnants, howand scores of others In minor Jobs and ever, are a danger and should be den transporting the factory's output stroyed. The safest plan Is to burn
1 he door coverings are sold In all such refuse and thus prevent the carryover of disease. Burning Is also
'arts of the world.
helpful In destroying- insect pests that
hibernate In such material. The ashes
Ton. of Ice Used by Cafe.
a good garden dressing, espeSome of the vast cafes on the make
cially for roses
1'iimp.s-Klysees and In Montparnasse
'»<• up leu at the rate of two or three
""•s « d n > . writes the Paris corre' " l l ' n t <>f the Ix>ndon Dally Tele-'•»|.h. The total consumption In all
"*' '-afi.'H aud restaurants when it la
•»t Is -UK) tons a day. i n ,,le butch .
'" Mmps. fishmongers' shops, and oth-

Figures for It
During the year 1032, the bureau of
agricultural economic, learns. 6,383
farmers, operating their own farms,
had an average of $257 cash Income

,r<£Fri™£i~3
" l ' " ' i , .'aiinot produce move Umrf'w
'!',';'" -' '"""•8- T ''" -'.'Me factory
•"'•••!"•* a f u r t h e r |( K ) , 0 n a a du;
'"" "* w i n t e r store.

» Original B0,

By Prof. U. W. Harper, New York State
College of Agriculture.—WNU Service.

farmer,, used from
BniOUntlll
« to

, • f rms
farm

superintendent of th Prim
the Natlona
' for i
— ——— "»»v*vi»cj
•go be was "the or,RU
At lean that was the
ferred upon him bv
**"*- Oeu. ~ -

"He served under Cly
a volunteer scout and
the Nes Perce and t
war* of 1877 and ISTS „„,, i
of Farrow. Scouts a ' a andal «l
Sheepeater Indiana in
dered very efficient
lightweight youth, u ,
many more miles of hi
of ahorse than could
By coming through undo
darkneis he brought in a,
kept me In close touch
Fischer's Scouts far in
I well remember how our ni
Instructed not to shoot
heard his 'YipI Yip" ->ont of the darkness _
our camp. The Boy UUJUl
tlon did not exist In thost*.,
certainly Jack RedlngtorJ1(tz'
Inal Boy Scout"
"
At the age of sixteen,,,,,,
Bedlngton ran away fi
Massachusetts to seek _ u , c _
West He soon found it, [«»
spring after bis arrival in &w.
the Net Perce Indian war bS|
On the Fort Hall resenaJ
, C. Fischer was enlisting ad
of Bannock Indian scouts tori
against the Nei Perces and J
easterner obtained permission)
ilong. A few days later jo»
ngton found himself ID the t,
rf fifty Bannocks, almost «s i,
he fcosttles they were going outq
md only two Other white mend
Fischer and another scout nam.
Then'followed bis career ast|
'or Howard In the epic chased
toseph'f Nez Perces which en
ip In the Bear Paw mountain^
tana where General Miles held!
dlan chief at bay until Bowl
bis weary troopers came up b|
tart In the surrender of the"
Napoleon." The next year l
was again In the field In the I
campaign and the following;
was with Lieutenant Farro»j
hat young officer and b i s .
ormed one of the most brillla
n the history of the Amerio
n running to earth the bandi
;ade Indians known as Sbeepa
After this campaign UediDgMJ
ed back Into Oregon and
bis career as a newspaper i
Which made him one of the best!
editors In the Pacific Northwest
• * •
Champion of the Santa Fell
N AUGUST, 1846, Tom TotH '
and guide for Oen. Stepto
ney, while carrying
Santa Fe to Fort L<
made the trip of 830
ess than 11 days,
than 70 miles a day.
sldered a great' feat ot
riding, but Felix N. AI
Canadian hunter and trapper
hat he could have covered 0*
distance In two-th/rds of that
When his statement was CL
Aubrey offered to back his «
money and the result was a
$5.000 with no restrictions aa
number of horses be might u
he had to do was to cover the
rom Santa Fe to Independence
In seven days and eight hours.
In preparation for bis trip
elected six good horses and w
ed with eastward-bound army
rains, which be would overtaw
For the first leg of his
blooded l
ft/A
irey
CJ bad
UC&U selected
OClCWtCU a*•
mare, wbteh he pushed to tie
her endurance, confident that 1
overtake the train leading his
mount before It had gone '
from Santa Fe, But the
raveled faster than he an
and It was not until his P"
mare had staggered Past
Mound, 160 miles from San"1
be sighted the train.
Stopping only long enou?'
he saddle from his tired
lap It on the fresh horse,
ood that was handed him, s«
eat It as he rode, Aubrey
Ils next stop was at a ffort'
Arkansas, since known by
where he took time out '°r
hours' rest Then he enters
most perilous part of bis jou
country ahead of him WBJ
with hostile Indiana and h
dare to stop for sleep unt
overtaken a wagon train.
the whole Journey Aubrey »'
leep only three times.
Several times he was p»
ndlans and only the fleets
mounts saved him from c«!
death. But he made the J o " •
y and In five days and four' ,
after leaving Santa Fe ue ^
Independence. He bad e" ,
jame distance as Toblo '" •'
le more than half Uie i
>y Tobln and he had used o - i
torses as compared to 1 " 6 k ' 1
Not counting time out t" r 1,
meals, the French-Canaan" ^
raged six miles an hour tur ^
distance, a feat of enduru" 1
ew duplicates In history. (
Q l»ll. WMttra Ngwjg***'
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+ CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH -f
•f
E. L. Anderson, Minister.
+

Maduffs Food Marl]

(The Church With a Heart and
an Open Mind.)
wnc* T\I?T Ttyui>
*M
WE DELIVER
Church School at 10 a. m. Classes
for all ages. Frank H. Osen, Superintendent.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
Special appropriate music. Sermon
subject, "The Christmas Spirit."
Senior ladies aid Thursday afternoon will hold a kensington at the
home of Mrs. Isola Bangham and Mrs.
Claudia Brown.
The public is cordially invited to
of the services and activities of this
church.
*
1
Rev. E. L. Anderson spoke at the]
Pounds 1
reforestation camp at Atlantic last
Best Creamery
Sunday morning at 9:00 o'clock on
the subject of "Christian Ideals." A.
B. Stone rendered two beautiful vocal
solos, and Frank H. Osen directed the
community singing. They report a,
good attendance and much interest inj
ANrf%UNDK!EDS MORE OF REAL
the services.
Christmas Program.
The Sunday School Christmas program will be given Sunday evening thing, it shall not hurt them; they
farm is located eight
at 7:30 o'clock, and is as follows:
shall lay hands on the sick, and they east of Anita.
Prelude, Church Orchestra.
shall recover."
Thos. A. Morgan has tn
Scripture, Martha Crawford.
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quoChristmas prayer, John Bell Wil- tations from the Bible and from the Cass county farm for
Selling For CASH, and Selling For LESS.
lo, and he and his ?00(j
liams.
Christian^ Science textbook, "Science soon leave the Garden of
Luther's Cradle Hymn, primary de- ' and Health with Key to the Scripmingle among other ptri!)le
partment.
j tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
Stock shipments froit .(„
Welcome, Max Biggs.
One of the Bible citations reads: Monday evening were,
Santa Glaus' headquarters,
at
"The
Wise
Men,"
William
Cochran.
vision question is an uncertainty in
"But as it is written, Eye hath not J. H. Trimmer, four ca
Young's Store. Open evenings. It
"A Christmas Wish,"*' Gail Adair.
my mind. Possibly it will be the passeen, nor ear heard, neither have en- George Vierling, three ,
a
Beginners Memory Work.
sing of one of these three bills after
Miss Zilpha Campbell went to Des
tered into the heart of man, the things D. C. Reed, two cars of i
"The
Glorious
Night,"
Isabelle
it
has
been
amended
to
contain
cerMoines Monday to spend a few days
which God hath prepared for them E. M. Limbaugh, one
with friends.
Des Moines, Iowa, tain features of the other two. I Shaffer.
that love him. But the natural man
Dr. H. E. Campbell *,,
"The Christmas Bells,"
Robert receiveth not the things of the Spirit
December 18, 1933 contend that we should end this sesing Christmas presents fa
Harve and Alvin Peterson gave a Mr. Walter Budd,
sion by the first of the year; however, Ames.
of God: for they are foolishness unto and was kept quite busy
dance at the K. P. hall last Friday
I am not in favor of adjourning unAnita Tribune,
day. The choicest gifts«
evening to a party of friends.
til we have passed some sort of tax
Anita, Iowa.
the
homes of Mr. and Mai
Dialogue, William Ames and Doro- (I Cor. 2:9, 14).
revision measure as I feel that this
To the Readers:
John Rowland and wife of IndeFordyce,
Mr. and Mrs. C. ft]
thy
Millhollin.
Undoubtedly, the greatest problem was the main cause of the Governor's
Among the selections from the and Mr. and Mrs. John
pendence, Iowa, were visitors in the
calling
this
special
session.
before the Legislature at this time is
city the first of the week at the home
hies for George and Oil, anij
Next to the tax revision question ginners.
the question of tax revision. The
lowing: "Only by the illumination of baby for John. Some of thek
of his sister, Mrs. W. H. Wagner
Recitation,
Mary
Jean
Steinmetz.
in
importance
is
the
Liquor
Control
matter has been simmered down to
the spiritual sense, can the light of wondering why they were s
and husband.
Recitation, Harold Smith.
three bills: namely House File No. 1, matters. I think that the majority of
understanding be thrown upon this
Recitation, George Millhollin.
R. R. Rogers of Missouri Valley has known as the Interum Tax Committee sentiment seems to favor a state
Science because Science reverses the
A large number of pay <.„
been appointed divisional civil works Bill, House File No. 131, known as
county civil works laborers, L
the
Farm
Bureau
Bill
and
House
File
supervisor for highway civil works
approximately $2,700.00 arrinj]
"What Day Is Best," Gretchen Dauprojects in Cass, Adair, Audubon, Ad- No. 204, the Cunningham or Gross In- distribution through established chantion of God and man" (p. 461).
ghenbaugh.
office of , County Worker
come
Bill.
nels.
I
understand
that
the
commitams and Guthvie counties. He' will
Thrower in Atlantic Tudjj.
Recitation, "What Grandma Says,"
It is the intention of all these meas- tees of the House and Senate are premake his headquarters in Atlantic.
remainder of the checks for hit J
ures to take the -tax off real estate; paring identical bills which will be Mary Forshay.
work will arrive soon.
The members of the 0. D. O. club, however, they vary considerably as presented to the Legislature within
together with six visitors, were guests to the extent. It is estimated by the the next week or so. Just what fea- from the 4th. and 5th. grades.
Song, junior department.
When Nature Palls.
last Thursday of Mrs. Lew Rydl at authors that House File No. 1 would tures this bill will contain are still
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Dr.
Christmas Offerings, by children of C. H. Johnson, General Supt.
her home north of the city. A 1:00 reduce the amount to be paid on real uncertain.
Summer boarder—What a 1
There are also various emergency other lands.
o'clock dinner was served by the hos- property next year by 25%, the 'Farm
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock, view that is!
tess, and the afternoon was spent by Bureau bill, it is estimated, would re- acts which come before the LegislaRecitation, "The Perfect Gift"
Farmer—Maybe. But i f ;
with the following Christmas program
the ladies with quilting-.
duce real property taxes by about ture and I feel that they should be Sarah Noblitt.
to plow that view, harrow i
of music:
45% and House File No. 204 is de- taken care of in preference to other
"Hark the Herald Angels Sing," ten
vate it, hoe it, mow it, fence!
Voluntary, Mrs. Earl Blue.
A large crowd attended the com- signed to eliminate all real and per- matters.
boys from the 6th. and 8th. grades.
pay
taxes on it, it would U\
"Shout the Glad Tidings
munity program last Friday evening sonal property tax after the first
What I have written in this article ' Exercise, "What Shall We Bring! by Anthem,
I ornery.
F.
A.
Fillmore.
at Lincoln No. 1, where Miss Beulah year.
is just a brief outline of the most im- Them," four girls from the 6th. grade.
Prayer, by the pastor.
Gissibl is teacher. The program conHouse File No. 1 proposes to portant measures which are to come
Exercise, "Then and Now," three
Solo, "The Song and the Star," by
sisted of songs, readings, music, rid- raise the revenue by a personal net before us before the end of this ses- girls from the 5th. grade.
F. B. Holton, vocalist, Miss Goldie Mcdles and a one act play of rural life income tax from 1% to 5% on net sion. I would be glad to hear from
Recitation, "The Christmas Tree" Laughlin.
"Detour Ahead." Following the pro- incomes from $1,000.00 to $5,000.00 any of my constituents as to their Eleanor Kenfield.
Scripture lesson.
gram a lunch of fruit salad, cake and and over—a 2% on all net incomes suggestions on these various matters.
Play, "Christmas Carols," Luloa
WE have a full line of
coffee was served.
Quartette, "Christmas Memories"
class.
of Corporations and a 2% sales tax
Yours respectfully,
lamps and supplies.
Miss
NorinR
Kuester,
to be passed on to the consumer.
C. E. Malone.
tf
Neff's Esi
House File No. 131 seeks to levy a
ber.
GET your radiator
treats to all the children
Vi to !</, on various transactions, inEVERYONE'S BIOGRAPHY
Sermon, by the pastor.
ter. Prestone $2.95 ft
cluding manufacturing, wholesaling,
SHOULD SO BEGIN.
, Anthem, "Come and Worship" by
retailing, wages, salaries, etc. and
y Super-Pyro alcohol 9ft P«
The pen of my old friend, Doctor
CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST + Ira B. Wilson.
Phone 244.
O. W.
limit the levy on real and personal
Doxology and the Apostolic Bene- Anita, Iowa.
Elwyn Andrews, Minister.
-f
property to 1% of the assessed valua- Jones, began to write the first chap- Tand a
diction.
tion or to what is better known to ter of my biography when with the
FOR SALE:—Milk fed
Postlude, Mrs. Earl Blue.
No
creed
but
Christ,
help
of
my
father,
the
doctor
inscrib40 mills on the old method of calculacream cheese; cottage <
tion.
Epworth League at 6:30 p. m
ed my full name, date and place of
No book but the Bible,
Evening worship at 7:30 o'clock fruit cakes. Order your
House File No. 204 provides for the oii-th, my parents' names, my color No name but the Divine.
and
sex
on
a
page
of
a
book.
A
Christmas program by the Sunday early. Phone 4 R 2.
Bible
School
at
10:00
a.
m.
C
W
Many thanks for your uniform taxing of the dollar turnover For the next few days the first Zastrow, Supt; Anita Witte, Asst. School
will be presented at this hour,
or the equivalent, and is better known
FOR SALE:—Dressed gesl
patronage the past as the gross income tax. It is esti- chapter of my life history lay unfin- Communion service at 11:00 a m m scenes by different school classes Christmas, $1.00 to $1.25 each."
year.
Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p. m
The Coming of the Christ Child- your order early. Also a fewH
mated by its author that 1% will ished on the doctor's desk. Then the
Scene 1. The prophecy.
doctor placed it in an envelope and
raise sufficient revenue.
Evening service at 7:30 o'clock
Phone 25 R 18.
Ladies aid meets at Mrs. Myra
Scene 2. The annunciation
As is the case with every bill there mailed it to the local registrar of vi2tp
Marinus Ja
'
are two sides to each of these meas- tal statistics. That individual copied Turner's on Wednesday.
6116 3
Vl8it
f MaiT to Eliza
'
°
FOB SALE—Tally <
ures. Personally, I favor the gross some of the information that the docMrs. Donna Dorsey will entertain bett
Phones :
income tax; however, should it be t0,r, ^.written, in a big book and her Sunday School class to a 5-00
Scene 4. Announcement to the Tribune office, Anita.
Residence 101
Office 48
shepherds.
shown to me that some other method added his name and the date of fil- o clock dinner next Saturday.
HARNESS oiled, 76c per'
would mean a better taxing system, ing to my record.
Next Sunday is the big day as far
Scene 5. Visit of the Wise Men
for
2 bushels of corn,
I would favor that method.
What more could be required to as Christmas programs are concerned
Scene 6. The nativity
tf
G. M.
I think- it is a fact that the ma- complete that first chapter? I did at this church. God gave because he PhSTl .^Celebration of the Christ
jority of the people are in favor of not long await the answer to that loved. Do we give for the same rea- child's birthday.
?3.BO WEBSTER'S College]
having t h e people taxed according to question. After a train and motor son or because we expect to receive?
and
Office Dictionary, for onlij
WiU be inters
P«rsed
their a b . l i t y to pay. We all know trip, my record was placed on a desk " us make Christmas in the spirit wittVTT^
with Christmas music, caroled bv a the Tribune office. This
that, an ,l lt is gl.ni.rally conct.ded
•" the offices of the State Department
Puts the Christ into all that we > robed choir.
sells at most places from
J
I'LENTY OF STYLE
real pn.periy is bearing its unjust "f Health. The man at this desk uu.
All members and friends of the $4.00. Get your dictionary W
share of the taxes, inasmuch as it u-ad carefully my story, made an exYou are welcome to come and help ' church are invited to attend these ser- ideal Christinas present.
, vices.
;* now_ paying %'; of the taxes while *« <-<>P.v of my record, typed my us do our Master's work.
FOR SALE:—Poultry
I'KOI'ERLY 1TITE/J
intangible.-,, which represent an equal name, sex, date and place of birth
ai
u
lets.
Germo Form for roi
«»<J
my
parents'
names
on
a
card
"" '» "f value, pay only 4 ' i ; h , , w - |
at
sen
Hatchery
and Produce.
LINCOLN CENTER
"'••'•'•. I here is a vast difference of „,,. ! damped a n u m b e r on my record, and' *
•f
+
COMMUNITY CHURCH
iniMiuu. tu w h a t e x t e n t properly taxes | ''''.',' H i n a st('1'1' "''('proof cabinet.
-f
FOR SALE OR TRAD£:
ull |lss
s h o u l d be replaced, us well as to f
Wwyn
Andrews,
Minister.
.
"
"
.
(he
first
c
h
a
p
t
e
r
of
my
-f
t)
Pontiac sedan; 1929 l /oni l
w h a t source t h i > replacement
ATLANTIC, IOWA.
ITEMS
OF
THIRTY
YEiltSKGO
Phone 244.
0. W. SI
ir.tnit-y should derive.
Church Services at 10:00 a m
---.ny p a r e n t s to k n o w ? M"" friend
Anita, Iowa.
The f i n a l outcome ,,f the tax re ' „ I' ^'"' "''"^i»«nt of Health
I i We School at 11:00 a. m., with
December 24, 1903.
W alter Storer as superintendent.
MAURICE CHEVALU.1
,M t I C i •
' ^ iiiciiuHl a
Miss Vera Hook is spending the
;
Program at 7:30 p. m.
Dvorak
are the stars in """
.""'"• "">" "f b i r t h registration certiholidays with friends in Council
M r a i c td t h e m Ti.;.,
* i i i
I ; ad. os aid meets on Wednesday
Love," at the.Rialto Sat""1
j.
' J ms Dialed t h a t the
Mrs. August (Von is quite ill with day and Monday evening-n
"
"" at hei
WORM your poultry
'•> d o c u m e n t a r y evidence
was
a\ailable
production with Russell's '!»
tf
Hartley's
CALLS FOR BETTER COAL
"f the Sta
our
And so the fact that I was born (i()d i;
HEATING stoves, par'lor:
'
Helper.
".i«l been written and legally record- L
and ranges, at prices wa, .
wi. Hy this latter act my right to go to " "' lives because we'love!
day's market. Neff's Har<J*^J
school, to work, to marry, to vote to
IS GUARANTEED TO SATISFY YOU.
'"hmt Property and to travel ' in
H. P. ZIBGLER,
+
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
I
urcign
lands,
was
established.
The
Practice
in state mad f
4
TRY IT!
Settle Estates
7lue of »>y birth certificate
Make Collection*
•ly recorded, is dearly shown in
chapters of my biography.
E. 8. HOLTON, I
Practice in all courts.
Johnson, who i s attending
The Co
Land Titles; and Settlement
at tile State Universit
ANITA LUMBER CO
(
'ity,
came
home
Tuesday
e,
a
Specialty.
Phone*: Office 20; Re*. „
We Qive and ^^ ^
"l>end the holiday* w i t h his
ANITA
ficiated.
Mrs. Hansine Johnson, and with other
CHADW1CK
'•'latn-ea and friends.
"
Lincoln Ground oats
• Al- [ Data hulled
acre.
The Ear corn ground

Christmas Sale
Ends Saturday Night

Blues, Oxford Greys, Browns

Peanut
Butter
Per Pound
Corn Flakes

$13.75, $15.00, $18.00
and $22.50

J

Roe Clothing Co.
Representative Malone
Writes Interesting Letter

WANTAI

Merry Christmas

Happy New Year

Kunz Grain Co.

GOOD SHOES
PRICED RIGHT

L

FROM OUR OLD FILES

The Welch Shoe Co.

Colder Weather

''.-tt:1;^:.^';"'^' - •

RODELL COAL

+ ++

,! *. ^ - » - ^ > ^ ^ ^ 4 > Z

ROB'T. SCOTT

ANITA TRIBUNE.
*1?IFTY-ONE

;ED

POOR
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me Program at Rialto
for Christmas Movie Fans

Cnristflias Greetings

uocal Couple Celebrate
50th. Wedding Anniversary

NUMBER 9

TO HOLD SERVICES
CHRISTMAS MORNING

has been ove:
AND A PEW FOOD SUGGESTIONS
Relatives and friends of Mr. and
iction of "The
Mrs. Richard H. Lantz assembled at
f DATES—
COFFEE—
Named as Local
feature attraction at
their home Wednesday, December 13, Interesting Program Prepared Foffiv
fresh
bulk,
;ialto
Theatre
in
Anita
on
Saturday,
GWC,
Food Products to
to help them celebrate their fiftieth
Services to Be Held at the Con- und&y and Monday evenings, to make
2 Ibs
per pound
wedding anniversary. Their children
Iway Soon by the
gregational Church at 7:00
t by far the most entertaining veand other relatives were present for
Government.
Peaberry,
O'clock Christmas Horning.
icle of Maurice Chevalier's film ca->
dinner at noon, and during the afterPEANUT BRITTLE
in bulk ...
eer. And what a treat for theatre
noon
the
home
was
open
to
many
CANDY—
goers at Christmas time.
friends and acquaintances who came
Ibeen completed for the
BROWN SUGAR
The annual early morning candle
per pound...
iFrom the unique opening wherein
to express their felicitations. The
f needy Casa county famor Powderd Sugarservice
will be held at the Congretwenty
cameo-like
characters
pass
in
weather was all to the good and a
which were regational church on Christmas morning'
BRIARDALE
3
inging review before the camera in
number
of
guests
were
able
to
be
Ijy the agriculture
at 7:00 o'clock. It will be presented
colorful kaleideoacope of rhythmic
present from a distance.
GELATINE—
pounds
fttion of the holography, to the final and satisby a union chorus of more than twenty
Immediately
after
dinner
the
grandall flavors,
ent to peg the actory f adeout, the story is literally
WAX
PAPER—
children delighted the honored couple voices under the direction of Mrs.
of farm commodities, acked with Maurice Chevalier materpackage . . .
Briardale
food
and their company with a program of H. E. Campbell and Mrs. Raytoond
will be distributed ial.
music and readings. Those who par- Lantz, with Mrs. H. O. Stone at the
rolls, small....
of the Cass county
ORANGES—
piano. The program is as follows:
The new songs written by Ralph
ticipated were Royce, Leland, Jean,
linistrator.
Processional, "Holy Night," choir.
Large
25c
California Sunkist
lainger and Leo Robin, carefully
and Richard Lantz, Jr., and Frances
?, eggs, flour and canned tailored to fit the star's personality,
Anthem, "The Son of God Is Come,"
size
Navals,
Way. Mrs. Wm. Lantz, a daughter- choir.
ong food purchased by not only are musical treats but add
in-law,
also
read
an
original
poem
at in an attempt to ele- materially to the plot motivation.
Scripture reading, Rev. Elwyn AnPEANUTS—
n commemoration of the occasion. Mrs.
es and assist poor famdrews.
fresh roasted,
Chevalier portrays the part of a
Rollie Way presided over the proijpments of pork, total- )oor Parisian youth who is a walking
Prayer, Rev. E. L. Anderson.
pound . . . . . . .
gram, which was closed by brief rea, already has been advertisement for a love shop run by
Response by choir.
marks by Rev. Paul E. Becker, Mrs.
See of County Worker he inimitable Edward Everett HorDouble quartette, "Hark, Hark, My
Lantz's brother, from Des Moines.
and distributed to ton. In his traveling about town he
Soul," Mrs. Raymond Lantz, Mrs. Earl
iMr. and Mrs. Lantz were married Blue, Mrs. H. E. Campbell, Mrs. H. R.
Orders from govern- rescues a girl from a barbarous gypfifty years ago at the home of her Redburn, Guy Rasmussen, Earl Blue,
to purchase other y knife thrower and conceals her in
No. 2 cans
parents
near Dakota, Illinois. The A. B. Stone and Carl H. Miller.
ftrom Cass county gro- he roof top home of friends.
broken
CAKE
FLOUR—
wedding
day was warm and balmy
any day now.
Talk, "The Christmas Message For
There he unfolds to her, as only
and the marriage ceremony was per- the Community," Supt. C. W. Garlock.
Briardale,
. 'Merchants.
OYSTERS;he impetuous Maurice can, his one
formed at 11:00 o'clock. More than
(none better)
Anthem, "In Bethlehem's Crowded
chants selected the fol- great ambition to be a guide for
2
cans
eighty guests partook of the wedding Inn," choir.
/
Ittee to name the stores aurists who wish to see his beloved
feast and spent the afternoon in visGWC
ROYAL ANN
die the government or- *aree. But the girl with whom he
Reading, "The Legend of the Christiting. The young couple went to Rose," Gay Nichols.
CHERRIES and
A. A. Gillette, chair- s falling in love doesn't think she
Parkersburg, Iowa, to spend a fewj Duet, "My Christmas Dream," AnENGLISH
WALNUTS
BARTLETT PEARS—
jfOlsen, Henry Stier, J. H. B good enough for him, goes back
days with Mr. Lantz's sister and fam- nabelle and Marie Wise.
William Gpodale all of a the gypsy knife-thrower.
No. 2y2 cans 9C|»
ily as their honeymoon. For the first
pound
Talk, "The Birth of Christ," Rev.
, Goodale represents the
Briardale
£«)C
So Maurice with Edward Everett
few years of their married life Mr. Elwyn Andrews.
societies. "The following Horton in tow goes on a bender at
Lantz assisted his father in a general
Why not give a box of
CHOCOLATES—
Hymn, "O Come All Ye Faithful,"
^ been named to handle the various night clubs one night. And,
store and post office at Afolkey, Illi- choir.
jckete: Anita, M. M. Burkv with alcoholic courage wrestles with
Fancy Groceries for
pound boxes,
nois. Since then they have lived in
Reading, selected, Mrs. Earl S. Hoi|tic, Olsen Grocery, Stier ;he knife-thrower and takes the girl.
Christmas?
fancy
a number of localities in eastern Ne- ton.
(Joseph Burnea and Heath
Ann Dvorak in her first dramatic,
braska and southwestern Iowa, the
Solo, selected, M'jB. Anita East Mariberland, R. D. Finnell; smileless role is the heroine. InciCelery, Lettuce, Apples, Grapes, Cranberries, Nut
last ten years at their present home sau.
Mueller; Lewis, J. W. dentally this part represents Ann's
Meats, Mince Meat, Cheese, Pickles, Olives,
just outside of Anita.
Talk, "The Christmas Message,"
jr; Massena, Parkinson gro- return to films after a walkout a year
Salad
Dressings,
Pineapple
Juice,
Mixed
Fruits
An interesting item in the celebra- Rev. E. L. Anderson.
Reed & Barnholdt.
ago.
tion of last Wednesday was the presfor Salads, Black Bing Cherries, etc.
Anthem, "The Hour of God," choir.
on of foods will be handle*
Among other players who contrience of Daniel P. Becker, Mrs. Lantz's
Recessional, "Joy to the World,"
tier. Commodity tickets mted to the story interest are Arthur
uncle, now of Atlantic, who acted as choir.
by the county welfare Pierson, Minna Gombell,
best man fifty years ago.
Blanche
Benediction, Rev. E. L. Anderson.
^client's name and amount Frederici, Nydia Westman, John MilThose who were present at the anname of commodity to jan, Billy Bevan and Grace Bradley.
niversary as relatives were the five
fron the tickets and an exchildren and their families, viz., Wm.
Three Short Subjects.
will be marked.
Lantz, of Cumberland; Mrs. Rollie
To complete the Christmas proI of Cooperation.*
Way, Earl and Raymond Lantz, of
gram, the Rialto will have three difated out that this surplus ferent short subjects in addition to
Anita; and Dr. Roy Lantz, of Woodpurchased by the govern- the feature. One of the shorts is
The state-wide organization for setSaturday'•morning Mrs. Anna ForDue to an error in the records of bine. Other relatives were Rev. Paul
to the launching of the "Betty Boop's Hallowe'en Party," an- ay the was. injured at her home in the Cass county re-employment of- E. Becker and wife, of Des Moines; ting the wheels of the corn-hog prorprogram. The number oi other is "Hollywood on Parade," and Stuart by a self inflicted wound from fice, 63 •extra men were hired on the Daniel P. Becker and wife, of At- gram in motion is completed and con|the county needing assist- then there will be the regular news a 32 caliber pistol.
It happened civil works projects in the county. The lantic; Earl and Clair Becker and tracts are expected to be distributed
had been turned in am reel.
throughout Iowa soon, according to
about 7:30 in the morning but her discrepancy in the employment list their wives from southeast of Atlan- word
families now on the civi
received here last week by Lynn
There will be no raise in admis- condition was not discovered until was not discovered until the time tic; Gail Becker and wife and Leroy!
oils will share in the food sion price for the show.
about 1:30 that afternoon, and was heets were turned in last Thursday • Acker and family from near Cumber- Beard, County Agent.
Announcement of 20 field represenadditional cash to apply
land.
given imedical attention at once. It afternoon.
tatives of the state corn-hog commitother needs. This foo(
The county's civil works quota is
is stated that her health has been very
tee was made by R. M. Evans, Laurchased by the agriculture
21 men and women. Due to the erpoorly for some time.
ens, chairman, last week. Meantime
of the United States
ror
in
the
lists
of
unemployed,
484
, The bullet entered her left side in
R. K. Bliss, director of the Extenin order to raise price
front and evidently struck a rib and men were given employment. County
sion
Service, announced the appoint-'
^organizations are seeing to
officers
have
had
the
unkind
assignCorn loans made in this vicinity came out a few inches from where it
I
ment
of extension specialists to asties the most needy fam
No vital organs were struck
Clair Becker, well known 3ear jsist the representatives of the state
her instructions on the since the last issue of the Tribune,
were
given
employment.
is thought she will' suffer no
Grove township farmer, was
' these commodities are ex under the government's corn-hog pro- j ill effects from the wound.
off here were Raymond president of the Cass county farm com.mittee. Four specialists from the
Extension Service have been signed
[KD. early date. The firs grant, are as follows:
Mrs. Forsythe lived in Anita a num- gan, Henry Christensen and James bureau organization for the year 1934.
Chris Holland, 729 bushels, $327.65.
to each district to work with co"nty
bf eggs is anticipated in a
ber of years ago, and while here
at the annual meeting of the bureau,' agents.
'William F. Mailander, 1,050 bushels,
owned the filling station at the west leed. At the present time Anita has held Monday at the Grove community
The district extension agent for
list of retail stores has $472.50.
U men employed in civil works proCass County is Mr. Lee Nutty, He
W. F. Young, 1,000 bushels, $460.- edge of the city. She was also a ects. Two men, Jesse Deeming and house south of Atlantic.
po the state civil works of
resident of Wiota at one time.
,Mr. Becker haa been vice president •
pproval and it is assume* 00.
Li. J. Hofmeister, were added to the of the organization during the present will be assisted by four other extenLeslie Dorsey, 806 bushels, $362.70.
jjimmons & Jobes wholesal
ist a few days ago and are working year and his election to the presi- sion specialists, Wm. Watkins, E. L.
J. M. Garside, 3,000 bushels,, $1,f Atlantic will be named a
on the local public school building. dency is in line with usual procedure Cady, H. E. Nichols and Floyd ArThe federal emergenc; 350.00.
Others working at the school building of advancing the officers through the nold.
The state corn-hog representative
Harry C. Highley, 1,000 bushels,
nistration has been assure
are H. R. Redburn and J. M. Red- various positions.
for the district in which Cass County
ation of the members of th $450.00.
mrn of this city and Lester Layland
Ed. Baker was elected vice presi- is located is W. F. Hubbard of Council
B. H. Behrends, 1.3QO & bushels,
Robert A. Reed, 21; a son of Mr. >f Atlantic.
tiolesale and Retail gro
dent
and Henry McCrory and 'William Bluffs.
and Mrs. L. L. (Roy) Reed of Wiota,
ijbutors. The retail distri $585.00.
Spies
were re-elected secretary and
C.
R.
Robson,
652
bushels,)$^92.60.
Chairmen from each township to
died
Wednesday
afternoon
in
an
Atnot be paid for this distreasurer,
respectively. Mrs. T. L. act as head of the temporary townA. A. Miller, 356 bushels,! $1&0.20. | lantic hospital of injuries suffered
Smith was chosen as home project ]sn i p organization have been selected
H. O. Stone, 2,927 bushels, $1^7.15. j that morning when he was accidentiOUSC Monday Morning j chairman and Mrs. Carl Burnham as'. in Cass^CoUnty. The township chairLinn and Carl Keit
John L. Reed, 1,7(JO bushels, $765.- ally shot in the shoulder while hunti her assistant. Miss Wilma Warren men will be expected to choose two
were Sunday visitors in th 00.
ing on the Harvey Morgan farm near
WorG
tory to building the was chosen as chairman of the girls , men to work with them in the signss Linn's sister, Mrs. John
Wiota.
husband.
00.
According to Coroner Burdette L. new Cass county courthouse at Seven- j 4-H club work and Carl Goeken as | up campaign in their respective townGene Culver, 2,048 bushels, $921.-; Roland, Reed had been shooting pi- th and Chestnut streets in Atlantic, chairman of the boys 4-H club work. ships. These chairmen will meet soon
of the P. E. O. was held 00.
Township directors were selected as i an d set up the organization that will
j geons. While crossing a ditch his to replace the old building which was
fternoon at the home of
H. C. Faulkner, 3,613 bushels, $1,- shot gun was accidentally discharged, destroyed by fire more than a year follows: Brighton, Austin McFadden; j be carried through the county. The
Campbell. Mrs. Nellie625.85.
| and the full charge struck him in the ag-o, got under way Monday morn- j Pymosa, J. G. Stevenson; Benton, Wer- j committee in each township will be
HVe a "Christmas Story,"
ing. Actual construction work starts' ner Hlunk; Grant, Wilbur Hecknian; schooled and prepared to help people
Marvin E. Nelson, 831 bushels,' shoulder.
^furnished by the hostess; $373.95.
•) A graduate of the Wiota high in a day or two, providing- the weath- , Grove, Curtis Masteller; Franklin, to sign their corn-hog contracts.
i Glenn Welton; Cass, Frank Ellis; Bear
was Christmas quotaLater developments in thw program
J. J. Heck, 416 bushels, $187.20. j school in 1930, Reed had returned er .is favorable.
•ure of the meeting was
Sheds to house tools and materials Grove, Ed. Pont; Union,. William will be:
Fred Possehl, 760 bushels, $342.00.1 home last summer from Panama
°f gifts.
"
1. Extension Service men' will conC. P. Blue, 2,422 bushels, $1,089.90.'1 where he had been employed by the are being built and sides of the base-; Freeze; Pleasant, Howard Crum.
.
ment walls are being straightened up. | Reports of the various officers were : j uc t a training school for township
Enos S. Soper, 400 bushels, $180.00. United States government.
Trustees of this city
Bonds and contracts for the structure j received at the morning session of the : leaders to familiarize them with the.
J. W. Gustason, 575 bushels, $258.-1
^contract to H. H. Brown 75.
The civil service commission" at have been approved by state officers., meeting.
Report on membership ; details of the corn-hog program and!
Nebraska, for the digEdwin Garside, 850 bushels, $382.50. Washington has* announced that ex- The contract calls for completion of showed 208 active members of the the government contract.
well at the city water
2. Township leaders will then hold
Raymond 0. Dressier, 250 bushels,' aminations will be held for the post- the court house by August 30, 1934. bureau at the present time. ResoluIs in the west part of $122.50.
mastership at Cumberland. The dead- ,-The general contract for the build- tions adopted by the bureau commend meetings in their own communities
fork on the well was startO. E. Ostrus, 3,800 bushels, $1,- line for receipt of applications was act ing was awarded to the C. C. Larson the farm program of the administra- to further explain the plan to farmmorning. The well will 710.00.
for December 29. The salary of the Construction company of Council tion at Washington and the efforts ers.
At these meeting farmers will
til Dakota sand is struck,
Bluffs for $8 5,297 and the plumbing of the farm bureau officials, in both ' be given an opportunity to sign the
William Bohning, 1,216 bushels,; Cumberland postmaster is $1,600
l expected they will find at $597.20.
and heating contract went to H. F. state and nation, in behalf of the farm ; corn-hog contract.
year.
jteet.
Enenbach of Harlan on a bid of $16,- industryj 3. Farmers who sign the contract
H.
C.
Faulkner,
710
bushels,
$319.~In a recent contest staged by the 751. The Metcalf Electric company
Attendance at the meeting taxed ' will meet at a later date and organize
50.
nodate late mailers who are
Mrs. Bessie Myers Lowell, 500 bush- Springfield, Illinois, Journal and one of Anamosa got the wiring contract the capacity of the community house ; their permanent county associations
of the large motion picture companies for $2,549.20.
rt to the post office dur- els, $225.00.
and included a number of guests. A and elect officers.
Jere
Martin,
3-year-old
son
of
Mr
Postmaster Ed. L. Newof
men
will
be
sumptuous dinner, such as only the
A
large
number
The function of the county associaI. W. Griffith, 1,872 bushels, $840.and Mrs. Louis Martin of Ashland given employment on the project all farm housewives of Cass county know tion will be to work with the AAA.
cea that the Anita post of- 40.
was selected as the winne: winter.
* open from 7:00 to 8:00
how to prepare, was served at noon. ' in Washington and administer the loO. E. Ostrus, 2,800 bushels, $1,260.in the child's division. He passed the
^Thursday, Friday and Sat- 00.
The afternoon program consisted of cal corn-hog program.
1
Mrs. Royce Forshay was hostess the presentation of a pageant.
of this week,. The ofA total of 225,794 bushels of corn highest screen and voice testj. He
You are invited to call and look
nain closed all day Sunday has been sealed in the county up to is now entered in the national contes Friday afternoon to the members of
Mrs. Chester A. Long left Sunday over our large display of holiday
" as directed by the post this 'morning, and farmers have re- of the picture company, the winne the Friday bridge club at her home
•rtment. Special delivery
on North Chestnut Street. Guests afternoon for Ashland. Illinois, where itoys for children and gifts for men
ceived loans amounting to $101,605.- of which will be given a motion pic
|hable unatter will be given 30.
ture contract. Jere is a grandson o were Mrs. W. T. Biggs and Mrs. Ralph she is spending the week at the home and ladies. A small deposit will hold
! Mr. and Mrs. Chester A. Long o Forshay. Mrs. Henry Madutf won of her daughter, Mrs. Louis Mlartin your purchases until December 23rd.
ention. All outgoing mail
and family.
I It
high score for the afternoon.
Young's B und lOc Store.
atched as usual.
Spend Christmas eve at the Rialto.' Anita.

19c

25c
17c

lOc

5c

9c
19c

18c, 23c,29c

PINEAPPLENO. 1 cans
crushed

8c
15c

PUMPKINNO. 2 cans
GWC

25c

lOc
9c
23c

The Briardale Grocery

State Wide Corn-Hog
Program Is Completed

Error Causes Too Many
Former Anita Woman
Men Put to Work Here
Shoots Self at Stuart

Many Corn Loans Hade
Here During Past Week

Clair Becker Is Head of
Farm Bureau For 1934

Wiota Youth Accidentally
Shot While Out Hunting

Start Work on New Court

THE TRIBUNE, ANITA, IOWA.
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T. WEIR of Pittsburgh,
ERROR SOMEWHERE
IMPROVED
•-* chairman of the Weirton Steel
company, has defied the federal labor UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL
The Dim director was making a
board and flatly refused to abide by
'eal thriller and working very hard
the rules it announced to guide an
o get action into It
election of employees' representatives
Finally, he turned from the brink
for collective bargaining. In a letter
of the cliff, mopped bis brow, and
to Senator R. D. Wagner, chairman of (By HEV. P. B. FITZWATHR. D. D.. Ifemglanced at a dummy made of straw
bar of Faculty, Moody BlbU
the board, Mr. Weir said:
and old clothes lying on the ground
Inirtltut* of ChieacB.)
"We must consider any arrangeC, 1»U, Wistsrn Newspapar Union.
beside him.
fith Secretary Wallace Forces Peek Into a ments
with yx>n terminated and the
'Good heavens!" he shouted. "Who
election will proceed In accordance
-Education Begun In CGC Camps
was it we threw over the cliff?"
with the rules adopted by the emLesson for December 24
Welles Comes Home From Cuba.
ployees' organization."
Jutt the Thing
Informed later that Chairman WagA VISION OF WORLD PEACE
Two high school girls were talking
ner had announced the board would
about getting a birthday gift for a
IN LUCK
LESSON TEXT—Isaiah 11:1-9.
enforce
Its agreement to supervise the
friend.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
GOIJDEN
TEXT—They
shall
not
hurt
election at the Weirton and Clarks- nor destroy In all my holy mountain;
"Let's get her one of those dlckle"I think that fellow Smlthson's
?B controversy With Income tempt us to forget the realities burg, W. Va., and Steubenvllle, Ohio, for the earth shall be full of the the luckiest fellow alive,' said
doos they have In the florist's winHayes
knowledge
of
the
Lord,
as
the
waters
plants,
Weir
reiterated
"my
letter
j Agriculture Wallace of supply and demand."
dow," suggested one girl.
to his fellow worker.
cover the sea. Isaiah 11:9.
stands."
Professor Tugwell,
"Dlckle-doos?" questioned her
"Lucky?"
repeated
the
other.
"1
PRIMARY
TOPIC—Peace
on
Earth.
^President Roosevelt
OST of his duties having been
JUNIOR TOPIC—Th» Prince of don't call it lucky to be Injured like friend. "Ob, yes, you mean those
ad he speedily found
transferred to Acting Secretary
ILLIAM C. BULLITT, ambassa- Peace.
thlng-a-ma-gigs. Tes, I think that
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOP- he was."
lie way to settle it of State Morgenthau, Thomas Hewes
dor to 'Russia, was received In IC—What
"But he doesn't have to work now," would be Just the thing."—IndianDoes
Christmas
Mean.
r. Peek was persuad- resigned his position as assistant sec- Moscow in a manner entirely unpreapolis News.
YOUNG PEOPLE AND ADULT TOP- said Hayes.
to resign as agrt- retary and followed Dean Acbeson and cedented since the establishment of IC—A Christian Christmas.
"1
know
he
doesn't,
you
heartless
iltural adjustment Professor Sprague out'of the adminis- the Soviet r e g i m e .
DOESN'T ALWAYS WORK
brute," replied bis companion
Imlnistrator and a tration. All three of those men had Other envoys on arIsaiah does not set forth merely an1 warmly.
position m u c h been selected by 'Secretary Woodln, rival at the capital''
Ideal for a world at strife. The fact
"But you don't understand me,"
> to Us liking was who Is never expected to resume his have been accorded
la revealed that Jesug Christ shall explained Hayes. "He's getting comvised .for him. He duties, and Mr. Hewes is a close ally little or no attention
come back to the earth and establish pensation now, whereas most of his
called a special of Attorney General Cummlngs.
a kingdom, and remove from men's former fellow workers have lost their
until they have preat to the Presihearts the cause of strife. Instead' of Jobs."
It was understood in Washington sented their credendent atid named to that Walter J. Cummlngs, executive tials; but Mr. Bullltt
a vision of "World Peace" a better
ad a temporary com- treasury assistant, Would retire very was greeted with exstatement of the subject would be
A Plaint
IttW that will rec- soon to become head of the Continen- traordinary enthusi"The Universal Reign of Jesus Christ"
"It's all the fault of the opposition
t. machinery for co- tal Illinois Bank and Trust company asm by officials and
I. Who la This King? (v. 1).
party," said Senator Sorghum, who
vernment efforts to of Chicago.
populace alike. When
1. He Is the Son of Man. "A child had been reproached by a friend for
ade.
he crossed the Rusla born" (Isa. 1 9:6). The one who his lack of achievements. "As Is the
j also will Include the /CHEERED and honored by hundreds sian frontier at Ne- Alexander A, shall reign over all the world as king
two departmental V* of Americans and Cubans, but goreloge he was In- Troyanov.ky Is a real human being. The eternal case with everything that goes
nter-departmental ad- snubbed by the Grau government, stalled In a sumptuous private car Son of God, Incorporated With the hu- wrong. It's all their fault."
"But yon were elected," was the
^reciprocal treaties, in- Sumner Welles departed from Havana provided by the government and In man race In order to be Its Saviour
response.
i trade policy commit- by plane to Miami on
this he traveled to Moscow. On his and Lord, shall come of David's line.
"Of course. But they keep me so
(•jother Individuals as his way to Washingarrival at Alexandrovsky station he
2. He la the Son of God. "A son busy worrying for fear 1 won't get
Wlfey—According to this paper
was
met
by
cheering
crowds
and
was
Is given" (Isa. 9:6). As the eternal back for another term that I have
ton, where be reatement the White sumes
formally presented to Alexander A. Son of God he was not "born" but hardly any time left for saving my hot water will prevent wrinkles.
his former post
Hubby — Don't believe It Look
report of the com- as head of. the Latin
Troyanovsky. who is coming to Wash- "given." This son "given" Is the country."
how
wrinkled Henpeck Is and hi*
Is. action Is expected American
ington
aa
Russian
ambassador,
and
to
"Mighty God," the "Everlasting Faaffairs buwife keeps him In hot water all the
Alexis Nenman, vice director of the ther." Being such he will take the
reau
In
the
DepartThe Main Cans*
time.
^Oeorge peek, agrt- ment of State. JefferSoviet press department
"government upon his shoulders," that
Bobby was met by his aunt while
nt administrator, son Caffery, who sucHe was, Installed in the National Is, he will assume all authority. He
Points of Stress
the organization ceeds him in Havana,
hotel, which thus became a temporary Is "Wonderful." The world will mar- on his way home from school.
"How do you like lessons?" she
is designated to
"My
boy
Josh Is a great help," said
American
embassy,
and
atop
the
buildvel
at
him.
He
la
the
all-wise
"Counasked.
aa a special as- will be, for the presFarmer CorntasseL
ing
the
Star-Spangled
Banner
was
sellor."
Therefore
there
will
be
no
mis"Not much," replied the boy rathddent on American ent, the personal rep"How?"
raised, flying thus 'for the first time take made In his conduct of the afresentative of Presier abruptly.
"He
criticizes my speeches. He
Jefferson
in
Soviet
Russia.
fairs
of
the
kingdom.
He
la
the
"Do yon have much trouble, then, says ray emphasis Is all right, but
itlon "to correlate dent Roosevelt rather
Caffery
Mr.
Bullltt
himself
and
his
nine"Prince
of
Peace."
In school?" she asked.
aent of production than a m b a s s a d o r .
sometimes I put It on the penult Inyear-old daughter occupy an elaborate
II. The King'* Qualification (v. 2).
"Quite a lot, aunt," volunteered the stead of the antepenult It's the first
tive foreign purchas- Whether be will be able to do more, three^room apartment which last sumThe king which the world needs and boy.
than
Mr.
Welles
In
the
way
of
restorf may be developed by
time I knew we had raised any such
mer was tenanted, by CoL and Mrs. for which It longs must have super,"Tell me," she went on, "what things on the placet"
barter, and other In- ing peace and prosperity In Cuba is Charles A. Lindbergh. The suite re- human wisdom and power. There shall
a
question.
seems to give you most trouble?"
ngements," will be
CoL Carlos Mendleta, leading oppo- cently was refurnished with valuable rest upon him:
"Teacher," he shot back without
Peek when it is comYoung; Tree
antique
furniture
and
priceless
ob1.
"The
spirit
of
the
Lord."
sitionist, said that the strife, with no
hesitation.
Little
Helen,
age six, a struggling
jects
of
art
2. "The spirit of wisdom," giving
in sight is keeping the Island sunk
"young artist" painted a picture of
atlon expects to bring end
Insight Into all things, human and
in
economic
bankruptcy
and
threatSATISFACTORY RECOVERY
a little girl and a tree. She was told
jtlon of some most-fa- ened-by strikes.' He said the nation "VTOW a wife may testify In a fed- divine.
the picture was out of proportion—
reaties so as to make resents control by a government •*• ^ oral, court In behalf of her hus8. "The spirit of understanding,"
thp little girl was larger than the
1 treatment of liquor 1m- backed by army dictatorship and the band In criminal cases, for "the old giving' bun the ability to use that
tree. After some thought she replied:
ntrles agreeing to take student directorate, composed of 11 legal rule forbidding this has been re- which Is highest and best
"Well, this Is Just a young tree."
ountry's surplus farm youths with decidedly Communistic versed by the Supreme Court of the
4. "The spirit of counsel," enabling
Is not regarded as a
United States. The case, Which came him Intelligently to plan and adminisNot His Specialty
j-to Mr. Peek, as it Is a leanings.
on appeal from the United States Cir- ter the affairs of the kingdom.
Angusto
Saladrlgas,
a
director
of
the
with him that trade
The
President—The
college laws
cuit
Court
of
Appeals,
was
that
of'the
8. "The spirit of might"—ability to
rapping my Jack-knife ABC opposition, declared that 95 per United States versus John S. Funk of execute his plans.
which you have violated were made
'cent cf the natives are opposed to
so plain that be who runs may read.
Rocklngham, N. C.
6. "The spirit of knowledge," enwhether on a do- President Grau's revolutionary sociThe Sophomore—But I'm not a runabling
him
to
perceive
the
will
of
God
Ettional basis, is Just alistic regime. Saladrlgas expressed r~\OWN In Montevideo the Pan- In all things.
ner, sir. I'm In the weight events.—
the
opinion
that
the
only
solution
la
signifies, and he says
Brooklyn Eagle.
U American conference was talking 7. "The fear of the Lord," causing
bsactlon "we sometimes either a native revolution or United about
him
to
be
reverential
and
obedient
of ending the Chaco war
1th people we don't like States intervention. A revolution betweenways
Liked the Part
Bolivia and Paraguay, withIII. The Character of the King's
seems Impossible as long as the army
i with those we like."
A high school class was rehearsing
out getting anywhere. Meanwhile Reign (vv. 8-5).
remains
loyal
to
Grau,
but
failure
to
as remarking to- an
for a play. A lad whose part to a
the forces of those countries were exshall not judge at the sight
pectlve liquor deals: meet a pay day might prove the start ceedingly busy In the jungle, with the of 1.his"He
dramatic climax was to embrace his
eyes." His knowledge Is per£ take their liquor If we of a revolt.
play sister said to the coach:
result that the Paraguayans captured fect None can deceive him.
At
the
Pan-American
conference
in
with butter and pork
"Is there any time limit to the last
2. "Not reprove after the hearing of
Montevideo Angel Glraudy, Cuban min- more than 13,000 Bolivian troops, with
scene?"
most
of
their
officers.
In
one
engageear." The word "reproof means
long felt that agri- ister of labor, attacked the Cuban pol- ment more than 600 Bolivians were the
His decisions, therefore will
neglected In its pos- icy of the United States. Failure to killed, according to the official an- decide.
Hopeless Case
the basis of fact not of heresay.
g|export, contending that recognize the Grau regime, he assert- nouncement. There was great rejoic- be3.on"With
Judge—Have
you ever appeared aa
righteousness shall he
phasls has been placed ed, was actually Intervention, since It ing In Asuncion, where the Paraguay- Judge the poor."
"She was completely prostrated a witness in a suit before?
When
Christ
reigns
was
upholding
a
minority
group
15 years on the exand made very 111 by Ms perfidy."
Witness—O, yes, your honor.
against fne wishes of the people and ans marched through decorated as king the poor shall get Justice.
Sustrlal products.
"Did
she
recover?"
Judge—What suit was it?
streets;
and
corresponding
despair
In
4.
"Shall
snilte
the
earth
with
the
propagating revolution.
"Yes, five thousand."
Witness—My blue serge.
La Paz, the Bolivian capital.
rod
of
his
might."
By
the
"earth"
Is
>AVIS, who was slated to
A few days later the Paraguayans meant the wicked Inhabitants.
. Peek as admlnlBtra- O OBERT FECHNER. director of captured Fort Saavedra, the most ImTime for a Lot of It
Shining Light
5. "He shall be girded with rightemergency conservation work, an- portant Bolivian stronghold In the Chahas been in charge of
Mrs. Nexdore—My daughter has
"Rather polished girl, Mary, don't
eousness
and
faithfulness."
He
Is
abnounced
that
a
great
program
for
eduol section. Though long
arranged a little piece on the piano.
and It was generally believed that solutely righteous and will faithfully you think?"
cation of the 300,000 men In the civil- co,
of Mr.
Old Grump—Good! It's about time
these
victories
meant
the
final
defeat
"Very.
Everything
she
says
casts
carry
out
all
his
words.
ian conservation corps had been ap- of Bolivia In the war.
Bed with
a reflection on somebody."—Stray we had a little peace.
IV.
The
Issue
of
the
King's
Reign
proved
by
the
President
and
was
be|a 11 a c e
Stories.
(vv. 6-10).
ing put Into effect immediately. EduSecreThanksgiving Starters
PRESIDENT
ROOSEVELT
let
It
be
Here
Is
a
picture
of
the
glorious
cational advisers to the number of
In the
Already
Large
Enough
A
primary
pupil Inquired: "Who
1,465 are being placed in the forest * known that the Interdepartmental golden age of which poets have sung
ver, he
Big-nose (to photographer)—En- started Thanksgiving?"
committee
on
communications
headed
and
for
which
the
great
and
wise
men
work
camps
and
an
Individual
proPeek
The reply from his schoolmate
gram of instruction for each camp Is by Secretary of Commerce Roper had of all the ages have longed and looked large this portrait of myself, but
Insertions
was:
"The Turks, of course."
leave
the
nose
as
it
Is.
completed
Its
study
of
There
will
then
be
peace
both
between
being developed. To a considerable
r's presthe
matter
and
laid
men
and
animals.
extent
the
advisers
are
drawn
from
(•admlrilsJts report before him.
1. "The wolf shall dwell with the
lists of unemployed teachers that have
delayed
This report will be lamb" (v. 6). The word "dwell" Bugbeen submitted to Dr. George F. Zook,
of the
submitted to congress, gets Intimacy as If the lamb should
|;program. Chester Davis federal commissioner of education, by
and may result In leg- receive the wolf Into Its home.
state directors of education.
to the
2. "The leopard shall lie down with
islation for rigid gov"It Is the hope of the President,"
|ifor wheat, cotton, hogs,
ernment regulation of the kid" (v. 6).
Other commodities placed Mr. Fechner said, "that the educationtelegraph, telephone
3. "The calf and the young lion and
al program, by emphasizing forestry,
land said:
and radio companies, the fatllng together" (v. 6). They are
of the past six months agriculture and like subjects, will asthe reorganization of so gentle and kind that a little child
een impossible without sist the men In readjusting themselves
the whole communlca- shall lead them.
to
a
new
mode
of
living—to
country
co-operation of Mr.
t i o n s industry and
4. "The cow and the boar shall
Ibsolutely untrue that he life Instead of city lifer—and to assist
Sec'y
Roper
gome huge merger8.
feed" (v. 7).
them In improving themselves educa?gress."
The committee favors a trend toward
8. "The lion shall eat straw" (v. 7).
Peek moved to a new tionally and vocationally.
"A great number of the young men monopoly subjected to strict federal The lion shall no longer prey upon
associated with him
Outright government other animals for food.
Ing plans for extensive in these camps arrived at working age supervision.
6. "The suckling child shall play
lie methods of handling at a time when there were no Jobs. ownership is aa alternative.
The
consensus
of
studies
within
and
on
the hole of the asp" (v. 8).
Many
of
them
had
meager
educational
ements In the AAA.
7. "The earth shall be full of the
aally decided to scrap advantages. We propose to give these without the government has been that
divisions, crop control men a chance at an education and to present conditions are unsatisfactory knowledge of the Lord" (v. 9). The
furnish them vocational guidance both from the standpoint of national Issue of this glorious reign shall be
; aud marketing.
Great Complexion
which will aid them to earn a living." defense and regulation of such mat- the attraction of the Gentile nations
Secret!
ters
as
rates,
and
that
present
restric(vv.
10-12).
This
Is
the
real
purpose
The
opportunity
for
education
will
1AL leaders from all
her friend the ooaStomach Upset?
fessedthetecretof her
gathered In Chicago be offered to all members of the corps, tions give foreign governments an un- of the coming kingdom.
flawless
clear white akin.
due
advantage
over
the
American
combut
participation
in
the
courses
of
Inonvention of the Amermunication agencies.
Piety Comas First
au federation, and gave struction will not be mandatory.
DRINK
No student can afford to say, as
rt and approval to the ' The available working hours on forthe secret of real
ucles of the President. estry projects—40 hours per week— C PANISH anarchists started a bloody some unfortunately do, "I will secure
plexion beauty in NR
"
president of the will not be disturbed. The plan Is to ^ revolt against the republic In the my education first and my religion
TableU(Nature'sIUioi_
edy).Tbey <-i»«"f«rf and
fd the federal farm ad- utilize hours other than normal work- northeastern part of the country and afterward." Religion Is a value so Imcleared
the
eUmlnatlve
tract — corrected slug"Magna Charta of ing periods and periods of Inclement It Soon spread to Madrid and further portant that It cannot safely be post- gtih bowel action — drove
out the poisonous
poned
or
side-tracked
in
favor
of
any
g that "at last farm- weather for purposes of Instruction.
wastes.
She
felt
better,
too.
full of pep. tingling
south. There were sanguinary conwith
vitality
.
Try
this
mild.
safe, dependable;
lesser
concern.
fcchlnery and the power
flicts between the rebels and the
all-vegetable corrective tonight. See your comGE cannot wither James A. Reed, troops and police and bombings In the
- share of the consumplexion improve,
see headaches.
who for so many years enlivened capital and elsewhere were frequent.
For forty years, he said,
How Sweat Is Rest!
dullness vanish.
been getting less and the sessions of the senate with his Scores were killed In street fighting,
all druggW.
Rest! How sweet the sound I It Is At
"n if
lar, but by use of the dynamic personality. The Missouri and hundreds of agitators were placed melody to my ears! It lies as a reviv- —onlyZSc.
JVLv DOCTOR said my trouble
the agricultural ad- statesman, who Is seventy-two years under arrest. After several days of ing cordial at my heart, and from
was due to indigestion and
ttlstratlon. he declared, old, assembled 20 guests for a game ineffectual efforts to overcome the thence sends forth lively spirits which "TUMS
suggested that I stop drinking
coffee. I tried Postum—and a
turned the other way. dinner In Kansas City and surprised civil guards tlie anarchists resorted beat through all the pulses of my soul 1
month later the doctor was suroosevelt came a letter them by marrying, there and then, Mrs. to their strongest weapon and pro- —Baxter.
prised at my improvement. The
" which was read to the Nell Q. Donnelly, wealthy garment claimed a nation-wide revolutionary
indigestion had disappeared,
W President, who Is a manufacturer who has long been tils strike. The order was Issued through
"As a Man Thinketh"
and with it my headaches and
soon
improved
and
blotches
cleared
Be New York state farm political supporter and friend. Two the National Confederation of Labor,
disagreeable humor."
Out of the heart proceedeth every
•way by daily treatment with
-sed appreciation for the years ago Mrs. Donnelly was kidnaped which is controlled by the syndicalists. evil. The mind Is the mill by which
/. K. James, Houston, Texas
UPPort and outlined the and held for ransom, and Mr. Keed
For four days the fighting contingrist of the soul is ground. Love
federal money "getting helped to run down the kidnapers and ued, and then the government an- the
thlnketh
no evil; righteousness does
1
of people who need it," prosecute them. Later Mrs. Donnelly nounced thut both UK; revolt and the not meditate
upon Iniquity.
i—aa
WNU—N
pned farmers and others divorced her husband. Mr. Heed's general strike hud failed.
st letting a rise In farm first wife died In October, 11)32.
C), 1033, \V«l*ru New«iJiii><lr Union.
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Ralph Peer of Atlantic was a visitor
n the city Monday.
Get your Christmas gifts at Young's ,
Store. Open evenings.
It

Rialto

The members of the Oak Ridge club
leld their regular meeting last Thursday at the home of Mrs. John Daume.

THEATRE

William Kirkham, Jr. went to Des . .
Vfoines Saturday where he visited over Sunday with relatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Glaus Behnken, a well
known couple living south of Wiota,
are the parents of a baby daughter
born last Friday afternoon.
Butternut Coffee, pound can
28c
Soda or Graham Crackers, 2-lb... 20c
Oranges, each
Ic
P. & G. Soap, large bars
4e
SCHAAKE'S STORE.

DECEMBER
23-24-25

FORGET YOUR CONSCIENCE
l e f M a u r i c e be youi* guide!

Relatives in the Oak Ridge vicinity
have received word of the recent marrage of Miss Jane Graham, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Graham of
Valley Junction, to Homer Vestal of
Valley Junction.

iy the Joys of This

The young folks of the Oak Ridge
dub held a card party at the Merle
Oaks home (Friday evening, hostesses
being Mrs. Oaks, Mrs. Win Schlee and
Mrs. Hurl Stormer. The evening was
spent with progressive pitch and 500.
Late in the evening a lunch was
served by the hostesses.
A covered dish dinner was enjoyed
by the members of the L-A-N-B dinner and bridge club at the home.of
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Bell last Thursday evening. At the bridge session,
which followed the dinner hour, high
score honors for the evening were
won by Mrs. M. M. Burkhart and Dr.
G. M. Adair.

the Greatest You
e Ever Known
pppiness is largely a state of mind and as oft as we realize this the better
each of us. We therefore express the hope that it will be your good
during this Yuletide Season to garner from the garden of happy
s bright jewels that will not tarnish, but will be genuine and help
cheer you through the days of the coming year.
•
•

|we recount the days of the year xrow drawing to a close we find much
ankful I$r!r As we look to the future we find much hope and encourlt and "we trust this is so with yon.
•*

our friends everywhere we send this holiday greeting with our very
les and our deep and sincere appreciation of your friendship and
itronage. We express the hope that it may be our pleasure and our
re to continue our pleasant relations with you during the coming year.
E.HARRY

BELL'S CAFE

M. ADAIR

ANITA BAKERY

. E. CAMPBELL

E. R. WILSON

1

NEFF'S HARDWARE

H.JOHNSON

I T. WILLIAMS
[LLARD

BONGERS BROS.
JOHNSON PLUMBING & HEATING SHOP

2R A. LONG
BURKE & DORSEY
GARAGE
ANITA LUMBER CO.
SHAFFER & SON
WEST IOWA TELEPHONE

CO.

BARBER SHOP
lER FILLING STATION
)D'S PRODUCE
POULTRY & EGG CO.
JRNER
PR'S CAFE
IT KARNS

FORSHAY LOAN & INSURANCE
AGENCY
GOLDEN RULE DEPARTMENT
STORE
RIALTO THEATRE
THE FARMERS COOP.
METZ CAFE

IOLTON

WHITE FRONT COFFEE SHOP

CHART'S GROCERY

ANITA BOTTLING WORKS

BANK

o

He knows romantic
Paris ...where the
streets are paved
with bad intentions
... and good times •'

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

cuc/itce

CHEVALIER

Mr. and Mrs. Glen A. Roe entertained the members of the recently organized dinner and bridge club at
their home Monday evening at a 7:00
o'clock covered dish dinner. Guests,
besides the members, were Dr. and
Mrs. G. M. Adair. High scorers at
bridge were Mrs. R. W. Forshay and
Harry 'C. Faulkner.

IN

THE WAY
TO LOVE

i//

A Paramount Picture with

'Mr. and Mrs. Harry R. Niles of Atlantic are the proud parents of a
baby daughter, who arrived at their
home on December 3. The little Miss
tipped the scales at 8 Ms pounds and
has been named Carole Lee. Mrs.
Niles was formerly Miss Rose Denney, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Denney of Lincoln township.
The members of the Pinochle club
were guests last Wednesday evening
of Miss Lulu Alvord at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Hayter. During the
evening, besides the playing of pinochle, the members enjoyed an exchange of Christmas gifts. All members of the club were present. High
scorer at pinochle was Mrs. Azel S.
Ames.

RNN DVORRK

Gay New Songs
"I'm a Lover

EDWRRD EVERETT NORTON

SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTIONS.
i

Betty Boop Cartoon
(

Hollywood on Parade and News
POPULAR ADMISSION

A basket supper was enjoyed at
"Doc" Robinson and his crew of i 6:30 o'clock last Thursday evening
electricians are in Anita to make a ' by the memebrs of the Odd 'Fellows
survey of the property of the Iowa and Rebekah lodges.
Electric Co. They will check over the
Mrs. Qussie Lowenthall was hostess
high tension lines, transformers, voltlast Friday afternoon to the members
age, and other things that will imof the F. L. H. bridge club. Mrs. Otprove the electric service here. They j
to Gamett of Menlo was an out-ofcame here from Massena where they |
town guest. Besides the regular seshad been working for the past seven,'
sion at bridge, a Christmas grab bag
weeks.
was enjoyed by the members.
Miss Madelene Metheny, teacher at
Lincoln No. 6, will have a program j •Mrs. Nora McDermott entertained
a company of 25 friends at a two
and lunch at the Lincoln township i
course dinner at her home last Wedhall on Thursday evening at 8:00!
; nesday. Out-of-town guests were Mrs.
o'clock. The children of the school
Ella Worthing of Woodbine, Iowa, and
will put on a short musical program,
Mr. and Mrs. Laartz of Atlantic. Mrs.
which will be followed by a one act [
James McDermott and Mrs. Anna Posplay, "You're a Cuckoo," given by the ;
older people in the district, ^very- sehl assisted the hostess in serving
one is invited.
j the dinner.
Mrs. Flavia Hook, a well known and
At their home on West Main Street
long
time resident of Anita, fell on the
last Thursday evening, Mr. and Mrs.
kitchen floor at her home last ThursRobert C. Howard were host and hostess to the members of the Double day evening, suffering an impacted
Eight dinner and bridge club. Be- fracture of the hip bone. Mrs. Hook
sides the members, there was one had been sick for several days and
guest, Mrs. A. M. Mikkelsen. A cov-' in her weakened condition was unable
ered dish dinner was served at 7:00 to hold her ba'lance. She celebrated
o'clock and the evening was spent her 93rd. birthday on Monday of last
with bridge. High scorers were Mrs. j week.

lOc and 25c

Mrs. Leo V. Bongers and children
spent Saturday and Sunday with relatives and friends in Des Moines.
Mrs. Carrie Reynolds was hostess
last Thursday to a company of lady
friends at a covered dish dinner which
was served at noon. The afternoon
was spent socially.
A meeting of the Parent-Teachers
Association of Lincoln Center waa
held last Wednesday evening. A miscellaneous progi^m was given, following a 6:30 o'clock dinner.
Mrs. Claude Kitelinger, well known
Benton township lady, is at the homa
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. A.
Miller, suffering with a severe case of
arthritis and other complications.

An all day meeting of the Helping
Hand club of Lincoln Center was held
last Thursday at the home of Mrs.
Henry Aggen. Officers for the coming year were elected as follows: Mrs.
Edwin Fredrickson, president; Mrs.
Howard Gissibl, vice president; Mrs.
Chas. Borth, secretary and trea^.i-er;
and Mrs. Clyde Pollock, assistant secretary and treasurer. One of the features of the afternoon was the ChristHoward and Elmer Scholl.
I Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kuehn entertain- mas grab bag. At noon a covered
ed the members of the Jolly Dozen dish dinner was enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Root will cele-:
brate their fiftieth wedding anniver- j club at an all day meeting at their
sary on Christmas day at their home home east of the city last Thursday.
Better Shoes For Less
in the southeast part of the city. They' Following a covered dish dinner, the
afternoon was given to a program on
NOTHING — $3.98 — OVER
were married in Mitchejville, Iowa, I
farm
bureau
extension
work.
The
but have spent most of their married'
life in Cass county. Their children j next meeting of the club will be held
Atlantic
are Mrs. C. E. Longstreet of Red Oak, j at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Mason
Mrs. B. B. Lewis of Springfield, Miss- Linderman.
ouri, Mrs. George Pawley of Pasadena, California, and Walter T. Root
of Anita. There are five grandchildren and one great grandchild.

Family Shoe Store

The members of the Dorcas class
of the Congregational Sunday School
enjoyed a meeting one day last week
at the home of Mrs. Ben Kenfield on
West Main Street. At this meeting
the annual election of officers for the
coming year took place. Those elected were Mrs. Russell Smith, president; Mrs. Alfred Dement, vice president; Mrs. Zate Biggs, treasurer; and
Mrs. A. M. Mikkelsen, secretary. The
next meeting of the class will be held
on the second Tuesday in January at
the home of Mrs. C. E. Harry.

Specials for Saturday

BEEF ROASTS, per pound
lOc
BEEF STEAK, per pound
15o
FRESH SIDE PORK, per pound
lOc
Leave your orders for dressed Poultry for Christmas
We will have lots of fresh Oysters for your Christ-*
mas dinner.

Miller's Market
A MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL

THE TRIBUNE. ANITA, ICTvVA.
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Glories
>out: Contrasting Types of Life AddoftoEternal
City
list
Idings
JWE

Those Who Count Wealth as Life's Great Prize, and Old and Modern Palaces
Restored and Built
Those Spiritually Minded; Idea Expressed
in Rome.
hy Both St. Paul and Epictetue.

Striking thrice with a gold hamat who smiled
mer
on the "Holy Door" of St. Peter's
Of
course,
It
Is
true
that
few
men
atly," a man
realities, and his ability to recognize basilica
In the Vatican City, Pope
love,
and
slave
for
money
for
Its
own
them.
one I was
Plus XI inaugurated an extraordiad great confl- sake. What they desire and seek Is
That a man should have a little nary holy year. Normally the Holy
?• the head with a what money will buy—comfort, ease, more or a little less money Is not In Door is opened once every quarter
luxury,
security,
place
and
power.
me Into •
Itself a matter of serlons consequence. century, but this time it has been
of Argument, Others are drawn by the fascination We are not dealing either in bank sealed for only eight years.
tth thte. The that they find In the game of money- balances or the lack of them. The
Again to thousands of pilgrims and
; my Indignation making, and. to many it Is only a problem that Interested both St Paul tourists, "all roads lead to Rome."
year ahead. Be- game, calling for skill, nerve and and Eplctetus was not one of book- Modern sky routes, too, now focus on
Dg Indignation, courage on the part of those who keeping. The concern of both was this historic city. Many visitors will
at, as I can't see play It It Is not so much "the love with human souls. In the thought arrive
the 300-acre airport of Litof money" that Is "the root of all of these two great teachers man was torlo; at
others will disembark from
evil" as the love of and absorption essentially a spirit, or as Alexander seaplanes
at nearby Ostla.
if good deal through In those things for which It stands, Pope puts It a "vital spark of heav"Today,
new sights will greet the
i been Impressed and which It will buy. These soon, enly flame." The choice for him, eyes of visitors to Rome because the
'new buildings, of and very naturally, become the soul's therefore, is whether or not he will eternal city Is being transformed by
lately traveled Ideals, above which It Is Impossible or will not live in loyalty to his own a huge building and beaut Iflcatlon
by automobile: for the soul to rise. What Is really divine nature, coveting only "the best program," says a bulletin from the
dver at Atchlson, challenged by both apostle and gifts." Happy is 'the man who BO Washington (D. C.) headquarters of
klbal, Mo., and philosopher Is materialism as a life lives that he Is able to respect him- the National Geographic society.
^Chicago, and re- gospel or philosophy "To be car- self. Wretched is he who loses his "With a metropolitan record of 26
nte: Chicago to nally minded" says St. Paul, "Is self-respect. Jt Is not easy to Im- centuries, the 'seven hills' have seen
lid thence to E>es' death," but, "to be spiritually mind- agine a more deplorable loss. Per- a dozen Homes, but modern Rome Is
Iowa, and south- ed Is life and peace." The contrast' haps it may be said the Ideal life for as Interesting as Its historic prede|fio far as I know, Is between two types of life, and It any man is one which he can respect, cessors.
;lon of the north, Is sharply drawn—between a real and it may be reverence. The Ideal
"Rome today is to a very considI traveled life, and a life that Is, or Issues In always points to perfection and com- erable
extent a boom town. But It is
||i>f the way paved death. There Is, according to the pleteness. There is in it something more than that, because Its city plan
etc. During the the teachers, "a god of this world who of the absolute. To be without Ideals ners are archeologlsts as well as
, see a new bulld- hath blinded the mind," and done It is to be miserably poor. Again, the architects. 'Remember, and Onward!'
a house of any very effectually. There have been poet says "man never Is, but always seems to be the watchword of the
. The South people, and "woe" Is pronounced on to be blest" There must with every day. Forums, the temple of Vesta,
en with Its old them, "who call evil good and good intelligent man ever be an "earnest the
of Marcellus, and a thouBy the way, evil, that put darkness for light, and looking forward" and upward. "Set sandtheater
other
monuments
of past granout of Chicago, light for darkness." These, we may me upon the rock that Is higher than
are being preserved and reM (I do not like suppose, were men whose minds were I"—so prayed the Psalmist. It Is a deur
with the same careful attenor Impudent big blinded by "the god of this -world." wisely human prayer. The Ideal, f stored
tion that marks the construction .of
The final catastrophe Is when a mnn It be truly such, must be "higher' a new ministry building or n group
ends by being proud of his money than he who Is blessed with a vision
up-to-date apartment houses.
I frightened at the and of himself because he Is rich. of It. It Is shocking to think of what of "No
longer will ancient palaces
automobile at There Is a message to all such, If
be a soaring or climbing sou and the colosseum be rock quarries
bur. Gradually my any there be: "Thou fool, this night should
a grubber for wealth as llfe'H or lime kilns where precious marand I submitted thy soul shall be required of thee: as
great
prize. The great benefactors bles are burned. Classic Rome prooccasionally, and then whose shall those things be
of mankind have been almost, If not trudes everywhere In the present
which thou hast provided?" The Iscity.
trip over good sue Is far broader and deeper than wholly without exception, poor men.
"New Rome has her catacambs—
It
is
to
Grub
street
and
Its
slaves
chine, and the' drlv- one might suspect from the way that
and
plans for subways. The famous
Bdence. At first I it Is so often deal with. It Involves that men go for Inspiration.—From Diocletian baths are overshadowed
regularly about the whole of man's life on this earth, "Case and Comment," In the Indian by the biggest treasury building in
Jons warranted, and his character, and his attitude toward apolls News.
Europe. Even the baths have been
fast, or unsafe,
turned into a museum containing one
the driver's reguof the richest collections In the city.
tor
in
adolescent
adjustment
and
an
was sixty, with ocHadrian's tomb, or the Castel Sant'
aid
to
good
mental
hygiene."
when the needle
Perhaps here again the home is at Angelo, now faces an Immense new
venty.
fault. Little Johnny and Sister Sue ministry of justice. The famous
oed not alarmingly
must eat their spinach and drink seven hills have been partially levi the driver, and was
their quarts of milk a day. So they eled or tunneled to answer the reable. In the" aftergain Indulgence from busy or help- quirements of modern transportation.
Important
to
Know
Proper
Etme sleepy, and a
less
parents, and manners are left Other hills have been taken In by an
ok his place. Her
to
chance.
This Is borne out by an expanding city, as preparations are
Thing
to
Do.
vhen, all conditions
American
woman
recently returned being made for a future population
[was fifty miles an
with
her
children
from
a stay abroad. of 2,000,000, approximately twice
got her a little slow
Hats are made to wear, not to tip. Within a month her, two had taken what It now has. Fifty new bus lines
The old "pardon me" is now too on the spoiled, arrogant, self-willed have replaced many trolleys.
something new; often "get off my feet." Cup cud- quality
"Ancient Rome Is said to have Inis apparently the halllie makers purposely dlers 'abound in every restaurant mark ofwhich
vented uniform kitchenette apartAmerican
youth.
.
speed dials; that Soup—well, everybody hears it. The
parents give way to ments; the new city continues the
ij'ls apparently rushing best table service Is for him—or her theAcquiescent
Insistent
demand
for luxury and policy by constructing blocks of modnlles an hour, he is —who has the longest reach. Preentertainment,
complains
this mother ern apartments in the outlying disThe story goes sent a friend to another, and It's in the' Forum. But frustration
lies tricts. The Capltollne Hill district
lof the secrets of au- "shake hands with Mr. Jones," and
has been cleared and beautified with
in
the'
trail
of
this
self-sacrifice.
and long kept from "glad to meetcher." Dinner Is served:
parks In order to display to better
"Shielding
children
from
unhapplto drive too Heavens, It's the wrong fork. One
advantage the restored theater of
ness
the
while
we
stuff
them
with
true.
eyes the finger-bowl suspiciously and pleasure Isn't going to give them Marcellus, the temple where the
encountered rail- drains It In the moment of doubt
vestal virgins once kept their holy
almost no trains. One Look! Spats with evening dress. It's spiritual health."—Literary Digest fires burning, and the $5,000,000 .VicJBtrain went hy (a very worse than a silk hat with breeks.
tor Emmanuel II monument (symbol
|the driver said to his Young America simply Isn't acquaint- Skulls Made Evidence
of unified Italy and New Rome).
p'Batay, that is one of ed with the little niceties observed
"An abundant water supply la proof
Race
Determination
ad trains yon may In good society. "Boy friend" hails
vided
through ancient and modern
In passing through "girl friend," but he's no Sir Walter The method of determining race, aqueducts that come stalking In
made
by
Dr.
Arlens
Kappers,
director
oted that the railroad Raleigh. And she—well, she's still a
from distant sources. And lovely
abby and neglected; queen, even If she can Jump a puddle. of the Central Dutch Institute of fountains, such as the Trevl, which
Brain
Research,
is
to
plot
the
frequena track, the .rails In the written word at least galcy curves on skulls as to length and spouts 17,000,000 gallons of water a
lantry
still
abides.
breadth, be finding this the most re- day, have been illuminated by electhe day when even
liable
way of distinguishing between tric lights to enhance their beauty.
But; seriously, things look pretty
an was a big man.
"Even the. old consular 'roads that
[now weedy, and he bad to Dr. Ruth Strang, assistant races. His charts look like a food lead to Rome' have been widened
price
ch,art,
but
find
curious
results,
professor
of
education
at
Teachers
ban one hobo nnder
and resurfaced.0 A new road, the Via
college, Columbia university. She more reliable than language In de- del Colll, carved through a former
nd oppress.
sent out a questionnaire of 100 Items termining race.
They show, for instance, that the
from the plains has covering table manners, good taste Bedouins
of the present Syrian deson as I had when I In dress and appearance, manners ert are descendants
of the Phoenilor
guest
and
host,
good
form
In
! myself, at the age of
of Bible history, driven from
I knew no more walking with companions, behavior cians
Syria by the Hlttites. He searched
py own way than a in a group, respect for property and for
skulls in the deserts, and tombs
good
manners
at
performances
and
when pushed out
of the Near East as a prospector
games.
The
questionnaire
went
to
ilch it was born. . ,
would search for gold. Skulls in the
years ago, and I 4,114 boys and girls In high schools
of Carthage have curves which
illeve In every really throughout the country, and the an- ruins
coincide
with the typical Index of
swers
were
terrible.
Misconceptions
|ught by anybody. I
the Phoenicians.
such rules because regarding the technique of etiquette
The answer to the question of
out to • be to my and the general principles underlying "Who are the Jews?" is not so depoliteness
exist
to
a
marked
degree,
age and profit My
cisive as that which puts the Arremains at eighty, at least among these respondent*
contains no caffein!
"Knowledge of social usage is often menians and the Lebanese In the
and necessity have
same
race.
It
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difficult
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find
Just
a
factor
In
happiness
and
success,"
fmorarSeachlng I so
came In with Abraham Into the
as a young savage said Doctor Strang, In speaking of who
of, milk and honey—Canaan.
experience, to be what she had learned through her land
Doctor
Kappers measured the skulls
questionnaire.
Who
will
contradict
good, as the fussy
her? "Many moments of adolescent of 200 living Jews in Samaria, about
"I HAD NOT been my usual self.
• *
nnhapplness are due to unintentional all that are left of the Samaritan
I was cross, irritable. I decided
colony.
These
fall
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inside
the
like the Boy Scout discourtesy on the part of the adoto give up caffeta beverages
Phoenician
type,
showing
the
Samarlescent
or
rude
treatment
by
some
ate Edward W. Bok
and try Postum. Before many
itans
closely
related
to
the
Canaan_ . . and we had qnlte one else." Will anyone deny It?
days my nervousness disap"Knowing the proper thing to do Ites and Phoenicians.
|to his statement that
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calm
and
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benecessary to 1m
Mis. Afar£aref Ridge,
Often
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SoaradaJe, New York.
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"2lp. Mr. Bok came good manners which appear somegenius
In
a
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not
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>m Holland when what trivial may be an Important facwith the blessing
' good parents, be>le American. He
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Gossip on the washline

YOU'RE A HANDSOME FELLOW
WHEN YflU'RE CLEAN.

gee. experience and
*i a woman shops In a
has been often reI Women are equally
"»ng for men. in a bar' women who Inspect
i and experienced as
presence of linens or
Aether the prize being
"•». butler, barber or
man forget the cpniltlon In a love tustle.
fllcau.—.WNU Mi-vie*.

'YOU'RE PRETTY _
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8ATH.V
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reL6-NAPTHA
16 AAV

congested district between the Victor
Emmanuel monument and the colossenm, has recently been opened by
Premier Mussilini. Visitors will find
also that they have to Walk on the
left instead of the right sides of the
streets, or be told about It by the
police. Some of the streets have become one-way thoroughfares to pedestrian traffic.
"Another change that pilgrims will
nnd since the last holy year Is that
the Vatican \s an independent City.
Occupying only a little over 108
acres, approximately one-eighth of
the size of Central park In New
York city, It has Its own civil government, coinage, postage stamps,
telegraph and radio. The letters S.
C. V. (Stato della Cltta del Vatlcano)
appear on the tags of all motor cars
belonging to residents of the Vatican
City.
"This smallest Independent government also has the world's shortest
railway line, but one of the finest.
It is only about 600 feet long, is
double tracked, and has a beautiful
station. A 300-foot tunnel under
Vatican hill serves as the railway
'yards.' The three coaches belonging
to the pope are unusually magnificent.
"The Vatican library, a portion of
which collapsed on December 22,
1931, destroying several thousand
valuable books and pieces of ceramics, has recently been repaired.
"That Rome welcomes the pilgrim
and tourist from the United States
is evidenced by the fact that Italian
visas are not necessary for American passports."

Operation of bunting preserves on
waste land was advocated as a profitable venture for farmers by Aldo
Leopold, wild game authority, before
Friends of Our Native Landscape
meeting at Madison, Wls.
"The best way Is for a group of
farmers to band together, set up a
game management area, and then
take the revenue which they can collect," Leopold said. "It Is not a matter of legislation, but merely of getting Into action. Under the law, they
have a perfect right to post their
land against unpermitted hunting
and to charge for controlled hunting
privileges on their lands."
Leopold said the land best suited
to be set aside for game-fowl la waste
ground on the farm. Each unused
plot, If fenced off and ungrazed by
stock, will furnish food and cover for
quail and grouse which maintain
themselves with little help, he explained.
Once established, the game range
requires little effort to maintain, Leopold said. The birds will feed on
natural weeds and grasses In preference to the farmers' seed crops, he
said. One of the best covers can be
provided hy leaving brush piles on
the ground after cutting wood, and
planting wild grapevine nt each pile.
The grapevine soon covers the brush
so that It furnishes effective cover
for the birds, even when snow is
deep on the ground.

Four-Footed Servitors
Still Valued on Farm

MercolizedWax

More than 13,<KX),000 American
horses and mules still hold their jobs
on farms, and Wayne Dlnsmore foresees the return of these animals to
first place In the esteem of good
farmers, since "men who stick to
horses and mules, planning their
work wisely, raise Just as much crop
at much less cost.1*
Writing In Horse, Mr. Dinsmore
observed, "As a matter of fact, the
horse nnd mule, as a chief source of
power, never left the farm. Some
decrease occurred. It is true, but
much less, so far as t work animals
actually In use are concerned, than
is generally supposed.
"In 1919 we had about 17.000.<XXI
bead of horses and mules at work in
harness or under saddle on farms;
in 1932 about 15,500,000 were so employed. This is a decrease of about
1,000,000 at work, due to an Increase
of tractors from 246,083 In 1920 to
920,210 In 1P30, and of motor trucks
from 189,169 in 1920 to 900,385 in
1»30."—Literary Digest.

Idea of Game Preserve
Suggested to Farmer*

oung
Absorb blemishes and diseoloratlonsjpskTg
Mereolized Wax daily as directed. Invisible
d don are freed,, and all
tan,frecklesand
is theii beautifully dear, velvety and so soft—Jape looks
yean younger. Mercolixed Wax brings out
your hidden beauty. At all leading druggist*.
I Reduces wrinkles and other ace-sis
I ply dissdTe one ounce Saxolit* in
I vitoa basel and n*e daOy e» face ,

Head
.COLDS

Man of Experience

Nexdore—Why are you lugfeing
home that bouquet of flowers?
Naybor^-Just playing safe. My
wife kissed me this morning, so I
think it must be her birthday or our
wedding anniversary.

Pot Mentholatum In
the noitrlla to relieve
congestion mnA clear
the breathing passage*.

MENTHOLATUM

Woman
Gives Up Nursing
Now Earns $25.00 Every Week
Women in small towns
turn spare time into cash
money through the new
advertising; and selling
plan of Lord & Ames,
Inc., makers of the famous Loray beauty preparation*. One Ohio woman
averages $9.00 a week in
a few hours each
_ in, who quit nursing;
to take np the work, averages $26 a week.
Others earn $8.00 to $20 a week. Any woman who wants an independent income can
obtain full particulars by writing to

LORD & AMES,..o.

A puny fattcard will do. Writ* plainly.

After Five Years'
Suffering and
Embarrassment
Cuficura Healed
"Eczema spread all over my ears
and finally into my hair. It was in
dry scales that would reappear as fast
as removed and my hair fell out. My
ears were very red and I lost much
sleep from constant Irritation. I
could hardly keep from scratching.
"After five years of suffering and
embarrassment I read about Cutlcura Soap and Ointment and sent
for a free sample. After a few applications I began to feel greatly
relieved so I bought more, and after
using three cakes of Soap and two
boxes of Ointment I was healed."
(Signed) Mrs. Bertha H. Whltaker,
Bt. 1, Nevada, Iowa, Feb. 10, 1933.
Soap 25c. Ointment 25c and 50c.
Talcum 25c. Proprietors: Potter
Drug & Chemical Corp., Maiden,
Mass.—Adv.

CERTAINLV ! DIDN'T VOU
KNOW THAT F6L6-NAPTHA
IS DIFFERENT FROM OTHER
SOAPS ? LET ME TELL YOU./'
,WHY IT'S BRISK

Easily Tired?
L

DRINK

\ POSTUM
contains no caffeinh

'I COULD NOT sleep, was tired
out, and was easily irritated. I
decided to give up coffee end
give Postum a trial, and before
long, I began to sleep much
better—and had lost that 'all •
gone* feeling. I felt better than
I had for months."
Rene Cooper, Edfemont. S. D.

.Even Cosmetics
can't do this!
Rouge. croamB and powderaonly
hida complexion blemishes. They
don't vet at one of It* frequent
causes — constipation. Flqsb the
Oarneld Tea and rid
FREE bowela with
of.the wastes tbat often
SAMPLE youroelf
clog pores and result In blotchy,
•ARfllLD erupted oomplexlon.Aweekof tms
TM CO "Internalbeauty treatment" will
aatonlaiiyqn.BevlntonlKbt.U'Joi'n.
or M tea toot, at I/OUT drug iton)

GARFIELDTEA
6OOO GOLDEN SOAP —
PLUS PLENTY OF 66NTL6
DIRT-LOOSENING NAPTHATHAT'S WHAT.VOU 6ET IN
EVERY.eAROF FCI£*NAPTHA
60AP.1T06ETH6R, THESE
TWO,rCL£ftNERS'LOOSEN DIRT
SA6ILV,.— BUT SAPELY J.
Fet8-NAPTMA>l& KIND''
4THIMGS _

ANITA TRIBUNE.
IFIFTY-ONE

AUDUBON
Return of Money
inborn Family in
In the Audubon
Court.
a suit filed against
at Audubon through
as county attorney,
I of $612.87 against
^'claiming to have exit for care of Mathias
family. The petition
fVogessor family, alCass county by
in reality legal
tibon county. The actheir immediate
on county.
Vogessor pleaded
of carrying con. and was sentenced
ort Madison. Sened and he was parof Atlantic. He
om custody and par11933.
'to Marne.
action, the pessor and his family
i county in 1931 and
that, following Vog' the Atlantic man, it
at he leave Audubon
•in the county of the
{then moved to Marne,
fttes, and immediately
need help from the
jlovember 6, 1931, the
lie Cass county auditor
|$o the Audubon county
I that the family were
lof, and had settlement
nty, although they
ation for relief and
of Cass county.
•mily Returned.
out that CESS
npelled to furnish reBy, and had spent the
|for such relief. It says
ffthe Vogessor family
Ision to 'Cass county
Border over which Cass
9; control, and that the
1 the same -position as
|. lived continuously in
The petition says
'has been notified conthe family, in accord-
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Tdlie and Gas" Comedy
at Rialto Theatre
Paving stolen, pictures from practically every star in Hollywood, W. G,.
Fields and Alison Skipworth are |ici^
trying to steal a. picture from each
oth0r.
These two lovable rascals are together at last, in a picture called
"Tillie and Gus." It will be shown
at the Rialto Theatre in Anita for
three nights—Saturday, Sunday and
Monday. What a treat for movie fans
daring the New Year's festivities to
be able to see this comedy attraction,
for featured with the comedy team
are Baby LeRoy, Jacqueline Wells and
Clifford Jones.
Fields and Skipworth play the roles
of card sharks who, after emptying
wallets and dodging sheriffs all the
way from Shanghai to Nome, arrive
Back home to find their niece and
her husband practically penniless due
to the skin-flint methods of a shyster
lawyer.
They decide to give the old crook
a bit of his own medicine, help themselves to a fortune and bring happiness to the young couple. How they
do it by means of a diving suit and
an old ferry boat furnishes the film
with a score of hilarkjMfihKiments.
Four Reels or Snorts.
Besides the feature there will be
plenty of other entertainment on the
program. One reel stars Popeye in
,a cartoon entitled, "Blow Me Down."
Then there is the two popular comedians, Eugene Pallette and 'Walter
Catlett, in their new comedy entitled,
"One Awful Night." You remember
them a few weeks ago in their comedy
when Catlett was able to blow shot
from his mouth with as much force
as a cannon could shoot. Their new
comedy is reputed to be better than
their former one.
The news reel completes the program.
Close the old year and start the
new year by attending this show at
the Rialto Theatre. Regular admission, lOc and 25c.

r

™Saturday Specials

Temporary Corn-Hog
DEATH
Committee Has Meeting

CALLS AT
TWO ANITA HOMES

The first meeting of the temporary
Cass County Corn-Hog Board was
held last Thursday afternoon at the Mrs.
Charlie Miller Passes Awajf
Farm Bureau office in Atlantic. This
Last Wednesday Evening and Bert ,
meeting consisted of chairmen from
W. Close Answers the Final
each township in the county. Wilbur
Summons Friday Morning.
•;
F. Hubard, district field man for the
district
in
which
Cass
county
is
loWHOLE WHEAT
cated, and Lee Nutty, Extension SerCEREAL—
Two homes in this vicinity hav»
vice Specialist, met with the chairBriardale,
men and helped them outline their been called upon to mourn the death
work and explained the set-up that of loved ones during the past week.
5-lb. bag....
they will follow in the sign-up cam- Mrs. Charlie Miller passed away at a
paign.
Mr. Nutty explained the ne- hospital in Atlantic last Wednesday
COFFEE—
cessity
of
such a program and out- evening, and Bert W. Close, well known
Santos
lined very definitely the need of a re- farmer living north of the city, died
Peaberry, Ib.
from a throat infection Friday mornduction program at this time.
At this meeting two other members ing.
, GWC,
Mrs. Charlie Miller.
were
selected to work with the chairper pound..
Mrs. Maggie Miller, 60, wife of
man in each township in the county,
this making a total of 48 farmers to j Charlie Miller, living on a farm two
GINGER SNAPS—
work in the county to put across the and one-half miles west of Anita and
orFIGjBARS—
a well known resident of this comsign-up campaign.
per
At a later meeting, the entire coun- munity for the past thirty years, died
pound
ty committee.* will come together for at 7:40 o'clock last Wednesday evena day's instructions on the contracts ing at the Atlantic hospital of comand the work pertaining to the sign- plications following an operation for
CRACKERS—
ing work that will be carried on in appendicitis.
2-lb.
Mrs. Miller submitted to an emergeach township. One of the Extencaddy
sion Specialists with the field man, Iency operation Sunday night at the
Mr. Hubard, will meet with this com- ! hospital after the appendix had burst,
VANILLA—
mittee and work with them on prob- ISne was in a critical condition until
lems that they may encounter in sign- Iher death and little hope was held
8-ounce
ing up contracts. Only members of this f°r recovery.
bottle
She was born on June 28, 1873, in
committee are expected to be prePutnam county, Illinois, being a
sent at the meeting.
CORN STARCH—
Carl Zellmer of Atlantic was elect- daughter of the late Alexander and
c
ed by the temporary board as tem- Mary Winheim. She -grew to young
porary chairman and C. G. Hansen womanhood in Illinois and was mar1-lb. package . . . . «**•
of Cumberland was elected secretary. ried at Elwood, Nebraska, on NovemThese men will serve on the tempor- ber 29, 1894, to Charlie Miller.
POP CORN—
Mr. and Mrs. Miller resided in Neary sign-up campaign as county
Jap Hulless,
braska until 1903 when they moved
chairman and secretary.
shelled, 3-lbs...
to their present farm home west of
Anita. Mrs. Miller had been a member of Emmanuel Lutheran church
at Adair for many years.
Surviving besides her husband are
two sons, Edwin Miller of near
Mable Evelyn Stormer, 21, daugh- Adair, and George Miller, living southter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Storm- oast of Anita; one brother, Ernest
er, passed away at 3:00 o'clock last Winheim of Bertrand, Nebraska; and
Thursday afternoon at her home, four three sisters, Mrs. William Russner
miles south of Wiota.* Death result- of Bertrand, Nebraska, Mhrs. John
ed from a heart attack following a Kuhn of Hartwell, Nebraska, and
severe illness with influenza. She had Mrs. H. O. Perry of Overton, Nebrasbeen critically ill for several days.
_
One son, Ernest C. Miller, passed
Mabel Evelyn was born on a farm ™ay"o"n November"2,"l932.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Root, a well in Bear Grove township on August
,
ghort
ghort services
8ervices w
wefe
held afc 1;0()
known local couple, celebrated their 22, 1912. When 7 years of age she ,
0 clock on Saturday
golden wedding anniversary at their moved with her parents to a farm jlate home The main e,™™ at her
Servke8 were
home in the southeast part of the near Prescott, and remained in that held &t 2;00 o,dock
same after_
city on Christmas, day. Mr. and Mrs. community until two years ago when
noon at Emmanuel Lutheran churcb_
Root have been residents of this vi- he family returned to Cass county,,
in Adair The Rey T^^ Hoemann
cinity for the past 47 years. They locating on the farm where she died. |
were married in Mitchelville, Iowa, on Besides her parents, she is survived j had charge of the services, and interment was made in the Atlantic
December 25, 1883, where they resided by a brother, Lester Stormer.
| cemetery.
until 1887 when they moved to Cass
Funeral services were held at 2:30j
Bert W. Close.
county. Mr. Root was born at Cam- o'clock on Saturday afternoon at the I
bellville, Kentucky, on March 7, 1857, Roland, Peacock & Baxter funeral! Bert W. Close, 58, living a short
and Mrs. Root was born on April home in Atlantic. The Rev. A. Breel- idlstance north °f Anit*. P"»«i away
24, 1867, at Mitchelville, Iowa. Her ing, pastor of the Lewis Methodist Friday morning at his home from a.
maiden name was 'Florence Chandler. church officiated, and interment was throat and goiter gland inflammation
with which he had been suffering for
They have four children, Mrs. C. E. made in the Atlantic cemetery.
several days.
Longstreet of Red Oak, Iowa; Mrs.
Burton Walton Close, a son of the
Bessie Lewis of Springfield, Missouri;
late Edwin and Lillie Close, was born
Mrs. Luly Pawley of Pasadena, Calion August 13, 1875, at Port Alleghfornia; and Walter Root, living northany, Pennsylvania, and passed away
west of Anita. They also have five
at his home north of Anita on Decemgrandchildren and one great grandchild. During the day many friends ' Any civil works employe who ap-j her 22, 1933; aged 58 years, 4 months,
called to extend congratulations and pears on the job under the influence and 9 days.
best wishes.
of liquor will not be permitted to
At the age of four years he moved
work and will be reported to the with his parents to Painted Post, New
county administrator for investigation j York, where he grew to young manand action, a CWA bulletin warns. I hood. Leaving the east about twenty
"Intoxication is dangerous both to ! years ago, he came to Anita and was
the man himself and to others on ' employed by W. E. 'Clark for a couple
the same project," the safety bulletin of years. He left the employ of Mr.
Des Moines, Dec. 29.—Attracted by
Clark to engage in farming for himpoints out.
a rising wheat market, Iowa farmers
self,
Other
Rulings.
planted 25 per cent more acres to
Other safety regulations warned j On September 6, 1916, at the Bapwinter wheat last fall as compared
against "fooling with compressed air" tist parsonage in Atlantic, he waa
with 1932 despite the federal governand not "handling explosives rough-! united in marriage to Miss Ella Butler,
ment's efforts to slash production, it ly."
j who is left to mourn his death. Since
was announced today.
! Blasting at night is prohibited by th eir marriage they have made their
A total of 290,000 acres in this
| CWA regulation and workmen were home on a farm near Anita. Ik-sides
state has been planted to winter
i advised against "crimping blasting j the wife, other near relatives who
wheat as compared with 232,000 acres
survive him are twjj brothers, Kov.
in 1932, according to Leslie M. Carl, fuse with teeth or knife as this is Ray Close of Portland, Oregon, and.
extremely
dangerous."
federal agricultural statistician.
George Close of Los Gates, CaliforMust Ride Inside.
There were some farmers who signLikewise, employes cannot ride on!1"*! and one sister, Mrs. Helen Muir
ed agreements with the government
the running boards or fenders of of Portland, Oregon. His death will
to cut wheat production 15 per cent,
trucks nor allow their feet and legs ! als° be mourned by a wide circle of
but their efforts were nullified in Iowa
friends and acquaintances.
by those who did not participate and to dangle over the sides.
Mr. Close was a home loving husThe
safety
bulletin,
the
third
of
a
who put in more ground.
! series, was sent to county adminis- band, respected by all who knew him,
In the nation as a whole there was
trators by C. W. McFarland, safety | antl a ver y genial friend,
a reduction in winter wheat acreage | director.
Funeral services were held at 2:30
from 42,692,000 to 41,002,000.
.
j o'clock Sunday afternoon at the ConIowa farmers who increased their
Rex Weber and wife of Council gregational church, and were conductwheat acreage and who sign corn-hog Bluffs spent Christmas with her par- ! ed by the pastor, Rev. K. L. Anderagreements will not be permitted to ents, Cole Musick and wife.
son.
Interment was made in Eversell their wheat, but may use it on
green cemetery.
their own farms.
'Harry and Sarah Noblitt, children
A stipulation of the corn-hog con- of Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Noblitt, had
Harry Kaskey of UuluUi Minnesota,
tracts is that farmers shall not in- their tonsils and adenoids removed spent Christmas in the city at the
crease production of any cash crop Tuesday at the medical office of Dr. home of his sister, Mrs. Chester A.
classed as a basic commodity in the G. M. Adair.
Long and family.
farm act.
Although increased over last year,
The fire department was called to
Mrs. Dora Meairs and son, Junior,
Iowa's winter wheat acreage is sub- the George Biggs home about 8:00 of Long Beach, California, visited the<
stantially smaller than in 1930, when o'clock Tuesday morning to extinguish ! past week at the homes of her sisa fire on the roof, which had been! ters, Mrs. Earl Know!ton and Mrs.
32-1,000 acres were planted.
started from sparks from the chim- j Frank Lees, and their families. Mrs.
Chas. Wulker of Omaha was a ney. Loss to the house, the property Meairs and son went to Des Moines
guest Sunday and Monday of his of G. A. Johnson, was covered by in- Saturday to spend Christinas with her
mother, Mrs. Ed. Wheeler.
surance with the Anita Bank agency. mother, Mrs. Mary Fickel.

at the

Briardale Grocery
FLOU&-Blue Ribbon,
49-lb. sack..
Tall Corn,
49-lb. sack..
LAUNDRY SOAP
GWC,
9 bars
P. & G.,
9 bars
SunnyMonday,
11 bars
OATMEAL—
5-lb. bag GWC,
quick or reg...
GRAPE FRUIT—
Florida Seedless, 10 for
SUGAR—
10 pounds,
cksK only
NAVY BEANS—
3 Ibs. hand
picked Mich...
MATCHES—
3
boxes

29c

25c
25c
25c
17c

17c

21c

19c

lOc

We carry a complete line of Lamp
and Lantern Chimneys

Heart Attack Is Fatal
to Young Wiota Woman

Establish New Game Area Mr. and Mrs. Tom Root
Council Bluffs Man Will
South Part of County
Married For Fifty Years
Have Charge of Census Jamesin O'Hara
of Anita, deputy

Emery S. Petty has been named game warden, reports that a 960-acre
supervisor of the Council Bluffs dis- game management area has been estrict for the business census of be tablished in the southeast part of
undertaken under a civil works grant Cass county. The area will be used
approved early last week, it was an- for the propagation of wild animals
nounced Friday at Council fluffs, by and birds.
William L. Austin, director of the
The area is located on the Nodaway
i asks judgment of census.
river.
Recently a farmer discovered
for an order, judgment
Petty will have complete charge of a colony of beavers at work on the
effect that the fam- the census work in fifteen counties
orted back to Audubon in the Council Bluffs area. Under him I area.
ithe latter compelled to will be appointed enumerators for i The beavers must have been there
for some time for they had cut down
these counties to do the actual census ! a number of trees, dropping them
work: Audubon, Adams, Shelby, Guth- into the water, and made a fairly
rie, Cass, Adair, Mills, Montgomery, good dam. In their work they have
Union, Fremont, Taylor and Ring- used two trees 14 inches at the base
gold, each two; Harrison and Page, and many smaller ones. At the preseach three, and Pottawattamie, seven. ent time they have worked along the
Petty will receive $300 a month. stream for a mile or more and when
nade in this section oi
ring the past week are The enumerators will be given a min- they find a tree to their liking they
imum of 40 cents an hour. Work will cut it so it will fall into the water
berg, 384 bushels, start soon after January 1, the dis- and is floated down stream to where
patch said.
they want it. The barrier is built
er, 3,445 bushels, $1,up with logs, dirt, leaves and brush
and the chinks are filled in with mud.
1,100 bushels, $495.00,
It is so solidy constructed that it
raises the water leyel several feet.
w, 818 bushels, $368.10.
When the colony was discovered
, 950 bushels, $427.50.
word was sent to game wardens and
, 850 bushels, $382.50.
Audubon, Dec. 27.—Ed. F. Bilharz, efforts were made to make that part
2,436 bushels, $1,096.20,
60,
former vice president of the Farm- of the creek a 'game sanctuary and
V. Wilson, 819 bushels
ers State Bank at Audubon, commit- it will go mighty hard with any one
ISandhorst, 860 bushels ted suicide here late Wednesday just found hunting near the colony., The
before he was- to be removed to At- owners of the land are making an
|etelberg, 665 bushels, lantic to face trial on four charges effort to get the beavers to stay and
of fraudulent banking.
multiply. There is no open season
Bilharz pleaded guilty last week on beavers in the state so if any
a, 614 bushels, $276.30,
f, 480 bushels, $216.00, to , a charge of making false entries. trapper is found with a beaver pelt
jToorhees, 936 bushels At that time, four other charges it will be just too bad.
against him were dropped. Later he
was reindicted on the four charges
[i 450 bushels, $202.50.
1,500 bushels, $675.- of making false entries and making
false banking statements.
Default.
930 bushels, $418.His trial was to have begun TuesThe west room in the Masonic
' 800 bushels, $360.00, day, but he asked for a change of
1,196 bushels, $538.- venue, and the case was assigned for Temple building, and occupied for
trial at Atlantic. Bilharz was held many years as a dry good store, haa
been rented by the trustees of the
in jail in default of $10,000 bond.
P40 bushels, $288.00.
He asked officers here if he might lodge to Chas. W. Clardy. A new
£1,250 bushels, $562.50,
500 bushels, $225.- go home to get his clothes before front will be put in the room, dobeing taken to the Atlantic jail. His ing away with the two ateps at the
on, 500 bushels, $225.- request was granted, and he went entrance. Mr. Clardy expects to open
home in custody of Deputy Sheriff a store in the room by the first of
1,100 bushels, $495.00, C. F. Boers. While there, iBilharz March. Mr.vClardy waa in business
went to the basement and took poison. in Anita for a good many years, disposing of his hardware stock about
Bank in Receivership.
and wife of Ames
The bank of which he was an of- a year ago. His new store will be
stmas vacation at the
home.
ficer is now in receivership. His sis- along the hardware line, although he
ter, Miss Harriet Bilharz, is in jail has several propositions in imind, and
— Misses Isabell j here, facing trial on charges similar may add other lines to his. stock that
\ evening
"Biggs were hostesses to j to those on which her brother was are not usually found in hardware
of the U-Trump-It held.
stores.
'
{At 6:30 o'clock a three
At'an inquest Wednesday night the
1
Paul Burkhart and Norman Wagwas served, and the coroner's jury decided Bilharz hud
ner, students at the State University
|spent playing bridge. committed suicide.
fiese received the prize
He had been vice president of the i.i Iowa City, are home to spend the
while the consolation bank since 1913. He cairte to Audu- Christmas vacation with relatives and
1
Miss Jane Scholl.
friends.
bon in 1878.

Loans Made
pi in This Vicinity

Audubon Banker, Facing
Trial, Commits Suicide

C. W. Clardy Rents West
Room in Masonic Temple
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Makes Rules Governing
CWA Men While Working

More Wheat Sown in Iowa
Despite Program of I). S.
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all that sort of thing!"

* * •

OUR COMIC SECTION

D

Events in the Lives of Little Men

NIPPY AND
NELL

Howe Ab'0

The person thus addressed was not
George and never had been George.
His name was Harry and It was a good
name. He was a very harried man.
of
'Tm In the cart," he said. "My next Selfishness
turn has gone phut and there's going
to be a gap. Boot and Slipper—see Good Americans
By COSMO HAMILTON
'em? Jack Boot and Nellie Slipperpretty bad but they've been getting
over here. He's been run over on the
Oi br IfcClur* Newspaper Syndlcat*
promenade and who's to substitute?"
WNU Service
Nippy was near the door. Some one
DD creatures, mea Odder even with a charming voice waa talking Just
than women, and one can't outside. There was a desperate quivsay more (than that Here was er in It which touched a cord In bis
one, for Instance, young, good- heart
Tht into not
looking, and at the very top of the
"What's to become of me? No part*
tree. In Nice to find the sun, be had ner, no money, no career and a black hte hand to the are,
found It A mere small slip of his mark against the turn after all my Pl« taow
is, ana
' "««
body remained Its natural white.
work. . . . " Familiar words, inThere on the beach he sat, however, deed!
repeating over and over again. In an
"Women and men In the crowd meet
attitude of one-piece calamity, this and mingle, yet with Itself every soul bow saturated the
calamity, this catastrophic chant, "Des- stands single, making Its lonesome and •coal olVUed the
olate—life so gray and desolate—wom- low lamentation, fighting Its terrible and burned It . .
clearly insane, and
en and men In the crowd meet and conflicts alone . . . " . .
stand th. ata,pu
mingle—yet with Itself every soul
He peered Into the passage. There, punishment. cause and
stands single—deep oat of sympathy
with
her back towards him stood the
moaning Its moan—holding and having Its brief exaltation—making Its girl be longed to make Mrs, Nicholas
*Wnk,
lonesome and low lamentation—fight- Legg . . . the amusing nose, the
honest eyes, the courageous chin and never had) more than
ing Its terrible conflicts, alone."
kind month, in very great trouble really good m«n in it
Unlike people who wear a halo of the
now.
martyrdom In place of a hat he had a
known thousands O r r
He turned and went to Harry. There myself
Americans.
very good reason for repeating these
was
chivalry
and
a
glint
of
triumph
In
• *«
shattering things.
his eyes. Here was the chance to do
I live In.a Kansas to1VD ™
You see his name was Legg, though a kind deed In a very naughty world.
when Nippy was placed In front of It Here was the chance to be revenged sourl, where saloons have L?J
In any part of Great Britain a disturb- for that cold shoulder, that aloofness Just across a.river briL 1
ance took place like that which nut- and the Indifference to his Immediate visited one'of these saloons .J
ters a seismograph when the earth has and everlasting love. "I'll substitute," ter of curiosity. More
men were present The i
tummy trouble.
he said.
orderly and dean as a
This serious and despairing young
"Yon? What on earth can you do picnic serving only iem, ,
man filled the largest music halls that's any use to me?"
N
whenever he appeared.
"Much the same as Boot does from Let me record that nevery mv
Assisted by a girl who never spoke all Fve been told."
I seen men and women i^l,
a word and whose name was Rosy
"But how do I know—how can I respectable mingling frm,,
Calf, these two had become as well risk—"
saloon. It to another of tteMi
known and highly popular as those
now so common In the
"I
never
wear
a
wig
and
all
I
shall
great artists of our fathers' time.
want Is a bit of patty for my nose."
Bat Rosy had fallen In love, desertIt has long been said »sa
"But have you ever been on the proed art for marriage, and left him fessional stage before?"
Is always prosperous; thai..
without a partner for his turn.
Nippy removed his tie. "Fifty-one lets his money get awaj to»J
Re had discovered since then, to his weeks for four, whole years, twice a *tc, . . . I know a mas id
horror, that although there are plenty day." he said. "Then Rosy Calf got been famous for stlngineai
of pretty gtrls there are few with married—"
years; my beat sttngy-mu
spontaneous laugh, and It was essenThe manager sprang to -his feet about him. But J personally i_
tial that his partner should break Into "Calf? . . , YOU can't be . . . " depression got him; he hasn'tij
cAstant and ostensibly impromptu
"Yes," said Nippy, "Legg. It's kind left
^ •
outbursts at everything he did.
of yon to remember. The combination
His unsuccessful quest had driven of Legg and Calf will never be seen
I have the natural human i
him to a doctor and afterwards to again."
tion to hover around the _,„
Nice. Here he was, on the verge of
His voice broke but he undid the rest the new, the unknown, but,to4.
a nervous breakdown, facing the end of his shirt
erlng them during a long i^j
of an amazing career at the age of
"I shall be glad if you will say noth- learned caution, and wonder i
twenty-nine.
ing, especially to the lady with whom have not
A cultured man was he, who loved I'm about to perform. Just tell her to
the best words In their best order, and .try to laugh at everything I do as
I have been unable to decide i
to read poetry.
though I were doing something she best man I have ever known. I
He had thousands of quotations run- had never seen before. Ask her to times I think he Is a noted \
ning In his mind. "Woes," he said now, convey the impression that she simply of magazines I have associated
"cluster; rare solitary woes; they love has to laugh. That's all. Boot and Intimately. . . . At other tM
a train; they tread each other's heels." Slipper, eh? Rather funny, that"
think he may be a colored ml
And In order to demonstrate the
works about my yard. Again ll
truth of this the poor man fell In leva
He .went away to dress as the band slder an eminent physician I bnf
known; at other times I
commenced to blare.
She too was always alone.
A shade under two minutes later he carrier who delivers my itNot beautiful, she had something In- was back in the ofBce again.
grocer who sells me supplies,
finitely better than that She diffused
He was not to be recognized. He
an arresting charm. She possessed had reddened his eyelids with grease
I am able to get along .
an amusing nose, honest eyes, a cour- paint and put Idiocy round his mouth. with anybody, or anything, u.T
ageous chin; and there was kindness The seat of his baggy black trousers politicians,'who so persistently L
on her mouth.
came almost down to his knees and he decency and common sense, >A\
A man ol quick decisions, Nippy an- had combed his hair over his forehead mand that I cheer them.
nounced to himself that here at last In a fringe,
• * •
was Mrs. Nicholas Legg. But all his
Americans were once i pall)
Harry had brought In Nellie who
attempts to speak to her were persist- | had made up her face again.
pie. Are we through? Cannot i
ently, politely and most expertly reShe said, "How wonderful this Is! something to get back? Bat we
pulsed.
Where In the world does he come do it with relief for the*
In reply to his timid "Good-morn
from? What do you suppose he can ness that ruined us. . *- cl
mg," there was merely a pleasant nod. do?" And then she gave a gasp.
go to the devil to meet to l»«*
"Mr. What's-your-name," she seemed It was Boot and It wasn't Boot There of some trifling man wtoW
to say. "we have not been Introduced. was genius In those eyes, a master In book, or made a speert?
I am not to be picked up on any kind melancholy all round that month
of beach,"
As far back as I C&B
"You are saving my life," she said
It was awful. It was catastrophic.
But before she could express her everybody has been longing tij
It was unbelievable. As day by day gratitude further they stood In the everybody punished. . • • ff*
went by It brought about an endless glare of the limelight In the middle of once we have all had our waj;l>
caravan of utterly sleepless nights It the stage.
of no one who Is escaping p u ' "
made Nippy suffer from deep disapBrass blared, drums were hectic and now.
pointment and thoughts of suicide. It four Indifferent attendants followed
* * *
smashed his plans of married bliss In with the props-tennis balls, Indian
,"I
can't
see
that
he is ver? i
the villa of his dreams
«xhe
clubs, fake cigars, rings on ropes. In- those of us In the audience i
Laurels" "The willows," or' "ilosslyn
genious gymnastic appliances, wires those on the platform,
Lodge," perhaps.
for
tight-rope walking and a tank in as that goes, none of us are,
• * *
which to dive.
what's the matter with us.)
He made up his mind to present
* * *
himself, defeated, at Cook's on the first
The audience was cold.
I am a careless man, but lit
of June. His search for a laugh must
Then followed that series of fool- ence of natural gas. a railway'
continue or he must wind up his shat- eries of grimly earnest Incompetences Ing, a gun, or women, I am»r
tered career by Jumping off a bridge.
of solemn and painstaking preparation exercise considerable caution.
0r t iat C 01 calm and
for break-neck deeds never to be per,rt1"if
f to° agree
'
farming
girl, he *
tried
with Tennyson
formed which had stirred hnge audiThe story of neglect of oil i
Its better to have loved and lost than ences to roars of beneficent mirth
does not come entirely, °
never to have loved at all
»
Nellie found it unnecessary to feign from the veterans themselv
He wandered Into the town. Some- spontaneous laughs. Her laughter was of every soldier Is a half
thing happened which broke his cease- genuine. It bubbled from her tips. more relatives who further
less quotations and almost made him She slmpjy had to laugh. Indeed she the story of his wrongs, and i
scream, without the slightest war" almost died.
into every nook and corner i
ing he was smacked on the back The
This was no mere Boot. This was a taxpayer may, be influenced I
Boot with Uppers—a Patent Leather trlotism or sympathy. . . . C"
Root!
era are also a vast army,
Overwhelmed with gratitude at beNever In the history of that casino a large number of relatln
ng ab, e at last to pour out hi sou* had there been such hearty roars.
friends back of them clan
to some one who saw him as a human
It was an absolute riot
still greater waste. Almost <
being w ,th the troubles of his kind
H was a good deed In a very naughty who votes Is supporting a
he drew this man to a vacant
world.
a friend intrenched at the P
"What'U you take to stay In the bill
* * •
for a couple of months?" asked Harry,
The thirst for the blood o
who was very grateful and pleased.
has been enormous as far
"That's the end." said Nippy. »rjn. can remember, but seems to W
What seemed so tragic and
less, that Is. Miss Slipper will detach now than ever before.
ing to him was that a great
herself from Boot and fit herself to a
If the long-expected
should be removed from his
mb on which there Is a foot I would breaks out this winter ,be
rause he couldn't flnd a l
ikl'?.afk ler Penally but I shan't worst Is always expected i»'
was far more distressed at
fac
do so until we'v
the flow of blood will at •
than that Nippy was ln love
™«
much
leas than would havej
Kin who wouldn't let him speak to her
He had cleaned his face with a towel case during the winter of 1
because he hadn't been Introduced
and smoothed back his hair. The man Ing any future period ot
There are almost no rlcu
Sd0 rTrVet0re her was t««t tlmW
and ridiculous person whom she had to shoot at
been eggiDg OQ for
°aa
Arthur Brisbane said over i
one night that the alnwst " J
wiping out of millionaires W
Street sharks was really "» **
for the republic, as It w"111,
o ordinary man
these
smart fellows to
"You must be Nl p p y Leg ..
work, and, In making ">°re
they might give the ei.
easary In bringing back Pr^
So I am almost rec J *
manager-,, office which was
worst this winter, aud
«age. "Hello. George." he said
with.
"llow and phwe, afl(1
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News Review of Current
Events the World Over
Weir's Conflict With National Labor Board—Johnson
Plans Realignment of Code Authorities—Insull's
Son and Others Indicted in Indiana.
By EDWARD W. PICKARD
HAT action, If any, the NRA nnd
W
the national labor board would
take in the case of the Weirton Steel
company was unrevealed hy the authorities. E. T. Weir,
chairman of the hoard
of the company, maintained that he was
loyal to the President's recovery program but Insisted that
the labor board bad
no right to coerce or
abrogate the election
of employees' representatives that was
held at the Weirton
E. T. Weir
The successpiant.
ful candidates were hand-picked, and
to were those who were defeated, all
being "company men." Members of
the workers' union, the Amalgamated
Association of Iron, Steel and Tin
Workers, did not appear on the ballots. Union representatives charged
that workers were threatened with
loss of their Jobs If they didn't vote,
and said many of the men deliberately spoiled their ballots.
There were ugly threats that If the
government did not act the workers
would begin to "take things apart"
"We are putting our faith In President Roosevelt and the NRA," said
one of the union leaders. "They've
promised to see this case through.
Well, If they don't then we'll be
forced to take things into our own
hands. Because we're going to win
this fight"
Thomas E. Mlllsop, assistant to
President Williams, said the only way
the government would be allowed to
enter the matter was on the strength
of a court order.
"We are for the NRA," he said,
"but there are some parts of the recovery law which frankly we do not
like. It's no secret that Weirton Steel
Is opposed to a closed shop, which is
what the labor provisions of tbe act
mean. Nor Is It any secret that we do
not Intend to recognize the Amalgamated."
He still Insisted that the "company
union" was not a company union at
all but an association of employees'
representatives chosen by free and
nntrammeled ballot by the workers.
Gen. Hugh S. Johnson, NRA administrator, refused to comment on published reports that President William
Green of the American Federation of
Labor will demand a clear cut statement from the recovery administration and the national labor board outlawing company financed unions.
Green said that on September 20
he had filed many affidavits with the
recovery authorities charging that
corporations in every section of the
country were violating the NRA labor
provision by company union activities. He charged no action had been
taken against these corporations.
JOHNSON has mapped
out a new alignment of code au
thorlties in order to provide more
effective representation of consum
ers' interests. His plan is to place
on every code authority one NRA representative selected by tbe administrator. This representative will be
assisted by two "advisors," one drawn
from the ranks of labor, and nominated by the labor advisory board of
INRA, and the other to be nominated
by the consumers advisory board.
An important part of Johnson's announcement was that he proposes to
give the NHA representatives on each
code authority a veto power over any
of the actions the authority may elecl
to take.
In other words, In the "self government" of each Industry, which the
general has often discussed as his
aim, a code authority may decide to
take some step with respect to prices,
or production, or wages. If it suits
the NRA representative, It will be
put into effect; otherwise he can veto
the action.
The administrator also announced
the appointment of Leon Henderson
of the Russell Sage foundation. New
York, and S. J. Schlink, a director
of the Consumers'Research bureau, as
special assistants in the consumers
division of the NHA. He emphasized that Mrs. Mary Rumsey, society
woman who heads the consumers adTlsory board, would retain her present post

of a nature to cheer up President
Koosevelt and all the supporters of
his policies. Mr. Roper submitted
facts and figures showing that considerable progress toward business recovery had been made In the United
States as a result of decisive action
by the government, and that there
were definite signs of a business revival throughout the world. He also
reported that. In line with the administration's economy program, '-be had
brought about drastic reorganization
In bis department and bad cut expenditures 28.8 per cent compared
with those of the previous year.
Secretary Wallace reported the 1933
farm Income at $6,100,000,000. against
$5,143,000,000 last year; exclusive of
$500,000,000 In crop reduction benefits
to be paid by the government before
the end of the year.
Jury Investigation of the
-* affairs of the Northern Indiana
Public Service company resulted In the
returning of indictments at Crown
Point, Ind, against
Samuel Insull, Jr.,
and other officials of
the company. Including Morse Dell Plain,
its president. It is
charged that the company's treasury was
looted for the benefit
' >»ytapr of Insull holding com^B ?tF
panles. The report of
IB JL ^A ttle grand jury InSamuel
eluded these accusa,
„ ,
tlons:
Insull, Jr.
Thflt a bookkeeplng
error of $10,000,000 was purposely
made to deceive the Indiana public
service commission and justify high
rates for service.
That huge expense accounts for certain officials, covering trips to California and Atlantic City and the sending of vast quantities of flowers to
hotels, were an unjustified charge
against Northern Indiana Public
Service.
That properties, In many Instances
worthless, and without exception worth
far less than the value charged, were
transferred to the treasury of Northern
Indiana through a system of interlocking directorates. This was done,
the report declared, to "milk Northern
Indiana Public Service of surplus
earnings."
That the funds and assets of the
operating company are still being
"constantly depleted by the domination of Midland Utilities and other
parent organizations of the Insull
group."
The investigation was given Its start
when Howard W. Duncan, former assistant treasurer of Northern Indiana,
confessed he had embezzled $132,000 of
the company's money and lost it on
the race horses. Duncan pleaded
guilty to the theft of $1,500. He offered to tell the* Inside story of the
Insull high finance and was allowed
to do so. The investigators then followed out the lines he laid down for
them to follow.
v

government of Greece notified
Samuel Insull that he would have
to leave that country when his residence permit expired on December 31,
but when the American fugitive pleaded Illness he was granted an extension
of the permit to January 3L Insull
has no consular status as an American
citizen, his passport having been revoked. Where he can go with safety
is a puzzle, for the United States has
extradition treaties with all countries
bordering on Greece and presumably
he would be nabbed In any of them.
The government in Washington has
instituted proceedings to collect from
Insull, his wife and his son $221,000
In income taxes.

TT7-HEN President Roosevelt's pet
V V project In the Tennessee valley
Is far enough advanced to manufacture
electric power It is going to produce a
lot of it, and consumers will be needed. So, to create a market for this
energy the President has set up a
million dollar mortgage loan corporation, using public works funds, and directed it to finance electric appliance
purchases In the Tennessee region.
Cheap credit will be extended to all
home owners and residents within
the Tennessee Valley Authority area
for this purpose.
Manufacturers of electrical household goods are enthusiastic over the
prospect of having the government fur/~)NK of the encouraging signs of the nish funds with which their products
^ times is the decision of the Van
Swearingen railroads to purchase $->5 - can be bought, Stephen T. Early, sec000,000 worth of rolling stock, this ~be- retary to the President, said In an
Ing the biggest order for equipment official explanation of the order.
authorized in many years. The pur'THIBET'S supreme religious and civil
chases will be financed by tlie I'WA
* ruler, the dulnl lama, died In
The railroads will buy the equipment
-tiasa, and a Bengal correspondent
with the proceeds of 4 per cent fifteen. It Is reported he was poisoned
year equipment trust certificates sold
Tills
powerful priest was regarded by
to the government. In this way the j
Uiddhlst Asia as the reincarnation
government will obtain security f,, r
Its loan w i t h o u t receiving us col- 'f a long dead Buddha and was worlateral bonds or oilier evidences of shiped as a deity. I,, his sixty years
he hud muiiy adventures. When the
mortgaged indebtedness. Hy contrast
the RFC demands bonds us security B r i t i s h opened up Tibet In 190-4 he
where possible. The mails are the lied to Mongolia. Five years later he
Chesapeake and Ohio, the . \ i , k l < > Hate returned u, Llmsa but was quickly
driven out by the Chinese and took
and tbe Erie.
refuse In India. In UH'J the Tibetans
ousted
the Chinese and established
DEARLY reports of Secretary Ituper
* of the Commerce department and their independence and the dalal lama
went back and resumed his place as
Secretary Wallace of agriculture were ruler
of the country.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 28. 1933^

HEN the day for war debt payments to the United States came
W
around the expected happened. France,
Poland, Belgium, Hungary and Estonia
made no payments whatever. Finland,
as It did last June, paid In full—$229,023. Token payments were made by
five nations as follows:
Great Britain, $7,500,000 of $117,070,765; Italy, $1,000,000 to $2,133,906;
Czechoslovakia, $150,000 of $1,082,813;
Lithuania, $10,000 of $105,474, and
Latvia, $8,500 of $180,700.
So In all. Uncle Sam received $8,898,123, or approximately one-seventeenth
of the $152,952,637 due that day from
eleven European nations. There is now
$301,778,747 overdue on the $11,000,000,000 funded debts.

CUBAN FACTS

constitution.

Twelve Jurymen,
and ravenous with him™, t
down the door of the m o m , '
they were confined and e
to dinner.
'" " «
In those days Jurymen ln
cases were1 kept without '
indeed, lawyers h«.id thnt'l,
If they perversely failed to
be dragged in a cart to the
border and upset In a <\\>
since that stirring day at
our # good men and trne
longer rtarved Into preteB
unanimity they do not feei.

nation has undertaken
O NEto foreign
bring suit against a state ol

the Union before the Supreme Court
of the United States—the first Instance
of the kind In history. The principality of Monaco seeks, through its American attorneys, permission to sue the
state of Mississippi for payment of
principal and Interest on $100,000
worth of bonds defaulted in 1841. It
was explained by tbe Monagesqne consulate In New York that Monaco is empowered as a sovereign state to sue
one of the United States, a privilege
not accorded to Individuals, and that
the bonds were given the principality
by three descendants of original investors, who had finally been convinced
that, so far as private holders were
concerned, the delta state was going to
continue too proud to pay.

JUDICIAL PRo^Sl
A little affair occur™ a t71
s
Suffolk, England, on
which left its mark

Air View of Havana Harbor.

Cuba's exports and consumes twoOLITICAL and economic condi- thirds of Its total Imports 1
Like other countries, Cuba has untions In Cuba are of Interest to
tbe people of the United States dergone some painful economic and
not only because the island repub- political experiences In the past few
lic Is a neighbor, but because millions years, the old order depending per- mad* $26 iaoMvweak; other,"£?«
of dollars of American capital are In- haps too much on sugar values and
nu psmewara by eimpij,
vested in Cuban commerce and indus- tobacco for Income, and Importing
~ ~, "j!^!-..-.. *-***••'
most
of
the
necessaries
of
life.
tries, and because the Island has be~*tt»ttm*t
To the statistically minded, tbex Imcome a popular American playground.
Like a gaily attired Spanish seno- portance of Cuba and the United
LEJANDRO LERROUX Is premier of Spain again, having suc- Mta, Cuba charms the eye; and the States to each other may be seen by
ceeded Diego Martinez Barrios, who
amour of a lurid past, with Its pages examining the figures relating to
was made vice president of the new
i piratical plundering, pomp, and Cuba's foreign commerce. They show
cabinet and minister of war. Lerroux high adventure with which It Is so ro- the United States as the largest facsaid he was "pleased" with the minis- mantically linked, quickens Interest tor in this exchange, with the United
try he had got together and that Its from the moment It is sighted on the Kingdom coming second. In 1932 the
United States took $57,482,000 of tbe
formation of members of the left, the horizon.
right and the center parties was comThe Island presents many contrasts. $80,672,000 total exports of tbe Island,
patible with the complexion of the new Sea defenses of time-mellowed rock and for the same year the total Imparliament, which is dominated by con- are relentlessly attacked by jealous ports into Cuba amounted to $51,024,servatives.
waves; yet within these stern barriers 000, the United States supplying $27,are green, rolling hills dotted with 653,000 of that amount
?/>sMA/n you,
Compare those figures with the 1027
A PPOINTMENT of Hlroshl Salto as royal palms. Luxurious valleys burst"tnUH
dteolonlioBi
•**• the new Japanese ambassador to ing with verdure are shadowed by statistics, which show total Imports
IWax
•1 directed, li '
the United States was confirm^^by towering mountains where rock and of $257,384,000 and exports from Cuba
are freed i
tan.1
the cabinet in Tokyo. The foreign jungle stand guard in secondary de- of $322,705,000!
On the other hand, American Investoffice there cabled instructions for him fense against man's onslaught. Even
to proceed at once to Washington from today, more than one-third of its area ments in 1927 were calculated at one
and a half billion dollars; by 1932 this
The Hague, where he has been serving remains primeval forest!
as minister to the Netherlands.
Summer days In Cuba's higher alti- figure was raised to $1,750,000,000. The
ply divotre cue.doneeSnoUte in h
tudes are so hot It would seem need- bulk of these investments are In su•tteh hue! and IM daily w tm
DEACE, for the time being, has come less to lug along blankets, if moun- gar properties, but large Bums also
are
in
real
estate,
railroads,
public
* to the Gran Cbaco, for Paraguay taineering Is the hobby; yet the nights
utilities, and government bonds.
and Bolivia agreed to a truce and are surprisingly cold.
In view of the fact that the bulk of
their warfare in the jungle region was
It Is an Island of extreme wealth
stopped. This was arranged by the and dire poverty; a land of sugar, to- Cuba's foreign trade la with the UnitLeague of Nations commission with bacoo, exotic fruits, and agriculture; ed States and that the American monethe backing of the delegates to the of mining, oij drilling, and business; tary Investments in the Island are trePan-American conference in Monte- of speeding airplanes, automobiles, mendous, whatever touches Cuba afvideo. Negotiations for a permanent and plodding oxcarts; a land of flash- fects many Americans, and whatever
settlement of the long conflict were ing-eyed senoritaa and the soft, se- happens in the United States affects
Cuba.
proceeding in the Uruguayan capital. ductive perfume of the tropics.
We fought a war with Spain that
Secretary of State Hull was given
Cuba is often called "the Island of
To qnteUy relieve
much of the credit for bringing about a hundred harbors," for it Is literally cost many American lives and many
.rooghiwH,
millions
of
dollars,
both
at
the
time
the armistice.
snaggle-toothed with Inlets and bays. and in subsequent pensions to Spanish
These, together with Its many keys, war veterans, in order to help Cuba
police broke up what they offered ideal hiding places supplied gain her freedom and place her fairly
*• asserted was an International es- with fresh fruits and water to those upon the path of economic progress.
pionage ring and arrested ten persons navigators who knew their way about,
Years later an American tariff deepas spies. Among them are Robert while the broad expanse of the har- ly affected the Island.
Switz and his wife of East Orange, bors of Havana, Santiago, GuantaWHEN SHE*
Supplying .Her Own Needs.
HE
N. J. The authorities said the gang namo and Cienfuegos, accessible only
UPSET
SUFFERS
Tbe
Cubans
point
out
that
the
tariff
through
narrow
inlets,
afforded
the
ntwas working for no particular nation.
threw United States doors wide open
most protection for the less brave.
to Importation of sugar from the Phil*TpOM HEFLIN of Alabama, who,
Crossroads for Shipping.
••• used to entertain the senate and
Today, with modern wharves and ippines, where only 40 per cent of the
the country with his long diatribes port equipment, vessels of any length total Investment in the sugar indusagainst those who, he alleged, were or draft can be easily handled in sev- try is capital from the United States,
persecuting him on re- eral of the harbors, and many of the and closed them in the face of Cuba,
ligious grounds, plans others will accommodate ships of more where the capital Invested Is 84 per
cent from the United States.
a come-back to Wash- than average displacement.
Cuba formerly imported practically
ington In the capacity
Of the larger Lktln-Amerlcan repubof a member of the lics, the island is nearest to Europe, all of her flour and eggs from the
lower house. He was and, next to Mexico, nearest to the United States. Under the depressed
beaten for the senate United States. It Is the crossroads for sugar prices she embarked upon a
In 1930 by John A. shipping between many ports of Eu- program of development of local InBankhead and was rope or the United States and Central dustries and diversification of manufactures to supply her own needs. In
virtually read out of or South America.
the Democratic party
If you could lift the Island bodily 1927 she Imported $8,692,000 worth of
the year before by the and lay It on the United States, with wheat flour from the United States;
state executive com
the easternmost point, Cape Malsl, In 1932 she purchased only $2,948,000.
Thomas
m 1 1 1 e e because he resting on New York City, you would For the same years the value of fresh
Heftin
took the stump against find that the other tip, Cape San An- eggs purchased in the United States
Alfred E. Smith In 1928. Now Tom tonio, would extend some miles be- dropped from $2,666,000 to zero;
announces that he is a primary candi- yond Chicago, or, If moved slightly to canned vegetables fell from $403,000
date for congressman from the Fifth the north, would rest exactly on Mil- to $45,000; lard from $10,841,000 to
district because he thinks the Demo- waukee. The width varies from 25 to $1,208,000, and so on—all decreases
cratic party is weak in debating abil- 124 miles. The Island supports a pop- more or less directly traceable to the
ity. He says he will "help the Presi- ulation, Including the Isle of Pines
For many years our best doctoral]
fact that the price of sugar fell from
dent to obtain legislation that will of nearly 4,000,000 people.
prescribed creosote in some lorn f
2.69 cents per pound in 1927 to as low
coughs, colds and bronchitis, know
take the control of the money supply
This latter Island, largest and most as .57 of a cent in May of 19321
dangerous it is to let them n»4*
out of the hands of those who proAn evidence of this change is ob- ' bow
Important
of
many
that
dot
the
Cuban
Creoraukdon with creosote and*
duce panles every ten or twelve years."
served In the growth of home manucoastline,
lying
to
the
south
of
the
other highly important mediuml r
Mr. Heflln Is concededly an able defactures. Shirts, underwear, shoes,
meats, quickly and effectively stop
bater, but he may find the lower house western end of Cuba, was named for straw hats, and linen suits are being
coughs and colds that otherwise i
less patient with his lengthy speeches the many varieties of pines that grow made on a scale never before known.
leadtoserious trouble.
concerning himself and his persecu- on It. Its chief claim to fame howCreomulsion U powerful in then
ever, Is Its excellent climate, its fine A large American manufacturer of
tion complex than was the senate.
meat of all colds and coughs, yeti
marble quarries, and Us mineral shirts and underwear, sensing the
absplipelr harmleM and ia pleaw^
springs.
change, has erected a factory In Cuba
*T*WO of America's most popular and
easy to take.
to meet the demand for home prodHere
it
was
that
the
Welsh
fire* widely read novelists died on the
Your own dtvaint guarantees (
ucts.
brand,
Sir
Henry
Morgan,
and
Corsame day in New York. Louis Joseph
The
production
of
cotton
and
rayon
nelius
(Pegleg)
Jols
came
to
assemble
Vance, author of many tales of mysnot reBeved after taking '
•ion M directed. Beware the <
tery, was found dead in a blazing arm their men and harass the unhaony socks and stockings has become an
important Industry, and local manucold .that hangs on. Always keep U
chair in his apartment, the fire having residents of those days.
mnlsioQ on hand for .instant use. (
To most people Cuba of course sug- facturers are turning out rayon garapparently been set by a dropped cigaments for women.
rette. Robert W. Chambers, writer of gests sugar and tobacco. While these
The dried beef industry, which playg
best sellers for nearly forty years and two commodities are the chief prodnoted especially for his novels of ucts, yet by no means unimportant are a major part in the Island'a food supAmerican history, passed away after the mining districts, oil fields, asphalt ply. Is growing, and canning factories
' If* amadng tow tikis torn»«'
an operation for an intestinal disorder deposits, and numerous other natural have recently been established for totrouble—whenter U occn
from which he had suffered for several resources, Including a delightful cli- matoes, pineapples and other prodyield* fc» soothing
mate.
months.
ucts. Two factories are engaged In
making
cans.
Sugar cane Is grown throughout the
During normal times one can pass
/CHARGES against William G. Donne, Island, but the province of Camaguey
^-J Illinois manager of the Home Own- leads In Its production, with Oriente weeks traveling around the picturers' Loan corporation, resulted In the second. More than half of the total esque island, for there are some good
acceptance of his resignation by the sugar crop Is provided by these two roads. Tbe beautiful rolling country
dotted with quaint, palm-thatched
corporation board, after he had been easternmost provinces.
heard In Washington. Various accusaWhile tobacco also may be grown huts, and the stately royal palms, like
tions of fraud and favoritism were almost anywhere on the island three- huge feather dusters, are never-endASK
made against Donne, who was backed quarters of the total crop is Krown ing sources of delight. The open fields
ABOUT
* ~.-niiir tinuinm I
by the Illinois Democratic organiza- n Plnar del Itio province, at the ex- are eye-filling scenes of green, splashed
tion. It was predicted his removal treme westeru end of Culm, with Ha- here and there with other colors
would have a serious political flare- •»"a and Santa Clara provinces supThe new Central highway now spans
back In the state.
the Island from Pi uar del Rio to San.vlMg the remaining one-quarter.
tiago, a total distance of 705 miles
Habana Province Is Rich.
/COLONEL AND MRS. LINDBERGH
It was built at a cost of $120,000,0o6
Habana
province,
although
the
^ ended their longflyingtour of for- «nallest. is the richest aud
and Is a fine piece of road. There are
ln
eign lands when they arrived at Miami, dust rial portion of the IslandIU08t
it has no railroad crossings, tor all such
Fla., from the Dominican republic"
points have been either over or unThey took off soon after for New York' Ufe-ur mills, model dairy farms grows der-passed, nor are gasoline stations
obacco,
oranges,
pineapple*,
and
othTheir trip took them twice across the er fruits, and la rich in ,
permitted to establish pumps at the
uiueru ,
Atlantic ocean, and to four continents 1
roadside. They must be net back far Stetak HtoeoxChimtaaWorto. Pa"bo*u
and thirty nations.
' ourc-es. It la best known, however
enough BO that any vehicle stopping
C »»8J, WMt.ro Newijmpw Union.
I for Its cigar and cigarette factories'
It supplies approximately half of for service will be off the highway and
WNU—N
cause no obstruction to traffic.
Prepared by National Geographic Bocltty,
Washington. D. C.—WNO Service.
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Interesting News Item
From Different Places

HIGH SCHOOL NOTES

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITUS OF THIRTY YEARS MO

MA-DOFF

Painting Schools.
Win I'air From Adair.
Greenfield— Greenfield schools will
The A.. H.. S.. basketball teams
December 31, 1903.
treked to Adair last Wednesday af- enjoy a two weeks vacation during the
Miss
Clara,
the daughter of Mr. and
During vacation, a crew
ternoon and smothered them in a holidays.
Mrs. Abe Biggs, who has been serof
20
CWA
men
will
paint
the
intercouple of fast games.
iously ill for some time with pneuThe second team from Adair played ior of the high school building.
• If
•
monia, is reported some better.
some pood basketball in the first half
EXTENDS HOLIDAY GREETA great amount of corn is being
To
Make
Water
Survey.
WE
DELIVER
of the game and lead the Anitans by
INGS TO YOU.
PHONE
Greenfield—The city council has shipped into Anita this winter from
an 8 to 5 margin at the half. HowSEE US FOR YOUR NEEDS.
ever the boys in purple and white hired Young & Stanley, engineers of Nebraska for feeding purposes. The
came
back into the second half strong Muscatine, to make a preliminary sur- quality is said to be unusually good.
GAS, OIL AND I. H. C. MAMiss Maggie Broadfoot, a young
and took the lead at the outset and vey of three proposed water reserCHINERY AND PARTS.
then advanced the score until it stood voir sites near Greenfield The coun- lady well known in this vicinity, is
cil expects to file application for gov- to be married tomorrow to Bert L.
29 to 13 at the close.
EXTRA FANCY
In the first team game the Adair ernment aid on this project after the Butler of Atlantic. The ceremony
Large
Size
Qt.
will be performed at the home of her
boys were completely outclassed in all preliminary survey is completed.
father, Rev. Broadfoot, in Atlantic.
departments of the game. The Anita
BROWN BEAUTY
Figure Taxes.
The residence of W. H. Karns in
boys
showed
considerable
improveAnita, Iowa.
3-lbs
55c
Lb.
Guthrie Center—The county auditor South Anita barely escaped being dement and apparently were playing
and his assistants have been figuring stroyed by fire one evening last week.
good ball, both defensively and offenALL FLAVORS
taxes to be collected after the first The curtains caught fire from a lamp,
sively. They held Adair to two fielc
4 packages
of
January.
The
books
are
now
comand was blazing quite fiercely, but
NOTICE.
goals during the first half while they
pleted and are being checked. Total prompt action on the part of the famwere gleaning twelve for themselves.
Extra Large
At a meeting of the board of di- The Adair boys showed some improve- tax to be collected next year will fall ily resulted in but slight damage.
Solid Heads
about
$100,000
below
the
total
for
rectors of the West Iowa Telephone ment the second half but still fell
Gov. A. B. Cummins has offered a
Company held on December 23, 1933, short of the mark and were defeated this year.
reward of $300.00 for the arrest and
Fancy Bleached
the following resolution was unani- by a score of 42 to 21.
conviction of the murderer or murderNew Creamery.
Large Bunch
mously adopted:
ers of "Dick" Robson, north of town,
The Anita boosters certainly gave
Kimballton—Nearly 250 persons at"Whereas, the annual statement of the team frond support in this game
a few weeks ago, and it is stated that
the Secretary-Treasurer shows a as an unusual number attended the tended the formal opening of the! there will be some very lively hustlsteady decline in income of the com- game and seemed to enjoy it very Crystal Springs creamery here last ing after the guilty party during the
Wednesday. Prof. Axel Mortensen of
pany during the first six months of much.
next few weeks.
Iowa State college, Ames, spoke.
3933 and no appreciable improveAt 12:00 o'clock high noon, on DeThe next game on the local schedment since that time; that the man- ule will be played at Cumberland on
cember 31, 1903, occurred the marHarvey
Goodwin
and
wife
have
reagement has made a strong attempt .January 5.
turned to their home in Auburn, Illi- riage of Henry Carney and 'Miss Myrto keep the various exchanges in an
Plays Were Good.
nois, after a few weeks' visit in the tle Brockman. The happy event took
efficient condition to serve the public;
The two Christmas plays given by city with his parents, 0. Goodwin place at the home of the groom's
that wages have been kept to the members of the senior class on last
brother, who resides near the town
lowest possible minimum during the Thursday evening were a decided and wife.
hall. Rev. W. A. Schwimley was the
year and that no raise in wages has success in every way. Those in the
Freed on Bond.
officiating clergyman. The Tribune
been possible under the NRA until cast fit into their parts very nicely
Audubon—Miss Harriett Bilharz, extends its congratulations.
more former patrons reinstall tele- and presented the lessons in the play
100-lb.
former Audubon banker, recently inA team of horses driven by the
phone service, and adequate rates are in a way that was very impressive.
dicted here on four charges of illegal Misses Florence and Stella Wilbourn
restored.
The plays were given to the grade banking, was released from the Audu- became frightened near the west cross"Therefore be it ordered that no
Fancy Mixed While They
school pupils in the afternoon and bon county jail Saturday night, ing of the Rock Island last Wednesdividends be paid on common stock
Last
2-lbs.
to the general public in the evening. providing $10,000 bond. She had day and ran away, throwing the ladies
for the period ending December 31,
A large number came to the evening been held since December 18.
She
out
and
bruising
them
considerably.
1933."
performance and semed to feel that recently was granted a change of
Henry Karns attempted to fall into
W. H. Daubendiek,
their efforts were repaid.
venue to Cass county in one action a bucket a few days ago, resulting in
It
Secretary.
Miss Winona Kyle coached the plays charging making a false statement the fracture of three ribs. The buckand
much credit is due her for their regarding the condition of the Farm- et is just as good as it ever was.
NOTICE.
success.
ers State Bank of Audubon.
School Opens Tuesday.
All persons are hereby notified thai
LEGION AUXILIARY NOTES.
School will reopen after the holiM. E. CHURCH NOTES
-f
I will not permit any hunting on my
days on Tuesday morning, January
Monroe J. Rarick, Pastor.
-f
premises.
to appreciate Christinas and what it
The American Legion and Legion
2.
Mrs. Mary Pox of Kansas, i,
2tp
Mrs. J. C. Calkins.
Auxiliary met in regular session at
visiting her daughter, Mrs.J.£<
Sunday School at 10:00 a. m. Dr. means to us.
The public is cordially invited to all bourn, is ill and is under th» |
Dr. C. H. Johnson, wife and baby the home of Mr. and Mrs. Russell W. C. H. Johnson, General Supt.
CARD OF THANKS.
of
the services and activities of this of the family physician.
spent Christmas with her sister, Mrs. Smith last Friday evening.
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock.
We wish to thank our neighbors Oscar Idso and family, at Sioux RapArticles on Americanism and NaEpworth League at 6:30 p. m. church.
and friends for your acts of sympa- ids, Iowa.
tional Defense were read by Mrs. G. Leader, Miss Hallie Mae Koob. Topic,
S..G. Jewett and wife,
thy and kindness extended to us dur+ -f -f -f -f -f + -f -f + -f- -f -f -f King and family and Roland 1
M. DeCamp.
"Our World Comradeship."
Mike Farrell and family of Des
ing our recent bereavement, especial+
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
-f family of Cumberland were (
Seven members of the Auxiliary
Evening worship at 7:30 o'clock.
ly to the ladies of the neighborhood Moines have been visiting relatives made the Red Cross drive in Anita.
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-f
+
+
-f
+
+
Choir practice following the mornguests of John Pearce and
who served the dinner. We also and friends north of the city during
"Christ Jesus" will be the subject of
Two baskets were filled for the com- ing worship hour.
wish to thank those who sent flowers the past week.
munity Christmas.
Our Christmas services were well the Lesson-Sermon in all Churches o:
Mrs. Olin G. Shepherd and]
and assisted with the funeral serThe Unit members furnished some attended. Many were the words of Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, Decem Emma Reed of Oakland visited i
Lew Bangham, wife and daughter, magazines for reading at the Atlantic
vices.
praise said in appreciation of the her 31.
city last Friday with Mrs.
Miss Mildred, of Des Moines were conservation camp.
Charlie Miller.
The Golden Text is from Micah 5:2 parents, L. B. Tnunbull and i
beautiful
Christmas
music
sung
for
Christmas
guests
of
her
brother,
Zate
George, W. Miller.
A box of Christmas cards was sent the morning services.
"Thou, Beth-lehem Ephratah, though
Edwin G. Miller and Wife. Biggs and family.
to Knoxville for use of veterans there.
The church was crowded to capac- thou be little among the thousands o:
The Sunday School class of]
Several articles on "Fidac" were ity for the evening services. A beau- Judah, yet out of thee shall he come
Raymond
L.
and
Norman
L.
Largirls met at the home of Mis
Clyde Atwood is ill at his home in
read by Mrs. W. T. Biggs.
tiful Christmas pageant was present- forth unto me that is to be ruler in Bell last 'Wednesday evening.
South Anita, having suffered a par- sen of Elkhorn are spending their
Mrs. P. T. Williams reported on ed by the Sunday School.
Israel; whose goings forth have been
Christmas
vacation
with
their
mother,
and an exchange of gifts weref
alytic stroke a few days ago.
If all who attended our Sunday from of old, from everlasting."
Mrs. Zeta Larsen, at the Nic Richter educational legislation.
ed, after which a lunch WM i
Cards were sent to a mother and services were to attend regularly, we
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo by the hostess.
home.
a wife of two hospital veterans.
would have to build an addition to the tations from the Bible and from the
Mrs. Grace Dougherty Kidd of church. When Christianity is the Christian Science textbook, "Science
Mrs. S. E. Adair and daughter, Miss
Margaret, and Adair Baker of Des Anderson, South Carolina, was pres- most important thing in life, it would and Health with Key to the ScripMoines, and John Baker of White ent and spoke briefly of her home seem that we should give it first place. tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
Lake, South Dakota, spent Christmas Auxiliary.
One of the Bible citations reads:
Let us all begin the New Year with
Lunch was served by the commit- the determination to live a more pur- "And the angel said unto them, Pear
in Anita with Dr. G. M. Adair and
WE have a full line of
tee.
family.
not: for, behold, I bring you good tidposeful life.
lamps and supplies.
The next meeting will be held Januings of great joy, which shall be to
tf
Neffa Hard*
O. W. Shaffer & Son, local Chevro- ary 26, at the home of Dr. and Mrs.
all people. For unto you is born this
let dealers, sold three new cars dur- P. T. Williams.
GET your radiator ready f«|
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH -f day in the city of David a Saviour,
ing: the past few days. Dr. C. E.
with plenty of
Last year in Iowa, 182,000 children
E. L. Anderson, Minister.
4 which is Christ the Lord" (Luke 2:10, ter. Prestone $2.95 per
Harry bought a sedan, Mick Forshay were given relief, and $800,000 was
Super-Pyro alcohol 90c per
a coach, and James Rowland of Adair spent for relief work.
Among the selections from the Phone 244;
0, W. Shaffer 4|
(The Church With a Heart and
a coach.
,
. .
Christian Science textbook is the fol- Anita, Iowa.
an Open Mind.)
C. A. Pool and wife drove to Des
Church School at 10 a. m. Classes lowing: "Born of a woman, Jesus' adJohn Walker, who had been visit- Moines Sunday morning where they
TILLIE ANP.GUS.
ing for several weeks at the home of visited with relatives until Sunday for all ages. Frank H. Osen, Super- vent in the flesh partook partly of person locating them. TillfeJ
intendent.
Mary's
earthly
condition,
although
he
his brother, Levi Walker and family, j evening,
seen running a missionary in w
Morning worship at 11:00 o'clock. was endowed with the Christ, the dileft a few days ago for Sioux Rapids,
"lus last seen running a fever inj
Phones :
Special
appropriate
music.
Sermon
vine
Spirit,
without
measure.
.
.
Had
Iowa, to visit his sister, Mrs Chas.
ka. If you have information,:
M.
C.
Hansen
and
wife
and
their
Residence 101
Office 48
subject, "The Dawn of a New Age."
his origin and birth been wholly apart
Shaffer and family.
son, Olaf Hansen and wife, of St.
Youth Forum at 6:30 p. m.
from mortal usage, Jesus would not the Rialto Theatre.
. .„
Joseph, Missouri, spent Christmas in New Year's service for youth.
M
M
have
been appreciable to mortal mind
FOR SALE-iTally cards, 101
Mrs Mamie Myers and daughter, the city with their mother and grandas <the wav>
Evening
service
at
7:30
o'clock.
Ap-'
(p.30).
Tribune office, Anita.
Mrs. Bessie Lowell and son, Sherman, I mother, Mrs. O. C. Hansen and with
propriate New Year's music. Serspent Christmas in Adel, Iowa, guests other relatives and friends
FOR SALE:—Poultry wort]
mon subject, "Where Do We Go From
H. E. Newton, wife and children,
of Elmer DeFord and family. They '
.
'_
Here?"
ets.
Germo Form for roup.
Marilee and Charles, were here from
enjoyed a white Christmas as snow i The K. J. U. club held its annual
st
sen Hatchery and Produce.
The
observance
of
Christmas
was
uart
to
spend
Christmas
with
his
PLENTY OF STYLE
fell most of the day at Adel.
Christmas party at the home of Mrs.
an outstanding event in this church Parents. Ed- L. Newton and wife.
FOR SALE OB TRADB
H a t t i e Wiese, the Women's Bible
this year, with the young people singThe members of the Night Hawk class of the Church of Christ
?ontiac sedan; 1929 Fold |
Saturday evening. A group
bridge c l u b hi-ld a Christmas party special guest., After the regular •ng carols
Dr. C. L. Campbell and wife and Phone 244. O. W. Shaffer j
PROPERLY FITTED
L. lnan ..
Saturday i-vcning at the home of Mr.
Tennie Hopley of Atlantic and Anita, Iowa,
bu,,n,ss
meeUnK,
the
C
h
r
i
s
t
m
a
s
tree-,,
the
church,
and
at
and .Mrs. Wm. Htockham, northwest
went
out
over
Herbert
Remien, wife and two sons
was lighted and many fine Rifts for ; the eity in a
$3.50 WEBSTER'S College]
f the r i l y . The evening was spent t h e church kitchen were u n w r a p p c i w a l
Irving of Grand Rapids, Michigan, were
and Office Dictionary, for onljrj
playing bridge at which high scorers The a f t e r n o o n was spent socially, al
U1 Christmas guests of Dr. H. E Campl
i ,H,± fl ,
° ^ °
the Tribune office. This
\veiv Mrs. Ralph Curry and Ralph t e r which a dainty two cours
bell and " "
ATLANTIC, IOWA.
'
"
sells at most places from
Kic-hter. Lunch was served late in was served.
event with
he evening.
P4.00. Get your dictionary
is greatly

Specials For Thurs., Fri.,
Oysters
(Coffee
Jell

F. Dement

Lettuce
Celery
Pancake Flour Go?^e0L1g2 3 2
Cake Flour ,425. 22
Sugar B^«£w*«d 2i(

Food
JustofLike
ruou of
ui Wheat
itneai Cream
^^

Stock Salt
Nuts

bag

We Wish All Our Friends a Happy
Prosperous New Year

Happy
New Year

WANT

Tiger Coal

Kunz Grain Co.
GOOD SHOES
PRICED RIGHT

The Welch Shoe Co.

i

Those, from a distance who were
funeral services
for the late Mrs. Charlie Miller were
Mrs. August Martens of Peru, Illinois; Mrs. Henry Martens of Cedar
I'oint, Illinois; Victor Hartman and
daughter, Kathryn, and Miss Maggie
CALLS FOR BETTER COAL.
Hartman of
Grandville, Illinois;
Christ Schrumpf and wife of Ladd,
Illinois; Henry Berghoefer of Hampton, Iowa; Wm. feJ. Reissener and wife,
Ernest Winheim and wife, Mrs. J. j'
IS GUARANTEED TO SATISFY YOU.
I Stoltenberg,
John Braclencamp, wife
TRY IT!
t and children, and Fred Stehl of Bertram), Nebraska; Mrs. H. O. Perry of
$ Overton,
Nebraska; Henry Miller,
wife and daughter, Hazel, and Wm.'
Miller of Lexington, Nebraska; Wm.
Stehl, wife and children and Mrs.
ANITA LUMBER CO.
Winnie Iries of Omaha, Nebraska;
Mrs. Bertha Dinkey of Atlantic; and
Phone*: Office 20; Re* 11
We Give and Expect a Square Deal
R
W. Heinke of Manning,
Iowa
X~X~X~XK~:~X~X'<X~X~X-£
'
1

"•~-~-~-"X~XK~X~XKKK<<K~XK~XKKK~XKKKKK^~X~X**** here to attend the

Colder Weather
RODELL COAL
ROB'T. SCOTT

I

j
5t
i

I

t

and is
forward
anticip;
each
ing,
by the mothers. Then
evening the Sunday School presented
a splendid program of music, readings
am
«""' Playlets to a large and appreciativ audience, after which Santa appeart"' with treats for the kiddies.
The third outstanding event which
i-1'niaxed the Christmas season's act'v.hes of this church was a beautiful
fw impressive candle lighting mus|"«1 program, with short addresses
by t.. W. Garlock, Rev. Andrews and
the pastor, also two beautiful readings

of
six

WORM your poultry ft*,
t the southwest
Sunday evening production with Russell's
tf
near the Lawrence

iby were returning
to their home from visiting that afternoon in the home of her parents
near Berea. The "wish-bone," a part
of the steering mechanism of their
*ord coupe evidently became losened
rendering the car unmanageable and
•t Plunged over a steep bank almost
fourteen feet high. The car overturned, smashing the top and the entire
front end and windshield All were
more or less injured and shaken up
and the wonder is that any of them
Wei U
' E "s Holto^ Gay Nk'h°1S ^ escaped alive. Tommy appears to have
the direction of Mrs H E been the most hurt as he sustained
a badly sprained right arm and back.
ITie baby s face was brui sed and 1OWO. Stone at the piano.
cut. Mrs. Burn was badly
I he inspiration received from these
a
"d activities should

2r£!! »nd,M:8-R^'— unta;

HEATING stoves, parlo f«
and ranges, at prices way
day's market Neff's Hardwa*
H. P. ZIEGLER, *<-••
Practice in state and federal»
Settle Estates *nd
Make Collections.
E. 8. HOLTON, Lawy«*.
Practice in all courts. OP"
Land Titles; and SeN»H»ent of
Specialty.
County
ANITA MILLtN«
CHADWICK
rround oats
Oats hulled
Ear corn nrround
No bother. Yon lose no «*•*
Called for and deliver*"
6c per ewfc

THE TRIBUNE. ANITA. IOWA.
(NATIONAL

rCsson
r Union,

—SB=
aber31
PAUL
hlllpplana 1:1-14.
.have (ought a
niched ray courffe,
|fth. II Timothy 4:T.
Btorle* ot Paul,
flight of tha
I AND SENIOR TOPAND ADULT TOP'
ill.
•*>

the meaning of
to underjletter to the Phlllp, for writing to the
> .receipt of a much
from theliand of
aril's support while
10-18). The church
and certainly poor
, It repeatedly sent
|Cor. 11:8, 9). It Is
of a grateful mls^ church which sent
ort
a*IIU. (W. 1-3).

teachers had perpthe steps of PauL
pissues the warning,
; "beware of evil
of the. concision."
; the one who wor: spirit, rejoicing In
no confidence In
nd of Confidence.
ilng In which a true
the eighth day"
the literal requlreor those born under
venant His being
his true upbrlngof Israel" (T. 6).
liosen nation by blood

Need the Pioneer Qualities
Call Is for Courage, Vision and Steadfastness That
Stood Out at the Beginning and the
Development of the Nation.
The /three general reasons for
thanksgiving which the President
asked nsNo-recall were the courage
of the pioneers, the vision of the
founders, the steadfastness of those
who have fought "to keep pure the
ideal of equality and hold clear the
goal of mutual help." The greatest
of these la the first, for It Is fundamental to the other two. Without
courage there could not have been
the America "set aside for mortals
not to mar." without It we shall not
have vision and steadfastness for
new thanksgivings.
America's social development, as
Frederick J. Turner, the historian of
the frontier, skid, "has been continually beginning ovec again on the
frontier." He was thinking of the
geographical frontier, and Its primitive conditions with which the
pioneers had to fight naked-handed.
What they were is suggested by this
fragment of a letter from one of
these pioneers to friends in the East:
"But If you can bear grief with a
smile, can put up with a scale of accommodations ranging from the soft
side of a plank before the fire (and
perhaps three In a bed at that) down
through the middling and Inferior
grades, If you are never at a loss
for ways to do the most impracticable things without tools, If you can
do all this and some more come
on, ...
It is the universal rule
here to help one another, each one
keeping an eye single to his own
business."
We are now out on other frontiers,
where discomforts challenge even
more fiercely the spirit of millions
for whom there are no unoccupied
lands beyond and still beyond. With
this call for courage on their part is
the frontier obligation of mutual helpfulness, resting upon their neighbors, either In Individual or community or more widely associated
effort
One thing that impressed De Tocquevllle, when he visited America one
hundred years ago, was that these
settlers of a wilderness had the capacity for "extra-legal, voluntary association." The house raising, the
apple paring, the squatters' associations whereby they protected them-

selves against Speculators, the camp
meetings, the cattle raisers' associations, are a few of the indications
which Professor Turner cited In emphasising the American trait which
In Its later applications has come to
be one of the most Important features of the United States of today.
In 1918 this historian of the frontier
was saying, as If In prophecy of what
is happening today: "America does
through informal association and understandings on the part of the people many of the things which in the
Old world are and can be done only
by governmental^ intervention and
compulsion."
Here is the heritage that the courage of those who settled a wilderness left us: "A passionate belief
that a democracy was possible which
should leave the individual a part to
play In free society and not make
him a cog In a machine operated
from above; which trusted in the
common man, in his tolerance, his
ability to adjust differences with
good humor, and to work out an
American type from the contributions of'all the nations."—New York
Times.
City of Rare Beauty

Brazilians claim that the harbor of
Rio de Janeiro Is the finest In the
world, and when the traveler enters
this great protected area, over 100
miles in circumference, he may concede that claim. Its shores form an
almost perfect arc and the oddly
shaped peaks that stand out against
the sky present a changing series of
most striking views. At the feet of
the massive Sugar Loaf and the towering Corcovada are clustered the
red-tiled roofs and the gleaming
white walls of the city.
Rio Is noted for Its splendid boulevards, with rows of royal palms in
military alignment and with flower
beds blazing with tropical brilliance.
Imposing palaces that reflect the highest standard of architectural achievement, vast parks enriched with beautiful statuary and an Inconceivable
lavishness of floral displays, are other
features that excite the traveler's admiration.

of Benjamin" (T.
dng of Israel, whose
i a Benjamlnlte. The
iln, though small, had
national customs,
of the Hebrews" (v.
he was of Hebrew
a proselyte,
the law, a Pharisee"
arisees were of the
for the rites and
SBalsm.
zeal, persecuting the
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A rude cross amid the white Ant- wind and alternating sun and blizarctic solitudes marks the place where zards; days when tired men crawled
Captain Gates made the supreme sac- from damp sleeping-bags to Inaderifice by walking to his death In a quate breakfasts, and pushed on dogblizzard, to give his companions a gedly till It was halting time, time
better chance, on Captain Scott's ex- for a scanty meal of thawed pemmlpedition of 1912. The Inscription can and tea; time for the sleepingreads:
bags again, now starch-stiff with
"Hereabouts died a very gallant frost rime."
gentleman."
Seaman Evans was In a bad way.
"Titus" Gates—to give him his fa- His hands had been severely frostmiliar nickname—was an all-round bitten even before the party reached
sportsman, keen polo player, hunts- the pole. His fingers blistered, blackman, point-to-point rider, and officer ened and decayed; his finger nails
In the Innlskllling dragoons. At the fell off, leaving raw sores.
age of twenty-one he was recom- Evans' brain gave way. He stopped
mended for the Victoria Cross for the march again and again, and then
gallantry in the Boer war.
collapsed, sick and giddy, unable to
"Great Q—d! This Is an awful walk.
place," was Scott's exclamation when
One dominant thought must have
he achieved his goal. The achievement was mitigated by disappoint- recurred to Gates during those days
ment for Amundsen, the Norwegian of ordeal, for a friend has recorded
explorer, had forestalled him by a that before he embarked on the expedition Oates repeatedly brought
narrow margin.
One can imagine the chagrin of up the question: "What should a
those gallant men who for eleven member of the Polar party do If he
weeks had performed miracles of felt that through Illness, he was a
hindrance to the party?"
physical endurance.
He always said he should sacrifice
The return to civilization meant
another 900 miles of trial and hard- himself for the good of the others.
ship. They had to forge ahead against It was the philosophy of a Very Gallant Gentleman, and in living up to it'
searing wind and howling blizzard.
Gates had fared badly, and on the —or rather, dying for it—he made
return Journey was worse. •• He was Polar history.
So we come to the curtain of one
constantly getting frost-bitten In nose
or cheek, fingers or toes. Rations of the most heroic dramas In the anwere short The temperature fre- nals of Polar exploration. The Inquently dropped to 30 degrees below tense cold had dropped to 40 degrees
zero and was never warmer than 9 below zero. Another member was
degrees below. They had to nego- badly frost-bitten. That left only
Scott and a colleague fit to make
tiate altitudes up to 10,000 feet
"Day followed day In monotonous camp.
At lunch on March 16 Oates asked
sameness," says Commander L. C.
Bernacchl In a graphic record of them to leave him his sleeping-bag;
Gates' life and tragedy. "A Very they would not do this, although they
Gallant Gentleman." "Days of high realized the end was near. Oates

Two are better than one !
X)UR TWINS ARETOE~
CUNNJNGEST BABIRMOLLIE.

THEY ARE DARLINGS, ANTV
DRUDGE...BUT WHAT A JOB
tD KEEP THEM CLEAN. I'M
FOREVER WASHINOCUmW
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struggled on a few more miles, spoke
of his mother and his regiment He
said "Good night," and snuggled
down in his sleeping-bag. In the
morning he awakened and heard the
blizzard howling and knew what he
must do.
"No words were wasted, no goodbys said, as he struggled to his swollen feet and limped out into the
morning. The blizzard enfolded him,
and they saw him no more. Under
a blanket of snow he sleeps on the
great Ice Barrier.
"Well might a man have said, flingIng defiance at fate, 1 thank whatever gods there be, for my unconquerable soul.' But Oates, the soldier, only said:
'"I am just going outside. I may
be some time 1'"
And thus died, at the age of thirtytwo, a Very Gallant Gentleman.—
London Tit-Bits.

STILL SURE OF
AERIAL TRIUMPH
Marconi's Vision of Future
Wonders.
How soon the wireless telephone
will be brought within the scope of
the average pocketbook may be determined by tests "Gugllelmo Marconi
Is conducting.
If successful In extending the distance over which' bis new micro-wave
system will work, then, he has
hinted, the following may be ex
pected as 'further developments:
Conversations from ship to shore
and vice versa on a commonplace
basis.
Transoceanic conversations almost
as frequent as ordinary long distance calls now on .land.
Out-of-the-way places not connected by land systems brought Into contact with the world.
Great advantages also are seen by
Marconi In wireless telegraphy. It
all would be made possible by .the
financial saving Involved In the new
system, which functions without expensive Installations and utilizes a
surprisingly small amount of power.
Marconi already has made the
micro-waves behave perfectly over
distances up to 170 miles. He hopes
to so Increase this field of action as
to forcibly impress the world with
what be believes to be the almost
boundless possibilities of these tiny
channels.
•*•
The present tests, Initiated late
In July, are supplementary to distance experiments carried on secretly
for a year. They are being conducted
between a land station here and a
station on the Inventor's yacht
Only 52 centimeters In length, the
micro-waves are transmitted on a
beam and are not subject to interference by atmospheric or electrical
conditions. They give secrecy of communication.
A micro-wave station has been In
constant use between Vatican City
and the papal summer villa at Castel
Gandolfo, seventeen miles away, for
more than a year.
The greatest step forward In perfection of his principle was achieved
by Marconi a year ago, when he succeeded In passing the waves along
the earth's curvature to a certain
extent

Believe Folsom People
Were Weather Victims
In Europe, when recurrent surges
of the retreating Ice age pressed too
severely on prehistoric man, the
tribes retreated for a time across the
Alps or even the Mediterranean,
ready to reoccupy the continent as
soon as the ice moved back. In North
America such southward withdrawals and returns are barred by two
obstacles, one of which Is made
worse by rain and cold, the other by
heat The first is the tropical jungle
of Central America, the other la the
desert belt across the Southwest
Experts on past climates believe that
some fifteen or twenty thousand
years ago there was a time when
North America was warmer than
now. Perhaps that is when the Folsom people came and conquered, only
to be exterminated presently by returning cold. Lesser warm times
about 3,000 years ago, or even later,
may have permitted similar temporary invasions by the Norsemen.
Europe has a history of receiving
and holding successive waves of migration. North America's habit seems
to have been first to welcome and
then to kill.—Exchange.

OTHER NRA'S

For merchants: No Ruinous Accounts.
For showgoers: No Rank Actors.
For church clubs: No Racy Anecdotes.
For snappish couples: No Remarks Acidulous.
For the wets: No Rotten Alcohol
For girls next door: No Raucous
Arias.—Boston Transcript
Only Explanation

The heavyweight boxer was describing his latest fight
THE REASON WHY
"yes," he said, "my opponent had
"Mother." remarked little Elsie, "I to be taken to the hospital with a
wish we had a real baby BO I could broken nose, two black eyes, a twistwheel It around In my go-cart"
ed shoulder blade and a fractured
"How sweet dear. What made Jaw."
you think of that?"
"O," exclaimed a , friend Interest"Well, you see, the dolls are al- edly, "did he have a row with the
ways getting broken when the bug- referee?"—Stray Stories.
gy tips over."
The Magnetic Pole
To Be Fooled

Wife—Now, John, dear, my sister,
Bell, and her steady are coming to
call on us tonight So you must act
the part of an ideally happy married man. She's not quite sure of
him yet
John (savagely)—Leave It to me!
That lobster trimmed me In a poker
game once. This Is my chance to
even matters. Just leave It to mel
—Border Cities Star.

Josephine—I understand you had
a. chance to meet Paderewskl when
he was here for his farewell concert
How did you like him?
Gertrude—Oh, he's Just too fascinating for anything.
Josephine—He must be one of
those magnetic Poles they tell about
—Pathfinder Magazine.
Safe at Last

"What Is there to console a man
In prison?" nsks a lecturer. The
Dad Know* Everything
thought that he hasn't got to get up
'•Dad, what's a post-graduate?"
in the middle of the night to see If
"A fellow who emerges from a there are burglars In the place.—
correspondence school, J Imagine."
London Humorist

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Horizontal.
3—According to vain*
11—iFulflU
14—Pronoun
15—Comfortable
IB—The mbatantlve verb
17—A land meniure
18—Traveler1* bug
U—A room la a harem
**—A high .bill
as—Entirely
M, That Japanese •tatemeot
~'
as—To become weary
•oundlng fautrament
— _ branch
S»—Growing oat
SS—Wheat
n» E««« Indian climber
BT—Animal coagulant
t» Coaaclona being
40—Wool fabric
41—A maiden
**—The tongue >
40—Gratuity
<•—A plant
48—Kxpreaalng pleamra
Bl—Cornmeal mnah
50—Dilatory
•7—To fortify
B»—Colored gla**
•1—Fidelity
83—Melodic.
B4—InTcat with a fee
65—Tramp
••—A tapering mandrel
68—Force
8»—Single
~ 7O—Hleetrleal ult
Tl—An extinct bird
7*-~Point of the compaae
74—Goddeaa of dawn
T*—That which 1m recent
T»—Of the Tartar race
80—What every woman add*
Bl—A veiiel
B»—In regard to
83—Still
84—An American llaard
SB—A color
Vertical.
1—Derange*
2—The leading lady
4—Dl-Hdea
5—A aeoandrel
8—Serpent
T—Sheltered aide
8—Hanr tlmea
»—Mildew on plant*
1O—Hxelte
It An ancient punier
IS—Chronicle of a year
18—Conunlaalon
IB—Calelnm
M—Depart
XI—An Aalatle Barak

ill—A Toleaae
SO—Vehicle
M—Interested
S3—Lord
84—An»trallan catflah
84—iBlement* of plant*
88—Oriental weight (pi.)
40—Dltehe*
43—Tnrn to the right
44—Pate
47—Phonology
48—Bmlta fnmea
4B—Small amount
50—Defy •
Bl—Biblical character
BZ—Arrive
CO—WeM
B« Made tender
OB -Pl»ea»e of grape leave*
58—What Eve wn* mad* of
«O—Stretching (old)
anenal
B» A eon *f Shem
•Act of stealing
07—A worker In woe!
70—Forward
IS—Bxtot
70—Cup with four handle*
77—The entire man
78—On* who ha* extreme political
view* (alang)

Solution

a ansa

HUB
nnas'

BHQ

3QD

3 jgcjEKf^t-j anus;"!*

MORE SATISFACTION
CANT BE BOUGHT.
FOR

Think It Over

He who has never denied himself
for the sake of giving has but
glanced at the Joys of charity.—
Madame Swetchlne.

err WORSELF SOME
HELP.MOLLIE... ANOTHER
FAIR OF TWINS WILL GIVE
IT TO YOU.

IMEANTHETWINS VOU GET IN EVERY
BAR Of FELS-NAPTHA, GOOD GOLDEN
SOAPANP PLENTY OF NAPTHA, IM3TEAD OF SOAP^a-a ALONE!

WE'RE TWINS— AND SO 19
FELS-NAPTHA SOAPlTWAfs
WHY IT GIVES YOU EXtRA
HELP-— CLEANER.WHiTER
CLOTHES—
RUBBING.

FELS-NAPTHA SOAP.,.
SEE

LANO

THKT SOUNDS
EASIER
WA3HDAVS TO
ME-Hl6ETSOHt
FEIS-MAJTHA
TODAY I

THE ANITA
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Jack Roe of Des Moines spent
Sunday and Monday with relatives
and friends in Anita.
I
John Faulkner of Chicago visited
n the city from Friday evening until j;
Monday evening with his parents, H.
Faulkner and wife.
J. W. Peterson and wife of Iowa'
ity visited in the city Sunday and',
Monday at the home of her parents,'
J. C. Jenkins and wife.

SAT.-SUN.-MON.

DEC. 3O-3I
JAN. I

Mrs. H. R. Kidd of Anderson, South!
Carolina, is visiting here until after
the first of the year with her mother, Mrs. Isabell Dougherty.
Henry Maduff, wife and two sons,
Sydney and Irwin, drove to Council
Bluffs Christmas morning where they
spent the day with relatives.

lay tile Joys of This

Your Uncle Gus
is a one man
crime w a v e . . .
and so's your
old Aunt Tlllle!
When they
start stealing
the picture
from each
other, there's
a tidal w a v e
ot tun! . .,_,

H. R. Alleman and wife of Stockton, Illinois, are here to visit until
after New Year's at the home of her
parents, W. H. Wagner and wife.
Mrs. Lulu Gotch and daughter, Miss
Jane, were here from Iowa idty to
spend Christmas with their sister and
aunt, Mrs. G. M. Adair and family.
Chad. Salmon, wife and daughter,
Margaret Jean, of Cambridge, Ohio,
are here to spend the holidays with
her parents, Ed. L. Newton and wife.

•e the Greatest You
lave Ever Known
Happiness is largely a state of mind and as oft as we realize this the better
, is for each of us. We therefore express the hope that it will be your good
prtune during this Yuletide Season to garner from the garden of happy
ioug-hts bright jewels that will not tarnish, but will be genuine and help
on and cheer you through the days of the coming year.
As we recount the days of the year now drawing to a close we find much
be thankful for. As we look to the future we find much hope and encourthis is so with you.
To our friends everywhere we send this holiday greeting with our very
est wishes and our deep and sincere appreciation of your friendship and
pour patronage. We express the hope that it may be our pleasure and our
privilege to continue our pleasant relations with you during the coming year.
C. E. HARRY
)R. G. M. ADAIR

BELL'S CAFE
ANITA BAKERY

|DR. H. E. CAMPBELL

E. R. WILSON

[DR. C. H. JOHNSON

NEFF'S HARDWARE

I

[DR. P. T. WILLIAMS
- D. MILLARD

BONGERS BROS.
JOHNSON PLUMBING & HEATING SHOP

"HESTER A. LONG
BURKE & DORSEY
JEFF'S GARAGE
ANITA LUMBER CO.
W. SHAFFER & SON
WEST IOWA TELEPHONE CO.

...^srt'.

-EVI'S BARBER SHOP
FILLING STATION
^WOOD'S PRODUCE
CITHER POULTRY & EGG CO.
H

GOLDEN RULE DEPARTMENT
STORE
RIALTO THEATRE

- TURNER
CAFE

ALBERT KARNS
E

FORSHAY LOAN & INSURANCE
AGENCY

THE FARMERS COOP.
METZ CAFE
WHITE FRONT COFFEE SHOP

- S. HOLTON
GROCERY

THE ANITA BANK

ANITA BOTTLING WORKS
THE ANITA TRIBUNE

Bntternut Coffee, pound can
28c
Sun-Up Coffee, 1-lb. bags
16c
Soda or Graham Crackers, 2-lb... 20c
Opal pancake flour, 3'/2-Ib. bags..!8c
SCHAAKE'S STORE.

Meet yo u r
I on g - / os t
relatives . . „

Raymond Burke, a student at St.
Ambrose college in Davenport, is
home to spend the holidays with his
parents, Ernest Burke and wife. He
will be here until the 8th. of January*>
The members of the W. P. G. club
were 1:00 o'clock dinner guests last
Thursday of Mrs. W. T. Slater, at her
home on 'West Main Street. The afternoon was spent socially by the ladies.
Dr. J. W. Macklin, wife and daughter, Mary Margaret, and Gerald
Kirkwood, wife and son, Donald, of
Des Moines spent Christmas in the
city with the ladies' parents, Fred
Dittman and wife.
A total of twenty-nive Cass county
scrip dollars has been redeemed at
the office of County Treasurer L. A.
Breeling in Atlantic. Around $4,000
worth of scrip was issued by the
county a year ago.
The Misses Louise and Anna Dittman, teachers in the schools at Council Bluffs, Iowa, and Fowler, Colorado,
respectively, are home to spend the
Christmas vacation with their parents,
Fred Dittman and wife.

4 Paramount Picture with

W-C-FIELDS
Alison

BABY U ROY
Plus This Array of Added Entertainment
•1i\
POPEYE, the sailor, in "Blow Me Down."
Eugene Pallette—Walter Catlett in latest comedy
"ONE AWFUL NIGHT"
LATEST NEWS EVENTS OF THE WORLD
POPULAR ADMISSION
lOc and 25c

The regular meeting of the ladies
D. L. McDermott, wife and son,
aid society of the Massena township James, of Corning spent Sunday in
Baptist church was held at the home the city with his mother, Mrs. Nora
of Mrs. R. N. Way last Wednesday. McDermott.
A Christmas program and grab bag
were enjoyed by the members.
Eight members and three visitors
were present at a meeting of the
Mrs. Maggie Scholl of this city re- Sunshine club at the home of Mrs.
ceived the sad news a few days ago S. G. Jewett last Thursday. A three
that her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Walter course dinner was served at 1:00
Scholl of Linton, Indiana, had been o'clock by the hostess.
taken to a hospital to submit to an
Emmet Newton, wife and baby of
operation for the removal of a canNevada, Iowa, were week end visitors
cer.
in the city with his parents, Ed. L.
An all day meeting and Christmas Newton and wife. From here they
party was held last Thursday by the went to 'Malvern, Iowa, to spend
members of the W. W. club at the Christmas with Mrs. Newton's parhome of Mrs. Fred Possehl, west of ents, Alfred Hall and wife.
the city. At noon a covered dish dinEmory -Kohl, wife and three sons,
ner was enjoyed. The next meeting
of the club will be held at the home Warren, Kenneth and Emory, are
spending the week in the city with
of Mrs. Roy Derry.
Mrs. Kohl's mother, Mrs. Augusta
On Thursday evening Mr. and Mrs. Simon, and with other relatives and
Solon A. Karns entertained the mem- friends. Their home is near Tilden,
bers of the Tafo bridge club at their Nebraska, where they moved to from
home on Chestnut Street. Other Anita nineteen years ago.
guests besides the members were Mir.
and Mrs. Tom Burns. The evening
Friends here of Eyrie V. Horswell
was spent playing bridge, at which of Armstrong, Iowa, will be sorry to
high scorers were Mrs. Karns andlearn that he met with an accident
Max Walker.
a few days ago that cost him the
loss of u thumb. Working with a corn
The members of the Knot-a-Kare elevator, he got his hand caught in
bridge club, together with three such a manner that it tore the thumb
guests, Mrs. Fred M. Sheley, Mrs. 1L from the hand, also pulling the ligC. Faulkner and Mrs. E. S. Holton, aments in the arm. Unless infection
were entertained last Wednesday af- sets in it is not thought that it will
ternoon by Mrs. Carl H. Miller at be necessary to amputate the whole
her home on East Main Street. High hand or part of the arm. A numscorer for the afternoon was Mrs. ber of years ago Mr. Horswell was
Hattie Wiese.
employed as athletic instructor in the
Anita
high school.
The members of the Original Sunshine Club were guests last Thursday
of Mrs. Agnes MiCush, at her home
a short distance east of Anita. A
covered dish dinner was served at
noon. During the afternoon the members enjoyed a Christmas grad bag.
Mrs. W. H. Hecloman will be hostess
to the next meeting of the club.
Mrs. Andy Miller was hostess last
Wednesday afternoon at her home on
Elm Street to the members of the
Bide-a-Wee bridge club. Besides the
members, there was one other guest,
Mrs. Russell Smith. High scorer for
the afternoon was 'Mrs. Walter Inhofe, and a traveler's prize given by
the hostess was won by Mrs. Guy
Steinmetz.

Chas. W. Hook, who had been visiting here with his mother and sister,
Mrs. Flavia Hook and Miss Vera, left
Friday for his home in Cedar Rapids.
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. W. C. McCrory, well known Lincoln township
couple, will sympathize with thrm
over the loss of a baby daughter, born
last Thursday night and passing away
a few minutes after birth.
Mrs. Carrie Harris was hostess to
the members of the Mutual Benefit
club of the Highland vicinity last
Thursday. Following a covered dish
dinner a Christmas program was given, also an exchange of gifts.
An all day meeting of the ladiea
aid society of Lincoln Center was
held at the community hall lasti
Thursday, dinner being served at noon.
During the afternoon a Christmas
grab bag was enjoyed by the ladiea
present.
Mrs. Frank Miller was hostess at
her home on Maple Street to the
members of the Ladies Union club
last Wednesday. A two couiae dinner was served at noon. The ladies
spent the afternoon quilting, and also
enjoyed an exchange of Christmas
gifts. Mrs. Bessie Lowell gave a
short program of original poems.

Better Shoes For Less
NOTHING — $3.98 — OVER

Family Shoe Store
Atlantic

Specials for Saturday
BEEF ROASTS, per pound
BEEF STEAK, per pound
FRESH SIDE PORK, per pound

lOc
15c
lOc

Miller's Market
ANITA, IOWA.
We Wish You All A Happy New Year
&$*********<f<f<r*#*<rtriri^^

FHE TRIBUNE. ANITA. IOWA.

•a Has Long
"Life Expectancy"
Rate of Wear
20,000 Yean.

percent passes to the left, over the
8,000-foot .Canadian Horseshoe falls.
"Without destroying Its scenic
-Dry rocks recently ex- >eauty, man has put Niagara to work.
. falls where normally Jy treaty, Canada and the United
per second plunge 160 States agreed on the maximum amount
Niagara gorge; the com- of water each may divert for the genfcle of water in the Nl- eration of electric power—36,000 cubic
; and a drop of some 20 'eet a second by Canada, 20,000 by the
ater level In the gorge— United States. Today Niagara supa strong east wind— plies light and power to cities and
|"the query: "How long :owns within a radius of more than
200 miles.
? falls last?"
a crash of rock
Drafted In World War.
contour Of the tails,
"Perhajs
the average visitor depressed' for an t>plnkra's probable life span. lighting in the beauty of the falls. Is
lls nearly "ran dry" back unaware that it was drafted for serv•game question was asked, ice in the World war. It performed
ted to spill over a cliff its service well, and both before and
years ago approximately since has played a leading role in the
jfarther down the Niagara American industrial world. When Imbe present fails," says a portation of grinding materials from
the National Geographic Asia Minor ceased during the hostiliFthe falls are permitted to ties lb Europe, American manufacturfand continue to do so at ers attempted-to make their own. They
|t rate, about 4 feet an- failed In their first experiments bewlll tear down the re- cause of the lack of electric current
nlles of the river between at a price the new venture could afLake Brie some time ford to pay. Those who backed the
process thereupon went to Niagara
ar 23,053.
|r mpre than 2,000,000 vis- falls, set up a plant, and founded the
ill over the world view the artificial abrasive Industry.
waters spilling from the
"How much this Industry has meant
»the foamy, bubbling pool to America Is difficult to overestimate.
On the lips of 'nearly ev- To take the grinding machinery out
1s the query: 'Where of the automobile factories, the muFwater come from?' 'Prom nition plants, the locomotive works,
_ nearly as large in area car foundries, and machine shops of
j of Texas—four of the five the country would paralyze the naanswer geographers and tion's whole Industrial system.
ers.
"In addition Niagara's electricity
'•Million Spring*,
contributes normally to the manufacon springs replenish the ture of aluminum, chemicals, wood
holds captive nearly half pulp, paper and even to the baking
water In the world. As of breads."
sin of Lake Superior fills
, the waters descend and
those of Lakes Huron and
od the three pour the coro| of their overflow Into Lake

Weather Man Muses;
They Close Him Up
Warsaw.—An extraordinary reason la stated to have brought about
the stoppage of the weather forecast of the Meteorological station
here.
It Is said that Just before he set
out on a Journey one of the ministers consulted'the official weather
forecast and read that the "sun
will shine all day and the temperature will be warm." He went and
got wet
This so annoyed the authorities
that the forecasts were stopped altogether.

Miss • June Warsaw of Grand-'RapIds, Mich., is earning her way through
the University of Michigan by teaching tricks of magic to her fellow students and giving Instruction 'in the
art, at which she Is an adept though
not a professional magician.

Attempt on Life Shakes His fuses to guard his words, even for
Adolf Hitler, Germany's new leader.
Feeling of Safety.
He loves to spend his evenings In the

Amsterdam.—Getting more and more
distrustful of people as he grows older,
Wllhelm II, former kaiser of Germany,
hi becoming Increasingly a hermit at
his castle at Doom, Holland.
Although occasionally he visits a
friend In the village, his hermit tendencies have been strengthened by an
attempt on his life last year. But he
Is Just as afraid of a common cold as
he Is of an assassin. None of his courtiers, his wife, or children are allowed
In his presence If they betray the
Church for Own Use slightest symptoms of a cold. As for
church Is being built for the former kaiser, one sneeze sends
him to bed, to remain until the court
lrmen.
the parish church of physician has routed the last cold
[Bourget, the village on the germ.
The attempt by a madman to kill
bf Le Bourget, the shrine
bin a chapel dedicated to Our him with a knife has taken away WUhelm's feeling of safety. Even the
the Skies,
high
steel fence, topped with barbed
ourget, which numbers 7,000
hts, has been growing ever wire, and the Dutch guard of six men
fam.ous airport was turned do not reassure him.
He becomes increasingly difficult to
slusively to civil aviation. It
ited the village will number handle with the passing years. His
habitants by the end of 1933 bowing, smiling "shadow" court has
buries du Nouvean Bourget had one duty all these years—to "keep
[the name of the church in his majesty quiet" He Is protected
_ of diaries Nungesser. The from unknown callers and newspaper
Is officially dedicated to the men because he Is headstrong and reof Mgr. Charles Glbler, bishop
pa, who died in 1931.:
hurch, built on the simplest Waves Toss Seven Perch
111 cost abo4t one million
Right at Angler's Feet
pot counting the three carllFairmont, Minn.—He didn't cast a
« to be Installed In the belfry
phlch the largest will 'toll for line when be went fishing the other
general and the middle one day during a gale, but Mlllard Flnlay
Pts. The small one will be for went home with flsh for dinner.
As he was about to turn back reI'use.
ptrmen's chapel will be presld luctantly after deciding the wind was
by a white limestone statue too strong for fishing, an obliging
ILaOy of the Skies—a work .. wave, he says, tossed an elegant perch
simplicity which repre- at his feet More followed. When the
, ' Virgin with head lifted and wind got too cold for him he went
ptstrctched, as If she were home with seven perch the wind had
brought In.
"take off."

ibs at the Live Stock Show

rosarium, where he cultivates nearly
every kind of rose and which he opens
to the public during the day.
The sound of Westminster chimes
comes through the trees. Four years
ago Wllhelm had a clock with chimes
put In the belfry of the garage because
It reminded him of his boyhood, when
his English mother was never happy
without her clock with the Westminster chimes.
Though Germany may never call him
back, Wllhelm shrugs his shoulders
and remembers that "they, too, can
serve, who only stand and wait"

Iowa Bridge Named for
Heroine to Be Wrecked
Boone, Iowa.—The Kate Shelley
bridge, which has stood since 1881 as
a monument to the bravery of a fifteen-year-old girl, will be torn down.
In 1881 the main line of the Chi
cago & North Western railway passe<
through Molngona, Iowa, between Og
den and Boone. One night Kate Shel
ley, who lived near the Des Molnes
river, discovered that high water serl
ously had weakened the bridge.
Legends of her deed agree that shi
seized a lantern, fled across the tot
terlng bridge Just In time to stop an
oncoming passenger train.
A few years later the North Western
rewarded her by appointing her sta
tlon master at the then busy station
at Molngona. The new bridge was
named after her.
Later a shorter route across the Des
Molnes river lowlands was surveyed
and the Molngona route became a ml
nor side track In the railroad system
Miss Shelley remained station master
at the point until her death severa
years ago.
,
The railroad recently announced
that the bridge and the entire track
age of the Molngona route would be
dismantled.

Salt Lake City Feline
Objects to U. S. Mail Box
Salt Lake City, Utah.—Somewhere
is a large black cat who scorns the
dispatch of Uncle Sam's postal service when It comes to getting places.
Patrolman W. W. Rogers, hearing a
noise In a corner mall box, called the
post office and a man was sent to
open It.
Rogers lifted the howling animal
from the box and was attempting to
see If some practical Joker had attached proper postage and address,
when, with a vicious scratch and wall,
the cat broke loose and streaked up
the street.
Get Gold From Board*

Jarbridge, Nev. — Wreckers who
burned carefully the floor timbers of
the old Elkoro gold mill here found
that the ashes contained thousands of
dollars worth of gold. Wall boards
where the cyanide solution used In
milling hud solidified were also rich
In gold, It was said.
Pastor Welcome! Heckler*

London.—Hecklers are welcome In
Hev. A. Martin Sanders' church. He
Invlles heckling during his sermon as
a means of keeping the congregation
uwiike.
KultlUrlue Sne
•mninn
ldo« of Oneonta. N. Y., nineteen years old, with
?
ck «h I)en of three Iwba which she exhibited at the International
t* snow in Chicago.

Aiout Swagger Crochet Accessories F i f t y F a m o u s

F r o n t iBe r s m e n

By CHERIE NICHOLAS
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MAKES MAGIC PAY

Former Kaiser Pursued by Fears

aggregate volume of surfrom the four lakes, seekutlet to the sea, breaks
notch on the east rim of
, making the Niagara river.
efore the Niagara .river
be precipitous cliff* over
(furls Its waters. Goat Island
[the stream into two chanut 6 per cent of the water
he right over the American
aetrlcal sheet more than
I wide, and the remaining 94
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you Just love to be the
W OULDN'T
proud possessor of some one, or

for that matter, all the dress accessories here pictured? There are thousands of us that always count on after
the holidays as the time to "do fancy
Work." Such fun as It will be to
work on these pretty things during
the long and tedious midwinter hours!
And think of the Joy of having a collection of these swagger dress accessories In readiness to wear with your
spring and summer frocks.
These dainty little fancies are actually crocheted (the sailor collar is
knit) from crepe paper. There has
been quite a lot of crepe paper Items
going the rounds this season but we
think the ones we are here showing
are smarter and more outstanding
than any which have gone before. The
best of it Is the expense Is next to
nothing, for the crepe paper of which
they are made costs but a few pennies.
If you have In your wardrobe a
simple dark dress that needs a bit of
"life" or some good old standby
frock that needs a new look, one of
these nifty little crochets Is sure to
"do the trick." One of the Joya of
making these Items is the fact that
the crepe paper comee In as many as
flfty delectable colors and you can
work any color scheme your costume
calls for. - And what's more, nobody
ever dreams that they are made of
crepe paper.
In this limited space It is not possible to give detailed instructions "how
to make," which need worry you not

SUBDEB'S DRESSES
RIVAL BIG SISTER'S

at all for It Is possible to obtain
working directions at most any place
where materials for paper handcraft
are sold. We might say, however, that
the swagger collar, cuff and belt set
photographed on the standing figure
Is done In the favorite fish net stitch.
The set pictured Is In a lovely Chinese
red and the dress is beige.
Fish net, by the way, Is one of the
easiest stitches to do and with the
crepe paper you get a true fish-net
lace effect
The sailor collar, sketched to the
left «t the top, Is a youthful design.
It Is knit. Instead of crocheted, ol
white crepe paper with a contrasting
strand of the paper drawn through
between the border and the collar.
The buttons are a matching red.
The sporty girdle or belt, sketched
to the right above, is crocheted from
brown crepe paper, cut In strips,
stretched and twisted. The crochetIng Is .done In the favorite popcorn
stitch and the finished effect In the
brown Is distinctly that of leather.
Brass buttons set this girdle off to
perfection.
The vest and cuff set, sketched below to the right. Is decidedly out of
the ordinary. Taking its Inspiration
from armor that knights wore in days
of old, the designer most appropriately refers to it as the tournament set.
The original of this sketch was made
of Jade green paper. Worn with a
simple black dress it is very effective.
It la also good looking with a crepe
dress In matching green.

broke out In a Texas town and how
It! agitated mayor sent a hurry-np call
for a company of Texas Rangers to
come forthwith and suppress the riotera. In due course a lone Ranger rode
Intd town and sought out the fearful
burgomaster, who. seeing him. sputtered Indignantly: "Why—why . . .
I asked for a whole company of Rangcra and they*v sent only onel"
"Well," drawled that Imperturbable
guardian of the law In the Lone Star
state, "There ain't but one riot, la
there?"
The Identity of this casual officer
has never been authoritatively established, but It might very well bare
been Capt Bill McDonald, for It was
Just about the sort of statement you
could expect from the man of whom
It was once Bald "He'd charge Hell
with a bucket of water."
'
Is remembered as the deputy
United States marshal who, almost
single-handed, redeemed No Man's
Land In Indian territory, tamed the
Texas Panhandle and reformed the
notorious Cherokee strip. In doing
this he faced a task wblcb federal.
state and territorial officers of the law
declared impossible and, braving death
a hundred times at the hands of desperadoes to whom there were no rules
of war and whose slogan was "Shoot
Capt Bill McDonald on sight," he lived
to see the rule of tow and order prevail In those regions.
But he was more than Just a hardriding, hard-fighting officer who knew
not the name of fear. His native Intelligence made him a detective whose
feats of solving baffling mysteries compare favorably with some of the best
city-trained sleuths In the history of
crime detection. And he had something else—a psychology which made
him Invincible and which la best expressed In his own words: "No man
In the wrong can stand up against a
fellow that's In the right and keeps
on a-comlngl"
When Captain Bill died In 1918,
press dispatches recalled the 'fact that
he had been a friend of Presidents
(he had accompanied President Roosevelt on T. B,'s wolf-hunting expedition In Oklahoma In 1909 as chief
guide and special bodyguard, and lie
had served as bodyguard for President
Wilson during his campaign for reelection In 1016). But It Is doubtful
if he himself would care to be remembered for being "a friend of Presidents" so much as he would for being
"Capt Bill McDonald, Texas Ranger."
• * •
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NEW WAYS OF FUR
By CHKBIB NICHOLAS

Vibrant coats, suits and dresses
have been made this season for the
subdeb. With her shirtwaist dress,
floor-length evening wrap, and "hostess" gown, she needn't take a back
seat when big sister Is around.
Evening wraps designed especially
for her Include a white bengallne mandarin coat with Jade dragon buttons
and a long, black velvet with white
fur puffs on the upper part of the
sleeves.
An unusual laced treatment marks
the neck of a black silk frock. The
lacing Is spaced to give a shirred, soft
drape to the neckline. Other dresses
for the Jeune fille are accented with
ruffs and draped crew collars.
Her evening frocks comprise a velvet creation with flowers clustered at
the throat, and one with white ribbed
metal cloth top and black skirt

Shoes Are Going Higher
and Higher Up the Instep
With shoes going higher and higher
up the Instep, the''matter of trim fit
has become a real problem. The whole
beauty of this extreme type of shoe
lies In the perfect molded look over
the Instep and around the ankle.
To meet this situation designers
have resorted to various expedients.
One exceedingly smart black suede
shoe, perfectly plain and mounting
well up on the ankle has narrow elastic insets on the side, after the manner of the old Congress gaiters. When
the shoe is pulled on It fits like a glove
and la exceedingly flattering to the
foot.
The side-lacing oxford Is another expedient which combines utility with
chic.
Velvet Fancie*

Velvet makes many fashionable fancies In the new winter mode. In plain,
plaid, ribbed, crinkled and quilted
Century-Old Schoolhou*e
Brookllne, Vt—A one-hundred-year- weaves It adds a note of novelty and
old schoolhouse here is completely contrast to both daytime and evening
costumes.
round.

Out-of-the-ordlnary fur trimmings on
cloth coats are giving us aometbloft
new to think about this season. The
model pictured Is especially llkablv
since It accents two outstanding trimming trends. The one is the fur Jacket
top which is carried out to a nicety
In this Instance. The other Is the fur
epaulet effects which are so widely
exploited as a means of arriving at
the wide shoulder silhouette which
fashion demands at present. The
model pictured Is of gray wool with
fur of matching gray kldsklu. With
It is worn a peaked hat of black
velour, gray kid opera pumps with
light gray banding, and black glovea
and bag.

He Made the Bowie Knife
Famous
the race of dime novel
BEFORE
writers died out, they really snonld

have banded together and erected a
monument to Samuel Colt and James
Bowie. For, without placing a "trusty
Colt" In the hands of their heroes, how
could they have ever made so many
"redskins bite the dust"? Or. without
providing those same heroes with "a
huge bowie-knife," bow would It have
been possible for them to "carve ther
nose offen ther galoot thet laffs at me,
or dissect ther In'ards o' {her pilgrim
or tender-hoof what looks crossways
or puckers a Up at me?"
Yes, Indeed, the dime novelists owed
a great debt to CoL James Bowie, a
native of Tennessee, who emigrated
with his brother, Rezln P. Bowie, to
Louisiana In the early 1800's. Described as "a man of surpassing vigor,
headlong energy and of great ambition
to lead, six feet tall and all muscle,"
his favorite sport was roping and riding alligators. Usually, soft-spoken
and reserved In manner, when his anger was aroused, he was like an enraged tiger."
On such occasions he was accustomed to give a good account of himself with a long-bladed, keen knife
which was a fearful weapon at close
quarters when handled by such a man
as "Big Jim" Bowie. Whether it was
James Bowie or some other man who
"Invented" the knife which hears their
name, Is a matter of dispute among
historians.
Bnt whoever the "Inventor" may
have been, the fact remains that it
was James Bowie who made the knife
famous In more than one desperate
encounter. One of them was the celebrated "Sandbar Duel" near Notches,
Miss., on September 19, 1827, a freefor-all among twelve men In which
three were badly wounded and two
killed. Another was Bowie's fight with
three desperadoes who attacked him
and all of whom he killed. After that,
men began saying to blacksmiths,
"Make me a knife like Bowie's," and
later they shortened that to "Make me
a Bowie knife."
It Is wholly appropriate that the
last act in "Big Jim's" life should find
him with such a knife in his hand.
That was on March 6, 1830 at the
Alamo. When the Mexicans swept
over the walls of the old fortress and
swarmed down upon the handful of
gallant defenders there, Bowie was
bed-ridden with a fever. But he left
a trail of dead Mexicans from the door
of his room to the side of his bed before they finally succeeded in bearing
him down to his death. And when
others of Santa Ana's men came rushing into that death chamber they saw
one of their fellows sprawled across
the American's body with that terrible
Bowie knife burled deep In his heart (

